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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

Cf'T Y e'Ot:ll1 CIt..
MGR EHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

13 SEP 19 PM 5: I B

MEMORANDUM
To:

Michelle Dawson, City Manager

From:

Richard Stewart, Council Member

Date:

September 4, 2013

Subject:

Recognition of Joel Ontiveros, Chief of Police

\~ (j .. '

I greatly appreciated Chief Joel Ontiveros' attendance and participation in the
community forum at the Sunnymead Ranch Home Owners Association on
Wednesday, August 28. Chief Ontiveros personally made a presentation and fielded
questions even though he was on vacation. His participation was appreciated by 'TIe
and the citizens of Moreno Valley.

jrc
cc: Council Members
Deputy Chief Patricia Knudson
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. CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
~-.

::::>'"

To:

Michelle Dawson, City Manager

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Council Member

Date:

August 28, 2013

Subject:

Recognition of Richard Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Richard Teichert for attending the Hidden Springs
Residents Committee meeting on the evening of Wednesday, August 21. I appreciate the fact
that Mr. Teichert took time to answer the questions and concerns of the residents. The City of
Moreno Valley is able to offer outstanding service to our residents because of dedicated
employees like Mr. Teichert.

Jrc
cc: Council Members
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
-----To:

Michelle Dawson, City Manager

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Council Member

Date:

August 28, 2013

Subject:

Recognition of Candace Cassel, Special Districts Division Manager

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Candace Cassel for attending the Hidden Springs
Residents Committee meeting on the evening of Wednesday, August 21. I appreciate the fact
that Ms. Cassel took time to answer the questions and concerns of the residents. The City of
Moreno Valley is able to offer outstanding service to our residents because of dedicated
employees like Ms. Cassel.

Jrc
cc: Council Members
Richard Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Michelle Dawson,City Manager

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Council Member

Date:

August 28,2013

Subject:

Recognition of Dan Monto, Senior Landscape Services Inspector

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Dan Monto for attending the Hidden Springs
Residents Committee meeting on the evening of Wednesday, August 21. I appreciate the fact
that Mr. Monto took time to answer the questions and concerns of the residents. The City of
Moreno Valley is able to offer outstanding service to our residents because of dedicated
employees like Mr. Monto.

Jrc
cc: Council Members
Richard Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM

--To:

Michelle Dawson, City Manager

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Council Member

Date:

August 28, 2013

Subject:

Recognition of Mel Alonzo, Parks & Community Services Division Manager

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mel Alonzo for attending the Hidden Springs
Residents Committee meeting on the evening of Wednesday, August 21. I appreciate the fact
that Mr. Alonzo took time to answer the questions and concerns of the residents. The City of
Moreno Valley is able to offer outstanding service to our residents because of dedicated
employees like Mr. Alonzo.

Jrc
cc: Council Members
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Michelle Dawson, City Manager

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Council Member

Date:

August 28, 2013

Subject:

Tony Hetherman, Parks Projects Coordinator

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Tony Hetherman for attending the Hidden Springs
Residents Committee meeting on the evening of Wednesday, August 21. I appreciate the fact
that Mr. Hetherman took time to answer the questions and concerns of the residents. The City of
Moreno Valley is able to offer outstanding service to our residents because of dedicated
employees like Mr. Hetherman.

FC
cc: Council Members
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224041

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and Council Members

From:

Council Member Richard A. Stewart

Date:

August 19, 2013

Subject:

Appointment to March Joint Powers Commission

I humbly seek to be appointed to replace Marcelo Co as the city's second representative
on the March Joint Powers Commission.
My experience on the JPC goes without saying. My ability to work with staff and the
other elected members is well known. The lawsuit filed by Moreno Valley has made our
relationships with the staff and other members tense. I am confident I will be able to
work well with Mayor Owings to present Moreno Valley's interests in a reasoned but firm
manner.

I thank you for your support in being appointed to this important position to represent
our city.
RS/cam
c: City Manager

MV00224042
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(,ill' CeJUtolCIL
~iQ REH0 VALL E'(
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

October 3, 2013

13 OCT 15 PH 5: 16

Hon. Tom Owings
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
ASSOCIATION of
GOVERNMENTS
Main Office
818 West Seventh Street
12th Floor
Los Angeles. California
90017-3435

t(213) 236-1800

Re: SCAG Sustainability Planning Grant Award
To Hon. Tom Owings:
Congratulations! On behalf of the Regional Council, I am pleased to inform you that the
City of Moreno Valley submittal for the Nason Street Corridor Plan project has been
approved at the meeting on September 12th. The City of Moreno Valley has been awarded a
Sustainability Program grant valued at approximately $150,000 in planning services. The
Southern California Association of Governments' (SCAG) looks forward to partnering with
the City on this planning grant and appreciates your interest.

1(213) 236-1825

www_scag.ca.gov

Officers
President
Greg Pettis. Cathedral City
First Vice President
Carl Morehouse. San Buenaventura
Second Vice President
Cheryl Viegas-Walker. EI Centro
Immediate Past President
Glen Becerra. Simi Valley

Executive/Administration
Committee Chair
Greg Pettis. Cathedral City

Policy Committee Chairs
Community. Economic and
Human Development
Margaret Finlay, Duarte
Energy & Environment
James Johnson. Long Beach

This project is another step towards implementing the approved 2012-2035 Regional
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP /SCS) that was developed with
a bottom-up partnership for a livable and prosperous Southern California through 2035.
The Sustainability grant program enables SCAG to partner direcdy with our members by
providing financial assistance to local planning initiatives that help implement the 2012-2035
RTP /SCS and, at the same time, support local priorities. The City'S proposal is consistent
with the Sustainability Program's goals of improving livability, mobility, prosperity and
sustainability and moves us one step closer to realizing our shared vision.
SCAG is pleased to be able to offer you consultant services, free of charge, to implement
your project. The next step will be to work from the project proposal to develop a scope of
work and "Request for Proposals" (RFP) for bid by a qualified consultant team to support
your effort.
SCAG staff will be in touch shordy to discuss this process. In the meantime, if you have any
questions please do not hesitate to contact Peter Brandenburg, Program Manager, at (213)
236-1937 or by email atbrandenb@scag.ca_gov. Thank you again for your interest in
partnering with SCAG to plan for a better future for your community and the entire SCAG
reglOn.

Sincerely,

Transportation
Keith Millhouse. Ventura County
Transportation Commission

Greg Pettis
President
Cc:

Ms. Michelle Dawson, City Manager
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
City Council

The Regional Council consists of 84 elected officials representing 191 cities. six counties. six County Transportation Commissions. one representative
from the Transportation Corridor Agencies. one Tribal Government representative and one representative for the Air Districts within Southern California.
2013.05.Q..S
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OIalifornia ffitat.e fficnatc
ALEX PADILLA
SENATOR, 20TH DISTRICT

October 1, 2013
City of Moreno Valley
Attn: City Council
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9014
Dear Colleague,
I respectfully ask for your support of Senate Bill 405 which would phase out single-use plastic bags in California.

Each year in California, more than 13 billion single-use plastic bags are handed out by retailers. CalRecycle reports that
only 3% of single-use plastic bags are actually recycled. The other 97% litter our streams, rivers and coastline, and
endanger birds, marine life and wildlife. Plastic bags remain one of the top items found during annual beach cleanups.
Plastic bags also contribute to blight in our communities and clog local storm water systems. Because plastic bags take
1,000 years to degrade, their impacts are compounded every year. California local governments spend more than
$25 million each year to collect and bury plastic bag waste. And the plastic bags that do enter our recycling centers slow
the sorting process and jam machinery.
Earlier this year, I introduced SB 405. This bill would enact a statewide phase out of single-use plastic bags in
California. This legislation is supported by a broad coalition that includes grocers, environmentalists and many local
governments.
Despite strong support, SB 405 fell 3 votes short of passage this year. I remain committed to this effort, but I need your
help. SB 405 will face another vote early next year. Between now and then, I am respectfully asking you to put your
city On record in support ofSB 405. The City of Los Angeles took this step in June ofthis year and joined 80 other
California cities and counties who support the phase out of single-use plastic bags in their communities.
Please join me in this effort. Attached, please find a sample resolution in support of SB 405, a copy ofthe bill, and a
fact sheet with additional information. I look forward to working with you so that single-use plastic bags are soon
phased out in our state.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Please feel free to contact me at (916) 651-4020 if you have any questions
or need additional information.
Sincerely,

~?~
ALEX PADILLA
State Senator, 20 th District

CAPITOL OFFICE: STATE CAPITOL, ROOM 4038· SACRAMENTO, CA 95814. TEL (916) 651,4020. FAX (916) 324-6645
DISTRICT OFFICE: 6150 VAN NUYS BLVD" SUITE 400· VAN NUYS, CA 91401 • TEL (818) 901-5588. FAX (818) 901-5562

MV00224045

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, each year in California more than 13 billion single-use plastic bags are handed out
by retailers and only 3% of these bags are recycled; and
WHEREAS, plastic bags cause slow sorting and jam machinery at recycling centers costing
California more than $25 million dollars each year to collect and bury the plastic bag waste; and
WHEREAS, according to a study commissioned by the US Marine Debris Monitoring Program,
plastic bags remain one of the top items found consistently during annual beach cleanups; and
WHEREAS, The Convention on Biological Diversity reports a total of 663 species have been
affected by plastic marine pollution through entanglement or ingestion; and
WHEREAS, the United States Environmental Protection Agency finds that reducing the use of
an item is one of the most effective ways to save our natural resources and protect the
environment; and
WHEREAS, a third of Californians are subject to laws phasing out the use of single-use plastic
bags; and
WHEREAS, State Senator Padilla has authored SB 405, which would prohibit grocery stores and
large retailers from providing single-use bags to customers in 2015, and would expand that
prohibition to convenience stores and food marts in 2016; and
WHEREAS, by prohibiting the free distribution of plastic bags, SB 405 would help eliminate a
major source of pollution in California; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by the
hereby SUPPORTS Senate Bi1l405 (Padilla) that
adoption of this Resolution, the
would prohibit grocery stores, large retailers, convenience stores, and food marts from providing
free single-use plastic bags to consumers, and require those stores to have reusable bags
available for purchase.

PRESENTED BY

----~-----------------------

SECONDED BY _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MV00224046

Green Vets Los Angeles
Green Waste Recovery
Heal the Bay
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors
Humboldt Waste Management Authority
LMV Productions
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
Los
Angeles
County
Integrated
Waste
Management Task Force
Napa Valley CanDo Environment Group
National Hispanic Environmental Council
Natural Resources Defense Council
Pacifica's Environmental Family
Planning and Conservation League
Plasticbaglaws.org
Republic Services
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
Save Our Shores
Seventh Generation Advisors
Sierra Club California
Surfrider Foundation
Team Marine - Santa Monica High School
The Northern California Recycling Association
Turtle Island Restoration Network
United Food & Commercial Workers Western
States Council
William C. Velazquez Institute
Zanker Road Resource Management

FOR MORE INFORMATION - Contact Angela Manetti, Office of Senator Alex Padilla (916) 651-4020
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SB 405 - PADILLA

Single-Use Bag Phase Out
(as amended OS/24/13)

Summary

SB 405 would phase out single-use plastic bags in
California grocery stores, convenience stores,
liquor stores, and pharmacies.

Background

Each year in California, more than 13 billion
single-use plastic bags are handed out by retailers.
According to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency, 88% of plastic bags and sacks
are not recycled. In California, only 3% are
recycled, according to CalRecycle. Plastic bags
cause litter, slow sorting and jam machinery at
recycling centers costing California more than $25
million dollars each year to collect and bury the
plastic bag waste. According to a study
commissioned by the US Marine Debris
Monitoring Program, plastic bags remain one of
the top items found consistently during annual
beach cleanups.
Plastic bags are also harmful to the enviromnent
killing thousands of birds, turtles and other
species. Most plastics do not degrade. Although
they represent only 2.2% of waste stream in
California, plastic waste is the predominate form
of marine debris.
Plastics are estimated to
compose 60-80% of all marine debris and 90% of
all floating debris worldwide.

Plastics not only entangle marine life, they are also
ingested by marine life and birds. Most plastic
marine debris exists as small plastic particles due
to excessive UV radiation exposure and
subsequent photo-degradation. The Convention
on Biological Diversity reports a total of 663
species have been affected by plastic marine
pollution through entanglement or ingestion.
The California Coastal Commission reports that
"birds, fish and mammals often mistake plastic for
food. Some birds even feed it to their young. With
plastic filling their stomachs, animals have a false
feeling of being full, and may die of starvation.
Sea turtles mistake plastic bags for jellyfish, one of
their favorite foods. Even grey whales have been
found dead with plastic bags and sheeting in their
stomachs."
The Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC
San Diego found evidence of plastic waste in more
than 9% of the stomachs of fish collected in the
North Pacific Subtropical Gyre and estimate that
~sh who reside in the intermediate ocean depths
mgest 12,000- to 24,000 tons of plastic per year.
According to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency, reducing the use of an item is
one of the most effective ways to save our natural
resources and protect the environment. To date,
many local jurisdictions in California have enacted
ordinances.
The ordinances vary with some
requiring a charge for paper carry-out bags and
others banning both single-use plastic and paper

FOR MORE INFORMATION - Contact Angela Manetti, Office of Senator Alex Padilla (916) 651-4020

MV00224048

carryout bags. These ordinances have both
eliminated the costs associated with plastic bags as
well as substantially reduced the volume and costs
associated with paper bags in communities.
For example, San Francisco, Los Angeles County,
San Jose, and San Luis Obispo County are already
experiencing the benefits of reducing the use of
plastic bags.
After just one year of
implementation of its bag ordinance, the City of
San Jose is reporting 50% cleaner creeks. Los
Angeles County is reporting a 95% reduction of all
single-use bags distributed, including a 30%
reduction of paper bags.

Existing Law
Section 42254 and 42257 of the Public Resources
Code requires large grocery stores to establish a
plastic bag recycling program and sunsets on
January 1,2020.
Current California law is silent on the reduction of
single-use plastic bags.

This Bill
This bill would:
•

prohibit a store, on and after January 1, 2015,
from providing a single-use carryout bag (i.e.,
paper, plastic, or other material) to a customer
at the point-of-sale. (§42283(a))

•

authorize a store, on and after July 1, 2016, to
provide a reusable grocery bag (i.e., cloth or
durable plastic) to a customer, which may be
made available for purchase. (§42283(c)(l)).

•

authorize a store to make a recyclable paper
bag available for purchase at the point of sale.
(§42283(d)).

•

specifies standards for reusable grocery bags.
(§42281)

•

allows ordinances adopted prior to September
1, 2013 to continue to be enforced. (§42287
(b)).

•

prohibits any local agency from enforcing an
ordinance related to single-use carryout bags
after January 1,2014. (§42287 (b))

•

allows local agencies to only amend the cost
associated with the recyclable paper bag for
existing ordinances (§42287 (c))

•

authorizes the California Department of
Resources, Recycling, and Recovery to inspect
and audit a reusable bag producer. (§42282
(a)).

Support

5 Gyres Institute
Azul
BagIt
Board of Supervisers
California Coastkeeper Alliance
California Coastal Coalition
California Resource Recovery Association
California State Lands Commission
Californians Against Waste
Central Contra Costa County Solid Waste
Authority
City of El Cerrito
City of Long Beach
City of Palo Alto
City of Sacramento
City and County of San Francisco
City of Sunnyvale
City of San Francisco
Clean Water Action
Clean Water California
Contra Costa Clean Water Program
County of Los Angeles
County of San Mateo
Environment California
Greater San Fernando Valley Chamber of
Commerce
Green Sangha

FOR MORE INFORMATION ~ Contact Angela Manetti, Office of Senator Alex Padilla (916) 651-4020
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Cindy Miller

To:

David Ballinger <ampacperc@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:43 PM
Richard Stewart

Subject:
Attachments:

CODE ENFORCEMENT ACTION/TICKET
MEMO TO MO VAL PARKING TICKET 8-29-13.docx

From:

Sent:

SIR, WE MET WHEN YOU STOPPED BY MY HOUSE AND ASKED FOR MY VOTE. PLEASE REVIEW
THE ATTACHED LETTER. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND INVOLVEMENT WITH THE CITY
AND THE CITIES WELFARE IN GENERAL.
RESPECTFULL Y,

David Ballinger, President
Am/Pac and Associates, Inc.

www.ampacpercolationtesting.com

1

MV00224059

DATE: AUGUST 29,2013

TO: CITY OF MORENO VALLEY PARKING ENFORCEMENT
CITATION PROCESSING CENTER
P. O. BOX 10479

;{ /0

HI7A( !I 1)1 {: 1-/ lS

NEWPORT BEACH, CA. 92658-0479

It/E/r! E Ii

RE: CIT. # MV3130816030

11J

i/}j( H ,\- £}

J.E rltl( _

DEAR SIR OR MADAME,
I FOUND THE CITATION, (COpy ATIACHED ) ON MY PICKUP TRUCK, LEGALLY PARKED ON THE STREET IN
FRONT OF MY RESIDENCE. AT FIRST I THOUGHT IT WAS A STREET SWEEPING VIOLATION BUT FURTHER
INSPECTION INDICATED THAT THE CIT. WAS FOR IMPROPER DISPLAY OF TABS. (VEHICLE LICENSE PLATE
RENEWAL).
THIS VEHICLE WAS LICENSED WITH A DMV RENEWAL BY MAIL, ON MARCH 19, 2013. THE PAID AND
VALIDATED REGISTRATION CARD IS ATIACHED FOR YOUR REVIEW. THE NEW STICKER WAS PUT ON BY
MYSELF AS I DO ALL 15 OF MY REGISTERED VEHICLES. FURTHER INVESTIGATION REVEALED THAT THE
STICKER HAD BEEN REMOVED, PROBABLY BY SOME POOR NEIGHBORHOOD THIEF. I AM STILL WAITING
FOR THE POLICE TO TAKE A REPORT.
I HAVE SINCE HAD IT REISSUED AND HAVE PLACED THE STICKER ON THE LICENSE PLATE. THE VEHICLE IS
PARKED, BOLDLY I MIGHT ADD, IN FRONT OF MY HOME AT 21311 DICKINSON RD. MORENO VALLEY, CA.
92557.
RATHER THAN ISSUE A TAX PAYING MULTIPLE HOME-OWNER IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY A
SOMEWHAT "FEATHER-LEGGED" CITATION LIKE THIS, POSSIBLY A NOTE ON MY WINDSHIELD ADVISING
ME THAT MY TAG WAS NOT THERE. A CURSORY CHECK OF A 10-28 ON THE P. D. RADIO WOULD TELL
THE METER MAID THAT THE VEHICLE WAS LEGALLY REGISTERED. THAT WOULD HAVE TAKEN NO MORE
TIME THAN IT DID TO WRITE OUT A TICKED ATIEMPTING TO DEPRIVE ME OF $57.50 THAT I COULD
HAVE EASILY SPENT WITHIN THE CITY.
WITH ALL THE NEGATIVE PUBLICITY THE CITY IS GETIING AT THE MOMENT, IT WOULD BE GOOD PUBLIC
RELATIONS TO "TONE DOWN" THESE TYPE OF "NUISANCE" TICKETS. A MISSING OR EXPIRED STICKER IS
A VIOLATION BEST HANDLED BY A PATROL OFFICER THAT HAS THE GOOD SENSE TO REVIEW THE
DOCUMENTS AND LISTED TO THE OWNERS EXPLANATION. THIS IS AKIN TO "NO FRONT LICENSE PLATE"

& "CRACKED WINDSHIELD" TICKETS YOU GET AT THE AIRPORT PARKING TERMINAL. I HAVE ACTUALLY
HAD CODE ENFORCEMENT TICKET MY CAR FOR "FOR SALE ON A PUBLIC STREET".

MV00224060

if

•

THE VEHICLE HAD A FOR SALE SIGN ON IT AND IT WAS PARKED IN FRONT OF MY HOUSE. I DROVE IT TO
AND FROM WORK EVERY DAY. THAT IS JUST STUPID AND RIDICULOUS.
WHEN I WAS A PATROL SARGENT, SOME CITY BUREAUCRAT WANTED US TO START THIS TYPE OF
CAMPAIGN OF "FEATHER-LEGGED" PARKING TICKET ISSUANCE DURING NIGHT SHIFT. THE INTENT WAS
TO GENERATE REVENUE, AS IS MY TICKET. I WOULD NOT ALLOW MY CREW TO DO THIS. WE JUST
TICKETED MORE RIGHTEOUS RED LIGHT AND SPEEDING VIOLATIONS. HOWEVER, ANOTHER CREW DID
GO FORWARD WITH THE TICKET CAMPAIGN. THE CITY AND THE COUNCIL PAID A HIGH PRICE FOR THE
NEGATIVE RESPONSE THEY GOT FROM THE TAX PAYERS.
I SUGGEST THAT THE PERSON IN CHARGE OF THIS PROGRAM RE-THINK THIS STRATEGY. KEEP MY
STREETS SWEPT AND ACT ON COMPLAINT BASED VIOLATIONS. STAY OUT OF THE NEGATIVE AND
CHICKEN SHIT BUSINESS OF THIS TYPE OF TICKETING.
PLEASE DISMISS THIS TICKET AND THE FINE.
RESPECTFULLY,

DAVID BALLINGER, PRESIDEI\JT
AM/PAC AND ASSOCIATES ENGINEERING, INC.

Cc: RICHARD A. STEWART, DISTRICT 2
MORENO VALLEY CITY COUNCILMAN

MV00224061
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To: Michelle Dawson, City Manager
13 JUL 23 PM 5: 36
City of Moreno Valley
CC: Richard Stewart, City Council Member
Suzanne Bryant, Acting City Attorney
John Terrell, Community & Economic Development Interim Director

AFFIDAVIT OF FACT
To: CASE #CI2-02616
Administrative Citation #C 10 131
From: Latonya Lattice Parker, Owner
3604 Pyramid Trail
Perris, CA 92570
The above noted actions have given cause to question the City of Moreno Valley and the
apparent idea that as a citizen of the State of California, and the United States of America, I do
not have a fundamental, constitutional guarantee that all legal proceedings will be fair and that
one will be given notice of the proceedings and an opportunity to be heard before the
government acts to take away one's life, liberty, or property. Also, a constitutional guarantee
that a law shall not be unreasonable, Arbitrary, or capricious.
Notice to the principal and/or agent is notice to the agent or principal.
In re of CASE #C12-02616, I, LaTonya Latrice Parker, the owner of record with appropriate
allodial entitlement for the title of real property located at 21329 Shakespeare Court, Moreno
Valley, do submit the following prima facie evidence regarding the City of Moreno Valley
violating my constitutional right to due process. The evidence to the violations is as follows
starting with the most egregious to simple procedural missteps by the Community and Economic
Development Code and Neighborhood Enforcement Services Department.
Property: All citations have been paid and there is no outstanding property tax due on the real
property, yet the City of Moreno Valley has given the appearance that they have authority to
place a lien on said real property. I have asked and have not received appropriate answer
regarding what municipal code and state/federallaw/code gives the City of Moreno Valley the
authority to place a lien on real property that is not burdened with any default of taxes, fees or
other color-of-law offenses. The question has been put to the Community and Economic
Development Code & Neighborhood Enforcement Services Department as to providing a copy
of said lien, writ of judgment by which the lien was applied for, and any other documentation
regarding the lien so that remedy can be sought and applied to this matter. Up until this point the
City of Moreno Valley Community and Economic Development Code & Neighborhood Services
Department has not provided the requested documentation for said lien because a lien on the real
property does not exist.

MV00224062

I obtained a copy of the NOTICE OF CODE VIOLATION NON COMPLIANCE that a staff
person informed me was a lien from the Riverside County Assessor's Office, and what is listed
on the lien as reasons for the lien constitute fraud because the City of Moreno Valley Community
and Economic Development Code & Neighborhood Services Department have no grounds by
which to place a lien on the said real property because as the Community and Economic
Development Code and Neighborhood Services knows that the residence has been under repair
and code upgrade after an Order to Vacate was issued due to a fire that occurred on June 1, 2011.
Final inspection was completed by Building and Maintenance on March 12,2013.
Further in regards to CASE #CI2-02616, I requested an Administrative Hearing to further my
efforts to resolve the Administration Citations, and the Administrative Hearing Officer assigned
by the City of Moreno Valley did not show as required, MV Code 1.10.150. According to due
process, govemment officers are required to attend scheduled meeting the same as THE
PEOPLE, and required to perform the same noticing duties as THE PEOPLE. Moreno Valley
Municipal Code 1.10.150 (H) states "The hearing officer, director, or city attomey may continue
an administrative hearing if a request is made by the responsible person, or the responsible
person's representative, or the representative of the city, upon showing good cause. All requests
shall either be made in person at the administrative hearing or by written request received by the
department at least twenty-four (24) hours before the administrative hearing date. If the
continuance is granted, a new administrative hearing date shall be set within forty-five (45)
calendar days and noted on the notice of decision. If the continuance is denied, the administrative
hearing shall proceed as scheduled, and, if the responsible person is not present, the contest of
the civil citation or request for civil fine deposit waiver shall be deemed abandoned in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter. The decision on the continuance request is final
and the notice of decision shall either be delivered personally to the responsible person or the
representative if present, or be mailed to the responsible person by the department.
In regards to administrative hearing conceming CASE #C12-02616, the administrative officer
did not show for the meeting scheduled on Tuesday, July 16,2013 at 9:30am, and there was no
meeting held whatsoever. I informed the clerk Christine Barajas that the administrative hearing
was not held without good cause. This action not only violates MV Code 1.10.150 in that the
action arbitrarily cancelled the meeting because the assigned officer did not attend, but also
denies THE PEOPLE remedy that the Community & Economic Development Code &
Neighborhood Services reserves for itself. THE PEOPLE reserve the same rights and
responsibility as the government principles and agents, and the City of Moreno Valley
Community and Economic Development Code & Neighborhood Enforcement Department also
violated CALIFORNIA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE SECTION 116.540 that states "A
defendant who is a nomesident owner of real property may defend against a claim relating to that
property without personally appearing by (1) submitting written declarations to serve as evidence
supporting his or her defense, (2) allowing another individual to appear and participate on his or
her behalf if that individual is serving without compensation and has appeared in small claims
actions on behalf of others no more than four times during the calendar year, or (3) taking the
action described in both (1) and (2)". According to the Notice of Administrative Hearing I
received from said government department, I was mandated to be present at the meeting. This
gives cause to ask the City of Moreno Valley for proof of authority that grants them subpoena
powers.
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Without delegated authority to subpoena, the City of Moreno Valley violated my CIVIL
RIGHTS by mandating my presence, and violated due process by not following its own
procedure as it is set forth in MVC 1.10.150. This process also abridges and is a further violation
of CALIFORNIA CIVIL PROCEDURE SECTION 116.570(a) that states, "Any party may
submit a written request to postpone a hearing date for good cause. (1) The written request may
be made either by letter or on a form adopted or approved by the Judicial Council [or in the case
of Moreno Valley, the City Council]. (2) The request shall be filed at least 10 days before the
hearing date, unless the court determines that the requesting party has good cause to file the
request at a later date. I am sure in this case the requesting party, Administrative Hearing Officer,
had good cause to file the request at a later date than prescribed by the code of civil procedure,
but there is no provision that allows any party to do so with following proper procedure. A
hearing has to be conducted for the request to be entered into the record. In regards to CASE
#C 12-02616, there was no hearing for the request to be entered into the record. Furthermore, the
MV Code abridges CA Code in significantly reducing the time for requesting postponement.
Therefore, reserving the same right as the government and its principles and/or agents. I request
the same remedy as outlined in MV Code 1.10.150 (1) that states, "The failure of the responsible
person to appear at the administrative hearing, unless continued in accordance with the
provisions of the chapter, shall constitute an abandonment ofthe request for wavier of the civil
fine deposit and/or contest of civil citation, and a failure to exhaust administrative remedies
concerning code violation(s) as set forth in the civil citation. The city shall credit the civil fine
deposit against the civil fine due for the code violation(s). The responsible persons failure to
appear shall be noted on the note of decision by the hearing officer and delivered to the
responsible person either in person or by mail. In regards to CASE #CI2-02616, the reverse
would be that the City of Moreno Valley Community and Economic Development Code and
Neighborhood Enforcement Department cease all usurping actions that violate my 14th
Amendment constitutional right to due process, according to MV Code 1.10.150, recognize the
abandonment oftheir claim against me when the said entity did not properly provide the hearing
requesting remedy through the administrative hearing process by the assigned officer not being
in compliance, and the return of all fees paid for civil citations in this matter so the grass seeding
and fertilizer can be purchased and the landscaping of said real property can be brought back into
appropriate standard after undergoing extensive repairs due to a residential fire that took longer
than anticipated.

LaTonya Latrice Parker, on behalf of LATONYA LATRICE PARKER
All Rights Reserved Under Duress an
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I am writing to request your support for Senate Bill 135, legislation I have authored to create a
statewide earthquake eady warning system in California.
Most Californians have experienced firsthand the effects of an earthquake. We remember the
Lorna Prieta, Northridge, Whittier Narrows, and Sylmar quakes. And, we all know that another
major earthquake in California is not a matter of if, but when.
The stakes got higher when in January, the California Institute of Technolo!:,'Y and the Japan
Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology published a study which coneluded for the
first time that a statewide earthquake involving both the Los Angeles and San Francisco
metropolitan areas may be possible.
While we cannot prevent an earthquake, we should do more to prepare ourselves. Earthquake
early warning systems are in place, or in the works, in a number of earthquake prone nations
ineluding Japan, Taiwan, Mexico, Turkey, Italy, China and Romania. They not only save livcs,
they help mitigate damage.
Here in California, the California Institute of Technology, U.c. Berkeley, U.S. Geological
Survey, California Geological Survey and others operate a demonstration earthquake early
warning systcm called the California Integrated Seismic Network. SB 135 would build upon that
progress and calls for a fully developed statewide system that would detect seismic activity,
determine the progression and alert pcople in advance of an approaching earthquake to savc lives
and mitigate damage. It would provide Californians critical seconds and up to 60 seconds to assist
loved ones, pull to the side of the road or exit a building. It would allow time to safely stop
trains, power down critical infrastructure, and tum off industrial machines. Such a system would
not only alert the public via television, radio and smartphones, it would speed the response of
police and fire personnel by quickly identifying areas hardest hit by the quake.
Attached, please find a sample resolution in support of SB 135, a copy of the bill, and a fact sheet
with more information. I look forward to working with you so that an earthquake carly warning
system becomes a reality in our state sooner, rather than later.
If! can be of any assistance, please contact me or my staff at (916) 651-4020.
Sincerely,

Senator Alex Padilla
CAPITOL OFFICE. STATE CAPITOL. ROOM 4038. SACRAMENTO. CA 95814·
DISTRICT OFFICE 6150 VAN r,uYs BLVD

TeL

19161651·4020.

FAX

19161 3246645

SUITE 400. VAN NUYS. CA 91401 • TEL 18181 901·5588. FAX 18181 901·5562
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SB 135 - PADILLA

Earthquake Early Warning System
Summary

SB 135 would require the development of a
comprehensive statewide earthquake early
warning system in California.
Background

Ninety percent of the world's earthquakes and
over eighty percent of the world's largest
earthquakes occur along the Circum-Pacific Belt,
also known as the Pacific Ring of Fire. The Pacific
Ring of Fire includes the very active San Andreas
fault zone here in California. The San Andreas is
the "master" fault of an intricate fault network that
cuts through rocks of the California coastal region.
The entire San Andreas fault system is more than
800 miles long and extends to depths of at least 10
miles within the Earth.
Predictions from the Unifonn California
Earthquake Rupture Forecast released in 2008
states there is a 99.7% likelihood of a magnitude
6.7 earthquake and a 94% chance of a 7.0
magnitude earthquake in California within the next
30 years. In other words, a major earthquake in
California is not a matter of if; but when.
In January, 2013, the California Institute of
Technology and the Japan Agency for MarineEarth Science and Technology published a study
concluding for the first time that a statewide
California earthquake involving both the

Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan areas
may be possible.
While earthquakes cannot be predicted or
prevented, using advanced science and technology
we can detect seismic activity to provide an
advanced warning, save lives and help mitigate
damage.
The objective of earthquake early warning is to
rapidly detect the initiation of an earthquake,
estimate the level of ground shaking to be
expected, and issue a warning before significant
ground shaking begins. This can be done by
detecting the first energy to radiate from an
earthquake, the P-wave energy, which rarely
causes damage. Using P-wave infonnation, we can
first estimate the location and the magnitude of the
earthquake. We then use this to estimate the
anticipated ground shaking across the region to be
affected. The method can provide warning before
the S-wave, which brings the strong shaking that
usually causes most of the damage, arrives.
California currently has the California Integrated
Seismic Network (CISN),
which
is a
demonstration earthquake early warning system. A
fully developed system would process data from
an array of sensors throughout the state. The
system would effectively detect the strength and
the progression of earthquakes, alert the public
within seconds and provide up to 60 seconds
advanced warning before potentially damaging
ground shaking is felt.

FOR MORE INFORMATION -- Contact Angela Manetti, Office of Senator Alex Padilla (916) 651-4020
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Early warning systems are in place, or in the
works, in a number of earthquake prone nations
including Japan, Taiwan, Mexico, Turkey, Italy,
China and Romania. Their success has been
demonstrated in recent earthquakes.
Japan's earthquake early warning system provided
the public with critical advanced warning of the
9.0 magnitude earthquake in March 2011.
Earthquake warnings were automatically broadcast
on television and radio, and 52 million people
received the warning on their smartphones.
Millions more downloaded the early warning app
after the quake to receive warnings in advance of
large aftershocks.
The warnings allowed people to take cover, assist
loved ones, pull to the side of the road or exit a
building. The system brought bullet trains to a
stop, and triggered the automatic shutdown of
operations at critical companies. A professor at
the University of Sendai received a text message
of the warning and was able to warn his students
to duck for cover before the shaking began and the
light fixtures fell from the ceiling.
Earthquake early warning systems not only alert
the public, they also speed the response of police,
fire and other safety personnel by quickly
identifying areas hardest hit by the quake.
Existing Law

Current California law is silent on the
development of an earthquake early warnmg
system.
This Bill

This bill would designate The Office of
Emergency Services, in collaboration with the
California Institute of Technology (Caltech), the
California Geological Survey, the University of
California Berkeley, the United States Geological
Survey, and others, to develop a comprehensive
statewide earthquake early warning system in
California.
FOR MORE INFORMATION - Contact Angela Manetti, Office of Senator Alex Padilla (916) 651-4020
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RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, according to the United States Geological Survey, California is one of the most
seismically active states, second only to Alaska; and
WHEREAS, California has experienced dozens of disastrous earthquakes that have caused
fatalities, serious injuries, and significant economic loss; and
WHEREAS, ninety percent of the world's earthquakes and over eighty percent of the world's
largest earthquakes occur along the Circum-Pacific Belt, also known as the Pacific Ring of Fire.
The Pacific Ring of Fire includes the very active San Andreas Fault Zone in California; and
WHEREAS, the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF) released in 2008
predicted a 99.7 percent likelihood of a magnitude 6.7 or larger earthquake in California in the
next 30 years; and
WHEREAS, a 2013 study published by the Caltech and the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth
Science and Technology discovered that a statewide California earthquake involving both the
Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan areas may be possible; and
WHEREAS, Japan, Taiwan, Mexico, Turkey, Romania, Italy, and China either have or are
working on earthquake early warning systems that are capable of saving lives and helping to
mitigate loss; and
WHEREAS, California Emergency Management Agency, Caltech, California Geological Survey,
University of California at Berkeley, United States Geological Survey, and others have been
conducting earthquake early warning research and development in California and together they
operate the California Integrated Seismic Network, which has a demonstration earthquake early
warning capability; and
WHEREAS, by building upon the California Integrated Seismic Network and processing data
from an array of sensors throughout the state, a fully developed earthquake early warning
system would effectively detect the strength and progression of earthquakes and alert the public
within seconds, up to 60 seconds, before potentially damaging ground shaking is felt; and
WHEREAS, the City/County of
must do all it can to better prepare for
future earthquakes and that an earthquake early warning system should disseminate
earthquake information in support of public safety, emergency response, and loss mitigation;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by the
adoption of this Resolution, the
hereby SUPPORTS Senate Bill 1525 (Padilla)
that would create an earthquake early warning system in California.

PRESENTED BY

--------------~------------~

SECONDEDBY __________________~____
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SENATE 'BILL "

. No.135

Introduced by Senator Padilla'
.~

.. January 28, 2013

An act to add Section 8587.8 to the Government Code, relating to'
earthql!-ake safety.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DiGEST

SB 135; as introduced, .Padilla. Earthquak~ early warning system.
(", There. is ,in state government, pursuant to the Governor's
Reorganizatio~Plan No.2" openitive July 1, 2013, the Office of
Emergency Services. Existing law requires the office to develop and
distribute an educational pamphlet for m;e by kindergarten, any of grades
~ 1 to 12, inclusive, and community college' personnel to id~ntify and
mitigate the risks posed by nonstructural earthquake hazards.
This bill would require the. office, ·in collaboration with various
entities, including the United States Geological Survey, to develop a
comprehensive ~tatewide earthquake early warning system in California.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
~tate~mandated local pro~ram: no.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

. f" 1
2

3
4
5

6

SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares the following:
(a) According to the United States Geological Survey, California
is one of the 1p.ost seismically active states, second only to Alaska.
(b) California has experienced dozens of disastrous earthquakes,
which have caused loss of life, injury, and economic loss.· Some
of the most significant ea.rtb.quakes in California;s history include:

99
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SB 135

-2-

1
. (1) The 1906 San Francisco eartl:J.quake, which, at a magnitude
2 of7 .8, resulted in an estimated 3,000 deaths and over $500 million
3 in property losses.
4
(2) The 1971 San Fernando earthquake, which, at a magnitude
5 of 6}, resulted in at least 65 deaths and caused property damage ~,
,16 of over $500 Il}illion .
. 7 . (3) The 1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake, which, at a rpagnitude /
8 :of 6.9, rocked the bay area and caused 63 fatalities and over $6
9 billion in property damage.
". 10
(4) The 1994 Northridge earthquake, which', at a magnitude of
11 6.7, claimed the lives of 60 people and caused estimated property
12 damage of between $13 and $32 billion.
.
13
(c) Abdut 90, percent of thy world's earthquakes and over 80
14 percent of the world's largest earthquakes occur along the
15 Circum~Pacific Belt, also known as the Pacific Ring of Fire. The
16 Pacific Ring of Fire includes the very active San Andreas Fault
17 Zone in California.,'
,
.
18
(d) The Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forepst .~
19 (UCERF) released in 2008 'predicted a 99.7 percent likelihood of
20 a magnitude 6.7 or larger earthquake in California in the next 30 .
21 years.·
.
22 '. (e) A 2013 study published by the Caltech and the] apan Agency . ~
23 for Marine-Earth Science and Technology discovered that a" '
24 statewide California earthquake involving both the Los AngeIes
25 and San Francisco metropolitan areas. may be possible. ,
.
26
I(f)" Japan, Taiwan, Mexico,- Turkey, Romania, Italy, 'and China·
'Z7 eithe~ have or are working on earthquake early warning systems'
28 that are capable of saving lives and helping to mitigate loss.
29 . (g) The Office of Emergency Services, Caltech, California
30 Geological Survey, University of California at Berkeley, ·United
31 States Geological Survey, and others have been cOI\ducting
32 earthquake early waming research and deveiopmenfill California.. --\
33 ,They operate the California Integrated Seismic Network, which">
34 has a demonstration earthquake early warning c'apability..
'35'
(h) By building upon the California Integrated Seismic Network
36 and processing data from an array of sensors throughout the state,
37 a fully developed earthquake early warning system would·
38 effectively detect some strength .and progression of earthquakes ,.~
39 aI1d alert the public within seconds, sometimes up to 60 seconds,'
40 before potentially damagiqg 'ground shaking is felt.
.
99
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.SB 135

1
(i) An earthquake early warning system should disseminate
. 2 earthquake infonnation in support of public safety, emergency
~ respons~, artd loss mitigation.
4
SEC. 2. Section 8587.8 is added to the Government Code, to
5 read:
6
8587.8. The Office of Emergency Services, in collaboration
7 with the California Institute of technology (Caltech), the California
8 . Geological Survey, the University of California Berkeley, the
9, United States Geological Survey, and others, shall develop a
10 comprehensIve statewide earthqu;=tk.e early warning system in
,11 California.
.

.
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c: Mayor/City Council
City Manager
CEDD Director
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THE MORENO VALLEY TOW ASSOCATION WOULD REQUEST THE
TOW ROTATION BE CHANGED FROM A PER CALL ROTATION TO
A 24 HOUR ROTATION PER THE SAMPLE SCHEDUAL PROVIDED
TO US BY AL BRADY AND STAFF.
THIS CHANGE IS SUPPORTED BY THE MAJORITY OF THE 7
COMPANIES 5/7 AND CITY OF MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPT.
THIS CHANGE WOULD HELP US LOWER OUR OVERHEAD AND
DISCOUNTINUE THE NEED FOR THE ANSWERING SERVICE
(PCN).
THIS CHANGE WOULD RESULT IN BETTER RESPONSE TIMES BY
REMOVING THE MIDDLE MAN (PCN) TO GET TO THE OFFICERS
QUICKER REDUCING OFFICER STAND BY TIMES.
THANK YOU FOR YOU CONSIDERATION
BALDWIN'S TOWING
HOWARD BALWIN

MORENO VALLEY TOW
GLENN TUCKER

PEPES TOWING
MANUEL ACOSTA

V ALLEYWIDE TOWING
BOB COLEMAN

YUCAIPA TOWING
GEORGE ACOSTA
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2012 Outgoing Correspondence
Stewart, Richard
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2012

MFI Recovery Center
5870 Arlingt()n Ave., #103
Riverside, CA 92504
Dear MFI Recovery Center:
On behalf of the City Councif, I would like to thank the MFI Recovery Center
representatives for breaking do~ the tables and chairs at the 2012 Veterans Day
Ceremony that honored the confhbutions and sacrifices of men and women who have
served in the U.S. Armed Forc~s. Staff welcomed the assistance and appreciated
MFI's willingness to help with theitask.
Also, thank you for your donationl'of the cases of peanut butter and jelly to the March Air
Reserve Base Hanger 385 for th~: departing and returning troops .

.

~.

tewart

.

cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Enclosure
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2012

Mr. Frank Lopez
II
Knights of Columbus, A. F. Chel~:ana Assembly
25220 Atwood Ave.
,I
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
I

Dear Mr. Lopez:
On behalf of the City CounciH I would like to thank the Knights of Columbus,
A. F. Chelbana Assembly, for p~rticipating in the 2012 Veterans Day Ceremony that
honored the contributions and s~crifices of men and women who have served in the
I:
U.S. Armed Forces. I appreciatelithat the Knights of Columbus members took the time
out of their busy schedules to j~in the Council Members and me to take part in the
ceremony.

cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Enclosure
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valle}\ CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2012

Mr. Campbell
Band Director
Moreno Valley High School
25634 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mr. Campbell:
On behalf of the City Council, I wpUld like to thank the Moreno Valley High School Band
for participating in the 2012 vete~~ns Day Ceremony that honored the contributions and
have served in the U.S. Armed Forces. I appreciate
sacrifices of men and women
that the band members took :the time out of their busy schedules to join the
Council Members and me to take1part in the ceremony.

wh;p

cam

c: Council Members
City Manager
Jesus and Patricia Holguin
Enclosure
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2012

Chaplain Aaron H. Klaves
Captain, USAFR
452d AMW/HC
895 Baucom Ave SE (Bldg 317) .
March Air Reserve Base, CA 92~18-2293
Dear Chaplain Klaves:
On behalf of the City Council, I vyould like to thank you for presenting the invocation at
the 2012 Veterans Day Ceremony that honored the contributions and sacrifices of men
II
and women who have served in the U.S. Armed Forces. I appreciate you took the time
out of your busy schedule to jQin the Council Members and me to take part in the
ceremony.
I'

cam
c: Council Members

City Manager
Enclosure
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
wwwmoreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2012

Blue Eagles Total Force Color Gl!Jard
1850 Graeber Street, Bldg. 433
March ARB, CA 91744
Dear Blue Eagles Total Force Co!or Guard:
On behalf of the City Council, I \/IIould like to thank the Blue Eagles Total Force Color
I
Guard for participating in the!' 2012 Veterans Day Ceremony that honored the
contributions and sacrifices of men and women who have served in the U.S. Armed
II
Forces. I appreciate that the me1bers of the Color Guard took the time out of their busy
schedules to join the Council Me~bers and me to take part in the ceremony.
"

cam

c: Council Members
City Manager
Enclosure
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"

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413 .3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2012

March Aero Club
2355 Graeber, Suite 11
March ARB, CA 92518
Dear March Aero Club:
I would like to thank the March :Aero Club for participating in the 2012 Veterans Day
Ceremony that honored the cont~ibutions and sacrifices of men and women who have
served in the U.S. Armed Force$. The f1yover was breathtaking, and I appreciate that
the March Aero Club once again ~as able to take part in the ceremony.
:'

cam

c: Council Members
City Manager
Enclosure
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760
wwwmoreno-valley.ca. us

November 12,2012

Mr. Tim Caszatt
Moreno Valley Master Chorale
P.O. Box 1221
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Dear Mr. Caszatt:
I

On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the Moreno Valley Master Chorale
for participating in the 2012 Veteikns Day Ceremony that honored the contributions and
sacrifices of men and women
have served in the U.S. Armed Forces. I appreciate
II
that the members of the Master Chorale took the time out of their busy schedules to join
the Council Members and me to t~ke part in the ceremony.

whb

Mayor

cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Enclosure
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2012

LCDR Eric L. Cottrell
United States Navy, Commandin~ Officer
Navy Operational Support Centeri
23570 Z St.
Riverside, CA 92518
Dear Lt. Cottrell:
I would like to thank you for participating in the 2012 Veterans Day Ceremony that
honored the contributions and s~crifices of men and women who have served in the
U.S. Armed Forces.
It was a~ honor and privilege to have you speak during the
i
ceremony.

cam

c: Council Members
City Manager
Enclosure
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Office of the Mayor
Cit), Hall
14177 frederick Sm'el
P 0, Box 88005
Moreno Valle)" CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951, 413 , 3008
Fax:
951,413,3760
wWw.l11oreno-valleY·CCI.Hs

December 3, 2012

Pastor Diane Gardner
,
Beautiful Women of God Ministries
5225 Canyon Crest Drive, Suite 71-264
Moreno Valley, CA 92507

Dear pas/'"er:

U

1

",,~",

-_.

.

..

.

.

On behalf of the City Coun~II, I would like to thank you for participating In
I,
Moreno Valley's Invocation Prog:ram. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation ~t the City Council meeting on Tuesday, November 27,
2012,

/,',
Singerely./

u.

(\ct../

~ichard A. 9'tewart

Mayor

'

jrc
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Office of the Mayor
Cil)'Hall
14177 Frederick Slreel
P O. Box 88005
Moreno V,llley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 95l.413.3008
fax:
951 .413 . 3760
lVwlV.morenl)-vallcyw.us

December 12,2012

Deacon Richard Heames
St. Patrick Catholic Church
10915 Pigeon Pass Road .
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-3701 :,
Dear Deacon

He~s: D f (" 4-'
/

/

On behalf of the City Count;il, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation ;~t the City Council meeting on Tuesday, December 11,
2012.
Sinc~IY.",

/~~~/d.<!tt~;) . . ~

~ch~rd ~s~ewart
Mayor
jrc
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Fax Server

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Economics and Statistics Administration

BAS-3L
(0·2012)

U.S. Census Bureau
Washington, DC 20233-0001

'
Mail Stop

7400

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Date:
From:
To:

December 6,2012

cc:

"

10600049270 Moreno Valley citY"II
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

December 11, 2012
Milyor Richard A.. Stewart
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Council Members

Please handle as deemed. appropirate.

FROM THE DIRECTOR
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU
The U.S, Census Bureau conducts tne annual Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) to update our
records re9arding changes to legal bbundaries, names, and governmental status of all governmental units
effective on or before January 1 ofl\the survey year. This voluntary survey is an important opportunity for
you to ensure that we have the corre.ct boundary and legal name for your government. The Census Bureau
will use the boundary information to rl3port data from the Population Estimates Program (PEP), the
American Community Survey (ACS), :~nd other Census program,s and surveys.
The Census Bureau and your state or county are collaborating to consolidate responses to the BAS. The
state or county has agreed to report all governmental annexations, deannexations, incorporations,
disincorporations, and mergers for the governments effective on or before January 1 o.f the survey year,
to the Census Bureau. Since your goyernment has agreed to participate in this. consolidation of work, we
will not be sending you separate BA~! materials.
If you have questions about what will1be submitted for your government to the Census Bureau, please
contact your county or state representative below.
I

.

I'

Please confirm your contact informatiqn above. Submit changes via e-mail to <geo.baS@Census.gov>
or submit online.
I·

The Census Bureau appreciates your response to this important voluntary survey. If you need any
assistance with this request, please er,mail <geo.bas@Census.gov>, telephone
, or
viSit <http://www.census.gov/geo/www~bas/bashome.html>.
,I

Sincerely,

Thomas L. Mesenbourg, Jr.
Acting Director

Mr. Damian Laning
GIS Supervisor Analyst
Analytics and Information
4080 Lemon St FL 14
Riverside, CA 92502
------ - ----.
dlaning @ rctlma. org

census.gov
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760
www.moreno-vallry.ca.us

December 4, 2012

Mr. Mike Slaton
Vice President of Real Estate
Stater Bros. Markets
301 SW Tippecanoe Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Mr. Slaton:
As the Mayor of Moreno Valley, I put forth my full support for the idea of Stater Bros. opening a new
store at the northwest corner of Ironwood and Pigeon Pass to serve the northwest area of
Moreno Valley. The former Albertson's store was my grocery store location, and I strongly urge
Stater Bros. to reuse this key grocery store location in Moreno Valley.
The City of Moreno Valley through Barry Foster-the Community & Economic Development Director
shall work closely with you and the Stater Bros. team to fast-track the necessary approvals for
Stater Bros. to open a new store including any remodeling and a new sign program. Additionally, the City
will be introducing a new Economic Development-Retail Anchor Reuse Incentive Program that will help
save 50% on the City fees for planning review, plan check and inspection fees necessary for the reuse
project. This new program will be considered for approval by the City Council on December 11, and I will
strongly support it. This is another example of the types of programs Moreno Valley is doing to make it a
'Best Place to do Business'.
Again, I strongly urge Stater Bros to open a new store at the northwest corner of Ironwood and
Pigeon Pass. Please call Barry Foster at 951.489.9694 with any questions about Moreno Valley.

BF/RS:cam

City Manager
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director

MV00224085

Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cindy Miller
Tuesday, December 04,20128:47 AM
'Mike Slaton (mike.slaton@staterbros.com),
Barry Foster
Stater Bros - Reuse of Ironwood/Pigeon Pass
Stater Bros Reuse.pdf

Mr. Slaton:
Attached correspondence is sent on behalf of Mayor Stewart
Thanks,

.' Cindy
Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
. 14177 Frederick St.
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
E: cindvm@moval.ora
w: www.moval.org

1

MV00224086

...
Cindy Miller
Full Name:
Last Name:
First Name:
. Job Title:
Company:
Business Address:

Mike Slaton
Slaton
Mike
Vice President of Real Estate
Stater Bros. Markets
301 S. Tippecanoe Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Business:
Mobile:
Primary Phone:
E-mail:
. E-mail Display As:

, mike.slaton@staterbros.com
Mike Slaton (mike.slaton@staterbros.com)

1
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TO:

The Clerk of the City Selection Committee .

Our City has received your notification that a City Selection Committee meeting will be held just
prior to the League of Cities meeting on Monday November 19, 2012 at 5:30 p.m. at the Agua
Caliente Casino Resort and Spa, 32-250 Bob Hope Drive .. Rancho Mirage, CA, 92270.

This is to:
(Check responses)

o Confirm Attendance at the City Selection Meeting
/~ayor Attending

.

o Council Member Aftending: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Member must bring written authorization from Mayor)

o Our city will not be represented at this meeting.
Commen~:

____

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

.,.

.

.

MV00224088

..
FROM: ______________________

c~ S~etfun CommMee .
RSVP
TO:

-,.

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
Acting as Clerk of the City Selectio,Q. Comm.
P.O. Box 1147
Riverside, CA 92502
ATTN: Lisa Wagner

-

-

.

MV00224089

HP LaserJet M1522nf MFP

Fax Confirmation Report
MOVAL COUNCIL
9514133760
Nov-19-2012

Job

8:23AM

Date

1394 11/19/2012

Time

Type

Identification

8:23:03AM

Send

99551071

Duration
0:30

Pages

Result

1
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Office of the Mayor
Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p O. Box 88005
Moreno V:1l1ey. CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
Cit)'

w,.\',·\(morcllo-vall(yca.Lls

July 24, 2012

Lawrence Baird
24776 El Granito St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Mr. Ba.ii<1:

~ p. /Z (2d"

On behqlf of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for your service on the Traffic Safety Commission. We realize how
much time and effort such service requires, and we hope your tenure on the Committee has been
as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
It is dedicated people such as yourself, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better place
to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring, involved
community.

Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please give me a call.
'

Sincerely,

j(~C~/rf-5t~J

Richard A. ~ewart
Mayor
I

/

enl
c: Edward Init, Public Works / Transportation
\\zurichlsharedllnterDeptlCouncil-ClerklCity Clerk FilcslAdvisory Boards ,md COnlmissionslLcllerslMA YOR.DOC

MV00224091

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951 .413 . 3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

October 16, 2012

Carol Fairfield
Executive Assistant
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Carol:
Congratulations on your retirement! I appreciate your dedication to the City of
Moreno Valley for the past 25 years. Your commitment to the residents and staff during
your tenure with the City and Moreno Valley Police Department exemplifies the high
standards of quality customer service expected of our employees.
As you approach retirement, I applaud your many years of service and wish you the
very best in your future endeavors.
Sincer

.IY)

~~

10,/{f~pj-----'----'-'

Ri hard A. ptewart
Mayor
!
RAS/cam

c:

Council Members
City Manager

MV00224092

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

October 16, 2012

Kandace Baptist
Executive Assistant
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Kandace:
Congratulations on your transfer to the Moreno Valley Police Department. I appreciate
your dedication to the City of Moreno Valley for these past seven years. I am confident
the excellent customer service and support you provided in Community & Economic
Development will continue with the Moreno Valley Police Department.
I wish much success in you new position and career.
Sincerely;
.

/~

-~

t;.
Aartk. Stewart
:/

/;

\C/

Mayor!

I

~

I

I

RAS/cam
c:

Council Members
City Manager

MV00224093

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Slreet
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.4.13.3008
Fax:
951.41.3.3760
II'WIV.l11orCIlO- va//ev.(lI.lIS

October 10, 2012

Pastor Paul Cunningham
Renewal Christian Fellowship
14093 Business Center Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9101
Dear Pastor Cunningham:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, October 9,
2012 .
.

"\

Sincerely,·

I ./'

.

,I •

...

I, .
/;-~.

/ (r tt~Y/~'.7

Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
jrc

MV00224094

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413 .3760
www.moreno-valley.ca. u.s

September 27,2012

Mr. Larry Froehlich
28278 Belletree Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Dear Mr. Froeh 'ch:

£.fl~

On behalf f the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to acknowledge Laura's service on the July 4th Advisory Committee.
We realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and Laura's parade
coordinator experience was an asset to the Committee.
The 2012 Independence Da~ festivities were extremely successful due to Laura's
commitment in planning the 4t of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people like Laura, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, we appreciated Laura's service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of
the community.

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224095

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 27,2012

Mr. George Price
13840 Roderick Drive
Moreno Valley, C 92555
Dear Mr. P . e:

~ e--O(.l4~-

On ,behalf of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.

Sine

~~-h.?~r

ieha~ttewa;t.wtor'

Mayor

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224096

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 27,2012

Mr. George Merendon
24581 Superior Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Mr. Merendon:
On behalf ot'the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224097

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413 .3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.U5

September 27,2012

Mrs. Patricia Holguin
23508 Via Solana
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Mrs. Holguin:
On behalf of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is- dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224098

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760

wwwmoreno-valley.ca.us

September 27,2012

Ms. LaDonna Jempson
12674 Sunnymeadows
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Ms. Jempson:
On behalf of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day. festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.

sincelJ.

Rit~dA.

Mayor

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224099

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley. CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760 .
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 27,2012

Ms. JulieAnn Stewart-Cleveland
26658 Opal Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Dear Ms. Stewart-Cleveland:
On behalf of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.
Since ely.

I
Ichard
Mayor

6----

Ja5(w7
~wart

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224100

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413 .3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 27,2012

Ms. Nancy Houser
23843 Swan St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Dear Ms. Ho· er:·

/J~c,1

On beh
of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.

Since~~

d4

n

~

R ha?'d A. Ste art
ayor

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street

p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413 . 3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 27,2012

Mr. Scott Heveron
12109 Swegles Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Mr. Heveron:
On behalf of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.

Sinfj
1(\~J

Ri ard A. Stewart
Mayor
RS/cam

c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224102

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 27,2012

Mr. Thomas R. Jerele
24437 Sunnymead Blvd., Box 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mr.

J~ 1'0'«'-

On beh#of the City Council, staff and citizens of Moreno Valley, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for your service on the July 4th Advisory Committee. We
realize how much time and dedication such service requires, and we hope your tenure
on the Committee has been as rewarding for you as it has been beneficial to the City.
The 2012 Independence Day festivities were extremely successful due to your
commitment in planning the 4th of July celebration for our community. The Committee's
efforts to secure sponsorships, enhance the parade with marching bands, and provide
family entertainment at Family Funfest made it possible for Moreno Valley to celebrate
our freedom and independence on our nation's birthday.
It is dedicated people such as you, who while striving to make Moreno Valley a better
place to live, give our City the strong backbone of volunteers necessary for a caring,
involved community.
Again, thank you for your service to the City of Moreno Valley and to the citizens of the
community.

.f ~~
Sincerely,

Ictilr~lwart
ayor

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Parks & Community Services Director

MV00224103

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760
www moreno-valley. ca. us

September 27,2012

To the Men and Women of the Moreno Valley Police Department Traffic Team:
I am very proud of you all! Being present yesterday to see the very significant high
awards you received made me proud to be a resident of Moreno Valley and to be
served by such an outstanding traffic team.
It is believed by many that more of our citizens are killed and injured by traffic accidents
than by robberies and burglaries combined. Your award-winning efforts have no doubt
saved several lives and prevented injuries caused by traffic violators and DUI drivers.
As you look at the awards you received yesterday, you should know that the entire
City Council supports your great work, and your new offices should be an indication to
you of City Council's support.
Congratulations and keep up the GREAT work!

RS/cam
c: City Council
City Manager
Chief Joel Ontiveros

MV00224104

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Slreet
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
951.413.3760
Fax:

www.moreno-vullt:y.ca. LIS

September 25, 2012
Mr. Stephen Gilbert
EDA Development Manager
County of Riverside
Economic Development Agency
3403 10th Street, Suite 500
Riverside, CA 92501
Dear Mr. Gilbert:
The City of Moreno Valley is excited about the prospect of the County relocating its
Information Technology Department and Data Center within our City. I want to give you
my personal assurance and commitment that the City will do all it can to insure the
success of this project. We are particularly pleased that Highland Fairview is being
considered as the developer.
The City has had the opportunity to work very closely with Highland Fairview on
numerous projects including the recently completed Skechers North American
Operations Headquarters. We have a long standing relationship with the company and
would certainly endorse Highland Fairview as a premier developer in our community.
Their team of experts and professional talent has made the Skechers project something
we are very proud of and the fact that they managed to accomplish it in a very tight
schedule demonstrates their exceptional capability and experience.
It is the first logistics facility within the City that we can say was done in a true
sustainable fashion and I understand it is under consideration for LEED gold
certification.
Should you have any questions about the City's commitment or Highland Fairview I'd be
pleased to discuss this exciting project with you.
Sincw~y,

l' . /)

K.} C)\{I'V

J.

~1.

Richard A. Stewart
Mayor

RS/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Highland Fairview
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Fre.ckrick 51 reel
l~ O. &lX 88005
Moreno Valley', CA 92552-0805

Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
wWHl.morcno-vallcy.w.lls

September 5, 2012
Mr. Richard Brand
P.O. Box 2831
Los Angeles, CA 90078
Dear Mr. Brand:
I agree with you about Moreno Valley being "spread out." The City still has a lot of undeveloped
land, mostly on the east end of the City and development of that is as of now rather uncertain.
A great part of our city is rural or semi-rural, and as in most such places, public transportation is
sporadic at best due to the lack of population density and the lack of riders for the buses. I
believe that in the more densely populated part of our city the frequency of buses along a
variety of bus routes is adequate.
When Moreno Valley started up it was composed of the communities of Moreno, Sunnymead,
Edgemont, and the unincorporated parts. It has slowly grown together but still lacks a real
"downtown." Maybe the Towngate Mall is close to being such a "downtown" but it is difficult to
say.
The first City Hall was a small building on Heacock St., and then the city leased three big
buildings at Cottonwood Ave. and Frederick St., and then bought the present City Hall at Calle
San Juan de Los Lagos and Frederick St., just south of Alessandro Blvd. At the time the city
bought the present land and City Hall building, it was vacant and had never been occupied so
the city got it at a very low price. With money being tight, there are no plans at the present time
to buy land and build a new civic complex anywhere in the city.
Someday I would imagine that a new civic center and City Hall may be built nearer to the
"center" of the city, but with the new development seeming to be located in the eastern part of
the city, the exact location of such a "center" remains to be seen.
Thank you for your observations and ideas, they are good ones, but with the current financial
crisis facing our state and the City of Moreno Valley (we have eliminated about 50% of our city
employees to save money and help balance our city budget) I don't envision a new civic center
in the foreseeable future.

72·ij$-Richar~~rt
Mayor

RS/cam
c:

Council Members
City Manager
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MV00224107

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street.
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951 .413. 3760
wwwmorcl1lJ-vullcYCCl.lIS

September 17, 2012

Reverend O. J. Philpot
Christ Community Church
24580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Reverend Philpot:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, September 11,
2012.
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Office of the Mayor
Ciry Hall
14177 Freebiek Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley. CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951 .413 . 3760
www.l11on:no-vallcy.ca.Lls

July 9,2012

Mr. Matthew Nieburger
13663 Dahl Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Matthew:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.
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Mayor
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BOY SCOUTS

O~~a~tRICA:
ftECE'VEO

12 JUt - 3 PH 5: '8
13663 Dahl Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
June 25, 2012
City of Moreno Valley
Office of the Mayor
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

Dear Mf:"Stewart, ] am proud to inform you that Matthew Aaron Nieburger has recently achieved the rank of Eagle Scout,
Scouting's highest rank. My name is David Nieburger, Troop Advancement Chair and volunteer within the
California Inland Empire Council, Boy Scouts of America. This letter is to ask for your assistance in
recognizing the achievements and service of Matthew, a resident of this community and a member of Troop
100.
Matthew's Eagle Service Project was constructing and installing an informational kiosk at our city's local dog
park. Through a lot of hard work and many hours, Matthew collected donations and supplies, organized a
work party, and directed the construction and instillation of a kiosk that the community will benefit from for
years to come.
Within the next few weeks we will be conducting his Eagle Court of Honor. I am sure that Matthew would be
proud to receive a letter of congratulations from you. We will see that it is read at the Court of Honor and
presented to Matthew as a permanent reminder of the importance of his achievement. In order that we might
compile all of his recognition letters/certificates into a special presentation album, we would appreciate if you
would send your correspondence to:
David Nieburger, Troop Advancement Chair
13663 Dahl Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
The date of his Board of Review, and therefore the official date of his Eagle Scout Rank, was April 17,2012.

c:::-----..
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Thank you for your time and consideration.
Yours in Scouting,

'1

-tQJ~

Dav.id Nieburger
Advancement Chair, Troop] 00
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June21,2012

Pastor Lupe Gonzalez
Templo de Milagros International
24594 Sunnymead Blvd., Suite Y
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Pastor Gonzalez:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, June 12,2012.
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Rilh~rd A. 9ewart
Mayor
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

July11,2012

Pastor Diane Gardner
Beautiful Women of God - Diane Gardner Ministries
5225 Canyon Crest Drive, Suite 71-264
Riverside, CA 92507
Dear Pastor Gardner:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, July 10, 2012.
Sinc~rely,
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Richard A/Stewart
Mayor
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August29,2012

Pastor Terry A. Harts
Unity Christian Center Church of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 70363
Riverside, CA 92513
Dear Pastor Harts:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, August 28,
2012.
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Richard A. Stewart
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Mayor
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Office of the Mayor

,.

City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951 .413 . 3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 6,2012

Mr. Samuel Joseph Norman
11362 Mar-el St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Samuel:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.
Sincerely,
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Mayor
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Venturing Crew 95

RECEIVED

Boy Scouts of America

12 .MAY 30 PH 2: 03

Five Nations District
California hiland Empire Council

V E N T URI N G~ B S A

chartered to the Valley View Ward
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Moreno Valley, California

May 29,2012

Councilman Jesse L. Molina
Morel,1o Valley City Council, District 1
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Councilman Molina,
On behalf of the Scouts, Leaders and Committee of Venturing Crew 95, it is my pleasure to
announce that:

Samuel Joseph Norman
Has achieved the rank of Eagle Scout.
He will be recognized at an Eagle Scout Court of Honor on Wednesday, June 6, 2012 at 7:00 p.m. at
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 11557 Redlands Boulevard, Moreno Valley,
California.

a

Would you please be so kind as to send Samuel letter of greeting, along with any other items you
wish to be presented to him during the Court of Honor. Ifyou wish to make a presentation in person

at the Court ofHonor, you are welcome to do so and may contact me by June 1st so that you can be
added to the program. All letters and certificates received for Samuel will be read and displayed for
the guests, and then placed in a keepsake binder and presented to the Scout.
Please address your letter to the Eagle Scout listed above, and send it in care of the following
address. Thank you for helping us acknowledge this very worthy young man.
Sincerely,

David Norman
1.1362 Mar-el
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

MV00224119

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 4,2012

I·'
I

Ray Fisher, Interim Board Member
Box Springs Mutual Water Company
21740 Oracaea Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Subject:

Shareholder Records Request

I'
Dear Mr. Fisher:

II

The City of Moreno Valley is a shareholder in the Box Springs Mutual Water Company
(BSMWC). To assist us in understanding the current condition of BSMWC, the City
respectfully requests copies of the following documents:
•

Bank statements from January 2011 through present.

•

IRS Form 990 filings for 2010 and 2011.

•

Any monthly or annually prepared financial statements that report Income and
Expenses plus balance sheet information. The Income and Expense report should
show revenues by source and type of revenue, and expenses by category.

•

Any budget documents approved by the Board of Directors that reflect budget
approval for revenues and expenses.

I

!.

o Any capital budget document that shows a plan or budget for capital
expenditures on pipe I system I equipment expansion or replacement.
o Any financial planning documents that include a business plan or estimates of
future revenues and expenses.
•

Any records of Accounts Receivable and delinquent accounts, and service shutoff.

A response to this request within the next ten (10) calendar days would be appreciated.

MV00224120
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Ray Fisher, Box Springs Mutual Water District
June 4,2012
Page 2

!

Please don't hesitate to contact Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services
Director, at
or by email at richardt@movaLorg, if you need additional

. i

information.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.

I

I'

Sincerely,

L

~·iChard A. Stewart
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Mayor
c:

Mayor Pro Tem and Members of the City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
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Office of lile Mayor
Hall
14] 77 Fredelick SLreeL

CiL)'

P O. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, C'\ 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-vallcy.CCl.us

June 14, 2012

Raymond F. Hicks
Region Manager/Public Affairs
Southern California Ediso.n Company
1351 East Francis Street
Ontario, CA 91761-5715
RE: Electrical Rates for Sports Fields
Dear Mr. Hicks:
The City of Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department is requesting Southern
California Edison consider reducing the electrical rate for sports fields lighting in an effort to
ensure local youth sports organizations can continue to offer their programs at a reasonable fee
to the thousands of residents that utilize our athletic fields.
With the current economic situation many organizations are struggling to make ends meet, and
hundreds of potential youth participants cannot afford to register for the various sports programs
offered. With all of these non-profit organizations having to pass fees, such as light bills, onto
the participants, the cost for residents becomes more than many households can manage.
We hope you will consider assisting us by reducing the rate for lighting athletic fields so we can
ensure these organizations are able to provide a much needed recreational activity for the
residents of Moreno Valley.
Any assistance you can provide would be greatly appreciated. I look forward to hearing from
you.
,I

Sin~tY
Ric~~rd A. St
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Mayor
RAS:jrc
c: Council Members
City Manager
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United States Department of the

'vi r 'j COUN CIL
.'-lOR ENO VALLEY
Interior RECEIVED

u.s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

12 HAY 3 1 PM 5: 12
Date: June 6, 2012
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Henry Garcia, City Manager
C: Council Members

May 21,2012
The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Handle as deemed appropriate.

Dear Mayor Stewart,
Twenty years ago, on June 28, 1992, most of southern California was shaken awake by the 7.3
Landers Earthquake. Although significantly larger than the magnitude 6.7 Northridge Earthquake
that followed two years later, the Landers Earthquake ruptured a fault far from populated areas
resulting in far less damage and injury than if it had it occurred closer to population centers.
As we approach this milestone, we invite you to participate in a meeting of leaders like yourself, as
well as experts from the USGS and response agencies to learn about the latest tools §nd.
information that wW help y"OlJ.J~rotect y:ow community: in the nexLlarg~_earthquak~. We'll explore
new data and exam ine what would happen if that same quake were to occur today considering the
growth of our communities and new interconnectivity. Significant progress has been made in
earthquake science in the 20 years since the Landers Earthquake. Is your community doing all it
can to reduce the impact of the next big quake?
We invite you to attend a special meeting in Pasadena on June 28,2012 from 9:30am to 12:30pm.
We also ask that you invite your colleagues on the City Council, as well as your city emergency
manager. Please reply by June 15th, and we will send the exact venue and directions. Please
send your response to Karina Gutierrez at kgutierrez@usgs.gov or 626-583-7811.

Sincerely,
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Robert W. Graves,
Southern California Coordinator, USGS Earthquake Hazards Program
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Science Advisor, USGS Natural Hazards Mission Area
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Douglas D. Given
USGS Earthquake Early Warning Coordinator

MV00224123

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Streel
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951 .413 . 3760
WIVW mc.m:llo-\l(/l/cy.cu. LIS

May 30,2012

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
P.O. Box 10129
Laguna Niguel, CA 92607-1012
Re: File WAC 1290022669/A200250056
I am writing to you on behalf of one of my constituents, Mohammad Tahir Hassan, who
has lived in Moreno Valley since about 2005 and in Riverside County since 1999.
Mr. Hassan attends our local community college, Moreno Valley College, with hopes to
continue his education at Cal State University, San Bernardino.
Due to financial and educational reasons he did not return to Pakistan these past two
years, so it has been slightly over the requisite 2 years since he met with his fiancee
Ms. Sana Saif. The families have known each other for many years.
I ask that you please give favorable consideration to an exception to the 2 year rule and
allow Ms. Saif to get a Visa to come to the United States.
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Mayor

c: Council Members
City Manager
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OJJice oj the Mayor
Cit)' Hall

141 77 Freclerick Street
P O. Box 88005

Moreno Valle)', CA 92552-0H05
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:

951 .413.3760

www.morcl1o-valleyw.lls

May 26,2012

A YSO Region 187 - Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley AYSO 5th Annual Thunderbird Classic Tournament - May 2012
Dear Soccer Tournament Attendees:
On behalf of the City Council and the City of Moreno Valley, I would like to
welcome you to the 6th Annual Thunderbird Classic Tournament.
It is exciting that A YSO teams from over 25 Southern California cities have
chosen to travel to compete in Moreno Valley, a community committed to
wholesome athletic competition. I hope the players, coaches, spectators
and all those involved with the tournament come away with the thrill of
experiencing the joy of victory, but more importantly, the value of healthy
competition and sportsmanship.
I would like to thank the Moreno Valley A YSO for successfully coordinating
the Thunderbird Classic Tournament. I am proud to see Moreno Valley is
home to such a dedicated group of individuals who are willing to give their
time and energy for our young athletes. I hope that this year's tournament
is the most exciting yet. Good luck with the competition.

iiZy,~~~

RiCh~Stewart

Mayor

MV00224125

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Sireel
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley. CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
W\·V\·v.morcl1o-valleyca.liS

May 2,2012

RE:

Letter of Recommendation for Ms. Charity Schrum

To Whom It May Concern:
.It is my pleasure to recommend Charity Schrum to you. Ms. Schrum volunteered
for the City of Moreno Valley as an intern in the Mayor and Council office.
Ms. Schrum was very thorough in completing projects, and she did so in a timely
manner. In addition, Ms. Schrum's ability to stay on task and ask key questions
allowed her to complete his projects with little supervision.
Ms. Schrum has an infinite amount of initiative, plans well and welcomes
challenges with a positive attitude. It is without reservation that I recommend
Charity Schrum to you for the position she is seeking with your organization.

----

MV00224126

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 27,2012

Father Frederick Costales
St. Christopher Catholic Church
25075 Cottonwood Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-4373
Dear Father Costales:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, June 26,2012.
incer y,
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Rich d A. Stewart
Mayor
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

May 23,2012

Bishop Randy Triplett
Victory Temple of Deliverance Ministries
23932 Alessandro Blvd., Suite G
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Bishop Triplett:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for partiCipating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, May 22, 2012.
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RiCh<;:;!: .Stewart
Mayor
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MV00224128

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413 .3760
www moreno-valley. ca. us

May 9,2012

Gwen Cotton
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 8546
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Ms. Cotton:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, May 8,2012.
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Mayor
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, a 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

April 25, 2012

Reverend O. J. Philpot
Christ Community Church
24580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Reverend Philpot:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, April 24, 2012.

?Jre'~i ~7--Ric&iA. Stewart
Mayor
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MV00224130

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
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April 17, 2012

Pastor Diane Gardner
Beautiful Women of God Ministries
5225 Canyon Crest Drive, Suite 71-264
Moreno Valley, CA 92507
Dear Pastor Gardner:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy schedule
to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, April 10, 2012.
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Mr. Miles Sanchez
Vice President/Director Mountain Region
Weingarten Realty
4440 N. 36 th Street, Suite 200
Phoenix, AZ 85018
RE:

City Hall
14177 frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS AT STONERIDGE TOWNE CENTRE

Dear Mr. Sanchez:
The City of Moreno Valley recognizes that the economic downturn continues to
negatively impact our business community. The City Council is committed to doing
everything we can to encourage and stimulate business in the Stoneridge Towne
Centre area. As you know, the City has several significant infrastructure projects aimed
at enhancing access to our business partners on Nason Street.
The City has reconstructed and realigned all four State Route 60/Nason freeway onand off-ramps, added auxiliary lanes at the eastbound on-ramp and westbound offramp, installed traffic signals at both new Nason/SR-60 ramp intersections, and added
new sidewalk on the west side of Nason. Of particular value to the Stoneridge Towne
Centre, the exit driveway from the SuperTarget parking lot to Nason has been rebuilt,
enhancing access and customer convenience. Photos of these new $10 million
improvements are attached.
We are also enhancing access to and from Stoneridge and the surrounding area by
investing, along with our partners, more than $25 million in improvements to Nason
Street and Cactus Avenue. The scope of this project includes the widening and
extension of Nason Street from Cactus Avenue to Iris Avenue and the widening of
Cactus Avenue from Laselle Street to Nason Street. Related traffic signals, storm drain,
water, sewer, and electric utility facilities will also be included.
We understand that the Stone Ridge Towne Centre has not been performing. up to
expectations and has been hit particularly hard by the recession. On behalf of the City
Council please know that the City is in full support of Weingarten and the StoneRidge
Towne Centre and is confident that with the new improvements at the interchange and
the coming enhancements to Nason Street and Cactus Avenue we will succeed
together.

S62'
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Mr. Miles Sanchez, Weingarten Realty
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS AT STONERIDGE TOWNE CENTRE
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Mr. Miles Sanchez, Weingarten Realty
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS AT STONERIDGE TOWNE CENTRE
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Mr. Miles Sanchez, Weingarten Realty
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS AT STONERIDGE TOWNE CENTRE
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Nason & Cactus Improvements
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Original ramp improvement rendering
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Mr. Miles Sanchez, Weingarten Realty
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS AT STONERIDGE TOWNE CENTRE
April 9, 2012
Page 5 of 5

cc:

Mayor Pro Tem and Members of the City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Ahmad Ansari, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Barry Foster, Community and Economic Development Director
Chad Foneca, Leasing Executive
Weingarten Realty
6735 Westminister Blvd., Suite B
Westminster, CA 92683
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April 4, 2012
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Letter of Support for Rising Stars Business Academy YouthBuild

. To Whom It May Concern:
It is with great enthusiasm I offer a letter of support to Alicia and Lincoln Berridge and
Rising Stars Business Academy
Rising Stars Business Academy YouthBuild.
YouthBuild works with young adults ages 16 - 24, and this school has become a
"Truce" for these students, in which they feel it is a safe zone for them. There have
been no gang fights or drug raids in the school, and no one has been hurt by guns
being brought in. The students also participate in different community services
throughout Moreno Valley. If this program wasn't in place, these students would have
no place to go, and no direction towards their adult lives.
Many of the students enter Rising Stars Business Academy with low self esteem, anger
issues, unmotivated, not wanting to attend college, and not thinking they would really
complete all the credits they need to graduate. Now 90% of the students feel the
opposite, and they are very motivated to succeed.
Rising Stars Business Academy works very closely with the Moreno Valley Unified
School District, and 95% of the students are from the Moreno Valley High Schools. In
addition to working with the School District, the Berridges work with City officials, the
Police Department and the Juvenile Probation Department of Riverside County. They
also have a partnership with Youthbuild USA and Youthbuild Charter School of
California.
I take great pleasure in submitting this letter of support on behalf of Alicia and Lincoln
Berridge and Rising Stars Business Academy YouthBuild.
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Cindy Miller
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Juliene Clay
Monday, February 06,2012 11 :34 AM
William Batey
Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross
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Alicia Napper
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Bill,
Ms. Napper stated she was calling to remind you that you were going to write a letter of recommendation for Rising Stars
Academy so she could apply for grants.

,~~
Administra.tive Assista.nt
City Council Office
14177 Frederick Street
P.o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
~

E JulieneC@moval.org
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April 12, 2012
Mr. Larry Rubio
Chief Executive Officer
Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
Riverside, CA 92507

Subject:

Letter in Support of RTA's Alternatives Analysis Program grant application
to study the development of rapid transit option

Dear Mr. Rubio:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to support the Riverside Transit Agency's '(RTA) grant
request to conduct a comprehensive public transportation alternatives analysis under the
Federal Transit Administration New Starts development process.
This initial effort is a critical step in developing rapid transit improvements, including Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT), along specific corridors in western Riverside County. The purpose of the
analysis is to study alternatives to implement transit initiatives included within the 2012-2035
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy recently approved by the
Southern CalifQrnia Association of Governments (SCAG). This is a crucial next step to fill a
known gap in our region's transit system.
In applying for this funding, RTA is working to further promote and encourage transit use
through the identification of corridor-specific public transportation improvements. Promoting
livable communities through the implementation of attractive and sustainable transit options is
critical to advancing our region's livelihood and health. Based on the anticipated results of the
analysis, our growing population will benefit from the identification of increased mobility options
across multiple communities through the study of more rapid and efficient transit service
alternatives and enhanced multi-modal options.
The City of Moreno Valley understands that RTA has reached historical ridership levels and
believes the timing to begin this collaborative effort is optimum. Therefore, I am pleased to
submit this letter of support for your review and consideration. If you have any questions,
please contact me at
Thank you for your time and attention.

Sin~~,

Lrj;

J:~A[.2!Wt/
Mayor

c: Council Members
City Manager
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Cindy Miller
From:

Juliene Clay

Sent:

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 5:20 PM

To: .

Cindy Miller

Subject:

FW: Riverside Transit Agency request for a support letter for Alternatives Analysis grant proposal

Attachments: Alt Analysis Support Letter template.doc

From: Eric Ustation [mailto:eustation@riversidetransit.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 8:08 AM
To: Eric Ustation
Subject: Re: Riverside Transit Agency request for a support letter for Alternatives Analysis grant
proposal
Good morning - it was brought to my attention that there was a small typo in the draft template sent
yesterday. Attached is a corrected version for your use. I apologize for the inconvenience and thank
you again for your assistance.
Eric Ustation
Government Affairs Representative
Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
Riverside, CA 92507

From: Eric Ustation
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 1:28 PM
To: Eric Ustation
Subject: Riverside Transit Agency request for a support letter for Alternatives Analysis grant proposal

Good afternoon,
Thank you for your previous assistance in generating letters of support for previous grants
RTA has applied for. We have recently been made aware of an additional grant, an
Alternatives Analysis program, that the Agency is hoping to receive funding from. We would
be very appreciative if you could generate an additional letter of support for this proposal.
Attached is a template you can use to copy and paste onto your letterhead. Please feel free
to modify or edit the document as you see fit.
To meet the tight schedules imposed by the Federal Transit Agency, we kindly request that
we receive your letter no later than Tuesday, April 17. (Sorry for the last minute notice)
Please email adigitalcopytoeustation@riversidetransit.com. or mail to Riverside Transit
Agency, Attn: Eric Ustation, 1825 Third Street, Riverside, CA 92507.
Thank you in advance for your continued assistance. Please do not hesitate to contact me
with any questions you may have.
Eric Ustation
Government Affairs Representative
Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
Riverside, CA 92507

4112/2012
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413. 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 20,2012
Mr. Larry Rubio
Chief Executive Officer
Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Letter in support of Riverside Transit Agency's Clean Fuels grant application for
replacement of CNG heavy duty bus fleet

Subject:

Dear Mr. Rubio:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to support the Riverside Transit Agency's (RTA) grant request to
replace their aging heavy duty compressed natural gas (CNG) bus fleet through the Federal Transit
Administration's (FTA) Clean Fuels Grant program.
RTA led the national trend towards cleaner air 11 years ago by converting from diesel to an all-CNG heavyduty bus fleet. Now, these buses have reached the end of their useful life and their CNG tanks are on the
verge of being de-certified in 2016, requiring universal replacement at a substantial cost. The fleet must be
replaced in order to provide local fixed route and enhanced express bus service in the 2nd largest transit
service area in the nation - 2,500 square miles.
Additionally, Riverside County, California has been one the fastest growing regions in the United States
over the past 10 years and has been greatly affected by the recent economic downturn. This phenomenal
. growth, combined with financial hardship, creates a critical need for a reliable public transportation system.
The Clean Fuels grant program was developed to assist transportation providers in achieving or maintaining
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone and carbon monoxide. The program supports
emerging clean fuel and advanced propulsion technologies for transit buses and markets for those
technologies. The grant makes funds available to purchase or lease clean fuel buses for use in revenue
service. Clearly, providing the residents of Riverside County a reliable, clean fuel bus system powered by
CNG qualifies this grant proposal for full funding.
The City of Moreno Valley is a strong proponent of both clean air and reliable public transportation and we
look forward to continued collaboration with RTA. Therefore, we fully support the submittal of the Clean
Fuels grant application and urge the FTA to look favorably upon your proposal. If we can be of any help
during this process, please feel free to contact me at
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
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March 28, 2012

Pastor Arnold Espinoza
Praise Chapel Christian Fellowship
16142 Space Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Pastor Espinoza:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, March 27,
2012.
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Mayor
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March 12, 2012

Members of the City's Selection Committee
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Members of the City's Selection Committee:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC.
In this time I have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively
participated in the meetings and various issues affecting the airports in Riverside
County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our
cities against the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of
encroachment is a major concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth
without impeding the use of the airports is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have
faced such issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions
may be difficult, but they are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a
retired Air Force officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air
Force Base. I am a licensed Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing
attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the
airports in Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that
I have not had personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the
issues facing one airport are similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am
currently the Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Don Robinson, Mayor
Banning City Hall
P.O. Box 998
Banning, CA 92220
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Robinson:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Roger Berg, Mayor
Beaumont City Hall
550 East Sixth Street
Beaumont, CA 92223
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Berg:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Oscar Galvan, Mayor
Blythe City Hall
235 North Broadway
Blythe, CA 92225
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Galvan:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air'Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.

Th nkyu,
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Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
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March 12,2012

The Honorable Ella Zanowic, Mayor
Calimesa City Hall
908 Park Avenue
Calimesa, CA 92320
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Zanowic:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.

Mayor, Ci

of Moreno Valley
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March 12,2012

The Honorable Jordan Ehrenkranz, Mayor
Canyon Lake City Hall
31516 Railroad Canyon Road
Canyon Lake, CA 92587
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Ehrenkranz:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
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I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12,2012

The Honorable Kathy Derosa, Mayor
Cathedral City City Hall
68-700 Avenida Lalo Guerrero
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Derosa:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Eduardo Garcia, Mayor
Coachella City Hall
1515 Sixth Street
Coachella, CA 92236
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Garcia:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Eugene Montanez, Mayor
Corona City Hall
P.O. Box 940
Corona, CA 92879-0940
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Montanez:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Yvonne Parks, Mayor
Desert Hot Springs City Hall
65950 Pierson Blvd.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Parks:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12,2012

The Honorable Jeff DeGrandpre, Mayor
Eastvale City Hall
6080 Hamner Avenue, Suite 100
Eastvale, CA 91752
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor DeGrandpre:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Robert Youssef, Mayor
Hemet City Hall
445 East Florida Avenue
Hemet, CA 92543
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Youssef:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports.' Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Douglas Hanson, Mayor
Indian Wells City Hall
44-950 Eldorado Drive
Indian Wells, CA 92210-7497
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Hanson:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12,2012

The Honorable Glen Miller, Mayor
Indio City Hall
P.O. Drawer 1788
Indio, CA 92201
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Millerh:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12,2012

The Honorable Laura Roughton, Mayor
Jurupa Valley City Hall
8304 Limonite Avenue, Suite M
Jurupa Valley, CA 92509
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Roughton:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as ,well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Brian Tisdale, Mayor
Lake Elsinore City Hall
130 South Main Street
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Tisdale:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Don Adolph, Mayor
La Quinta City Hall
P.O. Box 1504
La Quinta, CA 92253
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Adolph:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12,2012

The Honorable John Denver, Mayor
Menifee City Hall
29714 Haun Road
Menifee, CA 92586
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Denver:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Douglas R. McAllister, Mayor
Murrieta City Hall
1 Townsquare
24601 Jefferson Street
Murrieta, CA 92552
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor McAllister:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Kevin Bash, Mayor
Norco City Hall
2870 Clark Avenue
Norco, CA 92860
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Bash:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12,2012

The Honorable Robert Spiegel, Mayor
Palm Desert City Hall
73-510 Fred Waring Drive
Palm Desert, CA 92260-2578
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Spiegel:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Stephen Pougnet, Mayor
Palm Springs City Hall
3200 East Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92263
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Pougnet:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
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I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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March 12, 2012

The Honorable Daryl Busch, Mayor
Perris City Hall
101 North "0" Street
Perris, CA 92570
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Busch:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA. 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951. 413.3760

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 12, 2012

The Honorable G. Dana Hobart, Mayor
Rancho Mirage City Hall
69-825 Hwy. 111
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Hobart:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760

www.moreno-valleyca.us

March 12,2012

The Honorable Ron Loveridge, Mayor
Riverside City Hall
3900 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92501
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Loveridge:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve 8ase and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force 8ase. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951 .413 . 3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 12,2012

The Honorable Andrew Kotyuk, Mayor
San Jacinto City Hall
P.O. Box 488
San Jacinto, CA 92583
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Kotyuk:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practiCing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 12,2012

The Honorable Chuck Washington, Mayor
Temecula City Hall
P.O. Box 9033
Temecula, CA 92589-9033
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Washington:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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ichard A.
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
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Office of the Mayor
CityHaU
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 .3008
Fax:
951 .413 . 3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 12, 2012

The Honorable Ben Benoit, Mayor
Wildomar City Hall
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 111
Wildomar, CA 92595
Re: Reappointment to Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Dear Mayor Benoit:
I was appointed to fill the remaining few months of Robin Lowe's term on the ALUC. In this time I
have enthusiastically brought myself up to speed and actively participated in the meetings and
various issues affecting the airports in Riverside County.
As the City representative I realize my position is one of balancing the needs of our cities against
the special needs and concerns of our airports. Clearly the issue of encroachment is a major
concern and finding ways to provide for economic growth without impeding the use of the airports
is a delicate and challenging issue.
As a founding and current member of the March Joint Powers Commission, I have faced such
issues as they relate to March Air Reserve Base and finding solutions may be difficult, but they
are possible.
My background and experience is relevant to my position on the ALUC. I am a retired Air Force
officer with 32 years' worth of service, 20 of them here at March Air Force Base. I am a licensed
Commercial pilot as well as a licensed and practicing attorney.
I appreciate the fact that my role is to represent the cities in issues affecting ALL the airports in
Riverside County and I pay extra attention to those airports and cities that I have not had
personal experience with in the past, though often discover that the issues facing one airport are
similar to the issues facing most airports.
th

I am serving my 6 4-year elected term on the Moreno Valley City Council and am currently the
Mayor.
I solicit your support in my reappointment to the Airport Land Use Commission.
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Office of tile Mayor
Cit)' Hall
14177 Frederick Streel
P O. Box 8A005
Moreno Valle}'. CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951 . 413 . 3760
www.morCl1o-V(lilc~l.ca.lls

March 14, 2012

Mr. Howard Kuhns
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 8546
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mr. Kuhns:
On behalf of the City Council, I would' like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, March 13,
2012.
Sinc ely,

ica~4~~

Mayor
jrc
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Juliene Clay
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Juliene Clay
Wednesday, February 29,20128:54 AM
'richstew27@gmail.com'; Mike McCarty; Joy Uribe
Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross; Juliene Clay
2013 National Memorial Day Parade in Washington, DC

Attachments:

National Memorial Day Parade.pdf

Richard, Mike and Joy:
I am attaching the information for the National Memorial Day Parade that was requested at the last School DistricUCity
Task Force Meeting.
There is a $1,500 group application fee per band that is refundable if the band is not chosen to attend the event. The cost
per person is $1,100 to $1,200 which includes airfare, food and lodging. The company will help with the press releases
and sponsorship letters.
If you need further information from Music Celebrations International, you can contact Luke Wiscomb at

National Memorial
Day Parade.p ...

~~

Administrative Assistant
City G,uncil OHice
14177 Frederick Street
P.o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552~0805

1:: JulieneC@moval.org

1
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NATIONAL MEMORIAL DAY PARADE
PRIDE

* SACRIFICE * SERVICE

1440 So~th Priest Drive, Suite 102, Tempe, Arizona 85281-6954
phone

-

12/29/11
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Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Dear Mayor Stewart,

0>

-<

The National Memorial Day Parade, co-sponsored by the American Veterans Center, needs your
help! Every state needs to be represented by at least one marching band in the 2013 National Memorial
Day Parade in Washington, D.C.
The parade includes nearly 200 elements, including marching bands, active duty and retired
military units, youth groups, and parade floats-as well as hundreds of veterans from World War II,
Korea, Vietnam, Desert Storm, and Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom.
We need your office to nominate 3 - 5 high school marching bands from your city that
would proudly represent California - Southern in paying tribute to America's veterans and our
honored war dead and saluting our U.S. troops at home and abroad. Invitations will be sent to each
band upon receipt of your nominations. We hope that any band you suggest would be of the highest
performance quality and would be a commendable representative of your state.
Please respond with your recommendations bye-mail to info@musiccelebrations.com no later
than April 1, 2012.
Feel free to visit our website for more information: www.nationalmemorialdayparade.com
We thank you and your staff in advance for your thoughtful response and certainly look forward
to your state being represented in the 2013 National Memorial Day Parade in Washington, D.C.
Sincerely,

John Wiscombe
President
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Parades : National Memorial Da Parade
The National Memorial Day
Parade takes place annually
in Washington, D.C., and
exists to pay tribute to
America's Veterans and our
Honored War Dead from the
Revolutionary War to
Operation Iraqi Freedom.

~ Band Brochure

In this era of uncertainty and
war, we realize more vividly
how much our very freedoms
rest on the courageous
sacrifices of so many men and women throughout the cQurse of our
country's history.
In 2004, after a long absence, a parade returned to Washington, D.C. on
Memorial Day to coincide with the dedication of the National World War /I
Memorial. This outpouring of appreciation to the veterans of World War /I
spilled over to veterans of the more recent conflicts. Anthony A. Williams,
former Mayor of Washington, D.C., was so moved by this parade that he
was instrumental in reinstating it as an annual event in conjunction with
the American Veterans Center and Music Celebrations International.

~ Parade Spotlights
~Application Form

~ Testimonials

~ National Memorial
Now, every year on Memorial Day,
Day Parade website
this three-hour parade passes
alongside the National Mall on
:2 National Memorial
Constitution Avenue between 7th
Day Concert
and 17th Streets in a magnificent
salute to America's Veterans and in
~ Request Details
honor of those who died in defense
of our country. The parade consists
~Things to Consider
of select marching bands and
~=:....;;.;.;;,;,;;,.,;.;~.....a::::.~~...;.1 veteran units from each of the 50
states honoring World War I, War
Note: you must have Adobe Acrobat In
order to view some of these documents .
World II, The Korean and Vietnam Conflicts, Desert Storm, and the
.~;,\d;;b~. .. 1\
liberation of Grenada, Panama, Iraq and Afghanistan. Large patriotic floats
Reader·
and helium-filled balloons are also part of the procession. More than
Download Acrobatl
10,000 participants take part in the parade each year.

Not merely an event for Washington, the National Memorial Day Parade is
an event for the entire country-a major parade which seeks to draw the
attention of Americans to the real meaning for the holiday: honoring those
who have served, and died, to preserve our liberties.

http://www.musiccelebrations.com!parades/nmdp.html
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Highlights:

* The purpose of the Parade is to both

*
*
*
*
*

honor and pay tribute to all American
veterans for their dedication and service
to our country
Television coverage provided by local
affiliates and the Military Channel
Veteran participation from recent
national and global conflicts, including
World War II, The Korean and Vietnam
Conflicts, the Gulf War, and the
liberation of Afghanistan and Iraq
The Parade consists of marching bands
and veteran units from each of the 50
states
More than 10,000 participants take part
in the parade each year
The Parade is a free and open public
event

I~or-~J
Enter your name and e-mail
address to receive information
about current and upcoming
musical events

Click Herel

I Career Opportunities I

Group Portal

I

Create-A-Video Login

All contents of this website are copyrighted by
Music Celebrations International LLC
Email: info@musiccelebrations.com

O~

CoffeeWorks Desi n

http://www.musiccelebrations.com/parades/nmdp.html
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NATIONAL MEMORIAL DAY PARADE
PRIDE · SACRIFICE · SERVICE

SALUTING AMERICA'S VETERANS AND
HONORED WAR DEAD IN
WASHINGTON, D.C.
presented by the

American Veterans Ce.nter
and

. Music Celebrations International
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AMERICAN VETERANS CENTER
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A NATIONAL PARADE TO THANK VETERANS
"You are to be commended for organizing this
magnificent annual event in the nation's capital
to honor those who died in service of their
country. " .

- Colin Powell, Retired Four-Star General
and Former U.S. Secretary of State

Memorial Day (originally known as Decoration Day) is
much more than a three-day weekend that marks the
beginning of summer. To many people, especially the
nation's thousands of combat veterans, this day, which
has a history stretching back all the way to the Civil War,
is an important reminder of those who died in the service
of their country.

In 2004, after a long absence, a parade returned to Washington, D.C. on Memorial
Day to coincide with the dedication of the National World War II Memorial. This
outpouring of appreciation to the veterans of World War II spilled over to veterans
of the more recent conflicts. Anthony A. Williams, former Mayor of Washington,
D.C., was so moved by this parade that he was instrumental in reinstating it as an
annual event in conjunction with the American Veterans Center and Music
Celebrations International.

Now, every year on Memorial Day, this three-hour
parade passes alongside the National Mall on
Constitution Avenue between 7th and 17th Streets in a
magnificent salute to America's Veterans and in honor
of those who died in defense of our country. The parade
consists of select marching bands and veteran units
from each of the 50 states honoring World War I, War
World II, The Korean and Vietnam Conflicts, Desert
Storm, and the liberation of Grenada, Panama, Iraq and
Afghanistan. Large patriotic floats and helium-filled
balloons are also part of the procession. More than
10,000 participants take part in the parade each year.
Not merely an event for Washington, the National Memorial Day Parade is an event for the entire country-a major
parade which seeks to draw the attention of Americans to the real meaning for the holiday: honoring those who have
served, and died, to preserve our liberties.
"We owe a great debt to our veterans because
the foundation of our freedom is rooted in
their sacrifice. The limitless opportunities we
enjoy today are a gift we can never repay... It is
with great honor that we extend our support
and best wishes for a successful parade."

- John Warner, Former U.S. Senator,
U. S. Secretary of the Navy, and
World War II Veteran

MV00224179
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SAMPLE PARADE TOUR ITINERARY
3 Nights / 4 Days*
Day One - Friday
Arrival in Washington, D.C.
Meet your Parade Tour Manager, who will escort you through the duration of
Your activities
,.
Sightseeing may i~clude a p~nor.ariiic ~otorcoach tour of Historic Washington,
D.C.
.?
Check into your hotel .
Dinner at a local restaurant;
Visit the Marine Barrack~ J~>r the official Evening Parade in resplendent Full
Dress Marine uniforms . j

.

.',,"

.

. i·

Day Two - Saturday /./

-,.~-.

Breakfast at the hotef"'-"~'-:Morning visit to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Lunch, on own
( -..
,
Afternoon visit to Ford's Th~ater, the Petersen House
Dinner at a local restaurant ;
Evening walking tour of the Lincoln, Korean, Vietnam, and National World War
II Memorials, as well as th~''yv_ashington Monument

j'

Day Three - Sunday
Breakfast at the hote~.
.. )"
.
Morning tour of Arltngton Natlonal'Cemetery and participate In the speCial U.S.
Military Wreath Laying Ceremony at the Tomb of the Unknown (subject to
confirmation)'
,
Lunch, on own
\
Afternoon visit to one oftheBmithsonian Institute Museums
-~
Dinner at a local restaurant )
Evening options::' ,
(
I - Attend the U.S. Marine Band "Summer Blast "':"':':'-';,Off'with fireworks ,at Wolf
Trap National Park (subject to confirmation)
\
..
2 - Attend thexoffiCial "National Memorial Day Concert" on the West Lawn of
Jhe;:lJ:S. Capitol, featuriilf-the National Symphony o~estra and broadcast live
on PBS
~~'j

r

•

'.

Day Four - Monday - Memorial Day
Breakfast at the hotel
Hotel check-out and board motorcoach
Morning sightseeing may include one of the Smithsonian Institute Museums
,
Transfer to parade lstagilig: area on the National Mall where bRx}I,[m~~ is provided,"
Participate in the-'Natib-4nal Memorial Day Parade on Historic..,fZonstitution
Avenue
Following the parade, depart for home
·2 night / 3 day tour itineraries are possible and are similar to the 3 night / 4 day tour itinerary shown above.
Longer options are also possible - just ask!

This itinerary is flexible and will allow your band to include other musical activities while in our Nation's Capital, e.g.,
attending a performance at the Kennedy Center's Millennium Stage or a musical at the National Theater. Other
opportunities include hearing a USNA Drum & Bugle Corps afternoon performance" attend a morning rehearsal at the
Marine Barracks Parade Field, where you may see and hear The Marine Band, Marine Drum & Bugle Corps - or, see a
Marine D&B Corps summer performance at the Iwo Jima Memorial. Your band may also take a tour of Brucker Hall,
home of "Pershing's Own" U.S. Army Band (Ft. Myer, VA), travel to Ft. Meade, home of the U.S. Army Field Band, hear
the U.S. Air Force Band, or hear the U.S. Navy Band, as their schedules and yours allow.
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" HONOR THOSE WHO PROTECT OUR

FREED~~

They are dead; but they live in each Patriot's breast, and their names are engraven on honor's bright crest.

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
"The intensity in our group sure gave me chills up my back. I think they were all proud of themselves for being there and
performing in front of Washington, D.C. fans. The thrill and nerves of how they felt marching in the National Memorial
Day Parade will be in their memories for rest of their lives. We might be small, but we put on
pretty good sound. In 34 years of my teaching career, this is the best experience I had with the band trip."

-Tom Dillon, Band Director, New Mexico

"The parade was the most organized event I have ever been a part of in my 14 years of teaching. From picking up the
boxed lunches to unloading, from pictures to step-off, there was constant communication from Music Celebrations Staff
members. Your staff was professional, friendly and complimentary. They answered all questions and provided guidance
during the day. The parade experience itself was wonderful. Watching our students perform down Constitution Avenue in
front of thousands ofpatriotic, flag waving Americans was a thrill I will remember for the rest of my life. "

-Evan Rogovin, Band Director, Florida
"Words cannot express my appreciation for the hard work and organization of Music Celebrations International in making
our trip to Washington, D.C. so enjoyable and memorable. It was such an honor to be involved (in the Parade) with so
many outstanding bands from across the country. This will be an unforgettable, and possibly, a life changing event in the
lives of many young people who were involved in this important event in the history of our country as we celebrate and
honor 'The Greatest Generation'. Thank you again for allowing us to be a part of this (Parade), and to represent our
school, community, and our great state of Oklahoma!"

-Jim Winkle, Band Director, Oklahoma

+._-------

Music Celebrations International
1440 S. Priest Drive, Ste. 102 Tempe, AZ 85281- 6 954
0
800.395.2 3 6 I www.musiccelebrations.comlinfo@musiccelebrations.com
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NATIONAL MEMORIAL DAY PARADE
PRIDE · SACRIFICE

SERVICE

MARCHING BAND APPLICATION FORM
COMPLETE THIS ENTIRE APPLICATION FORM (BOTH SIDES) AND MAIL TO:
Music Celebrations International
1440 S. Priest Dr., Suite 102
Tempe, AZ 85281-6954

THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THIS APPLICATION (COMPLETE BOTH SIDES):

* $1,500 GROUP APPLICATION FEE (co'mpletely refundable should the band not be accepted)

* ONE RECORDING (DVD or digital video stream only)
* A BIOGRAPHY of the band and of the band director(s)
Please indicate the name of the band, the director, the city, state and date of the recording.
You may send these electronically to info@musiccelebrations.com

EARLIER APPLICANTS ARE NOTIFIED ON A ROLLING BASIS AND ARE GIVEN TOP PRIORITY
th

Application materials listed above must be postmarked no later than January 15 of the parade year.
th
Notification of acceptance will be made on a rolling basis and given no later than February 15 of the parade year.

MARCHING BAND APPLICATION INFORMATION
OFFICIAL NAME OF MARCHING BAND _ _-;-:-_ _ _:-:--_ _ _---:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(this name will appear in print)

Name ofSchool/Organization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mailing Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _City, State, Zip. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BANDDIRECTOR'SNAME._______________________________________________________

Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Home City, State, Zip._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone.______________ Email. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Best time and place to call _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Birthday (month/day), __________________
TOUR COORDINATOR'S NAME (if different) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Home City, State, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone

---------

Cell Phone

Email
----------------------------

Best time and place to call _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Birthday (month/day), _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Year of Parade _________ Anticipated Arrival Date in Washington, D.C.
Check One: 0 Arrival via Motorcoach

I
;

------------------------

0 Arrival via Airline Carrier 0 Other:

----------------------
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GROUP INFORMATION
Estimated Number of Band Participants
Estimated Number of Auxiliary Participants
Estimated Number of Directors
Estimated Number of Non-performers
TOTAL TRAVELERS

GROUP PROFILE
Please give a brief description of your parade marching presentation, including examples .

. REFERENCES
Please list two references who can endorse the performance quality of the band:
NAME

POSITION/TITLE

PHONE NUMBER OR E-MAIL

1) ___________________________________________________________________
2) ________________________~---------------------------------------

Marching Bands and other units for the National Memorial Day Parade in Washington, D.C. are selected based upon video
tapes, recommendations, director interviews, past accomplishments, uniforms and past adjudication results in similar parades
or festivals. Representation from all regions and states of the United States is a major factor in the selection process. Whi Ie
several outstanding units may originate within a small geographical area, conceivably only one maybe selected in favor of
representation from the broadest spectrum of geography and diversity possible. If, in the view of the National Selection
Committee, most other considerations are equal, greatest priority will be given to bands in order of receipt of their application.

presented by the

American Veterans Center
and

Music Celebrations International
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Contact Us
Contact us by phone (1.800.395.2036), or use this form to send us your request for more information,
questions, and suggestions:
Name:!
~============================~

Group's Name:!

~============~==============~

Group Leader/Director:!

~==================================~

Address:!

~==================================~

City:!

~============================~

State: !

~============================~

Zip:!
Home Phone:

~============================~

(Optional) ~=====================:

Office Phone:
Cellular Phone:
(OPtlonal)~====================:

E-mail Address:
Potential Travel

I

.
Month/Year:~.==================================~
Tour Departure point:!
~============================~

Number of performers:!

~============================~

Number of Travelers:!

~============================~

What would you like to United States
know more about?
0 Boston

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Chicago
Hawai'i
Los Angeles
New York City
San Antonio
San Francisco
Washington, D.C.

Parades
National Cherry Blossom Festival Parade
National Independence Day Parade

o
o

http://www.musiccelebrations.com!contact.asp

211512012
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o
o

o
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National Memorial Day Parade
2013 Presidential Inaugural Parade
Dublin St. Patrick's Day Parade

2012 Festivals
Eph Ehly Choral Festival

o
o Mozart International Choral Festival
o National Community Concert Band Sousa Festival
o National Memorial Day Choral Festival
O. National Presidents Day Choral Festival
o Percy Grainger Wind Band Festival
o Rome International Choral Festival
o West Coast Youth Orchestra Festival

o Windy City Children's Choral Festival
2013 Festivals
o National Presidents Day Choral Festival
o Percy Grainger Wind Band Festival
o National Memorial Day Choral Festival
o West Coast Youth Orchestra Festival
o Rome International Choral Festival
o Mozart International Choral Festival
o Windy City Youth Choral Festival

o 38th International Congress of Pueri Cantores

Asia

o China
o Vietnam
Canada
o Montreal
o Toronto
o

Vancouver
Europe
Austria
Britain
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Poland
Spain
Latin America
Brazil
Mexico
Religious Tours
Advent Tours
Catholic Pilgrimage Tours
In the Footsteps of Martin Luther
In the Footsteps of John Knox
In the Footsteps of Pope John Paul the
Great

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

http://www.musiccelebrations.com!contact.asp
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Music Celebrations International (MCI) - Contact Us!
'.

;t

o

In the Footsteps of John & Charles Wesley

o Future Events
o Custom Concert Tours (Specify Below)
o

Other (Specify Below)

Comments, Questions, I
Suggestions:
V'

~-r===='-----------------~

Send it!

Music Celebrations International, L.L.C.
1440 S. Priest Drive, Suite 102
Tempe, AZ. 85281-6954

info@musiccelebrations,com

I Career Opportunities I

Group Portal

I

Create-A-Video

I

All contents of this website are copyrighted by

Music Celebrations International LLC
Email: info@musiccelebrations.com

V~

CoffeeWorks Design

http://www.musiccelebrations.com!contact.asp
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About MCI : Things to Consider when Choosing a Concert Tour Operator
As a director, executive director, tour chairperson or tour committee
member, you have a significant responsibility in making a decision to tour
and perform. By placing arrangements for your concert tour in the hands of
experts who can help you make this an incredible musical and cultural
experience, you will be able to honor this responsibility with confidence
and integrity.
Whether you're doing this for the first time or have traveled often, you soon
will realize that it's very difficult to compare companies, and that the written
page or proposal doesn't begin to tell you all you need to know or ask. We
suggest you give consideration to the following areas and ask the same
questions of each company.

1) Company history and experience

:gMCI History
:gCareer Opportunities
:gClient Testimonials
:gThings to Consider
when Choosing a
Concert Tour
Operator
:g Links & Resources

l&uutor~!
Enter vour name and e-mail
address to receive infonnation
about current and upcoming
musical events

How long have the companies you are considering been in business?
What is their mix of international and domestic tours? Are they financially
Click Herel
secure enough to weather economic downturns or such disruptions as
terrorism, natural disasters or epidemics? Have you checked records with the Better Business Bureau
or other independent agencies to see how each company is rated?

2) Ownership
What do you know about the ownership of the companies you are considering? Are the owners involved
in the day-to-day running of the company? If any company you are considering is foreign-owned, are
you are aware of liability and fiduciary limitations or how difficult it will be to solve legal problems,
including any refunds that are owed you?

3) Proposal content
Are you comparing apples to apples? Be certain that you are being offered the same thing in each of
these areas:
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi

. length of tour
. number of nights in each city
. sightseeing entrance fees
. number of meals included
. number of complimentary trips

Z;S .

number and types of performances

ffi . quality and location of performance venues
·ffi . flight schedule or routing
ffi . hotel category and location

http://www.musiccelebrations.comlthings_to_ consider.html
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There are huge differences within the hotel classifications "three-star," "four-star," "first- class" and
"tourist-class." You only can make accurate comparisons if each company is willing to give you precise
details (not something hidden in the itinerary text!) and descriptions of proposed hotels. Be aware that
some quotations may be based on triple or quadruple occupancy, or may include considerable markups for single rooms.

4) Responsiveness
You will want to work with a company that listens to your particular interests, needs and concerns
without applying a cookie-cutter approach to tour design. At MCI, a large staff is at your disposal for
regular consultation regarding every detail of your tour, whether artistic or mechanical.

5) Musical expertise
Nothing replaces "been there, done that." A very fine travel agent may not sense the concerns and
nuances or appreciate the details of determining and recommending venues, including such
considerations as:
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi

. acoustics
. size of staging area
. need for warm-ups, rehearsals, changing rooms
. availability of toilets
. details of available organs, pianos, local orchestras, rental instruments, chairs, stands, lights,

tables, etc.
At MCI, you are able to talk to someone who has actually toured as a performer or conductor. Imagine
the difference this will make in how your musical concerns and details are handled!

6) Overseas offices and staff
What do the company's references say about their overseas personnel? Are they efficient at solving
problems? Does the company have offices bverseas that are accessible 24/7? Can you verify
addresses, locations, contact details?
7)Valueforyourmone~~

__________________________________________________~

While price is a significant factor in your decision, often the lowest possible price is not the best value.
Most travelers, in retrospect, wish they had paid slightly more for a lot higher quality and regret dealing
with quality issues throughout their touring experience.

8) Service record
Have you checked references offered by the company? Can the company furnish you with names of
directors or tour coordinators near or known to you, so that you can ask about such concerns as: . level
of service before, during and after the tour' quality and location of accommodations· details of concert
arrangements· publicity and promotion to generate audiences· tour management while on tour· ability
to deal with emergencies or changes

9) Insurance
Does the company have adequate liability insurance? Are they willing to give you copies of details? Can
this compa.ny name you or your organization as a third-party liability insured? Is the company bonded?
Has any client ever lost money dealing with this company? Does the company include full insurance

http://www.musiccelebrations.comlthings_ to _consider.html
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to Consider when Choosing a Concert Tour Operator

coverage in their proposal to you, or will this be a hidden and expensive add-on?

10) Tour personnel
Your local Tour Managers may be the key to a successful performance tour. Does your company
engage persons who are experienced with musical organizations, fluent in the languages needed for
on-site communication, capable of handling daily situations as well as unforeseen crises, familiar with
the areas to which you will be traveling, aware of issues regarding border crossings, flexible enough to
accommodate the interests of your particular group, sensitive to issues of age or physical limitations?
Will your company provide a separate tour escort for each motorcoach?

11 t Associations
Are the companies you are considering all members in good standing of various travel and professional
associations who demand strict accountability for financial and business ethics? Such organizations
include (but are not limited to): ACDA (American Choral Directors Association), ASTA (American
Society of Travel Agents), Chorus America, ASOL (American Symphony Orchestra League), SYTA
(Student and Youth Travel Association), ASTA (American String Teachers Association) and MENC
(Music Educators National Conference).

12) Gut feeling
Do you feel you are being treated with integrity, reliability, professionalism, expertise? Sometimes these
intangibles are the most important factors in your decision! You can only determine this by frequent
communication with the companies you are considering and by doing your homework regarding all of
the above.

I Career Opportunities I

Group Portal

I

Create-A-Video Login

I

All contents of this website are copyrighted by
Music Celebrations International LLC
Email: info@musiccelebrations.com

O~~bY
CoffeeWorks Design
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Thursday, January 19, 20122:53 PM

To:

Joy Uribe

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross

Subject:

National Memorial Day Parade -

Attachments: National Memorial Day Parade.pdf

Hi Joy:
Mayor Stewart requested the attached "Nation Memorial Day Parade" be
placed on the next School Districts/City Joint Task Force agenda.
Thanks,
Cindy
Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.

P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.org

w:

www moyal ora

1119/2012

MV00224190

March 8, 2012

«txtPrefix» «txtFName» «txtMI» «txtLName» «txtSuffix»
«txtTitle»
«txtOrgName»
«txtStAddress»
«txtCity», «txtST» «txtZip»
Dear «MrMrs» «txtLName»:
The City of Moreno Valley's Annual Independence Day Parade, themed United We Stand,
will take place on Wednesday, July 4,2012. It is a pleasure to invite you and a guest to
ride in the parade as an honored dignitary.
In order to provide appropriate signage for your vehicle, and so we may ensure a
vehicle is available for you, please RSVP no later than Friday, June 1, 2012, by
contacting Laura Froehlich, Parade Coordinator, via telephone at 951.640.0191 or via
email atFlagproud@gmail.com.
If you have a particular vehicle or driver you would like to use in the parade, please
advise Laura when you respond. Final details and a parade route map will be provided
if you are available to join us.
A VIP continental breakfast will be provided at 8:30 a.m. The Honor Guard, which will
lead the parade procession, will step off promptly at 9:30 a.m. (whether or not you and I
are ready!).
I look forward to celebrating our Nation's birthday together on July 4, 2012.
Sincerely,

Richard A. Stewart
Mayor

MV00224191
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txtPrefix
Mr/Mrs
txtFName txtMI
Colonel
Colonel
Randall
R.
Colonel
Colonel
Norman
Colonel
Colonel
Martin
Lt Col
Lt Col
Mark
V.
Major Gent Major Gent Mark
General
General
Udo
Karl
Mr.
Mr.
Abdul
Mr.
Mr.
John
The Honor; Mayor Pro William
H.
The Honor; Council Me Marcelo
·Mr.
Mr.
Henry
. N.
The Honor; Council Me Robin
The Honor; Council Me Jesse
L.
The Honor; Mayor
Richard
A.
The Honor; Mayor
Daryl
The Honor; Mayor
Ronald
O.
The Honor; Supervisor Marion
The Honor; Supervisor John
The Honor; Supervisor Bob
Mr.
Sheriff
Stanley
The Honor; Supervisor Jeff
The Honor; Supervisor John
Mr.
Mr.
Paul
Lt Col
LtCol
Mark
Ms.
Ms.
Linda
Dr.
Dr.
Lisa
Mr.
Mr.
Jaeger
Dr.
Dr.
Tom
Mr.
Mr.
Jesus
Dr.
Dr.
Judy
D.
Mr.
Mr.
Jesus
M.
Mr.
Mr.
Cleveland
Mr.
Mr.
Mike
Mr.
Mr.
Rick
Ms.
Ms.
Tracey
Mr.
Mr.
Alexis

txtLName txtSuffix
txtTitle
Ball
Green
Badegian
Commander
McDonald
Kyle
McGregor
Ahmad
Moreno Valley Fire Chief
Anderson
Police Chief
Batey II
Mayor Pro Tem
Co
Council Member
Garcia
City Manager
Hastings
Council Member
Molina
Council Member
Stewart
. Mayor
Busch
Mayor
Loveridge
Mayor
Ashley
Supervisor, 5th District
Benoit
Supervisor, 4th District
Buster
Supervisor, 1st District
Sniff
Jr.
Sheriff
Stone
Supervisor, 3rd District
Tavagilone
Supervisor, 2nd District
Zellerbach
District Attorney
Jansky
Wright
President
Conyers
Citizen of the Year
Jones
Chair
Harris
Interim President
Holguin
President
White
Superintendent
Holguin
Clerk
Johnson
Board Member
Rios
Board Member
Sayre
Board President
Vackar
Board Vice-President
Amor
Student Trustee

<
0

0
1'0
1'0
.j::>..
-->.
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..
Ms.
Ms.
Virginia
Mr.
Mr.
Samuel
Ms.
Ms.
Mary
Ms.
Ms.
Janet
. Mr.
Mr.
Mark
Mr.
Mr.
John
Mr.
Mr.
Gerald
Dr.
Dr.
Lisa
Ms.
Ms.
lynne
Ms.
Ms.
Bruce
Mr.
Mr.
Vick
Mr.
Mr.
Adolfo
Ms.
Ms.
Elizabeth
Mr.
Mr.
Kenneth
The Honor; Governor Jerry
The Honor; Assembly r Paul
The Honor; Senator
Bob
The Honor; Senator
Bill
The Honor; Assembly r Mike
The Honor; Assembly r Brian
The·Honor; CongressVl Mary
The Honor; President Barack
The Honor; Senator
Barbara
The Honor; Senator
Dianne
Dr.
Dr.
Timothy
Mr.
Mr.
Fredy
Ms.
Ms.
Stacey
Dr.
Dr.
Alan
Mr.
Mr.
Wraymond
Mr.
Mr.
Michael
Ms.
Ms.
Shelly

P.
D.

R.
M.

P.
R.
L.

Blumenthal
Davis
Figueroa
Green
Takano
Hawkins
Colapinto
Conyers
Craig
Dennis
Knight
Jr.
Mediano Jr.
Toledo
Young
Brown
Cook
Dutton
Emmerson
Morrell
Nestande
Bono Mack
Obama
Boxer
Feinstein
White
Deleon
J.D.
Guzman
Jensen
Sawyerr
Vargas
Yarbrough

Member at large
Member at large
Secretary
President
Vice President
County Fire Chief
Vice-President
Board Member
President
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Riverside County Superintendent of Sch,
Governor
Assembly Member 65th District
Senator 31 st District of California
Senator 37th District of California
Assembly Member 63rd District
Assembly Member 64th District
Congresswoman
President
Senator
Senator
Chancellor
Vice President
Clerk
Superintendent
President
Board Member
Board Member

~

<
0

0
1'0
1'0
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-->.
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txtOrgName
txtStAddress
163 RW/CC
1620 Graeber Street, Suite 6
304th Sustainment Brigade
149454th Street, Bldg 2605
358th CA BDE
23650 Z Street
362d Recruiting Squadron
5029 4th Street (Bldg 2641)
4 AF/CC
895 Baucom Ave., SE (Bldg. 323)
452 AMW/CC
2145 Graeber Street Suite 117
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
City of Perris
101 North "D" St.
City of Riverside
3900 Main St.
County of Riverside
P.O. Box 1645
County of Riverside
P.O. Box 1647
County of Riverside
P.O. Box 1527
County of Riverside
P.O. Box 512
County of River.side
P.O. Box 1486
County of Riverside
P.O. Box 1646
County of Riverside District Attorney's Office
3960 Orange St.
Det1, 144 FW
1587 Graeber Street, Bldg 2309
Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 632
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
12625 Frederick St., Suite E-3
Moreno V~lIey Chamber of Commerce
12625 Frederick St., Suite E-3
Moreno Valley College
16130 Lasselle Street
Moreno Valley Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 246
Moreno Valley Unified School District
25634 Alessandro Blvd.
MVUSD School Board
25634 Alessandro Blvd.
MVUSD School Board
25634 Alessandro Blvd.
MVUSD School Board
25634 Alessandro Blvd.
MVUSD School Board
25634 Alessandro Blvd.
MVUSD School Board
25634 Alessandro Blvd.
RCC Board of Trustees/Riverside Community College 4800 Magnolia Avenue
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txtCity
March ARB
Riverside
Riverside
March ARB
March ARB
March ARB
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Perris
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
March ARB
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley
Riverside

txtST
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

4th of July 2012
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RCC Board of Trustees/Riverside Community College 4800 Magnolia Avenue
RCC Board of Trustees/Riverside Community College 4800 Magnolia Avenue
RCC Board of Trustees/Riverside Community College 4800 Magnolia Avenue
RCC Board of Trustees/Riverside Community College 4800 Magnolia Avenue
RCC Board of Trustees/Riverside Community College 4800 Magnolia Avenue
210 W. San Jacinto Avenue
Riverside County Fire Dept
Riverside County Office of Education
P.O. Box 868
P.O. Box 868
Riverside County Office of Education
P.O. Box 868
Riverside Cpunty Office of Education
Riverside County Office of Education
P.O. Box 868
P.O. Box 868
Riverside County Office of Education
P.O. Box 868
Riverside County Office of Education
Riverside County Office of Education
P.O. Box 868
P.O. Box 868
Riverside County Office of Education
State of California
State Capitol Building
State of California
34932 Yucaipa Blvd.
8577 Haven Ave., Suite 210
State of California
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., Suite 360
State of California
State of California
10681 Foothill Blvd., Suite 308
1223 University Ave., Suite 230
State of California
United States Congress
1600 E. Florida Ave., Suite 301
United States of America
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
United States Senate
3403 10th Street, Suite 704
United States Senate
750 "B: St., Suite 1030
University of California, Riverside
900 University Avenue
Val Verde Unified School District
975 W. Morgan Road
Val Verde Unified School District
975 W. Morgan Road
Val Verde Unified School District
975 W. Morgan Road
Val Verde Unified School District
975 W. Morgan Road
Val Verde Unified School District
975 W. Morgan Street
975 W. Morgan Road
Val Verde Unified School District
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Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Perris
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riveride
Sacramento
Yucaipa
Rancho Cucamonga
Riverside
Rancho Cucamonga
Riverside
Hemet
Washington
Riverside
San Diego
Riverside
Perris
Perris
Perris
Perris
Perris
Perris

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
DC
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
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txtZip
92518-1624
92518
92518
92518
92518-2266
92518-1667
92552-0805
92552-0805
92552-0805
92552-0805
92552-0805
92552-0805
92552-0805
92552-0805
92570
92501
92502-1645
92502-1647
92502-1527
92505
92502-1486
92502-1646
92501
92518
92556
92553-5253
92553-5253
92551-2045
92556
92553
92553
92553
92553
92553
92553
92506
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92506
92506
92506
92506
92506
92570
92502-0868
92502-0868
92502-0868
92502-0868
92502-0868
92502-0868
92502-0868
92502-0868
95814
92399
91730
92507
95814
92507
92544
20500
92501
92101
92521
92571
92571
92571
92571
92571
92571
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OJJice oj the Mayor
Cit)' Hall

14177 Frederick Strw
P O. Box 118005
1vloreno Valle)', CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.4]3. 3008
95] .4]3 . 3760
Fax:
ww\o\( l11orcl1o-v,lIltYW.IIS

March 8, 2012

Lori Stone, Executive Director
March Joint Powers Authority
23555 Meyer Drive
Riverside, CA 92/518
Dear Ms. Stone:
The City/of Moreno Valleis Annual Independence Day Parade, themed United We Stand,
will take place on Wednesday, July 4, 2012. It is a pleasure to invite you and a guest to
ride in the parade as an honored dignitary.
In order to provide appropriate signage for your vehicle, and so we may ensure a
vehicle is available for you, please RSVP no later than Friday, June 1, 2012, by
contacting Laura Froehlich, Parade Coordinator, via telephone at
or via
email atFlagproud@gmail.com.
If you have a particular vehicle or driver you would like to use in the parade, please
advise Laura when you respond. Final details and a parade route map will be provided
if you are available to join us.
A VIP continental breakfast will be provided at 8:30 a.m. The Honor Guard, which will
lead the parade procession, will step off promptly at 9:30 a.m. (whether or not you and I
are ready!).
I look forward to celebrating our Nation's birthday together on July 4, 2012.

(;,

Sincerely, .

-'-'--'-'---"7

\~J -5(j~}/

~2Aard A. Ste~art
Mayor

I

I

MV00224198

OjJke of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
IVwlV.l11orcllo-l'ollcy. ((I. LIS

February 29,2012

Reverend O. J. Philpot
Christ Community Church
24580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Reverend Philpot:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, February 28,
'2012.

Si2)'IY,

l/oIO.~
tk'h~SteWaft

Mayor
jrc

MV00224199

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

January 11, 2012

Mr. Tim Caszatt
President of the Board of Directors.
Moreno Valley Master Chorale
P.O. Box 1221
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Dear Mr. Caszatt:
I would like to thank the Moreno Valley Master Chorale for singing the National Anthem
at the Mayor's Swearing-In Ceremony on January 3, 2012. I appreciate that the
members of the Master Chorale took the time out of their busy schedules to join me and
the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

jrc

MV00224200

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

January 11, 2012
if

D~ceJ D{(lL

II

Deacon Richar
eames
St. Patrie 'oman Catholic Church
1091
igeon Pass Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-3701
Dear Deacon Heames:

I would like to thank you for offering the invocation at the Mayor's Swearing-In
Ceremony on January 3,2012. I appreciated your words of encouragement and
support for me, the council members, and our community.

jrc

MV00224201

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951. 4l3. 3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

January 11, 2012

. Ms. Sabina Hernandez
Margarita's Restaurant and Catering
12630 Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Ms. Hernandez:
I would like to thank you for the catering services you provided at the Mayor's
Swearing-In Ceremony reception on January 3, 2012. The food presentation and
service were all excellent.

jrc

MV00224202

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14 177 Frederick Slreet
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951 .413.3760
wW\1(n1orcno-vallcy.ca.us

January 11, 2012

Mr. Oscar Valdapena
President/CEO
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
12625 Frederick Street, Suite E-3
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-5253
/
Dear Mr.

.

V~~: VS:c.~

,//
/'

I would like to thank you and the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce for
coordinating and sponsoring the Mayor's Swearing-In Ceremony reception on
January 3,2012.

Sincer y,

Margarita'sGrili did an excellent job catering the event.
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Cindy Miller
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David [dreamkafka@gmail.com]

Sent:

Monday, February 13,20127:50 AM

To:

Richard Stewart

Subject: Mayor Stewart autograph request, please

Good morning,
Would it be possible to be sent one of your business cards, perhaps
even signed? I am attempting to collect ones of every major politico
in the nation and my hunt has brought me to you today. I hope you are
willing, but if not, that is understood. Although, if there is
something I can do to ease the request, please inform; I do so love politics.
Also, this one would be a particularly nice addition as my grandparents
retired to Moreno Valley (my family is from the area) and every time I
visit everyone is so nice!
Thanks sincerely,
David Reamer
339 S. Dudley St
Macomb,IL 61455
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Mon::no Valley, C\ 92552-0805
Phone: 951. 413 . 3008
Fax:
951 .413 . 3760
WW\V.l11orCIlO- valley.w.lIs

March 15, 2012

TO THE INLAND EMPIRE COPS & CLERGY NETWORK:
Congratulations on your 1ih Annual Faith and Justice Summit at the City of
Moreno Valley's Conference and Recreation Center.
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley and the surrounding communities, I applaud your
efforts to come together to address issues involving your theme, Protel;ting, Promoting
and Parenting Children, in an educational format that serves to unite and empower
participants with problem solving tools and encouragement.
Special thanks are also extended to the City of Moreno Valley, Moreno Valley Police
Department, Riverside Sheriff's Department, California Highway Patrol and other
members of the law enforcement community, and the many faith-based organizations
who come together to improve the quality of life for our City's and region's residents.
We are all beneficiaries of your dedication and commitment to improve communications
and to develop involved collaborations for safer communities for our youth and their
families.
I commend each one of you for your efforts and wish you a successful 1ih Annual Faith
and Justice Summit.
Sinc rely,

Ch~~{£a
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005

Moreno Valle),. CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:

951.413.3760
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February 12, 2012

Mr. Billy Amaya
11216 Bonnie View Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Dear Billy:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.

gt/\ a. ::ttvVa1

Sincry~IY' ~
ichard A. Stewart
Mayor
cam
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tlte parents of Bill,
.4lt1i1lJa inDite IJOII to attend
Itis tilllie StOllt tOllrtof
Honor.
Date: Sunday, February 12,2012
Time: 1:00 PM
Place: Moreno Valley Elk's Lodge
12125 Day Street
Moreno Valley, CA
Project: Atness Stations @Towngate Memorial Park
13051 Elsworth Street, Moreno Valley, CA
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Billy Amaya
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Office of the Mayor
Cit)' Hall
14177 Frederick Slreet
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valle)" CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413 . 3760
WI VI-\( 111 0 r(.' 11 0- \'Cilley ca. LIS

February 2, 2012

Ms. Mary McBean, Chairman

National Congress of Black Women Inland Empire Chapter
23280 Gerbera Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Ms. McBean:
Thank you for your kind offer to attend the Inland Empire Chapter's 1sl
Anniversary Banquet Awards Program. Unfortunately I will be out of the country
on that date and unable to attend the event, and for that reason I am returning
the ticket you sent me.
Thank you again, and good luck with your event.

Sinoe~~

W0~)
~iCha;:;j ~tewart
Mayor
jrc
Enclosures

MV00224210

Banquet Ticket

1st Anniversary
Date: Sunday March 4th 2012

M

Time: 1::lOPIll - 4:30pm

f'.

C")

Place: Moreno Valley Conference & Recreation Center

en

o
o

14075 Fredrick SI. Moreno Valley. CA 92553
Price per person - $55.00

0'>

"We're all In this together"

Price per table - $440.00

The Inland Empire Chapler of the Nalional Congress of Black Women.
Inc., cordially invilcs you 10 join us. in celebration of our Firsl Awards
Banquel Program The fealured honored guesl is Masler Sergeam Buford
A. Johnson, Unile" Slales Air For.ce. relircd
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January 22,2012

Greetings Friends and Donors,
The National Congress of Black Women- Inland Empire Chapter Inc. (NCBW) is a 501
(c)(3) non- profit organization, whose Tax ID number is 52-1436163. Our primary
purpose is service. The Inland Empire Chapter will host its first Banquet Awards

-

- Program March 4th 2012 at the Moreno Valley Confe~nce and RecreatioI;l.~~nte!,__ _
honoring William H. Batey II Council Member, 5th District of Moreno Valley. The
facility is located at 14075 Fredrick Street Moreno Valley, CA, 92551. The NCBW-IEC
welcomes your generous support through the purchasing of an AD, advertising your
business, with our chapter. Your AD will appear in our March 2012 Souvenir Banquet
Brochure in addition, by placing an ad the NCBW-IEC organization will generate traffic
to your businesses now and in the future. By joining alliances as community partners
with other community organizations, strong community relationships of prosperity,
caring, sharing, and giving back to the most vulnerable members of our society, will be
established. The NCBW-IEC goal is to recognize outstanding individuals and
businesses, which have made a difference in the lives of others in the past and will
continue to do so in the future.
The National Congress of Black Women- Inland Empire Chapter thanks you in advance
for your participation. Please mail your donation (s) to 23280 Gerbera Street-Moreno
Valley, Calif. 92553.
ReS-pecHveltj tj0UYS,
MQYtj McBeth\" ChQLY
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Phone: 951.413.3008
Fax:
951.413.3760
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

February 9,2012

Members of the California Law Enforcement Challenge:
As a resident and Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley, I depend on the Moreno Valley
Police Department to keep our city safe. By making sure this occurs, more businesses
and citizens will make the City of Moreno Valley their home. During these tough
economic times, the City of Moreno Valley still saw some growth in both the residential
and business districts.
I have always supported the Moreno Valley Police Department, especially the traffic
team. I have served the City of Moreno Valley as a council member for 21 years.
I have also been a Reserve Police Officer for 20 years, serving the City of Moreno
Valley.
I fully support the Moreno Valley Traffic Team's quest to participate in the California Law
Enforcement Challenge. I have worked numerous DUI checkpoints as a Reserve
Officer and I have seen firsthand the effectiveness of these types of programs and
enforcement. The Moreno Valley City Council supports the traffic team and their efforts
to make our streets safer.
I am very happy to say that because of the hard work and dedication our traffic team
rd
has demonstrated, our city was named the 3 safest city for its size in the nation. Any
Mayor would be very proud of this accomplishment. It is the City Council's will to
continue to support the Moreno Valley Traffic Team's participation in this valued
program.
Thank You.
Sinc

y,

i~a~

Mayor

~
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM

~c:t7\

To:

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager/)

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor

Date:

January 9, 2012

Subject:

Exceptional Service by Michelle Dawson

r(\

Please pass my personal thanks to Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager, for
attending the funeral services for Jessy Diaz on January 9, 2012. Jessy was an
exceptional young man, who was a Fire Explorer pursuing a career as a professional
firefighter.
I appreciate Michelle's willingness to give up her Sunday afternoon to attend services
such as these. I know her presence at the services was also appreciated by Jessy's
family.
cam
c: Council Members
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2012 Incoming Correspondence
Stewart, Richard
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Weldon l. Brown Inc.
5029 LaMart Drive
Rivers'ide CA 92507

Fr'!' COUNCIL

MORE,HO VALLEY
RECEIVED

12 DEC -4 AM 8: 31

Subject 21448 Douglasis Court, Moreno Valley CA 92557
Shelia McClean
Plan-It-Life
5749 Via Del Caballero
Riverside CA 92509
1
Owner of the house: Betty Martin

/

\:>l:::>-\vu.+ 2..

The above company plan to move a group home of level-14 children in 21448 Douglasis Court.
According to the Declaration of Restrictions, Crestmont houses are deemed to be single family
homes (page 1, paragraph E, sentence 7, Article 10, Section 1); business or commercial activity
no part of the property shall ever be used or caused to be used or allow or authorized in
anyway directly or indirectly for any business, etc (Article 10, Section 2).
We have a homeowner's association to prevent this type of activity. According to the
information we received once these children are in the house under federal law they cannot be
removed. So please do not tell us that you will deal with it once they are in the house.
It is against the by-laws to have chalk on the sidewalk but ok to have 6 children, 17 ~ and
younger with one or many of the following: Schizoaffective disorders, Dysthymic disorders,
post traumatic stress disorder, major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, any axis I with
psychotic features; and sex offender, substance abuse, etc.? The house does not have to have
any locked perimeters and no delayed exits.
Weldon l. Brown Inc., your company must have dealt with a similar situation prior so what is
next? Six teenagers in one house would be a problem much less putting 6 with major
problems I The reason we purchase our home with a homeowner's association was to prevent
having group homes next door. What good will any rules of the homeowner's association be if
this house gets occupied with 6 dysfunctional children?
We are only asking the same consideration that you would request if a group home was moving
in next door to you.

,E~~J {' uJJI~\L;;fr"Q-~~ ~(GL.L..:~_~LL;/trL/L
Daniel and Ruth Winchester
21492 Douglasis Court
Moreno Valley CA 92557-8613

drwinchester@dslextreme.com
cc: Richard Stewart
City Council Member, Mayor of Moreno Valley
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John M Andrews

R£8EIVED

PO Box 69
Moreno Valley, CA 92556-0069
December 3, 2012

12 DEC -5 PH I: 56
12/5/12 c:

City Attorney ,

c/o Richard A Stewart
Moreno Valley Mayor
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Dear Mr. Stewart:
Please consider this letter Notice, that I feel my civil rights have been grossly violated. I, John M. Andrews, am on
record, as having filed numerous reports of theft, vandalism, and property trespass, with agencies that have
judicial control In the City of Moreno Valley. The times that I have ever received any civil satisfaction or notice that
any agency has undertaken any serious action on my behalf have been few, as well as very limited.
Ji.,
.
The'fefore, this behavior has the appearance of an ongoing theme of harassment and rights violations by city
agencies and personnel. On November 2, 2012, my residence and personal property, suffered gross damage from
an act of Arson. I feel that the attempt, or action made, or undertaken, by the Fire Agency responsible for fire
protection within the City of Moreno Valley, was grossly inadequate to save more of the dwelling and or any
personal property contained therein. It was commonly known that the subject property was not only a historic site
but was under consideration for restoration. I consider the results of the damage allowed to be due to the limited
action taken by the fire protection agency, as well as being an act against me personally, as part of an ongoing
conspiracy.

Further to this, please consider this letter as Notice; to cease and desist, any and all actions against the property
known as: 11761 Davis Street, located In the City of Moreno Valley California, 92557, and to Include, any and all
actions regarding: John M. Andrews, any individuals or entities known as NlteMan llC., or any parties, or
Individuals, Involved in ownership of said property.
Any action, and/or notice, perpetrated by your Agency, Department, Division, or Entity therein, against any of the
afore mentioned, can and will be considered an action against the rights of ownership, which includes any action
considered to cause undue hardship, rights to control or to decision. Additionally, any rights to sell, trade, or barter
will be conSidered, but not limited to, as a violation of civil rights and this includes the continuance of any efforts
to harass, cause undo pain and/or emotional stress.
It should be conSidered, as I do, that all agencies, City, State, and Federal, that this property under its present
condition, and Circumstance, be considered a CRIME ZONE. I expect and demand herein, a complete investigation
of the act of Arson by all agencies that have jurisdiction in this regard. I further expect and make demand herein,
that I receive all the rights deemed due me as a tax paying citizen and property owner in the City of Moreno Valley,
satisfaction by all agencies that have jurisdiction over the many reports of, theft, vandalism, and trespass, in
regards to my personal, and real property, located at the afore mentioned addres~. These reported incidents and
the acts contained have caused me to suffer Millions of Dollars of loss.

Sincer~

h

~~
~.Andrews

MV00224218

Mr. Stewart
December 3, 2012
Page 2

Moreno Valley City Departments notified;
Police Department
Fire Department
Building and Safety Department
Code & Neighborhood Services
Planning Department
City Manager
Assistant City Manager
Mayor
City Council (Members)
City Council-District Representative
Chamber of Commerce
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Moreno Valley Mayor
c/o Richard A. Stewart
14177 FrederickS"t.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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Jana Yocom, P.C.

12 NOV 27 PH 2: 21

A Texas Professional Corporation

320 S. 11'h Street
Suite 1, East
Mt. Vernon, Illinois 62864
Telephone: 618-731-1944
Facsimile: 618-242-4808
E-mail: jana.yocom@gmail.com

November 23,2012
Alan Kashefi
Senior Engineer
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92522-0805

Re:

Project No. 1041779129 Federal Aid Project No. HSIP-5441(046)
Emergency Vehicle Pre-emption Retrofit at 1 J 7 signalized
Intersections

Dear Mr. Kashefi:
I represent KM Enterprises, Inc., DBX, Inc. and Flat Iron with regard to the abovereferenced solicitation. Flat Iron and DBX, Inc. each provided bids for Emergency Vehicle
Preemption equipment furn:i~~~d .. b~; K,M ];:p.terprises, Inc.. Flat Iron was the low bidder and
~BX, Inc. had the sec?nd .loW b.i.9. , ,.. Follo~in,~ Js ,m.Yl'c~~,~n~s,' .,posi,tion state~ent regarding this
Issue.
. . .'
..i ' ... ,
.
I""

,

•

1. The City of Moreno Valley is answerable to the California Department of
Transportation ("STD'') when it uses Federal Aid Highway Act funds and the STD is
answerable to the United States Department of Transportation.
The Federal Aid Highway Act ("Act") provides for federal-state cooperation in the
construction of highways. 2'3 U.S.C. §§ 10 1-166. 'Pursuant to the Act, the Secretary of the
United States Department of Transportation ("Secretary") is required to enter into formal project
agreements with State departments of transportation ("STD") formal izing conditions of project
approval regarding plans, specifications and estimates submitted to the Secretary for his
approval. 23 U.S.c. § 106. With regard to participation in a project funded under the Act by or
in cooperation with a subdivision of the State (such as a municipality), the Act provides that the
Secretary may rely on representations made by the STD with respect to the arrangements or
agreements made by the STD. 23 U.S.c. §106(b)(2). Similarly, the Act provides that the
Secretary may rely 9n r~presentations made by t~e STD, wit~ respect to arrangements or
agreements made by a.subdivision ofihe S't~te: 14.. ,I ' .
.
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The term "construction" includes installation of traffic control systems. 23 U.S.C.
§ 101 (3)(G). Construction under the Act shall be undertaken by the respective STD or under its
direct supervision; construction work and labor .an~ t6 be performed under the direct supervision
of the STD. 23 U.S.C. §114(a). Funds appropriated to a State may be obligated for
infrastructure-based intelligent transportation systems, capital improvements, and capital and
operating costs for traffic monitoring, management and control facilities. 23 U.S.C.
§103(b)(6)(H),(O). Construction ofa Federal-aid highway or a portion of such a highway shall
be undertaken by the STD or under the direct supervision of the STD. 23 U.S.C. § 114(a). It
shall be performed under the direct supervision of the STD in accordance with the laws of that
State and applicable Federal laws. Jd. Payment of federal funds is made to the STD or to its
designee. 23 U.S.c. §§121, 124. The SrD is responsible to implement a State strategic highway
safety plan, which includes installation of a .priority control system for emergency vehicles at
signalized intersections. 23 U.S.c. §148(a)(3)(B)(xii), (a)(5), and (a)(6).

2. Federal regulations promulgated by the Federal Highway Administration apply to
procurement of EVP equipment.
Federal regulations have been promulgated that apply only to projects funded pursuant to
the Federal Aid Highway Act. 23 C.F.R.§§ 635.101-417. These regulations include
requirements applicable to sole source authorization and competitive bidding. See, e.g., 23
C.F.R. §635.411 (SrD is responsible for requesting sole source authorization from the Division
Administrator, which must be obtained as a condition for federal funds participation); 23 C.F.R.
§635.114 (SrD is responsible to assure tree, open, and competitive bidding and for alternative
demonstration to Division Administrator thatanemergency exists or that other method is
appropriate); 23 C.F.R. §635.1l4 (STD is responsible for establishing and seeking approval for
procedures for contractor responsibility criteria to be approved by Division Administrator and to
request concurrence in award of Federal-aid contract); 23C.F.R. 635.113(b )(STD is responsible
to prepare tabulations of bids and forward them to Division Administrator with the requirement
to show the three low bids). The Project at issue in this case is an Intelligent Transportation
System ("ITS") project and is regulated by fe.derallaw. 23 C.F.R. §§940.1-13. Funding and
administration of ITS projects are under the direction of the STD. 23 C.F.R. §940.13, citing 23
C.F.R. §940.11 and 23 U.S.C. §§ 106, 133.

3. The solicitation here was an unauthorized sole source procurement as the
requirements of 23 C.F.R. 635.411 were not followed; this solicitation would not fall
within any of the exceptions in any case.
Sole source procurement funded by the Federal Aid Highway Act is governed by 23 C.F.R.
635.411, which states:
(a) Federal funds shall not participate, directly or indirectly, in payment
for any premium or royalty on any patented or proprietary material,
specification, or process specifically set forth in the plans and
specifications for a project, unless:
(1) Such patented or proprietary item is purchased or obtained through
competitive bidding with equally suitable unpatented items; or
2
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(2) The State transportation department certifies either that such patented
or proprietary item is essential for synchronization with existing highway
facilities, or that no equally suitable alternate exists; or
(3) Such patented or proprietary item is used for research or for a
distinctive type of construction on relatively short sections of road for
experimental purposes.
(b) When there is available for purchase more than one nonpatented,
nonproprietary material, semi finished or finished article or product that
will fulfill the requirements for an item of work of a project and these
available materials or products are judged to be of satisfactory quality
and equally acceptable on the basis of engineering analysis and the
anticipated prices for the related item(s) of work are estimated to be
approximately the same, the PS&E for the project shall either contain or
include by reference the specifications for each_such ml!terial Qr prod!:l.9t
that is considered acceptable for incorporation in the work. If the State
transportation department wishes to substitute some other acceptable
material or product for the material or product designated by the
successful bidder or bid as the lowest alternate, and such substitution
results in an increase in costs, there will not be Federal-aid participation
in any increase in costs.
(c) A State transportation department may require a specific material or
product when there are other acceptable materials and products, when
such specific choice is approved by the Division Administrator as being
in the public interest. When the Division Administrator's approval is not
obtained, the item will be nonpar1icipating unless bidding procedures are
used that establish the unit price of each acceptable alternative. In this
case Federal-aid participation will be based on the lowest price so
established.
(d) Reference in specifications and on plans to single trade name
materials will not be approved on Federal-aid contracts.
23 C.F.R. 635.411.
In other words, under section (d) the reference in the specs for Jhis project essentially
require a single trade name. There is de facto identification of the Opticom product by product
features that are distinguishable from Emtrac Systems features which perform the same function
and there is no valid reason for the distinction. Despite the fact that the specs are tightly written
round the Opticom product, the bids offered using the Emtrac Systems product fulfill the specs
nevertheless. The contract should be lawfully awarded.
Additionally, under section (c), the STD may require Opticom, even though Emtrac is
acceptable, when the specific choice is approved by the Federal Division Administrator as being
in the public interest. It is doubtful that such a requirement could be obtained as the Emtrac
product is superior to the Opticom product and generally costs less. As the approval of the
Division Administrator has not been obtained in this case, federal funds may only participate in
the project ifthe Agency complies with federal competitive bidding regulations. The point of
3
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departure here is the fact the City of Moreno Valley ignored the low bid on this solicitation.
Cancelling the bid will be just as harmful as continuing down an unauthorized path. The
contract should be awarded to the low bidder, which used the Emtrac product. The Emtrac
Systems product fully meets the specifications and the contract should be awarded in compliance
with the law.
Subsection (b) does not apply here because there are only two competitors in the market
and both GPS products are proprietary. Opticom is claiming a patent and neither product is
interchangeable with other brands. As a result, competitive bidding is required under subsection
(a).

4. The decision to cancel the solicitation was arbitrary, capricious and made in bad faith.
It also amounts to breach of an implied contract.
In sum, as there has not been approval of the-specifications here by the Federal Highway .
Administration for sole source solicitation, the solicitation must be read as allowing an equally
suitable alternative. The bids supplying the Emtrac Systems product meet the specs in any case.
The contract should be awarded pursuant to federal law. Please let us know if we can provide
any additional information. Thank you for your cooperation.

Cc:

Ray LaHood, Secretary, United States Department of Transportation
Malcom Dougherty, Director, California Department of Transportation
Bonnie Flickinger, Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
Jesse Molina, District 1, City of Moreno Valley
Richard Stewart, District 2, City of Moreno Valley
Robin Hastings, District 3, City of Moreno Valley
Marcelo Co, District 4, City of Moreno Valley
William Batey, II, District 5, City of Moreno Valley

4
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Elmina Callender
12100 Leif Ericson Drive
Moreno Valley, CA. 92557

'12 NDV 21 AM /0: 55

November 16, 2012
Moreno Valley City Hall
MAYOR
141777 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA. 92552
RE: REPORTING STRONG, PUNGENT ODOR OUTDOORS.
I am sorry I missed your telephone call yesterday.
The City Hall employees, Fire, Police, all represent public servants. This should represent
th
assistance to the community. On Nov. 14 , '12, a frightening situation presented itself, an
extremely, pungent, strong, Clorox-like odor exited outside and was not letting up.
I felt a city department could be helpful with some explanation/resolution. I do not know what
information was given to you, the reaction I received was nonchalance & indifference which
increased my anxiety level, which was totally unexpected by me of a public employee,
disappointing.
I will be happy to meet with you to get to the bottom/follow-up of this matter. I am concerned
with the treatment received of this matter.
Respectfully,

&u.~
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City of Moreno Valley

10/30/20121:12:36 PM

Council Summary

-------- .._------------------ -- - ---.- -.------------- -.

Reference # MV-14327-P7C4
--

_

---_._- -.-

-----

J

Incident DateITime: 10/22/2012 9:04:00 AM
Resolution DateITime: 10/29/20122:15:00 PM
Taken By: Cindy Miller
-_._---_._-----------------

-..._.

----------.-~

I

Reporting Party Information
'
-- ----- --- ---- "-~ . -------------------.-.~-~_. __ ._~ __ -_______________~ ___________. _J

Name: Erica Mtango
Address: 10104 Desert Mallow #P.O. Box 500 (92556)
City/STlZip: Moreno Valley CA 92557
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email: mtango73@yahoo.com

a

Case Location Information

I

.. ________ I

Property Owner Name:
Address: 13971 Courage Street #B
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (If available):

I

I

L....-_ _ _ _ __

i

Resolution Information

.------~

MV00224227
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City of Moreno Valley

10/30/20121:12:36 PM

Council Summary

Anne Schneider, PE, Building Division Manager/Building Official on 10/22/12: Building
& Safety received a complaint of substandard conditions at 13971 Courage St. Apt. B on
Monday, August 27,2012. An inspection was conducted at the unit on Thursday
.
September 6, 2012. The inspection revealed three issues for resolution:
SITE INSPECTION: Inspection conducted to verify conditions as reported by tenant
Anthony Anderson. The following conditions were noted as substandard conditions:
1. tub leak & shower leak resulting in water damage,
2. lack of tub surround,
3. fixed security bars over bedroom windows,
Other conditions reported by the tenant such as inop elec outlets and range hood not
working were discovered to be unfounded.
After the inspection of the property, the property owner Erica Mtanga provided a copy of i
an unlawful detainer. She indicated that her attorney had hand written in the date of filing.
of August 30, 2012.

o

The property owner was provided a notice of violation/ order to comply by regular and
certified mail on September 19, 2012 with a compliance deadline of Thursday, October
25,2012.

I

If the eviction is in progress, the property owner may request extensions to complete the :
work after they gain possession of the premises. At this time a request for additional
time has not been received. However, based on confirmation with the Riverside County
Superior Court of the service of the eviction documents on Tuesday, October 16, 2012,
an additional 30 days until Monday, November 26,2012 has been granted to allow
sufficient time to correct the three outstanding violations.
On Monday October 22, 2012, an email was forwarded to Building & Safety from Erica
Mtango with two attachments. Unfortunately the attachments were not included in the
documents received. Ms. Mtango alleges that someone named "Bob," alleging to be the
building inspector's supervisor, contacted her regarding this property at 8 pm on Friday,
October 19, 2012. It is unknown who this person is, as there is no one named "Bob"
involved with this case, nor is anyone working at 8 pm on a Friday night. Mr. Verdugo's
supervisor is not even male.
The property owner currently has two open substandard cases, the one in question and
another case that has been making satisfactory progress as shown on a recent
inspection on 9/20/12 at 24064 Atwood Ave.
The property owner was contacted and advised of the extension of time to comply and
~o ~ddr~~s any.furt~er ~o~_m.e~_ts~ .__. _ _________ ._.

Case Information
Issue Category: Building & Safety

-----_._------------

I

-----__.1

Issue: Inspections
Council District: 5

MV00224228
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

10/30/20121:12:36 PM

Issue Description: Staff requested a CRM be initiated regarding Ms. Mtango's complaint.

10/21/12: Ms. Mtango emailed the City Manager and City Council Members:
October 21, 2012
Erica Mtango,
Suji Investments License #: 09597
P.O. Box 500
Moreno Valley, CA 92556

Henry T. Garcia
Moreno Valley City Manager
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
RE: STOP HARRASSMENT BY CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS

o

On September 5,2012, we served a tenant with an eviction notice to vacate our
business rental property located at 13971 Courage Street, Apt B, Moreno Valley, CA.
This was as a result of their failure to pay rent. The tenant threatened to call "Code
Enforcement" and close us down.
On September 06, 2012, Mr. James Verdugo, Building Inspector II came to inspect the
unit. At that time, I informed him I was in the process of evicting the tenants and that the
tenants had bragged to me that they would be calling their friends at Code Enforcement
to "close me down". Mr. Verdugo asked me to provide him proof that I was in the
process of eviction, which I provided the unlawful detainer court summons to him and I I
also informed that I was repairing the unit.
On September 22, 2012, I received the attached NOTICE AND ORDER;
(ATTACHMENT 1) dated September 19, 2012. In this notice all repairs are to be
.
completed by October 25, 2012. On October 11, 2012 (see ATTACHMENT 2) - Eviction'
Restoration Notice, the Sheriff locked the tenant out. With the tenant gone, I have
repaired the vacant unit.
On October 19, 2012 at around 8:00pm, I received a threatening call from a city official
who identified himself as Bob. He stated he is Mr. James Verdugo's Supervisor and he
plans to "close me down" on October 22,2012. He also stated he would go to the other
units and make sure he closes me down. My question, why would a city official threaten
a business without proper notice? The other tenants are now refusing to pay rent
because they believe the city will "close me down". How does a city support such
activities?
I have spent the weekend worrying about what the city of Moreno Valley is going to do.
As a landlord in this town, the word out there from tenants is if you don't pay your rent,
just call Code Enforcement and they will close the landlord down.
I own businesses in Moreno Valley, and I need to be treated with respect. I am
requesting your Code Enforcement officers stop calling me at night on issues they have
not investigated. I consider this harassment and will take any steps necessary to stop it.

MV00224229

0,

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 4 of 4
10/30/20121:12:36 PM

Sincerely,
Erica Mtango
Landlord
CC: Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
Willam H. Batey II, Mayor Pro Tem/ 5th District Councilman
Anne Schneider, Building and Safety
James Verdugo, Building Inspector II
, Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada

o

MV00224230
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October 21, 2012
Erica Mtango,
Suji Investments License #: 09597
P.O. Box 500
Moreno Valley, CA 92556

Cf;l"Y COUNCIL
i40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

12 OCT 22 PM 3: 58
C~m

Henry T. Garcia
Moreno Valley City Manager
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RE: STOP HARRASSMENT BY CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS
On September 5, 2012, we served a tenant with an eviction notice to vacate our business rental property
located at 13971 Courage Street, Apt B, Moreno Valley, CA. This was as a result of their failure to pay rent.
The tenant threatened to call '.'Code Enforcement" and close us down.
On September 06, 2012, Mr. James Verdugo, Building Inspector II came to inspect the unit. At that time, I
informed him I was in the process of evicting the tenants and that the tenants had bragged to me that they
would be calling their friends at Code Enforcement to "close me down". Mr. Verdugo asked me to provide him
proof that I was in the process of eviction, which I provided the unlawful detainer court summons to him and I
also informed that I was repairing the unit.
On September 22,2012, I received the attached NOTICE AND ORDER; (ATTACHMENT 1) dated September
19, 2012. In this notice all repairs are to be completed by October 25, 2012. On October 11, 2012 (see
ATTACHMENT 2) - Eviction Restoration Notice, the Sheriff locked the tenant out. With the tenant gone, I have
repaired the vacant unit.
On October 19, 2012 at around 8:00pm, I received a threatening call from a city official who identified himself
as Bob. He stated he is Mr. James Verdugo's Supervisor and he plans to "close me down" on October 22,
2012. He also stated he would go to the other units and make sure he closes me down. My question, why
would a city official threaten a business without proper notice? The other tenants are now refusing to pay rent
because they believe the city will "close me down". How does a city support such activities?
I have spent the weekend worrying about what the city of Moreno Valley is going to do. As a landlord in this
town, the word out there from tenants is if you don't pay your rent, just call Code Enforcement and they will
close the landlord down.

~

;. I own businesses in Moreno Valley, and I need to be treated with respect. I am requesting your Code
Enforcement officers stop calling me at night on issues they have not investigated. I consider this harassment
and will take any steps necessary to. stop it.
Sincerely,
Erica Mtango
Landlord

cc:

~.J

~

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
Willam H. Batey II, Mayor Pro Tern/5 th District Councilman
Anne Schneider, Building and Safety
James Verdugo, Building Inspector II

MV00224231

Community Development Department
Building & Safety Divsion
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Telephone: (951) 413-3350
Fax: (951) 413-3363

September 19, 2012
MTANGO, LOMBA
MTANGO, ERICA
10104 Desert Mallow
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

NOTICE AND ORDER
SUB-STANDARD BUILDING(S)
Administrative Citation

REGULAR MAIL I CERTIFIED MAIL

Re:

13971 Courage St., #B., Moreno Valley
APN # 291-292-002
Case # NV12-0183

THIS NOTICE AND ORDER is herby served on you as owner(s) of the property
referred to above.

An inspection on September 06, 2012, by the City of Moreno Valley, Building &
Safety Division of the structure(s) located thereon, revealed violations to the
Moreno Valley Municipal Code; State housing Laws (Health & Safety Code
17910. et seq.) and lor the California Civil Code, California Code of Regulations
Title 24. It is necessary that these conditions be corrected in accordance with
proper procedures and with valid permits (when applicable) from the Community
Development Department, Building & Safety Division.

Please contact our office within (10) calendar days from the date of this notice to
advise us of you intentions to correct those violations noted on the enclosed
Dwelling Inspection Report.

MV00224232

,

i.

..
In addition to this Notice and Order:
A "Notice of Code Violation Non-Compliance" regarding the above mentioned
property may be recorded with the County Recorder's Office to give Public Notice
of pending action by the City on this property.
A "Notice of Non-Compliance", may be filed with the State Franchise Tax
Board, which may prevent you from claiming State Tax Deductions for taxes,
depreciation, amortization, or interest expense connected with the property, as
long as it remains sub-standard. This includes buildings that are unoccupied,
vacated, or abandoned, for at least 90 days (Taxation & Revenue Code 17274
and 24436.5)
The State Housing Law (California Health & Safety Code, 17910 et seq.) requires
a property owner to maintain his or her property free of substandard conditions,
which may endanger the. health and safety of residents or the public. These
regulations apply to both owner-occupied and rental property.
If substandard conditions exist and area not corrected, the property owner may
be criminally and/or civilly liable. If conditions that exist substantially endanger
the residents, or the public, the property may be ordered vacated until the
conditions area corrected to the satisfaction of the Building & Safety Division.
The Building Official may order the building(s) vacated and posted to prevent
further occupancy until work is completed, or to safeguard the occupants; and
may proceed to cause the work to be done by others and charge the cost,
therefore, against the property or its owner(s). In this event, all utilities will be
terminated until the building is rendered safe for occupancy.
In the event that the property is ordered vacated, the city could seek, or the court
could order, the owner to provide, pay, 'relocation benefits to each displaced
tenant of resident unit. Relocation Benefits may include subsidized rent to the
sum of two (2) months of the established fair market rent. In addition, the
relocation payment shall include an amount sufficient for utility service deposits.
This could also result in the return of security deposits (California Health & Safety
Codes 17975)
The law infers that the property owner(s) has a retaliatory motive if the property
owner(s) seeks to evict the tenant within six months after the tenant has
exercised their tenant rights by notifying a public agency or having a public
agency inspect the rental unit (California Civil Code Section 1942.5)
In addition, the Building Official may request a court appointed receiver (Health
& Safety Codes 17980.7) be placed in care, management, and rehabilitation of
the property. This could have a legal affect on the title of the property, including
the sale or transfer of the property.

2
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-~s~5 ~~~
Notice is hereby gi~~· that u~less you correct all the violation(s) noted by
October 25. 2012 an- ~dministrative and/or judicial action may be filed against
you.
~

----I-R-~dition,

a $181.00 re-inspection fee will be charged for any inspections
required for which compliance has not been achieved that will be assessed
against the property and become a tax lien thereon.

The property owner(s) could also become responsible for all administrative costs
associated with the investigation of this complaint due to non-compliance.
There will be not extensions of time granted in this matter unless the property
owner, agent or authorized person can show good cause why this action should
be stayed and an appeal is made before the Building Official in writing within the
time prescribed in this notice.
This matter requires you immediate attention.

For consultation regarding this notice, please contact the undersigned during the
hours of 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., or by telephone at (
ANNE SCHNEIDER,
Building Official

JAMES VERDUGO,
Building Inspector"
Building & Safety Division
Enclosures: Supplement Dwelling Inspection Report - Exhibit #1

3
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE DWELLING INSPECTION REPORT - RENT A C-pr~ERTY
DATE: September19,2012

RE: 13971 Courage St., #B, Moreno Valley
APN# 291-292-002
Case: #NV12-0183

CA'J~
()

"

f

JJIv ' \

V~

The following deficiencies were observed during a recent inspection of the above mentioned
property and are in violation of the State Housing Laws (California Health & Safety Code Section
17910, 17920.3 et seq), California Code of Regulations, Title 24, State Building Codes,
California Civil Code 1942, and/or Moreno Valley Municipal Code 6.04.030 for property
maintenance. These deficiencies must be repaired in a timely and a workmanship manner under
the auspices of the Buildillg & Safety Division.
Please correct the following deficiencies:
1. Tub surround has deteri-orated and consists of materials not approved for the intended
use. Damaged tub surround materials shall be removed and a new surround shall be reinstalled using listed· non-absorbent materials and shall be equipped with waterproof
joints.
2. Grout within shower has deteriorated and lacks waterproofing integrity. Damaged grout
shall be removed, re-installed and sealed to maintain proper water-resistant qualities.
3. Evidence of water damage at front entry stucco wall. Tub/shower located on the other
side of the wall leaks water when in use. Under the auspices of a licensed plumbing
contractor the source of the water leak shall be located and repairs made consistent with
State Building and Plumbing Codes.
4. Wall surfaces adjacent to the existing tub and shower fixtures show signs of water
damage. All damaged materials (drywall, wood trim, wood studs) shall be removed and
replaced with new materials. New installation shall conform to accepted industry
standards.
5. Unpermitted laundry hook-ups for clothes washing appliance. Unpermitted plumbing
alterations shall be removed plumbing lines shall be capped in an approved manner.
6. Security bars installed over bedroom windows are not installed in accordance with
minimum egress requirements. Security bars must be equipped with an interior release
mechanism that releases or removes the bars. Mechanism is required to be operable
without the use of a special key or tool.
7. Range Hood is missing required filters and screens. Range hood shall be repaired per
manufacture's requirements or shall be repiaced and insialled per specifications.
8. Missing required smoke detectors. Smoke detectors shall be installed within sleeping
areas and areas leading to bedrooms.
There may be additional requirements and repairs based upon further inspections.

~~

JAMES VERDUGO
Building & Safety Inspector II
Building & Safety Division
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TO (Name and Address):

. NicM~e Jo,nes

"

LEVYING OFFICER (Name and Address):

Riverside County Sheriffs Office
Sheriffs Civil Division - West
4095 Lemon St., 4th Floor
Riverside, CA 92501

13971 Courage St Apt B
Moreno Valley, CA

~

925~3

NAME OF COURT. JUDICIAL DISTRICT or BRANCH COURT, IF ANY:

Riverside Superior Court Moreno Valley
13800 Heacock St., Bldg 0#201
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

California Relay Service Number

COURT CASE NO.:

PLAINTIFF:

Erica Mtango

MVC1204349

DEFENDANT:

Michelle Jones
LEVYING OFFICER FILE NO.:

Eviction Restoration Notice

2012109441

To: Evicted Tenants, Property Owners, Their Agents and The Local Police:
By virtue of a Writ of Execution for Possession of Real Property, the following property was restored to the landlord on:

Eviction Date:

Thursday, October 11, 2012

Eviction Address:

13971 Courage St Apt 8
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Pursuant to Penal Code Sections 419 and 602, and judgment debtor, any persons removed by the Sheriff or Marshal, or any
person not authorized by the landlord, who enters the real property after eviction, may be subject to arrest.
Pursuant to California Civil Procedure sections 715.01 0(b)(3) and 715.030, all personal property left on the premises has been
turned over to the landlord. The landlord is responsible for the safe keeping of tenant's property for fifteen (15) days from the date
of eviction. The landlord may charge a reasonable fee for removal and storage of the property. However, upon demand of the
tenant, the landlord must return the tenant's property if the tenant pays all costs incurred by the property owner for storage and
maintenance. If the costs are not paid by the tenant and the tenant does not take possession of the property left behind before the
end of the fifteen (15) day period, the landlord may either sell the property at public sale and keep from the proceeds of the sale
the costs of storage and of the sale (1988 CCG), if the property is valued at less than $300.00, the landlord may dispose of the
property or retain it for his own use. (1174 CCP)

Date:

Stanley Sniff
Sheriff-Coroner

Sheriffs Authorized Agent

CPM Form 8.33

07/09/2008 (Revised)

206857
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~=-'-=-,-:---:---AnORNEY OR PARl Y If~ AITorlNEY (Nama. SiBla Bar number nml addresS)"

FOR COURT USE ONL Y

TH10THY B .~':i.r:;BAERT & ASSOCIATES

1I~OtHY
634 DAK

B. LIEBAERT BAR #178334
CT SAN BERNARDINOCA 92410
Sl.l.,N BERNARDINO CA 92410
SAN BERNARDINO CA 92410
TELEPHONE NO

FAXNo

E·MAIL ADDRESS:
IITToRNEY FOR (Nnmo): PLAINTI E'F
X AnORNEv FOil ,.,>C: JUDGMENT CREDITOR ....... : ASSIGNEE OF RECOHD

r

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF RIVERS I DE

STREET ADDRESS: 13800 HEACOCK ST D201 (2NDFLR)
MAILING ADDRESS:
CITY AND liP CODE: f'tlORENO VALLEY I CA 92553
BRANCHNf,ME:MORENO VALLEY JUDICIAL DISTRICT
PLAINTIFF: ERICA MTANGO
DEFENDANT: l'HCHELLE

I

WRIT

OF

... ...

LX:]
""j

JONES

EXECUTION (Money Judgment)
POSSESSION OF [=] Personal Property
[5{] Real Property
SALE

-,"
"

.: .....

CIISE NUMBER,

"

LIMITED MVCJ.2043A'?l,

ex:] Limited Civil Case

C=I

.".

I,

[~Small d~i~se.a~~:~
'.\
. ' :,;::.;.; I,:,

L I Other

Unlimited Civil Case

1. To the Sheriff or Marshal of the County of: RIVERS I DE

.-

,

You are directed to enforce the judgment described below with daily interest and your costs as provided by law.

2. To any registered process server: You are authorized to serve this writ only in accord with CCP 699.080 or CCP 71 Ql£40.

',,::.

~

...

3. (Name): ERICA MTANGO

is the iX.': judgment creditor

[.::=:::

assignee of record

4. Judgment debtor (name. type of legal entity stated in
judgment if not a natural person, and lasl known
address):

I

NICHELLE. JONES
13971 COURAGE ST APT B MORENO
VALLEY CA 92553/RIVERSIDE COU

j' . "'1

Additional judgment debtors on next page

5. Judgment entered on (date):
6.

9/26/12

Judgment renewed on (dates):

7. Notice of sale under this writ
a. :)C; has not been requested.
b.'·" has been requested (see next page).
Joint debtor information on next page.

S.:

[SEALI

whose address is shown on this form above the court's name.
9.

LX. J See next page for information on real or personal property to be
delivered under a writ of possession or sold under a writ of sale.

10.! . 1 This writ is issued on a sister-state judgment.
11. Total judgment ................. " $
0.00
12. Costs after judgment (per filed order or
memo CCP 685.090) ............. , $
0 . 00
13. Subtotal (add 11 and 12) .......... "
$ _ _ _ _ _-"Oc..;..-"O""O_
14. Credits ........................ $
0.00
15. Subtotal (subtract 14 from 13) ....... . $ _ _ _ _~O~....::O~O_
16. Interest after judgment (per filed affidavit
CCP,685,050) (not.on GO 6103.5 fee~~ .. $
0.00
17. Fee for issuance of writ. . . . . . . . . . . .. $
25. 00
18. Total (add 15, 16. and 17) ......... "
19. Levying officer:
(a) Add daily interest from date of writ
(at the legal rate on 15) (not on
GC 6103.5 fees) of ........ .

$ =======2:::5::::.=0=0=

'(b) Pay directly to court costs included in
11 and 17 (GC 6103.5, 68637;
CCP 699.520(1)) ........... , . .

$

0.00

$

0.00

0d

20. [,--~l The amounts called for in items 11-19are different for each debtor.
These amounts {Lare
s~tated
forea{MCh
de btor

r - - - - -___--::--:::-:n-::=-,
'.
Issued on (date).:SEP 2.8 2012
I
Clerk, by ~ ~.
'-------------'.
.
NOTICEro PERSON SERVED: SEE NEXT PAGE
Form Approvea tor OOllonal Use

Jud'ciol Council of California

EJ·l 30 IRQv. Janu8,y 1. 20121

WRIT OF EXECUTION

1

.

.

Itl/J/J

.W[

n At)~chment 20.
Alvarado

~

1(

, Deputy

FORIMPORTANTINFORM~TION.

L aJ

. ~SoJ U1!fO
l1S'

Pogo 1 of 2
Code 01 Civil Proceduro. §§ 699.520,712.010.715.010
Govemmonl COdo, § 6103.5

:L(h,Pll:lS

MV00224237

ATIORNEY OR PARTY WITHOlJT ATTORNEY (Name, state bar number, and address):

FOR COURT USE ONL Y

TIMOTHY B. LIEBAERT & ASSOCIATES
~TIMOTHY B. LIEBAERT BAR #178334
634 OAK CT SAN BERNARDINO CA 92410
SAN BERNARDINO CA 92410
SAN BERNARDINO CA 92410
TELEPHONE NO.:

FAX NO. (Optional):

~ ~ ~ ~CA~ORNIA

E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional):
ATTORNEY FOR Name:

PLAINTIFF

SUPER10R.~UO~\~JERS\OE
COUI~' ,

RIVERS I DE
13800 HEACOCK ST 0201 (2NDFLR)

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
STREET ADDRESS:

SEP 262012

MAILING ADDRESS:
CITY AND ZIP CODE:
BRANCH NAME:

1-------

_-----r

MORENO VALLEY, CA 92553
MORENO VALLEY JUDICIAL DISTRICT

R. Banks

PLAINTIFF: ERICA MTANGO

DEFENDANT: MICHELLE JONES
\------CASE NUMBER:

JUDGMENT-UNLAWFUL DETAINER

D
[J[J

D
D

ByClerk
By Court

By Default
Possession Only

IJ[]

D

After Court Trial
Defendant Did Not
Appear at Trial

LIMITED MVC1204349

JUQGMENT
1.

0

BY DEFAULT
a. Defendant was properly served with a copy of the summohs and complaint.
b. Defendant failed to answer the complaint or appear and defend the action.within the time allowe.d by law.
c. Defendant's default was entered by the clerk upon plaintiffs application.

2.

OD

d.

0

Clerk's Judgment (Code Civ. Proc., § 1169). For possession only of the premises described on page 2 (item 4).

e.

0

Court Judgment (Code Civ. Proc., § 585(b)). The court considered
(1)
plaintiff's testimony and other evidence.
(2)
plaintiff's or others' written declaration and evidence (Code Civ. Proc., § 585(d)).

D
D

AFTER COURT TRIAL. The jury was waived. The court considered the evidence.
a. The case was tried on (date and time):

9/26/2012

@ 1:00 PM

before (name of judicial officer):
b. Appearances by:

[J[] Plaintiff (name each): ERICA

W

MTANGO

Plaintiff's attomey (name each):

(1)-!fUgOTHY B LIEBAER-T
L e.f '-- / (3" 13 cr)<..A.I
(2)

o

Continued on Attachment 2b (form MC-025).

[J[)

Defendant (name each): NICHELLE JONES

o

Defendant's attomey (name each):

(2)

o

Continued on Attachment 2b (form MC-025).

C.

0

I?efendant did not appear at trial. Defendant was properly served with notice of trial.

d.

[J[)

A statement of decision (Code Civ. Proc., § 632)

~~----Form Approved tor Optional Use
Judicial Council otC.lltomie
UD-110 [New January 1. 2003J

00

was not

0

was

requested.

_______ JUDGMENT-UNLAWFUL DETAINER____Le!ml __________
~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~

~~~

~P~ag~e~1o~f2

Soluti'Qns-

CodeotCivil Procedure. §§ 415.46.
585(d), 664.6,1169

L<h,Plus

MV00224238

~~~.----------------------------------~-----------------------.----------------------------,
CASE NUMBER:
r-

PLAINTIFF:

ERICA MTANGO

MICHELLE JONES

DEFENDANT:

LIMITED MVC1204349

rn

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS BY:

o

THE COURT

THE CLERK

3. Parties, Judgment is
a.

OU

for plaintiff (name each): ERICA MTANGO
and against defendant (name each):

b.

NICHEL;LE JONES

D

Continued on Attachment 3a (form MC-025).
for defendant (name each):

D

4.

W

Plaintiff 0
Defendant is entitled to possession of the premises located at (street address, apartment, city, and county):
13971 COURGAE AVE # B MORENO VALLEY CA 92553/ RIVERSIDE COUNTY

5.

W

Judgment applies to all occupants of the premises incluping terants, subtenants if any, and named claimants if any (Code Civ.
Proc., §§ 715.010,1169, and 1174.3).

6. Amount and terms of judgment
a. OU Defendant named in item 3a above must pay plaintiff on the
complaint:

(3)

W
W
W

(4)

ex] Costs

$

350.00

(5)

D

$

0.00

(6)

TOTAL JUDGMENT

(1 )
(2)

c.

D

Past-due rent

$1,165.00

Holdover damages

$

736.58

Attorney fees

$

400.00

Other (specify):

b.

0

Plaintiff is to receive nothing from defendant
named in item 3b.
Defendant named in item 3b is to recover
costs: $ 0.00
and attorney fees: $ 0 . 00

D

o

$2,651.58

The rental agreement is canceled.

W

The lease is forfeited.

7.

0

Conditional judgment. Plaintiff has breached the agre,ement to provide habitable premises to defendant as stated in
Judgment-Unlawful Detainer Attachment (form UD-1 iDS), which is attached.

8.

CJ

Other (specify):

Date

~/;:/Id:~Chment8 (fo~ M~025)D ~£
'/

I

1/

<'"

o

Date:

£fdtr
JUDICIAL OFFICER

'.

Clerk, by

, Deputy

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE (Optional)

(SEAL)

I certify that this is a true copy of the original judgment on file in the cciort.

;'-:".

":.

Date:

Clerk, by

UD·110 [New January 1,20031

__________________________________ , Deputy

JUDGMENT-UNLAWFUL DETAINER

Page 2 of 2
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Date:
From:
0:
I

.

~WRENO VALLEY

October 15, 2012
Mayor Pro Tern Batey

RECEIVED

~~~~~i~.M~~~~~!~ol.RDADLOCALDEVELOPMENTCO~&uIlo.\f13: 23
Barry Foster

lr. s::::r:e::::ed he
~, his week.

;

will

be

calling

.

~

::::=~

112 Martinez Place, P.O. Box 368, Soledad, CA 93960
Phone:
sIdc 1972@sbcgIobal.net

I

October 5, 2012
William H Batey, Member
City Council Member Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California92552-0805

. Dear Bill,

I trust you are aware that Box Springs Water Company has effectuated an increase in the
water flow capability for use in the prevention of fire. The President of Box Springs has
issued a directive, instructing company officials to present the undersigned to
execute/deliver a water pressure letter on demand.
I will deliver subject letter to the Moreno Valley Fire Prevention Department, at request.
The achievements by Box Springs are certainly notable, when you factor in the former
manager's inappropriate actions.
You will find several letters affecting our property comprising 56 units of truly affordable
housing.
Soledad Development is a non-profit public benefit company engaged in the development
and ownership of affordable housing such as our proposal to be located on Dracera Street
in Moreno Valley. The California Tax Credit Department is a mess. Please note, I have
attached a letter that profiles several excessive spendings. After spending, review by the
Attorney General Office. Excessive funding is commonplace in the Department
underwriting procedure, only to the favored few, getting wealthy on the backs of the poor
is common place. Providing affordable housing to the poor is commonplace with the
practice, especially Congress, the problem is servicing the project in the manner all of us .
expect.
Please note the following, comparing a project proposed for Moreno Valley, plus a
project proposed by Soledad Local as a Non-Profit providers. The project provider is
between projects Ranch Dorado South, sponsored by the group from Palm Springs, and
projectby Soledad Local, comprising 56 units. Thus the following comparison:

MV00224240

'.

Project Comparison

Component

Dorado South

DraceraAve

# Units
79 units
56 units
project size
91,318 SF
51,040 SF
$1,150,000
land sale price
$1,157,500
Soledad Local
non-profit
Housing Corp
total cost/project
gross annual
$668,436
$398,160
vacancy 5%
<$33,421>· <$19,908>
net operating
$635,075
$378,252
expenses
$557,850
$<$192,420>
available for debt
$77,225
$185,832
DORADO SOUTH $77,225 CASH FLOW IS INSUFICIENT TO SERVICE
THEIR DEBT OF $2,387,803. WHOEVER THE UNDERWRITER WAS, WAS
NOT COMPETANT TO CONDUCT THE UNDERWRITING.
DORADO SOUTH HAS BEEN AWARDED $1,700,000 IN DEFERRED
FEES. YOU WILL FIND A LETTER BILLING ME FOR $14,605. I AM
REQUESTING A WAIVER OF THIS AMOUNT. OTHER FEES OF ABOUT
$700,000 I WILL DISPERSE FROM THE LOAN TO RETIRE.

Respectfully,

Robert

~o/lderS~~p \

.

Ilr4rlt/c;)~~
I will be in Riverside all of next week. Cell Phone

MV00224241

'.:....~Ull'l_ ~ SERVICE

" DIs-rn.ICT DrRRCTOR
"_2 CUPANIA" CIRCLR ." .

f1Oin'B:RBY

DEP.AR"TMIDIT OF THR TR.RASoRy

.

~.1;;'f"""""~

PARK.. CA

"'"
91. 7S 5 - 7 .. 06

Employor Identification Number:·

IIAJl 0 6 19i1i

Date:

...•. : ..
.

)

.SoLBDAD

94-2206734

Case·Number::
954>051028

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT CORP_

p.,-O:' ~ 368"
, SO~, CA ~3960-0368

Contac~

p:erBon::

TYRotm TRbHAs

Contact Tele~ N~r:
.

Our Let.ter [)at.eeI:
JBIlU31:y :l.98j ,

AddenduDi Appl.ies::
No

Dear ~licant:

-nus

modif.i:es . our letter of the above date in ~hich we stated that you
woul.d ~ treated as anor9anization that is not a p~vate foWlda.tion until the
exp~~~oJi_ "of Your advance rul.ing period._ .
.

...

, \ - ~-."

" yotir 'eXempt ~statw;

under, section 5·01 Ca) of the rn~ern.a.l. Revenue Code AS an
(3) io s t i l l in effect_
Baaed on the
in.foxuaat.lon you subatit.ted, we have determined that. you are not a priVClte
foundation wit.b.in the "me~.ing of· oectioD 509 (a) of the Code beca.uoe you are an
orgzurlzation of the type described in section S09(a) ( n and 170(b) (1) (A) (vi.)_

orgatdzation descr;i.l>ed in section 501 (c)

G~tors and contributors may rely on this determinat.ion unless ~e
Internal Revenue Service publishes notice to the contrary _ HOwever, if you
lose your sect19n .509(a) (1) Bt~tua. a9!Antor or contributor may·not rely on
this·determination "if he or" ahe was in part reBponoible for, or Was aware of,
_··'·-1\e act or failure to act, or the. substantial or material cb.a:nge On the part of
.: ,lie org~izatio~ that reaul.ted in your 10s8 of ouch 'atatU3, or i.f he or sbe
·;'cquired knowledge· that the Internal Re;venue· SerVice had 9i ven notice' that you
would no ~onger be cla3sified as a section 509(a) (I) organization_

If we have indicated in the heading of this letter that an addendum
applies, the addendum enclooed is an integral part: of this letter_
Because thio letter could .help resolv.e any queotions about your private
foundation status ~ plea~e keep i t in your peCIPaDent records_

It you ·have any questionS. pleas~ contact the person whose name and
tel.epbone number are shown above_
.

Richard R _ OroscO·
Di~t.rlct. Di.r~~to.r

Letter 1050 (DO/CG)
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Community & Economic Development Department
Planning Division
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805 '
Telephone: 951.413-3206
FAX: 951.413~3210

August 22,2012

Robert M. Sanders
1438 15th -Street
Los Osos, CA 93402

Application for a Multi-Family Development for APNs 263-132~016& 017

Subject:

Mr: Sanders:
The City of Moreno Valley Planning Division has received your application proposing a
56 unit multi-family development. We are unable to process this request for the
following reasons: Plot Plan with hearing fees, and necessary documents required for a.
complete submittal not included. The fees due are $14,605.00, and the submittal
requirements handout is included with this letter for your reference. In addition, I have
included the Environmental Assessment for you to complete and submit with the fees
and plans necessary:
If you have any questions, please ,contact the Planning Division at

Si

erely,

~

Summer Looy
Permit Technician

n C. Terell, AICP
anning Official

MV00224243

Community & Economic Development Department
Planning. Division
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 925S2-0805
Telephone: 951.413-3206
FAX: 951.413.,.3210

August 22, 2012

Robert M. Sanders
1438 15th Street
Los Osos, CA 93402

Subject:

Application for a Multi-Family Development for APNs 263-132..016 & 017

Mr: Sanders:
The City of Moreno Valley Planning Division has received your application proposing a
56 unit multi-family development. We are unable to process this request for the
following reasons: Plot Plan with hearing fees, and necessary documents required for a
complete submittal not included. The fees due are $14,605.00, and the submittal
requirements handout is included with this letter for your reference. In addition, I have
included the Environmental Assessment for you to complete and submit with the fees
and plans necessary.
If you have any questions, please .,contact th.e Planl1ing Division at

, Si

erely,

~

Summer Looy
Permit Technician

()ar
\

n C. Terell, AICP
anning Official
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A..

B.

Low Income Units
(a)

(b)

Bedroom
T

Number of

(c)
Proposed
Monthly Rent

(d)
Total Monthly
Rents

(e)
Monthly

(f)
(g)
Monthly Rent % ofTargeted
Plus Utilities Area Median

(h)

(Less Utilities)

Manager Units
State law requires an onsite manager's unit for projects with 16 or more residential units.
TCAC Regulation Section 10327(g)(1) requires at least 1 manager's unit for every 80 residential units.
Special Needs projects may demonstrate 24-hour desk staffing in lieu of an onsite manager's unit
(a)

(b)

Bedroom
Type(s)

Number of
Units

Total # Units:
. No

June 11, 2010 Version

(c)
Proposed
Monthly Rent
(Less Utilities)

(d)
Total Monthly
Rents
(b x c)

Total:

Special Needs project with 24-hour desk staffing

16

Application 112412011

MV00224245

III. PROJECT FINANCING - SECTION 3: INCOME INFORMATION
A.

Low Income Units

(a)

(b)

Bedroom' Number of
Units
Type(s)
.":t6¢droom ' , ~'I;·::2·C '.,.

(c)
Proposed
Monthly Rent
(Less Utilities)

'

'.;2>Bedi'ooms':;!<:.:S'I3,,"'·

$382.1

,,'$680·;'

(d)
(e)
Total Monthly
Rents
Monthly
Utility
(b x c)
$764
$1,016
: ;'\$57 :
$2,284
$3,056
$5,552
$5,440
. :,,;~ $79' ',.__i
$3,624
$5,640
$5,704
:: •.,.....

t

..

~

'f.

):r~,'

(f)
(g)
% of Area
Monthly Rent
Median
Plus Utilities
(c + e)
Income
$439
35%,'
45%,' ",
$565
$628
$456
$768
$754
'" ,'35%'.
$532
$784
$792

\. I.,'

-::

.

',"

.~:' ,

(h)
%of
Actual
AMI
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A

,;..~"

'

T·
"'",.!
~

.

.t"

,':,
'~

~

':

..

~<

- •

•

"

',;i_

••: •...l,':'".

'c,,

. .1 ,';'
.;-....

....

,I:"

';. ': ':'- - .: ~,.r/. "

.;,'-:.,

",;.'

.

,.-t.

~.
.

-:::'

~T

.•

"

:

" :'''e ~..'. ~"

(.
.... ' ....

." .

~

B.

..

,'''.\ .

..

Total # Units:

.,

._

',.1

56

Total:

;~:I:."

.....

$33,080

Manager Units
State law requires an onsite manager's unit for projects with 16 or more residential units.
TCAC Regulation Section 10327(g)(1) requires at least 1 manager's unit for every 80 residential units.
Special Needs projects may demonstrate 24-hour desk staffing in lieu of an onsite manager's unit

(a)

(b)

Bedroom

Number of
Units

T~eJs)

(c)
Proposed
Monthly Rent
(Less Utilities)

. Total # Units:

[- NoJ

February 8, 2012 Version

(d)
Total Monthly'
Rents
(b x c)

Total:

Special Needs project with 24-hour desk staffing

16

Application
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Susan K. Loew, Dired:or

September 10, 2012
Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Re:

Date: September 20, 2012
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
cc: Council Members
Henry T. Garcia
Barry Foster

FYI

Riverside County 2013 Point-in-Time Homeless Count and Survey

Dear Mayor Stewart:
Riverside County Department of Public Social Services (DPSS) will be leading the 2013 Biennial
Homeless Point-in-Time (PIT) Count during the last week of January 2013. The Count is mandated by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and enables the County and
community at large to assess the characteristics and size of our homeless population. The final report
will provide a breakdown of pertinent information for each city that will include the number of homeless
individuals and families as well as their subpopulation characteristics at a given point-in-time.
Multi-agency collaboration is key to the success of this effort. To this end, we are asking you to identify
a city representative to help implement the Count and 'brief Subpopulation Survey in your jurisdiction.
Your appointee would be the Key PIT Point Person that we would work with to recruit volunteers in
your community for assisting with the count and solicit public safety and service provider input
concerning local homeless issues and encampment locations.
In addition to appointing someone from your community to be the Key PIT Representative, we would
also ask that you consider the following requests:
•
•

Would your City be willing to provide accessible meeting spaces for deployment of volunteers
and count teams on the specific day of the count, January 23, 2013?
Does your City have any special considerations we should be aware of during this count?

Lastly, we ask that before this count takes place please do not conduct sweeps of homeless
encampments or break up known camps so that we can obtain an accurate count.
Funding for current and future programs is dependent on the accurate completion of this effort.
Results of the 2013 Homeless Count and Subpopulation Survey will provide the County and each local
jurisdiction with benchmark numbers that will serve as the basis for developing local community and
countywide strategies to help people exit life on the streets and by which the success of our efforts to
provide effective programs serving homeless individuals and families can be measured.

MV00224247

The County and the PIT Contractor, Institute for Urban Initiatives (lUI), are asking for community
participation with this homeless census. As we work to generate additional funding and resources to
assist the County and local communities with efforts to prevent and end homeless ness in Riverside
County, the cooperation and participation of every local jurisdiction in the effort to conduct a complete
and thorough count is critical to our success.
We would appreciate it if you would have someone contact Elizabeth Calanche, DPSS Homeless
Programs Unit at ELCALANC@riversidedpss.org, by October 1,2012 with the name, title and contact
information of the staff person assigned to work with us on the 2013 Homeless Count project. Also,
more information on the 2013 Riverside County Point-in-Time Homeless Count and Subpopulation
Survey project can be found at www.Riversidehomelesscounts.com.
Thank you in advance for your participation in the 2013 Point-in-Time Homeless Count project and
your on-going partnership in the effort to prevent and end homelessness in Riverside County.

Anna Martinez
Assistant Director
County of Riverside DPSS
cc. City Manager
HPU File

AM/ec
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;..rlY C,OUNCIL
?40~E.NO V~LlE'Y
flEeEIVEI!)

12 SEP 24 PH 3: 39
Lacy K. Sykes, Jr.
Senior PastorlTeacher

CROSSWORD
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
remember the Cross .. .focus on the Word

lW

September 21, 2012

The Honorable Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
It is an honor to be the recipient of the Mayoral Proclamation on behalf of the City of
. Moreno Valley for the 2012 Inland Empire Million Fathers March on September 8, 2012.
The program was well attended by hundreds of residents, community leaders, business
owners, and military personnel.
On behalf of Cross Word Christian Church, thank you for attending the program. Your
presence and comments were truly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

Bishop acy Sykes, Jr.
Senior PastorlTeacher

BLS:rc

14950 Riverside Drive
Riverside, California 92518
Telephone:
Fax:

Reach Up
www.crosswordchurch.orl:

Reach Up to God

Reach In

Reach Out

Reach In to Grow

Reach Out and Go
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Page 1 of 2

City of Moreno Valley

10/10/2012 12:51 :20 PM

Council Summary

Reference # MV-13602-LSK4
Incident DatefTime: 5/16/2012 5:30:00 PM
Resolution DatefTime: 10/3/2012 2:00:00 PM
Taken By: Juliene Clay
-

Reporting Party Information
----------_ .._--~

Name: Richard Brand
Address: P.O. Box 992
City/STlZip: Moreno Valley CA 92556
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address:

Heacock St

Cross Street Info: Gregory Ln
Parcel # (if available):

Resolution Information
7/30/12 at 1:32pm, Michael Lloyd, Senior Engineer, P.E. responded.
There is no contact information provided for Mr. Brand.
In response to Mr. Brand's request, the ultimate street improvements (curb, gutter,
sidewalks and asphalt roadway widening) along the east side of Heacock near Gregory
and on the south side of Gregory currently do not exist because there is insufficient
public rights of way to construct these facilities nor capital improvement funds
programmed for this location due to limited transportation revenues in these lean
economic times. These costly improvements would be constructed when the adjacent
large vacant property is developed or when the City identifies funds for a City Capital
Project. The City will continue to seek grant funds to build these types of missing
infrastructure. It is important to note that there are sidewalks on the west side of
Heacock as well as the north side of Gregory which provides pedestrians an alternative
path of travel.

Case Information
Issue Category: Capital Projects
Issue: Other
Council District:

MV00224253

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 2
10/10/201212:51 :20 PM

Issue Description: Please investigate Mr. Brand's issues on behalf of Mayor Stewart and advise Mr. Brand
of the outcome .

•*.*.
Mr. Brand stated he has noticed new sidewalks in the city, and he stated the area of
Heacock and Gregory needs new sidewalks.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Michelle Dawson

MV00224254

lFfY CjOU~Cll
140'RE,HO VALLE:)'
REeEIVED
September 13, 2012

12 SEP 19 PH 5: 05

Office of the Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick
Moreno Valley CA 92553
Dear Mayor:
I am a resident of Moreno Valley since 1989. I have lived at my current address since November 1990.
There is a vacant lot at the end of my street, Kettenburg Lane and it has been vacant since we moved
here. Every year the lot is plowed for safety/fire purposes and we have never in all of these 22 years had
the problem we have this year.
After the lot was plowed we have been overrun with a bug that looks like a water bug, but I hear that it
is called an Oriental Roach. They are all over outside and come into the house as well. Neighbors say
that are also having the same problem.
I called the Vector Control Department in the city of Moreno Valley about the problem after it started at
the end of July or early August. I was told that the owner of the lot did what he was required to do by
plowing the lot and was not responsible for the problem with the bugs. We have tried every type of
insect control including sprays that were making us sick and had our pest control company spray to no

,."

,>

, . c,

l'

avail: The information on the internet says that these bugs can carry disease and that the problem needs
to be taken care of at the source.
Since our homes are not the source of the infestation and the owner of the lot is not responsible, I feel
that the city should spray or put something on the lot to get rid of the insects. The lot is on the corner of
Krameria and Perris Boulevard.
I would appreciate it if you would contact the appropriate department to take care of this problem.
Thank you for your help with this situation.
Sincerely,

~.~
16709 Kettenburg Lane .
Moreno' Valley CA 92551
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Representative Mr. Jesse Molina
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92553

Tb:

From: Salvatore 1. Cassano
24589 Chippewa Trail
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-5025
Dear Sir.
I am writing to you regarding a legal problem. I and several of the residents of
Chippewa Trail have been suffering a continuous disturbance that happens on weekends
and on holidays. By disturbance I -mean a hindrance and interference with a quality of
life we expected when' we purchased bufnomes nere-some 2Uyrs ago.

Don't we just love those renters that move in next door that believe they are above the
laws of the City of Moreno Valley? Howling and cursing at the moon in a drunken
stupor at 2:30 in the middle of the night. Their playing music in doors or outside so loud
ones blood level rises from the lack of consideration or intelligence. Those renters with
good intentions still destroy the esthetic value of the homes by the failure to take care of
their/lawns, allow weeds togroW'uncheck~d, have trash and trash CanS to·.remain visible
in front·oftheir homes along wit,h the numerous unused or disabled cars.
•

'I

•

I m'ost recently reported to. Code Enforcement a· number of problems with the renting
neighbors. That was three weeks ago. I am pleased to see, that the sidewalk on
Summerfield was deared of the over growth of plants that were never trimmed by the
residents, and the sidewalk is now usable .. Butthe trash on their property by the gas
meter has now doubled and their trash cans, parked cars and weeds are still in front of the
home. They have destroyed the lawn, never replaced the lawn mower that they borrowed
when they first moved in, that was stolen. I have talked with them and tried to help them.
But recently the frequent drumming and noise after 10 pm till 1:30 p.m. has caused me to
now write to you. These and any other residents need to have proper notice of the laws
pertaining to disturbance of the peace and the City of Moreno valley must continue to
enforcing these laws.
Chapter 11.80.010 Sec. B & C clearly states this disregard for those living around the
noise maker, is a detriment to public health, safety, and welfare and quality of life of the
residents of this city. If it is unlawful and a violation under this Section of the
Community Codes, and further that no permits can be granted by the City to disturb the
peate after 10 PM, can you then explain why through out the city these people are not
notified of their violation of the laws and subject to a one thousand dollar fine?
I

•~ ,

: ...

1

.'

4.

I

•

Why after so .many tim'es th'e resid,entsof Chippewa Trail have:called the police. These
people are still permitted to continue to defy the law. I was informed it was not our place
to take'this matler into ()UT own .hands, to call the police. Knowing from my own legal
and·policetraining the evening times maY'be there busiest times;. And there may also be a
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policy that limits house call after 10 PM. Well last Saturday, 25 of August, was the last
time I will tolerate a base drum bouncing off the inside walls of my home that did not end
till 1:25 am. I have been too tolerant; I hope you can bring this matter before those responsible for the welfare of the tax paying citizens of this City. After my call to the
police it has been surprisingly quiet this Labor Day weekend. I want very much to thank
the Police if on that night they did show up. I do hope you can bring this matter up that it
is very important to those of us that have chosen to live here and raise our children.
I do hope that you can inspire our police department of how important this matter is to us.
I wish I had time to volunteer but I have two homes here and family. As for the
following citizens that have requested my writing to you,. I and they will continue to
notify the police of any illegal activity in the future. I hope this matter can receive due
diligence and confidentially, with respect to all parties.
I do have one further request. If the City recognizes such holidays as special and that the
law should not apply. Like that of celebrating the New Years hour at midnight by
blowing on horns etc. Then the Codes should clarify this.
Thank you, and wishing you and yours great successes in the future

Signed and acknowledge by:
Salvatorel Cassano

August 30.2012

~9~
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1" FLOOR, COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER
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KIMBERLY A. RECTOR
ASSISTANT CLERK OF THE BOAF
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August 30,2012
Dear member,

AB 1234 Mandatory Ethics Training Requirements - Notice of Compliance Options

Assembly Bill No. 1234 ("AB 1234"), created a new law (Government Code sections 53234 et seq.), effective
January 1, 2006, requiring specified local officials to receive two hours of ethics training every two years. Under
AB1234, each specified local official must receive two hours of ethics training no later than one year from the
first day of service with the County. Thereafter, each specified local official must receive two hours of ethics
training at least once every two years. The requirement applies to all local officials, including elected officials
and members of boards, c;ommittees, and commissions, who may receive compensation for their service to the
County or may be reimbursed for their expenses. The training must cover both ethics laws and ethics
prinCiples. As a local official, you must comply with the ethics training requirement.

The following options comply with the ethics training requirement:
Free online AB 1234 training. To help local officials meet their AB 1234 requirements, the Institute for Local
Government and the Fair Political Practices Commission developed a free online .ethics training course. The
free online AB 1234 training can be located at http://localethics.fppc.ca.gov/ab1234/. Please make sure you
print a copy of the certificate at compietion of the online session as you are required to file the original signed
certificate with the Clerk of the Board.

'11

-

-

Self-study materials are also available at http://www.ca-ilg.org/postJab-1234-self-study-and-online-options.
The materials require that you read two articles on public service ethics laws and principles, take two selfassessment tests (one for each article), and then submit the tests to the Institute for Local Government with the
processing fees. The Institute. will review your test and provide you the correct answers to the questions and a
proof of participation certificate. The institute also offers advanced self-study courses if you have previously
completed the basic AB 1234 self-study courses.
Once you receive your proof of participation certificate in a required AB 1234 training, please make a copy of
the certificate for your records and send the original to the Clerk of the Board office at P. O. -Sox 1147,
Riverside, CA 92502-1147. The Clerk of the Board will retain the certificates for at least five years.
Please be aware that as with all ethics laws, AB 1234 creates a minimum for ethics education-not a maximum.
We encourage you to take advantage of additional training in ethics-related topics and document those efforts
as well. Additionally, please be advised that the Brown Act training sessions conducted by the District
Attorney's office do not fulfill the requirement of AB 1234.
Disre ard this notice if ou have currentl fulfill dour obli ation. If you have any questions regarding, these
requirements, please contact the Clerk of the Boa office at
'-.

Sincerely,

C. e v' -h ftcc-A~ eu- V~ -\
Patti Doane, Board Assistant
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
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OFFICE OF CLERK OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
1st FLOOR, COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER
P.O. BOX 1147, 4080 LEMON STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92502-1147

RICHARD STEWART
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
P.O. BOX 88005
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552
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Mr. Barry Foster - Economic Development Director
Mrs. Shanna Paul au - Management Analyst
Mr. Jesse L. Molina - Council Member District #1
Mr. Richard A. Stewart - Mayor - Council Member District #2
Mrs. Robin N. Hastings - Council Member District #3
Mr. Marcelo Co - Council Member District #4
Mr. William H. Batey II - Mayor Pro Tern - Council Member District #5

Good day Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am a resident of Moreno Valley in the Rancho Belago area. I contact you today regarding a
matter that I have noticed recently in the past few months in the Rancho Belago area. I have
been issued warning notices of municipal code violations at my property in recent months, which
I have complied with and fixed the violations. The warning violations are not the issue. If there
is a violation, and the City of Moreno Valley has codes on the books to support these violations,
I will gladly comply. The issue I do have with the violation notices that are being issued, is that
they seem to be only concentrated in the new area of Rancho Belago. I have lived in different
parts of Moreno Valley over the past 20 years and NEVER once have I received a violation
notice until now. After reading the municipal code violations, I should have. Either the City of
Moreno Valley and the Community and Economic Development Department have not been
doing its job according to these municipal codes or these code violations were placed on the city
books recently. I have driven around most of the City of Moreno Valley in hopes to find that
these violations do. not exist in the rest of Moreno Valley, which will indicate that these warnings
of violations are being issued throughout the entire city. Unfortunately, I was wrong. The
reason I say this is because I have seen many violations throughout the city. This tells me that
the City of Moreno Valley Community and Economic Development Department has not been
doing its job and is only focusing on the Rancho Belago area for political reasons and financial
gain. I may be wrong but this is what I see as of this date.

I know that Moreno Valley's focus at this time is political and economical and the fact remains
that you will like to see more.business ventures come to the East side of Moreno Valley. Hence
the name change of the east side of Moreno Valley to "RANCHO BELAGO". With the name
change comes a different image, in turn separates "us from THEM" ........ .
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But I ask you, what about the rest of the city and its appearance? Are your offices PURPOSELY
targeting and issuing municipal code violations in the Rancho Belago area in an effort to
APPEAR that the city is one that complies with the municipal codes on its books? Council
members from Districts 1,2,4,5, don't you feel that you owe your constituents this same
attention and that they deserve to have these municipal codes enforced in your Districts? Let's
work for the ENTIRE city and not only District #3 where we see a fInancial gain in the future.
Are you all only preoccupied about the success and well being of District #3 so much so that you
forget about the rest of the city?

Mr. Foster, after. driving around Jhe_city, itseems_thatall y.our_officer res,ources are ,concentrated
in the Rancho Belago area. Why is this? If I see the code violations, I am pretty sure your Code
Compliance officers see them too. Are they telling you that there are not more violations
throughout the city? As the Director of this department, I would think that your job and
responsibility is towards the City of Moreno Valley and ALL ITS CITIZENS who reside in these
city limits. The citizens deserve that all municipal codes are adhered to in their areas also. I am
glad that these codes are being enforced in the Rancho Belago area where I reside but why is it
not being enforced throughout the city? As a resident of the city, I will like to see the municipal
codes enforced throughout the city because it will benefIt the city as a whole. I do not want to
drive over to the west of Moreno Valley and see junk cars parked in driveways over there, just
like I don't want to see them in Rancho Belago.

With that being said, I will like to do my part as a Citizen of Moreno ValleylRancho Belago by
starting off by notifying your offices of a few violations that I have seen around the city. Being
that we all have the city's best interest at heart, I am pretty sure your Code Compliance Officers
will-- gladly
get out
and take
care
of these
-- -_.-. ". - - - few violations.
--- ----- --. ---~.

-~

.-~.

---~--'

--.

1 - Trash bins and junk cars - On Willow Tree Ave - North of Fir A ve and South of Hwy 60.

2 - Old Mustang - 25724 Fir Ave (been therefor years)
3 - Two inoperable cars -12673 Heartleaf St

4 -1 inoperable vehicle -12670 HeartleafSt
5 - Many unimproved surfaces offront yards - Heartleaf St - South of Hwy 60
6 - Trash bins not behindfences - on Primrose Way - West of Morrison and South of Hwy 60

7 - Inoperable boat and basketball court on sidewalk - 23672 Primrose Way
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8 - Inoperable See Doo on side yard on the grass - 26528 Primrose Way
9 - Inoperable car - 12590 Twinberry Dr

These are just a few violations that I have seen. I will continue to help you do your job by
contacting your offices on a regular basis to notify you whenever I see any violations throughout
the city. I will conduct re-inspection checks and I will notify your offices of any new violations,
old violations that have not been corrected and/or your officers have not attended to. With time
and effort, we can make Moreno Valley a better place to live. Hopefully my letter does not go
into the junk pile. I thank you very much for your time and effort in trying to keep Moreno
Valley as a city of opportunities and where anyone's dreams can soar. To all, I wish you a good
day.

Respectfully,
A Citizen of MORENO VALLEY who wants to see the WHOLE CITY grow and prosper. Not
only RANCHO BELAGO!!!!

~-

4~·_·_ " _ -_ ,
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City of Moreno Valley

9/19/20121:24:39 PM

Council Summary
-
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Reference # MV-13936-H7RS

i _

Incident DatefTime: 8/8/2012 1:00:00 PM
Resolution DatefTime: 8/9/2012 10:30:00 AM
Taken By: Juliene Clay

Reporting Party Information
Name: Citizen X
Address: 22690 Springmist Dr
City/STlZip: Moreno Valley CA 92557
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address:
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available):
-
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Resolution Information
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 3
9/19/2012 1:24:39 PM

Code & Neighborhood Services Official AI Brady responded.
The Code Compliance Division primarily responds to citizen complaints and community
concerns regarding violations of the City's Municipal Code. As a matter of policy, staff
does not actively initiate code cases unless personnel observe severe health and safety ,
issues present at a residence or commercial establishment. Occurrences, such as this,
are uncommon and represent only 13% of the complaints addressed last fiscal year.
This policy is applied in the same manner in the Rancho Belago region of the City as
anywhere else. Staff does not target a geographical area for the City's financial gain as
suggested in the anonymous letter. In fact, the number of code investigations in Rancho
Belago community dropped significantly last fiscal year from 654 cases in FY1 0/11 to
443 in FY 2011/12.
As for the concerns outlined in the letter, Code Compliance staff has conducted
inspections of the six properties specifically identified in the letter and has subsequently
initiated code cases for each residence. Photos have been attached to the note section
of this CRM and the corresponding case numbers are as follows;
LOCATION
CASE NUMBER
12673 Heartline Street C12-02238
12670 Heartline Street C12-02239
26372 Primrose Way C12-02244
26528 Primrose Way C12-02246
12590 Twin Berry Drive C12-02248
25724 Fir Avenue C12-02236
Code Compliance staff will also address the four general concerns contained in the
correspondence over time since the concerns cover numerous residences over a broad
geographical area.

I,

Case Information
.

,,

Issue Category: Code & Neighborhood Services
Issue: Vehicle Parking, Abandoned/Inoperable
Council District:
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 3 of 3
9/19/2012 1:24:39 PM

Issue Description: Please investigate Citizen X's concerns.
*****

Citizen X mailed a letter to the Mayor, Mayor Pro Tem, Council Members, Barry Foster
and Shanna Palau regarding Code issues. The entire letter is attached.
Citizen X stated Code is only focusing on the Rancho Belago area for political reasons
and financial gain, and the other four districts are not receiving the same treatment.
In addition, Citizen X stated the following Code violations.
1. Trash bins and junk cars - on Willow Tree Ave - North of Fir Ave and South of Hwy
60
2. Old Mustang - 25724 Fir Ave (been there for years) .
3. Two inoperable cars - 12673 Heartleaf St.
4. One inoperable vehicle - 12670 Heartleaf St.
5. Many unimproved surfaces of front yards - Heartleaf St - South of Hwy 60
6. Trash bins not behind fences - on Primrose Way - West of Morrison and South of
Hwy60
7. Inoperable boat and basketball court on sidewalk - 23672 Primrose Way
8. Inoperable See 000 on side yard on the grass - 26528 Primrose Way
9. Inoperable car - 12590 Twinberry Dr.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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Council Members
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Rick Teichert, FASD Director
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Melinda Johnston
23934 Cedar Creek Terrace
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

July 14, 2012
Dear Mr Lulli.
I would like to commend you on the operation ofthe Animal Services Facility, the
cleanliness of the facility, friendly, knowledgeable and professionalism of the employees.
and the updated interactive web services.
f visited the facility today regarding a potential future dog adoption after many months of
"- -research. -Lhave only-dealt with breeders in the past and was unfamiliar with the procedures regarding adoption. I was extremely impressed with the quality of service
exemplified with two employees exceeding my expectations.

Technician Johnny phoned me to follow up on an interest inquiry I placed regarding 3
potential puppies, he advised me to come to the facility, no appointment necessary. Upon
my arrival he took the time to explain the policies and procedures, along with patiently
listening to my concerns and questions. He was clear, concise and represented your
facility with the utmost professionalism. He clearly changed my perception of shelter
adoptions from being a negative experience to one that would be rewarding and fulfilling,
while being sensitive to the criteria in my parameters.
Erica helped me after I had browsed the kennel area, answered my questions about
another puppy I noticed, and was informative and understanding. She allowed me the
time needed to look at what would be a potential family member. She iterated knowing
how I felt making a decision on a commitment requiring such responsibility, while being
sensitive to the grief of my Great Dane's passing last Dec ..
I will definitely consider and recommend your facility in the future, and thank you for
such an impressive time spent visiting. As a resident of Moreno Valley I am pleased"to
see our local government in a positive light.

Jek
U~JO~ q~
sinf~~TI:1]

Cc:

Mayor Stewart
Technician Johnny
Technician Erica
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L. Lawrence
Baird
Turkey Track Ranch
24776 EI Granito Rd
Moreno Valley, CA

July 3, 2012

7/9/12 c:

Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Ahmad Ansari, PW Director
Eric Lewis, Transportation Div M r
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Henry Garcia, City Manager

Honorable Mayor and City Council:

92557
bairdco@aol.com

After seven years of service I've decided to end my
time on the traffic safety commission. This is an important
election year and I feel my time will be better spent helping good people to get elected to public office. I've accepted the position of Riverside County Central Committee
vice chair to facilitate this effort.
This will be effective July 5th 2012 because Mayor
Stewart has expressed a desire to have a member of the com-mTssion"-rrdinsf wTfFlfiImin-·tfie"Ihdepetrdehce- Day-parade. ~During this seven years I've can point to accomplishments, the most significant of which are:
Ending the cycle of re-electing the same officers year
after year. This causes a group to stagnate and as of my
second year on the' commission' we've followed council's examp'le"·by ':t6tating the chair and vice chair job. I suggest
that other boards, commissions and committees be encouraged
to do the same.
Bringing a greater awareness of the potential danger of
donkeys in the northern area ·of the city.
Streamlining the meetings by applying Robert's Rules of
Order and eliminating the redundancy of having staff make
presentation's both ora11y and in wri ting. I've found that a
written report and an opportunity for commissioners to ask
questions is far more efficient. I.suggest other city
groups and the city council does the same.
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In the handbook for co'mmissions and committees we are
instructed to use Robert' Rules of Order, but none of those
ages of the basics of. parliamentary
e handbook, plus eliminating redunthousands of hours of staff time and
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Raymond Hicks
Region Manugcr
An f:DlSON
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July 2,2012
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RE: Electrical Rates for Sports Fields
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Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, Ca 92552-0805
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Dear Mayor Stewart:
Unfortunately, we are unable to reduce the costs of an electrical rate. However, I
have spoken with Mr. Gerald Wilson, the Southern California Edison Account
Manager who works with city staff to find ways to reduce energy costs and to have
the service accounts put on the best rates for the city. Mr. Wilson shared the
following information on the energy savings that the city has achieved.
The city of Moreno Valley has been a partner with SCE and the Western Riverside
County of Governments in the California Energy Partnership (CEP) and has reached
the Gold status. This means the city has reduced its energy consumption baseline
by more than 10%.
This CEP relationship also provides enhanced rebate levels for participating in the
Energy Efficiency and Demand Red~ction Programs. I understand there are
additional opportunities for the city to benefit in these programs which will further
reduce your costs.
.
As always, I am available by phone or email.

~~ct/J,
Raymond Hicks
Local Public Affairs Region Manager
Southern California Edison Company
RFH:cr
Cc: Council Members
City Manager
Gerald Wilson
26100 Menifee Rd.
Menifee, Ca 92585

E-mail: Raymond.hicks@sce.com.
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State of California-Health and Human Services AgeI1¢l'll;OUNCIL

California Department of Public H~~~moEI~~~L

12 JUL-3 PHS
EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Governor

RON CHAPMAN, MD, MPH

Director & State Heanh Officer

7-/5/12 c:

Counci 1 Members
Ctty Manager

June 26,2012 .

Mr. William H. Batey II
Mayor Pro Tem
City of Moreno Valley
City Hall
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mr. Batey:
Thank you for your recent letter regarding health, safety, and welfare issues related to
the Box Springs Mutual Water Company (BSMWC).
CDPH expects each public water system in California to be self-sufficient and to
possess the technical, managerial, and financial capacity to maintain compliance with
drinking water standards in conformance with statutory and regulatory requirements.
This includes proper management and water rates sufficient to fund routine expenses,
set aside funds for emergencies, and fund future improvements.
CDPH's is committed to ensure BSMWC is able to deliver drinking water meeting all
water quality standards to each customer. CDPH is aware of the changes in
management and the accusations of mismanagement by BSMWC water system
. personnel. To ensure BSMWC's proper operations, we have increased our oversight of
the BSMWC water system's water quality monitoring and reporting.
.
CDPH's Drinking Water Program last conducted a full inspection of the BSMWC water
system in August 2010. However, CDPH receives and reviews all required water
quality monitoring reports forthe BSMWC water system. The BSMWC water system
last incurred a violation for exceeding a water quality maximum contaminant level in
2003, and has not incurred any other violation of drinking water standard since that
time. The BSMWG water system is presently supplying water to its customers that
meets all primary and secondary drinking water standards.

a

1615 Capitol Avenue, Suite 73.720, MS 0500 • P.O. Box 997377 • Sacramento, CA 95899-7377
• Internet address: www.cdph.ca.gov
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Mr. William H. Batey II
Page 2
June 26, 2012

CDPH prioritizes funding for public water systems with water quality violations. The fact
that BSMWC has no outstanding water quality violations and continues to deliver water
meeting drinking water standards means that any projeCt submitted fqr funding will be
ranked lower in the CDPH funding process than water systems with water quality
violations. CDPH also supports the consolidation of smaller water systems with larger
more capc;lble water systems and our funding programs give priority to projects that
include consolidation of systems with water quality problems into larger water systems.
We understand from your letter that your primary concern is that the BSMWC water
system is unable to supply the City of Moreno Valley's minimum fire floW requirements.
Unfortunately, CDPH is unable to assist 'you with providing funding for the BSMWC
soley to increase fire flow as our funding programs are health-based and structured to
address the most critical drinking water quality problems.
We appreciate your concerns regarding the BSMWC. Be assured we will continue to
closely monitor the system and the drinking water quality delivered to customers. If you
have questions or need additional information, please contact me or Leah Walker, Chief
of the Division of Drinking Water and Environmental Management at
.

Sin~£a1MY;~ ~ JY;4 ~~

~Chapman,

MD, MPH

.

Director & State Public Health Officer
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H. XIV AYUNTAMIENTO DE

2011-2015

La Paz, 13aja Ca{ifornia Sur, to :Mardi 15,

2012.

:M..JtY0'R 1UC.:A'R'D.:A. sTEW.:A'R'T
P'R'ES'E:NT'
Convincea of tfie imyortance of fruifding brtages of friendsfiiy,
trust ana so{taarity witfi tfie city of :Moreno '\laffey, C.:A in oraer
to meet tfie needS ana mutua{ asyirations, ana recognizing tfie
imyortance of our cities, We wouG:i {ike to exyress our interest in
estab{isfiing a town twinning agreement between :Moreno '\laffey,
C.:A ana La Paz, 13aja Ca{ifornia Sur to co{faborate in fruifding uy
ana reinforcing business, cu{tural; yrofessional; socia{ as were as
economy {inks; tfierefore, We resyectful{y request your
constaeration to initiate tfie necessary yroceaures to carry out
sucfi town twinning agreement between our cities.

Reiterating our best yosition to strengtfien fraterna{ ties of
resyect ana co{faboration in carrying out our auties, We are
y{easea to sena a coraia{greeting.

SINC'ERLY

Note: 'Deyuty 'Town C'D 13iograyfiy.
Palacio Municipal, Blvd. Colosio e/ Avenida de los Deportistas y Carabineros,
Colonia Donceles #28, La Paz, Baja California Sur, c.P. 23080 tel.
http://Japaz.gob.mx/
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LAW OFFICES OF

HARPER & BURNS LLP
A LIMITED LIABILI"TY PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

453 S. GLASSELL STREET
ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92666
www.harperbums.com

JOHN R. HARPER'
ALAN R. BURNS
COLIN R. BURNS
OF COUNSEL

JUDI A. CURTIN"
MICHAEL MONTGOMERY'
-A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
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Members of the City Council
City of Moreno Valley
141 77 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92553
RE:
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Legal Support for the Redevelopment Oversight Board

Members of the City Council/Successor Agency:
With the elimination of Redevelopment Agencies in California, the assumption of wind-up
responsibilities by the Successor Agency and now, the appointment of the Oversight Board, one
of the issues which has arisen is the providing of legal services to the Oversight Board, The
providing of that support has become somewhat problematic because of the conflict of interest
preventing the' City' Aridiney,'or'the' SuccessoI Agency Attorney, if othe'rthan 'the' City Attorriey,
from providing such services_ .
The Law Firm of Harper & Bums LLP has provided legal services to cities, redevelopment
agencies and various other public agencies for the past thirty (30) years. If you have a need, the
Firm would be pleased to provide the'OversightBoard services :by one of its partriers, John R;
Harper. Mr. Harper has been a public agency lawyer for in excess of thirty (30)ye(il's, serving as
City Attorney arid Redevelopment Agency Cotmsel to numerous cities in Orange, Riverside, and
San Bernardino counties, as \vdias water arid sewer agenCies and school distficts:Mr. Harper is
.
also a nationally recognizelffiunicipal bcindcounsel.· .
.. ,.
, .'
..... .
'

While the Ove.rsight Board may choose to waive a legal conflict or not have legal representation,
shoulclyour .Oversight' Board choose not to do so and you have an interest in hiring outside
courisel· t<;> provide the serVices, HarPer & BUrns'would be interested in 'providing those services;.
C,,,
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City of Moreno Valley
Members of the City Council
April 12,2012
Page Two

If your City's Oversight Board has a need for representation, please give me a call (or email) so
that we may discuss the services you might need and the cost at your earliest convenience.
Should you have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Very truly yours;
HARPER &

J~~
c:

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
Robert Hansen, City Attorney
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February 20, 2012

Moreno Valley City Hall

G.E. Eldridge

14177 Frederick Street

10921 Bel Air Dr.

PO Box 88005

Cherry Valley, CA 92223

Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Riverside City Council
3900 Main Street
Riverside CA 92522

Date: February 28, 2012
cc: . Mayor }
City Counci 1
City Manager

Board of Supervisors Riverside County
County Administration Center
4080 lemon Street
Riverside, California 92501
Moss Brothers Honda
27990 Eucalyptus Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Jason's .Deli
2555 Canyon Springs Parkway
Riverside, CA 92507
Target Store Moreno Yalley
27100 Eucalyptus Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
COSTCO Moreno Yalley

12700 Day Street
Moreno Valley, A 92555
Joe's Fish Shack

27140 Eucalyptus Avenue Suite: 8
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
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TO: Moreno Valley City Council

Several weeks ago I received a ticket by mail for running a red light in Moreno Valley. The ticket was
issued by a for profit company stationed in Illinois and was based on camera photos of the alleged
violation. There were no sworn police officers involved. After receiving the ticket I contacted a group
that fights for citizens rights on such manners. That company sent me a very detailed package outlining
all the laws that the County of Riverside and the city of Moreno Valley have chosen to ignore in installing
the cameras and citing the specific and numerous laws that Riverside County and Moreno Valley. The
entire package was sent to the Riverside court along with my bail check in the amount of $490. This
week I received a response from the court saying, that in spite of the county and city's willful disregard
for following the law, I am guilty of the violation and my $490 bail is forfeit:
There is an old saying about the punishment fitting the crime and I feel $490, a good portion of which is
going to a for profit organization with no legal standing, is far in excess of the alleged running of a red
light and way out of line for the offense. Traffic fines as high as that must be taking the food out of
some people's mouths and making it difficult to pay their rent.
You will notice that I have included a number of recipients for this letter. While I may not be able to fight
city hall, I can however, choose where to spend my future dollars and the above retailers along with the
County of Riverside are among the places that will not see any of my money except in those instances
where I can't avoid, Le.; tax's, dog licensing.
Moss Brothers, a very fine dealership, will be the hardest hit. My wife and I have been buying a new
Honda approximately every 3 to 3 Yz years. My next purchase will be in a dealership outside the County
of Riverside. Also, I will now be getting all my future vehicle service done at Spreen Honda in Redlands
(San Bernardino County). While we will miss the excellent food and service at Jason's and Joe's we also
will no longer be patronizing those establishments (we eat in each 2-3 times a month). Target, COSTCO
and numerous other places where we have shopped in Moreno Valley will also be off our buying
pattern. While we will continue to shop in those chain stores where all our purchases will be made in
their Redland's stores, so any tax and employment benefit will go the Redlands and San Bernardino
County.

Additionally, I have started a grass roots campaign, amon'g close friends and relatives, to boycott any
Moreno Valley stores, where possible, and spend their money in establishments located in San
Bernardino County. I'm not sure the total impact this will have but I estimate there will be thousands of
dollars that go into other city and county coffers. Who knows, with a little luck there may be more than
friends and relatives (there must be other people who have been hit with outrageous traffic fines in
Moreno Valley) and the thousands could turn into tens of thousands.

MV00224283

In these times of slow sales and limited opportunities I hope Moss Brothers, Joe's, Jason's, COSTCO and
Target will see the significance of the lost revenues tied to the outrageous and possibly illegal actions of
the city of Moreno Valley and County of Riverside. They may want to push the coundls to reassess the .
cameras and certainly the impact the exorbitant fines are having on their patrons.
Once again, the punishment should fit the crime.

<:::::::-..~~.
~G.E.

Eldridge

.
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State Water Resources Control Board

MAY 16 2012

Mr. William H. Batey II
Mayor Pro Tem
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley,CA 92552-0805
Dear Mr. Batey: .
SU~ECT: FUNDING INQUIRY TO ADDRESS HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE ISSUES
RELATED TO BOX SPRINGS MUTUAl-WATER-COMPANY
. --' -

Thank you for your April 19, 2012, letter requesting financial assistance on behalf of Box
Springs Mutual Water Company (BSMWC), for their deteriorated water system infrastructure.
Your letter explains that the existing water system does not meet the City of Moreno Valley's
(City) minimum fire flow requirements. You also describe pOlitical turmoil with regard to
BSMWC's leadership, and express concerns with the way BSMWC is operating.
Your letter also mentions that, based on recent estimates, upgrades to the water system will
cost an estimated $15 million. Unfortunately, the State Water Resources Control Board (State
Water Board) does not typically fund drinking water projects. Rather, the State Water Board's "
funding programs are focused on water quality projects, including wastewater and water
recycling, stormwater, and nonpoint source pollution. Drinking water projects are typically
funded through the California Department of Public Health (CDPH). CDPH runs the Safe
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Program, which provides low interest loans and grants to
assist water systems in achieving or maintaining compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act.
State Water Board staff contacted your office and spoke with Ms. Michele Patterson in regards.
to BSMWC's water system. We emailed Ms. Patterson the contact information for Mr. George
Fagella at CDPH, as well as information about the California Financing Coordinating Committee
(CFCC). Both the State Water Board and CDPH are member agencies in the CFCC (which
.includes five state and three federal agencies). CFCC members conduct free funding fairs,each
year to educate the public and potential customers about available financial and technical
resources. The CFCC also has a common funding inquiry form that allows potential applicants
to provide basic project information, and in turn receive a response from each of the CFCC
membuencies about funding programs for which the project may be eligible. If you would
like to .' ss the CFCC's common inquiry form, you can visit the CFCC website at:
www.ctcl.ca.gov.
.

~.

.'

CHARLES

R.

1001 I Street, Sacramento, CA 95614

HOPP'N, CHA'RMAN

I

I

THOMAS HOWARD, EXECUTIVE D'REC,!;OR

Melling Address: P.O. Box 100, Secramento, CA 95612-0100

I www.waterboarda.ca.goY
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Mr. William H. Batey II
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We appreciate your efforts to assist BSMWC in identifying funding for necessary water system
. upgrades, and applaud.,y.9ur: effqrts to negdfiate for one of the larger water districts in the area to
. absorb BSMWC's service area~ ·We hope that you will be successful in your efforts. If you have
further questions about the State Water Board's funding programs, you may contact
Ms. Jule Rizzardo at
or jrizzardo@waterboards.ca.gov.
•

Charles R. Ho
Chairman
cc:

in

Mayor and Members of the City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Mr. Henry Garcia, City Manager
14177 Frederick st.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

.'

Mr. John Hawkins, Riverside County Fire Chief
210 West San Jacinto Avenue
Perris, CA 92570
State Senator Bill Emmerson
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., Suite 360
Riverside, CA 92507
State Assemblyman Paul Cook
34932 Yucaipa Blvd.
Yucaipa, CA 92399
State Assemblyman Mike Morrell
10604 Trademark Parkway, Suite 308
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Slate Asse-riiblyman Brian Nestande-" ------- ..--.------ -- - --- -1223 University Ave., Suite 230
Riverside, CA 92507
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B1R

Riverside
County Chapter
Building Industry Association
of Southern California

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

3891 1Ith Street
Riverside, California 92501
(951) 781-7310
Fax (951)781-0509

RE: Reach Codes
Dear Mayor Stewart,
At the May 10th developer workshop hosted by the City of Moreno Valley, staff expressed their desire to
adopt Reach Codes. Reach Codes would require applicants to comply with energy efficiency building
standards more stringent than those adopted by the California Energy Commission.
I am submitting to you for your consideration a letter from the Senior Engineer and Technical Director
with the California Building Industry Association (CBIA), Robert Raymer, detailing our opposition to local
reach codes. In his letter, Robert Raymer explains the costliness of reach codes on an already struggling
homebuilding industry. We respectfully ask that you not adopt reach codes and simply comply with the
already stringent California State Building Codes.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this issue.
Sincerely,

j~~d~z::

--,--;--=

-

Tommy Thompson
Director of Govern ental Affairs

An Affiliate of the National Association of Home Builders and the California Building Industry Association
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[BIH.

January 18,2012

California Building

Industry Association
1215 K Street
Suite 1200
Sacramento. CA 95814
916/443-7933
fax 916/443-1960

wVlw.cbia.org

Tommy Thompson
Director of Governmental Affairs
BIA of Southern California - Ri versicle COW1ty Chapter
3891 11 th Street, Riverside, CA 9250 I

2012 OFFICERS
Chairman
RAY PANEK
KB Home
Pleasanton

RE: CBIA Concerns with Local Reach Codes

Vice Chairman

Dear Mr. Thompson,

AMY GLAD

Pardee Homes
Los Angeles

CFO/Socrofary
CHRIS AUSTIN
DPFG
Sacramento

It is my understanding the one or more jurisdictions in your area are

considering the adoption of "reach codes" which would require compliance
with energy efficiency building standards more stringent than those adopted by
the California Energy Commission.

MEMBER
ASSOCIATIONS
[lullding Industry
Association of
Central California
Modesto
Building Industry
Association of Ule Della
Stockton
Building Industry
Association of
Fresno/Madera Counties
Fresno
Building Industry
Association of
San Diego County
San Diego
Building Industry
Association of
Soutl1ern California
Irvine
Home Bui!ders
Association of
Central Coast
San luiS Obispo
Home Builders
Association of
Kern County
Bakersfield
'Builders Industry
Association of tile Bay Area
Walnut Creek
Honle Builders
Association of
Tulere & Kings Coulltles
Visalia
North State Building
Industry Association
Rosevil!e

CBIA's advice to local BIA/HBA offices on this issue has changed over the
past 5-6 years and this is due to (1) the current state of the economy, (2) recent
changes to our state building code and (3) the significantly stringent (and
costly) nature of the state minimum energy efficiency standards that will take
effect on January 1, 2014. Bottom line, the adoption of reach standards at this
time would seriously jeopardize the financial viability of m,my production
housing projects and that would have a direct and negative effect on local jobs.

Current State of California's Housing Sector

California's residential housing sector is currently experiencing the worst
economic downturn in over 55 years (see Attachment J). IndustTY is currently
building at a level of20% of what would be considered a "normal level" of
construction. In the P~lst six years, we have lost over 80% of our workforce.
- New home prices have dropped an average of 35% statewide with much greater
declines being experienced in specific regions such as Riverside, Fresno and
Stockton. Statewide, roughly 50% of home sales are "distressed sales" and many
California homebuilders are still operating at a loss.
Given these dire circumstances, adding any additional cost burdens in the face
of freefalling revenues can only lead to severe financial strain. These added
costs cannot be passed on to consumers in a housing market with severe
downward pricing pressure and at a time when most builders are implementing
W1precedented cost-cutting measures in order to stay competitive with existing
distressed housing units_ In fact, the burdens will only force either additional
layoffs, or worse, more California companies to go out of business due to their
inability to deliver a home at a price the consumer is willing to pay.
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'Recently Adopted Changes to California's Building Cudes
In the past 24 months, the State of California has implemented new mandatory buildings standards
resulting in the single greatest increase in code-related construction costs in the past 30 years.
•

Energy Efficiency Standards (effective 111110): The most recent set of mandatory energy
efficiency standards increased the stringe,ncy ohhe state standards by 20% and added
approximately S2,170 to the cost of a home being built in California. At the present time,
California's mandatory energy efficiency standards are approximately 50% more stringent than
those being used in other states.

•

Green Building Standards (effective 1/1111): In January of2011, California implemented the
nation's first (and only) set of mandatory residential green building standards. Depending on the
methods of compliance chosen by the home builder, the cost of compliance with these new
manda,tory regulations will range fr?~ll $500 - .$2,000.
.' ... ' , " , ," ; .. ,

•

Fire Sprinklers (effective 1/1I11): By far, the most onerous and costly mandate implemented in
recent memory is the mandate for fire sprinkler systems in all new homes. The cost of this state
mandate can vary substantially, especially if the local fire department and/or local water
purveyor adds on local code requirements (or fees) on top of the state mandate. Ho\vcver, the
minimum cost of compliance with the state mandate will add an estimated $3,000 - $6,000
($2.00/sq.ft.) to the cost of a new bome. Only one other state has adopted sprinklers as a
mandate for new homes (Maryland). All other states have either delayed implementation of the
mandate to 2014 or they have taken specific action to not adopt sprinklers at all.

,

This means that in the past 24 months, the State of California has mandated changes to our
building codcs that hayc added $6,000 - $10,000 to the cost of a new home.

Cost Impact of CEC'sProposed 2013 Energy Code Update
Background:
The CEC updates its energy efficiency standards on a very regular basis. Over the past nine years,
the CEC has increased the stringency of their standards by 50% (+ 15% in 2002; + 15% in 2005; and
+20% in 2010).
CEC Goal for 2013 Update:
Right now, the CEC Staff is proposing to increase the overall stringency of the mandatory
minimum standards by approximately +25%. This is significantly more stringent than t.he 15%
goal as indicated 15 months ago. If this 25% goal remains in place, it will be the single largest
increa'3e in the stringency and cost in the CEC's 35-year history.
Expected compliance costs by region:
CZ 10: Riverside County ............... , ......... ,., ................... , ..... ,$5,046
CZ 12: Sacramento Valley (Sacramento, Stockton, Modesto) ........... $5,847
CZ 13: Central Vallcy (Madera, Fresno, Bakersfield) ..... , ............... $S,847
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Diminishing Returns:

When reviewing the last four update to the standards that took effect during the years 1998-2010,
it cost an average of$100 for each one percent (1%) increase in stringency. However, when
reviewing the cost of compliance with the proposed 2013 Energy Code Update, that cost has
more than doubled and is now $200-$230 for each 1% increase in stringency.
We have clearly reached a point of diminishing returns. Put simply, the low-hanging fruit is
gone. And this disparity will be even more pronounced in those jurisdictions considering the
adoption of Reach Standards that will require compliance at a level more stringent than that
required by the state.

Statutory Obligations when Adopting a Reach Ordinance

__When.aJocaLj urisdiction moves. towards. the_adoptioll_o£aJocaJ '.'reach. ordinance.::.thaLincLudes ...
provisions related to energy efficiency, there are a few statutory requirements that must be
followed. Specifically, California's Public Resources Code {25402.l (h)(2)} requires the local
jurisdiction to formally adopt a determination that the local standards are cost effective and that
this adoption take place at a public meeting. As with any other formal adoption at the local level,
the background infonnatioll supporting this determination must be made available to the public
for review and comment along with the proposed determination.
Once approved by the local jurisdiction, this determination of cost effectiveness mllst be filed
with the California Energy Commi.ssion along with thejurisdiction's finding that the proposed
set of regulations saves as much or more energy than the CEC' s minimum energy efficiency
standards.
T hope these comments prove of use to you and the members of the BIA of Southern Califol11ia-

Riverside County Chapter. I would welcome the opportunity to discliss this issue in greater
detail at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Robert E. Raymer, PE
Senior Engineer/Technical Director
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Jesse Molina
Richard Stewart
Robin Hastings
Marcelo Co
Bill Batey
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Reply to:

Children's Services
Parent Support & Training Program
3125 Myers Stre~t
Riverside, CA 92503

April 30, 2012
City of Moreno Valley
Mayor's Office
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Donor,

April is National Volunteer Monthl Volunteering can be an exciting, growing, enjoyable experience.
It is truly gratifying to serve a cause, practice one's ideals, work with people, solve problems, see
benefrts, and know one had a hand in the results.
-Harriet Naylor
Riverside County Department of Mental Health and Parent Support & Training program would like to thank you
for your participation with this last year's Holiday Projects and "Fill a Backpack" school supplies drive. Because
of the exceptional & generous donations from individuals, community groups and county agencies, the special
projects provided over 650 children with backpacks, including school supplies, 115 families who received a
complete Thanksgiving dinner and as many as 1038 children/youth received holiday gifts county wide. We find
this generosity amazing, especially during this continuing challenging economic climate.
RCDMH, PS&TP and the clinicians working with children and families receiving mental health services
appreciate your gift of time, energy, and enthusiastic support this last year.
We would like to take this opportunity during National Volunteer Month to say a heartfelt "Thank Youl" Please
take a moment and enjoy the "Thank You Flyer" that we have included. We look forward to working with you
again this year. Please also note that we have moved to a new location. Our new address is 3125 Myers St.
Riverside, CA 92503, and new phone number is
Sincerely,

o!~~

~

Lorie Lacey-payn¥d
MH Peer Policy & Planning Specialist/Family Liaison
Parent Support & Training Program

\t~~yQ
Volunteer Services Coordinator
Parent Support & Training Program

http://rcdmh.org ~ www.riverside.networkofcare.org
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Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I live in District 2, near Manzanita, between Indian & Perris. Last year I attempted to get
trash receptacles installed along my walking path on the South side of Manzanita linking to
Perris & Indian. The Sunnymead Ranch Homeowners Association installed trash
receptacles on the North side of Manzanita, but not on the south side.
I wrote the attached letter to them last July, 2011 and also saw them in the field one
morning while they were meeting, and again, reiterated my concern and request. They
have told me they cannot afford to put in anymore trash receptacles. I then submitted a
request per phone call to your Traffic Engineer with the idea that since a Bike path had
gone in along Manzanita, that there should be trash receptacles for bicyclist who may want
to use the park-ettes at Manzanita & Indian ( SE corner) and Manzanita and Perris(SW
corner). Once again my request was denied.
Please consider installing trash receptacles at least at these two park-ettes described above
for pedestrian and bicyclist's use. Thank you.

Sin~rely,

.r:J

~~

Anne Palatino
24680 Sunday Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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July 6,2011
Board of Directors
Sunnymead Ranch Planned Community Association
23600 Sunnymead Ranch Parkway
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
RE: #474 541 051
To Whom It May Concern:

.1 live just south of Manzanita St. and West of Perris Blvd. I am fully aware that I am not in your
Association; however, I walk the trails on a daily basis. I appreciate that you have installed trash
receptacles on the north side of Manzanita and find them very handy to dispose of trash when I
am on one of my daily two-mile walks if I.am on that side of the street.
It would be most appreciated if you would offer this same benefit by providing trash
receptacles intermittently, on the South side of Manzanita and the West side of Perris Blvd. just
South of Manzanita as this is my path of travel. In fact there are two "parkettes" along these
two streets and it would help to keep the area clean of trash, if receptacles were provided.
I am enclosing a photo of one of the mini parks to help place the area I am talking about.
Thank you for consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

Anne Palatino

I----~

"- -'"'-'----
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Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
P.O. Box 59968
Riverside, CA 92517-1968
Phone: (951) 565-5000
Fax: (951) 565-5001

March 23, 2012

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Stewart,
On March 16, 1977, the Riverside Transit Agency's home was a converted gas station
in downtown Riverside out of which we operated just six fixed bus routes. With a
handful of employees and 26 used vehicles, RT A's founders were determined to make
good on their slogan: "RTA is here to stay."
This month, as we celebrate our 35 th year of service, I'm pleased to say that RTA has
made good on that original pledge. We are, indeed, here to stay.
Today, our buses are carrying more passengers than ever before. In fact, during 2011,
we reached a record 8.4 million rides on our 36 fixed routes, eight CommuterLink
express routes and a flourishing Dial-A-Ride service. Plenty has changed since 1977,
but one thing that hasn't is RTA's goal of delivering world-class service to every
customer, every trip.
It is with great pleasure that we present you with RTA's 35 Year Anniversary Brochure
which highlights three decades of service excellence, innovation, fiscal integrity and
steadfast commitment to the community.
Sincerely,

Doug McAllister
Chairman of the Board

Larry Rubio
Chief Executive Officer
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hirty five years ago, when disco reigned and bellbottoms were
far out, a group of ambitious mechanics and bus drivers gathered
in a converted gas station in downtown Riverside. Their slogan:
"RTA is here to stay."On the first day of service, March 16, 1977, the
Riverside Transit Agency rolled out 26 used vehicles on six routes. General
fares were a quarter and senior and disabled customers rode for a dime.
The first week of service was an auspicious one, with buses handling
12,000 boardings. Just three weeks later, ridership had nearly doubled, and
word of the brand-new trat:1sit agency was spreading like wildfire.

T
LOOKING· BACK,
MOVING FORWARD

l

RTA was, indeed, here to stay.
Today, our buses are carrying a record number of passengers. In fact,
during 2011, we reached an unprecedented 8.4 million boardings on 36
fixed routes, eight CommuterLink express routes and a flourishing Dial-ARide service. Plenty has changed since 1977, but one thing that hasn't is
RTA's pledge to deliver world-class service to every customer, every trip.
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Over the years, transit centers have opened, innovative technology
has debuted, and new routes have rolled into growing cities. Thanks
to our talented employees, dedicated board members and supportive
stakeholders, the people of western Riverside County will continue to be
served by the best in the business. T~e past has been splendid, the future
is bright, and the next 35 years will be even better.
We hope you enjoy the ride!
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Cindy Miller
From:

Michele Patterson

Sent:

Wednesday, April 04, 2012 12:23 AM

To:

Cindy Miller

Subject: Fwd: request

Hi Cindy,
This email came in through the "contact us" website linle
Does the city council office have any cards that could be sent?
Thanks,
Michele

Begin forwarded message:
From: EKaTepHHalla3apeBa <post.katya@mail.ru>
Date: April 3, 2012 6:05:46 AM PDT
To: Contact Us <contactus@moval.org>
SUbject: request
Reply-To: EKaTepHHalla3apeBa <post.katya@mail.ru>

D
My name is Katerina,.1 collect cards from all world. Now is in my collection about
500 cards. If it is not complicate for you, if it is possible, could you send me a card
from your city? thank you very mutch! my address:Lazareva Ekaterina
Russia, Moscow
Volgogradskij prospekt 99-4-40
109117

4/4/2012
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PROCLAMATION OF AN EMERGENCY PROGRAM AGAINST
THE ASIAN CITRUS PSYLLID
In Feoruary 2012, populations of the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP), a serious exotic pest, were
detected in the cities of Corona, Jurupa Valley, Lake Elsinore, Moreno Valley, Norco, Perris,
Riverside, and the communities of EI Cerrito, Glen Avon, Lakeland Village, Pedley,
Rubidoux, and Woodcrest, in Riverside County. In order to determine the extent of the
infestation, and to define an appropriate response area, additional surveys took place for
several days over a nine-square mile area, centered on the detection sites. The results of
the additional surveys indicated that the infestations are sufficiently localized to be amenable
for effective implementation of the California Department of Food and Agriculture's (CDFA)
current ACP emergency response strategies, which include treatment. Emergency action is
needed to protect California from the negative environmental and economic impact this pest
will cause, should it be allowed to remain in this area and spread. This pest transmits to
citrus trees, via feeding action, a devastating disease known as huanglongbing (HLB). HLB
is considered one of the most deadly diseases of citrus in the world. The causal agent of
HLB is the phloem-inhabiting bacterium Candidatus liberibacter. Although HLB has not
been detected in California, it has been detected in Florida, Texas, Mexico, and Brazil. HLB
cannot move from tree to tree independently; it is solely dependent on ACP for its
transmittal. Therefore, without mitigation measures, such as quarantines and eradicative
treatments, ACP would spread on infested host plants or by natural dispersal to infest all the
citrus-growing areas of the State. If HLB were to be introduced in California, ACP will
transmit HLB throughout the State. The resulting decline and death of citrus trees will have
severe consequences to the California citrus industry and to the urban landscape. In
addition, without CDFA's actions to eradicate ACP populations before they spread or as
soon as they are detected, commercial and residential citrus producers would increase
pesticide use in order to control ACP infestations.
The emergency program is based on recommendations developed in consultation with the
California HLB Task Force, the United States Department of Agriculture, the Primary State
Entomologist, and the Primary State Plant Pathologist. Based o·n these recommendations,
the program includes insecticide treatments to control all life stages of ACP. Pursuant to
Sections 5401-5405 and 5761-5763 ofthe Food and Agricultural Code (FAC), the Secretary
is mandated to: thoroughly investigate the existence of the pest; determine the probability
that the pest will spread; adopt regulations as are reasonably necessary to carry out the
provisions of this code (Title 3 of the California Code of Regulations; Section 3591.21);
abate the pestfrom the established treatment area; and, prevent further economic damage.
In accordance with integrated pest management principles, CDFA has evaluated possible
eradication methods and determined that there are no mechanical, biological, or cultural
control methods available to eradicate the ACP. To comply with FAC mandates, the
treatment plan for ACP eradication in Riverside County is as· follows:
•

Tempo® SC Ultra (cyfluthrin), a contact insecticide for controlling the adults and
.
nymphs of ACP, will be applied to the foliage of host plaots.;.JInd __ .
William H. Batey II
Mayor PrO-Tem - District 5
City of Moreno Valley
ACP - CITY OF RIVERSIDE
RIVERSIDE COUNTY

FEBRUARY

?n1?
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OFFICIAL NOTICE
PLEASE READ IMMEDIATELY
PROCLAMATION OF AN EMERGENCY PROGRAM AGAINST
THE ASIAN CITRUS PSYLLID
In February 2012, populations of the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP), a serious exotic pest, were
detected in the cities of Corona, Jurupa Valley, Lake Elsinore, Moreno Valley, Norco, Perris,
Riverside, and the communities of EI Cerrito, Glen Avon, Lakeland Village, Pedley,
Rubidoux, and Woodcrest, in Riverside County. In order to determine the extent of the
infestation, and to define an appropriate response area, additional surveys took place for
several days over a nine-square mile area, centered on the detection sites. The results of
the additional surveys indicated that the infestations aresufficiently localized to be amenable
for effective implementation of the California Department of Food and Agriculture's (CDFA)
current ACP emergency response strategies, which include treatment. Emergency action is
needed to protect California from the negative environmental and economic impact this pest
will cause, should it be allowed to remain in this area and spread. This pest transmits to
citrus trees, via feeding action, a devastating disease known as huang long bing (HLB). HLB
is considered one of the most deadly diseases of citrus in the world .. The causal agent of
HLB is the phloem-inhabiting bacterium Candidatus liberibacter. Although HLB has not
been detected in California, it has been detected in Florida, Texas, Mexico, and Brazil. HLB
cannot move from tree to tree independently; it is solely dependent on ACP for its
transmittal. Therefore, without mitigation measures, such as quarantines and eradicative
treatments, ACP would spread on infested host plants or by natural dispersal to infest all the
citrus-growing areas of the State. If HLB were to be introduced in California, ACP will
transmit HLB throughout the State. The resulting decline and death of citrus trees will have
severe consequences to the California citrus industry and to the urban landscape. In
addition, without CDFA's actions to eradicate ACP populations before they spread or as
soon as they are detected, commercial and residential citrus producers would increase
pesticide use in order to control ACP infestations.
The emergency program is based on recommendations developed in consultation with the
California HLB Task Force, the United States Department of Agriculture, the Primary State
Entomologist, and the Primary State Plant Pathologist. Based on these recommendations,
the program includes insecticide treatments to control all life stages of ACP. Pursuant to
Sections 5401-5405 and 5761-5763 ofthe Food and Agricultural Code (FAC), the Secretary
is mandated to: thoroughly investigate the existence of the pest; determine the probability
that the pest will spread; adopt regulations as are reasonably necessary to carry out the
provisions of this code (Title 3 of the California Code of Regulations; Section 3591.21);
abate the pestfrom the established treatment area; and, prevent further economic damage.
In accordance with integrated pest management principles, CDFA has evaluated possible
eradication methods and determined that there are no mechanical, biological, or cultural
control methods available to eradicat.e the ACP. To comply with FAC mandates, the
treatmen~ plan for ACP eradication in Riverside County is as· follows:
•

Tempo® SC Ultra (cyfluthrin), a contact insecticide for controlling the adults and
nymphs of ACP, will be applied to the foliage of host plants; and
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•

Merit® 2F (imidacloprid), a systemic insecticide for controlling the immature life
stages of the ACP, will be applied to the soil underneath host plants.
.

'"

Both insecticides are applied from the ground using hydraulic spray equipment.
Public Information:

Residents of affected properties will be invited to a public meeting where officials from
CDFA, the Department of Pesticide Regulation, the Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment, and the Riverside County Agricultural Commissioner's Office will be available
to address residents' questions and· concerns. Residents are notified in writing at least 48
hours in advance of any treatment in accordance with FAC Section 5779. After treatment,
completion notices are left with the residents detailing precautions to take and post-harvest
intervals applicable to the citrus fruit. Please contact CDFA's toll-free telephone number at
800-491-1899 and staff will be able to assist with any questions related to this project. This
telephone number is also listed on all treatment notices.
.
Enclosed is the Proclamation of an Emergency Program, ACP Work Plan, host list, maps of
the treatment areas, alternative treatment methods analysis, and the pest profile.
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PROCLAMATION OF AN EMERGENCY PROGRAM
REGARDING THE ASIAN CITRUS PSYLLID
,

In February 2012, populations of the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP), Diaphorina citri Kuwayama,
were detected in the cities of Corona, Jurupa Valley, Lake Elsinore, Moreno Valley, Norco,
Perris, Riverside, and the communities of EI Cerrito, Glen Avon, Lakeland Village, Pedley,
Rubidoux, and Woodcrest, in Riverside County. Based on the survey data" pest biology,
"information from California's Huanglongbing Task Force, recommendations provided to me
by the Department's Primary State Entomologist and Primary State Plant Pathologist, and
experience gained from the United States Department of Agriculture's (USDA) control
efforts in the southeastern United States, I have determined that infestations of ACP exist
in the area.
The ACP is an exotic insect that is originally from Asia. It has been introduced into Central
and South America, the Caribbean, and Mexico. In the United States, ACP has been
found in Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Louisiana, Mississippi, South
Carolina, Texas, and California (San Diego, Orange, Los Angeles, Imperial, Riverside, San
Bernardino, and Ventura counties). ACP feeds on members of the plant family Rutaceae,
primarily on Citrus and Murraya species, but is also known to attack several other genera.
The most serious damage caused by ACP is due to its vectoring the phloem-inhabiting
bacterium Candidatus liberibacter the causal agent of huanglongbing (HLB). HLB is
considered one of the most devastating diseases of citrus in the world. Symptoms of HLB
include yellow shoots with mottling and chlorosis of the leaves, misshapen fruit, fruit that
does not fully color, and fruit that has a very bitter taste making it unfeasible for human
consumption. The psyllids cause injury to their host plants via the withdrawal of large
amounts of sap as they feed and via the production of large amounts of honeydew, which
coats the leaves ,of the tree and encourages the growth of sooty mold, which blocks
sunlight from reaching the leaves.
Under my statutory authority, as Secretary of the California Department of Food and
Agriculture (CDFA), I have decided, based upon the likely environmental and economic
damage that would be inflicted by these infestations of ACP, that it is incumbent upon me
to address this threat. This pest presents a major threat to citrus grown within the State.
California is the top citrus-producing state in the U.S., with total production valued at over
$1.8 billion. Additionally, the establishment of ACP in California would increase the need
for pesticide use by commercial and residential citrus producers, as well as require
enforcement of quarantine restrictions. In a recent study in Florida, the presence of HLB
increased citrus production costs by 40 percent (Irey, 2008). Because HLB has been
detected in Mexico, the establishment of ACP in California will pave the way for HLB to
spread. HLB would have severe consequences to both the citrus industry and to the urban
landscape via the decline and the death of citrus trees.
My duty to act, and this decision, is based upon authority set forth in Sections 24.5,401.5,
403, 407, 408, 5401-5405, and 5761-5764 of the Food and Agricultural Code (FAC)
authorizing and mandating the Secretary to: thoroughly investigate the existence of the
pest; to determine the probability that the pest will spread; to adopt regulations (Title 3 of
the California Code of Regulations, Section 3591.21) as are reasonably necessary to carry
out the provisions of this code; to abate the pest from the established eradication area;
and, to prevent further economic damage. In order to determine the extent of the
, infestation, and to define an appropriate response area, additional survey took place for
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Asian Citrus Psyllid
Proclamation of an Emergency Program
Page 2
several days over a nine-square mile area, centered on the detection sites. The results of
this additional survey indicated that the infestation is sufficiently localized to be amenable
for effective implementation of CDFA's current ACP emergency response strategies, which
include treatment. Emergency action is needed to protect California from the negative
environmental and economic impact this pest will cause, should it be allowed to remain in
this area and spread. The enclosed project plan describes CDFA's actions that are
necessary to mitigate the spread of this pest.
This decision, to proceed with a treatment program, is based upon a realistic evaluation
that it may be possible to address the threat posed by ACP using currently available
technology in a manner that is recommended by California's HLB Task Force. Treatment
needs and environmental conditions are outlined in the attached work plan. In making this
decision, CDFA has evaluated possible eradication methods.· In accordance with
integrated pest management principles, the following is a list of the options that I have
considered for the eradication of this ACP infestation: 1) mechanical controls; 2) biological
controls; 3) mass trapping; 4) cultural controls; and 5) the application of pesticides by
ground equipment.
Based upon input from my professional staff, including memorandums from the Primary
State Entomologist and Primary State Plant Pathologist, and the input of experts familiar
with ACP, I have concluded that there are no mechanical, biological, or cultural controls
that are effective to eradicate ACP that allow CDFA to meet its statutory obligations. To
eradicate ACP from this area, I am ordering ground applications of pesticides be made to
all ACP hosts within a 400-meter radius around the detection sites. If additional ACP or
immature life stages are detected in the survey area, the treatment area may expand to an
BOO-meter radius around the infested properties. A description of the alternative treatment
methods considered, and methodologies chosen, is contained in the attached work plan.
Sensitive Areas
The treatment area has been reviewed by consulting the Department of Fish and Game's
California Natural Diversity Database for threatened or endangered species. Mitigation
measures will be implemented as needed. CDFA also consults with the U.S. Fish and
·Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service when rare and endangered
species are located within the treatment area. CDFA will not apply pesticides to bodies of
water or undeveloped areas of native vegetation. All treatments will be applied to
. residential properties, common areas within residential developments, and other noncommercial properties.
.
Treatment Plan
The proposed project area encompasses those portions of Riverside County which fall
within an approximate nine-square mile area around each property in which ACP has been
detected. In order to determine the extent of the infestation, and to define an appropriate
response area, additional survey took place for several days over a nine-square mile area,
centered on the detection sites. The results of this additional survey indicated that the
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infestation is sufficiently localized to be amenable for effective implementation of the
California Department of Food and Agriculture's current ACP emergency response
strategies, which include treatment. Emergency action is needed to protect California from
the negative environmental and economic impact this pest will cause, should it be allowed
to remain in this area and spread. A map of the detection sites with the project boundaries
and the proposed treatment work plan is attached. In summary form, the treatment plan
consists of the following elements:
1.

Delimitation. Yellow panel traps will be placed throughout the project area to delimit
the infestation and to monitor post-treatment ACP populations. Yellow panel traps
are placed at a density of upto 100 traps in the core square mile and 50 traps per
square mile in the surrounding eight square miles. Additional traps may be added
to further delimit the infestation and to determine the efficacy of treatments. These
traps will be serviced on a regular schedule for a period equal to three ACP
generations beyond the date of the last ACP detection.

2.

Visual survey. All host plants will be inspected at all locations where traps are
placed. Host plants will be surveyed within a 400-meter radius around the detection
site(s). Up to 100 properties per square mile may be inspected.

3.

Treatment. Properties within the treatment area will be treated according to the
following protocol: 1) Tempo® SC Ultra (cyfluthrin), a contact insecticide for
controlling the adults and nymphs of ACP, will be applied to the foliage of host
plants; 2) Merit® 2F, an imidacloprid insecticide, will be applied to soil beneath the
drip·line of host plants to eradicate developing nymphs.
Treatments will be repeated as per label instructions, for up to two life cycles
beyond the last ACP detected (as determined by a life cycle model driven by
accumulated day degrees). Both insecticides are applied by ground using hydraulic
spray equipment.

Public Information
Residents of affected properties are invited to a public meeting where officials from CDFA,
the California Department of Pesticide Regulation, the Office of Environmental Health
Hazard Assessment, and the County Agricultural Commissioner's Office will be present to
address residents' questions and concerns. Residents are notified in writing at least 48
hours in advance of any treatment in accordance with FAC Section 5779. After treatment,
completion notices are left with the residents detailing precautions to take and post-harvest
intervals applicable to the citrus fruit.
Public information concerning the ACP project will consist of press releases to the public
and direct notification of project developments to concerned local and State political
representatives and authorities. Press releases are prepared by CDFA's information
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officer and the county agricultural commissioner, in close coordination with the project
leader responsible for treatment. Either the county agricultural commissioner or the public
information officer serves as the primary contact to the media.
If you have any questions related to this program, please contact John Hooper,
Program Supervisor at

Karen Ross, Secretary

Date

Attachments
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INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT
METHODS TO ERAD.ICATE THE ASIAN CITRUS PSYLLID
March 2012 .

The chemical treatment program used by the California Department of Food and Agriculture
(CDFA) for control of the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP), Diaphorina citri (Hemiptera: Psyllidae),
targets multiple life stages. A contact insecticide is used for an immediate control of adults in
order to prevent spread, and a systemic insecticide is used to control developing nymphs and to
give the plant long term protection'from reinfestation. The contact insecticide preferentially used
contains the synthetic pyrethroid cyfluthrin, while the systemic insecticide contains the synthetic
neonicotinoid imidacloprid. Both products have been shown to be effective against ACP
elsewhere, such as Florida. The California Huanglongbing Task Force, a jOint government,
university, .and industry group formed in 2007 to provide guidance to the CDFA on matters
pertaining to the ACP and huanglongbing, has endorsed the use of these chemicals in the
CDFA's treatment program.
Below is an evaluation of alternative treatment methods to eradicate ACP which have been
considered for treatment programs in California.

A. MECHANICAL CONTROL
Mass Trapping. Mass trapping of adults involves placing a high density of traps in an area in
an attempt to physically remove them before they can reproduce. The current available
trapping system for ACP relies on short distance visual stimulus, and is not considered effective
enough to use in a mass trapping program. CDFA is participating in research to develop a plant
volatile attractant to enhance the trap, but the results are preliminary and are currently under
review.
Active Psyllid Removal. Adult ACP are mobile daytime fliers, and adults could theoretically be
netted or collected off of foliage. However, due to their ability to fly when disturbed, and the
laborious and time-prohibitive task of collecting minute insects from several properties by hand,
it would be highly unlikely that all adults could be captured and removed. Nymphs attach
themselves to developing leaves and stems via their proboscis. Therefore, physical removal of
the nymphs would entail removal of the growing shoots which will stunt the tree and reduce fruit
production: For these reasons, mechanical control is not considered to be an effective
.
alternative.

B. CULTURAL CONTROL
Cultural Control. Cultural controls involve the manipulation of cultivation practices to reduce
the prevalence of pest populations. These include crop rotation, using pest-resistant varieties,
and intercroppin·g with pest-repellent plants. None of these options are applicable for ACP
control in an urban environment, and may only serve to drive the psyllids outside the treatment
area, thus spreading the infestation.

C. BIOLOGICAL CONTROL
Microorganisms. No single-celled microorganisms, such as bacteria, are currently available to·
control ACP. One species of entomopathogenic fungus, /saria fumosorosea .(Paecilomyces
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fumosoroseus) (Hypocreales: Cordycipitaceae), recently has been shown to be effective at
suppressing ACP populations, but it is not yet registered for use on food crops, including citrus,
in California. CDFA is cooperating with the University of. California at Davis in pursuing
authorization to conduct research in California on this fungus for use against ACP.
Nematodes. Entomopathogenic nematodes can be effective for control of some soil-inhabiting
insects, but are not effective, nor are they used, against above ground insects such as psyllids.
Parasites and Predators. There have been two parasites released in Florida against ACP, but
only one of these are considered somewhat successful there, namely Tamarixia radiata
(Hymenoptera: Eulophidae). On December 7, 2011, a researcher at the University of California,
Riverside (UCR), was issued a Federal permit for release of this insect into the environment in
California. CDFA is now actively working with UCR and the citrus industry to pursue options for
incorporating this parasite into treatment programs. In addition, testing has begun by UCR on
the second species to examine its suitability for potential future releases into California.
Sterile Insect Technique (SIT). SIT involves the release of reproductively sterile insects which
then mate with the wild population, resulting in the production of infertile eggs. SIT has not
been researched nor developed for ACP, nor has it been developed for any species of psyllids,
and is therefore unavailable.

D. CHEMICAL CONTROL
Foliar Treatment. A number of contact insecticides have been researched for use against ACP
elsewhere, particularly in Florida. The following ones have been considered for use by the
CDFA, based on a combination of effectiveness against ACP, worker and environmental safety,
and California registration status.
PyGaniC®, an organic formulation of a pyrethrin, is registered for use on all host plants.
However, PyGaniC® alone is not effective in eradicating ACP. Researchers recommend that
piperonyl butoxide, a synthetic insecticide synergist be combined with PyGaniC® to enhance its
effectiveness. Without piperonyl butoxide, environmental conditions may degrade the PyGaniC®
before an effect on ACP can occur. Piperonyl butoxide is not a certified organic substance;
therefore, combining piperonyl butoxide with PyGaniC® negates the organic certification. The
Environmental Protection Agency classifies piperonyl butoxide as a group C carCinogen, a
possible human carcinogen. For these reasons, PyGaniC® is not an effective treatment against
the ACP.
Sevin® SLis a formulation of carbaryl which may be applied to the foliage of all host plants.
Sevin® SL is effective against ACP. Sevin® SL is a wide-spectrum carbamate insecticide
which controls hundreds of insect species, including beneficial insects. Sevin® SL requires an
extended pre-harvest interval, which is not compatible with residential fruit-growing practices.
For this reason, Sevin® SL is not the foliar insecticide of first choice for residential treatments.
However, it remains a treatment option in particular situations where the preferred insecticide for
foliar treatment, namely Tempo® SC Ultra, temporarily cannot be used because of label
restrictions on annual usage amounts per property.
Tempo® SC Ultra is a formulation of cyfluthrin which may be applied to the foliage of all host
plants. Tempo® SC Ultra is effective against A~P. Tempo® SC Ultra is a wide-spectrum
synthetic pyrethroid insecticide which, like Sevin® SL, controls hundreds of insect species,
including beneficial insects. Tempo® SC Ultra is preferentially used over Sevin® SL by the
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CDFA because it has no pre-harvest interval, which makes it compatible with residential fruitgrowing practices.
.
Soil Treatment. A number of systemic insecticides have been researched for use against ACP
elsewhere, particularly in Florida. The following ones have been considered for use by the
CDFA, based on a combination of effectiveness against ACP, worker and environmental safety, .
and California registration status.

Merit® 2F is a formulation of imidacloprid which may be applied to the root system of all host
plants via a soil drench. Merit® 2F is effective against ACP. Imidacloprid is a synthetic
neonicotinoid insecticide which controls a number' of other phloem feeding pests such as
aphids, mealybugs, etc., but is generally considered safe for beneficial insects.
CoreTect® is a formulation of imidacloprid which may be applied to the root system of all host
plants via insertion of a tablet into the soil, followed by watering. CoreTect® is effective against
ACP. Imidacloprid is a synthetic neonicotinoid insecticide which controls a number of other
phloem feeding pests such as aphids, mealybugs, etc., but is generally considered safe for
beneficial insects. It is used in place of Merit® 2F in situations where there are environmental
concerns about soil surface runoff of the liquid Merit® 2F formulation, such as host plants
growing next to ponds and other environmentally sensitive areas.

E. HOST REMOVAL
Host Removal. Removal of host plants would involve the large scale destruction of plants and
their roots by either physical removal or phytotoxic herbicides. The remaining soil may have to
be protected against new plants sprouting up by regular herbicide sprays or by tarping. For
these reasons, host removal is considered economically inefficient and too intrusive to use over
the entirety of the 400- to 800-meter radius treatment area used for ACP. Additionally, host
removal could promote dispersal offemale psyllids in search of hosts outside of the treatment
.
area, thus spreading the infestation.

F. RESOURCES

.
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PEST PROFILE

Common Name: Asian Citrus Psyllid
.Scientific Name: Diaphorina citri Kuwayama
Order and Family: Hemiptera, PsyUidae
Description: The Asian citrus psyllid is 3 to 4 mm long with a brown mottled body. The head is
light brown. The wings are broadest in the apical half, mottled, and with a. dark brown band
extending around the periphery of the outer half of the wing. The insect is covered with a whitish
waxy secretion, making it appear dusty. Nymphs are generally yellowish orange in color, with
large filaments confined to an apical plate of the abdomen. The eggs are approximately 0.3 mm
long, elongated, and almond-shaped. Fresh eggs are pale in color, then, turn yellow, and finally
orange at the time of hatching. Eggs are placed on plant tissue with the long axis vertical to the
surface of the plant.
History and Economic Importance: Asian citrus psyllid was first found in Palm Beach County,
Florida, in June 1998 in backyard plantings of orange jasmine. By 2001, it had spread to 31
counties in Florida, with much of the spread due to movement of infested nursery plants. In the
spring of 2001, Asian citrus psyllid was accidentally introduced into the Rio Grande Valley,
Texas on potted nursery stock from Florida. It was subsequently found in Hawaii in 2006, in
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina in 2008. The ACP was first found
in California on August 27, 2008 in San Diego County. Subsequent to this initial detection in
San Diego County, the ACP has been detected in Imperial, Orange, Los Angeles, San
Bernardino, Riverside, and Ventura counties. The Asian citrus psyllid has the potential to
establish itself throughout California if allowed to spread. The most likely sources of infestation
are Mexico, other infested U.S. states, or Asia. There were 170 interceptions of Asian citrus
psyllid at U.S. ports on plant material with an Asian origin from 1985 to 2003.
Distribution: The Asian citrus psyllid is found in tropical and subtropical Asia, Afghanistan,
Saudi Arabia, Reunion, Mauritius, parts of South and Central America, Mexico, the Caribbean,
and in the U.S. (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina,
Texas, and California [San Diego, Imperial, Orange, Los Angeles, Riverside, San Bernardino,
and Ventura counties]).
Life Cycle: Eggs are laid on tips of growing shoots; on and between unfurling leaves. Females
may lay more than 800 eggs during their lives. Nymphs pass through five instars. The total life
cycle requires from 15 to 47 days, depending on environmental factors such as temperature and
season. The adults may live for several months. There is no diapause but populations are low in
the winter or during dry periods. There are nine to 10 generations a year, with up to 16 noted
under observation in field cages.
Host and Damage: The Asian citrus psyllid feeds mainly on Citrus spp., at least two species of
Murraya, and at least three other genera, all in the family Rutaceae. The most serious damage
caused by Asian citrus psyllid is due to its ability to effectively vector the phloem-inhabiting
bacterium Candidatus liberibacterasiaticus that causes citrus greening disease. In the past, this
bacterium has. been extremely difficult to detect and characterize. In recent years, however,
DNA probes, electron microscopy, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay tests (ELISA) have
been developed that have improved detection. Symptoms of Citrus greening include yellow
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shoots, with mottling and chlorosis of the leaves. The juice of the infected fruit has a bitter taste.
Fruit does not color properly hence the name "greening." Citrus greening is one of the most
devastating diseases of citrus in the world. Damage from the psyllids occurs in two ways: the
first by drawing out of large amounts of sap from the plant as they feed and, secondly, the
psyllids produce cOpious amounts of honeydew. The honeydew then coats the leaves of the
tree, encouraging sooty mold to grow which blocks sunlight to the leaves. The once flourishing
citrus industry in India is slowly being wiped out by dieback. This diebackhas multiple causes,
but the major reason is due to HLB. .

Partial Host List

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Bael fruit

Aegle marmelos

Chevalier's aeglopsis

Aeglopsis chevalieri
Afraegle gabonensis
Afraegle paniculata
Atalantia spp.

Uganda powder flask

Balsamocitrus dawei

Curry leaf

Bergera koenigii

Cape chestnut

Calodendrum capense

Calamondin

Citroforlunella microcarpa

Citrange

Citroncircus webberi

African cherry orange

Citropsis schweinfurlhii

Citrus·

Citrus spp.
Clausena anisum-olens

Pink wampee

Clausena excavata

Clausena

Clausena indica

Wampee

Clausina lansium

Desert lime

Eremocitrus glauca
Eremocitrus hybrid

Kumquat

Forlunella spp.

Wood apple

Limonia acidissima
Merrillia caloxylon
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COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Finger lime

Micmcitrus australasica

Round lime

Micmcitrus australis
Micmcitrus papuana
Micmcitmnella sydney.

Mock orange

Murraya spp.
Naringi crenulata
Pamburus missionis

Trifoliate orange

Poncirus trifoliata

Chinese box orange

Severinia buxifolia

Tabog

Swinglea glutinosa

Orange climber plant

Toddalia asiatica

Toddalia

Toddalia lanceolata
Triphasia trifolia

White ironwood

Vepris lanceolata
Xanthoxylum fagara
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Asian Citrus Psyllid (ACP) Work Plan

I.

. Detection Trapping and Visual Survey

The California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) maintains a cooperative
state/county trapping program in Riverside County for ACP to provide early detection of any
infestation in the county. Traps are serviced by agricultural inspectors. The. trap used for ACP
detection is the yellow panel trap. The yellow panel trap is a two-sided board coated with
stickum. ACP becomes entangled on the sticky capture surface. Yellow panel traps have
proven successful at detecting infestations of ACP. Proper deployment enhances catch
success.
At all locations where traps are placed, the host plant is visually inspected for ACP. If there is
evidence thatACP exists, the host will be sweep-netted for ACP samples.

Urban and Rural Residential Detection Survey
1) Yellow Panel Traps
a) Trap Density: 5 traps/square mile.
b) Trap Servicing Interval: Every two weeks.
c) Trap Relocation and Replacement: Traps should be replaced and relocated every six
weeks to another host at least 500 feet away if other hosts are available.
2) Visual and Sweep-Net Survey
a) Trap Sites: Visual surveys and sweep-netting should be conducted once at each
trapping site when the trap is placed or relocated at that site.
b) Detection Survey: Twenty sites. per square mile should be visually inspected and
sweep-netted each month. These sites should be rotated each month if hosts are
available at alternate sites.

II.

Delimitation Survey Protocols

The protocols below are to be used upon the detection of a single psyllid.

Urban and Rural Residential Delimitation Survey
Any detection of ACP not associated with a recently arrived nursery or landscaping shipment
from an infested area shall trigger a delimitation survey. This survey shall continue for three life
cycles past the last psyllid f~und.
1) Yellow Panel Traps
a) Trap Density: Up to 100 traps per square mile in the core square mile (0.5 mile radius
from detection site), up to 50 traps per square mile in the first buffer (1.5 mile radius from
detection site).
b) Trap Servicing Interval: First week: daily in the core, twice a week in the buffer. Second
week and longer: weekly for all traps.
c) Trap Relocation and Replacement: Traps do not need· to be relocated. Traps should be
replaced every six weeks or sooner if needed.
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d) Post-Treatment Monitoring: Trap densities will remain at this level for three life cycles
past the last psyllid detected.
2) Visual and Sweep-Net Survey
All properties within 400 meters of the initial detection shall be surveyed. Initial surveys should
be door-to-door, moving outward in all directions from the original detection site. Additional
detection locations shall be used as new epicenters to expand survey boundaries using a 0.25mile radius.
If high or scattered ACP populations are found in the initial inspections, a transect survey may
be implemented to rapidly determine the extent of the infestation. This involves inspecting a
minimum of 20 properties per square mile.

III.

Treatment

Trigger: Treatment is warranted upon the detection of one or more psyllids.
Treatment Area: Treatments may extend to 800 meters around each detection site. Only host
plants are treated.
Treatment Plan: Both foliar and systemic insecticides will be applied. FoliW insecticides are
useful for immediate reduction of the adult population in order to eliminate dispersal, while
systemic insecticides are necessary to kill the sedentary nymphs. The frequency of the
treatments is dependent on the insecticide applied and severity of the infestation.
1) Foliar Treatment
Tempo® SC Ultra (cyfluthrin), a contact insecticide is used for controlling ACP adults and
nymphS. This material will be applied as per label instructions for up to two life cycles beyond
the last ACP detected (as determined by a life cycle model driven by accumulated day
degrees). Tempo® SC Ultra may be applied to the foliage of all host plants within an 800-meter
radius of the detection sites, using hydraulic spray or hand spray equipment. Affected properties
will be notified in writing at least 48 hours prior to treatment. Following treatment, completion
notices are left with the homeowners detailing precautions to take and post-harvest intervals
applicable to any fruit on the property.
2) Soil Treatment
Merit® 2F, an imidacloprid insecticide will be applied to soil beneath the drip line of host plants
to control developing nymphs and adult psyllids. This material will be applied a minimum of one
time to the soil of host plants at designated residential properties. Affected properties will be
notified in writing at least 48 hours prior to treatment. Following treatment, completion notices
are left with the homeowners detailing precautions to take and post-harvest intervals applicable
to any fruit on the property.
IV.

Quarantine

Trigger: A quarantine is warranted upon the detection of one or more psyllids.
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. Regulated Articles: All articles capable of harboring ACP shall be regulated in accordance with
the most recent Federal Domestic Quarantine Order (USDA 2008).
Quarantine Length: Three life cycles past the last psyllid found if delimitation and eradication
actions are initiated. A permanent quarantine will remain in place if such actions are not
initiated.

v.

Outreach

Residents of affected properties are invited to a public meeting where officials from CDFA, the
California Department of Pesticide Regulation, the Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment, and the County Agricultural Commissioner's Office will be present to address
residents' questions and concerns. Residents are notified in writing at least 48 hours in
advance of any treatment in accordance with Food and Agricultural Code 5779. After treatment,
completion notices are left with the residents detailing precautions to take and post-harvest
intervals applicable to the citrus fruit.
Public information concerning ACP project wi" consist of press releases to the public and direct
notification of project developments to concerned local and State political representatives and
authorities. Press releases are prepared by CDFA's information officer and the county
agricultural commissioner, in close coordination with the project leader responsible for
treatment. Either the county agricultural commissioner or the public information officer serves
as the primary contact to the media.

VI.

life Cycle Projections

ACP can complete one life cycle in as little as two weeks. The developmental parameters for
Florida populations of ACP from egg to adult are a lower threshold of 10.450 C and a degree
day accumulation of 249.88 days (Fahrenheit threshold 50.810 F, 449.78 DD) (Liu and Tsai
2000). Liu & Tsai (2000) further reported that ACP failed to complete development at 10° C and
33° C (50 0 F and 91.40 F).
.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
CA DEPT. OF FOOD & AGRICULTURE
JOHN HOOPER
IN COOPERATION WITH
RIVERSIDE COUNTY

"
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Mayor Richard A. Stewart

12 MAR -7 PH 5: 26'

14177 Fredrick Street
PO Box 8805

Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Richard A. Stewart,
You may recently have heard about Indiana Representative Bob Morris who refused to sign a resolution
in that state honoring the lOath anniversary of the Girl Scouts, indicating his belief that the Girl Scouts
sexualizes young girls, challenges family values, and is a "radicalized organization."
As a girl who has been an active member of Girl Scouts for 8 years, with a mother who was active when
young and has assumed leadership roles as an adult, and a younger sister starting her second year of
Scouting, I cannot disagree with his statements more. My experience, and the experiences of my family,
is that Girl Scouts promotes courage, character, confidence, civic-minded ness, and connections. What is
more, in following the founding of this country on the equality of all, Girl Scouts does this for ALL girls. I
have learned qualities related to leadership, friendship, and business savvy, that will assist me as I
develop as a young woman and citizen of this state and country.
The Girl Scouts organization has empowered many girls to become active and involved in community
service and public life. The lOath anniversary celebrates that. I would encourage you to conSider
supporting Girl Scouts. It is currently cookie season here in the Inland Empire. If you have a daughter,
niece, or neighbor selling cookies, I would encourage you to purchase some and encourage the girl to
continue in her efforts!

If cookies are not on your menu, you also can consider donating some. Girl Scouts has programs to
donate cookies, for example, to deployed military and Ronald McDonald Houses. I am including with this
letter a brochure which talks about this and my own goal of selling 4000 boxes to go to our nation's
.
capital for the lOath Anniversary celebration.
Thank you for your public service,

-----.~-~ ---

---------- ------

---

Brynn Stephens
Q.~. TC'wf

st3

16250 Via Ultimo
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Mom's Phone (Kristi)
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Girl Scout Cookie

•

Not Just a Cookie

I Care Donations
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Girl Scout Cookies 2012
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The Girl Scout Cookie
Program is the number one
entrepreneurial program for
women.
Cookies empower girls to
believe in themselves and
achieve their dreams.
Cookies send girls to camp.

8rynn and Kaia's
Cookie Sales
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Cookies provide expenses
for volunteer experiences.
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Mom's Phone:
brynnandkaiacookiesales@hobnail.com

Girl Scouts of San Gorgonio Council
1751 Plum Lane. Redlands, CA

• ' Cookies provide world
travel adventures.
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Building relationships
with local businesses
since 2008
Phone:

..
What Can A Cookie Do???
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Why Buy Girl Scout
Cookies?
People are eager for the Girl Scout
Cookie season to begin.
"

,

I believe ~irl, $C;:Qut, Cookies
represen~n?~~I~ia. a~d remind
people of the Ameri~n pream.
1
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What I Have Learned

An Alternate Approach

In the past 5 years I have
gradually built up my customer
base for cookie sales.' For 8 weeks
a year I run and manage my fulltime Girl Scout:Cookie Business.
I've gained skills in management,
finance, public speaking, decision
making, goal setting and people
skills. I've met many business
owners and employers and have
seen the change in commerce in
my own community. I have also
learned that sometimE;!s increasing
my effort and hard work are not
enough. Sometimes a change in
the business plan is.n~ed.

In order to reach my 4000 box
goal this year, 1- must reach out for
donations for the I care program.
This program provides boxes of
cookies to two organizations
important to me.

.

my

If you would like to make a
donation please contact my
mom, Kristi, at 206-853-5671.
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The desire to provide Girl Scouting
opportunities drives cookie sales. ,

Payment details will be handled
at the time of phone contact.
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Support a giri's goal. Mine is to
sell 4000boxes.:Thiswili earn a
: trip to Washington D.C. this
summer for Girl Scout's 100 year
Centennial.

I also have a heart for sick kids
and the needs of their families. I
would like to provide the small
comfort of Girl Scout Cookies to
families staying at Ronald
McDonald Houses.
Girl Scout Cookie Donations are
tax deductible.

cus10mers also
Many .of
supp.ort Gi'rl Scou~,b~cause they
knew
someone
were a scout.or
....
who was a Girl Scout.
.

,

Operation Gratitude provides a
taste of home by sending Girl
Scout cookies overse~.s to' our
Deployed Military.

2010 goal:
Earn a Laptop for my Education

An "I Care" form is included for
your records.
All donations must be received
by March 16, 2012 .
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Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
. Morena Valley, CA 92552
RE: Support of the Ontario Airport Transfer to Local Control
Dear Mayor Stewart:
Thank you for taking a public position in support of the transfer of Ontario International Airport (ONT) to local
We have received the associated documentation and have posted your support on the
control.
SetONTarioFree.com website and Facebook page.
We are very thankful for the outpouring of support from Local, State, and Federal entities as well as the business
and non-profit community. Thanks in large part to this widespread support, Los Angeles City Councilmembers
Zine and Rosendahl introduced a motion on January 24, 2012, calling for an analysis of Ontario's offer to regain
control of Ontario International Airport. This represents a major step forward but is only the beginning of a long
transfer process.
Please continue to encourage your community to do the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Visit www.SetONTarioFree.com
Click on the website "Act!" box
Like us on Facebook at "SetONTarioFree"
Call Local, State and Federal elected officials
Help spread the word!

www.ci.ontario.ca.us

® Printed on recycled paper.
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With your continued support, we will be able to restore Inland Empire jobs and rebuild the region's most
important economic engine.
Sincerely,

02~.f?rPaul S. Leon, Mayor

~~
Sheila Mautz, Mayor pro Tem

&.oi~

Ala~er,c~er
Debra Dorst-Porada, Council Member
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American Heart I American Stroke
Association. Association.
15
Learn and Live..
Western States Affiliate
1700 Iowa Ave., Suite 240
Riverside, California 92507

www.heart.org
Chairman
Mary Caldwell, R.N., Ph.D.
Healdsburg
President
Richard J. Gray, M.D.
Monterey
Immediate Past CMlrman
Alvin L. Royse
Hillsborough
Immediate Past President
Jeffrey L. Anderson, M.D.
Sa~ Lake City
Treasurer
Janice Murphy, CFA
Oakland
secretary
Robert C. Robbins, M.D.
Stanford
Executive Vice President
Roman J. Bowser
COO, Field Operations &
Development
Ginnie Gatlin
COO, Business Operations
Sara Robertson

February 15, 2012

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Mayor Stewart:
On behalf of the American Heart Association, please accept my sincerest
gratitude for your efforts in recognizing American Heart Month in Moreno
Valley. Your leadership on this critical health concern is truly inspiring and
adds a new level of visibility to our cause.
With cardiovascular disease as the leading cause of death of men and
women in Moreno Valley, it is more important than ever to raise public
awareness on this issue. Clearly, your statements in support of
cardiovascular awareness delivers a lifesaving reminder to your constituents
to take charge of their heart health.
Once again, thank you for your amazing leadership on this crucial public
health issue. Please do not hesitate to Gontact me if the American Heart
Association can be of service to you or your constituents.
Sincerely,

~

THOMAS
Exe utive Director, AHA Inland Empire

Please remember the American
Heart Association in your will.

Serving the states of Alaska, Arizona. Califomia. Hawaii. Idaho. Montana. Nevada. Oregon. Utah. and Washington
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CONCERT FOR HEROES
P.O. Box 4428
Riverside, California 92514

12 fEB ,.. PH ,: 40

Mr. Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

February 13, 2012

RE: 2012 Concert for Heroes

Dear Dick:
We are preparing for the 2012 Concert for Heroes.
The Concert for Heroes is the only symphonic concert which has ever been held in any
of the 130+ national cemeteries. Because the concert is held within the bounds of a
national cemetery, there can be no charge to the attendees. That ground has been
bought and paid for ... 'many times over'.
The con.cert can only. take place because of the generosity of our sponsors. It is an
-$47,000 effort: T~at is why I am asking for your help. Please agree to do two things:
First, have each member of the Moreno Valley City Council be a $500 sponsor.
Second, have the City of Moreno Valley (through arts, economic development, CDBG,
or other pertinent resources) be a $5000 sponsor for the 2012 concert. May we count
on you, your colleagues and the City of Moreno Valley?
To make sure our sponsors get timely credit and inclusion in written materials,
I need to have a written commitment for any pledge (e.g., $5000, $500) in hand not
later than the close Of business on May 23, 2012. I need to have the cash (or check) in
hand not later than the close of business on June 27, 2012. The commitment can be
sent to me via email (magoldware@aoLcom) or by fax
Any check should be made payable to:
Riverside National Cemetery Support Committee or RNCSC 1
and show 'Concert for Heroes' on the memo line.
Any check should be mailed to:
Concert for Heroes
c/o Mike Goldware
P.O. Box 4428
Riverside, California 92514

1

RNCSC is a 501 (c)(3) organization (TID 33-0722700).
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The pertinent information for the 2012 concert is:
Concert for Heroes
July 3,2012
Riverside National Cemetery-amphitheater
Concert time-7:30 PM (pre-concert entertainment beginning - 6:30 pm)
Cost to attendees-No charge
The amphitheater only holds about 2700. Last year's attendance was well in excess of
9000. Most peotile-brihg lawn chairs o(blpnkets and enjoy theccncert-(Jnder the star~.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to ask.
Kindest regards,

Mike Goldware, Chair
Concert for Heroes

MV00224330
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THE CONCERT FOR HEROES
History
The Concert for Heroes (CFH) is the work of an ad hoc committee whose makeup
varies from year to year. The concert was originally planed for the summer of 2000.
The genesis for the concert was the outstanding concert which opened the 1999
Congressional Medal of Honor Society Convention that was held in Riverside.
The model for the CFH is the Boston Pops celebration for the Fourth of July. However,
because the concert is held in a national cemetery, attention has to be paid to the type
of music that might be used and the kind of musical organizations to perform in that
setting.
When the first concert was held (2001) the National Cemetery Administration (NCA)
advised that it was the first time a symphonic concert had been held in any of our
national cemeteries. To this date, the only symphonic concert ever held in any of the
130+ national cemeteries is the CFH. This is another unique feature of Riverside
National Cemetery (RNC). It adds to the glory of RNC. The CFH is designed, in part,
to bring people to RNC to see what a magnificent place it is. The CFH is designed to
help veterans see the place where they should be buried because they have earned
that right. The CFH aids in getting people to RNC to visit the memorials and thereby
have RNC be a living testament to the freedoms and liberties we enjoy.

Location
RNC accepted its first interment on November 11, 1978. That person was S/Sgt
Ysmael Villegas, USA. Sgt. Villegas was born and raised in the Casa Blanca section of
Riverside. He was decorated with the Medal of Honor, posthumously, for his actions
along the Villa Verde Trail on the island of Luzon in the Philippines during WW II.
From Sgt. Villegas' interment to the present RNC's population is now more than
200,000. It is the second largest of the 130+ national cemeteries based upon number
of interments. Theiargest'is'Arlihgtbn:National·Cemetery (Arlington @ :--2.75-280,00P
interred) which has taken -140 years to reach that population. RNC is the busiest of all
the national cemeteries. It averages 40 burials per day every burial day of the week.
On at least two occasions it reached 80 burials per day.
RNC is presently less than one-third developed. When it is fully developed and fully
occupied (sometime around 2060) there will be more than 1,500,000 people interred.
RNC will dwarf everything else in the system. Even if Arlington takes over the Navy
Annex and extends its capacity to -650,000, Arlington will still pale by comparison to
RNC.
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Unlike many other national cemeteries, RNC is relatively young. It is already
recognized as the standard by which our national cemeteries are being evaluated 1 .
With the exception of a few Civil War era national cemeteries, RNC is the only national
cemetery that has a memorial within its bounds that is not a final marker 2 of some kind.
The first such memorial is the National Medal of Honor Memorial. It is the only place in
the nation where every recipient of the Medal of Honor is enshrined by name, at a
single location, which is publicly accessible, and owned by the people of the United
States! The second memorial is the 'Veterans Memorial'. This is a $600,000 sculpture
that was donated to RNC. It depicts a fallen armed forces' person underneath a
poncho on a 12-foot high black granite plinth. There are no words on the piece. It
cannot be determined which service the person was in, nor whether the person was
black, white, red, brown or yellow,'nor can the person's religion be determined, nor
even whether the p~rson was male ·or. female. The memorial depicts the ultimate price
for freedom and liberty. The third is the National POWIMIA Memorial. It and the Medal
of Honor Memorial are the only national memorials on the west coast
RNC has an approved long range plan. It calls for 12-15 memorials ... all within the
bounds of the national cemetery. None of these are final markers. Because RNC is
relatively young, these memorials can be planned into the growth of RNC without
affecting the burial capacity of RNC. No veteran will be denied hislher place in RNC
because of a memorial!
Every memorial will have at least one kiosk with it. This will allow every visitor to learn
something about the people who made our freedoms and liberties possible and of the
events that have shaped our history.
There are those who say that the men and women interred in our national cemeteries
are in their final formation and have gone 'off duty'. While the first is true, the last is
not. Those interred are 'standing an eternal vigil' which can only be met if the living
come to RNC periodically to be reminded that 'Freedom is not Free'. The CFH is one
more way that is accomplished.
!II
III
1 In December 2003, the NCA advised that there were approximately 1000 volunteers in service to RNC.
This figure represents about 25% of all volunteers in service to all national cemeteries!!!

A 'final marker' is one which denotes the life of someone who no longer is alive and which marks their
last remains or a substitute therefore. For example, Arlington National Cemetery has 1) the Tomb of the
Unknowns, 2) the grave of President Kennedy, 3) the Mast of the USS Maine, and 4) the monument to the
crew of the Challenger. Each of these is a final marker. Nearby (Arlington National Cemetery) is the
Marine Corps Memorial. It lies outside the national cemetery and is a monument to extraordinary events
in not simply the history of the Marine Corps but in the history of the nation. It is a testament to all Marines
... whenever and wherever they served.
2
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The Concert-Programming
Within about a month after one concert, general planning on the program for the next
concert begins. The concert is organized in sections. This includes the pre-concert,
the concert proper, and miscellaneous sections.
The pre-concert is a combination of recorded and live music. This music is designed to
be entertaining and begin to set the stage for the concert. In the past the CFH has had
a youth Fife and Drum Corps, the UCR Pipe and Drum bands, barbershop quartet and
chorus, a youth chorale, a brass ensemble and a bluegrass group as pre-concert live
music.
The concert proper is divided into two sections. The first is designed to be exclusively
patriotic and Americana music. The presentation always.begins with some ~qrt of
fanfare or attention grabbing piece. This is followed by a 'welcome'. The purpose of
the welcome is to express thanks to all those who have made the concert possible, to
thank the attendees for helping to celebrate our freedoms and liberties while at the
same time glorify RNC, and finally to set the proper tone for the CFH at RNC.
Immediately following the 'welcome' is the National Anthem. The sequence of music
then goes through the patriotic or Americana. Generally, the last piece of the first
portion of the concert is the Service Medley.
Following a break, generally, the first piece is one like Samuel Barber's Adagio for
Strings. Not only is this a beautiful piece of music, but it provides a wonderful aid to a
presentation by which POW's and MIA's are remembered in a presentation which
occurs during the playing of the piece.
The second portion of the concert then proceeds through a series of pieces which may
range from light musical to movie scores to great/classical works. Whatever the pieces
selected, they must in some way express freedom and liberty, be moving, and fitting for
both the event (CFH) and the setting (RNC). Some of the world's greatest music has
been used. These works have included Beethoven's Third Symphony (Eroica [Greek
for Heroes]) and his Fifth Symphony which some have argued is the greatest musical
work ever composed as well as Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture. Each concert ends with
the playing of John Philip Sousa's 'The Stars and Stripes Forever'.
The Concert-Underwriting
At present, the cost of the CFH is about $47,000. Some of this cost is handled via inkind contributions. The largest single cash item, and the one without which the concert
cannot take place, is the underwriting of the orchestra. This cost is -$35,000.
Because the CFH is held within the bounds of RNC, there can be no charge for the
concert. That ground has been bought and paid for many times over.
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Sponsorships are sought every year. The title sponsorship will be given to the business
or person who donates $20,000. Other increments are $5000, $2500, $1000 and $500
for individual listing in all publications associated with the CFH. Any donation will be
greatly appreciated. Those at less than $500 will be grouped, without individual
identification, for recognition.
The members of the orchestra earn their living by playing in various venues and with
several orchestras. For this reason, it is imperative that the philharmonic be 'booked'
by Memorial Day. Beyond that date musicians are lost to other orchestras. This can
have a potentially negative impact on the quality of the philharmonic's presentation.
Because the ad hoc committee has no legal status, one person executes the contract
with the philharmonic. This places an extraordinary burden on one person if
sponsorship guarantees have not been secured.in advance of. Memorial Oay. While
sponsorships generally need to be secured not later than the Wednesday in the week
prior to the Memorial Day commemoration, the money does not have to be received
until the Wednesday of the week prior to the concert. This allows for the checks to be
received, deposited and in turn a new check issued to pay the orchestra.
All checks from donors are made payable to the Riverside National Cemetery Support
Committee or RNCSC. The RNCSC is a 501 (c)(3) organization. As a result, the
donation is 100% deductible by the donor. The RNCSC then pays the orchestra for its
,performance.
.
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PROLOGIS

Non-Solicitation - Any securities discussed herein or in the accompanying presentations, if any, with respect to our intention to establish a China, Japan, Brazil or other joint
venture funds have not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933 or the securities laws of any state and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent
registration or an applicable exemption from the registration requirements under the Securities Act and any applicable state securities laws. Any such announcement does not
constitute an offer to sen or the solicitation of an offer to buy the securities discussed herein or in the presentations, if and as applicable.

Pat Cavanagh
Senior Vice President
2817 E. Cedar Street, Suite 200
Ontario, California 91761

pcavanagh@prologis.com
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Riverside Co~nty
Ju~~ile Justice 'and
4iel'tnquency Prevention Conmission
Attn: Kathryn Green
c/o Riverside Juvenile Hall
3933 Harrison St.
Riverside, CA. 92503

'

January 12, 201.2

Dear Mayor and Counselors:
The Riverside County, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission has presented
awards to outstanding citizens and agencies for the last twenty.:.nine years. The event is our Annual
'
Awards Dinner, which will be held in the month of March 2012.
Recently we added a new award called the "Community Delinquency Prevention Award". We are
writing you and the mayors in all the Riverside County cities to request you nominate a program in
your community that has been in existe-nce at least one year and that'is involved with juveniles in
delinquency prevention programs or work in the rehabilitation of youth.
The enclosed form may be helpful to you in preparing your nomination. However, if you prefer, you
may write a letter and attach brochures or fly~rs about the program and the people who work in the
program. Our Executive Committee will review the nominations and select one winner.
This winner will be invited to attend our dinner to ,receive this award, along with other recipients of
youth serving categories;
Please submit your nomination by Fr,iday" February 10,
contact Kathryn Green at

201~.

If you have any questions, please

We look forward to your ~'~mination.
Sincerely,

1/31/f2
To: Chief Anderson :'
from: Mayor Stewart,
'CC: Council Membe_rs
City Manager
Please consider nominating
any programs that you deem

, ~od. 'J(Ja/teJt
Bob Walter
Chairperson
BW:kg

appropria~e.

",'
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·.
Riverside County .
Juvenile Justice and
'Delfnquency Prevention Commission
FROM: ______

~

__________________________________

~

CITY:, ________~--------....:..------------,..---The foliowing is my nomination for the COMMUNITY DELINQUENCY PREVENTION
AWARD:

Reason for nomination:

Person to. co'ntact if your nomirlf~e is selected the
winri'er:

.~~~---~------~-------------------~~-----------

Return to:
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission
Attn: Kathryn Green. .
.'
. clo Riverside Juvenile Hall
3933 Harrison St. .
Riverside, CA 92503
,"

.'
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Youth Accountability Team (YAT): A cooperative effort between the secondary
schools and local law enforcement agencies to work with pre probation, at risk youth in
a combined effort to reduce truancy, delinquency, and the use of controlled substances.
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Juliene Clay
From:

Tom DeSantis

Sent:

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 4:26 PM

To:

City Council

Cc:

Henry T. Garcia; Michelle Dawson; Mike McCarty

Subject: Anonymous Complaint Regarding Parks Employee
Mayor and City Council Members,
Today I received an anonymous written complaint alleging past criminal activity by a Parks
Department employee; this complaint indicated that it had also been sent to members of the City
Council.
A check of local Court records confirms a criminal conviction, for DUI, in 2004. The record also
indicates that all terms imposed by the Court have been satisfied and that no subsequent arrests have
occurred.
Although I'm unable to advise the anonymous letter writer that the City promptly reviewed this issue,
I wanted to assure the Council that this has been reviewed and that the facts do not automatically
render this employee (who has been with the City since 1997) unsuitable to serve in her curreht parttime position.
Please let me know if I can provide further information or assistance.
Respectfu Ily,
Tom

Thomas M. DeSantis
Interim Director of Human Resources
City of Moreno Valley

111112012
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January 9, 2012

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Re:

Successor Agency Oversight Committee

Dear Mayor Stewart:
As you know, the State was successful in its attempt to abolish redevelopment. ]n
anticipation of the potential abolition, through a Joint Powers Agreement amendment the
March Joint Powers Commission and its member jurisdictions took the steps necessary to
enable the March Joint Powers Authority (March JPA) to assume the March Joint Powers
Redevelopment Agency's responsibilities as Successor Agency.
With the March JPA identified as the Successor Agency we are required to have an Oversight
Committee. The Oversight Committee consists of seven members, one of which is appointed
by the Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley. As such, ] am requesting that you appoint
someone to represent the City Counsel.
Given March's unique nature of military base reuse and its focus as a major employment hub
we are requesting that your appointee have an intimate knowledge of the work the March JPA
is trying to accomplish. We are requesting that you consider appointing one of the two City
representatives currently on the March Joint Powers Commission, either yourself or Mayor
Pro Tern William H. Batey.
We anticipate the Oversight Committee would be in place for a February 1, 2012 meeting in
order to keep the March IPA's projects moving forward including the $20 million for the Van
Buren Interchange project currently out for bid by the County.
Your consideration in this matter is greatly appreciated.

Lori M. Stone
Executive Director

23555

MEYER

DR.

*

RIVERSIDE,

E-MAIL:

CALIFORNIA

invcst@marchjpn.com

9251R

*

*

WEBSITE:

*
www.morchjpa.com
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M. TIMM DEVELOPMENT, INC.
REAL ESTATE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
233 EAST CARRILLO STREET. SANTA BARBARA. CA 93101·2186

(805)963,0358 I FAX (805)564'3499

December 27, 2011

Richard Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Fredrick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Re: EI Dorado Pointe apartments - Declaration of nuisance
Request for increase in police patrols
Dear Mr. Stewart:
I am the owner of the La Pacifica apartment community at 23400 Hemlock Ave. I wrote you about six
month ago about the poor condition of the Townsgate apartment property located across the street
from La Pacifica. I want to thank you and the City for your prompt attention and diligence in this matter.
I am pleased to tell you the condition of the Townsgate property has greatly improved in just six month.
This has greatly improved the appearance of the neighborhood and it is no longer a deterrent to our
renting units.
,
.

• ...•

j'

,I ..•

.

r •.

•

.i"

.

'

'.

The, EI Dorado Pointe,apartments'lotated'next to L'a Pacifica at"12i59' Calle .?,ombra was a nice
community when we 'beg~n.building La Pacifica 'about'ten years~ ~g6: However: ft has changed owners
several ti~.es,i,n the:i,!stJew.y~ars and has fa lien into serious 'disrej:iair: Ther~ are numerous building
code violations including very dangerous electrical violation's. Attached are a few pictures showing the
property's' poor 'condition. Like Towngate six months ago, this property meets the City's Municipal Code
definition of a nqisance, which states:
. .....
"

6.04.040, Declaration,of.nuisances, '
It is unlawful and is declared a nuisance for any responsible person in the city to maintain or allow
another to maintain, or fail to maintain any of the following conditions:

A.

Buildings, structures, facilities; equipment, devices or improvements:
4. Which,have become defective, unsightly, or in such a condition of deterioration or
disrepair as the same ma,v cause depreciation of the property values to surrounding
properties;

There is a six. foot block wall topped with two feet of wrought iron installed on the La Pacifica/EI Dorado
property.'in~. Despite this considerable obstacle, residents of El Dor-ado regularly climb it to trespass
onto La Pacifica. La Pacifica has experienced more vand:=tlism and burglaries since EI Dorado has fallen
into serious disrepair. The priv3te security finn we hir~ hris logged 32 i'"lstt:lnces in the last 60 days in
which EI Dorado residents have trespassed c.'r!!c La !)acifica propf?rty. Obviously those are just the ones

MV00224394

they happen to catch. I'm sure there are many more that weren't caught. We have had seven burglaries
or break-ins in the same period. We believe the trespassing and break-ins are related.
Unfortunately, the police do not appear to take the crimes seriously. In fact one officer recently advised
a resident who reported a break-in that she should be more concerned about retaliation from the
criminals and shouldn't report these types of crimes. The resident was shocked by the officer's response
and reported the incident to police Sergeant Moody who indicated he would look into it. However, to
my knowledge he hasn't reported back to the resident.
I understand that without clear evidence or eye-witnesses it is very difficult to catch the criminals, but
telling residents that it is pointless to report break-ins sends the wrong message. La Pacifica is a close
, community in which most of the residents now know about the incident. Obviously, this breeds cynicism
towards the police and makes our lawful residents feel less safe while alerting the criminals that La
Pacifica is an easy target. We are concerned that without a strong police presence the crime at La
Pacifica will continue to rise.
Again, thank you and the City for its prompt response to the Towngate's nuisance condition. I request
that the City investigate EI Dorado which is in similar disrepair as the Towngate. We feel cleaning up th~
property will in turn help the crime problem in the area. Lastly, I don't know if you are aware that there
are over 1,000 apartment units along our quarter mile stretch of Hemlock. We would greatly appreciate
a more visible police presence in the area which will serve as a strong crime deterrent.
Th~nk you.

M. TIMM DEVELOPMENT, INC.
,

By,
I

/~

/~~"'"

------~~~----~~~~~~~~~----

Milan E. Timm
President

CC: William Batey II, City Councilman
CC: Henry (jarcia_, _City M~nager
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 1 of 2

211/20128:51 :29 AM

Reference # MV-13068-X5C8
Incident DatefTime: 1/2/2012 3:30:00 PM
Resolution DatefTime: 1/10/2012 10:30:00 AM
Taken By: Juliene Clay

Reporting Party Information
Name: Milan Timm
Address: 233 East Carrillo Street
City/STlZip: Santa Barbara CA 93101-2186
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address: 12159 Calle Sombra
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available): 292260025

!

Resolution Information

I

Code and Neighborhood Services Official AI Brady responded.
Code Compliance staff conducted an inspection of the entire EI Dorado Pointe complex
and discovered several Municipal code violations present (see attached photos). A code
case was initiated (C12-00034), and a Notice of Violation was issued to the on-site
property manager. Staff sent an additional notification to the ownership group detailing
the corrective actions required to comply with City provisions.

Case Information
Issue Category: Code & Neighborhood Services
Issue: Public Nuisance Violation
Council District: 5

MV00224402
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.

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 2
211/20128:51:29 AM

Issue Description: Please investigate Mr. Timm's concerns on behalf of Council Member Batey, and advise
Mr. Timm of the outcome. There will be two CRMs .
• ****

In a letter dated December 27, 2011, to Mayor Stewart with a copy to Council Member
Batey, Mr. Timm stated: "I am the owner of the 360 unit La Pacifica apartment
community located at 23400 Hemlock Avenue. The EI Dorado Pointe apartments
located next to La Pacifica at 12159 Calle Sombra was a nice community when we
began building La Pacifica about ten years ago. However, it has changed owners
several times in the last few years and has fallen into serious disrepair. There are
numerous building code violations including very dangerous electrical violations. Like
TownGate six months ago, this property meets the City's Municipal Code definition of a
nuisance.
There is a six foot block wall topped with two feet of wrought iron installed on the
LaPacifica/EI Dorado property line. Despite this considerable obstacle, residents of EI
Dorado regularly climb it to trespass onto La Pacifica. La Pacifica has experienced
more vandalism and burglaries sine EI Dorado has fallen into serious disrepair. The
private security firm we hire has logged 32 instances in the last 60 days in with EI
Dorado residents have trespassed onto La Pacifica property. We are concerned that
without a strong police presence, the crime at La Pacifica will continue to rise."
The letter in its entirety and pictures are attached.

Responsible for Fo"ow-thru: Cathy Parada
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Reference # MV-13068-X5C8

----.-----~.

----

Incident DateITime: 1/2/20123:30:00 PM
Resolution DatefTime: 1/10/2012 10:30:00 AM
Taken By: Juliene Clay .
"-'-'

-

Reporting Party Information
Name: Milan Timm
Address: 233 East Carrillo Street
City/STlZip: Santa Barbara CA 93101-2186
- Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:
1 ___ -

Case Location Information

___

-I

Property Owner Name:
Address: 12159 Calle Sombra
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available): 292260025
I
i
L_

-'- -- --- -- --- -- -

--.-

-----

Resolution Information
---

-.~

-

- ---

---

-- -

-

- -- - -

,
I

Code and Neighborhood Services Official AI Brady responded.
Code Compliance staff conducted an inspection of the entire EI Dorado Pointe complex
and discovered several Municipal code violations present (see attached photos). A code'
case was initiated (C12-00034), and a Notice of Violation was issued to the on-site
property manager. Staff sent an additional notification to the ownership group detailing
the corrective actions required to comply with City provisions.

Case Information
Issue Category: Code & Neighborhood Services
Issue: Public Nuisance Violation
Council District: 5
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 2

2115/2012 2:28:42 PM

Issue Description: Please investigate Mr. Timm's concerns on behalf of Council Member Batey, and advise.
Mr. Timm of the outcome. There will be two CRMs.
*****

In a letter dated December 27, 2011, to Mayor Stewart with a copy to Council Member
Batey, Mr. Timm stated: "I am the owner of the 360 unit La Pacifica apartment
community located at 23400 Hemlock Avenue. The EI Dorado Pointe apartments
located next to La Pacifica at 12159 Calle Sombra was a nice community when we
began building La Pacifica about ten years ago. However, it has changed owners
several times in the last few years and has fallen into serious disrepair. There are
numerous building code violations including very dangerous electrical violations. Like
TownGate six months ago, this property meets the City's Municipal Code definition of a
nuisance.
There is a six foot block wall topped with two feet of wrought iron installed on the
LaPacifica/EI Dorado property line. Despite this considerable obstacle, residents of EI
Dorado regularly climb it to trespass onto La Pacifica. La Pacifica has experienced
more vandalism and burglaries sine EI Dorado has fallen into serious disrepair. The
private security firm we hire has logged 32 instances in the last 60 days in with EI
Dorado residents have trespassed onto La Pacifica property. We are concerned that
without a strong police presence, the crime at La Pacifica will continue to rise."
The letter in its entirety and pictures are attached.

Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

2115/20122:29:42 PM

Reference # MV-13069-R6J9
Incident DatefTime: 1/2/20123:30:00 PM
Resolution DatefTime: 2/7/20129:00:00 AM
"

I

I
I

Taken By: Juliene Clay

Reporting Party Information
Name: Milan Timm
Address: 233 East Carrillo Street
City/STlZip: Santa Barbara CA 93101-2186
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:
-

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address: 12159 Calle Sombra
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available): 292260025
..

Resolution Information

I

-----~
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 3
2115/2012 2:29:42 PM

Police Chief John Anderson responded.
After receiving this CRM, POP Officer Anthony conducted numerous checks of the
complex and all the surrounding apartment complexes in the area. The POP Team has '
conducted two high visibility patrol operations which include patrolling the EI Dorado and·
La Pacifica complexes at night, and so far no one has been seen jumping fences from
one to the other.
Officer Anthony has been in contact with the managers of both complexes and she has
not received any complaints regarding this type of activity. Officer Anthony has
contacted AI Brady from Code Enforcement, and they are scheduling a date to meet and;
discuss the code violations at the EI Dorado complex. Officer Anthony will contact the
(REP), Mr. Timm, and attempt to learn more information about the times and dates
when these incidents are occurring and where the code violations are.
The EI Dorado Apartments have two new managers, and they just attended their first
CFMH (Crime Free Multi-Housing) meeting this month. Officers Gama and Anthony
have arranged a meeting with the managers to perform a CPTED (Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design) inspection of the property. All violations will be
documented, and a date to make any code violation repairs will be set.
This is the latest update. Once the managers are fully involved in CFMH, the POP team i
can use their relationship with the managers to gather additional information to combat ;
the problem and fine tune their enforcemenVcompliance action. Since the jumping over I
the wall issue appears rather sporadic, it will be difficult to get an immediate resolution to I
this problem through traditional law enforcement tactics. The POP team will attack the
issue with CFMH, CPTED and the help of the City's Code Compliance Division. This will
have long-term benefits, but will require patience on the part of the apartment owners.
Please close out this CRM. We will continue to work the issues/concerns raised in this
CRM.

I
1 .. -

. ___. _ _ _ _

Case Information

Issue Category: Police Adminstration
Issue: Other
Council District: 5

MV00224407

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 3 of 3

2115/2012 2:29:42 PM

Issue Description: Please investigate Mr. Timm's concerns on behalf of Council Member Batey, and advise'
Mr. Timm of the outcome. There will be two CRMs.
.
* ••••

In a letter dated December 27, 2011, to Mayor Stewart with a copy to Council Member
Batey, Mr. Timm stated: "I am the owner of the 360 unit La Pacifica apartment
community located at 23400 Hemlock Avenue. The EI Dorado Pointe apartments
located next to La Pacifica at 12159 Calle Sombra was a nice community when we
began building La Pacifica about ten years ago. However, it has changed owners
several times in the last few years and has fallen into serious disrepair. There are
numerous building code violations including very dangerous electrical violations. Like
TownGate six months ago, this property meets the City's Municipal Code definition of a
nuisance.
There is a six foot block wall topped with two feet of wrought iron installed on the
LaPacifica/EI Dorado property line. Despite this considerable obstacle, residents of EI
Dorado regularly climb it to trespass onto La Pacifica. La Pacifica has experienced
more vandalism and burglaries sine EI Dorado has fallen into serious disrepair. The
private security firm we hire has logged 32 instances in the last 60 days in with EI
Dorado residents have trespassed onto La Pacifica property. We are concerned that
without a strong police presence, the crime at La Pacifica will continue to rise."
The letter in its entirety and pictures are attached.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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DEC 28,2011

TO COMMUINTY CODE ENFORCEMENT
14177 FREDERICK ST
PO BOX 88005

*1 JAN - 2

PM ,: 5'

HOME OWNER
MATIHEW FIELDS JR
13445 EDGEMONT ST
MORENOVALLEY CA 92553
OFFICER MOORE I RECEVED A CITATION IN THE MAIL (07114 ALSO I HAVE RECEIVED NOTIFYCATIONS IN
THE MAIL ABOUT MY FRONT LANDSCAPE. NO GRASS OR MAINTAINANCE BEING DONE. ON CITATION
YOU STATED IN CORRECTIVE ACTION:INSTALL AND MAINTAN SOME FORM OF LANDSCAPEGRASS.DECORATIVE ROCK OR REDWOOD CHIPS. SINCE THE FIRST NOTICE I HAVE PLANTED GRASS
SEEDS AND MAINTAIN MY FRONT YARD. SEE PIC'S THESE PIC'S WHERE TAKEN ON 12-27-2011. SINCE
YOU BEEN BACK HAVE YOU TAKEN PIC OF MY PROPERTY. AS YOU CAN SEE ON THE EAST SIDE OF
PROPERTY I HAVE A GARDEN COLLARDS GREENS AS TWO GRAPE VINES WHICH GO DORMENT IN THE
WINTER AND SO DOES THE HUGE TREE IN MY YARD.
MY GRASS TAKES WHILE TO FILL IN THE SPOTS NOTE MY GREEN IS GREEN IN APROX 75 PERCENT OF
AREAS WHICH WERE BARE WHEN I FIRST RECEIVE YOUR NOTICE. I HAVE A DOG THAT RUNS ALONG MY
FENCE LINE AND HAVE LARGE GOFERS THAT MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP ANY KIND OF WOOD CHIPS
ETC. TO KEEP IN PLACE.
NOTE: 75 PERCENT OF HOMES ON MY STREET OUR NOT KEEP UP AND I'VE ASKED MANY OF THEM
,ABOUT MY ClTITATION. THEY STATED. THE HAVE NEVER RECEIVED NOT ONE.
I HAVE BEEN LIVING IN MORENO VALLY IN THE SAME HOUSE FOR 15 YRS ANY HAVE NEVER HAD A
CITITATION FOR MY FRONT YARD. YES IT WAS LOOKING PREETY BAD WHEN I WAS AWARE OF THE CODE
ENFORCEMENT CITITATION I WORKED ON MY YARD TO BRING IT UP TO PAR WHICH IT IS NOW IS. I AM
NOT A PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPER I DID MY BEST.

AGAIN THIS PIC'S WERE TAKEN ON 12-27-2011 PLEASE CON PARE YOUR PHOTOS.
REQUEST THIS FINE BE DIMISSED AND INVESTEDGATED MY YOUR SUPERVISOR ETC.
I AM ALSO SENDING PIC'S VIA MAIL TO YOUR OFFICE. THANKS
VINE IS $100.00
CC: MAYOR OF MORENO VALLEY
RICHARD STEWARD
CC: William H. Batey II
DISTRICT 5
CC:CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER MOORE
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THANKS
MATIHEW FIELDS JR
13445 EDGEMONT ST
MORENO VALLEY CA 9255 DIST 5
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'Richard Stewart, Mayor
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553
On Friday evening, 12-23-11, at approximately 6:30 p.m., in the parking lot in front of Mobile T store on
Day Street, (near the Lowes parking lot) I exited my vehicle and walked toward the sidewalk. I tripped
over the cement parking barrier,Jeli to the ground injuring. my lip, drew blood in scraping my right knee
area and thought I broke my wrist (so far it's only a sprain). I did not go to the hospital and treated
myself at home. My husband, Ron Caravello, was with me during this incident.
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The parking barrier at night in front of Mobile T is invisible because i~ is painteq a dark co'or. This area is
riot well lit. Someone is going to injure themselves seriously because of this.
On Saturday, December 24, 2011, at approximately 3 p.m. in front of Mobile T I reported this incident to
Security Officer Case
. He took down the details and took photographs. I asked him if I
could get a copy of the report and he said the I would have to call Security Supervisor Bass. When I
called Officer Bass he said I would have to wait 2 weeks for a copy and that I would have to call him
back,
I was very upset by this incident which could have been avoided if only the parking barrier was painted
white and there was better lighting in that area of the parking lot.
If you can, could you please send me a copy of the report of this incident?
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nna Caravello
22850 Mountain View Road
.. Moreno Valley, Ca. 9~557
Cell phone:
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~ASTMASTERSINTERNATIONAL
MORENO VALLEY BLACK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
TOASTMASTERS CLUB #1047473

GRAND OPENING
NOVEMBER 7,2011

CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION
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TERRI GORDON, CHAIRPERSON

UE FLAHTERY, PRESIDENT

RICHARD L. F. ARCHER. SR.
BUILDING DEPARTMENT CONSULTANT • FINE ARTIST • WRITER
14140 AGAVE STREET, MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92553

MEETING WITH MAYOR STEWART

BUILDING AN ARTISTS' COMMUNITY
IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

DECEMBER 8, 2011
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HIGHLIGHTS

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

0

7.

8.

Moreno Valley Mall at TownGate has agreed to provide storefront for the purpose of an
artists' gallery. Gallery will be granted space as long utilities and liability insurance are
covered. The Moreno Valley Mall has designated a space on the second floor, which is
1772 square feet and is available immediately. Estimated costs based on projection
provided by the mall indicate electriCity and heat should be approximately $300 a month
and liability insurance should cost $465 a year for $1,000,000 of coverage. The
membership and volunteers will operate the gallery and estimated operating costs are
expected to run approximately $7500.
The Artist Group of Moreno Valley (TAG) has been revived. A new Board of Directors
and Officers have been appointed. A tax expert has offered their services on a prO-bono
basis for the purpose of renewing the 501 c 3 non-profit status. By-laws are being drafted
and a solicitation for membership is about to go forward. The association is currently
seeking a law firm or attorney to provide pro-bono legal advice as needed.
TAG will contract with the Moreno Valley Mall at TownGate for the gallery space as well
as operate the gallery.
TAG will raise funds through membership fees, gallery fees, grants, and other fundraising
efforts to operate the association and create endowments in cooperation with the Arts
Commission to promote local arts.
th
A meeting took place on November 16 with City Manager, Henry Garcia and Michele
Patterson. The meeting provided a dialogue on the concept of the proposal tendered and
received input as to how to move all items forward.
A meeting took place on December 4th of a core group of artists to review by laws and to
set up the election of a Board of Directors and appoint Officers for TAG. A checking
th
account will be established on December 9 with Wells Fargo. A follow up meeting of
th
TAG will be held on December 16 to adopt by-laws and to elect the BOD/Officers.
th
A meeting took place on December 6 with Economic Development Director, Barry
Foster, Shanna Palau, also of Economic Development, and Michele Patterson, Assistant
City Manager. There was a discussion of the proposal, an exploration of feasibility was
tendered to identify and set aside properties for purchase both as artist residences and
artist studio space. Department of Economic Development has pledged support in
promoting the gallery and related efforts. A recommendation was made to contact major
banks that are involved in holding mortgages for foreclosed properties as a next step in
developing a residential program for artists along with
Meetings with Council Members Batey, Molina, Co and Mayor Stewart to take place on
December 8, 2011 to discuss the proposal and garner support.

10

The Proposal as of December 2011

Richard Archer
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The Concept in Brief

o

The effects of a struggling economy can be seen everywhere. Within the City of Moreno Valley, it
is particularly manifested in the growing number of abandoned and foreclosed properties along
with declining property valuations. Following web sites such as Zillow, it is easy to see
neighborhoods drop in tens of thousands of dollars over a short span of time. The challenge to
municipalities across the country is what unorthodox steps can they take to reverse these
alarming trends and put their cities back on the road to a strong recovery?
One component of the City of Moreno Valley's recovery can be directly linked by aggressively
creating an active arts community. This effort has to be a broad approach that is tied to
commerce; how the arts can not only enhance the overall quality of life within a municipality, but
how it can play an important role in drawing in much needed dollars through retail, tourism and
other mechanisms.
A perfect example of how the arts impact a city is exemplified in Providence, Rhode Island. A
local artist approached the State Council on the Arts and the City of Providence with a concept.
The City had undergone an urban renewal project where a river walk was created similar to the
City of San Antonio. The artist's concept was the installation of metal grated baskets in the center
of the river. On specific evenings, the City would host an event, "WaterFire". The City placed
firewood in these metal baskets and set fire to them. As they burned, classical music was piped in
along the river. Vendors would have carts to sell food and other items. Restaurants stayed open
longer to accommodate the large crowds. Local art galleries and lobbies of corporate buildings
hosted the exhibition of artwork as well as musicians in conjunction with WaterFire. The event
was such a success that there are numerous companies lining up to sponsor on a particular
evening. This has been going on for a number of years and draws throngs from all over the world.
Element 1 - The Artists' Gallery

o

Since making the initial introduction of the Building an Artists' Community in the City of Moreno
Valley to the City's Arts Commission in September, support has developed rapidly. In further
th
discussions, on November 16 , with the City Manager, Henry Garcia, and Assistant City
Manager, Michele Patterson, it was disclosed that there is a significant project going forward with
the Moreno Valley" Mall and an artists' gallery would be a perfect complement to this endeavor.
The first element of the proposal, an artists' gallery space has been identified at the Moreno
Valley Mall. Commissioner Laurie Phillips has taken my proposal to the owners of the Moreno
Valley Mall and they have agreed to provide a storefront, rent-free, as long as the occupants pay
the utilities and any related expenses. The space is on the second floor near JC Penney and is
1772 square feet in total.
There was a question raised as to whether to have the City of Moreno Valley's Art Commission
be the representative for the artists and enter into a contract with the Mall? The concern voiced
was one of whether working through the Commission would cause unnecessary delays due to
red-tape and whether they would also create a process so encumbered with procedural hurdles
that it would pose an impediment towards the operation of the gallery. Since the Commission
does not enjoy a non-profit status, raising funds also would be difficult, since potential donors
would be restricted from potential tax deductions for the contributions.

o

There was a local non-profit arts organization that has been inactive for at least two years. After
some research, it was discovered that the 501 c 3 non-profit status can be revived through
updating documentation to the Treasury Department's Internal Revenue Service (IRS). A local
accounting/tax firm has agreed to provide their expertise to the organization to bring the 501 c 3
status current, thereby, allowing the group to aggressively raise funds to promote the arts in the
City. The Artists Group of Moreno Valley (TAG) will be appointing a new Board of
Directors/Officers and is working to update their by-laws. TAG has been in contact with former
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members and there is serious support for this effort and a willingness to participate as well as
display artwork. TAG will contract with the Moreno Valley Mall for the gallery space. In order for
TAG to move forward, it will be necessary to raise seed money to cover immediate operating
expenses.

Element 2 - TAG/Artist Venues/Arts Commission
With the revival of TAG, the organization can work on a parallel track with the City of Moreno
Valley's Arts Commission. USing its 501 c 3 status, it can write and apply for grants, raise funds,
and create endowments. This funding can be distributed in the form of scholarships and other
initiatives to further enhance the arts community at-large.
As an adjunct to the artists' gallery at Moreno Valley Mall, the company for the Mall has also
indicated that they have specific outdoor areas that can be used for exhibition events, similar to
the Sawdust Festival in Laguna Beach. If an outdoor venue of fine art exhibition and sales is
developed and properly marketed, it can be a huge draw and beneficial to local business. Such
an effort will further attract established artist to consider Moreno Valley as a place to reside. As
indicated earlier, local artists can generate numerous benefits to the City.
Element 3 - Abandoned and Foreclosed Properties
There are various examples of municipalities developing initiating programs to rehabilitate
neighborhoods or create economic opportunities. Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Providence, Denver, and other cities have come up with innovative approaches to encourage
artists in an effort to energize the local economy.

10
I

Since the City of Moreno Valley does have an extensive number of foreclosed and abandoned
properties (both residential as well as commercial/industrial), one possible scenario is to identify
and set aside a certain number of residences for sale to established artist for homes. This can be
set up with very similar requirements as found in the FHA's First Time Home Buyers Program.
One proviso could be that the properties would have to be rehabilitated to City standards with
guidance from the Building Department and Code Enforcement. Perhaps there could be a cluster
of residences within a certain neighborhood, block, or street.
A similar approach could be utilized in identifying a commercial/industrial foreclosed or
abandoned property that would lend itself to being converted to artist studios for rent. The
building could be either donated or sold at a reduced rate to an organization such as TAG that
could then raise grant money and other funding to possibly purchase and renovate these
structures. In the example of the studio space, the organization would then be responsible for the
administration of the property and possibly act as the rental agent. There can be variations of this
scenario.
Currently, more research is being conducted through contact with the banks that hold the
mortgages on these foreclosed properties and also with various developers and contractors.
Based on the additional input from these resources, a program can be created to address these
needs and nurture the growth of a local artists' community. This element is the most complex of
the three. The mechanics have to be refined along with all legal ramifications.
Summation
For this proposal to be successful and have the intended impact on the City of Moreno Valley, it is
essential to procure wide spread support on a variety of levels. There are several reasons to
support this concept:
1) Foreclosed/abandoned properties sold and improved will eliminate blighted areas and will
elevate property values

Richard Archer
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2) By elevating property values, more tax revenues are brought into city coffers
3) Artists choosing to live in Moreno Valley will sell their wares, bringing in more revenue to
the City through sales permits and the State benefits through increased sales taxes
4) Short term venues, such as an outdoor art festival, builds tourism that in turns supports
the local economy
5) The creation of links with local commerce enhances those local business bringing in
more revenues
6) Improving the quality of life within the City makes it a more desirable place to reside
and/or locate a business thereby raising property values
7) Developers and property investors will be favorably disposed to support the proposal as a
symbiotic enterprise to increase their ROI and spur on speculation
8) Endorsement and implementation of this proposal can be a strong marketing tool for the
City, attract favorable interest from the media, and have overall support by the Citizens of
the City
Throughout history, any significant city in the world had a flourishing culture steeped in the arts. It
is good business for the City of Moreno Valley to support a positive enterprise such as this that
will provide additional dynamic facets to the jurisdiction to attract growth. To make this proposal
possible, two things are needed at this juncture, 1) expressed support from the City at all levels,
and 2) seed money to get TAG operational. TAG will be the vanguard of this effort that will then
be an entity to conduct significant fund-raising efforts which will in turn finance major artist
projects, such as the foreclosed property program. TAG will also be vital in providing an
apparatus for bringing artists to the City of Moreno Valley. Currently, TAG has a mailing list of
almost 250 visual artists throughout the Inland Empire and San Diego County.

o

o
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STREET SWEEPING
FY 2011-12 SCHEDULE
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Your address is: 9812 VIA MONTARA
Your street, VIA MONTARA
will be swept on Tuesday;
the days indicated in the color Yellow.
Valid from 12/01/2011 to 12/31/2011
Street Sweeping is performed between the hours of
7:00a,m. and 2:00 p.m. and mayor may not occur
on rainy days. It is advised that you always move
your vehicle off the street on street seeping days in
accordance with the posted street sweeping signs.
Cit'MJ&-8wed holidays and non-sweep days are shown
in
••
; there is no street sweeping on those days.
Street Sweeping scheduled days are subject to change.
Please check this calendar for updates frequently.

Powered By GeoSmart.net
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Economics and Statistics Administration
U.S. Census Bureau
WashinQlon. DC 20233-0001

Mail Stop 7400

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

November 28, 2011
10600049270 Moreno Valley city
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor
14177 Frederick S1
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

12/5/11 To: City Manager
CC: Council Members
From: Mayor Stewart
Please handle as you deem appropriate
0
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FROM THE DIRECTOR
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU
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The U.S. Census Bureau conducts the annual Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) to update oLin
records regarding changes to legal boundaries, names, and governmental status of all governmental unils
effective on or before .January 1 of the survey year. This voluntary survey is an important opportunity for
you to ensure that we have the correct boundary and legal name for your government. The Census Bureau
will use the boundary iniormation to report data from the Population Estimates Program (PEP), the
American Community Survey (ACS), and other Census programs and surveys.
The Census Bureau and your state or county are collaborating to consolidate responses to the BAS. The
state or county has agreed to report all governmental annexations, deannexations, incorporations,
disincorporations, and mergers for the governments effective on or before January 1 of the survey year. to
the Census Bureau. Since your government has agreed to participate in this consolidation 01 work, we will
not be sending you separate BAS materials.
Please review and return the enclosed Contact Update Form. On the Contact Update Form, confirm that
the Highest Elected Official information is correct. The BAS contact is the county or state representative
who will be submitting updates to the Census Bureau. If you have questions about what will be submitted
for your government, please contact your representative using the iniormation on the form.
Fax the completed form to the Census Bureau before February 1 using the 10ll-free number,
Fax the form only. Please do not include a cover sheet. The form can also be mailed in
the enclosed postage-paid envelope or send bye-mail to <geo.bas®census.gov>.
The Census Bureau appreciates your response to this importan1 voluntary survey. If you need any
, or
assistance with this request, please e-mail <geo.bas@Census.gov>, telephone
visit <http://www.census.gov/geolwww/bas/bashome.html>.
Sincerely,

Robert M.Groves
Director
Enclosures

census.goy
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BOUNDARY AND ANNEXATION SURVEY
CONTACT UPDATE FORM
FOAM
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OMS No. 0607-0151 Approval Expires: 12131t'2012

To access BAS Forms in a PDF format on the website below
use the username: bas and password: basforms
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1 0600049270 7
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Moreno Valley city
Please review the contact iniormation printed below and make any necessary corrections. 11 the comact
iniormation is correct, you do not need to return this Comac1 Update form (BAS-GPP).
Plea8e complete and return the Advance Re8pon8e form (BAS.ARF) whether or not you have
correction8 or updates. You may also send the iniormation in an email to geo.bas~census.gov with your
name, position, jurisdiction and contact information.
For more iniormation about the Boundary and Annexation Survey visit our BAS website at
http://www.census.gov/geo/www/bas/bashome.html
BAS materials will be mailed to the Highest Elected Official (HEO) or Tribal Chair (TC) if there is no BAS contact
information printed below. If you prefer to have your BAS materials shipped directly to a person responsible for
updating your boundaries, provide the contact information in the BAS space below. Please use
black ink to correct any preprinted comact information.
Our records indicate the HEO/TC contact is:

Name:
Position:
Department:
Shipping Address:

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Phone:

Fax:
richards @moval,org
E-Mail:
Election CyciefTerm in years:
Term Exp Date (mrnlyyyy):
Our records indicate the BAS contact is:

Name:
Position:
Department:
Shipping Address:

Mr. Damian Laning
GIS Supervisor Analyst
Analytics and Information Services
4080 Lemon St 14th FI
Riverside, CA 92502

Phone:

Fax:
E-Mail:

dlaning @retlma.org

This BAS contact is the following government type:
Name of person filling out this form

Mail or fax thi8 completed form
to the U.S. Census Bureau within
10 calendar daY8.

0

Tribal

o

Looal

Position

US Census Bureau
National Processing Center
1201 E 10t h Street
Jeffersonville IN 47132-0001
Fax Numbar: 1

DCounty

o

Regional

Date

E-mail questions or comments to
geo.bas~census.gov;

use "BAS-GPP" as the subject.
Phone:

MV00224428
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The Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Dear Mayor Stewart:
On behalf of Kaiser Foundation Hospital Riverside, I am pleased to provide you with our
2010 Community Benefit Year-end Report and 2011-2013 Community Benefit Plan.
Kaiser Foundation Hospital provides over 40 designated Kaiser Permanente community
benefit programs and services in California, including free direct medical care, subsidized
health care coverage, clinical research, training and education of physicians and health
professionals, our award-winning Educational Theatre, and support of local communitybased agencies through grants and donations.
The Consolidated Community Benefit Plan includes the following information:
o
History and organizational structure of Kaiser Permanente.
o
Kaiser Permanente's Mission Statement and Commitment to the Community.
o
Full descriptions of all Kaiser Permanente community benefit programs and services.
o
Riverside's Community Benefit financial information.
For over sixty years, Kaiser Permanente has had a history and tradition of providing
social benefit to the communities it serves. In 1996, the Boards of Directors of Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan and Kaiser Foundation Hospitals further enhanced this
organizational commitment when they adopted a formal community benefit policy, which
included a directive to devote a specific portion of annual revenue to community benefit
activities.
Wishing you health,

~~

Karen S. Roberts
Public Affairs Director
Riverside Medica'i Center
Moreno Valley Community Hospital

Encl: 2010 Community Benefit Year-End Report

10800 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92505
NS·2130 (1·95)
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Submitted to the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development in compliance

with Senate Bill 697, California Health and Safety Code Section 127350.
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KAISER FOUNDATION HOSPITAL - MORENO VALLEY
2010 COMMUNITY BENEFIT YEAR-END REPORT AND 2011-2013 COMMUNITY BENEFIT PLAN
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Sheila Houston

-::.

Vice President of Public Relations
-.'~-

r

12675 Auto Mall Drive, Moreno Valley, CA 92750
.
. ' Telephone:
8
E·mail: MVBCCToastmasterS@yahoo.com·
Website: orgsite.comlca/mvticd1ndex. hI
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WITH RECYCLED PAPER.
20% Recycled Fiber
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CITY COUNCIL

~ORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED.

October 28, 2011

11 NOV -,

PH 3: 20

Mr. Henry Garcia, City Manager
MORENO VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
22500 Town Circle, Suite 2090
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Re:

Jacqueline Ann Polee-Wicker
MV3110901022
Citation No.:
September 1, 2011
Date of Violation:

Dear Mr. Garcia:
, This is in response to the above-reference citation and the manner in which penalties are accessed
by the City of Moreno Valley. As indicated by the attached Result of Administrative Review, the decision
as to payment of the citation fees was ultimately upheld. Please note the following since my initial
contest of this citation:
.;J.

*

On October 12, 2011, I contacted the Citation Processing Center for the City of Moreno Valley. At
that time, I inquired whether I could pay said citation at the City of Moreno Valley offices. I was
informed that I could, in fact, pay the citation on Frederick Street. During this conversation was I
informed that the citation was to be paid on or before October 26, 2011. At no time during this
telephone conversation was I informed that if penalties were accessed, it would comprise
"double the amount of the citation";
On October 27, 2011, one day following the due date for payment of the citation, I was informed
by Lorie at the City of Moreno Valley that the total amount due and payable was "$125.00." It
was during this conversation that I was informed that it is the policy and procedure of the City of
Moreno Valley that penalties include double the amount of the initial citation." Nowhere on the
documentation I received nor during my conversation of October 12, 2011 was I advised that
double penalties will apply if payment is not received by: 10/26/2011."
Jf

II

Likewise, during my conversation with Lorie, I emphatically stated that if it is the policy of the City
of Moreno Valley to charge double" the amount of fees to be assessed as "penalties" in relation to
collection of citation fees, it should be clearly noted by the City of Moreno Valley and its processing
center.
II

Based upon the foregoing, it is hereby demanded that the sum of $62.50 be credited to my debt card
forthwith as reimbursement for improper notification of imposing penalties when paying outstanding
citations with the City of Moreno Valley.
By a copy of this letter, I am requesting that Mr. AI Brody, Supervisor and Mayor Richard A. Stewart
revise the policy and procedure forthwith in connection with this issue as to the manner in which
collection of citation fines and penalties are collected by the City of Moreno Valley.

MV00224435

Mr. Henry Garcia, City Manager
MORENO VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

October 28, 2011
Page 2

Your prompt attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.

:jp-w
Enclosures
cc: 'Mayor Richard A. Stewart, District 2

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Mr. AI Brody, Supervisor,

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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City of Moreno Valley

c/o CITATION PROCESSING CENTER
P O,BOX 11024
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92658

RESULT OF ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
Valid Citation.

REASON:

POLEE-WICKER JACQUELINE ANN
17915 WOOD RD
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
MAILING DATE:

10/5/2011

Issue Date:

911/2011

8:30AM

Issue Time:
Citation:

MV311 0901 022

Violation 1:

Location:

22451 COUNTRY GATE ROAD
7Y25503-CA
1D7HA 16N52J125751

Violation 2:

License #:
VIN:
f""'~ I;~l·.-i;"'- ,,;

':"·~r,,;";i".-:

;J '..jji, j . · . . . / ; , . > i . ,

Violation 3:
Balance Due:

"'" ..

rn

A

~ if:f" (:J.~,

c;-O

UPHELD

c¥,1<

.

yf¢1Yf: p~ylJ:i~[lt to the address listed above or pay
will ~P.p.IY If p'~y!tient is not received by: 10/26/2011.

B!~~~~_§~A~,

P~H~ltl~$

,-,;...'; j i..

22514 :PKD WIIN 15 FEET OF FIRE
HYDRANT

online at www.CitationProcessingCenter.comlmmediately.
.

Thank you for your recent request for an Administrative Review. The circumstances regarding the issuance of your citation·
have been carefully reviewed. It has been determined that the violations for which the citation was written are completely or
partially upheld. If you wish to further contest this citation you should complete the REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE
HEARING BELOW. The purpose of the Hearing is to determine if the alleged violation(s) occurred and if the registered owner
was responsible. The Hearing Officer makes a finding based on the written and/or verbal declarations of the recipient of the
citation and the agency. The Administrative Hearing is .provided pursuant to CVC 40215.
COMPLETE THIS FORM ONLY IF YOU ARE REQUESTING AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING. YOU MAY ALSO REQUeST
A HEARING BY GOING ONLINE AT www.CitationProcessingCenter.com. Please explain your reason for requesting this
Hearing. (Please attach additional sheets with your response.) For additional information, please caU1-800-989-2058.
Please indicate whether you are requesting an In-Person Hearing, a Written Hearing, or a Phone Hearing by checking· below.
Failure to report to your scheduled In-Person Hearing within 10 minutes of your appointed time will result in default De Novo
Hearing. In Person Hearings will be held within the County/City of the issuing agency. You will be notified by mail of your
scheduled hearing.
.
IN-PERSON HEARING _ _ _ __

WRITTEN HEARING _ _ _ _ __

PHONE HEARING _ __

•

By law you must include the full fine as listed on the citation (to be paid by money order, cashiers check or personal check:
NO CASH).
I agree to return full payment with this Request Form and my Declaration of Facts to the address listed above. I understand this
payment must be received within 21 days from the mailing date listed above and will be cashed prior to my Hearing. If the
violation(s) is dismissed,-I will receive a full Tefund.
;:;~~;;:;;~~~=;-=;;~'~~~~~~;:-,CHEDULED IF THE CORRECT FINE AMOUNT DOES NOT ACCOMPANY THIS REQUEST.

BALANCE DUE ABOVE FOR FULL PAYMENT.
DATED: ____________________
Payment Type & #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SIGNED:
Amount. _ _ _ _ _ (Check, Money Order or Cashier's Check)

~~~Uti.~Yj~~~~$,t: ~K;~.amml§trative Heari.ng without payment of fine upon satisfactory proof of inability to pay. To request an Indigent

rorm; please sigii here, ..:..::.,:'

•

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PLEASE NOTE THAT ANY MATERIALS SUBMITTED WITH AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING WILL NOT BE RETURNED.
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT YOUR REQUEST FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING AND PAYMENT IS RECEIVED ON TIME.
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Community & Economic Development Department
Code & Neighborhood Services
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
SEP 1 2011
:..:..;.;::';"::=;'~"-~~sO:"::::A-:"R / '
Ie ,CA 92552-0805
\--

~)

.

PAf{KIN:.G
TICK'ET
CONTEST:
FORM

1.

W~ite l~ tl~ket number, ticket date, vehicle license number, and the name and address of the

2.

registered owner of the vehicle.
Describe the reason for contesting the ticket.
If the ticket is for parking in a space designated for disabled, please have the holder of

3.

~

:". .

the placard read and sign the backside of this form.
Provide a copy of the disabled placard, photo identification, and registration for the
disabled placard.
$.i!;l!1.€3,ng g~t~ the front of this form.

4.

Q,

.' - / -

Name:

~

.

v 6 L)

,J 6

A,.; Ai

/1115 W

IJ" D

ROAD

..Jf'r&<;

.;)..0 )

Vehicle
License#:

'7

Y~S 50 3

PD L c'6- WiCKs/<...

Address:

f2. iI/elLS
Phone:

/ c> E

(}Pr

",.

9:;50(-· qS-~ 2_

/
\

,

W:\CDD Admin\lorls\FORMS - Development Services\Code forms \Parking TIcket Contest rev FEB 11.doc

Revised: 2/1/2011
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City of Moreno Valley
CITATION: MV3118981822
LOcation: 22451 COUNTRY GATE ROAD
Plate:
7Y255B3 State: CA
Hake:

DODGE:
TRUCK
WHITE

Body:"

Color:

Violation 1:

PKD LlIiN 15 FEET
Code: 22514
Amount: $62 . 59
~~~

or

FUt HY6R~

TOTAL fINE: $62.58

~~~

•

SEE REUERSE fOR INSTRUCTIONS

ISSUed:

9/1/lt 8:38:567iH

Officer: PES

=

DEPT8: 8D38

Fees:ParlillJ Coatrol
Parking CitatiDII I: lW3li~1i8
\

•
1lrl11 2811 89:12 as

PaYf!f! /lase: ll1UW.lIl£ RlllIIl£m

=
SubTotali

Total,
Visa Card
IIuUer : HIIIIIIIHf7617
JBIZ7128U 89:12

~.ooa,,,,: "~""~

TRAIISACTIOH REall!D

=
~.1l3

e

Cal'fllbber : HIIIIIIIIII7617
£Jpirl D~ti : HlH"
Card" Entty : MID

125..
J~i = -

Account'

TraDS~TYjJI!

IIIoimt

"-.

"

T.

: Vl~

: POOIASE
I S125.81

AutflOI 186510

iHHi,Hii. DiatidiTE IIfllIl "IIII'IIIH-,

Seauelft D I 8662

19/1)116H MBa "

roo FIJ1/JIf
/lW(J1IMrr TO SB/IJE YIII

Tr~

/

Rl!lereIft D : lJ8816683834
Trace 8
I 88138B583764142
~n:hant ID : Z268l5J1m7

Tel'linal' : 766'JB211
Daw
: 16/Z7/U
Tiae
: 119:1l:~
RJ1IIfIIID" ~" _ l'IIU
HI I'JmQIiIR

IDT fH
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Contesting a Parking Ticket
Please Read Carefully
CONTEST FORM You have until the payment due date on the courtesy notice to contest the ticket.
•

Fill out the attached Parking Ticket Contest Form explaining the circumstances and reasons you feel
the ticket should be dismissed.

•

Sign your form.

•

If you have a "Disabled Parking Ticket", see instructions on back page.

•

If you have a ticket for "Improper Display of Tabs," see instructions on back page.

•

Submit the Parking Ticket Contest Form along with the ticket and any other documentation you wish to
present to Assistance Desk Staff.

I-City staff cannot dismiss your ticket.
;

j~jjAlH6iJi~ve to pay the fine at this time.

•

Your Parking Ticket Contest Form will be submitted for an Administrative Review.

Administrative Review
• Parking Ticket Contests are sent to an Administrative Review Officer
The Administrative Review Officer will review your case and make a determination of whether or
not the ticket you received should be dismissed or upheld.
•

You will receive the decision of review results within 4 to 6 weeks by mall.

•

If your ticket contest is approved, no furlher action is required - You DO NOT PA Y the fine.

•

If your ticket is upheld, you have 21 days from the postmarked date of the results to pay the ticket or to
request an Administrative Hearing.
.

Administrative Hearing
• If your ticket is upheld in the Administrative Review process, and you wish to have an Administrative
Hearing, fill out the bottom portion of your Administrative Review Results Form and return to the
address on form or to Moreno Valley City Hall with your fine amount.
If you are unable to pay the fine, request a "Waiver of Parking Fine." Fill out the form and attach it to
your request for an Administrative Hearing. A wa'iver will be submitted for approval. (Minimum monthly
payment = $25) When the waiver is approved, you will receive a copy by mail. Your request for an
Administrative Hearing will be processed.
.
Continued on back of this form.

MV00224440
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•

You will receive hearing date notification by mail. You are to attend the hearing, unless you request a
hearing by mail (explained on the bottom of the hearing date notification form).

•

After your ticket is reviewed at the Administrative Hearing, the hearing results will be sent to you by
mail.

•

If your ticket is dismissed, you will receive a refund of the fine amount within 6 weeks.

•

If YQur ti<*~~ i~ denied, the fine will be applied towards the ticket.

~

rt99~Y~~~~~t~d a waiver of parking fine for the Administrative Hearing, payment must be made within
20 ~ays. Payment arrangements can be made if you are unable to pay the fine. Please contact Code
Compliance at (951) 413-3340.

Trial de Novo
o
If you do not agree with your results from the Formal Hearing, you may file a Trial ge_ Novo \l!ith the
Superior Court of California at 4100 Main sfreet, RiversiCfe.- -This must be done within 20 days of the
Administrative Hearing decision.
o

There is a $25 filing fee payable to the Superior Court of C.alifornia.

DISABLED PARKING TICKETS
• If you want to contest a disabled parking ticket, YOU MUST SEE A CODE COMPLIANCE OFFICER AT
CITY HALL.
o

At the time you turn in your Parking Ticket Contest Form, you will need:
1)
. Parking Ticket Contest Form
a)
Please complete both the front and back of the form and sign it.
b)
If you were the driver of a vehicle in which the passenger has a handicap
placard, the owner of the placard must read and sign back side of contest form.
2)
Handicap Placard
3)
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) Registration for Placard
4)
Driver's License or State Identification Card
5)
Parking Ticket

•

Assistance Desk staff will call for a Code Compliance Officer to meet with you at the counter.

IMPROPER DISPLAY OF TABS ON LICENSE PLATE (CVC5204(a)
o
Ticket must be presented within 21 days of ticket date.
o

Ask Assistance Desk to call for a Code Compliance Officer to meet with you at the Development
,Services Counter at City Hall.

o

A Code Compliance Officer will verify that your vehicle is currently registered and that the correction to
the tab has been made on your vehicle.

•

If the correction has been made, the ticket will be reduced to $10.00 by the Code Compliance Officer.
This payment is payable at the time of the correction to the Cashier.
.

•

After 21 days, the full amount of $50 is due and payable.

Revised: 10/9/07
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G3Holistic, Inc.

• General Rules
• Attorney General guidelines
• VA Administration
• U.S. Patent

• Rancho Mirage supplemental staff report

MV00224442

G-3 Holistic, Inc.
General Rules

• Must be at least 21 years of age with proper California identification
• Must have valid doctor recommendation to obtain membership
• Anyone caught medicating, sharing, transferring, loitering or soliciting
within 1500 feet of this address will have membership revoked
immediately I .
• No cell phones or cameras at any time in medication room
• Do not open packages until destination is reached
• Number of visits per day are monitored
• ill may be required upon every visit

• Please remove sunglasses and hoods upon entering lobby
• G3H reserves the right to refuse service to any person at any time
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
State of California

EDMUND C. BROWN JR.
Attorney General

GUIDELINES FOR TH.E SECURITY A..ND NON-DIVERSION
OF MARIJUANA GROWN FOR l\1E»ICAL USE
August 2008
In 1996, California voters approved an initiative that exempted cenain patients and their
primary caregivers from criminal liability under state law for the possession and cultivation of
marijuana. In 2003, the Legislature enacted additional legislation relating to medical marijuana.
One of those statutes requires the Attorney General to adopt "guidelines to ensure the security and
nondiversion of marijuana grown for medical use." (Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.81 (d).I) To
fulfill this mandate, this Office is issuing the following guidelines to (1) ensure that marijuana
grown for medical purposes remains secure and does not find its way to non-patients or illicit
markets, (2) help law enforcement agencies perform their duties effectively and in accordance
with California law, and (3) help patients and primary caregivers understand how they may
cultivate, transport. possess, and use medical marijuana under California law.

I.

SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE LAW

A.

California Penal Provisions Relating to Marijuana.

The possession, sale, cultivation, or transportation of marijuana is ordinarily a crime under
California law. (See, e.g., § 11357 [possession of marijuana is a misdemeanor); § 11358
[cultivation of marijuana is a felony]; Veh. Code, § 23222 [possession of less than I oz. of
marijuana while driving is a misdemeanor]; § 11359 [possession with intent to sell any
amount of marijuana is a felony]; § 11360 [transporting, selling, or giving away marijuana
in California is a felony; under 28.5 grams is a misdemeanor]; § 11361 [selling or
distributing marijuana to minors, or using a minor to transport, sell, or give away
marijuana, is a felony].) .

B.

Proposition 215 • The Compassionate Use Act of 1996.

On November 5, 1996, California voters passed Proposition 215, which decriminalized the
culti vation and use of marijuana by seriously ill individuals upon a physician' s
recommendation. (§ 11362.5.) Proposition 215 was enacted to "ensure that seriously ill
Californians have the right to obtain and use marijuana for medical purposes where that
medical use is deemed appropriate and has been r~ommended by a physician who has
detennined that the person's health would benefit from the use of marijuana," and to
"ensure that patients and their primary caregivers who obtain and use marijuana for
Unless otherwise noted, all statutory references are to the Health & Safety Code .

.. .. ' ..... ..1.
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medical purposes upon the recommendation of a physician are not subject to criminal
prosecution or sanction." (§ 113625(b)(1)(A)-CB)·)
The Act further states that "Section 11357, relating to the possession of marijuana, and
Section 11358, relating to the cultivation of marijuana, shall not apply to a patient, or to a
patient's primary caregiver; who possesses or cultivates marijuana for the personal medical
purposes of the patient upon the written or verbal recommendation or approval ofa
physician_" (§ 11362.5(d).) Courts have found an implied defense to the transportation of
medical marijuana when the "quantity transported and the method, timing and distance of
the transportation are reasonably related to the patient's current medical needs." (People
v. Tripper (1997) 56 Cal.App.4th 1532, 1551.)

C.

Senate Bill 420 - The Medical Marijuana Program Act.

On January 1,2004, Senate Bill 420, the Medical Marijuana Program Act (MMP), became
law. (§§ 11362_7-11362_83.) The MMP, among other things, requires the California
Department of Public Health (DPH) to establish and maintain a program for the voluntary
registration of qualified medical marijuana patients and their primary caregivers through a .
stl:ltc:widc: identification card system. Medical marijuana identification cards are intended
to help law enforcement officers identify and verify that cardholders are able to cultivate,
possess, and transport certain amounts of marijuana without being subject to arrest under
specific conditions. (§§ 11362.71(e), 11362_78.)

It is mandatory that ail counties participate

in

the identification card program by
(a) providing applications upon request to individuals seeking to join the identification
card program; (b) processing completed applications; (c) maintaining certain records;
(d) following state implementation protocols; and (e) issuing DPH identification cards to
approved applicants and designated primary caregivers_ (§ 11362_71(b).)

Participation by patients and primary caregivers in the identification card program is
voluntary. However, because identification cards offer the holder protection from arrest,
are issued only after verification of the cardholder's status~ a qualified patient or primary
caregiver, and are immediately verifiable online or via telephone, they represent one of the
best ways to ensure the security and non-diversion of marijuana grown for medical use.

In addition to establishing the identification card program, the 1vfMP also defines certain
t~nns, ~ts pqss~~i.QIJ gtJ.iq~U.IJ~ fQr @cj):lOlq~rs, ~d rec.ognizes a qualified right to
collective and cooperative cultivation of medical marijuana. (§§
11362.775.)

D.

n362_7, 11362.'77,

Taxability of Medical Marijuana Transactions.

In February 2007, the California State Board of Equalization (BOE) issued a Special
Notice confirming its policy of taxing medical marijuana transactions. as well as its
requirement that businesses engaging in such transactions hold a Seller's Pennit.
(http://www.boe_ca.gov/news/pdf/medscller2007.pdf.) According to the Notice, having a
Seller's Permit does not allow individuals to make unlawful sales, but instead merely
provides a way to remit any sales and use taxes due. BOE further clarifie<f.its poli.CY in a
.2 ..
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June 2007 Special Notice that addressed several frequently asked questions concerning
taxation of medical marijuana transactions. (http://www.boe.ca.gov/news/pdfI173 .pdf.)

E.

Medi~l

Board -of California.

The Medical Board of California licenses, investigates, and disciplines California
physicians. (Bus. & Prof. Code, § 2000~ et seq.) Although state law. prohibi~ punishi~~ a
physician simply for recommending marijuana for trea~~n~ of a se~ous m~dical co~~tlon_
(§ 11362.5(c», the Medical Board can and does take_diSCIplinary actlon agamst phYSICIans
who fail to comply with accepted medical standards when recommending marijuana. LTl a
May 13, 2004 press release, the Medical Board clarified that these accepted standards are
the same ones that a reasonable and prudent physician would follow when recommending
or approving any medicatioD. They include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Taking a history and conducting a good faith examination of the patient;
Developing a treatment plan with objectives;
Providing informed consent, including discussion of side effects;
Periodically reviewing the treatment's efficacy;
Consultations, as necessary; and
Keeping proper records supporting the decision to recommend the use of
medical marijuana.
(http;llwww.mbc.cagovlboardlmediaireleases_2004_05-13_marijuana.html.)

Complaints about physicians should be addressed to the Medical Board (1-800-633-2322
or www.mbc.ca.gov). which investigates and prosecutes alleged licensing violations in
conjunction with the Attorney General's Office.

F.

The Federal Controlled Substances Act.

Adopted iIi 1970, the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) established a federal
regulatory system designed to combat recreational drug abuse by making it unlawful to
manufacture, distribute, dispense, or possess any controlled substance. (21 U.S.c. § 801.
et seq.; Gonzales v. Oregon (2006) 546-U.S. 243. 271-273.) The.CSA reflects the federal
government's view that marijuana is a drug with "no currently accepted medical use,"
(21 V.S.c. § 812(b)(l).) Accordingly, the manufacture, distribution, or possession of
marijuana is a federal criminal offense. (lti. at §§ 841 (a)(1), 844(a),)
The incongruity between federal and state law has given rise to understandable
confusion, but no legal conflict exists merely because state law and federal law treat
marijuana differently. Indeed, California's medical marijuana laws have been challenged
unsuccessfully in court on the ground that they are preempted by the CSA. (County of San
Diego v. San Diego NORML (July 31,2008) - Cal.Rptr.3d ---,2008 WL 2930117.)
Congress has provided that states are free to regulate in the area of controlled substances,
including marijuana, provided that state law does not positively conflict with the CSA. (21
U.S.c. § 903.) Neither Proposition 215. nor the MMP, conflict wIth the CSA because, in
adopting these laws, California did not "legalize" medical marijuana, but instead exercised
the state's reserved powers to not punish certain marijuana offenses under state law when a
3
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physician has recommended its use to treat a serious medical condition. (See City of
Garden Grove v. Superior Court (Kha) (2007) 157 Cal.AppAth 355, 371-373, 381-382.)

In light of California's decision to remove the use and cultivation of physicianrecommended marijuana from the scope of the state's drug laws, this Office recommends
that state and local law enforcement officers not arrest individuals or seize marijuana
under federal law when the officer determines from the facts available that the cultivation,
possession, or transportation is pennined under California's medical marijuana laws.
II.

DEFINITIONS

A.
Physician's Recommendation: Physicians may not prescribe marijuana because
the federal Food and Drug Administration regulates prescription drugs and, under the
CSA, marijuana is a Schedule I drug, meaning that it has no recognIzed medicai use.
Physicians may, however, lawfully issue a verbal or written recommendation under
California law indicating that marijuana would be a beneficial treatment for a serious
medical condition. (§ 1 1362.5(d); Conant v. Walters (9th Cir. 2002) 309 F.3d 629, 632.)
Primary Caregiver: A primary caregiver is a person who is designated by a
qualified patient and "has consistently assumed responsibility for the housing, health, or
safety" of the patient. (§ 11362.5(e).) California courts have emphasized the consistency
element of the patient-caregiver relationship. Although a 'lJrimary caregiver who
consistently grows and supplies ... meaicinru marijuana for a section 11362.5 patient is
serving a health need of the patient," someone who merely maintains a source of
marijuana does not automatically become the party "who has consistently assumed
responsibility for the housing, health, or safety" ofthat purchaser. (People ex reI. Lungren
v. Peron (1997) 59 Cal.App.4th 1383, 1390, 1400.) A person may serve as primary
caregiver to "more than one" patient, provided that the patients and caregiver all reside in
the same city or county. (§ 11362.7(d)(2).) Primary caregivers also may receive certain
compensation for their services. (§ 11362.765(c) ["A primary caregiver who receives
compensation for actual expenses, including reasonable compensation incurred for
services provided ... to enable [a patient] to use marijuana under this article, or for
payment for out-of-pocket expenses incurred in providing those services, or both, ... shall
not, on the sole basis of that fact, be subject to prosecution" for possessing or transporting
marijuana).)
B.

C.
Qualified Patient: A qualified patient is a person whose physician has
recommended the use of marijuana to treat a serious illness, including cancer, anorexia,
AIDS, chronic pain, spasticity, glaucoma, arihrltis, migraine, or any other illness for which
marijuana provides relief. (§ 11362.5(b)(1)(A).)
D.

Recommending Physician: A recommending physician is a person who

(1) possesses a license in good standing to practice medicine in California; (2) has taken

responsibility for some aspect of the medical care, treatment, diagnosis, counseling, or
referral of a patient; and (3) has complied with accepted medical standards (as described
by the Medical Board of California in its May 13,2004 press release) that a reasonableaild
prudent physician would follow when recommending or approving medical marijuana for
the treatment of his or her patient.
4
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ID.

GUIDELINES REGARDING INDIVIDUAL QUALIFIED PATIENTS AND

A.

PRIMARy CAREGIVERS

State Law Compliance Guidelines.

1.

Physician Recommendation: Patients must have a written or verbal

recommendation for medical marijuana from a licensed physician. (§ 11362.5(d).)
2.
State of California Medical Marijuana Identification Card: Under the
MMP, qualified patients and their primary caregivers may voluntarily apply for a
card issued by DPH identifying them as a person who is authorized to use, possess,
or transport marijuana grown for medical purposes. To help law enforcement
officers verify the cardholder's identity, each card bears a unique identification
number, and a verification database is available online (www.calmmp.ca.gov).In
addition, the cards contain the name of the county health department that approved
the application, a 24-hour verification telephone number, and an expiration date.
(§§ 11362 71(a)~ 11362.735(a)(3)-(4)~ 11362.745.)
Proof ~f Qualified Patient Status: Although verbal recommendations are
3.
technically pemritted under Proposition 215, patients should obtain and carry
written proof of their physician recommendations to help them avoid arrest. A
state identification card is the best form of proof, because it is easily verifiable and
provides immunity from arrest if certain conditions are met (see section ill.BA,
below). The next best fonns of proof are a city- or county-issued patient
identification card, or a written recommendation from a physician.

4.

Possession Guidelines:

a) l\tIMP: 2 Qualified patients and primary caregivers who possess a stateissued identification card may possess 8 oz. of dried marijuana, and may
maintain no more than 6 mature or 12 immature plants per qualified patient.
(§ 11362.77(a).) But, if"a qualified patient or primary caregiver has a
doctor's recommendation that this quantity does not meet the qualified
patient's medical needs, the qualified patient or primary caregiver may
possess an amount of marijuana consistent with the patient's needs."
(§ 11362.77(b).) Only the dried mature processed flowers or buds of the
female cannabis plant should be considered when determining allowable
quantities of medical marijuan·a for purposes of the MMP. (§ 11362.77(d).)
b) Local Possession Guidelines: Counties and cities may adopt
regulations that allow qualified patients or priIIlary c;~~giv~rs to PO$sess
On May "21, ·2008, California's Second bistrlct Court ot Appeal severed Health & Safety Code § 11362.77
from the MMP on the ground that the starute's possession guidelines were an unconstitutional amendment of
Proposition 215, which does not quantify the marijuana a patient may possess. (See People v. Kelly (2008) 163
CaJ.App.4th 124.77 CaLRptr.3d 390.) The Third District Court of Appeal recently reached a similar conclusion in
People v. Phomphakdy (July 31. 2008) - Cal.Rptr.3d - , 2008 WL 2931369. The California Supreme Court has
granted review in Kelly and the Attorney General intends to seek review in Phomphakdy.

1

5
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medical marijuana in amounts that exceed the MMP's possession
guidelines. (§ 11362.77(c).)
c) Proposition 215: Qualified patients claiming protection under
Proposition 215 may possess an amount of marijuana that is "reasonably
related to [their] current medical needs." (People v. Trippet (1997) 56
Cal.App.4th 1532, 1549.)

.B.

·Enforcement Guidelines.
1.
Location of Use: Medical marijuana may not- be smoked (a) where
smoking is prohibited by law, (b) at or within 1000 feet of a school, recreation
center, or youth center (unless the medical use occurs within a residence), (c) on a
school bus, or (d) in a moving motor vehicle or boat (§ 11362.79.)

2.
Use of Medical Marijuana in the Workplace or at Correctional
Facilities: The medical use of marijuana need not be accommodated in the
workplace, during work hours, or at any jail, correctional facility, or other penal
institution. (§ 11362.785(a); Ross v. RagingWire Telecomms., Inc. (2008)42
Cal.4th 920, 933 [under the Fair Employment and Housing Act, an employer may
tenninate an employee who tests positive for marijuana use].)

3.

Criminal Defendants, Probationers, and Parolees: Criminal defendants
and probationers may request court approval to use medical marijuana while they
are released on bailor probation. The court's decision and reasoning must be
stated on the record and in the rniIiu1es of the court Likewise, parolees who are
eligible to use medical marijuana may request that they be allowed to continue
such use during the period of parole. The written conditions of parole must reflect
whether the request was granted or denied. (§ 11362.795.)
S~te of c@{ornia Me.di~ M~juana Identification Cardholders:
When a person invokes the protections of Proposition 215 or the MMP and he or
she possesses a state medical marijuana identification card, officers should:

4.

a) Review the identification card and verify its validity either by calling .
the telephone number printed on the card, or by accessing DPH's card
verification website (http://www.calmmp.cagov); and
b) If the card is valid and not being used fraudulently, there are no other
indicia of iUegalactivity (weapons, ·illicit drugs, or excessive amounts of
cash), and the person is within the state or local possession guidelines, the
individual should be released and the marijuana should not be seized.
Under the MJv1P, "no person or designated primary caregiver in possession
of a valid state medical marijuana identification card shall be subject to
arrest for possession, transportation, delivery, or cultivation of medical
marijuana." (§ 11362.71(e).) Further, a "state or local law enforcement
agency or officer shall not refuse to accept an identification card issued by
the department unless the state or local law enforcement agency or officer

6
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has reasonable cause to believe that the "information contained in the tara is
false or fraudulent, or the card is being used fraudulently_" (§ 11362_78_)
5.

Non-Cardholders: When a person .claims protection under Proposition
215 or the MMP and only has a locally-issued (Le., non-state) patient identificatjon
card, or a written (or verbal) recommendation from a licensed physician, officers
should use their sound professional judgment to assess the validity of the person's
medical-use claim:
a) Officers need not abandon their search or investigation. The standard
search and seizure rules apply to the enforce.ment of marij\J~~-re!at~d
violations. Reasonable suspicion is required for detention, while probable
cause is required for search, seizure, and arrest
b) Officers should review any Written documentation for Validity. It may
contain the physician's name, telephone number, address, and license
number_
c) If the officer reasonably believes that the medical-use claim is valid
based upon the totality of the circumstances (including the quantity of
marijuana, packaging far sale, the presence of weapons, -illicit drugs, or
large amounts of cash), and the person is within the state or local possession
guidelines or has an amount consistent with their current medical needs, the
person should be released and the marijuana should not be seized.
d) Alternatively, if the officer has probable cause to doubt the validity of a
person's medical marijuana claim based upon the facts and circumstances,
the person may be arrested and the marijuana may be seized. It will then be
up to the person to establish his or her medical marijuana defense in court.
e) Officers are not obligated to accept a person's claim of having a verbal
physician's recommendation that cannot be readily verified with the
physician at the time of detention. .

6_
Exceeding Possession Guidelines: If a person has what appears to be valid
medical marijuana documentation, but exceeds the applicable possession
guidelines identified above, all marijuana may be seized.
7.
Return of Seized Medical Marijuana: If a person whose marijuana is
seized by law enforcement successfully establishes a medical marijuana defense in
court, or the case is not prosecuted, he or she may file a motion for return of the
marijuana If a court grants the motion and orders the return of marijuana seized
incident to an arrest, the individual or entity subject to the order must return the
property_ State law enforcement officers who handle controlled substances in the
course of their official duties are immune from liability under the eSA. (21 U.S.c.
§ 8&5(d).) Once !;he marijuana is returned, federal authorities are free to exercise
jutis~ction over it. (21 U.S.C. §§ 812(c)(1O), 844(a); City of Garden Grove· v.
Supenor Court (Kha) (2007) 157 Cal.App.4th 355,369, 386, 391.)
7
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IV.

GUIDELINES REGARDING COLLECTIVES AND COOPERATIVES

Under California law, medical marijuana patients and primary caregivers may "associate
within the State of Califomiain order collectively or cooperatively to cultivate marijuana for
medical purposes." (§ 11362.775.) The following.guidelines are meant to apply to qualified
patients ,md primary caregivers who come together to collectively or cooperatively cultivate
physician-recommended marijuana.
A.
Business Forms: Any group that is collectively or cooperatively cultivating a.nd
distributing marijuana for medical purposes should be organized and operated in a manner
that ensures the security of the crop and safeguards against diversion for non-medical
purposes. The following are guidelines to help cooperatives and collectives operate within
the law, and to help law enforcement determine whether they are doing so.
1.
Statutory Cooperatives: A cooperative must file articles of incorporation
with the state and conduct its business for the mutual benefit of its members.
(Corp. Code, § 12201, 12300.) No business may call itself a "cooperative" (or "coop") unless it is properly organized. and registered as such a corporation under the
Corporations or Food and Agricultural Code. (Id. at § 1231 1 (b).) Cooperative
corporations are "democratically controlled and are not organized to make a profit
for themselves, as such, or for their members, as such, but primarily for their
members as patrons." (Id. at § 12201.) The earnings and savings of the busjness
must be used for the general welfare of its members or equitably distributed to
members in the form of cash, property, credits, or services. (Ibid.) Cooperatives
must follow strict rules on organization, articles, elections, and distribution of
earnings, and must report individual transactions from individual members each
year. (See id. at § 12200, et seq.) Agricultural cooperatives are likewise nonprofit
corporate entities "since they are not organized to make profit for themselves, as
such, or· for their members, as such, but only for· their members as producers."
(Food & Agric. Code, § 54033.) Agricultural cooperatives share many
characteristics with consumer cooperatives. (See, e.g., id. at § 54002, et seq.)
Cooperatives should not purchase marijuana from, or sell to, non-members;
instead. they should only provide a means for fa~ilitating or coordinating
transactions between members.

2. Collectives: California law does not define collectives, but the dictionary
defines them as "a business, farm, etc., jointly owned and operated by the members
of a group." (Random House Unabridged Dictionary; Random House. Inc.
© 2006.) Applying this definition. a collective should be an organization that
merely facilitates the collaborative efforts of patient and caregiver members _
including the allocation of costs and revenues. As such, a collective is not a
statutory entity. but as a practical matter it might have to organize as some form of
business to cany out its activities. The collective should not purchase marijuana
from, or sell to. non-members; instead, it should only provide a means for
facilitating or coordinating transactions between members.
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B.
Guidelines for the Lawful Operation of a Cooperative or Collective:
Collectives and cooperatives should be organized with sufficient structure to ensure
security,non..diversion of marijuana to illicit markets, and compliance with all state and
local laws. The following are some suggested guidelines and practices for operating
collective growing operations to help ensure lawful operation.

1.
Non-Profit Operation: Nothing in Proposition 215 or the MMP authorizes
collectives, cooperatives, or individuals to profit from the sale or distribution of
marijuana. (See, e.g., § 11362.765(a) ["nothing in this section shall authorize ...
any individual or group to cultivate or distribute marijuana for profit"].
2.
Business Licenses, Sales Tax, and Seller's Permits: The State Board of
Equalization has detennined that medical marijuana transactions are subject to
sales tax, regardless of whether the Individual or group makes a profit, and those
engaging in transactions involving medical marijuana must obtain a Seller's
Pennit. Some cities and counties also require dispensing collectives and
cooperatives to obtain business licenses.
3.
Membership Application and Verifica.tioJ;l: When a patient or prim~
caregiver wishes to join a collective or cooperative, the group can help prevent the
diversion of maiijuana for non-medical use by having potential members complete
a written membership application. The following application guidelines should be
followed to help ensure that marijuana grown for medical use is not diverted to
illicit markets:·
a) Verify the individual's status as a qualified patient or primary caregiver.
Unless he or she has a valid state medical marijuana identification card, this
should involve personal contact with the recommending physician (or his or
agent), verification of the physician's identity, as well as his or her state
licensing status. Verification of primary caregiver status should include
contact with the qualified patient, as well as validation of the patient's
recommendation. Copies should be made of the physician's
recommendation or identification card, if any;

her

b) Have the individual agree not to distribute marijuana to non-members;
c) Have the individual agree not to use the marijuana for other than
medical purposes;
d) Maintain membership records on-site or have them reasonably
available;
e) Track when members' medical marijuana recommendation and/or
identification cards expire; and
f) Enforce conditions of membership by excluding members whose
identification card or physician recommendation are invalid or have
expired, or who are caught diverting marijuana for non-medical use.
9
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4.
Collectives Should Acquire, Possess, and Distribute Only Lawfully
Cultivated Marijuana: Collectives and cooperatives should acquire marijuana
only from their constituent members, because only marijuana grown by a qualified
patient or his or her primary caregiver may lawfully be transported by, or
distributed to, other members of a collective or cooperative. (§§ 11362.765,
11362.775.) The collective or cooperative may then allocate it to other members of
the group. Nothing allows marijuana to be purchased from outside the collective or
cooperative for distribution to its members. Instead, the cycle should be a closedcircuit of marijuana cultivation and consumption with no purchases or sales to or
from non-members. To help prevent diversion of medical marijuana to nonmedical markets, collectives and cooperatives should document each member'S
contribution of labor, resources, or money to the enterprise. They also should track
and record the source of their marijuana.
~
5.
Distribution and Sales to Non-Members are Prohibited: State law
allows primary caregivers to be reimbursed for- certain services (including
marijuana cultivation), but nothing allows individuals or groups to sell or distribute
marijuana to non-members. Accordingly, a collective or cooperative may not
clistribute medical marijuana to any person who is not a member in good standing
of the organization. A dispensing collective or cooperative may credit its members
for marijuana they provide to the collective, which it may then allocate to other
members. (§ 11362.765(c).) Members also may reimburse the collective or
cooperative for marijuana that has been allocated to them. Any monetary
reimbursement that members provide to the collective or cooperative should only
be an amount necessary to cover overhead costs and operating expenses.
6.
Pennissible Reimbursements and Allocations: Marijuana grown at a
collective or cooperative for medical purposes may be:
a) Provided free to qualified patients and primary caregivers who are
members of the collective or cooperative:
b) Provided in exchange for services rendered to the entity;
c) Allocated based on fees that are reasonably calculated to cover
overhead costs and operating expenses; or
d) Any combination of the above.
7.
Possession and Cultivation Guidelines: If a person is acting as primary
caregiver to~more than one patient under section 11362.7(d)(2), he or she may
aggregate the possession and cultivation limits for each patient. For example,
applying the MMP's basic possession guidelines, if a caregiver is responsible for
three patients, he or she may possess up to 24 oz. of marijuana (8 oz. per patient)
and may grow 18 mature or 36 immature plants. Similarly, collectives and
cooperatives may cultivate and transport marijuana in aggregate amounts tied to its
membership numbers. Any patient or primary caregiver exceeding individual
possession guidelines should have supporting records readily available when:
a) Operating a location for cultivation;
b) Transporting the group's medical marijuana; and
c) Operating a location for distribution to members of the collective or
cooperative.
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8.
Secwit;y: CqIlectives and cooperatives should provide adequate security to
ensure that patients are safe and that the surrounding homes or businesses are not
negatively impacted by nuisance activity such as loitering or crime. Further, to
maintain security, prevent fraud, and deter robberies, collectives and cooperatives
should keep accurate records and follow accepted cash handling practices,
including regular bank runs and cash drops, and maintain a general ledger of cash
transactions.
C.
Enforcement Guidelines: Depending upon the facts and circumstances,
deviations from the guidelines outlined above, or other indicia that marijuana is not for
medical use, may give rise to probable cause for arrest and seizure. The following are
additional guidelines to help identify medical marijuana collectives and cooperatives that
are o~erating outside of state law.
1.
Storefront Dispensaries: Although medical marijuana "dispensaries"
have been operating in California for years, dispensaries, as such, are. not
recognized under the law. As noted above, the only recognized group entities are
cooperatives and collectives. (§ 11362.775.) It is the opinion of this Office that a
properly organized and operated collective or cooperative that dispenses medical
marijuana through a storefront may be lawful under California law, but that
dispensaries that do not substantially comply with the guidelines set forth in
sections IV(A) and (B). above. are likely operating outside the protections of
Proposition 215 and the M1v1P, and that the individuals operating such entities may
be subject to arrest and criminal prosecution under ~alifornia law. For example,
dispensaries that merely require patients to complete a form summarily designating
the business owner as their primary caregiver=- and then offering marijuana in
exchange for cash "donations" - are likely unlawful. (Peron, supra, 59
Cal.App.4th at p. 1400 (cannabis club owner was not the primary caregiver to
thousands of patients where he did not consistently assume responsibility for their
housing, health, or safety].)
2.
Indicia of Unlawful Operation: When investigating collectives or
cooperatives, law enforcement officers should be alert for signs of mass production
or illegal sales, including (a) excessive amounts of marijuana., (b) excessive
amounts of cash, (c) failure to follow local and state laws applicable to similar
businesses. such as maintenance of any required licenses and payment of any
required taxes, including sales taxes. (d) weapons, (e) illicit drugs, ef) purchases
from, or sales or distribution to, non-members, or (g) distribution outside of
California.
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

UNDER SECRETARY FOR HEALTli
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

JUl 06 ZOW

Mr. Michael Krawitz

3551 FlatwoOC!s Roaa
Elliston, VA 24087
Dear Mr. Krawitz:
This is a follow-up response to your letter requesting clarification of the
Veterans Health Administration's (VHA) policy regarding the practice of prescribing
opioid therapy for pain management for Veterans who provide documentation of the
use of- medical marijuana in accordance with state law.
If a Veteran obtains,and uses~medical. marijuana in a manner consistent_with.
state law; testihg positive for marijuana would nof preclude the Veteran from
'receiving opioids for pain management in a Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
facility. The Veteran would need to inform his provider of the use of medical
marijuana, and of any other non-VA prescribed medications he or she is taking to
ensure that all medications, including opioids, are prescribed in a safe manner.
Standard pain management agreements should draw a clear distinction between the
use of illegal drugs, and legal medical marijuana. However, the discretion to
prescribe, or- not prescribe, opioids in conjunction with medical marijuana, should be
determined on clinical grounds, and thus will remain the decision of the individual
health care provider. The provider will take the use of medical marijuana into
account in all prescribing decisions, just as the provider would for any other
medication. This is a case-by-case decision, based upon the provider's judgment,
and the needs of the patient.
Should you have further questions, please contact Robert Kerns, PhD,
National Program Director, New England Healthcare System at
extension
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Cannabinoids as antioxidants and neuroprotectants
Abstract
Cannabinoids have been found to have antioxidant properties, unrelated to NMDA receptor antagonism. This new found
property makes cannabinoids useful in the treatment and prophylaxis of wide variety ofoxidation associated diseases, such
as ischemic, age-reJated, inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. The cannabinoids are found to ha:v:e particular application
as neuroprotectants, for example_ in limiting neurological damage following ischemic insults, such ~~ stroke and trauma, orin
rhe treatment ofneurodegenerative diseases,. such. as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease andJ-UV dementia.
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SUPPLEMENTAL
STAFF REPORT
DATE: October 14,2010

TO:

Hon. Chair Roger M. Alexander,
Members of the Planning Commission

FROM:

Steven B. Quintanilla, City Attorney

SUBJECT:

City Attorney's Ind~pendent Analysis of Zoning Text Amendment
Cas.e No.• ZTAIOOOl (Medical Cannabis Collective and Coop.erative
Dispensaries)

, SPECIFIC REQUEST OR RECOMMENDATION:

.

---.

That the Planning Commission consider the City Attorney's Independent
Analysis recommending adoption of Zoning Text Amendment Case No. ZTA
10001 establishing land use provisions, certain definitions and special
development standards for medical cannabis collectives, cooperatives and
related dispensaries .
JUSTIfiCATION OR INFORMATION:

Background
The proposed zone text amendment, which is described more fully in the
staff report to be presented to the City Council by Bud Kopp, Senior
Planner, would amend various provisions of the City's zoning ordinance
to establish land use regulations, definitions, and special development
standards for medical cannabis dispensaries.
Pursuant to section 17.73.030(B) of the Rancho Mirage Municipal Code,
when a proposed zone text amendment is initiated,the City Attorney must
prepare and present an independent report that addresses whether the
City has the authority to adopt the proposed amendment, whether the
proposed amendme~t is constitutionally valid, and whether the proposed
amendment is consistent with the general powers and purposes of the
City, and its charter and ordinances, and any applicable state and/or
. federal laws.
Procedural Requirements

-

...

....

Under the state I s zoning laws, proposed zoning text a'mendments must be
submitted to the Planning Commission and subsequently the City Council
and given a noticed public hearing at each stage. After its hearing, the
Planning Commission must render its decision in the form of a written
Planning Commission Staff Report
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DATE: October 14, 2010
Zone Text Amendment (Medical Cannabis Dispensaries)

Page 2 of 4

JUSTIFICATION OR IN FORMATON CONTINUED:

"-"', recommendation to the City Council, that includes the reasons for the
recommendation and the relationship of the proposed amendment to the
General Plan and any applicable Specific Plans.
The Planning Commission considered the proposed ordinance at a public
hearing on October 14, 2010, and submitted a recommendation to the City
Council at that time.
Legal Authority
Zoning ordinances must be reasonably related to the public welfare. 1 A
complicated intersection of state and federal law governs the use and
distribution of cannabis for medical purposes.
1. Legislation and Case Law Pertaining to Medical Cannabis.

Federal law makes it illegal to import, manufacture, distribute,
possess, or use cannabis in the United States. 2 This cl'assification is
based on a determination by the Federal Government that cannabis (1) has
a high potential for abuse, (2) has no currently accepted use for
medical treatment, and (3) is not accepted as safe, even when used under
medical supervlslon. However" notwithstanding any possible conflict
between state and federal law, current federal policy under the current
,..--.,. U. S. Attorney· is not to prosecute violators of federal cannabis law
which are legal under state medical cannabis schemes.
Use of cannabis is also prohibited under California Law. 3 However, in
1996, California voters enacted Proposition 215, the Compassionate Use
Act, which protects qualified patients and their primary caregivers from
prosecution under California laws for possession or cultivation of
cannabis to treat serious illness pursuant to a doctor s recommendation.
After the passage of Proposition 215, medical cannabis dispensaries
began to appear in a limited number of communities throughout the state.
I.

In 2003, the State Legislature passed the Medical Marijuana Program Act 4
("SB 420 "). This legislation creates a voluntary syst;em for- qualified
patients and their caregivers to obtain idefitification cards issued by
counties that will insulate them from arrest for violations of State law
relating to cannabis. It does not expressly authorize establishment of
medical cannabis dispensaries. Nevertheless, after passage of SB 420, a.
number of people opened or attempted to open medical cannabis
dispensaries in cities throughout the state.
Although Proposition 215 called for the federal and state governments to
implement a plan to provide for the safe and affordable dis'tribution of
1 Associated
2 Controlled
3 California
seq.
4 Health and

Home Builders, Inc. v. City of Livermore (1976) 18 CaLJd 582·.
Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. §801 et.seq.
Unif9rm Controlled Substances Act, Health and Safety Code §11000 et.

Safety

~9.!;l~ §n36~.7

~t.

Planning Commission Staff Report
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JUSTIFICATION OR IN FORMATON CONTINUED!
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Page 3 of 4

iI

all pa~ients in medical need of cannabis, to datte there has
been no coordinated effort between the state and dhe federal
governments. The Federal Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) pre*iously took
an aggressive role in closing medical cannabis dispensariesjas being in
viblation- of federal law. This enforcement activity resul\ted several
significant court decisions.
'
,

The most recent decision issued by the'California 4th Distr~ct Court of
Appeals
(in which Rancho Mirage sits) was Qua1ifie'q Patients
A.ssoci_at;iQIJ.1 e.t C1.,1.1. V" C.i,t;y of. All,~.h.el,l1l.s 'th~, M.:W.e4.lTJ. G~,E!e. i.nvolved an
ordinance adopted by the City of Anaheim that banned medical cannabis
dispensaries entirely and imposed criminal penalties for their
operation.
The Court of Appeal ruled that there .;is no conflict between state and
federal law, which means the trial court will have to review the case
again to determine whether the ban is permissible for any other reasons.

,.---.

Although the Court of Appeal did not decide whether cities may enact
ordinances that ban cannabi,s dispensaries under localzon.;i-ng a;nci public
nuisance laws, 'it 'tentati.velyinciica,ted in di,ct,a, that citie,B, probably
could' no,t completely-' ban cannabis dispensaries, par.ticularl'y if they
attempt' to justify- such' a ban bas,ed on- the confl'ict, between' state and
federal, l"aw:
2. City's Lack of Regulation.
The Rancho Mirage Municipal Code does not contemplate or regulate the
location, zoning standards, or other aspects of facilities where medical
ca-nnabis is dispensed to eligible persons or where medical cahhabis may
be cultivated under the Compassionate Use Act. Although the City has
made a conscientious effort to plan for specific uses within all zoning
districts and to anticipate conflicts between competing land uses in
order to protect the publiC'S health, safety, and welfare, the City's
current regulations do not provide specific development regulations or
definitions relative to the use or placement of dispensaries, existing
businesses intended for the sale and distribution of cannabis for
medicinal purposes, or the cultivation of medical cannabis.
3. Zoning Authority

-~""

Article XI, Section 7 ,of the CalifoY'flia Constitution rests plenary
authority over local health, safety and welfare with cities and
counties, conferring upori them the police power to IImake and enforce all
local police, sanitary and other ordinances and regulations not in
Conflict 'with the general laws ." As such, the California Constitution
confers upon the City the authority to enact laws that are not in
conflict with general state laws, which includes zoning activities.
5. (20-10) -lB,7 Cal. App. 4th 734,.
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Zone Text Amendment (Medical Cannabis Dispensaries)

I

Page

4. of 4

JUSTifiCATION OR INFORMATON CONTINUED:

Finally, Section lOO·of the City1s Charter provides that the City s~all
have full power and authority to adopt, make, exercise and enforce ;all
legislation, laws, and regulations and to take all actions relating: to
municipal affairs, without lirnitatlbfi, ·which may be lawfully adopt:ed,
made, exercised, taken or enforced under the Constitution of the State
of California.
Based on the above, the City Attorney finds that the proposed zoning
text amendment is a proper exercise 6f the City1s authority to exerc~se
control over its muniCipal affairs and is consistent with the City's
charter and zoning ordinance and not in conflict with state or federal
laws.
Conclusions
Based on the findings set forth above, the City Attorney s Office
concludes that the City has the authority to adopt the prop~~ed zoning
text amendment and that such ac·tion is constitutionally valid,
consistent with the general powers and purposes of the City and its
charter and ordinances, and is not in conflict with applicable' state or
federal laws .
I

...--~..
P:\APPS\WPOAT.A\RNCH\OOOl-20 Cannabis Regulations\DOC\029 - Zoning Text Amendment Analysis SUpplemental 5R
Planning Commission (10.13.10) .doc
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June 21, 2011
To Whom It May Concern:
Greetings,
Dear ladies and gentlemen of the parole board I Gregory Sims a man of sound mind
and body am writing you this letter in my own hand, begging you ladies and gentl~m~n
of the parole board grant me the opportunity and chance to really so you that "I have
not only become rehabilitated, but also that I am a law abiding, hard working, tax
paying, asset to society. I would like the privilege and opportunity to show you, the
" parole board that "I can abide by the laws that govern this land and that I can and will not
only find employment but also maintain it.

to

I am asking that you "would seriously consider a/l that I bring to light about my parole
situation. In this letter is enclosed nothing but facts and I more then welcome the parole
board to look into each and every situation, figures, and details described to you in this
letter. I'm even willing to get audio and video, even written evidence if necessary to
show you the state of my.situation while on parole.
. I have currently been on parole since November 4, 2009 and was told I would be
discharged on November 4, 2011 , if I did not re,.offend, get a new charge and stay out
of trouble, also show the parole department that I can abide by the laws, attend
mandatory P.O.C and PAC meetings, and also attend any counseling ordered by the
parole department/agent. I reiterate I have not been involved In any crhninal cOnduct
.since my release, November 4, 2009. Also I was not involved in any criminal conduct
while incarcerated~ not even a 115! I understand that my case is very serious, but I am
also asking the parole board to strongly take into consideration that all parolees aren't
the same. I have learned from my mistakes, I have used my time of incarceration to
restructure and recalibrate my way of thinking. I also used my time of incarceration'to
draw closer to God, which has been the number one factor to being placed on the right"
track and path, that I am currently on today.
I am currently living at a sober living home in Perris CA, which has been 290 approved
by parole. I, mean no disrespect but the parole options and programs available to 290's
are not in any way, shape, fashion, or form conducive to a successful parole and reentry "1tO SOCiety. These so called sober living homes offer only housing at a rate of
$500 to $750 per month per parolee. And any where from 5 to 8 parolees per house.
Some have the means or ability to afford the amount, due to family, or state provided
means, such as EOP. The other option is to live in a parole approved motel at an even
higher rate per month. The last optiori is to live in front of the parole office with no food,
clothes, shelter, restroom, and no way to shower and no running water. The final option
is to return to custody. The only thing offered is an extension cord leading out of the
parole office ,side door for the parolees to recharge their GPS unit. There is no funds
available or programs for 290's at all. When meetings are assigned such as POC and
~ac, there are no shuttles or bus passes available for parolees to get to these meetings.

I
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When a parolee misses these meetings it is consider a parole violation. If a parolee is
housed at a sober living house they have to get to and from the house to the parole
office which is 28 miles away. Once in these sober living homes the parolee is
responsible for providing there own food, toilet paper, phone, cosmetics, washing
powder , and etc. All this with no job and know financial help what so ever. The living
conditions in these sober living homes are the responsibility of the parolees and with the
state of hopelessness in these houses most of the parolees neglect to clean them. This
leaves the living conditions very unsanitary.
Some parolees are on mental medication, some are suicidal, some are so hungry and
needy that they start stealing from the other parolees which causes extreme tension
and discontent in th~ house, which eventually leads to violence. Some parolees get so
frustrated and hopeless that they revert back to criminal activity just to eat and survive.
Even when a parolee has a place to live, such as a family member, a transfer is needed
but if the family member lives near a school or park the transfer is denied. Even when a
parolee is blessed to find employment if it is over the 50 miles of travel allowed by
parole, even with the GPS monitor, and returning to the house every night the parole
department do not let the parolee go to work, or acquire the job. With" all these
adversities some parolees give up and eventually discard the GPS unit and may return
to criminal activity or they feel they will just take there chance until they get re-arrested.
With these sub-par living conditions and state of utter hopelessness and no help what
so ever a parolee is expected to live like this for 3 to 5 years. Even with the outlets
available to parolees it's almost impossible to successfully complete and discharge from
parole.
There are a few programs that offer help such as helping hand, which gives 5 to 7
loaves of bread, and a few cookies, and a few bread rolls, which usually are put on the
sign in counter at the parole office. Also once a parolee violates parole the time"is
added to. the end of the original discharge date, which makes the process start over.
Even some of the terms and conditions of parole make it difficult to even go about the"
day without violating parole. Some 290's such as myseH and many others are trying to
bean exception to the revolving door of parole, but we need some help from you ladies
and gentlemen of the parole board, because our voice and outlook literally mean
nothing or goes un-heard. I do not wish to be a statistic, I personally want to show you
the parole board that I have changed and have been rehabilitated. I have even try to
help other 290's that I am currently housed with and others living and sleeping in front of
the parole office.
Since my release my only indiscretion was that I dropped my brother in law and his coworkers, recently home from deployment off at a gentlemen's club. Some of them were
being deployed and i was their designated driver. I dropped them off and picked them
up, I did not enter the club. This incident was all on my GPS monitoring system, the
parole officer at the time new this but nevertheless I was sent to Tracy DVI, where I
stayed in custody for 4 weeks and was released.
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I tried to attain employment but the only employment open was truck driving which was
denied because of the travel restrictions. I am a truck driver by profession I drove 48
states and canada prior to my incarceration, from 1994 until 1999. I was even offered
employment by the fitness manager by North Side Fitness, as a personal trainer, due to
my knowledge and experience of weight training and fitness supplements. Due to my 4
weeks in tracy DVI, my case was sent back to Moreno Valley where i'm currently on
parole. I have been offered a very,lucrative truck driving job with the opportunity to own
and operate my own truck by a good friend, Abufufyan Khan
feel free to
contact him. Also my sister Ishsmaina Wells of the United States Air Force has offered
to allow me to live in her home so I will have a stable residence along with a car so that
I can have reliable transportation to work. As I'stated earlier in this letter I am unemployed and I have been relentlessly pursuing employment. I have recently obtained a
forklift licenses to try to increase my job skills and employment marketability but I have
been unsuccessful due to my lack of work history and my travel restrictions while on
parole. As I stated earlier'even when blessed with a very lucrative employment
opportunity j've had to decline or turn the opportunity down. As a result of my unemployment and no form of incOme my family members have been supporting me
,finically since my release November 4 2009, and now are unable finically to support
me any longer. They have been paying $500 a month for me to stay in the sober living
home and $50 a month for a bus pass. They have also been paying for the following;
food, clothing,co5metics, gas to get out here to see me because all my family members
stay at least 50 miles away from the sober living home, and also for hotels so they have
to drive back and forth if they need to stay and take me around for my errands and
appointments. My options are very few in my current situation. However I refuse to let
my family down by going back to prison for any reason, I refuse to be another statistic.
I know my offense is a serious one but, I am not the same man I was in 1999 when I
was convicted. I see parolees all the time walking into the parole office to turn their
selves in willingly, they just give up, they have no hope or resources available. So they
just give up. Since ive been on parole ive personally witness "high control" parolees get
an early discharged due to good behavior~ I would like the opportunity to do the same.
,If you the parole board would grant me this privilege of early discharge, I can and will
prove to you not only I have changed my behavior and cO,nduct but I will keep you
informed of my progress. Not only with employment but my overall life as a free man. I
understand that all you know about me is in my C file, my charges over rule everything'
because of it's seriousness. But i'm not that person any more, look at my C file I tried to
use every avenue open to me to make a life- long change not just in prison but as a free
man also. I started the changes necessary during my incarceration, because I truly'
believe a person needs to start rehabilitation during the incarceration not when they are
released. All the negative attention that 290'5 receive are from people who don't care,
but the media and parole never seem to tell of the success rate and success stories of
the 290's who' make a change for the better. according to the statistics I should be back
in prison with a new charge and/or re-offended.
i

As I stated earlier I refuse to do that, I'm one of the parolees who has take advantage of
my second chance in life, and i'm asking for an early discharge so f can fully maximize
all of the opportunities available to me. So that I can over achieve and reach and attain
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the goals I have set for myself. A lot of family and friends have invested a lot in me such
as time, resources, effort, money, and have willingly sacrificed a lot to see and help me
achIeve my goals, and I can't and wont let them down.
Here are just a few character references from family and friends who have been such a
blessing to me, they have been tirelessly laboring with me. Feel free to contact them
also you can contact every institution that I have been in to inquire about my behavior
. and conduct and my work ethnic and work habits, also my determination to be the best
or one of the best at what ever I was assigned to do. I understand that COCR does not
allow any written letters of recommendation from previous employees or staff but they
do allow verbal recommendations. Once these references are looked into I believe you
the parole board will see the necessary changes that I have made to be a law abiding
citizen. I'm currently waiting for a transfer to Inglewood California where my father
(Gregory Sims) resides, but as I stated previously in this letter my family has currently
fallen on hard times finanCially which makes even a transfer to my fathers house
difficult. The only other option available to me as of right now is to relocate to another
sober living home at the same rate of $500 per month or higher. Also I will continue to
be exposed to all the adversities I told you about earlier in this letter. Or be homeless
and· sleep in front of the parol~ office.
Or you the parole board can grant me the opportunity and privilege to be discharged
early from parole so that I can be an asset to my family, friends, and community and not
be dependent on my family, friends, and COCR. In closing I have attached the
character references from family, friends and also points of contact
Thank you for your time and patience.
Greg Sims
CDCII P64902
PHN:
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This is violating sex offenders civil liberties, imposing such strict limits is a
violation of human dignity.The purpose of our prison system is to punish
and rehabilitate,with respect to rehabilitation,without the ability to live
normal lives once released ,it is virtually impossible to live normal lives or
be reintegrated back into society. the punishment is suppose to be the time
spent in jail,once you have finished your sentence the state should protect
your rights equally to the rights of other citizens.as obligated by the
EQUAL PROTECTION CLAUSE OF THE 14TH AMENDMENT.Those who
support these STRICT LIMITATIONS ON THE LIBERTIES OF
CONVICTED SEX OFFENDERS will say that the state is simply acting in
the best interest of its citizens,and thus PROTECTING THESE CITIZENS
RIGHTS.But the fundamental issue here then becomes why are we
releasing non rehabilitated prisoners?lf the state of california and others
who support these limitations want to protect the law abiding citizens then
they ought to do it without VIOLATING THE LIBERTIES OF CONVICTED
SEX OFFENDERS. What must not be forgotten when discussing law and
order is that convicts in this case sex offenders,are humans too and
therefore ENTITLED TO THE SAME RIGHTS AS THE REST OF THE LAW
ABIDING PUBLIC once the sentence or jail time is served. These strict
violations make it NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND AND RETAIN
EMPLOYMENT and limits the amount of jobs or employment opportunities
sex offenders could possibly find,when the number is already diminished,
given with the EX CONVICT STATUS. LOOK UP THE 5TH AMENDMENT
TO THE U.S CONSTITUTION,HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE UNITED STATES
ARE LEGALLY PROTECTED BY THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES AND AMENDMENTS. CIVIL LIBERTIES BASED ON SELF
EVIDENT TRUTH THAT ALL MEN ARE CREAED EQUAL THAT THEY
ARE ENDOWED BY THEIR CREATOR WITH CERTAIN UNALIENABLE
RIGHTS,THAT AMONG THESE ARE LIFE, LIBERTY AND THE PURSUIT
OF HAPPINESS.The bill of rights,constitution of the united states and
amendments are blatantly being violated , even such laws as the city of
Riverside municipal codes are being violated, which puts transients or
homeless parolee's at high risk for violations of parole, and fines.
($116.00) to be exact according to 10.44.175RMC, because parolee's have
no place to live besides in fields, business parking lots, or there cars. Local
law enforcement such as Moreno Valley Police and Riverside Police have
warned parolee's about the high risk of fines and or jail time for loitering.
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Local business wont even allow homeless parolee's to sleep on there
property after business hours, but instead call law enforcement to arrest,
ticket, or remove the parolee. Some parolee's have been living in these inhuman conditions for months and have even been given as much as 90
days to find a stable residence of compliance or be violated, A.K.A parole
revocation.
when these issues are brought up to the parole department they simply
say; "do what you have to do" or "don't you have family". Once family gets
involved then parole says tell your family to stop calling. The parolee's
have no meditator, who is not bias! Even the local police tell parolee's it's
against the law to live out of your car in the city of Riverside according to
the RMC10.44.175.
The issue of charging the GPS unit, according to the terms and conditions
of parole failure to do so in a 12 hour period or time span will result in a
violations of parole. Local business have stopped allowing parolee's to
charge their GPS units, saying it's scaring the customers even if the
parolee is a paying customer. This leaves only one other option and that is
to charge at the parole office. The local police have already warned parole
officers in person that the parolee's can not be on the property after
business hours, (8:00am - 5:00pm). So now parolee's have to bring all
there belongings to and from the parole office. This includes; clothing,
sleeping bags, and tents, which parolee's are ordered to live in by there
parole officers. Also there is know way for parolee's to shower, shave or
even have clean running water, except when able to use local businesses,
which i stated earlier has become a problem.
There is no help available what so ever,the only options available to us are
go to these sober living homes at a rate of $550.00 to $750.00 per month
with no form of income what so ever it is impossible for a parolee to afford
housing. The other option is to return to custody and serve a one year
violation,which is considered dead time and is not counted towards the
parole discharge date,but against it.A parolee then gets released from
custody and starts the whole process all over again.
Even when parolee's and their families speak up and go through the proper
chain of command, parolee's are not only targeted but harassed or even
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violated for speaking up about this situation.Even law - abiding family
members of the parolee's trying to help are treated with nothing but
contempt ,disrespect, and hostility. Also living in these inhumane
conditions are a health hazard, with parolee's living in fields they are
exposed to the elements, insects, rodents, snake etc! Also once parolee's
have finished charging they have no where to go and are literally walking in
a circle until evening and returning to the fields to sleep.
This is what is suppose to be done by the parolee's until discharged which
is 3 to 5 years. With all of these adversities it is close to impossible to
complete parole and discharge. Even terms and conditions are over
looked for 290's, such terms that state that parolee's are not to be living or
around other 290's, but parole officers order parolee's to go live in fields or
camps where other 290's are living. This is in direct violation of parole
terms and conditions.
When all these issue's are brought to light to the people set in place to do
something about it, the same statement always comes up about the
parolee's who were the bad apples out the bunch and parole doesn't deal
with parolee's as individuals they say we are all the same. If that is the
case then that would be like saying all white people hate blacks, or all
germans hate jewish people, or all muslims and arabs are terrorist and
suicide bombers, or all hispanics are illegal immigrants, and so on, that is
the same principle and measure used to judge parolee's. The parole
department never bothers to look at parolee's as individuals. Even some
local law enforcement have been in awh that I have been out of prison
since November 4, 2009 and have not re-offended or committed another
crime. I truly believe I have not only earned a second chance but I feel I
deserve another chance. That is what CDCR is suppose to stand for.
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. The P.O.C
psychological have stated I should be given a chance at early discharge,
but rules and policies also say that we parolee's can't be given any written
recommendations or even written references without themselves being
accused of fraternizing or being over familiar with the parolee. I believe
civil liberties, civil rights issues, and the U.S. Constitutions prohibits of
cruel and unusual punishment should be used as a guide for these types of
cases and treatment of parolee's. This treatment of parolee's is exactly like
racial profiling, everyone who is on parole for a sex crime or gang crimes
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are not the same, some have used the jailor prison sentence to make the
change and rehabilitation that's needed to become law abiding, productive,
tax paying citizens. Everyone on parole is not career criminals.
I have been told countless times that the state has know programs such as
housing, transportation, food, money, jobs or job programs available to me
or those in my same situation, even after I have done everything humanly
possible to succeed on parole. According to COCR, I have even earned
my freedom from incarceration due to my behavior while serving my
sentence. If the state or COCR has no resources or finances available to
supervise me, or insure my successful re-entry into society as a law
abiding, tax paying asset to my state, city, and community then it would be
fair and only right or within my rights to be discharged from parole. So I
can be allowed to take the necessary steps to be successful and a asset,
not a liability and substantial waste of hard earned tax payers dollars, which
is what the GPS unit are as of this present time!

Sincerely
Greg Sims
COC# P-64902
Moreno Valley CA
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ALCON,

To the parties concerned, I am writing a letter of reference to state my opinion
concerning the character of Gregory D. Sims. Gregory came to live with me and my
husband in northern California when he was released from prison, Nov 4, 2009. He
was approved to transfer his parole to the northern California Yuba Sutter county while
residing at 1539 Pheasant Run Drive Olivehurst, CA 95961. He was assigned to parole
agent Mr. Checka and was required to report for periodic drug testing and monthly
meetings with a parole psychologist. Once in the area, we immediately registered Greg
with the local county sheriff's office and reported his residence. We also applied for
assisted living in the absence of his employment. Daily Greg Sims has sought
employment in the local area and through contacts he has made in the Yuba City area.
He has been offered several jobs, but due to his status on parole he was not able to
work outside his immediate living area. Very little assistance has been offered by any
agency or his former parole officer Mr. Checka. We received no notice of visits from his
parole officer and the county sheriff to ensure Greg Sims was in compliance with his
parole. At no time was he violated or did not comply with any request made by his
parole officer, local police or county sheriff. I am a true believer in the ability to
change, if an individual is given the opportunity, and I truly believe that Greg Sims is a
changed man. I am fully aware of his crime as his sibling and would not under any
circumstances have invited him into my home if I did not feel he had made the
necessary steps to take responsibility for his actions and was ready to transition back
into a productive member of society. I have seen a true change in my brother, from a
selfish young man to a true man of God, who is willing to not only take responsibility
for his past actions but truly accept how those actions have affected his loved ones and
those around him, and he has shown that he is willing to mend those relationships and
be a productive Man in society. I believe my brother is a hard worker. I believe if given
any job opportunity, he will be the company's hardest worker, but he needs to be given
the opportunity. On parole he is marked with a scarlet letter and it limits his resources
of employment. I believe he is ready to be discharged from parole and will be
successful. He is a true believer in maximizing second chances. I stand by every word
that I have written and believe that my brother, Greg Sims is ready to be discharged
from parole. Please allow him the opportunity to prove he is a changed man and that
he is truly ready to commit to being the man God has created him to be.

Respectfully,

:;).~ ..

Mrs. Ishsamina M. Wells
/ /SIGNED/ /
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On the night in question, my brother-n-Iaw, Gregory Sims and'two of my
co-workers, Duane Malbrough and Jahmal Maloney went to Hooter's restaurant on
Challenge Way in Sacramento. Greg was our designated driver for the night.
We stayed at Hooters until it was closing time. After that, Greg dropped the
three of us off at City Limits Showgirls gentleman's club. We stayed at the
club until they closed at 4am. We walked down the street and ate breakfast
at a local Casino until Greg arrived to pick us up.
The next evening, Gr.eg dropped me off at the same club. I stayed at
the club until closing. I walked up the' street to the local casino while I
waited for my ride. When Greg showed up, I told him that I was going to hang
out with a friend for a Ii ttle while. r got ,into my friend's car and Greg
went ,home.

I met Greg for the first time when I returned from my deployment. My
wife had asked if he could stay with us for al little while until he was able
to find a job and get his awn plaee. I was hesitant to agree to her wishes
because I was aware of Greg's background and had no idea of the type of man
he was. All I had to go on was my wife/s opiAie~ that Greg had changed for
the better. I agreed to let Greg live with us and a year and a Y. later it's
amazing to see firsthand how a person can learn from their mistakes. Greg
has shown me more sincerity than the 6 brothers I grew up with who, haven't
had to suffer the setbacks of wrong decisions made earlier in their lives. My
brother has shown me that he is a man of his word, he has accepted God in his
life, and that I can trust him unconditionally. I love you big brother.
Since his release, Greg has pursued his trucking career diligently. He
has taken all the necessary exams and physicals required and passed. The
unexpected obstacle'that stood in the way a good job was his parole officer.
Through word of mouth, Greg was offered a position as his local gym, which he
regularly attended. In my eyes, Greg has done plenty against some,serious
obstacles to prove he has learned from his past.

tJd~e/~v
Christian E. Wells
<-.

,
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This letter is in regards to Greg Sims; My name is Mister Martinez Taylor, Sr. I'm
the Fitness Director for Northside Fitness in Yuba City Ca, on 850 Kelton Way. I
first met Greg at the end of the year of 2010 at the health club while working out
and his consistency and nonstop workout ethics and his willingness to help others on
the workout floor made me approach him and ask him if he was interested in being a
personal trainer. At first he was kind of hesitant but as he kept coming he opened up
to the thought of the idea. He asked me for an email address so he could look into
getting certified.
As a law abiding citizen I think that Mr. Sims is ready to re-enter our society to be
part of helping the citizens be more aware and mindful of their health.
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I! has been a pleasure to know Greg Sims. I have known Greg for about two years. He is a
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nice, caring individual. Greg and I have been working out at the gym for two years and he
has helped me improve my life. Greg is very caring of others, and a great friend to others at
the gym. Greg is like a brother to me; he's been there for me. I've been there for him. We are
close like family. Greg is very considerate, intellectual, dedicated to helping others,
passionate, weil-respected positive person. He is ready and willing to help those who need it.
I wish the best for Greg. He should be off parole. He should have the freedom he deserves.
Everyone makes mistakes in the past and everyone learns. Greg always told me and others
to stay out of trouble, stay In school, stay committed to my goals, and never give up in life.
Greg has motivated me and many people around me. And because of Greg I won first place
in Yuba City for Bodybuilding Brench Press. Without Greg's support, I would have never
accomplished this. I! hurts me to know that Greg Is going through a rough time in his life right
now. It's hard for me to sit around and watch my friend go through this. It will be a relief for
his family, friends, people he has come to care for, to have Greg back to his normal life.
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"Malbrough, Duane L SSgt USAF ACC 9 AMXS/MXAF" <Duane.Malbrough@beale.al.mii>
Greg Sims Character statement (Duane Malbrough)
April 8, 2011 6:35:26 PM PDT
"'margolgrant@att.net'" <margolgrant@att.net>
~Signed (MALBROUGH.DUANE.L.1121670719)
1 Attachment, 70.5 KB

II you need anything else just let me know. The statement is attached.
DUANE L. MALBROUGH, SSgt, USAF
Global Hawk Equipment Custodian, 9 AMXS

CHARACTER STATEMENT FOR Mr. GREG SIMS

I have known Mr. Greg Sims for over six months now. From the first time I met him I noticed he was very
focused and poised in whatever he did. Mr. Greg Sims' personality Is the kind that I would think of, as a
person that would help another person, even if he is his enemy. Not saying that he has enemies. Greg
Sims is a 37 year old man getting his life back on track. In god's eyes, he himself gives second chances.
Too me, Greg Sims is a geiod and loyal person and always stays to his word. He is a humbled,
trustworthy, hard working. self motivated human being. I have never seen him angry; his self control Is
immaculate. Greg Sims Is an all around good, nice person to be around.

,~[;ij;~ ~--.

SSgt Duane L. Malbrough

USAF
Beale AFB, Ca 95991
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BUILDING DEPARTMENT CONSULTANT·
14140 AGAVE STREET, MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92553

Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
October 24, 2011
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I wish to discuss the enclosed proposal to develop an artists' community within the City
of Moreno Valley in an effort to generate a positive impact on economic development. I
have put together a brief overview of the general concept. Should there prove to be
support on behalf of the City, I can expand the concept into specific details for
implementation.
I have already presented the same proposal to the Arts Commission in September and
received an approval of the concept. I have had further discussions with Laurie Phillips.
It is essential to garner support across the board by the City's hierarchy to insure that a
comprehensive approach is developed and put into practice. It is my intent to have a
discussion with each Council member as well as the City Manager and Community &
Economic Development Director. I will need twenty minutes of your time.
Sincerely,

q~
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10/24/11 Copies submitted to:

a

Mayor & Council Members
City Manager
CEDD Director

BUiLDING
AN ARTIST COMMUNITY
IN MORENO VALLEY

o
Proposall by
Richard lL. F. Archelr, Slr.
14140 Agave Street

C\) \~'(\ c.:\-- L\)

Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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BUILDING AN ARTISTS'
COMMUNIlYIN
MORENO VALLEY

The problem is dlat rlle traditional arts secto~ is
not currendy well connected to the commerctal
marketplace, which inhibits its ability to grow.
Distressed communities can ill-afford to ignore
opportunities to generate income and
investment. Economic development agencies
have begun to encourage better and more
productive connections between traditional
artists, on rlle one hand, and the marketplace, on
the other. They have several tools available to
assist in making these commercial connections
possible: a well-established regional economic
planning process; expertise, funding, and
.
institutional connections needed to commUnIcate
market infoOllation effectively; and an inventory
of financing. The value of traditional artists and
arts organizations to regional economic
development is how the public sector can help.

A vital part of any thriving jurisdiction is a
flourishing arts community. A vibrant arts
community can be an important component of
successful economic development. It can be dle
engine to spur an influx of tourism that in tum
impacts restaurants, hoteVmotels, and odler
retail establishments. High-end businesses prefer
to locate to areas that offer a diverse cultural
climate.

o

Given the current economy, some cities are
looking to attract artists of all genres to locate
within their communities. These cities recognize
that as the economy rebounds, arts will be part of
the next renaissance. It will be these ci ties t:hat
will immediately benefIt from their vision to
invest in the arts as a means to encourage
economic growth.
The City of Moreno Valley is in a unique
position in this particular time where they can
use the down economy to rlleir advantage to
begin building rlle foundation of this artists'
community. It can do so by taking three steps.

The t.rst step is re-establishing a competent
gallery space for ar6st to display rlleir work and
to hold a variety of events. By doing so, it will
provide a viable means for local artist for market
exposure. Having such a venue provides an
important link towards economic development
and possible partnerships within the business
community. The goal is to foster a symbiotic link
between culrore and commerce. To make such
an enterprise successful, a sincere buy-in by the
City's Community and Economic Development
Department is needed to incorporate this effort
into its long-range plan. Proper promotion of the
concept and all related events will create market
demand.

Strengthening cultural communities creates
economic assets. 'These economic assets can be
harnessed for regional growrll. Together with
other components of dle regional economy scenic resources, rlle hospitality industry, and
orllers - traditional arts production torms an
economic sector that has major room for growth
given the rapidly increasing resources Traditional
arts are grounded in dle cultLLral traditions of
particular communities, the artists and arts
organizations involved in producing traditional
arts have great economic value rllat can be
harnessed to increase regional economic growth.

o

Richard L. F. Archer, Sr.

The mall at Town Centre is an idealloca60n
given the SlLrplus of vacant floor space. The City
can negotiate wirll dle mall's leasing company for

Page I
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Moreno VaIJey has one of the highest rates of
foreclosures and abandoned properties in the
country. TIle City's Community and
Economic Development Department through its
Neighborhood Preservation Division Affordable
Home Program could set aside a block of
foreclosed/abandoned homes specifically for the
sale to established artists.
The price of the homes will have to be
reasonable and "affordable".
Artist's body of work wi.ll be reviewed to
•
establish that they fit speci.fic criteria.
•
Artist must guarantee that they wi.ll
reside in the property as their main
residence for a minimum of three years.
•
Artist will also commit to improving
the property according to code
requirements and community standards.

a three-year lease with another three-year
renewal clause. The intent is to get the mall to
lease the fIrst two years either at no charge or at a
nominal charge. Taking this approach provides
the City sufficient time to get the gallery
established and begin to earn income through
commissions and sales tax. On the thi.rd year, the
lease will convert to a monthly payment in
keeping with the market at that time. The Arts
Commission will then have the option to renew
the lease for three additional years.
The gallery space will serve two purposes;
1) An exhibition space for established and
emerging artists of merit with a
preference for those oflocal origin, and
2) A venue for limited performances and
events. The gallery space will be
developed through solicitation of grants
and donations.

o

•

What is discussed here is meant to be a simple
overview of an essential concept that should be
embraced by the City of Moreno Valley to raise
the bar and improve the quality oflife. Proactively doing so will attract the type of
economic development t.hat will mark a
significant and positive change for the City.

Committee through a review of their
portfolios will select exhibiting artists.
Display of their work will be on a
rotating schedu1e.
Sale of any work will be subject to a
gallery sales commission and sales tax
where appropriate.
High school and college work programs
as well as senior programs will provide
manpower to staff and operate the
gallery on a volunteer basis.
Various events will be hosted at the
gallery as a part of public outreach as
well as a means to stimulate commerce
at the mall with neighboring vendors.

The intent of t.his proposal is to initiate a
discussion in an effort to solidify a
comprehensive program around this concept.

The second step is aimed at fostering
neighborhoods oflocal artists. The City of

o

Richard L. F. Archer, Sr.
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jackson ~(P)WO§
Preventive Strategies and
Positive Solutions f9T the Workplace-

11 OCT 25 PM 3: 35
October 21,2011

Richard Stewart
Mayor
Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street, P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Re: League of California Cities Conference & Expo

1-----·- - - - - - - - - . - - - - -

Dear Mr. Stewart:
It was a pleasure to have you stop by Jackson Lewis' booth at the League of California
Cities Conference & Expo in San Francisco.

Jackson Lewis LLP is one of the largest law firms in the country dedicated exclusively to
representing management in workplace law. With access to centralized firm resources from our regional
locations, including five offices in California, Jackson Lewis offers the advantage of a firm with a
national presence but also with knowledge of and expertise in local nuances. This makes Jackson Lewis
particularly well suited to represent public agencies requiring regular assistance across a broad spectrum
of labor and employment matters, including litigation, labor arbitrations, administrative actions, leave
policy management, and personnel training. We have been recognized in a survey conducted by BTl
Consulting Group as "the single highest-ranked firm clients want by their side in employment battles."
We will also be speaking and exhibiting at the California Public Employers Labor
Relations Association (CALPELRA) 2011 Annual Training Conference. We hope to see you there or at
the League's conference in May 2012.
Ifyotf have any questions-aDo'ut ournrmor-regardlng -any workplace law' issues, please
do not hesitate to contact either of us. We would be delighted to have the opportunity to learn more
about your organization and explore how we may be of assistance and best serve your needs.

Very truly yours,

Kathy Maylin
. OntiverosJ@jacksonlewis.com

Jackson Lewis LLP
MaylinK@jacksonlewis.com
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October 20, 2011

Partnering wifhCommunities
to Build Better Libraries

.

/ The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
/"/
/
City of Moreno Valley
/
14177 Fredefick Street
f
/
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
I

/

/

Dear Mayor Stewart:
Tha,,{you for visiting our booth at the League of California Cities conference in San Francisco.
It'-Was a pleasure to talk with you and to learn about your city's library situation. Enclosed is a
packet of literature about our company and the libraries we operate.
During the past three decades, LSSI has become recognized as the leading provider of
outsourced library services. Our approach is to listen to our customers' requirements and then
tailor our services to address their needs. We are committed to providing the highest quality
library services for the tax dollars our clients have to invest.
LSSI serves communities of all types, sizes and diversity. For the past 15 years, LSSI has
operated the 33 branches and 2 bookmobiles in the Riverside County Library System in
California (the first and largest library in the nation to be operated by a private firm). Currently,
our California clients also include the libraries in Redding/Shasta County, Moorpark, Camarillo,
and Santa Clarita. In Texas, LSSI manages libraries in Leander, Red Oak, San Juan, and
Farmers Branch. In Tennessee, our newest client is the City of Collegedale. In that state, the
Jackson Public Library as well as four former Memphis-Shelby System libraries in Germantown,
Collierville, Millington and Arlington are operated by LSSI. In Kansas, we operate the Finney
County Public Library. Under a partnership with LSSI, the libraries have increased their hours
of operation, provided more library programs and services for the communities, and purchased
more library materials. Most importantly, each library has become a visible cornerstone of the
community and a destination enjoyed by people of all ages.
In Jackson County, OR, LSSI worked closely with the County Administrator and the Board of
Commissioners to re-open and operate their 15-branch, County-wide library system, which had
been closed for financial reasons. LSSI successfully re-opened all the branches within 45 days
of signing the contract and they are now teeming with activity. The CAO in Jackson County
estimates that the county will save more than $27 million over the life of the contract with LSSI.
Please review the enclosed information, and take a few minutes to view the 7-minute video on
DVD to learn what some of our customers have to say about their experiences with LSSI. If you
would like additional information, please call me at
, or email me at
Bob. Windrow@lssi.com.

~y,

~Windro~

Vice President
LSSI Headquarters Office
12850 Middlebrook Road, Suite 400 . Germantown, MD 20874 .
LSSI is an Equal Opportunity Employer

fax
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2011 Annual Conference

San Francisco
September 23, 2011
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FINAL REPORT ON RESOLUTIONS
September 2011

The 2011 League of California Cities Annual Conference was held September 21 - 23,
2011, in San Francisco. On Wednesday, September 21, two League policy committees met and
considered the resolutions that were assigned to them.
The General Resolutions Committee met on Thursday, September 22, and considered the
five resolutions before them. A chart on pages 2 and 3 of this packet includes a summary of the
actions taken on the resolutions by the policy committees and the General Resolution
Committee.
The resolutions contained in this packet are only those that were approved by the General
Assembly on September 23. Those resolutions are numbered 1,3, 7 and 8. Also included in this
packet, on page 9, is a status report on the implementation of the resolutions approved at last
year's 2010 Annual Conference. Not included in this'packet are the resolutions numbered 2, 4, 5
and 6 which were not approved by the General Assembly.
We thank those city officials who served as members of policy committees, the General
Resolutions Committee and those city officials who participated in the General Assembly.
Additional copies of this report are available on the League's website at:
www.cacities.org/resolutions

MV00224483

KEY TO ACTIONS TAKEN ON RESOLUTIONS
Resolutions have been grouped by policy cominittees to which they have been assigned.
Number

I

Key Word Index

I

1

2

3
4

.5

Reviewing Body Action

I

I

2
3
1
1 - Policy Committee Recommendation
to General Resolutions Committee
2 - General Resolutions Committee
3 - General Assembly

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES POLICY COMMITTEE
123
Alternative Methods of Meeting Public Notice Requirements and
to Advocate for Revisions to the Government Code Recognizing
R
Aa
Aa
Alternative Methods as a Means to Meet NoticingRequirements

Tort Reform

A

PUBLIC SAFETY POLICY COMMITTEE
1
Raising Public Awareness about the Imminent Health and Safety
A
Concerns for Bullied Children

R

R

·2

3

Aa

Aa

Prison Rape Elimination Act of 2003

D

D

-

Replacement of the Death Penalty with the Sentence of Life
Imprisonment without the Possibility of Parole

D

D

-

NO POLlCY COMMITTEE - REFERRED DIRECTLY TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY·

6

I City of Bell

N/A

2
N/A

3

D

·Per the League's Bylaws, Resolution Number 6 was referred directly to the League's General Assembly.

NOTE: NO RESOLUTIONS WERE ASSIGNED TO THESE POLICY COMMITTEES:
Community Services; Employee Relations; Environmental Quality; Housing, Community & Economic Development;
Revenue and Taxation and Transportation, Communication & Public Works

RESOLUTIONS INITIATED BY PETITION

General Resolutions General
Committee
Assembly
Recommendation
Action
7

8

Resolution Calling for Improved Transparency in and Public Access to the
Proceedings of the California Legislature
Resolution Concerning Realignment Funds

A

A

A

A

2
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KEY TO ACTIONS TAKEN ON RESOLUTIONS (Continued)
Resolutions have been grouped by policy committees to which they have been assigned.

KEY TO REVIEWING BODIES

KEY TO ACTIONS TAKEN

1. Policy Committee

A

Approve

2. General Resolutions Committee

D

Disapprove

3. General Assembly

N

No Action

R

Refer to appropriate policy committee for
study

a

Amend+

Aa

Approve as amended+

** Existing ~eague policy

Aaa

Approve with additional amendment(s)+

*** Local authority presently exists

Ra

Refer as amended to appropriate policy
committee for study+

Raa

Additional amendments and refer+

Da

Amend (for clarity or brevity) and
Disapprove+

Na

Amend (for clarity or brevity) and take No
Action+

W

Withdrawn by Sponsor

ACTION FOOTNOTES

*

Subject matter covered in another resolution

+Note: Petitioned Resolutions may not be amended by the General Resolutions Committee.

Resolutions that are approved by the General Resolutipns Committee, as well as all qualified petitioned
resolutions, are reported to the General Assembly. In addition, League policy provides the following procedure
for resolutions approved by League policy committees but not approved by the General Resolutions Committee.
Every resolution initially recommended for approval and adoption by all the League policy committees to which
the resolution is assigned, but subsequently recommended for disapproval, referral or no action by the General
Resolutions Committee, shall then be placed on a consent agenda for consideration by the General Assembly.
The consent agenda shall include a brief description of the basis for the recommendations by both the policy
committee(s) and General Resolutions Committee, as well as the recommended action by each. Any voting
delegate may make a motion to pull a resolution from the consent agenda in order to request the opportunity to
fully debate the resolution. If, upon a majority vote of the General Assembly, the request for debate is approved,
the General Assembly shall have the opportunity to debate and subsequently vote on the resolution.

3
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APPROVED 2011 ANNUAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS
1.

RESOLUTION SUPPORTING ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF MEETING PUBLIC NOTICE
REQUIREMENTS AND TO ADVOCATE FOR REVISIONS TO THE GOVERNMENT CODE
RECOGNIZING ALTERNATIVE METHODS AS A MEANS TO MEET NOTICING
REQUIREMENTS

Source:
DesertlMountain Division
Referred To:' Administrative Services Policy Committee

WHEREAS, the traditional means of noticing in local adjudicated newspapers is antiquated and
inefficient; and
. WHEREAS, the League of California Cities rec.ognizes that in recent decades, technology has vastly,
improved; and
WHEREAS, that technology includes the advent of the internet; electronic mail, social media, smart
phones and other smart devices (i.e. iPhones/iPads); and
WHEREAS, the public is becoming increasing familiar with the use of new technology and using it as a
means to gain quick and up-to-date information; and
WHEREAS, the public has a preference for receiving information in an electronic format; and now,
therefore, be it
RESOL VED by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities assembled at the Annual
Conference in San Francisco, September 23,20 II, that League of California Cities:
1. Desires to enhance current public noticing requirements by communicating with the public using
innovative, technologically friendly methods of communication ..
2. Request that the League, as a whole, support alternative methods of meeting public notice
requirements.
3. Request the League advocate for the State Legislature to adopt revisions to the California
Government Code recognizing alternative methods as a means to meeting public notice requirements.
4. Support any legislation that would adopt revisions to the California Government Code
recognizing alternative methods as, a means to meeting public notice requirements.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities that the League of
California Cities is in support of cities communicating with the public using innovative, enhanced methods of
communication.
111/111111

4
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3.

RESOLUTION RELATED TO RAISING PUBLIC AWARENESS ABOUT THE IMMINENT
HEALTH AND SAFETY CONCERNS FOR BULLIED CHILDREN

Source:
Referred To:

City of Elk Grove
Public Safety Policy Committee

WHEREAS, cities throughout the State of California are becoming more aware of the growing trend of
bullying in schools and on the Internet that has become a serious nationwide problem, one with often severe
consequences; and
WHEREAS, surveys indicate that as many as half of all children are bullied at some time during their
school years, and at least 10 percent are bullied on a regular basis; and
WHEREAS, more than 25 percent of adolescents and teens have been bullied repeatedly through their
cell phones or the Internet and more than 80 percent of teens use a cell phone regularly, making it the most
popular form of technology and a common medium for cyber bullying; and
WHEREAS, the social media network has vastly increased the number of users online and yourig people
are eager to participate without understanding the consequences of their behavior; and
WHEREAS, general bullying and cyber bullying have both caused severe damage, heartache, and even
fatal tragedy to young people and'their families and friends; and
WHEREAS, victims of bullying display a range ofresPQnses, even many years later, such as: low selfesteem, difficulty in trusting others, lack of assertiveness, aggression, difficulty controlling anger, and isolation;
and
WHEREAS, bullying has been identified as a major concern by schools across the U.S. and is an even
greater concern when considering children with special needs; and
WHEREAS, cities providing an open forum to discuss bullying gives an opportunity for parerits, students,
and communities to acknowledge this issue, open up the conversation about the topic and raise awareness of the
issue; and
WHEREAS, the League supports cities who take a stance against bullying by raising education and
awareness about anti-bullying efforts throughout the State of California to provide a better life and foundation for
young people; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities, assembled in Annual
Conference in San Francisco, September 23, 2011, that the League encourages cities to promote anti-bullying
efforts across California as well as provide education and awareness to the general public about the imminent
health and safety concerns for bullied children; and, be it further
RESOL VED, by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities, that the League will forward
this Resolution to the CCS (Cities, Counties, Schools) Partnership for consideration at their next meeting to help
promote anti-bullying efforts throughout California.
IIIIIIIIII

5
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APPROVED QUALIFIED PETITIONED RESOLUTION

7.

RESOLUTION CALLING FOR IMPROVED TRANSPARENCY IN AND PUBLIC ACCESS TO
THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
Source: League Board of Directors

WHEREAS, Article 4, Section 7(c) of the California Constitution requires the proceedings of each house
of the Legislature and the committees thereof to be "open and public;" and
, WHEREAS, Article 4, Section 8 (a) of the California Constitution requires newly introduced legislation
to be in print for a minimum of 30 days prior to the Legislature taking action; and ,
WHEREAS, the Legislature has adopted numerous laws requiring local and state agencies to adhere to
the Ralph M. Brown Act, the Bagley-Keene Act and other laws that impose specified public notice requirements;
and
WHEREAS, the people of California have a right to expect their Legislature to conduct its proceedings
with an equivalent standard of public notice and opportunity for public participation as the Legislature has
imposed on local and state agencies; and
WHEREAS, the Legislature has increasingly abandoned complying with the open and public government
requirements of Article IV by using parliamentary maneuvers to secretly introduce and amend legislation, often
in the middle of the night, and rush it to a vote with no opportunity for the public to read the legislation and
communicate with their legislators prior to voting; and
WHEREAS, in late June 2011 the legislature used this process to rush approval of SB 89 that took $130
million dollars in vehicle license fees (VLF) fro'm the cities cifthe state without
opportunity for these cities,
including the recently incorporated cities which were significantly affected by the legislation, to review the
proposal and communicate with legislators as to its specific impacts; and

any

WHERAS, the loss of city VLF revenue will cause reductions to police, fire and other vital local public
services; and
WHEREAS, the secret drafting and late-night passage of SB 89 also violated the provisions of numerous
other parts of the California State Constitution, including Proposition 22 of 20 I 0, Proposition I A of 2004, and
Article XI, Section IS; and
WHEREAS the increasing use of non-transparent procedures to pass biIIs through in the legislative
session's final days and hours is being roundly criticized as promoting the agenda of special interests rather than
the interests of all taxpayers or the cause of open and public government; and

'6
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WHEREAS, actions by the Legislature that avoid opportunities for the public to review and comment on
pending legislation undermine representative government, create the perception of favors being granted to special
interests, and further reduce public confidence in the institution; and
WHEREAS, the loss of public confidence in the legislature was documented in the Field Poll published
on Tuesday, September 20, 2011 which revealed that only 20% of registered voters approved of the job being
done by the California State Legislature, and 65% disapproved; and
WHEREAS, given the size of our state, the diversity of its population, the remoteness of the Capitol from
most of the state's residents, and the potential of state legislation to have widespread impact, there is a need for
even broader public notice on pending legislative actions. Now, therefore, be it:
RESOL VED, by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities, assembled in Annual
Conference in San Francisco, September 23, 20 II, that the Legislature repeal the provisions of SB 89 which took
$130 million from affected cities without public notice or opportunity to be heard; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the California Legislature adopt and forward to the people at the
next general election a Constitutional Amendment to increase the transparency of the legislative process and
promote public access to ensure that all California residents have a reasonable opportunity to :
I) Read a printed copy of all pending legislation before it is eligible for a legislative vote;
2) Be provided with reasonable time to digest the potential impacts of the legislation and communicate
-support, opposition or concerns to their legislators, so that legislators have an opportunity to understand
the potential impacts of legislation before voting; and
_3) That any public notice requirements adopted by the Legislature prior to acting shall not be less than the
public notice requirements imposed by the legislature upon local and state agencies.

//11111111
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8.

A RESOLUTION OF THE LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES CALLING UPON THE
GOVERNOR AND LEGISLATURE TO FULLY FUND AND CONSTITUTIONALLY PROTECT
THOSE FUNDS RELATED TO THE 2011 CORRECTIONS REALIGNMENT, ALSO KNOWN
AS AB 109 AND AB 117 .
Source: City of Glendora

THE LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES DOES HEREBY 'RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:
WHEREAS, The Governor proposed a realignment of public safety tasks to local government as a way
to address certain judicial orders dealing with State prison overcrowding and reduce State expenditures: and
WHEREAS, The Governor stated that such a realignmeI}t needed to be fully funded with constitutionally
protected source of funds if it were to succeed; and
.
WHEREAS, The Legislature passed AB 109 and AB 117 and the Governor signed into law the
realignment of corrections responsibility without full funds, Constitutional protections, without sufficient liability
protections to local agencies, and with an inadequate definition of crimes handled under the mandatory local
housing program; al1d
WHEREAS, The Corrections Realignment Statutes AB 109 (Chapter 15, Statutes of2011) and AB 117
(Chapter 16, Statutes of2011) were reviewed by the League's Committee on Public Safety in July which issued
an "opposed unless amended" recommendation if these issues and others were not properly addressed; and
WHEREAS, Los Angeles County officials, for example, have indicated that State funding at this time is
approximately 50% of what is needed; that they have inadequate personnel to properly supervise parolee's; they
have inadequate bed space to house convicted persons which will lead to a large number of these persons being
early released, non-supervised and involved in additional crimes in our local cities; and there are inadequate data
bases to. share critical public safety information on parolees and persons on probation with local police.
departments; and
WHEREAS, Los Angeles County is symbolic of the same problems that other counties are facing in
implementing AB 109 and AB 117 by October 1, 2011; that this is critical public safety issue for all cities within
California; and
WHEREAS, the criminal justice system has seen a "60-year" low in crime rates that have protected our
residents, saved millions to our economy in loss property, damaged property, lower insured losses and lost
productivity. The CorreCtions Realignment threatens to severely erode those gains and further impact our fragile
California economy .
. RESOLVED that the General Assembly of the League of California Cities caIIs upon the Governor and
State Legislature to immediately fully fund the implementation of the Corrections Realignment AB 109 and AB
117, including local municipal police department needs, with Constitutional protection of that funding;
RESOLVED that the General Assembly of the League of California Cities calls upon the State
Legislature to provide for greater representation of city officials on the local Community Corrections
Partnerships. Currently, AB 109 provides for one city official (a police chief) on the 13 member body.

////1/////
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APPROVED 2010 ANNUAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS IMPLEMENTATION REPORT
No.

Title

Required Action

Status

I.

League Bylaws Amendment

The League will make the specified changes to the
League bylaws by amending sections indicated in
Resolution number I.

The League's bylaws amendments have been
incorporated into League procedures as they
come up throughout the year.

2.

Relating to the National
LeI's Move! Camllaign

3.

R~lating to Unfunded
Mandates

I.

The League will encourage cities to adopt
preventative measures to fight obesity as set forth in
the LeI's Move! Campaign

2.

California cities be encouraged to sign up the LeI's
Move!

3.

California cities be encouraged to:
a. help parents make healthy family choices;
b. create healthy schools;
c. provide access to healthy and affordable foods;
and
d. promote physical activity.

4.

Cities are encouraged to Involve youth, especially
middle and high school students, with city healthrelated programs.

I.

The League will work with its member cities and
other local government partners to identify situations
in which local governments must increase fees or
taxes to meet state mandated requirements. .

2.

The League will work with the applicable state and
federal regulatory agencies through the League's
policy making process, and the National League of
Cities, to develop reasonably achievable,
environmentally sound and cost-effective policy
based on monitoring and sound science and
addressing local water conditions and the fiscal
condition of the local government.

The League was the first municipal association
nationwide to join the LeI's Move! Campaign in
September 2010. In addition, League policy
committees and departments received briefings
on successful local programs and statewide
programs to help fight obesity.
Finally, articles about healthy communities,
LeI's Move! and successful local programs were
highlighted in both City Advocate Weekly and
Western City over the course of the last year.

The League participated in a number of
meetings and strongly supported legislation to
work on making more practicable local water
quality requirements. This included early
legislation by Assemblyman Cameron Smyth as
well as work before the State Water Resources
Control Board fighting significant increases in
NPDES wastewater and storm water fees and
industrial and Phase II MS4 NPDES permit
updates.

3. The League will review and consider supporting
through its policy committee process legislation to
suspend, eliminate, or otherwise modify the negative
impacts of state mandates on local agencies,
particularly in which a new local tax or fee increase
is necessary to implement the mandate.
6.

Enhancing Public Safety

The League will encourage cities to promote safe driving
across California and the education of the general public
about the dangers of texting while driving.

League staff identified and studied state
legislative proposals related to texting while
driving but ultimately took no action as they did
not promote or impede a city's ability to educate
the public about the dangers of texting while
driving. The League also made available
information on the study by the Pacific Policy
Institute of California. "What to Expect from
California's New Hands-Free Law," related to
using a mobile phone while driving, as
requested.

9
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ACLU Sues Supervisors Over Public Comment
Policies
TRACY WOOD I Posted: Thursday, September 8, 2011 4:42 pm
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The American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California has filed suit against the
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County Board of Supervisors for policies that the civil rights group says prevent the public
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stating controversial opinions in public meetings.

The suit was filed Wednesday in U.S. District Court in Santa Ana on behalfofWilliam Denis.:::

-<

Fitzgerald of Anaheim, who has spoken frequently at board meetings and is a director of the
government watchdog group Homeowners for Maintaining our Environment (HOME).
The ACLU wants the federal court to order revision of policies on public comment to make it
clear that speakers have a right to make controversial statements, even if board members and
others disagree.
Most recently, Fitzgerald, who was an Army infantryman for 11 years and served in Vietnam, was
'interrupted by Supervisor Janet Nguyen and chastised while making public comments Aug. 23
about the board's boundaries for new supervisorial districts.
The plan ultimately adopted by the board divided the city of Fountain Valley in order to add more
Vietnamese voters to Nguyen's 1st Supervisorial District.
Fitzgerald criticized the board for not doing enough to give a stronger voice to Latinos, who
constitute about 40 percent of the county's population.
Then he said U.S. troops fought and died in Vietnam, but Vietnamese, who fled to the U.S. after
the fall of Saigon in 1975

w~re

"cowards" who should have stayed to fight for their country.

Nguyen was born in Vietnam but came to the U.S. as a child and graduated from high school in
Orange County.
Board Chairman Bill Campbell, named as a defendant in the suit, "abruptly interrupted Mr.
Fitzgerald before his allotted three minutes had expired to give the floor to Defendant Nguyen,
who," the complaint alleges, "proceeded to berate him purely for the content of his speech, calling
it 'appalling' and 'wrong' and indicating that Mr. Fitzgerald was not allowed to criticize 'members
of any communities coming to this country, this great country, for their freedom and democracy.' "
When Fitzgerald made his controversial comments, he was approached by the sheriffs deputy
assigned to board meetings who stood at his side as Nguyen was chastising him. Ultimately,
Fitzgerald stalked from the room while Nguyen was still speaking.
According to the court complaint, Fitzgerald wanted to speak when the board took up the
redistricting issue again on Sept. 6 but didn't. "Because of the Board's rule and procedures, as well
http://www.voiceofoc.org/countywide/county_governmentiarticle_58dffbOe-da74-11eO-a1...
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as their past treatment of him, he fears being silenced again and possibly punished for expressing
himself."
Specifically, the suit seeks an order requiring the board to change Rule 46 and Speaker Guidelines
to make it clear the board doesn't prohibit speakers from expressing their opinions, even if
supervisors and others may disagree.
Campbell didn't return calls seeking comment, but in a telephone interview Nguyen said it is
common for board members to interrupt speakers to ask a question. She said speakers are allowed
to continue their comments after they answer the question.
She said she was telling Fitzgerald "you're free to say whatever you want, but let's not talk about
people being cowards or people fighting in vain.
"All I wanted to tell him was 'look, make all the comments you want. You're welcome to make
comments about me. But you shouldn't make comments about other people.' "
She said at board meetings "the one thing you can't do, in my opinion, is disrespect other people."
"The deputy stood there. He [Fitzgerald] left himself. The deputy never arrested him."
But ACLU lawyer Belinda Escobosa Helzer, director of the group's Orange County office, said
the board "can't regulate the content of people's speech.
"Whether we agree or not with his opinion," she said, "he has a right to his opinion. He was not
disrupting the meeting."
Supervisor John Moorlach is also named in the suit because of a July 27, 2010, board meeting in
which, during the comment period, Fitzgerald criticized the board clerk, who also runs the county
Assessment Appeals Board.
Fitzgerald, according to the suit, said the clerk was mismanaging the Appeals Board, costing
homeowners unjustified taxes.
The suit quotes Fitzgerald as saying, " 'It is apparent that (the Clerk of the Board) is like the
commander of a concentration camp. She is just following the orders of her bosses.' "
The suit alleges "at that point, Defendant Nguyen [who chaired the board] and Defendant
Moorlach interrupted Mr. Fitzgerald and at least one of the [unspecified] defendants, an Orange
County Sheriffs Department deputy, approached Mr. Fitzgerald and instructed him to leave the
podium.
"Defendant Moorlach," according to the suit, "scolded Mr. Fitzgerald for not being polite,
informed him that they were 'in a position of authority' over him, and promptly had him escorted
from the meeting."

http://www. voiceofoc.org/countywide/county_government/article _58dffbOe-da74-11 eO-al...
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Moorlach, in a telephone interview, said he interrupted Fitzgerald because he wanted to ask him a
question, but "Mr. Fitzgerald just wouldn't stop."
Moorlach said the county has investigated Fitzgerald's claims of poor performance by the Appeal
Board and found they were unwarranted.
Moorlach said that some speakers "say things that are a little over-the-top, that incide people."
"I believe in free speech, but you've got to balance too," Moorlach said.
"He [Fitzgerald] lights into people," he added. "I don't know why they [the ACLU] would select
this type of client, but if you look at the tape [of the meeting], I was just trying to ask him a
question."
Earlier thisyear the board changed its speakers policy, no longer requiring speakers to fill out in
advance a form with their names and the towns where they live.
Such a requirement is a violation of both the U.S. Constitution's First Amendment guarantee of
free speech and of California's Brown Act, both of which protect the right to address government
anonymously, said Terry Francke, who is general counsel for Californians Aware and Voice of
OC's open government consultant.
After Voice ofOC wrote about the board policy, it was changed so speakers need not state their
names.
Now if speakers prefer, they can list themselves as "Man from Mars" or any other title, "and we've
had some who do," said Susan Novak, chief deputy clerk of the board.

Please contqct Tracy Wood directly at twood@voiceofoc.org andfollow her on Twitter:
twitter .com/tracyV OC
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23820 Ironwood Ave. Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557 Phone:

Moreno Valley City Manager

Sept. 14, 2011

Re: Flood Channel

Dear Sir,
I'm asking the city to review why the flood channel dividing our Park was not finished.
I called them two years ago and was told that it had already been enclosed many years ago. I told them to
come and check it because it was never done.
We have a spot in the gutter at our entry gate that needs to have the concrete replaced.
We would appreciate any help you can give us.

John Langdon, Manager

MV00224495
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23820 Ironwood Ave. Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557 Phone:

Moreno Valley City Manager

Sept. 14, 2011

Re: Bingo

Dear Sir,
I'm asking the city to review the requirements for our Park to get a bingo license. It's very hard
for our seniors to go through all that red tape. We just want to play bingo as they have for some 40 years.
We want to be legal.

John Langdon, Manager

MV00224496

Hi Bob

September 8, 2011

The other day, John Langdon asked me (as an old (!) member of the Liaison
Committee) something about its By-Laws. It stimulated some concerns I
have had for a while, so I thought I'd drop you a line.
Of course, The Liaison Committee doesn t have By-Laws, but it does have
Procedures revised in June 2006, and perhaps later that I am not aware of.
These Procedures call for a seven member committee whose members
serve two years, and an election each June. This didn1t happen, probably
because you were away for a while just before, and I well remember that
things didn t happen if the chairm an wasn't there to push.
But apparently mem bers have dwindled to the point that they do not constitute a
quorum of four as stipulated in the Procedures (Officers, I) So I am concerned
that we apparently do not have a com m ittee able to function at present.
The same section of the Procedures (Officers III) states that Lfa summary of
all actions taken by the Com m ittee shall be given to all park residents sem iannually.1' This used to be done through a Liaison Com m ittee Report through
the Newsletter, and even if not much has been done, it is important to keep
the committee in the minds of the residents so they will feel it is a committee
worth working on. And the com m ittee does serve a useful purpose, not
necessarily taking one side against another, but in trying to weigh both sides
of any issue between residents and management that they have not been able
to solve satisfactorily and help resolve the dispute.
And lastly - when I was on the committee, each member had a black loose-leaf
notebook that contained a copy of the Procedures, the city ordinances (nos.
140 and 371) that spell out the function and election procedures of the resident
committee which is our Liaison Committee, and minutes and reports since the
committee began. This is an esse:1tial tool for any member, and apparently
somewhere along the years some or all of these notebooks have not been
passed on. Ld be happy to help try to trace some of these, if you like. You
should have at least 2 file boxes,also, with archived materials.

Charline T Bridge
References:
City Ordinance No. 371, formerly No. 140, amending Title 13.01 of the
Moreno Valley Municipal Code: 13.01.060 Resident Committee
Procedures of II Sorrento Mobile Home Park Liaison Committee
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IL SORRENTO
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23820 Ironwood Ave. Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557 Phone:

Moreno Valley City Manager

Aug. 18, 2011

Re: Liaison Committee

Dear Sir,
I'm asking the city to disband the Liaison Committee because they have failed to have nominations
and hold elections this year.
I want the city to supervise the nomination and election. We have had good relations with the Liaison
Committee over the years and we wish to continue.

John Langdon, Manager

.cc. Bob Neelans
Valerie Burrowes
Bonnie Stoyan
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California Charitable Bingo
California Charitable Bingo Enabling Statute
by Chuck Humphrey
Current through Jan. 1, 2010
326.5.
(a) Neither the prohibition on gambling in this chapter nor in Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 330) applies to any
bingo game that is conducted in a city. county, or city and county pursuant to an ordinance enacted under Section 19 of
Article IV of the State Constitution, if the ordinance allows games to be conducted only in accordance with this section and
only by organizations exempted from the payment of the bank and corporation tax by Sections 23701 a, 23701 b, 23701 d,
23701e, 23701f, 23701g, 23701 k, 23701w. and 237011 of the Revenue and Taxation COde~mobilehome park
associations, senior citizens organizations, and charitable organizations affiliated with a scnoo Istrict; and if the receipts of
those games are used only for charitable purposes.
(b) It is a misdemeanor for any person to receive or pay a profit. wage, or salary from any bingo game authorized by
Section 19 of Article IV of the State Constitution. Security personnel employed by the organization conducting the bingo
game may be paid from the revenues of bingo games, as provided in subdivisions OJ and (k).
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(c) A violation of subdivision (b) shall be punishable by a fine not to exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000), which fine is
deposited in the general fund of the city, county, or city and county that enacted the ordinance authorizing the bingo game.
A violation of any provision of this section, other than subdivision (b), is a misdemeanor.
(d) The city, county, or city and county that enacted the ordinance authorizing the bingo game may bring an action to enjoin
a violation of this section.
(e) No minors shall be allowed to partiCipate in any bingo game.

(f) An organization authorized to conduct bingo games pursuant to subdivision (a) shall conduct a bingo game only on
property owned or leased by it, or property whose use is donated to the organization, and which property is used by that
organization for an office or for performance of the purposes for which the organization is organized. Nothing in this
subdivision shall be construed to require that the property owned or leased by, or whose use is donated to, the organization
be used or leased exclusively by, or donated exclusively to, that organization.
(g) All bingo games shall be open to the public, not just to the members of the authorized organization.
(h) A bingo game shall be operated and staffed only by members of the authorized organization that organized it. Those
members shall not receive a profit, wage, or salary from any bingo game. Only the organization authorized to conduct a
bingo game shall operate such a game, or partiCipate in the promotion, supervision, or any other phase of a bingo game.
This subdivision does not preclude the employment of security personnel who are not members of the authorized
organization at a bingo game by the organization conducting the game.
(i) No individual, corporation, partnerShip, or other legal entity, except the organization authorized to conduct a bingo game,
shall hold a financial interest in the conduct of a bingo game.

OJ With respect to organizations exempt from payment of the bank and corporation tax by Section 23701 d of the Revenue
and Taxation Code, all profits derived from a bingo game shall be kept in a special fund or account and shall not be
commingled with any other fund or account. Those profits shall be used only for charitable purposes.
(k) With respect to other organizations authorized to conduct bingo games pursuant to this section, all proceeds derived
from a bingo game shall be kept in a special fund or account and shall not be commingled with any other fund or account.
Proceeds are the receipts of bingo games conducted by organizations not within subdivision OJ. Those proceeds shall be
used only for charitable purposes, except as follows:
(1) The proceeds may be used for prizes.
(2) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph (8), a portion of the proce.eds, not to exceed 20 percent of the proceeds before
the deduction for prizes, or two thousand dollars ($2,000) per month, whichever is less, may be used for the rental of
property and for overhead, including the purchase of bingo equipment, administrative expenses, security equipment, and
security personnel.
(8) For the purposes of bingo games conducted by the Lake Elsinore Elks Lodge, a portion of the proceeds, not to exceed
20 percent of the proceeds before the deduction for prizes, or three thousand dollars ($3,000) per month, whichever is less,
may be used for the rental of property and for overhead, including the purchase of bingo equipment, administrative
expenses, security equipment, and security personnel. Any amount of the proceeds that is additional to that permitted
under subparagraph (A), up to one thousand dollars ($1,000), shall be used for the purpose of financing the rebuilding of
the facility and the replacement of equipment that was destroyed by fire in 2007. The exception to subparagraph (A) that is
provided by this subparagraph shall remain in effect only until the cost of rebuilding the facility is repaid, or January 1,
2019, whichever occurs first.
(3) The proceeds may be used to pay license fees.
(4) A city, county, or city and county that enacts an ordinance permitting bingo games may specify in the ordinance that if
the monthly gross receipts from bingo games of an organization within this subdivision exceed five thousand dollars
($5,000), a minimum percentage of the proceeds shall be used only for charitable purposes not relating to the conducting
of bingo games and that the balance shall be used for prizes, rental of property, overhead, administrative expenses, and
payment of license fees. The amount of proceeds used for rental of property, overhead, and administrative expenses is
subject to the limitations specified in paragraph (2).
(I) (1) A city, county, or city and county may impose a license fee on each organization that it authorizes to conduct bingo
games.
The fee, whether for the initial license or renewal, shall not exceed fifty dollars ($50) annually, except as provided in

http://www.gambling-law-us.com/Charitable-Gaming/Califomial... 9/13/2011
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paragraph (2).
If an application for a license is denied, one-half of any license fee paid shall be refunded to the organization.
(2) In lieu of the license fee permitted under paragraph (I), a city, county, or city and county may impose a license fee of
fifty dollars ($50) paid upon application. If an application for a license is denied, one-half of the application fee shall be
refunded to the organization. An additional fee for law enforcement and public safety costs incurred by the city, county, or
city and county that are directly related to bingo activities may be imposed and shall be collected monthly by the city,
county, or city and county issuing the license; however, the fee shall not exceed the actual costs incurred in providing the
service.
(m) No person shall be allowed to participate in a bingo game, unless the person is physically present at the time and place
where the bingo game is being conducted.
(n) The total value of prizes available to be awarded during the conduct of any bingo games shall not exceed five hundred
dollars ($500) in cash or kind, or both, for each separate game which is held.
(0) As used in this section, "bingo" means a game of chance in which prizes are awarded on the basis of designated
numbers or symbols that are marked or covered by the player on a tangible card in the player's possession and that
conform to numbers or symbols, selected at random and announced by a live caller. Notwithstanding Section 330c, as
used in this section, the game of bingo includes tangible cards having numbers or symbols that are concealed and
preprinted in a manner providing for distribution of prizes.
Electronics or video displays shall not be used in connection with the game of bingo. except in connection with the caller's
drawing of numbers or symbols and the public display of that drawing, and except as provided in subdivision (p). The
winning cards shall not be known prior to the game by any person participating in the playing or operation of the bingo
game. All preprinted cards shall bear the legend, "for sale or use only in a bingo game authorized under California law and
pursuant to local ordinance." Only a covered or marked tangible card possessed by a player and presented to an attendant
may be used to claim a prize. It is the intention of the Legislature that bingo as defined in this subdivision applies
exclusively to this section and shall not be applied in the construction or enforcement of any other provision of law.
(p) (1) Players who are physically present at a bingo game may use hand-held, portable card-minding devices, as
described in this subdivision, to assist in monitoring the numbers or symbols announced by a live caller as those numbers
or symbols are called in a live game. Card-minding devices may not be used in connection with any game where a bingo
card may be sold or distributed after the start of the ball draw for that game. A card-minding device shall do all of the
following:
.
.
(A) Be capable of storing in the memory of the device bingo faces of tangible cards purchased by a player.
(B) Provide a means for bingo players to input manually each individual number or symbol announced by a live caller.
(C) Compare the numbers or symbols entered by the player to the bingo faces previously stored in the memory of the
device.
(D) Identify winning bingo patterns that exist on the stored bingo faces.
(2) A card-minding device shall perform no functions involving the play of the game other than those described in
paragraph (1).
Card-minding devices shall not do any of the following:
(A) Be capable of accepting or dispensing any coins, currency, or other representative of value or on which value has been
encoded.
.
(B) Be capable of monitOring any bingo card face other than the faces of the tangible bingo card or cards purchased by the
player for that game.
(C) Display or represent the game result through any means, including, but not limited to, video or mechanical reels or
other slot machine or casino game themes, other than highlighting the winning numbers or symbols marked or covered on
the tangible bingo cards or giving an audio alert that the player's card has a prize-winning pattern.
(D) Determine the outcome of any game or be physically or electronically connected to any component that determines the
outcome of a game or to any other bingo equipment, including, but not limited to, the ball call station, or to any other cardminding device. No other player-operated or player-activated electronic or electromechanical device or equipment is
permitted to be used in connection with a bingo game.
(3) (A) A card-minding device shall be approved in advance by the commission as meeting the requirements of this section
and any additional requirements stated in regulations adopted by the commission. Any proposed material change to the
device, including any change to the software used by the device, shall be submitted to the commission and approved by
the commission prior to implementation.
(8) In accordance with Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 19800) of Division 8 of the Business and Professions Code,
the commission shall establish reasonable criteria for, and require the licensure of, any person that directly or indirectly
manufactures, distributes, supplies, vends, leases, or otherwise provides card-minding devices or other supplies,
equipment, or services related to card-minding devices designed for use in the playing of bingo games by any nonprofit
organization.
(C) A person or entity that supplies or services any card-minding device shall meet all licensing requirements established
by the commiSSion in regulations.
(4) The costs of any testing, certification, license, or determination required by this subdivision shall be borne by the person
or entity seeking it
(5) On and after January I, 2010, the commission and the Department of Justice may inspect all card-minding devices at
any time without notice, and may immediately prohibit the use of any device that does not comply with the requirements of
subdivision (r) of Section 19841 of the Business and Professions Code. The Department of Justice may at any time,
without notice, impound any device the use of which has been prohibited by the commission.
(6) The California Gambling Control Commission shall issue regulations to implement the requirements of this subdivision
and may issue regulations regarding the means by which the operator of a bingo game, as required by applicable law, may
offer assistance to a player with disabilities in order to enable that player to partiCipate in a bingo game, provided that the
means of providing that assistance shall not be through any electronic, electromechanical, or other device or equipment
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that accepts the insertion of any coin, currency, token, credit card, or other means of transmitting value, and does not
constitute or is not a part of a system that constitutes a video lottery terminal, slot machine, or device prohibited by Chapter
10 (commencing with Section 330).
(7) The following definitions apply for purposes of this subdivision:
(A) "Commission" means the California Gambling Control Commission.
(B) "Person" includes a natural person, corporation, limited liability company, partnership, trust, joint venture, association,
or any other business organization.
19987. (a) The department, by regulation or order, may require any person or entity set forth in subdivision (b), to register
with the department.
(b) "Person or entity" means one who, directly or indirectly, manufactures, distributes, supplies, vends, leases, or
otherwise provides, supplies, devices, or other equipment designed for use in the playing of controlled games by any
nonprofit organization registered to conduct controlled games.
Chuck Humphrey Is avallablo to help answor questions and analyzo and structure transactlona.
Copyright C!:) 2003-2011 Chuck Humphrey, gambllng-law-u ••com. All Rights Rosorvod wortdwlde.
May not be coplod, atored or redlatrtbutad wI1hout prtor wrttten pennlaalon.
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Palm Desert Development Company is pleased to announce its new corporate identity
---tinder h- new name":" Palm Communities. :Trusrebranding initiative aligns ~iih Palm's
enduring commitment to building quality affordable homes for families, seniors, and
those with special needs throughOll,t California.
A fresh logo, tagline, and website accompany Palm Communities' launch, making it
more accessible to clients, developers, and .the :community. Our tagline, "Quality for
Geneni.tions" reflects the COlnpany's historiccomrnitment to excellence while looking
forward to the development of future projects_.
OUf service area has expanded to include all of Southern California andineludes a new

office in Irvine. This expansion demonstrates not only where Palm Communities stands
today, but also where we are headed .. :we're here to serve communities throughout
Southern California today and in the future.
Please visit our new website:

palmcommu~i!i~s:com

OufmCliling address and phonemimber are unchanged:.
Paim-ebmniunities- -----,--pO Bo~ 3958
Palm Desert, CA 92261

-

------ ---

----

For more information please contact Karen Merritt, Director of Marketing at
kmeiTitt@palmc?-mmunities.com

Quality for Gel'zerattons .
_. ~-.. .....-.,.......-.,...:,----:-..:--...,-.....---.---.... ,.~. . . ' , . -"'-' .-.-. ---.---~44-139 M(JIltcrc)' Al'enllc,SlIi.te A • Palill D:csen, CA 9226.0 •
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.

,------.- .-.. _--"- - • palmcoml11unities.colll
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From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
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City Manager
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Board of Directors

September 7, 2011

President and
Treasurer
Joseph J. Kuebler. CPA
Vice President
Philip E. Paule

Ronald W. Sullivan
Randy A. Record
David J. Slawson
General Manager
Paul D. Jones II. P.E.
Director of The
Metropolitan Water
District of So. Calif.
Randy A. Record
Board Secretary and
A ssistantto the
General Manager
Rosemarie V. Howard
Legal Counsel
Redwine and Sherrill

Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor of City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re: Installation of new water meters in the City of Moreno Valley
Dear Mayor Stewart:
At a recent meeting you' mentioned to me that some residents of the City of
Moreno Valley that had water meters recently replaced indicated to you that their
water bills had increased. The purpose of this letter is to give you an explanation
of why this may have occurred and to let you know what steps we're taking to
better inform customers that they may see changes in their bill when meters are
replaced.
Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD) installs new water meters as existing
meters reach a certain age range or become damaged. As meters age, they
typically become less accurate and "under-register" when' reading water
consumption; or they simply fail and stop reading altogether. As a result, the City
of Moreno Valley residents that received a new water meter may have seen an
increase in their water bill due to the installation of a more accurate meter. This
billing increase may have been exacerbated by installation of the new meter as
the weather became hotter and water consumption increased.
EMWD has approximately 140,000 water meters for both domestic and recycled
water. The majority of these meters - about 100,000 - are read manually. This
is a time-intensive process that averages one minute per meter read. In addition
to improved accuracy, new meters substantially reduce meter-reading costs by
allowing EMWD personnel to electronically read meters remotely. This saves
money on vehicle expenses such as fuel, insurance and repairs.

Mailing Address:

Post Office Box 8300 Perris, CA 92572-8300
Location:
2270 Trumble Road Perris, CA 92570

Internet: www.emwd.org

MV00224504

Honorable Richard A. Stewart
September 7, 2011
Page 2 of 2

To ensure that residents are not surprised by a billing change resulting from a meter
replacement, EMWD has developed and will now utilize a door hanger at a residence when a
new meter is installed. The door hanger will notify residents about the installation and the
possibility of an increase in their water bill due to more accurate meter reading capabilities.
I hope this explanation and our proposed use of a new meter door hanger is helpful. We
certainly appreciate the opportunity to serve the City of Moreno Valley and I appreciate your
input. If you have any questions or need any additional information, please feel free to call me or
our General Manager, Paul Jones, at
Sincerely,

MV00224505
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Eastern Municipal
Water District has
installed a new water
meter on your property
EMWD installs new meters as existing
meters age or get damaged. Your new
meter will provide EMWD with the most
accurate water use information possible.
As meters age, they may become less
accurate in reading water consumption,
or they fail and stop reading altogether.

you may see an increase
in your water bill due to the
installation of a more accurate
As a result,

EMWD has approximately 140,000 water
meters for both domestic and recycled
water. The majority of these meters,
about 100,000, are read manually. This is a
time-intensive process that averages one
minute per meter read.
In addition to improved accuracy, new

substantially
reduce
meters
meter-reading costs by allowing
EMWD to read meters remotely rather
than manually, saving money on vehicle
expenses such as fuel, insurance, and
liability costs.
For more information on EMWD meter
reading, please visit www.emwd.org or
call our Customer Service Department at
(951) 928-3777.
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~rlliller.t &surveiHar.ce

,\ SECRET CRIME WAVE IS SWEEPING THE UNITED STATES AND COl1NTRIl:S ALL OVER THE
WORLD. PI:OPLE ARE BtJNG GRO'UP SfALKED (STALKING BY ORGANIZED GROUPS O'F PEO'PLE)
AND'CO'VERTLYTARGETED WlTH'DIRECfED ENERGYWEAPO'NS (DEW·S). THIS IS ALSO REFERRED
TO' AS ELECTRO'NIC RAllASSMENT AND TO'RTURE. A SHO'RT LIST 0'17 THE HEALTH PRO'BLEMS
.
THESE WEAPO'NS CAN C.AUSEAR£:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MIGRAINE HEADACHES I MUSCLE CRAMPS / CANCER
HEART ATTACK/BRAIN EMBO'USM I PARTIAL BLINDNESS
BLURRED AND D_EGE.i~TION 0'17 vrSION I SLEEP DEPRlVATIO'N
UNCONTRO'LLABLE n:RKING 0'17 LIMBS I ~lICRO'WA VE BURNS
NEURO'LOGICAL DAMAGE / O'VERWHELMING FATIGUE
RINGING IN THE URS I UNCO'NTRO'LLED SE..WAL STIl\fULATION

THE PSYCHOLO'GICAL TO'LL O'JI' THIS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION IS ALSO' RUGE. IMAGINE BDNG
UNDER CONSTANT SURVJ:ILLANCJ: AND TOR11JRED WHEIU:VER YOU Go. SABOT AGE OF
REPUTATION AND BELO'NGINGS AT HO'ME. ~O'RK AND AUTO'MO'BILE WHlLE A TARGETED PERSO'N
IS AWA Y. FAMILY LIFE IS DESTRO'YED. WO'RK PERFORMANCE IS AFFECTED. JO'BS AN,»
UVELIHO'O'D ARE LOST. SOME HAVE COMMII 1m SVICIDE.
\VHENEVER THESE CRIMES AIlE REPO'RTID TO LOCAL OR FEDERAL POUC~ TBJ: VlcrIM IS
LABELED MENTALLY ll.L. THEREFO'RE. THE PERPETRATORS CONTINUE FRl:ELY WITH THEIR
TO'RTURE CAMPAIGN O'NMANY, MANY O'THERS.

I'

fi'.
j.

!

WHAT CAN YO'U DO'? FIRSf, EDUCATE YO'URSELF; VISIT THE FO'LLO'WlNG WEBSITES:

WWW.3topcoyertwar.com
www.multistalkervictims.o.2

royw.mindjustice.o[2
THEN CONTACT US. WE ARE ORGANIZING TO GET OUR PUBLIC OFFICIALS TO IMPLEI\[ENT LAWS
TO' PROTECT THE PEOPLE OF TIlE UNITED STATES. OUR FUTURE AND TIlE FUT1J1U: O'F OUR
CHILDREN IS .-\T STAKE.

FFCHS: P.O.

BOI

9022: Cincinnati, Ohio 45209

Websire: www.frmlomfcbs.c:om
E-mail: infq@(r«domfchs.com Voicemail:

MV00224507

CALIFORNIA

SOMEBODY SOMEWHERE IS CONNECTING PEOPLES MINDS TO A COMPUTER
AND THEY TRANSFFER YOUR EYESIGHT TO A MONITOR AND YOUR HEARING
THROUGH THE SAME SIGNAL, AND SEND WHATEVER SIGNAL THEY WANT TO
YOUR MIND, SOUND, IMAGES AND FEELINGS (LIKE PAIN ETC.)

THEY ARE USING A SATELLITE WITHOUT PERMISSION TO USE THEIR SYSTEM
FOR I DON'T KNOW WHAT PURPOSE
THE SIGNAL IS RELATED TO THE SIGNAL OF A CELLULAR PHONE
LIKE THE BRACELET THE LAW USES TO PUT ON A CRIMINAL TO KNOW
HIS LOCATION VIA SATELLITE
SOMEBODY IS DOING WRONG WITH THIS, AND MESSING WITH THE SYSTEM
THEY ARE CHALLENGING THE U.S. LAW.
THEY COULD BE ANYBODY WHO INVENTED SOMETHING
A COMPANY WITH I DON'T KNOW WHO, IS TRYING SOMETHING ON PEOPLE
THEY ARE SADISTIC, THESE ARE THE WORSE CRIMINALS EVER.
THEY CAN GO IN ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM OR ANYTHING WITH A MEMORY CHIP
SOMEBODY SHOULD DETECT THESE CRIMINALS. THESE CORRUPTED THAT LIE
ARE REALLY THINKING THAT THEY'RE GOING TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD AND
CONTINNUE COMMIDING THEIR CRIMES, HIDDING LIKE COWARDS FROM THE LAW
AND PEOPLE IN THE OUTSIDE WORLD. THEY ARE AFFRAID FROM THE TRUTH TO BE
EXPOSED, BECAUSE THEY WILL GO STRAIGHT TO JAIl.
I AM SENDING THIS LEDER SO YOU'LL BE AWARE OF WHAT'S GOING ON
OUT THERE. THESE ARE BILINGUAL LATINOS WITHE INVENTION OPERATING
THE COMPUTER SYSTEM.
WHY SURVEILLANCE CRIMINALS DON'T WANT TO GO TO COURT, ARE THEY AFRAID
OF STAYING THERE? THEY THINK THEY ARE THE LAW IN THE USA AND WON'T
CONFRONT ALL THE CHARGES AGAINST THEM. - THEY DON'T BELONG THERE Somebody there wishes that everything would be erased, the person wishes that
this would never went to torture people.
Please See:
Police Officers Against the New World Order - Website
Operation Vampire Killer 2000 - Website

There are like 20/30 people doing this in Los Angeles California.

MV00224508

people nationwide by the militerx and intelligence agencies using classified technologies
that can remotely access and manipulate an individual mentally and physically whether,
says Derrick Robinson, president of FFCHS,
From 1946 a€" 1948 the United States non-consensually infected Guatemalan prisoners
and mental patients in a medical trial for syphilis. (http://www.bbc.co.ukLnewsLworld-uscanada-11457552) The recent revelation of this atrocity sparked the creation of the
Bioethics Commission by President Obama as it holds its fifth public meeting, which will
be particularly marked by the scheduled appearance of Rafael Espada, M.D., the VicePresident of Guatemala, on May,18th.
While the commission grapples with the question of whether those who participate in
federally-funded human test trials are protected, there continue to be those who find they
are victims of non-consensual federally-funded human test programs. What of them?
Even Members of Congress have been subjected to non-consensual a€"Psy-OpsaPM mind
control operations by the US Army, as reported by Rolling Stone magazine in an article
on February 23rd of this year, and denounced in a letter to Congress by the ACLU as
reported by "The New Political" of Ohio State University.
The letter states: a€reThe Rolling Stone article reports that U.S.'Anny officers assigned to
an a€reinformation operationsa€ cell allege they were directed by their commanders to
help them a€resecretly manipUlate the U.S. lawmakers without their knowledgea€ and
plant ideas a€reinside their headsa€ so they would provide more U.S. troops to
Afghanistan.a€ (http://www.rollingstone.com/politics!news! another- runaway-genera I-armydeploys-psy-ops-on-u-s-senators- 20 11 0223)

, Silent Sound technolo ies that subliminall influence human thou t and emotion were
developed inthe earIt· 90a£fMs by." r. Oliver Lowery o~Norcross Georgia. They are now
in deployment by the tIS government and a€rewas used throughout Operation Desert
Storm (Iraq) quite successfully," according to Edward Tilton, the president of Silent
Sounds, Inc., in a letter dated December 13, 1996.
(http://www .newsfinder, org!site/more/electronic mind con troll)

From Rolling Stone: "My job in psy-ops is to play with peopleaETMs heads, to get the
enemy to behave the way we want them to behave," says Lt. Colonel Michael Holmes, the
leader of the 10 unit, who received an official reprimand after bucking orders. "HipMm
prohibited from doing that to our own people. When you ask me to try to use these skills
on senators and congressman, youa£TMre crossin a line. II
, . lines are bei crossed here in the US dai . The
are noncontro
programs. ' seeks a halt to
such programs and justice for those who are their victims. FFCHS is therefore requesting
a vigilant and uncompromising report to the President by the Bioethics Commission of
these issues and further requests congressional hearings and an investi~ation into the
LlILIJ ~ ; L4;t./ C,;
covert activities of all U.S. intelligence agencies,
###
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Confronti'A Efe1ctronic 'Stal~i;g'
Criffie

A rec~nt arlic!e ffom the, National
Prevention Council's cnme PreventionAcfion!5it focuses on, the re/~tive-,y n,ew
proolerii or eiectronic stalking.' We hope you
wiil ;'ind ihis infcrmation useful.
.'
'I:

,he, staH<ar's'~ is to !tain.ccm!rol.....
~ve( th~ victini by Instllliog te1ror~hCR
~~a"e-m~~e it'easier foitfie~

J ,}~ejr~~b
tan&~. wlffi rela'Jve anon mltY.J~e lrtgh-.·
',e
cat siJrvp"1
1::;:>-

--"

equ:

-an

m'~nt

mini

USAS

IikErglv a

xt

,j

81 0 ' '~ .

te

meras !o trac r sP;L '
on tf1e viCtin1 cbt~in's information Over Jhe '
'Int~meryn the viCfim's~ address and place
1'f"eml51Pyment; and delivers' th~enin!L
messages via E-mail. The stalker also
spreads damaging, rumo~ aE,out
~~h li'ltemet cHat rooms, message
:=ar2s;1fF.a-VVeb oages-otfen 'Nithcut the'
:':tim'S ~~.~. -====>-"
,
re

ili2.J@

The Stalking Res~Ur'ce 'Cented$~;a~'pr6gr3m' '
of the National Cehtar for Victims of Crime.
They o'ffer inlcrmation on state sta!ldng laws.
how to document h~assrnentL,a!1dpn?vide, '
other resourc~s fOf stalklng vi~iins.-F:o'r 'mor~
infGrmation, '/isit them online at:
'

: ~ 'Iou can see, the, nature of stalking has
-:;":!r.ged. but it's effect is still the same. Tnd
www.ncvc.org :
. :-:- ll~ff~~dI09ical traumaJ_~ ,
__
-7"',,-,- - - - ' - ~~,
fays a week, which can
~-;'.=:!epre5sion'.J!Miety, ir.s~m~ia, anti;"
Minimize your ti1ances qj being a viGtim.
?, == - : 33 of employmenbn a slgOificant ,: :r.
Never give out 9rsonal information, . e'
- - ~sej" ;f cases, stalking is a precursor
-Monitor your child's nte,r:nera~ity; 'chllar~n
::--;: ::::~c~. St~n o~Ct[Overa '~>"" are ,more trusting and apt to giv~out personal
'", :;z; ~erlod of timeafid in differentEo~_
information to people"they meetoplirie. uS,e'
~ ~'3;:~S~.~-a result.several police
secure sites when shopping of1line. Report
, ?:; ==~smay be involved in coordinating
unwelcome Internet behaviodo 'your service
}-:'._'.- ~:":-;a~icn,
r-~
pro'Jider immediately" . ' '-,~:'-" ...-:-- .~.~
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August 29, 2011
To: Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
and all Council Members
City Hall Council Chamber
14177 Fredrick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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Dear Sir,
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Mayor Richard Stewart:

:::o;tl=:j
rt1

fTll>%

fTlr

I..D

This is Frank Wright and I am writing in concern of the critical and most appropriate
decision to be made on the West Ridge Commercial Center Project.
The designated project is feasible, pertaining to what percent of. employment is
actually obtainable. Upon that, we have already sanctioned the Skethers Program located
on the eastern sector designated for the industrial site, therefore it would not be the
best practical of business in rendering partiality to one or any other project to be located
in an unappropriated area; whereby having to incorporate an unnecessary change in the present
district zoni~ng, which will would not be the best of interest for the future planning of
residential homes.
A projest of this nature with the intention of being 1500 ft of residential subdivisions would be deterrent to existing view or terrain and natural surroundings. Also,
the 1500 space may well be an issue of future development and would either incorporate of
housing or commercial facilities, which would infringe on the existing planning. The best
feasible answer is in moving the project site east of Redlands Blvd.
1

With the increase of heaving trucking, especially inuse of 50 trailers, it would
necessitate a proposed plan to broaden Redlands Blvd. which would well be in construction
with the industrial developement of the eastern sectorial.
1

I sincerely encourage you for your decision, if accepting the project, to relocate
West Ridge to the east side of Redlands Blvd., for a more congenial atmosphere of the
industrial section.
If this projeCtnis allowed in the present dedicated locale, then other projects will
have to be allowed and thus obscureing the enhancement in con~truction of future homes
and visual terrain.
The decision made must be fnigreat~part in favor in the request of the people, in
either eliminating the project as planned or relocating it to the appropriate area east
of Redlands Blvd.

MV00224511

The decision must be firm, not of being partial to satisfy both prospective views of
the project. Even a military officer makes a decision for the best of his troops with no
compromise, si it is with the West Ridge Project.
In pertaining your possible retirement, it is very beneficial in your decision of
deleating or relocating this project for the benefit of the people of Moreno Valley, which
is of importance in that you leaving a legacy to them, and with your own descendants, of
which all and everyone to admire you with deep and sincere dignity.
I conclusion, the majority of the comm~nity is against this project, and I sincerely
hope that you will say "NO" to the zone change, and preserve the descreation anf format
of our Planning Commisoners.

Very respectfully yours,

Frarik Wright
14656 Rio Hondo Dr
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

CC:Council Members
Jesse L. Mol ina
Robin Hastings
Marcelo Co
William H. Batey 11
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Chris R. Reinhardt, CIC
P. O. Box I
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~~ Z;~~~:i~'~~~-~;~C~~J~"
. ~ Moreno Valley, Ca. 92556
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City of Moreno Valley
Animal Control Services
14041 Elsworth Street
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553
Attn: Department Manager

August 3, 2011

RE: Vicious Dog Complaint
I am writing you to follow up on a complaint that my tenants; Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Jiminez at 10039 Desert Mallow, Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557 made on 7-26-2011.
On 7-25-2011 around 5:00 pm I received a call from Mr. Jiminez stating that the
neighbors dog, at 10045 Desert Mallow, had just killed their new puppy. Naturally, Mr.
Jiminez was very upset. I advised him to call Animal Control and the Moreno Valley
Police. It is my understanding that representatives from the Police Department advised
the Jiminez's to contact Animal Control Services. When the Jiminez's contacted Animal
Control Services they were infomied that under the circumstances you could not take any
action in this matter.
I do not understand how your Department refuses to take any action when this dog has
KILLED one of my tenants dogs in the past and now has KILLED a second time. As far
as I am concerned this neighbor has shown their irresponsibility as a dog owner. This dog
has demonstrated it's threat to the neighborhood. I am aware that this dog has been loose
in the neighborhood and a number of other neighbors are concerned about having their
children or their pets attacked by this dog. I also believe the City of Moreno Valley and
specifically Animal Control Services has allowed this dangerous and life threatening
condition to continue even after being informed of a prior killing.
Please be advised that I will hold the City of Moreno Valley, Animal Control Services
and the tenantihomeowner fully liable as a result of their negligence.
Please be advised that as a property owner I have a right to take whatever necessary
steps are needed to protect myself and my pet when I visit my property in the future. I will
take the same action that a Police Officer would take when faced with a life threatening
event, including lethal force if necessary.

Sincerely,

~L . ;~~~
Chris R. Reinhardt

K- C
-

PlmfSSIOI4~,

INSu1A"4(c

INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.

Chris R. Reinhardt, CIC

,l.GIN'S

24124 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Lie. No. 0783172

q!iJ

I

Email: keinsurane@aol.eom
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STEVE'S LANDSCAPING & WEED ABA
28451 Brodiaea Avenue 1 JUL 2 I
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

P~l

2: 55

e-mail: scbunyak@hotmail.com
C27 License #573958
july 20, 2011
Mr. Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
I have been a business owner in Moreno Valley (formerly Sunnymead) since 1979. My
present company has been providing weed abatement services for the City of Moreno
Valley for the last six years, and before that, my previous company worked since the mid
90's offering these same services to the city.
We have just finished a three-year contract as of June 30, 2011. I am enclosing a copy of a
letter received in February, 2011, sent from the Fire Prevention Bureau, indicating that our
contract would be expiring. Also in this letter was a reference to the fact that an RFP
would be forthcoming, and we would again have an opportunity to bid on work for the
upcoming proposal period.
It is my understanding that work has been allotted to another company who has had their

contract extended. My question is - why was my company not given the chance to also
have our contract extended since we were working for the city, as a weed abatement
contractor, for the last several years.
We have been working for the last three months for our private clients to bring their
properties into compliance with the city fire prevention codes. In driving through the city,
we notice that there are still many properties that need to be abated. When will this work
be assigned to contractors as there has been no mention of an RFP. Is it not proper
procedure to put out an RFP rather than summarily designate just one company, whose
contract has also expired, to do work into the next fiscal year?
Please respond to my question and notify me as to what the next step should be.
Sincerely,

~

Steve Bunyak
Owner

cc: Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
LQty COUiiCirMembers~(-s-)"

1

MV00224515

Fire Department
Fire Prevention Bureau
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moval.org

February '15,2011
Steve's Landscaping & Weed Abatement
28451 Brodiaea A venue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
..... Attention: St~veBunyak·.
Subject: Hazard Reduction Professional Services Contract
Dear Mr. Bunyak,
The Moreno Valley Fire Prevention Bureau has conducted a review of your current Purchase
Order Agreement for your Professional Services Contract with the City of Moreno Valley. You
have currently exceeded the $50,000 limitation set by your contract and the purchase order for
fiscal year 2010-2011. I regret to inform you that you will not be considered for future work
during the current fiscal year.
After further review of the terms of your contract, it became aware to us that the expiration date
is set for June 30, 2011. This means that you will no longer be under contract to perform weed
abatement services for the City of Moreno Valley. We will be issuing a Request for Proposals
in the coming weeks as part of the City'S open and competitive bid process and ask that you
reapply once the RFP is released. Please let me'know if you have any questions regarding this
matter.
The mission of the Moreno Valley Fire Preve4tion Bureau is to ensure the safest possible
community foraH and we strive to meet the expectations of'oUf'15tisinesses'-artd residentS: -1
appreciate the role your company played in contributing to our goal.

~~
Randall L. Metz
Fire Marshal
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J!ST QUARTER REPORT
JULY/AUGUST/ SEPTEMBER
2011
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WEBSITE STATS
1st Quarter
July/August/September 2011

~nique

Month

visitors
lui 2011 .
1,353
Aug 2011
1,446
Sep 2011
1,441
Total
4,240

Number of
visits

~~

I

_'

----I
.

L

CB@®®B

j

Hits

-~--------

2,141
2,17~

2,210
6;530

7,460
6,236
5,816
19,512

42,918
46,990
42,729
132,637

WWW.FAIRHOUSING.NET
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Patricia Sablak Korzec
27439 Laurel Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
pleinairpatricia@aol.com

RECEIVED

11 JUN29 PH 2:-09

June 23,2011

Dear Members of the Moreno Valley City Council,

I regretfully must resign my position on the Moreno Valley Arts
Commission as of June 23, 2011. This was a difficult decision as I have
truly enjoyed working with the other commissioners in promoting the
arts for our city. My heavy March Field Air Museum work schedule and
my secondary career as an oil painter have left me little time for a
personal life. I have now reached a point where my art career is steadily
growing and I now need to find more time to focus on painting.
Many thanks to the support staff of the city that have helped us
with graphics and press, and especially Lisa Smith hurst and Cecelia
Gonzales who have expertly and graciously handled the many needs of
our commlsslon.
I will continue to support all the endeavors of the commission
although it may be more from the sidelines. I hope the new management
of the city continues to support the growth of the arts, realizing that it
can have a significant economic impact for the city in the years to come.

~;;:/~~---,;
Patricia Sablak Korzec

------~~-------------------------------
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City of Moreno Valley
CITATION: MV311B8B2B75
Locatim: 211Sf1i tlRUIJIN
0AIfiR DUll:
Plate:
S8IJ295 State: CI\
~:
fWl
~:
21nlR
Color:
RED

City of Moreno Valley
,CITATION: MU311BaB2B74
Locatim: 211586 OHERN
lWIIR IllI\.{
Plate:
lim2lz State:
ttaJce:
rOYOl A
~:

lj~

CollI':

SILI.fR

[1\

U10 I atfoo 1:

.

RGfT

iinCfifEXtEss

111" FR RIGU

rum

CoIi!: 22S92(A)
AiIWlt: S32. 58

Uiolation 1:

Wit -&iffillfwSs
caE:

..
18" FR RIGU ORB

~(A)

AmIlt.: S32. 50
~~~

TOTAL FINE: $32_58

~ ••

"'~~I(. TOTAL FINE: $32_58 ~~.

o.ells:

PMfD INTO ORB'

~rts:

,

MalED INTO ORB

SEE REUERSE

IssBf:

8/2/11

Offlw·; PES

f._OR~. rHS_~RUfJI_I!~S

2:41:1B~

.

SEE ,REUERSE.rOR .IHS~I!UCTI~~S

l~:-

8/Vll 2:.48:.1.fA1

Officer: PES

.
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Page 1 of 2

City of Moreno Valley

8/8/2011 9:09:30 AM

Council Summary

---- ____

n __ •

___

.---~-=·~~'~!~~~~Ce·#.MV~1~_3_~~=-Z5t<_~___ . =-_-._-.:.. _- .-.-=~~_ '_~=--=_~~'=-'_'. '~~~'_--J

Incident DatelTime: 8/3/2011 3:37:00 PM
Resolution Date/Time: 8/8/2011 9:00:00 AM
~aken

By: Cindy Miller

Reporting Party Information
Name: Jim Igbinosa
Address: 24586 Northern Dancer Dr
City/ST/Zip: Moreno Valley CA 92551
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:
i__ .. __ .. ___ .__ .. ______ ..• _______Case
.. _____Location
.'.'_

Information

Property Owner Name: Jim Igbinosa
Address: 24586 Northern Dancer Dr
Cross Street Info:

..

Parcel # (if available): 316122015

__I

Resolution Information

Code and Neighborhood Services staff responded on behalf of Official AI Brady: Staff
has researched parking citations, MV3110802075 and MV3110802074, upon the
request of Mr. Igbinosa. During a routine patrol, parking enforcement issued citations to
two vehicles which were parked unlawfully for right wheel in excess of 18" from right the
curb. Parking staff was unaware that Mr. Igbinosa was the owner of the vehicle and a
new city resident. Code staff has dismissed both parking citations in view of the fact that !
vehicle owners were not issued warnings. Dismissal letters were mailed to both vehicle i
owners.
'
:
Ij._. _ _ _ _ _

•

_._0.._- ____.. _

Case.I~!o!_m~tion

_ .. __ .. ,____ . __ ... ____________________ .. ___ .. _ :___

J

Is'sue Category: Code & Neighborh<;>od Services
Issue: Parking Issue
Council District: 4

---------------

MV00224525

.j

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 2

8/8/2011 9:09:30 AM

Issue Description: Please investigate on behalf of Council Member Co, contact Mr. Igbinosa, and advise
the outcome.

Mr. Igbinosa resides at 24586 Northern Dancer, in District 4. Mr. Igbinosa requested to
speak with the mayor regarding two parking citations he received in front of his home.
He stated that at the advice of his realtor, he parked his vehicle facing his property, not
blocking the sidewalk, and not blocking the fire hydrant. I advised Mr. Igbinosa that the
Mayor and Council Members do not have
the authority to waive a parking citation and referred him to Code staff for information
regarding the appeal process. Mr. Igbinosa stated he has only lived in his home for 30
days and the Code officer should have issued a warning not issued a citation. He stated I
he is a taxpayer and will not pay the fines.
'
Citation Nos. MV311 0802075 and MV311 0802074
Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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em OF MORENO VALLEY

CIO CITATION PROCESSING CENTER

P080X '1024
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92658

RESULT OF ADMINI8TRAtwe ReView
REASON:

Signs are propel1y posted In aCCOrdance With the City ordinance.

C!t<=ff:OJ ~?
...
S - ,.3 .y/
~

RUBIO JOE CHARLES
1409 W REDLANDS BLVD
REDLANDS, CA 92373

MAILING DATi~

6110/2011

11:27 AM

lS8UeDale:
Issue Time:

Cltatfon:

MV211OS05034

ViOlation 1:

Locatfon:

Viotalfon 2:,

Ucenset:

BEAL AVENUE/BATTON
STREET
CA-5PIN255

V1N:

9W81F180481

BatangDuo~

12.42 :NO PI<G - STREET
SWEEPING

UPHELD

VIolatIOn 3:

Please send your payment to the address lilted above or pay online at WWW,CjtatipnProcessiogCeoter,opm fmmgdlatlly.
Penalties wIIJ apply 11 payment Is not received by: 813112011.
Thank you for your recent request for an Administrative Review. The eireumstancn regarding the issuance of your dtation
have been C8refully reViewed. It has been determined that the violations for which the citation was written 1119 completely or
partially upheld. tf you wish to further contest this citation you should compJetB the REQUeST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE
HEARING BELOW. The purpose of the Hearing is to determine If the alleged violatlon(s) occurred and if the registered owner
waa reaponlibts. The Hearing Offioer makes a finding based on the \\trftten .andJor vmbal declarations of the recipient of me
citation and the agency. The Admlnistratfve Hearing is provided pursuant to eve 40215.
COMPLET£ THIS FORM ONLY IF YOU ARE REQUESTING AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING. YOU MAY ALSO REQUEST
A HEARING BY GOING ONUNE AT www,Cltatlgnp[O€es"ng£:ent.[,cgm. P~ge explain your reason for requesting this
Hearing. (Please attach addltionaf Iheeta with your response.) For additional iofQrmatIO~. prone caY 1-800·889-2089.
Please indk:ate whether you are requesting an In-P.non Hearing. II wnuen Hearing, or a Phon. Hearing by cheCking below.
Failure to report to your acheduled In-Person Hearing within 10 minutes of your appointed time will result In default De Novo
Hearing. In Person Hearln98 will be herd within the CovntylClty of the ISSuing agency. You wID be notified by mall of your
scheduled haering .
.

IN-~~RSON H~Nq _ _ _ _ _

-,,>'___'"'-__

WRITTEN HEARING __

PHONE HEARING _ __

By law you must InclUde !he tun fine as 1Istec1 on the Citation (to be paid by money Ordlr, cahlel'l check or peraonal check:
NOCA8H).
I agree to return fUJI payment With this Request Form and my Declaradon of Fact& to the addr9SslistBd above. I understand thl4
payment must be received within 21 days from the maRlng date listed above and will be c;ashed prior to my Hearing. If the

violation(s) Is dlsmis1ed, I will receive a full refund.

NO HEARING WILL BE SCHEDULED IF THE CORRECT fiNE AMOUNT DOfS NOT ACCOMPANY THIS REQUEST,
PLEA8E REFER TO THE BALANCe DUE ABOVE fOR fUU PAYMENT,

______________
Payment Type & ,: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DA~D:

~~

SIGNED: _ _ _ _~Amount
(Check, Money Order or Cashier'S Check)

Y01.I may request 21n Administrative Heartng without payment of fine upon utjl1!s;tON moot of 'nabllity to pay. To reQuest
an Indigent Form, please sign here:
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PL£ASf NOTE THAT ANY MATERlAL8 SUBMITTED WITH AN ADMINISTRATIVe HEARING WILL NOT BE REruRNED.
IT fS EISENTIAL THAT YOUR REQUEST FOR AN ADMlHl8TRAnV'E HEARING AND PAYMENT IS RECEIVED ON TIME.
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 1 of 2
8/9/2011 8:37:32 AM

Incident DatelTime: 7/26/2011 1:30:00 PM
Resolution Date/Time: 8/9/2011 8:30:00 AM
Taken By: Juliene Clay

Reporting Party Information
Name: Joe Rubio
Address: 1409 West Redlands Blvd #Space 7
City/ST/Zip: Redlands CA 92373
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address:

Beal Ave

Cross Street Info: Batton St
Parcel # (if available):

Resolution Information
Code and Neighborhood Services Official AI Brady responded.
Code staff conducted an investigation into Mr. Rubio's concern and found the citation
was issued appropriately by staff with exception to the true vehicle color. Mr. Rubio did
request a second level hearing in writing three days after the expiration of the appeal
period; and, therefore, his appeal was declined by our agency. However, our collection
contractor did provide the incorrect appeal date on their first correspondence, which may
have resulted in his late submittal. Staff intends on dismissing Mr. Rubio's citation
based upon this error and refunding his $57.00 payment.

~a~e _~~!<>.rma~io_~ ________________________________________________ J

r ______________________

Issue Category: Code & Neighborhood Services
Issue: Street Sweeping Citation
Council District:

MV00224530

-

.
City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of2
8/9/2011 8:37:32 AM

Issue Description: Please investigate Mr. Rubio's concerns on behalf of Mayor Stewart and advise Mr.
Rubio of the outcome.
*.***

Mr. Rubio stated he received a street sweeping citation dated Thursday, May 5, but he I
was in Moreno Valley on Saturday. He stated the citation states his car is beige, but his :
car is yellow. He stated there aren't any signs stating when to park or where to park on
Beal Street. Mr. Rubio stated he chose a written hearing, and he hasn't heard anything
to date, but his check has been cashed.
A letter from Mr. Rubio and his citation are attached .
. Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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STATE CAPITOL
P.O. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0063
(916) 319-2063
FAX (916) 319-2163
DISTRICT OFFICE
10604 TRADEMARK PARKWAY, STE. 308
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(909) 466-9096
FAX (909) 466-9892

' e'v.\U~~Llv\e.E.~HAIR:
"
ss:em
11
.~
i
_~
~ ,i hI ~ ;.; ot t't t N@ VA LtA!f:!~ING
aIalifnrnhi ~ :1fi
REeE I VEtt~e~~TNMENTAL
r :errisiafur:e
:v .
,'I>, , .....~··COMMITIEES

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
AND FINANCE

i.

11

SAFETY AND TOXIC

MATERIALS

y

11 JLJI_ - .7 PII
.MIKE; Mo'RRELt

JPB9)~CONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND

C Tf-(E ~NVIRONMENT

SUBCOMMITIEES
BUDGET SUBCOMMITIEE #5,
PUBLIC SAFETY

ASSEMBLY.MEMBER, SIXTY-THIRD'DISTRICT

July 5, 2011

Mayor Richard Stewart
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Dear Richard,
As you are well aware, a bud~et was passed by the legislative Democrat majority during a late
session on Tuesday, June 28t and signed by Governor Brown Thursday, June 30th . Included in
this year's budget, California cities are due to lose critical redevelopment funds they have come
to count on in order to help spur local economic growth and stability.
In light of these budgetary changes your local perspective pertaining to both the direct and
indirect effects this legislation foreshadows would be most helpful in challenging this legislation
prescribed by the budget. I have received and wholly support the recently drafted "Mayors of the
Inland Southern California Joint Region" letter and would like to continue to work with you in the
next phase dealing with this critical issue. Please let me know how I can be of assistance to you
and your efforts.
Please feel free to contact· me or my District Director, Nathan Miller, at (909) 466-9096 or
·nathan.miller@asm:ca.gov. I' look forward to receiving your letter.

MIKE MORRELL
Assemblyman, 63 rd District

Printed on Recycled Paper
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STATE CAPITOL
P.O. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0020

,i'; l
• I

(916) 319-2020
FAX (916) 319-2120

y"'; pIitA[R:,.ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
ANEl TOXIC MATERIALS
\ f: Gf I V£. (BISURANCE
-"

\

' " •..•

P~l

DISTRICT OFFICE
39510 PASEO PADRE PARKWAY, SUITE 280
FREMONT, CA 94538
(510) 440-9030
FAX (510) 440-9035

JUDICIARY
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, RETIREMENT
~1\JD/f9CIAL SECURITY
SELECT COMMITTEES
BIOTECHNOLOGY
HIGH TECHNOLOGY

WEBSITE
www.asm.ca.gov/wieckowski

JUI}C

l' CO-U<t";COMMITTEES

~ ~ r.J'

Date: July 13, 2011
From: Mayor Richard A. S'tewart
To: Council Members
City Manager

28, 2011

Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City Hall, 14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

FYI

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I received a letter stating your opposition to my legislation on municipal bankf!~ptcy, Assembly Bill 506. [ received
several similar letters that reflect significant misunderstandings about the actual contents of the bill, its intent, and the
process that the bill establishes. Virtually all of the letters contained five arguments, only one of which is accurate. Given
this, [ am hoping you will take a moment to review some critiques of the arguments articulated in the form letters r
received and a more accurate description of the provisions of my bill.
First, the letter claims that AB 506 will put public services at risk. This.is not the case. The neutral evaluation process
outliQedin my bill is not intended to.be a last minute activity immediately prior to filing a petition. It is intended. to be a
d~l.i~leratjye, cost effective;.nego.tiation between the public enfi~y and the interested panie.s .. As you ar~;aware, financial
',qistress does n<.1t suddenly come out of nowhere. Responsible city- leaders should seefinan~ial.distress 'cQming well before
.;it occurs and begin to take appropriate ,steps. Even. in.('\' case like Orange County, which is often 'cited 'as a sudden
emergency, pe(iple. at the county and state levels were well aware of significant budget shol1falls·severalmonths prior to
'the filing for chapter 9.protection. If a municipality acknowledges and begins to address their fiscal issues in a timely
manner, then the bill does not put public services at risk. The bill .. envisions that municipal leaders who face financial
uncertainty will work collaboratively with parties in interest.
Second, the bill does not "subvert effective and neutral process for state-controlled arbitrator." This is simply inaccuratethe idea that neutral should be called a "state-controlled governmental arbitrator" has no basis in the bill that I have
written. AB 506 does not "propose" a "State Commission" nor does this "State Commission" "manage the new process."
The bill did 110t do that when introduced and doesn't do it as currently amended. My bill establishes an alternative di~l.Ite
·1'(;::.(')~~itiC"i:: t>rD\~e~S th'lhN~-I-!.'h~;!p·r~!hli.:. Gni:;t:;.:sa'/o.id.:~ .. proir(icl~d, t:)'.pen:,i.vc, and durnaging ballkruptcy. As you ·n/ay
know, under chapter 9. IT U.S.C. § I09(c), a municipality is required to "negotiate in good faith with creditors and fail to
. obtail1 the agreement of creditors holding at least a majority in amount of the claims of each class that the debtor intends
to impair under a plan." One of the principal reasons that Vallejo's bankruptcy was so drawn out and expensive was
because there were motions to dismiss based on the contention that they had not negotiated in good faith. This bill will
drastically reduce that possibility by providing a forum for cities to meet this federal requirement.
Third, the legislation does not "limit negotiations" by "excluding collective bargaining agreements." Nothing in my bill
precludes negotiations and concessions by labor unions related to collective bargaining agreements. It is well known that a
number of elected officials approved contracts that their municipalities could not afford and there are many examples of
labor unions making significant concessions when public entities hit hard times. The uncodified "findings" language in
the bill refers to respecting employees' rights to collectively bargain and to "respect collective bargaining agreements
reached with their employees." I inc.luded this in the bill because I believe that collective bargaining rights are an
important element in both the public and private sector and because I believe people should respect agreements they've
mude and contracts they've signed. I also believe contracts should be negotiated when a municipality is financially
distressed and nothing in the proposed statute would prevent modifying agreements or seeking concessions from
employees when confronted with fiscal realities.

....,,,

Printed on Recycled Paper
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The fourth point, '''Good Faith' Gone," also misses the mark. As mentioned above, municipalities are already required to
"negotiate in good faith with creditors," my bill establishes a process for doing so. In addition to receiving a good faith
certification from the evaluator, the bill provides additional ways to end the neutral evaluation process including:
executing a settlement agreement; reaching an agreement or proposed plan of readjustment that the parties intend to take
to a bankruptcy judge for approval; failure by interested parties to participate in the process; and_ fmally if a resolution
can't be reached despite good faith efforts on the part of the municipality, it can file.
Finally, you point out that "Municipal Bankruptcy is a Last Resort." Here we agree. There is no doubt about that.
As a former City Councilmember and Vice Mayor, I believe that state intervention into local government affairs should
only occur for good reason and in exceptional circumstances. A local government facing severe fmancial distress is one of
those circumstances and the federal law which allows a municipality to seek U.S. bankruptcy protection specifically
authorizes the state to make the initial determination to allow the municipality to qualify. California is one of only 12
states that permit federal bankruptcy filings by public entities without significant restrictions or state oversight. The U.S.
Bankruptcy Code allows states to set preconditions or prohibit municipalities from filing for bankruptcy protection. A
majority of states either do not authorize local government entities to file for bankruptcy or place significant restrictions
that are well beyond the requirements of this bill.
Filing for federal bankruptcy protection reduces or eliminates public services, which taxpayers count on in their daily
lives. It impacts public safety and it adversely affects the people we rely on to provide critical services to the public.
Additionally, municipal financial distress has implications beyond the local interests ofthe distressed entity. Bankruptcy
may provide a municipality quick relief from its debt obligations, but the municipality - and other state and local
borrowers - will end up paying in the financial markets.
My bill is intended to benefit local governments. It provides a forum for interested parties to sit down and work out their
issues in an effort to regain solvency for mutual benefit. Creditors and bargaining units will have an incentive to
participate because they can have debts removed and bargaining agreements restructured in a way that will largely be out
of their control if the public entity files a chapter 9 bankruptcy petition. It establishes a collaborative, confidential
framework which is essential to achieving a successful adjustment.
The process envisioneq by my bill would be far cheaper - it will cost 113 to 115 the cost of going through a complete
chapter 9 bankruptcy. Even if a municipality has to file, the money will not have been wasted because the entity will have
developed at least· a partial proposal of a readjustment plan in the mediation process that should serve to expedite the
process in chapter 9 and avoid motions to dismiss.

Finally, as a bankruptcy attorney, I should mention Chapter 9 bankruptcy has significant limitations compared to other
types of bankruptcies and this bill would provide substantially greater flexibility to the public entity and creditors in
working out a plan.
In summary, this bill would provide a less costly and more efficient means of restructuring without having to initiate
chapter 9 bankruptcy. Enclosed, please find a fact sheet on the bill and an op-ed written in support of the legislation.

Thank you for your consideration of this information,

Bob Wieckowski
Assemblymember 20 th District

MV00224534
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Opinion: Why bankruptcy is not the answer
By Karol Denniston

I 05/19/11 12:00 AM PST

In 2008, the City ef Vallejo. was essentially bankrupt. Hammered by the heusing market and unable to.
bring its budget into. balance, city and union efficials attempted - witheut success - to. renegetiate laber
centracts and benefits. Ultimately, this impasse led Vallejo. to. file fer pretectien under Chapter 9 ef the
U.S. Bankruptcy Cede. What went wreng in Vallejo. is the stuff ef which urban legends are made. Only in
this particular circumstance, it's net legend; it's Valleje's reality.
After three years ef legal wrangling and ever $10 millien in legal fees paid by taxpayers, Vallejo. is
readying itself to. exit its self-impesed terture threugh bankruptcy ceurt. Bankruptcy ceurt has resulted in
pretracted litigatien fellewed by tumultueus negetiatiens between uniens, bendhelders and unsecured
crediters. These negetiatiens are expected to. lead to. the settlements necessary to. appreve what is likely
to. be a shert-term plan ef rehabilitatien.
The damage? Half ef the city firefighters were laid eff and almest 40 percent ef the pelice were cut. These
cutbacks meant that enly the mest serieus crimes get investigated and the city is new a haven fer
prestitutes. Valleje's future is uncertain as it exits Chapter 9 and seeks to. raise general ebligatien bends
needed to. address the declining tax base and previde basic services to. its residents. In short, Valleje's
gamble with the bankruptcy precess has left the city high and dry.
Vallejo. learned that bankruptcy is net a panacea because the precess has no. teeth. The bankruptcy judge
can enly de two. things: dismiss the case er centinue to. herd the cats while the case is pending. The
tensien between state and federal rights makes Chapter 9 an expensive and uncertain bet, unless the
debter negetiates a plan with its crediters befere filing, semething Chapter 9 requires. And, it is impertant
to. remember, in erder fer a Califernia municipality to. file fer bankruptcy it must establish: (1) it is
inselvent; (2) it has desire to. effect a plan to. adjust its debt; and (3) it has tried to. negetiate a plan with
its crediters.
Assemblyman Beb Wieckewski, a bankruptcy lawyer and fermer lecal elected efficial, has a plan to. help
cities like Vallejo.. He has intreduced a new law (AB 506) that weuld require any municipality to. engage in
mediatien with its crediters befere filing a bankruptcy petitien. This law weuld assist the parties in
negetiatiens with crediters prier to. filing as required by the Bankruptcy Cede and has the added benefit ef
cutting legal cests.
Currently Califernia is ene ef enly 10 states that allew municipalities to. file fer bankruptcy witheut seme
ferm ef interventien. Under the prepesed new law, mediatien weuld be facilitated by specially trained
mediaters who. can help the parties identify business alternatives to. a bankruptcy filing er negetiate a plan
prier to. filing. Unlike prier legislatien, this latest effert dees net require municipalities to. get appreval frem
any state agency, ner dees it tie the handsef lecal gevernments. It dees, hewever, bring all sides to. the
table - censistent with the Chapter 9 precess - instead ef watching as they jump eff the bankruptcy cliff.
Mediatien, threugh AB 506 will bring a neutral and experienced mediater to. the table who. can help the
parties cemmunicate in mere censtructive ways,. exchange needed infermatien and werk censtructively
with the municipality to. design a mutually agreeable plan ef rehabilitatien.
Mediatien is nen-binding and allews the municipality and each crediter censtituency to. go. threugh its
fermal internal appreval precess befere any agreement er plan is finalized. And, if ceurt erders are needed,
the parties are better prepared to. make a censensual Chapter 9 filing.
As a legal prefessienal, bankruptcy lawyer and a mediater, I applaud this new theughtful appreach to. a
serieus preblem. This prepesed new law creates an eppertunity to. address municipal financial issues in a
timely, fair and cest-effective manner benefitting the municipality, crediters and taxpayers.

http://capitolweekly.netlarticle.php?_ c~zt6r49ta73htuu&xid=zppmyu6v43131 0
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.Vallejo's bankruptcy attorney summed it up nicely, "You have to be crazy to file a bankruptcy case
because you'll spend money on lawyers you should be spending on firefighters and police."
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AB 506 (Wieckowski)
Municipal Bankruptcy

PROBLEM

EXISTING LAW

California is one of only a handful of states
that allows unconditional access to Chapter 9
Bankruptcy. Relative to other types of
bankruptcy, Chapter 9 is a very limited form a
bankruptcy that offers little flexibility or power
to the presiding judge to restructure a local
public entities debt or discharge debt.
The State has a legitimate interest in
protecting taxpayers from the effects of an illadvised bankruptcy". - Municipal· flriailcial
distress has implications beyond the local·
interests of the distressed entity. Bankruptcy
may provide a municipality quick relief from
its debt obligations, but the municipality ~
and other state and local borrowers - will end
up paying in the financial markets.
If an entity goes bankrupt, the costs of default
do not disappear. The municipal debt markets
will respond to default by raising interest
rates, not only for the defaulting debtor in its
attempts at fq.ture borrowing, but for other
municipalities in the state, and to some extent
for municipal borrowers in general.

In the aftermath of the Orange County
bankruptcy, for instance, many California
issuers of public debt were forced to resort to
letters of credit in order to enhance the quality
.~oLtheir issues.
All Californians paid a penalty for Orange
County and we. will do the same in the
aftermath of the Vallejo bankruptcy.
AB 506 will help local public entities and
elected officials make the most responsible
decisions for the communities they represent.
While bankruptcy is sometimes the only
option, it should only be used as a last resort.

Under federal law, it is up to each state to
determine whether cities and counties have
access to bankruptcy protection. California is
one of just ten states that provide a blanket
authorization for municipal bankruptcies
without any standards that cities or counties
must meet. (Government Code Section 53760).
15 states allow access to Chapter 9 with some
conditions, 1 state (Georgia) explicitly denies
access, 22 states do. not provide. access, and 2
states provide very limited access to Chapter
9. In short, the majority of states either do
not permit public entities to file for
bankruptcy or require municipalities to meet
some criteria prior to filing.
In the absence of clear standards or oversight,
local elected officials considering bankruptcy
and the communities impacted by such a
bankruptcy have little guidance about
whether it is merited or necessary. In
addition, there is nothing to prevent a
frivolous bankruptcy petition or one that is
politically motivated.
SUMMARY

AB 506 requires that public entities
considering filing for municipal bankruptcy go
through an alternative dispute resolution
program called neutral evaluation. This bill
does-not prohibit municipal bankruptcies .
Instead, it will provide for a process in which
interested parties can negotiate, in good faith,
to reach a resolution and hopefully achieve
solvency and avoid bankruptcy.
Unlike AB 155 (Mendoza, 2010) that was
debated last year, this new law would not stop
municipality from filing bankruptcy nor would
it add layers of state oversight on to this
process that would require a municipality to
get approval before declaring bankruptcy.

Office of Assemblymember Bob Wieckowski, 20 th A.D.
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Under the bill, the' local public entities will be
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(4) If the neutral evaluation was initiated by the
public entity, but that no interested parties
participated.

The Neutral Evaluation Process is required to
include:
(1) The local public entity shall make complete

disclosure of all documentation necessary to clearly
demonstrate whether the local public entity is
solvent, including, but not limited to, financial
reports, expenditures, assets, and any other relevant .'
documentation.
(2) The local public entity and any interested party
shall make present infonnation to each other, which
shall include, but is not limited to, the status of
funds of the local public agency that clearly
distingu~shes between general funds and special
funds.
(3) The local public entity and any interested party
shall present it~ proposed plan of readjustment.

!_.

¥

...

that p~n.ful as-it. ~~ght be,.,ther~must be a' .:";
.better solution."
- Paul Rosenstiel, Principal with
Municipal Bond Underwriter and former
Deputy Treasurer with the State of California.
(Bloomberg December 14,2010)
"[Vallejo's bankruptcy] is a tremendous
argument for every city in the state to think
twice, three times, four times, maybe two
dozen times, maybe eight or nine million times
for why you'd consider going this route unless
you' have no other choice."
- Mark Curran of Piper Jaffrey & Co.
"It's best to negotiate your way out of the fiscal
problem before you go into bankruptcy."
- Stephanie Gomes, Vallejo City
Councilmember (Bloomberg - December 14,
2010).

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact: Ben Turner
Phone:
Email: b.en.turner@asm.ca.gov

(4) The local public entity and any interested party

shall negotiate in good faith.

STATUS

5/04/ 11 Local Government Committee 5-3
5/27 /11 Appropriations Committee 12-5
6/02/11 Assembly Floor 48-27

Office of Assemblymember Bob Wieckowski, 20 th A.D.
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Date: July 13, 2011
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Chief Anderson
c: Council Mempers
City Manager

FYI

': i

'

June 28, 2011

City of Moreno Valley
Police Department
22850 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553
To Whom It May Concern:
About a month and a half ago, we experienced a theft in our apartment at the
Broadstone Apartments in Rancho Belago (area of Moreno Valley, Ca).
While this was a bad experience for us, we felt a comfort to know that there
were other burglaries in the area and the police were working on finding the
culprits. We actually did not give this too much thought, other then making
sure we were aware of our surroundings.
Thank God for the good work of your police force, in particular The Pop
Teain. Last week we received a call that there was an arrest made due to a
car jacking which led them back to this apartment complex and they wanted
to know if any of the items recovered were ours. There was one item - a
guitar. While it took this team a lot of chasing and hard work, they were
able to apprehend most of the ones involved in these crimes.
My son and I would like to thank the Police Department in general, but
specifically The Pop Team for staying on top of this and for helping to make
this Community a safer place. God Bless the Pop Team!!!

r us Lozano

....
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M. TIMM DEVELOPMENT, INC.
REAL ESTATE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
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233 EAST CARRILLO STREET. SANTA BARBARA. CA 93101-2186

June 24, 2011

Richard Stewart, Mayor
City :of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Re: Towngate apartments - Declaration ofnuisance
. Dear ML Stewart:
I am the owner of the 360 unit La Pacifica apartment community located at 23400
Hemlock Ave. The first phase of La Pacifica was completed in 2005 and the last phase
was completed in early 2010. The community has two pools, spa, barbeque area, sports
court and a clubhouse with a fitness room and kitchen.
We provide on site security and my staff works diligently to keep the property in good
condition and appearance in order to keep it a safe and enjoyable place for our residents
to live. However,.,attracting tenants to live at La Pacifica is made more difficult because
of the Towngate apartment project located across the street at 23227 Hemlock Ave.
Enclosed are pictures showing a few examples of the poor condition of the Towngate
property. Its unsightliness diminishes the value of the surrounding properties and affects
our ability to rent units. Potential tenants see the neighborhood around La Pacifica as
rundown and rightly assume that rundown neighborhoods typically have more crime.
The Moreno Valley Municipal Code states:

6.04.010, Declaration of nuisances,
It is unlawful and is declared a nuisance for any responsible person in the city to
maintain or allow another to maintain, or fail to maintain any of the following
conditions:
A.

Buildings, structures, facilities, equipment, devices or improvements:
4.
Which have become defective, unsightly, or in such a condition of
deterioration or disrepair as the same may cause depreciation of the property
values to surrounding properties;

MV00224540

5.
Upon which the condition of the exterior coating has become so
deteriorated as to permit decay, excessive checking, cracking, dry rot, termite
infestation, broken windows or warping;
Based on this definition, clearly the Towngate property is a nuisance. Additionally, the
police are frequently called to the TOWngate property to handle disturbances or to
investigate criminal activity. La Pacifica security officers must regularly remove
Towngate residents who trespass onto La Pacifica to use its common area facilities or to
vandalize the property.
I request that the City declare the Towngate apartments a Nuisance and set forth a scope
of work itemizing the repairs that the owner must make and a timeframe in which those
repairs must be made.
Additionally, there are no street lights on Hemlock which exacerbates the safety issue and
prevents our residents from walking outside La Pacifica's security fencing at night.
We do our best to operate a first class facility. We would greatly appreciate any help the
City can provide to force the owner to repair the Towngate apartment project so that it is
no longer a Nuisance.
Thank you.
M. TIMM DEVELOPMENT, INC.

By:

~~:::....=.-"
~---=-=/--~C_d_
..

Milan { Timm
President

. -.-

Cc: William Batey II, Councilman
Cc: Henry Garcia, City Manager
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Jerry A. Wengerd, Director

Reply to:

Children's Services
. Parent Support & Training Program
9707 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

RE: "FfLL A BACKPACK"
June 22, 2011
Dear Backpack Donors,
In 1997, the Riverside County Stand for Children Committee organized a School Supply Donation drive
known as "Fill a Backpack". This ''Fill a Backpack" drive continues to help many children in this county
be better prepared for school. The Riverside County Department of Mental Health's (RCDMH) School
Supply "Fill a Backpack" Project is once again gearing up.
We appreciate the support you have provided in the past and are hopeful that you can help us with this
project again this year. Due to the economy and California's budget problems, some schools are starting
earlier and/or shortening their school year. Many schools are scheduled to start early in August. To
accommodate the schools that are starting early, we are asking that donations be delivered to us by August
4,2011. We will, however, continue to accept donations through the month of August.
Middle arid high school students are always a high need population. Some of the school supplies that are in
greatest demand ~ 2. inch binders, college ruled notebook paper; scientific calculators, dictionaries, 5subject college ruled notebooks and mechanical pencils.
As was the case last year and even more this year, many families of children that we serve are struggling to
provide food, shelter and clothing for their children and do not have the means to purchase the extras that
are needed for going back to school. RCDMH Parent Support & Training staff, Department clinicians and
the children and their families we serve who receive these supplies will greatly appreciate your support
again this.year. We are looking forward to another great year! Please do not hesitate to call Luz Negron or
Lorie Lacey-Payne at
if you have any questions.

~
rYa.£'~'-B-~
Lorie Lacey-Payne
Volunteer:S~rvices

Coordinator

http://rcdmh.org

. MHPPP - Family Liaison,

~

www.riverside.networkofcare.org
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FILL A BACKPACK
13TH ANNUAL
School Supplies Drive 2011

"-

Stand for Children was developed by the Children's Defense Fund to raise awareness
regarding th'e needs of children in America. In Western Riverside County, there remains a
collaborative effort between public and nonprofit agencies to continue to support the
children in our communities.
All donations of new school supplies or monetary donations are tax deductible (upon
request).

What School Supplies Do Kids Need?
We are in need of the following SUPPLIES & BACKPACKSI
-

-'

-

K - 3RD 6RADE

4TH - 5TH 6RADE

MIDDLE SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

12 reg. Pencils

12 reg. Pencils
1 box crayons

12 reg. Pencils
1 box colored pencils

12 reg. Pencils
1 box colored pencils

1 zipper binder pocket

10 black pens

10 black pens

10 black pens

1 ream of wide-ruled
paper

1 ruler (plastic)
protractor (plastic)

1 ruler (plastic)
protractor (plastic)

1 ruler (plastic)
protractor (plastic)

1 box of large crayons

2 folders

2 folders

2 folders

1 box of washable
markers

1 binder

1 2" binder·
1 I" binder

·1 2" binder
1 I" binder

2 primer writing tablets

2 erasers

1 pk mechanical pencils

1 pk mechanical pencils

1 lunch box/sack
,

1 zipper pocket
pencil box

1 zipper binder pocket
index cards

1 zipper binder pocket
index cards .

1 dictionary "
1 thesaurus

1 dictionary 1 spanishenglish dictionary
-:-1-thesQu-rus-- -.

1 dictionary 1 spanishenglish dictionary
----- .. -1 thesaurus

,

1 bottle / tube of white
glue
-

.-- ---'-

-

--~

----- - , . -

2 erasers

2 set of dividers
for binders

2 reams of collegeruled paper

Graph paper/computer
paper

1 pencil sharpener

1 ream of wide-ruled
paper

2 high lighters
2 glue sticks

2 reams of collegeruled paper

1 dictionary

1 lunch sack

1 scientific calculator

1 scientific calculator

Safety scissors

1 box of washable
markers

1 set of dividers for a
binder

1 set of dividers for a
binder

Pencil box

Safety scissors

2 composition books

Safety scissors

Construction 'paper

2 glue sticks

safety scissors

2 high lighters

NO SHARP COMPASS/SCISSORS/STAPLERS

--

6-27-2011

1-----------------------------------------
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Where Do I Bring Donated School Supplies?
Please bring your donated items no later than,Thursday. August 4. 2011 between the hours of
9:00 AM and 4:00 PM. We will continue to accept donations through the month of August. If
you will be donating a large number of school supplies!, arrangements can be made to pick up your
donation by calling any of the organizations listed below. All donated supplies must be new. In
addition to supplies donated, checks to purchase needed supplies to complete backpacks will be
greatly appreciated. All donations are tax deductible (upon request).

RIVERSIDE CO. DEPT. OF MENTAL HEALTH
Luz Negron
Parent Support & Training Program
9707 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503

RIVERSIDE CO. OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Children's Services Unit
Jill Johnson
4101 Almond Street
Riverside, Ca 92501

LMNegron@rcmhd.org

J JOHNSON@rcoe.us

Amelia's Light/Genesis House
Deniece Marshall .
3n2 Taft Street
Riverside, CA 92503

Casa Blanca Home of Neighborly Service
L. Lino Luna
7680 Casa Blanca Street
Riverside, CA 92504

dmarshall@lsssc.org

LLuna@cbhns.org

Distribution of school supplies is entirely dependent upon the amount of .
donations received from the community.

How Will My Donation Be Distributed?
.:. Riverside County Department of Mental Health will distribute donations they receive to
youth/families who are currently receiving mental health services through one of its
county-wide mental health clinics/programs.
~:. Riverside County Office of Education will distribute school supplies to clients in their
subsidized programs .
•:. Amelia's Light, Genesis House & Casa Blanca Home of Neighborly Service will distribute
school supplies to youths in their service area.
Because of your generous support and donation these children will be better prepared to
learnl
6-27-2011
I
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Red Cross Blood Services

C" 100 Red Cross Circle
JPomona , CA 91768
~ -8P,Q-RED CROSS

'r~dcr6ssblood.org/socal

June 21, 2011
The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart,
RE: Help save lives by organizing a City Blood Challenge blood drive
It is widely recognized that the City of Moreno Valley has a rich tradition of serving its communities and
meeting the needs of local residents and businesses. I write to you today hoping to draw on the civic spirit
that makes Moreno Valley the great city that it is.
As you may know, our mission is to ensure blood is available for all who need it. As such, the American Red
Cross is seeking the help of the City of Moreno Valley and it's departments to fulfill an urgent need by
organizing a blood drive between August 15t and September 6th as part of our new City Blood Challenge.
The City Blood Challenge is a spirited blood drive competition which will be held annually between cities all
across Southern California. The goal of this life-saving initiative is to increase awareness of the need for
summer blood donations and to inspire local governments/municipalities to host blood drives. By participating
in this special cause, Moreno Valley will have the opportunity to win one of two challenges - the largest blood
drive or the greatest participation among city employees.
When you hold an official American Red Cross Blood Drive, you are part of the civic leadership embodied in
the history, humanitarian mission, and hometown pride of the American Red Cross. You and your colleagues
can help the Red Cross provide blood for children with leukemia, senior citizens who require operations and
accident and disaster victims. Organizing a blood drive is an amazing way to touch the lives of the
communities you serve.
The City Blood Challenge winners will be recognized at the American Red Cross Board of Directors Annual
.. -Meeting and Recognition luncheon-to be held on T-hursday,-September1-5; 2011. Each winner~wi!l also
receive a proclamation from the American Red Cross proclaiming your city as a 2011 City Blood Challenge
Champion. Save the date in case your city wins - winners will be notified by Thursday, September 8, 2011.
As we close out the summer, we need your help to ensure blood is available for the many patients in your city
or
and those throughout Southern California. Please contact me at
numarkc@usa.redcross.org as soon as possible to organize your City Blood Challenge blood drive.
Nothing shows civic leadership like hosting an official American Red Cross Blood Drive. On behalf of the
patients and families we serve, thank you for considering our request.
Sincerely,

(Jqr~
Clifford I. Numark, Esq.
Chief Executive Officer

MV00224555

Make an arrangement to help save lives. Donate
All presenting donors in
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August will receive a coupon
for a FREE box of 6 pieces
of Chocolate Dipped Fruit
from Edible
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·

Arrangements~
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EdibleArrangements.com

+

American
Red Cross

redcrossblood.org 11-800-RED CROSS 1

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Blood Drive Challenge
14075 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Held at the Conference & Recreation Center
Alessandro Room A & B
Wednesday, August 10, 2011
9 a.m. to 3 p.~.
All donors will receive a coupon for 2 VIP tickets to the Laugh Factory,
a coupon for a box of 6-chocolate covered fruit from Edible
Arrangements, and a voucher for
2 tickets to a Chivas Major League Soccer game ($10 total processing fee)
For more information, please contact Mel in Risk Management or your
Red Cross Representative Tammy Rotellini @
, or go
online to www.redcrossblood.org and use sponsor code: ***
Photo Identification is required.

Who has the best employees? The City of Moreno Valley that's who! The City with

the most donations will receive a City Blood Drive Challenge Trophy!
One coupon per store visit.
Offer expires 09/15/11. Valid for pickup only. Not valid online or through the call center. Calling store ahead is recommended. Offer valid on select products. Fruit selection varies and is subject to
availability. Containers may vary. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Coupon must be presented upon pickup. Offer code must be used when placing the order. Offer valid at participating
Edible Arrangements retail stores in U.S. only. Offer not valid in AK, CO, DE, FL, HI, lA, 10, LA, MN, MT, NV, NM, NO, PR, SO, WI, WY. One coupon provided per donation opportunity. Coupon is
©2011 The American National Red Cross APLORS Reference #1930
non-transferable and not redeemable for cash. Open 7 days a week. ©2011 Edible Arrangements, LLC.
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Date: June 20, 2011
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Henry T. Garcia
cc: Council Members

June 14th 2011

Mayor Richard Stewart
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, Ca 92552

'.,

11 JUN 2O PMII 3: \ 2

Please hand le as deemed appropri ate.

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing this letter to you with the hope of effecting a change in the vehicle code
ordinance's for the city of Moreno Valley.
For o.ver two years since I purchased my home at 23535 Rhea Dr. I have had to tolerate
the excessive amount of cars my next door neighbor has. Approximately two years ago I
attended a city council meeting and I presented my case to the board members. I brought
pictures of the fifteen cars my neighbor had stored on his property. Happily, around the
first of this year I thought it was resolved for good. Mr. Al Brady did an outstanding job
of getting the case to the courts and subsequently all but four cars were removed from the
property. I was ecstatic about not having to live next door to a used car lot. Not so fast,
now one by one four cars have turned into eight cars now on the property. Cars are lining
the street in front of my house, one car in the back yard and three ~n the driveway. I still
do not want to live next door to a used car lot.
I'm writing this letter because I want to ask the person I voted for to present a way to
make.it illegal for an excessive amount of cars to be stored on one's property in a
residential neighborhood. To my way of thinking anything beyond four cars registered to
one single owner is excessive and should be kept in a storage facility. After all, the city
regulates how may animals one my have on their property why not vehicles? An
ordinance that limits vehicles would improve the living conditions of this city by a bunch,
as I have noticed old and dilapidated cars are a huge part of the background all around
town.'
So, while Attorney Paul Early has filed another case on Mr. Crockett I'm hoping to enlist
your help in creating a way to make permanent laws that will eliminate the problem once
and for all by making it illegal to have "X" amount of cars or vehicles on anyone
property in a residential neighborhood.
Thank you for your time and attention to this about this matter. I would appreciate
hearing from you. I sincerely hope you will help me and my neighbors all of whom are
equally dissatisfied with what we have had to look at for years at this one house.
Sincerely,

I

~

~

~ p~
Catherine Huggins

(j U

MV00224557

Dear, Mayor, Richard A. Stewart,
My name is Gregory Maier. I am a 13 year old boy writing this letter to ask you to
sponsor or help sponsor me to go on my 8th grade trip. I want to go on the trip because it
is a very educational trip. The trip will allow me to learn about historical landmarks. The
total cost of the trip is $2100.00 because we get to tour the White House, go to the
Plymouth Plantation and rock, we get to see the Capitol building, the World Trade Center
site, Lincoln Memorial, the Independence Hall and Liberty Bell, view the Magna Carta,
view the Declaration of Independence and Constitution, Fords Theater, tour the
Mayflower II, go to Betsy Ross house, go to Lexington, Concord, Boston Massacre site,
the old north church, the National Constitution center, watch the Broadway play Wicked,
see the Statue of Liberty, Smithsonian Museums, Mt. Vernon (home and burial place of
George Washington), Arlington National Cemetery, Vietnam, Jefferson, Marine, FDR,
WWII, and Korean Memorials, tour NY City (Times Square, Wall St.; Central Park, etc.).
We will also be visiting Harvard University, and'we will dine at South Street'Seaport,
Quirky Market, Cehtrcil Park, Union Station, Times Square, etc.)
If you consider sponsoring me, please send any donations to 10074 Desert Mallow~'
Moreno Valley California 92557. I appreciate any 'donations that you give, Thank you
very much.
.
.
.
Sincerely,
Gregory Maier

N
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June 7, 2011

11 JUN 13 Pt1 3: 55

City 6f Moreno Valley
Code and Neighborhood Services Division
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Attn: AI Brady
Re: Citations and Fines for: APN 474-394-011
11936 Villa Hermosa, Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Mr. Brady,

Enclosed please find two items. The first is a check-for $1 ,370~00 in-payment of two
$100 citations which you have increased by 685% by means of bogus accounting,
addition of non-related items, and deceitful communications with the property agent.
The second item is a photograph of the 99 year old home owner that you have,
through the abuse of the power granted you, injured.
While tJ:1e home owner, a 25 year resident of Moreno Valley, is seriously ill with
dementia and has limited funds; she and her family have, from the beginning of these
circumstances, att~mpted to comply with all the demands of the city. A Property
Manage'menf'06mp:any, representing he owner, has been in regular communications
Wiiliy6ui'-bffite:8','and we have consistently asked for guidance regarding your
requirements. You have taken the opportunity from not responding to our requests to
absurdly increase the amount of the citations, even to the point of adding a vindictive
$724.00 fee for driving pass the property.
A government body that losses sight of its responsibility to serve the citizens and
instead begins to see people solely as a means to increase its power and wealth,
deserves to lose that power. I eagerly await the time when both the political and
bureaucratic branches of the Moreno Valley governmental offices are occupied by
decent and compassionate people.

a:£;2tL-.
A. A. Tailler
Guardian for Asuncion Tauler
/,
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alifornia Black
hamber of Commerce
DEDICATED TO ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

Aubry L. Stone· President/CEO
2951 Sunrise Blvd Su 175
.Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
Voice:
Fax: (
/Email: asrone@Calbcc.org
Office E-Mail: cbcc@calbcc.org/Website: www.calbcc.org
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Date: June 9, 2011
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Henry T. Garcia
Chris Vogt

I l
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June 8, 2011

i 1 JUN - 9 P~l 2: \ 2

To thbhiembers ofthe Planning Commission of the city of Moreno VaHey:
I am writing this letter to express my frustration and outrage at the apparent lack of planning done by this
committee in regard to road construction in front of Moreno Valley elementary schools during the closing weeks of
the school year, I am not opposed to the work itself but rather the timing. It seems obvious to the parents and staff
at the schools that tearing up sidewalks, removing asphalt, and repaving streets is a ridiculously stupid idea during
the last 4 weeks of school. I for one am shocked that it did not seem to occur to the planning committee.
I am a parent at Sugar Hill elementary and was stunned to arrive at the school in late May to find the sidewalks at
the crosswalks torn out. In order to keep the hole clear, cones were placed around the areas under construction
which forced students, parents, and the crossing guard to walk in the lane of traffic in order to get to school. At the
corner of Sunnymead Ranch Parkway and Old Country Road, the crossing guard was stressed and anxious as she
tried to get children safely in to school. She not only had to keep an eye on the crosswalks, but she was having to
walk children around the cones as they were in the way of traffic. At the unmanned crosswalk up the street on Old
Country Road, children were in the lanes of traffic in order to get around the cones with no one to make sure they
were seen and arriving safely at school. Calling the situation a "safety issue" is an understatement and created a
frighteningly chaotic situation during morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up times. Rain delayed the project and
so we dealt with the crosswalk nightmare for nearly 2 weeks.
We were overjoyed to arrive after the Memorial holiday to see the sidewalk project completed but were quickly
dismayed to see the "Temporary No Parking" signs along the road. We watched the big trucks move up and down
Old Country Road clogging the morning drop-off traffic and wondered what was happening. When I arrived at
11 :45 to pick up my kindergartener, my anger could not be contained. The asphalt was gone in front of the school.
No parking was allowed along Old Country Road on either side. I tried to imagine the afternoon pick-Up scene
where parking is a nightmare even when you can park along Old Country Road. I called the planning office right
away to express my frustration as politely but directly as I could. I also shared the number with other frustrated
parents and encouraged them to be respectful but honest in expressing their frustration.
The question that keeps coming to mind is, "Why now?" This work should have been saved for the school
district's summer recess. The children are released for the summer on June 10. I am angered by the city's
negligence in the planning of construction in front of the elementary school and the apparent lack of
communication with the schools regarding a project that has had a tremendous impact on the school and its
operation. I saw the principal out there last Friday informing the workers of our minimum day. The workers were
surprised by that information and told the principal that would "change everything here today." They would have
been in the process of paving at dismissal time. Not only has it been a logistical nightmare for parents as we bring
our children to and front school but, more importantly, it has been dangerous from the very beginning. Our
crossing guard who works so hard to keep our kids safe fell as she stepped off the curb last week and has been out
of school ever since.
I am bringing this to the attention of the Planning Commission and the City Council because I want to make sure
that this does not happen again.
Respectfully,

cc: Planning Commission Members, City Council Members
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June 6, 2011

11.JUN-8 PM 2: 39
The Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart

BIR

Riverside
County Chapter

City Of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Building Industry Association
of Southern California

Dear Mayor Stewart:

3891 11th Street
Riverside, California 92501

I am writing on behalf of the Riverside County Chapter of the Building Industry
Association and its 1,100 member companies to ask for your continued support for
policies that will help stimulate the local economy, create jobs and provide continued
homeownership opportunities in well planned communities. The Inland Empire
continues to face the most challenging economic period in modern history, and strong
public-private partnerships will ensure that our fragile recovery is given a chance to take
root and fully develop.
We are grateful to the municipal governments and public agencies throughout Riverside
County that have acted aggressively to enact temporary stimulus measures.
Development impact fee reductions and regulatory reforms are essential and have
already prevented a devastated industry from suffering further and will ultimately
support job creation and deliver increased municipal revenues. In fact, Christopher
Thornberg, a well-respected economist and founding principal of Beacon Economics,
ch<;lracterized fee reductions as ((great ideas" at a recent economic workshop held by the
Riverside County Board of Supervisors. He also enco.uraged the Supervisors ((not to give
up on them (fee reductions)" as a.strategy for stimulating economic growth.
In Menifee, Perris and unincorporated Riverside County, fee reductions have produced
rEsuits: and cOi11ii1uilit'y' :2aders

kilC'v'v'

riisthand that a strong, arrcrdable housing climate

is what fosters commercial and industrial development, a critical component to creating
jobs and diversifying cur loca! eccncr.iy.
Since 2005, 400,000 jobs have been lost in California's housing sector. That's more than
the corlluinea totai popuiaiivii::' vi

dit:

lilies of Riverside arlO iviurriela. ii.'s a startiing

businesses and ta;.; coffers. The road to recovery continues to be long and arduous, and it
will be years before We iegain eVen half of those jobs.
Unfortunately, the economic situation in Riverside County and the Inland Empire has the
dubious distinction of being one of the nation's worst. Although there have been
glimmers ofrope,()n the economic front, much still needs to be accomplished.
Riv~j"side's ecc'iiOn1V .can

Oi'r!V cliiy,b back to prosperity by continuing loca! stimulus

effortssupported· by visionary government leaders and a committed coalition of

o:ganizat0f1S \,:·;ho care deeply about this reg1on.
An Affiliate or the National Association or 1·lome Builders andlhe Calirornia Building Industry Associalion
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This is why we ask local leaders to continue being vigilant in support of policies that
incentivize local investment, create economic activity and spur job creation.
Our Association appreciates your leadership and stands ready to work with you in the
coming months to fight forjob creation and local prosperity. We appreciate the
opportunity to provide input and hope that you will support fee reductions and other
e~onomic
P;::-.

reforms that will help keep our fragile economy headed in the right direction.

Please don't hesitate to let us know if there's anything we can do to assist your city in its
recovery or provide you with additional information to any questions that you may have.
Sincerely,
Building Industry Association of Southern California
Riverside C;oynty ~hapteJ_

__

Mark Knorringa
Chief Executive Officer

MV00224569
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WASHINGTON, DC 20410-7000

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

11 JUN - 6 PM 5: 05
June 3, 2011

Date: June 7,2011
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
10: Council Members
Henry T. Garci a
Barry Foster

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

FY I
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I am pleased to inform you of your community's Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 allocations for the
Office of Community Planning and Development's (CPD) formula programs, which provide
funding for housing, community and economic development activities, and assistance for low- and
moderate-income persons and special populations across the country. President Obama signed
Public Law 112-10 on April 15, 2011, a Continuing Resolution, which includes FY2011 funding for
these programs. Your community's FY2011 available amounts are:

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME)
Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPW A)
Emergency Shelter Grants (ESG) ., ..

$1,618,700
$588,285
$0
$0

The FY2011 Continuing Resolution significantly reduced funding for the CDBG and
HOME programs compared to the FY2010 levels. The CDBG overall funding was reduced by
more than $600 million, resulting in allocation reductions of approximately 16.5 percent-reduction
percentages may vary by grantee due to the use of updated population estimates and other factors.
HOME program funding was reduced by more than $200 million-approximately 11.7 percent.
Grantees that have already submitted their annual Action Plan based on an anticipated amount
higher than the FY20 11 allocations for these programs must revise their Action Plan consistent with
the allocation and applicable amendment requirements. Your local CPD field office is available to
provide:additional information regarding amendment requirements.
The Department will allocate ESG funds in a two-stage process: (1) $160 million will be
immediately allocated under the existing Emergency Shelter Grants regulations; and
(2) $65 million, at least, will be allocated once the new Emergency Solutions Grant regulations are
published for effect. HUD is advising ESG grantees that are developing their 2011 annual Action
Plan to assume funding based upon their 20 19 ~location and to follow the existing ESG regulations.
At the time of the second allocation, ESG grantees will be required to complete a substantial
amendn:~.nt to their.Consolidat~d Plan/Action Plan, as necessary.

..

'

www.hud.gov

_.---------

r ,'" ,

espanol.hud.gov
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',. .
There are several important progran1 priorities I would like to highlight for the upcoming year.
First, CPD is working on enhancements to the Consolidated Plan. The "Con Plan" has been
effectively unchanged since its inception in the mid-1990s, and there is general agreement that the
content must be improved to make it more relevant and meaningful to decision makers and the
public. Further, both CPD and its program partners understand that the consolidated planning
process must be simplified, and unnecessary burden reduced or eliminated through better use of
technolQgy, including linking the Consolidated Plan to the Integrated Disbursement and Information
System (IDIS) and eliminating the need to prepare a separate Consolidated Annual Performance
Evaluation Reports (CAPERS). CPD will be previewing the Consolidated Plan revisions
throughout the summer and fall through webinars, stakeholder meetings, and at www.hud.gov/cpd.
I urge you and your staff to review the proposed changes and to provide feedback as CPD looks to
launch the revised Consolidated Plan in the spring of 2012.
Second, CPD is moving rapidly to implement the OneCPD technical assistance process.
Under OneCPD, technical assistance will adopt a place-based strategy with the goal of improving
the ability of grantees to understand their local market conditions, set goals, and design and.
effectively carry out their housing and community development programs. This is particularly
important as many local governments continue to struggle with budgetary pressures resulting from
the economic downturn.
Finally, HUD again urges grantees to consider the needs of returning veterans and their
families in the design and administration of these formula programs. Our fellow Americans have
served our nation on the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan and seemingly countless other places
around the globe. Many veterans are returning to our communities with wounds and injuries that
may make it difficult for them to find housing or support themselves and/or their families. I ask that
you consider their sacrifice and ensure that these men and women receive every appropriate
consideration in the use of these funds at the local level.
CPD looks forward to working with you in a true partnership to successfully meet the
challenges we face in FY2012. Please contact your local CPD office director if you or your staff
have questions or comments.
Sincerely,

\

/

~D-..~~
Mercedes Marquez
Assistant Secretary

2
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Date: June 1, 2011
RECElvt'D
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Council Members
11 JUN - / P~l 4: 09
City 'Manager
Barry Foster
John Terell

May 28,2011

Honorable Mayor and City Council,

FY I
It has been my honor to serve the Moreno Valley community and this Council as a
member of the Planning Commission for over 6 years. I have always considered the work
important and a good way to contribute to the growth of my community. I have had the
fortune of working with some knowledgeable, skillful and dedicated fellow
commissioners.
It is with great regret that I must step down and retire from the Moreno Valley Planning
Commission ..Family obligCj.tio.n~ will require my attent~on that will no longer al~ow me to
continue my service with the commission. I have enjoyed syrving at the will of the City
Council. I thank you and have sincerely appreciated the confidence you have shown in
me and the support you have given the entire commission during my service.

I personally want to thank, John Terell, and the entire City staff, for making my service
over these years pleasurable. They are a dedicated and professional group of people.
Please accept this letter as my resignation from my Planning Commission obligations
affective immediately. I am sure I will see you all again sometime down the road.

Cc: John Terell
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MORENO VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
"WE MEAN BUSINESS"

11 .JUN - 9 PI"1 3: 06
May 27,2011

Honorable Richard Stewart
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Subject:

Date: June 9, 2011
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Council Members
Henry T. Gar.cia
Chris Vogt

FYI

Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Supports the City's Landscape
Maintenance Districts

Dear Mayor Stewart:
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce appreciates the City's programs to maintain
landscaping through the Moreno Valley Community Services District and supports the current
mail-in ballot effort to keep several landscape areas within the City maintained at their current
levels. Moreno Valley's many neighborhoods and communities are distinguished by these
professionally designed and well maintained landscapes along major roads in and around
housing tracts and commercial areas. As demonstrated in Moreno Valley and communities
throughout the country, landscapes maintained to certain standards provide multiple benefits.
These benefits include: enhanced property values, crime reduction and improved safety, dust
control, erosion control, wind barriers, noise reduction, and beautification, identity and
character to communities.
The continued maintenance of landscaped areas also contributes to a strong community
image, which ultimately may impact the attraction and retention of businesses. As such, the
Chamber Board supports the City's current efforts to assist in raising the awareness of the
property owners by providing an additional forum to educate the public and to encourage
property owners to return their ballots prior to the June 28, 2011 Public Hearing.
Sincerely,

e~~
President/CEO

12625 Frederick Street, Suite E-3 • Moreno Valley, CA 82553-5253
office@movalchamber.org

MV00224573

.Jldams & .Jlssociates

-"

32385Wintfemere(])nve, Canyon Jfflfs,CJI. 92532·
I'£-maif: Jolin@JolinJItfams-JIssoc.com

N

May 19,2011

U1

Honorable Mayor, and City.Council.
Ci.ty o.f M.9r~no V~I.I.~y
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

RE:

I::J'"\

PROPOSED BUDGET REDUCTIONS

Your Honorable Body:
On April 18,2011 MVCEA submitted a letter to the Mayor and City Council on our concerns over the
impact of the proposed budget reductions on hourly employees of the City in the MVCEA bargaining
unit. Included in the concerns was management's proposal to layoff an additional 27 rank-and-file
employees and only 4 management employees. These layoffs would leave. 188 hourly c,areer full-time
and career part-time employees and 119 management/exempt employees in budgeted positions. This
is a ratio of 1.57 workers to every I manager/supervisor.
At the request of the City Council, on May 4, 2011 the Human Resources Department submitted a
report on City staffing allegiJ.1g a 29 to 1 ratio of workers to managers/supervisors. An objective
review of the Human Resources Department's report demonstrates an attempt to distort the factual
re,aliti.es. of the. top heavy management s,taffing that has. be.en cre.ated protecting the higher paid
employees at the expense of hourly workers.
•
•
•

•
•

Human Resources' figures include temporary employees
Human Resources' figures include over 300 STARS employees who are non-career parttime workers
A II of the non-career part-time STARS employees and most of the other temporary
employees of the City are in fact supervised by regular full-time and career part-time
employees in the MVCEA unit, not by exempt management and supervisory employees.
The STARS employees are being contracted out to a private sector employer.
The number of exempt and non-exempt employees (188 to 119) referenced in the
MVCEA April 18, 2011 letter is based on information taken directly from the Human
Resources Department website.

Numbers games and rationalizations can be employed by management to whatever degree the Mayor
and City Council will allow. The fact remains, Moreno Valley will continue to be an extremely
management top heavy organization that is paying questionable bonuses to management while cutting
compensation and jobs of rank-and-file workers and cutting service levels to the community as a
result.
Best Regards,

MV00224574
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Moreno Valley City Hall
141 n Frederick St.
Po Box 88005
Mor.eno Valley, CA 92552
Attention Mayor Richard Stewart

L I

11 MAY 16 PM 5: 09

My Dear Mayor Stewart,
. I glJ' sending you this note in the hope you will pass my sentiment on to
the· other counsel members. I am writing to you regarding city ordered
towing and ··rotational towing in Moreno Valley. I am Mr. White, and I
wanted to let you know that government intervention into private
enterprise harms people, real human beings. You see my job was in this
very towing business back when the city had three towing companies on
rotation. Then the city, you, decided to add four more towing
companies to rotation, in a relatively short period of time. The police
did not tow more cars nor had they any projections to tow more cars.
So business plummets and now I am losing my home.
Funny partljs this. You make these moves under the supposed threat of
being sued because, "We can't keep the other towing companies out".
This is no more than a rouse. ' There are numerous cities, in California,
that manage their towing needs quite nicely with a specific number of
companies, 'not to many, not to few. Before putting these other four
companies bn rotation you had your own little lottery. You made not
only the new prospects pay a 2800.00 fee, but the originals as well;
2800.00 non-refundable dollars with no guarantee. Then the companies
that were thosen, as well as the originals had to put 5000.00 in to some
ill-conceived slush account, for the city, with no oversight. And the
kicker is ttle last three companies to come on to rotation had zero
economic concerns with the city. These companies only reason for being
in Moreno Valley is to be on the PD rotation. And you, you counsel
members let this all happen.
Youalso mhnage to control how much a towing company can charge for
towing andtstorage. Who tells you how much to charge the people for a
rele~se fo~ their vehicle. What do you charge them, 300.00 or
400 700? Whatever it is, it is rape.

MV00224576
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,

If you wer~n't in the government you would be tried under everything
the RICO oct has to offer. Your city has violated every anti-trust law
in the counrry. No one ever stopped to think what effect all this would
have on the original towing companies. I seriously doubt you care. To
do the righ,t thing, you would need to cease charging people for a
release to get their vehicle out of the impound lot; you would cut the
number of rotational towers by half. You would never charge any fees
to a towing company to be on rotation including franchise fees, and you
would never:', ever, tell a towing company how much they can charge for
their service, or ever consider trying to run your own tow lot. You won't
do that, w~.11 you?
You, and yo~r lackey's would never do that because you're all a bunch of
phonies. Your whole city government is fake, as fake as that dead
be~ver lying on your dome. You are crooked, your counsel is crooked
and your cops are all crooked. All you care about is money, money,
money, and you will stop at nothing to get it. There will never be
enough money for you, will there? You will never run the city within its
financial m~ans; and you will always be short of money. You people
make me sick. If anyone of you ~ere on fire, I wouldn't give a squirt
of piss to put you out.
You run a City that is a haven for illegal aliens, meth addicts and child
mol¢sters. t You would be better served renaming the city, Shit Stain
Valley. You have the distinction of being a city that, if it didn't exist
tomorrow, ;the world would be a better place. Brown Valley is nothing
more than b grease spot on the freeway between LA and Palm Springs.
Moreno Valley is just like Robin Hastings vagina, everyone knows its
there, but '~no one wants to go. I know, why don't you open a Mc
Donald's, and then you can be in the hamburger business as well. Why
don't you go to all the attorneys in Shit Valley and tell them how much
they can c~arge their customers. You are a parasite and extortionist.
I hope you;all enjoy your stay in Hell. Remember, when the war comes
because you government scumbags screwed the pooch, I'll be there for
the slaugh~er, and I'm going to laugh, laugh, and laugh. Remember Bell?
~

Sincerely, ~
Mr. White i
('
(
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Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick St.
Po Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Attention Mayor Richard Stewart
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05.09.2011

To:

.
..
llHfnlh PM 4: 27
CIty Counctl, CIty of Moreno Valley
.

From:

Chairman, Traffic Safety Commission, City of Moreno Valley

Subj:

Report of Motions Adopted at the Regular Meeting of the
TSC - 05.04.2011

At the most recent regular meeting of the Traffic Safety Commission
(05.04.2011) the attached motions were regularly proposed, seconded, discussed,
moved and accepted.
1. 04.06.2011 - Proposal to amend and add to Part II
(Meetings), Section A (Public Meetings), Add a Paragraph 2.
2. 05.04.2011 - Proposal to recommend to the City Council two cost
saving measures relative to the Traffic Safety Commission.
3. 05.04.2011 - Proposal to recommend to the City Council to
consider reviewing and amending the current plans for the
intersection of Perris Blvd. and Ironwood Ave. for the traffic
safety reasons outlined in 'correspondence to the city Manager
dtd.04.13.2011.
4. 05.04.2011 - Proposal to recommend to the City Council to
conduct a reconsideration of the current plans for the
realignment design of Perris Blvd. north of Ironwood Ave.
Specifically to consider the traffic safety issues created by the
choke points created in the current design plans.
A copy of each of the above is attached.
Respectfully submitted,
Eric H. "Chief' Whittemore

MV00224579
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04.06.2011

Proposed:

Amend the Rules and procedures of the Traffic Safety
Commission as follows. Amend to add: Part II (Meetings), Section A
(Public Meetings), Add a Paragraph 2. to read as follows: "Four or more
voting members of the Commission shall constitute a quorum for the
conduct of business and a majority of such quorum shall be necessary to
approve or deny any issue or motion. If a quorum of voting members is not
present by fifteen (15) minutes following the appointed time for a regular or
special meeting of the Commission to commence the Chairperson or the
member of the Commission acting in the place of the Chairperson may
adjourn the meeting."

Reason:

To bring the Traffic Safety Commission's Rules and Procedures
into more complete compliance with the controlling City of Moreno Valley
Ordinance No. 710, section 2.27.050. Also to clarify actions to be taken
should a voting quorum of the Commission not be present for a regular or
special meeting of the Commission.

Rationale: Since no business can be conducted in the absence of a quorum of
voting members of the Commission it is prudent to provide for a clear and
concise exit procedure should a voting quorum of the Commission not be
present for either a regular or special meeting.

MV00224580
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Proposed:

Reason:

Background:

11 MAY 16 PH 4: 27
Recommend to the City Council the following cost saving
measures relative to the Traffic Safety Commission.
1) Reduce the number of staff present at the meetings of the
Commission. (As outlined in the attached memo).
2) Reduce the number of monthly regular meetings of the
Commission. (As outlined in the attached memo).
Participate in the city government wide cost savings effort.
1) See attached memo to the City Manager dtd. 04.14.2011.
2) During the interim period (since the last regular meeting of
the Commission) I was invited by Council Member Molina to
submit to the Council via the City Manager any possible cost
savings measures that the TSC might be able to suggest to the
Council relative to the TSC.
3) Council Member Molina is the TSC's representative on the
City Council.
4) The TSC needs to formalize any recommendation to the
Council by a motion of the same.
S) Other TSC cost saving proposals can be amended to these
two proposals.

Eric H. Whittemore

MV00224581
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04.14.2011
To: Mr. Henry Garcia, City Manager, City of Moreno Valley
From: Eric H. Whittemore, Chairman, Traffic Safety Commission, City of Moreno Valley
Subj: Traffic Safety Commission "Action" Agenda Item for the May 2011 Meeting
Sir,
I have added the following "Action" item to the agenda of the next regular meeting
(Wednesday, May 4th. 2011) of the Traffic Safety Commission. A proposal to help the city with cost
savings by.
1) Reducing the number of staff present at the commission's meeting. Currently the Traffic
Engineering Division has at least two (2) and at time three (3) professional staff present at TSC
meetings. Most often the Traffic Engineer and at least one technician are present. It may be possible
that only the salaried member be present thus reducing the cost of overtime for the hourly staff present.
Certainly a supervisor should be able to provide whatever technical assistance to the TSC that may be
required.
2) Reduce the number of regular meetings of the commission from 12 to 6. The commission
could meet every other month starting with January each year. The TSC would meet in January, March,
May, July, September and November each year. Special meetings could be called to accommodate
business that is time sensitive such as Permit Parking Plan applications or such activities as Traffic
Safety Commissioners, staff or Council might require action on. This would also contribute to cost
saving by not having the lights on and a reporting Clerk present. Also it would free up the PD's
representative to other duties.
Respectfully submitted,
Eric H. "Chief' Whittemore
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05.04.2011
Proposed:

Reason:

Background:

Recommend to the City Council the following - To consider
reviewing and amending the current plans for the intersection of
Perris Blvd. and Ironwood Ave. for the traffic safety reasons
outlined in correspondence to the City Manager dtd. 04.13.201l.
Specifically,
1) Acquire and remove the house located at the NW corner
of the intersection of Perris Blvd. and Ironwood Ave. as
was done at the intersection of Indian Ave. and
Ironwood Ave.
2) Provide for a full two lanes of traffic for west bound
Ironwood traffic. Sufficient to protect pedestrian traffic
from turning and heavy sized vehicular traffic from
riding at or onto the curb.
3) Provide a correctly sized pocket lane for south bound
Perris Blvd. traffic to tum west onto Ironwood.
Sufficiently sized to prevent routine back up into the
south bound Perris Blvd. through traffic lanes.
4) Realignment of the block wall at the SW comer of the
intersecti on.
5) Provide for adequately sized escape zones for
pedestrians at the NW and SW comers of the
intersection.
Increased pedestrian and vehicular safety at the intersection. This is
a major cross city designated truck route with a predicted increase
in heavy vehicular (truck) traffic use.
Based on a residents suggestions the City Manager requested
my comments on the subject prior to a City Council study
session 04.19.2011. See the attached which was provided.

Eric H. Whittemore

MV00224583
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04.13.2011

To:

Mr. Henry Garcia, City Manager, City of Moreno Valley

From: Eric H. Whittemore, Chairman, Traffic Safety Commission, City of Moreno Valley
Subj: Traffic Safety Commission "Action" Agenda Item for the May 2011 Meeting - Proposal to
invite the City Council to consider amending current plans for the intersection of Perris
Blvd. and Ironwood Ave.
Sir,
I have asked staff to add an "Action" item to the agenda of the next meeting of the Traffic
Safety Commission. This action item would be a proposal and recommendation to the City Council that
it consider amending the current plans for reconstruction/alignment of the intersection of Perris Blvd.
and Ironwood Ave. Specifically:
A. Remove the house at the NW corner of the intersection.
B. Provide for a full two lanes of traffic for west bound Ironwood
traffic.
C. Provide a correctly sized pocket lane for south bound Perris traffic
to turn west onto Ironwood.
D. Realignment of the block wall at the SW corner of the intersection.
As a point of explanation I have delayed making such a proposal earlier since the Traffic
Engineering·Division staff supporting the TSC have in the most recent past provided the direct
impression that the commission no longer has any responsibility for community input, oversight or
review of such traffic engineering (safety) issues. Recently, the mayor has publicly corrected that false
impression when he stated that such traffic safety issues (such as the intersection of Perris/Ironwood)
are indeed the purview of the TSC and that the TSC is indeed a proper venue for review and comment.
In the past the public has expressed concern about the plans for the realignment of this intersection and
I agree. The long standing mandate of the commission has always been the "3 Es" (Engineering,
Education and Enforcement) as they relate to traffic safety issues.
As a resident who frequents the Perris Blvd/Ironwood Ave. intersection from all 4 directions I
have personally observed over the years all sorts of near mishaps relating -to vehicular traffic and
pedestrian safety at the intersection. It is my considered opinion that the city has been very fortunate
that there has not been a major fatality at this intersection in the past and that the existing poor situation
at this intersection will not be effectively ameliorated by the current construction and realignment
plans. Additionally I have heard numerous reports from other residents of their observations relative to
the safety at the intersection. All of which have been negative to one degree or another. I am personally
appalled that the planned reconstruction and realignment at the intersection will not adequately address
traffic and pedestrian safety issues. In fact the current plans may actually exacerbate the situation at the
intersection by creating the false impression that things truly are better and safer. As a scientist and
public administrator who spent my working career dealing with and evaluating data and statistics I can
feel relatively confident in assuring you that neither data or statistics will always tell complete
unvarnished story. Such I believe to be the case for the Perris Blvd.llronwood Ave. intersection.
Anecdotal evidence is often the most accurate.

Page (1)
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04.13.2011
Subj:

Traffic Safety Commission "Action" Agenda Item for the May 2011 Meeting - Proposal to
invite the City Council to consider amending current plans for the intersection of Perris
Blvd. and Ironwood Ave.

Supperting material fer items that need te be addressed and effectively cerrected are as fellews:
1) A pertien .Of the block wall at the SW corner of the intersection needs te be realigned
away from the intersectien te provide a mere clear view fer vehicular traffic turning seuth ente Perris
frem Ironweed. This weuld alse allew fer the white pedestrian and safety vehicular step lines te be
meved back a safer distance from the actual intersectien. Currently these lines are severely set ferward
and are effectively encroaching en the intersectien and expesing pedestrian traffic te increased hazards
frem vehicular traffic. This situatien creates a petentially dangerous situatien fer pedestrians and
vehicular traffic alike. Ironweed traffic waiting te proceed in an easterly directien acress the
intersectien .Or te tum te nerth beund ente Perris Blvd. Are ferced te wait se far forward as te cause a
severe hazard fer nerth beund Perris Blvd. traffic attempting te tum westerly ente Ironweed Ave. This
turning traffic is ferced te swing way .Out .Of their proper turning lanes further inte the intersectien te
have any hepe .Of safely negetiating the tum. Often the result .Of this cerrupted turning radius is that
traffic will inadvertently (as is .Often the frequently .Observed case) intrude inte the waiting east beund
.Or nerth beund turning traffic and/er lanes. Additienally, traffic proceeding westerly en Irenweed
threugh the intersectien are faced with an extremely narrow lane te negetiate. These peer safety design
situatiens are cempeunded by the fact that this is a designated east-west truck reute threugh the city.
With the current expectatiens that the truck traffic en this route will .Only increase this situatien must be
effectively addressed and cerrected. Not having a full two lanes available for the west bound traffic
at this location is extremely imprudent both from a pure logistics standpoint but also for traffic
safety. I have persenally never seen a "semi" (tracter and trailer) successfully negetiate this the tum
from nerth bound Perris Blvd. ente west beund Ironweed Ave. witheut encreaching inte the waiting
lanes .Of easrbeund Irenweed (as described abeve). Pedestrian traffic and safety is the .Often fergetten
element in many traffic calculatiens it sheuld net be ignered .Or inadequately addressed at this
intersectien. 'Pedestrian traffic escape routes must always be included inte any plans. Such is net the
case at the SW cerner .Of the intersectien. The preximity .Of the bleck wall prevents any effective
pedestrian escape route sheuld vehicular traffic encreach ever the curb ente the sidewalk. Please
remember that this is a cemmen pedestrian traffic route fer the shepping centers at the intersectien .Of
Hemleck and Perris just .One bleck seuth. Additienally, this is a pepular reute te scheel fer many
students that a attend a lecal middle scheel.
2) The 10 foot right of way which has been previously purchased by the city at the NW
cerner .Of this intersectien is inadequate fer beth vehicular traffic and pedestrian safety. The wall that
has been recently censtructed by the property .Owner (aside from pessibly exceeding preper height
limits and city cede) en this NW cerner and the nerth side efIronweed west .Of the intersectien will
when the new sidewalk is installed adjacent te it as is currently planned will net allew fer pedestrian
escape route~. The 10 feet additienal width which will include curb and sidewalk will net measurably
improve traffic flew and safety aleng this pertien efIrenweed. With increased traffic flew predicted
(including heavy traffic flew) a full twe unimpeded west beund lanes are warranted fer this pertien .Of
Irenweed including the adjacent intersectien. The residential property on the NW corner of the
intersection needs to be purchased and the property cleared to create room for proper traffic and
turn lanes as well as adequate pedestrian safety.
Page (2)
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04.13.2011
Subj: Traffic Safety Commission "Action" Agenda Item for the May 2011 Meeting - Proposal to

invite the City Council to consider amending current plans for the intersection of Perris
Blvd. and Ironwwod Ave.
'
2) Continued. Thjs should be done in the same manner as was accomplished with the property
at the NW corner of the intersection of Indian Street and Ironwood Ave. (an intersection missing many
of the potential traffic and pedestrian hazards as the Ironwood and Perris intersection). In addition to
the previously noted problems associated with north bound Perris traffic attempting to turn west bound
onto Ironwood there is a problem in relation to south bound Perris traffic attempting to turn westerly
onto Ironwood. A full two west bound lanes at this intersection and the portion of west bound
Ironwood adjacent to it would more effectively and efficiently accommodate this turning traffic.
Additionally, it would allow for a sufficiently sized pocket lane for south bound Perris traffic turning
west onto Ironwood This would also help to prevent the inappropriate staking of west bound turning
traffic which is currently forced into the south bound through traffic on south bound Perris Blvd. The
current plans call for a pocket lane here which is probably undersized and not large enough for current
traffic needs let alone that of the predicted increased traffic flow. Removal of the house and block wall
at the NW corner of the intersection will also allow for increased and greatly improved line of sight for
turning traffic as well as for pedestrian escape routes. Pedestrian safety must always be included into
the calculus when designing and redesigrung or improving a traffic corridor such as is the case here.
3) Provide for a proper sized pocket lane with a longer "stacking distance" as discussed
above. Current plans call for what appears to be a minimum length pocket lane. This will never satisfy
current or increased traffic flow. Additionally, it is highly unlikely that the stack distance will not
prevent overflow stacking in the south bound through Perris Blvd. traffic. The block wall at the NW
corner may cause a partially blind corner for turning traffic and a safety hazard for pedestrian traffic.
4) There needs to be a full two lanes on the west bound (Ironwood Ave) to properly
accommodate traffic traveling through the intersection as well as for the traffic turning onto west bound
Ironwood Ave. for the safety reasons mentioned above. We need to provide adequate room for heavy
truck traffic and to avoid the traffic inadvertently encroaching on and running up on curbs and
sidewalks and potentially endangering pedestrian traffic. Please remember that this is a well established
school route:'
Respectfull y. submi tted,
Eric H. "Chief' Whittemore

Page (3)
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04 May 2011
From:

Commissioner Lawrence Baird

To:

Traffic Safety Commission, City of Moreno Valley

Subj:

Proposed Motion related to Traffic Safety issues related to the
planned realignment design for Perris Blvd. north of Ironwood
Ave.

Motion: "It is proposed that the Traffic Safety Commission recommend to the
City Council (City of Moreno Valley) to conduct a reconsideration of
the current plans for the realignment design of Perris Blvd. north of
Ironwood Ave. Specifically to consider the Traffic Safety issues
created by the choke points created in the current design plans."
Background: The current design plans call for the creation of potentially
dangerous "choke points" at:
1. Immediately south of the LDS Church located on the east side
of Perris Blvd.
2. Immediately north of the LDS Church located on the east side
of Perris Blvd.
3. At the northeast corner of Kalmia Ave. and Perris Blvd.
Potential ,Council Action: Acquire the right of ways necessary to prevent the
creation of potentially dangerous choke points on
Perris Blvd. and correct current plans to remove
traffic safety problems.

Respectfully,
Lawrence Baird
Traffic Safety Commissioner
City of Moreno Valley
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Cindy Miller
From:

Johnson, Gary [Gary.Johnson@gcinc.com]

Sent:

Friday, May 06, 2011 3:01 PM

To:

Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart; Robin Hastings; William Batey; William Batey

Cc:

City Manager's Office

Subject:

Liberty Quarry Project - Moreno Valley City Council Meeting on May 10 - Resolution 201-31

Attachments: Letter to MoVal_May062011.pdf

Dear Council Members
,Attached please find a letter from CalCIMA (dated May 6, 2011) responding in part to the City
of Temecula's letter of April 12,2011. I will be responding to other aspects of their letter in
writing on Monday. Please contact me if you have any questions.

Gary W. Johnson
Aggregate Resource Manager
Granite Construction o.
Direct
Gary.Johnson@qcinc.com I www.qraniteconstruction.com

. GRAniTE

5/9/2011
MV00224589
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May 6, 2011

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mayor and Council Members:
This letter is provided on behalf of the California Construction and Industrial
Materials Association (CalCIMA) San Diego Chapter. CalCIMA is the statewide trade
association for aggregate, ready mixed concrete, and industrial minerals in California,
including producers in all of Southern California. There are over 100 member
companies in CalCIMA, representing over 500 production facilities.
We understand that the City of Moreno Valley Mayor and Council members received a
letter from the City of Temecula Mayor, Ron Roberts dated April 12,2011. Based on
the information cited in the letter, Mayor Roberts' asks the City of Moreno Valley to
consider not adopting Resolution No. 2011-31 regarding the proposed Liberty Quarry.
CalCIMA has reviewed Mayor Robert's letter and would like to clarify the information
he provided. The following comments and information addresses the "Aggregate"
section of Mayor Roberts' letter.
Mayor, Roberts references the Department of Conservation (DOC) Special Report 153,
which indicates that San Diego County has 5.7 billion tons of aggregate. This number
reflects the DOC estimate of the total aggregate resources available in San Diego
County in 1996, and is reported in the DOC Open File Report 96-04 not Special
Report 153. This does not represent the permitted aggregate reselves in San Diego
County. To understand the meaning of this number (5.7 billion tons), it is important
to provide the background for how this volume was calculated.
SpeciGj.l Report 153 and Open File Report 96-04 are mineral classification reports, and
are required by the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA). SMARA requires
the State Geologist to classify land according to the known or inferred mineral
potential of the land. The process is based solely on geology, without regard to
existing land use, zoning, or land ownership. In addition, the classification reports
also distinguish between 'reserves' and 'resources'. Reserves are calculations of
tonnages of aggregate that have been determined to be acceptable for commercial use,
that exist within properties owned or leased by aggregate producing companies, and
for which permits have been granted to allow mining and processing of the material.
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Resources include reserves as well as all unpermitted aggregate materials.
Marketability of the resource is not considered.
The reference to 5.7 billion tons of aggregate resources in San Diego County does not
reflect the actual quantity of reserves available for production. The mineral
classification reports identify areas of potential resource availability, but emphasizes
that the resources aTe not currently available where no permits have been issued for
extraction. In fact, a very large percentage of suitable resources may never obtain
permits for resource extraction. This is illustrated by the following conclusions.
Special Report 153 states the foHowing:

"It should be noted that these large aggregate resources tonnage figures
1:epresent the total quantity of aggregate material that is geologically and
technologically available for mining. They do not reflect such constraints to
mining as cun'ent land use or political, sociological, environmental, and other
factors. "
Open File Report 96-04 states:

"It is highly unlikely that all of the identified aggregate resources will be
mined. Access to aggregate resources could be substantially restricted by the
adoption of competing resource conservation measures--such as the Multiple
Species Conservation Plan and the Multiple Habitat Conservation Plan. Local
lead agencies must be aware that such measures could sharply reduce the
availability of the resources identified in this study. "
For a location to be considered viable for resource extrac'tion, a variety of factors
important to mineral resource development must be present. Principally,
appropriate geologic conditions must be present, but other criteria are also
important. These criteria include:
Adequate Reserve Base
Access and distance to major transportation routes
o ,Existing'land use
o ,Environmental constraints
o
Access to water and power
o ,Proximity to market
o
Mitigation costs
o
Lead agency planning policies
o
Local zoning requirements
• Community needs
o
o

While Southern California is host to abundant construction aggregate quality
resources, due to the constraints and requirements listed above, very few Meas
are actually suitable for an active constlUction aggregate qual'l'y.
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To put this in context the actual permitted reselves in San Diego County as of
January 2006 was 198-million tons. While the Department of Conselvation has
estimated that the 50-yr demand for aggregate reserves in San Diego County is
1.2-billion tons. Clearly, San Diego County has an 83% shortfall in the
estimated reserves needed over the next 50 years.
There .are presently three (3) aggregate resource permitting projects in San Diego
County that if permitted would add an additional 100-million tons of reserves
but will not come close to addressing the shortage. The Liberty Quarry project is
situated on the boundary of Riverside and San Diego Counties. If this project
were developed it would add an additional 237-million tons of permitted reselves
(based on the County of Riverside's preferred alternative) that would be available
to both comities.
Mayor Roberts also mal{es reference to the January 2011 San Diego Region
Aggregate Supply Study prepared by the San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG). The report developed a GIS (Geographic Information Systems) tool to
assistin identifying potential areas for aggregate sites. While the GIS analysis
identified a large number of theoretically possible aggregate sites of 20 acres or
greater in the region, the report emphasizes that the potential suitability of these
sites for development for construction aggregate production cannot be
determined by a GIS exercise alone. The GIS exercise in this report is a basic
analysis that would provide a starting point for further evaluation. Each
identified site needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and further
consider the criteria listed above before concluding it is suitable for quarry
development.
The SANDAG study does conclude the following:
o

o
D

o

San Diego County has a shortage of permitted aggregate resources.
Transportation plays a major role in the economic and environmental costs of
aggregate.
The economically optimal market area for a quarry is ·20-25 miles.
Locally permitted quarries provide the following benefits:
o Lower material costs
o Reduced C02 emissions
o Lower fuel consumption
o Reduced Vehicle Miles Travelled

These conclusions apply to all areas of the State, including Riverside County.
It is also important to recognize that Western Riverside County does not have the

necessary permitted aggregate reselves to satisfy demand for the next 50-years.
As reported in the 1991 DOC Mineral Classification Report for Temescal Valley
and Western Riverside County (Special Report 165), the permitted resen'es (in
1991) may be depleted by the year 2028. In 2006, the DOC concluded that
Western Riverside County contains less than 25% of the permitted aggregate
reserves needed to satisfy the estimated 50-year demand. Much like San Diego,
Riverside County also needs additional permitted reserves.
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CalCIMA encourages the Moreno VaHey City Council to ~dopt Resolution No.
2011-31. Liberty Quarry is a much needed locally permitted resource. Based on
further study of the reports cited by Mayor Roberts, it is clear that, while there is
an abundance of potential resources suitable for aggregate development, site
specific constraints significantly limit the number of alternatives to Liberty
Quarry. The cited reports emphasize and recommend the need for the addition
of permitted reserves. Supporting the Liberty Quarry will encourage effective
planning and will help address the availability .of aggregates required to meet the
region's future needs.

~~tJ
Crystal Howard
San Diego CalCIMA Chapter Member
Memb.er of Expert Review Panel for the SANDAG Aggregate Supply Study
cc.

Jesse L. Molina, Mayor Pro Tern
Marcelo Co, Council Member
Robin N. Hastings, Council Member
William H. Batey II, Council Member
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The council heard an up, ' ,
'. _
' .
date :rues.day o~ efforts t9 MORENO VALLEY: Arevision of the ordinance Govering ill~teaq' of being .slapp~d year, he said.
. .'
will ~lI~w them tQdocum~n~ ..
help Its sIster CIty, SendaI, h 'd'
Id'
$1 fi
~lth a mandatory flOe,. saId
The way the polIcy was the mCIdent, for future VIO-'
Japan; which is. recovering t e aytime COU WaJv~ a mandatory 00 me.., Paul Early, 'a:' deputy' city written didn't alIow any way .lations withOut· penalizing i
from the March' 11 earthBY LAURIE LUCAS
fined, .
attorney.
··for the police 'to iss!1e and ·residents.
,'"
,
quake and tsunami. As of
T~E PRESS-ENTERPRISE .
Instead, police would is"It's tOQ,har~h," said. May- track warnings. By creating' II: Police will educate
Tuesday evening, a relief· Moreno Valley is propos- sue a warning citation -rather or ,RicharcIStewart.
a formal notice procedure, tbose issued a citation fWd
fund s~t. up by tq~ city.had ing changing its noise ordi- than ~he $100 penalty, .acAs the nile'. no~ states, . the' police can keep tabs on warn them that another Vjo':
collected nearly $370,000 to~ nanc~,' witll revisions de- cording to a proposal in the within ,a year, a first-time folIow-ups.
lation will autQmaticalIy"re; - .
\vard its.'go.al: of. $50,0:000.; sIgned
. to
address' pipeline for a City Council violatiori occurring day or
The proposed changes in-sult-in a $200 fine. " . .~.,
Mayor Ron ·~ov.~tiC!ge plans: enforcement during the vote May 5'.
. night.re,sults in a $100 fine, . clude:·
". '
. I!I Police will give a verbaJ-.'·
to visit Sendai iii May to day, rather than late at 'The revised policy - followed' by a $200, thEm
II Police who respond to' warning if. the daytime cQm~'"
deliver the furids.
'.
night.
.. J
.
which, only affe'cts com- $500 fine . for second and daytime noise complaints plaint' doesn't violate the"
Under the.'proposed rev i- plaints ab.out loud music or third -offenses, respeCtive: can give a administrative conditions of the hoiseordi:"
sion, first-tirrie violators 9C' parties between 8 a.m. and ly;':The 'police 'department citation for violations of the· nance.
' . ' '.
the noise ordinance partying 9:59 p:m. - would allow responds to more than noise ordinance instead of Reach Laurie.Lucas at 951-368-9569 .; .
amounts r~d.u(:e~
be{ore 10 p.rn. woul.d. not be. residents to catch a break' 6,100 noise complaints a the current $100 fine. This or IIucas@PE.com'
'
~'.
The council, voted to re.I
Iuce the amount of rebates a
:ustomer: . ca~rg~t
~N
:talling a solaf;poWer system
It their home, :br 'business,
ran at him with a butcj1er public hearing during its 6:30 Rubidoux Community Ser- medical offices and laboratond to hlcI;ease fimding for RIVERSIDE .
knife and attempted to stab p.m. meeting in council' vic'es District.
ries ..
. •
he rebate program to allow
lOre people to participate. Woman, 51, Wlt~
him," Lt. Chuck Griffitts chamber.sc:it City .Hc:lll, 400 S,
Directors wiIlmeet Thurs- -LAURIE LUCAS
The 'city's solar rebate pro- knife iSjailed' "
said· in a, ,'stat,ement. " ..... Vicentia Ave. '
." '. day at 4 p.m. at· 3590 Rubi- LLUCAS@PE.com
.
..
Eventually,' the victim' was
The, change,' according doux Blvd. .
ram has been popular, with
Informatiori: 951-684~7580. CORONA· '.
A 51-yea'r~old· Riverside able to get away, and the . h{ a' staff report, is in91 p'~rcent increase in the·
umber ·Of photovoltaic sys- woman was jailed Tuesdaysusp'ect retreated .into her tended,
cJarifY the al- -SANDRA STOKLEY
City to' coUect '
..
. ' lowabfe .. locafion .. ·and sstokley@PE.com
~ms coming online in 20io morning Ijlfter trying to. condo.'"
)mpared with 'thepreyious stab a man 'and then barri-' The woman came back height'ofa hedge in a front,.
'
hazardous waste
~ar and a' waiting list for cading herself in her con- outside stabbing inthe air yard. and remove the MORENO VALLEY
•
tUf(~ funding.
dominium until a :SWAT \oVith thek~fe until officers height restr'iction for C·t
.
.
Corona will collect h.<;lzteam
apprehended
her,
acarrived
and
she
barricaded
h~dges
in
other
areas.
~
I
¥~ecelves
energy
ardous
household
and
elecTo mee't the demand, offilIs will reduce the rebafe cording to police and jail herself. Ultimately, SWAT -BRIAN ROKOS
effiCiency rebate
tronic waste from 9 a.m. to 2
.
team forced its way into brokos@PE.cqm
•
.
• ,'v
p.m. April 15;16 at the COfJ;>or residential customers record·s. _
Sylvia' Ann Sweitzer her residence and arrested
th~Of~~~o yall~y.1 eC~~t:~ ration Yard, 770 Corporation
lm $4 to' $2.50 p'er watt, and
D
.RUBIDOUX
.
t . 0 nllIn,e t ret I"
Yard Way. .
o:~ cap on ~vhat a resident Manot' was arrested at her. '
reques Sf .
a
0 a mg
'R'IverSl'd e 'C oun ty reSI-.
~ n re~eIVei for a project will 11:5 O p.m. ,·tM-on d'
ay' an d'--'-RICHARD BROOKS
.
.
,
Weed abatement
$~8,DOO, ~r.tIt~ energy e.ffI- dents may bring up to five
~ lowered from $16,000 ,to booked on suspicion of as- rbro·oks@PE.com,
'.
contract
on
agenda'
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Cindy Miller
From:

Johnson, Gary [Gary.Johnson@gcinc.com]

Sent:

Friday, May 06, 2011 3:01 PM

To:

Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart; Robin Hastings; William Batey; William Batey

Cc:

City Manager's Office

Subject:

Liberty Quarry Project - Moreno Valley City Council Meeting on May 10 - Resolution 201-31

Attachments: Letter to MoVal_May062011.pdf

Dear Council Members
Attached please find a letter from CalCIMA (dated May 6, 2011) responding in part to the City
of Temecula's letter of April 12,2011. I will be responding to other aspects of their letter in
writing on Monday. Please contact me if you have any questions.

Gary W. Johnson
Aggregate Resource Manager
Granite Construction Co.
Garv.Johnson@gcinc.com I www.graniteconstruction.com

GRAniTE

5/9/2011
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May 6,2011

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mayor and Council Members:
This letter is provided on behalf of the California Construction and Industrial
Materials Association (CalCIMA) San Diego Chapter. CalCIMA is the statewide trade
association for aggregate, ready mixed concrete, and industrial minerals in California,
including producers in all of Southern California. There ·are over 100 member
companies in CalCIMA, representing over 500 production facilities.
We understand that the City of Moreno Valley Mayor and Council members received a
letter from the City of Temecula Mayor, Ron Roberts dated April 12,2011. Based on
the information cited in the letter, Mayor Roberts' asks the City of Moreno Valley to
consider not adopting Resolution No. 2011-31 regarding the proposed Liberty Quarry.
CalCIMA has reviewed Mayor Robert's letter and would like to clarify the information
he provided. The following comments and information addresses the "Aggregate"
section of Mayor Roberts' letter.
Mayor Roberts references the Department of Conservation (DOC) Special Report 153,
which indicates that San Diego County has 5.7 billion tons of aggregate. This number
reflects the DOC estimate of the total aggregate resources available in San Diego
County in 1996, and is reported in the DOC Open File Report 96-04 not Special
Report 153. This does not represent the permitted aggregate reselves in San Diego
County. To understand the meaning of this number (5.7 billion tons), it is important
to proVide the background for how this volume was calculated.
Special Report 153 and Open File Report 96-04 are mineral classification reports, and
are required by the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA). SMARA requires
the St~te Geologist to classify land according to the known or inferred mineral
potential of the land. The process is based solely on geology, without regard to
existing land use, zOliing, or land ownership. In addition, the classification reports
also distinguish between 'reserves' and 'resources'. Reserves are calculations of
tonnages of aggregate that have been determined to be acceptable for commercial use,
that exist within properties owned or leased by aggregate producing companies, and
for which permits have been granted to allow mining and processing of the material.
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Resources include reserves as well as all unpermitted aggregate materials.
Marketability of the resource is not considered.
The reference to 5.7 billion tons of aggregate resources in San Diego County does not
reflect the actual quantity of reserves available for production. The mineral
classification reports identify areas of potential resource availability, but emphasizes
that the resources are not currently available where no permits have been issued for
extraction. In fact, a very large percentage of suitable resources may never obtain
permits for resource extraction. This is illustrated by the following conclusions.
Special Report 153 states the following:

"It should be noted that these large aggregate resources tonnage figures
represent the total quantity of aggregate material that is geologically and
~echnologically available for mining. They do not reflect such constraints to
mining as cun'ent land use or political, sociological, fmvironm.ental, and other
factors. "
Open File Report 96-04 states:

"It is highly unlikely that all of the identified aggregate resources will be
mined. Access to aggregate resources could be substantially rest,icted by the
adoption of competing resource conservation measures--such as the Multiple
Species Conservation Plan and the Multiple Habitat Conservation Plan. Local
lead agencies must be aware that such measures could sharply r~dtlce the
availability of the resources identified in this study. "
For a location to be considered viable for resource extrac'tion, a variety of factors
important to mineral resource development must be present. Principally,
appropriate geologic conditions must be present, but other criteria are also
important. These criteria include:
o
o

o
o

o

o

•
o
o
o

Adequate Reserve Base
Access and distance to major transportation routes
Existing'land use
Environmental constraints
Access to water and power
Proximity to market
Mitigation costs
Lead agency planning policies
Local zoning requirements
Community needs

While Southern California is host to abundant construction aggregate quality
resources, due to the constraints and requirements listed above,very few areas
are actually suitable for an active construction aggregate quarry.
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To put this in context the actual permitted reselves in San Diego County as of
January 2006 was 198-million tons. While the Department of Conservation has
estimated that the 50-yr demand for aggregate reserves in San Diego County is
1.2-billion tons. Clearly, San Diego County has an 83% shortfall in the
estimated reserves needed over the next 50 years.
There are presently three (3) aggregate resource permitting projects in San Diego
County that if permitted would add an additional 100-million tons of resenres
but will not come close to addressing the shortage. The Liberty Quarry project is
situated on the boundary of Riverside and San Diego Counties. If this project
were developed it would add an additional 237-million tons of permitted reselves
(based on the County of Riverside's preferred alternative) that would be available
to both courities.
Mayor Roberts also makes reference to the January 2011 San Diego Region
Aggregate Supply Study prepared by the San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG). The report developed a GIS (Geographic Information Systems) tool to
assist in identifying potential areas for aggregate sites. While the GIS analysis
identified a large number of theoretically possible aggregate sites of 20 acres or
greater in the region, the report emphasizes that the potential suitability of these
sites for development for construction aggregate production cannot be
determined by a GIS exercise alone. The GIS exercise in this report is a basic
analysis that would provide a starting point for further evaluation. Each
identified site needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and further
consider the criteria listed above before concluding it is suitable for quarry
development.
The SANDAG study does conclude the following:
o

o
o
o

San Diego County has a shortage of permitted aggregate resources.
Transportation plays a major role in the economic and environmental costs of
aggregate.
The economically optimal market area for a quarry is ·20-25 miles.
Locally permitted quarries provide the following benefits:
o Lower material costs
o Reduced C02 emissions
o Lower fuel consumption
o Reduced Vehicle Miles Travelled

These conclusions apply to all areas of the State, including Riverside County.
It is also important to recognize that Western Riverside County does not have the
necessary permitted aggregate reserves to satisfy demand for the next 50-years.
As reported in the 1991 DOC Mineral Classification Report for Temescal Valley
and Western Riverside County (Special Report 165), the permitted reserves (in
1991) may be depleted by the year 2028. In 2006, the DOC concluded that
Western Riverside County contains less than 25% of the permitted aggregate
reserves needed to satisfy the estimated 50-year demand. Much like San Diego,
Riverside County also needs additional permitted reserves.
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CalCIMA encourages the Moreno Valley City Council to a,dopt Resolution No.
2011-.31. Liberty Quarry is a much needed locally permitted resource. Bas{!d on
further study of the reports cited by Mayor Roberts, it is clear that, while there is
an abundance of potential resources suitable for aggregate development, site
specific constraints significantly limit the number of alternatives to Liberty
Quarry. The cited reports emphasize and recommend the need for the addition
of permitted reserves. Supporting the Liberty Quarry will encourage effective
planning and will help address the availability .of aggregates required to meet the
region's future needs.

~+mtJ
Crystal Howard
San Diego CalCIMA Chapter Member
Member of Expert Review Panel for the SANDAG Aggregate Supply Study
cc.

Jesse L. Molina, Mayor Pro Tem
Marcelo Co, Council Member
Robin N. Hastings, Council Member
William H. Batey II, Council Member
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
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HECEIVED

REGION IX

75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

April 19, 2011

11 APR 25 Pr1 3: 09
OFFICE OF THE
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Honorable Mayor Stewart,
Environmental progress is something we all work toward - each in our own way, through bold
actions and small steps.
Since EPA's founding in 1970, we have collaborated with federal, state, tribal and local partners
in the Pacific Southwest to achieve healthier air, cleaner waters, reduction and recycling of
hazardous and solid waste, and cleanups of hundreds of toxic sites, even while the region's
population and economy has doubled in size.
Today, in our fifth decade, we face th(;! even greater challenges of building on these successes and
bringing them to every comer of the region - from remote tribal lands to crowded inner-city
communities - while striving to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases that contribute to global
climate change.
In the enclosed 2011 Progress Report, you'll find a summary of recent environmental challenges
and accomplishments across the Pacific Southwest involving EPA, citizens, government,
businesses and other institutions - all working together to move us toward a brighter future.
At the root of our efforts is a drive to protect public health, through setting strong standards,
enforcing environmental laws, and working to achieve environmental justice in our most
vulnerable communities.
We look forward to continuing our collaborative efforts with you to protect human health and the
environment. We are confident that together we will leave the world a better place for ourselves
and our children.

Sincerely,

Jared Blumenfeld"
Enclosure
Pn"nted

on

Recycled Papu
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P.O. BOX 1147, 4080 LEMON STREET
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Of

KECIA HARPER-I HEM
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Dated:

April 19, 2011 .

To:

THE MAYOR OF EACH CITY IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

From:

Lisa Wagner, Executive Assistant to Kecia Ihem, Clerk of the Board
Riverside County

Re:

Addendum to Agenda Materials for the May 9, 2011 City Selection Committee
Meeting

Your packets for the City Selection Committee to be held Monday May 9,2011 at 4:30
p.m. in the Great Oak Conference Room at the Temecula City Hall, 41000 Main Street,
Temecula, CA 92589 were mailed yesterday. Unfortunately it was just discovered that the
packets did not contain the minutes of the January 10, 2011 meeting that are to be
approved on the next agenda.
Please see the enclosed for the additional information.

I,

':t

any inconvenienC\.:jma y have caused.

UVY\

Lisa M. Wagner

.

Enclosures
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING

of the
CITY SELECTION COMMITTEE
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
(January 10, 2011)

PRESENT:
Barbara Hanna, Mayor - City of Banning
Ella Zanowic, Mayor - City of Calimesa
Barry Talbot, Mayor - City of Canyon Lake
Stan Skipworth, Mayor- City of Corona
Yvonne Parks, Mayor - City of Desert Hot Springs
Adam Rush, Mayor - City of Eastvale
Jerry Franchville, Mayor - City of Hemet
Mary Roche, Council Member - City of Indian Wells
Lupe Ramos Watson, Mayor - City of Indio
Terry Henderson, Council Member - City of La Quinta
Richard Stewart, Mayor- City of Moreno Valley
Randon Lane - City of Murrieta
Berwin Hanna, Mayor - City of Norco
Ginny Foat, Council Member - City of Palm Springs
Richard Kite, Mayor - City of Rancho Mirage
Ron Loveridge, Mayor - City of Riverside
Scott Miller, Mayor - City of San Jacinto
Ron Roberts, Mayor - City of TemeculaMarsha Swanson, Mayor - City of Wildomar
ABSENT:
Brian DeForge, Mayor - City of Beaumont
Joey DeConinck, Mayor - City of Blythe
Kathy DeRosa, Mayor - City of Cathedral City
Eduardo Garcia, Mayor - City of Coachella
Amy Bhutta, Mayor - City of Lake Elsinore
Wallace Edgerton, Mayor - City of Menifee
Jean Benson, Mayor - City of Palm Desert
Daryl Busch, Mayor - City of Perris
- OTHERS
PRESENT:

Kecia Ihem, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
Lisa Wagner, Executive Assistant, Office of the Clerk of the Board
George Spiliotis, LAFCO Eugene Montanez, City of Corona
Chuck Washington, City of Temecula
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City Selection Committee Meeting
January 10, 2011
Page 2

Yvonne Parks, Chairman, called the meeting to ,order. Roll call was taken, and it was
established that there were nineteen (19) out of twenty-seven (27) cities represented
thereby confirming that a full and legal quorum had been acquired .

•••• *.*************************

Ginny Foat, Council Member of the City of Palm Springs, made a motion to nominate
and elect Yvonne Parks of the City of Desert Hot Springs as Chairperson, seconded by
Ella Zanowic, City of Calimesa, and was duly carried by unanimous vote.
******************************* .

Marsha Swanson, Mayor of the City of Wildomar, made a motion to nominate and elect
Ella Zanowic, Mayor of the City of Calimesa as' Vice-Chairperson, jointly seconded by
Council Members Marsha Swanson of the City of Wildomar and Terry Henderson, City
of La Quinta, and was duly carried by unanimous vote.
. *******************************

The Chairperson called for acceptance of the Mi~utes of the May 10, 2010 City
Selection Committee Meeting.
Council Member Terry Henderson of the City of La Quinta made a motion to accept the
minutes, seconded by Mayor Stan Skipworth of the City of Corona and duly carried by
majority vote.
*******************************

The Chairperson called for the Nomination and Election of one (1) Western city member
to the Local Agency Formation Commission to fill the unexpired term of Robin Lowe to
expire May 7,2012.
:,'

.-.

Mayor Ella Zanowic of the City of Calimesa made a motion to nominate and elect
Council Mayor Martha Swanson of the City of Wildomar.
Mayor Ron Roberts of the City of Temecula made a motion to nominate and elect
Council Member Chuck Washington of the City of Temecula.
Mayor Stan Skipworth of the City of Corona made a motion to nominate and elect
Eugene Montanez, Council Member of the City of Corona.
There being no other nominations, the Chairper~on called for each nominee to present
themselves. At the conclusion of comments, the Chairperson called for a vote and
Eugene Montanez was elected by majority vote.
*******************************
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City Selection Committee Meeting
January 10, 2011
Page 3

The Chairperson called for the Nomination and Election of one (1) Western city member
to the Airport Land Use Commission to fill the unexpired term of Robin Lowe to expire
May 12, 2012.
Lupe Ramos Watson, Mayor of the City of Indio nominated Marsha Swanson of the city
of Wildomar, but Mayor Swanson declined.
Mayor Barbara Hanna of the City of Banning made a motion to nominate and elect
Mayor Richard Stewart of the City of Moreno Valley, seconded by Council Member
Terry Henderson, City of La Quinta.
Mayor Scott Miller, City of San Jacinto motioned for a unanimous vote, seconded by
Council Person Ginny Foat. The motions were duly carried and Mayor Richard Stewart
was elected by unanimous vote.
*******************************

The Chairperson called for the Nomination and Election of one city member to the
South Coast Air Quality Management District for a term to expire January 15,2015.
Mayor Ron Loveridge, City of Riverside, was seeking re-appointment.
Mayor Loveridge was jointly nominated by Council Member Chuck Washington of the
City of. Temecula, Mayor Ron Roberts of the City of Temecula, and Mayor Stan
Skipworth of the City of Corona, and was seconded by Randon Lane, Mayor of the City
of Murrieta. There being no other nominations, the motion was duly carried by
unanimous vote.
*******************************

The Chairperson declared the meeting adjourned.
******************,*************

Attest,
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OFFICE OF

CLERK OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

KECIA IHEM

1s'FLOOR, COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER
P.O. BOX 1147,4080 LEMON STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92502-1147

CLERK OF THE BOARD

KIMBERLY RECTOR
ASSISTANT CLERK OF THE BOARD

NOTICE OF A SPECIAL MEETING
OF THE CITY SELECTION COMMITTEE
FOR
May 9,2011
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To:

THE MAYOR OF EACH CITY IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

From:

Kecia Ihem, Clerk of the Board
Riverside County

Re:

Special City Selection Committee Meeting to be held Monday,- May 9, 2011 at 4:30 p.m.

-en..

'X

o~~
rn
-<

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Special meeting of the City Selection Committee will be
held just prior to the League of Cities meeting on Monday May 9. 2011 at 4:30 p.m. in the
Great Oak Conference Room at the Temecula City Hall. 41000 Main Street. Temecula.
CA 92589. Please note the special time as we are aI/owing time before the special
activities scheduled for the League of Cities attendees.
The purpose of the meeting is to address the following items:
1)

Acceptance of Minutes of the January 10, 2011 City Selection Committee Meeting

2)

Approval of the Revisions to the Rules and Regulations of the City Selection
Committee of Riverside County.

Note that the proposed revisions· were mailed to each mayor for comment on
March 28, 2011. A copy of the proposed revisions is attached.
3)

Adjournment

Mayors are reminded that the voting members are either the Mayors themselves or Council
Members with written authorization from the Mayor.
Please confirm your attendance by returning the enclosed RSVP Card. If you have any
question$, please contact my Executive Assistant, Lisa Wagner, at
or by email at
Imwagner@rcbos.org.
Sincerely,

Kecia Ihem
Clerk of the Board
Riverside, County
Enclosur~s
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RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE CITY SELECTION
COMMITTEE OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY

1. NAME.

The City Selection Committee, created within the County of Riverside

by the provisions of Section 50270, et.

~ofthe

Government Code, shall be known as

the City Selection Committee of Riverside County.
2. PURPOSE. The purpose of the City Selection Committee shall be to appoint city
representatives to boards, commissions and agencies, as required by law.
3. MEMBERSHIP. The membership of the City Selection Committee shall
consist of-the Mayor of each city within the County of Riverside. When a Mayor is unable to attend a
meeting of the City Selection Committee, he shall designate another member of the city's legislative
body to attend and vote at the meeting in his place and as his representative ..
4. OFFICERS. A Chair and a Vice-Chair shall be elected from among the membership of the
Committee at the March at the January I meeting of each year, and shall hold office for a term of one
(1) year. The Vice-Chair shall serve in the absence of the Chair and when the office of the Chair is
vacant. In:the event of a vacancy in either of these offices, the Committee shall elect a successor at the
next meeting after the vacancy is created, to serve the unexpired term. If either the Chair or the ViceChair cease to be members of the Committee, the office shall be deemed vacant.
5. CLERK.

The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of Riverside County shall serve as clerk,

permanent secretary and recording officer of the Committee. All meetings of the Committee shall be
conducted in the presence of the Clerk or his deputy. In the event that both the Chair and Vice-Chair
are vacant, the Clerk of the Board may, with the approval

of~

50% of the City Selection

Committee's membership 2 call a Special Meeting to elect a Chair, Vice-Chair, and other business as

I Meetings are more necessary in January to fill vacancies that are left vacant when incumbents are not re-elected as mayor or council
person, and in May when many appointments expire.

2

Correction to reflect text of Government Code 50277.
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required. All votes and actions taken by the Committee shall be recorded in writing by the Clerk, and
such writt:en record shall include the name of each member voting and how he voted. Written records
and minutes of the Committee's Clerk are public records.
6. REGULAR MEETINGS.

Regular meetings of the Committee shall be held during the months of

MarcH January and September May at the same time and place of the regular meeting o,[the
Riverside County Division of the League of California Cities.

7. SPECIAL MEETINGS.

On behalf of the Chair of the Committee, the Clerk of the

Committee may call a special Meeting of the Committee at any time, and the Chair, or Clerk, shall
call a Special Meeting upon the written request of 50% of the members of the Committee. When tHe
CHair is required to call a Special Meeting, such a meeting shall be called and held within sixty (60)
days after receipt of such written request. \VitHin three (3) weel(s prior to the date fixed for a Special
Meeting of the Committee, the Chair SHall notify tHe Clerk of the date, time, and place of the Special
Meeting.

3

8. NOTICE OF MEETINGS. At least two (2) weeks prior to the date of any meeting of the
Committee, the Clerk shall give notice by mail to each member of the Committee. The Clerk shall also
give mailed or other reasonable notice to each member of the Committee of the time, date, and place to
which a meeting of the Committee is continued.
9. QUORUM AND MAJORITY. Representatives of a majority of the number of cities entitled to
representation of the Committee shall constitute a quorum of the Committee; provided, however, that a
majority vote of the entire membership of the Committee shall be necessary to appoint representatives
to boards, commissions, or agencies. Whenever a quorum is not present at any meeting of the
Committee, the meeting shall be postponed or adjourned to a subsequent time and place, as determined
by the Chair.

3 Note that the Clerk is normally notified by the Committees requesting an appointment that a meeting is needed, not the Chair of the
City Selection Committee. The Clerk is also responsible to determine the date and time of the meeting.
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. 10.

.

CONDUCT OF MEETINGS. The Chair shall preside at and conduct the meetings of the

Committee. Any member of the Committee may nominate any eligible person for appointment as a city
representative to a board, commission, or agency. After the close of the nominations, a vote on the
appointment shall be taken. In the event that no nominee receives the majority vote necessary for
appointment, a second vote shall be taken between the two (2) nominees receiving the largest number
of votes. II} the event that no nominee receives the majority vote necessary for appointment on such
second vote, the Chair may call for further votes between the remaining two (2) nominees or may
continue the matter to a subsequent time and place determined by the Chair.
11.

LOCAL AGENCY FORMATION COMMISSION.

Appointments to LAFCO

pursuant to Government Code Section 56335, shall be by way of an eastern and western representative
to the Commission. Any city east of the City of Banning is eligible for selection to the regular
membershIp position which expires May, 1994 and every four years thereafter. Any city in the western
end of the county, including the City of Banning, is eligible for selection to the regular membership
position which expires May, 1996, and every four years thereafter. Appointment of the alternate city
member shall be "at large", without consideration of geographical location.
12.

RIVERSIDE COUNTY TIV"NSPORTATION COMMISSIONS.

Appointments to RCTC, pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 40420, shall be by way of an
eastern and western representative to the commission, Any City east of the City of bar..ning is eligible
for selectIon to the regular membership position and this shall be hereafter be referred to as the Eastern
Commissioner. Any city, in the '""estern end of the count)', including the City of Bar..ning is eligible for
selection to the regular membership position, and this shall hereafter be referred to as the Western
Commissioner. Appointment of the alternate city member shall be "at large", without consideration of
geographical location.

4

4

The CSC no longer makes appointments to the Riverside County Transportation Commission
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13.

.

OPEN TERM APPOINTMENTS.

Any appointment to a position that does not

have a statutorily defined term of office shall be made and such appointee shall serve at the pleasure of
the Committee and may be removed, without cause by a majority of the Committee.

MV00224613
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CAbIFORNIA CODES
GOVERNMENT CODE
SECTION 50270-50279.2

50270.
In any county in which two or more cities are incorporated
there is hereby created a city selection committee the purpose of
which shall be to appoint city representatives to boards,
commissions, and agencies as required by law. The membership of each
such city selection committee shall consist of the mayor of each city
within the county.

50270.5.
As used in this article, "clerk" means the clerk of a
county or the legislative body thereof. Where the office of county
clerk is separate from the office of clerk of the board of
supervisors, "clerk" means the clerk of the board of supervisors.

50271. When the mayor is unable to attend a meeting of a city
selection committee, he shall designate another member of the city's
legislative body to attend and vote at the meeting in his place and
as his representative.

50272. Representatives of a majority of the number of cities within
a county entitled to representation on the city selection committee
shall constitute a quorum of the committee; provided, however, that a
majority vote ot the representatives of the number of cities within
a county entitled to representation on the committee is necessary to
appoint representatives to boards, commissions, or agencies. Whenever
a quorum is not present at a meeting of any city selection
committee, the meeting shall be postponed or adjourned to a
subsequent time and place, as determined by the chairman.

50273.· In qrder to provide for initial organization of a city
selection committee pursuant to this article, an organizational
meeting of each committee shall be held within 60 days after the
effective date of this article. The clerk of each county shall act as
temporary chairman of the city selection committee.
As temporary chairman of the city selection committee, .the clerk
shall fix a time and place for the organizational meeting of the
committee and shall give notice of such date and time to the mayor of
each city incorporated within the county.
Each selection committee shall meet on the date and at the time
designated by the clerk. After the organizational meeting, a
selection committee shall meet on such dates and at such times as it
may determine or as are required by law.

50274.! (a) At the first organizational meeting of a city selection
committee held pursuant to Section 50273, it shall select from among
its members a permanent chairman and vice chairman, and such other
officers as it deems necessary. The term of office of the chairman
and vi~e chairman shall be not less than one year nor more than four
years as determined in the rules and regulations adopted by a city
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selection committee pursuant to Section 50275. At least 60 days prior
to the, expiration of the term of office of the chairman and vice
chairman, or as otherwise provided in the rules and regulations
adopted by a city selection committee pursuant to Section 50275, the
city selection committee , shall meet and select a successor to the
chairman and to the vice chairman.
(b) The officers of the County of San Mateo's City Selection
Committee may be the same as San Mateo County's Council of Cities.
Any person elected to serve as chairman, vice chairman, or officer
may serve his or her entire term of office on San Mateo County's City
Selection Committee, provided that the person continues to serve on
a city council. If a city selection committee officer is not a mayor,
that person may preside, but not vote on any matters before San
Mateo County's City Selection Committee unless authorized pursuant to
Section 50271.

50275.
In order to carry out the provisions and purposes of this
article, a city selection committee shall formulate and adopt rules
and regulations to govern the conduct of their meetings and the
selection of city representatives. Such rules and regulations shall
include, but not be limited to, the term of office of the chairman
and vice chairman of the city selection committee, such term to be
not less than one year nor more than four years, the time and place
of the committee's regular meetings, a procedure for nominating and
selecting city representatives, and the manner in which voting by the
city selection committee shall be conducted.

50276. The clerk of each county shall act as the permanent
secretary and recording officer of the city selection committee
organized within such county. All meetings of a city selection
committee shall be conducted .i.a Lhe .!:>Le::H=1H.:e u[ Llle cleLl~ u[ Lhe
county in which the committee is organized or his deputy. All votes
and action taken by a city selection committee shall be recorded in
writing by the secretary of the committee. The written record of any
vote or action taken by the selection committee shall include the
name of each member voting and how he voted. Written records and
minutes of a selection committee's secretary are public records.

50277. A city selection committee shall conduct regular meetings at
the times specified by it in its rules and regulations, and shall
also meet upon the call of its chairman. The chairman of a selection
committee may call a special meeting of the committee at any time,
and the chairman shall call a special meeting of the selection
commit~ee upon the written request of 50 percent of the members of
the city selection committee. When a chairman is required to call a
special meeting of a city selection committee pursuant to this,
section, such a meeting shall be called and held within 60 days after
receipt of such written request. Within three weeks prior to the
date fixed for a special meeting of the committee, the chairman of
the committee shall notify the committee secretary of the date, time,
and place of the special meeting.

50278. At least two weeks prior to the date of any meeting of a
city s~lection committee, the secretary of the committee shall give
notice .of the meeting to each member of the committee. The secretary
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shall also give reasonable notice to each member of a selection
committee of the time, date, and place to which a meeting of the
committee is riontinued.

50279. Members of a city selection committee shall serve without
compensation.

50279.2. Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, in
any co~nty in which there is only one incorporated city, the
legislative body of such city is hereby created and shall serve as
the city selection committee in the county for the purpose of
appointing city representatives to boards, commissions and agencies
as required by law.
A majority of the members of the legislative body of a city which
is created as a city selection committee pursuant to this section
shall constitute a quorum of the committee. In order for the city
selection committee to make appointments, or in any other manner
conduct business of the committee, a quorum shall be required.
The presiding officer of the legislative body of a city which is
created as a city selection committee pursuant to this section, shall
serve as chairman of the committee. The clerk of the legislative
body shall act as permanent secretary and recording officer of the
city selection committee and, as permanent secretary and recording
officer, shall perform all the duties specified in Section 50276.
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Date: Apri~ 19, 2011
From: Mayor Stewart
. To:' tounci" Members
City Manag~r

April 15, 2011

FYI.

Mayor Richard A, Stewart
14177 Frederi.ck Street
y

- (--;-

-:::::; :'II_e ,

.

.

.

:~.:,~s~:: contractTitiesta~E~id~cement
County

Forum_ - :- . _.

-Y'-

Dear M~yor.Stewart:
You and you(City Manager are cO'rdially invited to the first Contract Cities'Law Enforcement Forum
hosted :by San. Jacinto Mayor Scott .Miller on ·FridaY,".April 29, '2011,"1:00 'pm .at. the San Jacinto
.'

,

,

, 1 : , '

1.

- .

Community Center, 625 S.. Pica Avenue. There.isno doubt -that the Riverside COur;1ty'scontract cities.
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. We loo~ for~~r~ to seeing y6~ there,
Best regards, .'
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Economics and Statistics Administration
D·1783
(2·2011 )

U.S. Census Bureau
Washington, DC 20233-0001

, OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
April 1~,' 2011

SEQ04470
HIGHEST ELECTED OFFICIAL
PO BOX 88005

Date: April 25, 2011
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Henry 1. Garcia
po
--u
cc: City Council Memgers
';:0
.N

Please handle as deemed appropn a-t-e.

MORENO VALLEY CA 92552
N

Dear Highest Elected Official,
The U.S, Census Bureau has contracted with Avar Consulting, Inc., to obtain the views of governments
that registered 'for the 2010 Decennial Census Local Update -of Census Addresses (LUCA) Program via
a voluntary online survey. Your assistance in answering the survey questions about your government's
experience with the LUCA Program will help the Census Bureau make improvements to similar
programs in the future. Avar Consulting will report the final results of the survey in the form of a
summary. Please take a few minutes to have the person most knowledgeable about the LUCA Program
answer the survey questions. Census Bureau records indicate that the following person was your
government's LUCA liaison:

Michael K Heslin
To access the survey online, please use the following internet link and when prompted, enter your Entity
ID and Password as listed below:

http://questionweb.coml88049
Entity 10: PL0649270
Password: 34326
The survey will take approximately 13 minutes to complete. We would appreciate receiving your survey
response within two weeks of receipt of this letter. If you need help with or have questions about this
survey, please send an email to geo.luca.survey.list@census.gov.
If you have comments regarding the amount of time it took to respond to the survey, or any other aspect
of this collection of information, pleas~ email comments to:

Paperwork@census.gov
Email subject line: Paperwork Project 0607-0760
The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) approved this survey and gave it the OMB Approval
Number of 0607-0760. Displaying this number shows that the Census Bureau is authorized to conduct
this survey. Please use this number in any correspondence concerning this survey.
Thank you for your time.

7:J~ 111 ~
Robert M. Groves
Director .

USCENSUSBUREAU
Helping You Make Informed Dec/sions

www.census.gov
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41000 Main Street. Temecula. CA 92590 • Mailing Address: P.O. 80x 9033 • Temecula. CA 92589-9033
1951) 694-6416 • Fax 1951) 694-6499 • www.cityoftemecula.org

Ronald H. Roberts
Mayor
Chuck Washington
Mayor Pro-Tern
Jeff Comerchero
Council Member
Maryann Edwards
Council Member

April 12, 2011

Honorable Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart and Council Members:

Michael S. Naggar
Council Member
951-506-51 00
FAX 951-694-6499

The City of Temecula understands that the City of Moreno Valley is considering a
Resolution in support of the proposed Liberty Quarry project, adjacent to the Santa
Margarita Ecological Reserve, at the City of Temecula's southern boundaries. The
City of Temecula and its expert consultants have thoroughly reviewed the
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared for Liberty Quarry and have
commented extensively on the analyses contained within the Environmental
Impact Report. Specific to the City of Moreno Valley's concerns described in its
proposed Resolution regarding traffic, aggregate and economic benefits, we offer
the following information:
Traffic

Any representation that truck traffic will be displaced or reduced through Moreno
Valley by Liberty Quarry, or that the proposed Liberty Quarry would take hundreds
of aggregate-hauling trucks off of State Route 60 and Interstate 215 is wholly
unsubstantiated and not supported by the Liberty Quarry Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). To the contrary, the County of Riverside has concluded Liberty
Quarry will increase traffic and congestion, .not decrease traffic and congestion
anywhere in the County including Moreno Valley. The County of Riverside in fact
ultimately determined that the report prepared by Granite Construction's consultant
upon which makes the claim of reduced or displaced trucks (Appendix K-1 of the
EIR) should not be used in any traffic determination within the EIR.
Aggregate

Granite Construction fails to disclose, in its efforts to advocate that there is a
"critical" shortage of aggregate, that there is an abundance of high quality
aggregate resources widely available throughout all of Southern California.
Resources are the total amount of construction aggregate materials that exist
naturally in the ground. Neither Riverside County nor San Diego County lack
construction aggregate resources as evidenced by the 5.7 billion tons of aggregate
identified by the Department of Conservation in Special Report 153 for San Diego
County alone. Moreover, there are vast areas throughout the region that have

*
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The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
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aggregate resources not even yet identified by the California Geological Survey
that could be mined which could conservatively exceed 10 times the amount of
land already identified. Indeed Riverside County has more aggregate mines than
any other County in California. The Liberty Quarry proposed site is not unique in
its geological conditions. In fact, the geology throughout Riverside and San Diego
Counties contains the same geologic resources for mining aggregate and could
provide enormous amounts of high quality aggregate, yet not at such an
environmentally sensitive location as the proposed Liberty Quarry site. As
released in January 2011, a 120 page comprehensive San Diego Region
Aggregate Supply Study, written by the San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) and CALTRANS, and reviewed by a panel of 50 experts, including
Gary Nolan from Granite Construction, confirmed that: "San Diego has ample
sources of the necessary rock types to meet the anticipated future aggregate
demand." The Report confirms what SANDAG has asserted for many years that
"San Diego County is very rich in its own aggregate resources." Since Granite
Construction plans to haul 70 percent of the aggregate to San Diego County, and
San Diego County is abundantly rich in its aggregate resources, it makes best
sense to locate Liberty Quarry in San Diego County where SANDAG has identified
more than 50,000 acres appropriate for the high quality aggregate to meet San
Diego's demands.
Benefits

The economic benefit analysis presented by Granite Construction provides no
evaluation of the costs associated with the substantial negative impacts of a
quarry. A more balanced economic report would include an evaluation of the
benefits weighed against the costs of the negative impacts associated with one of
the largest open pit gravel mines in the United States located at one of the most
highly environmentally sensitive areas of the Southwest Riverside County region.
The proposed Liberty Quarry project comes at the expense of hundreds of
thousands Riverside County residents.
The City of Temecula respectfully requests that the City of Moreno Valley does not
support the Liberty Quarry project.
Sincerely,

Ron Roberts
Mayor
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cc:

Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside

County
County
County
County
County

Supervisor Bob Buster, Chairman, District 1
Supervisor John Tavaglione, Vice-Chairman, District 2
Supervisor Jeff Stone, District 3
Supervisor John Benoit, District 4
Supervisor Marion Ashley, District 5

Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside

County
County
County
County
County

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

Commissioner John Roth, Chairman, District 1
Commissioner John Snell, Vice-Chairman, District 2
Commissioner John Petty, District 3
Commissioner Jim Porras, District 4
Commissioner Jan Zuppardo, District 5

City of Temecula Mayor Pro-Tern Chuck Washington
City of Temecula Council Member Mike Naggar
City of Temecula Council Member Maryann Edwards
City of Temecula Council Member Jeff Comerchero
Shawn Nelson, City Manager
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April 12,2011
The Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RE:

Economic Development Program/Plan for City of Moreno Valley

Dear Mayor Stewart:
Riverside Community College District (RCCD) wishes to express our support towards the City Council's
direction of an Economic Development Plan - Areas of Opportunity for the City. As you know, Riverside
Community College District is a three-college higher education system serving 1.4 mi1lion people living in
Riverside Counly. In the fall 2010, student enrollment exceeded 38,000. RCCD colleges are located in the cities
of Riverside, Moreno Valley and Norco-three highly diverse regions.
RCCD is proud to be a stakeholder in the community of Moreno Valley over the past 20 years through our
Moreno Valley campus which is now Moreno Valley College (RCCD-MVC). The recent accreditation as
Moreno Valley College reflects the monumental transition and maturity of both the college and the community
in which it resides. Serving more than 9,000 students, Moreno Valley College has long standing programs and
traditions of partnership in key workforce development fields such as dental hygiene and assisting, physician
assistants and public safety education (located at Ben Clark Public Safety Education Center). Additionally,
RCCD-MVC is currently and over the next few years, reaping from the benefits of the community's passage of
Measure C and state bond funding, with nearly $100 million of present and future construction. The facility
development program for the college will result in over 1,000 construction jobs over the duration of the
program.
Being the community of Moreno Valley's higher education institution, with career technical education
programs serving the workforce needs of the region, RCCD-MVC is a key partner in the economic development
of the community and region. Economic Development is included in the mission of community colleges of
California. As such, RCCD supports the city's advancement of a new Ec.anomic Development Plan - Areas of
Opportunity; and pleased to serve as an economic development panner with the city and community.
Sincerely;

cc:

City Manager Henry Garcia
Economic Development Director Barry Foster
Moreno Valley City Council
RCCD Board of Trustees
MVC President

-------'----------------------~

1533 Spruce Street, Suite 210
Riverside, CA 92507-2427
(
Fax
www.rccd.edu

-------
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April 12, 2011

Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Date: April 19, 2011
fvom: Mayor Stewart
To: Councid Members
City Manager
Fire Chief

201 Park Washington Court
Falls Church, VA
22046-4527 USA
Email: info@iaem.com
URL: www.iaem.com

FYI

Dear Richard A. Stewart:
Congratulations! LeAnn M. Coletta, CEM®, has this year earned recognition from the International
Association of Emergency Managers by being among the group of professionals who have maintained
their Certified Emergency Manager (CEM~ designation. This is the highest honor of professional
achievement available from the Association which has in its membership more than 4,500 emergency
managers representing local, state, and federal, private and military emergency managers.
Previously LeAnn qualified as a CEM® by submitting an extensive credentials package giving personal
and professional background achievements and successfully completing a Management Essay and a
written examination. In order to maintain certification, she must continue a program of professional
development over successive five-year periods. Thus, this is an honor neither easily earned nor
maintained.
The CEM® designation jresently is held by 1,019 men and women in the emergency management
profession. As a CEM , LeAnn M. Coletta demonstrated a high level of competence and ethical
fitness for emergency management. Your organization is to be commended for having a professional
of this caliber on staff.
I hope that you will find an oPj0rtunity to share with your officials this singularly high achievement
that LeAnn M. Coletta, CEM has attained for it reflects credit upon both your organization and
LeAnn.
SiIicerely,

N. Thomas Greenlee, Lt Col, USAF, MSC, CEM®
USA-CE~ Commission Chair
cc:

LeAnn M. Coletta, CEM®

G:/IAEMiCEMINotification LetterslEmployer Notification Letter.doc
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Good evening, Mayor Molina and council members, and good neighbors of Moreno
Valley!
I'm Ken Johnson from the county-created Redhawk in Temecula and a supporter of
the Save Our Southwest Hills group whose antecedents gave us the Santa Rosa
Plateau reserve and the victory over a proved un--needed power line. Now we're
in opposition to a world class quarry in our backyard that is in direct conflict with
all of our local hopes and dreams.
I love all and enjoy and patronize all the quality-of-life enhancing destinations and
attractions in Riverside County. I've so enjoyed the BACK TO BROADWAY show
put on by Moreno Valley's Grove Community Church the past two years. Beyond
that you'll find our Temecula Valley citizens enhancing their quality of life by
attendance at the Ramona Pageant, Mission Inn, Joshua Tree Monument, March
Field Air Museum, La Quinta craft show, the recent Palm Desert tennis classic, the
tram at Palm Springs, Idyllwild ..• the list goes on and on but my time limit does not.
I think as good county neighbors it's incumbent on all of our communities to
respect the dreams and aspirations of each locality and wish them the best. I believe
Temecula is this kind of neighbor and deserves reciprocity.
I am giving each of you council members a slides how which recapitulates our many
reasons for opposing the quarry. It is program length, 52 heartfelt minutes, about
the time it took us to drive up here tonight. 52 minutes of reflection on a topic that
will impact our future for 70 years. I would ask you to sit down to it and view it
from start to finish, because it has a story to tell. I would ask you not to take a vote
on this matter before you expose yourself to the outlook and rationale of our
Temecula Valley for opposing the Liberty Quarry. Several communities have taken
votes against us without inviting us to their forum. This is, flat-out, not a good
neighbor policy. When our input has been solicited we have won all votes. The
county will not decide this matter for several months so there is ample time to do
this due diligence to insure you have heard both sides. Expect the slideshow to be
somewhat unflattering to the Liberty Quarry after some five long, not so golden
years of turmoil.
Thank you very much.
Ken Johnson, 44728 Corte Valencia, Temecula, CA 92592, phone: (
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Having failed to enchant the Temecula Valley with its proposed Liberty
Quarry project, Granite Construction is now going down the tawdry
road of pitting neighbor against neighbor in Riverside County. This
should offend our Temecula Valley residents and cause them to report
en masse to the upcoming hearing on the quarry issue on April 26 at
our local Rancho Community Church.
Granite is now engaged in framing the Liberty Quarry issue as a
"regional" rather than "local" issue. We could wish we were in Ventura
County where the major communities have won the right to vote on
controversial development projects in their backyards. The best we
could do was submit to the County our unique survey of 2006 of
Temecula's largest community, Redhawk, showing 95% disapproval of
the quarry proposal.
Menifee recently voted to oppose the Liberty Quarry with a 3-1 vote in
a stormy meeting which was quite revealing. (PRESS-ENTERPRISE,
4/6/11.) To date, Save Our Southwest Hills has had near unanimous
support when the Liberty Quarry issue is debated in a forum that hosts
inputs from both sides. There have been forums, however, that have
taken votes against our valley when only the Granite side is heard.
Such a practice is reprehensible for good neighbors.
Apparently Menifee councilman John Denver had hosted a Granite
"regional issue" meeting in his home. Luckily, the Menifee mayor,
Wallace Edgerton, was present. At the later council meeting, when
Denver alleged "shenanigans" by Edgerton, Edgerton replied, to this
effect: "At least I'm not paid! for my shenanigans." What are we to
make of this? Thankfully there were Save Our Southwest Hills
members at this Menifee council meeting who spoke against the quarry
and they prevailed, as has always been the case, when they are allowed
to present their concerns.
There seems to be no length Granite won't go in order to get what they
want. They can purchase an EIR, they can purchase unused pollution
credits from all over the country to dump on us, they can attempt to
turn neighbor against neighbor across the county, they can tune out any
troublesome issues we may raise by simply ignoring them. They can
even ignore findings of their own purchased EIR that are inconvenient

MV00224627
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to their purposes.
Granite keeps reiterating that the quarry won't be seen, felt, or heard
by the residents, while at the same time they ask in the EIR for a noise
exception. Give us a break! Won't be seen? Are there, presently, 800
gravel trucks chugging up and down Rainbow's hills, spewing diesel
soot into the vortex of our Pacific air stream? I don't see them, but we
will if Liberty Quarry goes in! As for "felt," won't the daily blasting
shake our shingles, just as more distant Pendleton does a mercifully few
times a year?
Does the "golden rule" still rule when writers distant from Temecula
invariably end their pro-quarry treatises by complaining about gravel
truck impacts in their area?
Public health trumps aggregate! Regulation's largely myth! NO
QUARRY April 26!
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The Californian

April 12, 2011

How beautiful was my valley - no Liberty Quarry
Will Liberty Quarry be the death of beautiful Temecula Valley as we know it
and think its future to be? Should Liberty Quarry be established, would it
cause Southwest Riverside County to follow the downward spiral of mining
towns across America ?
I have seen depressed mining areas/towns allover the U.S. , as in West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, throughout Appalachia, New Mexico, Montana
and the Midwest like Cairo, Ill. , and Duluth, Minn. These mining
locations have never recovered from their depressed economic situations. As
mining towns lose their desirability as places to live because of pollution
from mining operations, the towns' businesses and non-mining jobs decline,
young people move away and leave only those residents associated with
mining. Over time, the health of the residents deteriorates due to air
pollution from mining operations. Medical studies have concluded that
residents of mining towns frequently die prematurely from pollution
associated with the mining.
To our distinguished county supervisors: Please don't let this happen to
Southwest Riverside County . Remember the future health, w'elfare and
lives of the hundreds of thousands of people already here in Southwest
Riverside County . Protect all of our Riverside County and the future of
"all" its residents.
Armondo Lopez
Temecula
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no Liberty Quarry

Will Liberty Quarry be the death of beautiful Temecula Valley as we know it
and think its future to be? Should Liberty Quarry be established, would it
cause Southwest Riverside County to follow the downward spiral of mining
towns across America?
I have seen depressed mining areas/towns all over the U.S,. , as in West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, throughout Appalachia, New Mexico, Montana
and the Midwest like Cairo, Ill. , and Duluth, Minn. These mining
locations have never recovered from their depressed economic situations. As
mining towns lose their desirability as places to live because of pollution
from mining operations, the towns' businesses and non-mining jobs decline,
young people move away and leave only those residents associated with
mining. Over time, the health of the residents deteriorates due to air
··pollution-from mining operations. Medical studies have conCluded-fhit residents of mining towns frequently die prematurely from pollution
associated with the mining.
To our distinguished county supervisors: Please don't let this happen to
Southwest Riverside County. Remember the future health, wdfare and
lives of the hundreds of thousands of people already here in Southwest
Riverside County. Protect all of our Riverside County and the future of
"all" its residents.
Armondo Lopez
Temecula

-
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Craig Knutsen

cknutsen@mk-law.com

~KNuTSEN
A Law Business

McCauley Knutsen ,
5055 Avenida Encinas, Suite 150
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760.931.9952 voice
760.931.9959 fax
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April 7, 2011

Via Fed Ex

, "1'

Lori Stone, Executive Director
March Joint Powers Authority
23555 Meyer-Drive
Riverside, CA 92518
Members of the Marc.h Joint Powers Commissio.n
Marion Ashley, Chairman
Mike Gardner, Vice Chairman
William Batey, Commissioner
Richard Stewart, Commissioner
Bob Buster, Commissioner
Andy Melendez, Commissioner
Daryl Busch, Commissioner
Mark Yarbrough, Commissioner
Re:

Cross Word Christian Church

Dear Ms. Stone and Members of the March Joint Powers Commission:
This law firm represents the Cross Word Christian Church (the "Church"). During
the past 18 months, we have been attempting to negotiate the terms of a binding letter of
intent with March Healthcare Development ("MHD"). The basic agreement was to
provide that MHD would donate a parcel of real property to the Church within the March
Lifecare Campus and make a substantial monetary payment to the Church in
consideration for the Chu.rch's~greement to a) build a new church facility- or.. the donated
land, b) relocate from its current church locat'ion (at the corner of Riverside Dr. and
Meyer Dr.), which it leases from March Joint Powers Authority ("JPA") under a 40 year
lease (the "Church Lease"), and c) release its interest in the Church Lease. As expressed
to you by Bishop Lacy Sykes at the March Joint Powers Commission meeting in
February this year, these negotiations have reached an impasse due to MHD's insistence
that the Church- forfeit the Church Lease under all circumstances as described in greater
detail below. Since it is lP A, and not MHD, who is the Landlord under the Church Lease,
we now seek your assistance in resolving this issue.
Before we address the Church Lease forfeiture issue, we believe it is beneficial to
provide you with a brief history of the negotiations between the Church and MHD that
have brought us to this point. From the beginning of MHD's efforts to gain JPA's
approval of its March Lifecare Campus, the Church has been a strong advocate for this
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Lori Stone, Executive Director
Members of the March Joint Powers Commission
April 7,2011
Page Two
development and has actively supported MHD. The Church's efforts were rewarded in
November 2009 when it signed a non-binding letter of intent with MHD which provided
that MHD would donate 8 acres to the Church and the Church would be allowed to use
(for a fee) certain joint use facilities, including parking facilities developed by MHD for
the Campus. This signed letter of intent also provided that the Church would
independently negotiate with the JPA for a release of its interest in the Church Lease for
mutually acceptable consideration to be paid by JP A. The letter of intent specifically
provided that the Church would not be required to give up its Church Lease until it was
able to occupy the new church constructed on the donated parcel.
In early 2010, MHD advised the Church that the terms of the letter of intent
needed to change. We were told that there was a new condition being imposed on MHD
by JPA that MHD would now be responsible for paying the Church -the monetary
consideration for the Church's release of its interest in the Church Lease. We then spent
the next 8 months negotiating the terms of an Amended and Restated Letter of Intent.
While there was some discussion during this time about the amount of the acreage, the
primary focus of the negotiations was the amount of compensation to be paid to the
Church by MHD for release of the Church Lease. The Church argued for a set price and
MHD argued for an appraisal process to determine the fair market value of the Church
Lease.
.
During all of these months of negotiations, the proposed Amended and Restated
Letter, of Intent always provided that the Church would not be required to release its
interest in the Church Lease until it was ready to occupy its new church. This was
obviously an essential condition for the Church since it would need to maintain its current
church home until it could move its growing congregation into the new facility. MHD's
position on this issue suddenly and dramatically changed in September 20] 0 when it
advi3cd us that it was imposing a new condition ir:. the Arnended and- Restated Letter of
Intent that the Church be required to terminate the Church Lease under all circumstances
after 12 months from the effective date of the Amended and Restated Letter ofIntent. In
. other words, MHD was requiring the Church to unconditionally give up the Church Lease
after a 12 month period whether or not the Church was able to a) get its construction
financing in place, b) get all necessary approvals for its new church project from JPA and
other authorities having jurisdiction, and c) complete the construction of the new church
in this impossibly short time frame.
We have repeatedly requested that the Church be given a reasonable contingency
period to complete a preliminary design for the new church and arrange for its
construction financing before it was unconditionally bound to forfeit its Church Lease. A
reasonable contingency period to obtain financing approval is an essential element in
most real estate transactions. Given the pace of this development, MHD would suffer no
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Lori Stone, Executive Director
Members of the March Joint Powers Commission
April 7,2011
Page Three
harm by giving the Church some time to get its funding in place. While MHD agreed to
extend the timeframe for completing construction it would not budge on the requirement
of unconditional forfeiture of the Church Lease.
During the past few months, we first asked MHD to participate in a mediation to
bring the parties together to get past this impasse. Although mediation was suggested by
members of the Joint Powers Commission, MHD rejected this offer of mediation. We
then presented MHD with a formal letter of interest for the Church's construction
financing from a prominent lender who specializes in church It:nding. This lender was
requesting information from MHD so that it could complete its due diligence on the
construction loan. In both cases, we received a terse response that there would be no
further discussion or release of information until the Church agreed to unconditionally
forfeit the Church Lease.
This now brings us back to the JP A, who is the Landlord under the Church Lease.
As stated, the issue that we have been unable to overcome is the unconditional forfeiture
of the Church Lease. We do I not understand how MHD is allowed to impose lease
forfeiture as a non-negotiable condition in this transaction when MHD is not a party to
the Church Lease. Our question to the JP A is whether you have given MHD the authority
to impose this condition on the Church. If MHD does not have your authority, then JPA
needs to advise MHD that it has no right to require unconditional lease forfeiture and that
this condition must be dropped. If JP A has given MHD the authority to impose this
condition, we respectfully request that lP A reconsider its position in light of the
foregoing and rescind this authority. In either event, you can see that the Joint Powers
Commission needs to become involved and reach a decision on whether lP A will allow
its lease to be used by MHD in this unfair manner.
We look forward to lPA's response, so that the Church may determine how best
to proceed.
Sincerely,

~~
Craig d'utsen

Cc: Bishop Lacy Sykes
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From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
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Randy Metz [randym@moval.orgl.
Monday, April 11, 2011 3:29 PM
Jerry Stephens
Lisa Turnbow; Steve Curley; Doug Whitney
RE: fines-for various vacant land parcels discussed in our meeting with you

Mr. Stephens,
A thorough review of photographs taken by both our city inspector and the contractor have been reviewed and clearly
show evidence of growth on the property that is not in accordance with the guidlines set forth in our hazard reduction
reql!irements. I am not debating that you had a contractor on site at some time. What we have seen is that the
contractors selected have not performed abatements in full accordance with the Moreno Valley Standards and therefore
have required additional work to be performed. This has been clearly detailed in the notices of violation that you have
received for each parcel. It is my understanding that you have viewed the photographs that we have for each parcel. If
you woud like to view them again, I would be more than happy to review them with you.
This being said, it is the opinion of the Fire Prevention Bureau that the charges for these parcels in question are true and
valid.
Regards,
Randy Metz
Randall L. Metz
Fire Marshal
Moreno Valley Fire Department
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno.Valley, CA 92552

Email: Randym@moval.org
Website: moval.org

From: Jerry Stephens [mailto:jerrv@div-re.coml
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 5:42 PM
To: Randy Metz
Cc: Lisa Turnbow; Steve Curley; Doug Whitney
Subject: RE: fines-for various vacant land parcels discussed in our meeting with you

Hi Randy,
Thanks for your ~ui.ck r~sponse. APN 304-260-007 was weeded including the hillside by our contractor Tyler Jernigan
(see attached paid invoice). Maybe your contractor weeded it again when it was already done. APN'S 478-240013,014,01~ are weeded every year by Bruno Farms for many years. Bruno Farms told us this property along with
another adjacent 60 acres we own there was weeded on time as usual. Please reconsider your decision to not waive the
fees for the above mentioned parcels.
1

MV00224635

Itrank you,
Jerry Stephens
From: Randy Metz [mailto:randym@moval.org]

Sent: Monday, April 04,2011 8:33 AM
To: Jerry Stephens
Cc: Lisa Turnbow; Steve Curley
Subject: FW: fines-for various vacant land parcels discussed in our meeting with you
·Good Morning Mr. Stephens.
I have reviewed all of the parcels that you reviewed at our Fire Prevention counter. After review of both before and after
photographs submitted by our weed abatement contractors, I have found that the fees, inspection fees, and administrative
costs for parcel numbers 304_260_007,478-240-013,478-240-014, & 478-240-015 to be valid and in accordance with our
hazard reduction procedures. The Moreno Valley Fire Prevention Bureau sent 3 separate mailings incl.uding 2 notices of
violation between the dates of April 1 and June 8, 2011. The photographs submitted for abatements performed on 7/3/11
and 7/20/11 clearly show combustible vegetation growth that is in need of abatement and the post abatement
photographs show that the abatement was performed.
The photographs reviewed for parcels 481-322-045 & 481-281-059 in my opinion did not show enough growth to warrant
abatement. For that reason, I will waive all fees associated with the statement of costs previously mailed to you for these
parcels.
If you have any questions regarding our hazard reduction procedures or would like to re-review the files with me
personally, I am always available. You can call me directly at (951) 413-3375 and schedule a meeting if you prefer.
Thank you very much for your inquiry.
Regards,
Randy Metz
Randall L. Metz
Fire Marshal
Moreno Valley Fire Department
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Email: Randym@moval.org
Website: moval.org

From: Lisa Turnbow

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 7:37 AM
To: Randy Metz
Subject: FW: fines-for various vacant land parcels discussed In our meeting with you

2
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.Front: Jerry Stephens [mailtoijerry@div-re,coml
~ht: Friday, April 01, 20111:56 PM
Yo: Lisa Turnbow
Cc: Doug Whitney; Marcelo Co; Jesse & Lidia Molina (molinavision@yahoo,com)
Subjf,!ct: fines-for various vacant land parcels discussed in our meeting with you
Hi Lisa, Have the fines been removed for our properties listed below?
APN-304-260-007
481-281-059
478-240-013
478-240-014
478-240-015

Thankyou,
Jerry Stephens-

Thank you,
Jerry Stephens
Diversified Realty
23205 Sunnym'ead Blvd. Ste 200
. Moreno Vailey, CA 92553

Email: Jeriy@dlv-re.com

3
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· INVOI.CE

Tyler ~~rnigan

I
Ii
\'

2.7700 Kalmia Ave
Moreno Valley, CA 92.555
INVOICE #157
DATE: JULY 21, 2010

Jerriiganconstruction@yahoo,com

I
I;
II

FOR:
Weed abatement of properties in Moreno
Valley

Tt):
Jerry Stephens
Diversified Real Estate Services Inc.
Moreno Valley, CA

!.

i:

F

DESCRIPTION

We~-aa-b-ate-':e=~:'i~:'·::~:·-no-e-·e.-~c-h-&-A-le-ssa'ndr:~~:I-a-oel-lo-.90-,.-oa-rw-Ih-.or-Iv-e-an-d···

[
m

••••••••••••

1

I'i

··~-OT-;:~·-···· . . . . --$2~O~ !,

Hemlock & Perris.

I

._ _ _ ...............•...........•....__ ... _.•... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

Make all checks payable to Tyler M. Jernigan
Total due in 30 days,
Than~ yo~J.for y.Q.u.r bu.siness!
,

.

."

.-

;.(/

MV00224638

.

G~g~J~*YIM ~1i~LC

I

i

1193

STE 200

fIIORENO VALLEY. CA 92553-5246

QATE

i1'OOOOOOL~ q :lll'

I: L2 moo 21. 71:

PIVERSiFU!OREALTY INC

~B 7g

5 (:,5 OB gu'

I'IEll$ FARQP.BANK, N,.I.;
~;~laI8too·C6m

2J·20listJNNYMEAO;Sl.VD STE 200
MOAENOVALLEY, CA02.553:5246

PA'(TOTHE
OI:lDER DF_--l:ylw~§~.. - - - - - -

5.91,191\

~~Adr'8Q'

111-2".1220

-----------.-.-----', $

"775.00

SflYanly Five aAsQOJ1 QQ'" .. ~ .............."-'.." ....................................... i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . ;

Tyler Jernigan

MEMO

/1'000000

2m~

SII'

I: L 2 2ooC) 21. '/1:

22.2-U, '/

,I. Hw
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I

City of Moreno Valley
Fire Departrrrent
Fire Prevention Butt38u
14177 Frederitk Street
P.O,Box 8800~

Moreno Valley, CA92552-0a05
(

02-10-2011

G'F~ANITE CAPITOL

23205 SUNNYMEAD BL V 200
MORENO VALLEY CA, 92553
RE:

MEETING NOTIFICATION - STATEMENT OF COSTS FOR APN-304-260-007

BILLING REQUEST FOR PA YMENT FOR PUBLlC:NUlSANCE ABATEMENT

~ "~'~' -~~~O;;~;:O: 't~~CitY" of
.. '

p~~~rmed

pro~~~;

Moreno Valleya public nuisance abatement on the
refereoce:t:l'above, for which you were shown as being the: legal owners of record on the latest equalized,
, asse$sment: roll of the' County of Riverside. Attached you will find a Statement of Costs/Request for
".paYn1'~rit;for costs incurred by the City for the said abatement action. You are responsible for these.,:~
co;st§;~,wHichare now due and payable. Please forward your payment in the amount indicated to the Fire
Prevention Bureau, P.O. Box 88005, Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805. A lien has been placed against the
property.

N6fificatior1 of Meeting:
AmeEHir1g cif the City Council regarding the Statement of Costs (amount owed) for unpaid abatements has
, been tentatively scheduled for a City Council Meeting on April 12, 2011, at 6:30 p.m. in the City Council '
,Chambers located at 14177 Frederick Street, Moreno Valley, CA. Costs approved by the City Council and
adopted by Resolution will be assessed and placed as a lien on the County Tax Rolls.
Pleci's'e: remit payment for abatements/re-inspections performed by the City. Please make your check or
rT)'()'ney'order payable to the "City of Moreno Valley", and include the APN Number (Assessor Parcel
Numb~r) referenced aboveon your check.

You will be required to pay for recording fees to release any
recorded db'cuments (liens) that have been placed against the property.

I! payment

is not made, this will be subject to collection through the Riverside County tax assessment

,:,:,g¥¥lt:1:i,1:".--,e-,', "... ",

, ' , . ,' ,

'

If you have any questions, please contact the Fire Prevention Bureau at
Randall L. Metz
Fire"'Marshall '
Attachment:

Statement of Costs

------~-----------------------------------~----------- -----------------------

(CUT ALONG DOTIED LINE)

PtEA~:ER'ETURN THIS FORM, ALONG WITH YOUR PAYMENT.

PE'RMIT #:
DATE BILLED:

FW10-0554

APN:

02-10-2011

BALANCE:

304-260-007
$

$816.00

~--~~~---------------

MV00224640

ABATEMENT OF

poeuc NUISANCE

STATEM'ENt oi=·COSTS
FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU

Own$r:
GRANITE CAPITOL
23i05SUNNYMEAD BLV 200
MORENO VALLEY CA, 92553

ABATEMENT DATE: 01120/2010
';".

"',:.~.;.

SUMMARY:
Pursuantto Moreno Valley Municipal Code 6.04, emergency abatement work was performed by City
contrador for disking of weeds.
ABAteMENt COSTS:
. ·b~e:tore'cently discovered 'errors regarding the invoicing process, it has become necessary to
res.e'ri'dth'e Council Meeting Notification with the noted corrections. Please disregard the prior
cof.respondence received.

Contractor Costs:

$

$425.00

Administrative Fee:

$

$240.00

. ··$t5of;·oo----Special Districts Fee:

$

$0.00

TOTAL (DUE NOW):

$

$816.00

(applied after 04112/11)

Upon approval by the City Council as a Special Assessment (tax lien) against the property, an additional
$13.00'" per parcel SpecialDistricts Fixe~ Charge Fee will be added.
You will be. responsible to pay an additional cost of $13.00'" to the County of Riverside per itemrequired for
the recording fees to release documents (liens) that have been recorded against the property. For further
, informatiolll, contact the Fire Prevention Bureau at
'" These fees are subject to change on an annual basis.
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Assessor's Parcel Map
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City of Moreno Valley
Fire Department
Fire Prevention Bureau
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005

. Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

02-08-2011

'THE 26TH CORP
23205 SUNNYMEAD BLVD 200
MORENO VALLEY CA, 92553
RE:

MEETING NOTIFICATION - STATEMENT OF COSTS FOR APN-478-240-015

BILLING REQUEST FOR PA YMENT FOR PUBLIC) NUISANCE ABATEMENT
On 08/12/2010, the City of Moreno Valley performed a public nuisance abatement on the property
referenced above, for which you were shown as being the legal owners of record on the latest equalized
assessment roll of the County of Riverside. Attached you will find a Statement of Costs/Request for
Payment for costs incurred by the City for the said abatement action. You are responsible for these
costs, which are now due and, payable. Please forward your payment in the amount indicated to the Fire
Prevention Bureau, P.O. Box 88005, Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805. A lien has been placed against the
property, .
Notification of Meeting:
A meeting of the City Council regarding the Statement of Costs (amount owed) for unpaid abatements has
been tentatively scheduled for a City Council Meeting on April 12, 2011, at 6:30 p.m. in the City Council
Chambers located at 14177 Frederick Street, Moreno Valley, CA. Costs approved by the City Council and
adopted by Resolution will be assessed and placed as a lien on the County Tax Rolls .
. Please remit payment for abatements/re-in~pections performed by the City. Please make your check or
money order p'ayable to the "City of Moreno Valley", and include the APN Number (Assessor Parcel
Number) referenced above on your check. You will be required to pay for recording fees to release any
recorded documents (liens) that have been placed against the property.
If payment is not made, this will be subject to collection through the Riverside County tax assessment
FY10/11:
If you have any questions, please contact the Fire Prevention Bureau at
Randall L. Metz
Fire Marshall
Attachment:

Statement of Costs

----------------------------------------------------------------------------(CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE)

PLEASE;RETURN THIS FORM, ALONG WITH YOUR PAYMENT.
PERMIT#:
DATil BILLED:

FW10-1441
02-08-2011

APN:
BALANCE:

478-240-015

--------~~-------------

$

$916.00

~--~~~---------------

MV00224644

',-,

v

ABATEMENT OF PUBLIC NUISANCE
STATEMENT OF COSTS
FIRE PREVENTION!BUREAU

Own~r:

THE 26TH GORP
23205 SUNNYMEAD BLVD 200
MORENO VALLEY CA, 92553

ABATEMENT DATE: 08/1212010

StJMMARY:. .
Pursuant to Moreno Valley Municipal Code 6.04, emergency abatement work was performed by City
contractor for disking of weeds.
ABATEMENT COSTS:
Ode to recently discovered errors regarding the Invoicing process, it has become necessary to
resend the Council Meeting Notification with the noted corrections. Please disregard the prior
correspondence received.
Contractor Costs:

$

$525.00

Administrative Fee:

$

$240.00

.·.·-·rf.i§pe'Gti'6'f.jtR~lhS"r=>~·Gf2'Fe'e:·

.'., ,,$.:...... -

Special Districts Fee:

$

TOTAL (DUE NOW):

$

$0.00 (applied after 04112/11)

$916.00

Upon approval by the City Council as a Special Assessment (tax lien) against the property, an additional
$13.00 * per parcel Special Districts Fixed Charge Fee will be added.
You will be responsible to pay an additional cost of $13.00 * to the County of Riverside per item required for
the recording fees to release documents (liens) that have been recorded against the property. For further
information, contact the Fire Prevention Bureau at

* These fees are subject to change on an annual basis.
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City of Moreno Vafley
Fire Department

Fire Prevention Bureau
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

02-08-2011

THE 26TH CORP
23205 SUNNYMEAD BLVD 200
MORENO VALLEY CA, 92553

RE: ' MEETING NOTIFICATION - STATEMENT OF COSTS FOR APN-478-240-014
, BILLING REQUEST FOR PA yMENT FOR PUBLIC: NUISANCE ABATEMENT
On 08/1212010, the City of Moreno Valley performed a public nuisance abatement on the property
referenced above, for which you were shown as being the' legal owners (1)f record on the latest equalized
assessment roll of the County of Riverside. Attached you will find a Statement of Costs/Request for
Payment for costs incurred by the City for the said abatement action. You are responsible for these
costs, which are now due and payable. Please forward your payment in the amount indicated to the· Fire
Prevention Bureau, P.O. Box 88005, Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805. A lien has been placed against the
property.
Notification of Meeting:
A mee~;ng of the City Council regarding the Statement of Costs (amount owed) for unpaid abatements has
been t ntatively scheduled for a City Council Meeting on April 12, 2011, at 6:30 p.m. in the City Council
Chamb rs located at 14177 Frederick Street, Moreno Valley, CA. Costs approved by the City Council and
adopte by Resolution will be assessed and placed as a lien on the County Tax Rolls.
!

Please I're,mit payment for abatements/re-inspections, performe~ by the City. Please make your check or
money order payable to the "City of Moreno Valley", and Include the APN Number (Assessor Parcel
Numbe) referenced above on your check. You will be required to pay for recording fees to release any
recorded documents (liens) that have been placed against the property.
If payment is not made, this will be subject to collection through the Riverside County tax assessment
FY10/11.
If you have any questions, please contact the Fire Prevention Bureau at
Randall L. Metz
Fire Marshall
Attachment:

Statement of Costs

-----~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(CUT ALONG DOTIED LINE)

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM, ALONG WITH YOUR PAYMENT.
PERMIT#:

, DATE BILLED:

FW10-1440

02-08-2011

APN:

478-240~014

----~~~~~-----------

BALANCE: $

$919.00

~--~~~~-------------

MV00224647

ABATEMENT OF PUBLIC NUISANCE
STATEMENT OF COSTS
FIRE PREVENTION:BUREAU

Owner:
THE 26TH CORP
2320SSUNNYMEAD BLVD 200
MORr=NOVALLEY CA, ,92553
, ,P.r9,P:~r:w.:J:),~,s,~rlptl,on:

. APN': 418~40:(jr~f

ABATEMENT DATE: 08/12/2010

SUMMARY:
Pursuant to Moreno Valley Municipal Code 6.04, emergency abatement work was performed by City
contractor for disking of weeds.
ABATEMENT COSTS:
Due to recently discovered errors regarding the Invoicing process, It has become necessary to
reseridthe Council Meeting Notification with the note(i corrections. Please disregard the prior
correspc:;ndence received.
Contractor Costs:

$

$528.00

Administrative Fee:

$

$240.00

:lh'Sj!)'ecti6hIR~~fhspeifFe'e;

$

"$l5'f~Od,

Special Districts Fee:

$

, TOTAL (DUE NOW):

$

'

$0.00 (applied after 04112/11)
$919.00

Upon approval by the City Council ~s a Special Assessment (tax lien) against the property, an additional
$13.00 * per parcel Special Districts Fixed Charge Fee will be added.
You will be responsible to pay an additional cost of$13~OO *to the County of Riverside per item required for
the recording fees to release documents (liens) that have been recorded against the property. For further
information, contClctthe Fire Prevention Bureau at

* These fees are subject to chanQeonan annual basis.
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City of Moreno Valley

Fire Department·
Fire Prevention Bureau
14177 Frederick Street
p,O, Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

02-08-2011
TH~

26TH CORP
23205 SUNNYMEAD BLVD 200
. MdRENO VALLEY CA, 92553
RE:

MEETING NOTIFICATION - STATEMENT OF .COSTS FOR APN-47S-240-013

...• ·;.BiL:tHI!JG'i~EQUES·T FOR PAYMENT FORPUBLIdNUISANCE ABATEMENT
,:. '. ,,'

~."'•.::

'.:1 ... ~.;~,.;.¥~.; ... ;:_ .... '.

~'"

.

. .

,.

On OS/1212010, the City of Moreno Valley performed a public nuisance abatement on the property
referenced above, for which you were shown as being the legal owners of record on the latest equalized
a'ssessment roll of the County of Riverside. Attached you will find a Statement of Costs/Request for
Paymeht for c.osts incurred by the City for the said abatement action, You are responsible for these
c'o~tS;whieh are now due and payable. Please forward your payment in the amount indicated to the Fire
Prevention Bureau, P.O. Box 88005, Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805. A lien has been placed against the
property.
N0tificaticin:of ·Meeting':
A meeting ofthe City Council regarding the Statement of Costs (amount owed) for unpaid abatements has
been tentatively scheduled for a City Council Meeting on April 12, 2011, at 6:30 p,m. in the City Council
Chambers located at 14177 Frederick Street, Moreno Valley, CA. Costs approved by the City Council and
adopted by Resolution will be assessed and placed as a lien on the County Tax Rolls.
Please remit payment for abatements/re-inspections performed by the City. Please make your check or
money order payable to the "City of Moreno Valley", and include the APN Number (Assessor Parce:1 .
Number) referenced above on your check. You will be required to pay for recording fees to release any
recorded documents (liens) that have been placed against the property.
If payment is not made, this will be subject to collection through the Riverside County tax assessment
FY1Q/11.
'
If you have any questions, please contact the Fire Prevention Bureau at
Randall L. Metz
Fire-Marshall
'Attachment:

Statement of Costs

- - - -- -- - --- - -, -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- ------ - ~

(CUT ALONG DOTIED LINE)

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM, ALONG WITH YOUR PAYMENT.
PERMIT #:
DATE BILLED:

FW10;.1439
02-08-2011

APN:
BALANCE:

478-240-013

----~~~~------------

$

$1,045.00

MV00224650

. }.
"

ABATEMENT OF PUBLIC NUISANCE
STATEMENT OF COSTS
FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU

Owner:
THE 26TH CORP

23205 SUNNYMEAD BLVD 200
MORENO VALLEY CAl 92553
, ;prQP~e'r:tYiAQ~~c.rjpjion:

APN: 478-240-013 .
ABATEMENT DATE: 08/12/2010
'. ,.','-

SUMM~RY:
Pursuant to Moreno Valley Municipal Code 6.04, emergency abatement work was performed by City
contractor for disking of weeds.
ABATEMENT COSTS:
Due to recently discovered errors regarding the Invoicing process, it has become necessary to
resend the' Council Meeting Notification with the noted corrections. Please disregard the prior
corre$pondence received.

"

;.

Contractor Costs:

$

$654.00

Administrative Fee:

$

$240.00

··tn's'p~ttidri1R'e:'I'nsp'eet'·Fe·e:

$

$'1'5:1.00

Special Districts Fee:

$

TOTAL (DUE NOW):

$

$O.()O (applied after 04112/11)
$1,045.00

Upon approval by the City Council asa Special Assessment'{tax lien) against the property, an additional

$13.00 * per parcel Special Districts Fixed Charge Fee will be added.
You will be responsible to pay an additional cost of $13.00 * to the County of Riverside per item required for
the'recording fees to release documents (liens) that have been recorded against the property. For further
information, contact the Fire Prevention Bureau at

* These fees are subject to change on an annual basis.
.

.:."
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NOTICE OF
PUBLIC MEETING

i

yeo uXelL

fi E140 VALL E'(

\~ i<.ECEIVED

~'f APR I I PM l~: 22

The Air Force Real Property Agency is pleased to announce the release of the Proposed
Plan to address soil contamination and clean'up efforts at Site FTOO7. Operable Unit 1,
on the former March Air Force Base (AFB). and the scheduling of a public meeting to
receive written and oral comments. Air Force management, interested agencies, the site
owner, and members of the Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) are encouraged to attend
the April 21, 2011, public meeting at the March Joint Powers Authority at March AFB.
The purpose of the public meeting is to explain the Proposed Plan during the period of
public comment, and receive oral and written comments from attendees. The period of
public comment is April 13 to May 13, 2011. Comments may also be submitted by mail
or email to Calvin Cox, of Booz Allen Hamilton, at the address below. Comments sent by
mail must be postmarked no later than May 13, 2011. All comments will be considered
and responded to in a final written document that will be mailed to all who submit
comments during the period of public comment.
Public Comments:
Calvin Cox
Booz Allen Hamilton
18374 Phantom Street
Victorville, Calif. 92394
Or, electronically to cox_calvin@bah.com

Public Meeting:
6:30 p.m., April 21,2011
West March Air Force Base
March Joint Powers Authority
23533 Meyer Drive
Riverside, CA 92518

The Proposed Plan summarizes past soil investigations and environmental cleanup
efforts at Site FT007 and describes the cleanup alternatives considered, including the Air
Force's preferred alternative. The preferred plan addresses petroleum hydrocarbons and
solvents, including trichloroethene (TCE), discovered in soil above a groundwater aquifer
at March AFB. A copy of the Proposed Plan is attached. To request an electronic copy of
the Proposed Plan, contact Calvin Cox at the above address. If you have questions about
how to comment, please call March AFB Community Involvement Coordinator Linda
Geissinger at

MV00224653
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l1APR25 Pr13:42
Commander, Headquarters Fourth Air Force
March Air Reserve Base, California

1 April 201 I
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Mayor Stewart
Please accept my sincere gratitude and appreciation for your support and participation at
the recent Fourth Air Force Change of Command. You constantly demonstrate the
partnership we seek to create between,the military Citizen-Airmen and the community.
You are a key leader of this joint venture as we move into our shared future. I appreciate
your involvement and leadership as a cornerstone of the March Community.
A big "Thank You" for your commitment to Fourth Air Force and Air Force Reserve
Command. Thank you for your warm welcome into your community!

."

Sincerely
'

Brigadier General, USAFR

,

.
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DA VID H FLESNER
ATTORNEY AT LA W
,
p. 0. BOX 7144. LA GUNA NIGUEL. CA 92677
TELE.
FAX (

1 MAR 14 PM I: 34

3110/2011

ATTN: MAYOR: RICHARD A. STEWART:
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, CA.

PO BOX 88005
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552
Re:

APN: 263-113-005
Plus 2 adjacent parcels. Title held by Pamela A. Flesner.
Request for cancellation of billings by Fire Dept. Fire Dept billings appear to be scam.

Dear Mayor Stewart:

Attached is letter to City Manager, Henry Garcia dated 3/10/2011.

Attorney for Pamela A. Flesner & David H. Flesner

Page 1 of 1 Fax letter David H. Flesner to Mayor, Richard A. Stewart, City Moreno Valley, re 24703
Atwood. Citation # 04792.
dated: 1111112009.
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DA VW H FLESNER
ATTORNEY AT LA W
P. 0. BOX 7144. LAGUNA NIGUEL. CA 92677

3/10/2011

ATTN: CITY MANAGER: HENRY GARCIA
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
PO BOX 88005
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552
Re:

APN: 263-113-005
Plus 2 adjacent parcels. Title held by Pamela A. Flesner.
Request for cancellation ofbiIlings by Fire Dept. Fire Dept billings appear to be scam.

Dear Mr. Henry T. Garcia:
This office represents Pamela A. Flesner & David H. Flesner.
We deny that any money is owed by our clients to Moreno Valley Fire Dept.
Attached is letter dated 211012011 that I sent to Moreno Valley Fire Dept. I sent the letter by Fax,
and by First Class Mail.
The City of Moreno Valley may sometimes herein be referred to as The City.
REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS, PAPERS, PHOTOS, BILLINGS, CHECKS:
This is request for the following:
I. Notices sent to Pamela A. Flesner regarding any and all properties in Moreno Valley.
2. Copy of "before & after" photos alluded to by Randy, Fire Marshall. See below.
3. Copy of any and all billings sent to The City, or to The Fire Dept, by any and all
contractors and/or City employees and/or Fire Dept employees, regarding properties
owned by Pamela A. Flesner.
- -----4:- Copies of any and all checks, and / or other forms of payments made to contractors,
and or to City employees and/or to Fire Dept employees, regarding billings by Fire
Dept.
5. Any and all other documents sent and / or received by The City, and or The Fire Dept
in connection with such properties.
FIRE MARSHALL SHRIEKED (OR WAS IT SCREAMED?? ) AT ME: "STATE LAW DOES
NOT REQUIRE US TO TELL YOU WHY YOU OWE US MONEY".
A couple of days after I sent the attached letter, on or about 211212011, I received a phone call
from someone who identified themselves as "Randy, The Fire Marshall, for Moreno Valley".
Randy started shrieking or screaming at me that he was Randy, Fire Marshall for City of Moreno
Valley. Randy further shrieked that "under State Law he has no duty to tell me why lowe the
Fire Dept money", or words to that effect.

Page 1 of 2 Fax letter David H. Flesner to City Manager, Henry Garcia, City of Moreno Valley, re
Fire Dept scam.
dated: 3/10/11.

MV00224656

In between Randy's shrieks I asked Randy what exactly did Fire Dept do to bill me such a huge
amount of money. Randy sort of shrieked, or screamed again that ... "he had not duty under
State Law to tell me ... " Randy said it was for NUISANCE ABATEMENT.

Randy did manage to shriek, and / or scream, that he had before and after photos. I finally asked
Randy to send those to me. Randy did not send them to me.
"WE HAD TO SEND OUT HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF THESE LETTERS:"
I asked "Randy" the Fire Marshall if Pamela Flesner was the only one selected for his billing.
Randy shrieked he had to "send hundreds and hundreds" of those billings. It appears hundreds &
hundreds of property owners in Moreno Valley may be getting scammed by your Fire Dept.
WHY DO I BELIEVE IT IS A SCAM? How many states in this once great land, The United
States of America, have a law that a City or a Dept of a City can take money from residents /
property owners without advising them in detail what the billing is for? I don't know of any.
And of course we also have "due process" laws under our federal Constitution. So when
someone shrieks at me such as Randy did that "We have no duty under State Law" to advise why
he his demanding money, I assume it is a scam.
So unless the City of Moreno Valley has suddenly come under control of some totalitarian state
such as North Korea, or Iran, or Libya, I look foreward to your response to requests made herein.
I also have a rhetorical question: When did the City of Moreno Valley assign its Fire Marshall
the power to spout State Law? When did The City assign to Fire Marshall, duties normally
reserved for City Attorney? Specifically The Fire Marshall advising residents, property owners,
etc his interpretation of State Law. And your Fire Marshall not only shrieked his interpretation
of State Law, but he shrieked an incorrect interpretation.
I use the term "shriek" in this letter. Isn't that an extreme interpretation of the exact form of Fire
Marshall's comments? It's actually an understatement. I have had listened to upset clients,
opponents, etc over the years. I don't recall a "shriek" with such intensity. Fatigued intensity
actually, as ifhe had been shrieking at "hundreds and hundreds" of people that day.

sincereIY:~

David

i£~~,a

A. Flesner & David H. Fle,ner

..js/dhf
.. enclosures ..
cc. Mayor, City of Moreno Valley;
City Attorney, City of Moreno Valley,
Editors, Press Enterprise,
California Watchdog.

Page 2 of 2 Fax letter David H. Flesner to City Manager, Henry Garcia, City of Moreno Valley, re
Fire Dept scam.
dated: 3/10/11.
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DA VID H FLESNER
P. O. BOX 7114, LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA 92677
TELE (949) 249-9039: FAX: (949) 249-9407
FAX

COVER

SHEET

SENT VIA FAX....& FIRST CLASS MAIL
Date: 2/1012011
Fax to:
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, FIRE DEPT.
PO BOX 88005
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552-0805

Fax#:
Re:

Permit #: FWI0-0196
APN: 263-113-005
BALANCE: $ 485.00
DATE BILLED: 2.8.2011.
Attached are the following documents you mailed to me: Re referenced items.
1. RE: MEETING NOTIFICATION ........ 7/7/1O
2. ABATEMENT OF PUBLIC NUISANCE 7/7/10

REQUEST FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF WHAT THESE DOCUMENTS
MEAN:
This is request that you FAX or MAIL to me, a complete description of
what these documents mean.
I further request the purpose of your billing for ???????? (something) dated
7/7/10. I request an exact detailed description of your billing.
You have also billed Pamela A. Flesner for the same charges for two ofuer
parcels. But it appears if you answer as to the referenced parcel, then we will know why
you are billing for each of the three parcels.
Pamela A. Flesner has authorized me to obtain this information. See below.
////end.of.memo ...... .

David H. Flesner.
...js/dhf

... attachments.

AUTHORIZATION:
I Pamela A. Flesner, hereby authorize David H. Flesner to obtain any and all information
relating to the above referenced items.
Dated: 2/10/2011
Pamela A. Flesner.
3 pages faxed including this cover page.
.f·/
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Thursday, March 03, 2011 4:01 PM

To:

'richstew27@gmail.com'; Richard Stewart

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject: Alex Silva

Mr. Silva requested to meet with you to discuss the scheduling of the soccer
, fields.
I spoke with Mike McCarty who advised that Mr. Silva is a member of the
same soccer organization that Patrick Kelleher emailed you about on behalf
of Officer Gonzalez. Mike's response is attached to the Mr. Kelleher's email
that I just sent to you .
.. .thanks

Cindy A. Miller
. Executive Assistant to Mayor I City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
P.o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E:'cindym@moval.org

w: www.moval.org

3/3/2011

MV00224659

Page 1 of 1

Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Thursday, March 03, 2011 3:56 PM

To:

'richstew27@gmail.com'; Richard Stewart

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject:

FW: Parks Use Inquiry

Attachments: Sports Facility Use Procedures and Guidelines.pdf; Soccer Organization Email.pdf

Attached is the policy and Mike McCarty's response .
.. .thanks
From: richard stewart [mailto:richstew27@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02,2011 7:52 AM
To: Cindy Miller
Subject: Fwd: FW: Parks Use Inquiry

Please have Mike McCarty e-mail me with our policy on use of and scheduling of lighted
ballfields.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Richard Stewart <richards@moval.org>
Date: Tue, Mar 1, 2011 at 5:52 PM
Subject: FW: Parks Use Inquiry
To: "richstew27@gmail.com" <richstew27@gmail.com>
From: Patrick Kelleher [mailto:PKELLEHER@rcoe.us]
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Richard Stewart
Subject: Parks Use Inquiry

Mr. Stewart,
You may recall me from my eighteen year tenure in the Moreno Valley Unified School District as a
principal. I believe we probably had the most contact while I was at Canyon Springs for five years. I'm
still residing in your district, and have spoken to Mr. Robin Gonzalez, a Riverside County Deputy Sheriff,
serving on the Moreno Valley Police Department. His current assignment is as a School Resource Officer.
He's contacted me regarding the Parks and Recreation Department's procedures for the use of lighted
fields. I'd like to speak to you briefly about this matter, and you may contact me at 951-333-2258 (cell
phone), or at 951-826-6618 (work). Perhaps I can also share Mr. Gonzales' contact information so he
can articulate his inquiry in greater detail. Thank your for your time and assistance in this matter.
Respectfully, Patrick Kelleher
Riverside County Office of Education
Executive Director
Division of Personnel Services

Patrick Kelleher
Executive Director
Division of Personnel Services

3/3/2011

MV00224660

Mike McCarty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Callister
Thursday, March 03, 2011 2:46 PM
.Mike McCarty
Soccer Organization

We originally had an issue with this group and the officer approx. 6 weeks ago at Community Park. The officer was
practicing with his team on a reserved AYSO field. With my desire of wanting to limit this story, when he was asked him to
leave where by he refused. He claimed he was a police officer and to call the police. He mentioned "I am the police, what
are they going to do, arrest me?". He has been to the CRC multiple times on duty and in uniform to discuss field usage. He
parks illegally in the front of the building, with his car still running and addresses himself as a police officer not a soccer
coach.
We originally opened the fields at community park, that were not rented by AYSO, to the public for one month. Currently all
four fields are being reserved by AYSO. We have also informed this group that our field space is extremely limited and of
the process to rent a practice field like all other teams at the front desk. We have also explained the process and
information needed to become a possible long term renter. We have yet to receive any type of insurance, non-profit status,
rosters or any of the qualifying information from this group, and this is a REQUIREMENT of all user groups.
We have not made it a common practice in the past to rent fields long term to individual teams, but only to larger
organizations. We have multiple teams, baseball and soccer, that come to our office early on Monday mornings (as early
as 5 AM) to rent practice fields. We do not have the field space to accommodate all the individual or double team groups
that are interested in renting long term.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns and I will be glad to help ..
Thanks.

Kevin Callister
Sports Recreation Coordinator
City of Moreno Valley
Parks & Community Services

Kevinc@moval.org
"Don't let impossibilities intimidate you,
do let possibilities motivate you"

,/

1)

J

1
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MORENO VALLEY PARKS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
SPORTS FACILITY USE PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES
Sports facilities located on City- and School-owned property may be reserved for use by
organizations and individuals according to the following procedures and guidelines.
I.

PRIORITY CLASSIFICATION
Group A: City of Moreno Valley sponsored and co-sponsored activities and events.
B.
Group B: Governmental, educational agencies, or non-profit agencies that have a
relationship of mutual facility use with the City of Moreno Valley.
C.
Group C:
Other governmental agencies and approved local non-profit youth
organizations with at least 90% Moreno Valley residents.

A.

If a youth group wishes to be ,an approved Moreno Valley youth group, the following
must be submitted for consideration
• Completed application form
• Current member roster to verify residency status and list of board members
• Copy of bylaws, mission statement, or statement of purpose
• Signed hold harmless/waiver statement
• Proof of registration as a not-for-profit corporation with the State of California or
IRS
• Certificate of Insurance required
D.

E.

Group D: Resident and resident businesses' private events where no admission is
charged; local non-profit organizations and service groups with 50% Moreno Valley
residents.
Group E:
Non-resident private events and non-resident groups, organizations,
businesses, and commercial events.

II.

LONG-TERM RESERVATIONS
A.
Long-term requests for local youth organizations' practices and games must be
submitted to Parks and Community Services as follows:
• January through June - due by October 1
• July through December - due by April 1
• Baseball/softball only, July, and August - due by April 1
B.
For use of City-owned facilities, Parks and Community Services will assign each'
organization to specific facilities for practices and games, provided all fees that apply
are paid for by the league in advance. The fees are due the last day of the month prior
to the month being used.
C.
Long-term reservations will not include any holiday weekend, unless authorized by
Parks and Community Services.
Holidays include Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
Presidents' Day, Memorial Day, July 4, Labor Day, Veterans' Day, Christmas, and New
Years.
D.
School site facilities are assigned by Parks and Community Services according to
demand and availability of the facilities and in accordance with the City/School District
Joint Use Agreement.
E.
Individual teams are not allowed to reserve facilities on a long-term basis.

III.

TOURNAMENT SCHEDULING
A.
Request may be submitted up to one year in advance.
B.
Tournament scheduling is kept to a minimum during the peak play of local leagues.
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C.
D.

Prior to each tournament, staff will meet with the tournament organizer(s) to review
facility issues and scheduling.
A separate insurance certificate is required for tournament.

IV.

SHORT-TERM USE
Organizations and individuals may reserve a facility for practice or game(s) as follows:
A.
A representative must come to the Parks and Community Services office during regular
business hours, at least 24 hours in advance for weeknights and by 5:00pm Wednesday
afternoon for weekends to reserve a facility.
B.
At the time of visitation, the representative may make one reservation for one field per
weekday (Monday through Friday) and one reservation for one field per weekend
(Saturday or Sunday).
C.
Reservations can be made only for the current week and through the next week.
D.
Additional time for the current week may be requested beginning on Tuesday after 4:00
p.m. of the current week.
E.
A reservation consists of one field for a two-hour time block, or even number hours of
the day (i.e., 2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m.).
F.
All required fees must be paid at the time of booking the fields.
G.
Representative will receive a permit. This permit must be on hand at the site during the
entire reservation.
H.
The above guidelines may be relaxed during non-peak hours.

V.

LIGHTS
The following applies to facilities with lights.
A.
Parks and Community Services will establish the mandatory time in which lights must
be turned on.
B.
Lights will be turned off if it is at least half hour past the scheduled start time and/or after
15 minutes if no sign of activity is apparent on the ball field.
C.
User is not entitled to a refund if a facility is not used.

VI.

CANCELLATIONS
A.
Parks and Community Services reserves the right to cancel and/or reschedule a
reservation when necessary due to scheduling conflicts, weather conditions, priority
usage, etc.
B.
Organizations and individuals may cancel their activity 24 hours in advance for
weeknights and by Wednesday afternoon for weekends, provided the request is
submitted in writing. Cancellations may be faxed to the Parks and Community Services
office at (951) 413-3719 or emailed to Dept_Parks-CommunityServices@moval,org.
C.
Cancelled reservations may be rescheduled or refunded at the discretion of the user.
D.
Facilities reserved and not used on three or more occasions are subject to cancellation
or denial of future use by Parks and Community Services.

VII.

INCLEMENT WEATHER
A.
During inclement weather field status is determined by 3:00 p.m. on weekdays and
when information is available on weekends.
B.
Once a field is closed due to unsafe conditions, fields may not be used under any
circumstances. .
C.
Fields may be closed at any time by Parks and Community Services staff for
maintenance or should conditions warrant that fields are unsafe for use.
D.
Call the field status hotline at
for information regarding field conditions ..
Information is updated daily at 3:00 p.m. and on weekends when information is
available.
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E.
F.

Users may request a refund or reschedule fields that are closed due to unsafe or poor
weather conditions.
Users may cancel a reservation, on the day of the scheduled use, if weather conditions
are poor and it is in the best interest of the participants not to use the facility.

VIII.

INSURANCE
A.
All users have a signed hold harmless release form on file before reserving a facility.
B.
All users must provide a Certificate of Insurance naming the City of Moreno Valley, the
Moreno Valley Community Services District, and their officers and employees as
additional insured under a general liability policy. Contact Parks and Community
Services staff for specifics as to limits and cancellation clauses.

IX.

GENERAL
A.
Users are not allowed to transfer a facility reservation to another user.
B.
Private vehicles are not allowed on City or School property without advance written
approval by the owner of the property. Facility users and visitors may be cited for failure
to obey traffic and parking laws.
C.
In the event more than one user claims to have a reservation for the same facility, Parks
and Community Services staff will determine who is entitled to use the facility. If
appropriate, arrangements to use another facility will be arranged provided another
facility is available.
D.
In the event of a facility conflict or problems with lights, contact the Recreation Office if it
is before 5:30 p.m. or the Park Ranger pager at
after 5:30 p.m.
E.
Organizations and users are responsible to keep facilities clean. Please pick up all
trash prior to leaving the facility.
F.
Facility damage or needed repairs should be reported to Parks and Community
Services at
G.
The Moreno Valley Sports Committee meets at 5:00 p.m. on the fourth Wednesday of
each month (except November and December) at the Conference and Recreation
Center, 14075 Frederick Street. This meeting is open to the public.
H.
For questions and clarification regarding sports facilities, please contact Parks and
Community Services at

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE RULES WILL RESULT IN CANCELLATION OF YOUR PERMIT.
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February 24, 2011
,

Hon. Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9036
Dear Hon. Stewart:

.r;:-

a
My constituent, Sister Moe, has requested my assistance regarding
the names of streets in Moreno Valley. I have enclosed the
original request, which I received from Sister Moe for your
convenience.

.',

--<

It would be most appreciated if you would investigate and comment
on these concerns at your earliest opportunity. Please forward
your correspondence in care of Amber Willis, in my Washington, DC
office.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

~YBONO

MACK
Member of Congress

MBM/aw
Enclosure
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Viewer

E-Mail Viewer
Message

Details

Attachments

Headers .

Source·
HTML

From: "aandaiy@hotmail.com" <aandaiy@hotmail.com>
Date: 11/4/2010 10:50:41 AM
To: "Congresswoman Mary Bono" <ca45ima@mail.house.gov>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON HUD
<APP>SCCMAIL
<PREFIX>Sister</PREFIX>
<FIRST>Molly</FIRST>
<MIDDLE></MIDDLE>
<LAST>Moe</LAST>
<SUFFIX></SUFFIX>
<ADDR 1>27060 Aventurine Way</ADDR 1>
<CITY>Moreno Valey</CITY>
<STATE>CA</STATE>
<ZIP>92555</ZIP>
<ZIP4></ZIP4>
<ISSUE>HUD<IISSUE>
<PHONE>951 8073313</PHONE>
<EMAIL>aandaiy@hotmail.com</EMAIL>

<MSG>
I have lived in Moreno Valley (MoVal)since March 2008. I live in the Rancho Belago area of MoVal. I noticed that there
are certain extremes in the city. Take for instance street names. In the area where I live, east of Nason off MoVal
Freeway, most of the street names appears to be in English. I have traveled in other areas (districts) of the city such as
Kitching and John F. Kennedy community, the Moreno Valley City College area off of LaSalle which is harsh rural blight
and untold foreclosures and vacant homes, the streets are predominantly in Spanish names. Districts 5A,and southern
part of District 3 appears to be predominantly Spanish named streets. Please address this and if redistricting
(gerrymandering) has anything to do with it.
Thanks for your timely response.
</MSG>
<RSP>Yes</RSP>
<AFFL>SUBSCRIBE</AFFL>
</APP>

I Close I

http://ca45dc:800IIQ/view_ eml.aspx?rid=2306663&oid=218135
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 1 of 1
6/23/2011 8:24:09 AM

Reference # MV-11691-4QKL
Incident DatefTime: 2/28/2011 3:28:00 PM
Resolution DatelTime: 3/30/2011 5:00:00 PM
Taken By: Cindy Miller

Reporting Party Information
Name: Molly Moe
Address: 27060 Adventurine Way
City/STlZip: Moreno Valley CA 92555
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email: aandaiy@hotmail.com

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address:
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available):

Resolution Information
Response from City Manager's Office:
See attached letter to Sister Molly Moe.

Case Information
Issue Category: City Manager
Issue: Other
Council District:
Issue Description: Ms. Moe resides in Council District 3. Congresswoman Mary Bono Mack forwarded to
Mayor Stewart the attached correspondence from Sister Molly Moe asking if redistricting
(gerrymandering) has anything to do with the street naming and conditions of
neighborhoods.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
l4177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 880l)5

Moreno \jlicy, C\ 92552-0805

March 28, 2011

\\'IV\\~ 11100rl11 )-\,(llIfYU1.ll~

Sister Molly Moe
27060 Aventurine Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Subject:

Street Names in Moreno Valley

Dear Sister Moe:
I am responding to your request for information on how the City of Moreno Valley
selects street names. The process for naming streets begins with the housing
developer creating a map for their subdivision and identifying how many new streets will
be created. The developer will then submit a list of street names to the City for review
and approval. This list is given to the Post Office, Police Department, Fire Department,
and the Building and Safety Division to be analyzed to determine if there is any street in
Moreno Valley with an identical name, similar name, or a name that sounds the similar
to another street. Once the list has been approved it is then returned to the developer.
The City of Moreno Valley does not select the actual street names, nor are the street
names related to redistricting. The selection of the names is left solely to the developer
once they receive the approved list from the City. Should you have any further
questions, please do not hesitate to contact the City at

since9

R~Li:i~~n

Mayor
c:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Amber Willis, Staff Assistant and Legislative Correspondent

-- - - - - - - - - -

-------

-------
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An EDISON INTERNATIONAI.® Company

26100 Menifee Road
Menifee, CA 92585
951-928-8238/PAX 18238

Raymond F. Hicks
Region Manager
Local Public Affairs

raymond.hicks@sce.com

.> .
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General Sen1ces(U.S.-bnd Canada)
Commercial and Industrial Services
USA Dig Alert (Call before you dig!)

."

Emergency Services

."

Industry Restructuring

'-.

Residential Services:
Tum OnJTum Offrrransfer Service
Authorized Payment Agencies

."

"

-.
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RECOVERY IN LOW GEAR
WHAT WILL REV THE ENGINE?

JOB'bROWrH DURlNlti
:
THE CURRENT RECOVE~YilpALESI:
IN COMPARISON TO PRIOR WPTuRNS

In two separate announcements this year, the National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) affinned our earlier
forecasts that the Great Recession would 'bt;gin in the fourth
quarter of 2.0.07, and that it would end in the second quarter
of 2.009.
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REAL GOP
THE GREAT RECESSION IS OVER
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lost, on a relative basis,
more jobs than any other
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been no recovery.
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AI; shown in the following graph, the "Great Recession" is

aptly named.

. TOTAL DECLINE IN REAL GDP
DURING THE GREAT RECESSION
EXCEEDED PREVIOUS RECESSIONS

dropped almost ten percent, during the first ,
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HOUSING STARTS DURING
FIRST 6 QlJARTERS OF RECOVERY

Population in the U.S. is projected to increase 31 million,
from 310 million in 2010 to 341 million in 2020, as a result
Thousands of Units
of natural increases and net internal migration. At an average
household size of 2.6, That translates into a need for roughly
2000
fo- ----1.2 million new homes, on average, per year. Adding to that
--1500
----- AVERAGI OF '71, '75
300,000 for second :homes and dwellings lost to obsolesANO'~J
1000
cence, fifes and natural disasters, there
500
IR£NT
will' be demand for
~ VERY
o
at least 1.5 million.units per year, more than 2.5 times the curQI
Q4
. Q2
Q3
Q5
Q6
rent level of 600,000 housing starts. Moving to 1.5 million
At a value of approximately $160,000 per housing unit units would certainly help kickstart the pace of recovery.
and a multiplier of two, that houSing shortfall accounts for a
This, however, is' a long-run analysis, and as John Mayloss of $380 billion in direct and indirect spending. This is nard Keynes sajd, "In the long run, we're all dead." A foreequivalent to a reduction in real GDP of 2.6 percent for the cast for 2011 requires more than a basic demographic< ':: year compared to what it would have been if housing bad' demand analysis.
Other issues, such as housing prices and
recovered as it did in previous recovery periods following affordability, could cause short-run deman,d to deviate
deep recessions.
. markedly from underlying long-run demand. "
Nobel laureate
The level of housing affordability, for example, could lead
Vernon Smith and· consumers to speed up or delay buying a home. Since housSteven Gjerstad ofing affordability is now near an all-time high, one might
Chapman University's Economic Science Institute recently' expect potential homebuyers to rush out and buy while prices
wrote an article in The Wall Street Journal (see reprint on and mortgage rates ate relatively low.
page 32 of this Review) that argued without a housing recovHOUSING AFFORDABILITY
ery it's unlikely there will be much of an overall recovery.
IS NEAR AN ALL-TIME HIGH
Their fmdings suggest the future of the housing sector, both
Index
in the long run and short run, will be critical in assessing the
200
prospects of the recovery gathering much steam.
In the long run, there is little question that the number of
150
housing starts will need to rebound sharply from current
100
depressed levels to meet futur~ demand. As shown in the fol50
lowing figure, average household· size (population/housing

-

units) declined sharply from 1965 to 1980, more moderately
through 2000 and bas remained relatively flat at around 2.6
people per housing unit since then.
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That's not' happening, though, because there are other

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD SIZE

3.00

o

'05

'10

short-run factors holding back the homebuyer. With the rate
of unemployment near 10 percent, consumers have good reason to fear for their future economic prospects. The current
. mortgage and foreclosure mess is also causing homebuyers to
delay their purchasing decisions.
On top of all that, there is a surfeit of empty dwellings both· :
for sale and for rent. The following figure shows that homeowner vacancy rates have increased from a base rate of 1. '7
percent to 2.5 percent, while the rental vacancy rate increased
from 8.0 percent to 10.3 percent.

3
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HOMEOWNER AND' RENTAL
VACANCY RATES ABOVE NORMAL
Percent

12
10

So while the housing sector will not be the engine of
growth it typically has been during past recoveries, what then
is left to rev the recovery into higher gear?
Of the $780 billfon stimulus package, there is still about
$200 billion left with most of that being spent in 2011. But
that will be about the same fiscal stimulus spent this year.
Hence, there will be no, net increase in fiscal stimulus to
. quickell the pace of recovery.

8
6
4
2

o
'00 '01 '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07 '08 '09 '10

Our findings suggest that there are 620;000 vacailt homes
for sale and 970,000 vacant rental units for a total of almost
1.6 million units above the normal supply of vacant units on
the market. niat represents an. anriual supply sufficient to
meet short-run demand without any new production. If, as is
more likely,. housing starts
remainrnired near current
levels of around 600,000
units per year, it will still take several years before the excess
of vacant units is drawn down to normal supply levels;
These short-run factors will prevent any sharp rebound in
housing from occurring next year, despite low mortgage rates
and growing pent-up demand. Nonetheless, our forecast calls
for at least a moderate recovery to continue into 2011 with
housing starts increasing from 600,000 units per year to
640,000, an increase of7.2 percent.

The Federal Reserve recently announced a new round of
monetarY stimulus with the planned monthly purchase of$75
billion in two- to ten-year matuiity treasury securities for the ,
next eight months. This action may keep interest rates from .
rising, but the overall impact on spending isn't projected by
our model to amount to very much. Short-term rates are
already near zero, so we're close to a liquidity trap situation,
where pushing more money into the economy is like pushing
on a string.
<'

The Fed's actions in purchasing treasuries and mortgagebacked securities have led to fears of long-run inflationary
pressure. Fueled by this new $600 billion round of bond buying, those fears will likely lead to further declines in the value
of the U.S. dollar. Just in the last four months, it has already
dropped almost 10 percent.

U.S. DOLLAR HAS DECLINED
, ALMOST 10 PERCENT SINCE JUNE
Trade-Weighted Exchange Index, Major Currencies
82

HOUSING STARTS
WILL SHOW MODEST INCREASE
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REAL GOP GROWTH DURING
FIRST 10 Q11ARTERS OF RECOVERY

worse shape. On the positive side, an increasing capacity utilization rate will help lead to further growth in investment
spending on plant and equipment.

Index
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The weak growth in real GOP, however, will be enough to
generate 1.7 million net new jobs, causing the unemployment

60
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rate to drop about one percent, to 8.6 percent, by the end of
2011. This increase in employment will place some pressure

With inventory rebuilding continuing through 2011, albeit

on housing prices. But the significant overhang of vacant

at a lower rate, our projections call for a 4.6 percent increase

housing units on the market, coupled with consumer anxiety

in total investment spending.

over the mortgage/foreclosure crIsis, will rdirain the price

The changing of the guard in the House of Representatives

increase to around 3.3 percent.

is likely to stifle any new major thrusts in fiscal stimulus,

HOUSING PRICES
TURN THE CORNER. .. BARELY

thereby muting any punch on the government side of the
spending ledger.

But we predict

the new Congress will also pre-

I

•

serve the Bush tax cuts, at least for
the next few years. When that is coupled with a generally
improved balance sheet for households as a result ~f rising
home prices and recovering stock markets, consumerS should
increase spending a solid 3.2 percent next year.

Resale HoUSing AppreCiation

20
10

o
-10

In summary, relatively modest increases in net exports,
investment and consumer spending, should increase real

-20
'00 '01 '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07 '08 '09 '10 '11

GOP by a modest 3.3 percent in 2011.

The relatively weak recovery, along with the Fed's expan-

A MODEST INCREASE
IN REAL GOP

. sionary monetary policy, will keep short-term treasuries near
zero. Increased concerns about long-run inflationary effects

Annual % Change

of the Fed's actions will push long-term rates up about 100

5.0

basis points, in spite of the Fed's plans to buy longer-term

2.5

bonds.
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It's characterized as modest, since the continuing postGreat Recession recovery still pales in comparison
. ous recoveries.
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TABLE 11

.

ANNUAL HISTORY AND FORECASTS: 2006-2011

I

LEVELS

I

Details ofGDP ($ Billions):
GOP ................................................................................... .

20lOe

2011f

14,119.1 .

14,659.1

15,409.8

13,228.9'

12,880.6

13,242.0

13,674.6

2006

2007

2008

13,398.9

14,061.8

14,369.1

2009

I

Real GOP (2005 Dollars) .................................................... .

12,976.3

13,228.9

Total Consumption .......... :....,' .......................................... .

9,073.5

9,289.5

9,265.0

9,153.9

9,307.7

9,604.6

I

Gross Private Investment ................................................. .
Nonresidential Investment ............................................ .
Residential Structures ................................................... .
Change in Inventories ................ :.................................. .

2,230.4
1;453.9
718.2
59.4

2,161.6
1,552.0
584.2
27.7

1,9573
1,556.6
444.2
-37.6

1,515.7
1,290.8
342.7
-113.1

1,785.0
1,364.9
330.9
76.1

1,864.4
1,464.2
342.0
58.2

Total Government Purchases .......................................... .
Federal Government Purchases ...............................;.... .
State & Local Government Purchases .......................... .

2,402.1
894.9
'1,507.2

.2,434.2
906.1
1,528.1

2,502.7
971.8
1,532.6

2,542.6
1,027.6
1,518.8

2,575.5
1,080.0
1,499.7

.2,637.7
1,127.8
1,509.8

Net Exports ....................................................................... .
Total Exports ................................................................. .
Total imports ................................................................ .

-729.2
1,422.1
2,151.2

-654.9
1,554.4
2,209.3

-504.1
1,647.7
2,151.8

1,490.7
1,853.8

-428.7
1,670.1
.2,098.8

-421.5
1,838.4
2,260.0

Employment:
Total Non-Farm Payroll Jobs (Millions) ............................. .
Unemployment Rate ............................... ;........................... .

136.1
4.6

137.6
4.6

136.8.
5.8

130.9
9.3

130.3
9.6

132.0
9.0

M-2 ................................................................................... .

1,3742
6,868.1

1,372.1
7,300.2

1,426.9
7,803.6

1,634.8
8,434.8

1,734.7
8,605.5

1,846.2
9,121.8

Real M-2 ....... ,................................. :................................... .

6,651.3

6,867.7

7,183.6

7,695.0

7,773.1

8,095.0

201.6

207.3

215.2

214.5

218.1

222.0

1023
103.3
66.1

104.7
106.3
72.4 .

107.2
108.6
99.6

108.9
109.6
61.7

1103
110.7
78.0

112.0
112.7
84.7

554.3
178.1

5972
1793

6:40.1
185.2

02
02

0.2
0.3
3.3
3.4
5:2

Monetary Aggregates ($ Billions): .
M-l ................................................................................... .

Price Indicaton:
Consumer Price Index: All Items (1982-84=100) .............. .
Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index:
Less Food and Energy (2005=100) .................................. .
. GOP Price Deflator (2005=100) ......................................... .
Crude Oil ($lbbl) ............................................................... ..
Housing: .
Housing Starts (Thous., Seas. Adj. at Annual Rates) .......... .
Housing Prices (Resale Single Units: 1990=100).............. ..
Interest Rates:
Federal'Funds .......................................:....... :..................... .
. Ti-easury Bill, 90-Day .........,' .............................................. ..
Prime .................................................... ~ ............................. .
TreasurY Bond, 10-Year ...................................................... .
AAA (;orporate Bond ......................................................... ..
30-Year Mortgage........... ;..........................,' ........................ .

Interest Spread (to-Year T~Bond~ 9O-Day T-BilI) ........ .

.E$~l+:::::::':;:S":::::::r::::::::::::::::

~363.0 .

'\

1,811.9
229.1

1,341.8
222.6

900.0
202;2

5.0
4.7
8.0
4.8
5.6

6.4

5.0
4.4
8.1
4.6
5.6
6.3

1.9
1.4
5.1
3.7
5.7
6.1

02
0.2
3.3
3.3
5.3 .
'5.1

. '. 0.1

0.3

2.4.
OS'

3.1·
<4)~7·.·

··U.·.·,.!

':·.io'"

1.5
i,9'
2;7 '.

. 1.4
"1.5

'.. 2.5

..

~0;8:::": 0.9..

33
32
4.9 .
4.7
jJ . '

. .1.8

:>L~ ..
, :3,1",

5~0
3.:~t·::·

' .. '

·.?o;i~;··.·'·· .

e=Estimate; f = Forecast
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TABLE 2

»> U.S. VARIABLES

ANNUAL HISTORY AND FORECASTS: 2006-2011
YEAR-TO-YEAR PERCENTAGE CHANGES
j'

2010e

20nf

-1.7

3.8

5.1

0.0

-2.6

2.S

3.3

2.4

-0.3

-1.2

1.7

3.2

2.7
7.9
-7.3

-3.1
6.7
-lS.7

-9.5
0.3
-24.0

-22.6
-17.1
-22.9

17.S
5.7
-3.4

4.4
7,3
3.4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Government Purchases ............................................
Feder3l Government Purchases ......................................
State & Local Government Purchases ............................

1.4
2.1
0.9

1.3
1.2
.1.4

2.S
7.3
0.3

1.6
5.7
-0.9

1.3

5.1
-1.3

2.4
4.4
0.7

Net Exports ................. :.......................................................
Total Exports ..................................................................
Totallmports ...................................................................

-0.9
9.0
6.1

10.2
9.3.
2.7

23.0
6.0
-2.6

28.0
-9.5
-13.8

-18.1
12.0
q.2

1.7
10.1
7.7

Employment:
Total Non-Farm Payroll Jobs ...............................................
Unemployment Rate .................................... :.........................

I.S
-9.3

1.1
0.0

-0.6
26.2

-4.3
59.5

-0.5
4.0

1.3.
-7.2

Monetary Aggregates:
M-l .....................................................................................
M-2 ...........................................................................; .........

0.2
5.3

-0.2
6.3

4.0
6.9

14.6
8.1

6.1
2.0

6.4
6.0

RealM-2 ..............................................................................

1.9

3.3

4.6

7.1

1.0

4.1

2006

2007

2008

Details of GDP:
GDP .....................................................................................

6.0

'4.9

2.2

RealGDP .............................................................................

2.7

1.9

Total Consumption ............................................................

2.9

Gross Private InvestInent ..................................................
Nonresidential Investment. .............................................
Residential Structures·.....................................................
Change in Inventories .....................................................

2009'

{

Price Indicaton:
Conswner Price Index: All Items .........................................
Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index:
Less Food and Energy .......................................................
GDP Price Deflator ...............................................................
Crude Oil (Slbbl) ..................................................................

3.2

1.9

3.S

-0.3

1.6

1.8

2.3
3.3
17.1

2.4
2.9
9.5

2.4
2.2
37.6

1.5
0.9
-38.0

1.4
1.0
.26.5

1.5
1.8
8;6

Housing:
Housing Starts ................................................................ ~.:....
HouSing Prices - Resale Single Units ..................................

-12.6
2.0

-25.9
-2.9

-32.9
-9.2

-38.4
-11.9

7.7
0.6

7.2
3.3

Interest Rates:
Federal Funds ...........................................................:...........
Treasury Bill, 9O-Day ...........................................................
Prime ............... ,.................................................. ;.................
TreaswyBond, 10-Year ..................................................... ;.
AAA Corporate Bond. ..........................................................
30-Year Mortgage ................................................................

54.5
50.2
2S.6
11.7
6.7
9.3

1.1

-7.9
1.2
-3.4
-0.6

-90.9
-87.0
-35.3
-12.2
-5.8
-16.5

14.3
-14.3
0.0

-1.1

-6L6
-69.0
-36.6
-20.1
1.7
-4.6

-8.5
-7.4

0.0
100.0
0.0
6.3
6.2
604

Interest Spread (IO-Year T-Bond Less 90-Day T-Bill) ........

N/A

N/A

N/A

'N/A

N/A

N/A

Real Treasury Bill, 90-Day ........... :..................... ~ .................
Real Treasury Bond, IO-Year................................ :..............
Real AAA Corporate Bond ... ;..............................................

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5.0
-2.2.

-19.1
-8.6

-50.0
10.4

20.7

55.8
3.9

33.8
18.9

'e = Estimate; f = ForecaSt
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TABLE 3

QlJARTERLY HISTO'RY AND FORECASTS: 2010:1-2011:4
LEVELS
.I'

10:1

10:2

10:3

10:4f

11:2f

l1:lf

11:3f

11:4f

Details ofGDP ($ Billions):
GOP .~ .............................................................................. 14,446.4 14,578.7 14,745.1 14,866.4 1~,103.3 15;315.9 15,506.2 15,713.9
Real GOP (2005 Dollars) ............................................... 13,138.8 13,194.9 13,278.5 13,355.8 It506.7 13,630.3, 13,724.8 13,836.6
Total Consumption ....................................................... . 9,225.4 9,275.7 9,330.6 9,399.3 9,483.7 9,563.2 9,652.0 9,719.4
Gross Private InvestInent ..... ;.......................:.............. 1,690.2 1,791.5 1,855.1 1,803.3 1,805.5 1,864.2 .1,898.4 1,889.7
Nonresidential Investment. .................................... ·... 1,302.6 1,355.3 1,388.0 1,413.8 1,435.2 1,450.1 1,472.4 1,499.3
Residential Structures ...............................................
346.4
330.7
350.1
323.3
319.5
330.0
338.2
353.4
Change in Inventories ...............................................
121.4
75.9
44.1
68.8
70.0
40.2
79.6
37.0
Total Government PurchaseS ...................................... 2,540.2
Fedetal Government Purchases ................................ 1,048.4
State & Local Government Purchases ...................... 1,496.8

2,564.9 . ~,589.6
1,071.5 1,094.3
1,499.1 1~501.7

2,607.2
1,106.0
1,501.2

2,615.7
1,112.3
1,503.4

2,634.4
1,127.2
1,507.2

2,644.8
1,132.7
1,512.1

2,655.7
1,139.2
1,516.6

Net Exports ...................... ;..........................................
Total Exports ............................................................
Total Imports ............................................................

-338.4
1,616.4
1,954.8

-449.0
1,652.1
2,101.1

-505.0
1,679.3
2,184.3

-422.5
1,732,4
2,154.9

-339.4
1,789,4
2,128.8

-486.1
-429.2
1,819.0 1,834.5
2,248.2 12,320.6

.-431.5
1,910.9
2,342.3

Employment:
Total Non-Fium Payroll Jobs (Millions) ........................
Unemployment Rate .......................................................

129.7
9.7

130,4
9.7

130.3
9;6

130.7
9.6

131.1
9.3

Monetary Aggregates ($ Billions):
M·l ............................................................................... 1,702.9
M·2 ................................................................................ 8,517.2

1,709.6
8,556.1

1,741.6
8,654.0

1,784.6
8;694.9

RealM-2 ........................................................................ 7,746.3

7,743.9

7,790.7 . 7,811.4

Price Indicators:
Consumer Price Index: All Items (1982-84= 100) .........
Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index:
Less Food and Energy (2005=100) .. ;..........................
GOP Price Deflator (2005=100) .....................................
Crude Oil ($/bbl) ............................................................

131.6
9.1

132.3
8.8

·132.8
8.6

1,805.0 .1,820.8
9,019.7 9,086.5

1,856.5
9,173.3

1,902.4
9,207.8

8,066.2

8,086.5

8,119.4

8,107.8

217.6

217.2

218.1

219.4

220.5

221.i

222.3

224.0

Hl9.9
110.0
78.6

110.2
110.5
77.9

110.4
111.l
. 76.2

110.9
111.3
79.5

111.3
1I1.8
83.5

111.6
1I2,4
84.5

112.2
113.0
83.4

112.9
113.6
87.5 .

617.0
171.2

602.0
182.6

589.3
183.7

580.5
179.6

625.3
175.3

648.5
188.5

662.5
189.8

624.2
187.5

Hiterest Rates:
Federal Funds ............................................:....................
. Treasury Bill, 90-0ay ......................................................
Pnme ..............................................................................
Treasury Bond, 10-year .................................................
AAA.Corporate Bond. ...... ;........................ ;.; ...................
30-Year Mortgage ................................. ;..................:........ :.

0;1
0.1
3.3
3.7
503
5.0

0.2
0.1
3.3
3.5
5.0
4.9

0.2
0.2
3.3
2.8
4.6
4.4

0.2
0.2
3.3
2.8
4.6
4.4

0.2
0.2
3.3
3.1
4.8
4.5

0.2
0.3
3.3
3.2
5.2
4.8

0.2
0.3
3.3
3.4
5.3
5.2 .

. . . . Interest Spread (10-Year T-i}ond Les's 90-0ay T-Bill) ...

J~6

3~4

2.6

.i6.··

2.9;

2.9

3.1

-1.4
1.8
3.8:

'-IA

Housing:
Housing Starts (Thous., Seas. Adj. at Annual Rates) .....
Housing Prices (Resale Single Umts: 1990=100) ..........

R~Treasury Bill, 90-Thly;':,:.~ ... ,;:.; ..:, .... ;:~ .............. ;.....'

•. ~:! ~~=~ ~~~;::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,

..

. -O.• ~. : .... "0.7
.1.7 .. :
'1.'8
3.2
3.4
'.

...

0.2
0.4
3.3
3.9
5.4
5.4

.'.

i
I
,

:'U

.'

-1.0
1.1
2.9

..
'.

-1'.3
1:1. '.'
2.9

.~L5

1.6
33

'

.

.

'

2.0
3.9

-1.6
'.

2;~
".

3~9

f= Forecast

O'
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" TABLE 4

\

»> U.S. VARIABLES

QlJARTERLY HISTORY AND FORECASTS: ·2010:1-2011:4
YEAR-TO-YEAR PERCENTAGE CHANGES
,P

10:1

10:2

10:3

10:4f

l1:lf

.1l:2f

11:3f

11:4f

Details of GOP:
GDP ...............................................................................

2.8

3.9

4.5

4.1

4.5

5.1

5.2

5.7

RealGDP .......................................................................

2.4

3.0

3.2

2.6

,2.8

3.3

3.4

3.6

. Total Consumption .................. :...................... :............

0.8

1.7

1.8.

2.4

2.8

3.1

3.4

3.4

Gross Private Investment ............................................
Nonresidential Investment. .......................................
Residential Structures ...............................................
Change in Inventories ...............................................

10.5
-0.8
-6.2

23.3
5.2
4.9

24.1
8.2
-5.6

13.7
10.6
-6.5

6.8
10.2
-0.2

4.1
7.0
-3.4

2.3
6.1
7.1

4.8
6.0
10.6

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Government PUrchases ......................................
Federal Government Purchases ................................
State & Local Government Purchases ......................

l.l

5.5
-1.5

0.6
4.1
-1.6

1.2
4.9
-1.2

2.2
6.0
-0.7

3.0
6.1
0.4

2.7
5.2
0.5

2.1
3.5
0.7

1.9
3.0
1.0

Net Exports ............ :.............................................. ~ .....
Total Exports ............................................................
Total Imports ............................................................

13.1
11.4
6.2

-31.3
14.1
17.4

-29.2
12.7
16.1

-28.0
10.1
13.2

-0.3
10.7
8.9

4.4
10.1
7.0

3.7
9.2
.6.2
I

-2.1
10.3
8.7

Employment:
Total Non·Farm Payroll Jobs .........................................
Unemployment Rate .......................................................

-2.4
18.8

-0.5
4.7

0.2
-0.7

0.8
-4.3

1.1

-4.1

0.9
-6.2

1.5
-8.0

1.6
-10.4

Monetary Aggregates:
M-l ...............................................................................
·M-2 ...............................................................................

7.9
1.9

5.5
1.6

5.4
2.5

5.8
2.1

6.0
5.9

6.5
6.2

6.6
6.0

6.6
5.9

ReaIM-2 ........................................................................

1.4

0.8

1.3

0.6

4.1

4.4

4.2

3.8

Price Indicators:
Consumer Price Index: All Items ...................................
Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index:
Less Food and Energy .................................................
GOP Price Deflator ........................................................
Crude Oil ($/bbl) ........................... ,................ ~ ...............

2.4

1.8

1.2

1.2

1.3

1.8

1.9

2.1

1.6
0.4
83.0

1.3
0.8
30.~

1.3
1.2
11.7

1.3
1.5
4.5

1.3
1.7
6.2

1.3
1.7
8.5

1.6
1.7
9.5

1.8
2.0
10.1

Housing:
Housing Starts ..............:................................................
Housiftg Prices - Resale Single Units ............................

16.5
-0.9

12.2
1.5

0.6
-0.2

2.8
2.1

1.3
2.4

7.7
3.2

12.4 .
3.3

7.5
4.4

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

0.0
37.0
0.0
-2.0 .

0.0
6.1
-9.1
-2.0

0.0
-20.0
-13.2
-15.4

0.0
-20.0
-11.5
-10.2

0.0
-16.2
-9.4
-10.0

0.0
-8.6
4.0
-2.0

0.0
21.4
15.2
,18.2

0.0
39.3
17.4
22.7

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

27.2

5.8

-6.0

-8.1

-3.7

17.0

34.1

32.2

Interest Rates:
Federal Funds .................... ,.............................................
Treasury Bill, 90·Day ............... :... ,.................................
Prime ..............................................................................
Treasury Bond, 10-Year ...................:.............................
AAA Corporate Bond .....................................................
.30·YearMortgage .................... ,................... :: ................
./

Interest Spread (IO-Year T·Bond Less 90-Day T·BilI) ..
Real Treasury Bill, 90·Day ........ ,...................................
Real Treasury Bond, 10·Year..........................................
Real AAA Corporate Bond ............................ ;....... ~ .......
f=Forecast
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TABLE 5

. QlJARTERlY HISTORY AND FORECASTS: 2010:1-2011:4
~

;

i

Q!JARTER.:-TO-QlJARTER PERCENTAGE CHANGES

I

,:
';

j'"

!

~

"

'. ~;

10:1

10:2

10:3

10:4f

11:1f

11:2f

11:3f

11:4f

Details of GDP:
GOP .............................................................................. ,

4.8

3.7

.4.6

3.3

6.5

5.7

5.1

5.5

Real GOP ................. ~ .....................................................

3.7

1.7

2.6

2.3

4.6

3.7

2.8

3.3

Total Consumption ........... :..........................................

1.9

2.2

2.4

3.0

3.6

.3.4

3.8

2.8

Gross Private Investm.ent ................ ,...........................
Nonresidential Investment. .. :....................................
Residential Structures .......................................... ;....
Change in Inventories...............................................

29.1
7.8
-12.3

26.2
172
25.6

15.0
10.0
-27.3

-10.7
7.7
:4.6

0.5
6.2
13.8

13.7
4.2
10.3

7.5
6.3
10.0

-1.8
7.5
8.4

NtA

NtA

NtA

NtA

NtA

NtA

NtA

NtA

Total Government Purchases ......................................
Federal Government Purchases ................................
~tate & Local Government Purchases·......................

-1.6
1.9
-3.8

3.9
9.1
0.6

3.9
8.8
0.7

2.7
4.3
-0.1

1.3

2.3
0.6

2.9
5.5
1.0

1.6
2.0
1.3

2.3
1.2

Net Exports ........................................................ ,........
Tot8I Exports .. ,.........................................................
Total Imports ............................................................

-9.7
11.4
11.2

-79.5 .
9.1
33.5

-41.3
6.7
16.8

83.2
13.3
-5.3

105.0
13.8
-4.8

-70.7
-43.4
3.5
6.8
24.4/ 13.5

53.1
17.7
3.8

Employment:
Total Non-Fann Payroll Jobs .........................................
Unemployment Rate ....... ,..............................·.................

0.1
-12.6

2.2
0.0

-0.3
-5.4

1.2
1.4

1.3
-11.9

1.5
.. -8.3

2.1
-12.5

1.5
-8.8

3;9

7.7
4.7

10.2
1.9

4.7
15.8 .

3.5
3.0

8.1
3.9

10.2

Monetary Aggregates:
M-1 ...............................................................................
M-2 ........................................................................ ......

-o.i

1.6
1.8

Real M-2 ................... ;....................................................

-Ll

-0.1

2.4

Ll

13.7

1.0

1.6

-0.6

~

1.5

-0.7

1.5

2.5

1.9

1.3

2.0

3.2

1.4
Ll
14.2

1.0
2.0
-3.7

0.8
2.2
-8.6

1.9
0.8
18.7

1.4
1.8
21.7

Ll
2.0
4.9

2.0
2.2
-5.1

2.7
2.1
21.2

Housing:
Housing Starts ...............................................................
Housing Prices - Resale Single Units ............................

42.6
--10.3

. -9.4
29.6

-8:2
2.4

-5.9
-8.7

34.7
-9.2

'15.7
33.7

8.9
2.8

-21.2
-4.8

NtA

NiA

NtA

NtA

NtA

N/A
0.0
24.9
7.9
8.4

N/A
N/A
0.0
-19.9
-20.8
-7.8

N/A
0.0
-59.0
-28.4
-35.0

N/A
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

N/A
0.0
50.3
18.6'
9.4

N/A
0.0
13.5
37.7
29.5

N/A
N/A
0.0
27.4
7.9
37.7

N/A
N/A
0.0
73.1
7.8
16.3

N/A

N/A

N/A

.

!l

1;,

'

Interest Spread (1.0-Year T"J3orid Less 9()';Day T-~ill) .•

;i'
.

1.5

Price Indicaton:
Consumer Price Index: All Items .................................
Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index:
Less Food and Energy .................................................
GOP Price :Deflator .............. :.........................................
Crude Oil (S/bbl) ............................................................

Interest Rates,:
Federal Funds ........ ,........................................................
Treasury Bill, 90-0ay ......................................................
Prime ............. ,.................................................... ;..... :.....
Treasury Bond. 10-year ......:..........................................
AAA Corporate Bond....:............. :..................................
30-Year Mortgage ..................... ,........, .. .., ....................... :..
,I

1.7

.. ;EiSS";:9.i

". N/A

;'::::';:;;::::;:;:·::::::::::::::::E· •. <N/A
~jLl

NtA
NtA
:..21.4

NtA

N/A

N/A

N/A

,N/A

N/A

.N/A '.

N/A

N/A ':NJA

NtA

NtA

8)

58.3

71.0 ..

NtA'
.. ~36.3

..

'

. N/A.. ·
"'9.9'

..

N/A
N/A

N.iA

I

·i.6

;

f= ForecaSt
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OBLESS RECOVERY CONTINUE?
BLAME IT ON THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
,P

The relatively poor performance of the construction sector
The u.s. recession officially ended in the second quarter
of 2009. The u.s. job market, however, remained sluggish in the Inland Empire also dragged down overall payroll job
during the second half of2009 and showed only modest gains growth. Job 'losses. in the construction sector which began in
in 2010. That was not the case for late 2005 accelerated through 2009 and hit a trough of -26.4
. California and the Inland Empire. On a percent in late 2009. Overall, the construction sector in the
year-over-year basis, California and the Inland Empire lost 65,800 payroll jobs since the fourth quarInland Empire's job losses continued through 2010. In addi- ter of 2006, a decline of 54.7 percent. This compares to
tion, contrary to previous business cycles, Inl&Dd Empire . California's construction job losses of 40.5 percent over the
underperformed California's economy during this recession same period..
and during the recovery period.

JOB GROWTH
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

PAYROLL JOB GROWTH

YrlYr % Change

YrlYr % Change
5

~.
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o

o
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. -5
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10:4

-30
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07:4

08:4

10:4

09:4

The recession led to a deep and protracted contraction in
every sector of the economy, but it hit the goods-producing
sector of the Inland Empire economy much harder than
California.
Since the fourth quarter of2006, the Inland Empire's man~
ufacturing sector lost about 37,000 payroll jobs, a decline ~f
30.1 percent. Over the same period of time, California lost
247,000 manufacturing jobs or a decline of 16.7 percent.

The weakness in the construction sector also explains the
poor overall job growth in the recpvery year of2010. The
construction' sector was the main engine of job growth folloWing the recession of2001. This time around, not only did
the construction sector not generate any new jobs, it continued to lose jobs over the last 18 months.
Declining home prices and high vacancy rates for commercial buildings slammed construction activity for bOth res-

JOB GROWTH
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

TOTAL BUILDING PERMIT VALUATION
Billions of $

'YrlYr%Change
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.

idential and nomesidential sectors. The total value of permit
valuation declined from $12.5 billion in 2005 to $2.2 billion
in 2010. As a result, construction spending, measured by
lagged real values of permit valuation, declined mpidly since
the first quarter of2006, with a year-over-year decline of over
46 percent in the second quarter of 2009~ Our wojection
shows that construction spending will continue to decline in
2011 but at an avemge annual rate of 4.6 percent.

CONSTRUCTION SPENDING
YrNr%Change
30

o
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CONSUMER CONFIDENCE iNDEX
Composite Index .
110 . ,--~----'--,--...,..-~-----,,----~---,

........ '
"

','

:.

.

highest level of consumer confidence since November '06
and is significantly higher than
a reading of 71.0 inPNovember
'07, a: month before the beginning of the recession.
Clearly, improvement in the consumer spending positivelr
affects employment in the 'retail sector. But since the Inland
Empire is an important distribution hub, emp'loyments in the
wholesale trade, transportation and warehousing will benefit·
from the higher level of spending ..
There are also signs that the manufacturing sector is final~
ly coming out of its doldrums. A pickup in capital spending
and exports is. increasing manufacturing output making the .
outlook for manufacturing employment brighter.
Ovemll, our fort;cast calls for an increase of 1.0 percent in
total payroll employment in 2011. This represents an average
annual gain of about 12,000 payroll jobs. /

PAYROLL JOB GROWTH

While this trend does not point to job growth in the construction sector, it suggests that job losses are hittllig the bottom, and this sector will not'be as much of a dreg as it ~as
over the last few years.
The improvement at the national level should more than
offset the weakness in the construction sector. As· di~cussed
in the U.S. section of this publication, real GDP is projected
to continue its upward tren~ in 2011. Rebounds in consumer
spending
.
. and a pickup in capital spending. are positively
influencing aggregate demand at the national level.
Projected higher consumer spending is supported by the
Anderson Center'sCalifomia consumers coIifidence survey.
The composite index level of90.5 in November of2010 is the

..... :.: ..

'.

Annual % Change
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'11

A positive employment outlook is projected to result in an
increase in personal income growth and that, in turn, will positively impact taxable sales spending. Total personal income
is forecasted to increase from an estimated level of $124.1
billion in 2010,to $127.9 billion in 2011-an increase of3.0
percent. Total taxable sales is forecasted to grow oruy by 3.8
percent. . The weakness in spending on furniture & appliances
an<J building materials, two major categories of taxable sales,
is pulling down .overall.spending growth.
. Thereiso~e Il1ajorling~ring ~on~eip~atcould negatively
. , "i~fh~~nce:ilii~i>osltiv~'oPtlo6~~~1iSi11g piic~s.'After three
co~sec4ti~¢yearsofd~cliile.iD.med1aD:'h9~e prices, ihepick~ '.", "; .,

up~~ales Ineat.l~20'fOl~d t~a:rebol1nd fu'rrledian'prices .. , ' ,

.~:.'

"·1

·,00 avdrag¢:o~prl?je~ti~~sh.bw,sirimuilI,hQpi,ep.rice appreci-,
'.:
' , ·'atibil,of ,l2,Ope~~ent D120i O.This'~~reas~,: however; was".': ..

.

,iriai1lly due iochangesinthe mix'oftonles sold in 2010 ver"

I
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sus 2009. The recent declines in sales activity along wi~ 35.9 percent of income needed in 2006.
slowdown in appreciation is causing some to call for an
On the supply side~ the inventory of resale homes will
imminent house price reversal.
remain persistently' high. There is a hrrge existing shadow
On the demand side, the pace of job growth will impJ;'ove ,inventory held by fiD,~
through 2011. Nominal personal income is also increasing. cial institutions, and
As a result of the sharp drop in home prices, the mtio ofmedi- there are still' a nUlPber
,an-priced existing singlt~-family home to mediiln family of homes that are moving thrpugh different phases of foreincome will decline to about 3.~ in 2011, significantly lower closure process" Also, many homeowners with adjustable
than the mtio of 6.7 in 2006. This trend has improved hous- rate mortgages originated in 2006 need to refinance their
ing affordability in the Inland Empire and should increase loans in 2011. With home values significantly below their
" existing mortgage balances, some homeowners 'will not qualdemand, particularly for first-time homebuyers.
ify for refinancing. This will lead to ,additional defaults and
RATIO OF MEDIAN-PRICED EXISTING
'forclosures in the.,coming year,
SINGLE-FAMILY HOME TO
The negative effects of high inventory on home prices will
MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME'
"mostly offsetthe positive factors influencing demand. Our
,;: Ratio
forecast calls for the median resale single-family home prices
8.0
to increase by 4.2 percent in the Inland Empire, 'J'ain/y due to

~l

, :1

;!
'I

~!

Ii"
i
l

I

changes ,in the muo! homes so/d.

6.0

RESALE SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING PRICES
Annual % Change
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I
, I
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An alternative statistic to' measuring housing affordability,
that also incoIpomtes mortgage mtes is the mtio of income
-25
needed to purchase a median-priced home. With the estimatI
'
-34.8
,ed level of median family income at $57,700 in 2011, a
, -50
pOtential buyer needs to allocate 16.3 percent of that income
'07
'10'
'11
'06
'08
'09
to pay for the interest and principal to buy a median-priced
, , ~ingle~family house in the Inland Empire. Although thismtio
Although we project the median price of homes sold to
is higher than 14,4 in 2009, it is significantly lower than the increase modemtely, high ~ventories of relatively expensive
homes, (above the median price) suggests that further downPERCENT OF MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME
ward price pressure·in thissegment offile market is likely.

NEEDED FOR MORTGAGE PAYMENT ON
MEDIAN-PRICED HOME
Percent
40
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TABLE 6

ANNUAL HISTORY AND FORECASTS: 2006-2011
LEVELS
2006

~ \~

2007

2008 ..)'

20lOe

2009

20nr

Payroll Employment:
Mining & Natural Resources .......................
Construction ..................... ;.;....................... ;.
Non-Durable Manufacturing .......................
Durable Goods Manufacturing ....................
Trade, Transportation & Utilities ................
Wholesale Trade .....................................
Retail Trade .............................................
Utilities .....................................................
Transportation & Warehousing ...............
Financial Activities .................... :................
Services .................................................. :....
Information .................................. ;..........
Professional & Business ..........................
Education & Heaith .................................
Leisure & Hospitality .................... ;.........
Other Services ................................ ;........
Federal Civilian Government ......... ~ ... ,........
State & Local Government... .......................
Total Payroll Employment .............................

1,408
127,483
36,450
86,917
291,067
54,150
173;158
5,633 .
58,125
51,633
450,258
15,275
142,308
·122,067
128;092
42;517
19,317
203,150
1,267,683

1,325
112,492
36,467
82,067
301,883
56,800
175,567
5,750
63,767
/
50,183.
461,167
15,392
145,033
127,008
132,575
41,158
19,433
205,892
1,270,908

1,217
90,733
34,325
72,533
292,900'
54,125
168,592
5,733
64,450
46,683
455,567
14,925
137,375
131,467
131,017
40,783
19;575
210,275
1,223,808

1,1-50
67;400
)0,383
'58,133
269,675
48,275
154,858
5,867
60,675
43,550
434,308
14,775
127,292
132,558
123,025
36;658
20,100
207,158
1,131,858

1,140
57,248
28,665
55,796
264,594
46,856
151,346
5,962
60,430
42,286
427,826
14,497
125,039
133,127 .
119,352
35,8)1
21,229
201,969
1,100,754

1,165
56,414
28,661
56,459
269,974
48,217
153,017
6,071
62,669
42,545
434;533
14,714
127,629
136,013
120,571
35,606
21,408
201,042
1,112,200

Personal Income: *
Total Personal Income ....................................

116;926.3

122,810.7

125,379.1

122,294.2

124,105.8

127,873.7

. Taxable Sales: • .
Apparel Group .............................................
Generill Merchandise ...................................
Specialty Stores ...........................................
Food Stores .....•............................................
Eating & Dritiking ..... ~..................................
Furniture & Appliances ...............................
Building,MateriaIs .......................................
New 'Motor Vehicles ...................................
Motor VehiCles ..................................
Service Stations ...........................................
Nonstore Retailers .......................................
Total Retail Salesl........................ :.... :............
All Other .....................................................
Total Taxable Sales ............................ :...........

2,027.4
6;878.7
5,061.9
2,703.2
4,543.4
1,863.6
4,588.7
7,043.7
3,483.7
.5,778.2
2;070.2
46,042.7
15,083.4
61,126.1

2,446.5
6,150.0
3,621.5
2,422.1
4,614.6
894.0
2,132.0
3,129.0
1,716.1
5,070.2
346.5
32,542.6
13,564.5
46,107.1

2,557.4
6,377.7
3,790.3
2,493.9
4,845.3
911.5
2,157.8
3,253.8
1,749.0
5,162.0
364.8
33,663.6
14,208.3
47,871.8
6,717
1,474,643
763,662
2,238,305
181,861

Other

. 2,158.2
6,886.8
5,458.0
2,817.3 .
4,685.4
1,785.1
3,753.0
6,113.0
2,817.1
6,104.5
1,969.0
44,547.3
14,927.0
59,474.3 .

2,118.2
6,475.9
4,418.3
2,604.8
4,611.4
1,730.3
2,760.9
4,255.6
2,243.3
6,536.3
1,800.3
39,555.3
14,226.0
53,781.3

2,328.0
6,078.7
3,606.0
2,344.8
4,447.3
946.3
2,277.9
3,036.0'
1,653.4 .
4,775.9
339.4
31,833.6
13,171.4
45,005.0

Construction Activity:
Total Dwelling Units .......................................
Residential Permit Valuation ••..................
Nonresidential Permit Valuation ••............
Total Building Permit Valuation .................
Number of Deeds Recorded ........... ~ ...............

39,083
7,159,889
2;851,718
10,611,607
294,569

20,457
4,135,340
2,824,367
6,959,707
195,036

9;101
2,149,436
1,780,629
3,930,065
165,302

6,686
1,493,290
709,64.1
2,202,931
179,581

6,558·
1,425,760
785,655
2,211,414
177,949

Price Indexes:
Conswner Prices (1982-84=100) .....................
Homes (Resale Single Units: 1990=100) .......

210.4
303.9

217.3
284.8

225.0
185.8

223.2
128.4

226.0
143.9

230.5
150.0'

• Millions of Dollars; •• Thousands of Dollars
e == Estimate; f= Forecast
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TABLE 8

QlJARTERLY HISTORY: 2009:1-2010:2
LEVELS
09:1

:':

Payroll Employment:Mining & NaturaLResources .......................
Construction ................................................
Non-Duraole Manufacturing .......................
Durable Goods Manufacturing ................... _
Trade, Transportation & Utilities ......... ;......
Wholesale Trade .....................................
. Retail Trade ................................ _.•..........
Utilities ....................................................
Transportation & Warehousing ...............
Financial Activities .....................................
Services .......................................................
Information .... _..................................... _.
Professional & Business ..........................
Education & Health ........ :.; ......................
Leisure & Hospitality ...................... ,.......
Other Services .................................. ,......
Federal Civilian Government ...............
State & Local Government ...... ~ ...................
Total Payroll Employment ......... ;......... ;..........
A

.....

1,200
71,367
31,400
61,800
276,267
49,767
158,200
5,800
62,500
45,167
442,933
14,600
129;167
132,767
129,167
37,233
19,767
211,967
1;161,867

09:2

\

09:3 "

09:4

10:1

10:2

1,100
61,700
.29,300
'.55,767
268,333
41,000
154,967
5,900
60,467
42,667
428,500
14,800

1,100
57,767
28,500
55,500
262,967
46,533
150,600
5,900
59,933
42,800
426,633
14,433
123,000
1.33,700
119,667

125,933
37,467
20,500
.212,667
1,143,700

1,100
67,133
30,000
56,367
264,967
47,767
152,233
5,900
59,067
42,667
428,133
14,900
127,000
131,033
118,867
36,333
20,033
197,667
1, 168 f{)67

133,467
118,133
35,600
20,100
206,333
1,113,800

19,967
205,967
1,101,200

1,100
58,133
28,833
56,267
262,100
46,667
150,067
5,967
59,400
42,233
429,033
14,367
124,133
133,133
121,100
36,300
24,000.
206,500
1,108,200

1,200
69,400
30,833
58,600 .
269,133
48,567
154,033
5~867

60,667
43,700
437,667
14,800'
126,500
132,9~7

12~,500

35,~3

Personal Income: *
Total Personal Income ......... _..........................

30;656.7

30;771:0

30,463.5

30,403.1

30,761.6

31,136.7

Taxable Sales: *
Apparel Group ......... ;...................................
General Merchandise .. ,...........·.....................
Specialty Stores ...........................................
Food; Stores .................................................
Eating '& Drinking ........................................
Furniture & Appliances ...............................
Building MateIjals .; ......................................
New Motor VeJUcles ...................................
Other MQtor Vehicles·.............................." ...
Service Stations ...........................................
Nonstore Retailers ........................... ;...........
Total Retail Sales ............................................
All Other ..................... ,...............................
Total Taxable Sales ......... :........................... ;..

545.1
1,426.0
952.3
554:0
1,173.9
217.0
586.0
762.8
450.5
r,003.3
55.3
7;726.1
3;405.5
11;131.6

582.5
1,505.6
886.0
615.8
1,143.7
211.5
637.4
713.3
435.4
. 1,208.4
54.3
7,99j.8
3,412.0
n,405.8

555.7
1,389.3
839.5
59Ui
1,051.3
206.9
578.0
876.6
428.7
1;368.7
.49.2
7,935.4
3,330.5
1"1,265.9

644.8
1,757.8
92&.3
583.4
1;078.5
310.9
476.4
683.2
338.9
1,195.5
180.6
8,178.3
3,023.5
11,201.8

567.9
1,390.6
914.6
568.7
1,198.2.
179.3
525.8
734.6
466.8
1,179.8
46.0
7,772.3
3,394.1
11,166.4

605.9
1,502.8
876.3
632.1
1,178.5
193.1
592.2
710.5
453.4
1,250.6
51.8
8,047.1
3,584.5
11,631.6

Construction Activity:
Total Dwelling Units ......................................
Residential Permit Valuation ....................
Nonresidential Permit Valuation •• ............
Total Building Permit Valuation •• ...............
Number of Deeds Recorded ...........................

1,330
283,563
179,490
463,053
39;877

1,679
463,670
223,175
686,845
47,672

1,734 .
361,576.
144,065
505,641
47,420

1,943
384,481
162,911
547,392
44,612

1,738
376,900
205,787
582,687
39,780

1,762
388,049
'211,095
599,144
45,826

222.7
. 122.2

224.6
127.2

224.4
133.8

224.9
136.4.

226.1
143.9

Price Indexes:
Consumer Prices (1982-84=100)....................
Homes (Resale Single Units: 1999=100) .......

221.2
130.6.

• Millions of Dollars; •• Thousands of Dollars .
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TABLE 10

Q1IARTERLY FORECASTS: 2010:3-2011:4
LEVELS
.l

j

,

IiIi
Ii

IIII
iIi
\1

,I

I

I
I
'i
I

~

:

10:3

10:4

1;200
58,500
28,700
55,767
262,833
46,600
149,867
6,OQO
60,367
41,667
425,933

1,160
54,590
28,627
55,651
270,476

Payroll Employment:
Mining & Natural Resources .......................
Construction ................................................
Non-Durable Manufacturing .......................
Durable Goods Manufacturing ....................
Trade, Transportation & Utilities ................
Wholesale Trade .....................................
Retail Trade .............................................
Utilities .................................................. ~.
Transportation & Warehousing ...............
Financial Activities .....................................
Services ...•................. :................................ ,
Information ..............................................
Professional & Business ..........................
~ucation & Health .......................... _..... '
Leisure & Hospitality ..............................
Other Services ............... :.; .......................
Federal Civilian Goveniment ......................
State & Local GovernmenL .......................
Total Payroll Employment .............................

126,233
l31,000
118,5,00
35;900
20,533
193,033
1,088;167

Personal Income: *
Total Personal Income ........ ,...........................

' 11:,1>

1,167
55,245
28,895
56,618
277,445
49,274
157,598
6,113
64,459
43,007
439,227
15,103
130,378
138,153
120,242
35,351
20,536
203,191
1,125,331

32,043

32,127

32,314

597
1,431
944'
576
1,250
177
524
738
463
1,173
46.5
,7;918.8
3,521.6
11,440.4

631
1,559
916
648
1,240
196
600
743
476
1,268
54.0
8,330.2,
3,753;0
12,083.3

617
1,472
902
633
1,154
208
561
1,020
474
1,450
53.7
8,543.1
3,565.8
12,108;8

713
1,916
1,029
637
1,201
330
473
754
336
1,272
210.6
. 8~87l.S
3,367.8
12,239.3

1,380
320,672
198,526
519,198
40,355

1,914
418,116
205,318
623,434
46,698

1,618
363,528
202,662
566,190
48,503

1,805
372,328
157,156
' 529,484
46,305

230
147

230
155

232
152

14,890
126,787
134,676
' 118,142
35,211
20,418
202,378
1,105,450

434,551
14,628 '
126,182
135,879
121,929
,35,933
24,220
204,972 '
1,116,740

31,138.7

31,068.8

31;390

Taxable Sales: *
Apparel Group .......................... :.................. '
General Merchandise...................................
Specialty Stores .... ;......................................
Food Stores .................................................
, Eating & Drinking'.......................................
Furniture & Appliances ...............................
Building Materials ........................................
New Motor Vehicles ............. ~ ............. ;.......
Other Motor Vehicles ..................................
Service Stations ............................................
Nonstore Retailers .......................................
To~ Retail Sales ...........................................
All Other .....................................................
Total Taxable Sales ........................................

591.1
1,422.2
857.0
611.7
1,096.0
202.2
549.4
951.5
449.4
1,413.8
50.8
8;195.0
3,423.1
11,618:1

681.6
1,834.4
973.7
609.6
1,142.0
319.4
464.6
732.4
346.6
1,226.0
198.0'
8,528.2
3,162.8
11,691.0

ConstructIon Activity:
Total Dwelling Units ......................................
Residential Permit Valuation ••..................
Nonresidential Permit Valuation •• ............
Total Building Permit Valuation •• ...... :........
Number of Deeds Recorded ....... ,...................

1,476
330,983
213,237·
544,220
47,658,

1,582
329,828
155,536
485,363
44,685

226.1
149.9

227.0
145.3

14~3oo

47,62~

429~706

Price Indexes:
Consumer Prices (1982-84= 100) ....................
, Homes (Resale Single Units: 19~100) .......

11:4

1,222
59,027
28,812
56,631
268,925
47,851
151,981
6,126
62,967
42,324
433,814
14,591
129,303
134;034
120,082
35.i804
20,683
192,842
1,104,279

1,130
56,564
28,838
56,993
267,358
47,913
151,704
6,068
61,674

1,141
54,821
28,100
55,593
266,169
47,830
150,786
5,977
61,577
42,737
430,540
14,535
124,652
135,985
120,030
35,337
20,191
203,161
1,102,452 ,

154,849
5,982
62,021
42,444

11:3 '

11:2

' 229,
,146

42~113

• Millions of Dollars; •• ThousandS ofDollm

I
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Q!JARTERlY FORECASTS: 2010:3-2011:4
~------------------------------~

YEAR-TO-YEAR PERCENTAGE CHANGES
11:1

11:2

11:3

2.7
-2.7
0.0
1.3
2.0 .
2.7.

.0.9
-0.7
0.8

1.8
0.9
0.4
1.5
2.3
2.7
1.4
2.1
4.3
i,6
1.9
2.0
2.4
2.3
1.3
-0.3/.
0.7
"0.1 .
1.5

2.8
2.6
1.8
0.4
0.6
0.4
1.8

2.0

2.9

3.2

4.0

5.1
2.9
3.3
1.2
4.3
-1.4
-0.4
0.5
-0.9
-0.6
1.2
1.9
3;8
2.5

4.1
3.7
4.5
2.5
5.2
1.6
1.4
4.5
5.0
1.4
4.3
3.5
4.7
3.9

4.3
3.5
5.2
3.5
5.3
3.0
2.1
7.2
5.4
2.5
5.8
4.2
4.2
4.2

4.6
4.5
5.7
4.5
5.2
3.4
1.8
2.9
-3.0
3.7
6.3
4.0
6.5
. 4.7

-20.6
"14.9 .

. 8.6
7.7..

9.7
9.8
-5.0

14.1
.. 12.9
'1.0 .

Payroll Employment:
Mining & Natural Resources ..................... ..
Construction ............................................... .
Non-Durable Manufacturing ...................... .
Durable Goods Manufacturing ..... :............. .
Trade, Transportation & Utilities ...... :....... ..
Wholesale Trade .................................... .
Retail Trade ........................................... ..
Utilities .................................................. ..
Transportation & Warehousing .............. .
Financial Activities .................................... .
Services ...................................................... .
Information ........................................... ..
Professional & Business ......................... ;
Education & Health ........................... :.... .
:'.'
Leisure & Hospitality ............................ ..
~er Services ........................................ .
Federal Civilian Government .................... ..
State & Local Government .......................... ·
Total Payroll Employment ............................ .

0.9
0.7
1.3
L7
0.3
-1.4
l.l
-1.4
0.1

Personal Income:
Total Personal mcome ...............................:.. ..

.~

3.7
-5.1.

-104
0.2
1.2
2.8
0.1

Ll

1.3

1.7
3.8
-0.3
l.3
.1.8
1.7
2.1
0.7

2.7

-0.1

Taxable Sales:
Apparel Group ........................................... ..
General Merchandise ................................. ..
Specialty Stores ......................................... ..
Food Stores ................................................. .
. Eating & Drinking ....................................... .
Furniture & Appliances .............................. .
Building Materials ..................................... ..
New Motor Vehicles ................................ ,..
Other Motor Vehicles.:... ;............................ .
Service Stations .......................................... .
Nonstore Retailers ................. ,................... ..
Total Retail Sales ........................................... .
All Other ..................................................... .
Total Taxable Sales ....................................... .
Construction Activity:
Total Dwelling Units ................................... ::.
Residential Permit ValUation ......................
NODresid~tial ptirmit Vaiuation •..... :..... :...

~8.5
-14.2
. 4 8 : 0 . ~.5

-LO

..~3:5·

.'"

:)iJ . ' ..

11:4
0.6
1.2
0.9
1.7
2.6
3.5
1.8
2.2
3.9
1.3
2.2

104
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THE COU,NTY'S LOOMING PENSION CRISIS
BY JAMES L. DaTI AND JOHN M. W. MOORLACH
of their defined-belefit pension liabilities. Once-venerable
companies like United Airlines have already sunk, declaring
bankruptcy to get these liabilities off their books.
As serious as this problem is in the private sector, it pales
in comparison to the enormity of the public-sector dilemma.
Having recognized the inherent funding chaUengesposed by
defined-benefit pension plans, most private companies
moved away from these plans and replaced them with selfAs a result,
a
funding defined~ontribution plans like 401-k's.
.
.
.
James L. Doti
John M W. Moorlach
quarter of private companies have defined-benefit pension
The following article appeared five years ago in the plans versus 90 pe~cent of state and local governments.
· Sunday, November 6, 2005 edition of The. Orange County
California is in particularly dire straits. California's
Register. It was also reprinted in the December 2005110/ume Legislative Analyst Office, for example, reports that a publicof this Review.
sectqr worker in the state receives $17,000. mote in annual
.
i
In spite of the passage offiveyears, th'is.article is as're!e- pension benefits at the age of 65 than similar workers in
vant today as it was back then. The.sad thing is t"-at as pre- Florida and Illinois.
scient as the authors were in identifying the dange.rousunder-.
In an example from a recent report by economist Phillip
funding of~he state and counties 'pension obligations, nothing Romero, a 55-year-old California state worker earning
has been done. Not only has the problem reached crisis pro- $60,000 and retiring after 21 years of service receives 43.3
portions, it has becom.e .a national rather simp/y.a /()cal issue. . percent of that salary in annual pension benefits. That comWe reprint this article becaus~ thepropose4 solutions Dr. pares with 29.2 percent in New York and 20.8 percent in
Doti and Mr. Moorlach are still timely.
Florida.
Closer to home, the city of San Diego's recent pension
. James Doti is prf!Sident o/Chapman University and holds
· the Donald Bren· Distinguished .. Chair of B1!Siness and fund travails earned it the moniker "Enron-By-The-Sea." Yet,
Economics. John M W. Moor:lach was Orange County in spite of San Diego's national notoriety, Orange County's
:'Ireasurer-Tax Collector when this article was originally pub- . unfunded pension liabilities are roughly equal.
lished. He now serves on the Orang~County Board· of
In 2004, San Diego had pension
fund assets of $2.6 billion and lIaSupervisors, representing the second district.
bilities of $4.0 billion, . leaving a
Orange County is in serious fiscal trouble - strong wordstod~ticit of$i.4 billion: That put San
be sure, but hopefully, wake-up words.
Diego's asset-ta-liability ratio at 66 percent. Orange County's
Up to now, most of the talk regarding underfunded pension pension fund assets are $5.2 billion and its lia1:>ilities $7.5 billiabilities at the state ~d local levels has seemed far removed lion, putting its asset-to-liability ratio at· 69 .percent. . Put
from Orange County. Ina recent Business Week cover story, another way,. Orange County's pension fund liabilities exceed
it was estimated that underfunded pension 1iabilitiesat the .assets by 31 percent, roughly comparable t~ San Diego's 34
.. state and local levels stood at $278 billion - roughly 20 per- percent shortfall .
. cent of total annual state and local revenue. Other recent stud-·
In dollar terms, Orange County's pension fund deficit is
ies indicate that this is a conservative estimate. Calculations $2.3 billion ($5.2 billion. less $7.5 billion). This staggering
based on more traditionally accepted accounting standards in amount is roughly equivalent to the county's amiual Generitl
· the private sector push the deficit to an even more frightenin~ .. Fund and four times greater than its General Purpose revenue.
$700 billion.
Se~eral caveats are in order here. Pension' fund· deficits
'rhe problem is not confined to the public sector. In the pri- also depend on the expected rate of return, in the various' (
··vate sector, many corporations are sinking under the weight funds' investment pools. So a fund "Yith aD actuarial assump-

by
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tion of 7.5 percent, like Orange. County's, is slightly more day they become effective. The state of Georgia does this.
conservative than one at a higher rate,like San Diego's, at 8.0 Not surprisingly, Georgia's pension plan is fully funded.
Put an end to contrib,.tion holidays by escrowing state conpercent. But the risk-return profiles of each of the pools also
may differ. In the end, comparing funding deficits, as we have tributions during good. years to offset lean investment years.
General-obligation bonds require voter approval.
done here, is the best barometer available.
It should also be noted that the Orange County pension- Retroactive. pension-benefit increases should, too. San
fund deficit doesn't include the deficits that are likely to exist Francisco, which is both a city and a county, requires it, and
in the cities within the county. Nor does it include under- its plans are fully funded. Evidently, "conservative" Orange
funded retirement health benefits in the county and cities.- a County can learn,from "liberal" San Francisco.
If benefits creep up because of generous cost-of-living
problem that is potentially larger than the underfunded pensionproblem, especially given the rapidly increasing costs of adjustments, then:a..cap·can be placed on these COLAs.
health care.
The retirement age when benefits kick in can be increased.
It couid have been even worse fotOrange County. Like .This is.an approach being considered in Britain by Prime
many other state and local governments,. Orange County has Minister -Tony Blair;
used pension obligation bonds (POBs) to fund its future obliPerhaps the· best and most logical solution is to do what
. ,.,: gations. In an Enron-like off-balance-sheet shell game, gov- private firms increasingly
REPLACE DEFl N EDernments are allowed to add the proceeds of the POBs to their are doing, namely,replac~.
BEN
EF IT PLA NS \I\f lT H
pension fund assets but not to its liabilities. Orange County ing· defined-benefit. plans
DEFI N ED-CONTRIBUrecently paid off $320 million in POBs through funds with defmed-contribution
TION PLANS
received from the bankruptcy-related lawsuits against the plans, like 40t-k's, for.
l
county's former financial advisers.
new hires. This.w.o.uldn't solve the mismatch between liahiliSo if you're wondering where those funds were spent, they ties and assets for current public workers, but it would slowdidn't go to, streets and schools but to the pension fund. ly make costs. more predictable over the long term. That's
Excluding this $320 million lawsuit payoff, the county's pen- why Gov.. Schwarzenegger advocated such reform. He
sion-fund liabilities would have exceeded its aSsets by 34 per- derailed it because his initial plan uninteotionally cut survivor
cent, thesame as San Diego.
.benefits for. police alld firefighters. A revised. version of it
How did we get into this fix? Basically, elected officials may be back as. soon as next June's primary election.
across the nation, but particularly in California, succumbed to
But we don 'thave to wait tmtil then. Something can also
political pressure from public-employee unions to increase . be 40ne Tuesday by voting yes on Proposition 75 .. Public~
pension benefits
substantialiy. Many of these increased beneemployee unioIl:s. have.. become too politically powerful
.
. .
fits were even made retroactive with no fiscal mechanism in because they have UIiion dues at their disposal to throw at·
place to fund them.
lawmakers who vote their way. Not all union members supIn addition, governments had contribution holidays, where port pension plans tha.t,ultimately are fiscally unsound.
they reduced their contributions to pension funds when
Let!s give UIiion members some relief by requiring their
investment earnings were high, as they were during the dot- approval b~fore UIiion dues are spent on political causes.
com craze. Now that investment earnings have plummeted,
The pension problems facing almost all state and local
governmental contributions' havt; had to increase sharply to '. governments noionger.can be ignored.
make up' the. difference. These increased pension contribuShort- and lo~g ..run strategies must be pursued immediate". tions oonstitl),tea ~~aiplyhigher relative share of putllic lyto resolve.a fundmgcrisis that, left unchecked; will
'.'
.
'(isocialspendmg! ·iileVi~bly leadto.b.jgper taxes~few¢r government services
. . . Wiuit. tOd9?' ail~~veJi.w.ois.e~.~urudp~ ban1auPtcies.~·"
. ' ..
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WHY THE RECOVERY IS STALLING
BY STEVEN GJERSTADAND VERNON 1. SMITH
,,

have added a plot df new ho.using unit sales (S) because unit
sales in a recovery commonly turn up in advance of housing
expenditure (also in adyance of the flow of mortgage funds).
The onset of and decline during this recession were like
previous

recessions~

though its course has been deeper and

longer. By Q4 2007 sales of new homes had fallen without
interruption for nine straight quarters and expenditures on
new residential construction had fallen for seven quarters strong lead time signals of the looming distress. New home
sales recovered briefly in 2009, and have now declined for

Steven Gjerstad is a Presidential fellow at Chapman
University. . Vernon SmUh is ProfeisorofEcollomics andLaw
',':

four quarterS.

R:esidential construction expenditures have

been flat for six quarters. Consumer durables spending at

and Argyros Chair in fin.ance· and economics at Chapman
University. In 2002, he wasco~winner oftft.e Ni:JbeJPrize.in

best has stabilized, up slightly from its Q4 2008 low.

Economics.

first year following the previous ten

The average increase in new residential construction in the

post-w"~ recessions has·

The following a.rticle appeared.in .the Friday, .September

been 26.3 percent (and 29.5 percent if we excluded the failed

10, 2010 edition of The Wall Street JournaL. Seethe follow-

recovery after 1980). By way of comparison, the average

ing link

http://ideas.repec.orglp/Chulwp~per/10-03;html

for

the expanded version of this article.

increase in non-residential fixed investment has been 4.7 percent.

The largest increase in residential construction fol-

lowed the 1981-82 recession, when it increased 75.5 percent
Our study of all the post war recessions and .'the Great

as monetary policy was relaxed. Since the ·end of the recent

Depression leads' to the following empirical proposition. If

recession, residential construction has fallen 2.4 percent.

there is no recovery in housing expenditures, confirmed by a

This is the slowest rebound in residential construction in any

recovery in consumer durable goods expenditures, then there

sustained recovery from a post-war recession. No policy will

is no economic recovery.

change this situation: the housing market is saturated with

In the Great Depression and in every recession-since, residential construction has recovered· before everyotber.sector

foreciosed homes. This is a fact that needs to be confronted:
we are almost surely in for a long slog. •

and its recovery has been far larger in percentage terms than
in any other major sector.
Applied to the Great Recession, it appears that :those who'

CHANGES TO HOUSING, INVESTMENT.
AND CONSUMPTION
(rdative to their Q4 2007 levels)

see signs of or hope for a recovery may be grasping at stra~s.
What one should hope is that this time .it is different -from
every one oftbe past fourteen U.S. downturns, but those who
believe this have past experience weighing· in against them.
The chart plots all the major expenditure components of

100
75

-NOD-<Iunble coasumptiOll
-.-Cousumer dmabl.. (0)
t-.~~¥-+-""'''\?o:----i -NOD-..... fixed m'ltStmel)t (1)

50

Gross Domestic Product in percentage deviations :fromtheir
levels in the fourth quarter of 2007, officially declared as the

25

. start of the recession by ~e National Bureau of Economic

o

Research. These components are personal consumption of

-25

services and non-durable goods (C), households' durable
.goods expenditures (0), expenditure on new single-family

-50

and multi-family housing units (H), and non-residential fixed

-75

investment (I). . In addition to these GDP components' we
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Moreno Valley Unified School District
23300 Cottonwood Avenue
Phone:
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Tax number: 52-1770792

Mayor Richard Stewart
City Hall
Moreno Valley
January 12,2011
Dear Mayor Stewart,
Moreno Valley High School has had a sister school in France for 6 years. Our
sister school is the Lycee Malherbe in Caen in Normandy. We will host sixteen students
and two teachers from our sister school in France from April 20 to May 4,2011. They
will be hosted by Moreno Valley High School families and attend school with our
students. My French students spent two weeks in Caen in the spring of 2011 and attended
high school in France.
One of the highlights of the visit of the group from France is always to visit City
Hall and meet the mayor. It is a rewarding experience for the group from France to
discover how an American city is run. In the past years, Mayors Batey and Flickinger
have met with the students from Normandy.
Could we please include the visit of City Hall and the visit of the police
department into our program this year?
I am attaching the program I made for the students. If you cam make it possible to
welcome the French group at City Hall, please let me know what dates and time are
available. I will gladly change the program to make meeting the mayor of Moreno
Valley possible. If the visit ispossible after 3 p.m., the American host brothers and sisters
will be able to join the students from France.
Please contact me at Moreno Valley High School at
oom U 300,
or e-mail meatframin@mvusd.k12.ca.us. to let me know if I can take our sister-school
students from France to meet you and tour City Hall .
... Sincerely, I
~L:>f:-~

r:J
~,\_

Frauke Elisabeth Ramin
French Teacher
Moreno Valley High School.

MV00224695

·•
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Program for students from Caen at Moreno Valley High School
Date
Wednesday, April 20

Activity
French students arrive at LAX at 9.05 p.m. Flight Air France
072. Families pick kids up from airport.

Thursday, April 21

Welcome at school. Go to room U 300 to start a tour of the
school. Get your ID at the counseling office. Go the class with
your host brothers and sisters afterwards.
Day at school. Meeting with Peter Leblanc in room U 300
period 2 to learn about water conservation in California.
Field Trip to the Getty Museum and Venice Beach.
Departure: 8 a.m. in front of the school.
Return: 8 p.m. in front of school.
Bring food for the day for you and your French sister/brother.
Take a beach towel and your swimmers.
Palm Springs and Mount San Jacinto by tram. Picnic on the
mountain, stroll on Palm Canyon Boulevard in Palm Springs.
Depart 8 a.m. in front of school, return: 5 p.m. in front of
school. Wear walking shoes, take a jacket, pack a picnic for you
and your French sisterlbrother. Take enough food and water for
the day.
School
Meeting with counselors room U 300 period 2 to learn about the
American school system.
School
~~snoOI. ViSiTOf'Ci ty HaI1-and-meet-the 'mayor~of""M"oreno--;J
Valley.}

Friday, April 22
Saturday, April 23

Sunday, April 24

Monday, April 25

Tuesday, April 26
Wednesday, April 27

Thursday, April 28

Friday, April 29
Saturday, April 30
Sunday, May 1
Monday, May 2
Tuesday, May 3
Wednesday, May 4

Universal Studios 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Bus leaves in front of school
at 8 a.m. and returns at 8 p.m. Be in front of the school at 7.45
a.m. Pack enough food and water for you and your host
sister/brother. You may not take food or water into Universal
Studios.
School
Weekend with your host families
Weekend with your host families
School, students from France go to the weight room during
periods 5 and 6 to meet Coach Wadkins to learn about football.
School
Departure of students from France at 5.30 p.m.at LAX.
Families take kids to airport.
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· 0 () April 27, 2011
2:30 p.m.
5"00 p.m.
Meet Ing ate s : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Beginning Time: _______ Ending Time: .
Open Council Chamber Door for Public Access:

-,-3_:1_s_p_._m_~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ a.m.lp.m.

Staff member must be present the entire lime the Council Chamber doors are open

Name of Organization/Meeting:

French Students Meetinq with Mayor Stewart

No. of Persons Attending: _4_0_ _ _ _ _ No. of Chairs Required: _4_0_ _ __

Equipment/Sound System/Microphones:

No. of Tables Required: _0_ _ _ __

Media Communications will do their own set up for a mock Council meeting

(Request must be received at time of Council Chamber Reservation)

Contact Person: _Ju_l_ie_n_e_C.....
la_y__'__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _0_00_-_30_0.....8_ _ _ _ _-:--

Date: February 2, 2011

$_----------Cash _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Insurance Requirements:
Indemnity Agreement: _ _ _ _ _ __

Confirmation by: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date _ _ _ _ _ _"'--_ _ _ __

Certificate of Insurance: _ _ _ _ __

Security: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Check "'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Memorandum of Insurance: _ _ _ __

Facilities _ _ _ _ Media _ _ __

Fees:

SETUP OPTION: I~_

. ___

._H. ___ ._

STORAGE AREA

00

o

(/)

~

8
0:
t-

(/)

w

Capacity 193

0:
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SUNDANCE PLAZA LLC
2932 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #206
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Telephone: (
(
Mayor Richard Stewart, and
City Council Members
City of Moreno Valley - City Hall
14177 Fredrick St.
Moreno Valley, Ca 92552

April 26, 2011
Via Email and
Hand Deliver at
Meeting

RE: "ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTION PLAN"
Dear Mayor Stewart,
We have Owned and Operated "The Sundance Center" Uust South West of Indian S1. and
Sunnymead Blvd.) continuously since 1995. This is the second major Recession that we have
weathered through during that time. On recent visits, we have been impressed with some of the
City'S latest "Successes" and Accomplishments. The new "Skechers Facility", Hospital and
Health Care Developments, and the March 1.P.A. "Meridian Project" axe all very impressive
strides forward;' but more is needed, if Moreno Valley is to achieve its "full potential".
This is the first time in our collective memory, that we remember the City making such a
concerted effort to "Plan" for its "Economic Future". We are lifelong Advocates of the "Axiom"
that there is a "direct correlation" between the "number of jobs available" in a community and
Property values, Quality of Life Issues, and "Spendable" Municipal Revenues within same. As
such, we strongly support your Adoption of the proposed "Economic Development Action Plan"
on tonight's agenda. It is essential for the continued Success and Prosperity of Moreno Valley.

In closing, to be "complete and fair", the "Plan" must also address the mechanisms that will
be required to "convert" the "Central Sunnymead Area" into a true "Business District Downtown" for the City. The area is a "natural environment" for such. It is situated next to the
"60 Freeway", serviced by Two North / South off ramps and arterial streets (Heacock and Perris
Blvd.), accessed by no less than Six major East / West arterials, and surrounded by more than
One Hundred Thousand hard working "existing residents" within a five mile radius. The City
should have been using Redevelopment Funds for the last twenty five years to acquire land and
bring added "Jobs Creating" Projects to "The Center of the City". It is the "Highest and Best Use
"for this area; it needs "Help". Moreno Valley does not need "more" Liquor Stores, "Discount
Marts", and "Affordable Housing".
Cc: City Council Members
Sincerely,
City Manager
.. ~-=::.-:-.- ..... "...,..

"

~

\
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" - ;

_ ... ----.

'..

' . : _.. __.,,"")

Dan Khani
Managing Partner
Sundance Plaza LLC

../'

.... .-C.-

Community Development
Economic Director
Planning Official
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Cindy Miller
From:

Jim Kelly Oimkellyjp@gmaiLcom]

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 9:12 AM

To:

Richard Stewart

Cc:

Jesse Molina; William Batey; Robin Hastings; Marcelo Co; Deanna Reeder; Henrietta Hamilton; Lenny Crisafulli

Subject: development

I want you to know that I am against further development of the east side. We have one white
albatross that spoils the view of the eastern part of the valley. If you do not know what mean go
to the surrounding elevations of the valley and look down and you will see what I mean. The city
council is only developing that area because of Mr. Benzeevi and what he promises. Please do
not let this happen any further. We could end up looking like Mira Lorna or worst Railto.
I do not agree with the development of the area between Nason and Iris and Cactus. That area is
nothing but a vacant lot and guess who owns it? Yup Mr. Benzeevi. If it is developed will the
tax payers have to pay for it? I would suggest Eminent domain or ask Benzeeve to help the city
and donate that land. Would that be much since the city has helped him out in so many ways.
Please do not mention jobs as an excuse to develop a part ofthe city that should be left pristine
for the citizens enjoyment.
I am sending you this email because I am unable to attend the meeting because of my work
schedule. I have taken days off and left work early to attend some of the meetings. I feel it is
important to let you know what myself and neighbors think in your district.

Jim Kelly

4/26/2011
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cindy Miller
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:54 AM
William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com';
'molinavision@verizon.net'; Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings
Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez
Economic Dev. Plan - Emails
FW: Economic Development Action Plan; Economic Development Action Plan; Re: Economic
Action Plan; Tuesday City Council Meeting; Econ. Dev. Action Plan; Untitled

Attached emails forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

cathy Parada
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:39 AM
Cindy Miller
Barry Foster
Economic Dev. Plan

FW: Economic
Economic
Re: Economic
)evelopment Actio .. !velopment Action PI
Action Plan

Tuesday City
Council Meeting

Econ. Oev. Action
Plan

Untitled

1
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cathy Parada on behalf of Henry T. Garcia

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:37 AM

To:

Cathy Parada

Subject: FW: Economic Development Action Plan

From: David Slawson [mailto:slawson@wai-eng.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 6:57 AM
To: Henry T. Garcia
Subject: Economic Development Action Plan
Mr. Garcia:
I would like to express my support for item G2 on tonight's City Council agenda:. In my dealings with the
city, and in my time on the City's Planning Commission, it is the first time I have seen presented a
framework for a well thought-out economic development plan. Instead of simply promoting the city
to commercial, retail and industrial end-users, the plan attempts to create economic opportunity by way of
land use regulation and a commitment to infrastructure improvement targeted to attract economic
development. This, for the first time, will give a valuable tool to the economic development department as
well as everyone else in our community who desires to see us succeed in creating a higher quality of life
for our residents.
.
After its adoption I recommend it's virtues should be promoted to the Chambers of Commerce, business
and community leaders to help in getting the word out, and to utilities and EMWD so that they can
properly plan their facilities.
Also, I would encourage the city in the long term to develop a variance program allowing projects
providing jobs and opportunities to be exempted from the city's electric utility, where SCE already has the
infrastructure to serve a site and where major expense is required in order to receive service from
the city's utillity. Adding hundreds of thousands of dollars, or millions of dollars,
the cost of a jobscreating project can be a huge deterrent when a developer is selecting a site for a project, especially
when those same costs can be avoided in Perris or Riverside.
Thank you,
David Slawson

to

=======
Email scanned by PC Tools - No viruses or spyware found.
(Email Guard: 7.0.0.18, Virus/Spyware Database: 6.V360)
http://www.petools.eom

-------
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Cindy Miller
From:

Victoria Saca [victoriabaca2000@gmail.comj

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:31 AM

To:

City Manager's Office

Subject: Economic Development Action Plan

Mr. Henry Garcia, as a longtime resident of Moreno Valley, former school board member
(MVUSD), and community activist, I would like for you to know that I support the Economic
Development Action Plan that it is being presented tonight.
Regards,

Victoria Baca, M.Ed.
23595 Judge Ward Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

4/26/2011
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Cindy Miller
Juda Thomas [msjuda1@verizon.net]
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:05 AM
info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org
City Manager's Office
Re: Economic Action Plan

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Goodmorning Mr. Garcia,
First of all let me say I do support the economic development action plan for our city.
As a homeowner, business owner and resident, I look forward to seeing more jobs here in
our city.
This would allow parents not to commute removing our ~urrent latch key
community, which leads to crime.
We as a community, need more programs for our residents
to learn and grow.
Second on the agenda is I would like you to refer my services to anyone is interested in a
condo or home here in our city.
I have distressed prope~ties, fixer uppers and first time
homebuyers properties with photos.
Respectfully,
Juda Thomas
REALTOR®
Beechwood Realty
DRE#:
01794337

Apr 25,

2011 05:19:23 PM,

info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org wrote:

===========================================

Dear Friend,
For the first time in the history of Moreno Valley, a forward looking and realistic
Economic Development Action Plan has been developed for our city.
This Economic Development Action Plan presents a vision and a new direction for our city.
This plan will be the key to Moreno Valley's economic re~overy.
It leaves the old, failed
ideas of the past behind and brings Moreno Valley's economy into the 21st Century.
This plan will be key to Moreno Valley's economic recovery because it's central focus is
job creation.
The plan seeks to create good paying jobs by bringing new industry to our city.
It
supports and invests in Moreno Valley's existing businesses to keep those businesses and
the jobs they provide here in our city.
.
Too many of Moreno Valley residents are out of work.
They need jobs.
here we need.to attract and retain job-creating businesses.

To bring those jobs

This Economic Development Action Plan will fulfill that essential goal, put residents back
to work, and get our city moving again.
Please e-mail City Manager Henry Garcia and let him know that you support the Economic
Development Action Plan that it is being presented Tuesday night.
1

MV00224703

Mr. Garcia's email is cmoffice@moval.org
It is item G2 on the City Council's agenda.
Thank you in advance for your support for this forward looking Economic Development Action
Plan that has a realistic vision for protecting and creating businesses and the jobs they
provide our fellow residents.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL GELLER, Chair
Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association
P.O. Box 7599
Moreno
Valley, CA 92522
P.S. The Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association respects your privacy. Should you no longer·
wish to receive emails from the Association, please e-mail info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org
with the word UNSUBSCRIBE as the title.

2
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Suzie Fredenburg [suzie@div-re.com]
Monday, April 25, 2011 8:02 PM
City Manager's Office
Tuesday City Council Meeting

Hello Mr. Garcia,
I support the Economic Development Action Plan that is being presented Tuesday night.
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jerry Uerrystephens29@yahoo.comj
Monday, April 25, 2011 7:53 PM
City Manager's Office
Econ. Oev. Action Plan

I Strongly SOPPORT this plan! Well done by you & your staff. Keep it up

I I I I

Sent from my iPhone

1
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Cindy Miller
From: Alicia Espinoza [azmedtrans@me.com]
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 5:33 PM
To:

City Manager's Office

Mr. Garcia:
You are doing a great job...

Your the best.

A-Z Medical Transportation, Inc.
Serving Nationwide.

4/26/2011

.j
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Cindy Miller

--_._----_._-----_._---_._-_.._---------_. __.......
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From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 201112:13 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com';
'molinavision@verizon.net'; Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject:

Letters of Support - Economic Development Plan

Attachments: Economic Development Plan Support Letters.pdf

Attached forwarded on behalf of CEDD Director

Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.

P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552·0805

E: cindym@moval.org

w: www.moval.org

4/26/2011
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Pacific Retail Partners

April 26, 2011

Barry Foster
Community & Economic Development Director
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
RE:

Economic Development Action Plan dated April 26, 2011

Dear Barry,
It was a pleasure to meet with you on April 22, 2011 to discuss the proposed Economic
Development Action Plan proposed by the City of Moreno Valley.
As the Managing Member of MVPJL, LLC, the owners of Moreno Beach Plaza phase 1,
we support the above referenced plan.
Thank you for your continued efforts in supporting CIP projects in eastern Moreno
Valley - Rancho 8elago area of the city of Moreno Valley.
Good Luck with your proposed plan.
Best regards,

MVPJL·LLC

~

Joseph D. Meyer
Managing Member

CC:

Larry Canale
Fred Waugh

5225 Canyon Crest Dr., Suite 166, Riverside, CA 92507
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April 21, 2011
Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re:

Proposed Redevelopment Plan

Dear Mayor Stewart,
On behalf of Weingarten Realty Investors (WRI) and the original development
team associated with Stoneridge Towne Centre, please recognize this letter as
formal support for the recent economic development plans submitted to the City
Council for consideration.
As you know, store sales at Stoneridge Towne Centre have been dramatically
affected by the severe slow down in housing and the overall economic climate.
We believe the shift in priorities toward projects that provide better circulation, will
ultimate keep buyers in Moreno Valley, improve store sales and ultimately
increase sales tax revenues.
Stoneridge Towne Centre ha? suffered on many fronts including a challenging
retail climate, delays in the Nason improvement project and the dramatic slow
down in the overall economy. The ability to attract new tenants is very difficult
based on sales comps and store closures in tile adjacent shopping center.
Ultimately, access and circulation must be improved so local residents and
workers have the ability to efficiently utilize the services provided on the East side
of Moreno Valley.
Mayor, we appreciate the proactive efforts being made to link the community and
new business with existing retailers. Failure to make improvements now will
ultimately result in additional store closures, leading to dramatically lower tax
revenues. We fully support the proposed economic plan. wllich we believe we
lead to stabilizing and ultimately growing the sales tax base.
Sincerely,

T:i¥,LO~:INVE#-STMENT GROUP
-,,-:~ ~.~-~~-!..

-

-----,,-,,---_.•

Mlc ael Marks
CEO
( 'r'i

'.< I'
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RCCD

RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
MORENO VALLEY COLLEGE

I NORCO COLLEGE I RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE

April 12,2011
The Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

I·
,
I

RE:

Economic Development Program/Plan for City of Moreno Valley

Dear Mayor Stewart:
Riv-erside Community College District (RCCD) wishes to express our support towards the City Council's
direction of an Economic Development Plan - Areas of Opportunity for the City. As you know, Riverside
Community College District is a three-college higher education system serving 1.4 million people living in
Riverside Counly. In the fall 2010, student enrollment exceeded 38,000. RCCD colleges are located in the cities
of Riverside, Moreno Valley and Norco-three highly diverse regions.
RceD is proud to be a stak~holder in the community of Moreno Valley over the past 20 years through our
Moreno Valley campus which is now Moreno Valley College (RCCD-MVC). The recent accreditation as
Moreno Valley College reflects the monumental transition and maturity of both the college and the community
in which it resides. Serving more than 9,000 students, Moreno Valley College has long standing programs and
traditions of partnership in key workforce development fields such as dental hygiene and assisting, physician
assistants and public safety education (located at Ben Clark Public Safety Education Center). Additionally,
RCCD-MVC is currently and over the next few years, reaping from the benefits of the community's passage of
Measure C and state bond funding, with nearly $100 million of present and future construction. The facility
development program for the college will result in over· 1,000 construction jobs over the duration of the
program.
Being the community of Moreno VaUey's higher education institution, with career technical education
programs serving the workforce needs of the region, RCCD-MVC is a key partner in the economic development
of the community and region. Economic Development is included in the mission of community colleges of
California. As such, RCCD supports the city's advancement of a new Economic Development Plan - Areas of
Opportunity; and pleased to serve as an economic development partner with the city and community.
Sincerely,

cc:

City Manager Henry Garcia
Economic Development Director Barry Foster
Moreno Valley City Council
RCeD Board of Trustees
MVC President

1533 Spruce Street, Suite 210

Riverside, CA 92507-2427
(
www.rccd.edu
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The Honorable City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno VaJley, CA 92553
Re: City Revitalization via Economic Development Action Plan Projects
Members of the City CO\Dlcil,
We are writing to you today to express our clear and enthusiastic support for the City's Economic
Development Action Plan. Moss Bros. Auto Group is the largest family of dealerships in the Inland
Empire and has been a proud partner with the City of Moreno Valley, working in unison to improve the
Moreno Valley Auto Mall and grow sales volume beyond pre-recession levels.
Growth on such a dynamic level requires infrastructure investment and flexible partnerships that can
enable rapid and successful completion. The City's Economic Development Action Plan details the
necessary steps to reprioritize and fund key initiatives such as City Center of which we are proud to be
a part:
1) Connect Eucalyptus Avenue Moreno Beach Drive
Access to the Auto Mall and convenient connection to surrounding retail centers such as
Stoneridge Towne Center and Moreno Beach Plaza allow for organic traffic increases at
all facilities.

2) New On- and Off-Ramp to Moreno Beach Drive
We have already seen an increase in conswner traffic and corresponding sales volume
since expanding the Chevrolet dealership and returning Buick GMC to the Auto Mall.
Greater access to and from the vital 60 freeway corridor will be critica1 to positive
customer shopping experiences in the area
3) Cactus Avenue Improvements
Increased traffic circulation with greater ingress and egress between the streets of the
City Center project (Cactus, Nason. Lasselle, Moreno Beach, and Eucalyptus) will
promote more travel between Stoneridge Towne Center, Moreno Beach Plaza, and the
Auto Mall. City residents and emp]oyees of large organizations such as RCRMC, Kaiser,
and Moreno Valley College should be having easy access to our local shopping centers.

8146 Auto Drive' Riverside' CalifomiB • 92504 •
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4) Auto Mall Street and Facility Upgrades
Improved branding and visibility for the City of Moreno Valley and Moss Bros. Auto
Group current and forthcoming franchises will develop a stronger presence throughout
the Inland Empire and enable increased economic investment, retention of Riverside
County sales tax revenue, and positive customer shopping experiences in the area.
These improvements are vital to the healthy economic gro~th of the City and expanding the retail base
of opportunity for residents and businesses. The ambition and dedication of the City Council, City
Manager, and Community and Economic Development Agency is recognized and appreciated by Moss
Bros. Auto Group.

Moss Bros. Auto Group

MV00224713

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

April 20,2011

Barry Foster
Community & Economic Development Director
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Regarding:

City of Moreno Valley Economic Development Plan

Dear Mr. Foster,
It was a pleasure to meet with you on April 7, 2011 and discuss the City's proposed Economic Development Plan.
An effective city infrastructure is an Important element for emergency response and access within any community.
The hospital fully supports the City's proposed City Center Projects, especially those enhancing access to
Riverside County Regional Medical Center (RCRMC). The proposed widening of Cactus Avenue and extension
of Nason Street will provide the following benefits to RCRMC and the city:
1)

Improved access for emergency vehicles; the extension of Nason will provide another method of access
within the city and widening of the road in front of RCRMC will ensure timely access on a very busy
roadway when time is of the essence for critical patients needing medical care.

2)

Improved access for patients and visitors; will allow patients to arrive on time for appointments with
physicians and family members to easily visit loved ones who may be in the hospital. Being able to
travel within a city without the worries of traffic congestion greatly enhances a person's impression of a
city and our facility.

3)

Improved access for our employees; ease of access to a person's place of employment makes a
business more attractive. New employees could potentially bring more revenue into a city with
increased property and sales tax revenues.

Again, RCRMC fully supports the City's proposed Economic Development Plan - City Center projects.
Sincerely,

Hospital Director I CEO
DB:DI

j

26520 Cactus Avenue, Moreno Valley, California 92555

,
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 12:08 PM

To:

,..
William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail,com';
'molinavision@verizon.net'; Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail:com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject:

FW: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan

Attachments: Economic Developement Plan.pdf
Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
-----Original Message----From: Danny.Schwier [mailto: Danny.Schwier@realliving.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 11:38 AM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: FW: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
mr garcia,i have reviewed the new economic development action plan and i hope you join me in supporting this plan
tonight.
Danny Schwier
Broker/President
REAL LIVING PREMIER REALTY
23180 Hemlock Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Telephone 951-571-9800
F
PLEASE NOTE MY NEW PHONE NUMBER/FAX NUMBER/ADDRESS
From: Michael Geller [msg@gslawllp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:54 AM
To: Danny.Schwier
Subject: RE: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
Hope all is well with you.
The link to the agenda item which did not work on the email is
http://65.214. 188. 76/sirepub/pubmtgframe.aspx?meetid=469&doctype=agenda
I have attached the Report of the City Manager.
Hope to see you. It will likely be the first item on the agenda tonight.
Law Offices of
Geller & Stewart, LLP
Michael S. Geller

This message is protcted by various priveleges including attorney-client and attorney work-product. If you received
this message in error, please destroy immediatly.
-----Original Message----From: Danny.Schwier [mailto:Danny.Schwier@realliving.com]
Sent: Monday, April 25, 20115:50 PM
To: info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org

4/26/2011
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Subject: RE: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
dear michael,i would love to support this effort but i need to read your new economic development action plan so i would have better
understanding of it. please email me a copy. thanks, danny schwier Danny Schwier Broker/President REAL LIVING PREMIER
REALTY 23180 Hemlock Avenue Moreno VaHey, CA 92557
951-315-1466 PLEASE NOTE MY NEW PHONE NUMBERIFAX NUMBER/ADDRESS
From: Moreno VaHey Taxpayers Association [info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org]
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Danny.Schwier
Subject: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
Dear Friend,
For the first time in the history of Moreno VaHey, a forward looking and realistic Economic Development Action Plan has been
developed for our city.
This Economic Development Action Plan presents a vision and a new direction for our city.
This plan will be the key to Moreno Valley's economic recovery. It leaves the old, failed ideas of the past behind and brings Moreno
Valley's economy into the 21st Century.
This plan will be key to Moreno Valley's economic recovery because it's central focus is job creation.
The plan seeks to create good paying jobs by bringing new industry to our city. It supports and i! nvests in Moreno VaHey's existing
businesses to keep those businesses and the jobs they provide here in our city.
Too many of Moreno Valley residents are out of work. They need jobs.
To bring those jobs here we need to attract and retain job-creating businesses.
This Economic Development Action Plan will fulfill that essential goal, put residents back to work, and get our city moving again.
Please e-mail City Manager Henry Garcia and let him know that you support the Economic Development Action Plan that it is being
presented Tuesday night.
Mr. Garcia's email is cmoffice@moval.org
It is item G2 on the City Council's agenda.

Thank you in advance for your support for this forward looking Economic Development Action Plan that has a realistic vision for
protecting and creating businesses and the jobs they provide our fellow residents.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL GELLER, Chair
Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association
P! .0. Box 7599
Moreno Valley, CA 92522
P.S. The! Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association respects your privacy.
Should you no longer wish to receive emails from the Association, please e-mail info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org with the word·
UNSUBSCRIBE as the title.

4/26/2011
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 2:08 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
Richard Stewart;'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject: FW: Economic Development Action Plan

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From: Steven Amaya [mailto:steve@pioneerrealestate.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 12:26 PM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: Economic Development Action Plan

Hello Mr. Garcia,
I support the Economic Development Action Plan! I am self employed and blessed that my
business is doing well. I work and live in Moreno Valley and would love to see our city improve,
if there is anything I can do to help or support you please let me know.
Regards,

Steven Amaya I Realtor I Coldwell Banker Pioneer Real Estate
License# 01307925
I web: www.stevenamaya.com I e-mail:
Steve@pioneerrealestate.com

ORE

Inland Empire Office
I
Blvd, Moreno Valley, CA 92553

I Address: 23631 Sunnymead

Orange County Office
Office:
I Address: 2901 West
MacArthur Blvd, Suite 201, Santa Ana, CA 92704

4/26/2011
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From:

United Democrats of Moreno Valley [united.democrats@gmail.comj

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:08 PM

Subject: Fwd: A realistic Economic Development Action Plan for Moreno Valley to get our city moving into a 21st century
enconomy!

Dear Fellow Democrat,
For the first time in the history of Moreno Valley, a forward looking and realistic Economic
Development Action Plan has been developed for our city.
This Economic Development Action Plan presents a vision and a new direction for our city.
This plan will be the key to Moreno Valley's economic recovery. It leaves the old, failed ideas of
the past behind and brings Moreno Valley's economy into the 21 st Century.
This plan will be key to Moreno Valley's economic recovery because it's central focus is job
creation.
.
.
The plan seeks to create good paying jobs by bringing new industry to our city. It supports and
invests in Moreno Valley's existing businesses to keep those businesses and the jobs they provide
here in our city.
Too many of Moreno Valley residents are out of work. They need jobs. To bring those jobs
here we need to attract and retain job-creating businesses.
This Economic Development Action Plan will fulfill that essential goal, put residents back to
work, and get our city moving again.
Please e-mail City Manager Henry Garcia and let him know that you support the Economic
Development Action Plan that it is being presented Tuesday night.
Mr. Garcia's email is cmoffice@moval.org
It is item G2 on the City Council's agenda.

Thank you in advance for your support for this forward looking Economic Development Action
Plan that has a realistic vision for protecting and creating businesses and the jobs they provide
our fellow residents.
Christopher Baca
Vice-Chair, Riverside County Democratic Central Committee
Vice-Chair, AD-65 RCnCC

In the final analysis it doesn't really matter what the
political system is ... We don't need perfect political systems; we
need perfect participation.
~Cesar E. Chavez

4/26/2011
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United Democrats of Moreno Valley
"Once social change begins, it cannot be reversed. You cannot uneducate the person who has learned to read.
You cannot humiliate the person who feels pride. You cannot oppress the people who are not afraid anymore.
We have seen the future, and the future is ours."
- Cesar Chavez

4/26/2011
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4:08 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject: FW: Economic Development Plan

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From: Meli Van Natta [mailto:ask.meli@verizon.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:51 PM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: Economic Development Plan
Dear Mr. Garcia,
I have to say I am very impressed with the staffs work on this document. It's very thorough and forwardlooking, focusing on Moreno Valley's future instead of its past. There are a few items that may need
"tweaking", but overall I support the plan and the vision.
Sincerely,
Meli Van Natta, CRS
Rancho Belago Realty
23205 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Email: ask.meli@verizon.net
Website: www.RanchoBelagoRealty.com
DRE License: 00660064

4/26/2011
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From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4:15 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject: FW: I am in suport of the economic dev. action plan being presented tuesday night it is item g2 on the council
agenda

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From: DSW Corp [mailto:dswcorp@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4: 13 PM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: I am in suport of the economic dev. action plan being presented tuesday night it is item g2 on
the council agenda

4/26/2011
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From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:02 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject: FW: Economic Development Action Plan

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From: United Democrats of Moreno Valley [mailto:united.democrats@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4:57 PM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: Economic Development Action Plan

Dear Mr. Garcia,
As a longtime resident of Moreno Valley and community
activist, I would like for you to know that.I support the
Economic Development Action Plan that i t is being
presented tonight.
I beleive this plan will be key to Moreno Valley's
economic recovery because of it's central focus on job
creation.
The Plan will fulfill that essential goal, put
residents back to work, and get our city moving again.

D. Raul Wilson
23595 Judge Ward Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

United Democrats of Moreno Valley
"Once social change begins, it cannot be reversed. You cannot uneducate the person who has
learned to read. You cannot humiliate the person who feels pride. You cannot oppress the people
who are not afraid anymore. We have seen the future, and the future is ours."
- Cesar Chavez

4/26/2011
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Moreno Valley Educators Associati~~
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23025 Atlantic Circle, Suite A
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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www.mveainfo.com

February 2, 2011

Richard Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Dear Mayor Stewart,
nd

On March 2 , the National Education Association, California Teachers Association and our local Moreno Valley
Educators Association will be celebrating Dr. Seuss's birthday with Read Across America.
As you know, research shows that learning to read is important in every child's life. Mastering reading skills
allows a child be more successful in school and to be better prepare academically, as well as socially. By
introducing a child to reading, ybu will be helping to motivate a child to read. And the more they read, the more
they learn, and the better they do in school.
I would like to invite you to participate in this celebration, by having you read at one of our elementary or middle
schools on March 2, 2011.
I am hoping that you will help to open new doors, new ideas, and new worlds to our students.
If you are interested in being part of this event, please contact me at the Moreno Valley Educators Association
office at (
or you can email meatamyipd@gmail.com .

Amy D. Hall
Director of Instruction & Professional Development
amyipd@gmail.com

Janet MacMillan
MVEA President

~.
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Email: josephmagna@yahoo.com

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET
IF ALL PAGES ARE NOT RECEIVED, PLEASE CALL (562) 847·1688

DATE:

PAGE(S) TO FOLLOW: _

TO:

219/2011

Paul J. Early, Deputy City Attorney

COMPANY:

City Of Moreno Valley'

Attn: Robert l. Honsen

FAX:
FROM:

Joseph Magna/Magna & Magna, Ino.

MESSAGE:

Re: 12276 BPems Blvd, Moreno Valley, CA

Dear Mr Early:
Fia-sl, I hupe yuu have receIved G3·s Holistic Lease that you have requested on Feb 2
Second. As I havepceviously statetf, J shall not oppose any action against G3 Holistio by
.

.

the City that you are representing and, I also stated that I can not see how c~" tenninate.
the legal lease I have with 03 Holistic without to be sure that I will not be sued by G3
Holistic~

You said, that you understand my problem.

Third, I again state,lhat J will not oppose the Moreno Valley City HaIl '$. action against
G3 Holistic and I shall follow any order by you or a court that legally protects me and/or

Magna & Magna, Inc..
I document that you may have filed ina court.

This complete fax transmiS6ion Is Intended solely for .the u~ of the Individual or entiiy to which it is addtessed, and may contain
Information that Is.privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are nOlthe lmentfedredplAnt.
or the. employee ()( d-.;: Clytir,1 responsiOle ·for delivenng Ihls transmission to the Intended recipient. yo\.! are hereby notified that a'ily
dissemination, dl6tributlo~, copying or use of the contents of this tranSmission Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
tranSmission jn error, please. notify us immediately by·telephone, so the sender may arrange to re1r1eve the tmnMllssionstno COtit
10 you. nltlllk you.
'
. .
.
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DIANNE FEINSTEIN
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CALIFORNIA
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INTELLIGENCE-CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

.tlnited ~tatl'S ~cnatl'

RECEIVED
11 JAN 3\ PM 3·

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE ON RULES AND
ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-0504
http://fei nstei n, senate,9 ov

January 25, 2011

cc: City Council
City Manager

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Post Office Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I received your letter from January 5th, regarding the severe storms and flooding in
Moreno Valley. I share your concerns for the residents of Riverside County and welcome
this opportunity to respond.
As you know, Governor Schwarzenegger requested a Major Disaster Declaration on
December 29,2010. In response to this request, 44 members of the California Congressional
Delegation joined me in asking the President to approve the Governor's request. I have
included a copy of my letter to the President for your records. While I have yet to receive a
response from either the Federal Emergency Management Agency or the Executive Office, I
am hopeful that the President will declare a disaster and make this much needed assistance
available to the residents of your community.
I understand that a Major Disaster Declaration will provide critical financial support
both to the city and its residents in this time of economic hardship. When and if the
President declares a disaster, please let me know if I can be of any assistance to you as you
apply for aid. Also, please do not hesitate to have your staff contact Devin RhinersJn of my
Washington D.C. office at
if they have any questions. Thank you again for
your letter and I look forward to \\'orking with you to help speed the recovery from this
devastating storm.

Sincerely,

~
-~I~
.- ...
V~lW~~
...........

sop

Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator

DF:dr:jj
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IlaltJfngton. K 205\0
January 7, 2011
The Honorable Barack Obama
President
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20050
D.ear Mr. President:'
We write today to ask you to declare a Major Disaster Declaration in the
State of California as a result of the recent torrential rains and heavy snow in 12
counties in our state.
As you know, the threshold for a Federal'Major Disaster in the State of
California is set at $44,033,142 by the Stafford Act. Last week the Governor
certified that the costs of this event have already exceeded $111,000,000- clearly
,surpassing this threshold.
The current weather system has brought heavy rains, up to six feet of snow,
60-mile-per-hour winds and six-foot coastal tides to Kern, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San Luis Obispo, Mariposa, Tulare, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara,
Kings, Inyo and San Diego Counties. Furthermore, the damage continues to mount
as rain and snow are still falling across the state. The extreme weather has caused
damage to roads, schools, farms, and other private property. Thousands of
homeowners have been evacuated due to flooding and threat of mudslides;
,thousands more have lost power and are struggling to stay wann.
In light of these tragic events, we urge "you to quickly declare a disaster so
that the State and residents of affected areas can begin to recover. We thank you
for your consideration and look fOIWard to your favorable response.

ianne Femstein
United States Senator

.....--------,

arbara Boxer
United States Senato

---
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Darrell Issa
Member of Congress

Duncan Hunter
Member of Congress
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Kevin McCarthy
Member of Congress
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Dana Rohrabacher
Member of Congress
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Member of Congress
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Ed Royce .
Member of Congress
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Henry axman
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Mike Thompson
Member of Congress.
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National Independence Day Parade™
a division of Diversified Events, L.L. C.
1440 S. Priest Dr., Suite 102
Tempe. AZ 85281-6954

info@julY4thparade.com

1001 N. Fillmore Street, #1776
Arlington, VA 22201

info@julY4thparade.com
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Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Dear Mayor Stewart,
The official National Independence Day Parade, sponsored by the National Park Service, needs
your help! Every state ofthe union needs to have representation in the 2012 National Independence
Day Parade.
This televised, world-class parade, which features military and veterans units, marching band
representation from around the country, impressive floats, and many other specialty groups, takes place
annually in Washington, D.C. on Constitution Avenue along the National Mall, and commemorates our
country's rich, patriotic heritage.
We need your office to nominate 3 - 5 high school marching bands in your city that would
proudly represent California - Southern in celebrating the birth of our great nation. Official
invitations will be sent to each school upon receipt of your nominations. We hope that any band you
recommend would be of the highest performance quality and would be a commendable representative of
your state.

Please respond with your recommendations bye-mail to info@july4thparade.com no later than
April 1, 2011.
Please feel welcome to visit our website for further information: http://www.july4thparade.com
We thank you and your staff in advance for your thoughtful response and we look forward to
having your state represented in the 2012 National Independence Day Parade!
Sincerely,

John Wiscombe
President
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William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager

Thank you for taking the time to address our concerns. We have some concerns about the veracity of
the facts contained within the letter regarding the sequence of events. We will address those concerns
accordingly:
1) The morning of the flood, we attempted to contact the fire department, but we were unable to
get through to 911 the entire morning, only receiving a circuit's busy signal. No one from the
Fire Department ever called or visited our home to offer help.
2) Our oldest daughter, who lives in Baltimore, called both the Public Works Maintenance and
Operations department (where she spoke with an employee named Bill) and the Fire
Department Operations department (where she spoke with an employee named Vanessa) at
about 9:45 am PST in order to try to obtain some help for us. The Fire Department told her
that we would be placed on a secondary list for help, since they were overwhelmed with
emergency calls. After speaking to the Fire Department, my daughter called us and gave us the
number to reach the fire department,

Joyce Green spoke with Vanessa at 11:01

for about eight (8) minutes, informing her about the situation about our home. At that point,
several hours had passed since the start of the flood and we had already purchased sandbags to
contain the flood waters. Vanessa gave me yet another number to call for further assistance.
That number was (951) 950-6900. Joyce spoke with a gentleman in the office who informed us
that Stanley could come down and pick up sand for sandbags if he needed more.

3) On Thursday, December 23

rd

,

Stanley Green called City Councilperson, Bill Batey II to inform him

about the devastating damage to our property and the lack of response from any city
department and to request information about getting help to rectify the situation. On Dec 24thL
Mr. Batey visited our home and a neighbor's home to observe damage due to the flooding. He
also offered to discuss our problem with the appropriate City departments, a gesture for which
we are grateful.
4) We appreciate the flood channel clearing efforts of the city workers, despite suffering enormous
damage to our property. However, you noted the channel is "privately owned," ~ut in the

MV00224731

pictures we have taken, the only markings on the property belong to the Eastern Municipal
Water District. In later conversations with the water district, we were informed that they were
prevented from clearing the channel in the days prior to the flooding. We would like to know
who actually owns and controls the channel that caused the flooding. Therefore, we have
attached a request for public records form to this letter and we would appreciate an expedited
response, in order to help us take all necessary steps to get help to restore our property to its
former state.

We understand the complexities of this situation. However, we also want to make sure that the facts
provided are complete. We want to ensure that the damage to our home is not forgotten in the citywide recovery effort. In the meantime, we will submit a copy of the estimated cost of the repair work to
Ms. Colletta. We thank you for all of your help thus far and we look forward to receiving the
information about the owner of the channel as soon as possible.

CC: Mayor Richard Stewart and Members of the City Council
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Riverside County
'"i t \ G"V,ViI'..;
Juvenile Justice
/,OHEtW YALLE'(
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DeI·mquency Preven t'Ion r,;J
3960 Orange Street, Suite 600 phft I.: 23
Riverside, CA. 92501 0 DEC 20 II '1
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January 11,2011
Council Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley

P .0.

Bo~

86005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Stewart:
The Riverside County Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Commission has presented awards to outstanding citizens and agencies
for the last thirty years. The event is our Annual Awards Dinner, which will
be held in the month of March 2011.
Recently we added a new award called the "Community Delinquency
Prevention Award". We are writing you and the mayors in all the Riverside
County cities to request you nominate a program in your community that
has been in existence at least one year and that is involved with juveniles
in delinquency prevention programs or work in the rehabilitation of youth.
The enclosed form may be helpful to you in preparing your nomination.
However, if you prefer, you may write a letter and attach brochures or flyers
about the program and the people who work in the program. Our Executive
Committee will review the nominations and select one winner.
This winner will be invited to attend our dinner to receive this award, along
with other recipients of youth serving cat~gories.
Please submit your nomination by Friday, February 4, 2011. If you have
any questions, please contact, Secretary Gail Moore, at
We look forward to your nomination.
Sincerely,

Randy Triplett
Chairperson
RT:gdmc
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Riverside County
Juvenile Justice
Delinquency Prevention Commission
3960 Orange Street, Suite 600
Riverside, CA. 92501

FROM: ______________________________________________
CITY: ________________________________________________
The following is my nomination for the COMMUNITY DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION AWARD:

Reason for nomination:

Person to contact if your nominee is selected the
winner:

----------------------------------------------------

Return to:
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission
Attn: Gail Moore, Secretary
3960 Orange Street Ste. 600
Riverside, CA 92501
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.l11oreno-valleyca.lLS

December 15, 2011

Mr. John Hayes
12201 Hythe Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Mr. Hayes:
I sympathize with you and your issue with Holly's Door Repair, and I personally
wouldn't do business with them either. However, if this business has the proper
business license, zoning, and they meet all the requirements of the Municipal Code,
the City of Moreno Valley cannot pass judgment on a "good business."
I believe the action you are taking with the Better Business Bureau is the best course

to follow.

a,~

a~ewart

Sine \ elX

R
Mayor
jrc
cc:

Council Members
City Manager Henry T. Garcia
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Richard stewart, Mayor, .Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick street
Moreno Valley, CA. 92553

9-16-11

01" Y co UHell
I:lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
11 SEP '9 PH 12: '0

Dear Mayor stewart,
I am asking that you review my two (2) letters of 8-15-11
and 9-16-11 and issue a ruling concerning whether Holly,s
Door Repair should be permitted to do business in Moreno
Valley.
I have also sent the two letters to the Better Business
Bureau ana asked that they place Holly,s Door Repair on
their do not patronize list.
I have also sent the two letters to the Calif~rnia state
Contractors Board and asked for a review if Holly,s Door
Repair should be permitted to conduct business.
Thank you for your concern.

John Hayes
12201 Hythe street
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557
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Holly's Door Repair
18642 Lemonwood Lane
Riverside, Ca, 92508

8-15-11

ro whom it may concern:
I have been waiting over a week for you to send someone
to repair my sliding patio door
You originally repaired my patio sliding door on
November 11, 2010. I paid you check #2094, $250.00 for the
repair and was told i had a two (2) year guarantee on the work.
Nine (9) days later, November 12, you had to return to
repair the door again since it was not sliding properly.
On Monday, August 8, 2011, I called you to report the door
was not working properly. You told me someone would come by
on Wednesday, August 10 between 9 and 10 AM.
By 11 AM, August 10 no one had shown up so called again
and was told someone would be by in the next two (2) hours.
By 1 :30 August 10, no one had shown up. I called agairi
and you hung up on me.
I called again August 10 at 1 :45 and
would be by shortly.

~as

told someone

Shortly thereafter, Tom, who was the one who originally
repaired the door on November 3 and again on November 12, 2010
came by. He looked at the door, DID NOTHING .
, and told me
the supervisor would come by on Thursday or Friday, August
1 1 or 1 2 201 1 .
If you have no intention of honoring your two (2) year
guarantee, let me know within seven (7) days of the date of
this letter. If I do not hear from you I will take other
corrective action.

cc. Richard A Stewart, Mayor, Moreno Valley
Better Business Bureau
1(
9

,~,~
Jo<rin Hayes
12201 Hythe Street
Moreno Vallay, CA, 92557-6984
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Holly's Door Repair
18642 Lemonwood Lane
Riverside, CA. 92508

9-16-11

Since you have made no attempt to respond to my letter of
8-15-11 I am sending you this notice.
Your business has failed the public in three (3) areas.
1 - You overcharge for services which are not adequate.
You charged me $250.00 for an inferior repair which
finally had done by a reputable repair business for $138.00.

*

2 - The new repairman told me the door was binding because
your repairman had installed the rollers upside down
which caused the door to bind and eventually freeze up.
This is exactly what happened. Obviously your repairman
does not know how to properly do repairs.
3 -

~o~

have failed to honor your two (2) year guarantee

thus proving you are not a reputable business.
I intend to ask Moreno Valley to restrict you from doing
business in this city and I am asking the Better Business
Bureau to put you on their do not patronize list.
I am also reporting your actions to the California State
Contractors Board.

cc Richard Stewart, Mayor, Moreno Valley
Better Business Bureau
California State Contractors License

Board

Jr.~~

/~~-.

U

John Hayes
12201 Hythe Street
Moreno Valley, CA. 92557

MV00224747

9-16-11

Better Business Bureau
P. O. Box 970
Colton, Ca. 92324-0814

Re: Complaint #98634028 - Holly's Door Repair
I have received no response from Holly's Door Repair to my
letter of 8-15-11.
I am asking that
and determine if
conduct business
Do Not Patronize

you review my additional letter of 9-16-11
Holly's Door Repair should be permitted to
and am asking that you put them on your
List.

I have also reported their actions to the Richard STewart, Mayor,
Moreno Valley and also to the California State Contractors
License Board asking that they review their actions
Thank you for your time.

John Hayes
12201 Hythe Street
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557

MV00224748
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THE

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU®
315 NORTH LA CADENA D~IVE
POST OFFICE BOX 970

CITY COUNCIL
MOR ENO VALLE''y'

COLTON, CALIFORNIA 92324-0814

RECEIVED

WWW.LA BBa.ORG

11 OCT I 0 PH 4: 52
CALIFORNIA OFFICES:
COI.TON
PI..-ICENTI ..I
C l' L I' E R CIT Y

September 26, 2011

RESED:I
LONG BE,ICH

John Hayes
12201 Hythe Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Re: Complaint #98634028 - Holly's Door Repair

In the absence of any response from the company to this complaint despite our two requests to
them, we are closing our file on this complaint.
This unanswered complaint will become part of the information we report to the public on this
company for the next three years. Should any government agency request our files on this
company, your complaint will be included.
If you have settled this complaint directly with the company, would you please let us know that,
as well as any other comments you might have. Your help in doing this is important to ensure
that our report to the public on this company is accurate.
Thank. you for using the Better Business Bureau.

BBB of the Southland, Inc.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

October 12, 2011

Pastor Diane Gardner
Beautiful Women of God
5225 Canyon Crest Drive, Suite 71-264
Riverside, CA 92507
Dear Pastor Gardner:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your
busy schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
October 11, 2011.

l~tt~~
Mayor

jrc

MV00224752

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

October 26,2011

Pastor Willie Behrends
Crosswinds Church of Moreno Valley
29263 Ironwood Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-6608
Dear Pastor Behrends:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your
busy schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
October 25, 2011.
Sincere

;00,_

IChar~f.~~l~art

Mayor
jrc
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

wwY\(moreno-valley.ca.llS

December 14, 2011

Reverend Martin Finau
United Methodist Church
10271 Heacock Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-2200
Dear Reverend Finau:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your
busy schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
December 13, 2011.

SinCer?a~
hard~fw'a

Ri
Mayor
Jrc
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

October 25, 2011
Ms. Claudia Jones
22250 Eucalyptus Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Subject:

Fire Explorer Program

Dear Ms. Jones:
I met with the Fire Chief Steve Curley and the Assistant City Manager Michelle Dawson to discuss
your concerns regarding the Fire Explorer Program. Let me be the first to reassure you that the City
of Moreno Valley is dedicated to providing a high quality Fire Explorer Program through its
partnership with Riverside County Fire/CAL Fire to the citizens of Moreno Valley. I truly believe that
our young adults need programs, such as the Fire Explorer Program, to teach them the skills they
require to become the leaders of tomorrow which is why I serve on the Executive Board of the
Boy Scouts of America - California Inland Empire Council.
The City of Moreno Valley's Fire Explorer Program is organized and managed by the Riverside
County Fire Department; however, to be completely successful in offering an outstanding program to
the youth in Moreno Valley we need your assistance. A strong, cooperative partnership between the
Fire Explorer Program and the parents of the youths enrolled in this program is necessary in order to
make this program a true success for all who are involved. I encourage you, and the other Fire
Explorer parents, to contact the Captain who oversees your local program to find out how you can
become more involved with providing a quality program for these youth.
Our City has been very fortunate during these difficult financial times as we have not had to close
any fire stations or resort to rolling brown outs, in fact we are adding a new fire station in late 2012 to
better serve our community. While the City has had to reduce its workforce by 50% in order to bring
expenses in line with revenue, we have still been able to provide a quality Fire Explorer Program to
our youth through our contract with Riverside County Fire/CAL Fire.
I would like to encourage you, should you have any concerns in the future, to first contact the
Captain in charge of your local Fire Explorer Post to see how any problem you are encountering can
be resolved. Should you be unable to resolve your issue with him, then I would like to encourage
you to contact Battalion Chief Abdul Ahmad at 951-486-6780 to see if he may be able to offer you a
solution.

cc:

City Council
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager

Henry Garcia, City Manager
Steve Curley, Fire Chief

MV00224755

September 12, 2011
Dear Mayor and City Council Members for the City of Moreno Valley,
First and foremost, I would, like to thank you all for your dedicated service to the City of
Moreno Valley!
My name is Claudia Jones and I am the President of the Parent Advisory Board for the
Moreno Valley Fire Explorers Posts 946 and 958. I would like to address a few concerns
that I have regarding the future of the Explorer program for Moreno Valley. I have been
involved with the Post since early 2007 and I have personally witnessed what a ,positive
influence this type of program has on our youth. The Fire Explorer Program is specifically
designed for youth between the ages of 14 thru 21 and is under the direction of Learning
for Life with the Boy Scouts of America. These youth ARE our future firefighters.
The Explorers not only are training to become future firefighters, they also perform over
100 hours per year of community service specifically in the city of Moreno Valley. Our fire
explorers are always willing to participate whenever called upon by our city. Moreno
Valley Fire Explorer Program is one of the only programs to offer a scholarship fund for
youth in Moreno Valley. Our scholarship program is designed to help ensure our explorers
are able to pursue a continuing education.
Since January 2011, our explorer program has not received the support that they have
received in the past and quite frankly deserve. Our explorer post is 100% self supporting
and require no financial support from the city. In January, the explorer post lost Captain
Dan Faulkner due to a transfer and eventually leaving the Battalion. The loss of Captain
Faulkner was a tremendous loss both for the explorer program and to the City of Moreno
Valley. Our explorers have been without a Captain supporting and training our explorers
from January 2011 to July 2011. This lack of support has been devastating to the explorer
program. Due to this lack of support, our program has lost over 20 fire explorers.
We have been on a hiring freeze and have not been allowed to hire new explorers. We have
been informed that the next time we will be able to hire new explorers is January 2012.
Due to the lack of support we have had and the loss of 1/3 of our post, this hiring freeze is
threatening to the continuation of our program. Post 946 is down to seven explorers and
Post 58 is down to five explorers. It is difficult to conduct training and participate in
community service events or have successful fundraisers with such few explorers. Our
explorer program cannot succeed without fire explorers. We also require parent
participation and again, with the loss of so many explorers, we lost parent support.
Learning for Life is an organization with Boy Scouts of America and regulate every explorer
program. As an explorer post, we must adhere to Learning for Lifes rules and regulations.
The Inland Empire Fire Explore'r Association (IEFEA) annually host leadership training and
an academy for fire explorers. At these academies, explorers learn valuable training and
earn certifications which explorers they will carry throughout their career. Learning for
Life requires a minimum of two advisors at all times be with the explorers to protect both

MV00224756

r:'

,,.'

the explorer as well as our firefighter advisors. The next coming academy is September 16
- 18, 2011. I was recently informed that Cal Fire would only allow one advisor to attend
with our explorers. As a parent and an advisor, this is completely unacceptable. These
rules are put in place to protect everyone involved. Learning for Life will drop our charter
immediately if we do not send the required two advisors.
A 1949 Fire Parade Engine was donated to the Moreno Valley Fire Explorers several years
ago. The Moreno Valley Fire Explorers has graciously allowed our Parade Engine to be
used for numerous community events for the City of Moreno Valley. The Parade Engine is
in need of a new battery and we were informed that the Explorer Post has to purchase the
battery. This Parade Engine is only used at community events that benefit the city of
Moreno Valley. qur firefighters donate their time and talents making sure this Parade
Engine stays up and running. The parent advisory board would like to suggest that we
have support from the city for the cost of simple maintenance with the engine since it is
used solely for community events.
I would like to mention our current firefighter advisors, Captain Paul Heitzman, Firefighter
Ryan Wilson and Firefighter Dallas Smith. These three firefighters are an invaluable asset
to the explorer program and I would like to publically thank them for their dedication to
the explorer program. I know they spend countless hours of their own time making sure
our explorers are trained to the best of their ability. Our program would not thrive without
their support.
I am fully aware that budget cuts need to be made, yet I believe with the help of our city
council, we will be able to turn around our explorer program and once again make it
successful. I would like to request your assistance to ensure the successful continuation of
the Moreno Valley Fire Explorer Program. If support our local firefighter advisors and the
explorer program is not possible, then may I suggest that we discontinue this program and
have our explorers join the explorer program in either Riverside or Menifee. Riverside and
Menifee have outstanding explorer programs with
posts each with at least 60
explorers in each post. I hope that you will recognize the importance of this program for
the City of Moreno Valley and will find a way to help support the Moreno Valley Fire
Explorer Program.

two

Thank you in advance for your support.
Sincerely,
Claudia Jones
22250 Eucalyptus Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

MV00224757

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 28,2011

Pastor O. J. Philpot
Christ Community Church
24580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Pastor Philpot:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your
busy schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
August 23, 2011.

SinC~~L~)?firJd
RCha~t~wa

Mayor
jrc
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

September 28, 2011

Bishop Randy Triplett
Victory Temple of Deliverance Ministries
23932 Alessandro Blvd., Suite G
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Bishop Triplett:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your
busy schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
September 13, 2011.

.

//i>~
~waft

jrc
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·Office oj the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

p.

www.moreno-valleyca.us

September 28,2011

Pastor James Samples
New Life Christian Fellowship
P. O. Box 405
Moreno Valley, CA 92556-0405
Dear Pastor Samples:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in
Moreno Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your
busy schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
September 27, 2011.

jrc
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Fredelick Slreet
P O. Box 88005

Moreno Valiey, CA 92552-0805

IVWIV,

more/1o-valley-ca. us

September 20, 2011

Dr. Jonathan Wadley
Campaigns Director
Animal Protection and Rescue League
302 Washington Street
San Diego, CA 92103
Subject: Request for Proclamation
Dear Dr. Wadley:

I am sorry we cannot honor your request for a proclamation commending Moreno Valley
restaurants for not selling Fois Gras.
Due to the volume of requests, we have lir:nited our issuance of proclamations to events
involving our citizens or occurring within our community of Moreno Valley.
Thank you for considering us, and I wish you the best of luck with your campaign.

-jrc
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August 12,2011
Council Member Robin Hastings
Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Re: Request to Introduce City Council Resolution to Support Humane Treatment. of Animals
Dear Council Member Hastings,
Thank you for your leadership in Moreno Valley. I am writing on behalf of the Animal Protection
& Rescue League (APRL). We have 15,000 members in California, including many in Riverside County.
In the 2008 election, we worked with the Humane Society of the United States to pass Proposition 2, the
Prevention of Farm Animal Cruelty Act, which will allow farm animals enough room to stand up, lie
down, tum around, and extend their limbs. This initiative passed by 63% of the popular vote and received
the most votes of any citizen's initiative in California history (and 61.5% of Riverside County voters
supported this effort!).
In 2012, another law we helped pass will go into effect in California banning the force feeding of
ducks to make a food item called foie gras, as well as the sale of this cruel item (Cal. Health & Safety
Code § 25980). Many restaurants have been removing foie gras without waiting for the ban to go into
effect, and countless high profile chefs such as Wolfgang Puck and Charlie Trotter have permanently
removed this item from their menus.
Foie gras is always made by ramming a large metal pipe down the throats of ducks or geese and
pumping them full of food to enlarge their livers to over 10 times their normal size. There is no humane
way to produce such an enlarged liver. The birds pant for breath and have trouble walking under their
own weight. Enclosed please find photos that we took inside the three foie gras farms in the U.S. and
several in France. For more information on the cruel methods used to foie gras, please visit
www.StopForceFeeding.com.
Six city councils in California have passed resolutions commending restaurants for removing this
cruel item from their menus (San Diego, San Francisco, West Hollywood, Berkeley, Carlsbad, and Solana
Beach). [am writing to ask if you would be willing to sponsor a similar resolution in Moreno Valley. I
have included some sample text for a possible Moreno Valley resolution. Also enclosed please find a fact
sheet with more information on this issue.
I look forward to hearing from you and answering any questions you may have. I can be reached
by phone at
and by email at Jonathan@APRL.org.
Sincerely,

Dr. Jonathan Wadley
Campaigns Director

302 Washington St.. San Diego, CA 92103

I

619-236-9514

www.APRLorg

100% recycled paper
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RESOLUTION NO. _ _ __
A RESOLUTION BY THE CITY COl)NCIL OF THE CITY OF
MORENO VALLEY COMMENDING RESTAURANTS AND
STORES THAT DO NOT SELL FOIE GRAS
WHEREAS, the City of Moreno Valley has a strong commitment to protect the health and
welfare of all animals; and
WHEREAS, this commitment is shared throughout the state as legislators seek to enact
effective legislation to prevent the inhumane treatment of animals; and
WHEREAS, in 2004 the California legislature passed Cal. Health & Safety Code § 25980, et.
seq., which will make it illegal to sell or produce foie gras from force fed birds in California,
effective 2012, because of concerns for animal welfare: At least fifteen countries have banned
foie gras production, and onlya few still produce it; and
WHEREAS, all animal protection groups recognize foie gras as inherently cruel, including the
Animal Protection and Rescue League (APRL), Humane Society of the United States (HSUS),
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), and In Defense of Animals
(IDA); and
WHEREAS, foie gras, or "fattened liver," is made by force feeding ducks or geese large
quantities of food for three to four weeks until the birds' livers have expanded to over ten times
their healthy size. After being force fed to this point, the birds struggle to breathe and walk under
their own weight;, and
WHEREAS, the website www.stopforcefeeding.com describes in detail the extreme animal
cruelty involved in foie gras production; and
.
WHEREAS, the cities of San Diego, San Francisco, West Hollywood, Berkeley, Carlsbad, and
Solana Beach have passed resolutions commending restaurants for removing this product of
animal cruelty; and
WHEREAS, Riverside County voters approved Proposition 2, the Prevention of Farm Animal
Cruelty Act, by a wide margin of 61.5%·in 2008; and
WHEREAS, in April 2008, the prestigious Pew Commission on Industrial Farm Animal
Production (wwW.ncifap.org) concluded a 2.5-year study of American animal agriculture with
unanimous findings from its 15 members, chaired by former Kansas governor John Carlin and
including, among others, former U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman, former Dean of the
Univ. of Tennessee's College of Veterinary Medicine Dr. Michael-Blackwell. The Commission
recommended that a number of factory farm practices be stopped, including force feeding ducks
and geese to make foie gras; and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Council of the City of Moreno Valley
commends local restaurants and stores that have chosen not to sell foie gras.

MV00224763

Foie Gras Fact Sheet
Facts about Foie Gras Production:
FA CT #1- Force feeding is unlike any natural process

In the wild, some ducks will eat more than normal before to store fat before migration, and their livers may
expand by 1 Y2 to 2 times. However, ducks force fed for foie gras expelience the very painful. process of having
their livers grossly enlarged to more than 10 times nonnal size. Ducks in the final stages of force feeding can
barely walk, let alone migrate. Additionally, ducks used by the foie gras industry are artificial hybrids of two
duck species, the Pekin and Muscovy, neither one of which migrates in the wild.
FACT #2- Despite industry claims, ducks try to escape their feeders
The Scientific Committee on Animal Health and Animal Welfare of the
European Union observed that ordinary hand fed ducks approach their
feeders, but ducks force fed for foie' gras try to get away from the feeder
as much as possible, and this behavior has been documented in
controlled scientific studies as well. Every video of the force feeding
process, even those taken by foie gras producers, shows ducks huddling .
in the comers of their pens to try to get as far from the force feeder as
possible. Some foie gras farms use tiny isolation cages such as the one
shown on the right, and all the ducks can do is strain their necks to try to
escape the feeding tube.
FACT #3- Ducks force fed for foie gras suffer from a variety of illjuries.

Ducks do not have hardened esophagi, as the foie gras industry often claims. Ducks have a calcified gizzardthe organ preceding the esophagus that grinds the food-but their esophagi are just as soft and susceptible to
injury as a human's. Thus, the force feeding pipe does injure the esophagi of the ducks. Many force fed ducks
also suffer from lameness, hemolThaging, incessant panting, heart failure, and other pathological conditions.
FACT #4--Ducks are force fed until they are Oil the verge of death

Force feeding causes a painful liver disease called hepatic lipidosis, in which the liver (hepatic system) stops
being able to transport fat (lipids) out of it and instead becomes massively enlarged. The science offoie gras
production involves force feeding the ducks right up to the point where they would die from the process, and
then sending them to slaughter before this happens. Many ducks do not survive the process, but foie gras farms
that give tours will remove sick, dying and dead ducks before showing the force feeding facility.
What The ASPCA Has To Say About Foie Gras:

"Foie gras is the grossly enlarged liver of a duck or goose, obtained by restraining the animal and inserting a
long tube down his throat, through which large quantities of food are forced into his stomach. The bird's liver
becomes so enlarged that, according to the documentation of veterinarians, the anilll al I'l'!ust experience
unspeakable pain and suffering. The results of necropsies performed on dead birds that had been force-fed
have shown ruptured livers, throat damage, esophageal trauma and food spilling fi·om the birds' throats and
out oftheir nostrils .... Foie gras production involves, indeed necessitates, untold suffering and violates section
353 [New York State's anti-cruelty statute]." -Stacy Wolf, &q., ASPCA
Laws Against Foie Gras Production

Califomia has enacted a law to end the production and sale of foie gras, creating a permanent ban in the state
starting in 2012. Force feeding to produce foie gras is also illegal in Gemlany, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Finland, England, Switzerland, Austria, Poland, The Czech Republic, Austria, South Africa and Luxembourg.
Israel, previously the world's third largest producer offoie gras, stopped all producti0l1 in 2003, finding force
feeding to violate its animal cruelty laws. Most other countries would also find force feeding illegal if it were
practiced there, but only a sm~dl handful of countries have falms engaging in this cruelty.

Animal Protection & Rescue League

I

I info@aprJ.org I www.StopForceFeeding.com
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Robin Hastings
Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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Cindy Miller
From:

Robin Hastings

Sent:

Monday, August 29,2011 7:51 PM

To:

Cindy Miller

Subject: Fwd: Follow up from APRL

I have no idea what Dr. Wadley is talking about nor do I know if any restaurants in Moreno
Valley have this on the menu. Help!
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Dr. Jonathan Wadley" <jonathan@aprl.org>
Date: August 29,2011 4:47:38 PM PDT
To: Robin Hastings <robinh@moval.org>
Subject: Follow up from APRL
Dear Councilmember Hastings,
Greetings. I am with the Animal Protection & Rescue League, based here in
California. We recently mailed you information regarding an issue of animal abuse
known as foie gras. We hope to work with you on this, potentially in the form of a
resolution commending Moreno Valley restaurants that do not serve foie gras. Have
you had a chance to look over the information?
Thanks. I look forward to discussing this with you.
Sincerely,
Jonathan
Dr. Jonathan Wadley
Campaigns Director
Animal Protection & Rescue League
www.APRL.org
www.StopForceFeeding.com

9119/2011
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Fredelick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valle)" CA 92552-0805

IVWlV.l11oreno- \llllley.ell.lIs

September 21, 2011

Deacon Richard Heames
St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church
10915 Pigeon Pass Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-3701
Dear
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I
to thank 'yOU for offering the invocation at the State of the City
Luncheon on August 18, 2011. I appreciated your words of encouragement and
support for me, the council members, and our community.

Enclosed please find DVDs of the State of the City Program and the video
n of the proposed medical corridor.
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OFFICE OF

KECIA R. HARPER-IHEM

CLERK OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
1st FLOOR, COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER
P.O. BOX 1147,4080 LEMON STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92502-1147
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CLERK TO THE BOARD

~Iry. COUHtILKI~BERLY A.
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August 31,2011
RICHARD STEWART
AIRPORT LAND USE COMMISSION
P.O. BOX 88005
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552-0825

AB 1234 Mandatory Ethics Training Requirements - Notice of Compliance Options

Assembly Bill No. 1234 ("AB 1234"), created a new law (Government Code sections 53234 et seq.), effective
January 1, 2006, requiring specified local officials to receive two hours of ethics training every two years. Under
AB1234, each specified local offiCial must receive two hours of ethics training no later than one year from the
first day of service with the County. Thereafter, each specified local official must receive two hours of ethics •
training at least once every two years. The requirement applies to all local officials, including elected' officials
and mempers of boards, committees, and commissions, who may receive compensation for. their service to the
County or may b~ reimbursed for their expenses. The training must cover both ethics laws and ethics
principle~. As a local official, you must comply with the ethics training requirement.
The following options comply with the ethics training requirement:

.

•

Free online AB 1234 training. T6 help local officials meet their AB 1234 requirel'Tlentsl the In~titute for
Local Government and the Fair Political Practices CommisSion developed a fr~e onlirie ~!~;fWr.\Oto~rse.
The free online AB 1234 training can be located at http://localethics.fppc.ca.gov/ab1234/. Please make 'sure
you print a copy of the certificate at completion of the online session as you are required to file the original
signed certificate w.ith the Clerk of the Board:

•

Self-study materials are also available at http://www.ca-ilg.org/ab1234compliance. The materials require
that you read two articles on public service ethics laws and principles, take two self-assessment tests (one for
each article), and then submit the tests to the Institute for Local Government with the' processing fees. The
Institute will review your test and provide you the correct answers to the questions and a proof of participation
certificate.

a

Once you'receive your proof of participation certificate in a required AB 1234 trafning, please make copy of
the certificate for your records and send the original to the Clerk of the Board office at P. O. Box 1147;
Riverside, CA 92502-1147. The Clerk of the Board will retain the certificates for at least five years.
Please be aware that as with all ethics laws, AB 1234 creates a minimum for ethics education-not a
maximum. We encourage you to take advantage of additional training in ethics-related topics and document
thOse efforts as well. Additionally, please be advised that the Brown Act training sessions conducted by the
District Attorney's office do not fulfill the requirement of AB 1234.
Disregard this notice if you have currently fulfilled your obligation. If you have any questions regarding these
requirements, please contact the Clerk of the Board office at
.
Sincerely,

Patti Doane, Board Assistant
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
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MV00224771

Control No: 343839

Public Service Ethics Education
Online Proof of Participation Certificate
Date of Completion: Sep 11,2011

Training Time*: 2 hr. 0 min.

This course is an overview course on all public service ethics issues necessary to satisfy the requirements
of Article 2.4 of Chapter 2 of Part 1 of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code, including the
following:
• Laws relating to personal financial gain by public servants, including, but not limited to, laws
prohibiting bribery and conflict-of-interest laws.
• Laws relating to claiming perquisites ("perks") of office, including, but not limited to, gift and travel
restrictions, prohibitions against the use of public resources for personal or political purposes,
prohibitions against gifts of public funds, mass mailing restrictions, and prohibitions against
acceptance of free or discounted transportation by transportation companies.
• Government transparency laws, including, but not limited to, financial interest disclosure requirements
and open government laws.
• Laws relating to fair processes, including, but not limited to, common law bias prohibitions, due
process reqUirements, incompatible offices, competitive bidding requirements for publiC contracts,
and disqualification from participating in deciSions affecting family members; and
• General ethical principles relating to public service.
The Fair Political Practices Commission and Attorney General have reviewed this course for course
sufficiency and accuracy.

-----+----By signing below, I certify that I fully reviewed the content of the entire online AS 1234 course
approved by the Attorney General and Fair Political Practices Commission and am entitled to claim
two ho
f public service ethics law and principles credit.

./

richard stewart
Participant Name

city of moreno valley
Agency Name
NOTE TO PARTICIPANT: Please provide a copy of this proof of participation to the custodian for such records at
your agency. In addition, we recommend you make a copy of this proof of participation tor your own records to
retain for at least five years. To preserve the integrity of the online certification process; these certificates are only
available upon completing the online session. * To satisfy AB 1234 reqUirements, this certificate must reflect that
the public offiCial spent two hours or more reviewing the materials presented in the online course. If the certificate
reflects less than two hours. the participant shOUld have on file additional certificates demonstrating that the official
has satisfied the entire two hour re uirement.

MV00224772

OUMC'''V .LL~ailing Address:
..

4080 Lemon Street, 3rd Floor • Riverside, CA

P. O. Box 12008 • Riverside, CA 92502-2208
• www.rctc.org

, 1SEP -, PH 3; .. ~
Riverside County Transportation Commission

September 1, 2011
Commission Alternate Richard Stewart
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley CA 92552
Ethics Training - Proof of Participation Certificate

Subject:

The members of the RiverSide County Transportation Commission - regular and alternate - are
required to receive at least two hours of training in general ethics principles and ethics laws relevant
to his or her public service every two years in accordance with AB 1234.
Please send a copy of your Proof of Participation certificate for ethics training for our records.
A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience. Thank you.
Respectfully,

Jennifer Harmon
Office and Board Services Manager

.... ,

....

MV00224773

Conllol No: 343839

Public Service Ethics Education
Online Proof of Participation Certificate
Training Time·: 2 hr. 0 min.

Date of Completion: Sep 11,2011

This course is an overview course on all public service ethics issues necessary to satisfy the requirements
of Article 2.4 of Chapter 2 of Part 1 of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code, Including the
following:
• Laws relating to personal financial gain by public servants, including, but not limited to, laws
prohibiting bribery and conflict-of-interest laws.
• Laws relating to claiming perquisites ("perks") of office, including, but not limited to, gift. and travel
restrictions, prohibitions against the use of public resources for personal or political purposes,
prohibitions against gifts of public funds, mass mailing restrictions, and prohibitions against
acceptance of free or discounted transportation by transportation companies.
• Government transparency laws, including, but not limited to, financial interest disclosure requirements
and open government laws.
• Laws relating to fair processes, including, but not limited to, common law bias prohibitions, due
process requirements, incompatible offices, competitive bidding requirements for public contracts,
and disqualification from participating in decisions affecting family members; and
• General ethical principles relating to public service.
The Fair Political Practices Commission and Attorney General have reviewed this course for course
sufficiency and accuracy.

--------~-------By signing below, I certify that I fully reviewed the content of the entire online AB 1234 course
approved by the Attorney General and Fair Political Practices Commission and am entitled to claim
two hO./ f public se~s law and princiPles. credit.

~
Participa

4, )/,
Signature

_

richard stewart
Participant Name

city of moreno valley
Agency Name
NOTE TO PARTICIPANT: Please provide a copy of this proof of participation to the custodian for such records at
your agency. In addition, we recommend you make a copy of this proof of participation for your own records to
retain for at leastfive years. To preserve the integrity of the online certification process; these certificates are only
available upon completing the online session. • To satisfy AB 1234 reqUirements, this certificate must renect that
the ublic offiCial s nt two hours or more reviewin the materials resented in the online course. If the certificate
reflec s less an two hours, the participant should have on file additional certificates demonstrating that the official
has satisfied the entire two hour re uirement.

MV00224774

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valle)~ CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August 27, 2011

Lorenzo Tinifu
13405 Dilbeck Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Lorenzo:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.
__L----..lr-_ _
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Hon. Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Dear Hon. Stewart
On behalf of the Scouts, Leaders and Committee of Troop 995, Moreno Valley,
California, Boy Scouts of America, it is my pleasure to announce that:
~L'orenzo
Tinifu
\

Has achieved the rank of Eagle Scout.
And will be recognized at a Court of Honor on August 27, 2011
Would you please be so kind as to send Lorenzo Tinifu a letter of greeting, along with
any other items you wish to be presented to him during the Court of Honor. All letters
and certificates received for this Scout will be read and displayed for the guests, and then
place in a keepsake binder and presented to the Scout.
Please address your letter to the Eagle Scout listed above, and send them in care of the
following address. Thank you for helping us acknowledge this very worthy Scout.

Donald Matuu-Malepeai
Scoutmaster Troop 995
13405 Dilbeck Drive
Moreno Valley, CA. 92553

MV00224776

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August 20,2011

Dear Josh Dose:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August 20, 2011

Dear Nick Huitrado:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny .

.iQP;j----. Ste art
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August 20, 2011

Dear Jonathan Dominguez:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.

--cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August 20, 2011

Dear Stephen Dominguez:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August 20, 2011

Dear Tyler Griffif:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.
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Mayor
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005

Moreno Valley. CA 92552-0805

wwwl11orcl1o-valley.ca.lL~

July 26, 2011

Mr. David G. Brownlee, Jr.
Acting City Manager
City of Needles
817 Third Sf.
Needles, CA 92363
Re: Letter of Support EI Graces Intermodal Transportation Facility
Dear Mr. Brownlee:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I would like to offer my support for the EI Graces
Intermodal Transportation Facility. This facility will provide a much-needed central
transportation hub to allow multi-directional travel for community members in many
regions and will provide economic expansion through increased travel opportunities.
I look forward to the completion of the EI Graces Intermodal Transportation Facility in
the near future.

Sinc~re19

f~lt~

JJhard A. Stewart
Mayor
RS/cam

c: Council Members
City Manager
Mr. Milo Victoria, CEO/General Manager, Omnitrans

MV00224782

CITY OF NEEDLES
817 Third Street

•

Needles, California 92363

. 'I I MUfoJJl$1~.w!. Paget, M.D,
., ,
Iv J V~ie'jayOr Pat Murch
I
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HE('(fbiirlCj~ri1Jmber Jim Lopez
Councllm~'m6e~ ~n Gudmundson
CounCi~"/.~m~r ~ingp J Kidd
11 UI¢ounqilm~~erderfy dampbel/
Acting City Manager David G. Brownlee
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June 1,2011
The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Moreno Valley City Hall
14 177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Re:

City of Needles EI Garces Train Depot Project
Letter of Support

Dear Mayor Stewart:
The City of Needles, located in San Bernardino County, on the border of Laughlin,
Nevada and Bullhead City, Arizona, and referred to as the "Gateway to California", is in
the process of restoring the EI Garces Train Depot to an intermodal transportation
facility, which is also planned to include a restaurant and hotel. The project was
recently placed on hold, pending an audit by the Federal Transportation Authority (FTA).
TheEl Garces is part of the Harvey House chain of train depots/restaurants,
constructed by Fred Harvey beginning in 1870. Other restored Harvey Houses include
Casa Del Desierto in Barstow, California, and the La Posada in Winslow, Arizona.
The City's vision for this intermodal transportation facility is to provide a location for
regional transportation connectivity to facilitate travel for southern California residents to
areas throughout the Tri-State region, as well as travel for tri-state area residents to
southern California. This strategy of multi-directional transportation opportunities will
provide an expanded area for travel, shopping, site seeing, employment, etc, with the
benefit of economic expansion for the regions involved.
The City is requesting your assistance in providing a letter of support for this project. A
draft letter is attached, which can be signed, or used as a sample, as well as an
envelope, to return the letter of support to the City for forwarding to the FTA.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. If you have any questions or need
additional information, I can be reached at
Sincerely,

~

David G. Brownlee, Jr..
Acting City Manager

MV00224783

June 1,2011

Mr. David G. Brownlee, Jr
Acting City Manager
City of Needles
817 Third St.
Needles, CA 92363

Re·:

Letter of Support
EI Garces Intermodal Transportation Facility

Dear Mr. Brownlee:
On behalf of the community of Moreno Valley, I would like to offer my support for the EI
Garces Intermodal Transportation Facility. This facility will provide a much-needed
central transportation hub to allow multi-directional travel for community members in
many regions, providing economic expansion through increased travel opportunities.
Community members of Moreno Valley look forward to the completion of the EI Garces
intermodal transportation facility in the near future.
Sincerely,

Richard A. Stewart
Mayor

cc: Mr-; Milo Victoria, CEO/General Manager, Omnitrans

110J Wf')t fj·fh s\S·6. Dj2..-vt(\

MV00224784

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Tim Carroll, Media and Production Coordinator
Meleisa Mendonca, Senior Graphics Designer
Cindy Miller, Executive Assistant to the Mayor/City Council
Cindy Owens, Acting Assistant to the City Manager
Lisa Smethurst, Executive Assistant I, Parks and Community Services
Rob Roseen, Cable TV Proc;,,~~

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart ~

Date:

June 28, 2011

Subject:

Memorial Day

On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you and commend you for working at
the 2011 Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives to
protect our freedom in this country.

Because of your dedication, and the hours you

spent preparing for this event, the music, flyover, presentation of colors, invocation and
laying of the wreath went smoothly and without incident.

Thank you for making this

event a great success.

cc:

Council Members
City Manager
Assistant City Manager
City Clerk
Parks and Community Services Director

jrc

MV00224785

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valleyca.us

June 21,2011

Tim Caszatt
Moreno Valley Master Chorale
P.O. Box 1221
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Dear Mr. Caszatt:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the Moreno Valley Master Chorale
for participating in the 2011 Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women
who gave their lives to protect our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that the
members ofthe Master Chorale took the time out of their busy schedules to join me and
the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

ST~'

6(;Q

Rl!r~~art

Mayor
jrc

MV00224786

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 21,2011

March Aero Club
2355 Graeber, Suite 11
March ARB, CA 92518
Dear March Aero Club:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the March Aero Club for participating
in the 2011 Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives
to protect our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that the members of the March
Aero Club took the time out of their busy schedules to join me and the Council Members
to take part in the ceremony.

Mayor
Enclosure
jrc

MV00224787

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 21,2011

Blue Eagles Total Force Honor Guard
1850 Graeber Street, Bldg. 433
March ARB, CA 91744
Dear Blue Eagles Total Force Honor Guard:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the Blue Eagles Total Force Honor
Guard for participating in the 2011 Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and
women who gave their lives to protect our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that
the members of the Blue Eagles Total Force Honor Guard took time out of their busy
schedules to join me and the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

I'

{j ~

ard~rt

Sincer
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Ric
Mayor

Enclosure
jrc

MV00224788

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 21,2011

Pastor Diane Gardner
Beautiful Women of God Ministries
5225 Canyon Crest Drive, Suite 71-264
Moreno Valley, CA 92507
Dear Pastor Gar

r:

V,fJ,JE

On beh
of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in the 2011
Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives to protect
our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that you took the time out of your busy
schedule to join me and the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

Mayor
Enclosure
jrc

MV00224789

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley; CA 92552-0805

WM\(moreno-valley. ca. us

June 21,2011

Forrest Cormany
3638 Bandini Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Dear Mr. Cormany:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in the 2011
Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives to protect
our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that you took the time out of your busy
schedule to join me and the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

Mayor
Enclosure
jrc

MV00224790

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 21,2011

Frank Lopez
Knights of Columbus, A. F. Chelbana Assembly
25220 Atwood
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mr. Lopez:
On behalf of the' City Council, I would like to thank'the Knights of Columbus for
participating in the 2011 Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who
gave their lives to protect our freedoms in this country, I appreciate that the members of
the Knights of Columbus took the time out of their busy schedules to join me and the
Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

-.~~sz;J ------
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Mayor
Enclosure
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MV00224791

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 21,2011

Stephanie Johnson
25350 Santiago Drive, Space 102
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Ms. Johnson:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in the 2011
Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives to protect
our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that you took the time out of your busy
schedule to join me and the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

~Jtf~
~wart
Richard
Mayor

Enclosure
jrc

MV00224792

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 21,2011

Omar Alvarez
14131 Cypress Sands Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mr. Alvarez:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in the 2011
Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives to protect
our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that you took the time out of your busy
schedule to join me and the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.
Since

y
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July 5,2011

Cameron Adams
1660 Wabash Avenue
Redlands, CA 92373
Dear Mr. Adams:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in the 2011
Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives to protect
our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that you took the time out of your busy
schedule to join me and the Council Members at this. ceremony. Your help in the
preparation for the event by setting up chairs, working with Media, and doing everything
that was asked of you, helped to make this event a great success.

~&-:?
(J/~)
t~~~rd A~art
Mayor

Enclosure
jrc
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June 22, 2011

CPUC Public Advisor
320 West 4th Street, Suite 500
Los Angeles, CA 90013
RE: Proceeding # A1011015
Dear Sir:
As the Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley, representing a population of approximately
193,000 residents that are in the service area of Southern California Edison (SCE), I am
writing to inform you of my City's concerns with the upcoming SCE rate case. In this
economy, local governments are having an increasingly difficult time funding essential
public safety services such as police and fire. The City is presently subsidizing streetlights
throughout the City through its General Fund, taking critical funding away from public safety
and other essential services. SCE refers to the streetlight charges as the LS1 tariff.
During the development of the operating budget, City staff has been attempting to work with
SCE to keep the streetlights lit throughout the City. No matter what was proposed, SCE had
a charge that was too onerous to pursue. The City seemed to have no choice but to turn off
the a,500 SCE streetlights (6,500 of which are over 10 years old). When this was suggested
to SCE representatives, the City was told that the savings would be approximately
$40/pole/year in energy charges. The City would still be required to pay the $11 O/pole/yr
($9.24/pole/month) tariff to SCE whether or not the lights were energized. SCE would
remove street light poles that were over 10 years old at no cost to the City, because
according to SCE, they have recouped their costs after 10 years. When asked what the
tariff was for, SCE did not provide a clear answer.
After about 6 months of inquiries which ended in a meeting in Assemblyman Paul Cook's
office with the previous City Mayor, City staff, representatives from the CPUC and SCE, and
Assemblyman Cook and his staff, SCE committed to providing information regarding the
specifics of what the tariff is for to the City. Approximately 2 months later, SCE
representatives informed City staff during a conference call that the tariff was for the "wood
pole equivalency." The "wood pole equivalency" is the approximate cost of SCE providing a
wood pole with cobra style streetlight and overhead lines. This cost is estimated by SCE at
approximately $1 ,aOO/pole.
When a developer is conditioned to install streetlights as part of the development, marblelite
poles are usually required. SCE provides a $1 ,aoo discount to the developer (without the
City's knowledge), and the developer completes the installation and dedication to SCE.

MV00224795

CPUC Public Advisor
June 22, 2011
RE: Proceeding #A1011015
Page 2

SCE charges the City the LS1 rate which has a tariff for SCE to recoup the discount they
gave to the developers, thus providing a City subsidy to the developer without the City's
knowledge. The taxpayers have no knowledge they are paying for this subsidy. This is
further exacerbated by SCE collecting the tariff into perpetuity, even after SCE's costs are
recouped, which is 10 years by SCE's own admission. Some agencies have informed staff
that they have streetlights up to 40 years old. Moreno Valley has approximately 6,500
streetlights over 10 years old. We have not yet started an analysis of what the retroactive
rebate should be for streetlights over 10 years old in our community, which is beyond SCE's
cost recovery timeline.
In order to right this wrong, and be fair to all parties, including SCE and the taxpayers, the
City is requesting that the CPUC consider the following:
1. SeE stop providing developers the "wood pole equivalency" discount on streetlight
installations;
2. SCE and developer agreements must also receive approval from the local agency
that will ultimately be responsible for payment of the streetlight service; and
3. The $9.24/pole/month tariff sunset after 10 years of payment and no longer be
charged to the local agencies.
By instituting the above requests into the SCE rate structure, SCE will recoup their costs
from the original installations already completed, agencies will stop paying a tariff that has
already satisfied the original debt, thus removing a wrongful charge and burden, and future
deals like this will not unduly burden the taxpayers without their knowledge and consent.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

relY

I

fj: ~ -----

iChar#.rt
,

CV/cam
c: City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Robert Hanson, City Attorney
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director / City Engineer
Richard Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
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May 27,2011

Subject: Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce
Annual Business Conference and Awards Luncheon
Dear Attendees:
On behalf of the City Council and residents of Moreno Valley, I welcome you to
the Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce's Annual Business Conference.
This special event offers an excellent opportunity for ·small businesses to
introduce and present their valuable products and services ..
The Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce contributes to Moreno Valley's
rich diversity of cultures and generations and is a vital organization for the
entrepreneurs and leaders of this magnificent city.
I commend each one of you for your efforts and wish you a successful Business
Conference.

c: Council Members
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
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Cindy Miller
From:

Linda d. Wright [movalblkchamber04@yahoo.com]

Sent:

Thursday, May 12,20111:32 PM

To:

Cindy Miller

Subject:

Request For Letter From Mayor Steward

Attachments: Save The Date 3.pdf
Hello Cindy:
Per our conversation please ask Mayor Stewart it he would do a left of recognition of the event on May
27th that would also include a welcome to special guests and attendees.

This letter will go into the program booklet and the size is 8.5x11; he may include a picture if chose to do
so. DEADLINE: May 21, 2011

Thanks
Linda D. Wright

PresidentiCEOIF ounder

5112/2011
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April 11 ,2010

AYSO Region 187 - Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley AYSO 5th Annual Thunderbird Classic Tournament - May 2011
Dear Soccer Tournament Attendees:
On behalf of the Cit~ Council and the City of Moreno Valley, I would like to
welcome you to the 5 h Annual Thunderbird Classic Tournament.
It is exciting that A YSO teams from over 25 Southern California cities have
chosen to travel to compete in Moreno Valley, a community committed to
wholesome athletic competition. I hope the players, coaches, spectators and all
those involved with the tournament come away with the thrill of experiencing the
joy of victory, but more importantly, the value of healthy competition and
sportsmanship.
I would like to thank the Moreno Valley A YSO for successfully coordinating the
Thunderbird Classic Tournament. I am proud to see Moreno Valley is home to
such a dedicated group of individuals who are willing to give their time and
energy for our young athletes. I hope that this year's tournament is the most
exciting yet. Good luck with the competition.
Sin

e

i~:j·.It~.
Ma;::rf1e
c: Council Memb'ers
City Manager
cam
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Michael 6. Geller (ms8@8s1awllp.com)
Qichard A. 6lewarL (rns@8S1I1wllp.com) Of Counsel

April 9, 2011
Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission
Re: Alternate voting member

Dear Sirs,
I hereby designate Michael S. Geller as my alternate to attend and vote in my absence
as a member of the Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission.

Sin~~r:el) yours,

.

~t'~e'i!?l/j~-~~
Mayor City of Moreno valley
Member, Riverside County ALUC
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Cindy Miller
From:

richard stewart [richstew27@gmail.comj

Sent:

Saturday, April 09, 2011 8:56 PM

To:

Cindy Miller; Juliene Clay

Subject:

ALUC Alternate

Attachments: 11 0409 ALUC Alternate Desig Ltr.pdf

Cindy: I will miss the Riv Co. ALUC meeting Thursday morning. I am attaching a letter
designating Mike geller as my alternate. He is not able to attend on Thursday either, please
inform them and forward a copy of this letter to them. get their e-mail address from them.
Thanks
Richard

4/1112011
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
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March 7, 2011

wWlv,l11orcllo-valleyca. us

Mr. Leslie E. Starck
Vice President, Local Public Affairs
Southern California Edison
2244 Walnut Grove
Rosemead, CA 91770
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Residential Streetlight Funding Issues

Dear Mr. Starck:
As a follow up to your letter from April 20, 2010 the City would like to inform you of the
current analyses being performed to potentially reduce streetlight services within the
City of Moreno Valley. The City greatly appreciates the efforts and investments
Southern California Edison (SCE) has made within the City. However, the continual
increases to the streetlight tariffs and limited options to fund the streetlight programs
has provided the City with few options to address current and future funding for
residential streetlight services.
The City has historically funded streetlights through its Community Service District
(CSD). The CSD is a separate legal governmental entity which was formed prior to City
incorporation to provide services such as streetlighting through certain zones (Zone "8"
for residential streetlights). These zones were originally structured to provide funding
for all costs and services provided. The revenue for these programs are generated from
property owner approved parcel fees. Without property owner approval, the parcel fees
for streetlight services may not be increased to offset any additional costs, such as
utility rate increases. The CSD has pursued separate property owner mail ballot
proceedings in 2009 and 2010 to increase parcel charges which fund residential
streetlights; both efforts to approve increases failed. Therefore, based on the projected
fiscal year 2010/11 Zone 8 shortfall of $675,000, the CSD has been required to seek a
one-time gift from the City's reserve funds to pay for the utility costs incurred. Due to a
projected budget deficit of $14 million, the City's General Fund is not in a position to
continue funding Zone 8 residential streetlights at this rate in the future. As such, the
CSD has been directed to find a solution to reduce the cost of operations.
The CSD has identified approximately 7,700 residential streetlights currently owned by
SCE, of which over 6,500 are more than ten years old. 8ased on the Rule 4 contract,
the CSD may request the termination of service and removal of these streetlights with
60 days notice provided to SCE. Although preliminary cost estimates to remove these
streetlights may exceed $7 million,' based on the current LS-1 tariff the CSD may
request removal of these older streetlights without any cost being incurred by the CSD.

1

MV00224803
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Additionally, we estimate that the removal of these older residential streetlights would
cause the potential loss of future annual revenues to SCE in excess of $1 million. Due
to the short timeline to reduce service and the significant financial impact to remove all
idle facilities, the City wanted to provide SCE advance notice of actions which may be
forthcoming unless other alternatives are identified.
Even though the increased parcel charges were not approved, our residents have
indicated a strong desire to keep these services and City staff is. reviewing any
additional alternatives to reduce the operating costs for the streetlights to minimize the
number of streetlights removed. Therefore, as an alternative solution and a method to
decrease the negative financial impact to SCE and to decrease the residential
streetlight operating costs, the City may be able to explore an option to convert existing
and all future residential streetlights to an LS-2 tariff. This option would save SCE the
cost to remove 6,500 streetlights and allow SCE to retain a portion of the annual utility
fees due under the LS-2 tariff schedule.
Given the current significant funding shortfall and the ability of the City to fund any
additional services going forward, the timing of any discussions concerning alternative
solutions are of the utmost importance. Additionally, the City Council will be forced to
address all funding shortfalls as part of the FY 2011/12 budget process and needs to
provide direction to City staff regarding the residential streetlights as soon as the end of
April 2011.
At your earliest convenience, the City would like an opportunity to discuss this
alternative, as well as any others that SCE may offer, in an effort to create a win-win
situation for the residents of Moreno Valley and SCE. Please contact Public Works
Director/City Engineer Chris Vogt at
Thank you for your assistance.

;iZ'
(].<~
RiCha~~wart
Mayor

c:

Members of the City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Robert Hansen, City Attorney
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Ray Hicks, Region Manager, Southern California Edison
Larry Todd, Compliance Manager, Southern California Edison

2
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February 24, 2011

March Middle School
Attn: Ke'Ondria Evans
Room 803, Period 6
15800 Indian Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92251
Subject: October 15, 2010 Letter - Animal Shelter Volunteers
. Dear Ms. Evans:
Thank you so much for your recent letter dated October 15, 2010, regarding our
volunteer program at the Moreno Valley Animal Shelter. Currently the Animal Shelter
offers volunteers over the age of 18 the opportunity to participate at the Animal Shelter
with various activities that help to promote the adoption of stray companion animals.
As much as we would like to see our young residents less than 18 years old actively
participate at the Animal Shelter, there are a number on inherent risks associated with
many of the stray animals being cared for by our Animal Services staff. The main
mission of the Animal Services Division is to protect the public's health and safety.
Oftentimes protecting the public's health and safety results in the Animal Shelter
managing and caring for many animals impounded with an unknown medical
background or even some animals which are somewhat aggressive with other animals
as well as people. To reduce the risk of injury to our young residents visiting the Animal
Shelter we ask they be accompanied by a parent or adult family member or friend.
There are a number of ways our young residents like you can' make valuable
contributions to the Animal Shelter. These contributions help to promote the care of
animals, promote the adoption of homeless animals to life long loving homes and
promote the importance of spaying and neutering pets. The following activities are some
ideas to help you decide how you would like to participate:
•

•

With approval of your teachers and school principal, promote a donation
drive with your classmates to donate needed items (food, pet treats,
towels &. blankets) at the Animal Shelter.
Arrange a tour with family and friends or field trip with your classmates of
the Animal Shelter.

MV00224805
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February 24, 2011
Ke'Ondria Evans
Page 2

•

Collect and donate aluminum cans and plastic bottles that can be recycled
and the funds used to help low income residents afford to have their pets
spayed or neutered.

I've enclosed an article from our past CityLink newsletter that I hope inspires you and
your friends to become active with making a difference in the lives of the many
homeless pets at the Moreno Valley Animal Sh~lter.
Thank you for sharing your thoughts with me about volunteering at the Animal Shelter
and your desire to participate as a volunteer in our wonderful community.

Since:) ;Jer?j~~__
ICharCJ:i(!w~

Mayor

SF/cam
c: Council Members
Henry T Garcia, City Manager
Richard Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Steve Fries, Animal Services Division Manager
Enc.
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Aninlal Shelter Receives Generous .Donations

T

.

he Moreno Valley Animal Shelter was the grateful . '

,

recipient of recent donations to help in the care and

comfort of animals waiting for their new homes. Stater
Bros. Markets presented a donation in the amount of
$3,530 to the Shelter at the January 26th City Council
meeting. Stater Bros. Markets and Pedigree, one of
their major suppliers of dog food products, donated.
proceeds from their sales volume in an effort to help
orphaned pets. The donation will be used to provide
veterinary care to these animals, along with spaying
and neutering of pets to make them available for
immediate adoption.
The Shelter also received a generous donation from
Fourth Grade Student Skyler Robbins. A resident of
Winchester, Skyler delivered items such as animal
. treats, dog and cat food, dog toys, towels, blankets
and dog beds valued at over $500. The French Valley
Elementary School student distributed flyers and made
a school presentation asking her classmates to join
her donation drive by helping to collect items for the

Making a difference -Skyler Robbins asked her classmates during a presentation
to donate food and pet care items to benefit the Moreno Valley Animal Shelter.

Animal Shelter. Skyler and her mother, Cindy Robbins, recently delivered the items collected from the donation
drive to the Shelter located at 14041 Elsworth Street. The Shelter is open to the public Monday through Thursday
. from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Fire Hazard Abatement Program
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The Moreno Valley Fire Department's Fire Prevention Division conducts
a Hazard Reduction program each year to identify vacant properties that
are overgrown with weeds, dry grass, dead groves or other flammable
vegetation. Hazard abatement begins by issuing a "Notice to Abate."
This notice is sent to owners of vacant parcels that have a weed
problem orif a weed problem is anticipated in the coming months. It
is important when property owners receive an abatement notice to
respond immediately by clearing the hazard from the property.
The 201 0 "Notices of Violation and Order to Abate" have begun to be
sent to property owners. If you receive an abatement notice and do not
understand. what you need to do, call the Hazard Reduction hotline at
413-3381. They can assist you in making your property fire safe and will
Help prevent fires -Clear your land of overgrown weeds, dry
grass, dead groves or other flammable vegetation.

21 CITYLINK

explain what clearing you will need to do.

WWW.MOVAL.ORG
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March 28, 2011

Sister Molly Moe
27060 Aventurine Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Subject:

Street Names in Moreno Valley

Dear Sister Moe:
I am responding to your request for information on how the City of Moreno Valley
selects street names. The process for naming streets begins with the housing
developer creating a map for their subdivision and identifying how many new streets will
be created. The developer will then submit a list of street names to the City for review
and approval. This list is given to the Post Office, Police Department, Fire Department,
and the Building and Safety Division to be analyzed to determine if there is any street in
Moreno Valley with an identical name, similar name, or a name that sounds the similar
to another street. Once the list has been approved it is then returned to the developer.
The City of Moreno Valley does not select the actual street names, nor are the street
names related to redistricting. The selection of the names is left solely to the developer
once they receive the approved list from the City. Should you have any further
questions, please do not hesitate to contact the City at
Sin

rely

I

:J·Ja.

Richar;;7St~wart

Mayor
c:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Amber Willis, Staff Assistant and Legislative Correspondent
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February 17, 2011

Presidente Jose Raul De Alba Padilla
San Juan de Los Lagos
Jalisco, Mexico
Dear Presidente De Alba Padilla:
I am pleased that Marshall Scott, Moreno Valley's first mayor, has offered to extend a
personal greeting on my behalf as ambassador of our city. Since 1993, as Sister Cities,
Moreno Valley and San Juan de Los Lagos have successfully promoted student and
cultural exchanges, economic development, and established many friendships.
I have had the pleasure of visiting San Juan de Los Logos on several occasions and
always felt welcomed. I wish you success in your administration and look forward to
meeting and working with you.

y,

~

.s~~r¥

----

c: Council Members
City Manager
cam
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17 de Febrero de 2011

Presidente Jose Raul De Alba Padilla
San Juan de Los Lagos
Jalisco, Mexico
Querido Presidente De Alba Padilla:
Me complace saber que Marshall Scott, el primer alcalde de Moreno Valley, Ie haya
extendido un saludo personal de mi parte como embajador de nuestra ciudad.
Desde 1993, las ciudades hermanas de Moreno Valley y San Juan de Los Lagos hemos
apoyado exitosamente a estudiantes, cambios culturales, el desarrollo economico, y
tambien establecido muchas amistades.
En varias ocasiones he tenido el placerde visitar a San Juan de Los Lagos y siempre he
side bien recibido. Le deseo mucho exito en su nueva administracion y espero poder
conocerlo y trabajar con usted.
Sinc ram nte,
.

~

\.

.,

.

ichard A. tewart
Alcalde

c:

Council Members
City Manager

cam
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February 10, 2011

RE:

Letter of Recommendation for Mr. Daniel Ghazarian

To Whom It May Concern:
It is my pleasure to recommend Daniel Ghazarian to you. Mr. Ghazarian
volunteered for the City of Moreno Valley as an intern in the Mayor and Council
office. Mr. Ghazarian's customer services skills are excellent. In addition,
Mr. Ghazarian's 1fT expertise, attention to detail, and ability to stay on task
allowed him to complete projects with little supervision.
Mr. Ghazarian has an infinite amount of initiative, plans well and welcomes
challenges with a positive attitude. It is without reservation that I recommend
Daniel Ghazarian to you.
Sincer¢ly,
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January 26, 2011

Pastor Andrea King
Imani Praise Fellowship Church
16059 Indian St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Pastor King:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to welcome you to Moreno Valley.
With more than 186,000 residents, our city is one of the most diverse in the
nation, featuring a family-oriented demographic and plenty of available land for
future growth and job development.
I invite you to participate in community and city functions, and I look forward to
working with you and Imani Praise Fellowship Church.
Welcome to Moreno Valley!

dwg
c: Council Members
City Manager

MV00224813
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January 6, 2011
www.moreno-valley.ca.us

The Honorable Hal Rogers, Chairman
The Honorable Norm Dicks, Ranking Member
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Appropriations
H-218 U.S. Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Rogers and Ranking Member Dicks:
The City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests full Congressional funding in the FY 2012
Transportation Appropriations Bill for the following Riverside Transit Agency (RTA) projects:
•
•

Eight Replacement Buses - $3.7 million
MurrietalTemecula Regional Transit Center, Park and Ride Facility - $4.8 million
(funding to complete project)

In addition, please consider the following funding for the upcoming renewal of the multi-year
surface transportation program which will be critical for their ongoing operations:
•

82 Replacement Buses - $37.9 million (funding to complete project)

Riverside County, California has been one the fastest growing regions in the United States
over the past 10 years. This phenomenal growth has brought the critical need for an
improved public transportation infrastructure.
RTA is responsible for providing safe and efficient transit service to all citizens in western
Riverside County. The agency serves a region spanning 2,500 square miles, the second
largest transit service area in the nation.
Please consider the request for full funding of the projects listed above so that RTA can
complete the critical transportation infrastructure for our growing, widespread and diverse
community.
r your consideration of this request.

Mayor
c: Council Members
City Manager
Larry Rubio, Chief Executive Officer, RTA

MV00224814

January 3, 2011

Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart:
The Riverside Transit Agency (RTA) is gathering letters of support for our federal legislative
program and we would like to count City of Moreno Valley in with the voices of others
supporting public transit in western Riverside County.
As in previous years, members of the RTA Board of Directors and RTA staff will visit our
area's federal congressional delegation to discuss critical funding for western Riverside
County's transit service. While there, we will discuss the need for the following
appropriations in the FY 2012 Federal Budget:
•
•

Eight Replacement Buses - $3: 7 million
Temecula/Murrieta Regional Transit Center, Park and Ride Facility - $4.8 million

Additionally, we will also discuss funding for the following critical purchase in the upcoming
renewal of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for
Users (SAFETEA-LU):
•

82 Replacement Buses - $37.9 million (funding to complete project)

Attached is a template letter you can use to send to the Chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee and the ranking minority member and then send RTA a copy.
RTA compiles copies of the letters to present to our congressional delegation to show
support, so a printed original or a PDF of the letters that were mailed will allow us to include
your voice in the packet we present.
To meet our schedules, we kindly request that we receive a copy of your letter no later than
Friday, February 4. Please email to srichardson@riversidetransit.com or mail to Riverside
Transit Agency, Attn: Scott Richardson, 1825 Third Street, Riverside, CA 92507.
Thank you very much for your continued support of public transit. If I can answer any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

~~
Larry Rubio
Chief Executive Officer
LR/SR/mh
Attachment

MV00224815

..
Meg ltagaki
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meg Itagaki
Monday, January 10, 2011 9:42 AM
'srichardson@riversidetransit.com'; 'Irubio@riversidetransit.com';
'MHernandez@RiversideTransit.com'
Cindy Miller; Juliene Clay
Letter to Chairman Rogers and Ranking Member Dicks

Attachments:

20110110094336.pdf

Cc:

~
~
20110110094336.p
df (39 KB)
Is enclosed.
Meg Itagaki
Senior Office Assistant
City Clerk's Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E :megi@moval.org
W: www.moval.org
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The Honorable Barbara Boxer
United States Senate
112 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Subject:

Request for Support for Federal Disaster Declaration for Riverside County

Dear Senator Boxer:
The City of Moreno Valley suffered tremendous losses during the recent severe winter storm, which
began on December 18 and continued through December 28. Over 30 Moreno Valley homeowners
were contacted and advised they should voluntarily evacuate their homes due to a mudslide from the
hillside that bordered their homes. The City closed ten streets due to flooding and issued flood
advisories for another 28 streets. We estimate that our residents suffered approximately $200,000 in
lost property and the City's own disaster relief efforts have cost an additional $790,000. The full
impact of this severe winter storm event is still under evaluation at this time as debris removal, flood
channel clean up, and other activities are still on going today.
On December 29, Acting California Governor Abel Maldonado made an official request to President
Obama to declare a major disaster for the State of California. I understand that the specific request
was for Public Assistance (Categories A-G) for damages caused by severe winter storms, high winds,
flooding and debris and mud flows and, for Individual Assistance, the Individuals and Households
Program, Legal Services, Crisis Counseling Program, Disaster Unemployment Assistance, U.S. Small
Business Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture Emergency Loan Program, statewide
Hazard Mitigation and any other Stafford Act disaster assistance programs that may be appropriate for
several counties, including Riverside County. Any assistance and support you and your staff can
provide in ensuring 'that Riverside County be included in a federal disaster declaration is much
appreciated.
Thank you for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. If additional information
regarding this request would be helpful, please do not hesitate to call me at 951. 413.3008.

Sin/e9y,

~

~jrJ
'X1IWaf
Rich;qs~ewart
Mayor
c:

Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Members of the City Council
William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Acting Asst. City Manager Steve Curley, Fire Chief
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The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
United States Senate
331 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Subject:

Request for Support for Federal Disaster Declaration for Riverside County

Dear Senator Feinstein:
The City of Moreno Valley suffered tremendous losses during the recent severe winter storm, which
began on December 18 and continued through December 28. Over 30 Moreno Valley homeowners
were contacted and advised they should voluntarily evacuate their homes due to a mudslide from the
hillside that bordered their homes. The City closed ten streets due to flooding and issued flood
advisories for another 28 streets. We estimate that our residents suffered approximately $200,000 in
lost property and the City's own disaster relief efforts have cost an additional $790,000. The full
impact of this severe winter storm event is still under evaluation at this time as debris removal, flood
channel clean up, and other activities are still on going today.
On December 29, Acting California Governor Abel Maldonado made an official request to President
Obama to declare a major disaster for the State of California. I understand that the specific request
was for Public Assistance (Categories A-G) for damages caused by severe winter stomls, high winds,
flooding and debris and mud flows and, for Individual Assistance, the Individuals and Households
Program, Legal Services, Crisis Counseling Program, Disaster Unemployment Assistance, U.S. Small
Business Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture Emergency Loan Program, statewide
Hazard Mitigation and any other Stafford Act disaster assistance programs that may be appropriate for
several counties, including Riverside County. Any assistance and support you and your staff can

provide in ensuring that Riverside County be included in a federal disaster declaration is much
appreciated.
Thank you for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. If additional information
regarding this request would be helpful, please do not hesitate to call me at

c:

Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Members of the City Council
William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Acting Asst. City Manager Steve Curley, Fire Chief
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Request for Support for Federal Disaster Declaration for Riverside County

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
The City of Moreno Valley suffered tremendous losses during the recent severe winter storm, which
began on December 18 and continued through December 28. Over 30 Moreno Valley homeowners
were contacted and advised they should voluntarily evacuate their homes due to a mudslide from the
hillside that bordered their homes. The City closed ten streets due to flooding and issued flood
advisories for another 28 streets. We estimate that our residents suffered approximately $200,000 in
lost property and the City's own disaster relief efforts have cost an additional $790,000. The full
impact of this severe winter storm event is still under evaluation at this time as debris removal, flood
channel clean up, and other activities are still on going today.
On December 29, Acting California Governor Abel Maldonado made an official request to President
Obama to declare a major disaster for the State of California. I understand that the specific request
was for Public Assistance (Categories A-G) for damages caused by severe winter storms, high winds,
flooding and debris and mud flows and, for Individual Assistance, the Individuals and Households
Program, Legal Services, Crisis Counseling Program, Disaster Unemployment Assistance, U.S. Small
Business Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture Emergency Loan Program, statewide
Hazard Mitigation and any other Stafford Act disaster assistance programs that may be appropriate for
several counties, including Riverside County. Any assistance and support you and your staff can
provide in ensuring that Riverside County be included in a federal disaster declaration is much
appreciated.
Thank you for your continued supp0l1 of the Moreno Valley community. If additional information
regarding this request would be helpful, please do not hesitate to call me at

c:

Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Honorable Barbara Boxer
Members of the City Council
William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Acting Asst. City Manager Steve Curley, Fire Chief
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Mr. Oscar Valdaperia
President/CEO
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
12625 Frederick Street, Suite E-3
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-5253
ria:

O~fL--

-

I WOll like to thank you and the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce for
coordinating and sponsoring the Mayor's Swearing-In Ceremony reception on
January 4. Please extend my appreciation to Jose's for catering the event.

cam
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Deacon Richard Heames
St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church
10915 Pigeon Pass Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-3701
Dear Deacon Heames:
I would like to thank you for offering the invocation at the Mayor's Swearing-In
Ceremony on January 4, 2011. I appreciated your words of encouragement and
support for me, the council members, and our community.

cam
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Mr. Tim Caszatt
President of the Board of Directors
Moreno Valley Master Chorale
P.O. Box 1221
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Dear Mr. Caszatt:
I would like to thank the Moreno Valley Master Chorale for singing the National Anthem
at the Mayor's Swearing-In Ceremony on January 4, 2011. I appreciate that the
members of the Master Chorale took the time out of their busy schedules to join me and
the Council Members to take part in the ceremony.

cam
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Cindy Miller
From:

Michelle Dawson

Sent:

Sunday, October 09,2011 1:27 PM

To:

Cindy Miller; Michele Patterson

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross

Subject:

RE: Letter to Governor re: RDA

Attachments: MoVal RDA Flyer.pdf
Cindy: the attached was also forwarded to the Governor as well as our other legislators,
--Michelle

From: Cindy Miller

Sent: Thursday, October 06,201111:12 AM
To: Michelle Dawson
Cc: Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross
Subject: Letter to Governor re: RDA

Hi Michelle:
Mayor Pro Tem Molina asked if the City has sent a letter to the Governor
Brown re: RDA. I looked in the Mayor's outgoing correspondence and only
found letters to various legislators thanking them for their opposition to
ABXl 26 and ABXl 27.
Thanks,
Cindy
Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.

P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.org

w:
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or years redevelopment has been a critical tool for Moreno Valley to pursue the elimination of blight,
construct needed infrastructure and public facilities, create and retain jobs, and build affordable
housing opportunities in the community. Governor Brown is proposing to abolish redevelopment
throughout California, an action that would devastate Moreno Valley's efforts in all of these areas. As
revenues continue to shrink and be stretched to support critical City services such as public safety
programs, redevelopment is more critical than ever in Moreno Valley's efforts to attract businesses and
create jobs, along with enhancing the economic vitality and physical appearance of our community.

F

Since being formed in 1987, the Community Redevelopment Agency of Moreno Valley (RDA) has invested
in a variety of redevelopment activities totaling over $174 million, including:
Over $95 million in economic development projects including the Moreno Valley Mall, Costco, Koll Corp.,
and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center.
Over $12 million in public facilities such as the Senior Center, Public Safety Building, Conference & Recreation Center and Sunnymead Park.
Over $31 million in infrastructure improvements including streets, storm drains, sidewalks and utilities.
Nearly $36 million in affordable housing activities including the rehabilitation and development of new
affordable housing opportunities.
Some of the projects and programs that have been assisted by funding from the Moreno Valley Community
Redevelopment Agency ~RDA) in the past 10 years include the following:

Major Public Improvements
In December 2008 the RDA issued $41.6 million
in Bonds to be used for a number of major public
improvement projects to be constructed between
2008-2012. The projects include:
o Nason/State Route 60 Bridge
o Ironwood Street & Storm Water
Improvements (Day Street to Barclay Drive)
o New Fire Station at Morrison Park
o Day Street Improvements (Alessandro
Boulevard to Cottonwood Avenue)
o Indian Basin Storm Water Upgrades
o Moreno Valley Auto Mall Upgrades

Participation Agreements
RDA funds with the efforts of the City's Redevelopment staff assisted in the attraction, retention, and
expansion of several businesses:
o Robertson's Ready Mix: Relocation of the
concrete plant from TownGate to a new site
on Old 215
o Moss Bros. Auto Group: Stabilization of the
Moreno Valley Auto Mall; the Auto Mall brings
jobs as well as sales tax to the City.
o Burlington Coat Factory: Opened a new
store in the vacant former Mervyns store in
TownGate Center.

Community Facilities
0

Sunnymead Boulevard Revitalization Project

o Moreno Valley Conference &
Recreation Center
o Public Safety Building

Affordable Housing
20% of the RDA's tax increment is set aside for
housing efforts. The development of 838 affordable
housing opportunities have been created in Moreno
Valley during the past 8 years:
o Cottonwood Place (272 Units)
o Casitas del Valle (39 Units)
o Bay Family Apartments (60 Units)
o Perris Isle (148 Senior Units)
o Oakwood Apartments (240 Units)
o Rancho Dorado-Phase 1 (79 Units)
The City also secured
munity Development
of $1.05 million that
the funding of the
Operations Center.

a State Housing & ComGrant in the amount
was used to augment
City's new Emergency
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The Honorable Paul Cook
1h
65 Assembly District
Capital Office, Room 5164
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject: Letter of Support: ABxl 41 (Solorio). Vehicle License Fee

Dear Assembly Member Cook:
The City of Moreno Valley supports ABxl 41 Solorio: Vehicle License Fee as it will restore over
$600,000 in revenue to Moreno Valley. This funding is critical to our City during these
challenging economic times as Moreno Valley has reduced its workforce by over 50% in the last
three years including the defunding of positions in both our police and fire departments.
Prior to SB 89, the historic vehicle license fee (VLF) formula provided $3.50 per person in
general purpose funding to all of California's 482 cities, with additional allocations for new
incorporation and annexations. An average city dedicates over 60% of their general purpose
revenues to public safety departments. The result of SB 89 is that cities lost $130 million general
purpose revenues, the majority of which goes to police services, in exchange for less than $100
million in state grants earmarked for frontline law enforcement service.
Fortunately, ABx I 41 helps to undo the harm by restoring the VLF formula for cities, including
annexations and new incorporations, and for Orange County. It does so by reinstating the special
VLF rate for public safety that expired on June 30 of this year. Now, the 0.15% fully covers the
local shares, local law enforcement grants, including Citizens' Option for Public Safety (COPS)
and booking fee subventions, and important Department of Justice programs that assist local law
enforcement with the "worst of the worst" crimes and regional drug enforcement.
The City of Moreno Valley encourages you to support this important piece of legislation.

cc:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Bob Dutton
Honorable Brian Nestande
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities

Honorable Bi II Emmerson
Honorable Mike Morrell
Honorable Jose Solorio
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
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Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Governor's Office, State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
VIA FAX: 916-558-3160
RE: Request for Veto: SB 469 (Vargas): Land Use: Development Project Review: Superstores

Dear Governor Brown:
The City of Moreno Valley respectfully request you veto Senate Bill 469 by Senator Juan Vargas. [n a time
of economic crisis th is bi II wi 11 further hamper job and business development and economic growth
throughout California.
Current law already allows for extensive land use and environmental reviews in addition to public testimony
wherever a discretionary project approval is required from a public agency. This bill will add another layer of
duplicative assessments and studies, even for simple, routine approvals, adding to the costs and time of
projects.
The state faces unprecedented budgets deficits and this bill will only exacerbate this problem by prohibiting
certain businesses from developing new stores in California. These retailers and their supply chain partnersmany of whom are small and minority-owned businesses - collect and pay billions in state and local taxes
annually and sustain thousands of good payingjobs for Californians.
The fact is that local communities throughout the state already have policies in place that address the
building of supercenters. The bill mandates that more studies be performed before a store can be built,
however, this bill does not consider that many cities have urban decay studies, regulatory standards and
sometimes flat-out bans on stores over a certain square footage. Each local government is able to define what
works for their community and what doesn't. They are able to adapt their powers to fit local conditions and
local governments are empowered to own that process. This legislation would ultimately take away that
important decision-making process.
The state should be fostering economic opportunity and not placing barriers on growth.
we request you return SB 469 without your signature.

cc:

Members of City Council
Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager

For these reasons

Camille Wagner, Governor's Office
Honorable Bob Dutton
Honorable M ike Morrell
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities
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Honorable Bill Emmerson
State Capitol
Room 4082
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

Letter of Opposition: AB 1027 (Buchanan): Local Publicly Owned Electric Utilities: Utility
Poles

Dear Senator Emmerson:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes AB 1027 (Buchanan): Local Publicly Owned Electric Utilities: Utility
Poles as the legislation negatively impacts municipally operated power companies.
First, AB 1027 erodes local control. Pole attachment rates and contracts are set by each local City Council and
adhere to a stringent public process. However, AB 1027 will allow the State to directly set the rates and rate
formula for all pole attachment rates on taxpayer owned assets, usurping local control and ignoring the
difference among each locally owned utility.
Second, AB 1027 creates a local tax subsidy for telecommunication companies which are for profit businesses.
This bill would mandate a pole attachment rate formula which will set a "price cap" on the rates a local
jurisdiction can charge. If passed, the legislation will not allow municipally owned utilities to recover the real
costs associated with the maintenance and purchase of util ity poles. When the cost of maintaining the poles
exceeds the "price cap", utilities will be forced to raise the rates of local utility ratepayers in order to cover the
costs that should be borne by the telecommunications companies. Utility ratepayers will be "taxed" and forced
to subsidize companies that they may not even be receiving a service from.
Finally, AB 1027 increases the I iability for local jurisdictions by allowing third parties access to utility ducts and
conduits which are in utility vaults. According to the Public Utilities Commission General Order 128, "Any
work performed on communication facilities in substructures that contain energized electrical facilities, will be
performed by qualified personnel under the supervision of a qualified electrical worker". By allowing nonqualified workers into these spaces, reliability is compromised and local jurisdictions become legal liable for
work performed by non-qualified employees of these telecommunication companies.
For these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley is opposed to AB 1027 (Buchanan): Local Publicly Owned
Utilities: Utility Poles.

cc:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager

Honorable Bob Dutton
Honorable Mike Morrell
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities
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The Honorable Jerry Brown
Governor, State of California
State Capitol Building, I SI Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE:

Request for Veto: SB (293) Padilla: Public Contracts: Retention Proceeds

Dear Governor Brown:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes SB (293) Padilla: Public Contracts: Retention Proceeds
and respectfully requests that you veto this bill as it will limit a local agency's ability to set
retention rates to no more than 5% in public contracts.
Cities use retention in public contracts because it helps assure that work is done in compliance
with the contract document and serves as a financial incentive for contractors to complete a
project. In addition, should a contractor fail to perform or not complete the project, the retention
funds can be used to cover the cost of project completion. For many local agencies, it also
common practice to reduce the retention rate midway through a project to reward efficient
project completion. Either way, local control over retention rates should be retained as a tool to
ensure project completion is on-time and within budget.
SB 293 will limit the ability of public agencies to protect themselves by capping the level of
retention proceeds and it will significantly increase the financial risks on construction projects.
Because of this, the City of Moreno Valley is opposed to this bill and respectfully requests your
veto of SB 293. Thank you for your consideration on the important issue.

cc:

Members ofthe City Council
Honorable Bob Dutton
Honorable Mike Morrell
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
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Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Cannon House Office Building, Room 104
United States House of Representatives
Washington D.C. 20515

Subject:

Opposition to Reductions in Federal Funding for FY 2012

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
The City of Moreno Valley is opposed to any further reductions in Federal funding in FY 2012 for programs
that help support key local projects and initiatives such as the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG),
the HOME Investment Act, Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER), Edward
Byrne Justice Assistance Grants (JAG), and Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS).
CDBG funding provides essential financial support for economic development projects and tnltlatlves in
Moreno Valley that support those in our community who have been hit the hardest by the economic down turn.
Our City has focused CDBG money on funding projects that are aimed at job creation and economic growth as
well as providing funding for community programs that provide assistance to low income residents. Projects
funded by the CDBG funds the City receives include:
•

A local Employment Resource Center (ERC) where residents can utilize the internet and other office
equipment to apply for unemployment or run job searches. Due to the economy and a year round
unemployment rate of over 16%, attendance at the ERC has averaged 155 people per day and the
Center has logged over 30,000 requests for services since it opened. Over 10 employers' recruitments
have been hosted at the ERC drawing more than 2,800 people.

•

The City implemented an economic development program called the 'New Business Incentive
Program' that offers large employers incentives (loans or grants) in exchange for low/mod job
creation. The public-private collaboration has resulted in creation of ten full time low income positions
this year and has attracted several large employers to vacant industrial and retail space. These
employers currently offer 115 jobs across all income levels but could potentially offer 200 jobs to City
residents.

•

Public service providers offer actIvItIes to assist low-income participants, including the elderly,
homeless, disabled, and persons threatened with homelessness. Once such program funded this year
was Lutheran Social Services 'Amelia's Light' Transitional Living Program which provides assistance
to homeless women and children through a comprehensive transitional living program. Counseling,
education assessments and other services are provided to assist participants with gaining independence
and self-sufficiency.

Without CDBG funding, our City would be unable to continue offering assistance to our residents through
these programs at their current levels.

MV00224830
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Both the Edward Byrne Justice Assistance Grant and Community Oriented Police Services (COPS) have
provided tremendous support to our police department over the years ranging from funding police officers to
purchasing crime reducing technology such as automated license plate reader systems, video enhancement
software, and forensic cameras. Surveillance equipment and safety equipment have also greatly enhanced the
Moreno Valley Police Departments ability to safely monitor and arrest people who have committed crimes in
our City.
Finally, our City has utilized HOME funding to offer affordable housing to our community. Just recently the
City of Moreno Valley City Council approved the issuance of a $1.2 million loan of HOME funds in order to
construct a 78-unit affordable housing development that will be situated on 5.37 acres. Without funding from
HOME the developer for this project would have been forced to delay construction for this project for several
years.
I sincerely thank you for your consideration of this request. Our City looks forward to working closely with
you to maintain maximum funding for vital local programs, projects, and initiatives for federal fiscal year
2012.

Sincere /

.-.-.-T-~""'=:7-=----__

r!~

Mayor
C:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Barbara Boxer
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager

Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
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The Honorable Bill Emmerson
Member, California State Senate
State Capitol Building, Room 4082
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Thank You for Your Opposition to ABXl 26 (Blumenfield) and ABXl 27 (Blumenfield)

Dear Senator Emmerson:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for your opposition to ABXl 26
(BIumenfield) Community Redevelopment and ABXl 27 (Blumenfield) Voluntary Alternative
Redevelopment Program. In voting against these two bills you have shown a willingness to do what is right
not only for the residents of Moreno Valley but for all of your constituents in the 37 th Senate District.
As you are aware, redevelopment helps to build and improve communities, spurs job growth and taxes and is the
most significant provider of infrastructure, urban development and affordable housing in the state. Thank you
for your leadership in recognizing the value of redevelopment in California and your commitment to
preserve this critical local economic development tool.
Moreno Valley has utilized its Redevelopment Agency (RDA) to fund several community amenttles and
enhancements over the years including the construction of a new Fire Station at Morrison Park, the Senior
Center, Public Safety Building, and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center. Additionally, 20% of the
RDA's tax increment is set aside for affordable housing efforts. Through this set aside, 838 affordable housing
opportunities have been created over the last eight years in Moreno Valley.
Furthermore, RDA money has been utilized to assist in the attraction, retention, and expansion of businesses
which includes the relocation of Robertson's Ready Mix, the stabilization of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall, and
providing assistance to the TownGate Mall and surrounding commercial businesses.
I sincerely thank you for your opposition to eliminating redevelopment agencies as the City's RDA has played,
and continues to play, a vital role in providing jobs in our local community and enhancing the quality of life of
our residents.

Mayor
c:

Members of City Council
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
California Redevelopment Association
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The Honorable Bob Dutton
Member, California State Senate
State Capitol Building, Room 5094
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Thank You for Your Opposition to ABXl 26 (BIumenfield) and ABXl 27 (BIumenfield)

Dear Senator Dutton:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley [ would like to thank you for your opposition to ABXl 26
(BIumenfield) Community Redevelopment and ABXl 27 (Blumenfield) Voluntary Alternative
Redevelopment Program. In voting against these two bills you have shown a willingness to do what is right
not only for the residents of Moreno Valley but for all of your constituents in the 3 I SI Senate District.
As you are aware, redevelopment helps to build and improve communities, spurs job growth and taxes and is the
most significant provider of infrastructure, urban development and affordable housing in the state. Thank you
for your leadership in recognizing the value of redevelopment in California and your commitment to
preserve this critical local economic development tool.
Moreno Valley has utilized its Redevelopment Agency (RDA) to fund several community amel1lties and
enhancements over the years including the construction of a new Fire Station at Morrison Park, the Senior
Center, Public Safety Building, and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center. Additionally, 20% of the
RDA's tax increment is set aside for affordable housing efforts. Through this set aside, 838 affordable housing
opportunities have been created over the last eight years in Moreno Valley.
Furthermore, RDA money has been utilized to assist in the attraction, retention, and expansion of businesses
which includes the relocation of Robertson's Ready Mix, the stabilization of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall, and
providing assistance to the TownGate Mall and surrounding commercial businesses.
I sincerely thank you for your opposition to eliminating redevelopment agencies as the City'S RDA has played,
and continues to play, a vital role in providing jobs in our local community and enhancing the quality of life Of
our residents.

~~~=====-~----------

c:

Members of City Council
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
California Redevelopment Association
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The Honorable Paul Cook
Capital Office
Room 5164
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Thank You for Your Opposition to ABXl 26 (Blumenfield) and ABXl 27 (BIumenfield)

Dear Assemblyman Cook:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for your opposition to ABXl 26
(Blumenfield) Community Redevelopment and ABXl 27 (Blumenfield) Voluntary Alternative
Redevelopment Program. In voting against these two bills you have shown a willingness to do what is right
not only for the residents of Moreno Valley but for all of your constituents in the 65 th Assembly District.
As you are aware, redevelopment helps to build and improve communities, spurs job growth and taxes and is the
most significant provider of infrastructure, urban development and affordable housing in the state. Thank you
for your leadership in recognizing the value of redevelopment in California and your commitment to
preserve this critical local economic development tool.
Moreno Valley has utilized its Redevelopment Agency (RDA) to fund several community amenities and
enhancements over the years including the construction of a new Fire Station at Morrison Park, the Senior.
Center, Public Safety Building, and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center. Additionally, 20% of the
RDA's tax increment is set aside for affordable housing efforts. Through this set aside, 838 affordable housing
opportunities have been created over the last eight years in Moreno Valley.
Furthermore, RDA money has been utilized to assist in the attraction, retention, and expansion of businesses
which includes the relocation of Robertson's Ready Mix, the stabilization of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall, and
providing assistance to the TownGate Mall and surrounding commercial businesses.
I sincerely thank you for your opposition to eliminating redevelopment agencies as the City's RDA has played,
and continues to play, a vital role in providing jobs in our local community and enhancing the quality of life of
our residents.

Si~

RiChar(~n~
~lJ.

Mayor

c:

Members of City Council
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
California Redevelopment Association
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The Honorable Brian Nestande
Capitol Office
State Capitol
Room 4153
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Thank You for Your Opposition to ABXl 26 (Blumenfield) and ABXl 27 (BIumenfield)

Dear Assemblyman Nestande:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for your opposition to ABXl 26
(BIumenfield) Community Redevelopment and ABXl 27 (Blumenfield) Voluntary Alternative
Redevelopment Program. In voting against these two bills you have shown a willingn~ss to do what is right
not only for the residents of Moreno Valley but for all of your con~tituents in the 64 th Assembly District.
As you are aware, redevelopment helps to build and improve communities, spurs job growth and taxes and is the
most significant provider of infrastructure, urban development and affordable housing in the state. Thank you
for your leadership in recognizing the value of redevelopment in California and your commitment to
preserve this critical local economic development tool.
Moreno Valley has utilized its Redevelopment Agency (RDA) to fund several community amel1ltles and
enhancements over the years including the construction of a new Fire Station at Morrison Park, the Senior
Center, Public Safety Building, and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center. Additionally, 20% of the
RDA's tax increment is set aside for affordable housing efforts. Through this set aside, 838 affordable housing
opportunities have been created over the last eight years in Moreno Valley.
Furthermore, RDA money has been utilized to assist in the attraction, retention, and expansion of businesses
which includes the relocation of Robertson's Ready Mix, the stabilization of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall, and
providing assistance to the TownGate Mall and surrounding commercial businesses.
I sincerely thank you for your opposition to eliminating redevelopment agencies as the City's RDA has played,
and continues to play, a vital role in providing jobs in our local community and enhancing the quality of life of
our residents.

Mayor
c:

Members of City Council
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
California Redevelopment Association
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The Honorable Mike Morrell
Capitol Office
Room 5126
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Thank You for Your Opposition to ABXl 26 (BIumenfield) and ABXl 27 (Blumenfield)

Dear Assemblyman Morrell:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for your opposition to ABXl 26
(Blumenfield) Community Redevelopment and ABXl 27 (Blumenfield) Voluntary Alternative
Redevelopment Program. In voting against these two bills you have shown a willingness to do what is right
not only for the residents of Moreno Valley but for all of your constituents in the 63 rd Assembly District.
As you are aware, redevelopment helps to build and improve communities, spurs job growth and taxes and is the
most significant provider of infrastructure, urban development and affordable housing in the state. Thank you
for your leadership in recognizing the value of redevelopment in California and your commitment to
preserve this critical local economic development tool.
Moreno Valley has utilized its Redevelopment Agency (RDA) to fund several community amel1ltles and
enhancements over the years including the construction of a new Fire Station at Morrison Park, the Senior
Center, Public Safety Building, and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center. Additionally, 20% of the
RDA's tax increment is set aside for affordable housing efforts. Through this set aside, 838 affordable housing
opportunities have been created over the last eight years in Moreno Valley.
Furthermore, RDA money has been utilized to assist in the attraction, retention, and expansion of businesses
which includes the relocation of Robertson's Ready Mix, the stabilization of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall, and
providing assistance to the TownGate Mall and surrounding commercial businesses.
I sincerely thank you for your opposition to eliminating redevelopment agencies as the City's RDA has played,
and continues to play, a vital role in providing jobs in our local community and enhancing the quality of life of
our residents.

c:

Members of City Council
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
California Redevelopment Association
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The Honorable Bill Emmerson
State Capitol
Room 4082
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE:

Opposition to SB 931 (Vargas) Public Employee Organizations as Amended

Dear Senator Emmerson:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes SB 931 (Vargas) as this legislation would limit a public agency's ability to
seek legal counsel.
.
SB 931 provides that all public agencies are forbidden to use taxpayer dollars to pay for outside consultants or
legal advisors for the purpose of counseling the public employer about ways to minimize or deter the exercise of
public employee union activities. The City of Moreno Valley believes that SB 931 is unreasonable and
inappropriately interferes with attorney-client privilege and the right to counsel.
Local governments are governed by the Meyers-Milias Brown Act. This Act protects the rights of public
employees to form, join and participate in public employee unions as well as the right to refuse to join or
participate in unions. In addition, the law prohibits cities from interfering with or restricting public employees
from union participation. Given these existing protections it is not clear what SB 931 is actually attempting to
remedy.
SB 931 's proposed changes impermissibly invade the attorney-client. and attorney work product privileges.
Local government agencies must be able to seek counsel and freely communicate thoughts and ideas with
counsel in order to best determine their rights and obligations; however, SB 931 would have an unacceptabl~
effect on such communications and will violate public policy as well as the effective administration of justice.
Finally, the proposed language in SB 931 is so vague that the only way to determine whether a communication
would be wrongful would be to require disclosure of the communication, which would violate the attorneyclient privilege. This threat of disclosure would likely deter employers from obtaining advice on issues that may
. fall in the grey area. As a result of this, SB 931 could lead to higher attorney fees as cities would not be able to
secure legal advice until litigation or administrative proceedings have already commenced. For these reasons,
the City of Moreno Valley respectfully opposes SB 931.

--.

cc:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Paul Cook, Assembly Member
Honorable Mike Morrell, Assembly Member
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities

Honorable Bob Dutton, State Senator
Honorable Brian Nestande, Assembly Member
Honorable Juan Vargas, Assembly Member
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son
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Author & Co-Authors of AB I 250 (Alejo)
California State Capital Building
10th Street and Capital Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Thank You for Your Support of AB 1250 (Alejo): Redevelopment

Dear Senators and Assembly Members:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for co-authoring AB 1250 (Alejo):
Redevelopment. Collectively, this legislation contains the most sweeping set of proposed reforms to
California's redevelopment law in two decades without eliminating redevelopment agencies which are so vital
to local jurisdictions such as Moreno Valley. This measure tightens the definition of "blight", limits project area
size, and increases accountability through performance standards.
As the Governor and legislators continue to negotiate and develop California's budget, I urge you to continue to
oppose the Governor's proposal to abolish redevelopment. The elimination of redevelopment agencies will
have devastating impacts on Moreno Valley'S local economy and quality of life. Moreno Valley has utilized its
Redevelopment Agency to fund several community amenities and enhancements over the years including the
construction of the Senior Center, Public Safety Building, and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center.
Redevelopment helps to build and improve communities, spurs job growth and taxes and is the most significant
provider of infrastructure, urban development and affordable housing in the state. Thank you for your
leadership in recognizing the value of redevelopment in California and your commitment to preserve this
critical I al economic development tool.

c:

Members of City Council
Co-Authors of AB 1250 (Alejo)
Honorable Bob Dutton
Honorable Paul Cook
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
California Redevelopment Association

Honorable Luis Alejo
Honorable Bill Emmerson
. Honorable Brian Nestande
Honorable Mike Morrell
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
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May 16,2011
The Honorable Paul Cook
Capital Office
Room 5164
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE:

Opposition to AB 710 (Skinner): Local Planning

Dear Assembly Member Cook:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes AB 710 (Skinner) Local Planning as it seeks to limit local
authority on parking regulations for residential and commercial use. Currently this legislation
would prohibit cities from requiring more than one parking space per residential unit as well as
prohibit cities from requiring more than one parking space per 1,000 square feet of commercial
space. This bill is another attempt in Sacramento to erode local control over zoning matters.
Reducing minimum parking space requirements will result in "spill over" parking on city streets
which will increase congestion and compromise the safety of Moreno Valley residents. Our city
already experiences heavy street parking in and around shopping centers due to local residents
conducting automobile sales on city streets. Unfortunately there have been several accidents
involving vehicles that unsafely pull out into traffic which have injured both the drivers and
passengers of these vehicles. Additionally, pedestrians who cross city streets at undesignated
areas to get to vehicles that are parked on city streets have been struck by passing motorists.
Spill over parking from the reduction of parking space requirements will only intensive this
problem and create a serious public safety issue for the City to address.
Furthermore, the City of Moreno Valley's Municipal Code clearly defines the number of parking
spaces required for commercial businesses based on the type of use the building is constructed
for. For example, a restaurant establishment has a requirement of one space per 100 square feel,
a bank has a requirement of one space per 200 square feet, and an automobile dealership has a
requirement of one space per 2,000 square feet of display area. Such a "one size fits all" solution
does not take into account how much traffic a business will generate and allow reasonable
accommodations for parking.
Finally, AB 710 is designed to encourage the development of more walkable areas within cities
as well as encourage residents to utilize public transpoltation. Unfortunately, these expectations
will not be a reality in the City of Moreno Valley anytime soon. Our city has a population of
over 193,000 residents and yet there is just one bus line within the city to accommodate the
public transportation needs of city residents. This bus line services only the western portion of
Moreno Valley and does not travel to the east end of the city where the Stoneridge Town Center,
Walmart Supercenter, and Moss Brothers Auto Dealership are located. Considering the limited
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public transit options available to Moreno Valley residents it is just not feasible to expect our
residents to utilize public transportation to conduct business within the city.
The City of Moreno Valley is opposed to AB 710 (Skinner) as cities must maintain local control
over parking regulations for residential and commercial use as decreasing parking space
requirements will only increase congestion, compromise public safety, and force Moreno Valley
residents to utilize an inadequate public transportation system.

Sincer~

----.Rt~-'!tf.rt~;;
I~te~

Mayor
cc:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Bob Dutton, State Senator
Honorable Mike Morrell, Assembly Member
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities

Honorable Bill Emmerson, State Senator
Honorable Brian Nestande, Assembly Member
Honorable Nancy Skinner, Assembly Member
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Joe A Gonsalves and Son
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The Honorable Paul Cook
Capital Office
Room 5164
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

Opposition to AB 506 (Wieckowski) Local Government:
Bankruptcy: Mediation
i

Dear Assembly Member Cook:

i

The City of Moreno Valley opposes AB 506 (Wieckowski) as this legislation will remove our ability to make
our own financial decisions. AB 506 attempts to prevent any loc~l
government from filing for bankruptcy under
I
Chapter 9 of the federal bankruptcy code without first receiving the permission from a State-controlled
non-governmental arbitrator.
I
I

AB 506 can jeopardize local services while a local government !attempts to determine how best to manage its
finances when expenditures exceed revenues and fund balance. T;he purpose of filing for Chapter 9 Bankruptcy
Protection is to effectively suspend payments by granting an autpmatic stay of financial obligations in order to
formulate a debt readjustment plan. Without this protection, 1scally vulnerable cities with the inability to
continue payments may face interruptions to vital services and residents will suffer.
Additionally, current bankruptcy proceedings are managed by Jpert bankruptcy judges who have no stake in
the outcome. The proposed State Commission which would ma1nage the new process is comprised of elected
officials who will face special interest and politic pressures whel~ reaching a decision on bankruptcy for a local
jurisdiction. Furthermore the use of an outside "mediator" withl all the powers of an arbitrator has far larger
implications that will threaten local control. This process is clearly being stacked against municipalities.
Since the adoption of Chapter 9 of the federal bankruptcy code in 1949-60 years ago--only two cities (and one
county) have petitioned for its use: the City of Desert Hot Springs in 1994, Orange County in 1994, and in 2008
the City of Vallejo. Bankruptcy is not an attractive alternative for local communities, nor is it an easy process,
and is a last, desperate resort. Furthermore, the chron ic mismanagement of the state's budget and raids on local
government budgets is part of the reason many cities are in fiscal distress. For these reasons the City of Moreno
Valley is opposed to AB 506.

cc:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Bob Dutton, State Senator
Honorable Brian Nestande, Assembly Member
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of Cal iforn ia Cities

Honorable Bi II Emmerson, State Senator
Honorable Bob Wieckowski, Assembly Member
Honorable Mike Morrell, Assembly Member
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son
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April 26, 2011
Honorable Bi II Emmerson
State Capitol
Room 4082
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

Letter of Opposition: SB 469 (Vargas): Land Use: Development Project Review:
Superstores

Dear Senator Emmerson:
The City of Moreno Valley is opposed to SB 469 (Vargas): Land Use: Development Project
Review: Superstores, which undermines local land use authority by requiring cities to have
economic impact reports prepared on permits for specific types of "superstores." This bill is
patterned after other legislation introduced and vetoed over the past decade targeting specific
large retailers selling non-taxable food products. Specifically, SB 469 mandates that a city or
county prior to approving or disapproving a "superstore retailer" to require, at applicant expense,
a private consultant to prepare an exhaustive economic impact report examining 17 different
detailed conditions.

A "superstore" is defined as over 90,000 sq. n., selling a wide range of consumer goods, and
where 10 percent of the total floor area is devoted to selling non-taxable food items. Curiously,
this measure contains an exemption for "discount warehouses" (with no sq. ft. limitations) that
sell over half of their items in bulk and require a membership fee. There are 17 areas of focus
specified by this bill for the report which include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The share of retail sales captured in the market area
How the construction and operation will affect supply and demand for retail space in the
market area
Projected costs of public services and facilities resulting from the superstore's
construction and operation
The affect on retail operations in the same market area including the potential for blight
resulting from business closure
The extent to which the superstore retailer will affect the local communities ability to
meet goals outlined in the general plan, including land use patterns, traffic circulation,
affordable housing, natural resources, water supplies, open-space lands, noise, and safety
risks
The potential for long-term vacancy in the event the superstore vacates the premises

By requiring a detailed and lengthy economic analysis targeted only to a specific type of retailer
selling both consumer goods and food products, SB 469 attempts to mandate extensive scrutiny
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of retailers that meet narrow criteria, while not applying the same standards to other large stores
that raise similar issues. The narrow definition of this bill means that all other projects with
similar impacts would be exempted.
Land use decisions should belong to the local jurisdiction as each city is uniquely able to
determine what projects are best for the health, welfare, safety, and economic well being of its
residents. More importantly, constituents hold local officials directly accountable for land use
decisions that affect the quality of life in their communities. Each individual city, or the voters
within local communities, may reach different conclusions on the extent to which these
enterprises affect their community.
Cities must maintain the ability to make decisions on land use. By singling out a specific type of
large retailer, SB 469 fundamentally undermines local land Lise discretion and authority. For
these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley opposes SB 469 .

.
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Mayor
cc:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Honorable Juan Vargas
Honorable M ike Morrell
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities
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April II, 2011
The Honorable Joel Anderson
State Senator, 36 th District
State Capitol, Room 2054
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

Letter of Support: SB 11 (Anderson) Registered Warrants and SB 120 (Anderson) State
Funds: Registered Warrants

Dear Senator Anderson:
The City of Moreno Valley is in support of SB II - Registered Warrants and SB 120 - State Funds: Registered
Warrants. SB 120 would direct the state to accept registered warrants, commoniy known as state IOU's,
endorsed by the payee at full face value for the payment of any obligations owed by that entity while its
companion bill, SB II, would free small businesses, non-profits, taxpayers, and all who receive state issued
IOU's from unfair late-payment charges or penalties incurred due to the state's forced borrowing upon its
citizens.
Under current state law, the public is required to accept registered warrants, or IOUs, under certain emergency
circumstances; however, the state itself will not accept such securities as payment. This is a double standard that
harms those hardworking public employees, taxpayers and contracted businesses caught in the middle when the
state is unable to pass a budget. It also unfair that the state will try to assess late fees/penalties on taxpayers that
may owe the state a payment (such as DMV fees) yet will prevent the taxpayer from utilizing their IOU to help
make these payments.
Both sa 11 and sa 120 address this issue with the state's IOU program. If an individual or company has
money due them from the state, but the state issues them an IOU, then the taxpayer would not be assessed a late
fee if they owe the state money and the taxpayer would be able to use the state IOU as credit towards any
payment owed to the state. In the event of a fiscal crisis, these two measures would save many businesses and
individuals from severe financial hardships by stopping the state from charging taxes and fees while withholding
payments.
The City of Moreno Valley supports sa I I - Registered Warrants and SB 120 - State Funds: Registered
Warrants as the current state law can create a serious short term cash-flow problem for many individuals and
businesses. These two bills help create a fair system for the payment of debts and obligations for both the state
and the taxpayer.

Mayor Pro Tern
C: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Jesse L. Molina
DiJtr;ul

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager

Richard A. $tewarc

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

Durrirr2

Distrirl3

Distrkt4

William H. Batey II
Di/fn'rt5
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April 11, 2011
The Honorable Kevin Jeffries
th
66 Assembly District
State Capitol, Room 4144
Sacramento, CA 94249-0071

Subject:

Support for AB 61- Riverside County Neighborhood Electric Vehicles

Dear Assemblyman Jeffries:
The City of Moreno Valley supports AB 61, which would authorize the establishment of a Neighborhood
Electric Vehicle (NEV) plan for any portion of the county or cities in Riverside County that elect to be
included in the plan, and would require a report to the Legislature by January 1, 2016, if a plan is adopted.
Existing law allows for the operation of NEVs on the transportation network according to specific
provisions. AB 61 authorizes the implementation of a NEV transportation plan in Riverside County to
increase the efficiency and ease of NEV use, as well as enable NEV travel in areas where it was
previously unsafe or legally prohibited.
This bill would initiate legislative action to enable an increased use of NEVs in Western Riverside
County, which will translate to fuel efficiency and energy conservation throughout the subregion, thus
improving air quality and saving money. This legislation would also provide an extremely cost-effective
option for local jurisdictions to address the requirements of SB 375 and AB 32 which strive to reduce
vehicle emissions and related greenhouse gasses. By creating the ability for jurisdictions to implement
NEV transportation plans, AB 61 supports the use of clean technology and will improve the public health
and quality of life for residents in Western Riverside County.
The City of Moreno Valley strongly supports AB 61 - Neighborhood Electric Vehicles as it will increase
the efficiency and ease ofNEV use as well as reduce vehicle emissions in Riverside County. Please do
not hesitate to contact Cynthia Owens at 951.413.3030 if you have any questions regarding this
correspondence.
Sincerely,
c.....

Jesse L. Molina
Mayor Pro Tern
cc:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Honorable Paul Cook
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
John Terrell, Planning Official

Jesse L. Molina

Richard A. Srewarr

DiJrrirtl

DiJtritr2

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Brian Nestande
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Robin No Hasrings

Bonnie Flickinger

Dillri(,13

Diltri(,l-i

William Ho Barey II
Di;trirt5
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The Honorable Bill Emmerson
Member, California State Senate
State Capitol Building, Room 4082
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE:

Opposition to the proposed transfer of money from the Energy Efficiency Gas Surcharge Fund to
the General Fund

Dear Senator Emmerson:
The City of Moreno Valley is opposed to the proposed transfer of money from the Energy Efficiency Gas
Surcharge Fund to the General Fund for the purposes for helping address the state's budget deficit. The money
in the surcharge fund was collected for the specific purpose of supporting programs that were designed to
promote energy efficiency and benefit residential and business customers.
Over the past five years the programs offered through Southern California Gas Company have helped customers
save approximately 122 million therms, which is enough savings to provide energy for 244,000 homes for one
year. The programs funded by the surcharge have benefited residential customers and a variety of large and
small businesses throughout central and southern California.
Throughout the state the use of energy efficiency programs is growing as consumers realize that these programs
ultimately help reduce the natural gas emissions impacts that occur. The therm savings achieved are great
evidence of the utilities efforts to help customers participate in effort to reduce emissions achieve the goals as
set by AB 32 (Nunez) the Global Warning Solutions Act of2006.
The City of Moreno Valley strongly urges you to reject this proposal because if it is accepted, continued
progress and success related to energy efficiency will be in jeopardy as the Gas Surcharge Fund is the sole
source of funding for the existing programs. If this money is shifted to the general fund it could potentially lead
to significant "green job" losses because the employees affiliated with these energy efficiency programs, either
through the utilities or through contractors who facilitate aspects of the programs, would no longer be necessary
to carry out these specific energy efficiency functions and activities.
The City of Moreno Valley is opposed to the proposed transfer of money from the Energy Efficiency Gas
Surcharge Fund to the state's General Fund, and we sincerely request that you to reject this proposal in order
to allow
to ontinue working to make California more energy efficient.

(J5fj;;)
art

cc:

Honorable Darrell Steinberg, State Senator
Honorable Paul Cook, Assembly Member
Honorable Brian Nestande, Assembly Member
Henry Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities

Honorable Bob Dutton, State Senator
Honorable Mike Morrell, Assembly Member
Members of the City Council
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son
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Honorable Paul Cook
State Capitol, Room 5164
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Surcharges on Citations

Dear Assemblyman Cook:
On October 19, 2010, SB 857 was enacted which increased the surcharge on parking citations for
court construction cost by an additional $3 per citation for the second time in less than two years.
This tariff was implemented to fund trial court development and to fund maintenance and operations
costs for the courts. SB 857 became effective on December 7, 2010, less than two months after its
adoption. The immediacy of the new legislation created a hardship for City staff which was amplified
by reductions in our work force and City furloughs. City staff had to scramble to amend our adopted
fee schedule to accommodate this increase otherwise the City would have been obligated to pay the
increase in surcharges from our general fund.
As in the past, this latest court construction fee continues to wrongfully tie parking citations to court
The nexus between parking
operations and places parking citations at risk of fiscal hardship.
citations and trial court operations is very weak. Almost twenty years ago, parking offenses were
decriminalized in an effort to alleviate burden at the Municipal Court level. Local jurisdictions
statewide were forced to establish Civil and/or Administrative procedures for contesting and
appealing parking citations issued by staff. The implementation of these civil remedies at a local
level has lead to a sharp decline in appeal hearings at the Municipal Court level.
In 2010, Moreno Valley issued 22,040 parking citations resulting in 1,561 first level contests for an
appeal rate of just 7%. Of these first level contests, 182 tickets proceeded to the 2nd level of appeal
which is conducted by an appointed hearing officer from the City's contract parking citation
processing center. Less than five individuals filed a third level appeal which is conducted at the
Municipal Court level. In other words, only 0.2% of citations issued by City of Moreno Valley staff
reach Municipal Court, yet with the new fee increase the City will disperse over $275,000 in parking
citation revenue to the courts to support trial operations in 2011.
As Mayor I often hear complaints from our residents about the high cost of citations; local residents
don't necessarily understand that many of the fees collected at the local level are in fact state fees.
The City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests that you oppose any future legislation that applies a
fee increase to any citation issued by local jurisdictions. We appreciate your continued support of
the Moreno Valley community .

. Stewart
cc: Senator Bill Emmerson
Senator Bob Dutton
Assemblyman Brian Nestande
Assemblyman Mike Morrell

Members of the City Council
Henry GarCia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Asst. City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

League of CA Cities
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The Honorable Jerry Brown
Governor, State of California
State Capital, Suite 1173
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

'I

\

Opposition to the Proposal to Eliminate Redevelopment Agencies

Dear Governor Brown:
The City of Moreno Valley is opposed to your January budget proposal that would abolish redevelopment
agencies in California. The elimination of these agencies will have severe consequences not only our
local economy but on California's economy.
Redevelopment agencies fundamentally boost the economy and are essential to the state's economic
recovery. Redevelopment builds and improves communities, spurs job growth and taxes and is the most
significant provider of infrastructure, urban development and affordable housing in the state.
Moreno Valley has utilized its Redevelopment Agency (RDA) to fund several community amenities and
enhancements over the years including the construction of the Senior Center, Public Safety Building, the
Riverside County Regional Medical Center. Please see the enclosed document for specific RDA projects
and programs.
Additionally, 20% of the Redevelopment Agency's tax increment is set aside for affordable housing
efforts. Through this set aside, 838 affordable housing opportunities have been created over the last
eight years in Moreno Valley.
Furthermore, Redevelopment Agency money has been utilized to assist in the attraction, retention, and
expansion of businesses which includes the relocation of Robertson's Ready Mix, the stabilization of the
Moreno Valley Auto Mall, and providing assistance to the TownGate Mall and surrounding commercial
businesses.
Ultimately, California's budget crisis will be solved by strengthening California's economy and creating
jobs. Our City strongly encourages you to consider the constitutional and economic implications of
enacting the budget you have proposed. It is important to find solutions to address the state's fiscal crisis
without ef'
'ng critical tools our City uses for promoting economic growth and development.

Mayor
cc:

Senator Bill Emmerson
Assembly Member Paul Cook
League of California Cities
City Council
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager

Assembly Member Brian Nestande
Members of Assembly Subcommittee #4
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
Henry Garcia, City Manager
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or years redevelopment has been a critical tool for Moreno Valley to pursue the elimination of blight,
construct needed infrastructure and public facilities, create and retain jobs, and build affordable
housing opportunities in the community. Governor Brown is proposing to abolish redevelopment
throughout California, an action that would devastate Moreno Valley's efforts in all of these areas. As
revenues continue to shrink and be stretched to support critical City services such as public safety
programs, redevelopment is more critical than ever in Moreno Valley's efforts to attract businesses and
create jobs, along with enhancing the economic vitality and physical appearance of our community.
Since being formed in 1987, the Community Redevelopment Agency of Moreno Valley (RDA) has invested
in a variety of redevelopment activities totaling over $174 million, including:
Over $95 million in economic development projects including the Moreno Valley Mall, Costco, Koll Corp.,
and the Riverside County Regional Medical Center.
Over $12 million in public facilities such as the Senior Center, Public Safety Building, Conference & Recreation Center and Sunnymead Park.
Over $31 million in infrastructure improvements including streets, storm drains, sidewalks and utilities.
Nearly $36 million in affordable housing activities including the rehabilitation and development of new
affordable housing opportunities.
Some of the projects and programs that have been assisted by funding from the Moreno Valley Community
Redevelopment Agency (RDA) in the past 10 years include the following:

Major Public Improvements
In December 2008 the RDA issued $41.6 million
in Bonds to be used for a number of major public
improvement projects to be constructed between
2008-2012. The projects include:
o Nason/State Route 60 Bridge
o Ironwood Street & Storm Water
Improvements (Day Street to Barclay Drive)
o New Fire Station at Morrison Park
o Day Street Improvements (Alessandro
Boulevard to Cottonwood Avenue)
o Indian Basin Storm Water Upgrades
o Moreno Valley Auto Mall Upgrades

Participation Agreements
RDA funds with the efforts of the City's Redevelopment staff assisted in the attraction, retention, and
expansion of several businesses:
o Robertson's Ready Mix: Relocation of the
concrete plant from TownGate to a new site
on Old 215
o Moss Bros. Auto Group: Stabilization of the
Moreno Valley Auto Mall; the Auto Mall brings
jobs as well as sales tax to the City.
o Burlington Coat Factory: Opened a new
store in the vacant former Mervyns store in
TownGate Center.

Community Facilities
0

Sunnymead Boulevard Revitalization Project

o Moreno Valley Conference &
Recreation Center
o Public Safety Building

Affordable Housing
20% of the RDA's tax increment is set aside for
housing efforts. The development of 838 affordable
housing opportunities have been created in Moreno
Valley during the past 8 years:
o Cottonwood Place (272 Units)
o Casitas del Valle (39 Units)
o Bay Family Apartments (60 Units)
o Perris Isle (148 Senior Units)
o Oakwood Apartments (240 Units)
o Rancho Dorado-Phase 1 (79 Units)
The City also secured
munity Development
of $1.05 million that
the funding of the
Operations Center.

a State Housing & ComGrant in the amount
was used to augment
City's new Emergency
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno valley. CA 92552-0805

March 24, 20 II
\ V\ vW.l11orc 110- valley. ca. !IS

The Honorable Mary Bono Mack
U ,So House of Representatives
Cannon House Office Building, Room 104
Washington, DC 20515

RE:

City of Moreno Valley Opposes H.R. 1002 - The Wireless Tax Fairness Act of2011

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I am writing to inform you that we oppose the "The Wireless Tax
Fairness Act of 20 II" (H.R. 1002). This legislation would impose a five-year moratorium on state and local
taxes on mobile services and the providers of mobile services, and in doing so limit a much needed local
government revenue source.
The City of Moreno Valley has a Utility Users Tax (UUT) which is applied broadly among many types of
utilities such as telephone, gas, electric, sewer, cable television, and solid waste. On average, our UUT provides
19% of general purpose revenue and funds important city services, including police, fire, and emergency
response as well as library services. The UUT is collected by the utility as part of its regular billing procedure,
and then remitted to the city. In our city, the UUT generates approximately $15 million per year. The
telecommunications UUT revenues (telephone wireless, telephone landline & CATV) comprise approximately
37% (an estimated $5.5 million) of the overall UUT revenues.
Moreno Valley has recently updated our ordinance to assure technology-neutrality, and has received
overwhelming voter approval for these changes. This bill could render such efforts meaningless by imposing a
five year moratorium on the "newly" updated taxes.
The City of Moreno Valley is currently facing a $14 million deficit between revenue and expenditures and we
are faced with some very limited options to generate revenue in order to provide valuable city services. The
control over such sources has been severely eroded by state actions in the past. Now our current governor is
further endangering our revenue sources as the state is attempting to balance their budget deficit by threatening
to disband redevelopment agencies and the state is looking to shift the burden of some state services to local
jurisdictions.
For these reasons we oppose proposals that would cut limited local government revenues.

cc:

House Judiciary Committee
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
League of California Cities

Members of the City Council
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
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March 28, 2011

Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Cannon House Office Building, Room 104
United States House of Representatives
Washington D.C. 20515
Subject:

Support Full Funding for Community Development Block Grant

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
I am writing on behalf of the City of Moreno Valley to urge you to support the full funding of
$3.99 billion for the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) for FY 2011 and
oppose efforts to reduce funding for the program to FY 2008 levels.
CDBG funding provides essential financial support for economic development projects and
initiatives in Moreno Valley.that support those in our community who have been hit the
hardest by the economic downturn. Our City has focused CDBG money on funding
projects that are aimed at job creation and economic growth as well as providing funding
for community programs that provide assistance to low income residents. Projects funded
by the CDBG money the City receives include:

•

A local Employment Resource Center (ERC) where residents can utilize the internet
and other office equipment to apply for unemployment or run job searches. Due to
the economy and a year round unemployment rate of over 16%, attendance at the
ERC has averaged 155 people per day and the Center has logged over 30,000
requests for services since it opened. Over ten employers' recruitments have been
hosted at the ERC drawing more than 2,800 people. This year the Youth Career
Development program became a component of the ERC offering specialized
training to at risk youth. The ERC has created four new office jobs for low-income
persons, and facilitated the placement of many other positions. The Youth Career
Development Program has documented 22 low income jobs for participants.

•

The City implemented an economic development program called the 'New Business
Incentive Program' that offers large employers incentives (loans or grants) in
exchange for low/mod job creation. The public-private collaboration has resulted in
creation of ten full time low-income positions this year and has attracted several
large employers to vacant industrial and retail space. These employers currently
offer 115 jobs across all income levels but could potentially foffer 200 jobs to City
residents.

MV00224851

Letter to Congresswoman Mary Bono Mack
March 28, 2011
Page 2

•

Public service providers offer activities to assist low-income participants, including
the elderly, homeless, disabled, and persons threatened with homelessness. One
such program funded this year was Lutheran Social Services 'Amelia's Light'
Transitional Living Program which provides assistance to homeless women and
children through a comprehensive transitional living program.
Counseling,
education assessments and other services are provided to assist participants with
gaining independence and self-sufficiency.

Without COSG funding, our City would be unable to continue offering assistance to our
residents through these programs at their current levels. I am respectfully requesting your
support to fully fund the COSG program for FY 2011 and not reduce funding to FY 2008
levels.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. We look forward to working closely with
you to maintain maximum funding for this vital program for federal fiscal year 2011.

-.
C:

Members of the City Council
Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Honorable Barbara Boxer
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
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Office of the Mayor
CiLy Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

January 10, 20 I I
www.morcl1o-valleyw.us

The Honorable Bill Emmerson
Member, California State Senate
State Capitol Building, Room 4082
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

Opposition to SB 49 (Strickland) Local Government: Emergency Response: Fees

Dear Senator Emmerson:
The City of Moreno Valley strongly opposes SB 49 (Strickland) Local Government: Emergency Response:
Fees as introduced on December IS, 20 10. SB 49 will hinder the ability of cities, including charter cities, to
seek reimbursement for emergency response services they provide within their jurisdiction.
Current law provides cities who seek reimbursement for emergency response services the opportunity to recover
costs that exceed the basic services made possible through General Fund revenues, like property tax. This is not
a money making tactic for cities. Rather, it helps cover the actual costs of equipment and staffing from our local
police, fire, and medical personnel. SB 49, however, would override a city's authority to seek reimbursement
from individuals residing outside the jurisdiction and make residents subsidize the emergency response needs of
those who do not directly contribute property tax, sales tax, or transaction and use tax to the city that support
public safety services.
In addition to overriding this local authority, SB 49 is cause for concern when looking at statewide emergency
response capabilities. The state's mutual aid network relies heavily on the participation of local agencies. Cities
would be faced with a difficult choice of sending personnel and equipment to their neighbors, or across the state,
in response to catastrophic fires, floods, or man-made disasters, if it meant putting their own residents' safety at
risk.
Moreno Valley, through our contract with Riverside County Fire, does seek reimbursement for emergency
response services when a negligent party is located for hazardous materials responses. Additionally, the County
invoices individuals who are convicted of setting an arson fire in order to recover the costs associated with the
emergency response. SB49 could impact the City's ability to recover these costs when they are attributable to a
responsible party who was either negligent in their actions or guilty of felony.
The City of Moreno Valley opposes SB 49 because it will create a drain city public safety services, weaken
statewide emergency and disaster response, and override charter city authority. Thank you for your attention to

Mayor
cc:

Honorable Tony Strickland, State Senator
William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager
League of California Cities

Members of the City Council
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Dolly Gonzales, Principal Accountant

From:

Council Member Richard A. Stewart

Date:

October 11, 2010

Subject:

Norma's Pledge Project

Please transfer $250.00 from the District 2 Discretionary account
010.11110.6226.002 to the Normals Pledge Project account
00359.359.2239.13.
cam
c: Mayor and Council Members
City Manager
Financial & Administrative Services Director

\\zurich\Shared\CityCouncil\Stewart\Correspondence\201 O\03memo Normas Pledge Project Fund Transfer.doc

(
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***_BRAND NEW ***** RELAX Massage

***

"Your After-work Destination for Lovely Asian & Latina Massage!!

+ Moreno Valley / Riverside +
12125 day st 307[BLDG H} moreno valley ca 92557
* Take Fwy 60 & EXIT Day st [North} spring*

* On your left Mall *
* 9:30 to 9:00 *
FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE !
•
•

Location: Aj{£§lA Ajii£§A. .. AjMoreno ValleyAjii£§A,1 A/ii£sA¢ii£zA¢Riverside
it's NOT ok to contact this poster with services or other commercial interests

PostingID: 1867989981
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 1 of 2

10m2010 8:58:30 AM

Reference # MV-10736-NJXH
Incident DatefTime: 8/3/2010 3:32:00 PM
Resolution Daterrime: 8/5/2010 6:30:00 PM
Taken By: Cindy Miller

Reporting Party Information
Name: Citizen X
Address:
City/STlZip:
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address: 12125 Day 5t #H-307
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available): 291050050

Resolution Information
Police Chief John Anderson responded 8-5-2010: Administrative citations were issued at
the business "Relax Massage."
Deputy City Attorney Paul Early will be following up with contacting the business and
property owner regarding additional licensing and permit violations. A POP Track will be
kept open until a culmination of all administrative citations by DCA Early. Please close
out this CRM for now. POP will continue to work this location.
11.06.220(a)(1) MVMC, MV102170235
On Thursday, August 05,2010, the POP Team received information that illegal and
immoral activity was occurring at a business identified as "Relax Massage," located at
12125 Day Street, Suite H-307. At 1530 hours, officers in cooperation with the City
Attorney's Office, Cal-Fire, Code Enforcement and Building and Safety, arrived at the
business to conduct a licensing inspection. Employees Bok Pyon (101447) and Mi Suk
Chung (052469) were contacted at the location and determined to be operating the
business without the proper licensing. Other licensing violations were identified and the
City Attorney will be contacting the business and property owner of the location. Pyon
and Chung were both issued administrative citations for the listed
violations. Arrest report by Officer Marcos Acosta.

MV00224859
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 2

10nl2010 8:58:30 AM

Case Information
Issue Category: Police Adminstration
Issue: Other
Council District: 2
Issue Description: City Council Office received an anonymous complaint (pdf file attached) regarding Relax
Massage, located at 12125 Day St., Bldg H, Suite 307. The complaint alleges they don't
do massages, only "sexy."
Council staff confirmed that Relax Massage does have a business license. Business
license staff suggested the complaint be forwarded to PD.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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San Diego Fire Department paramedic John FrE!nch (left) and firefighter Mike Hall respond to iln1ili(fifj.'
at a high-rise in Hillcrest. They are assigned to Station 14 in North Park. John Gibbins / Union-Tribune

Death revives idea
of cutting fire crews
Three-person truck staffing has been often suggested, before.,:
By Kristina Davis

FIRE ENGINE AND TRUCK STAFFING, TOP 15 CITIES IN U.S.

STAFF WRITER

'nle choking' death this week
of 2-year-old Bentley Do in Mira
Mesa while awaiting firefighters
has spurred reconsideration of a
number of ideas for redeplQying
scarce resoun;es - including
three-person fire crews instead of
. four.
'nle suggestion has been floated many times over the years in
San Diego - by the mayor, City
Council and residents. Some see
it as a way to cut spending without
using the current method of idling
eight engines at a time. By keeping
more engines available, albeit with
. fewer firefighters, crews could be
ready at more stations.
It's a solution that several local
fire agencies have turned to over
the years as away to save money,
including Chula Vista, Poway,
'. Lakeside and EI Cajon.
"Most agencies in San Diego
County are three-person crews~"
said San Miguel Fire Protection
District Chief Augie Ghio, who
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also heads the San Diego County
Fire Chief's Association.
"Ninety:eight percent of the
time, what we do works out quite
well. Our employees are welltrained, well-equipped and they

understand the limitations of a
three-person crew. And there are
limitations."
.
'What level of serVice are citi- '
SEE

Staffing, A10 ..

MV00224861

Firefighter Mike Hall. (from left) engineer Aide Barbat and paramedic John French work on a man who collapsed Friday on 30th Street
north of University Avenue. The man was transported to the hosp,ital by ambulance. John Gibbins / Union· Tribune photos

STAFFING
CONTINUED FROM Al

Council group will
address the issue
on Wednesday
. zens willing to pay for? ll1at's really what it boils down to for most
agencies," Ghio added.
But San Diego Fire-Rescue
Chief Javier Mainar says it's the
wrong fit for his city, the largest
in the county. Indeed, a survey by
The San Diego Union-Tribune of
the 1.5 largest cities in America
found that the top 12, including
San Diego, all staff firetrucks
with at least four firefighters.
''The bottom line, in all the

studies and analys'es, is that with
three you lose efficiency and a.
margin of safety for both firefighters and the community members
th'ey're trying to protect," Mainar
said Friday.
He added that reducing staffing to three firefighters per en- .
gine doesn't make sense for a city
that already can't meet responsetime goals and needs to build 22
more fire stations.
"We are just barely keeping
up doing a job that doesn't meet '.
national standards at this point;"
he said.
.
Authorities point to numerous studies done by various fire
departments and other organizations that conclude four is better
and safer than three.
The size of the crew had a
notable impact on the ability to

protect life and property when minutes after being dispatched:'
fighting structure fires, accord- partly because the fire station a '\
ing to a 2010 federally-flillded block away was browned out that .\
study by the National Institute of day.
The brownouts saved $11.5
Standards and Technology. 111e
study showed that four-person million toward a $179 million
crews were able to complete 22 budget gap late last year. Cutting .
essential tasks 25 percent faster engine staffing would likely save
than a three-person crew. Similar much more, probably involving.
conclusions were made in a San significant layoffs.
Diego State University report re- . The toddler's death has also
leased this week regarding wild- renewed the debate on increasing the sales tax by half a cent in
land fires.
Still, Bentley's death while the city, which would raise $103"
choking on a gum ball on Tues- million annually, erase the citis
day raised the Question again for chroriic deficit and allow for an
San Diego. Fire officials say the end to the brownouts. The City
city's rolling brownouts that idle Council will vote Tuesday on
eight engines a day to save on whether to put the proposal oh
, j
overtime pay might have contrib- the ballot.
utp.n t.o the tragedy.
Lani Lutar. president of the !
Firefighters didn't arrive to San Diego County Taxpayers A~;
the Mira Mesa home until 9.1/2 sociation, said she thinks thei~ .•

I
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San Diego Fire-Rescue Department engineer Aide Barbat c.leans
his firetruck at Station 14 in North Park. The engine in the
background is idle·these days due to brownouts.
are better solutions than a tax in·
crease, and she is curious about
the potential of· three-person

person crew on·scene CaJI't ·attack the fire right away, and must
wait for another engine to arrive. ,

sifuation without having to identify additional money for cuts?"
Lutar asked. 'There should be, a,
more in-depth policy discussion
as to whether there might be options."
The staffing issue is set to be
addressed Wednesday at the
council's public safety committee, chaired by Councilwoman
. Marti Emerald. Fire officials,are
arguing to keep staffing at four
by writing it into city policy. It's
already contaIned in the firefighters' labor contract, which runs
through next summer, Theoretically, the contracts could be
reopened to make changes, but
that would bring strong opposition from the union.
.
"We. have absolutely zero fat
to trim in this department," said
Cory Beckwith, a fire captain in
University City who also serves
as the firefighter union's vice
president
One of the main arguments
against staffing with three is
that it cbnflicts with the "twO-in,
tw~out" ruh~, a federal law that
requires at least two firefighters
to go into a burning building and
two to stay outside in case of a
rescue.
That means that the first three-

. "If we went to a three-person :
team, ·it would be embarrassing i
. having to explain. to people why ..
we are standing at the door with :
a nozzle in hand and we can't put: :
the fire out," Beckwith said.
,: The newspaper's survey of
the 15 largest U.S. cities showed '
only two sometimes operate with I
less than four frrefighters per rig
- Jacksonville and Austin. New
York and Chicago 'both use five
or more per crew on a daily basis.
Jeff Bowman; a former San
Diego fire chief who left in fru&tration with the city's lack of :
resources. said staffs of three
would actually brown out morei ,.
fire stations than the current .
brownout plan because more en~
gines would have to be called to
handle emergencies.
. In the current'brownout plan,
the dark stations are' strategically spread throughout the
city each day rather than in one
area.

. cr:~~~ld we offset the broWnout

~:~:~i1e, the blaze continues .. \

i

I

. KristIna Davis: (619) 542-4591;
kristina.davis@uniontrib.com. Staff
writer Matthew T. Hall and staff
librarian Merrie Monteagudo
contributed to this report.
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805 .
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August 30, 2010

Christopher Sheperd
23614 Cedar Creek Terrace
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Christopher:
Thank you for sending me your letter regarding building a skate park near Sunnymead
Ranch. Your letter was very well composed and I'm glad to know we have youth in our
city that care so much for their community. I always appreciate the community's
feedback and input, and I encourage you to continue sharing your thoughts with us as
you have through your letter.
I am the City Council Member for District 2, which includes Sunnymead Ranch. Projects
such as the one your letter mentioned carry considerable costs to plan and develop, as
we know from our experience building Valley Skate Park located at 15325 5th St., at
March Field Park. The Valley Skate Park project cost our city approximately $1.2 million
dollars when we built it back in 2003.
Unfortunately, at this time there are no additional monies available to take on such a
large scale project. I do encourage you however to explore the other fields, parks, and
recreational facilities available for your use. These areas accommodate various sports
such as, baseball, football and soccer throughout our city.
Christopher, I want to assure you that your letter was appreciated and your feedback is
always welcome in our jOint efforts to make this city the best it can be for our residents
to live, work and of course play in. Keep up the good work.

----c:

Mayor and Council Members
City Manager

Jesse L. Molina
Dilmal

Richard A. Srewan
District 2

Robin N. Hasrings

Bonnie Flickinger

DiJtrict3

Diltrict4

William H. Barey II
Duma 5
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Cindy Miller
From:

Ewa Lopez

Sent:

Monday, August 23,201012:26 PM

To:

Cindy Miller

Subject: Mike McCarthy

called with answers for you:
Skate Park cost - $1.2 million
and it was constructed on December 6, 2003.

Thank you,
Ewa Lopez, CMC
Deputy City Clerk
City Clerk's Office
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

e: ewal@moval.org
w: www.moreno-valley.ca.us

8/23/2010
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
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July 7,2010

Abraham J. Lagunas
23410 Swan Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Mr. Lagunas:
I am the City Council Member for District 2, which includes Swan, so Mayor Flickinger
provided me your letter regarding speeding on Swan. I will have the Police Department
look into it. I highly recommend that you attend the next City Traffic Safety Commission
meeting on August 4,2010, at 6:00 P.M. in the City Council Chamber. This is the right
place to present your problem and discuss possible solutions as the City Traffic
Engineer as well as Traffic Police Sergeant usually attend the meetings.
I find it hard to believe that cars can negotiate the speed humps at much more than 25
mph as I have tried to go over them at exactly 25 mph and found it unnerving to say the
least!
The problem with Swan is that it is over 40 feet wide and so is NOT automatically
classified as a "residential" zone for 25 mph speed limit.
I live on Harland and know that cars still do speed on our streets (Harland and Swan),
but I have to admit the speed humps have worked well to eliminate a lot of the
speeders.

sin7e~

7.

KlcJJ~
fotewa~

Richard A.
Council Member
c:

Mayor
Council Members
City Manager
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director / City Engineer
Eric Lewis, Transportation Division Manager/City Traffic Manager

Jesse L. Molina
DiJtTUtJ

Richard A. Stewart
District 2

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

District 3

Dltm·cl4

William H. Batey II
DiJtria5
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HECE\VED
Abraham J Lagunas
23410 Swan St
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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May 27,2010
Mayor Bonnie Flickinger
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Flickinger:
As a concerned homeowner and family man, I'm taking this time to express to you
the growing concern of speeding in Moreno Valley between Heacock St and Pigeon
Pass Rd on Swan St.
Despite the efforts the City of Moreno Valley has spent to calm traffic on the street
specified above, there is still an overwhelming amount of vehicles claiming the road
as theirs and not abiding by the posted speed limit of 25 miles-per-hour. I don't
believe there has been a time when I'm in the front of my house and I don't see a
speeding driver zoom by. I greatly appreciate the efforts the city has taken to
remedy this problem in the past, but I believe a few more actions are required to
protect our community from speeding drivers. Our children depend on it.
Thank you for the time you have invested in this matter. Again, I immensely
appreciate the attention the city has put in to this critical situation. Please feel free
to contact me with any question that might arise.
SincerelY'J --f>

OL~

([I~

Abraham J Lag{/nas
Moreno Valley Resident
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Abraham J Lagunas

Swan St. Is Still A Hazard for our Kids.
Speeding in residential streets is an increasing norm that, if it continues with out
action, it will inevitably affect our children. According to the Keep Kids Alive Drive 25
campaign, "Incapacitation pedestrian injuries rose from 18.2 percent in 25 mile-per-hour
zones to 23.4 percent in 30 mile-per-hour zones ... Pedestrian fatalities spiked respectively
from 1.8 percent to 5.4 percent./I Recent concerns have put in place various speed humps
on Swan st. between Heacock and Pigeon Pass. Despite these speed humps, it seems that
their only effect is the damage received from speeding over them. As a concerned
homeowner and father of two young boys, I feel I have the obligation to channel up this
hazard brings that threatens our neighborhood. Despite the installation of speed humps
within the last year (approximately), speedy driving is still taking place on Swan Street
putting our children in unnecessary risk. There are several probable potential solutions
that would all help in trying to conquer speedy driving, and along with these solutions,
there are the costs that must be considered, too. Although the economy has brought tough
financial times for all of us, if we decide to let the cost compromise the safety of our kids,
then tougher times would be in our near futures.
My wife, my two boys, and I have lived at 23410 Swan St in Moreno Valley for
approximately 18 months now. The most important concern I have is the fact that there are
too many cars that are going too fast on Swan Street. The length of Swan Street between
Heacock Street and Pigeon Pass Road is less than a mile along and along this stretch of
Swan Street the posted speed limit never exceeds 25 miles-per-hour. Within the past 18
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months residing at my residence, I have seen the city attempt to calm traffic by installing
speed humps throughout Swan Street. Even though I work during the day hours, I notice
speedy driving taking place in the afternoon through the late hours of the evening. I can
almost guarantee that during any time period I spend in my front yard, a speeding car will
be zooming down the street. Also, although speed humps have been in place for at least 6
months now, there are drivers that are not respecting the law by going to fast over the
speed humps. Cars getting their under carriage scraped by going to fast is the most evident
sign of speeding on Swan Street. Anybody can go right now and see the evidence marks on
the speed humps, which are made when a driver drives over the speed hump at a speed
higher than posted. If I remember correctly, the first conversation I had with my neighbor,
Mike, consisted of him saying, "Make sure you watch out for cars because they like to go
fast on this street". Mike noticed that I had a one-year-old boy and a four-year-old boy that
would require supervision at all times while in the front of the house.
In Mesquite City, Texas, Copeland tells of a mother without her 10-year-old son who
was stricken by a vehicle that was traveling at 30 miles-per-hour down their residential
street. (1). Although this story does not represent the exact same problem we face in our
local neighborhood, the outcome is just as devastating as the potential we have in our
community. In the story ofthe 10-year-old boy who was killed by a vehicle traveling at 30
miles-per-hour, the community is now fighting to lower the speed limit from 30 miles-perhour to 25 miles-per-hour. According to Keep Kids Alive Drive 25, "Ifyou hit a pedestrian: At
20 mph 5% will die. At 30 mph 45% will die. At 40 mph 85% will die." The drastic increase
in probability of death from 20 mile-per-hour to 30 miles-per-hour is too overwhelming to
ignore, thus an attempt to control traffic in residential areas must be discussed. In an
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interview by Copeland with Barbara Foster, the mother of the 10-year-old- boy who was
killed, Ms. Foster stated that, "I just don't want another family to go through what we went
through". Barbara Foster was implying that the pain she has suffered through is none that
anybody else should go through. Since then, Barbara Foster has committed her self to
lowering the speed limit where needed to ensure the safety of the children.
Aside from the scrape marks and the advice from my neighbor, I have noticed that
speeding on Swan st. has negatively impacted our neighborhood by not allowing kids to
play in the front yards. Parents have become too scared to let their kids play in the front
yards and, in a way, parents have accepted the fact that speeding on our street is not going
away. I remember when I was little and speeding was not a problem where I grew up, all of
the neighborhood kids got together and would play baseball in the front yards and have a
good old time. Although some parents were not fond of kids playing in the front yards, the
social development that is provided by kids participating in a sport and having a great time
is truly priceless. Speeding drivers on Swan Street has not only impacted our kids' lives, but
it has also impacted everyone who resides on Swan Street. Since so little time is spent in
front yards, families have become more isolated from neighbors and in turn, speeding
drivers have affected the morale of the community as a whole.
On Good Friday in March of 2008, Andrew Levy explains that a speeding driver
killed a 14-year-old girl as she crossed a road near her home in Colchester, Essex, United
Kingdom. Jordan Bell was 14 when she passed away and although she was listening to her
iPod while crossing the road, the vehicle that struck her was traveling at nearly 40 miles
per hour in a 30 mile per hour zone. (1). Jordan Bell was an only child that was taken from
her parents in a most unexpected manner that will torture the parents for an unknown
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amount of time. Levy states that jordan's is remembered by her parents as "our beautiful,
blonde, blue-eyed daughter, the sunshine of our lives". (1). It is always hard to imagine
what life would be like with out the presence of loved ones, especially when it deals with
our kids. But, in the case at hand, we must put ourselves in the situation of the parents that
have lost their children in order for us to make the right decisions when it concerns the
safety of our kids.
While accidents involving young pedestrians are tragic, we as a community must try
and conquer speedy driving mainly because of the devastating effects it will bring to
families if a speeding driver hits a family member. I know calming traffic is always a
difficult challenge to overcome, but in this case, our children depend on it. The effort to
provide a safe neighborhood for our kids from speeding drivers can be more complete by
taking a few more critical actions. Calming traffic will include several different factors that
will each aide in calming traffic. First, I believe there should be more "watch for children"
signs, as I don't believe there are nearly enough to make it evident that the community
cares about our kids. I believe if drivers who speed on Swan Street see that the community
is actively trying to protect the kids, drivers will be more cautious when commuting
through our neighborhood. I believe at least one sign for every 10 houses along Swan Street
will be sufficient to communicate to drivers the importance of adhering to the posted speed
limit. Also, the installation of at least two speed display boards in addition to intermittent
police enforcement through out the week will greatly give the neighborhood back to the
residents. According to a study conducted by TransSafety, Inc., "Results also showed that
speed display boards become significantly more effective when supplemented with police
enforcement". In an effort to conserve costs, I would suggest three random days out of the
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seven-day week to have the police patrol the neighborhood where the speed displays
would be located. Two ideal locations for the display boards would be approximately 1
house east of the Swan Street and Hummingbird Place intersection and the second located
at the Swan Street and Cockatiel Drive intersection. Also, the times for police enforcement
should be at random, but at the same time during the peak traffic hours from 12:00 P.M.
through 8:00 P.M. I know speed display boards will be assets that will greatly aide in the
effort to calm traffic along Swan St. Also included in the study conducted by TransSafety.
Inc. is the fact that for each enforced speed control display board that is deployed, it will
cost only $91.79 per unit. Compared to the photo radar, which is at $220.36 per unit
deployed, the enforced display board is not only effective but also more cost efficient. (1)
Aside from the immediate action recommendations, another long-term action that I
think should be researched more is the implementation of a neighborhood speed watch
program. The community of Rockville, MD is practicing a program where concerned
citizens can contribute to identifying speeding drivers and then communicating with
Rockville Police Department the offenders who are only notified of the observations. (1).
With this program, there are no citations issued, but the purpose of the program is to
inform the speeding drivers that the community is watching out for speeding drivers,
which will in turn deter drivers from speeding. The program that is taking place in
Rockville, MD consists of three citizens assuming the responsibility and investing the time
to identify speeding drivers in their communities. First, a radar unit is loaned to the citizens
who have expressed concerns. Then, the residents schedule times to identify speeding
drivers during times that the citizens feel are the worst for speeding. There are three
citizens required for the operations because on citizen is required to operate the radar unit
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while the second citizen records the information necessary to identify the vehicle on a preprinted form. The third citizen is required to validate the information recorded. After all
the data is collected, the information is returned, along with the radar unit, to the
community services officer in the Rockville Police Department. The data is then ran
through the Department of Motor Vehicles to ensure the license plate number and the
physical description ofthe vehicle match with the information the citizens have gathered.
Letters are then sent out notifying vehicle owners of the violations that were observed in
their vehicles. The letter also advises drivers to drive at the posted speed limit when
traveling through neighborhood streets.
Although the program seems to be complex and requiring a lot of effort from both
the police department and the citizens, I believe that the program is successfully reducing
vehicle speeds in their neighborhoods. This program only requires a few hours from a
police department officer to process the information gathered and issue out letters the
vehicle owners. Also, the program would require participants to be able to attend a briefing
where they would be instructed on operation of the radar unit, data collection, and proper
behavior. (1). This public awareness program not only reduces neighborhood speeds, but
also improves the camaraderie of the community by working together for a common
greater good.
Another perspective to take into consideration is the income that will come from
having police enforcement on Swan Street. The NHTSA states in Traffic Safety Facts that,
liThe economic cost to society of speeding-related crashes is estimated by NHTSA to be
$40.4 billion per year. .. speeding was a contributing factor in 30 percent of all fatal crashes,
and 13,192 lives were lost in speeding-related crashes." (1). A fear I have from living on
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Swan Street is that when I back out of my drive way, a speeding car will hit me and cause
physical damage or injury to my passengers. Speeding decreases the time a driver has to
react when there is an object in the road way and since Swan Street is not completely
straight; accidents are prone to happen when speeding is added to the equation. I usually
see vehicles use their brakes hard in order to avoid hitting me when I back out of my
driveway. I feel fortunate that I haven't had any accidents so far, but it is hazard that must
be addressed.
In Fairfax County, Washington, DC, county officials face similar problems as we are

challenged with here locally. As stated in The Examiner, "County officials say that devices
are necessary to handle the increasing number of drivers using residential areas as
shortcuts". (1). Here, Fairfax County is expected to implement measures that will place
more stop signs, "watch for children" signs, and additional speed humps where trends
show in increased number of speedy driving. It's normal to have residents support the
installation of speed humps while others who use the road point out the disadvantages that
might be presented by speed humps. Although communities might not share common
traffic calming problems, the actions required to control traffic will be quite the same.
Included in this paper are only a few possible solutions to this big problem, and all
of which are worthy of implementing and gathering feedback to decide which will control
traffic most effectively and most cost efficiently. The main purpose of this paper is to bring
to light this ongoing struggle that we, the residents off of Swan Street, face every day. I hear
too often of action being taken after an accident has happened, but we have now the
opportunity to address an overcome this problem that threatens our community. I hope
that I was able to communicate with you the importance of this issue along with the
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devastating consequences that will be faced if not addressed. We, the community, will
greatly appreciate the time and consideration that is taken into this matter. I know that the
economy has presented difficult challenges, but I wish you agree with me when I say that
this issue must be placed towards the top of the priority list. I can't stress enough that
speeding on Swan Street is an issue that must be addressed once and for all because if we
don't invest the time and funds now, it might become more costly to us in the future.
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December 16, 2010

~

,.

. _Mayor ~chard Stewart
c/o City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
It is my honor to congratulate you for being selected as Maxor for the City of Moreno
Valley. Securing the confidence of your peers speaks to your unwavering commitment to the
improvement of your community, our economy, and to the great state of California.
During these tough economic times, we share the task of making tough decisions to get our
cities, counties, and state moving forward again. I look forward to working together with you
as we seek to restore confidence in our state and local government.
Again, congratulations for being selected as Mayor for the City of Moreno Valley. I share
the confidence of your colleagues in your abilities to fulfill the diverse duties of your office.
Should you or the City of Moreno Valley need any assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact me directly or a member of my staff at (951) 680-6750.

Sincerely,

BILL EMMERSON
Senator, 37 th Senate District

DISTRICT OFFICE
5225 CANYON CREST DRIVE, SUITE 360
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

CAPITOL OFFICE
STATE CAPITOL, ROOM 4082
SACRAMENTO. CA 95814

DISTRICT OFFICE
73-710 FRED WARING DRIVE, SUITE 108
PALM DESERT. CA 92260
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Lawrente Uaird
PO BOX 1459
Moreno Valley CA 92556
bairdco@ao!.com

lUll
December 14, 2010
Mayor and City Council
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
POBox 88005
Moreno Valley, CA92552
Honorable Mayor and City Council:

Please refer to municipal code section of the city code: 11.16.010 Definitions.
The following words and phrases, whenever used in this article, shall be construed as defined in this section:
"Firearm" means any device designed to be used as a weapon or modified to be used as a weapon that
expels a projectile by the force of an explosion or other form of combustion. (Ord. 675 § 1.2 (part), 2004)
and
A. Upon public and/or private property no person shall shoot, fIre or discharge, nor cause or permit to be
shot, fired or discharged, any rifle, shotgun, pistol, revolver or other firearm in the general direction and within
one-half mile of any house, camp or other place of human habitation, or in the general direction and within onehalfmile of any public highway, road, street, way,parkorpremises. (Ord. 675 § 1.2 (part), 2004)
and the enclosed brochure.
Note that these plastic bullets are propelled by "the force of an explosion" and that the force is not by
gunpowder but only a primer. These are meant for indoor use and carry much less power than section 11-18-10
"proj ectile instruments".
Our city code needs to be updated to classify these plastic bullets in the same category as "projectile
instruments" otherwise a person using them for target practice in their living
room would be in violation.
Sincerely,

L. Lawrence Baird
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OFFICE OF

THE DISTRICT ATTORN~~;t
GOL!h~IL.
i"'Jf\E~C} YALlE"(
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

RECEIVED

10 DEC 21 PM 5: 09
ROD PACHECO
DISTRICT ATTORNEY

December 3,2010

Councilmember Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, Ca 92553

Dearco~ewart'KI'~

Please find enclosed a copy of the Riverside County District Attorney's Office 2009
Annual Report.

"

1

,

The Riverside County's District Attorney's Office is one of the finest and most
effective District Attorney's offices in the country. I am honored to share with you the
significant accomplishments of the dedicated men and women of our public safety
agency.
The annual report is a publication that highlights some of our accomplishments for
the year. I hope, that as you review the work of our staff over the last year, you will
see - as I do - the unparalleled commitment to public safety and victims, and the
sacrifices made every day by our devoted men and women of this District Attorney's
Office.
It is an honor to serve as your District Attorney.
Very truly yours,

Rod Pacheco
District Attorney

This report was paid for entirely with asset forfeiture funds, not at taxpayer expense.
Enclosure: 2009 Annual Report

3960 ORANGE STREET. RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
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14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley. CA 92553
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December 2,2010

Mr. William Bopf
Interim City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92552

SUBJECT:

Partial bond exonerations for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park

Dear Bill,
Further to our request regarding the status for reductions to several public improvement
securities for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project, I thought it might be helpful
if I summarize where we stand today.
As of today, the constructions of the four public improvement projects under
consideration are 84% complete. These projects have been inspected by your staff during
construction for quality as well as to validate the percentage of completion. It has also
been verified by a third party engineer.
We currently have $15.5 million in outstanding bonds with the city. However, our request
at this time is for the partial exonerations of bonds totaling $1.98 million which are
securing the stated four public improvement projects. Based on our 84% completion level
we are asking for a partial exoneration of $1.6 million of the bond amount. This request is
in accordance with our executed Public Improvement Agreement with the City.
We have been requesting the city for these partial exonerations for quite some time but
have not been able to get anywhere. As you know, our agreement calls for incremental
exonerations of 20%. We are now 84% complete and have still not received any
reductions.
Instead, your staff has indicated to us that they will only approve $336,000 in reductions.
It does not make any sense that we should have both agreed to 20% incremental
exonerations if after completing 84% of the job we only receive the equivalent of a 17%
reduction. This is in direct contn:tdiction to the intent of our executed agreement.
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Mr. William Bopf
December 2, 2010
Partial Public Improvement Exonerations

As stated, the projects are now over 84% complete and moving towards completion every
day while we are attempting to resolve this matter. By the time we resolve this issue we
could be 100% complete making the whole purpose and intent of the partial exoneration
as delineated in the Public Improvement Agreement moot. This issue puts unnecessary
financial burden on projects and penalizes those of us who are courageous enough to
invest in our community particularly in these difficult economic times. As you know, in
today's fiscal environment financing is nearly impossible to procure, making this even
more onerous.
We therefore ask that the exoneration we requested be awarded as indicated in our PIA
and that this item be placed for consideration and" approval on the December 14, 2010
City Council agenda. This approval should also apply to all the executed Public
Improvement Agreements for Highland Fairview Corporate Park.

Iddo Benzeevi
President & CEO
Highland Fairview Logistics

xc
City Council Members
Chris Vogt
Robert Hansen
Danette Fenstermacher
Mark Sambito
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November 15, 2010
Dear Councilmember Stewart,
Congratulations on your re-election to the Moreno
Valley City Council! I look forward to continuing to work
with you on the many issues facing the City of Moreno
Valley.
Please know that you can call on me anytime for
assistance with any issue, small or large. My staff and I are
happy to help.
"
Again, congratulations!
. Fondly, '
\.

.. '

0.'

•

" ''';'
"".

:

••

I,.

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Counci Imember
City ofMoreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92552
NOT PRINTEO AT GOVERNMENT EXPENSE
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MEMBER OF CONGRESS
CALIFORNIA

• •1

Councilman Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177.Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

t'

Dear Councilman Stewart,
Congratulations on your recent election victory! I am confident that
you will do an outstanding job as a member of the Moreno Valley City
Council and fulfill the trust the voters have placed in you to address
the issues facing your community.
As a fellow elected official, I look forward to working closely with
you in the months ahead. Many important issues confront us and, by
working together, I am certain that we can accomplish a great deal to
benefit our constituents.
Again congratulations on your victory. If I, or my staff, can be of any
assistance, please feel free to contact me .

.

.

j.

Mary Bono Mack

IPaid for by: Mary Bono Mack Committee, P.O. Box 3370, Palm Springs, CA 922631
P.O. Box 3370

•

PALM

SPRINOS

CA 92263

•

NOT PRINTED OR MAILED AT GOVERNMENT eXPENse
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Saturday, November 13, 2010
To: The City of Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

10 NOV 16 PM 3: 21

From: George E Brimhall
26870 Ironwood Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Re: Ironwood Ave. Street Improvements between Vista de Cerros Drive and Nason Street
I will be unable to attend the Public Meeting on November 16, 2010 regarding the above project due to
scheduled medical procedures on that date. However I would like to go on record as being in agreement
with Items 1.,2.,3.4. & 5. as listed in the public meeting announcement. These items indicate that 2 lanes
and a 2 way tum lane for 2 way traffic would be constructed between Vista de Cerros and Nason Street.
As a resident at the above address for over 44 years I have seen the traffic on Ironwood Avenue increase
exponentially along with the growth of the area. Ironwood Avenue, being the only East - West thoroughfare
crossing the City north of Hwy 60 has become a critically saturated with traffic. Accessing the several street
intersections and numerous private drive-ways for scores of homes has become a perilous event.
The "3 lane" concept would appropriately and safely accommodate the residential and related service
traffic and not encourage other cross town traffic through a historically residential area that a "5 lane" street
would offer.
Respectfully,

~rg~m(23/L-' c-uZ

(~it~ssional Land Surveyor
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STATE CAPITOL
PO. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0064

COMMITIEES
VICE CHAIR, EDUCATION
BUDGET
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION
AGING AND LONG TERM CARE
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT
AND SOCIAL SECURITY

DISTRICT OFFICES
1223 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, SUITE 230
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

SUBCOMMITIEES
BUDGET, SUBCOMMITIEE NO.1 ON
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

BRIAN NESTANDE
ASSEMBLYMEMBER, SIXTY-FOURTH DISTRICT

73-710 FRED WARING DRIVE, SUITE 116
PALM DESERT, CA 92260

November 19,2010

Mr. Richard A. Stewart
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mr. Stewart:
Please accept my congratulations on your re-election to the Moreno VaHey City
Council! The community is indeed most fortunate to have a person of your
experience and skill representing them. I look forward to working with you as we
strive to improve the quality of life for the residents in our community.
I am inspired by your unwavering dedication to the people of Moreno Valley and
am confident you will serve the city with utmost class and dignity.
Again, my congratulations on your victory! As always, please feel free to contact
me if you have any questions, comments, or concerns.
Sincerely,

BRIAN NESTANDE
Assemblyman, 64 th District

Printed on Recycled Paper
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WEST'AH IIlvr;AJIDr;
COUI'4CIL OF OOVIiRf4MIif4TS

November 17, 2010
Richard Stewart, Councilmember
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Subject:

Congratulations on your re-election I

Dear Councilmembet Stewart:
On behalf of WRCOG, I want to take this opportunity to congratulate you on your re-election! WRCOG looks
forward to continuing to work together on completing regional projects, addressing regional issues, and
engaging your city in the many other activities WRCOG undertakes.
Sincerely,

r4R-6~
Rick Bishop
Executive Director
RB/jll
Cc:

Robin Hastings, Mayor Pro Tem, City of Moreno Valley, WRCOG Executive Committee member

4080 lemon Street, 3rd Floor Annex, MS 1032 • Riverside, CA 92501·3609 •

www.wrcog.cog.ca.us
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To the City Attorney and City Council
City of Moreno VaIley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, -California 92552
Re:

Installation of Electrical Conduit and Related Equipment
Project Nos. MVU - 0003, 0006, 0008, 0010, 0011, 0012, 0014

My company, Richard Lopez Construction, submits this commentary on the recent bid
opening and the identification of the apparent low bidder as H&H Construction. Respectfully
also, we request that the circumstances leading to the naming of H&H as the apparent low bidder
be further investigated. However, this letter is not to be construed as a bid protest at this time.
My company has been a diligent contractor to the City, and was the incumbent contractor
on the last two phases of these related projects. As the City is aware, we are not a large company
but we have invested in substantial physical plant, vehicles and other assets; we take pains to
comply with the full array of regulatory requirements; and we have the ability to work
successfully on projects in a wide range of sizes.
Richard Lopez Construction prices all of its bids carefully and honestly to represent fairly
and accurately the estimated cost of each project, plus a profit rate that is not exaggerated. On
the last phase of this very project we performed, in fact, we even returned to the City of Moreno
Valley about forty thousand dollars in funds allocated to the project that turned out not to be
needed. After reviewing prints in the field there was an additional 1000 LF of trench not needed
to complete the project.
We submitted a responsive and responsible bid on the current project. Our issue at this
point is the series of odd events occurring during the bidding process that has caused us some
concern and that we are hoping will be further looked into.
Specifically, we are given to understand the following:
1.
The list we have seen of companies signing the "plan holders log"
indicating receipt of bid documents shows TY Underground, Inc., but does not showH&H.
2.
The sign-in sheet for the August 17,2010 pre-bid meeting purports to
show Tim W. Young signing for TY Underground, mc.
3.
Directly below Mr. Young's name, Troy Hodges is listed as representing
H&H Construction, but it is our understanding that Mr. Hodges was in fact not

MV00224894
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present at that meeting, and that no one else from that company was present,
. either. (It even seems to appear that the name of Mr. Hodges was written in the·
same hand that wrote Mr. Young's name.)
4.
The bid submitted by H&H Construction was about $142,000 lower than
ours .. It is very hard to believe that this is a realistic bid in view of the scope of
the project and the many requirements to be satisfied.
5.
We understand that H&H did not list any subcontractors in its proposal.
However, later that company is believed to either be planning to add TY
Underground as a sub, or arrange to bring Mr. Young himself on as an employee
of or consultant to H&H. Whether this is actually a violation of the Subcontractor
Listing Law is presently unclear, but our overall concern is about what appears to
be a last-minute or even post-bid patching together of the contracting team, with
results for the job itself uncertain.
6.
It is also our understanding that H&H's bid bore the name of TY
Underground on fax cover sheets or other papers forming part of the bid
submittal, as if, perhaps, TY Underground had been the entity actually controlling
the bid and did not want to use its own name, for reasons not presently unclear,
and which we believe should be examined. Lack of required licensing?
Perfonnance record?
7.
In any event, we note that page 48 of the bid package, under section 2-1.8,
states that if a bid is "transferred to another Bidder, then the bid will be
considered non-responsive and will be rejected". We ask that an inquiry be
conducted into this potential issue as it affects TY Underground's apparent
legwork activities including, it seems, up to submittal of the H&H bid itself.

I thank the City for its diligence in reviewing this letter and looking into what, with due
respect, we believe are serious issues that may affect this project and the reputation of the City.
We are not in the business of raising issues against competitors simply for our own benefit, but
because we have been involved in public contracting for years and we respect the need for its
procedures and requirements to be above reproach.
Richard Lopez

2
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Lacy Sykes, Jr.
Chief Pastor/Teacher

CROSSWORD
CHR.ISTIAN CHUR.CH
remember the Cross .. Joeu. on the Word'"

October 7,2010
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Chairman, March Joint Powers Commission
Council Member, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
'Moreno Valley CA 92553
Dear Mr. Stewart:
Thank you for sharing in the 10th Church Anniversary celebration on September 19,2010. Our
guest speaker Pastor Joshua Beckley gave a powerful message on our theme The Promise
Renewed. I pray that you left with a feeling of renewed blessings.
First Lady Karen Sykes and I sincerely appreciate you and your wife, Susan, celebrating this
historic occasion with Cross Word - a place of fond memories as the former Base chapel where
you were married. Please feel free to visit us again.
In Service For The King,

Bishop Lacy Sykes, Jr.
Chief PastorlTeacher
LKS:rc

14950 Riverside Drive
Riverside, California 92518

Reach VI)

Reach In

Reach Out

www.crosswordchureh.ore
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September 22, 2010
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Fredrick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Attn: Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
William Bopf, Interim City Manager
Bob Hanson, Interim City Attorney
RE: Public Contracting by the City of Moreno Valley
To Whom It May Concern:
As most of you may be aware, I made public comments at the August 24, 2010 City Council meeting
related to a number of items on the consent calendar. I also followed-up later in the week, spoke with
staff and requested public records related to the actions that were considered and approved at the
aforementioned regularly scheduled public meeting. I have received all the requested information from
the City Clerk's office and also received follow-up e-mail communications from Mark Sambito, P.E.
related to the confirmation of the recording of the Highland Fairview final Parcel Map No. 35629 (item
A. 16), once that information becomes available.
The other concerns voiced at the meeting were related to public contracting by the City of Moreno
Valley for professional engineering services, one contract placed on the agenda by the Public Works
Director/ City Engineer (item A. 7 associated with the SR-60/ Nason Street Interchange), and the other
placed on the agenda by the Community Development Department (item A.17 associated with "Plan
Check/Inspection Services"). While I was at Moreno Valley City Hall later in the week following the
City Council meeting, one of the staff members that I engaged was Anne Schneider, P. E. in the
Building and Safety Division, who is currently serving as the City's Building Official and Division
Manager. Ms. Schneider informed me that the contract with Wildan, which had been reinstated under
item A.17, was a result of the original contract provisions allowing for a three-year duration, with two
possible one-year extensions. The contract "reinstatement" is the first of the two potential extensions
of the contract, originated with the City in 2007.
As far as item no. 7, to "Authorize a Change Order to increase the Purchase Order with TCM Group by
the amount of $1 ,414,807" is concerned, I requested to meet with Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/
City Engineer, and Prem Kumar, Asst Public Works Director, the following day, but neither have
made themselves available to answer any of my questions. Not only did I provide public comment
regarding the TCM item, another member of the Anti Corruption Team (ACT), Ms. Deanna Reeder,
provided testimony which was followed-up by questions from Mayor Flickinger, directed to Mr. Vogt
and Mr. Kumar, about the nature of the proposed "change order" to the TCM contract. Upon my
inquiries the following day, and due to the lack of cooperation by Mr. Vogt and Mr. Kumar with my
attempting to follow-up, I resigned to having to go through a Public Records Act request to obtain the
supporting information.
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P.O. Box 3127
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The public records that I received through the City Clerk's office show some major discrepancies
between the staff agenda reports, including the descriptions of services previously supplied by the
consultant firms, and the record contract documentation history supplied to me for the Wildan and
TCM Group professional services contracts. In the case of the Wildan agreement "reinstatement",
previous services provided by Wildan were primarily related to "code enforcement! program
management" services, while the agenda item staff report and comments made by staff and the Council
members suggested that the services to be provided are related to "building plan check and inspection".
Furthermore, one of the Wildan team members shown in the original proposal to supply the services to
the City as a consultant engineer is apparently the party that will be administering this contract for the
City of Moreno Valley as the City's current Building Official, now working in the Building and Safety
Division as its Manager.
The apparent TCM contract discrepancies are even more troubling. A review of the contract history
shows that the TCM contract was originally structured as a two phase project for the consultant
engineer to provide 1) "Program Management", in the form of engineering project management and
oversight of the design consultant, and 2) "Construction Management", in the form of resident
oversight and inspection services during the construction phase of the SR-60/ Nason St. Interchange
project. According to statements made by Public Works Director/ City Engineer Vogt during the
August 24, 2010 City Council meeting, the Nason/SR-60 project costs are ."1 00% Federally /
Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF) funded." A review of the contract document history
reveals that the original consultant proposal and cost estimates in response to the City's public contract
selection! procurement process was for the aforementioned two phases (Program Mgmt. and
Construction Management), whereas, a third phase had been added to the scope of the work by "minor
amendment". This third phase, being called "utility relocation", was added to the contract, thereby
creating a three-phased work plan for the consultant's services.
This previous "minor amendment" as was undertaken by the Public Works Director/ City Engineer was
not processed through the City Council for approval, and is hardly minor in nature, since an additional
phase was added to the project that was previously included within the other two phases of the work.
This "out of sight" manipulation of the contract documents has had the effect of substantially
increasing the compensation level to be provided to the consultant firm, thereby enriching the TCM
Group contract by over $1.2M. Additionally, a letter attached to the agenda item as back-up, dated
July 12,2010 from TCM Group, indicates that an "Increase for as needed service during the
construction as directed by the City Manager" in the amount of $124,230 was also included in the
negotiated "change order" amount. By no means is this type of manipulation of a public works
contract consistent with industry standard, or the policies and procedures for programming or
expenditure of state and/or federal funds under the project Design and Construction Cooperative
Agreements between the City of Moreno Valley and CalTrans.
I intend to take this evidence of misconduct by Moreno Valley City public officials to the Riverside
County Transportation Commission (RCTC) and the State Board of Registration for Professional
Engineers and Land Surveyors (BoRPELS), in order that the appropriate authorities may conduct an
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independent investigation into these substantial irregularities. I would be happy to meet with
the City Manager or the Mayor, both of whom have previously denied my request for such a meeting,
or alternatively, with any other member of the City Council, if there are any questions or additional
information needed about the contents of this correspondence. Please call me at (909) 556-1988 to setup such a meeting should that opportunity arise. Thank you for your time and consideration with these
difficult matters involving the City of Moreno Valley's public-contracting procedures and concerns
related to the appropriate public policy governing these activities by municipal corporations .

. Rogers,
, Anti Cor p- on Team (ACT)
c:

Bonnie Flickinger, Mayor
Robin N. Hastings, Mayor Pro-Tern
Jessie L. Molina, Council Member
VRichard A. Stuart, Council Member
William H. Batey rI, Council Member
Ms. Deanna Reeder
Anne Mayer, RCTC
Nancy Eissler, BoRPELS
th
George Price, 65 Assembly District
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·In the next three minutes I will present topics that should have been covered in the Parks and Rec. Staff
Rep9rt to both the Parks Commission and to City Council.
Topics include:
Definition of a gun range, possible CEQA violations and the need for an EIR to address sound and effect
of intense use on the Riverside County Conservation Area that is adjacent to the equestrian center, type
of firearm allowed at the MVEC, revenue generation, form of permit needed, safety, fire danger,
alternative sites for the user, and rights of residents near City Parks.
Gun Range: Guns do two things; they shoot projectiles and they make noise. By using blanks, the

projectile issue is partially solved, but the sound of gunfire remains. Gun ranges must mitigate that
noise by enclosing the firing range, building berms, or locating the range in unpopulated areas. An
outdoor range in a residential area is unacceptable. The Moreno Valley Equestrian Center will be
considered a gun range, regardless of your denial, if the noise is not mitigated.

CEQA: The Notice of Determination for the property to be developed as the Equestrian Center stated
that the use would have no impact on exposure of people to severe noise levels, less than significant
impact on existing noise levels, and no environmental impacts. Thus a Negative Declaration was filed.
Well, things have changed and by permitting the use of firearms at the MVEC it would be reasonably

foreseeable to assume that there would be a change in the environment. The Negative Declaration
from October 1995 would no longer be valid and an EIR will be needed to determine the current impact
of noise and effect of intensive use on the wildlife at the Riverside County Conservation Area.
In the packet I have provided is the Notice of Determination and the CEQA report from the City of
Highland (north of Redlands, CAl for a development adjacent to the Redlands Gun Club. The project was
determined to have Less than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated. This mitigation includes
a 25 ft berm on the site of the gun club, a vegetated swale on the southern boundary of the project and
an 8 ft berm /barrier along the project perimeter.
The neighbors of the MVEC are not afforded any mitigation from forseeable gunfire associated with the
proposed ordinance change.
Type of firearm permitted: The term "blank shooting pistol" was used to minimize the reaction to the

type of firearm actually used. The user states on their website that participants will need two .45 caliber
guns. These will fire the .45 Long Colt blanks but can also fire live rounds. Reenactors of historical
events use a "blank shooting pistol" that has a plugged barrel and a red tip indicating that it cannot fire
live rounds. An advertisement from Replicagunsswords.com is included in your packet. A link to the
video by this site was in the email sent on Monday. Blank shooting pistols cannot fire .45 Long Colt
blanks ... they will explode.
Revenue generation: Instructors at City Parks and facilities must pay 25% offees collected. The

proposed users did not pay the 25% of the entry fees charged at their past events. Overnight camping
fees should apply and be comparable to County Parks which is currently $10-12 per night. The three day
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event held 18 months ago had 10-15 camping units which should have created $200-$400 in revenue.
The City should have received no less than $800 in fees from this event. Did we see the check?

Type of Permit: For the proposed user to be considered an "organized sporting event" they would
require 50 or more participants. This level of involvement will allow for a noise exemption. Staff report
should have included information on what would occur when that level of participation is not met. This
is the difference between a neighborhood pick-up soccer game and AYSO competition.

Safety: Sound of permitted gunfire will mask illegal usage adjacent to the site. Park Rangers will need
to inspect the handguns for plugged barrels and red tips.

Fire: High fire zone, high amount of fuel, lack of water source, lengthy response time
local sites: Currently similar user groups practice at Rauhaages' Gun Range in Corona (leased Fish and
Game land), Winchester Arena (private, Riverside County), Wooden Nickel Ranch (Menifee permits
gunfire within City limits),and Vincent Hill Arena (Palmdale area near Metrolink Station). Other
possibilities include property owned by the user where friendly neighbors might not object to the sound
of gunfire.

Rights of Park Neighbors: Please list them as part of the staff report.
We have the blanks, the .45 handgun, a qualified technician with ANSI rated equipment and a legal place
to fire a gun. When we set a date, a decibel measurement will be taken that will stand up in court.
There will be a reasonably forseeable physical change in the environment when the users are issued a
permit for the use of the MVEC by the City of Moreno Valley.
If I have raised any doubts that need further study by Parks personnel, then postpone the second
reading and do the proper research.
Respectfully,
Sue Gilchrist
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~•., NOTICE OF DETERMINATION
From:

To:

:·:nce of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street, Room 121
Sacramento, CA. 95814

City of Moreno Valley
Community and Economic Development Dept.
141n Frederick Street

P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA.
92552-0805

..L. County Clerk
3470 -12th Street
Riverside, CA. 92501
Subject:

filing of Notice of DetenninatJon in compliance with Section 21108 or 21152 of the Public Resources
Code.

Ross Jordan Equestrian and Nature Center
Project Title
Chris Ormsby. AlCP
State Clearinghouse No.

Lead Agency
Contact Person

(If auIImIDad to aaartnghouse)

(909) 413-3229
AreaCOdel
Telephone

N0rthe. wmer of Redlands Boulevard and Locust street
Project lOCation (,maude county) City of Moreno Valley, Riverside County
Project Description: The proposal is for the development of an equestrian/nature center on this
approximately 40 acre parcel owned by the City of Moreno Valley/C.S.D. Zone A. Specffic improvements will
include a ropingIshow arena, staging area, dressage area, walking/riding trails, other related recreational uses,
and related parting areas on the site presentfy known as Jordan Property.
This Is to advise that the City 01 Moreno Valley has approved the above described project with approval effective on
Augyst 30. 1995 and has made the following determinations regarding the above described project

wiD ...!... will not)·have a significant effect on the environment

1.

The project [ _

2.

_. All Environmental Impact Report was prepared for this project pursuant to provisions of CEOA
..L A Negative OecIaIation was prepared for this project pursuant to the provisions of CECA

3.

Mitigation measures [ _ were ...!.. were not) made a condition of the approval 01 the project

4.

A Statement of Owrriding Considerations [_ was -L was not] adopted for this project.

5.

F'mdlngs I...!.. were _

were not) made pursuant to the proViSIons of CECA.

Thia Is to certify thatthe_l ..L. Negative Oec:Iaration _
approval) is available to the General Public at

Final EIR with comments and responses and record of project

Moreno Vaney Community and Economic [)eveIopment Dept, 141n FrederiCk Street

Ll~

.

.

~

COUNTV"'I:n"

In

~

E12 ~ILL1 &~995

Signature (pubfic Agency)

Date

Moreno~a!I51 California

u~l vCLERK

/'Jeg Dec:laratlonlNk: Datermina4ion

CQmmunityandEconomlcD~~~iiiJfu1
Title
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Potentially
Significant

Issues
(See attached sheets for supporting information
sources)

. Issues

Potentially
SIgnifIcant
Unless

Less Than
Signiflcanl

No

Impact

Impact

M"JtIgatIon
Incorporated

7. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES. Would the proposal result In:
a) Endangered, threatened or rare species or their habitats
(including but not limited to plants, fish, Insec1s, animals or birds)?

x

b) LocaUy designated species (e.g. heritage trees)?

x

c) Locally designated natural communities (e.g. oak forest, coastal
habitat, etc.)?

x
x

d) We1Ianc.i habitat (e.g. marsh, riparian and vernal pool?
x

e) Wildlife dispersal or migration .corrldors?
8. ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES. Would the proposal:

x

a) Conflict with adopted energy conselV8tion plans?

x

b) Use non-renewable resources in a wasteful and inefficient
manner?
c) Result In the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that
would be of future value to the region and the residents of the
State?

x
I

9. HAZARDS. Would the proposal Involve:
a) A risk of accidental explosion or release of hazardous substances
Oncluding, but not limited to: 011, pesticides, chemicals or
radiation)?

x

b) Possible interference With an emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?

X

c) The creation of any health hazard or potential health hazard?

x

d) Exposure of people to existing sources of potential health
hazards?

x

e) Increased fire hazard In areas with flammable brush, grass of
trees?

x

~O,

NOISE. Would the, proposal, result In:

a) Increase in ~ngnoise levels?
b)

Exposu~ of people

x

to severeno,ise levels?

x'

11. PUBUC SERVICES. Would the proposal have an effect upon, or result In a need for new or altered
government services In any of th,a following areas:
a) Are protection?

x

b) PoDce protection?

x

x

c) Schools?
d) Maintenance of public facilities, Including roads?

x
5
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Potentially
Significant

Issues
(See attached sheets for supporting information
sources)

Issues

Potentially
Signllk:ant
Unless

Less Than

No

Signffic::ant

Impact

Impact

MitigatIcn

Incorporated

15. RECREAll0N. Would the proposal:

a) Increase the demand for neighborhood or regional parks or other
recreational facilities?

x

b) Affect.existing recreational opportunities?

x

18. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE.

,

a) Does the project have the.potential to degrade the quafJty of1he
environment, substantlaUy reduce the habitat of a fish or wildUfe
species, cause a fish or wiJc;tIifepopulation·to .drop. below seJfsustainingl6Yels, threaten to ·eliminate a plant or animal community..:
reduce the n~mber or restriCt the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal or e6minate bnportant examples of the major periods
of California history or prehistory?

x

b) Does the project have the potential to achieve short-term, to the
disadvantage of long-term, environmental goals?

x

c) Does the project have impacts that are indiVidually

limited. but
cumulatively .considerable? rCumulatively considerable" means
th.at the incremental effects of a project are considerable when
viewed In connedlon ~ the effects of the past projects, the effects
of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects)

x

d} Does the project have environmental effects which will cause
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either direcUy or
indlrecffy?·

x

7
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D. City of Highland General Plan Goals and Policies
The following is a discussion applicable City of Highland General Goals and Policies and how
they relate to the proposed project.
Noise Element
Goal 7.1
Protect sensitive land uses and the citizens of Highland from annoying and excessive noise
through diligent planning and regulation.
Policies
1) Enforce the City's Noise Control Ordinance consistent with health and quality of life goals and employ effective techniques of nOise abatement
through such means as a noise ordinance, building codes and subdivision and zoning regulations. City of Highland Municipal Code, Section 8.50.030
prohibits the "Making or knowingly and unreasonably permitting to be made any unreasonably loud, unnecessary or unusual noise that disturbs the
comfort, repose, health, peace and quiet or which causes discomfort or annoyance to any reasonable person of normal sensitivity. The proposed
project will result in the construction of homes next to a gun club. Audible gun noise, due to the fact that it is gun noise, intermittent and impulsive, may
cause discomfort or annoyance to any reasonable person of
normal sensitivity.
2) Encourage the use of site planning and architectural techniques such as alternative building orientation and walls combined with landscaping to
mitigate noise to levels consistent with interior and exterior noise standards.
A vegetated swale is proposed along the southern project boundary. This open area wili provide additional setback and move the homes
farther from the gun club.
3) Require mitigation where sensitive uses are to be placed along transportation routes to ensure compliance with interior and exterior noise standards.
An eight foot perimeter wall will constructed around the project to reduce exterior noise levels to 65 dBA CNEL and interior noise levels to 45 dBA
CNEL. Windows with Sound Transmission
Class 36 are required to attenuate interior noise levels at second noors of homes along Greenspot Road are required.
Actions
3) When site and architectural design features cannot sufficiently reduce adverse noise levels, or cannot be economically provided, require the
provision of noise barriers/berms, provided that noise barriers: 1) are sufficiently massive to prevent significant noise transmission and high enough to
shield receiver from noise source; 2) noise barriers exhibit a minimum acceptable density of four pounds per square foot (equivalent to 3/4-inch
plywood):contain no cracks or openings; and 3) minimize the effect of flanking by bending the barrier back from the noise
source at the end of the barrier.
The project Includes the construction of eight foot high barrier along Greenspot Road. It will be constructed In accordance with the above
speCifications.
5) Require realtors representing homebuyers In the vicinity of the gun club to Inform new buyers of the existence of potential noise Impacts
associated with gunfire.
The City will prepare a legal notice for the disclosure purposes.

V. CEaA Significance
The following questions were taken from Appendix G of the Guidelines for Implementation of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). A discussion of the project's significance is
presented following each significance threshold shown in the boxes.

a) Would the project expose people to or
generate noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

D

Q

Less than
Significant
Impact

D

No Impact

D

The City of Highland Municipal Code, Section 8.50.030 prohibits the "Making or knowingly and unreasonably permitting to be made any unreasonably
loud, unnecessary or unusual noise that disturbs the comfort, repose, health, peace and quiet or which causes discomfort or annoyance to any
reasonable person of normal sensitivity. The proposed project would result in the construction of homes next to a gun club. Audible gun noise, due to
the following facts: the nature of the noise is disturbing; the origin of the noise is unnatural; the noise is a series of peaks that exceed the ambient noise
level by at least 14 dB; the noise will occur in the evening, up until 10 p.m. near proposed sleeping facilities; and finally the noise is adjacent to property
that allows a variety of residential development.
If the proposed project is implemented, gun noise from the adjacent gun club may violate City of Highland Municipal Code Section 8.50.030. As
recommended in the City of Highland General Plan, Action # 5, Goal 7.1, Realtors representing homebuyers in the vicinity of the gun club should be
required to inform new buyers of the proximity of the gun club and of their operational hours. Although this measure will reduce impacts, it will not fully
mitigate them. The Ordinance will continue to be violated and residents will likely continue to complain about the nOise.
In order to avoid the exposure of the proposed homes to outdoor noise levels that exceed 65 dBA CNEL, an eight foot barrier is proposed to be
constructed along the project perimeter; and standard construction of residential dwellings constructed under Title 24 standards typically provides at
least 20 dBA of attenuation with the windows closed. This project design measure will keep exterior noise levels at the proposed homes at or below 65
dBA CNEL and interior noise levels at or below 45 dBA CNEL. The second floor of the houses along Greenspot Road however, will require the
installation of windOWS with a Sound Transmission Class rating of 36. (N-2) With installation of windows with an STC rating of 36, all federal and State
noise standards related to traffic noise impacts to the proposed project, will be achieved.

Chambers Group Inc.
Centerstone at Woodbridge Trails
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OLD WEST BLANK FIRING GUNS - OLD WEST - Replica Guns Swords
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RepUcaGunsSwords.com
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Prlntable version

Replica Guns Swords :: OLD WEST :: OLD WEST BLANK FIRING GUNS

Your cart
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Cart is empty

Old west blank firing guns, old west blank guns, old west blank firers, wild west blank shootfng guns, wild
west blank firing guns, wild west blank guns, Western blank guns, western blank firing guns, movie prop
guns, Stage props, stage prop guns, old west stage props, old west stage prop guns, wild west stage props,
Wild west stage prop guns, old west reenactment blank guns, Blank Rring Pistols, Fast Draw Blank pistol,
blank firing colt .45 1873 peacemaker, .22 caliber 1873 Peacemaker blank guns, M 1894 Lever Action blank
firing Western Rifie, Blank firing derringers.

View cart
Checkout
Wish list
Orders history

All Of Our Blank Guns Are Made Of Metal not plastic. AlrttIentic worlcing action! Come fuliy assembled. Weigh
and feel just like the originals. Not a firearm. No Federal license required. Barrels are permanently plugged In
compliance with Federal law. Can 'not fire real ammunition. You must be at least 18 years old to purchase a
Blank gun. The Revolvers Revolve and the Automatics Eject and Reload Automatically. BLANK GUNS CAN
NOT BE SHIPPED TO CANADA.

Categories

I

SCROU DOWN TO VIEW OUR SELECTION.

BLANK FIRING GUNSI

OLD WEST BLANK FIRING GUNS

BLANK GUN
AMMUNITION

BLANK CARTRIDGES CLICK HERE
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HOlSTERS AND SCABBARDS

REPLICA GUNS
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1873 Peacemaker 9 MM Blank Gun Black-Wood

CIVlLWAR

I

OLDWEST

I

BLANK CARTRIDGES CLICK
HERE
BLANK FIRING
DERRINGERS
HOLSTERS AND
SCABBARDS

SKU: 1873P-BW
1873 Peacema~nk Firing: This Fine Reproduction Of
The aasslc Western SIx-Shooter Fires 9 MM Blanks As Fast
As You can Cock The Hammer. Open The loading Gate, And
Place Six Cartridges In The Chambers As You Rotate The
cylinder. It Feels like The Real Thlngl Featw-es Indude A
Working Shell •••

Our price: $115_00

See details

iJ Buy Now D
1873 Peacemaker 9MM Blank Gun Silver-Wood
SKU: 1873P-SW

COLONIAL

PIRATE

See details
MEDIEVAL

1873 Peacemaker-Blank Firing: This Fine Reproduction Of
The aasslc Western Six-Shooter Fires 9 MM Blanks As Fast
As You can Cock the Hammer. Open The loading Gate. And
Place Six Cartridges In The Chambers As You Rotate The
cyllnder_ It Feels Uke The Real Thlngl Features Indude A
Working Shell •••

Our price: $139.00

a

Buy Now

D

http://www.replicagunsswords.com/weapons~allery/home.php?cat=208
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OLD WEST BLANK FIRING GUNS - OLD WEST - Replica Guns Swords
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WORLD WAR II
1873 Peacemaker 9 MM Blank Gun- Black
SKU: 1873P-B

COLLECTIBLES

1873 Peacemaker-Blank firing: This Fine Reproduction Of

The aasslc Western Six-shooter Fires 9 MM Blanks As Fast
As You can Code The Hammer. Pull The Hammer Back To
Half Cock; Open The loading Gate, And Place Six cartrtdges
In The Chambers As You Rotate The Cylinder. It Feels Like
The Real ThIng •••

IHISTO~iisRAMED I

Our price: $149.00

HISTORIC BOXED
SETS

See d~tails

(\ Buy Now

D

INSIGNIA, METALS
AND BADGES

REPLICA CANNONS

1873 Peacemaker 9 MM Blank Gun Silver-Black

I

REPLICA
MINIATURES

SKU: 1873P-D-S8

1873 Peacemaker-Blank firing: This Fine Reproduction Of

See detaUs

The aasslc Western Six-Shooter Fires 9 MM Blanks As Fast
As You can Code The Hammer. Pull The Hammer Back To
Half Cock; Open The Loading Gate, And Place Six cartrtdges
In The Chambers As You Rotate The Cylinder. It Feels Like
The Real ThIng •••

Our price: $169.00

SWORD LETTER
OPENERS

Out of stock

BLANK FIRING
CANNONS

1873 Peacemaker .22 caliber Blank Gun- Black
SKU: 1873P.22-B

FLAGS

.22 Caliber 1873 Peacemaker Blank Guns: If you need a
quieter shot our fine reproduction of the classic Colt .45
western slx~ter revolver fires .22 LR caliber blanks as
fast as you can cock the hammer. Pull the hammer back to
half cock. open the loading gate, and place six cartridges in

the c •..
Special

Our price: $168.00
Gift certificates

m

See details

Help

1873 Peacemaker .22 caliber Blank Gun-SilverBlack

Contact us
PrIvacy statement
Terms &. Conditions

P

Q Buy Now!)

SKU: 1873P.22-S-B

Authentication

0
Register CD'
Secure login

Recover password
If Javascript is disabled in your
browser dick here

See details

.22 Caliber 1873 Peacemaker Blank Guns: If you need a
quieter shot our fine reproduction of the classic Colt .45
western slx~ter revolver fires .22 LR caliber blanks as
fast as you can cock the hammer. Pull the hammer back to
half cock. open the loading gate, and place six cartridges In

the c ...

Our price: $169.00
(l8uy Now f)

HOME
LINKS
TESTIMONIALS

http://www.rep]icagunsswords.com/weapons~allery/bome.php?cat=208
I--------------------~-----~
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From: sgcricket@aol.com
To: sgaicket@aol.com
Subject::Ietl8i;ti):;P&R'StBff7-8-10'
Date: Fri, Jut 9, 2010 10:20 am

To Parks and Recreation Staff recommending the Ordinance change:
Many times you have been asked to cover important points and those requests have been ignored. Mike McCarty
asked you to answer them in your staff report and they are not there. If you can't answer these questions, you are
being illusive, biased and possibly incompetent.
1 How can you recommend a use that may be in violation WITHOUT DOING A PROPER SOUND STUDY? Since
"No sound shall be permitted within the city which exceeds the parameters set forth in Tabtes 11.80.030 and
11.80.030-1-A of this chapter, YOU CAN GO NO FARTHER WITHOUT THIS STUDY. THE PROPONENT MUST
PAY FOR BOTH THE QUALIFIED PERSON AND THE SUPPLIES. IT IS THEIR RESPONSIBILIlY TO PROVE
THEY CAN MEET THE LOV\t£R THAN MAXIMUM SOUND LEVELS.

2 What is the decibel level (measured at the source of the sound) of a .45 caliber gun with a black powder (Goel<)
cartridge? This reading is necessary since if it exceeds the Maximum ImpulSive Sound levels, the use cannot be
permitted.
3. In Table 11.80.030-1A does 100 repetitions per 24 hour period mean that is the maximum number allowed, or
should the table continue (with proper math done)? Seems you should find out how the Municipal Code was
written and how this should be interpreted. Please provide that report to both Council and the public.

4.

V\lhatsound.:l~

wereintheCEQAdocument for the MVEC? Provide the CEQAdOaJmentS. that were done

when:the;MVEC wmuieveloped.o;i This is responsible research.

4. Explain how the City (not the user) will police the ~ aspects ofV1is use?

Self-policing is NOT an answer.
Look at the results from DUI checkpoints and you will know that folks without licenses and under the influence still
drive ...

5. \MIat Is the City's liability for Injury caused to other park users during these events? If another user brings a
horse or dog to the MVEC and it becomes scared and injures someone because it is not accustomed to shooting,
how will the City avoid a lawsuit?

6. Explain how shooting will not interfere with the use of the MVEC by other people and how it will not disturb the
neighborhood? 11.40.050 Reservations and Permits. 0 If the director is satisfied from the information in hand
and presented by the applicant that the desired area, parle or facility may be reserved for the intended use without
reasonably interfering with the use olthe park by other persons. and without disturbing the peace 01 the
surrounding neighbothood".. A person can go toa park where there is a soccer game in progress and still play
with the kids in another part ofthe park. Shooting wUl clear the MVEC of all other users.

7. Name another City owned parle (other than Ingalls in Norco) in California that allows shooting in a residential
neighborhood?
Norco- A-E Agricultural Estate Permitted: Agriculture (expressly includes keeping horses) Lot size reqUirements:
40k-45k
fl for 11 horses, 5k additional sq fl for each additional horse, up to 16 in 75k sq. fl. lot; (Horsekeeping
on non-conforming lots also allowed) Conditional: Max. numbers of horses may be exceeded for horse ranches,
training stables, boarding stables, breeding farms_
Norco is an entirely different creature! No comparison.

sa

8. If the Voodoo Venom Villians requested to use another City Park for blank shooting practice and were an
"organized sporting group", would they be approved without meeting the noise limits? They might be nice folks,
too.
9 Explain to Council why you bullied the Parks and Rec Commission into approving a change in the ordinance? I
remember one Commissioner saying "Why are we here?" if this is just passed on to Council. You provided them
NO factual guidance, only that the group requesting the change were "nice peoP/e". Usten to the tape of the
meeting or ask Mayor Flickinger!

http://mail.aol.com/32360-111laol-lIen-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx
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In the Attachments for the Amendment to 11.40.040 to allow the carrying of blank shooting pistols and the shooting
of blanks at the Moreno Valley Equestrian Center it is mentioned that
City Council Goals:
1. Revenue Diversification and Preservation
That is wonderful "CitySpeak". Do you mean increased
revenue? If, so how will a $125 fee cover costs not to mention the increased police calls for noise
disturbances? As for the $125 reservation fee "staff believes City subsidy of this facility may be eliminated." Let's
see, the MVEC costs @ $3,OOOlmonth so it would need to be reserved 24 days per month at $125 per day. Then
subtract administrative costs, water, restroom cleaning, trash and manure pickup and you make "how much"?
EXPLAIN THE MATH

2. Positive Environment How can the sound of gunfire for 6-8 hours a day, increased fire and the potential
for illegal use, be considered a positive environment? There is no histoJical "reenactment" of Civil War battles
(Gettysburg), bank robbeJies (Temecula), drug deals gone bad (south Los Angeles). For some people, the sound
of gunfire is not positive .. .it means something is being shot. How will the City address the issue of PTSD and those
people who simply do not like the sound of gunfire?

_

Remember, there is nothing worse than getting in the middle of an argument and finding out you were wrong.
Saving face becomes difficult.

http://mail.aoI.com/3 2360-IIl/aol-l/en-us/maillPrintMessage. aspx
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Monday, May 24, 2010 1:42 PM

To:

'richstew27@gmail.com'

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject: Meeting w/Ray Hicks

Ray dropped off the PowerPoint slide presentation Southern California Edison
2010 State of the Utility for your review. He asked that if you have any
questions or input to please let him know .
.. .thanks
Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
P.o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.org

w:

www.moval.org

5/2~/2010
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

fD~SON®
An EDISON INTERNATIONAL'" Company

26100 Menifee Road
Menifee. CA 92585
951-928-8238/PAX 18238

~.:.

Raymond F. Hicks
Region Manager
Local Public Affairs

raymond.hicks@sce.com

.~

'-.
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Southern California Edison
2010 State of the Utility
Ray Hicks
SCE Local Public Affairs
Eastern Region
May 24,2010

seE at a Glance
•

Southern California Edison
(SCE) is one of the nation's
largest electric utilities

•

SCE provides electricity to
nearty14 million people living
and working within its 50,000
square-mile service area of
Southern California

•

SCE's service territory
includes more than 180 cities
in ten counties, excluding Los
Angeles, Pasadena, Glendale,
Anaheim, Vernon and a few
other Southern California cities
and electric cooperatives

1
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Southern California Edison ... more than a century of service
Based in Rosemead, today's Southern California Edison is
the product of more than 120 years of providing safe, reliable
electric service to central, coastal and Southern California.

seE is planning for the future to help
meet the region's growing energy demands
Advanced Technologies
-

SCE is a leading player in the development of advanced
technologies including electric transportation and energy
storage

Environmental
-

SCE is committed to new technologies that will make electric
power more environmentally friendly and energy-efficient

Smart Homes
-

SCE is working to support the development of ·smart homes·
that will empower customers to use energy in increasingly
efficient ways

Generation
-

SCE is committed to advancing generation technologies that
create power in an environmentally friendly manner

::::=[5-~::::==========:::=:::-:::='---~
r:-lL..::.::r::1T...~r.....:...~· L::::"""
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seE is Building a Smarter, More Efficient Electric Grid
SCE is making significant financial
investments to enhance its power grid in
order to improve service reliability and
reduce our dependency on foreign oil

Grid improvements include:
Installing new poles and wires
• Constructing new sUbstations
• Installing more than five million new
technologically advanced meters

What will SeE's Smart Grid do?
Adding more sophisticated
intelligence and control to
SCE's grid will allow for:
•
•
•

•

•

Higher capacity for power
transmission
Integration of more
renewable generation
Safer, more efficient and
effective maintenance
practices
Faster restoration of
unavoidable power
outages
More customer choice
and energy determination

A smarter grid will:
•

Prevent catastrophic system failures

•

Minimize customer power disruptions due
to distribution system failures
Improve workforce safety and asset
efficiency

3
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Helping Customers to Use Energy
More Efficiently and Reduce Costs
Engaging Customers in the Supply Chain
Zero Net Energy Home

SCE is Leads the Nation in Purchasing Environmentally
Friendly, Clean Energy from Renewable Generation Sources

--

SCE has the largest portfolio of renewable generation in the nation

-:::::--------~~"~~ni1~'
~1
Ul~
~~;.-:.:~~'f:'"·.~~r:.~..:::

---::::::::=---
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Empowering Customers to Save Energy and Save Money
via SCE's Special Programs and Services
cARE~california Alternate Rates for

Energy is a customer energy program
create by the California Pul:ilic Utilities
Commission to help provide financial relief
to SCE residential customers with limited
income.
CARE program reduces rates for
income-qualified customer rates an
average of 20%
FERA (Family Electric Rate Assistance)
program can nelp those SCE customers
who don't quality for CARE
Available energy-efficiency rebates for
pool equipment heating and air
conditioning, lighting and appliances
Local government energy partnerships

seE's Leadership in Purchasing Solar Energy
CumulDtlvo Ranking. - Top Tetn
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Edison SmartConnect TM Advanced "Smart Meters"

•

SCE is rolling out its Edison SmartConnect program
across its 50,000 square-mile service territory.

•

By 2012, the utility will have
installed 5 million smart
meters to help customers
save energy and money.

•

These new digital, secure,
two-way communicating
meters will measure
electricity usage up-ta-the
minute and enable customers
to track how much they use,
and how much it costs them.

1---,----

Edison SmartConnect™ Customer Benefits
Edison SmartConnect™ will empower customers to more effectively manage
their electricity, helping them save energy, money, and the environment.

~===:====~==~~
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Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEV)
Cumulative Vehicles In SCE Service Area
(in thousands)
I~~---------------------.

I~

1::1,
--Low

800

600

1001' mon modob o,battory EV. _
plug-ll1 hybrid EV~ launch In, 2010! 11,

Readiness I Collaboration
• SCE has been an industry leader with
PEVs since 1988 and is now
preparing for their launch in 2011
• SCE and many utilities nationwide
are working with automakers, cities
and other stakeholders to help:
- Streamline the 240 V home
charging installation process

400

- Develop public charging
infrastructure plans

200

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2QIS 2016 2017 201820192020

-Collaborate on education and
outreach
- Seek vehicle and infrastructure
incentives

seE Supporting the Community of Moreno Valley
Community Involvement
•

SCE company has a longstanding tradition of helping
those in need through its
corporate giving efforts,
including providing grants to
educational, environmental and
other nonprofit organizations.
We partnered with the city
during your birthday festivities.

•

SCE has employee giving initiatives that encourages
employees to get involved in the communities in
which they live and work. Employees reported 1,753
volunteer hours In 2009.

;: :.: ~'~----::
;:
::::==::::::---------===========:::::=::-===--------t!t:~ ... :"";.L""';""""':'~ 1::'=-~
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seE:

Your Trusted Energy Partner

Emergencies: [Power outages and downed
power lines]

Southern California Edison
- www.sce.com

General Information:

CA Energy Commission
- www.energy.ca.gov

Ray Hicks
Public Affairs Region Manager

Gerald Wilson
Energy Efficiency Account Manager

CA Public Utilities
Commission
www.cpuc.ca.gov/
CA Independent
System Operator
- www.CAISO.Com

8
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Lawrence l3aird
POBOX 1459
Moreno Valley CA 92556
bairdco@ao!.com

May 19,2010
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Please refer to Press Enterprise article "Skill With A Bang" published last Saturday regarding allowing
shooting competition in our parks. I think I can provide information that will assist you in making the right
decision on this subject.
During the early 90s I was fortunate to work with the nations most respected mountain lion expert, Dr.
Paul Beier, studying and tracking mountain lions in the SantaAna Mountains. This effort was in response to the
many mountain lion attacks in Orange County and subsequent law suits against the county and huge settlements.
During that time I developed a theory which was published in the California park ranger association publication.
That theory was developed after observing many Orange County parks and noting that there were no mountain
lion incidents in the parks where shooting events took place. One good example is Irvine Park where civil war
reenactments are held. A closer example is Box Springs Mountain Park where several shooting events took
place and there were no mountain lion incidents for over ten years after those events.
My theory is mountain lions are repelled by the combination of human odor, noise and the odor of burnt
cordite. This theory was published over fifteen years ago and has yet to be disproved.
The city equestrian center is in mountain lion habitat and hungry mountain lions will attack horses, other
domestic animals and as we saw in Orange County, people. Allowing shooting events could prevent potential
problems with mountain lions and help avoid the kind of liability that Orange County experienced in the early
90s.
.
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May 12,2010

~uncil Member William H. Batey II

Date: May 17, 2010~·!.ir C0tYNCIl
Brom: Counci 1 Member Mol ina ',')riE NO VALLE'
To: Cdd!}l Attorney
RECEfi1Eb 'r
c: Council Memoers
City Manager
iOMAYf7 PM 2: 35
Councid Member Molina has requested to talk to you
regarding this situation before he leaves today.

14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Subject: Troubling Experience at Moreno Valley Senior Center

I am a member of the the Crocheting Club at the Moreno Valley Senior Center. I have
been involved with this club for approximately 2 months. Members crochet products for
charities, such as blankets for Military Veterans and/or baby articles for children in
need. The only criteria that I was aware of in joining the Crocheting Club is that you
must be at least 50 years of age. You do not even need to know how to crochet; they
will teach you.

Today when I went to the Wednesday mor~ing crocheting meeting, I was asked to step
out into the hall. I didn't even have the opportunity to sit down. Barb and Penny, who
are the coordinators for the Crocheting Club, informed me that they had received
several complaints about my "neck line being too low." They added that they did not
know-what other types of clothes I had in my closet, but two of my tops had put
the crocheting ladies "in a tizzy." I was not being asked to leave (the Crocheting Club)
because of my personality or my crocheting skills, but due to the way I dressed. I was
asked to understand that these ladies were from a different generation and did not
appreciate the way I had dressed on two separate occasions. Barb and
Penny emphasized that they no longer desired my participation in the Crocheting Club.
Needless to say, I was not only surprised by this revelation, I was saddened. I had no
idea the club members were discussing me i~ such a manner. I told Barb and Penny
that I thought I would find unconditional acceptaf)ce in this club, which is made ·up of
some very talented ladies, full of crocheting wisdom. Instead I find discrimination and
..,' prejudice towards my appearance.
Mr. Joseph "Jay" Jones, Senior Center Coordinator, approached me after this incident.
He told me that the ladies had come to him with their conCerns, and he adamantly told
them they could not ask me to leave the Crocheting Club based on my appearance.
They evidently did not listen to Mr. Jones because they did, in fact, ask me to leave the
Crocheting Club based on my appearance.

MV00224921
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I would like to see the criteria and qualifications, if any, that an individual must possess
in order to be accepted as a member of this club. If I meet the criteria or possess the
qualifications required and was denied membership into the club, or if there are no
criteria or qualifications required to be accepted into this club, I would like to know what
basis they had to rescind my membership.
Title III of the Civil Rights Act (CRA) of 1964 prohibits the denial of equal utilization of
any public facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State or
subdivision (City of Moreno Valley). The Crocheting Club is not an exclusive private
or§anization; the club is a city-administered program and the club's aCtivities are held in
a City facility. Because this is not a private organization and is technically a City run
program ina City facility, I find it hard to believe that the City of Moreno Valley can
lawfully conduct a program in this manner.
I have no intention of returning to a club when I am not wanted; however, I would like a
. response, so that future seniors are not denied membership into the Crocheting Club for
reasons that I find to be unfair. Thank you for your time, I look forward to hearing from
you soon.
Sincerely,

Nancy Foster
22649 Downing Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Phone:
E-mail: nancycat9@hotmail.com
cc: Mayor and City Council
Mr. Mike McCarty, Parks and Community Services Director .
Mr. Joseph "Jay" Jones, Senior Center Coordinator
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From:
To:
cc:
,

Mayor Flickinger
Randy Metz, Fire Marshal
City Council
Bill Bopf, Interim CM
Steve'Curley, Fire Chief

CCHYMGIL
,··;QRENO VALLEY
",IT)

nECEIV'e:'O

Blue Diamond Properties 10MAY 19

AM 8: 07

6185 Magnolia Ave. #330 Riverside, Ca. 92506

May 11,2010
RE: Notice of Appeal
RE: APN 263-200-013 '
To Whom it may concern,
On April 30,2010 the Owner of this parcel received a letter from you dated
4/26/2010 saying you inspected the lot APN. 263-200-013 on 4/22/2010 and
giving him 10 days to finish the work. He lives in Oregon and it is not fair to out
o(state' Owners toon,ly·give them th~ s~ame time frame as in town Owners to
cure. He lost 6 days with your letter and I got a e-mail from him on Monday the
3rd and called right away and ask for an extension and was denied an extension
saying you are not giving any under any circumstances. There needs to be some
kind of allowance given for out of area Owners, and at this time you are
discriminating against them.
On 5/10/2010 he again received another copy of the same letter only now
dated 5/6/2010. On inspection of this.APN number there are not any weeds or
debris or trees onthis APN#.
If you have an issue with any another APN # Mr. Rice expects to receive a notice
of Weed and Nuisance Abatement Notice on that APN #.

Sincerely
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Carolyn S. Hart Manager for

, .. '

p. Alan Rice -
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DISTRICT OFFICES:
HARBOR CITY/HARBOR GATEWAY
19401 S. Vermont Ave.
Suite #Gl04
Torrance. CA 90502

CITY HALL
200 N. Spring Street
.,

~:~n~~~es.

9OV-e MAY

CA
, (213) 473·7015
Fax (213) 626·5431

I 0 :PM4: 06

SAN PEDRO OFFICE
638 S. Beacon Street
Suite 552
San Pedro. CA 90731

JANICE HAHN
Councilwoman
" . Fifteenth District

April 28, 2010

WAITS OFFICE
10221 Compton Ave.
Suite 200
Los Angeles. CA 90002

WILMINGTON OFFICE
544 N. Avalon Blvd .. Suite 102
Wilmington. CA 90744

Office of the Mayor and, City Council
, 14177 Frederick Street "
Moreno Valley, CA92553
Dear City Leaders:
Yesterday, during the meeting of the Los Angeles City Council, I introduced a resolution to begin
. the process of terminating all City business with any business entity located in Arizonaessentially boycotting the state. I am writing to ask that you and your city do the same.
The immigration law recently adopted in Arizona is bad public policy. The law will not only lead to
blatant racial profiling and civil rights violations, it will also negatively impact crime fighting.
Former Los Angeles Police Chief Daryl Gates, who just passed away last week, was a very
controversial figure. But he issued Special Order 40, which prevents LAPD officers from
checking people'simmigration status. He believed -as many law enforcement experts do - that
requiring people to prove their legal status is actually detrimental to public safety, because crimes
go unreported and key witnesses feel intimidated.
The law in Arizona is troubling for many reasons, which is why I believe that a boycott of the state
is necessary. Furthermore, the boycott will also send a message to other states that may be
considering similar laws that such blatant attacks on civil rightswill not be tolerated. We hope
that Arizona will. be the last state to pass this type of law, not just the first.
So: please stand with us and tell Arizona that it is riot okay to enact racist laws. America is a
nation of immigrants and we are a nation of tolerance. But, one thing we will not tolerate is hate.
I urge you t~ pass a similar resolution in your city.
'.
"

.:.

':.
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4/27/10
..
CC: Coyncil Members
Bill Bopf, Interim City Manager
Chris Vogt, PW Director

April 20, 2010

iOAPR26 PH 2: 34

Mayor Bonnie Flickenger
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, Ca 92552-0805
Subject: City of Moreno Valley Request for Waiver of Fees and Costs Associated with the
Disconnection of Street Lights Served by Southern California Edison (SCE) Under the
SCE's LS-l Rate
Honorable Mayor Flickenger,
SCE is keenly aware of the financial hardships the City of Moreno Valley and most other cities are
experiencing during this time of economic hardship.
As you are aware, SCE staffhas met on several occasions with your staff to provide options for the
council to consider. We are aware of the costs associated with the options, and regret that the fee
waiver that the City is requesting is not possible to honor.
The LS-1 Tariff states in Special Conditions, Line Item 6c, that any modifications to existing
facilities require payment by the Customer of Record. Any waiving of fees would be borne by the
rest ofSCE's ratepayers and would be considered a violation of the Tariff.
Attachment 1 contains a copy of SCE' s LS-l Tariff. Attachment 2 contains a copy of the cover
sheet for SCE's Tariff Schedules. The second and third paragraphs explain the limits of the Utility
to "waive, alter, or amend" the tariffs. Specifically, the language states "No officer, inspector,
solicitor, agent or employee of the utility has any authority to waive, alter, or amend these tariff
schedules or any part thereof in any respect, except in the manner provided above."
If you have any questions about SCE's tariffs or its application ofthem, please don't hesitate to call
me.
Sincerely,

Leslie E. Starck
Vice President
cc: Ray Hicks, LP A Region Manager
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Rosemead, CA 91770
les.starck@sce.com
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Southern California Edison
Rosemead, California

Cancelling

Cal. PUC Sheet No.
Cal. PUC Sheet No.

Revised
Original

11431-E
4385-E

Sheet 1

TARIFF SCHEDULES
Applicable to
ELECTRIC. SERVICE
of
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead ,California 91770

Operating in the Counties of:
Fresno

Los Angeles

San Bernardino

Imperial

Madera

Santa Barbara

Inyo

Mono

Kern

Orange

Kings

Riverside

Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura

The following tariff schedules have been regularly. filed with the Public Utilities Commission of the
State of California and are the effective rates and rules of this utility.
The Public Utilities Commission may amend or cancel these rates and rules by formal procedure,
and the utility may amend or withdraw them after application to the Commission and receipt of
authOrity for such action.
.
No offiCer, inspector, solicitor, agent or employee of the utility has. any authority to waive, alter, or
.amend these tariff schedules or any part thereof in any respect, except in the· manner provided
above.
Applicants for service and customers must conform. to and comply with these tariff schedules.

(To be inserted by utility)
_8::;,;5;..:5-;....:E=---'--_ _ __
Advice
Decision
fa

----------~~----

. Issued by·
John R. Fielder
Senior Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed
Dec 18, 1989
Effective
Jan 27, 1990
Resolution

-------------MV00224927
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Southern California Edison
Rosemead, California
(U 338-E)

Cancelling

Revised
Revised

Cal. PUC Sheet No.. 46663-E
Cal. PUC Sheet No. 46316-E
Sheet 1

Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM
APPLICABILITY

Applicable to service for the lighting of streets, highways, and publicly-owned and publicly-operated
automobile parking lots which are open to the general public where SCE owns and maintains the
street lighting equipment and associated facilities included under this Schedule.
TERRITORY
Within the e'ntire territory served.
RATES

I
I Trans

I

Energy Charge' • S/kWhlLamplMonth
All Night Service 0.00407 (I)
Midnight Service 0.00407 (I)

Distrbtn'
0.01385 (I)
0.01385 (I)

Delivery Service
I NSGC· I NDC' I PPPC' I DWRBC"I PUCRF I Total"
0.00089 (I)
0.00089 (I)

0.00064 (I) 0.00773 (I)
0.00064 (I) 0.00773 (I)

0.00515
0.00515

0.00024
0.00024

Generation"
I
URG'" I DWR I

0.03237 (I) 0.05041 (R)
0.03237 (I) 0.05041 (~)

All NlghVMldnlght Service Charge
Incandescent Lamps" • S/LamplMonth
103 Watt
202 Watt
327 Watt
448 Watt

9.58
9.61
9.75
10.27

9.58
9.61
9.75
10.27

Mercury Vapor Lamps" • S/LamplMonth
100 Walt
175 Walt
2SOWatt
400 Watt
700 Watt
1.000 Watt

8.70
8.75
9.35
9.85
11.10
10.70

8.70
8.75
9.35
9.85
11.10
10.70

8.67
8.77
9.24
9.24
9.85
9.94
10.38

8.67
8.77
9.24
9.24
9.85
9.94
10.38

0.03783
0.03783

High Pressure Sodium Vapor Lamps. $/LamplMonth
SO Walt
70 Walt
100 Walt
1SOWatt
200 Walt
2SOWalt
400 Watt

(Continued)
(To be inserted by utility)
Advice
2446-E
-=~~~---------Decision 10-02-019
1C12

Issued by
Akbar Jazayeri
Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed
Mar 1, 2010
Effective
Mar 11 2010
Resolution
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Revised
Revised

Cal. PUC Sheet No.
Cal. PUC Sheet No.

Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY -OWNED SYSTEM
(Continued)

Sheet 2

Southern California Edison
(U 338-E)
Rosemead, California

Cancelling

46317-E
45797-E

RATES (Continued)

I
l

Trans
Low Pressure Sodium Vapor Lamps - $/Lamp/Month
35 Watt
55 Watt

I

90 Wall
135 Wall
180 Watt

Dlstrbtn'

I

NSGC'

Delivery Service
NDC' I PPPC'

I

I DWRBcol

PUCRF

I

Total"

11.35
11.04
13.77
14.14
14.18

11.35
11.04
13.77
14.14
14.18

17.65
15.53
14.23
11.51
10.98
14.87
21.76

17.65
15.53
14.23
11.51
10.98
14.87
21.76

21.86

21.86

Generation"
URG··· I DWR

I

I

Metal Halide Lamps - $/Lamp/Month

70 Watt
100 Wall
175 Watt
250 Wall
400 Wall
1,000 Watt
1,500 Wall

Tap Device Annual Charge - $lDevice

••

The kilowatthours used to detenmine the Energy Charge for the lamp types and sizes served under this Schedule are shown In the Special Conditions
section, below.
Closed to new installations.
The ongoing Competition Transition Charge (CTC) of $0.00010 per kWh is recovered in the URG component of Generation.
Trans Transmission and the Transmission Owners Tariff Charge Adjustments (TOTCA) which are FERC approved. The TOTCA represents the
Transmission Revenue Balancing Account Adjustment (TRBAA) of $(0.00055) per kWh, Reliability Services Balancing Account Adjustment (RSBAA) (I)
of $(0.00002) per kWh, and Transmission Access Charge Balancing Account Adjustment (TACBAA) of $0.00088 per kWh.
(I)
Distrbtn = Distribution
NSGC = New System Generation Charge
NDC = Nuclear Decommissioning Charge
PPPC = Public Purpose Programs Charge (includes California Alternate Rates for Energy Surcharge where applicable.)
DWRBC = Department of Water Resources (DWR) Bond Charge. The DWR Bond Charge is not applicable to exempt Bundled Service and Diract
Access Customers, as defined in and pursuant to 0.02-10-063, 0.02-02-051, and 0.02-12-082.
PUCRF = The PUC Reimbursement Fee Is described in Schedule RF-E.
Total = Total Delivery Service rates are appliceble to Bundled Service, Direct Access (DA) and Community Choice Aggragation Service (CCA Service)
Customers, except DA and CCA Service Customers are not subject to the DWRBC rate component of this Schedule but instead pay the DWRBC as
provided by Schedule DA-CRS or Schedule CCA-CRS.
Gen
Generation - The Gen rates are applicable only to Bundled Service Customers. When calculating the Energy Charge, the Gen portion is
calculated as described in the Billing Calculation Special Condition of this Schedule.

=

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

=

(Continued)
(To be inserted by utility)
Advice
2420-E
~~~~----------
Decision 09-12-048
2Cll

Issued by
Akbar Jazayeri
Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed
Dec 29, 2009
Effective
Jan 1, 2010
Resolution
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Southern California Edison
Rosemead, California
(U 338-E)

Revised
Revised

Cal. PUC Sheet No.
Cal. PUC Sheet No.

Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM
(Continued)

Sheet 3

Cancelling

40629-E
35125-E

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
1.

Kilowatthours for Lamp Type and Size: The kilowatthours for the lamp types and sizes served
under this Schedule used to determine the Energy Charge are shown below:
Nominal Laml2 Rating

kWh Per Laml2 Per Month*
B
A
Average
All
Midnight
Lamp
Initial
Night
Wattage
Lumens
Service
Service
Incandescent Lamps**
103
35.535
18.633
1,000
202
2,500
36.542
69.690
327
4,000
112.815
59.154
448
6,000
81.043
154.560
Mercury Vapor Lamps**
23.698
100
4,000
45.195
175
7,900
74.520
39.074
250
12,000
103.845
54.451
400
85.747
21,000
163.530
700
41,000
145.263
277.035
1,000
205.322
55,000
391.575
High Pressure Sodium Vapor Lamps
50
4,000
10.492
20.010
70
5,800
28.635
15.015
100
9,500
40.365
21.165
150
66.585
34.914
16,000
200
22,000
84.870
44.501
250
27,500
56.622
107.985
400
50,000
167.325
87.737
Low Pressure Sodium Vapor Lamps
35
4,800
21.735
11.397
55
8,000
15.196
28.980
90
23.698
13,500
45.195
135
22,500
32.924
62.790
180
33,000
41.426
79.005
Metal Halide Lamps
70
5,500
16.998
32.430
100
8,500
23.328
44.505
175
12,000
74.175
38.879
250
19,500
101.775
53.346
400
32,000
82.822
158.010
1,000
100,000
372.600
195.300
1,500
150,000
553.725
290.238

(T)

* When an account has more than one lamp, the total kWh will be the kWh per month lamp rating to
three decimal places multiplied by the number of lamps.
** Closed to new installations.

(Continued)
(To be inserted by utility)
Advice
.......:.,:19:..:9:..::8:...,:-E=--_ _ _ __
Decision
3C9

---------

Issued by
Akbar Jazayeri
Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed
May 12, 2006
Effective
Jun 11,2006
Resolution _ _ _ _ _ __
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Southern California Edison
Rosemead, California
(U 338-E)

Cancelling

Revised
Revised

Cal. PUC Sheet No.
Cal. PUC Sheet No.

Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM
(Continued)

35126-E
24089-E

Sheet 4

SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)
2.

Standard Installation: A standard installation includes an overhead multiple service installation
where SCE furnishes bracket or mast arm construction and standard luminaire attached to a
wood pole.

(T)
(T)

3.

Other Than Standard Installation:

(T)

a.

b.

4.

Where the applicant requests the installation of other than a standard installation and
his request IS acceptable to SCE, SCE will install the requested equipment provided the
applicant agrees to advance the estimated difference in cost installed between such
equipment and a standard installation. If, in the opinion of SCE, an existing wood pole
could be utilized. for said installation, the difference in cost installed shall include no
allowance for a wood pole. For an underground service installation, cost installed shall
include, but is not limited to, the cost of any necessary conduit, excavating, backfilling
and restoring of the pavement in accordance with SCE's specifications.

(T)

The installed cost of the standard installation is established by Commission Decision in
SCE's General Rate Case proceeding.

(T)

c.

Advances made for other than a standard installation will not be refunded.

d.

All facilities installed shall become and remain the sole property of SCE.

Hours of Service: Under SCE's standard all night operating schedule approximately
4,140 hours of service per year will be furnished. Under SCE's midnight service operating
schedule approximately 2,170 hours of service per year will be furnished.

(T)

(T)

(T)
(T)
(T)

(Continued)
(To be inserted by utility)
Advice
1724-E
Decision ~~~-----------
03-07-029
4C14

Issued by
John R. Fielder
Senior Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed Jul 23, 2003
Effective
Sep 1, 2003
Resolution
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Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM
(Continued)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)

Sheet 5

Southern California Edison
(U 338-E)
Rosemead, California

5.

6.

Cancelling

41166-E
35127-E

Other Than All Night Service:
a.

Where the customer requests the installation and/or removal of equipment in order to
obtain Midnight Service and such request is acceptable to SCE, SCE will comply with
such request provided the customer first agrees to pay to SCE the estimated cost
installed of any additional equipment required and/or the removal cost of equipment
currently installed. Such payments will not be refunded and shall be paid in advance
or in installments acceptable to SCE over a period not to exceed three years.
Facilities installed in connection with such requests become and remain the sole
property of SCE.

b.

Total non-energy charge(s) shown under the Rates section shall be applicable under
this Schedule when SCE has been requested to discontinue the existing service by
the customer and the customer has stipulated, in writing, that the facilities are to be
left in place for future use.

Removal, Relocation or Modification of Facilities:
a.

b.

Where street lighting service and facilities are ordered removed by a customer and
such facilities, or any part thereof, were in service for a period of less than 10 years
(120 consecutive months), the customer shall pay to SCE a nonrefundable amount
equal to the total estimated cost installed less any customer contribution, plus the
estimated cost of removal less the estimated net salvage value of the facilities.

(T)
(T)

Where street lighting service and facilities were ordered removed or modified by a
customer and such service and facilities, or their equivalent, are ordered reinstalled
within 36 months from the date of the order to remove or to modify, the customer shall
pay to SCE, in advance of the reinstallation, a nonrefundable amount equal to the
cost of removal or modification of the prior facilities and the estimated cost of such
reinstallation.

(Continued)

Decisio,n

Effective

5C12

Resolution

-E-4023
--'-----
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Cal. PUC Sheet No.
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Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM
(Continued)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)

Sheet 6

Southern California Edison
Rosemead, California
(U 338-E)

6.

35128-E
24091-E

(T)

Removal, Relocation or Modification of Facilities: (Continued)
c.

d.
7.

Cancelling

Where street lighting facilities are ordered modified and/or relocated by a customer, the
customer shall pay to SCE, in advance of such modification and/or relocation, a
nonrefundable amount equal to the estimated cost of such modification and/or
relocation. This includes facilities that now. serve street light load only, but that may
have been installed originally to serve other than street light load.
Facilities removed or installed remain the sole property of SCE.

(T)

(T)

Requirements and Restrictions:

(T)

a.

The applicant for street light service shall specify the type of service, lamp size, and
location of street lights.

b.

Service shall not be furnished under this Schedule where location, mounting height,
and/or other considerations are unacceptable to SCE.
.

(T)
(T)

c.

The installation of street lighting equipment and facilities hereunder is contingent upon
SCE obtaining easements, rights of way, and highway permits satisfactory to SCE for
the required poles, lines, equipment, and facilities.

(T)

d.

In accordance with Rule 4, a written contract for a term of not less than one year and
not more than five years is required in or<;ler to receive street light service under the
provisions of this Schedule.

e.

Should the applicant not commence using the street lighting in a bona fide manner
within ninety (90) days after date of completion and installation of a street light or street
lighting system requested by the applicant, SCE will bill, and the applicant shall pay, the
applicable non-energy (other charges) portion of the lamp charge(s).

(T)

(T)

(Continued)
.,

(To be inserted by utility)
Advice
1724-E
Decision 03-07-029

-----------------

6C14

Issued by
John R. Fielder
Senior Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed Jul 23, 2003
Effective
Sep 1, 2003
Resolution
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Southern California Edison
Rosemead, California
(U 338-E)

Revised
Revised

Cal. PUC Sheet No.
Cal. PUC Sheet No.

Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM
(Continued)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)"

Sheet 7

8.

Cancelling

45798-E
41167-E

Timed Auxiliary Power Device Adaptor (TAP):
a.

This service is available under the terms and conditions stated below. An annual
charge per device, found in the Rates section of this Schedule, plus a one-time set up
administrative fee and a per modification administrative fee of $65.00 per account plus
Energy Charges billed at the LS-1 Midnight Service rate.

b.

A Standard Installation shall consist of an individual TAP installed on SCE-owned
ornamental street lighting pole.

c.

This rate option is only available to governmental agencies who are the customer of
record for ornamental street lighting service. A written Application and Agreement is
required for service in conjunction with SCE-owned ornamental street lighting poles.

d.

$CE will install the requested TAP and the installed TAP shall remain the sole property
of SCE.

e.

The installation of the applicant's holiday lighting decorations and hanger assemblies
shall be in accordance with SCE's specifications .

. f.

(T)
(L)(T)

The applicant shall specify the number of TAPs required. Billing will be based on the
manufacturers' 300 watt rating for each device and the hours of operation.

g.

At the time of installation of the TAP and annually thereafter until such TAP has been
removed, the customer will be required to pay the annual charge.

h.

In no case shall the granting of permission to install lighted holiday decorations for use
with a TAP device on SCE's ornamental poles give the applicant any additional rights.

(Continued)
(To be inserted by utility)
Advice
2386-E
~~~-----------Decision 09-08-028
7C26

Issued by
. Akbar Jazayeri
Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed Sep 30, 2009
Effective
Oct 1, 2009
Resolution

------------MV00224935
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Revised
Revised

Cal. PUC Sheet No.
Cal. PUC Sheet No.

Schedule LS-1
LIGHTING - STREET AND HIGHWAY
COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM
(Continued)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)

Sheet 9

13.

Billing Calculation:
above.

Cancelling

42516-E
39965-E

A customer's bill is calculated according to the rates and conditions

Except for the Energy Charge, the charges listed in the Rates section are calculated by
multiplying the Total Delivery Service rates and the Generation rates, when applicable, by the
billing determinants (e.g., per kilowatt [kW], kilowaUhour [kWh], etc.),

(T)

The Energy Charge, however, is determined by multiplying the total kWhs by the Total
Delivery Service per kWh rates to calculate the Delivery Service amount of the Charge. To
calculate the Generation amount, SCE determines what portion of the total kWhs is supplied
by the Utility Retained Generation (URG) and the Department of Water Resources (DWR).
The kWhs supplied by the URG are multiplied by the URG per kWh rates and the kWhs
supplied by the DWR are multiplied by the DWR per kWh rate and the two products are
summed to arrive at the Generation amount. .The Energy Charge is the sum of the Delivery
Service amount and the Generation amount.
I

For each billing period, SCE determines the portion of total kWhs supplied by SCE's URG
and by the DWR. This determination is made by averaging the daily percentages of energy
supplied to SCE's Bundled Service Customers by SeE's URG and by the DWR.
.
a.

Bundled Service Customers receive Delivery Service from SCE and receive supply
(Gen) service from both SCE's URG and the DWR. The customer's bill is the sum of
the charges for Delivery Service and Gen determined, as described in this Special
Condition, and subject to applicable discounts or adjustments provided under SCE's
tariff schedules.

b.

Direct Access Customers receive Delivery Service from SCE and purchase energy
from an Energy Service Provider. The customer's bill is the sum of the charges for
Delivery Service determined as described in this Special Condition except that the
DWRBC rate component is subtracted from the Total Delivery Service rates before
the billing determinants are multiplied by such resulting Total rates; plus the
applicable charges as shown in Schedule DA-CRS and subject to applicable
discounts or adjustments provided under SCE's tariff schedules.

c.

CCA Service Customers receive Delivery Service from SCE and purchase energy
from their Community Choice Aggregator (CCA). SCE will read the meters and
present the bill for both Delivery and Generation Services to the CCA Service
Customer. The customer's bill is the sum of the charges for Delivery Service as
displayed in this Rate Schedule and Generation charges determined by the CCA plus
the applicable charges as shown in Schedule CCA-CRS, and subject to applicable
discounts or adjustments provided under SCE's tariff schedules.

(To be inserted by utility)
Advice
2121-E
~~~-----------Decision
9CIO

Issued by
Akbar Jazayeri
Vice President

(To be inserted by Cal. PUC)
Date Filed Apr 30, 2007
Effective
May 30, 2007
Resolution

--------------
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April 19,2010

William Bopf, Interim City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92552

SUBJECT:

SLPP Grant Funds for the Eucalyptus Avenue Street ImprovementsResponse to City Letter of April 14, 2010

Dear Mr. Bopf,
At the outset, please be assured that Highland Fairview fully understands and agrees that
the future improvements to Eucalyptus Avenue must meet adopted City standards and
that the City will need reasonable means to complete the improvements should some
unforeseen problem hinder their completion. There is no difference of opinion on these
points as your letter implies.
We do however have a major concern with the magnitude of the security that staff is
suggesting is required. We have been told that a bond covering 100% of the overall
Eucalyptus project's cost of more than $6,000,000 is required, even though this grant
proposal only applies to the first phase of those improvements, costing approximately
$2,500,000.
We are nonetheless encouraged by your comment that the bonding issue can be addressed
'by depositing "some agreed upon amount in an Escrow account." We assume that
amount will be commensurate with the actual cost of the improvements to be competed in
the first phase, which is in fact, the scope of this proposal and how the grant was
structured.
Our long-standing concern is rather with the process that the City staff believes is
necessary to maintain eligibility for the $1,000,000 State-Local Partnership Program
(SLPP) grant for these improvements. It remains our position that this project does not
need to be constructed by the City nor does it need to meet all the criteria as if it was a
public project. Furthermore, the Eucalyptus Street project has always been planned to be
constructed in phases as clearly outlined in the project's Conditions of Approval. As you
suggest in your letter, Highland Fairview does have a differing opinion (see attachments)
and does wish to serve as the contractor and construct the improvements ourselves, and
we will request the City Council to concur with this process.
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We appreciate your continued interest and involvement with this issue and remain
anxious to meet to discuss staff's reasoning for its positions and together arrive at an
acceptable resolution to this issue. Absent such a meeting, we will await the staff report
and respond directly to the City Council at its meeting on April 2ih.

Iddo Benzeevi
President and Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:
Wm. Bopf Letter to Iddo Benzeevi April 14,2010
Iddo Benzeevi Letter to Wm. Bopf April 9, 2010
Danette Fenstermacher letter to Chris Vogt December 17, 2009
Chris Vogt to Danette Fenstermacher November 16, 2009

xc: Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Rick Hartmann
Robert Hansen
Chris Vogt
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14177 FREDERICK STREET
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WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

P. O. Box 88005
MORENO VALLEY. CA 92552-0805

April 14, 2010

Iddo Benzeevi, President
Highland Fairview
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
RE: SLPP Grant Funds for the Eucalyptus Avenue Street Improvements
Dear Mr. Benzeevi,
I received your letter on April 12, 2010, wlrich states your opposition to the City's street
construction oversight and surety amounts. It is not the City'S intent or objective to impede the
construction of the Eucalyptus Avenue street improvements and the Highland Fairview
Corporate Park (i.e., Skechers) project. The City is compelled by law to insure future public
improvements are constructed to their standards and if for some reason the construction does not
go well, have a means by which the City can assume ownerslrip of the work and complete the
improvements as approved by the City.
It is the City's position that the SLPP Grant requires a local agency (i.e., the City of Moreno
Valley) to manage the construction of the street improvements to be eligible for SLPP Grant
funds. It is also our opinion that the street improvements must comply with the Public Contract
Code. However, in the spirit of cooperation, if Highland Fairview has a differing opinion and
wishes to serve as the contractor and construct the street improvements itself, the City Council
may approve that process.
"

In order to work with you to solve this circumstance as you desire, I have attached an
amendment to Option One for City Council to consider. As you can see the City Council may
wish to add the Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements to its Capital Improvement Plan. The City
may also determine that the project could be funded by approximately 60% of your DIF
payments, the SLPP Grant* and other developer payments. The other impediment to your
proceeding on your own is the surety that will serve as a guarantee that the project will be
completed. You may accomplish tlris requirement by a cash deposit of some agreed, lIpon
amount in an Escrow account. By the time you start the road project you may have completed
your Rough Grading and you could use that redeemed deposit as part of what may be an agreed
upon surety.
If the above process is satisfactory to you, and City Council approves, you could proceed as
outlined. Please be advised that we still believe the following:
1.

The State may not approve you as the contractor. If they do, fine.

2.

The State may require that you pay prevailing wages. If they do not, and still honor
the grant, fine.

CITY MANAGERS OFFICE
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Mr. Iddo Benzeevi, Highland Fairview
April 14, 2010
Page 2

3.

We will require acceptable surety for the public improvement (source: State Map
Act and Municipal Code).

Please advise if this alternative is acceptable to you and I will submit it to the City Council as
another option to my report for the April 27, 2010 Council meeting.
Please feel free to contact me if you have other comments and/or questions.

R~J¥
William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager
c: Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Rick Hartman, Interim Assistant City Manager
Robert L. Hansen, Interim City Attorney
Chris A. Vogt, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Enclosure: Option One - Amended

* Required by the SLPP Grant, some funds must be from Developer Fees and it must be a funded project on the City's crp
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OPTION ONE - Amended
(N ote: Amend ments are

rmr:BJI'Wflifififi'£e.flfl/f!i!f(.jtlilifi'llf!Jfjtfiim type.)

Hlighland Fairview to Construct Eucalyptus Avenue

Goal:

Funding and Constructing the Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements for the
Highland Fairview Corporate ParklSkechers project

Requirement(s):

A) City permits required (including inspections)

Funding Method(s):

Highland Fairview to fully fund the project - approximately
$6.3 million; and therefore, Highland Fairview may not be
eligible for SLPP grant funds.

Results:

A) Highland Fairview administers the construction projectmay be the most expeditious means to construct the
street improvements (i.e., California Contract
Code/prevailing wage issues may not apply)
B) Highland Fairview can construct underground utilities and
street improvements as one operation
C) The street improvements would be constructed to City
standards
D) Eucalyptus Avenue would be dedicated to the City upon
completion
E) Highland Fairview may be eligible for DIF Reimbursement
per City Council adopted policy

Obstacles:
B)
"

A). . .
, . , .
C) Highland Fairview may not receive up to $1 million (based
on reimburs~ment by the State) in SLPP Grant funds
Required City Action:
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

April ,2010

Mr. William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92552
Re: SLPP Grant Funds-Eucalyptus Street
Dear Bill,
I appreciate your efforts to move the Eucalyptus SLPP Grant fund project forward. To
reiterate our conversation, Highland Fairview with the cooperation of the city applied for
and received approval for a SLPP Grant for the construction of Eucalyptus Street. As a
grant, the funds do not have to be repaid and therefore are a direct benefit to the City and
its residents. It is not often that the city can receive "free" money and I am sure you share
my sentiment that we should do all we can to insure that we secure this opportunity for
the benefit of our community.
As part of the Highland Fairview Corporate Park (HFCP), Highland Fairview is
mandated by the City'S Conditions of Approval to construct Eucalyptus Street which is of
course, a public improvement project and the subject of this grant. As the builder, we are
therefore required to provide the City with guarantees to secure the construction of the
street such as subdivision bonds or other acceptable forms of security to the city.
A concern has been raised by staff pertaining to their worry that in the unlikely event the
street construction will not be completed, the city will be left with the task of collecting
on the guarantee before they could secure the funds necessary to finish the job, while the
"community" is inconvenienced by not having the street fully functioning.
I am somewhat pelplexed. I could see the city's concern if we were talking about a major
city street which is in constant use and its interruption will be of great public
inconvenience. This is certainly not the case here. Eucalyptus is not an improved street
noris it in use and therefore does not currently impact the community. When the street
will finally be placed in service, it will have limited use and will initially only service as
access to the HFCP project (Skechers building), since there is nothing else in the vicinity
today.
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Mr. William Bopf
April 9, 2010
Page 2

Therefore, should an interruption occur to the street's construction, the city will not be
under any unusual time pressure to accelerate the completion of the street ahead of the
normal time it takes to collect on the bonds or guarantees.
Further, The HFCP project would not receive any development or occupancy approvals
without the construction of Eucalyptus Street. Therefore the project would be halted and
there will be no immediate need for the street. In this unlikely event the city will
definitely have plenty of time to collect on the bonds and finish the street without
impacting the public.
Additionally, the amount to be guaranteed by Highland Fairview required by the City is
in fact substantially higher than the actual estimated construction costs. This is primarily
due to the City'S unit costs and contingency levels, both of which significantly exceed
our construction bid estimates and will provide an extra security cushion to the city.

In any event, if the street construction was interrupted for some reason, the City would be
able to use the security we will post (bond or Letter of Credit) to complete the work.
The city will also insure that payments to the contractor will only be made after each
phase of work will have been completed further limiting their exposure. If there were a
situation that occurred with the street development, the City would bave notice
immediately. If grant funds were used to reimburse as street development takes place,
appropriate documentation would be required in the submittal of the request for
reimbursement.
The State and Federal programs offer significant opportunities to facilitate and expedite
good projects and we look forward to working with the City to apply the governmental
incentives in our community. HFCP is exactly the type of job-producing, economygrowing project that these programs were designed to assist. The City can be a great help
in this effort to bring jobs and economic growth to our community.
Bill, especially in these difficult economic times, we should think out of the box and
work harder to capture any opportunity we can to improve our community. I appreciate
your personal interest and initiative. We remain anxious to work with your office to
move our projects forward. I believe the risk to the city is de minims at best and the
benefit is substantial.

;:;u
. Iddo Benzeevi
President
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW PROPERTIES
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

December 17, 2009

Via Email and Overnight Mail

Mr. Chris Vogt
Public works Director / City Engineer
City of Moreno Valley
Public Works Department
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

Re:

State and Local Partnership Program (SLPP) Grant Funds for the Cactus Avenue
and Eucalyptus A venue Improvements - Highland Fairview Properties

Dear Mr. Vogt:
We are in receipt of your letter dated November 16,2009 (copy attached) and have
included the requirements of the SLPP as they relate to the issue of matching funds per
our telephone discussion. We have referenced below Proposition IB which created the
SLPP program in 2006 and also have referenced several key elements of the SLPP
Implementation Guidelines that support our position on the issue. Nothing in the Bond
Act or the Guidelines require that the full cost of the project be on deposit in cash in order
to be eligible for the grant funds. Combining these grant funs with other available
funding sources (including work in lieu) is a key element of maximizing the effectiveness
of the SLPP program.
The Highway Safety, Traffic Reduction, Air Quality and Port Security Bond Act of 2006,
approved by the voters as Proposition IB on November 7, 2006, authorized the $1 billion
State-Local Partnership Program (SLPP) Account to be managed by the California
Transportation Commission (CTC). The Bond Act requires a dollar-for-dollar match of
local funds for an applicant to receive state funds under the program to a maximum $1
million. Further, the State-Local Partnership Program 2009-1010 Guidelines as
established by the California Transportation Commission, under Section 2 "Program of
Projects" cites that the project request includes "the amount to funded from SLPP, the
source of the dollar-for-dollar match of SLPP funding, and the estimated total cost of
project construction or equipment acquisition, including any additional supplementary
funding. (emphasis added) The source of the dollar-for-dollar match will include only
revenues from the transportation tax or fee that qualifies the applicant for SLPP funding
and only funds to be expended after the Commission allocation of SLPP funds."
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Chris Vogt
SLPP Grant Funding
December 17,2009
20f3
"The Commission will program and allocate funding to projects in whole thousands of
dollars and will include a project only if it is fully funded from a combination of SLPP
and other committedfunding. (emphasis added) The Commission will regard funds as
committed when they are programmed by the Commission or when the agency with
discretionary authority over the funds has made its commitment to the project by
ordinance or resolution." (emphasis added)
Further in Section 8 "Project Selection Criteria" of the same Guidelines document, "The
Commission will give higher priority to projects that are more cost-effective, that can
commence construction or implementation earlier, that leverage more uniform developer
fees and other funds per program dollar ... " (emphasis comment per Guidelines
document).

In Section 8879.75 of AB268 it states" An applicant may propose to use other fundsfor
the same project•.. ,however, those other funds shall not be counted toward the match
required by this article." (emphasis added)

The SLPP applications for Cactus Avenue and for Eucalyptus Avenue both indicate
sufficient Uniform Development Impact Fees (DIF) for a dollar-to-dollar match of the$ 1
million individual grants. In the case of Cactus the total project cost over the three year
construction period is estimated at $6.35 million with DIF fees of $4.7 million, developer
funding (work in lieu) of $645 thousand and SLPP grant funds of$1 million. Eucalyptus
Avenue total estimated costs over the three year construction period are $6.3 million with
DIF of$3.1 million, developer funding (work in lieu) of$2.2 million and SLPP grant
funds of $1 million.
As can be noted from the provisions above, the matching of Uniform Development
Impact Funds (DIF) is one local source of transportation funds as required by the StateLocal Partnership Program. Other funds are allowed for the development of the project
which can include the developer's work in lieu.
In no case does the Bond Act or the Implementing Guidelines require the funds to be on
deposit with the local agency. Confirming that DIF funds are assigned to the project
through the City's DIF nexus study is sufficient to indicate the City's commitment to the
project. Since DIF funds are not collected for specific transportation projects, but placed
in a pool of funds to provide for all DIF projects in the city, the specific designation of
the funds from a particular developer cannot be identified. However, the amount of
proceeds from all of the DIF contributions imposed upon developers can be identified
more importantly the amount allocated to specific transportation projects are identified.
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Chris Vogt
SLPP Grant Funding
December 17, 2009
30f3
The Bond Act requires the local agency to demonstrate its commitment to the designated
projects through formal ordinances or resolutions. In the case of the Cactus Avenue and
Eucalyptus Avenue projects the City has met this obligation in at least three ways. First,
both Cactus Avenue and Eucalyptus Avenue are included on the Circulation Plan
contained in the City's General Plan (adopted by resolution). Second, these two road
projects were prominent elements of the Aquabella and Highland Fairview Corporate
Park projects (both approved by ordinances and resolutions). Extensive documentation is
included in both projects detailing the importance ofthese roadways, and the manner in
which they would be constructed. And third, both roads are included in the City's DIF
Program (adopted by resolution). Clearly the City's has demonstrated a solid
commitment to both of these road projects.
We respectfully request that the City accept the Proposition IB grant monies when they
are issued by the State and forward that amount to Highland Fairview since Highland
Fairview will have advanced the full amount of the road improvements through its
construction of the roadways. Attached is a cover letter and draft agreement for City
Council action in this regard.
As you are well aware the City is in desperate need of jobs due to the extraordinary low
jobs to housing balance only exacerbated by the current economic crisis. The Highland
Fairview Corporate Park project will help to bring economic development to the city in
the near term with long lasting positive impact. Further, the Highland Fairview Park
development will tend to draw other positive economic development projects to the City
as well. You immediate attention to this matter is appreciated.
Best Regards,

Danette Fenstermacher
Executive Vice President & Chief Operating Officer
x.c. Iddo Benzeevi
Wayne Peterson
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SENT VIA
E-MAIL & U.S. MAIL
November 16, 2009
Danette Fenstermacher
Chief Operating Officer &
Executive Vice President
Highland Fairview Properties
.
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RE:

SLPP Grant Funds for the Cactus Avenue and Eucalyptus Avenue
Improvements - Highland Fairview Properties

Dear Ms. Fenstermacher:
On October 15, 2009, the California Transportation Commission took action to approve
grant applications applied for by the City at the request of Highland Fairview. As you
will recall, these applications were for the Cactus Avenue Street Improvements and the
Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements, which are obligations of Highland Fairview to
construct as part of the approvals for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park Project.
Based on representations made to City Staff on Thursday, August 13, 2009, Highland
Fairview stated it would fully fund these projects. Therefore, the City is now requesting
that Highland Fairview deposit the necessary funds to match and construct these two
projects. The cost estimates included in the applications for the projects are as follows:
Cactus Avenue Improvements - $6,350,000; and
Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements - $6,265,915.
As you are aware, the SLPP grant process requires the agency requesting grant funds
to demonstrate evidence of matching developer fees and the fina'ncial ability to
construct the projects. Since the City Council has not taken action to fund these two
projects, it is imperative that Highland Fairview deposit the necessary funds with the
City as soon as possible.
Upon depositing the funds with the City, an action will be placed on the City Council
agenda for consideration of acceptance of the grant funds and approval of the funding
of the projects. Please be advised. that until the necessary funds are deposited with the
City, staff cannot recommend to the City Council that the grants be accepted. If the City
Council does not accept the grants and approve the funding of these two projects, the
Commission may remove the two projects from further consideration for the grant
.'
money due to lack of matching funds.

I)UL~LIC WOIZ!<S DFPAlff'MF.NT
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Danette Fenstermacher
November 16, 2009
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Feel free to contact me if you have any questions and/or comments.

RepJO-

Chris A. Vogt. P.E.
Public Works Director/City Engineer
V:/Highland Fairview :Ltr.HFP. SLPP.09.1028

Page 2
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April 7, 2010
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick street
Moreno Valley, California
Honorable Mayor, City of Moreno Valley:
Recently we received notice that the City of Moreno
,
Valley was considering the closure of the Moreno Valley Golf
Club. We would like to suggest that the Honorable City Counsel
take into account that this golf course provides a great
service for the senior citizens and the general public.
Players from around the Inland Empire enjoy the opportunity to
play golf that provides recreation and physical fitness to our
communities. The Moreno Valley golf course has been used by
many seniors along with the general public who have ~o other
places to receive physical exercise and to enjoy the great
golf course that is operated and maintained by the City of
Moreno Valley. The Moreno Valley Golf Club is ideal because
most of the senior citizens and most of the general public are
not able to play on the other larger more difficult and more
expensive golf courses.We have been playing on this golf
course for approximately five years and have made many friends
and enjoy the shorter fairways and can play around of golf in
about one or ,two hours in lieu of the four to six hours on the
other larger golf courses. We also like the layout of the
course with the lake and the way the City has kept it
maintained. This is a great course where we have seen many
adults teaching their younger children how to play golf.
there are many public parks in Moreno Valley with soccer
fields and play areas for small children. However, this is the
only local golf course that provides a place for many senior
citizens and the general public to play golf. Many folks play
for health and pleasure while some are still able to enjoy
a s~ort that they can participate in for what is left of their
remaining years. Over the years we have lost several of our
friends who played and enjoyed this golf course on a regular
schedule and that was the only true enjoyment they had prior
to passing. I would ask you to check out the list of members
that have passed that were regular players of this golf
course.
We would like to make a few suggestions as to how this
facility could generate revenue for the City of Moreno Valley.
The previous tenants of the golf course had various
tournaments on special days or week ends to provide more
interaction with players from other golf courses.
(1 )
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continued from page 1

We request that the City of Moreno Valley advertise in the
local newspapers to provide information to those who are not
aware of this .golf course. The City could start a golf club
and have the citizens conduct fund raising activities to help
off- set .the maintenance and upkeep costs. The City could also
have some activities in order to promote the course to the
outside communities.
Therefore, we are requesting that the Honorable Mayor and the
Honorable city counsel take into consideration that this
valuable golf course is desperately needed to and should
remain open and expand on ways that in which this facility
could become more self sustaining by implementing some ideas
that would provide revenue income in order to keep this great
golf course open to the public.
We feel that the City of Moreno Valley has enough soccer
fields and play areas for children but we need this facility
to remain open even if it may not be profitable at this time.
To replace this golf course with a park would cost the City a
great deal of money and would a.lso not generate any revenue
but in lieu will continue to have the City spend additional
funds for the construction and the removal of the existing
club house. Please help us in keeping this great golf course
open. This is a city landmark, that was constructed as part
of the adjacent subdivision and has been in place for many
years This has provided the citizens of Moreno Valley and the
surrounding communities with a special place to enjoy the
sport of golf and providing many hours of enjoyment to all who
have been part of this city Golf Club.
Thanking you for your support in helpin9 us keep this
great golf center operating for the good of our communities.
sincerely,

. James
Lc~<
Kinloch
16141 Rancho Verde Circle
Riverside, ~alifornia
92506

(2)
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14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

April 5, 2010

Mr. John Terell, Planning Official
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92552
SUBJECT: Aquabella Development Agreement - 2010 Annual Report
Dear Mr. Terell,
On December 13, 2005, the Aquabella Development Agreemef.lt was approved by the
City of Moreno Valley (Ordinance #704). The Agreement was subsequently signed by
the parties and recorded on February 16, 2006. Pursuant to Section 15 of the Agreement,
an Annual Report is required to be prepared and submitted to the City demonstrating
Highland Fairview's good-faith compliance with the terms of the Agreement. Section
15.2 of the Agreement requires that this Annual Report "describe (i) any permits or other
Project Approvals which have been issued or for which application has been made and (ii)
any development or construction activity which has Gommenced or has been completed
since the Effective Date hereof or since the preceding annual review." This report
provides the required information.
The continuing economic downturn and its direct impact on international, national and
local financial markets continued to have a dramatic negative effect on the southern
California residential market. Moreno Valley has been particularly hit hard with
thousands of bank foreclosures plaguing the residential market. Unemployment in our
area still hovers at over 15% having a tremendous negative impact on residential values,
which are still below replacement cost. As a result, new residential development is not
practical or viable in today's environment. Aquabella has not been immune to these
market conditions. Grading operations at Aquabella were suspended in February 2008
and work on infrastructure design, permitting and construction was suspended in 20082009. The Aquabella project has moved into a maintenance mode for the property and
the project entitlements.

GENERAL PROJECT STATUS
Pursuant to Section 2.1 of the Development Agreement, all project approvals for
Aquabella remain in full force and effect throughout the duration of the Agreement. No
project-specific actions are required on the part of the Developer or the City for this
extended period of validity to apply to all project approvals.
A permit for the mass grading of the Aquabella site was issued by the City (Permit #
MV-0826). To date, approximately 5,700,000 cubic yards of grading has been completed,
representing approximately 56% of the permitted earthwork volume. Grading operations
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were suspended in 2008. Since that time, Highland Fairview has undertaken a
comprehensive program of property maintenance including full property fencing and
signage, extensive erosion control, weed abatement in compliance with all applicable
City regulations, and immediate refuse removal and site security. Highland Fairview has
relinquished the above-referenced grading permit and the erosion control bond for the
project site is scheduled to be exonerated by the City Council at its meeting on April 13,
2010. Highland Fairview also relinquished the Cooperative Agreement for Line F
improvements.
A proposal to amend the Aquabella Specific Plan and the Development Agreement is
underway in cooperation with the Riverside County Regional Medical Center located
immediately north of Aquabella. The proposal would remove Planning Areas 1 and 2
(±72.6 acres north of Cactus Avenue) from the Specific Plan in order to facilitate
development of a potential mixed-use project which would reinforce the County's longrange plan to create a major campus environment centered on the Regional Medical
Center. The residential units in Planning Areas 1 and 2 will be re-allocated within
AquabeUa.

OBLIGA 'FIONS OlF MAS 'FER DEVELOPER
The Agreement identifies specific actions required to be accomplished by the Master
Developer. Following is a brief status update on each of these required actions:

Section 6.2 - Construction of Public Street and Traffic Signal Improvements Circulation Phasing Improvement Plan
The status of each of the improvements listed in Exhibit "B" is provided in the
following chart which utilizes the format of Exhibit "B" as it appeared in the
Development Agreement for clarity and convenience.

lPhasing Improvement Details

Location
Nason St. from Iris to
Delphinium

Direction
NB/SB

Improvement
Widen to half-width (one lane per
direction)

Status
Plans on hold

Nason Street at Iris
Avenue

I

Nason Street at Iris
Avenue

SB

Construct dual right-turn lane

Nason Street at Iris
Avenue

EB

Construct one additional left turn lane

Plans approved

Nason Street at Iris
Avenue

WB

Construct one left turn lane

Plans approved

Install traffic _~ignal

Plans approved
Plans on hold

2
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Nason A venue at Iris
Avenue

WB

Nason Avenue at Dracaea
Avenue

I

Location

Direction

Construct one right turn lane

Plans approved

Install traffic signal

Complete

Improvement

Status

Lasselle Street at
Margaret A venue

I

Install traffic signal

Not started

Nason Street at Fir
Avenue

I

Install traffic signal

Complete

Nason Street at Fir
Avenue

NB

Widen westside/eastside Nason to
ultimate width (ROW)

Complete

Nason Street at Fir
Avenue

SB

Widen westside/eastside Nason to
ultimate width (ROW) including dual
left turn lane

Complete

Nason Street at Fir
Avenue

EB

Construct one left turn lane

Completed

Nason Street at Fir
Avenue

WB

Construct one left turn lane

Completed

Lasselle Street at
Delphinium A venue

I

Install traffic signal

Not started

Nason Street at
Eucalyptus Avenue

I

Modify traffic signal

Completed

Nason Street at
Eucalyptus Avenue

NB

Widen Nason to ultimate width (ROW)

Completed

Nason Street at
Eucalyptus A venue

SB

Widen westside/eastside Nason to
ultimate width (ROW)

Completed

Nason Street at
Eucalyptus Avenue

EB

Re-stripe lane configuration

Completed.

Nason Street at
Eucalyptus Avenue

EB

Construct one through lane

Completed

Nason Street at
Eucalyptus Avenue

WB

Construct one left turn lane

Completed

Traffic calming on Delphinium

Not started

Delphinium Avenue

-

Lasselle Street at John F
Kennedy Drive

EB

Construct one additional left turn lane
(Including traffic signal modification to
implement phase signal timing)

Concept Report
completed

Lasselle Street at John F
Kennedy Drive

EB

Re-stripe lane configuration

Concept Report
completed

LasselJe Street at Gentian
Avenue

Re-striping lane configuration/signal
modification

Not started

3
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Clubhouse Drive at
Cactus A venue

I

Clubhouse Drive at
Cactus Avenue

NB

Location

Install traffic signal

Not started

Construct one left turn lane

On hold

Improvement

Status

Direction

Clubhouse Drive at
Cactus A venue

NB

Construct one shared right turn lane

On hold

Clubhouse Drive at
Cactus A venue

SB

Construct one left turn lane

On hold

Clubhouse Drive at
Cactus A venue

SB

Construct one shared through-right turn
lane

On hold

Clubhouse Drive at
Cactus A venue

EB

Construct one left turn lane

On hold

Clubhouse Drive at
Cactus A venue

WB

Construct one left turn lane

On hold

Widen to half-width (one lane per
direction)

On hold

Cactus Ave from Lasselle
to Nason
Nason Street from
Cottonwood to Dracaea

EB,WB
NB

Construct one NB lane

Not started

Nason Street at
Cottonwood A venue

I

Modify traffic signal

Not started

Nason Street at
Delphinium A venue

I

Modify traffic signal

Not started

Nason Street at Cactus
Avenue

I

Modify traffic signal

Approved plan
by others

Nason Street from
Delphinium to Cactus

SB

Construct one SB lane

On hold

SB

Construct one SB lane

Not started

Construct one lane per direction

Not started

Construct one WB lane

Not started

Construct half-ultimate plus 12 feet

Not started

Nason Street from
Brodiaea to Alessandro
Nason Street from
Alessandro to
Cottonwood
Cactus A venue from
Nason to Oliver

NB/SB

Morrison St from
Brodiaea to Cactus

NB/SB

Morrison Street at
Brodiaea A venue

I

Install traffic signal

Not started

Morrison Street at Cactus
Avenue

I

Install traffic signal

Not started

Oliver Street at Cactus
Avenue

I

Modify traffic signal

Not started

Oliver Street at Cactus
Avenue

SB

Widen Oliver to ultimate width (ROW)
signing striping

Not started

Modify traffic signal

Not started

Oliver Street at Iris
Avenue

WB

I

4
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Oliver Street at Iris
Avenue

SB

Iris Ave from LasseIle to
Camino Flores

Construct one right turn lane

Not started

Modification of Median ($70 per LF)

Not started

Direction

Improvement

Status

Iris Avenue

Coordination of traffic signals ($3500
per intersection)

Not started

Lasselle Street

Coordination of traffic signals ($3,500
per intersection)

Not started

Location

Lasselle Street at Cactus
Avenue

I

Lasselle Street at Cactus
Avenue

Modify traffic signal

Complete

NB

Construct one free left turn lane

Complete

Lasselle Street at Cactus
Avenue

BB

Re-stripe lane configuration

Complete

Lasselle Street at Cactus
Avenue

WB

Construct one additional left turn lane

Not started

Lasselle Street at Brodiaea
Avenue

I

Install traffic signal

Not started

Construct half ultimate plus 12 feet
(include power poles)

Not started

Brodiaea Avenue from
Lasselle to Morrison

BB/WB

Cactus A venue at
Apartment Access

I

Lasselle Street at
Apartment Access

I

Nason Street at Bay
Avenue

I

Nason Street at Bay
Avenue
Nason Street at Bay
Avenue

Construct raised median to restrict left
turn in/out movements from apartment
access
Construct raised median to restrict left
turn out movement from apartment
access

Not started

Not started

Install traffic signal

Not started

NB

Widen westside/eastside Nason to
ultimate width (ROW)

Not started

SB

Widen westside/eastside Nason to
ultimate width (ROW)

Not started

Nason Street at Brodiaea
Avenue

I

Install traffic signal

Not started

Moreno Beach Drive at
Cactus A venue

I

Modify traffic signal

Not started

Moreno Beach Drive at
Cactus A venue

NB

Construct one shared through-right turn
lane

Not started

Moreno Beach Drive at
Cactus A venue

SB

Construct one shared through-right turn
lane

Not started

Moreno Beach Drive at
Cactus A venue

BB

Construct one shared through-right turn
lane

Not started

5
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Moreno Beach Drive at
Cactus A venue

WB

Construct one shared through-right turn
lane

Not started

Moreno Beach Drive at
Cactus A venue

WB

Construct one through lane

Not started

Location

Direction

Moreno Beach Drive at
John F. Kennedy Drive

I

Moreno Beach Drive at
John F. Kennedy Drive

WB

Cactus Avenue

Improvement

Status

Modify traffic signal

Not started

Widening and re-striping and signing for
additional left turn lane

Not started

Coordination of traffic signals on Cactus
($3,500 per intersections)

Not started

Nason Street at SR-60
WB ramps / Elder A venue

I

Participate in interchange improvements
through payment of TUMF program fees

Not started

Nason Street at SR-60 EB
ramps

I

Participate in interchange improvements
through payment of TUMF program fees

Not started

Section 6.3 - Moreno Valley Electric Utility and/or City Capital Project
A deposit in the amount of $1,000,000 was placed in escrow with the City of
Moreno Valley in February 2006 and was released to the City in October 2006.
No further activity is required on this item until a final tract map is recorded.
Section 6.4 - Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs)
Drafts of a CC&R document for the Aquabella project have been through multiple
reviews by the City. Prior to recordation of a development map, a final review by
the City will occur and the CC&Rs will be recorded.
Section 6.5 - Operation and Maintenance of Common Areas by Master Developer
The entirety of the Aquabella property is currently being maintained by Highland
Fairview. No "common area" exists within Aquabella as no property has been
transferred to a homeowners' association. There has been no recent activity on
this item.
Section 6.6 - Master Homeowners' Association (Master HOA)
Draft CC&R documents, including provisions for a Master Homeowners'
Association, are addressed in Section 6.4 above.
Section 6.7 - Main Clubhouse, Recreational Facilities, Recreational Programs, Private
Parks, and Trail Systems
Plans for these facilities and programs are on hold. A Conditional Use Permit
(CUP) for the Aquabella Clubhouse (City file # PA05-0188) was approved by the
City on July 27, 2006. These plans were found to be consistent with the
requirements of the Specific Plan and the Development Agreement. Per Section
6
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2.1 of the Development Agreement these project approvals are valid for the
duration of the Agreement.

Section 6.8 - State Route 60INason Street Interchange
Highland Fairview has discussed with the City the need for an SR60 corridorwide implementation program for all remaining SR60 interchanges located in the
City. These discussions are on-going.
Section 6.9 - Entry Statement
The concept for the Entry Statement was incorporated into the plans for the
Aquabella Clubhouse, approved by the City on July 27, 2006 (CUP # 05-0188).
See Section 6.7 above.
Section 6.10 - Perimeter Walls and Landscaping
A variety of project details, including walls and landscaping, are the subject of
on-going discussions with City staff. These discussions have been on hold.
--,

Section 6.11 -Age Restricted Project
Draft CC&R documents establishing the age-restricted nature of the AquabeUa
project were submitted to the City in October 2005. Discussions regarding this
issue are on hold.
Section 6.12 - Master Design Guidelines
Master Design Guidelines for the Aquabella project are included in the AquabeUa
Specific Plan which was approved by the City of Moreno Valley on November 22,
2005 (Ord. 703).

Highland Fairview continues to closely monitor the status of the local housing market
and future actions will be predicated on responding to opportunities to capture market
advantages as they arise.
Please review this Annual Report at your convenience and contact me if you have any
questions or need any additional information.

Iddo Benzeevi
President
cc:

City Council
Planning Colll1ltission
City Manager
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Alicia Espinoza
15326 La Palma Way.
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92555

City Manager
City Attorney
Police Department
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E-Mail: azmedtrans@mac.com

Attn: City Clerk.

March 26,

2010

City of Moreno Valley,
14177 Frederick City Hall
Moreno Valley, Ca, 92552

RE: Appeal of Denial of Public Records Request by Chief of Police Anderson,

This is an appeal to the city council to reverse the decision of the Chief of Police
which denied my request for information as to the names, addresses and arrest or
citation offense of persons having their vehicles.
Chief of Police also denied. for the names and positions of the supervisors for DUll
License checkpoints and staging areas.
Chief of Police also denied docwnentation of the logic and reasoning utilized to
determine the necessity of sobriety checkpoints conducted in the City of Moreno Valley
between Jan 2007 through February 2010.
Chief of Police also denied description of the signs and isgnals utilized by field officers to
give notice, or to warn motorists ofthe DUll License checkpoints.
A) How many signs or signals were used at each checkpoint. B) What were the colors
and dimensions of these signs and signals, D) What is the exact proximity of such signs
and signals to the conducting field officers at the sobriety checkpoints. E) what
additional methods were used to give notice of the sobriety checkpoint at the actual
staging area.
Chief of Police also denied "Documentation on he availability of interpreters at the
sobriety checkpoints conducted in the City of Moreno Valley between 2007 to February
2010.
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Chief of Police denied documentation as to what safeguards ae established to secure
public safety of the public and officers at the sobriety checkpoints in the City of Moreno
Valley during the periods of Jan 2007 through February 2010.
Chief of Police denied documentation for documentation of the considerations made by
the authorities of the City of Moreno Valley Police to businesses and residents ofthe area
during the planning of sobriety checkpoints during' the period of Jan 2007 through
February 2010.
Chief of Police denied documentation for Policies and procedures for the advance notice
given to the business owners and residents of the City of MQreno Valley when a sobriety
checkpoint is scheduled in the City of Moreno Valley. Please. provide exact content of
these notices and the language of such content.
Chief of Police denied documentation ·of any materials submitted to any granting agencies
to procure funds for sobriety checkpoints conducted in the City of Moreno Valley from
Jan 2007 through Feb 2010.
This appeal is based on the grounds that the Chief of Police is rendering legal opinion and
. analysis of the California Public Records Act which is beyond the scope of his powers as
a law enforcement official. The Act allows access to this information and the case law
cited by Chief Anderson is inapplicable.
The Act requires a response within 10 days which should come from the City Attorney
and not the Chief of Police.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
please feel free to cont!lct the undersigned.

If you should have any questions,
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Robert L Hansen
City Attorney
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MORENO VALLEY. CA 92552·0805
rli(JNE: 951.413.3036 FAX: 951.413.3034
. CITYATTOI\NEY@MOVAL.ORG

March 30, 2010
Alicia Espinoza
15326 La Palma Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Re:

Letter dated March 26, 2010

Ms. Espinoza,
This letter is in response to yours dated March 26, 2010, wherein you requested an appeal
to the City Council to reverse the decision of the Chief of Police denying your request for
certain information and records. The City is unable to consider your request for the
following reasons.
;

The City of Moreno Valley contracts with Riverside County for police services within the
City. That contract is specifically for the Riverside County Sheriff's Office to staff and
administer all police services within the City, Consequently, all personnel of the Moreno
Valley Police Department are employees of the County of Riverside, not the City of Moreno
Valley. That includes the Chief of Police.
In addition, the records and other information identified by you in your letter are records of
the County of Riverside, not the City of Moreno Valley. The records and information
concern personnel, policies and decisions of the Riverside County Sheriff's Office in
providing police services to the City, and not records of the City of Moreno Valley.
Consequently, since these records are not City records, the City has no authority over them.
Therefore, the City is unable to consider your request to reverse the decision of the Chief of
Police pertaining to your request for records and other information for the simple reason that
your complaint concerns Riverside County employees and Riverside County records. I
suggest that if you want to pursue this matter further that you contact the offices of the
Riverside County Sheriff, Stanley Sniff, to address your issues. That office is located at
4095 Lemon Street, Riverside CA 92501, and their telephone number is (951) 955-2400.

Robert L. Hansen
City Attorney
cc:

City Council
City Manger
Police Chief

W:\sHARE0\2010 Letters\Letter to Alicia Espinoza,doc
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February 22, 2010
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Dear Mr. Stewart,
I attempted to e-mail the enclosed letter to your e-mail address on your business card.
couldn't be sure that it went through okay. I just got my computer back from being repaired
and am still working on getting it back to working properly. So, just in case my e-mail didn't get
through, or you are unable to open attachments, enclosed is a paper copy of my letter.
Sincerely,
Carrie Johnson
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February 22, 2010

Dear Mr. Stewart,
I am writing you the letter I promised at the community meeting on Thursday evening,
11th

F~bruary

concerning the lack of restrooms in Shadow Mountain Park. Again, my husband Glynn

Johnson and I are not against the park having field lighting. We are very concerned about the
increase of people at the park at night when we already have a huge problem with our property
being used as a urinal and dumping ground for trash. The park is bordered by residences on the
east and west sides. The street (Lawless) on the north border of the park does not have street
lights. Lawless Road is undeveloped from Pigeon Pass to the park. At the park the sidewalk is
in place, along with "No Parking" signs. Parking begins at our property line. Park visitors are
forced to park next to our block wall if they are going to use the stairs or the ramp to access the
park. With only one streetlight on the corner of Lawless and Shadow Mountain Drive the
majority of our property is dark at night. This gives visitors the false impression of privacy.
We moved to our new home in October 2003. During the years since we have waited in vain
for the park to be finished. We understand that the developer who was responsible for
completing the tot lot, half basketball court, and most importantly restrooms in the park has
sold the land north of the park. In the current housing crisis, it is very unlikely that new homes
will be built for many, many years. In the meantime, the plans that were put in place for
Shadow Mountain Park by the City of Moreno Valley are continuing on as though the park had
been completed. Plans that are eight to ten years old do not reflect the current condition of
the park or realistic completion of sanitation facilities in the park. It is unrealistic to expect
baseball players and their guests to come to a park with no restroom facilities. We can only
imagine what will happen at night. Pretty soon the word will spread, "Just go up the steps and
use the bushes. No one will see you. Just make it quick." The only problem is that we and our
neighbors have to live with the smell. Heaven forbid that we're not home and our dogs bark at
them. We have had beer bottles, cans, and even a length of steel rod thrown over the fence at
the dogs.
Now for the reason we have dogs. As the years have gone by, we've had to call the police
numerous times. Because the park is built into the hillside, anyone parked next to the steps on
the north side has visibility through the park to Presidio Hills Road and down the length of
Lawless Road. This is especially true at night when headlights make approaching vehicles very
visible. We've heard the reaction of the congregating people as the police approach. The car
doors slamming as people pile into the cars sound like popcorn popping in the microwave and
the cars screech off as though in a chase scene from the latest action movie. There is little
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chance of anyone being ~topped by the police. As there is no gate at the top of the stairs into
the park and there is a covered pavilion with four permanent concrete picnic tables at the
bottom of the steps, this makes for a very convenient drug hang-out. Drugs are regularly sold
and consumed in the park and near our home. The sole parking space in front of our home on
Shadow Mountain Drive is regularly taken by a revolving number of drug users that frequent
the park. It does no good to lock the gates into the parking lot on the south side of the park
when there is unlimited access on the north side of the park. There is no lock on the gate to the
ramp and there is no gate whatsoever at the stairs.
I agree with what you said at the meeting on February

11th.

I doubt very much that the drug

users will use the park much wh ile players are using the fields. Unfortunately, most of the drug
problem happens later at night, and judging by the number of drug deals that happen in front
of our home, the drug dealers don't care who watches. When I was planting a palm tree on the
side of our home a couple of weeks ago I saw several cars approach, look me over, and then uturn and leave as they realized I wasn't leaving anytime soon. This was late afternoon, in the
middle of the week.
During special events in the park or games being held, we run into different problems. While
we have a problem with drug and alcohol trash left behind by drug sellers and users, the trash
left behind by the families using the park can be just as gross. They leave fast-food wrappers,
sport drink bottles, and inevitably soiled baby diapers. Sometimes they decide to empty the
cars of all the,ir trash onto our property thinking some kind of trash fairy will take care of it.
Quite frankly, six years of sweeping up broken glass, removing chewed up debris that has been
thrown over the fence at our dogs, and getting down on my hands and knees to pick up the
cigarette butts and soiled baby diapers have taken their toll. This trash fairy wants to hang up
her wand and have a little sanity back in her home. There is no way adding more visitors to
Shadow Mountain Park at night will help accomplish this without adequate sanitation facilities,
better street lighting, and park gates that can be properly locked.
Sincerely,
Carrie Johnson

9725 Shadow Mountain Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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Riverside County Flood Control and W~ter Conservation District
1995 Market Street
Riverside, Ca. 92501
Attn: Warren D. Williams PE, General Manager-Chief Engineer
RE:

Flooding at Cedar Ct. - Tract No. 19879
Sec. 10 T3S R3W
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Dear Mr. Williams
We are the homeowners on Cedar Ct. Ibcated in the City of Moreno Valley, CA. Our
neighborhood is comprised of 12 lots on a single cul-de-sac street west of Martha Crawford St.,
south of Cottonwood Ave. Refer to T.B.M. page 718, grid 84. Cedar ct. drains westerly to a catch
basin at the cul-de-sac end which 'outlets through a 24" pipe and headwall irito a natural drainage
course that travels in a north-south direction at the west end of our subdivision. The drainage
course was approximately 6 feet below the adjacent building pads and had been improved with
rock rip-rap as part of the original grading plan. This drainage course has been designated on the
area drainage plan as H-4.
On May 22, 2008 m,ud and debris'was washed downstream. from a retention basin failure
north of Cottonwood Ave. This retention ba'sin is part'ofttie Beazer.Homes development Tract No.
32834 which was under construction at the time and has 'since' been completed. Th~ 'mud'and
debris covered CottonwoOd Ave. and the 36~'C;M.P. culvert crossing, continuing downstream
filling in the drainage channel at the west end of our subdivision.
.
The City of Moreno Valley and Beazer Homes cleaned up Cottonwood Ave. by pushing

the mud and debris to the north side of the street creating a large earth berm, but they did not
clear the pipe culvert nor the downstream portion that had been impacted. In the series of storms
that occurred during the week of January 18th sediment continued to fill up the drainage course
on the south side of CottonWood Ave. which resulted in a failure of the Cedar Ct. catch basin. Our
street flooded and the once 6 foot deep drainage channel is almost non-existent.
We believe this was direct result of the restricted flows at the pipe culvert which is now at
least 3/4 full of sediment and the fact that our portion of the channel was never cleaned out from
the earlier retention basin failure. As homeowners we do not have the resources to take on a
project of this magnitude and we need assistan~. The City of Moreno Valley has pumped storm
water out of Cedar Ct., but has not yet removed any mud and debris from their storm drain facility
nor have they any plans to grad~ out the channel to receive flows from Cedar Ct.
'. ,.'
We are ,.eq~n9 that the Riverside County Flood Control·District :review this drainage
; problem'a.nd constrUCt.a 'pOrtion of tt)e H4 storm drainfcicility·from::Cottonwood Ave. southerly to
the southwest co~r of o,ur . $ubdiv!SiQn. Which Is approximately',700 feet. This. ·Win ,h~ip .insure us
from future flooding and create a rriaintainable pOSitiveflow·frotnthe,CottonWOQd.Ave. CulVert and
the Cedar Ct. ~tch basin.
'. . ..
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Thank you in advance for reviewing our situation and considering our request.
Sincerely,

~~~I~~
~Gruoo

Homeowners -

.... n"nbn" • ..no"' -

~Gruoo

Cedar Ct. (Lot 8 Tr. 19879)

J 7:1.71 Cedar Ct. (Lot ~ Tr. 19879)
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7:?/:s-ce<:Jar Ct. (Lot\2.Tr. 19879)
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Cedar Ct. (Lot IITr. 19879)
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C'! ..; J onn'Anderson, Chief of Police
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City of Moreno Valley Police Department
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Reference: California Public Act Request for Documents
On PolicylProcedureslFacts for Sobriety Check Points
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Pursuant to California Public Records Act, this is a formal request for access
to all information with regards to sobriety check points conducted by the
City of Moreno Valley Police Department from January 2007 through
February 1, 2010. Please provide to me, Alicia Espinoza, all information
with respect to policy, procedure and facts that specifically answers the
questions as follows:
1. Please provide a Copy of Moreno Valley Police / Riverside Sheriff
Department SFST Training Curriculum and any other materials which
provide training to supervisors and filed officers conducting sobriety check
points in Moreno Valley.
2. The City of Moreno Valley previously denied my California Public
Records Act request for all names of individuals arrested as a result of a
sobriety check point during the periods of 2007-2009 for the reason, as
stated, that retrieval of such information would be an excessive burden on
the City of Moreno Valley Police Department.
a. Please clarify if that denial pertains to all records of arrests made as
a result of sobriety check points.
h. Please advise me as to the appeal process now that you have denied
my request for the above-mentioned records.
c. Please advise me as to what reports/records on the actual arrests at
sobriety check points are available to me
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC ACT REQUEST Submitted by Alicia Espinoza
1
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3. Please provide records of the names and positions of the supervisors for
sobriety check point and staging areas.
4. Please provide records describing the guidelines and procedures utilized

by supervisors, field officers and roving patrol vehicles to select and stop
vehicles, as well as to determine duration of the check point, at all sobriety
check points held in the City of Moreno Valley during the period of 20072009 at staging areas.
5. Please provide the names and the titles of the officials approving the
guidelines, procedures and schemes utilized at sobriety check points from
2007-February 2010 in the City of Moreno Valley.
6. Please provide records and documentation of guidelines, schemes and
procedures and records of the names and titles of the officials who approved,
if any, deviation from the master scheme to be employed at the staging area.
If there were such a deviation from a master scheme at the staging area of a
sobriety check point during the years 2007-February 2010, please provide
documentation as to the circumstances and the procedures followed by field
officers as a result of the deviation.
7. Please provide documentation as to how long motorists are detained
during the sobriety check point and the procedures in place minimizing the
detention of a motorist during the sobriety check point for the periods of
January 2007-February 2010.
8. Please provide records describing how many arrests were made during the
sobriety check points of 2007- February 2010 for the offense of driving
under the influence. Please provide records describing how many arrests
were made during the sobriety check points of 2007- February 2010 for
immigration-related purposes.
9. Please provide documentation of the logic and reasoning utilized to
determine the necessity of sobriety check points, as well as for the selection
of locations, dates and time for sobriety check points conducted in the City
of Moreno between 2007 and February 2010.
10. Please provide the names, titles and job description for the officials
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC ACT REQUEST Submitted by Alicia Espinoza
2
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making the decisions, as well as those providing approvals, regarding the
necessity of sobriety check points as well as the selection of the locations,
dates and time for sobriety check points conducted in the City of Moreno
between 2007 and February 2010.

11. Please describe in detail the signs and signals utilized by field officers to
give notice, or to warn motorists of the sobriety check points.
a. How many signs or signals were used at each check point?
b. What were the colors and dimensions of these signs and
signals?
c. Are these signs or signals in English? Are these signs or signals
in Spanish?
d. What was the exact proximity of such signs and signals to the
conducting field officers at the sobriety check points?
e. What additional methods were used to give notice of the
sobriety check point at the actual staging area?
12. Please provide documentation on the availability of interpreters at the
sobriety check points conducted in the City of Moreno Valley between 2007
and February 2010. Were interpreters, who are fluent in English and
Spanish, available at the sobriety check points for motorists who did not
understand English? If so, how many? How are such interpreters selected
for this position?
13. Are motorists permitted to refuse entry into a sobriety check points?
Please provide documentation or explanations as to the procedures which
have been utilized in the case a motorist refuses to enter the sobriety check
point staging area in the City of Moreno Valley during the period of 2007February 2010.
14. Please provide documentation as to what safeguards are established to
secure public safety of the public and officers at the sobriety check points in
the City of Moreno VaHey during the periods of2007-February 2010?
15. Please provide documentation of the considerations made by the
authorities of the City of Moreno Valley Police Department to businesses
and residents of the area during the planning of sobriety check points during
the period of January 2007-February 2010.
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC ACT REQUEST Submitted by Alicia Espinoza
3
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16. Please describe policy and procedures for the advance notice given to the
business owners and residents of the City of Moreno Valley when a sobriety
check point is scheduled in the City of Moreno Valley. Please provide
documentation of the exact content of these notices and the language of such
content.
17. Please provide written documentation of any materials submitted to any
granting agencies to procure funds for sobriety check points conducted in the
City of Moreno Valley from January 2007-February 2010.
If your office does not maintain these public records, please advise as to the
proper official of the City of Moreno Valley who will be able to provide the
above-requested information. Please include the proper custodian's name
and address.
In consideration for this request, I agree to pay reasonable fees. Pursuant to
the California Public Act, I request your response to this request within a
reasonable time period.
If you deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial
including a reference to the specific statutory exemption (s) upon which you
rely. Also, provide all servable portions of otherwise except material.

Respectfully submitted,

(IO'Mu&M~

~~spinoza

15326 La Palma Way.
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92555

CALIFORNLA PUBLIC ACT REQUEST Submitted by Alicia Espinoza
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Proof of Service
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF Riverside
CITY OF Moreno Valley

)
)
)

On February 4, 20] 0, I served the attached docum~nts: California Public Act Request for
Documents On PolicylProcedureslFacts for Sobriety Check Points in person serving a
true and correct copy to the City of Moreno Valley Mayor.
1 declare under penalty that all of the above statements are true and correct.
Date:

02. -- D4 - '2a 0

Sign~e: Q,~

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC ACT REQUEST Submitted by Alicia Espinoza
5
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Clean Air Performance Professionals'

--

.Mayor and City Council
From:
Clean Air Performance Professionals
Charlie Peters
21860 Main Street ste HA"
Hayward CA 94541
cappcharlie@earthlink.net

[ CAPP contact: Charlie Peters

cappcharlie@earthlink.net
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Clean Air Performance Professionals·
Friday, January 29, 2010

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814
(new number)
C/o Lisa
RE: Sierra Research Report SR 2007-04-01
Dear Mr. Governor
California Air Resources Board (CARB) and The Department of Consumer
Affairs/ Bureau of Automotive Repair DCAIBAR have contracted with
Sierra Research for a Report of Smog Check performance.
Sierra has informed me the report was final in March 2009 and released to
CARB.
CARB, BAR, IMRC, and the California Legislature are using the Report
for public policy but refusing to release the publicly funded Report.

Mr. Governor, I'm confused, can you refer me to someone who might help?
Cc to interested parties

From: Charlie Peters
Clean Air Performance Professionals
cappcharlie@earthlink.net
CAPP contact: Charlie Peters

cappcharlie@earthlink.net
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California Smog Check providers have been questioned about a Sierra
Research 'Forty Nine Percent Refail Report' Reporting a possible 50% fraud
rate, Smog Check providers fail millions of cars but Tom Cackette officer of
CARB and Larry Sherwood & Dave Amlin B.A.R. may use the information
to justify public policy but refuse to release the tax dollar funded report.
http://www.imreview.ca.gov/correspondence/governor_49percentJeport_8.25.09.pdf

"Clearly, there are several areas for improving the Smog Check Program. Based on the
consultant's report, ... "

A Message from Sherry Mehl, BAR Chief

Automotive Repair and Smog Check News Fall 2009
Department of Consumer Affairs Bareau of Automotive Repair

Evaluating the Smog Check Program
Independent report identifies opportunities for improvement
The Smog Check Program represents
one of the most significant mobile source
emissions reduction programs in
California, if not the United States.
Every year, nearly 10 million vehicles
are inspected.
Approximately 15,000 technicians test
and repair thousands of vehicles every
day at nearly 7,300 licensed Smog
Check stations. This has resulted in the
reduction of 400 tons per day in harmful
emISSIOns.
Due to its impact on Californians and the
environment, it is important to
periodically evaluate the program and
identify opportunities for improvement. .
With this in mind, the Bureau of

Automotive Repair (BAR) and the
California Air Resources Board (ARB)
hired an independent consultant to
analyze emissions data collected
between 2000 and 2006 from random
roadside inspections of vehicles.
Based on a review of roadside inspection
data on 1976 through 1995 model year
vehicles, the consultant found the
following:
»Approximately 49 percent of the
vehicles that initially failed but
subsequently passed a Smog Check
inspection failed again during a roadside
inspection conducted within one year of
the initial test.
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»Approximately 19 percent of vehicles
ensure that isolated deviations in station
that initially passed their Smog Check
performance (whether good or bad) are
inspection failed their roadside
.... : Jpinimized
based on the quantity and
......
inspection within one year.
duration of the data under review and
that only those most qualified Smog
Vehicles that were certified by highCheck stations receive Gold Shield
.certification.
performing stations passed a subsequent
roadside inspection at a much higher rate
(68 percent) than low perfonning
BAR collects millions of pieces of data
annually. This data offers BAR a wealth
stations (38 percent). Station
performance was determined through an
of infonnation about individual station
analysis of BAR data for individual
and technician performance as it relates
technicians and stations over the
to Smog Check inspections. BAR is now
previous two years.
using this data to better target those
licensed stations and technicians who
Approximately 69.5 tons of smogengage in illegal activities. By revoking
fonning emissions are lost due to station
the licenses of these stations and
perfonnance and the failure of stations to
technicians, BAR would achieve a
reduction of as much as 21 tons per day
comply with Smog Check Program
in harmful emissions.
requirements.
Clearly, there are several areas for
improving the Smog Check Program.
Based on the consultant's report, BAR
has undertaken several initiatives:
The Gold Shield Program allows
licensed Smog Check stations that meet
higher perfonnance standards to provide·
a variety of inspection and repair
services to California consumers.
However, current Gold Shield criteria do
not take into consideration long-term
station perfonnance. This often means
that stations that were not top performers
could gain Gold Shield certification.
Under proposed regulations, BAR would
consider station performance over a
longer period of time. This will help to

I

CAPP contact: Charlie Peters

Roadside inspections are an important
tool because they help BAR to evaluate
the overall effectiveness of the Smog
Check Program. These inspections also
provide BAR with a tool for identifying
low-performing stations. By increasing
the number of roadside teams from two
to three, BAR will have more
information about overall program,
station, and technician performance.
Ultimately, the success of the Smog
Check Program depends on stations and
technicians properly testing and
repairing vehicles. Better utilization of
data to identify poor performers will go a
long way in helping California to
. improve its air quality.

cappcharlie@earthlink.net
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REVIEW COMMITTEE
PO Box 838
SACRA~ENTO, CA 95812-0838

PHONE:::

MEMQRANDUM
To:

IMRC Members
. From: Rocky Carlisle
JelTrey Williams,
Acting Chair
John Hisscrich.
Vice Chair
Tom Cahill
Dennis DeCola

Eldon Heaston

Bruce Hotchkiss
Mario E. Kcnnooy
Bud Rice

DeaD Saito
Rocky Carlisle,
El(ccutive Officer

•

fJ+.

/ct)

Date: . February 9, 2009

Re:

BARts Request for. Offer

At the October 2006 meeting of the IMRC, Phil Heirigs, an engineer with Sierra Research,
presented information based on roadside Smog Check inspection data. The analysis showed
. that 38% to 47% of the vehicles that had previously failed the Smog Check inspection and
subsequently been repaired. fai'led the roadside inspection withi.n one yeal of their first
inspection and many within j\1st days. The average ·elapsed time for refail was 6 months. Due to
the small sample size of 1996 and newer m.odel years, they eliminated 1996 and newer vehicles
from the analysis and concentrated on the 1976 - 1995 model years. A copy of this pi:esentation
can befound at the following URL:
http://www.imreview.ca.gov/archivcs/archived presentation/IU1eiriss. sierrn res 10.24.Q6,pdf .
For the last 28 months, we have been told that the final report on this issue would be
forthcoming and in fact, we have tentatively scheduled a presentation for the March IMRC
meeting in anticipation of the final release of this document. However~ this infonnation was not
a new revelation [0 BAR since i~ was first identified in the 2.004 ARB/BAR report th~ was
released in 2005.1 should m.ention too that they had a draft of this report by 2003, which was .
far in advance of the final release so it has been 6 years since BAR first observed this problem.
Now, before the final report has even been released, BAR has released a Request for Offer
(RFO) that will further prolong a resolution to this problem for another 36 - 42 months.
Although I have sent you a complete copy of this RFO, J will not bore you with all the "boiler
plate'~ contract information but will refer to page 20 ofthc contract. Paragraph 2 states in
pertinent part that" The contractor found that 49% of the 1976 - 1995 model year vehicles that
initially failed and then passed the Smog Check inspection at a Smog Check station
subsequently failed a roadside inspection with one year (Le., withio 6 months on
average)".Even though we have not been fonnally advised of this fact, it now appears in this
public document but that is not the reason for th is memo.
Paragraph 3 on page 20 goes on to explain the reason for this contract. By the time this contract
matures, almost 10 years will have elapsed since the first indication of a serious problem.
Unfortunately, they will still need a resot~tion to the problem. J'mjust wondering, and this is
food for thought, is there an end in sight to this problem which significantly un~ermines the
effectiveness of the Smog Check program?

~.

:
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NEW MILLION AIR FACILITY IN SAN BERNARDINO
WELCOMES NEW BASE TENANT
13/01/2010
Southeastern Jet and Presidential Aviation bring aircraft
management services to the newly constructed Million Air FBO,
located in the recently redeveloped international airport in San
Bernardino, CA, in March 2010.
Southeastern Jet Corporation, an aircraft management
company, celebrates its 40th anniversary by relocating from
their Ft. Lauderdale, Florida based headquarters to Million Air
San Bernardino. Southeastern Jet was enticed to the area by
the opening of Million Air San Bernardino and the newly
renovated airport and the economic incentives offered by Local
Agency Military Base Recovery Area (LAMBRA), which will
significantly lower its operating costs.
Presidential Aviation, Inc., will join Southeastern Jet to provide
VIP private jet charter services on the west coast to
complement Southeastern Jet's value offerings. The two
companies have a long-standing business relationship dating to
Presidential Aviation's inception in 1998.
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Boeing will test 787 airplane at Victorville logistics airport - San Bernardino County Sun
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Cleared for takeoff

Boeing will test 787
airplane at Victorville
logistics airport
Matt Wrye, Staff Writer
Posted: 01/16/2010 10:41:57 PM PST

Boeing officials have confirmed that the
company's much-anticipated 787 Dreamliner will
go through rigorous flight tests at Southern
California Logistics Airport in Victorville, which
could be a financial boon to some of the city's
retail businesses.
A spokeswoman at The Boeing Co., one of the
world's leading aircraft producers, wouldn't
comment on when testing would begin, how long
it will last, how many Dreamliners will be
stationed at SCLA, and how many company
employees will work there.
'Victorville is on the list," said Boeing's Yvonne
Leach during a Wednesday interview. 'That's the
plan as of today."
City Council documents from Jan. 5 reveal more
details, although Leach and another Boeing
spokeswoman, Lori Gunter, wouldn't comment on
them.
Boeing has chosen SCLA as the "primary site" for
the test program and will test three aircraft

there, city documents state. The airport would
reap $150,000 in landing and fuel-flow fees.
Up to 300 people affiliated with the test
program - most likely Boeing employees. - could
be stationed at SCLA, according to a permit
application for facility use that was filed with the
city.
SCLA would relocate a city-owned quadruplewide trailer near City Hall to airport property.
Victorville's spokeswoman and its business
development manager did not return phone calls.
Margaret Peterson, former chairwoman of the
Victorville Chamber of Commerce, said that
while the Dreamliner testing won't create new
jobs, it would still be a welcome move for the
High Desert economy.
'We're looking forward to local hotels,
restaurants, rental car agencies, gas stations
and other businesses maybe getting an
additional infusion from this," she said.
Gunter said at least six Dreamliners will be
undergoing tests in the program. A start date
hasn't been released.
Aircraft flight testing is serious business.
"You want the airplane to experience everything
the plane could experience in its flight in a
compressed period of time," Gunter said. "The
test airplanes are wired with sensors and all
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types of test equipment that aren't on a normal
airplane. We're monitoring in very precise ways."
Jim Worsham, a consultant to the airport, said
Boeing officials could still change their minds
about testing the Dreamliner at SCLA.
''This isn't a done deal yet," he said, noting that
there's competition from other airports around
the world. "We don't want to do anything to
disappoint Boeing and have them go some place
else. We know how to salute, stand at attention
and do what Boeing wants."
Worsham said SCLA's 15,1 OO-foot runway, large
open areas and sunny weather are optimal for
testing planes. Boeing has tested aircraft there
since 2003, but testing the Dreamliner could be
"big business for the High Desert," he said.

Boeing has orders for 840 of the jets and plans
the first delivery to Japan's All Nippon Airways in
late 2010.
The Dreamliners being tested are the fir~t of
three 787 models that Boeing hopes to roll into
the market in the future.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.

Boeing 787
The soon-to-be tested Boeing Dreamliner is the
first of three Boeing 787 models the company
hopes to roll out to the market. The Dreamliner
uses 20 percent less fuel than similarly sized
aircraft by other manufacturers.
Seating: 210 to 250
Range: 7,650 to 8,200 nautical miles.

''When an airplane is tested for the first time,
you think you've done everything right, but you're n
ot sure until you start flying it," said Worsham,
who was president of Douglas Aircraft Co. in
Long Beach in the 1980s. "You want an escape
route. That's where these dry lake beds and long
runways that we have come into play."
The 787 Dreamliner is made largely of
composite materials and deSigned to be lighter
and more fuel-efficient than other jetliners.
It made its first test flight last month, more than
two years behind schedule. The first flight was
delayed five times.

Configuration: Twin aisle seats.
Wingspan: 197 feet.
Length: 186 feet.
Height: 56 feet.
Flight deck: Similar to a 777.
Maximum takeoff weight: 484,000 pounds.
First flight: Late 2009.
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First delivery to market: Fourth quarter 2010.
SOURCE: The Boeing Co.
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'Date: January 6, 2010
i40~ENO VALLEY
,From:' Council Member William H. BateY II . IECEIVE.D:,: .'.
To: William L.: Bopf, Interim CHyManqili!r,
..:: :,' .
. BarrYFoster~;-~~Q.~g\~~~FLelV:f)lOpment'~1'P¥d8r PH4:49 '
Mayor al1dtCou;n~11~1t.Meml:)e'r--s..J
.
..
Please' handle as deemed do.oroDri.a..te •.
. . Nove~ber 17, 29U9

sunnyme~d,Mutual water comp.any

»:.'\"\

..1.,

' · . . u l '5\,{LC
Moreno Valley, Calif. 92557
P.O. Box 21

t

\~

S

City Counsel Members
14177 Frederick st.
Moreno Valley~ Calif.'
, Mayor' and. Members of 'th~ Ci t,y. cOun'sel: ..
My name is . aiIlY'L:~ Hall, . IaI"(l Pre~idEmt of the Boardef
Directors" of the SunnymeadMutual' Water Co., and I represent
... 255 stockholders bf this company of which I am one of the
stockhold~rs •. '
IwoUld'like to

add~esssom~of·our

concerns, facts 'and possible

mis~~~~~~i{o~~ ab6~four.10 ~~~ei'bflandon the southeast ~orner

of Heacock: and . . Iron\.iood Ave and':t;hE3 . planned permanent· flood
". contrel channei alongside this property together with the planned
changes' to Ironwood 'Ave at ,this location ....
The Water COlnp'an'y w,as formed in 1927 to provide water to all
of the ptop~rties from Graham'St.'to Heacock St., 'and from
Ironwood :t'o Sunnymead Blvd., and-provided water to' them. until
1990. During the 1980's the nitrate l~vels and other undesirable
chemicals in our water wells {ricr~asedio a point where the
water . quality .standards . no" longer;. met. '.th~ state· requirements.
Thisincrea~e in 6hemi6als 'in our wel~s coincied with the influx
of-housing tracts built. upstream 'during that period. The runoff
of water from streets, houses, yar'dsand driveways' ran downhill
tb our relatively flat land· and 'pe'rcolated into the ground near
our wells. Although millions of dollars was collected from
de~etopers tor h6usin~ tracts built upstream to pay forth~
increased waterflow, non'ofthis money was used to correct the
ihcie~sedwaterflowontoourproperty.Had a. small port on of
theflefunds' been us~d for what'it<was intended, the water company
could still be in operation and providing water to the homes
~nd busiriesses within its district.

MV00224986

Late in 1989 we agreed to give the water company operation to
Eastern Municipal water District, because we could no longer
provide good water quality to homes and business in our area
unless we purchased most, or all of the water -from EMWD. They
were ~ble to maintain water quafity bimixing the well water
with water from their other sources and adding it to their
system. The exchang~ was declared an even t~ade since the cost
of obtaining water service from EMWD-was approximately the
same as the value of our existing wells and distribution system.
Along withth~ transfer of the water system to EMWP, _we agreed
to sell the 10 adres of l~nd, (our only remainin~ asset) to
the developers of the Festival Property, but we were required
to allow a temporary-open earthen flood control channel across
our property while they engineered and built the permanent
underground flood control channel alongside Ironwood Ave.
The d~~eloper had ari agreement with the city and the Riverside
Flood Control District to install the permanent underground
-6hannel themselves, and be reimburs~d for the cost over a 10
year period. The developers requested, and was allowed a 18
month escrow of the 'property in order to for-mulate th~ development of the property and install the permanent flood control
channel. ~owever before the 18 months of the escrow was completed the developer had lost his major tenant, (a Walmart
store)and the e~onomy had changed for business development,
and they let the esciow lapse with only the engineering completed
on the planned flood control ~hannel.
Now 20 years later we are still waiting for the city arid the
county Flo6dControl Distiictto correct the flood cotitrol
problem for which they have received rnoneyto do for the last
30 years. Th~city and the County Flood Control District say
that they cannot maintain the temporary channel because they
do not own-it. - The city allows the-major_ part of the floodwater and runoff water fro~ homes and ~treets in the city to
be d~mped {rito~his temporary~eartherich~nnel, but will-not
maintain it. Since -it i~ an open channel, erosion leaves standing pool~ of contaminated water in the channel which allows
continuous mosquito development and potential West Nile Virus.
_Also the contaminated water with undesirable chemicals percolate
_into the ~nderground drinking water through the ~el1 water.
The health department sometimes installs signs -on the fence
above the contaminated pools of water to warn people of the
danger.
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Continous. erosion leaves more and more pools of contaminated
water every year. Also a small portion of the sidewalk on the
south side of Ironwood is suspended in mid-aiar due to erosion
under it. It will only get· worse-with each heavy rain.
Since the temporary.channel is not mantained by the city or
County Flood Control District, (beca~se they do not own it)
then we must maintain it. If we do not, the bushes grow
. up in the channel because it is almost constantly fed by
runoff water from homes and streets. As the willow bushes grow
up, it bloeka the flow of water fro~· the rains. During dry times
the homeless p~ople move into it, (at one time they built them~
selves a 3 bedroom building in the ch~nriel) and then the ciity
sends us a notice to move the homeless people out and clear '
the growth of weeds and debris. Since we have no income and
very limited funds to pay the taxes, maintain fences and pay
for weed abatement, I personally have maintained the flood
control channel for the last 20 years. This seems to be okay
with the city but '1 cannot continue to do it forever.
The planned flood contr6l channel project, long ove~due, if
completed, has many desirable aspects and will eliminate the
many problems created by the incieased runoff from the thousands
of new homes built upstream arid funneled through .the temporary.
channel. It will:
1 ~ stop the destruction of the parcels of land now being
damaged by erosion from the temporary earth channel.

2. stop the erosion of soil under the sidewalks and streets
near the intersection of Heacock and Ironwood streets.
3. stop the pooling of stagnated water and hatching of large
amounts of mosquitos and the possibility of west Nile Virus'
in this area.
4. stop the percolation of. undesirable and toxic chemicals into
the·drinking water of residents who are served by water from
this underground source.
5. Allow development of the properties along this channel
·which will provide additional revenue for the city.
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€i./It wil(:bel'~ss expensive to buildnb~ than in the future
. when: the economy:1Il)proves' and co'ntrac.tors who do this .w.ork will
have II10re ·p:roj ects~obid· •. · .:
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7.·'it± :~~{li'~ii~~tn~te/ill~'~eakest link'in t'he· flood control system
inth:e.'c.i,t,y northof,:.the :freeway, if' not the weakest link in
th~ :enti~e city.
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a~ 'It~illbe'more economical to build it nowal6ngwith
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future, o:t:'in many~.y~~rs·and:the·,: problems will only get larger
and.
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1. O. '. If. the>proj ect:·is.: nqt· completed~qw, .' all of the time,
· fund·saiid.:'m~mhours·;expendedorith'e·, proj'ect: to' date will. be wasted
andhav~.: to. be regenerated intlle' future. ..
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' . ." : :·:,.For all. of' these . reas~ns I implore YOu to give very serious
. '. ."
", consideration: to tl1e'.completion .of this. pro'j ect and do not delay
. ....
. i tor'" allocate the':funds. to another project .
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Thank you for your consideration,
. ':'. '.
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::. ~~.
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Billy L. Hall
President· ,
...... Board6f Dire·ctors··
Sunnymead Mutual Water Company
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.:Although it should not affect or be revelant to this project,
. ·.the following information is included, with this .letter,
regarding a pending legal suit ~ga~nst~the Sunnymead Mutual
Wa ter Company.··

:~ince thetr~nsf~~of the water:c~~~a~y's operations~ and the
:/cacelelationof'the sa'le bf the property to the Festival Group,
: 'we. have been trying to sell the property and close out the water .
.. company, but the flood control problem, and a lack of cooperation
on the part.of:ECistern Municipal:, Water. District as to the wells
and easements Ciround them,hClvedissuadedpotential buyers and
'. developers~ . . ,
"
"
.
.
In 2002 we did agree to a.~ontract of s.le with a developer
..whereby he was allowed a 18' month escrow in which he could
. withdraw at a,ny time during that.period·a·ndwithdraw his deposit.
~", :'When the 18 month period was' up he'continued to ·ask. for
:,,-extentions. He,' \'ja,s . given seven extEmtions over an additional
~~periodof twoyears'arid a'redri6tio~'inth~ pur~hase ~rice from
:2;2 rrtillion to . L 8 m"illionwi thout any compensation .to us for
the extent ions or th~ priceredu~tion. After the escrow and
all extentions.'to it had expired~' and the contract and
allextentfonst()~t had expired; he asked for :.another extent ion
. to bUy.it
the same price.' When we refused any more exteritions
;he,filed a law suit demanding that we extend the eScrow, sell
~to hi~ at the same pri~e, or in the alternative .be awarded
. · . ·damages.

at

Due to the failure of the court system in Riverside County,
it ,took 3 years to ~o~e to trial~ On the last day of trial
'he canceled his demand to buy the property and coritinued
. hisdemand f6~ damages. Three months after the trial, the judge
,issued a tenative decision in our favo~, stating that he had
; been given adequate time to perform., Three months later,
"(a total of 6 months ~fter trial) the J~dge reversed his decision
'<in'favor of the plaintiff, saying that we had breached the
:~' contract by not giving him enough 'time to perform, and awarding
,'him $780,000. in damages.
We are now appeal{ngth~t de~isionbecCiuse we totally complied
.• wi th all aspects ·of· the '. contract while he did not. We
:~h6uldwin thf~ .ap~~alifthere~sanyfair and logical
'.~;conblusi6ns in the appeals. system.' However nothing fair or
':~logical . can be expected from our broken, unfair and illogical
:::Judic'ial systein".,,;It.is ,expectedt.hat the appeals process will
, .'take abou tone 'year .'>
.
.
",

"

,

Billy L. Hall
,.

'.

::•... ,".

"

..

,',.
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Clean Air Performance Professionals'

........

.Mayor and City Council
From:
Clean Air Performance Professionals
Charlie Peters
21860 Main Street ste HA"
Hayward CA 94541
cappcharlie@earthlink.net

CAPP contact: Charlie Peters

cappcharlie@earthlink.net
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CALIFORNIA INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE
REVIEW COMMITTEE
PO Box 838
CA 95812-0838

. . J.......
.,:,.;.'

SA~RAMENTO,

r,:

•

......

MEMORANDUM
To:

IMRC Members

From: Rocky Carlisle
)cnh:y Will iams.
Acting Chllir

John Hisserich.
Vice Chair

Tom Cahill
Denni$ DeCola

Eldon Heaston
Bruce Hotchkiss

Mariu E. Kennooy
Bud Rice
Dean Saito
Rocky Carlisle,
Exocutivc Officcr

()+
/co

Date:

February 9, 2009

Re:

BAR's Request for Offer

.

At the October 2006 meeting of the IMRC, Phil Heirigs, an engineer with Sierra Research,
presented information based on roadside Smog Check ins~tion data. The analysis showed
that 38% to 47% of the vehicles that had previously failed the Smog Check inspection and
subsequently been repaired, failed the roadside inspection within one year of their first
inspection and many within just days. The average ·elapsed time for refail was 6 months. Due to
the small sample size of 1996 and newer modeJ years, they eliminated 1996 and newer vehicles
from the analysis and concentrated on the 1976 - 1995 mode I years. A copy of this presentation
can be found at the following URL:
http://www.imreview.c!l.gov/archives/archived presentatign/p heirigs sierra res 10.24.06.pdf
For the last 28 months, we have been told that the final report on this issue would pe
forthcoming and in fact, we have tentatively scheduled a presentation for the March IMRC
meeting in anticipation of the final release of this document. However, this information was not
a new revelation [0 BAR since it was first identified in the 2004 ARB/BAR report that was
released in 2005. I should mention too that they had a draft of this report by 2003, which was
far in advance of the final release so it has been 6 years since BAR first observed this problem.
Now, before the final report has even been released, BAR has released a Request for OtTer
(RFO) that will further prolong a resolution to this problem for another 36 - 42 months.
Although I have sent you a complete copy of this RFO, J wi II not bore you with all the "boiler
plateU contract information but will refer to page 20 of the contract. Paragraph 2 states in
pertinent part that" The contractor found that 49% of the 1976 - 1995 model year vehicles that
initially failed and then passed the Smog Check inspection at a Smog Check station
subsequently failed a roadside inspection with one year (Le.) within 6 months on
average)".Even though we have not been fonnally advised of this fact, it now appears in this
public document but that is not the reason for this memo.
Paragraph 3 on page 20 goes on to explain the reason for this contract. By the time this contract
matures, almost 10 years will have elapsed since the first indication ofa SeriOlIS problem.
Unfortunately, they will still need a resof)Jrion to the problem. I'm just wondering, and this is
food for thought, is there an end in sight to this problem which significantly undennines the
effectiveness ofthe Smog Check program?
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Clean Air Performance Professionals
Tuesday, December 29,2009

Gabriel McAuliffe, Librarian
Sierra Research
1801 J Street
Sacramento CA 95811
RE: Report SR2007 -04-01

S~lease provide status of this report request ASAP. We expect delivery or elected officia0

~sistance within seven days. Thank you for your help of this important request.

J

California Smog Check providers have been questioned about a Sierra Research 'Forty
Nine Percent Refail Report' Reporting a possible 500/0 fraud rate, Smog Check providers
fail millions of cars but Tom Cackette officer of CARE and Tom Austin (Sierra
Research) use the information to justify public policy but refuse to release the tax dollar
funded report.
http://www.imreview.ca.gov/correspondence/govemor_49percent_report_8.25.09.pdf
"This report being requested is not yet available in final fonn. It will probably be
published early next year."
Thank you for contacting Sierra Research.
This report being requested is not yet available in final fonn. It will probably be
published early next year.
Please contact us then with your request. We will also post a reminder to contact you
when it is published.

(P)
Gabriel McAuliffe
Librarian
(f)
Sierra Research
1801 J Street
http:\\www.sierraresearch.com
Sacramento CA 95811
gmcauliffe@sierraresearch.com
-----Original Message----From: info@sierraresearch.com [mailto:info@sierraresearch.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2008 4:42 PM
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. To: Sierra Research Info
Subject: Data posted to form 1 of
http://www.sierraresearch.com/libraryReportOrderFonn.htm

***********************************************************************
********
PAGE: SIERRA REPORTS
CONTACT: Charlie Peters
COMPANY: Clean Air Performance Professionals
ADDRESSl: 21860 Main Street REAR
ADDRESS2:
CITY: Hayward
STATE: CA
ZIP:
94541

TEL:
EMAIL: cappcharlie@earthlink.net
SHIPBY: PRIORITY MAIL
Submit: SUBMIT
Date: Tuesday, December 02, 2008
Time: 04:41:36 PM
COM:MENTS:
i.e., Report SR2007-04-01
Assessment of the Performance of the California Smog Check Program Using Random
Roadside Data
California Air Resources Board and Bureau of Automotive Repair
Number, Title, Publication Date, Client, etc.
Clean Air Performance Professionals

Charlie Peters
cappcharlie@earthlink.net
cc: interested parties.
CAPP contact: Charlie Peters

cappcharlie@earthlink.net
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California Smog Check providers have been questioned about a Sierra Research 'Forty Nine
Percent Refail Report' Reporting a possible 50% fraud rate, Smog Check providers fail
mjJlions of cars but Tom Cackette officer of CARB and Tom Austin (Sierra Research) use the
information to justify public policy l;mt refuse to relea$e the tax dollar funded report.

J

http://www.irnreview.ca.gov/correspondence/govemor_49percent_report_S.2S.09.pdf

~'Sierra Research, a consultant hired to help oversee the implementation of the new car

inspection system, repeatedly wrote memos outlining numerous concerns about Parsons
Infrastructure & Technology, the company hired by the state to install and operate the system.
he following memo excerpt may be of special interest: "Nov. 25, 1998 . ~. blames problems
on incompetence of top Parsons Infrastructure executives, and complains state officials are
ignoring these problems ... The state needs to recognize that the people involved in this effort
(e.g., Sherwood and Amlin) have absolutely no experience doing what they are trying to do.
They have never been involved in implementing or operating a centralized program."

MTBE on '60 Minutes'
By Stella Sez, Hemmings Motor News, March 2000
"60 Minutes,' the highly respected
CBS news program, focused national
attention on MTBE by devoting
unusually extensive coverage to the
pollutant on Sunday,lanuary 16,
2000. The "60 Minutes" blurbs gave
viewers an inkling of what will be the
environmental issue of the decade
"MTBE... methyl-tertiary·butyl-ether ...
is a chemical added to gasoline ... It is
threatening to become a national
crisis. 49 slates have now detected
MTBE in groundwater. Steve Kroft
investigates MTBE in the double·
length segment· To order a transcript
of the program, call (800) 777·8398; to
order a copy of the video, call (800)
848·3256.
Meanwhile, newspaper and TV
reports keep coming in on more
MTBE water contamination
throughout the country. An estimated
33,300 private drinking water wells in
New Hampshire may be r.ontaminated
with the gasoline additive. a suspected
carcinogen. Over the past fivc years,
New Hampshire's Bureau of Health
Risk Assessment has seen a steady
increase in reports of private wells

contaminated in varying degrees by
MTBE, whieh dissolves readily in and
moves quickly through groWldwater.
There were III contaminated wells
reported in 1995, wmpared with the
241 counted for 1999.
The San Luis Obispo (Calif.)
'Tribune" reported onlan 31, 2000,
''Tests show widening pollution from
gas spill.· That means petroleum-spill
by·products at Cambria Chevron have
been on the move toward one or lWO
town drinking.water weJJs aud Santa
Rosa Creek. Reports of MTBE levels
in ofT·site wells ncar Cambria,
California were ·on the order of one·
tenth the concentration levels or less
than found (in test wells) on the station
property." Tests done in October
showed on·site MTRE levels of
40,000 parts per hillion (ppb), many
times the level of 5 ppb deemed
acceptable by the Slate. Previous tests
over the past few years, according to
water control board records, have
shown concentrations ranging from
34,000 ppb to 235,000 ppb. But has it
affected the town's water wells? lay
Cano, a senior engineer who

supervises WldergroWld storage-tank
cases in San Luis Obispo County,
says,'''We are working with Chevron
to correct the problem there." Note:
CAPP was notified by California
Governor Gray Davis that anyone
wishing updates all the phase-<>ut of
MTBE can visit the California
Ellvironmental Protection Agency's
Web site: \vww.calepa.ca.gov".
Clean Air or Water? MTBE or Not?
Which is more important, clean air or
clean water? That was the question
before a packed house at the
Longview, Texa~ City Hall. The Texas
Natural Resource Conservation
Corrurussion (fNRCC) wanted to add
the gasoline additive MTBE to East
Texas gasoline. They say it can ...
damage the Welter supply. NBC
channel 56 talked with State
Representative Leo Bennan. He said
that he has never had much
confidence in the Environmental
Protection Agency· until now. As far
as the MTBE issue, the EPA has their
act together he said. He is glad to see
them urging cities and stales not to use
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MTBE. Representative Berman is
urging the TNRCC to ban it totally in
the state of Texas.
A federal appeals court recently
blocked Kansas City's plan to
implement RFG gasoline (with
MTI3E). The ruling in Washington
barred the metropOlitan area,
including Johnson County suburbs,
from introducing rei()rmulated
gasoline (RFG) to the local pumps.
Kansas and Missouri governors had
supported using refonnulated
ga'ioline. Refmers fought the move in
court, arguing that the U.S:
Environmental Protection Agency
wasn't following the rules Congress
had established for the fuel's use. The
court action found that federal law
allows reformulated gas to be used
only in metropolitan areas where
ozone pollution is classified as
"marginal; "moderate,' "serious" or
"severe." At worst, Kansa~ City's air was
ranked as "sub-marginal." Today the
area is in compliance with the federal
ozone limit, although it recorded
violations in 1995 and 1997.
"It's a diabolical chemical. It movcs up,
it moves down, it moves everywhere.
Our feeling is that as long as MTBE is
in gasoline, our groundwater is in
jeopardy," said Dennis Cocking of the
South Tahoe Public Utility District,
where 12 of 34 wells were dosed
because of MTBE.
MTBE has two critical characteristics,
ability to spread quickly, caused by
its high solubility, and it~ permanency.
Even in its tiniest proportions, five
parts per billion, MTBE has arl easily
detectable smell.
it~

"The stuff moves like wildfire. II
increases exponentially. Once you
find out you have a problem, you have
a big problem. And once it's in, how
do you get it oul?" said Doug Marsano
of the Denver-based American Water
Works Association, a consortium of
water agencies that has urged

Presidenl Clinton to ban MTBE.
The chemical has been detected in
varying amount~ in alISO states.
Significant MTl3E contam!nation also
has been found in such pastoral areas
as Ronan, Montana, and Spring
Green, Wisconsin.
New Jersey Foul Ups
The new vehicle inspection system
started in New Jersey on December
13, and has heen anything but timely
for thousands of drivers. They have
been trapped in long lines thanks to
balky computers, frozen equipment
and numerous other system woes.
State records show that the contractor,
Parsons Infrastructure & Technology,
has fared better than most motorists.
Less than two months into the launch
of the trouble-plagued system, Parsons
has been paid some $103 million more than 25 percent -- of the $400
million it bid to get its seven-year
testing contract with the state. So far,
Parsons has been fined more than
$600,000 for keeping motorists
waiting in lines longer than 30
minutes. The lines are being deducted
from the $1.7 million a month the
state pays the firm. Parsons has
questioned whether the fines are
warranted and has requested to meet
with the state on the issue.
Disclosures about problems with !.he
emissions testing equipment are only
the latest of many that go back to 1993
in New Jersey. Gov. Christy Whitman
knew of the earlier revelations, and in
1997 promised not to go forward until
the problems were solved. A study
released in 1997 by the New Jersey
Institute of Technology showed that
the new equipment might force drivers
to wait longer than anticipated, or
worse, and that cars might fail their
inspection when they should pass,
both of which have happenen.
Sierra Research, a consultant hired to
help oversee the implementation of

the new car inspection system,
repeatedly wrote memos oudining
numerous concerns about Parsons
InfraslJUcture & Technology, the
company hired by the state to install
and operate the system. The following
memo excerpt may be of speciaJ
interest: "Nov. 25, 1998 ... blames
problems on incompetence of top
Parsons Infrastructure executives, and
complains slate officiaJs are ignoring
these problems ... The state needs to
recognize that the people involved in
this effort (e.g., Sherwood and Amlin)
have absolutely no experience doing
what they are trying to do. They have
never been involved in implementing
or operating a centralized program."
The memo refers to Larry Sherwood,
general manager of Parsons
Infrastructure, and Dave Amlin, a
Parsons employee. Larry Sherwood is
!.he "father of California Smog Check
n", and the fonner chief of staff of the
Bureau of Automotive Repair. Dave
Amlin, the current California Manager
of BAR Engineering, is reported to
have been a Parsons employee. Could
this be a different Amlin? Could this '
be a conflict of interest? At a recent
Inspection and Maintenance Review
Committee meeting that CAPP
President Charlie Peters arid I
attended, Dave Amlin was present
The main subject of the meeting was
Smog Check program evaluation.
Remote Sensing was a part of the
presentation. Note: As reported in
one of my earlier "Hemmings" letters,
Dave Amlin of BAR is the person
who, at the 1994 Clean Air
Conference Seminar on scrappage,
giggled every time the word
"scrappage" was mentioned. When I
went to the microphone to ask
questions as a hobbyist, he suggested
that I might be the person who could
put ads in OUR hobby magazines for
collect.or cars to be scrapped.
More next month ...

http://cl,ubs.hemmings.com/clubsites/capp/march.html

CAPP contact: Charlie Peters

cappcharlie@earthlink.net
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Riverside County
Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Commission
3960 Orange Street Ste. 600
Riverside, CA 92501
January 11, 2010
Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Mayor Stewart:
The Riverside County Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission has
presented awards to outstanding citizens and agencies for the last twenty-nine years. The
event is our Annual Awards Dinner, which will be held in the month of March 2010.
Recently we added a new award called the "Community Delinquency Prevention Award".
We are writing you and the mayors in all the Riverside County cities to request you
nominate a program in your community that has been in existence at least one year and
that is involved with juveniles in delinquency prevention programs or work in the
rehabilitation of youth.
The enclosed form may be helpful to you in preparing your nomination. However, if you
prefer, you may write a letter and attach brochures or flyers about the program and the
people who work in the program. Our Executive Committee will review the nominations
and select one winner.
This winner will be invited to attend our dinner to receive this award, along with other
recipients of youth serving categories.
Please submit your nomination by Thursday, February 4, 2010. If you have any questions,
please contact, Kelly Romero, at
We look forward to your nomination.
Sincerely,

Randy Triplett
Chairperson
RT:kr

1-
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Riverside County
Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Commission
FROM: _______________________________________________
CITY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The following is my nomination for the COMMUNITY DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION AWARD:

Reason for nomination:

Person to contact if your nominee is selected the
winner:

----------------------------------------------------

Return to:
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission
3960 Orange Street, Ste. 600
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92501

MV00224998
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RIVERSIDE COUNTY
JUVENILE JUSTICE &
DELINQUENCY PREVENTION COMMISSION

COMMUNITY DELINQUENCY PREVENTION AWARD
Procedures:
1. Letter sent to each City Council asking for nominations.
2. Nominations submitted by each Community, in writing, with reasons
why program should be selected.
DEADLINE: Thursday, February 4,2010.
3. Program should be involved with juveniles in delinquency prevention
programs or work in the rehabilitation of youth.
4. Executive Committee will review nominations and select winners.
5. Winner will be invited to be the guest of Commission at Annual
Awards Dinner to be held March 17, 2010. A certificate or plaque will
be presented.
Criteria:
City/Community Program that has been in place for at least one year that
deals directly with crime prevention for juveniles. Submitted by city
leaders.
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Councilman William Batey
City of Moreno Valley
POBox 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

Re: PA 08-0019 & 0020
(Zone Change at Day/Dtacaea)

Dear Councilman Batey:
I am writing to express my support for the proposed zone change to Neighborhood
Commercial at the southwest comer of Day Street and Dracaea Avenue.

'2.'2..2.tU \.J trc..HHAzet,~A\j8

kti<.@Jo IIttUP~for 9::.8"V8lV years and
believe a small commercial center at this comer would be a benefit to our neighborhood.

I have lived at

Sincerely,
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1/6/10
cc: City Council
Planning
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Councilman William Batey
City of Moreno V alley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

Re: PA 08-0019 & 0020
(Zone Change at DaylDracaea)

Dear Councilman Batey:
I support the proposed zone change at Day Street and Dracaea A venue because it is an
appropriate location for a small neighborhood commercial center. It would be an added
convenience to our neighborhood and would provide for the badly needed street and
sidewalk improvements at this intersection.
Thank you,
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January 4, 2010
Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley City Council
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

~~U
Dear ~Stewart,
FYI, I have included an interesting account by John Gabbert on the formation of the
Citizen's University Committee and why they were so central to bringing UCR to
Riverside. There are some lessons here for our "advocacy" for a High Speed Rail stop
in Riverside.
Thanks for your involvement. We need to make the strongest possible arguments-technical, size of community, et cetera. The High Speed Rail Board will make its
choices on multiple criteria. We do not want to lose the stop to Corona

Ronald
Mayor

o. Loveridge

3900 Main Street· Riverside, CA 92522 •

• www.riversideca.gov
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CITIZENS UNIVERSITY .
COMMITTEE
..'

The unofficial biography
by
r.he Honorable lohnG. Gabbert

.1
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On the fourth Wednesday ~f the month

during the academic year, a cadre of distinguished individuals, neatly attired and
exhibitill~ inordinate amounts of good
humor considering it is 7:30 a.m., gathers
iTl the Large Commons Conference Room
on campus. A smattering of administrators
~nd faculty join the business: ~nd profe's- '.
sional crowd for breakfast, after which
some aspect of UCR's programs is" described in a formal prese]ltdtion. By 9
a. m., they ar~ gone to their nonnal routines, enriched with a better appreciation .
for what the University is all about. '
They ca(l themselves the Citizens University Committee, a~ organization ~hose
roots predate UCR. In fact, if it weren't
for the' CUC, Riverside might not even
. ha.t'e a campus. Today, 'this collection of
. 362 community leaders is dedicated to, assisting "in the continued developme~t and
community relations of the Universicy of
CaJifornia at Riversid~:' according ,to the
bylaws. Their financial contributions support various scholarship programS and immediate campus needs as they arise; their
politica~ influence can stt~tch to city goyernment, or as far away 'as Saqameri'to, if
UCR-affecting issues need atteniion. Such .
a relationship of a citizens' association to
a campus is uniqu'e in the Unive~s'ity
system.
it wasn't always just breakfasts and an
annua~ dinner, however. As John G.
Gabberc' shows in the fotlowing article,
.the formative years were fraught with
cHallenges and set'backs as the fledgling,
maturi;lg' l,p-Iand Empire sought its rightful
place in California through the acquisition
of a major University.
No one .is· more qualified to write this
unofficial biography of the CUC than
Gabbert, a me~berof the origil)al support group. A native Riversider, he practiced 'law here for 15 years prior to }tis
appointment in 1949 by Gov. Earl Warren
to ser,ve as Super,i6~ Court judge. Qabbert
, sat for another five years as a justice in
the California Court of Appeal. Now
semi~retired at ..l;tge 70, he is an adjunct
professor in tlie, Political Science Department at OCR.
A few months ago, Judge Gabbert e~
pressed his disappointment at the dearth
of comprehensive biographicaC documenra.tiOT!. of the campus's deveiopment. So he'
began the task himself; in hopes of someday publishing a UCR biography...An
important' par~, of UCR's development was
tlie role that the CUC played, and in
April he presented a multi-media lecture
a~out the committee at its breakfast meeting. This story, adapted from his talk, of-

I

.

Riverside's 1953 Charter Day Committee: (back) Myron Winslow, John G. Gabbert, \'((jlliam
Cobern, Sherman Babcock, Dr. John Middleton; (seated) Thomas Wheeler, Mary McCarth),
~
(secretary to Dr. Watki~), Julia Walker, Provost Gordon Watkins.
,

.-

The Citizens University Committee

Remem ring the
o fathers (and
m'thers) f U
fers a nostalgic look at the formative years.
As Gabbert stated at the lecture, quoting
Provost (Jordon Watkins, "A retrospective
look is as satisfying as a prospective one is
stim,dating. This, I presume, is the only'

legitimate reason for recalling the ~arly
years of any hurruin institution, other than
the' measure of histOrical perspective which
the beginnings of any organization provide:'

By John G. Gabbert
few weeks ago, my mind was
suddenly jolted on reading
..
Gore Vidal's "A Perso9al Appreciation of Tennessee Williams" in
,
which he concluded,
"Suddenly you realize that 3S years
have gone .by and it seems as many
months. It's startling. ·It's neither
discouraging nor horrifying. It's just
startling. And it does indeed go as
quickly as all the old bores told you
when you were young:'
The reason I was brought up sharply
by those words was that I had just been
thinking about the Citizens University
Co~mittee and had noted it was 3S

A

John Gabbert
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years ago that CUC had its beginnings. in turn set up a speCial study commitSo, it .is startling when ,¥e think how tee, headed by Dr. George D. Strayer,
fast the, time has gone and, also, how
retired head of the School of Education,
at Columbia University, to survey arid
much has been accomplished in that
time through, the efforts of this organi- report back to the Legislature; The,
Strayer Committee immediately began
zation. Even though I may now have
become ,one of those "old bores:' I
its work a,nd held exploratory meetings
'
would like to go back to the earliest of ,threughout the state.
Obe day, Mayor Walter C. Davison
those ,35 years.
I will have, to omit mentioning events called l;a Landis, Riverside su'pei-inand contributions of many people who tendent of schools, and said that
deserve recognition. Time 8.nd space - "some educators" were: arriving in
Riverside that day who wqnted to look
ar~ cruel constraints. But I
give a
capsule coverage of the, years from
around, and he wasn't sure what to do
1947 up to the first Commencement in, for them. Landis c~lled Marie Bonnett,
1955 and the re~irement a"year lai~r of president of the ~chool board, and the
two met'Dr. Strayer and a'Dr. Jones,
Provost Gordon Watkins.' That period
seems to me to mark stopping paradrove them to the CES camRus ,wher~ .
gra'ph'--the end -of our beginnings.
' they were greeted by the directo~, Dr.
When 1 started to look for records of Leon 8. Batchelor, and Mrs. Batchelor,
, the CUC (beyond my nqw deterioratwho' in turn conducted the two men
ing memory) I noted that many people on a visit around the campus. The visiwho had a firsthand background of
tors were most impressed by the space
facts and events are no longer with us, surrounding CES which would offer
and their letters and papers b.ave been opportunity for development a'nd'later'
destroyed or can't ,be located. I am ,
, acquisition if needed. The visirors were
also dismayed that there has been no
then taken on a drive dqwn'Victoria
biography of that outstanding bundle
Avenue to the Bonnett Ranch for reof human energy (the "peppy littl~
freshments'. Dr. Jones was amazed to
Welshman;' as Tim Hays described
find -that Mortimer Bonnett' was the
him), the first Provost and dynamic
"Bonny" Bonnett of his own g'enerabuilder of this campus-Dr. Gordon S. tion on the Stanford track team. On
Watkins.
'
,
such little things hang t~e fate of
Let's look back to the mid-1940s.
nations!
As the veterans'returned after World
Grass-ro'~ts Lobbying Begins
War, II, the d~mand for increased faciliAlerted
by our Legislators, various
tie? and expansion of the University of
local groups and citizens began to disCalifornia, as well as the stare college
cuss the subject and to speak out in
system, be¢ame apparen~. However,
favor of a branch of the University.
even before that time, stretching back
The
Chamber of Commerce set up a
to the 1930s, there had been an undercurrent of talk by local citizens s~'e~,ing' special committee" headed by Cleo
Thomas and, later, J. Hargld Backto bring some sort of undergraduate
campus' of the UniverSity along~ide the strand. The Mayor appointed a group'
Citrus Experiment Station (CES). _ ' to study the possibilities. The California Alumni Association'began to stir
By 1947 those earlier murmurings
had come out into 'theapen and were . up interest u~der' the chairmansh,ip of
Harold 13utte~field and, la'te~, William
based on a solid foundation of need. '
'0. Mackey. :There were news stories
For the'Legislature was faced with an
.
'
; and editorials.
expanding educationaJ demand.
.. In later y.~ars, in a supplem.ent to the
The two m'en in a position to do
something about this for the benefit:bf , Press-Enterprise published when UCR
opened for students in 1954, an a~ticle
the local area were Senator Nels'on S.
mentioned the 'first public meeting of
Dilworth and Assemblyman Philip L.
the Strayer Corpmittee held in Los
Boyd. (Later, John 8abbage and Lee
Angeles, Oct. 16, 1947, which a :deleBackstrand carried on the good ~~rk
gation of Riversid~rs attended. It said:
f~r us in the Legislature.) In addition,
the Press-Enterprise was a powerful in"The Riversiders were: State Senator
fluence favorable to an undergraduate
Nel~on Dilwotath, t,he man who first
campus here:'
aroused .local-interest and hope in
In 1947, the Legislature created a joint
the University project here;
committee to report on the problem of
Stanley Bates, then sec.:retary of the
college needs in the state. This group
Riverside Chamber of Commerce;

will

a

UCR under construction, 1953,

and Cleo Thomas, Chairman of
the Education Committee of the
Chamber of Commerce; and Tom
Patterson, reporter for the PressEnterprise,. ,~'
One rather noticeable feature of the
meeting-almost amazing when you
, consider how many chambers of commerce there are in Southern, California,was that only Riverside was there to
present the story of its virtues as a
possible education center ... No comm'unity other than Riverside offered
any case before that forum.
At a series of Strayer hearings
throughout the state, Riverside managed to have observers present. We traveled from Eureka to Fresno, Santa
Barbara to San Diego, always listening,
learning, becoming acquainted and
developing friendships with the committee members and its staff.
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. On Feb. 17, 1948, the Strayer Committee recommended the creation of a
four-year- branc'h of the UniverSity at
Riverside.
A State Senate Investigating Committee on Education.(remember, Nelson'
Dilworth was the chai~man) exa~ined
the Riverside site. Phil Boyd accom- '
panied the Committe~; Charles O'Neill,
then secretary-manager of the Chamber
of Commerce; hosted party for the
senat~rs' at Roy Hunt's "Sky' Room:~
Hunt, ow~er of the iocal theaters,
and his civic-minded wife, Blodwin,
had a home on Pachappa Hill with a
beCl:utiful, large, ...,indowed room with
.indoor barbecue and bar, affording a
spectacular view over the valley. In addition to the Senate committee, they
ho~ted at leait six major effective lobbying gather'ing~, complete y,rith steaks cooked to order by Roy himself, for
key legislators, the Strayer Committee
and staff, Uni.versity officials, Regents,
and others.

--

a

Formal Structure Needed

Provost Watkins describes campus plans to State Sen. Nelson' Dilworth, with
briefcase, and John Babbage.

During these months we had been
working p~etty much as individuals and
separa5e groups trying to help bring the
University here. We had no formal
organization'. .The Riverside School Board discussed
the matter and passed a resolution
which urged that a single group be
formed to coordinate all efforts and ,to
avoid dupiication and working at crosspurposes. I made such' a motion and
was given credit for it in the Press, but
I honestly believe it was Marje Bonnett
who suggested- to me ,that we do it.
She \"as the first woman member of
the CUC Executive Board, and no
one contributed more to the success of
the- committee.'
'.
Howard Hays, Sr., publisher of the
Press- Enterprise, believed such' unified
effort was needed and called a group
together in March 1948 to organize on
'p permanent qasis. No list is now available of that group. As best reconstructed, ityjas composed '6f Howard
Hays and Howard Hays, Jr., Phil
Boyd, c.L. McFarland, V.W. Gr1!bbs,
D~ve Bell, C.W. Dutton, Harold
Backstranc;J, John Babbage, Chuck
O'Neill, Fred Younglove, and me.
There may have been othet:s, and, if
so, I hope they will be identified.
At that meeting, the senior Hays
suggested the selection of a permanent
chairman. Judge O.K. Morton was
elected and served for five years. Tim
Hays became_ the first secretary and
Tl-lF llr.R MAr-A71NE
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First VCR graduation ceremonies, 1955.

CUC was officially under way.
The choice of Judge Morton was particularly fortunate. He was a master of
organization and in handling the planning and program of a meeting. In
those days we were wining and dining
anyone we thought could help the
committee and having large and small
group meetings virtually on a weekly
basis.
Our organization came just at the
right time, because four days after the
senators examined the proPQ~ed site,
the Regents approved the Strayer Committee report and recommended the expenditure of $4.5 million for initial
development of the Riverside campus.
A lot of work was still necessary before
the legislator!l' would be persuaded to
provide the funds.
Under Judge Morton's leadership and
the devoted help of many, many people, CUC began to gain members and
donations and we were ready to get to
work when the Regents asked the Legislature for an appropriation for Riverside. Senator Dilworth introduced a bill
in the Senate and Phil Boyd did likewise in the Assembly, seeking to create
what was to become UCR.
At this point an Executive Committee of CUC was created: Judge O.K.
Morton, chairman; Donald G. Ada1TIs,
vice-chairman; Glenn V. Gurtner,
treasurer; Howard Hays, Jr., secretary;
and Charles O'Neill, recording secretary. Other members were J. Harold
Backstrand, Dave S. Bell, Mrs. Marie
Bonnett, Philip L. Boyd, Harold But-

terfield, William (Bill) Evans, John G.
Gabbert,
Grubbs, Fred P.
Younglove, John Babbage, Nelson S.
Dilworth, and c.L. McFarland.
The first large public meeting of
CUC was held on March 13, 1948,
addressed by both Senator Dilworth
and Assemblyman Boyd on the needs
and procedures to be followed to obtain the needed appropriation.

v.w.

.Citrus Strategy
We left no stone unturned. Dave
Bell, Harvey Lynn, Don Stevning,
Harry Holman, and Tom Gore, all important citrus growers, sent boxes of
OT[.nges al'\cl grapefruit to all members
of the Legislature on behalf of the
·com!p.ittee. We-mayhave·been naive
and a bit obvious, but in those simpler
days we thought that orange juice was
the "mother's milk of politics"!
If we were Machiavellian, the
strategy worked!
The committee put on two luncheons
in Sacramento for key legislators.
Charles O'Neill, in cooperation with
the Chamber of Commerce, was sent
to act.as permanent lobbyist in Sacramento for the Committee and did a
very valuable jol;> for the program.
On April 21 , ,1948, Gov. Earl Warren
redu'ced the budget bill item for site
work and planning at UCR td $2 million, saying, " ..~... since this will be sufficient for all requirements in the next
fiscal year," he would hold to that
figure. That date has been taken as the
foundin~ date of UCR.

By May, 152 individuals and businesses had beco~e contributing members
of CUC, and membership continued to
increase thereafter.
Assemblyman Boyd retired from the
Legislature in 1949, and John Babbage
took on the burden of fighting for appropriations for the Riverside campus.
He tells of a great disappointment
when supplemental appropriations bills
he had introduced and which passed
in the Assembly were incorporated in
a duplicate bill introduced by Senator
Dilworth in the Senate. Then the Assembly reconsidered the bill, leaving
the appropriation high and dry. He
\>;as terribly shaken by this setback
and admits he was near tears at the
·time. The following day, however, the
Assembly repassed the bill. Colleagues
seeing how earnestly John had labored
for the appropriation later confessed
they had done this reversal as a prank!
Some of them told him, "We sure had
you scared, didn't we?"
Well, they not only had him scared,
they had all Riverside scared. Headlines
in the paper (in essence) shouted "APPROPRIATIONS PASSED FOR UCR"
one day, and "NOT PASSED" the
next. Finally, it was all smooth sailing"
once again.
There were lots of those ups and
downs.

Selecting a Leader
After we had the promise of a branch
of the University, the next step was the
selection of someone to become head

MV00225007
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of the new college. On July 9, 1949,
the Regents chose Dr. Gordon S;
Watkins, former Dean of the UCLA
Suinmer School and of the College of
Letters' and Science. He was at the
time professor of economics at UCLA.
Dr. Ec:fward Coman, Librarian, was
the first faculty member appointed by
Dr. Watkins. A few years after UCR
was well, established, Dr. Coman w~ote
a short history of the early days on
campus for the UC;:R student paper. In
i:his article, he stated, "Dr. Gordon S.
Watkins ... posse'ssed, ah unusual comb inati6n of talents to !ecomrpend him for
the position"of Provost. His worldwide
reputation as scholar, his successful
career as an administrator, ~ thorough
knowledge of the operations of thel)niversity, and a host of friends inside ahd
outside the U~iversity made Dr. Watkins
the ideal choice. Subsequebt events
tested all these talents and o'thers he
acquired as need arose to meet emergencies in the development of UCR:'
Dr. Coman arrived to begin collecting books for the library on Jan. I,
1951. One month later the Regents
stci'pped aU work. The Korean War was
causing many 'disls)Caticins of industrial
supplies and the University wanted to
dci its duty in the emergency.
The CUC got busy and brought
strong pressure on the Regents to reinstate work on the campus plans. So, '
three months after the ban, the Regents
reversed their, order, and as Dr., :COman
late~ wrote, ': .. plans went <!head under
forced draft:' In October, bids were
opened for site clearance, and late in
November Senator Dilworth handled a
bulldozer to begin the symbolic clearing of the new campus.
'
Even though/he stop-work order by
the Regents had been lifted, all educational construction had to be approved
by the U.S. Office of Education before
the N'ational Pr'oduction Authority
WQulc! allocat~ critical materials., CUC
made one of Its greatest contributions
in getting allocations of Fhese building
materials. We contacted 'Senators
Knowland and Nixon, Repre'sentatives
Sheppard and Phillips and re~eived
solid support from their offices. Don
Ada~:s, adininisttative assistant to
Representative John Phillips, was particularly helpful, working constantly to
help clear the log jam.
At the Charter Day program, March
.19, 1952, Dr. Watkins read a telegram
from our senators and congres~men,
saying we h'ild allo~ations granted for

a

four buildings. Physical Education was
left out, but permits were soon granted
for it.
; An allocation at that time was merely
a "h'untiI)g license" to se'ar~h.fbr scarce
materia'is. Finally;' after a great deal, of
effort, Phil Boyd arrangecl con'racts 'for,
Dr:-:Watkins with industrialist Floyd
Odtum' who, in turJ;l, enlisted the 'sup, port of Henry J. Kaiser, and through
,the aid of these men the supply probl-em was solved.
'
June 11, 1952, Sa:W the opening of
,bids for the first four building~ and' a '
fifth, Webber Hall,w3s bid C>n July 1L
The Regents approved the bids and' :'
constniction began
July 30, 1952.
Work was just getting under way
when,~ cement shortage slowed work
to a halt. To quote, again, Dr. Coman's
comment: "It seemed incredible with

'ori

Initial campus library was housed in the home of
\

"

..

years. There was a great deal of effort
expended on helping with student
housing e,arly on, in working on. zoning, acq:ss ways,' acquisition of odd
parcels 6f land, and so on. All these
many efforts contributed in sigoificant:
measure to the ,beautiful University QCcupying this campus today.
In: November 1953, Phil Boyd':became
the second chairmah ot,CUC, ~nd some
of the greatest contributions of the
Committee to UCR were made during
the years of his leadership. Scholarship
furids, land use, zoning, additional
appropriations, :md the addition of
Canyon Crest Housing to the University were important"tasks that required
strong Coinmittee aid.
The biggest !;vent of the early years
was the first Commencemeh't held June
20, 195'5. There were 20 in the gradua-

the Cmus
.

Experiment Station Di;ector.

tion ceremonies. UCR was now, a fulltwo cement plants within sight of the
campus that 'cement should h::,.Iacking. " fledged membei of the Universiry
community.
Fast' work by Pr,ovost Watkins"and the
At the dedication of the campus in
Citizen's Cominittee solved this
1954, there were as many members of
difficulty."
the CUC pres~nt as students and facCountdown to Opening
uIty. It was a great milestone for the
Faculty and staff now beg~n arriving. CUC, and those who were present will
never forget th~ emotional impact of
The library was the fir'st building'
'
completed on campus on Dec. 7, 1953. that day.
, The first 10,_ years were drawing to a
The other buildings were opened for
close. With the retirement of Provost
use in early January, 1954, except life
Sciences and the q:::S Library, .:which
Gordon S. Watkins in 1956, nearly a
decade of ~ervice by CUC to the Uniwere ready the" following',month. The
versity was ending. I thil\k we are all,next six weeks were a hectic time ~s
finishing ,touches wt:re put on buidings proud of the fact that strong support
and preparations made for opening of , of this campus has continued on after
that date for', two and a half decades,
the campus Feb. 15, 1954 .
and our inte~est and co~mitment will
It 1S impossible to list all of the suc~
cessful activities of CUC in the first 10 continue on into the future.
'11-11= llrR MM';A71NF. 7.1
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December 30,2009
The Honorable Bonnie Flickinger
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA
92552-0805
Dear Mayor Flickinger,
It was my pleasure to offer a prayer at the opening of the City Council meeting
last December 8. I look forward to being invited to do so again.
As the pastor of one of Moreno Valley's churches, I would like to bring to your
attention a problem that we are having. As you may be aware, our church is located
approximately one-half mile from Reche Canyon Road on upper Heacock. Our problem
is this: burros .. We have tried fencing them off of our property; we have even tried
putting up electrical fencing. But nothing stops them. They either go through the
fencing, or go around it and enter the property by the driveway. They of course come
seeking water. But our property is covered with what they leave behind. We even have a
church member who, every Sunday morning, has to take a shovel and clean up the
sidewalks and parking lot.
As a business in Moreno Valley and a member of the Chamber of Commerce, we
are asking the City Council for help in taking care of this problem. Just like any other
business in the Sunnymeade Ranch area, we are trying to attract more people. The
constant nuisance of having burro droppings allover the property certainly doesn't help.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

10ZH

H~~.

H~ VJ.Lt"

CA 12Srl-2200
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

December 17,2009

To Whom It May Concern:
I wish to recommend Mr. Alfonso Patino, a local businessman and resident of
Moreno Valley, who I have known for the past few years, for U.S. citizenship. I
patronize Mr. Patino's dry cleaning business establishment, and I have had many
discussions with him about community concerns and other points of interest to
our Moreno Valley citizens. I have always found Mr. Patino to be a very informed
and interested resident of our community.
Mr. Patino has my whole support in his pursuit of becoming a citizen of the
United States of America.
If needed, I am available to provide any additional information you may require.
You can reach me at
Thank you.

----
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

December 9, 2009

Reverend Roy Riggs
United Methodist Church
10271 Heacock St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-2200
Dear Rev. Riggs:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
December 8, 2009.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

December 15, 2009

Mr. Cesar Carrasco
26752 Bonita Heights
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Dear Mr. Carrasco:
Ori behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for donating the
two beautiful framed photos of City Hall and the Conference and Recreation
Center. The pictures are now hanging on the wall in the Council office, and we
have received many positive comments on them.

I was pleased The Arts Group of Moreno Valley (TAG) displayed the work of
various artists at the Mayor's Gala this year. I appreciate your willingness to
participate and share your art with the community.
Again, thank you for the wonderful donation.

MV00225013
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

December 15, 2009

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Kay D. Brown, Contract Specialist
U. S. Department of Energy
P. O. Box 2001/200 Administration Road
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
Subject:

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program
City of Moreno Valley, CA Grant # SC0002974

Dear Ms. Brown:
The City of Moreno Valley's $1.6 million grant award for the referenced program includes $332,140
to bring together an internal task force and external consulting services and resources to develop an
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Strategy. We have contacted the Grant Specialist regarding a
request to expand this project to include the development of a Climate Action Plan. The City is
preparing this request for amendment that will include the following objectives (bolded items include
our proposed revisions).
1. Determine an estimate of the existing energy use and fuel type by area (e.g. vehicles; building
heating and cooling, etc.) and greenhouse gas emissions for the City as an organization
and the community as a whole.
2. Determine a projection of future energy use and fuel type by area and greenhouse gas
emissions for the City as an organization and the community as a whole.
3. Identify potential programs and policies to reduce overall energy use" aM increase the use of
. renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
4. Identify potential installation and life cycle costs.
5. Identify potential funding sources for proposed program and policy implementation.
6. Identify a policy for prioritizing implementation of programs and policies based upon energy
efficiency, cost efficiency and potential resources.
7. Suggest priorities for implementation based on the identified policy.
8. Create a City energy efficiency and climate change policy document for presentation to a
community task force and to the City Council.
We are proceeding with the preparation of the required documentation for this request and will
forward those to you for consideration as soon as they are completed. Thank you for your

cc:

Members of the City Council ,
William L. Bopt, Interim City Manager
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 30,2009

Robert Bradley Jenson
13913 Chervil Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-4812
Dear Robert:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as'You take the walk of life to your destiny.
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Bradley Jenson
Scoutmaster Troop 495
13913 Chervil Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-4812
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November 11,2009
Richard A. Stewart
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mr. Stewart: .
The Scouts, Leaders and Members of the Committee of Boy Scout Troop 495 take great pleasure in
announcing that:
Having completed the requirements and having been examined by an Eagle Scout Board of Review,
Robert Bradley Jenson
was found worthy of the rank of Eagle Scout.
Robert completed his Eagle Project by repairing a section of horse and hiking trail at the Lake Perris
State Park in Moreno Valley. This project not only benefited Robert but also the citizens that use
these trails at Lake Perris.

IIi honor of his achievement, we have scheduled an Eagle Court of Honor for December 19, 2009 at
5:00 pm at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints Lasselle Ward building, 13281 Lasselle
Street in Moreno Valley, California 92553.
We would appreciate a letter or certificate acknowledging his achievement. We will compile it with
other acknowledgements and place it in a scrap book commemorating this special occasion.
Thank you for taking time from your extremely busy schedule to help this community recognize the
achievements and service of Eagle Scout Robert Jenson.
Sincerely,
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 30,2009

Ryan Nicholas Smith
23952 Brittlebush Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Ryan:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.
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Mr. Richard Stewart, City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RE CEIVED

09 NOV 25 PM 2: 20

November 20, 2009
Dear Mr. Stewart, City Council,
I am proud to infonn you that on December 5,2009, Boy Scout Ryan Smith, a member of Troop 214 in
Moreno Valley, CA, will be honored at a special Court of Honor, receiving the Eagle Scout Award, Boy
Scouting's highest honor.
To become an Eagle Scout, Ryan earned 27 merit badges and served his troop in a variety ofleadership
roles. He also completed a major community service project, painting a map of the United States on the
playground of his school. This map is currently being used by teachers to teach geography.
A junior at Calvary Chapel Christian School, Moreno Valley, he plans to attend college to study
mechanical engineering.
I know that Ryan would be proud to receive a letter of congratulations from you. We will see that it is
read at the Court of Honor and presented to Ryan as a pennanent reminder of the importance of this
achievement.
In order that we might compile all of his recognition letters/certificates into a special presentation album,
we would appreciate if you would send your correspondence to:
Mr. Clifford Smith
23952 Brittlebush Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Thank you so very much for taking the time to help us honor this special young man.

Clifford Smith

MV00225020

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno VaHey, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca. U5

November 24, 2009

Pastor Maria Davis
Healing Streams Church
15928 Perris Blvd., #E
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Pastor Davis:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Monday,
November 23, 2009.
Since
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Mike McCarty, Parks and comm~nits~rviceDire

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

November 19, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Lisa Smethurst, Executive Assistant I

\

ti-

I would like to commend Lisa Smethurst, Executive Assistant I, for her exceptional job
performance in helping to plan the 2009 Veterans Day Ceremony held on November 11,
2009. The event was very well organized, in large part due to Lisa's participation. She
seamlessly h~ndled the details in a professional and timely manner. It should also be
noted Lisa willingly gave up her holiday to attend the event. Lisa truly helped make the
Veteran's Day Ceremony a very successful event.
Lisa is an asset to the Parks and Community Services office, and she exemplifies the
exceptional City Of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:jrc

l\zurichlsharedlCityCounciIIStewartICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence142memo Smethurst Letter of Commendation. doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

November 19, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Cindy Miller, Ex cutive Assistant to the Mayor/City
Council

I would like to commend Cindy Miller, Executive Assistant to the Mayor/City Council, for
her exceptional job performance in helping to plan the 2009 Veterans Day Ceremony
held on November 11, 2009. The event was very well organized, in large part due to
Cindy's organizational skills. She seamlessly handled the details in a professional and
timely manner. It should also be noted Cindy willingly gave up her holiday to attend the
event. Cindy truly helped make the Veteran's Day Ceremony a very successful event.
Cindy is an asset to the City Clerk/City Council office, and she exemplifies the
exceptional City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:jrc

l\zurichlshared\CityCouncitIStewar1ICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence141 memo Miller Letter of Commendation.doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manage
Chris Vogt, Public Works Directo ICit

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

November 19, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Michael Lloyd, Senior Engineer, P.E.

I would like to commend Michael Lloyd, Senior Engineer, P.E., for his exemplary
performance representing the City of Moreno Valley at the March Healthcare meeting at
the offices of Best, Best and Krieger on November 12, 2009. Lori Stone, Executive
Director March JPA, advised me that Michael provided excellent representation
defending the City on the March Healthcare issues. The positive outcome of the
meeting is a testament to Michael's ability to professionally address difficult regional
issues.
Michael is an asset to the Public Works Department, and he exemplifies the exceptional
City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:jrc

l\zurichlsharedlCityCouncitIStewartICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence147memo Lloyd Letter of Commendation. doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Mana e

From:

Mayor Richard A Stewart

Date:

November 19, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager

I would like to commend Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, for her
exceptional job performance in helping to plan the 2009 Veterans Day Ceremony held
on November 11, 2009.
The event was very well organized, in large part due to
Michelle's organizational skills. She seamlessly handled the details in a professional
and timely manner. It should also be noted Michelle willingly gave up her holiday to
attend the event. Michelle truly helped make the Veteran's Day Ceremony a very
successful event.
Michelle is an asset to the City Manager's office, and she exemplifies the exceptional
City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:jrc

l\zurichlsharedICityCounciIIStewartICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence140memo Dawson Letter of Commendation.doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

November 19, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Robert Lo h, Cable TV Producer

I would like to commend Robert Lorch, Cable TV Producer, for his exceptional job
performance in providing the his expertise in TV production for the 2009 Veterans Day
Ceremony held on November 11, 2009. The event was very well organized, in large
part due to Bob's excellent media skills. He seamlessly handled the details in a
professional and timely manner. It should also be noted Bob willingly gave up his
holiday to attend the event. Bob truly helped make the Veteran's Day Ceremony a very
successful event.
Bob is an asset to the Media and Communications office, and he exemplifies the
exceptional City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:jrc

l\zurichlshared\CityCounciIIStewartICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence144memo Lorch LeUer of Commen9ation.doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

November 19, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer

I would like to commend Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer, for his
exemplary performance representing the City of Moreno Valley at the March Healthcare
meeting at the offices of Best, Best and Krieger on November 12, 2009. Lori Stone,
Executive Director March JPA, advised me that Chris provided excellent representation
defending the City on the March Healthcare issues. The positive outcome of the
meeting is a testament to Chris' ability to professionally address difficult regional issues.
Chris is an asset to the Public Works Department, and he exemplifies the exceptional
City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:jrc

l\zurichlsharedlCityCouncitIStewartICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence146memo Vogt Letter of Commendation. doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

November 19, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Meleisa Mendonca,

r. Graphics Designer

I would like to commend Meleisa Mendonca, Sr. Graphics Designer, for her exceptional
job performance in helping to provide the graphics for the 2009 Veterans Day
Ceremony held on November 11, 2009. The .event was very well organized, in large
part due to Meleisa's excellent graphics skills. She seamlessly handled the details in a
professional and timely manner. It should also be noted Meleisa willingly gave up her
holiday to attend the event. Meleisa truly helped make the Veteran's Day Ceremony a
very successful event.
Meleisa is an asset to the Media and Communications office, and she exemplifies the
exceptional City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:jrc

l\zurichlsharedlCityCounciIIStewartICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence143memo Mendonca Letter of Commendation. doc

MV00225028

Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Fredertck Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 10, 2009

Ms. Laurie Phillips
The Arts Group of Moreno Valley (TAG)
14703 Grandview Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Re: 2009 Mayor's City Celebration Gala
Dear Ms. Kell:
On behalf of the City of MorenoValley and the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce, we would like to thank The Arts Group of Moreno Valley (TAG) for
the artwork display at the Mayor's Gala. It was a wonderful exhibit featuring a
wide-variety of pieces by talented artists from our community.
We appreciate TAG's willingness to support the Chamber and the Boy Scouts.
Your participation in this annual event allowed us to raise much needed funds for
the Boy Scouts of America Inland Empire Council - 5 Nations District.

Sincerely,

scar Valdaperia
PresidenUCEO
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce

MV00225029

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 10, 2009

Ms. Janelle Kell
15371 Avenida De Portugal
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Re: 2009 Mayor's City Celebration Gala
Dear Ms. Kell:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley and the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce, we would like to thank you for performing at the Mayor's Gala on
October 17. Your rendition of Somewhere Over the Rainbow was beautiful and
enjoyed by everyone in attendance. Caring citizens like you, make it possible to
hold successful events such as this year's Gala.
We appreciate your willingness to support the Chamber and the Boy Scouts.
Your participation in this annual event allowed us to raise much needed funds for
the Boy Scouts of America Inland Empire Council - 5 Nations District.

Ric~l!l£~

Mayor
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Oscar Valdaperia
Moreno Valley Chamber President/CEO
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. Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.eeLus

November 10, 2009

Mr. Bob Miller
23920 Pine Field Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Re: 2009 Mayor's City Celebration Gala
DeaZMr.
M' er:

C1J ~

~

/M1w.E,Q.!

On
half of the City of Moreno Valley and the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce, we would like to thank you for emceeing the Mayor's Gala on
October 17. You did a fantastic job of emceeing and serving as the auctioneer,
and because of your invaluable contributions, the evening went smoothly. Caring
citizens like you, make it possible to hold successful events such as this year's
Gala.
Also, thank you for the generous donation of the day of sailing out of San Diego
on a Catalina sailing yacht. We appreciate your willingness to support the
Chamber and the Boy Scouts. Your participation in this annual event allowed us
to raise much needed funds for the Boy Scouts of America Inland Empire Council
- 5 Nations District.
We look forward to working with you in the future.

~~

Oscar Valdapena
President/CEO
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce

/

MV00225031

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.LIS

November 10, 2009

Stake President David Norman
Church of Jesus Christ pf Latter-Day Saints
21334 Shakespeare Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Re: 2009 Mayor's City Celebration Gala
Dear Stake President Norman:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley and the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce, we would like to thank you for offering the invocation at the Mayor's
Gala on October 17. We appreciate your invaluable contribution to the evening.
We appreciate your Willingness to support the Chamber and the Boy Scouts.
Your participation in this annual event allowed us to raise much needed funds for
the Boy Scouts of America Inland Empire Council - 5 Nations District.
Sincerely,

Mayor
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce

(-? S.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 10, 2009

Ms. Suzi Zuppardo
Dancing Images Dance Center
24594 Sunnymead Blvd., Suite R
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re: 2009 Mayor's City Celebration Gala
Dear Ms. Zuppardo:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley and the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce, we would like to thank you for the wonderful entertainment at the
Mayor's Gala on October 17. Your troupe did a fantastic job, and because of
your invaluable contribution, the evening was energized and enjoyable. Caring
citizens like you, make it possible to hold successful events such as this year's
Gala.
We appreciate your willingness to support the Chamber and. the Boy Scouts.
Your participation in this annual event allowed us to raise much needed funds for
the Boy Scouts of America Inland Empire Council - 5 Nations District.
You have very talented students.
enjoyed their performances.

Please let them know how much everyone

I Vvlt2eS~£1)

Sincerely,

1/1

...

Oscar Valdapena
Pres~denUCEO

Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce

MV00225033

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.LI5

November 12, 2009

Sgt. Ralph Rico
Moreno Valley Police Department
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Sgt. Rico:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for playing Taps at the Veterans
Day Ceremony honoring the bravery and sacrifices of veterans who have defended and
protected our freedom. I appreciate that you took the time out of their busy schedule to
join me and the council members to take part in the ceremony.
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Office of the Mayor
Cit)' Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2009

Pamela LeBlanc, Col. USAFR
452 MSG/CC
1261 Graeber St., Suite 3
March Air Reserve Base, Ca 92518
Dear Col. LeBlanc:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the March Air Reserve Base Color
Guard for their participation in the Veterans Day Ceremony honoring the bravery and
sacrifices of veterans who have defended and protected our freedom. I appreciate that
the members of the Color Guard took the time out of their busy schedules to join me
and the council members to take part in the ceremony.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.l(s

November 12, 2009

Pastor Lacy K. Sykes, Jr.
Cross Word Christian Church
14950 Riverside Dr.
Riverside, CA 92518
Dear Pastor Sykes:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in the Veterans
Day Ceremony honoring the bravery and sacrifices of veterans who have defended and
protected our freedom. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy schedule to
offer the invocation at the ceremony.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.lls

November 12, 2009

Mr. Frank Lopez
25220 Atwood Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mr. Lopez:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the Knights of Columbus,
A.F. Chelbana Assembly for their participation in the Veterans Day Ceremony honoring
the bravery and sacrifices of veterans who have defended and protected our freedom. It
was an honor to lay the wreath with the Knights of Columbus, and I appreciate that
gentlemen took the time out of their busy schedules to join me and the council members
to take part in the ceremony.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Fredelick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca. u.s

November 12, 2009

Bishop Randy Triplett
Victory Temple of Deliverance Ministries
23932 Alessandro Blvd., Ste. G
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Bishop Triplett:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
September 22, 2009.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.LIS

November 12, 2009

Pastor Rowland Nwosu
Imani Praise Fellowship
24525 Iris Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Pastor Nwosu:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
October 13, 2009.

cam
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, 0\ 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

November 12, 2009

Pastor Cathy Coiozzo
Renewed Life Fellowship
12625 Frederick St., Ste 1-5, 415
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-2838
Dear Pastor Coiozzo:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
October 27,2009.
Sincer
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

wwwmoreno-valley.ca.us

November 12,2009

Pastor Ronderick Henry
New Direction Community Church
25920 Iris Avenue, Suite 13A-113
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Pastor Henry:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
November 10, 2009.
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick SLreet
PO. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www moreno-valley. ca. tiS

November 12, 2009

Pastor Paul M. Cunningham
Calvary Baptist Church
14137 Business Center Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9101
Dear Pastor Cunningham:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
September 8,2009.
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

October 8,2009

www.moreno-vaBey.ca.us

Mr. Bob Alvarado, Chair
California Transportation Commission
1120 N Street
Room 2221 (MS-52)
Sacramento, CA 95814

SUBJECT: Request for Affirmative Vote: Proposition 1B State Local Partnership
Competitive Grant Program - Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements, City of
Moreno Valley
Dear Chairman Alvarado and Members of the Transportation Commission:
As Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley, I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the
CTC staff recommendation to fund the Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements Project under the
competitive portion of the Proposition 1B State Local Partnership Program (SLF~P). When
complete, this project (one mile in length) will provide three full travel lanes, turn pockets,
bus turnouts, emergency access, street lighting/signing/striping, full sidewalks, trail right-ofway, extensive landscaping and provisions for future traffic signals for a major link in the
City's circulation network.
In addition to the technical benefits of this project which were described in the project
application, these improvements to Eucalyptus Avenue are important to the City for other
reasons as well. As development of Moreno Valley moves ahead, road projects such as
Eucalyptus Avenue will serve to stimulate the growth of the community and will facilitate the
development of critical jobs-producing projects throughout the growing east end of our City.
For example, one of the first new projects in the area is estimated to provide 2,500
permanent employees, 1,100 .construction jobs, and $157 million in economic benefits to
the region.
For these reasons, I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the Proposition 1B SLPP
funding recommendations. If you have any questions, please contact me at
8.

c: Council Members
City Manager

MV00225043

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frecie..tjl:k Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

October 8, 2009

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Mr. Bob Alvarado, Chair
California Transportation Commission
1120 N Street
Room 2221 (MS-52)
Sacramento, CA 95814

SUBJECT:

Request for Affirmative Vote: Proposition 1B State Local Partnership Competitive
Grant Program - Cactus Avenue Street Improvement Project, City of Moreno Valley

Dear Chairman Alvarado and Members of the Transportation Commission:
As Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley, I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the CTC staff
recommendation to fund the Cactus A venue Street Improvement Project under the competitive
portion of the Proposition 1B State Local Partnership Program (SLPP).
Cactus Avenue is one of the most important arterial highway links in the City's Circulation Plan. It
extends east-west through the south-central portion of the City and provides a direct link to the
regional freeway system with an intersection with Interstate 215 at its westerly end and a
connection to several north-south roadways that connect to State Route 60. The route serves as a
primary commuter link across Moreno Valley.
When complete, the Cactus Avenue Street Improvement Project will result in nearly a mile of
significant improvements, including:
•
•
•
•

Removal of sub-standard paving, replacing it with four full travel lanes, traffic signals, and
parkways.
Construction of much-needed sidewalks, providing safe, new pedestrian linkages for area
residents.
Construction of three new bus turnouts to allow the public transit system to substantially
improve its service to the community.
Substantial widening of the existing roadway, which is adjacent to the Regional Medical
Center, to allow for improved traffic circulation, pedestrian circulation, safety enhancements
and public access to emergency services.

For these reasons, I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the Proposition 1B SLPP funding
recommendations. If you have any questions, please contact me at

~' ti ;2;;;;--

Mr.~~wart

Mayor

c: Council Members
City Manager

MV00225044

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
POBox 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

wwwmoreno-valleyca.u5

August 31, 2009

Bishop KD Mercer
Bethesda Int'l Ministries
P.O. Box 1696
24281 Postal Ave., Suite 110
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Dear Bishop Mercer:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
August 25.

Sin~ (:f.Z:;~
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, (A 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.LL5

August 31, 2009

Pamela LeBlanc, Col, USAFR
452 MSG/CC
1261 Graeber St., Suite 3
March Air Reserve Base, CA 92518
Re: March Air Reserve Base Color Guard
Dear Col. LeBlanc:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the March Air Reserve Base Color
Guard for the Presentation of Colors at the 2009 State of the City Luncheon. I
appreciate that the members of the Color Guard took the time out of their busy
schedules to join me and the council members to take part in the lunch~on.
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AORENO VALLEY
RE CE'IYED

09 AUG 10 PM 3: 17
July 20, 2009

Office of the Mayor ~
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Subject: Soboba Classic Nationwide Tour Golf Tournament
Dear Community Leader:
Thank you for your previous support of the Annual Mayor's Cup Golf Tournament in the City of
Moreno Valley, benefiting the New Main Library. Because of your past participation, we are excited to
inform you of a new opportunity to enj~ tournament golf while helping to improve the quality of life for
our community.

L-

The inaugural Soboba Classic golf tournament will be a premier event on the Nationwide Tour. From
September 28 through October 4, 2009, golf stars of tomorrow will compete to advance to the PGA
Tour. With a million-dollar purse, the Soboba Classic in San Jacinto is one of only three events on the
2009 Nationwide Tour to offer this amount of prize money.
The Classic's "Tickets Fore Charity" program provides local non-profit organizations the opportunity to
sell tickets to this tournament. They will be able to keep 100% of the ticket revenues generated by
their efforts, thus allowing each participating charity to more fully impact the quality of life in their
respective communities.
The Moreno Valley Friends of the Library is selling tickets to this special event. Weekly grounds
tickets are only $25 per person-this ticket covers all seven days of events, including the Junior Golf
Clinic, professional practice rounds, the Pro-Am, all tournament tee times, Golf Channel broadcasts, a
free pancake breakfast on Sunday, and more! Free parking and shuttles will be provided. Children 12
and under are FREE with an adult ticket holder.
I invite and encourage you to purchase tickets now for this event, using the enclosed order form or
online. Please make sure your order designates the Moreno Valley Friends of the Library as the
participating charity in order for this organization to receive the ticket sale proceeds. This is especially
important if purchasing online at www.sobobaclassic.net (click on "Tickets Fore Charity"). With prices
this affordable, grounds tickets would make great gifts for family, friends, and business associates, as
well as prizes for business promotions and other incentives.
I hope that you will be able to support the Moreno Valley Friends of the Library by purchasing tickets
to this year's tournament. The Soboba Classic will be more than just a golf tournament; it will be a
community-wide celebration with something for everyone. Please see the enclosed flyer for additional
details.
Thank you for your support and your contribution.

7itiJ
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Mayor
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Your Benefiting Charity:
Moreno Valle Friends of the Liblalr.

.i
,1

.......

Organization Representative: _ _J_u_d--JII....y_N_i_e_h_u_r-,g=---e_r __
How to Order:
1. Order Online www.sobobaclassic.net {click on the
Tickets to pay by Credit Card (Discover, MasterCard, Visa,
American Express).
2. Fax credit card orders to (951 ) 654-6068 OR enclose
order form with check and mail to the address below.

.

Order Your Tickets Todav!
Phone:

Fax:

Name:
Company: ________~___________________________
Address' ____________________________________

www.sobobaclassic.net

City, State, Zip: ______________________________

SEPTEMBER 28TH- OCTOBER 4TH

- - Must match billing address on Credit Card _ ••

E-mail Address:
Phone: _____________________________________
Tickets will be mailed to you after August 15th, 2009
Ticket orders received after September 5th will be available for pick-up in WILL
CALL at the Tournament Office at the Country Club at Soboba Springs, starting
September 28th.

Type of Ticket

Advance Price

Oty_

Total

Weekly Grounds $25 ..................... x _______ = $ ______

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH
All Day
Professional Practice Rounds, The Country Club at
Soboba Springs
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29TH
All Day
Professional Practice Rounds, The Country Club at
Soboba Springs
4:00pm
The Junior Golf Clinic presented by______ ,
The Country Club at Soboba Springs
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH
6:30am & 11 :30am The
Pro-Am,
At The Country Club at Soboba Springs
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1ST
SOBOBA CLASSIC

10-Pack Grounds Only $200 ......... x ______ = $ ________
($50 savings)

Total: $_ _ __

7:00am-8:30am 1st round, morning tee times
11 :OOam-12:30pm 1st round, afternoon tee times
2:30pm-5:00pm The Golf Channel Broadcast

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2ND
SOBOBA CLASSIC

~t::::JS::J.~~

Form of Payment:(circle one) ~~~.~Check
Checks payable to: Soboba Classic.
Credit Card

7:00am-8:30am
2nd round, morning tee times
11 :OOam-12:30pm 2nd round, afternoon tee times
2:30pm-5:00pm
The Golf Channel Broadcast

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3RD

#: _________________________________

SOBOBA CLASSIC

8:00am-5:00pm
2:30pm-5:00pm

Exp:

3rd round
The Golf Channel Broadcast

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4TH
Signature: __________________________________

LOG ON TO:
MAIL:

www.sobobaclassic_net

Soboba Classic
Attn: Ticket Order
1020 Soboba Road
San Jacinto, CA 92583

FAX:

(

SOBOBA CLASSIC

8:00am-10:30am Valley-Wide Recreation & Park District Pancake
Breakfast FREE to ALL Weekly Grounds Ticket
Holders
8:00am-4:00pm Final round (exact times subject to change)
2:30pm-5:00pm The Golf Channel Broadcast
4:30pm
Awards Ceremony, 18th Green

FREE Parking & Shuttles at the Soboba casino
PHONE:

Kids 12 & Under FREEl with Adult TIcket Holder

Your Benefiting Charity Thanks You for Your Order!
MV00225048

September 28th - October 4th

, . The Countr,Y Club at Soboba Springs
The inaugural Soboba Classic Nationwide Tour golf
tournament will provide our area with the chance to see some of
the best golf action in Southern california. The tournament will
have the future stars of tomorrow playing for their chance to
advance to the PGA TOUR in the race for the25. The golf
tournament will also provide the spectators a great opportunity
to visit the Country Club at Soboba Springs and enjoy the
sunshine, food and refreshments. The Soboba Classic will be
partiCipating in the Tickets Fore Charity program for the weekly
grounds passes. Participating local charity organizations will be
selling tickets to the event. Best of all, each organization gets to
keep 100% of their ticket sales. Together with your help, we
are striving for new heights with respect to the tournament's
impact on the community and the charities in the area.
Each organization selling tickets will also participate in
the $10,000 Bonus Pool provided by the SOBOBA ClASSIC. The
Bonus Pool is divided amongst the benefiting charities based on
each organization's percentage of total ticket revenue from the
TICKETS Fore CHARITY program. As you can imagine, this is an
incredible opportunity to support your favorite non-profit
organization that positively impacts the quality of life in the
Valley.
FACT:

-

--,.,

... -- -- - - ...

~

You are improving the
quality of life for
children and families in
Southern California
communities!

The Soboba ClaSSic will be a
premier event on the
Nationwide Tour. The field is
always competitive as the
stars of tomorrow on the
PGA TOUR take one more
step toward their lifelong
dreams!
The Soboba Classic will be

Making the community a
better place to live, the
2009 Soboba Classic will
provide great entertainment, Tour golf action
and give back to local
charities.

100% of the
proceeds from
this ticket sale
goes directly
to your
favorite
charity!

more than just a golf tournament, it is a community wide
celebration with something for everyone.
From the
always popular Junior Clinic on Tuesday, to the fun and
relaxed atmosphere of the Pro-Am on Wednesday we are
just getting warmed up. Thursday the professionals start
battling for the coveted title of Champion. The on-course
concession areas and activities open Thursday to all
spectators to enjoy throughout the tournament. You will
want to be at the Country Club at Soboba Springs Sunday
morning for the Valley-Wide Recreation & Park
District Pancake Breakfast and stay for the afternoon as
we crown the new champion. You 'might even end up on
television, as The Golf Channel will broadcast to 110
million subscribers internationally.
We certainly hope you will be able to support your
favorite organization by purchasing tickets to this year's
tournament. The Soboba Classic will be more than just a
golf tournament, it will be a
communitywide celebration
with something for everyone.
Don't wait.. .complete the
order form and begin
improving the quality of life for
our community today!

www.sobobaclassic.net

(clicl< on the Ticl<etsl
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

July 26, 2009

Michael E. Herrick
13052 Gershwin Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Dear Michael:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding; and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.
Sincer y,

iCh~~~J

Mayor
cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

July 26, 2009

Matthew S. Herrick
13052 Gershwin Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Dear Matthew:
Congratulations on having attained the rank of Eagle Scout.
I know that many years of dedication, long hours of hard work, and the desire to
reach a goal that very few boys entering Scouting ever do is a testament to your
tenacity, fortitude and leadership ability.
Because you have endeavored to excel early in life, you are going to find your
future to be bright, full of challenges, rewarding, and bringing honor to yourself
and especially to your parents. It is they that have helped you every step of the
way and it is they that will fill with pride as they follow their son's future
accomplishments.
Know that you have joined an elite group of men and having done so, you will
always be able to hold your head high as you take the walk of life to your destiny.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

July 15, 2009

Pastor Mark Avila
Calvary Chapel of Moreno Valley
11960 Pettit Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-5328
Dear Pastor Avila:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, July 14.

cam
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Direc or

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor

D.ate:

July 6, 2009

Subject:

4th

of July - Family FunFest 2009

I would like to take th!s opportunity to compliment the Parks & Community Services staff
and volunteers for another successful Family FunFest. The parade was a smooth
operation; the first Moreno Valley Idol Competition showcased the outstanding talent in
our community, the appearance by Hotel California was entertaining; and as
anticipated, the fireworks were fantastic.
I know that this event doesn't happen accidentally. It's the dedication and hard work of
the staff and volunteers that make it possible for our residents to celebrate the 4th of July
in a safe and family-oriented atmosphere.
My wife and I enjoyed the concert, and I would like to personally thank the Parks &
Community Services staff and volunteers for a job well done!
c: Council Members
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
RAS:cam
l\zurich\SharedICityCounciIIStewartICorrespondence\2009 Correspondence\24mem McCarty 4th of July.doc
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City Hall
14177 Freclerick Street
EO. Box 88005
Moreno Valle)" CA 92552-0805

www.l1Io/.l:l1o-valley.ca. tiS

July 6, 2009

Jane Kurtz
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460

Subject:

Letter in Support of the Climate Showcase Communities Grant Application
for Funding from the Environmental Protection Agency's Grant Funds

Dear Ms. Kurtz:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to support the Western Riverside Council of Governments
(WRCOG) in their submittal of the Climate Showcase Communities Grant proposal to examine
how to incorporate rooftop gardens into city, commercial, and residential infrastructure, develop a
pilot project in western Riverside County, and create an outreach program to assist government,
commercial, and residential building owners with rooftop garden installation.
The program will encompass a comprehensive analysis of the maximization of greenhouse gas
reduction potential of rooftop gardens, create a pilot program that would contract the installation
of rooftop gardens, and create an outreach program. The program would benefit western
Riverside County because it would reduce greenhouse gas emissions and provide property owners
with an energy efficient opportunity.
Again I am pleased to support the submission of this proposal, and I urge your consideration of
WRCOG's Climate Showcase Communities Grant Application. If you have any questions
regarding t . correspondence please feel free to contact me at 951.413.3008.

c:

City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

MV00225054

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 24, 2009

Pastor Ted Collins
Renewed Life Fellowship
12625 Frederick St., Ste 1-5,415
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-2838
Dear Pastor Collins:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
June 23, 2009.

cam
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/C y Engineer

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

June 15, 2009

Subject:

Stuart Sheldon, Dan Monto, Ralph Scharffenberg

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Stuart Sheldon, Dan Monto, and Ralph
Scharffenberg for attending the recent meeting that was held with Hidden Springs'
residents. Their knowledge of the subject was invaluable, and the attendees greatly
appreciated their presence. The fact that these gentlemen took time out of their day on
their own time speaks volumes as to their dedication to the citizens of Moreno Valley.
Thank you again for an outstanding job!
RAS:jrc

c: lCC)qrw.iF~J)f[i'tt~r:27
City Manager

MV00225056

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Chief John Anderson

Frol1t

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

June 15, 2009

Subject:

Sgt. Donovan Brooks and Officer Victor Pierson

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Sgt. Brooks and Officer Pierson for
attending the recent meeting that was held with Hidden Springs' residents. Their
knowledge of the subject was invaluable, and the attendees greatly appreciated their
presence. The fact that these gentlemen took time out of their day on their own time
speaks volumes as to their dedication to the citizens of Moreno Valley.
Thank you again for an outstanding job!
RAS:jrc
c: Q!ouncil fV1e.Jjit5e f s,
City Manager
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Council Members

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

June 22, 2009

Subject:

Police Budget Issues

This is for informational purposes only and should not be discussed
between council members.
I am concerned that in our fast-moving efforts to reduce all department budgets that not
enough careful consideration has been given to exactly what the consequences of our
actions may be.
The police overtime money is spent 'surgically" to apply police emphasis to specific
problems and programs, problems and programs that may not be "24/1" but in fact are
random or only occasional.
The fact that ALL of the police cuts are in programs that DIRECTLY affect the public as
opposed to the fire cuts which are merely shifting of firefighters' work schedules
concerns me.
The police department came up with $400,000 in budget cuts then found out that their
ENTI RE overtime budget was also at risk of being cut.
If the Police Chief had been told of a fixed amount of budget cuts he was tasked with,
he most likely would have come up with other cuts, other than ones that eliminate vital
and very important special enforcement programs.
I am also concerned that in effect there are NO cuts in ANY fire department program or
employees. If we were to truly be fair about this we would seek to reduce our truck
company staffing and go to 3 staff per truck, or in the alternative to reduce a truck to an
engine with 3 firefighters versus 4.
The Park Ranger program is another concern of mine as we created this program to
deal with a specific problem: gangs and unruly people in our parks that were making our

MV00225058
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Memo to Council Members
Re: Police Budget Issues
June 22, 2009
Page 2
residents uncomfortable to use the parks with their families. This program has worked
and our park issues have been greatly reduced. To now reduce this program may be to
jeopardize the safety of our parks. I suggest filling at least ONE of the two vacant Park
ranger positions and then check back in 6 months to see what effect if any this has on
park safety.
I am opposed to eliminating BOTH vacant positions. Already I have heard of gang
issues in our parks (Gateway Park, District #2, last Friday during the day).
We NEED the Citizens Patrol and Anti-graffiti programs. We NEED the additional
special anti-robbery and business patrol as well as the special vice operations the
overtime money supports.
cam
c: Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
l\zurichlsharedlCityCouncillStewartlCorrespondencel2009 Correspondence122memo Budget.doc
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Office oj the Mayor
CityHaU
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
. Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.morcno-valleyca.us

June 18, 2009

Pamela LeBlanc, Col, USAFR
452 MSG/CC
1261 Graeber St., Suite 3
March Air Reserve Base, CA 92518
Re: March Air Reserve Base Color Guard
Dear Col. LeBlanc:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the March Air Reserve Base Color
Guard for participating in the 2009 Memorial Day Ceremony honoring the. men and
women who gave their lives to protect our freedoms in this country. I appreciate that
the members of the Color Guard took the time. out of their busy schedules to join me
and the council members to take part in the ceremony.

I

tJ.

Richard A. S ewart
Mayor
cam
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Page 1 of 1
;It . . . .

Cindy Miller
From: Laura Froehlich [flagproud@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 20093:49 PM
To:

Cindy Miller

Hi Cindy,

I finally heard back on who a letter would go to for the March Color

Guard ... direct the letter to:
Pamela LeBlanc, Col, USAFR
452 MSG/CC
1261 Graeber St., Suite 3

(

March ARB CA 92518

she is the commander for the Color Guard ...
I am still trying to find out who does the bracelets ...
·thanks
Laura

Dell Day's of Deals! June 15-24 - A N~w peal Eve[Y.dayJ

6118/2009
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valleyca.us

June 10, 2009

Pastor McTigue
Calvary Chapel of Moreno Valley
11960 Pettit St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-5328
Dear Pastor McTigue:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer t~e invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday, June 9.

sinfrZ t1.~

RiChard~rt

Mayor
cam
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

WIVW, moreno-valley ca. us

June 5, 2009

Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Cannon House Office Building, Room 104
United States House of Representatives
Washington D.C. 20515
Subject:

Committee Report Funding for Moreno Valley Public Safety Program

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
We understand that, thanks to your efforts, the Department of Commerce, Justice, and
Science Appropriations Act for 2010 includes $500,000 for the City of Moreno Valley's Gang
Prevention Programs. As you know, these programs help ensure the safety of our residents
by aggressively targeting any gang presence in our community.
While this appropriation is still preliminary and we realize that the proposed budget act is
subject to change, please accept our sincere appreciation for your efforts on behalf of the
Moreno Valley community. The Police Department's gang prevention programs are a
critical part of our public safety efforts and we appreciate your continued support.

c:

Members of the City Council
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
John Anderson, Police Chief

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Mark Troast, District Director, Congresswoman Bono's Office

MV00225063
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June 8, 2009
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www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Cecilia Arias, Community Benefit Health Manager
Public Affairs
Kaiser Foundation Hospitals, Riverside Medical Center
11080 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92505

Subject:

Local Partnership Grant Program

Dear Ms. Arias:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I want to thank you for inviting the City to apply
for the Healthy Eating, Active Living (HEAL) Local Partnership Grants Program.
The City values our continued partnership with Kaiser Permanente and truly appreciates
all of the positive contributions that the Kaiser Permanente organization has made to
our community. I understand that the goal of the HEAL Local Partnership Grants
Program is to address the nation's obesity epidemic by transforming "neighborhoods,
schools, workplaces, and health care settings so that physical activity is part of daily life
and healthy food is accessible and affordable." The City of Moreno Valley is excited
about this opportunity to partner with you in this endeavor and I know that City staff is
already discussing possible programs and policies for grant consideration.
Thank you again for including Moreno Valley in the invitation to apply for participation in
the HEAL grants program. We look forward to working with you.

c: Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Karen S. Roberts,

~ublic

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Relations Director, Kaiser Foundation Hospitals

MV00225064

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valle)~ CA 92552-0805

WWloV,

moreno-valley. ca. us

June 2,2009

Pastor Ted Collins
Renewed Life Fellowship
12625 Frederick St., Suite 1-5
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-2838
Dear Pastor Collins:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in the Memorial
Day Ceremony honoring the men and women who gave their lives to protect our
freedoms in this country. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy schedule to
offer the invocation at the ceremony.

cam
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005

Moreno Valle)~ CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

June 2,2009

Mr. Frank Lopez
25520 Atwood Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mr. Lopez:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank the Knights of Columbus A.F. Chelbana Assembly for participating in the 2009 Memorial Day Ceremony honoring
the men and women who gave their lives to protect our freedoms in this country. It was
an honor to lay the wreath with the Knights, and I appreciate that these gentlemen took
the time out of their busy schedules to join me and the council members to take part in
the ceremony.
Sinc el,

IcJ~&.

ctiard
Mayor

.

;'ewart

cam
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Transp',ortation Coalition Letter

Page 1 of 1

Cindy Miller
From:

Jennifer Whiting [jwhiting@cacities.org]

Sent:

Monday, June 08, 20094:43 PM

To:

Jennifer Whiting

Subject:

Transportation Coalition Letter

Attachments: June 2009 Joint Coalition Letter N042Borrowing 6.5.09.pdf
Thank you for signing onto the coalition letter in opposition to the taking and/or borrowing of the gas tax and Prop 42.
Attached is the final letter that has been delivered to the Legislature and Governor. We are still receiving responses from
cities who wish to sign on, so we may send an updated letter later this week. If that is the case, I will send another copy
to you.
«June 2009 Joint Coalition Letter N042Borrowing 6.5.09.pdf»

Jennifer Whiting

Legislative Representative
League of California Cities

6/8/2009

MV00225067
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Coalition Against Fiscally Reckless
Diversion of Gas Tax Funds
California Alliance for Jobs
Transportation California
California State Council of Laborers
California Conference of Carpenters

June 5, 2009

Operating Engineers Local Union NO.3
Associated General Contractors (AGC)
California Transit Association
Self Help Counties Coalition
League of California Cities

Assembly Member Noreen Evans
Vice Chair, Joint Budget Conference Committee
State Capitol, Room 6026
Sacramento, CA 95814

California State Association of Counties
California Association of Councils of
Governments
Regional Council of Rural Counties
AAA Northern California
Automobile Club of Southern California

Re: Borrowing Gas Taxes to Close the Budget Gap is Fiscally
Reckless
Dear Assembly Member Evans:

California Teamsters Public Affairs Council
Teamsters Union Local 952
California Business Properties Association
Golden State Builders Exchanges
American Council of Engineering
Companies
Engineering & Utilities Contractors
Association
Professional Engineers in California
Government
Engineering & General Contractors
Association .

We urge you to reject any proposal to take and/or borrow gas tax funds
to use for general fund purposes. Proposals on the table to take
outright more than $900 million in gas taxes directly from local
governments, as well as suspending Prop. 42 funding protections, will
not help solve the State's budget crisis. Instead, such borrowing and
raids will put thousands of construction workers out of work and onto
state social services, will make future budgeting more difficult, and will
kill the job creation and revenue generation that result from
infrastructure investment.

Construction Industry Air Quality Coalition
Orange County Business Council

•

California would lose out on the creation of tens of thousands
of jobs and billions in economic activity at the worst possible
time. Every $1 billion invested in infrastructure generates $5 billion
in economic activity and 18,000 jobs. Much of this economic activity
is put immediately to work -- as contracts are awarded, contractors
begin purchasing equipment and materials, hiring workers, paying
payroll, and generating sales and income taxes to state and local
governments. Borrowing gas tax funds - even temporarily - will
result in thousands of job losses, billions in lost economic activity,
millions in lost revenues for the state, and added pressure on state
coffers to pay unemployment and other benefits for those who lost
their jobs.

•

Infrastructure investment builds a stronger economy. Because
of the dire economic situation, construction contractors are more
competitive than ever. Contractors are currently bidding at 20 to 40
percent under engineers' estimate'on public works projects.
California is getting the best value it has in many years on
infrastructure investment and should be doing more, not less, to
stimulate our economy through investing in public works.

•

Borrowing gas tax funds now will plunge the state deeper in
debt later - requiring billions of dollars in repayment in just
three years. Any borrowing of gas tax funds must be repaid in
three years when experts predict California will still be facing multibillion dollar deficits.

Silicon Valley Leadership Group
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce
Bay Area Council
Contra Costa Council
Southern California Contractors
Association
Sacramento Transportation Authority
Ventura County Contractors Association
Sonoma County Transportation Authority
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
EI Dorado County Transportation
Commission
Solano Transportation Authority
Transportation Authority of Marin
San Mateo County Transit District
San Mateo County Transportation Authority
Caltrain
City/County Association of Governments of
San Mateo County
Santa Barbara County Association of
Governments
The 50 Mobility Partnership
Humboldt Builders' Exchange
Granite Construction
Teichert Construction
DeSilva Gates Construction
Alcorn Fence Company
Arrowhead Central Credit Union
Tavaglione Construction and Development,
Inc.
Jezowski & Markel Contractors. Inc
Signature Properties
CH2M Hill

MV00225068

Coalitio~

Against Fiscally Reckless Diversion of Gas Tax Funds
Letter
Page 2

.~ Joint

•

Permanently diverting the local share of the gas tax has serious long-term
consequences. The local share of the gas tax is the lifeline for counties and cities
struggling to maintain the vast local transportation system. Any permanent erosion of
existing funding levels will jeopardize public works departments and their mission to respond
to the mobility and safety needs of the public and strangle economic activity that requires
the efficient movement of goods and people.

•

Raiding transportation funding goes against the will of voters. Twice voters
overwhelmingly supported measures to guarantee the state sales tax on gasoline goes to
road improvements. Any proposals to borrow or repeal funding dedicated to transportation
ignore the clear mandate set by voters. In 2006, 77% of voters approved Proposition 1A,
preventing the state from using sales taxes on gasoline for non-transportation purposes.

•

Raiding gas tax funds disproportionately impacts the construction industry, its
employees and contractors. The construction industry is already facing 20%
unemployment due to the global recession. Local governments across the state are already
laying off public works staff. Raiding all of the state sales tax on gas would
disproportionately impact an industry that is already reeling and could literally put many
contractors and public works departments out of business.

Using gas tax funds for infrastructure improvements, as intended by the voters, is the fiscally
responsible choice that will provide both short and long-term economic stimulus to expedite our
economic recovery. We strongly urge you to continue to use gas tax funds for the purposes they
were intended and reject any proposals to borrow, divert or outright raid these funds.
Respectfully,
Jim Earp, Executive Director
California Alliance for Jobs
Jose Mejia, Director
California State Council of Laborers
Tom Holsman, CEO
Associated General Contractors - California
Jim Santangelo, Chairman
California Teamsters Public Affairs Council
Patrick D. Kelly, Secretary-Treasurer
Teamsters Union Local 952
Rex Hime, President & CEO
California Business Properties Association
Keith Woods, President
Golden State Builders Exchanges
Paula LaBrie, Legislative Counsel
AAA Northern California
Tim Chang, Legislative Counsel
Automobile Club of Southern California
Mark Watts, Executive Director
Transportation California

Danny Curtin, Director
California Conference of Carpenters
Russ Burns, Business Manager
Operating Engineers Local Union NO.3
Joshua W. Shaw, Executive Director
California Transit Association
Keith Dunn, Executive Director
Self Help Counties Coalition
Chris McKenzie, Executive Director
League of California Cities
Paul Mcintosh, Executive Director
California State Association of Counties
Patricia Megason, Executive Vice President
Regional Council of Rural Counties
Rusty Selix, Executive Director
California Association of Councils of Governments
Paul Meyer, Executive Director
American Council of Engineering Companies,
California
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Tara McGovern, Director of Government
Relations
Engineering & Utilities Contractors Association
Mark Sheahan, President
Professional Engineers in California Government
Debbie Day, Executive Director
. Engineering & General Contractors
Association
Mike Lewis, Senior Vice President
Construction Industry Air Quality Coalition

Michael T. Burns, General Manager
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
Tony Harris, Chief Transportation Consultant
The 50 Mobility Partnership
Jim Spering, Chair
Solano Transportation Authority
Dianne Steinhauser, Executive Director
Transportation Authority of Marin

Lucy Dunn, President & CEO
Orange County Business Council

Mike Scanlon, General Manager/CEO
San Mateo County Transit District
San Mateo County Transportation Authority
Caltrain

Carl Guardino, President & CEO
Silicon Valley Leadership Group

Harry Armstrong, Chair
Fresno County Transportation Authority

Gary Toebben, President & CEO
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce

Larry Zarian, Former Chair
Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation
Authority

Jim Wunderman, President & CEO
Bay Area Council
Linda Best, President & CEO
Contra Costa Council
Bill Davis, Executive Vice President
Southern California Contractors Association
Jim Ryan, Executive Vice President
Associated General Contractors - San Diego
Richard Napier, Executive Director
City/County Association of Governments of
San Mateo County
Lupe Alvarez, Chairman
Santa Barbara County Association of
Governments
Robert Weich, Executive Director
Ventura County Contractors Association
Brian A. Williams, Executive Director
Sacramento Transportation Authority
Suzanne Smith, Executive Director
Sonoma County Transportation Authority

Charlene McCombs, Executive Director
Humboldt Builders' Exchange
Ken Kayser, President
Teichert Construction
William G. Dorey, President & CEO
Granite Construction
Richard B. Gates, President and General
Partner
DeSilva Gates Construction
Greg Erickson, President & CEO
Alcorn Fence Company
Larry R. Sharp, President & CEO
Arrowhead Central Credit Union
Joe Tavaglione, President
Tavaglione Construction and Development,
Inc.
Mike Barth, President
Jezowski & Markel Contractors, Inc.
Jim Ghielmetti, CEO
Signature Properties

Anthony Hernandez, Director of Government
Affairs
CH2M Hill

Kevin Johnson
Mayor, City of Sacramento

Kathryn Mathews, Executive Director
EI Dorado County Transportation Commission

Anthony (Tony) Spitaleri
Mayor, City of Sunnyvale
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Andrew J. Takata
Town Manager, Town of Yucca Valley

Peter Rogers
Mayor, City of Chino Hills

Thurston Smith
Mayor, City of Hesperia

Kelly J. Chastain
Mayor, City of Colton

Joseph Hughes
City Manager, City of Highland

Melanie Fesmire
Mayor, City of Indio

Rick Roelle
Mayor, Town of Apple Valley

Dennis Donohue
Mayor, City of Salinas

Ronald O. Loveridge
Mayor, City of Riverside

Ralph Rubio
Mayor, City of Seaside

Carol McKay
City Administrator, City of Dorris

Curt McBride
Mayor, City of Portola

Jan McClintock
City Manager, City of Colusa

Steve Nolan
Mayor, City of Corona

Rick Bosetli
Mayor, City of Redding

Scott Nassif
President, Desert Mountain Division, League
of California Cities

Steve Williams
City Manager, City of Palmdale
Pete Aguilar
Councilmember, City of Redlands
Melanie Fesmire
Mayor, City of Indio
Connie Gonsalves
Mayor, City of Jackson
Andrew T. Souza
City Manager, City of Fresno
Peter Towne
Mayor, City of Willows
Ken Hunt
City Manager, City of Fontana
Gary Thomasian
Mayor, City of Murrieta
Michael Sweeney
Mayor, City of Hayward
Kathleen J. DeRosa
Mayor, City of Cathedral City
Carol Martin
City Manager, City of Shasta Lake

Marlin H. "Skip" Davies
Mayor, City of Woodland
Gina Garbolino
Mayor, City of Roseville
Mike Parness
City Manager, City of Napa
Maggie Houlihan
Mayor, City of Encinitas
Richard A. Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
Crystal Crawford
Mayor, City of Del Mar
Cynthia Mathews
Mayor, City of Santa Cruz
Maryann Edwards
Mayor, City of Temecula
Ken Nordhoff
City Manager, City of San Rafael
Linda Vernon
Mayor, City of Tehachapi
Mark Wallace
Mayor, City of Dinuba

Pete Carr
Administrator, City of Biggs
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David D. Gustavson, PE·
Director of Public Works & Transportation,
City of Beverly Hills
David H Ready,
City Manager, Palm Springs

Gregory C. Devereaux
City Manager, City of Ontario
Don Adolph
Mayor, City of La Quinta
Gary Bric
Mayor, City of Burbank
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Cindy MiII~r
From:

Jennifer Whiting [jwhiting@cacities.org]

Sent:

Friday, June 05,2009 12:40 PM

To:

Cindy Miller

Cc:

David Willmon; William Batey; Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart; Robin Hastings; Bob
Gutierrez; Betsy Adams; Steve Elam; Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; richstew27@gellerandstewart.com

Subject: RE: Coalition Letter - Opposing transportation funds raids
Thank you. Mayor Stewart has been added to the letter.

Jennifer Whiting
Legislative Representative
League of California Cities

From: Cindy Miller [mailto:cindym@moval,org]
sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 11:24 AM
To: Jennifer Whiting
Cc: David Willmon; William Batey; Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart; Robin Hastings; Bob Gutierrez; Betsy
Adams; Steve Elam; Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; richstew27@gellerandstewart.com
Subject: FW: Coalition Letter - Opposing transportation funds raids

Good Morning:
I am responding on behalf of Mayor Stewart, who has requested to sign the coalition
letter opposing any raids or borrowing of local transportation funding (HUTA and Prop
42).

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
If you have any questions, please contact me.
Thank you.
Cindy

Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.

p. O. Box 88005

6/5/2009
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Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

. E: cindym@moval.org
w: www.moval.org

From: David Willmon [mailto:dwillmon@cacities.org]
Sent: Thursday, June 04, 2009 10:43 AM
To: A. Kay Vinson; Allyn Waggle; Christopher Escobedo; Danielle Coats; Darci Carranza; Genie Roberts; Jason Simpson;
Katie Barrows; Larry Parrish; Mark Wasserman; Rick Bishop; Rudy Graciano; Therese Vella-Finorio;
acarranza@coachella.org; bplumlee@la-quinta.org; dwillmon@cacities.org; dlane@cityofblythe.ca.gov;
. david.ready@palmsprings-ca.gov; dbradley@cathedralcity.gov; gsouthard@indio.org; gjohnson@cityofindianwells.org;
jwohlmuth@ci.palm-desert.ca.us; Igreen@cityofdhs.org; Iwilliams@coachella.org; osantana@la-quinta.org;
pscully@ci.palm-desert.ca.us; patrickp@ci.rancho-mirage.ca.us; rdaniels@cityofdhs.org; sbrown@coachella.org;
tbrown@coachella.org; tgenoves@la-quinta.org; adamsa@cityoftemecula.org; ggms@earthlink.net;
bmcclellan@sanjacintoca.us; bgraham@riversideca.gov; Betsy Adams; bbrady@lake-elsinore.org;
brad.robbins@ci.corona.ca.us; bambrose@murrieta.org; Brian Nakamura; gwentz@cityofmenifee.us;
greg.irvine@ci.corona.ca.us; jallred@ci.norco.ca.us; danielson.associates@gmail.com; Iwood@cityofhemet.org;
Imoss@cityofcanyonlake.com; morme@cityofhemet.org; Michelle Dawson; ranstine@cityofcalimesa.net; Raymond
Navera; rbelmudez@cityofperris.org; rdudley@murrieta.org; Bob Gutierrez; rcarr@cityofperris.org;
nelsons@cityoftemecula.org; ssullivan@riversideca.gov; Tamra Middlecamp; thults@sanjacintoca.us;
TDeSantis@riversideca.gov; Daryl Busch; Doug McAllister; Frank Hall; Ginny Foat; Karen Spiegel; Kathleen DeRosa;
Richard Kite; Robin Lowe; Ron Loveridge; Terry Henderson; Veronica Montecino; Yvonne Parks
· Subject: Coalition Letter - Opposing transportation funds raids

Colleagues Many of you are aware that the Legislative Analyst's Office has recommended that the state take
Highway Users Tax money and Prop. 42 transportation sales tax funds. Attached is a coalition letter
being circulated for signature in opposition to any raids or borrowing of local transportation funding
·(HUTA and Prop 42). If your city would like to sign onto this letter, please email the name of your
·organization, as well as the individual from your organization (and title) that you would like listed to
League legislative advocate Jennifer Whiting Uwhiting@cacities.org) by close of business on Friday,
June 5. Please CC me on your letter. Thank you.
Dave
«NoGasTaxRaids Coalition Letter - City Caucus.pdf»

Jennifer Whiting

Legislative Representative
League of California Cities

6/5/2009
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**Ifyour city would like to sign onto this letter, please email the name of your organization,
as well as the individual from your organization (and title) that you would like listed to Jennifer
Whiting (jwhiting@cacities.org) by close of business on June 5.

Coalition Against Fiscally Reckless
Diversion of Gas Tax Funds
June xx, 2009
Governor Schwarzenegger
Members, California Legislature
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Diverting and/or Borrowing Gas Taxes to Close the Budget Gap is Fiscally
Reckless
Dear Governor Schwarzenegger, Senators and Assembly Members:
We urge you to reject any proposal to take and/or borrow gas tax funds to use for general fund
purposes. California voters sent an unequivocal message to lawmakers on May 19: Deal with
the budget responsibly and provide long-term structural change. No more borrowing. No more
gimmicks.
Proposals on the table to take outright more than $900 million in gas taxes directly from local
governments, as well as suspending Prop. 42 funding protections, will not help solve the State's
budget crisis, but will put thousands of construction workers out of work and onto state social
services. Such borrowing is also fiscally reckless, will make future budgeting more difficult and
will kill the job creation and revenue generation that result from infrastructure investment.
We fully understand the difficulty of resolving a budget deficit of this magnitude. But the
decisions you make today will either start California on its steep climb back to fiscal health, or
will further exacerbate our budget problems and deepen our structural deficit in future years.
•

California would lose out on the creation of tens of thousands of jobs and billions in
economic activity at the worst possible time. With contractors typically coming in at 20
to 40 percent under engineers' estimate on public works projects, California is getting the
best value it has in many years on infrastructure investment. Lawmakers should be taking
steps to grow our state's economy and generate revenue for the general fund. Every $1
billion invested in infrastructure generates $5 billion in economic activity and 18,000 jobs.
Much of this economic activity is put immediately to work -- as contracts are awarded,
contractors begin purchasing equipment and materials, hiring workers, paying payroll and
generating sales and income taxes to state and local governments. Borrowing gas tax
funds - even temporarily - will result in thousands of job losses, billions in lost economic
activity, millions in lost revenues for the state, and added pressure on state coffers to pay
unemployment and other benefits for those who lost their jobs.

•

Borrowing gas tax funds now will plunge the state deeper in debt later - requiring
billions of dollars in repayment in just three years. Any borrowing of gas tax funds must
be repaid in three years when experts predict California will still be facing multi-billion dollar
deficits.

MV00225075

•

Permanently diverting the local share of the gas tax has serious long-term
consequences. The local share of the gas tax is the lifeline for counties and cities
struggling to maintain the vast local transportation system. Any permanent erosion of
existing funding levels will jeopardize public work's departments and their mission to
respond to the mobility and safety needs of the public.

•

Raiding transportation funding goes against the will of voters. Voters overwhelmingly
voted twice to make sure the state sales tax on gasoline goes to road improvements. As
such, proposals to borrow or repeal funding dedicated to transportation ignore the clear
mandate set by voters. In 2006, 77% of voters approved Proposition 1A, preventing the
state from using sales taxes on gasoline for non-transportation purposes. Furthermore, a
PPIC poll last year found that only 9% of voters think borrowing is an acceptable solution to
our budget problems. Finally, the May 19 vote couldn't have been more clear: no more
budget gimmicks, no more borrowing.

•

Raiding gas tax funds disproportionately impacts the construction industry, its
employees and contractors. The construction industry is already facing 20%
unemployment due to the global recession. Local governments across the state are already
laying off public works staff. Raiding all of the state tax on gas would disproportionately
impact an industry that is already reeling and could literally put many contractors and public
works departments out of business.

California leaders must make the tough and fiscally responsible decisions that will finally put an
end to our structural problems while also stimulating our economic recovery. We urge you to
protect gas tax funds for infrastructure improvements.
Sincerely,

MV00225076

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valleyca.us

May 27,2009

Pastor Mark Orellana
Victory Outreach Church
P.O. Box 7755
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Pastor Orellana:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
May 26,2009.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

WWJ.V, moreno-valley. ca. us

May 28,2009

Leslie Casillas
22184 Sweetgum Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Leslie:
Thank you for your letter regarding global warming. I have enclosed information
regarding what the City of Moreno Valley is doing to protect our city, and your future,
from global warming. Thank you for taking an active interest in your environment and
your city. It is young people like you that will help to keep our city, and the world, the
healthy environment we strive to maintain.
Have a wonderful summer, and keep up the good work!

~' t1.
RiCha~wart

Mayor

RAS:jrc
Enclosure
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Goals re: U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement

1. Inventory global warming emissions in City operations and in the community, set reduction
targets and create an action plan.
City Action: The City has not taken action to date to reduce global warming emissions.
However, the City has been awarded an Energy Efficient Block Grant of approximately
$1.7 million to review the City's operations and facilities to find ways we can reduce our
emissions.
2. Adopt and enforce land-use policies that reduce sprawl, preserve open space, and create
compact, walkable urban communities;
City Action: Staff has evaluated its land use policies and makes every effort to encourage
a "walkable" community. As an example, the Sunnymead Boulevard Improvement
Program included a number of improvements that will encourage higher-density
residential development mixed with commercial centers and other services that will
encourage local residents to walk to the businesses for goods and services.
The surface use of the MWD pipeline easement is another example. With available
funds, the City will develop a trails system to permit local residents to move about the
City by other means than a car.

3. Promote transportation options such as bicycle trails, commute trip reduction programs,
incentives for car pooling and public transit;
City Action: As stated previously, the surface use of the MWD pipeline easement will
develop a trails system to permit local residents to move about the City by other means
than a car.
Also, not a City project, a Metro Link Station will be constructed just outside the City limits
of Moreno Valley. The Station will permit City residents to take advantage of a masstransit system which covers multiple Counties.

4. Increase the use of clean, alternative energy by, for example, investing in "green tags",
advocating for the development of renewable energy resources, recovering landfill methane for
energy production, and supporting the use of waste to energy technology;
City Action: The City has an aggressive recycling program with our partner, Waste
Management. Both City and Waste Management staff have an active education program
to teach City residents the importance of recycling.
The City's electric utility (MVU) has established a number of retrofit and rebate programs
for both residential and commercial users. The Program will allow for the modification of
existing buildings to be more energy efficient by incorporating new and innovative
systems that may lessen the demands for electricity and in turn, keep costs down.

5. Make energy efficiency a priority through building code improvements, retrofitting city facilities
with energy efficient lighting and urging employees to conserve energy and save money;
City Action: The next cycle of Building Codes to be adopted within the next two to three
years, will incorporate new energy regulations and standards. It is reasonable to say that
the interest in "going-green" and LEED standards will be the core of any changes made
to the Codes.
The City periodically disseminates information on the need to conserve energy and to do
what is necessary to recycle as many waste products as possible.

MV00225079

6. Purchase only Energy Star equipment and appliances for City use;
City Action: When appropriate, City Staff will purchase energy efficient equipment and
appliances.

7. Practice and promote sustainable building practices using the U.S. Green Building Council's
LEED program or a similar system;
City Action: Staff is actively pursuing sustainable building and community standards. As
noted above, LEED standards (or equal) will become the minimum level of compliance
for most if not all of the City's land use planning and building codes.

8. Increase the average fuel efficiency of municipal fleet vehicles; reduce the number of vehicles;
launch an employee education program including anti-idling messages; convert diesel vehicles to
bio-diesel;
City Action: The only City vehicles that use alternative fuels are the street sweepers.
CNG fueling stations are not located throughout.the City. As the City purchases new
vehicles, state-of-the-art vehicles will be considered.
The City has purchased a number of electric vehicles for our maintenance and facilities
staff to use. The vehicles are used primarily at the City Hall campus and the annex
buildings.

9. Evaluate opportunities to increase pump efficiency in water and wastewater systems; recover
wastewater treatment methane for energy production;
City Action: The City does not serve as the local water and sewer agency. The City is
committed to use recycle water when and where available and encourages the
development of a "purple-pipe" program to provide treated waste water for landscaped
areas.
10. Increase recycling rates in City operations and in the community;
City Action: Recycling is part of the City's operation. Recently, staff provided new
information to Staff explaining what can and cannot be recycled. Blue recycling trash
cans have been placed throughout City Hall to encourage staff to recycle everything from
paper to plastics to cardboard; just about anything made of paper or plastic can be
recycled.
11. Maintain healthy urban forests; promote tree planting to increase shading and to absorb C02;
and
City Action: The City recently adopted a landscape ordinance that encourages water
conservation and the use of large specimen trees for shading and absorption of C02
gases.
12. Help educate the public, schools, other jurisdictions, professional associations, business and
industry about reducing global warming pollution
City Action: As time and funds permit, City staff visits local schools to educate our youth
on the value of conserving energy and recycling. The City also takes advantage of its
newsletter that is mailed to all households in the City to provide important environmental
information and will broadcast on its local public access channel, programs on recycling
and other conservation programs for additional outreach to the public.

MV00225080
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City of Moreno Valley

5/27/20093:27:13 PM

Council Summary

Reference # MV-07644-2FSL
.

--._""--

Incident DatelTime: 4/9/200910:00:00 AM
Resolution Date/Time: 5/14/20097:38:49 AM
Taken By: Juliene Clay

Reporting. Pa,"!y .. ln!o_r!!l~~~~~ _. _...
Name: Leslie Casillas
Address: 22184 Sweetgum Ave
City/ST/Zip: Moreno Valley CA 92553
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address:
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available):

Resolution Information
._- -----; --- - -.
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Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager responded ... Staff has implemented some of the
twelve goals of the U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement, as endorsed by the 73rd
Annual U.S. Conference of Mayors meeting, Chicago, 2005.
Attached is the list of goals and what the City of Moreno Valley has done to begin
implementation of the goals:.

Case Information
Issue Category: City Manager
Issue: Other
Council District:
Issue Description: Mayor Stewart is requesting information on what the city is doing to Go Green and the
U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement.
: Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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162O Eye Street, N..W.• Washington, D.c. 20006
PIIone (202) 293-7330 • F8lIt (202, 293-2392
&_11: lnfoOusmayors.org URL: usmayore~

For Immediate Release
Date: July 13,2007

Contact: Lina Garcia / Mayors Climate Protection Center
or Igarcia@usmayors.org

600 Mayors in All 50 States and Puerto Rico
Take Action to Reduce Global Warming
Washington, DC- Today, 600 U.S. Mayors have signed The U.S. Conference of Mayors' Climate
Protection Agreement, an agreement where supporting mayors pledge to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
by 7 percent below 1990 levels by 2012. This agreement is the only climate protection agreement of its
kind among U.S. elected officials. Cedar Rapids Mayor Kay Halloran became the 600 th mayor to sign the
agreement.
The rapidly growing support from mayors for this agreement is significant because more than two-thirds
of the American population currently live in cities. "We're proud to have the support of600 mayors from
all 50 states sign this agreement but we won't stop until.every U.S. mayor has joined the fight to protect
our climate," said Conference President Trenton Mayor Douglas H. Palmer. "The significant commitment
by mayors to confront this global challenge is strong evidence of the growing political consensus from the
local level to protect our climate now."
Conference Vice President Miami Mayor Manuel Diaz stated, "Mayors in Florida are attuned to the
threats that global warming poses to cities especially coastal communities, that is why so many mayors in
my state have joined the campaign to reduce global warming."
"City by city across America mayors are taking action. Isn't it time our Federal government joined the
fray? Our grandchildren would appreciate it," said Conference Advisory Board Chair Seattle Mayor Greg
Nickels, who first launched the mayors climate agreement in 2005.
Conference Executive Director Tom Cochran added, "We left our historical 75 th Annual Meeting
exceeding our aggressive goal to have 500 cities sign our climate agreement. Climate protection
dominated our deliberations and we confirmed that mayors are on the front lines in protecting the
environment .in American cities."
In early May, Conference President Palmer announced during a convening of international mayors in
New York, that Tulsa Mayor Kathy Taylor became the sooth mayor to sign the agreement, further
demonstrating the geographic support behind the agreement.
To view a list of mayors who are signatories to the U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate Protection
Agreement, please visit usmayors.org/climateprotection.
###
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The U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate Protection Agreement - Signature Page

You have my support for the Mayors Climate Protection Agreement.
Date: - - - - Mayor:

Signature: _....,...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address:

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State:

------

Zip:

---

Mayor's e-mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Staff Contact Name:

-----------------------

Staff Contact Title:

-----------------------

Staff Phone:
Staff e-mail:

---------------------------------------------~---------------

Please add my comments in support of the Mayors Climate Protection Agreement. We will add
these to the Website (optional):

Please return completed form at your earliest convenience to:

The U.S. Conference of Mayors
Climate Protection Center
By Mail:
1620 I Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006

For additional information, contact
Kevin McCarty
kmccarty@usmayors.org

By Fax:
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The U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement
(As endorsed by the 73'd Annual U.S. Conference of Mayors meeting, Chicago, 2005)
A.

We urge the federal government and state governments to enact policies and programs
to meet or beat the target of reducing global warming pollution levels to 7 percent
below 1990 levels by 2012, including efforts to: reduce the United States' dependence
on fossil fuels and accelerate the development of clean, economical energy resources
and fuel-efficient technologies such as conservation, methane recovery for energy
generation, waste to energy, wind and solar energy, fuel cells, efficient motor vehicles,
and biofuels;
B. We urge the U.S. Congress to pass bipartisan greenhouse gas reduction legislation that
1) includes clear timetables and emissions limits and 2) a flexible, market-based system
of tradable allowances among emitting industries; and
C. We will strive to meet or exceed Kyoto Protocol targets for reducing global warming
pollution by taking actions in our own operations and communities such as:
Inventory global warming emissions in City operations and in the community,
set reduction targets and create an action plan.
2. Adopt and enforce land-use policies that reduce sprawl, preserve open space,
and create compact, walkable urban communities;
3. Promote transportation options such as bicycle trails, commute trip reduction
programs, incentives for car pooling and public transit;
4. Increase the use of clean, alternative energy by, for example, investing in
"green tags", advocating for the development of renewable energy resources,
recovering landfill methane for energy production, and supporting the use of
waste to energy technology;
5. Make energy efficiency a priority through building code improvements,
retrofitting city facilities with energy efficient lighting and urging employees to
conserve energy and save money;
6. Purchase only Energy Star equipment and appliances for City use;
7. Practice and promote sustainable building practices using the U.S. Green
Building Council's LEED program or a similar system;
8. Increase the average fuel efficiency of municipal fleet vehicles; reduce the
number of vehicles; launch an employee education program including antiidling messages; convert diesel vehicles to bio-diesel;
9. Evaluate opportunities to increase pump efficiency in water and wastewater
systems; recover wastewater treatment methane for energy production;
10. Increase recycling rates in City operations and in the community;
11. Maintain healthy urban forests; promote tree planting to increase shading
and to absorb C02; and
12. Help educate the public, schools, other jurisdictions, professional associations,
business and industry about reducing global warming pollution.
1.
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May 25,2009

«Degree» «First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Job Title»
«Department»
«Address»
«City», «State» «Zip»

Dear «MrMs» «Last Name»:
The City of Moreno Valley's Annual Independence Day Parade, with this year's theme being
"Spirit and Unity in Our Community," will take place on Saturday, July 4, 2009. It is a pleasure
to invite you and a guest to ride in the parade as an honored dignitary.
In order to provide appropriate signage for your vehicle and so that we may be sure a vehicle
is available for you, please RSVP no later than June 15, 2009, either in writing at the above
address, or by contacting Laura Froehlich, Parade Coordinator, via telephone at
or via email atFlagproud@aol.com.
A VIP continental breakfast will be provided at 8:30 a.m. The Honor Guard, which will lead the
parade procession, will step off promptly at 9:30 a.m. (whether or not you and I are ready!).
If you have a particular vehicle or driver that you would like to use in the parade, please advise
Laura when you respond. Final details and a parade route map will be provided to you if you
are able to join us.
I look forward to our celebrating our Nation's birthday together on July 4th. Please RSVP by
June 15,2009, to ensure your participation.
Sincerely,

Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
RAS:LF:cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valleyca.U5

May 13, 2009

Pastor Charles Campbell
Koinonia Evangelistic Center
21866 Brill Road
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Pastor Campbell:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
May 12, 2009.
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Mayor
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frecletick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

May 14, 2009
www.moreno-valley.ca.l15

Honorable Mary Bono Mack
104 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-0542
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley SAFETEA-LU Project Requests
Heacock Street Widening from Cactus Avenue to San Michele Road

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
On behalf of the Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for your continuing support of
our community and appreciate this opportunity to submit a project to widen Heacock
Street for consideration in the upcoming SAFETEA-LU funding cycle. The City of
Moreno Valley is applying for these funds, however the project has the support of local
agencies and organizations as illustrated in the letters of support forwarded with our
application.
The design of this project started in October 2007 and was completed in March 2009.
The City of Moreno Valley is currently in the right of way acquisition process and we are
requesting funds for construction. The project to widen Heacock Street is regionally
significant due to the considerable increase of emergency vehicles accessing March
Reserve Air Base, the March Joint Power Authority (JPA), commercial air carriers, and
national security. This project is also necessary to reduce regional impacts of the
residential development and the industrial development at Heacock Street north of San
Michele Avenue.
This project carries a total cost of $8,100,000 and our request would fund 80% of the
total project cost, or $6,450,000. The City is committed to this project and will ensure
that the public has every opportunity to provide their input via the National
Environmental Protection Act.
Thank you again for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. If your
staff needs any additional information regarding our SAFETEA-LU Reauthorization
requests, please have them contact Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at
(951) 413-3051.

c: MeniDefS~bf the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Fredetick Street
P O. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

May 14, 2009
wwwmorel1o-valleyca.lls

Honorable Mary Bono Mack
104 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-0542
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley SAFETEA-LU Project Requests
Cactus Avenue/Interstate 215 Interchange Project

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
On behalf of the Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for your continuing support of
our community and appreciate this opportunity to submit the Interstate 215 at Cactus
Avenue interchange project to consideration in the upcoming SAFETEA-LU funding
cycle. The City of Moreno Valley is applying for these funds, however the project has
the support of local agencies and organizations as illustrated in the letters of support
forwarded with our application.
The proposed improvements to the 1-215 Cactus Avenue Interchange are regionally
significant and will promote the traffic access and movement of goods and services at
this key point of entry to March Air Reserve Base. The project will also provide muchneeded traffic mitigation to reduce the regional impact of the residential, commercial,
and industrial developments in the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside County. As you
know, 1-215 is a major north-south freeway joining the 1-15 in Murrieta in Riverside
County and continuing north to the 1-15 in Devore in San Bernardino County. This
project carries a total cost of $52,700,000 and our request would fund 80% of the total
project cost, or $46,376,000. The City is committed to this project and will ensure that
the public has every opportunity to provide their input via the National Environmental
Protection Act.
Thank you again for your continued support' of the Moreno Valley community. If your
staff needs any additional information regarding our SAFETEA-LU Reauthorization
requests, please have them contact Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at

c: Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

May 14, 2009
WW1V.

moreno-valley ca. liS

Honorable Mary Bono Mack
104 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-0542
City of Moreno Valley SAFETEA-LU Project Requests
3rd Eastbound Lane of Cactus Avenue from 1-215 to Heacock Street

Subject:

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
On behalf of the Moreno Valley I would like to thank you for your continuing support of our
rd
community and appreciate this opportunity to submit a project to add a 3 Eastbound Lane of
Cactus Avenue from 1-215 to Heacock Street for consideration in the upcoming SAFETEA-LU
funding cycle. The City of Moreno Valley is applying for these funds, however the project has the
support of local agencies and organizations as illustrated in the letters of support forwarded with
our application.
Cactus Avenue is a designated arterial highway as part of the regional highway system for the
Central Zone with Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG). This project to add a
3rd eastbound lane is critical to facilitate and improve mobility of the traffic from the 1-215
Interchange which serves the 1-215 and SR60 corridors. Many businesses will benefit from this
project including Center Point Business Center, Postal Distribution Center, and many industrialwarehouse facilities located in the south part of town accessing Heacock Street via Cactus
Avenue. Additionally the future March JPA Life Care Campus encompassing 196 acres will be
served by the Cactus Improvements. Cactus Avenue is identified as a Federal - Aid Route from
Graham Street (March Air Reserve Base) to 1-215 and serves as a critical access for the March
Air Reserve Base for base operations, commercial air carriers and national security.
This project carries a total cost of $4,210,000 and our request would fund 80% of the total project
cost, or $3,368,000. The City is committed to this project and will ensure that the public has
every opportunity to provide their input via the National Environmental Protection Act.
Thank you again for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. If your staff needs
any additional information regarding our SAFETEA-LU Reauthorization requests, please have
them c act Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at
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c: Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Office of the Mayor
City I-Jail
14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

April 29, 2009

Pastor O. J. Philpot
Christ Community Church
23820 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Pastor Philpot:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
April 28, 2009.
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Mayor
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Office oj the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

May 23,2009

.
AYSO Region 187 - Moreno Valley
rd
Moreno Valley AYSO 3 Annual Thunderbird Classic Tournament - May 2009
Dear Soccer Tournament Attendees:
On behalf of the City Council and the City of Moreno Valley, I would like to
rd
welcome you to the 3 Annual Thunderbird Classic Tournament.
It is exciting that A YSO teams from 25 Southern California cities have chosen to
travel to compete in Moreno Valley, a community committed to wholesome
athletic competition.' I hope the players, coaches, spectators and all those
involved with the tournament come away with the thrill of experiencing the joy of
victory, but more importantly, the value of healthy competition and
sportsmanship.
I would like to thank the Moreno Valley A YSO for successfully coordinating the
Thunderbird Classic Tournament. I am proud to see Moreno Valley is home to
such a dedicated group of individuals who are willing to give their time and
energy for our young athletes. I hope that this year's tournament is the most
exciting yet. Good luck with the competition.

c: Council Members
City Manager
RAS/cam
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM

ManaM~ c~

To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City

From:

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor

Date:

April 21, 2009

Subject:

Fee Issue Set for April 28 Meeting

. '-

alt""

'

,

.

I know staff has been working on presenting a choice for council in regards to changing
the manner in which we compute and charge fees for building projects.
. I understand that the staff has NOT come up with an option for council to implement an
across the board change to Time and Materials methodology, but instead
.
desireslrecommends a "pilot program" only affecting inter-jurisdictional plan checks.
As this is really a very minor percent of the fees involved, and I am notaware of the
challenges technically of immediately implementing the Time and Materials method, I
want as an option the across-the-board and immediate implementation, along with
WHATEVER costs orland challenges we may face in doing this. If staff would need
new software, training; consultants to come in, etc., then address that and let the CITY
COUNCIL make the decision.
If no such option is available in the staff report for March 28, staff may very well find that
the Co.uncil may force a program without the necessary details being known.
I would recommend that the threshold for such a fee plan would be if fees are
.
anticipated to exceed some number say around $250,000.
Hopefully such information can be obtained and appended to the staff report by.
Thursday.

RAS/cam
c: .Council Members
City Attorney
\\zurich\Shared\CityCounciI\Stewart\Correspondence\2009 Correspondence\ 15memo Time. and Materials Methodology.doc
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley; CA 92552-0805

WWl-v.

moreno-valley. ca. us

April 15, 2009

Pastor Willie Behrends OS
Crosswinds Church of Moreno Valley
29263 Ironwood Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-6608
Dear Pastor Behrends:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
April 14, 2009.

cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 25, 2009

Pastor Arnold L. Espinoza
Praise Chapel Christian Fellowship
16142 Space Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dear Pastor Espinoza:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
March 24, 2009.
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moval.org

March 24, 2009

Suzi Zuppardo, Director
Dancing Images Dance Center
24594 Sunnymead Boulevard Suite R
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Subject:

Letter of Appreciation from the City of Moreno Valley

Dear Suzi and the Dancing Images Dancers:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I want to express my most sincere appreciation
to each one of you for sharing your time and considerable talent while performing at the
League of California Cities dinner meeting on March 23. This was a meeting of nearly
100 mayors and council members from cities throughout Riverside County and it was
important to the City that we be represented by the best and brightest of our
community's youth.
Your dance performance filled the Conference and Recreation Center with the
tremendous energy and entertainment that we have come to expect from the Dancing
Images team. The talented young men and women of Dancing Images are wonderful
ambassadors for our City.

Mayor
c: Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Jesse L. Molina
Distrial

Richard A. Stewart
District 2

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Robin N. Hastings .
District 3

Bonnie Flickinger
Districl4

. William H. Batey II
District 5
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 24, 2009

The Honorable Ron Dellums
and Police Officers of Oakland
City of Oakland
1 Frank Ogawa Plaza
3rd Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Mayor Dellums and Police Officers:
On behalf of the Moreno Valley City Council, citizens, and staff I would like to express
our deepest sympathy for the loss of the four Oakland police officers killed in the line of
duty. Our hearts go out to their families, fellow police officers, and community who are
dealing with the sorrow and grief of this senseless tragedy.
I am proud that one of our Motor Officers is traveling to Oakland to participate in the
m.otorcade and services for these fallen heroes. As a reserve police officer, I have a
special understanding of the camaraderie among the officers and of their dedication to
protect and serve our communities.
We offer our heartfelt support and condolences during this very difficult time and look
forward to your community healing and growing stronger from this devastating event.

Mayor
c: Council Members
City Manager
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City Council
Ciry Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moval.org

Welcome to Moreno Valley! Our motto is "People, Pride, Progress" and we live that
motto every day by creating an environment where residents can enjoy an excellent
quality of life in a safe, thriving community.
Moreno Valley is the second largest city in Riverside County. Shadowed by mountains
to the north and Lake Perris recreational area to the south, Moreno Valley has become
a central part of the rapidly expanding Inland Empire. The City offers numerous park
and recreational facilities and programs for our residents and I hope you take every
opportunity to join in and become an active participant in our community.
I think you'll find that Moreno Valley cultivates a small-town atmosphere with a can-do
attitude. This has inspired several Fortune 500 companies such as Masonite
International, Minka Lighting, and Walgreens to choose our city for their facilities.
Moreno Valley is home to March Air Reserve Base, the Moreno Valley Mall at
TownGate, and Stoneridge Towne Centre. We are also very proud of our medical
corridor, which includes Moreno Valley Community Hospital, the Riverside County
Regional Medical Center, an assisted living facility and a dialysis center.
For the
highest quality community college opportunities in the area, check out the Moreno
Valley campus of Riverside Community College (soon to be officially named "Moreno
Valley College.")
Moreno Valley is dedicated to ensuring a high quality of life through professional public
service provided in a friendly, consistent, and fiscally responsible manner. Connect with
your local government by attending a City Council meeting or by visiting our Web site:
www.moval.org.
Welcome to Moreno Valley. We look forward to serving you!
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March 10, 2009
"Your Views"
The Press-Enterprise
PO BOX 792
Riverside, CA 92502
Subject:

"Your Views" Response re: the Highland Fairview Project

As Mayor of Moreno Valley, I am compelled to respond to resident Rebecca Loomis'
recent letter objecting to the City Council's approval of the Highland Fairview Corporate
Park project.
The writer claims that the Council "decided to zone another residential area for
, industry." This is simply not true; the project area was not a residential area. The fact
of the matter is that ill! of the acreage within the area bordered by the 60 freeway,
Eucalyptus Avenue, Redlands Boulevard and Theodore Street has been designated for
Business Park and Commercial land uses in the City's General Plan for many years.
Therefore the proposed industrial land use that Highland Fairview was granted approval
for has been allowed for many years.
The land use was not the question before the Council, the feature of the project which
required the City to modify its poliCies is the size of the facility - the Phase One building
of the project is slated to be 1.82 million square feet and existing zoning only allowed ,for
a maximum building size of 50,000 square feet. Yes, this is a substantially larger
building than has historically been allowed in Business Park-designated areas.
Whether these areas are developed for one very large distribution center or many
smaller distribution centers, the land use is still consistent with, the intent of the General
Plan.
Regarding the reference to empty warehouses displaying "for lease" signs, Moreno
Valley's 16% vacancy rate for industrial buildings is consistent with that of other
communities in the marketplace. As of January 2009, there were 166 vacant industrial
buildings with a size of 100,000 square feet or greater in the entire Inland Empire. Only
five of these were located in Moreno Valley and two of these closed escrow in February,
leaving just three industrial buildings of this size currently vacant. The largest building
available is 779,000 square feet. Currently, Skechers occupies five buildings located
throughout Ontario, totaling 1.6 million square feet. Why would they be interested in a
building that would only provide 43% of their desired space needs?
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The Council was accused of "ignoring the ecological impact" of the project. A detailed
and comprehensive environmental assessment was conducted for the project. A typical
environmental assessment of a project is to compare the proposed project to existing
property conditions and any changes in land use being proposed. When you proposed
a building on vacant or unimproved land, the environmental impacts will always be an
issue. Most of the environmental impacts associated with this project will be mitigated
through a variety of measures pursued by the developer. In fact, the developer has
committed to making the industrial park the largest facility in the nation to be certified by
the U.S. Green Building Council as a sustainable green building.
There are still several City approvals that this project needs to secure in order to
proceed through construction. My fellow Council Members and I intend to ensure that
the developer makes good on all of the commitments and promises made to our
communit as the project proceeds, as we would any other developer of any other
project'
oreno Valley.

c:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Council's warehouse vote: indefensible
BY REBECCA L. LOOMIS

For 25 years, I have lived and worked in Moreno Valley. Numerous times I have come to
the defense of the city when others have made derogatory comments or used unattractive
nicknames to describe it. I have worked hard to build a wonderful and well-kept home in a
lovely neighborhood.
Now, members of our City Council have decided to zone another residential area for
industry. They did this while disregarding the already established and empty warehouses
scattered on the south and west ends of the city that still display "for lease" signs.
They have also chosen to ignore the ecological impact that vast numbers of diesel trucks
will have on our environment as they spew their carcinogenic exhaust into the air daily.
And they made this decision despite the fact that the project was rejected by the Moreno
Valley Planning Commission.
I can't help but wonder if the residents of Riverside realize that their air will be polluted
and that their freeways will become more congested as these trucks drive past their city
each day.
The Moreno Valley City Council has obviously not figured out that intelligent city planning
places industry near airports, railroad stations or other areas that are not heavily laden with
residential housing.
The haphazard placement of industry in the city only reinforces the preconceived notion
that no sane person would choose to live in Moreno Valley if he or she could afford to live
elsewhere.
So, congratulations, City Council members. You have succeeded in driving me away from
the home that I have worked so hard to establish. I can only hope that your ties to the
developer and financial gains on this project are rewards enough for sacrificing the future of
this city and the health of your families.
I can't express how disappointed I am, especially in Robin Hastings, whom I believed
would represent her constituents when elected to her council seat. She justifies her vote in
the name of "consistency." Yet it is not her job to make sure that our city's residential zones
are "conSistently" scattered with industry. It is her job to create a city that will attract
residents and provide an atmosphere of community, culture and well-being.
It is also her job to represent those who voted her into office.

So, I am done defending my city. I can't defend lack of foreSight, bad decision-making
and self-serving council members.
I encourage area residents to unite against this project, and I urge every voter in Moreno
Valley to vote these current council members out of office.
Rebecca L. Loomis is a 25-year resident of Moreno Valley.
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Cindy Miller
From:

. Michelle Dawson

Sent:

Wednesday, March 11, 20092:47 PM

To:

Bob Gutierrez; Rick Hartmann; Betsy Adams

Cc:

Cindy Miller

Subject: Mayor's Letter to the Editor to be printed

I spoke with the Press-Enterprise rep from the Opinion page this afternoon; they are going to run the
Mayor's response we submitted. They will printit in full with the exception of the paragraph
highlighted in blue below. Their reason for taking this out was 1) space considerations (it is a pretty
long letter) and 2) the paragraph addressed the writer's incorrect claim that this was a residential
zone and the P-E has already printed a correction re: that claim:

SETIING IT STRAIGHT
CORRECTION: An op-ed published Friday mischaracterized a zoning change in Moreno Valley. The
City Council agreed to change the zoning on 104.9 acres of the Skechers project site from business
park land uses to light industrial.
Deleted from the Mayor's letter: The writer claims that the Council "decided to zone another
residential area for industry." This is simply not true; the project area was not a residential area. The
fact of the matter is that all of the acreage within the area bordered by the 60 freeway, Eucalyptus
Avenue, Redlands Boulevard and Theodore Street has been designated for Business Park and
Commercial land uses in the City's General Plan for many years. Therefore the proposed industrial
land use that Highland Fairview was granted approval for has been allowed for many years.
They asked if that deletion was okay and I approved it, all things considered at least we'll get the bulk
of the letter printed.
Michelle

311112009
MV00225105
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07:47 PM PDT on Thursday, March 12,2009
By RICHARD A. STEWART

As mayor of Moreno Valley, I am compelled to respond to resident Rebecca Loomis' recent letter objecting to
the City Council's approval of the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project. ("Council's warehouse vote:
indefensible," Feb. 13).
The feature of the project that required the city to modify its policies was the size of the facility -- phase one of
the project is slated to be 1.82 million square feet. And existing zoning only allowed for a maximum building
size of 50,000 square feet.
Yes, this is a substantially larger building than has historically been allowed in business park-designated areas.
But whether these areas are developed for one very large distribution center or many smaller distribution
centers, the land use is still consistent with the intent of the general plan.
,Regarding the reference to empty warehouses displaying "for lease" signs, Moreno Valley's 16 percent vacancy
rate for industrial buildings is consistent with that of other communities in the marketplace.
As of January 2009, there were 166 vacant industrial buildings with a size of 100,000 square feet or greater in
the entire Inland Empire. Only five of these were located in Moreno Valley, and two of these closed escrow in
February, leaving just three industrial buildings of this size currently vacant. The largest building available is
779,000 square feet.
Currently, Skechers occupies five buildings that are located throughout Ontario and total 1.6 million square
feet. Why would the company be interested in a building that would provide only 43 percent of its desired
space?
The council was accused of ignoring the "ecological impact" of the project. A detailed and comprehensive
environmental assessment was conducted for the project. A typical environmental assessment of a project
compares the proposed project to existing property conditions and any changes in land use being proposed.
When you propose a building on vacant or unimproved land, the environmental impact will always be an issue.
Most of the environmental impact associated with this project will be mitigated through a variety of measures
pursued by the developer.
In fact, the developer has committed to making the industrial park the largest facility in the nation to be certified
by the U.S. Green Building Council as a sustainable green building.

http://www.pe.comllocalnews/opinionllocalviews/storiesIPE_OpEd_Opinion_ S_ op_mayor_13 _dp... 3117/2009
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There are still several city approvals that this project needs to secure in order to proceed through construction.
My fellow council members and I intend to ensure that the developer makes good on all of the promises made
to our community as the project proceeds, as we would any other developer of any other project in Moreno
Valley.
Richard A. Stewart is mayor of Moreno Valley.

http://www.pe.comllocalnews/opinionilocalviews/storiesIPE_OpEd_Opinion_ S_ op_mayor_13 _dp... 3117/2009
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 17,2009

Chief Cathy L. Lanier
Metropolitan Police Department
300 Indiana Ave., NW, Room 5080
Washington, D.C. 20001
Dear Chief Lanier:
I am the mayor of the City of Moreno Valley, California; a city of about 195,000 population
located about 70 miles south of Los Angeles in Riverside County. I am also a sworn reserve
deputy sheriff, and the Vice Chairman of the March Joint Powers Authority which jointly governs
the former March Air Force Base properties nearby.
I have been an avid police history buff and police badge collector for over 30 years. I have
several of the "souvenir inaugural badges" presented/issued for the preSidential inaugurations
over the years. I am missing the latest one issued for president Obama's inauguration.
Since I will be visiting Washington D.C. on official government business on April 23-25, I would
like to ask a favor of you and your department: Could I be allowed to obtain one of these nice
badges for my own private collection (like the one in the attached color copy)? If there is a
charge for it, I would be pleased to pay it. My understanding is that these are only available
through your office (or perhaps the Mayor's as well).
If this is possible, please either phone my office at
and advise my staff of what I
must do to pick one up, or write a letter confirming you're granting my request with instructions.
I would be forever grateful to you if I can obtain one of these badges. If there is anything I can
do for you or your department, please let me know.

Enclosure
RAS
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley; CA 92552-0805

wwwmoreno-valley.ca.us

March 11, 2009

Elder Benjamin Banks
Greater Faith Christian Fellowship
22620 Goldencrest Dr., Suite 117
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Elder Banks:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
March 10, 2009.

cam

MV00225110

r O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley. C'\ 92552-0805
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March 10, 2009

Transmitted via facsimile

Ms. Mimi Song
President & CEO
Superior Super Warehouse
15510 Carmenita Rd.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Dear Ms. Song:
Thank you for the opportunity to recommend March Middle School - Val Verde Unified
School District as a recipient of a Superior Super Warehouse $7,500 donation.
Following is the contact information for Superintendent Carroll D. Brown of the Val
Verde Unified School District:
Carroll D. Brown, Ed.D.
Val Verde Unified School District
975 W. Morgan St.
Perris, CA 92571

The success of your annual golf tournament reflects your dedication to the communities
in which Superior stores are located. I look forward to a positive response to my
.
recomme~ ion.
..,

Sin~l~

.--:...-+_ _

Richard A. Stew
Mayor
c: Council Members
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Dr. Carroll D. Brown, Superintendent, vVUSD
RAS:cam
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March 10. 2009

Tranamllted via lacslmlla

Ma. Mimi Song
President & CEO
Superior Super Warehouae
15510 Carmenlfa Rd.
Sante Fe Springe, CA 90670
Deer Ms. Song:
Thank you for the opportunity to reoommend March Middle School - Val Verde Unified
School District as a redplent 01 a Superior Super Werehouse $7,500 donation.
Following Is the contact InlormaUon lor Superintendant Carroll D. Brown 01 the Vel
Verde Unified School District:
Carroll D. Brown, Ed.D.
Val Verde Un~led School Dietrlc1
975 W. Morgan 51.
Perris, CA 92~71

...---"""

The success 01 your annual goll tournament reflects your dedlcaUon to the communltlaa

~~:""~.~~
RiChe~

A. SI

Mayor

rt

ra~CIA

c: Council Members
Robart G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Dr. Carroll D. Brown, Superlntenden~ WUSD
RAS:cam
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Doar 1I0norab/o Mayor ~towart:
Ovor tho pat:t olovon yoart:. ~porior hag donatod ovor 1.5 million dollarg to our loeal aMoolg.
~uporior pridot: itt:olf in l!ontributing to tho odul!ation of our l!hildron. ot:pol!ially in tho
l!ommunifiot: that WI} t:orvo. In making thit: pot:t:iblo. wo will hold our 12th Annual non-profit
Golf Tournamont on Monday. Juno 8. 2009. Lat:t yoar a total of ~225.000 wat: dit:tributod
among /wonty-oight !:Choolt: within tho l!itiot: whoro ~uporior t:torot: aro 10l!atod. Wo aro proud to
announl!O that thig yoar wg will donato anothor 0235.000 to thirt!t'Ono loeal aehoolg.
Ovor tho pat:t yoart:. thit: ovont hat: bOl!omo vory popular in our local l!ommunifiot:. and many
t:choolt: aro alroady inquiring about tho donationt:. Wo aro at:king tho ~ty loadort: to mako a
t:uggot:tion on t:lJlocting ono !:Chool. within your dit:trict. that it: in mot:t oood for tho fundt:.
\,

Onco wo rOl!oivo your rOl!ommondation. tho t:olol!tod t:chool will bo invitod to our 12th Annual
Golf Tournamont Banquot Dinnor at Coto Do Caza Golf Club in Coto Do Caza. on Juno 8. 2009.
to rol!oivo ~7.500.
To ont:uro that your community doot: not mit:t: out on thit: groat opportunity. ploat:o notify tho
!:Chool of your choil!o and provido ut: with tho namo and eontaet porgon of tho aMool tho City
wiahog to roeommond ag tho roeipiont of tho 07.500 donation. You may mail your rot:pont:o to
tho addrot:t: bolow or fax to
. no lator than Marro 16. 2009. Duo to tho
ovorwholming roquot:t for donationt: through thit: ovont. wo cannot guarantoo tho donation to
your city't: t:chool if your rot:pont:o it: not rocoivod by thit: dato.
\
~ould you

havo any quot:tiont:. ploat:o l!ontal!t fmily Kayo at (562) 345-8539.

Mimi!1ong
Prot:idimt 8

cro
Super Center Concepts, Inc.
dba Superior Super Warehouse
15510 Carmenita Road
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

www.superiorwarehouse.com
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 10,2009

Max Stier, President and CEO
Partnership for Public Service
100 New York Avenue NW
Suite 1090 East
Washington, DC 20005
Subject: Request for Proclamation
Dear Mr. Stier:

I am sorry that we cannot honor your request for a proclamation recognizing Public
Service Recognition Week.
Due to the volume of requests of this nature, we have limited our issuance of
proclamations to events involving our citizens or occurring within our community of
Moreno Valley.
Thank you for considering us, and I wish you the best of luck with Public Service
Recognition Week.

jrc

MV00225114
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Monday, March 02, 2009 10:52 AM

To:

'Rowena Lagrosa (Rlagrosa@mvusd.k12.ca.us)'; 'Carroll D. Brown (cdbrown@valverde.edu)'

Cc:

'ssanford@mvusd.k12.ca.us'; 'varmatis@valverde.edu'; Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject:

Time Sensitive Request from Mayor Stewart - Superior Grocers Donation

Importance:

High

Attachments: Superior Grocers School Grant Program.doc; Superior Grocers. pdf

Good Morning Superintendent LaGrosa and Superintendent Brown:
Mayor Richard A. Stewart requested that I contact you on his behalf. He is seeking
recommendations from Moreno Valley Unified School District and Val Verde Unified School District of
a school from each district to consider as a recipient for a $7500 Superior Grocers donation.
Unfortunately, Superior Grocers advised that only one school site within the City of Moreno Valley
can be selected. Attached for your reference are files with Superior Grocers correspondence and a
list of past recipients. Please submit your recommendation by Thursday, March 12, 2009.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
Thank you.
Cindy
Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.org
w: www.moval.org

3/2/2009
MV00225115

Superior Grocers
School Donation Program
Contact: Emily Kaye 562.345.8539
Superior Center Concepts, Inc.
dba Superior Super Warehouse
15510 Carmenita Rd.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

2008

Sunnymead Elementary School

$7,500

2007

Midland Elementary

$7,500

2006

Badger Springs

$10,000

l\ZurichlsharedllnterDeptICouncil-ClerkICity Clerk FileslCindylMlSCISuperior Grocers School Grant Program. doc
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Cindy Miller
From:

richard stewart [richstew27@gellerandstewart.com]

Sent:

Monday, March 09, 2009 7:43 PM

To:

Cindy Miller

Cc:

Richard Stewart; Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject: Re: FW: Time Sensitive Request from Mayor Stewart - Superior Grocers Donation

March Middle School

Cindy Miller wrote:

Richard:
Following are the Superintendents' responses. Please advise the school you
would like to recommend and I'll prepare the letter for your signature. Dr.
Brown only provided the school names wlo justification of his choices. I can
request more information if you would like .
.. .thanks
From: Armatis, Vicki [mailto:VArmatis@valverde,edu]

Sent: Monday, March 02,2009 11:44 AM
To: Cindy Miller
Subject: RE: Time Sensitive Request from Mayor Stewart - Superior Grocers Donation

Hi CindyDr. Brown would like to recommend Rainbow Ridge Elementary School and March Middle School.
Rainbow Ridge Elementary School
15950 Indian Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Principal - Thelma Almuena
March Middle School
15800 Indian Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Principal- Wendy Pospichal
Please let me know if there anything else we need to do. Thank you!
Vicki Armatis
Secretary to the Superintendent

Val Verde USD

3110/2009
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From: Sanford, Sheryl [mailto:SSanford@mvusd.net]

Sent: Monday, March 09,2009 12:13 PM
To: Cindy Miller
Subject: RE: Time Sensitive Request from Mayor Stewart - Superior Grocers Donation

Cindy,
Superintendent Lagrosa would like to recommend Armada Elementary School for
the Superior Grocers donation,
As one of Moreno Valley Unified School District's smaller sites, with an enrollment of
just over 600 students, Armada Elementary services and educates some of the
most in-need youth of Moreno Valley. With county averages for English Language
Learner and Socio-economically challenged students being 23.9 and 52.2 percent,
respectively, Armada Elementary showcases a population with more than 53% of its
students with a first language other than English and more than 80% receiving free
and reduced meals. Despite these obstacles, Armada students posted a 50-point
growth in the 2007-08 academic year meeting both school-wide and subgroup
growth targets in the State Accountability: Academic Performance Index (API). The
level of increase was the third highest among the District's 38 schools tested.
Armada Elementary recently celebrated its 40-year anniversary after opening its
doors for education in 1966.
Please thank Mayor Stewart for this opportunity to receive much needed donations.

From: Cindy Miller [mailto:cindy-m@moval.org]

Sent: Monday, March 02, 2009 10:52 AM
To: Lagrosa, Rowena; cdbrown@valverde.edu
Cc: Sanford, Sheryl; varmatis@valverde.edu; Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay
Subject: Time Sensitive Request from Mayor Stewart - Superior Grocers Donation
Importance: High

Good Morning Superintendent LaGro sa and Superintendent Brown:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart requested that I contact you on his behalf. He is seeking
recommendations from Moreno Valley Unified School District and Val Verde Unified School
District of a school from each district to consider as a recipient for a $7500 Superior Grocers
donation. Unfortunately, Superior Grocers advised that only one school site within the City of
Moreno Valley can be selected. Attached for your reference are files with Superior Grocers
correspondence and a list of past recipients. Please submit your recommendation by Thursday,
March 12, 2009.

3110/2009
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If you have any questions, please contact me.
Thank you.

Cindy
Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.

P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.o(g
w: www.moval,org

3/10/2009
MV00225119
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Cindy Miller
From:

Armatis, Vicki [VArmatis@valverde.edu]

Sent:

Monday, March 02, 2009 11:44 AM

To:

Cindy Miller

Subject: RE: Time Sensitive Request from Mayor Stewart - Superior Grocers Donation

Hi CindyDr. Brown would like to recommend Rainbow Ridge Elementary School and March Middle School.
Rainbow Ridge Elementary School
15950 Indian Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Principal - Thelma Almuena
March Middle School
15800 Indian Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Principal - Wendy Pospichal
Please let me know if there anything else we need to do. Thank you!
Vicki Armatis
Secretary to the Superintendent
Val Verde USD

From: Cindy Miller [mailto:cindym@moval.org]
Sent: Monday, March 02,200910:52 AM
To: Rlagrosa@mvusd.k12.ca.us; Brown, carroll D.
Cc: ssanford@mvusd.k12.ca.us; Armatis, Vicki; Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay
Subject: Time Sensitive Request from Mayor Stewart - Superior Grocers Donation
Importance: High

Good Morning Superintendent LaGro sa and Superintendent Brown:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart requested that I contact you on his behalf. He is seeking recommendations from
Moreno Valley Unified School District and Val Verde Unified School District of a school from each district to
consider as a recipient for a $7500 Superior Grocers donation. Unfortunately, Superior Grocers advised that
only one school site within the City of Moreno Valley can be selected. Attached for your reference are files
with Superior Grocers correspondence and a list of past recipients. Please submit your recommendation by
Thursday, March 12, 2009.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
Thank you.

3/2/2009
MV00225120
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moval.org

February 17, 2009

Gary Ovitt, President
San Bernardino Associated Governments
1170 W. 3rd Street, 2nd Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92410-1715
Subject:

Support for Interstate 215 Project

Dear President Ovitt and Members of the Board of Directors,
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I want to express our support of the Interstate
215 Bi-County High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Gap Closure Project. The need for
improved freeway mobility is a priority for residents of both San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties. This was affirmed with voter approval of sales tax measures in
both counties to fund transportation infrastructure.
The widening of Interstate 215
between Riverside and San Bernardino was a priority project identified in both Measure
A and Measure I and is critically important to the residents of Moreno Valley.
I understand that the Board recently approved a recommendation to make funding for
the 1-215 HOV gap closure a priority to receive funding. The addition of HOV lanes from
the 1-215/SR-91/SR-60 junction to Orange Show Road is the first step toward providing
the necessary freeway capacity along this highly congested corridor. The City of
Moreno Valley appreciates and supports your decision to move this project forward.

c:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris A. Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer

Jesse 1. Molina
DistriC1 J

Richard A. Srewart

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

DistriC12

DiJtri<t3

Distri(t4

William H. Barey II
DiJtri<t5

MV00225121

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

February 25, 2009

Presidente Jair Alexander Gonzalez Plascencia
San Juan de Los Lagos
Jalisco, Mexico
Dear Presidente Plascencia:
Congratulations! I am confident that you will do an outstanding job representing the
citizens of San Juan de Los Lagos. Since 1993, as Sister Cities, Moreno Valley and
San Juan de Los Lagos have successfully promoted student and cultural exchanges,
economic development, and established many friendships.

I am pleased that Marshall Scott, Moreno Valley's first mayor, has offered to eXtend a
personal greeting on my behalf as ambassador of our city. I wish you success in your
administration and look forward to meeting and working with you. I am hopeful that my
wife and I can visit San Juan de Los Lagos soon.

c: Council Members
City Manager
Cam

MV00225122

Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valleyca.us

25 de Febrero de 2009

Presidente Jair Alexander Gonzalez Plascencia
San Juan de Los Lagos
Jalisco, Mexico
Querido Presidente Plascencia:
Mis mas sinceras felicitaciones! Estoy seguro que usted hara un trabajo excelente
representando a los residentes de San Juan de Los Lagos. Desde 1993, las ciudades
hermanas de Moreno Valley y San Juan de Los Lagos hemos apoyado exitosamente a
estudiantes, cambios culturales, a el desarrollo econ6mico, y tambien hemos establecido
muchas amistades.
Me complace saber que Marshall Scott, el primer alcalde de Moreno Valley, Ie haya
extendido un saludo personal de mi parte como embajador de nuestra ciudad. Le deseo
mucho exito en su administraci6n y espero poder conocerlo y trabajar con usted. Tengo
la esperanz e poder visitar San Juan de Los Lagos con mi esposa muy pronto ..

/r::i
It!
RiCh~o/stc;~art
Alcalde
c:

Council Members
City Manager

Cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

February 25, 2009

Pastor James G. Belle
Moreno Valley First Apostolic Faith Church
PO Box 343
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Dear Pastor Belle:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
February 24,2009.
Sincer y,

·(rJ.Aa,~
Richard
Mayor.

~{wart

cam

MV00225124
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

February 12, 2009

James Rangel
229 North Starfire Street
Anaheim,CA 92807
Dear Mr. Rangel:
Congratulations on your retirement after serving your country for 33 years in the
military, and retiring as a Master Sergeant from the Air Force on April 5, 2009.
Know you can be proud of the three national defense medals you received, two
from the Vietnam Campaign - Operation Restore Hope, Operation Northern
Watch, and Operation Iraq Freedom.
The fact that you lived in Moreno Valley from 1984 to 1997 and served at the
March Air Force Base for 21 years says much about your commitment to your
home and your country.
Enjoy your retirement that you have so deservedly earned.

RAS/jrc

MV00225125
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Retirement letter

1

f

Cindy Miller

/

From:

Rangel, James E CIV NMC CWO OET Seal Beach, N42W12 Uames.rangel@navy.mil]

Sent:

Thursday, January 15, 200910:23 AM

To:

Cindy Miller

Cc:

Rangel, James E CIV NMC CWO OET Seal Beach, N42W12

Subject: Retirement letter
Good morning cindy as per our conversation yesterday my retirement date 5 April 2009, 33 years of military
service, lived in Moreno valley from 1984- 1997 served at march AF base for 21 years, my rank is Master
sergeant, 3 national defense medals Vietnam campaign, operation restore hope, operation Northern Watch,
Operation Iraq freedom. Home address 229 N. Starfire St. Anaheim Ca, 92807 Cell #
Thank You
so much for your time and have a nice day.

,.,
\

~\(v. ~ p~ p~-

C-

~~~~~
S\.f'\P,"~

1122/2009
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City Council
.. .!.

City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valle)~ CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valleyca.Lts

Charles R. While
District 1

Richard A. Slewart
District 2

Frank Wesl
District J

Bonnie Flickinger
District 4

William H. Batey, II
District 5

MV00225127

Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno"valley.ca.us

February 11, 2009

Pastor Dennis Krueger
Shepherd of the Valley Lutheran Church
11650 Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Pastor Krueger:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
January 27, 2009.
Sine ely,

~

ie~~~w~

-

Mayor
cam
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

February 11, 2009

Pastor Lacy K. Sykes, Jr.
Cross Word Christian Church
14950 Riverside Drive
Riverside, CA 92518
Dear Pastor Sykes.:
On behalf of the City Council, I would like to thank you for participating in Moreno
Valley's Invocation Program. I appreciate that you took time out of your busy
schedule to offer the invocation at the City Council meeting on Tuesday,
February 10, 2009.

Ri
Mayor
cam
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Mana
Jane Halstead, City Clerk

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

February 9, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Juliene Clay, Administrative Assistant

I would like to commend Juliene Clay, Administrative Assistant, for her exemplary
performance during the week of January 26, 2009. I was impressed with Juliene, as
she performed duties that are normally handled by three staff members .. She
seamlessly handled the council members, staff, and public requests in a professional
and timely manner. It should also be noted during this time period, very controversial
project was being considered by the City Council, resulting in an increase of constituent
calls.

a

Juliene is an asset to the City Clerk/City Council office, and she exemplifies the
exceptional City of Moreno Valley employeeswho provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:cam

\lzurich\Shared\CityCounci~Stewart\Correspondencel2009 CorrespondencelO4memq Clay Letter of Commendation. doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Mafdng
Mike McCarty, Parks & Commu
Se ic
Wa·

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

February 9, 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Mike Mondorf, Security Guard

I

I would like to commend Mike Mondorf, Security Guard, for his excellent customer
service at the Conference and Recreation Center (C&RC). Mike is always very friendly
and helpful to the visitors at the C&RC. Recently, I attended the Boy Scouts of America
recognition dinner held at the C&RC on February 7, 2009. Mike personally greeted the
.
attendees with a positive attitude, assisted them with directions, and ensured that the
attendees who needed to change into her Scout uniforms had proper accommodations.
Mike's outstanding performance is an asset to the City, and exemplifies the exceptional
.City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.

c: Council Members
RAS:cam

\lzurich\shared\CityCounci~Stewart\Correspondencel2009 Corres'pondencelOSinemo Mondo.rf Letter of Commendation.doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY'
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez,City Manag
Mike McCarty, Parks & Commu

From:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart

Date:

February 9; 2009

Subject:

Letter of Commendation - Luys Mendez, Recreation Aide

I would like to commend Luys Mendez, Recreation Aide, for his excellent customer
Recently, I attended the
service at the Conference and Recreation Center (C&RC).
Boy Scouts of America recognition dinner held at the C&RC on February 7, 2009. Luys'
professional attention to detail of the C&RC set-up provided a comfortable and inviting
atmosphere, helping to ensure a successful Scouts' event. Luys even accommodated
my request to light the fire pit.
Luys' outstanding performance is an asset to the City, and exemplifies the exceptional
City of Moreno Valley employees who provide quality customer service.
c: Council Members
RAS:cam

l\zurichlshared\CityCounciIIStewartICorrespondencel2009 Correspondence\06memo Mendez Letter of Commendation.doc
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COUNCIL OFFICE
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Jesse Molina, Robin Hastings, Bonnie Flickinger, Bill Batey

From:

Richard Stewart, Mayor

Date:

February 2, 2009

Subject:

Planning Commission Interviews

Per our past practice, I propose we interview the three incumbent applications. Each
Council Member will review the applications and nominate for interview up to a maximum
of nine applicants, not including the three incumbents. The interviews will be set, and 15
minutes will be allowed per interview.

RAS:jrc

1
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O, Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www,movaL.org

January 27, 2009

Honorable Bill Emmerson
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Project List

Dear Assemblyman Emmerson:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide your office with capital project funding requests
for consideration in the use of State bond funds. Attached for your information is a list
of "shelf ready" projects for which the City of Moreno Valley is seeking funding.
If you have any questions regarding the information provided, please contact Michelle
Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at
We appreciate your continued support of the Moreno Valley community.

Attachment
c:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager. Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris Vogt, Director of Public Works

Jesse L. Molina
DiJtn'(t J

Richard A. Srewart

Robin N. Hasrings

Dim'in2

Bonnie Flickinger

District 3

DistricI4

William H. Barey II
DiJtrict5
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City of Moreno Valley Capital Projects
Funding Requests
Transportation Projects:
Ironwood Avenue - The City has design engineering plans to construct full
improvements on the south side of Ironwood Avenue between Day Street and Barclay
Drive, providing two eastbound lanes on this arterial located just north of the SR 60
Freeway. Estimated cost of construction for this project is $8 million.
SR GO/Nason Street Interchange -- This $14.6 million project to construct a diamond
interchange on the south side and modified cloverleaf on the northeast side of the
Nason/SR 60 interchange will reduce traffic congestion and improve circulation along
Nason.
Edgemont Water Quality Project

The total project cost to improve the water infrastructure in the Edgemont area is $12 $17 million. Funds are requested to assist in the construction of water infrastructure
improvements for the Edgemont area of the City. Providing service to over 3,000
residents, the Box Springs Mutual Water Company is owned by the residents but has no
funding for the replacement of equipment and pipelines. The City's efforts to improve or
replace streets and sidewalks are impacted due to the shallow and undersized water
,lines. Additionally, the high growth and development that has occurred throughout
Moreno Valley has stalled in the Edgemont area due to the water infrastructure needs.
The requested funds will assist in the construction of the water infrastructure
improvements.
Emergency Operations Center

The City currently has a project to construct an Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
out to bid. This 8,000 s.f. project will provide the residents of Moreno Valley with a
facility dedicated to managing local resources during disasters. Designed to be a stateof-the-art facility, the new $4.5 million EOC will ensure that information is shared
effectively during an emergency and will provide community leaders with the opportunity
to make fast, well-informed decisions to secure an efficient local response.
Aqueduct Bikeway Project

This $1.15 million project will complete mIssIng segments of aqueduct bikeway
improvements in the Moreno Valley community. This particular project will construct a
bikeway along missing segments betWeen 'Indian' and Fay Streets in the City. The
Class I bikeway will enhance public safety and serve to beautify the community.

MV00225135
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

January 22, 2009

Mr. Michael S. Geller
Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association
P.O. Box 7599
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-7599
Dear Mr. Geller:
Thank you for your letter regarding the City's recent decision to reprioritize some of the
capital projects to be funded by the 2007 Redevelopment Agency bond issuance.
Please know that the City Council and I understand and share your disappointment at
the prospect of delaying the construction of the new Main Library. As members of the
City Council, we often have to make tough decisions such as this, particularly in the
economic climate that cities across the country are currently experiencing.

I assure you that the construction of the new Main Library continues to be a top priority
for every member of the City Council, as well as City staff. Your allegation that City
officials "don't care about" this project is just not true. The fund raising events held over
the past two years, including two Mayor's Cup golf tournaments and the Comedy Night
event, have collectively raised over $240,000 specifically for the benefit of the new Main
Library for Moreno Valley. These events were conceived, organized, and implemented
almost exclusively by City staff.
The City Council's decision to redirect the 2007 RDA bond proceeds originally identified
for the Library project toward the construction of the Nason Street bridge was based
purely on economic reasons. The estimated cost to operate the new Library is between
$1.5 million and $4.5 million annually, depending upon the level of service provided.
These costs are over.and above whaUhe City is currently expending on library services.
The City of Moreno Valley simply does not have the funding necessary to operate the
new Library at this time. In fact, we may not have the sufficient funding to operate the
existing library facility at its current level of service. Staff is continuing to evaluate all
City programs and services and will be presenting additional cost saving options to the
City Council for consideration with the Mid Year Budget Review presentation scheduled
in the near future.
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January 22, 2009
Mr. Michael S. Geller
Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association
Page2

Please understand the City is not canceling or abandoning the building of a new Library.
Rather, we are delaying the construction of the new Library until the economy recovers
and there is sufficient funding available to properly staff and operate a new and
expanded Library. The RDA bonds have specific timing requirements for spending bond
proceeds. With this in mind, the City is seeking to use the RDA bonds to build the new
bridge at SR 60 and Nason and then use TUMF funding for the future funding of the
new Library. The City isn't "hoping" to secure TUMF funding to be pledged for the
future funding of new Library, but rather will enter into a formal Reimbursement.
Agreement or Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Moreno Valley and
Western Riverside Council of Governments.(WRCOG). Please note that WRCOG has
already agreed to this in concept, with it subject to the appropriate contractual document
eventually being approved by both governing bodies. This will ensure that the funding
for the new Library comes back to MorenoValley in the appropriate manner.
I agree with you 100 percent that Moreno Valley needs a new Library. However, we also
need the financial resources to properly fund the operation of new Library. Given the
state of the economy now and in the nearfuture that won't be possible within the next
few years. Re-prioritizing the projects to be funded by the RDA Bonds makes the most
fiscal sense given the City's financial position. However, rest assured that the City will
ensure that funds will be available for the future construction of new Library.
If you have questions, please contact Bob. Gutierrez

Si~~reti~dJ
,

. .chard
Mayor

. Stewart

or Barry Foster

----

c: tJlYldiY!l.Gjj]
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Barry Foster, Economic Development Director
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"Fighting To Protect Your Tax Dollars!"
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January 15, 2009
Bill Batey
Bonnie Flickinger
Bob Gutierrez

Jessie Molina
Robin Hastings
Richard Stewart
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Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley CA 92553
DELIVERED BY HAND
Re:

Cancellation of the Library Construction

Ladies and Gentleman:
I just heard about the cancellation of the library construction project and the stealing of
those funds to build a bridge at Nason. That should be the responsibility of RCTC and
the businesses that built at Nason through their Impact Fees and TUMF fees.
When a City says a project will be postponed for three or four years that is government
"speak" for never. Assuming Dan Lee is correct, he says " ... city officials are hoping
they can use regional transportation funding they expect to receive in the future for that
project to "repay" the agency and help build the library." Hoping? Praying?
This is outrageous and I am requesting that the City Council re-agendize this item for
further consideration and public hearings. I was unaware that this item was coming up
. or I would have spoken to the Council.
This is one of the problems when top officials do not live in the city in which they work.
don't know where Mr. Foster works but I suspect that city has a decent library. Why
can't Moreno Valley have a real library? These officials don't use our library and don't
care about it. The library in this City is a shambles and a joke. Stealing the money to
build a bridge is unconscionable and if the City Council refuses to act on this, I will
consider all our options including a referendum to prevent this travesty of justice and
force the City to build the library. I have been to towns of 10,000 people that have a
better library than we have. We have waited over 20 years for a library and it is not
going to wait forever.
It should be a crime for a city of almost 200,000 people not to have a real library. I am
disappointed in the City Council but I suspect they also fell victim to staff doublespeak.
When the current library was closed, the best this City could do, with dozens of empty

MV00225138
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buildings in town, was to put in a storefront library for almost a year. While a bridge
across Nason would be nice, it says nothing about the city. No one is going to move to
Moreno Valley for a bridge across Nason. But they do look at the library.
This City goes into debt for 41 million dollars to complete the city plan and now wants to
steal this money for a bridge?
Please etme know what the Counc'

s to do so I can act appropriately.

ichael S. Geller
Cc: Dan Lee via Email Only, die

l\wp\Taxpaye~

Assn\09 01·15 City COllncilltr re bridge-library.doc
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us
January 7,2009

The Honorable David Obey, Chairman
The Honorable Jerry Lewis, Ranking Member
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Appropriations
H-218 U.S. Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Obey and Ranking Member Lewis:
The City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests full Congressional funding in the FY 2010 transportation
appropriations bill to complete the following ongoing Riverside Transit Agenc~ (RTA) projects:
•
•

Temecula Transit Center, Park and Ride Facility- $4.8 million
Bus Stop Upgrades- $2.4 million

In addition, please consider the following funding for the upcoming renewal of the Safe, Accountable,
Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) which will be critical for their
ongoing operations:
•

103 Replacement Buses- $48.96 million

Riverside County, California, is one the fastest growing regions in the United States. For several years,
Riverside has led all 58 California counties in the rate of population growth. This phenomenal growth brings
with it the need for an improved public transportation infrastructure.
RTA is responsible for providing safe and efficient transit service to all citizens in western Riverside County.
The agency serves a region spanning 2,500 square miles, the second largest service area in the nation.
Over the past year, RTA's ridership has increased, with some routes growing more than 50 percent. We
believe these gains are the result of their commitment to close community ties and a pledge to deliver an
exemplary service that truly meets the needs of a diverse area.
RTA's transit projects have received past Congressional support. In the FY 2007 House transportation
appropriations bill that was unfunded, $1.25 million was included for the Riverside and Corona transit
centers, and $250,000 was identified for bus stop upgrades.
Please consider our request for full funding of the projects listed above so that RTA can complete the critical
transportation infrastructure for our growing, widespread and diverse community.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.

~
?i,§i;vJJ
-RiChar~rt

Mayor'
c:

Council Members
City Manager

NG:cam
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Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
P.O. Box 59968
Riverside. CA 92517-1968

January 6, 2009
Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart,
The Riverside Transit Agency's (H..TA) service area is one of the fastest-growing in the nation, and
for several years Riverside has led all 58 California counties in population growth. This phenomenal
growth brings with it the need for an improved public transportation infrastructure.
To help RTA meet the needs of a growing region, RTA respectfully asks for your support of our
transportation appropriations request. We are seeking federal funding in Fiscal Year 2010 to
complete the following ongoing RTA projects:

•
•

Temecula Transit Center, Park and Ride Facility- $4.8 million
Bus Stop Upgrades- $2.4 million

In addition we are asking for funds for the following new project:
•

103 Replacement Buses- $48.96 million

Enclosed please find a sample support letter addressed to the Honorable David Obey, Chairman,
and the Honorable Jerry Lewis, Ranking Member of the U.S. House of Representatives Committee
on Appropriations.
RTA will be putting together a packet of letters of support and we would like the City of Moreno
Valley to be represented. Please mail your letter on or before January 22 to:
RTA - Natalie Gomez
1825 Third Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Thank you in advance for your continuing support of RTA's transit projects.
Sincerely,

~~
Scott Richardson
Director of Business Development
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.moreno-valley.ca.us
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Charles R. White

Richard A. Stewan
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William H. Batey, II
District 5
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2009 Incoming Correspondence
Stewart, Rich~rd A.
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12831 Moreno Beach Drive. #107-272, Moreno Valley, California 92555. Office #951-242-3607 Fax #951-242-3607

December 18, 2009

Dear Friend and Colleague:
The word, "kumbaya" is translated "come by here." The term was popularized by the wellknown spiritual song, "Kumbaya," and is widely associated with a sentiment of love, unity,
compassion, and expectancy. As communities across our nation have sung this song, they
express their human need and beckon a source of provision for relief. The "kumbaya concept"
is the foundation ofthe newly-formed Kumbaya Community leadership Coalition (KClC).
The KClC is a grass-roots, collaboration of service providers and residents of the County of
Riverside, organized to meet the overt and implicit needs of the people of Riverside County,
California. Like its namesake, The KClt beckons residents to "come by" to benefit from the
offerings provided by the coalition's constituents ..
The KClC is purposed to be the adjoining and unobstructed link between resident and service
provider. Designed to be the voice of community members whose needs may have been muted
by bureaucratic disappointment and subdued by political jargon, it affords service providers the
opportunity to make direct contact with residents that will benefit from their offerings.
The KCLC is also a forum for service providers to share and exchange resources, hear and
address the concerns of residents, and raise community awareness of the medical, educational,
emotional, spiritual, and basic need services available to them. Additionally, corporate
representatives will benefit from meeting with city officials to receive updates on funding and
other services. This coalition is for the provider whose passion is for the people and has a desire
to meet their users where they are.
From this centrally located quarterly meeting of service providers, community pillars, and
residents, the KCLC will strive to combat the growing homeless problem in our cities, empower
residents to pursue careers, and address other social issues afflicting the county one resident at a
time, in the hopes of invoking a positive change of circumstance and support for the community
cause.
If you would like to participate in an informational meeting to learn more about how you and
your o~ganization can benefit and contribute to the vision of a better Riverside County, please
or via email at
contact Kumbaya Communiiy leadership Coalition by calling
regina.napper@vahoo.com.
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Who Is Regina Napper?
Biographical Narrative
Regina Renee Napper is a Christian pastor, teacher, community leader, life coach, motivational
speaker, wife" and mother. She is a woman of strength that has touched the hearts and lives of
many as she performs in these various roles. Her unique style of communicating provokes
change in the lives of her listeners. Her poised use of humor in conveying messages keeps her
audience captivated yet sensitive to the meaning as it applies to their own lives. It has been said
by many that her teaching and words of inspiration lead listeners to a place of hope and a desire
for change. With her very approachable quality, she motivates and encourages people from all
walks of life, and her motherly spirit embraces youth and children of all ages.
Being one of twelve siblings born to a single mother and raised in an underserved area of South
Central Los Angeles herself, Regina has witnessed the hardship faced in underrepresented areas
and has made it her life's work to empower low-functioning families. Regina understands the
urgency of tending to the youth who will be the future, and represent the fate of our communities
at large.
Her community involvement includes reaching out to schools, hospitals, prisons, juvenile halls,
shelters, the homeless, and congregations of faith. For 14 years, Regina sat on several advisory
boards for organizations that are designed to provide alternatives to gangs and drugs, which
include The 4-H Club, an after-school youth program, The Boys and Girls Club, YMCA, and The

Neighborhood Youth Center. The effective strides made by Regina led her to work with the Los
Angeles County Probation Department, the Parole Division of the State of California
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, the Department of Social Services (DPSS), and
the Los Angeles Police Department, to facilitate comparable programs and establish drug-free
and gang-neutral zones within the inner city. For her work in intervention, prevention, education
and support of youth and their families, Regina received numerous awards and commendation
from city officials, the Mayor's Office of the City of Los Angeles, The County of Los Angeles

Board of Supervisors, and other community agencies. Her experience in working with youth,
children, and urban residents include facilitating intervention and prevention programs and
workshops, addressing gangs, drugs, cultural diversity, and issues of self-esteem. Certified and
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extensively trained through the California State University System at Dominguez Hills,

California and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) , Regina has
mastered the balance of theory and practice in Substance Abuse Counseling, Crisis Intervention,
Self-Esteem BuildingIMotivational Workshops, Parent and Health Education, and Group
Counseling and Education.
Her extensive experience in working with public housing residents, counseling and educating
substance abusers, and underserved youth and children, has been instrumental in her ability to
gain the trust and respect of those she has lead to productive, self-sufficient lives.
It is Regina's position that, without education, communities begin to die and, without active

intervention, their path will reach its end. She believes in community support and continued
education. This woman endeavors for both the personal and spiritual growth of the people. It is
Regina's vision to continue her work on a larger scale to meet need wherever it is found and
afford opportunity wherever it has been deprived or neglected. Regina Renee Napper has been
fashioned, intricately designed, to teach transformation to those who need change, promote
restoration of the broken, and help in the rising of a generation that will thrive despite past
adversity and present opposition.
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RECEIVED

09 DEC 22 AM g: 52
Deputy Clerk

12-4-09

I don't know if you are extremely stupid or totally incompetent. I do
know it's obviously one of the two.
How many times do you expect me to pay this unjust ticket????? YOU
actually owe ME $548 because I shouldn't have had to pay it the FIRST
time. I stopped BEFORE turning right on red, but all the photo
enforcement camera on Fredrick St. caught was me going around the Comer.
Those photo enforcement cameras are -almost as unreliable and worthless as
some county employees.
You can see here that I already paid this ticket on Oct 24 from my
Discover card bill enclosed. I also completed traffic school on Nov 14 to
keep points off my insurance. You will also find that verification enclosed.
It also was turned in to your office, in person, the week following
completion.
You seem to have great difficulty with this transaction, but I'm not going
to pay again for it. Go ahead with threatening me with civil action. You
need to give up your job to someone unemployed who has more than crap
for brains. A job involving a shovel, or a toilet brush seems more suitable
for you. But Deputy Clerk is clearly too much for you to handle.
I understand that you may need someone help you to read this letter.
Very Sincerely

John Hlava
CC: Superior Court-Corona
Superior Coatt- MY
Riv Co Sheriff
.Riv Co Transportation Dept
. MV City Council -.--
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
505 S. Buena Vista
Corona, CA 92882
Date:
12/01/09
JOHN WILLIAM HLAVA
Case Number: MR10223JH
23628 NARCISSUS CI
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92557
In regard to the above listed citation, see the item(s) checked below:

To:

)The payment amount you have submitted is insufficient. Please remit
$
to close your case.
)A mandatory court appearance is necessary.
)The bail amount on this case is $ _______ with corrections,
$
without corrections.
)We have received payment on your citation, however, proof of
correction(s) is required to close your case.
)Proof of correction(s) must be signed off on the citation or bail
notice by an official station, DMV, or any Law Enforcement Officer.
)Proof of correction(s) has been received. Please remit $------ to
close your case.
)Your date to pay/appear has passed and a hold on your license has
been issued to the DMV. You may also be subject to a civil action
which may include a wage/tax garnishment and/or a lien on your
property. The amount due is $ ___________
)To set up a payment plan, fill out the attached form and return it"
to the above address. A- $35 fee will be added to the payment plan.
( )You do not qualify "for Traffic School. Your payment has been
~plied and your case is closed. The $54 fee will be returned.
(/fTo attend Traffic School, remit an additional payment of $~-)To plead not guilty, submit full bail in the amount of $
You will be notified of your trial date and time by mail-.-------)A~

extension has been granted until

(~ther

~

IS

Gornp[£T70~

( )Failure to comply by /h3/I,O may result in a DMV hold and a civil
action against you. E~a self-addressed stamped envelope for
subsequent correspondence.
In order to make a court appearance, you must check in between
[ ]7:30 AM to 8:00AM / [ ]12:00PM to 12:30PM, excluding weekends and
and holida .,If you are late, you will not be permitted to appear in
court. Add tional information is available on our Website.
by: -------~~~~~~4------------' Deputy Clerk
- NOT IN LINE TO PAY YOUR FINE @
www.riverside.courts.ca.gov
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BILL EMMERSON
ASSEMBLYMEMBER, SIXTY-THIRD DISTRICT

December 15., 2009
Honorable Ricl1ardSteVl:art
The Cii:y dflvloreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Morerio Valley, CA 92553

Dear Richard:
ofWornen~s

to invite you to par'(icipate in
t.he 6 annual Women of Distinction Luncheon. It is rfly goal to recognize 63
extracrdinary 'women from the6Yc! Assembly District; women that have gone above and
beyond th~ call of duty in order to hetter the communities Vie work and live in.
In celebration

History Monrh it ':s my

hOl!O/'

th

You are an integral part of this event which will be taking place on l'-larch Ui, 2010 at
. the Doubietree Hotel in Ontario. I am asking for your help to nominate those amazing
ladies you feel have truly made a difference through their diligence, dedication and
determination. Without your as~istan(;e and input., many women that deserve this day of
recognit.i.on eouId go overlooked.

I am enclosin:g a nomination form, please fe.eifrer:: to make copies and nominate up to
five women. These forms need to be faxed' or:m.ailed to my district office in Rancho
Cucamonga no la!§r than February QJ.Ql.Q. The indi-,;iduals you ar~ nominating shou!d
1d
reside or work in the 63 Assembly District, which is comprised of: Upland, Rancho
Cucamonga, FontaD.a, San Bernardino, Riverside, ~.1.oreno Valley, Coma Linda,
Redlands, Highland, Grand Terrace and Yucaipa.
I greatly appreciate your participation and look fonvard to receiving Y(IlIT nominations. If
you have any questions or need additional infomlation, please don't hesi[a~e.to contact
my office at 909-466-9096.'
.
Sincerely,

BILL EMMERSON

Assleinbl yrnember, 63 rd Di strict

Printed on Recycled Paper

MV00225151

The 63 Women of Distinction within the 63 rd Assembly District
Please type or clearly print the infonnation applicable to the nominee (Nominations that cannot be read will be
discarded) Nominee must live or work in the 63 rd District: Rancho Cucamonga, Upland, Fontana,
Lorna, Linda, Grand Terrace, Redlands, Riverside, Moreno Valley, Yucaipa, San Bernardino, Highland

Please Complete Form and Attach Bio or Resume
Nominator Name:

--------------------------------------Nominator Contact Number:
-------------------------------Organization Making Nomination,_______________---'-___________

, Nominee Name: ___________----,-______--,-_________

Occupational Position:
Nominees Mailing Address (NO P.O. BOXES): ____________-::--_______-::--___
Street

City, State, Zip

Nominee's Phone Number:
Home: ------------Work: ---------------Cell:
, E-mail Address: ________________________________
Work Address: _________________________________

Reasons for Nomination:

(Over)
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Pearl
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Helen
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Jo
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Ruby
Loretta
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May
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Rosemary
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Bobbie
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Angelia
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Ellen
Marsha
Annamarie
JoAnne
Judy
Pat
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Miriam
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Dorothy
Pauline
Susan Kay
Kathleen
Pamela
Malissa
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Sheri
Michelle
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DeAnn
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Melodee Lee
Danielle
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Thelma
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Theresa
Linda
Susan
Donna
Robbie
Roberta
Janet
Patricia
Audree
Helga
Barbara Jo
Sherri
Ingrid
Robin
Nanci
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Ruth
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Vicki
Tonia
Penny
Angela
Susan
Gina
Gloria
Beth
Harnethia
Sharron
Rebecca
Wendy
Mildred
Ann
Darcy
Nancy
Mirtha
Stephanie
Kathleen "Kitty"
Margie
Rebecca Ann
Diane
L.M.
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Bonnie
Sally
Pat
April Mills
Linda
Fern
Rose
Sharon
Rose
Sharon

Kawppenberg
Keagle
Kean
Kendrena
Kennedy
Knighten
Koehler-Brooks
Kohlmeier
Kraemer
Kray
Krischbaum
Laffey-Stanton
Lagerlof
Lang
Larsen
Lauer
Leal
Lee
Lee
Lewis
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Longville
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Macias Harrison'
Mack
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councilmerober Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Richard Stewart
From:

Kaufman, James [JKaufman@mvusd.net]

Sent:

Tuesday, December 08, 20099:08 AM

To:

Richard Stewart

Subject: Marcus Tynes Memorial

Good Morning Mr. Richards,
My name is Jim Kaufman and I also attended the service for Marcus Tynes yesterday. I wanted you to know that
I was moved by your words about Marcus; our fallen American hero. You spoke as if you had known Marcus for
years. I am a teacher at Midland Elementary where Marcus attended school and we are planning a tree
dedication ceremony in Marcus' memory sometime this spring. We would be honored if you would be able to
attend or send some correspondence that might be read at the ceremony. Thank you in advance for your
consideration.
Jim Kaufman
4th/5 th Grade Teacher
Midland Elementary School

12/8/2009
MV00225159
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Attention

Mayor Richard Stewart

FAX#
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December 2, 2009
Police Chief .Tohn Anderson
Moreno Valley Police Department
Dcar Chief Anderson;
My name is Ruth Baker and I am writing to you because I am appalled by the lack of
professionalism of the staff at the Moreno Valley Police Department, and I tce.l.-that I
have exhausted all other avenues for assistance,
On January 6,·2009, I was called by Marlene Cortes, who is the mother of my son
Michael Lewis Baker's girlfriend, Crystal Cortes. She stated that she evicted. Michael and
Crystalftom her home at 24730 Bamboo Court Moreno Valley, CA 92553 uttcr
discovering that not only had they been stealing fTom her and lying about it, but that she
had also intercepted mail addressed to me at her address. She also stated that Michae.I had
received several. pieces of mail addressed to me for credit cards, magazines, etc, but that
he had taken the majority of them with him when he was evicted. She stated that she did
have a few pieces of mail and forward them to me.
I live at 16380 Gamble Avenue Riverside, CA 92508, so 1 called Riverside Police
Department and the Perris Sheriff Department, as I live in the unincorporated portion of
Riverside. I was instructed by both offices that I would need to file a Police Report for
Identity Theft: with Moreno Valley police Department, as the crime had occurred within
fheir city limits.
I called Moreno valley Police Department and spoke with Officer Kamins (lD#3723),
and filed a Police Report (File #MV09006093). He stated that afler I received the mail
being forwarded by Marlene Cortes, that I shoul.d bring it in to the station. When I
received it a few days later, I did.

Several weeks later, after not hearing from Officer Komins, J called him. Hc stated that
the mail I had submitted was not proof that Identity Theft had been committed, and that I
would need to obtain copies of my credit reports from Experian, Equifax and Transunion
and submit them indicating which charges were not mine. After receiving these three
reports, I highlighted al I of the charges and list or addresses that I had never resided at,
and submitted them to Officer Komins.
To this date, I have not received any response to my phone calls to Officer Komins and
his Conunnnding Officer requesting a status for this case. I went to Moreno Valley Po.lice
Department on October 13,2009, and requested a copy of the .Police Report. I was
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dismayed that the Report only indicated that I called one time and had no supporting
evidence to prove Identity Theft, and that the case had been referred to Riverside Police
Department. I contacted Riverside Police Department, and they have no record of a
rderral.
I had originally contacted Moreno Valley Police Department to report that I was being

victimized by my son Michael Lewis Baker, only to feel that I have bee.n further
victimized by the staff of Moreno Valley Police Department. 1 am not able to have
charges taken offmy credit report without an adequate Poli.ce Report, since the credit
r~portiJ\g a.genc.ies will not make these adjustments, I have a low credit score, which is
resulting in my inability to procure a Home Loan.
Tbruuc you in advance for immediate attention to this matter. Please feel free to contact
me at my home if should any further information.

Sincerely,

'--{lv,,,, Mwv
RUTH BAKER

16380 Gamble Avenue
Riverside, CA 92508

cc: Mayor Richard Stewart
Mayor Pro Tern Bonnie Flickinger
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Moreno Valley Strikers
Flex Team
AYSO Region 187
10/1~/2oo9

City of Moreno Valley
Dear Mayor Richard Stewart,
My name is Tim Cleary and I am the coach of the Moreno Valley AYSO under 12 boys Flex soccer team
for the 2009/2010 season. We are the pilot team representing Moreno Valley. The season began in
August 2009 and will continue through July 2010.
During our season we will participate in various local tournaments as well as play a 12 game fall season
and a 10 game spring season. The team is responsible for raising their own funds to cover expenses for
both seasons and each tournament. As you can imagine these expense$ will be considerable. During
the 2009 All Star/Select season the team incurred fees totaling over $7,400.00. Examples of such
expenditure_s _in.tlud~ regi~rati9n ~es, -'Anif9rnJs .tpsts, t.9.umame.nt entry f~e_s, tnlYel exp~n.se_s, _and
eqUipment.
The roster includes 11 boys and ·before th'e first game is played, each parent will have to pay a hefty
registration fee. With the current economic status of California and the level of unemployment, the out
of pocket expenses to parents will limit the number of boys who can play. It is my plan as a coach and
parent of one of the boys to raise enough money to lower fees to a reasonable amount, allowing each of
the boys .to participate.
If you chose to sponsor the team this season, your monies will go toward reducing registration fees,
uniform costs, tournamententry fees, travel expenses and any other miscellaneous fees. Please see the
attached AYSO Sponsorship form for different sponsorship levels.
Thank you for your time and sponsorship consideration. Any level of sponsorship and/or monies is
greatly appreciated. Please feel free to .contact me, at the number included below, .if you should .have
any questions or require any additional information.
Thank you
TIm Cleary
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AMERICAN YOUTH SOCCER ORGANIZATION
A non-profrt corporation dedicated to youth soccer

"AYSO REGION 187' MORENO.VALLEY, CA'
TAX 10 # 95-6205398· www.ayso187.org

SPONSOR INFORMATION FORM
;PONSOR'S NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---.,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~DDRESS:

_________________________________

~

_______________

CITY: ________________ STATE:_ _ _ _ ZIP CODE:_ _ _ _ _ __

CONTACT PERSON:

... __ ._...

_o#~_,.,._

•• _.. _ _ _ _ .._._... . . . . . . . _....___,..-' .........
~

_-.._~

__

PHONE #:( .

,~

_ _ __

}-------

II WE WOULD LIKE TO SPONSOR THE FOLLOWING TEAM:

6TfuK~s

TEAM NAME:f0.V
PLAYER:

Nl&
\

COACH:/rMQ(J;:){ll/

r

.

•TEAM REPRESENTATIVE: \:tM

~y

AGE GROUP (Circle One)
. U-19 (1)

U-16 (2) U-14 (3)

GIRLS

~

U-10 (5)

-.-.----.----.----.-.-... - ...------~.--SPONSORSHIP LEVEL

-

~

'(Circle one)

----------.-- -"

....

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

$200.00
X
X

$350.00
X

$500.00
X

$1,000.00
X

w/GRAPHIC

w/GRAPHIC
X

TEAM PLAQUE
WEBSITE SPONSOR PAGE LISTING UNTil 7/31
WEBSITE LINK
WEBSITE HOME PAGE LISTING UNTIL 7131

'

'''.''

X
wlGRAPHIC

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: AYSO REGION 187

1

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $

PLEASE GIVE CHECK Mill COMPLETED FORM TO THE TEAM REPRESENTATIVE OR MAIL TO:
AYSO REGION #187
ATTN: TREASURER

P.O. BOX 8416
MORENO VAlLEY, CA 92552-3416

ON BEHALF OF THE CHILDREN OF REGION 187, WE JHANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORTlII

----------------.,-----

TREASURER USE ONLY
DATE REcfIVED:

NOTES:

I

CHECK#:

I

JAMouHT:$

TAX RECEIPT SENT:

a1lstar sponsorshiJH)5

----..'-----------MV00225164
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RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Economic Development Agency

October 5, 2009

Mr. Brad Williams, President & CEO
MVP-EV
14255 Elsworth Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re: Letter of Intent

..B.y~

Dear)K.' Williams,
I am writing on behalf of the County of Riverside, Economic Development Agency (EDA), to provide
MVP-EV with our Letter of Intent to provide MVP-EV up to $100,000.00 in cash for use by MVP-EV to
produce electric powered vehicles in assembly plant(s) with the County of Riverside, California,
preferably within the corporate limits of the City of Moreno Valley, California.
This offer is made in good faith, subject to Board approval, and may be revoked by the County of
Riverside if MVP-EV does not meet certain performance targets established by mutual agreement set
fourth at a later date and time. The success of MVP-EV is of great importance to the County of
Riverside and its workforce.
Should you wish to discuss this matter in greater detail you may contact me via email at
tomfreeman@rivcoeda.org or via telephone at
I would like members of our team to
meet with you to develop terms and conditions, of mutual agreement for both parties, and move
forward with your funding.
Sincerely,

~:er

..

Office of Foreign Trade-EDA
County of Riverside, CA, USA

Cc: Honorable Marion Ashley, County Supervisor-Fifth District
Honorable Mayor & Council members, City of Moreno Valley
Mr. Robert Field, Assistant County Executive Officer/EDA
Mr. Dan Martinez, Managing Director of EDA
Mrs. Sarah Mundy, Assistant Director-EDA
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING· REDEVELOPMENT· HOUSING· WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT· HOUSING AUTHORITY·
AVIATION' RIVERSIDE COUNTY FAIR & NATIONAL DATE FESTIVAL· EDWARD-DEAN MUSEUM & GARDENS· COMMUNITY SERVICES
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14177 FREDERICK STREET
P. O. BOX 88005
4:I\~ENO VALLEY. CA 92552-0805

Mr. Brad Williams
President & CEO
MVPEV
14255 Elsworth Street
Moreno Valley CA 92553

rr.r"-~

Dear Mr~Wiiliams:
Congratulations on your success in forming your partnership with CT&T to establish a
Regional Assembly & Sales (RAS) facility to produce electric vehicles at your Moreno
Valley facility. Locating the new RAS facility in Moreno Valley provides a strategic site
for this new operation and will produce many new quality employment opportunities. As
we have discussed, the City of Moreno Valley has several funding opportunities that
MVP EV could utilize in starting up the new CT&T operations. The following represents
the framework for the City of Moreno Valley's assistance package:
•
•
•

$107,000 from CDBG-R funding for Economic Incentive for 'Green and
Technology Business' that can be used for equipment and facility upgrades
$107,000 from CDBG-R funding for Utility Infrastructure Improvements
$100,000 from the CDBG FY 2009110 Budget for a Job Creation Incentive

A legal agreement will be drafted to spell out the details for the City's funding in
conformance with CDBG program standards and requirements. Please note that an
Agreement is subject to the consideration and approval of the Moreno Valley City
Council.
If you have questions or wish to discuss this matter in greater detail, please feel free to
contact me at
or via email at barryf@moval.org.
Sincerely,

g~~

Barry Foster
Economic Development Director
C. City Council

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

~\

,

,',
.-~.~
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c: City Council
John Trell, Planning
Kyle Kollar, CDD
Bob Hansen. CA
Raymond W. Johnson, Esq. AlCP
Carl T. Sedlack, Esq., Retired
Abigail A.Broedling, Esq.
Veera K. Tyagi, ~sq.

\\\y'COUHCIL
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26785 Camino Seco, Temecula CA 92590
www.joh~son-sedlack.~UG \

0

PM

~-:~

EsqAlCP@Wildblue.net

Abby.JSLaw@Gmail.com
Veera.JSLaW@Gmail.Com
Teleplwne:
Facsimile:

August 5, 2009,
City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Community Development Director
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
RE: Appeal of the Planning Commission Decisions approving PA07~0035, PA07-0039,
PA08-0021, Negative Declaration and all associated approvals.
Greetings:
By this letter, Residents For A Livable Moreno Valley, hereby appeal the Planning
Commission Decisions approving PA07-0035, PA07-0039, PA08-0021, Negative
Declaration and all associated approvals on July 23, 2009.

I
,

\

The basis for the appeal is that the approvals are inconsistent with the Moreno Valley
General Plan and the Environ.rnental Review is procedurally and substantively inadequate.
The Project will have significant impacts on air quality, noise,traffic, hazardous materials~
land use, floodirig, water quality, biological resources, and global climate change both
'
individually and cumulatively. Additionally, conditions of approval rCliedupon to mitigate
impacts are inadequate, uncertain and not legally enforceable.
Please advise me of the scheduled hearing date for the appeal.
Sincerely,
Johnson & Sedlack

Raymond W. Johnson, Esq. AlCP
Attorneys for Appellant
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Marta S. Beck
23815 Hemlock Ave., #3
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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Moreno Valley Police Department
22850 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9045.
RE: Case No. MV092030201, 3JGK481, 1995 Chrysler Concorde
Dear Sir or Madam:
You dealt me a harsh blow when you took my car. It was my only means of transportation. Now I
could lose my job because I have no way to get to work. I have arthritis in both my knees and lately my
right knee has been so painful I haven't been able to walk. My boyfriend, Nick, was on his way to the
pharmacy to pick up a prescription for pain medication for me when you confiscated my car. I had just
the previous Sunday gotten it fixed. It had been heating up. 't only have social security ($642.00 per
month) for income now that I can't get to work. That doesn't even pay my rent, much less utilities or
groceries. How am I supposed to live now? I was going to get the car smogged and current tags
within the next week, or as soon as I got back to work. Well, forget all that. I couldn't afford to get my
car out of impound. Do you people do anything you can for !T1oney? Well, you have really stuck it to
me.
If I could afford it, I would move from Moreno Valley as fast as I could. This place, because of you
people, sucks big time. How could you do this to a poor little old woman who is only trying to barely get
along? Now I can't do anything because of you.
I don't know how you can sleep at night, any of you, if you do this as a daily practice.
Sincerely,

Marta S. Beck
! (,

cc: Office of the Mayor, DMV Lien Sale Division
PS: You will have to change the citation. Enclosed is a ~~py of my current and future insurance cards.
, 'Cll;')'

~.

l.,t>I.'
.~;

t··
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Sect10n 16056 of the CaIJfamia Vehicle Code. minimum IlabUtty lIm1u presatbed by law,

California Proof of Financial Responsibility
EffecUve Datil

PoUcy Number

4137674109

08-05-09

~iratlon

02-05-10

Dale

YearJMakeIModelNehk:le IdeDtlficadon Number

1995 CHRY CONCORDE 2C3HD56TlSH559520
lnsu~d:MARTA

SUE BECK
23815 HEMLOCK AVE

APT

3

MORENO VALLEY, CA 92557-7160
GEICO GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY
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TMG

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

July 9, 2009

Dear Richard,
On behalf of my family and all who called themselves a friend to my father, I want to once again
say thank you for the dedication of Harley Knox Blvd.
Your vision, leadership and support played a major role in this achievement.
Enclosed is a photo from the dedication ceremony that I thought you may enjoy.

~

Aaron

7095 Indiana I\ve., Suite 120 • Riverside, 0\ 92506'
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California Natural Resources Agency

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Govemor

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

DONALD KOCH, Director

http://www.dfg.ca.gov

Chair, City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear City Council,
It has come to the attention of the California Department of Fish and Game
(Department) that the City of Moreno Valley is discussing the opening of Davis
Road to through traffic, On July 9, '2002, the City of Moreno Valley (City) vacated
the street right-of-way for a portion of Davis Road that intersects the San Jacinto
Wildlife Area (SJWA). When the City vacated to Right-of-way, the public easement
ceased and the title reverted to the owners of the land (Department) adjoining the
vacated street easement. The Department intends to keep this easement and
continue to close the gate located at the southern end of the vacated portion of the
street.
The closure of Davis Road has substantially reduced a number of adverse impacts
associated with this unimproved dirt roadway on the SJWA. Prior to the 2002
closure Davis Road was viewed as a shortcut to and from Highway 60. As
inherent in shortcuts, speeding cars were often encountered. This resulted in
increased wildlife disturbance and mortality. Dead wildlife was a regular
occurrence along Davis Road, including threatened, endangered, and other
protected species.
Visitors to SJWA were also subjected to roadway hazards when stopping to view
wildlife. These hazards included potential collision, flying rocks, or clouds of dust.
The dust pollution adversely coats down-wind vegetation rendering it less valuable
to wildlife.
Since the closure of Davis Road, a Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan
(MSHCP) for western Riverside County was developed with the intention of
allowing and facilitating future economic development within the county and
signatory cities, in return for the establishment and maintenance of specific wildlife
conservation and open space areas. The SJWA is a key component of the
conservation areas under the MSHCP. The closure of Davis Road is critical to the
long term viability of the SJWA as a wildlife conservation area for the MSHCP.
The Department intends to keep the road closed. If you have any questions
please contact Mr. Eddy Konno at
Sincerely,

~

Chris Hayes
Deputy Regional Manager

Conseroing Ca{ifomia's Wi{j[{ife Since 1870
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW PROPERTIES
. ..•..... . . . J .

................... ·········

..

14225 Corporate Way
M6-reno
V;;jliey;cA925s3

March 24, 2009
Mr. Rick C. Hartmann
Deputy City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Re: Continuance Request for CSD Zone M Voting
Dear Rick,
Highland Fairview is requesting a 60 day continuance for the public hearing and / or
voting of the ballot proceeding for identified properties ·within Tentative Parcel Map
(TPM) 35629 for approval of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) maximum commercial/industrial regulatory maintenance rate and CSD Zone Z
incorporation of the median maintenance.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

d-id'tt: ~&db#£k'~£'
Danette Fenstennacher
Executive Vice President & Chief Operating Officer
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Dear Mayor Stewart:

Soon after the opening of the Moreno Valley Outback Steakhouse, my wife and I became
customers and have settled in as long-term and regular patrons. We have become
progressively aware of the tremendous civic contributions that the Outback and its
proprietor Eddie Colin have made to the benefit of Moreno Valley. Eddie is remarkably
quiet about his repeated efforts that benefit the city. Consequently, Eddie's quietness
makes it difficult to accurately identify all that he has done. However, we have been able
over time to produce at least a partial list of what the Outback has done gratis. A major
contribution was the hosting of 500 March Air Force Reservists and families at both a
Christmas party and a summer picnic. He has been a lunch sponsor for the annual Fallen
Officer Foundation. When the devastating Esperanza fire was raging out of control,
Eddie and Outback staff drove food into the San Jacinto Mountains to feed the fire
fighters. I think he also provided eats for the State of the City luncheon. He has
repeatedly interacted with city schools, including feeding students, teachers, and staff of
at least 15 of the local schools and has cooked hamburgers for the Seneca Elementary
School's Fall Festival Carnival. He has given at least 25 school tours of the Outback,
where the students both learn about the restaurant business and are fed lunch. Eddie has
peen a sponsor of the Boy Scouts of America, sponsor for cancer research, provided food
to local churches, and has given donations to numerous charities and organizations.
Currently, Eddie is a T-Ball coach and he hosted the team for lunch and a tour of the
Outback.
Eddie's tremendous dedication in all of the above efforts adds appreciably to the positive
stature of the City of Moreno Valley. My wife and I (long-term residents of Moreno
Valley - moved to Sunnymead in 1972) think the contributions made by Eddie Colin
considerably benefit the City of Moreno Valley and are deserving of the City bestowing
some form of special ~ecognition upon Eddie Colin and the Moreno Valley Outback.
Sincerely,
,

)

~J£;, fn;n~~

~~ Mrs. D,ouglas M., Morton

I

,
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BARBARA BOXER
CALIFORNIA
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tlnitrd ~tatrs ~rnatr
HART SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
SUITE 112
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-0505
(202) 224-3553
http://boxer.senate.gov/contact
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November 23,2009
The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14179 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92554
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I want to share some exciting news with you. The Senate Environment and Public Works
COJnmi1.tee, which I chair, recently approved my bipartisan bill to reauthorize the Economic
Development Administration (EDA), which provides development grants to communities with
high levels of economic distress. S.2778, the Economic Development Revitalization Act of
2009, passed the committee on November 18th with a bipartisan vote of 18 to O.
Established in 1965, EDA helps economically distressed communities foster the jobs and
businesses necessary to maintain strong, healthy communities
From 2004 to 2008, EDA awarded $976 million in public works, economic adjustment
and revolving loan fund projects. These investments are expected to create nearly 172,000 jobs
at an average cost of $5700 per job over the next nine years
In 2009, EDA provided California with more than $50 million in investments. Using
these funds, California applicants expect to create over 20,000 jobs and save nearly a thousand
more while stimulating private investments of more than $1 billion
The current multiyear authorization for EDA expired on September 30, 2008. S.2778
would authorize EDA through 2013 at $500 million per year while making important changes to
EDA programs to ensure funding reaches the communities most in need.
The approval of this legislation by the EPW Committee is an important step forward for
families and communities in California and across the country. With its long track record of job
creation, EDA has an especially important role to play in today's challenging economic times
I am pleased that S.2778 has passed the EPW Committee with strong bipartisan support.
Be assured that I will keep working to enact this important legislation to bring economic
development assistance to California communities as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

~~

Barbara Boxer
United States Senator
1700 MONTGOM ERY STREET
SUITE 2 4 0 ,
"
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111
.

312 NORTH SPRING STREET
SUITE 1748
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012

501 'I' STREET
SUITE 7-600
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(

. 2500 TULARE STREET
SUITE 5290
FRESNO, CA 93721

600 'B' STREET
SUITE 2240
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(

201 NORTH 'E' STREET
SUITE 210
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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November 14, 2009

City of Moreno Valley
POBox 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Via: email
Dear Mayor and Council:
This letter is to inform you that Alex Braicovich, a long-time member of our Waste Management
team has resigned from our organization. We wish Alex the best in his future endeavors.
Please be assured that we will continue to play an integral part in the Moreno Valley community
and provide the excellent service deliverables that you have come to expect. As the Community
Relations Manager for the City, I have long been involved in your community's activities, events
and operations and look forward to serving you for years to come.
To provide you additional contact information, we have outlined members of the Waste
Management's Inland Empire Team to ensure that your needs are met and you have access to key
members that can respond quickly and effectively. You can always best reach me on my cell
phone at
.
Lynn Sisto, Contract Compliance Manager for the Inland Empire
Email address:lsisto@wm.com
Steve Kanow, Director of Operations for the Inland Empire

Email address:skanow@wm.com
It is our pleasure to serve the City of Moreno Valley, and look forward to building new
partne'rships and relationships in the near future.
Best regards,

Julie Reyes
Community Relations Manager
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Richard Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Richard,
-It is-with both regret-and anticipation thaU want tojnfQrm you .QCIJlYJecel}t <!~cisio!!lo
resign from my former employer, Waste Management. I have accepted a position with
CR&R Inc. as their Senior Region V.P. My office will be located in Perris, California and·
my assigned territories will include San Bernardino, Riverside and Imperial Counties.
CR&R is a tremendously innovative company with exciting plans for the future which
will benefit both the environment and the customers we serve.
Below is my new contact information:
Cell Number:
(Effective November 30,2009)
Office Number:
Email Address:abraicovich@crrmail.com
Web Site: wwwcrrwasteservices.com
I have thoroughly enjoyed my professional relationship with you, your staff and the
wonderful community of Moreno Valley. It has truly been a memorable and rewarding
expenence.
I wish you all the best in your future endeavors and I thank you for the opportunity to
serve the City of Moreno Valley. If! can be of any further assistance, please do not
. - --.hes.itate-toJeLmeknow.- . - - - _ .. ____ .

Sincerely,

c6~-

r-v

J. Alex Braicovich
Senior Regional Vice President of
San Bernardino, Riverside and Imperial Counties
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November .17, 2009,
Sunnymead Mutual Water company"! 1)\ ':)\Y lC:\- \ ~
P.O. Box 21
/
Moreno Valley, Calif. 92557

S

City Counsel Members
14177 Frederick st.
Moreno Valley, Calif.
Mayor and M~mber~ of th~ City Counsel:
My name is Billy L. Hall, I am, President of the Board of
Directors of the Sunnymead Mutual Water Co., and I represent
255 stockholders of this company of which I am'one of the
,stockholders.
I would like to address some of our concerns, facts and possible
about our 10 acres of land on the southeast corner
of Heacock and'Ironwood Ave and the planned permanent flood
control channel alongsldethis property together with the planned
changes to Ironwood Av~ at this location.
miscoric~ptions

The Wate~ Company.was formed in 1927, to provide water to all
of the properties from Graham st. to Heacock st., and from
Ironwood to Sunnymead Blvd., and provided water to them until
1990. During the 1980's the nitrate levels and other undesirable
chemicals in our water ,wells increased to a point where the
water quality standards no longer met the state iequirements.
This increase in che~~cals ~n our wells coincied with the influx
of housing tracts built upstream during that period. The runoff
of water from streets, houses,yards and driveways ran downhill
to our relativ~ly flatland and percolated into the ground near
our wells. Although millions of dollars was collected from .
. developers for housing tracts built upstream to pay for the
increased waterflow, non of this money was used to correct the
increased waterflow onto our property. Had a small porton of
these funds been used for what it was intended, the water company
could still be in operation and providing water to the homes
and businesses within its district.
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Late in 1989 we agreed to give the water company operation to
Eastern Municipal Water District; because we could no longer
provide good water quality to homes and business in our area
unless we purchased most, or all of the water ,from EMWD. They
were able to maintain water quality by mixing the well water
with wat~r from their other sour6es and adding it to their
system. The exchange was declared an even trade.since the cost
of obtaining water service from EMWD was approximately the
same as the value of our existing wells and distribution system.
Along with the transfer of the water system to EMWD, we agreed,
to sell the 10 acres of land, (our only remaining asset) to
the developers of the Festival Property, but we were required
tb allow a temporary open earthen flood control channel acro~s
our property while th~y engineered and built the permanent
underground. flood control channel alongside Ironwood Ave.
'The developer had an agreement with the city and the Riverside
Flood Control District to install the permanent underground
channeL themselves, and be reimbursed for the cost over a 10
year period. The developers requested, and was allowed a 18
month escrow of the 'property in order to formulate the development of the property and install the permanent flood control
channel. However before the 18 months of the escrow was completed the developer had lost his major tenant, (a Walmart
store)and'the economy. had chang~d for business development,
and they let the escrow lapse with only the engineering completed
on the planned flood control channel.
Now 20 years later we are still waiting for the city and the
county Flood'Control District to correct the flood control
problem for which they have received money to do for the last
30 years. The city and the County Flood Control District say
that they cannot. maintain the temporary channel 'because they
do not own.it. The city allows the major part of the flood
water and runoff water from homes and streets in the city to '
be dumped into this temporary ,earthen channel, but will not
maintain it. Since it is an open channel, erosion leaves standing ~ools of contaminated water in the channel which allows
continuous mosquito development and potential West Nile Virus.
Also the contaminated water with undesirable chemicals percolate
into the ~nderground drinking water through the well water.
The health department sometimes-installs signs ,on the fence
above the contaminated pools of water to warn people of the
danger.
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Continous erosion leaves more and more pools of contaminated
water every year. Also a small portion of the sidewalk on the
south side of Ironwood is suspended in mid-aiar due to erosion
under it. It will only get worse with each heavy rain.
Since the temporary channel is not mantained by the city or
County Flood Control District, (because they do not own it)
then we ~ust maintain it. If we do not, the' bushes grow
up in the channel because it is almost constantly fed by
runoff water from homes and streets. As the willow bushes grow
up, it blocks the flow of water from the rains. During dry times
the homeless people move into it, (at one time they built the~
selves a 3 bedroom building in the channel) and then the city
sends us a notice to move the homeless people out and clear'
the growth of weeds and debris. Since we have no income and
very limited funds to pay the taxes, maintain fences and pay
for weed abatement,' I personally have maintained the flood
control channel for the last 20 years. This seems to be okay
with the city but I cannot continue to do it forever.
The planned flood control channel project, long overdue, if
completed, has many desirable aspects and will eliminate the
many problems created by the increased runoff from the thousands
of new homes built upstream and funneled through the temporary
channel •. It will:
1. stop the destruction of the parcels of land now being
damaged by erosion from the temporary earth channel. .
2. stop the .erosion of soil under the sidewalks and streets
near the intersection of Heacock and Ironwood streets.
3. stop the pooling of stagnated water and hatching of large
amounts of mosquitos and the ~ossibility of West Nile Virus
in this area.
4. stop the percolation of. undesirable and toxic chemicals into
the .drinking water of residents who' are served by water from
this underground source.
5. Allow development of the properties along this channel
which will provide additional revenue for the city.
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6. It will be less expensive to build now than in the future
when the economy improves and contractors who do this work will
have more projects to bid.

7. It will eliminate the weakest link in the flood control system
in the dity north of the freeway, if not the weakest link in
the entire city.

8. It will be more economical t6 build it now along with
the changes to Ironwood Avenue rather' than delaying it.
9. Funds to do this project may never be available in the near
future, or in many years and the problems will only get larger
and the cost to rectify them will only increase.
10. If the. project is not completed now, all of the time,
funds and manhoursexpended on the project to date will beLwasted
and have to be regenerated in the future.

For all.ofthese reaSons I implore you to give very serious
consideration to the completion of this project and do not delay
it 6r allocate the funds to another proj~ct.
~2~25#your consideration,

Billy L~
President
Board of Directors
Sunnymead Mutual Water Company
Tel:
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Although it shocild not affect or be revelant to this project,
the following information is included, with this letter,
regarding a.pending legal ~uit against the Sunnymead Mutual
Water Company.
Since the transfer of the. water company's operations~ and the
cacelelation of the sale of the pro~erty to the Festival Group,
we have been trying to sell the property and close out the water .
company, but the flood control problem, and a lack of cooperation
on the part of Eastern Municipal Water District as to the wells
and easements around them, have dissuaded potential buyers and
developers.
In 2002 we did agree to a· contract of s·ale with a developer
whereby he was allowed a 18 month escrow in which he could
withdraw at any time during that period ind withdraw his deposit .
.When the 18 month period was up he continued to ask for
extentions. He wa~ given seven extent ions over an additional
period of two years and a· reduction in the purchase price from
2.2 million to 1.8 m~llion without any compensation .to us for
the extent ions or the price reduction. After the escrow and
all extent ions to it had expired, and the contract and
allextentions to it had expired, he asked for.another extent ion
to buy it at the same price~ When we refused any more extent ions
he filed a law suit demanding that we extend the escrow, sell
to him at the same price, or in the alternative be awarded
damages.
Due to the failure of the cour~ system in Riverside County,
it took 3 years tocom~ to trial. On the last day of trial
he canceled his demand to buy the property and continued
. h·isdemand for damages. Three months after the trial, the Judge
issued a tenative decision in our favor, stating that he had
been given adequate time to perform. Three months later,
(a total of 6 months after trial) the Judge reversed his decision
in favor of the plaintiff, saying that we had breached the
contract by not giving him enough time to perform, and awarding
him $780,000. in damages.
We are now appealing that decision because we totally complied
with all aspects o£ the contract while he did not. We
·should win th~s appeal if there is any fair and logical
conclusions in the appeals system. However nothing fair or
logical can be expected from our broken, unfair and illogical
.Judicial system. It is expected that the appeals process will
take about one year.
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Meg ltagaki
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Meg Itagaki
Tuesday, November 17, 20099:54 AM
'gibbelb@emwd.org'
Cindy Miller; Juliene Clay; Jane Halstead
Correspondence from a resident

Attachments:

Letter from P. Wormley. pdf; Envelop.pdf

Letter from P.
Envelop.pdf (30 KB)
Wormley. pdf (31...

Good morning,
My name is Meg Itagaki, and I am forwarding this letter to you on behalf of the City Council Office, City of Moreno Valley.
Please read and respond to Ms. Wormley regards to the EMWD issue.
Thank you very much,

Meg Itagaki
Senior Office Assistant
City Clerk's Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E :megi@moval.org
W: www.moval.org
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City of Moreno Valley

11/25/2009 11 :55:59 AM

Council Summary

Reference # MV-OS217-EHQ7
-

~-~

---~.-

Incident DatelTime: 4/16/2008 9:50:00 AM
Resolution Date/Time: 4/18/2008 9:00:00 AM
Taken By: Natasha Burdine

Reporting Party Information
Name: Patti Wormley
Address:

P.O. Box 7676

City/ST/Zip: Moreno Valley CA 92552
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name: Patti Wormley
Address:

P.O. Box 7676

Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available):

Resolution Information
Response by John Terell.
Cemeteries are permitted by the City's Municipal Code in any residential district subject
to the approval of a conditional use permit. A cemetery proposal was approved several
years ago on the west side of Pigeon Pass Road near Old Lake Road. The project was
not built and the site has since been purchased by St. Patrick's Catholic Church for a
future parking lot expansion. There are no current proposals for cemeteries under
review and there have
not been any recent
inquiries for that use.
.

Case Information
Issue Category: Planning
Issue: Other
Council District:

MV00225190

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of2

11/25/2009 11 :55:59 AM

Issue Description: Please investigate Ms. Wormley's concerns on behalf of Mayor Batey and advise the
outcome.
*****************

Patti Wormley stated that Moreno Valley needs a cemetery. She stated that currently
people have to travel to Riverside, San Bernardino or San Diego to bury their loved
ones.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Michelle Dawson
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Y COUNCIL

;':10RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW
14225 Corporat~WOV Moreno Valley, c'f.. '92553

9 PM 2: 2 I

November 4, 2009

Mr. Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
-1411-7-Freder-ick.-Stre€t-- - - -- - Moreno Valley, CA 92552

SUBJECT:

Continuance Request for NPDES and CSD Zone M Voting - TPM 35629
City Council Meeting of November 10, 2009

Dear Mayor Stewart and Members of the City Council,
Highland Fairview hereby requests a continuance of the public hearing to February 23,
2010 regarding the mail ballot proceeding for identified properties within Tentative
Parcel Map (TPM) 35629 relating to: 1) the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) maximum commercial/industrial regulatory maintenance rate, and 2)
the Community Services District (CSD) Zone M (Commercial, Industrial and
Multifamily Improved Median Maintenance) charges.
Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Danette Fenstermacher
Executive Vice President & Chief Operating Officer

xc:

Sue Maxinoski, Special Districts
Jennifer Terry, Special Districts
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RECEIVED

09 NOV -9 PM 2: 22
13001 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92843-2102

BOARD OF TRUSTEES· 2009
PRESIDENT:
SANDRA MONTEZ
VICE·PRESIDENT:
JOE ANDERSON
SECRETARY:
ROY MOORE
ALISO VIEJO
PHILLIP B. TSUNODA
ANAHEIM
LUCILLE KRING
BREA
ROY MOORE
BUENA PARK
JIM DOW
COSTA MESA
WENDY LEECE
CYPRESS
SANDRA MONTEZ
DANA POINT
STEVEN H. WEINBERG
FOUNTAIN VALLEY
CHERYL BROTHERS
FULLERTON
DR. F. RICHARD JONES
GARDEN GROVE
MARK ROSEN
HUNTINGTON BEACH
JOECARCHIO
IRVINE
ROSEMARY DUGARD
LA HABRA
JAMES GOMEZ
LA PALMA
LARRY A. HERMAN
LAGUNA BEACH
TONI ISEMAN
LAGUNA HILLS
MELODY CARRUTH
LAGUNA NIGUEL
ROBERTMING
LAGUNA WOODS
DR. ROBERT BOUER
LAKE FOREST
JEAN D. JAMBON
LOS ALAMITOS
KEN C. PARKER
MISSION VIEJO
GAIL REAVIS
NEWPORT BEACH
DR. VIRGINIA L. BARRm
ORANGE
DENIS BILODEAU
PLACENTIA
GREG SOWARDS
RANCHO SANTA MARGARITA
GARYTHOMPSON
SAN CLEMENTE
JOE ANDERSON
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
LAURA FREESE
SANTA ANA
FRED S. BELLA
SEAL BEACH
MICHAEL LEVin
STANTON
ALETHANS
TUSTIN
ALMURRAY
VILLA PARK
JAMES RHEINS
WESTMINSTER
FRANK FRY, JR.
YORBA LINDA
JIM WINDER
COUNTY OF ORANGE
JOHN M. W. MOORLACH, C.P.A.
DISTRICT MANAGER
GERARD GOEDHART

E-MAIL: ocvcd@ocvcd,org
WEB SITE: www,ocvcd,org

November 4, 2009
Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
Enclosed for your information is a paper on CalPERS Pension Reform, as well as a
sample resolution, prepared by the Orange County Vector Control District (OCVCD),
to formally support the reform of CaIPERS. As local agencies address difficult
financial challenges, it is necessary that action be taken urging the California
Legislature to develop legislation in 2010 to provide additional choices for agencies
and their employees. All parties have an interest in saving jobs and preserving public
services, yet CalPERS restrictions do not allow agencies and their employees to
develop innovative programs to produce immediate and long-term savings.
Recently, the County of Orange and the Orange County Employees Association
negotiated such an innovative program. The program received legislative approval
through SB 752 (Correa), which was unanimously passed by the State Senate and
Assembly. Ironically, CalPERS agencies are prevented from negotiating such
innovative programs.
It is OCVCD's hope that local government and their employees will see that

CalPERS reform is in all our best interests and demand action from the Legislature. I
hope you will read the enclosed paper and take formal action to support CalPERS
reform through the resolution provided. I would encourage you to send a copy of
your adopted resolution to each State Legislator in order to emphasize its importance.
(A copy of the resolution and Legislators address template for printing labels
[Avery 5160®] are located on the District's website, www.ocvcd.org.) I would
appreciate a copy of your resolution be sent to OCVCD.
Thank you for your time. You may contact me at ggoedhart@ocvcd.org, or
(714) 971-2421, extension 112, if you have any questions or comments.

~~
Gerard Goedhart
District Manager

GGIMH/lb

Enclosures
"An Independent Special District Serving Orange County Since 1947"
The mission of the Orange County Vector Control District is to provide the citizens of
Orange County with the highest level of protection from vectors and vector-borne diseases.
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CalPERS Pension Reform
Saving Jobs, Preserving Public Services
Local governments throughout California are facing severe financial challenges due to the worst
economic downturn since the Great Depression. As a consequence, many agencies are laying
off and furloughing employees resulting in decreased public services and employee hardship.
Complicating the economic picture is the 28% loss on CalPERS investments in 2008, which will
result in increased retirement costs for local agencies beginning in Fiscal Year 2010-11. This
will further distress agencies and lead to more reductions in jobs and services.
It is up to public agencies and their employees to address these financial challenges together.
Recent legislation, SB-752 (Correa), implemented a landmark agreement between the Orange
County Employees Association and the County of Orange that allows current employees a
choice of retirement formulas. Unfortunately, CalPERS rules and regulations are very
restrictive and do not empower agencies and their employees to negotiate creative solutions,
such as the agreement reached in Orange County, to address their mutual goals of saving jobs
and preserving public services.
The Orange County Vector Control District proposes four fundamental changes to CalPERS
rules and regulations:

• Approve new retirement formulas that encourage retirement at later ages.
•

Through negotiations, authorize lower retirement formulas be applied to all employees
immediately. Currently, CalPERS requires that any lower retirement formula be
applied to new hires only. This change would result in immediate and long-term
savings for agencies, allowing them to save jobs for their employees.

•

Through negotiations, authorize improved retirement formula changes be applied to
future service time only. Currently, CalPERS requires that an improved retirement
formula must be applied to all past employee service time, which increases agency
unfunded liability and the cost of retirement.

• Place a cap on tile maximum dollar amount that can be paid to any retiree hired after
January 1, 2011.

Local government and their employees need more choices and options from CaIPERS. Basic
pension reform to CalPERS must be a priority in 2010 in order to save jobs and preserve public
services.
10-15-09
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Proposed Retirement Formulas
Emphasizing Later Employee Retirement

Current CalPERS Retirement Formulas
Age

2o/~55

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

1.426
1.522
1.628
1.742
1.866
2.000
2.052
2.104
2.156
2.210
2.262
2.314
2.366
2.418
2.418
2.418

64

65

2%@60 2.5%@55 2.7%@55

1.092
1.156
1.224
1.296
1.376
1.460
1.552
1.650
1.758
1.874
2.000
2.134
2.272
2.418
2.418
2.418

2.000
2.100
2.200
2.300
2.400
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500

2.000
2.140
2.280
2.420
2.560
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700
2.700

3%@60

Age

2.000
2.100
2.200
2.300
2.400
2.500
2.600
2.700
2.800
2.90Q
3.000
3.000_
.3.000
3.000
3.000

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

3.00~

65

64

2%@65 2.5%@65

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.300
1.350
1.400
1.450
1.500
1.600
1.700
1.800
1.900
2.000

1.000
1.050
1.100
1.150
1.200
1.250
1.300
1.350
1.400
1.450
1.500
1.700
1.900
2.100
2.300
2.500

2.7%@65 1.625%@65*

1.000
1.100
1.200
1.300
1.400
1.500
1.600
1.700
1.800
1.900
2.000
2.140
2.280
2.420
2.560
2.700

0.7091
0.7457
0.7816
0.8181
0.8556
0.8954
0.9382
0.9846
1.0350
1.0899
1.1500
1.1947
1.2548
1.3186
1.3865
1.4593

* Formula Currently Approved for 1937 Act Agencies

(CERL, Section No. 31676.01)
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Comparison of Current and Proposed Retirement Formulas
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Current Retirement Benefits for Employees
Beginning Employment at Age 25
AQe
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

2%~55

35.65%
39.57%
43.96%
48.78%
54.11%
60.00%
63.61%
67.33%
71.15%
75.14%
79.17%
83.30%
87.54%
91.88%
94.30%
96.72%

2%@60 2.5%@55 2.7%@55
27.30%
50.00%
50.00%
30.06%
54.60%
55.64%
33.05%
59.40%
61.56%
64.40%
36.29%
67.76%
39.90%
69.60%
74.24%
43.80%
75.00%
81.00%
48.11%
77.50%
83.70%
52.80%
80.00%
86.40%
58.01%
82.50%
89.10%
85.00%
63.72%
91.80%
70.00%
87.50%
94.50%
76.82%
90.00%
97.20%
84.06%
92.50%
99.90%
91.88%
95.00% 102.60%
94.30%
97.50% 105.30%
96.72% 100.00~~08.00%

Years of
3%@60 Service
50.00%
25
54.60%
26
59.40%
27
64.40%
28
69.60%
29
75.00%
30
80.60%
31
86.40%
32
92.40%
33
98.60%
34
105.00%
35
108.00%
36
111.00%
37
114.00%
38
117.00%
39
120.00%
40

Proposed Retirement Benefits for Employee
Beginning Employment at Age 25
Age
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

2%@65 2.5%@65 2.7%@65
25.00%
25.00%
25.00%
26.00%
27.30%
28.60%
32.40%
27.00%
29.70%
28.00%
32.20%
36.40%
29.00%
34.80%
40.60%
37.50%
45.00%
37.50%
40.30%
49.60%
40.30%
43.20%
54.40%
43.20%
46.20%
59.40%
46.20%
64.60%
49.30%
49.30%
70.00%
52.50%
52.50%
77.04%
57.60%
61.20%
62.90%
70.30%
84.36%
68.40%
79.80%
91.96%
99.84%
89.70%
74.10%
80.00% 100.00% 108.00%

1.625%~65·

17.73%
19.39%
21.10%
22.91%
24.81%
26.86%
29.08%
31.51%
34.16%
37.06%
40.25%
43.01%
46.43%
50.11%
54.07%
58.37%

Years of
Service
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

• Formula Currently Approved for 1937 Act Agencies
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Comparison of Current and Proposed Formulas with
Employment at Age 25
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Current Retirement Benefits for Employee
Beginning Employment at Age 35
Age
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

2%@55
21.39%
24.35%
27.6.8%
31.36%
35.45%
40.00%
43.09%
46.29%
49.59%
53.04%
56.55%
60.16%
63.88%
67.70%
70.12%
72.54%

2%@260
16.38%
18.50%
20.81%
23.33%
26.14%
29.20%
32.59%
36.30%
40.43%
44.98%
50.00%
55.48%
61.34%
67.70%
70.12%
72.54%

2.5%~55

2.7%~55

3%~60

30.00%
33.60%
37.40%
41.40%
45.60%
50.00%
52.50%
55.00%
57.50%
60.00%
62.50%
65.00%
67.50%
70.00%
72.50%
75.00%

30.00%
34.24%
38.76%
43.56%
48.64%
54.00%
56.70%
59.40%
62.10%
64.80%
67.50%
70.20%
72.90%
75.60%
78.30%
81.00%

30.00%
33.60%
37.40%
41.40%
45.60%
50.00%
54.60%
59.40%
64.40%
69.60%
75.00%
78.00%
81.00%
84.00%
87.00%
90.00%

Years of
Service
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Proposed Retirement Benefits for Employee
Beginning Employment at Age 35
Age
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

2%@65 2.5%@65 2.7%@65 1.625%@65*
15.00%
10.64%
15.00%
15.00%
17.60%
11.93%
16.80%
16.00%
20.40%
13.29%
17.00%
18.70%
23.40%
14.73%
18.00%
20.70%
26.60%
16.26%
19.00%
22.80%
30.00%
17.91%
25.00%
25.00%
19.70%
27.30%
33.60%
27.30%
37.40%
21.66%
29.70%
29.70%
23.81%
32.20%
41.40%
32.20%
26.16%
34.80%
45.60%
34.80%
28.75%
37.50%
50.00%
37.50%
55.64%
31.06%
41.60%
44.20%
61.56%
33.88%
45.90%
51.30%
58.80%
67.76%
36.92%
50.40%
40.21%
66.70%
74.24%
55.10%
81.00%
43.78%
60.00%
75.00%

Years of
Service
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

* Formula Currently Approved for 1937 Act Agencies
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Comparison of Current and Proposed Formulas
with Employment at Age 35
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RESOLUTION NO. (Number)
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF (CITY NAME)

URGING THE GOVERNOR AND STATE LEGISLATURE TO APPROVE CALPERS
PENSION REFORM IN 2010
WHEREAS, CalPERS is responsible for retirement, health, and related financial programs for
more than 1.6 million public employees, retirees, and their families for more than 2,500 public
agencies; and
WHEREAS, CaIPERS's rules and regulations are restrictive and prevent agencies and their
employees from negotiating solutions other than the established retirement formulas; and
WHEREAS, CalPERS requires that any lower retirement formula be applied to new hires only;
and
WHEREAS, CalPERS requires that an improved retirement formula must be applied to all past
employee service time, which increases agency unfunded liability and the cost of retirement; and
WHEREAS, local governments throughout California are facing severe financial challenges due
to the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression; and
WHEREAS, it is the fiscal responsibility of agencies and their employees to address these
financial challenges together;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of (City Name) that:
SECTION 1. CalPERS reform is needed to approve new retirement formulas that
encourage retirement at a later age.
SECTION 2. CalPERS reform is needed to authorize lower retirement formulas to be
negotiated for all employees immediately.
SECTION 3. CalPERS reform is needed to authorize improved retirement formula
changes to be negotiated for future service time only.
SECTION 4. CalPERS reform is needed to place a cap on the maximum dollar amount
that can be paid to any retiree hired after January 1,2011.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that local governments and their employees need additional
choices and options from CaIPERS. Basic pension reform to CalPERS must be a priority in 2010
in order to save jobs and preserve public services.
The foregoing Resolution was PASSED and ADOPTED by the City Council of (City Name) at a
regular meeting thereof held on (Date), at (Location).

(Name), Mayor

(Name), City Clerk
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Fighting pension pests
Orange County Vector Control District takes a break from battling. rats and
:.
mosquitoes to offer a solution to California's retirement crisis.

. TI ••
~ORZA
• IU;GISTER
COLUMNIST

A certain segment of our readership would never dream of asking public employees for a solution
to California's public employee pension crisis.
Sacre bleu!
And, frankly, it came as a surprise to us at The
Watchdog when we heard from the tiny Or:mge
County Vector Control District, eager to !loat
some big ideas on how to solve California's big
pension problem .
. "I don't exactly want to say we're a lone voice
crying in the wilderness," said spokes~ Mike
Hearst (but we can say that, since they pretty

much are). "It's just that everyone agrees that the
pension Cormulas are unsustainable. And everyone agrees that it has to change. So we're doing
this becaWle we're concerned that if it's not an orderly retreat from an unsustainable position, it's a
rout."
Perhaps we can call this "enlightened self-interestn~

SO Orange County Vector Control - the wee
government charged with keeping rats, mosquiSEE ••UCHDO •• PAGE 7

Percent of retirement earned at
age 55 with 30 years of service

--------------------OOM

------------------70
~~.,~-------------------~

r----40
____ 30

20

(1)65

~65

37.5% 37.5%
The Reqlster
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tot>S and thp dis~ases tht>y
.spread at bay - sent it!! radical ideas (and lots of cool
color chart!!) in an eightpage Iptter to the California
Public Employ~es Retirement System, whose investments are down $50-or-so
billion - roughly 28 percent.
(And which you, dear taxpayl'rs, may well wind up
bailing out).
Basically, the district is
urging CaIPERS. to r!lise
the age at which public employees can retire; to cut
the overly generous formulas used to calculate pensions; and to stop applying
newly adopted, generous
formulas retroactively to all
employees (including those
who've been working for 30
years and are on the verge
of retiring. That's bloody
expensive!).
All this through negotiation with employl'\.> unions,
of course, the district urges.
TheT4~' s !lnother idea that
the district would like to
pursue, but it hasn't gotten
the nod from its board of directors yet: Set a dol/ar cap
on how much money any single retiree can earn per year.
'-'Should it be $lOO,OOO? Or
$200,OOO? I don't know,"
"Hearst said. "But it should
be som~t.hing."
In its letter to CaIPERS,
'. the district says:
..,... . "Local
governments
throughout California llrP
facing'severp financial challenges due to the worst. economic downturn since thl'
Great Depression. As a cons!:'quencl:', many agencil's
are laying ofT and furloughinj£ cmploYl:'es I'('sulting in
d~~reased public services
and pmployee hlll'dship.

Complicating the economic
picture is the 23% loss on
CalPERS invpstments in
2008 (this has bpen raised
to 28 pprcent), which will
result in increased retirement costs for local agencies beginning in Fiscal
Year 2010-11. This will further distress agencies and
lead to more reductions in
jobs nnd services.
"It is up to public agencies and their employees to
address these financial
challenges together. Unfortunately, CalPERS rules
and regulations are very restrictive and do not empower agencies and their t!mployees to negotiate creative solutions to address
tht!ir mutual goals of saving
jobs and preserving puhlic
services.
"The Orange County
Vector Control District proposes three fundamental
changes to CalPERS rules
and regulations:
• App~ove new retirement
formulas that encourage
retirement at later ages.
(Watchdog notes that, right
now, most public pension
formulas encourage retirement at age 5.5 - which is
not even dose to being old
nnv more, and at which
ti~e many professionals
are just hitting their stride.)
• Through negotiations,
authorize lower retirement
formulas, to be applied to .
all employpes immediately.
Currently, CalPERS requires that any lower retirl:'ml:'nt formula be applied to new hires only. This
change would result in immediate and long-term savings for agendes, allowing
thE'm to save jobs for t.heir
ell1)JloYl'es.
(Watchdog
not!:'!" that, right now, some
state rl'tirement formulas
/.':'i \'E' rE'tirees :.1 percent of
pny for each year worked as

ORANGE COUNTY/FROM THE LOCAL COVER.
('arly as agE' 50, which is
what has allowed people
like ex-sheriff Mike Carona
to retire with about 100 percent of his pay.)
• Through negotiations,
authorize improved )'etirement formula changes be
applied to future I>ervice
time only. Currently, CalPERS requires that an improved retirempnt formula
must be applied to all past
employee service time,
which increases agency unfunded liability and the cost
of retirement.
"Local government and
their employees need more
choices and options from
CaIPERS. Basic pension reform to CalPERS must be a
priority in order to save
jobs and preserve public
. "
servtces.
Orange County Vector
Control District has the 2
percent at 55 formula,
which we now know is
among the lowest in South('rn California. It suggests
moving to 2 percent at 65,
for example.

BY THE NUMBERS
The bar chart gives a verv graphic idea o'f just how
~uch money these retirement formulas are costing,
and how much changes
could save. The first three
bars !"how, in a rather stark
and shocking manne)" how
today's 55-years-young employees with 30 years in will
earn, at the least, 60 percent of their pay - and as
much as 80 percent - every
year for the rest of their
lives. And those last four
bars show how much they'd
be paid under rpvised formulas with higher retil'l'ment nges.
Seems a lot more sustainablE', no':' And not so
shabby. We've heard from
quite a lot of pPOple who

.
:
•
:
.

would gleefully retire at age ,
65 with a guaranteed 38:
p.ercent or so of their high- !
~st pay.
!
. A Field Poll released Fri- \
day shows that a majority of \
California voters support I'
reducing public pension
benefits, arid there are oth- ,
ar ideas for scaling back the t
burden out there,
\
One is the Public Employee Benefits Reform Ini- !
tiative, which is making its
way to a ballot box near you; I
and another is the land- r
mark deal just struck between Orange County and
its union - a mutual agree- !
ment to start a two-tiered
retirement system (though ~I
experts say this won't save
much money for quite some !
time).
i
Hearst points out that t
CalPERS rules wouldn't al- )
low the sort of deal that the
county and the unions just
struck.

I
I

I
I

Anyway, we'll note here
that the vector district has
taken the brunt of some
jokes in this colwnn (because we're a sucker for a
setup, and because we've
had questions about why a
completely separate government is needed to fight
vector-borne diseases). But
we' do appreciate its forthrightness in trying to address a problem that could
bring California to its financial knees.
"It's the right thing to
do," Hearst said.
CONTACT THE \:fAITEA:

714'796-6910 or
Islor zall'ocreqlsler.com

More Watchdog at

ocr..mr.~c~
Sign up for the Register's
daily' e-mail alert for
goverrurient and politics at

ocr......,..~.........tt.,.
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Governor signs retirement-plan
Governor Schwarzenegger
has responded to calls for pension reform by signing into law
a measure authored by Senator
Lou Correa (Orange County) that
could well serve as a tem'plate
throughout California.
Senate Bill 752 enacts a reform
in pension law that was negotiated between both the Orange
County Employees Association
and the Orange County Board of
Supervisors.
The new hybrid retirement plan
will provide that both new hires
and current employees would
be given the option of choosing
the existing defined benefit plan
or a new hybrid that combines a
smaller defined bendit payment
with a 40 I (k)-style individual
investment plan-- at a cost savings
of at least $10 million the first
year and possibly millions more
thereafter.
In response to the approval,
Senator Correa stated, "this historic measure is a breakthrough
program that the workers, the
Orange County Employees Association and the County of Orange
have agreed to. It is a plan that can
serve as a role model for the rest
of the state."
In their joint support for the bill,
Orange County leaders hailed the
proposal as an innovative partnership of the OCEA and the County,
addressing the needs of our workforce while remaining responsible
stewards of taxpayer dollars.
Senator Correa concluded by
adding, "As the author of Senate
Bill 752, [ am pleased that all par-

.

CourteSy photo

State Senator Lou Correa addressing the Senate during Floor
Session.
ties collaborated to achieve this
success. This solution preserves
precious Orange County funds;
while protecting the pensions
of hard-working Orange County
Employees, a· win-win for all,
especially Orange County Tax-

payers,"
Senator Lou Correa represents
the 34th District which includes
the cities of Anaheim, Buena
Park. Fullerton, Garden Grove,
. Santa ,Ana, Stantorz, and Westminster.
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October 30, 2009

Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor, District 2
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9036
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I am writing to ask you to consider adopting an ordinance prohibiting and/or restricting the sale
of tobacco near schools. Each year, 36,000 California kids become new smokers and 75% of
them will go on to become life-long smokers. Tobacco use remains to be one of the le~~ing
causes of preventable death in California with 40,000 Californians dying each year as a result of
tobacco use. Costs associated with smoking-related diseases in California amount to nearly $16
billion annually.
Surveys continue to confirm that the closer a tobacco retailer is to a school, the more likely they
are to sell to children. A 2004 study by the Tobacco Related Disease Research Program found
that 33% of tobacco sales to minors take place within 1,000 feet of a school. On September 22,
Los Angeles City Attorney Carmen Trutanich announced the suspension of 24 tobacco retailers'
licenses due to repeated sales of tobacco to minors. Most of these violations took place near
schools. By prohibiting or restricting sales in the proximity of schools, we can significantly
reduce tobacco access to children.
Dozens of cities throughout the nation have prohibited/restricted tobacco sales in close proximity
to schools. On July 23, the City of New Orleans, Louisiana became the latest city in the nation
to adopt an ordinance restricting tobacco sales near schools, banning tobacco sales within 300
feet of schools, churches, playgrounds, public libraries and any places "offering structured,
organized care for youth."
While the City of New Orleans and others have shown tremendous leadership on this issue, I
believe California cities and counties can and s~ould do more. Enclosed please find a model
ordinance for your consideration. The Office of Legislative Counsel of California confirmed that
local governments may validly enact such tobacco control ordinances.

CAPITOL OFFICE: STATE CAPITOL. ROOM 4038· SACRAMENTO. CA 95814. TEL (916) 651-4020. FAX (916) 324-6645
DISTRICT OFFICE: 6150 VAN NUYS BLVD .. SUITE 400· VAN NUYS. CA 91401 •
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I offer the following suggestions for making a local ordinance more effective:

1. Sales Prohibition
At a minimum prohibit sales of tobacco products within 600 feet of a school. 1,000 feet would be
preferable.

2. Three Strikes and You're Out

If an ordinance grandfathers-in existing tobacco retailers in close proximity to schools, then those
retailers should be subject to a tougher penalty schedule including license revocation after a third
violation of selling tobacco to minors.

3. Limited Hours

If an ordinance grandfathers-in existing tobacco retailers, you have the ability to restrict the
hours of operation/sales including, but not limited, to prohibiting sales during school hours,
hours when students are walking to school, and hours when students are walking home from
school.
Before my election to the State Senate, I served as President of the Los Angeles City Council and
as President of the League of California Cities. I now know first-hand how much tougher it is to
enact a statewide law restricting tobacco sales than to adopt a local city or county ordinance.
This past year, I authored legislation to create a statewide prohibition of tobacco sales near
schools (SB 601). Not surprisingly, this effort encountered tremendous opposition from the
tobacco industry.
While I remain committed to my legislative effort in the State Capitol, I am appealing to local
government officials statewide to join me in this effort to ban tobacco sales near schools. There
are countless examples of how land use ordinances have improved the quality of life in
neighborhoods. The proposed tobacco control ordinance will continue that tradition and protect
the health and safety of California's children. Please join me in this effort to reduce the illegal
sales of tobacco to children.
Thank you in advance for your consideration. If you have any questions or need additional
information, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,

~?~
ALEX PADILLA
State Senator, 20th District
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AN ORDINANCE OF THE [ CITY! COUNTY 1OF [ _
]
AMENDING THE [ _
] MUNICIPAL CODE TO RESTRICT

TOBACCO PRODUCT SALES NEAR SCHOOLS
The [ City Council of the City I Board of Supervisors of the County] of [ __ ] does
ordain as follows:

ARTICLE

TOBACCO FREE SCHOOLS ACT

SECTION I. FINDINGS. The [City Council of the City I Board of Supervisors of
the County] of [ _ _ ] hereby finds andde~lares as follows:
WHEREAS, tobacco use causes death and disease and imposes great social and
economic costs, as evidenced by the following:
•

more than 440,000 people die in the United States from tobacco-related
diseases every year, making it the nation's leading cause of preventable
death; I and

•

the medical and economic costs to nonsmokers suffering from lung cancer or
heart disease caused by secondhand smoke eire nearly $6 billion per year in
the United States;2 and

•

the total annual cost of smoking in California was estimated at $475 per
resident or $3,331 per smoker per year, for a total of nearly $15.8 billion in
smoking-related costs in 1999'alone;3 and

WHEREAS, in California, 13.3% of the adult population and 15.4 % of high school
4
students smoke; and
WHEREAS, local zoning controls allow local governments to regulate the operation
of lawful businesses to avoid circumstances which facilitate violations of state, federal,
and local laws; and

I

U.S. Dep't of Health and Human Servs., Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Annual SmokingAttributable Mortality, Years 0/ Potential Life Lost, and Economic Costs - United States /995-/999
MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY WEEKLY REpORT, 51 (14), at 300-303 (2002), available at
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwrIPDF/wklmm5114.pdf(last accessed October 11,2006).

2

American Academy of Actuaries, Costs Associated with Secondhand Smoke, October, 2006, available at
http://www.actuary.orglpdf/healthismoking_oct06.pdf (last accessed October II, 2006).

3

Wendy Max, Dorothy P. Rice, Xiulan Zhang, Hai-YenSung, Leonard Miller, Cal. Dept. of Health Servs.,
The Cost o/Smoking in California, /999, at 76 (2002), available at
http://www.dhs.ca.gov/tobacco/documents/pubs/CostOfSmoking 1999.pdf (last accessed October 18,
2006).

4

Cal. Dep't Health Servs, Tobacco Control Sec., 30-Day Smoking Prevalence Among California Youth (March 2006).
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WHEREAS, although it is unlawful to sell tobacco products to minors,s 8.6 % of
California retailers surveyed do sell to minors.6 In fact, despite laws in every state
making it illegal to sell tobacco to minors, each year an estimated 924 million packs of
cigarettes are consumed by minors 12 to 17 years of age, yielding the tobacco industry
$480 million in profits from underage smokers;7 and
'
WHEREAS, [ City / County] has a substantial interest in ensuring that any person
selling or exchanging tobacco products should be at least. of a legal age to purchase such
products; and
WHEREAS, [Q!y / County,] has a substantial interest in promoting compliance with
state laws prohibiting the sales of tobacco products to minors; in promoting compliance
with federal, state and local laws intended to discourage the purchase of tobacco products
by minors; and finally, and most importantly, in protecting children from being lured into
illegal activity through the misconduct of adults; and
WHEREAS, the California courts in such cases as Cohen v. Board of Supervisors, 40
Ca1.3d 277 (1985), and Bravo Vending v. City of Rancho Mirage, 16 Ca1.App.4th 383
(1993), have affirmed the power of local governments to regulate business activity in
order to discourage violations of state law; and
WHEREAS, the California ~onstitution, Article XI, section 7, provides cities and
counties with the authority to enact ordinances to protect the health, safety, welfare, and
morals of their citizens; and
WHEREAS, a recent study found that 33% of tobacco underage sales took place
within 1000 .feet of a schoolS; and
WHEREAS, zoning regulations are necessary to control the location and operation of
the sale or exchange of tobacco products for the protection of public health, safety and
welfare; and
WHEREAS, [ City / County] of [ _ _ ] intends to restrict the location of tobacco
retailers in the [City / County] for the protection of public health, safety, and welfare of
children; and

5 Cal.

Penal Code § 308 (West 1999).
Cal. Dep't Public Health, Tobacco Control Sec., Youth Tobacco Purchase Survey 2009 (survey results are available at
http://www.cdph.ca.govlDocumentsfPH09-8S-Tobacco-Sales-to-Minors-2009-Chart.pdf). Note that the youth sale
rate cited above is a statewide average. Youth sales rates for a particular city or county may be significantly higher.
Check with your local tobacco prevention project, usually located in the county Health Department, to see if local
figures are available.
7 Joseph R. DiFranza, MD & John J. Librett, MPH, State and Federal Revenues/rom Tobacco Consumed by Minors,
89(7)Am. J. Pub. Health 1106 (July 1999).
8Robert Lipton, Ph.D, The Spatial Distribution o/Underage Tobacco Sales and School Proximity in Los Angeles.
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NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL/BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
[ CITY / COUNTY] DOES ORDAfN AS FOLLOWS:

[_

SECTION IV. [ARTICLE / SECTION 1OF THE [CITY / COUNTY 1OF
] ZONING CODE IS HEREBY AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

Section

Definitions

The following words and phrases, whenever used in this article, shall have the meanings
defined in this section unless the context clearly requires otherwise:
Tobacco Product means any product(s) that is used to consume tobacco or any product
that contains any tobacco leaf, including but not limited to: cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos,
blunts, snuff, creamy snuff, dipping/chewing tobacco, flavored tobacco, tobacco water,
tobacco paste, gutka, kretek, shisha, roll-your-own cigarettes, cigarette or cigar rolling
papers, or pipes.
Tobacco Retailer means any person,retail establishment, or any other legal entity who
knowingly sells, donates, distributes, or delivers to any person(s), for any form of
consideration, tobacco products.
Section _

Zoning Regulations

It is hereby declared that the sense and policy of this section is that no tobacco retailer
shall be permitted to sell, donate, distribute, or deliver to any person(s), for any form of
consideration, tobacco products within __ feet of any playground, church, public
library, school, or any childcare facility or similar entity providing structured, organized
care for youth.
Section

How distance measured

(a) The _ _-foot distance provided for in section _ shall be measured as a person
walks, using the sidewalk, from the nearest point of the property line of the playground,
church, public library,school, or childcare facility or similar entity providing structured,
organized care for youth, to the nearest of the property line of the tobacco retailer.
(b) If a tobacco retailer has an interruption of the continuity of business for a period in
excess of six months, in order to reopen for business, the requirements set forth above
must be complied with.
Section

Enforcement

(a) Enforcement of this chapter shall be the responsibility of [ __ ]. In addition, any
peace officer or code enforcement official also may enforce this chapter.

3
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...'·h~ichri·itakassistan(e legal center

Municipal Authority to Regulate the
Location and Operation of Tobacco Retailers
Revised March 2002

Background
Many California communities are seeing an increase in the number of stores that sell tobacco
products. This memo addresses how public health can be improved when local governments
.exercise their constitutional, statutory, and charter authority to regulate the uses of land within
their jurisdictions to control tobacco retailing.'

I.

Police Powers

The California State Constitution grants cities and counties the "police power" to enact
2
ordinances and regulations that protect the health, safety, welfare and morals of their citizens.
This police ~ower is broad in scope and elastic in nature, expanding to meet the developments of
modem life. A local ordinance is legitimate so long as the police power exercised has a rational
relationship to a legitimate state purpose. 4 While not required in an ordinance, legislative
findings help demonstrate the rationality and legitimacy of the government's actions and can be
5
especially beneficial if the ordinance raises First Amendment or preemption concerns. The
attached Model Land Use Ordinance includes data that a community may wish to incorporate
directly into its own local ordinance or keep on file to defend any legal challenges.

II.

Land Use Controls

Controlling land use, through zoning regulations for example, has long been recognized as a
fundamental local police power. Zoning ordinances enacted by a City Councilor Board of
Supervisors determine how land may be used in the city or county as a whole and within a
particular zones within the city or county.
Two main land use tools are described below with examples of how each can be used to protect
public health and safety. First, zoning ordinances can put general and location-specific
Developed by the Technical Assistance Legal Center (TALC), a project of Public Health Law & .Policy (PHLP). This material
was made possible by funds received from the California Department of Public Health, under contract #04-35336.
PHLP is a nonprofit organization that provides legal information on maners relating to public health. The legal information
provided in this document does not constitute legal advice or legal representation. For legal advice, readers should consult a
lawyer in their state.'
.

www.phlpnet.org • talc@phlpnet.org •
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restrictions on certain uses of property. Second, zoning ordinances also can require conditional
use permits for certain purposes, such as tobacco retailing. These tools are generally applied
before land has been dedicated to a particular use. However, under certain circumstances these
tools can be used to control existing land uses, whether through the "legal nonconforming use"
and "deemed approved" techniques, or through "amortization" (see below for more information).

A.

Zoning Ordinances to Regulate the Location of a Tobacco Retailer

Zoning ordinances are used to establish the uses of property in different areas or "zones" within a
city's or county's boundaries. Ideally, zoning ensures that activities which should be near each
other-such as housing and grocery stores-can be near each other, and that those activities
which should be separated-such as housing and heavy industry-are indeed separate. Using
the tool of conditional use permits (discussed more fully below), zoning can ensure that
individualized decisions are made on the compatibility of certain uses.
Given that tobacco products harm community health and safety, it is reasonable for local
government to assess whether the location of tobacco retailers is compatible with residential
areas orwith other community land uses. This government role is especially important where
youth access is concerned, given that 57% of loth graders and 38% of 8th graders perceive that it
would be easy for them to obtain cigarettes from a retail source,6 and the best predictor of
adolescent experimentation with cigarettes is the perception that they are easily available. 7
To diminish the harm caused by tobacco in a community, local governments can use zoning to:
•

Require thattobacco ret:;lilersbe located away from areas frequented by children (e.g.,
schools, playgrounds, video arcades) on the grounds that children are not 'allowed to
purchase tobacco products and should not be tempted to make illegal purchases of tobacco
,products. 8
,

•

Restrict new significant 'tobacco retailers to light industrial or industrial use zones to
control the "secondary effects" of such businesses such as increased youth smoking rates. 9

•

Limi t the total number of tobacco retailers in any community. If a city or county
determines that sufficient outlets for tobacco products already exist in a community, the
10
government can prohibit new retailers from opening.

•

Limit the proximity of all tobacco retailers to each other, ensuring, for example, that each
comer at an intersection is not occupied by a tobacco retailer.

TALC's Model Land Use Ordinance applies all of these concepts to

B.

tobac~o

retailers.

Conditional Use Permits for the Operation of Tobacco Retailers

Although a community may decide to allow new tobacco retailers to open and existing retailers
to continue to operate, it may still impose conditions on all or some, retailers. These conditions
can be imposed on a standardized basis through a general police power or zoning ordinance, or
on an individualized basis through "conditional use permits" (CUPs).
CUPs are used to make an individualized determination as to the suitability ofa proposed use in
a particular, unique location. 11 For example, with appropriate findings linking a decision to
Regulating the Location and Operation of Tobacco Retailers - 2
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public health and safety, a city can deny a business's CUP application if its location appears
harmful to the public welfare, such as a tobacco retailer locating next to a school.12
Examples of controls that may be adopted by general police powers, or imposed via zoning or a
CUP include:

..

•

Self-service display bans that require the tobacco product to be retrieved by a retail clerk
and given to the customer. To apply to existin~ tobacco retailers, a self-service ban is best
imposed in a general police power ordinance. I A self-service display ban additionally may
be made a condition of a CUP or license.·
Requirements that tobacco retailers post warnings concerning the prohibition against sales
to minors, and post signs stating the legal age to buy tobacco products and warning that the
retailer will check identification for all purchases. Again, to apply to existing tobacco
retailers, these requirements are best imposed in general police power ordinances. To
. increase enforcement opportunities, the requirements may be made a requirement of a CUP
ot license.

•

Requirement that any store clerk that sells tobacco products be at least 18 years old.

•

Requirement that the retailer comply with all local, state, and federal tobacco control laws.

•

Prohibition on smoking in retail or wholesale tobacco shops (to eliminate the exception
contained in Californian Labor Code section 6404.5).

•

Other individualized conditions can be'drafted for each CUP. For example, conditions can
be imposed related to the floor space devoted to tobacco products, the hours of operation,
etc.

TALC recommends that land use ordinances declare that a violation of any standardized or
individualized condition or restriction on the business constitutes a public nuisance. This will
give the local government the authority to close down a tobacco retailer if there is sufficient
evidence that the business is violating any part of the ordinance.
Similarly, a violation of the ordinance-or any other law-constitutes an unfair business act or
practice under California Business and Professions Code section 17200. 14 TALC recommends
that land use ordinances state this fact explicitly. Section 17200 gives the local government the
authority to collect $2,500 in damages from a tobacco retailer for each violation. 15 TALC's
Model Land Use Ordinance includes these recommended statements.

C.

Options for Regulating Existing Tobacco Retailers

Unlike general police power ordinances, new zoning ordinances or amendments usually only
apply to new businesses (e.g., they have prospective application). This is because an existing
property owner or occupant may have a legal right to continue a lawfully established business or
16
other use of land. However, zoning requirements can sometimes be applied retrospectively to
existing uses of land through such tools and concepts as legal nonconforming uses, amortization,
and deemed approved status.

Regulating the Location and Operation of Tobacco Retailers - 3
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Legal Nonconforming Uses: A legal nonconfonning use is one that was legal when
it began, but is now prohibited by an ordinance. Zoning ordinances generally cannot and donot
require the immediatetennination of legal nonconfonning uses. Rather, the nonconfonning uses
are "grandparented"-e.g., they are allowed to remain despite the new law.17
Amortization: Communities can either tenninate an existing use of property
immediately, through a cash payment, or after a period of time, through "amortization," In the
context of land use, amortization is the "paying down" of a financial obligation over time-like
paying down a mortgage. The constitutional obligation that a public entity pay "just
compensation" for property it appropriates or makes unusable is satisfied by allowing the
nonconfonning use to continue for a set period of time, The appropriate "amortization period"
ls
depends upon many factors and is calculated on a case-by-case basis. Many localities already
have zoning ordinances that include amortization procedures and standardized formulae. In fact,
many ordinances amortize a business over the course of six months or a year (and in some
instances even less time), and give the business owner the burden of showing why a longer
period of time may be needed due to unique circumstances pertaining to hislher business.
Deemed Approved Status: A relatively new government tool is to declare an
existing business that would otherwise be a "legal nonconfonning use" to be "deemed approved"
(e.g., no longer a legal nonconfonning use) if the business confonns to new regulatory standards.
The new standards would be the same as those applied to new businesses in the conditions of
their CUPs.

-

Several jurisdictions have successfully regulated existing alcohol retailers by granting them
"deemed approved" status if they comply with new conditional use permit stan<ia,rds (e.g.,
graffiti abatement, lirnited hours or operation, and outside lighting requirements). T ALC;s Model
Land Use Ordinance applies this tool by requiring existing tobacco retailers to conform to
"Deemed Approved Perforrilarice Standards," which are identical to the "Conditional Use
Permit" conditions (e.g., self-service display ban, minimum age for clerks, and compliance with
all tobacco laws (see section n.B above)). A tobacco retailer who fails to meet the new standards
is deClared a "public nuisance" and can be shut down. While successfully used to control the
secondary effects of alcohol sales (s,uch as loitering, public drunkenness, graffiti, etc.), this new
tool is untested as a method to control the secondary effects of tobacco sales (e.g., increased
youth smoking rates).
Conclusion
A land use ordinance is a powerful tobacco control tool and is uniquely suited to controlling the
location of tobacco retailers. Land use controls, just like other regulations, can be adopted by a
community at any time. It may be most advantageous if the controls are adopted before a tobacco
retailer seeks to open in an unsuitable location within the community, This way a city or county
can lawfully prevent a tobacco retailer from opening across the street from a school or
playground, while at the same time avoiding potential legal challenges from existing retailers,

Regulatil"~
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For purposes of this memo, "tobacco retailer" means a store that sells tobacco products. Each community must
develop a definition of a tobacco retailer before it enacts an ordinance to regulate such retailers, which may 0
change to meet the particular needs or goals of a city or county. The model ordinance attached to this
memorandum suggests two definitions, based on Oakland's Planning Code. See Oakland Planning Code, §
17.09.40.
2 See Cal. Const. art. XI, § 7.
3 See Miller v. Board of Public Works, 195 Cal. 477,484 (1925); Birkenfield v. City of Berkeley, 17 Cal. 3d 129
(1976). See also, Consolidated Rock Prodllcts v. City of Los Angeles, 57 Cal. 2d 515, 522 (1962).
4 See Stubblefield, Constr. Co. v. City of San Bernardino, 32 Cal. App. 4th 687, 712-13 (1995). For instance, if a city
zones an area of the city to preclude a proposed development solely because the developer had political
differences with the mayor, it has performed an arbitrary or capricious act without rational basis because ther~ is
no link between the developer's political beliefs and the use of the property for a development. However, if there
is any reason to preclude development in the area, such as increased.traffic, neighborhood opposition or protection
of a wetland, the zoning must be upheld. See,e.g., Vii/age of Willowbrook v. Olech, 120 S.Ct. 1073 (2000)
. (concluding that arbitrary and discriminatory zoning also can violate equal protection).
.
5 See Arnel Development Co. v. City of Costa Mesa, 28 Cal. 3d 511,520 (1980) (noting that zoning is a legislative
act reviewable only under traditional mandate principles, that is, for arbitrary and capricious action). See also,
Lockard v. City of Los Angeles, 33 Cal. 2d 453, 460 (1949) (holding that zoning legislation is p'resumed to be
constitutional, imd this presumption can only be overcome by a clear showing of arbitrariness and irrationality).
6 Tobacco Control Section, Cal. Dep't of Health Servs., Independent Evaluation of the California Tobacco Control
Prevention & Education Program: Wave 2 Data, 1998, Wave 1 & Wave 2 Data Comparisons 1996-199876
(200 I), available at http://www.dhs.ca.gov/tobacco/documentsiWave2IEreport.pdf (last updated Apr. 24, 200 I).
7 Leslie A. Robinson et aI., Predictors of Riskfor Di.fJerent States of Adolescent Smoking in a Biracial Sample. 65 J.
of Consultative Clinical Psychol. 653,657 (1997).
.
th
8 C1 Suter, 57 Cal. App.4 at 1133 (upholding prohibition on minors entering store whose "primary" business is
selling firearms, on the grounds that minors are barred from owning firearms).
9 C1 Lakeland
Lounge of Jackson, Inc., 973 F.2d at 1258-59 (upholding the regulation
of adult businesses premised
.
.
on the· bad "secondary effects" of those establishments such as crime, deterioration of retail trade, and a decrease
in property values).
10 C1 Van Sicklen, 15 Cal. App. 3d at 127-28 (upholding denial of use permit for gas station on the grounds that
there was a sufficient number of stations in the area).
11 See Saad v. City of Berkeley, 24 Cal. App. 4th at 1206 (1994) (upholding a denial of a permit to build a singlefamily residence based on an individualized design review process).
121d. at 1259.
13 See Bravo Vending v. City of Rancho Mirage, 16 Cal. App. 4th 383 (1993).
14 Hewlett v. Squaw Valley Ski Corp., (1997) 54 Cal. App. 4th 499, 529-33 (1997) (holding that ongoing violation of
a con~itional use permit violated the local zoning ordinance and was basis for unfair business practice. "The
unfair competition statute is not confined to anticompetitive business practices, but is also directed toward the
public's right to protection from fraud, deceit, and unlawful condtict"); Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 (1997) in
pertinent part states, "unfair competition shall mean and include any unlawful, unfair or fraudulent business act or
practice." See, e.g., Consumers Union of U.S., Inc. v. Alta-Dena Certified Dairy, (1992) 4 Cal. App. 4th 963, 967
(1992) (finding an unfair business practice action based on a violation of Alameda County ordinance regul~ting
sale of raw milk).
.
IS Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17206 (1997).
16 See Bauer v. San Diego, 75 Cal. App. 4th 1281 (1999); Hansen Bros. Enterprise v. Board of Supervisors, 12 Cal.
App. 4th 533, 552 (1996) (stating "a provision which exempts existing nonconforming uses' is ordinarily included
in zoning ordinances because of the hardship and doubtful constitutionality of compelling the immediate
discontinuance of nonconforming uses. "'); Goat Hill Tavern v. City of Costa Mesa, 6 Cal. App. 4th 1519 (1992).
17 If a legal nonconforming use is considered to be seriously injurious to public health, welfare, and safety over and
above its nonconforming status, it may be terminated as a public nuisance. For example, a city may not be able to
close down an existing mining operation simply by rezoning the area but could close it down if it endangered
several new residential subdivisions.
18 Bohannon v. City of San Diego, 30 Cal. App. 3d 416, 426 (1973).
1
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Pursuant to the request of Mandy Lee, acting on your behalf, we are providing this
written confirmation of the oral opinion we provided to her under RN 09:24634. The
question addressed in that oral opinion was whether a city or county may lawfully enact an
ordinance to restrict or prohibit the sal.e. . Qf tobacco products near schools or other facilities
that offer organized care for children.
On October 15, 2009, we orally conveyed to Mandy Lee our opinion that a city or
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county may lawfully enact an ordinance to restrict or prohibit the sale of tobacco products
near schools or other facilities that offer organized care for children.
If you would like further assistance with this issue, please contact the undersigned
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October 29, 2009

HAND DELIVERED

Mr. Rob Field
Assistant County Executive Officer
County of Riverside Economic Development Agency
3403 10th Street
Riverside, California 92501
Re:

March Healthcare Development, LLC and MHD, a General Partnership
Proposals in response to:

•
•

Proposed Projects Seeking Recovery Zone Economic Development Bond
Financing, dated September 2009 and
Proposed Projects Seeking Recovery Zone Facility Bond Financing, dated
September 2009

Dear Rob:
Enclosed are the proposals of March Healthcare Development, LLC and MHO, a
General Partnership, in response to the above-referenced requests for proposal.
As Don Ecker and I have previously discussed with you and your staff, the concept in
these proposals is to use bond proceeds to construct public and private infrastructure
within the March Healthcare project, all of which will be available for use by the
public. Because the above-referenced requests for proposal were not clear regarding
which process applies to the concept, we are respectfully submitting responses to both
RFPs.
Enclosed also is an August 21, 2009 Los Angeles Times article, responding to how
"stimulus funds" are being used throughout the state. The plan was to use federal
stimulus to build projects which would create jobs while also achieving long-term
goals. The article reports that, in many cases, the federal stimulus is actually being
used for "routine projects", which are not adding significant jobs or otherwise
achieving the intended consequences.
Among such "routine projects", are projects fixing toilets at Fort Irwin, replacing a
metal guard rail with a concrete one in the City of Orange, conducting a campus-wide
elevator study at the Department of Veterans Affairs Hospital in San Francisco,
replacing doors at the Golden Gate National Cemetery and renovating men's and
women'srestrooms at Vandenberg Air Force Base near Lompoc.
RIVERSIDE 3750 University Avenue, Suite 250 . Riverside, California 92501
SAN BERNARDINO 550 East Hospitality Lane, Suite 300
San Bernardino, California 92408
GreshamSavage.tom
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Unlike these "routine projects", the March Healthcare project fits squarely within the
objectives of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act - it is "shovel ready", will
bring thousands of high-paying construction and permanent jobs into the region and
will fill a critical healthcare gap in our community. In addition, the project is also
"giving back" to the community. One example is its multi-million dollar gift to
Riverside Community College District facilitating development of facilities for Moreno
Valley Community College's Allied Health Program at the project.
We are aware of no other project in the region which can match these claims and for
that reason, urge Riverside County's favorable consideration of these proposals. We
believe this project will be the major job and economic generator for our region over
the next several years.
The March Healthcare project is the prescription for what is ailing Riverside County,
in that it deepens healthcare education, research and training and dramatically
improves access to health services, while also creating thousands of high-paying
healthcare jobs.
We are available to meet with you to move this process· along quickly as March
Healthcare Development is nearing entitlement approval and will soon begin plan
check of its Phase I infrastructure designs.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the requests for proposal. We look
forward to hearing from you and would be happy to provide any additional
information that you require.
Very truly yours,

Mark A. Ostoich, of
GRESHAM SAVAGE
NOLAN & TILDEN,
A Professional Corporation
MAO/pmj
Enclosures
cc:

Donald N. Ecker (with enclosures)
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Mr. Rob Field
October 29,2009
Page 3

cc:

(without enclosures)
John Benoit, Senator, California State Senate
Brian Nestande, Assemblyman, California Assembly District #64
Paul Cook, Assemblyman, California Assembly District #65
Ken Calvert, Congressman, U.S. 44th Congressional District
Mary Bono Mack, Congresswoman, California 45 th Congressional District
Dale Bonner, California Secretary of Business, Transportation & Housing Agency
Larry Grable, Office of the Governor, Inland Empire Field Office
Doug Hoffner, Secretary of Labor and Workforce Development Agency
Jamil Dada, Chair, National Association of Workforce Boards
Ron Redfern, Publisher, The Press Enterprise,
Hardy Brown, Publisher, Black Voice
Ron Loveridge, Mayor, City of Riverside
Richard Stewart, Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
Mayor Daryl Busch, Mayor, City of Perris
Jeff Stone, Chairman, Riverside County Board of Supervisors
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latimes.com
THE ECONOMY

Stimulus funds in California mostly go to routine
projects, study says
Critics say the money is being used for projects that would have been built
anyway, instead of on ways to change how Californians live. Case in point:
Army latrines, not high-speed rail.
By Alana Semuels
August 21, 2009
When President Obama first outlined his stimulus plan to boost the economy, le.aders
across the country envisioned a burst of federal funding to build high-speed rail lines,
modern classrooms and a new national electricity grid.
Latrine repair? No one mentioned that. But $500,000 has been set aside to fix the toilets
at Ft. Irwin, an Army base south of Death Valley National Park, according to data from
the California Recovery Task Force.
In fact, much of the stimulus money earmarked for California so far has gone toward runof-the-mill projects such as replacing a metal guardrail with a concrete one in the city of
Orange and conducting a campus-wide elevator study at the Department of Veterans
Affairs Hospital in San Francisco.
Federal officials defend the expenditures, saying they wanted to emphasize "shovelready" projects that would get people working. California had one of the highest
unemployment rates in the nation in June at 11.6%, and economists anticipate it to remain
in the same ballpark when the latest numbers are released today.
But critics say the stimulus bill is merely paying for work that would have been
completed anyway. Worse, they say, the government is missing a chance to reshape the
way Californians live, a failure that's being repeated in states across the country.
"We have these huge, challenging needs facing the country in infrastructure," said Steve
Ellis, a vice president at consumer advocacy group Taxpayers for Common Sense. "But
at the end of the day, we'll have spent $800 billion and we'll still have some of these huge
projects staring us in the face."
The $787-billion stimulus plan includes $499 billion in spending programs and $288
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billion in various tax cuts and credits, said Ed DeSeve, senior advisor to the president on
Recovery Act issues.
Over the next three years, California is expected to get $26 billion in stimulus funds for·
projects including building highways and bridges, developing education programs and
stabilizing the state's finances, according to a private research group. About $5.6 billion
in spending in the state has been approved by the federal government as of July 22,
according to the most recent update on the state's Recovery Task Force website.
Transportation makes up a big share of the stimulus projects already approved. About $2
billion is going to transportation, including the building of a six-lane highway near the
Mexican border.
But critics say that little of that $2 billion focuses on long-term transportation goals such
as getting people out of cars and into public transit. About 96% of the "flexible"
transportation money the state had spent by mid-June went to road projects instead of
public transportation or "other non-motorized needs," according to a study by Smart
Growth America and the California Public Interest Research Group.
More money should have gone to "projects that would both be built quickly and achieve
long-term goals such as reducing pollution and congestion," said Emily Rusch, state
director of the group.
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority thought about applying
for stimulus funds to stretch the Red Line light rail to the sea but scrapped the idea when
officials realized the project couldn't be completed in the timeline the president outlined,
said David Yale, MT A's deputy executive officer of regional programming.
"The president's charge was to get the economy jolted, so we needed to identify projects
that could move quickly and get out to bid quickly," Yale said.
Defense projects

About 20% of the money set aside for California thus far is going to Department of
Defense and Department of Veterans Affairs projects, such as replacing doors at the
Golden Gate National Cemetery and renovating men's and women's restrooms at
Vandenberg Air Force Base near Lompoc.
California is getting a big chunk of Defense Department money because it has so many
bases, said Cmdr. Darryn James, a Defense Department spokesman. Two of the threebiggest Defense projects nationally will be completed in California: a $563-million
hospital on the Camp Pendleton Marine base in northern San Diego County and an $86million project to construct bachelor housing at Naval Base Coronado near San Diego.
Many of the Defense projects, including the hospital, were planned long before the
stimulus was even announced, James said.
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"The DOD selected projects that could be executed relatively quickly, while also
focusing on mission requirements and increased quality-of-life impact for our troops and
their families," James said.
Other Defense Department projects in California include $1.3 million to replace a water
main at Camp Roberts near Paso Robles and $3 million to repair the walls, floors,
ceilings and latrines at a building at Ft. Irwin, according to California Recovery Task
Force data.

A fleeting benefit?
Critics say those aren't the types of projects with lasting effects on the economy.
"Whether it's talking about building a new [military] hospital or bachelor's quarters, there
isn't that return on investment that you'd find on something that increases efficiency like a
road or transit project," said Ellis of Taxpayers for Common Sense.·
Job creation is another question. A recent survey by the Associated General Contractors
of America found that slightly more than one-third oftlie companies awarded stimulus·
projects planned to hire new employees. But about one-third of the companies that
weren't awarded stimulus projects also planned to hire new employees.
"While the construction portion of the stimulus is having an impact, it is far from
delivering its full promise and potential," said Stephen E. Sandherr, ·chief executive of the
contractors group.
It's unclear how many jobs will be created through the Defense Department projects.
Most of the construction jobs are awarded through multiple award contracts, in which the
department guarantees a minimum amount of business to certain contractors, and lets
only those contractors bid on projects.
That means many of the contractors working on stimulus projects already have been busy
at work on government projects.
"I don't think we've been hit as hard as the others -- 99.99% of our work is with the
federal government," said Debbie Saunders, a project manager at Baldi Bros., a
Beaumont company that was recently awarded a $600,000 .stimulus project for runway
work at Travis Air Force Base.
She didn't anticipate that Baldi would hire any more people for the project.
Another company, Barnhart Inc. of San Diego, received $9 million to renovate barracks
at Camp Pendleton and $11 million to build a child-care center at Naval Base
Coronado. Those projects will create about 40 to 60 jobs each at the peak of construction,
said Dave Roach, a Barnhart senior vice president.
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Those projects will definitely benefit the residents. The apartments that Barnhart is
building will include granite countertops, washers and dryers, and exercise rooms. Some
include tennis courts and pools, Roach said.
And what of those light rails, universal broadband connections and smart grids?
When Obama signed the stimulus bill, he said it would put Americans to work "doing the
work that America needs done, in critical areas that have been neglected for too long,
work that will bring real and lasting change for generations to come."
The administration worked first to "rescue hard-hit families, businesses and state and
local governments," said DeSeve, the presidential advisor. For projects such as highspeed rail and smart grids, he said, "we took the time to do it right."
Officials say California may yet get those things, but there's no guarantee.
The stimulus bill sets aside $7.4 billion for broadband projects, for example, but
competition for that money is expected to be fierce -- and large areas of California are
ineligible because the money is for remote rural areas, said Sunne Wright McPeak, chief
executive of the nonprofit California Emerging Technology Fund.
And though the bill allots $8 billion for high-speed rail work, that's for the entire country.
In California, the proposed high-speed rail line linking Orange County and San Francisco
alone is estimated to cost more than four times that amount.
"The basic message is that unless it's something that was pretty far along in the planning,
you're not going to see it as far as the stimulus," said Ellen Hanak, research director at the
Public Policy Institute of California.
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Affidavit of Doug Whitney
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October 28, 2009
RE: Incident at SEC Al~ssandro!Lasselle with Building Inspector

09 NOV - 2 PM 12: 19
11/2/09 c:

To whom it may concern:

form:

City Manager
City Attorney
Mayor/Counti 1 Members.
Council Member Molina

.On September 18' 2009 at 11 :30 am, I was told by Dan the city inspector to have my tractor driver stop moving dirt
I had already discussed previously with Mark Sambito, Chris Voght and our engineer Dave Slawson that it would be ok
to grade this site as long as we didn't move more that SO cubic yards of dirt; we did not need a grading pennit to grade
50 cubic yards or less of dirt. I explained this to the inspector, but he still told my tractor driver to stop grading. He
thought we were digging into the right-of-way; but I showed him we were not Dan gave me a can of spray paint to
mark the right-of-ways and we started grading again, I told the operator he could start working, Dan came back over
and told us to stop grading that we have to wait until Monday to finish. I explained to him again that this was alrell.dy
discussed previously with Mark Sambito and Chris Voght and the excavator was already here and they were going to
move it off in a couple of hours and it would cost me $300.00 if done today and $1,800.00 if! had to wait until
Monday. That's when I called my partner Jerry Stephens and he told me to continue to work and he would call
someone at City Hall. The inspector was very upset and told the driver from Scanlan Company, "You do a lot of work
in this town.do you want to jeopardize it." A call W/l,S put into Councilman Jessie Molina, who happened to be having
lunch with the Chief of Police. They both came oyer to the site since Councilman Molina was unable to reach the City
Manager or Chris Voght; Councilman Molina was present at the prior meeting when Chris Voght said it would be
alright to grade as long as we didn't move more than SO cubic yards of dirt. The inspector had called the police and four
cop cars showed up to "keep the peace". The Chief of Police agreed with us that the hill is very dangerous and should
be graded off. He said with a high school located just down the street the children might see this hill as a challenge and
slide down it right into oncoming traffic. Mr. Molina explained to the inspector that he was present when we were told
that it was ok to grade by both Mark Sambito and Chris Voght. The inspector yelled at me in front of Councilman'
Molina like I was a school boy, he then told me to stand over to the side and he would deal with me later. He continued
talking to Councilman Molina who asked him to control his temper and show some respect to me. We finally finished
grading at 2:00 pm. We counted the buckets of dirt and we only moved 48 yards of dirt.

Sincerely,

~~

. Douglas Whitney

.

Cell: 714-329-8848
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of It~ rolling
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remams
as It was.
Moreno Valley paid
$719 100 for the 42
,
aCfes four years ago.
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Due to production errors, portion!; of this story were garbled in
Sunday's paper. It is being rerun
here in its entirety.
By David Danelskl
The ~S$'Enterprise

MORENO VALLEY
Four years ago Moreno Valley
bOught 42 acres for $719,100 at the
foot':of the east side's Badlands
~th a promise to build sports
fieldS and ~lbIY a nature park.
loday the land, most of it rolling
hills; remains as it was then. Sage
brush and other weeds sway in the

wind.
No one has heard the crack of a
baseball bat yet or the thunk of a
foot ,kicking a soccer ball at the
site.
'
The only recreation there apparently. is illegal shooting. Scattered
amogg the weeds are empty shotgun shells and the shattered remains of clay pigeons.
Also on the land is the mobile
home of the couple who sold the
property to the city. As part of the
deal, Ross and Florence Jordan
may stay on three acres rent-free
for the rest of their lives.
Now, however, some city 01Ddais want the purchase investigated and a City Council member
wants to know whether there is a
way to get the money back. Critics
think too many shortcuts were
taken when agreements were
I made. Those defending the acquisition say the city made a good deal
and recreation-oriented residents
stand to benefit significantly someday.
A review of city records and
recent Interviews reveals:
• The land was bought without a
full appraisal report.
• The money came from a special parks fund that was used
without City Council authorization,
violating city law.
• 'Ole council rejected the advice ()f ,a consulting finn that
recommended the site be excavated to determine whether hazardous materials were buried there.
, • The Jordans graded much of
the site without a required permit
before, an analysis was done to
deterrriine whether the land was
home the endangered Stephens'
I.

to
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kangaroo rat. Under the purchasing agreement, the city did not
have to buy the land if the animals
were found to live there.
The soil is so salty, according

•

,

"j

to a consultant, tha~ it could cost
more than $600,00010 a worst-case
scenario to install a drain system
L Lawrence Baird, parks committee chairman
needed to grow turf,
Concerned about how the land
was acquired, Moreno Valley's sevwas worth the asking price and
garoo rat habitat. The city was nl
en-member Parks and Recreation
environmental reports showing the
obligated to buy the land it it Wl
Committee last month unanimousland had no significant toxic or
habitat for the endangered specie
Iy voted to ask the City Council to ' , hazardous wastes and was not a
Jordan recently said that h
order the city attorney to invest!habitat for endangered Stephens'
donated about $100,000 worth (
gate the purchase.
kangaroo rats.
grading to the city at the time I
"It doesn't look like a good
But city records and interviews
prepare the site for a park. FormE
purchase," said L. Lawrence
show:
'
City Manager David Dixon saJ
Baird, chairman of the parks comThe city never obtained a full
Moreno Valley did not ask Jorda
mittee. "We had people come to us
appraisal report to determine the
to grade the land.
and say this is a sweetheart deal,
land's value. Instead, it used a oneHoward Yost, the city's senic
and it looks like a sweetheart
page letter of consultation from an
pubUc works inspector, said, ":
deal."
appraiser, The C. D. Porterfield
was probably graded illegally," N
Several current and former city
Co. of Riverside. Porterfield's letgrading permit could be found I
o1Dclals familiar with the purter stated, "This is not to be
city or county records.
chase, as well as Ross Jordan, say
construed as an appraisal report."
Parks committee member Don
the Jordans received no preferenThe letter said the city attorney
inle Rossi saJd such grading woul
tial treatment. And they say the
requested "a cursory investlgahave destroyed the habitat of th
then-City Council was satisfied
tlon" because "time is of the esStephens' kangaroo rat if any live
with the level of environmental
sence." Porterfield said the land
there. The kangaroo rat repol
investigation and a cursory letter
was worth $750,000 to $850,000.
done by city Associate Planoe
of consultatlon from an appraiser.
A full appraisal report would
Jeffrey Specter said the gradln
When ~consldered the
have contained many more details
left most of the land devoid c
about how the value was detervegetation.
purchase I 1989 e economy was
booming.
-prices were skymined but the one-page letter
The park site "was masslvel
rocketing and the Jordan property,
served the same PUrpose as a trill
graded," S~er said In a rece[
bought for $17,121 an acre, seemed
report, city 01l1cla1ssald.
:
Interview... ::~~alIy nothing coul,
like a good deal, they say.
"Obviously, th,e more complete
have lived there."
Meanwhile, the priority tor dethe report, the
comfortahte
Because the~ng stripped th
veloplng the property has dropped
you feel;" city Flnaoce Director
land, it was unnecessary to hire
because the city has been busy
Richard Teichert said.
biologist to complete the kangaro
building other parks, saJd George
The durerence is significant,
rat survey. Specter said. His brie
saJd Edward Testo, a managing
report saJd the little vegetation leI
Price, Moreno Valley's parks and
recreation director. The city has
partner of' Appraisal Technologies
on the park site and surroundin;
no written plan for the Jordan site
of Upland. HIs firm has worked tor
lands showed no evidence of Stt:
because a budget-cutting council
municipalities and other govem~
phens' kangaroo rat habitat
turned down a 1992 staff requeSt to
mental agencies throughout CallODe of three environmenta
pay for a parks master plan, which
fomla
consulting firms that Investigate
would have cost $75,000. he saJd.
A full appraisal report would
tlie, .land recommended that thl
The land has enough level area
address significant factors that
c~ty dig to determine whethe
for two or more ball fields but
might affect the value of the land:~ ;:, •,mem.l tlrums were buried on thl
development costs would be high
said Testo. It would explain how::'::,~site but the city chose not ~
because the site lacks adequate ,the value was determlne~,@'4.{::,~l:a,vate. A Sylmar compan}
roads, tr<u"king, drainage and utilirecommend the best use .for'tJie ,"Spectrum Environmental SubsuI
ties hook-ups, Price said. The propland, he said.
.~ ,W":<'ii\:face I~vestigations, conducted ;
erty is now considered a "land
Porterfield's letter didnoLmen,;.: ',magnetic survey of the site anI
bank" for the city's future.
tion that In 1988 Jor.dan tgl~,,~e"i:; fo~nd that unde.tennined meta
Nonetheless, th'e land acquisiMoreno Valley ~Ianping Cj)rtl~,~:<,,\,obJects were buned in the land
tion needs to be Investigated, said
slon that the City and: ~verslde" '.
Public Works Director Ba~
Councilman Greg Lefier, who repCounty had repeatedly." tuQ,1ed·, McOellan said the city did no
resents the district where the propdown his requ~ to subd!vlde (he
have enough infonnation to justi~
erty is situated. "My intent is to
land for hOUSlOg beca~ of a9
the cost of an excavation and n(
find out if there is a way we could
earthquake fault.~:"
" one saJd they specifically had seel
get the money back." ,
The letter, howev~r, ~Id say the
anything buried there.
fault would restrict, development.
Members of the parks committee, which has discussed the JorCity o1Dclals say the council did not
Another consultant's report
si~ficant 1~~~g: ~ ~~~~~i ~~~
dan property for more than six
consider the fault
months, believe the eity took shortproblem because the·land IS deslgland to be in "poor condition fOl
cuts in meeting its own conditions
nated for a park.
plant growth . . . because of ex,
for buying the property.
J9~dan graded the land without
treme salinity."
The 1989 sale was contingent '-..,.,a peirhitbefore a city planner
upon. two major co~ditions: an 'iDspite~::~tliep'roperty t9 deterTo correct the problem with c'
appraisal report showmg the land '. mil)e.if'lt\.tontained Stephens' kantile drainage system would cost th(
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city, in "a worst-case" scenario, an
'Wditional $638,145, McClellan
wrot(;'in.,a memo four years ago,
The same memo says the drainage system would increase the cost
of the land to $32,086 an acre, still
far less than the $83.000 an acre
the city paid for parks land near
the Moreno Valley Ranch development.
A third environmental report
found what the city attorney considered a small amount of oil and
fuel contamination. The city estimated the cleanup would cost
$40,000.
The park was bought with money from a fund other than the one
authorized by the City Council.
Then-Finance Director Ann Marie
Gallant used what is known as
Quimby fund money, whose use
was inappropriate, Assistant City
, Manager Gene Rogers wrote recently in response to concerns
raised by the parks committee,
A dty ordinance required that
any expenditure of more than
$15,000 from any account be authorized by the City Council. Tapping the Quimby money for the
$719,000 to buy the park would
have required council approval.
Had general-fund money been
used, as the Oty Council directed,'
the Quimby fund would have an
additional $719,000 for park faclIlties, said Baird, the parks committee chalnnan.
The Jordans received a $15,000
advance from the escrow fund
before two of the three environmental studies were completed.
Edward Duddy, the city attorney at
the time, approved the advance
after Ross Jordan complained that
delays of the purchase caused
financial hardships, records show.
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Ross Jordan, 78, is a 10ngtlme
dvic booster who twice served as

president of the Moreno V~ey
Chamber of C9mmerce 1Ji. ~
1970s. He blamed contro~
about the land deal on Pete
ert, the Moreno Valley Co~ .
who complained in 1989
land might contain hazardous rjlao
terials and argued publlcJ;y-tbat .
building a park there woUld be',tOo '
costly,
.

tiult:the
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Bleckert was one of the,dty
residents who. brought his ~
last year to the parks committee.
Jordan said nothing,was b~ect
In the land and that it is of good
quality. In the 19705 he ,grew
melons there, he said. About a year
before the city bought the land;
obtained a dty perinlt to uSe ~e
site for an automobile impoUnd
yard,
'

. I.

he

. Jordan said last week that if the
dty now wants him off the land he
would be willing to sell back tathe
city his lifelong lease.
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If the dty had not gone through
'with the deal, the Jordans would
!lave been required to return the
:advance. The purchase agreement
Former Councilwoman Judy
authorized advances up to $100,000
Nleburger said there were.· no
once the dty received a deed, title
parks on the east side' nOrtb. ot
:report and environment reports.
Highway 60, which w~ part otthe
Oty Manager Norm KJng, who
district she represented when the
,joined the city a year after the land
•was purchased, said the handling, council bought the site.
iOf the appraisal, environmental
The land "can be veryusetultor
(studies and the kangaroo rat report . youth activity as far as basebaJJ,
~appeared to be appropriate. He
soccer, football, Whatever," Nle~Characterized the use of Quimby
burger said shortly before· tile
I.money as "a mistake by a sta1J
unanimous vote. "We won't have·
[person who no longer works here."
the problem of having lights
t.Gallant coUld not be reached for' ing on adjacent property .•• 18Jso.
':~mment
see the potential for a nature
center."
] The citY'manager said he questioned the merit of further Investi~
igatlng a past land deal' wben'
'money and' resources could
toward improving the city's future_
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October 22, 2009
Office of the Chancellor

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

BE:

Riverside Community CoJJege District Resolution 05-09/10,
Recognizing November 2-6, 2009 as Community CoJJege Week

Dear Mayor Stewart:
The Riverside Community College District (RCCD) Board of Trustees, at their October 20,
2009 meeting, unanimously passed Board Resolution Number 05-09/10 recognizing
November 2-6,2009 as Community College Week. As a community college district in the
Inland Empire, RCCD with its Norco, Moreno Valley and Riverside City College campuses,
along with associated learning centers, is the largest higher education institution in the region
with over 40,000 students.
With the state of the national and state economy, the .impact of unemployment, job training
and education needs have been highlighted within our region. As a community college, we
have kept access open at an overwhelming rate, while state funding has declined. We are
serving more with less and helping people with their educational goals, retraining and uptraining, and securing degrees and certificates in fields such as nursing, allied health and
public safety that require a skilled and educated workforce. Furthermore, these fields are
hiring and our region needs these professionals to serve our own population needs.
A copy of the resolution passed by the Board is enclosed for your reference, and I hope you
will join the RCCD Board of Trustees in declaring the vital role community colleges have
within our communities, to our economy and for our nation.

Since~

~Gray

Chancellor

GWG:kvt
Attachments

4800 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92506-1299 •
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RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING NOVEMBER 2-6, 2009
.
AS COMMuNITY COLLEGE WEEK
RESOLUTION NO. 05-09110
.WHEREAS, Community College Week would educate the public, students, and the
entire community college community on the importance of a community college
education and how community colleges change the lives of their students; and
WHEREAS, working together on behalf of all community colleges has proven to be the
best advocacy strategy for garnering the .necessary support to keep the door open to a
high quality, low cost community college education; and
. WHEREAS, California community colleges are providing post-secondary educational
opportunity to more than 2.9 million students at the lowest cost per student of any
·educational institution in the state; and
.
. WHEREAS, Proposition 98, passed by California voters and now part of the state
Constitution, guarantees funding ofK-through-12 schools and Community Colleges, and
guarantees
annual increase in the funding even in times of economic downturn; and

an

WHEREAS, the California community colleges continue to keep the door open to even
though all available State funds have been exhausted because all constituencies have a .
commitment to providing education opportunity to all adults who can benefit; and
WHEREAS, fee increases have a disproportionate impa9t on students on our most
economically and educationally disadvantaged pop~ations; and
.

.

. WHEREAS, the California community colleges are often the only option for students'
seeking a higher education as California's public universities raise fees and close doors;
and
WHEREAS, the current economic downturn has caused a majoLincrease in both in
unemployment, and under-employment, lower wages, and drastic cuts to all areas of the
.
California budget, including the community colleges; and·
WHEREAS, the economic downturn is expected to continue into next year bringing a '
new round of even more devastating cuts to the California budget, including the
community Golleges; and
WHEREAS, people turn to CaJifornia's community colleges during times of high
unemployment to retrain or supplement their skills; and

MV00225228

WHEREAS, California community colleges provide a stimulus to the economy by
preparing workers to enter or reenter the workforce; and
WHEREAS, it is fundamentally important that the public, policymakers, students and all
constituencies and communities understand what a tremendous resource community
colleges are to all adults and how budget cuts are impacting corrimunity colleges; and
WHEREAS, California's community colleges are the largest educational system in the
world with the' vast majority of students being over 18 and eligible to vote; and
WHEREAS, Community College Week will highlight that 2.9 million community
college students Care, Count, and Vote.
NOW THEREFORE, NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees
does hereby officially recognize November 1-6,2009 as community college week.
PASSED AND ADOPTED this 20th day of October, 2009, ~t the regular meeting ofthe
Riverside Community Coll
District Board of Trustees

1-

h

/~~.

.

a lumenthal
Pr sident of the Board of Trustees
·verside Community College District
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Riverside Community
College District
,

!WHAT THE NUMBERS SAY
,

II

•
•

Riverside Community College District is ranked 2nd in California in the number
of Associate Degrees granted in Nursing .
Riverside Community College District is ranked 3rd in California for granting
Associate Degrees to African American students .
Riverside Community College District is ranked 3rd in California ( and 19th in
the nation) in number of one-year certificates granted with 1,635 certificates.
Riverside Community College District is ranked 4th in California for granting
Associate Degrees to Hispanic students.
Riverside Community College District is ranked 4th in California ( and 32nd in
the nation) for granting Associate Degrees. RCCD granted 2,001 Associate
Degrees in 2008.
Riverside Community College District is ranked 10th in the nation for granting
Associate Degrees to Hispanic students.
RivE:!rside Co_mmunity College District is ranked 33rd in the nation for number
of Associate Degrees in Nursing.

Rankings are according to The Community College Week annual rankings of community colleges in the United
States (June 15, 2009)

$1.5 B
1,300

Riverside Community College District has a $1.5 Billion annual
economic impact (2004 Study by UCLA).
1,300 jobs created annually though the efforts of the RCCD Office
of Economic Development.
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October 20, 2009

\O/Z8(D~

(V.r ~ lC.Y1c.. -I d

Mayor Richard Stewart
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

~~

Dear M~ Stewart:

Fall greetings from City Hall.
High Speed Rail is a major transportation project before the State, and for the greater
Riverside community.
The specific issue before us is the location of a stop on the leg between San Diego and
Los Angeles. To wit, will it be along the 215 freeway or the 15 freeway. I strongly favor
a Riverside rather than a Cotona stop.
I ask you to consider joining an adv9cacy committee to ensure
.
of the rail stop.

tha~

Riverside is the site

If there is agreement on the stop-its importance and appropriateness, then an
advocacy committee will be formed, hosted by the Riverside Chamber of Commerce.
We will have a presentation, first by staff of the CA High Speed Rail Authority and then
by Ken Gutierrez, the City's Planning Director.
Schedules are difficult and varied. However, we must meet sooner rather than later.
Therefore, I ask you, or your designated representative, to come to a meeting from 3:30
to 5:30 on Monday, December 14, 2009. We will meet in the Mayor's Ceremonial Room.
In advance, thank you for your interest in bringing High Speed Rail to Riverside.
Sincerely,

~-~

Ronald O. Loveridge
Mayor

PS: Please RSVP to Eric Ustation at

3900 Main Street· Riverside, CA 92522 •

or eustation@riversideca.gov.

www.riversideca.gav
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'10375 Crossing Green Circle
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553
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October 5, 2009
Richard A. Stewart
Moreno Valley City Hall
. 14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Mr. Mayor:

Sir, the reason for this letter is to express my upset and to convey my intent to take this incident to the
highest legal authority that will hear my complaint. I hope that more training is done to ensure that the
baseless complaint of one individual can't cause your police department to step on the civil rights of
another.
On Saturday evening a friend and I were helping my daughter with a school project. Please keep in mind
there was no loud music, no disturbance of any kind. Just a single father helping his daughter with a school
project. I have always felt that the less police intervention in a persons' life the better and I don't ever do
anything to cause the police to come to or contact me in any way. It is nice to know that they are there if!
should need them. I feel that if! don't ever have to use them I will have had a good life. I have been at my
current residence for just over a month with very little interaction with my neighbors. The few interactions
never had a harsh word or an infringement on their personal rights or property. I would have to say I have
been a good neighbor.
On Saturday evening October 3rd. Officers Flores paid me a visit. He stated there was a call and the person
said the following, "there are new people living in the house and they don't know why". Your Honor, why
does a private citizen need to know WHY another private citizen is living somewhere? NO laws were
broken so why? Forgive me sir; it made me wonder is there a new function of the police department to also
manage private rental properties? I have always respected authority and was highly cooperative in this
event even after hearing the asinine reason for the intrusion. I informed the officer that I have been living
there for 30 days with a roommate whom was not there at the moment. At this time I asked the officer into
MY home and offered to show him my lease. (Which I did not have to do by the way.) As I stated there
were no incident at my address or on my street and no need for police intervention. I was simply being a
good citizen. I presented the document for his review; it clearly stated I am the resident of the property. At
this point he still saw it necessary to ask that I place my door key in the lock to show I had access to it. At
that point I felt humiliated in front of both my guest and my child. However I did comply, upon that I got
his thumbs up. You would think that would have ended this ridiculous ordeal. Your officer then took his
flash light out in a brightly lit room. Turned it on pointed to the craft supplies on the floor and asked, "What
is up with all the kn ives". (All the knives being a utility knife and a pair of scissors.) Mind you, this man
has a deadly weapon strapped to him, a badge of protection and the backing of your city government and he
flOds those items suspicious. I guess he couldn't see that there was serious work going on at the time of his
intrusion. Is it the practice of your police department to question a citizen who has committed no crime or
offense just on the word of one unfounded fear? I am not a man who has ever played the race card but in
my mind and heart I don't think there would have been an issue if! were not an African American male.
When he fmally left my 9-year-old daughter said, "wow Dad, that was creepy". Even a child can see when
something is just not right.
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On Monday October 5th I went to the public safety building and spoke with the Watch Commander. He
was very professional and of course tried to explain away the officer's actions. He admitted that he would
have been done with the query once the lease was presented. I still don't think it even needed the police to
investigate the living arrangements of a private citizen with out probable cause. He said that it is unwritten
procedure to ask the resident to place the key in the door of an alarm answered by the police.
Sir, there was no alarm, no questionable movement of property in the full month of my residency. Does this
not seem like obvious and blatant discrimination? Are the people in your city treated a certain way based
on color or income status? There was nothing whatsoever to warrant the humiliation that I went through.
That night I thought long and hard on the events and my behavior to what I feel is a violation of my civil
rights.
Just when you think we have moved beyond stereotyping and prejudice things lik~ this happens. No matter
--how far we go or how much we contribute to society there will always be people who see only one thing.
What makes it worse is that your police gave it validity by investigating it. I just want to live in a quiet
neighborhood raise my daughter and live a peaceful life. I hope you pass this letter on to others that can
make changes to the procedure and see that this kind of discrimination does not happen again to anyone.

Respectfully,

Cc; Moreno Valley Council Members
Press Enterprise, Valley Weekly, San Diego Union Tribune. Los Angeles Time.
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RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Economic Development Agency

October 5, 2009

Mr. Brad Williams, President & CEO
MVP-EV
14255 Elsworth Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re: Letter of Intent

__ B.y~

pr Williams,

Dear

I am writing on behalf of the County of Riverside, Economic Development Agency (EDA), to provide
MVP-EV with our Letter of Intent to provide MVP-EV up to $100,000.00 in cash for use by MVP-EV to
produce electric powered vehicles in assembly plant(s) with the County of Riverside, California,
preferably within the corporate limits of the City of Moreno Valley, California.
This offer is made in good faith, subject to Board approval, and may be revoked by the County of
Riverside if MVP-EV does not meet certain performance targets established by mutual agreement set
fourth at a later date and time. The success of MVP-EV is of great importance to the County of
Riverside and its workforce.
Should you wish to discuss this matter in greater detail you may contact me via email at
tomfreeman@rivcoeda.org or via telephone at
. I would like members of our team to
meet with you to develop terms and conditions, of mutual agreement for both parties, and move
forward with your funqing.
.
Sincerely,

~:ner
Office of Foreign Trade-EDA
County of Riverside, CA, USA

Cc: Honorable Marion Ashley, County Supervisor-Fifth District
Honorable Mayor & Council members, City of Moreno Valley
Mr. Robert Field, Assistant County Executive Officer/EDA
Mr. Dan Martinez, Managing Director of EDA
Mrs. Sarah Mundy, Assistant Director-EDA
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING· REDEVELOPMENT· HOUSING· WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT· HOUSING AUTHORITY'
AVIATION' RIVERSIDE COUNTY FAIR & NATIONAL DATE FESTIVAL· EDWARD-DEAN MUSEUM & GARDENS· COMMUNITY SERVICES
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1400 K STREET
CA 95814

SACRAMENTO,

(;1 ry COUNCIL
HORENO YALLEY
RECEIYED

090CI19PMI:46
WWW.CACITIES.ORG

September 30, 2009

To:

Mayors, City Managers and Clerks in Non-Managers Cities, and
League Board of Directors

. Re:

2009 Annual Conference Resolutions Final Report

Attached is the Final Report on Resolutions from our III th Annual Conference held on
September 16-18, 2009 in San Jose. In addition, the last page of this report contains a
status report on the implementation of the resolutions approved at last year's 2008 Annual
Conference.
This report is also available on the League's Website at www.cacities.org/resolutions.
Please feel free to make additional copies for distribution.
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San Jose
September 16-18, 2009
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FINAL REPORT ON RESOLUTIONS
September 2009

The 2009 League of California Cities Annual Conference was held in San Jose on September 1618,2009. On Wednesday, September 16, two League policy committees considered the
resolution that was assigned to them. These resolutions were included in the original resolutions
packet dated July 24,2009. The General Resolutions Committee met on Thursday, September
17, to consider the resolutions and the policy committee's recommendations. In addition, this
committee also considered two qualified petitioned resolutions, Numbers 3 and 4. Prior to this
meeting, Resolution Number 2. was withdrawn by the sponsor. Due to this reason, it was not
presented to the General Assembly for consideration.
The General Assembly of the League met on Friday, September 18, and considered the three
resolutions before it. A chart on pages 2 and 3 of this packetincludes a summary of the actions
of the policy committees and the General Resolutions Committee for the two original resolutions
and the two qualified petitioned resolutions.
This report also contains a status report on the implementation of the resolutions approved at last
year's 2008 Annual Conference (page 8).
We thank those city officials who served as members of the policy committees, the General
Resolutions Committee that considered the resolutions, and those city officials who participated
in the General Assembly.
Additional copies of this report are available on the League's Web site· at:
v..rww.cacities.org/resolutions
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KEY TO ACTIONS TAKEN ON RESOLUTIONS
Resolutions have been grouped by policy committees to which they have been assigned.

Number

I

Key Word Index

I

I

1
2
I 3
1 - Policy Committee Recommendation
to General Resolutions Committee
2 - General Resolutions Committee
3 - General Assembly

PUBLIC SAFETY POLICY COMMITTEE
1

I Social Host Liability

A

2

3

Aa

A

2

3

W

-

REVENUE AND TAXATION

2

Divesting From Banks/Financial Institutions That Fail to
Cooperate With Foreclosure Prevention Efforts

D

NOTE: NO RESOLUTIONS WERE ASSIGNED TO THESE POLICY COMMITTEES:
Administrative Services; Community Services; Employee Relations; Environmental Quality;
Housing, Community & Economic Development; and Transportation, Communication & Public Works

RESOLUTIONS INITIATED BY PETITION

3

4

Resolution Concerning Additional Constitutional
Protection of Local Government Revenues
Resolution in Opposition to Rule Modifications to
Accommodate Southern California Edison Company's
initiative to Install Above-Ground Equipment

General
Resolutions
Committee
Recommendation

General
Assembly
Action

A

A

A

A

2
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KEY TO ACTIONS TAKEN ON RESOLUTIONS (Continued)
Resolutions have been grouped by policy committees to which they have been assigned .

.KEY-TO REVIEWING BODIES

KEY TO ACTIONS TAKEN

I. Policy Committee

A

Approve

2. General Resolutions Committee

D

Disapprove

3. General Assembly

N

No Action

R

Refer to appropriate policy committee for
study

a

Amend+

Aa

Approve·as amendedt

Aaa

Approve with additional amendment(s)+

Ra

Refer as amended to appropriate policy
committee for study+

Raa

Additional amendments and refer+

Da

Amend (for clarity or brevity) and
Disapprove+

ACTION FOOTNOTES·

*

Subject matter covered in another resolution

**
***

Existing League policy
Local authority presently exists

Na

W

Amend (for clarity or brevity) and take No
. Action+
Withdrawn by Sponsor

+Note: Petitioned Resolutions may not be amended by the. General Resolutions Committee.

Resolutions that are approved by the General Res~lutions Committee, as well as all qualified petitio·ned
resolutions, are reported to the General Assembly. In addition, League policy provides the following procedure
for resolutions approved by League policy committees but not approved by the General Resolutions Committee.
Every resolution initially recommended for approval and adoption by all the League policy committees to which
the resolution is assigned, but subsequently recommended for disapproval, referral or no action by the General
Resolutions Committee, shall then be placed on a consent agenda for consideration by the General Assembly.
The consent agenda shall include a brief description of the basis for the recommendations by both the policy
committee(s) and General Resolutions Committee, as well as the recommended action by each. Any voting
delegate may make a motion to pull a resolution from the consent agenda in order to request the opportunity to
fully debate the resolution. If, upon a majority vote of the General Assembly, the request for debate is approved,
the General Assembly shall have the opportunity to debate and subsequently vote ·on the resolution.

3
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APPROVED 2009 ANNUAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS·
1.

RESOLUTION RELA T.NG TO SOCIAL HOST LIABILITY
Source:
City of Elk Grove
Referred to: Public Safety Policy Committee

WHEREAS, underage persons often obtain alcoholic beverages at gatherings held at private
residences or at rented residential and commercial premises that are under the control of a person who
knows or should know of the underage service andlor consumption of alcohol; and
WHEREAS, loud or unruly parties on private property where alcoholic beverages are served
to, or consumed by an underage person, are harmful to the underage person themselves and are a threat
to public health, safety, quiet enjoyment of residential property and general welfare, and constitute a
public nuisance; and
WHEREAS, persons responsible for the occurrence ofloud or unruly parties on private
property over which they have possession or control have a duty to ensure that alcoholic beverages are
not served to, or consumed by underage persons; and
WHEREAS, adults who provide alcohol to adolescents explicitly indicate an approval of
. underage alcohol use; and
WHEREAS, law enforcement, fire, or other emergency responders repeatedly respond to
underage drinking parties, resulting in a disproportionate expenditure of public safety resources on
these parties, delaying police responses to other emergency cal1s throughout the community; and
WHEREAS, law enforcement has inadequate enforcement authority and resources to respond
to underage drinking on private property; and
WHEREAS, cities and counties require a variety of enforcement strategies to abate underage
drinking parties; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities, assembled in
Annual Conference in San Jose, September 18, 2009, that the League support local policies that hold
social hosts responsible for underage drinking that occurs on property under their possession, control,
or authority; and, be it further
RESOLVED, that the League also oppose policies that make it easy for those who are
underage to access alcohol through adults, and on private property.

IIIIIIIIII
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PETITIONED RESOLUTION
3.

RESOLUTION CONCERNING ADDITIONAL CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION
OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES

Source: League Board

ofDir~ctors

WHEREAS, since the early 1990s the state goveI11ment of California has seized $10 billion of
city property tax revenues statewide to fund the state budget even after deducting public safety
program payments to cities by the state; and
WHEREAS, over the last two budget cycles the state legislature and governor have borrowed
or seized billions of local property tax and redevelopment funds; and
WHEREAS, cities are struggling to deliver vital public services and improvements due to
revenue losses caused by the recession, and these irresponsible actions by state politicians have
seriously reduced the capacity of cities to deliver vital public safety services and other services, robbed
cities of valuable local jobs and lowered the quality of life in our communities; and
WHEREAS, the chronic inability of the state legislature and the governor in recent years to
prudently manage the state's fiscal resources and plan in a disciplined manner for inevitable shortfalls
has led to an increasing tendency for the state to divert or borrow funds needed for vital local services;
and
WHEREAS, during the just completed session the legislative ·leadership and governor strongly
advocated stealing the local share ofthe Highway Users Tax, or gas tax, to pay for the state's highway
bonds, violating the 86-year old tradition of the state, cities and counties sharing the gas tax; and
WHEREAS, the May 19, 2009 special election results and statewide surveys in recent months
have confirmed that the level of public confidence in the state legislature and governor has declined to
historic lows and that voters are demanding major reforms of state government; and
WHEREAS, a July summit of over 500 city, county and school officials gathered from across the
state to explore reform of the state's governance system, and the top reform priority identified was to
further protect local revenues from state intervention, diversion and borrowing; and
WHEREAS, in 2004 the voters by an overwhelming 84% margin adopted substantial
.constitutional protections of local sales tax, VLF, and property tax revenues, but the legislature can
still "borrow" local property taxes and local shares of vital transportation funds to fund the state
budget, resulting in crippling the funding of local governments and creating a deeper structural deficit
for the state; and
WHEREAS, it is time for state officials to live within their means and stop stealing and
borrowing funds that the voters intend to pay for vital local government services, including public safety,
transportation, mass transit, redevelopment, and many other critical services; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities, assembled at the
Annual Conference in San Jose, September 18,2009, as follows:

5
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(1) That the League of California Cities strongly support further constitutional protections
against future efforts by the California legislature and the governor to divert, reallocate,
borrow, redistribute,. or steal revenues that have historically funded local government
services including, but not limited to, property tax funds, the local share of gas tax
(HUT A) funds, the local government and mass transit shares of gasoline sales tax funds,
redevelopment property tax increment, utility users tax, business license tax, and transient
occupancy tax;
(2) That the League's board of directors is hereby authorized to take any and all necessary
steps to evaluate and, if feasible, seek voter approval of a ballot measure to provide such
protections;
(3) That the League's board of directors is urged to work with our sister associations that
represent counties, special districts, redevelopment agencies, transit agencies, schools and
other groups with an interest in protecting the revenues of all local governments in order
to pursue this goal;
(4) That the assembled elected and appointed city officials of California, on behalf of the city
residents they represent, hereby pledge that if the League board of directors votes to file
an initiative to broadly protect local revenues, that they will devote their personal time to
gather signatures, raise private funds, and help organize a statewide grassroots coalition
to secure greater protection of local revenues for critical local government services; and
(5) If and when the voters approve such a ballot measure, the League board of directors is
authorized to vigorously defend the additional constitutional protections in the courts, if
. necessary.

IIIIIIIIII

PETITIONED RESOLUTION
4.

RESOLUTION IN OPPOSITION TO RULE MODIFICATIONS TO
ACCOMMODATE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY'S INITIATIVE
TO INSTALL ABOVE-GROUND EQUIPMENT
Source: City of West Hollywood

WHEREAS, in March of 2009, the Southern California Edison Company (SCE) launched an
initiative to discontinue its existing practice of installing below-ground equipment for underground
distribution systems; and .
WHEREAS, above-ground installations are suspected of causing fires and considered a public
safety hazard; and
WHEREAS, above-ground installations could limit project development by limiting
development space and intruding into the city's right-of-way; and
WHEREAS, the Southern California Edison Company's initiative for above-ground
installations infringes on cities' authority and right over its affairs; and

6
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WHEREAS, under the current rule Southern California Edison and cities must work together
to identify safe and responsive solutions to equipment placement whether under-or above-ground and
this relationship should be preserved; now, therefore be it
RESOLVED, by the General Assembly of the League of California Cities, assembled at the
Annual Conference in Sari Jose, September 18, 2009, that the League" oppose the rule modifications
proposed by the SCE Initiative, to install above-ground equipment in SCE's underground distribution
system and to urge the CPUC to reject SCE's proposal- Advice 2334-E (U 338-E) - to delete the
customer option of placing distribution system equipment underground when receiving new service
under Tariff Rules 2, 15 and 16, that is to be considered by the California Public Utilities Commission
at its October 15, 2009 meeting, J.D. #8841, Energy Division Resolution E-4241, Southern California
Edison.

#########
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APPROVED 2008 ANNUAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS
IMPLEMENTATION REPORT
Res#

Tit)

R

. dA··

Stat
-

Administrative Services Policy Committee
I
League Bylaws Amendments
The League shall make technical additions and amendments to the
bylaws
Environmental Quality Policy Committee
3
Extension of Federal Section 45
- The League sheill urge the California Congressional Members and
Production Tax Credit
the President of the United States to extend the federal Section 45
Production Tax Credit, as it has done five times in past years,
beyond December 3 \, 2008
- That a copy of this resolution be provided to the President of the
United States, to U.S. Senators Boxer and Feinstein and to each
Member of Congress from the State of California.
Public Safety Policy Committee
2
2-1-\ California Telephone
-The League will support the 2-\-\ California telephone service as a
Service
non-emergency, human and community services and disaster
information resource.
- The League will collaborate with state and regional partners to
continue the promotion of the 2-\-1 California telephone service
throughout California.

Qualified Petitioned Resolution
5
Sober Living Homes

-The League will pursue an aggressive and comprehensive program to
restore the ability of California cities to reasonably regulate sober
living homes.
-This program shall include, but not be limited to, seeking changes in
state and federal legislation, providing a clear definition of what
constitutes a sober living home and the preparation of model
ordinances concerning the regulation of such uses.

Technical additions and amendments were made to '.
the League bylaws.

• League staff worked with our federal lobbyists to
register support for the federal energy production
tax credit extension.
• The tax credit extension was included in the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 (HR I).

• League staff maintained open communication
with California 2-1-1 staff to ensure timely
I
information exchange on the latest updates and
developments for system and programs.
• Registered support for Senate Bill 712 (Padilla)
that would have allowed for the development of a
statewide 2-\-\ system with eligibility to receive
federal funding for development and operations
through the California Health and Human
Services Agency.

•

•

•
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Conducted research relating to the extent that
the Federal Fair Housing and Employment Act
regulates sober living homes.
Testified and arranged for city witnesses to
testify before the Assembly Committee on
Human Services relating to the particular
problems associated with sober living homes in
California communities.
Supported two state bills that would provide
greater clarity of what constitutes a sober living
facility and certainty in the applications
process: AB \284 (Huffman) and SB 268
(Harman).
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RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Economic Development Agency

October 5, 2009

Mr. Brad Williams, President & CEO
MVP-EV
14255 Elsworth Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re: Letter of Intent

__ B.y~

Deary Williams,
I am writing on behalf of the County of Riverside, Economic Development Agency (EDA), to provide
MVP-EV with our Letter of Intent to provide MVP-EV up to $100,000.00 in cash for use by MVP-EV to
produce electric powered vehicles in assembly plant(s) with the County of Riverside, California,
preferably within the corporate limits of the City of Moreno Valley, California.
This offer is made in good faith, subject to Board approval, and may be revoked by the County of
Riverside if MVP-EV does not meet certain performance targets established by mutual agreement set
fourth at a later date and time. The success of MVP-EV is of great importance to the County of
Riverside and its workforce.
Should you wish to discuss this matter in greater detail you may contact me via email at
tomfreeman@rivcoeda.org or via telephone at (951) 955-9812. I would like members of our team to
meet with you to develop terms and conditions, of mutual agreement for both parties, and move
forward with your funding.
Sincerely,

~:ner
Office of Foreign Trade-EDA
County of Riverside, CA, USA

Cc: Honorable Marion Ashley, County Supervisor-Fifth District
Honorable Mayor & Council members, City of Moreno Valley
Mr. Robert Field, Assistant County Executive Officer/EDA
Mr. Dan Martinez, Managing Director of EDA
Mrs. Sarah Mundy, Assistant Director-EDA
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING· REDEVELOPMENT· HOUSING· WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT· HOUSING AUTHORITY·
AVIATION· RIVERSIDE COUNTY FAIR & NATIONAL DATE FESTIVAL· EDWARD-DEAN MUSEUM & GARDENS • COMMUNITY SERVICES
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THE KING FOUNDATION
INTERNATIONAL

26 August 2009
Office of the Chairman

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9036
Dear Mayor Stewart,
We were-siddenediOleam of the-cie'ath of UnIted States Senator The Honourable Edward Moore Kennedy.
Both personally and on behalf of the Board of Governors of The King Foundation International, we would like
to express our sincerest condolences at this painful time.

It is with respect and emotion that today we salute this great statesman who, after a long congressional career,
was - in difficult circumstances - called on in 1962 to assume one of the highest responsibilities and to embody
national unity. We want to pay tribute to his great moral qualities and his political courage.
Throughout his long career, countless people turned to Senator Kennedy for his intelligence and insight to
explain what humans could not understand about themselves. His pioneering contributions to psychoanalysis
changed the ways in which we see our lives and challenged us to reexamine our relationships to the world
around us. His work reflects a remarkable breadth of scholarship. More than that, it reveals an extraordinary
level of empathy and compassion. He will be sorely missed.
We would like to convey our sympathies to Mrs. Victoria Kennedy and their
people.

child~en,

and to the American

We hope you can take comfort in the knowledge that Senator Kennedy made a tremendous difference in our
world. Please know we will keep you in our thoughts and prayers.
GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR FAMILY AND MAY GOD ALWAYS )3LESS AMERICA.

Sincerely,
The King Foundation

Dr. R. Kermit LaRODA- King
Chairman
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS:

FREDERICKS STREET

P. O. Box CB·10972
NASSAU. BAHAMAS

USA DIVISION:

8000 N.W.31 ST.
NASW 1348 BLDG 18
MIAMI. FL 33122

1606
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The Supreme Master Ching Hai International AssgRi~ti@Du NCIt
VALL EY
REeEl VED

www.godsdirectcontact.org, email: SMCH@GodsdirectcontBclIcbEgHO
Tel: 1-408-218-2635; Fax: 1-928-222-3333

o9 o~p~e;~ ~~ ~g9

Honorable Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City Hall
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:

In this time of significant change, people rely on you to put your love first for your countIymen, all the
men, women and children; and accept with courage the deed that must be done, to use the mighty
power in your hands, entrusted by the people, to save the world. At this critical time of accelerating
climate change, devastating disasters, quickly spreading infectious diseases, world hunger, water
shortages, etc., our world needs to emulate noble leadership that will ensure a clean society and
protection for all citizens and co-inhabitants from four main destructive substances, namely meat,
alcohol, illegal drugs and tobacco.
The global livestock industry is now contributing more to global warming than the energy sector,
at least 80% of it. Meat production is depleting peoples' water, damaging their health, pushing them
to war, and breeding new deadly diseases each day. It is killing our people. They need your shining,
heroic, vegan example because they really look to their government, to their leaders. They would be
greatly facilitated by your laws for organic vegan farming and campaigns; or laws, to make the much
needed lifestyle vegan change.
In addition to abolishing meat, we also have to eliminate other root causes such as alcohol, illegal
drugs and tobacco. Please consider the interdiction of these deadly substances that cause the most
harm to humanity and our planet; and which, when turned around, can offer immeasurable benefit.
Lead the great change! Promote forgiveness and peace; and then all other troubles like poverty,
conflict, even financial crises and pandemics, will also subside. For more information, enclosed
please find condensed information about the harms of meat, drugs, alcohol and tobacco, and benefits
of quitting them; and more info on our web www.SupremeMaster1V.com.
Thank you for all your efforts so far, but what we are doing and planning is not enough, nor fast
enough. I pray for you, for courage and faith to do more, and faster. Your co-citizens will appreciate
you, praise you, love you, support you; and they will remember you for saving the world for
generations to come. Your great deed and name as pioneer champion to save the earth will be
engraved in history forever, for all to revere and emulate. Heaven will reward you greatly.
With Great Honor, Love and Blessings,

The Supreme Master Ching Hai

Be Veg. Go Green. Save The Planet

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----
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Office of the Board of Directors

September 28,2009

Mayor Richard Stewart
14177 Fredrick Street PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Mayor Stewart:
Over the last several weeks, word of the new labor agreement between the Metropolitan Water
District and its four member labor unions has made its way through the Southern California
media, Unfortunately, certain media outlets and anti-public employee activists have insisted on
mischaracterizing the proposed agreement. I want to share with you the facts about this smart
and prudent agreement that provides stability for five years and long-term cost savings.
The last time Metropolitan and its unions entered into contract discussions, in 2006, the
acrimonious talks lasted a year and a half. This time, we reached a deal after just four months.
Before negotiations even began, Metropolitan and its four member unions decided that we could
not afford a repeat of 2006. Together, we sought anew way of conducting our discussions. We
fbund that "interest-based" bargaining was the best way to achieve that goal.
"Interest-based", bargaining is an inventive and produCtive process that requires both
management and labor to undergo intensive training sessions before discussions even begin.
These sessions focus on problem-solving versus posturing approaches, and they provide
mechanisms to improve communication and cultivate mutual understanding and respect. We
then enter into talks focused on our common goals and respective interests ,at topof mind.
The result of this process represents significant and meaningful change on a number of levels.
First, the agreement is for five years instead of the previous three. With a five-year deal, we are
able to plan better for the long term, offer more job security, and jointly develop ongoing
processes to foster more efficiency in our work.

700 N. Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 • Mailing Address: Box 54153, Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 •
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THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Mayor Stewart
September 28, 2009
Page 2

Second, the proposed contract includes both immediate and long~term cost containment,
$26 million in projected savings during the term of the agreement and millions more long term.
This was accomplished through significant changes in the benefits structure. We jointly agreed
to trade-offs relating to pension and health benefits for current and future employees in exchange
. for reducing Metropolitan's retirement health care costs with significant savings in the years to
come.
As part of that trade-off the employee pension formula was increased to 2.5% @ 55 from the
current 2% @ 55. Is it a fair trade-off to increase the pension formula while decreasing
Metropolitan's retirement health care costs? We think it is, especially given thatcurrent
employees will contribute 2% of salary and new employees 8% for retirement health benefits,
not to mention the vesting period for new employees will .increase from the current 5 years to
20 years.
The highlights of the proposed agreementinclude:
•

A Two-Tier System
o

Employees will pay into a retiree medical fund which will reduceMetropolitan's
future liabilities

o

Current employees will contribute 2% of salary to the retiree medical fund

o

New employees will contribute 7% of salary (8% on Julyl, 2010), to the retiree
medical fund

o

Longer vesting period required for full retiree medical benefits. New employees
will vest 100% in 20 years versus 100% in 5 years

•

No cost-of-living (COLA) increases for the first year of the agreement

•

Effectively no COLA in the second year because the 2% increase will be offset by the
employee obligation to contribute 2% for retiree health benefits

•

The Supervisors Association gave backa previously negotiated 2% increase which
was to be effective July 1,2009

•

Elimination of 3% pay-for-performance bonuses for Association of Confidential
Employees

MV00225249

THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Mayor Stewart
September 28, 2009
Page 3

•

Pension restructuring, which will include implementation of the PERS2.50/0 @ 55
formula, up from 20/0 @ 55, with costs offset by employee concessions, including:
o

Elimination of annual payouts for unused sick leave and vacation

o

Elimination of one paid holiday and one personal leave day

o

Reductions to Metropolitan's 401(k) matching contributions

o

Greater employee contributions towards retiree medical costs

Metropolitan is a remarkably lean organization. You may hear from pundits that this agreement
will cause water rates to rise. The truth is that Metropolitan's administrative and employee costs
. represent about 150/0 of the total Metropolitan budget. Do these costs playa part in increased
rates? Of course, but not in the way employee costs impact typical municipal budgets challenges about which we know you are very aware.
The truth is that Metropolitan's greatest cost drivers now and in the future will be rising costs for
water and rising energy costs needed to deliver it to Southern California. Those are the
challenges we and all Southern California ratepayers will continue to face and which we are
doing our best to control.
Metropolitan and its employees are focused on the future and our critical mission of delivering
water to neatly 19 million Southern Californians. If you have any questions about this
agreement, please contact me.
Sincerely,

1'~:;;;~
Timothy F. Brick
Chairman of the Board

MV00225250
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The Proposed MOUls Are Complex
!I

S-Year term

~

Salary adjustments

~

Give: Enhanced Retirement

!,

Concessions: Many concessions in different areas
!,

The cost savings from the concessions outweigh the
increased cost of enhanced retirement

This package is structured to provide workforce
stability for five years and long-term cost savings.

2
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9/28/2009

Metropolitan
employees typically
retire at age 59 1/2

3
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.

~

9128/2009

What Elements Reduce Costs?
~

Elimination of one paid holiday (New Years Eve)

~

Elimination of eight hours of paid personal leave

~

Elimination of all leave payouts

!;

Elimination of 3% pay-for-performance bonuses
for Association of Confidential Employees

~

Reduction of Metropolitan's 401k matching
contributions from a maximum of 4.5% to 3.0%

.~

Employees will pay into a retiree medical fund
.:; Current employees will contribute 2% of salary
u New employees will contribute 7% of salary (8% on

7/1/10)

A Revenue Source For Metropolitan's
Retiree Medical (OPEB) Liabilities
~

Metropolitan will establish an OPEB fund
: Employee contributions will be placed in fund

I

!-

Proceeds will go to offset Metropolitan's longterm retiree medical liabilities

!'.

Proceeds will grow with workforce turnover
':') New hires will contribute 8% of salary
:. Revenues would grow to more than $20M per year
within 15 years

!,

Currently only 22% of California agencies are
funding their OPEB liabilities

"'-1
I

4
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Medicare/Life Ins'/Workers
Comp/Unemployment
Leave Payouts

o

27

(14)

3

Totals

$1, 554

* Totals may not:foot due to rounding.

1

($26)

Retirement costs based on Bartel Associates' analysis.

Assumes 3.5% annual inflation.
I

5
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Savings Do Not Include Workforce
Remuctions From Retirements
;!

;!

Retirements are likely to be accelerated by the
enhan€ed formula
Retirements will present an opportunity for cost
manag!ement
!;

Lea~er workforce (may not rehire all positions)

:; RehIre at junior levels
.' All ~ew employees will contribute 8% of salary to
OPES fund
, . .j

I

Incentivize Cost Savings Through
Gainsharing
;!

Propos'ed MOU/s include a gain-sharing concept
!

Incentivizes employees to find ways to reduce
workforce costs

~

Mea)surable cost savings would be shared between
the pistrict and employees
I

~,

Concept to be developed by June of 2010

7
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A Departure From Previous MOUls
~

Proposed MOU/s provide a basis for cost savings
compared to previous MOU terms
~

!
,!"

Recent MOU/s have not included significant
economic concessions

Five-year agreements provide .stability
Begins a two-tier system to help manage the
long-term cost of the workforce
!;

Savings will be accelerated as more retirements
occur

8
- -

..

~------------
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Cosentini
Consulting llC

yo

Peter A. Cosentini-Team Builder
Management Consultant
Former City Manager

26
Email: cozman8@aol.com
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September 4, 2009

CiTY COU!oiCIL
r"WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09SEP-B PM 3: 34
Mayor Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley

14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA. 92553

Dear Mayor Stewart:
I own and operate Cosentini Consulting LLC, a management consulting firm for municipalities. I have
worked for Cities for 26 years and I have been a City Manager for 13 years. I understand that the City
may be in need of Interim City Manager services, this coming December.
Not only can I serve as your City Manage, but I could also provide certain team building services at no
additional cost. I am a certified team builder through the Persogenics Company, an international firm.
can also provide management, leadership and team development services.
I have included my resume and other management services information for your review. Please feel
free to call at any time to discuss this opportunity.

Peter A. Cosentini
CC:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mayor Pro Tem Bonnie Flickinger
Councilmember Jesse L. MOillina
Councilmember Robin N. Hastings
Councilmember William H. Batey II
City Manager, Bob Gutierrez

~
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PETER A. COSENTINI

Phone/Fax
cozman8@aol.com

1022 Lilac Road
San Jacinto, CA
OBJECTIVE:

RESUME OF QUALIFICATIONS

Seeking a challenging opportunity as City Manager

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS:
•

Seasoned Career City Manager, Public Sector Professional: Twenty-six years of
public sector experience, 13 years experience as a City Manager, 20 years as City
Manager and Assistant City Manager.

•

Personnel Administration: Twenty-six years expertise in this field. Thirteen years
as a Personnel Officer for five Cities.

•

Finance Administration: Twenty years experience supervising Finance Directors
and budget administration. Proven track record of taking three City budgets out of
the red and into profit status. Created budgets of $8-250 million.

•

RDA and Economic Development: Executive Director of four Redevelopment
Agencies. Led three aggressive economic development programs, Direct
prospecting for commercial business. Negotiated development agreements with
incentives to induce development. $2 million sales tax increase and 1600 new jobs.

•

Growth Experience:
Led four growth Cities; three were growing rapidly.
Implemented Community Facility District to pay for police and fire personnel.
Created special districts for infrastructure financing. Developed Lighting and
Landscape Districts to pay for ongoing maintenance costs. Implemented three
impact fee programs, three general plan updates, and master plans in water, sewer,
parks and drainage, LAFCO, sphere amendments, annexations.

•

Other Experience: Growth control, Council relations, Team building, Partnerships,
Large City experience, Tourism, Council goals, Aggressive community outreach,
Strategic planning, Visioning and Grants.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Cosentini Consulting LLC
Management Consultant and Team Builder
July 07 to Present
**1 currently own and operate my own consulting business. I provide consulting services to
public agencies for special projects, interim assignments, team building, management,
leadership and team development. From July 07 to Feb. 09 the City of Desert Hot Springs
was a client. My special project assignment was pursuing $5 million in grants, including
trails, air quality, anti-gang, anti-drug, Museum and traffic. I have been trained by the
Persogenics Company to be a certified team builder.

1
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PETER A. COSENTINI
Page Two
City Manager
City of San Jacinto, CA - April 03 to July 05
**City Data: Population 30,000. Had 126 full-time employees including contract employees.
Total budget $37 million with $17 million operations, $14 million capital and $6 million other
funds. City provides Administration, City Clerk, Finance, Public Works, Streets, Parks,
Water, Sewer Collection, Planning, Economic Development, Redevelopment Agency, Code
Enforcement, Building, Personnel, Contract for Police, Fire, Engineering and City Attorney.
Duties: In charge of daily operations, Executive Director of the Redevelopment Agency,
Personnel Officer, Emergency Services Official, Budget, CIP, Council goals and Labor
negotiations.
Accomplishments:
• Implemented impact fees. Created Community Facility District to pay for police and
fire personnel. Put in place road, lighting and landscape maintenance districts.
General plan update. Master plans for water, sewer, parks and drainage. Active
community outreach. Negotiated and implemented a solid waste hauling contract
that implemented AB939 requirements. Ground water management plan
adjudicating water basin rights. Negotiated an intergovernmental agreement with
the Soboba Band of Indians mitigating impacts of a land trust application and casino
proposal. $2 million sales tax increase and 1600 new jobs.
City Manager
City of Half Moon Bay, CA - November 01 to September 02
**City Data: Population 13,000. Had 69 full-time employees, Total budget of $25 million
with $8 million operations and $17 million capital. City provides Administration, City Clerk,
Finance, Public Works, Streets, Parks and Recreation, Planning, Police, Personnel,
Engineering, Building, and Code Enforcement.
Duties: Ran day-to-day operations, Personnel Officer, Budget, CPI, Council goals process,
General Plan/Local Coastal Plan update, Executive Director of Redevelopment Agency.
Accomplishments:
• Purchase of coastal bluff-top open space with State grant. Redesigned State
highway with multiple governmental funding sources.
City Manager
City of Santa Paula, CA - February 98 to November 01
**City Data: Population 30,000, Had 135 full-time and 60 part-time employees, Budget total
$27 million with $16 million operations and $11 million capital, A full-service City with
Police, Fire, Public Works, Engineering, Water, Sewer, Parks, Recreation, Building, Code
Enforcement, Planning, Finance, Personnel, Redevelopment, Solid Waste, Streets, Central
Garage, City Clerk and Museum,
Duties: Controlled daily operations, Personnel Officer, Executive Director of the
Redevelopment Agency, Emergency Services Officer, Budget, CPI, Labor Negotiations,
Risk Manager JPA.
Accomplishments :

2
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PETER A. COSENTINI
Page Three

•

City sponsored utility tax. Two ballot measures on growth control, LAFCO, Sphere
expansion. General plan update and expansion. Large specific plans. Annexation
discussions. Downtown revitalization and improvement district attempted. Impact
and user fee studies. Strong tourism effort. Intergovernmental projects.

City Manager
City of Calistoga, CA - February 96 to February 98
**City Data: Population 5000 and a weekend population up to 10,000, Had 38 full-time and
40 part-time employees, Budget $8 million, Calistoga is a full-service City with Police,
Volunteer Fire Department, Public Works, Engineering, Water, Sewer, Parks, Recreation,
Building, Streets, Transit, Planning, Finance, Personnel, Administration, City Clerk,
Contract for Attorney and Refuse.
Duties: Ran day-to-day operations, Personnel Officer, Purchasing Agent, Emergency
Services Director, Budget, CIP
Accomplishments:
• Visioning (long-term planning process), Master planning for water and sewer
systems, Budget, Labor relations, Intergovernmental projects.
City Manager
City of Galt, CA - July 91 to July 95
**City Data: Population 15,000, Had 86 full-time employees, A $17 million budget, This fullservice City provides Police, Fire (1991-1993), Parks and Recreation, Finance, Building,
Planning, Engineering, Personnel, Code Enforcement, Redevelopment, Water, Sewer,
Streets, Central Garage, City Clerk, City Treasurer, Flea Market and Library, Contract City
Attorney and Refuse
Duties: Daily Operations, Council goals, Labor negotiations, Personnel Officer, Risk
Manager, Executive Director of Redevelopment Agency, Budget, CIP, Labor negotiations
Accomplishments: Intergovernmental projects, Annexations, Sphere of influence
expansion, Master plans for water and sewer, Impact fees, Lighting and Landscape
Districts, Districts for infrastructure financing, Downtown master plan for historic
preservation

OTHER WORK EXPERIENCE:

•

Assistant City Manager, City of Oceanside, CA - October 88 to July 91: Population
127,000. Had 960 full-time employees and a Budget of $250 million. Second in
command of this full-service City. Supervised five departments with 225 full-time
employees and a $35 million budget.

•

Assistant City Manager, City of Lompoc, CA - January 84 to October 88: Population
30,000. Had 300 full-time employees and 100 part-time employees. Total budget of
$25 million. Second in command of this full-service City and directed the daily
operations of all departments.

3
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PETER A. COSENTINI
Page Four
•

Administrative Assistant, City of San Bruno, CA - February 80 to January 84:
Population 34,000. Had 160 full-time employees. Budget of $12 million. City was fullservice, Personnel and Budget.

•

Assistant to the City Manager, City of Delano, CA - April 78 to February 80: City
Manager Pro-Tern, Risk Manager, Safety Officer, Personnel, Budget.

PROFESSIONAL INVOLEMENTS:
• Western Riverside County City Managers' Group, Co-Chair - 2005, Founding
Member
• Ventura County City Managers' Association, President - 1999
• Napa County City Managers' Group, Founding Member - 1998
• Past Member of all three State Assistant Groups, MMASC, MMANC, MMACC
• Founding Member of the Municipal Management Assistants of Central California
• Toastmaster 12 year membership
• Rotary three-year perfect attendance pin
• Board Member, Napa County JPA for Solid Waste
• Ex-Officio Board Member, Ventura County Tourism Bureau
• Board Member, Central Coast JPA for Health and Liability Insurance
• Committee Member, Technical Advisory Committee for the Western Riverside
County Council of Governments

EDUCATION:
Masters Degree in Public Administration, California State University - Chico
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Public Administration, California State University - Chico

4
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Understand the Four Patterns of Communication ™

1

time, make decisions,
pace themselves at
work, and handle
conflict
• How their patterns
may increase stress in
others
• How they can grow
and develop through
situational
modification of their
patterns of
communicationTM

his solution is our
core-learning program
and is integrated, to some
degree, into all of our
other offerings.
Participants are
introduced to the four
patterns of
communicationTM:
Dominant, Expressive,
Analytical, and Amiable.
They learn the
characteristics common
to each pattern and learn
how to identify and
respond to these patterns
in various settings.

Understanding and
Identifying Patterns of
Communication™

Participants discover:
• How others see them
• How to manage their
strengths
• How they will
typically respond
under stress
• How to recognize their
key weaknesses and
vulnerabilities
• How their behavior
impacts other people
• How others like to be
treated
• How others are
motivated and what
their priorities are
• How others
communicate, use

Connecting with People
teaches participants about
their nature, behavioral
patterns, and the patterns
of others. Using their
Personal Communication
Report, participants learn
which combination of the
four patterns best
describes their natural
behavior. Participants
also learn how each
pattern will act and react
in the work environment.
The strengths and
weaknesses of each of the
patterns of
communicationTM are
also examined. The

Persogenics Personal
Communication
Assessment is the
assessment and
evaluation product used
by participants to identify
their primary and
secondary patterns of
communicationTM.

Skills of Modifying

'The intro
course made
me fully realize
the power of the
Persogenics
program. I was
impressed with
its instantly
applicable
nature as well
as the lasting
impact it had
on me and my
people."

During training,
Participants learn the skill
of modifying their
patterns to create more
productive relationships.
The "do's and don'ts" of
modifying are
emphasized. Participants
learn how to work out
strategies for improving
difficult relationships.
They are encouraged to
Bob Armstrong
modify in specific
Senior Partner
situations and
MacDonald Carano
circumstances to improve
rapport but are also
guided on embracing
their own patterns of
communicationTM.
Modifying emphasizes
properly harnessing and
PETER COSENTINI
adjusting personal
, Cosentini Consulting LLC
strengths not a stifling of , A Persogenics Affiliate
personal characteristics
Office: (951) 487-2649
and attitudes.
Cell: (951) 260-9470
cozman8@aol.com

www.persogenics.com
() 2009 Persogenics, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Six Essential Skills for Successful Managers

[p roactive Management
empowers any
manager to enhance
processes and production
she or he supervises.
Building off of the core
Persogenics concepts of
understanding self and
others, managers learn to
use the Choice
Pyramid™ to create,
own, and keep resultproducing agreements
with their employees.
From this foundation,
managers are equipped to
develop in six managerial
skill sets:
1) Catalyzing Progress
2) Staying the Course
3) Working
Collaboratively
4) Acting with Integrity
5) Recognizing
Achievements
6) Communicating
Productivel y
Before taking the course,
a manager and his or her
associates should assess
the manager to determine
the key skill sets upon
which the manager
should focus during
training. In each skill set
in which managers train,

they identify their natural
strengths and weaknesses,
understand how they have
propelled or impeded
progress, and learn how
to attach their personal
signature to the skill set.
managers who take this
course achieve the
following results.
Catalyzing Progress
Persogenic managers:
• Propel organizational
development
• Affect personal and
employee growth
• Seek innovations
relevant to their duties
Staying the Course
Persogenic managers:
• Catch hold of
organizational visions
• Optimistically frame
and face hardships
• Synchronize personal!
employee actions with
organizational goals
Working
CoUaboratively
Persogenic managers:
• Foster and expect
shared success
• Involve employees in

decision making
• Equip employees
to take ownership
of tasks
Acting with Integrity
Persogenic managers:
• Have honest and
honorable work ethics
• Surpass the standards
they advocate
• Readily admit
their mistakes
Recognizing
Achievements
Persogenic managers:
• Praise employees for
victories of all varieties
• Find opportunities to
compliment employees
• Applaud employees for
personal achievements
unrelated to work
Communicating
Productively
Persogenic managers:
• Care about clear
communication
• Recognize the patterns
of associates
• Intentionally listen and
seek rapport
• Paraphrase and
playback agreements

I

"I've seen
grizzled judges
and
administrators
break down and
cry, they were
so moved by
this training.
These people
can now work
together without
butting heads.
Persogenics
changes lives. "
Bob Wiley
Director
National Association of
Court Training

PETER COSENTINI
Cosentini Consulting LLC
A Persogenics Affiliate

cozman8@ao!.com

www.persogenics.com
~

2009 Persogenics, llC. All rights reserved.
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Six Essential Skills for Top-Notch Leaders
~ nnovative Leadership

empowers everyday
leaders to enhance their
organization's culture and
bolster its profit margin.
Building off of the core
Persogenics concepts of
understanding self and
others, leaders learn to
use the Choice
Pyramid™ to create,
own, and keep resultproducing agreements
with their associates.
From this foundation,
leaders are equipped to
develop in six leadership
skill sets:
1) Driving for
Excellence
2) Promoting a Vision
3) Empowering Others
4) Setting an Example
5) Celebrating Wins
6) Communicating
Producti vel y
Before taking the course,
a leader and his or her
associates should assess
the leader to determine
the key skill sets upon
which the leader should
focus during training. In
each skill set in which
leaders train, they
identify their natural

strengths and weaknesses,
understand how they have
propelled or impeded
progress, and learn how
to attach their personal
signature to the skill set.
Leaders who take this
course achieve the
following results.

Driving for Excellence
Persogenic leaders:
• Challenge the known
and seek the unknown
• Purposely renovate,
innovate, and invent
• Boldly face failure,
risk, adversity, and
personal weaknesses

Promoting a Vision
Persogenic leaders:
• Pursue big dreams for
the future
• Create feasible paths
to the "impossible"
• Enhance and embrace
the ideas of others

Empowering Others
Persogenic leaders:
• Build exceptional
employees
• Facilitate associate
success by creating .
high levels of freedom

• Include associates in
decision making
• Harness employee
strengths and hone
employee weaknesses

Setting an Example
Persogenic leaders:
• Embody
organizational values
• Synchronize their
words and actions
• Recognize and admit
their mistakes

Celebrating Wins
Persogenic leaders:
• Make a big deal
about success
• Build camaraderie
through celebration
• Show enthusiasm
when others generate
success

Communicating
Productively
Persogenic leaders:
• Care about clear
communication
• Recognize the patterns
of associates
• Intentionally listen and
seek rapport
• Paraphrase and
playback agreements

"The
[Persogenics]
leadership
program has
helped my
doctors
distance
themselves
from ego
comparisons
and focus on
leading teams
effectively. "

Keith Tintle
CEO
Intermountain Healthcare

PETER COSENTINI

Cosentini Consulting LLC
A Persogenics Affiliate

Office: (951) 487-2649
Cell: (951) 260-9470
cozman8@aol.com

www.persogenics.com
~

2009 Persogenics, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Team Synergy
Harnessing Team Member Output

i

eam Synergy is the
Persogenic solution to
increasing the synergetic
output of your team. Prior
to training, team
members take the Team
Synergy Assessment,
which measures the
team's levels of synergy
in 12 areas.
During the training,
participants will discover:
• How the patterns of
communication™ team
members use affect all
of their interactions.
• How the patterns of
communication™ team
leaders use affect how
they lead and interact.
• Where their team is at
in the four stages of
team development and
how to enhance its
development.
• How to use the Choice
Pyramid™ to create
accountability, make
good agreements, and
experience greater
results within the team.
• When and why each of
the patterns becomes
ineffective and how to
prevent team member
ineffecti veness.

Decision Making

Also importantly, team
members will find ways
to improve individually
and as a team in the 12
areas of Team Synergy:

The team's ability to
canvass all team members
and seek consensus in
making decisions.

Goals

Openness

The team's ability to set and
pursue clear and specific
goals that are inspirational,
shared, and tied to the
team's and organization's
purposes.

Environment
The general atmosphere
created by the team's
friendliness, accepted
modes of conduct, and
unspoken mores.

Participation
The willingness of team
members to become
involved in activities and
tasks and to seek the
involvement of other team
members.

Team member's levels of
trust and honesty and
willingness to share
information with each other.

Roles/Responsibilities
Team members' level of
understanding and
excellence in completing
indi vidual responsibilities.

Team Leadership
Ability of team
memberslleaders to
productively seek, accept,
and offer roles of leadership.

In-House Networking

"Overcoming
the delays in
response to
system repairs
and installs
required a
restructuring of
all departments.
Using the team
solution, we
formed new
teams [and]
new standards,
and, as a result,
our on time
levels for
repairs and
installs went
from 61% to
93% in three
and a half
months."

The quality of the team's
relationships with other
individuals and departments
in the organization.

Director, Communication

Listening

Pattern Balance

EDS

Team members' ability to
accurately interpret the
verbal and nonverbal
communication of other
team members.

The variety of patterns on the
team and the quality of team
members' interactions with
team members who use
different patterns.

Conflict

Personal Flexibility

The team's ability to use
disagreements productively
for team growth, unity, and
solutions.

The willingness of team
members to make personal
changes/sacrifices for the
benefit of the team.

Roger Arnell

. PETER COSENTINI

Cosentini Consulting LLC
A Persogenics Affiliate

cozman8@aol.com

www.persogenics.com
It> 2009 Persogenics, LLC. All rights reserved.
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DIANNE FEINSTEIN
CALIFORNIA

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE· CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIAnONS
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
COMMITIEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION

"ITY COUHCIL
14 OR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 SEP - 8 PM 3: I 9

~ntttb ~tatt~ ~tnatt

cc: City Council
Bob Gutierrez

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-0504
http://felnsteln.senate.gov

August 27, 2009

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
Thank you very much for your letter expressing opposition to legislation to
prevent increased mobile wireless taxes.: A,s .~.,former Ma~:9r, I understand your concerns,
and appreciate the opportunity to respond. '.: .
On June 4, 2009, Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) introduced the "Mobile Wireless
Tax Fairness Act of 2009" (S. 1192), which would place a five-year moratorium on new
or increased taxes on cellular phone use. This legislation has been referred to the Senate
Committee on Finance. Additionally, Representative Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) has
introduced a companion bill (H.R. 1521) in the I-louse of Representatives. I understand
your concerns about this bil.l, including its cost to local governments. Please know that I
will certainly keep your thoughts in mind should it come before the full Senate.
Once again, thank you tor writing. I urge you to continue to keep me informed
about issues of importance to the City of Moreno Valley. If you have any additional
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me or Ahmad Thomas in my
Washington, D.C. office at
. Best regards.
.
. Sincerely,.
.

.'

,

',~,~~",::",;

1!I'---_··q~·:I~·
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805

COUNCIL

iW RENOV ALL EY

RECEIVED

09 SEP - 8 PM 3: 2 I

Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,

MV00225270

July 29,2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805

'.J,'l Y COUNCIL
HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 SEP -8 PM 3: 21

Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.
In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,

ta~
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cc: Bob Gutierrez, City Manager
Chris Vogt, PW Director
Please handle as appropriate
September 22, 2009
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Mayor and City Council
As you may know, I have been approached again to" sell some of my property for
the widening of Ironwood. I don't have a problem with that and will agree to
sell the 14' wide strip of land that borders Ironwood.
The problem I have is this:
Years ago when I sold a strip of my property so a sidewalk 'could be installed on
Davis Street, the person who negotiated with the city on our behalf was told that
there would NEVER be any further widening of Davis Street for any purpose.
Why can't the city keep it's promise?
I am told that I am expected to sell another strip of my property along Davis
Street. This is really not acceptable.
Originally, I was told they want to put in a left turn lane at the corner of Davis
Street and Ironwood. There is plenty of room to do that right now and there is
no need to widen the street to put in the left turn lane. If you want to see an
example, look at Prado Lane in Reche Canyon. That is a very narrow street and
they have a left turn lane that the school buses and other vehicles have no
trouble using.
I would appreciate it very much if you as Mayor and City Council would keep the
promise that was made to those of us who live on Davis Street.
Thank you,

~~
Margafetj berts
11950 Davis Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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09 SEP 2 I PM 3: 44
Kevin Henderson
Kevin Henderson, Kristen Bray & Karen Moore
24901 Valley Ranch Rd
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557

City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92552

Heacock Street Improvement- Project #08-41678827
Related APN- 292-193-026, 12095 Heacock st.
Associated Engineers, File: P\heacock\07093\Dwg\SHEETS\01-ST-TfL.dwg
Sep 01,2009 - 8:13am elhazin

Subject:

Dear Henry Ngo and City Council:

9/21/2009

We are opposed and do not support the above Heacock Street improvements as it will have a Negative effect on
my property. Ingress and egress, traffic noise, removal of front yard, trees removed, buffer zone to traffic, lower
rent values and harder to rent, lower property value, restricted parking, and curbside appeal will all be negative.

RECEIVED

8EP 21 2009
PLANNING
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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09 OCT III PM I: 15
HIVEHSIDE COUNTY
Economic Development Agency

September 16, 2009

Mr. Brad Williams, President & CEO
MVP-EV
14255 Elsworth Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re: Admission to Foreign Trade Zone
Dear Mr. Williams,
I am writing you on behalf of the Economic Development Agency (EDA) of the County of Riverside
Office of Foreign Trade, to express our support for your admission into the Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ)
operated by the March Joint Powers Authority and granted by the United States Department of
Commerce Foreign Trade Zone Board. Admission into the FTZ carries with it a series of benefits that
will enable MVP-EV to reduce operational costs and will in fact increase productivity by expediting the
processing of inbound shipments from South Korea or other nations through our ports, thus providing
goods for the assembly and production of Neighborhood Electric Vehicles at your Moreno Valley
based plant.
.
Should you have any questions regarding the admission and approval process we are willing to assist
you. We will, when feasible, be working in conjunction with the Joint Powers Authority, United States
Department of Commerce Foreign Trade Zone Board, and that of the city, if they so desire. Please
feel free to contact me at tomfreeman@rivcoeda.org or via telephone at (951) 955-9812.
Sincerely,

~~
Office of Foreign Trade-EDA
County of Riverside, CA, USA

Cc: The Honorable Marion Ashley, County Supervisor, 5th District
The Honorable Chairman & Board members of March JPA
The Honorable Mayor & City Council of Moreno Valley
Mr. Robert Field, Assistant County Executive Office/EDA
Mr. Dan Martinez, Managing Director of EDA

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING· REDEVELOPMENT· HOUSING· WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT· HOUSING AUTHORI1I' •
AVIATION' RIVERSIDE COUN1I' FAIR & NATIONAL DATE FESTIVAL· EDWARD-DEAN MUSEUM & GARDENS· COMMUNITY SERVICES
"'j.,' ,,:. • •
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09 SEP -8 PM 4: 06

Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Fredrick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Subject:

Traffic Safety Commission
Davis Road Issue

Honorable Mayor Stewart,
I am one of the Council appointed commissioners on the Traffic Safety Commission C'TSC"). I
write to you specifically because of your past engagement and interest in the TSC. You have
made several appearances at the TSC encouraging us to be active and to make a difference.
This is appreciated and provides us motivation to make decisions that are beneficial to the City.
Over the time I've been on the TSC it has been my understanding that the mission of the TSC is
to provide guidance related to the three \IE's" of traffic issues - Education, Engineering and
Enforcement. The commissioners have been working to do that as well as the excellent staff
that support the TSC. Eric Lewis, Edward Init, and Nancy Foster are to be commended for their
diligence in providing detailed, accurate and informative reports regarding issues. Given the
composition of the commissioners and the high quality information we receive, I believe the
TSC has made solid recommendations for the Council to consider.
During the past 3 or so months, the issue of Davis Road has surfaced. A gentleman named
Pete Bleckert has been attending TSC meetings and has spoken quite paSSionately regarding
the past closure of Davis Road and the necessity to reopen it. In June the TSC asked the item
to be agendized for discussion in August (TSC was dark in July). At the August discussion,
Commissioner Baird passed out a letter he generated seeking signatures of the TSC
commissioners urging Council to take action on reopening Davis Road.
I abstained from Signing the letter. I requested that prior to the TSC Commissioners signing
the letter, staff should give a report on the history of Davis Road and status of the issue of its
reopening. An agenda item was added for the September 2nd meeting. At the September 2nd
meeting staff gave a historical overview regarding the history of why Davis Road was closed
and that the former right-of-way is now owned by the Department of Fish and Game (DFG) for
habitat area. Apparently the habitat area was all part of the County's Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation Plan. Staff then played an audio of a recent council meeting where a
representative from the DFG clearly indicated there was no intention of the DFG to undo the
past decisions and give back the vacated right-of-way. Representatives from the Sierra Club
and NRDC also spoke regarding the same in support of Davis Road remaining closed for the
benefit of the Wildlife habitat.
Staff further indicated that Davis Road is not in the City's General Plans, Circulation Elements,
long term CIP plans, or budgets for opening. They provided no statistical/engineering data
supporting a need for the City to engage in trying to open Davis Road.

MV00225277
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Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart
September 9, 2009
Page 2 of 2

After this was presented, a motion was made to put this matter onto the October TSC Agenda
with the purpose of the TSC adopting a position recommending the Council proceed with
initiating efforts to reopen Davis Road. I abstained from voting.
The reasons for my abstention from voting along with my fellow commissioners on the TSC are:

1. Staff has not provided any evidence supporting a need to open Davis Road.
2. Without having a demonstrable need for opening Davis Road supported by adopted City
planning documents, it seems nearly impossible for the City to adopt a defensible
Resolution of Necessity to initiate an Eminent Domain- process against the state to
reacquire Davis Road right-of-way.
3. The Council heard this matter and was presented with clear statements of opposition
from the State that it had no intent or interest in relinquishing the right-of-way.
4. Development activity in the City is negligible at this time. Should the future traffic
.circulation demand require additional access to the south, it would be appropriate that
the City place the burden of the right-of-way acquisition on the development community
as a condition of approval.
5. Significant expense would likely be required to initiate a proceeding to acquire Davis
Road. There appears to be formidable opposition to reopening Davis Road - State DFG,
NRDC, Sierra Club, and likely the County of Riverside. As a resident of Moreno Valley, I
believe there are better ways to spend city resources than on legal fees and consultants.
For example, how about completing sidewalks and installing other traffic needed
facilities?
In summary, I believe this matter is far outside of the scope of matters to be dealt with by the
TSC. It is clearly a highly political matter and, in my opinion, should be dealt with at the
highest levels of the City's governance.
The next TSC Meeting is scheduled for October 7, 2009 at 6:00 pm. Perhaps the Council may
wish to send one of its members to the TSC Meeting to provide clarity to the City's position on
Davis Road.
Respectfully,
~-

'(1f)~~
JEFFRtD.@i 5, P.E.
Traffic Safety Commissioner
cc.

Councilman Molina
Councilwoman Hastings
Councilwoman Flickinger
Councilman Batey

MV00225278
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BARBARA BOXER
CALIFORNIA
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COMMERCE, SCIENCE,
AND TRANSPORTATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND PUBLIC WORKS
FOREIGN RELATIONS

112
DC 20510-0505
(202) 224-3553

WASHINGTON,

http://boxer.senate.gov/contact

August 26, 2009

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor of Mor(mo Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92442-0805
Dear Mayof Stewart:
Than~ you for writing to express your support for including dedicated funding for the Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) program in the Senate's pending clean energy
and climate protection legislation. I appreciate hearing from you, and I support this program.

At a time when so many families and local governments are struggling, the EECBG program
creates jobs, reduces consumers~ energy bills, and protects the environment. While many local
governments are tackling these issues, EECBG resources can help them accelerate these efforts and
launch new initiatives ..
Like you, I believe that providing direct funding to local governments through the EECBG
program is an effective way to implement national energy':ConservatiCiri ·strategies. That is why I
included allowance allocations for EECBG in the Boxe'r-Lieberma"n:..Warner Climate Security Act,
which I brought to the Senate floor in June 2008. As Chailman of the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee, I am working with my colleagues on the Committee on this important
Issue.
In addition, the Senate recently approved $3.2 billion in funding for the EECBG program as
part of the Fiscal Year 2010 Energy and Water Appropriations bill. As the FY 2010 appropriations
process continues, be assured that I will keep working to maintain this vital funding so that the
EECBG program can continue supporting local efforts to increase energy efficiency, promote energy
conservation, ,expand renewa.ble energy supplies, and create jobs.
Again, thank you for writing to me, Please keep in touch with me about issues of concern to
you and the people of Moreno Valley.

~
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. 'Barbara Boxer
. United States Senator
r.::

1700 MONTGOMERY STREET
SUITE 240
S:tIN FRANCISCO, CA 94111

312 NORTH SPRING STREET
SUITE 1748
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012

501'1'STREET
SUITE 7-600
SACRAM ENTO, CA 95814

,'''','0

2500 TULARE STREET
SUITE 5290
FRESNO, CA 93721

600 'B' STREET
SUITE 2240
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101

201 NORTH 'E' STREET
SUITE 210
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401

.
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Wednesday, August26,2009

09 AUG 3 I PM 5: 25
City Council, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA92553
Attn: Richard Stewert
Robin Hastings
Bonnie Flickinger
William Batey
Jesse Molina
Re: Ironwood Avenue Improvement - Perris Blvd. to Nason Street
As residents on property located on the north side of Ironwood Avenue for 43+ years we have witnessed
the evolution of the traffic conditions in the referenced area. In 1966 this section of roadway, lined primarily
on each side with citrus groves, provided direct access driveways to virtually a "handful" of residents.
With the incorporation of the City and the ensuing property developments, Ironwood Avenue being the only
East-West street across the City north of the "60 freeway has conveniently become a major thoroughfare
with little improvement to accommodate the increased traffic in the subject area. The added congestion
dangerously affects access from historic driveways east of La Salle Street, particularly through the "esses·
and easterly to Nason Street.
0

More recently ,a traffic signal was installed at the intersection of Ironwood and Nason, a "good news - bad
news· situation. East bound Ironwood traffic, usually exceeding the speed limit through the aesses• and
upon seeing a green light at Nason, typically accelerate to "beat the light". Coupled with limited sight
distance, this makes access from the driveways on the north a dangerous situation.
All things considered, we and I'm sure others, would welcome the proposed improvements in this area.
Having been in the Surveying and Engineering professions for over 50 years I foresee some challenging
construction iss~es which may be irritating and controversiaL But with the existing and predictable future
access requirements to the recent commercial areas, schools, churches and the inevitable continued
development of the anortheasf area, inaction for the improvements on Ironwood Avenue would be a poor
choice.

Sincere~, 423~ (k~
Gorge E. Brimhall
870 Ironwood Ave., "
i

"
"

',,'
I,.'
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09 AUG 31 PN S: 26
TO THE MAYOR OF MORENO VALLEY
ON 08-17-091 WAS GIVEN A TICKET FOR PARKING IN THE FIRE LANE.I STOPPED BRIEFLY FOR A SECOND,!
NEVER GOT MY SEAT BELT UNBUCKLED OR EVEN TURNED OFF MY CAR.VOLUTEER OFFICER C.PARKER
BADGE#V5439 CAME OUT OF NOWHERE LIKE A BAT OUT OF HELL,JUST FALLING APART ASKING ME
WHAT WAS I DOING PARKED THERE LIKE SHE WAS ON SOME KIND OF DRUG.I AM A LAW ABIDING
CITIZEN SHE TREATED ME LIKE I HAD JUST ROBBED A BANK OR I WAS A PAROLEE,SHE WAS WITH AN
OTHER FEMALE OFFICER OBSERVING WHAT SHE WAS DOING.A COUPLE OF MINUTES LATER A SECOND
-- PATROL CARCAfvlE BY TO SE(f(EVERYrH-ING-WAS-OK -AT WHICH TIMESH-E-TOLD THE OFFfcrR,YES THAT
THEY WERE OK BUT SHE HAD A NEW HIRE AND THAT SHE WAS TEACHING HER HOW IT WAS DONE,AT
THAT TIME I REALIZED SHE WAS TRAINING HER.
I BELIEVE SHE IS A LIABILITY TO THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY AND FURTHER MORE TRAINING NEW
PERSONNEL, I GUESS SHE THINKS IT'S A JOKE TO TREAT PEOPLE THAT WAY,SHE DOESN'T EVEN CARRY A
WEAPON TO DEFEND HERSELF FOR BEING UNJUST BECAUSE THERE ARE SOME KNUCKLEHEADS OUT
THERE, I BELIEVE SHE NEEDS TO BE TRAINED OR TAKING OFF THE STREETS,SHE HAS NO COMMON SENSE
AND THAT'S DANGEROUS FOR OTHER OFFICERS THAT HAVE TO COME DEFUSE THE SITUATION BECAUSE
OF HER BAD JUDGEMENTS.

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED
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Paul Angulo, CPA

I

for

I

Riverside County Auditor-Controller

I

I,
Vote June 8, 2010

www.paulangulo.com

..
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Paul Angulo, CPA
for
Riverside County,Auditor-Controller, 2010
August 30, 2009
Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Stewart,
I wanted to thank you for allowing me the opportunity to speak to the City Council
several weeks ago. I introduced myself as a candidate for Riverside County Auditor-

Controller and brought to your attention a few of the many well-documented problems
facing this position.
If elected, I will shore up and repair the substance and integrity of Auditor-Controller's
Office and make it worthy of the modern community which it serves. California
government is broken, not because of money, but because of poor leadership and
mismanagement. Here, the Riverside County Auditor-Controller's Office is a prime
example.

Please check my website-www.paulangulo.com- for more specificity on the issues and
my proposals to address these problems.
Sincerely,

Ou.uJ}

f~ul Angulo, CPA

!.

;/

www.paulangulo.com
PO Box 721, Riverside, CA. 92502
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Economics and Statistics Administration
U_S. Census Bureau
Washington, DC 20233-0001
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

8/19/09
Ordginal: Bob Gutierrez
cc: City Council

PH 12: 05

August 2009
SEQ-00182
THE HONORABLE RICHARD A STEWART
MAYOR
14177 FREDERICK ST
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552

Dear The Honorable Richard A Stewart,

The U.S. Census Bureau invites your government to participate in the 2010 Census New
Construction program. The New Construction program provides an opportunity for officials of
local governments to submit a list of city-style addresses for housing units for which basic
construction began during or after March 2009 and completion is expected by Census Day,
April 1,2010. The Census Bureau, using the participant supplied addresses, will visit and
attempt to enumerate each newly constructed housing unit that has been identified as missing
from our list.
The Census Bureau will have updated its address list through a field canvass in your
jurisdiction in the spring/summer of 2009; the purpose of the New Construction program is to
account for new housing units built after our field canvass was completed. The New
Construction program is offered only to local and tribal jurisdictions that contain blocks where
the Census Bureau plans to mail the 2010 Census questionnaires to the housing units. In
other areas, Census Bureau enumerators will hand deliver questionnaires to all housing units
in each block and record addresses for any new housing units.
The accuracy of the address list is critical to the census enumeration. Through participation in
the New Construction program, your knowledge can help assure that we achieve complete
coverage in our enumeration of your jurisdiction.
The enclosed 2010 Census New Construction Program flyer provides further information that
may assist you in deciding whether to participate in this program. Also enclosed is a New
Construction program Registration Form.
If your government chooses to participate, please do the following:
1) Review the enclosed information about the program;
2) Designate a New Construction program liason;
3) Complete, sign, and return the Registration Form to the Census Bureau.
The registration form must be completed and received by the Census Bureau by October 8,
2009. The Census Bureau will begin shipping New Construction materials to registered
participants beginning in November 2009. If you decide to participate your New Construction
submission must be received no later than 45 calendar days after you receive your New
Construction materials. Address submissions will only be accepted in electronic format.
Program materials will include a choice of shapefiles or PDF maps for reference only. The
New Construction program will not accept map updates.
Please continue with letter on reverse.

USCENSUSBUREAU
Helping You Make Informed Decisions

www.census.gov

MV00225285
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Please return the enclosed form to the Census Bureau as soon as possible in the enclosed
FedEx prepaid envelope. If you have any questions regarding the New Construction program,
please contact your Census Bureau Regional Census Center by telephone at 1-866-511-5822
or via e-mail at los.angeles.geography@census.gov.
Sincerely,

Thomas Mesenbourg
Acting Director
Enclosures
2010 New Construction Program flyer (0-1745)
2010 New Construction Registration Form (0-1746)
Fed Ex prepaid envelope
cc: Mr. Michael K Heslin

0·1747 (6·20091
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OMB No. 9697-0795: A
~~--~--------------------------------------------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~--------,
, FORM D-1746
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
E t't 10 C d

Registratoon Form: 2010 Census
New Construction Program
Please complete this form and return it to your
U.S. Census Bureau Regional Office

1.

0

n Iy

Economics and Statistics Administration
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU

(7·20·2009)

0

e

PL0649270
Entity Name
Moreno Valley city

YES! Our government would like to participate in the New Construction program.
Select One Map Type For Reference Only:

o

Reference Shapefile on CD-ROM

(in~luding an MTPS program disc for users without GIS software)

OR

o

2.

0

Reference PDF Maps on CD-ROM

NO, we are not able to participate. Please select all that apply below. We rely on your comments to
help us improve the New Construction program.

a.

0

Insufficient staff

e.D

Unable to provide electronic submission

b.

0

Lack of funds

f.D

No new addresses

No time/too busy

g.

0
d. 0
c.

0

Other reason:

No local address list available

Name (first, middle initial, last)
Signature of official (first, middle initial, last)
Position (Commissioner, Mayor, Supervisor, etc.)
Telephone Number

E-mail Address

Date (mm/dd/yy)

Position (Please Print Director, Assessor, Planner, etc.)
Department, Organization, or Agency Name
Mailing Address
City

State

ZIP code

Delivery Address (House number and street name, the Census Bureau will ship all materials via FedEx. Fedex will not deliver to
P.O. Box numbers or P.O. ZIP Codes.)
City

Telephone Number

ZIP code

E-mail Address

-USC E NS USB U REA U
MV00225287

00182

2010 Census New Construction Program
The 2010 Census New Construction program will help
ensure that the U.S. Census Bureau's address list is as
complete and accurate as possible by Census Day, April
1, 2010. The Census Bureau is updating its address list
by field canvassing all blocks in the spring/summer of
2009. The New Construction program is the opportunity
for you to submit city style mailing addresses for units
constructed after the address canvassing operation.
Addresses must have basic construction (closing the
structure to the elements) completed by Census Day.

HOW IS THE NEW CONSTRUCTION
PROGRAM ADMINISTERED?
The 2010 New Construction program operates
as follows:
• The New Construction program is offered only to
local and tribal jurisdictions that contain blocks
where the Census Bureau plans to mail questionnaires to the housing units. In other areas, the
Census Bureau will have enumerators hand deliver
questionnaires to all housing units in each block and
record addresses for any new housing units.
• Each invited government designates a New
Construction liaison to submit the New Construction
addresses for their jurisdiction.
• The Census Bureau will send the New Construction
liaison the Census Bureau materials.
• The New Construction liaison must submit a list of
city-style addresses, assigned to the census blocks
within its jurisdiction in the Census Bureau predefined format. The maps or spatial data are for
use as a reference for assigning Census tract and
block codes (geocoding) for each submitted address.
No street or boundary updates will be accepted.
Address lists submitted without geocoding information will not be accepted.
• The New Construction program excludes Group
Quarters addresses (places where people live or
stay, in a group living arrangement, that is owned
or managed by an entity or organization providing housing and/or services for the residents). The
Census Bureau has a series of operations designed

USCENSUSBUREAU
Helping You Make Informed Decisions

to capture new Group Quarters addresses, including but not limited to, Group Quarters Validation,
Group Quarters Advanced Visit, Group Quarters
Enumeration, and the Count Review program.

WHAT TYPE OF NEW CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS WILL I RECEIVE?
Address Template
An address list template record layout is included on
your CD-ROM. This template will be used to format
your local address file for submission.

Census Maps
The New Construction program maps are provided
for geocoding purposes only. The reference maps are
offered in PDF format or the participant may elect to
receive the spatial data from TIGER· in shapefile format
that requires a Geographic Information System software application for viewing. For those governments
without a GIS software package, the Census Bureau will
provide the MAF/TIGER Partnership Software (MTPS).
The MTPS is an easy-to-use desktop tool that makes
participation easier for jurisdictions without a GIS system. For governments choosing maps in PDF format,
the Census Bureau will provide Adobe Reader software
to view the PDF maps.

SCHEDULE
The registration form must be completed and received
by the Census Bureau by October 8, 2009. The
Census Bureau plans on shipping materials beginning
November 2009. Participants have 4S calendar days to
submit their addresses from receipt of materials.

QUESTIONS
If you have questions about the New Construction
program, please contact your Census Bureau Regional
Census Center at

u.s.

Department of Commerce

Economics and Statistics Administration

u.s. CENSUS BUREAU
0-1745

MV00225288
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l3aird

POBOX 1459
Moreno Valley CA 92556
bairdco@aolcom

August 6, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Please pardon this somewhat unorthodox recommendation. The subject of the Davis Road
closure was brought to the traffic safety commission by a member of the public at our June meeting and
was to be on our August agenda as a "discussion item". Because of the recent fatal collision on Gillman
Springs Road, I thought we should expedite our recommendation to the council. Being unable to get the
item on the agenda as an "action item" I composed the attached letters with the intention of sending it to
the council as my input.
After showing the letter to a few friends for input and suggestions the project began to snowball
and more people wanted to join in this recommendation to open Davis Road, thus the attached letters
with the signatures of many Moreno Valley citizens.
Again, I apologize for this unorthodox method, but I feel that the safety of Moreno Valley motorists is far more important tfian adherence to conventional methods.
, ,"-')
Sincerely,.......
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.
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July 29,2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.
In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,
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July 29,2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Han
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and cot:venience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,
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July 29,2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of. four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
. Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.
In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,
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July 29,2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes i't imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.
In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other toutes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,

,
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.

a

The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,

'+2
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July 29,2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.
In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.
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July 29, 2009
Mayor and City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The recent fatal collision on Gilman Springs Road makes it imperative that Davis Road be
opened as soon as possible, that being one of four routes from Moreno Valley to area of Nuevo and
Ramona Expressway.
The three other routes are Perris and Lasalle, both having a high level of congestion and a history
of collisions and Gilman Springs is the most dangerous of the three.

In the interest of traffic safety and convenience of those on both ends of Davis Road I ask that
the city council give this request the highest priority.

Sincerely,
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June 3,2009
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Meeting Minutes
1.0

Call to Order
The meeting of June 3, 2009, was called to order by Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims at
6:00 p.m.

2.0

1.1

The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Commissioner Lawrence Baird.

1.2

The Invocation was led by Commissioner Lawrence Baird.

Members Present:
Commissioner Miguel Arciniega
Commissioner Lawrence Baird
Brian Fountain, Val Verde Unified School District (WUSD) Representative
Commissioner Frank Pavlik
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr
Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims

Staff Present:
Officer Chad Craig, MVPD
Nancy Foster, Recording Secretary
Edward Init, Senior Engineering Technician
Eric Lewis, City Traffic Engineer
Vincent Tran, Associate Engineer

Members Absent:
Mike Bazan, WUSD Representative
Commissioner Mary Cole
Chairperson Art Higgs
Renonah McGee, WUSD PTO
Dave Raley, Moreno Valley Unified School District (MVUSD) Representative
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Traffic Safety Commission
June 3,2009
Pag~ 2
Visitors Present:
Mayor Richard A. Stewart
Council Member Jesse L. Molina
Lidia Molina, citizen
Lila Basham, citizen
Pete Bleckert, citizen
Cleveland Johnson, citizen
. E.H. Whittemore, citizen

3.0

Approval of Minutes
A MOTION was made by Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr, seconded by
Commissioner Frank Pavlik, to approve the Minutes of May 6, 2009.
The Motion carried, with Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims abstaining.

4.0

Public Hearing
There were no Public Hearing items.

5.0

Public Comments
5.1

This is the time for public comments regarding items on the agenda.

N/A
5.2

This is the time for public comments regarding items not on the agenda.
~

Mr. Pete Bleckert is interested in re-opening Davis Road (also known
as "History Road.) This road was in the circulation plan in the 1980's.
It leads to the Fish and Game and Ducks Unlimited. It takes 26.6
miles to get there from Gilman Springs Road. Mr. Bleckert asked for
the TSC's support in this matter.
Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims replied that he is not prepared to support
this matter without background information. CommissionerWraymond
Sawyerr agreed with Mr. Sims.
City Traffic Engineer Eric Lewis informed those present that this item
will be addressed at City Council level. However, the Transportation
Engineering Division can add this to the next TSC agenda as a
Discussion Item and give the commissioners an update as information
becomes available through the City Council meetings.

Commissioner Lawrence Baird said that Davis Road can be a neat
trip to the bird reserve if you like dirt roads.

MV00225306

". Traffic Safety Commission
June 3,2009
Page 3

Mr. Bleckert mentioned the crooked striping on Indian near
Manzanita. It is a mess and 40 mph is too fast.
Mayor Richard Stewart thanked the commissioners for their service.
He read the TSC minutes from the May meeting. Regarding the 4th of
July parade, Mayor Stewart believes that as long as candy is treated
in a safe and careful manner, there should be no issue. The
commissioners might think about walking along the side of the
vehicle.
Mayor Stewart asked if the TSC had an action plan. He also asked
about a Pedestrian Safety plan.
He sees some pedestrians
disregarding traffic laws. He is interested in these topics, in addition to
the TSC's annual goals.
Mayor Stewart spoke briefly on MADD. It is sometimes difficult to run
the 4th of July booth alone, and MADD is a good organization to team
up with.
Mayor Stewart would like to see the Traffic Safety Commission
pamphlet placed on some of the front counters throughout City
facilities.
Mayor Stewart introduced Council Member Jesse L. Molina, who is
the alternate to the Traffic Safety Commission. He also mentioned
that two TSC terms will be up for re-appointment. There are no
interviews held for the appointment of TSC commissioners; however,
City Council looks at the applications, attendance records, and TSC
Minutes.
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr asked about the Red Light
Cameras. Mayor Stewart replied that the City will never get 100%
compliance for any traffic law in Moreno Valley.

6.0

Traffic Safety Items
6.1

Action"
2009-005

Speed Zone Recertifications

Associate Engineer Vincent Tran gave a report on this subject.
The speed zones summary requires re-certification per California Vehicle
Code (CVC) Section 40802.

MV00225307

. Traffic Safety Commission
June 3,2009
Page 4

CVC Sectiofl 40802 requires an Engineering and Traffic Survey, as defined
in CVC Section 627, be performed when enforcing the speed limit by radar or
other electronic devices.
An Engineering and Traffic Survey is based upon the premise that a
reasonable speed limit is one that conforms to the behavior of the majority of
motorists, and by measuring prevailing speeds, a speed limit is determined
that is reasonable and effective. For a speed limit to be effective, at least 85
percent of the drivers must voluntarily comply with the law. Setting speed
limits at appropriate levels will create a uniform flow of traffic, discourage
violation of the law, and help maintain safe streets and highways. Speed
limits are often set below prevailing speeds when other factors otherwise not
readily apparent to the driver, exist on the roadway. Factors that need to be
considered include, but are not limited to, collision history for the roadway
segment, design speed, sight distance constraints, pedestrian / bicycle
safety, and direct residential access. Staff has recommended these speed
limits accordingly.
The Moreno Valley Police Department submits the following additional
information for consideration:
Engineering and Traffic Surveys are critical for the radar enforcement of
posted speed limits within the City of Moreno Valley. Additionally, the
Riverside County Superior Court magistrate diligently verifies that there are
current Engineering and Traffic Surveys on file.
Discussion
Commissioner Lawrence Baird asked what method was used to measure
speed. Associate Engineer Tran replied that a radar/laser gun was utilized.
The Transportation Engineering Division utilizes the MUTCD, speed zone
th
software, and the 85 percentile. Non-peak hours are usually 9:00 to 10:00
a.m. and 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr asked about the location in· front of
Albertson's, north of Pigeon Pass. Commissioner Baird noted that the traffic
signal light has been very helpful (Climbing Rose).
Vice Chairperson Sims asked if the Transportation Engineering Division
keeps a rolling average to verify the performance of the traffic signal.
Associate Engineer Tran replied that there are before and after studies
performed. This traffic signal will be examined again after all of the 2009
data has been received.
Commissioner Frank Pavlik asked why speeds are sometimes reduced if
there are no collisions.
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Associate Engineer Vincent Tran answered that the studies are not just
based upon collisions, but also based on the 85th percentile. The majority of
motorists feel comfortable driving at a certain speed. This, too, is taken into
consideration.
Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims asked about the posting of speed limits.
Associate Engineer Tran replied that the speed limits are posted to the
nearest whole number. For example, if the speed limit is 27 mph, it is posted
at 25 mph. If the speed limit is 28 mph, it is posted 30 mph.
The speed zone recertifications must be accepted in order to be enforceable
by the Moreno Valley Police Department.
A MOTION was made by Commissioner Lawrence Baird, seconded by
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr, to accept Staff's recommendation
that the speed limits in the summary of recertified speed zones be
declared as prima facie speed limits and as such, recommended to the
City Council.
The Motion carried unanimously by all members present.
6.2

Discussion
~

Web Page Update - Commissioner Lawrence Baird said that the web
page looks super. City Traffic Engineer Eric Lewis also shared that
current information has been submitted to Technical Services, and they
will work it into the scheme.

~

of July Family Festival and Parade - Mayor Stewart is not keen on
riding in a bus. Vice Chairperson Sims has a classic convertible.
WUSD Brian Fountain can provide a banner(s) for either the convertible
or the bus; however, he needs the information regarding design and
verbiage as soon as possible. A convertible might be more suitable to
dignitaries. Vice Chairperson Sims and WUSD Representative Brain
Fountain will meet to discuss more details. Mr. Fountain will inform
MVUSD Representative Dave Raley on the outcome of the meeting.
Commissioner Frank Pavlik asked if City Council had created a budget
for the TSC and costs associated with pamphlets and the tent.
Commissioner Lawrence Baird reminded the commissioners that the
MVPD had offered a tent. He added that in past years, the Masonic
Lodge and the MADD booth had made TSC literature available to those
attending the Family Fest. Vice Chairperson Sims believes that the
MADD booth overshadowed the TSC last year. He would like the TSC
to have a larger presence and message next year. The TSC should
also request donations for candy.

~

Meeting in July - A MOTION was made by Commissioner Lawrence
Baird, seconded by Commissioner Miguel Arciniega, to cancel the

4th
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July TSC meeting.
The Motion carried unanimously by all members present.
~

7.0

Suggested Routes to School - This involves providing walking maps
for all elementary schools within MVUSD and WUSD. After the maps
are approved, they will be distributed to students and parents. This item
will be continued to the August TSC meeting.

AgendaRequests
../ Davis Road
../ SR2S

8.0

Commission and Staff Comments
Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims asked about Indian Avenue. City Traffic Engineer Eric
Lewis replied that this item had been discussed at the May TSC meeting; it is
working well and no changes are recommended.

9.0

Adjournment
A MOTION was made by Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr, seconded by
Commissioner Miguel Arciniega, to adjourn the meeting.
The Motion carried unanimously by all members present.
The meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted,

Nancy Foster,
Recording Secretary
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Community Action Partnership of Riverside County

New York Times
The Desert Sun
The Press-Enterprise
San Bernardino Sun
The Californian
The Business-Press
The Black Voice News
The Associated Press
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Lois J. Carson, CCAP Executive Director
Community Action Partnership
of Riverside County

PARTNERSHIP

AMERICA'S POVERTY FIGHTING NETWORK
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Source

Date

The Precinct Reporter

4-19-2009

1-2

Halt solar project on donated lands, Feinstein says The Press-Enterprise

4-21-2009

3

Obama's visit hypes renewable energy

San Bernardino Sun

4-21-2009

4

Storm causes outrages, accidents

The Press-Enterprise

4-23-2009

5

Key finding near on climate gas

The Press-Enterprise

4-24-2009

6

The goal is Green

The Press-Enterprise

4-26-2009

7-8

Panel Rejects power-line application

The Californian

4-2009

9

Enertech Recognized by The Gas Company

The Black Voice News

4-2009

10

Green Learning/ E-waste & Green Energy

The Black Voice News

4-2009

11

IE goes Green

San Bernardino Sun

4-2009

12

Area church plan 'Green Faith Week'

San Bernardino Sun

4-2009

13

Powering up 21 sl Century

San Bernardino Sun

4-1-2009

14

Bring natural light into the home

San Bernardino Sun

4-4-2009

15-16

American custom coach power blood mobile
With solar

The Californian

4-20-2009

17

UCR makes plans to go Green

The Press-Enterprise

4-21-2009

18

Obama hypes wind power and Green jobs

San Bernardino Sun

4-23-2009

19

Regulation no breeze for wind power

The Press-Enterprise

4-23-2009

20-21

Van Jones talks Green jobs

Black Voice News

4-30-2009

22-23

Sold on Solar

San Bernardino Sun

5-7--2009

24

Students harness wind for power

The Californian

5-11-2009

25

Warning: Sunspot cycle beginning to rise

The Business Press

5-11-2009

26

Consensus elusive on proposed desert solar plans

The Californian

5-12-2009

27

Habitat gives green house to area family

The Desert Sun

5-12-2009

28-30

,Clean energy bill needs closer look

The Honolulu Advisor

5-24-2009

31

Article
'Push for more Green Jobs in the IE

MV00225312

-.
White House eyes 'Green Jobs'

The Californian

5-26-2009

32

Green jobs training program unveiled

The Desert Sun

5-27-2009

33

Report links green energy, jobs

The San Bernardino Sun

6-11-2009

34

Commissioner Simon to speak on
Green economy

Black Voice News

6-11-2009

35

Council applying for solar funding

The Desert Sun

6-11-2009

36

High Velocity

The Desert Sun

6-12-2009

37-38

College campus adding solar panels

The Desert Sun

6-13-2009

39

Old problems for new Energy

The Desert Sun

6-13-2009

40
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Push for
More· Green
Jobs in the IE
By Dianne Anderson

"We've been talking with
them letting themk'now about
"
the push, region-wide, within the
Billions of dollars are set to Inland Empire to go Green,"said
start coming down to states and Deniene Husted, spokesperson
cities as part of the nation's for Green Valley Initiative.
Green explosion, 'and mad rush.
She said the program is ready
for renewable Stimulus dollars is for what's coming. A compreon.
hensive strategy, approved by
But before the current Green the U.S. Economic Development
movement was mandatory, the Administration, qualifies the
Green Valley Initiative was Inland Empire for up to $3 milalready on cue.
lion per project in matching
Over the past three years, the funds for green technologies.
"If we do get funding for any
collaborative has grown multifold, boosting odds of securing kind ofre'gional projects, we will
regiona'J funding, moving. for- be working with our partners to
ward on several plans at the core make sure that every dollar spent
of getting San Bernardino back is going to be put toward projto work.
. ects that will create jobs and protechnologies."
The.goal, .they say, is getting' mote . gnlen
local leaders, cities, govern- I Husted said .
. ments, representatives, working
Since the program started, it
toward and in step with sustain- has received resolutions
supable renewable energy projects, port from both San Bernardino
erihanced tranSportation, arid IT and
.Riverside
Counties
opportunitIes.
The
regIOn, Economic'
Development
expected to grow by two million ... Agencies, ,.Injgmd
Empire
people . over .the next· two Economic Partnership along
decades, should be a big draw with SANBAG, the I association
for companies coming in from of Governments, and 32 cities
other parts of the nation.
regionally. The collaborative
in . January,
Governor includes over 500 community
Schwarzenegger requested $11.8 participants, businesses arid colbillion from .the Stimulus leges, government officials,
Package for renewable energies
.(Cont. on Page A-3)
and technologies in California ..
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More Green Jobs
(Col1t.from PageA-l)

business leaders, educa.ion,
transportation, utilities and environmental groups.
At\the top of the year, Gov.
Schwat~enegger
wrote
to
Preside~t Obama requesting
Stimulus funding, stating that
California has $44 billion construction-ready projects, or that
are ready to place orders, including $11.8 billion in energy and
energy efficiency proje~tI3.
The Governor also wrote that
$11 billion in investmenfin road,
transit and rail, construction is
ready, along with $4 billion in
health care investment, including $1.4 billion in health care
information technology. There is
also $8.5 billion in water and
se~er projects ready to work,
$1.1 billion in school construction, including broad band
access and career technical education projects and more than $5
billion in airport, park, public
safety and other public infra-

structure.
The Governor estimates that
California is on the path to creatc
nearly 800,000 jobs.
At the same time, as the city
waits to create jobs, layoffs are
still eminent.
Mayor Pro Tcm, Sixth Ward
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson
said that the recc'nt concessions
with the police department will
help close some of the city's
budget gap, but it's not enough
to stop layoffs of 55 city
employees after' the bumping
process.
"We worked through the
issue with the police department;
we're still working with the tire
,department. Concessions came
out to about $3 million (police),"
Van Johnson said.
As a state, California is in
line for about $50 billion in
Stimulus funding. Exactly when
and how cities, counties and
states will see Green dollars is
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still up in the air. However, the
city has requested roughly $61 X
million for an assortment of
projects, although Van Johnson
said that it's no guarantee that
they'll rcceive anywhere near
that amount.
.
Curre'ntly, according to stimuluswatch.org, thcre are 1,971
shovel-ready 'projects totaling
about $23 billion submitted by
city mayors in California to the
U.S. Conference of Mayors,
In the c'oming few months.
competition for funds is based
on the types of renewable and
encrgy and Green collar jobs thaI
can be created, '
Van Johnson said that the
city is trying hard to position
itsel f to receive, and save, dollars through renewable energy.
"Our redevelopment 'agency
is going to put up a rooftop of
solar panels. It's going to be so
people can see what we have
available for them, and it's going
to have insidc meters so they can
come and look and see how
much money is being saved, and
how much energy is being gcn,crated," Van Johnson said.
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Halt solar projects on donated land, Feinstein says

::r

\uOl],OOO ACRES: It came from

..,lJ

a conservation group that never
intended it for such uses, she
lells the Interior Department.
BY DAVID DANELSKI
lHE PIIfSS·UHlOPIl!SE

u.s.

Sen. Dianne Feinsteill is
urging the U.S. Department of
Interior to stop processing applica':ions for more than a dozen solar
I~nergy prOjecls sought on Mojave
Desert land thal was donated to
the government by a conservation
group.
Feinstein, O-Calif., is preparing
legislation lo protect about (jUO,UOU
acres of former railroad company
land deeded 1.0 tile federal govern-

ment. The deal was funded with ment "now considers theses areas applications for solar projl'c!s that
$40 million raiscd by the Oilk opcn for all types of use except would cover about 2·LUUU acres of

Glen-based Wildlands Conscnancy and $18 million from a federal
water anti conservation fund.
In a I\,larch 3 letter tu U.S.
Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar,
Feinstein said not all land is suitablc for l'nergy developllll'llt.
"Unfortunately, lIIallY of the
sites now being considered for
(energy) leases are completely
inappropriate and will lead to the
wholesale destruction of some of
the most pristine areas in the
desert," Feinstein's letler said.
The "clear intent" of the land
deal was to preserve those properties in perpetuity, she wrote. But
the U.S. Bureau of Land j'l"larwge-

mining. This is ullacceptable!"
Her letter has been referred to
tile BLi\1, which is proceSSing
about 165 applications for wind and
solar projects Oil public land between thc Sierra Nevudalange and
f\·lexi(:(). Tilt' Idter remains IIlIder
review, said .Joan l\)oody, a Washingtun-based spol{eswolllan for Sa·
laza.r.
Stew Itazo, spokesman for tile
BLi\·l's Califol'llia desert district.
said local agency officials have yet
to get direction frolll yVashington
011 what nction should be taken. if
any, in response to FeinsteiJl's
concerns.
The BUd is processing abollt j::i

the dOl/ated lal/ti. til'stroyillg prillle
habitat. said David i\Iyers, the
Wildlands Conservancy's t'xeculive director.
i\·Iyers and Feinstein both said
they support solar aJld wind energy develup/llent hilt stress (hat it
dot:'~rd ha\"\.~ go on prbtillt' i"lallilat
between ,Jushua Tree National
Pari< and the i\lojuvc National
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One of the projects is a
5uu-megawatt solar array that
wOllld be erected on 5.13U acres
northwest of ·Ludlo\\'. The site is
betweell the Kelso Dunes WilderJless area alld the Cach' i\lolllltains,
• SEE SOLAR/D5
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ernmenl as a potential wilderness area.
"This one would be devastating," Myers said, because
it woulll divide the two protectell areas.
, The applicant" is BrightI Source Ellergy, whieh has
! offices ill Oaklalld. Company
spokesillan Keely Waeh~
said Feillstein's leUpl" hasn't
changed Bright Source's ill-

Icntions.
"Ulltil (here is s()llll'lIrillg
formal, tllere is not much we
C<I1l say." he said.
Myers tllis week prO\·ided several documenls in(lieating that the donated
land was intended for preservation. One was a May 10,
2UOU, letter he received
from lhell-Presidellt Hill
Clinton.
"I assure you my acimillislrat ion will \\"ork to protect
alld malla~e the dOllat('d
lands." Clintoll wrote.
"Please convey Illy Hpprecia-

lion (0 the Conservclncy·s·
Board of Din'clors. stafr. dolIors. and supporters for this
historic donation and your
work t.u acquire additiollal
laJlds for permanellt protec·
tion."
Plenty of other land thai
has been damaged oy farm·
ing and other uses can be
lIsed for renewable encrgy
projects, include swaths of
property along Interstate 15
betweeJl Victorville ami Barstow, i\Iyers said.
Reach David Danelski at 951·368·9471
or ddanelski@PE.colli
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Obama's visit hypes renewable energy
Edison CEO SayS
visit gives boost
to electric o~jecli.ves
By Rebecca I<imitch
Staff Writer

With more than a d07.l'1l I1C\\'
plug-in electric and hybrid C'lectl'ic
vehirlcs f:'xpecte-!\ to flood car dealerships in coming years, rcsearch at Edison facilities is aimed 'It clI~lIrillg
those vehicles can get their electricit~·
[roll1 somewhcre.
Plug-in hybrids can require- more
annual kilowatt-hours o[ pOlVcr thall
threc plasma TVs or air conditioners,
according to 1\·lark Duvall, director of
electric transportation for the Electric
Power Hesearch Institute.
President Barack Ohallla 1111 Thursday visited the Edison Elcctric \'rhirle
Technical Center in Pomona.
EdiSon wants to provid!' lhal largl'
aillount of powcr, bllt avoid crashing

an already strained electrical system
or building more ~lIlission-producillg
power plants.
The ('nmran~' is trying to figure Ollt
how electric cars call brst take ad\'antage of "off-peak" hours of energ'Y
demand such as late at night. \I'hen
lights are out and TVs are off but
Ilucle-ar and wind power plants are
stilt pruducing.
Simpl\' plugging in a vehicle at
night works. ifalilhe ncighbors are-H't
doing thc same.
But if they arc - which is the
long-term
goal
of
electricvehicle de\'elopment - Edison is hoping "smart metering" technology holds
the key.
This technology would all 011' COHsumers - and eveil appliances - to be
made aware of how much electricity is
being consulIled elsewhere so they can
111' to COIlSUlIle \I"hen other people arenllt.
Edison researchers in Pomona are
stud"ill)!; U(It (11111' Sillart meters. hut
also 'battery alit! '~'harging technulogy.

They are also researching the home
usc of advanced batteries, similar to
those used in vehicles.
The idea is that. by the same notion
that electric cars cOlll<l he- charged at
night. so too could home storage un its.
for use of energy during the day.
Or they could be charged during the
da~' by home solar panels, for use in
the e\·ening.

:\dministration flnthusiasll1 has
tran~lated into inclusion of sel'eral
items in the cconomic ~timulus package aimed at promoting electric-I'ehicle sales anti impro\ing battery techlIolo?,y.
Oballla's I"isit to thr Pomona facilities also aIlO\\'ed him to see ('Iertric
whicles in use on a large scale by the
rompan~·. CraWl" said.

"We hal'e the largest !leet of ele.:tril:
Edison has combined much of this
research into one prototype "garage of \'ehirles in the country." he said. "We
the future" with solar panels on the usc them in our normal 1I"0rk. Our
roof. a home battery storage unit and bucket trucks arc electric. This is not
an electric car charging up.
just laboratory stuff."'
Obama \\'as particularly il11pres~ecl
with the gara?;e. said Theodore Cral'er
Jr., Edison Internationa\"s president
and CEO.
"It's seeing hOI\" renewables and
storage I\'ork together," he said.

Although 1011'er gas prices and hig-h
sticker prices ha\'e contributed to a
dramatic drop in sales of electric and
hybrid I"ehicles in recent months.
Crawr is still contilient of their
101lg-t('rm future.

The White I louse's srlcction or Edison for the \"i"it was "a rrcognition o[a
shared enthusiasm" for the potenlial
to tap into rencI\':lhle ener);y from
generaliOli to usc. Craver said.

"\\"hat hrin~s it homc for mf:'. is if
look at an inll'rnal comhustion
car. from )l.;tS lallk to prnplilsioll is l:i
percent erticienl.·· Crawr said. "Eleclric l'ar~ al\' Ki jll'l"l"l'lIl "'licien!.'·
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Key finding near on climate gas

CARBON DIOXIDE: An EPA

ruling that links emissions to
public health risks would
rewrite the regulatory playbook,
BY H_ JOSEF HEBERT
IHI ISSOO.I.llD Plnss

WASIIINGTON - TIll' While I/ollse
is rcviewing a proposcd /1mlilll( fly
Ihe' "nvironmental ProtC'("liol1
Al(l'lIl"y I hat I:llIhal warl1lillg is a
thre~llo plllllit" health :11111 welfal"l!"
Such ~ deelaralinll would hl' Ih(,
first sll'p 10 I"l'gllialilll( ('arholl
diuxid,' and otllel" grecnhouse I:asL'S umil'r Ihe Cleall Air Ael ami
could havl' broad Cl'0I1111l1il" and
e'llvironlllcnlall":lmifil:aliolls" It al~II would likely spur aclioll h)'
[:olll:rl'ss 10 addl"{,ss climal"
("halll(C I1lore hroadly"
Thf' Whitl' 1I1111SI' :lckno\\"lctlgpr/
Illllnday Ihal Ihl' 1':1';\ hall Irans"
milled i1s proposl'd lindilll: 1111
global warmillg 10 Ihl' ()ffice of
Iltalla!!('ml'1I1 allel IIndgl'l_ hili pro\"iell'd 110 ddails" 1/ also ("alltilllll'rI

thai tht' OlJal1l[1 admillislralion,
whic"h sc{,s l"C'sponcling 10 clilllal,'
l"hangc as a Illp priol"ilv" nt'\"l'rth,'I('~s is I"ead\" In move' (':llItiIlIlSh"
when it C"OI1l('S to Rctually rL'glllai.
ing greenhouse gasE's, prrFl'ITing
to have Congress acl ollihe lIIattel""
III pral"tit"al Il'nlls" Ihl' fil1dil1~
wOlIlll aI/ow qllie/; f"deral n'gIIlalinn of 111111 or vl'hil"flo emissioll;:
of gn'cnhllllsl' gasl's ami, if flll"lhl'1"
:lI"liolls an' 1:1I\l"1I IIr IIII' I':I'A" il

ing 1Ill' SlIPI'l'lIll' ('onrl ruling"
II illl rlillwlt' "hau)!,' alld Ihal 1"1:)1But s{'\"l'ral l'on)!I"l'"iollal offi- ulating" carbon dioxide \\"oulll halllrial, said Ih,' lran:illlissil.lll makE's SIring cCl'nonlk grOll"lh"
dl'ar IIll' EPA i,; nlllrillg 10 declart'
""It will require a hug"'l"a~carlt' of
l"arlloll dioxide and other green- ~ (1Il'1I" c1l'an air) pennils"- anel halt a
hou;:{' ga,,{'~ a dallgl'r 10 public" will{' array ofprojt.'l"t," fl"tlllluuildhCillth :nlll 1I\'lf:lI"l' :lnd \"i,'\\";: Iht'1ll ing coal planl~ til high\\";]\" ,"on:I:' rip(' fur l"I'glllalioll ulldl'r Ihl' struelioll" illl"illdillg 1II:111Y at Ih,'
(""'all ,\ ir ,\("1.
Ill'art 01" I'rt';:iut'nt B:lrack Ohalll:l"s
Such a fillciillg ""\\"illllffkially 1'lId "COllomit' !"t'co\"t'ry plall" "aid Bill
I/ll' l'ra of IlI'llial Oil gillhal warlll- Km"acs, a ,"il"(' IJI"";:irll'lIl fill" ('m"iillg"" said l(top" Ed ~l:il"k,")"" [l nlllllll'lIlal :11111 1,'r1ll1olll;~Y issllt's
(,IIHld pa\'l' thl' \\'a~1 for I"l'g:lIli1llJry ~Ias,"" whllsl' 1":II"l"g'" allrl ('11111- al Ihe U"S" C"hmllbl'r III CUlIlIlIl'l"l"e"
("ollirois Oil powl'r plants" oil l"I.'lill- IlIl'I"l"l' ;:1I1l("'"ll1l1ill,',' is !Tattillg
FEARS DISMISSED
l'rie"~" ("('IIIl'nl plallis alld (1lh,'r glllllal \\"a nil IIlg h"glS"'lllllI" Ill' salll
factoril's"
~lIch all "llIlallg,"nll"1I1 lillding is
Ahig,lil I Jilll'll" all altonll'y f"l"
1011)( (Iwrrllll" h"("'III~., of Ih,' /lll~h Ih('('II\"irollllll'lIlal atl\"oc"",'y I(roup
SUPREME GOUnT
athllilli~lralillll"s l"I'I"II,;allo addrl's~ E,""thju"th"e" \\"hidl i,; illl"lll\"t'd ill a
Thl.' SIIPI"('IIIl' 1"0111"1 Iwo "\"l'aI"S Ilw i~!'lh".
IHllllht'r of 1:-tn-slliI:-: dlalll'll:,!ing
agll dircc"ll'd Ihe I~I';\ to dl'rich!
Till' EI',\ aclioll""~igllal< Ihal till' pl'l"miis fill" IIL'\\" L"')al plallt,,_ elk
whelhel" gn'f'III11I1ISl' I("SI'~" l'Slll'- clays origllfJrillg I hi~ pn~=,...:illJ.! h~Slll' I1li~Sl'd till' dire l'CIII1111ltiC warnria/ll" l":I1"lmll liillxillt, frllll1 hllrning arl' II\"C'I":" ~aid Sl'II" B:II"hara /lllxl'r" ill)(s frum ImsiIlL"% gl"OlIPS ahulIl
fllssil flll'ls" pose a Ihn'al III pllhlit" J)"('alif"" \\"hll~1' S"II'"1' 1"'Hlllllittl'" ,"arholl dil)~id(' I"l'gllialilln"
Iwallh allli wi'll an" 111"1"'"1"" IIl1")" b 1I"lIl"killl~ 'HI a dilliall" hill"
""/t", III IllI"il" illll"n"si III ,;;1.'" 1111"
al"l' wanllillg Ihl' earlh"
ItlallY III"illl"SS ",,"1t"rs al"glll' -" sk," is fallillg" 11111 il"' 1I0t. """ Th,'
'"I I hillk I his is jll,1 I hI' ShOp ill ,J:' dirll 'rr"<ir/'"III 1111<11 ,"111,,111"1"' ill trulh i~ ,\l'"\"I' 11I"\"('r had III ,,,,"riIhat PI"IIl"l"ss."' said \\'IIil,' 1/01lS" IIi ... alil11illi,lr;lIinli
Ih:11 11)(' fin' air IJtlalil~' to Iliailliain a
pn'~s St'tTt'I;Ir\' BoIH'!"1 (:ihll:-=. 1101
("1,",," ..\;1" "\0-1 i- ill -lIill"I/ III ,iI"al 111",11111.'" '"'"111111111\" ,"II," EI'"\ ha<

di:'l'rl'tioll 10 do thH ill a n'a"lIl"
allll' \\":1)-"",\n inlernal EPA planning d,)l'uml.'nl Ihal surfac{'d 1"I"'el'ntly sugg,'st, Ihl' age'IIl"Y wOlllcllike 10 han'
a filial l'lIdallgl'l"Il1t'JlI Iillllill~ uy
-mid"April.
l:illhs" \\"hl'1I a~l«'d allOut Ihl'
EI'A dOl'UIIIE'lIt nlolld:lY" {,lIIl'haSiZl'd Ihat -"Iltl' presid"lIt has lIIad,'
quill'l"it'ar"-lh:111ll' I'rl'fl'rs til h'1\"('
IIII' dilllall' isslIl' ,"hln"ssprl fly
"'ollgr...,s ,'" partllf a hroad, lIIand:"oI"Y lilllit llli Itl'al-ll"appillgl'llIis';11111,;"
/1111 l'1I\"ir(lllnlt'lIlali~l;: said Ihl'
,igllil"il':lIll"l' of 1Il","illl( for\\"arrl
\\"ith till' IOllg-delaYl'd l'lIe/allg"r1I1l'III
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"This i!' hi:=:loric' I h'\\"S, " ';;Iicl
Fl"allk ()"(lolllldl who lil',"I" Cleall
Air \Valdl" all '1I1\"()(":Il""1" 1(1"11111'" --It
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1'"/1111 illll alld is likely III ht'lp Iighl
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SILVIA FLORESfTHE PRESS-ENTERPRISE

technician Frank Real installs solar panels in the parking lot at the. Casa Blanca Learning Center Library in Riverside. In 2007, the City
approved an action plan to make the city more environmentally friendly.

THE GOAL IS GREEN
Riverside set to achieve all 38 items of plan to be energy efficient. cleaner
BY DOUG HABERMAN
THE PRESHHTERPRJSE

RIVERSIDE - Riverside is becoming cleaner
d greener. .
The city is using more renewable energy
urces, taking steps to cut auto emissions,
unching an ambitious plan to recycle
reated water, and offering incentives to
uilders to con'struct buildings that use less
I
nergy and water.
.\ .
It's the result of a. 38-item plim the City

t

Council adopted in 2007, called the Clean and
Green Sustainable Riverside Action Plan ..
The plan stems from recommendations
made by a citizen task force that Mayor Ron
Loveridge appointed in 2005.
The city has accomplished or is on target to
achieve 34 of the plan's 38 items, and is
working on the other four, said Mike Bacich,
the city's sustainability officer.
"We are among the leading clean and green
cities in California as measured by specific

action," Loveridge said.
. Among other steps, the city has:
.. Diversified its eriergy portfolio to 'boost
the portion coming from renewable sources,
which create few or no greenhouse gases that
are considered responsible for climate
change ..
In five or six years, the city anticipates, half
its electriCity will come from renewable
sources, including geothermal, wind and
SEE GREEN/C4
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GREEN
CONTINUED FROM C1

solar.
III Put up solar energy
panels at many city-owned
and private facilities and
offered rebates to encourage
businesses and citizens to
instnll solar, so that solar
generation in the city .has
now topped 1. megawatt,
. years ahead of its goal to
reach l'megawatt by 2015.
III Acted to reduce auto
emissions.
It has synchronized traffic
signals citywide ·and overseen the. c~hstr,uction of
overpasses and urtd6rpasses
at railroad crossings, both of
which cut down 6n idling
automobiles, ancl more than
half the city's nQI1(!mergency fleet runs on~'lternative
energy .
.. Embarked' on a major
recycled water program.
The treated water will
flow from the city's sewage
treatment plant through
special purple pipes to water
the landscaping at parks,
schools,. cemeteries. and on
medians and parkways.
. The network could ultimately. cost up .to $100 million to build and could meet
30 percent of the city's water
needs by 2030.
II Enacted
Riverside
Green Builder, a voluntary
program that provides incentives to builders who incorporate energy efficiency,
water conservation, waste
reduction, wood conservationjand improved indoor air
quality into their projects.
Observers around the
country are taking notice.
Popular Science magazine
in February 2008 named Riverside the 28th greenest City
in the nation.
The Solar Electric Power
Association in 2008 recog-

SILVIA FLORESfTHE PRESS-ENTERPRISE

Installer Shawn Perkins unloads solar panels in the Casa
Blanca Family Learning Center Library parking lot. Riverside
was named the 28th greenest city in the nation by Popular
Science magazine.
nized Riverside Public UtilRiverside architect Bill
ities as being among the 10 Warl\entin, who co-chaired
public utilities nationally the Clean and Green Task
with the most solar power in .Force, praised the city at a
their energy mixes.
recent council meeting for
Last February, the state its efforts.
D'epartment of Conservation
"It is rare and it is indeed
named Riverside its first satisfying when citizens
"Emerald City," part of an come together, formulate a
18-month pilot program de- plan, suggest policy, recomsigned to boost sustainabil- mend programs and actions,
ity efforts.
and - son of a gun! ...:.. it all
Bridgett Luther, the de-. comes to pass," Warkentin
partment's director, pre- said.
sented the invitation in per- .Reach Doug Haberman at
son at a City Council 951-368-9644 or dhaberman@PE.com
meeting.
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Decision applauded by
:environme~tal group.
,.

:MICHAEL.J. 'WILLIAMS

STAff WRiTER

,'POW'ER .

'

~"
to power electricity-generat" i n g turb'ines in the plaritby
, .'.;, ::the la~e.Proponents.say the'
Continued from A·I
,reservoir wpuld help stabi1ize "the lake's water :level
commission's staff. ·Sherec-·' 'while'increasing the region!s
ommended the comrnissionpower:supp'Ly.::Oppox:ients.s~y
'no longer devote",tinie';and "'" .the\':,Jilr.Qject'Would 'we'cik;enresources to the application.:"" ,:vITonmentru. destruoti:QI}. ;and
',Nevada
~:" "H;ydr<ll' ,thatit'isa:w-aste:ofm,oney: '
'spokesman David Kates,sai;Ci-::" <J?or)file:' pr.()jE¢t)to·<'suc-·· ,
the main hitch hasbeen:r.e= . ,ce!'la.,:it,\needsthe;ri'arrsniis-, ~
,ceiving permissio:il'~fiom;<the ':siQ~ ]iine ....A~ pro'posec1; ;the'
Marine Corps to :]0:cate.·,;a:.32;ltii!lepo-WeTdine"\W~1l.1d
substation on CaIIlP~endle- '. ';:iStretch, Ir.0.Iri" :a"·substation 'I
ton, which is situated be~norlh·ofLai.(e'Eisfu6re-tci':the
, ,tween the .proposed power - propo~ed:power plant by the
plant next to Lcike Elsinore lake, then run through the
".and the San Onofre.Nuclear 'Cleveland National Forestto
-Generating Station.
the Camp Pendleton 'substa" " ,Nevada Hydro .is teaming tioh,which 'Would ,hook the·
-:up'with the Elsi,nore Valley line'upto power"lines from
Municipal Water District on the San Onofre plant. The
",the .Lake ,Elsinore Advanced Marines, however, have. yet
Pumped Storage project, to agree to a substation.
"That's the issue for the
which is estimated to cost
'more than $1 billion. The PUC, so we're working on
',-prqjec.t would ,result in water that," Kates -said. "We'.re
being pumped from Lake busy wor1c:ing with Camp
Elsinore at night when pow- Pendleton to identify a site
>eris cheC!per and stored ,in a tha t will work for both of
iTeser:volr' in .themountains us."
"-westof:the :la:ke. The.water
Several environmental
"w.ould 'be released ,downhill groups led -by the Center for
I

,Plans'fora hydToelectric plant west of
.Lake Elsinore bit :a TG>adblock Thursday
."when the California Public 'Utilities
. "!Commission .rejected an application for
'CoHstruction of,;a:ri\e:Lectncal,tr.ansriiis/
sion line needed:;t~;~0imect.-the lplcIDf !1:6' .
.. " the state's power;grid.~.... :" , ; ", .'
, In its meetingiii~San FranCiscO', :"the
. five-member commission votedunarri. ni.ously without discussion.to-dis:iri.iss
Nevada Hydro Co.'s 'a,pplica,tion,vihile
leaving open an ,,~ptioJ.i·:for1be·'Vista~
based company :to ,i'esubririt 'ii ·in-.ith.e·.ru- ' ,
ture, a commissionspokesman,.said.
.: 'The decision followed the' reccimmen-'
dation .of Administrative Law Judge.An-'
gela K. Mirikin.She wrote in her proposed decision that theVista,based company has repeatedly failed.to provide 'environmental infonnatio!,!,required lly tile
- . -

. -

'--:';w-. _',':-.".,

~'POWER, A-7

,Biological' Diversit:y' had , quashing the power"line pro- ham said on behalf of Camp
voiced support ·for 'Minkin's posal, and hence" the hydro- Pendleton that previous sub~ecomm.endation~ while urg- electric.plant.
, ..
station proposals by Nevada
).D~,'~gamst.,al1owlIl.g Nevada
,"I thmldt was probably a . Hydro "have not been apHydro tore apply.
:. " long 'shot that th€!y would proved by the base due to
, ' T~at "f~~nce was .based In 'ihave done that;" Buse said. their unacceptable impact on
part ::<l)ll mformatlon . that "Still, it's definitely 'a good (the camp's) mission - the
Camp:~endletonha? opp~sed ,outcome. I.don't-think there's operating and training of
. a pro:posed suJ:>statlon ~t the ~much",of a .praotical 'differ- Marines and sailors."
bas~,,~ecaus~~t woUld mter-ence, because I think the com~elham, however, ends by
f~re ',~thtramlDg .and 9pera- mission has provided pretty saymg the Marines will evalunons:
.
. ' . " , .. strong direction about what ate future proposals from
. . <,lQhn Bu.se , a seruor .atto~- , sho~dbe done ,in 'reapplying Nevada Hydro as they are
.r;e.J,Ifo,r the.Cente! for "BIOlogI- and It presents 'a substantial submitted.
c~ !DIverSIty, saId Thursday burden to the applicant."
the gr?UP ,;as pl~~sed by the
In. a written statement Contact staff writer Michael J.
~orrumsslOn s deCISIOn, though
e-marled to The Californian Williams at (951) 6764315, Ext.
It fell short of completely
this week, Lt. Col. Sam Pel- 2635, or mw"Iiams@cairrornlan.com.
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..:EnerTech .Recognizedby The Gas .Coinpany .
rIle Black V6ice.'Ne;I"~

throu~h the Savings ·by Design
program. The Savings .. By
Desig.r1 'Program .provides
:OJi April'28th.at lOam at the . design assistance to assist cus'EnefI'eth'faCility in Rialto, The '. tomers to. achieve the highest
Gas:'Coinpany 'wilJ 'be present- levels of energy effiCiency.
I11g EneiTech with' a$l rrullion ... EnerTech's Rialto Regional
dieck for the work they've done BiosolidsProcessing Facility
.RIALTO

will convertapprox.imately -883
wet tons per day of bioso1ids
from five.'mimicipali'tiedn the.
Los Angeles' region into 167 dry
tons per dayof'l:enewab1e fuel:.
It is expectedt'o sav~ in 'excess,
of 3 million therms annmiil y.
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CHARTER SCHOOL TO TEACH GREEN-LEARNING
HOPE Preparatory Academy, a Premier California Charter
School, will open in the Inland Empire in September 2010. The
focus of the school will be academic achievement and social
responsibility. HOPE Preparatory Academy's mission is to provide Jr. High and High School students with a rigorous educational program, promoting academic excellence and social
responsibility. We will use project-based learning opportunities
such as green-learning, service-learning, small & individualized academic communities and technology-rich classrooms to
enhance the educational experience.
Green-learning will be one of the cornerstones of the social
responsibility curriculum. Students will be taught principles of
green-learning, such as renewable energy concepts, environmental awareness and energy & water conservation, as core
components of the academic experience. Students will be
required to engage in on-going acts of service to the community which promote green concepts such as environmental protection, energy conservation and recycling. These acts of
s~rvice will p'rovide leadership' development, community
engagement and enhanced academic learning for the students
and will prepare them for the green-jobs of the future. HOPE
Prep will partner with area green organizations such as the
Green Valley Initiative, The Green Institute for Village
Empowerment and city and local organizations to .support the
movement to bring green technologies and sustainable environmental practices to the Inland Empire.
.
A community interest meeting is scheduled for Thursday
April 16, 2009 at 6:00 PM at the Moreno Valley Senior Center
located ·on 25075 Fir Avenue· Mor~no VallC?y, CA 92553. The
purpose of the meeting is to inform the community of ·the
school's concept and to gather information on the academic
and social needs of the students, parents and community
members. Please plan to attend to find out more about how
this dynamic school will prepare students for the green jobs of
the future.
To learn more about HOPE Preparatory Academy, visit our
w~bsite at www.hopeprep.org or send an email to
info@hopeprep.org.

I
!
I
I

E-Waste&Green Energy
LAKE ELSINORE OUTLETS HELP REDUCE E-WASTE IN
LOCAL AREA AND LANDFILLS, APRIL 24-25
In order to create a cie.aner environment for the community,
Lake Eisinore Outlets is hosting an electronic waste [e-waste]
recycling collection event on Friday and Saturday, April 24 and
25.from9:00am to 4:00pm, in the parking lot of Lake Elsinore
Outlets (in the North parking lot near the Park And Ride).
The event is a FREE service to both city residents and 'basi"'
,nesses to properly dispose.of their computer obsoletes, and ·at
the same time, help 'reduce improper and illegal dumping in
our city and landfills. .
"Our E-Waste Recycling event at Lake Elsinore Outlets is a
great opportunity for the community and individuals to help
protect .our planet from various toxicities from reaching our soil
and environment," says Christina Riojas, Marketing Director,
Lake Elsinore Outlets.
A recent study shows that 35 million pounds of e-waste are
still sitting in California homes and businesses. Less than 29%
of e-waste· is currently properly dismantled and/or recycled.
Electronic discard is one of th~ fastest growing segments of
our nation's waste stream. 70% of heavy metals, 40% of lead
and mercury contents found in today's landfills are from ewaste. Furthermore, starting February 2009, new federal
mandate requires that televisions switch from analog format to
digital format, which means a greater number of televisions will
become obsolete within the next several years.
E-waste includes. electronic products or devices, such as
computer monitors, televisions, PC systems, printers, copiers,
facsimile machines and home entertainment systems that
have reached their useful end, whether in working condition or
not.
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I.E. GOES GREEN
RPU &Parkview Nursery Go Green with Free Trees
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

These are busy days for Ar!
Jackson, who has to. hustle each
spring to keep up with customers
who show up at Parkview Nursery
on· Chicago Avenue with their
Riverside Public Utilities bill in
hand and a free tree on their mind.
Utilities customers can bring
their March utility bill into the nursery, and three others in the Riverside
area, through June 30 to receive $25
credit toward a new tree. For many
species oftree. that credit covers the
entire cost.
"This year. everybody wallis a
fruit tree, i! seems," said Jackson. a
Riverside resident who has worked
at the nursery in the city's Eastside
neighborhood for about four years.
"I don't know if it's the economy or
not, but everybody seems' to ~ant an
apple tree or an .orange t~ee."
Riverside Public Utilities started
the program more than a half-dozen
years ago to increase the number of
shade trees in the city and help customers reduce their cooiing bills in
the summer. The program is part of a
variety of conservation efforts the
utility is making to reduce energy
consumption and, in the process.
save customers a few dollars.
Other examples of such programs
include rebates for customers who
buy Energy Star-rated appliances,
which use less electricity than older,
less-efficient. models. The utility
also: has doubled the amount of
money - now up to $200 - that customers can receive for replacing an
old refrigerator with an Energy Star
model.
~iverside Public Utilities has
beel]' a partner in the Enemv Star

program since 1999. The program. a
partnership of various federal agencies, local utilities, manufacturers
and retailers. aims to educate con. sumers about the value of energyefficient appliances. To be eligible
for the rebate program, appliances
must feature the Energy Star logo.
The rebates include:
$200 for a refrigerator of
at least 14 cubic feel.
'
•
$50 for a room air conditioner.
$50 for a dishwasher
$75 for a clothes washer.
The Energy' Star programs do
-more than just offer a rebate up front
- they also help customers save
money every ensuing year as well.
Because the new appliances use less
electricity, they help pay for themselves over time. All told, the energy
efficiency programs have resulted in
Riverside Public Utilities customers
receiving, millions of dollars in
rebates and the utility saving thousands of kilowatt hours of electricity.
"We want to encourage conservation, and we also want to reward the
customer," said Mike Bacich, customer relations manager for
Riverside Public Utilities. "It's a
win-win/because the customer is
conserving, which helps the city, and
they get a rebate back, which helps
them. Everybody wins with these
. conservation programs."
Bringing your own March utility
bill into one of four participating
nurseries is the simplest way to join
the free tree program. But utility
customers can buy as many as five
other trees during the same calendar
year and receive a $25 credit on their
utility bill per tree. Just keep your
receipt from a Riverside-based store
and fill all! a rebate form. Customers

who buy trees that cost more than gram.
"With the economy the way it is
$25 must pay the cost above $25,
whether they use the coupon on the right now, people are really willing
back of their utility bill or fill out the to get something for nothing,"
Brandon said. "] think that is why
rebate form .
Planting trees in the right place we are selling so many fruit trees."
Especially popular this .year are
around a home or other structure can
reduce cooling bills by as much as apple, orange, lemon and avocado
20 percent. Trees also clean the air, trees, he said.
"As long as it is not a dwarf or a
reduce noise and soil erosion and
palm, pretty much everything else
provide privacy for residents.
Riverside Public Utilities has qualifies," said Brandon, who
helped plant more than 68,000 treelf opened the Parkview Nursery on
through the Tree Power Program, Chicago Avenue in 1989 and whose ..
according to Rebeccah Goldware, an father opened the first Parkview
account manager for the utility. Nursery in the Arlington area in
Sinee its inception in 2001, the Free . 1971. .
"It's quite an energy savings per
Shade Tree Coupon C.ampaigil has
assisted in the planting of more than tree, Brandon said. "That's why people are always looking for their
50,000 trees.
"If you started buying trees this March (utility) bill."
Sylvie Wellhausen, a Riverside
way when the program started, you
could have some pretty substantial chiropractor, had her utility bill in
trees by now," said Van Brandon, hand recently as she trolled the nursmanager of the Park view Nursery on ery aisles, looking for a tree that
would strike her fancy. Wellhausen
Chicago Avenue.
Dwarf trees and palm trees are said she used the programs to get
not eligible for i.nclusion in the five free trees last year. including an
coupon program, and the trees avocado and.a lemon tree, and is
bought with the utility bill coupon even more interested in the program
must be purchased at one of four now that she is planning to buy her
qualifying nurseries:
own home.
Parkview Nursery, 4377
"U~ually, I like the fruit trees,
Chicago Avenue -784-6777.
"she said. "You can grow your .own
Parkview Nursery, 3841 organic fruit."
Jackson Street - 351-6900.
For more information on rebate
A&M Nursery, 10333 and other money-saving programs,
Arlington Avenue - 689-9763.
call the Programs and Services
.
Louie's Nursery, 16310 Division of Riverside Public
Porter Avenue - 780-7841.
Utilities at (9'51) 826-5485.
The program is very well-liked Additional details also can be found
qy utility customers, Brandon said. at the utility's Web site
Between both Parkview locations, www.riversidepublicutilities.com
he expects to sell about 4,500 trees
More information about Energy
each year to people bearing coupons Star appliances can be found at
and even more to customers partici- www.energystar.gov
12
pating in the year-round rebate pro-
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Area churches plan AGreen Faith Wee·k'
Kristina Hernandez

Staff Writer

It's not easy to "go green."
But local churches in both the San
Bernardino and Riverside counties are
wanting to help ease concerns by partnering with the Black Voice News to
present "Green Faith Week." .
The project's goal: "combine religious aspects with the social, economic
and environmental drivers inherent in
the region's push to 'go green,'."

its congregation to be more environmentally conscious.
"Every faith has one thing in common and that's protecting the Earth,"
said Cheryl Brown, co-publisher of
Black Voice News. "I believe we are not
~sing God's r~so~r~e in a proper fash-'
IOn. ~d as mdlVlduals, we need t,o
tak~ It upon ourselves to protect God s
enVlronment.
~
"It's our time. Our responsibility."

Brown said the newspaper does not
have an estimated date for the magazine's publication.
"We (all) decided to do this so we
could draw attention to all the waste
that we have," said Brown. "It doesn't
matter what race you are or what re1,jgious belief you have, we are ,":j1J
breathing the same air, drinkir~6 the
same water." So, we as people need to
look at this .and do somethi¥lg a bout

'*

't"

After each sermon, the churches will 1.
Contact Black Voice l'Tews at (951)
submit a copy of the sermon to Black
Voice News, which will at some point 682-6070.
At each participating ehurch start- publish a magazine booklet called, "IE
ing Wednesday, pastors will deliver a Faith," to recogniie the week-long
kr;~t;na.hernandez@l;,llnndnewspapers.com
SerJ~on with 'the goal of encouraging effort.
. (90C al '~25
~

\
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Powering up 21st century

Neil Nisperos Staff

Ele.ctricians install solar panels at Southern California Edison's second-largest solar-energy project on top of a warehouse in
Chino on Monday. When complete, the array of solar panels will contribute 1 million watts or one megawatt of energy to the grid
that serves the Chino Valley. That's enough to power about 650 homes.
'
,

By Neil Nisperos Staff Writer
Southern California Edison is continuing
. its goal to build more large-scale solar-energy
producing sites, and the utility is using available real estate in a region that increasingly
has little space for such projects.
The power company wants to use the
sprawling rooftops of large industrial buildings where it can place new, cheaper and
lighter solar panels to capture energy from
that reliable Southern California fixture the sun.
With official calls and mandates for the
need to face global warming head on, agencies are increasingly turning to renewable
energy sources in an effort to reduce the
carbon emissions that are making the planet
warmer.
With Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger flicking
the switch, Edison opened its first large-scale
solar project in December, with 33,000 pan-

els installed over the roof of a warehouse in
Fontana.
The solar collector array there brings
2 megawatts of energy into the grid. In September, the California Public Utilities Commission approved two more sites, one in
Chino and another at a site to be announced
at a later date, Edison officials said.
. Construction on the Chino project began
on March 16, with work to take place over 40
days. Edison is leasing 458,000 square feet of
roof at a building owned by Multi-Employer
Property Trust on Yorba Avenue.
Electricians are busy gingerly placing a
reflective sea of solar panels on thousands of
metal racks with some glued to the roof.
E1~ctrical wiring, to be installed later, will
bnng 1 megawatt of power into the area of
the grid that serves the Chino Valley. That's
enough to power about 650 homes.
"111i5 makes the Chino part 'of the grid

more reliable," said Edison spokesman Gil
Alexander.
The power company has ambitious plans
to expand solar production to 150 sites
throughout Southern California on industrial
rooftops, which it hopes will produce
250 megawatts of energy, or enough to power
about 163,000 homes'.
The projected cost to put panels over 150
buildings is $875 million and would be the
largest project built, although Edison must
first obtain approval from the PUC, which
the utility hopes will be this month, Alexander said. He added that many of these sites
would be in the Inland Empire.
Alexander said the solar project "will be a
cost factor in rates," though "it will represent
less than 1. percent of what our customers
pay."
nei/.nisperos@in/ondnewspapers.com

(909) 483-9356
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Solar tubes provide natural light.
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By Lynne Curry

·Correspondent

Consumers seeking to save electricity and
brighten their homes naturally now have a green
alternative - installing solar tubes or sun tunnels.
These are simple, relatively easy-to-install
devices that will lighten dark hallways, bathrooms,
closets, laundry rooms, kitchens, or anywhere that
doesn't get enough light.
Many people have dark spots in their homes places where the lights need to be turned on even
in the daytime. Solar tubes or sun tunnels can help
solve this problem using natural daylight.
With dome-shaped plastic lens mounted on the
roof, solar tubes bounce light downward through a
reflective tube into the attic. The tubes from one of
the major manufacturers, Solatube International
Inc., are made of an enhanced aluminum metal
that bends light, enabling it to travel down the
tube. A plastic diffuser in the attic floor then beams
the light into the darkened area below. From inside
the house, looking up at the ceiling, the diffuser
simply resembles a plain light fixture and is virtually indistinguishable from a normal ceiling light.
Given their relatively small size, solar tubes can
dramatically illuminate a dark space and are an
easy alternative to standard skylighting.
"People want to expand their natural lighting
and save energy but they don't know how," said Bill
Zeiger, a salesman at Barr Lumber company, which
.sells solar tubes. "Sometimes solar tubes are put in
(newer homes whenever a house is designed and
:these will be put in then."
~: Solar tubes are used in a variety of commercial
iprojects, schools, warehouses, and residences. In
!bomes, manufacturers say they are installed everywhere but the· most popular spots tend to be
~ndowless bathrooms, hallways, kitchens, and liv-.
'ing rooms.

.• Although homeowners are the primary purchas·ers of solar tubes, Solatube says its customers have
,also included different commercial establishments,
Tanging from a Target store warehouse, which has
installed hundreds of them, to McDonald's and
Taco Bell fast food outlets. The company adds that
it has also installed solar tubes in a gymnasium
used for Tae Kwon Do during the OlympiCS in
Beijing.
Depending on the manufacturer, solar tubes
come in standard sizes of eight, 10, 12, 14 or 16
inches. Extension tubes up to 20 or 30 feet are also
available. Tubes from different manufacturers vary
slightly, with some tubes able to bend more easily
to accommodate the pitch of the attic and interior
.ceiling, while others are adjustable at certain
angles using elbow piping.
Solatube also offers additional features. A daylight dimmer which has a butterfly baffle can
.control the amount of light entering a room from
ftbe diffuser with the flick ofa switch on the wall.
(All-in-one ventilation kits, including a fan, and
light add-on kits for nighttime use, are also popular
!options. Kits with different flashings for mounting
:the lens on the roof are also available for various
'.fOof types and pitches.
LIGHT 82
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Solatu'be lights are shown in a Target warehouse.
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The price of solar tube kits
varies depending on the size of
the solar tube and the manufacturer. Solar tube prices generally range from $245 up to
$285-$348 plus installation
fees. The kit also includes the
sealant and the flashing"or fastener to the roof.
Installing the tubes requires
about two hours of carpentry
work. If you are handy, you can
do it yourself. If not, call a
professional. Even with the
installation fee, the total cost
should still come in under
$500. The first step is to cut a
hole in·the roof where the flashing and the dome-shaped lens

are installed. The remaining is another leading sun tunnel
tubing can then be snapped manufacturer. The Daylight
together much like Lego pieces model by Solar Industries can
from inside the house and then be found at www.Solarindusthreaded th~ough the ceiling triesinc.com.
from the bottom floor.
All three companies' prodSolar tubes and sun tunnels ucts have been approved by
are primarily :available from Energy Star, the joint program
dealerships throughout the sponsored 'by the U.S. Environcountry and are not sold as mental Protection Agency and
frequently at home improve- the Department of Energy,
ment stores. To find one near- whIch set energy efficiency
est you, go online to the Web guidelines for products and
site of one of the major manu- practices.
facturers aI'ld type in your zip
code and a list of dealerships
will pop up.
Apart from wwW.solatube.
com, a Danish-based company
called Velux with a web
address of www.veluxusa.com.
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American Custom Coach
powers bloodmobile with solar
BY JULlANE NGAN
CONTRIllUTING WRffER

American Custom Coach has unveiled its
newest vehicle, and not only is it greener,
but it is also expected to help save lives. It's a
40-foot bloodmobile created specifically for
the RanchQ Mirage-based Community Blood
Bank, which serves California's southern
desert region.
.

'

American Custom Coach has come a long
way since Mello started his company in
1996. The company now creates cllstom
specialty vehicles sllch as dental vans and
emergency command centers for local law
enforcement agencies, all built~ifrom the
ground up at its Redlands plant.
Mello served as a Brazilian Air Force pilot
for eight years before becoming an engineer. He moved to the United States in 1988 .
"I was working on several projects, and
one of my first projects was making
conversion buses for the movie 'Speed.' 1
was in charge of making the modifications

Redlands-based American Custom Coach
built the newest Community Blood Bank
bloodmobile to a maximum width of 14 feet.

American Custom Coach founder Jales
"Charlie" Mello and. mascot Blood Drop.

for those buses and said, 'Wow. This is fun. 1
love it.' "The company had grown out of its
8,OOO-square-foot facility in Ontario and
moved to a 22,OOO-square-foot location in

Redlands two years ago. It also doubled its
work force from 12 to 24 employees. The
company is now looking to establish new
engineering and sales departments.

PHOTOS BY JULIANE
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UGR
makes
plans to

go green
ECO-FRIENDLY: Sustainability
is the aim of a strategy that
involves goals.including being
waste-free by 2020.
BY SEAN NEALON
THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE

UC Riverside unveiled a wideranging sustainability plan Monday that outlines hundreds of
goals ranging from being waste
free by 2020 to replacing a water
hogging dining hall dishwasher.
The 131-page Sustain ability Ac·
tion Plan is in response to a
VC-wide push toward sustainabiI·
ity. Some UCR goals outlined in
the plan are mandates for all VC
campuses, such as being wastefree by 2020 and reducing greenhouse gas emissions in 2020 to
1990 levels. Most goals, however,
are UCR specific.
The VCR plan was unveiled at a
time when the university system
faces an estimated two-year $437
million budget shortfall through
June 2010. VCR officials estimate
their piece of that is $28 million.
There is no existing or anticipated funding forthe sustainability programs outlined in the VCR
plan. Several funding sources are
listed, including creating a revolving loan fund with the money
saved from implementing sustainable practices and a sustainability fee imposed by VCR students on themselves.The plan
also notes that UCRis the only VC
campus without any sustainabiI-

UCH

G!fiEIEN lie

RIVERS~DE

CONTINUED FROM Dl

ity positions. Other campuses have up to six people,
in positions ranging from
sustainability director to
recycling coordinator.
Russ Grayson, UCR's director of environmental
health and safety, said the
university is without sustainability positions because of recent budget cuts
and a lower student enrollment, compared with most
other UC campuses.
However, UCR plans to
create sustainability positions in the next few
months and two more in the
future, Grayson said.
The UCR sustain ability
plan is broken down into
nine areas, ranging from
building and transportation to food and academics.

On Monday, UCR unveiled its
Sustainability Action Plan, To
view the 131-page report and
other UCR sustainability
information, visit:
http://sustainability.ucr,edu/

university-sponsored a:
travel in the next two year
IJ Food. Buying 5 percel
sustainable food in the ne:
two years and increasin
that to 20 percent in two 1
five years and 30 percent i
five to 10 years.
UCR also wants to rl
place the dishwasher in th
Aberdeen-Inverness dinin
hall within two to fiv
years. The report statE
that up to 323,000 gallons (
water could be saved anm
ally by replacing the disl
washer with a water-savin
model.
fII Academics. Creating
student-run colloquium s(
ries on sustain ability in th
next two years. In five to 1
years, each undergraduat
would have to take a sUi
tainability-related cours
before graduating.

It also creates a list of
short-term, intermediate
and long-term goals.
Some details:
II BUilding.
Adopting
goals within five to 10 years
that would require new
buildings and major renovations to consume 50 percent Jess energy than the
regional average for a similar project.
II Transportation. DeveJoping a map for university
bike commuters, increasing vanpools and estimat- Rea..ch Sean Nealon at 951·368·94~
ing carbon emissions from or snealon@PE.com

SEE UCR/04
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Obama hypes wind power and green jobs
By Philip Elliott
and Mike Glove

both the economy and the envi- "The nation that leads the Iowa. The wind energy plant
ronment.
world in creating new sources he toured is a shadow of what
The Associated Press
"The choice we face is not of clean energy will be the it replaced, a Maytag Corp.
NEWTON, Iowa - Marking between saving our environ- nation that leads the 21st cen- appliances plant. Trinity StrucEarth Day with a pitch for his ment and saving our economy tury global economy."
tural Towers has roughly 90
energy plan, President Barack - it's a choice between prosperBut Obama's promise of pre- people working at the plant, a
Obama on Wednesday called ity and decline," Obama said in serving natural resources and number that is expected to
for a '''new era of energy explo- his first post-election trip to jump-starting the economy ran grow to about 140. Workers at
ration in America" and argued Iowa, the state that launched smack into the reality of eco- the factory make about $17 an
that his proposal would help him toward the White House. nomically struggling Newton, hour, plus benefits.
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Regulation
no breeze

for wind
power
INLAND AREA: Advocates say
that getting approval for
individual turbines is time
consuming and varies by city.
BY JEFF HORSEMAN
THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE

Diana Hofman had plenty of
wind blowing by her house. And
she needed plenty of patience to
turn it into electricity.
The homeowner spent almost
two years persuading the city of
Murrieta to allow her to erect a
40-foot-tall, $10,000 wind turbine in
her backyard.
"This whole process was painful.
It was expensive," Hofman said. "J
wasn't going to let it stop me. But
I'm kind of a hard-head."
Hofman isn't alone in her frustration with trying to harness wind
power. Not every Inland city allows, or even has rules, for smallscale windmills.
"It's pretty time-consuming to
go through the permit process and
(there's) no guarantee of sllccess,"
said Case van Dam, a UC Davis
professor who runs the California
~ Wind Energy Collaborative, an
. advocacy group.

When dealing with a windmill
, application, city planners have to
consider a number of factors, such
as the potential for noise and
disrupting neighbors' views. In
Hofman's case, Murrieta at first
held up her final inspection because officials said her stainless
steel turbine was too shiny.
In March, the collaborative r.e. leased findings from a survey of
wind energy system installers. It
found that inconsistent regulations, high fees and the time it
takes to get permits are major
hurdles to small-scale wind power.
State lawmakers in 2001 passed a
law creating incentives for local
governments to enact small-scale
wind ordinances. But that law
expired in 2005.
It's not clear how many Inland
cities have their own laws governing wind energy systems. According to van Dam's collaborative,
permit fees for small wind energy
devices vary by county, with Riverside County's fee being $1,100 and
San Bernardino County's ranging
from $495 to $995.
San Bernardino County requires
permits for windmills and neighboring properties must be notified,
said county spokesman David
Wert. There are currently 244
permitted windmills in the county,
he said.
But due to concerns about noise
and aesthetics, the city of Riverside prohibits energy-generating
windmills in residential areas, said
Dirk Jenkins, city prinCipal planner.
"Right now. the technology is
not neighborhood-friendly," Jen-

SEE WIND/C5
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WIND
CONTINUED FROM C1

lcins said.
Van Dam said many city
policies are based on outdated information. Newer
wind systems are very quiet,
he said.
Hemet haS not had any
requests to date from people
seeking to install a wind
turbine, said Deanna Elliano,
interim planning manager.
If one were to come before
the city, Elliano said it might
be acceptable as an accessory use in agricultural areas.
Most likely, she said the
matter would have to come
before Hemet's Planning
Commission and City Coun-

.cil so city staff has clear
guidance on whether and
where to allow wind turbines.
Some environmentalists
worry wind turbine blades
could take their toll on the
bird population. The American Bird Conservancy cites
recent studies in warning
that 10,000 and 40,OOO,birds a
year may be killed at wind
farms.
Rick Estes, executive committee chairman for the San
Gorgonio Chapter of the Sierra Club, said his group
favors wind power, but that
problems arise depending
on where and how the wind
energy systems are installed.
Wind power rules are being considered at the local

and state level. In Sacramento, a state Assembly bill
that would pave the way for
more small-scale systems is
scheduled for a committee
hearing in May.
In Temecula, officials are
preparing an ordinance that
would create rules for wind
energy. The .city's Planning
Commission could review
the ordinance as early as
next month.
Van Dam said California
needs more clarity and consistency when it comes to
wind energy laws.
"As a state, we can be
more open-minded when it
comes to wind turbines," he
said.
Reach Jeff Horseman at
951-375·3727 or jhorseman@PE.Gom
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Van Jones Talk:s
.Green ,Jobs
By Eliz Dowdy

Staff Writer
Van Jones, Special Advisor.
for Green Jobs; Enterprise &
Innovation,
Council \
on
Environmental Quality, held a
special pre-Earth Day press conference to discuss the urgent
need for Green economy, energy
ind~pendence program. The
Precinct Reporter was one of the
media groups that participated in
the conference. This year
marked the 40th anniversary of
the recognition of Earth Day and'
the need for responsible citizenrj for the inhabitants of this "Big
Blue Marble,"
Jones began his discussion
by reiterating the fact that we
have a president who is dedicat-

ed to reversing the economy and
saving the planet. The first
r.ecognition .of Earth Day under
the Obama administration is not
for just a select few individuals,
but it is inclusive for laid-off
workers who will' have the
opportunity to retrain for green
jobs. It is for home owners and
small businesses who may save
on their energy bills tlrrough the
special energy provision included in the Recovery package. Part
of the recovery funding is being
. used tlrroughout the nation; mayors are excited about the opportunities it affords them, Jones
stated in his address. In Missouri
there is a I50-block area that is
using the funding to clean up a

(Cant: an Page A-5)
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Van Jones
(Cont.from Page A-i)

dilapidated rundown section of
the city; this has enabled the city
to reduce power and poverty at'
the same time.
This is an area close to
Jone~' healt. The announcement
of his being chosen as special
advisor came just a little over a
month before the celebration of
Earth·Day. It was March 10 that
the White House media
announced Jones' selection. He
has a stellar track record in pursuing environmental breakthroughs for impoverished
areas. He is the founder of Green
for All, an organization focused
on creating green jobs in impoverished areas and is author of the
New York Times best-seller,
"The Green Collar Economy."
He believes that alternative
energy will. enable Joe Six Pack
to become Joe the Solar Guy,
and the kid on the street comer
to trade his hand gun for a caulking gun.
. During the question/answer
segment, he was asked about the
caliber of green workers who
will benefit form the conversion
and retraining segment. JoneS'
replied that Green jobs go from
GED to Ph.D. participation.
Strong safeguards have been
built into the process to safeguard workers from rip-offs and
scams. In any endeavor there is
the potential for dishonesty, but
private industry will be scrutinized to insure that upscaling
and upgrading the work force

will work and they will have
better skills, He emphasized the
fact that laid-off workers will
have the skills to transition to
producing smart panels, solar
panels and turbine engines.
Under the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act, cities and
states become strong partners,
and mayors are direct partners to
retrofit buildings.
Giving some examples of the
scope and span of the 'Green
economy, Jones stated that an
unemployed worker could be
connected to a house in his/her
own neighborhood that needs to
transfer the energy selection; the
house may be weatherized and
adjusted to decrease energy use.
These steps will pay for themselves so we are in essence recycling dollars, Jones told the
coast-to-coast cadre of reporters
firing questions at him. One
questioner wanted to know if
nuclear energy was included in
this presumed transformation
from fossil fuel dependency to
alternative energy sources.
The questions ran the gamut
from fraud and dishonesty for
home-owners who are having
their homes retrofitted to retro. fitting for closed-down factories. That question enabled him
to share President Obama 's journey on Earth Day to Newton,
Iowa where a closed Maytag
appliance factory has been converted into the Trinity Structural
Towers producing towers for

Page 2 of 2

wind energy and has provided
employment to many of the laidoff workers from the former
. company.
Jones ended the conference
with the statements that, "We
know there are out of work
skilled workers who .have the
ability to transform our nation's
energy consumption and there
are Recovery dollars on the table
to train them. Green is a journey,
not a destination, he replied to
one probing questioner; becoming green is a process that will
change with new technology.
Jones did not allow himself to
become boxed in; he constantly
reiterated the President's agenda
of change and the implementation of energy sources as one of
those areas of change that will
propel America into the forefront
once again.
Van Jones is a double minority; the majority of people do not
associate African Americans
with being proponents of Green
energy, but Jones has been an
advocate/activist for Green energy when it was considered part
of the lunatic fringe. He is a civil
rights advocate and ap attorney
who resides in Oakland with his
wife and two young sons. He
was named by Time Magazine as
one of its Environmental Heroes
and Fast Company called him
one of the "12 Most Creative
Minds ofi008."
Though not listed in the top
ten African Americans in the
Obama Administration, Van
Jones is a power to be reckoned
with; this was his second press
conference on Green jobs and a
Green economy ..
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Photos by Gabriel luis Acosta Staff Phoiographer

A view of 4,488 Mitsubishi Electric lBO-watt solarmo.dules on the roof of Sierra
Aluminum Co. in Fontana on' Wednesday.

Sold on solar

Fontana aluminum company goes gree~
By Josh Dulaney Staff Writer

Sierra Aluminum Co. in Fontana
showed qff its new solar power plant
Wednesday at a luncheon·for about 100
employees, business partners and offi-'
cials.
The system contains 4,488 roof-top
solar panels and two '500-kilowatt inverters.
Pacific Power Management, based in
Auburn, installed the system. The company contracts with clients to install a
power plant and buy solar power directly
with a long-term agreement and no capital investment.
The installation cost is partially offset
by $1.7 million in solar rebates from
Southern California Edison.
The system is expected to generate
1.4 million kilowatt hours per year, which
meets between 60 percent and 70 percent
of the total energy requirement for the
plant.
The system will displace more than
. 48 million pounds 'of carbon dioxide and
provide enough power to supply ·2,800
homes over 25 years, officials said.
When the plant isn't operating, the
solar system will feed electricity back into
Edison's electrical grid. .
The idea of green energy was a tough
sell. for Shayne Seever, vice president of

Pam Deahl of Southern California
Edison presents a check for
$1.7·million to representatives of Sierra
Aluminum in Fontana on Wednesday.

administration for the company. But the
cost savings coupled with a good deed
done for the environment convinced him.
"It's good for us, it's good for manufacturing and it's good for the environment,"
Seever said. "It works out."
It's a bright spot in the otherwise beleaguered manufacturing sector that has
seen too many jobs leave the state, said'
Fontana Councilwoman Acquanetta Warren.
"But the most important thing they
talked about is how they're bringing the
company into green," she said.
josh.dulaney(OJlnlandnewspapers.com. (909) 386-3885
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.Students harness
wind for power
a wind turbine prototype
that can operate off the
electrical grid to power
McALLEN, Texas - A homes in South Texas, said
group of high school stu· Schneider, an extension
dents watched intently as agent with Texas A&M's
, one of their peers spun the Texas Engineering Experi·
rotors round and round.
ment Station in -Sari Anto·
Dean Schneider carefully nio.·
watched the voltmeter an·
"It's become the right
other student held against time for renewable enerthe wires of what was still a gies," Schneider said. "(Pubhand.power~d turbine.
lie officials are) looking at
"Guys, congratulations," renewable energy as 'a way
the Texas A&M researcher to offset the costs, but over·
told the Science Academy of all you can reap a savings.
South Texas seniors as the . . The renewable energy is ba·
reading hit 1'9 volts. "We sically free once you btiild a
system to harvest it." .
just made power."
They're words the class
They received instruction
hopes are repeated across on the science :b.ehind :the
the Rio Grande Valley.
technology and were super·
An independent study vised when they constructed
class of 15 seniors,' operating parts, teacher Dale Coalson
entirely from instnictions in said. But most work was left
a technical manual written to the students, from select·
by a Scottish engineer, con· fig "Turbinators". asa name
structed two small wind tur· for the project to;rect'ifying
bines capable of powering a the' mistakes they made
light bulb and a laptop.
along the way.
The turbines, built with
The clas~gave the stu$1,500 each, ·are part of an dents - many 'of whom in.
ambitious plan. by several tend to study engineering iIi
state partners to design tur- college - a learning experibines that can be used to ence they typically won't get
power colonia homes, in until their last year in col·
poorer Latino neighbor-. lege or their first job.
Darla Hollander, who will
hoods, for as little as $5,000
each.
attend the University of
The students erected the Texas at Austin this fall, said
30·foot turbines in a week· the Class gave her abetter
end outside their school and understanding of how the
'in a park operated by Ridal· physics and calculus they
go County Precinct Z;,.:The learned in high school is ap·
'one in the park will power a plicable in r.eal projects .
. greenhouse; the sChool's tur· With more jobs turning into
,bine will provide enough green careers, she said, a
. ·electricity to run security wind turbine was a good
lights_.
place to start..
Although :the two wind ... "Everybody • 'is ·.going
. turbines functioned as green now," she said. "Engiplanned, it was only half of neers are focused on sus·
their assignment. Now the tainable e:nergy and this ~s a
students must develop a set gobd place for uno learn."
of plans - down to a list of / "It's goo'd experience bewhat' materials are needed ,. cause it's what the real
at the hardware store - that world is like," said Cesar Ri·
a person with no engineer:- ojas, 18, who intends to
ing'background could fbllow study human behavior or
to build a wind turbine in a space operations at the Air
backyard with minimal as- Force Academy. "You're not
dealing with the abstract.
sistance.
'The students are refining It's all concrete."
By JARED.JANES

The Monitor (McAllen.'Texas)
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Warning: sunspot cycle beginning to ns~
Solar activity
could disrupt
communications
here on EarLh
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
ASSOCiated.£'~~~~

WASHINGTON - When
the slln sneezes, it's Earth
that gets sick.
It's time for .the sun to
move into a busier period
for sunspots, and while
forecas·ters expect a relatively mild outbreak by hist orical standards, one major solar storm can cause
havoc with satellites and
electrical systems here.
'Like hurricanes, a weak
cycle refers to the number
of storms, but it only takes
one powerful storm to create chaos, said scientist
Doug Biesecker of the National Oceanic and Atmos'pheric Administration's
space weather prediction
center.
A report by the National
Academy of Sciences found
that if a storm as severe as
one in 1859 occurred today,
it could cause '$1 trillion to
$2 trillion in damage the
first year and take four to
10 years to recover from.
The 1859 storm shorted
out telegraph wires, causing fires in North America
and Europe, sent· readings
of Earth's magnetic field
soaring, and produced
northern lights so bright
that people read newspapers by their light.
Today, a lot more than
telegraph lines is at stake.
Vulnerahle electrical grids
,..; ..... 10

thClo ol"hp

~~tpllitp~

This image provided by NASA's Solar and Heliospheric Observatory shows a new sunspot, upper right, which,
after very few sunspots appeared for an entire year, emerged Sept. 23. 2008. NASA via The Associated Press

now vital for all forms of
communications that can
be severely disrupted with
the Global Positioning System. Indeed, the panel
warned that a strong blast
of solar wind can threaten
national security, transportation, financial services and uther essential functions.
The solar prediction centpr works r.lnselv with in-

dustry and government
agencies to make sure they
are prepared with changes
in activi ty and prepared to
respond when damage occurs, Biesecker said in a
briefing.
While the most extreme
events seem unli l<ely this
time, there will probably be
smaller-scale disruptions to
elect rical service, airline
flights. GPS signals and tel-

evision, radio and cell
phones.
On the plus side, the solar storms promote the colorful auroras, known as the
northern and sOllthern
lights, high in the sky over
polar. areas.
An international panel
headed by Biesecker said
Friday it expects the upcoming solar cycle to be the
weakest since 1928.

The prediction calls for
the solar cycle to peak in
May 2013 with 90 sunspots
per day, averaged over a
month. If the prediction
proves correct, it will be
the weal<est cycle since a
peak of 78 daily sunspots in
1928.
Measurement of sunspot
cycles began in the 17505.
The panel descrihed solar storms as eruptions of
energy and matter that escape from the sun. At least
some of this heads toward
the Earth.
Solar cycles of more and
fewer sunspots last several
years, and the cycle cur·
rently building up will be
number 24 since counting
began.
It's only the third time
researchers have tried to
make such a forecast. In
1989, a panel predicted Cycle 22, which peaked that
year. And in 1996, scientists
predicted Cycle 23.
Both earlier groups did
better at predicting timing
than intensity, according to
Biesecker.
The last solar minimum
occurred in December, the
researchers said.
W. Dean Pesnell of the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration said
the forecasts are based on
sllch indicators as the
strength of the sun's magnetic field at the poles and
the reaction of the Earth's
magnetic field to the sun.
Both are weak right now, he
said, with only a few
sunspots visible since 2007.
A preliminary forecast
issued in 2007 was split
over the outlook for the upcoming cycle. Biesecker
said the researchers have
now reached consensus.
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Consensus elusive on proposed desert solar plans
CONGRESSIONAL HEARING:
Dozens of applications for
projects on public land are
pending.
BY DAVID DANELSIU
THE PRESS-ElffiRPRISE

PALM DESERT - Members of Congress who came to this desert
; community Monday to build con· sensus on solar energy devel: opment found they had a ways to
: go.
· Utility representatives at the
: hearing sought a breakup of what
they see as a bureaucratic logjam
, that's holding up decisions on as
· many 66 applications for solar
projects on public land in the
California desert.
.
"There must be a clear process
· and timeframe for decisions,"
Katherine Gensler, of the Solar
· Energy Industries Association,
· told mel!l.bers of the congressional

I

Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.
"This does not mean cutting
corners but finding faster ways to
go down the same path," she said.
Not too fast, countered Bill Corcoran, a Los Angeles-based representative of the Sierra Club. Much
of the public land under consideration for large solar plants is
pristine and should be preserved
for future generations, he said.
That terrain includes former
railroad property in the Mojave
Desert that conservationists acquired about a decade ago and
donated to the federal government.
"It is important the public lands
that were bought for conservation
should be given that conservation
protection," Corcoran said.
He added that the Sierra Club
favors solar energy development
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to global
warming.'

Corcoran proposed that the federal government establish a system of tax and regulatory incentives to push much of the solar
development onto abandoned
farms and other disturbed acreage
- much of it near towns and cities
- that has little habitat or conservation value.
After the hearing, Gensler said
the solar industry is pursuing
projects on such privately owed
land_
Asked if she believes the federal
government should allow solar
development on the former railroad land donated to the government, Gensler declined to comment.
Dozens of companies have submitted applications to the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management for
solar projects on nearly 600,000
acres in the California desert.
Some environmental groups worry that the dei?elopments will harm

endangered wildlife and disrupt
desert vistas.
Julia Levin, a California Energy
Commission member, said largescale solar projects and other
clean sources of electricity are
needed to meet state energy mandates, which require one-third of
California's electricity to come
from renewable sources by 2020.
Subcommittee chairman Rep.
Jim Costa, D-Fresno, agreed.
Large solar projects on public
land are needed to meet alternative-energy demands, so reaching
a compromise is imperative, Costa
said.
Rep. Mary Bono Mack, R-Palm
Springs, said she will push for a
public process that builds consensus.
About 50 people attended the
hearing, held at DC Riverside's
Palm Desert Graduate Center.
Reach David Danetski at 951-368-9471 or
ddanelski@PE.com \i
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Habitat gives green
house to area family
BY KKAUFMANN
The Desert Sun '

Habitatgoesgreell1

", 'Habitat hOllse

.
,
, .
Habitat for Humanity dedicated its
. ManaS~to can t.walttostartmak- first eco-friendly home in the
'
mg tamales m the kitchen of the new , Coachella Vaileii' on P.riday. '
Habitat for Humanity house she and
.
her three children will move into today.
'''It's a great room to make com
tamales and sweettamales," Serrato said
Friday, after getting the keys to the new
hoUse from Habitat officials at a dedication ceremony. "11('Jve to co0k." '
And because the house, at 74-016 El
·CortezWay in Palm Desert, is the first
that Habitat lias' built to California
'Green Builder standards, the single
mom will be paying significantly less on
her utilitY bills.
THE DtlERT'lUN
Serrato's electric bills for the
1,500-square-foOt house should average about $150 a month, said Fred Bell,
The citY of Palm Desert donated the
,interim director for Habitat in the land.
Coachella Valley, as well as executive eli The house is the 26th Habitat has built
rector of the Building Industry Asso- in the desert since Oarence and Janet
Spier of Indio started the Coachella Valciation.
The association developed the Green ley chapter 20 years ago this month.
Builder standards, which require hous"It was established as a Christian
es to be 15 percent more energy-effi- housing ministry:' Janet Spier recalled.
cient than Cali.fomici's already stringent "The whole (purpose) is to build afcodes.
fordable homes and sustainable
The group also donated about homes."
$25,000 of the $103,000 it cost to build
Spier said the location of the new
the house, Bell said.
Please see HABITAT, B8

Location: 74-016 EI
Cortez Way, Palm Desert
Size: 1,500 square feet; ,
four bedrooms, two
, bathrooms
Cost: $103,000, including
cash and in-kind donations
, <Mortgage: 3D-year,
.
interest free; payments
based o'n homeowner's
income.
Enew efficiency: Built to
California Green Builder
standards, 15 percent above
state requirements
Projected water savings:
20,000 gallons per year
Other green features:
11115 SEER air
conditioning system and
Energy Star appliances
Ell Tankless water heater
and low-flow,taps and
toilets
III Desert landscaping,
smart water ~eter and drip
irrigation
.. Window overhangs
and low-emission windows
to minimize heat
absorption
SOURCE: Habitat for Humanity
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Kimb~rly Serrato, 3, playfully pushes older'brother Youssef, 7, oLit 9f an empty bedroom in the
family:sriew home as eldest brother Luisangel, 10, follows behind on Friday, The children said they
~~'fe:'i~ateCf')to-each have their own room"
'
,

HIlBITAT: Family happy with home
i

Contlriued from B1

;
hous~

is also a plus,near Lincoin E.lementary Scho01, where
SerratG's two sons go to
schooL
LuiSangel Serrato, 10, is looking forward to riding his bike to
school and having a room ofhis
own,
"I get to keep my little sister out
of my room," he said.
To be eligible for a Habitat
home, families must be
low-income, have inadequate

'

' housing and be willing to put
in Usweat equity," helping to

build the house, said Neysa
Vargas, who was on the selection committee,
Homeowners must also make
mortgage payments based on
their income, Vargas said. Maria
Serrato's payments will be $500 a
month to start
Serrato, who works at Legacy
Rooms Express in Cathedral
City, slapped on stucco, sanded
and painted, she said.
"It's a new beginning for us,"

'Raise the roof
Habitat for Humanity plans to
start two more homes in the
Coachella Valley this year, one in
Desert Hot Springs and one in
Cathedral City,'
To volunteer, call (760)

770-3723.

she said. "It bonds us closer, just
to be together and to share something new,"
KKaufmann 'CIMI; Palm Desert ftx' The
Desert Sun She can be reached at lWufmal1!1@thedeserts or 7l&4612
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Family selection ·committee member Neysa Vargas hands set of house keys to new homeowner Maria
Serrato on Friday during a celebration of dedication and blessing for the home by Habitat for Humanity of the
Coachella Valley. Serrato will live there with her three children ages 3-10.
.
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Clean-energy bill needs closer Rook
COMMENTARY

would be most impacted
by the transition to a sysBy Steven Pearlstein
tern in which companies
and consumers are forced
It would redistribute trilto pay, indirectly, for the
lions of dollars in business enviroIimental damage
Something very imporsales and household inthey cause. Waxman and'
tant has been happening
come and generate hunMarkey are wily and expeon Capitol Hill - more
dreds of billions in govern- rienced politicians, so it is
important, if you can bement revenue. And it
a fair assumption that the
.lieve it, than what Nancy
would represent the most
bill they have hammered
Pelosi mew about waterdramatic extension of gov- out with the 60-odd memboarding or why Kris
ernment's
regulatory pow- bers of their own commitAllen scored his upset vicers
into
the
workings of
tee is pretty close to what
tory on "American Idol."
the economy since the ear- the U.S. political system is
I refer to the marathon
willing to accept.
committee markup in Con- ly days of the New Deal.
For all that, ther~ are
The bill is also a badly
gress of a monster piece of
flawed piece of public polilegislation that promises to probably not more than a
cy.lt is so broad in its reach
reduce by 83 percent over couple of hundred people
who really understand
and complex in its details
the next 40 years the
that it would be difficult to
amount of carbon emitted what's in this legislation,
how it would work and
implement even in Sweden,
into the atmosphere from
what its impacts are likely let alone in a diverse and
American cars, power
to be. As it now moves'
contentious country like
plants and factories.
through the legislative
the United States. It would
There remains a robust
process, it's worthy of
create dozens of new govargument over whether
ernment agencies with
the American Clean Ener- closer attention.
Given the bill's scope
broad powers to set stangy and Security Act of
and complexity, just getdards, dole out rebates and
2009 represents a crucial
ting it out of committee is
tax subsidies and pick winstep in preserving life as
ning and losing technolo. we mow it. But there is no a monumental achievegies, even as it relies on
question that there are few ment on the part of its
principal authors, Democ- newly created markets
pieces oflegislation that
rats Henry Waxman of
with newly created regulaare likely to have a more
profound effect on the U.S. California and Ed Markey tors to set prices and aliaof Massachusetts. To do
cate resources.
economy.
so, they had to make nuTo test out my own reIt would bring about
merous compromises and action to the House bill, I
dramatic chaDges in the
concessions to powerful
called Paul Portney, an old
relative prices of energy
friend and the former
and goods produced by
special interests and represident of Resources for
energy-hungry industries. gional voting blocs that

Unwieldy proposal
.tries too hard to
please everyone

the Future, a Washington
think tank that brings economic rigor and a market
sensibility to environrnental issues. Portney is now
dean of the University of
Arizona's business school.
As Portney explained i.t,
there are three basic approaches to reducing carbon emissions.
The simplest is to impose a carbon tax that
would raise prices so
much that households and
businesses would use less
energy from coal, oil and
natural gas. Proceeds from
the tax could be rebated to
consumers or used for other government purposes.
Another is the cap-andtrade system that would
limit carbon emissions and
require companies that
pr(i)duce or use carbon energy to buy emission credits from the government or
an open market.
A third approach would
use a cornmand-and-control model in which government would set carbon
emission standards for'
power plants and factories,
and energy-efficiency standards for cars, buildings
and appliances, while favoring other energy
sources with tax breaks
and subsidies.

The problem with the
House bill, Portney said, is
that to satisfy the various
political constituencies
and exigencies, it wound
up using all three approaches. The result is an
unwieldy compromise
with lots of belts-and-suspenders redundancy.
The Waxman-Markey
bill may be the best bill
that the political system
can produce, and surely it
is far preferable to doing
nothing. But now that we
know what a climatechange bill looks like when
it is jury-rigged to ace ommodate all the special interests, maybe Americans
will be willing to reconsider one of the cleaner, simpIer approaches - a carbon tax with all the revenue rebated to households, for example, or a
cap-and-trade system that
generates enough revenue
to erase the national debt,
or even a tough new regulatory regime requiring
businesses to produce
more fuel-efficient cars,
buildings and appliances.
It's not too late to
change our minds.
Steven Pearlstein wrote
this commentary for The
Washington Post.
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White House eyes 'green jobs'
By DARLENE SUPERVILLE

that $500 million from the
stimulus is becoming available to train workers for
WASHINGTON - Some these jobs. That sum inof the $4 billion from Presi- cludes $50 million for comdent Barack Obama's $787 munities battered by job
billion economic stimulus losses and restructuring in
plan that was budgeted to the auto industry.
renovate public housing
Both Donovan and Solis
will be spent to create so- also were annoUncing that
called "green jobs" by mak- their departments are work- .
ing the dwellings more en- ing together to make it easier for public housing resiergy efficient.
Housing
Secretary dents to find training proShaun Donovan was mak- grams or a green job.
ing the announcement TuesThe task force, which inday in Denver at a meeting. cludes several other Cabiof Obama's Middle Class net secretaries, has Deen
Task Force.
working since January to
Labor Secretary Hilda highlight policies and pracSolis, another task force tices to help improve the
member, also will announce standard of living of the
Associated Press

middle class, an income
group that suffered as the
economy faltered.
The meeting at the Denver Science Musemn, where
Obama signed the stimulus
plan into law three months
ago, was being held to outline different ways government departments are
working together to steer
the middle class toward
green jobs.
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INATIONBRIEFS'
. denver

:Greeil jobs .training·
;,:programiunveiled· :.)
.;. ·Vice· P;eside~t J0~· Hiden

. and two cabinet :secretaries

. unveiled.anatio~a1program:. '
TuesOaY to train workers for ~ ,
"green jobs'; that wiI1 make .
public housin'g more energy- .
efficient
Biden, Housing Secretary
Shaun Donovan and Labor
Secretary Hilda Solis announced the plan in Denver
ata meeting of President-'" ;.
Barack Obama's task force
on tHe' middle class.
Donovan said some ot the
$4 billion from Ohama's
$7-87 billion economic stim-·
. ulusplan thatwas budgeted .
to· renovate public housing
will be spent to create jobs
for making the dwellings
more energy-efficient.
Solis, another task force
member, said $500 million'
will be distributed as grants
for training workers. That
sum includes $50 million tor
communities battered by job
losses and restructuring in
the auto industry.
The Energy, Education and .
Labor departments ruso announced a partnership to
help link the unemployed
with jobs, training and education opportunities.
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R• .,l1:_gg_n. eqftY,jobs
By Jason 'Dearen .

The .debate was organized

. ....

The Assqdlpt~d fPres~.:::/,

"ib~ 'rhe.:,C9mmoIlwralth" Club.

. .:saHl ;he:;l:!oes ..not .
~'.

"

:·;"Associ~te!lif.rj!s·!;::, "fiiels~l1',a:sI~d: : : ',. :.

'.

":. .... .. . . ,

~"'."

·a

"

fossil

economy;"

...:;:O'Reilly csaid:.}O'Reil)y··srutl :lie
. ;believ.ed that ·reduction needs
. to,:occUl:,:'buLbelie:ves'a lower.
;a)'lloun(..of '·~ri~f.gy~:WilJ, come
... lr:6m':~reri'ew.ables·,::::and ~that

:aJiql'ea~lpg;';~fiic"ien6y':>b,Y' 'i.l.5':::m6re··v411~be ~efj¥edJroin n~t~

· percent:each :year "Wou1d ere·· ,ural.gas ,or·nuclearpower,:.
;ate :50~:~O"o':i1t;l~jabs With :a~' ;M~~n'~tiile,':":~ .:~~parate
··$'lOO.;b!1ho~ payroll, the.,study stUay released' QY ·:the . 'Pew
·iouna. '... " ' .. '.' .' "Charitable Tr.ustS'on Wednes.
·· ..Th.e·:speediv..nthwhich Cali· 'day showed thiit:'the 'nation,
.
stud,y . '
'se~er.a1.fcirni~~:;aiici./~tb'e mation can ·Jed 1:)y'CaliforIiia;; waS ·already
scena
;of,.;reneV\i... · . meet.-tl1ese··\aggressive clean seeing ;the 6G0noinic benefits
Dle.,er.reI]!jj::usdi).'·California· ·.energy ~goals·.:was ;part:.oJ ·a. 6f.an.;emergi'n'g Clean energy
:the neXt; iO),lr.;d,ecades,. ·:debate',-,Wednesday,.in :San .ind:us~rY.·:' ." .. :.
".
..
.... . ' the stii.te:we.r.~:'tQ.:.c(;i~~' .Jl~arr~isco:be~ee~ ;qheVTon. ' ..The ;p~\v study.found.th·at"
.,
.. ' . -:,'
with its~cur:rent·ene);gy: ,; lG9IJ>;~:q~q Ila:v~,~9Rell~yand the'U.S~:'.c1Bai1.energy 'Industry.:
"California will .deliver a,~"demand aii.d:i:-eliailceonfClssl].~~eatl:-:;Pop:~,·executivedlr~c~or. ':creaied "jobs' af"a raiefaster
market" mandating.a stan~' ;.::fuels,.tbe study~re'dicted, .Cali, .of The Sierra .Club.,..
. ... than ' ..Qverall .job growth
dard' which ". will· ·compel.· fornia would have:.to ~ni,port·:. Both men agreed 'that 'between 1998 and 2007. In
ener'gyiusers :adopttechnOV:' m0re fuel, exposiing' the econ· renewable energy will playa California, clean energy creogy in same' way· "fuel 'effi'''' omy, to less ·.stable prices.
major role in the country's ated jobs at.a rate of 7.7 ·per.
ciency standards fo~~ed peo, '.:'." On the other hand, using future, but had very .different cent during ·that time c~m.
pIe to buy new cars ... '::'....: . 'i':' clean sources for half ·the timetables for reaching dean pared to' 6/1 .percent for Jobs
Roland·Holst said his study state's electric power while energy goals.
overall.

.'

n:6s.
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Commissioner

.Simon. to Speak
on Green
Economy

:"""

,; ~,'

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Timothy Alan Simo,)

The Black Voice News, the Inland
Empire African-American Chamber of
Commerce and the Moreno Valley
Chamber of Commerce will be hosting the Green' Economy and the
African American Community
Symposium at the Grier Pavilion, on
top of Riverside City Hall, on Friday,
June 12, 2009 at 11:00 am. Special
Commissioner TImothy Alan Simon
of the California Public Utilities
'Commissiol1 will be the guest speaker.

Before the featured speaker makes
his presentation, attendees will have
~n opportUnity to learn more about
the green economy, green jobs, and
·recycling. Leonard Robinson,
Director of Toxic Waste and the EPA
Federal Liaison for t'he State of
California will be the moderator of
the panel discussion.
In his brief tenure at the CPUC,
.Commissioner Simon has used his
business, law, and public service
backgrounds to give California environmentally friendly energy and he
has supported the expansion of Low
Income Energy Efficiency programs,
energy efficiency mechan isms and
the establishment of a "solar incentive program for low-income homeowners."
: The panelists at the event will be
Lea Petersen, Sempra Utilities; Jamil
Dada, President of the Association of
the Workforce Develop~ent Board;
Craig Keys, Executive Director of
Green Valley Initiative: Lois Carson,
See GREEN, Page A-4

---------

Sust~in~bijity Coordinntor. Riverside
Continued from Front Page

. Executive Director of the Community
Action Partnership; Steve Hernandez,
Legislative Assistant to Supervisor
Marion Ashley. and Ryan Bullard,

Public Utilities.
The Black Voice News has previously hosted green events in the
Inland Empire in an effort to educate
the faith and Interfaith communities.
These event~ liave spread awareness
about environmental efforts such as

recycl in!,!. !,!reen j()b~, electronic
waste disposal procedures. and energy
conservation.
For information on the Green'
Economy Symposium, contact Anm!
Wenger at (951 )-682-6070.
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Council
applYing
for;·,s,olar··

· .,'
fun
:,. .;';; :lWL.:JJg··
.

.'

',rl:~:';':',·

City':.may"use

cash for

. pan.¢l$, :eIler:gy .audIts:·
BY iKKAUFMANN .

."

The Desert Sun .'

. p~ Desert ·~uld:be,··uSing
'$529,00Oinfecieral stiinulus mon~
.to :inStal.l 'new: isOlarpanelsoIiluiunicipalproperti.~ and ifiui.adetaiJ.ed '
energy auditi'forthecitYshdt.eJs: .'
'. Tl).e CityCouncil is expected to ap-.
,proVe anapplicationforthe:funds at'
.its.regular meeting. at 4p;m. .today.
... The money.isavailiibleto the city
'under the Energy Efficienqyand Con-.
servationBloCk·Grants created.~ythe .
'$187-billion American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009, according
to a ·staff.report " .
.
"It's a 36-mopth -,program," ·said
.Ryan Stendcll, senior managemeI).t
analyst for the city; "Theywarityou to
be working within 18 months; they
.want this money to hit the pavement
quickly.'~·
The city's application will include
three projects, StendeJl said
, • A 4O~kilowatt roof-mounted solar panel system for the citY's·oorpo"
ration yard at 74-70542nd Ave. Th~
system oost is estimated at $239,000;
producing a 30~percent drop in en~
ergy use and first-year' savings of
$7,202,
A 4O-kilowatt system produces
about 40,000 watts of electricity per
hour during peaksunsbine hours;
Please see COUNCIL, 87

CO'UNC,ll:Applying for. .
£,,e'd",e[,aI":"sijmul,;us funds .
:

..

~

I

.

'.

.;

• "

".

.0

.,,'

. .:',: . :::, .. :,- ..,~ : ..... '::~"itf

Continued from.11 .

saldPatnd<,Q;rilop, director,~f

•

' . .,'

.

JAlsO;GiI the~gemiCla:;

.• FaShion Week: ~I:~ , '.
energy;.llllirm.geinent . ''!hilt Springs Life magaziC'le will ;be
aillou,riHjfFOWe.rcd~~ ~~ asking the ·City Council to
4,OOO;~:;lOO~watt:bUllis'ilitj'he' .double its sponsorship:of' .

sai:k:~ri~;~~:~~i;~~;~~:ifr::~~!~~~i~ih~e~

·tern/between4<)':kiloWatts,:and ',year'sbudget to $10Q;OOO,
50.kiloWatts,to;ibe;m~tanel!(on' 'City sponsorship of ,the event
neW .carpo~':at',;th~ ",citY's has sparked debate·in.the past.
Parkv.ieW.offire.~i:Jjuildihg.·at ' .• EIPaseoViliage:
'
. 7.3~710Fred,WariiigIYrive:The Developer Davis Street Land
System could slash energy use at. Co; is seeking project approval
that bUilding by 90 perCent
and $750,000 in city support
. Costwouldbe$250,boo, with for the· scaled"down 'retail
first ~year savings Of $10;547. '. enclave to be located .at
. Thtal savings, per ,year from 13~425 EI Paseo,
the two systems·willbe around '. F.iretax: Jhe'coundl will
$18,000, Conlon said
also vote on a $12 increase in
'Th (C_.J
the fire tax residents pay to
'. e It:Ueral)'momeswe,are help fund fir~ and other
going fa use Will save gene;ral emergency response services
fund money over the nex.t ·sev- in the city. Residents now pay
eral years, whiclJ. is our number $48 per year, The jump to $60
one goal,";he said.
per year'is being made:to fund
III The city would cilsci 'use an e~ra medic unit for the city,
$40,000 to perlonn in-depth
Infonnmion: (760) 346-0611
energy.audits for area hote1s. .
'The investment-grade au - and save money," Conlon
dits for our 16 hotels!will be said.
full-blown engineering 'studies
for the businesses free of charge KKaufmam,W/e'S Palm Desst ftr The
Desst Sun. She am be reac:f'lOO at
that can give them specifics on ~'(X'(JfIJ)
What they can do to save .energy 7J8.46ll..
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Change in wind
could boost valley's
'green' business

'j
1

'RICHARD,LUI THE DESERT SUN

A new study shows wind speeds are slowing in the East imd Midwest due to global wa~ming. In the Coachella Valley, however, speeds
are increasing slightly, which could mean more demand from the valley's sea' of windmills, such as these i.n Palm Springs.

BY DENISE GOOLSBY
The Desert Sun

Slowing winds

In the midst of a push for "green" wind power, wind speeds are slowing
in the East and Midwest - ironically due to global warming - according
to a new study.
'
But the study also shows a slight increaSe in wind speeds in the Coachella
Valley and other parts of California. That could mean more demand from our '
sea of windmiUs, a scientist and an industry official said.
"It is absolutely true that a downward trend in wind speeds will have an
enormous impact on actual electricity generation," said Lisa Linowes,
executive director of Industrial Wind Action Group in New Hampshire.
She said reports from the Department of Energy that advocate the U.S.
moving to 20 percent wind power by the year 2030, are based on the
assumption that energy production will be much higher than what we are
getting today.
That could mean more business for a local company.

The'most affected areas, according to the
study:
B Wind speeds are falling mostly along
and east of the Mississippi River.
• Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Kansas,
Virginia, louiSiana, Georgia, northern
Maine and western Montana 'show some
of the biggest drops in wind speeds.
• Measurements taken from around the
Great Lakes seem to have the greatest
changes. That's probably because there's
less ice on the lakes and wind flows faster
across ice than it does over water.
Read the, report
Go to this story at mydesert.com for
links to more information 'and the findings
of the study.

Please see WIND, A10
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WIND: ChaIlge could help valley
Continued from A1

"We could sell power to the
east of us," said Fred Noble,
owner ofWmtec Energy, which
has 2,800 windmills in the San
Gorgonio Pass.
The first-of-its kind study
suggests that average and peale
wind speeds have been noticeably slowing since 1973 - up
to 10 percent - especially in
the Midwest and the East.
And that could "well mean an
increase" in other .areas, such as
the Coachella Valley, said study
co-author Eugene Talde, a professor of atmospheric science at
Iowa State University.
TIle ~dy shows a 2 percent
increase in wind speed in a large
cllW1k of Califomia, including
the Coachella Valley.
Ocean winds blow between
two lQ,OOO-foot mOWltains San Gorgonio and San Jacinto
- through a narrow, sea level
pass called the Gorgonio Pass.
The windmills there are capable of generating a combined 650

megawatts of power, Noble said.
Wmtec Energy will replace
the older windmills with new,
higher power models in the
next five years, he ·said.
That will reduce the number
of windmills to about 1,200 to
1,400, but they will be capable
of generating 1,000 megawatts
of power. This month has been
one of the windiest he's seen in
his 30-plus years in the desert,
he said. The annual wind speed
average in the pass area is 18
mph, he said.
"I look for us to come in at 30
percent over average for this
June," Noble said.
The study, whim will be published in August in the peer-reviewed Journal of Geophysical
Researm, is preliminary.
There are enough questions
that even the authors say it's too
early to know if this is a real trend
or not But it raises a new side
effect of global ~g that
hasn't been looked into before.
It also makes sense based on
how weather and climate work,
Takle said. In global warming,
the poles warm more and faster
than the rest of the globe, and
temperature records, especially

in the Arctic, show this.
That means the temperature
difference between the poles
and the equator shrinks and
with it the difference in air pressure in the two regions.
Differences in barometric
pressure are a ;main driver in·
strong winds. Lower pressure
difference md less wind.
Even so, that infommtion
doesn't provide the definitive
proof that science requires to connect reduced wind speeds to global warming, the authors. said.
The new study "demonstrates' rather conclusively in
my mind, that average and peak
wind speeds have decreased
over the U.S. in recent decades,"
said Michael Marm, director of
the Earth System Science Center at Perm State UniVersity.
A naysayer is Gavin Schmidt,
a NASA dinlate scientist in New
York, who said the results conflict with dinlate models that
show no effect from global
warming..He also doubts that
any decline in the winds that
might be oa:urring has much
of an effect on wind power.
The Associated Press aJIltributed to this
report
"
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College campus adding solar panels
BY K KAUFMANN
The Desert Sun

. About a year from now the Palm
Desert campus of California State University, San Bernardino will be generating 100 percent of its daytime power
from solar energy.
School officials announced the plans·
for the new system on Friday, during a
special meeting that brought the Palm
Desert City Council to the campus to
meet with representatives from Cal
State and University of California,
Riverside's Palm Desert Graduate Center. Cal State will be leasing the solar
panels for the Palm Desert campus
from Maryland-based Sun Edison, said
Robert Gardner, vice president for
Finance and Administration. "We will
be adding solar panels on buildings
and solar panels on parking canopies
to generate 100 percent of our peak
time load," Gardner said.
Other projects discussed at the meet-

ing includ€d:
• Campus ring road: Palm Desert is
moving ahead with the construction of a
segment of the campus ring road, which
will connect the Cal State and UCR
campuses and provide a primary entrance
to both on Frank Sinatra Drive.
The two schools sit next to each
other on a 200-acre site at the corner
of Frank Sinatra Drive and Cook
Street, but they have separate entrances, with no connection between
the campuses.
The $~.6 million project,· funded with
redevelopment dollars, is going out to bid
this month with construction scheduled to
begin in October, said Martin Alvarez,
project manager for Palm Desert
Once completed in January 2010, Cal
State will maintain the road, Dean Fred
Jandt said..
II New fire station: The city's plan to
build a new fire station on a 3-acre site on
the east side of the campus is on ifldefinite

hold, said Steve Aryan, assistant to the city
manager.
Aryan cited economic conditions as the
chief reason for the decision, noting the
main impetus for the new station was to
meet the· needs of expected· residential
development in the city's north end, which
has slowed to a crawL
"There's no pressing need for the station," Aryan. said..
• Dormitories: Mayor Robert A
Spiegel quizzed Jandt on when Cal State
would build dormitories on the Palm
Desert campus.
"1 don't think we're going to be
tremendously successful until we get
this," Spiegel said after the meeting.
"We won't get students from back east,
particularly in the north, to come out
here until we have a place for them to
stay."
Jandt said plans for dormitories are in
the talking stages, but funding and time·
frames have yet to be determined..
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Old problems
for I,1,;~w energy
estern governors, animated by President Obama's goal of doubling renewable energy production in the U.S.
within three years, have identified dozens of areas rich in "new energy" sources. However, they're now facing some of the same "old
~nergy" obstacles to getting the projects movmg.
. T?eir c.hallenge .risks cr~ating a contradictIon Il1 whIch buildmg envIronmentally friendly
new-energy plants tramples sensitive natural
areas.
It would be a terrible shame - in this rush .
to go green - to see efforts to harness the
West'~ wind, solar, geothermal and biomass
energl~s create negative environmental impacts.
At Its recent meeting in Park City, Utah, the
Western Governors' Association unveiled a map
?f 36. so~called "renewable-energy hubs," includIl1g fIve Il1 Southern California. The zones were
picked with environmental considerations in
mind, but many remain in areas with conservation challenges, and the governors expressed
concerns about how to reasonably and effectively H.nk. up ~he remote sites with high-power
transmISSlOl1 lInes.
. The lines n~ed careful planning or, as Wyom.mg Gov . DaVld Freudenthal put It, "my state
wIll look lIke a plate on which you threw a
whole bunch of spaghettL"
For a local example, there has been an
uproar over pro:posed routes for the Green Path
N?rth transmissIOn lines to carry geothermal,
wmd and solal: energy through San Bernaradino
Coun tv.
.. '. ,);>!
'.,,\1, ..

W

As 'The Wall Street Journal reported, hundreds of applications \0 build solar plants in the
arid West are being delayed by the regulatory
process. The Bureau of Land Management,
alr~ady busy re~iewing traditional energy applicatlOns on publIc lands, has more than 200'
solar proposals on its to-do list.
The BLM is required to take into account
environmental impacts and impacts on endangered specie.s. Reviews are lengthy.
~ompanIes are fearful that if the process
~ontmues to drag on - some have been waitmg f<;>r years - they'll miss out on qualifying
for big grants from the stimulus money if they
can't begin construction by the end of 2010 as
the stimulus bill requires.
'
Complicating things for the BLM is that the
Southwest's immense solar potential exists in
areas that lack water. Solar plants need lots of
water to cool turbines, and yet states like
Nevada get mere inches of rain a year.
The Western governors met with Interior
Secretary Ken Salazar, Energy Secretary Steven
Chu, Agnculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and the
ch.ai~man of the Federal Energy Regulatory CommISSion, J.on Wellinghoff, and were promised
.that Intenor w~uld create special renewable-energy offices to speed reviews.
More detailed mapping of the areas is next
on the governors' list. The mapping will try to
better analyze good fits for the renewable-en~r&y hubs ~~garding transmission lines
and avoldll1g senSItIve wildlife areas.
We're embarking on a promising new era ..
B.ut ou~ leaders must take every reasonable consIderatIOn to ensure that the harnessing of new
energy is done properly.
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The Security Blanket
By
Jerry Bagley
Public Safety Coordinator
It was bound to happen ... and it did!
A resident walked out to the trash dumpster to deposit some trash and noticed 2 full six paks of
beer stacked neatly atop of the trash inside the bin. WOW! And it was this residents favorite
brand. Who would throwaway 12 bottles of beer? Then the resident glanced down to his left,
and on the floor of the trash area was a like new paint spray compressor. The resident thought,
What's gong on here? He retrieved the beer from within the dumpster and took it and the
compressor to his front porch. The resident then checked his shed, and low and behold, exactly
two six paks were missing. The beer he had discovered was actually his own_that had been .
removed from the'-unlocked shed and stashed in the trash bin for later pick-up. The, paint spray
compressor, it was discovered, had been taken from a neighbors unlocked shed and also stashed
in the dumpster area for later pick-up. The police were called and responded for a report.

The patrol had discovered an open and unlocked shed the evening before that was full of tools
and gardening equipment, in another part of the park. The shed was closed and locked by the
patrol as the resident was away and could not be contacted. Coincidentally, all this was the
evening of the 4th of July and we had a myriad of people coming into and out of the park. Some
visiting pedestrians were challenged as they were walking in the park without a resident escort
which is required by the Rules and Regulations. And some of our own residents were taking an
evening stroll which the patrol noted on their log sheet.
All of this goes to once again remind our residents of the importance of locking up your
belongings, or, eventually the inevitable will happen, just as described above. Sheds should be
locked up at all times when not in immediate use. And, residents must understand that their
visitors cannot be allowed to roam about unescorted.
Too, how often have you exited your home to work in the yard, go next door or across the street
to visit a neighbor or even to carry your trash to the trash bin, and left the door to your home
unlocked behind you? It may result as a gigantic error on your part, someday. You may walk
back into your home and discover somebody there, going through your belongings and it just
might be that they will object violently to your having discovered them.
In our current and unsteady state of the economy with an unemployment rate nearing 10%, our
crime rates will be going up. And, our police are stretched to the limit trying to maintain an
equilibrium in criminal activity even now. It won't be getting any better real soon. It
unfortunately behooves us then, to assume a constant state of alertness and awareness and
discard our complacent attitude of, "It will never happen to me." The Neighborhood Watch
Patrol will surely help, but it has limited capacity and safety and security must begin with you.
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Always lock up behind you no matter what your are intending to do. Carry your house key with
you at all times. Obtain a whistle and wear it around your neck and don't hesitate to blow it if
you see anything that seems dangerous to you. And, call 911 if you witness a crime in progress
and notify park management at 242-3710 if you see anything suspicious ..
National Police Night Out
As mentioned previously, the evening of Tuesday, August 4, 2009 will once again be the
nationwide Police Night Out. The Moreno Valley Police Department will be calling upon their
own Neighborhood Watch Program Units within the city. We, of course, feel that our unit here at
II Sorrento Senior Mobile Home Park is the best and most active unit that the city police have
instigated. I think that they feel that way too. At any rate, we will be visited by the black and
white cars, motorcycles and perhaps even the Mobile Command Post and/or the new Crime
Scene Investigation vehicle.
Perhaps we will also get to inspect the -Traffic Accident--Investigation uillt~ f ha~e spoken to the Chief of Police, John Anderson, about his possible
attendance as well as that of Lt. Virginia Busby who commands the Traffic Division and also
the Community Service Bureau that is the overseer of the city's Neighborhood Watch programs.
/
I will also attempt to get our Mayor, Richard Stewart, our own district council representativy
~ren~ Valley Reserve Officer, to make an ~earance.
._____"
And we're going to once again give them the royal treatment, just as we have done for the last
few years. We are hoping for a great turnout of our residents to joyfully and robustly receive
these officers of our own police department. We know that we can count on the patrol people,
but we want all of our residents to join us for the event. LADIES ... prepare you favorite recipe
to bring along to treat our official guests. The Safety Committee will provide the hamburgers
and the cold drinks. Call Doris Bagley at 243-3427 to let us know that you will be in attendance
and what delightful foodstuffs you will be bringing to complement the feast.
Safety Committee
You may get tired of hearing it but we never get tired of saying it, THANKS for your monthly
donation to the committee. We are saving towards the purchase of a secured cargo shipping
container in good condition to store our emergency supplies. We have about $1000 to date and
we need at least another $500 or more to make the purchase. Your special donation towards this
end will be deeply appreciated.
We have recently purchased a CCTV system to be installed somewhere at the front gate to record
all traffic, vehicle and pedestrian, coming into the park 24-7. We will keep you posted on when
that installation will be completed.
See you all on August 4, I hope.
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I~I SUNNYMEAD RANCH

I

July 15, 2009

The Honorable Richard Stewart,
Mayor and Councilman, District 2
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart,
The Sunnymead Ranch Homeowner's Association Board of Directors wants you to know that it
thanks you in appreciation for the articles you have supplied in the past to the Association for
our newsletters regarding information and events happening here in Moreno Valley.
With the election year drawing near, the Association's legal counsel has rendered an opinion to
the Board decribing potential problems this may lead to should other candidates wish to utilize
the Association's newsletter for their views as well.
The Board reviewed legal counsel's opinion on this issue and agrees that they want to avoid
any need to have, candidates promote themselves in any way in the Association's newsletter.
Such promoting may also allow for a legal challenge of the Association's current non-profit
status. Therefore, and regrettably, the Association will no longer be seeking articles from any
council-person in the future, for city-related information on activities and events effecting the
city of Moreno Valley'.
Mr. Mayor, the Board is still interested in promoting the city's interesting events and will, in
the future, avail themselves of the information on the city's internet web-site to provide
information to the residents in Sunnymead Ranch.
Again, the Board wishes you only the very best in the coming year and thanks you again for
your contrib4tions to the Association's newsletter, and should you have any questions or
concerns, please
do not
..'
.... h~sitate to contact the Association office.
;'

'.,'

,

Sincerely,

On Behalf Of~~Directors
Betty Rot, MCA, AMS
General
ager,
Sunny~ead~anch PCA

/br

23600 Sunnymead Ranch Parkway, Moreno Valley, CA 92557 •
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July 16, 2009
Hello everyone,
Our names are Tony Crutchfield 17yrs and Taisyn Crutchfield 12yrs. We both
have been running for 7yrs for USA track and field which represents a
-private track-club: Rismg Stais~We need your help in sponsoring us this year, it has been difficult. My mom
is a single parent and she is doing her best to help us to reach for our goals
and be the best we can. We both are straight A students~ associated body
presidents, and very involved in leadership. We are also very involved in our
community; we help with food and clothing giveaways at our local church.
We love track and field so much! We have both won gold medals in the junior
Olympics, if you Google our last name you will see our statistics. Our
intentions are to become physicians' to help others, especially in the
communities where people are less fortunate. Because we are considered
elite iP track and field we ~ought this would be a big booster, along with our
. grades to get us into a good university. ·Please help us by sponsoring us for

the 2009 USA National Junior Olympics in Greensboro, North Carolina
July 28-August 2, we thank you!. Your sponsorship will be greatly
appreciated and support a good cause.
Thank you in advance,
Tony Crutchfield & Taisyn Crutchfield
P.S. We are extremely excited to represent the city of Moreno Valley, in our attendance
to the 2009 JUNIOR OLYMPICS !!!

Tony and Taisyn Crutchfield
26963 Sugarite Canyon Dr_
alley
, Ca 92555

M\:1
USA

TRACK&FlEI.D"
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A- Z Medical Transportation, Inc.
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P.O. Box 9460.
Moreno Valley, Ca.
92552
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8

E-Mail Address:azmedtrans@mac.com

June 11, 2009

Honorable Mayor - Richard A. Stewart.
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553

RE: Disguised DUI Check Points.

Dear Honorable Richard A. Stewart:

I have been living at: 15326 La Palma Way. Moreno Valley, Ca, District 3, for
About seven years, and never in my area has there been a DUI Check Point.
We have Lake Perris that is a open public recreation, alld visitor's arrive with their boats,
jet skies, and BEER..
Why has, the MOfeIio Vailey Police Uepartmentiiever setupa PUI···
Check point at that location. ??
We want transparency.
DUI Check points have been focused and executed in locations of areas of high latino or
immigrant concentration.
ThisJeaves immigrants in a peculiar situation, because they
are not allowed to obtain a California driver's license.
They are then vulnerable at the
check point. If they pass through, their car can be taken from them; the fines associated
with being stopped can be more than.some families can bear.
" The expenses are about $ 1, 500, excluding the cost of a traffic ticket," according to
Palm Springs Desert Sun Reported Rasha Aly. This is the minimum cost to any driver
. caught without a license in California, no exceptions.
Because of the high cost,
sometimes the driver cannot afford to get their car back.

MV00225359
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The police are allowed to do this because the checkpoints are disguised as a sobriety
checkpoint. But the police only ask for a driver's license. In other words, these
checkpoints are a clear attack on immigrants.
There is money to be made from these check points, the city can gain millions from the
cars being towed: There are fines on the driver for towing the car, impounding the car
and picking it up. If the driver does not pick-up their car, th~ .car is sold.
The .city
could get over $ 1 million from a checkpoint.
We are not against DUI Check Points, we are against racial profiling.
and transparency.
I look forward in hearing from you.

We need fairness

We seek your mercy and humanity in this issue.

Pc: file
ACLU.
La Voz de Aztlan.
M.m.:~_no Valley Police Department.
t,~~?~If'MJii~~
..
\:,;"..;r
'-·~"t:.},t':,~",fff{;'c~afffl(
Robin N. H~tilig~
William Bately
Bonnie Flickenger.
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Moreno Valley Busnesess

Dear Owners or Managers of Busnesess
My name Deyssi Murillo and I'm an 8th grader at Palm Middle School in Moreno VaUey. I have
been nominated to represent my school and Moreno Valley as a member of the National Young
Leadership Council in Orange County.
The Congressional Youth Leadership Council nominates exceptional students from around the
country to attend an experiential program. I have enclosed a sample of our itinerary for your
review. As you can see, this will be a powerful experience, enabling me to interact with many
prominent men and woman whom most of us only read about in the news.
Attending this program will enable me to further my interests in the field of science and reach my
career goals of becoming a doctor. I maintain a 3.833 GPA, am involved in the Copernicus activities
and was recently awarded with a Certificate of Appreciation in Copernicus.
Imagine if you had been given this opportunity for a life-changing experiance when you were in
school and were unable to participate for lack of funds. This is why I am writing to you today.
My participation in the Conference depends on wbetber I can raise $1,779 in sponserships. The
conference tuition is $1,680 and my travel protection to tbe Conference will be $99. I am investing
every dollar I can of my own money to make sure I don't miss out on tbis unique experience and am
also taking extra jobs to raise tbe funds I need. In addition, through my family, friends, and
neighbors, I have already raised $257.
That leaves me with a balance of $1,522, wbich I am hoping tbat you consider assisting me in
raising. If you can please consider donating $50 (or more if you can). My tuition must be paid no
later than July 5,2009.
Your support for my sponsorship request is greatly appreciated. I have enclosed backround
materials on the conference. Please make checks out to Adan Murillo. If you have further questions,
or adanrodriguezm@aol.com
you may reach me at

Sincerely,
Deyssi Murillo

'.
I
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Day Three

Conflict Management: Constructive Methods for Dealing
with Differences

J~*

Day One

Launching the Leadership Journey

Practicing Leadership: Applying Learned Skills
Group Interaction and Discussion

Registration and Check-in
Opening Luncheon
Setting the Stage: The Journey Begins
Welcome Address

The Power of Words: An Exploration in Diversity and

Personal Leadership Plan Lab
Personal Leadership Plan Presentations

Team Building: FOnning Your Leadership Base
Creating Your Network of Supporters

Interpersonal Communication: Listening to be Heard
Active Listening. Feedback and Goal Sharing
Evening Social

Day Two

Personal Leadership Development
Self-Awareness: The Content of Your Character
The Impact of Values. Preferences and Self-Esteem
Presentation Skills: Breaking the Sound Barrier
Effective Public Speaking Methods for Leaders
Decision Making: Limitless Opportunities, Responsible Choices
Developing Standards and Taking Ownership for Your Actions
Group Dynamics: Form, Storm, Norm, Perform
Maximizing a Group's Strengths and Potential

~

Personal Leadership in Action: Applying Learned Skills
. Group Interaction and Discussion

o

The Great Exchange: . Student-Led Workshops

<
o
1'0
1'0

~

(J)

W

·This sch(dule of events is provided as an example of the overall quality and scope of the experiencc offered. The
200912010 specific schedules, locations and details may be modified.

Toleren~e

Project Management: Student-Led Event Planning Brings
Leadership Skills to Life

Skills Assessment: Unleashing the Leader Within
Recognizing Your Personal Strengths and Unique Abilities

Goal Setting: Shaping a Vision for Your Future .
Setting Your Sights and Establishing Your Goals

Practicing Leadership Skills

Saturday Night Live: Student-Led Variety Showcase

Day Four

Challenges and Opportunities
Challenges and Opportunities: Applying Learned Skills
Group Interaction and Discussion
Personal Leadership Plans: Springboards to Success
Debrief Personal Leadership Plan Lab & Presenlaliom
Celebrating Success and Looking to the Future: Student-Led
Commencement Ceremony
Check-out and Departure

May 15, 2009

Miss Deyssi Murillo
12379 Kitching Street
Moreno Valley, California 92557
Dear Deyssi,
In recognition of your outstanding scholastic achievements and
demonstrated leadership potential, you have been nominated to
represent California at the National Young Leaders State Conference
(NYLSC). You have the choice of participating in the Conference in
Orange County or San Jose, California.
You were nominated by Ms. M. Marchant from Palm Middle School,
who recognized you as an outstanding individual achieving academic
excellence and strong leadership potential.
r.ongratuli'lt:ions on your pen:;onal arr.nn'1pU.sh..ments that have
,qualified you for this extraordinary opportunity.

I have enclosed a list of distinguished alumni from your school
who have participated in Congressional Youth Leadership Council (CYLC)
conferences in recent years.
When you accept your nomination to become a State Scholar, you
will be joining a select group of outstanding students from across the
region for the educational experience of a lifetime.
You will be honored as one of our natiqn's most promising young
leaders. Together with other high-achieving students, you will take
part in an event that will help shape your future and assure that you
leave more confident, assertive and in charge, with fully-developed
leadership skills.
You will meet students from allover the state who, like you,
have a commitment to excellence and a drive to succeed. You will
learn valuable lessons in collaboration and make friendships that will

National Young Leaders State Conference
Fax:

*

* 1919 Gallows Road. Suite 700 * Vienna. VA 22182
* E-mail: nylsc_adm@cylc.org
MV00225364

Miss Deyssi Murillo

May 15, 2Q09
Page Two
last long after you've returned home.
Upon your successful completion of the National Young Leaders
State Conference, you ~ill be awarded an official Certificate of Merit
as a testament to your hard work and dedication.
Deyssi, this is an extraordinary opportunity that is only being
offered to the state's most outstanding students, so please discuss the
enclosed materials in detail with your parents.
To secure your space right away, enroll directly online through our
private .and secure web site at www.californiastatescholar.org/enroll
using your Student ID: 329902-2492278, or complete and return the
enclosed Enrollment Application in the postage-paid envelope provided no
later than the deadline due date of July 10, 2009.
Enrollment Applications are processed in the order they are
received, and space is strictly limited, so please submit your
Enrollment Application immediately.
If you have any questions, please contact me at
or
via e-mail at nylsc_adm@cylc.org. Once again, I congratulate you on
your achievements and look forward to meeting you.
Sincerely,

~~~
Director of Admissions
P.S. The National Young Leaders State Conference is dedicated to
honoring our most promising students and preparing you for the wealth
of opportunities that lie ahead.
At the Conference, you will join other outstanding young men and
women who share your dreams and determination for this unique
educational experience •

~

. Space at the Conference is necessarily limited, and enrollments
are accepted strictly in order of receipt. I encourage you to
discuss this opportunity wit~ your parents. For your convenience,
enroll directly online at www.californiastatescholar.org/enroll, or
complete and return the enclosed Enrollment Application in the
postage-paid envelope provided po later than the deadline due date of
July 10, 2009.
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To whom it may concern:
I wasissued a traffic citation and I would like to file a formal complaint. I picked up a neighbor
at the bus stop around 1:30 pm on February 3, 2009 to take him to the bank about a mile away.
When I turned onto Fir Street only a few blocks from my origination point, I saw two policemen
on motorcycles shooting out from a side street and a car pulled over to the curb on the right. As I
approached and saw one of the policemen shooting very fast out from the side street, I became
frightened thinking maybe he was rushing to a call, as a precaution, I pulled over to the curb.
When I pulled over to the curb, instead of the policeman proceeding forward he pulled up behind
me and gave me a speeding ticket stating that I was going 16 miles over the speed limit which is
under no circumstances true. My neighbor looked at me in shock.
The policeman proceeded to state that he had me with a gun which is not true, I was not
speeding. As a matter of fact, I had not left my origination point around the comer and even been
on Fir Street long enough to have been speeding before I pulled over. I feel that if! hadn't pulled
over as a precaution, I wouldn't have gotten a ticket. Where is the undeniable proof that I was
speeding? Should this officer undergo an "Internal Investigation"?

It is also to be noted that I would not speed on a residential street where children are present and
just getting out of school. I don't get speeding tickets for driving on the freeway, I certainly
wouldn't speed on a side street, I obey posted speed limits. Additionally, I was on chemotherapy
when I got this ticket and used more caution while driving and doing other things as a result, but
especially while driving. I drove twice a week from August, 2008 to February, 2009 to the "City
of Hope Hospital" in Duarte, California for treatments, I received no tickets. But despite all of
this, I am not opposed to being charged with a ticket if guilty, but I am opposed to being charged
with doing something wrongfully. My neighbpr and witness, will dispute police use of camera
and speed violation. By writing this response, I hope that this ticket will be dismissed and a
court appearance will not be necessary on June 18,2009.
Everyday I have noticed policemen giving tickets on every comer in Moreno Valley, is everyone
guilty? I hope that I am wrong but after what happened to me, I can't help but wonder about the
aggressiveness of these "peace officers", against citizens. I have always loved driving but I
must admit now I am extremely frightened every time I get into my car because I see a policeman
everywhere I go. Consequently, I am now afraid to drive anywhere and that fear can to a point,
force an accident. I do hope that something will be done about this.
The police could request contributions from the public in some other way than unjustifiably. The
ticket prices are extremely high creating financial hardship in more than one way to the drivers;
they must pay for the ticket, possibly traffic school, and higher insurance rates in an already
depressed economy. Certainly the driver doesn't win.
What kind of rapport is the Police Department establishing with the community with excessive,
unjust tickets?

MV00225366

I am writing this letter as a concerned citizen of the community.

cc: John Anderson, Chief of Police, Moreno Valley
Mary Bono Mack, Congresswoman, Moreno Valley
Governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger
Stanley Sniff, Sheriff, Riverside County
Riverside County Attorney
David Pace, ---Witness
,

Attachment: copy of ticket
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Date: May 21, 2009
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Council Members
Robert G. Guiterrez
Chief John Anderson

Mayor Richard A. Stewart
M.V City Hall
14177 Frederick St.
POBOX 88005
Moreno Valley Ca. 92552

Handle as deemed appropriate.

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am Betty Larkins, a United States senior citizen, who moved to California in June 1977. I lived
in Long Beach, Anaheim, Corona, Riverside and Moreno Valley.
I am a cancer survivor, caregiver, a heart attack survivor, hypertension person, and I have
AL WAYS been a citizen who always abide by the laws of whatever city or state I resided in.
I am appalled by the irate and improper conduct portrayed by Sgt. Tainter. Each city mentioned
above, the bike lanes were 4 ft from the curb. I was surprised to,see Elder Street with bike lanes
slightly in the middle of the street 6 ft 8 in from the curve. Confused on a very dark street, trying
to locate an address to deliver flowers to a friend going for a serious health test. As I was
searching for the address, I begin to weave to the left side of the street, because some addresses
were lighted, and I knew I was getting close. Sgt. Tainter put his spot light on me and the regular
lights, I pulled over, tum my motor off, and he rammed me from behind, jump out of his car, and
began to beat my car window with his baton. I thought that was the proper procedure. I asked him
"What's wrong with y()u"? And called to report this, and let them know I needed to use the
restroom. Another officer offered to take me, but I refused to go in a police car to ride 2-3 doors
down. Driver's license, registration, and insurance was presented before I left to walk across the
street. Sgt. Tainter stated he had to call a highway patrol to write the report, since I hit a
government car. Unless he was taking some type of medication, I am still wondering what caused
'
him to ram my car and beat and damage my window.
Pick up my complaint form and spoke to Sgt. Knudson on Monday, May 11,2009 and he
attempted to explain why I wasn't given the treatment for drunk drivers, but he couldn't 'explain
the baton beating of my untinted windows.
I have three estimates, and would like the window replaced along with my ticket dismissed.
Your immediate attention to this matter is sincerely appreciated. I can be reached at

~ourstrulY\t7~,
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YOUR VEHIClE WAS REMOVED TO:

A copy of the coDision report can be obtained from the address above and will normally be avaUeble within
eight woridng days from the date of the collision. A request by maills prefen'ed and must Include: date.
time. NCIC number. and Officar's 1.0. number printed above. The certification for purchase information
(S99 fflV9rs9) must also be completed. signed and attached to your written request with your check tor
payment. Make )'Our personal check or money order payable to the C8lIfomIa Highway Patrol (CHP) tor
$10.00.
Reports may also be obtained In person dui1ng the offlce hours stamped above. Please can to determine it
the report Is ready. in the event the coslexceeds $10.00. yOU wiD be notified. Reports are retained 4
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The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Stewart:
On behalf of the President of the Soka Cakkai International, Daisaku Ikeda and his
wife Kaneko Ikeda, I want to thank you for the beautiful Certificate ofAppreciation from
the City of Moreno Valley and the Peace Carden dedication. It is wonderful to receive
your acknowledgement for the efforts of SCI President Daisaku Ikeda. This tribute has
also been great encouragement for the 12 million SCI women, men and children in 192
countries around the world reading this news. Thank you very much.

Upon receiving news of this immense honor from your office, Dr. & Mrs. Ikeda
were filled with humility and asked me to convey their heartfelt appreciation and respect
to you. They also asked that I forward the enclosed photo book to you as an expression of
their sincere gratitude.
With your kind partnership, we in the Soka Cakkai International - USA will
continue our efforts to construct a culture of peace in our homes, ow communities, at
work and at school so that all people may feel secure and free to fulfill their potential. For
in the words of Dr. Ikeda, "The goal of the SCI is to empower the world's citizens to rid this
earth of needless suffering while realizing lives ofpeace and happiness. We are committed
to the vision of a 'dialogical Civilization' - fostering mutual understanding through
dialogue and enabling the human dignity of all to shine.
JJ

Thank you again for your meaningful tribute. Please take the best care of your
health. I am praying for the success of all your endeavors on behalf of your important
constituency.

Danny Nagashima
Ceneral Director, SCI-USA
National Headquarters
606 Wilshire Boultvnrd' Santa Monica, Colifornh, 90401-1427
www-sgi-u~a.org
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

June 12,2009
"

,"

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor of Moreno Valley
Post Office Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart,
Thank you for inviting Governor Sch\varzenegger to ride in your Independence
Day Parade. The GoVernor is honored by your request for him to participate in
your event.
Each and every invitation is important. Unfortunately, due to the many demands
on the Governor's schedule, he is unable to attend your event. I f there is a change
in his availability, our office will be in touch with you,
The Governor thanks you for the invitation and hopes the event is a great success.
Sincerely,
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From: RANDY DAVIDSON 951·927-0101 To: MAYOR RICHARD STEWART

Date: 6/16/2009 Time: 9:48:10 PM

Page 1 of 1
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RICHARD STEWART, MORENO VALLEY MAYOR
ALL COUNCIL MEMBERS
951-413-3750 FAX

re:

LACK OF HOSPITALITY

ON 29 MAY I WAS TRAVELING ON PERRIS BLVD WHEN I WAS STOPPED BY A MOTORCYCLE
OFFICER AND ACCUSED OF IMPROPERLY WEARING MY SEATBEL T. THIS IS THE ONLY
CITATION I'VE RECEIVED IN THE LAST THIRTY YEARS. I WAS DRIVING A BORROWED
TRUCK BECAUSE MY SUV WAS IN THE SHOP FOR REPAIRS. I HAD ALSO BEEN LOOKING AT
A NEW SUV AT THE MORENO VALLEY AUTO MALL.
WHILE DRIVING HOME AND BEING VERY ANGRY, I DECIDED THAT MORENO VALLEY DOES
NOT NEED ANY MORE OF MY SALES TAX DOLLARS, GIVEN THEIR INCONSIDERATION. I'M
SURE THAT THE $142.00 FEE FOR THE CIT A TION IS ONLY A FRACTION OF THE SALES TAX
DOLLARS RECEIVED BY THE CITY FROM THE SALE OF A NEW SUV, AS WELL AS THE $300 $500 OUR IMMEDIA TE FAMILY SPENDS AT COSTeo EVERY MONTH.
THANK YOU AND HAVE A NICE DAY.
REGARDS,

RANDY DAVIDSON
CITATION NO MVll0798
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June 5, 2009

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA. 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart,
Thank you for your gracious invitation to Congresswoman Mary Bono Mack to
participate in the City of Moreno Valley's Annual Independence Day Parade
on July 4,2009.
It is with particular regret that I decline on her behalf, as the
Congresswoman had a previously scheduled commitment on this date. Please convey her
very best wishes to all. It is our sincere hope that the Congresswoman will have another
opportunity to visit with you in the future.
Again, thank you for the invitation. Should you have further questions, please do
not hesitate to contact me at your convenience at
Sincerely,

Marc Troast
District Director
Congresswoman Mary Bono Mack
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Betty Larkins
PO Box 1532
Mor~no Valley, CA 92556
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Dear Betty:

Thank you for contacting my Hemet district office regarding your
complaint on Sgt. Tainter.
I would like to be able to intervene on your behalf with this
problem.
Unfortunately, after reviewing your correspondence it
was determined that it involves a matter not within my office's
jurisdiction.
My office has taken the liberty of forwarding
your correspondence on to the office of Moreno Valley Mayor
Richard Stewart.
I am sure you will be hearing from his office
soon.
I appreciate you bringing this matter to my attention.
If I can
be of assistance to you in the future, please do not hesitate to
contact my office.
Sincerely,

MARY BONO MACK
Member of Congress

MBM/cd

MV00225375

PO BOX 1532
Moreno Valley
May 15,2009
Mary Bono Mack
M.V Chamber of Commerce
22500 Town Circle, Suite 2090
Moreno Valley Ca. 92553
Dear Congresswomflll Mack,
I am Betty Larkins, a United States senior citizen, who moved to California in June 1977. I lived
in Long Beach, Anaheim, Corona, Riverside and Moreno Valley.
I am a cancer survivor, caregiver, a heart attack survivor, hypertension person, and I have
AL WAYS been a citizen who always abide by the laws of whatever city or state I resided in.
I am appalled by the irate and improper conduct portrayed by Sgt. Tainter. Each city mentioned
above, the bike lanes were 4 ft from the curb. I was surprised to see Elder Street with bike lanes
slightly in the middle of the street 6 ft 8 in from the curve. Confused on a very dark street, trying
to locate an address to deliver flowers to a friend going for a serious health test. As I was
searching for the address, I begin to weave to the left side of the street, because some addresses
were lighted, and I knew I was getting close. Sgt. Tainter put his spot light on me and the regular
lights, I pulled over, turn my motor off, and he rammed me from behind, jump out of his car, and
began to beat my car window with his baton. I thought that was the proper procedure. I asked him
"What's wrong with you"? And called to report this, and let them know I needed to use the
restroom. Another officer offered to take me, but I refused to go in a police car to ride 2-3 doors
down. Driver's license, registration, and insurance were presented before I left to walk across the
street. Sgt. Tainter stated he had to call a highway patrol to write the report, since I hit a
government car. Unless he was taking some type of medication, I am still wondering what caused
him to ram my car and beat and damage my window.
Pick up my complaint form and spoke to Sgt. Knudson on Monday, May 11,2009 and he
attempted to explain why I wasn't given the treatment for drunk drivers, but he couldn't explain
the baton beating of my untinted windows.
I have three estimates, and would like the window replaced along with my ticket dismjssed.
Your immediate attention to this matter is sincerely appreciated. I can be reached at
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YOUR VEHICLE WAS REMOVED TO:

A copy of the collision report can be obtained from the address above and will normally be available within
eight working days from the date of the collision. A request by mail is preferred and must include: date,
lime, NCIC number, and Officer's 1.0. number printed above. The cartificatJon for purchase information
(see reverse) must also be completed, signed and attached to your written request with your check for
payment. Make your personal check or money order payabl.e to the California Highway Patrol (CHP) for

$10.00.
Reports may also be obtained in person during the office hours stamped above. Please cail to detarmine if
the report is ready. In the event the cost exceeds $10.00, you will be notified. Reports are retained 4
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 1 of 3

6/5/2009 3:40:05 PM

Reference # MV-08031-7UYS
Incident DatelTime: 5/21/20093:00:00 PM
Resolution Date/Time: 5/26/20098:01 :56 AM
Taken By: Juliene Clay

Reporting Party Information
Name: Betty Larkins
Address: P.O. Box 1532
City/ST/Zip: Moreno Valley CA 92556
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name:
Address:
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available):

Resolution Information

MV00225378
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City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 3

6/5/2009 3:40:05 PM

Lt. Ontiveros: This has been thoroughly investigated. The citation was appropriate and
a re-evaluation of Mrs. Larkins' driving privilege has been suggested. While I am certain
there is no malicious intent on Mrs. Larkins' part, it appears she is quite confused about
the sequence of events.

Lt. Ernie Baker: Below is the account from Sgt. Tainter of this incident. It was
documented by CHP. The Lady backed up into the police unit while Sgt. Tainter was
standing next to her vehicle. He was out of his car and "tapping on her window" with his
flashlight in an attempt to get her to stop and roll down the window. She needs to be
sent for a re-evaluation at the DMV for certain. A Pers was not initiated as the Sgt. was
not in his vehicle, however, a collision report by CHP was completed. CHP Traffic Officer.
Chapman completed his investigation. The RP was issued a warranted citation
(#389573) for 21651 CVC, driving over the center island and bicycle lanes and she v.:as
released.
Sgt. Tainters message is below:
On May 6, 2009 at 2045 hours, I was eastbound Elder Ave approaching Baltimore Ave
when I observed a silver 4 door vehicle driving 25 MPH within the bicycle lane on the
south side of the street. The silver vehicle was swerving back and forth as vehicles in
front of me attempted to pass. As I caught up to the vehicle through traffic, the vehicle
returned to the roadway approaching Lasselle Street. As the vehicle continued east, it
began to swerve into the center island and back into the east bound lane, again at 25
mph.
Believing the vehicle contained a possible DUI driver, I called out the traffic stop at Elder
and Via De Palmas Ave with the vehicle stopping east of the intersection. I called out
my exact location them exited the police unit. As I walked up to the front of my unit, the
silver 4 door lurched backward towards my police unit at an accelerated rate of speed. I '
yelled for the driver to stop as the vehicle struck the push bar of my unit with the rear
bumper of the silver 4 door. I advised dispatch of the situation and asked for a backup
unit. Because the vehicle accelerated back and not merely rolled into illY police unit, I
believed the silver 4 door was attempting to disable my vehicle and was about to drive
away. I ran up to the driver*s center pillar and banged on the driver's window with my
flashlight, distracting the driver to apprehend him/her. However, I was surprised to find
the driver was elderly. I advised dispatch I was code 4.
The driver, Betty Larkins DOB 01/02/1941, appeared disoriented and asked me what
had happened. I explained that she had just backed into my patrol unit and she replied
that I must have hit her as she has never had an accident in her life. In talking to
Larkins, she admitted she was confused while driving and found herself driving in the
bicycle lane. She did not offer a reason for swerving onto the center island. Larkins
said she was looking for an address on Elder Ave to visit a hospice patient from her
church, but was having a hard time seeing the addresses in the dark. I believe after I
pulled Larkins over, she placed her vehicle into reverse instead of "park," causing her
vehicle to back up into my police unit.

MV00225379

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 3 of 3

6/5/2009 3:40:05 PM

I obtained her valid CDL, registration, and insurance card and awaited CHP's arrival.
Sgt. Knudson also arrived on scene and took digital photographs of the vehicles and
their positions on the street. CHP Traffic Officer Chapman completed his investigation.
I issued a citation (#389573) to Larkins for 21651 CVC, driving over the center island and.
bicycle lanes and she was released. There were no injuries reported by Larkins and no
damage to MVPD unit 09-030. The damage to Larkins' vehicle (2001 Mercury Sephia,
Lic # 4UQY873) was a minor scrape to the rear bumper where the push bar contacted
Larkins rear bumper.
.

Case Information
Issue Category: Police Adminstration
Issue: Other
Council District:
Issue Description: Please investigate Ms. Larkins' concerns on behalf of Mayor Stewart and advise the
outcome. The hard copy is being forwarded to Chief Anderson .
• ****

See attached scanned copy of the letter.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Cathy Parada
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Joel Anderson
Assemblyman, District 77
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If all pages do not arrive, or if this transmission was received in error, please call
mmediately.

Confidentiality Notice
The information contained in this fax may be privileged and confidential information intended only for the use
of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that the dissemination, distribution, or copying of this fax is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this fax in error, please immediately notify us by phone and return the original message to us at the
address above via the U.S. Postal Service. Thank you.
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Melno
To:

Local Elected Officials

From: Assemblyman Joel Anderson
Date:
Re:

May 26, 2009
Assembly Bill 1399

AB 1399 - Request for Letter of Support
AS 1399 closes an existing loophole in ethics laws by prohibiting county elected offICials from gifting
public assets to their immediate family members (spouse, parents, siblings or Children).
Attached for your review are several background articles, a white paper and a sample letter of support.
leiters may be faxed, emailed or mailed to my office.
Thank you for your consideration.
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FACT SHEET
Assemblyman Joel Anderson
Assembly Bill 1399 - ELECTED COUNTY OFFICIALS
SUMMARY
The public expects that elected officials hold themselves to
the highest ethical standards and maintain transparency and
accountability in government. Unfortunately, honest
.
officials are tarnished by those who use their office to
enrich themselves or their family members - such as Randy
"Duke" Cunningham and Bill Postmus.
A gaping loophole in current ethics laws provides a means
for local elected officials to gift puplic assets to family
members.
Assembly Bill 1399 is a good government bill that closes
this loophole, prohibiting any elected county official from
hiring or employing any immediate family member, ifthat
immediate family member would serve under direct
supervision of the elected county official. The bill would
also specifically prohibit an elected county official from.
making a gift of public funds or property to any person.

ISSUE BACKGROUND
The following portions of news articles detail one
panicular egregious violation of the public trust, indicative
of the loophole in current law that AB 1399 aims to
address.
Riverside Press Enterprise
RIverside supervisor touts sister's pro-bono work for
counly, pays her from campaign fund
By Julia Glick, March 23, 2009
"Supervisor Jeff Stone frequently praises his sister as
Riverside County's best bargain because she works fulltime as an unpaid volunteer in his office.
"But records show he paid Lori Stone more than $180,000
in campaign money last year for political consulting and
professional services and he assigned her the free use of a
county car with taxpayer-funded gasoline included ... "

"County spokesman Ray Smith said restrictions on
volunteers'· use of county vehicles do not apply to
supervisors, only to the department heads and workers that
serve under them ... "

Riverside County supervisors look to curtail county car
use
By Julia Glick, March 26,2009
" ... County rules limiting volunteers' use of cars apply to
departments but not to supervisors and their staffs, county
spokesman Ray Smith said ... "

North County Times
RIVERSIDE: Stone says sister will remain on campaign
By Jeff Rowe, March 26, 2009
"She also uses a county car and fills the tank with countyprovided gasoline for her work ... "
"That's legal, as long as the work is for political, legislative
or government purposes, said Roman Porter, executive
director of the Fair Political Practices Commission, the
state's political watchdog ... "

SCHARF: Honest guy gone wrong?
By Greg Scharf, March 27, 2009
" ... First of all, it must be stated that Supervisor Stone
violated no laws, although it has to be said that his actions
certainly push the envelope as far as ethics are concerned.
And likewise with the car ---- he's violated no laws."
"". but this situation seems really, really wrong."

MORE INFORMATION
Ryan Clumpner, by phone at (916) 319-2077 or email at
ryan. clumpner@asm.ca.gov.

May 27, 2009
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May 26,2009
Fax:

To: Assemblyman Joel Anderson
From:
Re: AB 1399 - Support
AB 1399 is a good government bill that applies accountability and transparency to county
governments by closing an existing loophole in ethics, prohibiting county elected
officials from gifting public assets to their immediate family members.
Granting public goods to family members is a breach of the public trust. While this form
of nepotism may technically be within the letter of current law, it is an affront to the spirit
of all laws dealing with corruption and political refonn. Elected officials have a
responsibility to be beyond reproach when working with public assets; most surpass the
basic legal requirements in order to avoid even the appearance of impropriety.
Adhering to strong ethical standards is important for reasons beyond individual political
popularity. It strikes at the heart of democracy. It strengthens public confidence in the
equity and efficiency of government. In contrast, gifting public assets, even when
technically legal, destroys the public's trust in their government.
Taxpayers have a right to know that elected officials - the stewards of their hard-earned
tax dollars - spend public resources responsibly. Those officials who willfully disregard
the public expectation for ethical behavior, damage the public confidence placed in all
government officials.
For these reasons, I write in support Assembly Bill 1399. AB 1399 puts into law an
ethical standard that the public already expects.

Sincerely,
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The Press-Enterprise
Riverside supervisor touts sister's pro-bono work for
county, pays her from campaign fund
http://www.pe.coml/ocalnewslpoliticslstoriesIPENewsLocaISstone24.38a5b2a.html

10:26 PM PDT on Monday, March 23, 2009

By JULIA GLICK
The Press-Enterprise

Supervisor Jeff Stone frequently praises his sister as Riverside County's best bargain
because she works full-time as an unpaid volunteer in his office.
But records show he paid Lori Stone more than $180,000 in campaign money last year
for political consulting and professional services and he assigned her the free use of a
county car with taxpayer-/unded gasoline included.
Over the past three years, Stone's campaign payments to his sister totaled about
$330,000.
In reporting this story, The Press-Enterprise tried to interview Lori Stone and another
staffmember. Jeff Stone directed them not to comment and asked that requests be
referred to him.
Stone then declined to discuss the issues in person or by phone, saying he wanted all
questions submitted in writing bye-mail. The Press-Enterprise declined. Stone then sent a
lengthy e-mail defending his sister's use of a county car and her volunteer service.
"In addition to Lori putting in 50 to 60 hours a week of her time to improve the quality of
life of women in the 3rd District, she was having to endure a personal expense of
transporting herself throughout the County to do the fine work she does," he wrote. "I felt
it was a lot to ask of a full time volunteer to not only donate her time to the County pro
bono but to expect her to pay for all her travel expenses."
Stone, who plans to run for state Sen. Dennis Hollingsworth's seat in 2010, said his
sister's use of a county car as his volunteer legislative assistant was consistent with
COlIDty policies.
County spokesman Ray Smith said restrictions on volunteers' use of county vehicles do
not apply to supervisors, only to the department heads and workers that serve under
them.
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Roman Porter, spokesman for the state's Fair Political Practices Commission, said Stone's
payments to his sister do not violate any laws provided they are entirely for political,
legislative or govenunental purposes.
But the large amount of money to a sibling raises questions, said Bob Stern, president of
the Los Angeles-based Center for Governmental Studies.
Stone paid his sister almost $40,000 more in 2008 than he earned as a county supervisor.
Stone was re-elected by a landslide in 2008 against a challenger who raised less than
$1,000, a fact that gave Stem pause.
.
"Campaign consultants do not get almost $200,000 for noncompetitive races," Stem said,
adding: "I don't think any legislative .assistant gets $200,000. The question is what is she
doing for her pay? I ·think this is case No. 1 for saying'relatives should not be paid out of
campaign funds because it's just too open for abuse."

Volunteer Work?
Stern said Stone could legally pay a legislative assistant's salary out of his campaign
funds, but the pay must be in line with the amount of work and the skill level of the
person perfonning it.
That aside, Stone has repeatedly said his sister works entirely for free for the county,
identifying her as a "volunteer" on his Web Site.
Lori Stone works on homelessness issues, serves on the Riverside County Women's
Commission and was appointed official county spokeswoman for the Sexual Assault
Felony Enforcement team, Stone said in his e-mail. He added that she has launched and
run several successful fundraisers for nonprofit organizations.
"Replacing her on my staff would cost the county a minimum of $60-70,000 per year in
salary not including benefits," he said. "The citizens of tltis county are the beneficiaries of
her pro-bono work."

County rules would nol permit Stone to directly hire "is sister for his staff or directly
supervise her.
A county ordinance forbids county officers, including supervisors,/rom involvement in
decisions 10 employ, retain, promote or make work assignments for a sibling or other
immediate relalive on the county payroll. The ordinance does nol apply to volunteers,
county spokesman Smith said.
County Car .
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Lori Stone has never been on the county payroll but drivesa county car, a 2000 Ford.
Explorer. The county purchased the sport utility vehicle in 1999 for its Transportation
and Land Management Agency, records show.
In May 2007, the car was transferred to Stone's office, where it was assigned to Lori
Stone, according to fleet records.
The car had almost 105,000 miles 011 it when it was reassigned and is now nearing
J32,000 miles, according to fleet records. Drivers of county vehicles rely on county gas
pumps and county maintenance services, officials said.

Bob Howdyshell. director of county purchasing and fleet services, said supervisors' staff
members often seek cars that have been used by other departments in the interest of
frugality. But Lori Stone's situation is one-of-a-kind because she is afull-time
volunteer, he said.
"I am not famjliar with anyone who is a volunteer and has a long-term arrangement with
a vehjcle," he said of the vehicles used in county departments.
A county ordinance states that volunteers may not use county vehicles without
justification from the relevant department head and authorization from the county
executive officer.
But the requirement does not apply to the supervisors or their staff, Smith said. Thai's
because supervisors set policy and oversee the county executive officer and department
Iteads, Ite said. The requirements do not specifically refer to supervisors, he added.

Only the board would have the ability to change those rules to include them and their
staffs, Smith said.
Reach Julia Glick at 951-368-9442 or jglick@PE.com

Consulting Pay
Riverside County Supervisor Jeff Stone says his sister Lori Stone is a volunteer in his
office. Meanwhile he has paid her more than $330,000 in campaign funds for consulting
and professional work over the past three years.
2008 Campaign contributions $218,696
Payments made $444,115 Consulting, professional payments to Lori Stone $181,000
2007 Campaign contributions $302,390
Payments made $266,769 ConSUlting, professional payments to Lori Stone $84,000
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2006 Campaign contributions $342,412
Payments made $268,009 Consulting, professional payments to Lori Stone $67,076
Source: Campaign finance filings
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RIVERSIDE: Stone says sister will remain on campaign
By JEFF ROWE - Staff Writer
RlVERSIDE ---- Supervisor Jeff Stone says his sister will stay on his campaign staff and
be paid as she has for the last three years ---- from campaign funds.
Lori Stone has been paid about $330,000 over the past three years, including an election
victory bonus last year of about $130,000.
She also uses a county car and fins the tank with county-provided gasoline for her work.
Lori Stone consults on campaigns for her older brother and also works on other
countywide concerns on his behalf, including women's issues, homelessness and
fundraising for charities.
In public remarks, he often has referred to his sister's service as volunteer.
Because Lori Stone is not paid by the county, she technically is a volunteer, as noted on
Jeff Stone's Web site, but he pays her about $65,000 annually from campaign funds.
"She gets no salary from public funds," said Verne Lauritzen, Jeff Stone's chief of staff
and Lori Stone's boss.
That's legaJ, as long as the work is for political, legislative or government purposes, said
Roman Porter, executive director of the Fair Political Practices Commission, the state's
political watchdog.
Hiring family members is "primarily an appearance problem," said Martin Johnson, a
political science professor at UC Riverside.
And while it can be controversial, examples abound of relatives working for office
holders, Johnson said, noting Robert KeIllledy and Hilary Clinton.
Johnson added, however, that in any future campaigns, Jeff Stone should be prepared to
discuss his sister's expertise and work.
Stone's colleague, 5th District Supervisor Marion Ashley, lauded Lori Stone's work.
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"Lori is a hard worker," he said. "She pours her heart out working on county and
charitable issues. She's been very effective working for the COW1ty (and) r know for a fact
she only uses the car on county business."
Lori Stone has driven about 27,000 miles on county business in the two years she has
used the county car; it was cheaper to allow her to use a county car than to pay the
county-allocated 51 cents a mile, Jeff Stone sald.
Jeff Stone has taken out papers for a run at the state Senate seat now held by Dermis
Hollingsworth, R-Murrieta.
Tenn limits prevent Hollingsworth from running again for the seat. Stone is expected to
decide soon if he will pursue the seat.
Recognizing that appearances sometimes· stray into impropriety, state Sen. Tony
Strickland, R-Thousand Oaks, has introduced a bill in this legislative session that would
ban spouses or domestic partners from receiving compensation in connection with
fundraising.
Jeff Stone maintains that how his sister is paid is "totally appropriate."
He said any campaign donors troubled by how he spends campaign funds are welcome to
take up the issue with him.
"She does a fantastic job," he said.
Lori Stone said she deserved the bonus and pay she has received over the last three years.
She said she routinely puts in 60-hour weeks and must pay for her own health insurance
and retirement fund contributions.
Among other duties, Lori Stone is chairwoman of the Riverside County Women's
Commission, represents her brother on the Sexual Assault Response Team and is leading
an effort to find a shelter for homeless women.
She also organized and leads the 3rd District Race for Humanity, which, she said, raised
$173,000 for nonprofit organizations the first year and $152,000 the second year.
The third annual race is planned for April 25.
Contact staff'Wnter Jeff Rowe at

or jrowe@californian.com.

Source:
http://www.ncfimes.com/articies/2009/0J/26/newsicaiijornianiriversidelzcb I bdJ d2e 7dJa 7fb882 57 583005d
Jj9c.prt
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The Press-Enterprise
Riverside County supervisors look to curtail county car use
htlp://www.pe.com//ocalnews/poJitics/stories/PE News Local S stonefolo27.38622d4.html#3
09:01 PM PDT 011 Thursday, March 26,2009

By JULIA GLICK
The Press-Enterprise

At least four Riverside County supervisors would support tighter restrictions on the use
of county cars by supervisors and their staffs, county officials said Thursday.
County Executive Officer Bill Luna is scheduled to present a report to supervisors April 7
recommending ways to cut costs in the county fleet.
The county faces a growing budget shortfall for next fiscal year of at least $90 million,
and Luna is calling for sweeping budget cuts.
Supervisors Bob Buster, Roy Wilson and chiefs of staff for supervisors John Tavaglione
and Marion Ashley said Thursday the supervisors would likely back Luna's
recommendations, which could include eliminating all take-home county cars for
supervisors' staff members.
The comments came after an articJe in Tuesday's Press-Enterprise, which examined
Supervisor Jeff Stone's assigrun~nt of a county car to his sister, who serves on his staff
but is not on the county payroll.
Stone paid Lori Stone more than $180,000 last year from campaign funds for poli.tical
consulting and professional services.
The story generated almost 100 reader comments and dozens of letters and e-mails, most
of them critical of Stone.
Stone, his sister and his chief of staff did notrespond calls to for comment Thursday.
Stone indicated earlier that his sister's use of a car conformed with county policy.
County rules limiting volunteers' use o[ cars apply to departments but not to
supervisors and their staffi, county spokesman Ray Smith said.

Supervisors and chiefs of staff Thursday declined to comment on Lori Stone's consulting
work or car use.
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They said they were open to whatever restrictions Luna proposes, because of the
worsening budget picture in the COWlty.
Smith said Luna would not comment on the details ofthe plan until he is ready to present

it.
"We anticipate very likely losing county cars for staffers at this point in time," John
Field, Tavaglione's chief of staff, said of his expectations for LWla's report.
"l)uring a crisis like we are going through right now, I suspect he is going to support it,"
he said ofTavaglione, who did not return a call for comment. "We are laying people off.
It's hard not to support anything that is going to help stem the bleeding."
Most county supervisors assign key staffers the take-home use of county cars.
Wilson said his staff gave up their take-home cars at the end of the last year to save the
county money.
The staff of eight went from three take-home cars and a shared car to two cars that the
office shares, he said. It's working well, although sometimes it's inconvenient, he said.
Ashley's chief of staff Robin Hastings said the supervisor plans to limit his four staffers
who drive county cars from taking them home at night.
Ashley will wait to see Luna's proposals first, she said.
Reach Julia Glick at

r jglick@PE.com
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SCHARF: Honest guy gone wrong?
http://www.nctimes.comlarticles/2009103127Ioplnion/scharflz2ace2ec3a473c9c688257585005d4bge

By GREG SCHARF - For The Californian
March 27, 200912:10 AM PDT

It was revealed this week that Riverside County Supervisor Jeff Stone has paid .his sister

Lori Stone $330,000 in campaign money during the last three years, as well as having use
of a county car, gas incJuded.
.
In this economy, it seemed obscene to me that a "volunteer" received $130,000 last year
for consulting on a political race with Dean Foote, a competitor whose political war chest
amounted to about $1,000. This includes a bonus for his winning the election: Stone
explained to me that this was for her retirement. This seems to be over the top, even for a
highly skilled and experienced veteran campaign consultant, which she is not.
First of all, it must be stated that Supervisor Stone violated no laws, although it has to
be said that his actions certainly push the envelope as far as ethics are concerned. And
likewise with the car -- he's violated no laws. When on county business, any volunteer
is entitled to reimbursement for mileage or a company vehicle. .
.
Bob Howdyshell, director of county purchasing andfleet services~ has said afull-time
volunteer with a 10lrg-term arrangement of a vehicle is definitely Irot afamiliar
situation. The question must also be asked if someone is making as much as she does for
being a "volunteer," perhaps she could forgo the car like former Gov. Jerry Brown did the.
governor's limousine, as well as living in the governor's mansion in the I 970s.
.

..

Mr. Stone was very honest in discussing this issue with me. It all started with a promise
to a dying mother. She told him, "husbands and wives may come and go, but siblings are
forever." And he said he's made it a point to horior a commitment to take care of his
sister.
Ms. Stone was apparently a successful cosmetologist/businesswoman around town, but
sold her business, so she ended up working with her brother, first in a respiratory
business, and then in politics. She's apparently done a great job as she's received quite a
number of civic awards. But I've never understood why we need a "volunteer" with our
county supervisor's office that puts in 50 to 60 hours a week specializing in "women's
issues." Particularly one that knocks down a six-figure income to do so.
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Ultimately, J told Mr. Stone that my read on the situation was that the law prevented his'
hiring a sibling for his office, and because he respected, trusted and admired her, he
essentially paid her out of his pocket, i.e. his campaign surplus, which again is somewhat
a thorny issue in tenns of ethics.
Also it must be noted that she does not report directly to him, but to Verne Lauritzen,
Stone's chief of staff.
Stone points out how the county is saving $60,000 to $70,000 in wages, let alone
benefits, if she were a county employee. Assuming that she would be hired in the first
place, and it's safe to think she has enough friends in high places that she would, her
package would not be within a light year of what she now gets. .
This has been a very difficult column to write, as Jeff Stone has made many great
contributions to this city; I laud his love and respect for his sister, and I consider him
nonnally a very straight-up guy, but this situation seems really, really wrong.
Greg Scharf writes from Temecula. Contact him at gscharf7@aol.com.
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May 27, 2009

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Stewart,
I have been a resident of Riverside County for all of my life, and for as long as I can remember
March Air Force Base has been a very vital and recognizable part of the community. The base
has brought pride and prestige to the area for nearly a century as a military base, and now has
the possibility of creating valuable jobs for many of the people of Riverside County as a growing
logistics facility.
The growth of the March Base could not only open up jobs inside the air base, but provide
businesses that surround the facility with greater traffic and visibility. It would be foolish to let
the opportunity of such potential job growth slip away, especially in the current economic
situation.
The residents are counting on you to make their best interest the top priority in your decision
making. Please consider the advantages of having the base expand and the impact that it could
have on the entire area. The growth of the March Base is a great opportunity to gain additional
resources for both the residents and the businesses throughout this fine community, and provide
an economic stimulant that can help them continue to thrive.
Sincerely,

~~
Debbie Thuve
2275 Shadow Hill Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
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12272 Brewster Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

May 26, 2009

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Stewart.

For over a dozen years, I have followed with interest, the development of the March
Global Port, its victories and its setbacks.
When DHL came to town, many local residents and political leaders hailed the
development team' as heroes and our community was, for the first time in a long time, considered
formidable competition by other Cities in the Inland Region.
There are those however, who have rallied in opposition to airplanes at the airport,
complaining of noise, pollution and the inevitable increase in population that the economic
success of a commercial airport would bring to our area There are also a few politicians who
chose to use this opposition as a political opportunity and have continuously fanned the flames of
hate and discontent.
The Global Port has a new management team. They bring the possibility of breathing
new life into the airport. I find this encouraging and it gives me hope that our region may one
day become an economic hub that will provide opportunity a create quality jobs for many of our
residents.
I appreciate and encourage'your continued support of the March Global Port.
,"

Thank you,

~Vs;nJj,
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March 23,2009

Mayor Richard Stewart
·--,City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
To Mayor Stewart,
I read in the Press Enterprise that the company DHL is no longer operating out of March
Global Port at March air reserve base. I am surprised at this because I thought that the
presence of an International cargo giant like DHL would spark more interest in the port from
other cargo companies.
I think the developer's idea to draft a new plan that includes multiple aviation uses and not
just rely on cargo is the right way to go. This vision could ultimately prove to be the turning
point for March Global Port and can lead to a large economic boost from them, as well as the
area around it.
I hope the best for March air reserve base because it has played such an important part in
our area's history. The base has been a staple off the 215 freeway for many years, and as a
resident I have always enjoyed the air shows and the classic military' planes that are
displayed at March. I believe that only the acquisition of further tenants for MGP will save
the base, and therefore, I ask you to support their bid for more tenants.
My ultimate hope is that there can be a compromise which can be beneficial for the city, the
base, and the residents.

)At

wishes,

~Ou

~rtida
22487 Ella Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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March 25,2009
Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
To Mayor Stewart,
As a long time Moreno Valley Resident I am encouraged by the proposed
development of the March Air Reserve Base. The March Global Port seems to
be a way to utilize an established airport facility. With the terrible economic
times we are having, we need a boost in local employment opportunities.
People need good jobs to afford to take advantage of the increased availability
of affordable housing in this area.
The closing of Norton Air Force Base in San Bernardino is an excellent example
of how the surrounding area was negatively affected by the loss of jobs and
community services. San Bernardino has to try and rebuild its businesses and
communities. The same thing could happen in the March Air Reserve Base area
if there isn't a way to help support the base and the surrounding cities.
let's take advantage of expanding the services provided by an existing airfield
into a mUlti-purpose facility rather than letting it die and having to rebuild from
scratch.
Sincerely,

-m ~f At--

1) elb ~-.

Martha Delong
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May 21,2009

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Mayor Stewart,
I have been a resident of Moreno Valley for many years and I am excited to see that there is
fmally a group of people with a great vision for March Global Port who are actively
working toward the economic prosperity and growth of our region.
There are politicians out there who absolutely oppose the future development of March
Global Port and the bottom line is that in doing so they oppose new local jobs for our
region. How can they run a campaign opposing good paying local jobs for their
constituents? Instead of standing up and supporting what would be in the region's best
interest, they have jumped on the "politically correct" bandwagon of opposing commercial
airports.
A fruitful commercial airport would inevitably bring substantial economic relief to the next
tough economic cycle we face. Let's prepare for it now by doing all we can to help March
Global Port's new management team be successful in their efforts. March Global Port is a
promising resource the entire region can benefit from in the future.
I hope we can depend on your support for a better economic future.
Thank you,

~~

13120 Mohican Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

MV00225400

24560 Nandina Ave Suite 1 Moreno Valley CA 92551
Bauermotorsports@aol.com

www.Bauermotorsports.net

May 22,2009

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Mayor Stewart,
I am a small business owner and I would like to express my full support for March Global Port
and the economic development opportunities it represents for our community.
When DHL was still operating my small business became very successful, however when DHL
went away a lot of my business went away with it and I was forced to layoff some employees. A
fully operating commercial airport not only would create jobs on site, but it would also
contribute to the success of many surrounding local businesses like mine .
.If we ""aI)t to bring jobs to our region and help ease the effects of the terrible recession we face,
we must support March Global Port.
I appreciate your time and hope that you will support bringing much needed jobs to our
community.

Matt Bauer
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Mario A. Gutierrez
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Moreno Valley, CA 92551
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May, 212009

Dear Mayor Stewart. Councilman Batey
I have been a resident of Morer"lo Valley since I was a child and have recently started
a family of my own. I decided to purchase a home and build a life in the City
because I strongly believe Moreno Valley has solid leadership and many opportunities
for a bright economic future.
March Global Port is a prime example of the potential that is in our own backyard. A
thriving commercial airport would put Moreno Valley on the map In a huge way
providing a local hub for goods transported by air and perhaps one day a fully
eqL)ipped airport facilitating international flights to the local comrnunity! There are
endless possibilities but the residents of Moreno Valley depend on you to continue
making decisions in the best interest of Moreno Valley.
Pleose continue to support whot is best for Moreno Valley. Please support March
Global Port.
Thank you.
MariO Gutierrez:

,.',
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SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER
4079 Mission Inn Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
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CLUB

Membership/Outings
Regional Croups Serving Riverside and San Bernardino Counties:
Big Bear, Los Serranos, Mojave, Moreno Valley, Mountains, Tahquitz.

FOUNDED 1892

May 19,2009

Dear Moreno Valley City Council Members:
Re: the possible re-opening of Davis Road

The Moreno Valley Group of the Sierra Club strongly opposes the possible re-opening of Davis Road for
several reasons:
•
•

Lasselle/Evans Road already connects Alessandro Blvd. with the Ramona Expressway.
Opening the road to through traffic would significantly degrade the San Jacinto Wildlife Area
(SJWA) multi-species reserve. It is reserves like -this that allow construction on other lands that
contain endangered and threatened species.
• Based on the City's own figures, it saves at least $15,000 each year through not having to
maintain this closed road. This means that Moreno Valley has had an additional $75,000 to
$100,000 to spend on other concerns since the closure of Davis Road.
• The Sierra Club believes that the California Department of Fish and Game controls the roadway
between the two gates, which are on SJWA land rather than the City's property.
• Why should taxpayers have to pay the tens of millions of dollars to pave all 3 or 4 miles of this
dirt road?
• Why degrade a wonderful resource that is usually an island of peace? It is already being
surrounded by increased urbanization. Taxpayers have spent at least $80 million to preserve this
national treasure.
The City staff and City Attorney need to provide a report to the public and the City Council that includes

•
•
•
•

A detailed explanation of the exact steps the City will need to go through to re-open this
abandoned road. .
An analysis of what it will cost the City to go through the process (staff time, consultant
expenses, and any related expenses, .including answering these questions) to re-open the
abandoned road.
An analysis of costs to maintain the road if indeed it is re-opened.
A definition of the liability issues and costs to the City ifit is re-opened.

Some of you who voted for Skechers also indicated you were not in favor of the developer's Logistic
Modified General Plan for 36,000,000 additional square feet of warehousing. Voting to waste our city's
money on further analysis to move, this concept forward will show all that you are in favor of the
e eloper's 36 to 40 million square feet of warehousing.

~~~.

George ague
"
Conservation Chair
Moreno Valley Group of the Sierra Club
2671 I Ironwood Avenue
Moreno Valley, California 92555-1906

.
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H~norable' City Council

ALISO VIEJO

City of Mo'reno Valley
14177 Frederick St:
PO Box 88005' "
'Moreno Valley, CA' 92552:' , ' '

ANAHEIM
BREA
BUENA PARK'
COSTA MESA
CYPRESS
DANA POINT

,.',

FOUNTAIN VALLEY

Defu. Honorable Members 6f t}H~ <;::ity \Council:','

FULLERTON
HUNTINGTON BEACH

writing 'on behalf oftheOiange County P'iv.isio~; League of-California
Cities' tq 'express our. gratitude for' your' efforts at protecting local
re~evelopme~t funds and ~ol)gratulat(;: you 'for all.?(yoursucc~ss,: " .•.

. 'I' am

IRVINE
LA HABRA
LA PALMA
LAGUNA BEACH
LAGUNA i~ILLS

'in 'Septe'mb~r '2008"

L;",GUNA NIGUEL:
LAGUNA WOODS'
L:AKE FOREST .
LOS ALAMITOS

'

MISSION VIEJO
NEWPORT BEACH
'.:'

ORANG~'

.

.

PLACENTIA
RANCHO SANTA MARGARr~'A
SA'N CLEMENTE
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO,

the. State,' of Califomi'~ '~p'proved AS' ~r389-"a: ;measure
authorizing a one-tIme raid of $ 350 million d911ars in focal n~~development
agency funds as 'part of the 2008-2009 $tat~ budget"package ... ~oon after the
, ,State' LegislatUre approveci,' AB' . 13~9 the' California ,Redevelopment.
Assdciation· and the" City ,of·Moreno yaUey's Redevelopment Agency filed a'
-lawsuit inS~ctamentO' SuperiorCourt.se~king-'io block: the budget trailer bill., .
The lawsuit sought to both invalidate, 'AB 1389 and prohibit the state from,
forcing county auditors' to "diyert redevelopmerit funds to· the Educational'
Rt;venue Augmentatiop' Fund~ (E~~F):,
' .. ,

pers'lst~~~e;8acramento Superior Cou'rt Judge
, After months of hard work
Lloyd Connell y ruled 'in eRA's favor and .(ound A,B 1389, unconstitutional:

and

, . Sf\NTA ANA'
SEAL BEACH "
STANTON

,The Orange Coumy Divis'ibn; League .of Califorrtia would ,like to thank you
,for ,taking, the. lead il) this very important fight. As yqu" can_ imagine city
,officials are always extremely concerned about prQPosals whIch seek to take
local funds away from our communities. Taking local funds from our cities as
a method of, balancing the' 'state budget, "is no~, only,'irresponsible but.
, detrimentai to the ~cohomic
vitality
of our, cities. .
.,
.

" TUSTIN
VILLA PARK· .
WESTMINSTER'
YORBA LlNOA

\

~

I

"

~

I,.
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','

Si~cerely,'
",'

, ('

,

"

,,,

,( Au<lhSorigstad,Jr. '
, ,President'
,
Orange .county' Division'
League,of Califomi~.dti~s
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April 20, 2009

09 MAY 14 PH 1: 08
Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I am writing to urge you to include Light Emitting Diodes (LED) lighting technology projects in the Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Strategy that you are developing to receive funding from the u.S.
Department of Energy under its Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant program. LED lighting
technology will provide your community with higher quality and meaningfully more energy efficient
solutions for lighting, which uses over 30% of the energy in a typical built environment.
LED's are superior to conventional and florescent light in several important ways. First and foremost,
they use up to 75% less energy. As a result, significant electricity savings and return on capital
investment can be realized in as little as 11 months and then continue with pure savings to your budget
in the form of lower power bills thereafter.
LEDs also last up to five times longer than other lighting technologies. Thus, further budget savings will
be realized with reduced maintenance and labor costs traditionally associated with bulb replacement.
In addition to these budget cost savings benefits, the quality of LED light is more pleasing, without that
"florescent flicker", and LEDs are dimmable and controllable for further enhancement of efficiency and
aesthetics. LEDs are also made without toxic mercury (unlike CFLs), an important environmental
consideration when disposing of old bulbs, especially in environments where people are living or
working.
Today, a full range of LED lamps and fixtures are available for your community's use to light parking lots,
schools, office buildings, and street lighting. They offer high quality and reliability and compelling
economic returns on investment.
Enclosed is a one page fact sheet about the benefits of LED lighting solutions that my company, Lighting
Sciences Group are promoting to improve energy efficiency and conservations in the communities you
serve. If you have any questions or would like additional information about the benefits that LED lighting
can provide to your community in the way of energy efficiency and conservation, please contact me at

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

AI Aylsworth

MV00225411

Lighti ngS·cience·
Ckan&lng the My the world eJCpC11en<:n light

Why is LED Lighting Ideal for Government Applications?
LED's minimize your cost and corban footprint - and maximize your savings
LEOs Are More Energy Efficient for Indoor and Outdoor.
•
•
•
•
•

Significant electricity savings - up to 75%
Better quality light
Longer lifetime: lasts five times longer
Reduced maintenance cost
Directed light offers better system efficiency

•
•
•

Dimmable
Robust and vibration-proof
Payback on investment in 2 to 4 years for most
applications

Raleigh, NC Municipal
Parking Garage

LEOs Are Environmentally Friendly
•
•
•
•

No mercury, unlike CFLs
No infra-red or ultraviolet light
No radiant heat
Minimize electricity use

U.S. DOE has chosen, energy efficient LED lighting to play the key role
in reducing our electric light consumption by 50% by 2025
Over the next 20 years, rapid adoption of LED lighting in the U.S. con:
•
•
•
•

Reduce electricity demands from lighting by 62%/year
Eliminate 300 million metric tons of carbon emissions/year
Avoid building 133 new power plants
Anticipate financial savings that could exceed $200 billion/year

Uses 70W LED
• 40% energy reduction
• 9S% reduction in maintenance
• 82,000 KWH savings/year
• 110 Ibs of C02 reduction

Our Company
Lighting Science (LSG) is a leading global provider of intelligent, environmentallyfriendly LED lighting solutions for professional an~ consumer applications. Our
products provide sustainable illumination by bringing into balance our need to
protect the earth and its resources with our need to responsibly illuminate it.
Our patented and patent-pending LED lighting solutions are engineered to

enhance lighting performance, reduce energy consumption, lower maintenance
costs and eliminate the use of hazardous materials. LSG is leading the industry
in the development of efficient and environmentally friendly lighting solutions
for government applications - from streets and bridges, to garages, buildings,
parks and other related public facilities.

General illumination Products

Our capabilities range from the design and manufacture of LED replacement lamps and
luminaires to customized lighting solutions for architectural and artistic projects. As
the pace setter in the LED white light and the dynamic color-changing solutions space,
LSG has delivered some of the most revolutionary LED based lighting installations,
with industry acclaimed successes including Saks, Fifth Avenue, the New Year's Eve

Time's Square Ball and Seven World Trade Center, New York, NY, Chanel Building,
Ginza-Tokyo, Japan and the Capitol Mall, Sacramento, California.
New Year's Eve
Times Square Ball

LSG has offices in California, Florida and New Jersey.
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Changing the way the world experiences light.

Recessed Downlighting, Track lighting

Recessed Downlighting, Track lighting
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Lighting Science Group Corporation
Specifications subject to cll3.nge without notLce

120 Hancock Lane, Westampton, NJ 08060

www.tsgc.com
",2009 LIghtIng Sc,ence Group Corporation. All nght> reserved .
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Changing the way the world experiences light.

LEDs Are More Energy Efficient

LEDs Are Environmentally Friendly

Significant electricity savings - up to 75%
II
Better quality light
.. Lasts 50,000 hours
.. Reduced maintenance cost
II
Directed light offers better system efficiency
.. Dimmable

.. No mercury, unlike CFLs
II
No UV or radiant heat
II
Lasts up to five times longer
.. Minimize electricity use
.. Low heat generation reduces air conditioning costs

II

.~
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o o~.~0
LSG - Leading provid~r of LED so&utions
- Full range of LED lamps and fixtures
- For parking lots, schools, office buildings
0
- Turnkey
instaliation,solL;tibns
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LSG is a leading Innovator
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LSG Products Are Economically Viable

Rapid innovation culture
II Environmental, social and economic values
II Open innovation
.. Partner with universities
.. Award winning projects
II

..
..
..
..
..

Reduced energy consumption
Lower maintenance cost
Longer lifetime
Reduced air conditioning costs
Payback -2 to 4 years for most applications
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North America
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Australia

Asia

Europe

www.lsgc.com
",2009 lighting Science Group Corporation. All nghts reserved.

ecology and envnronment, nnC.
International Specialists in the Environment
BUFFALO CORPORATE CENTER
368 Pleasant View Drive, Lancaster, New York 14086

May 8, 2009
Mayor Richard Stewart
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

RE: Department of Energy (DOE): Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants
Dear Mayor Stewart:
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act apportionment of $3.2 billion for Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grants provides an opportunity for cities and counties to apply for funding to
reduce energy use and fossil fuel emissions, and improve energy efficiency.
We can help you with applications for funds and supporting your stakeholders to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Develop an energy efficiency and conservation strategy
Conduct commercial building energy audits
Create energy efficiency and conservation programs for buildings and facilities
Facilitate the environmental review and permitting process
Raise public awareness on how to utilize new programs
Develop and implement transportation programs to conserve energy

For example, GreenRide (www.greenride.com) is our award-winning, Web-based transportation
(carpooling) solution. GreenRide conserves energy, reduces greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
helps to create and fill jobs. GreenRide can be implemented in about a month and immediately provides
measurable energy, economic, and environmental savings reports.
Ecology and Environment, Inc., (E & E) (www.ene.com) is an American environmental engineering
consultancy founded in 1970. We are experts in implementing innovative, energy efficiency and GHG
reduction services, including GHG inventories, climate action plans, and solutions for both transportation
and buildings. As owners of the world's oldest USGBC LEED-EB®Platinum building, creators of
GreenRide and GreenMeter (www.greenmeter.com). and a founding member of The Climate Registry, we
bring a unique blend of innovation, experience, and leadership in sustainability. Together we can help
America back on the road to recovery.
For more information, please contact us via E-mail at sustainability@ene.com or by calling

Sincerely,
E~dLO~Y AND ENV:I~ONMENT, INC.

~

Gerard A. Gallagher
Senior Vice President
recycled paper
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May 6, 2009

TERENCE M. O'SULLIVAN
General President

ARMAND E. SABITONI
General Secretary-Treasurer

Vice Presidents:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

VERE O. HAYNES
MIKE QUEVEDO, JR.
TERRENCE M. HEALY
RAYMOND M. POCINO
JOSEPH S. MANCINELLI
ROCCO DAVIS
Special Assistant to the
General President

VINCENT R. MASINO
DENNIS L. MARTIRE
MANO FREY

Dear Mayor:
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 provides
$5 billion in stimulus monies to the Weatherization Assistance
Program and additional billions of dollars that could be applied
to residential energy efficiency by state and local governments.
This creates both an opportunity and a challenge to bring
residential weatherization to scale. If done correctly, this
initiative can usher in a new era of environmentally-responsible
urban residential development and can do so in a way that
creates well-trained, good-paying, long-term jobs for those who
work in the affected cOlmnunities. Nonetheless, the mere size of
this program threatens to overwhelm existing capacity.

ROBERT E. RICHARDSON
JOSE A. MORENO
RALPH E. COLE
JOHN F. PENN
JOHN F. HEGARTY
MICHAEL S. BEARSE
General Counsel

The Laborers' International Union of North America has
developed a proposal to gain the full range of the potential
presented in this initiative. We have done so after consulting with
a broad range of stakeholders -- federal agencies, community
action programs and agencies, cOlmnunity groups,
environmental groups and others. It builds upon our significant
training capacity and upon our relationships with the
communities in which this work will be performed. Enclosed
you will find that proposal as it is being distributed to the
governors of each of the states, together with a copy of the
transmittal letter to the Governor and two training documents;
one describing the residential weatherization training and the
other LIUNA's training capacity, generally.

HEADQUARTERS:

905 16th Street, NW

Washington, D.C.
20006-1765

www.liuna.org

We invite your review of the enclosed proposal. When measured
against both the environmental objectives and potential for job
creation, we believe that you will find that it offers a realistic and

Feel the Power
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Page 2
reasonable path to succeeding in this challenge. To pursue
implementation of this approach, we invite you to contact
LIUNA through Ted Green, Advisor to the General President, at
this address, tgreen@liuna.org or by phone,
Sincerely Yours,

Terence M. O'Sullivan
General President
jjk

Enclosures

MV00225441

Summary Letter sent to Governors from General President O'Sullivan
The Laborers International Union of North America (LIUNA) believes that, among all
the initiatives funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 CARRA),
none holds greater promise or harbors greater peril than home energy efficiency
programs. We are enclosing a comprehensive proposal for a groundb:eakin? partners?ip
among state governments and agencies, community groups, commumty actlOn agenCIes,
the environmental community and LIUNA. We embrace President Obama's direction and
vision in calling for our complete commitment to critical environmental initiatives that
will take the high road to ensure that green jobs are good jobs.
It is estimated that three in every four American homes could benefit from cost-effective

energy efficiency measures. The widespread implementation of such measures is the
most cost-effective means to achieve significant reductions in carbon emissions, energy
bills, and our nation's dependence on foreign oil. Yet the private market for
comprehensive residential energy effiCiency services is virtually nonexistent, while
public investments in home efficiency prior to ARRA can only be described as anemic.
The investment of $5 billion in the federal Weatherization Assistance Program creates an
historic opportunity to begin to address this policy and market fallure. Properly managed,
these funds can be used to create the foundations for a robust residential energy
efficiency industry. The new funds can be used to support the recruitment and training of
tens of thousands of new workers for living-wage, long-term construction jobs. They
could be used to facilitate the expansion of the capacity of existing contractors and the
entry of additional contractors into the residential weatherization market. Finally,
working with existing community action agencies the funds could be used to organize
communities and improve methods of service delivery to do the work on a much larger
scale. The potential is extraordinary: tens of thousands of new permanent jobs, billions of
dollars in energy savings, and ultimately a self-funded private market for energy
efficiency services. No better argument could be made for making the transition to a
clean energy economy.
But there are perils as well. The scale of new federal investment in residential
weatherization vastly exceeds the capacity of existing program and contractor
infrastructure. The ramp-up will require, conservatively, a five-fold increase in the
workforce from under 10,000 to roughly 50,000; an even greater increase in contractor
capacity to take on a greater share of the work; and the increase of a million new
households in the program. The need to scale-up quickly will put tremendous pressure on
the ability of non-profit and public providers to manage the program as effectively as
they have done in the past. It will be all too easy for the quality of training, service
delivery, and program management to suffer as providers attempt to cope with the
prolifera.tion of contractors and training programs. Failure to address the low labor
standards and limited career options that confront most weatherization workers could also
weaken the program's economic benefits and long-term stability.

MV00225442

LIUNA is ready, along with our community and environmental allies, to put our
collective shoulder to the wheel to achieve the full promise of residential energy
efficiency in a new green economy. We are prepared to invest significant human and
financial resources to an effort to ensure that residential weatherization programs meet
our nation's economic, environmental and social needs. We bring to the table:
Unparalleled national training capacity through the Laborers-AGC Education and
Training Trust, which trains 140,000 workers annually at our 70 training centers
and through mobile training, offering more than 300 construction and
environmental skills and safety training modules
Experienced contractors capable of managing large-scale projects and ready to
enter the residential efficiency sector who can partner with contractors already
performing the work
National and local partnerships with community, environmental, and labor
organizations such as Change to Win, Green for All, the Blue Green Alliance, the
Natural Resources Defense Council and the Sierra Club
A track record of successful collaboration with non-profit community
organizations on construction projects and training initiatives, including on-going
dialogue with non-profit providers of low-income weatherization service
We want the opportunity to collaborate with state and local policymakers and
weatherization service providers to help create a residential energy efficiency industry
that works for all. Our vision for this industry includes:
Provision of a living wage (a wage that is both fair and affordable) and health
coverage for all weatherization workers
Utilization of training programs such as those sponsored by Laborers-AGC which
provide both high-quality training and long-term career opportunities for workers
Access to training, apprenticeship and job opportunities for residents of lowincome communities where the work takes place, including those who face
barriers to employment
Contracting processes that support high-road employers and contractors that are
ready to take residential energy efficiency work to scale

These principles are more fully articulated in the enclosed "Proposal of the Laborers'
International Union North America for Residential Weatherization Work." We invite
your consideration of this proposal. We actively seek to address those within your
administration having direct responsibility for residential weatherization regarding the
possibility of working collaboratively with LIUNA to make this national initiative a
success. Those who are interested should contact LIUNA through Ted Green,
Advisor to the General President, at this address, tgreen @Uuna.org or by phone,

Working together, "Yes We Can" secure critical environmental objectives while
ensuring that green jobs are good jobs.
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OVERVIEW
ABOUTLABORERS~GC
Laborers-AGC is the training and capacity-building arm of the Laborers' International Union of
North America (LlUNA). Our mission is to provide affiliated training centers with products and
services designed to improve the lives of LlUNA apprentices, journey workers and the competitive
advantage of LlUNA and its signatory contractors. Founded in 1969, Laborers-AGC currently has
more than 70 affiliated training funds.
Our work generally falls into one of the following categories:
Production of competence-based curriculum and training materials
Instructor training and credentialing
Standards development
Identifying and developing resources for the construction industry training
Developing strategic partnerships
Leading learning initiatives and capacity building for LlUNA's training network
Educating policy makers, industry agencies and the general public about the
contributions being made by LlUNA training across North America

LABORERS-AGC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
For the past forty years, Laborers-AGC has been one of the most successful construction industry
training organizations in the country. We have effectively:
Developed worker skills standards leading to the creation of a catalog of over 50
competence based industry training programs that contain more than 300 trade skills
modules comprised of instructor guides, participant guides, assessment tools and audiovisual learning aids.
Developed the Minority Outreach Program to assist unemployed minority individuals
to secure living wage jobs as Construction Craft Laborers. For over 20 years
Laborers-AGC affiliates and nonprofit organizations have collaboratively worked to
increase employment opportunities for minorities. The strategies include an innovative
recruitment, retention and training model for the construction field.
Built a network of professional relationships among the key industry associations,
education and community based organizations that help to strengthen and sustain the
construction education and research field. Partnerships include:
• Department of Energy

• EPA

• Job Corps

• Department of Defense

• OSHA

• USGBC

• Nuclear Regulatory Commission

• Department of Education

• NIEHS

• Federal Highway Administration
Secured over 160 million dollars in grant funding since the mid 1980s to support key
worker training and employment initiatives. The flagship grant model is the LaborersAGC Hazardous Waste Worker Training Program. Over the last 18 years the National
Institute for Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) has funded Laborers-AGC to
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build environmental remediation capacity through training and operational support, staff
development and technology upgrades.
Conduct the Laborers-AGC Annual Instructor Conference (AIC), which provides an
opportunity for LlUNA Instructors to come together for a week of intensive professional
development. Computer skills, classroom presentation and assessment, trade skills, and
peer-to-peer exchanges are all part of the AIC. This conference, now in its 17th year, is
presented in addition to the on-going instructor education and training classes that have
been presented continuously for the past 40 years.
Designed and implemented several unique language-learning programs that enhance
LlUNA's ability to meet the needs of a growing multi-lingual workforce.

LABORERS-AGC COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
Laborers-AGC has an unconditional commitment to providing the highest quality industry training
products and services. To Laborers-AGC this means delivering products and services that meet
LlUNA training network requirements and set the standard for trade education. As part of this
commitment Laborers-AGC works to continuously improve its processes and procedures, a
practice which has been validated by the International Accreditation Services, Inc. (lAS). lAS
accredited Laborers-AGC in 2008 for its curriculum and instructor training programs. Benefits of
this accreditation to Laborers-AGC, LlUNA and its member contractors include:
•

Excellence in Training Accreditation provides assurance that LlUNA training
exemplifies the highest standards of craft training. LlUNA training maintains clearly
specified learning objectives that are consistent with program purposes and appropriate
for the certifications being offered. Laborers who go through a LlUNA accredited
program possess the skills and knowledge needed to compete and succeed in an
increasingly competitive marketplace.

•

Accountability Accreditation standards give the Executive Director a proven
management system of written directives, sound training, clearly defined lines of
authority, and routine reports that support decision-making and resource allocation.

•

Quality Assurance Accreditation provides objective evidence of the organization's
commitment to excellence in leadership, resource management, and service-delivery,
affording key stakeholders even greater confidence in the Fund's ability to operate
efficiently and meet their needs.

•

Quality Enhancement Continually working to retain its accredited status has put
Laborers-AGC staff in the position of constantly refining the manner in which the Fund
operates. As new challenges and opportunities arise, the Fund must continue to change
in order to maintain its professional edge.

LABORERS-AGC TRAINING CURRICULUM
Laborers-AGC is the premier curriculum development agency for LlUNA and the Construction
Craft Laborer trade. With over 50 programs featuring more than 300 modules, our instructional
content areas cover:
Building construction
Heavy and highway/infrastructure construction
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Environmental remediation
Demolition and deconstruction
Residential and light commercial
Weatherization, retrofit, and renovations
Green construction processes and procedures
The following are the important features of Laborers-AGC curriculum and training materials:
Developed by adult education and industry experts
Competency-based with measurable objectives
Comprised of skills standards, participant guides and instructor guides
Includes instructional DVDs and PowerPoint Presentations
Pilot tested to verify usability
ACE reviewed for college credit recommendation
Revised every three years
Third party, independently accredited by the International Accreditation Services, Inc.
Laborers-AGC modularized curriculum is fully customizable, able to meet any training requirement
or need. LlUNA training centers can create programs by selecting modules, based on specific
training needs. As modules are independent training units, a single module or an entire program
can be taught at a time and modules can be combined across various craft areas.
Laborers-AGC offers complete instructional packages with all necessary materials to deliver
the highest quality industry training. This ensures standardization of training across LlUNA's
training network. Curriculum packages are comprised of an instructor guide with activity-based
lesson plans, written assessments, and competency-based performance tests; participant guides
with objectives, subject area content, illustrations, and review questions; and support materials
comprised of instructional DVDs, Power Point presentations and resource materials.

LABORERS-AGC INSTRUCTOR CREDENTIALING PROGRAM
Capable instructors are essential to the training of a safe and skilled industry workforce. LaborersAGC professional credentialing process confirms that our instructors at all levels have acquired
the knowledge and skills needed to ensure technical and educational excellence. The LaborersAGC Instructor Credentialing Program:
Identifies essential training principles for trade instructors based upon current industry
needs and the best practices of adult education;
Certifies instructors at a specific level of teaching proficiency, with the opportunity to
continue to learn and achieve a higher level of certification if desired;
Provides an atmosphere of professional openness and support to all instructors so that
on-going learning is facilitated;
Supports increased communication networks among LlUNA instructors; and
Develops and strengthens leaders within the construction training and research field.
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Laborers-AGC Instructor Credentialing Program is competency-based with specific standards for
the jobs/tasks performed by trade instructors. Credentialing requirements incorporate trade and
educational skills requirements and ongoing upgrade training for credential maintenance. These
uniform standards ensure LlUNA instructors possess the necessary skills to be effective trainers
and promote consistency in the quality and level of skills being taught to Laborers on a national
level. Multiple credential levels support trade instructors at all stages and levels of their career.
Benefits of Laborers-AGC instructor credentialing program include:
Competency assessments that provide assurance instructors have achieved sufficient
knowledge and capability to be effective trainers;
Core competency requirements that ensure all instructors obtain basic instructional and
industry skills;
Flexibility to select specialty competencies, which allows instructor training to be tailored
to local training fund needs and individual interests;
The ability to challenge competencies, which provides an opportunity for instructors to
build upon and benefit from prior training and experience; and
Challenging competencies that can shorten the amount of time needed to become a
credentialed instructor.

LABORERS-AGC TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
Laborers-AGC Information Technology (IT) team assists its affiliates with all technological
applications as well as diagnostic and network solutions such as:
Development of IT products designed to support affiliate training schools' operations
Support for IT acquisitions and resource allocation
On-site and telephone IT support on Windows and Macintosh platforms, for both
Laborers-AGC developed products and commercially available products
Key technologies available to Laborers-AGC affiliates include:

4

•

LaborersLEARN Web Portal This sophisticated learning management system enables
Laborers-AGC to develop, deliver, manage and track all types of on-line learning - from
self-paced on-line courses to traditional instructor led sessions. Key features include
on-line learner self-registration and training fund approval; electronic training workflow;
and training resource management and email service for affiliated funds.

•

TRAC Database A powerful database application which has been developed by
Laborers-AGC exclusively for the use by its affiliated training funds. The system allows
Laborers-AGC affiliates to organize and track data in a flexible and secure manner. By
utilizing TRAC affiliated training funds can record and monitor journey worker, apprentice
and qualified candidate information including individual work histories, training and
certifications and generate needed reports. TRAC is an open source database,
which makes it fully customizable. Virtually all requests for added features and added
capabilities can be met.

•

The Online Reimbursements System (ORS) This system automates the entire grant
reimbursement process-from submission of expenses, to approval and payment,
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enabling affiliated training schools to electronically prepare and submit reimbursement
requests and receive on-line approvals.

•

The On-line Bookstore By logging on to Laborers-AGC on-line bookstore affiliated
training schools can view the complete listing of curriculum and training materials
available for ordering including a brief description of each product and their availability
in other languages. Orders are placed on-line by affiliated training funds and approved
by Laborers-AGC prior to being processed. Upon approval, orders are fulfilled using
existing inventory or through on-demand printing and are immediately shipped to the
requesting training fund.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Laborers-AGC and its affiliated training schools operate in an ever-changing environment of
regulatory and technological advances. To keep pace, Laborers-AGC supports its affiliates by
providing the necessary resources to keep them attuned and in compliance with the industry
requirements. Laborers-AGC technical assistance services include:
Inform affiliated training schools of updated or newly enacted regulatory considerations
Offer guidance on implementation of
interpretation issues

r~gulation

requirements and/or regulation

Supply consultation services to affiliated training schools on new and emerging industry
trends

ACCREDITATION SUPPORT
Laborers-AGC offers accreditation technical assistance to its affiliated training schools interested
in seeking third party accreditation. This service includes customized consulting including "On-Site
Visit Assistance" and "Distance Consulting." On-site assistance is the most intensive and includes
visits to the institution's campus along with review of documents, including an assessment
findings report if necessary. Distance consulting includes a consultant review of accreditation
documents and ongoing phone support with recommendations based on their professional
judgment. Laborers-AGC staff is available to provide assistance to affiliated training schools when
preparing for the initial and/or re-accreditation visits. In addition to staff support a written "Guide
to Accreditation" is also available to Laborers-AGC affiliated schools to help them prepare for
successful accreditation.

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Laborers-AGC helps affiliated training schools to secure grant funding from state and local
agencies for worker education and capacity building efforts. Support services provided
rangesfrom funding stream identification and alerts to actual program design and proposal writing.
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TRAINING CENTERS - UNITED STATES
LlUNA training is provided through a network of affiliated training schools. For more information
contact Laborers-AGe at (860) 974-0900. Some affiliates are regional and serve multiple states.

ALASKA
Alaska Laborers Training Trust Fund

ARIZONA
Arizona Laborers' Training Fund

CALIFORNIA
Terence J. O'Sullivan Laborers Training Center
Laborers Training and Retraining Trust Fund of Southern California

COLORADO
Colorado Laborers' and Contractors' Education and Training Fund

DELAWARE
L1UNA Local 199

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Francis L. Greenfield Laborers' Training and Apprenticeship Institute

GEORGIA
.Laborers' Southeast Training Fund

HAWAII
Hawaii Laborers' Apprenticeship and Training Program

ILLINOIS
Chicagoland Laborers Training and Apprentice Center
Illinois Laborers' and Contractors Joint Apprenticeship and Training Program
Railroad Training and Education Fund

INDIANA
Indiana Laborers' Training Trust Fund

IOWA
Iowa Laborers' Education and Training Fund
Laborers Local 177 Training and Education Fund
Laborers Local 43 Training and Education Fund

KENTUCKY
Kentucky Laborers' Joint Apprenticeship and Training Trust Fund
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TRAINING CENTERS - UNITED STATES
LOUISIANA I MISSISSIPPI
South Central Laborers Training and Apprenticeship Fund

MARYLAND
Laborers' District Council Training Fund for Baltimore and Vicinity

MICHIGAN
Michigan Laborers' Training and Apprenticeship Institute

MINNESOTA
Construction Laborers' Education, Training and Apprenticeship
Fund of Minnesota and North Dakota

MISSOURI
AGC Eastern Missouri Laborers' Joint Training Fund
Greater Kansas City Laborers' Training Fund
Construction Industry Laborers Training Fund of Western Missouri and Kansas

MONTANA
Laborers-AGC Training Program for Montana

NEBRASKA
Contractors-Laborers Training and Apprentice Fund

NEVADA
Northern Nevada Laborers-AGC Training Center
Southern Nevada Laborers' Training Trust Local #872

NEW ENGLAND
New England Laborers' Training Trust Fund

NEW JERSEY
New Jersey Building Laborers' Training and Apprenticeship Fund
New Jersey Construction Craft Laborers' Apprenticeship Program
Safety, Education, and Training Trust Fund Local 472
Local #172 Safety, Education, and Training Fund

NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Laborers' Training Trust Fund

NEW YORK
Cement & Concrete Workers Education and Training Fund
Blasters, Drillrunners & Miners Union
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Laborers' Local 147 Training Fund
Buffalo Laborers' Training Fund
Laborers' Local 754 Welfare Fund
Westchester Building and Construction Laborers'
Pavers & Road Builders District Council
Apprenticeship, Skill Improvement and Safety Fund

!

~

I

I

Eastern New York Laborers' Training Center, Inc.
Westchester Heavy Construction Laborers' Education and Training Fund
LlUNA Local 1298 Training Fund
General Building Laborers' Local #66 Training Fund
Laborers' Local #17 Training and Education Fund
LlUNA Local 731 Training Center
Mason Tenders Training Center
Laborers' Local 91 Educational and Training Fund
Local #1000 Training & Apprenticeship Fund
Upstate New York Laborers' Education and Training Fund

OHIO
Ohio Laborers' Training and Apprenticeship Trust Fund

OREGON
Oregon-Southern Idaho Laborers-Employers Training Trust Fund

PENNSYLVANIA
Laborers' District Council of Eastern Pennsylvania Training Fund
Laborers' District Council of Philadelphia and Vicinity
Education and Training/Apprenticeship Fund
Western Pennsylvania Laborers' Education and Training Trust Fund

VIRGINIA
Virginia and North Carolina Laborers' Training Trust Fund
Laborers' Union #980 Training Trust Fund
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TRAINING CENTERS - UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON
Northwest Laborers-Employers Training Trust Fund

WEST VIRGINIA
West Virginia Laborers' Training Trust Fund

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Laborers' Apprenticeship and Training Center

WYOMING
Laborers Joint Apprenticeship and Training Trust of Wyoming
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TRAINING CENTERS - CANADA
ALBERTA
Alberta Laborers' Training Trust Fund

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Construction & Specialized Workers' Training Society
Construction & Specialty Workers' Local Union 1611

NEW BRUNSWICK

I

Labourers' Training Institute of New Brunswick Inc.

I

LlUNA Local # 1208 Training

I

~

I

NEWFOUNDLAND

NOVA SCOTIA
LlUNA Local 615 Training Fund
LlUNA Local 1115 Labourers Union Training and Trust Fund

ONTARIO
LlUNA Local 527 Training Trust Fund
LlUNA Local 837 Training Trust Fund
LlUNA Local 183 Training Centre
Ambercroft Labourers' 506 Training Centre

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
LlUNA Local10n, PEl Rehabilitation and Training Trust Fund

SASKATCHEWAN
Saskatchewan Construction and General Workers' Training Trust Fund
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PREFACE
laborers-AGC Education and Training Fund is an independently accredited developer of
Construction Craft laborer (CCl) and supervisor training programs. These training programs are
designed to address the needs of today's CCls and supervisors by focusing on the skills, aptitude,
and knowledge necessary to perform safely and productively on construction and environmental
remediation projects. All laborers-AGC programs incorporate a learner centered, activity based
approach in their delivery.
This catalog provides a brief description of laborers-AGC's training programs and includes a
program overview, topics covered, DVDs, and supplemental materials available to enhance each
program. All laborers-AGC training programs include Participant Guides (PG), and many include
Instructor Guides (IG); which contain pre-class checklists, lesson plans, instructions for classroom
activities, module or program examinations, and skills check off (assessment) sheets.
All laborers-AGC's programs have at a minimum a written assessment associated with it requiring
a minimum score of 80% in order for the program to be considered successfully completed. Written
assessments are either in the form of module or program exams. If the program includes a handson (skill) assessment the participant must master the skills fully (obtain a 100% score) in order for it
to be successfully completed.
Many programs have PGs available in languages other than English including Spanish, Portuguese,
Polish, and Russian. IGs are only available in English. If a program is available in another language
it is noted.
laborers-AGC training programs fall into five topic areas, which include:
1. Construction
2.

Environmental

3. Professional Development
4. Safety

,

I
I

~

5. Supervisor

CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS
Above Ground Drilling

Permit Required Confined Space

Asphalt

Pipelaying

Bridge Construction, Renovation, and
Demolition

Pipeline

Concrete
General Construction

Scaffold
Underground Storage Tank Removal
Work Zone Safety

Hoisting and Rigging
Line and Grade
Mason Tending
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS:
Anthrax Worker

Lead in Silica and Bridges

Asbestos Abatement Worker

Lead Abatement Worker

Asbestos Abatement Supervisor

Lead Awareness

Basic Emergency Response
Awareness (BERA)

Microbial Remediation

Hazardous Waste Worker
Hazardous Waste Supervisor

Nuclear Power Plant Worker
Radiological Worker II
Silica Awareness

SAFETY PROGRAMS:
Craft Orientation

Process Safety Management

Hazard Communication

Respiratory Protection

OSHA Construction Safety and Health

Roadway Safety Awareness

SUPERVISOR PROGRAMS:
Communication for Construction
Supervisors

Project Planning and Management for
Construction Supervisors

Computer Skills for Construction
Supervisors

Record Keeping and Documentation

Introduction to Construction
Supervision

Safety and Health for Construction
Supervisors

Introduction to Project Estimating
Problem Solving for Construction
Supervisors

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
Foreman Preparedness
Metric Measurement
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CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS

ABOVEGROUND DRILLING
The Aboveground Drilling program introduces CCls to the unique working environment
of aboveground drilling by providing instructor facilitated classroom instruction along with
intensive, performance-based, hands-on training. The care and use of tools and equipment are
presented, as well as drilling techniques. Basic information about rocks and their composition
and characteristics is introduced, as drillers must know how geology affects the drilling process.
The personal safety of CCls working on a drilling site is reviewed in depth. Site safety, hazard
communication, health hazards, personal protective equipment, and working around explosives
are also covered. DVDs for this program include: Above Ground Drilling Operations and General
Construction Pneumatic Tools.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to Drilling and Worker Safety
Air Compressors
Working with Jackhammers
Drilling Operations
Personal Protective Equipment
Hazard Communication

ASPHALT
The Asphalt Worker program provides hands-on training in the placement, spreading, raking, and
compaction of asphalt materials. Also covered are safety issues when working with asphalt, such
as burns, fumes and chemicals, and heat stress. CCls are introduced to the properties, uses,
and mix deSigns of asphalt and the equipment and tools used in paving operations. Placement
methods are discussed in detail, as well as repair and patching, and cleanup and maintenance.
Additionally, participants learn how to perform some of the calculations and estimates necessary
to successfully perform the duties of an asphalt laborer. Participants should have a good
understanding of basic construction math for this program. DVDs for this program include: Asphalt
Patching and Repair, Asphalt Placing and Paving, Asphalt Tools and Equipment, and Electronic
Grade and Slope Control. Additional support materials for this program include: Back Injury
Prevention (DVD: Back Injury Prevention), Basic Construction Math, Hazard Communication,
Hoisting and Rigging Basics, Trench and Excavation Safety (DVD: On Solid Ground, A Plan for
Safe Excavation and Trenching), and Utility locating Programs.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to Asphalt
Asphalt Safety
Asphalt Calculations and Estimating
Asphalt Patching and Repair
Asphalt PlaCing and Paving
Electronic Grade and Slope Control
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CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS

BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, RENOVATION, AND DEMOLITION
The Bridge Construction, Renovation, and Demolition program explores the many topics CCls
must be knowledgeable in to work safely and productively on bridge construction, renovation,
and demolition projects. An overview of work procedures, the hazards encountered, and personal
protective equipment is covered.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Personal Protective Equipment
Electrical Safety
Excavation Safety
Hazard Communication
Confined Spaces
lead Awareness
Silica Awareness
Rigging and Signaling
Elevated Work Platforms
Fall Protection
Hand and Power Tools
Oxyacetylene Torch Cutting

CONCRETE
The Concrete program prepares CCls to work safely and productively in this potentially
hazardous field. Safety issues associated with the mixing, forming, placement, and curing of
concrete materials as well as the associated skills are covered in depth. Through instructor
facilitated and extensive hands-on training, the CCl becomes familiar with construction math
and measurements, project planning, and site preparation. Other topics important to a concrete
worker, such as forming, placing, finishing, and sawing are covered in detail. Appropriate cleanup
procedures and concrete repair are also covered in the program. DVDs for this program include:
Concrete Coring, Concrete Forming Systems, Concrete Placement and Consolidation, Concrete
Repair, The Walk Behind Saw, Concrete Wall Saw, Concrete Hydraulic Chain Saw, Finishing
Concrete Flatwork, Job-Built Forms, The Portable All Purpose Saw, and Site Preparation for
Concrete Placement. Additional support materials for this program include: Back Injury Prevention
(DVD: Back Injury Prevention), Basic Construction Math, Hazard Communication, Hoisting
and Rigging Basics, Trench and Excavation Safety (DVD: On Solid Ground, A Plan for Safe
Excavation and Trenching), and Utility locating Programs. In addition to English, this program is
available in Spanish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Site Preparation for Concrete Placement
Estimating Concrete Quantities
Concrete Forming Systems
Job-Built Forming for Concrete Placement
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Concrete Placement and Consolidation
Finishing and Curing Concrete
Concrete Repair
Portable All-Purpose Saws
Concrete Sawing
Concrete Coring
Decorative Concrete Finishes

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
The General Construction program introduces participants to a wide variety of concepts, tools,
and skills that are important to successfully begin a career as a Construction Craft laborer.
Participants receive instruction on the work and role of a CCl, commonly encountered safety
issues, measurement in construction, safe hand and power tool operation, and materials
frequently used in construction. Each topic is presented in a separate module, several of which
require students to perform tasks or demonstrate skills being taught. Special emphasis is placed
on following proper procedures and developing safe work habits. DVDs for this program include:
Chain Saw Operation and Maintenance, Craft Orientation rUUNA - A Century of Pride and
Strength), Electrical Tools, Oxyacetylene Cutting, Pneumatic Tools, Safe Operation of PowderActuated Tools, Small Gas Engines, Soil Compaction, and Back Injury Prevention. Additional
support materials for this program include: Hazard Communication, Hoisting and Rigging
Basics, Trench and Excavation Safety (DVD: On Solid Ground, A Plan for Safe Excavation and
Trenching), and Utility locating Programs. In addition to English, this program is available in
Spanish and Polish.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Craft Orientation
Basic Construction Math
Construction Material Identification
Hand Tools
Back Injury Prevention
Hoisting and Rigging Basics
Electrical Tools Operation, Maintenance, and PPE
Pneumatic Tools Operation, Maintenance, and PPE
Soils Compaction
Oxyfuel Cutting
Powder-Actuated Tools Operation, Maintenance, and PPE
Chain Saw Operation, Maintenance, and PPE
Portable All-Purpose Saws
Plasma Cutting
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Heat Stress
Hearing Safety
Small Gas Engines: Operation and Maintenance

HOISTING AND RIGGING
The Hoisting and Rigging program is designed to educate CCls in the rules, processes,
and procedures to safely rig, signal, and hoist loads on construction projects. The program
incorporates federal and state regulatory requirements as well as equipment manufacturers'
standards. Knowledge of the regulations, as well as an in-depth understanding of equipment, work
procedures, techniques, and safety considerations are essential for CCls to function in a zeroaccident environment. The program combines classroom instruction with hands-on exercises to
ensure competency. DVDs available for this program include: Hand Signaling, Voice Commands
and Hoisting, Rigging, and Crane Safety. Additional support materials for this program include:
Basic Construction Math and Hoisting and Rigging Basics.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Basic Math for Hoisting and Rigging
Signal Person
Rigging Hardware and Slings
Hoisting, Rigging, and Crane Safety
Hand Signals and Voice Commands
Advanced Math for HOisting and Rigging

LINE AND GRADE
The Line and Grade program focuses on the skills, knowledge, and aptitude necessary to operate
a variety of surveying instruments and record information for maintaining elevation and alignment
control points on heavy and civil construction projects. DVDs available for this program include:
Site Layout Instruments, The Transit, The Level, Measuring Linear Distances, Line and Grade:
Hand Signals, and GPS Setup. Additional support materials for this program include: Basic
Construction Math.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Construction Referencing Systems
Construction layout Instruments
Construction layout Tools and Techniques
layout Hand Signals and Field Books
Math for Line and Grade
Measuring Techniques and Elevation Control
Roadway Construction
Total Station
Global Position Systems (GPS)
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MASON TENDING
The Mason Tending program provides instruction on the mason tender's duties, proper job task
performance, and details health and safety issues associated with mason tending. Participants
use mathematical and scientific concepts to achieve an understanding of working with masonry
units, mortars, and admixtures. In addition, the fundamentals of cutting and cleaning masonry,
tending plasterers, and operating a rough terrain forklift are also covered. The program
emphasizes the need for executing each job task safely and correctly. Knowledge of basic
construction math is required for participants in this program. DVDs available for this program
include: Mason Tenders Duties, Operating the Masonry Saw, Mortar Mixing, Stocking Masonry
Materials, Wall Bracing, Rough Terrain Forklift Inspection, Rough Terrain Forklift Operation, and
Rough Terrain Forklift Safety. Additional support materials for this program include: Back Injury
Prevention and Hazard Communication.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
The Mason Tenders Duties
Safety for Mason Tenders
Stocking Masonry Materials
Estimating Masonry Materials
Mortar, Admixtures, and Grout
Reinforced Masonry Construction
Bracing Masonry Walls
Cleaning Masonry Construction
The Effects of Weather on Masonry
Plaster Tending and Mixing
Masonry Saws
Rough Terrain Forklift - Safe Use and Operation
Back Injury Prevention
Hazard Communication

PERMIT REQUIRED CONFINED SPACE
The Permit Required Confined Space program focuses on the identification of the different types
of confined spaces as well as their associated hazards. Participants receive detailed instruction
on rules, regulations, and procedures to be followed when entering a confined space as well as
methods to mitigate the associated hazards. DVDs available for this program include: Clearing
the Air:, Confined Space Entry. Additional support materials for this program include: Fire Watch.
In addition to English, this program is available in Spanish and Polish.
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Specific topics covered in this program include:
Confined Space Awareness
Isolation
Hazard Communication
Personal Protective Equipment
Workplace Monitoring

PIPELAYING
The Pipelaying program prepares CCLs to safely install pipe systems by introducing participants
to the tools, equipment, and techniques typically used in pipelaying. Special attention is paid to
the proper work practices as well as protective measures to be followed to install a variety of
piping systems safely. DVDs available for this program include: Back Injury Prevention, Clearing
the Air: Confined Space Entry, Gravity Flow Piping Systems: Going with the Flow, Hand Signaling,
Heat Butt Fusion, General Techniques of Pipelaying, Mueller Co. B-100, Confined Space Entry:
Permit Required, and On Solid Ground: A Plan for Safe Excavation and Trenching. Additional
support materials for this program include: Trench and Excavation Safety (Spanish). In addition to
English, this program is available in Spanish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Basic Construction Math
Back Injury Prevention
Confined Space Awareness
Trench and Excavation Safety
Gravity Flow Piping Systems
Hand Signaling
Hoisting and Rigging Basics
Tapping Water Mains
Utility Locating Programs
Pressure Pipelaying Techniques
Polyethylene Pipe Fusion
Math for Pipelayers

PIPELINE
The Pipeline program instructs CCLs on the safe practices and procedures during pipeline
construction projects. All phases of pipeline construction are covered including the front-end
work, pipe handling, pipe coating, and back-end work. DVDs available for this program include:
Cleanup; Pipe Coating and Pipeline Coating; Clearing, Fencing, and Mending; M-Scope
Operation; Stringing; Pipe Bending; Pipe Gang and Firing Line; Boring; Lowering-In; Tie-Ins;
CAD Welding; and River Crossing. Additional support materials for this program include: Back
Injury Prevention, Basic Construction Math, Hazard Communication, Hoisting and Rigging
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Basics, Trench and Excavation Safety (DVD: On Solid Ground, A Plan for Safe Excavation and
Trenching), and Utility locating Programs.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Front End Pipeline Work
Ground Surface Pipe Handling and Welding
Pipe Handling in the Trench
Coating Crew
Back End Pipeline Work
Pipeline Specialty Construction

SCAFFOLD
The Scaffold program is designed to address the needs of CCls that are responsible for building
scaffolding on the job site or are required to perform job tasks while using scaffolding. Designed
to meet the training requirements of 29 CFR Part 1926.454, the comprehensive program also
includes use of a specialized pre-built scaffold system. The program also includes participant
discussion, interactive exercises, and extensive hands-on training. DVDs available for this
program include: Building Frame Scaffold, Systems Scaffold, Non-Powered Adjustable Masonry
Scaffold Assembly, and Tube and Clamp Scaffold. Additional support materials for this program
include: Back Injury Prevention, Scaffold User Pocket Guide, and Fall Protection. In addition to
English this program is available in Spanish and Polish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Scaffold User Safety
Scaffold Building Tools and PPE
Subpart l - Scaffold Summary
Building Frame Scaffold
Tube and Clamp Scaffold
Systems Scaffold
Non-Powered Adjustable Masonry Scaffold
Building Powered Mast Climbing Work Platforms

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
The Underground Storage Tank program is designed for CCls involved in the cleanup of
underground storage tanks. This course provides specific information on the processes and
procedures associated with safe underground storage tank removal and closure. Emphasis is
placed on the use of air monitoring instruments, bonding and grounding requirements, purging
and inerting procedures, and confined space work practices. DVDs available for this program
include: Underground Storage Tanks: Safe Removal and Confined Space Entry: Permit Required.
Additional support materials for this program include: Confined Space Awareness (DVD: Clearing
the Air: Confined Space Entry), Firewatch, and Hoisting and Rigging Basics.
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Specific topics covered in this program include:
Health and Physical Hazards for UST Removal
Underground Storage Tank Regulations
Underground Storage Tank Removal
Underground Storage Tank Worker Program Exam

WORK ZONE SAFETY
The Work Zone Safety program is designed for CCls seeking to become employed on highway
construction projects or wish to enhance their existing skills to become a Traffic Control
Technician or Traffic Control Supervisor. Modeled after the US Department of Transportation
regulation 23 CFR Part 630 Subpart J, the program trains workers to the level of responsibility
they will have on highway construction projects. This includes Highway Construction Workers that
have no other responsibility than to perform construction job tasks within the work zone; Flaggers
who will have the responsibility to stop, start, and direct traffic on highway construction projects;
Traffic Control Technicians who have the responsibility of installing and removing traffic control
devices under the direction of the Traffic Control Supervisor; and Traffic Control Supervisors who
have the responsibility to oversee all traffic control operations and the performance of Traffic
Control Technicians, Flaggers, and Workers within the work zone. DVDs available for this program
include: Roadway Safety Plus.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Highway Work Zone Safety
Environmental Hazards of Highway Work Zones
Traffic Control
Flagger Safety
Traffic Control Supervisor
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ANTHRAX WORKER
The Anthrax Worker program provides instruction on the remediation of anthrax contaminated
areas. Participants receive detailed instruction on the health effects and medical monitoring
requirements associated with anthrax exposure as well as measures used to protect oneself
from exposure during work area preparation and abatement activities. Special attention is paid
to decontamination procedures and work area monitoring. In addition to English, this program is
available in Spanish and Polish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Health Effects and Characteristics of Anthrax
Medical Testing and Treatment for Anthrax
Personal Protective Equipment
Decontamination
Work Area Monitoring and Sampling
Work Area Preparation and Remediation Techniques

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT WORKER
The Asbestos Abatement Worker program prepares CCls to work safely and productively on
asbestos abatement projects. The program is designed to exceed Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) training requirements
under 29 CFR Part 1926.1101 and 40 CFR Part 763 respectively. Participants receive extensive
instruction and hands-on training on work area preparation, decontamination facility construction
and use, abatement techniques, and cleanup procedures. Special emphasis is placed on
following proper procedures and developing safe work habits. DVDs available for this program
include: Asbestos Abatement Work Practices. Additional support materials for this program
include: Asbestos Abatement Worker Program Exam. In addition to English, this program is
available in Spanish, Polish and Russian.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to Asbestos
Health Effects of Asbestos
Asbestos Abatement Regulations and Worker legal Rights
Personal Protective Equipment
Site Safety
Air Sampling and Monitoring
Work Area Preparation
Asbestos Abatement Techniques
Hazard Communication
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ASBESTOS ABATEMENT WORKER REFRESHER
The Asbestos Abatement Worker Refresher program reviews critical topics associated with
asbestos abatement activities. Up-to-date information regarding new regulations, equipment,
work practices and procedures, and other related information is detailed. DVDs available for
this program include: Asbestos Abatement Work Practices. Additional support materials for this
program include: Asbestos Abatement Worker Refresher Program Exam. In addition to English,
this program is available in Spanish, Polish and Russian.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to Asbestos
Health Effects of Asbestos
Asbestos Abatement Regulations and Worker legal Rights
Personal Protective Equipment
Site Safety
Air Sampling and Monitoring
Work Area Preparation
Asbestos Abatement Techniques

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT SUPERVISOR
The Asbestos Abatement Supervisor program builds on the Asbestos Abatement Worker
program and prepares CCls to supervise asbestos abatement projects. The program exceeds
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) training requirements. Participants receive extensive instruction and hands-on training on
work area preparation, decontamination facility construction and use, abatement techniques, and
cleanup procedures. Special emphasis is placed on following proper procedures and developing
safe work habits. DVDs available for this program include: Asbestos Abatement Work Practices.
Additional support materials for this program include: Asbestos Abatement Supervisor Program
Exam. In addition to English, this program is available in Spanish, Polish and Russian.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to Asbestos
Health Effects of Asbestos
Asbestos Abatement Regulations and Worker legal Rights
Personal Protective Equipment
Site Safety
Air Sampling and Analytical Methods for Supervisors
Pre-Abatement Considerations for Asbestos Supervisor
Work Area Preparation
Asbestos Abatement Techniques
Tools for Supervision
Hazard Communication
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ASBESTOS ABATEMENT SUPERVISOR REFRESHER
The Asbestos Abatement Supervisor Refresher program reviews critic I topics associated with
asbestos abatement activities. Up-to-date information regarding new regulations, equipment,
work practices and procedures, and other related information is detaile~. DVDs available for this
program include: Asbestos Abatement Practices. Additional support m terials for this program
include: Asbestos Abatement Supervisor Refresher Program Exam.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to Asbestos
Health Effects of Asbestos
Asbestos Abatement Regulations and Worker legal Rights
Personal Protective Equipment
Site Safety
Air Sampling and Monitoring
Work Area Preparation
Asbestos Abatement Techniques

BASIC EMERGENCY RESPONSE AWARENESS (BE

)

The Basic Emergency Response Awareness (BERA) program prepare, CCls to perform
construction related work tasks associated with the recovery phase of Ilatural and man-made
disaster sites. Participants receive instruction on Weapons of Mass Deftruction (WMD) and their
associated health effects, PPE, and steps to take when reporting to a disaster site. In addition
participants are guided through the operations of the Incident Command System (ICS) used on
disaster sites and are provided with critical incident awareness.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Weapons of Mass Destruction, Health Effects, and PPE
Emergency Preparedness
Incident Command Systems
Critical Incident Stress Awareness

HAZARDOUS WASTE WORKER
The Hazardous Waste Worker program prepares CCls to work safely and productively on
hazardous waste remediation projects. The program meets all Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) training requirements under 29 CFR Part 1910.120 - Hazardous
Waste Operations and Emergency Response. Training is mandatory for all workers conducting
hazardous waste remediation activities on all Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National
Priorities Listed (NPl) hazardous waste sites as well as all state, local, county, city, public,
and private hazardous waste sites. DVDs available for this program include: Clearing the Air:
Confined Space Entry, Hazardous Waste Decontamination, Health Effects, and Hazardous Waste
Legal Rights. Additional support materials for this program include: Basic Emergency Response
Awareness (BERA), Back Injury Prevention (DVD: Confined Space Entry: Permit Required), and
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Hazardous Waste Worker Program Examination. In addition to English, this program is available
in Spanish and Polish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Hazard Recognition on Hazardous Waste Sites
Hazard Communication
Hazardous Waste Health Effects
Personal Protective Equipment
Decontamination for Hazardous Waste Workers
Site Safety and Health Plan for Hazardous Waste Sites
Material Handling and Sampling at Hazardous Waste Sites
Workplace Monitoring
Confined Space Awareness
Soil and Groundwater Remediation Technology
legal Rights of Workers
Superfund and Community Relations

HAZARDOUS WASTE WORKER REFRESHER
The Hazardous Waste Worker Refresher program recertifies CCls to conduct remediation
activities on hazardous waste projects. Required annually, the program meets all Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) training requirements under 29 CFR Part 1910.120
- Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response. Participants receive instruction
regarding new or revised regulations, remediation technologies, and advancements in remediation
processes. Additional support materials for this program include: Hazardous Waste Worker
Refresher Program Examination. In addition to English, this program is available in Spanish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Hazard Recognition on Hazardous Waste Sites
Hazard Communication
Hazardous Waste Health Effects
Personal Protective Equipment
Decontamination for Hazardous Waste Workers
Site Safety and Health Plan for Hazardous Waste Sites
Material Handling and Sampling at Hazardous Waste Sites
Workplace Monitoring
Confined Space Awareness
Soil and Groundwater Remediation Technology
legal Rights of Workers
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HAZARDOUS WASTE SUPERVISOR
The Hazardous Waste Supervisor program is designed to advance the skills and knowledge base
of CCls in order to conduct supervisory activities on hazardous waste remediation projects. The
program meets all Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) training requirements
under 29 CFR Part 1910.120 for management personnel. The program builds on the Hazardous
Waste Worker program and provides additional information on supervisory issues. Additional
support materials for this program include: Hazardous Waste Supervisor Program Examination.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
leadership
Safety and Health Plans
Safety and Health Plan Implementation
Quality Assurance
Emergency Response Plans
Stress and Emergency Response
Personal Protective Equipment
Media Relations
Rights and Remedies - Supervisors' Issues

HAZARDOUS WASTE SUPERVISOR REFRESHER
The Hazardous Waste Supervisor Refresher program recertifies CCls to conduct remediation
activities on hazardous waste projects. Required annually, the program meets all Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) training requirements under 29 CFR Part 1910.120 for
management personnel. Participants receive instruction regarding new or revised regulations,
remediation technologies, and advancements in remediation processes. Additional support
materials for this program include: Hazardous Waste Supervisor Refresher Program Examination.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
leadership
Safety and Health Plans
Safety and Health Plan Implementation
Quality Assurance
Emergency Response Plans
Stress and Emergency Response
Personal Protective Equipment
Media Relations
Rights and Remedies - Supervisors' Issues
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LEAD ABATEMENT WORKER
The Lead Abatement Worker program prepares CCLs to work safely and productively on lead
abatement projects. The course meets all Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) training requirements under 29 CFR Part 1926.62
and 40 CFR Part 745.225 respectively. The course is mandatory for all workers conducting
lead-based paint activities in target housing and child occupied facilities. DVDs available for
this program include: Lead in Construction: Medical Surveillance and Lead Paint Abatement in
Residential Locations. Additional support materials for this program include: Lead Abatement
Methods on Steel Structures (DVD: Lead in Construction - Safe Work Practices in Lead
Abatement), and Lead Abatement Worker Program Examination and Examination Blue Print. In
addition to English, this program is available in Spanish, Polish and Russian.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
History of Lead and Its Uses
Health Hazards of Lead Abatement
Lead Regulations
Personal Protective Equipment for Lead
Site Safety
Lead Sampling Methods
HUD Inspection and Risk Assessment
Residential/HUD Work Practices, Abatement Methods, and Disposable Procedures
Lead: Worker Rights

LEAD ABATEMENT WORKER REFRESHER
The Lead Abatement Worker program reviews critical topics associated with lead abatement
activities. Up-to-date information regarding new regulations, equipment, work practices and
procedures, and other related information is detailed. DVDs available for this program include:
Lead in Construction: Medical Surveillance and Lead Paint Abatement in Residential Locations.
Additional support materials for this program include: Lead Abatement Methods on Steel
Structures (DVD: Lead in Construction - Safe Work Practices in Lead Abatement) and Lead
Abatement Worker Refresher Program Examination and Examination Blue Print. In addition to
English, this program is available in: Spanish, Polish and Russian.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
History of Lead and Its Uses
Health Hazards of Lead Abatement
Lead Regulations
Personal Protective Equipment for Lead
Site Safety
Lead Sampling Methods
HUD Inspection and Risk Assessment
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Residential/HUD Work Practices, Abatement Methods, and Disposable Procedures
Lead: Worker Rights

LEAD ABATEMENT SUPERVISOR
The Lead Abatement Supervisor program builds on the Lead Abatement Worker program
and prepares CCLs to supervise lead abatement projects. The course meets all Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) training
requirements under 29 CFR Part 1926.62 and 40 CFR Part 745.225 respectively. The course is
mandatory for all workers responsible for supervising lead-based paint activities in target housing
and child occupied facilities. DVDs available for this program include: Lead in Construction:
Medical Surveillance, Lead Paint Abatement in Residential Locations and Sampling Methods for
Supervisors. Additional support materials for this program include: Lead Abatement Methods on
Steel Structures (DVD: Lead in Construction - Safe Work Practices in Lead Abatement) and Lead
Abatement Supervisor Program Examination and Examination Blue Print.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
History of Lead and Its Uses
Health Hazards of Lead Abatement
Lead Regulations
Personal Protective Equipment for Lead
Site Safety
Sampling Methods for Supervisors
HUD Inspection and Risk Assessment
Resident Protection for Supervisors
HUD Work Practices and Procedures
Lead Abatement Insurance
Lead: Worker Rights

LEAD ABATEMENT SUPERVISOR REFRESHER
The Lead Abatement Supervisor Refresher program reviews critical topics associated with
supervisory responsibilities for lead abatement projects. Up-to-date information regarding new
regulations, equipment, work practices and procedures, and other related information is detailed.
DVDs available for this program include: Lead in Construction: Medical Surveillance, Lead Paint
Abatement in Residential Locations, and Sampling Methods for Supervisors. Additional support
materials for this program include: Lead Abatement Methods on Steel Structures (DVD: Lead
in Construction - Safe Work Practices in Lead Abatement) and Lead Abatement Supervisor
Program Examination and Examination Blue Print.
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Specific topics covered in this program include:
History of Lead and Its Uses
Health Hazards of Lead Abatement
Lead Regulations
Personal Protective Equipment for Lead
Site Safety
Sampling Methods for Supervisors
HUD Inspection and Risk Assessment
Resident Protection for Supervisors
HUD Work Practices and Procedures
Lead Abatement Insurance
Lead: Worker Rights

LEAD AWARENESS
The Lead Awareness program provides information to CCLs regarding the hazards associated
with work activities such as demolition or oxyacetylene torch cutting of lead paint coated steel
on construction projects. DVDs available for this program include: Lead in Construction: Medical
Surveillance and Lead in Construction - Safe Work Practices in Lead Abatement.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
History of Lead and Its Uses
Health Hazards of Lead Abatement
Lead Regulations
Personal Protective Equipment for Lead
Lead Abatement Methods on Steel Structures

LEAD AND SILICA IN BRIDGES
The Lead and Silica in Bridges program is designed to provide instruction to CCLs on two
common hazards found on bridge (and other construction) projects: lead and silica exposure.
Emphasis is placed on the health hazards, PPE, regulations, and hazard mitigation methods.
DVDs available for this program include: Lead in Construction: Medical Surveillance and Lead in
Construction - Safe Work Practices in Lead Abatement.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
History of Lead and Its Uses
Health Effects of Lead Abatement
Personal Protective Equipment
Lead Abatement Methods
Silica and Its Uses
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Health Effects of Silica
Medical Surveillance
OSHA Special Emphasis Program for Silica
Silica Control Measures

MICROBIAL REMEDIATION
The Microbial Remediation program instructs CCls on the health hazards, personal protective
equipment requirements, and remediation processes and techniques associated with the removal
of mold as well as other microbial contamination. DVDs available for this program include:
48-Hours Invisible Killers and Silent Killers. Additional support materials for this program include:
48-Hours Invisible Killers and Silent Killers - The Ballards and 48-Hours Invisible Killers and
Silent Killers - Erin Brockovich. In addition to English, this program is available in Spanish and
Polish.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Indoor Air Pollution and Sick Building Syndrome
PPE for Microbial Remediation and Anthrax
Work Area Preparation and Remediation Techniques
Decontamination for Microbial Remediation

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT WORKER
The Nuclear Power Plant Worker program is designed for CCls involved in the maintenance and
shutdown activities at nuclear power plants or whose job assignments involve unescorted entry
into areas controlled for radiological purposes. This program is divided into nine topics, which
focus on the theory, basic radiological fundamentals, and terms CCls must know to work safely
around radiological hazards.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Radiation Fundamentals and Units of Measurement
Sources of Radiation Exposure
Nuclear Energy
Biological Effects of Radiation Exposure
Radiation Protection Methods
Radiological Posting and Entry Requirements
Radiation Detection Equipment and Personal Dosimetry
Personal Protective Equipment
Quality Assurance and Security, Fitness for Duty, and Construction Safety
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RADIOLOGICAL WORKER II
The Radiological Worker II program is designed for CCls involved in the cleanup of radiological
contaminated waste sites or whose jobs assignments involve unescorted entry into areas
controlled for radiological purposes. This program is divided into seven topics, which focus on
the theory, basic radiological fundamentals, and terms CCls must know to work safely around
radiological hazards.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Radiological Fundamentals
Biological Effects
AlARA Program
Radiological Posting
Personal Protective Equipment
Radiation Detection Instruments
Personal Dosimetry

SILICA AWARENESS
The Silica Awareness program provides information to CCls regarding the hazards associated
with work activities such as concrete sawing or stone cutting of materials, which contain silica.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Silica and Its Uses
Health Effects of Silica
Medical Surveillance
OSHA Special Emphasis Program
Silica Control Measures
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METRIC MEASUREMENT IN CONSTRUCTION
The Metric Measurement in Construction program introduces experienced CCls and new
entrants to the metric system of measurements and application in the construction industry. Units
of measure and conversions using practical applications are covered. Participants practice realworld measuring techniques in practical situations.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Units of Measure
Metric Units of Measure
Performance Operations with the Metric System
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CRAFT ORIENTATION
The Craft Orientation program introduces participants to the construction industry and prepares
those seeking a career as a Construction Craft laborer. Emphasis is placed on developing good
work habits, being productive on the job, working under a collective bargaining agreement, being
aware of growth areas in construction employment, and background information on the laborers'
International Union of North America and its related funds. In addition to English, this program is
available in Spanish, Polish and Russian.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
The Construction Industry
Construction Administration
Chain of Command
Roles of the Employer and Employee
Contractor Associations
Benefits of Union Membership
Wages and Benefits
Right-to-Work States vs. Collective Bargaining States
legislation
laborers' International Union of North America (LiUNA)
Construction Craft laborer (CCl)

HAZARD COMMUNICATION
The Hazard Communication program introduces CCls to the Occupational Safety and Health
(OSHA) Hazard Communication Standard, as it applies to the construction industry. Training
focuses on the guidelines for recognizing and protecting oneself from exposure to hazardous
substances, including identifying chemical hazards and the proper use of container labels,
placards, and material safety data sheets. DVDs available for this program include: Understanding
Labels, Understanding Material Safety Oata Sheets, and Material Safety Oata Sheets in Review.
In addition to English, this program is available in Spanish and Polish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Hazard Communication Standards
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
Chemical labels and Lists
Chemicals in Construction

OSHA CONSTRUCTION SAFETY AND HEALTH
The OSHA Construction Safety and Health program is designed to meet the requirements
for OSHA's 1O-hour and 30-hour training programs. The program provides safety and health
information as it relates to the many hazards found on construction projects and offers inSight into
their mitigation. DVDs available for this program include: Take Control: LockoutfTagout, Avoid
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the Heat: Fire Prevention in Construction, and Heightened Awareness: Fall Protection in the
Construction Industry. Additional support materials for this program include: DVD: Confined Space
Entry: Permit Required and DVD: On Solid Ground: A Plan for Safe Excavation and Trenching. In
addition to English, this program is available in Spanish and Polish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to OSHA
OSHA Inspection Procedures
Subpart C: General Safety and Health Provisions
Subpart 0: Occupational Health and Environmental Controls
Subpart E: PPE
Subpart F: Fire Protection and Prevention
Subpart G, 0, and W: (Signs, Signals, and Barricades), (Motor Vehicles and Mechanized
Equipment), and (Roll Over Protection)
Subpart Hand N: Material Handling and Cranes
Subpart I: Tools-Hand and Power
Subpart J: Welding and Cutting
Subpart K: Electrical
Lockout/Tagout
Process Safety Management (PSM) of Highly Hazardous Chemicals
Subpart M: Fall Protection
Subpart Q: Concrete and Masonry
Subpart X: Stairways and Ladders

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
The Respiratory Protection program details the correct use of respirators when there may be
hazardous substances present. Focus is placed on using exposure guides, respirator selection,
proper use of respirators, and respiratory protection program requirements. In addition to English,
this program is available in Spanish and Polish.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Hazard Recognition and Health Effects
Respirators
Respirator Program Requirements
Standard Operating Procedures
Regulations
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ROADWAY SAFETY AWARENESS
The Roadway Safety Awareness program covers the common hazards on highway and road
construction and maintenance projects. The materials used in conjunction with the Roadway
Safety Plus CD may be presented as individual safety talks or as an awareness program. The
program is not a substitute for an OSHA 1O-hour course or more in-depth training. This program is
intended as a review of specific safety and health related topics. DVDs available for this program
include: Roadway Safety Plus. In addition to English, this program is available in Spanish and
Portuguese.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Electrical Hazards
•

Fall Hazards
Flagger Safety
Health Hazards
Night Work
Noise Hazards
Operator Safety
Working Outdoors
Runovers and Backovers
Struck and Crushed by Incidents
Trenching
Emergencies
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COMMUNICATION FOR SUPERVISORS
The Communication for Supervisors program introduces the critical skills a CCl must have in
order to effectively communicate as a supervisor on construction projects. Participants receive
instruction on the elements of listening and finding meaning in non-verbal communication, running
meetings, giving and receiving feedback, writing letters and memos, and developing informational
and analytical reports. DVDs available for this program include: Roadway Safety.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Listening Skills for Supervisors
Speaking Skills for Supervisors
Writing Skills for Supervisors

COMPUTER SKILLS FOR CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISORS
The Computer Skills for Construction Supervisors program is an introduction to the most popular
software included in the Microsoft Office 2000 suite and incorporates the Illustrated Introductory
Edition text from Cenage learning. This is an excellent resource for participants to work on
their own or as part of formal classroom instruction. The program offers basic skills as well as
troubleshooting for an operating system, web browser, word processing, spreadsheet, database,
and email program.
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Windows 98/2000
Internet Explorer 5
Word 2000
Excel 2000
Access 2000
Outlook 2000

INTRODUCTION TO CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION
The Introduction to Construction Supervision program examines the general duties 'and
responsibilities of the project supervisor. CCls are instructed on the different roles construction
supervisors play on projects, including pre-job responsibilities, their role in managing the project,
and general responsibilities for ensuring that the project is completed safely, on time, and
within budget. In addition, the program covers the interpersonal skills successful supervisors
must possess in order to serve as effective leaders. DVDs available for this program include:
Preplanning and As-planned CPM Schedule. Additional support materials for this program
include: Plans B CT: Project Plans (Building Job).
Specific topics covered in this program include:
Responsibilities of the Construction Supervisor
Managing the Project
General Responsibilities
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INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT ESTIMATING
The Introduction to Project Estimating program introduces CCls to the process of estimating
construction projects. An overview of estimating the amount and costs of materials and labor, the
type and cost of equipment, markup and project overhead, and the bidding process is provided.
The program explores the steps a project supervisor must take on a daily basis to ensure that
resources such as materials, equipment, and manpower are in place and available when needed.
Additional support materials for this program include: Plans B CT: Project Plans (Building Job).

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Introduction to Project Estimating
Quantity Take-offs and Material Pricing
labor and Equipment Costs

PROBLEM SOLVING FOR CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISORS
The Problem Solving for Construction Supervisors program explores the conscious and less
conscious strategies successful construction supervisors use for dealing with problems and
issues on the job site. This program is designed specifically for making those problem-solving
strategies more efficient by addressing how to manage, resolve, and use conflict constructively.
Participants practice using real life situations for developing motivational methods and avoiding
sexual harassment issues on the job site. The goal is to incorporate these skills to become part of
the solution in the workplace.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Problem Solving and Decision Making Process
Dealing with Conflict
Motivation Methods
Valuing Diversity and Avoiding Discrimination
Avoiding Sexual Harassment: Becoming Part of the Solution

PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT FOR CONSTRUCTION
SUPERVISORS
The Project Planning and Management for Construction Supervisors program guides CCls
through the process of pre-job planning, project scheduling, and project procurement. In
order to manage a construction project properly and efficiently, Construction Supervisors
must be knowledgeable in project analysis, site planning, creating schedules (including bar
charts and CPM), purchase orders, and cost reports. This program incorporates resources
and documentation related to project planning, scheduling, and procurement, and resource
management in order to foster, practice and develop project planning and managerial skills. DVDs
available for this program include: Preplanning and As-planned CPM Schedule.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Project Planning
Project Scheduling
Project Procurement and Management
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RECORDKEEPING AND DOCUMENTATION
The Recordkeeping and Documentation program addresses the need for developing and
maintaining records and documents for construction projects. Using various examples of forms
and documents this program guides future Construction Supervisors in running a successful
project in both a financially sound and law abiding manner. Participants receive instruction in
daily reporting requirements, developing material lists and schedules, processing time cards, and
meeting OSHA recordkeeping requirements.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Common Construction Forms
General Office Forms
OSHA Record Keeping

SAFETY AND HEALTH FOR CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISORS
The Safety and Health for Construction Supervisors program introduces and overviews the safety
and health issues that go hand-in-hand with bringing a construction project to completion on time
and under budget. The program focuses on the main causes of fatalities in construction and how
a supervisor can be both proactive and reactive with respect to safety. Planning safety into the
job, OSHA issues for supervisors, and communicating safety are also covered. DVDs available for
this program include: Just the Facts: Accident Investigation.

Specific topics covered in this program include:
Safety Skills for Supervisors
Integrating Safety and Health
OSHA
Communicating Safety and Health
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Proposal of
Laborers' International Union of North America
For Residential Weatherization Work
Challenge and Opportunity. We are forced by the global warming crisis to
follow a more environmentally sensitive course of action that will forever change
the face of our society. At the same time, this crisis presents us with an
opportunity to realize the long-term advantages of developing middle-class
career paths for a highly trained and motivated "green" workforce---but but only
if we invest in high-road, value-added solutions rather than pursuing the narrow
short-term savings offered by a low-wage economy. The intersection of this
challenge and opportunity is nowhere more immediate than in the Department
of Energy's Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), which received $5 billion
in the recently enacted stimulus package, the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009. The Laborers' International Union of North America
plans to work with policymakers and allies at all levels to realize the full
potential of an unprecedented public investment in residential energy efficiency ..
Until recently, the reality of the environmental crisis has not been universally
accepted. However, the scientific community worldwide has now come to a
consensus on certain basic and critical global warming propositions. The planet
is undergoing a warming process as the result of human activity, principally
activity generating carbon emissions. This warming process will result in a
number of adverse consequences: rising sea levels displacing those on the
coastlines, home to a disproportionate percentage of the human population;
more intense storm patterns, including torrential rains and flooding; and, in
other areas, severe drought. These consequences will be minimized so long as the
warming is less than 2°C above the historic norm. They will become increasingly
dire above a 2°C increase with potentially civilization-threatening effects above
6°C. The planet is now 1.6°C above its historic norm. Current models show that
that temperature will increase to 6°C above this standard by the end of this
century. In order to limit the temperature increase to no more than a 2°C rise,
carbon emissions must be reduced by 80% from 1990 levels by 2050.
Fifteen years ago these propositions were greeted with skepticism,
particularly in the political arena. Many politicians, and a few scientists, argued
that the perceived global warming was within normal climate variation or was
the product of new measuring methodologies. They argued that even if there
were global warming, it was the result of natural causes, not human activity. The
character of that debate has now fundamentally changed. In the mid-1990s the
call for a 20% reduction in carbon emissions from 1990 levels by 2050 was
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ridiculed as Chicken Little panic by opponents to a green society. Now, as the
science has hardened and become even more alarming, it is hard to find any
serious challenge to the proposition that there must be a far more difficult and
painful 80% reduction from those levels by 2050.
Addressing global warming and curbing carbon emissions will be undertaken
through a myriad of means. Some may impose significant costs on consumers
and businesses. But other measures, such as, residential weatherization, which
will reduce carbon emissions by reducing the use of energy that produces those
emissions, deliver net cost savings. That is, the economic gains from reduced
energy costs will far exceed monies invested in weatherization. Thus, as an
economic proposition, weatherization should be undertaken even if there were
no environmental imperative. The fact that an estimated three-quarters of all
homes in the United States are energy inefficient is testament to the failure of the
private market to develop a model to exploit this economic opportunity. The
federal government's $5 billion investment in W AP should provide the collateral
benefit of addressing this market failure by expanding and strengthening the
industrial base for energy efficiency---primping the pump for private-sector
initiatives that use energy savings to finance energy investments on a large scale.
The Center for American Progress estimates that three in four households--nearly 100 million homes---could benefit economically from weatherization. Of
these, roughly 38 million are inhabited by those qualifying for W AP assistance.
The $5 billion authorized in the stimulus package for WAP weatherization will
reach at most 1 million of these residences. Thus, while $5 billion is an
extraordinary sum to allocate to this work, it will reach only a small percentage
of the work that will eventually be undertaken. Indeed, at the rate of 1 million
homes annually it would take 40 years to complete the weatherization of the
energy inefficient housing stock qualifying for WAP assistance. The urgency of
the climate threat demands that we move much, much faster to capture the
environmental, economic and social benefits of weatherization.
At the same time, reaching the modest climate goal of weatherizing 1 million
homes each year poses an enormous challenge given the limited capacity of the
residential energy efficiency sector. Previously, we were weatherizing 100,000 to
150,000 homes annually. This objective has been increased nearly tenfold to 1
million homes annually. Previously, weatherization agencies were authorized to
expend only a little more than $2,000 per residence, often supplemented by funds
from other sources. Now, average expenditures of $6,500 are authorized. Those
administering residential weatherization programs at the state and local level
must be concerned that the enormous opportunity not be forfeited by failing to
appreciate the challenge imposed by this expansion. The degree of success
enjoyed in this initial phase of our expanded weatherization efforts will be
reflected, undoubtedly, in the degree of ongoing support enjoyed by this
program. It cannot be allowed to fail.
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In addition to these environmental and administrative challenges, there is
opportunity. For too long we have focused on short-term goals to the exclusion
of long-term interests. We have become a low-wage society thinking only of
today's profit and ignoring tomorrow's needs. Many in the business world
lament the shortage of skilled workers, a crisis created by the relentless
suppression of wages and failure to invest in training. Residential weatherization
provides an opportunity to reverse this self-inflicted injury by moving to a valueadded rather than low-income society. To that end, we should insist on the use of
residential weatherization monies to invest in a trained workforce that, by virtue
of that investment, will provide long-term career opportunities, with
commensurate long-term advantages to our society. We should insist, as well,
that this investment in recruitment and training benefit the residents in those
communities intended to be served by the W AP.
Elements of Residential Weatherization Proposal. There are a number of
principles fundamental to the design of a weatherization program that both
meets the challenges and realizes the benefits of the opportunities now before us.
Before discussing these principles individually, we list them in summary form:
(1) Training
(2) Prevailing or living wage
(3) Healthcare coverage
(4) Recruitment of local community residents
(5) Taking residential weatherization to scale
(6) Setting contractor responsibility standards
(1) Training has long been recognized as a fundamental component of any
successful residential weatherization program. For this reason, the Department
of Energy approved "Core Competencies for the Weatherization Assistance
Program" developed by the Weatherization Trainers Consortium. Various
community action programs have integrated training into their core mission.
However, there are two important modifications that must occur if training is
to serve the needs of a larger, value-added weatherization program. First, the
number of those trained needs to be expanded dramatically in scope. The
training delivery system must be prepared to deliver training for those working
on 1 million homes annually, 10 times the number of prior years. It is anticipated
that we will need a workforce of 50,000 weatherization technicians to accomplish
this task. Training must also include the more sophisticated construction and
environmental skills implied by an average home expenditure that will be more
than triple the $2,000 previously invested.
Second, the training provided should be designed as the basis for long-term
employment in the construction industry. Our research suggests that
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weatherization work has historically been poorly compensated and has not been
an entry point for long-term employment in a family supporting job.
Appropriately designed, we believe that residential weatherization training can
be the basis for a successful career in residential construction. Training should
therefore include skill sets that will provide a solid background in construction
and environmental hazard recognition and remediation, skills essential to
residential weatherization and to a successful career in residential construction.
We believe that this training can be most appropriately and effectively offered
by the Laborers' national training organization, the Laborers-AGC Education and
Training Trust. The Laborers' International Union of North America is proud
that for 40 years Laborers-AGC has sponsored the finest training program in the
construction industry in United States. Local affiliated training funds, operating
at 70 state-of-the-art fixed site facilities in North America and through mobile
units, train 140,000 workers annually. Workers can take one of nearly 300
training modules. Residential weatherization will take its place among this
comprehensive construction industry training program. In order to provide a
more detailed introduction to the training capacity of Laborers-AGe, we are
enclosing liThe Power to Excel," a manual surveying the curricula offered by our
training program.
Laborers-AGC has also proven its capacity to adapt its training offerings to
meet emerging needs, such as the development of environmental remediation
training. LIUNA members, train through Laborers-AGC, have responded time
and again to the full range of natural and man-made disasters, viz., to the Valdez
oil spill, the tragic recovery of the Columbia space shuttle, the World Trade
Center attacks and the devastation of Katrina and Wilma. When the federal
government was besieged by the distribution of letters containing anthrax, the
Department of Labor turned to Laborers-AGC to develop the Anthrax
Remediation course, which was used in the training for remediation of affected
facilities, including postal facilities in D.C. and New Jersey and for NBC offices.
Over the last 25 years Laborers-AGC has received over $160 million from the
Department of Energy and Defense, NIEHS, EPA, OSHA, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, FHW A, and Department of Education to develop and train in
environmental and construction skills. The same capacity to adapt and deliver
will be vital to both constructing and implementing an expanded, well grounded
residential weatherization training program.
Laborers-AGC's weatherization curriculum is based upon the Core
Competencies of DOE's Weatherization Assistance Program. Our
weatherization training program is described in more detail in the enclosed
"Laborers ' International Union of North America (LIUNA): Weatherization
Training Program. II That program envisions a core four-week curriculum for
those entering the weatherization field with additional weeks both for
introductory and supplementary training.
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We believe that weatherization technicians should receive the following
training: Week 1 -- general construction skills including basic construction
techniques, tool identification and use and basic construction math; Week 2-safety and environment hazards, OSHA 10-hour certification, Lead Renovator
certification and asbestos, mold and biological hazard awareness; Weeks 3 and 4
-- weatherization technician/ installer, including air and duct sealing, insulating,
base-load measures and construction skills; Week 5 -- weatherization supervisor,
the use of diagnostic, testing, and monitoring equipment to facilitate the timely
completion of a work plan; and Week 6 -- weatherization energy auditor,
including the use of collected data to select the correct amount of approved
weatherization materials, and the creation of a viable work plan.
Because each worksite is unique, additional training programs are available
based on specific job conditions. For example if lead or asbestos is present,
Laborers-AGe will offer supplementary certification courses in asbestos and lead
abatement at both the worker and supervisory levels.
To be successful, comprehensive training materials must be tied to effective
delivery systems. Laborers-AGe has found that delivering quality training must
be flexible and match the needs of individuals, communities and employers to
achieve the most effective and efficient product. Accordingly, residential
weatherization courses will be delivered in three ways: at existing state-of-the art
training facilities; with mobile unit classrooms; and at local venues using LIUNA
instructors. Selection of the appropriate delivery mechanism will depend both
upon the substance being taught and the circumstances of a trainee group at
Issue.
Laborers-AGe should be a preferred provider of training for three other
reasons. Its commitment to constructing partnerships with community-based
organizations has led to the development and funding of the Minority Outreach
Program (MOP). Since 1995 this program has placed unemployed and
underemployed residents in LIUNA's apprenticeship programs and provided
career pathways in the construction industry. The MOP and similarly structured
programs will be ideal vehicles for recruiting and training community residents
into the residential weatherization sector. A successful component of the MOP
structure is life and employability skills training. It can be offered, where
appropriate, as an introductory week of training prior to the more formal
training program described above. Experience has shown that
life/ employability skills can be effectively presented by either Laborers-AGe,
partnering community groups or in a combined effort.
Not least important, training offered through Laborers-AGe will serve as the
gateway for careers in other sectors of the construction industry. When provided
training integrated with the larger Laborers-AGe construction training
curriculum, weatherization trainees will be well-placed to pursue further careers
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in residential, light commercial and environmental abatement, or to move into
training programs for careers in more highly compensated sectors, including
commercial and building construction or heavy highway construction. In
addition, many who begin work as construction laborers later enter
apprenticeship programs to become journey workers in other trades. We should
not settle for weatherization training that does not make these wider
opportunities available to those performing weatherization work.
Finally, the value of Laborers' training program is substantially increased
because it is a negotiated benefit requiring employers to make contributions
based upon hours worked. Whereas the availability of future training funded
through public agencies depends upon the uncertainties of the appropriations
process, the Laborers training system has a dedicated stream of funding that can
be relied upon to provide training for weatherization and environmental work
through the contributions of signatory employers.
In order to acclerate the training of residential weatherization workers,
LIUNA is prepared to spend $1 million to fund initial training until public
training grants and collective bargaining monies from residential weatherization
work become available.
(2) Those working in this industry should enjoy family-supporting wages. For
many years the use of prevailing wage principles on public projects, such as
those established in the Davis-Bacon Act, have been relied upon to prevent
public expenditures from undercutting community standards and to prevent a
race to the bottom. Residential weatherization work should follow the same
principle and be protected by prevailing wage standards. Unfortunately, that
will not be sufficient in many localities. Predetermined wages in the residential
construction industry are indefensibly substandard in many areas, sometimes
even below the federal minimum wage. Accordingly, we should require that
those working in the residential weatherization industry receive the prevailing
wage or, where that is below income necessary to support a family, a living
wage. Our goal is to join with policymakers, seroice providers and community allies to
establish rates that provide a measure of economic securihJ for workers and their families
without placing an impossibly heavy burden on the finances of weatherization agencies.
The payment of a prevailing or living wage is not an act of charity but of
sound public policy. A society content with paying wages that are less than those
necessary to support a family is condemning itself to an impoverished citizenry.
There is no healthy vision of the future for all who live in this country that does
not include the payment of adequate compensation for work diligently
performed. If we are to have a society that both serves its citizens and promotes
the skills and initiative to face the challenges of tomorrow, we cannot be shy
about our support for systems of adequate compensation.
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(3) Deserving special note is our proposal that the compensation of residential
weatherization workers include healthcare coverage. We are facing a welldocumented crisis in healthcare. Public funds should not be used to enlarge that
problem. Up to 30% of current hospital charges imposed on those with health
insurance are utilized to pay for the uninsured or underinsured. Public sector
employment should not exacerbate that problem.
Our call for healthcare coverage supports the national priority for universal
healthcare, a priority firmly endorsed by President Obama as candidate and now
as a centerpiece of his administration. It is entirely appropriate and, indeed,
necessary that the structure of this expanded WAP initiative be consistent with
and facilitate the ability to meet this priority.
(4) LIUNA is intent upon recruiting local community residents for the
performance of weatherization work. We believe that this should be an essential
requirement for the receipt of any monies under the W AP. Community residents
deserve the opportunity to gain employment in the weatherization of their own
homes and other residences in their communities. Moreover, residential
weatherization affords the opportunity to provide an entry point for a lifelong
career with family supporting income. We must see that that opportunity is fully
exploited. LIUNA has long pursued inclusion of groups historically
underrepresented in the construction trades, including special outreach to those
in the African American and Latino communities. We propose that the current
residential weatherization initiative be employed to guarantee that local
residents enjoy the employment opportunities created by this program.
(5) Historically, the WAP has been undertaken by local contractors, many
operating on a small scale. These contractors have both expertise and ties to the
community that are of value and must be protected. They should be encouraged
to participate in the WAP going forward.
However, conducting the W AP successfully requires that we bring the
capacity of weatherization contractors to scale. Rather than performing the work
with only small contractors employing two or three laborers each, we need to
add other contractors with the sophistication necessary to work on a scale that is
multiple times in size to the current program. These enlarged efforts will have
multiple advantages. The sheer number of homes to be weatherized requires this
greater contractor capacity. With this capacity will come the acquisition of
specialized construction skills that will permit more sophisticated performance
of the work. For example, a contractor with 20 employees can retain one having
special skills that are only irregularly utilized whereas a contractor with a
handful of employees cannot. Moreover, larger contractors can support the
managerial and administrative skills that will capture economies of scale.
Where appropriate and with appropriate accommodation for existing smaller
scale contractors, residential weatherization contracts should be bundled in units
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of sufficient size to justify pursuit by contractors operating on a larger scale.
Based upon our experience in the industry, LIUNA believes that contracts for
2,000 homes, i.e., approximately $10 million in value, will provide the
appropriate contractor incentive. While achieving this modification in the
weatherization program may not be achievable or advisable in all markets at the
present time, we believe it will become possible as weatherization initiatives
expand to capture the benefits of energy efficiency in all of America's inefficient
homes.
We anticipate that with the appropriate incentives various groups of
contractors will actively participate in the performance of this work. First, there
will be those contractors already performing residential weatherization work.
Many of these small weatherization contractors will have both the interest and
the potential to grow in size and sophistication. Our proposal is intended to
facilitate this growth both through the training to be offered employees and
through the letting of sufficiently large weatherization contracts. Second, there
will be contractors in related sectors of the construction industry, including both
light commercial and residential work, that will be interested in this work. The
current downturn in the industry will strongly encourage the interest of these
contractors in residential weatherization. Success in encouraging the
involvement of these experienced and skilled contractors in residential
weatherization will be critical to the success of the WAP on the scale now
contemplated. All of this can be accomplished without sacrificing small
contractors who will have opportunities to grow or partner with those who do.
(6) Price is only one element in choosing contractors. A contractor who
achieves economy by performing shoddy work or failing to comply with the
governing legal standards is no bargain. It is, therefore, important that potential
contractors be first screened against their capacity and history of acting
responsibly before price is considered. We seek not the least expensive contractor
but the least expensive qualified contractor.
Accordingly, we believe those administering W AP programs should impose
basic responsible contractor requirements in the administration of the program.
WAP contractors should be required to operate in a manner that appropriately
classifies employees as such and not as independent contractors. They should
provide all workers with workers compensation and unemployment insurance.
There should be a required showing that contractors have a past record of
compliance with federal or state employment, wage and hour, tax, and health
and safety laws. A good safety record is mandatory. Any subcontractor should
be required to meet the same standards.
Partnerships. The effort to achieve residential energy efficiency is a societal
initiative of daunting scale. It will not be accomplished in one year or by one
entity or sector acting in isolation. An effective residential weatherization
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program must therefore be structured in a way that guarantees the participation
of all those whose efforts will be necessary to achieve ultimate success. LIUNA is
working in partnership with the relevant stakeholders.
This is, at bottom, an environmental initiative. LIUNA is working with the
environmental community to ensure its success. In fact, our commitment to
advancing a green society predates and goes substantially beyond the current
initiative on residential weatherization. We are one of four unions partnering
with the Sierra Club and the Natural Resources Defense Council to form the
Blue-Green Alliance. General President Terence M. O'Sullivan is a member of the
board of both the Apollo Alliance and the Blue Green Alliance. Through these
organizations we are committed to addressing critical environmental objectives
in ways that are effective on environmental terms while promoting good, family
supporting jobs. We bring to the table the active support of the environmental
community for the approach outlined here for residential weatherization.
The approximately 700 community action programs that have administered
the WAP for 30 years have capacity that must be utilized appropriately in the
effective implementation of the current program. We have, therefore, been in
discussion with the National Community Action Foundation to develop a
common approach that will employ both the administrative expertise of the
CAPs and our own labor experience. The CAPs have current waiting lists of
homes to be weatherized, access to local community residents to be recruited and
experience with the existing contractor groups. These capacities form a solid
partnership when combined with Laborers' training and labor experience.
There are also a number of community groups that have long worked in this
area and have substantial interest. Unique among these is Green for All, which
established itself as a community group focused on the employment
opportunities afforded by environmental concerns. We have, therefore, actively
explored collaborative opportunities with Green for All, including former
president, Van Jones, now Special Advisor for Green Jobs, Enterprise and
Innovation at the White House Council on Environmental Quality. It has become
apparent that our common objectives will provide the basis for a constructive
partnership in residential weatherization for years to come.
Conclusion. The approach outlined here is being actively pursued in a number of
localities, most notably in Newark, New Jersey. Acting in conjunction with the
Garden State Alliance for a New Economy (GANE), LIUNA established a model
program for residential weatherization work. Operating under a Minority
Outreach Program grant, an initial class of 23 minority Newark residents
received intensive six-week residential training utilizing a curriculum similar to
that outlined above. Currently, this is the model program for how residential
weatherization should be structured to most greatly advantage community
residents. See, Good Jobs First's February 2009 publication "High Road or Low
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Road? Job Quality in the New Green Economy"
(http://www.goodjobsfirst.org/pdf/gjfgreenjobsrpt.pdf , page 25). There has
also been extensive coverage by Green for All
(http://www.greenforall.org/blog/newarkweatherization! ?searchterm=newark).
LIUNA stands ready to explore the implementation of this model with all
those interested in achieving success in residential weatherization through these
principles. We look forward to working with governmental bodies and other
stakeholders in securing critical carbon reducing environmental objectives with
solid employment policies that produce long-term societal benefits.
We call upon those administering WAP funds to utilize the program
principles outlined above. While we believe that this program will be far more
successfully pursued when implemented in conjunction with LIUNA, we believe
in the fundamental importance of these principles in any event.
It is critical that a serious effort in the United States to undertake residential
weatherization on a broad scale be vigorously and successfully pursued. That
initiative has for too long been ignored. Monies provided in the stimulus
package present an exciting opportunity that must not be allowed to fail. We call
upon all those who are involved in this area to work collaboratively to ensure the
success of residential weatherization.
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THE LIUNAADVANTAGE
LlUNA can provide training utilizing the following delivery methods:
•

Established Training Centers
Mobile Training
Instructor On-Site

LlUNA can provide a variety of training options to match worker knowledge, employer
workforce needs, and jobsite conditions.
LlUNA curriculum is accredited through one of the largest third-party accrediting bodies.
LlUNA training programs can lead to defined career opportunities and growth.

THE LIUNA EXPERIENCE
Over forty years of employer/labor partnerships in training, education and safety
Over thirty-five years of community partnerships and resident training
• Housing Authorities
• Community Based Organizations

• Correctional Facilities
• Minority Outreach Program/Brownfields

• Homeless Shelters
Over twenty-four years of government partnerships for training and safety
• Department of Energy

• EPA

~

• Department of Defense

• OSHA

• Nuclear Regulatory Commission

• Department of Education

• NIEHS

• Job Corps

Federal Highway Administration

LIUNA WEATHERIZATION PREREQUISITE TRAINING
• Life/Employability Skills: 5-Day - offered as requested
• General Construction Skills: 5-Day
• Safety and Environmental Hazards: 5-Day

LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
Weatherization Technician/Installer: lO-Day
Weatherization Supervisor Training Program: 5-Day
Energy Auditor Program: 5-Day

LIUNA CERTIFIED ABATEMENT COURSES
•
•
•
•
•

Asbestos Abatement Worker*
Asbestos Abatement Supervisor*
Lead Abatement Worker*
Lead Abatement Supervisor*
Mold and Biological Hazard Worker
*Certijication Training Programs; course lengths dependent upon state requirements

905 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I 202-737-8320 I www.liuna.org
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The LlUNA Weatherization Training Program (LlUNNWTP) offers several training options
tailored to meet workers' needs regardless of skill level. Whether the individual is new to the
industry, has some constructions skills, or brings a wealth of experience, the LlUNNWTP has
the appropriate training response. LlUNA can immediately initiate the WTP across the United
States utilizing its existing network of training providers.

PROGRAM MODEL
The LlUNA/WTP provides primarily three areas of focus - Technician/Installer, Weatherization
Supervisor and Energy Auditor. In addition LlUNA will provide entry level training in general
construction, safety and environmental awareness for new workers entering the industry. LIUNA
will also offer life and employability skills training as needed, in partnership with community
organizations.

LIUNA WTP - LIFE AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
LIUNA can provide a five (5) day life and employability skills training program independently or
in partnership with community organizations. In either case this set of skills plays an important
part in the recruitment and retention of individuals new to the industry.

LIUNA WTP - GENERAL CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
Individuals entering the weatherization and construction industry with no experience will need
core competencies before taking LIUNA's WTP Technician/Installer course. The following two
courses will provide foundational skills to become a safe and productive weatherization worker:

S-Day General Construction Training
Individuals will receive the following classroom and hands-on construction skills training:

•

Basic Construction Skills
Tool Identification and Use
Construction Math

S-Day Safety and Environmental Hazards Training
Individuals will receive safety and environmental training in:
•
•
•

Asbestos
Lead Renovator
Avian, Bat and Rodent feces
Mold
OSHA 1O-Hour Certification

Competency Test
Competent individuals with prior construction and safety experience can "test out" of the 5-Day
Safety and/or Construction training courses. Competencies will be evaluated by written and
performance assessments.
Upon successful completion of the construction and safety courses or by passing the assessments
individuals can move into LlUNA's WTP.
905 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I 202-737-8320 I www.liuna.org
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LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
PROGRAM - LIUNA/WTP

Once individuals have a basic foundation of safety and construction skills, LIUNNWTP
provides three areas of weatherization training - Technician/Installer, Weatherization Supervisor
and -Energy Auditor.

COMPETENCY TEST OUT
Competent individuals with previously acquired skills and experience in any of the three
categories can "test out" of any/all of the Technician, Supervisor, and ,Auditor courses.
Competencies will be evaluated by written and performance assessments. Individuals who
fail to pass the exam will be required to complete the relevant training program necessary for
certification.

LIUNA WTP - TECHNICIAN/INSTALLER
Weatherization technicianslinstallers comprise the majority of the workforce needed to make
homes energy efficient. The Technician/Installer course will target individuals with identified
construction, safety and environmental hazard awareness experiences and knowledge.

to-Day Weatherization TechnicianlInstaller Training
Individuals that have demonstrated required construction, safety and environmental awareness
skills will receive the following training:
•

Building Science - air and heat flow within a building

•

Sealing the building envelope - caulking, weatherstripping, sealers

•

Insulating and sealing ductwork - wrapping ductwork, sealing, minor modifications

•

Installing installation - batt, blown-in, dense-pack, sprayed-on, pipe and hot water
heater wrap

90S 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I

www.liuna.org
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LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
PROGRAM - LIUNA/WTP
LIUNA WTP - SUPERVISOR

The Supervisor Training Program will target individuals with identified traits and experiences
needed to be a successful supervisor of a weatherization crew.

S-Day Weatherization Supervisor Training
_
Individuals with competencies of a weatherization technician/installer and proven supervisory
capabilities will learn to:
Inspect and monitor the jobsite for carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, dust, and other
airborne contaminants
•

Conduct and/or interpret diagnostic testing utilizing a number of tools
Conduct and/or interpret combustion appliance safety and efficiency tests for all fossil
fuel burning appliances

LIUNA WTP-ENERGY AUDITOR
The Energy Auditor Program will enable individuals to determine the energy efficiency needs
of a structure, and to then determine the best procedure and materials to use to increase that
efficiency.

S-Day Energy Auditor Training
Individuals with competencies of a weatherization supervisor and technician/installer will learn
to:
Select and use diagnostic equipment

•

Interpret diagnostic results

•

Identify measures for improving energy efficiency
Select the best weatherization materials according to assessment results
Calculate and order materials

•

Develop a written job plan for weatherization workers and supervisors

905 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I
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LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
PROGRAM - LIUNA/WTP
ADDITIONAL TRAINING AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
LIUNA Environmental Abatement Certification Training

LlUNA is the industry leader for environmental remediation training. Under the Weatherization
Training Program environmental certification training can be conducted before the start of
weatherization work if hazards are determined to be present. Environmental abatement training
can also be conducted during the job if hazards are identified, or as a career growth opportunity
for interested individuals.
The addition of LlUNA certified environmental abatement courses would create skilled
workers who can safely remove hazards, protecting themselves, co-workers and the public.
Certified workers are also more efficient and cost effective for the employer by removing the
need for specialized sub-contractors and, reducing or eliminating work stoppages. For these
reasons environmental certification abatement training should be considered prior to the start
of weatherization projects. Depending upon state requirements each abatement class would
constitute an additional 4-5 days of training.
LIUNA Abatement Courses for Weatherization Work'
• Asbestos Abatement Worker

Asbestos Abatement Supervisor
•

Lead Abatement Worker
Lead Abatement Supervisor
Mold and Biological Hazard Worker

905 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I
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LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
PROGRAM - LIUNA/WTP
CREDENTIALING FOR WEATHERIZATION WORKERS

LlUNA believes that the knowledge and skills of weatherization workers playa critical role
in the success of any weatherization program. For that reason, LlUNA strongly supports the
development of a credentialed workforce, whose entry-to-practice and experienced level
benchmark skills can help employers, homeowners, government organizations and other key
stakeholders deliver high-quality appropriate weatherization measures that are cost-effective and
provide long-term savings.
Where credentialing of LIUNA's workforce is concerned, consideration must be given to the role
and impact of those workers on key areas that relate to the health and safety and craftsmanship
of weatherization projects. Those that should be of primary concern to employers, homeowners,
funding agencies and the community include:
• Community Impact: LlUNA believes that poorly weatherized homes have an
overall negative impact on the community. Unskilled labor creates conditions that
can cause significant health and safety issues for residents, lead to decreased property
values and put greater strain on local government resources. From leaking roofs and
windows, flooded yards, bowing walls and elevated mold growth, the requirement for
credentialed weatherization/retrofit workers will help control these issues as welJ as
provide energy savings in the home.
•

Fiscal Impact: The cost associated with inadequate, poorly installed weatherization
measures must be considered. An error made due to an unskilled or poorly trained
weatherization technician or energy auditor represents a tangible cost to both the
contractor and the homeowner. For every dollar spent on the direct costs of correcting
worker related problems, much more is spent to cover hidden costs. The need to hire
new, or to retrain existing workers and increased insurance rates are examples that drive
up weatherization/retrofit costs for homeowners. With the use of credentialed, skilled
LlUNA craftsmen, workers do it right the first time.
Industry Impact: When substandard weatherization services are rendered by
unqualified employers and workers it has the potential to negatively impact the public's
perception of the value of energy efficiency measures. Homeowners become distrustful
and more reluctant to pursue home weatherization projects. While weatherization
contractors can work to competitively differentiate their services, supporting worker
credentialing to ensure a high-quality workforce should be the unified industry goal.

Given the above considerations, LlUNA WTP has adopted the following worker credentialing
requirements:

90S 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I
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LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
PROGRAM - LIUNA/WTP

Laborers'
International
Union of
North America

Credentialing Technician/Installer:
The following core skills are required for credentialing as a LIUNA Weatherization Installer!
Technician:
Safety Skills - including but not limited to:
OSHA lO-hour Program
Back Injury Prevention
Hazard Communication
Hearing Safety
•

General Construction Skills - including but not limited to:
Construction Math
Tool and Material Identification
Hand and Power Tools
Measuring, Level and Plumb
Basic Layout Techniques

•

Basic Building Science
Interior Heat and Air Flow
Identifying and Sealing Leaks
Different Caulk Types (emphasis on "green" materials)
Weather-stripping
Foams and Other Sealers

•

Environmental Hazard Awareness
Asbestos
Lead
Mold
Biological
Seal, Insulate, and Modify Ductwork (emphasis on "green" materials)

•

Removal and Replacement of Doors and Windows (importance of recycling)
Removal and Reinstallation/Finishing of Drywall (importance of recycling)

•

Install Insulation (emphasis on "green" materials)
Rigid
Spray Foam
Batt
Blown-in
Dense Pack

905 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I
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LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
PROGRAM - LIUNA/WTP

Laborers'
International
Union of
North America

Credentialing Weatherization Supervisor: Technicianllnstaller
The following core skills are required for credentialing as a LlUNA Weatherization Supervisor:
Installer/Technician Credential
Project Management Training
•

inspection and Monitoring (CO, CO 2, dust)
Diagnostic Testing
Door blower
Duct blaster
Infrared cameras

•

Combustion Appliance Safety and Efficiency Check
Lead Renovator Training

Credentialing Weatherization Energy Auditor: Supervisor
The following core skills are required for credentialing as a LIUNA Weatherization Energy
Auditor:
•

Installer/Technician Credential

•

Supervisory Credential

•

Measurement Selection
Use diagnostic tools to accurately assess the structure
Select the materials to weatherize the structure based on codes, environmental
impact, and industry best practices

•

Work Scope Development
Measures needed to adequately address the energy inefficiencies of the house

905 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I
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LIUNA WEATHERIZATION TRAINING
PROGRAM - LIUNA/WTP

Laborers'
International
Union of
North America

LIUNA CAREER OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH LIFE-LONG LEARNING
The LlUNA Weatherization Training Program opens the door to jobs in a growing segment of the
construction industry and provides supervisory advancement opportunities. LIUNA advocates
life-long learning and encourages participants to take advantage of its wide variety of education
and training programs.
Weatherization workers can expand their skills in residential and light commercial construction.
From renovations, rehabilitation to the construction of new single family homes and multi-family
complexes, LIUNA has the training designed to increase value to workers and employers.
Weatherization workers may also decide to enter LIUNA's Construction Craft Laborer
Apprenticeship Program and progress on a construction career path outside of residential and
light commercial construction. Opportunities to work in highways and roads, bridges, dams,
tunnels, pipeline, building, landscaping, demolition and deconstruction; hazardous waste,
asbestos, lead, mold, nuclear, and disaster response; and green construction including solar
and wind farms, installation of pervious surfaces, and irrigation are just a few of the many
possibilities available to LIUNA members.
Individuals who choose to take advantage of these training opportunities will not only be better
positioned for career growth in the construction industry, they will also play an important role in
improving America's infrastructure and economic strength.

905 16th Street NW I Washington, D.C. 2006 I
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ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Governor

STATE OF CAlI~ORNIA - CALIFORNIA NATU~AL RESOURCES AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF WATER '~ESOURCES
SOUTHERN DISTRICT
770 FAIRMONT AVENUE, SUITE 102
. GLENDALE, CA 91203-1035
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Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
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Thank you for the cooperation and courtesy extended to Salomon Miranda of my staff
during our Community Assistance Visit in your community on Wednesday, April 1, 2009.
We hope the meeting was as useful and informative for your community's floodplain
management staff as it was for us.
The purpose of the CAV is to provide information and assistance about the National
Flood Insurance Program. On behalf of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, I
commend your staff for their conscientious efforts in implementing the NFIP. Contihued
enforcement of the NFIP regulations will ensure your community's good standing in the
.NFIP and guarantee availability of flood insurance coverage for residences that are in
flood hazard areas. A copy of your Community Visit Report is enclosed for your review
and action.
Our CAV did reveal a specific action that needs to be taken to bring your community's
floodplain management program into compliance with NFIP requirements. We request
that, within sixty (60) days of the date of this letter, your community take the following
action:
•

Update the City's floodplain management ordinance to meet the minimum
NFIP requirements pursuant to Title 44, Code of Federal Regulations,
Sections 59, 60.3-60.6, and 65.3. The adoption of an amended floodplain
management ordinance is a prerequisite for continued participation in
the NFIP. However, before your ordinance is adopted, please provide our
office with a draft of the ordinance for review and comment;

If you have questions concerning this letter, the enclosed report, or any aspect of the
NFIP, please contact Salomon Miranda of my staff at (818) 500-1645, extension 245 or
at salomon@water.ca.gov. I can be reached at
extension 222.

Mark Stuart, Chief
.Southern District
Enclosure
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Honorable Richard A. Stewart

MAY 6 2009

Page 2

cc + enclosures: Mr. Gary Kyle, Building Official
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92553
Mr. Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92553
Mr. Chris A. Vogt, Public Works Director
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92553
Mr. Kent Wegelin, Land Development
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California 92553
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
COMMUNITY VISIT REPORT
SECTION I
1. NAME OF COMMUNITY
City of Moreno Valley
5. VISIT CONDUCTED BY
Salomon Miranda

4. COUNTY
Riverside

3. COMMUNITY 10 NUMBER
065074

2. STATE
California

6. AGENCY
California Department of Water Resources

7. DATE OF VISIT
April 1, 2009

SECTION II
8. NAME OF LOCAL OFFICIAL
Chris A. Vogt, City Engineer

9. TELEPHONE NUMBER
(951) 413-3105

10. ADDRESS OF LOCAL OFFICIAL
14177 Frederick Street, Moreno Valley, California 92552

SECTION III - FINDINGS

PART A
RESPONSE
QUESTIONS - Select appropriate response
Serious

1. Are there problems with the community's floodplain management
regulations?

None

Minor

X

2. Are there problems with the community's administrative/enforcement
procedures?
3. Are there any engineering or other problems with the maps or Flood
Insurance Study?

X
X

4. Are there any other problems in the community's floodplain management
program?
'

X

5. Are there problems with the Biennial Report data?

- - YES

_X_

NO

6. Are there any programmatic issues or problems identified?

- - YES

_X_

NO

7. Are there any potential violations of the community's floodplain management regulations?
_ _ A potential violation or violations has/have been identified.
~ No violations have been identified.

_ _ Actions are being taken on the part of the community to remedy the violation(s) identified during the CAV.
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NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM
COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE VISIT
City of Moreno Valley, California
April 1, 2009
SECTION 111- FINDINGS (Continued)
PART B - NARRATIVE

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is based on an agreement between the
federal government and participating communities that have been identified as flood
prone. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), through the Federal
Insurance Administration, makes flood insurance available to the residents of a
participating community, provided the community adopts and enforces adequate
floodplain management regulations that meet the minimum NFIP requirements.
Currently, about 19,000 of the nation's 22,000 cities, towns, counties, and boroughs are
members of the NFIP.
A Community Assistance Visit (CAV) is a scheduled visit to a NFIP community for
maintaining periodic contact with the community to evaluate the effectiveness of local
floodplain management practices and to offer assistance if needed.
This report describes the findings of the April 1, 2009, CAV for the community of
Moreno Valley and asks for corrective actions where deficiencies were identified. Once
these deficiencies are corrected, it will enable your community to comply with the NFIP
requirements as specified in Title 44, Code of Federal Regulations.
BACKGROUND

The City of Moreno Valley is located in northwestern Riverside County, approximately
65 miles east of the City of Los Angeles and about 95 miles northeast of the City of
San Diego. Incorporated on December 3, 1984, the City of Moreno Valley covers
approximately 50 square miles and has a population of approximately
184,000 residents.
The City of Moreno Valley has a Mediterranean-like climate, which is indicative of
moderately warm summers and cool winters. Temperature ranges from 95 degrees
Fahrenheit in the summer to 40 degrees in the winter. The City of Moreno Valley has a
mean annual precipitation of approximately 13 inches, which falls predominantly during
the winter months.
Page 2 of 6
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The City of Moreno Valley joined the NFIP on June 18,1987. There are
126 flood insurance policies in force in the community that carry a total value of
$30.1 million in coverage with an annual premium of $68,308. By participating in the
Community Rating System with a Class 8 designation, all Moreno Valley's residents,
carrying a flood insurance policy, receive a ten percent discount on their premiums.
Since its incorporation, the amount of $16,107 has been paid towards 4 reported losses
in the community. According to the Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DFIRMs),
effective August 28,2008, the City of Moreno Valley has AE (with floodways), A, AH,
and AO flood designation zones.
The Department of Water Resources (DWR) staff performed the previous Community
Assistance Visit on March 3, 2004, and concluded that the community had a good
floodplain management program in place with no violations to the NFIP regulations. In
this CAV, DWR staff has determined that the community needs to update its floodplain
management ordinance as identified herein.
SUPPORT COMMENTS FOR SECTION 111- PART A

1. Community's Floodplain Management Regulations
The Floodplain Management Ordinance, No. 465, is found in Chapter 8.12 of the City of
Moreno Valley's Municipal Code. After the recent CAV meeting, DWR staff reviewed
the ordinance and determined that there is a need for an update to meet the minimum
NFIP requirements pursuant to the Title 44, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 59,
60.3-60.6, and 65.3 (CFR).
To assist the community in drafting amended floodplain management regulations, DWR
staff provided an electronic copy of the current California Model Floodplain
Management Ordinance, dated December 2006, to the community staff for reference.
DWR staff requests the following updates to the community's floodplain management
regulations:
a) Insert the following definition (Model Ordinance, Section 2.0)
•

Violation

b) Insert the effective date for the Flood Insurance Study and FIRMs (Model
Ordinance, Section 3.2)
c) Insert "Severability" clause (Model Ordinance, Section 3)
d) Insert requirement to submit new technical date to FEMA (Model Ordinance,
Section 4.2.D.2)
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e) Insert requirement for development within Zones A 1-30 and AE without a
designated f100dway (Model Ordinance, Section 5.6.A)

2. Community's Administration/Enforcement Procedures
The City Engineer is designated as the Floodplain Administrator pursuant to the City's
Ordinance No. 465, Section 8.12.140.
The Land Development Department is in charge of reviewing building sites to see if the
proposed structures are located in a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA). The as-built
lowest floor elevation in the SFHA is required to be one foot above the Base Flood
Elevation (BFE) for all new residential and non-residential structures and for all
substantial improvements. Non-residential structures can also be flood-proofed below
the BFE as long as a certification by a registered professional engineer or architect is
obtained to demonstrate that the structure is watertight with walls substantially
impermeable to water. For all new structures and for all substantial improvements in
AO zones, the as-built lowest floor is required to be elevated at least one foot above the
depth number specified in the FIRM, or elevated at least three feet above the highest
adjacent grade, if no depth is specified. The Building and Safety Department keeps
records of the building permits in the SFHA and all elevation documents.

3. Engineering or Other Problems with the Maps or Flood Insurance Study
During the CAV meeting, City staff reported that there's an issue with the floodplain
designation (Zone A) of a particular area on the community's DFIRM Panel No. 753
(effective August 28,2008). According to City staff, the area in question was removed
from the SFHA and given a Zone X flood designation back on November 3, 1989,
through a FEMA approved Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) due to improvements made
to the Pigeon Pass Channel. However, this LOMR, which revised the community's
FIRM Panel No. 06050740010 A (effective June 18, 1987), it is not shown on the
DFIRM Panel No. 753; consequently, City staff have indicated that property owners
within the area in question are now required by their lenders to obtain flood insurance.
The community is working with FEMA and its mapping partners to resolve this issue as
soon as possible. In the meantime, the community has been and will continue to assist
the affected property owners by providing copies of the November 3, 1989 LOMR so it
can be submitted to lenders in an effort to remove the flood insurance requirements.

4. Other Problems in the Community's Floodplain Management Program
None
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5. Other Problems in the Community's Floodplain Management Program
None

6. Problems with the Biennial Report Data
None

7. Programmatic Issues or Problems Identified
None

8. Potential Violations Identified or Suspected of the Community's Floodplain
Management Regulations
None

OTHER COMMENTS AND INFORMATION

1. Flood Mitigation Projects, Issues, or Concerns
None

2. Executive Order 11988 Floodplain Management
None

3. Community Action Needed
The community must submit to DWR, within sixty (60) days of the date of this report,
the following:
A copy of a draft ordinance that amends the City's current floodplain management
regulations. The City should note that adopting an amended floodplain
management ordinance is a prerequisite for continued participation in the
NFIP.

4. DWR Follow-up Needed
Review and comment on the draft ordinance.

5. Field Inspection
Salomon Miranda, DWR, conducted the floodplain field inspection prior to the CAV
Page 5 of 6
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meeting and concluded that there were no violations to the NFIP's construction
requirements.
6. CAV Meeting Attendee List
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Kent Wegelin, Storm Water Program Manager, City of Moreno Valley
Guy Pegan, Senior Engineer, City of Moreno Valley
Hoang Nguyen, Associate Engineer, City of Moreno Valley
Salomon Miranda, Engineer W.R., Department of Water Resources

SECTION IV
COMPLETED BY THE FEMA REGIONAL OFFICE
Date CAV Closed

--------------------------

Initials ____________

Salomon Miranda, California Department of Water Resources, Southern District
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Council Members
City Manager
Eco Dev Director

WASHINGTON, DC 20410·7000

OFRtE OFTHE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
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The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
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Dear Mayor Stewart:
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I am pleased to inform you that the Department of Housing and Urban Development's
Fiscal Year (FY) 2009 budget has been enacted and signed by President Obama. This letter
provides your FY 2009 allocations for the Office of Community Planning and Development's
(CPD's) formula programs: Community Development Block Grant (CDBG); HOME Investment
Partnerships; Housing Opportunities for Persons With AIDS (HOPWA); and Emergency Shelter
Grants (ESG). These programs provide funding for housing, community and economic
development activities, and assistance for low- and moderate-income persons and special
populations across the country.
HUD's budget for FY 2009 is included in the Omnibus Appropriations Act, 2009 (public Law
111-8). The amounts available include reallocated funds for the CDBG and HOME programs.
There is no funding for the American Dream Downpayment Initiative (ADDI) in FY 2009. The
following amounts reflect the level of funding available for these programs in your community:
Community Development Block Grant
HOME Investment Partnerships
Housing Opportunities for Persons With AIDS
Emergency Shelter Grants

$1,794,025
$666,444
$0
$0

This letter provides an opportu1}ity for HUD !o ~!ghlight several important i~sue.s. First, BUD
'continues to emphasize the importance of effective performance measurements in all of its formula
grant programs. Grantees must report outcome indicators for all open activities in the Integrated
Disbursement and Information System (!DIS) to assess their performance toward achieving their
objectives and outcomes in their Consolidated Annual Performance and Evaluation Report. It is
vitally important that HUD have complete performance measurement data to report to Congress, the
Office of Management and Budget, and the public at large. The Obama Administration's
commitment to transparency and accountability underscores the importance of this data. Your
ongoing attention to ensuring complete and accurate reporting of performance measurement data
will be crucial to HUD's ability to demonstrate the effectiveness of its formula grant programs.

I

Second, problems in the subprime mortgage mar~ets and resulting property foreclosures are
having significant impacts on a number of local governments. CDBG and HOME funds represent a
resource that local governments may use to address some of the consequences of these problems,
particularly for lower income families and neighborhoods. HUD urges its formula grantees, as part

www.hud.gov

espanol.hud.gov
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of the consolidated plan process, to examine their use of these grant funds to either reinforce
activities that help stabilize homeowners hip at the local level or to consider establishing such
activities in the coming year. HUD is committed to using the flexibility of these programs to aid
communities in addressing the potential impact of these problems and urges grantees to contact the
appropriate CPD field office to discuss any ideas or concerns on the use of formula funds for these
purposes.
Additionally, these funds are separate from funds appropriated under the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act (Recovery Act). The Recovery Act provided funds for the CDBG program
and several other initiatives managed by CPD, such as the Homelessness Prevention Fund and the
Tax Credit Assistance Program. These Recovery Act funds have already been allocated on a
formula basis and HUD has issued guidance on how to access and use these funds. If your
jurisdiction is receiving funds under any of the Recovery Act programs, please review the
appropriate guidance by visiting HUD's Recovery Act website at www.hud.gov.
Finally, the Department again urges grantees to consider the needs of our returning veterans
and their families in the design and administration of these formula programs. Over the past seven
years, several hundred thousand of our fellow Americans have served our nation on the battlefields
of Iraq and Afghanistan and countless other places around the globe. Many veterans are returning
to our communities with wounds and injuries that may make it difficult for them to find housing or
support themselves and/or their families. I am confident that you will consider their sacrifice and
ensure that these men and women receive the utmost consideration in the use of these funds at the
local level.
I look forward to continuing our partnership to assist lower income residents in your
community. As always, HUD is available to provide any assistance you require in implementing
your programs. If you or any member of your staff have questions, please contact your local CPD
office director.
Sincerely,

Nelson R. Breg6n
General Deputy Assistant Secretary
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April 21 ,2009

For Immediate Release
Media Contact: Aaron Knox
March Global Port Addresses
Reporting and Permitting Issues

The new management team of the March Global Port is working with federal regulators and the March
Joint Powers Authority to quickly resolve the notification of debarment by the Environmental Protection
Agency that resulted from a one-gallon fuel spill that occurred in 2006.
Although the spilled fuel was fully contained, cleaned up and disposed of properly in accordance with
environmental regulations, March Global Port faileo to report the spill within the required reporting period.
Global Port Fueling Services paid more than more than $100,000 in fines for the infractions. However,
the U.S. EPA attempted to notify March Global Port in early December 2008 that the Global Port still
needed to resolve an administrative process - even though it had settled its legal issues.
Late last year, prior to the time of the notice, March Global Port had moved its administrative offices. As
a result much of March Global Port's mail was not forwarded to the new address. Therefore, it did not
receive the Dec. 4,2008 Notice of Proposed Debarment and Action Referral Memorandum until April 20,
2009, when March Global Port attorneys finally obtained the Original notification directly from the EPA.
"We truly thought the matter had been resolved back in early 2008. We were not made aware that
there was another set of federal administrative actions needed until we received the final notice of
debarment in late January,· said Aaron Knox, new co-manager of the Global Port.
Following receipt of the letter of debarment in late January, the new Global Port management has been
working with its attorneys and the EPA to resolve the debarment.
"The EPA did exactly what it was supposed to do. However, we missed a crucial deadline because the
notice was simply sent to the old address and not forwarded,· said Mr. Knox. "We truly wish we received
the original notice of debarment when it was issued so we could have resolved this issue on a timely basis
and could have avoided the additional steps that we must now take."
In hindsight, March Global Port should have notified the March Joint Powers Authority when it first
learned of the debarment.
"We have always found the JPA staff to be very knowledgeable. Their expertise would have proven
useful in quickly navigating a resolution," Knox said.
The original notice of proposed debarment clearly outlines the administrative process that the March
Global Port needs to take to resolve the debarment.

1
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"We take this matter very seriously and continue to work with our attomeys and the EPA to put this
matter behind us so we may focus on creating a successful commercial airport that will bring high-quality
jobs to the communities surrounding March," Knox said.

#

#

#

March Global Port is a 320-acre industrial development at March Inland Port Airport on the south end of the
March Air Reserve Base, east of 1-215 between the cities of Moreno Valley and Perris, Calif. Visit
www.marchglobalport.com for more information.
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Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
"We Mean Business"
April 2009
Dear Chamber Member,

Terrance Davis, Service Plus Credit Union
Chairman of the Board
Karen Ayers, Visterra Credit Union
Vice Chair
Harold Trubo, Tucker's Tax Service
Treasurer
J amil Dada, Provident Bank
Past Chair
Oscar Valdepena
Executive Director
Michelle Dawson, City of Moreno Valley
Director
Dr. Nick Ferguson
Director
Betty Gibbel, EMWD
Director
Jaeger Jones, Miller-Jones Mortuary
Director
Dr. Monte Perez, RCC-M.V. Campus
Director·
Lea Peterson, So. Cal. Gas Company
Director
Sandy Ramirez, M. V. Flower Box
Director
Julie Reyes, Waste Management
Director
Ron St. Onge, Fast Signs
Director
Jeri Vaughn, Riv. Co. Reg. Medical Center
Director

Our military members, both active duty and reservists, are once again in
transit through March Air Reserve Base. As we are sure you are aware,
March ARB is a major deployment and arrival area for the Marines, Navy, Air
Force, as well as some Army and Coast Guard and all their supporting
elements from Camp Pendleton, Twenty-Nine Palms, Miramar Air Station,
Yuma, March ARB, Fort Irwin, as well as some troops from Camp Lejune, N.C.
These troops continue to sacrifice for the freedoms we enjoy and often take for
granted.
These young men and women process through March ARB at irregular times
and duration. While waiting, (which can last anywhere from hours to days) for
departures, we provide refreshments and snacks, such as chips, salsa, nacho
cheese sauce, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, etc ..... with smiles and
words of encouragement. On the arrivals we are there with candy, Slim Jims,
donuts, snacks, sodas, and of course, hugs and smiles.
Since the last major deployment, this community effort of providing comfort
and support is beginning again from scratch. We are asking for either
monetary or product donations so that we can continue this effort through this
next major deploymenUarrivals rotation beginning in June and continuing
through October. Your support will ensure that these troops get the same
treatment as the previous troops that have already deployed and those who
have already returned.
We are always asked by the troops when they see the "goodies" - "Where
does al/ this come from? Where do we pay?" - It is a joy to respond, uThis is
free. It is from our community, --- people who care". They are surprised and
so grateful. Your support means everything to these young men and women.
What we do for them is small compared to what they do for us.
We are hopeful that our request will be granted and as such, the check should
be made payable to M.v. Military Affairs Committee and designated
"Operation Troop Comfort", and mailed to the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce at the address listed below. For your reference the Chamber'S Tax
1.0. Number is 95-3063138.
Thank you for your support in this matter.

cr.:~
~nceDavis
Chairman

Oscar Valdepeiia
Executive Director

Marjorie Walker, Farmer's Insurance
Director

Laura Froehlich
MAC. Co-Chair
22500 Town Circle, #2090, Moreno Valley, CA 92553-7519
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Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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April 15, 2009

Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Mayor Stewart:
The Liaison Committee ofIl Sorrento Mobilhome Park held their annual election last
month (March). Additionally, the committee has held its' first meeting and has
selected officers. As our District Representative and in accordance with Title 13 of
the Moreno Valley Municipal Code, please be advised of the following:
Chair:
Co-Chair:
Secretary/Treasurer:
Member:
Member:
Member:
Member:

Bob Neelans,
Trish Walker,
Val Burrowes
Eleanor Marshel
Anne Neudecker
Bonnie Stoyan
Jean Tanner

Sp. 20
Sp.222
Sp.119
Sp. 145
Sp.5
Sp. 151
Sp. 149

Cordially,

~~

Val Burrowes, Secretary/Treasurer
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December 2008 - Ma:rch 15,2009
Volume 1
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2009
Community Action Partnership of Riverside County

New York Times
The Desert Sun
The Press-Enterprise
San Bernardino Sun
The Californian
The Business-Press
The Black Voice News
The Associated Press

OAifij~:'

Lois J. Carson, CCAP Executive Director
Community Action Partnership
of Riverside County

PARTNERSHIP

AMERICA'S POVERTY FIGHTING NETWORK
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~ENERGY PRIMER
December, 2008 - March 15, 2009
Article

Source

Date

Page (s)

Advice On Going Green

San Bernardino Sun

12-08

LA Rejects Shared Green Path Lines

San Bernardino Sun

12-20-08

2-3

Boxer Sees Stimulus in Clean Energy Measure

The Press-Enterprise

12-23-08

4

Nuclear Plant Operation Faulted

The Press-Enterprise

12-23-08
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C(lBSl1lt(l,~~~,()ffe.l1S·.·gnidance,
By~M~ganMcClain

Staff Writer .

.

';REDLANbS - InRediands~ if You want
to ; creaiea h1ghiirated, sustain ably
de1Jigned ·.~om.merCia)· building or YQU
w~t:t~btiitP a new one, Eric .shamp is';
one man to Call.
.'
• Shamp,principal architect .for Ecotype
Ccins~lting; is a LEEDcaccredited. professiomil who.focuses on sustainable design
projects; He'· said he is the only
LEE~ac(;redjtedarchitect in Redlands .
. :'~lt;s .8: new'fielO.; but it's s.o important
for thisreiiop," Shamp said. "This was the
fastest-groWing region in the United
Stales, and when the' economy sta,rts ·to
recpver:'again;'it Wilf;:continue to be the
fasteSt.groWing region." .
. LEED;or 'Leadership .in Energy and
Environmentpl Design, is.a green building,' .
ritl~g systemtised. tel, certify green buiW
in.~::using)l' point scale rating. It was
. .'
. .
.
.:. .'
Megan McClain/Staff
created by the nonprofit U.S. Green Build'iilgiCouncil and is used as a guideline and Eric Shqmp of Ecotype COr,lsuiting'ih Redlands stands alongside his two
rating system in environmental design.
bikes in his office. One takes.tlim 'on his five-minll±e commute to and from
';':"l:pat is like the GolXlHousekeeping work, and onei5- a 1920s roadster fie hope~ to r.e.store~
Sear::of Approval for green buildings,"
Sh<!~p said.
'Shamp said that to his knowledge, there
"The demand for green .buildings is
'There's
enormous amount of inefficieIi¢ies iT\.0ur.exiSting building stock,
is,'bne. LEED>building in Redlands,. Lewis already in place," Shamp said..·.
.He said that asking for a LEED-certifi- and upgradesthatreduce those inefficienHaUat theUniv'ersity of Redlands. .
;;ShaIllps3ldaboU1: a third of his work able building can be easier than just ask- cies can be .paid back.very short .cycle."
iIlvolves·co.nsulting for LEED projects, ing for· one with sustainable design, arid if.. -Shamp j~;anH!'mber ·ofthe city of Redwliicll 'inhemiiln objective of the com- done right, should not be 'that much more 'IAAds;Plan:DingCommission and works
expensive.
.
. With the City's Climate Action Task ·Force.
pany.
"LEED is not so much a cookbook for
"If It:has to do with sustainability, and if
Shamp' haS . taught classes at Chaffey
College,. San Bernardino Valley College green building, it's not a step-by-step . :it h1l$ to do with facilities; then I find a
and UC Riverside.A lot Qf his classes deal guide; it's a tool," he ·said. "You can use the way to help out," he said.
Shamp, who has lived in Redlands for
wi~h LEED training and preparing for the right end of the hammer, or the Wrong
..
the hammer."
LEED certification exam. He also gives endHeofsaid
that if LEED is used as a.fram- eight years, had the grand opening of his
.classes to .private organizations such as ing tool for malting deSign deciSions that consulting.firm on Earth DaY earlier this
architectural finris and cities.
work with. the building goals, the cost for year, He enjoys the location in the Cope
·."Irs notsometliing I expected to do ... creating a building along that guideline is 'building, with. the 12-foot ceilings and
but there's a huge demand;" Shamp said negligible.
. '
'~rban view" he;has outside
office. The
about his teaching.
Energy-efficient design leads to lower' north-facing windows and .natural light
He said that right now· there is a big energy pills, and he said the 1 or 2 .percept a!~o .allow him tQ work with less light and
demand for training in sustainable difference in cost creating a LEED build~eri'ergy costs, aiidhe is able to take a
d,esign. Although there is not a lot of ing is paid back by the energy costs saved. five-minute bike ride to work every day.
building going on now, b~ilding owners
"Economy and ecology. go hand in
"I've cut my carbon footpribt over 50
are beginning to ·look into sustainable hand," Shamp said.
,percent," he said.
design to save money and help the enviCurrently, Shamp is seeing more interFor more information about LEED, visit
ronment.· .
wWw.usgbc.org.
est in retrofitting existing buildings.

an

his

1
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TRANSMISSION ROUTES: The city of Los Angeles is considering various routes for new tr~nsmission lines to carry ,
renewable energy from the desert.

shared Green

"

"

Path lines

BY DAVID DANELSKI
. lHE PREs.')-ENTERPRISE

Southern California Edison is
offering an alternative to the
. Green Path North power line'
project that Los Angeles wants to
build across San Bernardino Coun- .
ty deserts and foothills ...
Edison could add enqugh c:apacity on its power lines along InterstatelO to carry electricity to
Los Angeles from· geothermal,
wind and solar power projects
planned in the desert. said Sandi
Blain, manager of the transmission
project licenses foi Edison, an·
investor-owned utility.
.
However; officials with the Los
Angeles Department of Water arid
Power say they are not interested.
Any agreement with Edison'
would involve paying to, use the,
power lines and could be suspend- '
ed or terminated. leaving too much
uncertainty for some' 5 million Los
Angeles-area customers, said David Nahai, DWP gE;neral manager.
"We cannot afford: to be in a
second position when it comes to
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'' s i n. ':one
c e theyhapp.ened upon'
sensitive; areas, he
POWER
of the
Sllrvey . saId. One scenano would put
. ., .
.
;;,"
. crews·last year,' north·.of .aportionofthepowerlines
m~re

ut~llty's·

~
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o
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01
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for~profitutiJities,

such as .

E~son.

Miller said DWP'smotives
Yueca VaJ.re)c
.
parallel to' Edison's lines go. beyond tapping renewtransmission,". Nahai sald. . .' They fear 'power lines, and along Interstate 10. Nahai able energy. The utility
"We have to ha.vepermanent .the roads needed to. build said he is in talks with would have the potential to
. 'and aj:iso~ute" traIi~I;ilission. and: maintain' them, . would Edison.
bring in money by delivering
lights .... Rentiilg is not'the damage undisturbed land in . Some Inland cities could power to others, he said.
The project'greatly boosts
option oile prefers to have:: the desert and in the foot-· benefit from Green . Path.
Los Apgeles " . wants: hills of the San Bernardino DWP would build the lines in the DWP's clout and fi8pO~megawattpbwer lines ill . Mountains. '. Opponents in- partnership'. with 'the' inter-, nanci?l position by estabplac~by 2013 or 2014 to tap clude property owners, the agency Southern California lishing new power lines near:
geothermal energy: at ,the Riverside County Board 'of Public Power Authority, Jutur:.e .alternative-energy·
Salton Sea' as well ';$;:prq-. Supervis:or and the Cities of WhoSe me~bers include the projects and between two
.po'sed desert~areayv1hd,and Desert IjotSprings and cities of Riverside, Colton' transmission' corridors
. ~olat ,projects., " ' . ;
.·Twentynine:Palms. .
and .Banning, Membets of along interstates 10 and 15, .
Los Angeles officials said the power authority that opt he said.
. Imperial' Irrigation Disthct would build powerlilles they would need a path no into a project are then enti"There is a huge potential
from' Salton. Sea toa spot' :more than 330 feet wide, but tied to some of the electric- for revenue," Miller said.
The U.S, Bureau of Land
north of Pa)¢~prings;.F:r(jmdesert residerits worry that ity.
Blaip sahlif the Los Ange- Management is processing'
there, iir~~,everal scenarios,.. Green Path. power lines
the Los:":Angeles,'utility:could help justify a federal les utility used Edison lines 171 applications seeking to
woulcl. bu+i,d.'~bou~89rillles!0(:utility corridor. designation alongIDterstate 10, it would . develop solar and wind.ener- .
transmission'liiles'to-H¢spe...,that might lead to pipelines have to schedule ,power de- gy on public lan'd in the
ria,: linkiii'gto'Jhe .n~twork·· and other utility projects..
liveries' through. California desert from Ridgecrest to EI
thatwoUldcarry.theelectrlc-.
The maintenance roads Independent 'System Opera- Centro. Any electricity those'
ity to Los Angeles through : would' invite off-roaders, tor,
.
projects g(!nerate would·
the AqtelopeValley_ . ' .' . causing more damage tothe . The ISO is a state entity have to be linked to the:
Los 'AngelesrieedsJo:,tap . environment, said David created when the electricity power grid.
;
The Los Angeles area will
renewable energysQufces tq.· Miller, a resi.dent of Pioneer- industry was deregulated in
meet state gre~rib,q~e~gas: town nortliwest of Yucca the 1990s to allow .open ac- need aU the power Green
reducti9n requif¢·mentg. Valley and a member ofthe cess to rpost of the power Path can carry, DWP offiAbout 11 percen.t of the util-. : California Desert. Coalition, grid infCalifornia. The agen- cials said.
itis eleCtricity c.omesfrom a, .group opposing' the cy would 'also set the transNahai said the agency's
renewablesoilrces. By 2020, project.
' .
mission fees.' that Edison only purpose is tq,serve the
that n~eds to be 3.5 percent,
'~Weneed· to first maxi- could charge.
public.
utility ,:spo.keSniari . joseph m~~ the us~Of al~eJdst~ng
GOING'iT ALONE
"It is. almost perverse for
Ramallosald..
.
.
. (utIhty)corndors,:mcludmg
.
anyone to suggest we would
.· . OpPoSlnO,. . • ·
aU oithe 1-10 ~apacity, ,before ·.Blit Ramallo·said Los'1\n- be building thi:s li~e to make .
.'. . . . . . .
we start adding corndors," geles prefers to 'own ItS. money," Nahal SaId.
Edjsoh's ofierbolsted the. Miller s a i d . ,
transmissionlihes and pow- . Federal environmental re- .
positionofGr.een.P~thop.po~ . Nq.hai s~d DWP is consid- er-generation. sources as' view of the Green Path pro- .
nents:
.: "
" '.
'eringways'to ouild the pow- . mucn as possible;
posal is expected to start
Some High Desert resi- 'er liries with rhiniinal dam-' . That allows the utility to next year.
dents have fought the·Dwp age to the environment. An offer. lower rates than those Reach David Danelski at 951-368-9471
. Green Path North plan ever option is to bury the lines in offered by investor-owned, or ddanelski@pe.com
roNTINUED FROMA1 .
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Boxerse~sstimulus
BY RENEE SCHOOF
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

'

WASHINGTON -Sen. Barbara Boxer
on Tuesday announced that the
Senate Environment and Public
Works' Committee would, draft a
new climate bill that would help
consumers avoid higher prices and
cre,ate new jobs in clean energy,
"We all understand the urgent
need for action, arid this is a great
way to reinvigorate the economy,"
Boxer said as she outlined the
principles she wanted included in a
bill to limit and lower greenhouse
gas emissions.
Boxer, a Califorhia Democrat,
said she aimed to get the bill
passed by Congress before international negotiators meet in
Copenhagen, Denmark, in Deceinber to negotiate the final form of a

December 23, 2009
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in clean energy measure

treaty with binding 'limits
support her bill -:-: :~~. ,,{AO
on emissions globally.
packed a hearilig ~opm,·for
her press conference about
. The bill's prospects are
uncertain. Boxer outlIned'
her basic principles for itonly general principles and
to rally support :Cor it even
before it takes shape.
no details, but no Repub"The message has to be,
lican members of her comdon't allow talk of an eeoc
mittee endorsed them. Sen.
Some Senate' Democrats Barbara
nomifrecession to stop our
from coal-dependent states Boxer
work because in fact the
surest way to create good,
,also have raised concerns
about plans to put mandatory jobs)n ,this country is to mobilize
limits on greenhouse gas emis- for clean energy independence,"
sions.
she said. "If yO\! want to fight this
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Los An- recession; do it by mobilizing to
geles, is drafting a separate cli- become energy independent with
mate bill in the House of Repre- clean energy and really save this
,
sentatives, and differences planet."
between the two versions eventuThe basic approach .is to set a
ally would have to be worked out. limit on greenhouse gas emissions
Boxer urged the environmental- that would decline each year and
Ists 'and business leaders who require companies to buy tradable

permits, for the pollution they:
generate. The system would create
incentives for companies to produce non-polluting energy such as
'v\Tind and, solar.
'
Boxer's principles, endorsed by
the other Democrats on her committee, called for reducirigeniissions to levels guided by scientific
research to avoid global' climate
disruption. ' She 'didn't announce
speclfic reduction figures. '
She also called .for giving an
unspeci'fiedpercentage of ,funds
from the sale of pollution pennits
to consumers so that they WOUldn't
suffer economic losses while the
nation makes a transition to nonpolluting energy.
Some oCthe money also would go
to investments in clean energy
technology and energy efficiency'.
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200vmE ASSOCIATW PRESS
The San Onofre nuclear plant has troubled ihe Nuclear Regulatory Commission for some time. In January, the commission
rePorted Edison fired or disciplined seven employees over the I.ast two years for safety and security violations.
.

Nuclearptantoperation faulted
Battery for San Onofre safety systems inoperable for four years
Tlf[ASSOGIATEO PRESS
San Onofre, on the coast of the "white" inspection
SAN CLEMENTE - Federal between Los Ang~les and jjnding.
regulators are ramping up San Diego, is operated by . The problem was discovinspections at the San Ono- Rosemead-based Southern ered March 25.
. NRC color-coded safety infre nuclear plant after it wtis ' California Edison.
discovered a batter.y ,used to
The utility said in a state- spection categories range
supply po\ver to safety sys- ment that 'it accepted the from green to white, yellow
terns didn't work for four outc,ome oftlle NRC's special and red.
White is a low to moderate
years.
inspection and will focus on
Nuclear Regu)at.ory Com- preventing a recurrence.
safety significance finding.
mission regional adminis"We agree with the NRC
NRC inspectors found.
trator Elmo Collins said in a regarding the rigor needed loose electrical connections
statement Monday that the in problem identification to the battery were caused'
problem stemmed from poor and i'esolution. To that end,. by inadequate maintenance.
maintenance and the lapse is we have Inade signtficant The regulatory commission
troubling.because the condi- leadership and organiza- also noted seven findings
tion persisted for so long. . tional changes at San Onofre determined to be of low
Other emergency batter- to ensure that plant perform- safety significance.
The NRC report said the
ies were available to supply ance keeps pace with contlnpower to plant safety sys- uously rising nuclear indus- San Onofre plant's "ability to
terns, but the NRC said the try
standar,ds,"
the effectively evaluate probloss of even one emergency statement said.
lems has been, and continbatter); ,reduced the plant's
The commission said t.he ues, to be, a concern to the
safety margins.
. San Onofre Nuclear Gener- NRC.'"
It was inoperable from ating· Station will receIve
The commission plans ad2004 to 2008. " .
additionai oversight because ditional oversight at the San

I

Onofre plant "until sustained improvements are
recognized."
The San Onofre plant has
troubled the NRC for some
time.
.'
In September, Edison executives and NRC officials
met in San Clemente to discuss safety iaflses at the
northern San Diego County
plant.
"
The, commission disclosed
in January that Edison fIred
or disciplined seven employees over the last two years
for safety and security V10-'
lations, including one, worker who skipped hourly
rounds, for five years and
falsified hourly logs..
Edison. then appointed a
site manager who replaced a
half-dozen ",plant managers
anti hegan new accountabllity training.
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by wilterweat~:er
Turbines can
, throw ice spears, snow.
covers solar panels and
biodiesel can corigeal, .
~NE~GY:

.

BY KATE GALBRAITH

H[W YORX TlUES N£WSSlIlVlC£

Old Man Winter, Il turns
out, is no friend of renewable
energy.
This time of year, wind
turbine blades Icc up, blodiesel congeals In tanks and
solar panels produce less
power becnuse there is not
as· much sun. And perhaps.
most irritating to the people
who own them, the panels
.become covered with snow,
rendering them useless even
in bright winter sunshine.
So in regions where homeowners have long rolled
their eyes at shovcling driveways, add' another coldweather chore: cleaning off
the solar panels.
"At least I can get to them
with a long pole and a squeeg~e," Sllid Alan Stankevitz, a
homeowner in southeast
Minnesota.

THICK FUEL
In January 2007, a bus
stalled in the middle of the
night on Interstate 70 in the
Colorado' mountains. The
culprit was a 20 percent
bio.diesel blend tbat congealed In tbe freezing weather, according to John Jones,
the transit director for the
bus line, Summit Stagc.
The passengers got out of
that situation intact, but
Summit Stage, which serves
ski resorts, now avoids biodicsel':'" which contains vegetable oils - from November
to March, and uses only a 5
percent blend' in the summertime, when it can still get
cold in the mountains.
Winter may pose even big-

ger safety hazards in the
vicinity of wind turbines_
Some observers say the rna:
chines can hurl chunks offce
as they rotate.
.
"]t's like you throw a plate
out there and that· .plate
breaks," said Ralph Brokaw,
a catUe rancher in southeast
Wyoming who has 69· wind
turbines on i).is property.
When his turbines ice up, he
stays out of the way.
The wind industry admits
that turbhies can drop ice,
like a lamppost or any tall
structure_ But Ron Stimmel,
nn expert on small \\1nd
turbInes at the American
Wind Energy Association,
denies that [he turbines hurl
a lot of icy javelins.
Large turbines turn off
automallcally as ice builds
up, and small turbines will
slow and stop because the
ice prevents them from spinnlng - '1ust like a plane's
wing needs to be de-iced to
fly," Sllmmel said.
Brokaw says that his turbines do turn Off when they
are too Icy, but the danger
sometimes comes right before the turbines shut down,
after a wet;· warm snow
causes icc buildup.
From the standpOint of
generating power, winter is
actually good for wind turbines, because it is generally
windier than summer_In
Vermont, for example,
Green Mountain Power,
whiCh operates a small wind
farm in the southeastern
part of the state, get.s more
than twlcc the monthly production in winter as in August.

TOO UnLESUN
The OPPOSite is true, how-.
ever, for solar power. Days
arc shorter and the sun is
lower in the sky during the

winter: ensuring less power
.
Even in: flatland· Call fornia, w1tlJ mil9 w:iQters and
little spow,.solar'paneHi can
generate aslittJe as halJ
their summertime peak, de~
pending on .how ·r,nuch they
are tilted, according to Rob
ErJichman, chief executive of
Sunlight Electric, a San
Francisco solar company.
Operators of the electrical
grid do not won'y much
about the seasonal swings,
because the percentage of
production from renewable
energy is still so· low around 1 percent of the country's power. comes from
wind, and less from solar
panels. In addition, Americans use slightly less electricity in the winter than in
the summer because air conditioners are not running:
This is especially true in
sunny areas, so solar panels'
peak production matches
the spikes in demand.
prod~ction,

FUTURE CONCERN
But as renewable energy
becomes a bigger part of the
nation's power.. mix, tbe·seasonable variability could become· more of a problem,
Already, power developers
are learning that they must
make careful plans to avoid
the worst impacts of ice and
snow.
Trey Taylor, the president
of Verdant Power, which has
put small turbines in, the
tidal East Hiver in New York
City and plans more for the
St. Lawrence·'River in Canada, said that ice chunks
could slide over one another
"like a deck of cards," pushing ice below and harming
turbines. That may rule out
parts of otherwise promising sites like the Yukon River
in Alaska, he said.
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rv1orelate.inpaying· utilitilli~cCc,,~?,
ELECTRICITY.
GAS: One. 'in five households
nationwide is .
' . ed.
than ~vhen the survey wasbmduct;.' .' .... ' .
...,...,..
strugglmg with bills. That number could ~lSe by the end of winter.
Last year, whell the ecoiiomy

UTI LlTY PAYMENTS.:

.
-. :., .:....
..' ..... ,," .
.Anew survey' finds that nearly.': .' .'
BY DUANE W. GANG .
The association conducted asur- wasn't as bap, many people still . 40 million electriCity and natural gas" .'
" THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE
vey Of utility providers in 41 states wen~ unable to make payments, . Gustoilliws in theUhited States had
. MOre than 18 percent of Califo~- ~nd released its findings recently T~?r~ey~r said,
. $8} billion 'in past-dUB 'accounts iii May,'
m~ .hou~eholds were late.on !hell' Ill~n effor~ to help lawI~akers
ThIS IS ,one ~f those extra . Here's aJook at the numbers in.'.
utility bills at the end oUast wIDter deCld~ fundmg levels for aId pro~ bar~~eters,' he Sal?,
. . California.
and owed on average more than grams.
NatIOnally, one III five house- '.
.
.
$140, according to a new survey.
Rob Thormeyer, a spokesman hplds was late on utility payments. 10.6 MILLION customers wit~ .
And with tougher economic for the association, said it is hard to
The association's consumer af-' . past-due' accounts.'· . :, .' '.' .
t!mes still ahead, the' ~lUmbel' of .- draw too mi1hy conclusions from fali's committee ~evi~wed late-pay- S28~.6MILLION.ln totalpast~due
people across the natIOn strug- the survey. The data are a year old, qlent and termmatJon data fro~
debt
".
gling to make their electric and' h~ s a i d . O c t b b e r ~007 to May 2008, immedi:· -: '.-.' '····':d·· " ..
. natural gas payments could rise by· "It is just a snapshot. in time," he ately before and after the tradition- .S142.87 average am.ount owe . per ':
the time this winter is over, accord- said.'
.
al winter heating season.
'customer..... ..
ing to the National Association of
But he added, "The economy is
The WaShington, D.C.-bGised or-· SOURCE: NATIONAL ASsOCIATiOH Of amilLATORY; .. · .
I Regulatory Commissioners.
in a much worse conditi~)l\" now
'.'
.
SEE UTILITIES/D3 UTIlITY COMMISSIONEflS . - . ." .·,·i,:.

UTILITIES
. GOKTINlJID mOM D1

ganization represents state
public service c9mmissioners, who regulate utilities
such as electricity and natural gas.
For California, the data
came from utilities that provide electricity and those
that provide both electriCity
and natural gas.
The data do not include
numbers from municipal or
cooperative utilities, since
those are not regulated by
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state public service commissions, according to the association.
In California, the survey
found 501,000 households, or
about 5 percent of customers, had their utilities terminated in calendar year 2007,
with about 96,500 remaining
disconnected as of May.
A spokesman for Southern California Edison COUld.
not be reached for comment.
The association wants the
data used by lawmakers to
help determine funding levels· for the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assis-

tance Program.
"Policymakers in Congress, the administration
and across the country are.
even . more· aware of this I
critical need' today than in
the past," association president Frederick Butler and
chairwoman Anne Boyle.
said in a joint statement.
"The release of this timely
document provides' enol'mous data to he~p justify
continued support forUHEAP and similar programs."
Reach Duane W. Gang at
,951·36e-9547 or dgang@PE.com

·1
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
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Solana Beach resIdent and City Councilman Dave Roberts talks. about the solar electric generating system at hIs home Wednesd,
On the wall beside hIm Is the converter for the system.
. '.

Region is warming to
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'Homeowners aFe crushing to.lDtttsolar pamels,on rooftops
spotlight on ~olar electric systems.
. Bob Noble, chairman the Californi
"Typically, the' winter is the slow Center for-Sustainable Energy, whie:
season for solar," David Wiley, adminis- promotes green energy and administer
trative assistant for the installation firm the state's solar rebate program in Scu
here may be a recession, but one Real Goods Carlson in Murrieta, said Diego County.
'.
wouldn't know it by the solar . last week. "You're scraping for jobs and
Today, the solar·paneled roof is, lik·
taking whatever you can. But now we're the Toyota Prius hybrid, a symbol of ;
installation l:iusiness.
Firms installed three times as many booked solid for.a good two months and greener fu ture.
solar·power panels .in San Diego and we don't see us slowing down' anytime
It is popular to own one, Noble saic
.
Riverside counties last year than in soon."
And many prominent people do.
2007, according to state statistics.
Likewise, Solana Beach·based
Indeed, former Solana Beam Mayo:
And installers say they expect to Sequoia Solar just came off it,S best-ever Dave ,Roberts recently installed sola
install more. in 200~.. J:>ecause generous month.as·:a.dozen people pl<iGed orderS panels: on his roof.
raxinoentives are kicking in.
.
for solar :panels;:said Jeff pitzer, vice
. Roberts, who' still serves on thl
Industry analysts say interest is surg· president of sales and marketing.
cOtUlcil, said he loves the system on the
ing despite the ailing economy because
The firm's previous record for a west· facing roof of his 4,100·square-foo·
most homeowners who buy panels have single month 1II'8S seven orders.
house.
cash on hand, and California's campaign
"They used to be a symbol of the
to curb global warming is shining the kook who lives up on the hill," said
~ POWER, A-:
DAVEOOWNEY

of
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Continued from A·l

"It was the right thing to
do, envirol1Plentally," Roberts
said. "And i.t has really cut
down on our utility bill."

The boxes
Noble said modern sunpower systems are popular
because they are attractive.
"They are not ~gly boxes
on houses tucked awiy in the
woods," he said. "They are
beautiful examples of 21st
century technology."
Solar panels· are also an at·
tractive investment. At a time
when the .value of stocks is
plummeting, many 'see the
systems as a safe bet for receiving an immediate rerum
in the way of lower electric
bills, said Damon Franz, an
energy analyst for the Califor·
nia Public Utilities Commis·
sion in San Francisco.
The surging interest in
solar power is clearly reflect·
ed in the number of people
applying' for state rebates
through tbe California Solar
Initiative Program, launched
in January 2007 as part of
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's strategy to put panels
on 1 inillion roofs.
mthe first year, rebate applications totaled" 329 in San
Diego County and 153 in
Riverside County.
Totals nearly tripled in
2008 to 977,an~ 476, respectively, in the counties, according to figures compiled by
Melicia Charles, a regulatery
analYst for the commission..
The new systems installed
in the last two years are
capable of generating 9
megawatts in Riverside
County and 19.5 megawatts
in San Diego County, the fig·
ures show.
That's a' significant
illnount of electricity, but a
fraction of the typical 500megawatt output of a power
plant.
The biggest surge came in
the last months of 2008 . just as the economy was im·
ploding.
Rebate
applications
peaked at 202 in September
for San Diego County, and at
64 in October for Riverside
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AREA.SO~II PANEL INSTALLATIONS
Mo~

San Diego
.County

',0 ..

January "07 .
FCbruary
March
.April
June
. July
.August
Sept

.'1

p

2·'
0
0

50
57
72
57
69
329

oct.

'."

0_

24

Nov.
Dec.
2007 Total

Coo.nty..

0
0
0
0

·May

Rlversldo

2
17
17
. 29
30
30
25
153

':

'

San Diego

Riverside

Month

County

.Jan. !08

Fe~ry

March
. April
MI!Y
.June
July
:August
Sept.

69
50
33
53
67
.94

.'-

7.0

120
202
Oct.
93
.Nov.
.63
Dec.
63
2008 Total
977
'Based on homeowners and business o'
applied for state rebates under California
Initiative program.

'Source: California Public.Uti.lities .Commisslpn, Energy Division

County, commission figures
show.
'Afhen it came LO new
homes with solar panels, 161
were built in San Diego'
County last year through a
San Diego Gas & Electric Co"
program begun in April, said
April Bolduc, CI)mpany
spokeswoman.
Interest in the program,
which offers tax credits,
grew steadily throughout the
year, Bolduc said.

The right thing
Despite worsening news
on the economic front, industry officials and installers expect a more robust 2009.
That's because the federal
tax credit was boosted to 30
percent in October, "whiCh is
huge," Bolduc said.
On Thursday, the $2,000
cap on federal tax credits for
installing panels on existing
homes expu·ed.
Wiley, of Real Goods
Carlson, said many of his
firm's customers have been
standing on the sidelines,
waiting for the new year to
arrive before jumping into
the solar game.
One of those customers is
Donna Murdoch, who has ordered a 4.5-kilowan system
for the roof of her one·story,
2,000·square·foot home in
Ramona.
For her, waiting was a nobrainer.
Murdoch's system will
,cost $30,500. But she said the

net price for her will be
$16,500.
That's because she will
get a $6,900 rebate from the
state and a federal tax'credit
or' $7,100, thanks to the removal of the ·federal cap.
The system will pay for it·
self in nine years, she said.
"I've always wanted to do
it," 'Murdoch said. "I think
it's the right thing to do. We
live in a very sunny place, .
and we cat't produce enough'
power." .
For rilOst of the year, the
new panels will provide all
the power Murdoch needs.
The exception will be
summer, when she will need
some help from San Diego
Gas & Electri~ to stay cool
during inlaild heat waves.
She was careful not to
build too big a sys~em 'because, if there is. electricity
left over after a year is up, it
cannot be sold to the local
utility under state law.
"I don't want to donate to
SDG&E," Murdoch said.

The game changer
Besides doing the "right
thing" environmentally, Mur·
doch said she ordered panels
to shield herseU from future
rate hikes.
Shielding 'is something a
lot of solar customers are
aiming to do, said Pitzer, of
Sequoia Solar.
"After what gas prices did
several months ago, most of
us realize we don't want to

be 'subjected to
of ·fluctuation!
prices," Pitzer S1
Anew state};
the Way for mat
pIe to beconi.e I
pendent.
. Schwarzeneg
signed legislatio
ifornia ci ties the
tablishing progr.
vide loans to ho
install solar pan·
Families wil
avoid the up-f:
tens of thousanc
Instead, they
to payoff loar
over 20 years tho
ments tacked
property·tax bill
. A few weel
Diego 'became
first cities -' an
so far - to ann
gram in resporu
law.
'Several cities
Diego County at
Riverside Counl
ering following 1
"That could
game-changer,"
McAllister, din
grams for the C;
ter for Sustainal
Up until no~
said, the chief (
family consider
been the initial
The new la\l
that barrier out
"I think it i1
low solar 'to go
stream," he said

9
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P'OWER'OONlR.ACTS: A Moreno Valley official questions
" 'I' b"
, ..
.
.
th e. uti
ity C argmg reSidents who were never customers.
: BY DAN .LEE .>
THE PIlESS;EHTERl'RISE

Edison officials say the California Publit Utilities Commission
·Moreno Valley Utilities custom-l!as directed-Otiie company to collect
ers may have toshell Qut.$5 to $12 a the fees to,\-pay 'back long-term
month to Sout,hern Giiliforn,ia Edi- contractsth~~ California negotiatsOri; which is in a dispute with the, ed to buy j:JQwer during the 2001 .
city over paying. off long-term energy ci'isis.
power contracts.
In addttio.~tp collecting the fees
.

.

'~'..

from, its own customers, Edison'is because the resid~nts:bei).1g targetseekmg to recover tile fees from ed were never)!ldISOn custom.ers.
residents in five communities that
Edison' Public Affairs'Director
created city-o'Nnep.,:lltilltles in the Charles Wilson called it "an issue
wake of the ,energy Crisis, ip- offairness."
cJudmg Moreno Valley.
"If Moreno ValleYlJtilities sloes
. Edison arglJe,s those .fE~sidentsnotcol!ectit,,Edison customers in
should help pay for electricity that Jv1or~p.Q Valley' will pay longer and
was purchased on their behalf. mote," q.e said..
,'.
Howmrer, Moreno Valley has chalCustomers' in Morerio' Valley
lenged the collection of thOse fees
SEE EDiSONlC4

.

CitY'officials hoped that Moreno '~hich'now manage the long-term' tion tp pay ~ private companyfor a
Va,lley utilities might be able to power contracts, to collect fees to service not received.'"
.'
'offer incentives to ,attraCt new pay back the contracts.
The city of Moreno Valley sent
GOlmNUED FROM C1
businesses to. tmVu and create jobs,' They argued that the PUC has no out letters in December to its more
Utilities' service area would each' m.ucn like RiVerSide PUblic Utilities authority over the municipal util-than 5,300 utility customers, notihave to pay an extra $5 to. $12 a hilS for Riverside" "
ities, only over the investor-owned fying them that Edison may selid
This is not tlie first time Edison utilities, City Attorney Bob Herrick them .a bill, advising them to
, month until the contracts expire in
2022, 'or about $5 million total, and Moreno ,Valley have disputed said by.phone. .
, consult an attorney for legal advice
Wilson said.
over utiliti~s: The ,power compariy , The California Supreme Court on the charges,arid including
':aut a city official S:iid Moreno spent· $2.4 tllillion in 2004 to sup- refused to hear the municipal contact information for Edison and
Valley Utilities' customers should port a.citywide ballot measure that utilities' appeal, which Wilson said the PUC should the customers
need addition a). information or
not have to pay the fee becaus,e would have imposedtegulations re~;olved th~ legal issues.
Edison never provided them ser- on' Moreno Valley Utilities. The :. But Herrick said the, ,court ruled wish to lodge a complaint.
vice:
measure was defeated, and Wilson thilt the municipal utilities didn't
The city received about three
'.'~t , doesn't, make sem~e;" 'city . Sai9ii"the, curren;t fee issue has h,ave the legal standi~g to appeal dozen responses in the week after
UtilitIes Manager George HanS'On notmng to do With the events of Sillce they weren't beIilg charged the letters were sent out, Hanson
the fee. Utility customers could sue ,said. People are upset, he Said:
said by phone. "It~s imipprop.riate." 2004:
" M9reno Valley created its mti~' Moreno Vall~y officials joined and challenge the fee, he said.
"They don't understand why
Th,e fee, '~violates every principle they would owe a provider- who's
nicipal utility in 2001 \ to serve with the California MUniCipal Util"green fields," or newly developed ities Ass'ociation to Challenge theoifairnessand contract law," Her~ never,giveil'them service - monareas that had IW-Ner needed or PUC's order requit.,ng investor-' rick said. "I can't imagine a basis ey," Hanson said. "We don't lillow
received electrical'services.
owned utilities sucr. as Edison; on which there could be a'n obliga- either.~'
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, coachella valley

.State experts· to discuss renewable energy
Meeting will focus on a statewide plan '
to place solar panels along part of 1-10'
BY ERICA SOLVIG
The Desert Sun

Suite. renev.'able energy experts on
Saturday will be in the Coachdla Valley,
-discussir).g plans to line a 60-mile stretch
along Interstate 10 with solar panels.
. The statewide Rene\l.'<1ble Energy

They include Palm Springs, Joshua
'IIeeand the segment ofI-lO between
the edge of Joshua Tree Natipnal Park
and Blythe.
,
1l:ansm.ission Initiative meeting starts' The planning effort is being spearat 10 a.m. at Palm Desert City Hall, headed by a coalition bf publicly
73-510 Fred waring Drive. It is open to owned utilities and California's Public
the public.
.
Utilities Commission. Energy ComPlarmers have, identified 37 zones 'mission and Independent System Opstatewide as key locations for future erator.
solar and wind development. '
They hope that creating a master
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plan will pave, the way for green
developers to come here.
The proposal is still in its early stages.
If the locations are approved, plarmers
will begin looking at where transmission lines would go.
Many local officials have touted the
Coachella Valley - home to an abundance of wind, solar and geothermal
resources - as prime. for green development.

But some, including the head of the
local Sierra Club, have argued that the
the proposed zones may not be the
best choices.
,
"There's a fu.Udarnental difference of
opinion amongst envirorunentalists
on which is better: Do we need remote
renewable dean energy or do we need
'to protect desert flora and fauna?" said
Denys Arcuri, aide to Riverside County
Supervisor Roy \VJ.!son.
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City mana.gerswant more information
·aboutpt6posed geothermal corridor
BY ERICA SOLVIG
The Desert Sun

The Coachella Valley Association of
Governments' executive committee
faces a somewhat rare diJemma with
reg~4 to :tlJ.e. prqftosed Green Path
North project wheri it meets later this
month:
Do members follow the environmental committee's recommendation and say they are "significantly

~
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. take sides until they knew more about

.

.' It

.

has drawn fire froin r.nany locals,

. wanted to see what the environmental

theLosAngelesDepartmentofWaterwhoai.-gu~itwould9a:m:age.the.local. studies showed. There is also an in~
and'Power's proposal, Which could :ehViroiunent and. t1;ih~#ffipr6teCted,.terest in meeting with the water and

ciit through Desert Hot. Springs and specieS,
'.
.
. power officials before making a deDesert Hot Springs' city coUncil ill . cision..
concerned" with the project or do "fildlahclS in Big Morongo Canyon
they follow valley city managers' ad-PreserVe and the San Bernardino Na-; August unanimously opposed the . "We don't kriow enough about the·
vice and hold off any taking a· tiona! Forest.'
plan. They asked CVAG to take a po- alternatives," said committee memstand?
"It seems to b!,! a little bit prema- sition, too.
.'
.
ber Tom Davis, chief phl1l.Ili~g officer
The pre~icament ~as~~t'-!-p ~riday ture!" Rancho ~rage City Manager ' Riversid~ Cou.r\o/:,~~,,;ttBtessed.for the.~gua GalienteBand.qfCahuiwhen the CIty managers - :~m~eting as· Pat~ck Pratt saId of passmg a reso- concerns ill July that:cti{allii~fu'.~ew-. lla Indians.
the association's tec::hnical advisorylution 1 1 0 w . r o u t e instead of using an exisi:illgc6i" ' . The executive committee - . comcommittee - voted to delay passing ,The proposed corridor would carry ridor would impa~t the valiey's habi- prised by the valley's mayors, River~
any resolutions on the controversial renewable geothermal energy frOni tat conservation plan.
.side County supervisors and local
transmission line project.
the Salton Sea to Los Angeles and OrCVAG'stedmicaladvisoryeommit- . tribal leaders - will discuss the issue
tee members on Friday- saiq they. on Jan. 26.
Officials said they didn't want toange counties.
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Utility rate hikes possible for .valley
Customer says raising rates when the economy is spiraling 'incomprehensible'
BY KEITH MATHENY
The Desert, Sun

The new year likely will bring higher
electric rates for customers throughout
the Coachella Valley.
Both the Imperial Irrigation District
and Southern California Edison have
rate hikes in the works - a 6 percent
increase at liD and a 6 percent to 7
percent hike for many of Edison's
residential customers.
On average, the increases would add
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$8 or $9 to v.illey residents' rnonfuIy
. electric bills, putting more pressure on
the finances of families that in many
cases are,already reeling from the
struggling economy.
"10 me it's incomprehensible that
they could raise rates right now," said
Palm Springs resident Alex Kremer, an'~
Edison customer.
IID officials acknowledged the economic pain rate-payers are, already
feeling.
'

"TItis is obviously not the most
advantageous time to raise energy
rates. Certainly the lID board is mindful of that fact," agency spokesman
Kevin Kelley said
"
liD's board of directors on Dec. 22
passed a 2009 budget that anticipates
the 6 percent rate hike.
The increase, however, must' go
through a public hearing process in
both the Imperial and Coachella valleys, which will occur next month,

Kelley said.
The average residential Customer
would see a $9 increaSe in their
monthly electric bill if the increase is
ultimately approved; Kelley said.
Fuel costs that spiked in 2008, and
ongoing infrastructure projects, are the
reasons for the rate hike at IID, Kelley
said
.
More than $160 million ill .infrastructure work is slated for 2009 at the
agency, he said

What do they want?
Read what each utility company is
proposing in its rate hike. A9

Helpful tips'
For an extensive list of energy
saving tips for your 'home and pool,
visit mydeSert.com

"The diStrict has a very aggressive
capital' improvement proja..1s schedule," Kelley said, adding that the agency "needs to build' up itS cash reserves. "
'

Please see RATES. A9
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RATES: Edison's low-iIlcomecustomers exempt
i

Desert-dwellersget a larger Electric rate hikes in '091
allotment of power in each tier
A look at rate-increase proposals by the Coachella Valley's two main energy providers, Imperial Irrigation District in the east valley and
Edison
spokesman
Gil than other areas of Southern
Alexander cited the increased California But .staying in the Southern California Edison in the west valley.
.costs for system opel1ltions and low-to-moderate usage tiers is
maintenance, as well as:Edisci~'s ~ier said than done, Kremer hnper..icillrrlgation District.
Southern. California' Edison
Ways to cut
I
efforts to replace agmg dis- 5ald.
. '.
'.'
.
'. .
What's PrQposed? A 6 percent to 7 percent rate hike.
'. energy costs
tribution infrastructure, build
"I have a modest home --.: .What's proposed? A 6 percent rate
facilities to serve new customers . 2,300 square
he said. "I've hike.
..
What will it mean for customers? An increase of about $8
. APPLIANCES AND
on the monthly bill.of the average residential customer. Edison
and provide for electric system got the pool pwhp running . What will it m~n for customers? An
ELECTRONICS
spokesman Gil Alexander said the rate increase would only
I'
th every day; I 've got the ligh ts an d increase
an d green energy 1oa d grow.
'd t' ofI about
st $9r' on thethlaverage
.b"11
Rememb.er that
affed energy consumption beyond low and moderate use,
uld
.
th
th
Tv.
d
I'
300
t
resl
enla
eu
ome
smon
y
I.
.
The mcrease
every
appliance
OJ
wo
cruse e
e
,an
m
percen
..
dd' . I
beyond the first two, tiers in a five-tier syStem upon which all . . . electronic device has
average Edison customer's over their base (usage rate);"
I-!ow ~uch would It raise? An a Itlona
customers' bills are based..
.
,
d
.
.
.
$24
million
per
year.
two priCe tags: what
thl
bill
b
b
$8
&Ii
mon y
.
y a out,
~n s propose mcrease ~
Why is it needed? Due to the exorbitant
How mum woold it raise? From $400 million to
you pay to take it
Alexan?er 5ald..
pe?~g before tJ:e .state P~hc cost of fuels in.2008, infrastructure
$550 million; depending on which recommendation the state
home and what you
lciW~mcome custo,?~ would·· U?JitIes CommISSIon,
improvements 'slated in 2009- and beyond,
Public Utilities Commission follows, or if it makes some rtew
pay for the energy it
.
be exempt ~mEd.isOn s pro- will take up .the .matter at Its and to increaSe. reserves. 'IID offiCials said.
decision, at its meeting Jan. i9 in San Francisco, where it will
uses. Look for items' .J
consider Edison's request.
p?sed .rate ~. Olstomers ar:e Jc:n. 29 meetmg ill San FranWhen? Public hearings are slated for
with the Energy Star .,
Why is it needed? Alexander cited the increased costs for.
billed. I? five tIers based on their CISCO.
•
February. Action by the agency's board of:
label, because they
system operations and maintenance, as well as Edison's efforts
electnaty usage, and the rate . Palm Desert· resIdent OIrt directors could then happen as soon as
use up to 50 percent
to replace aging distribution infrastructure, build facilities to
hike would be applied to that Maloy, dismayed at Edison's March, with hew Iates starting in April.
less energy thaD
serve new customers and provide for electric system and
standard models, and
portion of a .customer~s usage kilowatt hour rate, changed his . Leam more - sound off:·IID.Genercil
green energy load growth.
the savings will show
that was in Tier 3' or higher, . service to get electricity from Manager Brian Brady will oUtline the
up in lower bills. Both
. When? If the Public Utilities Commission approves an
Alexruider said.
. another provider. But Edison . proposed rate increase package.at a public
110 and SOuthem
increase at its Jan. 29 meeting, Edison customers would see
'''Those .cuStomers who are still charges him about $130 per meeting of the agency's Energy
California Edison offer
the new rates reflected on their monthly bills in March.
able to keep their consumption month to deliver it, he said.
Consumers Advisory Committee at 6 p.m.
rebate programs for
. Souoo.off: E-mail the Public Utilities Comniission at
in the first two tiers Would see
''To keep going back to the FeI;>.2.
some
Energy Star·
PubliC.Advisor.la@cpuc.ca.gov, or write to:
alntosf no chaIige in 2009," he well to customers who are alAlso, a public hearing is set for 5 p.m.
purchases.
The
Public
Advisor's
Office
said. 'While those With larger ready paying the highest kilo- Feb. 19.
.'
Califomia Public Utilities Commission
properties, a pool, those that watt hour rates of anywhere 'in
B?th meetings will be held at liD's La
Find many
always. go into (tiers) 3 and 4, ·the country is. really uncon- QUinta headquarters, 81-600 Avenue
320 W. Fourth St., Suite 500
more
tips at
they wOuld be impacted."scionable," he said.
58.
Los Angeles, CA 90013
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Utilities help to keep ·.lights, .heat on
ECO"OMYl'The providers have payment plans and other options
'fl' . ""aI
uggJ'
""
.
to hel p.. manel Iy str mg ClJStI.lmers.
8l DUANE W. GANG
THE fll!SS,U/T[RffilSI

With thousands of residents
struggling to make payments. to
keep the lights on, utility providers
are reaching out with programs to
help ease the financial burden.
Southern California Edison has
payment-plan options and reduced
rates to those who meet certain
income requirements. The company also is urging customers to take'

5umer affairs manager. "A lot of
businesses are closing. A. lot of
people are losing their homes:"
steps to' reduce their monthly
Utility providers have long·propay men ts.
.
vided assistance to help those \Vith
Thc utility saw disco!1nectiO!ls low incomes and offered programs
jump 10 percent during the first 10 to help customers find ways to cut
months of 2008 compared to. the their bills.
same time in 2007. Nationwide one
But Yamauchi said many 'cusin five households last year was tomers calling are unaware of the
late paying electric and natural gas help since this is' their rust time
bills, according.to a recent survey. dealing with such difficulties.
"A'lotofitis dile to the econorrric
"When we deal with calls from
down"turn," said Linda Yamauchi, . customers, many, say they have
Southern California' Edison's con: never been in this position before

UTILITIES
: IllIllNlfD fRiJld D1

of television one watches
can" amount to significant
savings; she said.
.
A GO-inch .plas·ma television can cost up to $130 a
year in electriCity if it is on
five hours a day, Southern
CalifornIa' Edison says. Add
a Dvb player or a game
console and the bill can push
past $~OO.·
The SO"'thern California
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and don't have' any money and
can't pay their bills," she said. .
Sbutherri Califoi'nia Edison ev.en Utility providers have programs to help
will visit a customer;s home and . those struggling to make monthly
help them find ways tb. bim the electriCity or natural gas payments ..
electric bill, YamauchLsaid. And If
service is disconneCted, she said, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON:
the cOmpany has started waiving . www:scli.com or 800-655-4555
some deposits and reconnectioiI SOUTHERN CAlIFORNIA GAS
.
fees to help..
COMPANY: www.socalgas.com or
. Yamauchi stressed the need to
800-427-2200
conserve energy. Simply unplug- RIVERSIDE PUBUC UTIUTlES;
ging unused appliances can save
. I'Iww.riversideca.govMifities/ or
·money. Even reducing the ainount

UTILITY HELP

SEE UTIUTIESIIJ3

Gas Company, which serves
Riverside and San Bernardino counties,. did not see a
dramatic rise in disconnections last year, spokesman
Raul Gordillo said.
But the company has seen
an increase in customers
enterlhginto payment plans,
a sign that people are finding
it. hard to pay their bills, he
said. Gordillo couldn't say by
how much the payment
plans have jumped.
Lower natural gas prices
during 2008 have helped ease

95H82-0330

the burdel,l, Gordillo said.
Still, the gas company is
pulling out all the stops in
trying to help, he srud. The
company also has financialassi"stance programs, and
anyone receiving state benefits such as Medi-Cal can
automatically qualify, he
said ..
If people think they might
not be able to pay their bill,
they should immediately call
the company, Gordillo said.
Reach Duane W. Gang· at
951-368-9547 or dgang@PE.coin
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University of Redlands gets big rebate for energy plant
BY MICHAEL PERRAULT
THE PRESS-ENTERPRlSE

REDLANDS - A natural-gas-powered
co-generation plant that produces most of
, the University of Redlands , energy, as well
. as heating and cooling a third of campus
buildings, earned a $739,000 rebate check.
During a dedication ceremony. university President Stuart Dorsey told a
small crowd that benefits to the environment from the year-old co-generation
facility are the equivalent of planting
more than 1,000 acres of forest while
removing 640 cars from the road.
The co-generation plant illustrates to
students that the university is "walking
the walk," striving to make a difference,
Hal Snyder, The Gas Co.'s vice president of
customer programs, said after presenting
university officials with an oversized
. rebate check.
The check is part of California Public
Utilities Commission's Self Generation
Incentive Program, which was created
seven years ago to encourage consumers to
generate their own energy.
Designing and building an energy plant
that generates plenty of power, provides
heating and cooling, and controls emissions required a mix of sophisticated
technology and a relatively risky venture,
~
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STAN LlMrrHE PRESS-ENTERPRISE

University of Redlands trustee Bob Wiens touTS the university's new co-generation power
plant,· which yielded a $739,000 rebate check from Southern California Edi~on .

Dorsey said, referring to the often-unclear
economic nature of the energy industry.
"It's not just a matter of putting this
machine here and plugging it in," Dorsey
said.
"This is the most visible commi tmen t to
our sustainability initiative."
The co-generation plant tops a long list
of recent initiatives aimed at emphasizing

environmental stewardship. They range
from opening the first "green dorm" on
campus to acquiring more food from local
growers, replacing gasoline-powered
maintenance trucks, and enhancing environmental education opportunities.
The energy plant and its distribution
system represent an investment of roughly $6 million, whidl will take about nine

years to recoup, said Phil Doolittle, university executive vice president of operations and planning.
The idea to explore energy options came
following a power outage several years ago
that left buildings without electricity
during critical finals week. Doolittle said.
Now a I,SOD-kilowatt Caterpillar natural-gas engine and emission-<:ontrol system help ensure the 102-year-old university campus functions despite
surrounding power outages.
The university also has been able to heat
and cool nearly a third of its buildings on
the east side of campus, with plans to
expand in the years ahead, Doolittle said.
The university's initiative to reduce
carbon emissions sets an example for
other Redlands institutions, businesses
and residents, said Mayor Jon Harrison.The co-generation plant is a big step,
but equally important are smaller steps
. being talcen at Merriam Hall, the first
"green dorm" on campus. Small signs on
walls tout everything from environmentally friendly appliances and carpeting to a
recycled tile-mosaic welcome sign, lowflow showerheads and an energy-stingy
vending machine.
"Technology can be a solution," Dorsey
said.

The Press-Enterprise
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Shirley Topp, of Corona, '
,won a 2009 Toyota Prius;
thanks to the California Eni ergy Commission's efforts to
educatethe public aboJ,lt so~ ,
lar and energy efficiency.
"It is niCe to get a new
car.~ .especially no payments.
It's very riice," said Topp, a
retired special, education
teacher in the Corona~Norco
Unified School District.
, Topp was one, of nearly
17,000 entr:ants in the sweepstakes, which ended in No, vember; according to a news
release. Entrants watched a '
i video abQut' the Commisslon's New Solar Homes
: Partnership 'and then were
! quizzed on their knowledge.
The commission's New Soi lar Homes Partnership pro- ,
vides fmariclal and marketing
incentives to homebuilders to'
promote energy efficient, soSPECiAl TO THEPRES,cHNTERPRISE:
lar home construction.
,"It is niceto get a new car ... especially no payments," said Prius winner Shirley lopp, the
Topp,doesn't recall many winner of a California Energy Commission sweepstakes.
, of the que'sUons ·oranswerS.
She said there, were six or ship in Westminster.
news 'release by PR firm nia Sweepstakes is set for,
seven questions: In late,De- , 'As of December, 6,475 Edelman.
the spring.
i
cember she was notified that N8HP applications' have
A Riverside resident won
Information: GoSolarCali-;
she wori the grand prize.
been made to build new an 'Energy Star aPllliance fornia.org
She picked up the car energy efficient solar and Solio cell phone charger. Reach Mar,lerie Toscano at 951-368·'
: Thursday at a Toyota dealer-' homes, according to the
A second Go Solar Califor- 9660 or mtoscano@PE.~om
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Saving the 'planet, one
parking l~t at a time
Valley company
employu'19, recycled
, sealer at Wal-Mart

for workers, said Caleb DeFreitas,
a site inspector for Anderson. ' ,
."Ahnost anything in a sealer is
carcinog~c; it's got a horrendous smell," Defreitas said "This
BY K KAUFMANN
is a much cleaner application."
The Oeser! Sun
The sealer, sold under the trade
A CoaChella Valley company is name Hypertlex:, is' made from
hoping to spark a green revolu - scrap tires that
frozen and
tion in how roads, and parking groundto a granular consistency,
lots are paved - and it's starting said James Brunick, production
with a 9,OOO-square-foot patch of manager for Hyperseal.
asphalt at the Wal-MaJ.t Super"Just Peingon the cutting edge
center in Palrri Desert
of ,technology is amazing,",
Workmen were out in front of Brunick said "Most paint factothe store on Monterey Avenue onries can't get hold of the materials
Wednesday, laying down a new we have."
'
,
asphalt sealer made primarily of
Brunick said the se3ler is about ,
recycled tires, ,developed by 60 percent rUbber - compared
Hyperseal, an eco-mendlyto other rubberized asphalts
start-up in Palm Desert .
' which are about 8 percent
"It's completely green," said
Mark Greenwood, director of
Rick Andersol1, the owner ofAn- public mrks for Palm Desert,
derson Striping in Kin~bw::g, said all sealers claim to protect aswho will be putting down test phalt'
patches ofthe sealer at five more
"The high percentage of runoff
Wal-Mart parking lots in' the from the street, it's from the aIT '
Fresno area in the coming, anclvehides on the road," Greenweeks.
, wood said
','VVhat this does, it puts doWn a
Anderson will monitor the test
mbber coating so you have no patches for the nex:tsixmonths to
tars or oils coming out of the as- see how they wear, working with
phalt," Anderson 'said 'We seal Hyperseal to tweak the product,
parking lots every two to three he said
yearS. This can wear five years
"Paving and sealing are prettY
with no damage."
much unchanged for 100 years,"
,The longer wear ,means the Anderson said ''Thi.Sproduct,ifit
, patches will have to be restriped works, will change the face ofhow
less frequently, and the wa ~ asphalt is treated in this country.
ter-based product is alsO less toxic Irs a major development"

are

K KAUFMANN THE DESERT SUN

A new asphalt sealer made primary of recycled tires is being
tested at the Wal-Mart Supercenter in Palm Desert,
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Redlands poised to go green
By Megan McClain
Writer

Staff

REDLANDS - A diverse
group of environmentally con. cerned people met this week to
plan how the city and its residents can reduce their impact
on the environment.
The first meeting of Redlands' Climate Action Task
Force was Wednesday in the
Council Chambers. ·The 21
members of the task force sat
at a long table beaded by
Mayor Jon Harrison, Quality of
Life Director Gary Van Dorst
and task force Chairman Jan
Hudson.
Harrison, who invited members to join the new task force,
has made green development
and sustain ability a priority.
The task force will develop a
list of actions to recommend to
the city to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, looking at possibilities in both the public and
private sectors.
.
Harrison told the task force
that globally, urban areas contribute a majority of greenhouse gases but cover only a
small percentage of Earth's surface.
"What can we do with our 37
sqJlare miles to make a difference?" Harrison said.

The members are:
• Tim Krantz, associate professor of environmental studies
at the University of Redlands.
• Renea Wickman, Redlands
resident.
• Glenna Wiseman, director
of marketing for HelioPower.
• Marvin Hudson, owner of
Viewpoint Financial Development Co.
• Lee Young, retired engineer.
• Bill Jury, professor of environmental science at UC Riverside.
• Michael TenEyck, Rancho
Cucamonga's municipal utility
manager.
• Dan Rendler, regional
director for Southern California Edison.
• Gregg Schneider, vice president of Caseworks.
• Paul Foster, aSsistant medica! group administrator for Kaiser Permanente in the Inland
Empire counties, past president of the Redlands Chamber
of Commerce and the incoming
chairman of the Redlands Planning Commission.
• Michael Westerfield, West
Coast director for nart Contairier Corp.
• Lisa Telchgraeber of .HMC
Architects in Ontario.

• Frank Goyle of Michael
Brandman Associates in San
Bernardino.
• Eric Shamp, architect, principal at Ecotype Consulting
and member of the Redlands
Planning Commission.
• Traecey Anthony, senior
planner for the· San Bernardino
County Solid Waste Management District.
• David Taylor, project manager for Southern California
Edison's community partner~
ship program.
• Katharine Havert, CalifOrnia regional environmental
education community network
Region 10 coordinator with the
San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools Office.
• Joe Aceto, maintenance
operations manager for the
Redlands Unified School District.
• Jan Hudson, director of
business development for the
Inland Empire Labor Management Cooperation Committee.
• Rabbi Douglas Kohn of Congregation Emanu El in San Bernardino.
• Jonathan Baty, founoer of
bikecommuter.com.
The next meeting of the Climate Action Task Force is 6
p.m. Jan. 28 in the AK. Smiley
Public .... Library'S Assembly
Room.
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Todd Unlnger, 40, of Claremont works in his garden of vegetables and .frult Monday. Uninger is part of the nonprofit group Claremont
Food Not Lawns, which advocates planting food instead of lawns.
- - - j ' - - _ ..

Group aims to bury grass with produce
By Suzanne Sproul

Getting the
seeds

StaflWritor

Can you eat your lawn?
Not If It', gr....

But you can replace that grass with edible groundcover,
which menns you1) be able to consume a large ponion of your
yard.

t'aremont Food Not Lawns supporters want to teU you how
easy it is to grow food, save water, preserve tl,c planet and'sttll
have a lovely expan.se of groundcover to gaze at
Eliminating larsc patches of green doesn't menn your yard
win look barren, the group says. On the contrary. Choosing the
rJght plants mca.us your lawn can feature pockets of red from

strawberry vines, variow shades of KI'Ctn froln peppers and
prickly tenure from sprouting artichoke lenv...
The two-year-old nonproflt is a, well, grass-roots community

group committed to the idea that everyone would .be better
served If traditionalll1wns were replaced with edlblc, sustainable plantings.
The goal isn't new, but It'8 one that members embrace with
new enthusiasm. Each month the group meets to enjoy a
workshop or presentation and then to have a vegetarian dinner.

Growing your own food reduces your carbon footprint.. buUds
a great sense of space Ilnd camnrnderle and reduces
and grocery bills In the process.

yOUT

utility

And,tfyou're lucl<y, the group wiD physically help you dJg up
your yard and plant it anew.
But you have to get In line. There are on 1y manpower and
resources enough to dig up three or (our lawns a year, Dnd lhe

group already 'hllS a long wnlting lis\.

A pepper grows In the backyard of
Lininger's rented Claremont home. "What
we went to get across is the Idea that you
can shiN your disposable income and put
it Into a yard that has an actual usc," he
said.

Loyal group member Todd Linin&er couldn't be happier.
"What ,we want to gel across Is the idea that you can shift
your disposable income and put It Into a yard that has an actual
usc," said Uninger, 40, who spent four years in the Marine
Corps infantry n.nd now is workin, on his graduate degree in
regenerative studies at Cal Poly Pomona. . .
.
He knows cxacUy what he's talking a.bout \-Vhen he and his
wife, Mary Beth F1etcl1er, moved In to tllelr Cla.remoDt Village
rcntA1 home, the yard had been fOl'lOtten and not wa.tered for
five y = Sil< to eight reet of weeds filled tlle backyard, leaving
it not only an cyc.sore but a missed opportunity to do a little

landscaping magic.

KeepIng your lawn 8S green nnd
natural 8S possIble starts even before
tho planting, according to Todd
Unlnger 01 Claromont food Not
Lawns.
Some commercial seeds are fine, but
the best approach Is 10 recycle ones
elroedy produced at homo. As pa~ 01
lis Jen. 31 m.e1lng. the nonprofit
group Is having 1'1 International seed
exchange. Orvon~e,. last yeor hopad
a dozen. people would Show up and
wore Uuilted when 50 did. The same
number, iI not morc, is expected Ulls
year.
Tha exchano. Is schoduled tram 1 to
4 p.m. at the Paddngllouse in
downtown Claremonl
·We wanl to promote the klea of
giving. IiWe end laking a lot:
Uning6f said about tho .ood
excltnnge. ·We want to encourage
poopl. to gel stanod and baeame
aware 01 sBeds.·
Many vagalables, partlcula~y
tomatoes, are well·known 8S
heirloom varieties. all brough1 by
seed. passed down from one
planting to anath.,. This process
helps pre.ervo tha goneUc diversity
end viability of many s..ds. It's also
easy and fun 10 sImply collect sectls
trom your own yard. Unlnger said.
VIsit",. ,houtd br1ng .mall onvelopes
Of baggles, pens. sUcker labols and
any seeds they want to shara.

Instead of simply seeding It with grass, the couple decided to
-St8ff Report
See LAWN I Pago B2 ~------_ _ _.......J
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Will Lester/Staff Photographer

Todd Lininger works in his garden of vegetables and fruit on Monday. "I think what keeps people from doing this,
or at least a portion of this, is the time, money and labor involved," he said.

LAWN
Continued from Page B1

plant· fruit and vegetables
throughout the 50-by-80-foot
parcel. Flowers still dot the
site, though, since pollinators
and bees ·are both needed and
welcomed.
After months of clearing and
countless green waste dumpings, Lininger and Fletcher prepared the soil and planted, and
they've been enjoying the fruits
of their labor ever since. Last
year, they conducted their wed. ding in th·e backyard amid
flourishing plants, trees and
hundreds of towering sunflowers. They also reduced their
monthly grocery bill to about
$50 a week and feel better eating food they've grown.

~.'I think what keeps people
from doing this, or at least a
portion of this, js the time,
money and labor involved. The
idea of us helping out is like an
old-fashioned
barn-raising
where many hands make for
less work," Lininger said.
Claremont Food Not Lawns
concentrates on redoing front
yards. The reason is twofold simply to show it. can be done
and done well, ·and to serve as
good showy publicity for the
cause.
'The benefits of doing this
go beyond just saving money,"
Lininger said. ·"Homegrown
fruits and vegetables taste better. When you plant, you usually produce more than you
need, so give it away to neighbors and friends. That builds a

,.--

--~001

....

sense of community."
If you're a bit skittish, he.
said, then go small at first. The
aim is to do something and
reclaim land that. simply
adorns a spot and instead produce something tangible.
For instance, his present winter garden haS more than 40
producing trees, vines and
plants. It was planted in early
fall, and his family should be
eating food from it through January. The planting cycle then
starts again for the summer.
''Yay! It's OK to start small,
maybe with a 4-foot by 4-foot
plot, but the idea is to get into
the idea of backyard farming.
Once you get started, it's easy
to keep up," he said. "¥ou'lllike
the idea of food safety, that it
tastes better, and your health

will be improved. Our health
and the health of the planet
both improve."
Two spring workshops are
planned by Claremont Food
Not Lawns. For more information, send an e-mail to claremontfoodnotlawns@gnlail.
com.
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A match made in efficiency
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Tom/Correspondent

Ed Kjaer, the director of electric' transportation for Southern California Edison, is cohcerned:with how the electric grid wiiJ manage when
electric vehicles are more widespread. The company isworking.on meters that wnuld spread out the demand.

Monitors Wddfd allow Dfst
plug:iu dootric m'r,s
By Rebecca

Kimit6~~{·,·~·::tt?1~, .•. ;,;,; __ '.'

-.

use of

~lectriC~o/..~fr:o~ sOIDe~~~!e. '..~' ... ::,

.,
elec,ttificanon of:Nenl'. ..
. ' . ' : ,.:.'
. elesthereare a lot 'of differenf!issues involved,"
The Ilic.rure of our carbon-freeenerogy'~re is '; ;,said~ordspokeswoman Jennifer'Moore:'iThere
,?fte? deplctedby a sea,of ~olar pa~el,s :sh~mer~., is tMtechnology,there is the market, but:there
m~g mt;he sun, ?r. orde:ly .1Ines of'glantwhlte .. , . . is·::il'bi.gger.question 'than' ·that::It;s:·also very
wmdmllls covenng,a 'hillslde: large :structures
. rriuclL;about connecting to the nation's (electri.
'. ",
.' :', :cal) grid.and where the ,electricity"comes·'from."
that:captUI:e nature's·.gifts.
But ·aniilcreasingly;jmpqrtantenergy.:resource ".:. With·, .nationaLelectrical system that::at, times
is·little more:·than a digitaLelectric,me!er.
':'and:places;is severely strained and in need of
And this nieterwill make possible tbe wide-. . expansion, the laSt thing 'ap,yonewa:n:ts i~for .'
spread use of electric vehicles, according to rt;pre.- .electric 'vehicles to be powered :by buildiilgIDore
s~ntatiyes,ofRosel1l,ea,~::?asedSoutbem Cali'for~"
. emissio.n~produc.ing power plants.
..
rna Edison.
'. ;......, .:.~-; ".
. ' .··Edison's·aIiswer: new meters.
.
Automakersunveiled more than a dozen
The idea is for :electric cars to take advantage
production-ready, plug-in electric and hybridof "off-peak" bours of low energy demand late at
. electric -vehicles at the.:Nortb. American Intemanight, when tbe:Ughts are out and TVs are off,
'tionaJ Auto -Show in Detroit this month, .many of but power plants' ,are still; producing, said Ed
'Ejaer, director Qtelectric transportation .at 'Ediwhich will be on dealership1ots' between 2010
son.
. .
and 2012.
Several automakers,.inc1uding Ford, have part"We have a huge amount of generation capacity in the U.S.,~;:Ejaer said. "But it is.an ineffinered with Edison toensure·those cars can get
Staff W r i t e r . " " . . . . ' . ' . ; ' .

their

.

: ::,;! . "Whenwei}ook:at'the

a
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'cient system. You have to build power plants to
meet:the peaks when every single air conditioner'
is :going .full b l a s t . " "
.Although :some types of power generation can
easily be turned.off and on, others - such as "
nuclear and wind -continue producing:whether
.the electricity is 'used or not: .
.
Studies have found that 'electric vehiCles .could
be charged with electricity 'produced under the
current system, if done at the right time, .agreed
National Resources Defense 'Council ~cientist
.simon Mill.
It might seem that simply iplugging in your
Chevrolet Volt or Ford Escape .beforebedtime
would do. But increased use of electric vehiCles
could lead to everyone plugging in at the same
time, peaking demand and complicating things, .
particularly if electric vehicles take ..hold of entire .
neighborhoods, as car trends 'often"do, Kjaer .
said.
. '.
.
So instead, Edison 'and auto manufacturers :are
. .'
See 'ElECDIIC J Page .B2'
.

.

How green

. ,
v,'alentin'e? ."" .
i~y.our
.

..

.

Show your love for the .planet
:m'g make V~lentine:s Day a
"green" day. Jodi Helmer,
3uthor of "The·'Green Year"
(Aipha Books; $15) has a fe"";
suggestions for ian ·eco-friendIY
February:

";Order organic.:roses for
vq'ur valentine, growriwlthout
pesticides or preservatives.
.!~Preparea Ca~dh~l~ght

dInner. Turning..oOt'the;)\ightS

'saves energy:·

.. " .: ....

•. Serve organ'lc:lwine
produced locally, The wine
travels the shortest ;distance
from vineyard to table .

••Consider :b...yl~g .a piece of
estate. jewelry rather than new.
This is the ultimate 'in redUCing,
reusing and recycling.
.

BRIEFLy·······
~

. . . . . ' " • • \,,0"

Iliail,_acky:our

",. e'~:-~~~,~\~J~~~I:,

.1oWef'1he ;\>.ratei' ', ..

_heateP-tempo.ratiirei ': ..
You C~n'ichange1he'

temper~tOre :o~;electric .;and .gas.
water:heaters, ,accoraing:to
Bruc~';H.afle}i!:s~~::YourEnergy

BiIIs·'No.,:""J50Smart·Ways .to
Save .Mcii:lf3y,ancLMake Your
Hornei:Mdi-eiComfortable, and
Greerif~ JTauirtori';:$13).:He
SLJgge~:settin.irthe.,"·· '
temperature: on. the lowest
.settingcbmfortabie,·..

. •. Changeiihe'furna~. 'setting

. ,::~;.!:~}.:~:;~,,~/::.:;::.;~i: :,.:/.. ,: . '. r: ',': .
DOri'f;leavetheAu'rnace tan
run~f!19.F.~ji'da.y.'~says •Harley.. .
Swltcfl'ttie','setting,W";auto and
save '$;ob:to i$5(1)"'i1:year Oil
vourelectric bill .
7':

• ,install a PrQgrammabte
ltlennostat
Program ,the thermostat so it .
lowers ,the temperature at night
and during the day when no is
home, 'Harley 'said,
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Eric Tom/Staff Photographer

Ed Kjaer, speaking in Pomona on Thursday, said the advent.of electric cars is inevitable. "Even during a time of
unprecedented global turmoil, the industry is not backing off j " Kjaer said.
.

eLECliRIC

Edison figures it Vlillhave smart.
,bqyers oLelectric vehicles and electricmeters installed in alI its customers'
vehicle-battery manufacturers.
Continued irom Page B1 .
homes by tbe end of 2012, in com,pliance . While iUs not the first time a future
with California Public .Utility Commisof electric· cars has been on the horizon,
turning to "smart metering" technolosion requirements.
industry' experts say it's real this time.
gies. 'SuCh technologies allow consumers
Smart meters have uses far beyond
"I have :never before felt that we were
and,potential!y appliances, to be aware
electric vehicles. Appliances, ;iuch as .
at this point," Duvall said. "The auto ..
oLhow.much electricity is being condishwashers or dryers, could also react
. industry ris aligned, the public is aligned,
sumedeverywhere so that they can try
even .thepresident is aligned. He even .
to real-time electricity use before decid_
to ,c;:onsume when other people are not. . ing when to power on.
knows what 'a plug"in hybrid is." .. :
.Althoughtraditional meters do noth.Because wind typically blows harder
"'We are dealing now with a perfect
ing more than report to ·electric utilities
storm;" I\jaer said. Energy security; the
at night, envirorimentalists areparticupolitics and marketing of oiland'conhow muCh electricity is consumed in a
given;:amount of time, smart meters give larly excited about its potential on such
cems about climate change are creating
real'time information and allow.for
a system, Mui said.
. anunprecedented.global push toward'
To be sure, smart meters alon~ will
electric vehicles.
two-way commuhication between the
power grid and consumers.
.
not produce highways full of electric
"Even .during.a ltime of unprecedented
This wouldallmv 'utilities to stagger
cars .. ·The sticker prices of all-electric andglobaHurmoil, the, industry is mit backwhen. electric cars are charging, or
plug-in hybrids will be well beyond the
ing off," Kjaer said.'~Because of those
charge up power all at once if generathree drivers. Mostautomakers realize
reach of.average consumers for severa.l
tion is :high.
.
.'
years, hardly dipping below $30,000,
that electrification is inevitable."
Plug~in hybrids require about as many
. '.
.
And .President Barack Obama told the
I\jaer said.
annualkilowatt-hoilrs of power as two
Early support. from those who can
country during his inaugural address:
or three plasma TVs or air conditioners, afford them, as well as the federal gov"We will harness the .sun and the winds
according to Mark Duvall, director of
ernment, 'will be necessary, he said.
and the soil to fuel our cars and run our
electric transportation for the Electric
The economic stimulus package before factories."
Power Research Institute.
. And we 'will use meters.
Congress could include incentives for
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ili~ l<i\~';onthe grounds that it
. would read' fo "a patchwork
of state: laws" instead afone
CONTIN~fD FROM Al' .
.federal standard. Allies note
.Mary Nichols, chair of Cali- '. tha( the\ auto . Industry is
forriia's Air Resources already under tremendous
·Bom;d..: '. ........
.... fin~ncia1. pressure, with car
Nichols and Republican ~ah~s l~ggjng, and caij't afGov.' Arnold Sehwa'fzer( ford to comply with new
egger sent letters to the' new regulations.
'. admiJ1i~fl'c(ti'~n'We~n~sday, ... "Su'ppotters of the waiver
. askiiigfor; permtsSiOll to; en"· said.the ~drriinistration could'
force'the,law/Tne·goveI'Jiot >i6t itii Jl1edi afe:l); ; ,witho.t!t
slrld tfie'~d¢dsiQri' t0~eJea 'hoidlng·anyp\.JbHc hearings, :
the waiver·,was. "funMmenL .... DerekWalker, the CaJifor-'
taiiy':flaW~'d?;:; '.'; ,.. ... ""ryliidhhate program djr~ctor
. of the Environmental.: DeDISSENTERS,
fense }fund; s~dCalifornia's
. CritiCs said that granting request was::~'urila'wfully nithe waiver would further fused by the Bush adiniriis:
hurt the economy.
'. .... tl'ation" andsbould be grant"
, Republican. Rep, Tom ed.' i-Ies<lid'.it would be
McClintock, of Granife' BaY,con'si sterit with 0 bilma' s
said the governor "is asking pledge "to make.resp~ct for
the president to waive a feder- .the rule Of law. a touchstone
allawthatcurr~J1tlyprotects othls presidency."" , .
California consumers from
In a letter to Obama,
the.ggyenlOr's, (:rusacte to Schwarzenegger said tne
s8vetheplanet'by dest.roYing feder,al.goyernment snOuld'
California's economy:';:···· S1,lppott".tIle. piOneering
Auto manufacturers ha\le Ie~~erspip"ofCc;tnfornia arid
l~ng opposed the California' other states thatW<inttO:act
law, whicqwould require on theirowri to're~tIceg]obar
them to produce more fuel- warming~.·
.
effiCient ,vehicies ..The Bush . McClintOck, ·a·· freshman
'admiJiistiiition,si(i'ed . wjth . wno joined Congress tJils'
them;. sayitig ti,:ia(,oiiIythe! month, . sajd the. governor.
federaLgovetnment.c'an:set,:was,using "highly questionfuel-effiCiency.stapdadk· '.. ablejunk science" to defend
. CaMtJ~kers: ,jJso . cOnh:ind ··t~e law".
that the'iaw could increase
manufacturing costs, which f
then would be passed along'
to constImei's. Environmentalists counter by saying
consumers wouJd save money' \1): the long' run ·beca.use .
higher:pul'.chasecostswoiHd ~

EMISSlON$

beoffset~by 16werf)iefcosts~

I

'rheAssociationOflhter' :
national Automobile Manu- :
factuiiers, a''tradegroup that:
represents lionda,.T6yota!
and 12

otherii1tern;;l~ional"

manufacturers, objects to
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At left is
one of the
new solar. powered
signs that
lets Cal
"'Poly
Pomona'
students
know)lOW'
lorigJhey
h?veto.
waifuiitil
tnen~xt·

bus:

~nives:

January 24, 2009

Cal Poly solar transit taking off',
By Lori Cons~lvo
were installed to alert students when shut~t?ff Wd:ter
'
tles would arrive. .
..., . . ' .'
. ".
"
"You knp~, in'G<.Lllfornia, sun isa big
.. 9na Gloudy day ~Isll1onth, Ruben Hoyos -issue," said Xw.long;tJiib a civil engineering
Waltedfor a ~ra!p: ln.,front of the Cal PqlY:professor af~,GilJ.:2~;PoIY,who initiated the
Pomona adm!nl~trat.iOn building. .
. ' . 'project aJ1clh~i~~q;f%th the design. "Solar
Hedidri'thavetQ :m.¥.e any assumptions .~ ~n.~~_g)'js·i!;:~aWfflJ1WJlg·"
-"- the digital sign told Jlim the bus would ?Of1he .33 .bM~SWps6ncampus, Jia said
:~there -arefout)blarj,anels installed at the
arrive in two minutes::':' . 2
Hoyos r~~~hed f~rii~d '~dpr~ssed ~ 'brisl~r(S~t~on.~::-;.~!j;mpris transportation is
yellow button on tliepole and avoiCe tolcl~~m.slden.~r;'af~~II1()re.
'him the sameitifomiation. Hechuchled. :' ". Jiasrud: ,tile' planning committee never
"it'" .' t '. 't' .'" : d" :. t'h 36Id oi.Iltended t():,.iiicl)lde sol~r ~anels three years
. S III erelllng,. Sal . ", e
}ear g
~o when'ltWas desIgnmg a new tram
SenIOr;
... ,
.
.
..
. .>gysiem th!ii.W'O:iild·aIso have a Web site and
I

Fiie Photo

Continued from Page 81

Cal Poly also started using
more "green" ·custodial· products, according to a news
release. The campus has converted about 29 cars and
trucks to electricity.
And later this year, there
are plans to implement a
solar-power system for the
entire campus provided by
the government and SunEdison.
In addition to the environmental benefits the solar-powered signs provide, Jia said

<
o
o

1'0
1'0
01
01
01

o

I\)

.....

_

Earlie],', thism,o,Iith;'s(j1ar~11(jyveredrslgJlS'ahewGPS Sys1:em .....
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the students will appreciate
the technology.
"It gives them peace of
mind," he said. 'They can
make the decision to walk or
wait."
Tracy Tiao, a 19-year-old
sophomore, agreed with that
idea as she chose to wait for a
bus that she knew would pick
her up in exactly 11 minutes,
"It helps when you get out
of class and have other stuff
to do," she,said.
lori.consalvo@
inlandnewspapers.com
(909) 483-9378

~

"But the campus said (the signs) had to be.
a part of the green initiative," Jia said.
The solar-powered bus sigI:ls are just a,
small step toward Cal Poly's goal to "go'
green:'
In 2007, campus officials addressed the
university's impact on the enVironment and "
developed a plan to reduce its ~rbon foot-~'
print.
The Los Olivos dining comirtorts 'stopped,
using trays in the fwl quarter, according to a.
university news release. Since then~··canl.puS '.
officials have seen a decrease in food waste.
·and use of power and water: " :.'~'
.

See

SOLAR I' Page B2.
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.Jajalt,ateljite_·Iooks-:··
folgre61i1housegasas
tt.:;:", .' '' , ' ' ' ' ' ',,'
~Y ERIC TAl~ADGE

'

ted by the burning of fossi!.fuels by
plants, motor vehicies and
TOK~Q,;ii:~~,J,ai>:a-n Ori""!Ii';~iday' other sotU;-ces.Methane has a vari-,
launcfu~,&\t~~jjfst,sat~llite mo~~;,:~ty of sources, including livestock:
itor gi'ie:ewousegases worldwide,:~·.:m~:ur~. ; "
a tool\to" "!?~!I>, scientist~: hetp(1.~/,:.;:::i:in.:te:I$ational science agencies::
judge vv1.1~F~:H~loba1 warrp:ingeoos~r:;riep6ttrthat" c~borj.'d,.iQ~de emis-'
sions ar:er~G:~wm.gi':pfpil!~)and·'~Q.v.I.:'i·;~~0nsirose ?'~.~r.¢,¢i}t\worldwide
much isi5efng:'a'bsotlletl by "the from 2006 to 2007, If emissions are
oceans andiorests. '
, not reined in, a U.N. scientific
The orbiter, together with a panel says, average global temsimilar U.S. satellite to be launched per,atures will increase by 4 to 11'
in February, will' represent an degrees Fahrenheit by 2100, causenormOlls leap in available data on 'irig damaging 'disruptions to the
carbondioxid¢,and'methane in the climate. ,
atmosphetein-ow:;cli~w.;riJp,om,scat~ ,,:::;S¢ientists' deperid on' 282 land-'
tered groimqstitions.': ,':' ",. ' " ,',,>',;\basedi,stations ,and scattered in-,
"I'Il1'saY!ing:fChtis-ttnas;lscl:rere;,~:::;strumented,aircraft flights to mon c '
sa! d I,?4~;:;;~;.g~~.'{~W\~t~6~p~er~<!~.t?r,satJ~Q~~d.ioxide .at iow a~ titudes,
sClentlst:aLN.Qr~eFJteley,·/~0w;we,.\IbUkA'·'':Orbltmgat,.analtltude 'of
get about:;r1o:o:~()hs~r.~citfoni';~verY);'::i~i:ibtit.':415 miles;. ':will <he, able to i
two we'eks'::Wifn:'fhE(sa\~iHte'we~u:i'che;ek gas levels' hi ~hiirecb1umns ;
get a million."
of atmosphere at 56,000 locations.
The satellite - named "lhuki,"
With the cllrrentground·level
whichmearis'''breath'' - was sent network, "due to the relatively
into orbit along with seven other small number of locations, .only
probes op anH~A rocket. ,Japan's large-scale regional averages,
.space agency, JAXA, said the c(:mld be determined" for green, launch was a success, and officials house-gas emissions, said Swiss
monitorecl the satellites to ensure climatologist Fortunat Joos; of the'
they eritered orbit properly.
University of Bern. .
,
.Ibuki, which will Circle the globe : With satellite readings, he said,
every 100 minutes, is equipped' "one would perhaps be able to
with optical sensors that measure discriminate carbon emissions
reflected, light from the Earth'to from different countries."
.
determine the density of cabon
Such data could help negotiators
dioxide and rnethane.
determine more preciseiy who
Carbon dioxide, the biggest ,COI1- would need, to reduce emissions by .
tributor to global warming, is emit- .how much to protect
the climate.
.
.
.
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HOW APOWER TOWER PLANT WORKS
arranged in ..
CD Mirrors
circles focus heat on a

CID

boiler mounted on a
central tower. A
computer. controls the
mirrors to track the sun.
The su~light converts
wat~r Into steam.

CID The steam powers a

generator and produces
electricity;

SOURCES: U.s. BUREAU OF LANO MANAGEMENT. BRIGHTSOURCE ENERGY

CHRIS RA·MOSfrHE PRESS-ENTERPRISE
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POWER, WilDLIFE WEIGHED

Experts to study how San Bernardino County solar array will affect desert tortoises
BY DAVID DANELSKI
THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE

Regulators, developers and environmentalists alike are watching a new large-scale .solar
project in San Bernardino County to see how the need to protect
rare wildlife can be balanced
. with the need to cut greenhouse
gases.
.
More than 170 solar and wind
projects sought on public land
between Ridgecrest and Calexico
could consume hundreds of
square miles of wildlife habitat.
But they also would help the
state's utilities increase their reliance on renewable energy, a mandate legislators imposed in 2006 to
c~t greenhou~e gas emissions.

Leading the pack is Oaklandbased· BrightSource Energy,
which plans to break ground
later this year on a solar array
that will carpet more than 4,000
acres of desert with mirrors
southwest of Primm, Nev. Desert
tortoises and several rare plants,
among other wildlife, live there.
"This is the first one, and doing
it right will set a great precedence. That responsibility is not
lost on us," BrightSource spokesman Keely Wachs said.
The 400-megawatt plant represents the first commercial use of
"power tower" technology,
Wachs said. Circular arrays of·
thousands of mirrors will focus
heqt'· on water-filled steel boilers

mounted on towers. Stearn from
the boilers turns turbines to
generate clean electricity to be
sold to Pacific Gas & Electric,
based in San Francisco, for some
140,000 homes, Wachs said.
The mirrors and towers will
cover about 6 square miles of
desert that environmental
groups describe as prime habitat
for the desert tortoise and other
wildlife between the Clark Mountains and Ivanpah Dry Lake, west
of Interstate 15.
The company is· negotiating
with state and federal wildlife
officials about how the company
will compensate for lost habitat.
Wachs said BrightSource repret~
SEE ENERGY/A9

SOLAR iMPACT
WHAT:· A400-megawatt solar
plant to be built on desert land
near the Nevada border.
WHO: Formed in 2006, the
Oakland-based plant developer,
BrightSource Energy, has built a
pilot plant in the Negev Oesert in
Israel that now generates
enough steam to make 1.5
megawatts of electricity.
WHY: The state Legislature
requires California to limit its
emissions of greenhouse gases
so that, by 2020, the state's
emissions are at 1990 levels.

1-
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SOLAR: The federal Btirea~ of Land Management's California Desert

, District has received 76 applications for solar energy projects.
'
The
map
sho~s those proposed in Riverside and
Califi
nia
GOIOlNUED FROM A1
San
BernardinO
,
,Dese~
sentatives also will work directly
~tll environmental groups.
d
' , district

NO CONSENSUS
YET
....

a

.'

'p.ropose
solar
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The 202 Mojave milkweed plant
found on the property represent 7:
percent of the known population iJ
California, the assessment said
The s~te also has just over half th,
state's known population of th,
desert pincushiori and one-fourtl
of the state's known cave evenin)
primrose. _,

Durfug Jan. 9 'Workshop hosted energy
by-the CalifQrniaEnergy Commis- facilities
PLANT PRESERVATION
sion in Piimm, it appeared tlJ.at
reaching consensus on wildlife
Steve DeYoung, BrightSource':
issues will 'take some work.
director of, environmental healtl
"The Sierra, Club is very' c o n - ; a n d : s a f e t y , said the company plan:
cerned::'a]joutglobal warrriing1, but ,
to set aside 312 acres for trans
weare also very :concerned about
planted cacti and other plants. Bu
the':impact of these projects, on
LaPre said the company needs tl
habitat," Sid Silliman, oithe club's
work with botanists to put togeth
Gor.gonio Chapter; said iri an in- '
er preservation plans for the fou:
terYiew. "This will bulldoze 4,065 ,
.\
rare plants. Strategies may in
acres or;ppme deserttortoisehabh
N
elude transplanting, finding ane
tat" '" ".' '
enhancingoffsite populations
,A'Wildlife survey found 25 desert
and/or harvesting and growinl
tortoises' on' 'the ,property. The '
seeds collected from plants on thl
reptiles are considered to be
site.
thi;eatened with extinction and
Wachs, the BrightSourct
must be relocated before work
spokesman, said the company i:
" s.
SOURCE: U.S, BUREAU OF
doing all it can' to minimize envi
begIn
LAND MANAGEMENT '
The company is,intalks with the
ronmental impacts. It started b:
state Department of FiSh and
THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE choosing land already damaged b:
millIe over how much' tortoise
grazing and off-road vehicles, hi
habitat should be protected else- killed by coyotes last 'year after Clark Mountains but sometime said. The project will use a closel
where to make up for territory lost they were moved to make way- for forage an<i travel in the project system that will keep aImual wate
to the solar arrays. The federal an expapsion of Fort.Irwin Army area, are;another concern. GeOtge "us'eh~low 100 acre-feet, he said.
BUreau Land Management has training base north of Barstow. Kerr, ofthe SOCiety for the Conser-' Wachs said the mirrors won'
asked the, company to set aside Federal officials have said the vation ofBighorn Sheep, req'uested require large concrete pads ani
equal acreage elsewhere.
tortoises became prey because a' one-mile buffer between the' can be installed "withoutnecessar
':URGED
three yean~ of drought left little mountains and the eriergy devel- fly" grading the land.
MORE LAND
other food for the coyotes. The opment to allow sheep enough
But LaPre s~id his talks wit!
But at the meeting, D-Anne AI- deaths prompted suspension ofthe space to move through.
company engineers indicate tha
the land will be graded and usee
bers of Defenders of Wildlife envi- , relocation effort.
ronmental group saidthecompany
BLM wildlife' biologist, Larry
RARE PLANTS
intensely. Once built upon, thl
shoiIld set aside five tfrne~ as much LaPre said at the meeting in Primm
The company also must deal land will no longer be a home fo:
lane;i, more than 20,000 acres. She that tortoises ,at the solar site can, witp.,plant life.
'
wildlife, he said.
sai/ishe wants that much land to be' be relocatedneartiy,to land west'ofThe land now has some 7,000
State and federal environment:
preserved because the onslaught of Interstate 15.
"
,
barrel cacti, many more than 100 reports, expected to be releasel
des'erU~llergy,pI:6Jects:""- iricluding:, ,The area has been a tortoise years old, that can be transplanted, this spring, ;will detail strategies tl
military expansiop., 'electrical "dead zone" because freeway traf- LaPre said.
deal with habitat losses.
trari~mission lines and off-roading. fic has killed them over the ye~s.
A larger concern is four very
"We don't look at this as a zen
Habitat needs to be set aside now, Tortoises can re-populate there, as rare plants. Surveys found five sum game," Wachs said. "We Cal
before.it isgomi, she added.
long as BrightSource installs al;)Qut Rusby's desert mallows, which is bring more clean energy to Califor
.silliman said that any tortoise five miles of mesh fencing that will one-tenth the known occurrences nia and protect the natural heri
reldcation effort should be con sid- keep the altimalS off the freeway ofthe oran.ge flowering,plant in the tage as well."
eredexpetiiii~ntEii)becf.IUse about 'with~t;h~g:othehvildlife. ,"worl~cGortlingt(ja state energy "Reacli'Davld)lDanelsklat 951-368,9471 0
90tortoises'-:11fpercent~~were,
, Big'horn
sheep,
which live in the ,cori!missioriass.essment.
'
ddanelski@PE.com -,
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PHOTOS BY JAY CALOERON DESERT SUN 'FILE PHOTOS

.tn endangereq brown pelica(l shows itsiarge neck cavity, while surrounded by black-necked

\f~ilts at the northern end of the. Salton S e a . .

,

....

'\1'
V

Green Path North under fire
BY JAKE HENSHAW
Gannett News Service
An example ofhow such projects can generate
rontroversy is the debate over the Green Path
North transmission project to move geothermal
and other renewable power near the Salton Sea
to Los Angeles and other southern Califomi3
rommunities.
Even though the project has yet to enter the
fonnal environmental assesSment, it has sparked
criticism from local governments as well as local
citizen groups.
~. Critics of the project want its developers, induding the Los Angeles [)epartment of Water
and Power and the Imperial Irrigatiori District, to
share an existing Southern California Edison
transmission corridor along Interstate 10 instead
of striking off on a new route.
.
'The thiJ1g in developing green energy, we

need to think in terms· of green transmission,"
said Russell Betts, a Desert Hot Springs City
Council member and an organii.er of· the
Coachella Valley Coalition that is critical ofGreen
Path North.
lADWP general manager David Nahal insisted that critics only oppose one ofthe seven routes
being ronsidered by the Green Path North proponents. He said that the project has been divided
into two 230-KV lines so part of the route can be
underground and that backers are ronsidering a
route parallel to the existing SCE rorridor.
While SCE said it plans to build a line with
enough capacity to accommodate Green Path
North, Nahai raised questions about Gipacity,
dependability, timingandthe role ofa state transmission agency. He also said the SCE corridor
rould only get Green Path part of the way to
rustomers.
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''InGbti' Sbuthern

California's

deseJ;bba~ardi,s;,grouiJ.d;zeto in

the'

state~s,effbrts :toq~tlVback

on

pollutingfosgi,l~fueFbiirning:,pq)Ver
,plan ts,' and lead' ithe'~:n'ati9n;'S\ilcon

,version to~,~Rewabi~:&nef,g.y.; '.
i'

'Fordecadegthe\regioii~;ha~lbeen

I, re~ogIiiZed'f?r~tfL;ripq:
ill~1,1~¥T.able '
:friOll),.'W;llld;dnwthe ,;Coa"
reSOUI~ees,

,,~~~!a%a~~~rC~~~ij,,\6~tt~~~~~~·
ground,teseIWplI'oL;geo~hennal

power:to;,;~iom:e,;ottherm~st':imterise

,deser.£:~sb1iil~AiriXih~~Mt~~l(t;: ,,' ','
, SpUITEi(Niy:'a"st;a:te:tl;@~Q'S'etfT¢'.'
newable,er).er;gy-require~ent,nb.w

,allofthe:,rii'ajoru tmties'inCalifort;rtia;-;;... SQ~:thenniCa'lif0.rnia" Edison;
;'Pabifi~ ;(;ias'~d\]!;i~ir,~c' ,*;0,(\ San '
Diego 'Ga$anoElectrk . .:. .: are
'scr.am:bllng::,t(j)',}stWC:Contracts ,to "
PW':c;base ,',e,~ec~#j~itr, ,:P:?ID' ,n~w'
prqJe,cts planned ,m the Impenal

'Vall¢,y,:and:rMoja¥e:7Deseit.'

'

,':'~Because:!,the,Ca1iforriia 'desert,

,JlaLtiCularlythe MQjave:n,esert,js.

!::~~b;e~~6~~~~f:ii~'~~~~~i:jifr', ',

;largeurba;n are;rs.vfth:e.r~;;-~s prob,. ,
ably moresolar:developmentgoing',onin Southern"CaHfornia than
I!,a1iyWhereelse"tii':tije,:wotIq~"':s'aid
'Terry',O'Brien, the'CaIifornfa:lirter: "
"gy()0mmission1s:'deputy"director '
,, ,
S,t&:RENEWABtES/A6

I

/.

. : ., ::! ':'.. ~'. ;?-j·t~:··\~·l·. ~;':!'~:.
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TRANSMISSION PROJECTS: Development of Southern California's rich renewable energy

IlIIIIIllDfIOU1

of siting, transmission and environmental protectlon.
The task of transforming the
state's energy structure to accom·
modate renewable power Is huge
and can't be done quickly. "We are
transforming the electricity sys·
tern in a way that hasn't been done
before," said O'Brten.
Renewable energy provIdes
about 12 percent of Callfornla's
energy needs. State oMcials do not
expect that investor·owned utilitles will meet a legislated mandate
to supply 20 percent of their cus·
tamers' power needs \11th renew·
able energy by 2010.
. "We should get close In 2012,"
said Dave Hawldns, lead renewable power engineer for the Independent Systems Operator, thc
ageney reSjionslble for maintain·
Ing the reliabIlity of the state's
energy grid.
StilI, the pusb to renewable energy Is intensifying with a state and
national campaign to fight global
warming and forge energy Indepcn<lence from foreign all producers.
Gov. Arnold Scbwarzenegger Issued an executive order calling for
33 percent renewable energy in
California by 2020 and said he wili'
sponsor leglslaUon to make that
target a legal requirement for
public and private utilities.
CurrenUy, municipal utilities
are exempt from the state renew·
able energy portfolio mandate and
have Bet thelr own goals.
Andy Horne, imperial County's.
deputy chief executive for natural'.
resources developmen~ bopes jobs
generated by a burst of renewable'
energy development wiU bim that
county's 23 percent unemployment.
Horne sald in the past he has·
aeen corporate interest Iil renew-·
able energy Investment track with
011 p1ices. Rlning oil prtces klndled
interest In renewable energy that
quickly dimmed wben all prices"
feU, making renewables less com·
petitlve with convent1onal coal and
gas generat1on.
,
But thJs time as oil prices fall, the
interest In renewable generation Is'
. boldIng strong because utilltle,s
must continue bUl1ng to comply
wlth· the law. "I think this is a
different hall game," Horne said.
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resources - solar, geothermal and wind - depends on the construction of mqjor new transmission
lines to carry the electricity to utility customers. .

least one geothermal company
fi'om obtaining capital to start
construction on an approved
project in the Impertal Valley:
"The economy is work1ng
against what w~ are trying to do."
sald Robert M. Doyel,lands branch
chief with· the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management.·

M NY
CANTS
A APPU

California is fielding a deluge of
renewable-energy. proposals. The
federal Bureau of Land Management has 154 applicaUons from
prospect1ve solar. mnd and geo·
thermal power developers request·
ing access to almost 1.5 million
acres In Its Callfornla Desert Dlstrtct that Includes parts of San
Bernardino. Riverside, Imperial,
San Diego and Kern count1es.
Not all. the applications wtU become operating power plants. Greg
Milier. the bureau's renewable·
energy program manager 'for that.
dlstric~ said many wind companies
want only to test the resource.
Miller said besides, the process
'of getting approval Is so daunting
that It Is likely some applicants wili
give up. Part of the delay, he Said.
stems from the bureau's Inexpertcnce wtth vettulg solar projects
planned for federal lands.
"Because solar energy development on ELM land Is so new,
there are many 1ssues cropping up
that we have to address on.the fly,"
he sald.· The mytiad of Issues. he
Said. range from the ·Impact on
. deserl tortoises to potential desert
erosion. Also. he said the bureau Is
not staffed 10 deal with the Oood of

Meeting a 33 percent renewable
goal by 2020 will require adding
20,000 megawatts of renewable
powerto the state grid-enough to
supply·about.l5 mJIljon homes.
That calls for the construction of
$60 bOllon 'In generat10n faclUties
and $6bilIIon in new transmIssion,
more than half of tllat in Soutllern
Callfornla, sald Dave Olsen, coor·
. dinator of the Renewable Energy
appli~alions.
Transmission Initiative
Olsen snJd tbat task .force of
In an effort to w~ out specstakeholders, including state regu- ulators. the Independent System
Jatory agencies, the energy indll'· . Operator late lust year requtred a
try and the Sierra Club. ts deter- hefty deposIt from applicants waltmlnlng the mosl effective and least Ing for transmission connectIon destructive \11th the resuit that about half the
environmentally
places to locate renewable energy- projects dropped. out
generation projects and the trans·
SIMPUFYING STEPS
mission lines to serve them. .
Envtronmental COncerns about
The governor .and state legislaprotectingthedesertaremakinglt tors are trying to speed the develdtmcult to get these projects bull!. opment of renewable-energy
Also a freeze in the financial projects by consolidating the apmarkets already has prevented at proval process. IVhlch Is now frag-

men ted among numerous state,
federal and local government
agencies.
"Simply setting a goal Isn't suftl·
cient unless we aggressively reo
move barriers to sIting and transmiSSion and actively cncourage
the Industry here in California,·
said State Assemblyman Paul Krekorian.D-Burbank.
Krckorlan Is co-sponsor of As·
semhly Bill 64. which WOUld,
among olher tbings, establish a
single state ugeney in charge of
upprO\1ng renewable·energy gen·
eration and' transmission projects.
Schwarzcnegger in November
ordered stale agencies to work
together in revlewlng renewableenergy projccts. He also signed a
memorandwn of agreement wlth
the federal Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. FIsh and
WildlIfe Service for state and fed·'
erai agencies to joinUy streamllne
the appl'Oval process for such
projects In' the Mojave and Colorado deserts.
Transm1ssion argu.bly remains
the biggest obstacle to the devel·
opment of renewable energy becuuse of the need to carry elccmc·
Ity many mUes from remote areas
where It is produced to population
centers.
Larry Grogan, a former lmp.eri.1
·County supcrvlsor and ·Iongthne
energy industry consultant, said
':the.ftrst ones (renewable' projects)
wtth resources and financing will
get onto the trannmlsslon lines and
the rest wlll have to walt."
O'Brien of the Callfornia Energy
Commission sald clearly more
lines win bave to be bullt for all the
new generaUon planned by 2020.
Sunrise PowerLlnk, a $1.9 bU·
Uon, 120-mUe transmission line
designed to brtng \Vbul, geother'
mal and solar power from the
imperial Vulley to San Diego won
approval last month from U,e PubIIc Utilities CommiSSion after a
three·year struggle by the devel·
oper, San Diego Gas & ElectrIc.
That transmIssion line WlIS approved after It was rerouted
aroUlld a state park. It Is expected
to go into operation In 2012.

The Los Angeles Department of
WaterandPoweralsofaccsopposl·
tion to Its plans to route transmlssian from the Imperial Valiey to
Los Angeles.

OEOT
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"In my opinIon, Imperial County
will be the renewable capital of the
cOUlltry." said Vince Signorotli,
vice presIdent of land management for Terra·Gen, a renewableenergy developmcnt company
looking for solar and geotllermal
sites In the area.
The Imperial Valley's most valuable resource. the experts say, Is a
rich underground reservoIr of hot
water near the Salton Sea. Steam
extracted from brillj' water is
pushed through turbines to pro·
duce eiecbicity.
Currently about 400 megawatts
of geotllermal electricity Is produced in the Imperial Valley and un
esthnated 2,000 megalYaIts of addi·
tional power remains to be tapped.
Mark T. Gran, vice president of
Cal Energy. the largest geothermal
plant operntor in the Impertal
Valley, saId in anticipation of the
new transmission the company
plans to double Its currClltgeothermal energy production at the Sal·
ton Sea, building an additional
SO·megawatt plant each ycar for
Ihe next dozen years.
Southern California Edison Is a
major cuslomer of geothermal en·
ergy produced at the Salton Sea.
The company Is also bUilding a
$2 billion transmission project,
with antiCipated completion in
2013. to spur development at up to
4.500 megawatts or wind power in
the Tehachupl rcglon.
Southern Callfomia Edison Vice
President Stu HemphIll said the
company ts relying on a provision
In the state mandate that allOW!
utlllt1es tllat can't deliver 20 per.
cent renewable energy to Its cus·
tomers next year to make up th,
sbortfall by contracting to bUl
power from projects still on thl
dra\l1ng board.
"The question is how many 0:
them \1111 actually deliver ani
when." HemphIll said.
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PrQvisions part of stimUlus
plah:goiqg HOlls,e today

to

..
P

BY K-lUIUFMANN

The Desert SilO

'. ,

roVisI.'ons ih
.. thoe economic stimulus package going
to the US; Ho~ of RepreSentatIves today. could
.... make.ite;!siet forcties acrOss ihe country to stiut
PaIrri 'Desert"style'energy 10ar! programs.
..
. Palm Desert dt'ydffic:i:ils helpedauthor'tJie.changes that
would erisureresidcnts:who take out the loans c:in cash in
on. the 30 perceiJtfederaJincome tax credit for solar
installations,
.
Anotherprovi.ion will allow'citieSand counties to issue
tax-free bonds to, nllid .Ioan progr:;uns.
.
.-The fcderaLtmc code allows cities to issue tax-free bonds

on)yfq~.pl.!Plki¢provem~~·Th,e.ProPose9changeswiil

include~ew.iBle·~ergyins'tallal:i6hs iri the definition 6£

'

NeigliborS:bc.lDd~gethC!f·toput,solar

·.panels;;on,each other's' homes
When five Palm Desert families banded together to put
solar panels on ·all their homes, the 30 percent federal
income tax credit imdthe cily's energy'loan'programwere
key parts:bf'their.decision..
'We wontEid to de this a iong,lime .ago:' .said Rick Clark, a
contractor, who ,joi~ed with his f')eighbors in the. projed
But the couples had balked '?l the .u.p-frQnt costs of
putting solar on' their homes - about $53,000 for
Debbie McNi'col'arid'herhusband, Chris.
· All the couples have acre 'plots with houses ranging
in size from 2;800 square'feet to 6,000 square feet.
To get around installatio'n costs, the group decided
to install· their own,.workingwith a solar supplier in
Northern California. That brought the McNicols' cost
down to $35;000. Combining the state solar rebate
and the federal tax credit, the final cost of the system
was about $13,000, Debbie McNicol said.
The system 6n each home is qesigned to lower the
,family's energy bills to about $500 to $1,000 a year,
balancing winter savings with summer air
cOQditioning demand, Clark said.
"Our meter'starts turning backward at about 9 in
the morning. Right now we're turning back. (In the
summer) we~lI,use,the power accumulated," he said.

public .imProYemeI)ts. .
: .
, -"
nie bij~dprOVisioris;me3ri dties will be "able to aCcess .
capital on .the open market at a much lower' rate tJmn. if.
you Were to·go'o*t and gef (raxable)bondS;~!'siiid'PaIrD'
Desert GiF}' Cow1(Jlman 'Jim'Ferguson, who hilS puShed
for the. charlges, '-rixa):ilebonds :depend oh'the·credit'
worthiI1.~-of' a iCiry. MUriicpiU(i3X::free)'.bonas··:ire - K KAUFMAIIN
viewed risa-safe investment"
.. '
. Gity offidaIs'joineMorceSwith SonoriiaCoWlty to push
mydeselt;com
for the·federal·-ta£changes. US: Rep.Mikc Thompson,
. Please see tNERGY, A7 · What are you doing to cut down on energy costs?

J
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ENERGY: Bill goes to House.today
Continued from A1.
gram is the first in California
D-Napa, intiodl1Ced the pro- under Assembly Bill 811, a laW
visions and worked to get them the city also helped to author
into the stimulus :package.
and pass last year.
. u.s. Rep. Mary Bono Mack,' It allows cities to set up' afR-Palrn Springs, a4;0 suppoits fordable lo'an programs for resthe energy loan provisions, "but idents to install energy-saving.
has voiced concerns about the home improvements, such as
stimulUs package'as a whole.
high-efficiency air conditioners
.' "B~icaJlyshe feels this would and solar panels, with long~
better· inceritivize the distnbu - term payback linked to' their
tiveenergy potential in this area property taxes. .
ofSouthemCalifoiniaaswellas. Palm Desert haS used its "own
the country," said Jennifer May, . general fund dollars to fund
a spokeswoman for Bono $2,5 million. in loans since Au Mack
.
gust. The tax-free bonds will'
, u.s. Sen. Robert Menendez, help it set up long-term fiD-New Jersey, is' carrying the . nancing for the program, Fertax code changes in the Senate. .guson sajd.
, The Palm Desert loan pro-. The tax credit provisions were

needed to clarify federal regulations that prohibit federal
credits for installations receiving
state subsidies for reneWable
energy, such as California's solar
rebates, he said
.
Ifpassed the proposed changes
will·ensure that energy loanssuch as Palm Desert's -:- are not
classified as subsidies. . '
Vmcent Battaglia of Renova
Energy, a. Pa1rrl Desert solar
finn, said .the tax credit provisions will help streamline paperwork and lntProve efficiency
for his customers.
"It means less screw~ups and
less <;onfusion in the public, and
that helps our industry,"
Battaglia said
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. Wind power posted gains In 200B", creating 13';000 Jobs: but financial sources, spooked by the economy, are holding on to their money.

tit 'winds buffet renewable energy
RECESSION:' WIth the. economy
In the doldrUms, advocates of .
wind power are'scrambllng for
money to 'continue their efforts.
BY1IEN THOMAS
THE ASSOOmIl PII!SS

WASHINirroN - Wind power ad·
vocates are pushing for billions in
tax incentives and grants in the
$819 billion recovery package moving througb Congress, ·hoping to
offset ·an economic slowdown af·
fectlng the industry.
.. Expansion of wind energy, a: key
part of rural development througb·
out-the Midwest and Great Plains,
could depend on how the stimulus
plan is overbauled by the Senate
next week and· eventually resolved

by congressional negotiators.
Wind power posted .galns last
year, with electricity generated by
wind turbines increasing' 50 percent and 13,000 additional jobs in
wind turbine arid componenf manufacturing, the American' Wind
Energy Association reported this
past week.
.
President Barack Obama has
called for a doubling of renewable
energy production In three years, a
poten.tial boon for wind power.
But the financial meltdown bas
slowed demand for wind turbines,
siphoned olI. available financing
and put mapy projects on bold.
"With the banks and Insurance
cOll1panies backing away from or
out of this ir\vestment in wind
market, that really has put a

damper on wiIid," said Bob Gates, the federal Energy Department.
Wind power advocates say the
an executive witb Clipper Wind~
power Inc., a turbinc maker In grant program is needed because
Carpinteria. "It's gone flip-flop in the recession has bampered tax
four months."
credits. .
.
The House-passed bill. and the
The projects require large upSemite plan would offer $13 billion front financing and have traditionover 10 years to extend a. pro duc- ally attracted investors who use
tion tax credit througb 2012 - the' the credits to offset' tax liabilities,
credits currently e~pire each year but few· of these investors are
- and provide tax breaks 'for profitable now..
.
Clipper announced about 90 layinvestments In renewable energy.
The House version also includes' offs earlier tJiis month, and several
.a grant program that covers wind-related -manufacturers have
30 percent of the upfront ,costs of . announced similar cuts.
wind energy Investments.
"Without this grant jJrogram or
The Senate version thcludes the somethb;lg very much like It,'we're
tax .breaks but does not offer the looking at a very difficult year in
grant program, which would allow 2009 and maybe 2010 as wEill," said
wind and solar industries to con- Greg ·Wetstone of the American
vert tax credits Into grants from Wind Energy Association.
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. 'T'IIANK~OrnH'flESS-EHTERf'm
of Murrieta:; is frustrated with city officials who say that her windmill is too bright. She.needs to dtiliits color before·a final inspection

If·it'n~o:o,,~

a final:inspe.ction,. she can geta state rebate,

. .

\:'".j:WUmieta;',wants woman lo·paint over .wind turbine's bright metal
,;Of;',·

.>

•

.:,d.;BYlll·:JfF,f~.,O=R~~SfAN
man's case and the windmill ordJ- eventually the city crafted turbine·
:·i~,:
'~""':'""
nance·and plans on getting back, to· .rules allowing Hofman!s ·.windmlll
·:t'Diana Hofman thought her frus- her Monday.
to go forward.
b'ations with Murrieta City governWIiile Lanier said she's sanoy to
Hofman was filially able to
roent would be whooshed away by hear·Hofman~s frustrated, she said ..::stBlI':herwindmilla few. we,eKS ago.
~liet backyard wind turbine.
. the city has been '''very accommo- :.-Buf:befOr.e'.a' final insp·,ectlon·:t<oulid'::
t Instead, the wind energy pio- dating".in support of green energy:· ·be ma:de~.she n'''.>>I~.jf.'.fA
neer said she's fumi)lg over the
For Hofman, the city's requ!l~tJstate Tebilte - HOfman .
. city's ·deter.mlnation that .the that she paint her windmill or use rMurrieta. :plannmg :'department .
40-foot-tal1 windmill is too bright. acid etcl1itlg to dull its s.11ine is the brought up'the brtglltnessissue.
Hofman said the city told her they ·latest insult in what she described· Hofman· said the windmill· is .
won't make a final inspection of the as two-year· process to .,go green ·made.ofthe same·material.usetl
galvanized steel windmill until it .ana :Iower her ~tmergy . costs.. Sh·e the clty'straffic light poles. Weath··!CYses its luster.
figures the windmill Will· reduce ··ershouldfadethewindmill'sluster·
''1 might just be one person. But her electric .bill by 80 percent.
over time, she said.
I'm going to scream as loud .asJ
MUI'Ilieta officialsinitiillly· de- :She said her question to the city
can," she said, adding she refuses Died her windmill plans because is: "Why- are you singling.·Ple out
. to paint·her·windmill.
. . the city lacked laws regulating for an issue when Ws.not an·issue
MurIieta·Planning Director Ma- turbines. Hofman responded by ·for anyone else in town'!"
ry Lanier . . said· .F/iday afternoon. deliverjng state guidelines for Reach Jeff Horseman at. 951,375,3727 or Diana Hofman was able to install
city officials··
are :reviewing Hof- .wind turbines
to . City Hall,
and.' ....
.)horseman@PE.com
her windmill a few weeks ago.
.
. .
'
...
.... : ....
.,: .

in .

(
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After Katrina, New Orleans is going green
By Cain Burdeau
Associated Press
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The city known more for French
Quarter trash than recycling or
renewable energy is going green. In
rebuilding New Orleans since Hurricane Katrina, homes are being fitted
with solar panels, organic farming is
catching on and the city's got a new
fleet of hybrid buses.
On the flanks of those buses, a
catch phrase - Cleaner, Smarter could be the anthem for the movelllent by institutions and individuals
to slowly turn the citY's enVironmentally-unfriendly image around. .
Maybe the filthy water that
flooded 80 percent of the city after
the catastrophe in August 2005
made residents rethink the way to
rebuild. Or maybe it's -the tax credits'or energy price spikes. Whatever
the reason, the hurricane created a
testing ground for ideas and initiatives.
Before Katrina, government officials rarely talked about renewable
energy or "green building." Solar
technology powered .little more than
parking meters. Environmentalists
were shut out of Louisiana politics
for decades.
Now, they see a watershed era
taking shape.
For example, in the' Lower 9th
Ward, hit particularly hard by Katrina, some 20 energy-saving homes
are using solar panels.
"I never knew nothing about solar
panels until after the -storm," said
Mable Howard, an 80-year-old doll
maker whose five-room home was
flooded. The solar panels were
donated and installed for free, and
her electric bill has been cut at least
in half during some months.

The Associated Press

Installers for South Coast Solar install solar panels on the roof of a home in New Orleans. Solar CEO
Tucker Crawford credits the business boom in solar power to the tax breaks, which he called the
"most aggressive tax credit (package) for residential solar in the country."
There is also renewed focus on
restoring habitats that protected
New Orleans from storm surge
before the destruction of wetlands
by the oil industry, timber compa-'
nies and levee construction. Near
the Lower 9th, for example, there
are plans to plant hundreds of bald
cypress in a bayou to help restore
wetlands.
Urban organic farming also has
gained momentum, new bicycle
lanes are being planned and even
the French Quarter is spiffier,
thanks to an aggressive cleaning
effort.
The greening could gain greater
footing under President Barack
Obama, who recently named Lower
9th Ward native Linda Jackson to
head the Environmental Protection
Agency.

Still, a distaste for environmentalism is reflected in the Louisiana
congressionru delegation. Even most
Democrats are perennial bottom-feeders on a measure of
pro-environment voting in Congress
by the League of Conservation Voters.
"It takes a very brave person to _
get your head above the wall here,"
said Oliver Houck, a Tulane University law professor and environmental advocate.

For decades, Louisiana's state
budget has been dependent on oil
revenue. But some policymakers and
-investors say a more open attitude
could have a big payoff. The state,
they say, is rich in water, wind and
sunshine - just the stuff for emerging cap-and-trade energy markets,

which are aimed at reducing carbon
emissions.
Under a cap-and-trade program,
utilities that exceed the cap for
emissions must either make pollution reductions or buy additional
allowances. Those who cut emissions below the cap would be able
to sell allowances.
"Louisiana could be a very large
source for carbon credits," said Jon
Guidroz, director of project development for Free Flow Power Corp.
The Massachusetts company is in
talks with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission about harnessing
power from the Ohio and Mississippi rivers with turbines.
Last year, the New Orleans City
Council approved an energy-efficiency program to improve 2,800

properties a year by installing insula"
tion, weather stripping and compact
fluorescent light bulbs. The new 39
hybrid buses - operating on a
blend of biodiesel, gasoline and
electric power - were obtained with
a $15 million federal grant.
In 2007, New Orleans becarneone
of about two dozen cities nationwide to be named a "Solar American City" by the U.S. Energy Department, which gave the city a
$450,000 grant to establish solar
programs.
And there's an opportunity to
train builders, too. A
2;-000-square-foot BuildSmart Learning Center that includes a replica of
an energy-efficient home, offers free
workshops to teach "green building." The center also has a showroom of gadgets like dual-flush
toiletS and low-flow shower-heads.
New state and federal tax credits
are driving a niche solar technology
market.'
''We're up to 15 employees now,"
said C. Tucker Crawford, a salesman
at South Coast Solar, a company
that had three employees a year
ago.
Th-e business installs solar ther-mal, solar pool heating and solar
pariels in New Orleans. Crawford
credits the boom in business to tax
breaks, which allow a homeowner
to spend as little as $5,000 for
about $45,000 worth of solar technology.
''We're a little behind the curve,"
said city energy manager John
McGowin, whose office was set up
after Katrina with a Clinton Foundation grant to promote solar and
hydropower use. "But we're catching
up."
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t~ Ways to cut
. /.: electricity bills
v~iious experts have come up
. with~i9-~as to cut energy costs.
upjj'raiie. your refrigerator: Bruce
Harley, author of "Cut Your .
Ener.gy Bills Now: 150 Sma:rt
W~y~;to Save Money & Make
Youi\{l:ome More Comfortable &
Gr~ei1;" suggests upgrading your
refrig¢rator. Energy Star models
requi~e about half
much
energy as models manufactured
before' 1993. Look for a model
with.a top freezer, which uses
10 percent to 15' percent less
ene~gythan one with

as

side~by-side doors~

D.on't:use the fireplace: If you
have. a fireplace, don't use it.
Barlt!y says fireplaces are less
¢fficient at heating homes than
furnaces and produce a fair
~rriotint of pollution. Use it
occasionally for the mood, he
~dvises.

phang,e the lightbulbs: Lauri
Ward, president cif Use What
;You Have Interiors, s;tid
'another significant savings can·
:i:e~ult from getting rid of staridard incandescent bulbs and
replace them with compact
fluorescent light: bulbs. Energy
Star qualified CFLs use about 75
percent less energy than standard incandescent bulbs and
last up to 10 times longer,
a,ccording to Energy Star.
Unplug appliances: The things
that tend to use electricity when
they are plugged in, even when
they're turned off, include televisions, DVD players, digital video
recorders, printers, fax
machines, and computers, says
Harley. Use a power strip for
things that don't need to be on
when you're not at home. For
the computer, Harley says don't
use the screen saver; turn the
monitor off or put the whole
eomputer'in stand by,
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.' tlltytdrnSQUstom~rst'gr.en' with envy
. faces' only.
, "It is fundamental and
A frowny face is not what'
primitive," said Robert Cia}: mostelectnc customers ex. dini,a social psychologist a.t
· pect to see .on their utility'
Arizona State University
· statements, but Greg Dyer
. whO Qwnsa stake in Positive
got one.
. YOU'~~~!LI~'il?~44_m!~
Ene~gy;
"The mere percepHe earned 'it, the utility
tion of the normal behavior of
said, by U$ing a lot more
those al;ound us is very pow· energy than his n e i g h b o r s . e r f u l . "
,
.'
".1 have four daughters;
Colleg~s have be'en using,
none of my neighbors has
. rivairy .between· themselves
that many children," said
' and· even between domito' NEW YORK TIMES NEWSSERVIGE, ries to reduce energy us.e for
pyer, 49, alawyerwho live~ in
Sacramento. He wrote bpck Ken and Tamara Kaestner's utility bill compare~ their energy morethan a decade, and they.
to the utility and gave it his . usage to that of their neighbors i,n Folsom.
.
are refinillgtheir techni<iues. "..
own rating: four frowny
At Central College in Pella,
faces.
. proved surprisingly effective, but' the utility stopp.ed using. Iowa, students in a new green
Two. other Sacramento the district deCided to tap' them after a few customers dorm' can go to the school's
residents, however, Paul into a time-honored. Amer-, got upset. '
. Web . site . to find out how
Geisert and his wife, Mynga ican passion:' Keeping up . When the Sacrame,nto util-much;power their sUite is
Futrell,. were feeling good .. with the nejghbors.
ityconducted its first assess-' using and compare it with· .
They got one smiley face on
Last April, it began send- ment oftlie program after ~ix that of o~her suites.
their statement for energy ing out statements to 35,000 rilonths, it foilpd that custom"It gets pretty intense,"
efficiency and s'aw the prom- randomly selected custom" ers who received the person- . said Michael Lubberden, diise of getting another.
ers, rating them on their alized report-reduced energy rector' of facilities planning
."Our report card will energy· use compared with use by 2 percent nlore th:,m andh)ana:gement'forthe col"
quickly get better," Geisert "I1eighbors in 100 homes Of those who got standard state- lege. "The stUdents even go
· wrote in an e-mail message to similar size that used the' ments.
off. campus to charge their
the Sacramento Municipal same heating fuel. .The cusThe a})proach has now cell phones."
Utility District.
torilers were also compared been picked up by. utilities in
Competition among home- .
The districttried for years with the 20 neighbors who 10 major metropolltan areas' owners' is still ,rare, but· is
to prod customers into using were especially efficient in eager ,to reap .rewards becoming more widespread.
less energy with tactics like saving energy.
.
through increa:sed. efficien- In Massachusetts,·the Brain· rebates for energy-saving apCustomers who scored' cies, including Chicago and Shift Foundation, a nonprofit
pliances. But the traditional high earned two smil€,!y faces Seattle, accoT!:Iirig to Positive . that uses games to raise
approaches were not meet- on their statements. "Good" Energy; the software compa- . environmental awareness,
ing the energy reduction conservation· got i1 single ny that conceived the reports recruited .towns to compete
goals set by the nonprofit smiley face. Customers like and contracts to. produce in a reality' series, called
lItility's board.
Dyer, whosr. energy use was them. Following Sacramen- "Energy Sinacl{10wn," which
. So, in a move that has "below average"'got frowns, to's lead, theyaW'ard smiley airs on a local caqIe station ..
BY LESLlE'KAUFMAN

NEW YORK TIMES NEWS S£RVIGE'
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RESEARCH
Continued from Page A1
of nuclear war - was research into military
technologies that led to innovations that eventually led to the development ofcivilian projects.
, Historian Margaret Pugh O'Mara, au,thor of
"<;:jties 'of Knowledge: Cold War Science and the
Search for the Next Silicon Valley," opines that a
research institution - Stanf.ord University and government-funded science was crucial to
the development of Silicon Valley.
''None .of these generals who were giving' , "
,AI
Photographer
defense contracts in the 1950s wanted to think Junior Castillo, a senior development
about what Silicon Vallc:!y would become., They engineer for CE-CERT at UC Riverside,
wanted to beat the Russians/' sh~ said.
explains how the gasifier transforms a
Another key factor is location. O'Mara said mixture of raw sewage and sawdust, or
that during the early years of the, Cold War,
suburban areas were the place to be: The more' "slurry," into a synthetic diesel biofuel.
recent' trend has been a return of high-technology professionals to ''hip, urban districts."
Samples of their raw materia,ls are stored in
At present, it may be impossible to answer Pyrex beakers and Mason jars kept inside the
beyond a "maybe" the question of whether the firm's DC Riverside lab.
"We've been taking that waste, sludge, turnInland Empire can become a clean technology
hub.
"
ing it into something useful," said Arun Raju,
O'Mara's perspectives, suggest that such.a Viresco's young research director who earned
development would require the federal goverb- his doctorate by stUdying synthetic fuels producment to not only lead a Cold War-scale research, tion at DC Riverside.
Viresco's preSident, Jim, Guthrie, said
effort, but to choose the Inland Empire as the
place where that research will occur.'
,CE-CERT faculty members Joseph Norbeck and
But the region is home to a research center Chan S. Park played key roles in 'researching the
focused on environmental engineering.
science behind the company's process. The com, The' science behind VirE!sco;S process was pany's lab is part of CE-CERTs facilities, which
developed at a place UC Riverside calls are north 'of DC Riverside proper.
CE-CERT. The abbreviation refers' to a proper 'The synthetic diesel, Raju said, promises to be
name that may too long for any engineer to ever
.
willingly say: The Bourns College of Engineer-. clearier than petroleum-based diesel as there is
ing _ Center for Environmental Research & nearly zero sulfur content in Viresco's product.
Technology.
Viresco hasn't gotten to the point where the
Viresco's process can employ biomass materi- firm is making: money. Guthrie, said he's
als like sewage sludge - an industriaHerm for, invested $8 million to $10 million in the firm
the stuff people flush down the toilet - and and some time mustPillis before Viresco will be
wood chips to synthesize diesel fuel. Biological ready to go to market.
feed stocl\s can also be combined With coal.
''We think we11 '.be commercially viable in
Viresco's principals like to talk about how' probably less than 24 months," Guthrie said.
their' process begins with junk - municipal
waste and wood taken from bark beetle-ravaged
' andrew.edwards@inlandnewspapers.com
trees from the San Bernardino National Forest.
(909) 386-3921
'
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Energy experts vital for investment
Region sees rise in small clean-tech ventures
By Matt Wrye
'Staff Writer

Attracting enough smart people
and investment capital to the Inland
Empire might be the key to unlocking the area's green technology
'
potential.
While a foundation is being
poured in the public sector to catapult the region into the green
energy arena, there's still much to
.accomplish in the private sector,
experts say.
"Venture dollars tend to flow
where the quali 1y management
teams are," said Tim Woodward,
managing director for San Francisco-based Nth Power, a green ven-

.TECHNOlOGY
.

Continued from P~ge 'Al
green wav'e lies in putting'solar
panels .on top 'of warehouse
rooftops.
.
Southern CalifOrnia Edison
thinks so, too.
,The Rosemead-based e1eetIicity
company
recently
turne{l, on. 33,000 solar panels
on top of ,a Fontana distributiOl;], center - the fust step of
an ,envisioned $875 million
project that would be the largest of its. kind if it gets approval
from tile CalifOrnia Public Utilities Commission.
Ultimately, Edison wants to
lease 2 square miles of fO'oftop
space for the project, pumping
250 megawatts of juice onto
the local grid.
Projects like this make
Petersen optimistiC, but it's
going to take heavy collaboration between the public and
private sectors to attract 'green
dollars to the Inland Empire.
"If the Inland Empire wants
to ,take this role, they can,"
Petersen said. "But the indus. try has to be welcomed in. They
have to work hand in glove
with these leaders. We starid -to
grow in areas wc're wclcomed

ture capital finn. "Usually, there's
something of a network in a.region
.creating some sort of dynamic, but
there isn't a lot of that coming out of
the Iqland Empire."
One reason multimillion-dollar
Internet companies flocked to the
Silicon Valley during the technology
boom is because ,they realized the
area's business base provided a
strong foundation' for out-of-state
tech gurus to fallback on' if they ever
lost their jobs.
The Inland Empire doesn't have
that.
Nonetheless, the local green
energy movement's wheels are
slowly starting to turn.

in."
The feder-al government is
pOised to nave: a huge role, too.
Besides the $800 billion-phis
stimulus package conling ,up
.for a Senat~ vote, which
ineludes mJIJions of dollars for
green energy projects, the
Bureau of Land Management
announced Wednesday it will
bring in staff at a Moreno Valley'offlce to process solar, wind'
'and geothermal applications
for developing renewable
'energy projects on.1ochl public
lands.
Out of the 170 applications
for wind and solar projects,
"most of them are in the Southem California desert, particularly solar," said John Dearing,
spokesman for the bureau.
But "it's not going to be aD
overnight boom," he noted,
referring to state environrnental standards that each 'project
must pass.
The Corona-based Green vaIley Initiative, a· public-private
initiative, might have the most
successful achievements to
date.
The Commerce Department
approved the initiative's economic plan for the two-county.
region, which allows for local

Solar installation, bio-fuel production, water conservation and electric
vehicle companies are popping up
in San Bernardino and Riverside
counties, althongh they're small .
In
mid-January,
Newark,
Calif.-based Petersen-Dean Inc. -.
the. state's largest 'private solar roofing
contractor
acquired
Corona-based OCR Solar & Roofing.
Petersen-Dean engineerS, designs
and installs solar pancls.
"We're 'looking to add substantial
jobs in the marketplace in the next
12 months," said Jim Petersen, president and CEO.
Even though a big-time renewable energy. company hasn't relocated to the region, Petersen thinks
the Inland Empire's near-tenn
. See TECHNDlDGY I Page A4

businesses and governments to
apply for federal grants to help
fund energy-saving projects.
Doug Henton, co-founder of
'Economics
Collaborative
.research grou'p, :eehotld Petersen's views.'
.
In a recentrepilJ-t, ,he prepared iorPalo Alto-based 'Next
10 -:- a nimprofit·, ~eseilrch
group -: -Henton shows that
green jobs ·ate,leailini- Qalifornia's job growth. " "
The lnIand Empire should
probably capitalize on its rooftop space' for the: time being.
But for future "innovation,
more collaboration' '. wilI be
needed.' . . ,.
"What's.' ne~;;Ssary now is
bringing together the local businesses and communities, say'ing, 'How can we make this
happen?" Henton said.
"I don't think it's an industry.
that'~ going to be based on onc
big .£ompany (coming to the
'region),ft he added. "I think'
you'll see lots of medium and
small companies - but you
will see opportunities for elltrepreneurshlp in this regIon."

mattf)~~;~~,~:~;:j:'

Inlandnewspaps'rs.com·
(909) 483-9391
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Achieving 'energy. indepondenee·.cannot··.wait
b 'I " .. ' "d
It doesn t take' rl lant presl .ent '.' "
. trl'II's'
an'd 0on ress.. to::·
spen d....b'Ill'IOns 'or
Ion:
of dollars hut can thsuspent it wisel\i?:.

We should learn from the erable oil shale and more
.
~'.
.
agree Wi~h. your edito:ial ~uccess of past government than 270 billion tons of co~l.
~,.
on. defICIt spendmg Investments, such as the
Many analysts predIct
g"
("Stimulus waste?" Our government-funded Globid that by next year the price
Vie~s, J~, .19),. It dQ.esn.'t Posit~oning System.. ~~m- of oil will 'again soar. ~e
take~ a .bnl~Iant presIdent. mercial ventures utIlizmg governrrient sho~ld brmg
,
. , . . ~.. ."
. ~.,.
.' ;H' ai}J.W(9~in~ess
sp"en(t bil: GPS' navigation data create new energy rudneY into our . .., .•.... . . . . .
;'..' .
. !'
1~rr,S-;~~-:m~lio~~ :~f:'(t~~1I'S;,~Jl}.0.us~d§ of jobs .a~d ~r~-,ecoilomytosreatejobsand,$trll:ctilre: ,·:th.e . sp,ace,craft . er. sate~ites. Wit?Qllt. t~e
b8'~,Ca)}JPey,s'p'ent It Wl§e.ly? Vlqe benefits to mIllIons of',-helpJund,:our ·long.-term' apd.:Q.OQster 'Jl.ardwar~Jhe Apollo mfrastructure, It. IS
~:·:rl}·e ~ ~-pJitiori;r;~ defici t people;. pouring'billipns bf':._governnieht commitriients~ . launch:: facilitieS; icomm~~d doubtful that we would have
Sfflm~K Will seriously af- dollars intolhe ~onomy.· 'The U.S. should take an . andcohtI'dl.cei1tets;·gr~u·Iid the benefit of today's t.echfecfthe future orthe United The U.,S. has;abundaIit '''Apollo-program''
ap-' handlhigahdoperaqonsnoiogie$, e.g., cell phones,
States ..The u.s. must pay
energy soUrces. There proach to developing th~se sUPP9rt, system engi'1~er~ the Internet, personal .comr
the money back sometime,.
are billions of barrels of resources. With its. invest- . ingtools, arid rtlore.
• . . pufers, satellite TV; digital
so it is imperative. that th~:~ntjipped: oil located· off-; ment in the space program, These developmentS ac' cameras and DVDs. ~
government spend ~t on pr6tj~li.d~r}3.rid)n. the Arctic the U:S. accom~lished f a r · celerated tech~olo~ka~:: Indevejoping an eqergy
gramsthatcreate]obsandNation.aIWlldlifeRefuge.ln more than landmg a man . advancements motihel" plan,' the government
return money to our econo-CldditioQ,the U.S. has about· on the moon. We developed areas,su.ch'as communica~" shciuld' look further .than
my.
1.8 trillion barrels of reeov- our space program's infra- tion, naVigation and weath- .. solar, wind, nuclear, ,and
BY ARTHUR A, NUSSBERGER

I

to.'

biomass· resources', We.
shou:ld . .InclUde, .~ge,quate.··
fundmg to, develop 011 alld
natural . gas energy. te; .
serv~s..
..'
'.:' .
An Apollo-program' approach wouIdmean. como.
mittin.g about $6CYbillion of
the stImulus package money to energy.-development.
Road and infr:astructure
projects are important, but
these can wait.
.
Achieving energy independence is a matter .of
nation~l security that cannotwaIt.
Arthur A. Nussberger is a resident
of Riverside. .
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First steps to healing the planet c.an begin in the kitchen

Slaff FDIII Photo

Ella Jamison, 3, holds okra at the DUMe Farmers' Market. Buying in bulk from a fanners' market is a great way to go green in the
kitchen.

By Pabiola McFall

health-eonsclous stores wtul many large bins.
Youll soon get the hang of It. Grab a plastic
bag, shovel In what you need, and enter a code
number
from Ule bin onto the twist-tie. Yon11
You've seen lists of tips to make
be surprised by the money you save at thc
your kitchen more eco-friendly,
register.
Here's where those gl.ss containers you
but let's see how the tips work saved
como in. Pour that bag of nuts - carefullyl-Into
ajar, and you've]u,l recycled
together.
pacKaging. You cnn reuse/recycle the plastic
1. Reoyollng ldoas
bag.
You know you should recycle, especially nil
3. Think Global, Buy Local
the packaging that food comes In. Want to
Your next step to greener shopping Is buying
eliminate waste even before you buy? Cut
local produce. Agnln, y.ou may want to look
down on prepared foods, especially those with
Orst nt your usual food store or at pr~
loads of sodIum, bod Illts, nnd nddltives.
duee·only s\ores, where vegetoblos grown In
If you recycle glass eonlalnen; III home, not
only do you avoid plaaUc, but you cun see wbat the area mil)' be proudly Identified. rvc even
fnulld local produce (tllOugll not from smoll
you put In Ihem. More on that later.
larms) In dollar stores tbnt cnrry food. A buck
2. Bulking Up
for
three heads of organic romaine, a bag 01
Your flrsl shopping ebange? Buy In bulk.
limos 01' of gourmet shaltots? No kidding.
Now, tbnt doesn't mean going to a place thnt
Many Soutllern California nnlghborhood.
sells Ove·gallon containers of mayo for large
have farmers' markets. Some nrc mnro general
lamilles and small businesses. Bulk means
open markets with packaged iLelOS, clothJng, or
loose and unpacHagffi.
propared food for snle in addition to produce.
Even at a regular supermarket, you11 notice
If you've never been, you owe it to yourself to
that 80me food •.. Inope dried pinto beans or
check
one out. You're nlmost guaranteed to
nuts In the shell, for examele - can be found
meet lots of friendly shoppCl'S and knowledgeIn bulk. But for other staPles like sUIlRr, nour,
able
vendors.
When was the last time your
oatmenl, spicos, or dried fruit, look for

ColTOSpondant

food shopping felt like a street part;v? Yes, it
can actually be festive, nnd Ule more often you
go to a market close to home, the more you get
to know your community.

Why buy local produce?
It's good for tho onvlronment.
Fmll and veggles grown nearby are likely to
tmvel a few mileS In a truck rather than hundreds or thousands from dlstanl Relds via
plane or cargo container. Besides, local produce
doesn'l have to be refrigerated for a long time.
Upshot? Smaller carbon footprint.
It's bottor for you.
Thnt food from arar tokes time to ship. By
the time it gets to you, the produce is .imply
nol as fresh as iocnl. Organic produce, in parLieulnr, lacks preservatives thnt enn retard spoilage, and without pesticides and chemicals, they
are prey to insecl and other damage. You may
be getting IllIvcr levels of vItamins and minerals, not to mention reduced navor and more
waste. Judr:\nr, from recent headline., it may
also offer ",.~ risk of contamlnali"n
Thare's lots more va~ety.
Some very tasty produeo happens not like to
travel. As a resul~ we all had to put up with
See KITCII£H I Page 83
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,tomatoes: Despite some ~ecent improvements,
like a sweet, mouth'
, w.at~rirjgtQro.ato ripened by the sun in someone '5,
,",backyardor small farm. Those sweet, juicy,'
'
" •• apr!qo.ts'b,f; I()~~'ago can be rediscovered;-as-c;an
,'.'lie'~itage,"~fnJifand vegetableyarieties not.
'
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, fh¢r.e is still nothing

, ordir;1arily, found in stores. '
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"Y()u can 'find bargains.
"

'.

'Ifyou're; lucky, the low shipping costs may be
passed along to you, but even if some farmers'
, market produce is pricey, you can still bargain" shop. During the. Great D-word, my thrifty
immigr~nt grandma bought produce at the green
'grocer's closing time and was often rewarded by
r~d~ced pr1ctes.
i,.'
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Machine· harvests tidal energy

ELECTmCrry: SeaGen

wellt on the grid last year
In an Irish Sea illlet
southeast of Belfast.
BY ALU MORAUS
BlOOI!BIIlG NIW'l

'l,140 homes.
The company· is one of
more than 30 try Jug to tap .
tidal currents arollnd the
world, six years after the
. first project sent power to
tile grid.

CROWDED FIELD
'I'hree decades ago, engineer Peter Fraenkel created
Investors m·ay pump
an underwater turbine to· 2.5 billion pounds Into simiuse river power to pump lar plants in Europe by 2020
water in Sudan, where he as the European Union of. worked for a. charity.· Civil fers incentives for projects
war and a lacll of funding that dOJi't release carhon
stymied his plans. Now, his dioxide, the gas primarily
modified de~ign gellerates. blamed for global warming.
electricity from tides off In tile U.8., President Barack
Obarila plans to increase tax
Northern Ireland.
"In the 19705, the big snag breaks· for renewalJle enerwas the market for that gy ..
techriology consIsted of peo,u!'idal energy bas art enorpIe with no money," 'Said mous future, .and the U.K.·
. Fraenkel, the 67-year,old co- has a great resource" if confounder of closely held Ma- struction costs come down,
rineCurrent'I'urbines. "Now said Hugo Chandler, renewit's clear governments are able energy analyst at the
gagging for new renewable Paris-based International
energy technOlogy."
Energy Agency, which adMCT last year installed vises 28 nations. "Its time
the world's biggest grid-con- may be just around the corneeled tidal power station in ner."
Strangford Lough, an Irish
While tides are a free
Sea Inlet sooth east of Bel- source of energy, generating
fast. The SeaGen project's power from them is three
two turbines, which cost times more expensive than
$<1.6 million, can produce as ·using natural gas or coal
much as 1.2 megmvatts of over the life of a project,
electricity, enough to power accordirig to the' Carbon

~
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break out the expenses.
Gearboxes. and generators
have to be watertight. The
machinery must withstand
flows up to .10.7 mph in
Strangford Lough, which exert three times the force of
projecls that harness wind at
similar speeds;Fraenkei said.
"The forces you're trying
to tap into are your enemy
when it comes to engineering the structure," said Angela Robotham, . MCT's
54-year-old engineering
chief.
.

.

Trust, a U.K. governnient.funded research unit.

DESIGN CHALLENGES
[}l'$igning equipment to
survil'I;' in salty, corrosive
water amI installing it in
fast-moving cUlTent_~ boosts

North. Sea and . Atlantic
Ocean; the British Isles have
about 15 percent of thEi
world's usable tIdal. current
resources, which could generate 5 percent of domestic
electricity demand, the Carbou Trust estimates. Including wave power, the ocean
may even.tually meet 20 percent of the U.K.'s energy
needs; the government said
In ~une. .
.

WAVE OF FUTUREP

. Grid-connected tidal power moved from theory to
TIDES, TUJlBINES
reality in the past decade,
The project consists of a with the· construction of
135-foot tower with a 95-foot smaller, test projects. The
crossbeam that is raIsed Carbon· Trust says devel·from tbe sea [or mainte- opers· in Europe may build
naDce. Attached to the beam 2,500 megawatts of tidal curare two· rotors to capture rent capacity, enough to
. incoming and outgOing light 2.4 million homes, at a
. flows. '\1le turbines convert cost of as much as 2_5·billion
the energy from tidal flows pounds.
into electricity, differing
Across the Atlantic, the
from more established "tidal Ohama admInistration's·
range" technology tbat uses stimulus program may·help
. the rise and fall of water.
boost investment in green
startup costs, said MGT
SeaGen operated at full power. Lawmakers have
Managing Director Marthi capaCity for the first time in . added about $20 billion in tax
Wright, who founded tlie December. The turbines aJ:e credits to subsidize producBristol, gngland-based com" .generating intermittently as ers of renewable energy as
priny with Fraenkel in 2002. engineers carry out tests part of the economic recovMeT raised 30 million and scientists monitor the ery bill currently being conpounds forSeaGen and pilot effect on wildlife_
sidered bi 1he U.S. Conprojects, he said, declining to
Positioned between the gre5s.
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.P\lttil)g,a~.priCR:onca~bon would push consumers to' switch tQ·low-.and no-carbonJuelswhile·prodding advances in alternative energy.

··SMARTGRlD?· NO
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sumers could perversely see
their energy use go down while
their bills remain the same or
even go up. Some progressives
also reject decoupling on the
grounds that it provides windfall
profits to utilities.

i~~i~iri.~j~qi~~~~s);BM":"7i:..~.;:.~ . ··<.:;:!:>:·;~:i';;\+;,:· .' ',.; ":. ' ',' '. ",":
SHARED SAVINGS
m~~,w.1ll1e;:Is rUrIDn}'g;'ftillpage ": .integrate supplIes from decen·
higher carbon prices cause elec"smarter powerf-on(smarter
tralized renewable energy sup-' tric bills to increase, consumers
While decoupling removes the
planet" ads in.major newspapers,pliers and enable consumers to. . themselves will start installing
incentive for utilities to sell
· such as The New YorkTimes; .' better manage their energy
..smart meters and appliances
more power, it doesn't provide
consmnptioli'
while seeking out relatively
much impetus for utilities to
. .
,
cheaper low-carbon power.
boost energy efficiency. One
. ,THE PUSH TO CONSERVE. '
Here's another question: Why proposed fix for this problem is
"SO"J~Y.1i',I:J.",I~~.g,,'" ", Modernization woUld cettainc ,' ',haven't utility cotIlpanies-and
shared savings. If a utility in, :::;::ilyhelp;the:current tr~smissiol/-electric generation companies
vests in some type of energy
~,~J'6:,~,~""~~ . 'J;';:, ,net.Wor.k,::w.hich,isso civ.~:r:biit~': ' .:invested in a smart grid? One
efficiency, the utility shares the'
."':":!dehed ihat:blackouts,are,il'o:W., "word: 'incentives. The chief prob- 'energy savings with the con'bigger, lengthier, and:more',:; lem is that power companies
' sumers. How? Consumers get
lower utility bills because they
common..For .inanY'1;irpponents, make more money when they
.howevet::, the¢hief reason·to:
:,se1l more electricity to consum-use less eriergy and regulators
iifi)'i"li'\;:i:ir!l,;lt:CI:4";:;';'::;~l't·;c1 . "
grid is: ....
'"
Building a smart grid means award the.utility with higher
would'pay for infrarates to pay back its investment
~c~t~~~~dfu;~~~~lit~~~i:a
tructure that could reduce the in energy efficiency. For exoj
':t,;;';~fM~~"".,,.,...
of electricity they sell.
ample, California utilities get
the American
and
in homes or businesses allowing
rate hikes that amount to beReinvestment Act authorizes the consumers to fine-tune their
'DECOUPLE' PROFITS
tween 9 percent and 12 percent
· Department of Energy to spend energy consumption.
The leading proposal to
.of the energy efficiency savings'.
$4:5 billion to stimulate the deBut why is there such a push
change the incentive structure is But again, why rig electriCity
:,ployment of smart grid technol- to conserve energy,. especially
called decoupling.
markets so that utility compa'ogies.
electricity? After all, the U.S.
Instead of earning mon'ey by
niesend up in charge of insulathas plenty of coal, natural gas,
selling more electricity, a utiIing houses, paying for energyThe Energy Information Administration describes the curand uranium to generate power. itis profits are decoupled from efficient appliances, and inrent national power grid as the
The answer, of course, centers . the amount of electricity it sells. stalling energy management
Regulators guarantee that a
systems? Instead, utilities need
."largest interconnected machine on concerns about man-made
global warming. About 50 perutility's fixed costs, including a ,to create an 9pen information
on earth." The Unit~d States'
profit mar.gin,can be recovered exchange·networkthat both
electric power infrastructure is
cent of our electricity is produced using coal and 20 percent. no matter how much energy it
consumers and power generaworth more than $1 trillion. It
· cQnsists of more than 9,200 elec- more is generated by burning
seUsJhrough a rate adjustInent tors can tap into.
· trtc'generating units with more natural gas, both of which emit'" . Jormula. So if a utility sells less
In 2004, the Electric Power
carbon dioxide that contributes than was forecast, consumers'
Research Institute calculated
· -than 1 million megawatts of .
gell£;rating capacity. "
to raising the earth's average
rates:a,readjusted to make up
that it would cost$Hi5 billion'
Creating a smart grid means
temperature.
the difference. Generally speak- during the next 20 years · computerizing the current elecIf our goal is to reduce carbon ing, such adjustments have
about $8 billion per year - to
tric grid using advanced wiredioxide emissions rather than
amounted to an additional 2
build out the smart grid. And
less two-way information and
achieve energy efficiency for its percent to 3 percent on consum- one of the first' challenges is
communications equipment,
own sake, then the ~implest.and ers' bills.
mobilizing sufficient investment.
But we won't solve that problem
deploying an array of Sensors to most effective policy is to place a . The House stimulus bill contains provisions that require,
. by throwing $4.5 billion at the
monitor activity, and develqping price on carp on dioxide'eniisthe software to control and track sions. PriCing carbon would
states to ci:msider decoupling as electric'grid as a sop to the envipush generators and consumers a condition for applying for
ronmentallolJby - even ifit
in r~alti:me all aspects of elec·,tricity generation, transmissioI1, to switch to low and rio-carbon' $3.4 billion in energy efficiency does stimulate the bottom lines
and consumption. The smart,
fuels while encouraging-innova- . gran'us. Somefreecmarketers · o f favored corporations ..
. grid would also more easily
torsto~evelop,such fuels. As'
dislike decou..plin'g'becaus~con- .
REASON
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Facilities operator Glen Pilz scoops didymium oxalate from a filter at Molycorp Minerals in Mountain
Pass, The mine sits atop a rich source of many rare earth elements used in high·tech goods,
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WHAT ARE RARE EARTHS?
a wide array of products. Operators of Mountain P
plan to expand and ramp up production to capital
-are-the.building
blocks of all matter.
.. :...

r"c."""'mn~

ogist for the U.S. Geological Survey.
"There just aren't a lot of supply
sources that are ready to produce,"
Orris said in a telepbone interview
from her Tucson office ..
California's mandate· to cut
greenhouse gas emissions and
President Bm·ack Obama's pledge
to build a greener economy all
depend on technologies that need
rare earth elements - 15 metallic
elements such as neodymium, europium and yttrium. TIleir atomic
structures give them unique magnetic, catalytic and optical properties.
"Rare earths are the enabling
elements," said Mark A. Smith,
chief executive officer of the recently formed Molycorp Minerals
LLC, which acquired the mine last
fall from Chevron Mining Inc. "We
absolutely see growth in rare earth
industrial uses ... and we want
Mountain Pass to be part of that."
Orris said that in the 1960s, '70s
and '80s, Mountain Pass· was the
world's dominant source of rare
IC"~," Im.,,,r computer screen
earths, supplying elements needed
p~qk!ightiriig, cerium for glass
to make precision lenses, the strikhhll!;h·'·l-tam drives, CD and DVD
ing material in disposable lighters
I
speakers use
and the red glow in color television
.... magnets containing
screens, among other items.
neodymium.
But Mountain Pass' .operators
stopped mining ore in 2002 amid
serious environmental violations,
regulatory challenges and price
competition from China. Workers
have continued to process stockpiled material called bastnasite,
which has been extracted from raw
ore and contains rare earths. The
mine now employs 105 people.
Company officials said they expect to start a major retOOling
effort this year and resume digging
ore as early as late next year. They
plan to be in full operation by 2011,
they said.
Latcr on, the mine owners want to
start using the rare earth neodymium to manufacture powerful magnets needed to manufacture wind
turbine generators and small motors, such as those that power car
windows. The factory would create
GREG VOJTKOfll!E PRESS-ENTERPRISE
about 900 jobs, Smith said. Loans Officials at the 55-acre Molycorp Minerals mine say they expect to start
needed [or construction of the fac- a m&Jor retooling effort this year and hope to resume digging by late next
tory aren't ava!lable now because of year. They plan to be in full operation by 2011
the recession, Smith said.
was polluting the soll and groundNitrates and salts both can make
PAST TROUBLES
water..
water undrinkable.
Wastewater from processing the
Prospectors In the late 1940s
Uno cal owned the mine from
looking for uranium instead found rare earths was pumped to unlined 1976 to 2005. In the 1980~, the
at Mountain Pass what geologists evaporation ponds, where nitrates company began piping wastewater
call a "carbonatite intrusion" con- and other salts leached into un- as far as 14 miles to evaporation
taining the 15 rare earth elements. derground water on both sides of ponds on or near Ivanpah Dry
Pit mining started in 1952. Miners Mountain Pass, said Mike Pla7.iak, Lake, east of Interstate 15 near
sent their children to a small school a supervising engineering geol- Nevada.
on the property. The mountaintop ogist for tile California Watei· QualThe pipeline repeatedly ruppit now covers about 55 acres and is ity Control Board, Lahontan Re- tured during cleaning operations
about 500 feet deep. in 1996, when it gion. The mine is in the south end of to remove mineral depOSits called
was last in full production, 326 the Clark Mountain Range, which scale. The scale is radioactive
people worked there.
divides the lvanpah Valley 011 the because of the presence of thorium
However, while the mine was Nevada border from the Shadow and radium, which occur naturally
producing vital elements, it also Valley to the west toward Baker.
in the rare earth ore.
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one of the old holding ponds in a
way that prevents rain runoff from
seeping in and spreading more
pollution. The top has been planted
with desert vegetation.
Since 2000, mine operators have
invested about $20.1 million in
lined evaporation ponds, reclamation of old ponds and other efforts
to protect or clean up the environment, Honan said.
Complying with environmental
regulations, including regular
groundwater testing, costs another
$2.4 million a year, he said.
More cleanup is needed, state
and federal regulators say.
The state Water Quality Control
Board wants the mine operators to
determine the extent 'of pollution
below Wheaton Wash, which runs
alongside 1-15 north of the mine.
Honan said the company plans to
drill two or three wells on public
land to better characterize the
groundwater pollution beneath the
.wash and Is awaiting Bureau of
Land Management approval for
the work.
In addition, Chevron Mining Inc.,
which sold the mine to'Molycorp
Minerals LLC for an undisclosed
Cars
price, is stili on the hook to remove
Various rare earths used In GPS
some 14 miles of radioactive pipe
screens, glass and mirrors,
and patches of contaminated soli.
hybrid batteries, catalytic
Workers are expected to begin
converters, electrIc motors.
carefully removing the pipe and
Cerium and lanthanum are
carting It to a specialized disposal'
diesel fuel additives.
facility this year, sald George
BECKY HAGEMANITliE PRESS-EIlTERPRISE
Meckfessel, a BLM planning and
environmental coordinator based
A federal investigation later in Needles. The cleanup had been
found that some 60 spills - some ' scheduled to start last fall but was
unreported - occurred between delayed while California Depart1984 and 1998, when the pipeline ment of Fish and Game reprewas shut down, In all, about 600,000 sentatlves survey the route for
gallons of radiological and other desert tortoises, a species listed as
hazardous waste flowed ont.o the threatened with extinction. If tordesert floor, according to federal toises are found, a qualified bioloauthorities.
gist would move them, BLM bioloBy the end of the 1990s, Unocal gist Larry LaPre said.
had been hit with a cleanup order
amiNO GREENER
and a San Bernardino County
district attorney's lawsuit. The
Smith, the new company CEO,
company paid more than stood at the edge of the Mountain
$1.4 million in fines and settle- Pass mine pit on a sunny winter
ments.
day, He picked up a red-speckled
After preparing a cleanup plan rock - rare earth ore - and
and completing an extensive envi- rotated it in his fingers. It takes two
ronmental· study, Unocal in 2004 tons of the ore to produce the rare
won approval of a county permit earths necessary to build one
that allowed the mine to operate Toyota Prius.
for another 30 years. The mine also
Smith, a former mine official for
passed a key county inspection in Chevron, is enthusiastic about
2007. The cleanup is ongOing.
Mountain Pass' potential for helping to usher in a cleaner future.
ClEANING UP
"This is a great investment,"
NOW, all wastewater Is pumped Smith said. "Rare earth elements
to onslte holding ponds lined with are so beneficial to the environseveral layers of plastic.
ment."
"Today's practices are not addThe mine's legacy of pollution,
ing more pollution," Plaziak sald. he said, is in the past.
The mine has about 80 monitor"I don't want to produce another
ingwells that track existing poilu- pound of product if we don't do it
tlon as it moves underground. right environmentally. That's how
Contaminated
groundwater serious we are," Smith said. "We
pumped from another 12 wells Is don't want to be just environ·
treated to remove toxic materials, mentally compliant; we want to be
sald Scott Honan, the mine's gener- environmentally superior."
al manager.
Reach David Danelskl at 951·368·9471 or
The mine operators have filled in ddanelskl@PE.com
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Edison bid for landfill's power· ~
·almost twice· Riverside paid
hout under a contract that ended ~
last month.
.
.
Southern CaJjfornia Edison, uhEdison spokeswoman Vanessa:
der pressure to meet state rene~v-. McGrady said the price the compaable-energy mandates, is prepar- ny will pay was set by the califor- :
ing to pay nearly double the price nia Public Utilities Commission.
Riverside's electric utility had
Edison, llke other1..ltilities, is i
'been· paying for' power from a' seeking more alternative power to '
meet" a state mandate. Legislators'
.Riverside County landfill..
A methane gas burner at· the .and th~ governor have required
Badlands Landfill just-east ofMor- utilities to get 20 percent of their·
eno Valley .puts out' about 'one . electricity from rem!wable.sources
megawatt of electricity ~ enough by next year and 33 percentby 2020.
for about 650 homes, according to· Edison now 'gets at least .
J.6 percent ofjts power froni. geoan Edison estirrui.te.···
a lb-year contract that will go' therrrial,wind, solar, biomass and'
before the county Board of Su-other renewable sources and is on
pervisors today, Edison would. pay target to meet the state deadlines,
. $100 per megawatt-hour. Riverside ¥cGrady said ..
ha~ been payin~ $54 per mega~~J-'
.
SEE ENERGY104
BY DAVID DANELSKI
THE PRESS-ENTERPRIS~

In

ENERGY.
CONTINUED FADM D1

Methane gas is released
when trash and garbage
· rots. .It is collected and
burned to power a turbine,
which generates electricity.
· Riversid.e's utility has
· struck deals with the Northwestern Band ()ftheShosho~
ne' Nation in Utah for geo, thermal energy ata cost of
! ab()ut $80 per megawatt-

hour, said David Wright,
general. manager of Riverside Public Utilities.
.
The county's' de.al with
Edison could face glitch,
however.
The county is uncertain
whether it will get permis-'
sion to flare off excess methane gas and run' the 1llrbine at the landfill, said
.Hans Kernkamp, general
manager and chief engineer
of the county's waste managementdepartment. PoIlu:

a

tion "credits" such as those
needed 'for the. methane'
burner are at issue in a
lawsuit on apperu in Los
Angeles County; .
Burning methane reduces
greenhouse gas and toxic
emiss~ons, air district offi- I
cials have said. However; it
also produces.some fine particles,·a type of pollution
linked to an array of. health
pFoblems.
.
Reach David Danelski at 951-368-9471
or ddanelski@PE.com
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Hoping for···rpiece"of1timUlU:$
By Diana Sholley

Strategy states that
"the Green Valley
Initiative is a move-.
Ali Bahabi knows that· it takes green to go
ment to bring green
green) so Sahabi, founder of the Green' Institute
'. te¢hnoIogies'and
for Village Empowerment (GIVE), is trying his
sustainable practices
best to have the fedenll government show him
to the Inland
the money.
Empire. The desired
outcomes are to
Part of President Barack Obama's stimulus
reduce the region's
package includes funds for companies and organiSahabl
long commutes, .
zations offering solutions to reduce energy conpromote more effisumption and reverse the effects of global warmcient
use of the
ing. Sahabi plans to submit GIVE's 2008-2013
Green Valley Initiative Comprehensive Economic region's under-utilized resources, and align bU8i~
riessand land-use practices to increase .quality of
Development Strategy, subtitled "A Framework
and promote sustainable economic developlife
for Green Technology Business and Job Creation
ment"
in the Inland Empire."
"It's om goal to bring green and clean technol.The year-long study was finished in August by
ogy
and jobs to the Iilland Valley," said Sahabi,
the USC Center for. Economic Development
School of Policy, Planning, and Development and who has a bachelor's degree in management
from Pepperdine and a master's d~gree in real
approved two months. later by the U.S. Departestate development from USc.
ment of Commerce Economic Development
Administration. The 62-page document qualifies
Sallabi believes' the Green Valley Initiative will
the region for federal funding for· projects that
get government funding in part because of the
. promote jobs in clean and green technologies.
work he's been doing the past two years.
The Comprehensive E'conomic Development
'We .have the' desired structure for federal and
Staff Writer

,PLAN DETAILS
Included in the neariy $789 billion
compromise version of President
Barack Obama'S economic
recovery plan:'

~

<
o
o

1'0
1'0

01(11
01(11
-...J

ex>

• About $50 billion for energy
programs, focused chiefly on
efficiency and renewable energy,
including $5 billion to weatherize
modest-income homes; $11 billion
toward a so-called "smart electricity
grid" to reduce waste; $6 billion to .
subsidize loans for renewable energy
projects; $6.3 billion in state energy'
efficiency and clean energy grants;
$4.5 billion to make .federal buildings
more energy efficient; and $2 billiori
in grants for advanced batteries for
electric vehicles.

• About $20 billion in tax incentives
for renewable energy. and energy
efficiency over 10 years; including
extending tax credits for energy
produced from wind, geothermal,
hydropower and landfill gas; grants
to build renewable energy facilities;'
tax credits for purchases of
energy-efficient furnaces, windows
and doors, or insulation; tax credit
for families that purchase plug-in
hybrid vehicles.

state funding," he said. 'The key is working
together, and we've worked 'hard to get our
region working together. Between the tWo coun. ties, this region has 52 cities in it and so far 35
cities have passed resolutions to support Green
Valley. We !!Xpect about 10 more. Within the next
month."
Stimulus money will fund solar power development, alternative fuel sites, renewable energy
technologies and electric car companies.
"Our goal is energy independence," Sahabi
said. "We11 use the sun to replace fossil fuel.
There will be tax credits, incentives and loans to
those c'reating alternative fuel plants producing .
immediate manufacturing and construction jobs."
Sahabi has a good understandiitg of what it
takes to build energy-efficient environments. In
2007, he was awarded the governor's Environmental and Economic Leadership Award, California's
highest environmental honor, for his work at Dos
Lagos.
''We need to train our population to be prepared to use new products and- recognize the
new economy geared to new tech jobs," he said .
"By working together we are going to be able to
achieve better results."
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HEALTH CONCERNS

he~th

"The
concerns are our
No.1 issue," said 'Kim Robinson,
, ,
'"
who, .lives: on ' Bam' Street "Kids,
from Miral;oma,MidpJe School and
Jurri,pa ValleY-High School :use
Hain' Street tog~t ,to and' from
school. "-, "
",' ,
Rbfiinson anq her husband, Davi<Chave passed out about 600
fliers notifyjng residents about tlie
"Riverside Trarisinission Reliability ,Projec("!:'a jOiht'project of
" " ,',',,"
,""
Riverside',Public Utilittes' and
Southe.rllCa1iforni,aEdison.'
, ;(', A 2Q02 studYQY the California
HIGH-VOLTAGE: Jurupa-area " l)epiirtmentofHealth Service1)
, residents are concerned about ,tie~clecti'6magnetic' field,S to an
increased risk of childhood leukethe health impacts of routes'
mia; :adult biruncanceraiid missuggestedfor power lines. '
carriage.",;',,' ' ,',' ,
BY SANDRA STOKLEY
In all, August2007'publicatibn,
THE PREsS,mTERPRISE '
theBioJniti~tiv¢ Working Group,
anmte,rnatioIiai 'gro'up of scienMore than a year after a plan to
, ",
'SEEPOWER/C2
run, high-voltage transmission
lines through Jurupa to bring more
electricity· to, the city of Riverside
caused 'B public outcry, the proposrii is back in a modified form.
But the reyamped versional, ready is generating controversy
• among Jurupa-area residents who
say their concerns aboutthe health
impacts of electromagnetic fields
remain undiminished.
The latest plan, shows three:
possible north'south,routes for the
line and transmission towers:
• Just east 'of but aImost parallel to Van Buren Boulevard, ,
• Bain Street parallel to the San
Sevaine Flood Control Channel. '
• Along the Interstate 15 corridor.
An eastern route that would
have brought the line in through
, ""

,','-,,:1,0'0:k

,n e,w"

'I
'pos'a'
pro
"

I
I

the-largely industrial Agua Mansa

area ana then into Riverside was,
scrapped due, to ep..vironmental
issues.
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POWER
CONTINUED FROM C1

tists, raised concerns about
the negative effects of electromagnetic fields from mobile phones, power lines .and
other sources and called for
new safety standards.
Jurupa residents say that
since the project will benefit
Riverside, it should be city
·residents who bear the burden of having the power
lines and towers running
through their neighborhoods.
Louis Davis, an Edison
region manager, was one of
the utility's representatives
•at an open house held Thursday for residents at the offices of the Jurupa Community Services District.
Davis said the height of
the power poles and the
.transmission towers dissipates the effects of electromagnetic fields.
Poles can range from 100
to 140 feet tall and towers are
100 to 120 feet talL
"It's an established safe
distance," Davis said.

",

,.:" ..

.......

'

",

..

'

'

..

-:

THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE

important factor that has.not
been pushed before."
Edison and Riverside Public Utilities will select one of
the three options as the

Septeml;Jer 2009.
In 2007, the Jurupa Unified
School District, the Jurupa
Area Recreation and Park
District, the Jurupa Community Services District and
the Riverside County Board
of Supervisors all oppose the
plan to run the power lines
through Jurupa.
John Field, chief of staff
for Supervisor John TavagIione, whose 2nd District
includes the Jurupa area,
said the Van Buren Boulevard option is too close to
residences and businesses
and. the Bain Street route
doesn't work either.
Elba Jimenez, who lives on .
Bain, said she plans to circulate a petition in her neighborhood opposing the
project.
"It's too close to the
school," Jimenez said. "1
don't know. anyone on Bain
Street who wants that line
here."

"preferred route" and then
to prepare an environmental
impact report for public review. The public comment Reach Sandra Stokley at
period is set fQr July through 951-368-9647 or sstokley@PE.com

BENEFITS FOR dURUPA
Althougb the purpose of
the project is to reli,eve the
electric load carried by overburdened power lines into
Riverside, Davis said that in
an emergency, the Jurupa
area could benefit from the
additional electricity.
"The line has Riverside's
name on it but in an emergency situation, this line can
be used to service this. region," Davis said. "That is an
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Associated Press
The boiler remains at the paper mill that supplied hundreds of jobs for decades in Berlin, N.H. After decades of decline in
the local paper industry, the town hopes plans for electricity plants that use wood as fuel will bring it back to life.
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NH town sees economic
potential of timber as fuel
By Beth LaMontagne Hall

Associated Press
BERLIN, N.H.
The
decades-long decline of the
paper industry in New Hampshire finally did in Berlin's
smoke-belching pulp mill in
2006.
Today, the thousands of
acres . of surrounding forest
have some eyeing the city as
something else: a future renewable energy hub.
The economic stimulus bill
that makes billions of dollars
available.' . fcirbomegrown,
renewable energy has residents
of this small city 80 miles from
the Canadian border sensing a
. turnaround.
. Two electricity plants that
would burn waste timber from
the surrounding forest are in
the works, as is a plant that
would make the wood pellets
used as fuel. But the area needs
costly . transmission
line
upgrades before the power
plants can be fired up.
State Sen. John Gallus is
pitching the upgrades as part
of a renewable energy pilot
project.
"Every state around is looking for these giant handouts
from Washington right now
but we're figuring we have kind
of a two-fer going here," Gallus
said. "It's a big infrastructure
improvement and it's a renewable energy resource.' This is
two of the incoming president's
big things he'd like to start
with and we'd like to help
him."

Known as the city that trees to handle the two plants and
built, Berlin once thrived on its the other projects proposed for
paper pulp mill. Since the mill the thinly populated North
closed, housing·. prices have Country, and upgrading the
plummeted and Main Street line is estimated to cost more
shops have struggled to stay than $100 million.
afloat. City leaders have been
The state could pay for it or
looking, with little success for ask regional power manager
something to give the citY an ISO New England to help get
economic boost.
surrounding states to pitch in,
They may have found the ~ut with states slashing spendanswer in the three wood~bio- mg, Gallus says Washington is
fuel projects. Laidlaw Energy the most promising source.
Group wants to build a:
Sen. Jeanne Shaheen wants
66:megawatt
wood-burning the .. power line upgrades
pow~r plant, employing 40, on included in New Hampshire's
the site of the former pulp mill. stimulus funds and the region's
l11e wood-pellet factory is congressman, Rep. Paul Hodes
scheduled to break ground this believes increased transmis:
spring and will create about 35 sion capacity could create more
jobs. The second wood-burning jobs and bring more affordable
power plant,onthe AJ:!droscog- energy to the region.
gin River, will' put, two dozen
Though residents generally
people to work.,
'.
support biomass energy, LaidCOmpany officials say jobs in law's plan to redevelop the old
the plants will indirectly create mill site has met with some
700 more jobs over time.
resistance.
"That all gets spent in the
Barbara Guay, owner of
Berlin area," said Bill Gabler Gill's Flower Shop on Main
project manager at CleaJ~ Street, said after decades of a
Power Development LLC. big, smoke-spewing mill in the
''TIlose guys take their wives center of dOYl'l1town, she'd
. out to dinner and buy new fur- rather see a grand hotel or a
niture, so the trickle down casino on the prime, riverside
effect on the economy in the plot. But Guayunderstands
area is really. pretty signifi- that her business can't survive
cant."
unless the city brings in more
But before the proposed jobs.
power plants can go online the
"People aren't going to buy
electrical transmission 'line flowers when they need food
that would carry power from and fuel," she said.
'
Dick Euot, who heads ecoBerlin to the rest of New
England may have to be. nomic development for Berupgraded.
lin-based Tri-County CommuIt doesn't have the capacity • nity ActiOn, said the city should

add jobs any way it can until it
gets back on its feet. He said
Laidlaw can help by doing all it
can to expand opportunities in
the city.
"The biomass plant is like
cod liver oil," he said. "If we
have to take it, how can you
sweeten it for us?"
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Green Valley Initiative: Regional
Collaboration Key to the "Green
Movement" in the Inland Empire
thirds (2/3) of the citThose involved have
ies in the Inland Empire been assigned to subhave passed resolutions . committees to research
in support of the Green various aspects of the
Valley Initia~~ye. WhaL plan. The Green Valthis·
·me is that ley Initiative consists of
these Cities recognize stakeholders representthat the government can- ing every major segment
not the regional transfor- of the region: business
mation by itself. That is and community leaders,
c why it is so important to
researchers, public offihave the partnerships we cials, civic leaders, repAli Sahabi
By Samuel Williams, Jr. have with Bouthem Cal- resentatives of local NaSAN BERNARDINO, ifornia Edison, all of the tive American tribes and
CA - Ali Sahabi, pres- cities Chambers of Com- environmental
advoident of the SE Corpo- merce and the Black cates.
ration and. founder of Voice News."
The early stages of
The
breakfast
was
the Green Institute for
the initiative have been
Village Empowerment sponsored by the GVl, sponsored by GIVE, a
(GIVE), and the and Southern California Edi- non-profit dedicated to
moving force behind the son and the Black Voice the promotion and edGreen Valley Initiative News. More than 100 ucation of green tech(GVI), seemed moved of Inland Southern Cal- nologies and sustainas he looked out at over ifornia's most influential able lifestyles. However,
100 attendee~ at the in- leaq~I~.b~ve .~~~~ wor~~. the GVl has received fiformational
breakfast ing together since June nancial support from the
meeting held on Janu- to identify prospects following organizations:
ary 29, 2009 at the Hil- for establishing River- The Bank of America
ton Hotel in San Bernar- side and San Bernardi- Foundation, California
no counties as leaders in Department of Conserdino.
green
business, technol- vation, Riverside County
The crowd included the
ogy,
research
and sus- Economic Development
Inland Empire's most influential leaders from tainable lifestyles.
Agency, City of RiverThe plan: to bring in side, City of Rancho Cuthe corporate, political,
faith-based and business environmentally sound camonga, Morgan Fambusinesses that will ily Foun.dation, Sempra/
communities.
"Today's meeting rep- transform the Inland Gas Company, Southern
resents a major step to- Empire into the nation's California Edison, South
wards efforts to push leader in the emerg- Coast AQMD, HMC Arforward the 'green ini- ing industries of renew- chitects, and SE Corpotiative' agenda on a re- able energy, green tech- ration.
gional scale," Saha- nology, research and deIn fact, The Green Valbi said. "Regional ef- velopment. Job growth, ley Initiative has sent
infrastructure a letter to Gov. Arnold
fort, set aside individu- smarter
al efforts, is the key to and development, and an Schwarzenegger, supmaking this project suc- enhanced quality of life porting· his recent recessful. Already, two- would be the outcome of quest for $11.8 billion
this vision.
of President-Elect BaSee "Green ValL •. " page 4

says-to
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Continued from page 3

Green Valley Initiative
rack Obama's proposed
stimulus package, to be
used for the promotion
of clean and green technologies.
"We must have a plan.
We can't hope for jobs
to simply come to the
Inland Empire, we must .
. pave the way in creating those job opportunities," Sahabi said. "With
the election of President
(Barack) Obama we
now have someone in
office who understands
the importance of saving our environment. We
couldn't have. planned
this any better."
. Key leaders in California have praised GVI,
identified in late 2007
by the Washington Post
as one ·of the key green
movements in the na·tion. Aside from Governor . Schwarzenegger,
State· Resources Sec-··
retary . Mike. Chrisman, .
Depaitment of Conser~
vation Director Bridg-.
et Luther and Business,
Housing and Transportation Secretary Dale Bonner have supported the
initiative.
According to Sahabi, the
"GVI Comprehensive
Economic Development
Strategy" . (GVICEDS)
will focus on cluster opportunities that center

on what the Inland Em"
pire community is best
at. The GVICEDS was
prepared by the officials
at the School of Policy,
Planning and Development that is a component of the University
of Southern California
(USC) Center for Economic Development
"One of our key focuses
will be on 'green logistics' since for the last 20
years the Inland Empire
has been one of the most
important logistic transpOliation hubs in California and the Uriited
States '" that gives our
area an important .advan-

tage when decision are
made once funding is
given," Sahabi said:
Leonard Robinson,
chief deputy director
with the California Enviromnental Protection
Agency's Department of
Toxic Substances Control in Sacramento, was
the event's guest speaker and said the "Green
Movement is going to
define our economy in
the future."
"We as a people must
learn to make the environment our customer and understand we
are the stewards of the
land," Robinson said.
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POWER LINE PATH: The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

has'proposed all alternative route for its Green Path North project, which
, ; would :carry electricity from alternative sources in the,desert to customers
" , in Los Angeles.'
"
,
'

latest Green· Path. ,proposal·
··avoids.·sensittve. d:8S:ert .areas·
POWER: The LA utility's new~
,
sugges~d route would still take
the, lines through Silll TImoteo
Canyon and, ',10 Inland' citl'es.,

and througb San Timoteo Canyon Joshua Tree National,Park.
,to IJytle Creek."
"If they continue to'workon the
The seventh and latest potential '1-10, that's the appropria~e place
route for the, Green Path North for it. But we're not there yet," said
project to, carry rene\vable energy' April Sall,.fqunder of the California
'
"
,
to Los Angeles was 'confirmed Desert Coalition.
BY JANET ZIMMERMAN'
Thursday by city Department of
She said a San Tiinoteo route is
THE PRESHNTE,RPRISE
Water and .Power officials. '
of coneern and urged DWP to
A new, 110ute pr.oposed for a' It. won cautious praise from insteactshare the 1-10 corridor with
controversial power' line woulddes€.!rt preservationists who have Southern California Edison.
The new -proP(')Sal avoids wide, sidestep sensitive Mojave Des~rt been fighting to keep high-voltage
'. ,land by running towers paralleli'f6 transmission t9wers ,off of public s'pread condemnation of private
existing lines along Interstate ~1() land and wild~rness
areas near'
SEE GREEN PATH/AI
.,"
,

,

'

,

~,
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f CONTINUED FROM A1

properties that would be
necessary under one of the
other proposed routes to
bring power from geothermal, wind and solar projects
in from the desert.
An earlier suggested
route from the utility would
run towers along 1-10 as far
west as Interstate 15 and
cross 3,500 properties.
The route that drew the
most criticism from groups
like Sall's involved cutting
across sensitive desert areas, including the privately
owned Pipes Canyon Wilderness near Pioneertown in
San Bernardino County.
The most recent proposal,
known as Route A3, would
establish additional rights of
way near existing utility
paths along 1-10 from north of
Palm Springs to Beaumont.
The route then would cut
north through' the historic
San Timoteo Canyon, to Lorna Linda, Colton, Rialto and
San Bernardino, said Joseph
, Ramallo, a DWP spokesman.
. The new path would end at
the utility's transmission

~

<
o
o

1'0
1'0(7)
Ole,.)
Ol

ex>

(J)

lines at Lytle Creek north of
Fontana. From there, electricity could be routed to Los
Angeles, he said.'
"It involves 10 cities and is
by no means an easy route,"
Ramallo said. "Just as there
were opponents who expressed concerns abo~t the
route through Morongo and
Yucca valleys, we expect
there will be concerns raised
aboutA3."
Sherli Leonard, executive
director of The Redlands
Conservancy, was upset
Thursday to learn about the
latest potential route.
Her group is a nonprofit
land trust that maintains a
hiking trail along San Timoteo Creek.
Eventually, the group
plans a linear park along the
entire 17-mile canyon that
stretches from Redlands to
Moreno Valley.
The existing Edison lines
on hilltops and in the canyon
"are pretty ugly," said Leonard, adding that construction of more lines would be
"devastating to wildlife habitat ;:J,nd corridors."
If the DWP project affects
the canyon, "The Redlands
Conservancy will take an

February 27,2009

active role in objecting to it,"
she said.
The utility proposes to
acquire additional rights of
way parallel to those used by
Edison and Union Pacific
railroad, Ramallo said.
A Union Pacific spokeswoman said DWP had not
approached the railroad.
David Nahai, DWP general manager, said the proposed towers have been reduced from 500 kilovolts to
230 kilovolts, which means
the towers would be equally
tall but require about
200 feet of width instead of
330 feet.

BURYING LINES
The lower voltage would
. allow the lines to be buried
for up to 15 miles of the
80-mile route to protect sensitive areas and preserve
views.
Sandi Blain, manager of
transmission project licensing for Edison, said DWP
contacted Edison about two
weeks ago to set· up new
discussions.
Route A3 would involve
about 300 private properties,
Ramallo said.
The plan has not been
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publicly announced and was
only pitched to desert stakeholders in a private meeting
at DWP officeS last week.
Joan Taylor, CaliforniaNevada desert energy chairwoman for the Sierra Club,
said she was told at the
meeting that the route would
affect 30 permanent structures and seven mobile
homes.
Many of those with an
interest in the latest alternative haven't heard about it,
including the cities of Redlands and Lorna Linda.
San Bernardino County
Supervisor Neil Derry,
whose district includes most.
of the affected cities, said he
welcomed a less intrusive
project than the controver.
sial desert route.
"The fact tl1at they are
being flexible is always a
good thing," he said. "But my
opposition remains until we
see solid information that
they're willing to share with
the public."
Dennis Halloway, Lorna
Linda city manager, said his
city wouldn't have a problem
with Route A3 if. it uses
existing Edison routes
through the Lorna Linda Pre-

serve, 1,700 city-owned acres
in the hills south of town.
DWP officials said they
cannot release detailed information or maps because it
is too early in the process.
"All of these routes are
conceptual," Nahai said. "It's
possible as we go through
the process that new routes
will suggest themselves and
the ones we have may get
altered."
The first step in the environmental review process is
expected within the next six
weeks with a notice of intent
that includes right-of-way
and permit applications to
the federal government, Nahai said.
Public meetings and environmental analysis will follow. DWP hopes to complete
Green Path North by 2014.
The project will help Los
Angeles meet state-mandated renewable energy goals
to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
About 11 percent of DWP's
electricity comes from renewable sources. By 2020, it
will need to be 35 percent.
Reach Janet Zimmerman at
951·368·9586 or jzimmerman@PE.com
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Where are lines to transmit· energy?
By H. Josef Hebert

Associated Press

Across the Great Plains, the wind blows
incessantly, while in the remote Nevada
desert the stin bears down without relief.
Each holds the potential of a vast new
energy resource. While wind turbine and
solar projects are ready to capture this
new, eco-friendl,; energy source, where are
the transmission lines to get the power to
. where it is needed?
Democratic congressional leaders, a
former president and his one-time vice
.president, several Obama Cabinet members, energy ~xecutives and business leaders thrashed out that very predicament at
a high-profile clean energy conference earlier this week.
After two hours, a consensus seemed to
emerge: The outdated electricity grid must
be modernized and expanded if President
Barack Obama's vision of dramatically
increasing· the country's renewable energy
resources is to ·be accomplished. And the
federal government will have to play a
bigger role in locating high-voltage power
lines to overcome local and regional resistance.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev., a leading participant in the gathering, said he will soon introduce legislation
to give federal regulators authority to override states when it comes to locating
long-distance power lines.
"We cannot let 231 state regulators hold
up progress," Reid said, referring to the
members of state public utility commissions that decide on transmission locations.
Whi.le states should be given every

Associated Press
The wind farm on the Campo Indian Reservation sits in an area that San Diego
Gas and Electric considers a major potential source for wind energy .

opportunity to participate,. "there may
come a time when the federal government
will have to step in," said Reid, whose state
is a prime target for entrepreneurs building solar energy projects.
I-louse Speaker .Nancy Pelosi, D-Ca\if.,
also called for expansion and model1lization of the nation's power· transmission
system, saying these improvements are
"essential to all that we do" to promote
renewable· energy.
The clean energy conference - which
included former Vice President AI Gore,
who won a Nobel Peace Prize for his work
on global warming, and former President
Bill Clinton - focused at length on the
need for a national "smart" grid to transport electricity, and the need for grid
expansion.
Gore said modernizing the transmission
grid will allow for new ways to generate
and distlibute eleCtiicity.
Interior Secretary Ken Salazar said he's
ready to open federal land to renewable
energy projects, including wind farms in

the waters off the U.S. coast, and map out
energy corridors. But, he warned, the
power grid of today won't get the new
energy to the markets that need it.
"In the end, unless we are able to solve
this juggernaut and deal with the transmis-.
sion issue we're simply going to be standing in place," Salazar told the conference,
which was organized by the Center for
American Progress.
Sen. Jeff Bingaman, D-N.M., who chairs
the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee that will craft energy legislation, said that while he has not seen Reid's
proposal, he agreed the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission should have more
authority for planning and locating
high-voltage power Jines.
. Bingaman said he hopes to have a bill in
four to six weeks that will address the grid
issue and establish a requirement for utilities nationwide to generate a certain percentage of electricity - as much as 20
percent by 2020 - frol11 renewable
sources such as wind, solar and biomass.
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Residents
battle
Edison at
hearing
By Neil Nisperos Staff Writer

CHINO HILLS - Hundreds
of residents on Thursday night
fined City Hall voicing their
unhappiness over power lines
envisioned to run through
neighborhoods.
Residents - attending a public hearing on the project held
by the California Public Utilities Commission - are riled
over a Southern California Edison plan to enlarge and energize towers and lines that cut
through the city.
The entire 2S0-mile Tehachapi Renewable Transmission
Project, proposed by Edison,
aims to bring green energy
from wind farms in Central California to the Los Angeles
Basin and is part of a state
initiative toward using more
sustainable energy.
.
A S-l11ile swath of the proposed path through Chino
Hills would double the size of
existing, though inactive, Edison power lines to about 200
feet, and about 1,000 residents
would live within 500 feet of
the power lines.
Residents and city offiCials
said they are concerned about
the large electrical towers possibly falling over or near homes
during an earthquake or high
winds and the potential for
adverse health impacts from
the electromagnetic fields created by the power lines.
A degradation of the city's
aesthetics and a decline in
home values in neighborhoods
near the towers are also feared.
In an effort to block the towersfrom being built through
the city, the city filed a lawsuit
last month on grounds that the
150-foot easements would be .
"overburdened" by 200-foot
towers.

City officials said the easements were meant for 220 kilovolt lines, and nowhere else in
the United States do SOO-kilovolt power lines exist in such
small an easement.
Hearings at the PUC and a
decision are eXpected at the
end of the summer. Edison officials hope to remove existing
lines next year and construction to begin in 2011.
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Assembly Member Cart~r appointed to Assembly
Select Committee on Renewable Energy
,

,

The Black Voice News

SACRAMENTO

District 62 Assembly Member
Wilmer Amina' Carter (D-Rialto),
has, been appoin'ted by Assembly
Speaker Kareli Bass to 'serve on the
Assembly Select Committee' 011
, Renewable Energy for the 2009 201'0 legislative session. The select
committee will be developing legislation to, meet the goal of 33 percent
renewaJ energy by 2020.
'The 33 percent goal of getting
electricity from the sun, the wind
and other renewable energy sources
by 2020 was set by Governor
Schwarzenegger and is the most
ambiiious energy policy in, the
nation.
, "J'mexcited to get to, work on this
committee and ~elpadvance legisla-

Assembly Member Wilmer
~'Amina" Carter

tion that will lower energy consumption and begin the transition
from dependence on il11 Ported fos~il
fuels to renewal power sou ices.
We'll create jobs in' the Inland,
Empire and reduce the effects of climate change by making significant

investments iii green technologies
and renewal energy," said Assembly
Member Carter,who.was chosen by
Speaker Karen Bass to represent
C\lifornimis in Philadelphia on Feb.
26 at a green jobs meeting held by
Vice 'President Joe Biden and the
'Obama Administration's Task Force
, on' Middle Class Working Families.
Her recent appointment' compli-' ,
ments Assembly Member Carter's
appointment to the' Assembly
Utilities and Commerce Committee
which oversees public utilities,
energy companies and other energyrelated issues. '
California State Assembly
Member Carter represents the 62nd
'District which includes Colton,
Rialto, Muscoy, Bloomington and
.parts of Sa'n Bernardino and
Fon'tana.

FAA Grants Approval to SCLA School of Aviatioh Technology
The Black Voice News

VICTORVILLE

. The School of Aviation
Technology at Southern Culifornia
Logistics Airport in Victorvilie'
announced it has received approval
from the Federal Aviation
Administration to begin formal
instruction of students. Students'
will begin s.tudies almos~ immedi,ately - the first class begms March
9.
"J'm excited to see the school
take tl1is final step and open its
. doors fors!udents," said Supervisor'
Brad Mitzelfelt, who secured more
than ~500,OOO forthe school. "With
the state our economy is in now, we
. need this school more than ever.

With the cooperation of the City of
Victorville . and the. County.
Workforce Investni'ent Board, we've
created a tremendous opportunity
.for local residents."
In addition to the $500,000 provided by Supervisor Mitzelfelt, the
County's Workforce Investment.
Board contributed $75,000 in
Workforce Investment Act funds,
and $179,600 in Employment
Training Panel funds for a total
County contribution 0[$754,600.
Graduates from the program will
be eligible for licensure 'as ailframe
and 'powerplant (A&P) mechanics,
an occupation that is, and will continue io be, in' high. demand.
Existing aviation maintenance firms
at SCLA have indicated a need to

hire up to 200 A&P mechanics per
year. Entry level A&P mechanics
cam $40,000 to $45,000 per year
and experienced mechanics can earn
more than $100,000 per year.
"This is anotller positive step in
the development at SCLA," added
Supervisor'Mitzelfelt, who also
serves as Chainnan of the Victor
Valley Economic Development
Authority, the joint powers authority with the responsibility for redeveloping . the former George Air
Force Base. '''The School of
Aviation Technology further establishes SCLA's role as a logistics hu?
for the region.",
Students interested in registering
for the program may call SCLA at
(760) 243-1904.
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. grai.l:!~J(!):~lielp fund e.1tietl~"saViIIPE;;UI
.phitikt~(>,
.
'. ' . ' :; .Milliofiif of dollars ..
Call him· . overly . optimistic, those local proj .
..
maybe unrealistic,. and he smiles.. . byway ofthe massive
Mention "sustainable communi- ing-and"tax-cut packageth~"""''"';..··'·····''
ties," and his eyes light up 'with an dent:'>Barack Obama .'1'1ece11tly
unrivaled passion,
signed; especially since'the
.
energy-efficient7touting hr~iSn6w.wd.?ader has gref!n \r.iSi~n.s.:
With
leaders now in Washington, Ali
Sahabi's goal of transforming the
"You }lave a. d,ifferentreception'
Inland Empir~ into California's from federal and state .~endes.
· green c~pital could be one step when yo.ti're ta.lkii:Jg.·· as -4 rillllioQ",
closer to reality.
....
people rather than one small city/~
Just don't call him self-serVing. Sahabi said,
.'
. " .'
. But what Sahabi envisions is" a .
"I don't want to do (green) far stretch for oth,'er 106i.l movers
projects for the sake of doing· .and shakers,
. ."
projects - 'I' wanna do them to' .: 'Whenever you have new. ideas
that involve change,' .people aren't'
make adifference," Sahabi said.
The·. Iranian. immigrant and. comfortable," he. said. ''They like'
developer behind the 534,acre Dos the 'status quo, That's why some'
Lagos mixed-use community. in people c~n~ see what . others ,can
Corona insists there's no better
."
.
. .
· reiion. for. .green-industry .compa- se~ahabi made wave's .throughout :.
nies to call ho.rn e.
.
the early 2000s'wheri some Jocar
As ·far as .Sallabi knows, be's officials and developers tliought he
accomplished '. something" th.at. was almost crazy. for creating a Ali Sahabi, atthe
110body else bas: founding a net-, plan to develop homes,.shops, Promenade in Corona, is the developer
the
work oflocal politicians,'businesses office space and parks on property . sound shopping'center and themari behind the
and . organizations that are aqjacenttc;i Corona that was con-Initiative. . . '
..'
· green-Plinded·. The.GreehValley tan'linated and flooded from years
Initiative is at least 500 memberS of SIlica mining.' ' . .
.
. .
.....
.
That phi.losophy can reap profits,' to· our potential here in the Inland
tr" ·
song..
"Some people said I was seime:,
Supporters' include· 40 rTliand rich :brat from L.A just thr,owi,ng, too; and Sahabi isn't ashamed··to Empire':"
.
admit it.
.
..
With Sa:habi's green vision, he~s
Empire cities, San Bernardino.and around money/' he said. "They . .
Riverside . counties and several didn't realize I ca.me (to Los Ange- " ' j came realize it's good busi-' seeihgthings that others don't,
. "he sal'd .
..
Vanarsdales'ilid,'"
. re cri on al, organizations.
les) with nothing." .
ness,
o'
. "Enthusiasm allows you to do
. Since June 2007, the coUabora-. , It took almost 1O.years,·
but Dos
He's even
.
. establishedSE Corp., . .things better than you really know
tion .has spoken rui'·orie·vo'ice..... to.·.i.'l···~;:,.6s:·eyeritually· beCame a. reality his 80rona-.based developing com~
.on PI'11'arsth at refl ect wh'li'
how," she. said, "Even if he didn't
fede.raJ and ,state officials,' and it's .'~
Wl·th homes, offi
.. cebuil.di.:i1.gs an.d pany,
at .e, have
.
'
tljesljghtest ic;lea of how he's
· analV7.
ed
-what
resources
the
Inland
shops.
'
:
':
'.'
'
.
'
.
.
calls
a
resp'ect
for'
nature,
rei?pect
.
J~
going to do this,
his enthusiasm is
· .Empire alte. ady has to I.au.n.ch. t.lle. . . c. You could credit ,the man him- for.coinmunity
and
resp~ct
for
p.ub~.
.
l' . .
11 b
.'
. infections, He's putting his money
~
into' a viable (i!e.en;j()Q//~se)f, but Sababi said ,his fainily val- l(!,pnvate co a· oratIOn.>
where his mouth is,"
·.green-development;:~;·~t~d;7yue$.:guide his business decisions;
Some developers, he said, "don't- . A breakthrough for the Green
· green-energy community;;:. ;:·~::,.' ;;..: ....: 'lJie;hnmigratedto Detroit'in 1978 pay attention tothecommhillty as' 'Vp,l(ey' Iij1ti'ativecould be on the
· Sababi has high hope,{~for:2009,,,!.. :'M:~;(tiieri to Los Arigeies in 1984. much as they ·sbould. When you'horizoid,S'itseekS outSidefunil.s·to
· especially since the GreefJ;VaJley'.:!His·moth~r died ina: car c).'aSh in respectsomeone,theyl,'e~peCfiYOu·"kick_staitSrulal)i;s gociJ. - a green
lran'~\Vlienhe
11,··.··. . . ". 'U~s 'an attliudebound
~bode Inland Empire.
::Initiative caugh.t the atte'n:tion
;·Corillherce Departmentofficials.ih :':N6netheless, th~. ~alues his par- well.for him as the green sparkle in
"were. still trying to get everYOctober.
. • . . ...... :.'. :enisimpressed upon Sababistayed his'eye grows bigger ,every year. . body on board - and we will,"
The initiative's economic-plan;<Wiih<him for life."
' . "Ali's. vision is refreshing;" said Sababi said: "It's just ·a matter of
· for the two-countyit~iiOi1 was;;ifSh~"iIDade me ~nderstand," he Lori Vanarsdale, chairwoman .of time." . ,
:approved 'by the department's .e<;o- saId ,abotit;his mother,"tija,t your the 'Ontario:-based . California.
'matthew;wr}re@
· noin'ic developmen(agency, which. life is not just about satisfyirigyour Inland Empire District Export
inlan~newspapers.com
allows forlocal businesses al),d gov- needs .but impacting yourcomm~~ -Council and a former Hemet coun-. ;'
. (90~) 48H391 .
. .ernments to apply for federal nity.'~
ciiwoman, "He's got new insight as .
By.Matt Wrye

Staff Writer
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Bill Warkentin, left, and Jane Block, co-founders of Riverside's "clean and green"
task force, are seen with Mayor Ron Loveridge next to solar panels on the roof of
City Hall on Jan. 14. Riverside boasts a lofty green action plan.

A city green with
energy .efficiency
By Matt Wrye
StaffWritor

Riverside isn't your average
city striving to conserve a
dozen kilowatts· of electricity
here and there.
Nope. The green dreamers
living and working in Riverside think big, and their
dreams are turning out more
grandiose than anyone could
have imagined.
Similar to efforts in other
California cities, Riverside is
making fundamental changes
in the way it supplies homes
and businesses with electricity.
But unlike those other
towns, this one is neck deep in
green projects that are putting
it on the map.
Just how deep? For starters,
Riverside will get half its electricit)' from renewable sources
by 2013. Wind, solar, biomass
- anything that doesn't emit
greenhouse gasses will be purchased from several sources,
including one 700 miles away.
The largest source will be
tapped from Brigham City
Utah, where Riverside is contracting with the Northwestern Band of the Shoshone

Nation for 96 megawatts of
geothermal energy created by
Iiarnessing steam pressure
fTom hot water trapped below
the Earth's surface.
Shoshone Renaissance LLC,
. one of the Shoshone Nation's
business ventures, is construct·
ing three power plant operations that should be be up and
nmning· within the next four
years - a deal worth $60 million a year when fully operational.
Windmills in the Coachella
Valley are also juicing up Riverside. About 1.3 megawatts enough to power almost 1,000
homes - are being pumped in
from the desert, thanks to a
contract with windmill owners
that allows the ·city to increase
its intake up to 8 megawatts If
needed.
Of course, putting half of Riverside on a renewable energy
grid is only the iceberg's tip.
Through a movement aimed
at winning over the hearts and
minds of its citizens, and saving them money with economic incentives, Riverside
may come out as one of the
nation's top leaders in successful green projects over the next

couple of decades.
The city's Green Riverside
Action Plan boasts 38 lofty
goals for implementing stistainable projects in renewable
energy, water conservation,
greenhouse gas reduction,
waste reduction, efficient
urban design, environmental-habitat sensitivity, and public transportation and infrastructure.
Mayor Ron Loveridge is optimistic about meeting those
goals. So far, 19 have been
accomplished.
"We want to be the model
clean and green city in the
inland area and the model
solar city in Southern Californi3," Loveridge said.
Riverside became CaJiforIlia's first "Emerald City"
under the state Department of
Conservation when the agency's director, Bridgette Luther,
honored the city with tills distinction ON Feb. 3.
Gaining emerald status is no
easy task. The city had to prove
its long-teml r.omll1itment in
reaching state environmental
targets for improving air quality, waste reduction, recycling,
See GREEN I Page A14
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addiCtibn-to-oil reasons, and some cif it for' make this happen."
those s~yirlg we need to be better stewards
Heading in the right direction is one
Continued from Page A13
of the! Earth. But there is definitely a thing, but con~ncing residents to go
----------~.- - - . - . movement - a cultural attitud~change .."green is another.
.
fuel use development, land conservatIOn
Att' . d h
th 'atal stfo a
"Some people are intimidated by it, but
and energy efficiency. The city had already
.Itp .e c ange was . e c .. y
r
a lot of it is just common sense," Bacich
met several of these targets through its pubhc"prlVate co~labo~ation to Ins1::j.ll d~z- sal'd. ''Vou don't h~"e to put s· olar panels
.
.
ens of solarpiUlel sites on commerCIal
l'
,.
actIOn p l a n . .
.
rooftops,
and parking structures on your home, but you could turn more
· The benefi~ are lIkely to outweigh th~ throQg~o~t.i,~~,~g,.~cit:r..
'.
" . lights off or use green-efficient lights.
costs ..Becommg emeral~ means t~e C?n
The prst"siID¥soaked 10~ilt\0ri;was com- There are so many little things that you
servatlOn Depart~ent WIll ~elp RiversIde pleted in 2002}:::with agoru of producing 1 cando that add up."
get sta~e and. pnvate ~ndI~g. for green megawatt of electricity _ abo\l~ 1,000 kil07
The utility pro~der sent two compact
expansIOn ~roJects costl~g.mllh.ons ofdo!-'att .:.. when the last panel waS put in ,f)uore~,cent1ight Qulbs to every household
lars but savmg tens·ofmIlhons In the long p~ac::
..;..
,., .
, ·~hi Riverside·last year, the kind that use
run.
.
about 75 percent less energy than stan5 ,s. olC!Hreat~9. kilowatts are d.a.r.d. i.n.c.a. ndes.cent bulbs, according to the
t6da,iY,·95.
· "Here's a community that's ... breaking
.
cal
"n' h
ap'art from the pack," Luther said. "We flowing ollto:thelo. . energygn""l enoug .Energy Department's "Energy Star" propower: for more. than '. 7Qo .households. gram;
I
h
kil
. .
picked, Riverside because there's a lot of
Within. this, more t an 600 " ()watts are
.'~lt's out there," Bacich said about the
good civic leadership.~'
:generated by oity .utility-owned solar pan- citY's numerous green initiatives. "At some
i
. point, word will spread neighbor to neigh.
Culver City,' South Lake Tahoe and els.
Tracy are also in the running to win the
The ;"Grease to Gas" project is just as bor. There's gQing to be no reeling it in."
That phenomenon is already taking
"emerald" croWQ, and cities like Santa successful.
Monica, San Francisco and Bef'~eIeyare . 'In 2bo5, Ri~erside began ,contracting place in several.are!!.'! of town.·
innovators'inusing green techriology.
. ..
..... .,.,
. B'II' W' l , ··t··,·..·
f W k t'
with cdJl'niil,piestp·C611eotire.¥e:W:ll$tc:Jw.a~ . .,,1 . ar~~p m, Q~er 0
ar en m
f ' h dr d f I it!
t· . ts Ar¢hitecis, said the green synergy spread. But Riverside is different. Even though
the city is a pilot project for Luther's ~ rOfTt.:, !l\e.s. q, o~ .. {~~.f1.ura),.. iug intQIU\TerSi~eis:.gaining new ground
departme.·nt, she saidi.t.has. :agood.;s.hot. at '. .6 gr~¥.lf·:waerYlJ)qurt:!.ln,o~a~rq.lceve.=yea,r ... :.'.: "':'.. .., ....
. ..
. dlgester~'iln' a. ~OIllIlhQP~g~loIl,,:w¥t~'V1\7"
,." . " ' . .' '.
becoming the green capita] of Caljfornja. tei-trealipent plilDt;WlliCh.pro4.i.H;es'.m.:ethc ' .• Watk.entinisone of mor¢ than 30 com"In order for the go~ernor to reach his ane gaA.Theg~fti¢ls.. ·0~7!!iW;:co~11listion riirinity le!14ers.on ;the qe~ and Green
environmental goals, we're" going to need engines tnat'create'electridtyto power the'. A,<Mso'!'y :Commltt{le;· a'k!& group ~pear
communities to engage, particularly with ,wastewaf~.y;p.ill,rit .. '.' .
.' .,.' .' :' ':.·h~iding lli,ver.sideis effortsQY brainstormland-use decisions and alternative ,t Rivets!d~;;i§'\pi:(st&lngert6 utiiiZlng gas irignew strii.telP!!S lfor. .·m:e~lQ~ the city's
' . ,...,.... " ....,. .... d
h
ambitious goals.. , .
'.', '.'
energy," Luther added. ''We're tnnng to
OJ'
for electnCI!Y::purpose$., 'aI! one met ane
He thinks tho ecity's constru
..... c.ti.on zoning
figure out what that partnership looks
. t'" OIl" "t
arti'~l & cel·ft· the
proJ~c 1WI . .g~ a p . lU.a 1 m·
codes
are
priIIl
..
e
.
ca
....
ndidates.·Jf.\.
r bee.oming
. years '
v
like. Riverside is sort of the model city."
comm~·.
. '\.
.
more green friendly.
. ~
It's an honorable achievement, but RivThe ~as floWing into generatorll from
And Ri~erside's :gelleral plap .could use
erside's metamorphosis into the model Tequesquite Sanitary Landfill, which was . some green policie~, too, h{d;aid. The City
energy-efficient city will hinge on how Glosed iin 1985 after 77 'years of use, wa,s!J; Council and other;:(}fficials are on the same
many in~estment dollars it can attril.Gt, a reliablel$ource i.n m$ng eJe~ricity until wavelength wh!!n-itcQrnes u)'going green,
daunting task given the souring economy's some oFits'piP!!siell :il1tq dill repair.
but incorporatirig\it.lnto the general plan
The dity Counci!.recently gave Riverside could do wonders.
continued downward spiral .
President Barack Obama's stimulus Public UtilitieS:the green light to draw up . '1 still don't'know of ariother city that's
plan, the American Recovery and Reinvest- a proprlsal for a5- to IO'year s<ilar panel doing what Riverside is doing," Warkentin
ment Plan, might boost Riverside's efforts. project}that would sit on top of the land, .said.. .
The challenge is getting people to real· Loveridge is part of the Mayors Climate fill. It. t-vould put another 1 megawatt of
Protection Center,an effort by the U.S. jl.\ice ont6Riverside's;grid.
ize.that going green is a lifestyle change.
Conference of Mayors to net billions of
"It c~uld.be.up:io Wor 20p.1egaw,!-tts,. S~yi~g for slJstainable com~unities
dollarsiri federal funding for local climate whichwqilld be trerriendous ";said ·Mike . doe~p tstqpafter goals are met.::- It keeps

names

J

!~~~~eig~~m~:r~~~n~:igcmffJI~t~r gO~w,kr~~yCf::~:;;:J; l~~:,tt~~~~n't

pr::ctsdescribes Riverside's renewable
energy movement as a "green prairie fire" "Ied b~a 'lol1g process, but it's something end".w~rkentm saId. It s about gettmg
and relates the excitement behInd It to we're loo~Ai¢ at"
....
. better;anq better and bett~ro Yo~ can
.
'. U· S h' .
h"
""\u c"'.' .. :'1 '
. .... . .:. '. nyver reston YOllr laurels WIth thIS one
It ~ J! stop.~ exa~p e of the Wld.e pet City .;"because there's always something left to
oth er movements m .. IstOry, slic as
the c;:ivil-rights and women's-rights move- offi~l~s ar~.:,castin.g ~ th~y ~elll'c4; for··:··btdone. It's an' evolutionary process _
. ments.
proJects tl1~1;.n~~e economic sense..
and it's ongoing, even as we speak."
"There's enormous interest and support
"An~l"0s~lbll!ty that. has a pr~GtlCal -:-.-;--.........- - - - , - - - - - - - for going green," he said. "Some of it is for appli~tioni.' we're looking at· it," Bacich
. inaHhew;wrye@lnlandnewspapersocom
the environmental aspect, some fcir the said. "iWe're t;iling real honest steps to
'. .(909) 483-93.~1
.i
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Extreme Green. eyes diesel retrofit market
jAHMAL PETERS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Refining vegetable oil into a biodegradable
diesel-engine fuel is one of the latest trends in
alternative energy, and Extreme Green Technology Inc. has slid right into the market.
The Corona-based company is one of the
state's newest fully licensed and operational
biodiesel production and distribution facilities.
Extreme Green Technology Inc., also known
as Extreme Biodiesel, primarily uses waste
vegetable oil to create a cleaner-burning form
of fuel that can be used in almost any diesel
engine without modification .
.The company finalized all the permitting in
january, said Rick Carter, chief financial
officer for Extreme Biodiesel. "Within the
week we'll be up to manufacture 2,000 gallons
(ofbiodiesel fuel) a day and then build it up to
4,000 gallons a day."
"Our goal over the next six months is to get
to 6,000 gallons a day," President joe Spadafore
said.
Extreme Biodiesel started as a company in
2003 designing processors mainly for individual end-users. In the past 24 months, the
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PHOTO BY DAN ELLIOTT

Bob Neuberger is co-owrterof Extreme Biodiesel in Corona, which makes biodiesel processors for
individual use and has opened a production and distribution facility for truckers.
company has sold more than 150 units in the
United States, Canada and Africa.
Extreme plans to expand its facility and

expects production to level out at about
14,000 to 22,000 gallons ofbiodiesel fuel a day
PLEASE SEE BIODIESEl, PAGE 14
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Biodiesel
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

within a year.
With a current staff of six employees.
Spadafore expects that number to increase
significantly as the company's operations
expand in the 12.000-square-foot facility.
"It'll be driver-intensive; we will have
tankers going in and out." he said. "It will be
driver employments. and employment for
the operation of the facility."
Extreme has a c<rOp with 150 members
who can fill up at the facility at 1560 Maple
St. in Corona.
Circle City Towing in Corona is one of the
company's largest clients, Carter said.
Construction and expansion of the'
facility is mostly done in-house. but
Spadafore said the company will hire a
contractor when needed.
Howard Electric in Temecula set up much
of the wiring and Corona-based CJ
Suppression installed the sprinkler system.
The appeal of biodiesel stems from its
ability to blend with diesel fuel or outright
replace it in a fuel tank with few
prerequisites.
This is a boon to truckers who face the
costly retrofit of older diesel engines with
after-exhaust emission controls.
Extreme is conducting tests with diesels
from Cabo Trucking in Los Angeles to
determine whether a 50 percent biodiesel
blend will reduce emissions sufficiently to
offset the need for retrofitting.
"If the 50 percent biodiesel works.
truckers won't have to pay for the (emission

~
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Plant manager Justin Neuberger works on Extreme Biodiesel's production system.

PHOTOS BY DAN ELuon

Extreme Biodiesel transforms used vegetable,
controls), which are $15,000." Spadafore reduce the carbon buildup to the fuel filter oil (left) into fuel for trucks (right).
said.
.
The mandatory retrofit instituted by the
California Air Resources Board ordered the
retrofit of all trucks manufactured from
1992 to 2007.
"A 2000 (model) truck that is susceptible
to this still has 20 years of life left."
Spadafore said. "Trucks from '92 to 2007.
you're talking about a lot of trucks on the
road."
Engine modifications needed to burn
biodiesel fuel are minimal. Carter said.
"The only real prerequisite is if you use
biodiesel for the first time it's going to

and that might need to be changed," Carter
said.
The fluctuating price of diesel fuel which spiked last fall and threatened the
stability of independent truckers - is
another reason Extreme Biodiesel is
optimistic about expansion.
"That's one of the main reasons we
decided to do the big refinery with gas
prices going up like they were," Carter said.
Extreme Biodiesel gets its vegetable oil
from restaurants and makers of salad
dressing. It plans to expand its production
from waste vegetable oil to algae; if

successful, the amount of biodiesel
produced would expand greatly.
"Soybean oil can produce 220 gaIlons of
oil per year per acre," Carter said. "Algae can
produce 66,000 gallons of oil per acre, per
year; we would be able to produce more oil
than we could ever use.
"There's nothing else to do with algae,
and since it's self-sustaining and we're not
taking any excess land."
The algae company Extreme Biodiesel
partnered with for tl1e experiment remains
confident, Spadafore said.
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Indian Wells
leads valley in
'green'trends
In amove that m~es installing solar panels
easier for residents, Indian Wells has eliminated
permitting fees for solar installations and energy
efficient products.
We hope other cities that are able to do the
same will follow Indian Wells' example.
'This is a bold move at a time when revenues are
down for most California cities, but Indian Wells
can take the initial hit to promote a new way that
proyides long-term savings for residents and
. stimulates local businesses.
"We have to start finding ways - rather than .
look at it as a revenue loss - we have to say, 'No,
we have a responsibility to find ways to make the
transition for people to install green technolpgy,' "
Indian Wells City Manager Greg Johnson said.

Palm Desert also offers incentives
Palm Desert also waives "plan check" or
permitting fees for those wanting to install solar
and upgrade to more efficient systems. Johnson
said Indian Wells city officials recognize that Palm
Desert is a leader in promoting epergy efficiency
and are watching Palm Desert's programs carefully.
But Indian Wells' recent decision to roll back the
fees has more to do with listening to its residents
than trying to model itself after another valley city.
"We noticed that when people come in to
process an application,. they were surprised by how
much it costs," Johnson said. "And here they are
tying to do something good, and there is a lot of
.red tape, so we wanted. to e1iminatethe red tape."
The barriers to encouraging more .solar
installation in Indian Wells was made up of fees
charged for reViews, inspections and general work
done by city staff to ensure regUlations are met
and installations are safe and properly iDstalled.
Elimination of the fees could save residents
$2,000 to' $4,000 'on solar systems, Johnson said.
That is a'Significant savings' and incentive.
Residents should consideisysterns th~t tap mto the
abundant sunshine of this desert region. It's clean
technology that saves money. If certain bills 'making
their way through the California Legislature
become law, residents alsO could receive pay for the
extra energy their solar systems generate.
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Waiving fees encourages residents
In addition to waiving fees for solar, Indian
Wells also eliminated fees associated with the city's
HEAL program. The program reimburses
residents up to $500 for replacing, or adding
energy-efficient appliances, such as refrigerators,
pool pumps <¥1d air conditioning units. The·
program provided an incentive to upgrade
systems, but called for the city to collect fees from
the homeowner. Now, residents can make tl).ose
improvements and get a true reimbursement
under the program without paying additional fees.
Under the old system, residents were penalized .
for installing green technology. The bigger their "
contribution to the environment, the more they
paid in fees.

Move is not for all cities
It's great that Indian Wells and Palm Desert can
encourage residents in this way. We do, however,
reqlize it doesn't make sense at this time for all
valley cities.
"If I don't get (fees for the cost of providing the
inspection, etc.) from the people requiring the
service from the government, I have to get it from
the people, the taxpayers," said Rick Daniels, Desert
Hot Springs city manager. "We're not in a position
to ask the poorest people in the region to help
subsidize people putting panels on their house."
We understand Daniels' point But for cities like
.Indian Wells and Palm Desert that can clear the
way for more solar power and energy efficiency,
thisis a good way to not only encourage the
installation and' use of green technology by
residents, but to also stiinulate the local economy
and increase jobs through local solar contractors,
appliance sales and other support businesses.
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TO DOrvrnSTIC VIOLENCE

P.O. Box 910, Riverside, California 92502
Web Site: www,Alternativestodv.org
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Executive Director
REPORTING PERIOD:

3rd Quarter 2008/09

AGENCYWIDE OBJECTIVES FOR FY : 2008/09
To respond to 8,000 Crisis Line calls. Serve 875 adult and 125 children new victims (unduplicated) and 1700 adult and 250
children continuing (duplicated) clients through the Outreach Centers. Provide emergency shelter to 60 battered women and
125 of the
PROGRESSI ACTIVITIES:

Crisis Line
Outreach Clients
Adults
Children
Continuing Clients
Adults
Children
Individual Counseling Sessions
Adults
Children
Individual Group Attendance
Adults
Children
Community Presentations
People Reached

Agencywide
City of Moreno Valley
Current
Fiscal
Current
Fiscal
Period
2008/09
Period
2008/09 Projected
944
61
344
3593
8000
26
23
3

64
54
10

276
228
48

598
495
103

1000
875
125

43
30
13

151
117
34

371
315
56

1242
1077
165

1950
1700
250

70
55
15

232
197
35

757
663
94

2390
2117
273

25
25

102
24

388
388
0

956
907
49

4
41

17
309

32
502

185
3179

100

2
110

11
127

28
950

104
4056

185
8000

78

Shelter

Women/Children
Bednights
COMMENTS: See Quarterly Narrative

Report Submitted By

Date

#

Rpt, 7 07/08
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ALTERNATIVE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
NEW CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS REPORT

City of Moreno Valley

3rd Quarter 2008/09

REPORTING PERIOD:

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
people

person

1 people

j

Low Income

$14,000
4
$23,300

$18,000
3
$29,950

Moderate Income

$37,300

$16,000
4
$26,650
1
$42,650

Income Level
Very Low Income

Above Low Income
Not Reported
Total

I

$47,950

3
7

1
6

1
4

Adult

Child

Total
0
1
3
1
3
7
6

1 AGE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Less than 2
2-5
6 - 12
13 - 17
18 - 20
21 - 25
26 - 30
31 - 35
36 - 40
41 - 45
46 - 50
51 - 55
56 - 60
61 - 65
66 - 74
75 +
Not Reported
Totals

1
3
1
3
7
6

I

I

3
3

3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28

24

4

Adult
24

Child
3
1

2 SEX
1.
2.
3.
4.

Female
Male
Other
Not Reported
Totals

24

3 PRIMARY LANGUAGE
Adult
1. English
18
2. Spanish
5
3. Asian Dialects
4. Amer. Sign
5. Other
6. Not Re~orted
1
Totals
24

4

Clllld
1
3

4

5 HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

1.
2.

Male Head
Female Head
Totals

Adult
2
22
24

Total
27
1
0
0
28

Total
19
8
0
0
0
1
28

people

:> people

b

$20,000
2
$33,300
3
$53,300

$21,600

$23,200

4

people

I

people

$24,800

people
$26,400

~

Total
13

$35,950

$38,650

$41,300

$43,950

$57,550
1

$61,850

$66,100

$70,350

4

1
2

5

0

0

4 ETHNIC BACKGROUND
Single Race
Adult
1. Caucasian
2. African Amer.
7
3. Hispanic
14
4. Asian
1
5. American Indian
/Alaskan
6. Hawaiian /Pacific
Islander
Multi-Race
7. Amer Indianl
AlaskaniCacu
8. AsianiCacu
9. Afric. Amer/Cauc
10. Amer. Indianl
Alaskan!Afri. Amer.
HispaniclMult-Race
11. Hisp/Cacu.
1
12. Hisp/Afric Amer
13. Hisp/Asian
14. Hisp/Amer.lndian
/Alaskan
15. HisplHawaiian
/Pacific Islander
16. Hisp/Amer. Indian
IAlaskaniCacu
17. Hisp/AsianiCacu
18. Hisp/Afric.Amer
/Caucasian
19. Hisp/Amer. Indian
IAlaskaniAfri. Amer.
20. Other
21. Not Reported
1
Totals
24

1
0
6
24

0

Clllld

3

Total
0
7
17
I
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
4

0
1
1
28

6 DISABILITIES

1.
2.
3.

Phy. Dis.
Other Disables
Not Reported
Totals

Adult

Child

1
23
24

4
4

Total
0
1
27
28
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Ait1tERNATIVES
TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

DATE:

P.O. Box 910, Riverside, California 92502

April 22, 2009

WebSite: www.Altemativestodv.org

TO:

City Council Member of Moreno Valley
City Hall

FROM:

Eliza Daniely Woolfolk
Executive Director

RE:

Quarterly Narrative Report
January - March 2009

During this reporting period, ADV's board and staff participated in completing the Core Capacity Assessment Tool
(CCAT) sponsored by Blue Shield of California ·Foundation. The final report is intended to help determine our strengths
and opportunities for improvement. In addition to providing a snapshot of how we are progressing, based on the
perceptions and experiences of insiders. The document will serve as a key companion tool to our current Strategic Plan.
This process is very important as we work to ensure our long-term sustainability, notwithstanding the current economic
challenges.
We have also experienced program and staffing changes this quarter as a result of reduction in funding .. This decrease
resulted in lay-offs and adjustment in specific service areas. Fortunately the DPSS funding was extended until the end of
the fiscal year. This allowed ADV to hire three new advocates and bring back one advocate who had been laid off. We
now have advocates located in 9 of the DPSS-GAJN offices in Riverside County.
ADV data coordinator, Melody Banks, is continujng to work on the outcome measurement system data base and has
developed a customer service survey that meets all of the requirements of our funders. Data has now been collected for
three months and the results seen are very positive. Clients feel that they are receiving the services needed, are developing
appropriate safety plans and are more aware of the community resources available to them.

PROGRAMS:
24 - Hour Crisisline

During this reporting period the Crisis line responded to 944 calls.

District 1
District 2
District 3
District 4

3rd Quarter Year To Date
277
1106
94
320
220
820
15
51

District 5
Out of County
UnlolOWll

3rd Quarter Year To Date
141
621
71
307
126
370

MV00225598

Outreach Services'
ADV continues to provide services to victims of domestic violence in four full-time offices (Riverside, Corona, Temecula
and Hemet) as well as 9 of the DPSS GAlN offices located throughout Riverside County.
The following are. services provided to countywide clients during this reporting period:

New Outreach Adults
New Outreach Children
Cont. Outreach Clients
Advocacy Services

3rd Quarter
228
48
371
1425

Year To Date
555
103
1242
3358

Adult Ind. Counselin~
Child Ind. Counseling
Adult Group Attendance
Child GroUQ Attendance

3rd Quarter
663
94
388
0

Year To Date
2117
273
707
49

DPSS CalWORKs/GAIN/TAMD Programs
As stated above, notification was received from DPSS that the contract would be extended until the end of the fiscal year.
Advocates were (re)hired to fill the vacant positions. Advocates started back in the DPSS offices in March.
Case
An ADV advocate has been providing services to a mother who is about to give birth to her 9th child. Last year the client
had a CPS intervention and lost 5 of her children, while the other 3 have been with their father. The ADV advocate
received a call from the client reporting that she needed to finish services previously started in Corona with another
advocate in early 2008. Initially, the client was very focused on completing the courses to satisfy CPS and had reported
that Domestic Violence was "never really a problem". Over the course of the last few weeks, this ADV client has shown a
tremendous amount of effort and growth while exploring the DV issues that lead to having her children removed as well as
making poor relationship decisions. The ADV Advocate is very pleased by this client's involvement and desire to create a
healthy environment for her family. It is expected, that with the proper support system in place, she will complete her
classes and regain custody of some, if not all, of her children.

Children's Program:
Since the hire of our new advocates the Children's Program Coordinator has seen an increase in the number of clients that
have been referred to me. She currently has 8-12 clients coming in monthly to see me from the TemeculalMurrieta area.
The advocate will be coordinating days to go to Temecula Outreach to make the Children's Program available there. This is
a major step to providing these much needed services to the children of the Temecula area.
The Coordinator continues to use the "A Window Between Worlds" art therapy model with great success. The art work that
the children create not only allows them to express their feelings in a safe and positive way, but the pieces are beautiful and
something of which they can be proud. Pictures of the art work can be seen on ADV's MySpace site at
www.myspace.com/altemativestodv

Supervisoral District 1
This quarter there were many changes to staff throughout ADY. The Riverside Outreach office now has Legal Advocate 3
days a week. This advocate is Spanish speaking and is trained in the "A Window Between Worlds" art therapy model.
Having this advocate has allowed Riverside Outreach to once again offer groups in both English and Spanish as well as
completing all the TRO's for our Spanish speaking clients.

2
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There has been a change in staff at the Riverside Family Justice Center. Crystal Guerrero is the new advocate there. Crystal
comes to ADV will a Criminal Justice background and has aspirations of becoming a lawyer specializing in Family Law.
She is a welcome addition to the program.
Case
A 28 yr. old moth~r of 3 called on Jan. 5, 2009 from a hospital bed to schedule an appointment for the following day. She
informed the receptionist that she had been beaten with a hammer by her husband of 10 years. She stated she would be
released from the hospital later that day and needed an appointment ASAP. Her injuries included 35 staples in her head,
two black eyes (left eye was still swollen shut), 15 stitches in her face and a host of bruises on her hands and arms
(defensive wounds). According to victim, she was asleep and she was awakened by the hits from the hammer. Her abuser
was arrested and charged with attempted murder and is currently incarcerated.
The Riverside Family Justice Center advocate was able to work the client in on an emergency basis. All the Justice Center
staff worked together to assist this client by making available all the resources at their disposal. A TRO was completed and
she and the advocate walked the T.R.O. over to the court. The temporary order was granted and she was given a return date
(January 28,2009) for the permanent hearing. On January 28,2009, the client was granted a 5 yr. permanent restraining
order. Client is attending ongoing DV classes with the Riverside Outreach advocate. The abusers case is still pending trial.
The following are services provided to clients residing in District 1 during this reporting period:

New Outreach Adults
New Outreach Children
Cont. Outreach Clients
Advocacy Services

3rd Quarter
77
18
101
452

Year To Date
162
34
355
1041

Adult Ind. Counseling
Child Ind. Counseling
Adult Group Attendance
Child Group Attendance

3rd Quarter
187
25
117
0

Year To Date
600
71
277
15

Supervisoral District 2
The Corona advocate has been continuing to see advocacy clients this quarter conducting both individual and group
sessions. Additionally, our intern from Lorna Linda University has been doing an average of sixteen hours per week of
advocacy and groups. The Corona office has experienced an increase in referrals of male victims. This is the result of an
Orange County District Attorney case referral and an increase from Children's Protective Services. The program materials
being used to address these particular issues, are gender neutral for the male clients. ADV's private counseling center, the
Counseling Connection has seen an increase in referrals from the yellow pages and also an increase in the number of
referrals from the DPSS for individual counseling for domestic violence victims.
Anger Management:
The Anger Management Batterer's Treatment program is continuing at the same steady rate with all groups running
throughout Western Riverside County. The Spanish group numbers are currently lower but there are more providers in the
area providing this service. We are approa~hing grant time for our contract with the county and will be applying for
funding to continue to conduct this program.
The following are services provided to clients residing in District 2 during this reporting period:

New Outreach Adults
New Outreach Children
Cont. Outreach Clients
Advocacy Services

3rd Quarter
39
6
67
258

Year To Date
81
17
206
584

Adult Ind. Counseling
Child Ind. Counseling
Adult Group Attendance
Child Group Attendance

3rd Quarter
110
22
77
0

Year To Date
438
49
221
9

3
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SupervisoraJ District 3

ADV centinues to. enjo.y support fro.m the Io.cal o.rganizatio.ns and co.mmunity o.fTemecu1a and Murrieta. Here are just a
few examples ofho.W the Temecula area is investing in ADV's missio.n to stop the cycle of violence.
ADV was asked to. be the guest speaker at the Hope Lutheran Church in Temecula on March 7, 2009. There were 115
wemen at the tri-co.unty meeting. There were representatives from Orange, San Bernardino and Riverside County present.
The advecate brought the "A Window Between Worlds" art exhibits and discussed ADV services, ADV greup suppert and
gave the General DV and Dynamics presentatien. A former client was present and shared how ADV services had helped
her daughter and, "saved her life when her marriage turned violent." After the presentation, the advocate was presented
with denations from the church for the Temecula office. There were diapers, hygiene items, art supplies, donated clothing
and $209.00 in checks, cash and gift cards. Then, a few days later, a check in the amount of$1000.00 was received from
the same group.
This quarter PROS, an auxiliary of the Temecula Valley Assistance League, spensored 15 ADV Temecula Outreach clients
this menth fer the Day of Beauty on March 7, 2009. The clients were treated with manicures, pedicures and waxing at
Haute Nails in Murrieta. Then the clients went to Bliss Salen in Old Town Temecula fer hair cuts, celo.r, highlights and
styles. They received a new outfit, facials, make up treatment, new purses, spa kits to take home, a bag of hygiene items
and a $100.00 gift card from Target. Lunch was served and beverages, checolates and flowers flowed all day. All the
clients were so grateful and happy. The volunteers made each client feel special and beautiful as they truly are. There were
befere and after pictures that were amazing and the clients spirits were lifted and they still can't thank ADV and PROS
enough!
On March 13,2009, ADV petitiened PROS to help support a client in need. PROS previded the client with a check for
$800.00 to retain a low inceme apartment after she filed a TRO and moved out efthe family home. The client stated this
assistance helped her from beceming homeless.
The following are services provided to clients residing in District 3 during this reporting period:

New Outreach Adults
New Outreach Children
Cont. Outreach Clients
Advocacy Services

3rd Quarter
59
18
133
452

Year To Date
144
30
410
1150

Adult Ind. Counseling
Child Ind. Ceunseling
Adult Group Attendance
Child Group Attendance

3rd Quarter
233
30
142

Year To. Date
726
99
291

Supervisoral District 4

The fourth district is in eastern Riverside County and is out of ADV's normal service area. We do however, continue to
previde services to domestic. violence victims in the desert communities. We received 15 crisis calls from individuals in
need of direct assistance and or referral services this quarter.

Supervisoral District 5

ADV centinues to. establish partnerships with community organizations in the Perris, Moreno Valley area. One such
partnership is the Cops and Clergy ceuncil. On March 10, the ADV advo.cate speke with Pasto.r Pete Perez, the paster ef
Free Indeed Christian Fellewship and Ceuncilweman Rita Rogers efPerris City Council in an attempt to reconnect with
The Cops and Clergy. As a result efthis conversation ADV will give a 20 minute presentatien at their menthly meeting en
Monday, April 13 at 6:00 p.m. to highlight the services offered by ADV to. the residents efthis area.

4
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The following are services provided to clients residing in District 5 during this reporting period:

New Outreach Adults
New Outreach Children
Cont. Outreach Clients
Advocacy Services

3rd Quarter
47
3
62
224

3rdQuarter

Year To Date
96
17
249
545

Adult Ind. Counseling
Child Ind. Counselin..s.
Adult Group Attendance
Child GroupAttendance

118
15
43

Year To Date
412
49
103
25

Emergency Shelter/Children's Program
We provided victims with 992 bed nights in this Quarter. Throughout this quarter we have continued with our
collaboration with many community resources. American Association of University Woman (AAUW) continues to support
the shelter. The ladies of AAUW had a Trash to Treasure yard sale in February, because of this successful fundraiser
AAUW were able to donate gift cards for the clients and was able to sponsor the 2nd Annual Spring Egg Hunt and BBQ at
the Casa .AAUW provided the toys, books and treats for 20 Easter baskets and treat bags for the moms. Murrieta Parks and
recreation department provided 300 plus filled plastic eggs, a bunny costume and Polaroid film for the photos. A great time
was had by all.
Heather Javaherian, Program Director at Lorna Linda University, Department of Occupational Therapy has been
supervising 2 graduate students doing their internship at the Casa since January. The interns focus was to help facilitate a
positive change in the lives of our clients. Making a change in their lives is an important part of healing and recovering.
They focused on issues of healthy living, money management, self-esteem, stress management, parenting, anger
management, coping and job skills. We have also had an RN speak to the shelter clients regarding taking care of your
health.
We now have 4 clients that have been accepted into our transitional program. One is going to school and the other 3 are
pursuing employment opportunities. We have 7 clients in our emergency program.
The Child Development Center
The child development staff has added some new curriculum. They are using ":Exploring Centers" each center is age
appropriate materials. These centers are children's own choice not teacher directed. These centers enhance their lecirning
development.
The staff continues to work with "A Windows between Worlds", which has always been a successful and safe venue for the
children to express their feelings. Some of the topics include: hopes, dreams and freedom, also discussing feelings of love,
and begin to defme what love means to them and explore how sharing love can help to spread love around the world.
Twenty-eight victims (13 women, 15 children) were accepted into the shelter this quarter, with 950 Bednights provided.
Since the opening of Cas a de Paz in March 2005, we have provided shelter and services to 238 Women and 393 Children.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
The agency provided Thirty-two (32) presentations during this quarter. Two displays and twenty-four general presentations
were conducted. As a way to reach the local communities, we participated in five school presentations and one in-service
training. We were able to educate an additional 502 community members and leaders on the dynamics and other related
topics pertaining to domestic violence.
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~PR-13-2009

15:32 From:

_
TO:
FROM:

To:94133760

City Council Memorandum
HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL
.. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OEPARTMENT
PLANNING DIVISION

ITEM NO:
WARD: 2

S.uBJECT:

PROPOSAL OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY TO INITIATE ANNEXATION
PROCEEDINGS FOR THE ATTACHMENT TO THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT ANO THE DETACHMENT FROM THE
~ITY OF RIVERSIDE OF 17.32 ACRES WITHIN THE EXISTING RIGHT·OF-WAY
OF DAY STREET AND STATE HIGHWAY 60 LOCATED BOTH NORTH AND
SOUTH'OF STATE HIGHWAY 60 AND GENERALLY EAST OF DAY STREET

ISSUE:
The city of Moreno Velley is looking to control the ~aintenance and improvements of Day Street
north of State Highway 60 in the City of Riverside as they proceed with improvement of Ironwood
and Day Streets.
.
BECOMMENDATION:

That the City Council direct staff to work with the City of Moreno Valley and LAFCO to complete the
detachm(lnt annexation of the 17.32 acres of Caltrans and Day Street right-of-way.
BACts'GROUND:

'the City of Moreno V~lIey is proposing an annexation, including an attachment to Moreno Valley
and a ~etachm.ent from the City of Riverside of 17.32 acres to clean-up the boundaries between the
two cities in the proxiniity to the Day Street and State Route 60 Interchange (Attachment 1). rna
proposal will allow the City of Moreno Valley to control the maintenance and improvements of Day
Street .adjacent to land within the City of Moreno Valley. It will also create a clean City boundary for
the City of Riverside removing the Caltrans right-of-way (interchange) from the City of Riverside
boundaries.
.
FISCAL lrJiPAC1:

All of the iand within this proposed annexation is either in the street or Caltrans right-of-way. As
such, there will bel a minor savings In maintenance costs. In addition, there will be no loss of
"revenue since ·the land has no development potential.

MV00225605

APR-13-2009 15:32 From:

To: 9'H 33760

Council ~clnorDl\dum • P~8e 2

Prepared by:
Ken Gutierrez, Planning Director
Certifie·d as to availability
of funds:
Paul C. Sundeen, Assistant City Manager/CFOrrreasurer
Approved by:
Belinda J. Graham, Assistant City Manager
for Bradley J. Hudson, City Manager
Approved as· to fQrm: Gregory P. Priamos. City Attorney
Attachment: Map showing

th~

proposal
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R~-13-2009

15:32 From:

To: 9<1133760
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CITY COUHCIL
t40REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

Office of the Mayor

Diverse • Inclusive • CommiHed

09 APR \ 5 PM 2: 41
Date: April 16, 2009
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Robert G. Gutierrez
Council Members

April 10, 2009

FYI
The Honorable Richard Stewart, Mayor
Members of the City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Post Office Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92552

SUBJECT:

Annexation of Property Proximal to the Day Street/State Route 60
Interchange

Dear Mayor Stewart and Members of the City Council:
On Tuesday, April 14, 2009, the Riverside City Council will be considering a request from the
City of Moreno Valley to adjust the corporate boundaries between our two cities. A copy of the
staff report to the City Council is attached.
We are pleased to be able to assist the City of Moreno Valley with this proposal. The boundary
adjustment will clean up the property lines between the two jurisdictions and allow the City of
Moreno Valley greater control over this land.
We welcome the opportunity to be of assistance with this project, and look forward to working
with you on others in the future.

;:z:z'
____ L
I

Ronald O.
Mayor

tI.yv

L~e I

ROLljwh

3900 Main Street • Riverside, CA 92522 •

• www.riversideca.gav
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City Council Memorandum
'1111111111111111111111'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'111111111111111111111111111111111'1'1111111111111111111111111111111111111'11111'1111'1111111111111111111111'11

TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL

DATE: April 14, 2009

FROM:

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
PLANNING DIVISION

ITEM NO:
WARD: 2

S.UBJECT:

PROPOSAL OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY TO INITIATE ANNEXATION
PROCEEDINGS FOR THE ATTACHMENT TO THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT AND THE DETACHMENT FROM THE
CITY OF RIVERSIDE OF 17.32 ACRES WITHIN THE EXISTING RIGHT-OF-WAY
OF DAY STREET AND STATE HIGHWAY 60 LOCATED BOTH NORTH AND
SOUTH OF STATE HIGHWAY 60 AND GENERALLY EAST OF DAY STREET

ISSUE:
The City of Moreno Valley is looking to control the maintenance and improvements of Day Street
north of State Highway 60 in the City of Riverside as they proceed with improvement of Ironwood
and Day Streets.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the City Council direct staff to work with the City of Moreno Valley and LAFCO to complete the
detachment annexation of the 17.32 acres of Caltrans and Day Street right-of-way.

BACKGROUND:
The City of Moreno Valley is proposing an annexation, including an attachment to Moreno Valley
and a detachment from the City of Riverside of 17.32 acres to clean-up the boundaries between the
two cities in the proximity to the Day Street and State Route 60 interchange (Attachment 1). The
proposal will allow the City of Moreno Valley to control the maintenance and improvements of Day
Street adjacent to land within the City of Moreno Valley. It will also create a clean City boundary for
the City of Riverside removing the Caltrans right-of-way (interchange) from the City of Riverside
boundaries.

FISCAL IMPACT:
All of the land within this proposed annexation is either in the street or Caltrans right-of-way. As
such, there will be a minor savings in maintenance costs. In addition, there will be no loss of
revenue since the land has no development potential.

MV00225609

Council Memorandum. Page 2

Prepared by:
Ken Gutierrez, Planning Director
Certified as to availability
of funds:
Paul C. Sundeen, Assistant City Manager/CFOlTreasurer
Approved by:
Belinda J. Graham, Assistant City Manager
.
for Bradley J. Hudson, City Manager
Approved as to form: Gregory P. Priamos, City Attorney
Attachment: Map showing the proposal
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Us Conference of MaYors

MaYors Water Council I
I

. GlObal Water Crisis:
How It Could Affect Us Cities
."

November 2008
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US Conference of Mayors
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Mayors Water Counci,
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Ocean Dead Zones:
Impacts on Coastal Communities
November 2008
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en)' COUNCIL
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, '

'~OREHO VALLEY

• RECEIVED

Mayors Water. Coun~\~R -9

Pi'll:.

S~

Dear Mayor:
The Mayors Water Council' has prepared the enclosed three DVD's, each
containing a program session recorded at the 2008 Mayors Water Summit held in
November 2008. We are urging you to'view these programs and share
with,
your staff, and please broadcast them via your gov'emment access channels to let
your citizenshearmore about the important rol~waterand sewer services play iri
yourcommimity.

them

The 3 DVD',g cover the topics on:

1. "Water and Wastewater Carbon Footprint: Benchmarking and
Reductions"
Featuring the US Environmental Protection Agency's Energy
Star Program; and, public and private sector operators who have
, integrated renewable solar energy into water and sewer plants to
save money, reduc~ dependency on fossil fuels and decrease
Greenhouse G'as -Emissions. .

'i. "Ocean
Dead
Zones and Impacts on Co~stal Communities"
.
.
.
.
'

.

'Featuring the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
, Administration; and, ,Americap Rivers, the leading national'
organizatiori promoting healthy rivers~

'3. "Facing the Freshwater Crisis: Some Lessons for Local Officials"
The Keynote Speaker at the 2008 Mayors Water Summit,
Dr. Peter Rogers, Professor of Environmental Engineering'
at Harvard University, and a world-recognized expert on water
planning.

Sincerely,
Mayors Water Council

-------...
'"

~---.,---
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RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY c(i;Ot...._~'Y.>LC·PISTRICT
Moreno Valley Campus • Norco Campus • Rivers't e 'f.{\! s:~H~€ t)

09 JUN ,1 p~ 2.:

&e:e of the Chancellor

June 11, 2009

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 82552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart,

',I.f

•

Thank you for the invitation for me to be a guest in the
City of Moreno Valley's Annual Independence Day
Parade on Saturday, July 4, 2009. I am retiring on
June 30, 2009 and will be out-of-town after that date so
will be unable to participate.
Thanks again for the invitation and for thinking about
Riverside Community College District.

4800 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92506-1299 •

..
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UTi COUNCIL

:~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 APR - 2 PM 2: 13

Hello my name is Marcus Weatherspoon I'm
going to Chiii~rthis summer with Student.
A~bassadors to study the Chinese culture for 17
days. It cost 6,000.00 so I'm asking for
donations to help my mom with the expense. So
I can enjoy an experience of a lifetime.
Thank you,
In Advance
Marcus Weatherspoon
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sUPERIOR

GROCERS$

cITY

co UN Cil

i40RENO VALLE)
RECEIVED

09APR-2 PM 2: 09

March 30. 2009

Ms. Carroll D. Brown. fd. D.
Val Vordo Unmod !!t!hool District
975 W. Morgan ~troot
Porris. CA 92571
Rf:

!!up!!.fjor ikQCllrs

12th Annual Golf Toumamont Awardg B Banquof Dinnor
Doar Ms. Brown:
For tho past olovon yoars ~uporior Grocors has donatod ovor 1.5 million dollars to local schools.
pridos itsolf in contributing to tho oducation of childron. ospocially in tho communifios
that wo sorvo. To mako this possiblo. ~uporior holds an annual non-profit golf tournamont. Last
yoar a total of ~225.000 was distributod among fwonty-oighf schools within tho cifios whoro
~uporior storos aro locatod. Wo aro proud to announco that this yoar wo will donato to fhirlyono local schools ~7.500 oach.
~uporior

March Middlo !!Mool has ooan racommandod by tha City of Morono Valloy Mayor. Richard A.
~towarl. to 00 tho rocipiont of tho ~7.500 donation. Wo would like to invito you and a guost to
affond tho Awards Dinnor at Coto Do Cam Golf Club in Coto Do Cam. to accopt this donation on
Juno 8. 2009.
Ploaso noto that tho school's roprasontativo must bo prosant to rocoiva tho donation. Kindly
comploto tho affachad ~VP form and fax it to
. no lator than April 20. 2009.
{!!tJo onclO!:od map and dinnor information}.
If you havo any quostions ploaso fool £roo to contact mo at

~incoroly.

fmily M. Kayo
Oporations Administrator

cc: City of Morono Valk!y
1I0norablo Mayor Richard A. ~towarl

Super Center Concepts, Inc.
dba Superior Grocers
P.D.Box 4450
Cerritos, CA 90703

W'NW.superiorgrocers.com
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RECEIVED
1

2
3

Nathaniel Ashley
f)~ 1·1/~R
c/o 7107 Broadway AVE #277 '\,
Lemon Grove Ca [91945]
No Phone
No E-mail

30 pY
n

4: 31

UNITED STATES DISTR\CT COURT____--~_.?lEt,>;~Ty

4

SOUTHERN DISTRICT oFltALIF~RmA

5

~

,

6

'09 CV 0575 JM JM

7

Case No.

8

NATHANIEL ASHLEY

COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET
TITLE;" ACTION / Notice of

9

plaintiff

10

vs,
)

11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20

21

Pend~cy

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY )
AMERICAS , F/K/A BANKER TRUST
)
COMPANY Nominee Trustees,
)
Request for a Special Grand
FORMLY KNOWN AS MERITEC
Jury Investigation/ Indictment
MORTGAGE ,New Life Mortgage
OF Bogus Foreclosure
Service, AM TRUST. Bb\RK, _SAXOM~
Proceeding / after 5
MORTGAGE SERVICE,.,
Postponement of Sale/ Refusal
US BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
to Republished 90 days Notice
Prudential Reality,of Trustee Sale by third Party
First America Title,
Investors DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST
Successor and or Assign
COMPANY , F/K/A BANKER TRUST
Trustee Cal-Western RECOVEYANCE
COMPANY Nominee Trustees,
,former Trustor Lorena Bacon,
Their Assign or Successor if
Vexatious Proceeding, Without
living, if Deceased, his or her
Standing, Etc.

heirs and Unknown Claimant of
Interest in the Premise,
Adverse to Plaintiff Claiming
any Right, Title, Liens or
interest in the Real Property
described in the Complaint.

22
23

24

Defendant

25

26

27
28

COMPLAINT FOR QUIET TITLE
COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

Plaintiffs allege:

2
3

1.

4

simple of that certain real estate in San Diego

5

County, California Republic, a description of which is attached

6

hereto, made a part hereof, a labeled Schedule A & B.

The Plaintiffs they are the owners in fee
and Riverside

7

8

2.

9

believe, and upon such information and belief allege, that each

The Plaintiffs are credibly informed and

10

of the defendants herein above named or designated makes, or

11

during his or her lifetime made, some claim of lien, right or

12

title adverse to the estate of Plaintiffs in and to the real

13

estate, or a portion thereof, and is made a party Defendant

14

herein by name, as near as the same can be ascertained.

15
16

3.

17

believe, and upon such information and belief allege, that each

18

of the Defendants named herein was a corporation in the State of

19

California and do not have a place of business within the State

20

of

21

residents of a state other than the State of

The Plaintiffs are credibly informed and

California or that each of the Defendants named herein are
California.

22
23

4.

24

inquiry to ascertain whether each of the Defendants herein above

25

is living or dead, and if living, his or her place of business

26

or residence, and, if deceased, the names and places of

27

residence of his or her heirs, but such information is unknown

28

or uncertain and cannot be ascertained by them. Plaintiffs are

The Plaintiffs have made due search and

COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

credibly informed and believe, and upon such information and

2

belief allege, that each of such persons, if living, makes, or

3

if deceased, during his or her lifetime made; or if deceased,

4

his or her unknown heirs now make, the claim alleged in

5

paragraph 2 hereof; and that such Defendants are made parties

6

Defendant herein by name, if living; if deceased, their unknown

7

heirs, under the name and style as set forth in the title of

8

this case, and that constructive service of process only can be

9

obtained upon them.

10
11

5.

12

believe, and upon such information and belief allege, that there

13

are other persons unknown to the Plaintiffs who make the claim

14

alleged in paragraph 2 hereof. The Plaintiffs have made due

15

search and inquiry to ascertain the names, residences, or

16

whereabouts of such persons, but such information is unknown to

17

the Plaintiffs and cannot be ascertained by them. Such persons

18

have been made parties Defendant herein by the name and style of

19

"unknown claimants of interest in the premises adverse to the

20

Plaintiffs", and constructive service of process only can be

21

obtained upon theM.

Plaintiffs are credibly informed and

22
23

6.

24

adverse to the estate of the Plaintiffs in the real estate

25

herein described. This action is brought by the Plaintiffs to

26

quiet their title to all of the real estate against the claims

27

of each and all of the Defendants. Any claim or pretension of

28

any estate, right, title or interest in or to, or lien upon, the

Each of the Defendants herein named makes some claim

COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE! NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

premises herein above described, or any portion thereof, adverse

2

to the' estate of the Plaintiffs, by any of the Defendants herein

3

named or designated, or by any person claiming by, through, or

4

under the Defendant or any of them, is without foundation or

5

right, either in law or in equity.

6

7.

CHALLENGE UNDER TITLE 5 556 (D)

of Attorney at law, aka officer of the Court whom

7
8

acting as Spokesperson, in behalf of the Fictitious Defendants,

9

,Third Party Mortgage Investors, Vexatious Litigant to give

10

full disclosure pursuant to the' Freedom of information Act,

11

within 72 hrs The Burden of Proof of Ownership, Recorded Deed of

12

Trust/ Note Assignment to

13

Nominee

14

Battlefield, Waiver and be barred and forever estopped from

15

having or reclaiming any lien upon, or right, title or interest

16

in or to the real estate adverse to the estate of the Plaintiffs

17

further inquiry of

18

state law, against the plaintiff and

19

large

20

indictment, Etc.

21

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs pray for the establishment of their

22

estate in fee simple in and to third Parties Mortgage Investor

23

in behalf of loan Serving Company Commercial Dishonor (Bogus

24

Foreclosure after the 6 postponement/failed to Republished 90

25

day Notice of Sale/ Notice of Intent to Redeem Bond/ Post Full -

26

Settlement and Closure has been accepted for Value for said

27

amount of One Hundred Million DOllar per day ,against the

28

adverse claims of the Defendants, and each of them, and everyone

Trustees,

DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY

failure merit Abandonment, of the

operation under the color of office and
the general Public at

has a will be made by a Special Grand Jury Investigation/

COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

claiming by, through or under them, and that the Defendants, and
cla~ing

2

.each of them, and everyone

by, through or under them,

3

be barred and forever estopped from having or reclaiming any

4

lien upon, or right, title or interest in or to the real estate

5

adverse to the estate of the Plaintiffs, and that the title of

6

the Plaintiffs thereto in fee

7

at rest.

8

have service by publication upon all of the Defendants upon whom

9

personal service cannot be obtained, and for such other and

s~ple

be forever quieted and set

The Plaintiffs further pray that they be permitted to

10

further relief as the Plaintiffs are entitled to in the

11

premises,

12
13

PARTY OF INTEREST

14

Nathaniel Ashley at all time mention is known as the plaintiff

15

The Defendant at all time mention as third Party Mortgage
Investor:
DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS , F/K/A BANKER TRUST
COMPANY Nominee Trustees,
FORMLY KNOWN AS MERITEC MORTGAGE
,New Life Mortgage Service, AM TRUST BANK, SAXON MORTGAGE
SERVICE ,US BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, Prudential Reality,
First America Title, Successor and or Assign Trustee CalWestern RECOVEYANCE ,former Trustor Lorena Bacon,
Their Assign or Successor if living, if Deceased, his or her
heirs and Unknown Claimant of Interest in the Premise, Adverse
to Plaintiff Claiming any Right, Title, Liens or interest in the
Real Property described in the Complaint.

16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

CAVEAT NOTICE OF PENDENCY AND JOINDER OF

26

of Abatement of IN REM ADMIRALTY PROCEEDING

27
28

Cla~s,

and notice

cases no. (a)

and Riverside Superior Court small claims court
in rem admiralty proceeding cases number
COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

District Court case number listed in the above, Joinder is due

2

to all parties in interest are the same, etc.

3
4

na~ed

5

To the following

Defendants against whom constructive

6

service is sought to be obtained, to-wit:

7

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16

The following named Defendants by name,

1.

.

if living; if deceased, their unknown heirs:
DEUTSCHE BANK
TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS , F/K/A BANKER TRUST COMPANY Nominee
Trustees,
FORMLY KNOWN AS MERITEC MORTGAGE ,New Life Mortgage
Service, AM TRUST BANK, SAXON MORTGAGE SERVICE

US BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, Prudential Reality,
First America Title, Successor and or Assign Trustee CalWestern RECOVEYANCE ,former Trustor Lorena Bacon,
Their Assign or Successor if living, if Deceased, his or her
heirs and Unknown Claimant of Interest in the Premise, Adverse
to Plaintiff Claiming any Right, Title, Liens or interest in the
Real Property described in the Complaint.

17

18

19
20
21
22

,Adverse
to Plaintiff Claiming any Right, Title, Liens or interest in the
Real Property described in the Complaint ,
and all unknown claimants of interest in the premises
adverse to Plaintiffs.

23
24

2.'

25

of you, are hereby notified that.the Plaintiffs have commenced a

26

suit against you, and each of you, as Defendant in Case Number

27

Listed in the above, now pending in the U.S District Court of·

28

the

You, the above named Defendants, and each

COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

2

Southern District of San Diego sitting within and for the County

3

of

San Diego, by filing therein their verified Complaint.

4

,

5

3.

6

determine Priority Interest in

7

you, the Defendants and Challenge All third Parties Mortgage

8

Investors, Display the Burden of Proof ( Register Security)

9

Ownership Filed Recorded Assignment on the Original Deed of

That the general object of the suit is to
title of the Plaintiffs against

10

Trust and Note to

11

BANKER TRUST COMPANY Nominee

12

MERITEC MORTGAGE ,New Life Mortgage Service, AM TRUST BANK,

13

SAXON MORTGAGE SERVICE Notice of intent to Redeem CUSIP Bondi

14

Post Full Settlement and Closure

15

Request for Grand Jury Investigations I Indictment of All third

16

Parties Mortgage Investors

17

, F/K/A BANKER TRUST COMPANY Nominee

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS , F/K/A

Trustees,

FORMLY KNOWN AS

with 72 hrs

and Special

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS

Trustees,

FORMLY KNOWN

18

AS MERITEC MORTGAGE ,New Life Mortgage Service, AM TRUST BANK,

19

SAXON MORTGAGE SERVICE Bogus Foreclosure and Vexatious Procedure

20

, Against the public

21

property described as follows: Location at :24448 Mural Court,

22

Moreno Valley ca 92553

23

APN 482-311-010-2

24

at large and each of you; in and to the

included

Attachment A

25
26
27

28
COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE! NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

Together with all and singular the hereditaments and

2

appurtenances thereunto belonging and or in anywise

3

appertaining, and the reversion and reversions, remainder and

4

remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof;

5

That unless you, the said Defendant, and

6

4.

7

each of you, enter or cause to be entered your appearance in

8

said cause on or before the

9

Plaintiffs' Complaint will be rendered in said cause by default

10
11

2009, Judgment as prayed for in

against you, and each of you so failing to appear;
Jurisdiction of the Court of Quiet Title Act

12

Further CAVEAT JUDICIAL NOTICE

of Second Claim of Relief can be

13

only be Granted by (A): AB 1020 , New California Law, sign by

14

Governor Schwarzenegger , Clarifies Ownership: and further

15

mention that the Certificate of sale following forecloses does

16

not constitute a change of ownership, etc.

17

And (B) Judge Christopher A . Boyko of Federal

18

19

District Court in Cleveland dismissed 30 foreclosure cases in

20

Oct 2007, brought on behalf of Mortgage Investors, ruling

21

against

22

F/K/A BANKER TRUST COMPANY Nominee

23

MERITEC MORTGAGE

24

Claims )on the property they were attempt to seize.

25

Unification Act of 1964 (34 FRO) 325

the Plaintiffs DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS ,
Trustees,

FORMLY KNOWN AS

failed to show Proof of Ownership

(Proof of

26

27
28

COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

2

Mr. Justice Jackson

3
4
:'.

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

To the Extent that Admiralty procedure differs from civil
procedure, its is a Mystery
To most trial Appellate judges and non-specialist lawyer who
find himself sometime
To his surprise involved in a case cognizable on the
Admiralty" side of the court Administrative practice". Said Mr.
Justice Jackson is a unique system of substantive law
And procedure with which number of this Court are Singular
Deficient in Experience.
Black Diamond S.S Corp. Steward & Sons, 336 , 403, 69 S. Ct
622, 93 ,Led, 7547 (1949)

15
16

James Daniel Goods Supra Pg 496

17

18

Justice Kennedy Delivered the opinion of the court.

19

" The principle question presented is whether, in the absence

20

exigent circumstances, the Due Process Clause of the Fifth

21

Amendment prohibits the government in a civil forfeiture case

22

from seizing real property without first affording the owner

23

notice and opportunity to be heard. We hold that it does".

24

The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment guarantee

25

that "No person shall be Shall be deprived of life, liberty, or

26

property, without due process of law" Our precedents establish

27

the general rule that individual must received notice and the

28

opportunity to be heard before the Government deprives them of
COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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.

1

property. See United State v.$3,850,461 U.S. 555, 562 ,n 12, 103

2

S.Ct. 1983, 1995 , 32 L.E 556(1972) Sniadach v Family Finance

3

Corp. of Bay View, 395 U.S. 337, 342 , 89 S .. Ct. 1820,1823, 23

4

L.E.2d 349 (1969) Harian , J. Concurring)

5

Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, ·313 , 70 S . Ct 656 ,94

6

L . Ed 865 (1950).

; Mullane v. Central

7

8

The Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and Martime Claims

9

Has preserved two forms of retricted appearance ... Rule E(5)(a),,, and Rules E(8)

10

... The rule was fashion in order to avoid subjecting an in rem party( husband and
wife names) to the jursdiction of the court with referente to other claims for
which> Ouch process is not availabl~ or has not been served .... " U.S. Republic
Marine, Inc. 829 F. 2b 13992 p.1402

11

12
13

CIVIL PROCEDURE 16

14

15
16

Interstate Choice- of -Laws
Two DIfferent State Approaches to Choice of Laws (Conflicts of
Law)

17
18

19

1) lex loci delicti law of the place of the injury
2) Most Significant Relationship Test: which state has the most significant relationship
occurrence

20

21

and the parties involved (advocated by the Restatement (Second) of
Conflict

22

23
24
25
26

When there is no holding on point (or the holding is reasonably regarded
as obsolete), the court must devise a manner in which to determine what
state law would be if the states high court addressed the issue at hand. The
FDC may use intermediate-court decisions as persuasive data to determin
how the states highest court would decide if confronted with the question.
Also, if there is a priorfederal diversity case deciding the same issue of
state law, then the FDC is bound by that courts decision.

27

Federal Common Law
28

COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

2

3

Although Erie makes it dear that there is not any general federal common
law, there are still particular instances in which federal common law is
applied and the FDC is free to disregard state law in making judicial
interpretations. In most federal question cases, federal common law, not
state common law applies. For example:

4

5
6

1) Statutory construction of a federal statute.
2) Right to ignore state precedents if the statute serving as the basis for federal question
jurisdiction does not treat a problem at all, and the desirability of a uniform rule is plain.

7

8

3) Federal common law in interstate disputes

9

4} United States as a party

10

a) State common law is not automatically controlling

11

b) Voluntary adoption of the state rules is permitted.
12
13

14
15
16

5) Action with a state as a party
6) Federal common law will generally be applied to federal question issues between private
litigants unless the case is such that the FDC does not have expertise, in which case it will defer
to state law (e.g., the statutory meaning of children).
7) Conflicts between states.

17
18

Federal common law may also be used in diversity cases:

19

1) Defense based on federal law.

20

2) Balancing test" applied.

21
22

Sometimes the federal courts will borrow analogous state law where there is not any
federal law to fulfill the necessary purpose, e.g., the federal use of state long-arm statutes
and statutes of limitation.

23
24
25

26

28 Us.c. 1332 (the Diversity Statute):
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions where the matter
in ·controversy exceeds the sum or value of $50, 000, exclusive of interest and costs, and is
between

27

(1) citizens of different states;
28

(2) citizens of a State and citizens or subjects of a foreign state;
COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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1

2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17

18

1. citizens of different States and in which citizens or
subjects of a foreign state are additional parties; and
2. a foreign state, defined in 1603(a) of this title, as'
plaintiff and citizens of a State or of different States.
United States Constitution - Article III
Section 2. The judicial power shall emend to all cases, in law and equity,
arising under this Constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties
made, or which shall be made, under their authority; to all cases affecting
ambassadors, ocher public ministers, and consuls; to all cases of admiralty
and maritime jurisdiction, to controversies to which the United States shall
be a party; to controversies between two or more States, between a State
and citizens of another State, between citizens of different States, between
citizens of the same State claiming lands under grants of different States,
and between a State or the citizens thereof, and foreign states, citizens, or
subjects.
Strawbridge v. Curtiss: Congress intended for the diversity statute to apply only to
situations of Nathaniel Ashley complete diversity of Citizenship, i.e., no Plaintiff or
Defendant are citizens of the same state. Statutory law, rather than the Constitution, was
interpreted by the high Court. This way, if Congress wanted to change the intent of the
statute, it only had to pass a new Law, rather than a Constitutional amendment. Case of
subject-matter jurisdiction, not personal jurisdiction.
Wyman v. Newhouse: D was fraudulently induced to enter Florida for the sole purpose of
serving process. Default judgement against D relies upon the validity of process to
establish jurisdiction over the person. Process was obtained fraudulently, therefore
Florida Court does not have jurisdiction over Defendant. Default judgement is null and
void, and therefore unenforceable.

19
20

FRCP 8(a): Claims for Relief

21

1) Statement of grounds upon which the Courts jurisdiction depends.

22

2) Statement showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.

23

3) Demand for judgement for the relief that pleader seeks.
24
25

FRCP 8(e): Pleading to be Concise and Direct; Consistency.

26

1) Pleading shall be simple, concise and direct.

27

2) No technical forms are required.

28
COMPLAINT ACTION TO QUIET TITLE/ ·NOTICE OF PENDENCY
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'

1

2
3
4
5
6

Conley v. Gibson FRCP 8(a) states that a pleading which sets forth a claim for relief shall
contain a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to
relief. NRAB lacks exclusive jurisdiction. FDC erred in this respect. Supreme Court went
• on to say that the complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless it
appears beyond doubt that the P can prow no set offacts in support of/us claim which
would entitle him to relief.
The task of the Supreme Court was to take the broad-based language of the FRCP and devise a
standard under which the sufficiency of a pleading could be determined.

7

8

Two standards are applied.
9

10

1) Specificity standard- must give the defendant fair notice what
the plaintiffs claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.

11

12
13

2) Substantive standard - claim should not be dismissed unless it
appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts to
support his claim which would entitle him to relief.

14

15
16

17

18
19
20

21
22

23
24

Verification
I Nathaniel Ashley Attest and declared that the above information listed that the third parties
defendants has No Standing, and the Bogus foreclosures one date before the Original notice of
sale, is null and void, and all name defendants failed to Display the Burden of Proof of
Ownership, and the (burden of Proof of Claim of Conditional Acceptance and Negative
Averments, Notary Protest of Commercials Dishonor of Notice of intent! Post Full Settlement
and Closure that the Only Loan was Register Security )what standing the third Parties Mortgage
Investors, and I further gives Caveat Notice How a Claim of Relief can be Granted? only under
the Security and Exchange Commission and Guidelines of United Nation Commission of
International Trade, Request of Special Grand Juries Investigations, Violations of the 4th
amendment Rights to Property and Due Process of Law, and Equal Protections, and any
h
mentions of All Right Reserved under the t amendment Rule of the Common law in a Article
III Court Proceeding, any mention of Right to test the Validity of the Bogus Foreclosure
Proceeding , after the 6 postponement and Refused to Republished according to the code of
Civil Proceeding ,should be view as true and correct also.

25

26
27

28
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, May 26,20094:10 PM

To:

'May, Tia'

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject: Kid's Enterprise - Towngate Elementary School

Good Afternoon:
Mayor Stewart advised he is available on the following dates at ~.m. to meet with
th:e students at Towngate Elementary to be interviewed for Kid's Enterprises.
Mon, June 1
lhurs, June 4
Mon, June 8
Wed, June 10
I apologize for taking so long. I'm hoping that one of these dates will work before the
end of the school year.
Thanks
Cindy

Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.org
w: Www.moval.org

5/26/2009
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Richard Stewart
From:

Cindy Miller [cindym@moval.orgj

Sent:

Friday, May 22, 20094:00 PM

To:

Richard Stewart; Richard Old Domain

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject: Kid's Enterprise - Towngate Elementary School

I'm following-up on Gwyn Paschal-Hammond's request on behalf of Kid's
Enterprise for you to be interviewed by the students at Towngate Elementary
School. Please advise a date(s) at 11:30 a.m. you are available to speak with the
students.
Contact: Tia May, Assistant Principal
tmy_@mvusd.net
... thanks

Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor I City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
P.O. Box 88005

Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.org

w: www.moval.org

5/26/2009
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KID'S ENTERPRISE
22541 Bay Ave
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553
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Moreno Vatley City Council
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92663
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Dear Mayor
You already know about Kid's Enterprise. It was twenty years ago, 1989 that Kid's Enterprise was organized
for low income and at risk children in the Edgemont section of Moreno Yalley. Edgemont is located on the south
west end of Moreno Yalley and has a very large Hispanic and African-American population.
Out goal is to be instrumental in teaching our children due process of law. Our program is of
Edgemont elementary school and we have now added Town Gate elementary school. The new school
In our community.

We have had an opportunity to interview our congresswoman Ms. Mary Bono.
Our Assemblyman John Benoit. Past Senator Brulte, Congressman Ed Royce. Congresswoman Jane Harmon,
congresswoman Lucille Rayal-Allard and also past Secretary of State Mr. Bill Jones. Our Judges Federal and State.
Locally .We have interviewed our Supervisors, past and present. Past Superintendents of our county schools Dr.
David Long and our present superintendent Mr. Keno Young. . Please come and help us celebrate twenty years of
serving our chiidren.[Tile' children would like to inten:iew_~~. They would like to interview you for our Spring
addition. Please come and be our guest and come to our school. and celebrate twenty years with Kid's
Enterprise. Please let the children hear from you soon. Thank you.

'd'S Enterprisel

~ /t
(I

l ,/

;£U . ~(--., -~--

Gwyn 4.tnmondIDrrector
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, May 26, 20094:10 PM

To:

'May, Tia'

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay

Subject: Kid's Enterprise - Towngate Elementary School

Good Afternoon:
Mayor Stewart advised he is available on the following dates at 11:30 a.m. to meet with
the students at Towngate Elementary to be interviewed for Kid's Enterprises.

I apologize for taking so long. I'm hoping that one of these dates will work before the
end of the school year.

Thanks
Cihdy

Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindym@moval.org
w: )NWW.moval.org

5/27/2009
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KID"S ENTERPRISE
22541 BAY AVE.
MORENO VALLEY, CA. 92553
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vCJl; VeY~ Unified I.,~~~~r~strict
975 W Morgan Street

• Perris, CA 92571

RECEIVED
•

09 MAR 23 PM 2: 41
"No Excuses"

BOARD OF EDUCATION:
Fredy R. De Leon, J.D.
Stacey L. Guzman

March 19, 2009

Marla D. Kirkland
Wraymond Sawyerr
D. Shelly Yarbrough

Carroll Brown, Ed.D.
Superintendent

David Marshall
Deputy Superintendent
Education Services &
Human Resources

Vicki Butler
Director, Special Education

Robert Nichols
Assistant Superintendent
Secondary Education

Patricia Ralphs
Administrator,
Human Resources

Norman Towels, Ph.D.
Assistant Superintendent
Student Services

Mike Boyd
Deputy Superintendent
Business Services

David Bazan
Director,
In/ormation Technology

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
-- -'- Post Office-Box88005----- -..--- -. '--'
Moreno Valley, California 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I would like to thank you for recommending March Middle
School in the Val Verde Unified School District as a recipient of
a Superior Super Warehouse $7,500 donation.
In light of the current economic conditions, our schools need
community support.
We are excited to have been
recommended and hope you will have an opportunity to visit
not only March Middle School, but anyone of our schools to see
for yourself the great things happening in Val Verde.

On behalf of March Middle School and the Val Verde Unified
School District, we thank you.
Sincerely,

Michael Bazan
Director, Risk Management

Todd Butcher
Director,
Maintenance & Operations

San dee Hackett
Director, Facilities

Carroll D. Brown, Ed.D.
Superintendent

Robert Quanstrom
Director, Food Services

".

Stacy Strawderman
Director,
Purchasing/ Warehouse
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Daniel J. Marshall

President 2008-2009
Moreno Valley Morning Rotary Club
District 5330
14305 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Ph: (
DMarshall@MarshalisAppraisals.com

-.
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Tn€: 4- Way.Test
Of the things we think, say, or do:
I. Is it the TRUTH?
2. Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3. Will it build GOODWILL and
BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?
4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?
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'Make I1leaIn8 Real

March 9, 2009

I

The Honorable Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

C~: mv-o'SL12.- 3CV L 9
b.L.\C.I"-~

P()\ .... ~

Dear Mayor Stewart,
On behalf of the Moreno Valley Morning Rotary Club, I would like to invite you to
be the guest speaker at one of our meetings. Meetings are held on Wednesday
mornings at Coco's Restaurant, 24949 Sunnymead Boulevard, at 7:00 a.m. You,
would be scheduled to speak at approximately 7:20 a.m. and we respectfully request
you limit the presentation to no more than 25 minutes.
or my cell phone,
Please have your staff call me at my office,
to schedule a date you are available. Our club looks forward to hearing
your presentation regarding the City of Moreno Valley.

Sincerely,

. --

~all'

President
Moreno Valley Morning Rotary Club

DJM:slm

Moreno Valley Morning Rotary
14305 Corporate Way, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 . ~

I
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C:Uy COUNCIL

i'~ORENO VALLE'!'
Date: March 12, 2009
RECEIVED
From: Richard A. Stewart
To: Robert G. Gutierrez
Barry Foster
09 M~R 12 PM I: 50
Cduncil Members
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

~~

THE SECRETARY

FYI.

WASHINGTON. DC 20410-0001

March 6, 2009
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I am pleased to infonn you that the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
has allocated $10.1 billion, made available through the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) (Public Law 111-5) signed into law by President Obama on
February 17,2009.
This letter provides the allocations from the Recovery Act for the following programs
administered by the Department: Community Development Block Grants; Public Housing
Capital Fund; Lead Hazard Reduction; Section 8 Project-Based Rental Assistance; Homelessness
Prevention Fund; and Tax Credit Assistance. These programs provide funding for housing,
community and economic development, and assistance for low- and moderate-income persons
and special populations across the country.
Table 1 .reflects the level of funding directly available for those programs in your
community. Table 2 identifies funding available through other partners in your community, and
finally, Table 3 identifies the allocation provided to your state for which you may apply:

Table 1 - Grants awarded directly to your community

Grant Amount
$479,292
Homelessness Prevention Fund

$732,872

Lead Hazard Reduction

$0

www.hud.gov

I------~------,~--------------------

espanol.hud.gov

MV00225657

Table 2 - Gran ts awarded to partners in your community
Recovery Act 0if 2009 Program

Percent of Units in
Your Communi
0%

Grant Amount

Public Housing Capital Fund*

$0

Section 8 Projec t-Based Rental Assistance**

$0

f .'

..

1

~;

:,,'

~

.
"j"

~,

"oi,

'

./~.: ~ti.:~'~~~;)~·· .

Lead Hazard Reduction Grant
*Some housing aut horities serve areas larger than the city or county. The Grant Amount reflects the total grant to
the housing authori ty(ies), and Percent of Units in Your Community reflects the percent of its (their) public housing
units that are in yo ur community.
**The Project-Base d Rental Assistance reflects the funding needed to meet the Federal Government's contractual
obligation with proj ect-based owner(s).

Table 3 - Gran ts awarded to the state. Partners in your community might be able to apply
for these funds.
Recovery Act oj
Tax Credit Assi stance

Grant Amount
$325,877,114

Additional competitive funding will become available in the near future for the
Neighborhood Stabilization Program, the Public Housing Capital Fund Program (renovation and
energy conservation), and the Section 8 Project-Based Rental Assistance Program (energy
conservation).
Investments made with Recovery Act funds must be efficient, effective, and without
waste, fraud, or abuse. To this end, the Recovery Act requires unprecedented levels of
transparency, oversight, and accountability - measures that HUn rigorously will enforce.
Effective performance measurement and accountability are crucially important in all formula
grant programs, and it is essential that HUD have complete performance data to report to
President Obama, the Congress, and the American people. Your dedication to complete accurate
reporting of pernormance measurement data will be necessary to demonstrate the effectiveness of
your investments specifically, and of HUD formula grant programs and the Recovery Act at
large. To ensure transparency and accountability for Recovery Act investments, public reports
will be disclosed through a central website, www.Recovery.gov, and through HUD's Recovery
website, www.h ud.gov/recovery.
Local go vernments nationwide are grappling with effects of the current economic
challenge. The timely expenditure of Recovery Act funds being announced in this allocation, in
addition to the competitive funds that will be made available in the near future, are targeted to
help communi tie s and families recover from the economic situation. Furthermore, many ofthese
Recovery Act funds make it possible for communities to reap the three benefits of energy
retrofitting: the creation of local green jobs, utility cost savings, and a reduction in carbon
emissions. HUn strongly encourages its grantees to focus on this opportUnity.

2

MV00225658

As with all HUD Recovery Act programs, your community has HUD's commitment to be
as flexible as possible to help communities such as yours address local needs in the most
effective manner.
I look forward to establishing a partnership to help strengthen your community for years
to come. HUD is always available to help you implement your programs effectively. If you or
your staff have any questions, please contact your local HUD Field Office.
Sincerely,

Shaun Donovan

·3
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COUNCIL

)40RENO VALLEY
RECElVED
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06 March 2009

d?~' /
NOTICE OF DANGER TO PUBLIC SAFETY

'Cem-*
fYl II -()7 'Ilf-~5wG

City of Moreno Valley California
Attn:
Robert A. Stewart, Mayor
Robin N Hastings. Dist. 3
14177 Fredrick Street
Moreno Valley. California 92552

City of Moreno Valley. California Police Department
Attn:
John Anderson. Chief
Fax. 951.486-6705
, County of Riverside
Department of Animal Services
Attn:
Robert Miller, Director

Stnte of California
Dept ofFish and Game
Regional Office District 6
The Honorable Congresswoman of the 45 111 District
Many Bono Mack
This intent of this communication is to notify City, County and S1llte officials of a danger to public safety
that has been reported to local animal Control and the Moreno ValJey Police Department with no resolve.
The area involved is between Ironwood Avenue on the North, Hemlock Street on the South, Heacock on
the West and Nita Drive 00 the East in the 'City of Moreno Valley California:
'
The problem is a den of Coyotes that have' taken residence in the field for approximately two years, In the ,
past they have been of little concern, but in the last few months have become aggressive. They now roam
the neighborhood killing cats and an occasional dog.
In February of this year the large onc stalked behind an man walking his two dogs East on Ironwood Ave.
On another occasion I saw the animal stalk a young boy walking down Ironwood Ave on his way borne
from school.
The large Coyote has been in my front yard. on thee occasions that! know o~ and in the neighbors yard
also,
On March'SIll of this year the large Coyote went up the west side of my yard at approximately 8:00 p.m. and
growled at my daughter-in-law who was riding a stationary bike about 8 foot away on the patio. It then
jwnped on a riding lawn mower and attempted to jwnp the fence into the back yard. My daughter-in-law

MV00225660

Ma'r

q,s

09 11: 02a

pop

p, 1

p'

started yelling at the animal and it jumped back down. The Moreno Valley Police Departtnent was called,
but by the time the officer arrived, the animal was gone.
I don't like calling the police department, as it's not there job. Animal Control has told us they can do
nothing co resolve the situation and they would report it to Fish and Game ..

Do we have to have a small child or other person attacked or killed before the situation is resolved.
This is notice to all powers Co be, that I ~iIl take all precautions to protect and defend my family from any
further attacks from this animal. Notice is hereby given to the City of Moreno Valley that if harm or death
of my family members results from this situation that legal action will follow.

Respectfully
Clifford D. Flint
24140 Ironwood Ave.
Moreno Valley, California 92557

MV00225661
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Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA '92553
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Dear Mayor stewart,
Our office receives many questions from the public and various
organizations asking if certain gambling-type fundraisers are legal. In an effort
to answer some of the most frequently asked questions, we have provided the
attached Charitable Gaming Advisory to give you some guidance on the issue.
The most often asked question is whether a raffle can be conducted to
raise money for some event, or for an individual who has suffered some tragedy.
The Advisory lays out the very limited circumstances under which a raffle may
be conducted and the requirements necessary to conduct a legal one.
Please feel free to distribute this Charitable Gaming Advisory as needed.
Do not hesitate to contact us if you have questions. Please direct your inquiries
to Chief Deputy District Attorney Dianna Carter.
It is an honor to serve as your District Attorney.
Very truly yours,

Kut9
ROD PACH"ECO
District Attorney

4075 MAIN STREET. RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

MV00225663

OFFICE OF

THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
ROD PACHECO

DIANNA CARTER
CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT AnDRNEY
DIVISION IV - SPS

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
SPECIAL PROSECUTIONS
SECTION

STEPHANIE WEISSMAN
SUPERVISING DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
DIVISION IV - SPS I

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

CHARITABLE GAMBLlN.G
2009. ;;

T

he Riverside County District Attorney'siOffice,.:Special.
Prosecutions Section (SPS),is providing' this Advisory .. ,
in response to recent questions concerning·the ....
lawfulness of charitable gambling fundraisers ..
ADVICE:~'It

is the view,of'this Office.thanhe.legality.of a
charity gambling fundraisermust be determ[nedon a case.
by case basis. Although general guidelines may be
surmised from the examples discussed in this Advisory, the
many variants of charitable gambling require an individual
review of particular circumstances.

RAFFLES
LEGISLATION: Under California law, all lotteries are illegal
with few exceptions. (Cal. Const., art. IV § 19, subd. (a);
Pen. Code, § 320.) Raffies qualify as unlawful lotteries by
possessing the elements of prize, distribution by chance and
consideration.' While a narrow exception to this general
prohibition does exist for charitable raffies, it extends only to
certain types of non-profit organizations that have fully
complied with applicable laws.
The exception for charitable raffies, contained in article IV,
section 19, subdivision (D oUhe state Constitution, resulted
from the passage of Proposition 17 in 2000. As
implemented in Penal Code,section~320.5i the amendments'
author, Senator McPherson, intended to reniedy the difficult
choice that police and prosecutors face when they have
knowledge of a charitable raffie, which is "[s)hutting down a
legitimate, albeit illegal fundraiser, or "looking the other way"
and not enforCing the criminal law." (Senator Bruce
McPherson, letter to Senate Daily Journal, Aug. 31, 2000.)
DISCUSSION: The following are typical question's which
have been submitted .to the OfficeJor direction.

1

See California Gasoline Retailers V. Regal Petroleum Corp. (1958)
50 Cal.2d 844, 851.

Question:-WoLilda'raffie:conductedbya public..
governmental'agency to benefit.an ill employee be legal?
Answer: No. Penal·Code.section 320.5. 'allows charitable
raffies~ to'be'coriducted:only:by private;' nonprofit
organizationsexempt'from taxation::under Revenue and'
Taxation'Code :sections: 23701 (labor, agricultural, or
horticultural organizations other than cooperative
organizations); 23701b (fraternal orders); 23701d
(corporations, community chests or trusts operating
exclusively for religious, charitable or educational purposes);
23701e (business leagues, chambers of commerce);
23701f (civic leagues, social welfare organizations or local
employee organizations); 23701g (social organizations);
23701 k (religious or apostolic corporations);
237011 (domestic fraternal societies); 23701t (homeowners'
associations); and 23701w (veteran's organizations). (Pen.
Code, § 320.5, subd. (c).) A governmental agency would
not be eligible for the exemption and would be holding an
unlawful lottery.

a

Question: Would it be legal for a business to give away free
prize tickets as a promotional scheme to increase
patronage?
Answer: Yes. As discussed in California Gasoline Retailers
V. Regal Petroleum Corp. (1958) 50 Cal.2d. 8.44, the lack of
the element of consideration prevents such a promotion
from constituting.a lottery, provided that receipt of a ticket
was independent of any purchase .of merchandise or
service.
Question:'1 own an "eligible organization" within the
meaning of Penal Code.section.320.5, subdivision (c) and
want to hold a raffie. What else is required to come into
compliance?
Answer: Eligible organizations are required to register with
the Attorney General's Registry of Charitable Trusts. (Pen.
Code, § 320.5, subd. (h)(1).) This involves submitting a form

MV00225664

and paying a nominal fee. Prior to holding the raffle, you
must receive written confirmation from the Attorney
General's Office, which may take up to 60 days. You are
also required to file a disclosure report for each raffle,
anytime after the raffle was held but before Sept. 1 of that
registration period. No individual, corporation, partnership,
or other legal entity can hold a financial interest in the
conduct of a raffle, except the eligible organization that is
authorized to conduct that raffle. (Pen. Code, § 320.5, subd.
(g).) Any person who receives compensation in connection
with the operation of the raffle must be an employee of the
eligible organization that is conducting the raffle, and in no
event may compensation be paid from revenues required to
be dedicated to beneficial or charitable purposes. (Pen.
Code, § 320.5, subd. (d).) Additionally, 90% of all raffle
revenue must be used for charitable purposes or programs.
(Pen. Code, § 320.5, subd. (b)(4)(A).) The raffle must not be
conducted or advertised online, save that it may be
announced on the website of the organization conducting
the raffle. (Pen Code, § 320.5, subd. (h)(1 ).)

Penal Code § 324 - Every person who insures or re6eives"'"'t .
any consideration for insuring for or against the drawing of
any ticket in any lottery whatever, whether drawn or to be
drawn within this State or not, or who receives any valuable
consideration upon any agreement to repay any sum, or
deliver the same, or any other property, if any lottery ticket
or number of any ticket in any lottery shall prove fortunate or
unfortunate, or shall be drawn or not be drawn, at any
particular time or in any particular order, or who promises or
agrees to pay any sum of money, or to deliver any goods,
things in action, or property, or to forbear to do anything for
the benefit of any person, with or without consideration,
upon any event or contingency dependent on the drawing of
any ticket in any lottery, or who publishes any notice or
proposal of any of the purposes aforesaid, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.
Penal Code § 325 - All moneys and property offered for sale
or aistribution in violation of any of fhe 'p'rovisions of this
chapter are forfeited to the state, and may be recovered by
information filed, or by an action brought by the Attorney
General, or by any district attorney, in the name of the state.
Upon the filing of the information or complaint, the clerk of
the court must issue an attachment against the property
mentioned in the complaint or information, which attachment
has the same force and effect against such property, and is
issued in the same manner as attachments issued from the
superior courts in civil cases.

PENALTIES: The following are relevant Penal Code
sections for illegal raffles.
Penal Code § 320 - Every person that contrives, prepares,
sets up, proposes, or draws any lottery, is guilty of a
misdemeanor. 2
Penal Code § 321 - Every person that sells, gives, or in any
manner whatever, furnishes or transfers to or for any other
person any ticket, chance, share, or interest, or any paper,
certificate, or instrument purporting or understood to be or to
represent any ticket, chance, share, or interest in, or
depending upon the event of any lottery, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

Penal Code § 326 - Every person that lets, or permits to be
used, any building or vessel, or any portion thereof, knowing
that it is to be used for setting up, managing, or drawing any
lottery, or for the purpose of selling or disposing of lottery
tickets, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Penal Code § 532c - Any person, firm, corporation or co
partnership who knowingly and designedly offers or gives
with winning numbers at any drawing of numbers or with
tickets of admission to places of public assemblage, any lot
or parcel of real property and charges or collects-fees-in
connection with the transfer thereof, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

Penal Code § 322 - Every person who aids or assists, either
by printing, writing, advertising, publishing, or otherwise in
setting up, managing, drawing any lottery, or in selling or
disposing of any ticket, chance, or share therein, is guilty of
a misdemeanor.
Penal Code § 323 - Every person who opens, sets up, or
keeps, by himself or by any other person, any office or other
place for the sale of, or for registering the number of any
ticket in any lottery, or who, by printing, writing, or otherwise,
advertises or publishes the setting up, opening, or using of
any office, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

2

BINGO
LEGISLATION: Article IV, section 19, subdivision (c) of the
state Constitution provides an exception for charitable bingo
games to the general lottery prohibition. Under it, cities and
counties may enact ordinances allowing for charitable bingo,
pursuant to the provisions of Penal Code section 326.5.

The Court has held that this crime is a 'general intent crime' not
requiring specific knowledge of the illegality of the act. (People v.
Jones (1964) 228 Cal.App.2d 74 [39 Cal.Rptr. 302].) It is only required
that one possess '[k]nowledge of facts regarding the operation of the
game, which facts would make it a lottery, not a knowledge of its
illegality.' (People v. Settles (1938) 29 Cal.App.2d Supp. at p. 785.)

DISCUSSION: The following are typical questions which
have been submitted to the Office for direction.

2
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,Que~tion:

What kinds of organizations can hold charitable

All other organizations must keep all proceeds derived frorn
a bingo game in a special fund or account to be used for
charitable purposes except as follows: proceeds may be
used for prizes; a portion may be used for property rental or
overhead; proceeds may be used to pay license fees. (Pen.
Code, § 326.5, subd. (k).)

bingo?
Answer: Penal Code section 326,5, subdivision (a) allows
charitable bingo to be conducted by mobilehome park
associations, senior citizen organizations and organizations
exempt from bank and corporation tax under the following
Revenue and Taxation Code sections: 23701a (labor;
agricultural, or horticultural organizations other than '
cooperative organizations); 23701 b (fraternal
orders); 23701d (corporations, community chests ,or trusts
operating exclusively for religious, charitable or educational
purposes); 23701e (business leaguesjchambers of
commerce); 23701f (civic leagues, social welfare
organizations or local employee organizations); 23701g
(social organizations); and 237011 (domestic fraternal
societies).

No person is allowed to participate in a bingo game, unless
they ,are physically present at the time and place in which
the bingo game is being conducted ..(Pen. Code, § 326.5,
subd.(m).)
The total value. of the prized awarded 'during the conduct of
any bingo games is not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars
($250) in cash or kind, or both, for each separate game
which is held. (Pen. Code, §326.5; subd. (n).)

PENALTIES: The following are relevant sections for
violations of Penal Code section 326:5.

Question: What is required of an eligible organization for
compliance?

Penal Code § 326.5(b) -It is a misdemeanor for any person
to receive or pay a profit, wage, or salary from any bingo
game authorized by Section 10 of Article IV of the State
Constitution. Security personnel employed by the
organization conducting the bingo game may be paid from
the revenues of bingo games, as provided in subdivisions U)
and (k).

Answer: While the organization must review city or county
codes for particular bingo licensing and gaming
requirements, the following sections apply to all charitable
bingo games:
It must be open to the public and not just to the members of
the authorized organization. (Pen. Code, § 326.5, subd. (g).)

Penal Code § 326.5(c) - A violation of subdivision (b) shall
be punishable by a fine not to exceed ten thousand dollars
($10,000), which fine is depOSited in the general fund of the
city, county, or city and county that enacted the ordinance
authorizing the bingo game. A violation of any proviSion of
this section, other than subdivision (b), is a misdemeanor.

Minors are not allowed to participate. (Pen. Code, § 326.5,
subd. (e).)
The game must be conducted on property owned or leased
by the organization or whose use is donated to the
organization, and which property is used by that
organization for an office or for performance of the purposes
for which the organization is organized. (Pen. Code, § 326.5,
subd. (D.)
The game must be operated and staffed only by members of
the_au.thoriz~d_organizati.OIJ. wh iGb ..Organ.ized.1t. _J,hgse
members are not to receive a profrt, wage, or salary from
any bingo game. Only the organization authorized to
conduct a bingo game shall operate such a game, or
participate in the promotion, supervision, or any other phase
of a bingo game. (Pen. Code, § 326.5, subd. (h).)

CASINO NIGHTS
This subject was already addressed by the Office of the
Attorney General, Division of Gambling Control, whose
findings werepeatbelow.3

LEGISLATION: Enacted under Business and Professions
Code section 19986 and effective since January 1, 2007, AB
839 allows eligible nonprofit organizations to hold charity
casino night fundraisers using.controlled games. 4

No individual, corporation, partnership, or other legal entity,
except the organization authorized to conduct a'bingo game;'
shall hold a financial interest in the conduct of each bingo
game. (Pen. Code,§326.5, subd. (i).)

3
4

Organizations exempt under Revenue and Taxation Code
section 23701d are required to keep all profits derived from
bingo games in a special fund or account which will not be
commingled with any other fund or account. (Pen. Code, §
326.5, subd. 0).)

Division of Gambling Control, Law Enforcement Advisory Number 8,
'Poker Night Fundraisers' June 15, 2007.
Controlled games are defined under Penal Code section 337j,
subdivision (e)(1) as ' ... any poker or pai gow game, and any other
game played with cards or tiles, or both, and approved by the
Division of Gambling Control, and any game of chance, including
any gaming device, played for currency, check, credit, or any other
thing of value that is not prohibited and made unlawful by statute or
local ordinance.'

3
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against the provisions of this chapter, and every offi~er' . .......
refusing or neglecting so to do, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

DISCUSSION: Nonprofit organizations and suppliers of
gambling equipment and lor services for such fund raising
events must submit an application for registration to the
Division of Gambling Control for approval. This new law
establishes limitations on each fund raising event, including
but not limited to, each eligible nonprofit organization can
host one fund raiser per any calendar year using controlled
games, each event will be limited to no more than five
consecutive hours, no more than four fund raisers may occur
at the same location, no cash prizes or wagers may be
awarded, individual prizes must not exceed a cash value of
$500, and total value of prizes awarded must not exceed a
cash value of $5,000. Additionally, no one under the age of
21 is allowed to participate at these fundraising events.

Penal Code § 337j(a) - It is unlawful for any person, as
owner, lessee, or employee, whether for hire or not, either
solely or in conjunction with others, to do any of the following
without having first procured and thereafter maintained in
effect all federal, state, and local licenses required by law:
(1) To deal, operate, carry on, conduct, maintain, or expose
for play in this state any controlled game.
(2) To receive, directly or indirectly, any compensation or
reward or any percentage or share of the revenue, for
keeping, running, or carrying on any controlled game.

Question: What kinds of organizations can hold a casino
night fund raiser?

(3) To manufacture, distribute, or repair any gambling
equipment within the boundaries of this state, or to receive,
directly or indirectly, any compensation or reward for the
manufacture, distribution, or repair of any gambling
equipment within the boundaries of this state.

Answer: Business and Professions Code section 19986,
subdivision (h) allows casino nights to be conducted by
organizations that have been qualified to do business in
California for three years prior to conducting controlled
games and are exempt from taxation under Revenue and
Taxation Code sections: 23701a (labor, agricultural, or
horticultural organizations other than cooperative
organizations); 23701 b (fraternal orders); 23701 d
(corporations, community chests or trusts operating
exclusively for religious, charitable or educational purposes);
23701e (business leagues, chambers of commerce);
23701f (civic leagues, social welfare organizations or local
employee organizations); 23701g (social organizations);
23701 k (religious or apostolic corporations);
237011 (domestic fraternal societies); and 23701w (veteran's
organizations).

Penal Code § 337j(b) - It is unlawful for any person to
knowingly permit any controlled game to be conducted,
operated, dealt, or carried on in any house or building or
other premises that he or she owns or leases, in whole or in
part, if that activity is undertaken by a person who is not
licensed as required by state law, or by an employee of that
person.
Penal Code § 337j(c) - It is unlawful for any person to
knowingly permit any gambling equipment to be
manufactured, stored, or repaired in any house or building or
other premises that the person owns or leases, in whole or
in part, if that activity is undertaken by a person who is not
licensed as required by state law, or by an employee of that
person.

Question: How are revenues from the event required to be
used?

Penal Code § 337j(d) - Any person who violates, attempts to
violate, or conspires to violate this section shall be punished
by imprisonment in a county jail for not more than one year
or by a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars ($10,000),
or by both imprisonment and fine. A second offense of this
section is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail for a
period of not more than one year or in the state prison or by
a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or by
both imprisonment and fine.

Answer: Business and Professions Code section 19986
requires that 90% of gross revenues go to the nonprofit
organization. Compensation cannot be paid from revenues
required to go directly to the nonprofit for the benefit of
which the fundraiser is conducted, and no more than 10% of
gross receipts may be paid as compensation to the entity
conducting the fund raiser for the nonprofit. If the nonprofit is
required to rent a facility for the event, the fee will not be
included when determining compensation. An organization
may use funds from other sources to pay for the
administration or other costs of conducting the fund raiser.

If you have further questions or concerns about charitable
gambling, please refer to the Office of the Attorney General,
Division of Gambling Control's website, located at
htto://ag.ca.gov/gambling.

PENALTIES: The following are relevant Penal Code
sections relating to controlled games.
Penal Code § 335 - Every district attorney, sheriff, or police
officer must inform against and diligently prosecute persons
whom they have reasonable cause to believe offenders

4
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
PO BOX 88005
MORENO VALLEY,CA 92552-0805
Board of Directors
Presldellt
Ronald W. Sullivan
Vice Presldellt
alld Treasurer
Joseph J. Kuebler, CPA
Philip E. Paule
Randy A. Record
David J. Slawsori

Board Secretary
Rosemarie V. Howell
General Manager
Anthony). Pack
Director of tI,e
Metropolitan Water
District ofSo. Calif.
Randy A. Record
Legal Coullsel
Redwine and Sherrill

Dear Customer:
Subject: Non-compliance Settlement Charges for Plan Check No. 125.00
This letter helps explain the enclosed statement, which compares the monthly water
usage for your landscape metered· account(s) with established water budget, along with
the tiered non-compliance settl.ement charges pertaining to your 2008 water usage. The
non-compliance settlement charge tiers are assessed based on actual water usage that
exceeds the AnnOalnilaximum Allowable Water Budget (AMAWB), or the calculated
water budget based on actual ~vapotransp!ration, whichever is highest.
In 2008, all of the water usage was billed at the base rate. However, the excess water
usage above the AMAWB is subject to non-compliance charges. When calculating the
non-compliance charges due, in order to account for the payment made towards excess
water usage, a c:redit was rendered to your account under "water commodity adjustment"
based on the base rate. The remainder of the adjustments shown below details the
appropriate Her charges for the excess water used.
Total 2008 water use: 9300 Bl) (b.illing units) AMAwB: 7,743 BU
Water Usage over the AMAWB: 1 ,557 (pai9 at the base rate)
(See enclosed statement for TOTAL AMO~f'.jT DUE)
Adjustment
Adjustment
Adjustment
Adjustment

(Water commodity adjustment)
(Tier 1: 1-20% over budget, 2 x base rate)
(Tier 2: 21-40% over budget, 3 x base rate)
(Tier 3: 41+ % over budget, 4 x base rate)

1,557
1,549
9

Base Rate: 1.911

BU
BU
BU
BU

=
=
=
=

$
$
$
$

-$2,976.20
$5,918.44
$50.94
$0.00

. This will be the last year that non-compliance settlement charges will be applied
on an annual basis. Starting with your April water bill, water usage that exceeds
your monthly budget will be assessed within a tiered rate structure (see enclosed
shadow bill).
Check out EMWD's Web page, www.emwd.org, for rebates and programs that are
available to help you comply with your water budget. If you have any questions
ext
regarding this letter, please contact our Conservation Specialist at (

Sincerely,

(J-Jca
Anthony J. Pack, .
General Manager
EnClosures

Mailing Address:

Post Office Box 8300' Perris, CA 92572-8300
Telephone:
2270 Trumble Road Perris, CA 92570 Internet: www.emwd.org

Location:

MV00225668

Plan Check #: 125.00

January 122009

Eastern Municipal Water District

Monthl Water Bud et Statement for Landsca
Name:

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

Service Address: 22631 BAY AVE
MV,CA 92553-8429

296
336
485
498
763
941
988
1009
763
498
303
264

AMAWB***:

7132

Totals (to date):

227
289
664
756
786
977
989
958
788
637
393
237

1.81
2.31
5.30
6.04
6.28
7.80
7.90
7.65
6.29
5.09
3.14
1.89

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

59
0
183
370
1138
1506
1607
970
1302
1157
683
325

Controller#:

Monthly ETo *
Inches Billing Units**

Monthly Usage (Billing Units)
Usage Period Target Actual Adjustments
Jan 08
Feb 08
Mar08
Apr 08
May 08
Jun 08
Jul08
Aug 08
Sep 08
Oct 08
Nov 08
Dec 08

Sq. Ft.: 151,076

Meter #: 1550260

Account #: 00009133-1

Billing Units
ETo: (61.50 in.)

7,742

Target:

7,144

Actual Usage:
9,300
(minus Adjustments)

Percent Over Target
(to date):

20.12%

Monthly Usage Graph
20 o0

-4

1500
1000
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0
-+-Actual
---it- Target
-A-"ETo

/

/
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~~~
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Jan '08 Feo'08 Mar'08 Apr '08
59
296
227

0
336
289

183
485
664

ANNUAL

370
498
756

.

~~
~----~

May '08 Jun'08
1138
763
786

1506
941
977

Jul '08
1607
988
989

Aug '08 Sep '08
970
1009
958

1302
763
788

Oct '08
1157
498
637

~

Nov '08 Dec '08
683
303
393

325
264
237

Comments:

Non-Compliance Settleme"t Cllarge Tier: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' = = = : : : . : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0-100% of Budget x Base Rate
101-120% over Budget 2x Base Rate
121-140% over Budget 3x Base Rate
141% > over Budget 4x Base Rate

1 NOTE: THE NON-COMPLIANCE SETILEMENT CHARGES WILL BE POSTED ON YOUR
FEBRUARY OR MARCH 2009 WATER BILL AS AN ADJUSTMENT CHARGE.

2 THIS WILL BE THE LAST MONTH YOU WILL BE RECEIVING THIS REPORT. FUTURE
BUDGETS AND TARGETS WILL BE REFLECTED ON YOUR WATER BILL.

"ETo = Evapotranspiration
""Billing Unit = 100

cu.ft. " 748 gallons

·""AMAWB " Annual Maximum Allowable
Water Budget

Mailing Address: Post Office Box 8300 Perris, CA 92572-8300
Location: 2270 Trumble Road, Perris, CA 92570
Internet: www.emwd.org
For any questions, please contact Bill Stephens in Community Involvement at:
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February 2009
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT WATER RATE CHANGES·

Board ofDirectors
President

Ronald W. Sullivan
Vice President and
Treasurer

Joseph J. Kuebler, CPA
Philip E. Paule
Randy A. Record
David J. Slawson
Board Secretary

Rosemarie V. Howell
General Manager

Anthony J. Pack
Director of the
Metropolitan Water
District of So. Calif.

Randy A. Record
Legal Counsel

Redwine and Sherrill

In April 2009, EMWD will be implementing a water budget-based tiered rate
structure. Water budget-based rate structures promote fairness for customers who
use water efficiently and discourage customers who waste water.
The new rate structure will be implemented in two phases. Phase I will establish
generalized water budgets with tiered rates. Generalized water budgets will provide
a typical household with enough water to meet indoor and outdoor needs, and will
be adjusted according to weather conditions and lot size. The indoor water
budget is based on three people per single family home and two people per
multi-family residence, with each person using 60 gallons per day. The
outdoor water budget is determined by weather information, which could
vary each month, and the estimated irrigated square footage of your
landscape, which we've calculated based on County parcel data and GIS
data. (Please see below for your estimated area.)
Phase II will refine individualized water budgets with indoor and outdoor water
allocations determined for each account based on actual household size,
landscape area, and weather conditions.
Under the new rate structure, if you stay within your budgeted amount, you will pay
the base rates associated with indoor and outdoor use. If you use more than your
budgeted amount, you will pay higher rates for excess and wasteful usage. The
chart below shows what your current bill would be under the new rate structure.
Your current water use = 22 billing units
Your current total water charges $54.89

=

NEW Water Budget-Based Rate Structure
(effective March 2009 usage/April 2009 bill)

=

Your water budget for January 2009 33 billing units
Estimated irrigated area of your landscape 13459 square feet

=

Water Charges

Period/Quantity

Rate/Unit

Water Service

29 day(s)

.346/day

Indoor Use
'. Budget
Outdoor Use
tiers

o billing units (BU)

1.301/BU

$0.00

22 BU

2.381/BU

$52.38

Excessive
Wasteful

o BU
o BU

4.267/BU

$0.00

7.805/BU

$0.00

Total Water Charges

22 billing units

Amount ($)
$10.03

$62.41

DO NOT PAY
THIS AMOUNT

- continued on reverse side Mailing Address:

Post Office Box 8300 Perris, CA 92572-8300 Telephone:
2270 Trumble Road Perris, CA 92570 Internet: www.emwd.org

Location:

MV00225671

Page 2
Based on your current usage, you would have exceeded your total water budget (indoor use and
outdoor use combined) by 80 billing units, which would cost you an additional $592.56. There are
also several rebate programs available to help you make your home and landscape more waterefficient. For more information on these water-saving options, visit www.usewaterwisely.org or
call (951) 928-3777.

Customers may apply for a variance to their water budget to adjust the number of household
members, landscape area, or for other special circumstances such as a home day care
facility. Variance forms will be available to download at www.emwd.org. Customers may also
call (951)928-3777 to request a form be mailed to them.
Implementing water budget-based tiered rates is an important step in maximizing water-use
efficiency for all EMWD customers.
If you have any questions on your bill, please feel free to call (951) 928-3777, press option 4.
Sincerely,

A.J. Pack
General Manager
Eastern Municipal Water District

*Si usted desea obtener esta informaci6n en espanol, visitenos en www.emwd.org y seleccione
"EMWD en Espano!" 0 lIame al teletono
Y oprima el numero 1.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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(12.2008)

Economics and Statistics Administration

U.S. Census Bureau
Washington, DC 20233-0001
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

2/9/09 c: City Manager
Please handle as appropriate

Moreno Valley city·
PL061849
255335
January 30, 2009
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The U.S. Census Bureau is collecting information about facilities that" provide services to people
experiencing homelessness. Recently, we mailed you a letter asking for your help. This is a reminder

that we need you to provide a list of the "emergency and transitional shelters for
people experiencing homelessness, soup kitchens, and regularly scheduled mobile
food vans" in your area where people experiencing homeless ness are known to
congregate to eat and live.
We are again enclosing a "Worksheet for Providing Service Locations" and a reference titled "Definitions
of Service Locations and Targeted Nonsheltered Outdoor Locations" for you to identify any locations that
you have or anticipate having in your area from March 29 to March 31, 2010.

yo~

rePli~ci·:'~lease

have 'not
provide the
If you have already' responded, please disregard this reminder. 'If
requested information by February'23,2009~ We would again like to emphasize the importance of your
assistance and the need for a response by this extended due date so that we can include your information
in our Census enumeration operations scheduled in March 2010. If you have any questions, please call
Suzanne Shepherd at our National Processing Center toll·free at
We appreciate your"efforts in partnership with the Census Bureau to help make the 2010 Census
successful. All the information you provide is confidential and protected by federal law,Titie 13, United
.'
.
States Code.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

~# . ~
Steve H. Murdock:'..'
Director
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Worksheet for Providing Service Locations
Definitions of Service Locations and Targeted Nonsheltered Outdoor Locations
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OMB No. 0607-0919C: Approval Expires 12131/2011

FORM D-3100-A(F)
(12-9-2008)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

WORKSHEET FOR PROVIDING
SERVICE LOCATIONS
United States 2010 Census
Section 1 - INSTRUCTIONS FOR
PROVIDING INFORMATION

---=
-----------------=
---=
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This enclosure is to assist you in providing information on the
service locations described in "Definitions of Service
Locations and Targeted Nonsheltered Outdoor Locations_" It
contains a guideline of the types of information needed about
each service location. Use the Service Locations
Worksheet on the reverse side of this page and
continuation pages of the worksheet. If you have no service
locations to report, please mark (X) in the appropriate box on
the worksheet.
.
We may need to contact you if we have any questions. We
would appreciate the following information:

Please mark (X) one box:

o
o

'206184900028

o

111111111111 III 111111 1111111111

III

PL061849 Moreno Valley city
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We will mail out a separate worksheet at a later date to
collect the Targeted Nonsheltered Outdoor Locations
information based on your response to the following
question.

Organization:

Telephone Number - Include area code:

~

We would gladly accept the Service Locations information
on: (1) our work sheet; (2) a list you may already have; (3) a
list in electronic format; or (4) any other format of your
preference. If you choose to use another format other than
the worksheet, please include as much information from the
worksheet as possible. Be assured that any
information we receive is subject to the strict
confidentiality provisions of Titl~ 13, United
States Code.

Do you anticipate having any nonsheltered ,
outdoor locations where people experiencing
homelessness live on March 31, 2010?

Your Name:

PositionfTitle:

<
o

The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that it will take between 15 and 35 minutes to
complete our request for information. This includes the time needed to read the enclosed
materials and to assemble the information. Send comments regarding this burden
estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information to: Paperwork Reduction
Project 0607-0919-C, U.S. Census Bureau, 4600 Silver Hill Road, AMSD-3K138,
Washington, DC 20233. You may e-mail comments to Paperwork@census.gov; use
·Paperwork Project 0607-0919-C" as the subject. Respondents are not required to
respond to any information collection unless it displays a valid approval number from the
Office of Management and Budget.

USCENSUSBUREAU

We have NO sites.
We have one or more sites.

Please send this form and any additional information in the
postage-paid return envelope by January 30, 2009. If you
have any questions, please call the Census Bureau on our
toll·free telephone number at
Thank you very much for your help! We appreciate your
efforts in partnership with the Census Bureau to help make
the 2010 Census successful.
o
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Section 2"';; SERVICE, LOCATIONS WORKSHEET
If you have more than six (6) entries; please make additional copies of this worksheet.

:
:

:

A. TYPE OF FACILITY/SERVICE & Check the ,one that best describes this service (see definitions),
10 No service locations to report
3D Soup' Kitchen
,,'40 RegLilarly Scheduled Mobile Food Van'
20 Emergency and Transitional Shelter
B. NAME OF FACILITY/SERVICE
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"",:.:111 t,,::,;"; . ApartmeritlUnif nurriber
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C. STREET ADDRESS OF FACILITY/SERVICE
,
',' <House ntlmber ~ ..
Street name

ZIP Code

State

County, parish, or borough name
D. MAILING ADDRESS - Disregard if this address is the same as the street address

E. PHYSICAL LOCATION - Enter only if no house number/street address is available

I Phone number of facility contact person - Include area code

F. Name of facility contact person

I
I

:

A. TYPE OF FACILITY/SERVICE &, Check the, one that best describes this service (see definitions).
30, Soup Kitchen
10 No service locations to report
,'" 4 D, Regularly Scheduled Mobile, Food Van
20 Emergency and Transitional Shelter
,

'

,,'

.:",[)

:~.

,

B. NAME OF FACILITY/SERVICE

"

C. STREET ADDRESS OF FACILITY/SERVICE
House number
Street name

I

:

,

ApartmentlUnit number
ZIP Code

State

City
County, parish, or borough name

",
'"

D, MAILING ADDRESS - Disregard if this address is the, same as the street address

E. PHYSICAL LOCATION - Enter only if no h6us~;qum~eijst~~et address i,s available
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If. you have

2;.. SERVICE LOCATIONS WORKSHEET

more than

six (6) entries, please make additional copies of this worksheet.
~!,~'

A. TYPE OF FACILITY/SERVIC,E·& Check the .one that best describes...this service (see definitions)..
10 No service locations to report
30 Soup .Kitchen .
,',' .: ,.
20 Emergency and Transitional Shelter'
4,0 Regularly Scheduled Mobile Food,Van·,.',.

-

...

~.~

...--.

B. NAME OF FACILITY/SERVICE

,.j

../:
.i':·:

::i;:.,'.'· ,;';'\.,. " .: -.,- ::',;
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.. '. - . ..
.•... -.",. ..
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C. STREET ADDRESS OF FACILITY/SERVICE
Street name _.
·,'.:Housf;1 number ,,' .' .
'"

~

City

ZIP Code

State

County, parish, or borough name
D. MAILING ADDRESS - Disregard if this address is the same as the street address

E. PHYSICAL LOCATION - Enter only if no house number/street address is available

Phone number of facility contact person - Include area code .

F. Name of facility contact person.

I

I·..·

I>·

A. TYPE OF FACILITY/SERVICE & Check the one that best describes this service (see defihitionsF' .. ' .
10 No service locations to report
30 Soup Kitchen
,,; .. ' :,. '>" "
20 Emergency and Transitional' Shelter ','r' ,
, 4EJ Regularly:Sc'heduled Mobile FoodVa.n·.,., '.
B. NAME OF FACILITY/SERVICE

;
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.
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.~( ~',
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C. STREET ADDRESS OF FACILITY/SERVICE
House number ..
Street name

- ,',

...

ApartmenVUnit number

City

State

County, parish; or borough name

:., ..

ZIP Code
.~ I • • •
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., "

•

D. MAILING ADDRESS - Disregard if this address is the same as the street address
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Section 2 - SERVICE LOCATIONS WORKSHEET
If you have more than six (6) entries, please make additional copies of this worksheet.
, .
A. TYPE OF FACILITY/SERVICE & Check the one that best describes this service (see definitions).
10 No service locations to report
30 Soup Kitchen
20 Emergency and Transitional Shelter
40 Regularly Scheduled Mobile Food Van
B. NAME OF FACILITY/SERVICE
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C. STREET ADDRESS OF FACILITY/SERVICE
House number
Street name
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ApartmenVUnit number

City

ZIP Code

State

County, parish, or borough name
D. MAILING ADDRESS - Disregard if this address is the same as the street address

E. PHYSICAL LOCATION - Enter only if no house number/street address is available

F. Name of facility contact person

I Phone number of facility contact person - Include area code

I

i
A. TYPE OF FACILITY/SERVICE & Check the one' that best describes this service (see definitions).
10 No servic~lgcations,to report
30 Soup Kitchen
20. Emergeri8y~nd'Transitional Shelter·....,... '. 4-0 Regularly Scheduled Mobile Food Van'

;,' . ,

B. NAME OF FACILITY/SERVICE

C. STREET ADDRESS OF FACILITY/SERVICE ..
House number.
Street name

ApartmenVUnit number
ZIP Code

State

City
County, parish, or borough name
D, MAILING ADDRESS - Disregard if this address is the same as the street address

E. PHY$Ic:AL)::QCATION - Enter only if no house number/street address is available
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D'efinitions 'of'Servi'ce Locati,ons:;'~'~'~ ::.~'~:~,.~'~~\:.
Targeted Nonsheltered Outdoor Locations
~

.

~

.'

United States20fO Census
.

':',.

~......

I.,J'

.. '"

d ~ :'.

Emergency and Transitional Shelters: facilities where people experiencing homelessness stay
overnight. These include:
•
•
•

shelters that operate on a first-come, first-serve basis where people must leave in the
morning and have!1o guaranteed bed for the next night;
shelters where peopli:fknow that they have a baa for a specified period
time (even if they
leave the building every day); and

of

shelters that provide temporary shelter during extremely cold weather (such as churches).
This category does not include shelters that operate only in the event of a natural disaster.

Examples are:
•

emergency and transitional shelters with sleeping facilities;

• missions;
• "hotels and motels used to shelter people experiencing homelessness;
• shelters for children who are runaways, neglected or experiencing homelessness; and
• similar places known to have people experiencing homelessness.

Soup Kitchens: locations that offer meals organized as food service lines or bag or box lunches for
people experiencing homelessness.

Regularly Scheduled Mobile Food Vans: street locations where mobile food vans regularly stop
to provide food to people experiencing homelessness.
Targeted NonSheltered Outdoor Locations: an outdoor location where people experiencing
homelessness live as of March 2010 without paying to stay. Sites must have a specific location
description; for example, "under the Brooklyn Bridge at the Northeast corner of Bristol Drive and
Highway 45."

'
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
HECEIVED

~ORDW

February 6,2009

09 FEB 10 PH I: 28

Moreno Valley City Council
RE: Country Squire Estates Sewer Link Fee.
Dear Mayor and members of the Moreno Valley City Council.
i

'

I read the article in the Press-Enterprise, dated Jan 29.2009 whereby Judge Gloria Trask ruled that the park
owners could pass on to the residents this sewer link fee as part of the rent. I believe this opinion is in conflict
with state mobilehome laws, and a breach of the residents rental agreement, therefore not enforceable. As the
Golden State Manufactured-home Owners League, (GSMOL) Assistant Manager of Region Nine, for many
years, my belief is based on the following reasons;
• The Mobilehome Parks Act, Title #25, Article 5. Plumbing Requirements, #1240 Application & Scope ..
The requirements of this article shall apply to the construction, installation, arrangement, alteration and repair
of all plumbing equipment and installations to supply water to mobilehomes and dispose of sewage from
mobilehomes in all parts of the state.
1).1 believe, the Country Squire Park owner's Conditional Use Permit, was for a senior park therefore
the standards and requirements for sewage disposal would have had concessions given because of the
lower rate of occupancy per unit in senior parks.
2). I believe, it was the park owner who changed to an all family park, and what did he do to upgrade the
required sewage removal to provide for this extra strain on the required sewage removal installations?
3). It does not state that the residents can be charged a fee if the existing system is not adequate.
• Health & Safety Code #18251, Standards and Requirements. The legislature finds and declares that the
standards and requirements established for construction, maintenance, occupancy, use, and design of
mobilehome parks should guarantee mobiIebome park residents quuimum protection-of their investment
and a decant living environment,. at the same time, the standards and requirements should be flexible enough to
accommodate new technologies and to allow designs that reduce costs and enhance the living environment of
mob.ilehome park residents.
1). Charging the residents this sewage connection fee would notprotect the homeowner's investment.
The home values would go doW)) and it would be hard to sell their homes
2). I question why the park Permit to Operate was renewed when the sewage system was first found not
to be adequate? On the Park Permit to Operate it states the permit is issued in accordance with the
California Health and Safety Code.
3). When the park changed to a family park why was the sewage removal installations not checked and
upgraded to cover this heavier sewage load?
• Health and Safety Code, # 18015. Applicability. This Act applies to all parts of the state and supercedes any
ordinances enacted by any city or county which conflict with its provisions.
When the Country Squire lots were first made available for rent a written rental agreement was required to
be given that contained in addition to the previsions otherwise required by law, all the provisions of Tenancy,
MRL 798.15 (a-h),
c. A copy of the Mobilehome Residency Law, was attached and incorporated into the rental agreement by
reference.
f. A provision listing those services which will be provided at the time the rental agreement is executed and
will continue to be offered for the term of tenancy and the fees. If any, to be charged for those services.
1). Sewage removal was a requirement for a Permit to Operate, I do not believe the lease agreement
allows any fees for updating, linking, or replacement to be charged to the residents.
2). Webster's definition of Tenancy, The period of a tenant's occupancy or possession.
h. All other provisions governing tenancy. Linking the sewage system was not a provision of tenancy on the
required written agreement..

MV00225679
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Sewage link fee, page 2
•

Mobilehome Residency Law, 798.12 Tenancy is the right of a homeowner to the use of a site within a mobilehome park on which to locate, maintain, and occupy a mobilehome, site improvements. and accessory
structures for human habitation. Including the use of the services and facilities of the park
I). The Park Pennit to Operate requires the service of sewage removal from the lot. If it takes a sewage
hook up, I believe that it is the park owner's responsibility to still provide this service. And he can
charge off this cost as an operating expense.
2). If the park owner does not provide a healthy and safe service sewage removal service, I believe he is
breaching the contract and is receiving rent for something h~ is not providing, that is required by law.
3). If the park owner cannot provide the required park service (sewage removal from the lot) that was a
term and condition of tenancy included in the rent payment, then there should be a reduction in the rent.
• Mobilehome Residency Law, 798.31. A homeowner shall not be charged a fee for other than rent, utilities, and
incidental reasonable for services actually rendered.
I). Sewage removal was required to be provided and is not one of the above listed reasons for fees
charged.
2). These residents would be paying for an increase in the owner's park property worth but would receive
no benefit.
3). If there annual rent increases have been over 46% of the annual Consumer Price Index they have been
paying more than the governmental standard of inflation for the park operating costs. (Rutgars Law
Review)
4). Charging this sewer link cost as rent, after the base rent had been established, I believe to be
"procedural unconscionsble". These homeowner would be paying this same sewage cost year after
year in their monthly rent and this link fee would also be compounding year after year.
•

Mobilehome Residency Law. 798.19 No Rental agreement for a mobilehome shall contain a provision by which
the homeowner waives his or her rights under the provisions of Articles 1-8 of this chapter. Any such waiver
shall be deemed contrary to public policy and void.
I).Even if this fee was put in a rental agreement, I believe it to be void, as the park owner's Permit to
Operate requires providing sewage removal from the lot..
2). A contract is the total legal obligation resulting from that rent agreement. Contract law. (l)[4](b).

With all these laws protecting the homeowners investment and tenancy, I do not see how Judge Trask could
come up with the opinion that the sewage link fee could be charged to the residents in the park.
The California Court of Appeal confinned the fundamental concept that an illegal act cannot be enforced
by law, and I believe this opinion is in conflict with the above laws and a breach of the resident's rental
agreement.
Sincerely,

Donna Matthews
10961 Desert Lawn Dr. #109
Calimesa, CA 92320

MV00225680

TITLE 25
1000. Applicution nnd Scope.
The provisions of trussubchapter sha.ll appl.~· "to thc~ eonslTuction. hSC, mainti::·
oance and occupancy of mobilehome. parks, mobilehome lots, permr-nr.nl build·
ings, and accessor)' buildings and structures. The provisiom shall also apply to
the use, maintenance and occupancy of mobik:h()me~ and reereatio:lal vehicles··
and the installations for s~pplying fuel gus. \'iiller,~leclTicitY and the clis'E0sal
of sewn~ from accessory struclures'.and moblkhom~s'.'/h~irl~·\·r..r k<~al"ed oth
Wlthlri and outside of mobilehoOle parks in all parts· of the !:t:,t!~. (For the
purposes of this chapter, the term n1obildlOrne shall indl.1cli:. .and be inler·
change:lble with the term, manuLICIOITed horne. Sec Scctjon liJ211, Health and
Safely Code.)

I,

Article 5. Plumbing Requirements
·12.40. AppEcation and Scope.
.
. .
.
The requiremellt~ of this arpcle shqil apply to the construction, install;.ltion,

1rrangement, alteration and repair of all plumbing equipment and install~tions

to supply water to mobilehorileS ilnd dispos~~ of sewage from mobileho&R:§'s jn
:111 parts of the ·jtate.
.
.......

.'

MOBILEHOME PARKS ACT

Health and. Safety. Code. "._.
-r-"-'-~"-

182~O:

Condition

~nd

R1gbt~

or

Be~ide6ts.

The . Legislature
rinds
and
declare.
that
increasing nl.Ill..b4!rll ot. Cali~ornian. liVe in
mobila.hollo. and that 1l0gt ot thoaa living in
BUch llobilehOllO •. reside in -.obilQbowe parka.
BeCaUBQ of 1;11a h'icjh· emit of ~ing llobile.hOlllee,
ll10rst
ovne.rs
ot 1l0bileholllea . re.aide within
. mobilehoila parx.. tor substantial p4riod80t.
tae.
B4~WI.
ot ·the relatively ~raarie.nt
natura ot rasidonc;:e in· BUch parks and the
. substantial
inveJibLant· ~hich
a
1l0bilo.hollO
reprc;:.tiinu, re.ident. ot 1I0bile..hOlla parkll al~e
entitled to .live incondition~ which. aSDure
their health, . 8.~.t. .. ty, general \ieltara, and a
doc411t liv~q onvirora.ent, and "bleb prot.~c::t.r..!;l;.e
invoab4.Dt'" ot their llobilehOJle8 •

Standordlf
and
. ReQ1Jirel!ent~ L· The
tindD
and
dQclare.
that
the
at..eMllrds
and requir811ant. establiehed tOl:
! QQDlltruction,
eintanance, occupancy, UlHl, and
. diiilgri· ·qr·""'-"Dobilahmi. park.s 6hould guarantee
mobilehoEG park r88idents naxiKuB protection or
their
inveat:m4ht·
and'
a
docent
l)..ving
e.nviroroumt. At .the B.!I.ll8 tao, the 8tandaro.
~d requirll.B.ant. should be flexible enough to
accOXlIodata
nev. teChnoJ.ogies
and
to alloW
d~Jlign. th~t raducca ~01lt8 and anhanc. the 1iv~ng
environ.ant o!mobilQho~s park residant ••
. 18:251%

.~ '~iJllatu.re

",

11015z

Applicability: Th•. Act. appli •• to all
part.a otth. atat •. and superced.. any orcU.nance8
eDaCted· by any city or countywhichcon,tlict
with ita proviaiona.
,
.
.
",.
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Article 2.
.,

Rental Agreement

California Civil'Code Provisions

798.15. The rental agreement shall be in writing and shall con-

Mobilehome Residency Law

tain. in addition to the provisions otherwise required by law to be
included. all of the following:
)
(a) The term of the tenancy and the rent therefor,
.. 798.8. "Rental agreement" is an agreement between therrian(b) The rules and regulations of the park.
ageinent and the homeowner establishing the tenus and conditions
(c) A copy of the text of this chapter shall be attached as an
of~..Par~ tenancy. A lease is a rental agreement.
exhibit and shall be incorporated into the rental agreemenlby refer' ..
ence. Management shall provide all homeowners with a copy of this
chapter prior to February 1 of each year. if a significant change was
798.12. "Tenancyi,' is the right of a homeowner to the use of ~.
made in the chapter by legislation enacted in the prior,year.
site within 'a mobilehome park on which to locate. maintain. and oc,
(d) A provision specifying that (l) it is the responsibility of the
cupy a mobilehome, site improvements. and accessory structures for
management to provide and maintain physical improvement~ in the
hurnan habitation. including the use of the services ahd facilities of
" .. . .
'
.
.
.common facilities in good working order and condition and (2) with • ...tile..-..gark..- -, .
'.
respect to a sudden or unforeseeable breakdown or de'terioration of
these improvements. the management shall have a reasonable period
of time to tepair the sudden or unforeseeable breakd,own or deterio..
79~.19. No rental agreement for a mobilehome shall contain a
ration and brtng the impfbvements into good working order and
provisiOn by which the homeowner waives his or her"rights under
condition after management knows or,should have known of the
'the provisions of Articles 1 to 8, inclusive. of this chapter; Any such
breakdown or deterioration, For purposes'ofthis subdivision. a reato public ..
policy .--and
void,
waiver shall be deemed contrary.....
. . . . ."."sonable period of time to repair. a sudden or unforeseeable breakdown or deterioration shall be as soon as possible in situations
affectjpga health or safety condition. and shill I not exceed 30 days in '
any other case except where exigent circumstances justify a delay.
Article 4 ..
Fees and Charges .'
(e) A description of tile physical improvements to be provided
the homeowner during,his or her tenancy.
,
798.31. A homeowner shall not be charged a fee for other than
(f) A provision listing those services which will be prov,ided at
rent,
utilities,
and incidental reasonable charges for services actualIy
the time the rental agreement is executed and will continue to be
,!.:nde~e9·._
offered for the tenu of tenancy and the fees; if any. 'to be ch¥ged for;:
those services.
,\ .
•
(g) A provision statil'!g tha,t management may charge a reaso~
able fee for services relating'to the maintenance of the land and
premises upon which a mobi.lehome is situated.in·:~he ev.ent the ~o
meowner fails to :maintain the land or premises ilT accordance With
the rules and regulations of the park after written notification,to the
homeoWner;md the failure of the ~omeowner to'{;omply witnin 14
days, The wolten notice shall s~ate the specifjc,cQndition to i?e corrected.and an estimate of the charges to ~ imposed by mal1agement
if the~ervices are performed by manilgem~t or i'ts,agent.,
(h) All other'p{Qvisions governing the tenancy.
~

."

2.

Nature of Contract.
(a)

Definitions.

'

(1) . [§4]

. ContraCt.
(a) Civil Code. "A contract is an agreement to do or not to do a
certain thing." (C.C. 1549.) It gives rise to an obligation or legal duty,
enforceable in an action at law. (C.c. 1427, 1428.) (See 47 So. Cal. L.
Rev. 691 [ex~ended criticism of traditional definitioI1l) .
.
(b) Uniform Commercial Code.'·~The· Code distinguishes "agreement" from "contract": An "agreement" is the' bargain of the parties
in: ' fact· as d~termined from· their language or J)y implication from
other circumstances: (U,C.c. 1201(3»; a "contract" is the total legal
obligation resulting from that agreeinent (U.C.C. 1201(3)(11» .
..

.'"

,

(2) [§43l, Rule of Vali~ntion .
. The basic policy in the field. of contracts is. protection of the
justified expectations of the parties, Parties will generally enter iinto a .
. contract with th~ expectati011 that the provisions of the contract will
. be binding OIl them,
'
.

.,
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I~\T~ COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

MAINTENANCE & UPKEEP OF R.EPOSSESSED PR.b-§~-V PM 3: 49

Dear Fellow Business Professional:
With the home mortgage situation, a number of properties have been
foreclosed on or are in the process of undergoing foreclosure. Vacated property
inspections may show that homes have been vandalized, damaged and in
time front and back yard have overgrown vegetation. These properties could
pose lower recovery values for the lending institution. I am offering a new
concept for foreclosure curb side appearance. The primary business plan is to
address and keep landscaping at an optimum level, which in turn leads to
higher recovery sales as well as less fines on these properties. My services
include turning on the water with you letter of authorization, watering,
mowing, edging, and removal of all trash and debris from the yard. I will also
do a property check twice weekly to keep the financial institution aware of the
status of the property. Prices start at $141.00 per month depending on yard
size (including water). Business license, insurance binder and 22 years of
business references can be furnished upon request. Please feel free to contact
me at

Sincerely,

24445 SUNDIAL WAY· MORENO VALLEY, CA • 92557
PHONE: (

MV00225683

STATE OF CALIFORNIA· BUSINESS, TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

RIVERSIDE EAST FIELD OFFICE
6425 SYCAMORE CANYON BLVD
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

.. COUt\Cll
?#,OREH
....
RECEIVEO

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Governor

.A'

~
••

~
. ,,~

."

09 FES -5 PM 3: 38

(951) 656-5697

.

Date: February 10, 2009·
From: Richard Stewart
To: [C~sn1i~ .
Robert G. Gutierrez

February 5, 2009

FY I

City of More Valley
Mayor Char s White
14177 Fr erick Street
Moreno alley, CA 92552
Dear Sir,

As you are aware, the Governor issued Executive Order S-16-08 on January 9, 2009, which calls
for twice monthly furloughs for state employees. As a result of this order, the Department of
Personnel Administration (DP A) developed a furlough plan that implements the closing of state
government operations on the first and third Fridays of each month, beginning February 2009.
The Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) will be adhering to the plan DPA has developed. All
DMV offices will be closed to the public on furlough days. There will be no staff available for daily
business interaction with our local partners. The first furlough day for DMV will be February 6,
2009,
Should you have any questions or concerns please contact Angelica Peoples of my staff at

~~Yh~.
Brenda Moses, Manager
Riverside East Field Office

A Public Service Agency
MV00225684
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January 22th, 2009

Dear Arts Commission and City Council,
It is with deep regret that I send this letter today, notifying you of my resignation
from the City of Moreno Valley Arts Commission. While I am excited about the move
that my husband and I recently made to a home in a different city, it saddens me that this
means that I am no longer able to participate on the Commission.
The Commission has already made great strides in helping the city move toward more
artistic and cultural enrichment, and I look forward to watching the city grow from a
distance as you continue to work on the mission and goals that the Arts Commission has
set forth. There are so many talented and enthusiastic people in this city, and am excited
to move on knowing that the vacant positions will be filled by people who are passionate
about the·arts and wartt to make a difference in the community.
I am grateful to the City Council for allowing me this great opportunity. I have enjoyed
working with, and learning from, the other Commissioners, as well as the Parks and
Community Services staff assigned to our Commission. It has truly been a pleasure and a
blessing to serve the City of Moreno Valley as an Arts Commissioner.
Thank you, and I Wish you the best of luck in all you do!
Sincerely,
Harvest Riggio
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DATE'"1-e\)~ ~ \ \'

Torry McBride

') , )

2Cif\

15966 Wedow Drive
Moreno Valley, California, 92551
Dear Moreno Valley City Council:
My name is Torry McBride, and I am a 7th-grade student at March Middle School in Moreno
Valley California. I was recently interviewed and accepted to participate as a member of the
People to People Student Ambassador Program to China this summer. The objective of the
program is to promote international understanding while building leadership skills among
America's youth. The 17-day experience includes traveling to other places such as Beijing, Hong
Kong, Xian, Shanghai, Wuzhen, interaction with other students my age, educational activities, and
home stays with families.
I am currently seeking financial sponsors to help me with tuition, and hope I can count on your
support. In case you haven't heard of People to People, please allow me to share some history
with you. President Dwight D. Eisenhower founded the organization in 1956. He believed that if
people from different cultures could come together in peace and friendship, so eventually would
countries. Since its founding, People to People has launched many international programs,
including Sister Cities and Project HOPE.
People to People Student Ambassadors are carefully interviewed and evaluated before their
acceptance and I am honored to have been selected. Me personally, I am excited to be going to
China because it is a one in a lifetime chance. Even though i'li be homesick it'll be a great
oppurtunity to go to China. Upon my return, I plan to share my experience with schools and civic
clubs in our community. As a Student Ambassador, I can also earn high school and college credit
because of the many educational elements in my program.
The program tuition is 6000$which includes all transportation, accommodations, meals and
educational activities. I am asking 20 contributors to each donate at least 250$ to help me reach
my goal. Is it possible for you to assist me by making a contribution? Any amount of contribution
would be appreCiated. I will plan to give a speech and share my journal, photographs, and
experiences with contributors upon my return.
My program tuition is due [sometime between March and April]. I have enclosed a contribution
form for your payment reference. Please feel free to contact me at 951 2470672 if you need more
information. Your generous contribution would enable me to share in this wonderful opportunity.
Thank you in advance for your consideration and support.
Sincerely yours,
Torry McBride
Student Ambassador
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November 4, 2008
Torry McBride
15966 Wedow Dr
Moreno Valley CA 92551
'. r:/I':' If', ".1,.

Dear Torry:
Congratulations on your acceptance into the People to People Student
Ambassador class of 2009. As a Student Ambassador, you join the effort to
bring the world together through education and friendship while experiencing
a wonderful journey of discovery.
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My grandfather Dwight Eisenhower, the 34 th president of the United States,
said, "I like to believe that people in the long run are going to do more to
promote peace than our governments." He believed encounters between
people of different backgrounds would form the foundation for lasting world
peace. He created People to People with the idea that ordinary citizens of
different nations could solve their problems and find a way to live
harmoniously with one another.
By venturing beyond your local borders, you will represent the very best of
your home to the rest of the world. You will gain insight into new cultures,
forge lasting friendships with global counterparts, and help promote peace
and human dignity.
Throughout my experience with People to People International, I have seen
Student Ambassadors embrace diversity and celebrate the common human
experience that fosters international goodwill. Perhaps most remarkably, I
have observed people of other nations welcoming Student Ambassadors into
their homes and building lifelong bonds.
It is with great joy that I welcome you to the program. It is satisfying to know
that through the People to People Student Ambassador Program, you will
experience the excitement of travel, the advantage of studying in another part
of the world, and the joy of cultural discovery. You will see the world and
yourself with new eyes, and you are sure to make memories and friendships
to last a lifetime.
Your partner in peace,

JLu..u/ t .
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~-- {/~~~
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Mary Jean Eisenhower
President and CEO, People to People International
www.f)l/Ji.t)F{j
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j--IOW 10 USE Tf-IIS ~OI<M:
Delegate: Please copy tllis form and fill in all applicable delegate informatioll and copy this form. (3ive I' !o lour
sponsor to complete. Submit the bottom slipto the program office, and the Illldclle slip to your sponSOI·. JrlO retain
the top slip for YOUI' records.
Sponsor: Please complete sponsor information and amount-and mail the contribution slip with your spollsur:5hilJ
paynlenl of a cheel, or money order to the following address. Please make cheel,s payable to People to Pr,cpie
Ambassador Programs. Write the delegate's !larne and 10# in the memo field 01 the cl,eck or money ore!! 'I
Office of Admissiolls, People to People Aml)assador Programs
P.O. Box 34902, Seattle, WA 98124-1902 i 800.669.7882
11

For Delegate Records -

o
I<eep track 01 your sponsors!

o
(D

. _"_' ..'_' __ .__.__________._._______.. _...________._ Phone:

Sponsor name:

(D

CO

Sponsor compally. it applicable: __________._... _.... _... ________._____ ....

ru

.-t

Relationship to delegate/type of business: . __ ._....__ . ________ .____.. ____... '"

(D

7J

Addl-ess:

(D
(j
st1\le.

Sponsmship amount: $

.-

.... ________________ ._____________ Delegate IDIt:

._. -ii.)'· ... ---.-.--- .. -.-....

LO-oll.'i.I..~-

V1

o

Thank you lor your support l

.
Delegate !lame:. J o.r..f._"-... _ .._. __ .__________ . ____ .. __ .f1'-:.@]:_J_dg,,___._. __ .. _____ .. _
Program

~

Cl..

11

For Sponsor Records p.

o

,I'!:,II-

Vl

_._.. '_ .. ____.. _

IllS!

rlaf.r~flcn. P....~o~.t~. __~M_(..]Lt._AIJLI2.4J:.J_ Delegate 10#: _t~9.I-''j.L:!-::.__ ___

U

o
:J

V1

o
~

Sponsorship amount: $ __ .. ____ .___...____ .________.___ ..:. Date: _._.. __ ._ .___.___ . _______ .__.. _._

7J

(D

Accor(iing to cur,ent IF1S gUI(Jelines, donations earmarked for a specific indivicluill ~lre NOT tax-deductible.
Ple:Jsc consult your (3,; advisor for morc detailed information.
~JCJt8'

Pr;oplc to People 1\,ntjilSS:1Clor Prorvams, P.O. 80x 3·)902,

Seal tie.

n
o....,
Cl..

INA 98124·-19021800.669.i'B8;!

V1

Deur Sponsor: Cut alor'~l (lutred :1f1~ 1h'_~ rnedole portion IS for your 'I~:::urds. Return tillS silp With your payr.1er.t !'Jo ~:.taPj~~, cllps.::>r topl'::. p:ea~,:!

Contribution Slip -- Send with payrnent

-rP_i·(_y_______ ._~~__a.L_L~' ~ ___.__ . _._. ____ .____ . . ____ . ___.___ _
Program ~~le,:e_fq feQf!k__5.~~_:~±_A.m.b.a..s:J__ Delegate 10#: LO_QLL4 ''2::-___ _
Delegatp"ame,:

Sponsorship amount: S ___.______._. ________ Date: ____ ._. __ ..____________ .__

U Mastercard '...1 Visa
Card number:
Name I"" ol,o,,'n 0" ,:;",.iI

..J Discover

Am'Hlcan

Express flot accepted.

.____________ - _____ ._.'_" Expiration:
..___ .__ .._ ..._________________

/

Signature: ___ .._....... ___ .__ .__ ._.__.. ___.__ .__

Note: Accordina to current IRS guidelines, clonations earmarked tor a specific individuil! are NOT tax-cleductible.
PI",ase consult your t<lX ~civisor for more detailed information.
Dcnr1r, In DAnnl" Al11h~ssa(!or Proqrams, P.O. Box 2,,1902. Seattle. WA 98124-19021800.669.7882
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Thank' Y9~·for.the 6pportunityt~ su'br'n1tciri additional COrTIrl:lennetteli'regarding the.pm~6~,ed,.
HighlandFair:Vi~w'.Corpp~a'te Park'prOjecta~(fre'latedEnvir:Ori~'~'!1fallrt,p~d'Repqrt (EIR) and:~EciA
Findings.:' .':..
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.' .:: ~,' The"CEoA:Fi~di:n:gs, ~ontained, inthE!'.pr~P6s~dresol~tion ~PP~Ov'i'~g the:,p'':ojectc~!1ciude that·
. :' ,':·,i·'.:·;' rio~e of th,e;propb:s,~(l~:ltern'ativesw.o.~id:a~~.!eve,}h~prO)~ctQbje~ti~,es:I4.o.Y;e'~erl,:there: is' a,!'~~k~~f :'>.
" ., '" , . substantial' evidbri'ce~t~;)' support the tqndusion~tha~th.~:a'terna(i\les:are. :infe~sible:as,requir~d:by.siate .
",'
' CEQA G.uidelinesSe~tion,:1509~(a)(3).·,F9rihstaric¢, there is riQ'supp6rting.datatoshowthatthe,:. .'
,
,.'., Existing Gen.e~.~jpia'I):A,It:ema~h(e \v'ould; n:6t~:~e :f~~sib'le ':~'uet~·M~.'f~~t ,t~ri~fit'~'n~:" Again f9tj,nsta~2~~'
. "-;' ,~ .. there is'a lack of d,ataor evidence 'to ,show .tha·nhe~,Reauced Dens,it'i·Alterqat,iveo'r No~mal'c;o,ri~tr:u,ctio~ .
." ~\. .. :-' ,Schedule Alternative .would be infeasible Jor:. e'c~~o.mic o'r: other' reas'o~s" Mo'reaver,
the' pro'p~sed .'.,
~:'
:~.'alterl1ativeswere,reje:2tedfor failingfo Q1e~t l>raject ol)je'ctives buf~tie;pr9ject ol1je.dives 'ai-eso " .
.
<:-:_
.' ...,",.'"
\narrowlytailore~~t~Jhe·needsofthe~~pplk~h'(($.Ked)ers)that,the'r~,was: no,p.o~sibiHtY pfai1yof~he' '.'
..... o'::;,:.,~: ~. proposed-'alterQatives",meeting these objectives. Tile ·pr:oje~t.ait;rnatives .wer~ ~()J 'it'rue",I'aiter~ativ~s\ tp
:.:':'
"'",
'. :.,:., .........
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,h·:;-·.'·
'the·
ptoposedpt9jed;;ltlJhe'Draft
EIRi.t~~ projE!,¢tobjediyes, ~re,e.v¢n:qe~tfiped as the:;" applicant's'
: ...
... ',proj~cfobjettiv~s/' ThisJ.s;improper:·. ;', "::";.:, ' . " .".~~, ":~,'.
'. ,
..
','
:I'~""~';~:'" ': ..'~ J.,:{--,:' .. ': '::~'~.~;~:~.~/~,~ . :\'.":.(~:?'.:.."'"
'.::::,':.:~'<':' ..."':> .,/" ':',,: ~ ,,:::.>/:~.. :~'. _....... .'. ~: <~~,~'>, .~:.':.:~,:.:
':. ;~"'Fur'tlle'rmore,With':re'sp~'ci to the ait~rhiitive~;-'9n·idy~is!.the'Ci(Y 'd,d ·r;l'q,fconsider. a'reasoriaple:r,arige,:of' ..
'. <;::, .... :.... '; p'~Oj~Ct~lterriaH~~s:~O:~~I!ernat.ive sitest:~a{wer~ 'desigqed ;to ~.,~~~6.~si~:~'roj¢,~ obj~cti~¢s' ah~::lessen"'<;'
. '., (' ·b.r a~oid t~~:.~ighifi~~~i'im';a.ctsof' th~ )~r9j~cf kc~ordirlg.t6~.the.C:E6.A:'~ih~j',;gs,'~ach6·f.the;~·t6P~~ed~,· ; ;. .
~> '.' . >:' ~)t~tn~ti~~s:'ha~vi;;iJ~·,iy,t~e "~~:mee~Yi~brirti~:ht~i; jm~~cts 'asth~' p~o~~se~;~~'r~J~cL ~~11)~. iit~';;:: '>":',:'". : '
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act~ally greate'r'irDpact~ than the pr9pbsedproject. Mostimpor::tantly; according to the CEq,Afindings,
nbnebf th~ pr6posed'alt~rnatives~ppearto lessen or avoid any 6f"the significant ano un:avbidable.. .
'.' ,impact,s of the proposed Project as 'requir~d'by CEQA.
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.. With resp~ct,to thestatementbfov¢rriding considerations; t.here is a lack cif substantial
.·.evidence·in the ieco~d to support the declsion.'toapprove the 'pr<*ct not~ithstanding, theslgni.ficant
.• aesthetic"air:qu~litY., agr.icultural, di~a~e:'~hange, >and:no'is.~ iinpactsof the project. There·,is:no.· .'
·"'explariationwh~ the purported··benefits ofthe p·roject,('i:e.; job~/revenue) outweigh )thli!.spe,~ific
· . 'enyirQnmental.effects of the project. The're. is ·alack.of fiscai or .other data in the record' supporting the
· statern~nt ofo~er.ridh1g consid~rations~;:, . .
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. ... , We fU'rth~rnote thaUhe .proje'~ in.v~lves what.i~:described;bY·the

.

': (:·..'lIpoli~

~lanning.Co·m.~'is~ion as a

,t~ change theio~ing'·6f t·lle.proJect site from Busine~s Park'(BP) to Light ,'h~i~strial {LI}
.~' to allowan industr~alfacilityg'reater'th~n50~oOO square, feet. The .p.lan~ing Commissionrecoinmended
deGisipn ll

':-,
.. ' " .', ",:. t'hat the·C:!t~ dehythe changeofione ~pplicatiori: We .strongly·,~rg~ :~hecity Council t~ ·foll0w-this:.
·recommenda't(on .. The' Planning Commis~lo'nexplains that ..theChii~g~of~.one "represents .a,'~aterial
." . .cha'nge to th~ land ·use patterilal'ongHig~w~y:60 and the direct'ion piovided by the City.council,:during
. .',":. .• thezoning'co~sistency study appro,ved i'rI. ibo6 shortly aft~r' the;·~dopt.ion o.f the Gen~ral. p'J.a~. Update,"
.. :. ":~:'<. ': ··.~Th~· PI~nning ~(;ml'mission further :notes that there, are areas; oftheclty bett~rsuited for th~ type 'of' .'
.,:.; . :.. il')dustrial uses proposed by the pr'~jec( namely. the ~outherr;t~p~~i9nS 'ofthe City. The changeof.zd.n~
'. I.' '.,
.. :: should bed~riied for' the a'q~HtioflalreC;lsQn that the IIpolicYd~ciSi()h~'h~snotbeen fully examined wit'~in,'
" .. ~" .. " , ",J;" :'~he 'EIRiand' ~ay'riot have been fully:e~~iuat~d'u~der th:e . iO·06G.~neral Plan Update.WhiletheIIR for
': ' ..• 2006 G~neral Plan:Updateassumed certain''!a'lld uses iricettain' a're,as'ofthe City, the Project with its .',
··.in~u'~trial us:es'r~presents a significant deJ>artiire froni the .land us~s.conteQlplatedcin theGeriera'I·Pla~ .
.. ' . " . 'There are H.keiy ~nyironmentalimpaCtsaSSOGiat¢d with,a 'change 'i~'land:use patterns and:the~e' hnpacts
.' .:" .':.havenot bee~ e~a:m'im!d III connection.~ithth~ current pr()j~ctorar~ny time;"
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the Draft
'c'EM Findings
ignore
'" ':. ': ... the. questl~~ of ~hether th,e' proJe<;te'~teeds'a ppli~a ble.~oise' si~'nd~rd~,. ~'th'~esho·id. of. ~igriifica nt~
,~
':~
. .,
.', ident.ifiedi.nJhe Draft ElK M.oreover,:t~e noise analysis h'nproperly"cc)hcludes that construeti6nnoise ..
",
" .. ·ihipactsar~.iI)Sig~ific,aht.·The·noisea·ri~ly~i'~;'f~ij·st~ iden'tify co~siru'~tio!1;;OiSeA d~ri~griighttirl)~h'ours as
. ,,,'
';:; ..." .';:" ,:··b.eing"a signific~nt ,mpactaQdthereis·~~ccir.~¢sp~n~ing' mi~igC!tionf~r: n'i'ghttime' nciiSelni~~ct's'apart
from impa~ts"a~sodated:with grad'ingactivitiesJeiati.v~to poi~'htial':'ne'a'r'by reside~ces.· "",,' ' .
',"~~'. : . ' .'..
'~',:- ' , ' .
. ."", :':. ,
"
. ':.. ',,~";"-:",
,,'" . /', '.
• I , :.; /::~;.' :' .•.. , .', Con~tr~cti9n noise impacts,a~e'~ignificant becau'se they wilLe~ceed noise standard's: fn additiofli.
::.~ .. ;<' ." .T, '·th~ Drafii.IR d.'~d~s~s: th~t onsite'~0~~~rtict!():nsactivitles' ~iH: la~tup, t6;ninel!lbntJi~,. ~~d 't~,~~ will .
/". :... :'.' i,;.·:",~.proceed. bna·i4~.hb~r,seve~· day.~ ~~ekba~isITh·us;co~s.tr:Jc;hon:hois~~iII be 'signifka~t~inc~: ,,:'
.; .:.\.... ."~: .-,:.", ::,.:~q!l~ttu~tio~is:~o~~!~teiy prohib.jt~(:(~~ri~·~oighttin1e· h6q~;:und~d~ecitYOf Mo~en~v·~ilei Municip~I" :. ".".
" ,~~,,'''' . ;-Code. Under the City Municipal Code, 'Cha·pte,r·.l1.80.030-i {D)(,7), tonstr'uctio.n hours are; limjt~d' to the
, ( :."" '1.'
hou~~ of 'D'e~wee'~ eiK~t' p.m. a~d'seveii'~'~~ :"~xcep't for ~m~'rgericy'y!bl'k by ~ubli~ serV'c~ utilities or for'
'~, '.6therwqrka·ppr(j~~~by·the city.'.fn~·~~ge( 9r~e:;'igne~;'i Th;eQraft~ElRnote·s. thata·wa;ive.r:m~~t be ..
, ',,: ;~bt~'in~d'f;:~'in~th~:dtY;Engin~er ,~lIdwtbn~t;uitiO'ri ..york:tQ;·'~rQCe~d..6~ 'a:24-ho'ur basis'f6r ~. p~ri()d
.~.~ ;~.~ .. ' ...• ·.;·as.ls.proPQs~d;.Fir$t~ the:fact~hMa~~i~'er~~:rib.e· 6btain~did.ti~'s·:h·6,t,~iir:riI'h·ateth~iinpact;'a:n(tthere is
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. Accordingly',the EIR
andthe c~ciA l1indings
documents a~d they are not
,
. fail
,as informa,ilonal
' . ,
based on substan~ial ~vidence since ttiey fail to idenNfy con'struc~i,on :noise impacts as B~'ing' significant,
fail to c;ontai·n anymitigationJorco.nstr.uctionnbiseduring nightiil'Tle hou'rs aparffrom MM N-2, and'
apparentlYfa~1 tocon~C1inany ji:JstlfICatioil'for the signifiCant waiyer'jrom the City Mu~lcipaICod.e for
nighttime cQnstru,ction:
""
. . : . . ... '" '
.
" '
.

I.

" ,t.'

"

'.

"

: .n~ corresponding:mitigation~easur~to ensure.that impac;ts are.·le~sthan sig!1iftcant for construction
dUringnightti.llle hours'''Th~~6Iy mi.tig~tion ~easure pertains to,g~adingactivities near future.residential
uses; Seco:nd,th~re: does not ap~'e~r to·be any disc~·ssion·irit.h:e D~aftEIR regarding th~"cir~umstances
'.' under ~hict~suc'ha wai~er frQm'the req~irements of.theMunlcl~a·l, Code .are cOi:lside~e~drgra~ted .
.Exceptiofls .fr;o ill' the noise oi:din'aric~most likely require appropriate, findings and adequat~ .
.
justlficatio~s: NODe'appear in the' EIR ~r CEQA Findings'.." , .. '
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.' The.EIRJaiis to,adeq,lIately ~onsider,the growth~induci~g. i,mpacts of the Project.~rid'its .
.
rnitigation,'~«;!~sures:' First;th~ EfR I~ it~'treatrrient Of groWth-:lriducing,in,pacts iailstd co'n~ider the fact
.. : '.'
•that th«;! prbfect ~ill be thefirst.pr~jectin:a series of inoustriklj~'om~ercial projects.:Sec~~di~ the EIR fail~'
.to~onsider lhegrowth-indudng impacts ofthe iTi!tigaticm·me~~ur.e ,req~irlng that no' ~esi'd~'1~iaf uses·be
.
developedw,ithin' approximatelySOQ'feetofthe Project. The'Prpj~ct r;equires or enco.urage$ what is now .
··Oe~ignateda~ r~sidentiiH ~ed~sigCnated iridustriill::ttiis'induo~s iriipacts in terms of"n~is:e, air q~ality,· .'.
dies:el, traffi~;' a~d' limduse,impacts(b\trequi~ing n;assive ctl.~~ges'in ~h.~GeneraIPI~nk,ln~other words,
,,: ..
.. ".
thismea~ure'itseifresults in cuimjlativ.~,and growth~ihdud~g impa~ts:because it results'inthe·· .
cOnyerSion~fland' from resident;ait~industrial/conime.rcia:i ~s,es ~h~lch result iri a~ incre~se"i~the
.,.,..
." ::,: '... " ' ..inte·nsfty~f u~esi~hich In turnresults'ingreater air qualitY, traffic and other impacts:whith: have not
,'; . ':', ,
," been' considered irithe EUt . , . ' . ,
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::Ih piacesthe:EIR fails toconsider thes~cond.and~hird p'hases of the Project. As suth,the EIR
. '.'. ..:".;.. ·:.'fails as ari,iriform~tional document~, Li'k~Wi~e;th~ Project.D.~scriptiQ~and EIR fail todistlbse'~n:danalyze
'.:>:' :~,:.: ..•.. :the·factthat·o:th~t..indqstrial/corrtrher'cialproj~cts
Rlanil~d fOr;the.area. Also,.theDies'ell'nipact .
I':., '..
,.',' Health 'Risk~ss~ssinent app~ars to ,on'ly consider' the Proje'~t an~' not (he-cumulative pr.oj~cts .adja~el)t to
"'. ',;:J ",' or neaf the'Proj~·ct. Overall, the fiR fails t~.'adequately con'si~:ier all ph'ases of the d~v'el~pmel)t an.d
'.
ctJm~lative pr'Oje'cts .. · .
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. , ~~>;. ". 'gjnally~,:v/~"a'g~jh urge th¢:d6,/{;:ouncirio'deny thE!::~rej~ct<a:ppr.ovais'for.th~ r'eas~rythat the EI:~' . -:: .... : :"
.' . : .fail~d, to:~)(~mirl~'th~ .impCl~ts·~s~Qb~~'~e·~:withthelilogis*,~o~lfi.~,d:G~~e.~~i P,lan con~~·pt';:~,A.'S .'.' ; .' . :,
",,: ,< , .... , e'xp'lai,~ed in the~CEQA Finding~~ this;,pr.oj~dp~oposes to; in6difythe; Mo~eiio Highlan'ds SPl:!dflc Plan and' . '.:, ,.~ '~:<'.
;,' ,. > I all~w th~ dev.elopment of substantial', logi~tics ,fadlitfes,adjacenttcithe pr.oject site, a .us~. rot
.' ,
,." "
, ','
:", .
. ..... " .•. 2::·. ...~...
.
.. ' . . .. , " , :,;. ~. '., ').' . ~.
' .. '....
,.,: .,,,.' : , :"
"
. ' '. ." :'."
)
.
'.:
; 1.; .;•. ,.r
.,
'co,nterriplatedin
the'.existingSpedfic
pJari;These:uses
and',~l:ieir att~ndant impaGts,mu~t b~e~amined in
,'; ,\:'. .,' ':" .. :.' "'. . ' ". . , "
..... ,': .,: " :".; ,... ':' ., . ' " . 1': ......, ': .:' . r •. , :." >.'.. '.
'~·l.. :";. "'.:',,', ' : ' .•
.'
.' .".,:. cbnMcti(m-w:it~,the Proj~ct !~e, ¢l:In1ulal.iv.~JmpaCt an~lysis' fails:.tQ~id¢ritify or quan~ifY any()f the·.
: ;:ifl.. -: ,:' . _ ' .imp~'cts.c!,sso'Ci~ted with this relate~ projef;t(s): We not.e thafthe·Oepartment'ofjra'nsportation.on
,.
'~~'Febr~arv;3: ?P09 s~bmitte~. ~ le~t'e-j.:..t~,the·CitY sta,ting/~lt'is'~lso i~'poriant that we:do'nqt"ig·rio~e.th~,
; '. ' ...·. ':oppp'rt~~itY't9i~.~h'tiiv .pot~,ntiariu,iur~;wa·r:eh6use:d~Y'~~lpp'rhe~t"W'i~~in-th~~ity ;.. ::~~d:::i?,an,fdrits .
. , "pot~n~i~tl~pa~tslothe Stat~·8lgh~~;?sYst¢m?·ihe,Oep·artrri~ihoft.t.an~p.oi1ati·6n.:th~~:re.C()ghizes)th¢,·,' .,.
.·\·pra:~,~i~aF:fs~~es··~~~Qtiated'~ith)g'~<?tir'g·flJt~r~dev~l~pr11e·~t.. Th~:i~·p:a~ts· assbci~f~q' ~itt/~:r~~s~nabIY .':. '. \"
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foreseeab'lefuture. '!JSe, must ~e considere1d· in conjunction with the cLirrent. projeEt so that adequate'
mitigatiofl,dn'-be; impc;>sed. CEQApr:6hibit'sltpieterne'aremjitQ~m'~'ntal r~vi~w fo:r'~n~reaso~ th~t,
Impact~:ta~:be;bverlooked to the'detri~entof thee'ri~i~o~ment:a~~local citizens. CEdA !ik~wi~e
prohibits ~eiir\~ritation' of prdjed ~'pp'rov~I's; '. .,'. ,,', , "," , ' . '
, .. ', "'", " "
.
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, We,'f~rthei note' that 'on Jan~ary23, 2009;the"South'C~a;tAirQu.ality.r;A'anage'mept Distri'ct
(SCAQMD) ~ent ~ lette~ to the City~otingth,at the' City is contemplating approving two additi~nal
war~hou~ej~omrh~rcial p~rks i~ cI()se. proximity to the: Pr~J~Ct{Ridge property'T;'ust,prbje~t and' "
prologis:p'r<)j~ct)wiiith
wOl,ild great' irici'~ase
ave~age daily've'hide
trips, 'especialiy;' di~seitr~ck
trips, '
;
.:'.
..'
....
. '.
....
.
'.. :.
resuJ,tinitihihc~eased exposures toc'riteria pollLltantsa's ,welliis air toxits to exi~tiniran(l:futlJre residents
of the~roject area. AI! rea~onably foreseea,ble future projectsinduding theseprojet:ts.n1ust.be
consider~d'ln t~~ i~mulativeimp~ctan~lysis forthe' P~oject:~" " .
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August 1, 2008

Ms. Patti Wormley
P.O. Box 7676
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Ms. Wormley:
Cemeteries are permitted by the City's Municipal Code in any residential district
subject to the approval of a conditional use permit. A cemetery proposal was
approved several years ago on the west side of Pigeon Pass Road near Old
Lake Road. The project was not built and the site has since been purchased by
St. Patrick's Catholic Church for a future parking lot expansion. There are no
current proposals for cemeteries under review, and there have not been any
recent inquiries for that use.
Thank you for your inquiry. If you have any further questions, please contact
John Terell, Division Manager of Planning, at
Sincerely,

William H. Batey II
Mayor
WHB/jrc
Enclosures
c:

Council Members
City Manager
Community Development Department Director
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City of Moreno Valley

2/12/200910:50:15 AM

Council Summary

Reference # MV-OS217-EHQ7
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Incident DatelTime: 4/16/2008 9:50:00 AM
Resolution DatelTime: 4/18/20089:00:00 AM
Taken By: Natasha Burdine

__________________ . __ ~ep~rting Pa.rt.¥ !~f?~mati~~___________ .. _______
Name: Patti Wormley
Address: P,O, Box 7676
City/ST/Zip: Moreno Valley CA 92552
Hm Phone:
Wk Phone:
Cell Phone:
Email:

Case Location Information
Property Owner Name: Patti Wormley
Address: P.O. Box 7676
Cross Street Info:
Parcel # (if available):

Resolution Information
Response by John Terell.
Cemeteries are permitted by the City's Municipal Code in any residential district subject
to the approval of a conditional use permit. A cemetery proposal was approved several
years ago on the west side of Pigeon Pass Road near Old Lake Road. The project was
not built and the site has since been purchased by St. Patrick's Catholic Church for a
future parking lot expansion. There are no current proposals for cemeteries under
review and there have not been any recent inquiries for that use.

Case Information
Issue Category: Planning
Issue: Other
Council District:

MV00225698

City of Moreno Valley
Council Summary

Page 2 of 2
2/12/200910:50:15 AM

Issue Description: Please investigate Ms. Wormley's concerns on behalf of Mayor Batey and advise the
outcome.
*.***************

Patti Wormley stated that Moreno Valley needs a cemetery. She stated that currently
people have to travel to Riverside, San Bernardino or San Diego to bury their loved
ones.
Responsible for Follow-thru: Michelle Dawson

MV00225699

Catholic Charities San Ber~a'r~~"ftiverside
Main Administration: 1450 North "0" Street, San Bernardino,' CA 92405 ~~ g ~~'tfr j;.Fax (909) 384-1130
09 fEB - 2 PH 3:

Dear Friends,

~(V

9gnuary 2009

While there has been a lot of talk about resources for Wall Street and those on Main Street, there
has been little mention of so many of the families served by
Catholic Charities who live on the 'back streets' and long to live on
Main Street someday. It is certain that when the middle class is
affected economically, low-income families are devastated.
It was in light of these concerns that I was invited by the President of
Catholic Charities USA to make a presentation at a Senate Briefing
sponsored by Senator Edward Kennedy's office on January 15,
2009. So I traveled to Washington, D.C. to articulate the challenges
facing families that currently reside on the 'back streets' and the
new residents of -the-back streets who have been forced there due
to the recent national economic crisis.
So who lives on the back streets of America? It is really quite simple. Unfortunately, these are
families who for countless reasons are unable to generate enough income to maintain a
household. Families without stable, adequate income suffer in ways many of us can't imagineweek after week, month after month:
• When income is not sufficient then families are forced to make extremely difficult
choices between necessities like rent, heat, lights, food, car repairs, medications ...
• When income is not sufficient then families find themselves in a constant state of debt,
disadvantaged by their bad credit, dogged by a stream of late fees, or re-connect
fees, and bill collectors.
• When income is not sufficient then compromises are often made regarding childcare
arrangements, and families often live with the threat of child protective services
removing their children from them for neglect.
• When income is not sufficient then families often endure health problems related to
poor nutrition, stress, poor and dangerous living conditions, or untreated medical
problems.
• When income is not sufficient. then families often have inadequate refrigerators, stoves,
vacuum cleaners, cleaning supplies, personal hygiene items, and are often unable to
afford to do their own laundry - all of these are the essentials of home life.
• And most critically, when income is not sufficient then parents and children fear the
worst - that they too may become homeless with nowhere to go.
Below are. b few giimpses of families in our two county area that shed light on the difficult
challenges and decisions that must be made when you live on the 'back streets' A husband who is injured on the job after 9 years has his income reduced to a $700
per month Workers' Compensation check: the family rent is $750 per month causing
utility shut-offs and the children's basic needs to suffer:
A woman who has been on the low income housing list for 7 years finally is notified
that she is accepted in the program, but she does not have the $500 security deposit:
A young mother died just after Christmas causing the father and their four children to
move into a one-bedroom rental for $600 per month.

As we endeavor to meet the needs of the growing number of families living on the back streets
of our local communities, let us join together in hope and in action to make a difference in their
lives.
Most Gratefully,
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Ken F. Sawa; MSW, LCSW
CEO/Executive Vice~President

''Providing Help. Creating Hope.

II

www.ccsbriv.org
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Council Members
City Manager

Circuit City Stores, Inc.
9954 Mayland Drive
Richmond, VA 23233·1464
T 804.486-4000
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Mayor William H. Batey
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick St.
P,O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Dear Mayor Batey:
On behalf of Circuit City Stores, Inc. ("Circuit City"), I am sending this letter to satisfy any legal obligation to
provide notice pursuant to the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act ("WARN") (29 U .S.c. Sections
2101 et seq,) and any applicable state law.
Circuit City filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection with the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern
District of Virginia on November 10,2008. This notice is being provided to inform you that Circuit City has not
succeeded in its pursuit of restructuring alternatives and, at this time, its only alternative is to liquidate its assets and
close all of its locations.
Unfortunately, this will result in a complete termination of employees at all of Circuit City's locations, including
employees located at 12530 Day Street, Moreno Valley, CA 92553. While an exact date has not yet been
established for the closure of that location, it is anticipated that the affected employees there will be terminated on
March 21, 2009 or within the fourteen days thereafter.
A list of the job titles of those employees at 12530 Day Street, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 who will be affected,
complete with an indication of the number of individuals classified under each such job title, is enclosed. This
closing is expected to be permanent and none of the displaced employees will possess bumping rights. The affected
employees do not belong to a bargaining unit for purposes of representation, and Circuit City provided written
notice directly to the employees today.
You may contact me if additional information is needed.
Richmond, Virginia 23233,

My contact information is 9950 Mayland Drive,

Very truly yours,
. Circuit City Stores, Inc.

Renee West
Director of Associate Relations
Enclosure
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Moreno Valley, Location No, 249

Customer Service Assoc
Flex Technician
n-Home PC Tech
n-Store Technician
Lead In-Store Technician
IMgr, Store Operations
IProduct Spec-TechIMobile Merch
~pecialist, Entertainment
Specialist, Mobile Installatio
Specialist, Product Flow
Store Director
Sup, Customer Serv Assoc
Sup, Entertainment
Sup, Installation
Sup, Product Flow Team
Sup, Technology

11
1
1
3
1
1
12
5
~

6
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Moreno Valle
"Fighting To Protect Your Tax Dollars!"
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Bill Batey
Bonnie Flickinger
Bob Gutierrez

Jessie Molina
Robin Hastings
Richard Stewart
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Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley CA 92553
DELIVERED BY HAND
Re:

Cancellation of the Library Construction

Ladies and Gentleman:
I just heard about the cancellation of the library construction project and the stealing of
those funds to build a bridge at Nason. That should be the responsibility of RCTC and
the businesses that built at Nason through their Impact Fees and TUMF fees.
When a City says a project will be postponed for three or four years that is government
"speak" for never. Assuming Dan Lee is correct, he says " ... city officials are hoping
they can use regional transportation funding they expect to receive in the future for that
project to "repay" the agency and help build the library." Hoping? Praying?
This is outrageous and I am requesting that the City Council re-agendize this item for
further consideration and public hearings. I was unaware that this item was coming up
or I would have spoken to the Council.
This is one of the problems when top officials do not live in the city in which they work. I
don't know where Mr. Foster works but I suspect that city has a decent library. Why
can't Moreno Valley have a real library? These officials don't use our library and don't
care about it. The library in this City is a shambles and a joke. Stealing the money to
build a bridge is unconscionable and if the City Council refuses to act on this, I will
consider all our options including a referendum to prevent this travesty of justice and
force the City to build the library. I have been to towns of 10,000 people that have a
better library than we have. We have waited over 20 years for a library and it is not
going to wait forever.
It should be a crime for a city of almost 200,000 people not to have a real library. I am
disappointed in the City Council but I suspect they also fell victim to staff doublespeak.
When the current library was closed, the best this City could do, with dozens of empty

MV00225703

buildings in town, was to put in a storefront library for almost a year. While a bridge
across Nason would be nice, it says nothing about the city. No one is going to move to
Moreno Valley for a bridge across Nason. But they do look at the library.
This City goes into debt for 41 milli
steal this money for a bridge?

d liars to complete the city plan and now wants to

ntends to do so I can act appropriately.
You

truly,

Michael S. Geller
Cc: Dan Lee via Email Only.dlee@pe.com

1:\wp\Taxpayers Assn\09 0115 City Councillir re bridge-library,doc
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January 14, 2009
Jane Halstead, CMC City Clerk
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California
Dear Ms. Halstead
'With regret I am resigntng-my-p'oslti.dH' effective immediatelywith the City's Library
Commission. We have recently moved from Moreno Valley to Rancho Cucamonga and now
claim the home there as our primary residence. My many years with the Board have been
enjoyable and I will miss my work with the Commission. Thank you for the opportunity to work
with this group on the improvement of our city library system. Keep moving forward with the
new library.

a~
Dan Reed

MV00225705
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Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Re:

Issuance of Street Sweeping Tickets

Dear City Council:
My family resides in Moreno Valley, CA. On October 21,2008 we received a parking
ticket (MV281021023), from a person identified by the code compliance department as
badge number PE2. On November 26, 2008 this ticket was dismissed, subsequent to an
appeal filed by Robert Naucler.
At the time the ticket was issued Mr. Naucler spoke to the issuing code compliance
officer regarding the schedule changes to the street sweeping program in our
neighborhood. That was met with the response that, he is hearing this from many
residents, a complaint should be filed with the Public Works department, and the ticket
would be written anyways.
The action of having a ticket written against the economic interest of one's own property
causes negative feelings towards the entity writing the ticket and should only be done
when legally authorized. Residents have received inconsistent confusing messages about
street sweeping days and then are penalized for that confusion which is not their fault. I
was told that during the period we received this ticket there was a three month grace
period for residents due to the changing schedule. I fmd it hard to believe the officer
issuing this ticket was unaware of the grace period at the time he issued the ticket, despite
my husband speaking to him.
Do you have a policy regarding employment consequences towards code compliance
officers who issue ticket(s) that are subsequently dismissed on appeal? If you do not I
would suggest that one be enacted stating that code compliance officers which issue
tickets that are dismissed on appeal be terminated subsequent to the issuance of three
tickets dismissed on appeal in a six month period of time.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments you may have.

Thank you,

~t:AI

Kimberly R. Nauc1er, J.D., B.A.
11798 Carlisle Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

" " " " - - - - ' - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -___________J
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Jan. 9,2009

Dear Friend:
These are challenging times for our nation, for our businesses and American families.
We are heartened by President-Elect Barack Obama's plans for a Federal Economic Stimulus package
that is focused on the creation of jobs by supporting emerging clean and green technologies. These are
industries being promoted now through the Green Valley Initiative, a regional economic development
program for the Inland Empire.
The Green Valley Initiative has sent the attached letter to Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, supporting his
request for $11.8 billion from the President-Elect's proposed stimulus package, to be used in California.
We have urged the governor to make the Inland Empire a demonstration project for our state by
allocating funds from this resource to our region.
Please consider joining us in supporting Gov. Schwarzenegger's request, and in demonstrating to
President-Elect Barack Obama that our region is already positioned to create jobs and to stimulate a
clean-and-green economy here at home, in the Inland Empire. Send your letters of support to the
contact addresses and e-mails below. For more information on the Green Valley Initiative, visit
www.greenvalleynow.org.
Thank you for your support,

Ali Sahabi
Chairman,
Green Valley Initiative

Contact information:
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814
governor@governor.ca.gov

The Honorable Barack Obama
President-Elect
451 Sixth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20270

The Green Valley Initiative is a project of the Green Institute for Village Empowerment.
P.O. Box 77756. Corona. CA 92877 •
• www.oreenvallevnow.oro
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GREEN INSTITUTE FOR
VILLAGE EMPOWERMENT

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814
Jan. 8, 2009
Honorable Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger:
I write in support of your January 5 letter to President-Elect Barack Obama regarding the Federal
Economic Stimulus proposal.
I strongly agree that we urgently need a broad national economic recovery package to generate
jobs and get our economy moving forward again. Your administration has identified ways
California can work with the new Administration in four key areas that will stabilize and expand
California's economy: investment in infrastructure, energy security, stabilization of the housing
market and assistance to states to help meet the needs of the medically indigent.
In particular, I would like to support your request for $11.8 billion in energy and energy.efficiency
projects. This is especially critical for both California's economic recovery and our
environmental progress.
.
The Green Valley Initiative in the Inland Empire is a bold :new regional economic development
program that promotes investment in Riverside and San Bernardino counties and establishes
the region as a leader in green and clean technologies; The success of this movement is
attributable to its collaborative design, shaped through lhededicated efforts of key political,
business, academic and community leaders from throughout the region.
An initial target has been linking green technologies with our trade, logistics, transportation and
distribution industries that are vital to both our region and the economic health of our state.
The green economic stimulus that you request for California can be used effectively for green
business development, green transportation, and placing solar o.n rooftops of warehouses and
distribution identified by the business engaged in the Green Valley Initiative. Each of these uses
is included in a Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy report prepared by the Green
Valley Initiative and recently qualified for funding through the U.S. Department of Commerce's
Economic Development Administration.
Our region would like to partner with the state of California to be a demonstration region to show
how we can have the greatest impact on the economy and the environment.
Sincerely,

Ali Sahabi
Chairman,
Green Valley Initiative
cc: The Honorable Barack Obama, Inland Empire legislators, business: leaders and media

The Green Valley Initiative is a project of the Green Institute for Village Empowerment.
P.O. Box 77756, Corona, CA 92877 •
• www.greenvalleynow.org
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PRESS RELEASE
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Governor Scliwarzenegg~r Sends Letter to President-Elect Obama Regarding
FederaLEco.Iiomic Stimulus Prop()~~l
Governor Arn()ld.Schwarzeriegger late yesterday sent the follo\vihg ietter to President-er'ect Barack Obama regarding
the federal economic stimulus proposal.
Text.ofthe letter:
January 5, 2009
The Honorable Barack Obama
The President-elect
451 Sixth street, NW
Was!liilgtoh, DC 20270
DearMr. Obama;
As we discll5sed in Philadelpliiillast inonth,we' urgently need a broad national economic recovery package to
generate jobs and get our,economy moving forward agalh; My, administration has identified ways we.can work
together in foorkey areas that will stabilize and expand California's economy: investment in infrastructure, energy
security, stabilization of the housing market- and assistance to. states to help meet the needs of the medically indigent.
When.•'.'e met, I had identified $28 billion in infras~c\ure projeCts ready, to break ground in CalifornIa within the
first l20 days ofyo1J~ administration; I am writing to report'that we now have nearly $44 billion in projects that are
reapy tostort cOl'1struction or place orders. The projects in communities across California include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

$.1 1.8 billiohin energy and energy efficiency projects
$11 ,billion in invesunent ill roild, transit,illldiail consttuttioil
$4 billion in heiilthcare investment,. incfuding$IAbiIlion in-health care information technology
$8.5 billion in water and sewer projects
$Ll billion in schoolconstruclion,.including broad band accessand.careertechnical ec!.ucntion projects
More than $5 billiqn i'1airport. park, pubiic.safety'al)d other public infrnstructure

California would be able to generate nearly 800,000 jobsover"Ule, life of these projects. In addition, I urge you to
take the following sieps to speed.delivel)' of even more projects:
Waive or greatly streamline National-Environmental Proteciion Act(NEPA) reqLiire·iile.llts consist~nt ,";ith our
statutory proposals to modifY the California Environment Quality Act (CEQ A) for trailsportatiph projects
o Increase funding. fodhe Federal·Emergency Management Agency's Flood Mitigation.Assisiance Program and
rtiodify the'program's rules to fund major levee evaluations,repairsand rehabilitation, Regulatory
streamlinin~should ,accompany tJlis funding to allow CEQA to satisfy NEP.A reqLiirelT!cnts. for. all levee
projects thai. receive federal funding
.
• Shorten federal permitting turnaround times and aHow,negotiations with permitting agencies over mitigation
to occur during' construction
o

http://gov.ca.govlind<:;x. php.?/priht-ver~ionipress-rer~ase{ 113 591
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• S.triJcturenmding for infrastructure projects in a way that encourages design~build approaches
• Encourage more public"private. partnerships to attract mote capiti;ll to thes .. projec;ts, improve efficiencies and
lower costs.
My staff is calCuiatinglhe reductions ingreenhouse gas emissions that' would result from :these critical. infrns.triJcture
upgrades; As you know, California is a world leader in energy efficiency and in fighting climate change. Recently,
tlle California Air Resources Board approveda·roadmap for implementation of Assembly Bill 32,. the most ambitious
climate change strategy in the nation. Thepbard also approved n~\v rules requiring heavy-duty diesel trucks to be
retrofitted with diesel e.xhaust filters to meet federniErtvironmentalProtection Agency requiremenL~ under the Clean
Ai(A~J. Your administration can assist by:
• Using the Diesel Emission Reduction Act to assIst with the $1.6 billion cost of retrofitting an esiimated
160,000 trucks that haul goods through California and will have to be upgraded
• Providing. tax credits fo,r companies that prcidllce tl1esefllters, thereby aiding American companies that
manufacturedi<;sel engines and those tha.tmake technologies to rcducetruck emissions
I also urgeyouto make tax credits and accelerated depreciation forrenewal:>le energy projects:refundable so that

companies canTealize these benefits in the shori terro. Bec;ause thes.e projeCt~ are relativciy ne\V and require large
amounts of capiial,most renewable energy companies don'\. have enough taxable income to use· the production tax
credit and depreciation deductionsiinmediately. Steps youradministrntion can take to speed up the construction of
renewll.bleenergy projects include:
Allowing'renewable prb'duction tax credit, solarinvestmentiax credit and accelerated depreciations to be
refundable forprojects placed in service in 2009
o Establishing clear policy within the U:S. Bureau of Land Management and other federal.agencies to prioritize
,renewable energy pri)je;ct devi:lopJ11ent and transmission on federnllands
• Requiring the U.S. Forest Service ioexpedite the permitting anq general pianamendinents necessary to
complete the Sunrise Powerlink tIJlnsri1issiq'l') project Jllst approved ~y the California Public utilities
Commission
o

Any econornicstimulus you consider should also inClude measures to stabilize the housirigmarkeL We believe that
lower mortgage rates, increas.ed access to. credit for'qualified buyers arid widespread loan modifications tire the most
powerful tools in that regard,andCalifomia stands ready to Iieip your adminislrntion move this agenda forward.
Lastly, California and other states are struggling with increased enrollment and costs in M~dicaid at a time when the
states' ribility to pay for the increased easel bad is most constrained. A temporary increa!\e of at .least $1 oq billion in
the Federal Medical Assistance Percentage, using ta.rgetec\,crjteria, would nssis.t California and other states in
meeting both increased MeqjcairJ costs and enrollment.
Asubstantial federal stimulus program is needed to ease.theimpacts of the current economic downturn. My
administration is comrnitted to working with you to develop strategies to revitalize .our econOmY, put the nation on a
path to:energy security and help our citizensdunrig this. difficult time.
Sincer.. ly,
Arnold Schwarzenegger

http://gov .ca. gOY/index. php?/prin t- versioi1!press-feJeasGl1l3 59/
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CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY

Marilyn J. Harran, Ph.D.

Director and Stern Chair
in Holocaust Education

TIlE RODGERS CENTER FOR HOLOCAUST EDUCATION
TIlE SALA AND ARON SAMUEL! HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL LmRARY
ONE UNlVBRSITY DluvB • ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92866

(

harran@cJuzpman.edu
www.chapman.edulholocausteducation

January 7, 2009
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Morenyalley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Batey:
We are delighted to inform you that a school representing your city is
participating in the 10th Annual Holocaust Art and Writing Contest sponsored by
Chapman University and The "1939" Club, a Holocaust survivor organization, with
generous support from the Samueli Foundation and Dana and Yossie Hollander. The
Rodgers Center for Holocaust Education and the Sala and Aron Samueli Holocaust
Memorial Library coordinate this juried competition for middle and high schools.
We invite you to join administrators, teachers, parents and students from your city
as we honor the students and bring them together with Holocaust survivors at the Awards
Ceremony at 11:00 a.m. on March 6, 2009 in the Chapman Auditorium, Memorial
Hall on the Chapman University campus.
We know that your schedule is very busy, but we believe that you would find this
a wonderful opportunity to demonstrate your support for education and for our
community's dedicated teachers. It promises to be an outstanding occasion to celebrate
the best academic and artistic achievements in our community. We anticipate an
audience of nearly 1,000. The students and parents from the following school in your
city would be honored by your presence:
Rancho Verde High School
Please join us for the event and the reception that will follow. The enclosed map
of the Chapman campus indicates free parking and Memorial Hall where the ceremony
will begin promptly at 11:00 a.m. Please call the Rodgers Center at (714) 532-7760 by
February 4 if you plan to attend so we can arrange appropriate seating and
acknowledgement of your presence.
Sincerely,

n~J/~JrJilyn J. Harran
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Art
Must be submitted with cover sheet (available at
http://www.chaplllatl.edll/ho/ocallsteducationj).
Must not be malted or framed ..

_".~'[ay onl}·he two-dimensional and.must not exceed 12" by 18".·

.
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Ii'Illst iriclude ftxatives so that Ivorks' will not smudge or be altered
by handling.
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l\'lust include an' artist's statement with: title of the work and a statement
of no more than 100 words including the name of the survivor to whose
testimony this work is a response and stating how this work addresses
the prompt. Statement must not include student or school name .
May include photography, computer generated images, or may be in
charcoal, pencil, watercolors, acrylics or oils. Please note that all images
whether computer,. artist or photo generated, arc considered property of
the origi~al artist. Renderings of other works will be disqualified.
~-

.... -

.'~.

Must reflect genuine engagement with the survivor's testimony in its
historical context and constitute a thoughtful and creative response.

.

~o~r

,

'/\

b~:s:~b~itled

·e

Decemb~:

school's thi'ee entries ma),
beginning
7, 2008,
,
·,-Ir'
. \
• •,'
.
and mU$t be postmarked by February 4, 2009. Prose and. poetry entries '
. mil)' bemailedorsubmittedelectr~nicallytocioffi@.ch.l~mari.ed~ .. Art
work must he mailed to:
' . !
. Ms. Jessica Cioffi
Rodgers Cenle'r for Holocaust Education
Chapman University
One Univ<:rsityDrive
Orange, CA 92R66

Art and Writing CDtltest Criteria:
Prose/Poetry
Must be submitted with cover sheet (available at
htlp:/lwww.chapm(ln.edu/h%causll~ducation).

Must be typed or word processed and cannot include refercnce
student or school name.
.'
..

10

Prose entries must be no more than 500 words in length. V/ord count
must be noted.

• an opportunity for each entry in essay, poetry and art to win the
first prize of $500 and the second pri7.e of $250
a copy of 'l71c H%caust Chronicle: 1\ History ill Words an'd Pictures
for every student representative in attcndallcc
• certificates for the three student representatives from each school
the opportunity" to meet and talk with mcmbers of The "1939"
Club, a Holocaust wrvivor organization
additional prizes to schools, school represcntatives and finalists in
attendance at, awards cercmon),
.

Poems must be no more than 30 lines. Line count must be included.
Must reflect genuine engagemcnt with the survivor's kstimony in its
historical context and comtitute a thoughtful and creative response.

t§I~CHAPMAN

~~ U N I V E R 5 I T Y
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Bob Gutierrez
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C0!Jncil Members
Mayor SMW9r\t'in-eques;ted a staff
member attend the Summit. He
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You are cordially invited to join elected officials from throughout Riverside County for a Jurisdictional
Leaders Summit with Mr. Philip Mangano, Executive Director of the United Sates Interagency Council
on Homelessness. The Summit will be held from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon on Thursday, January 15,
2009, in the Mayor's Ceremonial Room on the 7th Floor of the Riverside City Hall, 3900 Main Street,
Riverside.
.
The United States Interagency Council on Homelessness is made up of Cabinet Secretaries and other top
officials from 20 federal agencies charged with coordinating an unparalleled federal response and
facilitating a national partnership to end homelessness in America. The work of the Council has resulted
in an unprecedented investment of federal and state resources in the effort to end homelessness, and
measurable reductions in homelessness achieved across the country through new partnerships, innovative
initiatives, jurisdictional accountability, and results-oriented solutions.
At this Summit, Mr. Mangano will discuss the ongoing federal government commitment to end chronic
homelessness in America and the critical role of municipal leadership in this national movement. He will
present the compelling economic principles behind this movement demonstrated through cost studies
which identify significant savings to communities that shift their focus from managing homelessness
through emergency services to investing in innovative initiatives shaped around sound business principles
and field-tested, evidence-based best practice models that work.
I look forward to meeting with you and other elected leaders from throughout Riverside County at this
important Summit and to working together in partnership with every level of government as well as the
private section to identify, adopt, and create innovative initiatives to end the homelessness of our most
vulnerable and disabled citizens who reside on our streets and in our shelters.
Please RSVP to Jetta Hice at

or jhice@riversideca.gov, by Friday, January 9, 2009.

~

KS'J'P \ /S/OC)

Ronald O. Loveridge
Mayor

'{ll.)f
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3900 Main Street· Riverside, CA 92522

• www.riversideca.gov
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

October 8,2009

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Mr. Bob Alvarado, Chair
California Transportation Commission
1120 N Street
Room 2221 (MS-52)
Sacramento, CA 95814

SUBJECT: Request for Affirmative Vote: Proposition 1B State Local Partnership
Competitive Grant Program - Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements, City of
Moreno Valley
Dear Chairman Alvarado and Members of the Transportation Commission:
As Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley,' I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the
CTC staff recommendation to fund the Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements Project under the
competitive portion of the Proposition 1B State Local Partnership Program (SLPP). When
complete, this project (one mile in length) will provide three full travel lanes, turn pockets,
bus turnouts, emergency access, street lighting/signing/striping, full sidewalks, trail right-ofway, extensive landscaping and provisions for future traffic signals for a major link in the
City's circulation network.
In addition to the technical benefits of this project which were described in the project
application, these improvements to Eucalyptus Avenue are important to the City for other
reasons as well. As development of Moreno Valley moves ahead, road projects such as
Eucalyptus Avenue will serve to stimulate the growth of the community and will facilitate the
development of critical jobs-producing projects throughout the growing east end of our City.
For example, one of the first new projects in the area is estimated to provide 2,500
permanent employees, 1,100 construction jobs, and $157 million in economic benefits to
the region.
For these reasons, I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the Proposition 1B SLPP
funding recommendations. If you have any questions, please contact me at

c: Council Members
City Manager
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Mr. Bob Alvarado, Chair
California Transportation Commission
1120 N Street
Room 2221 (MS-52)
Sacramento, CA 95814

SUBJECT:

Request for Affirmative Vote: Proposition 1B State Local Partnership Competitive
Grant Program - Cactus Avenue Street Improvement Project, City of Moreno Valley

Dear Chairman Alvarado and Members of the Transportation Commission:
As Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley, I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the CTC staff
recommendation to fund the Cactus Avenue Street Improvement Project under the competitive
portion of the Proposition 1B State Local Partnership Program (SLPP).
Cactus Avenue is one of the most important arterial highway links in the City's Circulation Plan. It
extends east-west through the south-central portion of the City and provides a direct link to the
regional freeway system with an intersection with Interstate 215 at its westerly end and a
connection to several north-south roadways that connect to State Route 60. The route serves as a
primary commuter link across Moreno Valley.
When complete, the Cactus Avenue Street Improvement Project will result in nearly a mile of
significant improvements, including:
•
•
•
•

Removal of sub-standard paving, replacing it with four full travel lanes, traffic signals, and
parkways.
Construction of much-needed sidewalks, providing safe, new pedestrian linkages for area
residents.
.
Construction of three new bus turnouts to allow the public transit system to substantially
improve its service to the community.
Substantial widening of the existing roadway, which is adjacent to the Regional Medical
Center, to allow for improved traffic circulation, pedestrian circulation, safety enhancements
and public access to emergency services.

For these reasons, I respectfully request your affirmative vote on the Proposition 1B SLPP funding
recommendations. If you have any questions, please contact me at

;;Z'
ij.;{w;;;Mr.~wart
Mayor

c: Council Members
City Manager
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005
Moreno Valle)~ CA 92552-0805

September 30, 2009
\\'1V1I'.morcl1o-vallcy.ca.L1S

Honorable Arnold Schwarzenegger
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, California 95814
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Supports Senate Bill 827

Dear Governor Schwarzenegger:
The City of Moreno Valley strongly urges your signature to enact SB 827 (Wright) into California
State law. This bill lifts the moratorium on several thousand Southern California air permits. Projects
awaiting the clearance provided by SB 827 include sewage treatment plants, hospitals, schools, fire
and police stations, as well as energy projects, gas stations, dry cleaners, printers and food
manufacturers. These projects, and many others, which are planned under these blocked permits, total
more than $5 billion in investments and countless jobs for California workers.
Many jobs and anticipated funding are now on hold due to the moratorium on air permits - to be lifted
once you sign SB 827 into state law. This includes projects that may be financed in part, or whole,
through the federal stimulus funding as well as private investments. Companies that were considering
relocating outside of California due to the air permit moratorium will once again go forward with
proposed construction and modification plans once this bill is enacted. By creating new jobs and
economic opportunities, SB 827 effectively helps in pulling California out of the deep recession and
provides jobs to working people at all levels.
Also of great importance is the fact that many of the projects currently on hold due to lack of permits
and credits involve the installation of modem, 'green' eco-friendly equipment that helps to reduce
harmful emissions; therefore if SB 827 is enacted, these projects will move forward - speeding
environment clean-up and helping to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions. SB 827 is an
important measure - its enactment will protect the environment, help keep California workers
employed, and bring funds into the state and local economies when they are most needed. We
respectful
rge your signature to this bill without delay.
Sinc rely,

Ric~fi~

Mayor .

c: Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
South Coast Air Quality Management District

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
League of California Cities
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA. 92552-0805
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The Honorable John J. Benoit
State Capitol, Room 4066
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject: City of Moreno Valley's Opposition to S8 14
Dear Senator Benoit:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I am writing to ask you to join us in our
opposition to SB 14 unless it is amended. The City of Moreno Valley supports the
Our City recognizes that
target achieving 33% renewable resources by 2020.
renewable resources will playa key role in meeting our greenhouse gas reduction
requirements under AS 32, the California Global Warming Act of 2006.
The ability to access renewable energy supplies over the next 10 years will be severely
affected by the need to build infrastructure to deliver clean energy supplies to meet
customer demand. Procurement strategies for renewable resources should be guided
by the availability of transmission capacity, maintenance of grid reliability and lowest
cost to consumers. The ambitious 33% RPS goal necessitates procurement of costeffective resources wherever they can be found and be deliverable to California.
Specifically, the definition of "delivery" in SB 14 and "simultaneous consumption" in AS
64 could leave utilities to meet 33% goal while limited to California-only renewable
resources. The 33% goal will almost certainly place upward pressure on rates. To add
these additional, anti-competitive burdens on wholesale markets will only increase this
pressure and make California a more expensive place to do business. In addition, such
policies could result in increased prices for renewables, slower development of new
renewable resources, and reduced reliability of the electric grid. Therefore, the ability to
meet renewable goals with cost-effective options across the West should be an
essential element of this legislation.
The interests of th~ state's electric consumers must be safeguarded in the effort to
achieve a goal of 33% RPS. The reliability of the electric grid must be maintained as we
incorporate more renewables into the system. There must be mechanisms for flexible
compliance so that utilities can achieve the state goal of 33% in the most economic and
efficient manner. Furthermore, restricting a 33% RPS to a California-only option
needlessly drives up the costs to consumers by stranding investment in existing and
much needed transmission and delays the ability of utilities to not only achieve the RPS

MV00225720
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goal, but also makes it more difficult to achieve the state's AB 32 goals for greenhouse
gas emission reduction.
For these reasons the City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests that you join us in our
opposition and voice these concerns along with the economic impact on your
constituents both on the floor and in Caucus.

Sincer

c

~

rrW!rt

Mayor

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
George Hanson, Electric Utility Div. Mgr. Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
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The Honorable Bill Emmerson
California State Assembly
State Capitol, Room 4158
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject: City of Moreno Valley's Opposition to AB 64

Dear Assemblyman Emmerson:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I am writing to ask you to join us in our
opposition to AB 64 unless it is amended. The City of Moreno Valley supports the
target achieving 33% renewable resources by 2020.
Our City recognizes that
renewable resources will play a key role in meeting our greenhouse gas reduction
requirements under AB 32, the California Global Warming Act of 2006.
The ability to access renewable energy supplies over the next 10 years will be severely
affected by the need to build infrastructure to deliver clean energy supplies to meet
customer demand. Procurement strategies for renewable resources should be guided
by the availability of transmission capacity, maintenance of grid reliability and lowest
cost to consumers. The ambitious 33% RPS goal necessitates procurement of costeffective resources wherever they can be found and be deliverable to California.
The City of Moreno Valley is very concerned with the provisions in each of these bills
that set a standard which would, in effect, prohibit all utilities from meeting the
objectives of AB 64 by disqualifying many of the out-of-state renewable resources that
are already in existence and already under contract. Specifically, the definition of
"delivery" in SB 14 and "simultaneous consumption" in AB 64 could leave utilities to
meet 33% goal while limited to California-only renewable resources. The 33% goal will
almost certainly place upward pressure on rates. To add these additional, anticompetitive burdens on wholesale markets will only increase this pressure and make
California a more expensive place to do business. In addition, such policies could result
in increased prices for renewables, slower development of new renewable resources,
and reduced reliability of the electric grid. Therefore, the ability to meet renewable
goals with cost-effective options across the West should be an essential element of this
legislation.
The interests of the state's electric consumers must be safeguarded in the effort to
achieve a goal of 33% RPS. The reliability of the electric grid must be maintained as we

MV00225722

City of Moreno Valley Opposes AS 64
). Ablgust 25, 2009
Page 2 of 2

incorporate more renewables into the system. There must be mechanisms for flexible
compliance so that utilities can achieve the state goal of 33% in the most economic and
efficient manner. Furthermore, restricting a 33% RPS to a California-only option
needlessly drives up the costs to consumers by stranding investment in existing and
much needed transmission and delays the ability of utilities to not only achieve the RPS
goal, but also makes it more difficult to achieve the state's AB 32 goals for greenhouse
gas emission reduction.
For these reasons the City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests that you join us in our
opposition to AB 64 and voice these concerns along with the economic impact on your
constituents both on the floor and in Caucus.

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Honorable Brian Nestande
Honorable Paul Cook
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
George Hanson, Electric Utility Div. Mgr.
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The Honorable Brian Nestande
California State Assembly
State Capitol, Room 4153
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject: City of Moreno Valley's Opposition to AB 64
Dear Assemblyman Nestande:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I am writing to ask you to join us in our
opposition to AB 64 unless it is amended. The City of Moreno Valley supports the
Our City recognizes that
target achieving 33% renewable resources by 2020.
renewable resources will play a key role in meeting our greenhouse gas reduction
requirements under AB 32, the California Global Warming Act of 2006.
The ability to access renewable energy supplies over the next 10 years will be severely
affected by the need to build infrastructure to deliver clean energy supplies to meet
customer demand. Procurement strategies for renewable resources should be guided
by the availability of transmission capacity, maintenance of grid reliability and lowest
cost to consumers. The ambitious 33% RPS goal necessitates procurement of costeffective resources wherever they can be found and be deliverable to California.
The City of Moreno Valley is very concerned with the provisions in each of these bills
that set a standard which would, in effect, prohibit all utilities from meeting the
objectives of AB 64 by disqualifying many of the out-of-state renewable resources that
are already in existence and already under contract. Specifically, the definition of
"delivery" in SB 14 and "simultaneous consumption" in AS 64 could leave utilities to
meet 33% goal while limited to California-only renewable resources. The 33% goal will
almost certainly place upward pressure on rates. To add these additional, anticompetitive burdens on wholesale markets will only increase this pressure and make
California a more expensive place to do business. In addition, such policies could result
in increased prices for renewables, slower development of new renewable resources,
and reduced reliability of the electric grid. Therefore, the ability to meet renewable
goals with cost-effective options across the West should be an essential element of this
legislation.
The interests of the state's electric consumers must be safeguarded in the effort to
achieve a goal of 33% RPS. The reliability of the electric grid must be maintained as we
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City of Moreno Valley Opposes AS 64
August 25,2009
Page 2 of 2
incorporate more renewables into the system. There must be mechanisms for flexible
compliance so that utilities can achieve the state goal of 33% in the most economic and
efficient manner. Furthermore, restricting a 33% RPS to a California-only option
needlessly drives up the costs to consumers by stranding investment in existing and
much needed transmission and delays the ability of utilities to not only achieve the RPS
goal, but also makes it more difficult to achieve the state's AB 32 goals for greenhouse
gas emission reduction.
For these reasons the City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests that you join us in our
opposition to AB 64 and voice these concerns along with the economic impact on your
constituents both on the floor and in Caucus.

Sinc~r
Ri

y,

tf~

a~dA.-f'{fiEwart

Mayor

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
George Hanson, Electric Utility Div. Mgr.
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The Honorable Paul Cook
California State Assembly
State Capitol, Room 5164
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject: City of Moreno Valley's Opposition to AB 64
Dear Assemblyman Cook:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I am writing to ask you to join us in our
opposition to AS 64 unless it is amended. The City of Moreno Valley supports the
Our City recognizes that
target achieving 33% renewable resources by 2020.
renewable resources will play a key role in meeting our greenhouse gas reduction
requirements under AS 32, the California Global Warming Act of 2006.
The ability to access renewable energy supplies over the next 10 years will be severely
affected by the need to build infrastructure to deliver clean energy supplies to meet
customer demand. Procurement strategies for renewable resources should be guided
by the availability of transmission capacity, maintenance of grid reliability and lowest
cost to consumers. The ambitious 33% RPS goal necessitates procurement of costeffective resources wherever they can be found and be deliverable to California.
The City of Moreno Valley is very concerned with the provisions in each of these bills
that set a standard which would, in effect, prohibit all utilities from meeting the
objectives of AS 64 by disqualifying many of the out-of-state renewable resources that
are already in existence and already under contract. Specifically, the definition of
"delivery" in SS 14 and "simultaneous consumption" in AS 64 could leave utilities to
meet 33% goal while limited to California-only renewable resources. The 33% goal will
almost certainly place upward pressure on rates. To add these additional, anticompetitive burdens on wholesale markets will only increase this pressure and make
California a more expensive place to do business. In addition, such policies could result
in increased prices for renewables, slower development of new renewable resources,
and reduced reliability of the electric grid. Therefore, the ability to meet renewable
goals with cost-effective options across the West should be an essential element of this
legislation.
The interests of the state's electric consumers must be safeguarded in the effort to
achieve a goal of 33% RPS. The reliability of the electric grid must be maintained as we
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City of Moreno Valley Opposes AS 64
August 25, 2009
Page 2 of 2
incorporate more renewables into the system. There must be mechanisms for flexible
compliance so that utilities can achieve the state goal of 33% in the most economic and
efficient manner. Furthermore, restricting a 33% RPS to a California-only option
needlessly drives up the costs to consumers by stranding investment in existing and
much needed transmission and delays the ability of utilities to not only achieve the RPS
goal, but also makes it more difficult to achieve the state's AB 32 goals for greenhouse
gas emission reduction.
For these reasons the City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests that you join us in our
opposition to AB 64 and voice these concerns along with the economic impact on your
constituents both on the floor and in Caucus.

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Brian Nestande
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
George Hanson, Electric Utility Div. Mgr.
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August 24, 2009

Honorable Joel Anderson
State Capitol, Room 2130
Sacramento, CA 95814

City of Moreno Valley Supports Assembly Bill 1506

Subject:

Dear Assembly Member Anderson:
AB 1506 fixes a serious flaw in the state's IOU system. The concept is simple: if an individual or company has
money due them from the state, the entity may use that credit towards any payment owed to the state.

In the event of a fiscal crisis, your bill would save many businesses and individuals from severe financial
hardships by stopping the state from charging taxes and fees while withholding payments.
Under current state law, the public is required to accept registered warrants, or 10Us, under certain emergency
circumstances. However, the state itself will not accept such securities as payment. This is a double standard
that harms those hardworking public employees, taxpayers and contracted businesses caught in the middle.
Not only does receiving an IOU create serious short term cash-flow problems, it also places an onerous tax
burden on many individuals and companies. While issuing 10Us may become a painful necessity at some
point, the problem should not be exacerbated by requiring taxes to be paid to the state on income that the state
is simultaneously withholding.
AB 1506 alleviates these problems by requiring the state to accept its own credit as payment for taxes and fees.
With continuing economic uncertainty and erosion of state revenues, it is important for Californians that the
state has a fair system of payment of its debts and obligations.
Thank you for your leadership regarding AB 1506.

c:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Jesse L. Molina

Richard A. Stewarr

DiJtrkrJ

Districil

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
League of Cali fomi a Cities

Robin N. Hastings
Dilfri,o,J

Bonnie Flickinger
DiJtrict.f

William H. Batey II
Disrri,',5
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September 8, 2009
Honorable John Benoit
State Capitol, Room 4066
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

Oppose SB 88 (OeSaulnier) Municipal Bankruptcy

Dear Senator Benoit:
The City of Moreno Valley opposed AB 155, which would create a Local Agency
Bankruptcy Committee to approve municipal bankruptcy filings in California. Now that
SB 88 includes the same language and provisions as AB 155, we oppose this bill for the
following reasons:
Most Cities Produce On-Time. Balanced Budgets -In Good Times and Bad. Even
as cities are seeing dramatic declines in local property and sales taxes as a result of the
current economic crisis, we are making the difficult decisions necessary to produce a
balanced budget, even when that means cutting substantially into core services,
furloughing or laying off workers, or some combination of both.
Municipal bankruptcy Is rarely used. The record shows that cities will use all means
available to avoid bankruptcy. Since adoption of Chapter 9 of the state Bankruptcy
Code in 1949 - 60 years ago - only two cities have petitioned for its use: the City of
Desert Hot Springs in 1994, and last year the City of Vallejo. Municipal bankruptcy is not
an attractive alternative for cities, nor is it an easy process.
SB 88 Is a questionable solution in search of a problem. According to the
information sheet prepared for this measure when the language was included in AB 155,
the author believes the bill is needed to protect a further weakening of the state's credit
that might potentially occur if a city were to declare bankruptcy. We find this argument
preposterous. The state today has one of the worst credit ratings in the nation - not the
result of a city action, but due to a lack of confidence among major bonding and financial
institutions.
If the state is concerned about agencies petitioning for bankruptcy, the most
important assistance it can provide is to fix its own budget problems quickly. and
do so without borrowing. shifting. or taking local revenues. Since 1986 the state
budget has been late 22 times - in good economic times and bad. Local agencies
working to solve their own budget problems are greatly affected by the uncertainty of
whether a state budget will take, borrow or shift funds from local sources.

jesse L. Molina

Richard A. Stewart

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

DiJmal

Dilfri('t;J

Dirlri('fJ

DiJrri,""

William H. Batey"
Distrirt5
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Oppose SB 88 (DeSaulnier) Municipal Bankruptcy
Page 2
September 8, 2009

The City Moreno Valley sympathizes greatly with the challenges that the Legislature
faces in trying to put together a budget that can win the required two-thirds vote to pass.
But we all know that the state faces continuing uncertainty over whether the various
pieces that comprise the state budget will hold together sufficiently to temporarily
address the ongoing state deficit. This uncertainty hurts local agencies, as it does the
state itself.
SB 88 will do nothing to address the factors affecting the state's credit rating. Rather, it
will insert state elected officials into what is fundamentally a local decision-making
process, and substitute the judgment of those state officials for that of the local officials
who are elected by a community to manage their city's affairs.
Given these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley strongly opposes SB 88.
Sincerely,

Bonnie Flickinger
Mayor Pro Tern
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
League of California Cities
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

September 1, 2009
www.mova!'org

Honorable Arnold Schwarzenegger
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Support for AS 774

Dear Governor Schwarzenegger:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I strongly urge you to sign Assembly Bill 774.
AB 774 will grant the Riverside Community College District the transportation fee
authority needed to provide funding to enable students to ride free on fixed route
buses. Upon the favorable vote of a majority of students at each Riverside
Community College District campus, this bill will allow a fee in order to provide
subsidized bus passes for students.
Benefits of AB 774 will include the following: increased incentive for people to attend
college; ability to travel to school, work and other important destinations; decreased
vehicle emissions and reduced traffic; and alleviating the need for additional parking
spaces and structures.
For these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley supports AB 774. The bill has been
approved by both Houses of the Legislature and we respectfully request your
signature. If you have any questions regarding our position on this bill, please do not
hesitate to contact Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at
Sincerely,

Bonnie Flickinger
Mayor Pro Tem
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Jesse L. Molina
DiJtn,:tl

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Richard A. Stewart

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

DiJrrk"r2

Durrir,J

Distrkt4

William H. Batey II
Distri(t5
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
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August 3, 2009

Honorable Brian Nestande
State Capitol, Room 4153
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Assistance in Defeating HUTA Raids on Cities

Dear Assemblyman Nestande:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I want to express our sincere gratitude to you for
your continued support of local government. In particular, we appreciate your efforts in
defeating the state's proposed $1.7 billion raid on local Highway Users Tax Account
(HUTA) funds. As we discussed in my phone calls to you, this proposal would have
resulted in a $6 million impact to Moreno Valley over the next two years. These gas tax
funds are used by the City to maintain our roads, traffic signals, and signs and are a
significant element in providing public safety services to our community. I understand
that you held firm in your opposition to this raid and were critical in getting the HUT A
proposal removed from the budget.
Thank you again for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. Your
advocacy on behalf of our residents is much appreciated.

inc:el~.
N. Hastings
cil Member
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son

Jesse L. Molina
Dis,,*, }

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Richard A. Stewart

Robin N. Hastings

DiItrkt2

DistrictJ

Bonnie Flickinger
Dis,,*, •

William H. Batey II
Distria5
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.mavalarg

August 3,2009

Honorable Bill Emmerson
State Capitol, Room 4158
Sacramento, CA 94249-0063
Subject: Assistance in Defeating HUTA Raids on Cities
Dear Assemblyman Emmerson:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I want to express our sincere gratitude to you for
your continued support of local government. In particular, we appreciate your efforts in
defeating the state's proposed $1.7 billion raid on local Highway Users Tax Account
(HUTA) funds. As we discussed in my phone calls to you, this proposal would have
resulted in a $6 million impact to Moreno Valley over the next two years. These gas tax
funds are used by the City to maintain our roads, traffic signals, and signs and are a
significant element in providing public safety services to our community. I understand
that you held firm in your opposition to this raid and were critical in getting the HUTA
proposal removed from the budget.
Thank you again for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. Your
advocacy on behalf of our residents is much appreciated.
Sincerely,

o

~.

. astmgs
il Member
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son

Jesse L. Molina
DiJma J

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Richard A. Srewarr

Robin N. Hasrings

DiJma2

DiJtri(13

Bonnie Flickinger
DiJtrk,4

William H. Batey II
Distri(15
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.moval.org

August 3, 2009

Honorable Paul Cook
State Capitol, Room 5164
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Assistance in Defeating HUT A Raids on Cities

Dear Assemblyman Cook:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I want to express our sincere gratitude to you for
your continued support of local government. In particular, we appreciate your efforts in
defeating the state's proposed $1.7 billion raid on local Highway Users Tax Account
(HUTA) funds. As we discussed in my phone calls to you, this proposal would have
resulted in a $6 million impact to Moreno Valley over the next two years. These gas tax
funds are used by the City to maintain our roads, traffic signals, and signs and are a
significant element in providing public safety services to our community. I understand
that you held fiim in your opposition to this raid and were critical in getting the HUTA
proposal removed from the budget.
Thank you again for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. Your
advocacy on behalf ofour residents is much appreciated.

c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son

Jesse L. Molina
DistrictJ

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Richard A. Stewart

Robin N. Hastings

Dittria2

District 3

Bonnie Flicki~ger
District.

William H. Batey II
District 5
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August 3, 2009

Honorable John Benoit
State Capitol, Room 4066
Sacramento, CA 95814
SUbject: Support for Cities Regarding HUT A Raids
Dear Senator Benoit:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I want to express our sincere gratitude to you for
your continued support of local government. In particular, we appreciate your "no" vote
on the state's proposed $1.7 billion raid on local Highway Users Tax Account (HUTA)
funds. As we discussed in my phone calls to you, this proposal would have resulted in a
$6 million impact to Moreno Valley over the next two years. These gas tax funds are
used by the City to maintain our roads, traffic signals, and signs and are a significant
element in providing public safety services to our community. Although the measure did
narrowly pass the Senate, I understand that you held firm in your opposition to this raid
and we appreciate your assistance.
Thank you again for your continued support of the Moreno Valley community. Your
advocacy on behalf of our residents is much appreciated.
cerely,

~.

i
. Hastings
Council Member
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Jesse L. Molina

Richard A. Srewart

Robin N. Hastings

Dhtria!

Distri(t2

District 3

Bonnie Flickinger
District 4

William H. Barey II
Dhtria5
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
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July 23, 2009
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Honorable Barbara Boxer
112 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Subject:

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program

Dear Senator Boxer:
I would like to thank you and commend you for your efforts in undertaking major climate change
legislation. As you continue to craft the legislation, I urge you to include dedicated funding for the
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) program.
The EECBG was created as a means to assist cities, counties and states to create and implement
comprehensive energy saving and greenhouse gas emission reduction strategies for their
jurisdictions. With a dedicated funding mechanism, localities will be provided certainty to implement
long-term energy savings and greenhouse gas emission reduction strategies.
The Mayors of this nation have been on the forefront of trying to reduce carbon emissions with nearly
1,000 mayors committing their cities to meet or beat the standards set forth in the Kyoto Protocol. We
are implementing best practices across the nation to increase energy efficiency, promote energy
conservation, invest in renewable energy and ultimately reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The recently passed House bill is providing allowances to the states with no guidance as to how the
money is to be distributed. By' utilizing the existing EECBG distribution formula for a portion of the
state allocations, there would be a sustainable system put in place that would promote long term and
more comprehensive energy saving projects.
If you have any questions, please contact Michelle Dawson from our City Manager's Office at 951413-3051 or Judy Sheahan of the Conference of Mayors' staff at
Thank you for your
consideration of this request and your continued support of the Moreno Valley community.

M~inerIY'~

I((~ {.:utlJoi
Ric rd A. Stewart
Mayor
cc:

Members of the City Council
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
U.S. Conference of Mayors

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Chris Vogt, City Engineer/Public Works Director
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July 9,2009
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The Honorable Barbara Boxer
United States Senate
112 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
VIA FAX:
RE:

City of Moreno Valley Opposes S. 1192 - Mobile Wireless Tax Fairness Act of 2009

Dear Senator Boxer:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I am writing to urge you to oppose the Mobile Wireless
Tax Fairness Act of 2009 (S. 1192). This legislation would impose a five-year moratorium on
state and local taxes on mobile services and the providers of mobile services, and in doing so
limit a much needed local government revenue source.
This legislation treats wireless customers differently than landline customers without any
justification or valid public policy for treating one technology different than the other. It defines
"discriminatory" in such a way as to preclude a local excise tax on wireless services, because
such a tax is not "generally imposed" on all businesses (like a sales tax). It has the practical
effect of taxing those customers who use traditional telephone service and cannot afford new
technologies, such as wireless and I-Phones, while exempting these new technologies from local
and state taxes. This is especially unfair for older and poorer customers, who can only afford
traditional telephone services
The City of Moreno Valley has a Utility Users Tax (UUT) which is applied broadly among many
types of utilities, such as telephone, gas, electric, sewer, cable television, and water. On average,
our UUT provides 19% of general purpose revenue and funds important city services, including
police, fire, and emergency response as well as library and parks and recreation services. The
UUT is collected by the utility as part of its regular billing procedure, and then remitted to the
city.
In our city, the UUT generates approximately $15 million per year. The
telecommunications UUT revenues (telephone wireless, telephone landline & CATV) comprise
approximately 37% (an estimated $5.5 million) of the overall UUT revenues.
Moreno Valley recently updated our ordinance to assure technology-neutrality, and has received
overwhelming voter approval for these changes. This bill could render such efforts meaningless
by imposing a five year moratorium on the "newly" updated taxes.
Due to a recent court decision, a number of California cities are placing their E-911 local
ordinances on the ballot for approval by a majority of its voters. Again, this bill could deem such

MV00225737
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efforts as "new taxes," subject to the five year moratorium. It takes away the ability of other
California cities and counties from adopting voter-approved new wireless UUTs to meet
budgetary shortfalls and funding of essential services.
The City of Moreno Valley is currently facing difficult fiscal circumstances; already face limited
options to generate revenue to provide valuable city services. The control over such sources has
been severely eroded by state actions. In 1992, facing massive deficits in the state budget, the
Legislature and the Governor began the annual transfer of billions of dollars of property tax
revenue from cities, counties and special districts to K-14 schools, allowing the state to reduce its
general fund spending on education.
For these reasons we urge you to oppose proposals that would cut limited local government
revenues.
Sincerel))

Ric

.rIff::!!

Mayor
cc:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Steve Elam, Fin. & Admin. Svs. Director

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
League of California Cities
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The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
United States Senate
231 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
VIA FAX:
RE:

City of Moreno Valley Opposes S. 1192 - Mobile Wireless Tax Fairness Act of 2009

Dear Senator Feinstein:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I am writing to urge you to oppose the Mobile Wireless
Tax Fairness Act of 2009 (S. 1192). This legislation would impose a five-year moratorium on
state and local taxes on mobile services and the providers of mobile services, and in doing so
limit a much needed local government revenue source.
This legislation treats wireless customers differently than landline customers without any
justification or valid public policy for treating one technology different than the other. It defines
"discriminatory" in such a way as to preclude a local excise tax on wireless services, because
such a tax is not "generally imposed" on all businesses (like a sales tax). It has the practical
effect of taxing those customers who use traditional telephone service and cannot afford new
technologies, such as wireless and I-Phones, while exempting these new technologies from local
and state taxes. This is especially unfair for older and poorer customers, who can only afford
traditional telephone services
The City of Moreno Valley has a Utility Users Tax (UUT) which is applied broadly among many
types of utilities, such as telephone, gas, electric, sewer, cable television, and water. On average,
our UUT provides 19% of general purpose revenue and funds important city services, including
police, fire, and emergency response as well as library and parks and recreation services. The
UUT is collected by the utility as part of its regular billing procedure, and then remitted to the
city.
In our city, the UUT generates approximately $15 million per year. The
telecommunications UUT revenues (telephone wireless, telephone landline & CATV) comprise
approximately 37% (an estimated $5.5 million) of the overall UUT revenues.
Moreno Valley recently updated our ordinance to assure technology-neutrality, and has received
overwhelming voter approval for these changes. This bill could render such efforts meaningless
by imposing a five year moratorium on the "newly" updated taxes.
Due to a recent court decision, a number of California cities are placing their E-911 local
ordinances on the ballot for approval by a majority of its voters. Again, this bill could deem such
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efforts as "new taxes," subject to the five year moratorium. It takes away the ability of other
California cities and counties from adopting voter-approved new wireless UUTs to meet
budgetary shortfalls and funding of essential services.
The City of Moreno Valley is currently facing difficult fiscal circumstances; already face limited
options to generate revenue to provide valuable city services. The control over such sources has
been severely eroded by state actions; In 1992, facing massive deficits in the state budget, the
Legislature and the Governor began the annual transfer of billions of dollars of property tax
revenue from cities, counties and special districts to K-14 schools, allowing the state to reduce its
general fund spending on education.
For these reasons we urge you to oppose proposals that would cut limited local government
revenues.

cc:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Steve Elam, Fin. & Admin. Svs. Director

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
League of California Cities
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The Honorable Mary Bono Mack
U.S. House of Representatives
Cannon House Office Building, Room 104
Washington, DC 20515

RE:

City of Moreno Valley Opposes H.R.lS21- The Cell Tax Fairness Act of 2009

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley I am writing to inform you that we oppose the "Cell Tax
Fairness Act of 2009" (H.R. 1521). This legislation would impose a five-year moratorium on
state and local taxes on mobile services and the providers of mobile services, and in doing so
limit a much needed local government revenue source.
This legislation treats wireless customers differently than landline customers without any
justification or valid public policy for treating one technology different than the other. It defines
"discriminatory" in such a way as to preclude a local excise tax on wireless services, because
such a tax is not "generally imposed" on all businesses (like a sales tax). It has the practical
effect of taxing those customers who use traditional telephone service and cannot afford new
technologies, such as wireless and I-Phones, while exempting these new technologies from local
and state taxes. This is especially unfair for older and poorer customers, who can only afford
traditional telephone services.
The City of Moreno Valley has a Utility Users Tax (UUT) which is applied broadly among many
types of utilities such as telephone, gas, electric, sewer, cable television, and wate). On average,
our UUT provides 19% of general purpose revenue and funds important city services, including
police, fire, and emergency response as well as library and parks and recreation services. The
UUT is collected by the utility as part of its regular billing procedure, and then remitted to the
In our city, the UUT generates approximately $15 million per year. The
city.
telecommunications UUT revenues (telephone wireless, telephone landline & CATV) comprise
approximately 37% (an estimated $5.5 million) of the overall UUT revenues.
Moreno Valley has recently updated our ordinance to assure technology-neutrality, and has
received overwhelming voter approval for these changes. This bill could render such efforts
meaningless by imposing a five year moratorium on the "newly" updated taxes.
Due to a recent court decision, a number of California cities are placing their E-911 local
ordinances on the ballot for approval by a majority of its voters. Again, this bill could deem such
efforts as "new taxes," subject to the five year moratorium. It takes away the ability of other
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California cities and counties from adopting voter-approved new wireless UUTs to meet
budgetary shortfalls and funding of essential services.
The City of Moreno Valley is currently facing difficult fiscal circumstances; we already face
limited options to generate revenue to provide valuable city services. The control over such
sources has been severely eroded by state actions. In 1992, facing massive deficits in the state
budget, the Legislature and the Governor began the annual transfer of billions of dollars of
property tax revenue from cities, counties and special districts to K-14 schools, allowing the state
to reduce its general fund spending on education.
For these reasons we oppose proposals that would cut limited local government revenues.

cc:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Steve Elam, Fin. & Admin. Svs. Director

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
League of California Cities
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July 8, 2009
Honorable Arnold Schwarzenegger
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Resolution Opposing HUTA Raid

Dear Governor Schwarzenegger:
The City of Moreno Valley strongly opposes the Conference COrrimittee's action to pursue a two-year sweep of the
local share of Highway Users Tax Account CHUTA) dollars and the three-year $350 million per year taking of
redevelopment funds. The adoption of the Governor's proposal of a two-year take without repayment is a clear
attempt to ignore the Constitution and is unlikely to hold up to a legal challenge. Additionally, the ERAF shift of
redevelopment funds to schools within redevelopment project areas is also legally questionable.
This raid on local transportation funds will not only debilitate transportation related projects - it also impacts other
General Fund services, including public safety.
Moreno Valley has struggled with extremely difficult budget
decisions to reduce programs and has already cut to the bone critical services that our residents depend upon. The
City of Moreno Valley cannot allow our roads to pose safety hazards to our constituents. The Conference
Committee's action to take gas tax dollars would force us to make the impossible choice between critical public
works projects and essential public safety services.
The raid of redevelopment funds for three years totaling $1.05 billion will cripple revitalization and economic
recovery projects throughout the state. During this deeply challenging economic time, taking of any funding which
produces jobs, growth and development is shortsighted. Redevelopment has proven itself a vital tool for local and
state economic recovery. For every $1 spent, up to $14 is returned in job creation, economic stimulation and
services.
The City of Moreno Valley strongly opposes any diversion of gas tax funds and redevelopment funds and urges you
to maintain the flow of these essential funds to local government. Attached is Resolution No. 2009-69 adopted by
the City Council on June 30, 2009 declaring the city's adamant resolve against such further actions.

:TtfA/~,

Mayor
cc:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
League of California Cities

Honorable John 1. Benoit
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Honorable Bill Emmerson
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
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Honorable Jared Huffman
State Capitol, Room 3120
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Supports ACA 9 - Voter Thresholds

Dear Assembly Member Huffman:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I am writing to support Assembly Constitutional Amendment
9. This bill would submit a Constitutional Amendment before the state's voters to allow them to
decide if it is appropriate to adjust voter thresholds for local infrastructure bonds or a special tax to a
55% supermajority.
Current law conditions the imposition of special taxes and general obligation bonds by cities, counties,
and special districts upon the approval of 2/3 of the voters. This requirement has stymied many efforts
to maintain and improve local services and projects that are supported by sizeable majorities of voters.
ACA 9 would change the 2/3 vote requirement currently in law to a 55 percent voter threshold to pass
local special taxes and general obligation bonds issued by local governmeQt entities, including special
districts.
As a result of the 2/3 hurdle, close to 200 local sales tax, parcel tax and bond measures proposed in
California have been defeated since 2002, despite receiving support from more than 55 percent of the
local voters. These difficult economic times are straining the finances of special districts of all sizes,
yet they are still expected to provide the much-needed services and make infrastructure improvements.
A 55 percent threshold would strike the right balance, preserving a supermajority vote requirement,
while empowering clear majorities of voters to approve measures that protect and enhance local
services and infrastructure.
For these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley supports ACA 9.
Since

y,

I~Jft.~
~ewart >L

R! c ard A.
Mayor
cc:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer

Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Brian Nestande
League of California Cities
California Special Districts Association
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Robin Hastings
Wednesday, July 01,200910:53 AM
'info@joinarnold.com'
Jesse Molina; Robin Hastings; Bonnie Flickinger; William Batey; Richard Stewart;
'dwillmon@cacities.org'; Betsy Adams; Bob Gutierrez; Michelle Dawson
Request from Councilwoman Robin N. Hastings, City of Moreno Valley

Governor, any true solution to our crisis will close the $24 billion budget gap without gimmicks,
without borrowing and without seizing local government funds. The state can't afford to address
this problem with illegally balanced budget that will be challenged in court. As a Council Member,
I
asking you to put an end to the gimmicks, and borrowing or seizing local revenues.

am

Respectfully,
R1Jbin N. HClstings
COu,J/<,C[Lwontan, 3rd District
City ofMortno vaLley
1-117/~ Frederick st.
P.o. BOA 8'8'005

Moreno vaLLey, CA 32552-08'05

{3:

W:

robinh@ntovaL.org
WWW':ntovat.Ot-gt
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

William Batey
Tuesday, June 30, 2009 3:25 PM
'info@joinarnold.com'
Jesse Molina; Robin Hastings; Bonnie Flickinger; 'dwillmon@cacities.org'; Betsy Adams; Bob
Gutierrez; Michelle Dawson
Request from Council Member William H. Batey II, City of Moreno Valley

Governor, there is great urgency when it comes to the state budget. However, borrowing or seizing local
government revenues to close the budget gap is bad fiscal policy. The state cannot afford to incur the cost of
paying a Prop. 1A loan back, plus interest, when it matures in three years. Nor should the state enact illegal,
reckless fiscal policies such as the seizure of local gas tax and redevelopment agency funding. California needs
an honest budget based on integrity not budget gimmicks, which will only threaten investor confidence. As a
Council Member, I am asking you to put an end to gimmicks including borrowing or seizing local revenues.
Respectfully,
William H. Batey II
Council Member
City of Moreno Valley

1
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Richard Stewart
Tuesday, June 30, 2009 3: 18 PM
'info@joinarnold.com'
Jesse Molina; Robin Hastings; Bonnie Flickinger; William Batey; Richard Stewart;
'dwillmon@cacities.org'; Betsy Adams; Bob Gutierrez; Michelle Dawson
Request from Mayor Richard A. Stewart, City of Moreno Valley

Governor, cities have worked side by side with you to enact responsible state budgets that protect local
government and local services. As the Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley, I am asking you to maintain your
commitment to local government and enact a budget that does not borrow or seize local revenues.
Res pectfu lIy ,
Richard A. Stewart
Mayor
City of Moreno Valley

1
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Betsy Adams
Tuesday, June 30,20099:59 AM
Cindy Miller
Bob Gutierrez; Michelle Dawson
FW: CALL TO ACTION: Request for Immediate Email to Governor

Importance:

High

Attachments:

Call to Action (June 29 FINAL).doc

call to Action (June
29 FINAL) ...

Cindy-The League, as part of its on-going effort to preserve local revenues, is asking that the
Mayor send the attached e-mail to the Governor.
It would be great if the Mayor, Mayor Pro
Tern and perhaps one of the Council Members could send this e-mail today.
Please let me
know if this will be possible.
Thanks.
--Betsy
-----Original Message----From: Bob Gutierrez
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 9:49 AM
To: Betsy Adams
Subj ect: FW: CALL TO ACTION: Request for· Immediate Email to Governor
Importance: High

-----Original Message----From: David Willmon [mailto:dwillmon@cacities.org)
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 7:34 AM
To: brad.robbins@ci.corona.ca.us; bgroves@ci.norco.ca.us; tdesantis@riversideca.gov; Bob
Gutierrez; rbelmudez@cityofperris.org; gwentz@cityofmenifee.us;
danielson.associates@gmail.com; BMcclellan@sanjacintoca.us; LWood@cityofhemet.org;
RDudley@murrieta.org; Shawn.Nelson@cityoftemecula.org; ranstine@cityofcalimesa.net;
alank@ci.beaumont.ca.us; bnakamura@ci.banning.ca.us; bbrady@Lake-Elsinore.org;
lmoss@cityofcanyonlake.com
Subject: Fw: CALL TO ACTION: Request for Immediate Email to Governor
Importance: High

I'm on vacation in Idaho. This Call to Action requires your immediate response. Thanks.
Dave
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
----- Original Message
From: Amy O'Gorman
To: #Regional Reps
Sent: Mon Jun 29 22:27:53 2009
Subject: CALL TO ACTION: Request for Immediate Email to Governor
Dear Colleagues,
Uncertainty still exists surrounding the budget, but the one thing that is certain is that
the Governor has not withdrawn any of his budget proposals to take local gas tax and
1
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redevelopment funds or to borrow property taxes through Prop. lAo In fact, he mentioned
the Prop. lA loan again this evening in a Bay Area radio interview on KQED public radio.
Attached is a sample call to action for distribution to your members tomorrow (June 30)
asking them to please send an email to the Governor. I'm hopeful that the request is self
explanatory. However, I will follow-up with each of you tomorrow to discuss further.
I appreciate your help with this latest drill.
Thanks so much,
~y

2
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S~~ICITY
As the Legislature grapples with the challenges of addressing the state's massive budget deficit,
California cities are in jeopardy of losing critical street maintenance, redevelopment and property tax
funds. Just three days before the next fiscal year begins, the Assembly attempted to work around the
budget's two-thirds vote requirement by passing a highly controversial majority vote budget package.
Among its provisions, the package includes the annual seizure of $350 million from redevelopment
agencies for fiscal years 2009-10,2010-11 and 2011-12. It also contained the raid of almost $1 billion in
city and county highway user tax account (HUTA), or gas tax, funds for FY 2009-10. The package did not
include borrowing local property taxes. The Governor has vowed to veto the budget because it includes
tax increases and has criticized legislators for running a budget drill instead of enacting a budget that
forces California to "live within its means."
Historically, the Governor has been our partner. He has repeatedly said that he understands the
importance of protecting local government and the services we provide. Yet, in this difficult budget year,
it is the Governor who has proposed seizing and/or borrowing local government revenues.
The Governor's California Dream Team sent a message on June 29 urging Californians to email their
legislators asking them to "get serious about solving this problem." As cities, we couldn't agree more
because every year we enact timely budgets by making tough decisions. That is why the League is
urging city officials to email the Governor's Dream Team TODAY.

Take Action NOW to

SAVE YOUR CITY!

1.

Governor, cities have worked side by side with you to enact responsible state budgets that
protect local government and local services. As a (INSERT TITL8), I am asking you to maintain
your commitment to local government and enact a budget that does not borrow or seize local
revenues.

2.

Governor, there is great urgency when it comes to the state budget. However, borrowing or
seizing local.government revenues to close the budget gap is bad fiscal policy. The state cannot
afford to incur the cost of paying a Prop. 1A loan back, plus interest, when it matures in three
years. Nor should the state enact illegal, reckless fiscal policies such as the seizure of local gas
tax and redevelopment agency funding. California needs an honest budget based on inte rity not
budget gimmicks, which will only threaten investor confidence. As a ( NSERT TITL ), I am
asking you to put an end to gimmicks including borrowing or seizing local revenues.

3.

Governor, any true solution to our crisis will close the $24 billion budget gap without gimmicks,
without borrowing and without seizing local government funds. The state can't afford to address
this problem with illegally balanced budget that will be challenged in court. As a (INSERT TITL8),
I am asking you to put an end to the gimmicks, and borrowing or seizing local revenues.
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City Hall
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Honorable Mary Bono Mack
104 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-0542
SUBJECT: H.R. 467 - Equitable Treatment of State and Local Government Act of 2009
Dear Congresswoman Bono-Mack:
On behalf of the City of the Moreno Valley City Council, we are writing to request that
you co-sponsor H.R. 467 (Speier), the "Equitable Treatment of State and Local
Government Act of 2009"; and that you join in urging the Secretary of the Treasury to
purchase troubled assets held by local public entities as public fund investments. By
state law, the City is able to invest only in statutorily-specifjed conservative investments
rated "A" or better. Such investments represent taxpayer money intended for essential
local programs and services, such as providing police and fire services, constructing
and maintaining public roads and buildings, and redeveloping blighted areas of the
community.
The City of Moreno Valley holds a total of $4 million in defaulted fixed income securities;
a $3 million Lehman Brothers security and a $1 million Washington Mutual security.
Both securities are medium-term corporate notes and qualify as senior debt. This
senior debt was highly-rated at an investment grade rating of "A" or above at the time of
purchase and, for Lehman Brothers, the "A" rating was maintained until the day that
Lehman filed for Bankruptcy on September 15, 2008. In fact, the debt rating had been
reaffirmed by Moody's Investor Services only five days prior to the bankruptcy filing
based upon statements made by senior executives at Lehman.
As you know, cities are facing our own problems in these difficult financial times. Local
governments across the Country have suffered significant losses due to highly-rated
investments and other agreements with failed financial institutions. HR 467 will put
state and local governments in the same position they would have been in had the
Secretary of the Treasury and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
provided emergency financial assistance to Lehman and Washington Mutual by
requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase bonds issued by such financial
institutions.
The City's investment in Lehman and Washington Mutual debt obligations meet the
definition of "Troubled Assets" found in Section 3 (9) of the Emergency Economic
Stabilization Act of 2008 (the Act). The recital/preamble of the Act states, in part, that
the intent of the Act is:
To purchase and insure certain types of troubled assets for the purpose of
providing stability to and preventing disruption in the economy and financial
systems and protecting taxpayers.

MV00225751

Local Agency Troubled Assets Relief Letter
May 14, 2009
Page 2
We believe there is no better way to achieve these objectives than by the Secretary of
the Treasury's purchase of troubled assets (Lehman and Washington Mutual) held by
cities, counties, and other public entities.
The Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) contains specific provisions, including
Section 103, authorizing the Secretary of Treasury to take action to provide relief. In
fact, at the behest of Congresswoman Anna Eshoo, working closely with Financial
Services Chairman, Barney Frank, the language contained in Section 103, subpart 7
was included specifically so that the Secretary of Treasury would consider the stability
of public entities, such as cities and counties that have suffered losses, in distributing
the TARP funds. It would be inequitable if the massive federal bailout buys bad
mortgages, shores up Wall Street investors and insurance companies, yet fails to
directly protect local agencies' taxpayer money.
A $4 million dollar loss will detrimentally impact the City of Moreno Valley's budget and
its ability to provide police, fire, and other essential governmental services. The City is
grappling with the overall economic downturn while addressing our own $6 million
budget shortfall projected for FY 2009-10. Recovery of the Lehman and Washington
Mutual loss will translate directly into saving existing jobs, preventing further disruption
in our workforce, and funding for our capital projects that help maintain and energize our
local economy.
.
In considering the damaging impacts of this loss on local services and on the local
economy, we ask that you join with U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein and Representatives
Barney Frank, Anna Eshoo and Jackie Speier in efforts to protect this taxpayer money
in two ways: first, by asking the Treasury of Secretary to do for "Main Street" what has
already been done for "Wall Street" by using existing authority to purchase these
troubled assets from local government agencies; and second, by supporting HR 467
which would require that federal TARP money be used for these purposes.
Thank you for your consideration of this issue, which is of great importance to Moreno
Valley's taxpayers.

c:

U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer
Chairman Barney Frank, House Financial Services Committee
Congresswoman Anna Eshoo, 14th California Congressional District
Congresswoman Jackie Speier, 1ih California Congressional District
Members of the City Council
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Steve Elam, Fin. & Admin. Services Dir.
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
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Honorable Rod Wright
California State Senate
State Capitol, Room 2048
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject: City of Moreno Valley Supports S8 696 - Emissions Reduction
Dear Senator Wright:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to inform you of our support for Senate Bill 696 Air
Quality, CEQA Exemptions, Emission Reduction. This bill would allow the South Coast
Air Quality Management District (AQMD) to restart issuing urgently needed air permits
to businesses and public agencies. AQMD has been prevented from issuing certain
permits that require exemption from the "offset requirement" by a November 2008 state
court decision. Your bill is critical in order to ensure that local government, business
and industries may continue to function in these uncertain economic times and are not
impacted due to the moratorium on AQMD permits.
There are a significant number of projects for essential public services that are on hold
due to the lack of credits, including: hospitals, schools, landfills, sewage treatment
plants, and renewable energy projects. Currently, no new businesses that would
require a permit are able to start operating and no current businesses can expand.
Likewise, businesses cannot initiate modernization projects that would result in
emissions reductions. Further aggravating the situation, more than 2,000 existing
permits are potentially subject to being cancelled due to the court ruling.
Our region has experienced steady improvements in air quality, under the strict but fair
AQMD rules and regulations in the past. This legislation would enable the AQMD to
continue to operate its credit bank, and allow for exemptions as needed, while ensuring
that the regional economy and jobs are not impacted. As our nation experiences the
worst economic crisis in decades, it is critical that SB 696 becomes law immediately.
In the interest of protecting the local economy, local jobs, and improvements in air
quality, the City of Moreno Valley supports the passage of SB 696 as expeditiously as
possible.

c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy ~. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Honorable John Benoit
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.movaL.org

April 30, 2009
Honorable Joe Coto
Chair, Assembly Insurance Committee
State Capitol, Room 2013
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject: City of Moreno Valley Opposes AB 128 - Workers Compensation: Cancer Presumption

Dear Assembly Member Coto:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes AB 128. This bill would dramatically extend the timeframe for
which public safety personnel can make cancer related workers' compensation claims, by allowing
one year of eligibility for everyone year of service. Current law has a five-year maximum timeframe
for making such claims. However, job-related claims filed after the five-year presumption period
remain eligible for compensability at any time; the burden of proof required in these cases just turns
back to the employee instead of the employer.
In the Workers' Compensation system, a presumption assumes an injury is a consequence of work
and is compensable without any evidence from the employee that the injury was in fact work related.
An employer in California can rebut a cancer related claim and deny benefits to the injured worker.
However, in order to rebut a presumption, the employer must prove that the injury resulted from
work. Case law on presumptions has made rebutting presumptions, specifically cancer presumptions,
nearly impossible for employers. AB 128 significantly increases the chance that employers will be
forced to compensate former employees for cancer claims that are not job-related by substantially
increasing the timeframe to file a claim.
In April 2009, the National League of Cities (NLC) published a study, "Assessing State Firefighter
Cancer Presumption Laws and Current Firefighter Cancer Research," in response to the dramatic
increase in cancer presumption related legislation. In this extensive study, researchers found that
there is a lack of substantive scientific evidence currently available to confirm or deny linkages
between fire fighting and an elevated incidence of cancer. It's imperative that the Legislature
consider all available research when making substantial policy decisions that could significantly
impact employers.
In adopting presumptions, the Legislature recognized the need to have a closed timeframe-a
maximum of five years-upon separation of employment. The City of Moreno Valley opposes AB
128 because it essentially creates a de facto open-ended presumption with cities and other employers
bearing the cost.
Sincerely,

Jesse L. Molina
D,'stT;(11

Richard A. Stewart

Robin N. Hastings

Diurkt2

DisiriCl3

Bonnie Flickinger
Distri(t4

William H. Batey II
District 5
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c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris Paxton, Human Resources Director
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Assembly Appropriations Committee
League of Cali fomi a Cities
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

April 28, 2009

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Honorable Barbara Boxer
112 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Subject: Support Funding for the Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA)

Dear Senator Boxer:
The City of Moreno Valley is respectfully requesting that you consider signing the letter
being circulated by Senators Jack Reed and Olympia Snowe in support of funding for the
Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) and the Improving Literacy Through
School Libraries Program. This program is in the Fiscal Year 2010 Labor, Health and
Human Services, and Education Appropriations bill.
The City of Moreno Valley believes that these programs will help schools maximize
educational efforts, ensure young children a~e ready to learn, narrow the digital divide,
offer library users technology training and job search skills, and serve as the focal point
for community information and services.
Studies have shown that in times of economic downturn, library usage increases. At the
Moreno Valley Public Library, we have seen a 19% increase in visits over last year.
More people in every state are turning to their local library for access to information and
services to help them in today's economy.
Please contact Andrew Odgren with Senator Reed at 4-4642 or Matthew Hussey with
Senator Snowe at 4-5344 by May 5 if you would like to sign this letter or have any
questions. Thank you for your continued support of library services in our communities.

---c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Education Appropriation Subcommittee
Senate Labor, Health & Human Services Subcommittee

Honorable Jack Reed
Honorable Olympia Snowe
David Turch and Associates
Becky Guillan, Library Svs. Div. Manager
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

April 28, 2009
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moreno-valley ca. us

Honorable Dianne Feinstein
331 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Subject: Support Funding for the Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA)
Dear Senator Feinstein:
The City of Moreno Valley is respectfully requesting that you consider signing the letter
being circulated by Senators Jack Reed and Olympia Snowe in support of funding for the
Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) and the Improving Literacy Through
School Libraries Program. This program is in the Fiscal Year 2010 Labor, Health and
Human Services, and Education Appropriations bill.
The City of Moreno Valley believes that these programs will help schools maximize
educational efforts, ensure young children are ready to learn, narrow the digital divide,
offer library users technology training and job search skills, and serve as the focal point
for community information and services.
Studies have shown that in times of economic downturn, library usage increases. At the
Moreno Valley Public Library, we have seen a 19% increase in visits over last year.
More people in every state are turning to their local library for access to information and
services to help them in today's economy.
Please contact Andrew Odgren with Senator Reed at 4-4642 or Matthew Hussey with
Senator Snowe at 4-5344 by May 5 if you would like to sign this letter or have any
questions .. Thank you for your continued support of library services in our communities.

iner

~~
y

I

chard A. tewart
Mayor
c: ·Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Education Appropriation Subcommittee
Senate Labor, Health & Human Services Subcommittee

Honorable Jack Reed
Honorable Olympia Snowe
David Turch and Associates
Becky Guillan, Library Svs. Div. Manager
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www. movaL. org

April 29, 2009

. Honorable Dennis Hollingsworth
California State Capitol, Room 305
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Supports Senate Bill 668

Dear Senator Hollingsworth:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to support SB 668. We believe this legislation is
important in order to ensure that accurate information is provided by sex offenders when
they register with local authorities.
Existing law requires persons convicted of specified sex offenses to register with local
authorities for life while residing, located, attending school~ or working in California.
This bill would require that each registration be signed under penalty of perjury.
The City of Moreno Valley believes that California must send a clear message that will
make offenders think twice before using false information when completing their
registration forms. SB 668 is an excellent step toward a more effective corrections
process and improved public safety.
For these reasons and others, the City of Moreno Valley supports this important measure
and appreciates your continued support of public safety.
Sincerely,

~~
Bonnie Flickinger
Mayor Pro Tern

c:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
John Anderson, Police Chief

Honorable John J. Benoit
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Jesse L. Molina

Richard A. Stewart

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

William H. Batey II

Disma}

District 2

District 3

DiItricI4

Dim'irt5
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.movai.org

April 29, 2009

Honorable Dennis Hollingsworth
California State Capitol, Room 305
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Supports Senate Bill 669

Dear Senator Hollingsworth:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to support SB 669. This bill would restore
standards for Sexually Violent Predators (SVPs) that were previously approved by the
legislature but were chaptered out by Jessica's Law.
A vast majority of SVPs refuse treatment while in a state hospital. According to the
Department of Mental Health, 70% of Sexually Violent Predators are currently refusing
treatment. Treatment is imperative due to the alarmingly high recidivism rate of SVPs
after they are released, which demonstrates the need for all SVPs to participate in and
complete a treatment program.
This bill would restore a previous requirement that completion of a treatment program be
a condition of release for SVPs. Under this 'bill, the committed person's failure to
participate in or complete the State Department of Mental Health Sex Offender
Commitment Program (SOCP) may be considered evidence that his or her condition has
not changed, for purposes of a court proceeding held pursuant to this section, and a jury
shall be so instructed.
SB 669 is an excellent step towards a more effective rehabilitation process and improved
public safety. The City of Moreno Valley is p~oud to support this bill and appreciates
your continued support of public safety.
Sincerely,

Bonnie Flickinger
Mayor Pro Tem

c:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
John Anderson, Police Chief

Honorable John 1. Benoit
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Jesse L. Molina

Richard A. Stewart

Disma}

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

DiJrnel2

DismaJ

DiJtria4

William H. Batey II
Distrin5
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.moval.org

April 29, 2009

Honorable Alan Lowenthal, Chairman
Senate Committee on Transportation and Housing
State Capitol, Room 2032
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Supports AB 1403

Dear Chairman Lowenthal:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to inform you of our support for Assembly Bill
1403. This important legislation would change the Southern California Association of
Governments' (SCAG) allocation of Transportation Development Act (TDA) sales tax
funds to be consistent with the rest of the State's 16 Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs). TDA funds have been capped at $1 million since 1979.
SCAG is the largest MPO in the state with 189 cities, 6 counties and 19 million
residents, however it is the only MPO of 16 with a TDA administrative cap. AB 1403
will allow SCAG to receive the full apportionment of % of 1% of TDA allocation per
statute allowed for the other 16 MPOs in the state.
SCAG's duties have increased and grown in complexity over 30 years, which
necessitates the full allocation of TDA funds to support these federal and stateSCAG needs a stable, predictable revenue source for
mandated activities.
administrative and federal matching funds as well as the allocation of planning funds
to their subregional partners. Removal of the cap would not impact the allocation
formula or allocations to other parts of the state. It would affect four county
transportation commissions within the SCAG region (funds for SCAG come off the
top). The City of Moreno Valley understands the change in TDA allocation of % of
1% and is supportive.
Thank you for your leadership regarding AB 1403. If you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at

Sincerely,

Bonnie Flickinger
Mayor Pro T em

Jesse L. Molina
Distrial

Richard A. Stewart
Duma 2

Robin N. Hastings
Disrn'ct3

Bonnie Flickinger
Disfn'(t4

William H. Batey II
District 5
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c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
League of California Cities

Honorable John Benoit
Honorable Mike Eng
Sharon Neely, SCAG
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.moval.org

April 29, 2009

Honorable Mike Eng, Chairman
Assembly Committee on Transportation
State Capitol, Room 4141
Sacramento, CA 94249

Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Supports AB 1403

Dear Chairman Eng:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to inform you of our support for Assembly Bill
1403. This important legislation would change the Southern California Association of
Governments' (SCAG) allocation of Transportation Development Act (TDA) sales tax
funds to be consistent with the rest of the State's 16 Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs). TDA funds have been capped at $1 million since 1979.
SCAG is the largest MPO in the state with 189 cities, 6 counties and 19 million
residents, however it is the only MPO of 16 with a TDA administrative cap. AB 1403
will allow SCAG to receive the full apportionment of % of 1% of TDA allocation per
statute allowed for the other 16 MPOs in the state.
SCAG's duties have increased and grown in complexity over 30 years, which
necessitates the full allocation of TDA funds to support these federal and statemandated activities.
SCAG needs a stable, predictable revenue source for
administrative and federal matching funds as well as the allocation of planning funds
to their subregional partners. Removal of the cap would not impact the allocation
formula or allocations to other parts of the state. It would affect four county
transportation commissions within the SCAG region (funds for SCAG come off the
top). The City of Moreno Valley understands the change in TDA allocation of % of
1% and is supportive.
Thank you for your leadership regarding AB 1403. If you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at

Sincerely,

Bonnie Flickinger
Mayor Pro Tem

Jesse L. Molina
Dutrici J

Richard A. Stewart
DiJtrid2

Robin N. Hastings
District 3

Bonnie Flickinger
Distria4

William H. Batey II
District 5
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c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Sharon Neely, So. Calif. Assoc. of Gov.
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Honorable Alan Lowenthal
League of California Cities
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.moval.org

April 20, 2009
Honorable Tony Mendoza
Member of the Assembly, 56th District
State Capitol, Room 2188
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Oppose AB 155 (Mendoza) Municipal Bankruptcy

Dear Assembly Member Mendoza:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes AB 155, which would create a Local Agency
Bankruptcy Committee to approve municipal bankruptcy filings in California. We oppose
this bill for the following reasons:
Most Cities Produce On-Time. Balanced Budgets -In Good Times and Bad. Even
as cities are seeing dramatic declines in local property and sales taxes as a result of the
current economic crisis, we are making the difficult decisions necessary to produce a
balanced budget, even when that means cutting substantially into core services,
furloughing or laying off workers, or some combination of both.
Municipal bankruptcy is rarely used. The record shows that cities will use all means
available to avoid bankruptcy. Since adoption of Chapter 9 of the state Bankruptcy
Code in 1949 - 60 years ago - only two cities have petitioned for its use: the City of
Desert Hot Springs in 1994, and last year the City of Vallejo. Municipal bankruptcy is not
an attractive alternative for cities, nor is it an easy process.
AB 155 is a questionable solution in search of a problem. According to the
information sheet your office prepared on this bill, you believe AB 155 is needed to
protect a further weakening of the state's credit that might potentially occur if a city were
to declare bankruptcy. We find this argument preposterous. The state today has one of
the worst credit ratings in the nation - not the result of a city action, but due to a lack of
confidence among major bonding and financial institutions.
If the state is concerned about agencies petitioning for bankruptcy. the most
important assistance it can provide is to fix its own budget problems quickly. and
do so without borrowing. shifting. or taking local revenues. Since 1986 the state
budget has been late 22 times - in good economic times and bad. Local agencies
working to solve their own budget problems are greatly affected by the uncertainty of
whether a state budget will take, borrow or shift funds from local sources.
The City Moreno Valley sympathizes greatly with the challenges that the Legislature
faces in trying to put together a budget that can win the required two-thirds vote to pass
and respects and appreciates the efforts put forward this year to pass a budget that did
not rely substantially on borrowing or shifting local funds. But we all know that the state
faces continuing uncertainty over whether the various pieces that comprise the state

Jesse L. Molina
Distria/

Richard A. Stewart
D/stria2

.

Robin N. Hastings
Distr;ct3

Bonnie Flickinger
DiJtriCl4

William H. Batey"
DutricI5
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budget will hold together sufficiently to temporarily address the ongoing state deficit.
This uncertainty hurts local agencies, as it does the state itself.
AS 155 will do nothing to address the factors affecting the state's credit rating. Rather, it
will insert state elected officials into what is fundamentally a local decision-making
process, and substitute the judgment of those state officials for that of the local officials
who are elected by a community to manage their city's affairs.
Given these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley strongly opposes AS 155.

.
.
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i1chard A~(1%i)
S~fZ
Mayor

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Assembly Local Government Committee

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
League of California Cities
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

April 17, 2009

www.moreno-valley.ca. LLS

Honorable Bill Monning
Chair, Assembly Labor and Employment Committee
Legislative Office Building, 1020 N Street, Room 157
Sacramento, CA 95814

City of Moreno Valley Opposition to AS 1000

Subject:

Dear Chairman Monning:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes AB 1000, which requires employers to provide one
hour of paid sick leave for every 30 hours worked.
As a public sector employer, we believe that leave policies are part of total
compensation and benefits packages that should be determined locally. This is
especially true for employees covered by collective bargaining agreements, as many in
the public sector are. By mandating new levels of sick leave, AB 1000 undermines local
control and the integrity of the collective bargaining process. While AB 1000 excludes
some employees covered by the collective bargaining agreements, we believe
proposed section 245.5 of the Labor Code is written so narrowly as to what the
collective bargaining agreement must include, that most employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements would still be affected by AB 1000.
AB 1000 also requires employers to track employees' accrual of sick leave even after
they have separated from service; this is an unprecedented administrative burden,
requiring every employer to program their human resources systems to track employees
they no longer employ. Because of the administrative burdens and the additional cost
to provide sick leave, we believe that AB 1000 will severely restrict the use of extra help
and seasonal employees. This loss of flexibility will increase costs and reduce
efficiencies in the delivery of services to the public.
I

For the reasons above, we respectfully oppose AB 1000. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at
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Mayor
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c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris Paxton, Human Resources Director
League of California Cities

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
. Honorable Fiona Ma
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
Assembly Labor and Employment
Committee
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

April 17, 2009
www.moreno-valley.ca. U5

Honorable Christine Kehoe
Chair, Senate Appropriations Committee
State Capitol Building; Room 2206
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Oppose Senate Bill 802 (Public contracts: retention proceeds)

Dear Chairperson Kehoe:
The City of Moreno Valley opposes Senate Bill 802 and respectfully requests that you
oppose this bill when it is considered by the Senate Appropriations Committee.
SB 802 would require that contract retention proceeds not exceed five percent of the
payment of all contracts entered into after January 2010, between a public entity and an
original contractor, between an original contractor and a subcontractor, and between all
subcontractors. This bill removes the authority of public entities to decide the
appropriate amount of retention.
Cities must accept the lowest responsible bidder and the flexible retention rate helps to
ensure timely and budget-conscious project completion. Oftentimes we will reduce the
retention to 5% at the half-way point of project completion if adequate progress is being
made and the contractor is acting in good faith. However, this bill would require local
agencies to limit retention to 5% regardless of the progress or good faith of the
contractor, potentially protecting bad contractors and placing public interests and public
funds at risk. We rely upon the retention to help ensure prompt completion of a project,
to make sure the contractor completes all required aspects of the job including smaller
punch-list items, and ensure sufficient funds remain to correct any defective work.
For these reasons, we respectfully request that you oppose SB 802. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City
Manager, at 951.413.3051.

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Honorable John J. Benoit
Honorable Mark Leno
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
Senate Appropriations Committee
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

April 7, 2009
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moreno-valley. ca. us

Honorable Mary Bono Mack
104 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-0542

Subject:

Support H.R. 1692 - Lead in Children's Books

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I am writing to respectfully request that you
consider co-sponsoring H.R. 1692 - Lead in Children's Books. As you know, Congress
passed The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) last August.
This legislation seeks to decrease the levels of lead and phthalates in products intended
for children 12 years of age or younger and is enforced by the Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC). This legislation was misinterpreted by the CPSC to
include books; H.R. 1692 would amend the CPSIA to exempt ordinary books from the
lead limits within the bill and would ensure that children can continue to have access to
safe, educational, and entertaining reading materials.
Without the provisions included in H.R. 1692, school and public libraries would be
required to take drastic steps to come into compliance, including banning children from
their facilities or pull every book intended for children from their bookshelves. For the
City of Moreno Valley Public Library, this would affect approximately 40,000 books,
which represents 36% of our current collection. It is proven that reading books is critical
to child development,and libraries would like to continue to provide this service without
the threat of regulation that would require unnecessary and expensive testing.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. We look forward to working with you
as the Committee begins to advance legislation on this critical issue. If you need any
additional information regarding this request, please have your staff contact Michelle
Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager, at

c: Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assist~nt City Manager
Becky Guillan, Library Services Manager
Honorable Jeff Fortenberry

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
David Turch & Associates
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City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Honorable Anthony Portantino
Chair, Assembly Committee on Higher Education
1020 N Street, Room 173
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Support for AB 774

Dear Assembly Member Portantino:
On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, I strongly urge you to support Assembly Bill
774.
AB 774 will grant the Riverside Community College District the transportation fee
authority needed to provide funding to enable students to ride free on fixed route
buses. Upon the favorable vote of a majority of students at each Riverside
Community College District campus, this bill will allow a fee in order to provide
subsidized bus passes for students.
Benefits of AB 774 will include the following: increased incentive for people to attend
college; ability to travel to school, work and other important destinations; decreased
vehicle emissions and reduced traffic; and alleviating the need for additional parking
spaces and structures.
For these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley supports AB 774. If you have any
questions regarding our position on this bill, please do not hesitate to contact
Michelle
wson, Assistant to the City Manager, at

c: 'ittembers of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
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March 20, 2009

Honorable Felipe Fuentes
State Capitol Building, Room 5136
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Support for AB 14

Dear Assembly Member Fuentes:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to inform you of our support for Assembly
Bill 14.
AB 14 will provide local governments with an additional resource to reduce public
nuisances stemming from illicit activities by granting them the authority to enact
local ordinances to impound vehicles associated with prostitution offenses. This
will provide local government with an important tool to directly target local
criminal activity and promote safer communities .. For these reasons, the City of
Moreno Valley supports AB 14.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Michelle Dawson,
Assista t to the City Manager, at

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
John Anderson, Chief of Police

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
League of California Cities
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall

14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

March 20, 2009

Honorable Felipe Fuentes
State Capitol Building, Room 5136
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Support for AB 14

Dear Assembly Member Fuentes:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to inform you of our support for Assembly
Bill 14.
AB 14 will provide local governments with an additional resource to reduce public
nuisances stemming from illicit activities by granting them the authority to enact
local ordinances to impound vehicles associated with prostitution offenses. This
will provide local government with an important tool to directly target local
criminal activity and promote safer communities. For these reasons, the City of
Moreno Valley supports AB 14.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Michelle Dawson,
Assista t to the City Manager,at

c: Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
John Anderson, Chief of Police

Honorable Bill Emmerson
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Brian Nestande
League of California Cities
Joe A. Gonsalves & Son
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Honorable Barbara Boxer
112 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Subject:

Support Mid-Sized Cities Coalition

Dear Senator Boxer:
The City of Moreno Valley is writing to you as member of a coalition of mid-sized cities. The goal
of our organization is to provide the nation's cities with populations between 100,000 and 300,000
greater access to federal funding for a range of programs that tend to favor the larger cities and in
some cases rural depressed areas. Almost 120 cities in the United States fall within this
population range and represent millions of residents. We hope this coalition of mid-sized cities
will strengthen our voice in debates about future national policy directions affecting urban areas.
An immediate interest for our City and the coalition is the distribution of funds in the Emergency
Economic Recovery Program that Congress will be debating in the next few weeks. These funds
will be available for, among other areas of emphasis, "shovel ready" infrastructure projects,
including road and bridge repairs, transit renovations, sewer and storm water upgrades,
installations of alternative energy facilities, energy conservation improvements, and renovations
to public buildings.
These funds could easily be absorbed entirely by states and big cities. We urge you to include
provisions in the pending legislation that will provide an opportunity for a reasonable portion of the
funding to go to infrastructure and transit projects in our communities. Mid-sized cities often can
implement projects more quickly than the larger cities because our bureaucracies are smaller and
less cumbersome. Therefore, we can put our residents back to work right now.
We look forward to working with your office over the course of this Congressional session. Other
legislation of interest to mid-sized cities includes: the reauthorization of the TEA-LU bill; the
reauthorization of the No Child Left Behind program; COPS; and other bills that may overlook or
neglect the very real and unique needs of mid-sized cities.
Thank you for considering our request to be included in the pending economic recovery program.
We would be pleased to respond to any questions you may have about the infrastructure projects
in our cornm . that are "shovel ready."

Sin~ ,
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fAJ1.;';~
Mayor

c:
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Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us
Honorable Mary Bono Mack
104 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Subject:

Support Mid-Sized Cities Coalition

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
The City of Moreno Valley is writing to you as member of a coalition of mid-sized cities. The goal
of our organization is to provide the nation's cities with populations between 100,000 and 300,000
greater access to federal funding for a range of programs that tend to favor the larger cities and in
some cases rural depressed areas. Almost 120 cities in the United States fall within this
population range and represent millions of residents. We hope this coalition of mid-sized cities
will strengthen our voice in debates about future national policy directions affecting urban areas.
An immediate interest for our City and the coalition is the distribution of funds in the Emergency
Economic Recovery Program that Congress will be debating in the next few weeks. These funds
will be available for, among other areas of emphasis, "shovel ready" infrastructure projects,
including road and bridge repairs, transit renovations, sewer and storm water upgrades,
installations of alternative energy facilities, energy conservation improvements, and renovations
to public buildings.
These funds could easily be absorbed entirely by states and big cities. We urge you to include
provisions in the pending legislation that will provide an opportunity for a reasonable portion of the
funding to go to infrastructure and transit projects in our communities. Mid-sized cities often can
implement projects more quickly than the larger cities because our bureaucracies are smaller and
less cumbersome. Therefore, we can put our residents back to work right now.
We look forward to working with your office over the course of this Congressional session. Other
legislation of interest to mid-sized cities includes: the reauthorization of the TEA-LU bill; the
reauthorization of the No Child Left Behind program; COPS; and other bills that may overlook or
neglect the very real and unique needs of mid-sized cities.
Thank you for considering our request to be included in the pending economic recovery program.
We would be pleased to respond to any questions you may have about the infrastructure projects
in our community that are "shovel ready."
/\

Sincerely,/

1(lu~,a
Richard A. St wart
Mayor

c:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
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Honorable Bill Emmerson
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

In Appreciation of Assembly Bill 222 . Burros

Dear Assemblyman Emmerson:
The City of Moreno Valley recently impounded two juvenile burros in response to
complaints received from Moreno Valley residents that the burros were wandering in
and out of the traffic lanes on Pigeon Pass Road. As you may know, Pigeon Pass Road
is one of the busiest arterial streets in our community, therefore this situation was very
dangerous to both the vehicular traffic and the burros. The City's Animal Services
Division had also been receiving complaints about these burros causing minor property
damage to lawns and gardens in the northwest area of Moreno Valley.
Thanks to your Assembly Bill 222 from the 2007/08 legislative session, the authority
granted to local government agencies to capture and relocate burros provided the City
with an opportunity to safely relocate these animals. The two burros were rescued by
the Peaceful Valley Donkey Rescue, a 501 (c)(3) organization that provides sanctuary
for donkeys and burros.
Without the authority granted to the City in AB 222, our Animal Services team would not
have had the opportunity to relocate these animals to a safe environment. In addition,
we were able to eliminate a public safety hazard as well.
Thank you for your responsiveness and willingness to address this issue by authoring
AB 222. We appreciate your continued support of th~ Moreno Valley community.

c:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Steve Elam, Finance & Administrative Services Director
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
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January 28, 2009
Honorable John Benoit
State Capitol, Room 4066
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subject:

Support for Senate Bill 39 • Good Samaritan Protection Act

Dear Senator Benoit:
The City of Moreno Valley supports Senate Bill 39, the Good Samaritan Protection Act.
Your effort to provide caring citizens with an appropriate level of protection for acts they
undertake on behalf of others is commendable and has our full support.
We understand that the California Supreme Court handed down a decision that the
1980 Good Samaritan Law only shields people from liability if they are providing
medical, not general, care in an emergency. The technical amendment to this law
proposed in SB 39 will correct this ruling and ultimately save lives.
Thank you for introducing the Good Samaritan Protection Act. The City of Moreno
Valley is pleased to support this bill and your continued efforts on behalf of all of the
citizens of California.

c:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Joe A. Gonsalves and Son

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Honorable Dianne Feinstein
331 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Subject:

Support Mid-Sized Cities Coalition

Dear Senator Feinstein,
The City of Moreno Valley is writing to you as member of a coalition of mid-sized cities. The goal
of our organization is to provide the nation's cities with populations between 100,000 and 300,000
greater access to federal funding for a range of programs that tend to favor the larger cities and in
some cases rural depressed areas. Almost 120 cities in the United States fall within this
population range and represent millions of residents. We hope this coalition of mid-sized cities
will strengthen our voice in debates about future national policy directions affecting urban areas.
An immediate interest for our City and the coalition is the distribution of funds in the Emergency
Economic Recovery Program that Congress will be debating in the next few weeks. These funds
will be available for, among other areas of emphasis, "shovel ready" infrastructure projects,
including road and bridge repairs, transit renovations, sewer and storm water upgrades,
installations of alternative energy facilities, energy conservation improvements, and renovations
to public buildings.
These funds could easily be absorbed entirely by states and big cities. We urge you to include
provisions in the pending legislation that will provide an opportunity for a reasonable portion of the
funding to go to infrastructure and transit projects in our communities. Mid-sized cities often can
implement projects more quickly than the larger cities because our bureaucracies are smaller and
less cumbersome. Therefore, we can put our residents back to work right now.
We look forward to working with your office over the course of this Congressional session. Other
legislation of interest to mid-sized cities includes: the reauthoriaation of the TEA-LU bill; the
reauthorization of the No Child Left Behind program; COPS; and other bills that may overlook or
neglect the very real and unique needs of mid-sized cities.
Thank you for considering our request to be included in the pending economic recovery program.
We would be pleased to respond to any questions you may have about the infrastructure projects
in our comm ity that are "shovel ready."

c:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

Honorable Dianne Feinstein
331 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Subject:

Oppose Application of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement
Act of 2008 to Library Books

Dear Senator Feinstein:
The City of Moreno Valley respectfully requests your assistance in opposing a recent
interpretation by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission that would have
lasting ramifications to our children and our community.
The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) has been interpreted
by the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to include books as a product
that must be tested for lead. While it is understandable that the CPSC must protect
children from toxic materials, book publishers have already tested the book components
and found that the lead levels are lower than the regulations require three years from
now. Additionally, the American Library Association reports that all book recalls in the
last two decades have been due to toys attached to the books that posed a choking
hazard, not the books themselves.
In making these regulations retroactive, which we understand is the intent of the CPSC,
both school and public libraries would be required to take drastic steps to come into
compliance. Libraries would be required to ban children from their facilities or pull every
book intended for children under the age of 12 from their bookshelves. For the City of
Moreno Valley Public Library, this would affect approximately 40,000 books, which
represents 36% of our current collection.
We understand that the CPSC should be making a decision on this issue as early as the
first week in February. In order to allow children and families to continue to access
critical library materials, we ask you to assist school and public libraries by urging the
Commission to exempt libraries from the new lead limits included in the CPSIA.

MV00225778
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Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Oppose Application of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 to
Library Books
January 28, 2009

Thank you for your continued support of libraries and the youth of our community.
Sincerely

a~~'
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ayor
c:

Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Becky Guillen, Library Services Division Manager
Nancy A. Nord, Acting Commissioner
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and Council Members

From:

Richard A, Stewart, Mayor Elect

Date:

December 16, 2008

Subject:

2009 Council Member Committee Participation

The 2009 Council Member Committee Participation
consideration on January 13, 2009.

is scheduled for Council

Please complete the Council Member Preference - 2009 Council Committee
Participation roster, noting which committees you wish to serve as the primary or
alternate representative. If you are slated to serve as Chair in 2009, please check the
column.
Please forward the completed roster to Cindy by Tuesday, December 23.
requests will be compiled, and I will determine the final recommendations.

Your

RAS/cam

Attachments
\\Zurichlshared\lnterDept\Counal-Clerk\City Clerk Files\Counal OIIice\Committee Reorganization\2009\2009 Committee Partiapation Memo.doc
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2009 MEETING SCHEDULE
Appointing Authority

Committee

Meeting Time

Meeting Schedule

Meeting Location

Meeting Address

Stipend

I

CITY ADVISORY BOARDS/COMMISSIONS
Mayor

Arts Commission

Mayor
Mayor

Environmental and Historical Preservation 7:00 p.m.
Board
Recreational Trails Board
7:00 p.m.

Mayor

Library Commission

7:00 p.m.

Mayor

Parks and Recreation Commission

6:00 p.m.

Mayor

Senior Citizens' Board

3:00 p.m.

Mayor

Traffic Safety Commission

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

4th Thursday of each
month
2nd Monday of each
odd numbered month
4th Wednesday of each
odd numbered month
3rd Thursday of each
month
2nd Thursday of each
odd numbered month
3rd Monday of each
month
1st Wednesday of each
month

Conference and Rec
Center
Council Chamber

N/A

Conference and Rec
Center
Library

N/A

Conference and Rec
Center
Senior Community
Center
Council Chamber

N/A

N/A
I

N/A

N/A
N/A

COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEES
Mayor
Mayor
Mayor

Economic Development Subcommittee
Finance Subcommittee
Public Safety Subcommittee

12:00 p.m.

N/A
N/A
N/A

No established time/day
No established time/day
Generally 2nd Monday of Training Room
each month

INTER·AGENCIES
Mayor
Mayor
Mayor
Mayor
Mayor

MJPA
Mayor

~

<
o
o

1'0
1'0
01
-...J

ex>

1'0

i

League of California Cities (LCC)
Riverside County Division
Riverside County Habitat
Conservation Agency (RCHCAl
Western Riverside County Regional
Conservation AuthorityJRCAj
School Districts/City Joint Task
Force
March Joint Powers Commission
(MJPC)

I

.!

6:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

Operations Assurance Task Force

Riverside Transit Agency (RTA)

2:00 p.m.

RTA

RTA Operations Committee

1:00 p.m.

RTA

RTA Transportation NOW (T-NOW)

11:30 a.m.

2nd Monday of odd
numbered month
Quarterly, 3rd Thursday
Feb., May, Sept., Nov.
1st Monday of each
month
About every six weeks,
Igenerallyon Monday
3rd Wed. of each month
1st Wed. of each month
Study Session
Will meet as needed
4th Thursday of each
month
1st Wednesday of each
month
3rd Thursday of each
month

Varies

Varies

Perris Council Chamber 101 North D Street, Perris

NJA
$100 per meeting
,

County Admin Center

4080 Lemon St., 1st Floor
Board Chamber, Riverside

$100 per meeting
Mileage @ IRS rate

NfA
Conference and Rec
Center
JPA Conference Center 23555 Meyer Drive, Riverside $100 per meeting
JPA Conference Center 23555 Meyer Drive, Riverside $100 per meeting
RTA Office

1825 3rd Street, Riverside

RTA Office

1825 3rd Street, Riverside

Council Chamber

$100 per meeting
$150 per day
$400 cap per month
$150 per day
$400 cap per month
$150 per day
$400 cap per month

·

2009 MEETING SCHEDULE
Appointing Authority

Committee

Meeting Time

Meeting Schedule

Meeting Location

Meeting Address

~,-

Stipend

INTER-AGENCIES
Riverside County Transportation
Commission JRCTC)

Mayor
RCTC

9:30 a.m.

RCTC

Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction
Review Committee (MSRC)
RCTC Metrolink Briefings

9:30 a.m.

RCTC

RCTC Plans and Programs

1:30 p.m.

RCTC

Southern California Regional Rail
Authority (SCRRA) Board
Southern California Regional Rail
Authority (SCRRA) Committee

10:00 a.m.

RCTC

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Executive Committee
(WRCOG)

Mayor

2:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.

WRCOG

Administrative & Finance Subcommittee 12:00 p.m.

WRCOG

Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) Membership
and Communication Subcommittee
Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) Community,
Economic, and Human Dev. (CEHD)
Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) GIS/Data Task
Force
Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) Goods
Movement Task Force
Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) Regional
Council
Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) Transportation
Committee (TC)

WRCOG

WRCOG

WRCOG

WRCOG

WRCOG

9:30 a.m.11:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m.

2nd Wednesday of each
month
3rd Thursday of each
month
Wed. prior to SCRRA
meeting, 4th Fri. of month
4th Monday of each
month
4th Friday of each month

County Admin Center

4080 Lemon St., 1st Floor
Board Chambers, Riverside
SCAQMD Headquarters 21885 E. Copley Dr., Conf.
Room CC8, Diamond Bar
4080 Lemon St, 3rd Floor,
County Admin Center
Riverside (Or Teleconference)
4080 Lemon St., 1st Floor,
County Admin Center
Board Chambers, Riverside
SCAG Offices
818 W. 7th St., 12th Floor
L.A.
2nd Friday of each month SCRRA Offices
700 S. Flower, Suite 2600
L.A.
1st Monday of each
County Admin Center
4080 Lemon St., 1st Floor
month
Board Chambers, Riverside

$100 per day, 4
days a month max
$100 per day, 4
days a month max
$100 per day, 4
days a month max
$100 per day, 4
days a month max
$100 per day, 4
days a month max
$100 per day, 4
days a month max
$150 per meeting

2nd Wednesday of each
month
1st Tuesday of each
month prior to Regional
Council
1st Thursday of each
month

County Admin Center

$150 per meeting

SCAG Offices

4080 Lemon St., 4th Floor,
Conf. Room A, Riverside
818 West 7th St.,
Riverside B Room, LA

$120 per day, cap
of 8 meetings per
month
$120 per day, cap
of 8 meetings per
month
$120 per day, cap
of 8 meetings per
month
$120 per day, cap
of 8 meetings per
month
$120 per day, cap
of 8 meetings per
month
$120 per day, cap
of 8 meetings per
month

SCAG Offices

818 West 7th St., L.A.

Varies

SCAG Offices

SCAG Offices

12:15p.m. 2:00 p.m.

3rd Wednesday of each
odd month
(Currently Inactive)
1st Thursday of each
month

818 West 7th St., L.A. or
Video Conference at SCAG
Riverside office
818 West 7th St., L.A.

SCAG Offices

818 West 7th St., San
Bernardino Room, L.A.

10:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m.

1st Thursday of each
month

SCAG Offices

818 West 7th St., San
Bernardino Room, L.A.

7:30 a.m.

2nd Friday of each month TBD

TBD

N/A

No Regular
Meeting

Meet approximately three
times a year

4250 Brockton Avenue
Riverside

TBA

9:30 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
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Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
Legislative Action Committee
Riverside Housing Development
~orporation (RHDC) Board
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NAME _______________________

COUNCIL MEMBER PREFERENCE
2009 COUNCIL COMMITTEE PARTICIPATION

CITY COUNCIL ADVISORY COMMISSION/ BOARDS:

Primary

Alternate

Slated
as Chair

Arts Commission
Environmental and Historical Preservation Board
Recreational Trails Board
Library Commission
Parks & Recreation Commission
Senior Citizens' Board
Traffic Safety Commission

CITY COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEES:
Economic Development Subcommittee
Finance Subcommittee
Public Safety Subcommittee

INTER-AGENCY:
March Joint Powers Commission (JPC)
School Districts/City Joint Task Force
*Riverside County Habitat Conservation Agency (RCHCA)
*Riverside County Transportation Commission (RCTC)
*Riverside Transit Agency (RTA)
*Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG)
*Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority (RCA)
*

Mayor participation or designee

\\zurich\Shared\lnterDept\Council-Clerk\City Clerk Files\Councii Office\Committee Reorganization\2009\2009 Council Pre ference.xls
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COUNCIL COMMITTEE PARTICIPATION HISTORY
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Environmental and Historical Preservation Board

Flickinger/Stewart-

Flickinger/Stewart

Recreational Trails Board

West/Stewart

West/Stewart

West/Stewart

Library Commission

White/Flickinger

White/Flickinger

White/Flickinger

Parks & Recreation Commission

West/Batey

West/Batey

West/Batey

Senior Citizens' Board

WhitelWest

WhitelWest

WhitelWest

Traffic Safety Commission

StewartlFI ickinger

StewartlFI ickinger

Stewa rtlFlickinger

Cultural Preservation Board

StewartlWest

Ord. 723 - Dissolved

Ecological Protection Board

FlickingerlWest

Ord. 723 - Dissolved

Disso/ved:

RDA PAC Res. 2005-

Redevelopment Project Area Committee

to? DiSSOlVed

COJfNCI4.S.1J~Cb.MMi'iJ/tEl1.$A~l);;,1~t~}(:;:;~:t;·;;'~j::

.. : .,<.;~:; '<"::".'

:::". .. ,';!·~'!·;@1:~~~;r?~'

Economic Development Subcommittee

Batey/Flickinger

White/Batey

BateylWest

Finance Subcommittee

StewartlWhite

StewartlWhite

StewartlWhite

Public Safety Subcommittee

Batey/Flickinger

Batey/Flickinger

Batey/Flickinger

\-i~if~' -:'i:"{;j;'~~~;;;:~';,

-,--,~.

Inactive Subcommittees:

Legislative Subcommittee
Planning Subcommittee
Public Works Subcommittee

I

I

I

AD HOCrrASK.·13i)BC.~J'¢QMMlLtif:J;jis.::~~\~£i'J~~~~~I~~'FiIE:1'~,~clf:Y[K;0~;~;t~";~iilf~~1~~1~;~Jf~l'~{~i'£ls!~~1l1~
March Joint Powers Commission (JPC)

IStewartlWhile

IStewartlWhite

School Districts / City Joint Task Force

IStewartlWest

SlewartlWest

StewartlWes!

Riverside County Habitat Conservation Agency
(RCHCA)

IBatey

Batey

Batey

Riverside County Transportation Commission
(ReTC)

IWest

West

West

Riverside Transit Agency (RTA)

IFlickinger

Flickinger

Flickinger

Western Riverside Council of Governments
(WRCOG)

IWhi!e

White

White

Western Riverside County Regional Conservation
Authority (RCA)

IBatey

Batey

White

{{:..

IStewartlWhite

Inactive;

Child Care Consortium

~

<
o

City of Riverside Liaison Committee
League of California Cities/Riverside County Div.

o

1'0
1'0
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COUNCIL COMMITTEE PARTICIPATION HISTORY
1999
2000
1998
2001

1997

ADVISORY BOARDS/COMMISSIONS

2002

2003

2004

,.

2005

Environmental and Historical Preservation Board
Recreational Trails Board

StewarVWest (alt)

StewarVWest (alt)

Batey/Stewart (alt)

Baley

WesVSIewart

WesUSlewart

WesUSlewart

WesVStewart

WesVStewart

Library Commission

N/A

N/A

WhilelWesl (all)

While

Wh ite/Slewart

While/Flickinger

While/Flickinger

WhilelFlickinger

WhilelFlickinger

WesVSlewart (a It)

WesUSlewart (a It)

WesUBatey (all)

Wesl

WesUStewart

WesUSlewart

WesVBatey

WesUBatey

!WesVBaley

Senior Citizens' Board

WhitelWesl (all)

WhilelWesl 9alt)

WhilelWest (all)

While

WhitelWesl

White/Stewart

WhitelWest

WhilelWest

WhitelWest

Traffic Safety Commission

StewarVWhile (all)

StewarVWhite (all)

StewarVWesl (all)

Stewart

SlewarVFlickinger

StewarVFlickinger

StewarVFlickinger

StewarVFI ickinger

StewarVFlickinger

Parks

& Recreation Commission

Dissolved:
Cultural Preservation Board

SlewarVWhile (alt)

StewarVWhite (alt)

White/Stewart (all)

Flickinger/Stewart (all)

SlewarVWhile

StewarVWest

StewarVWest

StewarVWesl

StewarVWest

Ecological Protection Board

WesVStewart (alt)

WesVSIewart (alt)

BateylWest (alt)

Batey

StewarVWest

StewarVWest

SlewarVWest

StewarVWest

StewarVWest

Redevelopment Project Area Committee

BateylWhite (alt)

BateyIWhite (alt)

Baley/Slewart (alt)

Batey

BateylWhite

BaleylWhite

BateylWhite

BateyIWhite

BateyIWhile

Economic Development Subcommittee

As required/available

As requiredlavailable

As required/available

FlickingerlWh ite

White/Stewart

SlewarVWhite

BateylWhite

BateyIWhile

BateyIWhite

Finance Subcommittee

White/Stewart

White/Stewart

Batey/Stewart

FlickingerlWh ite

WesVWhite

StewarVWhile

StewarVWhite

StewarVWhite

StewarVWhite

Public Safety Subcommittee

StewarVWesl

StewarVWest

WesVBatey

WesVBatey

WesVBatey

BateylWest

BaleylWest

BateylWest

BaleylWesl

Flickinger/Batey

Batey/Flickinger

BateylFlickinger

Baley/Flickinger

Batey/Flickinger

j

COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEES

I

Inactive Subcommittees:
Legislative Subcommittee

FlickingerlWhite (alt)

FlickingerlWhile (alt)

BaleylWest (a It)

Batey/Flickinger

Planning Subcommittee

As required/available

As required/available

White/Baley(alt)

StewarVWhite

Public Works Subcommittee

FlickingerlWhile (all)

FlickingerlWhile (all)

WesVSlewart

FlickingerlWhite

March Joint Powers Commission (JPC)

While/Batey

WhitelSlewart

White/Slewart

White/Stewart

WhilelSlewart

StewarVWhite

StewarVWhite

SlewarVWhite

StewarVWhite

School Districts I City Joint Task Force

West

West

West

FlickingerlWhite

WesUBatey

SIewarVWesl

SlewarVWesl

SlewarVWest

StewarVWest

Riverside County Habitat Conservation Agency
(RCHCA)

Baley/Flickinger (all)

Batey/Flickinger(all)

BateylWest

FlickingerlWhite

Batey

Batey

Baley

Baley

Batey

Riverside County Transportation Commission
(RCTC)

While/Flickinger (alt)

Flickinger/Batey (all)

WesVWhite

Batey/FI ickinger

FlickingerlWest

West

West

Wesl

Wesl

Riverside Transit Agency (RTA)

While/Flickinger (all)

White/Batey (alt)

WhilelWest (all)

StewarVWhile

FlickingerlWest

While

Flickinger

Flickinger

Flickinger

Western Riverside Council of Governments
(WRCOG)

While/Baley (all)

BateyIWhile (all)

WesVWhite (all)

WesVBaley

Flickinger West

Flickinger

While

White

White

Batey

Batey

I

AD HOCITASK FORCE COMMITTEES

Western Riverside County Regional Conservation
Authority (RCA)

Inactive:

~

<
o
o

Child Care Consortium

As required/available

As required/available

As required/available

City of Riverside Liaison Committee
League of California Cities/Riverside County Div.

WhiteIWest (all)

BaleylWhite (all)

WhilelBatey (all)

Batey/Flickinger

White/Baley

BaleylWhile

BateylWhiie

BateyIWhile

BaleylWhite

Flickinger/Batey (all)

Flickinger/Batey (alt)

StewarVBatey (al!)

StewarVWhile

FlickingerlWhite

BateylFlickinger

BateylFlickinger

Batey/Flickinger

Batey/Flickinger

-

FlickingerlWhile

----

----

1'0
1'0
01
-...J
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
p. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley; CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca.us

August 14, 2Q08

The Honorable Mary Bono Mack
U.S. Congress
. 104 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Pete Weaver, Postmaster
United States Post Office
23580 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-8802
Re: Moreno Valley Post Office
Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack and Postmaster Weaver:
I am concerned about the recent cuts in service to our Moreno Valley postal patrons.
All of the postage stamp vending machines were recently suddenly removed from the
Moreno Valley Main Post Office on Alessandro Boulevard. Several of the large trash
cans were also removed from the lobby area.
Now the only way a customer can purchase stamps is to wait in line to use the
automated package mailing machine, and at that is able to ONLY purchase stamps by
the booklet of 20.
The first few days I encountered numerous customers all asking each other if they had
single stamps to sell. I gave several stamps to a couple of people I knew and two
stamps to a perfect stranger. The lines inside at the service windows were excessively
long. In any case, a postal customer should not have to wait in line to buy a single
stamp! My time is way too valuable for this, and besides it slows the service time for
those customers having to wait in line to purchase postal money orders and other
services requiring them to use the service windows.
Now if a customer wants to use the sole remaining vending machine in the lobby, they
jam up the line for those who want to take advantage of the convenience of the
automated package mailing service at this machine.
This reduction in customer service only serves to slow up the personal services
available at the service window's, and for no valid reasons known to the customers.
Charles R. White
District 1

Richard A. Stewart
District 2

Frank West

Bonnie Flickinger

William H. Batey, II

DistrictJ

District 4

District 5

MV00225787

Congresswoman Mary Bono Mack and Postmaster Pete Weaver
Re: Moreno Valley Post Office
.
Page 2

I was told by one employee this change was designed to "force" customers to use their
debit and credit cards to buy stamps instead of using coins and cash. The problem is
we have a large number of people in Moreno Valley that for a variety of reasons (some
socio-economic) do NOT have bank accounts or credit cards. This recent cut in service
hits this group'of our residents especially hard.
The large trash cans were removed leaving much smaller trash containers that are not
large enough to hold some of the mailing package materials people discard after
opening their mail and packages in the lobby. The result will be a messy interior as
people merely discard their trash on countertops and the floor.
Another problem I made known to you almost two years ago is the lack of adequate
parking in the parking lot. Although the parking lot is very large, much of the parking lot
is taken up by large grassy medians instead of additional parking. Our population is
growing yearly, and the census shows Moreno Valley as one of the fastest growing
cities in the United States, yet our post office has not kept up with this growth. I am
certain your revenue figures will validate my claim. It is time to enlarge the parking lot
as it is getting dangerous with people parking all over with no regard for designated
spaces.
Lastly, I have been frustrated over having to stand in line along with people seeking
passports while trying to retrieve my business mail (such as certified letters) for my law
office business. I don't have a problem with the post office doubling as a passport
office, but surely this can be done without having to inconvenience the business
customer any more than is already the case due to all the other reasons for delays in
getting their mail.

RAS:jrc
c:

Council Members
City Manager

MV00225788

City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valleyca.us

January 2, 2008

Re: Letter of Recommendation, Michael G. Andrews
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a current City of Moreno Valley council member and have been on the City Council
since 1990. It is my pleasure to recommend to you Michael G. Andrews. I have
personally and professionally known Mike since 2000 when he was promoted to the
position of Chief Deputy for the Riverside County Sheriff's Department. Later, as the
Assistant Sheriff he was my main point of contact between the City of Moreno Valley
and the Riverside County Sheriff's Department.
The City of Moreno Valley has contracted with the Riverside County Sheriffs
Department for police services since its incorporation in 1984. Our population is
presently about 180,000, and we have just under 200 sworn officers assigned to the
Moreno Valley Police Department under the current contract.
Over these past several years we have faced challenges in staffing our police
department as we added about 10 officers a year on the average for the past 5 years
alone. Mike was my main point of contact in addressing the challenges and issues we
faced. His decisive actions, made with the approval of Sheriff Doyle, enabled Moreno
Valley to grow its policing force and keep up with the population increases. He made a
variety of strategic management decisions to enable this growth, one in particular was
the reassignment of sworn personnel from the custody division of the Sheriff's
Department to mainline police duties and backfilling these with Correctional Deputies.
Mike's "hands on" management (of course in concert with the chain of command and
Chief Deputy under him) of our contract city's needs and concerns resulted in our city
having top notch supervisory and management personnel being assigned here and later
with several innovative policing programs being implemented. One that comes to mind
is the new "Burglary Suppression Team" that has been setting arrest and crime
clearance records in our city since its inception. Together with our police chief (station
Captain), Mike's encouragement and support of such innovative programs rather than
just some "vanilla" approach to crime fighting and management has been
enthusiastically received and applauded by me as well as my fellow elected council
members in Moreno Valley.

Charles R. White
District 1

Richard A. Stewart
. District 2

Frank West
District 3

Bonnie Flickinger
District 4

William H. Batey; II
District 5

MV00225789

January 2, 2008
Letter of Recommendation
Michael G. Andrews
Page 2

I have always found Mike to be open-minded, willing to listen, intelligent and innovative,
as well as approachable and accessible. In one instance involving some sensitive
issues, he cleared his calendar and made himself available for lunch in order to discuss
the issues and offer solutions that resulted in a very satisfactory resolution ..

It is often said that we elected officials can be difficult to deal with. I always found Mike
easy to talk to, I never felt rushed by him, and he always followed through on my
concerns and suggestions. His sensitive and intelligent approach to problem solving
and management has convinced me that he would be an excellent candidate for a
command management position such as Police Chief or equivalent in which he had to
deal with both other professionals as well as a variety of elected officials.
It is without reservation that I recommend Michael G. Andrews to you for an upper level
police management position (such as Police Chief) or any management position, even
outside the field of law enforcement. I am available for confidential discussion if desired
and can be reached on my cell phone: (951) 217-1516.

RICHARD A.
EWART
Council Member, 2nd district
City of Moreno Valley

RS/cam

MV00225790
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2008 Incoming Correspondence
Stewart, Richard

\

\
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12/19/08 c:

Council Members
Bob Gutierrez
Kyle Kollar
John Tere 11
Jane Halstead

December 19, 2008

Via Hand Delivery

Mr. William H. Batey, II .---Mayor
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Mr. Rick De long
Chairman - Planning Commission
City of Moreno Valley
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

RE:

Planning Commission Service

Dear Bill & Rick:

I hereby resign my seat on the Moreno Valley Planning Commission effective
December 19,2008.

I am grateful for the opportunity our elected officials have given me to serve the people of
Moreno Valley during the past 14 + years.
Beat Regards,

~5'

s:a;:

Bruce R.
28385 Championship Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Enclosures:none

cc: file
fc:itr45420.doc

Bruce R. Springer
28385 Championship Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

MV00225792

RECEIVED

,I
'j
I

Mark Gross
Senior Planner
City of Moreno Valley

DEC 18 2008

08 DEC I 8 :tM1d4~eHer 2008

PLANNING
CitY OF MORENO VALLEY

Dear Mr. Gross,
Re: Highland Fairview Corporate Park's failure to test for the presence of Coccidioides Immitis, and
Coccidioides Posadasii fungi.

I strongly believe that the health of Moreno Valley residents must be protected. I have not seen where
soil testing has been done on the project site for the fungi known to cause Coccidioidomycosis, better
known as Valley Fever.
The fungi which cause this serious illness is known to exist in the Inland Empire, and can be stirred into
the air by anything which disrupts the soil such as construction. Once airborne these spores can be
carried by the wind for distances of OVer one hundred miles. It medically reported that only one
Coccidioides fungi spore need to be inhaled to cause this illness, and that the severity of the illness
increases with the number of spores inhaled.
Coccidioidomycosis is a condition that is often misdiagnosed as other illnesses and diseases such as
cancer, tuberculosis, and the common flue or pneumonia. As results of such, most cases are not
diagnosed and treated in a timely manner, causing the n~ for more invasive testing such as lung
biopsies.
Those more susceptible to the disease are those who have a lowered immune system, diabetics, the
elderly and women who are in their third trimester of pregnancy, and immediately following the birth of
their child (at this time there is not enough information as to the effects on the unborn).
Person with whom have been infected have been known to receive initial diagnosis of lung cancer
based on chest X-rays which tend to show the presence of nodules much like that of cancer. Receiving
this kind of news alone can cause great emotional pain and hardship to the person and family of such an
infected person.
The State of California reports an infection rate of at least 35,000 new cases per year, with that number
growing with time, and at one point was at epidemic levels in the Bakersfield area.
The testing of the project site's soil needs to be performed by an agency that is independent of the
developer, and the result of such report sent directly to you without the developer knowing of its
contents first. Upon your review of the report it should be made available for public review by means of
postings in accordance with current law, and should also be made available review on the city's web
site.

1

MV00225793

The main responsibility of The Planning Commission and the City Council member08 OC0r~&ctfm~t: 2~
health, safety and welfare" of the city's residents. Failure to cOnduct these tests shows they are not
fulfilling their official duties.
If needed members of my staff can be made available to assist you with any questions you may have
regarding this condition.

Please enter my comments into the public records on The Highland Fairview Corporate Park project and
make sure each Planning Commissioner and City Council Member receive a copy of this request for soil
testing as soon as possible. I would also appreciate you notifying me of all future documents and
meetings related to this project. I also need the final copy of the EIR sent to me and I hope all Moreno
Valley citizens will have the full 30 days to read this massive document which has always been our City's
practice.

~ECIEIVED

Sincerely,

DEC 18 2008

Mike Rios
29034 Cantabrria Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA. 92555

PlANNING

CJTYOF MORENO VALLEY
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"II Y COUNCIL
?-'IOREtW VALLEY

J\ssrmhlu
<llalifnrnht r!lrgislafurr

STATE CAPITOL
P.O. BOX 942849 .
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0064
(916) 319-2064
FAX (916) 319-2164

REeEl VED

08 DEC 17 PN 2: 02
BRIAN NESTANDE
ASSEMBLYMEMBER, SIXTY-FOURTH DISTRICT

December 10, 2008

Honorable Richard A- Stewart
c/o City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Councilmember Stewart:
I look forward to working with you in the coming years to address the difficult and
diverse issues facing the residents of Riverside County. In these trying times, it will take
effective coordination to protect the wellbeing of our region. I would like to meet with
you in the near future to continue the important work of our community and constituents.
Below is my Riverside District Office information:
1223 University Avenue #230
Rivet-side, CA 92507

I am honored to represent you in the State Assembly. Please do not hesitate to contact
my office if I can be of any assistance_

Sincerely,

BRI~NDE

Assemblymember, 64 th District
BN:cb
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Printed on Recycled Paper
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Occu.pant
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un COUNCil
26256 Hemlock
:"10RENO VALLEY
Moreno Valley, CA
RECEIVED
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 08 NO\! - 7 PM 12: 46
We don't mind you kids having a good time and having a party on
Halloween Night. We do:> however, think it is very inconsiderate of
you to wake everybody else in the neighborhood up at 12:30 in the
mQ~g. ,I90uld ha~e::Q~¢the police last night but I w~ asley!, .' "

arid'hilifdiessed. I .HAVE1iXD TO DoUBLE MY

.

PERSCRIPTIONOF SLEEPING PILL8.AND I DON'T
APPRECIATE BEING WOKEN UPIN11ffi MIDDLE OF THE
NIGHT! The least you'could have done is to take your noise
inside! .
HERE ARE MY TERMS: Take your noise inside after 10:00 P.M.
If you don't, I guarantee you that I will use whatever legal .means
necessary to end": you inconsiderate~ti~'ty.l
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Occupant

26256 Hemlock
Moreno Valley, CA
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

,
, .

We don't mind you kids having a good time and having a party on
Halloween Night. We do, however, think it is very inconsiderate of
you to, wake everybody else in the neighborhood up at 12:30 in the
morning. I could have called the police last night but I was asleep
and half dressed. I Ht:\VE :FIf\l) TO DOUBLE MY
PERSCRIPTION OF SLEEPING PILLS AND"l DON'T

APPRECIATE BEING WOKEN UP IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
NIGHT! The least vou could have done is to take vour noise
~

~

inside!
HERE ARE MY TERMS: Take your noise inside after 10:00 P.M.
If you don't, I guarantee you that I will use \vhatever legal means
necessary to end you inconsiderate activity!
Richard R Smith
26562 Scott Lane
Moreno VaIley~ CA92555-2002
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City Council Member Frank West
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
413.3000
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08 NOV I 0 PM I: 15

Mayor William Batey
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Batey:
I've owned the property and operated a business at 24104 Sunnymead Boulevard for many
years. The fatal shooting across the street two days ago was a horrible tragedy, but unfortunately
it was not unexpected. When an environment is allowed to fester that is conducive to anti-social
behavior, consequences can be explosive.
When I arrived today at work, the staff intentionally had left the front door locked -- prisoners
in their own office. The office manager of the children's dentist on the back portion of our
property called us to ask if it is safe for her patients to leave. A client of ours refuses to go to
ACE Hardware anymore for fear that the tools in the bed of his truck will be stolen by the
loiterers. A locksmith located on Sunnymead Blvd. told me today that his business is affected,
even though he is a full block away. And the negatives are spreading. Clients who we see in
our tax business only once a year speak about their concerns about traveling down the boulevard.
This has long been a problem, but it has grown exponentially with the three businesses located
across the street and the barbershop next door to us all open together. The liquor store has been
there for many years, with its own loitering problem and some obvious drug activities. When
the recycling center was allowed to locate behind the liquor store, a new problem developed.
Vagrants and the homeless sell their recyclables and walk the few steps to the liquor store,
buy alcohol and drink either on the property or venture across the street to our property,
which has one of the few shaded grass areas. Every morning we must clean empty beer
cans, bottles, and other trash off of our property. When the barber shops opened, one next
door to the liquor store, and the other next door to us, a gang mentality was added to the mix.
Loud vulgar language has become the norm and when we have complained we have received
verbal abuse, even from the employees of the liquor store. We also have had roof damage
due to the many beer cans and bottles that have been thrown up there by the loiterers. Even
with large "no loitering" signs on their building walls, the loiterers have multiplied, and as if
in defiance to the City ordinances, lean on the loitering signs to do their loitering, and sometimes
even set chairs in front of the signs. We openly see drug purchasing on a daily basis, alcohol
consumption on a daily basis, and have been told that some drug activities occur even inside both
the liquor store and barber shops. We have seen the barbershop next to the liquor store open at
11 pm on a Sunday night with nobody obviously in any of the barber chairs, but many outside
loitering. The police and ambulance services are regular visitors to this location.
As a past president of the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce I am a firm believer in
constantly encouraging those wanting to open new businesses, but the City must maintain

MV00225799

a good business friendly environment in which they can flourish. The City is spending
$12 million dollars on Sunnymead Boulevard improvements. But if you put cosmetics
on a blemish, you still have the blemish.
We business owners, by our own vote, have agreed to cover the future maintenance costs
of the Sunnymead Boulevard improvements. It is our hope, and that of the City, that
these improvements will encourage positive development of the underutilized properties
up and down the street. But unless the City can find a way to break up this combination
of bad businesses and bad behavior, everything will have been wasted, the City's image
will be tarnished and the dangerous atmosphere will only cause future explosive activities.
Yours truly,

:N~,~~
Harold Trubo
Sunnymead Boulevard businessman and property owner
24104 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
cc: Mayor Pro-Tern Frank West
Councilmember Bonnie Flickinger
Councilmember Richard Stewart
Councilmember Charles White
Councilmember Elect Robin Hastings
Councilmember Elect Jessie Molina

---

------------~
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When all the above information has been received, t~e TSC will email (or send via mail if a
UCB-signed contract is needed to seek city council approval) a contract to you for the
signature(s) of the Authorizing Official and any additional individuals authorized to sign
claims.
We will issue a purchase order when you return a signed grant document.
For your reference, the Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) number is
20.600.
The TSC will be conducting pre-operational training in November to review the contract
provisions and answer any questions you may have. You are strongly encouraged to attend
training (this is a grant objective).
OTS requires mini-grantees to issue kickoff press releases which are to be published after
the state's kickoff press event (to be announced) and before December 12. Mini-grantees
are also required to issue checkpoint-specific press releases prior to each checkpoint
operation. TSC will provide mini-grantees with OTS templates for the kickoff and checkpoint
press releases.
Please reference your Grant Number, SC09272 in your correspondence regarding this
project. If you have any questions, please contact me at
or by email at
checkpoi nt@berkeley.edu.
Sincerely,

Sharleen Rauch
Sobriety Checkpoint Program

2614 Dwight Way #7374
Berkeley, CA 94720-7374
www.tsc.berkeley.edu
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Venturing Crew096go~Al~~Y
Boy Scouts of America
REeEl VED
Five Nations District
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chartered to the Valley View Ward
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Moreno Valley, California
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November 4,2008

Councilman Richard Stewart
Moreno Valley City Council, District 2
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Councilman Stewart,
On behalf of the Scouts, Leaders and Committee of Venturing Crew 95, it is my pleasure to
announce that:
Domus Go
Has achieved the rank of Eagle Scout.
He will be recognized at an Eagle Scout Court of Honor on Saturday, November 29,2008 at 6:00
p.m. at The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 11557 Redlands Boulevard, Moreno
Valley, California.
Would you please be so kind as to send Domus a letter of greeting, along with any other items
you wish to be presented to him during the Court of Honor. Ifyou wish to make a presentation
in person at the Court of Honor, you are welcome to do so and may contact me by November
20th so that you can be added to the program. All letters and certificates received for Domus
will be read and displayed for the guests, and then placed in a keepsake binder and presented to
the Scout.
Please address your letter to the Eagle Scout listed above, and send it in care of the following
address. Thank you for helping us acknowledge this very worthy young man.
Sincerely,

14319 Annaleigh Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

MV00225803
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chartered to the Valley View Ward
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Moreno Valley, California
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November 4, 2008

Councilman Richard Stewart
Moreno Valley City Council, District 2
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Councilman Stewart,
On behalf ofthe Scouts, Leaders and Committee of Venturing Crew 95, it is my pleasure to
announce that:
Richard Michael Hansen
Has achieved the rank of Eagle Scout.
He will be recognized at an Eagle Scout Court of Honor on Saturday, November 29,2008 at 6:00
p.m. at The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 11557 Redlands Boulevard, Moreno
Valley, California.
Would you please be so kind as to send Richard a letter of greeting, along with any other items
you wish to be presented to him during the Court of Honor. Ifyou wish to make a presentation
in person at the Court of Honor, you are welcome to do so and may contact me by November
20th so that you can be added to the program. All letters and certificates received for Richard
will be read and displayed for the guests, and then placed in a keepsake binder and presented to
the Scout.
Please address your letter to the Eagle Scout listed above, and send it in care of the following
address. Thank you for helping us acknowledge this very worthy young man.
Sincerely,

Denise Hansen
28689 Handel Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
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November 4,2008

Councilman Richard Stewart
Moreno Valley City Council, District 2
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Councilman Stewart,
On behalf of the Scouts, Leaders and Committee of Venturing Crew 95, it is my pleasure to
announce that:
William Mason Keoni Keliipuleole
Has achieved the rank of Eagle Scout.
He will be recognized at an Eagle Scout Court of Honor on Saturday, November 29,2008 at 6:00
p.m. at The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 11557 Redlands Boulevard, Moreno
Valley, California.
Would you please be so kind as to send William a letter of greeting, along with any other items
you wish to be presented to him during the Court of Honor. Ifyou wish to make a presentation
in person at the Court of Honor, you are welcome to do so and may contact me by November
20th so that you can be added to the program. All letters and certificates received for William
will be read and displayed for the guests, and then placed in a keepsake binder and presented to
the Scout.
Please address your letter to the Eagle Scout listed above, and send it in care of the following
address. Thank you for helping us acknowledge this very worthy young man.
Sincerely,

LeAnne Keliipuleole
26231 Dardanelle Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
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CITY COUNCIL
IAORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
Dear Moreno Valley City Council Member Stewart,

08 NOV -7 A.t110: 30
My name is Tim Cleary, and I will be coaching the Moreno Valley AYSO under 12 "boys
All Star/Select soccer team for the 2009 season. The season starts in early January 2009
and ends in July 2009.
During the season we will play in five to six tournaments and a ten game season, and my
team will have to raise their own money for the season and tournaments. As you know
during the season and tournament costs will be great for the team. The costs include
initial registrations fees, unifonns, tournaments fees, travel fees, equipment, and other
miscellaneous fees.
I will have a roster of 13 boys. Before the boys will play their first game the parents will
have to come up with a $300.00 registration fee, which is just before Christmas. At this
high cost, it will limit the number of boys that can play. It is my plan as a coach and
parent of one of the boys to raise enough money to lower this initial registration fee to a
reasonable amount, so any boy will be able to play.
If you chose to sponsor my team this season, your monies will go towards registration
fees, unifonns, tournaments fees, travel expenses, equipment, and any other
miscellaneous fees. See the attached AYSO Sponsorship fonn for different sponsorship
levels.
Thank you for your time and consideration for sponsorship, and any level of sponsorship

and/or monies is greatly appreciated.

Thank You,
Tim Cleary

MV00225806

AMERICAN YOUTH SOCCER ORGANIZATION
A non-profit corporation dedicated to youth soccer

• AYSO REGION 187 . MORENO VALLEY,. CA .
TAX 10 # 95-6205398· www.ayso1B7.org

SPONSOR INFORMATION FORM
SPONSOR'S NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,...--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS: ______________________________________

~

________________

CITY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE: _ _ _ _ ZIP CODE:_ _ _ _ _ __

CONTACT PERSON=_______________________PHONE#: {

-),------

II WE WOULD LIKE TO SPONSOR THE FOLLOWING TEAM:
TEAM NAME:

fY\. V STfu V~S

N\,h

PLAYER:

TEAM REPRESENTATIVe0:C(Y)

COACH~M C.J.J:)J'\l-l!f

0.gf:fLy

AGE GROUP (Circle One)
U-19 (1)
.........

"'.".~.".

... _

GIRLS

U-16 (2) U-14 (3)

......... _.- .. - ____

~_

,~

.... _ ..... ...."'." ...

-~

~

~

U-10 (5)

~--~--

__

..........-.--_ _ _ _

BRONZE

SPONSORSHIP LEVEL

$200.00
X

TEAM PLAQUE
WEBSITE SPONSOR PAGE LISTING UNTIL 7/31
WEBSITE LINK
WEBSITE HOME PAGE LISTING UNTtl 7131

X

'.T~"_

..______ ... _____ ._ _"._.... " • , ..... .

SILVER
$350.00
X
w/GRAPHIC

PLATINUM
$1,000.00
X

GOLD

$500.00
X

w/GRAPHIC
X

X
w/GRAPHtC

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: AYSO REGION 187
PLEASE GIVE CHECK

(Circle onel

]

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $

Mm COMPLETED FORM TO THE TEAM REPRESENTATIVE OR MAIL TO:
AYSO REGION #187
ATTN: TREASURER
P.O. BOX 8416
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552-8416

ON BEHALF OF THE CHILDREN OF REGION 187, WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORTUt

DATE RECEIVED:

Non,s:

I

TREASURER USE ONLY

CHECK#:

I

J AMoUNT: $

TAX RECEIPT SENT:

-allstar sponsorsrup-05
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Celebrating Five Decades of International Exchange
November 1, 2008
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA. 92552
Mayor William H. Batey II
Mayor Pro Tem Frank West
Council Member Charles R. White
Council Member Richard A. Stewart
Council Member Bonnie Flickinger
Dear Honorable Mayor and Council Members:
th

My name is Kameelah Rajaa Sehar Malone, and I am a 10 grade student at Vista Del Lago High School
in Moreno Valley. I was recently interviewed and accepted as a member of the People to People Student
Ambassador Program to Eastem Europe for the summer of 2009. The objective of the program is to
promote international understanding while building leadership skills among America's youth. The 20-day
overseas studies includes meetings with government officials in six (6) Eastern European countries,
interaction with other students my age, educational activities and home stays with host families.

I am currently seeking financial sponsors to help me with tuition, and hope I can count on your support.
In case you haven't heard of People to People, please allow me to share some history with you.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower founded the organization in 1956. He believed that if people from
different cultures could come together in peace and friendship, so eventually would countries. Since its
founding, People to People has launched many international programs, including Sister Cities and Project
HOPE.
People to People Student Ambassadors are carefully interviewed and evaluated before their acceptance
and I am honored to have been selected. Personally. I am looking forward to broadening my
perspectives of the world with this global studies opportunity. My stepfather served overseas duty
aSSignments with the United States Air Force in Western Europe during the Cold War years of the 1980's.
Upon my return, I plan to share my experience with schools and civic clubs in our community. As an
Ambassador, I can earn high school and college credit because of the many educational elements in my
program.
The program tuition is seven thousand dollars ($7,000.00), which includes all transportation,
accommodations, meals and educational activity materials. I am asking contributors for donations to help
me reach my goal. Is it possible for you to assist me by making a contribution? Any amount of
contribution would be appreciated. I will plan to give a speech and share my journal, photographs, and
experiences with contributors upon my return.
My program tuition is due April 1. 2009. I welcome the opportunity to speak with you in honoring my
request. Please feel free to contact me through my parents (Mr. and Mrs. William and Demetrice Eddens)
email at Williamwines01@yahoo.com or my residential telephone number of (951) 601-0173. I have
enclosed a contribution form for your payment reference. Your generous contribution would enable me to
share this wonderful opportunity. Thank you in advance for your consideration and support.
Kameelah Malone
Student Ambassador

l~~({1 tMM
MV00225808

The Adventure of a Lifetime
Each year, thousands of young achievers explore the world as People to People
Student Ambassadors, fulfilling the vision of our nation's 34th president, Dwight D.
Eisenhower. He founded People to People in 1956 because he believed that young
people and one-to-one cooperation were the keys to global understanding.

5
living the adventure
Climbing the Eiffel Tower for a dramatic view of Paris, feeding dolphins at a research
center in the South Pacific, or catching the breeze while cruising past the Sydney
Opera House - these are just a few of the experiences Student Ambassadors share.

Seeing the world from a different angle
Student Ambassadors spend two to three weeks exploring such fascinating places
as Australia, Europe, and Asia, all from a cultural, educational, and social viewpoint.
An Ambassador may even stay with afamily for a few days, eating with them,
taking part in their daily activities, and learning about life and customs in their part
of the world.

The global classroom
Student Ambassadors have more fun learning about our world than they ever dreamed
possible .and help fulfill the mission of peace through understanding.

Making friends for a lifetime
People to People Student Ambassadors are diverse individuals. They are eager to learn
and enjoy working with others.

Learn rnore about Student .Ambassador Programs
at www.studentambassadors.org.

MV00225810
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PEOPLE TO PEOPLE STUDENT AMBASSADOR PROGRAMS
on the recommendation of peers, instructors, and community leaders is pleased to accept

Kameelah Malone
as a Student Ambassador in the year tWo thousand nine.
Acceptance into the program has been bestowed based on a demonstration of leadership
and citizenship, a desire to learn about diverse cultures, and willingness to venture into
the world in the name of peace, friendship, and understanding.

~Q~

"""'--'-~----/-I--=-~_~_' II
_ _

Mary Jean Eisenhower
President and Chief Executive Officer
People to People International

Jeffrey D. Thomas
Chief Executive Officer
People to People Ambassador Programs
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President DWight D. Eisenhower, Founder, nineteen hundred fifty-six

HOW TO USE THIS FORM:
Delegate: Please copy this form and fill in all applicable delegate information and copy this form. Give it to your
sponsor to complete. Submit the bottom slip to the program office, and the middle slip to your sponsor, and retain
the top slip for your records.
Sponsor: Please complete sponsor information and amount and mail the contribution slip with your sponsorship
payment of a check or money order to the following address. Please make checks payable to People to People
Ambassador Programs. Write the delegate's name and 10# in the memo field of the check or money order.
Office of Admissions, People to People Ambassador Programs
P.O. Box 34902, Seattle, WA 98124-19021800.669.7882
"T1

For Delegate Records -

o....,

Keep track ofYQur sponsors!

Sponsorname: ________________________________ Phone: __________________
Sponsor company, if applicable: _________________________________________
Relationship to delegate/type of business: _________________________
Address:

*
(')

cily

slale

ZIP

Sponsorship amount: $ ___________________ Delegate 10#:

I (j Ud

'--C'of '"I.l

For Sponsor Records -

o
....,

Thank you for your support!

"-411
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JTVt> E f>I''T 11/11 /)4JJ'.4T>rn....
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Dear Sponsor: Please cut along dotted line. The top portion is for the delegate's records: keep this portion for your records.

Program name:

CO

~
o....,

street

Delegate name:

o

!l.
ro

Vl
-0

last

Delegate 10#:

lClQ C1 '-'\ "\...\

Sponsorship amount: $ _______________ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o
VI
o....,

:J

/0

rD
Note: According to current IRS guidelines, donations earmarked for a specific individual are NOT tax-deductible.
Please consult your tax advisor for more detailed information.

()

o
....,
0..

People to People Ambassador Programs. P.O. Box 34902, Seattle, WA 98124-19021800.669.7882

VI

Dear Sponsor: Cut along dotted line. The middle portion is for your records. Return this slip with your payment. No staples, clips, or tape. please.

Contribution Slip - Send with payment
Delegate name:
f~~t£'4#
Jl?4h"UT
Program name:

S(1r1l)f;,./J

AAl1JASt~QR.

Sponsorship amount: $

o Mastercard

0 Visa 0 Discover

Delegate 10#:

/f((/tJ

'-it.j

bate: ___________
American Express not accepted.

Card number:

Expiration: ___ I __

Name (as shown on card): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ Signature:
Note: According to current IRS guidelines, donations earmarked for a specific individual are NOT tax·deductible.
Please consult your tax advisor for more detailed information.
People to People Ambassador Programs, P.O. Box 34902, Seattle, WA 98124-19021800.669.7882
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Community Development Department
Code and Neighboring Services Division
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005, Moreno Valley, Ca, 92552

Re: Case Number: C08-04063
l~
Property 22527 Mountain View Rd. U\:::,-t-'( \.c...-\Moreno Valley, Ca, 92557

Z-

We received your letter regarding the fence of our property. You are declaring
that recently you received information that the condition of our property may
constitute a violation of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code regarding property. containing fence exceeding 6 feet.
Dear Sir we purchased the property over 4-1/2 years ago and the fence existed.
The fence is build inside the property and is not affecting any neighbor property.
The owners installed the fence for their LIFE PROTECTION, since several times
drug addicted thieves neighbors in the front and back of the property, trespassed
the property with bad intentions of stealing and destroying. Also the property has
a exterior spa and several times (we have been told that) same bad neighbors
went over the old fence stealing several objects from their backyard. Therefore
they build for their protection the fence that we do not consider been a nuisance
to the neighborhood and purely has been built for LIFE PROTECTION. We really
do not understand that after so many years suddenly you are receiving this
complaint. The fence is absolutely necessary for protection since even after we
purchased the property we have been several times victimized and vandalized by
drug addicted and thieves that tried to trespass our property. And even more
today since we have small children that have to be protected. Also the fence is
PROTECTION against everyday neighboring very load music, scandals. Lately
we have been witnesses of POLICE running after delinquents on our street
neighborhood and we have seen the delinquents run over the neighbors' low
fence. The fence is required, is necessary to maintain the property SAFE, and'
OUR liFE PROTECTiON, and is not a nuisance to the neighborhood, but
contrary is increasing the value of the property and also the neighborhood
property values. We hope that you understand the situation and give us the help
to keep the fence as is because is for our life protection. Can you tell us who
complained about the fence? Looks like they even do not know our name and
they are doing this complaint anonymous with bad intentions, because until now
we did not have any problems with nobody regarding this existing fence that has
been built before we purchased the property.
Thanks for your help and understanding the situation and GOD BLESS YOU.
Sincerely,
Mr.and Mrs.Moscovici
Ff
'2-e::Ot3
CC:Wiliiam H Batey II Mayor of Moreno Valley, Robert G Gutierrez City Manager.

;la1-/y
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Community Development Department
Code and Neighborhood Services Division
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

September 4, 2008
Resident
22527 MOUNTAIN VIEW RD
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

RE: Case Number:

C08-04063

The Code and Neighborhood Services Division is concerned for the health, safety, and general
welfare of the residents, businesses and properties in the city. Recently, this office received
information that the condition of your property located at 22527 MOUNTAIN VIEW RD may
constitute a violation of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code regarding property containing
FENCE EXCEEDING 6FT.
If the alleged condition does exist, we ask that you take corrective action as quickly as possible
to remove or eliminate the above referenced violation(s). Please note that according to Moreno
Valley Municipal Code Section 6.04, every property owner within the City is required to maintain
their property in a safe and nuisance free manner. Please contact this office when appropriate
corrective measures have been taken so that we may close our case on this matter.
Please notify this office if you feel this complaint has been filed in error, or if the alleged
conditions do not exist. Kindly refer to the case number listed above for proper handling. If we
do not receive a response from you within 14 days, a site inspection will be scheduled to
determine if further enforcement action may be necessary.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. Your anticipated cooperation and
community spirit is appreciated to help protect property values and to preserve neighborhood
integrity. If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact our office at

Sincerely,

Code and Neighborhood Services

Code and Neighborhood Services Division Mission Statement
The Code and Neighborhood Services Division is responsible for the enforcement of Code, related to neighborhood nuisances,
health and safety, sub-standard housing, vehicle abatement, zoning/land use, illegal signs, parking control, weed abatement,
business licenses and graffiti restitution.
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Stephen &.. Deborah J\haerson
14155 Rancho Vista Rd. - Riverside, CA 925Q8
www.Steve4u.com

August 21, 2008

Attention: Deputy Murphy, Officer Rocha and the "Burglary Suppression Team"
Moreno Valley Police Department
22850 Calle San Juan De Los
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Case No. 0807595487 / Subject: Burglary - Jason Scott Overman / Frankie
Dear Honorable Officers:
We just want to thank you for your diligent and dedicated investigation into the 2006
burglary of our residence. We understand from Riverside District Attorney Rod Pacheco
the case ~"a~ now been.sqlvt?~ by the" capture and successful conviction of the juveniles
re'sp6nsible, then neighborhood boys known to us as Jason and Frankie.
Solving of this burglary seemed hopeless. When Officer Rocha came to make the report,
we pointed out apparent fingerprints of the intruder(s). She lifted at least one print
successfully which really seemed to help you and your detectives to a presence of justice.
This burglary to our residence was very malicious. Our house was turned upside down. In
addition to our sons' guitar, games and videos stolen. Sentimental items, of really no
moment to boys that age were stolen as well. Sadly, all un-recovered. This not only had a
financial impact, but an emotional impact as well. May the court impose restitution and
strongly sentence these boys accordingly, for the sake of deterrent in the future.
Your success in solving this case has really made us feel better and safer here. Our
neighbors are extremely happy too. Our confidence in the MVPD, the City and the
Riverside DA has been greatly strengthened. That is why We just wanted to thank you
from the bottom of our hearts for all involved. Keep up the great work. May God protect
and bless you always with his favor and rewards.
-
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28451 Brodiaea Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Commissioner Richard Stewart
March Joint Powers Commission
23555 Meyer Drive
Riverside, CA 92518

Dear Dick:
As you well know, we have successfully operated a small business in Moreno Valley for many years.
Having recently sold our business and retired, we have chosen to remain right here in our "hometown".
One ofthe major reasons we have decided to stay is that we see a very bright future for our community
and for the entire region. An important contribution to that bright future is being made by the March
Global Port, and its contributions will continue to increase and to benefit this area for many years to
come.
The commercial flights that operate at March Field as a result ofthe Global Port's efforts make a
significant contribution to our economy. They enhance the tax base that allows local government to
improve schools, upgrade roads and do other things that are good for us all. Those economic
contributions also help local businesses and, perhaps most importantly, they bring an increasing number
of good jobs to our people. That means fewer commuters traveling long distances on the roads and less
air pollution as a result.
As the Global Port continues to operate and expand, it will attract increasing numbers of start-up and
expanding businesses to the region so they can take advantage of air transportation for goods and
products. All these "positives" will also help maintain home values in this difficult economic time and
help insulate the area from future economic downturns.
We urge you and the rest of the commission to support the March Global Port.
Yours truly,

~~
Copies sent to: Chairman Schiavone, Commissioner White, Commissioner Yarbrough, Commissioner
Ashley, Commissioner Buster, Commissioner Loveridge, Commissioner Busch, Executive Director
Stone, MY Councilmember West
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July 25, 2008

Moreno Valley City Council

14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA
92553
Subject: Recovery Home for Abused Infants and Toddlers
Dear City Council Members,

I am writing to ask for your help. My name is Beverly Jones and I am currently living in
Los Angeles and shopping for a home to re-Iocate to Moreno Valley. After I secure my
home, my desire is to open an abused care facility (out of my home) for children of age
5-years or younger. This is where I need your help. Can you please tell me, after I purchase
my home there in Moreno Valley, what would be the next step to achieving my goal of
starting such a facility?
Any information you have regarding this subject would be greatly appreciated. Also,
Please inform me of any current abused child care·facilities in the Moreno Valley
area where I might become a volunteer. Please see contact information below:

. erely,

f r --~

everly L. Jones
P.O. Box 561302

.!

Los Angeles, Ca 9005
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November 17, 2008

City of Moreno Valley
Richard Stewart, Councilmember
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Councilmember Stewart;
On behalf of the City of Perris, I would like to express our appreciation for your attendance to
the League of California Cities dinner held on November 10, 2008 at the Perris Railway Station.
Per your request, we submit to you this reminder that the cost for the dinner was $45.00 per
person who attended from your City. If you have already mailed a check to the City of Perris,
please disregard this reminder.
We hope you enjoyed your dinner, and we look forward to seeing you again soon.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Fernholz
Executive Assistant
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The Honorable William H. Batey II
City Hail - Moreno Vaiiey
141 77 Frederick 81.
Moreno Vaiiey, CA 92553
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Re:

Notice Pursuant to the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act
and/or California Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act of the
Planned Termination of Operations of Ralphs Grocery Company Store.
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Dear Mayor Batey:
Pursuant to the applicable provISions of the Worker Adjustment and Retraining
Notification Act and/or California Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, you
are hereby notified of the permanent closure and entire termination of operations for
business and economic reasons of the Ralphs Grocery Company store listed below:
Store #92

12625 Frederick St

Moreno Valley, CA 92551

We anticipate that the store referenced above will close on November 15, 2008_ It is OUf
intention that all affected employees will be reassigned or transferred to other store
locations.
Enclosed are: 1) an Affected Positions List detailing the number of affected employees
by job classification as well as the union representing the respective affected job
classifications; and 2) a Union List detailing the name of each union representing the
affected job classifications including the name and address of the chief elected officer of
each union.
Please call me at the telephone number shown above if you have any questions or
require further information_
Sincerely,

~U~
Leroy D. Westmoreland
Director, Labor Relations
irk: G:ISomieIWARNI08,Jan\Closure 69\DIgnilaries l Merged Ltrs doc

Enclosures

RALPHS. FOOD 4 LESS. BELL MARKETS. CALA FOODS. FOODS CO
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The Honorable William H. Batey II (Via Regular First Class Mail)
City Hall - Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.

Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RALPHS • FOOD 4 LESS. BELL MARKETS • CALA FOODS. FOODS CO
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AFFECTED POSITIONS LIST
RGC AJS Mgr~hrly) Count
RGC Asst Mgr Mdse(hrly) Count
RGC Bookkeeper Count
RGC Counter Worker Count
RGe Courtesy Clerk. Count
RGC Food Clerk Count
RGC Food Clk I PRO aft 3/04 Count
RGC Food Dept Mgr(hrly) Count
RGC Front End Manager Count
RGC Genl Mdse Clerk Count
RGe Genl Mdse ClklPRO aft 3/D4 Count
RGe Janitor Count
RGe Meat Manager(hrly) Count
RGe Meat/SF Wrapper Count
RGC Mgr of Operations Count
RGC Order Clerk Count
RGC Serv Mgr{hrly) Count
RGC Service Bakery Mgr Count
RGC Srv Ast Mgr( PRO aft 3/04 Count
RGC Store Director Count

G :\Bonnie\WARN\08\
Closure 92\Oignitaries\
Attach A Govt 92\A1I

Page 1

4
18

7
3
2
1
5
1

1
1
2
1
1

2
1
1

1167
1167
1167
1167
1167
1167
1167
1167
1167
1167

1877
1167
1167

NJA

1167
1167
1167
1167
NJA

9/12/08, 10:59 AM
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UNION LIST
Ms. Laurie Stalnaker
UNITE H.E.R.E. Local 535
393 W. Athol St., Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
Ms. Bill Lathrop, President
U.F.CW. Local 1167
B55 W. San Bernardino Ave.
Bloomington, CA 92316

Mr. Mike Garcia, President
S.E.I.U. Local 1877
1247 W. Seventh St.
Los Angeles, CA 90017

G:\Bonnie'WARN\08\Closure 92\
Dignilaries\Altach B (Union Adresses)\A1I

9(12/08, 11 :02 AM
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COMMITIEES,

BARBARA BOXER
CAUFORNIA

, .... 1ry

COMMERCE, SCIENCE,
AND TRANSPORTATION

COUNCIL

;(O~WEI~&hitro ~tatcs ~cnatc

ENVIRONMENT
AND PUBUC WORKS
FOREIGN RELATIONS

OFFICE BUILDING
08 lot.UG 21 PM 2: , QHART SENATE
SUITE 112
"'WASHINGTON, DC 20510-0505
http,//boxer.senate.gov/contact

August 19, 2008
The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Council Member
City of Moreno Valley
14179 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92554
Dear Council Member Stewart:
As the Chairman of the Senate's Committee on Environment and Public Works, I will be
holding a field briefing in Los Angeles to discuss the next authorization of the highway, transit
and highway safety programs bill. The field briefing will be held on Thursday, September 4th in
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority's 3rd Floor Board Room at 10:00
a.m.
As you know, this legislation will set highway, transit and highway safety priorities and
policies for the coming years. As the Committee expects to take this bill up in 2009, my goal is
to ensure that California's statewide and local transportation needs will be addressed in this bill.
At this field briefing, I will be hearing testimony regarding the priorities for the counties of Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, Ventura, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Orange.
As a former county elected official, I value local perspective in shaping policy for our
state and the nation and I invite you to attend this informative briefing and welcome your written
comments of your city's priorities that will be submitted into the record. You can send your
comments to my Senior Field Representative, Adolfo Bailon, at
adolfo~bailon@boxer.senate.gov.

I look forward to seeing you on September 4th and hope that you will submit comments
of the transportation needs for your community as I work to ensure that this next bill improves
the movement of people and goods, promotes cleaner air and safer roads in California and across
the nation. If you can attend, please RSVP to my Los Angeles office at
Sincerely,

~kr
Barbara Boxer
United States Senator

cc: Robert Gutierrez, City Manager
1700 MONTGOMERY STREET
SUITE 240
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111

312 NORTH SPRING STREET
SUITE 1748
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012

501 T STREET
SUITE 7-600
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(

2500 TULARE STREET
SUITE 5290
FRESNO, CA 93721

600'B'STREET
SUITE 2240
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101

201 NORTH 'E' STREET
SUITE 210
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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OFFICE OF THE

COUNTY AUDITOR-CONTROLLER
County Administrative Center
4080 Lemon Street, 11 th Floor
P.O. Box 1326
Riverside, CA 92502-1326

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE'
AUDlTOR·CONTROLLER

Robert E. Byrd, CGFM
AUDITOR-CONTROLLER

Bruce Kincaid, MBA
ASSISTANT
AUDITOR-CONTROLLER

RECEIVED

AUG 19 2008
August 15, 2008

glrylY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
I

OF MORENO VAl.L?!

Mitch Siagerman, Redevelopment Manager
Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Reference:

Redevelopment Agency Agreements with School Districts

Dear Mr. Siagerman:
On May 27, 2008 we received your response to our letter requesting information regarding
Health and Safety Code 33401 agreements with school districts that are impacted by the
Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project. You indicated in your response that the Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Agency did not have section 33401 agreements with school districts impacted
by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project. Therefore, for fiscal year 2007/08 this office has
made the distributions in accordance with Health and Safety code 33676 (a) (2) as amended in
1984, effective January 1, 1985 for the school districts that are impacted by the Moreno Valley
Project area.
On September 19, 2001, the California Supreme Court denied review in the case of Santa Ana
Unified School District v. Orange County Development Agency, 90 Cal. App. 4th 404 (2001).
The Santa decision found that H&S Code Section 33676 (a)(2) as amended in 1984, effective
January 1, 1985,required that school and community college districts automatically receive the 2
percent allocation. The decision specifically rejected an argument that the allocation should not
occur until after an affirmative election by the districts.
As a result of this decision, the Auditor-Controller's Office will make the distribution for the
following school districts:
1. Val Verde Unified School District
2. Riverside City Community College District
3. County Superintendent of Schools
The calculation and distribution will be effective for the Fiscal Year 2007/08 and will be adjusted
in the current year supplemental distributions to be made in August.
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
August 15, 2008
Page 2

If you have any questions or would like to meet and discuss our decision, we would ask that you
respond to this office no later than August 22, 2008.
Sincerely,

,£tar££~
Robert E. Byrd, CGFM
Auditor-Controller

rbyrd@co.riverside.ca.us
www.auditorcontroller.org

Copy:~6Ii>ert 'Herrick, City Attorney, Moreno Valley ~
Steve Chapman, Finance Director, Moreno Valley
Jerry Ramiza, Esq.
J. Leah Castella, Esq.
Tom Barth, Esq.
County Counsel
County Executive Office
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DEBRA BOWEN I SECRETARY OF STATE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA IELECTIONS
1500 uth Street, sth Floor ISacramento, CA 95814 I

www.sos.ca.gov

August 14,2008

All County Clerks/Registrars of Voters (08250)

To:

~ ;;fk~

From:

Saulo Giron
Secretary of State, Elections Division
November General: Random Alphabet Drawing

Subject:

In accordance with Elections Code section 13112(b), the Secretary of
State's office on this date conducted a drawing of the letters of the
alphabet to determine the randomized alphabet for use in the above
election. Listed below is the official order ·of letters for use in
determining placement of candidates' names on the ballot as
determined in today's drawing.
Please note that this alphabet is to be applied THROUGHOUT the
candidate's entire last name, so if more than one candidate's
surname begins with the same letter, the second letter of the
surname determines who goes first, according to where the second
letter of the name appears in the random alphabet. For example, if
two candidates with the surname of Campbell and Carlson are
running for the same office, their order on the ballot will depend on
the order in which the letters "M " and "R" were drawn in the
randomized alphabet drawing.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

R
X

M
W

S

J

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

L
H
A

13.
14.
15.

Z

16.

I

17.
18.

D

F
Y
G
V
C
K

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

N

E
0
P
U

25.
26.

B

T

Q
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August 13,2008
Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
P.O. Box 59968
Riverside, CA 92517-1968
Attention: Larry Rubio, Director
Mr. Rubio:
Due to the recent increases in gas prices and the weakening economy I've chosen to travel to and
from work using the Riverside Transit Agency services. I live in Moreno Valley and I work in
the Downtown Riverside area. I have been taking the bus for approximately four weeks as of the
date ofthis letter.
I have noticed several issues that are of great concern to me and I believe that by bringing these
issues to your attention, some remedies can be made. I have observed numerous situations that
pose dangers to bus riders. I have also become frustrated with the level of some services
provided through R TA. Below I will list the areas that concern me most.
1) The Downtown Terminal is constantly filled with people who are not waiting for buses

but instead are engaging in criminal activity. I have witnessed drug use, prostitution and
peddling on several occasions. This environment is dangerous for citizens and deters
those employed, attending school, or simply trying to take care of business, from using
the terminal. I have opted to take the trolley and risk missing a connection at the
Metrolink Station as opposed to using the terminal and not knowing what dangers await.
2) The terminal does not have adequate seating where the 208, 210 and 215 lines stop. I
have had to wait 20 minutes for the 210 to arrive, standing in direct sunlight without
having enough bench space to sit on or adequate shading from the sun.
3) I have witnessed a bus driver talking on his personal cell phone while operating the bus.
I am aware that RTA provides 2-Way Walkie Talkie type phones for drivers to
communicate with dispatch. The conversation I witnessed was of a personal nature and
was conducted on a cell phone the driver physically held to his ear with one hand, while
driving with the other. I don't think this behavior is safe as it is difficult to handle a small
passenger vehicle while engaged in such activity, leading me to believe a bus poses a
greater challenge to maneuver safely while driving. This is the reason a law is currently
in effect which makes such activity illegal.
4) The schedule of service provided during work hours is lacking the efficiency to benefit
those who are employed or attending classes; people who have to operate on schedules. I
leave work at 5:30pm in the downtown area. I walk over to the terminal and arrive at
approximately 5:40pm. The 210 is scheduled to leave the terminal at 5:53pm. That bus
usually does not arrive until 6:00pm. Once that bus arrives at the Metrolink Station, the
driver stops and waits for approximately 10-15 minutes. He has stated he has to wait for
the Metrolink train. However, this wait time pushes the bus severely behind schedule.
Instead of arriving at the Moreno Valley Mall at 6:39pm, where I connect with the line 19
bus to Perris, we usually don't arrive until 6:45 or later. Therefore I have to wait about
45 minutes for the next line 19 bus and I don't arrive home until close to 8:30pm.
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5) This brings my total commute time from work to home in the evening to three hours. In a
vehicle that same commute would take 30 minutes. That is so unreasonable it borders
being ridiculous.
6) When I first decided to use the services of R TA for my commute to a~d from work I went
onto the agency's website to get directions and guidance as to which buses to take and the
times to take those buses to get from my home to my place of employment. I used the
Transtar system and found it to be confusing, annoying and discouraging. The system
does not recognize addresses of established locations in the City of Riverside, namely
City Hall. Thankfully I knew the address of an adjacent business and that address was
accepted by the system. The system also could not recognize my starting location, my
home address, and did not offer any assistance to help me find a recognizable location
close to my home. Again, thankfully I was wise enough to use the address of the RCC
Moreno Valley campus as this location is within a one mile walk of my home. However,
the route given to me was not even close to what I had hoped it would be. I was
instructed to take three city buses, none of which was the 210 Express. Since the 210 is a
bus route serviced by RTA, why isn't that line suggested for a commute to downtown
Riverside from Moreno Valley? As a footnote I think you should get rid of the Transtar
system and utilize your customer service representatives in the call center. Those
representatives give accurate bus route information and are always friendly, patient
and helpful.
7) My final item is not a complaint but a compliment. The staff at RTA always offers the
best customer care. I have interacted with administrative staff, customer service staff and
bus operators. All have been friendly, professional and courteous (even the bus driver on
the phone was nice to passengers and kept his conversation to a minimum). Bus
operators always offer riders a smile and a greeting. Bus operators have been helpful in
advising me of schedules and routes that would better assist my commute and make my
travels more comfortable and effective for my time demands. Customer service
representatives have been very patient while assisting me with schedule and route
information. I can hear the smile in their voice and that makes a huge difference when a
person is nervous and desperately trying to figure out how to travel to vital locations.
As I stated in the beginning of this letter, my thought is that you are probably not fully aware
of the issues that riders are dealing with or the level of frustration over those issues. My
hope is that by reading about this from a person who uses the bus service and sees the
problems first hand, a solution can begin that will become a remedy.
Thank you for your time. I know that you are an extremely busy person with demands being
presented from all directions. I do appreciate your reading this letter and considering some of
the issues I've addressed.
Respectfully,
_4:QlIllfi~~

17020 Via Xavier
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
jittaune@yahoo.com
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Natash'a Burdine
To:

Frank West

Cc:

Cindy Miller; Juliene Clay

Subject:

FW: Complaints about RTA Service

Attachments', Rif}t:c.,YD~3!@~~~Jl~~12W!;l's'~
,...... ~~II':fI~iJ~

From: Bonnie Flickinger [mailto:technolady@earthlink,net]
Sent: Friday, September 05,20082:50 PM
To: Frank West
Cc: Natasha Burdine; Juliene Clay
Subject: JittauneBrookshireResponse.pdf - Adobe Reader
Here's the RTA response letter.
Bonnie

From: Jittaune Brookshire [mailto:jittaune@yahoo,com]

Sent: Monday, August 18,20081:41 PM
To: Frank West

Subject: Complaints about RTA Service

Good afternoon Council Member White:
My name is Jittaune Brookshire and I recently moved to Moreno Valley. It is my understanding that I live in the
District you represent. If this information is not accurate, kindly forward this email and the attachment to the Council
Member who represents the District I reside in.
The attached letter was forwarded to the Riverside Transit Agency and the Riverside City Council office on August
13th. Since I live and commute from Moreno Valley, I thought it necessary to bring these issues to your attention as
well.
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions pertaining to the contents of the letter. I sincerely thank
you for your time.
Respectfully,
Jittaune Brookshire
17020 Via Xavier Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Ms. Jittaune M. Brookshire ~
Never to suffer would mean to never have been blessed - Edgar Allan Poe

9/9/2008
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August19,2008
Riverside Transit Agency

Ms. Jitlaune M. Brookshire
17020 Via Xavier
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

1825 Third Street
P.O. 80)( 59966
Riverside. CA 92517-1968
Phone: (951) 565-5000
Fa)(: (951) 565-5001

Dear Ms. Brookshire:
Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments about your experience
while using RTA services. I am glad you are satisfied with the service you have
received from RTA staff; we pride ourselves with providing great customer
service.
Responses to your comments are addressed below:
1.

RTA runs service through the Riverside Downtown Terminal from
approximately 4:30 a.m. to 10:15 p.m. For the past seven (7) years, RTA
has contracted with the Riverside Police Department (police department) to
provide security services at the terminal which is actually located on Cityowned property. At RTA's expense, video surveillance cameras were
recently installed so that the police department can monitor the terminal in
real time via the internet.
RTA's agreement with the police department called for police services for
approximately five (5) hours per-day. Due to the limited pollce presence and
the increasing number of complaints such as yours, RTA decided to contract
with a private security firm. That service is expected to begin on October 1.
The new contract calls for a security guard to be on-site continuously
between the hours of 4:30 a.m. and 10:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. On
weekends, the security service will be adjusted to match RTA's weekend
service, roughly from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
RTA agrees with your comment that security is a vital component in
attracting and retaining ridership by providing a safe and secure environment
for passengers waiting to catch the bus. RTA is confident that with the
increased security criminal activity will subside.

2.

While waiting for your afternoon bus, one of the busiest times at the terminal,
there indeed are few seats for customers. Many customers are transferring
between buses and are at the terminal for a short time. RTA is also
experiencing significant increases in ridership, particularly on CommuterLiJik
routes, which increases the need for additional seating.
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Ms. Jittaune M. Brookshire
August19,2008
Page 2 of 3

RTA does have plans and is exploring ways to enhance transit service
throughout downtown and the Marketplace Metrolink station. Both areas
could use a redesign and with the support of Riverside County
Transportation Commission staff, RTA hopes to move forward with plans to
make upgrades.
Although Route 210 offers service to the terminal, the primary purpose of the
route is to offer connecting service to Metrolink commuters at the
Marketplace Metrolink station. As a result, Route 21 D's afternoon scheduled
departures are timed to the arrivals of Metrolink trains to ensure that train
passengers can make the transfer. The times listed in the Ride Guide are
approximate, and if any train is late the buses may wait for the arrival of the
train before departing.
Rather than using Route 210, which does not offer you a timely transfer to
Route 19, a better alternative for you would be to board Route 16 from the
Downtown Riverside Terminal at 5:44 p.m. This trip will get you to the
Moreno Valley Mall at approximately 6:33 p.m., in time for your 6:40 pm
Route 19 connection.
3.

Safety is RTA's first priority and all operators have been trained that using a
cell phone while operating an Agency vehicle is violating company policy and
state law. If you ever witness an operator using a cell phone while driving,
please call me immediately so I can take appropriate action.

4.

For automated trip planning. RTA uses Transtar for both online and live trip
planning through the Customer Information Center. The CIC specialists
have a more robust system which after extensive training can provide more
trip options and details. Transtar is an older program that uses 2003/2004
Thomas Brothers map data. Since Via Xavier was created about 2003/2004,
the street is not in the database and, therefore, Transtar was unable to find
it. The map data will be updated next year and Via Xavier will be added to
the database.
RTA is currently evaluating Google Transit for online and live trip planning
and the goal is to have it available for use in January 2009. Google
maintains current data and recognizes newer streets. Non-streets like Main
Street should not be an issue allowing for accurate trip planning from the
website.
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Ms. Jittaune M. Brookshire
August 19,2008
Page 3 of 3
Again, thank you for comments. Please feel free to contact me at any time if I can
be of further assistance.
Regards,
RIVERSIDE TRANSIT AGENCY

~~

Tom Franklin
Chief Operating Officer

Itf
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Maribel Arellano
23547 Descanso Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Attn: William H. Batey II, Mayor

Dear Mayor Batey,
I'm writing you this letter on behalf of my neighbor on 23560 Descanso Drive. I live in
the Shadow Mountain development adjacent to Sunnymead Ranch and have been living
in Moreno Valley for close to 8 years now. I have great hope that the city will take care
of the issue at hand.
My neighbor has made several attempts to get a response to the existing conditions on her
property relating to a 'natural spring' in her property's backyard. She has had members of
your city staff visit and evaluate the siruation and have concluded that the issue is not a
'natural spring' but rather over-watering by the neighbors above and/or either side of the
property. We sincerely believe that there is no possible way that this can be the case.
Water that was identified to be only on one location in the backyard is now rising on
another area as well. Neighbors to the right and left of them also have this problem. The
water that is rising up is cold and extremely clear. We know this because when you use a
bucket to empty this water, the hole fills up again in a very short time!
The situation has become so dire that our neighbor has had to install a $3,000 sump pump
which pumps the rising water (clear in color) from the ground to the street, hoping to end
the problem. Frustrated, with good reason, they are thinking of selling their home.
I'm asking you to advise us as to what steps need to be taken in order to get the city to reevaluate her property and adjacent properties with another soils, hydrologic and any other
appropriate tests. We, the residents of the Shadow MOWltain Community believe that the
city should have some recourse, since the city approved the building of this development.
We have serous concerns that this issue may cause for some concern on our and other
properties as well.
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We don't know why the original soils and/or hydrological reports (when these homes
were being built) don't show the 'spring' to exist, but, it is evident that there is one there
now. We ask that you please help our community in acquiring some kind of solution to
this problem. It would be a shame to loose them as neighbors and a crime to have OUT
properties devalued because of a problem that we are certain can be better addressed.
I want to thank you for yOUT time and prompt attention to this matter. You can reach me

by phone at (951) 485-4575 and bye-mail atmaribellandarch@yahoo.com.

Sincerely,

Maribel Arellano
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RECE\VED
08 JUL 28 PM 3: 56

124 Carter Creek Lane, Mena, AR 71953
Email bendeitz@wmconnecl.com

July 23,2008
Dear City Council Members,
Thank: you for all the good work you've done for your city. And though you're most likely
faced with so many local problems right now, I hope you consider this one to be deserving enough to
tackle with lots of compassion:
Did you folks know that in the cities in England there are NO stray dogs on the streets? If they
can do it, we can too. But currently, in New York City alone, there are a million stray dogs and half
a million stray cats on the streets. * So many scared, helpless, suffering animals trying to find food
and water, many dying every day. All because of selfish, heartless people who dumped them out to
starve to death. And one unspayed female dog and her offspring can become 67,000 dogs in 6
years.**
Your city's stray animal problem is surely much smaller than New York City's. But no doubt
there's room for improvement. Would you be willing to hire more "animal control people" to collect
the animals off the streets, then ADVERTISE them in the "Pets" section of the local papers, and on a
local TV station? With the ADVERTISING, many thousands of dogs & cats would have loving
homes, rather than being put to death by the animal shelters. Few animal shelters put much effort
into ADVERTISING. And they often charge high adoption fees, resulting in few being adopted, and
most animals being killed.
I know the ads work. My husband and I have found homes for 60 stray dogs with newspaper &
trade paper ads saying "Free to a good home ... " Is there any possibility that some city tax money
could be used to spay the dogs & cats that people choose to adopt? Free pets and free (or low-cost)
spaying! [ That's bound to have good results, with the "kill rate" being reduced quite a bit.
Thank you-verY much. I'm sending this letter to the city councils in 100 of the largest U.S. cities,
in hopes that the council members will respond with acts of kindness for those sweet, precious
animals. People who care are depending on you. (If you have a chance to e-mail us about any
council action on this in the future, we would be very gratefuL Thank you!)
God bless you,

£;)~£)~
Donna Deitz
*Source: "Rural Arkansas," (Arkansas Electric Co-op Magazine, Febmary 2007, page 13), P.O. Box 510, Little Rock,
AR, 72203, e-mail: ocox@aecc.com
**from the Doris Day Animal League/Spay Day USA Participant Information Booklet
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VIVA BRASIL" INC.
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July 22, 2008
Mr. Robert Gutierrez
City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Re:

Assessor's Parcel Number 479-131-012
CUP PA04-0095 and PAOS-0020
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I am writing you this letter to bring a matter regarding the City of Moreno Valley
Planning and Building Permit Department to your attention. I am the owner of the
above referenced lots located in the City of Moreno Valley with plans to build a
Motel 6 and restaurant on a portion of that property. We have been working on
this project for over 4 years, and 1. finally obtained the CUP, (referenced above), in
November, 2006.
At the beginning of this year we submitted plans to do the off-site portion of the
project. It is now July and we still have not received stamped approval to start the
off-sites. It is my understanding that most of this delay is due to several staff
changes within your City. Each time the engineering firm makes the changes as
requested, there is new personnel assigned to my project. This causes delays as it
takes additional time for the new person to learn about the project from the
beginning. As a result of the lack of conSistency in your staff, no one is aware of
exactly what the scope of work was as per the CUP, causing it to be subject to
each persons own interpretation.
The engineering firm has informed me that the current plan checker is now
requesting that in addition to doing the sidewalks, curbs and gutters on my side of
Perris Blvd., they want me to upgrade the curbs, gutters and sidewalks on the
other side of Perris Blvd. My original CUP stated that the off-site requirement
included underground utilities for water and sewer, a fire hydrant, curbs and
gutters, sidewalks, a center meridian, street lights, a retaining wall on the back
portion of the lot and a swale gutter for drainage. I believe that it also included
curbs and gutters on one adjacent comer, since there would be a driveway
entrance from Cottonwood.

MV00225845

July 22, 2008

Mr, Robert Gutierrez
Page 2

Perris Boulevard is a main thoroughfare and in order to keep up with the growth of
Moreno Valley, eventually the City, as well as the County of Riverside will have to
do the improvements themselves. I am willing to do my side of Perris Blvd., as
per our original agreement stated on the CUP. I will not upgrade the other side of
the ·street. I am prepared to halt the project entirely until I obtain written
confirmation that the off-site work is signed off and approved with the scope of
work as it was originally defined in the CUP.
Mr. Gutierrez, I have paid all the fees to your City as requested, as well as a large
franchise fee to Motel 6 for this project. Motel 6 will cancel my franchise
agreement if we do not break ground very soon. Should that occur, the City of
Moreno Valley will lose the opportunity to earn substantial income from the bed
tax, as Motel 6 will assign that project to another City in that area.
Thank you for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you very soon.
Sincerely,
VIVA BRASIL, INC.

Flavlo F. BiSignano, Ph.D.
President
cc:·

Bryant Palmer Soto & Associates
Rodin & AssoCiates
City of Moreno Valley City Council:
J,:harles White, Councilmember
J Richard Stewart, Councilmember
Frank West, Mayor Pro-tem; Councilmember
Bonnie Flickinger, Councilmember
William Batey, II, Mayor; Councilmember
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June 30, '2008
The Pres's'::Enterprise Circulation De.ot.~, '
PO Box 12006
Riv~rside 'G~j~2502"
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cc: RoncRedfern{PublisherandCEO,'Ttie Press-EnterPrise" ,
cc: Moreno Valley MayorWilliamH:~:Batey n" , ; - ':, ,; 'c '., : ';'
ce:"Moreno ValleYc~isti"ict ~ Councilman Richard A: St~art"':'
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Dear Sir or Madam,
I'm writing about a problem that began here in Moreno Valley late last year,
About six monthS ago, it seems The Press.:Enterprise switched from delivering the weekly Savings Express ad
circular via the Post Office to throwing them in front of our homes. You can't miss it; every Thursday in our
neighborhood, nearly every driveway has a plastic yellow bag tossed into it. This includes homes that have two
or three plastic yellow bags that have accuniulated over several weeks. Despite ample evidence that no one is
home nor reading the Savings Express, they keep piling there until someone picks them up - or worse, they
blow down the street and into the gutters an~ down sewer drains.'
,'"
'
I'm sure you can see Where 1'ri1 going with this. I'm none too pleased -at The PE making an apparent cost-saving
decision at the expense of filling our neighborhoods with eyesores. It's not just my neighborhood; around
Moreno Valley they're everywhere. Along Pigeon Pass Road's horse properties, dozens of yellow bags lying in
the grassy ditches.' Up and down my 'neighborhood in driveways, street gutters, and the roadway.
I took'8 Walk yesterday around my neighborhood, a one-mile loop from the east end of Naples Drive, down
Constantine Circle, along Springcrest and Winding Road, and then back along Golden Oaks Drive. There are
128';hclmes aldng'thabstretch: 'ahC-here; threetlays after,these yellow bags were tossed in our neighborhood, I
coulited;52 ofthem'still'lyin'gin'driveways, on sidewalks and roads, in yards, or in the gutter. The ones lying on
private property are baoenough;,butd6zens are littering public property. Please see the attached photos; I
printed four pages to illustrate in part what I see every week and there were plenty more. And that's just my
neighbc;rh6od',:":: tne same result is being duplicated all over our city.
.

,..,! ." '",', '":

I've called thePE;:fjve timeS'nbw since December asking them to ensure that these circulars are not dropped in
my driveway. The customer service reps on the phone are usually confused by my request; some don't
understand what the Savings Express is. Others think I'm trying to cancel my subscription to the paper. All
promise to "forward my information to the correct person." Some weeks, the message seems to get through,
went more than a month without having to pick one up off my driveway. Then last week it started up again,
Look, I'm a reasonable person and I realize The PE is trying to minimize costs. I am appealing to common
sense here: does it make sense to toss around thousands of unwanted circulars in our community, which is
tantamount to littering, week after week? Doesn't this make The PE out to be a nuisance in our neighborhoods?
I have no problem with The PE delivering the Savings Express via the postal service, It's discreet, out of sight,
and much easier to deal with. But this unsolicited bag-dropping is poor citizenship on the part of our community
paper. I'm a longtime homeowner here in Moreno Valley, I am proud of my city, and I care deeply about issues
like these that affect our quality of life. I'm asking The PE to end the practice of tossing unsolicited bags in our
neighborhoods and to go back to postal delivery of this circular.
Thanks for your time and I look forward to hearing your thoughts on this,

Yours respectfully,

rinkman
22159 Naples Dr
Moreno Valley CA 92557
-
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Council. (5))
lBob Hansen, CA
Bob Gutierrez, CM
Betsy Adams, ACM
Rick Hartmann, DCM

Michael <£>. Geller
23205 <£>unnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley CA 92553
June 19, 2008
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Jane Halstead City Clerk
City of Moreno Valley
Delivered by Hand
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Public Records Request
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Dear Ms. Halstead:
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Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, I request the following documents
and information:
1. A copy of the rental agreement for the Ballroom in the Moreno Valley
Conference and Recreation Center, for the 6:30-8:30 meeting held by Frank
West on June 16, 2008.
2. Copy of the proof of payment for the rental of said room or other
documentation or a written statement as to what entity paid or will pay for the.
rental and/or how the rental was paid or will be paid. If the rental was paid or will
be paid with any City of Moreno Valley funds, a statement as to which budget it
was or will be charged to and who authorized the payment.
Please call Leah at
any charge for copies and we

when the documents are ready and if there is
promptly pay such costs.
is matter.

Michael S. Geller
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Michael &. Geller
23205 &unnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley CA 92553
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Councilman Charles White
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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Dear Councilman White:
At the June 10, 2008 meeting of the Moreno Valley City Council you publicly called for my
resignation from the Moreno Valley Planning Commission. This is the second time you have
called for my resignation via television.
You have clearly stated that you seek my resignation because I have criticized your record and
challenged your effectiveness as a member of the City Council. Your view is that since I serve as
a Planning Commissioner I cannot have a public view on issues that differs from that of any
member of the City Council.
Your demand is dictatorial and un-American. In a democracy, the people have the right to elect
their leaders. They also have the right to hold a position of dissent when they do not agree with
their leaders or the policies of their government.
Under the protections of First Amendment of the United States Constitution, it is my right as an
American citizen to criticize and critique elected officials such as you without fear of reprisals from
the government.
It should be noted that you yourself have used your Free Speech rights to criticize your City
Council colleagues for positions they have taken. Using the standard,-You are applying to me,
your colleagues should ask you to resign from the City Council for your dissensions with the
majority view of the City Council's members.
As .part of your oath of office, you swore to uphold and defend the United States Constitution
against all enemies, foreign and domestic. By calling for my resignation because I disagree with
you on issues of public policy you have violated your oath
It is therefore appropriate that you resign from your City Council position.
Furthermore, should you resign your seat from the Moreno Valley City Council and pledge not to
seek election this November, I will
ign from the Planning Commission on the same day and
pledge not to seek reappointm
t the Planning Commission or seek election to the City
Council this November either.
If it is Po od or me, it should e go d for you. When you file your resignation letter with the City
C~~~~: I will Ie mine.
Sificerely,

f

/

Michael Geller
Cc: Bonnie Flickinger; Richard Stewart; Frank West; Bill Batey.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
Best Thai Cuisine
25155 Sunnymead Blvd G-IB
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RECEIVED

08 JUN 24 AM": I 8

Date: June 19,2008.

Council Member Frank West
City of Moreno Valley
Address: 14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley CA 92553

We are pleased to announce the opening of our second location of Best Thai
Cuisine in Moreno Valley. Our restaurant have been the most favorite Thai food in
Riverside for over five years now. We are new in Moreno Valley. We need some advises
and comments on our business in order for us to improve and serve the Moreno Valley
community better in the future. In order to introduce everyone to our wide variety of
authentic Thai Cuisine we would like to invite you to join us for a Coiiiplimentary lunch
on July 7-15, 2008. Please bring a group of city staff up to 12 people.
)
Please call (
for reservations - give us a week in advanc~,lo prepare and
bring this letter with you when you visit. Thank You.

We hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely yours,

Contract person:
Sophon Mancharoen or Pitt Boonleuth
Best Thai Cuisine Inc,

Note: You can visit our website @ bestthai-cuisine.com for our business hours, menu &
map. Thank You!
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Best Thai Cuisine now serves its dishes in Moreno
Valley, too
Hi .... •~
CLICK PLAY T .oddlll
~.E: D9wnload story podcast

03:12 PM PDT on Thursday, May 22, 2008
By FIELDING BUCK
The Press-Enterpise

MORENO VALLEY - I've been hearing good things from colleagues about the curry at Best Thai Cuisine, which now
has a restaurant in Moreno Valley as well as Riverside.
When I visited, I liked the curry and everything else about the restaurant.
Best Thai Cuisine offers satisfying meals and attractive presentation at reasonable prices. The decor is bright and
simple, with sunny yellow walls and bamboo placemats. The staff is friendly and helpful in explaining the menu. And
the menu is large and varied.
I had the yellow curry with chicken for $6.95. Other meat choices include beef, pork, shrimp and duck - add $3 for
the latter. You can also request tofu.
The dinner portion could probably serve two or three people, with steamed rice ordered separately for $1 for a single
person or $2 for a pot to serve two or three people.
There was ample chicken and broth in the bowl, but the vegetables impressed me the most: firm and colorful onion
and crinkle-cut carrots that retained their flavor.
Story continues below

-

Silvia Flores I The Press-Enterprise
Best Thai Cuisine business partners Pitt Boonleuth, left,
'-

-
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Available at the same price are red, green, yellow and massaman curry.
iSeafood dishes occupy the high end of the menu here, with items such as catfish with chili paste costing $8.95, deepfried sole for $9.95, and soups for $12.95-$13.95.
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There are several noodle selections and intriguing rice dishes that include fried rice with chicken, pineapple, cashews
and raisins for $7.95.
A dozen appetizer choices include spring rolls; chicken and beef sate; and deep fried tofu. Prices are $4.95-$6.95.
Nine salad choices, with ingredients ranging from fresh vegetables to calamari, cost $6.95-$8.95.
My dessert was spectacular: a ripe mango attractively sliced and served with sweet rice. It was at the high end at
$5.50. Among the other choices are coconut ice cream for $3 and fried banana for $3.50.
I also enjoyed a Thai iced tea with whipped cream topping for $2.25. With boba, the price goes up to $3.25.
Lunch specials start at $6.95 and include red, green and yellow curry and such items as coconut chicken, pepper steak
and mixed vegetables. You get steamed rice, egg roll and choice of soup or salad.
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BEtstThai C~isine now serves its dishes in Moreno Valley, too I Restaurant Reviews I PE.com... Page 3 of 3
When: 25155 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley
Hours: 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Friday; noon-9 p.m. Saturday-Sunday
Credit cards: Not accepted, but there is an ATM on the premises.
Price range of entrees: $6.95-$13.95

. Beverages: Thai ice tea and coffee, $2.25-$4.50; coffee, $1.50; hot tea, $1; soft drinks, $1.50

Parking: Lot
Reservations: Not required
Information:

vvww.bestthai-cuisine.com
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Dear Council Members
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I'm writing concerning the mess you voted us into concerning the so called new name
for part of Moreno Valley. I find it very disappointing that there is no one in our cities
leadership that we can believe in.
News paper dated June 7, 2008 "Last year, the council voted 4-1 to rename the city's
east side Rancho Belago." "Edgemont has a negative concept" so does our city
council. Part of becoming a city was to change these areas so do your jobs and stop
wasting our tax dollars on your special interest groups in giving away part of our city.
News paper dated July 10, 2008 "The City Council voted 4-1 in February 2007 to allow
the voluntary use of "Rancho Belago" for the eastern end of Moreno Valley. [Actually
it's east half not end] Mr Webster, the dictionary that is, tells us that rename and
voluntary have two totally different meanings.
Mayor's letter, from his new city, dated July 1,2008 "You are being grossly misled." By
the Mayor, now that's believable. Why doesn't he choose which city he wants to be
mayor over and stay there? We may just get lucky.
I called city hall and got P.O. Box 88005, Moreno Valley for the mailing address for
Moreno Valley Mayor and its Council members.
I get a letter from Mayor William H. Batey" and found his new mailing address is P.O.
Box 8661, Moreno Valley for his new city, or special interest groups. Now we are
suppose to be "being miss led" the question is by who and for what?
You may say to yourself that I'm mixed up well hello! Who wouldn't be with this kind of
leadership.
Mr White may not be right, but looking at the information above neither are the rest of
you. Because of your secretive actions and the information given to us above what do
you expect the residents of the real Moreno Valley to believe and feel?
We keep hearing we don't want to spend thousands of dollars on a un-necessary
election and you keep blaming one person and some concern citizens who are signing
a petition. What you are really saying is "we don't want the citizens of Moreno Valley to
have their legal say." Yet you are not willing to spend 5 minutes to resend resolution
2007 -14 and undo what you did because evidently its politically correct to blame others
for your mistakes. Remember your votes were bias, prejudice, discriminating and
probable illegal being we are a city.
"We The People" speak through our votes and when that vote is not allowed or abused
we use the courts. According to your actions you are not for the American way.

MV00225861

I know the council thinks we citizens of Moreno Valley are stupid. That was proven
years ago when the council changed public speaking in the city council meetings to late
nights. Come to think of it, you could be right, after all we voted for you.

If this was a domestic situation all five of you could be charged with abuse because
there is enough evidence.
Oh, I almost forgot! I have not signed the petition. I've also enclosed a letter I sent to two of
your special interest groups.
Knowing this will probably do no good, I still thank you for your time.

Gene Bowen

MV00225862

July 18, 2008
To: Moreno Valley Citizens for Rancho Belago
P.O. Box 8661
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Subject: Your Recent Flyer
To Whom It May Concern.
Wow! Don't really know where to begin. Needless to say I am one frustrated citizen and
registered voter of Moreno Valley. At least that was its full name the last time we
citizens got to vote on it.
Between news paper articles; the Mayor double talking and allowing his name to be
used by your organization trying to divide our city; a flyer by Moreno Valley Taxpayers
Association; and your flyer; I find it very disappointing that there is no one in our city in
leadership or public representatives that we can believe in, including your organization.
About your flyer. First of all I have not signed a petition yet.
Let me set you and the people you have seemingly bought off all straight.
Edgemont, Moreno and Sunnymead was here long before you. They were towns and
communities.
Moreno Valley Ranch, Sunnymead Ranch, Towngate, and Hidden Springs were built by
developers just like Four Seasons and others. None of them robbed the citizens of
Moreno Valley they added to it.
If you want a Rancho Belago use the bare ground on the real east end and develop it.
Build it as part of Moreno Valley like the others did. You are so greedy that you are
even taking Moreno Valley Ranch's title from them. Or will they be known as Moreno
Valley Ranch in Rancho Belago? Have you invested in any development or does the
organization specialize is takeovers? Not sure what Belago means but it is evident that
words like selfishness, bias, prejudice and discriminating are part of it's meaning.
Question:
What has been done that is so illegal [or secretive] that every one is trying to hide?
I think its time we get some legal outsiders to look into the vote the council made and
then the how the public has been mislead by the two organization's flyers. Then if any
is guilty for get recall and let's go for jail time.
"We The People" speak through our vote and when that is not allowed or abused we
use the courts. According to your flyer you are not for the American way.
Thank you for your time,

Gene Bowen
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July 18, 2008
To: Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association
P.O. Box 7599
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-7599
Subject: Your Recent Flyer
To Whom It May Concern.
Wow! Don't really know where to begin. Needless to say I am one frustrated citizen and
registered voter of Moreno Valley. At least that was its full name the last time we
citizens got to vote on it.
8etween news paper articles; the Mayor double talking and allowing his name to be
used by an organization trying to divide our city; a flyer by Moreno Valley citizens for
Rancho 8elago; and now your flyer. I find it very disappointing that there is no one in our
city in leadership or public representatives that we can believe in, including your

organization.
About your flyer. First of all I have not signed a petition yet, but you almost sent me out
immediately to do so.
The petition that I saw was to put the renaming of the eastern part of Moreno Valley on
the ballet giving the whole city and not just five council members to vote for their special
interest groups.
You list four items on your flyer and then state "if you sign councilman White's
misleading petition, then you will be answering "0"." O. is to re-elect councilman
Charles White.
No where on the petition was "More Police," "Fire Protection," "Reduce Traffic
Congestion" or "re-elect Councilman White" the subject. And you have the nerve to call
Mr White's petition "misleading"?
Oh, I haven't forgotten your statement on how should we "spend $500,000 of you tax
dollars." I don't want to see it spent on a cover up either.
Question:
What has been done that is so illegal [or secretive] that every one is trying to hide?
I think its time we get some legal outsiders to look into the vote the council made and
then the how the public has been mislead by the two organization's flyers. Then if any
is guilty for get recall and let's go for jail time.
If you want to be fair about failures, then you should mention everyones. I know
everyone involved with this thinks we voters are stupid. Come to think of it, they could
be right, after all we voted for them.

MV00225864
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.I hope our tax dollars is not running the Taxpayers Association. "We The People" speak
through our vote and when that is not allowed or abused we use the courts. According
to your flyer you are not for the American way.
Thank you for your time,

Gene Bowen
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p.o. Box 2379
Pasadena, CA. 91101
www.FreshandEasyFacts.com
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June 18, 2008
Honorable Richard Stewart
Council member
Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Councilmember Stewart,
As Presidents of the United Food and Commercial Workers' Union across Southern
California, we are writing to alert you to a new non-union grocery chain called Fresh &
Easy that is opening in communities throughout California.
Fresh & Easy is a division of the European corporation Tesco, one of the largest
corporations in the world, known as the "Wal-Mart of Britain." Here are just a few of
our concerns with Tesco's Fresh & Easy stores:

Record of Food Safety Violations
Tesco has a record of breaking food safety laws, and has been fined for illegally altering
use-by dates on products,l selling moldl and out-of-date food 3 , and selling food labeled
as organic with high levels of pesticides. 4

Negative Impact on Local Communities
Like Wal-Mart, Tesco has a record of negatively impacting local businesses5 and
communities. 6 Tesco also has a record of selling alcohol to minors. 7 In fact, Tesco CEO
Sir Terry Leahy was branded the "Godfather of Binge Drinking" in the Houses of
Parlia~enti;'the UK. 8 · · ·
.. - .-.- ....~ .... ' - - ...... - .
.

Jobs with Poor Wages & Benefits
Tesco's Fresh and Easy are paying wages and benefits that are on average significantly
lower than union pay and benefits. And, Fresh & Easy is paying U.S. workers a lower
wage than Tesco's employees receive in Britain. 9 Workers in the United States deserve
better.
Fresh & Easy promotes the fact that they are committed to being a good neeighbor,
however, they have repeatedly refused to meet with grocery workers and community
leaders to address their concerns about the impact Fresh & Easy stores will have on their
neighborhoods.

Fresh and Easy Facts is a project of Grocery Workers l Food Industry Professionals and the United Food and Commercial Workers.
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We have collected nearly 20,000 signatures on a petition calling on Tesco's Fresh & Easy
to enter into a Community Benefits Agreement to address our concerns, but Tesco has yet
to respond to our requests.
We hope you take an opportunity to briefly familiarize yourself with the enclosed
information, which provides more details on Tesco's record. We ask that you take it into
consideration when Tesco's Fresh & Easy approach your city to open a new store.
We also ask that you partner with us in holding Tesco's Fresh & Easy accountable to the
standards we want in a grocery store in our community. Enclosed is a copy of our
.
petition, which we ask that you sign and return to us.
For more information, please visit the website: www.FreshandEasyFacts.com.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Mickey Kasparian
President
UFCW Local 135

h~
Greg Conger
President
UFCW L~cal 324

Shaun Barclay
Trustee
UFCW Local 1036

Connie Leyva
President
UFCW bocal 1428

Bill Lathrop
President
UFCW Local 1167

Michael Straeter
President
UFCW Local 1442

Rick Icaza
President
UFCW Local 770

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.
9.

"Supermarkets hit by sell-by date investigation, " The Telegraph Newspaper (UK) 5123107.
"Tesco Fined Jar Mice and Mold," The Evening Standard New!>paper, JJI16/04.
"Tesco fined over out-oj-date load." BBC News, 1123108
"Pesticide Residue in Organic Garlic," The Guardian Newspaper, 6123106.
"Tesco 'Dirty Tricks Email.. TheEveningStandardNewspaper.1126107.
"Landmark block on Tesco store." The Evening Standard New.'paper 1110106.
"Tesco licence threat after booze sting," TalkingRetail.com. 1112107
"Tesco backs action over binge-drinking - then pushes cheap alcohol." Yorkshire Post 2/23108
US/UK comparison based upon Fresh & Easy job postings on www.FreshandEal)'.(.'Q1n and jobs posted 2111-2112 200810r
checkout operative and general assistants at Tesco stores as listed on www.loNI·Ioh.co.lIk and hased upon dollarlsterling
exchange rate on 2113108
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p.o. Box 2379
Pasadena, CA. 91101
www.FreshandEasyFacts.com

PLEDGE FORM
DYes. I pledge not to shop at Fresh & Easy.

Signature

Print Name

Title for identification purposes if applicable

Mailing Address

City, State, Zip

Fax Number

Phone Number

Email Address

Date

Thank you very much.
Please fax this form to

or mail to:

Fresh and Easy Facts
P.O. box 2379
Pasadena, CA 91102

Fresh and Easy Facts is a project of Grocery Workers, Food Industry Professionals and the United Food and Commercial Workers.
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:

P.O. Box 2379

Pasadena, CA. 91101
www.FreshandEasyFacts.com

Community Alert: Don't be Fooled by Tesco's Fresh & Easy
Learn more about why Tesco is called the "Wal-Mart of Britain." Widely reported concerns
about Tesco's business practices raise questions about what kind of impact it will have on our
communities.

This is a brief roundup ofTesco's track record - everything from selling alcohol to minors, to
fines for food safety violations, to ignoring local planning boards. For further information and
links to the original news articles online, please visit www.FreshandEasyFacts.com.

Tesco's Impact on Communities
Member of Parliament calls Tesco chief exec. "Godfather of British binge drinking"
"Mr. Grogan's comments came as MPs debated the health consequences ofthe availability of
cheap alcohol .... And he claimed the supermarket giants carried on the practice of selling alcohol
below cost price' all the time' .... 'We are talking about selling alcohol below the cost of water.'
"Tesco Chief'is 'Binge Godfather. '" BBC News. 6 Dec 2007.

Tesco ignored planning council ruling limiting its size in 2003
"In 2003, Tesco proposed a regeneration store in Stockport [England]. The planning council,
worried about the impact the new store would have on traffic and local businesses, limited the
size of the proposed Tesco store. However, Tesco ignored the council ruling and built the store
at the size the company had initially proposed - 20% larger than the approved size." Even
though the project was later approved, the council members were "outraged" (at the time), and
"felt their hands were tied."
"Shopping (or a Market: Evaluating Tesco 's Ently into Los Angeles and the United States, "P.g. Urban and
Environmental Policy Institute (Occidental College). 1 Aug. 2007.

Tesco uses "front company" to get planning permission
"Rather than apply for planning permission for a supermarket, Tesco agreed to let a "nominee
company" - a carpet shop - make the first move on the site. This, the email correspondents
agreed, would be more "low key" than an application by Tesco ... A planning expert said Tesco
was "trying to get back-door planning permission without being open and honest ... "
"Tesco 'Db·tv Tricks Email '. " The Evening Standard. 26 Jan 2007.

Tesco caught selling alcohol to minors
"Sussex Police is taking its case to a local authority licensing panel after staff at a Worthingbased Tesco Express sold booze to under-I8s. Colleagues at two Tesco Express branches in
Crawley also fell foul of a police-driven alcohol test purchase campaign."
"Tesco licence threat after booze sting. " TalkingRelail.com. 12 Januarv 2007.

Fresh and Easy Facts is a project of Grocery Workers, Food Industry Professionals and the United Food and Commercial Workers,
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Tesco stores send home values plunging
"Residents on Lane End Road in Burnage are furious that noise, light pollution and increased
traffic caused by a nearby Tesco have sent property prices tumbling."
''Tesco sends property orices tumbling. " South Manchester Reporter. 11 November 2006.

Neighborhood stands up to Tesco
"Tesco has been forced to back down over plans to build a store in Darlington after encountering
stiff opposition from the public. Britain's biggest supermarket wanted to demolish the town hall
in Darlington and build a store with a 750-space car park and 130 flats but the council detected
overwhelming hostility to the development."
"Voice oUhe people prevails as Darlington rejects Tesco. " The Independent. 4 November 2006.

Tesco sold a pole-dancing toy
"Tesco has been forced to remove a pole-dancing kit from the toys and games section of its
website after it was accused of 'destroying c11ildren's innocence'."
"Tesco condemned for selling pole dancing tov. " Dallv Mail. 24 October 2006.

Community groups successfully block Tesco growth
"A backlash against the remorseless spread of supermarket giant Tesco has begun. In a landmark
case, a council has refused permission for the chain to open a new Express convenience store on
the grounds that it would damage other local businesses. The news comes amid growing concern
about the demise of independent retailers in the face of competition from major chains. Critics
say this is turning high streets into 'clone towns' with identical shops, restaurants and bars."
"Landmark block on Tesco store." The Evening Standard. 10 Janumy 2006.

Tesco's Food Safety Violations
Fined for selling out-of-date food
"The various items of food purchased from Tesco had the potential to cause serious harm to
anyone who consumed them."
"Tesco fined over out-ofdate food." BBC News. 23 Jan 2008.

Caught extending use-by dates
• "At Tesco, the use-by date on a batch of lamb was illegally extended by six days, food safety
records were falsified, and an employee cut her nails using food scissors, it was claimed."
"SuQermarkets hit by sell-by date investigation. " Telegraph (UK) 23 May 2007.
• "After working undercover at both stores for a total of four months, (an undercover reporter)
discovered that customers were often deceived about the freshness and quality of the food
they were buying. At times, even customers' health may have been put at risk."
"Out-of-date food in UK supermarkets. " BBC News. 21 May 2007.

Glass in Tesco tortillas
In 2006, "Tesco Stores Ltd recalled its own-brand Healthy Living Plain Tortilla Wraps because
of the possible presence of small glass fragments."
''Tesco recalls own-brand tortilla wraps. " Food Standards Agencv (UK). OJ December 2006.

Pesticides on Tesco organic garlic
"Garlic being sold as organic in Tesco was found to contain pesticide residues in tests by the
government's watchdog. The garlic, imported by Tesco from Spain, contained residues of
carbendazim, a possible carcinogen and suspected hormone disruptor .... "
"Pesticide residue in organic garlic. " The Guardian 23 June 2006.
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Foam found in Tesco bread
"A supermarket giant has been ordered to pay more than £31,000 after a customer discovered a
chunk of insulation foam inside a baguette."
"Foam is Found in Tesco Sandwich. " BBC News. 12 June 2006.

Fined for selling moldy food
"In a country-wide inquiry, Slovak Veterinary and Food Administration inspectors found mouldy
meat for sale a central Tesco store and fined the finn €25,000. At another Tesco supennarket in
Bratislava the inspectors reportedly identified more than 90 kilos of poultry in refrigeration that
were over expiration date."
"Tesco (ails foul o(S!ovak government" MeatProcess.com. 02 Mal' 2006.

More moldy food
"Supennarkets giant Tesco has been fined £25,000 after one of its flagship stores was found to
be infested with mice a..'ld the store was selling mouldy food. The fme, one ofthe-biggest ever - handed out for breaches of food safety rules, [was predicted in 2004 to be] a huge embarrassment
to Britain's biggest supennarkets chain." .
"Tesco Fined for Mice and Mould. " The Evening Standard. 16 November 2004.

"Appalling" conditions at Tesco pork supplier in 2003
"Video footage taken inside the premises of one of the largest pork suppliers to Tesco, the
supennarket giant, has revealed conditions described as 'appalling' by animal rights campaigners."
"Revealed: Horror at Tesco pig {arm. " The Observer. 19 Oct 2003.

Tesco's Environmental Practices
California judge: Tesco distribution center noncompliant with environmental law
"Another potential headache for Fresh & Easy is the legal challenges. In particular, Tesco must
contend with a court ruling concerning the environmental impact of the construction of its
Riverside distribution centre ... a Riverside district judge ruled that the centre did not comply with
the state's environmental planning legislation."
"Easv does it. " Retail Week. 7 Dec 2007.

True impact of Tesco on environment as m.uch as 12 times more than it claims
"Tesco's recent attempt to present itself as a force for environmental good appears to be
backfiring, as evidence emerges that Britain's biggest retailer has severely underestimated its true
contribution to climate change. Christian Aid believes that the true impact Tesco has on the
environment could be as much as 12 times higher than the level the supennarket admits to."
"Business & Media: Tesco faces attack over carbon footprint. " The Observer. 9 Sept 2007.

Tesco accused of hypocrisy over carbon footprint
"Tesco, the UK's largest supennarket chain, is sending CDs and DVDs on a round journey of
almost 1,400 miles in order to exploit a tax loophole that allows customers to avoid paying VAT.
The disclosure is likely to spark allegations of hypocrisy - last year Tesco chief executive Sir
Terry Leahy unveiled a "green plan" and pledged to reduce the retailer's carbon footprint."
"Tesco sends DVD 1.400 miles to save £1.56.. , The Telegraph. 5 Sept 2007.
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Tesco's Business Practices
Fined for misleading shoppers
"Hungary's competition watchdog GVH has fined the Hungarian unit of British supermarket
chain Tesco 100 million forints ($546,200) for misleading consumers in its advertisements last
year, GVH said on Thursday."
"Hungary competition watchdog fines Tesco. " Reuters. 14 Februarv 2008.

Fined for poor health and safety
"Lax health and safety measures left UK supermarket giant Tesco with a legal bill of £50,000
(€75,000) on Monday, after a member of staff lost the top of a finger in a bakery machine."
"Tesco fine acts as warning to bakers. " BakervandSnacks.com. 29 June 2005.

Tesco turns back on government health labels program
"Tesco, the UK's biggest supermarket, is turning its back on traffic-light food labels which
indicate sugar, salt and fat in products, it has announced." Tesco is insisting on using its own
labeling system.
"Tesco rejects tramc light label. " BBC News. 26 April 2005.

Tesco's Labor Practices
Factory workers in Asia supplying Tesco stores struggle to provide for their families
"But last month, employees of factories supplying clothes to all three retailers told the Guardian
that their wages were so low that, despite working up to 84-hour weeks, they struggled to
provide for their families. Many claimed they were regularly forced to work 12-hour days, and
that working through the night to finish an order was not uncommon."
"High price paid for cheap UK clothes. " The Guardian. 16 July 2007.

Workers on farm supplying Tesco, report being sprayed with pesticides
"One casual labourer on a pear farm supplying Tesco complained of wages so low that they
could not afford school uniforms for their children. Others described how pesticides were
sprayed at the same time as women worked in orchards and that they were not given protective
clothing. One told how they picked pears while trees were still 'wet' from pesticides."
"Tesco in row over foreign workers. " The Observer. 10 Apr 2005.

Report claims Tesco clothes made by children
While Tesco vigorously denies the following claims, they stopped contracting with the supplier
involved with the report.
• "Children as young as 12 have been making clothes for Tesco's own-brand ranges in
factories in Bangladesh, according to a report rejected by the supermarket giant."
"Tesco denies child labour claims. " The Guardian. 11 Oct 2006.

•

"One alleged child worker from a Harvest Rich factory said: 'I am 12-years-old. I said I was
ll-and-a-half and they took me in. In the whole of Harvest Rich there are 200 to 300 child
workers. '"

•

"Secretly filmed footage captures Tesco's own label clothes being manufactured by workers,
who look clearly under 15, in four factories owned by suppliers to Britain's biggest retailer."

"Tesco clothes 'made bv child workers in Asia '. " The Independent. 11 Oct 2006.

"Child labour making Tesco clothes. " Channel 4 News. 10 Oct 2006.
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Cindy Miller
From:

DenniS Rice [DRice@rptrust.com]

Sent:

Thursday, June 12, 2008 5:16 PM

To:

William Batey; Charles White; Bonnie Flickinger; KarenHavasu@yahoo.com; Richard Stewart;
Cindy Miller

Cc:

tom breitkreuz; Harrison, Ski; Gil Saenz

Subject:

Study Session for the proposed DIF policy

Attachments: DIF documents. pdf
CINDY, WOULD YOU PLEASE PRINT THIS OUT (ALONG WITH THE ATIACHMENT) AND PLACE ON THE
COUNCIL MEMBERS' DESKS. THANK YOU.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I am writing this e-mail to you in advance of the City Council Study Session scheduled for
Tuesday, June 17th. I have inGluded some attachments for your review and consideration prior to the meeting on
Tuesday as it relates to Ridge Property Trust and the DIF policy for our Centerpointe Business Park project
across the street from City Hall. I would also like to go on record and let you know that the city staff has been
nothing short of fantastic to work with. You and the people of Moreno Valley are in good hands and should feel
very good about that.
At this point we have not seen the proposed DIF policy but hope to have the chance to review it before the study
session. Along with myself, I will have Gil Saenz, Tom Breitkreuz and our attorney, Ski Harrison (Rutan & Tucker
law firm) attend the meeting on Tuesday.
We have had several meetings, conversations, e-mails, letters, etc. with city staff over the past 2 years as it
relates to the DIF policy that did not exist at the time we paid DIF fees and constructed DIF improvements. I am
happy that this is finally coming to a conclusion as it will establish the rules going forward.
The issue we have is simple .... we paid DIF fees and we constructed DIF improvements. I guess you could say
we got "double-dipped". We have diligently pursued our case with city staff because we strongly feel that we
have overpaid as it relates to DIF.
We have paid cash for DIF fees totaling $1,900,489 and we have constructed DIF improvements totaling
$2,604,993 for a total of fees paid and improvements constructed of $4,505,482. We have completed
construction of 5 buildings totaling 1,853,369 SF and have an additional 7 buildings totaling approximately .
1,156,878 SF left to construct.
Total DIF fees (arterial streets and traffic signals only) for our entire project (all 12 buildings totaling 3,010,247 SF)
totals $3,605,727.22 based on the July 1, 2007 DIF fee schedule.
We have overpaid DIF by the amount of $899,755 ($4,505,482 less $3,605,727). In addition to the
aforementioned "overpayment" of $899,755, we should have DIF credits available to be applied against the
development of the remaining buildings to be constructed in the amount of $1 ,705,238 ($3,605,727 less
$1,900,489). It is Ridge's opinion that $2,604,993 ($899,755 + $1,705,238) should be made available as some
combination of DIF credit, cash refund, credit available for application against another Ridge development in
Moreno Valley, and/or transferable to a future owner of a Ridge owned property in Moreno Valley.
I have attached a worksheet that detail the numbers I mention above along with a letter written by our attorney to
Rick Hartmann dated March 26, 2008 briefly detailing the sequence of events over the past couple of years. I
feel our case is very unique and does not fit within the exact parameters of the proposed new DIF policy. I hope
you take the time to review our situation and take it into consideration during this process. I am available to meet
or discuss our situation if you would like. Otherwise, I look forward to seeing you on Tuesday. Thank you.

~RIOOE PROPERTVTRUST
Dennis Rice
President

6113/2008
MV00225874
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Suite 8
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Centerpointe Business Park
PHASES I, II, III & IV - OIF FEES (Arterial Streets and Traffic Signals)
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Total Costs
DIF Arterial Street Improvements for Cactus Avenue based on the Engineer's Estimate
DIF Arterial Street Improvements for Graham Street based on the Engineer's Estimate
DIF Traffic Signal Improvements constructed by the Project based on the Engineer's Estimate

$1,879,107
$516,3861 $2,604,993
$209,500

TOTAL OIF paid to date by Ridge for existing Buildings

$1,900,489

TOTAL DIF IMPROVEMENTS INSTALLED BY RIDGE AND TOTAL DIF PAID TO DATE

$4,505,482

TOTAL DIF OBLIGATION

$3,605,727

BALANCE DUE TO RIDGE IN CASH

$899,755

RIDGE WILL ALSO HAVE A CREDIT FOR FUTURE DIF IN THE AMOU.NT OF:

$1,705,238
CHECK

~
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$2,604,993

Centerpointe Business Park
PHASES I, II, III & IV - DIF FEES (Arterial Streets and Traffic Signals)
Building

Square Footage

Arterial Streets·

Traffic Signals **

Grand Total

FUTURE BUILDINGS

No.1
No.2
NO.3
NO.7

Bldg. 1
Bldg. 2

NO.10
No.11

80,862
106,702
390,480
28,005
84,240
352,540
114,049
1,156;878

TOTAL SQUARE FT.
TOTAL ESTIMATED TO BE PAID
EXISTING BUILDINGS
No.4

NO.5
No.6
No.8
No.9
TOTAL SQUARE FT.
TOTAL PAID

779,016
180,043

532,926
231,382
130,002
1,853,369
3,010,247

GRAND TOTAL FEES PAID

$103,503.36
$136,578.56
$35,846.40
. $107,827.20
$451 ,251 .20
$145,982.72

$15,687.23
$20,700.19
$75,753.12
$5,432.97
$16,342.56
$68,392.76
$22,125.51

$119,190.59
$157,278.75
$575,567.52
$41,279.37
$124.169.76
$519,643.96
$168,108.23

$1,480,803.84

$224,434.33

$1,705,238.17

$665,077.27
$155,351.24
$455,960.99
$196,906.08
$112,766.35

$131,895.09

$30,668.66
$90,548.08
$39,103.56
$22,211.73

$796,972.36
$186,019.90
$546,509.07
$236,009.64
$134,978.08

$1,586,061.93

$314,427.12

$1,900,489.05

$3,066,865.77

$538,861.45

$3,605,727.22
$3,605,727.22 .

$499,814.40

All fees are based on July 1, 2007 OIF fee schedule .
• $1,280 per 1,000 SF of building area
• $194 per 1,000 SF of building area
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RUTAN

L. Ski Harrison

Direcl Dial:
E·mail; sharrison@rutan.com

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

March 26, 2008

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Rick Hartmann
Assistant City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552~0805
Re:

Ridge Property Trust Meeting

Dear Rick:
On behalf of Ridge Property Trust ("Ridge"), I would like to thank you and Chris Vogt
for hosting the meeting last week with the Ridge team, and for including Mayor Batey and
Council Member West. As a follow-up to that meeting, Ridge would like to reemphasize its
position that it is entitled to reimbursement or credits against any future DTF fees owed to the
City for the contributions made through fees already paid and improvements already constructed.
Ridge has already constructed a total of $2,604,993 for DlF arterial and traffic signal
improvements and Ridge has already paid the required total of $1' ,900,489 in DIF arterial and
traffic signal fees for the 5 existing buildings on site. This equates to a total DlF value of
$4,505,482. In an effort to obtain a fair solution, Ridge requests a total DIF credit in the amount
of $2,604,993 that can be applied to the remaining Ridge (or to any future successor of Ridge)
development in Centerpointe Business Park. In the event Ridge's total DIF obligation for the
remaining development is kss than the $2,604,993, then Ridge would get a refund or credit to be
applied to any other Ridge development in the City of Moreno Valley. Ridge appreciates your
commitment to look into this situation, and while we understand the need for the City to look at
the broader picture or other developers who may be similarly situated, we believe Ridge's
position is unique due to the amount of excess contribution Ridge has incurred as well as the
promises made by City officials when Ridge expressed concern over not having a Credit
Agreement several years ago.
At the meeting, you indicated that you would need approximately 60 days for you, Chris
and Bob Herrick to look into this matter and provide a response. We want to assure you that we
will cooperate in any reasonable way possible to provide any information you need to complete
this task. As YOli requested, Ridge will be submitting the required financial data to support the
expenditures on the DIf eligible improvements very shortly. On behalf of Ridge, I want to again
cmphasize that Ridge does not believe the proposed Credit and Reimbursement Policy should go
to City COllncillIDtil an acceptable Improvement and Refund Agreement has been agreed to and
signed by the City and Ridge which takes into account Ridge's unique circumstances.
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Finally, Chris indicated that Ridge's request for a Reimbursement Agreement to require
other developers in the area to contribute to the cost Ridge has incurred to build storm drain
facilities could not be considered because riparian law prohibits the City from making such a
requirement of benefiting property owners. I consulted with one of my partners, Joel Kuperberg,
whose practice includes a focus on water law, about this matter and he indicated that this is not a
correct statement of the law, and that such a requirement would be perfectly legal. Riparian
water rights have to do with ownership and use of the water within streams and the like and not
the cost of facilities to safely dispose of water run-off. r would ask that you have Bob Herrick
look into this matter, and again we are renewing the request to have the City require developers
who benefit from the storm drain infrastructure Ridge is building pay their proportionate share. I
can arrange to have Bob speak directly with Joel on this matter, if necessary. In fact, Bob knows
Joel, as Joel has been a long-time City Attorney in the Cities of La Palma and Irvine.
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation and please let us know if you need anything
from Ridge. I will contact you in a couple of weeks to see what progress has been made, as
Ridge is most anxious to bring this issue to completion.
Very truly yours,

R~.~
L. Ski Harrison
LSH:eg
cc:
Robert Gutierrez, City of Moreno Valley
Chris Vogt, City of Moreno Valley
Bob Herrick, City of Moreno Valley
Dennis Rice, Ridge Property Trust
Tom Breitkreuz
Gil Saenz
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ROD PACHECO
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

June 2, 2008

Councilmember Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
RE:
Dear
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Thank you very much for responding to my request to urge Governor Schwarzenegger and
Senators Ducheny and Dutton to fully fund the new Judgeships approved for our county in 2007/2008
and 2008/2009. Your support for this effort is greatly appreciated.
My letter to the Governor and the Senators was received by them on Friday, May 23, 2008. I
have enclosed a copy of my letter to the Governor. Your resolution was attached to each of my letters
reflecting your community's support for this effort.
Hopefully our effort will be noted by those who will be making the final determination of our
State's budget. It is a tough time economically for our state, but the needs of the judicial system must
be prioritized. The citizens of Riverside County deserve appropriate resources for their entire judicial
system, criminal and civil.
It is an honor to serve as your District Attorney.

ili~~,,/
ROD PACHECO
District Attorney
SFSIRP:bkc

Encls: Letter to Governor Schwarzenegger, May 21, 2008
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ROD PACHECO
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

May 21, 2008

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Full Access to Our Courts in Riverside County
Dear Governor Schwarzenegger:
Several years ago your office responded to a request from myself, then Judge Doug
Miller, and Chief Justice Ron George to provide more judicial positions for Riverside County.
We continue to be grateful for your receptiveness, embodied in then Finance Director, the
Honorable Tom Campbell, and by your resolute actions in earmarking judicial positions for our
community. However, recent events have jeopardized this significant progress.
Riverside County Courts are in dire straits because of the numbers of criminal and civil
cases waiting to be heard by a bench whose numbers have not kept up with the explosive growth
this county has experienced. Riverside County continues to be the fastest growing county in
California and second fastest in the United States. We currently have only seventy-six (76)
judicial officers. State Court figures based on population and caseload dictate that our county
needs one hundred and thirty-three (133). The County was on track to receive additional judicial
officers but the funding allocations for 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 have been unfortunately
delayed and are in danger of never being restored.
As District Attorney of the County of Riverside I am gravely concerned about this
problem. The lack of jurisdictional resources creates significant problems that are evident:
I>

e

I>

the Riverside County courts continue to dismiss felony and misdemeanor cases,
unprecedented in any other part of our state;
last minute trial assignments to any court in the various geographical comers of our
county continue to cause a negative impact on victims who must travel over fifty (50)
miles to testify making them feel even more like a victim;
last minute criminal trial assignments to any court in the various geographical corners
of our county create a reduction in law enforcement in each community negatively
impacting the safety of our citizens;

4075 MAIN STREET· RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
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Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger

May 21, 2008
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civil cases have been ahnost completely stopped as the civil courts have worked to
address the criminal cases;

c

citizens attempting to resolve civil disputes do not have full access to any judicial
forum in this county;

e

the caseload in Riverside County is so high and the backlog of civil and criminal
cases is so substantial, it cannot be fixed by providing additional short-term resources
as the State has done since August, 2007.

Our County needs the support of the State in funding the additional positions allocated in
the State's budget of 2007/2008 and 2008/2009. The citizens of our county agree. Each law
enforcement agency through the Association of Riverside County Chiefs of Police (ARCCOPs)
supports this effort. Both Bar Associations in Riverside County are in support of this plea. The
County Board of Supervisors urges your review of this funding (Resolution #2008-202). Almost
every city councilor chamber of commerce took their time to resolve to support this effort to
attract your attention to this crisis in our county. Each of their supporting resolutions are
attached.
The citizens of Riverside County deserve appropriate resources for their judicial system
so criminals can be held accountable, the innocent can be discharged, and civil disputes can be
resolved. In spite of economic times good or bad the foundation of law and order, and our very
society, must be maintained. I strongly encourage you on behalf of the citizens of Riverside
County to restore and provide full funding for judicial positions for Riverside County .
. Respectfully,

~~··~~~w>

~?-;f{' T' '.'~-

ROD PACHECO
District Attorney
tc: Chief Justice Ron George
Attachments
SFS/RP:bkc
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May 28, 2008

Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley - City Council
14177 Frederick st.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Dear Richard,
My name is Mike Morrell. Four years ago, I lost my bid for the 63 rd Assembly
seat. I got into the race late and my opponents had a head start on securing money
and endorsements.
Despite my rookie errors, I almost pulled off a win with my opponent needing
close to $1.2 niillion to defeat me. If I decide to run again, I will not make the
same mistakes.
Therefore, I have a request. I would appreciate the opportunity to meet with you
and discuss my commitment to "limited government" and seek your advice about
the prospects for me securing this seat.
Please call me so we may schedule a time and place. My cell is (909) 938-1138
or call my assistant, Kris at (909) 946-1663.
Sincerely,

Aub~
Mike Morrell

MV00225885

Mike Morrell
.Professional Affiliations

President - Provident Investors Services
Presidents Club - Claremont Institute
Parents Board - Hillsdale College
Current Board Member - YMCA - Rancho CucamongaIFontana

•

Past Business Advisory Board for Assemblyman Fred Aguiar
Member-NRA

•

Advisory Board - Pacific Justice Institute
Member - Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association

•
~.

Appointed Delegate to California Republican Assembly by Assemblyman Bill Emmerson
Guest Speaker on Managing Personal Finances and Civic Responsibility
Founder - Inland Empire Prayer Breakfast

Born in Covina, California in 1952, Mike has lived in the Inland Valley since 1979. Mike graduated
from Damien High School and received a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the University of La Verne.
Mike has been married to Joanie for 31 years and together they have three children.
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Hand Delivered
Mayor and City Council
City of ruverside
3900 Main Street

Riverside, CA 92522
Re:

Resolution QRposing Application By Po-Iar Air Cjrsq

Dear Mayor and Members of the City Council:
My name is Red Alexander, and I am the Vice President for
Aviation/Commercial Transportation for DIU. Express (USA), Inc. ("DHLh). I write to
point several critical factual inaccuracies in the proposed Resolution that Mayor
Loveridge and Mayor Pro Tem SChiavone are asking the City Council to adopt and to
urge the City Council nor to do so. Let me make the following points:
Fir.'iJ. DHL is not an air carrier. but rather conducts its air cargo operations
through one or more designated air carriers. At March Air Reserve 'Base t'March
ARB"), there are presently six domestic flights and one international flight. These seven
flights are we1l within the total number of approved flights to support DHL's air cargo
operations at March ARB.
SeC01ld, Polar Air Cargo ("Potar») has applied to the March Inland Port
Airport Authority for an Operating Permit, but the hearing on that application has not
even been scheduled, nor have the materials relating to that application been made public.
Thus, it would appear premature. and improper, for the City Council to take a position on

the Polar application at this time.
Third, th.e proposed Resolution refers to the Polar application as an
"expansion" ofDUL's operations at March ARB. That is not true. As Mayor Loveridge
and Mayor Pro l'em have been ad'llised by the Executive Director of the March Joint
Powers Authority (of which they are both members), the Polar application is for an
international flight from Asia that will replace the international flight operated by
Transmile Air Services that was approved in September 2006. The Polar flight wilJ
Rabat 'Ilix:r E. AIcJmdor

V.P.. AI/ation wCom\'ll'Jtl<ll r~
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arrive at 10:00 p. m. and depart at 2:30 a.m. - the identical schedule to the Transmile
flight.
F·Ol/rlb. the proposed Resolution states that "DHL has failed and refused to
adopt reasonable modifications to its current operations so as to minimize the noise
impacts to the residents of the City of RivetSide...." Again, that is not true. As Messrs.
Loveridge and Schiavone know, from their positions as members of the March JPC. DHL
worked with its domestic air carrier, ABX Air, and voluntarily removed three DC-9s
from its operations at March ARB last year. DHL was under no legal obligation to do so,
and this decision substantially increased its operating costs at March ARB. Other
examples of DHL' s efforts to be a "good neighbor" at March ARB include working
cooperatively with the March JPA staffto identify alternative flight routes to minimize
noise impacts. as well as working with ABX Air's flight crews on their departure rates of
climb to minimize noise impacts.

Fifth, it appears that the real purpose of the proposed Resolution is to
advance the City of Riverside's goal of having the March lPA adopt noise mitigation
measures that would prohibit "civilian use of certain stage three aircraft at the Airport
between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m." As you know, DIU.. is an overnight express delivery
provider, which means that DHVs air carriers must fly at night in order to meet DIn....'s
customer requirements. The ban on night tligbts that the City of Riverside seeks in the
guise of a "noise abateMertt and mitigation regulation» is illegal, and also would result in
a breach of the Operating Agreement betweenDHL and the MIPAA.
Finally. DHL has a contractual right to have the Polar application
approved by the March JPA. lrthe City of Riverside wishes to pursue its request that the
March JPA enact lawful noise abatement measures. it should direct those efforts to the
March IP A, not tty and hold the Polar application hostage.

Since DHL only saw the proposed Resolution posted on the website on
May 23 td , and I am in f'1orida, I will not be able to attend the City Council meeting this
evening (May 27111). DHL would ask that you place this letter in the public record.
Thank you.

Sincerely.

9{~tt?~~
Cc:

Members. March Joint Powers Commission
Ms. Lori Stone. Executive Director. March Joint Powers Authority

Congressman Ken Calvert
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Palm Desert Development Company
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James M. Jemigan, CPA
Chief Financial Officer

P.O. Box 3958 Palm Desert, CA 92261
email jjernigan@pddc.net web site www.pddc.net
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CITY COU~~CIL

i40RENO VALLEy'
Palm Desert Development Company
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May 16, 2008

Richard A Stewart, Councilman
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Dear Richard:
Bonnie asked for a copy of our promotional DVD. I thought you might want one as
well.
Regards

P.O. Box 3958 Palm Desert, CA 92261
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3750 University Avenue
Suite 400
P.O. Box 1028
Riverside, CA 9250 I

BEST BEST & KRIEGERj
ArrORNEYS AT LAW

John E. Brown
Partner
lohn.Brown@bbklaw.com

f.
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INDIAN WELLS

One Corporate Plaza
3500 Porsche Way, Suite 200
Ontario, California 91764
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SAN DIEGO
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BBKlaw.com

(
RIVERSIDE

John E. Brown
(
John.Brown@bbklaw.com

May 13,2008

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re:

City of Banning Proposal

Dear Richard:
I took the liberty of listing you as a personal reference as part of the firm's proposal to
provide city attorney services to the City of Banning. I was hoping you could attest to my good
character. Now retired Superior Court Judge Dallas Holmes and I were Banning's City Attorneys
more than 25 years ago. How time flies!

John E. Brown
of BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP

ONT ARIOUBROWN\296235.4
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BEST BEST & KRIEGER~
ATllORNEYS AT LA\\,

3500 Porsche Way, Suite 200
Ontario, CA 91764

Offices throughout California
Please visit www.BBKlaw.com
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FIRM QUALIFICATIONS - CITY ATTORNEY

Best Best & Krieger LLP ("BB&K") is pleased to respond to the City of Banning's
Request for Proposal for City Attorney Services. BB&K is the oldest and largest fullservice municipal law firm in California, with offices in Riverside, Ontario, Irvine Los
Angeles, Indian Wells, San Diego, Sacramento and Walnut Creek. The firm has
provided legal services to cities, counties, redevelopment agencies, community services
districts, water districts, school districts, joint powers authorities and other public
agencies for nearly 120 years and is very much California's municipal law firm of choice.
Currently, BB&K serves as General or Special Counsel to hundreds of public entities.
The firm offers unparalleled breadth and depth of legal experience with "local firm"
availability, responsiveness and familiarity.
The firm's attorneys practice virtually every legal specialty that would be of
interest to the City of Banning. BB&K is experienced in all areas of general municipal
law, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General counsel services at city council, redevelopment agency and planning
commission meetings, as well as other board and commission meetings;
Planning, building and subdivision matters;
Mobile home rent control;
MuniCipal contracts, including profeSSional consultant, public works and
commercial services and prevailing wage compliance;
Environmental issues, with particular expertise in matters relating to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the Endangered Species Act
and toxic substances;
MuniCipal legislation and case law;
The Ralph M. Brown Act and Public Records Act;
Elections Code Law;
Capital and public financing;
The Political Reform Act and conflicts of interest;
Asset management, including sale and lease of surplus property and joint
venture arrangements;
Real estate transactions;
Eminent domain;
Code enforcement and public nuisance abatement;
Personnel practices, including employment discrimination and disciplinary
actions";
Deferred compensation plans;
Relocation assistance rules and regulations; and
Natural resources issues, including water law, asbestos removal, toxic waste
health hazards, and air quality compliance.

BB&K is an active member of numerous state and national public law
organizations and associations, such as the League of California Cities, the Association
of California Water Agencies, the California Special Districts Association and the
California Association of Sanitation Agencies. We frequently host seminars on issues of

1
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concern to public agencies, and our lawyers regularly write and lecture on topics of
interest to public agencies, including the Brown Act, the Public Records Act, public
finance issues, labor issues, toxic cleanup and environmental remediation, Proposition
218, eminent domain, the Political Reform Act and other conflict of interest issues,
CEQA, public contracting and developments in water law.

c

o

D
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o
o

o

With over 190 attorneys, providing the City with a complete listing of the
capabilities, qualifications, training and areas of expertise for each of the principals,
partners and associates of the entire firm would be quite extensive. Our areas of
practice and expertise, however, are summarized in the following section for all
members proposed to provide legal services to the City. If, after reviewing this
proposal,. the City wishes to receive information on all the firm's attorneys, we would be
happy to provide it.
The following responds to each required section of the City's Request for
Proposal.
a)

Overall Capabilities

As City Attorney, we will commit our most qualified team of public law attorneys
to the City. BB&K proposes to designate John E. Brown as City Attorney to lead the
Banning legal team. Mr. Brown will have day-to-day responsibility to the City Council
and staff, supervise and bill all provided legal services, and ensure that the most expert
attorneys in a given area are responding to City needs. The proposed Assistant City
Attorney is Jeffrey S. Ballinger.
.
CORE LEGAL TEAM

PROFESSIONAL CHRONOLOGY

CITY ATTORNEY

John E. Brown, Partner
Office Direct:

With BB&K since 1975
Municipal Law since 1975
Admitted to California Bar 1975

ASSISTANT CITY AnORNEY

Jeffrey S. Ballinger, Partner

With BB&K since 1999
Municipal Law since 1999
Admitted to California Bar 1999

D

o
o

c

LEAD liTIGATION COUNSEL

John D. Higginbotham, Partner

With BB&K since 1999
Municipal Law since 1999
Admitted to California Bar 1999

Complete biographies for the attorneys listed above, as well as all the members
of the proposed Banning Legal Team are attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
To view the resumes of all BB&K attorneys, please visit our website at
www.BBKlaw.com.

o
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YEARS AND OTHER TYPES OF CLIENTELE

BB&K has been representing cities, counties, redevelopment agencies, special
districts, joint powers authorities, school districts and other municipalities for over 100
years. For a complete list of our current municipal clients, please see the attached list
under the "Municipal Clients" tab.
In addition to the core Banning Legal Team, the City will be able to utilize BB&K's
legal experts in a variety of areas to meet its needs including, but not limited to, the
following:
CALIFORNIA MUNICIPAL LAW AND CALIFORNIA REDEVELOPMENT LAw

The BB&K Municipal Law Practice Group focuses solely on helping public clients
successfully maneuver through legal complexities and governmental mandates.
Because BB&K has a history of extensive involvement in all aspects of municipal law,
we have pioneered methods to deliver advisory and litigation services in a
comprehensive and cost-effective manner. Our approach ensures the highest quality
and most timely representation available in California.
The firm's redevelopment services are discussed in more detail in the section
under the Community Redevelopment Agency tab.
liTIGATION EXPERIENCE AND TRACK RECORD

The firm's civil litigation practice encompasses a broad variety of subjects,
including major cases involving the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), land
use challenges, tort liability, water resources and quality, fee and rate challenges
(including Proposition 218), the Brown Act, the California Public Records Act, hazardous
materials and toxic clean up, real estate, labor and employment matters, tort liability,
public contracting and bidding disputes, equal protection claims, civil rights claims, and
First Amendment issues. The firm's litigation attorneys practice in all federal and state
courts, at both the trial and appellate levels.
.
More importantly, every day our attorneys handle litigation involving issues of
importance to public agencies. When our public law clients decide to initiate litigation,
or are required to defend adverse claims, there is a good possibility one or more of our
experienced litigators has previously handled litigation involving the same or similar
issues of law. Consequently, we avoid "reinventing the wheel" when it comes to
representing public agencies who are sued or need to bring suit. This, we believe, is a
tremendous economic and legal advantage for our clients. Moreover, our litigators have
many years of experience litigating in state and federal courts on behalf of our municipal
clients. The experience of our public law litigators cannot be matched by any other
public law firm.
Examples of our litigation successes are as follows:
BB&K successfully represented the City of San Jacinto in a case that involved a

3
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challenge to the City's approval of a WalMart supercenter by the City. After hearing
arguments from both sides, the court of appeal recently ruled that the challengers failed
to properly appeal the City's decision and that the City correctly approved the WalMart
project under the California Environmental Quality Act. The trial court and appellate
both ruled in the City's favor and rejected every one of the challenger's claims.
In 2004-05, BB&K represented the City of Ontario and its five Council Members
in Paul Neifert v. City of Ontario, et aI., San Bernardino County Superior Court Case No.
RCV 083656. The lawsuit charged the City Council members and the City with violating
the Brown Act. The Plaintiff alleged that the City Manager holds regular meetings with
each of the individual Council Members before public Council meetings, and that the
individual meetings constituted serial meetings in violation of the Brown Act. The
plaintiff was well financed and represented by counsel. We challenged the complaint by
filing two demurrers. After the plaintiff filed his second amended complaint, we filed and
won a motion for judgment on the pleadings. The plaintiff decided not to appeal the
case, in exchange for a waiver of costs and any potential malicious prosecution claim by
the individual council members.
BB&K represented the City of San Jacinto in a case Pamela Lee v. City of San
Jacinto. Ms. Lee, the former City Clerk for the City of San Jacinto, resigned her position
in the face of being terminated over her handling of a recall election. Her severance
agreement with the City stated that neither party would disparage each other and that
Lee's personnel file would indicate that she resigned, rather than being terminated.
Unfortunately, a personnel action form in her file indicated she was terminated.
Thereafter, Lee was unable to procure employment with multiple public agencies for
several years. She alleged in her complaint that she thought the City had brf?ached the
severance agreement by making disparaging remarks about her, including indicating on
her personnel action form that she was terminated. Lee's downfall was that she alleged
that she believed in September of 2003, after she voluntarily resigned from a public
agency rather than face a background check, that she would not pass the background
check because the City had made disparaging remarks about her. Lee waited until late
2005 to file her Government Tort Claim against the City. The City took no action on her
claim because her claim was untimely. When Lee filed her complaint for breach of
contract and various other torts, the City demurred arguing that the claims were time
barred because she failed to present her tort claim within 6 months/1 year after she
became aware of her injury. The Court agreed, sustaining the demurrer without leave to
amend. Lee filed an appeal and we are scheduled for oral argument in June. The
court's tentative ruling was in favor of the City.
More recently, BB&K represented the City of Ontario in the case Scott G. Aden v.
MCP Ontario Festival, LLC, et aI., San Bernardino Case No. RCV 092447. In that case
the owner of a shopping center challenged the City's approval of the parcel map, tract
map and development plan for a 300 unit residential development on neighboring land.
The complaint alleged multiple causes of action against the project applicant and
property owner as real parties-in-interest. The complaint also alleged a Petition for Writ
of Mandate against the City and a cause of action for inverse condemnation against the
City. We filed two demurrers on behalf of the City. The court ruled in the City's favor
and ordered judgment for the City on both the petition for writ of mandate and the
4
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inverse condemnation claim, although the case is still continuing on other claims against
the real parties-in-interest. The plaintiff has appealed the ruling in favor of the City
under the Subdivision Map Act On appeal, the California Court of Appeal, Fourth
District, Division Two, issued a written opinion in favor of the City, affirming the trial court
on all grounds.
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BB&K successfully represented the City of Corona in a case wherein the
plaintiff's claimed that the City's building and safety fees violated the Mitigation Fee Act
(Act) by over-collecting more than $10 million in fee revenues (Jenkins v. City of
Corona). The trial court found that the City's method of determining fees did not
comport with the Act, and that the City's methodology was not reasonably related to the
cost of services and that the Act requires a precise calculation of both fees and costs.
BB&K appealed the trial court's decision and the Court of Appeal held that the trial court
"went beyond its limited scope of review. The Court Appeal held that the City "need
only demonstrate a reasonable relationship between the fees to be charged, and the
estimated cost of the service or program to be provided." Moreover, the Court of Appeal
found that the Act does not require a yearly, dollar-for-dollar correspondence between
fee revenue and costs. The Court of Appeal held that a "long-term forecast, using an
average, is neither inherently unreliable nor so arbitrary as to be mere speculation."
Cities, counties and other public entities setting fees subject to the Mitigation Fee Act
will benefit from this standard of review for judicial challenges to fees, which recognizes
their legislative discretion in the fee-setting process.
II

BB&K successfully defended the March Joint Powers Authority in a case
involving a challenge to the Authority's adoption of a Mitigated Negative Declaration and
approval of certain airport improvements and international cargo operations. Among
other allegations, the plaintiff's claims rested on alleged violations of the California
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). After hearing arguments from both sides, the trial
court rejected each of the challenger's claims and held that the challengers had failed to
satisfy their burden of proof under CEQA. The trial court further ruled that the Authority
had fully and properly analyzed any environmental impacts associated with the
Authority's approvals.
Between 2004 and January 2006, BB&K represented five Ontario Police
Department Officers in Mauricio Vasquez v. Mike Lorenz, et ai, U.S. District Court,
Central District of California case no EDCV 03-1493 JFW (PJWx). The case involved a
police shooting of a fleeing felony suspect. Police officers had shot the plaintiff
approximately 6 times. Plaintiff initially sued the three officers on scene during the
shooting and two detectives who subsequently investigated the incident for excessive
force, violation of the Eighth Amendment, and conspiracy. We brought a motion to
dismiss that was successful in having both detectives dismissed from the case with
prejudice as well as knocking out the Eighth Amendment and conspiracy claims.
Plaintiff subsequently dismissed one of the officers on scene before trial. The case was
tried in January 2006 to a jury against the remaining two officers on the excessive-force
claim under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments. The jury returned a verdict for the
defense. Plaintiff did not appeal.
BB&K also represented the City of Ontario and several of its Police Officers in
5
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Benavidez v. City of Ontario, U.s. District Court case no. EDCV 00-1 AHM (CWx). This
was another excessive-force case in which the plaintiff and his minor daughter claimed
that after he was arrested and handcuffed, several Ontario officers removed him from
the police car and beat him while he was still handcuffed, causing severe brain injury.
Plaintiff sued for excessive force under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments and his
minor daughter sued for interference with her familial relationship with her father in
violation of Due Process under the Fourteenth Amendment. We successfully moved for
summary judgment on behalf of the City. Plaintiff voluntarily dismissed one of the
named officers before trial. The case was tried to a jury on the claims against three
remaining officers. We successfully moved for judgment as a matter of law in favor of
two of the remaining officers at the conclusion of trial before the case was submitted to
the jury. The jury then returned a verdict in favor of the last remaining defendant, finding
that no beating in fact occurred.
BB&K recently defended another excessive-force and unlawful-arrest case for the
City of Azusa and two of its officers in Martin v. City of Azusa, U.S. District Court case
no. CV 05-8050 GHK (FMOx). The plaintiff there sued the City of Azusa and two of its
officers, claiming that they wrongfully arrested him for a burglary he was not involved
with and used excessive force in handcuffing him during that arrest. Through initial
discovery and legal research, we were able to convince plaintiff's counsel to dismiss the
case before we brought a motion for summary judgment.
In 2004-2006, BB&K represented the City of San Jacinto in Communities Against
Blight v. City of San Jacinto, Riverside County Superior Court Case No. RIC 416034
and Fourth Appellate District, Division 2 Case No. E038816. The lawsuit alleged that
the City had not complied with the California Environmental Quality Act when it analyzed
and certified an Environmental Impact Report for a large retail project in the City. After
BB&K successfully defended the City at the trial court level, an appeal was brought by
the petitioner. BB&K again successfully defended the City's environmental analysis at
the appellate level as to all issues.
In 2004-2006, BB&K represented the San Bernardino Associated Governments
("SANBAG") in Sierra Club v. San Bernardino Association of Governments, San
Bernardino County Superior Court Case No. No. SCV 117762 and Fourth Appellate
District, Division 2 Case No. E037468. The lawsuit alleged that the placement of the
Measure I extension - a sales tax to fund future transportation projects in the area - onto
the ballot for a vote of the people was a discretionary project under the California
Environmental Quality Act requiring environmental review. BB&K defended against the
lawsuit, alleging that the placement of the Measure I extension on the ballot was merely
a ministerial act. Following the trial court's denial of a demur prepared by BB&K, BB&K
sought review at the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal reversed the trial court's
decision, agreeing with BB&K's arguments and ruling in favor of SAN BAG on all issues.
As mentioned above, John D. Higginbotham would be primarily responsible for
providing litigation services to the City.
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LAND USE AND PLANNING

BB&K advises clients on a wide variety of zoning, planning and land use matters,
including the development and implementation of general and specific plans, general
and specific plan amendments, zone changes, subdivisions, conditional use permits,
variances, design review applications, and other planning entitlements. In addition to
the regular review of zoning ordinances and service to our cities' planning commissions
and housing boards, we also assist clients with the legal review of other specialized land
use matters.
Rahsaan Tilford and Haviva Shane will primarily be providing land use and
planning services to the City. Their resumes are attached under the "Attorney
Resumes" tab.
CEQAlNEPA
BB&K's expertise in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is
recognized throughout California. Our attorneys assist both private and public agency
clients through all aspects of the CEQA and land use entitlement process, including both
document preparation and any subsequent litigation. We also assist both public and
private clients with pre-project planning and strategy before CEQA is triggered to
minimize costs and maximize environmental protection. We also prepare Local CEQA
Guidelines on behalf of over 60 public agency clients, including cities, school districts,
water districts and special districts.
Our attorneys are proficient at reviewing and preparing notices of exemption,
initial studies, negative declarations, findings and statements of overriding
considerations, addenda, and mitigation monitoring and reporting plans. We are also
experts at writing and editing Environmental Impact Reports to fully comply with CEQA's
requirements. If a legal challenge should arise, our CEQA lawyers are skilled in the
procedural and substantive intricacies of litigating a CEQA case, including the short
statutes of limitations, administrative record requirements, and unique briefing and oral
argument issues.
We are also adept at understanding the interplay between CEQA and other
environmental statutes, including the State and Federal Endangered Species Acts, the
National Environmental Policy Act, and the State and Federal Clean Water Acts.
BB&K has extensive experience in dealing with issues presented by the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) .. Our attorneys assist both private and public agency
clients through the entire NEPA procedural process and document preparation, as well
as through any subsequent litigation. We are also quite experienced with litigating
against public entities that have failed to comply with NEPA.
Our attorneys are skilled at reviewing and preparing notices of exemption,
environmental assessments, and findings of no significant impact (FONSls). We are
also experts at writing and editing Environmental Impact Studies to fully comply with
NEPA's requirements. If a legal challenge should arise, we are skilled in the procedural
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BB&K is also proficient at understanding the interplay between NEPA and other
environmental statutes, including the State and Federal Endangered Species Acts, the
California Environmental Quality Act, and the State and Federal Clean Water Acts.
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Michelle Ouellette will primarily be providing this service. Ms. Ouellette's resume
is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
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GENERAL PLANS

BB&K regularly advises our city clients on issues relating to general plan
adoption and updates. We are currently involved in the update of all our city clients'
housing elements. BB&K LLP assisted the City of Aliso Viejo in the adoption of its first
general plan and is currently advising the City of Lake Forest in a major general plan
amendment (the "Opportunities Study") covering more than 800 acres formerly
constrained by the EI Toro base's 65 CNEL noise limitation.
Haviva Shane will primarily·be providing general plan services to the City. Her
resume is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
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REAL ESTATE

o

BB&K's real estate attorneys handle a broad spectrum of real estate matters for
clients throughout California and beyond. We provide assistance in every aspect of real
estate, including:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real Estate Finance
Sales and Acquisitions
Ground Leasing
Office and Industrial Development and Leasing
Residential Development and Subdivisions
Retail Development and Leasing
Commercial Lease Disputes
Entitlements
Land Use and Environmental
Workout Transactions
Construction Matters
Complex Real Estate Litigation

Margaret Hoskings will primarily be providing real estate services to the City. Her
resume is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

BB&K is a nationally recognized leader in issues related to natural resources and
environmental law. We routinely assist our clients large and small in successfully
navigating the complexities of environmental law, guiding them through due diligence
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and environmental impact evaluation processes.
Today, BB&K is known regionally and nationally for its involvement in
environmental issues from water law and air quality to endangered species and
hazardous waste. Our practice group and individual attorneys have achieved notable
results.
For instance, two of our partners, Arthur L. Littleworth and Eric L. Garner, wrote
California Water, a book widely viewed as the definitive text on the complicated subject
of water law. As Special Master to the U.S. Supreme Court, Mr. Littleworth served as a
judge in an interstate water rights dispute between Kansas and Colorado. This kind of
expertise has made BB&K the counsel of choice for public agencies that collectively
provide water to more than two-thirds of California's population.

o

But our expertise extends well beyond water issues. BB&K is also at the forefront
of client representation for the California and Federal Endangered Species Acts (ESA).
To this end, BB&K successfully argued an ESA case before the U.S. Supreme Court
(Bennett v. Spear), in which resource users were granted standing to sue the
government for misconduct under the Federal ESA. Additionally, BB&K served as
special counsel to the County of Riverside on the Western Riverside County Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan. This Plan provides "take" coverage for 146 species
over an area exceeding one million acres. BB&K attorneys are also in the process of
writing a book on California mining law.

o

In these instances, as in many others, BB&K takes the lead in representing our
clients' interests across a variety of disciplines.
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Michelle Ouellette will be primarily providing these services.
HAZARDOUS WASTE

BB&K's expertise in hazardous waste law is widely recognized. Our water,
bankruptcy, public law, real estate, and litigation practices have provided the impetus for
the development of a comprehensive hazardous waste practice over the past several
decades.
Lender liability and the potential exposure of property owners triggers a complex
set of procedures affecting real estate transactions. BB&K assists clients with due
diligence requirements and site audits as a part of Phase I, II and III studies. When
hazardous waste problems emerge, our attorneys represent our clients in efforts to
recover the costs of site remediation.
Where hazardous waste problems result in cleanup, cost recovery or tort
litigation, we will negotiate, defend and advocate our clients' interests. Recognizing the
often high cost and disruption associated with litigation, we strive to resolve lawsuits
quickly, efficiently and professionally.
Gene Tanaka will primarily be providing hazardous waste services to the City.
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His resume is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
PERSONNEL, WORKERS' COMPENSATION

& EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

As also described in additional detail below under section 3, BB&K provides
public employers with a full range of employment litigation and dispute resolution
services. BB&K's employment litigators are highly experienced with the growing
challenges of public employers.
BB&K believes that in today's workplace environment, it is increasingly important
to prevent employment relations problems before they occur - and before they result in
litigation. BB&K works diligently to help clients avoid workplace conflicts. BB&K also
conducts in-house training seminars for managers and supervisors on employment
topics such as documenting employee performance, identification and elimination of
sexual harassment, and lawful employee terminations.
BB&K attorneys advise employers on how to respond to allegations of unlawful
discrimination and sexual harassment in the early stages of the complaint to help avoid
claims going to court. Often, our attorneys conduct investigations into whether the
alleged discrimination or harassment occurred. Through our counsel and early case
involvement we help minimize exposure to the huge jury verdicts prominent in today's
headlines. BB&K attorneys routinely advise public sector clients on employee
termination and disciplinary matters, including all aspects of the Skelly process and
post-disciplinary appeals.
When employment problems do occur and litigation is unavoidable, BB&K's
employment litigation attorneys offer a level of experience and expertise on which
clients have come to rely. BB&K's employment attorneys litigate on a broad variety of
issues in the federal and state courts, at the trial and all appellate levels, and before
local, state and federal regulatory and administrative bodies throughout California. The
firm's employment attorneys are experts in all phases of litigation, including pleading,
discovery, motion practice, settlement, alternative dispute resolution, trials, petitions for
writ of mandate, and appeals.
BB&K's employment litigators enjoy a reputation for being aggressive while at the
same time maintaining awareness of the clients' interests and goals in resolving
litigation in a cost-effective manner. To that end, BB&K regularly involves clients in the
decision making process and ensures that clients understand advantages and
disadvantages of the litigation strategy implemented for each case. Throughout BB&K's
more than 100 year practice, the firm has pleased its public entity clients by serving as
successful litigators and obtaining dismissals of lawsuits during the early stages of
litigation.
.

I
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BB&K's employment litigators regularly handle cases involving all areas of labor
and employment law including alleged violations of state and federal discrimination and
harassment laws, family and medical leave laws, privacy rights, wage and hour laws,
civil rights, military leave laws, and claims for constitutional due process.
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Bradley Neufeld will be primarily providing labor and employment legal services
to the City. Mr. Neufeld's resume is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
CONTRACTS AND FRANCHISES

BB&K represents numerous cities as counsel in telecommunications, cable
television and other contract and franchise matters, including franchise agreements
(both original and renewals), ordinance preparation and review, franchise negotiations
and enforcement. The firm provides these legal services both to cities we represent as
City Attorney, as well as a stand-alone service.
Mr. Andrew Morris would be primarily responsible for providing contracts and
franchise legal services to the City. Mr. Morris is BB&K's resident expert of franchises of
all kinds, and has negotiated and drafted hundreds of contracts of various kinds for
public clients. Mr. Morris' resume is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS

Virtually every BB&K public lawyer in our firm is trained in drafting ordinances.
We tailor our experience in this area to our individual city client needs. For some, we
draft all ordinances; for others, we review staff drafts for legal sufficiency. We have
worked closely with municipal code publishers and are familiar with their procedures
and preferences.
Under the firm's new technology program, each attorney and staff member has a
personal computer and an extensive electronic library for use in researching and
drafting ordinances. We are able to prepare ordinances in formal form on disk as well
as on paper. This enables staff to begin work where we left off, rather than redrafting
each enactment.
Examples of some of our more specialized work including ordinances relating to
adult businesses, loitering, landscape and water conservation, hillside grading, habitat
conservation, growth management, density transfers, amateur radio antennas, and tree
and hillside preservation. We have assisted several cities in drafting ordinances to
tighten business license fee regulations and have spent considerable time drafting and
reviewing findings for ordinances relating to development fees. We assisted several
cities in adopting design review and historic preservation ordinances and have expertise
in drafting density bonus ordinances for affordable, senior, and handicapped-accessible
housing.
We have assisted clients in sophisticated enforcement issues requiring the
application of overlapping general plan policies, ordinances, easements, and quasipublic enforcement of CC&Rs.

c
o

Jeffrey S. Ballinger will handle all issues pertaining to ordinances and resolutions
for the City. His resume is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
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ETHICS (PUBLIC RECORDS ACT, BROWN ACT, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST/CAMPAIGN REFORM)
BB&K is uniquely qualified to provide counsel regarding ethics-related laws,
including the Public Records Act, the Brown Act, the Political Reform Act and the
Elections Code. Our firm regularly publishes a book entitled "Governing Openly and
Publicly, A Public Law Workshop for Elected Officials," which covers the Brown Act,
public records laws, and conflict of interest laws/campaign reform.
BB&K is one of the first law firm's to provide Ethics Training courses that are
tailored to meet the specific requirements of AB 1234, and we have obtained
certification from the Fair Political Practices Commission ("FPPC") and the Attorney
General to teach such courses. Since the beginning of 2006, when AB 1234 went into
effect, BB&K has provided ethics training for literally thousands of local public officials.
BB&K attorney Jeff Ballinger helped to develop AB 1234 curriculum for the League of
California Cities and the California Special Districts Association.
BB&K provides compliance counseling on governmental accountability and, in
particular, ensuring timely and accurate investigation of alleged ethical violations, and
advise and represent clients on public integrity issues involving conflicts, fair political
practices and other areas of political regulations impacting public and corporate entities
and individual elected officials.
The City would also be able to call upon Grover Trask, the former longtime
District Attorney of Riverside County, who chairs BB&K's Public Policy and Ethics
Group. Mr. Trask's resume is attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
SUED FOR MALPRACTICE
None of the attorneys proposed to provide general City Attorney services or
additional legal services to the City have ever been the subject of malpractice lawsuits,
filed or settled, or the subject of complaints filed by clients with the California State Bar
Association. In addition, no court has ever found malpractice on the part of BB&K.
b)

Proposed City Attorney

John E. Brown, Partner
c)

Proposed Assistant City Attorney

Jeffrey S. Ballinger, Partner
d)

Working Relationship

We pride ourselves on our close working relationship with the City Councils and
staffs of the cities we represent. We recognize that a cooperative relationship is
critically important for the City to function effectively and minimize risk exposure. We
welcome input from the City as to the exact structure of a working relationship that will
best serve its needs.
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Generally, in the interest of giving the City a single conduit to the firm and one
individual responsible for opening new legal matters, tracking deadlines and monitoring
legal fees, the City Attorney will coordinate services provided by the legal team. The
Assistant City Attorney will assist the City Attorney with these responsibilities and
provide a back-up should it be needed.
Requests for legal work can be transmitted to the City Attorney in a variety of
ways. If a formal system is desired, we have found that certain methods work well for
both the City Attorney and staff.
One method is to issue a Request for City Attorney Services form, which is
completed by City staff and approved by both the department head and the City
Manager. The form is submitted with the file or back-up materials necessary for the City
Attorney to complete the assignment. The City benefits from such a form, since it
provides a means of tracking anticipated legal services expenditures for budgeting
purposes and assures the City Attorney does not receive any unauthorized work
requests.
We can also respond to requests submitted by phone, fax and e-mail in lieu of an
executed Request for City Attorney Services form. In our experience, we have found
electronic mail to be an effective and efficient means of communicating and transmitting
legal services requests and work product. While this method also provides a means of
tracking legal service expenditures and legal service requests, it allows for a more
informal and expedited working relationship with the City Attorney's office.
In addition, we believe that the City's legal counsel should be readily accessible
to the City Council, City Manager and staff as needed. We will make ourselves
accessible to the City at any time by phone, e-mail and/or in person. Core team
members will provide office, cellular and home phone numbers for maximum availability.
e)

Intended Office Hours

Mr. Brown's intended office hours would be Tuesdays, before City Council and
Planning Commission meetings.

f)

Mechanisms for Timely Response

The firm is committed to responding to City requests in whatever time frame the
matter requires. The actual response time will vary with the urgency and complexity of
the task. Given the depth of our resources in both personnel and experience, we are
capable of responding to complex requests in an expedited manner, whenever
necessary. Routine matters can often be responded to immediately, as it is likely that
one of our attorneys has already handled a matter of the same or similar nature.
g)

Standard Time Frames for Response

The transmittal of legal service requests can be arranged with City staff in any
manner which would best accommodate its needs. At the time each request is made,
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the time frame for response will be defined. All requests will be expedited according to
the instructions provided by the City Councilor staff.
Scheduled City meetings will be calendared as soon as received and will be
attended by a member of the core Legal Team. Ad-hoc or unscheduled, urgent
meetings will be given priority with the direction of the City CounCil, City Manager and
staff.
h)

BB&K can prepare a comprehensive monthly Litigation Report for the City which
summarizes the nature and current status of each of the matters that are handled by our
firm. We can provide in each report an estimate for the City's reserve funds, broken
down by our estimated budget for legal fees and expenses, the amount of damages
sought and a statement regarding the City's estimated liability. Where damages are not
specified in a claim, we will formulate an estimate as quickly as possible based on what
we learn as a result of our investigation.
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Transmittal of Requests

As City Attorney, Mr. Brown will be responsible for ensuring the responsiveness
of legal services. He will handle all initial contacts and new legal matters, and will
assign the work to the attorney with the appropriate level and type of expertise. That
attorney will then work directly with Mr. Brown and City staff. The City staff member
generating the request will be encouraged to communicate directly with the attorney
assigned to the task.
The progress of each assignment can be tracked through the use of an
Assignment Log, which lists the date the assignment was received, the anticipated due
date, the name of the City staff member responsible for giving or coordinating the
assignment, the name of the BB&K attorney working on the assignment, the nature of
the assignment and comments about the current status of the assignment. The
Assignment Log can be maintained in electronic or hardcopy form.

D

o

Monthly Reporting

j)

Office Staffing

BB&K would service the City of Banning primarily through the firm's Ontario
office. The Ontario office of BB&K currently has 19 attorneys, 5 paralegals and 8
secretaries and administrative staff. However, the City of Banning would be able to
draw from the vast resources of the entire firm as its city attorney, which currently
includes 191 attorneys, 40 paralegals and clerks, and 146 secretaries and
administration staff. Regular business hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., though the
Banning Legal Team will make themselves readily available at any hour via cell phone,
home phone, direct dial number and wireless access devices.
BB&K is confident that our staff will effectively and efficiently meet the City's legal
needs.

o
o
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k)

Method of Payment and Billing Procedures

BB&K believes that a mutual understanding of, and sense of fairness in, the
billing arrangement is critical to maintaining a productive attorney-client relationship. To
this end, we utilize a system that we believe to be the most detailed legal billing format
available to any public agency.
Our invoices for hourly services reflect the activity of each billing professional
(attorney/clerk/paralegal) in detail as to date, amount of time, nature of work performed
and cost. We also make sure to input as much detail in our billing entries as the city
needs to track reimbursable legal expenses.
When requested, matter numbers are set up on a departmental, subdepartmental, project, or cost-accounting basis according to the client's accounting
practices. When we are not requested to mirror our billing numbers after the client's
accounting system, we assign basic billing numbers relating to departments, projects,
major areas of law, and litigation matters.
I)

Monthly Itemized Statements

o

BB&K would provide the City with detailed monthly invoices for legal services
performed and expenses incurred. Each monthly invoice reflects both fees for services
rendered through the end of the prior month, as well as expenses incurred on the City's
behalf that have been processed by the end of the prior month. Processing of some
expenses is delayed until the next month and billed thereafter. Fees are not contingent
upon any aspect of the matter.

o
o

Any questions regarding billing are handled expeditiously and fairly. We have
found that it is useful to sit down with responsible staff members to discuss the first few
monthly invoices once they are received so that any issues of concern may be
addressed quickly. Upon request, copies of billing statements can be forwarded to City
Council Members, department heads or other responsible staff.

o
o
o
o

c
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c

m)

Computer Resources

HARDWARE

BB&K utilizes a wide variety of leading-edge technology systems to assist its
attorneys and staff in providing highly effective and efficient legal services. In fact, the
firm recently underwent an extensive technology upgrade as part of our effort to
continually stay on the cutting edge of technology.
In addition to desktop computers, many BB&K attorneys have portable laptop
computers, Treos or Blackberries. The firm's attorneys and staff can access BB&K's
highly secure, modern network remotely using Citrix or cellular modem.
The firm is capable of providing safe and secure, high-speed computer
connections to the City's local area network. Through Internet e-mail connections and
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BB&K's secure client extranet, the City can easily transmit files between any of our
offices, attorneys and staff.
We also utilize video conferencing equipment to communicate internally and with
clients.
DOCUMENT PROCESSING

BB&K uses Microsoft Windows 2003 in its data center and the Windows XP suite
of applications on its desktops, including Word, Excel and PowerPoint. Documents are
processed in Microsoft Word XP. In addition, documents are managed by a state-ofthe-art document system which allows attorneys throughout the firm to utilize BB&K's
vast intellectual property.
E-MAIL

BB&K uses qutlook 2007 as our e-mail, calendar and contact management
platform. We have found that the use of e-mail communication can expedite our
services.
SECURE CLIENT EXTRANET

BB&K has recently launched a secure client Extranet portal. You will be able to
specify the level of access to the custom City of Banning Extranet provided to different
City staff. Requests for Legal Services forms, Assignment Logs, Litigation Reports,
billing and budget reports can all be posted on the Extranet. In addition, the Extranet
can be used for working documents between your staff and its legal team, saving time
and the confusion of sending edited hardcopies back and forth.
n)

Insurance Requirements

BB&K carries professional liability coverage with Lloyd's of London and certain
London Companies (Policy No. LDUSA0600774) with a total limit of liability in excess of
$1,000,000 per claim. BB&K does not self-insure. The firm also carries general liability,
business automobile liability and employer's liability insurance in the amount of
$1,000,000, as well as workers' compensation coverage as required by law.
We will be happy to provide a copy of a valid insurance certificate and proof of
coverage to the City. As with all of our public agency clients, we can provide the City
with a Certificate of Insurance or required endorsements naming the City as an
additional insured, indicating that our policy is primary over any insurance covered by
the City and will not be cancelled or materially changed without thirty (30) days' prior
notice to the City.
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2. Firm Qualifications - Community
Redevelopment Agency
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FIRM QUALIFICATIONS - COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Representing redevelopment agencies is one of BB&K's most active practice
areas. The firm has extensive statewide experience in all areas of the law which affect
redevelopment agencies, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redevelopment project area formation and plan adoption and amendment;
Negotiation and preparation of land use and property acquisition and
disposition agreements;
Redevelopment agency administrative contracts, including professional,
consultant and commercial services;
Environmental issues, with particular expertise in matters relating to the
California Environmental Quality Act and the Polanco Act;
State and federal funding and reimbursements;
Redevelopment legislation and case law;
Capital and related financing, including partnerships and joint ventures;
Preparation and implementation of real property acquisition, owner
participation and relocation assistance rules and regulations;
Formation and representation of project area committees;
Natural resources issues including asbestos removal, toxic waste health
hazards and air quality compliance;
Eminent domain litigation; and
Public financings, including tax increment allocation bonds, certificates of
participation, mortgage revenue bonds, and tax credit finances.

BB&K's redevelopment attorneys have experience in every aspect of
redevelopment plan adoption, amendment and implementation. The firm has advised
clients regarding the construction of major public improvements within redevelopment
project areas. It has negotiated exclusive negotiating agreements and disposition and
development agreements on behalf of our redevelopment agency clients with major
retailers and developers, including the Vestar Development Company, S.D. Malkin
Properties, Inc., Price Company, General Growth Properties, Litchfield Investors,
Lennar Partners, Lewis Investments, Wal-Mart, K Mart, Sears, Kohls and Lowe's, Inc.
and a variety of other retailers from throughout the United States. BB&K has assisted in
the preparation of owner participation and disposition and development agreements
regarding the construction of regional shopping centers, auto malls, office buildings,
hotels and industrial parks.
By necessity, BB&K's experience with these projects has involved real estate
transactional work, resolution of zoning and land use issues, relocation and owner
participation issues, toxic waste and removal problems and resolution of controversies
and lawsuits resulting from environmental matters under the California Environmental
Quality Act.
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Leading the Banning Legal Team in the area of Community Redevelopment
Agency legal services, BB&K proposes Delmar Williams. Mr. Williams' resume is
attached under the "Attorney Resumes" tab.
POLICE LIABILITY/LITIGATION SPECIALIST

James Touchstone is a Partner in the firm's Ontario office, where he represents a
number of public clients in a variety of litigation matters. Mr. Touchstone has been
practicing law for 11 years and has been at BB&K for 10 years. Mr. Touchstone's
practice areas include litigation of civil rights actions, police representation, tort defense,
business disputes, and employment/discrimination claims. He has also represented
public clients in civil appellate matters.
Mr. Touchstone has defended many civil rights cases regarding issues ranging
from excessive force to false arrest for various municipalities, and their respective police
departments, throughout California. These municipalities include the City of Azusa, the
Brea Police Department, the City of Colton, the City of Corona, the City of Fontana, the
City of Ontario, the City of Rocklin, the City of Shafter, the City of Woodland, and the
City of Yorba Linda. In addition to defense of civil rights lawsuits, Mr. Touchstone has
provided a variety of legal services to these municipalities including the drafting of
policies and procedures for these agencies to ensure compliance with the latest case
law on both state law and federal constitutional issues, defense of approximately 100
Pitchess motions in both the trial and appellate courts and general legal representation.
Finally, Mr. Touchstone provides representation to public agencies on civil forfeiture
actions, which complement traditional law enforcement actions. These civil forfeiture
actions include the seizure and forfeiture of automobiles that are used in speed
contests, solicitation of prostitution, and the purchase of controlled substances, as well
as the forfeiture of deadly weapons seized pursuant to Welfare and Institutions Code
section 8102 and Penal Code section 12028.5.
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ADDITIONAL LEGAL SERVICES
LABOR

& EMPLOYMENT

BB&K's Labor & Employment Practice Group consists of more than 25 attorneys
who provide advice and litigation services to private and public employers. Clients
range from small public agencies and businesses to large public agencies and multinational corporations. BB&K's labor and employment practice combines depth of
experience, large firm resources and small firm teamwork to form a premier labor and
employment law practice. The firm's prominence in employment law allows us to draw
on the expertise of group members who specialize in representing certain types of
entities or areas of employment.
Our Labor & Employment attorneys represent employers in all types of complex
employment matters and litigation, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labor negotiations
Sexual harassment
Wrongful termination
Public employment termination
Employee handbooks and employment policies
Employee health and safety
Workers' compensation
Unemployment compensation
Discrimination
Employee privacy/background investigations
Workplace investigations
Workplace violence
Family and medical leave
Disability discrimination
Drug and alcohol testing
Wage and hour law
Training services

PUBLIC CONTRACT CODE AND CONSTRUCTION

BB&K lawyers frequently deal with public works bidding and construction claims
issues. We have a particularly high level of expertise in this area.
Our services include preparation and review of contract specifications and
required bidding documents, as well as the negotiation and drafting of professional
services agreements, including architectural services, engineering services and
construction management services. We also assist our clients with competitive bidding
requirements and disputes, as well as day-to-day construction issues, such as prevailing
wage compliance, change order negotiations and disputes, and payment requests. In
order to keep legal costs down, we have developed model contracts for virtually every
contracting situation faced by our public agency clients, and these model contracts allow
our clients to operate effectively and with the highest level of legal protection. Of
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course, when litigation arises, our municipal law litigators are experienced in providing
the best representation available.
PUBLIC FINANCE

BB&K maintains a Public Finance Practice Group with expertise in financings for
public agencies in California for more than 20 years. BB&K has acted as lead bond
counsel, special counselor underwriter's/disclosure counsel in the following types of
financings:
•

Marks-Roos Pooled Financings

•

Tax Allocation Financings

•

Mello-Roos Bonds

•

Special Assessment Bonds

•

General Obligation Bonds

•

Lease Revenue Financings

•

Enterprise Revenue Financings

•

Residential Mortgage Revenue Bonds (Single Family and MultiFamily)

•

Nonprofit Corporation "501 (c)(3)" Financings

•

Certificates of Participation

The Public Finance Practice Group has extensive experience with current and
advance refunding of such bond issues, fixed and variable rate borrowings, and the use
of short-term and long-term borrowings. We have acted as bond counsel on borrowings
using different credit enhancement techniques as supplemental pledges of tax
increment by redevelopment agencies, bond insurance, letters of credit, and GNMA,
FNMA and other mortgage-backed securities programs.
Members of the firm's Public Finance Practice Group additionally are well versed
in all applicable provisions of federal and state tax laws relating to tax-exempt financings
including, in particular, provisions relating to arbitrage bond restrictions, rebate to the
federal government and private activity bonds under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, as
supplemented by the Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988.
The Public Finance Practice Group is experienced in federal and California
securities laws matters, including exemptions from applicable statutes, disclosure
requirements and the anti-fraud provisions of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. We are also experienced with the "continuing disclosure" requirements
under Rule 15c2-12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
The firm is a member of the National Association of Bond Lawyers, the Special
Assessment/Mello-Roos Division of the California Public Securities Association and the
California Redevelopment Agencies Association, and is listed in the "Red Book." BB&K
is one of the top bond counsel firms in the State.
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BB&K limits its workers' compensation practice to representing employers in
Labor Code Section 132a and Labor Code § 4553 claims. Labor Code § 132a claims
involve allegations that an employer has discharged or otherwise discriminated against
an employee in benefits or working conditions as a result of filing or making known an
intention to file a claim for workers' compensation. Labor Code § 4553 claims allege
employee injury as a result of an employer's serious and willful misconduct. Both types
of claims enable a prevailing employee to obtain enhanced damages under the workers'
compensation law. Usually these claims are resolved before the Workers'
Compensation Appeals Board, but if necessary BB&K attorneys can also represent
clients in those instances where these cases fall within the jurisdiction of the state or
federal courts.
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BB&K has a long and successful history of representing both public and private
employers against discrimination claims, whether based on race or national origin,
gender, disability, religion, sexual orientation or marital status. BB&K attorneys have
effectively defended employers in state and federal court, in binding arbitration, and
before the DFEH and EEOC, on every type of discrimination claim under state and
federal laws including the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, Title VII, the
Unruh Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and various other state and federal civil
rights statutes and common law theories.
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CURRENT CLIENTS AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

1.

Political Contributions

Best, Best & Krieger LLP has formally adopted a political contribution policy that
prohibits firm and individual partner "campaign contributions" to or participation in "the
campaign of city officials in a city represented by BB&K or targeted for representation in
. a BB&K business plan." The firm's policy permits campaign contributions to city
officials running for political offices other than municipal offices.
Based on our records, the law firm has not made any political contributions of
money, in-kind services, or loans made to any member of the city council for the City of
Banning within the last three years.
2.

Current Clients Under Retainer

Please refer to our list of current municipal clients, which is attached under the
"Municipal Clients" tab.
3.

Current or Former Clients

The majority of clients listed in the attachment described above have been clients
of the firm for well over 5 years in most cases. Considering the voluminous list, if the
attached is not sufficient, please let us know and we will get you a more precise list.
4.

Former Clients

A list of current or former clients residing in, having an interest in a business or
owning property within the City of Banning within the past 3 years is as follows:
Frank Burgess
5.

Current Professional Commitments

Mr. Brown

s current client commitments are as follows:

Client

Meeting Dates

City of Ontario

1sl & 3 rd Tuesdays @ 6pm

EVMWD

2 nd & 41h Thursdays @ 4pm

Hi-Desert Water District

1st & 3 rd Wednesdays @ 6pm

March JPA

1sl & 3 rd Wednesdays @ 8:30 am

o
o

c
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PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES

Professional references for Mr. Brown include the following:
Gregory C. Devereaux, City Manager
City of Ontario
303 East "B" Street
Ontario, CA 91764

gdeverea@ci.ontario.ca.us
Ronald E. Young, General Manager
Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District
31315 Chaney Street
P. 0, Box 3000
Lake Elsinore, CA 92531-3000

ryoung@evmwd.net
Paul Leon, Mayor
City of Ontario
303 East "B" Street
Ontario, CA 91764

pleon@ci.ontario.ca.us
Personal references for Mr. Brown include the following:
Patrick Williams
Chief of Police
City of Desert Hot Springs
65-950 Pierson Blvd.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Daryl Busch
Mayor
City of Perris
101 North "0" Street
Perris, CA 92886
(
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Marion Ashley
Supervisor
County of Riverside
4080 Lemon Street, 5th Floor
Riverside, CA 92501

Richard Stewart
March Joint Powers Authority
P. O. Box 7480
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

ras@gsf-Iaw.com
Victor Miceli, Judge Retired Riverside County Superior Court
1912 Camden Street
Riverside, CA 92506

vmiceli@earthlink.net

Additional references are available upon request.
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COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT

As one of the leading municipal law firms in California, BB&K has a longstanding
commitment to the efficient and cost-effective delivery of legal services. We believe that
the depth and quality of our expertise and personnel experience in the public law field is
second to none. We are able, therefore, to address complex legal issues with creativity,
speed, efficiency and accuracy at a fair and reasonable cost.
BB&K has represented small, medium and large sized cities, and a variety of
other single and mUlti-purpose joint powers authorities, as general counsel for many
years. We recognize the need not only to keep legal costs under control but to reduce
them by cooperatively implementing more cost-effective and efficient systems for
delivering legal services in a timely fashion and at an affordable cost. Based upon our
experiences with similar municipalities, we believe we can provide a full range of legal
services within Murrieta's budget parameters, greatly reducing the need and excessive
cost of contracting with additional legal specialists.
Depending on the specific needs of the City, we are willing to negotiate a fee
structure as part of a Professional Services Agreement that is satisfactory to the City
and that will address the concern~ of the City about controlling legal fees, while assuring
our ability to deliver quality legal services.
BB&K recognizes that there is no "one-size-fits-all" compensation arrangement.
Therefore, we would welcome the opportunity to discuss the City's needs in more detail
so that we can work out a fee structure that works for the City and for us.
Based on the City's request for proposals, we understand that the City would
prefer a fully-capped, monthly, retainer for basic legal services. It is difficult to gauge
the amount of basic services that the City will require on an ongoing basis, given the
rapid growth of the City and the city attorney budget. However, we would propose that
the basic legal services, as listed below, will be compensated at the fully-capped rate of
$20,000 per month. (General legal services are currently valued at hourly rates of
$285, $250, and $235 for partners, senior associates and junior associates,
respectively; but under this agreement, an unlimited amount of those generalleg,al
services will be fully covered by this retainer.) We would propose that this retainer be
automatically increased every year, based on the CPI.
We believe that under this arrangement, the full scope of legal service needed by
the City can be provided well within the current city attorney budget.
GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL SERVICES

a)

Attendance at all meetings of the Banning City Council (including regular
sessions, closed sessions, and as needed work sessions). Regular
sessions are normally held every Tuesday;

b)

Attendance, at all Planning Commission meetings and office hours prior to
the Commission meetings, and as needed and as directed by the City
25
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Councilor City Manager/Executive Director, at certain meetings of other
City's Commissions;
c)

Review and/or preparation or ordinances, resolutions, orders, agreements,
forms, notices, declarations, certificates, deeds, leases, and other
documents required by the City;

d)

Consultation with the City Council Members and City staff as needed rendering of legal advice and opinions concerning legal matters that affect
the City, including new legislation and court decisions. Perform research
and interpret laws, court decisions and other legal authorities in order to
prepare legal opinions and to advise the Council and management staff on
legal matters pertaining to City operations;

e)

Legal work pertaining to property acquisition, property disposal, public
improvements, public rights of way and easements, and matters relating to
public utilities;

f)

Coordinate the work of outside legal counsel as needed and as directed by
the City Council and City Manager.

g)

Regularly scheduled office hours every Tuesday at City Hall before each
City Council and Planning Commission meeting.

SPECIAL LEGAL SERVICES

Special legal services will be provided in addition to, and billed separately from,
the basic legal services provided under the monthly retainer. Special services, such as
litigation, administrative proceedings, utilities, complex real estate, redevelopment and
environmental matters, and labor negotiations (to the extent needed and as requested
by the City), will be provided at the following hourly rates: $285 for Partners, $275 for Of
Counsel, $250 for Senior Associates, $235 for Associates and $150 for paralegals and
law clerks, annually adjusted by the CPI. Bond counsel services would be contingent
and based on the size of the issue ..
COSTS/ EXPENSES

Our firm makes no separate charge for secretarial or other administrative
charges. Our fees include all routine word processing, secretarial and office costs
associated with the provision of legal services.
Reimbursement of costs advanced by us on behalf of the City, as well as other
expenses, will be billed in addition to the amount billed for fees. These currently
include, but are not limited to, automobile mileage at the authorized IRS rate, actual
expenses away from our office on City business, long distance telephone calls,
extraordinary photocopy charges at $0.15/page, and any costs of producing or
reproducing photographs, documents and other items necessary for legal
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representation.
CONTRACT TERMINATION

BB&K understands that the firm and the individual appointed as City Attorney
shall serve solely at the pleasure of the City Council. The City Attorney will serve as an
at-will contractor subject to termination by the City Council at any time, with or without
cause. This will provide the City Council the greatest latitude in its ability to change City
Attorneys should the City feel it necessary to do so.
In the unlikely event of a contract termination initiated by BB&K, the City Attorney
would take all necessary steps to ensure the uninterrupted provision of legal services to
the City during the transition.
REIMBURSABLE SERVICES

Legal services provided to the City for which the City receives reimbursement
(i.e., from a developer or other third party), would be billed at BB&K's then current
published standard private client rates.
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FIRM DIVERSITY

It is the policy of BB&K to provide equal opportunity in employment and
promotion for all qualified persons. The firm does not discriminate against employees or
applicants for employment because of race, color, religion, age, gender, national origin,
sexual orientation or disability. BB&K attempts at all times to assure that the population
demographics existing in its service areas and applicant pools are reflected in the
personnel hired by the firm.
BB&K's culture is one that respects differences and recognizes unique
perspectives. BB&K is committed to recruiting, hiring, developing, and promoting
attorneys and staff of diverse backgrounds. Doing so makes good sense for our firm
and our clients.
Within our firm, this means working in a diverse environment that reflects the
communities, organizations, businesses and individuals we represent. This fosters
respect and collaboration.
The value of diversity for our clients comes from the melding of differing
experiences, cultures, talents, viewpoints, and styles to drive creative and innovative
solutions. Our diversity allows us to leverage different perspectives to approach
complex legal issues in a way that provides the best outcome to our clients.
BB&K's attorneys and staff represent a wide range of personal experiences,
countries of origin, ages, religions, and gender. In May of 2007, American Lawyer's
Minority Law Journal ranked BB&K 27th on their "Diversity Scorecard" among 255 of the
largest and highest-grossing law firms nationwide - up from 30th in 2006.
Recruitment

One of the firm's ongoing recruitment goals is to increase the diversity of our
attorneys and staff. We have a diverse recruitment committee and staff that actively
look for opportunities to attract individuals with a wide range of backgrounds to our firm
at the summer clerk, entry-level and lateral hire levels.
Professional Development

We provide professional development and mentoring programs with sensitivity to
the diverse needs of all participants. In fact, diversity training is an integral part of our
professional development program. We also support our attorneys and the professional
organizations they participate in. BB&K has supported the following diversity-minded
organizations:
•
•
•
•
•

Asian Business ASSOCiation, San Diego
California Women Lawyers
Greater Riverside Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Hispanic Bar Association of Orange County
Inland Empire Latino Lawyers Association
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•

Inland Empire Women's Transportation Seminar
Jewish Federation
Mexican-American Bar Association
National Association of Women in Construction
Orange County Business Journal, Women in Business Award Lunch
San Bernardino Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Women Lawyers of Sacramento
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LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT

BB&K has reviewed the draft Consultant Services Agreement attached as
Attachment A to the City's Request for Proposal, and should we be selected as City
Attorney we reserve the right to revise the draft agreement prior to its execution by the
City and BB&K.
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CONCLUSION

Best Best & Krieger LLP would be pleased to continue serving as City Attorney
for the City of Banning. As the largest public law firm in California, BB&K possesses the
expertise to address virtually every area of practice which will be of value to the City as it
continues to evolve. We hope that you will select BB&K to serve as your City Attorney.
Thank you for considering our proposal. If you require any additional information,
please contact me at
or at 'John.Brown@bbklaw.com.

We look forward to ~orking with you in the years ahead.
Respectfully Submitted,

=~::RLLP

"~.
John E. Brown
Partner
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John E. Brown

D

Partner
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Municipal Law
Public Agency and Special District Law
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Areas of Practice:

School law (Education Law)

Education:
JD, University of California at Berkeley
MA, Occidental College, Los Angeles, CA
BA, Claremont McKenna College, Claremont, CA

Bar Admissions:
California, 1975
Direct:

John.Brown@bbklaw.com

Ontario Office
One Corporate Plaza
3500 Porsche Way, Suite 200
Ontario, CA 91764

John E. Brown is a Partner of the law finn of Best Best & Krieger LLP. Mr. Brown chairs
the firm's Municipal and Redevelopment Law Practice Group. He is a public lawyer specializing in municipal, redevelopment and school law. He is the City Attorney of the City of Ontario,
California. He also previously served as the City Attorney of Desert Hot Springs from 1976 to
1987, the City of Perris from 1981 to 1993, the City of San Jacinto from 1996 to 1998 and 1999
to 2005 and the City of Lafayette from 2002 to 2004.

'0

He also acts as special or general counsel for a variety of other public agencies. Mr.
Brown has served as general counsel to the Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District for more
than 30 years and also acts as general counsel to the Hi-Desert Water District. He is presently
serving as general counsel to the March Joint Powers Authority, as well as the March Inland
Port Airport Authority and March JPA Redevelopment Agency, the local reuse authorities for the
former March Air Force Base.

o

He routinely counsels public agencies on a variety of matters, including impact mitigation fees and facilities, conflicts of interest, the Brown Act, utilization and disposition of surplus
property, property acquisition and design-build projects.

D

Mr. Brown is an active participant in professional and continuing education programs as
they relate to municipal law, school law and redevelopment law. He has also lectured extensively on conflicts of interes~ zoning and design-build. Mr. Brown has authored articles on the
Brown Act, open space planning, design review and senior citizen zoning. His professional
memberships include the Urban Land Institute and the American Planning Association.

D

Mr. Brown graduated from Claremont McKenna College, holds an M.A. degree from
Occidental College awarded as part of a Coro Foundation Fellowship in Public Affairs (Los
Angeles), and received his Juris Doctorate degree from the University of California, Berkeley
School of Law (Boalt Hall).

D
D
·0
o

Offices throughout California
Please visit BBKlaw.com

Mr. Brown and his wife, Nancy Johnson, live in downtown Riverside with
their two sons. Ms. Johnson is the Riverside County Librarian. Mr. Brown is the
Past President of the Boards of Directors of the Riverside Downtown Partnership, the
Riverside Arts Council and the Riverside Public Library Foundation. Mr. Brown is
the President of the Board of Directors of The Mission Inn Foundation in Riverside,
California, and also currently serves as a member of the Board of Trustees of the White
Mountain School in Bethlehem, New Hampshire.
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Partner
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Areas of Practice:
Municipal Law

Education:
JO, University of Southern California Law Center
BS, University of California at Riverside
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Environmental & Natural Resources Law
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Special Districts
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Bar Admissions:
California, 1999

Direct: (

Jeff.Ballinger@bbklaw.com

Ontario Office
One Corporate Plaza
3500 Porsche Way, Suite 200
Ontario, CA 91764

Jeffrey S. Ballinger is a Partner in Best Best & Krieger LLP's Municipal Law
Department. Mr. Ballinger's practice areas include Municipal Law, Planning/Zoning and
Environmental & Natural Resources Law. Mr. Ballinger currently serves as City Attorney for
the City of San Jacinto. He also provides legal assistance to cities and other local governmental
agencies, including the Cities of Ontario,Fontana and Big Bear Lake. He also serves as legal
counsel to the Chino Valley Independent Fire District and the Valley-Wide Recreation and Park
District.
Prior to joining Best Best & Krieger LLP, Mr. Ballinger worked at the San Bernardino
County District Attorney's Office in the writs and appeals department. He also worked at the
Los Angeles County District Attorney's office, gaining daily courtroom experience. In addition,
while attending law school, Mr. Ballinger served as a judicial intern for Bankruptcy Judge
Mitchell Goldberg.
Since joining Best Best & Krieger LLP, Mr. Ballinger has represented both cities and
special districts in court, at public meetings, and in the course of complex transactions. He
frequently advises cities and other local governmental agencies on the Brown Act, the Political
Reform Act, and the Public Records Act. In addition, he has successfully defended land use and
CEQA challenges to his public agency clients, both at the trial and appelIate levels.

o

Mr. Ballinger received his undergraduate degree in SociologylLaw & Society from the
University of California, Riverside. He received his Juris Doctorate degree at the USC School
of Law. During his legal education, Mr. Ballinger also received the Order. ofthe Coif, Trial
Advocacy Awards for Best Opening Argument and Best Cross Examination, and the American
Jurisprudence Award for Torts. Mr. Ballinger also participated in the Post-Conviction Justice
Project and was a Staff Member and Article Editor for the Southern California Law Review.

D
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Offices throughout California
Please visit BBKlaw.com

Mr. Ballinger is a member of the American Bar Association and the Riverside County
Bar Association where he twice served as an Attorney Evaluator in its High School Mock Trial
Competition. He also teaches courses at the University of California, Riverside. Mr. Ballinger
also provides Pro Bono legal representation to the San Bernardino Chapter of Habitat for
Humanity. Mr. Ballinger also serves as Past-Chairman of the Valley Economic Development
Corporation and as a board member for the Central City Lutheran Mission in San Bernardino.
Mr. Ballinger has co-authored an article appearing in Los Angeles Lawyer magazine entitled,
"When Attorneys Serve as Local Politicians" and is the co-author of the recent article, "Group
Homes in the Neighborhood," which appeared ill the September 2006 edition of the League of
California Cities "Western City" magazine.
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John Higginbotham
Partner

litigation
Municipal Tort Defense

o
o

Education:
JD, Brigham Young University
MBA, Brigham Young University
BA, Brigham Young University

C:
,

Area of Practice:

,

Bar Admissions:
California, 1999
Direct:
John.Higginbotham@bbklaw.com

Riverside Office

o
o
o

3750 University Avenue
Suite 400
P.O. Box 1028
Riverside, CA 92502

Mr. Higginbotham's experience encompasses the full range of public sector tort liability, including inverse condemnation, flooding and water damage, wrongful death, personal
injury, traffic accidents, and dangerous condition of public property. Mr. Higginbotham is an
expert in the Tort Claims Act, which immunizes public entities from many tort claims, and has
utilized that expertise to obtain summary judgment or dismissals in the overwhelming majority
of tort cases he has handled, often in the very early stages of litigation.

Mr. Higginbotham joined Best Best & Krieger LLP in 1999 as a first year associate. He graduated cum laude from Brigham Young University's J. Reuben Clark Law School
in 1999, and concurrently earned a Masters of Business Administration from BYU's Marriott
School of Management. While in law school, he was a member ofBYU's National Moot
Court Team, and was named Best Oralist in the second-year Moot Court competition. Mr.
Higginbotham also received his undergraduate degree from Brigham Young University, with a
major in Economics.

o

o

Mr. Higginbotham is an active participant and member of the State Bar of California,
the Federal Bar Association and the Riverside County Bar Association. Mr. Higginbotham is
also extensively involved in the community. Among other activities, he serves on the Board
of Directors of the Riverside County Chapter of the American Red Cross as amember of its
executive committee and as chair of its human resources committee. Mr. Higginbotham also
serves as the Vice President of the Riverside County Barristers. He is admitted to practice
before the United States District Court for the Central, Northern, and Southern Districts of
California, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, and all the courts of the State of California.
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John Higginbotham is a Partner in Best Best & Krieger LLP's Litigation and
Municipal Practice Groups. He practices exclusively in the area of litigation, with an emphasis
on public sector tort litigation. Mr. Higginbotham has successfully defended dozens oftort
cases for several municipal clients, including the City of Azusa, the City of Colton, the City of
Barstow, and the City of Corona.
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Rahsaan J. Tilford
Associate

Education:
JD, Tulane Law School

o

AB, Washington University, St Louis
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Municipal & Redevelopment Law
Special Districts
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Area of Practice:

California, 2005

Direct:

Rahsaan.Tilford@bbklaw.com

Ontario Office
One Corporate Plaza
3500 Porsche Way, Suite 200
Ontario, CA 91764
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Rahsaan J. Tilford is an Associate in Best Best & Krieger LLP's Municipal and Redevel·
opment Law practice group. Mr. Tilford's practice areas include Municipal Law and Affordable
Housing.
Mr. Tilford currently serves as Interim City Attorney for the City of Rialto. He also
represents the City of Ontario Housing Authority, providing his breadth of expertise in the
areas of real estate transactional law, affordable housing and redevelopment. In addition, Mr.
Tilford provides assistance to cities and other local governmental agencies, including the cities
of Ontario, Gardena, Fontana, San Jacinto, Indian Wells, the Corona Redevelopment Agency,
the Chaffey Community College District and the Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District. He
offers a wide range of services to clients, including drafting and interpreting ordinances and
resolutions, services agreements, lease agreements, disposition and development agreements,
conveyance documents, licensing agreements and statutory development agreements. Mr.
Tilford frequently advises public agency clients on the intricacies of the Brown Act, the Political
Reform Act and the Public Records Act. Most recently, Mr. Tilford authored an article entitled,
"The Legal Quandary of Serving Two Masters - California's Prohibition Against Financially
Interested Contracts" (2006) volume 29, No.3, Public U. 1, which evaluates Government Code
Section 1090, the statutory exemptions and the resulting consequences of Section 1090 viola·
tions.
Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Tilford was the Deputy City Attorney for the City of Desert
Hot Springs where he represented the City during judicial proceedings and negotiations and
supervised the daily operations of the City Attorney's office. He received his undergraduate
degree in History from Washington University in st. Louis and his Juris Doctorate degree from
Tulane Law School. While at Tulane, Mr. Tilford served as Associate Executive Editor of the
Tulane Journal ofInternational and Comparative Law and authored a note on post-trial speech in
South Africa. Mr. Tilford also participated in Innocence Project New Orleans where he handled
client intake and served as a summer extern to the Honorable Sarah Vance in the United States
District Court, Eastern District of Louisiana.
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Michelle Ouellette
Partner

California Environmental Quality Act
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JD, University of Southern California Law Center
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BA, University of California at Santa Cruz
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Bar Admissions:
California, 1989

Direct:
Michelle.Ouellette@bbklaw.com

Riverside Office
3750 University Avenue
Suite 400
P.O. Box 1028
Riverside, CA 92502

Michelle Ouellette is a Partner in the Environmental Law & Natural Resources Practice
Group of Best Best & Krieger LLP, and a member of the Firm's Executive Committee.
Ms. Ouellette represents municipal, district and private clients in environmental issues
arising under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the National Environmental
Policy Act ("NEPA"), the state and federal Endangered Species Acts, and wetlands regulations.
Ms. Ouellette assists public and private agency clients in all aspects of CEQA and NEPA compliance, including the preparation and review of addenda., negative declarations, environmental
impact reports and environmental impact statements. She also has extensive CEQA and NEPA
litigation experience and recently successfully defended many CEQA documents, including
the Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement prepared for the Long-term
Stephens' kangaroo rat Habitat Conservation Plan.
Ms. Ouellette represents clients in endangered species matters involving listing, Section 7
consultation and habitat conservation planning including the City of Ontario, Riverside County
Habitat Conservation Agency, High Pointe Development, Coachella Valley Association of Governments, Lauth Properties, County of Riverside, Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority and the March Joint Powers Authority. She has assisted with consultation and
conservation matters involving the Stephens' kangaroo rat, San Bernardino kangaroo rat, Delhi
Sands Flower-Loving Fly, Quino Checkerspot Butterfly and Peninsular Bighorn Sheep. Recently, Ms. Ouellette assisted the County of Riverside in the development ofthe Western Riverside
County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan ("MSHCP"), its Implementing Agreement
and its Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement. The MSHCP is one of
the largest conservation plans in the United States.
She also provides water rights and water quality representation and represented the Lake
Hemet Municipal Water District in negotiations concerning the water rights of the Soboba
Band of Mission Indians on the San Jacinto River. She has represented both public and private
clients in water quality and wetlands regulations, including representation before the State Water
Resources Control Board and Regional Water Quality Control Boards.

D

Ms. Ouellette teaches courses in environmental law at the University of California, Riverside and Irvine. She has authored articles and frequently lectures on CEQA and the Endangered
Species Acts. Ms. Ouellette was 2005 President of the Riverside County Bar Association.
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Environmental Law & Natural Resources
Endangered Species
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Areas of Practice:

Offices throughout California
Please visit BBKlaw.com

Ms. Ouellette joined Best Best & Krieger LLP in 1989 as a first year associate. She
graduated from the University of California, Santa Cruz in 1980, with honors, and received her
Juris Doctorate from the University of Southern California in 1989.
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Associate

Area of Practice:
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Education:
JD, University of California at Los Angeles School of Law.
BS, University of California at Berkley, Berkley, CA,
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California, 2003

Ontario Office

A. Haviva Shane is an Associate with Best Best & Krieger's Riverside Office. Ms. Shane
joined the firm in 2004. Ms. Shane currently serves as Deputy City Attorney for the Cities of
Ontario, San Jacinto and Colton, and as Agency Counsel for the Redevelopment Agency of the
City of San Jacinto. In addition, Ms. Shane provides assistance to special districts including
the Riverside County Transportation Commission and the Western Riverside Council of
Governments.

One Corporate Plaza
3500 Porsche Way, SUite 200
Ontario, CA 91764

Ms. Shane provides a range of services to municipal and special district clients, including
drafting ordinances and resolutions, assisting with property purchases and sales, drafting and
amending a variety of contracts and agreements and providing legal research and advice.

Direct:

Haviva.Shane@bbklaw.com

Ms. Shane graduated from the University of California, Berkeley in 1994 with a Bachelor
of Science degree in Conservation and Resource Studies and a minor in Education. Ms. Shane
graduated from the University of California at Los Angeles School of Law in May 2003. While
in law school Ms. Shane participated in the California Attorney General's Summer Honors
,Program, in the Environment and Natural Resources Division.
Ms. Shane is currently the Founding Vice-Chair of the U.S. Green Building Council,
Inland Empire Organizing Chapter, and is a member of the U.S. Green Building Council, Pacific
Regional Council. Ms. Shane is also a Board Member of and active volunteer for the Inland
Empire Latino Lawyers Association, Inc., a non.profit organization that provides free legal
services to the indigent.
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Ms. Shane is a member of the State Bar of California and the Riverside County Bar
Association.
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Margaret A. Hosking
Associate

Areas of Practice:
Business
Corporate Finance
Real Estate

Education:
10, Loyola Law School, Los Angeles
BS, Marymount College, Tarrytown, NY
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Bar Admissions:
California, 1998

Direct:

Margaret.Hosking@bbklaw.com

Riverside Office
3750 University Avenue
Stuite 400
P.O. Box 1028
Riverside, CA 92502

Margaret "Peggy" A. Hosking is an Associate in the Riverside office of
Best Best & Krieger LLP, where she practices in the areas of general business, corporate and real estate transactions.
Ms. Hosking graduated from Loyola Law School in Los Angeles, California in 1997. While at Loyola, Ms. Hosking participated in the disability
rights program at the Western Law Center for Disability Rights and she was
Chapter Justice for the Ford Chapter of the Phi Alpha Delta law fraternity.
Originally from the East coast, Ms. Hosking earned her BS in International Business and Finance from Marymount College Tarrytown, NY in
1990. During her junior year she interned at Merrill Lynch International
Bank in London and took classes at the London School of Economics and
then studied in Sienna and Florence, Italy. She was also the Captain of
the Marymount Equestrian team and represented the team in Regional and
National finals. Ms. Hosking and her husband, J Hosking, have made their
home in Norco, California for the last seven years.
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Ms. Hosking belongs to the United Stated Equestrian Federation, the
United States Dressage Federation, the United State Hunter Jumper Association and the Dressage Association of Southern California. She serves on the
boards of the California Dressage Society - Pomona Chapter and the Saddle
& Harness Association, Inc. She is also a member of the State California Bar
of California and the Riverside County Bar Association.
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Gene Tanaka
Partner

Education:
JD, Columbia Law School, New York, NY

o

BA, Columbia University, New York, NY

Bar Admissions:

G

California, 1981

o

Gene Tanaka is a partner in the Litigation Department at BB&K. Gene has been
practicing law for 26 years and has been at BB&K for 22 years. Gene's practice is focused on
land use and toxics litigation.
Gene.Tanaka@bbklaw.com

o

Litigation
Municipal Law Litigation

o

o

Areas of Practice:

Walnut Creek Office
2001 N. Main Street
Suite 390
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

o

Gene has handled approximately 15 toxics cases for cleanup or damages under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act ("CERCLA"),
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), nuisance and trespass law. Gene has
done this work on behalf of the City of Fontana, the Cucamonga County Water District, the City
of Claremont, the Press Enterprise Company, Padre Dam Municipal Water District and many
other clients. He has worked on the Stringfellow cleanup litigation in U.S. District Court, the
Montrose case in U.S. District Court involving cleanup of contaminants in the Pacific Ocean and
a Republic Imperial Acquisition Corporation landfill.
Gene has worked on approximately 25 land use cases involving challenges under the
California Environmental Quality Act, National Environmental Policy Act, Federal Endangered
Species Act, California Endangered Species Act, California Radiation Control Law, Federal
Land Policy and Management Act and inverse condemnation. He has worked for the City of
Needles, San Bernardino County LAFCO, City of Fontana, the Riverside County Habitat Conservation Agency, the Rancho California Water District, the Riverside County Transportation
. Commission, the County of Riverside and numerous other public agencies. These cases have
involved writ of mandate hearings, trials and appeals. Among other things, Gene handled a two
week trial involving alleged inverse condemnation from an endangered species habitat conservation plan, the successful Los Angeles Superior Court challenge to the Ward Valley Low Level
Radioactive Waste Facility and several cases regarding the George Air Force Base development.
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o

Gene graduated from Columbia Law School in 1981 and from Columbia College in 1978.
Gene has been an instructor and assistant team leader at the National Institute ofTrial Advocacy,
Rocky Mountain Regional and the Pacific Regional. Gene has taught a hazardous materials
litigation course for the University of California at Riverside Extension School. Gene has also
published several articles regarding land use litigation ..
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Bradley E. Neufeld
Partner

Municipal Law

Public Agency and Special District law
labor & Employment

Education:
JD, University of California at Los Angeles School of Law
BS, University of California at Riverside

Bar Admissions:
California, 1986

. Bradley.Neufeld@bbklaw.com

Riverside Office
3750 University Avenue
Stuite 400
P.O. Box 1028
Riverside, CA 92502
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Mr. Neufeld is a Partner in the law firm of Best Best & Krieger LLP in Riverside,
California. He focuses his practice on the representation of management in all aspects of
employment law. He is a member of the Labor Law Section of the California State Bar and
the American Bar Associations. In addition, he is a management member of the American Bar
Association Committee on State and Local Government Bargaining and Employment Law.
Mr. Neufeld provides timely advice to clients on all aspects of personnel management,
including employee termination, discipline and grievance matters, employee handbooks,
employment contracts, personnel policies such as sexual harassment and drug and alcohol
testing, and compliance with the many constantly changing state and federal employment laws,
including the collective bargaining laws, the Family Leave Acts, the Americans with Disabilities
Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act and many other laws. He also advises clients on wage
and hour issues, workplace violence issues, employee and applicant privacy issues and drafts
documents for all stages of employee disciplinary matters. In addition, he represents clients
in responding to complaints from the Department of Labor, Office for Civil Rights, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission and the Department of Fair Employment and Housing.
He strives to provide practical solutions that resolve employee problems quickly, efficiently and
at the lowest cost possible, while complying with all relevant employment laws and due process
requirements.
Mr. Neufeld has extensive experience in representing employers with employee relations
and collective bargaining. He has provided negotiating services to many clients, both large and
smalL These services include acting as chief negotiator, drafting and evaluation of proposals,
in-service of management on new agreements and counseling of the management negotiations
team on how to avoid unfair labor practice charges and employee concerted actions. In addition,
he represents employers before the National Labor Relations Board and the Public Employment
Relations Board.
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o

o
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Areas of Practice:

Mr. Neufeld conducts in-house training seminars for managers and supervisors on
employment topics, such as documenting employee performance, identification and elimination
of sexual harassment and lawful employee terminations. An integral part of his services is the
development of effective and lawful personnel policies and procedures tailored to meet the
specific needs of each employer. He devotes substantially all of his practice to representing
employers in labor and employment matters.
Offices throughout California
Please visit BBKlaw.com

Mr. Neufeld joined Best Best & Krieger LLP as a first year associate in 1986. He
graduated, with honors, from the University of California at Riverside with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Administrative Studies. He later graduated from UCLA School of Law with a
Juris Doctorate degree.
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Grover C. Trask
Special Counsel

JD, University of San Diego School of Law
BA, San Diego State University

Bar Admissions:
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California, 1974

Direct:

Grover.Trask@bbklaw.com
Riverside Office
3750 University Avenue
Suite 400
P.O. Box 1028
Riverside, CA 92502
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Mr. Trask served for nearly a quarter century as Riverside County District Attorney and
32 years as a prosecutor. As District Attorney, he headed the fourth largest District Attorneys
office in California with an annual budget of $85 million and a staff of over 800 people, including 256 attorneys. Mr. Trask supervised the successful prosecution of hundreds of criminal
defendants during his career. While District Attorney, he implemented innovative programs
targeting local gangs, drug dealers, child and elder abusers, and domestic violence. His strong
public safety stance had statewide impact affecting important policy issues such as juvenile
crime reform and tougher laws on drug dealers.

Mr. Trask is on the board of trustees of the American Prosecutors Research Institute,
located near Washington D.C. He twice served as president of the California District Attorneys
Association. In 2006, Mr. Trask received the prestigious Ed Miller Leadership Award from the
California District Attorneys Association, joining only two other recipients in ten years. He is the
author of "Police Liability: The Prosecutor's Role and Ethical Duties When Deadly Force is Used"
in The Prosecutors Deskbook, published by the American Prosecutors Research Institute. In 2008
he authored the "Public Agency Attorney's Role in a Criminal Ethics Investigation of an Official"
for the Public Law Journal. Mr. Trask regularly lectures on ethics issues facing public officials and
their agencies. In 2007 he received the Boy Scout's Centennial Distinguished Citizen Award.
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Grover Trask is Special Counsel in Best Best & Krieger LLP's Municipal and Redevelopment Law Practice Group. He leads the Firm's Public Policy and Ethics Group. Mr. Trask's
practice focuses on government accountability, ethics, conflicts of interest, and election law
matters. He provides compliance counseling on governmental accountability and, in particular,
ensuring timely and accurate investigation of alleged ethical violations. He also advises and represents clients on public integrity issues involving conflicts, fair political practices and other areas
of political regulations impacting public and corporate entities and individual elected officials.

In 1990 Mr. Trask was appointed by Governor Deukmejiim to chair a statewide Blue Ribbon
Commission on Prison Reform, and in 1996 Governor Wilson appointed him to chair the California
Task Force to review Crime and the Juvenile Justice Response. He served as Vice President and
Board member of the National District Attorneys Association for over a decade. He is qualified to
practice before the United States Supreme Court and has appeared before the court twice.
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Area of Practice:

Offices throughout California
Please visit BBKlaw.com

Mr. Trask currently serves as a board member of the Inland Empire Community Foundation and the Children's Spine Foundation. He also serves as president emeritus for the Inland
Olive Crest Foundation for Abused Children. In 2007, Mr. Trask was selected to the board of
the California Institute for the Advancement of Criminal Justice. Additionally, he has served as
a consultant to the U.S. Department of Justice (1991-1994) and has taught at the National College of District Attorneys. Heis one of the 2006 Inaugural Directors for Chapman Law School's
LL.M in Prosecutorial Science. Mr. Trask resides in Riverside with his wife, Cindy, and they
have two adult children.
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Delmar Williams
Partner

Education:
JD, University of San Diego School of Law

o

BA, Occidental College

Bar Admissions:
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Real Estate
Redevelopment Law
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Area of Practice:

California, 1994
Florida, 1996

Direct:
Delmar.Williams@bbklaw.com

San Diego Office
655 West Broadway
Fifteenth Floor
San Diego, CA 92101

Mr. Williams' practice focuses on transactions involving the purchase,
sale, lease and development of real estate and related financing. His experience encompasses representation of both private companies and public entities
in negotiation and documentation of real estate purchase and sale transactions,
commercial, industrial and office lease transactions, acquisition and development financing transactions, redevelopment agreements and various other
agreements. He has extensive experience with the California Community
Redevelopment Law.
Mr. Williams has also represented public entities in writ of mandate
proceedings under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQ A),
including defense of the prevailing public entity in a leading appellate case
on CEQA statutes of limitations for bringing actions against public entities,
Stewart D. Cumming, et al. v. City of San Bernardino Redevelopment Agency,
101 Cal.App.4th 1229 (2002).
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Mr. Williams is a member of the State Bar of California Real Properly
Section, the American Bar Association Real Properly, Trust and Probate Law
Section and the San Diego County Bar Association.
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James R. Touchstone
Partner

litigation
Police Representation

Education:
JD, University of California at Davis School of Law
BS, University of California at Riverside

Bar Admissions:
California, 1996

Direct: (

James.Touchstone@bbklaw.com

Ontario Office
One Corporate Plaza
3500 Porsche Way, Suite 200
Ontario, CA 91764
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Area of Practice:

James Touchstone is a partner in the Ontario Litigation Department at Best Best &
Krieger LLP, where he represents a number of public clients in a variety of litigation matters.
Mr. Touchstone has been practicing law for 11 years and has been at Best Best & Krieger LLP
for lO years. Mr. Touchstone's practice areas include litigation of civil rights actions, police
representation, tort defense, business disputes, and employment/discrimination claims. He has
also represented public clients in civil appellate matters.
Mr. Touchstone has defended many civil rights cases regarding issues ranging
from excessive force to false arrest for various municipalities, and their respective police
departments, throughout California. These municipalities include the City of Azusa, the
Brea Police Department, the City of Colton, the City of Corona, the City of Fontana, the City
of Ontario, the City of Rocklin, the City of Shafter, the City of Woodland, and the City of
Yorba Linda. In addition to defense of civil rights lawsuits, Mr. Touchstone has provided
a variety of legal services to these municipalities including the drafting of policies and
procedures for these agencies to ensure compliance with the latest case law on both state law
and federal constitutional issues, defense of approximately 100 Pitchess motions in both the
trial and appellate courts and general legal representation. Finally, Mr. Touchstone provides
representation to public agencies on civil forfeiture actions, which complement traditional
law enforcement actions. These civil forfeiture actions include the seizure and forfeiture of
automobiles that are used in speed contests, solicitation of prostitution, and the purchase of
controlled substances, as well as the forfeiture of deadly weapons seized pursuant to Welfare and
Institutions Code section 8102 and Penal Code section 12028.5.
Mr. Touchstone received his law degree from the University of California, Davis, School
of Law (King Hall) in 1996. While in law school, Mr. Touchstone served as editor for the Law
Review from 1994 to 1996. He received the American Jurisprudence Award for bankruptcy.
Mr. Touchstone received his undergraduate degree from the University of California, Riverside
in 1990.
Mr. Touchstone is a member of the California Peace Officers' Association and the Board
of Directors for the Western San Bernardino County Bar Association and the Board of Directors
for the Chaffey College Foundation. In addition, Mr. Touchstone serves as a lecturer at the
University of California, Riverside Extension Program, on the subject of civil procedure.

Offices throughout California
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11. Municipal Clients
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BB&K CURRENT MUNICIPAL CLIENTS

CitieslTowns
Adelanto, City of
Alameda, City of
Aliso Viejo, City of (City Attorney)
Anderson, City of
Apple Valley, Town of
Arcadia, City of (City Attorney)
Atascadero, City of
Azusa, City of (City Attorney)
Banning, City of
Barstow, City of
Bell, City of (City Attorney)
Benicia, City of
Berkeley, City of
Big Bear Lake, City of (City Attorney)
Calexico, City of
Carlsbad, City of
Cathedral City, City of
Chula Vista, City of
Claremont, City of (City Attorney)
Clearlake, City of (City Attorney)
Coachella, City of (City Attorney)
Colma, Town of (City Attorney)
Colton, City of (City Attorney)
Concord, City of
Corona, City of (City Attorney)
Costa Mesa, City of
Covina, City of (City Attorney)
Dana Point, City of
Del Mar, City of
Delano, City of
Desert Hot Springs, City of
Downey, City of (City Attorney)
EI Centro, City of
EI Monte, City of
EmeryVille, City of
Encinitas, City of
Escalon, City of (City Attorney)
Escondido, City of
Folsom, City of
Fontana, City of (City Attorney)
Fresno, City of
Galt, City of (City Attorney)

Garden City, City of
Gardena, City Attorney (City Attorney)
Hemet, City of
Hesperia, City of
Huntington Beach, City of
Imperial Beach, City of
Indian Wells, City of (City Attorney)
Inglewood, City of
Jackson, City of (City Attorney)
King City, City of
La Canada-Flintridge, City of
Laguna Beach, City of
La Verne, City of
Lafayette, City of (City Attorney)
Lake Forest, City of (City Attorney)
Livingston, City of (City Attorney)
Lodi, City of
Lama Linda, City of
Los Alamitos, City of (City Attorney)
Los Banos, City of
Maywood, City of
McFarland, City of
Merced, City of
Montebello, City of
Monterey, City of
Moreno Valley, City of
National City, City of
Needles, City of (City Attorney)
Oceanside, City of
Ontario, City of (City Attorney)
Orange, City of
Oxnard, City of
Palm Desert, City of (City Attorney)
Pasadena, City of
Pismo Beach, City of
Rancho Cucamonga, City of
Redlands, City of
Redding, City of
Rialto, City of (Interim City Attorney)
Riverside, City of
Rolling Hills Estates, City of
Rocklin, City of
Rohnert Park, City of
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Sacramento, City of
San Bernardino, City of
San Buenaventura, City of
San Diego, City of
San Jacinto, City of (City Attorney)
San Juan Capistrano, City of
San Luis Obispo, City of
San Marcos, City of
Santa Cruz, City of
Santa Maria, City of
Santa Rosa, City of
Santee, City of (City Attorney)
Shafter, City of (City Attorney)
Solana Beach, City of
Stockton, City of
Tehachapi, City of
Victorville, City of
Visalia, City of
Vista, City of
Westminster, City of
Williams, City of (City Attorney)
Woodland, City of (City Attorney)
Yorba Linda, City of (City Attorney)
Yreka, City of
Yucaipa, City of

Counties
Alpine, County of
Amador, County of
Calaveras, County of
California Association of Local Agency
Formation Commissions
LAFCO of Alpine County
LAFCO of EI Dorado County
LAFCO of Humboldt County
LAFCO of Imperial County
LAFCO of Marin County
LAFCO of Merced County
LAFCO of Monterey County
LAFCO of Orange County
LAFCO of San Bernardino County
Los Angeles, County of
Madera, County of
Mariposa, County of
Merced, County of
Orange, County of

Riverside, County of
San Diego, County of
Sonoma, County of
Stanislaus, County of
Tulare, County of
Ventura, County of

School Districts
Adelanto Unified School District
Alhambra Unified School District
Alvord Unified School District
Anaheim Union High School District
Antelope View Charter School
Apple Valley Unified School District
Banning Unified School District
Brawley Elementary School District
Brawley Union High School District
Cajon Valley Union School District
Calexico Unified School District
Calipatria Unified School District
Calvin College
Capistrano Unified School District
Cardiff School District
Carpinteria Unified School District
Centinela Valley Union High School
District
Chaffey College
Chaffey Joint Union High School District
Chico Unified School District
Coachella Valley Unified School District
Colton Joint Unified School District
Coronado Unified School District
Cutler-Orosi Joint Unified School District
Dehesa School District
Del Mar Union School District
Delano Joint Unified School District
Desert Community College District
Desert Mountain SELPA
Desert Sands Unified School Dist
Dixon Unified School District
East Valley SELPA
EI Centro School District
Elk Grove Unified School District
Encinitas Union School District
Escondido Union High School District
Escondido Union School District
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Fallbrook Union High School District
Fresno Unified School District
Golden Valley Charter School
Grant Joint Union High School District
Grossmont-Cuyamaca Community
College District
Hemet Unified School District
High Tech Middle Media Arts School
Huntington Beach City School District
Imperial County SELPA
Imperial County Superintendent Of
Schools
Imperial Unified School District
Jefferson School District
Jefferson Union High School District
Jurupa Unified School District
Konocti Unified School District
LaCanada Unified School District
La Habra City School District
La Mesa Spring Valley School District
Lakeside Union School District
Lawndale Elementary School District
Lemon Grove School District
Long Beach Unified School District
Los Angeles Community College District
Lowell Joint School District
Lucia Mar Unified School District
Madera Unified School District
Meadows Union Elementary School
District
Merced City School District
Moreland School District
Moreno Valley Unified School District
Murrieta Valley Unified School District
New Haven Unified School District
Newport-Mesa Unified School District
Oceanside Unified School District
Orange County Department Of
Education
Orange County Superintendent Of
Schools
Orcutt Union School District
Palo Verde Unified School District
Paradise Unified School District
Parlier Unified School District
Pasadena Unified School District

Perris Elementary School District
Perris Union High School District
Placer Union High School District
Pomona Unified School
Poway Unified School District
Regents Of The University Of California
Rialto Unified School District
Riverside Community College District
Riverside County Office Of Education
Riverside Unified School District
Rosemead School District
Roseville Joint Union School District
Sacramento City Unified School District
Saddleback Valley Unified School
District
San Bernardino City Unified School
District
San Diego Community College District
San Diego County Superintendent Of
Schools
San Diego Unified School District
San Dieguito Union High School District
San Jacinto Unified School District
San" Joaquin Valley College
San Jose Unified School District
San Marcos Unified School District
San Pasqual Union School District
San Ramon Valley Unified School
District
Sanger Unified School District
Santa Barbara School District
Santa Maria Joint Union High School
District
Scripps College
Snowline Joint Unified School District
Solana Beach School District
Solano County SELPA
South Bay Union School District
Southwestern Community College
District
Spencer Valley School District
State Center Community College District
Sweetwater Union High School District
Tierra Pacifica Charter School
Tulelake Basin Joint Unified School
District

o

o
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University of California, Davis Extension
Vallejo City Unified School District
Valley Center-Pauma Unified School
District
Victor Valley Union High School District
Vista Unified School District
West Contra Costa Unified School
District
West End SELPA
Westminster School District
Whittier Area Cooperative Special Ed
Program
Whittier Union High School District
William S. Hart Union High School
District
Yucaipa/Calimesa Joint Unified School
District

Redevelopment Agencies
Arcadia Redevelopment Agency
Atascadero Redevelopment Agency
Azusa Redevelopment Agency
Bakersfield Redevelopment Agency
Cathedral City Redevelopment Agency
Clearlake Redevelopment Agency
Corona Redevelopment Agency
EI Cajon Redevelopment Agency
Fontana Redevelopment Agency
Galt Redevelopment Agency
Huntington Park PFAIRDA
Indian Wells Redevelopment Agency
La Mirada Redevelopment Agency
Lafayette Redevelopment Agency
Lake Forest Redevelopment Agency
Lakewood Redevelopment Agency
Los Angeles, Housing Authority for the
City of
March Joint Powers Redevelopment
Agency
National City Community Development
Commission
Needles Redevelopment Agency
Oceanside Community Development
Commission
Ontario Redevelopment Agency

Palm Desert Redevelopment Agency
Perris Redevelopment Agency
Rancho Cucamonga Redevelopment
Agency
Redlands Redevelopment Agency
Rialto Redevelopment Agency
Riverside, County of, Economic
Development Agency
Riverside, County of, Redevelopment
Agency
Riverside, City of, Redevelopment
Agency
Sacramento Housing And
Redevelopment Agency
Sacramento, City of, Redevelopment
Agency
San Diego Redevelopment Agency
San Diego, City of, Redevelopment
Agency
Watsonville Redevelopment Agency
Westminster Redevelopment Agency
Yorba Linda Redevelopment Agency

Special Districts
Alpine Springs County Water District
Anderson Fire Protection District
Antelope Valley-East Kern Water
Agency
Apple Valley Fire Protection District
Banning Public Library District
Barstow Fire District
Basin Water
.
Bear Valley Community Health Care
District
Beaumont Cherry Valley Water District
Beaumont-Cherry Valley Recreation &
Park Dist.
Big Bear City Community Services
District
Bonita Sunnyside Fire Protection District
Borrego Springs Fire Protection District
Borrego Springs Park Community
Services District
Cabazon Water District
California Department of Water
Resources

o
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California Domestic Water Company
California Educational Leadership
Alliance
Cambria Community Services District
Carpinteria-Summerland Fire Protection
District
Casitas Municipal Water District
Chino Valley Independent Fire District
Coachella Valley Cemetery District
Coachella Valley Recreation & Park
District
Coachella Valley Water District
College of the Desert Foundation
Copper Mountain College Foundation
Cosumnes Community Services District
Courtland Fire District
Crest Forest Fire Protection District
Crestline Village Water District
Cucamonga Valley Water District
Deer Springs Fire Protection District
Descanso Community Water District
Desert Water Agency
East Bay Municipal Utility District
East Kern Cemetery District
East Palo Alto Sanitary District
Eastern Municipal Water District
Eastern Sierra Community Services
District
EI Toro Water District
Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District
Fallbrook Public Utility District
Fern Valley Water District
Florin Resource Conservation District
Fontana Union Water Company
Garden Valley Fire Protection District
Gold Mountain Community Services
District
Helix Water District
Hi-Desert Water District
Horsefly Irrigation District
Idaho Department of Transportation
Inland Empire Resource Conservation
District
June Lake Public Utility District
Jurupa Area Recreation & Park District
Jurupa Community Services District

Kern County Housing Authority
Lake Arrowhead Community Services
District
Lake Hemet Municipal Water District
Langell Valley Irrigation District
Lee Lake Water District
Louisville Foundation, University of
Lower Sweetwater Fire Protection
District
Metropolitan Water District
Minter Field Airport District
Mojave Desert Air Quality Management
District
Moulton Niguel Water District
Municipal Water District of Orange
County
North County Transit District
North Kern Water Storage District
Northwest Mosquito And Vector Control
District
Olivenhain Municipal Water District
Orange County Flood Control District
Otay Water District
Padre Dam Municipal Water District
Pauma Valley Community Services
District
Placentia Library District
Pomerado Cemetery District
Ramona Municipal Water District
Rancho California Water District
Rancho Santa Fe Community Services
District
Resource Conservation Dist Of Greater
San Diego
Resource Conservation District of the
Santa Monica Mountains
Rincon Del Diablo MWD
Rio Linda/Elverta Community Water
District
Riverside-Corona Resource
Conservation District
Rosamond Community Services District
Rossmoor Community Services District
Rubidoux Community Services District
Running Springs Water District

o
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Sacramento Regional County Sanitation
District
Salton Community Services District
San Bernardino County Flood Control
District
San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water
District
San Diego Area Wastewater
Management District
San Diego County Water Authority
San Diego Rural Fire Protection District
San Diego Unified Port District
San Dieguito Water District
San Jacinto Basin Resource
Conservation District
San Joaquin Valley Drainage Authority
San Miguel Fire Protection District
Santa Fe Irrigation District
Santa Margarita Water District
Santa Ynez River Water Conservation
District
Serrano Water District
South Bay Irrigation District
South Coast Air Quality Management
District
South Coast Water District
South Montebello Irrigation District
South Sutter Water District
Southern San Joaquin Valley Water
Quality Coalition
Southwest Communities Financing
Authority
Summit Cemetery District
Susanville Consolidated Sanitary District
Thornhill Mutual Water Company
Tri-City Healthcare District
Truckee Meadows Water Authority
Tulare Lake Basin Water Storage
District
Twentynine Palms Water District
Valley Center Community Services
District
Valley Center Municipal Water District
Valley Sanitary District
Valley Wide Recreation And Park
District

Western Municipal Water District
Westlands Water District
Wildomar Cemetery District
Yucca Valley Airport District
Zone 7 Water Agency

Joint Powers Authorities
Big Bear Area Regional Wastewater
Agency
Big Independent Cities Excess Pool
Joint Powers Authority
Coachella Valley Association of
. Governments
CPS Human Resource Services
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead Water
Agency
Friant Water Users Authority
Independent Cities Lease Finance
Authority
March Joint Powers Authority
Metro Wastewater JPA
Needles Public Utility Authority
North City West School Facilities
Financing Authority
Orange County Fire Authority
Palm Desert Housing Authority
PARSAC
Riverside County Habitat Conservation
Agency
Riverside County Housing Authority
Salton Sea Authority
San Bernardino Associated
Governments
San Bernardino County Housing
Authority
San Diego Association of Governments
San Diego County Schools Risk
Management Joint Powers Authority
San Marcos Public Facilities Authority
Santa Barbara County School Financing
Authority
Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority
South Orange County Wastewater
Authority
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Special District Risk Management
Authority
Sweetwater Authority
Ventura County Schools Self Funding
Authority
Victor Valley Wastewater Reclamation
Authority
Water Conservation Garden Authority
Water Facilities Authority
Western Riverside Council of
Governments
Western Riverside County Regional
Conservation Authority

Riverside County Public Guardian
Riverside County Transportation
Commission
Riverside, County of, Dept. of Mental
Health
Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency
Santa Ana Police Officers Association
Utah, State of

Other Public Agencies
Amador County Transportation
Commission
American Public Agency Authority
Association Of California School
Administrators
California Association of Local Agency
Formation
California Infrastructure & Economic
Development
Coachella Valley Association of
Governments
Coastal School Employee Benefits
. Organization
Economic Development Agency of
Riverside County
Imperial, County of, Superior Court
Judicial Council of California
Kansas vs. Colorado (Superior Court
Special Master)
Los Angeles Superior Court
Metropolitan Cooperative Library
System
Metropolitan Transit Development Board
Mount San Jacinto Winter Park
North Coastal Consortium for Special
Education
Pauma Valley Roadway Association
Rancho Santa Fe Association Ad Hoc
Incorporation
Riverside County Flood Control
Riverside County Law Alliance

o
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Councilmember Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Building Industry Association
of Southern California

3891 11th Street
Riverside, California 92501
(951) 781-7310
Fax (951) 781-0509

Dear Councilmember Stewart,
On beha-lf -of the Riverside BIA and its 750 members, I want to thank you for your leadership and
ongoing efforts to continuously improve the Inland Empire and its residents' quality of life. As
you know, Riverside BIA cares deeply about the community, and it's "Planning for Our Future"
initiative is designed specifically to be a collaborative effort to partner with public agencies and
key stakeholders to address current and long term regional needs.
As I've done previously, I am writing to give you the latest information about how the uncertain
economy and the decline of the real estate market are impacting the Inland Empire, as well as
what we can do together to restore our progress. During the last year, we have engaged public
officials, community leaders and a broad coalition of stakeholders to develop and promote an
immediate and long-term economic stimulus program designed to restore our economy. We are
grateful that many elected officials and public agencies have responded favorably and acted to
prevent further erosion of the economy.
Specifically, we are requesting an opportunity to make
a fonnal presentation and request your support for a
consensus-based economic stimulus initiative. Our goal
is to promote homeownership, create jobs, stimulate the
economy and sustain the provision of vital public
servIces.
We stand for quality schools, safe
communities,
transportation
improvements
and
individual prosperity.

"In many ways, the future of the Inland
Empire is now. Policymakers and
cOlmnunity leaders must face tough
decisions today if the region is to achieve
the bright future it looks forward to, rather
than a future that simply happens to it.
Sustained efforts focusing on economic
development, workforce training and
broader
political
participation
are
essential."

We all recognize the immediate challenges to our local
Hans Johnson, Research Fellow
economy, but if we don't take action today, the future
Public Policy Institute of California
could be even worse. Just this month, the Public Policy
Institute of California (PPIC) released a study showing
that our region will remain among the state's most desirable, realizing dramatic growth. As
PPIC notes, we cannot wait for the economy to tum on its own. By then it could be too late.
Our goal is to support the region by helping to spur an immediate recovery. We need to plan for
our future. Riverside BIA wants to be part of the solution, and we want to work closely with
you.

An Affiliate of the National J\ssociation of !-lome Builder, and the California Building Inclustry ;\ssociation

MV00225957

Unfortwlately, the homeownership situation has worsened to near historic lows. Economic
investment in new housing has stalled. In Western Riverside County, permits (single and multifamily) have decreased from 2005 to 2007 by 66% and will continue to decrease this year. This
decline has taken a very real toll on our community. Employees from all levels of the sector laborers to Vice Presidents - have lost their jobs. Direct and indirect revenues associated with
housing have also plummeted. Property taxes, sales taxes and impact fee revenues are all dismal,
creating immediate and long-term hardship public officials mandated with delivering safe streets,
superior schools, high quality water, parks and recreational opportunities and transportation
infrastructure.
While some might assert that current inventory and a surplus of foreclosures are sufficient, the
facts show that we need to plan today to meet our region's long term needs. The current supply
of housing will be quickly diminished and unless we move forward now to identify plan and
prepare for future homeownership production, first time buyers, working families and middle
class Californians could be denied the benefits of owning their own home.
Thank you, again, for your willingness to receive this infornlation. We will be contacting you
shortly to schedule a formal presentation.

Sincerely,

Borre Winckel
Executive Director
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DKP
D.K. PATTERSON! INC.

construction
development
property management

May 8,2008

Mr. Richard Stewart, Councilman
City of Moreno Valley
P.o. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

Dear Mr. Stewart:
The Hamner family would like to express its thanks for your
support in approving the Lowe's project at Moreno Beach
and Alessandro.
We have all worked very hard to comply with the City's
requirements and to accommodate the neighborhood's
wishes, and we are most appreciative of the assistance and
cooperation we experienced at the City.
We are certain that our project will be a good neighbor to the
area and we look forward to creating a development that the
City of Moreno Valley can be proud of.
Office Address:
7161 Indiana Avenue, Suite A
Riverside! California 92504-4543

Mailing Address:
5225 Canyon Crest Drive! #71-219
Riverside, California 92507-6362

Contractor's License

Thank you agait? ot? behalf of the Hamner family.

Sincerely,

~~
Dan Patterson

#736068
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Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
"We Mean Business"
April200S
Dear Chamber Member,

Jamil Dada - Provident Bank
Chairman of the Board
Terrance Davis-Service Plus Credit Union
Director
Julie Reyes, Waste Management
Past Chair
Harold Trubo, Tucker's Tax Service
Treasurer
Oscar Valdepena
Executive Director
Karen Ayers - Visterra Credit Union
Director
Michelle Dawson-City of Moreno Valley
Director
Dr. Nick Ferguson
Director
Betty Gibbel, EMWD
Director
Jaeger Jones, Miller-Jones Mortuary
Director
Camille Meldrum, PIP Printing
Director
Dr. Bill Orr, RCC-M.V. Campus
Director
Lea Peterson, So. Cal. Gas Company
Director
Sandy Ramire;z-Moreno Valley Flower Box
Director
Marjorie Walker-Walker Wealth Mgt.
Director

Our military members, both active duty and reservists, are once again in
transit through March Air Reserve Base. As we are sure you are aware,
March ARB is a major deployment and arrival area for the Marines, Navy, Air
Force, as well as some Army and Coast Guard and all their supporting
elements from Camp Pendleton, Twenty-Nine Palms, Miramar Air Station,
Yuma, March ARB, Fort Irwin, as well as some troops from Camp Lejune, N.C.
These troops continue to sacrifice for the freedoms we enjoy and often take for
granted.
These young men and women process through March ARB at irregular times
and duration. While waiting, (which can last anywhere from hours to days) for
departures, we provide refreshments and snacks, such as chips, salsa, nacho
cheese sauce, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, etc ..... with smiles and
words of encouragement. On the arrivals we are there with candy, Slim Jims,
donuts, snacks, sodas, and of course, hugs and smiles.
Since the last major deployment, this community effort of providing comfort
and support is beginning again from scratch. We are asking for either
monetary or product donations so that we can continue this effort through this
next major deployment/arrivals rotation beginning in June and continuing
through October. Your support will ensure that these troops get the same
treatment as the previous troops that have already deployed and those who
have already returned.
We are always asked by the troops when they see the "goodies" - "Where
does all this come from? Where do we pay?" - It is a joy to respond, "This is
free. It is from our community, --- people who care". They are surprised and
so grateful. Your support means everything to these young men and women.
What we do for them is small compared to what they do for us.
We are hopeful that our request will be granted and as such, the check should
be made payable to MV Military Affairs Committee and designated
"Operation Troop Comfort", and mailed to the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce at the address listed below. For your reference the Chamber's Tax
1.0. Number is 95-306313S.
Thank you for your support in this matter.

Jamil Dada
Chairman

Oscar Valdeperia
Executive Director

Laura Froehlich
MAC. Co-Chair

22500 Town Circle, #2090, Moreno Valley, CA 92553-7519
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I would like to make it known that I support the DHL and March Air Reserve Base
development. I know that our region is still growing quickly and that a good chunk of
my neighbors have to commute out of the County. These commutes range from South
to San Diego and West to Orange County and even North to Los Angeles. The roads
are crowded and people are getting home so late that family time is almost nonexistent.
We need more jobs in this area to support our rising numbers. To that effect, The
March Global Port seems like a perfect solution to some of our tribulations. If large
businesses were allowed to build on the land around that airport, it would bring
thousands of jobs to people of all education levels. International business would be
drawn to the area because of the airport. Money would go to help the March Air
Reserve Base and keep our military moving. There are so many reasons to say yes to a
strong local economy, that I can't imagine why someone would say no.
Please allow businesses to open around the MARB. We need the economy.
We need to welcome Polar Air to our community.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

()

>/,? ~vtt 1
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Am'val Alcantar
23207 Sunnymead Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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Dick Ste wart
14177 Freden'ck Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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TO Whom It May Concern:

I support the March Global 'POrt and growth and development within the area. The
base shoUld not have to shut down due to loosing funds. If there are warehouses and
businesses built in the area, everyone would prosper.
March ArmY1~.eserve Base has been a fixture in "Riverside County for almost one
hundred years. 'Politics should not get in the waY Of what is in essence a landmark and
worKing

museum in Our country.

By supporting the Global 'Port, yoU support economic growth and prosperity. you
sUPPOrt your neighbor, their family and the fUture. We need the economy to Keep
growing. We can't let the impending recession become a depression bY not Standing
firm and making a Choice to progress.

DHL is one of the beSt things to happen to our area. It has forced many Of us to take
a looK at what options there are OUt there. I'm happy to saY, there are SOlutions in
Place.
TaKe a Stand, suppOrt the Global 'Port and

itS expansion.
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31594 RAILROAD CANYON ROAD
CANYON LAKE, CALIFORNIA 92587-9464

JOHN V. GIARDlNELLI
OW. DUKE
SYLVIA J. SIMMONS
JNISWONGER
KELLY A NEAVEL

EMAIL ADDRESS:SYLVIA@GDLAWOFFICES.COM~.F
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley
clo City Clerk
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
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Aqueduct Bike Trail - Indian Street to Fay Avenue
APN 485-073-004
City Council Agenda - May 13, 2008, 6:30 p~m.
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Notice of Intent to Adopt a Resolution of Necessity to Acquire Certain Real
Property or Interest in Real Property by Eminent Domain
PROPERTY OWNERS' REQUEST TO APPEAR AND
WRITTEN OBSERVA TIONS .

Dear Council Members:
I represent Robert Moore and Wanna Moore who are the property owners of APN
485-073-004. The Moores purchased their home in 1980. Their property includes a
100' wide strip that is encumbered by an easement for the underground California
aquaduct. The City seeks to acquire the easement strip which is 20,072 square feet
(about two-thirds) of the property for the Bikeway Trail. The following information is
provided to assist the Council Members in their review of the project's effect on the
property owners.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore first received an offer from the City to acquire a fee interest to the
easement portion of their property in June 2005. Since that time, the City and the
Moores have been negotiating regarding the value of the portion to be sold. The City
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley
April 21, 2008
Page 2
Re:
Aqueduct Bike Trail - Indian Street to Fay Avenue
APN 485-073-004
Notice of Intent to Adopt a Resolution of Necessity to Acquire Certain Real
Property or Interest in Real Property by Eminent Domain
Property Owners' Request to Appear and Written Observations

made an offer based on an appraisal that did not include any severance damages. The
Moores believed that offer was inadequate and made a counter offer.
In August 2007, the Moores retained me to assist them. Upon reviewing the matter, the
existence of the Moores' reverse mortgage became known, which raised ,some
additional unique issues.
Efforts have been on-going to determine the effect on the reverse mortgage of sale of
two-thirds of the property secured by the reverse mortgage. The initial response from
the lender was that the Moores would probably have to make a payment to reduce the
principal balance of the mortgage. The Deed of Trust provides that the lender may
require immediate payment in full of the loan if an obligation of the borrower is not
performed. The Moores are not in a financial position to pay down the mortgage
balance. Therefore, if the price the City pays for the property it wants is not sufficient to
satisfy the lender's requirements, the Moores could be placed into foreclosure and lose
their home.
An additional issue exists regarding the reverse mortgage that should be considered.
The reverse mortgage identifies only Robert Moore as the borrower. The Deed of Trust
provides that the lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by
the Deed of Trust if the borrower dies and the property is not the principal residence of a
surviving borrower. To protect Mrs. Moore from losing her home, the Moores would
need to replace the existing reverse mortgage with a new loan on which both Mr. and
Mrs. Moore are borrowers .. They are financially unable to obtain and maintain a
traditional mortgage. They would need to refinance with a new reverse mortgage in
both their names.
The City and the Moores are each obtaining independent appraisals and expect to have
the property valuations shortly. These new appraisals will include information omitted
previously so that severance damages can be evaluated. Once the values of the entire
existing property and the proposed new residential parcel are determined, the Moores
can have meaningful discussions with lenders regarding refinancing their mortgage and
a proposal can be prepared and presented to the City for settlement consideration.
The key issue that we suggest the City Council keep in mind in this situation is that the
City's acquiring the property for the Bike Trail must not place the Moores in a position of
being unable to perform the terms of their existing mortgage, which would pput them in
default and result in them losing their home.
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It is the Moores' intention to continue to cooperate with the City. Once the appraisal
reports are received, negotiations with the City's representatives can continue, and
hopefully a "win-win" resolution can be reached that will benefit both the City and the
Moores.
Thank you for your consideration of these issues.
Very truly yours,
GIARDINELLI & DUKE, APC

Syl . J. Simmons
Attorney at Law
SJS:cc
cc:
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Moore
Monica Adamee, Senior Real Property Agent (via email to monicaa@moval.org)
Michael Green, Consultant, Senior Real Property Agent (via email to
michaelg@moval.org)
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April 20, 2008

Mayor Bill Batey
City of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005 .
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mayor Batey;
I support and encourage economic development.

I have been a resident of Moreno Valley for over a decade, and within that time I am very pleased at all the
development that has taken place. Shopping and eating out are so much more convenient now.
I have been a par:tof many of the ups and down of our City. I know that we are entering a recession if we
are not already in one. Please do not let the growth stop.
Not only does new development create convenience for me and my neighbors, but it also creates local
jobs. Jobs where people can work in their own community, avoiding the heavily congested freeways (which
helps the environment) and spend more time giving back to their community.
There is room for additional growth located on the March Global Port. You must support develop'ments
such as these. We need the local jobs so Moreno Valley residents are not forced out of our community.
People come to Moreno Valley to live and play, and we need to make sure there are places to work, as
well.
Bring more jobs to March! Let's allow families time in their homes and communities and off the already
congested roads. Let's support industry like the Global Port, which contributes to our local tax base and
increases business for our merchants as well.
Sincerely,
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Copy: Richard Stewart, JPA Commissioner
Marion Ashley, JPA Chairman
Frank Schiavone, JPA Vice Chairman
Lori Stone, Executive Director
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City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Council Member Stewart:
I am a local resident and parent. A huge concern of mine has always
been the quality of education avaiiabie to our students. As our
community grows, so have the class sizes. I am aware that it takes a
lot of money to build new schools and hire new teachers. This is why I
support public private partnerships.

I recently found out that our local schools receive approximately
$221,000 from the development located on the March Global Port base.
This is a huge amount of money that our schools need to provide the
proper level of education to our students.
In addition, I recently heard that the March Global Port wants to
expand. Its expansion is not only good for our slowing economy, but it
will generate nearly $300,000 more for our local schools at a time
when the State is planning to cut school funding. This is money going
to schools that does not come out of our pockets.
Please support our schools by supporting March Global Port and the
additional businesses that will come with it. Our schools need the
additional taxes generated for growth at the Port.
Sincerely,

.'
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JPA Commissioner Schiavone
JPA Executive Director Stone
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CITY COUNCil
MORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

08 APR r 4 PH 2: , 6
Councilman Richard A. Stewart
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mr. Stewart:
I have written before and talked to various City personnel regarding the policy of the City
of Moreno Valley ticketing parked cars on street sweeping day. I know that this is a
major source of revenue for the City but I think it's a dishonorable and reprehensible way
to balance the City's budget by harassing homeowners. I have brought this up a few
times over the past four years to no avail. Let me explain the problem to you.
In my neighborhood the street is swept every other Tuesday. You cannot park in our
neighborhood on a Tuesday unless you want to risk getting a $50 parking ticket, which
has happened to me a few times and to people that happened to have had the misfortune
to drop in on us for a visit on a Tuesday. A friend stopped by on his way from Los
Angeles to Palm Springs, staying only for a short time only to leave and find a $50
parking ticket on his windshield. Welcome to the City of Moreno Valley! You dare not
have a plumber or electrician or any other worker come to your house on a Tuesday. If
your water main breaks on a Tuesday you are out of luck. And when we are working on
our house and need to move the table saw out into the middle of the garage and have to
park a car on the street (we have three, so two are in the driveway). Ifwe forget that it's
a Tuesday, as we did the week before last (hence this letter again!), it's another $50'
ticket. $50 is the price we have to pay to park in our own neighborhood on a Tuesday.
God help us if we need an ambulance on a Tuesday in Moreno Valley! I have a family
from England visiting us this August and they will have to park in front of our house. r d
like to know which day they will have to evacuate our neighborhood so as not to get a
parking ticket. By what time will they have to leave and when can they return without
getting filled for parking in our neighborhood? I don't want them to have to endure the
hospitality of our dear City government while visiting us!
Before moving to Moreno Valley we lived in Riverside for ten years. The City of
Riverside swept the streets every single week, but they never ticketed parked cars.
Unlike the City of Moreno Valley, Riverside recognizes the hardship that would create
for homeowners, visitors and workers. I talked to one bright bulb in your office and he
said it was absolutely essential that the gutters in Moreno Valley are swept every other
week and said that I could park on my lawn on street sweeping days! Needless to say I
was speechless. Not only would that make the neighborhood look ugly if we all did that,
but we would risk damaging our lawns and sprinkler systems. Also, d~spite insisting that
it was essential to clean those gutters, you give exceptions to commercial dumpsters,
which can be in front of a house for 6 to 8 weeks and sometllnes longer. I also happened
to be outside when the street sweeper went by and I noticed that it made a wide detour
around a sm81lstick that was iIi the gutter across the street. So much for making sure that
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every square inch of gutter is cleaned. Because of that stick he avoided a swath that was
more than the equivalent of a parked car.
I again implore you to change your policy of ticketing on street sweeping day. Making it
illegal to park on the street in one's own neighborhood is a terrible burden for
homeowners and their visitors and is really just outrageous. If you need revenue, surely
there are more citizen friendly ways to obtain it.
Sincerely,

lYja'S-~ ~

JaryL. Durbin

21378 Townsendia Ave
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

CC:

Mayor William H. Batey II
Councilman Richard A. Stewart
The Press Enterprise
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ROD PACHECO
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

A'prili,2008

City of Moreno Valley
Richard Stewart
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RE: Full Access to Our Courts

flear

co~wart, -;::<UJ,~.~./L~(

I, as District Attorney for the County of Riverside write to ask you to support a resolution drafted
and signed by your Council supporting our office's pursuit to achieve full funding for additional
judicial officers to serve Riverside County. I ask that you forward that resolution to me. I will
include it with my letter to State Senators Denise Ducheny and Bob Dutton, Chair and Vice-chair
of the Senate Budget Committee and with my letter to Governor Schwarzenegger.
Riverside County has seventy-six (76) judicial officers. State Court figures based on population
and caseload suggest our county needs one hundred and thirty-three (133). The County was on
track to receive additional judicial officers but the funding allocations for 2007/2008 and
2008/2009 are at risk.
The lack of judicial resources creates problems that are clear:
•

the Riverside County courts continue to dismiss felony and misdemeanor cases,
unprecedented in any other part of our state;

•

last minute trial assignments to any court in the various geographical comers of our
county continue to cause a negative impact on victims who must travel over fifty (50)
miles to testify making them feel even more like a victim;

•

last minute criminal trial assignments to any court in the various geographical comers
of our county create a reduction in law enforcement in each community negatively
impacting the safety of our citizens;

•

civil cases have been almost completely stopped as the civil courts have worked to
address the criminal cases;

4075 MAIN STREET· RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
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Full Access to Our Courts
Page 2

•

citizens attempting to resolve civil disputes do not have full access to any judicial
forum in this county;

•

the caseload in Riverside County is so high and the backlog of civil and criminal
cases is so substantial, it cannot be fixed by providing additional short-term resources
as the State has done since August, 2007.

Our County needs the support of the State in funding the additional positions allocated in the
State's budget of 2007/2008 and 2008/2009. If I could receive your resolution of support by
May 5, 2008, I will include it as part ofthis effort on behalf of all of the citizens of Riverside
County. They deserve appropriate resources for their judicial system so criminals can be held
accountable, the innocent can be discharged, and civil disputes can be resolved. In spite of
economic times good or bad the foundation oflaw and order, and our very society, must be
maintained. I look forward to your considerable efforts.
Very truly yours,

~;/
ROD PACHECO
District Attorney

RP/SFSlbkc
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APPLEBEE'S SERVICES.
11201 Renner Blvd.
Lenexa KS 66219

Dir~

Ul
\.D

m'
-(

H. Batey II

Fax number:

From:

Miles McMillin. Senior Communications Manager, Applebee's Services, Inc.

Octe:

March 31.2008

Subject:

WARN notification for Applebee's Restaurants West location

Dear Mayor Batey,
Following please find the WARN letter notification regarding the closing of an Applebee's Re:staurants
West location in Moreno Valley.

Thank you.
Regards,

Miles McMillin
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03/31/2008 11:37

From:

n 08 P. 002/002

March 31, 2008
Hon. William H. Batey IT
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
VIA EXPRESS MAIL AND FACSIMILE Fax:
Dear Mayor Batey:
On Wednesday, March 19, 2008, !HOP Corp. announced the sale of all
Applebee's locations in California owned and operated by its subsidiaries. Consequently, this
letter is to inform you that Applebee's Restaurants West, LLC, an IHOP subsidiary, has treached
an agreement to sell its restaurant located. at 12600 Day St., Moreno Valley, CA, 92553. This
action is expected to be permanent. The entire restaurant will be sold and all employees at this
location will no longer be employed with Gourmet Systems of California, Inc., also a subsidiary
of IHOP Corp. Below is a listing of the job titles of the positions to be affected and the number
of affected employees in each job classification. All employee separations will take pJlace on
May 30, 2008, or shortly thereafter.
General Manager

1

Manager

3

Bartender

6

Cook

14

Host

12

Server

24

To Go Specialist

4

There are no bumping rights at this location. The affected employees at this
facility are not represented by any union. You may contact Mike Hebert, Director of Operations
at
for further information.

Very truly yours,

Phil Crimmins
Senior Vice President-Development
Applebee's Services Inc.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

08 MAR 26 AM 9: 56
PRINGS
THRU THE

BAD kNos

3125108
Dear Councilman Frank West:
Save Our Skyline: Box Springs thru the Badlands, would like to thank you for the interest you
have taken in preserving open space in and around Moreno Valley. We already have the
outstanding assets of Box Springs Mountain Park and Lake Perris State Recreation Area-it is
no accident that neighborhoods next to these preserved open spaces are among the most sought
after in the city. Meanwhile, however, many beautiful lands on Moreno Valley's northern and
eastern edges remain unprotected: notably Reche Mountain, Olive Mountain, and the Badlands.
Though situated mostly on county land, these striking ridgelines-visible from all over townare fundamental to the city's sense of identity and place.
You have recognized the unique opportunity the city has to fulfill a comprehensive vision of
Moreno Valley: a Moreno Valley embraced by a ring of permanently protected, publicly
accessible open space corridors--open spaces that are integrated with and easily accessible by the
city's own system of multi-use trails and corridor parks. The dog park and the equestrian center,
which you helped to turn into realities, were important first steps toward this vision.
As the city matures, these local natural open spaces will become an ever more valued amenity,
and will make the city an even more attractive and stable place for people to live and do
business. We will have what many in Southern California have already lost-open countryside
on the edge of town.
Success-success, for example, in creating an Olive Mountain Preserve, or in developing a
regional trail system linking Box Springs Park to the Badlands and the Badlands to Lake
Perris-will of course require careful cooperation with the county as well as with other
government agencies and private conservation groups. Save Our Skyline, as a local citizens
group, is here to support you and work with you in that endeavour. For example, we have
established a formal relationship with the Riverside Land Conservancy (a private entity), and we
have reached out to such public county agencies as the Western Riverside Regional Conservation
Authority.
Thank you again, Councilman West, for the support you have shown to Save Our Skyline, and
please let us know how we can help support you-and the rest of the city council and the city
staff-in fulfilling the vision of Moreno Valley as the city with a natural edge.
Sincerely, Save Our Skyline: Box Springs thru the Badlands

sos Board: Dan Clark, President; Laura Merrill, Vice-President; Margie Breitkreuz, Treasurer; Jackie LeSan,
Secretary; Brenda Jackson; Suzanne Hannah; Jim Absher.
POBox 721 • Moreno Valley, CA 92556 • 9

danclrk@roadrunner.com
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:~ln COUNCIL v

J{oney J{O{Cow T{emeffl#~~~c~o{
11765 Honey Hollow Drive· Moreno Valley, CA 92557 •

~l~~a;q~z,l

My name is Elena Santa Cruz and I am part of the School Site Council at Honey Hollow
Elementary School located in Moreno Valley. Weare one of many schools that are being
affected by budget cuts by the state of California. As a result of the budget crisis, we are
short $300.00 for our fourth grade field trip to San Luis Rey de Francia Mission.
Moreno Valley Unified School District currently has a bus shortage and charter busses
would charge too much to take us to the mission ($2,500.00). So, our fourth graders were
told early in the year that we would use district busses, but they would only be allowed to
spend a few hours at the mission and would be dropped off at the park afterwards to have
lunch. The fourth graders were excited that they were gong to be allowed to visit the
mission and the fact that they would need to walk back to school did not bother them at
all. After much planning and negotiating with transportation, we scheduled the field trip
to coincide with the mission curriculum. But, recently budget cuts have cancelled the
field trip.

In addition to having little money to go to the mission, the price of the admission ticket
has been raised from $3.00 per child to $4.00 per child. Most of the children in our
school receive free lunch are deprived of the advantages of visiting a mission outside of a
school field trip. Many of our children have two parents that work outside of the home
and are unable to take their child to a mission.
California's Fourth Grade History & Social Science Standard 4.2 requires that all
students demonstrate an understanding of California's missions and their geographic,
social, economic and political influences in California history. We have scheduled a
"Fourth Grade Mission Tour" at San Luis Rey de Francia that is designed to emphasis all
the aspects of the fourth grade standard. In order to confirm our reservations and request
the busses from transportation, we would need a promise of your intent to donate the
funds by no later than April 7th • Also, we would need the funds by May I st.
It would benefit our students and community tremendously if you were able to help pay

for our field trip by donating $300.00 to Honey Hollow Elementary School. We are on a
very limited budget and would greatly appreciate any donation. Please make a check
payable to Honey Hollow Elementary School and send to 11765 Honey Hollow Street,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me at
Thank you again.
Sincerely,

~ ~ (l ~ /\ ____

a

Elena Santa Cruz
~~
Honey Hollow School Site Council

I
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Dear Mr. Stewart:
Despite the slowdown in the real estate market, our city is starting to pick up
steam. The old train depot is done, down town is getting cleaned up and new
stores are opening in Perris. One reason for the success is the ability to
attract new companies to our region that provide jobs. In turn, people who work
locally are shopping locally.
By attracting businesses like DHL and Whirlpool, our city and our region are
growing and are better able to withstand the downturns in the economy. That is
why I am asking you to support cargo flights at March.
Simply put, our region needs the jobs. The money people make locally stays local
and that helps Perris, Moreno Valley, Riverside and the entire county.
When these big companies, like DHL come in, they generate hundreds of jobs at
their sites but hundreds more that provide the goods and services those workers
need. Those big companies also provide the money our region needs to build parks,
schools, roads and drainage.
Please keep up the good work and make Perris and our region strong and vote for
cargo flights at March.

Richard Pena

P.O. Box 8425
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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March 11, 2008

Honorable Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

~~'~It has been an honor to serve the people of our region in the U.S. House of Representatives. As a
leader in our community, I want you to be among the first to know that I am actively seeking reelection so that I may continue my work to help the people I have had the privilege of
representing in Congress.
There is still so much to do during these challenging and difficult times. The many issues
confronting us require serious consideration and sound policy solutions. Your advice and
counsel will be invaluable as I continue to address these many challenges; and I look forward to
working with you to improve the lives of our neighbors.
I would be deeply honored if you would complete and return the enclosed endorsement form. It
would mean so much to me personally to have you standing with me every step ofthe way.
Together, we can make sure that our community, and indeed our nation, is a more secure and
prosperous place today and for future generations.

Mary Ma::6
Dono
Member of Congress

Enclosure

P.O. Box 3370, PALM SPRINGS, CA 92263

"*

"*

Paid for by the Mary Bono Committee, P.O. Box 3370, Palm Springs, CA 92263
Not printed at government expense.
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Mary Bono Mack Committee
ENDORSEMENT FORM

Yes! I authorize the use of my nalT1.~Jill) any advertising & endorsement
of ary Bono Mack to the United
purposes promoting the Re-E.le2tion
States Congress.
~d:;'::::::7==r--."...
Signature:

//
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Please Print Full Name:
Title/Office Held:
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__________

Date:
Contact Information:

Address:
City/Zip:

~ 1> ~ J(p ~~fJNO ~ ft ~
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9~5~7

Phone:
FAX:

Please return this form by fax to the Mary Bono Mack Committee at (760) 323-9474.

P.O. Box 3370, PALM SPRINGS, CA 92263

*'

*'

Paid for by the Mary Bono Committee, P.O. Box 3370, Palm Springs, CA 92263
Not printed at government expense.
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THOMAS DAVID RUDOLPH JR,
22921 Chambray Dr,
Moreno Valley, Ca.
92557

To: The City of Moreno Valley, District Attorney County Riverside
In .Superior Court Department 3 on November 6, 2007 the court
dismiss from my lawsuit, the City of Moreno Valley, and
District Attorney, County of Riverside, on grounds of your
demurrer, if the court does not reinstate you, Plaintiff will
go to the California Supreme Court, and if they do not want
to do anything, Plaintiff will go to the United State Supreme
Court.

RIC 467 385

42 U.S.C.A. § 1983 The Supreme Court has held that local
government can be sued directly, for monetary, declaratory,
or injunctive relief where "the action that is alleged to be
unconstitutional, or color of law.
Your job is to enforce laws in conformity with the legislative
intent, and that is the function of the Courts, State v. Hailey.
you only have immunity, if your work fall within the scope of
your authority, if you do not enforce the laws or if you go
beyond your authority this is all so color of law.
You do not have immunity to let the Horne Depot do what they want.
does your conduct violate clearly established statutory or
constitutional rights of which reasonable person would have
known.

;;//um1

THOMAS
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:~n'( ,COUNCIL.
~ORE/>W VALLEY

RECEIVED
Frank Schiavone
City of Riverside
3900 Main Street, 7th Floor
Riverside, CA 92522

e08.,ARR~3.o~"J:lt 1,:43

Dear Chairman Frank Schiavone;

It is no secret that the population in California has experienced a drastic increase in the
last five years and there is nothing from preventing additional growth.
The Inland Empire is a key proponent in accommodating California's expansion because
we actually have room for expansion. There are not many areas, like the Inland Empire,
left that possess the crucial resource of land. I enjoy open space, though we still have a
lot of dirt that is prime for commercial opportunities.
.Due to this simple truth, the Inland Empire has experienced a great rise of new citizens
within its own boundaries. We, the current residents, need to do all that we can to
guarantee that there are enough jobs available to accommodate the area's growth.
This is why it is imperative that our community supports March Global Port; a huge
economic generator and creator of jobs in our community. Lets continue to expand the
commercial opportunities in our region.

Sincerely,

Brian Walker
Walkers Home Repair
P.O. Box 6050
Moreno Valley, CA 92554

CC: CEO Lori Stone
Vice Chairman Mark Yarbrough
Commissioner Charles White
Commissioner Richard Stewart
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~onald W. Grimm, Ph.D.
Licensed Psychologist PSY - 20305

Individual, Couples & Family Psychotherapy
Anger, Anxiety, Depression, Relationships, School, Work
;:,:;10420 Bea~ontAvenue, Suite B
Beaumont, CA 92223
Appointments,
Fax:
<\Ii

:;lr"'">"'!"·

bttP:71th~rapis~:p§YchOlOgyto~,coml36146
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10420 BeaumDa~mt~

PM t: 4~

Beaumont, CA 92223
Phone (951) 769-3288

City of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Attn: Richard Stewart, Council Member

Dear Councilman Stewart & Fellow Chamber of Commerce Member:
I am a member of the Beaumont Chamber of Commerce, Cherry Valley Chamber of
Commerce, and Desert Business Association. I have over nineteen years of experience
and would like to introduce you to my solo private practice. I have enclosed a
summary of my practice including my office locations in Beaumont and Palm Springs
and my areas of expertise. I accept most insurances including the following:
Aetna and Aetna Employee Assistance Program
Blue Cross of CA
Blue Shield of CA
CIGNA and CIGNA Employee Assistance Program
College Health IPA
HealthNet
Medicare
MHN and MHN Employee Assistance Program
Pacificare and Pacificare Employee Assistance Program
US. Behavioral Health Plan, CA
United Behavioral Health and United Behavioral Health Employee Assistance Program
United Health Care
ValueOptions and ValueOptions Employee Assistance Program
VictimlWitness Assistance Program
Please let me know if I can be of any assistance. I also look forward to working with
you and the Chamber in the years ahead.
Sincerely,

QN~(fv-O
Donald W. Grimm, Ph.D.
Licensed Psychologist
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Psychology Today: Dr. Donald W. Grimm, PhD, Psychologist, Beaumont, CA 92223
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Dr. Donald W. Grimm
Psychologist

. PhD

Office
Donald W. Grimm, Ph.D.
10420 Beaumont Avenue
SuiteB
Beaumont, California 92223
!:ll@Map

Additional Office
Donald W, Grimm, Ph.D.
160 N. Luring Drive
SuiteH
Palm Springs, California
92262

Contact Information
phone:
fax: (
Email me.
Send PL9file to friend

Additional Contact
phone: (

"My solo private practice integrates psychodynamic, cognitive-behaVioral and solutions-focused
psychotherapies that generally yield immediate and long-term results. I conduct individual, couples and family
psychotherapy. My areas of expertise include anger management, anxiety and stress management,
depression, grief and bereavement, health and wellness, gay and lesbian issues, multicultural issues, sex and
sexuality, and career and vocational. I am a member of the American Psychological Association, Beaumont
Chamber of Commerce, Cherry Valley Chamber of Commerce, Desert Business Association, Desert Pride
Center and boardmember of Desert Women for Equality.

For over seventeen years, I have provided a comfortable, therapeutic:: environment which affords maximum
confidentiality for my patients. I work effectively with adolescents, adults, and elders. I demonstrate a
multicultural sensitivity towards issues of age, gender, race and ethnicity, religion and spirituality, sexual
orientation and socioeconomic status.
My Palm Springs office, located near the airport, serves Bermuda Dunes, Cathedral City, Desert Hot Springs,
Indian Wells, La Quinta, Morongo Valley, Palm Desert, and Rancho Mirage. My Beaumont office, located near
the 1-10 and CA-60 freeways, serves Banning, Cabizon, Calimesa, Cherry Valley, Hemet, Mentone, San
Jacinto and Yucaipa."

http://therapist.psychologytoday.com/nns/proCdetail.php?profid=36146&print=1&map=Y

2110/2008
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Psychology Today: Dr. Donald W. Grimm, PhD, Psychologist, Beaumont, CA 92223

Taking the first step toward getting help;s otten the most difficult
Please don't hesitate to:
Email the thera-pist(~}

GENERAL
Gender: Male
Years in Practice: 15+ Years
Avg Cost {per session}: $140-$149
Sliding Scale: No
Accepts Credit Cards: No
Accepted Insurance Plans:
BlueCrass and/or BlueShield
CHIPA/College Health
CIGNA & CIGNA EAP
Health Net
MHN/Managed Health Network & MHN EAP
Medicare
PHCS/Private Health Care Systems
PacifiCare
U.S. Behavioral Health Plan. CA
United Behavioral Health
United Health Care
Value Optiions & ValueOptions EAP
Please ask about your health
insurance coverage when you
arrange your first visit.
CLIENT FOCUS
Ethnicity: Any
Gender: AU
Religious Orientation: Any
Gay/Lesbian Expertise: Yes
Age: Adolescents, Adults, Elders
QUALIFICATIONS
Graduate School: New York University
Year Graduated: 1997
License No. and State: PSY20305 California

~

SPECIALTIES
(Strengths in green)
Anxiety or Fears
Depression
Relationship Issues
Addictions or Substance Abuse
Child or Adolescent Issues
Chronic Pain or Illness
Divorce
Domestic Abuse or Violence
Elderly Persons Disorders
Gay Lesbian Issues
Infertility or Adoption
Loss or Grief
Parenting
Spirituality
Trauma and PTSD
Impulse Control Disorders
Victimization

TREATMENT PREFERENCES
Orientation:
Cognitive Behavioral (CBT)
Psychodyna mie
Modality:
Couples
Family
Individuals
EASY ACCESS
Nearby Towns: Banning. CA, Beaumont, CA,
Cathedral City, CA, Palm Springs, CA
Nearby Counties: Riverside
NearbyZJps:92220,92223,92234,92262

Copyright 1921-2008 Sussex Publishers, LlC
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February 13,2008

[] COpy
Mr. Michael Geller
Sunnymead Building Partners 1, LLC
P_O. Box 7599
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-7599
RE: Sunnymead Blvd. Beautification Project and Properties located at 23205, 23207 and 23209
Sunnymead Blvd.
Dear Mr. Geller:
I am in receipt of your letter dated February 8, 2008, regarding your concerns about having to
pay Zone S (Special District Taxes for maintenance costs along Sunnymead Blvd.) before the
construction has been completed. I appreciate your questions regarding the collection and use of
the special tax funds. Please allow to me explain what the City has done and why.
When the City levied the Zone S tax for FY 2007-08, it believed that significant portions of the
project would be completed and released to the City to maintain. In June 2007, City staff made
the decision to levy the Zone S tax. At that time, construction of Phase 1 (sidewalks and
landscaping) of the Sunnymead Blvd. was scheduled to begin in January 2008. Improvements
from Frederick to Graham would have been completed and accepted for maintenance by the City
in June 2008 with other sections being accepted throughout the rest of the year. Based on this
schedule, City staff believed it was appropriate to levy the Zone S tax in FY 2007-08 because
there would be a need for the tax revenues to pay for maintenance costs. Unfortunately, that
schedule has been adjusted due to delays in construction of Eastern Municipal Water District's
(EMWD) water line replacement project that runs most of the distance of Sunnymead Blvd.
(roughly from your property to Perris Blvd.).
EMWD awarded the water line replacement contract in June 2007 and construction was
scheduled for completion in July 2008. In reality, construction actually began in late October
2008. Further delays by the pipeline contractor have extended the expected completion date into
November 2008 (assuming the schedule can be maintained from here on). These delays have
caused the City to postpone construction of Phase 1 of its project until March 31,2008 to avoid
conflicts with EMWD's contractor. The Phase 1 contract is scheduled to be awarded by the City
Council on February 26.
Under the current schedule, the City will have completed sidewalk and landscaping
improvements from Frederick to Graham by early June 2008, from Graham to Heacock by mid
September, and median improvements from Frederick to Graham by early October. The City's

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION DIVISION
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Letter to Geller
February 13,2008
Page 2

construction contracts require the City take over maintenance 90 days after construction is
completed in each half-mile section. Thus, the City will need to pay for maintenance services in
the completed sections beginning in September 2008. Had the City not collected funds in FY
2007-08, there would not be funds available to pay for maintenance servIces beginning in
September.
Due to the construction delays, expenses to Zone S (the Sunnymead Blvd. Maintenance Costs)
will be lower than estimated over the next 12 months. As a result, the City Manager has directed
City staff to implement a one-year reduction of the Zone S special tax in FY 2008-09 to one-half
the charges levied in FY 2007-08. Reducing the special tax for a year will provide some relief to
property owners but still provide enough funds to maintain the new improvements as each
section of the project is completed and accepted.
Thank you for sharing your concerns and interest in the Sunnymead Blvd. Beautification Project.
Sincerely,

Mitch Slagerman
Redevelopment Division Manager
cc:

William H. Batey II, Mayor
Frank West, Mayor Pro Tem
Bonnie Flickinger, Council Member
Richard A. Stewart, Council Member
Charles R. White, Council Member
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

W:\NeighborPres\RDA \Sunnymead\ltr to MGeller.021308.doc
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Mitch Siagerman
Redevelopment Manager
City of Moreno Valley
Bob Gutierrez
City Manager
City of Moreno Valley

Delivered by Hand

Re:

Sunnymead Blvd. Improvement Project
Our Address: 23205-7-9 Sunnymead Blvd.

Dear Mitch & Bob
I recall the election by the owners of the Sunnymead Blvd. properties was for the
purposes of maintenance on the Sunnymead Blvd. improvement project facilities. The
owners of the properties voted to allow for the creation of a special district and the
payment of property taxes for the maintenance of those improvements.
We recently paid our 2007-2008 property taxes, and we, like all other property owners,
were accessed for the maintenance of the Sunnymead Blvd. improvement project.
Now, as I understand it, the fiscal year is July 1 to June 30. Therefore, the taxes we just
paid were for the year ending June 30, 2008.
There is no way that the.project will be finished by June 30, 2008, ! would be surprised
if it is finished by June 30, 2009. In addition, I am of the understanding that the
contractor will be required to provide a one year warranty on their work.
My question is this. Why are we paying maintenance for something that has not yet
even begun construction? Our project paid about $2,000 in property taxes for the
Sunnymead Blvd. Improvement project maintenance (about $166.00 per month) for
something that has not yet even begun.
Is it the City's intention to collect property taxes next year and indefinitely for something
that has not yet even broken ground? If so, on what authority and what is going to be
done with this money? This seems like overreaching by the City in colleting these taxes
for maintenance even before construction has begun. According to the note I saw, the
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February 8, 2008
MitchSlagerman
Redevelopment Manager
City of Moreno Valley
Bob Gutierrez
City Manager
City ofMote no Valley

Delivered by Hand

Re:

Sunnymead 8lvd. Improvement Project
Our Address: 23205-7-9 Sunnymead Blvd.

Dear Mitch & Bob
I recaHtHeelection by the owners of the Sunnymead Blvd. properties was for the
purpbses of maintehance on the Sunnymead Blvd. improvement project facilities. The
oWners of the properties voted to allow for the creation of a special district and the
paymehtofproperty taxes forthe maintenance of those improvements.
Wereceritly paid our 2007-2008 property taxes, and we, like all other property owners,
were aCCessed for the maintenance of the Sunnymead Blvd. improvement project.
N6w,'as I understand it, the fiscal year is July 1 to June 30. Therefore, the taxes we just
paid were forthe year ending June 3D, 2008.
There is no way that the project will be finished by June 30, 2008. I would be surprised
if it is finished by June 30, 2009. In addition, I am of the understanding that the
. contractor will be required to provide a one year warranty on their work.
Myqu9stion is this. Why are we paying maintenance for something that has not yet
evehbegun construction? Our project paid about $2,000 in property taxes for the
SunnymeatfSlvd. Improvement project maintenance (about $166.00 per month) for
something that has not yet even begun.
ISjfthe City's intention to collect property taxes next year and indefinitely for something
thatl;iashof yet even broken ground? If so, on what authority and what is going to be
dOR8With this money? This seems like overreaching by the City in colleting these taxes
'for;rn~.i6~et1ance:even befor$coristructic;m has;.begun. According to. the nbte·lsaw, the
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~~,~ KAISER PERMANENTE®

Kaiser

FoundJtibn~~Qij..

;40RENO VALLEY

RECEiVED
February 1,2008

OafES -8 PH 4: 41

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Councilmember, City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Councilmember Stewart,
As you know, the future of the Moreno Valley Community Hospital has been under public
discussion for several months. On behalf of Kaiser Permanente, I am very pleased to share with
you the news that the Valley Health System (VHS) has voted to proceed with a transaction
involving the sale of Moreno Valley Community Hospital (MVCH) to Kaiser Permanente.
Because Valley Health System has filed for Chapter 9 bankruptcy, the parties will be seeking
approval of the transaction by the bankruptcy court. We will notifY you once that process has
been completed.
We are honored to be entrusted with this important community asset, and we look forward to
continuing Moreno Valley Community Hospital's tradition for excellent patient care in the
community.
Kaiser Permanente will operate Moreno Valley Community Hospital as a community hospital
that is open to all residents ofthe community. We welcome the physicians who are currently
working at MVCH to practice at the hospital. We are also working with MVCH to provide
employment opportunities for Moreno Valley employees. We would like as many Moreno
Valley Community Hospital employees as possible to consider employment by Kaiser
Permanente after the transfer of ownership.
Patient care is the top priority for Kaiser Permanente. We are committed to a smooth transition
for current and future patients, employees, physicians and the community.
I realize that you may have questions about different aspects of the change of ownership from the
Valley Health System to Kaiser Permanente. I hope that you will call me at
or
Karen Roberts, Public Affairs Director for our Riverside service area at
to
discuss the transition. Thank you.
Sincerely,

rJ40.... WI .uJJ1djVita Willett
Executive Director
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan and Hospitals
Riverside Medical Center

10800 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92505
NS-2130(7-01)

MV00225992

Kaiser Foundation Hospitals

J anuary-24,,2008

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Councilmember, City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Councilmember Stewart,
The future of the Moreno Valley Community Hospital has been under public discussion for
several months. I want to let you know that the Valley Health System Board of Directors will be
considering a potential transaction involving the sale of Moreno Valley Community Hospital to
Kaiser Permanente at their Board meeting scheduled for Monday, January 28, at 7:30 p.m.
If we are successful in purchasing Moreno Valley Community Hospital, Kaiser Permanente will
operate it as a community hospital open to all residents of the community. We will welcome the
physicians who are currently working at the hospital and hope that they will continue practicing
there, and we would like as many Moreno Valley Community Hospital employees as possible to
consider employment by Kaiser Permanente after the transfer of ownership.
Patient care is the top priority for Kaiser Permanente. We would be honored if you would
support us at the Valley Health System Board of Directors meeting on Monday evening by
speaking on our behalf. My office will follow-up with you tomorrow to see if this might be
possible.
I realize that you may have questions about different aspects of the change of ownership from the
or
Valley Health System to Kaiser Permanente. I hope that you will call me at
to
Karen Roberts, Public Affairs Director for our Riverside service area at
discuss the transition. Thank you.
Sincerely,

u~J;MJfVita Willett
Executive Director
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan and Hospitals
Riverside Medical Center

10800 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92505
NS-2130(7·01)
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Mr. Charles White
City of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92552

08 JAN 28 PM 2:22
J;"
I

1/22/2008

Mr. White;
Every time I open a newspaper, all I read about are companies closing their doors, layoff, the aftermath of the residential boom and so forth. All of these are indicators of how
poorly the economy is. In times like this, we must all work together and do something
to stimulate the market place.
Please do not get me wrong; I am a firm believer of the invisible hand. I know of the
economic cycle and so forth. Though in order to support the market and make sure a
recovery is quickly underway, we have to support jobs.
Jobs are the main pUrpose I am writing to you today. I was recently informed that
March GlobalPort is projected to produce over two thorisand new jobs by the time it is
all developed. Wow! This is such a great opportunity for our region-especially in times
such as these.
Thank you for letting you share my support with you.

_
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CC: Supervisor Marion Ashley, Councilmember Dick Stewart

MV00225994

Jan 25 2008 3:39PM

p. 1

J anuary.",19 io:2008

Deaf Council members Charles White and Richl\rd Stewart;

1 am a local businessman owning a photography company in Moreno Valley. To some
surprise of my own, my concern for our city·s economy is growing. After reading the
newspaper article en1itlcd 4tlnJand area's rising jobs tide bas turned. federal. figure shows"
published in 'I'he Pre:rs Enltrpr;,fe on January 1Sift it is cltar that I am not the onl)' one
noticing Ihis ph=nomenon.

Thave personally noticed 8 decline in- business. People in our community do not .have tbct
expendable income which they once had. Jobs have become scarce wIth 'the notion of
. "lay-ofls" happening all too frequently.
However. [ see hope in a bright future. There are many activities_ occumng locally and
regionally. For one.. I see DHL in our backyards. Fimt creating approximately 400 jobs
with the expected growth to 3,000 jobs; this will greatly benefit our region, especially
Moreno Valley.
People will finally have the opportunity for good.payingjobs dose to home.
I thank you for your continued suppon of business and continue dcdiCa1i on to the Marcb
Air Reservo and Maroh OlobalPon.

Wann Rl;g~ds-.

&~~.
Sid Zeledon
U719 Tumbeny St.
MorenoValley. CA 92555

MV00225995

Riverside County
Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Commission
6296 River Crest Dr. Ste.E
Riverside. CA 92507
Januar,y,15;2008
Council Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
P.O.Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Council Stewart:
The Riverside County Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission has
presented awards to outstanding citizens and agencies for the last twenty-seven years.
The event is our Annual Awards Dinner, which will be held March 11, 2008, at The Old
Spaghetti Factory Restaurant, 3191 Mission Inn Avenue, Riverside, Ca.
Recently we added a new award called the "Community Delinquency Prevention Award".
We are writing you and the mayors in all the Riverside County cities to request you
nominate a program in your community that has been in existence at least one year and
that is involved with juveniles in delinquency prevention programs or work in the
rehabilitation of youth.
The enclosed form may be helpful to you in preparing your nomination. However, if you
prefer, you may write a letter and attach brochures or flyers about the program and the
people who work in the program. Our Executive Committee will review the nominations
and select one winner.
This winner will be invited to attend our dinner to receive this award, along with other
recipients of youth serving categories.
Please submit your nomination by Tuesday, January 22, 2008. If you have any questions,
please contact our secretary, Gail Moore, at
We look forward to your nomination.

~
. Sue Cullen
Chairperson
SC:gdm

I

~~.j
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Riverside County
Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Commission

FROM: ______________________________________________
CITY: ___________________________________

The following is my nomination for the COMMUNITY DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION AWARD:

Reason for nomination:

Person to contact if your nominee is selected the
winner:

----------------------------------------------------

Return to:
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission
6296 River Crest Dr.
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92507

MV00225997

"CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

08 JAN 24 PH 12: 39

Mr. Charles White
City of Moreno Valley
141771 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92552

Dear Mr. White;
I am writing to show my full pledged support for MarCh Global Port. It is a great feeling
knowing that our community was selected to house such globally recognized companies like
DHL and Phillips.
The economy is drastically slowing down and it is essential we do all we can to prevent it from
coming to a halt.
I feel strongly about the operation of a cargo port here in the Inland Empire. It brings the
needed jobs to our community. Jobs help in the stimulation our economy. Jobs in our region
..allow people to work closer to home, thus spending their money closer to home.
The global cargo port is a win-win situation for everyone. It strengthens our local economy and
creates local tax revenues from the increased spending.
Like myself, I hope you see the substantial benefits of the Global Port.

Sincerely,

Debra L. Renteria Scott
28075 Gerald Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

)
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Clfy'·COUNCIL
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i~'WRENO

RECEIVED
THERESA ANZURES

08 JAN I 7 PM 4: 30

24560 Nandina Avenue #6
Moreno Valley, California 92551
Phone:

Jantlary'"8r"2008
Honorable Richard Stewart
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92552

Dear Honorable Stewart:
I am writing to you today to express my support of the March Global Port.
The pressing issue at hand is jobs. The economy is experiencing a recession. In
order to prevent the tremend?us hardship that many of us went through in the
nineties, we must all work together to make sure our economy remains active
and strong.
Our region is vastly expanding with people in search of the "American Dream."
This notion cannot be a reality unless our region has jobs and infrastructure;
both of which is being provided from the March Global Port.
As a commissioner on the Joint Powers Association, I ask that you continue to
fight for the March Global Port. We must encourage such assets in our
community.
Sincerely,

JJWlJiJA Arn~
Theresa Anzures

24560 Nandina Avenue #6
Moreno Valley, California 92551

MV00225999

Stewart, Richard

MV00226058

Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cindy Miller
Thursday, May 09, 2013 11 :50 AM
Henry T. Garcia; Michelle Dawson; Suzanne Bryant; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co;
'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; molinavision@verizon.net; Richard Stewart; richstew27
@gmail.com; Tom Owings; towings123@gmail.com; Victoria Baca; Victoriabaca2000
Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross
FW: Charter subcommittee - Council Member Stewart

-----0 rigi na I M essage----From: Richard Stewart
Sent: Thursday] May 09] 2013 11:48 AM
To: Cindy Miller
Subject: Charter subcommittee
It is with regret that I must stop participating in the Charter subcommittee. I have lost confidence in the purpose and
process and do not fully support portions of what is being proposed.
Cindy: pass this on to the Mayor and all of council as well as the City Manager.
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Contributions from Palm Desert Development Company
COUNCil MEMBER NAME

2012

2011

~

2009

2008

TOTAL:

.:§lI.'W,~~~~V;i:;~~t~~ftli";f;{'>"';':~;;~'~':i·:":~:)~~; ~i;;;X;0!:M:Q'~'~~i;0\~:f: 2Qi;',:;1:;,~;gn~~ti.~i&; f};:;i;$;;lJi§Ji?~~P:Gc;:'~,.';:r:: ~::!~~~j,~iX;)~;Qi@.':;::~~ ;{;$;~~:Q;@~:l:QJ);W;: iM:~~:iQ,~g,:f:~Q/;,:;::',
Bonnie Flickinger
Robin Hastings

None

None

$40,500.00

None

None

$40,500.00

$l 500.00

$500.00

None

$3,500.00

$3,000.00

$8,500.00

j

l~;$:$:g;ii'91i:~~~~:6:ii:~:::Y:\';'/"\"';~\f,,}X]i~: ·~~:'~'~:·:::~i;~~~it~~~igmfij:::L,;,:"l;'~NQ,~.:~:))I~;~f;::~ ,jg~;2~;d~iiij~;~?'::;;i~~!!.i ~'.:;;:~Kt~~:ilii~i?0,~i::-;t~~~t;~~;@iiQ;~~'~ ~i~},~~~:g@:Qt@~Q?;;\::~
Richard Stewart

Tqtn..AQ~j,Q;g~j(;tf;·:~~~'·;::i: ,;-..
Victoria Baca

None

None

$2,350.00

None

None

$2,350.00

,;,::;,:-::,Hi i;;;;;,;,~;:M,~lq):l:~;'Mi~;;:i;;{,j ~·,·.;,;,.:N,~JM~:\q,:Y:;i X~;;:,:;;·~t:;t~n;>,ii,~,~:, ;,\;:.'~~K,',t:;iJ.l~gJt~~.;:i!t,:(,~ ;'\~f·:af&,9.,m;~:t~;,;:.{~~ ~·;;Ki,l.:~~~~;~:m~~i'l;:~,i.;\~:

None

None

None

None

None

None
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Cindy Miller
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cindy Miller on behalf of Richard Stewart
Tuesday, December 11,2012 10:46 AM
Cindy Miller
FW: Agenda Item E.2 Centerpointe West Warehouse Project
Planning Commission comment letters. pdf

From: George Hague [mailto:gbhague@gmail.com]

Sent:

Monday, December 10, 2012 10:20 PM
To: Richard Stewart
Subject: Agenda Item E.2 Centerpointe West Warehouse Project

http://ww-w.ehow.com/list6060095health-effects-diesel-exhausl.html
What are the Health Effects of Diesel Exhaust?

Good evening/morning Council member Stewart,
The City and/or the Developer should have supplied you with responses to the four Final EIR Centerpointe
West warehouse comment letters attached below. The public should also have seen responses well before your
meeting tonight on the project. The two page Caltrans letter was written on November 19, 2012 well before the
Planning Commission as well as your meeting and should have been responded to for the Commissioners. Even
the two page November 28th AQMD letter should have had some response prior to the Planning Commission
meeting. They should have and still should result in changes to the Conditions of Approval on the
Centrerpointe West Warehouse project These two agency are in place to protect the public on project similar
to this. Your main role is to also protect the Health, Safety and Welfare of Moreno Valley Residents. You
therefore should demand that these letters be thoroughly and completely responded to in writing prior to your
vote.
The third of the four letters is what I quickly wrote down during the Planning Commission meeting and used it
to address the Commissioners. These last two letters have been in the City'S possession for almost two weeks
and should also have been responded to in writing prior to your Council meeting. You as well as the public
have a right to see the responses to all four letter prior to your vote and the City would be well served to
incorporate many of the suggestions into the project prior to a vote on the project.
I still have hope that some Moreno Valley decision makers will represent the people and realize that toxic truck
diesel exhaust impacts the health of those who must breath it in on a daily basis like warehouse workers. You
might as well encourage our residents to smoke as to provide them jobs as warehouse workers. When time
allows please read the above link.
Take care,
George Hague

1
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Richard,

Juliene Clay
Monday, September 24,20124:24 PM
'richstew27@gmail.com'; Richard Stewart
Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross; Juliene Clay
Karen Chang
fiA/>.• ••, _",J)~ - ~,
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Ms. Chang stated she is the owner of the Comfort Inn on Sunnymead Blvd. Ms. Chang stated March ARB has cancelled
all their reservations with them, the Holiday Inn Express, and she thinks the Best Western. She stated March also
cancelled all of next years' reservations with them. She stated this will hurt the hotels on Sunnymead Blvd., and the
revenue Moreno Valley gets from the hotels. Ms. Chang stated March did not tell them why they cancelled, but she
feels it is because they feel as though the hotels aren't safe in their area. She stated she would like to talk to you as
soon as possible.

Administrative Assistant
City Council Office
14177 Frederick Street

r.o. Box 8800S

Moreno Valley, CA 92SS2~080S

E: JulieneC@moval.ora
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MV00227247

Juliene Clay
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

richard stewart <richstew27@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 25,201211:15 AM
Juliene Clay
Richard Stewart; Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross
Re: Possible Dates for the Meeting Regarding the Hotels on Sunnymead Blvd.

All of these new dates/times are OK with me. Please check with Chief Ontiveros also.
On Thu, Oct 25,2012 at 10:15 AM, Juliene Clay <julienec@moval.org> wrote:
Richard,
Col. McCoy is not available on the October dates, and he is not available until the week of November
12. Please advise if you are available on any of the following dates:
Wednesday, November 14
9:00 - 11 :30 a.m.
1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 15
9:00 - 11 :30 a.m.
1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Monday, November 19
9:00 - 11 :30 a.m.
1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Thank you.
Juliene Clay
Administrative Assistant
City Council Office
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: JulieneC@moval.org
From: Juliene Clay
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,20123:46 PM
To: richstew27@gmail.com; Richard Stewart
Cc: Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross; Juliene Clay
, Subject: Possible Dates for the Meeting Regarding the Hotels on Sunnymead Blvd.

Richard,
I am trying to put together a few dates everyone might be available for this meeting. Please advise if you are
available on any of the following dates:
1
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Tuesday, October 30
10:00 a.m.
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 31
1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 1
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Monday, November 3
9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Thank you.
Juliene Clay
Administrative Assistant
City Council Office
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: JulieneC@moval.org<mailto:JulieneC@moval.org>

2
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Juliene Clay
Tuesday, October 23,20123:46 PM
richstew27@gmail.com; Richard Stewart
Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross; Juliene Clay
Possible Dates for the Meeting Regarding the Hotels on Sunnymead Blvd.

Richard,
I am trying to put together a few dates everyone might be available for this meeting. Please advise if you are available
on any of the following dates:
Tuesday, October 30
10:00 a.m.
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 31
1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 1
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Monday, November 3
9:00-10:00 a.m.
4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Thank you.

~~

Administrative Assistant
City Council Office
14177 Frederick Street

P.o. BO:K 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: JulieneC@moval.or8

1

MV00227250

Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Cindy Miller
Tuesday, May 14,20136:28 PM
Tom Owings; towings123@gmail.com
Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross
FW: Forms 460 - Council Member Stewart - years 2011-2012

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Flag for follow up
Flagged

To:

Cc:

Copies printed and will be provided to you this evening
From: Ewa Lopez

Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:12 PM
To: Tom Owings
Cc: Cindy Miller; Jane Halstead; Kathy Gross; Juliene Clay
Subject: Forms 460 - Council Member Stewart - years 2011-2012

Stewart. pdf

Stewart 12
2011.pdf

Stewart Richard
460.pdf

Stewart Richard
Form 460.pdf

Thank you,
Ewa Lopez, CMC
Deputy City Clerk
City Clerk's Office
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

ro
J

-

LO

e: ewal@moval.org
w: www.moreno-valley.ca.us

1

MV00227626

Cindy Miller

Cc:
Subject:

Cindy Miller
Tuesday, May 14, 20136:24 PM
towings123@gmail.com; Tom Owings
Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross
FW: Forms 460 - Council Member Stewart - years 2008-2010

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Flag for follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:

Copies will be provided to you this evening

From: Ewa Lopez

Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:08 PM
To: Tom Owings
Cc: Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller; Juliene Clay; Kathy Gross
Subject: Forms 460 - Council Member Stewart - years 2008-2010

-m'5
Form 460
12-31-08.pdf

'm~
Form 460
12-31-1O.pdf

-m~
Form 460 Friends to
elect 6-30 ...

-m

\

FORM 497
10-16-10 (2).pdf

-m? -mS
-m, -m \
-;.)

Form 460
6-30-09.pdf

Form 460
12-31-09.pdf

Form 460
6-30-10.pdf

Form 460
9-30-10.pdf

FORM 497
10-16-10 (3). pdf

FORM 497
1O-16-1O.pdf

FORM 497
10-30-1O.pdf

FORM 497
11-01-10.pdf

Form 460
10-16-10.pdf

S9

Thank you,
Ewa Lopez, CMC
Deputy City Clerk
City Clerk's Office
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
14177 Fred e rick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

e: ewal@moval.org
w: www.moreno-valley.ca.us

1

L
MV00227627
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May 2013
Sunday

Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday
1)

5)

7)

6)

8)

Request to City
Last Day to
Clerk to Calendar Agendize an Item
City Manager
on May 14
Evaluation
Agenda

Friday

Thursday

Saturday

2)

3)

4)

9)

10)

11 )

,

Council Member
Stewart's Tale to
Press Enterprise

Owi ngs Testifies
at Grand Jury
Distribution of
Agenda Packet
12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

22)

23)

24)

25)

Closed Session
Regarding City
Manager Position

20)

21)

I

I

26)

28)

27)

29)

30)

31)

HOLIDAY

I

--

~

<
o
o

1'0
1'0
-...J

(J)
.j::>..

o

r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--

J

Page /1

Richard Stewart 460 Analysis
01/01/2008-06/302008
Shows cash balance on-hand of 427.64. Since there were no transactions, that should correspond
exactly to the bank balance.

07/01/2008-12/31/2008
Has a Misc. Increase to Cash of $580 put in the contribution box instead of the increases to cash
box. States on Schedule I, Unknown error discovered over 1 year old. The only way this could
happen is either intentionally failure to list a contribution or, complete failure to look at the bank
statement when filling out the forms. Either way, it is a relatively large amount of money to be
suddenly discovered after a year. His bank statements must have been showing $1007.64 if the
statement is accurate. It is hard to miss that kind of error, when there is no activity for 6 months.

01/01/2010-06/30/10
Another "suddenly discovered" error of $116.33. For all of 2009 he shows a cash on-hand of 121.11.
Again, did he fail to actually look at bank statements or what? For no activity, this is a lot of
"errors".

07/01/2010-09/30/2010
Schedule A. 829.93 of un-itemized monetary contributions of less than $100. That is a huge amount.
Not a good idea to accept cash for a campaign and is uncharacteristic of the type of campaign
Stewart was running there should be no cash.

09/09/10 Donald Howard $240 checked OTH. How is this an "Other"?
08/24/10 Steve Harmon is not an "Other." $250
09/17/10 Nick Jones. Shows Calendar YTO of $250.00
Page 4 shows Nick Jones for $250; Page 6 shows Nick Jones for $250 and Page 7 shows Nick Jones
for $250.00.

09/30/2010 Cash on hand 5320.02
10/01/2010-10/16/2010
Cash on Hand 6393.30
Outstanding Debts $3083.78

10/17/2010-12/31/2010
No reconciliation of what became of the $3083.78 Loan Balance but it was probably listed in the
payments section where he paid AFS 7353.66 although this is not clear.

MV00227643

tttts

Page 12
Cash on Hand 7856.05
Loan From MVTA 8,000

01/01/2011-06/30/2011
Cash on Hand 7856.05
Loan From MVTA 8,000

01/01/2011-12/31/2011
Cash on Hand 6656.05
Loan to MVTA 8,000

01/01/2012-06/30/2012
Cash on Hand 6656.05
Loan From MVTA 8,000

01/01/2012-12/31/2012
$5,090.52 is MISSING? OR ARE THERE UNREPORTED EXPENSES?
The opening balance on line 12 SHOULD BE 6,656.05. IT IS 1,565.53
In addition, the $8,000 loan from MVTA was forgiven in this period and additional forms should
be filed

MV00227644

Campaign Disclosure Statement
Summary Page

Type or print In Ink.
Amounts may be rounded
to whole dollars.

SUMMARY pAGE
Statement covers period
from
through

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE

July 1, 2010

CALIFORNIA·
FORM

Sept. 30, 2010

Page

NAME OF FILER

1. Monetary Contributions ...........................................

Schedule A, Line 3

2. loans Received ......................................................

Schedule S, LiMe 3

3. SUBTOTAL CASH CONTRIBUTIONS .........................

4. Nonmonetary Contributions ....................................

Add Lines 1 + 2

ColumnA

ColumnB

TOTAlTHIS PERIOD
(FROM ATTACHED SCHEDULES)

CALENOARVEAR
TOTAL TO DATE

$

22580.00

$

0
22580.00

$

22580.00

$

0
22580.00
10387.10

10387.10

Schedule C, Line 3

5. TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED ........................... AddLines3+4

$

17498.42

Expenditure Limit Summary for State
Candidates

$

$

o

Add Lines 6 + 7

17498.42

o

........... Schedule F, Line 3

°

10387.10

10,387.10

10. Nonmonetary Adjustment .......................................... Schedule C, Une 3
$

27885.52

$

238.44

$

27885.52

Current Cash Statement

15. Cash Payments.... ......... ................ .....................

22,580.00

CCI/umn A, Line 3 abClve

14. Miscellaneous Increases to Cash ...........................

o

Schedule I, Une 4

Column A, Line 8 above

Add Lines 12 + 13 + 14, then subtract Une 15

$

$

o

See instructions on reverse

$

o

Add Une 2 + Une 9 in Column B above

$

o

Sclledule B, Part 2

Cash Equivalents and Outstanding Debts
18. Cash Equivalents ......................... ...............
~

17498.42
5320.02

is a termination statement, Line 16 must be zero.

17. LOAN GUARANTEES RECEiVED...... .....................

19. Outstanding Debts

$

17498.42

o

PreviousSummaf}'Page,Lfnet6

$

$

17498.42

13: Cash Rece ipts .. .................................................

$

32967.10

Schedule H. Line 3

12. Beginning Cash Balance .......................

Received

$

7. loans Made

11. TOTAL EXPENDITURES MADE ................................ AddUnes8 + 9 + to

20. Contributions

32967.10

Scher/ule E, Line 4

9. Accrued Expenses (Unpaid Bills)

711 to Date

111 lh rough 6130

$

6. Payments Made

8. SUBTOTAL CASH PAYMENTS ........... .

Cale':ldar Year Summary for Candidates
Running in 80th the State Primary and
General Elections

21. Expenditures
$
Ma::Ie

Expenditures Made

<
o

1..!i

902122

Contributions Received

If this

of

1.0. NUMBER

Friends to elect Richard Stewart City Council 2010

16. ENDING CASH BALANCE ..........

~

460

To calculate Column B, add
amounts in Column A to the
corresponding amounts
from Column B of your lasl
report. Some amounts in
Column A may be negative
figures that should be
subtracted from previous
period amounts. If Ihis is
the first report being filed
for this calendar year, only
carry over the amounts
from Lines 2, 7, and 9 (if
any).

22. Cumulative Expenditures Made"
rlr Subjecllo Voluntary Expendllure Llmll)
Date of Election
(mmlddlyy)

Total to Date

---..1~--

$----

---..1----1--

$----

"Amounts in this section may be different from amounts
reported in Column B.

FPPC Form 460 (January/OS)
FPPC TolI.Free Helpline: 8G6/ASK-FPPC (866!275-3772)

o

1'0
1'0

-..,J
(J)
.j::>..

01

1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.'
'TYpe or print in ink.
Amounts may be rounded
to whole dollars.

Campaign Disclosure Statement
Summary Page

SUMMARY PAGE

Statement covers period
from
through

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE
NAME OF FILER

CALIFORNIA

FORM

Oct 1,2010

Pag& _ _ _ of _ __

Oct 16,2010

1.0. NUMBER

Frl.ends to Elect Richard Stewart City Council 2010

902122

Contributions Received
1. Monetary Contributions ............................... :........ ,..

ScheduleA. Une 3

2. Loans Received .... ........ ..... ..... ............ .......... ..........

Schedule B, Una 3

3. SUBTOTAlCASHCONTRIBUTIONS .........................

AddUnes1 +2

4. Nonmonetary Contributions .................................... SchedLlle C.

$

ColumnA

ColumnS

TOTAL THIS PERIOD
(FRDMATIACHEDSCHEDULES)

CALENOAR YEAR

2,709.00

TOTAL TO DATE

$

o

25,289.00

1/1 through 6/30

25,289.00
11,012.10

20. Contributions
$ _ _ _ __
Received

2709.00
625.00

$

$

3334.00

$

36,301.10

$

1,635.72

$

19,134.14

Expenditures Made
6. Payments Made

Scl1edule E. Une 4

7. Loans Made

Schedule H, Lina 3
Add Unes 6 + 7

SUBrOTALCASH PAYMENTS

9. Accrued Expenses (Unpaid Bills) ........... ..

$

Schedule F, Una 3

10. Nonmonetary Adjustment .......................................... Schedule C. Line 3
11. TOTAL EXPENDITURES MADE ........................ , ....... MdUnesB +9+ 10

$

0
1,635.72
3,083.78
625.00
5,344.50

o
$

$

19,134.14
3,083.78
11,012.10
33,230.02

12. Beginning Cash Balance

Column A. Line 3 aoo\18

5,320.02
2,709.00

Schedule I, Line <4

o

Previous Summary Page. Line 16

13. Cash Receipts

14. Miscellaneous Increases to Cash

$

$

1,635.72
6,393.30

$

0

15. Cash Payments ............... :....... ........................... Corum" A. Line 8 abo\18
AddUnes 12 + 13 + 14. then suotractUne 15

If this ;s a termination statement, Une 16 must be zero.

17. LOAN GUARANTEES RECEIVED

Schedule B. Part 2

Cash Equivalents i:lnd Outstanding Debts
~

<
o

21. Expenditures
Made

18. Cash Equivalents ........................................
19. Outstanding Debts ..........................

See instruclions on rever.se

Add Line 2 + Line 9 in Column B sbove

o

1'0
1'0

-..,J
(J)
.j::>..
(J)

1-----------------------------------------------------------------------

$ -----$
3,083.78

To calculate Column B, add
amounts in Column A to the
corresponding amounts
from Column B of your last
report. Some amounts in
Column A may be negative
figures that should be
subtracted from previous
period amounts. If this is
the first report being med
for this calendar year. only
carry over the amounts
from Lines 2. 7, and 9 (if
any).

711 to Dale

$----

$ _ _ _ __

$----

Expenditure Limit Summary for State
Candidates
22. Cumulative Expenditures Made"
(If Subject to voluntary Expenditure Umlt)

Date of Election
(mmldd/yy)

Total to Date'

---1----1_ _

$----

__

$----

---1~

Current Cash Statement

16. ENDING CASH BAlANCE ..........

Calendar Year Summary for Candidates
Running in Both the State Primary and
General Elections

o

$

Une 3

5. TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED ........................... Add Unes 3 + 4

8.

460

. "Amounts in Ihis section may be different from amounts
reported in Column B.

FPPC Form 460 (January/OS)
FPPC Toll-Free Helpline: 866/ASK.FPPC (666/275-3772.

SUMMARY PAGE

Type or print in Ink.
Amounts may be rounded
to whole dollars.

Campaign Disclosure Statement
Summary Page

Statement covers period
from
through

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE

CALIFORNIA
FORM

Oct 17, 2010
Dec 31,2010

Contributions Received

ColumnA

ColumnS

TOTAL THIS PERIOD

CALENDAR YEAR
TOTALTOOATE

(FROMATTACHEO~CHEDUlE~'\,

2~Lof· ~

1. Monetary Contributions

Schedule A. Line 3

2. Loans Received

Schedule B. Line 3

3. SUBTOTAL CASH CONTRIBUTIONS

Add Lines 1 + 2

4. Nonmonetary Contributions

7,~

$

/

$

$

Calendar Year Summary for Candidates
Running in Both the State Primary and

32,539.0

15,.
950.00

$

40,539.00
11,962.10

Add Lines 3 + 4

$

-'l~e-

$

52,501.10

6. Payments Made

Schedule E. Line 4

$

13,821.48

$

32,955.62

7. Loans Made

Schedule H. Une 3

a

a

AddUnes6+ 7

$

13,821.48

$

32,955.62

.

9. Accrued Expenses (Unpaid Bills)

o
o

....... Schedule f, Une 3

10. Nonmonetary Adjustment

Schedule C, Line 3

11. TOTAL EXPENDJTURES MADE ........... :.................... AddUnes 8"" + 10

$

Previous Summary Page, Une 16

13. Cash Receipts ....

.... .......

$

Column A, Line 3 above

13,821.48

6,393.30

15'~;7
-z;

14. Miscellaneous Increases to Cash

Schedule I, Line 4

15. Cash Payments

Add Unes 12 + 13 + 14, then subtract Line 15

$

If this is a termination statement, Line 16 must be zero.

o

-...J

(J)
.j::>.

-...J

7,821.62
79''5'ft~ 0':;

o

See ins/nJctionson reverse

$

o

AddUne2+Une9inCo!umnBabove

$

8,000.00

Schedule B, Parl 2

Cash Equivalents and Outstanding Debts

1'0
1'0

6'

$

17. LOAN GUARANTEES RECEIVED

18. Cash Equivalents ........................................
19. Outstanding Debts .........................

•

13,821.48

Column A, Line 8 above

20. Contributions
Received

21. Expenditures
Made

711 10 Date

$ _ _ _ _ __ $ - - - $ _ _ _ __

$----

$

Expenditure limit Summary for State
Candidates
22. Cumulative Expenditures Made"
(If Subjectto Voluntary Expendilure Limit]

a

Date of Election

a

(mmlddlyy)

32,955.62

Current Cash Statement
12. Beginning Cash Balance

1/1 through 6130

'l,v\.-z..>

Expenditures Made

8. SU BTOTAL CASH PAYMENTS

General Elections

8,000.00

8:%·~1.Z.}

Schedule C. Une 3

5. TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED

<
o

~

902122

Friends to elect Richard Stewart City Council 2010

~

of

1.0. NUMBER

NAME OF FILER

16. ENDING CASH BALANCE ..........

"z./

Page

460

To calculate Column B, add
amounts in Column A to the
corresponding amounts
from Column B of your last
report. Some amounts in
Column A may be negative
figures that should be
subtracted from previous
period amounts. If this is
the first report being filed
for this calendar year, only
carry over the amounts
from lines 2, 7, and 9 (if
any).

Total to Date

---.1---.1_ _

$----

---.1----.1_ _

$----

"Amounts in this section may be different from amounts
reported in Corumn B.

FPPC Form 460 (January/OS)
FPPC Toll-Free Helpline: 866IASK-FPPC (B661275-3772)

;, "il~)i / .1,

, " .J , \ ,- N Ii \ f

NAME OF FILER

-

. d
.
F nen S to Elect RIchard Stewart City Council 2010

Date of

This Filing

Oct 25,2010

Report No.

2

1 OCT

\ r

I -.

......

V<:j t

N

I" ~

'l_ "

rQOlte~ifJ1P

L::J t"'M 12: I I

1.0. NUMBER (;(~i>pI;~~bJel

AREA CODE/PHONE NUMBER

<:>

J-c \ . \

r~~7-~ \\;'_ ,: :'-;, t_ ~- t
, \ t. C [. I ,!~ 0

Type or print in ink.
Amounts may be rounded to wh ole do liars.

497 Contribution Report

......
,; U:-':

U1

......
497CONTRI8UTION REPORT

F or Official

902122

497

CALIFORNIA
FORM

N

<:>

.....

<:>

~
z

Use Only

.....
tV

STREET ADDRESS

,...

<:>

23236 Harland Dr.
CITY
STATE

Moreno Valley

CA

ZIP CODE

92557

Amendment
I0to Report
No. - - - - -

0"Ej

(explain below)

~

. No. of Pages _ _ _ __

><

I

'"....
U1

1. Contribution(s) Received

tV
01>
<XI

DATE
RECEIVED

10/2Sf10

FULL NAME. STREET ADDRESS Ai'lD ZIP CODE OF CONTRIBUTOR
(IFCOMMIITee. ALSO ENTER 1.0. Nu ....SER)

Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association
5900 Sycamore Canyon Blvd., Ste 200
Riverside, CA 92507 FPPC#96204

IFAN INDIVIDUAL.
ENTER OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYER

CONTRIBUTOR
CODE *

'"01>
'"

AMOUNT

RECEIVED

(IF SELF·EIAPLOYEO. EtHER NAME OF 8iJSIN ESS)

o IND

U1

$8,000.00

[RJ COM
DOTH

~ Check if Loan

o PTY
osee

P rOllide ;n1ereSJ rate

0

o IND
o COM

o Check it Loan

DOTH

o

%

PTY

osee

o IND
o COM
DOTH
o PTY
o sec

'f.
P,ovide

Ir11eres~

,ate

,

o Check i1 Loan

I
I
I

%
Pfovide interest rate

'Contributor Codes
INO - Individual
COM - Recipient Comminee (other than PTY or SCC)
OTH - Other (e.g .. business entity)

Reason tor Amendment: ____________________________________

~

PlY - Political Party

sec - Small Contributor Committee
&1

<
o

FPPC Form 497 (Novemberl071
FPPC Toll-Free Helpline: 866fASK-FPPC (8661275-3772)

o

1'0
1'0
-...J

(J)
.j::>.

ex>
,-

""..,

""
......
<:>
<:>
tV

J

I

Type or print In Ink.
A ounts may be rounded
i to whole dollars.

Campaign Disclosure Statement
Summary Page

SUMMARY PAGE

Statement covers period

CALIFORNIA

January 1, 2011
f rom _ _ _ _.:..-_ _ __
through

seE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE
NAME OF FILER

June 30, 2011

Page

Schedule A, Une 3

2. Loans Received ......................................................

Schedule B. Line 3

SUBTOTAL CASH CONTRIBUTIONS ......... ................

4. Nonmonetary Contributions.... ....................... .........

Add Lines 1 + 2

Schedule C. Une 3

5. TOTALCONTRIBUnONS RECElVED ........................... AddLine~3+4.

Expenditures Made
6. Payments Made

SChedule E. Line 4

7. Loans Made .............................................................

ScI1edufeH, Une3

8. SUBTOTAL CASH PAYMENTS ..... ...............................

Add Lines 6 + 7

11. TOTAL EXPENDITURES MADE ................................ AddLlnes8+9+

$

$~

$

I

$~

$

,I

0
0

$

t====1

$

.
$

10

$

12. Beginning Cash Balance .......................

Previous Summatypage, Une 16

13. Cash Receipts ................... .......... ......................
15. Cash Payme nts .:................. ...............................

$

Column A. Line 3 above

14. Miscellaneous Increases to Cash ........ , ............ ,.....

$.

<D

7856.05

See instrucffons on reverse

$

0

Add Line 2 + Line 9 in Column B above

$

8,000.00

18. Cash Equivalents ......................................,'

--_.------

0
-

--

Schedule S, Part 2

Cash Equivalents and Outstanding Debts

-..,J
(J)
.j::>.

-

$

17. LOAN GUARANTEES RECEIVED .............. ,... .........

19. Outstanding Debts ........ ,................

7856.05

- -0

Column A, Line 8 above

Add Lines 12 + 13+ 14, ItJensubtractUne 15

0

-0

Schedule I, Une-4

is a termination statement, Line 16 mllst be zero.

o

I

I

Current Cash Statement

1'0
1'0

CALENDAR YEAR
TOTAlTO DATE

o
o

10. Nonmonetary Adjustment .......................................... Schedule C, Line 3

~

ColumnB

TOTAl THIS PERIOD

$

9. Accrued Expenses (Unpaid Bills) ............................... SchedlJle F. Line 3

<
o

ColumnA
(F~OMATTACHED SCHEDUlES)

1. Monetary Contributions ............................................

{f this

of

::;l-

902122

Contributions Received

16. ENDING CASH BALANCE ..........

2

460

1.0. NUMBER

Friends to Elect Richard Stewart City Council 2010

3.

FORM

0

o
a
a
o
o
o
o
a
o

o
$

o

To calculate Column B. add
amounts in Column A to the
corresponding amounts
from Column B of your last
report. Some amounts in
Column A may be negative
figures that should be
subtracted from previous
period amounts. If this is
the 1i rst report being filed
for this calendar year, only
earlY over the amounts
from Lines 2. 7, and 9 (if

Calendar Year Summary for Candidates
Running in Both the State Primary and
General Elections
7/1 to Date

1(1 through 6/30

20. Contributions
ReceIved
$ _ _ _ _ __
21. Expenditures
$ __________
Made

$---$----

Expenditure Limit Summary for State
Cand idates
.
22, Cumulative ExpendItures Made*
(IfSubJecltc Volunlllry E~pendlture.Umltl

Date of Election
(mmJddJyy)

Total to Date

__

$----

---1---...1_ _

$----

---.l~

·Amounts in this section may be different from amounts
reported in Column B.

any).
FPPC Form 460 (January/05l
FPPC Toll-Free Helpline: 866/ASK-FPPC (86&1275-3772)

-/

Type or print in ink.
Amounts may be rounded
to whole dollars.

Campaign Disclosure Statement
Summary Page

SUMMARY PAGE
Statement covers period
from

CALIFORNIA

FORM

July 1, 2011

through December 31,2011

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE

I Page

NAME OF FILER

1. Monetary Contributions

Schedule A. Line 3

2. Loans Received

Schedule B, Line 3

3. SUBTOTAL CASH CONTRIBUTlONS .........................

4. Nonmonetary Contributions ....................................

Add Lines 1 + 2

$
$

Schedule C, Line 3

ColumnA

ColumnB

TOTAL THISPERIOO
IfROMATTACHEOSCHEOULESJ

CALENDAR YEAR

o
o
o
o

Calendar Year Summary for Candidates
Running in Both the State Primary and

TOtAL TO DATE

o
o

General Elections

$

$

o
o

20. Conlributi ons

4

$

o

$

Payments Made................. ..................... ............. ....

Sr;/1ec1ule E, Line 4

$

1,200.00

$

7. loans Made........ ..... ......... .......................................

Schedule H, Line 3

5. TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED ... ·........... ·.......... AddLines 3 4

°

Expenditures Made

8. SUBTOTAL CASH PAYMENTS

Add Lines 64 7

.............. , ......

9. Accrued Expenses (Unpaid Bills)

$

$

$

1,200.00

o
$

1,200.00

Current Cash Statement
12. Beginning Cash Balance

Previous Summary Page. Une 16

13. Cash Receipts

$

7856.05

Column A, Line 3 above

o

Schedule I, Line 4

o

14. Miscellaneous Increases to Cash

Column A, Une B above

1,200.00

Add Lines 12+ 13414, then sublracWne 15

6,656.05

15. Cash Payments .............. .

$

If this is a termination statement, Line 16 must be zero.
$

o

See insf:r1Jc~ons on reverse

$

o

Add Line 2 + Line 9 in Corumn 8 above

$

17. LOAN GUARANTEES RECEIVED ...........................

Schedule 8, Part 2

Cash Equivalents and Outstanding Debts
~

18. Cash Equivalents ........................ ................
19. Outstanding Debts

o

1'0
1'0
-...J

(J)

01

o

r------------------------------

8,000.00

Received

21. Expenditures
Made

To calculate Column S, add
amounts in Column A to the
corresponding amounts
from Column S of your last
report. Some amounts in
Column A may be negative
figures thaI should be
subtracted from previous
period amounts. Ifthis is
the first report being filed
for this calendar year, only
carry over the a mounts
from Lines 2, 7, and 9 (if

711 to Date

$ _ _ _ _ __ $ - - - -

$ __________ $ - - - -

Expenditure Limit Summary for State
Candidates
22. Cumulative Expenditures Made~

1,200.00

o

o
o

Schedule F, Line 3

11. TOTAL EXPENDITURES MADE ................................ AddUnes a 49 41Q

1,200.00

1,200.00

111 through 6/30

o

o

10. Nonmonetary Adjustment .......................................... Schec1llle C, Line 3

<
o

3

902122

Contributions Received

16. ENDING CASH BALANCE ..........

of

1.0. NUMBER

Friends to elect Richard Stewart City Council 2010

6.

2

460

(If Subject to VolUnlaryE.pend~ure limit)

Date of Election
(mm/ddfyy)

Total to Date

-----1------1_ _

$_---

---1------1_ _

$----

~Amounts

in this section may be different from amounts
reported In Column B.

any).
FPPC Form 460 (JanLiarytOS)
FPPC TolI.Free Helpline: 866/ASK·FPPC (8661275-3772)

SUMMARY PAGE

Type or print in ink.
Amounts may be rounded
to whole dollars.

Campaign Disclosure Statement
Summary Page

Statement covers period
from
through

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE

CAL.IFORNIA
FORM

January 1, 2012
June 30, 2012

NAME OF FILER

1. Monetary Contributions

Schedule A. Line 3

2. Loans Received

Schedule B, Line 3

ColumnA

ColumnB

TOTAL THIS PERIOD
ifROMATTACHEDSCHEDULES)

CALENDAR YEAR
TOTAl TOOATE

$

0

$

0
0

$

o

Schedule C, Line 3

0

o
o
o

Add Lines 3+4

$

0

$

o

6. Payments Made

Schedule E. Line 4

$

$

o

7. Loans Made....... ................... ............. ................ ......

Schedule H. Line 3

3. SUBTOTAL CASH CONTRIBUTIONS

Add Lines 1 + 2

4. Nonmonetary Contributions
5. TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED

Expenditures Made

8. SUBTOTAL CASH PAYMENTS ....................................

9. Accrued Expenses (Unpaid Bills)

AddLines6+7

$

Schedule F; Line 3

10. Nonmonetary Adjustment

Schedule C, Line 3

11. TOTAL EXPENDITURES MADE ................................ AddUnes6+9+

10

$

o
o
o
o
o
o

$

Previous Summs/y Page, Une 16

13. Cash Receipts

$

Column A, Une J above

14. Miscellaneous Increases to Cash

Schedule I, Une 4

15. Cash Payments ..................................................

ColumnA,Une8above

6656.05

o
o
o

15

$

6656.05

Schedule B, Part 2

$

o

See instmclions on reverse

$

o

Add Una 2 + Line 9 in Column B above

$

16. ENDJNGCASHBALANCE .......... AddUnes 12 + 13 + 14, then sub/ractune
If this is a termination statement, Une 16 must be zero.

17. LOAN GUARANTEES RECEIVED ...........................

Cash Equivalents and Outstanding Debts

o

1'0
1'0
-...J

(J)

01
-->.

18. Cash Equivalents.. ..... .............. ..... ..............
19. Outstanding Debts

8000.00

Calendar Year Summary for Candidates
Running in Both the State Primary and
General Elections
7/1 to Date

1/1 lhrough 6/30

20. Contributions
Received

$ _ _ _ _ __ $ - - - - -

21. Expenditures
$ _ _ _ _ __
Made

$-----

Expenditure Limit Summary for State
Candidates

o
$

$

o
o

22. Cumulative Expenditures

Made~

(If Subjectt.. Voluntary Expenditure Umlll

Tolall0 Date

o

Date of Election
(mmlddlyy)

o

----.1----.1_ _

$----

----.1--1_ _

$----

Current Cash Statement

<
o

~

902122

Contributions Received

~

of

'.-

I.D. NUMBER

Friends to Elect Richard Stewart City Council 2010

12. Beginning Cash Balance

2

Page

4· 6-0

To calculate Column B, add
amounts in Column A to the
corresponding amounts
from Column B of your last
report. Some amounts in
Column A may be negative
figures that should be
su btracted from previous
period amounts. If this is
the first report being filed
for this calendar year, only
cany over the amounts
from Lines 2, 7, and 9 (if
any).

"Amounts in lhis section may be different from amounls
reported in Column 8.

FPPC Form 460 (JanuaryI05)
FPPC Toll-Free Helpline: 866/ASK-FPPC (8G6J275-3772)

Type or print in ink.
Amounts may be rounded
10 whole dollars.

Campaign Disclosure Statement
Summary Page

SUMMARY PAGE
Statement covers period
from

through December

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE

CA~I~ORNJA
FORM

July 1, 2012

31, 2012

I Page _ _2_

NAME OF FILER

1. Monetary Contributions ...........................................

Schedule A, Une 3

2. loans Received ......................................................

Schedule B, Une 3

3. SUBTOTAL CASH CONTRIBUTIONS .........................
4. Nonmonetary Contributions ............................ , .......

AddUnes 1 + 2

$

ColumnA

ColumnB

TOTAl THISPERIOD
(FROM ATIACHEOSCHEDULES)

GAtENDAR YEAR
TOTAlTO DATE

o

$

o
$

o

$

o
o
o

o

a

Schedule C, Une 3
+4

$

o

$

0

6. Payments Made

Schedule E, Une 4

$

992.78

$

992.78

7. loans Made

Schedule H, Une 3

5. TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED ........................... Add Unes 3

Expenditures Made

8. SUBTOTAL CASH PAYMENTS ......... ..

Add Lines 6 .. 7

$

992.78

F, Une3

10, Nonmonetary Adjustment .................... , ..................... ScheduleC, Une3

a

11, TOTAL EXPENDITURES MADE .................. ,............. Add Lines 8

+9 + 10

$

992.78

$

1565.53

$

992.78

o
o
$

992.78

Current Cash Statement
Previous Summary Page, Line 16

13. Cash Receipts

Column A, Line 3 above

o

Schedule I, Line 4

o

Co/umn A, Line 8 above

992.78

14. Miscellaneous Increases to Cash

15. Cash Payments

16. ENDING CASH BALANCE .......... Add Lines 12 + 13 + 14, then subtractUne 15

$

572.75

If this is a tennination statement, Une 16 must be zero.

17. LOAN GUARANTEES RECEIVED ...........................

Schedule B, Part 2

$

o

Cash Equivalents and Outstanding Debts

o

1'0
1'0
-...J

(J)

01
1'0

See instructions on reverse

$

19. Outstanding Debts .... "................... AddUne 2+Line9in Column Babove

$

18. Cash Equivalents,...... ..... ............. .... ...........

0
8000.00

Calendar Year Summary for Candidates
Running in Both the State Primary and
General Elections
111 through 6130

20. Contributions
Received

21. Expenditures
Made

7/1 to Date

!Ii ______
$ _ _ _ _ __

$----$-----

Expenditure Limit Summary for State
Candidates

o

a
o

9. Accrued Expenses (Unpaid Bills) ........ " ..................... Schedule

<
o

3

902122

Contributions Received

~

of

LD. NUMBER

Friends to Elect Richard Stewart City Council 2010

12. Beginning Cash Balance

46'0
".

To calculate Column B, add
amounts in Column A to the
corresponding amounts
from Column B of your last
report. Some amounts in
Column A may be negative
figures that should be
subtracted from previous
period amounts. If this is
the first report being filed
for this calendar year, only
carry over the amounts
from Lines 2, 7, and 9 (if
any).

22. Cumulative Expenditures Made'
(IfSubjecttoVOluntal\! ExpendItUre Urnl!)

Date of Election
(mmldd/yy)

Total to Date

_ _1---.1_ _

$----

----.1---.1_ _

$----

"Amounts in 1his section maybe different from amounts
reported in Column B.
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Dear Mr. Stewart:
As the Filing Official for the City of Moreno Valley it is my duty to inform you if your
Campaign Statement conforms on its face with the Political Reform Act and the
Regulations Adopted Pursuant to the Act. There appears to be a discrepancy that is
reflected on Campaign Statement 460; Statement Period covering July 1, 2012 through
December 31, 2012, Summary Page 2 of 3, !!Begiritling Cash Balance" is listed as
$1,565.53 and should be listed as $6,656.05;'·\vhlch is the previous filing period
Summary Page, line 16. Please submit an a,rn~r:ldrPe'nt for this time, period. '

mJ~t 'b~~'SUbmitted by the cOIllPlainant to the

I am informing you that any comPlaints'
Fair Political Practice Commission Enforceme:~tpiviSion.

,

.'

IV~'"
1

':,',' "

, "

,

,

Please advise if you need copies of 2008-20 13 filings which are orifile in the City
Clerk's office. I've enclosed a blank form of the 460 form':foryour u$e.
If you should have any questions regarding the amendment, please feel free to cail the
FPPC advice line at
, or if I can be of assistance,
:.
. . . . I'm .also available.
.
.

.

.

Sincerely,

~.-.thfN
J~t~~~
',',

'.

"...

'"

'

City Clerk, CMC
Eh~

,
CC: , Mayor Owings&Couricil Members
,Suzanne
Bryant; Acting City Attorney
.
'

'
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June 18, 2013

City of Riverside Board of Public Utilities
Attn: Justin Scott-Coe, Board Chair
3901 Orange Sf.
Riverside, CA 92501
Subject:

Potential partnership between the City of Moreno Valley Electric Utility and
Riverside Public Utilities

Dear Chairman Scott-Coe:
I'm writing to acquaint you with an effort underway at the Moreno Valley Utility, and to request
your support of further dialogue between MVU and RPU staff to explore potential partnership
opportunities.
As you may be aware, the City of Moreno Valley formed an electric utility in 2001, with the
goals of capturing the success of municipal utilities during the energy crisis, gaining local
control over the provision of electric service to the community, and creating an economic
development tool to attract businesses to the City.
Moreno Valley Utility (MVU) began serving customers in February 2004, and currently has
over 5,600 customers with a peak load of 32,5 MW. MVU serves all new development in the
City; at build-out, MVU has the potential to triple its service delivery.
In October 2003, the City entered into a long-term agreement with ENCO Utility Services,
which installs, operates, and maintains Moreno Valley's electric distribution system. These
services include design, engineering, construction management, operations and
maintenance, meter reading, customer billing, and related consulting services. There are
currently seven ENCO employees on-site with MVU staff; customer billing and remittance is
handled in an office outside our City,
As part of the long-range planning process for Moreno Valley Utility, staff has begun
exploring options for operations and maintenance services, outage management, meter
reading, and customer billing upon expiration of the agreement between ENCO and the City
on December 31, 2020, or perhaps even prior to 2020. Our staff made preliminary contact
with Riverside Public Utilities to explore the feasibility of contracting with another public utility
for the range of services currently provided by ENCO. ,
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We sincerely hope that your Board is supportive of our request to engage in further dialogue
with RPU staff regarding potential collaborative opportunities.
Thank you for your consideration. If you would like to discuss this with me, please call me
at
Should your staff wish to discuss our request in greater detail, they are
encouraged to call Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager at
We look forward to your reply.
Respectfully,

Michelle Dawson
City Manager

Cc:

Mayor Tom Owings
Mayor Pro Tem Marcelo Co
Councilmember Victoria Baca
Councilmember Richard Stewart
Councilmember Jesse Molina
Thomas M. DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Scott Barber, Riverside City Manager
David Wright, Riverside Public Utilities General Manager

-.,

-..

MV00228273
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, December 13,2011 7:59 AM

To:

'richard stewart'; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; 'molinavision@verizon.net'

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross

Subject:

FW: City Council Agenda 12/13/2011 6:30 PM

Importance: High

From: Thomas Ketcham [mailto:tom@951Ioans.com]

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 7:51 PM
To: William Batey; Richard Stewart; Robin Hastings; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co
Subject: City Council Agenda 12/13/2011 6:30 PM
Importance: High

December 12,

2011

To:

Moreno Valley City Council Members

Re:

Agenda Items / Consent Items
December 13th 2011 Meeting

Dear City Council,
Please see my concerns below.
A-4 Approve $77,000. in medical equipment. = Why is the City of Moreno Valley paying for
Medical Equipment when we already have a contract with Riverside County Fire Department to
provide services for us (residents)? What's next, charging us for the water they use to put out the
fires? Also, how come the City of Moreno Valley does not require it's fire fighters to undergo
criminal background checks? CDF (California Department of Forestry) does not require this of
its employees. The City of Moreno Valley contracts with the County of Riverside, who in turn
contracts with the State of California for fire services ... yet no one under goes criminal back
ground checks. The City of Riverside does .... so why don't we?
A-6 $2,217,783. for a bridge on Heacock St. that is apx 2000 feet south ofIris St over Perris
channel. The documents states "The total federal funding allocation for all phases of this project
is $2;387,617. It also states $2,494,000 from Measure A and $229,000 from TUMF or a total of
$2,723,000. from local sources. = Why are we paying twice for this bridge? Or was this a
mistake' or reimbursement or ??
A-7 $936,000. SCE to move the utilities on Cactus between Iris and Nason = Yet another
project which is was a condition of approval for Highland Fairview. Amazing how we can do all
the conditions for a builder which they are supposed to do it! We have money to do HF's work,
but not enough to hire more library staff! These were all conditions of approval for the builder to
complete, not for the residents of.Moreno Valley to do!
A-lO $998,716. for design project management services for construction of Nason between
cactus and Fir. = The City of Moreno Valley has not even secured the funding to this project, yet
12/13/2011
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you are ready to go out to bid for CM services? This is putting the cart before the horse.
A-12 Development Impact Fee annual report. This is one ofthose reports that we need to keep tract of.
= This report should be posted online (City Website) for all the public to view.
A-13 $1,262,400. for park and fire station land at the comer of Redlands and Brodiaea. This is
interesting because the land was appraised in April for just under $300,000. The city is proposing to pay
one million dollars more than it is worth. = This is flat out CRAZY!! Why is this Council agreeing to
pay so much for something which is not worth it! Unless land values have sky rocketed in the last
couple of months there is no reason why we should be paying more than a MILLION dollars for land
which is worth only $300,000.
Also, why are we opening ANOTHER fire station when we don't even have the staffing to open the one
on Cottonwood? Plus, you just closed old fire station 58 which was but minutes away from this location,
and now you are going to open another one for more $$$$$??
A-14 & A-15 Exonerat~ the security for Highland Fairview from the Skechers project..= Maybe HF can
use this money to payoff its liens and settle its lawsuits?
A-22 Revisions to the list prices for nine single-family properties in the Residential Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resale Program. The city bought these homes to fix up and resale but they can't. =
Why is the City of Moreno Valley getting into property management? If the City was going to buy every
home which was in some state of foreclosure to save the city the city would go BROKE! Ask any
Realtor to give you a report from the MLS on homes in Foreclosure, there are 100's and 100's ofthem
in the city, are we going to buy all of them to save the city?

G-4 Adopt amended and restated Rules of Procedure for City Council Meetings. This is the formal
adoption of the rules from the study session. = This makes no sense, if the Council is not going to
enforce these rules why even adopt them? If you adopt them it's because at some point in the future you
are going to use them!
G-5 Ordinance regarding Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF) Program amendment. The
. Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG) has changed their procedure so that a developer
requesting a rUMF Reimbursement only has to go through the city. Previously there was a three party
agreement between WRCOG, the City and the Developer. The developer pays the TUMF fee to the city.
The City remits that same fee to WRCOG. The developer requests reimbursement from the city. = Why
is WRCOG doing this? Seems to me that this is only making it easier for developers to get money from
cities without purview of WRCOG.
G-7 $1,900,000. for a citywide camera surveillance system. = This is GREAT! Let's spend an additional
2 MILLION DOLLARS on something we did not tell the CITY about!! Now let me get this straight,
I'm not against the cameras, what I am against is the fact that we could use this 2 million dollars to pave
some streets, pay for library staff, hire new police officers, bring back laid off city employees, help
business who are leaving the city to stay, and so many other avenues, but no, lets spend it on cameras!
AND not tell the city (residents) about it!
G-9 The City Council is going to vote amongst themselves for the Mayor and Mayor Pro Tern for next
year. = This is interesting ... so who will be the "new" heads of state? Being as Robin was already passed
over once, when it should have been her, who really knows. Looks like it will be Stewart (Mayor) and
Co (Pro-Tern), of course we know why no one else will get it, because they are all up for re-election,
12/13/2011
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and don't want someone to be the Mayor and then LOSE the election. I believe it's called TERM
LIMITS. Something that everyone should be subjected too!
In closing, it is truly a sad state of affairs when this council is "allowed" to get away with so much ...
You will spend MILLIONS and MILLIONS of dollars on the consent calendar on Tuesday night, yet all
of you will deem it "routine and non-controversial" to spend this money without so much as a whimper
from the residents of the city!
Just because there is total and complete apathy amongst the residents of Moreno Valley does not mean
that this council should take advantage of the residents to pass millions and millions of dollars and not
tell them about it. Why are you spending it, where is it going, etc. Transparency is something that this
council seems to have lost with its residents, and it will come back to each of you. I sincerely hope that
some of you find it in your conscience to do the right thing at this meeting and future meetings.

Thomas Ketcham - Concerned Moreno Valley Resident.

12/13/2011
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Thursday, October 20, 2011 4:24 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com';
'molinavision@verizon.net'; Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross

Subject:

FW: FW: Statement From Don Ecker Re: The City of Moreno Valley

Attachments: MLC Statement Regarding The City of MV.docx

From: richard stewart [mailto:richstew27@gmail,com]

Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Henry T. Garcia; Michelle Dawson; Cindy Miller
Subject: Fwd: FW: Statement From Don Ecker Re: The City of Moreno Valley

Pass this on to all of city council.
please strategize on what we can and should do about this.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lori Stone <stone@marchjpa.com>
Date: Thu, Oct 20,2011 at 1:29 PM
Subject: FW: Statement From Don Ecker Re: The City of Moreno Valley
To: Al Landers <raideroak2003@yahoo.com>, Andy Melendrez
<asmelendrez@riversideca.gov>, Bob Buster <bbuster@rcbos.org;>, Daryl Busch
<dbusch@cityofperris.org>, Jeff Stone <district3@rcbos.org>, Jeff Stone <jstone@rcbos.org>,
Marcelo Co <marceloc@moval.org>, Marion Ashley <mashley@rcbos.org>, Mark Yarbrough
<markyarbrough1@aol.com>, Mark Yarbrough <myarbrough@cityofperris.org>, Mike Gardner
<MGardner@riversideca.gov>, Richard Stewart <richards@moval.org>, Richard Stewart
<richstew27@gmail.com>, Richard Stewart <ras@gslawllp.com>, Ron Loveridge
<rloveridge@riversideca.gov>, William Batey <williamb@movaLorg>
Cc: John Brown <John.Brown@bbklaw.com>, Danielle Wheeler <wheeler@marchjpa.com>

Chairman Ashley, Vice Chairman Gardner, Commission Members,

As indicated below it was requested I forward this to you.

Sincerely,

Lori Stone

11/412011
MV00228579
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From: Paulette Brown-Hinds [mailto:paulette@bpcmediaworks.com]

Sent: Thursday, October 20,20111:10 PM
To: Lori Stone
Cc: Don Ecker; Mark Ostoich
Subject: Fwd: Statement From Don Ecker Re: The City of Moreno Valley

FYI.
Lori, Don would like you to share his statement with the commissioners.
It's also a heads-up. It was just sent to the PE as well.

-------- Original Message -------Subject: Statement From Don Ecker Re: The City of Moreno Valley
Date:Thu, 20 Oct 2011 13:04:31 -0700
From:Paulette Brown-Hinds <paulette@bpcmediaworks.com>
To:undisclosed-recipients:;

Hello,
This is the official statement regarding any story you may be writing on March LifeCare and the City of
Moreno Valley's renaming of Cactus Avenue.
PBR

Paulette Brown-Hinds, PhD
BPC MediaWorks, LLC
Managing PartnerlMLC Media

paulette@bpcmediaworks.com
4290 Brockton Ave., Riverside, CA 92501
www.bpcmediaworks.com
Introducing our newest entity ...

d

march lifecare mediCI &, cornmunicalions

1114/2011
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Sent: Sunday, October 03, 2010 1:24 PM
To: William Batey; Bonnie Flickinger; Robin Hastings; Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart

ill often watch the council meetings not for information but to be amused as I think you are all a big joke. In my
opinion and freedom of speech, Your concern is not the citizens of Moreno Valley, it is who lines your pockets, who
ill' does you favors and the same in return, you do for them. Bonnie and Stewart are probably the worst and have
learned to milk the citizens and act like you care.
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I!
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II

Click to view all folders '"
Manager making 450,000 a year? Who do you all think you are Bell members that can just keep taking advantage
-.. -.......... "'li of all of us. There needs to be a team of lawyers look into all the money going out that we pay and look into all the
t::l NDeleted Item Retention
shenanigans that you council members pull on the citizens of Moreno Valley.
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God Bless Pete for going up time and time again to speak his peace, he is always so right on with his thoughts and

Ii knows just had crooked and sneaky you are and not afraid to stand up there and say it. I do not bother going to
iI speak as you members do not care what the citizens think and you sure do not care about our welfare. However I
Ii waste no time in speaking to anyone who will listen aboLt my thoughts on your performance as council members.

II Credit cards for cops and other city officials, what a joke. Pay for your own why should the Citizens pay for your
II little adventures and treats? While I am on it, credit cards to cops, how about having them do there jobs, the crime
II is horrible especially in the housing tracts over by Landmark Middle School and I do not live over there but I know a
:'1 lot of people who do and there is a lot of home robberies. Now, these people are wanting out of Moreno Valley

i

because they cannot even feel safe in their homes. If they know an area that is be burglarized regularly put extra

II cops out there and do something about this job.

il Do we also pay for the cops cells phones, because there is NEVER a day go by that while driving I constantly see

cops on their cell phones? What makes them any better han a private citizen, if it is illegal to be on a cell phme
why does it not apply to them. There is a project for you council members to take' on, work on getting the cops to
actually do their jobs and protect the citizens. Citizens no longer believe in cops because they abuse the word
til Police Officer, they think it is a free pass to drive as they want, flip U-turns in the middle of the street to go through
! a drive through and run stop signs. I could go on and on but what it boils down to is cops need to earn back the
respect of the citizens and actually act like a cop should. I obviously am one of the citizens who have a very low
opinion for cops, however I have learned their are a few concerned cops out their and example is the issue I had at
celebration park, illegal venders selling to kids. I had an officer get in contact with me that is from a special force
and he and his team have that park cleaned up of the illegal vendors. I am not saying they do not show up here
!i and there but they have cleaned up the majority of them and I am very grateful to them for it.
'1
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II
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II
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III do not know much about Jesse Molina or Robin Hastings except for the one time I met Jesse Molina and told him
what idiots I thought Flickinger and Stewart were, his comment on that was there are changes coming. Where are
they?

Ii
II

IllS Richard Stewart getting cutbacks from the guy building Sketchers warehouses?
!i Is the guy bringing construction work for Moreno Valley citizens?1 should hope so and I am differently in support of
II!I him giving work to Arizona because they are a state that is standing up for their rights.
il
As I said I do not go to council meetings as you all sit up their while citizens talk and you look as if you are bored
!j and thinking we are wasting your time. Truth being we need a new city council who actually has our bESt interest
as their main concern. If I see Pete at lodge I will talk to him about maybe going to a meeting so I can read this
aloud and maybe citizens will start to realize we really need to make some serious changes.
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Mae de Melo
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Threats of violance

I----------~I Sam [s_gerardi@roadrunner.com]
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Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; William Batey; Robin Hastings; Richard Stewart; Carol Fairfield

Dear Council & Police,

Inbox (588)

:~ Junk E-mail [356]

r,a

Sent: Sunday, October 03, 20107:57 AM

Sent Items

I was at the Circle K north of the 60 freeway on Pigeon Pass next to Farmer Boys early Saturday evening on
10/2/2010. As I was walking into the store I could hear a lot of yelling and noticed a short, but very heavy
"round" Latino coming around the corner and yelling back to "his peoples".
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While I was inside the store at the counter performing my transaction, the same man approached the counter on
my right even though there was no clerk on that side, started talking to the clerk and saying to me, "why are you
yelling at him" in a loud voice. I ignored the short, huge and round Mexican and tried to finish signing my credit
c?rd receipt, but the man continued to interrupt and accuse me of yelling at the clerk when in fact we were have
a calm, quiet transaction till he entered the store and invaded my personal space. As I tried to leave, the same
man threatened to "take me outside" ,so I spoke up and asked, what is your problem? He repeated his threat
and claimed again that I was yelling at the clerk. I told him that when I approached the store I could hear him
yelling from around the corner. He replied "yea, those are my peoples"! like this is his city and then threatened
me a final time before I quickly left the store, got in my car and left.
This is the third time that I have been interrupted, intimidated and threatened during the last year at this Circle
K. Twice under the previous owners and now under the new owner. In each case the clerk said nothing as the
person became more verbal and violent toward me.
As I remember, we had a Redlands woman murdered up the street at the local Albertsons. WHERE ARE THE
POLICE? The Moreno Valley police are very good at issuing $500.00 tickets to citizens like me that own a home
and can be traced, and they're great at following up after someone is dead, they are great at collecting those
huge pensions and protecting themselves, but they are incapable of keeping the peace at the local businesses
where the Mexicans have taken over the city and turned our town into Tijuana gang land!
In my opinion, when a customer invades another customer's space at the counter or within the store, the clerk
should be speaking up and telling the man to step back and wait his turn or contacting the police!
I'm a small man and would like to know how I can legally protect myself in this Moreno Valley Trashcan that you
have created! I want to carry a taser, pepper spray, a club and a even a gun, because it would have taken all of
those to stop that fat, obnoxious, macho Mexican and "his peoples". I worked in Redlands for 13 years and never
had anyone act this way in that city. They must be doing something right!
I believe it's way past the time to start making it uncomfortable for illegal, obnoxious, macho, alcoholic and
violent people here in Moreno Valley! I voted for incorporation and have paid my taxes for the last 26 years, but
you are creating an overcrowded city of uncouth, macho, alcoholic and violent people. Regardless of racial
profiling, the people portraying these traits are not white, they are Mexican! This what happens when you allow
millions of third world people to cross the border, bread and live off the state.
I would like to hear your recommendations on personal protection and how you intend to curb this macho
attitude in our city?
I SUPPORT SBI070 200%!!!
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iRE: Threats of viola nee
Cindy Miller on behalf of William Batey
Sent: Monday, October 04,2010 9:15 AM
To:

Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; William Batey; Robin Hastings; Richard Stewart; Carol Fairfield; ·richstew27@gmail.com·

Cc:

Janet Papai; Jane Halstead; Cindy Miller

fyi - According to CRM contact info, Mr. Gerardi resides in District 2, at 23600 Blooming Meadow - no
telephone number listed

... thanks
Cindy

From: Sam [mailto:s_gerardi@roadrunner.com]
Sent: Sunday, October 03, 2010 7:58 AM
To: Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; William Batey; Robin Hastings; Richard Stewart; Carol Fairfield
Subject: Threats of violance
Dear Council & Police,
I was at the Circle K north of the 60 freeway on Pigeon Pass next to Farmer Boys early Saturday evening on
10/2/2010. As I was walking into the store I could hear a lot of yelling and noticed a short, but very heavy
"round" Latino coming around the corner and yelling back to "his peoples".
While I was inside the store at the counter performing my transaction, the same man approached the
counter on my right even though there was no clerk on that side, started talking to the clerk and saying to
me, "why are you yelling at him" in a loud voice. I ignored the short, huge and round Mexican and tried to
finish signing my credit card receipt, but the man continued to interrupt and accuse me of yelling at the clerk
when in fact we were have a calm, quiet transaction till he entered the store and invaded my personal
space. As I tried to leave, the same man threatened to "take me outside" , so I spoke up and asked, what is
your problem? He repeated his threat and claimed again that I was yelling at the clerk. I told him that when
I approached the store I could hear him yelling from around the corner. He replied "yea, those are my
peoples"! like this is his city and then threatened me a final time before I quickly left the store, got in my car
and left.
This is the third time that I have been interrupted, intimidated and threatened during the last year at this
Circle K. Twice under the previous owners and now under the new owner. In each case the clerk said
nothing as the person became more verbal and violent toward me.
As I remember, we had a Redlands woman murdered up the street at the local Albertsons. WHERE ARE THE
POLICE? The Moreno Valley police are very good at issuing $500.00 tickets to citizens like me that own a
home and can be traced, and they're great at following up after someone is dead, they are great at collecting
those huge pensions and protecting themselves, but they are incapable of keeping the peace at the local
businesses where the Mexicans have taken over the city and turned our town into Tijuana gang land!
In my opinion, when a customer invades another customer's space at the counter or within the store, the
clerk should be speaking up and telling the man to step back and wait his turn or contacting the police!
I'm a smallman and would like to know how I can legally protect myself in this Moreno Valley Trashcan that
you have created! I want to carry a taser, pepper spray, a club and a even a gun, because it would have
taken all of those to stop that fat, obnoxious, macho Mexican and "his peoples". I worked in Redlands for 13
years and never had anyone act this way in that city. They must be doing something right!
I believe it's way past the time to start making it uncomfortable for illegal, obnoxious, macho, alcoholic and
violent people here in Moreno Valley! I voted for incorporation and have paid my taxes for the last 26 years,
but you are creating an overcrowded city of uncouth, macho, alcoholic and violent people. Regardless of
racial profiling, the people portraying these traits are not white, they are Mexican! This what happens when
you allow millions of third world people to cross the border, bread and live off the state.
I would like to hear your recommendations on personal protection and how you intend to curb this macho
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Apology

Sam [s_gerardi@roadrunner.com]

Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 5:29 PM
To: Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; William Batey; Robin Hastings; Richard Stewart; Carol Fairfield
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Dear Council & Police,
I would like to apologize for my previous e-mail. I realize that there are many good people out there trying to do
the right thing, but there must be a better way to achieve those goals quickly. I've been under an incredible
amount of stress for the last 10 years and it was not my intent to direct that frustration at you.
I used to think I was middle class, but now I realize that I'm just above poverty. The price of everything keeps
doubling while I'm expected to maintain with less income. I've been unemployed now for 8 months and don't
have any employment opportunities to look forward to. I've worked hard to earn the little I have and I don't
want to be intimidated and threatened at a local store by someone that has nothing to lose. I don't have
healthcare and getting injured would wipe me and my family out!
After 30 years of employment I have only earned Y. of what I need to retire at a minimal lifestyle. If I use the
money to live on now, I lose 40%! I'm running out of time and now I have to start over again. I'm stressing out
because there is no fallback plan! I have to provide for myself, no one is going to take care of me. There is no
early pension or family fortune!
Ifwe have to hire city managers at $300,000.00 then they should be bringing large industries to the city, not
more fast food and retail outlets. Small business in Moreno Valley doesn't provide the salary, healthcare or other
benefits necessary to achieve retirement. Driving for several hours to ·another city for a decent job is expensive,
increase stress, creates excessive pollution and turns an 8 hour job into a 14 hour day. Many of my friends
retired five years ago at 50 with 80% of their salary because they took jobs with the county and that seems very
young to me. Where is the balance? I understand that high risk jobs should pay more, but it seems like most of
those people are getting all the benefits and not taking the risk to control or change our environment.
Have you noticed that almost every store now carries a large stock of alcohol to meet the needs of the new
Latino majority? There should be a police presence at stores selling alcohol to address the people that are
already inebriated and returning for more. They are driving under the influence and more likely to start trouble
while under the influence. Seems reasonable that many fines could be issued and deaths avoided by addressing
the problem at the source. (the store) If you smell like alcohol, you should be tested on the spot! Create a law to
require a breath test before purchase. Some industry will get to make the breathalyzer devices and disposable
tubes and the police can issue tickets or arrests on the spot. Customers will learn to buy their alcohol prior to
drinking and stay home while consuming.
There is something wrong with the master economic plan in place and we need to change direction. We can't
keep doing things the old way. The paradigm needs to change from focusing on the top 10% and start doing
what is right for the lower 90%. Trickle up economics? When you provide industries for the lower middle class,
everyone benefits! We need to grow the city with large industries and educate people within the city to meet
the needs of those industries. Small business thrives in areas with a large business at the heart. What is the large
industry of Moreno Valley? Software? Electronics? Electric car parts? There must be something that can put our
city on the map! It's up to you to brainstorm those ideas and make it happen!
Thanks for your time.
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City Clerk
City ofj\4()!'cno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 9255]
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RE: Public R.ccords A.ct Request
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Dear 1'v1;o:;, l.lalstend:
Pursuant to my rights under tht~ Califomia Public: Records Act (Government Code Section 6250
et seq") and the California Constitution, as amended by passage of Propositiml 59 on November 2,2004, I
am vvriting to request a copy of t11e foHowlng records, which .I undersland to he in the possession of your
agency:
-- All correspondence. including but not limited to e-mails, letters and memos, between
Iddo Iknzecvi, Highland Fairvic\v Properties and allY of Ihe company's employees or
representatives and city council rncmbers Jesse Molina. Richard Stewart, Robin Hustings,
Bonnie .Flickinger and William Baley n"om March I, 20 HI to Aug" 23,2010.

-- A.!l correspondence, including but not limited to e··rnails, letters and memos, between
!delo Benzccvi. Highland Fairview Properties and any of the company's employees or
representatives and City ofMonmo Valley stalT from March I" 2010 I.C) A.ug. 23, 20HL
-- AU correspondence, including but not limited to e-l1mHs, letters and memos, from. dty
staff to city council membcrs Jesse Molina,Richard Stewart, Robin Hastings, Bonnie
Flickinger and William Batey concerning Iddo Benzeevi, the Skecher's warehouse
proje;::t, Ffighland FairvitYw Properties and all of th.c company's other projects from
March 1, 2010 to Ang" 23, 2010.

-- A,l1 correspondence. including but not limited to e-mails, lellers and memos, from and
to city counci.! members Jesse lv1ollna, Richard Stewart, Robin l{astings, B(lnJli(~
Flickinger and William Batey concerning the creation and mernbcrship of the blue-ribbon
committee advising the city on the search for a no...v eil} manager.
-~

All Form 7008 for city council members Jesse Molina, Richard Stewart, Robin
Hastings, Bonnie Flickinger and WiWam Batey for years 20Mi, 2009 and 10 I{),

-- AlI Form 700s for Planning COllnnission me.rnbers George Riechers, Maria Marloeki,
Rick De Jong, Ray Baker, Richard Dozier, Michael GeHer and George Salas, Jr. for years
2008, 2009 and 20 to"
-- A Il Form 46(}8 for city cl)uncil rnembers Jesse Molina, Richard Stewart Robin
Hastings, Bonnie Flickinger and WilHam Batey for years 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and
2010 to date.

3450 Foudoonth St"

f~iverside, C.A. 92601
dgang@pe,corn
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reconsider that determination in view
Prop 59, which has amended the state Constitution to require that
aJl exemptions !.. e "llalTOW!Y constm(xL" Prop 59 may modify or overturn authorities on which you have
relied in the pnst
If you nonetheless determine that the requested records are subject to a still-valid exernptiol1, J
would further request. that: (l) you exercise your discretion 10 disclose some or
of the records
notwithstanding the exemption; and (2) thaI, with respect to records containing both exempt and nonexempt content, you redact the exempt c(mtent and disclose the rest

an

Finally, should you deny part or all of this request, you arc required to provide a written response
describing the legal authority or authorities on which you rely. Please also address the question whether
Prop 59 requires disclosure even though authorities predating Prop 59 may appear to supp0l1 your
exemption claim.

If 1 can provide any clariHcation that will help expedite your attention to this request, please
contact me at 951-368-9547, I ask that yZ1U nt1tify rnc of any duplkatjoll costs so J may decid.e which
records J want copied.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

TIIEPHESS-ENT.E UPRISE
Duane W, Gang
Slq(T Wdfer
.

3450 F(1\If(ccnth Street, Riverside, C!\ 92501-3878
• Email: dgl1l1g({Upe.cotll
www.PExofl1

3450 Fourteenth St., Riverside, CA 92501
dgang@pe.com
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Bill Bopf; Bob Hansen; Bonnie Flickinger; Cindy Miller; Jane Halstead; Jesse Molina; Juliene Clay; Michelle Dawson; Richard
Stewart; Rick Hartmann; Robin Hastings; William Batey; 'richard stewart' [richstew27@gmail.com]; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
'Hastings, Robin' [RHASTINGS@rcbos.org]

Cc:

Ewa Lopez; Meg Itagaki; Gina Gardner

Following item has been added to the July 13, City Council Agenda.

II

!
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To:

Approved by:

Council Member Stewart and Molina

•

il Title: AMENDMENT TO THE JUNE 22,2010, MOTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL AUTHORIZING AN AGREEMENT WITH HIGHLAND

"'11

FAIRVIEW FOR ISSUANCE OF A LIMITED PURPOSE BUILDING PERMIT

Ii

:1 Date:

July 13, 2010 Reports
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Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor I City Council
City Council Office

I! City of Moreno Valley
i! 14177 Frederick Sf.
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P. O. Box 88005
MOlEna Valley, CA 92552-0805
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Lenny [Ienmancris@msn.com]; Henrietta [henrietla.hamilton@gmail.com]; Jim Kelly [jimkellyjp@gmail.com]
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Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart; Robin Hastings; William Batey

II couldn't
Fees, taxes amounts to the same thing. What about the $4 million dollars for a utility program that Moreno Valley is supporting? Why
some of that money go to 'FEES'. Will the fees increase to support the Skechers distribution center and other projects that Mr.

Inbox (178)
Junk E-mail [158]

Deleted Items (3)

To:

Ido Benzeevi needs? Even the Moreno Valley School Board stood up to him and refused his request for pay back of $850,000.00. I am
willing to bet that we are paying city employee'S overtime to meet Highland Fairview demands.

~ '11

a

A more important question is how can a city council person vote on a project when he was supported by Ido Benzeevi during the

Ii election? It may not be against the law but it sure smells.
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28115 Gerald Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
February 10,2009
Dear Councilmembers Hastings, Stewart, Batey, Molina, Flickinger,
and Senior Planner Mark Gross:
I am writing to add my voice to those recommending that you deny PA07-0088, a zone change to allow
the building of a 1.82 million square foot warehouse (total of 2.62 million square feet for all phases of
development) in the east end of Moreno Valley_ My reasons have been well-articulated by others with
credible evidence, and include the following:
1. Changing the City Plan solely for the benefit of one individual and his employees: The City
Plan was developed with considerable taxpayer money, effort of City employees and volunteer
work by citizens, over several years. It reflects wise use of land resources and a vision of a city
with a variety of businesses and home values. The East End was to have lower density, higher
value homes. The City Plan is our Constitution, and as such should not be changed to a use that
will not benefit Moreno Valley residents and will instead create an unhealthful environment.
2. Traffic: traffic issues were reviewed in the EIR and commented on by Cal Trans and others (e.g.,
Ms. Melody Lardner in the public commentS. before you, Feb. 3,2009). These are not trivial
issues. Purchasing a home in the East End has been an expensive enough proposition that many
(if not most of us) commute to specialized professional jobs. We chose to live in a suburb
because we like the rural atmosphere, but we need to be able to commute to work.
3. Health: Logistics ceplers are foci for high truck traffic. Diesel exhaust is very hazardous. The
medical community and South Coast AQMD have provided testimony to you on this issue.
How are Mr. Benzeevi's profits of greater societal value than the health of our children?
4. Jobs: You have been provided with ample evidence that Skechers, the only tenant to date of the
proposed logistics center, is unlikely to hire many (if any) Moreno Valley residents. Ms. Sue
Gilchrist and others have provided data on warehouse employment. The existing zoning would
provide more and better paid new full time jobs.
5. The ErR is inadequate, as testified by George Hague, Dr. Tony Metcalf, and others. You need
more and better quality information before voting.
6. Impact on existing businesses: Existing new businesses in the East End, including those in the
Target and WalMart shopping centers, were built in this area in anticipation of more homes, not
fewer and lower income homes associated with warehouses. If warehouses go in we could lose
these sales-tax generating businesses which employ hundreds of people.
7. Likelihood that the project wilJ be built and occupied: The developer, Mr. Iddo Benzeevi, bas an
existing plan in place for an upscale development, Moreno Highlands, which includes part of
the project area His project was approved when housing values were high, and yet he did not
build. Similarly, be is the developer of Aqua Bella, another project which you have approved. In
the case of Aqua Bella he has only "moved a lot of dirt" (his comment, City Council meeting,
Feb. 3,2009). Others have testified to you that Mr. Benzeevi has never built anything. Will he
build this project or simply use the change in zoning to increase the value of the land and selJ it?
If the project is built, will Skechers move in? Skechers stock has gone from $251 share to ca.
$7.60/ share, the most recent decrease last week. Does this company have the capital to move to
and equip a large new facility?
8. Finally, and perhaps most distressingly, most or aIL of our City Council representatives have a
fmancial association with Mr. Benzeevi. Mr. Benzeevi and his associate, Jerry Stephens, have
contributed to Moreno ValJey Taxpayers, who used the money for smear campaigns against
former councilmembers White and West, who had stated opposition to the project. Mr.
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Benzeevi also contributed to the campaigns of at least Hastings, Molina, and Flickinger. It is
unlikely that Hastings and Molina would have been elected without Mr. Benzeevi's financial
assistance. Michael Geller is the treasurer ofMV Taxpayers, and is employed by Mr. Benzeevi.
He should have recused himself from the Planning Commission decision, but did not Richard
Stewart is Mr. Geller's law partner. It is unethical for those with financial relationships with
the developer to vote on this issue. Please recuse yourselves.
Riverside resident Jamil Dada has called Moreno Valley "Blagojevich West." You can, by
voting against this zone change, prove him wrong._
Should you approve this project, please include a sunset clause: if the logistics center is not built and
occupied within 12 months, zoning returns to BP and residential.
Thank you for your attention to these issues.
Sincerely yours,

lct.-'-V" ~ y-. V~~~C
Laura Merrill, Ph.D.

(
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City of Moreno Valley· Highland Fairview Corporate Park
Draft EIR

Other Long Term Considerations

Table 8·1: Existing General Plan' and Logistics Modified General Plan Comparison
Land Use Type

Unit

Existing General Plan

(L~~;~'~:s~;~~~~~~-:'
-'>-~~~'-)

Residential

DU

8,691*-

Commercial

TSF

1,489

304*

Business Park/Light
Industrial

TSF

12,357

4,500*

Logistics

TSF
TSF

240

STU

7.200

Office
,"V'"

0***

School ~"

3'5:626

<

59*

~--.........-..-",,-

..,_ .•. ,

..- "--" -.-

1,342*

1,800*

~.

Notes:
DU = dwelling units
TSF = tho'usands square Teet
STU = students
AC = acres
•
Located on Lee Propel1y.
•• Indudes approximately 2,381 units located 011 CDFGpropel1y.
••• Logistics is not a defined land usc designation in the Moreno Highlands Specific Plan but it is an 'allowed use
within the Business Park designation of the Moreno Highlands Specific Plan.

An area in the middle of the Moreno Highlands area, approximately 620 acres referred to as the Lee
Property, is not owned by the Applicant. The Lee Property is shown on Exhibit 8-1. The MHSP
designates the Lee Property for a mixture of industrial, residential, commercial, open space, and
community uses as shown on Exhibit 8-1. There is no infonnation available that would indicate that
the Lee Property will be developed other thari as designated in the MHSP. Therefore, the LMGP
concept assumes that the Lee Property will be developed pursuant to the MHSP zoning.
The MHSP area includes 905.2 acres in the San Jacinto Wildlife Preserve. While the MHSP
designates this land for devclopment-2,38I residential units as well as schools, parks, and open
space-the land is controlled by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), is not likely to
be developed, but, instead, is most likely to remain as open space and habitat. The LMGP concept
therefore assumes no development on this land.

8.3.1 • Analysis of Logistics Modified General Plan and Existing General Plan
Preliminary comparisons of the LMGP concept and the Existing GP for the Moreno Highlands area
. are made for each of the impact categories addressed in this EIR.
Aesthetics

Both the LMGP ,and Existing GP would result in tesidential and non-residential development along
the hillside areas and on the valley floor. Noise barriers and other structures would obscure views of
the surrounding hills to some degree. Impacts on scenic resources, visual character, and light and
glare would occur with implementation of either the LM(JP ot Existing GP. Under the LMGP, the.
introduction of logistics uses in areas south of Eucalyptus Avenue and west of Theodore Street, and
south and east of the Lee Property, would require aesthetics mitigation measures that are similar to

Michael Brandman Associates
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City of Moreno Valley - Highland Fairview Corporate Park
Draft EIR

Other Long Term Considerations

measures and infrastructure maintenance will be in accordance with either the Riverside County
Flood Control and Water Conservation. District o,r the City's standard engineering practices.

.
.
Additionally, all new development is required to build master drainage plan facilities and/or pay fees

that are used to build the facilities.

Land Use and Planning
The City's Master Plan of Trails shows a network of potential trails in the area contemplated for
logistics use under the LMGP. While the potential for these trails would remain, it is unclear if any
modification to, or deletion of, trail alignments would be necessary.
The Existing GP would retain the existing land use designations and zoning within the Moreno
Highlands area. The Business Park and Office uses included in the Existing GP would contribute to a
high jobs/housing ratio and there would be no further impacts related to consistency with the SCAG
Regional Growth Projections. Uncler the Existing GP, there would be 8,691 homes and 14,086,000 sq
ft of industrial and commercial development. As shown on Table 8-2, the Existing GP for the

Moreno Highlands area would generate 17,733 jobs, and the jobs housing balance for the area would
be 2.04 jobs per ho.usehold. Furthermore, the CDFG land is planned mostly for residential uses. If
the CDFG land was not developed, the jobs/housing ratio would be even higher.
Table 8·2: Jobs Generated by Existing General Plan in the Moreno Highlands Area
Type of Project

Estimated Number of
Jobs

Size of Project

Schools
Commcrcial
Business Park/Light Industrial
Officc
Logistics

7,200 Students
1,489,000 sq fi
12,357,000 sq ft
943,800 sq ft

510
2,978 (1/500 sq It)
12,357 (1/1000 sq ft)
1,888 (1/500 sq ft)

o

o

TOTAL JOBS
NOles: sq n = square feel
Source: MBA, 2007.

-

~:'-'

.,.,....-.

"....-...

""....

~

--

.17,733

-

Table 8·3: Jobs Generated by.the'logistics~Modimrn:GeneriiJ:l?lan::in Moreno:Highlands Area
.

------.-,

Type of Project

" Schools"
. t(;;;;~;cial
Business Park/Light Industrial
Office
L()gistics

'-.~

-".-.

"~=-'-'

--:--- -_._"._-... - --

Project
r Size
....of _."

(. 1,800 Studc-;;ts':
\._---.-~. ~-'
304,000 sq ft
4,500,000 sq ft
59,000 sq ft
35~62o,OOO.sq .ft

TOTAL JOBS

.

Estimated Number of Jobs
• • ~<.

(

--'v

100 I

•.:.

_~,...-

608 (1/500 sq ft)
4,500 (1/1000 sq ft)
118 (1/500 sq ft)
21,375 (0.6/1000 sq ft)
26,701

Note: sq ft = squ.arc feet
Source: MBA, 2007.
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The Roadrunner
Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley

www.northfriends.org

OCTOBER IS MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL MONTH:
Fall has arrived at the San Jacinto Wildlife Area and there is
much to look forward to with the arrival of wintering birds of
prey, migrating waterfowl and shorebirds. The wildlife area is
an important link in the Pacific Flyway and provides a
stopping point for birds to rest and eat before continuing their
migration. Some of the migrating birds end up spending the
fall and winter months here. The northern San Jacinto Valley
is one of a few remaining inland valleys which has not been
developed. Even though the financial crisis has stopped
many developments in their tracks, larger developers are
continuing to work to gain approval for their projects so they
can be built when the economy changes. The Friends are
dedicated to working to preserve and protect the northern
San Jacinto Valley, the San Jacinto Wildlife Area and Mystic
Lake. Please take time to renew your membership with the
Friends this month and give what you can. A membership
form can be found on the outside flap of this newsletter.

SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA News:
TRICOLORED BLACKBIRDS-BAD NEWS, GOOD NEWS
by Tom Paulek: The results of the statewide Tricolored
Blackbird population survey are in and the numbers for
southern California are low. Statewide volunteers counted
approximately 400,000 tricolors. Fewer than 5,500 birds
were found in the six-county southern California region. The
2008 survey coordinated by Audubon California indicates the
southern population is at risk and may be teetering towards
extinction. The good news is the UCLA Conservation
Genetics Resource Center has begun a genetic analysis t6
determine whether the southem. California tricolors are
genetically distinct from the more numerous northern
California birds .. The Friends group was instrumental in
collecting the specimens UCLA has extracted the DNA
material from to perform the genetic analysis. Tricolor nest
content collections were made over the last three years.
Nest colonies sampled included the 2006 nesting colony in
the San Jacinto Valley, Riverside County and the 2007
nesting colony at Rancho Jamul Ecological Reserve in San
Diego County. In 2008 nest contents were collected, after
the nesting season, at Holiday Lake in Los Angeles County
and the Newberry Springs area in San Bernardino County.
The UCLA investigators expect to have preliminary results of
the genetic testing this November. If the genetic work
indicates the southern California tricolors are genetically
distinct, it will further substantiate the need to list the
southern tricolors as a distinct population segment under the
Endangered Species Act.
SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA LAND MANAGEMENT
PLAN by Ann McKibben: The California Department of
Fish and Game has hired a consultant (Dudek) to develop a
management plan for the San Jacinto Wildlife Area (SJWA).
A public meeting was held at the SJWA on September 29,
2008 to discuss what issues needed to be addressed by the

September 2008

management plan.
Approximately fifty to sixty people
attended the public meeting to voice their concern about
plan. Most of those in attendance were from the hunting
community. Their concerns ranged from increased hunting
opportunities and development of hunting areas on the
SJWA, dog training facilities, increasing hunting days, and
requests that non-consumptive users of the wildlife area start
paying a user's fee to support the SJWA. Those from the
environmental community asked that the document address
and follow the Riverside County Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation Plan, Stephens' Kangaroo Rat Habitat
Conservation Plan, address the reclaimed water contract with
Eastern Municipal Water District (which will expire in 2014),
address complex land use issues and development
surrounding the SJWA, and preserving and maintaining
burrowing owl habitat. Others suggested that DFG needed
to address the city of Moreno Valley Trails System which is
projected to cross the northern boundary of the SJWA.
Nuevo and Lakeview community residents expressed
concerns about development adjacent to the SJWA and the
potential change to access the wildlife area if the Villages of
Lakeview project is approved by the county. After the draft
document is completed the Department of Fish and Game
plans to hold another public meeting to take comments on
the document. Anyone with questions on the project can
contact: Eddy Konno, California Department of Fish and
Game, (760) 200-9174. The Friends will be posting updated
information on the plan and any future hearing dates on our
web page once the information is made available.

FRIENDS NEWS & PROJECTS:
. FRIENDS' LAWSUIT FILED, AUGUST 2007 by Sue Nash:
FRIENDS OF THE NORTHERN SAN VALLEY V. WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION BOARD (WCB), DEPARTMENT OF FISH
AND
GAME
(DFG),
CALIFORNIA
WATERFOWL
ASSOCIATION (CWA). Riverside Trial Court # RIC477696
(briefs online); Court of Appeal Case #E045894; 4th
District,.Division Two. Disappointingly, at the April 18th,
2008, the judge, Gloria Trask, agreed with the Attorney
General of California (representing the DFG & WCB) that the
WCB could approve and give a notice to proceed to a project
subject to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
and then several months later the DFG could prepare an
allegedCEQA document. Friends are preparing our opening
brief for the court of appeal in which we again argue that
such a procedure would effectively repeal CEQA, which
requires that BEFORE approving any project subject to
CEQA, all state agencies shall review a final Environmental
Impact Report (EIR), Negative Declaration or other CEQA
document. (CEQA Guidelines 15004(a»
Friends also contend that the Mitigated Negative
Declaration prepared for this project in March 2008 is void as
it was prepared over a year after the WCB approved the
project in February 2007. Friends hope to have a published
appellate court opinion upholding CEQA, and to receive
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attorney fees for our efforts to uphold the law, by next .
summer.
PROPOSED
MCANALLY
CHICKEN
RANCH,
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO.3512 by Ann McKibben:
The Riverside County Planning Department released the
Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the McAnally
Chicken Ranch Conditional Use Permit (CUP) No. 3512 on
September 26. As we have mentioned previously, Lewis
Corp must relocate a chicken ranch in order to build The
Villages of Lakeview project in Lakeview/Nuevo. The ranch,
if approved, would house 2.2 MILLION chickens adjacent to
the San Jacinto Wildlife Area where thousands of waterfowl
and shorebirds winter each year. Major concerns regarding
the project are the spread of avian flu, water quality
degradation, locating a industrial scale poultry facility next to
the San Jacinto Wildlife Area (a cornerstone reserve in the
Riverside County MSHCP) plus locating such a huge facility
adjacent to the flood plain of the San Jacinto River. . All
comments on the project must be received by November 9,
2008. Subr:nit comments to: Matt Straite, Riverside County
Planning Department, 4080 Lemon Street, 9th Floor, P.O.
Box 1409, Riverside, CA
92502-1409.
Mr. Straite's
telephone number is: (951) 955-8631. Comments can be
faxed to: (951) 955~3157. Please take time to voice your
concerns about this project and the effects it will have on the
northern San Jacinto Valley and the San Jacinto Wildlife
Area. Approval for this project is being fast tracked which
means the CUP will not go before the Riverside County
Planning Commission first, but instead will go straight to the
Riverside County Board of Supervisors for approval. If you
are following this project, you ca[l check the Board of
Supervisors'
web
page
for
their
agenda
at:
http://www.clerkoftheboard.co.riverside.ca.us/agendas/2008.
htm
Please check the Friends' web site at
www.northfriends.org where we have posted our comment
letters.
.
PROPOSED
HIGHLAND
FAIRVIEW
CORPORATE
CENTER by Ann McKibben: The city of Moreno Valley
released the draft environmental impact report (DEIR) for the
Highland Fairview Corporate Center in August. Comments
on the draft EIR were due September 19. The Friends of the
Northern San Jacinto Valley submitted written comments on
the DEIR. The project proponent wants to build a 2.42
million square foot logistic center for Skechers Shoes along
the southern edge of Highway 60 between Redlands
Boulevard and Theodore Street in eastern Moreno Valley.
Concerns are: increased truck traffic which will occur if this
project and two other logistic centers are built along Highway
60. Also, increased air pollution, diesel particulates and their
effects on local air quality is a huge concern as are health
effects. According to the project planner, a public hearing on
the project might occur in November or December. The
project may be put before the Moreno Valley City Council
about a month and a half after the planning commission
hearing. Project planner is: Mark Gross, Moreno Valley
Planning Department, (951) 413-3222. Please take time to
attend the Planning Commission hearing and Moreno Valley
City Council meeting and let them know that you are
concerned about the severe health effects, traffic, changes in
land use designations this project will have. You can call Mr.
Gross for more information. Planning· Commission and city
council
meetings
agendas
can
be
found
at:
http://www.moreno-valley.ca.us/
PROPOSED VILLAGES OF LAKEVIEW SPECIFIC PLAN
342 by Ann McKibben: Lewis Corp continues to work on

their draft environmental impact report (DEIR) for The
Villages of Lakeview Specific Plan 342 in Lakeview and
Nuevo. The project was scheduled for the October 15, 2008
Riverside County Planning Commission meeting as
workshop item. (The project plans to build 10,000+ homes in
these communities with approximately 3,000 units planned
between the southern boundary of the San Jacinto Wildlife
Area and the northern border of the Ramona Expressway.)
One has to question whether it is good land use planning to
locate high density residential units adjacent to an MSHCP
reserve. There is strong opposition to the project from
Lakeview/Nuevo residents. Please take time to write a letter,
attend public hearings on the project, and help us work to
preserve the southern boundary of the San Jacinto Wildlife
Area. For more information on the project, contact project
planner Matt Straite, Riverside County Planning Department
a.t (951) 955-8631. You can check for planning commission
agendas
at:
http://www.rctlma.org/planning/contentlhearings/pclcurrent p
c.html The Friends will have information posted at their web
page: www.northfriends.org
PROPOSED MID COUNTY PARKWAY by Ann McKibben:
The draft environmental document (DEIR) for the Mid County
Parkway (MCP), a Riverside County Transportation
Commission (RCTC) project which plans to expand the
Ramona Expressway from the city of San Jacinto to the city
of Corona as a six to eight lane road, was released by the
Riverside County Transportation Commission on October 10,
2008. The proposed parkway is a 32 mile 'freeway' between
the cities of San Jacinto and Corona. The RCTC and
Orange County are also talking about extending the road via
tunnels through the Cleveland National Forest (the IrvineCorona Expressway). The highway will go through the
middle of the Villages of Lakeview Project and impact the
southern boundary of the San Jacinto Wildlife Area where the
road crosses the historic course of the San Jacinto River.
The Friends have commented on this project for many years.
All written comments are due by December 8, 2008. All draft
EIR comments, public meetings and hearing dates are
posted at: . http://www.midcountyparkway.org/ or call the·
RCTC at (951) 787-7141. Project manager is Cathy Bechtel~

PERSONAL BIRDING TOUR AT THE SJWA by Ann
McKibben: In our September 2007 newsletter the Friends
sponsored a fundraising event. For every $5.00 regular
membership donation to the Friends, a raffle ticket would be
given. The drawing for the birding tour was held March 15,
2008 at the Bluebird Box and Birding Nature Walk. Holder of
the winning ticket was Mary Rosczyk of Murrieta. The
Personal Birding Tour took place on May 31, 2008 at the
wildlife
area. Mary
invited two
friends,
Loy
Patty
and Grace
Briganti, to
join
the
Sue
tour.
Nash,. Tom
Paulek, Ann
&
. Mike
McKibben
and George Hague led the bird walk where we visited
wetland areas, the reclaimed water pond and the west side of
Davis Road. Breakfast and lunch were served at the picnic
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tables by the office. Sandwiches and dessert from Simple·
Simon's topped the day's events. Besides the tour Mary also
received a copy of The Sibley Field Guide to Birds and fancy
binocular straps as part of the day's celebration. Many
thanks to Mary for her very generous donation to the Friends
and support of the San Jacinto Wildlife Area! And thank you,
also, to all of our loyal members who took time to make a
donation to the Friends. Our fundraising event raised
$2,900.00 for the Friends' work.
THE JOY OF LOOKING by Sandy Kasper, Teacher,
Diamond Valley Middle School, Hemet: On May 20 and
21, 2008 the Frienqs of the Northern San Jacinto Valley and
the Department of Fish and Game hosted two environmental
th
field trips for two 6 grade classes from Diamond Valley
Middle School in Hemet. The students and parents were led
on
an
informative hike
by Sue Nash:
She pointed out
native
plants
and
animals·
that
are
endangered or
threatened by
invasive
species
and
destruction of
habitat.
We
were also able
to observe and identify several species of waterfowl using the
binoculars and guides provided by the Friends of the NSJV.
The Department of Fish and Game gave students a walkthrough of the SJWA office, including close-up looks at their
mounted cougar and game birds. They shared copies of the
Fish and Game magazine and educational brochures for us
to take home. When the students returned to school they
were able to do 70 follow-up investigations in the computer
lab, increasing their knowledge and appreciation of wildlife in
this area ..
CLIMATE CHANGE AND CEgA by Sue Nash:
This is a very brief summary of laws impacting how
developers must deal with climate change under CEQA,
including the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions and/or
the effects of greenhouse gas emissions. As you can see,
how climate change is to be addressed in CEQA is a process
which is far from complete. The following sources should be
helpful to you in responding to Draft EIRs and evaluating
these and other air quality issues of development.
The Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32)
requires the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to
prepared a Scoping Plan to achieve reductions in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in CA. On June 26, 2008,
ARB staff presented the initial draft of the AB 32 Scoping
Plan for Board review and public comment. The Document
. can be found by going to the ARB web page:
www.arb.ca.gov The South Coast Air Quality Management
District has also developed a draft Climate Change Policy
and has assembled a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Working
Group. It can be found by going to: www.agmd.gov
Pursuant to Senate Bill 97, the Governor's office of
planning and Research (OPR) is in the process of developing
CEQA Guidelines. for the mitigation of or the effects of
greenhouse gas emissions. The 'OPR must prepare the
Guidelines by July, 2009, and they must be adopted by the
Resources Agency by January, 2010. In the meantime, the
OPR has. provided a Technical AdviSOry which provides

OPR's perspective on the issue of CEQA and climate
change. It qan be found at: www.opr.ca.gov
The most difficult and controversial issue
. concerning CEQA and climate change is determining when a
project's GHG emissions are significant. To help fill this void
until the CEQA Guidelines are final, the California Air
Pollution Control Officer's Association (CAPCOA) issued a
white paper suggesting various approaches to determining.
Significance. CEQA and Climate Change: Evaluating and
Addressing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Projects
Subject to CEQA. (Found at: wwW.capcoa.org)
METROPOLITAN WATER . DISTRICT AND WATER
SUPPLIES by Sue Nash: The MWD, either through the
State Water Project bringing water from northern California or
the Colorado River Water Project, supplies around 90% of
the water which Eastern Municipal Water District distributes
to the San Jacinto Wildlife Area and surrounding
communities. MWD has recently issued a series of press
releases regarding the Governor's declaration of drought in
southern California. In September and October, MWD also
held a series of four public forums as it begins updating its
region-wide water resources plan. Information on these
forums and information on how much water is likely to be
available for western Riverside County through 2030 can be
found at: www.mwdh20.com
THANK YOU TO WALK LEADERS: Thank you to all of
those who led bird walks. nature walks. and birding field trips
at the San Jacinto Wildlife Area from fall 2007 to spring 2008.
We are fortunate to have many individuals who volunteer
their time and share their knowledge at these events. And
those who attend the walks always express their appreciation
and value what they have learned. It is a busy world we live
in. and we Sincerely appreciate all of the dedicated leaders
who make these events possible.
LINKS:
Friends of the Norlhem San Jacinto Valley:
www.northfriends.org
San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society: www.sbvas.org
Rare Bird Alerl:
.
http://listserv.arizona.edu/archives/birdwest.html .
(Southeastern California RBA) or
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/inlandcountvbirds/

NATURE WALKS AND FIELDS· TRIPS AT
THE SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA:
September 1a, 2008, Saturday, 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
EVENING INSECT NATURE WALK
Entomologist Gordon Pratt will bring several display boxes of
insects and help explain the difference between butterflies,
moths and others. He will also set up a blue light to attract
insects once the sun goes down. Please wear long sleeved
shirts and long pants; bring non-toxic insect repellent
because of mosquitoes. Leader: Gordon Pratt.
October 19, 2008, Sunday, 9:00 a.m.• to Noon
SJWA NATURE WALK
Join us for a relaxing morning walk where we will explore the
wetlands habitat at the SJWA and see what kind of waterfowl
and shorebirds we can find. It will be a leisurely stroll, driving
to a few locations and take in the beauty of the northern San
Jacinto Valley. Leader: Tom Paulek.
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November 16,2008, Sunday, 7:00 a.m.
NORTHERN SAN JACINTO VALLEY FIELD TRIP-San
Bernardino Valley Audubon Society
Check www.sbvas.org for current information. SBVAS's
birding field trip in the northern San Jacinto Valley will cover
parts of the valley and the SJWA. On good days 100+
species can be found-wintering birds of prey, waterfowl and.
shorebirds. Leaders: Tony Metcalf (951) 242-7038 and
Dave Goodward, (909) 783-2417.
December 7,2008, Sunday, 9:00 a.m. to Noon
MORNING BIRDING WALK AT THE SJWA
Join us for a leisure morning walk to see what kind of birds
we can find in early December. Fall brings lots of migrating
waterfowl and shorebirds. We will take our time and identify
the birds we see. Leader: Sue Nash.
December 2008
CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT at the SJWA & San Jacinto
Valley-San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society
Check www.sbvas.org for information on the CBC in the
northern San Jacinto Valley .. All are welcome to join in on the
count no matter what your birding experience is.
January 4,2009, Sunday, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
BEGINNING BIRD WALK-San Bernardino Valley
AudubolJ Society
Check www.sbvas.org· for current information: A slow-paced
walk to introduce participants to basic birding techniques and
identification skills so you will feel comfortable birding on your
own or joining Audubon's longer birding trips. Leader: Doug
Karalun, (909) 425-5355.
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January 18, 2009, Sunday, 9:00 a.m. to Noon
SJWA NATURE WALK
We will be looking for birds at the red aimed water ponds and
visiting a variety of habitats on this nature walk. Also, we will
talk about the geology and ecology of the wildlife area and
the northern San Jacinto Valley. Join us for a' fun day of
birding
and
learning about the
natural resources
of the San Jacinto
Wildlife
Area.
Leaders:
Sue
Nash,
Tom
Paulek;
Mike
McKibben.
',,_

February 1, 2009, Sunday, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
BEGINNING BIRD WALK-San Bernardino Valley·
Audubon Society .
Check www.sbvas.org for current information. A slow-paced
walk to introduce participants to basic birding techniques and
identification skills so you will feel comfortable birding on your
own or joining Audubon's longer birding trips. Leaders:
Jennifer & Michelle Tobin. Contact: Cathy Tobin, (951) 6849613.
February 21, 2009, Saturday, 8:00 a.m.
SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA-San Bernardino Valley
Audubon Society
Check www.sbvas.org for current information. Ducks, geese,
ibis and birds of prey of some of the birds to be seen on this

trip. Leader: To Be Announced. Check SBVAS web page
for updated information on t~is walk.

Just a reminder that there is aI/ day waterfowl hunting on
Wednesdays & Saturdays from October 19, 2008 through
February 7, 2009 at the wildlife area. Because of hunting
days we have to schedule our nature walks on Sundays. We
plan on having Saturday walks (when possible) this spring.
BEGINNING BIRD WALKS:
San. Bernardino Valley
Audubon Society organizes and sponsors Beginning Bird
Walks (BBW) at various locations in Riverside County. We
are fortunate that a number of the walks are held at the San
Jacinto Wildlife Area. Please note that the BBWs start at
8:00 a.m. Please check their web site at: www.sbvas.org for
information on dates and locations for all their Beginning Bird
Walks. Or call Cathy Tobin at (951) 684-9613. Thank you
SBVASI
FOR INFORMATION on the Friends walks, call Ann
McKibben at (951) 924-8150 or Sue Nash at (909) 228-6710.
Our walks are free and open to all. Children are welcome
and you do not need to be a member of the Friends to join us
on any of our walks ..
WHERE TO MEET: All nature walks meet at the appOinted
tjme in the parking lot of the San Jacinto Wildlife Area
headquarters at 17050 Davis Road, Lakeview. There are
picnic tables and restrooms available if you want to spend
the day.
FOR ALL WALKS: Bring binoculars, camera (if you are
interested), non-toxic insect repellant, sturdy walking shoes,
hat, sunscreen, plenty of water, lunch, snacks, and wear
appropriate clothing for the weather.
TO VISIT THE SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA:
Hours:' The wildlife area is open seven days a week from
Dawn to Dusk. You are welcome to visit on your own at any
time. There is an Information Kiosk on the east side of Davis
~oad adjacent to the parking lot.
FALL HUNTING HOURS: The San Jacinto Wildlife Area is
owned by the state of California and managed by the
Department of Fish and Game. Hunting is allowed at all
state-owned wildlife areas. Hunting fees which are collected
at facilities throughout the state are used to manage wildlife
habitat throughout the state.

Waterfowl Hunting: October 18, 2008 through February
7, 2009; There will tie ALL DAY waterfowl hunting on all
Wednesdays and Saturdays. The Wetland Areas at the
San Jacinto Wildlife Area will be closed ALL DAY ON
WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAYS for non-hunting public
use during the waterfowl season.
Pheasant Hunting: November 10, 17,24, and December
1, 8, 15, 2008 (ALL Mondays), there is ALL DAY pheasant
hunting throughout the wildlife area on the Mondays listed.
Please keep these dates in mind when you schedule your
visits to the wildlife area and call the area staff at (951) 9280580 during regular work' hours if you have any questions
regarding which areas might be dosed.
DIRECTIONS TO THE SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA:
San Jacinto Wildlife Area, 17050 Davis Road, Lakeview.
Telephone: (951) 928-0580. DAVIS ROAD IS CLOSED
FROM MORENO VALLEY.
Please use one of these
alternate routes to visit the San Jacinto Wildlife Area. From
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Moreno Valley: go south on Perris Boulevard to the Ramona
Expressway; go east on the Ramona Expressway to Davis
Road in Lakeview; go north on Davis Road 2.3 miles to the
headquarters. From Hemet/San Jacinto Area: take the
Ramona Expressway west to Davis Road in Lakeview; go
north on Davis Road 2.3 miles to the headquarters. From
Highway 215: take the Ramona Expressway east to Davis
Road in Lakeview (traffic signal); go north on Davis Road 2.3
miles to the area headquarters.

PLEASE USE CAUTION WHILE DRIVING ON DAVIS
ROAD IF THERE HAVE BEEN RECENT RAINS. Do not
drive on Davis Road if it is muddy or it is 'raining. During the
rainy season, please call the wildlife area headquarters,
(951) 928-0580, during regular work hours to ask about road
conditions.

S4tt ~dlife
Area
.
...
.

spending the day at the festival and getting the word out
about the San Jacinto Wildlife Area and the Friends!
SELF-GUIDED AUTO TOUR: a self-guided auto tour is
available for visitors to use at the San Jacinto Wildlife Area.
These reusable guides follow a series of signs and explain
what can be seen at each of the seven stops. You can pick
them up from a box which is adjacent to the entrance kiosk.
You will find a "return" box for the guides sitting on the other
side of the road as you leave the wildlife area.
TIRED OF OUR NEWSLETTER?: The Friends would be
happy to remove your name from our mailing list if you no
longer want to receive our newsletter. Send your name and
address to: Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley, P.O.
Box 9097, Moreno Valley, CA
92552-9097; e-mail:
northfriends@northfriends.org or call Ann McKibben at (951)
924-8150 to have your name deleted. Our current newsletter
is posted on the Friends' web page at: www.northfrieinds.org

.
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UP-COMING EVENTS:
OCTOBER 18 (noon to 5 p.m.) & 19 (9 a.m. to 3 p.m.), 2008
'- FALL PLANT SALE, UCR Botanic Gardens. Information:
(951) 784-6962. www.gardens.ucr.edu
NOVEMBER 22 & 23, 2008 - WILDLIFE ART FESTIVAL,
San Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange Tree Lane,
Redlands, Information: (909) 307-2669.
MAY 16. 2009 (10 a.m. to 3 p.m.) - DUCK DAZE, Hidden
Valley Nature Center, 11401 Arlington Avenue, Riverside.
Information: (951) 785-7452.
Photographs for this issue by: Anna Cadle, George
Hague, Ann McKibben.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR DONATIONS:
The Friends
realize that we are fortunate to have supporters who continue
to make donations to our organization year after year. Thank
, you for making it possible for the Friends to go forward with
their work!
THANK YOU Ann McKibben and Sue Nash for folding,
labeling, and sealing our spring newsletter.
WAIVER FORM:
The Friends will be asking' all walk
participants so sign waiver of responsibility forms. Please be
aware that minors (under the age 18) cannot sign the waiver.
The signator must be a parent of other responsible adult. If
you will not be with or are dropping off a minor at one of the
Friends' nature walks, please call Sue Nash at (909) 2286710 or e-mail her at: snash22@earthlink.net for a copy of
the form so you can sign it and have the minor bring it with
them. The form can also be found on our web page.
FRIENDS' WEB PAGE: Please check out the Friends' web
page at: www.northfriends.org for information about our
nature walks and updated "Take Action" information.
OTHER NEWS:
WHERE WE'VE BEEN SEEN: The Friends attended the
May 17 Idyllwild Earth Fair held in Idyllwild where they hosted
an information table about the San Jacinto Wildlife Area.
Sue Nash hosted the table, talked to visitors and gave
handouts to those who stopped by. Thank you to Sue for

SJWA Plant Walk, April 2008

FRIENDS OF THE NORTHERN
SAN JACINTO VALLEY
P.O. Box 9097
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-9097
e-mail: northfrlends@northfriends.orq
web page: WVffl northfriends.org
Board Members: Greg Ballmer, Jane Block, GeOrge
Hague, Ann McKibben, Doug Morton, Sue Nash, Tom
Paulek, Paul Prado
The Friends of the Northern San JaCinto Valley is a local
conservation group dedicated to preserving and protecting
the northern San Jacinto Valley, San Jacinto Wildlife Area,
and Mystic Lake. We are a 501 (c)(3) organization.
The Roadrunner comes ou1 twice a year in February and
S.eptember. /I is written and edited by Ann McKibben, Sue
Nash & Tom Paulek.
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.'
MEMBERSHIP FORM - Please enroll me as a contributing member of the
Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley. I will contribute:
$100.00 ' _Gift Membership

_$10.00 _$20.00 _$50.00

Name____________________

~

_________________________

Address_____________________________________________
City__________________________State/Zip Code___________
Telephone,__________________Date___________________
e-mail _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley
Mail to: Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley
P.O. Box 9097
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-9097
e-mail: northfriends@northfriends.org
The Friends is a 501(C)(3) organization.

The RoadrUl)Jler, September 2008
FmENDSOFTHENORTHERN
SAN JACINTO VALLEY
P.O. Box 9097
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-9097
"Return Service Requested"
Membership Renewal
October is the Month!
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The South Entrance to a National Treasure

ments being proposed today in the Mo. jave, it is so important that a large expanse of the Mojave Desert is permanently protected for future generations.
Your favorite destination in the Preserve?
Wow, that's kind of hard. There are
so many different landscapes and vegetation types to explore. But I would have to
say that the hike into the. Castle p,eaks is
definitely one of the tops on my list.
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In your IUetime, how has the Mojave

Desert changed?
Population growth an9the·way peo(Continued on page 2)

I MOImt ZirkPi WiIrlp~'A ~ I San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
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San Manuel Band of Mission Indians

Grey Frandsen Endorsement. ••••.... 12
Candidate 66th Assembly District

Tuesday, January 6
Mount Zirkel Wildem~
Mqry Ann Ruiz, Chapter
member and Chair of the Los
Serranos Group will present the
stunning scenery of the· Mt.
Zirkel Wilderness she experienced during her 9-day backpack last summer.

Tuesday, February 3
San Manuel Band of
Mission- Indians
Most know the San Manuel
Band of Mission Indians is located .above Highland, but few
know much about their history
and culture.
James Ramos,
Chainnan of the Band will bring
a wealth of infonnation featuring
song, culture and history.
~
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Programs begin at 7:30 p.m.
at. the San Bernardino County
Museum in Redlands
(California St exit 10 Fwy)

Desert changed?
Population growth ang the-way peo. (Continued on page 2)
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In your lifetime, how has the Mojave

located in Routt Nati
Forest and includes 160,000
acres between the elevations
of 7,000 to 12, 180 feet.
One of the five original
Colorado wilderness areas
designated by the 1964 Wil"~"-'ai¥ - I derness Act, Mount Zirkel
Mary Ann RuWLos Serrano, Group was greatly enhanced by
Bighorn l....aIce
additions in 1980 and 1993
which augmented the eco·
logical integrity of the wilderness by combining vit.allow-elevation
forests and rivers with the rocky alpine spine of the Park Range.
Major rivers flow from countless glacial lakes along this
northernmost stretch of Colorado's Continental Divide. Mount
Zirkel and its lakes owe their current shape to Pleistocene glacia. tion 15,000 years ago.
. One significant attribute of Mount Zirkel lies in its miles or
river valleys. The two major rivers in the wilderness, the Elk and
the Encampment have both been proposed for official designations
as wild and scenic rivers by the Forest Service, and offer many
miles of lovely valley hiking.

The program will feature the song, culture, history and present status of the San Manuel Band,
which has lived peacefully with Mother Earth for
thousands of years. The land they inhabited has
helped to shape their culture, traditions and present lives. The people at the San Manuel'reservation trace their ancestry to the indigenous people
of the San Bernardino highlands, passes, valleys,
and mountains who the Spaniards collectively
called the Serrano, a tenn meaning highlander.
James Ramos.,'Cha.irman or tM San
Manuel Band or Mission Indians
The Serrano looked to nature and the land to
provide the necessities of life including shelter,
clothing, food and plants used for medicine. Those Serrano who lived at
Yuhaviat,· an area of pine trees near present day Big Bear Lake were
called the Yuhaviatam or the People of the Pines. Members of the San
Manuel Band of Mission Iiidiansare descended from the Yuhaviatam and
- like their ancestors - they maintain a special connection to the land.
In 1891 with passage of the Act for Relief for Mission Indians the San
Manuel 'reservation was established and recognized as a sovereign nation
with the right of self-government. The 'San Manuel reservation was
named in honor of its courageous leader, Santos Manuel, and henceforth
the. tribe was recognized as the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians.
Today the San Manuel reservation is just over 800 acres and is located in
the foothills of the San Bernardino Mountains in California, just north of
the city of Highland.
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Sierra Oub's Climate Recovery Agenda
By Carl Pope

In 2008, Americans
chose change. "New Energy for America"
trumped "Drill, Baby, drill," marking a
major change across the country.
Now that the celebrations are done, we
must roll up our sleeves and get to work.
Barack Obama's top priority is investment
in clean energy and energy efficiency in
order to' jurnpstart ouT economy, create
green jobs and make us more secure - and
the Sierra Club's Climate Recovery
Agenda closely follows that priority .. Energy is now a national priority, and it's
clear that the steps we need to take to help
our economy recovery will also help our
climate recover.
Our Next Steps:

The Sierra Club's
Climate
Recovery
Agenda: Fixing our
economy, transfonning our energy future,
slowing
and
ultimately reversing clim~te change and its consequences will require a clear agenda and aggressive timetable that will allow us to repower, refuel and
rebuild America.
The Sierra Club's Climate Recovery
Agenda will help our economy recover,
reduce our dependence on foreign oil, cut
carbon 'emissions 80% by 2050, and protect
our natural heritage, communities and
(Colltinued on page 2)
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DENNIS SCHRAMM

(Continued from page J)

(Continued from page 1)

staff we have hired are among the best
around and we accomplish a great many
things each year due to their hard work and
dedication.

What do you consider to be the greatest
cOuntry from the consequences of
pie use the desert have changed a lot. Of threats to Mojave National Preserve?
global warming.
course Las Vegas has grown substantially
I think most of our threats today are
Putting our planet on the path to .ecosince I went to school and college therein originating outside the Preserve, some from
nomic and climate recovery will require
the 60's and 70's. This surge of people sources that you wouldn't have suspected.
has caused unprecedented development in Obviously, the proposed Southern Nevada
Congress, working with the Obama
Administration, to:
the Vegas valley and the Victor Valley/ Supplement Airport just north of Primm
•
Invest $150 - 500 billion in clean
Lancaster areas.
p,?ses major threats to the natural quiet of
energy to create millions of new,
Ha
.
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the Preserve if it is built. Thl,':n there are the
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ve attitudes towards the MOjave changed.
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m not sure I attltu es o~era
ave tions filed. all over the ,des,e£!. Mojave has
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changed, but a lot more people seem to be nine proposals surrounding it in Califiornia
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IS Jet s s on Lake Mead and the Colorado through the permitting process It lies on the
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ere IS stl a core populatIOn 0
propose to clear nearly 9000 acres for solar
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.
0
w 0 pre er a more mtlmate expenence energy development themaJ'ority of which
•
Move Amenca to. 100%
renewable
.
d
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.
Wl'th th e desert, b ut th'
err vOices
on' t seem is wet solar. They would
heat water to proenergy for electnclty and dramatl- , as loud as in the 60's.
..
.
cally increase the efficiency of ,our
duce steam by pomtmg mlITors at several
buildings and homes.
In your tenure, what do you consider to
450 foot tall to:-v ers . Then they would bum
•
Tackle global cli.mate change by
be t~e ~eatest victories or achievements
na~ gas at Olght to keep the water warm.
establishing an economy-wide cap
attained.
..
We. ve learned rec~ntly that .s?me. of the
Well, I have to mclude 10 my tenure my projects are proposmg new utility nghts of
on carbon emissions. Ensure' that carbon permits are auctioned.
first seven years here as the planner and. ~ay through the Preserve to connect with
•
Take action that acknowledges the
~agement as.sistant. Of course, m~ first grid.
major accomplishment was c?mpletIon of Why? How can these challenges be best
consequences global warming is
already having and the need to
~e General Management Plan In 2001. Dur- addressed?
protect vulnerable communities,
mg those first years we also removed 4,0~0
The public needs to speak up at the
feral burros and around 8,~OQ cattle (all Wlth hearings for these projects. As a federal
wildlife and' their habitat ,. from
donated funds!),. Re~toratIon of ~e ~~Iso agency we can only do so much. We raise
drought, intense flooding, wildfrres
DlEpot an~ opeOing ~t ~ our mal~ vIsitor our concerns at every opportunity, but we
and the other changes we are already experiencing.
center h~ been a slgmficant achie~ement , are also thinking ahead to mitigation if the
.
.
and ,remams a tremendous opporturuty for pro;ects do get built It is important for the
Congress' ..first . step working With
. .
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a ect e ture 0
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gles an energy p UCtlVlty unprovements
work there.'
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.
__ tha~ will_create ~llions of ~ediate jobs.
I'm also proud of the work we are do- Looking forward, what are your goals
Public and private building energy uping to reduce our impact' on the environ- and priorities for"improving Mojave Nagrades, mass transportation improvements'
ment. We now have eleven solar systems tional Preserve?
and grisl modernization should also be part
operating around the Preserve and thi's year
This could go on for a while! There are
of any economic recovery package..
will eliminate the last 'diesel generator from several areas that we have identified for the
America can lead by example. By' the Preserve. This year we also converted all future. One obvious opportunity is the Naour main~enance equipmept to\ bio-baseq ~ional Park Se.rvi~e. <?e9ten.nial Celebrati?n
taking a~tions at h?me, we can, provide
leadership o~ the IOtemahonaI stage .to
fluids and greatly expanded our recycling 10 2016. A major lrutlatlve IS already underboth wor~ With a?d be comp~tltlve With
program. Finally I would have to say that the
(Continued on page J J)
other natIons. This agenda Will be hard
work, but the good news is. that these are
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grades, mass transportation improvements
and grid modernization should also be part
of any economic recovery package.
.
America can lead by example. By
taking actions at home, we can provide
leadership on the international 'stage to
both work with and be competitive with
other nations. This agenda will be hard
work, but the good news is that these are
proven ways to face our economic and
environmental challenges - and the solutions help everyone.

mg to reduce' our impact' on' the envlron-"
ment. We now have eleven solar systems
operating around the Preserve and thi's year
will eliminate the last'diesel generator from
the Preserve. This year we also converted all
our main.WWlce equipmtint to \ bio-base4.
fluids and greatly expanded our recycling
program. Finally I would have to say that the
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Grou and Section News
Moreno Valley Group ,_

for updated information. The Friends of the
Northern San Jacinto Valley also have information posted on their web site:
www.northfriends.org
The Riverside County Planning Commission held an all day workshop on The
Villages of Lakeview project at their October 15, 2008 commission meeting. Plarming
staff spent the morning hours giving presentations on various aspects of the project.

': .
freeway and expose them to high levels of
air pollution. The 'old' Cajalco Road would
remain in place; meaning that Cajalco and
the Mid County Parkway would be parallel
routes and disrupt the rural landscape for
homeowners, You can log onto the web site
for
the
project 'at:
http://
www,midcountyparkway.orgl You can also
review DEIR documents at their web site.
For more information call the RCTC at (951)

By Ann McKibben
Association accepted $263,000 from HighAccording to Moreno Valley city plan- land Fairview developer Iddo Benzeevi and
ning staff, the Highland Fairview Corporate $100,000+ from local r:eal estate businessCenter project will probably' go before the - man' Jerry Stephens of Diversified Real Escity's plannUig commission early next year. tate. The treasurer for the Moreno Valley
The city released the, draft environmental Taxpayers Association is Moreno Valley
impact report (DEIR) in August 2008; com- Planning Commission member Michael
ments were due on September 19. The pro- Geller. Mr. Geller is also a law partner with,
ject proponent wants to build a 2.42 million Moreno Valley City Councilrnember Rich'square' foot logistic center ,[gr Skechers . ard Stewart. III other election news, the '
Shoes along the southern edge of Highway : Moreno' Valley Utility' User's Tax' over60 between Redlands .I;Joulevard. and' Theo- ,whelming passed in'the November election.
McAnally Chicken Ranch Conditional
dore Street in eastern Moreno Valley. Concerns are: increased truck'traffic which will . Use Perniit (CUP) No. 3512 is on the fast
occur if this project and two other logistic / track for' approval by Riverside County.
centers are built along Highway 60. Also, According to planning staff, the project will
increased air pollution, diesel particulates bypass a hearing before the Riverside
and their effects on local air ,quality is a huge County PlannIng Commission and will go
concerri as ate health effects': 'PleaSe' contact ~ directly to the Riverside County Board of '
project planner Mark Gross, Moreno Valley . Supervisors for approvaL No reason was
Planning Department, (951) 413-3222 to given for fast-tracking the project. The
confirm dates and times for the public hear- Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley
ings, Als~, please take, time to at,!end the sent a letter to the Riverside County PlanPlanning Coinmission hearing and Moreno ning Department Director Ron Goldman and
,Valley City Council meeting and let them Supervisor Marion Ashley requesting that
know that you are concerned about tJ:le' se- the project be heard before the county Planvere health effects, traffic, and changes in ' ning Commission: No one replied to the
,land use designations this projeCt will have. request. The ranch, if approved; would
You can call Mr. Gross for more' information : house 2.2 MILLION· chickens adjacent to
on the project. And you can also call ' the San Jacinto, Wildlife Area where thou~
George Hague, Group Conservation Chair at 'sands of waterfowl and shorebirds winter
(951) 924-0816, or e-mail the Moreno Val- 'each year. Major concerns regarding th~
Janet DeenIMoreno Valley
'ley .Group ~t:'. movalleygroup@y~oo.com . proj~ct are the ~pread Of. avian ~u, wa~er
Moreno Valley Group hik~ to OUveMountain Pe~ in Moreno Valley.
for mformatlOn on when the Planrung Com- qualIty degradatIOn, locatIng an mdustnal
.
, '-', - .' '
,.
mission ancL!or City'~ollnciLv~arings will be scale .poultry facilitY' next t<::Uhe Sill Ja~iI?to After, a lunch' break the, Lewis' Operating 781-7141. Project manager is Cathy BechteL
held. PI arming Commission and city council Wildlife Area (a cornerstone reservt;, iIi. \b'e' Corp (LOC)', prop6nehts'of tlie 'project, spent Or you can call George Hague, Group Conmeetings agendas can be foul1d at: http://' Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat the afternoon touting the virtues ofLOC and 'servation Chair at (951) 924-0816, or e-mail
~
www.morcno-valley.ca.us/Conservation Plan) plus locating such a huge explaining the quality "and value of their the' Moreno Valley Group at: movalleyo
Two new city council members were facility adjacent within feet of the flood project. The' workshop completely ignored group@yahoo.com for updated information.
o
elected in Moreno Valley's November eJec- plain of the San Jacinto River. Comments talking' about any issues related,to placing
Save Our'Skyline: Box Springs thru the
1'0
1'0
tion. Robin Hastings was elected to repre- on the draft environmental impact report 3,000' high· density units between" the San . Badlands is a group based in Moreno Valley
<D
1'0
sent Moreno Valley's 3rd District (which were 'due on November 9,2008, In order to Jacinto Wildlife 'Area and the Ramona Ex- committed to preserving the city's northern
o
covers the eastern portion of Moreno Valley build The Villages of Lakeview project the pressway or how locating these units would skyline. Meetings are the third Tuesday of
ex>
where the Highland Fairview projected is developer (Lewis Operating Corp) has to be beneficial to the San Jacinto Wildlife every month at the Coffee Grinder, 23580
------nmno"etLto...b"-blliJt)_She.....renlaces..Erank.......relo.cate..a~xisting chicken ranch. It will be Area. There was 110 discussion of putting Sunnymead Blvd. For more information, call
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meetings agendas can be found at: http:// Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat the afternoon touting the virtues of LOC and . servation Chair at (951) 924-0816, or e-mail
www.moreno-valley.ca.us/Conservation Plan) plus locating such a huge explaining the quality 'and value of their the' Moreno Valley Group at: movalleyTwo new city council members were facility adjacent within feet of the flood project. The workshop completely ignored grOUp@yahoo.com for updated information.
Save Our Skyline: Box Springs tluu the
elected in Moreno Valley's November elec- plain of the San Jacinto River. . Comments talking about any issues related· to placing
tion. Robin Hastings was elected to repre- on the draft environme,ntal impact report 3,000' high"density . units betweeo'the San, Badlands is a group based iii. Moreno Valley
sent Moreno ValleY'S 3'd District (which were 'due on November 9, 2008. In order to Jacinto Wildlife-'Area and the Ramona 'Ex- committed to preserving th~ dty's northern
covers the eastern portion of Moreno Valley build The Villages of Lakeview project the pressway or .how locating these units would skyline. Meetings are the third Tuesday of
where the Highland Fairview projected is developer (Lewis Operating Corp) has to be beneficial to the San Jacinto Wildlife every month at the Coffee Grinder, 23580
proposed to be built). She replaces Frank relocate an existing chicken ranch. It will be Area. There was no discussion of putting Sunnymead Blvd. For more inform,ation, call
West who has served for many years. Ms. merged with another facility and relocated to compatible land uses adjacent to th'e wildlife Dan Clark at (951) 924-2545 or e-mail
Hastings is chief of staff for Riverside the Bridge Street location if the approval area and existing homeowners in Lakeview. saveourskyline@roadrunner.com
For current outings. offered by the MoCounty Supervisor Marion Ashley. Jesse process goes forward. If you have questions Around 3:30 in the afternoon the public was
Molina was elected to represent the I" Dis- regarding the project, please contact: Matt 'allowed to make comments on the proposed reno Valley Group, please check our web
project with 3 minutes allotted to each per- page at:
http://sangorgooio.sierraclub.orgl
son speaking. George Hague, Group Con- moreno-valley/index.htmI
The Moreno Valley Group is selling
servation Chair, made comments as did
Heebe Anderson from the Center for Bio- Sierra Club calendars to support our activities.
logical Diversity, Tom Paulek, conservation Please contact Theresa Carson at (951) 242chair for the Friends of the Northern San 4752 or e-mail us at:
rnovalleyJacinto Valley, and Ann McKibben from the grouP@Yahoo.com if you would like to buy
FNSN. Members of the UCCRC citizen's some calendars.
.
group in Nuevo and other members of the
The city of Moreno Valley Parks and
public made comments expressing their Community Services Department Recreaconcerns about the project and how it would tional Trails Board is sponsoring a "Hike to
affect existing landowners in the commu- Terri Peak" on January 24, '2009. They will
oity. A few people spoke in support of the meet at 8:30 a.ill; at Landmark Middle
project. For more information on the pro- School, 15261 Legendary Drive. Please call
jec~, contact project planner Matt Straite, the department at (951) 413-3702 for more
Riverside County Planning Department at information.
(951) 955-8631. You can check for planWinter provide wonderful opportunities
http:// for bird watching, hiking, and wildlife photogning commission agendas at:
www.rctlma.orgiplanningicontentihearings/raphyinthenorthernSanJacintoValley.To
pc/current pc.htrnl
The Friends of the visit the wildlife area take Interstate 215 south
Northern San Jacinto Valley have informa- past the March Air Reserve Base, exit at the
tionD posted at -their web site: Ramona Expressway; drive east to Davis Road
www.northfriends.org According to county in Lakeview; go north 2.2 miles until you
George HagueIMoreoo Valley
planning staff, the draft environmental im- coine to the wildlife area entrance gates (17050
Scmic vEw IiI..aI!£ Perri; SlaleRaTealknAIm
pact report for the project will be released in Davis Road, Lakeview). The wildlife area is
trict defeating long-time city councilmember Straite, Riverside County Planning Depart- the summer of2009.
open from dawn to dusk seven days a week.
The draft environmental document for Wetland areas are closed for hunting all day
Charles White. Both Mr. West and " Mr. ment, 4080 Lemon Street, 91h Floor, P.O.
White were targeted by the Moreno Valley Box 1409, Riverside, CA
92502-1409, the Mid County Parkway (MCP), a River- Wednesdays and Saturdays through February
Taxpayers Association who claimed that (951) '955-8631. Please take time to voice side County Transportation Commission 7,2009. Please call the wildlife area office for
traffic and crime had risen Districts I and 3. your concerns about this project .and the (RCTC) project which plans to expand the more information at (951) 928-0580. Please
According to a November 5, 2008 article in effects it will have on the northern San Ja- Ramona. Expressway from the city of San check www.northfriends.org for current natUre
The Press-Enterprise, the Moreno Valley cinto Valley imd the San Jacinto Wildlife Jacinto to the city of Corona as a six to eight walks at the San Jacinto Wildlife Area.
Taxpayers Association spent over $350,000 Area. You can also help by attending the. lane road, was released on October 10, 2008.
The Moreno Valley Group has many
to unseat both West and White. Apparently, public hearing before the board of supervi- Three public meetings were held in October issues to follow, and we are looking for more
crime and traffic issues only occur in Dis- sors .. If you are following this project, you and two public hearings were held in No- volunteers. Any amount of time you could
tricts I and 3 of the city and stay within can check the Board of Supervisors' web vember. Because of the large number of contribute would be appreciated. For more
council di,trict lines. Councilmember Wil- page for their - agenda at: http:// documents to review for the project, the information on group meetings and volunteerliam Bate. r was unopposed and won reelec- ·www.clerkoftheboard.co.riverside.ca.us/ deadline for comments was postponed until ing with the Moreno Valley Group, contact
tion for tho 5'h ·District. He was not targ~ted agendas/2008.htrn
You can also call January 8, 2009. The preferred project route Ann McKibben at (951) 924-8150, Theresa
by the group. According to an October 17, George Hague, Group Conservation Chair at would displace about 100 homes,.a fire sta- Carson, (951) 242-4752 or George Hague at
2008 article appearing in The Press- (951) 924-0816, or e-mail the Moreno Val- tion and businesses in the city of Perris. It (951) 924-0816 or e-mail us at: movalleyEnterprise, the Moreno Valley Taxpayers ley Group at: movalleygroup@yahoo.com would leave existing homes next to the new group@yahoo.com.
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.Mojave Group

anyway. You are not alone. Write to
the county to express your interest in
the project and to get on their list so
that you are' informed about updates:
Doug Feremenga, AICP, Senior Planner, 385 North Arrowhead Avenue,
First Floor, San Bernardino, CA 924150182 or call (909) 387-4147 or email
dferemenga@lusd.sbcounty.gov .
Mojave Group members may also
email Jenny at JensOasis@aol.com to
. get updates on meetings etc.
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The designated vehicle routes in
the region have been signed with open
route markers. Unfortunately, this
means little to some A TV riders who
like to engage in hill climb activity and
making their own trails. The Friends of
J~niper Flats have developed an Adopt
a Trail program to document and report
this illegal activity. Each trail takes
about 4 hours to complete in the field
and' there is an expectation that you
would do so 2-4 times a year. .
.Please become a paying member of
the Friends of Juniper Flats ($5), enjoy
the area and perhaps adopt a trail so
that we can adequately document the
damage to the habitat and especially in
the riparian areas. Some of the trails
require hiking or use of a motorcycle.

Use Services Dept. in San Bernardino.
It will also be posted on the SBLUSD
Mojave Group ExCom Election Results
Many thanks to the dedicated website at www.sbcounty.gov/
members who submitted their ballot in landuseservices. There will be a public
a timely manner. We alL give Melody a hearing, the date of which will be sent
wann welcome to the Mojave Group to all property owners and residents
within 1,300 feet of the proposed proExcom. Melody takes over from Bill as
ject
and other persons expressing an
the Outings Chairperson in January.
interest in the project. Notice of ComWe hope to continue to be inspired by
Bill's outings, Highway Cleanup and pletion of the Draft EIR starts a 45- Update from the Friends of Juniper Flats
leadership for the Wednesday Evening calendar day public review period.
The Juniper Flats Area is an imThe environmental consequences portant trans-mountain habitat with
Walks. Our current Excom is as follows: Jenny Wilder, chair; Carol Wiley, of this project are HUGE, and are not numerous seeps and springs which atvice Chair; Kim Floyd, Conservation; confined to 1,300 feet of the project tract wildlife as well as humans. At
Estelle Delgado, Membership & Chap- boundary. The issue of water alone is least three streams have year round
ter Excom delegate; Bryan Baker, of concern to all residents in the Victor
c,
·n·
Treasurer/website'· Adriana Durbin, Valley, but especially to those whose
,-. "
D
water is supplied by Apple Valley Ran, .... "",
Secretary; Melody Nichols, Outings
chos
Water
Company.
•
D
Chair.
This is a current description of the
We also have a great mix of outproposed project: "The Hacienda at
ings leaders and volunteers who help to
encomkeep the Mojave Group moving along Fairview Valley Specific Plan
passes 1,557 acres and proposes a massmoothly. Our ExCom mec~ting on
January 7, 2009 will be an annual plan- . ter planned residential commUnity with
ning meeting and all members are wel- oPllOrtunities for equestrian, farnilyoriented, and active adult (55+) lifecome to attend. We seek a "Hospitality
styles.
The Specific Plan provides a
Chairperson" for our regular monthly
mix
of
approximately
3,114 residential
nd
meetings (2 Weds of the month). The
15
acres
of
Neighborhood
Comunits,
Hospitality Chairperson is a volunteer
mercial uses, and approximately. 336
who is re~ponsibJe. for making sur.~ we
acres of ParkslRecreation/Open Space.'
have refreshments at our monthly meet·
ings. This can be done by -making a Th~ land u~~~ would be tipkeq. tQge.tber
· through' a· oe'twork of inulti~use trails roster· of people willing to take their
turn or by providing the refreshments and pedestrian paths, parks, greenbelts,
himlherself with the aid of a donation water features, and natural open space.
I
· In addition, the project proposes three
can and/or group funds.
overlay districts to allow opportunity
Molave River In Afton Canyon Natura) Area ~
,
. ,
~I
Hacienda at Fairview Valley Proposal
for expanding uses, including a Golf surface water in places along their
.
On November 18, 2008 the County Course Overlay, and Equestrian Over- stretch in most years (2008 was no ex- Others may be driven in a car and some
of San Bernardino and Strata Equity lay, and a commercial Overlay."
re~~~.rr~~un.~k~.v.clun._ ________~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~c~~~~~.This~~~~~~
._~~_._~._..
._~_
_teeun.theJieJ~hubmlLhrulf'.5lhilibLfo
By Jenny Wilder

~

'.' ..

l'oster 'of p'eopIe' willing to taKe'ili
turn or by providing the refreshments

and p~destrian paths, parks,g;~;~bel1:s~
water features, and natural open space.
In addition, the project proposes three
overlay districts to allow opportunity
for expanding uses, including a Golf
Course Overlay, and Equestrian Overlay, and a commercial Overlay."

him/herself with the aid of a donation
can andlor group funds.
Hacienda at Fairview Valley Proposal
. On November 18,2008 the County
of San Bernardino and Strata Equity
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Kelso Dunes, largest field of eolian sand deposits In the Mojave Desert.
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held a public meeting called an
EIR Public Scoping Meeting. They did
a good job of describing the public
process for this project to t,e able to
move forward. The next step is for the
county and independent EIR consultants (RBF consulting-john E. Gifford)
to prepare and distribute the DRAFT
EIR. This docUment will be distributed
to the appropriate state, regional and
- local' agencies for their review and
comment.
The Draft EIR will also be available for public review at the San 'Bernardino County Library (Apple Valley
Newton T. Bass Branch on Dale Evans
Prky), and at the San Bernardino Land ,0 ~'.!,"\\ IHJ \..:~)!p\t'\~·~ll

The zoning at present is for rural
lifestyle, and most of the su..'Totmding
lots are 2.5 acres or more and have
their own well. Some of the subject
property shares a boundary with public
lands. If all the lots were lacre there
would perhaps be 1,557 houses. This
area is not within the ToWn of Apple
Valley limits, it is in the County area,
Many projects such as this one require
a change--in the County General Plan.
This seems to happen rather suddenly,
but in fact it happens because
neighbors are not generally aware of
the environmental consequences, they
don't have time, or -simply feel that
they are alone and can't do anYthing

-

Mojave River in Afton canyon Natural Area ,

,

'

surface water in places along their
stretch in most years (2008 was no exception). This area is located to the
south of Apple Valley east of the Mojave River to where Highway 18 runs
past the Mitsubishi Cement Plant and
north of the San Bernardino National
Forest.
The area is managed by the Bureau
of Land Management and represents a
major 'open space' for residents of the
Victor Valley. The area has been devastated by several fires including the
Devil Fire and more recently the Willow Fire in 1999. Junipers that survived,
the fues are just now recovering significantly and other vegetation including trees such as ash and cottonwood in
the riparian areas are gaining height
and strength. 3 types of Yucca, a virtUal
wealth of wildflowers and native bunch
grass contribute to the exceptional '
beauty of the region.
, As if that is not enough, you will
enjoy tremendous views of the valley
and surrounding mountains as well as
fields of huge boulders to clamber over
and which provide shelter on a hot,
cold or windy day! The area has been
used by humans for thousands of years
,and some important archaeological
sites are protected by the designation as
the Juniper Flats Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). An ACEC
is the BLM's highest level of management for an area.
We will enjoy a hike in the upper
section of Arrastre Canyon on January
11,2009 and in the ACEC on February
28, 2009. We are also planning a service day to pick up trash (more of a 4x4
activity). See the Outings Calendar for
more information and updates and join
a us to discover the serenity and beauty
of the Juniper Flats Area!

j

Others may be driven in a car and some
require 4x4. If you are unable to volunteer in the field, but you have ability for
organizing, we need someo'ne to, then
document the findings from each Adopt
a Trail visit (computer use required).
Contact Jenny Wilder JensOasiS@aol.coin or 760 220 0730 for a
map of the open route system and more
information. Please send your membership dues $5 to Friends of Juniper
Flats, Trea~urer, P,O. Box 83, Apple
Valley, CA 92307.
Youth in the Desert Hikes
'We continue to offer hikes for
families and often they fill up fast.
Early_registration for the hikes and
campouts is highly recommended. Visit
the Calendar section to see where we
are going in January and February!
Contact Melody Nichols at Labelady@msn.com or 760 963 4430 to
join the email list for updates. Thankyou ,Melody! We also encourage families to call the leader of regular Sierra
Club Outings to see if their hike is
youth/child friendly. Explore, Enjoy,
Protect!

4x4 Adventures
Estelle and a select group of volunteers monitor designated Wilderness
Areas in the Mojave Desert. Designation as Wilderness takes an act of Congress and is not lightly done. The areas
have unique qualities that may not always be apparent. They are well worth
exploring! Thank you Estelle. To fmd
out more about this monitoring effort
and/or to join the team of volunteers
-(which could be called the Mojave
Group 4x4 Rovers) contact Estelle at
-' estelledelgado@verizon.net_760 241
.
7327. -

I
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(2ND MON) 7:00 PM

JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2009
The outings calendar is available on the Internet at http://sangorgonio.sierraclub.org

(2ND TUE) 7:00 PM

CALENDAR SUBMISSIONS

SB MOUNTAINS GROUP

MEETING

Monthly program meeting. No meeting in August or December. PLACE: St. Richard's Episcopal Church,
28708 Highway 18, Sky Forest. INFO: DAVE BARRIE, (909) 337-0313.
SB MOUNTAINS GRP

CHAPTER CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

MEETING

(In July.only the meeting will be the 3"' Tuesday, July '18.) Monthly meeting. Take part in working on important conservation issues. Please come: we need your help! PLACE: San Gorgonio CHAPTER Office, 4079
Mission Inn Ave., Riverside. INFO: KIM FLOYD, Conservation Chair, kimffioyd@verizon.net, (760) 2495385.
'CHAPTER

DEADLINE: Items for the MARCI:I/APRIL 2009 Calendar are due by February 5.
FORMAT items similar to those below. Send items electronically if possible.
, SUBMISSIONS: Except for below, send to ralphsalisbury@att.net
OUTINGS: Send outings write-ups to your group or section Outings Chair.
MEETINGS and other events: Send to iwfJadd@eee.org

(2ND WED) 7:00 PM

MOJAVE GROUP

MEETING

~

Monthly meeting except for July and August. PLACE: Sterling Inn, Regency Room, 17738 Francesca, VicAll Outings Leaders are Chapter Certified Leaders having appropriate Outings Training Courses, First Aid torville. (One block north of Bear Valley Rd. on Ridgecrest.) Enter on Ridgecrest side of the building.
MOJAVE GROUP
Courses, and experience for the Outings they lead. LEADERS may exclude individuals:from participation if INFO: CAROL WILEY, (760) 245-8734, earthlingwiley@aol.com
they believe they may not be qualified. Non-Sierra Club members may join outings unless otherwise stated
MEETING
in the .write-up. All participants agree to abide by the Leader's rules. Participants should CALL THE (3RD TUE) 6:00 PM SAN JACINTO VALLEY (HEMET) CONS COMMITTEE
Monthly conservation meeting. The public is welcome. LOCATION: Call or email for location and directions.
LEADER AHEAD TO SIGN-UP.
CONTACT: SHAUll ROSEN-RAGER, (951) 767-2203, gardens@netzon.net.
SAN JACINTO VALLEY (HEMET) CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
WHAT TO BRING
Many Outings specify items to be carried by EACH participant. Do not attend Outings withou1 the specified
BIG BEAR GROUP
MEETING
items unless you have first discussed it with the leader. Often the TEN ESSENTIALS are required. They (3RD. TUE) 6:30 PM
INFO: For current program information, please visit the Group web site
are: 1) map, 2) compass, 3), flashlight, 4) knife, 5) windprooflwaterproof matches in waterproof case, 6) fire Monthly meeting.
starter, 7) first aid kit, 8) extra food and water for emergency use only, 9) extra clothing inctuding rainwear, www.sierractubbigbeargroup.org. PLACE: Big Bear Discovery Center, 40971 North Shore Dr. (Hwy. 38),
BIG BEAR GROUP
and 10) sun protection including sunscreen/sunglasses/hat.
Fawnskin. CONTACT: CHRISTIE WALKER, (909) 866-5006.

GENERAL INFORMATION, RULES AND DISCLAIMERS

ADVENTURE PASS SPECIAL NOTICE

(3RD TUE) 7:00 PM

Outings occurring in the San Bemardino, Angeles, Cleveland, or Los Padres National Forests require a
Forest Service "Adventure Pass· for each vehicte. These Outings will be preceded by" in the listings that
follOW. Be sure to contact the leader regarding permits. The permits cost $30 per year or $5 per day, however they may not be obtainable the day of your outing. If you arrive at the meeting place without making
arrangements with the leader and you don't have a pass or find a ride in a vehicle with a pass, you will not
be able to attend the outing. You are expected to share the cost of the daily passes equally with the others
'in the vehicle. A $.50 contribution from everyone in the vehicie is reasonable for annual passes (above
normal mileage contribution). AmeriCa The Beautiful Interagency Passes may be used in lieu or the Adventure Pass.

Monthly meeting except August. The public is welcome. Refreshments will be served. PLACE: Educational
Buiiding, Upland Presbyterian Church, Euclid Ave. at 11th. INFO: MARY ANN RUIZ, (909) 62&1285.
.
LOS SERRANOS GROUP

(3RD THU) 6:00 PM

LOS SERRANOS GROUP

TAHQUITZ GROUP

J,

JI

II

·1

MEETING

MEETING

Monthly meeting except June to September. PLACE: Portola Community Center, 45480 Portola, Palm
Desert (Three blocks south of 111 at Shadow Mountain) Enter parking lot from Shadow Mountain east of
Portola. INFO: MICHAEL t-j,0WARD (760) 323-1050.
TAHQUITZ GROUP

. (4TH TUE) 7:00 PM

SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER EXCOM

MEETING

CARPOOLING POLICY

Chapter governance meeting. PLACE: The.San Gorgonio Chapter office, 4079 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside.
INFO:RICKESTES951-314-3328<rickestes92595@ahoo.com> , . . ,.
CHAPTER
. In the Interests of facilitallng the logistiCS qf some outings, It IS customary that participants make carpooling
y
arrangements. The Sierra Club does not have insurance for carpooling arrangemenis and assumes no
liability for them. Carpooling, ride sharing, or anything similar..is strictly a private arrangement among the '
WEEKLY REOCCURRING FITNESS ACTIVITIES
participants. Participan.ts as~umethe risks associated with this travel. Drivers should have adequat~ insurPlease ;ead "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
ance coverage and their vehicles should have no safety defects. Dnvers of carpools agree to not consume
,-.
any alcoholic beverages. It is cusJomary for riders to share e)(penses with the driver. Ten eerits:per'mile per
•
'
.. '.
.
WALK
person for'short trips is suggested while six cents per mile per person.over 100 miles.is usually reasonable:· MO~ 6.. 00 PM; , RIV~RSIDE MT. RUBIDOUX ONE HOUR FITNESS .
,
- ,
.'
. .
",
MEET: Nin,th S,treet er]tra.n,cet() Mt. ~ubido!Jx. INFO: JUDY SMITH (951) 369-5117.
LIABILITY WAIVER
'::: ..
,SAN GORGONIO SIERRA SINGLES
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In order to participate on'one of the Sierra Club's outings, you will need to sign the following liability waiver:' WED 7:00 PM .
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MOJAVE GROUP VICTOR VALLEY
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WALK

Conditioning walk' every .~ednesday .except Gro~; m~eti~g might on the 2nd Wednesday of the month.
Walks are pacedJor partiCipants. 'Enjoy.the evening air, nver breeze, sunset~, stars and moon on a three
.mile wal.k.around Jess RanctJ and along the Mojave River. MEET at the·Victor Valley Museum in Apple
I understand that during my participation in this Sierra Club Outing, I may be exposed to a vanety of hazards· Valley. 'iNFO: BILL SPRENG (760) (951) 4520, bspreng@verizon.net or JENNY WILDER (760) 220-0730,
and risks, foreseen or unforeseen, which are inherent in each Outing, and cannot be eliminated without ·JensOasis@aol.com.
'. .
....
MOJAVE GROUP
destroying the unique character of the Outing. These inheren! ri.sk~ includ~, but !l~e .not limited to, the dan~._,
i- •
, J,
, , ' ,. ". i., "
.
.
gers of senous personal'lnjury, property damage, and death ( Injunes and Damages) from exposure to the'
..
hazards of travel and the Sierra Club has not tried to contradict or minimize my understanding of these risks. '
I know that Injuries and Damages can occur by natural causes or activities of other persons, animals, trip
Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
members, trip leaders and assistants or third parties, either as a result of negligence or because of other
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)
reasons. I understand that risks of such Injuries and Damages are involved in adventure travel such as

S'

-In Sheet & Acknowledgment of Outing Member Responsibility
Ign
.' . .
. ..
'
Express Assumption of RiSk, and Release of Liability
. '

DECEMBER 15

DECEMBER 21

,
Ij
~

,.!

:1

Express7r-ssuiriptTon or-msll-;-a-"-ci"Rifreaseonlab""iiltY

D

,,'

,*
' , . - ' . ' .... - - ' , - ,r1')ile walk aro •.Jnd Jess Ranctl and along the Mojave' River: -MEET altha·Victor Valley-Meiseum-T,'APple
I understand that during my participatio~ in this ~ierra Clu.b Outing, I ~ay be exposed to a vanety of ha~ards . V:alley. 'iNFO: BILL SPRENG (760) (951) 4520, bspreng@verizon.net or JENNY WILDER (760) 220-0730,
and nsks, foreseen or unforeseen, which are Inherent In each Oullng and cannot be eliminated Without ·JensOasis@aol.com. .
MOJAVE GROUP
destroying the unique character of the Outing. These inheren.t n.l'~. include, but a~e .not HITJ.~ted t?, the dan~..
"
'"
c. ,'1,;._'
gers of serious personal inJury, property damage, and death (InJunes and Damages) from exposure to the'
,
hazards of travel and the Sierra Club has not tried to contradict or minimize my understanding of these risks. ' . '
I know that Injuries and Damages can occur by natural causes or activities of other persons, animals, trip
Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
members, t'rip leaders and assistants or third parties, either as a result of negligence or because of other
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)
reasons. I understand that risks of such Injuries and Damages are involved in adventure travel such as
Sierra Club Outings and I appreciate that I may have to exercise extra care for my own person and for oth- DEC 15 (MON) 7:00 PM
APPLE VALLEY CONDITIONING HIKE
HIKE
ers around me in the face of such hazards. I further understand that on this Outing there may not be rescue. Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley
or medical facilities or expertise necessary to deal with the Injuries and Damages to which I may be ex- Museum on Apple'Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is h.ard packed, which
posed.
makes for nice evening walking condiiions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 963In consideration for my acceptance as a participant on this Outing, and the services and amenities to be 4430 <Labelady@msn.com >
MOJAVE GROUP
provided by the Sierra Club in connection with the Outing, I confirm my understanding that:

DECEMBER 1

5-

I have read any rules and conditions applicable to the Outing made available 'to me; I will pay any
costs and fees for the Outing; and I acknowledge my participation is at the discretion of the leader.
The Outing begins and ends at the location where the Outing officially commences with leader
and participants in attendance, as designated by the Sierra Club ("Trailhead·). The Outing does
not include carpooling, transportation, or transit to and from the Trailhead, and I am personally
responsible for all risks associated with this travel. This does not apply to transportation provided
by the Sierra Club after the commencement and before the end of the Outing.
If I decide to leave eariy and not to complete the Outing as planned, I assume all risks inherent in
my decision to leave and waive all liability against the Sierra Club arising from that decision.
Likewise, if the leader has Concluded the Outing, and I decide to go forward without the leader, I
assume all risks inherent in my decision to go forward and waive all liability against the Sierra
Club arising from that decision.
.
This Agreement is intended to be as broad and inclusive as is permitted by law. If any provision
or any part of any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or legally unenforceable for any
rE~ason, the remainder of this Agreem!3nt shall not be affected thereby and shall remain valid and
fully enforceable.
To the fullest extent allowed by law, I agree to WAIVE, DISCHARGE CLAIMS, AND RELEASE
FROM LIABILITY, and to INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS the Sierra Club, its officers,
directors, employees, agents, and leaders from any and all liability on account of, or in any way
resulting from Injuries and Damages, even if caused by negligence of the Sierra Club its officerS,.
directors, employees, agents, and leaders, in any way connected with this 'Outing. I understand
. and intend that this assumption of risk and release is binding upon my heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, and. !Oclud!ls ilny IT)inors accompanying me on the Outing.

DEC 16 (TUE) 6:00 PM

DECEMBER'21'

. .

DEC 16 (TUE) 6:30 PM

BIG BEAR GROUP

".

DEC 16 (TUE) 7:00 PM

LOS SERRANOS GROUP

Lake Ridge Escrow Conference Room 27236 Blue Jay Mall on Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Nov & Dec. INFO:
DAVE BARRIE, (909) 337-0313,.
SB MOUNTAINS GROWP

(1ST TUE)

LOS SERRANOS GROUP EXCOM

DEC 18 (THU) 6:00 PM

TAHQUITZ GROUP

MEETING

Monthly meeting except June to September. PLACE: Portola Community Center, 45480 Portola, Palm
Desert (Three blocks south of 111 at Shadow Mountain) Enter parking lot from Shadow Mountain east of
Portola. INFO: MICHAEL HOWARD (760) 323-1050.
TAHQUITZ GROUP

(1 ST TUE) 6:30 PM

BIG BEAR GROUPE.XCOM .

(1 ST TUE) 7:30 PM

~

Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)
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SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER

MEETING

.,
I

,
j

SUNSET PEAK

HIKE

I

(

!

JI

/

Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings.
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

DEC 29-JAN 3 MON-5AT

,

I

MEETING

PROGRAM: See front-page notice. Afterwards, SAN GORGONIO SIERRA SINGLES will adjourn for food
and drink. COST: $1 donation.requested. PLACE: San Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange Tree
DIRECTIONS: Exit 1-10 at Califomia St.
INFO: LADD SEEKINS 909-888-0161
Lane, Redlands.
<iwfJadd@eee.org>.
CHAPTER

~
,J,

DECEMBER 22-DECEMBER28

DEC 29 (MON) 7:00 PM
AP.PLE VALLEY CONDITIONING HIKE
HIKE
MEETING Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley

BIG BEAR GROUP

"

.i

"

Odd-numbered months only (Jan; Mar, May, Jul, Sep, & Nov). PLACE: For meeting time and place, call Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is hard packed, which
MARY ANN RUIZ 909"815-9379, ruizmaryann@gmail.com
.
makes for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
LOS SERRANOS GROUP
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 9634430 <LabeladY(1jlmsn.com >
MOJAVE GROUP
The meeting place rotates. INFO: CHRISTIE WALKER, (909) 866-5006.

I

MEETING

Our annual Holiday Dessert Potluck is always a fun evening with delicious treats & good company. We will
have some winter holiday music along with our usual meeting. Bring your favorite holiday dessert. Coffee &
beverage.s will be provided. PLACE: Educational Building, Upland Presbyterian Church, Euclid Ave. at 11 tho
INFO: MARY ANN RUIZ, (909) 628-1285.LOS SERRANOS GROUP

DECEMBER 29-JANUARY4
MEETING

\'

MEETING

Monthly meeting.
INFO: For current program information, please" visit the Group web site
www.sierraclubbigbeargroup.org. PLACE: Big Bear Discovery Center, 40971 North Shore Dr. (Hwy. 38),
Fawnskin. CONTACT: CHRISTIE WALKER, (909) 866-5006.
BIG BEAR GROUP

RECURRING-MONTHLY MEETINGS
. SB MOUNTAINS GROUP EXCOM

\

SAN JACINTO VALLEY (HEMET) CONS COMMITTEE MEETING

DEC 28 (SUN)

(1ST MON) 6.:00 PM

7

Monthly conservation meeting. The public is welcome. LOCATION: Call or email for location & directions.
CONTACT: SHAUll ROSEN-RAGER, (951) 767-2203, <gardens@netzon.net>
SAN JACINTO VALLEY (HEMET) CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

I have read this document in its entirety' and I freely and voluntarilY assume all risks of such Injuries and Once again we hope to see the San Gabriel Range covered with snow from this vantage point. The last two
- Damages and notwithstanding suchrisks;:1 agree to participate in the 'OUting.
.'
years we have been let down - we hope for more snow this year! , This is a nice 7 -mile round trip with about
Note: If the participant is a minor, the minor's guardian must sign on the minor's behalf..
1350 fI of elevation gain. From the top the view ofthe whole San Gabriel range, on a crisp & clear winter
day·is fantaStic! BRING: Sturdy shoes, water, lunch. Rain or snow cancels. MEET: For time & place, contact LEADER: MARY ANN RUIZ <Ruizmaryann@gmail.com> (909) 815-9379.
LOS SERRANOSGROUP

(LOOK IN CALENDAR FOR DA TES)

)

l,t

CARRIZO PLAIN NATIONAL MONUMENT

SERVICE

Celebrate the end of one year & the beginning of the next in one of our new National Monuments. The Carrizo Plain, west of Bakersfield, is a vast grassland, home to pronghom antelope, tule elk. kit fox, & a wide
variety of birds. A welcome hike Dec. 29, three & a half days of service modifying barbed wire fencing, & a
full day for hiking & exploring are planned. Use of accommodations at Goodwin Ranch included. limited to
12 participants. COST: $30 covers five dinners. RESERVATIONS & INFO: LEADER: CRAIG DEUTSCHE,
477-6670
or
CO-LEADER
MELINDA
GOODWATER
<deutsche@earthlink.net>
(310)
<mgoodwater@sbcglobal.net>(408) 774-1257.
CNRCC DESERT COMMITTEE

(Continued on page 6)
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JAN 17 (SAT) 9:00AM

(Continued from page 5)

JAN 3 (SAT)

PageS

Palm and Pine

JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2009

BUTCHER'S CAVE

HIKE

YOUTH IN THE DESERT - RODMAN MTNS

HIKE

We will explore the Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) in the Rodman Mountain Wilderness
with the BLM Barstow Office Archaeologist, Jim Shearer. This ACEC was established to protect sensitive,
ancient cultural sites that include petroglyphs & intagliOS. This moderate hike will be about 5 miles round trip
with an optional climb to the top of a nearby hill to get a lovely view of the Cady Mountains & surrounding
desert. WEAR good hiking shoes/boots & layered clothing. BRING plenty of water, snacks, lunch, & hat.
Don't forget your binoculars & camera! The drive is about 1112 hours & requires high clearance. Early
REGISTRATION & carpooling highly recommended. Group size is limited & preference will be given for
folks bringing youths .. INFO Contact LEADER JENNY WILDER <JensOasis@aol.com> (760) 220 0730.
MOJAVE GROUP

(Joshua Tree National Pari<) I don't know what to call this hike. We pass by a place we call 'Butcher's
Cave' but it's just a reference point. :Midway though the hike we'll be rooting around for an Indian site that
we've only heard about. You can help us look. If there are enough of us, we'll form a horizontal line as we
go forward & look in all the most likely places. We'll try to give you some clues as to what is a likely place.
This is all directly behind Queen Mt. to the north. This is a very seldom-explored yet beautiful area of the
pari<. The hike will be a bit strenuous with some bouldering. We think about six hours long depending on
our search. BRING lots of clothing choices in your car & we'll all figure out what we need depending on
what kind of day it is. WEAR good boots though & BRING a cou'ple of liters of water & a hearty lunch.
OWL CANYON LOOP
HIKE
MEET: Gall LEADERS ANN & AL MURDY (760) 366-2932 rNe don't retum calls) or email JAN 17 (SAT) 9:00 AM
~I.murdy@gmail.com>
TAHQUITZ GROUP Please join me for a 8 to 10 mile loop hike in Owl Canyon. a great hike through the foothills north of Barstow
with great views of the surrounding valleys. BRING your spirit of adventure & 2 to 3 qts of water, sturdy
JAN 3 (SAT)
PCT - CEDAR SPRINGS TO HWY 173
HIKE boots. lunch/snacks. INFO: Call LEADER TERRENCE MC CORKLY. home (760) 252-2194. cell (760) 412. MOJAVE GROUP
Please us for a 9 mile hike along the Pacific Crest Trail starting at Cedar Springs & ending at the 173 PCT 1683 <oldhikerdude@verizon.net>
parking area. This will be a shuttle. BRING jacket, sturdy hiking boots, lunch, snacks, & plenty of water.
CEDAR GLEN
HIKE
Please dress in layers for weather conditions. However; Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk. MEET: Call JAN 18 (SUN) 9:00 AM
This hike will be part of the East San Gabriel ·Mountains Campaign to add wilderness acreage to CucaLEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 963-4430 or <Labelady@msn.com>. CO-LEADER BILL SPRENGS.
monga Wildemess. We will write postcards to Congressman David Dreier on a break. Cards & mailing will
MOJAVE GROUP
be provided. This will be an uphill hike on Chapman Trail up Cedar Canyon through oak. spectacular stands
JAN 3 (SAT) 9:00 AM
SANTA ROSA ECOLOGICAL PRESERVE
HIKE of incense cedar. yucca; chaparral. sugar pine, & ponderosa pine to Cedar. Glen. Cedar Glen is just inside
"New Member" hike (all are welcome though) Enjoy an easy 5 mile roundtrip hike to the Original Ranch the Cucamonga Wilderness. Not for beginners, but noi all that hard. 4.4 miles round trip, 1460 ft elev. gain.
Adobe. While you're there, meet local Group leaders & learn about your local Santa Margarita Group (under MEET: North parking lot of PFF Bank, Claremont, at NE corner pf Indian Hill & Foothill Blvds. We will carthe shade of ancient oaks trees). RESERVATIONS & INFO: Call LEADER RICK ESTES (951) 393-4071 pool to Ice House Canyon Trail trailhead. BRING: extra warm layers, gloves. water & extra snacks; wear
<rickestes92595@gmail.com>
SANTA MARGARITA GROUP sturdy shoeslboots. Rain/snow cancels. INFO: LEADER: DEAN SHIMEK. <dtsierra@msn.cam> (909) 8992795.'
LOS SERRANOS GROUP

JANUARY5-JANUARY11

JANUARY 19-JANUARY25

Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

JAN 5 (MON) 7:00 PM

Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

APPLE VALLEY CONDITIONING HIKE

HIKE

Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditiq[ling walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley
Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is hard packed, which
makes fOt nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk. so please. call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 9634430 <Labelady@msn.com>
MOJAVE GROUP

JAN 6 (TUE)

LOS SERRANOS GROUP EXCOM

Odd-numbered months only (Jan, Mar, May. Jul, Sep. & Nov).
DAVID THORNE, (909) 949-8046.
U

. JAN 6 (TUE) 6:30 PM

APPLE VALLEY CONDtTlONiNG HIKE

• .

HIKE

Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River: MEET at the Victor Valley
Museum 6n Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & Is hard packed, which
makes for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear· comfortable walking shoes.
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable: LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 9634430 <Labelady@msn.com>
MOJAVE GROUP

MEETING

SAN JACINTO VALLEY (HEMET) .CONSCOMMITTEE MEETING
PLACE: For meeting time & place, call JAN 20 (TUE) 6:00 PM
LOS SERRANOS GROUP Monthly conservation meeting. The public is welcome. LOCATION: Call or email for location & directions.
CONTACT: SHAUll ROSEN-RAGER, (951) 767-2203, <gardens@netzon.net> ..
SAN JACINTO VALLEY (HEMET) CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
MEETING

BIG BEAR GROUP EXCOM

The meeting place rotates. INFO: CHRISTIE WALKER. (909) 866-5006.
..
..

BIG BEAR GROUP

JAN 20 (TUE) 6:30 PM
BIG BEAR GROUP
MEETING
INFO: For current program information, please visit the Group web site
MEETING Monthly meeting.

~

JAN 6 (TUE) 7:30 PM

JAN 19'(MON) 7:00 PM

SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER

wwW.sierraciubbigbeargroup.org. PLACE: Big Bear Discovery Center. 40971 North Shore Dr. (Hwy. 38).
PROGRAM: See front-page notice. Afterwards. SAN GORGONIO SIERRA SINGLES will·adjourn for food &
BIG BEAR GROUP
Fawnskin. CONTACT: CHRISTIE WALKER. (909) 866-S006.
drink. COST: $1 donation requested. PLACE: San Bernardino County Museum. 2024 Orange Tree Lane,
Redlands.
DIRECTIONS: Exit 1-10 at Califomia St.
INFO: LADD SEEKINS (909) ~0161
<iwfladd@eee.org>.
.'" . .
" . -.",,' . CHAPTER JAN 20 (TUE) 7:00 PM
LOS SERRANOS GROUP
MEETING
.
.
..
Dr: ~usan Sh~nck from the Claremont Colleges will speak about the Robert J. Bemard Biological Field
JAN 10-11 (SAT-SUN)
EL PASO WILDERNESS
. . : ' . ' RESTORATION Station at the Claremont Colleges. She will tell us about the research that is done there along with informaAssist.the-Hidgecrest BLMin protecting this wilderness area from OHVabuse by helping to block off & dis.- tion a~out the plant and animal. life .t~at can ~ found at the. station. ·The station consists of 86 acres of
gUise Illegal routes. MEET late Friday afternoon.north of the wilderness area & car caravan to our camping pn~anly coas~1 sage scru.b, R!ve~ldlan allUVial fan scrub, live oak forest, and grassland. In addition, an
area near Sheep Springs or meet near the wori< site on Saturday moming. Saturday evening happy hour & artifiCial I~k? With surrounding npanan woodland and several created vemal pools add to habitat diversity.
potluck. INFO: Contact LEADER: KATE ALLEN <kj.allen@wildblue.net> (661) 9444056.
The public I~. welcome. Refreshments will be served. PLACE: Educational Building, Upland Presbyterian
LOS SERRANOS GROUP
CNRCC DESERT COMMITIEE Church. Euc.ld Ave. at 11 tho INFO: MARY ANN RUIZ, (909) 628-1285.
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JAN 11 (SUN) 7:30 AM

CAHUILLA MOUNTAIN

;

HIKE JAN 24 (SAT) 8:00 AM

Starting near Juan Diego Flats, this popular trail will take us through chamise-ciominated chaparral, open
meadows, .& mature black oak forest to the 5.635 feet peak. 5.5 miles RT. 1200 feet elevation gainlloss.
Excellent Views, mostly well graded trail. comfortable pace. Kids 9 & older welcome. BRING: Hiking boots.
lunch, a snack, 3 liters water, sun and/or warm hat, sunscreen. DRESS in layers for unpredictable weather.
Binoculars recommended. ME~T: For carpooling: 7:30 AM at Paloma de Sol Pari<, Temecula (behind Home
,,~~~. ~_ ' " 7n\ g 7 . .,n AU ~"A_'" u~ __ , . __ N; __ ,_. Uo~o, u"eT cc",eTCC ..... c,.; ... ~ .. '~n 0
"L

S B MTS, PACIFIC CREST TRAIL, SILVERWOOD LAKE

HIKE

":'e will hike West from State Highway 173 to Cedar Springs Dam, Silverwood Lake. Distance: 9.5 mi. Elevation gain: 500 ft. BRING: Water. lunch, 10 essentials. MEET: As this hike requires a car shuttle. call
LEADER HEATHER SARGEANT (909) 336-2836.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP

JAN 25 (SUN) 8:30 AM

SYCAMORE CANYON

HIKE

APproximate 3 mile hike throuQh Sycamore Canyon Wilderness Park in Riverside. Trails have some ups &

_

944-40'56.-"""""""'-

';;;;ili,'cl.c":'iN'FO:C';.;t;cti:k...:.:iER: KATE ALLEN <kj.allen@wild~~i~(661)
CNRCC DESERT COMMiTTEE

JAN 11 (SUN) 7:30 AM

CAHUILLA MOUNTAIN

, 'ilia public Is. weicoma.-Rafreshmants'wlll-ba-servail:'""p[ACE: Eaucatlonal Building, Oprancn>restiytertan'

HIKE

Starting near Juan Diego Flats, this popular trail will take us through chamise-dominated chaparral, open
meadows, & mature black oak forest to the 5,635 feet peak. 5.5 miles RT, 1200 feet elevation gain/lo55.
Excellent views, mostly well graded trail, comfortable pace. Kids g & older welcome. BRING: Hiking boots,
lunch, a snack, 3 liters water, sun and/or warm hat, sunscreen. DRESS in layers for unpredictable weather.
Binoculars recommended. MEET: For carpooling: 7:30 AM at Paloma de Sol Park, Temecula (behind Home
Depot on Rt. 79), & 7:30 AM at And Henry's parking lot, Hemet. MUST REGISTER by Friday, Jan 9. INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS: SHAUll ROSEN-RAGER (951) 767-2203 <rosenrager@gmail.com>
SANTA MARGARITA GROUP

JAN 11 (SUN) 8:30 AM

JUNIPER FLATS

HIKE

Church, Euclid Ave. at 11th. INFO: MARY ANN RUIZ, (909) 628-1285.

JAN 24 (SAT) 8:00 AM

HIDDEN SPRINGS

'

S B MTS, PACIFIC CREST TRAIL, SILVERWOOD LAKE

JAN 25 (SUN) 8:30 AM

SYCAMORE CANYON

HIKE

Approximate 3 mile hike through Sycamore Canyon Wilderness Park in Riverside. Trails have some ups &
downs but overall there is little elevation gain. BRING:.Water, sturdy shoes. MEET in the Sycamore Canyon parking area on the south side of Central Ave. between Canyon Crest Drive & the 415/60 Freeway.
INFO & LEADERS: THERESA CARSON (951) 660-7246 & JANET DEEN (951) 616-4759.
MORENO VALLEY GROUP
.

JANUARY26-FEBRUARY1
Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

HIKE JAN 26 (MON) 7:00 PM

Enjoy the local hills & hopefully see some burros with an .approXimate 3.5 mile loop hike on the Hidden
Springs trail & arroyo. Trail has some ups & downs but baSically follows the base of the hills & then returns
through the arroyo of the housin9 tract, where we may see lots of birds. BRING: Water, sturdy shoes ..
MEET: Box Springs Park. DIRECTIONS: From 60 freeway go north on Pigeon Pass Rd. to left on Hidden
Springs Dr. Driveway into Box Springs Park is on the left off Hidden Springs Drive. We will meet in the
parking area up the gravel road near the picnic tables. INFO & LEADERS: THERESA CARSON (951) 6607246 & JANET DEEN (951) 616-4759.
.
MORENO VALLEY GROUP

HIKE

We will hike West from State Highway 173 to Cedar Springs Dam, Silverwood Lake. Distance: 9.5 mi. Elevation gain: 500 ft. BRING: Water, lunch, 10 essentials. MEET: As this hike requires a car shuttle, call
LEADER HEATHER SARGEANT (909) 336-2836.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP

Hike from Coxey Truck Trail to the lovely Arrastre Stream riparian area near the historical VP Mine. Approx.
4 - 5 miles with beautiful views. MEET at 8:30 a.m. at the Victor Valley Museum hear the comer of Bear
Valley Rd. & Apple Valley Road. BRING lunch, water, snacks & layered dothing. INFO: Contact Carol Wiley
MOJAVE GROUP
<earthlingwiley@aol.com> (760) 245-8734.

JAN 11 (SUN) 8:30 AM

LOS SERRANOS GROUP

APPLE VALLEY CONDITIONING HIKE

HIKE

Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley
Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is hard packed, which
makes for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 9634430 <Labelady@msn.com >
MOJAVE GROUP

JAN 27 (TUE) 7:00 PM

. SAN GOR.GONIO CHAPTER EXCOM,

MEETING

Chapter governance meeting. (No December meeting,) PLACE: The San Gorgonio Chapter office, 4079
JAN 11 (SUN) 6:00 PM
MOONUGHT HIKE
.
HIKE Mission Inn Ave., Riverside. INFO: RICK ESTES (951) 314-3328 <rickestes_92595@yahoo.com>.
Come for a 2 to 3 hour evening hike in the foothills to enjoy the full moon. (Actual full moon is tonight. JanuCHAPTER
ary 11.) Hikes are moderately paced. Between 4 & 5 miles round trip, 400 to 1200 ft elev,. Hike locations
....
will vary. MEET: North parking lot of PFF Bank, Clanemont, at NE comer of Indian Hill & Foothill Blvds ... FEB 1 (SUN) 7:30 AM
BIRDING AT LAKE SKINNER
BIRDING
BRING: Jacket, flashlight, water, & wear sturdy shoeslboots. RAIN CANCELS. INFO: LEADERS PATTY & We will spend the morning exploring the riparian, chaparral, shores & lawns, observing the many nesidents &
DAVID THORNE (909) 981-5813
LOS SERRANO~ 9,~0,ue 'wintering birds: Conversational pace with many stops. Children 108< older welcome! Some binoculars will
.
be available. Stay for the whole morning" or as long as you wish. BRING: Binoculars, bird book, snack,
water. DRESS in layers for unpredictable weather. MEET 7:30 at the park entry road off Warren. DIRECTIONS: From Temecula, take Rancho California north 10.miles until it becomes Warren. Park entry road on
Please read 'UABILITY WA/VER" preceding these listings
right. call for carpooling if coming from Hemet. Please REGISTER for this outing by Friday Jan. 30. INFO
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)
& RESERVATiONS: Call LEADER: SHAUll. ROSEN-RAGER (951) 767~2203 <rosenrager@gmail.com> .
.
-SANTA MARGARITA GROUP

JANUARY 12-JANUARY 18

JAN 12 (MON) 7:00 PM.

APPLE VALLEY CONDmONiNG HIKE

HIKE

Please join me for a 6-mlle fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley
Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is hard packed, which
makes for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, sO please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 9634430 <Labelady@msn.com>
MOJAVE GROUP

JAN 12 (MON) 7:00 PM

SB MOUNTAINS GROUP

FEBRUARYa~FEeRUARY8
D

Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

FEB 2 (MON) 6:00 PM
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP EXCOM
MEETING
MEETING Even .numbered months plus November (Feb., Apr., Jun., Aug., Oct., Nov. & Dec.). LOCATION (Unless

Monthly program meeting. No meeting in August or December. PLACE: St. Richard's Episcopal Church, otherwise noted): Lake Ridge Escrow,Conference Room 27236 Blue Jay Mall. INFO: DAVE BARRIE, (909)
28708 Highway 18, Sky Forest. INFO: DAVE BARRIE, (909) 337-0313.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP 337-0313.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP

JAN 13 (TUE) 7:0Q PM

CHAPTER CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

MEETING FEB 2 (MON) 7:00 PM

APPLE VALLEY CONDmONING HIKE

HIKE

Monthly meeting. Take part in working on important conservation issues. Please come: we need your helpl Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley
PLACE: San Gorgonio CHAPTER Office, 4079 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside. INFO: KIM FLOYD, Conserva- Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is hard packed, which
tion Chair, kimffloyd@verizon.net, (760) 249-5385.
CHAPTER makes for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 963JAN 14 (WED) 7:00 PM
MOJAVE GROUP
MEETING 4430 <Labelady@msn.com >
MOJAVE GROUP
Monthly meeting except for July & August. PLACE: Sterting Inn, Regency Room, 17738 Francesca, Victorville. (One block north of Bear Valley Rd. on Ridgecrest.) , Enter on Ridgecrest side of the building. INFO: FEB 3 (TUE) 6:30 PM
MEETING
BIG BEAR GROUP EXCOM
CAROL WILEY, (760) 245-8734, <earthlingwiley@webtv.net>
MOJAVE GROUP The meeting place rotates. INFO: CHRISTIE WALKER, (909) 866-5006.
BIG BEAR GROUP

JAN 15 (THU) 6:00 PM
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TAHQUITZ GROUP

MEETING

The meeting topic will be natural lands recreational resources in and around the Coachella Valley. Please
bring along any information about natural lands around the Valley that you have enjoyed. Depending on
attendance, this may be the last Tahquitz Group monthly meeting. Starting February, meetings may be
discontinued. Please call to confim1. PLACE: Portola Community Center, 45480 Portola, Palm Desert
(Three blocks south of 111 at Shadow Mountain) Enter parking lot from Shadow Mountain east of Portola.
INFO: MICHAEL HOWARD (760) 323-1050.
TAHQUITZ GROUP

FEB 3 (TUE) 7:30 PM

SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER

MEETING

PROGRAM: See front-page notice. Afterwards, SAN GORGONIO SIERRA SINGLES will adjourn for food &
drink. COST: $1 donation requested, PLACE:, San Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange Tree Lane,
Redlands.
DIRECTIONS: Exit 1-10 at California St.
INFO: LADD SEEKINS (909) 888-0161
<iwfladd@eee.org>"
CHAPTER

(Colllinued 011 page 7)

-----~~~~----------------------
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JANUARY-fEBRUARY 2009

Palm and Pine

(Continued/rom page 6)

FEB 7 (SAT)

PCT - CEDAR SPRINGS TO HWY 173

HIKE

Page 7

to confirm. PLACE: Portola Community Center, 45480 Portola, Palm Desert (Three blocks south of 111 at
Shadow Mountain) Enter parking lot'from Shadow Mountain east of Portola. INFO: MICHAEL HOWARD
(760) 323-1050.
.
TAHQUITZ GROUP

,.

Please us for a 9 mile hike along the Pacific Crest Trail starting at Cedar Springs & ending at the 173 PCT
parking area. This will be a shuttle. BRING jacket, sturdy hiking boots, lunch, snacks, & plenty of water. FEB 21 (SAT) 8:00 AM
S B MTS: LAKE GREGORY IN WINTER
BIRD WALK
Please dre,ss in layers for weather conditions. However; Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk. MEET: Call See wintering birds as we walk part way around the lake. Optional breakfast after. MEET: South Shore
LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 963-4430 or <labelady@msn.com>. CO-LEADER BILL SPRENGS..
• parking lot, just east of the water slide. LEADER: BILL ENGS (909) 338-1910.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP
MOJAVE GROUP

FEB 7 (SAT)

JOSHUA TREE NP - MAZE TRAIL

ject to ORV abuse. On Saturday we will assist Marty Dickes with the BLM to build a fence closing off an
illegal vehicle hill-climb. Sunday' is reserved for hiking & exploring into the washes, dry falls, & nearby
ridges. Carcamping & potluck Saturday evening. MEET: For time & place, contact LEADER CRAIG
CNRCC DESERT COMMITIEE
DEUTSCHE <craig.deutsche@gmail.com> (310) 477-6670.

FEB 22 (SUN) 8:30 AM

SYCAMORE CANYON

: -' " -'., MOONLIGHT HIKE,

HIKE

Come for a 2 to 3 hour evening hike in the fpothills to enjoy the "full" moon. (Actual full moon is February 9.)
Hikes are moderately paced .. Bely.'een 4& 5 miles rt, 400 to 1200 ft elev. Hike locations will vary. MEET:
North parking lot of PFF Bank, Claremont, at NE comer of Indian Hill & Foothill Blvds. BRING: Jacket, flashlight, water,'& wear sturdy shoeslboots. RAIN CANCELS.' INFO: Leaders PATIY & DAVID THORNE
LOS SERRANOS GROUP
(909) 981-5813 .

FEB 23 (MON) 7:00 PM

APPLE VALLEY CONDmONING HIKE

FEBRUARY 9 - FEBRUARY 15

.!

HIKE

t

,f:

HIKE

FEB 26 (THU) 6:00PM
DINNER ON THE TOWN
SOCIAL
MEETING Join us for an evening of fun & .food. Your Sierra Club friends are planning another "Dinner on the Town" at

SB MOUNTAINS GROUP

~

I~

SAN GORGONIO CHAPTER EXCOM
MEETING
Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley FEB 24 (TUEj 7:00 PM
Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is hard packed, which ChaptergQvemance meeting. (No December meeting.) PLACE: The San Gorgonio Chapter office, 4079 .
makes' for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes. Mission Inn Ave., Riverside .. INFO: RICK ESTES (951) 314-3328 <rickestes_92595@yahoo.com>.
CHAPTER
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 9634430 <labelady@msn.com >
MOJAVE GROUP
FEB 9 (MON) 7:00 PM

,\

~

Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings &_Activities)

Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the ViCtor Valley
Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & Is hard packed, which
'makes for nice evening walking Conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
Rainy/Foul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 9634430 <labelady@msn.com >
MOJAVE GROUP

Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(A/so refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

APPLE VALLEY CONDmONING HIKE

FEBRUARY 23 .:.. MARCH 1
a

,.,

HIKE

Approximate 3 mile hike through Sycamore Canyon Wilderness Park in Riverside. Trails have some ups &
downs but overall there is little elevation gain. We will try to explore some different trails than the previous
hike. BRING: Water, sturdy shoes. MEET in the Sycamore Canyon parking area on the south side of CenFEB 7 (SAT) 8:30 AM
S B MTS, GREEN VALLEY LAKE
SNOWSHOE .lral Ave. between Canyon Crest Drive & .the 215/60 Freeway. INFO: Call LEADERS: THERESA CARSON
MORENO VAlLEY GROUP
Green Valley Lake has some of the best snow in our local mountains, so come & join me for a day of fun. (951) 660-7246 & JANET DEEN (951) 616-4759.
You need to provide your own equipment, & prior experience on snowshoes is required. MEET in the parkCHAPMAN TRAIL - ICE HOUSE CANYON TRAIL LOOP HIKE
ing lot behind lloyd's restaurant on Hwy 18 in Running Springs at 8:30 am to carpool. WEAR layered cloth- FEB 22 (SUN) 9:00 AM
ing. BRING lunch & adequate fluids. RESERVATIONS: To sign up, callLEADER HEATHER SARGEANT This hike will be part of the East San Gabriel Mountains Campaign to add wilderness acreage to CucaSB MOUNTAINS GROUP monga Wilderness. We will write postcards to Congressman David Dreier on a break. Cards & mailing will
(909) 336-2836. No snow c a n c e l s . '
be provided. This will be an uphill hike'on Chapman Trail up Cedar Canyon through oak, spectacular stands
FEB 7 (SAT) 9:00 AM
SANTA ROSA ECOLOGICAL PRESERVE
HIKE of incense cedar, yucca, chaparral, Sugar pine, & Ponderosa pine to the junction with Ice House Canyon
"New Member" hike. (All are welcome, though.) Enjoy an easy 5 mile roundtrip hike to the Original Ranch Trail. We will loop back on Ice House Canyon Trail. Moderate. 8:2 miles Round Trip, 2000 ft elev. gain.
Adobe & while you're there, meet local Group leaders & leam .about your local Santa Margarita Group MEET: North parking lot of PFF Bank, Claremont, at NE comer of Indian Hill & Foothill Blvds. We will car(under the shade of ancient oaks trees). RESERVATIONS & INFO: LEADER RICK ESTES (951) 393-4071 pool to Ice House Canyon Trail trailhead.' BRING: Extra warm layers, gloves, water, & extra snacks; wear
SANTA MARGARITA GROUP sturdy shoeslboots. Rain/snow cancels. INFO: LEADER: DEAN SHIMEK, <dtsierra@msn.com> (909) 899<rickestes92595@gmail.com>
2795.
LOS SERRANOS GROUP

FEB 9 (MON) 7:00 PM

i

'/

FEB 21-22 (SAT-SUN)
E CALIFORNIA DESERT CLEAN-UP
SERVICE & HIKE
HIKE Immediately north of Trona, CA, Great Falls Basin borders on a Wilderness Study Area that has been sub-

.

The maze lrail started out as a horse Ir<til but is interesting enough to have attracted hikers & some of the
loose footing may have detracted the equestrians. There are many adventures along the way with lovely
overviews & unusual rock formations. February is a good camera month in the park. There's a daring little
peak to climb for the foolish. I will if you will. The hike will take about five·hours; I'd guess it's about seven
miles long. This is a moderate to strenuous hike depending on what condition you're in. BRING: Have a
variety of clothes in your car & we'll decide at the meeting place what is apropos for the weather. Otherwise,
good boots, lunch & two liters of water should about do it. MEET: Call for meeting place and time. LEADERS ANN &. Al MURDY (760) .366-~932 (we don't return calls) <al.murdy@gmail.com> TAHQUITZ GROUP

FEB 8 (SUN) 6:00 PM

J

I'

"\

(:

Monthly program meeting. No meeting in August or December. PLACE: St. Richard's Episcopal Church, a surpose location. This event to be announced on the LSG website. INFO: MARY ANN RUIZ (909) 815LOS SERRANOS GROUP
28708 Highway 18, Sky Forest. INFO: DAVE BARRIE, (909) 337-0313.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP 9379 <ruizmaryann@gmail~

~

FEB 9-11 (MON-WED)

o

You've heard about the new bill for a national conservation area in Gold Butte, & you wonder where IS this
place? To find out, join our filxploratory tour. Petroglyphs, peak scrambling, redrock & granite, Joshua trees,
old mining ruins. Car camping with central commissary by Vicky Hoover. INFO: Contact VICKY HOOVER
(415) 977-5527 <vicky.hoover@sierraclub.org>- CNRCC WILDERNESS COMMITIEE
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GOLD BUTTE MIDWEEK MAGIC

EXPLORATORY TOUR' FEB 28 (SAT) 9:00 AM

(1.

FEB 10 (rUE) -7:00 PM

CHAPTER CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

MEETING

Monthly meeting. Take part in working on important conservation issues. Please come: we need your helpl
PLACE: San Gorgonio CHAPTER Office, 4079 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside. INFO: KIM FLOYD, ConservaCHAPTER
tion Chair, kimffloyd@verizon.net, (760) ~49-5385.

SB MTS, PACIFIC CREST TRAIL, SILVERWOOD LAKE

HIKE

As we hike 8 miles on the Pacific Crest Trail, from the park office to Cedar Springs Dam & return, we will
have great views of the water &'the park. Elevation gain & loss: about 500 feet. WEAR: hiking boots.
BRING: water, snack, lunch, layered clothing. MEET: call for meeting place & RESERVATIONS. LEADER,
BILLIE WOLFF (909) 338-2534.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP
.. , t·

FUTURE OUTINGS & EVENTS
Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Also refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

,I
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pl~ce?~To find out, j.;!n our exploratory tour. Petroglyphs, peak scrambling, redrock & granite, Joshua trees, =have great views of the water & 'the park. Elevation gain & loss: about 500 feit. WEAR: hiking boots.
old mining ruins. Car camping with central commissary by Vicky Hoover. INFO: Contact VICKY HOOVER BRING: water, snack, lunch, layered clothing. MEET: call for meeting place & RESERVATIONS. LEADER,
(415) 977-5527 <vicky.hoover@sierraclub.org>
CNRCC WILDERNESS COMMITIEE BILLIE WOLFF (909) 338-2534.
SB MOUNTAINS GROUP
I

FEB 1"0 (hiE) -7:00 PM

CHApTER CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

Monthly meeting. Take part in working on important conservation issues. Please come: we need your help!
PLACE: San Gorgonio CHAPTER Office, 4079 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside. INFO: KIM FLOYD, Conservation Chair, kimffioyd@verizon.net, (760) 249-5385.
CHAPTER

FEB 11 (WED) 7:00 PM

MOJAVE GROUP

'"

MEETING

MEETING

.",

J

V

J'

FUTURE OUTINGS & EVENTS
Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
(Alsa refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)

MAR 2 (MON) 7:00 PM

APPLE VALLEY CONDITIONING HIKE

HIKE

Monthly meeting except for July & August. PLACE: Sterling Inn, Regency Room, 17738 Francesca, Victor- Please join me for a 6-mile fast paced conditioning walk along the Mojave River. MEET at the Victor Valley
ville. (One block north of Bear Valley Rd. on Ridgecrest.) Enter on Ridgecrest side of the building. INFO: Museum on Apple Valley Road. The path along the river bed has now been graded & is hard packed, which
CAROL WILEY, (760) 245-8734, <earthlingwiley@webtv.net>
MOJAVE GROUP makes for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
RainyfFoul weather cancels walk, so please call if questionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 963FEB 15 (SUN)
YOUTH IN THE DESERT - AFTON CANYON
HIKE 4430 <Labelady@msn.com >
. MOJAVE GROUP
Join us for a cross-country hike through a rugged landscape & winding slot canyons just north of Barstow.
Our hike will take us through lands that were utilized by Native Americans as a water source. Jedidiah MAR 8 (SUN) 6:00 PM
MOONLIGHT HIKE
HIKE
Smith & Kit Carson traveled through here in the early 1800's. We'll start in Afton Canyon, often called the' Come for a 2 to 3 hour evening hike in the foothills to enjoy the "full" moon. (Actual full moon is March 11.)
Grand Canyon of Califomia, with the beautiful red, gold, brown & purple striped walls. This area is one of Hikes are moderately paced. Between 4 & 5 miles rt, 400 to 1200 ft elev .. Hike locations will vary. MEET:
the few places wh'ere the Mojave River flClWS above ground, & the surface water attracts a variety of wildlife. North parking lot of PFF Bank, Claremont, at NE comer of Indian Hill & Foothill Blvds. BRING: Jacket, flashWe'll hike roughly 4 miles, keeping a look out for bighorn sheep & other animals. DRESS for the weather, light, water, & wear sturdy shoeslboots. RAIN CANCELS. INFO: Leaders PATTY & DAVID THORNE (909)
wear sturdy shoes or hiking boots, BRING 2 liters of water & lunch. Don~ forget your camera. LEADER 981-5813.
LOS SERRANOS GROUP
MOJAVE GROUP
CAROL WILEY. INFO: LAUREL WILLIAMS <lwilliams@calwild.org> (909) 260-8833.

f~
';.;1.

MAR 14-15 (SAT-SUN)
GHOST TOWN EXTRAVAGANZA
CARCAMP
Come with us to this spectacular desert landscape near Death Valley to explore the ruins of California's
colorful ~ast. . Camp at the historic ghost town of Ballarat (flush toilets & hot showers). On Sat, do a very
Please read "LIABILITY WAIVER" preceding these listings
challenging hike to ghost town Lookout City with expert Hal Fowter,who will regale us with tales of this Wild.
(Alsa refer to Weekly reoccurring Outings & Activities)
West town. Later we'll return to camp for Happy Hour, a potluck feast & campfire. On Sun, quick visit to .
FEB 16 (MON) 7:00 PM'
APPLE VALLEY CONDITIONING HIKE
HIKE the infamous ~Iey town site before heading home. Group size strictly limited. RESERVATIONS: Send $8
!'Iease join me for a 6-mile fast paced co,nd~.oning walk along.the ~ojav~ River. MEET at the Victor Valley .. per person (Sierra Club), 2 SA~E, H&W phones, email, rideshare info to LEADER: LYGEIA GERARD, P.O.
Museum on Apple Valley Road . .The path along the river ~.has now beel) graded & .is hard packed, Which Box 294726, Pheian,CA 92329, (760) 868-2179.CNRCC DESERT COMMITIEE
ma.kes for nice evening walking conditions. BRING flashlights, jacket, & wear comfortable walking shoes.
CA DESERT WILDERNESS IN SPRING
SERVICE
RalnyfFoul weather cancels walk, So please call if queStionable. LEADER: MELODY NICHOLS (760) 963- MAR 20-22 (FRI-SUN)
.4430 <Labeiady@msn.com>
'
MOJAVE GROUP Enjoy our traditional spring equinox fling in far-eastern California desert helping the BLM Needles office
wilderness coordinator Mona Daniels restore & improve wildemess. Car 'camping with central commissary
RESERVATIONS & INFO: Contact VICKY HOOVER. (415) 977-5527.
FEB 17 (TUE) 6:00 PM
SAN JACINTp VALLEY (HEMET) CONS COMMITTEE MEETING by Vicky Hoover.
<vicky.hoover@sierraclub.org>
MOJAVE GROUP
Monthly conservation meeting. The public is welcome. LOCATION: Call or email tor location & directions.
CONTACT: SHAUl,l ROSEN-RAGER. (951) 767-2203. <gardens@netzon.net>
APR 5-10 (SUN-FRI)
FENCES & FLOWERS IN THE'CARRIZO PLAIN
SERVICE
SAN JACINTO VALLEY (HEMET) CONSERVATION COMMITIEE
This National Monument is famous for open spaces. tor abundant wtldlife. & for its springtime wildflowers.
FEB 17 (TUE) 6:30 PM
: BIG BEAR GROUP'· ;
MEETING Fences Significantly restrict the movement of the resident pronghorn antelope. & our service will be in modifying & removing fences tor their benefit. We wiU pian a welcome hike on April 5. three & a half days of
Monthly meeting.
INFO: For current program infonnation, please visit the Group web site
service. & a full day. for exploring the monument. Use of. accommodations at Goodwin Ranch is included.
www.sierraclubbigbeargroup.org. PLACE: Big Bear Discovery Center. 40971 North Shure Dr. (Hwy. 38).
Limited to"12 partidpants; $30 covers 5 dinners. RESERVATIONS & INFO: Contact LEADER: CRAIG
Fawnskin. CONTACT: CHRISnE WALKER. (909) 866-S006.
BIG BEAR GROUP
DEUTSCHE <;deutsche@earlhJink.net> (310) 477-0670. or CO-LEADER MELINDA GOODWATER.
<
<mgoodwater@sbcglobal.net> (408) 774-1257.
CNRCC DESERT COMMITIEE

FEBRUARY 16-FEBRUARY22
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FEB 17 (TUE) 7:00 PM
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LOS SERRANOS GROUP
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MEETING

Monthly meeting except August. The Program this month is to be detenninad at press time. The public is
APR 18-20 (SAT-MON) .
FURNACE CREEK, NEVADA
BACKPACK
welcome. Refreshments will be served. PLACE: Educational Building. Upland Presbyterian Church. Euclid
On the east side of the White Mountains near Dyer. Nevada; Furnace Creek is a beautiful stream. threatened by
LOS SERRANOS GROUP
Ave. at 11th. INFO: MARY ANN RUIZ. (909) 628-1285.
plans to rebuild a road. !hat washed Out sometime in the 80s. We'l backpack up the aeek on Saturday. do a day
hike beyond the head of the canyon·at Tres Plumas Flats on Sunday. and backpack out on Monday. Water is
FEB 19 (THU) 6:00 PM
TAHQUITZ GROUP
MEETING available near our campsite. This is an easy to moderate trip with ample opportunity to explore and enjoy. We
. _D,el'endl~g on attllnd.a.n~ ~t.!he ~~cnu~,rx TEteting. thj~,~n,'~Jutu~)1}~~ng~l1}jgN_~~,~J!~I~<!c_~I~~ ~U .should be.back at ourccars byciate morning on Monday. LIMITED to..12 participants. RESERVATIONS & INFO:1'f££t·o-utP-·T'Tt-·-·nn;nmnnTtZTD'uITtTOTt'pzc£t1lJS5f'mn-tZTtzzzzz-usn-....:uSSH
Contact LEADER: JOHN WILKINSON (408) 876-8295 <johnfw1@mac.com> CNRCC DESERT COMMITIEE
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Thank you for Remembering
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Your fmanciaI contribution means a lot to us. By supporting
this chapter, you support the Sierra Club's. work in your
back yard. This makes you an important part of our work to
protect wilderness and wildlife, to ;improve the quality of life
in our cities, and to promote the enjoyment of nature"
................"IL..........".." ......~....'<al'......~......-~~.........*..,*..,."iIt.,..~....JJl"ii...1l...4l"Ii"~"'''''......''' .... y . . w .........'"'.........
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Other Outings & Outdoor Classes
In addition to the Natural History Classes and Outdoor Field
; Study Gasses listed elsewhere in the Palm and Pine under The

Desert Institute, VCR Extension and Rancho Santa Ana, you
"can find additional outings and classes at www.desertreportorg
'....~
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Palm and Pine

(Conrinuedfrom page 7)

DEC 19 (FRI) 8:00 PM

NON-SIERRA CLUB ACTIVITIES

NON-SIERRA CLUB .
RECURRING WEEKLY & MONTHLY MEETINGS

DEC 20 (SAT) 8:30 AM

FOLK DANCE

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE CLUB
Join us for international folk dancing. This is the same group that used to meet at UCR Meetings are
twice monthly: on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for the room. PLACE: Highgrove
United Methodist Church, 938 W. Center St., Highgrove. DIRECTIONS: Take the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS (909)
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>

(1 ST SUN) 3:30 PM

I,.>~

RIVERSIDE CONTRA DANCE

BIG MORONGO

HIKE

JAN 2 (FRI) 8:00 PM

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

FOLK DANCE

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE-CLUB
Join us for international folk dancing. This is the same group that used to meet at UCR Meetings are
twice'monthly: on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for the room. PLACE: Highgrove
United Methodist Church, 938 W. Center St., Highgrove. DIRECTIONS: Take the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS (909)
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>
.

DANCE.

RIVERSIDE CONTRA DANCE
NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
Join us in for an afternoon of contra dance to live music. Dance Instruction at 3:30. Dance from 4:00 to
7:00. Refreshment will be served at the break. Potluck at 7:00, so bring a dish to share. COST: $9 general admission, $7.00 students with 10. PLACE: All Saints Episcopal Church, 3847 Terracina Dr., Riverside. DIRECTIONS: The church is on the comer of Terracina & Magnolia between 14th St. & Central
Ave. From the 91 freeway, exit on 14th St., go north to Magnolia & turn left. The church will be on your
right. Alternatively, exit at Central Ave., go north to Magnolia & turn right: The church will be on your left.
Caller/Band CoordinatOr: PATTY MCCOLLOM (714) 267-4567 or <m=lIom@sbcglobal.net> INFO:
CAITLIN ST. JOHN (951) 522-2473 <caitlinsljohn@yahoo.com> Riverside Contra Dance Website:
<http://bees.ucr.edu/riversidedancelcdclink.html>

(3RD TUE) 6:30 PM

FOLK DANCE

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
. CALIFORNIA WILDERNESS COALITION
Join CWC for a leisurely hike through biologically rich riparian forest & Mesquite forest, & a foray into
desert hills for a potential opportunity to view desert bighorn. This family-friendly hike will give us ample
opportunity to view some of the over 240 species of birds that utilize Big Morongo as a refuge. BRING 2
liters of water per person, sturdy walking shoes or boots, hat, sunscreen, snacks & a picnic lunch. Stroller
& wheelchair accessible. REGISTRATION: If you are planning on joining us. Please leave a message in
advance for LAUREL WILLLlAMS at <Iwilliams@calwild.org> or (909) 260-8833.

(LOOK IN CALENDAR FOR DA TES)

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE CLUB
Join us for international folk dancing. This is the same group that used to meet at UCR Meetings are
twice monthly: on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for the room. PLACE: Highgrove
United Methodist Church, 938 W. Center St., Highgrove. DIRECTIONS: Take the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS, (909)
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>

The following activities, meeting & events are neither sponsored nor administered by the Sierra Club. The
Sierra Club has no information about the planning of these activities & makes no representations or warranties about the quality, safety, supervision or management of such activities. They are published only
as a reader service because they may be of interest to the readers of this publication.

(1ST FRI) 8:00 PM

Page 8

JAN 4 (SUN) 8:00 AM

SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA

BEGINNING BIRD WALK

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
FRIENDS OF THE NORTHERN SAN JACINTO VALLEY
Co sponsored with the San Bernardino Audubon Society. Check <WWW.sbvas.org> for current information. A slow-paced walk to introduce participants to basic birding techniques & identification skills so you
will feel comfortable birding on your own or jOining Audubon'S longer birding trips. Do not drive on Davis
Road if the road is muddy. COST: Free. BRING: Binoculars, bird book, sturdy shoes, hat, plenty of water, lunch, snacks, non-toxic insect repellent. MEET: San Jacinto Wildlife Area headquarters, 17050 Davis
Rd, Lakeview. DIRECTIONS: From Interstate 215, ta~e Ramona Expressway east to Davis Rd. in Lakeview; north on Davis Rd. 2.3 miles to headqu~rters. Davis Rd. is closed from Moreno Valley. Only entrance to wildlife area is from the Ramona Expressway. INFO: DOUG KARALUN (909) 425-5355.

SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLANDS
OPEN SPACE MEETING

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLANDS
Help us preserve Moreno Valley's northern skyline & secure a natural open-space corridor between the
Box Springs Mountains & the Badlands, including the uppe; basin of Reche Canyon. We rneet at the
Coffee Grinder, 23580 Sunnymeac' Blvd., Moreno Valley.
INFO: DAN CLARK, (951) 924-2454
<saveourskyline@roadrunner.com>
_

JAN 4 (SUN) 3:30 PM

RIVERSIDE CONTRA DANCE

DANCE

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
RIVERSIDE CONTRA DANCE
Caller. Jonathan SoLithard (from Santa Barbara). Band: AlUantic Crossing (Georgiana Hennessy - fiddle;
Patty McCollom - banjo; Matt Tonge - guitar). Join us in for an afternoon of contra dance to live music.
Dance Instruction at 3:30. Dance from 4:00 .to 7:00. Refreshment will be serVed at the break. Potluck at
CIE
_.. (~.I:!D W!=D)]:30 p~_.,
~yD_U~QN
M_EETING.. -= -1:00,.so bring .a,dish .to.shar!l.~COS:r:,~9__ gener!,lIoadQ1jss!orl. J7..00_students.with .ID,.,~~<;:E: AlLSaints,= __
NON~SIERRA CLUB'EVENT .
., ...
SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY-AUDUBON SOCIETY·-:.
Episcopal Church, 3847 Terracina Dr., Riverside. DIRECTIONS: The church is on the corner of Terracina
PROGRAM:. A 'guest speaker presents an illustrated program on wildlife or natural science., Note that the
& Magnolia between 14th St. & Central Ave. From the 91 freeway, exit on 14th St., go north to Magnolia
December meeting will be a potluc holiday dinner starting at 6:30 PM. Come' early to browse the gift
& tum left. The church will be on your right. Alternatively, exit at Central Ave., go north to Magnolia & tum
tables & socialize. LOCATION: San Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange Tree. Lane, Redlands.
right. The church will be on your left. Caller/Band Coordinator. PATTY MCCOLLOM (714) 267-4567 or
DIRECTIONS: EXit 1010 at California St. INFO: DORI MEYERS, (7~4) n9-22~1:" . ' . '
<m=lIom@sbcglobal.net> INFO: CAITLIN ST. JOHN (951) 522-2473 <caitlinstjohn@yahoo.com>
.'
Website: <http://bees.ucr.eduJriversidedance/cdclink.htrnl>
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(3RD FRI) 8:00 PM
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INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

'FOLK DANCE ;

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
.
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE CLUB
. Join us' for international folk dancing. This' is iIle same 'group ·that used tei mee(ilt UCR'..: Meetings are '
twice monthly:' on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for 'the-toarn: . PLACE:' Highgrovil :
United Methodist Church, 938 W.Center St:, High'grove. DIRECTIONS: Take 'the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is' one halfmile east of the freeway en the right. INFO: GAIL SE,EKINS (909) .
.
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>:

NON-SIERRA CLUB' ACTIVITIES:CALENDAR':
;'
. .
.. -,., _.._, '"
, . ' '~' :_f",'
DEC 16 (TUE) 6:30 PM

-,~
SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRUTHE~BADLANDS

OPEN SPACE' MEETING:

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
SAVE bUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLAJljDS
Help us preserve Moreno Valley's northern skyline & secure a natural open-space corridor between the .
Box Springs Mountains & :,he Badlands, including the upper basin of Reche Canyon. We meet at the
.

JAN 16 (FRI) 8:00 PM

. INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

FOLK DANCE·

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE CLUB
Join us for international folk dancing. This is the same group thaFused to meet at UCR Meetings are
twice monthly: on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for the room. PLACE: Highgrove
United Methodist Church, 938 W. Center St., -Highgrove. DIRECTIONS: Take the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS (909)
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>
a

. JAN 18 (SUN) 9:00 AM

SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA

BEGINNING BIRD WALK

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
" , . ' .. ; FRIENDS OF THE NORTHERN SAN JACINTO VALLEY
Join us for a morning of ~irding & learning about the natural resources at the San Jacinto Wildlife Area.
Tom Paulek & Mike McK~bben will talk about the ecology & geology of the wildlife area & northern San
Jacinto Valle¥. Do not dnve on DaVIS Road If the road IS muddy. COST: Free. BRING: Binoculars, bird
book: sturdy shoes, hat, plenty of water, lunch, snacks, non-toxic insect repellent MEET: San Jacinto
Wildlife Area headouarters. 17050 Davis Road. Lakeview, DIRECTIONS: From Interstate 215, take

r-~'.~·-~.~~.C;""'"""'~Gl/~nrt~etticx:lisrChurct'7"93·8"W::O:"Cen'fer:S~r9fi9rove .. D~EtTIOfilS?iake

••

825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>

'

.

NON-SIERRA' CLUB ACTIVITIES'CALENDAI:r
DEC 16 (TU'E) 6:30 PM
SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOJfSPRING'S THRU THE,gADLAND~
OPEN SPACE MEETING
NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
SAVE bUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLAI\IDS
Help us preserve Moreno Valley's northern skyline & secure a natural open-space corridor between the '
Box Springs Mountains & the Badlands, including the upper basin of Reche Canyon. We meet at the
INFO: DAN CLARK, (951) 924-2454
Coffee Grinder, 23580 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley.
<saveourskyline@roadrunner.com>

DEC 17 (WED) 6:30 PM

r;;

AUDUBON SOCIETY

:.

MEETING

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY AUDUBON SOCIETY
Come & Celebrate the Holidays. Our traditional potluck dinner will be held at the San Bernardino County ,
Museum, on Wednesday, December 17 at 6:30 p.m. Turkey, ham and beverages will be provided. Please
bring your own table service & your favorite dish to share: a salad, vegetable, casserole, side dish, or
dessert. Plan to do a little last minute holiday shopping at our bookstore. For our program please bring
fifteen of your favorite nature slides to show. Come early to browse the gift tables & socialize. LOCATION: San Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange Tree Lane, Redlands. DIRECTIONS: Exit 1-10 at
California St. INFO: DORI MEYERS (714) 779-2201.

the/Center

Se"exirfrom~

...""

Interstate 215. The church is one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS (909)
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>

JAN 18 (SUN) 9:00 AM

SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA

BEGINNING BIRD WALK

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT·
" .
' • FRIENDS OF THE NORTHERN SAN JACINTO VALLEY
Join us for a morning of birding & leaming about the natural resources at the San Jacinto Wildlife Area.
Tom Paulek & Mike McKibben will talk about the ecology & geology of the wildlife area & northern San
Jacinto Valley. Do not drive on Davis Road if the road is muddy. COST: Free. BRING: BinocularS, bird
book, sturdy 'shoes, hat, plenty of water, lunch, snacks, non-toxic insect repellent. MEET: San Jacinto
Wildlife Area headquarters, 17050 Davis Road, Lakeview. DIRECTIONS: From Interstate 215, take
Ramona Expressway east to Davis Rd. in Lakeview; north on Davis Rd. 2.3 miles to headquarters. Davis
Rd. is closed from Moreno Valley. Only entrance to wildlife area is from the Ramona Expressway. INFO:
ANN MCKIBBEN, (951) 924-8150 or SUE NASH, (909) 228-6710.

JAN 20 (TUE) 6:30 PM

SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLANDS
OPEN SPACE MEETING

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLANDS
Help us preserve Moreno Valley's northern skyline & secure a natural open-space corridor between the
Box Springs Mountains & the Badlands, induding the upper basin of Reche Canyon. We'meet at the

(Continued on page 9)
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Chapter Executive Coaunittee
San Gorg(!nio Chapter Website
http://sangorgonio.sierraclub.org

Group Representatives
Forestry Issues - Mountaintop RD
Sterling Inn, Regency Room,
East-Ed Wallace 909-584-9407
17738 Francesca, Victorville 7 pm.
Big Bear Group
West-Steve Farrell 909-338-2637
(just nOrth ofBear Valley and Ridgecrest)
*Don Jordan 909-585-8786
Chair
spamsqf@verizon.net
(also Contact earthlingwiley@aoLcom)
donjordan@silverc1oudnet
*Rick Estes 951-314-3328 Los Serranos Group
Moreno V~ey Group
rickestes_92595@yahoo.com
*Mary Ann Ruiz 909-815-9379 Forestry Issues San Jacinto RD
Vice-Chair
Holly Owen 951-303-7922
Chair-Michael Millspaugh 951-653-2068
Iilizmaryann@gmaiLcom
Open
Joyce Burk 760-252-3820
. Mojave Group
Secretary
*Estelle Delgado 760-241-7327
Kim Floyd
951-689-2283
Dave Barrie 909-337-0313
estelledelgado@verizon.net Forestry Issues
760-249-5385
gf'rick@cosmoaccess.net
Moreno Valley
barriemail@mac.com
Treasurer
*George Hague 951-924-0816 Water Issues
Meets
2nd
Monday 7:00 p.m,
*Ladd Seekins 909-825-4427
Steve Farrell 909-338-2637
ExcePt Atig & Dec. St Richard's Episocpal
Igseekins@sbcglobaLnet
San Bernardino Mtns. Group
cCalifornia Wild Heritage Campaign
Church, 28708 Hwy 18, Sky Forest
-.
".
Conservation Chair
*Dave Barrie 909-337-0313
Joyce Burk 760-252-3820 Tahquitz Group
*Kim Floyd 760-249-53$5
blpTiemail@mac.corp
Chair ~ Jeff MO.rgan 760-324-8696
kimffloyd@verizon.net Tahqllitz Group
Group
Directory.
Conservation Education Chair
*Joan Taylor
Section Directory
oPen
,.
. Big Bear Gr~up
..

Cle~:~a::ri~

harr
'.
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WiI~SkiIM-eadersIiiTraining' ' ,
Membership C:
.
. ... , Ralp.b
-- . .- ' ~ " =~BIll Cunrungham,909-.793-9558~.... --~.
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Discovery Center. North Shore, 6:30 p.m.
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-Chair~Ralph Salisbury
951-686-4141
Meets 1st Tuesday,

Chair-Christie Walker 909-866-5006 Sierra Singles
--- --.

Outings Chair
OIapter.Conservation ~ Chairs.
www.sierrac1ubbigbeargroup.org
San Bernardino County Museum
'.
Los Serranos Group
.
*Ralph Salisbury 951-686-4141
ralphs.alisbury@att.net Desert Issues :- High Desert
Chair _ Mary Ann Ruiz 909-815-9379
Natural Science Section
Kim Floyd 760-2~9-5385
ruizmaryann@gmaiLcom
Co-Chairs -lanicelBrian Elliott
SC Council Delegate
Kimffloyd@venzon,net . MeetS 3rd Tuesday Upland Presbyterian Ciull'Ch,
909-985-2395
'. *RickEstes 951-314-3328 Desert Issues-Low Desert
Ed Building 7 pm.
rickestes_92595@yahoo.com
Joan Taylo'r
Mojave Group
CNRCC Delegates
Desert - Eagle Mountain
Chair - Jenny Wilder 760-220-0730
*George Hague 909-924-0816
Donna Charpied 760-392-4722
jensoasis@aoLcom
Sid Silliman 909-946-5027
laronna@earthlink.net
Meets 2nd WednesdayexceptJul. & Aug.
, gssilliman@csupomona.edu
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JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2009

Palm and Pine

THE DESERT INSTITUTE CLASSES
(Continued from page 12)
review camera basics and how to combine traditional photography skills with digital techniques to create dynamic
imag~s in the classroom session and then focus the field sessions on exploring the landscape using boulder towers,
outwash plains, panoramas, close ups, and Josbua tre~s as subjects. Downer will teach participants to develop their
personal pbotograpby styles against the backdrop of the Mojave Desert and how to optirilize images using Adobe
Photosbop including an introduction to creating professional quality multimedia presentations, how to stitch together
panoramas and improve photographs.
February 27-28IMarch I, 2009 Rocks & Minerals of Joshua Tree NationaJ Park - Learn the geologic story of
. tectonic plates, magma & time that formed the building blocks of Joshua Tree National Park. Bruce Bridenbecker will
explain the critical.principles that shaped the rocks and minerals of this area into the blonde granite and pre- Cambrian
gneiss which are iconic of the Mojave and Colorado Deserts. During this combined three-day lecture and field class,
participants will focus on identification of the three basic rock types: igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary and then
apply their knowledge in the field by exploring examples of rock types, contact zones, and unique geologic formations
like polka dot granite and pink feldspar megacrysts.
March 1,2009 Secrets of a Desert Oasis - Explore the largest stretch of palm trees in Joshua Tree National Park with
Mark Wheeler. The class will travel to an isolated canyon on the park's south boundary that has over 110 palms! Participants will walk through Munsen canyon to reach Munsen Oasis - a high secluded stand of 35 palms with the back
drop of Eagle Mountain. Along the way the class will learn about the ecology of the Colorado Desert, geology of the
Eagle Mountains, the importance of oases, the threats to the south boundary and the complexity of washes. The class
may even see some big horn sheep who are knoWn to occasionally inhabit this baven for wildlife. Persons attending
must be in good physical condition, and comfortable spending the day walking and rock scrambling up to twelve miles
in the park.
.
.
March 6-7, 2009 Archaeological Surveying - Uncover Joshua Tree National Park's historic past through archaeological surveying. During the classroom sessions, Wanda Rascbkow will provide a background on historic archaeology and
teach survey techniques. Participants wil'l learn basic map and compass skills, artifact identification, and the use of
transects. The class wil! then apply their new mapping skills and record an archaeological site in the park. Participants
will document their findings and draw conclusions to create a picture of the people who inhab,ited the park. This is a
great opportunity to get bands-on experience with archaeological field methods. Field sessions will focus on historic
period sites.
March 7, 2009 Basic Desert Survival - Learn the essential "big four" skills needed to safely explore the sometimes
'harsh and often challenging desert landscape of Joshua Tree National Park. Tony Nester, survival expert and author of
Desert Survival Tips, Tricks and Skills, will teacil the pbysical skills and mentaJ processes :hat will prepare participants
to discover some of the most beautiful and most dangerous habitats of the world. Nester will offer suggestions and
strategies to manage your mind in survival situations and how to set priorities when stakes are high. Some of the topics
covered include: survival kits, edible and dangerous plants, stellar navigation, as well as desert hazards such as flash
floods, venomous creatures, and beat-related injuries: The class will also engage is mock survival scenarios. This class
is not to be mi~sed if you plan on spending any time in the desert!
March 8,2009 Primitive Skills: The Universal Tool Kit - Join Paul Campbell to delve into one of the oldest skills

lCnoWn 't(l"Inan:ffiakinlrand 'Using 'ston,;-toolsCin' t1iis all::day field-class:-The'imiversal tool kit intie secret tool kit of
primitive technology. It makes survival possible without a store-bought metal knife or hatchet. Campbell will discuss
the process our ancestors used to pick up naturally fractured rocks or with a few deft strokes turn cobbles into basic
tools that are rarely pictured or documented in the archaeological record. Then the class will get to feel the thrill of
working directly with rock by breaking, shaping, and creating primitive tools. The tools will then be used to cut wood,
haft simple flake knives and make a basic spear
'
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March 8,2009 Rare Species of Joshua Tree NatioruiJ Park - Joshua Tree Natiooal Park is a land of diversity, with
ecosystems of the high, cool Mojave Desert and the low, bot Colorado Desert all within its boundaries. Katie Barrows,
botanist specia1izing in endangered species, will explain ,what animals and plants are considered rare, threateued, or
endangered and why in this one-day field class. Starting with a classroom session, Barrows will discuss the basics of
wbat rare or endangered means from a legal and biological perspective, what plants, animals, and insects fall into those
categories in the park, and wbether extinction is a natural process or the current rate of plant and animaJ loss around the
world is something to be concerned about. During the field component, participants will leam what is being done to
ensure that rare species populations remain healthy and prosperous and the 'value' of rare or endangered species while
exploring some of the habitats that are home to Josbua Tree's rare pl~ts and animals. The class will also disc~s some
of tb~_ i~u~s _in~olved. in conservlltion c;.ffor1S .in southem_ California. If lucky, participants may encounter one of the
park's best loved residents - the threatened desen tortoise.
March 14,2009 _Malapai Hill's Fantastic Geology - Investigate the natural architecture and origin of Joshua Tree
National Park's fantastic volcaruc geology with Ricbard Hazlett. Starting in the classroom, participants will be introduced to basic geologic principles, and then Hazlett will focus on one of the park's spectacular examples ofvolcarusm
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(Continued from page 8)
Coffee Grinder, 23580 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley.
<saveourskyline@roadrunner.com>

JAN 21 (WED) 7:30 PM .

INFO: DAN CLARK. (951) -924-2454

AUDUBON SOCIETY

.

MEETING

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY AUDUBON SOCIETY
PROGRAM: A guest speaker presents an illustrated program on wildlife or natural science. Come early to
browse the gift tables & socialize. LOCATION: San Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange Tree Lane.
Redlands. DIRECTIONS: Exit 1010 at California St. INFO: DORI MEYERS, (714) 779-2201.

FEB 1 (SUN) 8:00 AM

SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA

BEGINNING BIRD WALK

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
FRIENDS OF THE NORTHERN SAN JACINTO VALLEY
Co spo(lsored with the San Bernardino Audubon SOCiety. Check <www.sbvas.org> for current information.
A slow-paced walk to introduce participants to basic birding techniques & identification skills so you will feel
comfortable birding on your own or joining Audubon's longer birding trips. Do not drive on Davis Road if
the road is muddy. COST: Free. BRING: Binoculars, bird book. sturdy shoes. hat, plenty of water. lunch,
snacks. non-toxic insect repellent. MEET: San Jacinto Wildlife Area headquarters. 17050 Davis Rd, Lakeview. DIRECTIONS: From Interstate 215, take Ramona Expressway east to Davis Rd. in Lakeview; north
on Davis Rd. 2.3 miles to headquarters. Davis Rd. is closed from Moreno Valley. Only entrance to wildlife
area is from the Ramona Expressway. INFO: CATHY TOBIN. (951) 684-9613

FEB 1 (SUN) 3:30 PM

RIVERSIDE CONTRA DANCE

DANCE

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
RIVERSIDE CONTRA DANCE
Caller: John Rogers. Band: Molly and the Moonlighters (Evan Anderson. Marie Bruno. Barbara Whitney.
Patty McCollom). Join us in .for an afternoon of contra dance to live music. Dance Instruction at 3:30.
Dance from 4:00 to 7:00. RefreShment will be served at the break. Potluck at 7:00. so bring a dish to
share. COST: $9 general admiSSion, $7.00 students with 10. PLACE: All Saints Episcopal Church, 3847
Terracina Dr .. Riverside. DIRECTIONS: The church is on the comer of Terracina & Magnolia between
14th St. & Central Ave. From the 91 freeway. exit on 14th St., go north to Magnolia & tum left. The
church will be on your right. Alternatively. exit at Central Ave., go north to Magnolia & turn right. The
church will be on your left.
Caller/Band Coordinator: PATTY MCCOLLOM (714) 267-4567 or
<mccollom@sbcglobal.net>
INFO: CAITLIN ST. JOHN (951) 522-2473 <caitlinstjohn@yahoo.com>
Riverside Contra Dance Website: <http://bees.ucr.edu/riversidedancelcdclink.html>

FEBS (FRI) 8:00 PM

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

-.~

FOLK DANCE

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE CLUB
Join us for international folk danCing. This is the same group that used to meet at UCR. Meetings are
twice monthly: on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for the room. PLACE: Highgrove
United Methodist Church. 938 W. Center St.. Highgrove. DIRECTIONS: Take the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is,one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS (909)
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>

~E~ l!J!,U.~) ~:~~~~M.

SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLANDS
OPEN SPACE MEETING

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT
SAVE OUR SKYLINE: BOX SPRINGS THRU THE BADLANDS
Help us preserve Moreno Valley's northern skyline & secure a natural open-space corridor between the
Box Springs Mountains.& the Badlands, including the upper basin of Reche Canyon. We meet at the
Coffee Grinder, 23580 Sunnymead Blvd .. Moreno Valley.
INFO: DAN CLARK, (951) 924-2454
<saveourskyline@roadrunner.com>

FEB 18 (WED) 7:30 PM

AUDUBON SOCIETY

MEETING

NON-SIERRA CLUB EVENT·
SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY AUDUBON SOCIETY
PROGRAM: A guest speaker presents an illustrated program on wildlife or natural science. Come early to
browse the gift tables & socialize. LOCATION: San Bernardino County Museum, 2024 Orange Tree Lane.
Redlands. DIRECTIONS: Exit 1010 at California St. INFO: DORI MEYERS. (714) 779-2201.

FEB 20 (FRI) 8:00 PM

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

FOLK DANCE

NON-SIERRA 'CLUB EVENT'
.
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE CLUB
Join us forinJ3rnatio~al folk dancing,. This ,is the same group that· used to meet at UCR. Meetings are
~ce monthly': on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for the room. PLACE: Highgrove
United Meth~ist Chu'rch. 938 W. Center St.. Highgrove. DIRECTIONS: Take the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS (909)
825-4427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ M!2b~iJJ:ill-----.M.!ll.!tn!tLIJ.iILi!LfLM~ILt~U!~Lth!tut~ndculOO_f~talLi~~middl~f---.E.lea'•• anLYal)~~~on~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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the park., and whethe-r extinction is a natuial process or the current rate of plant and a.nirnaJ loss arouOd the

world is something to be concerned about. During the field component, participants will leam what is being done to
ensure that rare species populations remain healthy and prosperous and the 'value' of rare or endangered species while
exploring some of the habitats that are home to Joshua Tree's rare plants and animals. The class will also discuss some
of thl'. ~ues j.n~olved, in conserv!ltion .•ffol1S in SOUt!>c;I;Il,CaJifomia. If lucky, participants. may ,encounter ,onc of the
park's besi loved residents - the threatened desert tortoise.
.
. March 14, 2009 _MaJapai Hill's Fantastic ~Iogy - Investigate the natural architecture and origin of Joshua Tree
National Park's fantastic volcanic geology with Richard Hazlett. Starting in the classroom, participants will be intro-duced to basic geologic principles, and then Hazlett will focus on one of the park's spectacular examples of volcanism
- Malapai Hill. Malapai Hill is a basalt tower that stands 400 feet tall in the middle of Pleasant Valley and contains
unique features of olivine-rich peridotite intrusions called lherzolite. Hazlett will discuss this ancient volcano 'and how
its formation provides a window into Joshua Tree National Park's geological past. The class will then travel to Malapai
Hill for a field session. Participants will leam about differential erosion on the way to see the magnificent columnar
jointed basalt formed by magma that rose 30 miles through the earth before solidifying at the top of what is now Malapai Hill. 1;or those new to geology or experienced geologists, Hazlett will make learning about this complex and unique
landscape comprehensibl,e and fun.

March 21, 2009 Watercolor Painting in the Park - Indulge your creativity with a day of painting in Joshua Tree
National Park. Participants will be immersed in the desert landscape and learn the observational skills that are essential
to painting nature. Audrey Gillick will belp students shift the desert scenery to paper with watercolor paint Participants
will learn basic methods for transforming nature into art through techniques that maintain color clarity and high quality
value difference with glazes, wasbes, wet--on-wet, and dry brusb. Learn bow the characteristic transparency of watercolor painting brings landscapes to life by allowing light to pass through the film of paint and reflect back off the wbite
paper to give brightness and sparkle to the artwork that matcbes the sunlit desert environment This pleasant non·
·intimidating·c1ass provides ample time to relax,cinvestigate and·paint~_~~~.:-~-,~_____o__ ~~~~
March 22,2009 Light & Color: Oil Painting in JTNP - Capture the vitality of Josbua Tree National Park in this all·
day plein air painting class with international art instructor Diane McClary. McClary will teach signature oil painting
techniques such as 'fat over lean,' tone adjusttnent, underpajnting, glazing, and ability to conceal brusbstrokes while
participants are immersed in the beauty of a desert spring. Participants will bave the opportunity for individual instruction on effective use of light and shadow, defining values, and compositiqn in oil. McClary i5 known for her unique use
of color and will also share her approacb to color barmony. This pleasant non-intimidating class requires no previous
experience and provides ample time to relax, investigate and paint.
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March 27·28, 2009 Photography Up Close & Personal - Record the beautiful intricacy of the desert using macro
photograpby in this two-day field class. Spelman Evans Downer will teacb participants the secret of small scale picture
composition and encourage the development of unique photo!iaphic styles. During the classroom session, Downer will
review basics such as exposure, shutter speeds and depth of field, and bow to combine digital camera techniques with
traditional photography skills. The field session in Joshua Tree National Park will explore the landscape focusing on
flowers, insects, and detail oriented composition. A tripod is strongly recommended for this class. Downer will emphasize formulating personal images of this much photographed landscape. "
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INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE
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March IS, 2009 Desert Literature· Be inspired by the literature of the desen! Michel Walker, who has taught numerous classes in environmental literature from Texas to Nevada, will present excerpts from some of the most influential ·authors in this one-day seminar. Walker will introduce participants to famous desert writers including: Abbey, '.
Austin, Bowden, Harjo, Kingsolver, and Ronald while visiting unique locations within Joshua Tree National Park.
There is no better way to read and discuss these famous writings than surrounded by the Joshua trees, vast vistas, and
desert sand that create this unique landscape. Students will also have the opportunity to write their own nature inspired
compositions during the class.
.

March 20·22, 2009 Flora of Joshua Tree Park - Le;un the secret of bow plants survive in ·some of the bottest deserts
in the world in this two--day field claSs offered by the Desert Institute. Stefanie Ritter and Mark Wheeler will guide the
class in the identification of desert flora while unfolding the story of bow plants have adapted to flourisb in a land with
little rain. The class will walk through the Josbua trees, getting up close and personal with the spring blossoms' and
perennial shrubs. Participants willieam the identification characteristics, indicator species and the importance of plants
in the Mojave and Colorado Deserts.

I'

FEB 20 (FRI) 8:00 PM

NON-SIERRA 'CLUB EVENT
UC RIVERSIDE FOLK DANCE CLUB
Join us for .injematl0ral folk dancing" This ,is the same.group that. used to meet at UCR. Meetings are
~ce month I)!: on the 1st & 3rd Fridays. COST: $2 donation to help pay for the room. PLACE: Highgrove
United MethOdist Chu'rch. 938 W. Center St., Highgrove. DIRECTIONS: Take the Center St. exit from
Interstate 215. The church is one half mile east of the freeway on the right. INFO: GAIL SEEKINS (909)
8254427 <Igseekins@sbcglobal.net>

March 14, 2009 Drypoint Prints from Jumbo Rocks - Discover the fun of printtnaking with visual artist Gretchen
Grunt. Grunt will guide participants in a day of creativity through the process of making drypoint prints. The class will
start with a field trip to Jumbo Rocks Campground in Joshua Tree National Park where participants will begin the
printtnaking process by scratching on a plastic plate with .. needle. The class will fmalize their art pieces in a printing
session at the Twentynine Palms Creative Center. The use of inks and an etching press will complete the magical
process of making unique drypoint prints. A variety of techniques will be demonstrated using brushes, brayers, Q-tips,
scratching, cheese cloth and multiple colorS. All art materials will be provided and no previous experience required.

March IS, 2009 Southern California Rock Art - Pictographs and petroglyphs provide a fascinating glimpse into
humanity's ancient past. QanielMcCarthy' will discuss the universal media of rock art that serves as a testirnocial for
the anCient voices from the past. This 'one--day field class will include trips to three arcbaeological sites with representative rock art from Southern California. Class discussions will focus on wbo made these timeless images, bow they were
created, and their importance. McCarthy will guide participants to these fragments of the past that provide a valuable
record of ancient societies. This is a great opportunity to leam about rock art's communication through stylistic imagery
with an expert archaeologist!
'

Redlan"as. DtRECTtONS: Exit 'to'lo at Califomia'St: tNFO: DORI MEYERS, (714) 779-2201.

Rancho SantaAna Botanic Garden Natural
HNory ~ & Field llips'
The Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden in Claremont has an extensive list of classes and
field trips including Horticulture and Botany classes, Natural History classes andfield trips
and Art classes. For a complete description. and fees go to www.rsabg.org and click on'
"View Full Calendar" o~ contact Cotton Coslett at ccoslett@rsabg.org or 909-625-8767,
ext. 224.
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. Join us in protecting the futl,lre by doing your
share today.
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How can you choose between the eagle and the
buffalo? Between the elephants and th~ whales?

~

Between drinking clean water andbreathing clean air? Between parks and
beaches? How can you choose? Would there be a right choice?

!

Nowthere's a way to belp not just one, !Jut all these things, It's called Earth
Share of. Califomia - the world's leading environmental and conservation

_c~a~!l~s_ w9rki_~9~,09~Jh~, ~ __ .-~' _ ,_ ~_,_.= =~ ,=~.
Through Earth Share of Califomia you can make a one-time gift, or a payroll
deduction donation that helps every day to preserve and protect the environment -locally, regionally, nationally, and globally.
Earth Share is not part of your employer's workpiace giving campaign? We'd
like to do something about that. Call Ladd Seekins at 909-888-0161 weekdays or 909-825-4427 evenings and weekends. Address e-mail to iwfladd@eee.org,
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How California CanAchieveA33%

Art at the Oasis

Standard For Clean Renewable ,Power

joshua Tree National F ark Art Festival

F

Seventeenth Annual joshu'a Tree Na'~or~al ark Art Festival
April :;,4 &5,2009 (9:00 am to' 5:0~ pm each da.!:J)
joshua Tree National F ark Visitor Center
1,4485 Na~iona,1 Fark Drive, T went.!:Jnine.Falms, CA92277
"
'(60) :;67-5500
~njo'y the arts in an outdoor setting at the Oasis of Mara Visitor Center. The
Sixteenth Annual Art festival will be held at Joshua Tree National F a~'s Head<JuarterS in T went'ynine F allJl,5 on APril ~,+, and

',9:00 13.m. to ,:00 p.m. You'll have

the pleasure of seeing the wo~ ot.more than twent.Y artists under the visitor center
patio next to the .8 mile historic Oasis of Mara nature trail. A love and re~pect for
the Joshua Tree National F a~ is the common bond between these artists and 'yo~
--=..:......",-

can't escape the feelings of camaraderie that exist at this fes'tival!! Each artist will
have wo~ for sale and ~njo'y sharing their vel',Y personal interpretation of the Joshua
Tree National F a~ with 'you.

r ainting, sculpture, ph~~ograph'y, ceramics, and jewell',Y' are some of the media in.

eluded in this 'years'Art

'restival,'

a

_

'~ Joshua Tree National F a~ Association, sponsor of the Art festival, i$ a non"profit organization that provid~ssupport and assjstance
" educational and s~ientific programs: Open to the
.
..
the Art Festival.

to tbeTa~'s interpretive,

p~blic, ,~he'r" is ~o fee.to attend.
,."

.

By Jim Metropulos, SC California
Califo~ia onc~ led the world in
renewable energy. Now, and we have
'the power to take back the lead.
As it stands, our state's three In~
vestor~Owned-Utilities PG&E;
S?uthern EdIson, and San Diego Elec-,
tfIC 8? Gas ~ probably will fall short of.
the st:ate's curren.t renewables target,'
20% by 2010. :
That's why Sierra Club California
',
th'
b e 1leves e 'state should .reform our
renewable energy portfoho standard
'(RPS) 1
"
thoIS 1aw WI'11
aw.1 mprovmg
'
.
.
t AB' 32 l'
protectIOn
h e 1p',us ,mee . th c Imate
l'
f th
.
go~ 1s, unprove
e qua Ity 0
·e air,
we, b rea th e, an d re d uce our re 1lance
'1 fu 1
e resources.
on dep1ete d fiOSSI
,Other states have adopted RPS
laws and made significant strides in
building renewable energy. In 2007,
.Texas reached ~ total installed wind
capacity of. over 5,000 megawatt~.
That same year, California only built
about 60 megawatts of wind turbines
-: a,dismal performance. Making Cali,fomia 'a leader 'again will require significantreforms in the RPS law to.

!r;':,,?ses-M'=;:i:t~i:~:~;:;;;':;;;:;';'/~:;;S~?;;¥:a~~~·;:s':;;;,~~0~';;:-=J. re~o:e c~ent re~ulations thath~v~._a,
~
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Palm and Pine

~

bUilt-m blasagamst renewable' en, ergy, and replace these with rules that
support the state's goals for clean energy.
Although efforts to pass legislation to boost the RPS goal and to
make reforms in the program failed
this year, Sierra Club California continues to lobby for more renewable'
power. We are pleased that Speaker

success in 'increasing renewable energy generation in Germany, Spain
and France.
.
Include municipal utilities in the RPS.
Municipal utilities like the' Los
Angeles Department of Water and
Power and. Sacra~ento Municipal'
Utility District. shmiid achieve the
same renewable power levels as the
Investor-Owned-Utilities.,
RPS~:":ADoW Iior Jnno.
Expand
va.ullUUn to
tio
and' 1<'......... , Hero
.
va n
~6.1
very Systems.
Th RPS h ld' 1 d . '
e
s ou me u e mnova.
.
tlve, less well-known technologies to
. ,
foster breakthroughs, and all thermal
'
.
.
'
kinetic, 'pressure, osmotic sources of
.".
.
electrICity usmg httleor no fossil fuel.
Expand Community Choice
Sierra Club' activists favor community choice clean energy plans that'
would allow cities to get over half
their electricity from renewables. The
RPS law 'should 'help 'and not hinder
these local efforts to increase r~newable power generation.
..
Above all, in upgrading California's.RPS law we must guard against
t: fforts to ~n~emUne it in. t~e.n~~e of
reform. FIrSt, we oppose ctiangmg .the
definition to' allow' more hydropower
to be considered as renewable. California offers very limited protection in
its current renewable law, but does
restrict the size of small hydros to 30
megawatts, and forbid new impoundments of water - hardly sufficient to
protect water resourc.es and aquatic
life.

:if.:

ergy.
fornia offers very limited protection in
Although efforts to pass legisla- its current renewable 'law, b.!it does
tion to boost the RPS goal and to restrict the size of small hydros to 30
make reforms in the program failed megawatts, and. forbid new impollnd;':'~~'~£1 this year, Sierra Club California con- ments of water - hardly sufficient to
tinues to lobby for more renewable' protect water resourc,es and aquatic
power. We are pleased that Speaker life.
Karen Bass has appointed an RPS
Second, we do not think utilities
working group to develop legislation should get renewable power credit for
for 2009. Despite the end of the legis- their energy efficiency efforts. While
lative session, this group of lawmak- we have always supported energy efers, which includes Assembly mem- ficiency, we believe the RPS should
bers Krekorian, Blakeslee, and Le- instead encourage investment in new
vine, continues to meet regularly with sources of clean renewable power
Sierra Club California and other while other programs focus on energy
stakeholders in Sacramento, soliciting . efficiency efforts.
' ........ .......r"'_ ..r:;.;;::,.
our ideas and listening to our concerns
We should also keep in min~ ,that
about reforming the RPS law.
not all energy sources labeled under
We have a lotto say about RPS. current law as. "renewable" are
First, Sierra Club California believes equally sustainablem terms of erivithat California needs to adopt a 33% ronmental impacts or energy supply.
Want to escape to the mOlmtains? Try visiting one of the Sierra Club Huts or renewable power' goal now. To meet Even renewable 'energy can have ad~ LOOges, Stay overnight at the best rates in town.
our current goal, and work to 33% by verse. impacts; poor, environmental
Keller Ski Hut, built in 1938 is at an elevation of 6800 feet on Highway 18 2020 and then 50% or more renew- practices at the Altamont wind site in
between Running Springs and Big Bear in the San Bernardino MOlmtains, across able power generation 'in the future, . Northern California resulted in excesfrom Snow Valley Ski Area An adventure pass is required There are two rustic Sierra Club California supports and sive bird kills. The impact and sources
living/dining rooms; fuI1y equipped kitchen with cookware, dishes, utensils, stove, advocates for the following:
of biofuels, large-scale development
refiigerator, two donnitory sleeping lofts with 30 sleeping pads on floors; and
' , t M k t P' R ~
of solar power in the desert, toxic ma. ,m certam
. types of solar panels
EIlIDlDa e ar e nee elerent . k tetlals
bathroom On open weekends or worle parties/overseer training, call Jacqueline
.
. '
t t e regu Iators stac
Curren tl y, sa
'enewable
tr t
.
and other Issues should be addressed
Meese (714427-0457). Keller rates (~C): $3.00 Day;. $8.00 overnight·
r
power con ac s agamst and standards developed for proper
Harwood Lodge, built: in 1930· to honor Aurelia Harwood, the first woman future natural gas prices by applying use of resources. Unfortunately,
president of the Sierra Club is located in the San Gabriel Mountains on Mt Baldy at the Market Price Referent, meaning utilties don't always consider those
6000 feet elevation It is about 2 miles after Icehouse Canyon and across from Snow natural gas is used as the basis for problems during environmental reCrest Parle on the way up Mt Baldy Road The driveway on the right is shared with competition. Tpis outdated practice view.
the Zen Center. There is a fully equipped kitchen, donnitory sleeping f&.ilities and. discourages capital investment in reAs we power up California's stanrestrooms with showers, On Open Weekends, no reservation is required Check in newables consistently underestimating dards, we need to ensure we do not
future gas prices at the expense of lose valuable resources, and that we
with the Overseer between 10:00 am Saturday until 3:00 pm Sunday. SC Rates:
renewable power prices.
. do nothing to harm the environment
$5.00 Day; $12.00 overnight
. Adopt Feed-In Tariffs.
we are striving to protect and imSan Antonio Ski Hut; built by the Ski Mountaineers in 1937. At 8200 feet, it is
Feed-in-Tariffs, which set fixed prove. As lawmakers address our connrP<lt'hP£l by a steep 3 mile hike with 2200 feet of gain Rates: $1.00 Day; $10.00
contract terms and prices for each cerns, we move closer to a. RPS for
green techncilogy, would provide a California that leads the way toward
Open weekencJsIWorle Parties/Overseer Training for these huts and lodges can be more stable incentive structure, free- sustainable, smart development of
by visiting the Angeles Chapter Website (access through sierraclub,org) or in i~g investors and developers from renewable energy.
.
nsks and uncertainties .. Feed-in-tariff
Angeles Schedule of Activities.
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Rock Climbing
(Continued from page 12)

In time, I realized that on all these climbs I had never
led a pitch. (A pitch is the distance a climber can cover in
one rope length.) Always I had been belayed from above.
On a "multi-pitch" climb, it is more efficient to climb as a
two person team and to alternate leads. If a third person
(non-leader) is added to a party, he can be belayed from
above. To advance, I had to learn the technical skills of
leading.
On a Class 5 climb, the leader does not have the
security of a top belay. Instead, on ascending he places
"protection;" pitons pOuIided into cracks;' nuts jammed
into openings and other anchoring devices; to which is
attached a snap link, for the rope to run through. Contrasted with the top belay, if the leader falls, he will drop
twice the vertical distance he has climbed above the last
protection point before being caught by the rope. The
other part of the system is the role of the belayer. Now the
belayer, in a secure stan'ce at the'bottom of the pitch, must
be prepared to break a fall that has built up energy. The
procedure is dynamic, that is, when the rope suddenly
tightens, it needs to slide around. the belayers body, friction absorbing most of the energy of the fall, as he brings
the climber it a controlled stop.
To learn the leader techniques I enrolled in the Advanced Climbing Course taught by Helen and Carl Weisner. The class goal was to learn to lead multi-pitch
climbs-where there is exposure (that means if you free
fall, you are likely to get hurt), so the leader needs
"protection." We leamed piton placement, ~ope management, lower belay technique, rappelling and safe practices. _.'
One day, at Indian Rock, for a simulated leader fall,

Sierra Student Coalition

they tied a heavy (about 50 pounds) iron weight to one end of
an old climbing rope, fed the rope through a pulley fastened
high up in a tree and hauled the weight all the way up. Below,
the trainee, a person took up a lower belay stance on the
ground A few feet of the belay rope was gathered and tied off
to form a slack section so that when the weight was cut loose,
it fell free (the slack distance) before the belayer felt the pull.
Each student caught a "fall." When it was my turn to perform, I
felt what it was like to execute a dynamic belay.
We had "hands-on" practice during climbs in the Valley.
Proper rope management was always stressed One route finding principle I remember was, when we can't find where the
route goes, "Always look around the comer." For graduation,
we divided into teams and climbed Arrowhead Spire (5.5) to
demonstrate what we had learned After the course, Bob 'Smith
and I repeated the climb. I remember leading a steep pitch and
feeling very shaky up there. We reached the top.
In the 1960's, the function of climbing clubs was changing. If! remember correctly, it had been a Yosemite National
Park rule that a person needed to be qualified to sign out to do
a climb in the Valley. That meant that either you were known
to the Climbing Ranger or that you were member of a climbing
organization and had passed the group's climbing tests. In time
more and more parties were able to sign out on their own, so
that the attraction of groups like the Sierra Club Rock Climb.
ing sections (RCS) became less.
Toward the latter 1960's I was elected chair of the S F
Bay Chapter RCS. I remember the installation dinner. I was
asked to get up on the stage and make an acceptance speech.
As soon as I had finished what I had to say, I was smacked in
the face With a cream pie, and there was much laughter. That
was the end of the tradition. To my memory we never mounted
any outings to the Valley afterward, and the chapter RCS
fadedoul
. .
. I never returned to do climbs in the Valley: my energy
was focused elsewhere. I opted. to spend .my outing time on
backpacking and peak climbing. Looking back, I realize that if
I was ever going to be a skilled rock climber, and have fun, I
would have to had to rock climb on about every weekend
Lacking that interest, though, by the· 1990's I felt that I had
become a more skilled climber than I was in the 1960's. I have
no doubt that the what I l~ed in 'the '60's helped me climb
the big mountains, arid in instances where. there was exposure,
to do it safely.
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long grazing history, Mojave has few issues more juveniles to reproductive age in the future generations can enjoy this place as we
with the major weed species, After the population is critical to tortoise recovery.
do. Most of all, get out and enjoy the quiet,
..
.
Hackberry Fire I would have expected ',lots
enjoy the dark night skies, enjoy the smells
(Continued from page 2)
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eseOprve. rturu't'
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David Lamfr(Jm is the Cal Desert Field
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ona IOns are ,very Rep for NPCA's Cal Desert Field Office.
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d th ese ten d t0 David is a relative newcomer to the Cal
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ported IS the relevancy of parks to future paved roads through the Preserve, ProViding
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, c o m e om e oca communi les an mem- Desert and pursues his passions of conserg~neratlOns.
~ means conne~tmg
s oppo~tles or t e pu IC, to expenence ben; of conservation groups, Being an active vation, wildlife photography, hiking, and
WIth parks and ,WIth the outdoors 10 general. ·areas like the lava·beds andcmder cones, the
' f i ' Nt'· ',- I'P -ks"· d"'> "., art' .
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vOIce or a IOna ar an uemg a p ICI- Ile,.petology throughout the Mojave,
We are wor~ng on this lrutlatlv~ WI s~vIverse MOjave scru vegetatIOn 10 . ranlte
ant in the ublic review of develo ment
Editor's note: This article was reeral of our sister parks, RestoratIOn of dls- Pass, and the Joshua Tree commuruty on P i t h Pt
thr t ' t furth Pfra
'
fi"
fi th
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.
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I
d
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rt T eac h the children t0 Iove
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,
Report - the news of the desert from Sierra
td
,
pubhc at all of our abandoned nune lands IS, connect first hand With the resources and not th
Club CalifomialNevada Desert Committee,
a priority for us, and for all the desert parks ... just have
drive,. through . experience. Fi-.. .e o~ oo.rs.
Reducing our carbon footprint is a: major nally, we are,anxious to move forward with I would like to offer you the last word, is
To subscribe to The Desert Report,
priority for all of us. We will be looking for a tortoise headstart facility in Ivanpah Val- . there anything you would like to impart
seiul a suggested $25 to: Sierra ClUb Caliopportunities to implement meaningful ac- ley. This facility will help us and other land to those reading this article?
fomialNevada Desert Committee, 3435 Willions that contribute to this goal. This is just managers learn more about juvenile tortoise
Mojave National Preserve is a very shire Blvd., #320, Los Angeles, CA 90010
one aspect of dealing with climate change. survival and to jumpstart the population special I?art of the Mojave Desert. Many or
visit
their
website
at
Protecting Mojave from invasive species recovery with reproductive age tortoises that people wo*ed very hard to create the Pre- www.desertreport.org
rates high as well. Surprisingly, given the' have been protected from predation. Getting serve and it is up to all of us to ensure that
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The~rtlINitute ~
Experience Nature with the Desert Institute at Joshua Tree Natiollal Park. Joshua Tree National Park,
CA. February 5, 2008 - The Desert Institute offers exciting, short outdoor courses in cultural history,
natural science, survival skills and the arts where adults can' explore the wonders of the park with expert instructors. Each student will have an intimate learning experience with the natural world. This is
a grea't way to visit Joshua Tree National Park and the surrounding area, where sunshine is plentiful in
this fascinating bac1cdrop of ancient rock formations ar.d desert vegetation. Belqw is a course calendar
for fall 2008. For information on fee~, locations etc, please ~aU or.email the Desert InstUute to request a course caJalog at (760) 367-5535 or .desertinstiJute.@z;ppneLneL or visit our website at
wwwjoshuatree.f1Tg .
.
. . .
.
Febl1llU')' 13-14, 2009 BasIc Map .& Compass ~on A - Do you want the confidence to explore the desert and not
get 10~.Outdoor·guide, Karl VonHallewill teach participants how to navigate using a map and compass in this twe>-.
day hands-on field class. Participan\S will.leam 'the basics of topography, map reading, and the history of navigation
during the Friday evemog lecture and then spend all-day Saturdliy in ihe field. VonHalle will teach simple and
stralgbtforwarill'nap and compass skills ~ely and then' co~ine !hern in a rou~finding adventure in .the wilderness of Joshua Tree National PaIL These orientation techniques are poteDtially lifesaving skills that willl11low particip;uits to ~xplore the wilderness and most importimtly find their w~y back hql11e.
February 14,2009 Ml¢ng History. of Joshua Tree National Perl< - Discover.the captivating mining history and th~
unique geology that created the landscape of Joshua Tree Nati9nal Park. Margaret Eggers will explain the natural
proceSses behind .the unique Joshua' Tree landscapes and discuss .ho:-" gold ore was mined and refined in the area.
PaltiCipants will.get to experience the rich conneCtion ·between.the 'mming aDd the geologJcal storieS in person as the
class Ir\Ivels to various historic mining siies withitl Joshua Tree National Park- 'DUring the field session, participants
will learn why there are over 250 abandoned mines in the park and bow the gold and other. minerals were processed
and extracted in a harsb but beautiful desert environment created ihrouS\> )Weathering, erosion, and climate cbange.
_o._.

February 15,.2009 Advanced Map & .Compass - Hone your route finding ability witIJ this advanced map and compass field class. Under the expert guidance of outdoor guide Karl VonHalle, learn how to plan a cross country route
througb the wilderness, practice navigation based on land features, calculate triangulation, and the teU the difference
between flat terrain miles and energy miles. During this a11-day desert adventure you will travel approximately 8 miles,
charting a course ~ugb Josbua Tree National Park to locate specific rock formations and historical landmarks.
February IS, 2009 Explore Ruby Lee Well - Discover a part of Joshua Tree National Park's ricb mining history in
this all-day field class. Mark Wheeler will guide the class down a historic mining road that leads from Park Route II
to the base of the Hexie Mountains:. Participants will learn the importance of interior Colorado Desert ecology and
Hexie Mountain. geology on the journey to Ruby Lee Well. At the 'Wei!, Wheeler will explain the cultural bistorY and
significance of the site and Ruby Lee Mill. On the way back the class will travel via Porcupine wasb and learn about
wasb ecology, alluvial fans, and maybe See early wildflowers that are unique to that area. Persons attendin:! must be in
good physical condition, and comfortable spending the day walking up to twelve !Diles in the.park.
·February 20,21, 2009 Tracking in Joshua Tree National··Park - Investigate and learn'about th~. natural world in
this twoday tracking field class. Jim Lowery will explain how to read. the signs and tra~ks that create natu.raJ stories on
the deseit landscape. The class will then venture into the fielil wbere participants will becqme environmental detectives by identifying and measuring tracks, following gaits, and reading signs to .piece together the patterns found in the
desert sand. This class provides' a solid ~ackground for beginning trackers with ample '~dirt time" to' provide the beS)
and quickest track identification instruction.'
. .
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February 21-22,.2009 Geology & Paleontology of the Pint" Basin.- Discover the.prebistoric past of JoShua
National Park with paleontologists Kathleen Springer, Eric Scott, and J. Chris Sagebiel in this tw<Hlay field class.
lecture describing their geologic and paleontologic research in the park, followed by a fuI)-day. fiel~trip )¥ill reveal the
park's buried riches of Pleistocene fossils. Participants will learn about the new discovenestliat have provided scien-'
lists a revised hypothesis of the pre-history of the Southern California region. The class wiU also learn about the meth.
odology of paleontology including' discovery, recovery, curation and analysis of specimens:
February 22, 2009 Advanced Wilderness Navigation - Learn bow to explore the desert usilig advanced-navigation
techniques with Karl VonHalle, wilderness traveler and educator. This a11-day class slar\S indoors then.moves to.the
field for an afternoon in the Wonderland of Rocks. Karl will instruct.participants in advanced wilderness. navigation by
traveling througb boulder piles, washes and canyons combinirig comp.ass, GPS, USGS.qaads;~d UTM.coordinates to
determine the c1~ses' route. Be prepared to spend a day discovering one of the most scen'ic are~iri .Joshua Tree
National Park covering up to six miles with moderate boulder scrambling. Prerequisite M~p.& Compass Basic Skills
or prior map and compass abilities, call if you bave any questions.
February 27-28, 2009 Photography: Nature to the Digital Studio - Capture the beauty ofJoshiia Tree Nationai
. . . .
will
- .

Rock CliDlbing .. .. My Story
By Bill Engs
Around the time I joined the Sierra
Club in 1958, I attended my first rock climbing practice at Indian Rock, in ~erkeley. we
where I was living ..
I don't recall whether U C Hiking Club
or Sierra Club ran the flrst event I attended,
'only that I was drawn to it.
At these sessions, we climbed over low
angle slopes and boulders· while we waited
for a chance to ascend the more difficult,
steeprock,usir!g ropes for protection.
_Before I go on, I want to· explain the
process and the .tenninology. The climber is
protected from a serious fall by a ro~. tied
around his waist.
The rope is connected to a "belayern .
who sits above (in this case) with the rope
running 'back around his hips, and: he. gathers in the rope as the climber progresses
upw~d. A climber who "peels oft" the rock
can be immediately arrested by the rope
.(unless the belayer has dozed oft) and suffers no damage. Simultaneously, the shock
of the fall is absorbed by the body of the
be layer.
On these Indian Rock outings we practiced easy and difficult climbs, keeping three
points of contac~ (e.g., two hands and .one
foot) with the rock while making a move We
practiced rappels at Indian Rock, too.
From the top of a climb, climbers often .
"rope down" by "rappelling."· A climber
rappels by wrapping a rope (secured at the
top by an anchor) around ·his torso and lowerjng.himself on the rope. The friction of the
rope.on the body allows the rappeler to ~on
·trol .the descent as he varies the amount of
friction using one. hand. A rappel is done on
a doubled' rope so that by pulling .on one
end, ~e .rope can be retrieved from the bot-tom.
o I' can see myself, now, doing my first
rappel. I was holding on to a rope with tm'
braking hand, walking backward down the
rock toward a drop off.
There was no rock below, just space.

the lip and then hung free, tending to
around on the rope, before I could lower
myself to the bottom. Later, I learned that
most rappels were more stable: I could keep
my feet on the rock.as I descended. Nevertheless, rappels are the most potentially dangerous part of rock climbing.
My first. real climbing experience. was
on a UCHC trip to Yosemite Valley. We
climbed Sl!DDyside Bench (rated 5.07the
easiest piton· protected climb, explained
below). I was 'belayed from above, ·of
course. On later Yosemite outings, with
Sierra Club members; I did many of the
easier Class 5 routes in the Valley including
Monday Morning Slab, lower Royal Arches,
Church· Tower and Lower ·Brother. A most
memorable climb was on Sentinel Rock (led
by Al Steck). I~ was windy, and the only way
to communicate ("up.rope" or "slack") was for
US to emit toots, like a steam whistle. At one
point, while making my way along a ledge, i
encountered a three foot .section where the
rpck had fallen away. Straddling the gap, I
looked down between my legs and saw a
straight verticaI drop of over 2,000 feet 't~ the
(What was I doing up there?) .

~~'O=====~=~~P"'.;rl."'--:·~s"'bun>C-?·~"'-""'ri~~-o-fPI~istOCcnc fossils:"ParticipantS will lewn ~bOl~t

the D~'discovcnes'tlui:t have proVldcd SCICD-

tists a revised hypothesis of the pre-history of the Southern California region. The class will also learn abo~ the methodology of paleontology indudiitg' discovery, recovery, curation and analysis of specimens:

February 22, 2009 Advanced Wilderness Navigation - Learn bow to explore the desert using advanced-navigation
tecbniques with Karl VonHalle, wildeniess troveler and educator. This all-day class start,s indoors then .moves to.lbe
field for an afternoon in the. Wonderland of Rocks. Karl win .instruct participants in advanced wildernesS. navi&:,tion by
trovelmg through !>aulder piles, wasbes B!ld canyons combmmg comp.ass, GPS, USOS.quads;l!Dd UTM.coordinates to
determine the classes' route. Be prepared to spend a day discovering one of the most scenic llrC8S'.iri Joshua Tree
National Park covering up to six miles with modemte boulder scrembling. Prerequisite Map.& Compass Basic Skills
or prior map and compass abilities, call if you have any questions.

. ~--.-:-~-:-.~~.'..~.:--&~

mctlOn usmg one. hand. A rappel IS done on
a doubled' rope so that by pulling ..on one
end, the :rope can be retrieved from the bot-·
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rappel. I was holding on to a rope WIth my
braking hand, walking backward down the
'rock toward a drop off.
February 27-28, 2009 Photography: Nature to the Digital Studio - Capture the beauty ofJ~sIiiia Tree NationAl
There was no rock below, just space.
Park through your c3JI!em lens and learn how to enhance your images in'a digital studio. Spelman Evans Downer will
Getting over the edge felt awkward and
(Continued.on page 9) somewhat terrifying. Somehow I got over
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More distribution centers proposed for Moreno
Valley's eastern side
Block I
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10:00 PM PDT on Thursday, August 21, 2008

By DAN LEE
The Press-Enterprise

MORENO V ALLEY - High/and -Fairview Properties,~the developer of the Aquabella residential project
and the Skechers logistics facility, is'considering plans to build as much.as.35 million square feet in;
distribution centers on the eastern side of town.
That potential scenario was included in the draft environmental impact report that the Michael Brandman
Associates consulting firm prepared for the Skechers project. It would affect about 1,800 acres south of
Highway 60 and between Redlands Boulevard and Gilman Springs Road, reducing the number of
homes allowable in the Specific Plan in the area and increasing the land devoted to industrial uses.
Although the 1.8 million-square-foot Skechers building is a separate project, Highland Fairview
President Iddo Benzeevi said the scenario was included in the report because residents had asked what
might happen if that area, known as the Moreno Highlands, was developed into a business park.
Highland Fairview has not formally submitted any proposal for logistic centers in the Moreno
Highlands area.
.

s

MV00229235

,
•
Possible logistics

areas owned
by High land Fairvew
;--J

'~It is.an alternative that will be evaluated,'" Benzeevi said by phone.. "We~reJooking·at:e:v.ery-possibility."

Any such proposal would require revising the Moreno Highlands Specific Plan, which would require
the city Planning Commission and the City Council to hold public hearings prior to approval, city
Planning Official John Terell said by phone.

Jobs
The City Council had approved the Moreno Highlands plan in 1992. The 3,000-acre, master-planned
community would include 7,700 homes, a 600-acre business park, schools, golf courses and 120 acres
of city parks. It would add as many as 30,000 new residents to Moreno Valley and 21,000 jobs,
according to city estimates at the time.
Environmental' activists sued the city over the plan, claiming that traffic, air pollution and potential
earthquake hazards were not adequately addressed. They also argued that the planned community
threatened the nearby San Jacinto Wildlife Area.
Although the projects' developers decided not to shelve their construction plans in June· 1993, citing the
economic downturn at that time, ajudge in May 1994 ruled that the city had approved the Moreno
Highlands plan properly. The Moreno Highlands community remains unbuilt.
.
Benzeevi said iris critical that Moreno Valley develop more of an employment base: Only about 3
percent of Moreno Valley's land can generate jobs, compared with the 10-20 percent in most cities.
Without sufficient local jobs, residents are forced to commute out of town for work, creating traffic and
causing them to have less time with their families, he said.
"It is ju.st not acceptable," Benzeevi said. "We need to build sustainable communities."
A big part of the original Highlands plan already was intended for industrial uses, the developer added.
With the addition of distribution centers the Moreno Highlands area could generate more than 26,700
jobs, according to Michael Brandman Associates.
Jamil Dada, chairman of the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce, said he agrees that Moreno Valley
needs jobs. Dada has supported the Skechers project and proposals by ProLogis and First Industrial
Trust to build distribution centers nearby.

MV00229236
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, Dada added, however, that he would like to see city officials determine what Moreno Valley residents
want on the eastern end. He also said he would like to know what the environmental impact of the
pwposed changes might be.

,'Still a Mess'
A new grassroots group called Residents for a Livable Moreno Valley is expressing concern about the
proposed distribution centers. Spokesman Bob Franz said he is not opposed to growth or creating more
jobs, but building distribution centers in eastern Moreno Valley does not make sense, given the traffic
and pollution.
"It's already still a mess heading west (on Highway 60)," Franz said by phone. "I don't think it's a good
idea taking trucks east through the Badlands."
The addition of logistics buildings to the Moreno Highlands would result in less traffic and overall
pollution emissions than the land uses under the existing plan, according to Michael Brandman
Associates. However, it would result in increased diesel emissions, the consulting firm found in its
report.
.
Benzeevi said any logistics or distribution centers built in the Moreno Highlands area would be built to
the same standard as the Skechers building, which is seeking the highest rating under the Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design standards. The developer added that Highland Fairview would take
the necessary steps to minimize the effects on air quality and traffic as much as possible.
The logistics proposal and the future of eastern Moreno Valley are expected to be issues in the Nov. 4
.
election for the 3rd Council District seat, which represents the area.
Incumbent Frank West has said his constituents are concerned about building distribution centers on the
eastern end of Moreno Valley. But West has four challengers: Robin Hastings, Mike Rios, Ray Carbajal
Jr. 'and Robert Burks.
Moreover, the Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association has spent about $120,000 on a campaign to oust
West and fellow incumbent Councilman Charles White. Highland Fairview Properties has contributed
$60,000 to the effort, according to the most recent campaign finance reports that have been submitted.

Reach Dan Lee at 951-763-3457 ordlee@PE,coll1
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Feb 5 (Reuters) - Shoe maker Skechers USA Inc (SKX.N) said it expects a
fourth-quarter loss as its gross margin declined In worsening retail
environment, slamming Its shares down 22 percent.
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Skechers, whose rivals Include Deckers Outdoor (DECK.O) and Timberland
(TBL.N), said It was hit by "U.S. retailers' comps being down significantly
and a number of both retail bankruptcies and golng-out-of-buslness
sales."

How to View Your Credit Report
and Scores for Free

The company, which expects a fourth-quarter loss of 45 cents to 50 cents
a share, believes It will continue to be hurt by these factors in 2009.

Science

• ~~I~I~~v~~g~ ._. __ . ; The company said It Is cutting additional operating expenses In all key
__ ~d~_. __ ._______ • areas of. business an~ has reduced Its headcount by about 3 percent.
Pictures
Skechers, which had In October forecast a quarterly profit of 15 cents to
Your View
23 cents a share, also said buying plans for many of Its key retail partners
The Gmat Debate
may be down about 7 percent to 20 percent across all categories of
merchandise, Including footwear, In the first half of 2009.
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The company, which expects fourth-quarter sales of $290 million to $300
million, also expects its margins in Its International business to be hurt by
worsening economic conditions in several regions outSide the United
States. But the company, which in October had forecast quarterly sales of
$305 million to $320 million, expects to break even In the first half of
2009, and return to profitability In the second half of the year.
Analysts on average were expecting the company to post a fourth-quarter
profit of 15 cents a share on revenue of $305.2 million, according to
Reuters Estimates.
Shares of the Manhattan Beach, California-based company fell to $7.85 In
after-hours trade. They had closed at $10.09 Thursday on the New York
Stock Exchange. (Reporting by Renju Jose and Pratlsh Narayanan in
Bangalore; Editing by Deepak Kannan)
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Skechers expects large 4Q loss on higher markdowns
Skechers warns of big 4Q loss as higher markdowns crimped margins for shoe retailer
Yahool Buzz
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Related: Skechers USA Inc.
NEW YORK (AP) -- Skechers USA Inc. on Thursday said it expects to post a large loss in its fourth
quarter, hurt by higher markdowns as the shoe retailer tried to boost sales, sending shares down sharply
in after-hours trading.
The stock dropped $2.04, or 20 percent, to $8.05 in late
trading, after rising 33 cents, or 3.4 percent, to finish at $10.09.

Related Quotes
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Price
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SKX

7.32

-2.77

Skechers expects a loss between 45 cents and 50 cents per
share and sales between $290 million and $300 million.
Analysts polled by Thomson Reuters predict earnings of 15
cents per share and sales of $305.2 million.

1.(' •••• _____ • - - - - --

Skechers said the shortfall is primarily due to a decrease in
gross margin as the company reduced prices to better manage
inventory. Skechers also said the company's sales and margins
were hurt from some retailers gOing bankrupt.
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''The global economic environment has resulted in a far more substantial impact to consumer demand than
we had previously anticipated," said Chief Operating Officer David Weinberg.
The company expects to break even in the first half of 2009, return to profttability in the second half of the
year, and report 2009 annual revenue between $1.2 billion and $1.3 billion.
Analysts polled by Thomson Reuters expect sales of $1.46 billion for the year.
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Just wanted to give you some more of my thoughts on this Highland Fairview project featuring
Skechers, If I may.
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It is becoming clear now that even a majority of the opponents are saying go ahel!ld, but build It In
Bonnie~s district. I believe that Moreno Valley could use a high profile, prestigiousi'landmark.
Hundreds of thousands of people ( not all Moreno Valley residents) drive back an'~ forth on
Highway 60 and all they presently see, other than the Mall, is weed infested fields', dilapidated
huts, old tires, broken down oars, etc. This archilectural gem smack in the center of town would
restore our citizen's pride!
I also believe that because of the state of the economy and due to the fact that all over this
country, companies are tucking their tails between their legs and walking away or'at least
mothballing projects, that Moreno Valley will make national news if you approve ti?is project. And
what a message that would send; that little old Moreno Valley, amidst all the turmpil, is flourishing
and attracting global companies. That would definitely create interest from many other large
employers considering new sites I

On the other hand, if you choose to decline this project, you will send a message loud and clear
that we don't care about global companies, that we don't care about financially sta,ble companies
( very rare today) and that we don't care that it is the worst economiC time in 80 years, we're just
not interested in business. It would be a form of economic suicide!
And finally, please don't let two former council members who are trying to provok~ you, influence
your deCisions. Moreno Valley needs bold, visionary leaders to gain back the stature and respect
that our ,great community deserves. We need change, not fear mongering.
Thank you,
JAM/LDADA
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TO~

The Editor, Pre3s Enterprise
RE: The Stench of Corruption In' Moreno Valley Politics: November 2008 City Council election process and results

th

This letter is in reference to Dan Lee's report in the February 6 , 2009 edition of your newspaper in which he quotes a
former FPPC official who opined that direct contributions or expenditures on behalf of a ca"didate's campaign do not
create a conflict of interest which disables the winning candidate from thereafter voting on a matter which directly affects
the campaign contributor. Sadly, under current California campaign finance laws, that statement is correct.

Conflict of interest is not the issue with respect to the corruption which affected the Moreno Valley City Council
November 2008 election process and results.

,
Pigs Don't Fly: It is not a coincidence that council members West and White, who oppose Benzeevi'slHighland
Fairview's proposed warehouse project were ousted from office as the result of a $350,000 smear campaign against them
which was funded with Benzeevi's/Highland Fairview's/Stephen's money; and that the two ~ewly-elected candidates,
Hastings and Molina; who support Benzeevi's/Highland Fairview's project, received nearly $200,000 in support of their
campaigns from Benzeevi/Highland Fairview, the "Association" and Benzeevi's proteges.

-

,

In total, BenzeevilHighland Fairview, the "Association" using Benzeevi'siHighland F~irview's money, and their
proteges, committed $500,000 in cash or services to oust West and White and to instil1l Hastings and Molina.
West and White's combined total expenditures? $40,000.

(1) Money laundering, (2) false reporting and (3) "quid pro quo" (ie cash or property for a vote) are quite illegal in
California and are in issue with respect to the Moreno Valley 2008 City Council election process and results.
A formal investigation by appropriate authorities is required to determine whether money was laundered (ie. whether the
actual "source" of campaign contributions or expenditures in opposition to West and White and in support of Hastings and
Molina were falsely reported) and whether any city council member sold their vote on Benzeevi's/Highland Fairview's
proposed warehouse project.
Using the Subpoena power of the Riverside County District Attorney's Office and the California State Attorney General,
tracing is required to determine:
the beneficial ownership of Highland Fairview (tracing past fictitious names, nominees etc.)
the actual source (as opposed to the name of the remitter) of donations to th~ Moreno Valley Taxpayer's
Association and to the contributors to the Molina and Hastings campaigns. Detailed tracing of bank records
is required which can only be accomplished through issuance and enforcement of Subpoenas.
the beneficial ownership (ie tracing past fictitious business names and "nomil)ees") of all tracts of land
which will be directly or indirectly benefited by approval of the proposed amenc(ment to the General Plan,
thereby paving the way for unfettered, "boot-strapped" warehouse developmen~ts in the East end of the City
the fact and substance of any contacts or relationship between Benzeevi/Mighland Fairview, or their
agents or "entities", reg. LLCs, Joint Ventures, Trusts etc. purchasing/transferring/holding land in the area
subject to the proposed amendment to the General Plan] and Council member~ Batey, Hastings, Molina, or
Stewart, as well as Planning Commissioner Geller prior to the election and their contributors

Benzeevi'siHighland Fairview's relationship with any contributor to the "Association" and to the
Molina or Hasting's campaign, including the political consultants who extended more than $30 000 in
credit to the Hasting's campaign and contributed services to the Molina campaign.

'

Fremont Older
Moreno Valley, CA

cc: Michael Cabral, Riverside County District Attorney
Gary W. Schons, Senior Assistant California State Attorney General
California Fair Political Practices Commission
Moreno Valley City Council
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Council Members Batey, Hastings,
Stewart and Molina
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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5 Feb 2009

09 FEB -5 AM 10: 38
Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley

----

Subject: Highland Fairview/Skechers
Ref: Wind data from March ARB

Honorable Mayor,

I spoke in front of the city council this past Tuesday and referenced historical wind data I
obtained from the weather shop at March ARB and online from the Weather
Underground's website.
I have printed out the data for 2008, Jan-Jun and Jul-Dec. WU has data back to 1996 and
all years are very similar to 2008. If you look at the bottom box you ~ll see the data
points depicting wind direction throughout the months. Wind direction 45 degrees from
the 90 deg. lines would have the most direct impact on the city from East end
development. As you can see, there are few points in that area compared to the
dominance of points found from the NW, our prevailing wind.
Winds from the East are associated with Santa Anna's. Santa Anna's bring us warm
temperatures and clear desert air. This data supports the argument that if non-retail
commerce is to come to town the best place for it, pollution wise, will be on the East end
(Redlands Blvd and beyond). Any pollution created there will flow most often to the
East towards the Badlands and on those days with Easterly winds the pollution will be
diluted With clean Santa Anna air.
Most naysayers to this project cite pollution and traffic in support of their position. We
live in California, traffic and pollution is a burden we all must live with. This data
mitigates the pollution factor and any building will lead to more traffic. To oppose this
project because of increased traffic means you must oppose any and ~1 development in
our city. I hope this information will help you and the council come to the right
.
decision ... build it.

Lawrence B. Froehlich
28278 Belleterre Ave.
Moreno Valley, Ca.
cc: HFP
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Sierra Club
and

Community Allia'nce for
Riverside's Economy and Environment
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Dear City Council Members:
C)

, Re: Highland Fairview Corporate Park "

c..o
~
Cl)

I

The developer's report attempts to sell you the idea that this project would be so
w
wonderful that it should be approved. The report refers to the "aesthetics" of the
-u
project. But aesthetics cannot compensate for nor can they mitigate the harmful
~
impacts this massive project would have on our community. Please factor into your
decision the following issues: .
N
1. You must vote over-riding considerations on AIR QUALITY. All the warehouse
workers will be subjected to significant health problems from the thousands of
daily truck trips - one every 40 seconds in eyery 24 hours. The massive area
where workers labor is not air-conditioned; thus, they must continually breathe
the toxic diesel pollution, which will eventually affect most with health problems.
Our very poor air quality will become even worse with this, project's diesel trucks
- many times more than what existing zoning would allow. More than just "jobs
now'~, we need healthy jobs.
2. There are two projects that are adjacent to this one, which would add
3,000,000 more square feet of warehousing/logistics centers. If you approve
this project, you are in reality approving all three, for a total of 5,000,000
square feet of polluting warehousing. The Sierra.Club and CAREE do not believe
the cumulative, growth-inducing impacts have been thoroughly analyzed for .
environmental impacts on our community .. The "logistic. modified General Plan"
(LMGP) concept proposed by the developer is something that must be
incorporated into the document now before you. Just saying the developer has
not submitted paperwork for the LMGP does not justify not having this
foreseeable project's information prior to your vote.
3., Noise will substantially increase, and you are telling hundreds, if not thousands,
of reside':lts to "grin and bear it" so you can approve this unhealthy project.
, State Route 60 through Moreno Valley has few trucks compared to Ihterstate
10. This project and its growth-inducing impacts will change our commuter
freeway into one that makes those who live close to it suffer significant noise
and pollution impacts from all the noisy, polluting diesel trucks. The SaO-foot
buffer needs to be 500 meters (or 1600 feet) and must extend southwest as
, well as directly south.This raises' a questi9n as to where the environmental
justice analysis isin this document. It is totally lacking and needs to be before
, you prior to any vote.
4. Greenhouse effects and climate change have not been mitigated .. The LEEDcertified building - even the lowest level of certification -' probably will not
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happen. That is: why the developer is now qualifying the certification. If we want
water in Southern California, we need snow packs in the northern mountains.
Think of your children's and grandchildren's future and demand more than what
the developer believes is "feasible".
5. Another issue that has not been resolved prior to your vote is TRAFFIC. The
developer does not factor in all existing approved projects (like Moreno
Highlands with 6,000-plus homes and zoning for 20,000 jobs). The FEIR states
that there are two lanes that allow you to continue west from the 60 to the'
215. In reality only the SR 60 lane on the far left allows you to continue west,
while the other lane forces drivers to exit at Central Avenue. Until the traffic
analYSis deals with this issue, you cannot vote to certify this EIR because it is
inadequate. You must realize that while 2,2.00 daily diesel truck trips may not
sound overwhelming, they represent one every 40 seconds for 24 hours every
day. If the two adjacent warehouses are approved, then you are looking at
adding one noisy, polluting diesel truck to Highway 60 every 10 to 1 5 seconds
for 24 hours a day - something to look forward to as we head west on that
single lane. The FEIR tries to convince you that a truck is like 1 Yz cars. I would
rather be behind two Hondas than one noisy, polluting diesel truck. Please
remember that in 7 to 14 years, we may have "cleaner" trucks, but not "clean".
You, however, could require only cleaner trucks (strongly recommended by
AQMD as feasible) and protect. Moreno Valley residents as well as the workers.
6. Alternative sites have not been expanded to include other possibilities and
thoroughly analyzed. 1-21 5 has no houses along it and is built with overpasses
and road-width to handle this number of diesel trucks. Why hasn't the old golf
course at Norton Air Base been suggested? That was at one time a strong
possibility. The Banning/Beaumont area would, like Norton, be better for trucks
because 1-1 0 is also built for them, and trucks would not need to use SR-60. to
get to that area.
7. You cannot satisfy impacts to threatened and endangered species by simply
paying a mitigation fee. You must thoroughly analyze impacts to each species
and how the fee will further each species' recovery.
Please vote to continue the project tonight so you can read and study all information
presented to you, including the attached stories, which are very relevant to this
project's impact on our community. Please keep both the Sierra Club and CAREE
informed of future documents and meetings related to this project by using the
dress below.
Geo ge Hagu
CAREE
Conservation Chair
P. O. Box 5199
Moreno Valley Group of the Sierra Club
Riverside, CA 92517-5199
26711 Ironwood Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-1906
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Estimated Risk of C~nc~r from Airborne
Taxies: All Emission Sources
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Air Pollution
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Issue primarily in W~n Riverside County
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Riverside County is first in the nation for asthma. heart disease. respiratory
ailments
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Inland Empire has worst air quality in California
Mira Loma area has the highest levels of particulate pollution in the US
(SCAQMD. Multiple Air Toxics Exposure Study II. Mar 2000)
Diesel particulates are 71% of the major pollutants contributing to cancer risk
in the South Coast Air Basin (SCAQMD. Multiple Ab' Toxics Exposure Study II.
Mar 2000)
The I~rgest ~e of diesel emissions in the South Coast Air Basin is the
goods m~nt i~ry
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SB 375: CALIFORNIA ADOPTS NEW LAW GEARED TO REDUCE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS BY
INTEGRATING REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AND LAND USE PLANNING
By Rafael F. Muilenburg, James E. Pugh, and Michael Hansen
. On September 3D, 2008, the rules governing regional planning changed dramatically when Governor Schwa~enegger
signed Senate Bill No. 375 ("SB 375") into law. SB 375, in its essence, attempts to control greenhouse gas ("GHG")
emissions by curbing urban .sprawl through the implementation of "sustainable community strategies" in land use and
transportation planning, along with various related incentives relating to housing development.

SB 375 was put together through an unusual compromise that brought together the diverse interests of the California
Building Industry Association, League of California Cities, environmental groups, and affordable housing advocates.
The "compromise" nature of the bill is apparent from the text - most of the mandatory requirements or "teeth"
contained in earlier versions of the bill ha.ve been stripped out, and the final bill represents a hodgepodge of
different provisions that advance the respective goals of the various constituent groups. Nonetheless, the planning
requirements of the bill are likely to have significant and direct "persuasive" effect on local jurisdictions and
developers, and these requirements may obtain further force under certain developing CEQA requirements relating to
climate change (as discussed below).
SB 375 creates a complex set of requirements that may represent the first step (owards creating an overarching
strategy for pursuit of regional transportation-oriented development and the AB 32 goals for GHG emissions
reduction. Although the extent of the actual substantive changes SB 375 will trigger is difficult to quantify, the
likely impact of the bi.ll should not be minimized - its implementation over the next few years will tell the tale.

.

Whatever the ultimate outcome,'interested parties throughout California, from regional transportation agencies to
local governmental agencies to land developers and indus.tries alike, will need to navigate this new legal landscape
.

as it evolves. For such parties, it is critical to carefully consider SB 375's proviSions now and become involved early on
in its implementation.
Background Information
The bill applies to every region in the state that has a Metropolitan Planning Organization ("MPO"), which is a
policy-making organization made up of representatives from local government and transportation authorities. MPOs
receive state and federal funds to accomplish regional transportation planning.
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California has 18 MPOs. Please see the attached map that shows the jurisdictional boundaries for the state's 18
MPOs. Most of the MPOs cover a single county, such as .the San Diego Association of Governments ("SANDAG") and the
Santa Barbara Association·of Governments, while the MPOs in certain regions cover multiple counties. For example,
the Bay Area region's MPO is the Metropolitan Transportation Commission ("MTC") associated with the Association of
Bay Area Governments ("ABAG"), which serves nine counties, and theMPO for the Los Angeles region and adjoining
counties is the Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG").
MPOs prepare the region's Regional Transportation Plan ("RTP"). The RTP sets forth the long-range (20 year)
transportation plan for the region and is based upon a set of land use assumptions about future development
patterns. The RTP identifies the existing and future transportation needs in the region and includes rough cost
estimates. RTPs must be updated every four or five years, depending on whether the region meets federalair quality
attainment standards.

What Does S8 375 Say?
The bill requires all Metropolitan Planning Organizations ("MPOn to update their Regional Transportation Plans
("RTPs") so that resulting development patterns and supporting transportation networks can reduce GHG emissions by
the amourits to be set by the California Air Resources Board ("CARB"). The language of SB 375 articulates changes to
the landscape of regional planning and the applicable standards for analysis of transportation-related climate change
impacts under CEQA through a multi-pronged approach. The key elements of that approach include:
1. Regional GHG Targets
AB 32 requires CARB to set reduction targets for the state for various sector~ of the economy. CARB will soon release
its Scoping Plan, which the board plans to adopt by January 1, 2009. The Scoping Plan will include reduction targets
for the state and a strategy for meeting those targets. SB 375 requires CARB to divvy up the state targets and assign
each region a target for the automobile and light truck sectors for 2020 and 2035.
To develop these targets, the bill requires CARB to create a Regional Targets Advisory Committee by January 31, 2009
to recommend facts to consider and methodologies to use for setting the regional GHG targets. The committee must
be comprised of representatives of the MPOs, affected air districts; the League of California Cities, the California
State Association of Counties, local transportation asencies, and members of the public. The Regional Targets
Advisory Committee must submit its report to CARB with its recOmmendation by September 30, 2009. In turn, CARB
will review the report and must provide targets for each region by June 30, 2010.
Interested parties may want to closely monitor the formation of the Regional Targets Advisory Committee and
the rest of the process to ensure that CARB sets the targets for each region in a reasonable manner.
2. Sustainable Community Strategies
Each of the Metropolitan Planning Organizations described above ("MPOs") that are tasked with implementing SB 375
must incorporate a Sustainable Community Strategy ("SCS") as a new linchpin element of its Regional Transportation
Plan ("RTP"). The SCS will be effectively a blueprint-like set of planning assumptions that shape the land use
component of th~ RTP .. Its goal is to promote development density near urban cores and transit centers.
Under SB 375, each SCS prepared by an MPO must, at

a minimum,

(a) identify the general location of uses, residential
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densities, and building intensities within the region; (b) identify a transportation network to serve the
transportation needs of the region; (c) identify areas within the region sufficient to house all the population of the
region over the life of the RTP; (d) include a discussion of how the development pattern and transportation network
can work together to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; and (e) set forth a forecasted development pattern for the
region, which, when integrated with the transportation network and other transportation measures and policies, will
reduce the GHG emissions from automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the
reduction targets set by CARB. Determining what is "feasible" will likely be a much-gebated (and potentially
litigated) subject, especially considering that SB 375 uses the definition of "feasible" found in CEQA, thus
incorporating a standard that is extremely flexible and case-specific. CARB must certify that the final SCS meets the
regional targets before it is enforceable .
.If CARB does not approve the SCS, the MPO can revise and resubmit it. Alternatively, if it is clear that "federal
planning requirements" preclude meeting the GHG emissions targets or if the public will not accept the proposed
framework of the SCS, the MPO must adopt an Alternative Planning Strategy CAPS"). The APS would theoretically show
how the GHG emissions targets. could be achieved through alternative development patterns or additional
transportation measures. The APs would not be adopted as part of the RTP and would not be considered an
"applicable land use plan" under CEQA. In contrast, because the SCS is the land use plan for the RTP, inconsistency
between a project and the SCS could form the basis of a significant environmental impact under CEQA.
Prior to adoption of the SCS, the MPO must conduct at least two informational meetings in each county within the
region for members of the board of supervisors and city councils. Each MPO must also adopt a Public Participation
Plan for development of the SCS that includes: outreach efforts to encourage active partiCipation of a broad range of
stakeholder groups; consultation with congestion management agencies, transportation agenCies, and transportation
commissions; workshops for the public; circulation of a draft SCS for at least 55 days; and at least three public
hearings on the draft SCS.
land owners and other interested parties in each region should be actively involved in the development of the
SCS through the above process to advocate for current and future projects to be included within the "forecasted
development patterns" submitted for approval in the SCS.
3. Regional Housing and Transportation Planning
sB 375 requires that planning for transportation and housing occur together. To accomplish that goal, the bill
extends the general plan housing element update period from five to eight years, thereby synchronizing those efforts
with the eight-year Regional Housing Needs Allocation ("RHNA") periods. Procedurally, the MPOs'will first allocate .
housing units among cities and counties using the RHNA. Those allocations must be consistent with the approved
sCS. Second, and based on the RHNA, t,he local governments must submit a new housing element to the Department
of Housing and Community Development. The housing element must comply with various planning requirements
provided in Section 65583 of the California Government Code as amended by sB 375. Then, the local governments
have J years to rezone parcels within the housing element boundaries to demonstrate consistency with the SCS.
i
I

If a local government fails to do so, the local government generally may not disapprove a housing development
project, or impose other discretionary measures to make the project infeasible, if the project is otherwise consistent
with the SCS. (The local government may only disapprove the project if it makes findings based on substantial
evidence that the project would adversely impact public health and safety.) This may give project proponents
significant additional leverage to obtain local approval of infill- or high-density projects that are consistent with the

SCS.
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4. Transportation Funding
SB 375 focuses public transportation funds on infrastructure improvements that are consistent with or facilitate the
SCS. The financial element of the RTP wilLreco,mmend that projects consistent with the SCS be financed with regional
improvement funds - presumably, it will be harder to obtain funding for projects that are inconsistent with the SCS.
This may result in increasingly privately financed transportation infrastructure, such as toll roads, to fund those
developments that are not considered consistent with the SCS.
5. Streamlined CEQA Review for Qualifying Projects
SB 375 fast-tracks "transit-priority projects" that are consistent with general use designation, density, building
intensity, and applicable policies specified in either the SCS or APS. It also provides CEQA exemptions and
streamlining provisions for certain residential and mixed use projects that are consistent with such policies (this
generally includes certain infill and high-density projects located adjacent to transportation nodes or corridors, which
satisfy other applicable policies such as providing affordable housing on site). SB 3,75 provides detailed definitions
regarding what characteristics these qualifying projects must include; and it outlines the streamlined CEQA
procedures that apply to qualifying projects.
What Does S8 375 Not Say?

Specific "disclaimer" language was inserted into the bill at the behest of the various interest groups that reached the
compromise on the legislation, which expressly provide that "nothing" in the bill (the six "nothings") shall:
1. Be interpreted to supersede the prerogatives of local agencies over land use planning;
2. Be interpreted to limit the California .Air Resources Board's authority under any law;
3. Be interpreted to authorize the abrogation of vested rights;
4. Require a local agency's land use policies and regulations to. be consistent with the regional plans that are
created;
5. Require a metropolitan planning organization to approve a strategy inconsistent with federal law; or
6. Relieve a public or private entity or any person from compliance from any other law.
SB 375 further states that "Nor will the plans that are developed under the provisions of SB 375 regulate the use of
land."
These "disclaimer" provisions may lead to arguments in the future regarding their interpretation, as some of them
arguably conflict with other provisions of SB 375. For example, though the plans developed under SB 375 may not
regulate the use of land directly, they certainly have a strong indirect effect on the planning process that controls
. land use, and may in some cases act to "supersede theprerogative~ of local agencies over land use planning." Such
issues could very well be the subject of litigation in years to come.
When Will S8 375 8eimpiemented?

• December 11, 2008: CARB plans to adopt the Scoping Plan required by AB 32 on this date. Th·e Scoping Plan
must include state-wide GHG reduction targets for various sectors of the economy. We may want to provide
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comments on the proposed final plan.
• January 31,20.0.9: CARB must create a Regional Targets Advisory Committee, which must recommend facts to
consider and methodologies to use for divvying up the state targets and assigning each region a target for the
automobile and'light truck sectors for 20.20. and 20.35.
• September 3D, 20.0.9: The Regional Targets Advisory Committee must submit a report to CARB with its
recommendation regarding the regional targets.
• June 3D, 20.10.: CARB must provide each region its GHG emissions reduction targets for use in the region·s next
RTP update.
• After June 3D, 20.10.: Each MPO must prepare an SCS (and possibly an APS) as part of its next regular RTP
update.
So, What Does 58 375 Really Do?

Ultimately, no one knows exactly what SB 375 will do, other than create a series of planning milestones that must
be met between now and 20.10., and then into the future. These milestones may be what is needed to begin to pull
the diverse landscape of regional planning together into a coherent policy for meeting California's housing and
transportation needs into the future. Each agency and prOperty owner will need to evaluate the legislation to
determine how it affects them and how to address its dictates, and stay closely in contact with the planning
processes, being conducted by CARB and by the local MPO will affect specific properties located within their
jurisdictions and/or ownerships.
,For land owners it could provide significant density incentives and CEQA streamlining benefits for certain
transit-oriented projects. Land owners may also want to consider promoting an SCS that is favorable to their parcel.
One way to do this is to join the advisory committees established by each MPO that will shape the development of
each RTP, or otherwise participate in the public processes established by each MPO as described above. There are
also incentives to develop housing with a minimum of 49% affordable units, since these projects may qualify for an
'"anti-NIMBY'" defense if a local government fails to grant the necessary approvals for a project that meets zoning
requirements and the applicable requirements specified in SB 375.
On the downside, traditional auto-oriented development (i.e., '"sprawl"') will be even more carefully scrutinized under'
SB 375, as the ultimate goal for the SCS is to meet GHG emissions targets set by CARB. For agencies, the
transportation-funding provisions of SB 375 could provide access to funds for meeting their transportation goals, for
projects that are consistent with an adopted SCS - however, transportation funding may be more scarce for
infrastructure outside the urban core. On the brighter side, SB 375 requires that realistic '"planning assumptions'" be
applied under federal law, and this may allow for arguments on behalf of land owners in shaping the SCS process, e.g.
that feasibility and financeability of future projects should be considered. Both local agencies and developers will
need to be alert to these issues in planning future projects and arguJTIents supporting the inclusion of proposed
projects within the SCS will need to be carefully analyzed.
On the CEQA side, the implementation of SB 375 will present both significant challenges and significant
opportunities. The legislation contemplates CEQA exemptions for '"transit-priority projects" as discussed above and
other CEQA streamlining for projects that are consistent with the applicable SCS. Likewise, the new CEQ,A guidelines
currently being considered by ARB and the Office of Planning and Research would grant projects that are corisistent
with the appliCable SCS (at either a program .level or an individual-prOject level) an exemption from having to analyze
their transportation-related impacts to global climate change. On the other hand, it is fairly clear (through not
explicitly stated) in S6 375 that proposed new projects that are inconsistent with an adopted SCS will be more likely
to be viewed as having a significant transportation-related impact to climate change, which will require mitigation.
These details, like so many others, will be fleshed out in the upcoming months as the legislation is implemented.
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For all of these reasons, it is essential to carefully consider SB 375 provisions and how they will affect the
properties and business plans of land owners and developers, and the future responsibiliti,es of local agencies, as
early as possible.
Sheppard Mullin has a team of 60 attorneys throughout California with specialized knowledge and experience in land
use, real estate, and environmental law, and an interdisciplinary team of attorneys specializing in global climate
change law in California and other jurisdictions, who can advise clients on 5B 375 and other evolving climate change
rules in a wide variety of practice specialties and issue areas. Several of our attorneys have been involved in the
development and early implementation of 5B 375, and have been speaking as well as writing on th~ topic. As such,
our attorneys are well-positioned to assist developers and public agencies in benefiting from SB 375 or avoiding its
pitfalls.
Authored by:
Rafael F. Muilenburg

rmuilenburg@sheppardmullin.com
James E. Pugh

j pugh®sheppardmull in. com
Michael Hansen

mhansen@sheppardmullin.com
. Rafael F. Muilenburg is a partner in the Real Estate and Land. Use and Environmental Practice Group and the Global
Climate Change Practice Group in the firm's Del Mar Heights office. James E. Pugh is an associate in the Real Estate
Land Use and Environmental Practice Group in the firm's .Los Angeles office. Michael Hansen is an associate in the
Real Estate, Land Use and Environmental Practice Group in the firm's San Diego office.
Neither the content on this blog nor any transmissions between you and Sheppard Mullin through this blog are
intended to provide legal or other advice or to create an attorney-client relationship.
In communicating with us through this blog, you should not provide any confidential information to us concerning any
potential or actual legal matter you may have. Before providing any such information to us, you must obtain approval
to do so from one of our lawyers.
By choosing to co~municate with us without such prior approval, you understand and agree that Sheppard Mullin
have no duty to keep confidential any information you provide.
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More distribution centers proposed for Moreno
Valley's eastern sid~
~

10:~

Download story podcast

PM PDT on Tbursdoy. August 21.2008

By DAN LEE
The Press-Enterprise

MORENO VALLEY - Highland Fairview Properties, the developer of the Aquabetla residential project
and the Skechers logistics facility, is considering plans to build as much as 35 million square feet in
distribution centers on the eastern side of town.
That potential scenario was included in the draft environmental impact report that the Michael Brandman
Associates consulting firm prepared for theSkechers project It would affect about 1,800 acres south of
Highway 60 and between Redlands Boulevard and Gilman Springs Road, reducing the number of
homes allowable in the Specific Plan in the area and increasing the land devoted to industrial uses.
Although the.l.8 million-square-foot Skechers building is a separate project, Highland Fairview
President Iddo Benzeevi said the scenario was included in the report because residents had asked what
might happen if that area, known as the Moreno Highlands, was developed into a business park.
Highland Fairview has not formally submitted any proposal for logistic centers in the Moreno
Highlands area.
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"Itis an alternative that will be evaluated," Benzeevi said by phone. "We're looking at every.possibility."
Any such proposal would require revising the Moreno Highlands Specific Plan, which would require
the city Planning Commission and the City Council to hold public hearings prior to approval, city
Planning Official John Terell said by phone.

Jobs
The City Council had approved the Moreno Highlands plan in 1992. The 3,OOO-acre, master-planned
community would include 7,700 homes, a 6OO-acre business park, schools, golf courses and 120 acres
of city parks. It would add as many as 30,000 new residents to Moreno Valley and 21,000 jobs,
according to city estimates at the time.
Environmental activists sued the city over the plan, claiming that traffic, air pollution and potential
earthquake hazards were not adequately addressed. They also argued that the planned community
threatened the nearby San Jacinto Wildlife Area.
Although the projects' developers decided not to shelve their construction plans in June 1993, citing the
economic downturn at that time, a judge in May 1994 ruled thatthe city had approved the Moreno
Highlands plan properly . The Moreno Highlands community remainsunbuilt.
Benzeevi said it is critical that Moreno Valley develop more of an employment base: Only about 3
percent of Moreno Valley's land can generate jobs, compared with the 10-20 percent in most cities.
Without sufficient local jobs, residents are forced to commute out of town for work, creating traffic and
causing them to have less time with their families, he said ..
"It is just not acceptable," Benzeevi said. "We rieed to build sustainable communities."
A big part of the original Highlands plan already was intended for industrial uses, the developer added.
With the addition of distribution centers the Moreno Highlands area could generate more than 26,700
jobs, according to Michael Brandman Associates.
Jamil Dada, chairman of the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce, said he agrees that Moreno Valley
needs jobs. Dada has supported the Skechers project and proposals by ProLogis and First Industrial
ThIst to build distribution centers nearby.

~.
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Dada added, however, that he would like to see city officials determine what Moreno Valley residents
want on the eastern end. He also said he would like to know what the environmental impact of the
proposed changes might be.

'Still a Mess'
A new grassroots group called Residents for a Livable Moreno Valley is expressing concern about the
proposed distribution centers. Spokesman Bob Franz·said he is not opposed to growth or creating more
jobs, but building distribution centers in eastern Moreno Valley does not make sense, given the traffic .
and pollution.
"It's already still a mess heading west (on Highway 60)," Franz said by phone. "I don't think it's a good
idea taking trucks east through the Badlands."
The addition of logistics buildings to the Moreno Highlands would result in less traffic and overall
pollution emissions than the land uses under the existing plan, according to Michael Brandman
Associates. However, it would result in increased diesel emissions, the consulting firm found in its
report.
Benzeevi said any logistics or distribution centers built in the Moreno Highlands area would be built to
the same standard as the Skechers building, which is seeking the highest rating under the Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design standards. The developer added that Highland Fairview would take
the necessary steps to minimize the effects on air quality and traffic as much as possible.
The logistics proposal and the future of eastern Moreno Valley are expected to be issues in the Nov. 4
election for the 3rd Council. District seat, which represents the area.
Incumbent Frank West has said his constituents are concerned about building distribution centers on the
eastern end of Moreno Valley. But West has four challengers: Robin Hastings, Mike Rios, Ray Carbajal
Jr. and Robert Burks.
Moreover, the Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association has spent about $120,000 on a campaign to oust
West and fellow incumbent Councilman Charles White. Highland Fairview Properties has contributed
$60,000 to the effort, according to the most recent campaign finance reports that have been submitted.

Reach Dan Lee at

ordlee@PE.coll1
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Sierra Club
and·

Community Alliance for
Riverside's Economy and. Environment
Dear City Council Members:
. Re: Highland Fairview Corporate Park
. The developer's report attempts to sell you the idea that this project would be so
wonderful that it should be approved. The report refers to the ."aesthetics" of the
project. But aesthetics cannot compensate for nor can they mitigate the harmful
impacts this massive project would have on our community. Please factor into your
decision the following issues: .
1. You must vote over-riding considerations on AIR QUALITY. All the warehouse
workers will be subjected to significant health problems from the thousands of
daily truck trips - one every 40 seconds in e~ery 24 hours. The massive area
where workers labor is not air-conditioned; thus, they must cOl')tinually breathe
the toxic diesel pollution, which will eventually·affect most with health problems.
Our very poor air quality will become even worse with this project's diesel trucks
- many times more than what existing zoning would· allow. Mor·e than just "jobs
.
'
now", we need healthy jobs.
2. There are two projects that are adjacent to this one, which wo.uld add
3,000,000 more square feet of warehousing/logistics centers. If yot,J approve
this project, you are in reality approving all three, "for a total of 5,000,000
square feet of polluting warehousing. The Sierra .Club and CAREE do not believe
the cumulative, growth-inducing impacts have been thoroughly analyzed for .
environmental impacts on our community. The "logistic modifi:ed General Plan"
(LMGP) concept proposed by the developer is something that ~ust be
incorporated into the document now before you. Just saying t,he developer has
not submitted paperwork for the LMGP does not justify not having this
foreseeable project's information prior to your vote.
3. Noise will substantially increase, and you are telling hundreds, if not thousands,
of residents to "grin and bear it" so you can approve this unhealthy project.
State Route 60 through Moreno Valley has few trucks compare:d to Interstate
., O. This project and its growth-inducing impacts will change our commuter
freeway ·into one that makes those who live close to it suffer significant noise
and pollution impacts from all the noisy, polluting diesel trucks.'The SOO-foot
buffer needs to be 500 meters (or 1600 feet) and must extend southwest as
well as directly south.This raises· a question as to where the environmental
justice analysis is in this document. It is totally lacking and needs to be before
you prior to any vote.
4. Greenhouse effects and ·climate change have not been mitigated. The LEEDcertified building - even the lowest level of certification - probably will not
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happen. That is why the developer is now qualifying the certification. If we want
water in Southern California, we need snow packs in the northern mountains.
Think of your children's arid grandchildren's future and demand more than what
the developer believes is "feasible".
5. Another issue that has not been resolved prior to your vote is,TRAFFIC. The
developer does not factor in all existing approved projects (like Moreno
Highlands with 6,000-plus homes and zoning for 20,000 jobs). The FEIR states
that there are two lanes that allow you to continue west from the 60 to the'
215. In reality only the SR 60 lane on the far left allows 'you to continue west,
while the other lane forces drivers to exit at Central Avenue. Until the traffic
analysis deals with this issue, you cannot vote to certify this EIR because it is
inadequate. You must realize that
while 2,200 daily diesel tru¢k
trips may not
. '
,
sound overwhelming, they represent one every 40 seconds forr 24 hours every
day. If the two adjacent warehouses are approved, then you
looking at
adding one noisy, polluting diesel truck to Highway 60 every 10 to 15 seconds
for 24 hours a day - something to look forward to as' we head ,west on that
single lane. The FEIR tries to convince you that a truck is like 1 Yz cars. I would
rather be behind two Hondas than one noisy, polluting diesel truck. Please
remember that in 7 to 14 years, we may have "cleaner" trucks., but not "dean".
You, however, could require only cleaner trucks (strongly recommended by
AQMD as feasible) and protect Moreno Valley residents as well'~.as the workers.
6. Alternative sites have not been expanded to include other pos~ibilities and
thoroughly analyzed. 1-21 5 has no houses along it and is built 'with overpasses
and road-width to handle this number of diesel trucks. Why hasn't the old golf
course at Norton Air Base been suggested? That was atone time a strong
possibility. The Banning/Beaumont area would, like Norton, be better for trucks
because 1':'10 is also built for them, and trucks would not need :to use SR-60 to
, get to that area.
7. You cannot satisfy impacts to threatened and endangered spec;:ies by simply
paying a mitigation fee. You must thoroughly analyze impacts'to each species
. and how the fee will further each species' recovery.

are

Please vote to continue the project tonight so you can read and study all information
presented to you, including the attached stories, which are very relev.ant to this
project's impact on our community~ Please keep both the Sierra Club' and CAREE
informed of future documents and meetings related to this project by using the
dress below.
Geo ge Hagu
Conservation Chair
Moreno Valley Group of the Sierra Club
26711 Ironwood Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-1906

CAREE
P. O. Box 5199
Riverside, CA 92517-5199
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February 3, 2009

To Honorable Members of the Moreno Valley City Council
The Moreno Valley Hispanic Chamber of Commerce has represented the
greater business community in Moreno Valley since 1993. Our constituents
range in size from multinational to the 19cal home based businesses
that reside within our City's boundary. We, as past and current Presidents of
the Chamber, come forward now on theirr behalf and issue this letter
proclaiming our unilateral support for the proposed Highland Fairview
Corporate Park project.
Executive Boa rd
Jack Schirner
President

Robert Grajeda
Vice President
Norma Cortez
Vice President
Maria -Lozano
Treasurer
Maureen Chavez
Secretary
Art Alcaraz
Past President
Sam Jones
Membership
Nora Pena
Board Admin Support
Board Members
Aurelio Aguirre
Lisa Conyers
Jesus Holguin
Michele Patterson
Jeri Vaughan
Omar Montez
Diane Kacsmaryk
Javier Figueroa
Sam Jones

Moreno Valley needs to support real projects: which will bring real economic
benefits, real jobs, and real tax dollars to' the City. We need to take
advantage of such opportunities when they arise. This is just such an
opportunity.
We, as a Chamber, like the City Council, care and share the same
concerns about
the
City
of
Moreno
Valley.
We
endorse intelligent responsible
development,
high
quality
diverse employment that enhances the stand:ard of living for Moreno Valley
families and provide a great future for generations of Moreno Valley residents
to come. We strongly urge you to approve the Highland Fairview Corporate
Park project.
We trust during this critical time in Moreno Valley's history that leadership will
recognize that the opportunity for positive change is before us today and that
opportunity is a great one indeed. By apprm?ing this project, Moreno Valley
will gain a great company, and hopefully attract others that will follow
Skechers' lead.
We want to thank Highland Fairview for its' leadership and vision and for
bringing the first Fortune 500 world-class company to Moreno Valley. Mr.
Benzeevi has been a pillar of the community and a strong supporter of the
City of Moreno Valley, of the Hispanic Chamber and of the overall Hispanic
community. We have no better friend. We applaud his vision, his
commitment and his investment in our community.

Sincerely

Ime Hurtado
VHCC Past President 04-06
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FRIENDS OF THE NORTHERN SAN JACINTO VALLEY
P.O. Box 9097
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-9097
www.northfriends.org

3 February 2009

City Councilmembers
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear City Councilmembers:

Re: Agenda Item E-l, Highland Fairview Corporate Park
Thank you for the opportunity to make comments on Highland Fairview Corporate Park
project.
The Friends do not think the Final Environmental Impact Report for the Highland
Fairview Corporate Park has adequately addressed all of the issues raised by all the
. comment letters on the project.
In particular the Friends are extremely concerned that "Air Quality" ,ssues have not been
addressed and the project emissions during operation will exceed the South Coast Air
Quality District's regional thresholds for a number of pollutants that are detrimental to
our community's health, especially for children and the elderly.
The document does not adequately address "Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases" and
instead relies on a finding of overriding consideration.
We are extremely concerned about the high levels of truck trips this p~oject will bring to
Moreno Valley. Highway 60 is not'built to handle the levels of traffic tris project will
require. And it will make an already unsafe road even more dangerous to residents and
visitors.
We are also concerned because the document does not contain analysis: of traffic levels for
the Moreno Highlands project which is adjacent to the Highland Fairview Corporate Park.
It is disheartening that the city have chosen to fast track the project, have given a very
limited time span for public review (releasing the final EIR during the Christmas and New
Years' holidays) of the environmental document, and are clearly margi'nalizing the public's
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input and concerns by moving quickly on the project and allowing the project proponent
unlimited time to discuss his project before the city's decision makers.
The Draft Final Environmental Impact Report for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park
is inadequate and does not properly address all of the issues of concern raised in all the
comment letters.
We urge you listen to the Planning Commission's concerns and also vote to deny the
approval of this project.
Sincerely,

Ann L. Turner-McKibben, President
e-mail: northfriends@northfriends.org

2
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City Council Members
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

February 3, 2009

Re: Comments on Highland Fairview Corporate Park Project DEIRIFEIR, State Clearinghouse
Number 2007101132
Dear Council members:
I have been a resident of Moreno Valley since 1985, and have been a Geologist at U.C. Riverside
since 1984. Prior to that I was a resident of Riverside from 1971-1979. I would like to make
comments on the FEIRIDEIR for the Highland Fairview Project.
'
Assertions made on page 3-147 of the FEIR (Responses to comments, letter i,15, response 15-1)
are incorrect. Just because there are no active or potentially active faults shown on 20+ year old
Alquist-Priolo fault maps does not mean that the project doesn't have to trench for unmapped
faults on the property. State Publication 42 on using the Alquist-Priolo maps clearly states on
page 9: "The fault information shown on the maps is not sufficient to meet the requirement for faultrupture hazard investigations. Local governmental units must require developers to 'have project sites
within the Earthquake Fault Zones evaluated to determine if a potential hazardfro", any fault, whether
heretofore recognized or not, exists with regard to proposed structures and their ocqupants." (Bryant and

Hart, 2007, Fault-rupture hazard zones in California; Calif. Div. Mines and Geol., Special Publ.
42. online at £!p:llftp.c()llsrv.ca.~J)lI!)/dlllgLpllhs/sl2LS.121.d2.ill).
The EIR cannot duck its responsibility and try to get by with a cheap, inadequate approach:
relying on prior off-site trenching to document, assess and mitigate on-site hazards. Contrary to
assertions made in Response 15-1, there has been no legitimate statistical assessment of whether
or not known or suspected faults nearby project onto the project site. In fac~· the active faulting
patterns in the San Jacinto Valley are characterized by complex multiple b~ching and jogging
patterns (Park, S.K. et al. 1995, Delineation of intrabasin structure in a dilati~nal jog of the San
Jacinto fault zone, southern California; Jour. Geophysical Research, Vol. 10Q, No. BA, p. 691702, and Morton, D.M., and Miller, F. K., 2006, Geologic map of the San Bernardino and Santa
Ana 30' x 60' quadrangles, California; USGS Open File Report 1271,2006, ..
.l.JJ.!.P:!~I2!!b.~~'i:.gQv/oli'2()O(j1 I) 17/). This makes trenching on-site essential ~o evaluate and date
potential unmapped faults and their splays on the project site. Otherwise the 'specific geologic
hazards on the project site are poorly known, unevaluated and not capable of,being mitigated.
The provisions of CEQA and Alquist-Priolo regarding the project and analys~s of its impacts and
hazards therefore have not been satisfied.
Assertions made on page 3-148 of the FEIR (Responses to comments, letter ii50, response 15-3)
are also incorrect. It doesn't matter whether the potential for peak ground aCgeleration reaching
-1 is 10% or 90% over 50 years, the potential is there and so the infrastructur,~ simply has to be
built to withstand that level of potential ground acceleration and shaking. ICs why we use 100year flood zone maps (a 1% probability over a century). Otherwise no mitigation has been
attained.
I ask that these comments be incorporated into the public record for review of., this EIR' and
hereby incorporate all references cited (and their contained references) into the review process for
this EJR.
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I also ask that I be kept infonned in writing of all notices, documents, meetings and actions
regarding this EIR and Project, at the address listed below.
.

Sincerely,

Michael A. McKibben, Ph.D.
23296 Sonnet Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

mamckibben@roadrunner.com

I

i
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Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Mayor Stewart,
As a business ownerlleader in the city of Moreno Valley, I am urging you to support the
Highland Fairview project and zone change.
We are in a time when the economy is down and jobs are hard to obtain. Now more than ever we
need to support new business opportunities and move forward with new ideas and objectives.
Highland Fairview's proposed "LEED Certified" Business Park, with Skechers as a guaranteed
10 year tenant, will help Moreno Valley provide jobs that we desperately need. I ask that you
please support this important project and approve the zone change request before you.

Sincerely,

CC:

Mayor Pro-Tern Bonnie Flickinger
Council Member Robin Hastings
Council Member William Batey
Council Member Jesse Molina

23207 $unnymead Blvd • Moreno Valley. CA 92553
www.pip.com/MorenoVaileyCA • Email: moval@pip.com
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(Tentative Parcel Map 35629) to include PA08-057 (Phasing Map), PA07-0091 (Plot Plan) ana
P07-157 (EIR) - Highland Fairview Project
The Highland Fairview Project before you will generate excessive diesel truck traffic on Hwy 60
polluting our city and clogging a freeway with cars and trucks that is already clogged at times
now. Try driving our freeways at commute times or even weekends as people are running their
weekend errands and see how off-ramps back up onto the freeways even now and even
outside of "commute times." The EIR identified the pollution from the traffic as a significant
effect and gave a breakout of truck and car traffic from this project that was astounding.
I was concerned with all ofthe num~ers flying around at the Planning Commission meetings
and I would like to stress that these numbers for traffic are from the final EIR for this project
and not made up. In phase 1, the final EIR stated that we can expect 3,325 trips daily where
50% would be trucks (that is 1,663 trucks in a day only in phase 1). In phase 2, there would be
8,739 daily trips where 25% would be trucks - that is 2,185 trucks a day). In Phase 3, the final
EIR notes that there will be 15,339 trips a day (2,200 trucks and 13,139 cars) from this projectl
It should also be noted that it was mentioned in the EIR that 330 truck trips a day would be
passing through the Badlands to the east on Hwy 60 and we all know how clogged that gets
now with slow trucks and only two lanes and no widening planned by Caltrans anywhere on the
horizon! For comparison, under the current general plan there would only be 725 trucks per
day according to the final EIR. Again I am stressing that these are the numbers in the final EIR
for this project.
Another way to look at this is to look at trucks per minute. Under Phase 1, there would be 69
trucks an hour (1663 trucks per day) or over a truck a minute if based on a 24 hour day. In
Phase 2, there would be 91 trucks an hour or 1.5 truck trips a minute using a 24 hour day.
These figures of trucks per minute were based on a 24 hour day and if they operate mainly
during the day then the figures of trucks per minute will be even more intense during the day
and it appears from the EIR that that will be the case. Under the current general plan and
zoning, there would only be 0.5 trucks per minute. The video shown by the proponent of the
traffic from this project at peak times appears very misleading. I counted the red trucks during
a loop of that presentation and it was nowhere near the numbers shown in the EIR if you look
at it from trucks per minute.
Highway 60 through Moreno Valley is already congested at times. Even now, trucks often ride
in the fast lane to avoid cars getting on and off ramps between Perris and Moreno Beach and
slower cars are in the slow lanes making traffic blockades going down this stretch of freeway
Page 1 of6
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during commute times. Cars back up into traffic lanes from the off-ramps during peak
commute home times. Theodore and Redlands off-ramps are small off-ramps with stop signs at
the bottom and no separate turn lanes onto and off of the freeway. And the overpasses
themselves are small with small narrow sidewalks. Theodore is very narrow and potholed now.
Many of the improvements noted in the EIR are not going to help this on-ramp and off-ramp
situation or these overpasses in the near future as many will have to wait until CalTrans
improves them. All of the trucks and cars noted above may be exiting at those two ramps.
I am concerned that trucks and cars trying to get in and out of this project may try to find other
ways around these off-ramps by using other ramps and traveling through the city. Many
commuters do it now. Redlands and Theodore need to be improved with bigger off-ramps,
traffic lights-and turn lanes both north and southbound to ease the congestion that will be
coming if you approve this project and we cannot count on Caltrans to do it anytime soon.
Although the final EIR mentions contributing fair share with other cumulative projects to
temporarily fix the intersection at Redlands - what if there is no one else to contribute - will it
not get done? The temporary improvements may have to last for years - would they be
adequate to serve the intersection for many years to come since Caltrans has not even
scheduled any improvements to this ramp? And the temporary improvements to this
intersection from this project are not planned until Phase 3' apparently due to the lack of a
connection to Eucalyptus until phase 3 but will all of the cars and trucks know that? I would like
to see that Redlands is improved before Eucalyptus is completed. And the improvements to
Redlands will still not fix the overpasses and ramps. These overpasses are narrow now - how
does one walk across or ride a bike across with all ofthis traffic? And the ramps are only one
lane wide.
Caltrans does not even have improvements to these off-ramps (Redlands and Theodore) and
overpasses on their schedule yet according to the final EIR. Caltrans is not going to even begin
improvement work on Nason and Moreno Beach overpasses and ramps until 2011 and with the
state budget crisis I would not be surprised if even that is delayed even further into. the future.
Also remember that Hwy 60 is already down to two lanes at Redlands Blvd. as the car pool lane
ends just after Moreno Beach so one less lane for all of this additional traffic there. If
approved, this project should fund extension of those car pool lanes to Theodore. Interstate
215 is much larger and wider and designed for this type of traffic and can better accommodate
this increased traffic than Hwy 60. I support warehouses there where they are closer to a larger
freeway and potential cargo hubs at March - it makes more sense there and not carting all of
this cargo across town on a too small freeway like Highway 60.
The EIR explains away some comments on traffic on the freeway by stating that Caltrans and
Riverside County monitor traffic situations. Well we all know how far behind Caltrans is with
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fixing any problems and with the state budget crisis it will only get worse. And then we will
have to live with the problem for years once a problem is identified and planned for and then
years more during construction. Maybe the proponents should fund improvements to the
ramps and overpasses now. I worry that if anything else ever does develop on the east end
this end of the freeway and the Redlands and Theodore ramps w'ill be impossible.
I am very concerned about traffic impacts on Redlands Blvd. itself. This is the first off-ramp
trucks and cars traveling to this complex will encounter if coming from the west, which most
will be according to the traffic information in the EIR. It is expected that most will therefore
exit on Redlands which is a narrow potholed street now. The proponent had said they may
place truck bars to prevent trucks from entering Eucalyptus off of Redlands Blvd. into the
complex. Use of that bar is not in the proposal evaluated by the city as it was not in the
developers proposal to the city sol am unsure if that will be required. I am concerned even if
these bars are installed that trucks may still exit at Redlands and then find they cannot enter
that way and then wander down Redlands Blvd. to try to get around to other side of the
complex which would mean traveling east on Alessandro which is a small neighborhood street
in this location. There is nothing to stop trucks from exiting at Redlands Blvd.! And in Phase 3,
they noted this project will bring an estimated 13,139 cars as well who can and will exit at
Redlands. I am not sure what it would take to encourage traffic to mostly use Theodore where
there is less use now;
I am also concerned that trucks and commuters will use Redlands Blvd. to the north and San
Timoteo Canyon which was not analyzed in the EIR. The EIR assumed no traffic impacts to
these roads from the project. Commuters already use this route from the San Bernardino
county areas to get to Moreno Valley as well as trucks trying to get around traffic or find a quick
way to San Bernardino County. This is an already overloaded small road that in reality will be
impacted as well as commuters from Ontario may use it (employees who transfer from their
current facility) to get to Moreno Valley and trucks will use it to bypass traffic or shortcut routes
as some do already. This project will affect this route and it was not analyzed in the EIR.
Approval ofthis project will also open the door to more of these types of proposals on the east
end as people I future developments south of the 60 on the east end will not want houses near
warehouses so developers will look to building other than houses to make money on their
properties. Ifright now it is only economical to build warehouses then that is what may end up
out here as it is much easier to build like next to like as itavoids a lot of neighbor conflicts and
then what will our freeway look like? And what will happen to the higher density housing some
of this project will displace?
Another area where incorrect numbers were being thrown during the planning commission
meetings is With the number of jobs resulting from this project. We heard a lot about all of the
Page 3 of6
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jobs this project will create for Moreno Valley at the Planning Commission meeting but I fear it
will not be as many as people have been lead to believe. Many have rallied others to speak
about wanting and needing jobs based on figures that were much higher than what is
presented in the final EIR. The final EIR states that this project will create only 1,986 jobs at
build-out but the fjnal EIR states that there are currently 1,000 employees at the Skecher's
Ontario facility and I would bet most of them will commute here rather than quit their jobs in
this current economy. That only leaves potentially 986 new jobs into the future from this
project and that was at full build out, which means phase 2 and 3 being built and occupied as
well. So it is very unclear how many jobs Skechers will bring,.but from the EIR it will be well
under the figures we have seen in flyers and presentations. I found it interesting that no
representative of Skechers was at any of the Planning Commission meetings to clarify this very
large issue for members of our community. And if Skechers really wants this project and it
were really creating a lot of jobs, then why would they not send someone to represent them to
these meetings and get to the bottom of this very big issue.
The EIR noted that under the current general plan it was estimated that there could be 4,250
jobs created in this same location. It appears this project will not bring as many jobs as
estimated under the current plan and looming and itappears not as many high paying jobs as
was planned for this area.
Other issues:
Solar - if this is a truly green project and it gets approved, I would like to see enough solar to
run the entire warehouse (and for all of the warehouses proposed) and not just the office space
for Skechers as stated in their proposal. Let's look forward into the future and take advantage
ofthe very large roof areas on warehoused. Moreno Valley of course has a vested interest in
this facility buying electricity from th~ir utility company but utility companies are being
pressured to become more green in the future and if Skechers really wants this project have
them make it fully green and give back more electricity to the grid - maybe that will help
mitigate the pollution from the trucks if you approve this. project. The final EIR noted that
greenhouse gases were a significant issue and were not mitigated to less than significance.
Many utilities are looking to bring in green electricity from far away and that has its own issues
with new lines needing to be constructed and additional impacts and here we have a great
opportunity to add green electricity to our area and make Moreno Valley utility more green!
Also the additional phases of this project should also be required to be green buildings with
enough solar to run their operations (there was no mention of solar for the other phases in the
final EIR).
24 hour construction - The proponent is asking for a 24 hour construction waiver will create
light in the nighttime on nearby hillsides and although construction manager is supposed to
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make sure that is kept to a minimum who will be out there checking and enforcing at night?
Plus the noises at night carry far greater distances so residents quite a distance away will hear
this noise at night. The city has times for construction for a reason and we do not need to
subject everyone to this additional noise and lighting. Wildlife in the nearby Badlands and
preserves will also hear the noise and be affected by the lighting as well.
lighting for the final project -If approved, I hope the permanent lighting will be kept to a
minimum. The city of Beaumont did not require minimum lighting at one oftheir warehouse
facilities on the west end of their city and you can see the orange glow from that facility in
Moreno Valley (across the Badlands from that warehouse sight). Let's not contribute to that
light pollution! Please keep lighting to the bare minimum. The new Stater Brothers at Moreno
Beach Marketplace is a good example Of low lighting and. this facility should be kept to those
standards.
Landscaping -If this project is approved, please require them to plant large trees (boxed tress)
and not small ones that will take years to grow - this will help mitigate noise and pollution
more quickly if this project is approved. The proponent also mentioned planning gaps in .the
vegetation along the freeway so we can have views of the building. I think these gaps should be
planted with trees as well to mitigate the noise and pollution as much as possible as vegetation
can help mitigate these impacts to some extent rather than. worry about a view of the building.
The EIR identified noise and air quality as significant impacts and vegetation, if carefully
selected will help mitigate some of that. They need to be required to plant drought tolerant
vegetation but careful selection must be done as some drought tolerant vegetation is not very
lush. Selection of the plants must be done in a manner to select those plants that are truly
drought tolerant in our area but also develop into dense vegetation where needed as screening
and for noise reduction. Some plants sold as drought tolerant may not be drought tolerant in
our climate so careful selection is needed and some may not be tolerant of the winter cold so
follow-up re-planting may need to be required as well. I am concerned that visual
representations of the project were misleading. The vegetation shown was more like 20-30
year old landscaping (very tall and very dense) and not landscaping at 5 years as was presented
at the planning meetings. And the amount for water for the plants shown may be more than
this project would have under the agreement with EMWO.
Pollution - Air Quality was identified as a significant cumulative effect in the final EIR. They do
mention diesel emissions being reduced with newer trucks but newer trucks can be years in
coming as no one is going to go out and sell their working truck now until it finally breaks down
for good which could be many years down the road and meantime we will see much increased
pollution from all of these trucks. And the number of trucks as stated above is well over what
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we would see under the current general plan and zoning. I have breathing difficulties and this
Is a big concern to me.
Water - this project was delayed at least partly because EMWD would not approve

aiw new

projects due to water concerns about a year ago but then they turn around and say it is OK for
new development but then are raising our rates arid saying there is not enough water! This
project, if approved should be required to use recycled water for all landscaping. The
pool/fountain area in front of the building is also a waste of water. Waterscapes lead to
evaporation and thus more water use. It is not clear what the water source is for the water In
the fountain/pool, but I have heard it might be from a well where they will be pumping water
from groundwater as I could not find this information in the EIR. Any groundwater pumping
cQuld have impacts to Mystic lake and the wildlife areas which are downstream of this project.
And is the use drought tolerant landscaping I am not sure the visuals of the landscaping
presented at the planning meeting will appear quite as dense and lush.
I moved to the east end of Moreno Valley for the more' rural, quiet, and less busy and bustling
life. I used to live in a much busier section of Moreno Valley and I looked for an area that would
be mostly residential and the east end was what I was looking for. I looked at the zoning there
before deciding to move there. And during the general plan revision, I kept hearing how they
wanted to create an upscale area on this end and I was looking forward to it. large warehouses
and truck traffic do not fit this vision and I fear we will head our city into a totally different
direction than what was envisioned. I hope that because of the budget crisis we are not losing
the vision for the east end of Moreno Valley and I would hate for the city to take such a short
sighted view because once this is built there is no turning back. This is not a good project for
this area and does not make sense in this location and may not bring all that some are being
promised:
Thank you for your reviewing my comments.

Melody Lardner
28201 War Admiral St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
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29, January 2009

City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA. 92553
(951) 413-3000

RE: Highland Fairview Corporate Park Project

I am writing in opposition to the granting of the changes needed and the overall approval of the
Highland Fairview Corporate Park Project {PA07·0088 (CZ), PA07·0089 (GPA), PA07·0090 (TPM), and
PA07·0091 (PP)), for the following reasons.
The developer Iddo Benzeevi and Highland Fairview lack the appropriate track record to undertake such
an enormous project. Iddo Benzeevi the representative of Highland Fairview, has repeatedly given
false testimony before the City Council of Moreno Valley, the Planning Commission of Moreno Valley
and the general public as well as to his and Highland Fairview's qualifications, and/or past experience in
undertaking such developments.
Mr. Benzeevi has stated on the record that he has over 30 years of development experience, and has
built many projects within California and throughout the nation, however this claim is false.
Neither Mr. Benzeevi nor Highland Fairview has ever been properly licensed within this state to act in
the fashion for which he so states. Of the 360 months Mr. Benzeevi has claimed to have been in the
profession of developing and building "high quality construction and design", he or his alter egos have
th
only been properly licensed under California law for seventeen (1"7), of those months (March 24 , 2007
through August 30 th of 2008).
Currently Highland Fairview has an RME (Responsible Managing Employee) which came onboard on
th
January 15 , 2009. However this RME's licenses are set to expire on March 31't, of 2009. This brings
into suspicion the true nature of this relationship between the RME and Highland Fairview.
Is this a true employee of Highland Fairview or just an individual which is loaning out his license to that
of Highland Fairview? If it be the later, this would constitute a misdemeanor under the laws of
California.
Under California law Mr. Benzeevi and/or Highland Fairview is required to poses at all times
throughout the development process, a valid state contractor's license, be it personally or through an
RME or RMO (Responsible Managing Officer). However this has never been the case with Mr. Benzeevi
or any of his alter egos when dealing with or within the city of Moreno Valley, yet the city continues to
issue permits for various operations pertaining to Highland Fairview and its project{s).
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Highland Fairview has lacked·the ability to subcontract work regarding its projects for which it has in
the past or is currently engaged in. California law requires a contractor's license for such undertakings
which have taken place, and also requires Counties and Cities to verify the proper existence of such
licenses prior to the issuance of any such permits.
Per the documentation within the DEIR by Michael Brandman Associates, many operations which
required permits from the City of Moreno Valley were not issued at a time Highland Fairview was nor
had it ever been in compliance with state contracting laws. All this took place with no doubt that this
work was being performed as part of overall development process of the Highland Fairview Corporate
Park Project (Skechers Distribution, logistics Center), as stated in the documentation within the DEIR
and the FEIR as well.
Given the facts above, both Highland Fairview and Iddo Benzeevi have purported to, and have stated
to have the capacity to undertake such developments not only now but in the past, all in violation of
California law.
California Business and Professions Code 7026 states; "any person who undertakes to or offers to
undertake to, or purports to have the capacity to undertake to, or submits a bid to, or does himself or
herself or by or through others, construct, alter, repair, add to, subtract from, improve, move, wreck or
demolish any building, highway, road, parking facility, railroad, excavation or other structure, project,
development or improvement, or to do any part thereof, including the erection of scaffolding or other
structures or works in connection therewith, or the cleaning of grounds or structures in connection
therewith, or the preparation and removal of roadway construction zones, lane closures, flagging, or
traffic diversions, or the installation, repair, maintenance, or calibration of monitoring equipment for
underground storage tanks, and whether or not the performance of work herein described involves
the addition to, or fabrication into, any structure, project, development or improvement herein described
of any material or article of merchandise. "Contractor" includes subcontractor ond specialty contractor.
"Roadway" includes, but is not limited to, public or city streets, highways, or any public conveyance./I
The term "undertake to" has been defined as "putting oneself under the obligation to perform, to
guarantee or to accept as a charge (57 Ops.CaI.Atty.Gen. 421 (1974).
Although Highland Fairview would not be under any obligation to the public to perform as it states in
regards to this project (The Highland Fairview Corporate Park), it is however under a contractual
obligation with Skechers U.S.A., Inc., to perform and provide that of a 1.8 million square foot
warehouse and distribution facility.
Highland Fairview again is under no obligation to accept a charge from the public (that the public is
aware of) for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park Project. Again itis however under a contractual
agreement with Skechers U.S.A., Inc. for an eleven year lease for the results of said construction as
mentioned above, for which Highland Fairview is to receive nearly $100,000,000.00 in compensations.
This mentioned lease is not based on any contingent that it is void in the event the project was not
approved in accordance with City, County and State laws, and was worded as if the project was already
pre-approved and only in need of construction.
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Highland Fairview by and through Iddo Benzeevi have made statements for which he and Highland
Fairview have offered as an enticement of approval for this project a form of guarantee, the guarantee
of 2500 jobs for Moreno Valley and a large influx of tax based benefits to the City of Moreno Valley.
This guarantee can be evidenced not only by his (Iddo Benzeevi's) words but by and through his and
Highland Fairview's actions as well. These actions include but are not limited to offering of "Jobs Now"
t-shirts, food and drink to those who come and support the Skechers project which will bring much
needed jobs to Moreno Valley, the payment of citizens in the amount of $20.00 per person to stand at
the podium before the planning commission and recite the words Skechers will bring 2,500 new jobs to
Moreno Valley, and an ongoing petition drive throughout Moreno Valley to gather signatures to bring
the 2,500 new jobs for which Skechers will bring to this City.
As to the track record of Iddo Benzeevi and his alter egos, the City of Moreno Valley has on prior
occasions made concessions in its General Plans, Zoning etc. on behalf of Mr. Benzeevi, only to see no
such developments produced. The City of Moreno Valley dealt with this same almost exact issue in
1986 in regards to another grandiose Distribution Hub, complete with a 10,000 foot runway big enough
to handle a 747. The results, changes made by the city, yet no development took place, just a large
waste of the taxpayers money and time dealing with a go nowhere project by the Benzeevi Holdings.
Not to be out done San Bernardino County took a try with Iddo Benzeevi as well in the yearly 1990's
with their need to redevelop the Norton Air Force Base, only to find themselves disappointed in their
decision, as can be evidenced by these quotes as taken from the Los Angeles Business journal August
th
19 , 1991; (http://www.thefreelibrary.com!!print!PrintArticle.aspx?id=11227602)
"The board has decided to come up with new guidelines ... because of our disappointing
experience," Mitchell said. "Mr. Benzeevi hasn't been able to come up with anybody to join him in
developing the project."
"It is a wasted year, in retrospect," said Jon Mikels, a San Bernardino County supervisor who was on
the IVDA board when Benzeevi was given the exclusive deal to negotiate the base's development. Mikels
said he wanted to split the rights among two or three of the top developers who bid for the project, but
was overruled by other IVDA board members."
"The development board has "lost a lot of good faith. They lost a lot of good P.R. and they got a lot of
egg on their face," said David Ariss, managing director of the California Commerce Center, a 10 million
square foot industrial center adjacent to Ontario Airport, which is 85 percent owned by Lusk Co., a San
Diego-based developer. Lusk, along with Upland-based Lewis Homes, has written to IVDA indicating a
joint-venture interest in developing the Norton site, according to the IVDA's MitchelL"
The City of Moreno Valley again made concessions in its zoning etc. for Iddo Benzeevi in regards to the
Aqua Bella development when it approved that project against a great deal of public debate as well as
legal court challenges, only to see that four years later this development has yet to materialize, and
most of this action again took place with the developer/builder acting without the proper licensing
required under law.
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These are not the only actions Highland Fairview and/or Mr. Benzeevi have taken in their quest for
total dominance of the City of Moreno Valley, they/or he (Mr. Benzeevi) have put themselves out as
brokering land deals, yet again in depth research into Mr. Benzeevi and his many alter egos show that at
no time has he ever in his adult life held or possessed any required licensing for such endeavors within
this or any other state.
Mr. Benzeevi has undertaken the defamatory actions against several elected officials of our city, and
its citizens as well. He has employed the use of a political hate group to come before the council and
the city's planning commission to defame the character of those who oppose his projects. He is
currently engaging in the tactic of divide and conquer of our city, Mr. Benzeevi personally interview
prospective candidates to run against those who either apposed this project on behalf of their
constituents, or opposed his vision of the nick name Ranch Belago, all in an attempt to seed the council
in his favor.
Highland Fairview has acted outside the law in dealing with Hazardous Waste and Materials which
were found to be present on the proposed sites for the total build out of the projects they have
submitted to the city for approval. This can be evidenced by the DEIR, its supporting documents and
the recommendations made by those licensed companies which were contracted by Highland Fairview
for site assessment.
These claims will hold even in regards to the later received by Mike Rios from Highland Fairview by and
th
through the City of Moreno Valley dated January 6 , 2009 (Which was an incomplete un-signed letter of
three pages including one map). NOTE: A response to said letter is being drafted and will include all
documentations in support of its arguments against the claims of Highland Fairview.
As a conclusion I feel it is important that this also be made a part of the record. It is with some great
suspicion that every time a letter is submitted be it by way of personal delivery to the city and its staff,
or by means of e-mail, that within fifteen minutes or less those same letters and or documents are on
the desk of Iddo Benzeevi and Highland Fairview.
That two days after the final and negative decision as to the purposed Highland Fairview Project was
made by the Planning Commission of Moreno Valley, that Mr. Dada of the Moreno Valley Chamber of
Commerce was able to give a date certain as to the public hearing before the City Council, in his address
and call for support of the project before the chambers dinner event on January lih, 2009.
Also of interest was the absence of supporters at the regular city council meeting which was held on
Tuesday January 27th, 2009 ( A group which has yet to miss any opportunity to speak up to this date).
The only substantive difference was the unknown announcement made by now Mayor Richard A.
Stewart that no public comments would be heard on the issue of the Highland Fairview Project.
These occurrences and situations bring into question the actions of not only our city government, but
that of our council as well, and cast a big shadow of distrust upon entities, those elected and those
employed by the people of Moreno valley.
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It is the duty of our elected officials to protect the rights of its citizens, and to uphold the rule of law
and the state and federal constitutions. That being said there are no inherent rights to a corporate entity
in the constitutions of our nation or state. However the actions of this government of the City of
Moreno Valley seems more interested in the protectionism of a business entity than that of the citizens
is was elected to serve.

In going forward let us not forget our nation is not a true democracy nor has it ever been. We are by
definition a republic as so stated in our pledge to the flag and in our constitution as well.
The distinguishing feature of a Democracy is: Rule by Omnipotent Majority. In a Democracy, The
Individual, and any group of Individuals composing any Minority, have no protection against the
unlimited power of The Majority. It is a case of Majority over Man.
Traditional American philosophy teaches that The Majority must be strictly limited in power, and in the
operation of government, for the protection of The Individual's God-given, unalienable rights
proclaimed in the Declaration of Independence and, therefore, of the rights ofThe Minority of all
minorities.
Therein lies the reason why the American leaders who framed and ratified the United States
Constitution in 1787-1788 chose, for America's form of government, that of a Republic and not a
Democracy.
America is a republic not a democracy In form of government so as to limit effectively the majority to
protect the individual or the minority.
A Republic is a constitutionally limited government of the representative type, created by a written
Constitution adopted by the people and changeable (from its original meaning) by them only by its
amendment with its powers divided between three separate Branches: Executive, Legislative and
Judicial. In a Republic, the whole system is designed primarily to protect The Individual's unalienable
rights therefore The Minority, all minorities against any violation by government or by others. As the
Declaration of Independence expresses this American goal of safeguarding these rights, the people form
their governments "to secure these rights" to make and keep them secure.
Its purpose is to control The Majority strictly, as well as all others among the people, primarily to
protect The Individual's God-given, unalienable rights and therefore for the protection of the rights of
The Minority, of all minorities, and the liberties of people in general.
It has been held that in order for this form of government to survive and function as was intended,
that the public would need to be informed and knowledgeable of the issues at hand. If we apply all
these principals to this issue before the city, one would see that the minority has taken its time to gain
knowledge and information into this issue far beyond that which has been presented before the
planning commission, the city council and the public in general. It is that knowledge which should side
in their favor over that of the supposed majority which merely comes to the table with the constant
phrase of 2,500 jobs, which has more than been proven be factual evidence not to be the case.
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If the majority comes before the government with information which is suspect or incorrect, it is the
constitutional duty of the government to side on that which is more accurate and upholds the rights of
the minority.
This could be best stated by a quote from Thomas Jefferson's first inaugural address on March
1801;

14th

of

"I ask your indulgence for my own errors, which will never be intentional, and your support against
the errors of others, who may condemn what they would not if seen in all its parts."
The key here in this quote is the words, "MAY CONDEM WHAT THEY WOULD NOT.. .. IF SEEN IN ALL ITS
PARTS."
He even went further in this address to the people;
"We are all republicans, we are all federalists. If there be any among us who would wish to dissolve the
Union or to change its republican form, let them stand undisturbed as monuments of the safety with
which error of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left free to combat it."
Again let me point out the important key parts of this quote, "ERROR OF OPINION MAY BE TOLERATED
WHERE REASON IS LEFT TO COMBATE IT."
Yet again from Thomas Jefferson's address to the people;
"All, too, will bear in mind this sacred principle, that though the will of the majority is in all cases to
prevail, that will to be rightful must be reasonable; that the minority possesses their equal rights, which
equal law must protect, and to violate would be oppression."
The words here should be obvious but here they are anyway, "that will to be rightful must be
reasonable; that the minority possesses their equal rights, which equal law must protect, and to violate
would be oppression."
If not for these beliefs and followings of our past we would not be the nation we are today! women
and minorities would not be able to vote undocumented immigrants and their children would not have
access to healthcare and education in California (based on a overwhelming passage of a bill denying
them those rights by the majority of California voters, however over ruled as being unconstitutional),
and educational and employment opportunities would not be open to all.
With all that said the minority (by appearance only) has come before both bodies of our local
government, both the planning commission and the city counCil, and here we are again before the
council one more time. On every occasion they have presented evidence which should lead to the
same conclusion as that of the planning commission on January 15 th of 2009.
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This evidence has been very divers, well researched, and substantiated on all accounts, however the
so called majority has come before the same with only one argument, and that is the number of 2,500
jobs by one employer, that being Skechers U.S.A., Inc. who has yet to make any such claim. However
the minority has proven through factual evidence that the purposed tenant Skechers only employees
currently 2157 employees nationwide in its entire corporation (based on information provided for their
investors). If the number of 2157 is what theySkechers U.S.A., Inc. puts out on their corporate filings
and to their investors, one would think it to be an accurate one as well, otherwise it would bring up past
memories of Enron, and do we need an Enron in Moreno Valley?
When all is added up as stated above there could only be one choice for the City Council of Moreno
Valley, and that would be to side with the Planning Commission and deny the applicant at this time.

I request that this letter be entered into the record of the public hearing before the Moreno valley City
Council held on the 3rd Day of February in the Year of 2009.

Gordon S.F. Tucker Jr.
25279 EI Greco Dr.
Moreno valley, CA. 92553
(
mvgordie@roadrunner,com
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CITY COUNCIL
iulORENO VALLEY

RECEiVED
09 JAN 29 PM 4: 12

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Mayor Stewart,
As a business owner/leader in the city of Moreno Valley, I am urging you to support the
Highland Fairview project and zone change.
We are in a time when the economy is down and jobs are hard to obtain. Now more than ever we
need to support new business opportunities and move forward with new ideas and objectives.
Highland Fairview's proposed "LEED Certified" Business Park, with Skechers as a guaranteed
10 year tenant, will help Moreno Valley provide jobs that we desperately need. I ask that you
please support this important project and approve the zone change request before you.

Sincerely,

~~~
Robert Thomas
Regional Manager
Security Public Storage

CC:

Mayor Pro-Tern Bonnie Flickinger
Council Member Robin Hastings
Council Member William Batey
Council Member Jesse Molina
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~ORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

09JAN29 PM 4: 13

Mayor Richard Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Dear Mayor Stewart,
As a business owner/leader in the city of Moreno Valley, I am urging you to support the
Highland Fairview project and zone change.
We are in a time when the economy is down and jobs are hard to obtain. Now more than ever we
need to support new business opportunities and move forward with new ideas and objectives.
Highland Fairview's proposed "LEED Certified" Business Park, with Skechers as a guaranteed
10 year tenant, will help Moreno Valley provide jobs that we desperately need. I ask that you
please support this important project and approve the zone change request before you.

CC:

Mayor Pro-Tern Bonnie Flickinger
Council Member Robin Hastings
Council Member William Batey
Council Member Jesse Molina
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RECEIVED

1/22/09

09 JAN 22 PM 3: 1'8

City of Moreno Valley
Attn; City Council Members

It is my understanding you will soon be voting on the Sketchers project at the 60 Frwy
and Theodore. As a long time resident of Moreno Valley I would like to advise you that I
support the project and the jobs and taxes it will bring to the area. Please vote 10 8Ilow
this needed boost to city.
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CIT Y CO UNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 JAN 26 PM 4: 38
LANSING

COMPANIES

January 22, 2009
Mayor Richard Stewart
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re: Sketchers proposed 1.8 million square feet facility
Dear Mayor Stewart:
I was quite disappointed to see that the planning commission recently rejected
the developers' proposal to immediately build a 1.8 million square feet
distribution facility along the 60 Freeway in the city limits.
First of alii would like to state that I have no vested interest in the project or the
developer. Our company has processed over the years several residential
projects in the city and we have always enjoyed the level of professionalism we
have been treated with.
In the current economic climate we are in, I certainly find it quite appalling that
any city would try to run out of town a tremendous opportunity such as this one;
. creating significant jobs and revenue. And as leaders of the community it is
important that you bear in mind not only the immediate jobs, but the related jobs
and benefits to the community, the local food establishments that will have added
customers, the local retailers, the local fuel stations, motels and so forth.
It is high time our leaders both locally, state and federal take a stand and quit
cowering to the extremists who are ruining this great country of ours. Those folks
who complain are just doing it to complain. The folks who don't care that
hundreds, if not thousands of folks that are out of work may obtain work from
projects just like this one.
Sincerely,

~<-

12770 High Bluff Drive, Suite 160, San Diego, CA 92130
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TO: The Editor, Press Enterprise
The Stench of Corruption In Moreno Valley Politics: Land Development, Follow the Money and Subversion of the
Democratic Process. The Need for a Formal Investigation by the Riverside County District Attorney, State Attorney
General and the Fair Political Practices Commission into the Moreno Valley November 2008 City Council Election
Process and Results

An iconic American folk singer once opined in song that at least in the realm of politics, "money doesn't talk, it swears".
His observation perfectly describes the November 2008 election of two new members to the Moreno Valley City Council
and the ouster of two long-term, honest, dedicated public servants.
The nexus between who was ousted (West and White) and who was elected (Hastings and MOlina)?

Ousted City Council members West and White, who publicly oppose a pending proposed warehouse project in the
east (rural) end of Moreno Valley were the targets of a $350,000 smear campaign, $263,000 of which was funded with the
developer's money ana conducted in the name of the Moreno Valley Taxpayer's Association. Jerry Stephens of
Diversified Reel Estate purportedly dcnated $100,000 to the "Association".
Newly-elected council members Hastings and Molina who opposed the project before the election now publicly
support the project. Hastings and Molina have direct ties to Iddo Benzeevi/Highland Fairview and to long-time
BenzeevilHighland Fairview campaign political consultants. "Association" funds were not only used to character
assassinate West and White, but also to support both Hastings and Molina.
The project would require an amendment to the General Plan and the abandonment of the City's long-term commitment to
preserve the rural character of the East end, would invite massive amounts of particulate diesel pollution caused by
thousands of diesel truck trips per month over an inadequate, already congested freeway/surface street infrastructure,
and would generate a handful of jobs, at best. On its face, it would appear to be an abject dereliction of duty for any
Ciff Council member to vote to approve the project. [The Moreno Valley Planning Commission voted 4 -2 on January
1
2009 not to approve the project for countless obvious reasons, including those listed herein.]

t,

As part of its $350,000 effort to oust West and White and to install Molina and Hastings in their place, the "Association"
circulated glossy, expensive, albeit sleazy mailers throughout the City, smearing West and White. The mailers were
replete with materially false and misleading information about West and White. The "Association" also circulated signs
and ads in support of Molina and Hastings and provided phone banks for Molina.

The smear campaign was funded by Iddo Benzeevi, President of Highland Fairview Properties, a Miami, Florida based
real estate developer seeking approval of the warehouse project, who funneled $263,000 into the "Association". The
campaign was orchestrated by Michael Geller, Treasurer of the "Association" using Iddo Benzeevi's/Highland Fairview's
money.
Michael Geller is also a member of the Moreno Valley Planning Commission; and is also the law partner of Councilman
Richard Stewart; who was instrumental in his law partner's appointment to the Moreno Valley Planning Commission.
h

On January 1t , 2009, the Moreno Valley Planning Commission voted 4 to 2 not to approve Benzeevi's project, over
Geller's vocal, histrionic and bellicose support of the project.
Prior to the November 2008 election process and Benzeevi's/Highland Fairview's massive infusion of funds to the
Association to fund the attack on West and White, the "Association" was an essentially defunct IRC 501 (c)(3) charitable
organization, which by law (1) cannot use association funds (contributions) to affect the outcome of an election, including,
inter alia, using the association's funds to publish campaign materials that support or oppose a candidate and (2) cannot
use association funds (contributions) to benefit a single individual or control group. The identity of members of the
"Association" is not publicly known.
Councilman William
Batey, who now also supports the warehouse project and is expected to vote to approve the project
h
on January 2t , 2009, took he and his family on an all-expense paid vacation to a posh Hotel in Miami, Florida, which is
located on the same street just a few miles away from Iddo Benzeevi's/Highland Fairview's Miami, Florida principal

1
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business office. Reportedly, Iddo Benzeevi/Highland Fairview paid all travel, lodging and meal expenses for Batey and
his family.
The Need for an Investigation by Appropriate Authorities: That Iddo Benzeevi/Highland Fairview and the
"Association" dictated the results of the November 2008 Moreno Valley City Council Election for financial gain is obvious;
the worst kind of unsophisticated, political thuggery, which subverts the democratic process and further adds to the statewide view that Riverside County is one of the most corrupt Counties in the State.
Follow the money. Only the Subpoena power of the Riverside County District Attorney's Office and/or the State Attorney
General can uncover:.

the beneficial ownership of Highland Fairview (tracing past fictitious names, nominees etc.)
the actual source (as opposed to the name of the remitter) of donations to the Moreno Valley Taxpayer's
Association. Detailed tracing of bank records is required which can only be accomplished through issuance
and enforcement of Subpoenas.
the beneficial ownership (ie tracing past fictitious business names and "nominees") of all tracts of land
which will be directly or indirectly benefited by approval of the proposed amendment to the General Plan,
thereby paving the way for unfettered, "boot-strapped" warehouse developments in the East end of the City
the fact and substance of any contacts or relationship between Benzeevi/Highland Fairview, or their agents
or repre~elJtatives, and Council members Batey, Hastings, Molina, or Stewart, as well as Planning
Commissioner Geller prior to the election
Benzeevi's/Highland Fairview's relationship with any contributor to the "Association", and to the Molina or
Hasting's campaign, including the political consultants who extended more than $30,000 in credit to the
Hasting's campaign and contributed services to the Molina campaign.
The source of the money and the relationship of those using the money to politically assassinate West and White, to
install Hastings and Molina as Moreno Valley City Councilmen and to otherwise influence the Council to approve the
BenzeevilHighland Fairview warehouse project must be traced through legal process to determine whether campaign or
other laws were violated, whether the election results should be set aside, and whether Council members Batey,
Hastings, Molina, or Stewart should be recalled.

Fremont Older
Moreno Valley, CA
cc: Riverside County District Attorney
California State Attorney General
California Fair Political Practices Commission
Moreno Valley City Council
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Moreno Valley City Council
Attn: 'in~

R " cw.:.tL A· ~

As property owners in Moreno Valley we felt compelled to contact you about our
concerns over the recent recommendation by the planning commission not to support the
Sketchers warehouse and distribution center project.
We attempted to attend the meeting of January glh 2009, but like many others was turned
away due to the large crowds. Rather then attending the next meeting we chose to watch
it on the live feed over the internet. We urge you to disregard their recommendation. It
was clear from the speakers that evening that those citizens were in favor of the project
on a 2 to I basis.
We were appalled that the vote went against such an important project. It was obvious to
me that several members of that commission were not listening to the public. One
member seemed to be hostile towards the applicant. He also would not allow the
representative from Sketchers to speak, and stated it would have been simplified if the
Sketchers had a representative present to answer questions .. One member seems unable
to finish a complete sentence, and kept asking others what he was saying. Another
member was so uninfonned that she was unaware that the school district many months
ago abandoned their plans to build schools in the area. She cited that as one of the main
reasons for her to vote against it. We heard things like a fear that there was not going to
be enough water to support the project even though Eastern Municipal Water has long
ago said they would be able to supply the needed water. we heard how the traffic would
be a huge problem in spite of the fact that the cities traffic department has said the roads
could handle the increased traffic. Some how they seem to ignored the general public, the
water district, the school district and the traffic division. We are embarrassed for them.
They should be ashamed of themselves for taking positions they accepted and then failing
to do the due diligence required to make infonned decisions.
We were relieved to hear at the end of the meeting that there are 4 spaces opening up on
the committee, thank God. The city deserves and needs a Planning Comminee that
represents the city in an intelligent informed manner. Some of this committee seems to
be short sighted and perhaps only concerned with there own agendas. It is our feeling that
it would be foolish to let an opportunity like this slip through our fingers. We understand
there are those who would like to keep the east side rural, but those people should take a
drive down to Mead VaJlcylPerris they have lots of wide open space for themselves and
their animals. They also have high crime and low property values not to mention the
resemblance to a 3rd world country. Our property has been in the family for nearly 50
years. Now that we would like to sell this property to care for my father (one of the
original family owners) we are being held hostage, first by the school district for a couple
of years while they did their studies and chased off any prospective buyers we had. Those
who came to this area as little as a few years ago now want to put their desires ahead of
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those of us who have owned here for nearly 12 century. Our property was once zoned for
Business Park now we are zoned for "Executive" housing. Realistically who are we
kidding with all the vacant unsold or foreclosed housing in th<.: city how long will it take
before the city needs additional housing? We beg you to make a decision that serves the
best interest of the city as a whole.
There has been a lot said about putting industry on the south side, it is my understanding
that much of that would put the building and growth in the city of Riverside. What sense
does that make when the city of Moreno Valley is in need orthe jobs, taxes and fee's that
would be generated by project this size. Please use your own good judgment, in addition
to the infonnation provided by The Moreno Valley School District, Eastern Municipal
Water District; the cities own Traffic Department and what appears to bt: a majority of
the citizens to approve this project. Thank you in advance tor your attention on this
important matter.
We also feel it very curious that "Several" of the objecting planners said what a beautiful
project, ifit wen: only on the south side I would approve it.
Do they really think that pollution, traffic, water would not be a factor on the south side?
Do they think that air pollution- as they have protested, would not blow from one area to
another?
Do they believe Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and other areas have never contributed
any air pollution to the Moreno Valley area via wind?
Do they really believe that if this was in the South side, all of their objections would not
apply there too?
We believe the planning commission had already made up their collective minds, and
used the erroneous reasons I excesses to disallow the project, and remove the possibility
of this project to appease the select few certain members they seem to represent.

Please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,

Q~ . ~

"

~~

~.6'.~
Paul and Carol Epstein property owners of
28855 Redlands Blvd Moreno Valley, Ca.
Home address I 1750 Carly Ct Riverside, Ca. 92503
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Suzanne Potter
28131 Bethany Circle Moreno Valley, CA 92555
January 17, 2009

City of Moreno Valley
Mayor Stewart and City Council Members
City Hall Council Chambers
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Re:

Skechers Project

Dear Council Members:
Change is hard, but inevitable. We are facing times of great economic change, hard times.
Hard times call for hard decisions. In order to make the right decisions, we must take our
personal feelings and pride out of the equation, and look at things objectively; and at what
we know is, not what we think may be.
What we know is that, with very few exceptions, even the' people who said NIMBY (Not in
my back yard) thought the idea of a Skechers North American Headquarters and Logistics .
Center in Moreno Valley was a great world-class project for this community - as long as we
put it in a different part oftowD. That is NOT an option, not a choice we are able to. make,
not· something Skechers is going to consider. No one in our city's economic development
department has been able to attract Skechers, or anyone similar, to occupy the empty
buildings WE (our Planning Commission anyway) think are the appropriate size and
location. It is a private citizen of our community that has ste~red. his company to SECURE.
this multinational corporation to bring their North American Operations Center, with state-·
of-the-art logistics technology to our community, with world-class architecture and design,
planning, and investment. What we also know is that this local company has spent a great
deal of time and money to achieve the most responsible environmental, economic, and
aesthetic outcomes possible for their community.
What MA Y be is more traffic than we would like (though it will generate less traffic than
the existing general plan's 7,000 additional homes), and more pollution than is acceptable
.(though the EIR shows it will be responsibly, appropriately) and less than promised jobs'
(though it will generate at least a couple thousands local jobs, at least 1,000 immediate
construction jobs, and $45 million in improvements and contributions - including 1.2
million to our local SCf1001s). However, the bottom line is - it's not what WE planned .
.So how do we deci<;ie? How do we make the best choice for our present, and our future?
Proverbs are pithy sayings, general truths distilled from ageless wisdom. This particular
decision brings two to mind. First, A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. We know we
will reap economic benefit for our community and our citizens if we say yes to this change
in our general plan, but have no idea when arid if anything better will come if we say no.

MV00229448

Second, Pride goeth before a/all. We can let what is essentially no more than pride (along
with arrogance and an unwillingness to compromise or change) prevent us from taking this
opportunity, and, as a result, see some other local community take advantage of what we
turn down. It would be naIve to think that other local communities, economic development
agencies, and other companies are not cloSely watching and waiting for the fmal decision on
this project.
We face a window of opportunity - a window that will not be open much longer. Ifwe let
this one close without taking advantage of it, there is no guarantee, or likelihood that
another will open soon - or ever. Please make the decision that is best for ALL of Moreno
Valley - say "Yes" to what CAN be rather than "No" to what might be.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Potter
Suz.anne Potier
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CITY COUNCIL
CITY OF MORENO VALLElfORENO VALLEY

Community Development DepartnIlfu~EIVED
WHEIl,

DReAMS

Planning Division 08 DEC 22 PN I: 54

SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Mark Gross, AICP, Senior Planner

Date:

December 19,2008

Subject:

Release of the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Highland Fairview
Corporate Park Project.

ItA&--'

Enclosed is a copy of the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Highland Fairview
Corporate Park Project, a 2,620,000 square foot industrial and commercial development on
approximately 158 acres (265.3 acres to include offsite improvements and drainage), including a
1,820,000 square foot industrial warehouse building for Skechers. The project is located south
of Highway 60 along future Eucalyptus A venue (Fir A venue) between Redlands Boulevard and
Theodore Street.
The Final EIR contains responses to the comments that were received during the public review
period, necessary

modifi~ations

to the text of the Draft EIR, and the proposed Mitigation

Monitoring Program for the project. For your information, the document is also located online at
www.moreno-valley.ca.us. at the City Hall Community Development Department offices and at
the Public Library. The project and subsequent EIR have also been scheduled for public hearing
at the January 8, 2009 Planning Commission Meeting.
If you should have any questions on the attached document, please do not hesitate to contact
Mark Gross, Senior Planner, at Extension 3215 ...

Approved by:

~~ng

Official

MG
Cc: Bob G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
Planning Commission (7 disk copies)
Environmental and Historical Preservation Board (7 disk copies)
Attachment
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Notice of

PUBLIC HEARING
This may affect your property. Please read.
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held by the
Planning Commission of the City of Moreno Valley on the following
item(s):
CASE: PA07~0088 (Change of Zone), PA07-0089 (General
Plan Amendment), PA07-0090 (Tentative Parcel Map No.
35629) to include P08-057 (Phasing Map), PA07-0091 (Plot
Plan) and P07-157(EIR)

In the case of Public Hearing items, any person may also appear
and be heard in support of or opposition to the project or
recommendation of adoption of the Environmental Determination
at the time of the Hearing.

APPLICANT: Highland Fairview Inc.

The Planning Commission, at the Hearing or during deliberations,
could approve changes or alternatives to the proposal.

OWNER: Highland Fairview Inc.
REPRESENTATIVE: Wayne Peterson
LOCATION: North side of future Eucalyptus Ave. (Fir Ave.),
east of Redlands Blvd., west of Theodore St. and south of
Highway 60.

If you challenge any of these items in court, you may be limited to
raising only those items you or someone else raised at the Public
Hearing described in this notice, or in written correspondence
delivered to the Planning Commission at, or prior to, the Public
Hearing.

PROPOSAL: A tentative parcel map to subdivide a 158.4 gross
acre portion of land (265.3 acres to include offsite improvements
and drainage) into four (4) separate buildable parcels and two
parcels dedicated for freeway improvement purposes (a total of
2,620,000 square feet of industrial and commercial development),
with the first phase to include a plot plan for a 1,820,000 square
foot distribution warehouse building on approximately 83 acres.
The project site currently lies within the BP (Business Park) and
CC (Community Commercial) land use districts and will require a
change of zone to LI (Light Industrial) for all proposed industrial
uses/parcels and a General Plan Amendment for the elimination of
a required multi-use. trail connection, adjustment of a multi-use trail
to the north side of future Eucalyptus Avenue and the addition of
medians on future Eucalyptus as well as the adjustment of parcel
lines and land use for two parcels located in the CC land use
district (a deduction of 138 feet in width on the eastern portion and
enlargement of 93 feet in width on the western portion. An
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared.
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION: An Environmental Impact
Report (P07 -157) including a Statement of Overriding
Considerations and Mitigation Monitoring Program, has been
prepared for this project (SCH#20071 01132). The document was
circulated in draft form· to the public (including interested
parties/responsible agencies) for review from August 5, 2008 to
September 19, 2008. The Final EIR in disk format is attached for
the public's review.
COUNCIL DISTRICT:

3

Any person interested in any listed proposal can contact the
Community Development Department, Planning Division, at 14177
Frederick St., Moreno Valley, California, during normal business
hours (7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday; 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Friday) or may telephone (951) 413-3206 for further
information. The associated documents will be available for public
inspection at the above address.

LOCATION

N~

PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING
City Council Chamber, City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, Calif. 92553
. DATE AND TIME: January 8,2009 at 7 PM
CONTACT PLANNER: Mark Gross
PHONE:
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CITY COUNCil
VALLEY
HECEIVED

~WRENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG' 3 Hj 4: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S' W.OR~ SHOU,LD BE I:NCLU.DED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG' REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITU,&."- 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- .-- - - , ·-Crbss-Word-h-a'n)ve[25 volunteer rriiniStries-offefingffee-reso-ur'Ee's-and'siJpporncmfniilies, eICieriyancrlocal----businesses.
BRIN,GIN,G ,COMI'!t:UNl'l-,y PARTNERSHIPS 'AND SERVICE,S(sh'ort list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FIIltANCI'A"- IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign~~
MV00229473

CITY COUNCIL

l·IjO~\EHO

VALLEY

August 9,2009

HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 f.lUG 13 PM 4: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart; I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F0t.;LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUJ.'L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. _. - - - --,--.- Cross-Word'has-over25-voluil-teer m"inistries offer(ng-free resources' and support tofam-ilies, elderly-and loc~' ..
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ.OR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

aa,~ r&~

G~ f
ADDRESS 25/J/
/en i f
NAME5d2h

CITY ~()

,/0a

Yady

ZIP

'f:6s7
MV00229474

CITY

COU~iCIL

I!;OHENO VALLEY
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 3

P~1 lr:

August 9, 2009

30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

,Dear MayoLStewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S

W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win~win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cr:.o~s Word has over 25 volunteJ!I..!!IinisJries_Qff.e{iogke,e.reso.urces_and~supp,orUoJan:'.i.l!es,elder.ly.and local
businesses."
BRINGING ~OMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI.CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short

lis~)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~JL
MV00229475

CITY COUNCIL
l·jIOREr.lO YALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 Pt'l 4: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

De.;:tr Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for y~ur support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROS,S WORD SHO.OLD

BE

INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWI.NGREASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word-hasover-25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources and support to'families, elderi y and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM-U,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229476

CITY COUHCIL
140RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG r 3 PH 4: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.
~ VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORoD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has beeon one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual supportto the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

-----·--;;C:-ro-s~s Word has over 25 volunteerminlstries offering-tree' resources'and suppo'rt to fa~ilies, eld~rry~c{ local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMM.UNI:TY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

ou, in advance, for your support.

t4WJ
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CITY COUNCIL
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HECEIVED
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09 AUG! 3

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

p~~

August 9, 2009

4: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, -.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROS-S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOU':OWING REAS.O.NS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PART-NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• -Cross Word has-over 25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources and-supporno families,-e-Ideriy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN~ COMMUNITY, PARTNERSHIPS A-ND SERVICES (short list),

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in ad

, for your support.

MV00229478

i~

In co UF4 elL

H0RENOV ALL E'Y
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 1.3 .. PM . . 3: 19

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DeafMayorStewart~

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO~S WORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWII'oIG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves nU!11erou~ Ri~e~~ide Coun_t)'_res!9_~nt~ ~~ekly~y_offe.r:ll"!gsplritual2.QJflce duD.ngJwbul.e.oUimes .. __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
,BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL·I,.,PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature--,-~..;;.·
_...:-.--=.)_--",0::.->_qj-.:.-_~
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eli)' COUNCIL
flO REN'O VALlf Y
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEivED

09,AUG 1.3 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

D,ear l\iayor St~ar.!,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Ehristian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO~S W,ORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR ~HE FOLl:.. PWI~NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses,
BRINGIN.G

C:O~MUNITY PARTNER~HIPS

AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL I .... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development,
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ / ~
MV00229480

(ITY COUNCIL.

?40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

.-

09 AUG 1,.3

.,P~l

August 9,2009

4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER.

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.-LOW.ING'REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi.de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer miniStries'offe-rln-gfreeresources' and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN'D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals i.n its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
.:.--..--..... your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

f40RENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD B-E INCLUDEi'D FOR THE FOLLOWING. REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAI.!.:PARTNER

_____ ~ross Word serves numerous R!)lersi~C:olJntY-E~l.dent~ltt..e_ekly QYQff~ri!1g~Rjritual ~olac:e duril1g t!,!rpule_nt times.
.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN~ COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009

NORn~O
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free res.()~r~~s_<!nd ?Jl.IlP-QrtJo fami!.Le.s,_eJd.edy_andJocaL_-- _, -___ - .--,
'·buslnesses.----··,-- - - - - -

BRINGING .COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG '1..3 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
\. CROSS W,ORD,SHOUL:D. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:LOWU'IG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents !VeeklyJ~y_off~riJ}g_sJ~idlu.a'-s.oJace..dur.ing.tur.bulenUimes._ .-...
. - --- -. CrossWord has·over 25volunteer min'i~~ies ~fferi~g free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY P.ARTNERSHIPS AND SElfVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(stiort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPA.CT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San· Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229484

· u IY COU~iCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,~ -_.- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS_S' WORD.BH.OU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FoLLoWING REASONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.-----e-Eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries,offering'freeresourcesand supp'ort to families-;-eldefiy-and local - - --- .
businesses.
BRING.lNG

'C.OMMU~NITY

PARTNERSHIP-S AND' SERVICE,S (sh'0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ'OR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_~"""'_'G,.;;..-,-,-t::t ~':"-"'~.o:::L-L-~'="':'_v.'::l.c::~_

NAME
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----Dear-Mayor-Stewar:t,--I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,

---Jr-

-·L...I_'S_P_'_R_'_T_U_A_L_'P_A_R_T_N_E_R_'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229486

clTr COUNCIL
HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7

A~l

August 9, 2009

8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,- -

- --

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S \/V.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F(U::LoWING REA;;oONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUA'L PARTNER
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace duringturbulent times.
'-'-----·-Cross'Word-has-over-25-volunteer ministries-offeringfreEnesoi.ifcenn1fsuppoin(ffamilie-s~1derlyand-Iocal------ - -----

i

businesses.
BRIN.GIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP.S AND SERVICES',(short'list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

IYIA'J~~ FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 A~1 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWI~.G REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.__ .- -.- • 'Tross"W6i'cftias-over 25 volunteer ministries bfferingfree-resources'and supportto families, elderly and local' businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

---<~~~~'I!It'-!L£lIh'4'-l_______
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i··IORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 A~l 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOJ.:.:LOWrNG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAI'lTNER

!_ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--.!_Cr.oss_Wor.d_has_over-25_volunteer_ministries_offering free-resources-and-support-to-families,elder-iy-and-Iocal--- -.---- --businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers_
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayorStewart; ---- - -

- ------ - - - - - -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE'D FOR, THE FOI.:._LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AN 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR9S.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
:_ _ _ _ _

I~RITUAL

PARTNER .

.

., ... _ .. '

..

n

_ _

•• '

- -

•

,.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229491
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MOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayorStewart,- .---- ... -

".

----- ---

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S

WORD SHC?ULD"BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOL.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

! - - - - - - ----- ---- -SPIRI'T'.UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word ha~ over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMI'!'IUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND . SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside M ulti-AgencyCoalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and. visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical soci.al service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229492
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August 9,2009

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 2S

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHQULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi.de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross-Word-has-over25-voluritee-r minisrries offeringfreeresoTJrCesan-d-suppbrffo-fa-milfes-;-elae-riyand-'oca'------- ---businesses.
BRINGING ,COMMUJ,...TV PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~E'RVICES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tudJ~
MV00229493
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
im perative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I~ROSS

WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO,LLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---'--·-CroSs-Word-ha-sover25 vollinteermi'ni'strres o'ffe-ring free -resources and support to famili~s;-eMeriy and local
businesses .
.BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR 'FINANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors. weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical soCial service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa~.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewarf,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I' CROSS WORDSHOtlLD

BE INCLUDED FOR THE

FOLLOWIN~

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

-.,,--- _. --. -Cross Wo;:Cfh-as-over25'volunfeer-minisfrie-s offering-free resources' ancfsupporffo families; elderiY~lnd local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COIVIMUNITY· PARTNERSHIPS AND SER·YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa'ure
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CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 38

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l"HE FOl:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
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MV00229496

CITY COUNCIL
;·WR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUG 17

At~

August 9, 2009

8: 38

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WOR~ SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLioLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.P.IRITUAI;. P,tt,RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

I'·

MAJOR FI,NANCIAL

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

I~PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

~fLloooO:.._=::""______

Signature_-::Jk<=-..,:=.--..,;/==-_,-=U:..!'
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MV00229497

CITY COU}ICIL

HORnW VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Ar1 8: 38

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar.t,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO·S.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR-THE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.__~. Cross_Word_has_over_25_volunteer_m i nistries.offering free· resou rces-and-suppor-tto-fam ilies, elderiy-andlocal- -- -.- .. _businesses.
BRIN.GING COMM.UNI'''Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVicE'S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signalure
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CI ry COUNCIL
?40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
. Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO·SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL()WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• " Cross-Word hasQver-25 volunteer-h1inisti'"ie~ offering-free resources "and-·support to families, elderly and local·
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn,increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229499

CITY COUNCIL
f:40REHO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD B'E INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR.TNER

!--~--.. _-.-

-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross Word has over2S'volunteer ministries offeiTng free res6i.Jrcesaridsuppor'ftofamilies; elderiy.and local'
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL II'I'IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris a~d surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CIT Yeo UN CIt
0REN0 YALL EY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

D-ear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part-of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ·--Cross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-m in istries-offering-free-resources- and· support to-fa m i lies, -elderiy-andlocal businesses.
BRIN_GIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·.I0R FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu \ -j~-+-''-''-'<---7'---f4L>C..+--,'---------

MV00229501

CiTY COUNCIL
i40REI,O VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
- - - Dear Mayor

09 AUG 13 Pr:j

I.~:

August 9, 2009

50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Stewart~-

-

--~

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I·

CROS~S

W.OR·D SHOOLD BE INCLU:DED FOR 1'H'E FOL"-.OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI1'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---- --~ - - -. Cross-Word-hasQver 25- volunteer mhifstries offerfng free resourCesanci"supporttoramilies, eiderly andTo-cal- ~ .~
businesses.
BRINGING (:OMMU"NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI~CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shc:>rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturan~ ~VCVt
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MV00229502

CITY COUNCIL
14 0 RENOV ALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,-

--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to famili!=s, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition·
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL ·IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support:

Signature
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CITY COUNCIL
fr,lOR ENO VALLE '(
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOl.lWD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PAR.TNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~V~
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. CII'T COUNCIL

i40RENO VALLEY
RECEIYED
August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS.S WORD SHOULD' BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

.- Cross-Word serves numerous Riverside.County residents weekly by offering.spirituaLsolaceduring -turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANcrAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229505

!~j

II' COUHCIL
~~ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS'S WORD SHO.ULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl::LOWI.NG REA,SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

!_ _ _ _ _ _·_C~"'-ro~s""'s'_'W'_'_'ord_s_e.OLes_'lumer,o.us_'~iy,er.side.CountY.r.esidents weekly,by.offer.ing.spir.itual-solaceduring turbulent times.

• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING' COMMUNIT,Y. PARTNERS.HIPS AND SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s,hort: list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~
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Ms. Shirley Lemmons
22467 Cobble Creek Dr
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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09 AUG' 3 PM 4: 50

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integralpartof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD.SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.:LOWI·NG REA:SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

_ _ _ _ _·_~rQis~_o.r:.d_setv.es_n.umer.o.us_Riv.ersi.de-County..residents-weekly by-offering spiritual solace-dur-ing·tur-bulenHimes.-·
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG

August 9, 2009

!) ;P.~f.4:: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor-Stewartj---- - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W,ORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I-----e-eross-Word-has-ove r-25-volunteer-mln istries-offe'rl n-g-ffee-r-esou rces- arid-sLJ pport to tarn ilie~elaerlyana-Iocal--- - - - - - businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I!iIIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

"tII-'
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 50
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarkirig on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRP·S.S W.ORD SHOU~D. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

______
·_C_ro~s Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weeki." by offering2~ir.i1!Jal solace duril}g turbulent time~!.- ___ ..
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM:UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sli.ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MPiJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
. through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 ~UG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S· WORD ·SHOOLD. BE INCLUDED FOR ToHE FOl:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER
I
I

•

Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

1-,-----·-eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministrles-offerlng-free-reso(jfc-es-an(nuppOfno-familj'es~laer'IYancnocal----- --.businesses.
BRINGINfi ,COMMUNITY PART.NERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

your support.

~

Signature_-t'--_b'----j"--"'-4I-___ _ _ _ _ __
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P-10REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
·individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbul~!1t times: ________ .
1 - - - - - - ; . Cross Worcfnas-over-25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. P.ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE·S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

.J lye 0 UNelL
j·40RENO VALLEY
.RECEIVED

09 AUG 13

P~l

August 9, 2009

4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
\CROS.s WORD SHOULD BE !NCLUDED FOR THE

FOI:.L~WING'REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----,·-06ss-Wejrd-nas-oveT25-voluriteenilinistriesoffering-freeresources a'nasupporttofa-milies, elderiy ana-Iocal-- - - - - . - .
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMM.UJ'U!Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC,ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

MORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEIVED

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS_S WO~D SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FO.R THE FOL.L.OWI:NG REAS_ONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----e-Eross-Word-has-over-zS-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources-and-support-to-families;-elderiy-and-local----- --businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SE-RvrC_ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COU~ICIL
r40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13

P~1

August 9,2009

4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I cRos,s' WORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED; FOR THE: F"OLLOWI'N,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUA'L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-Cro-ss-Wdrd-nas-over25-volUiiteer ministriesoffefirigfree-resoGrces-an-d 5upporno-families,elderiy-an-d'locar--- -- '
businesses.
BRINGIN:G C,OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN,CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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i'WR ENO VALLEY
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart, -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---e-€ross-Word-has-over-2S-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources-and-support-to-families;-elderiy-and-Iocal-- ---businesses.
BRINGING COMM_UNI:TY PARTNER-SHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT-

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~----
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CITY COUNCIL,

August 9, 2009

MORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEIVED

09 AUG .I ,3 ,PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CR'OSS WORD SHOULD B'E INCLUDED FOR TH'E F.O.LLOWING REASO .... S

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PART<NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

1._ .. __ . ____ .!_.Cr:oss_Wor:d_has_o.v.ec25_v.olunteer ministries offer.ingJr.ee_r.esour.ces_and_suppor:uoJamilies,-eldedy_and_1ocal-~-.---- .. businesses.
BRINGING Cor""'IUNIT<Y PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II\iIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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\~II Y COUNCIL
1110R ENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

RECEiVED

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.l-OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross_ ~~r9_ s~T,:,es nu!:"erous R~v~~~~~ ~_ou~tYJ~~id~nts week~~ ~y~tt~i_~~_spirit_ua~~?!a~e:_d_u_~ing~r~u~~nt !!.r::'~s:
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

__

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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f~WR ENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 Pr1

4~

August 9, 2009

55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over25 vofunteer-mfnrStries-6ffer{ng free resources 'an-dsupporfiO famili-es, elderiy and local
-,
businesses.
,BRINGING COIYIMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN,CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its 'doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_----v'"'----+1f-_-'<-""""'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~40RENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 Prl 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

-.----- ---- -. Cross·Ward-has ove"r 2Svolunteer minisfries offering ftee-resQUftes-ancf"supportlcffa"mllles; "elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Careand Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers ..
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
PI OR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 3 PM 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-, • Cross Word haso'iter25"itcilunleer ministries-offeri"ng free resources and-support to'fa'milres~ elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND.SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~1)t ·A 6'oL
I
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(.iTY COUHCIL
i~OnEHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 P~1 4: 05

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WOR.~ SHOUI:.D, BE I:NCLUDED FO.R. THE FOLLoWING'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 vol~.!1_teer ministrjes offering fre_eJgS9U(Ces_and_suppoIUoJamilies,_eldedy_and-iocal ____ .. _ -._-- _._._- businesses.

BRINGING COMMU,NIT,Y P'A,RTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shdrt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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i1' COU~CIL

i·WREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 1.3 PM 4: 06

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I C:::ROSS WO.RD SHOOLD BE INc:::L.UDED FOR THE FC)l:.LO_WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross-Word has over 25 volunteer mini"stries' offering free-resources~and-support fQ-familles,-elderiy-and localbusinesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND,SERVI~ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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CITY COUNCIL
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August 9,2009

RECE"VED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 05

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I,CRO.S.s WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word'has over 25 volunteer'ministries'offering'free resourcesand'supporno'families;-elderIY'andlocat-- ._._businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC;:ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)·

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

""AJOR FINANCIAl:. IMP~CT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 06

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to. come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS~NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRI.TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. • Cross Word-hasover-25·volunteer-ministries offering ·free resources-and-support-to-families,elderly.. and local
businesses.
BRINGING .COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND.SER\nCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I\.3 ,P.M ',4:-.29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

_·__S:~~~~o~d_.:;~~v~s numerous Riverside Countyresidents weekly..QY.Qffering ~RirituaLsolace duri.!:lg,tuLbyje_nt times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI17Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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UTY COUNCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG.l3 PM 4: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS'WORD SHOU!-D, BE INCLUDED FOR,THE FOLLOWI~G'REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is 'meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~PIRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. ·-Cross Word'has'over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support t<Hamilies,-elde'rly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sli0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi,Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

SignaturJJb.~f4h
MV00229526

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

,,'~Il r COVNCIL
140RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 4: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU,LD BE INCLUDED, FOR l'HE FO,I:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one ofthe largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• (;ross-Word-has over 25-volunteer ministriesoffering'free resourCes and sUpport to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

August 9,2009

09 AUG r 3 PM 4: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- Dear Mayor Stewart;I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR T-HE FrOL(.OWING REAS.ON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT-VAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-CrossWord-has over25-volunteer-ministries offering-freeresoUrcesand support tcffamiiies,-elderiy and local- -.-businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I",PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR'OS,S W.oRD' SHOULD' BE INC:LU.DED FOR.l'HE .FOLLp,WING' REAS,O,NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

---'I-,

1 - - - , - - - -L-k_,-_,S_P_I..;...,R_IT....;.. _U·_"'·_.;....;...:P_A_'...;..R,_T,_N_E_R_'_--_-_-_'r'_'_,-_--_'_.,'_"_'_"'_-_-_._""_-_'_'7_"-'_.-_._"_._0-_.-_'_-::_"_ ''_'_-:-_'-_'-'"_'_-_"_-_·-_-_-_-_-_-_ _-~_-_-_-_,_ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'GCOMM'UNIT·Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh"'rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINAN.CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- - ... - - Dear Mayor-Stewart,

-- -.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
.Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

- . -..

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU.DED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
. financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- ,---------- -------,

-----::-~.--

SPIRITUAL ·PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Wor9 offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I cRos,s' W.ORD SHOULD BE I NCI,-UD'ED FOR, TlHE FOLI!.Q.wING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S,PIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Rivers\de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
------·-Cross-Wo'rd-has-over25-volunteermlnistries-offering'fre'e resources-and-supportto familie's~elderiy-andlocar-' , - - businesses.
..
BRINGING (:OMMUNIY·Y PA.RTNERSHIPS

AND~ERVICE.S (short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MPlJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_~~~~~===~~""'r-_ _ _ __
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
Dea~

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Mayor ?!ewa!t, _

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
- . - ... -- - - businesses.- -- - - - - -_. - - .BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (short list).

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229532

I'; ITyeo UNCIt
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 1;: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRI'f.UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
______·_Cr.oss_Wor.d_has_over_25_volunteerministries_offering_free-resour.ces-and-support-to-families,elder-iy-and-Ioca1- -- -------businesses.
BRINGIN~COM"'_UNITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND SER\f1CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short-lIs~)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4= 28

Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
.

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
.

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR!).S.S WORD,SHQULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
- -. -- --

-. -_e·_·Cross-Word-has- over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resQurces-and-'supportto-fa'm"ilie-s"; elderly and"local
businesses.
BRING,IN:G COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(stiort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229534

CITY COUNCIL

HOREHO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

fi.ECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 ~UG ! 3 PM 4~ 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear J\i1ayor ~tewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
tof~milies,-elder-iy-and-Iocal- - - businesses.
.'.,:

!_ _ _ _ _-'·'-'Cross_Word_has_over_25_volunteer_ministriesoffering-free-resourcesandsupport

BRINGING COr.1MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

vance, for your support.

Signature_·~~':JC}~U~:I.r-~::::::""~CIf:::.~L---

MV00229535

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 4: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCI:.UPE'D FOR,'''HE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

1-----e-Cross-Word-se'rve-s-n·om-e-r60sRiversi,ae-County resiCIentsweeklyb-Y-6fferi'il-gs-piritUciTSolace-auringturoliTenffimes.'
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GIN.G COMMUNIT,Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SE'RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229536

CIT'~ COUHCIL
l>WREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 Pt-1 4: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'D SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside Co,:,nty residents weeklyJ~.Y offerin.g§Ririt!:l~~0.l~.£e duriDKWLbJ.!lelJt times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGI'NG CO,MM.UNITY PA'RTN'ERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
'
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME'}I~~
Signature _________________
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MV00229537

CITY COUNCIL

i~ 0 REHOY ALL EY

RECEIVED

09 ~UG 13 PM 4: 50

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor-Stewart,- - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I:

CROS_S WORD SHOOLD BE I·NCLUDED. FOR

TH~

FOLI:.C)WI .... G REAS_O_NS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!------·~Cr.oss-Wor.d-has_over_25-volunteer_ministr.ies-offer.ing_fr.ee-r.esour.ces_and_suppor.t-toJamilies,_elder.iy_and-locaL __ .
businesses.
BRIN_GING"COMM-U,NITY PARTNERSHI'PS AND- SE-RVICE_S (short IIst)-

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR F-IN-ANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00229538

CITY COUNCil
f'W RENOV ALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CR!)S_S

WO~D

SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR _THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

- - - - -LCross-Word-ser-ves-nu merous Riverside Cou ntycresidents-wee klyby offering spi ritual. solace-d u ring-turbulent-times.------- -' . • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN_!'I COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ·SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh.ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Cf-+-_If-Q---"'~~=-~·_'-'--______

signature __
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~~OROW
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

a9 AUG I 3

August 9,2009

P~i 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

1-.---·-------=-·-·

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOlJLD BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOL.LOWING 'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRll'UAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.. _.. __ ..__·_Cr:oss_WoTd_h as_o.v.e e25.v.o Iuntee em i nistr.ies.offer.i ngJr.e e_r.eso ur.ces·a n d.su p po r.t-to-fa mil i es,.e Id eriy.a nd·1 oca I· .businesses.
BRINGING COf!'lMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME.;2&~a4z-adetqj=?J
ADDRESS/~4B? ~.d

CITY/M/lkr/2t/W~

k?

ZIP ,~'

MV00229540

, ,J rye 0 UNelL
,·WHE~W

VALLEY
RECEivED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

\R9A,~G ,I} 'pM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

'---Dear'Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO~S

WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE

FO~LoWING

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL, PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1----,----·-eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer mlnlstries-offeringfreeresblirces-and-suppoif10-familres, elCleriy andTocal - - ' - - ' - '
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL /'MPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

J-,-~-=,g~~==--~....s::::..~.:...:..==-=-_____

Signature __
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CiTY COUNCIL
pWREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
Dear Mayor

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Stewart~-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperativ~ that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU~D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:LOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Cross Wbrcrfiasover25voluritee(-ministries--offeting free resources-and support to families-, elderly -and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT:V PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequen~ local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support. ,

MV00229542

CITY COUNCil
MORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEiVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor-Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL.:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-c.:ross-Word-has··oli'er25--vdlunteerm iiiislfies offeri rig-free resources and su-pp-orf to -fain ilies-;-elderly and-local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY P_ARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

.Ishort list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229543

CITY COUNCIL

,~ORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR.OSS WORD SHOU~D_ BE INCLUDED F.OR THE FOLLOWI~G RI!I:A_SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good cominunity partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-CrossWorcfh-asQver 2S-volunfeer minlstr=le-s offering free resources and supporfio fiimiii"es;-eld-erly' anc:i"loca-1 --- _..
businesses.
BRINGIN'O COMM_UNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND 'SERVic.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside MUlti-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will br.ing in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance,for your support.

NAME__~_·_~_f_N_,4
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CITY COUNCIL
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
~ ~--
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- '-'Elear-Mayor-Stewart,- --

- -- --

~-

.--~-------

------.-......

-~-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOLLOWING' REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-'1

"--_S_P_I_R_I_T_U_A_L_,P_A_R....;T_N_E_R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word. has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G' COMM.UNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

(;!k.' ~
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~WH OW
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RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG.l.3 .~N ),:)~}

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
iCROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED: FOR, THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G. COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh-ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
'
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
·
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MV00229546

CITY COUNCIL

M0 REH0 VALL E''f

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG '3 P~1 3: 4 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I eRO·SS WORD,SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON,S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'S~IRITUAIi., PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversid~..~QI,I!1.1Y residents weekly~y_.Qfferi.l}g_sp.iJ:ltl:lats_QLa_c_e_d_Ul:iJJgJur:b_ulenUimes ... ___ _
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support t~:families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C::::OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IIYIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly_ Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surro~nding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa,urcJ1?-.-

~'-----

NAME

I

~htL Cor:be.ft

d:5f35 f:ay;&;... C!t"cf!.p
CITY Mor"p I}/l
~ ZIP 9265;

ADDRESS

Ii4U,

MV00229547

CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see formany years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I c:;ROS_S WORD SH.OULDBE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLI.!.O.WIJilG REASO.NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner
, through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans; Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-··-Cross-Word-has-over25-volunteer-mlnistries offe-ring'free' resources-ana slipporncffamilies,-elderiy an-d locar'
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITV,PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SER·YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~c;/rt.e
MV00229548

CITY COUHCIL
~\ 0 REH0 VALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

August 9, 2009

09AUGI3 PM3:42

REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
-- - - - -. - ---.--------,.
Dear Mayor Stewart;-- -- - - - ...

~-.--

-.-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRofis WORD SHO.ULD. BE INCLUDED FOR, THE FOI!.LOWI.NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents we~~!.y l:!y_9Jferil}g_~P-irLtual solace dljriQg t.J!rj)lJl~nt times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNIT't PARTNER·SHIPS AND SERVICe;S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229549
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RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

O.9.AU.G 1;3 ,eM J: .i1~.2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLVDED FOR THE FO..LI!.OWING REAS.O.NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,..

SPIRITU~L

PARTNER

___ ~. ~ross Word serves numerous Bi\f~J:sJd.e_Co.unty_(esidents_w.eekly_by_offer.ing.spidtuaLsolace,dur.ingtur-bulent-times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
.

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

.

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 in~ividuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development .
. Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~J
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 3 PH 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO.ULD BE ,INCLUDE'D FOR T-tiEFOLLowtNG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the Marcr Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - --·-Gross-Word-has-over--25-volunteer-ministries offering-free resources-and support-to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN,D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(Sh0rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229551

I~ITY

COUNCIL
;40R ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09.AU.G ';L3 ,..P.M ,J: :42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS,S WOR,D SHOULD, BE INCLUI:)ED FOR 'THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S,PIRI,TUAL. PARTNER

., Cr9~~ WQ!d se~vesJJI.Jr:nerous Riverside.County residents weekly ,by.offering spir.itual solace.during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.JCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FIN'ANCI'AL. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229552

CITY COUNCIL
~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEivED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based,
partnerships t~at Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S IiVORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR, THE FOLLOWING REA:SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-wiri, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I------·-Cross WOfa-has-over 2Sv6Iunte-errTiiriistrres-6fferingfree'resQiircesandsupporfto-families,-elcferiyand'iocal
businesses.
BRINGIN.G CO ..... MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors' frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service progr.ams which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME Q.o~p.\() b-r,C IulBO\j;'
Signature ~o.c)
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COUNCIL
f40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS_S WORD

SHOU~D

BE INCLUDED FOR THE F:,C)I:.L.OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• -cross W-ord has-over 25volunteermoinistries- offering fre-e- re'sou-rcesarid-s~pport-to families, elOderi y and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMPilVNI"I'Y PARTNERSHIP.S AND SERVICES (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~~
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CITY COUNCIL
p\O RENOV ALL EY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCUU,DED FO.R.THE,FOLLOWING·RE.ASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Rivers.id~9unty. [.!;!.sideJJtLlllce.e.kly_b.y.o.ff.ering.spir.ituaLsolace dur.ing.tur:bulenUimes .._ .._ .. _.

I-----~ Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ~inistries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN$l COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND .SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster. Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00229555

CITY COUNCIL

~iOR ENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·-6·oss \Alora-hasover 25 volunteer miriistries offering-fre-e-r-esources
tofamilies:;id~riy- a~d I~~~I - . - - -

-andS-uPPOrt

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside M ulti-AgencyCoalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN.CIAI;. ''''PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corbna,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229556

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RE CEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REASO_NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-- - - - . -cross Word-has-over2SVOlunteerministries -Offe ri-ng Tree resources and-support to-famili~~eld-~riy ~~ci 10c~1 - - businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERYI¢ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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CITY COU~CIL

~WFl

nw

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarkingon one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAI:. .. PAR:rNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRI.NGIN.G· COMMUNITY PAR.TNERSHIPS AND ~ERV.lCe.:.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M·AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~~
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 3 Pr-i 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart~- -~
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F"Ol:.-LoV\flNG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU,itoL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbul~~t til1les-'-- _____ ~
Cross Wora-nas over 25Volunteerministries offering-free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

--------0.

BRIN~GIN.G

COMM.UNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AN.D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho-rt'/lst),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COU'NCll
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09AUGI3 P~13:42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - .. Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based·
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. B·E INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.TUAL .PARTNER

-::--~---,,.. _e_Cr.oss_Wo r.d.se r:ves.nu me r.o us.R iv.e rs i. de .Co unty_resid ents_wee kly_hy_offe ri ng

spi r.itu aLso lace-d u ri ng-tu rbu Ie nt-ti m es ..
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER\I.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~~nr
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CITY COU~ICIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOUWD BE INCLUDED FOR TH.E FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in t~at it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

--·-CroSs-Word· tia-s QveftS-vorunteermfnistries-offerlngfree resources· and" support to famlffes,eiderly and-foca'l-

_.._._- - - - .-

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT:V PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG /3 PM 3: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- -_._._--- - - - - - - - - - -----

Dear-Mayor Stewart, ..

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND $ERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN.CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229562

CITY COUNCIL
HORE~IO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 55

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE
A

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLi..OWIN~' REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word hasover-25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources and -supportto families, elderiy and-Iotarbusinesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I""PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sal~s tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITYC 0 UNCIL
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

August 9,2009

09 AUG /3 PH 3: 55

REGARDING:

-

-----

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRoss WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWI,NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
.--"'C"-'ro~s"'_s_'~.LQ(.d_h.as_o.v.e c25_v,oJu nte.ecm in istries.offeri ngJr.ee_r.esou r.ces-and-suppor:t-to-fam ilies,-eldedy-and-Iocal- -.- - .. - businesses.

!_ _ _ _ _ _

BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL If;lPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~aR ~
MV00229564

CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-~--.

-

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PN 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
--- ---- ---~

-

- - - ---

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO.SS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR T-HE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering ~ree ~es~~rces a~d support..!o-.!.amilies,elderiy and local. _____ _
----;-b-usinesses.
BRIN.GIN.G .COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition·
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II\IIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229565

_CiTy COUNCIL.

~ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

-

August 9, 2009

,9~ A~G ! 3 P.H 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
--

-

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD _B-E INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• CrossWord-has over-25-volunteer-ministries offering-free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI':V, -PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229566

CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VAll E'(
RECEIVED The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 Pi1 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING ,REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - -. -crossword hasover 25-volun-te-er-ministries offering freereSources and support to-families, elderiy and local'
businesses.
BRINGIN.G ~OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR, FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities. '
,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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MV00229567

CITy COUNCIL

NOR E_NO VALLEY
KtCEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG '/..3 PN 3: SS

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar-t,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE I.NCLUDED FOR.THE FOLLOWING REASO.NS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversid~ County residents wee~y_bY_9ffering2p-ii"itua!solac_~.duril]g ~rbyJent times.
1-------·--==C=-ro-s-s--:c:
Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHII:'S AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229568

CITY COUNCIL
~40RENO

VALLEY'

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

.l

,

09 ~UG 13 PM 3: 5ri

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I.

CROS~S

WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'f.HE FOLL.OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR'J:NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---. 'Cross Word has' over-2S-volunteer'm inistriesofferih(;rtreere'SOUrce:s-aricrsuppoft' tofamilies',- elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:O COMMUNIT.Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

~AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and sur.rounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, I;lemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social' service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229569

CITY COUNCIL

~lORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 13 PI" 3: 54

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
-_'-_5_-P_I_R_:I'T_-_U'_I!._L_-P_·'A_'_R_T_N_E_R_"'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·-_-_-_""_-_--_·-_'_ _ _ _--=___-__'_'_'-_-_'_____-'-1-.----

1...1"

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~b'---'+t--t-(J-9-t---MV00229570

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PI" 3: 54

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ _ _ Dear MayoLSte.wa[t, ________ ---.. . . --- --.. - - - - - - - - - -

----..--

....

--

.--- -------------- ..

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROftS WORD SHOULD BE

INCLU~ED

FOR THE FOLLOWING

REA~ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITUAL PAR1:NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

~::::::::::;~:=====:::.
____--.
______

Signature _ _
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MV00229571

CITY CO U~ Cit
pi;'OR n·w VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based'
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'FHE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAli: PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
"BRINGING

COM~UNITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

.MAJO~ FINANCIAL IMP~CT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229572

CITY COUNCIL
,40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG 13 PN 3: 55

August 9, 2009

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear MayoTStewart; I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FORTI"!E FOLI;.OWING REASO.NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -_.- -.-.-.... -... ---'SPIRITUAL P.II.RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS. AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANc·rAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229573

CITY COUNCIL
HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 3 PH 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor-Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.GREASONS
o

o

o

Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

o
o

Cross Word serves n u mero.Q.S Rivers.Ld_e_'-oJJDtYJ_e.s.i.d_e.ots_\',,-e.ekly_b.y_o.fferiog.spiritual ~glace_d u ri ngturbu lent.ti meso
Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT
o

o

o

o

Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
C~oss Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service prog'rams which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue thft benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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UTY COUNCIL
t.WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
--

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 1.3 PM 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-----------;-----.

~

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD

SHOUL~

BE INCLUDED fOR TH'E FC:H.'LOW.ING REASONS

" Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
" Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
" The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

Cr.oss_Wor.d.ser.ves_numer.ous.Riverside.County residents.w.eekly.b.y_offeringspirituaLs,oJace_dvriDg.tU(b.uJ.eJlt times-,- ..
" Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.

1_ _ _ _ _ "

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP-S 'AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IM'PACT

" Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent loc;al businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
" Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
" Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
" Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~, ~
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CITY COUNCIL

;;40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
August 9, 2009

09 AUG! 3 PI1 3: 55
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

------I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED FOR .THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ~ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL. IMPACl:

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.t~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13

P~I

August 9, 2009

3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_______ DeaLMay.oLStewar.t,~-- _
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD,BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNER'SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

flOR ENO, VALLEY
~ECE'VEb

August 9, 2009

.,,~O_9 AUG '13 ' PM. 3: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

bear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR()SS WORD SHOULD BE I,NCLUDIi"D' FOR THE FOI:.LOWING.REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross-Word has'over-25-volunte-er ministriesofferin'g fre-e- reSODrces arid supportTo families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
.
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, CorOna,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PH 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.------ -Dear-Mayor Stewart, -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
JCROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI;;LOWING REASONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL 'PARTNER
I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

Cross Word serves numerous RiversidELC9_UIl.tYJ.esi.d.ents_we.eklyby_offering-spiritual solace_during_turbulent_times .. - ._.-.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DeacMayor Stewar:t,._ - I am writing today for your support and YES vote~ As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 1'HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL P,&.RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----··-Gross-Word-has-over-2S-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources-and-support-to-families;-elderly-and-Iocal---businesses.
BRINGING COMMU,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~ ~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNCIL
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August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE

~lARCH

HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS_
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR.TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Gross-Word-has-over- 25-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resoufces-and-support-tofamilies;-elderiy-and-Iocal- --- ---businesses.
;;.,
BRINGIN.G COMM.UNITY· PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI.CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its do~rs weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit
roposed development.

----------~-------CITY_---,~L.=._ _ _ _-
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COUNCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
-

,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been oneof the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU,AI:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
F~ster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(sho'rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229582

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

'Cllr COUNCIL
;'WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dea~ ~ayor Stew~_J!,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the north~ast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY.PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING- REASONS.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG '7 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.- ---Dear-Mayor Stewart,- -

-.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING. REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M.AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding comm unities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa~
MV00229584
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,'WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CO UNelL

09 AUG I J .AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I·CROS.S WORD SHOUI:-D BEINCLU,DED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING·REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Wo~d has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and SUp,P_QIJJ'!:LtC!.mili.es,_eJd.e,r.iy aodJo.ca/
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY.

PA~TNERSHIPS

AND fiER;'ICES'

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
l-WR EHO VALLE Y
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

. A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLI!.OWING ..REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

I

• Cross Wor~ serv_e.s numerous Riverside CO~J:1.!Yfesident~ week!yJ~.Y.-9Jf~Lng"?'p'i.dt.!:'£ILsolace du!,!o,g turbulg!}.t!imes.~ ___ .
has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local

1-------·--=cC--'ro'--"s~s-Word
bus;nesses.

I
I

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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UfY COUNCIL
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HECEIVED

~WR E~W
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 M"I 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-- -----Cross Word-hasover-25-volunteer-ministries offering-free-resources-and support-to families, elderiy-and local
businesses.
BRINGIN·G COMMUNIT-Y PARTNERSHIPS AND ·SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance,

MV00229587

i~ IT

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

Yeo UNelL

August 9, 2009

;··iORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor-Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LO.WI.NG RitASC)NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_.. -- ---·-Cross-Word-hasover-25-volunteer-ministries offering-free-resources and-support.,to families,.elderiyand
local
.
businesses.
.'
BRINGIN.G (.:OMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho·rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you; in advance, for your support.
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MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

. Dear MayorStewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS.S WORD SHOU,LD.BE INCL:UDED FOR, THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

:~Il 'r COUNCIL
P10REHO VALLEY
HECEIVED

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO.S.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

--lr--·-

1------1

L-'-_·_-S_·P,;....T_R_IT_-_U_A_I:_.P_A_R_T-_N_E_R_·_·_·_ _ _ _ _ _·_··_-_·_,,·_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--"_ _'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C:OMMU.NITV PARTNERSHIPS AN.D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
"
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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llfY COUNCIL
,~4 0RENOV ALL EY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUGI7 AM8:27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
!----_._--.. _ - - _ .. ---

I.

,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGINGCOr,tMUNITY PARTN'ERSHIPS' AND SERvrCES (short list),

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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\J I Y COUNCIL
i-i 0 RENOV ALL EY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I-CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDE·D. FOR THE FOI:.i..OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN_G C:OMritUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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ell Y COUNCIL
I~ORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG J,7 .AM !,8:, 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---

__

.

.-_ .. -

-

.--

- - -Bear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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Cil '( COUNCIL

i'lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:LOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• CtosLWo.r:dsecves_numer.o.us_Riv.ersi,de_CountYJesid.ents_w.eekly_by_offering spiritual soJace_d.uring_turb.ulenUimes, ___ ._ . _______ _
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVU:ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT'

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CilY COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

;"10RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AN 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
, CROSS W.ORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUD'ED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

------'1

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
--.. -- -- --- ------,
,;;:;--

SPIRITU.«\L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING ,(:OMM,U.NITY PARTNERSH.lPS AND SERVICES

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars'
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu re.-"':1----'-.f...JS;._5T-~.--::H~~:..L..,j~=---_

MV00229595

'~I ['1 CO UNelL
i>iORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, ,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO_SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED F'OR. THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-cross'Word has-over-25-volunteer ministries offering free resources--and supj:lcfrno-fa-milies~ elderiy arid-Iocar- - --- --'--businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA:JOR FINANCIA·I:, IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance,

b:)o'~o.n M~\~-e-'i
ADDRESS "2 <;",g'14 -:s.. "n. 'S t>-... CNAME

Signature.-,I'-_~~""-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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August 9, 2009

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS VVORD SHOU.LD. BE I NCLU.DE·D' FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - . CrossWord-has over 25 vofunteer -ministries offering-free-resourcesand surlport to families, -elderiY· and local
businesses.
BRINGING .COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ·S.!RvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short: list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities .
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ {~L-MV00229597
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUGI7 AM8:40

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- - - - - - - - - - ---- --- - - - - - ' - ------ - --SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS. AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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,ciORUlO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUGI7 Ar18:40

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
. CROS.S WORD SHOU.LD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.Lc:)WING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU.o.I:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN.D SER,YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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~OREHO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: ~ 0

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO~LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PJ:'RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa
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r,WREtW VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewar.t
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 At1 8~ 38

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRoss WORD SHOOLDBE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross-Word-has-over-25 volunteer-ministries offering-free -resources and-support tofamilies;:elderiy-and-Iocal-- - businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh0rt list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

'MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
,·CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has ove-(2S"Volunteer-m"inisfri"esoffering-fre·e-resQurces and-support to-familfes-:-elderiy and-focal -- -

-----

businesses.
BRIN.G.lN:G COI'fII'fI~UNITY PARTNERS,HIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sJiort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 Mf": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear Mayor-Stewart, -"I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

I

I

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----e-Eross-Word-has-over-25-vol unteer ministries offeri ng-free-resources and-support"to-fa m ilies;-elderiy-a nd-Iocal------businesses.

-.

1

BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 38

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I ,CROSS' WORD SHOULD. B'E INCLU,DED FOR, THE F()LLpW.IN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

------:. -CrossWord has-6ver--25 voi"un-teer- m"lriistries -offering free

resources and support to familles,'-elderly and f6cal- -.--- -----

businesses.
BRINGIN,GCOMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ANDSERv,rcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIT)' COUNCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see .for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING.REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offe!ing~l?irit\J?1 solace duri'!}K!!!!Qul(;!nt ti.rnes,
----;---cross Wor-d has over2S volunteerministrie·s-off~~ing fr~e reso~rces a~d support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

A~I

09 AUG 17
,J

8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- Dear May6rStewafC - - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CRO~S

WORD, SHOULD BE INCLU,DED FOR THE FOI:.:LOWING REAS,ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·'--'-,Lv,•.>_Wor.d_has_o.veL25_volunteer_ministr.ies-offer-ing-fr.ee-r.esouFces-and-supportto-families,-elderiy andlocal--businesses.

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S
Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJO~ FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229606

Cil Y COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIvED'
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

C~OS.S

WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRIT.UAL PAR~NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_~.CrosS Word_has.oy.ec25_v.o.l.unteer ministr.ies offering Jr.ee.r.esources .and.suppor:uoJamilies, elderiy and.local .
businesses .
. ' BRINGII'!I'G .COMMUNIT'Y: PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.ICES (sh~rt

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 Californi.a
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly.Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

U~ f'YLG~

NAME

VI Vi d.n M. c F4 ~ (

ADDRESS
CITY

1~5S] W~den'(Jc.. stt/ro/
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ZIP

12 ')r-3

MV00229607

ury COUNCIL

14 0RENo VALL EY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG J] .AM 9:,02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS,S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING. REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR:TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-,A.gericy Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229608

CITY COUNCIL

rWR ENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

. __ D,eacMaI{Qr5te.wart, _____ .

---~--

--

-

- - - ----

-~'-----

I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD' BE INeLU·DED. FOR.l'HE FOI!.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
sPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMI.INITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

{short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229609

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIvED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES'FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR',~HE F:Oa:.LOV\HNG REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPI,RITUAI:. PA~TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi,de County residents weekly b'l offering2j:1iriti:!ALsolace duringt.lJrbulenU.imes..
----·--=CrossWord has over 25 vol-unteer ministries offeri;g free-resource~an'd~pport to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNIT'Y PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
arid local revenue that benefit this proposed development,
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~J?

fuYli~ t5
ADDRES~7ItfO Af /0.. GT:
CITY ~<) 1.ittk
ZIP 92.ss;SNAME 11berf.

7

MV00229610

CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL:D. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI!.LQWI.~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
_._. - -,--~

-~----.-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SER.vicES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~/ ~

NAME

aU-&wlrv~ oivv

ADDRESS

2'5 3

Z(

ZCl14 IIckt Dr
ZIP
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MV00229611

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
. Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD B·E INCLlJDED FOR .THE FOLLoWING'REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Luther~n Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--- --- ---·_·-Cross-Word-has-over 2S volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources-and support-to·families;-elderiy and-Iocal---- -businesses.
!,

BRINGIN.G, COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

--

' ..

(short list)

First 5 RiversidE;?/First S California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefitthis proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~
MV00229612

CITY COUNCIL
piQR nw VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD,BE INCLU,DED FOR THE FOLLOWII'iIG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT,UAL

P~RTNER

• ~ros~ ~or.(se~ves..':lume:~olJ~Riyerside Cou~1Y resid~nts ~,~e~l.y.l!.Y....Qff~rjng spiritu~LsQ!~c;~c!!!rlngJ.lJrbul~!lt time~.,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRIN~ING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERY-ICES '(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I,M PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~&'~_.,~6----:.~/_ _===-____

NAME ; :d
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MV00229613

CITY COUNCIL
~ORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

RECEivED

09 AUG 1,7 ,Mi, 9: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCL.UDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN~ COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First S California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition,
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signature_-'c~~t7~~h;!'~_ _--=::::~

MV00229614

CIT yeO UN elL
NORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RE CEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I] "AM 9:

51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND TH'E MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--Dear·Mayor Stewart,- ---I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

'CROS,S WOR'D.SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING 'REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COM,M.UNIT·Y 'PA,RTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-AgericyCoalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

SignatureJ<;:·
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MV00229615

CiTY COUNCIL

MORE~O

VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
~

Dear Mayor Stewart,

~

~

-~

- --

-- -

-

-----

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUl.;D BE INCLUDED FOR ~THEFOL.LOWI~NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1-------- - - - -..

---~-

-~- -~-------- ~

-

--~-

-

---~~--

SPIRITUp,.L. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN~G COMM:UNI1'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition .
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229616

·0Iry· COU'l,CIL

~lORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09i:A~~G.;L7

August 9, 2009

.,AM :9: ·51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayo(Sfewarf;-- .. I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR..THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI.TY· PARTNERSHIPS ANOSERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR. FINANCI'AL 1f!1P.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229617

~~I'I Y COU'HCIL
;..lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----------- ----------- ---- ------I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'C SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR ,THE FOLLOWIN,G REAS~N_S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN-G COMMUNI1:,Y PARTNERSHIPS AND S,ER.VICES (sh0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your sup

Signatu re-->'''''''''--L-=..:;...J~,-",,-¥c...::;.-4,;,c......JL_~=-_ _

MV00229618

CiTY COUNCIL
/JIORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-'-Dear Mayor Stewart-,- - - --- - ,-- ----- -- " ' - - ' - - - ' - - - - - - ----- ..- - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I-CR.OSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word' within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

--------_._--_ ..----

-'

SPIRI,TUAL. P~RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G C:O~MUNITY PARTNER'SHIPS A'ND SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~_al~
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MV00229619

CITYCOU'NCIL
NOIiEHO VALLE'?
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92S53
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE··INCLUDED FOR "'HE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-. I

I

SPIRITUJ:\i,'-PARTNE'R' .-.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMU,NITY P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SER·YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturei~~

.

MV00229620

CITY 'COUNCIL
f-iOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
~--DearMayor

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 9: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Stewart, -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SH,OULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE ~OI:.LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

- -.--.-

-----

-~-----

. - . - .......

-

'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMMU.NIT-Y PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun qty, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• CrossWord has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

~:10RENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR "HE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL' PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
'-Cross Word-liasover25volunteefminishies offerinffree-iesourcesandsupport tofamilies, elderly andlOc:al--- - - - - .
businesses.
, ,
BRINGING COMM:U,NITY PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

ce~ UU<gJI\6JLADDRESS U2:\ \ ~\ vJg,.~dCh~ LY\.
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MV00229622

CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92SS3
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'D SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO_LLOWlfIIG, REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County reside,nts weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·-Cr-oss Wcird-li'as -ove-r tSvolunte-er' ministriesofferfng free-resourc-esarids-u'pporffo'familfes;efCie-':;y-and local--- --- -- -businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS· AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First S Riverside/First S California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2S00 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229623

CITY COUNCil
~iORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM g: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR.D SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING .REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-------~Cross Wordha-s over-2~rvofunteer ministries offering-freeresources and s·upport to families, e-'derlyancTlocal- -- - ---

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signatu r"="L=-==::.......:._~f?==+--==::::::::::::._=:---

MV00229624

CITY. COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayo-r Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S W.OR~ SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR,THE F'OLLoWING REA-S,ONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
Word has over 25 volunteerministrles offering free resources and support to families, elderly-a~ local --

!------.'--,-

businesses.
BRIN,GING COFt'lFt'lUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IFt'lPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIT YC 0 UHCIL
~40R ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley.
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE I.NCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWtNG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
. Word-has over25volUn-teerminfs·triesoffering free reso-urces-and supp·orttofami~es:eiderfvand local-------

1----------:-

businesses.
BRINGING CO .... MU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SEI'IVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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· CITY COUHCrL
14 0 REH0 VALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community base.d
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWINGREASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMpACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY 'C 0 UH CIt.

t40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-----D-eayMayor Stewart;-,---- -- - - - - -- -----I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU.D·ED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND:.SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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09 AUG, 7 AM 9: 56

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear-Mayor. Stewart,-~--

- -- - -- --

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOVLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F.O.I:.L9WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

------- ----r-----~----------------------------------------------------------------~----------------~
'SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,!3 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A"!ID SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
RiverSide Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CiTY COUNCIL.
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AU~ 17

AM 9: .~6

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote: As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

,__ .,., .._.,_'_~~ross_ \Y.2.~d s~ve~ numer0l!~_ ~!y-~r~ide ~QLJ,nty residen!~~e.!!kty..Q,y',Cl.ffe.Jl.r:!K~P-l!.itual soJa~EU:luringJ.urbuJelJt times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMMUNIT<Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

.1

• Cross Word draws over 2500 ihdividuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development..

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWING REASO,NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUA-L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---'--'--'-crossWord' hasover 2"SvoTunteer-ministries ,;iMring-free resource's andsupporttofa-milie;- ~Id~riy ~nd local - ..
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
support.
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August 9, 2009

M0 RENOV ALL EY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,__
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWIN.G ·REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi.de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING ,C:OMM.U~NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'oJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
_

August 9, 2009

09 AUG r} . AM., 9: 57

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

~e.aLMayoJ5tewa(t,

______ . .

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOVVING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

---- r .

,SPIR·ITUAi..·PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COM",UNIT:v' PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M:AJOR FINANCIAL _",PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
'
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this pwposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RE,.CEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG;iC7 ~AH :9:-.56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear May6r Sfewarr,-- ---I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD'BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resourc~ Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229634

'Jry COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

.o.iORENO YALLEY
RECEIYED

August 9,2009

09 AUB.'l:17 r',,;AH: 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVElOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 1'HE FOLLOWING .REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- - - - .. _-_.- -- ._- -----.- ._--._-----.-.- . - - - - - - - - - - - SiPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

I

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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. CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 1,7 AM 9: S6

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.SWORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI::LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1--------------------

-----. --- _. -------

---.------

------- -_._---------------

SPIRITUAL 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMP'ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~..Q
MV00229636

CITY COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

)4 OR [NO YALLE'Y

RECEIvED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor~ City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG.-I;] ,,;AH· 9: ~$6

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---

. ·Dear Mayor-Stewart, . '

---~----,-~------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PAR'TNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.U,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES'(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development,

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00229637

CI ry COUNCIL
t40REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: I 0

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD B'E INCLUDED FOR 'f.HE FOl:.LOWING REASONS,
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- -- ' - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G CO...,MU.NITY P,ARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.,
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
MV00229638

, :~; i Y COlJNC/L

~~IORENO. ~A.tlE·Y

August 9,2009

RECEiVED'
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I} ,JAMJO: , 0

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS WOR'D SHOUl.;D, S'E INCLUDED FO'R THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL 'PARTNER,

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·--U6ss-Word-has olier25-volunteer -ministries-offering free 'resources and-suppoft tenamilies-;-elderly i3"nd-local- -- ----- ---businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SE'R.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu re_~'-'+----"_7I-~I---ft--......::..._ _ _ _ __

MV00229639

(~lfl COUMCIL
i~OREHO V~LLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG \ 1 AM \0: '0

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart~ .---I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.

Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

"._---- -------

.--

.._-----

-

'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_+tJA_---·----6~fC-..::::.......;;;:;=~----
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MV00229640

ell Y COUNCIL

;·w REH0

VALL EY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR .THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_. - ··-Cros·s Word has over 25·~olurite-er-;nir1istrie·s off~ring free~eso·~~c-e~nd"rupport·t~ ia~ilies~~d~rly~d local· businesses.
BRINGIN.G COM,..UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short·list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature--"",,fJ~k~~~_
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

ell Y COUNCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLo.WING,REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPI~ITU~I:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_____·.....;Cr:oss_Wor.d.has_oy.ec25_v.olunteecministries.offeringJree.resour.ces.and.suppor.t-toJamilies,-elderiy.andlocaI.·
businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVIC.I!tS (slio"rt list)
First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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(I ry COW·NeIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 11 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR'OSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCL.UDED FOR THE,FOLLOWI,..G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside Cgunty. residel.1Js_w_e.l'!kty_b.y_O.ff.er.ing.spirituaLsolace.during,turbulent times.
'-;-eros's'Ward h'as ove~'25-~olunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~. ~
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MV00229643

CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~1OREHO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County wi" see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S· WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR "T'HE FC!LLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and wi" access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I-----·-Cross Word-has-over2S·volunteer min istries-offerimrffee-resQlI,'ces1ind su ppOfno-fam ilies-;elderi'(a na·local--------· "--- -businesses.
BRINGING ,C:OMM.U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which wi" bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank

you, in a

MV00229644

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM /0: I I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-._----..

-

-

----------.------

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL~WIN(j; REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this devel?pment is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
----------- --- -- .---- ------------'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
~ Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature _ _-r_~r:::=-_7""~--'H~'+-H_ _
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 09

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL.;D .BE INCLUDED' FO~ THE FOLLOWIN.GREASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
~ ___ !. CrossWord has.over-2S-volunteer-ministr-ies-offer-ing-free-resources-and-support-to-families;-elderly-and'local-- - --_....businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(shortlist)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR, FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229646

t·

CITY COU-"CIL
F40REtW VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1-----.--- -' - - _!...Cross.Word_has_over_.25.volunteer.ministries-offering.free-resources.and-suppor-t.to.families,elder-iy-andlocaI· ...... -- --...

businesses.
BRI~.GING

COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND' S;ERVICE::S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

-

(sliert list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

.

'MAJ.O~ FI~ANCI'A'L !foIIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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CITY COUNCIL
KORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 MilO: II

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-MayorStewart,- ---I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE IN~LUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
_• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
.. -- ------ -

- - - - --.- - ,.......;.-----------'----'---------'-----'-"-------"---'----'-'-------------------------------,
-~

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
B,RINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND_SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource'Center for Non-Profit Management-

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers, • Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~~

L__~~r~~~_;j~~~~~~~S~O~N~___
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MV00229648

CIT)' COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM /0: I I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the 'March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of,Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
:S.PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word3er~~n_ume~~R!Y.~rslgn9urtty.Lesictemu".eekly.b-y-offeringspir.itual solace.during turbulenttimes. • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMuNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adop~ion Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
. Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ ~
f
MV00229649

CITY COU~CIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG' 7 AM /0: 1/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-M-clVor·Stewart-,- - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR9.S.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCL:UDED FOR THE FOI:.LPWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PART-NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICE'S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Mu!ti-AgencyCoalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229650

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COU'~CfL
MORE ~w VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and famili,es that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- - - - - ------- - - - . ---'-- ,----,--- ------------- ------------ -.------

~------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

&.

~
MV00229651

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
--~-

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIYED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- --{)ear:Mayor"stewar:t;-

--~-----------_ __

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRPSS' W.ORD SHOl,lLD. BE INCLUDED FOR ToHE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~-_S_P~·I_R_iT._.U_A_·-_L-_·P_A_R_·T_-N
__
E-_R_·________________________________________________________________~r

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMIIt.U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FIN'ANCIAL. IMPACt:

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturcp1U~

~_,,:I_yl(,_·fc_dA__=_cc._'__Vlj-r---

NAME _ _
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I~II),

COUNCIL

r-lORnW VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---

-.-

-,

-'.-

- ...

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR, THE FOI:.LOWING'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229653

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNciL
f:;lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AN 10= 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County wi" see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S' WORD SHO.UL:D BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLi..OWI;~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and wi" access services within the development.
-------,

,

SPIRI;:UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING CO"'MU_NI."f.'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi~Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL II'fIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which wi" bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

SignatureLtt/.~~
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MV00229654

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 MilO: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

'-

Dear Mayor Stewart,

-.-----

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD .BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1---.===::.=.:=====:...::'-:":,,,-.=--=.--~
.... :. :. .- .~-='~"'~=====:...=......---=-:.~~--=-....:...::'=-~--=-:::...--~...::...:=....~- "-"- SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA'L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

il4;r:t;~,
MV00229655

'JI i 'r COUHCIL
i40RE NO VALLE Y

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I ~ .AM 10: I I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CRO'SS WO.RD SHOOl.;D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOJ:.L.OWIN.G. REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRI.TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekl'i b'i offering spirit!,!!!1 solace during.!urbulenLtilll~S-,-_
-. -;C~ossWord has-o~;':-25-;~i~nte~r-;"'ini;t~i-~S -offering free resou~Zes and ~~pp;rtto famil~s, elderiy and local
businesses .
.BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND f;ERvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local b,usinesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature /

4~~ /~ LL!
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'~II Y"CO,U;NCll
MOR ENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIvED

O,g AUG 17 AM 10:, 1/

J ',.. ~ • 1. - ~

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~ WORD SHOULD, BE I.NCLUDED FOR ToHE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

1--.--

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• CrossWord-naS-over '25' v6Iuriteer-ministries-offenng-free resources-and supporfio familfes~eideriY ancfiocal - _.
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIl'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'A'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
... -

-
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I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOW!NG REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the la~gest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~--------.

_.. _--_.

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITVPARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalitjon
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: II

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---_.

----

------,-

-

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R ToHE FO'l:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi~Agency Coalition '.
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ.OR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229660

'~llY COUNCIL

P10RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10= 12

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL:D'BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:LOWI,NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cr.oss_Wor.d_has_o.v.ec25_v.oJunte,ecministr.ies.offer.ingJr.eer.esour.ces_and5uppor.UoJamilies,_eldedy_and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNIT·Y PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229661
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-_Dear-Mayor_Stewar-t_,- - - - - -

---,' --------

- - - -.-.'-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO$S WOR'D SHOULD, BE INCLUDE'D, FOR 'l'HE FOLLPWING REAS,ON,S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~===:Zr"======::::::::::-..~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
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August 9,2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
I------~·~-~-==-~·~--~-~-~-~--·~-=-~-~··~-~~-~--~-=--~·~-~--=--~-=--====---~---~-=--~-~-=-===--~~~~=-~--~-~--=----~-----,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GINO COMMUNIT,Y PARTNERSHIPS 'AND SERVI"CE'S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sllort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR Flr,oIANCI'AL If!lPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 M1/0: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LPWING REA,SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_._-_.-- --- -·-Eross-Word-has-over' 25 volu nteer'm inistries'offering'free-resou rces-a nd' su ppOrn(n~fm i lies-;-elderiy and local- .
businesses.
BRINGIN.G CoMfit.U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES (s!\ort list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA·L II\iIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITy COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 M11O: '3

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear M~yor .?~wart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD"BE INCLUDED FOR THE FQI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

---- _nl'

SPIRrrUA-LPARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition"
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

. ..
MA'JOR· FINANCIAl:. IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals'in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229665

; CITY COU~/CIL

,.40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU·DED FOR THE FOLLOWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
.
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
----------~-~~~~~~~--------~--------------~----------------~------------------------~
·SPIRITUAL PARTNER.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229666
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING, REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbule.!1Ulr:r!~ _______ _
I-------·-Uoss Word-nas over25 volunteer mTrilstriesoffering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
ur support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

St~wart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE'D FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----·-Cros5rWord-has over2S-volllnteer m in istrie's·offerl ng'fre'e resoll rcesa n'd 'su pporno'fa m IlIes;-elderiy-and-local-businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FIN'ANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 1.7 AM 10: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'T'HE FO&:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one ofthe largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--_.. -- - - . Cross·Wofd-has-oVer-25 volunteer ministries offering free-resources and-support-to-families, elderiy and localbusinesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI'CES (short list.)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you,

i~ advan~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 MIG I 7 AM 10: I 3

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - - - - --------

-----DearMayor-Stewart,

------ --- -----

--------------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CRO-S_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'f.HE FC)I:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN_G COMMU,NITY PARTNERSH,IPSAN~ SE-RV_ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(S_hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR, FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

!-------------_.- .---- --------, -,---- -SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE,'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INC~USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED F()R THE FOL'LQWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING ~OMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GA1N/Ca1Works Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M;Q.'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
, turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
.• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~ ~
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August 9,2009
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast ~orner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOllLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASO.NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

___
• -,"Cross W QLd_s..eJ)Le~s..JlUJJJe.co~us .R iy~e{side_Co unty_r:es i de nts_w.ee kly_by_offe r.i ng.s pi r.itu aLso lace_d u r:i ng-tu r.bu Ie nUi mes.--- • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto,.Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advanc
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

b9 AUG 17 AM 10: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_peCl.cMayocSte.wart,.-.I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!-----·-Cross-Word-has-over-25-voluriteer ministries offeririg-tr'ee-resolifces"andsuppcirt to-nmlilies-;-elderii~mdlocal----
businesses.
BRINGING COIYIM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERviCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL I .... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~t?-~
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Ril(~!.side Count')' residents weekly.llv offeril'!g..s.pkLt.~tal_s9Ia.ce_d.ur:ing_tur:bulenUimes. ___
, __ . _.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear_Mayor Stewart, __
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORDSHOOLDB'E INCJ:.UDED, FORTHE FOI,:.J:.OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this develop~ent is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
over 25v6lunte-er ministries offe-ringfree resource'Sand supportto families, elderly andTacar - - - - - - - - " ,

--~·-C'rossWord-nas

businesses.
BI'IINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
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August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AH 10: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ Dear May_or Stewart, __
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORDSHOL,lLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offeriQgJce.eIeso.ur.ces_and5uppor:uoJamilies,_elder:iy-and-local
I--------------~--businesses.
BRINGINGCOM .... UNIT·Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturez~ ~
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CITY COU~~CIL

1~ 0RENOV ALL EY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10:

35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor-Stewart; - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INcLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1 - - - - --·-CrossWord-has-over-25volunteer-ministries offering-free-resourees-and support to-families,-elderlyandlocal-- --- -----

businesses.
BRINGIN_G COMM_UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
•
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

. RECE\YEO

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 ~UG \ 1 M~ \0: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor Stewart,_ I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.L.OWIIIIG REAS_ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and GraciOUS Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.YUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County. residents

weeklyJ~YJ>ffeI1I'Jg_spi6tuaLs.olace_dU[ing_tur.bulenUimes. ________ _

1--,-----.-----'C:.:.r--=--os=--=s--Word has o~e72S ~ol-~~teer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,Y.IC_ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/Cal Works Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M-A'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which,in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tureJ~_~~·.~_

$__~_~__-~_o_~_L_-_n_-__. __~__v_~_~_~
ADDRESS ;L 1 ~ yc;
fu f-o dl4_
NAME __

e.:;
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MV00229679

CI ry COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear:. Ma_yor Stewar_!,~ ___ _
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1 - - - - - - , . Cross-Wora-nasovef25-liolurite-er ministries offerinffree-"-esources-and-supporttO famili-es~ elderly andlOcal ----

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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Clry COUNCIL

/40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AU~ 17 AM /0: .35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community baseq
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD:.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it ismeeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross-Wordhas-over·-25-volunteer ministries offering'free-resources-and'support'to'familles; eldNiy and-Iocal----- businesses.
BRINGIN:!i COl'!'lftilUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

-_ ....

(lihort list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside M ulti-AgencyCoalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJO.R
FINANCIA'L ,IMPACT
.
.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

ance, for your support.

Signature_--'I\f-'.........c:..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MV00229681

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNCIL
f40HENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG / 7 AM /0: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- -- -

-

-- ---- -

-

-- -

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~SWORD'SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS,ONS
- Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
- Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
- The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITUAL PARTNER

- Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING~OM""U,NI:rY

PARTNERSHIPS AND ::;ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh~6rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FII!oIANCIAL IMPACT

- Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
- Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
- Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, CorCina,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
,-_Cross lfIIord has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this propos~eg..gev~()pment.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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(llY COUNCIL
>40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I TAM /0: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----

- --- '---

. ~

- Dear Mayor Stewart; -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHO,OLD. BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I----::-----.-Cross \Nora-nas over-25 volunTeer ministrieS-offering free resources and support to families, elderly and loca·"";'I-------1
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)·

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CI r Y COUNCIL

i,1 0RENO YALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I J ,AM /0: 35

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.I:.OWIN,G REA'SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering s~iritual solace during turbulent tim~ ___ . __
Word has over 25 volu~teer ministries'-offering free resou'~c~~ and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

1-------.-,:- -

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrCEs(short

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~_
MV00229684

. c: 1/ Yeo UNCfl

t40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOUL.;D BE INCLUDED FOR ,"'HE FOI:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
__~_ Cro~~ ",,!!?rd ha~'yer}.? volunteer ministri~s__~ffering free re~~~~es an.~ sup~~rt_ to famil~e~,~I~~!y' and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERY.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa~---=-=:..::....:...::::'~Tl'_~----I~~
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CITY COUNCIL
i40REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 A~1I0: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S~IRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
s-upport to families-:€lderly and local . __ ._-

! - - - - - - . Cross Word-has over g voiliriteerministries Offering free-resources

and

businesses.
BI'lINGIN~

COMMUNITY ·PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUHCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

__ . _ QeEr:.May.or.5tewar:t,_
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU·LD. BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING.REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRIT·U~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous RiversidE! Coynty_ residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in

vance, for your support.

Signature--'l:~_WwJi

_ _ _ _ _-+-_-=-_-v-____
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I,: if yeo UN elL
NORnw VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I'CROS.S' WORD SHO,ULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH,E FOI:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU,II.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
'------·-Cross-Wofd-h"as.over25volunteer-ministi"ies·'6ffering free resources ancfsup-p-orttofamilies, elderly and ioeal - - - - - ,
businesses.
BRINGING COMI\tUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

, MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear'Mayor Stewart, '
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I.CROSS WORD SHOULD· BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI'NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-, -TrossWord'h'as over 25 voluntee'rm'inistrfes offering
resourcesand support to-familieS:--elderly-an(j I~cai- - - --- -

free

--

businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_~~jl~lrv-:+------l-l-'(6u~Wvf//~
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CITY CO UNell
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09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I·

CROS_S WOR'D SHOULD BE I;NCLUDED FOR THE FOLLPWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~PIRITUAL P~RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent t\m.e_s.. _ _ _
1-----·-Cr6ss-Wcfrd-h-an,ver-25-vblunfeer mfnisfries -offering-free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~

__

ADDRESS_,' ,
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

MV00229690

CITY COUNCIL
~WRENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stew arC- - - - - -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR,1'HE FOLLO,WI,NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
\------··-Cross-Word-has over-2·5-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources-and-support-to-families;-elderiy-and-Iocal---businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND,SERVIC!>S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I",PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229691

CITY COUNCIL

t:J\ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewarf
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD.5HOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - -- -

1 - - - - · .-CrossWord'I,asover25 volu'nteer ministries offeringfree resQurc'es andsu-pportTo families, eld'erTyand-ioccii -

-

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY ,PA,RTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign~5-SSV
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August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- __ Dear Mayor- Stewar-ti -

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside C9untV. residents weekILb_y_oJieliIlg_spJ6tuaLs.oJace_duIing_tur.bulenLtimes. _ __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering fr~e resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SE~VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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RECEIVED

~H)RENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor St~wart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLl!DED FOR THE FOIi.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development
'SPIRITUAl:. 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer
ministries offering,...__free resources
and support
families,
and local
_ _ ___
__0-." . " .
_ _ • . .to
• _____
._ .elderiy
________
_
businesses.

.. ______ •_ _ _ _ _ _ .____

~

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE Folii.oWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individu~,ls and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
/'

SPI,RITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

1------;. CrossWora-fias over25Volunteer'miniSfries offering'freeresources'iindsupport to families, elderly and loca-I- - - . - - - . businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNIT-Y PART.NER'SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for N9n-Profit Management

MA'JORFINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social.service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
'
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEiVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart~
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest, community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I ~ROSS WOR.D SHOULD BE I.NCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.L·OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
,--

-----·--C;.oss Word'has over25volun-ieer'minist'riesoffering free-resou-rces-a-ndsuppcirtto'fam-ili'e's, elderiy arid I0(; a-I ,
businesses.
BRINGIN,G

COMMUNIT~

PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers,
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its 'social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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(I fY COUNCIL
i40R ENO VALLE Y
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of .Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 11 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

:----Dear-Mayor-Stewart;------:-'" -- -

--. ----- - -- --------:c---

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
'Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD_ BE INCLUDED FOR T'HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COM .... UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M·AJOR FINANCIAL I .... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu44~
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W_ORD SHOULD e-E INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLLOWIN~ REASONS_
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- -. Cross Word hasove-r25Vo!liiiteermi,,(Stries offiring free resou-rces and -suppo-rtt~families~elderly and local - businesses.
.
BRINGING COMfflUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IfflP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 M110: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOUWD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING RE~SONS

'

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PAR,TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
"-.' Cross Word hi:fs'over'25 vOluriteer ministries"offerin'g'free resources and'supportto families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC::ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~~~
MV00229699

CITY COUt~CIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_Dear Ma_yor _Stewart, _
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Soc!al Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S,PIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word hasover-25-volunteer-ministries-offering-free resources-and support'to families;elderiy and-local'
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

~!'!oRENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUGl7 AMIO:37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar-t,-,~

-.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLO,WING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER
~-----,-,.-

Cross Word~serves-numerous-Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace 'during turoulent times.-'--~'"
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

,~.

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase loca) sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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140R ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 A1-1 10: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-_. ---. --- --

Dear Mayor Stewart,
.... _-.-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S' WORD SHOO,LDBE INC,LUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----·--Cross-Word-has'over-25 'volu nteermlnlstries-offering fre-e re-S'Oti rces-a-nd SUppbitlcffam'ilres-;eldefiy arid locar
businesses.
BRINGIN,G ',COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND' S!ERVICi!:S(short'llst)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
j;40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: l.2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD .BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. --. ---·-Cross'Word'has'over-25 volunteer ministries'offering free resources and support to families;-elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL.
~OREHO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 11 AM 10: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·-<:ross Word has over 2S-volunteer ministries offering free-resources andsupportto families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRING_ING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_·~-f-ZI~~w4Air'i/d,...c..M<:~_-_ _ _ _ __
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MV00229704

CITY COUNCIL

~WnE~W VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR.D SHOULD S·E INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI·N.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• ·Cross Word-hasover-25 volu nteer ministries offeri ngfree-resources-and-supporno-fa m ilies~-elderiy·and locar
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visit~rs frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

ee, for your support.

! W[!~
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CIT)' COUNCIL
i~OR.ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17

A~110:

August 9,2009

42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPAj area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD,BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU·AL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - -.. - -- - . -Cross Word has over-25-volunteer ministries offering-free resources and support to families-; elderiy and-'oca'
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho-rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~~ l~v5

SlA~2~S
ADDRESS 2--5cf6 '\J(~~ B'VU4--1?.v
CITy'1ofa\G ~ AU ~ ZIP C1Z'3?'1
NAME]L-OOH

MV00229706

CITY COUNCIL
i:WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED .
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17, AM 10: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLP,WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S,PIRITUAL PART-NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!----~.• CrossWord has over 25 volunteer ministries 'offering free resources and'support to families, elderly andloca'--- - --businesses.
BRINGIN.G ,~OMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPAC-':

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~ ~
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MV00229707

CITY CO UN ell
NORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUGI7 AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOI:.I:.OWING REASONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

e-=Cros.? ~Q!"_d serY~..?_Il!:!I"!l~J..9u.s_RlY.e!~ide C9~nty. r~s1gents weeklyJ!y__Qff~lng ~RirituaJ sola~ELdurll}gJ~.Lb.uJ.ent tim.es .. _
e Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

I_ _ _ _ _ _

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN~' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229708

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG'17 AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR, l'H·E FOI:.&:'QWII\fG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

.,~

_Cxo,s.s Y\Lord,serve.s, n.u me rO,US Riv.erside..Co.unty_[esidentsweeklyby offering spiritual s,olace dUri(lg turbulent times.
• Cross Weird has o~er 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to fa,milies, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,GCOMMUNI'TY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
.through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229709
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August 9, 2009

liECEIYEO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 MIlO: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.Dear Mayor StelJl!art, ._
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD,BE INCLUDED FOR ,.,HE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT.UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - . Cross Word-has over25 vofunteerministries-Offering freeresourcesand-support to families, elderly andToeal - - .
businesses.
BRIN.GING 'COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SE~VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, f

Signature

a".

our support.
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MV00229710

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

. ell Y COUNCIL
r-lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, __
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR Y.HE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross ~~rd..has over 25 voluntee.~_~.':l!strie~,!ffer~~ free resources an_d supP.ort to families, el_derly~nd local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

, B-r .eVVl)..,k

NAME \A()()\ qv.J.
ADDRESS

1'1 q"QU '\CNc (C\~'()~

CITY \-\j(:Q:(\~::>W\U.:)~
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MV00229711

CITY COUNCIL
MOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09.AUG.) 7., AM 9: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

------------ ------_.- - - - - - ---- --------

---

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings_
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~ ~~

NAME

-rhw~./ ~~

ADDRESS

vYJ~<, ~

CITY~.~

MV00229712

CITY COUNCIL

140RnW VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

0:9 AUG· '7 AM 9: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor Stewart; --.

-'--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR,!)SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER,

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GIN,G COMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC,ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL.· IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

~___"o__~~

Signature __:o1....:.......-'----L_·.L.A--'--"'_ _

_ _ _ _ __

MV00229713

CITY COUNCIL
~40R ENO VALLE Y

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

',-.--' - - -"Dea( MayorStewart~ . - - ,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'D SHOU,LDBE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLO,WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING. COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. fiERVIC,ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank

you, i

MV00229714

CII,( COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASOf,'tS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resourc«;!Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_"'~---'-_~_"""*_-"!'F-_.

_________

MV00229715

. CIT,Y COUNCIL

~lOR ENO V4llEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

RECEIVED

09APp , 7 ~~ ,9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart;-I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I-~-'------... ,- - Word-nas overL5- volunteer rrifnfstries 'Offering fi'ee reso-ur-ces and support to familieS;- elaerly andlo'car - ,.
businesses.
BRINGI,N.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shO'rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~ )taL

HtJrd/sQ')
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MV00229716

CIIY COU'NCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEiVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-_.---_.-_._--_._- --------

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR'OS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITV: PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI'CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR· FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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COUHCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ _ _ DeacMayor-Stew.ar.t,----

-

----- ----_.--------- - - - - - - - - - - - -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND e;ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

REGEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

'O.9~UG 1,3 PM~ 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over25 v-6junteer-mfnistries- offering free resources and support to families, elde-riy- and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS' AND SERvrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho-rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PM

4~

55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor-Stewart, -

_.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLVDED FOR THE FO.LLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross-Word has over i5vofuntee-rn,inistries offering ·freeresources andsUpport to famifies, elderly and local- .-- --businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE·S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities~ critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR, ~HE FOLL~WING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229721

CITY COUHCIL
MORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

09AUG 17 AMID: 43

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
---~,=---- ~---,------------

--- . -

--Bear Mayor Stewart, - - - - -- -- - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
\' CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR, THE FOLLOW.ING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMI'iI,UNITY PARTNERS.HIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVICES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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lilY COUNCil
rWREHO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG /7 AM /0: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD,SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUA'L. PARTNER

______ " __Cr:oss_Wo(d_ser:v_e,sJJulIte.J:,o..Y.s_Riye12ig~ CquJ},tYJ:esid~nts weeklyJ!'i offering spiri!~I_~lace during_.!~~~.~l~n~L~E!~ __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNIT.Y PARTNERS,HIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL.,IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signature-L-_ _ _ _ _....;;......_ _ _'--:H_ _ __
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:JfY COUNCIL
i',WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 43

.

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will se~ for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWIN~ R'EASON'S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT-UAL 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
volunteer-m Inistries offering-fre-e-r~sourcesan-d supporno'families-;- elderly arid local
businesses.

-e- Cross-Wordhasover-25

BI'lINGI'NO<;:OMMUNI'TV PAI'lTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short Jist).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

D9AUG 17 AMID: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ Dear Mayor.-Stewart, - -.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLI..OWII'!IG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and loca-I-------·.·--I
I

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER"SHIPS AND SER\'IC~S (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

!VIA'JOR FINANCIAL IIYIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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COUNCIL

i,WREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I) AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE'D FOR "HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-cross Word lias-oiler-25-voluntee(rTiinistries iifferinrrtre'e-(esQurcesand-support-to families;elde·r'iy-aiidlocaT------·-- -businesses.
BRIN.GIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR 'FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

~40REHO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG

COM~UNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer-ministries offering-free· resources and support to families,'elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G, COM.MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

O"4.~ ~
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~WRENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--Dear Mayor Stewart; -- -

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRoss WORD SHO,ULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:.':"OWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU.o.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1------'·-cross-Wbrcfhasover-25-volunteer'ministries'offering-free resources-and-supporftc'-familfes, elderiya-iiCllocaf
businesses.
BRINGING ,COMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature, _ _

-t@+:r-V_~__________
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CITY CO Ut\ CIt
~4 0 RENOVA LLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUGI7 AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear·Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PAR·YNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----businesses.

' - - - - - -•. Cross Word-has over tS volunteermirifstries offering free resources andsupport to families, elderly and local

BRINGIN.G'(:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
. Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVICES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

i\>1AJ.OR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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C[T'f COUNCIL
f:WR EHO VALLE Y
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-,,- -' --;-Cross Word-fi'i:j-s c;ver25 volu'rit'eer ministries offeringTree resources and-supportfo families, 'elcie-riyind local -, businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

...,'AJOR FI~ANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CI f"( COUNCIL

;,WRUW VALLEY
August 9, 2009

HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: ~ 4

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart, -

- -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SH.OULD BE· INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REA.SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_ _--'·',-Cross-Wor.d.has-over-2S~volunteer-ministr.ies-offer.ing-fr.ee.r.esour.ces-and-suppor-t-to.families,-elder-iy-and-local - - - - -businesses.
BRINGIN.G

.~OMM.UNITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI"CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
·~A·JOR

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

FINANCIAL II\iIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~~~
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CITY COUNCIL

tOW RENOV ALL E'(
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Ar110: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I, CROS_S' WO.RD'SHOULD. BE

I'NCLUDED. FOR THE FOI:.I:.OW.lIiIG REASONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPI.RI,TUAL P~RTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----e-,Eross-Word·has-over-2S-volunteer·ministries-offering free-resources-and-support to-families;-elderiyand-Iocal _ ... - ..
businesses.
BRI~.GI~_G ~O~M'U.NIT,Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERY.ICE.S'(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

·MA'JOR FINANCI'A'L,IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly_ Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~~
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CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMID: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU,II,L PARTNER
!-,-_ _ _ _ _
• _CCQSs_Wox.d_s.elxes_n.u m.eJ_O_u sJ~ ive r.s i. de_Cou ntYJes i de nts_w.e.e kly.byoffe r.i ng.s pi ri tu aLsol ace_d u r.i ng_tu r.bu IenUi m es ..

• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses. which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa'ure
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CITY COUNCIL
flOR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED·
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO·SS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING c:O ..... M.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ·SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M·AJOR FII\IANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur&
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\~lTY COUNCIL
i,1 0 REH0 VALL EY
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewa~t,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I C;:ROSS WORD SHoULD, B'E IN'CLU,DED FOR l'HE FOI:.LOWI,NG REA"SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over -25 volunteer miniStries a-ffering free resourcesand supp-ortto~ines, efderly and loca'-- -"
businesses.
. •
,

"

BRIN.GIN.G COMMUNITY' PARTNER"SHIPS' AND SERV.ICES (short list),

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COU~CIL
MORENO VAlLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOUI:.D B'E INCLU.DED FOR THE FOI:.LOW.IN~ REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services,' and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--'- --·-eross-Word-has-over-25 volunteer-ministries offering free 'resources'and'supporno-families,-elderiy-and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIToY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.lOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, aance, for you,

NAM Etf';;/7/e /J.fj!.uJCO
Signature-=_-=~~':L--,t-.::-=--=-:....::::::._ _ __
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\.-1 f '( COUNCIL

,·lOR ENO VALLE Y
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM /0: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHO.UL;D BE INCLUDED FOR ,THE FOI:.LOWI,NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.·I'IJ~I:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• trossWorcn,as over25 v61unteeTministries-offedng freeresources'ijridsuppor't-tofa-milie-s,-elderiy arid local
,
• •,..t.,
businesses.
~_

BRIN~IN:!i

CO .... MU,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,VICES'(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIPlL 'IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229737

CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
HECEIVED

~~(>RENO

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17

A~j

August 9,2009

10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word. servJ~.utulJler:.o_us.Ri~er.side.CountYJesidents.weekly. by offering spiritual solace. during.turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature..c:::.:.....::::::::s..~~~"¥::..-¥~:::a:::::~~_ _ __
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MV00229738

CITY COUNCIL
140RENO YALLEY
HECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 f"UG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, _.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-11------·

"--_S_.P.:....I_R_IT_U--:..P,.'_L~P_A--'-RT_N_E_R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""""'-_ _ _ _-,:;"......;.,.. _ _ _ _ _ _-'--_ _ _ _
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC!:.E:S (~hortlist).

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JO~ FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229739

CITY COUNCIL.
VALLEY
HECEIYED

t~oRn~Q
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 AMIO: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE F.O~LOWING REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

=_-_._-'--,-'~._.-_"._--_._.,-_._.-._-_-_~._-_._-.,-_.-_- _-_-. . :;. . . -._-_-___--_-_-_-_-_.--_--_-._. -_._-_-_-_~- '1---. -,-."

!,--C----~·l:...I.;. . ~._S__P__I~_~.:..J:.r::...,_U:.:..~_.k.:...•. P':"~"A_,.:..~,-,-:r,_N_g:..:.~.:.._-_-=--_--._--_--._.-_._""_-._._-_""_--:,.-:,.

_.----1-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY P'ARTNER-SHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

s;gnaturekj (dilL
MV00229740

CITY COUNcil
~IORENO

VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. ""HE FOLLOWI.NG REASO·NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .

.r

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY' PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross lI!ord draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
i-iORENO VALLEY
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WOR.D SHOULD,BE INCLUDED FOR THE FCIl~':"OWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritu'al solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSH.IPS

AND

SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• . Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature--=--~~~--x-~
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MV00229742

CITY COUNCIL
~lORENO

VALLEY
HECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMID: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
l·cROS.S WORD SHO'ULD BE INCI:..UDED FOR THE: FOLI:.OW!ING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-Cross Word has over 25 volunteer minist'ries offering free resources'-a'nc(su'ppori"toi'amflies, elderfYC:lnd local-- --'businesses.
BRING.lNG COM."'.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S (s.hart list).

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FII'iIANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross ~ord saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229743

CITY COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

~WRENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM /0: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL.;D_BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - - . -Cross-Word has ovei-i25 volunfeer-mYnistries -offering-free- resQurce-s-iri-as'lipport-to families, elderlyandlocal--- ------.--. .businesses.
BRINGIN_G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ_OR,FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development. '
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229744

CiTY COUNCIL
plOR ENO VALLE Y

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 ~H 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

pear Mayor Stewar.t,.

-~

.-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I: CROSS WORD SHOUL.D

~E

INCLUDED FoR THE F,O.I:.'t.PIt'VING,REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
..---'S_",IRIY.UAL, PAR,TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING

~OMMUNITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVicES (shert list)
First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, CorCina,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COU~.CIL
MORE~W VALLEY
August 9, 2009

HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUG 17 MilO: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-

---.--~

-

--~

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
ICR.OS_S WORD SHOULD' BE INCLU·DED FOR THE

FOl:.LOWI~G

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside Co~!'i residents weekly...Q.y....Qffering.ir.1iritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI'T<Y' PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signatu re-bL--4£,H++-If--ff--lf-f-1*4-----
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CITY

COU~CIL

~40REHO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I ~ROS.S WORD SHOIl.LD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI!.LOWING ·REA.SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1------=·-C'rossWOfd-nas over-25volulite-er niTnisfrie-scifferingfree resources ancSuppoffYo-families,-elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COI\IIM'U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, Sari Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

CITY-I-''--t--+-_ _ _ _ __

MV00229747

CITY .COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~40REHO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7

A~110:

August 9, 2009

46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOOL.;D, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR:rNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during

turbul~~t tim~ _____.__

1------."""""Cross Word-has over 25 voluntee-;: ministries offering free resources andSup-port to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)·

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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(Iry COUNCIL
r40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S W,ORD SHOU.LD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI!.LOWI·NG, REASON~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and wi" access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times:
CrossWora-nas over 25volunteermiilisfr'ies'offeri6gfre'e resources an-dSlipporHofamilies, elderiy andlocal----~-~ ,-~- .

!------:;.

businesses.
BRINGING ,COMMUNITY PART,NERS,HIPS AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00229749

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AH 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• CrossWord has over25voh,inteermfnistrYes offering freeresQurcesand-support to families, elcieriyan({locaT--- - - - - businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
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MV00229750

CITY COUHClL
~ORENO YALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIYED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM /0: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS,S W,ORD SHO'ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI!.LOWING REAS,ONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL 'PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riversi,de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1------e-Eross-Word-has-over-25"vol unteer-m inistries-offeri ng-free-resources-a n-d-su ppbr-rto-f~lfriilies: eld eriyaridl ocar- - - - - businesses.
BRINGIN,G (:OMMVNITY PARTNERS,HIPS 'AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

~A'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature£g~ Th ~
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I:ITY COUNCIL

[4 OR ENO VALLE ~.
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1-----·-Cross-Word-has--over-25vollfntee-r ministrie's-6fferin-g-free-resoLir'c'es-ariosup-po-rttofarriilies, elaeriy~ina-Iocal- - - - businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMU"NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229752

CITY .COUNCIL

VALLEY
RE CEIVED

~ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG (17

.,<.AM

August 9,2009

10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S_ WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1------:;·-CrossWQfcfnasclver-25-vofu-nteeTminisfries offeringfreeresources-ands-upp-ortfo-families; elderiy andlocar------- businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
f"IOREHO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS,S WORD SHOULD' BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWING REASONS,
• Cross Word l:1as been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Vet~rans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the developm~nt.
SPIRITUA~ PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
------·-(r'Oss Word has over 25 volunteer-ministries-offering fre-e' resources and support to-(amilfe'~elderiy and local '
businesses.
BRINGIN:GCOMMUNITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities. '
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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'vIIY COU~ICIL

MORENO,vALlEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROS,S WORD SHOULD·BE INCLUDED FOR 'THE FOLLC)WlrilG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--:----:. Cross \Nora-has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and To(a--;I----businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMM:UNITY P'ARTNERS,HIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Henerable Richard Stewart
Mayer, City ef Merene Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Merene Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY CO UN ell
fL10RENO VALLEY
RECEIYED

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 M'110: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayer Stewart,
I am writing teday fer yeur suppert and YESvete. As a member/supperter ef Cress Werd Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the prepesed redevelepment ef the northeast cerner within the March Jeint
Pewers Autherity (MJPA) area ef centrel.
Cress Werd is an integral part ef eur cemmunity and is embarking en ene of the greatest cemmunity based
partnerships that Riverside Ceunty will see fer many years to. ceme.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.s WORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING R'EA!iONS
• Cress Werd has been ene ef the largest tenants ef MJPA since 2003 and a geed cemmunity partner threugh material,
. financial and spiritual support to. the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Secial Services, and Gracieus Gatherings.
• Cress Werd is a majer stakeholder within this and the surreunding cemmunities and ene ef the largest
churches/faith based erganizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence ef Cress Werd within this develepment is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs ef these
individuals and families that live in this cemmunity and will access services within the develepment.
5PIRIl'UAL PARTNER

• Cress Werd serves numereus Riverside Ceunty residents weekly by effering spiritual selace during turbulent times.
..::·_,Cr:ossJN.or.d_has_ov.ec25_lI.olunteer_ministries.effer.ing. fr.ee-r.eseur.ces-and-supper-t-te·families,-elder-Iy-and-Ieeal----businesses.

1_ _ _ _ _

BRINGING COMM~NITY PARTNERSHIPS AN.D SERVICE.S

Children's Service Divisien
Fester Care and Adeptien Services
GAIN/CaIWerks Pregram

(shott list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 Califernia
Riverside Multi-Agency Cealitien
The Reseurce Center fer Nen-Prefit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cress Word draws ever 2500 individuals in its deers weekly. Members and visiters frequent lecal businesses which, in
turn, increase lecal sales tax revenue to. lecal cities.
• Cress Werd saves Riverside, Merene Valley, Perris and surreunding cemmunities' critical secial service dellars
threugh its army ef cemmunity minded velunteers.
• Cress Werd effers free services to. Riverside Ceunty residents in Riverside, Merene Valley, Perris, Beaument, Cerona,
Sun City, Chine, Fentana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto., Leng Beach, and many ethers.
• Cress Werd has tangible plans fer expanding its secial service pregrams which will bring in additienal federal, state
and lecal revenue that benefit this prepesed develepment.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COU~ICIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG r7 AM ro: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·-Cross-Word-has over'25-volunteer ministries offering free'resources and'support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M.oiJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, i

advance, for your support.

tJW,1.k1( CS 11/t:Zrt?5
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CITY COUNCIL'
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED,

09 AU,G,I] .,A~IO:i.46

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, --- I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
iCROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants, of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--------. Cross-Wora'/1as -over 2$'volu-nteer ministries offering-free resources and -suppa-rita famifre5:elderly- and local- businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers,
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
<:::'"
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f~ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a m'ember/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is' meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ·-Cross-Worcflia-s-over25-v6Iu·iiteer-ministriesofferinfnree-fesourcesand-slij:ipb-rncnamilies, elaeriyanalocal------ -- - - businesses.
BRINGING C:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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~ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 AMID: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU~DBE INCLUDED' FOR l'HE F-OLL.OWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weeki)' by offering sr.1iritual solace duringJ.l!fJ::uReIltJimes .
.----·-Crossl.~,iord·-has_over 25 volun-teer mi;:;-iSt~iesoffiring fre;~esource~-and supp~~t to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A·ND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

""'AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUG 17 AMII: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

D.ear Mayor St.ewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSSWORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR,THE F.'Oa::i..OWI.NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
. SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·------·----·-Cross··Word·has·over25-volunteer-ministriesoffering free-resources-and-support-to families,elderiY'andlocal'
businesses_
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly_ Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

f'lOR ENO VALLE Y
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - - '-Dear-Mayor-Stewart;--- - -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F()L:..LOWI~G REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area_
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development_
! - - - - - - -_._-- - ------

- --

SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SE.RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others_
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

yt?~--,~
____________

Signature ___

MV00229762

"JII y' COUNCil
~WR ENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Deat Mayor Stewart,--

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON_S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

! - - - - - . Cross Word has over 2Sv-oiunteer-ministries· offerTngfree resources ancfsupport tOfamilie5:elderly ancil~ca-I- ------businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~
MV00229763

_ CIT), COUNCIL
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7 AM 1/: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

1------·

Cross Word sery~s_!!!lmerous. R.iv~r:si.Q.~_~Q.l!nty_!.~idents '!VeeklyJ!y....Qffering2RiritYB.Ls.91C!..CJ~_cLtWngJ_uJ.b_ul.entJimes._ ... _.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturek~
MV00229764
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RECEIVED (
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- . Dear Mayor Stewart-,· - .. - ..
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will se'e for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU,LD BE INCLUDED' FOR THE FOLLOWING 'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI'T'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities .
• Cro,ss Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229765

iJ ry COUNCIL
~jORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

VALLEY
REC.EIVED

09 ·AH,G 17 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor StewarC·
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI",G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses Which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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;CWR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92S53
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-. CrossWord has 'over'25'voluntee'r ministries offering free resources and suppo'rt to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 1/: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - , - - ---- Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRess WORD SHe,ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word'hasover-25' volunteer'ministries offering'free resources-and-supporno-families; e'lderiy-and local-businesses.
B,RINGINeiI ~OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible pians for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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.140ROW VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Bear-Mayor-Stewart,- - --I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - --.- -Cross W-Orcfh-as oveF"""2Svolunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources and'su'pporftofamilles, 'elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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,'-iORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG '7.. AM 1/: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear MayoLStewar:t,- ..
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

I

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

(II'Y COUNCIL
['{oR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM II: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I-CRos_S

WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.,WING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - . Cross Word has over 25 volunteer niinistries offering free resources and -supportto fill;:; i-'l e-s, ela~rlyail(flocal - ----businesses.
BRIN~ING COMMUNITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND SERVICE-S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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Thank you, in advance, fQLYi>~r _~l!JHLQrt. ____ _
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CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM,,:,.. 7

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one,of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside. County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI:.LOWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.- -----·-<;ross Word-has over-25- volunteer ministries offeringfre-e resoLitceS-arid sUpport to families-, elderiy and local -,'
businesses.
·BRINGING COMMUNITV, PARTNERSHIPS AND 'f;ERVicES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR, F'INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
• Cross Word offers free services
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

to

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
t"WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 Mill: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S W.OR.D SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWING ·REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI:Y:UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---...- - -··-Cross-Word-has·over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering·free resources-and-suPP'ornbfamilies', -elderiy ana lOcal
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229773

CITY COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09~UG 17 AM,,: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
im perative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FCH:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1-------------·-- ....-

SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa'ure
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CIT yeO UNC'I L

t·wn ENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

VALLE Y

RECEIV~D

0.9 AUG I 7 AM 1/: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,-I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INC.LUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT,UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ,-- • Cross-Word-hasover-25-volunteer-ministries-offering'free resources-and support tq;f,amilies;-elderiy and local'
businesses.
""", ';~:,
BRINGIN~ COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
1'4 0 RENOV ALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM": 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for you'r support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I cRos.s WORD SHOULD BE INCLU~ED FOR THE FOI:;LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGI'N,G (:OMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.~
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IJII"1' COUNCIL
i'WRENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG

17

AM II: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
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•
Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.

BRINGING COMMUNI,TV PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIA.L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur&~~

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~

CIT~~~D~~IP~-=-",,",

MV00229777

,,\1 Y COUNCIL

;,WR EHO VAllE Y

August 9, 2009

RECEiVED'

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG

I 7 AM II: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi.de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members'and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229778

CITY COUNCIL
~ORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92S53
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM": 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.: _____ Dear Mayor_Stewalt, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOW.ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
.- --.--- -- ---- ---_. - ---------r-------·-------------------------------~--------~----------------------------_.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~ ~

a;k"/ £ ~U# ;:;;
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MV00229779

CITY COUNCIL

'~OREHO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM II: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

pear Mayor Ste~ar.t,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.

\

Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to c{)me.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR T·HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community. partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-~

_..._-_ ... ---

.-

-,-

SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
qusinesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perr!s and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~ 74-~
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CI T'r' COUNCIL
14 0 REH0 VALL EY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ Dear Mayor Stewart,

_

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS_S'W_ORD SHOULD· BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING

REASO~S

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BFUNGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

L

(short

list)l

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MV00229781

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
f1ECEIVED
August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AN": 48
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOUL.;D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- .----.-- ---.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 M1": 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I 'CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR ,THE FOL.LOWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---- --·-Cross Word hasover-25'volunteer-ministries offering free resourceS and support to families~ elderilrand lotal
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~

NAME

7.)~,;c L L ,/t1V~
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MV00229783

CIT'y... CO UNelL
1'~ 0 Rnw VALL EY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Mill: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-----::----:-:-:-----::--

------

Dear Mayor Stewart, '

- --',

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRPS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED, FOR THE FOI:.oLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bern~ ·no, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans fOJ.. e anding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that b~l~ylis roposed development.

Thank you, in

advance1f~

Signature_---,'-tf+.frir;~f7J'
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/ /'__ _ _ _ _ _ __
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MV00229784

CITY COUNciL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 ~M": 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR .THE FOLi..OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
I

I

~

_ _SPIRITUA'L
~______________________________________________________~________________________~
PARTNER

1.--.---- ·
,

Cross Word serY~n..!:Lmerous Riv~rsi~Cou!lt.y residel"!~.~_~!y Qy_offeril1g~R.Lrj.t.!J..~solace dur!l1g,turbule_nttLrlJ,,,,,e=s.__
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/Cal Works 'Program

(s,hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229785

CITY COUNCIL

>IORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM": 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our _community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS_S' WORD SHOULD,BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'U~L PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
____
e...;C=..:.r-""o=ss Word has over 25 volunteeLminisJ:rLe_s_oH.er:iogJr:.e.eJ_eso_ur:ces_and_suppor:UoJamilies,_elder:iy_andJocaL _________ _
businesses.
BRINGING C:OMMUNIT,Y PARTNERSHIPS AND ~E-RVIC_ES (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

MV00229786

CITY COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

~lORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEIVED

09AUGI7 AMI/:48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ _ _ Dear_Mayor_Stewart, ______ --

-----. ---.

------- -- ---

.-~.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

L-_-_S_-P_~_R_;T_-U__A_L_P_A__
R_T_N_E_R~______________________________________~________________________~r--·
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING ¢OMMUNITV PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COUNCIL
~10RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-----_ ..

- .,-- - - - ,-De,fr'MayorStewart,--- - - - - . --- - - - - - - - -

-

----

--

.'.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

!

CROS,S WORD· SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ::;ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2S00 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 AMI!: 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r

CROS_S W.ORD SH.OULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FPLLPWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNE-R

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN_G C:OMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~
MV00229789

I~ITY

COUNCIL
?4 0RENOVA LLEY
RECE/YED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM II: 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will accessservices within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross WQrd serv~.i.numerou~.!~r~id~ <;:9untYJ~~id~nts_we~.!dy !lv.. Qf~ring spj!i!ual.sol~.c_e duringjurbulent tim~~.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families~ elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PAR.TNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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i,.ilt COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM": 48

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I' 'CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR',l'HE FOLLOWIN,~ REASONS,
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl;. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - ' .-. --- -··-Cross·Word-has-over25-volunteer ministries-offering'free-resoorces-and-s-opporno famili'es;elderiy-andlocar . -..
\
businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
\

Signatur~~
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14177 Frederick Street
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

-

I am writing today'for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offeringfree resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING' COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~d~
MV00229792
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August 9, 2009

RE CEiVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM": 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE,MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-Gross-Word-has-over-2-5-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources-and-support-to-familiesrelder-ly-and-Iocal·- - - - - - - busine,sses.
BRINGIN'G COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR F'INANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residen~s in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross WO'rd has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~
MV00229793

CITY COUNCIL
~40R ENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECE"lVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

·09 AUG 17 AM II: 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear May.or Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD.SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path .of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this communi~y and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer minist;ies offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
, .. businesses ..
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program.

(,short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities .
. • Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-.VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED F'OR T'HE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offer:iQgir:.e.eJ:.es.o.u[ces_and_suppor:UoJamilies,-eldedy-and-Iocal----·· -- .- -"
- - - - - - - businesses.------

BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for yo'ur support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 1/: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - - - - -_. _.

--Oea-rlVlayor Stewart,

-.--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNE.R

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
. - - - .--- --. S~IRITUAL

PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh-ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IM~ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCil
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 1.7 AM II: ~9

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear May6rStewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the· northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSSWORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families'that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PART-NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
___.__ . ___·_Cr.oss_W.or.d_has_ovec25_volunteer.. ministries_offeringJree resources-and-support tofamilies,-elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-----.--- ."----

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FoL.:LoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_______~CLO_SS_W_oJ.d_bas_oy.er_25_v.olunteer-ministries.offer:ing-free-resources-and-support-to·families~·elderiy·and·Iocal------
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short-list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

----.-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
··-Cross Word-has-over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resour.ces.and support-to.families,-eldedy and local.
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(,short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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HECE/VED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7 AM,,: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOa:.':'OWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,Y.IC,ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR. FINANCIAL 1'r!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
C

,for your support.
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Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

l'cROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU.DED FOR THE FOLLoWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - e' Ci"ossW6fd-has-6veT2S-iiolunteer ministries-offerirlg lfeeresour'cesand slipporfto-fifmilies,eICie-riy-and local - - - - - - -

---

businesses.

-

BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

-

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL" IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

!------_._-----_.- ._---

--

.--.-.---.-

_... -- ------_ .._----_._-_.-

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (short list).

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR, FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar·t,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU~D BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and wi" access services within the development.
SPI~IT~AL

PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---e-Eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteerministriesoffering-freeresources-and-support-to families;-elderiy-and-Iocalbusinesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMU.NITy PARTNERSHIPS AND' SE·RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which wi" bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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August 9, 2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical' social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM": SO

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and-YES vote. AS'a member/supporter of Cross Word-Christian-Ghurch;1 believe it is . imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOJNING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

·----1-• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho-rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno VaHey
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans,_Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
---------- - - - - - - - - - -----------SPIRITUAL PJ:IoRTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Seryice Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

-(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M-AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- ..--

---.-. Dear·Mayor·Stewart,---·· - ----

---- - . -

...

_---

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross W.ord Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local reven'ue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support
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August 9, 2009

~WR ENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM": 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.OR·O SHOO.LO.SE INCI:.UOEO FOR THE: FOI:,;LoWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents ",!~klyJ~'y.-9fferlI}K~piritualsolac~ Q.uri!1.K!l!fPUlem tim.e.s-,-

·-"·-~oss·Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to fa'milies, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G ¢OMM'UNI'TY PARTNERSHIP.S APtD SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FII\IANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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i~ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 ~UG 17 PH 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S WORD.SHOULli BE II'iICLU,DED FOR THE FOLLPWING REA'SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
· - _. - -" ---- - ------ ----. --

-. - . _ - - .-,-S-P-I-R-IT-'-U-A-L-P-A-:-R-T---N~E~R~~"'---'==----~--=--""=";'----':;;";"':;=-':------'-'-----------------'

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses_
BRINGING Coritr,tuNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND!iERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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. CITy COUNCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG' 7 AM II: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO.LLOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-~

---

---~--.-------

--~----------

-

--.----

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES (~hort

Children's Service Division
,Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN.CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COUNCIL

t·wn ENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM 1/: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN.D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 pr112: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

___ -DeacMayocStewar.t,------ . -

.__ _

~---

---- - - ---- --

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F(":.LQWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
I---------r=·"=··~=-~--==-=-=-=-=-~-=-=--=--=-~==--~-=·-~-~-=-~-----~-==-==-=-~=-=-=.=-.~.~-~---~----~~~~~------~--~.~-------

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'ca ,C:OMMUNITY

PARTNERSHII~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/Cal Works Program

AND SERVICES

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'A'L IMPA,CT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD. SHOUI:.D. BE INCLUDED FOR TH~ FOI:.':'OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
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SPIRIl'UAL PARl'NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMU"NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICE'S(short

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUHCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.. Dear Mayor-Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU~D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIWlleD REASOWIIS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

..:ce_,Cmss_Wor.d.se r.ves.n u m e rou s.R ive rs i_ d e_ Co un ty_r.esi d ents.wee kly-by.offe r.i ng.s pi ri tu aI.solace·d u r-i ng-tu rbu Ie nt-ti m es.
e Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

1_ _ _ _ _

BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND; SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Pf112: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S W.ORD SHOU~LD BE INCLUDED FOR ~HE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
L-_S_P_I_R_I_T_U_A_L_P_A
__
R_T_N_E_R________________________________________~~______________________~I------

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

SERVICE~S (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE I'NCLUDED FOR 'l'HE FOLLP..WING REAS.ONS

I

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

II

SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

I
I

•

Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace duringturbulent times.

1-------·-~~~~~~::~~-has-over-25 volunteer~ministries offeringfree-resources and support to families,-elderly and local ~~- -

BRINGING COMMUNIT,Y P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-eross~Word-has-over-25-volunteerministries-offering-free-resources-and SuppoiTtb"familieS;-eloeriy-amriocal-- ----.
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services,
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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(IT'( COUNCIL
I-WRE~W
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RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS:S WOR'D SH.OllLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIIiIG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~I;.. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
,_·_CLQSS. Wwd,has o,v,ec2SyoJunteer ministries ..offering free.r:esources,andsupport.toJamilies,.elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING C:OMM:UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR, FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
,
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNCIL
140R ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR .:rHE F.OIi..I!.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- _ . -ErossWord-has-over-25 volunteer-ministries offering-free resources and support to fa-milies, elaerb(and 10caF~
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECE"VED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 P'112: 01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on O!1e of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE.INCLUDED FOR THE

FOLLOWI~G

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• CrossWorcfhas over25 volunteer mfi1fstrie's'o-ffering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM\.INITY PARTNER'SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturt~ ~
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CIT)' COUNCIL
MORENO VALLE)'
RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

. Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-Cross-Wordhas··over25 volUnteer-ministries offerlng-fre'e-reso"Urces-an-d support tofamllie's-;-"elderl'{an-dlocal"
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS, AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229821

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
. RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .P~RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-.----- ..... -. -Cross Word-has-over 25-volunteer ministries offering'free-resources and support to'families, elderly-and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS. AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~
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MV00229822

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

i'\"'Y
COUNCIL ,
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RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-~-f)ear"Mayor-Stewart/---

- -- -

--- - -- - - - - ' - - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - . - - - . - -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO,R THE FOI:;LOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Sase area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
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SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING .(:OMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

1I1k,&d
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MV00229823

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO YALLEY
RECEIYED

August 9, 2009

09 ~UG 17 PH 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WOR.D SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLPWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COJ\o1MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92SS3
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-------Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUa..D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 2S volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING 'COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI.AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

i,;:TY COUNCIL
i'40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 P~112: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,_ - - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR.OS·S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NGREASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
Sf>IRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
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August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Mayor Sfewart, - --- -

-

-- ---

---

--.-------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU.t:'L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature---t't"L~\~'-----""'~"'--"-"'--\---
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MV00229827

. CITY COUNCil

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, - - '
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS,S W.ORD SHOULD,

BE

INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOW.ING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BR'INGIN,G ,COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County reside'nts in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229828

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 17 PM 12:

aI

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through materia',
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--------·-Cross-Wordhasover'2S-volunteer"rnihistries bffe'ringfreeresQurces and support fofamilies',-elaeriy and local
-,
businesses.
BRINGING COf!lMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First S California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 .PM 12: ,OJ

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS_S W,ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR ToHE FOLLOWING ·REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ·SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the. needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PA~TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----·-Cro'ss-Worcth'a'H)ver25-volunteer miriislfiesofferinfffreeres6urces-ana support to lamilies-;-elde-riy andToca ,-- , businesses.
•
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture9r~ fj~
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. CITY. COUNCIL
i~ORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEiVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 1-7 . PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a m'ember/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR "~E FOLLOWING REASO"'S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER'

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulentJimes.... ___ .
------·-:;Cross Worlhas-Over25 vollJnteer ministries offeri-ng-f~ee reso~rce; ~d ~~pp~rtt-;; f~m"ilies, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED'
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG '7 PH 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, -' I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof o'ur .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REASON'S

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·-Cross Word-has-oiler-25-volUhteer ministries 'offering free' resources-and 5upportto families, elderfy--and local - - -..
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

.MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 31

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
-

- --Dear Mayor 5te"';art,

-------- ----------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
· __ 0·----- _ . _ _ _ _ ... _ _ _ .-- ---.SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.vrCES

Children's,Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino~ Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu re-j'-t--Ioo<-44<irP;&H'-'->o"'t.o.LfF.---lloL..._ _ _ __
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(I ry COUNCIL

i'40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED.FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s.hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

i40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
09 AUG.l7 PM 12: 31

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart:
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOUl..;D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
1----·---------- - - SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM'U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
.
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area ofcontrol.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrou.nding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents In Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229837

CiTY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG , 7 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDE'D FOR THE FOI:.L.OWING REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229838

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PN 12: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of, Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----;·--Cro-s's-Wordh-asQver-25volunteer-mfnisfrles ciffe-':fng free resmi'r-ce'sa-nd support'to familles,efderiyaniflo-cal-- businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY: PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrCEs(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many o~hers.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~ k

rkn
MV00229839

CITY COUNCIL
VALLE)'
RECEIVED

~WRE~W

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MPiJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229840

CITY COUNCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED·
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 PM 12: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - --··'-Cross Worcfhas· over-25volunteer ministrres-offe-rini tree resoUrces-a-rid suppo-rt to families, elderly-a:n-d local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIA'L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

SignatureC)/wlifO.~
MV00229841

CITY COU'NCIL

~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AN 1/: .29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND S;ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Servic'es
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR. FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229842

CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

~40RENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W,ORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOW[NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

! - - - - - -.• CrossWorefnas over 25176IunfeerriiiiiTsfrie-s6fferi"ngfree resources ancfSupporffu-families, elaeriy~irla-ro-ca-I'------businesses.
BRINGING C:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FII'!IANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229843

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNCIL
~ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

._-------

-- -Dear-Mayor Stewartj -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote_ As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR 'THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--,----., eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries offering-free-resourcenn-d-s-upporrtofamilres;-elderi'i,,-a-n-d-kical--businesses_
BRINGING COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00229844

CITY COUNcfL

t..lORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Hanarable Richard Stewart
Mayar, City af Mareno. Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Mareno. Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
.

-----

- .. -

--- ----

-

----

I am writing taday far yaur suppart and YES vate. As a member/supparter af Crass Ward Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the prapased redevelapment af the nartheast carner within the March Joint
Pawers Autharity (MJPA) area af cantral.
Crass Ward is an integral partaf aurcammunity and is embarking an one afthe greatest cammunity based
partnerships that Riverside Caunty will see far many years to. came.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S W.ORD SHOUL.D, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.L'OWING REASONS
• Crass Ward has been ane af the largest tenants af MJPA since 2003 and a gaad cammunity partner thraugh material,
financial and spiritual suppart to. the Veterans, Path o.f Life, Lutheran So.cial Services, and Graciaus Gatherings.
• Crass Ward is a majar stakehalder within this and the surraunding cammunities and ane af the largest
churches/faith based arganizatians within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence af Crass Ward within this develapment is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs af thase
individuals and families that live in this cammunity and will access services within the develapment.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Crass Ward serves numeraus Riverside Caunty residents weekly by affering spiritual salace during turbulent times.

,__ ·_C(o.s$. W_ard~has,a),-er,25 valunteer ministri.es affering free resaurces~and .suppart to. Jamilies,eldedyand lacal
businesses.
BRINGING

~OMMUNI;'V:

PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Divisian
Faster Care and Adaptian Services
GAIN/CaIWarks Pragram

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 Califarnia
Riverside Multi-Agency Caalitian
The Resaurce Center far Nan-Prafit Management

MAJOR FINANCrAl:. IMPACT

• Crass Ward draws aver 2500 individuals in its daars weekly, Members and visitars frequent lacal businesses which, in
turn, increase lacal sales tax revenue to. lacal cities.
• Crass Ward saves Riverside, Mareno. Valley, Perris and surraunding cammunities' critical sacial service dollars
thraugh its army af cammunity minded valunteers.
• Crass Word affers free services to. Riverside Caunty residents in Riverside, Mareno Valley, Perris, Beaumant, Carona,
Sun City, China, Fantana, San Bernardino., Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto., Lang Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans far expanding its sacial service pragrams which will bring in additianal federal, state
and lacal revenue that benefit this prapased develapment.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~<,.,MV00229845

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING. REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the.March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

_____ • Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• CroSSWord-"-as-ove-as voluni-ee-r-minist-ries-offering-{r-ee-res~~rc-es- ;I'ld ~upp;rt t~f~~il-ie~ eid-~r~ a~d loc~I-- -businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~ipL ~
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CITY COUNCIL

~WRENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS' WORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR THE F'OI:.LOWIN,G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numero_u~~_er_side Count')' residents weekIY~Y...Qffering_~pi!Jtualsolace_du[ing_tu(bulenLtimes. _ __
- - - - . Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIY,Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesse~ which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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.€HY COUNCIL
MORENO YALLE:Y
RECEIYED '

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

9~ ~yG 17 PM·12: 3,/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSSWOR'D SHOULD' BE I·NCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWII':iG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--------·-CrossWbrd-has-bVer-25 vbluntee(ministriesofferirigfi'ee- resources and supporfto fa'miii es-;- elderly-and-Iocal- businesses.
BRINGIN.G C:OMMUNll'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND S!ERVICI~:S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I'M PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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COUNCIL:
NORENO VALLEY
CITY

August 9, 2009

RECEivED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AU.G '7 PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
___...•. Cross.Word.has_o.v.er_25 .v.oJ.unte.eun inis.tries_ofJer:il)gJr~.e..r.es.o.uu;.e..i..a.l1d. SURpq[tJQJamilie.s,.eldeIly aJlglQ.cjlJ..
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi·Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service .dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross' Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~ ~---
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MV00229849

CITY COUNCIL

r40REtrfO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER
e

------ -

. ----e-

Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
(ross Word-has"over-25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources-and support to families; elderiy-andlocal -------businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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, CITY COUNCIL
11 0 REN9 YALL EY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Pf-112: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
~CLQs.s_WQr.dJJ.as_oxee25_v.oJu nte.e em i n istr:i es_offe r:i ngJr:ee.r.eso ur:ces.a n d.su p po r:t.toJa mil ies,.eld edy_a n dloca I. - _- . businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

t~ORENO

YALLEY
RECEIYED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

. . - .--- .. Dear Mayor Stewart,

------~_

. . . - .... -".,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
CROSS WORD ·SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R THE 'FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path ot'life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- - - _.. --. . ----SPIRITUAl:. PAR'I'NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short Ilst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• CrossWord draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

r support.

SignaturT __-j'--I~="=---=-=U+-_ _ _ _ _ __

MV00229852

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 1.7 PM !2: ,.32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ ., - _ . - Dear- Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE,INCLUDED FOR THE FbLLOWI~G'REASONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - ---e-€ross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministriesoffering free resources and support to families, elderly andlocal--"
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature----tr':T~~~=s"?-=======:=::>===_.
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CITY COUNCIL

~ORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering sJliritual solace during turbulent times .
._-; -Cross Word has over-25 volun-tee~~i-nis-t'ri~s~ffering f~ee'~sourc-e~and supp~t'to families, elder~'andlo~;! .. - .
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229854

CITY COUNCIL
f~OREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear lYIayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS'S WORD SHOUL.;D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REA.SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and wi.ll access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• -Cross-Word-hasover-25-volunteer-ministr.ies.offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2S00 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support,

Signature~
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CITY COUNCIL

~WRENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--Dear Mayor. Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE I'NCLU.DED FOR THE FO~LOWING, REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~_S_P_I_R_IT_U
__
A_L_P_A_R_T
__
N_E_R________________________________________~________________________~I-----

-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM.U"NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s~ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its';r~y of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009

:~IORENO YALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
Dear Mayor

RECEIYED

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Stewart~

--

.-

---

-----

---~.

-~-.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR ToHE FOLLO.WI.NG .REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
,,-----·-CrCiss-Word-ffas-6ver-25volUnteer rTiTnistries-offeringfreeresour-cesi:lnd-suppofffofiimllies, elderly and IOccii--- - - - businesses.
BRINGIN.G CO .... MUNITY PARTNERSH.IPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 ~UG I 7 PM 12: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S W.ORD SH.oUI:.D. BE I:N·CI:..U:DE·D FOR. THE FOI:.LQWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!------·-Cf6ssWorcfnas oveT25-vb 11Th tee rm ihiStries-bffering-free resoll rees and -sli p-porno-fa-mi Ire~elae-riyand loc'al- . - - - ----.
businesses.
BRIN_GIN!,! CoritMUNITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 4 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewa!t,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU.OE'D FOR THE FOL.;LOWI~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
, - - - - - . Cross Word has over-25 volunteer rriinistriesofferihg-ff'i£resources'and support to families,elderly andiocal- -.. - . - II

I
I

businesses.

BRINGIN~

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVIC_ES (s,hort list)
First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-~-

--

CITY COUNCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG '171 PN.12: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- -tJear Mayor Stewart;I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD. BEINCLU,DED FOR THE FOLL9W[NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,
SPIRITUA'L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi,de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross-Won:!' /las ovens volunteer 'niinistries offering-fr'eeres6lTrcesanifsuppbr'tl6 familie's-;eloeriyariill6car"- ' ... - ,--.
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM~NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross' Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development,
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~~
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1SITY toU'Nell
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

'

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 4/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD B'E INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLLOWI",G REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
-:.. .;.-:.;..
.. --=....:--:....;..-::.:---=-=--::.:-=-:.........:...:--:......:......;=-=-:._.:::...::...._...::.::......_=-::..:....::.-==.-:::..--==.-=--~--=----=-::.::;-----.-

---,=~--=:;::..;.....:....:....::...~--=..::::--:::..'~-'-':"";'-';"::-:::"-

SPIRITUAL.PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN9 C.OMMUNIT.Y. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh'ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL If!lPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additionai federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~ ;o~
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COU~~CIL

rWR ENO VALLE '(
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD.SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word withi'1 this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR1"NER

• Cross Word serves numer9~s Riverside CountYLe.si.d.e.lJ.ts_weekly_by_offering.spir.ituaLsolace-dudng-tur.bulent-times-.--'--'
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING .COMMUNITY PARTNER'SHIPS AND SERVICE.S(sliort list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~-4-_-&_~~-=t'r-+~~~~_ _ __

MV00229862

CITY COUNCIL

~.jQRENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG, 7 PN 12: L.2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
-

______ ~ _Dear-Mayor-Stewart;--- - . --- .. --

-_._----_.. -

-----

--"-_ ..

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO~S W.ORD SHOO.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI::Lc::iWI~.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVICES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I",PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229863

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED.
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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CITY COUNCIL
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
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09 AUG 17 PN 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - .--- . --

-

------------------

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO,I:.:LOWOifG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - - - - ; . CrossWora-nas-over25 volunTeer miiiTsfrie-soffer:i"ngfree resourcesarid -supporftofamllies, elderly and focal - - - .
businesses.
BRINGIN$ilCOMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrC.E-S (~h0rt

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAINICalWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur¥~
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO ,VALLEY
-RE,CEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AU,G::lj7 uRH ;1,::01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

,
-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR.OS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI!.LOWING' REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.TUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ·.-CrossW'ordlias over25-voluntee(ministries offering"free"resQurces and supporttofa'mITie5:elderfy- a'rid io-cal-- -- '
businesses.
BRINGI~(G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~ \~;,.X ~~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

RECEIVED

09AUG 17 PM I: 01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,' - - -'
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I'CROS,S WORD SHOO.LD BE IN€LUDED FOR THE F()I:.LOWIIIIG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
i------'·-Cross-Word-has-over--2.5-volunteer-ministriesoffering-free-resources-an,d support toJamilies;elderiy-and-local --·_--·-----1
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMP.A€T

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers,
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development,

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign~.
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CITY COUNCIL
~ OR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS~S WOR.D SHOULD BE I.NCLUDED FOR THE F()LL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the deyelopment.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signalure
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CITY COUNCIL
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}~ OR ENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 PM I: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control. .
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE·D FOR THE: FOLLOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

!-,--_ _ _ _....:·-'Cross_WQ,:d_s_eXll.es

numerous Riverside County residents weekly...Qy offering siJiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 2S volunteer ministries offering free resources and supp;;~t to f~-milie~, "elderly and local - - - businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

.1

(short list)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly; Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
'
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229869

CITY COUNCIL
r40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear- Mayor-Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO:SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-----·-Cross-Word-has-oller25 volunte-e'nilihisti'i'esoffering free r'esoUrces and-suppo'rncffamilies,-ercf€riya-ndlocal - - businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(stiort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA·L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
.. Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CiTY COUNCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Pr1 I: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart; I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWI~G, REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross-Word-has-over--25-volunteer-ministries offering-free resources and support-to families,-elderi y and-Iocal- - ----. - .. - ..
businesses.
BRINGING COMI'!'IUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in

Wi-

Signatu re--\:--t----t-_-\,-+_____-I--,t
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MV00229871

ell y COUNCIL
i40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR'THE F:OLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside Cguntv. residents weekly_Qy_oJier:.ing spir.ituaLsolace_dur.ing_tur.bulenUimes. - - • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING (:O...tMUNIT'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'A'L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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"I I 'r COUNCIL

140RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on,one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR, THE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside CountYLe.slc!e.o.ts_w.e.ekly_by_o.ffer.ing.spir.ituaLsoJace_dur.ing.tur.bulent-times.____ _
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses .
. 'BRINGIN"G COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

'MAJOR FII'IIANCIAL:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
". Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ .~'='-f4-L
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CiT'i C0 UNelL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.QWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerou~~versiQ~~QY["lty Les~Ld~ents_w_e~ekly_b~y_offering spiritual solace_during_turbulent_times .. - - • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

l~JJ/
_______________

Signature_--I~
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CITY COUNCIL
i·lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD·

BE

INCLUDED FOR TH!l FOl!.L.OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAI'lTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
~ -.~-- ~ -. Cross-Word has-over 2S-volunteer-ministrles-offeringfree resources-and-supp-orn('--familie-s~-elderiy-and local

businesses_
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A·ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA·L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tu~~.
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(I ry COUNCIL

NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH -': 02
-"I.

':'f

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor Stewar-t;- ---- --I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR 'T'HE FOt-LOWING REASONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUJ:\L PAI'lTNEI'l

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1-----e-(2ross-Wo rd-h as-ove r-2 5-vol un te er-m i nistri es-offe ri ng-free-resou rces-a nd-s up po rt-to-fa mil i es;e Id e rlya nd-Ioca 1- - - - businesses.
BI'lINGING .C:OMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sh0rt !ist)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

....,AJO~ FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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lilY COUNCIL
F40RENO VALLEY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 4Y9.17 1~~ I: 0,2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear MayorStewart,'
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many year~ to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON.S

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:.,. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
' - - - - - - .- '

•-Cross\"lord-h'asOve-a'S vo"unteer nlfnlStriesofteringfree resources and support to families, elderly and'iocal
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMI'i!UNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND S.ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~
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~ORE~W
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar:t,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOOLD, BE INCLUDE'D FOR.'TIHE FOI:.LOWI.N.GREAS.ONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,
SPIRITU,i\L PARTNER

_ _ _ _ _-'e'-,Cr:oss_Wor.dser:ves_numer:ous Riverside_County_residents_weekly_by_offering.spirituaLsolace-during-turbulent-times.-e Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses,
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ANDS!ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
'-..

Signature~

NAME
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CITY COUNCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 ~UG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE I'NCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

•

+

-

--

-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi,de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
---~ Cross ·Word haS-over 2S vo+iurlieer mfnistrit~s offe-r-ing free reso~rc~s and support to fa-milie'~, e-id;rfy-a~-d loca'---- -

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY 'PARTNERSHIPS A'ND,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME ______~----~~--~----Signature _ _~_""""T~-hI--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

CITY _ _ _ _--+_ _--'_,ZIP - '__---"'--.e:

MV00229879

CITY COUNCIL
f-4 OR EHO VALLE,(

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear MayeiiStewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----·-cro~ss-Wo-rdhas oiTer25-l1olUhteer niihistrie-s6ffeiing-frE£re-sources-andsiJpp-orf fi'-families, elde'j=iy aridk;car-·------

businesses.
BRINGINGCOIi'IMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tur~ LD~

NAMEC~W~
ADDRESSb<l\S.:j. 0
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CITY COUNCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Bear-Mayor Stewart,------

- -- -- --- - -- ---- ---

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED' FOR.THE FOLLOWING REASON_S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl<. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN-G COMM.UNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh-ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities .
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta; Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature.~~
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CITY COU"t-ICIL
r·iORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 13 Pr1 4: SS

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayo(StewarC
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
$PIRll'UJ:l.L 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!------'·-eross-Wordchas·over-25-volunteer·ministries-offering'free-resources-and supporUo-families; elderiy-and-Iocal
businesses.
BRINGING (:OMMVNITV. P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signatu ~~~~==:::::=====~

______
MV00229882

CITY COUNCIL
MOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 12 '

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, _.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- _ . _ -

-.-

- - - - - .__

.-

-

••

--

._+"

SPIRITUAL:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR fiNANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signalure

001!Me ~,~~
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7

A~110:

12

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

1- --.-I

---I

~~ -~rit;n~ ~od;y for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is

imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORt) SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1-----e-eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries_offeringJr.ee_r.esour.c.es a_nd sURPort
elderiy and local
-, -- to families,
- ------. --------businesses.
--~--

BRINGING COMMVNIT·Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SE~VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
NAME
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CITY COUNCIL

~~ OR ENO
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 12

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~i.. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I------==·--.(ross Word has over t5 volunteer minls-frTesofferin-itreeresourcesand-su-ppori to families, elderiy-and io~~-- - --businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT:Y. P'ARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME
Signatur-....L_-'FT"-"'----:;H=-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY~CO UNCIL
t.fOR ENO YALtEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM /0: .1.2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·------··-Cross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries offering-free resources and supportto families,'elderly and local--' -.
I
businesses.
I

BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

HOR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD ~HOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

_ _ _ ._~r~~~_Word serves nu.r:nero~s R~v~rside_C~~r:!!'y!~side_n!.S_"Yee~IY_~'L0!fering spiI!~ual ~~!~_ce during,!.urbule~! tim~_:. ___
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signat

MV00229887

CITY 'COUNCIL
t.{OREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
. The Honorable Richard Stewart
/' Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMID: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD stiqULD BE INCLUDED FO.R THE Il'O~LOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----e--(ross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resouf<;es-and-support-to-families;-elder-iy-and-Iocal-- .
businesses.
BRINGII'!I.GCO~MVNITY

P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services'
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

. First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FII'!IANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229888

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-.

---

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMID: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----~-----

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part-of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO'OLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!------'·-crossW6rcfnas-Oiier-25-v-bIGnteeimiriistries Offeri"rig free'resources and 5upporffOfamllfe5;i:MeriY-arlcl locar- , ' - - - - - . ,
businesses.
BRINGIN~ COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SE-RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh.ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

-Hb"'--'b"~
____ =:....--""-~=---
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CI ry COUNCIL
i>W RENOV ALL EY

August 9, 2009

liECEIVEO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG ~1,7 :PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.-

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

~ROS.S

WORD SHOULD BE INCI:..UDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I-----,,-'-,:-·-,C"r-o-ss,-'Word has over 25vofunteerminlsfr:fes offeringfree resourcesand 5upporttofamilies, elderiy-a-ncr-ioca-I-------businesses.
BRINGIN.G 'COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

SignatureM.l.~
MV00229890

(ITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 2: 53

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many yearsto come.

-

VOTE 'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WO.RD SHOULD'BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve .Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversid~ Cou_n.!')'!~id_ents_~.e~kly_by .Qff~ing~pjJl!l,J.EL~Qlac~durtQg turQulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to fam'illes, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITV: PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229891

CITy COUNCIL
;,WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92S53
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 Pt4 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S WOR~ SHOU.LD BE l.rilCLUDED FO'R THE FOI:.LOWING REAS.ON,S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI1'U~L. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi.Qe County residents weeklyJ2.LQffeJing ~Ri(itual spJ.a_cf_d.ur.ingJur.bulenLtimes.--.--" . __ _

h - - - - - . Cross·Word has over 2S volunteer ministries·offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING ,(:or'1f~:U.NITY P"ARTNERSHIPS A'NDSERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
.

($hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

.

MA·.JO~ FI~ANcrA·L. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229892
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CITY COUNCIL
'~OREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor-Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUD,ED FO.R THE FO,J:.LOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those,
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR.TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----··-,CrossWorcfnas over25 volunteerniir'iistri"es offeriligfree-'resc:iur-ces-ancisuppoh to families, elderiy and-focar--' ,- - "
businesses.

'

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

-- ,

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
140REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM2:53

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor ~tewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WO,RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING ,REASONS

'

Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
o Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,

o

SPIRITUAL PARTNER
o

Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

'---'o-C;:oss W6rahas -over 2S-v6runteer ministries offering'free resources and supporfto famiJies, elderiy and locai businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERYIC:ES(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· F'INANCIAL IMPACT

Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
o Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social se'rvice dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
;. Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
o

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNcil
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 2: 53

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOW-ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·--:C:--rossWorcfhaso-ver is volunteerminlstries offering free-resources and support "to fam{fies," elderly and local--businesses.
BRINGING· COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERY.ICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II'!1PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229895

CITY COUHCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 aUG I 7 Pi1 J: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'D SHO'ULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I'

SPIRITUAL:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross-Word-has-o'ie(25volunteer ministries offering tree resources -a-ri'd-support to-fam(lies, elderly and loca-I- businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shO'rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COU'Hell
ihWREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 P,1 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORDSHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

1------

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
Word"lias-oveY25-v6IUnlee(rriinistries offering free resour-c-es-and support to families, -elderiy imd local'
businesses.
BRIN.GIN~

COMMUNITY. "PARTNERSHIPS

AND

SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR, FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

s;gnatureP

Icl::fIL

NAM(;h~/dcd /k/lJjr12S(Y/
ADDRESS It 7 Lo :5tc(2&/:A-rL ;A-:~
CITY tJ1Q- L0L .
ZIP 12SS-J
MV00229897

CITY COUNCIL

~~OR EHO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 aUG I 7 PI; 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CH1JRCH AI')IQ THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an 'integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W:ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOa:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, inthaljtJuneeting_the_needs oLthose----inaiViCluals and families thatiive in this community and will access services within the development.
SPI,RITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COM''''-UNI'I'Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh~ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cro~s Word offers Tree services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

AD DRESS~'-""'«-==---<---t'--'--'=>""t-'-~~~
CITY
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(

MV00229898

CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 3: 15
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
i_ _ _ _ _ _

Cross_Word-is.ar.l-integraLpar:t·of ourcommunity-and-is-emba~king-on-one-ofthe-greatest-G0mmunity-based------
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PART'NER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding c0"!lr:n.vniti.es and one of the' largest
churches/faith based organization.s within the March Ai"r Reserv'e ·B~se area.
• The-presence'of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
~~ N/Cal WO!~sJ~Eog~a m

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
.______ ~~R~so':J:rce ~~nter fo~No~Pro~t !JIana~e.~ent

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur';J27~~
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MV00229899

CITY COUNCIL

~40R ENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG I 7 P~l 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1-·- --

1

1------1: _. ·SPIRI'I'U·A·i... .PARTNE·R-·---:·• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G C:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~

¥
MV00229900
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,j2LTY COUNCIL
~4 0f( ENOV ALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·-CrbssWofd-l1as 6ver-Z5liofunfeer ministries offering-free-r-esourcesan-dSupport to-families, elderlyancfloc·al-·- ------- ..
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229901

'COUNCIL
.~lOFlEHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
,~CjTY

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARQING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH 3: 15

,CROSS_WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH·AND THE MARCH HEALTHEARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOt-LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S,PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·'-OossWorahas ovenS-volunteerministries offeringfreerescflIrces-andsupporftC'-families, elderiy and local---"
businesses.
BRINGIN.G .COMMUNI:ry PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

,-

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~ O,~

MV00229902

(:!TY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

.~~ OR ENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD, SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOl:.L.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT:V PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MPOJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. TH'E FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,

.,

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

1'------. Cross Word has over 25 volunteer m-inistriesOffering free resou'rces and supporttofamiiies, elclerly and-'oca'----businesses.
BRIN,GIN~

CO ...... UNITY

PARTNEI'lSHIPS AND SERVICE'S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
MAJOR FINANCIAL

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

I ... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229904

CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~~ORENO

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT -

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I. CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR niE FOL:.LOWING REAS.ONS

I'

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPI.RITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - _.. - . Cross-Word-ha's'()ve~r-25v61(friteenTfjjiistriesofferingffee resburce's-andsU'ppoYno 'families, elderlyan-d locarbusinesses.
B~IN.GING

.(:OMMU.NITy PA'RTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Hesource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase Iqcal sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME
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CITY COUNCIL

1140RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
,REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3= 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH ANDTHEMARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
\:CROs..S WORD SHOtlLD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REAS,ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
s..PIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - - -. -CrossWord-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering fre'e-resources-an-d'support"to'families--;elderly and'locar'
businesses.
BRINGING COMM,UNI:r'V PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you,-in advance, for

MV00229906

·.,i 11 CuUNCIL

VALLEY
RECEIVED

,,·WRE~iO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

'------D'ear Mayor SteWart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR ~HE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING CO .... M.UNITY: PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIA'L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
"-,

Signature~~M
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, CITY COUNCIL

i40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS W,ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REA'SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING (:OMMUNITY PARTNERSH.IPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
MA'JOR FINANCIAL,IMPACT-

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource C.enter for Non-Profit Management
.•

"':"

U

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229908

CITY COUNCIL

~ORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 PM 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear_Ma.yor_Stewar:t, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one ofthe largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PA.RTNERSHIPS AND ·SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
. Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu re

c:;;;: c... fi::::>CJ\
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MV00229909

ell Y COUNCIL
~onnw VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG.,'t.? ~eM ....3:./6

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO.ULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLPWING REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

.....:·_,Cr:oss_Word.serv.es numer.ous_River.side_County residents_weekly_by offering.spirituaLsolace.dur.ing turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
bu·sinesses.

1_ _ _ _ _

BRINGING COMM.UNITY 'PARTNERSHIPS A'ND ,SER,VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAMEb
,£ J5LflLtyJC
Signa~ & &taLL
aJiLt e tJ1US)~
ADDRESSo??383
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Ci I" TeO UHelL
,:4 OR ENO VALLEY

RECEIVED .

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 3: I 6

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE UirCLUDED FOR,THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves nu~me.r:.Qu~_~iverside CQ!l~nty resi<;lents weels.[y_b.y.o.ft'e(iog spirituaLsolace.during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
"
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

MV00229911
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor-Stewart;- - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- .-.--_.- - .·-Cr-oss-Word-has over-25-volunteer--ministries-offer-ing-free-r-esour-ces-and-suppor-t-to·families,-~Ideriy-and-Iocal----·------ - --.businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tu~

NAME~'~__~~__~~~-=~____~

MV00229912

\.,1 i 1 COUNCIL
~·10RENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEiVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
D~Er

09 AUG I 7 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Mayor Ste~art,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COM'MUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL.:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

1·-------

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
-·-buslness·es. .--00---.- ----.--- -- -------00
....---.,--_. ---- - . - ..00-

-

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

.~

--..

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

'Signature
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COUNCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 PM ,: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart; - I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOU,LD BE INCLUDED' FOR 'f:HE FOLLO,WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
,,______ _~Cr.oss-Wor.d-has-over-25-volunteer-m inistr-ies·offeri ng free-resou rces'and support to-fam i!les,eld eriy-andlocal- - - - - --businesses.
BRINGING COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho'rt'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

t,WR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint

Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:..LOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

.!._C~Qss_W.Qr:d_ser:\les_numerous.River.side

County residents.weekly .by-offering spiritual·solace during turbulent times; • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL:.. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatut!f~
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 pr1 I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar!,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S ..wORDSHOULD., BE INCLU.DED FO'R T-HE FOL-LOWING' REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UJ:l,L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

.

,

.

BRINGIN.G .COMfjlUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~:;"S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR. FINANCIAL IfjlPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229916

CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Ste}'Vart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS'
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL 'PARTNER
I_ _ _~_' _ _ _·_C(Oss_Wo(d_s~e(v.e s_n.um~e{o_u

s_R iv..ers i d~e_Co~u n.ty_(esiden.ts_wee kly_by_offe ri ng spi ritu aLso.l ace_d u ri n g_tu rb uIe nUi m es._ _ _,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COM .... ~UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(,short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.'ure
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CITY COUNCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INcLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - --.- Cross-Word-has-over -25volunteer min-istries offeringfree re-source-s and-s-upport to families, elderi and local--

y

businesses.
BRINGINO COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

!¥IA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME
Signature __~--:=

____________
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MV00229918

\~u Y COUNCIL
PORE/·/O VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRoss WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
&PIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
------·-Cross-Word·has·over25 volunteer-ministries offering-ffeeresQurc-es-anasuppo-rttofamnres, elaeriy and iOciif --_.businesses.
BRINGING (:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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~ ~ un-Ie) ~
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CiTY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,---- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ·-Cross-Word ha's'olier25 volunteer ministrieso-ffe'ring free res'olirces'and supporfto families; elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local. sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding comm unities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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ell Y COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I cRos.s

WORD SHOULD B-E INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.Lo,WING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

__._ ... __._ Cr5?SS Word se~ve.s !:l_umerou~ R~~~~~d_~ ~<?u_n!YJesidel!.t~ wee_klyJ>y Qfte!iDKSl:1iritu.?L~Q.IClce du.rLl'!g tUibul~nt times ..
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND.'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

for your support.

,

..-.===______

Signature--b.-4--+-J...-_ _
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(I i '( COUNCIL
;·1 OR ENO VALLEY
August 9,2009

RECEIVE,D

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our .community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI'NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---

·-(ross-Word-has-over-2S-volunteerministries-offerlng-free-resource-s-and-s-upporn(namilie~eldetlyarid-'6cal

businesses.
BRI.NGING COMM·U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short:list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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• CITY COUNCIL

;40R ENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7 PM I:' 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

________• Cn~~s. '!Yord serves~~erou~lve~ide

C~~!~ residents weekly~y offering.3J~iritual ~~lac~~ri!!g1!Jrb~!!e_t:ll time~ _______ _
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit lYIanagement

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

El'J~ ~~ lYt~

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

2. 'N,f IJ ~
Signature __
~
_ _ _ _ _ _~_:.---=.
411

_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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COUNCIL
110 HEN 0 VAll EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

,i09'AUG! I,} : PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORDSHOtlLDBE INCLUDED FO.R.THE F()Li.OWING. REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
B~IN.GING

COMM'VNITVPARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• CrossWord has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~ .~
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CITY COUNCIL

,4 0 RENOV ALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 Pr1 I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewaft,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-'CrossWorcf!1as over 25volunteermlnlstries offeringfre-eresQurc-es-ancfsuppo'rfiofamili-es, elderiyand loca'- '-----------.
businesses.
BRIN,GIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229925

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG, 7 PM ,: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

eROS,S W.ORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWH\jG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-'-; crossWord
overi5 voiunteer ministifes-offering-free'resources and support to famiiles;elderiy
locai' .- ----

and

has

businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I'M PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~jYlQD
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

(;1 fY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Pr1 I: 04

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar-t,- ..
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----·-Cro-ssWofCfh-a-sover25v6Iuri"teer minisfries offering-free resources and-support-teifamilies, elderrYan<flocal
businesses.
BRINGING (:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SE·RVICI!:S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federa" state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 PH I: 04

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- -Dear-Mayor-Stewart, --- - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-------Gross-Word-has-over-2S-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources-and-support-to-families;-elderly-and-local----businesses.
BRINGIN-G COMMUNIT-Y PARTNERSHIP'S AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
I

I~~--

MV00229928

'XU COUNCIL
,<lORENO YALLEY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 1: 04

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCL.UDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-----.-CrossWord-lias ovenS-volunteer ministries offering-free-resolJrces and support to families; elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M.o;JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIfY COUNCIL

VALLEY
RECEIVED

~OREHO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PH I: 04

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD,SHOOL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.L.OWIN-G REASONS
- Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
- Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
- The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

- Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times_
-----Cross-Word-has over-25-volunteer-ministriesoffering free resources-and support-to-families;-elderlyand local-' businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
/

(slior:t'listl.

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

- Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
- Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dol,lars
through its army of community minded volunteers_
- Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
- Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed devel~pment.

Thank you, in a vance, for your support.
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(In COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG!,7 PM I: 04

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

-'

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOUl.;D BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOLLOWING' REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations withi[l the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·--Cross-Word-has-ove(25vblunteer ministries-Offering free-resQiJrces-and support t6 families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

',(short'/lS,t)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and maQY others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support,

Sign.tur~~
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COUNCIL
~WRENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 PM I: 04

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CR'OSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE I;OLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

_ _ _--'·'-Cross_Word.serves.numerous.Riverside.County_residents-weekly-byoffering-spiritual-solace-during-turbulent-times.-- _.--.-- .• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~.~*
MV00229932

CITY COUNCIL

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

August 9, 2009

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear-Mayor Stewart;---

- - - - - - -- ----

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I'CROS_S WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR 'f.HE FOLLOWING-REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
F=~----~~--~~~~~----------~---~-=-~-~--~'--~-~-----~-~-~--------------~---::------------------------~-----

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN,D SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

,MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturej~ ~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear Mayor-5tewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO'S:S WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDEi'D FOR THE FOL.:L.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1,_,_-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·-OiYss-W6rcfnasover-25volifriteenriTriisfries'offering-free resources
supporCfo familie5,"elderiy ana focal---- - - - - - .
businesses.

and

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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CITY COUNCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 2: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO'SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE'D FOR .THE FOLLOWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL
..
. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
~ ..Cross Word.has over-25-voluntee~ministries offering free resources·and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that .benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
NAME
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CITY COUNCIL
r40REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE
A

I

CROSS WORD

SHOU~D

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOa:.L.OWIf\lG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

-- ._- - - -·-Cross-Word-serves-numerous Riverside-(ounty-residents-weekly by offering spiritual solace"during-turbulent times. • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s_hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu rl;lr'
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i~I'1 Y COUNCIL
?10RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCI:.UDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRI.TUAL. PARTNER

_ _ _ _ _--:·'-Cross_Word.serves.numer.ous.Riverside.County_residents.w.eekly_by_offering,spiritual.sq!ace.during turbulenLtimes.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi·Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~--MV00229937

CITY COUNCIL'

~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
.

-.

August 9,2009

09 AUG' 7 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
-

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cr.ossWord_hasover 25_v.olunteer-ministries offering free·resources·and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
.~
"

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sl1ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatureof~ 1.Q~.l .AAt9Y)

L\~~ ~Q\\~\x.j.~\J1\
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MV00229938

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECE"IVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING ·REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word has over-25 volunteer ministries·offering free-resources and· support-to familiesi·elderly·and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER·SHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~'i~
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~10RENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

VALLEY

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

hCROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOt-LOWING ·REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUJ:\L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--LCross-Word-has-over .2S-volunteer-ministr-ies-offer-ing-free resources-and support to-families;-elderiyand-Iocal
---businesses.
BRIN.GING C;:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERV.ICES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly_ Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229940

CITY COUNCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECE'IVtD
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 1.7 ..PM .2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

--- -,-·-Cross Word-serves-numerous-Riverside-County residents-weekly-by ·offering spiritual-solace-during-turbulent-times_----- • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses_
BRINGIN.(iI COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

signature·---!:.....~-+-,1Q---7"~3=---'~_
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CITY COUNCIL_
VALLEY
RECEIVED

kORE~O
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, C~ 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, ""
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD B"E INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:..LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PART_NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----------·-Cross-Word-has oiler-2S-volunfeenl1inistries offering-free resources a-nd support t6fil-milres, eld-erl\iarid

Icicar- -- ---

businesses.

I·I

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Childr~n's

Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh-ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229942

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOL.LOWIN.G REA:SONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Crcfss-Wordh-a-s-6-ve-r25 volunteer minisii"ies-offe-ring-free resources -and supporfio families, -elderiy-an'd local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY. PARTN_ERSHIPS 'AND S'ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

MV00229943

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 Pt:1 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
.---

-- -----

__ Dear Mayor Stewart, . I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R.THE Fat-LoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

-,._ . -

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-Cross-Word has-ove'r-2S'volUnte-enn iiiistries6fferin-g freTresoiir'ces-a-na sLipp-6-rt to families;elaeri"y and-Iocal-- - ,
businesses.
BRINGING COMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN,D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list):

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229944

CITY COUNcil
~40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, ...
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRD.SS WORDSHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLD.WING" REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over i5~ofunteerminlstries~ering f':e-e-;:-eso-ur~~s a~d-s~pp~t t~-families, -;Ideriy a;;-ci I~~- -.
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERYIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers_
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUN'CIL
~,WRENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09
17 PM 2: 51
...... AUG
- ...
~

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DPJELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSSWORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED" Fo.R,THE·FOl;i.OWI~C:;O'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY P.ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR F,INANCIAL IMPAC:r

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support .

. Signature
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ry COUNCIL
>-WR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
II

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.oRD SHOUL~ BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLo.wU~G REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI1'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---------·--CrossWord-has-over-25-volunteer--ministr-ies-offer-ing-free-resources-and-support-to-families; elderiy-and-Iocal-businesses.
BRINGING CO .... ""VNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

:(sl'lortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL '''''PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~~ ~ ~
MV00229947

CUy COUNCIL
t'IORENa VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWI.NG REAS.ONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - -e-(ross Word-has-over-25-volunteer-m inistries'offering-free-resourcesand suppornofamUles;-elderi,rand-local----·- --businesses.
BRINGING C!:OMM·U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL II'!'IPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

- '~ank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources and support-to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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'wllr COUNCIL

;WR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 .PM 2: S2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR "HE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offeringslJiritual solace during turbulent times.
_. -.-C;o~s-Wo~dhas 0~;r-25 volunteer ~inist~-ies ~ff~~in-g-fr~e-resou~~es ~nd:~upp~rt-t~farniiTe~:-~id;riy-a~dlocal ---'businesses.
BRINGIN.G COI'i'!MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN.D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I J .PM 2: S2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASO.NS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good commu'nity partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

- ..--.--.-.•. Cross'Word'serves numerous Riverside County resldentsweekly'by 'offering sprrituals61ace durin'g turbulent times. -.-.• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G CO"tMVNITY PARTNER'SHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh.ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229951

CITY COUNCIL
)40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR TH·E FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. _..• CrossWord has over-25-vblunfeer ministries offerin!ffree res6urces and sup·pordo familfes,-erde;:iy·and iocal .---businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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i:ITY COUNCIL

f~OREHO VALLEY

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CR"OSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FQl:.LQWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL.,PARTNER

Cross-Word serves numerous-Riverside County-residents-weekIY'by"offering spiritual solace-duringturbulenttimes.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.

1 - - - - - - ..- ..•-

BRINGIN.G c:or,,,,,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (s.hort list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

~WRENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG /7 Pt1 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' W.ORD SHOULD BE INCL.UDED FO.R THE FOLi.oWING REAS.ON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'U.II.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent timec:::;s:.:...._ __

1·-------. CrossWord has over 25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources and s~i)p~t to families; elderly'and local'
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMU,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(,short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL III'IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CI ry COUNCIL
1~OREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PI1 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear MayocStewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S' W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

!----------. Cross-Wora-nas-o-ver 25 volunte-eTrriTnisti'ies-bfferingfree resources ancfsupportto fam-ilies, elderiyand fo-caf-------businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CiTY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

.

August 9, 2009

09 AUG /,7 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has ovei'25'v'6lunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

DW VALLEY
RECEIVED

;~ OR
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 12: 4I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

____
• Cro~? Wor:9_se~~~!:l.merous Riv~r~i~e <;9~nt'r'. re~i~e_nts ~e~~Iy'.b'L0ff~ring spiri_tua.1 sola~e. ~.urin~_t~r~~lent ~ir~.e~.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNIT:V PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229957

CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~ORnW
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AU~ J,7 cP,M 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - Dear Mayor-Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. B~ INCLUDED- FOR THE F.·OLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·----·-<:ross Wordhas-over-25-volunteennihistries offering-free resources and support to'families, elderlYand

focal ----- ----. --.

businesses.

.

-

BRINGING COMMVNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

;\WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS_S WORD SHO.UL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:LOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT:Uj!\L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1'-----·-Cross-Word-has-over-2S-volu nteer min istries offErri ngfree- res6u rces- c'fnd' su pport to-fami Ii es-;-eliferiy' and-local'
!
businesses.
BRINGING (:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (~h'ort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

, -- -----'-D-ear Mayor"Stewart;-- - -~-

---- -----

"----~-

- - - - - - - - - -----

"

I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
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SPIRITUAL PAR;rNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGINGCOf!1MUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ _~_Dear-Mayor~Ste.war:t,------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR.TNER
,.JIo"

• Cross Word serves numer6us Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING CO"'MU.NITy PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(,short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJO~ FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu re----'=r-__--,~.4£--LJ.--r--------
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CITY COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear May()r S_te~artL- '" _
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS"S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO,R THE FO,l:.LoWllifG REAS,ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
',---'----busriiesses-.---'
----- ,,- .. -- --------------- - - - , , - -

BRINGIN"G COPit .... U,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(~hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR F'INANCI'AL ' .... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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14177 Frederick Street
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD

~E

INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWrNG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR,TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND, SERvrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ~ND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR
FINANCIAL IMPACT
,
,

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses Which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart,-

-

-.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good communi~y partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER·SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN.CI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

J__I

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 Pt112: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r cRos's' W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F;O.I:.;LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
$PIRITU.e.L ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
has'-ove'r'2YvollinteerministriesofferrngHee-resources-and support-tofamilies, eiderly and loca-I------·-

I - - - - -... -,~;:;,;;·~~-',.,

businesses.

BRINGn'~GCOM'MUNITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 .PM 12: '.42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU.LD BE INCI:.UDED FO.R THE FOLLOWII'iI.G REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
Individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRIT.UAL PARTNER

...!_~ross--'lVord serv~~numer:g~.s Riversi9.~ Counly'~esidents weeklYAY oJfeJjng_~Riritual solace_<iu.dngJurb..uJeoUimes. _ .
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

SignaturJ~ ~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMII: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CRQS.S WORD SHOIl.LD BE INCLU·DED

~OR

l'HE FOLLOWING. REASONS.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
"-"Cross Word has' over :t.svolunteermlnis·trres-offermg free resources and support to-families, elderly an-d-,oca,----- - - - businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES (sh0rt

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

.

list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

-

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~~~

NAME:n.a\ro..
ADDRESS

'\J ~

J

\SJ L\~ ~-.\\e0\_ ~f\
zIP~S5\

MV00229968

(lTY COUNCIL
~~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM II: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHl!.RCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES'

A

I

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R .THE

FOLi..OWI~G RE~SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU,tt.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - " -,---.- CrossWord has over-25-volunteer ministries offering free-resources-arid support tofamilfes, elderfyan-d local- - businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICII!'S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signatu re~L.J.L~~~==~+--"::k::~~C!:::::,=::.

MV00229969

CI'! '( COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~IORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Mo'reno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG' 7 AM II: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOVLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
-·'--·-Cross Word-has over 25 volu'ntE!-er-m'ihistries offering tree reso'i.Jrces and supporfto 'families', 'elderlyand Tocar---- - ..
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229970
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MV00229972

~I! '1

COUNCIL

I,W REH0 VALL EY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 0 I

I

REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH I;IEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WO.RD SHOUL:.:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over
volunteer -miniStries-offering f~e-eres-ource-sand support to fa~flies:elderly-an(iTocal-- -- - .

25

businesses.
BRINGIN·G C:OM,..UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME,_________________________
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

ADDRESS,__________________

CITY _________________ ZIP _ __

MV00229973

~ITY COUNCIL
)~ORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint·
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I·CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLU,DED FO.R THE

FOLLOWI~GREASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulentj:imes_.____ _

1------.-C=-r':"':'oss Word has over 25 volu-nte-erministrie~ ~fi~~ing free;:esour~e~-and -suppo-rt t~-f~~ilies, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G' COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding co'mmunities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME

Lu la. B-J ho rv]q 5

d toO \ ~ +--Lt StCITY Rt'veY's(de. ZIp9d50l

ADDRESS

MV00229974

CiTY COUNCIL
v~OREI~O

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 ,AM 9:,,0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart~
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
"·-CrossWord'has over'25-volunte'er"mlnistriesofferin"g"free resouftenmd support to families, elderiy and local' ..- .
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND S.ERYICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~
. j ',.

NAME~AAL~~ ~
ADDRESS

CITY
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~

MV00229975

liTT' COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

NORE/-W VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG I J ~AM .9: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.OR.D SHOClI:.D: BE I.NCL:.UDED FOR. THE FO ....I:.OWING ·REAS.ON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

---lr---·-

1--,----·L../-_.-=..S_·P_'_R_''1'_.U_··_A·...;.'"_P_A_R."_..:...N_E_R_ _·_
..·_·_.~_
.._._-_-_,._.-_-_
... _ _
.. ,_-_'_-_-_._··-'--_ _ _ _ _ _....::-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.-_ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR F'NANC,'AI:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229976

UI YCOUNCIL
August 9, 2009

i,WREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED '
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 Ali II: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
Cross-Word-has,over-25-volunteer-ministries offering-free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

_, __ ''' _ _ ..!.

BRINGING C::OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short !ist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME
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CiTY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

~WRENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, -- - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral parfof our community and is embarking on one ~f the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W.ORD SHOU:LD BE INCLUDED FO-R ~HE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Eross-Word-has-over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and supp-ort to families;- elderiyand Ibcal-----------businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh-crt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL Hoi/PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME

JANet
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ADDRESS
CITY

MV00229978

CITY COUNCIL
I-WREHO YALLEY
RECEIYED
I.

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

August 9, 2009

09 AUG, 7 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;--

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS_S wORD SHO.VLD BE INCLU,DEDJ FOR l'HE FOLLOW-I,NG REASONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1-----e-Eross-Word-has-over-z5-volunteerministries-offeringfree-resources-andsupportto-families;-elderiyand-Iocal-----businesses.
BRIN,GING (:OMMU,NITY P'A,RTNERSHIPS AND SE-RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

,

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME-=:£)
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ADDRESS

MV00229979

. CiTY COUNCIL

t·lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

iCROS.S WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S~IRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.. - ... -.- Cross'Word-hasOver25 volunteerministries offering free resources and s'upportto famifies:elderiy and-loc~I'---'
businesses.
BRINGIN'G CO"'MUNITY· PARTNERSHIPS AI'fD SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through.its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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eli Y COUNCIL

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS'WO.RD SHO,ULiD BE INC.LUDED FOR "'HE·F.O,LLOWI·~C;;'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
i-----·-Cross-Word-has'ove-r-25 vblurltee(miniStries'offering-Uee'resources--an'a'sUpp'6r'Ho-families-;-elaeriy-an-d-Io-Cal-------businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND e:;ERvrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho'rt"lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FI"'ANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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un COUNCIL
;.WRENO YALLEY
RECE/YED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

'Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I '~Rofis WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR .THE FOLLOW,IN.G REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL :PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·--crbssWortf h-as-bver 25 vOlUnteer ministries' offering free resources and supporfto fa-milies;elderiyand local businesses.
BRINGIN:G ,COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SER.vrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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ClT'( COUNCIL

HOREHO VALLEY
RECEWED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunfee"': ministries offefring free-resources and"support to fariiTiles, efcferiTand local---- .. ---.- --- ..
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU';UTY .PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers,
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development,
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

f-lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR-OS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:;LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----_.-.- .-----.sPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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COUNCIL

riORENO VALLEY
RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.

.

Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR'THE FOL.LQWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00229985

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CiTY COUNCIL
~lOR ENO VALLE Y
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the' church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY .pARTNER

I eROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritua'l support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence ~f Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL, PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-- ---.----- - - ._-- • ~-Cross Word has Qver2S-voluriteerministries
fam-iJies~ 'elderly -and local

offe-rfng-freeresQurc-esand-support to

businesses.
BRINGI·N.G' COMMUNITY PARTNER'SHIPS AN,D SERVICES'(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN.CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu re_=l7"T6f-'-"'=---''-~~----r.7'--b'-::::''-~
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CtTY COUNCIL
:',WRENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUGI7 AH8:27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word ha_s_~ver ~~~u!lteer min~s!ries ?ff~~~!..':.~~~es~~!:.c..~s an~ s~pport to families, elderiy.~~d local
businesses.
BRINGIN9 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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(fry COUNCIL

!'1OR ENO VALLEY
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AM 8: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral par(of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S W.OR~ SHqULD BE INCLU·DED FOR. THE FOLL~,WING RJ;tASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• --Eross-Word-has-over-25-volu nteer m inistriesofferi ng'free-resou rcesa nd su pport to-fa m i lies;-elderiy-and-Iocal
businesses.
BRINGING ,C:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES'

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh:ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First S'California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AI:. IF!lPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly: Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, arid many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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:In COUNCIL

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

MORENO·VALLEY
RECEIVE£}
09 AUG ,I J ,AM \,8: 12·9

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOU.LD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOYVI'NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING

~OMMUNITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND: SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJO~ FINANCfAL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses wh.ich, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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ern COUNCIL
MORENO VALLty
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W_ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLPWI.NG· REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITIIAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_____._. ___ ~9_SS_WQr:.d_b_as_o_v_eL25_v_olunteecministries_offering free resour.ces and suppor.t-to-families,-elderiy-and local
businesses.
. ,
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER'SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 C~lifornia
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR. . FINANCIAL IMPACT
-

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~

d, f6;:o
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. CITY' COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
rhe Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W,ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLiLOWINGREA_SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SP.IRITU·AL PI,I.RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G 'COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR. FINANCIAL I.MPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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(XI Y COU'NCIL
~WREHO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
-.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.

Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES'

FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
•

_ _

~~

-

__

••

_ _ 0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• ____________

• • ___________________

•

_ _ _• _ _

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

CITY"'0t>-cc~

MV00229992

CITY COUNCil
NORENO YALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 8: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO·S.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWUIIG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PAR·TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND$ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR. FINANCI'AL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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·Cn:l COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

i~\OREt-W
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALLEY
RECEIVED

09AUG·17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO.L:LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
busine'sses~

BRINGING COMMU,NIT.Y PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta,'Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~
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(I fY COUNCIL

MOREHO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---.:-.

i

.

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I c~oS:s W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support.to f~l!!.!lies,.elq~dY.img l.oc.aL
-------busine-sses.
-'
- - - - - . . .--.. .... --..- --.

BRINGING ¢OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~
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COUNCIL

i~ORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,' -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHO(/.LD BE INCLUDED FOR "HE FOIo;':"OWI~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents_ weekly ~y_ ofJ:ering~piritual solace duringil)xb..\JJe.oUim.es. _ _ __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C:O...,M:UNITV: PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERVICE'S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00229996

CUr COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
. RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I)

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Ch urch, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I, 'CROSS

WORD, SHO'ULD BE INCLUDED, FOR l'H,E F.OLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritl,lal ~Jace during !urbl:'lellt times., _____ .____ ._ ..
·---,----:-·'Cross Word-~s over 25 volunteer ministries offerfng-ii-ee resourceSand support tolamilies, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGI'NG COMMUNITY PAR,TNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA'L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AU,G 1.3 PM 4: SO
-

~:r

I , ~

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:oLOWIJIIG. REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
.Cross_Word_has_over_25..volunteer:.ministries_offeringJree resour:ces_and_support_to families, elderiy and locaL
businesses.

!!

BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00229998

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO YALLEY
RECEIYED '
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG /3 PM 4: SO

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves n umerou~ Rive~ide Co~n.ty. resid,~I11? ~~!'!1!.yJ:),y'.Qff~rllJg~pirit!Jal solKe..d.ur:.iog_tur.b.uJenUiroes ... ____", _
• Cros~Word has over 25 volunt~;r ";;inist-ries offering free resources and support to f~milies, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws' over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWI.NG REASON'S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
'individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRITUA'L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

!-------.--Cr"055 Wora-nas over 25 volunteermfiiEtries offerfiigfree resourceS-and supporito-families, elderly and I~cal - -----businesses.
BRINGIN.G CO .... MUNI.1'Y PARTNER'SHIPS AND S.ERV.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal. state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~~
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MV00230000

CITY COUNCIL
MOBENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 3 PH 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRoss WORD.SH.OU.LD BE INCLUDED. FOR 1'HE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development !s a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!------·-CrossWorcfl1as over 2'5 vol unteer-m-i riTstrles offering free resources and-support
tam-flies, elderly and loca-I- --. ---- --

to

businesses.
BRINGING (:OMMUNITV. PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Prof,t Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.~o=-

_ _ _ __
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CITY COUHCIL
VALLE,(
RECEIVED

~OREHO

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 4: 55

14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOLLOWIN~ REASON'S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--~--~----.- •. Cross-Ward-has· over-2S· volunteer ministries offe-ring-free-resQurces and support to-fa-milies~·-elderiYarid

local' --- - -- --_. --

businesses.
BRINGING COMM·U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIT'l' COUHCIl
tWREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG \ 3 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR ~HE FOL:.LOWING R'EASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through materia',
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL 'P~RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·-Cross-Wdrd-na-s- -ovenS voIUiiteerm-ihistties-offering free-resoUrceS-ano supporU6 familieS;- elderiy-and-Iocar- - -- - - ----businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2S00 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~LJ ~
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CITY COUNCIL
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewa~t
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
Dear

M~yor

09 AUG 13 PM 4: SS

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Stewart,

_

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION'
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS-S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-",:,in-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRiNGING COMMUNIT:V PARTNERSHIPS -AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short !1st)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

~WR ENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS:S

WO~D

SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR ,THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

- -

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross~Word has-O"ver25-V-oluriteer ministries -offering free'res~ources and supportto familie~S:elde;:'y arici lota'j
.
businesses.
BRINGIN~ C:OMMU.NIT,Y. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COUNCIL
t"iOR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG /3 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD, BE INCI:..UDED FOR 'THE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

_._ _... ____·_Cr:oss_Wor:d_se.r:v.e s_n.ur:ne.r:o.u s_R iy_er:sid.e_Co.u (l.tYJ.esid.e(l.ts_w_e.e~ly_b.y_O.ffe.r:i (lg.spjri.tua 15.oJa~e_d.u{i(l g.tur:b.u lenUi r:ne.s.. __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMU"NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

~ERVICES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
MA'JO~ FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

nC~fOrYO~:;ort. ;'J
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?40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4:56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRQ.SS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_ _ _ .. _· __ Cr.oss_Word_has_over_25_volunteer_ministries-offer-ing-free-resources-and-support-to-families,elderiy-and local .- - - - - -_.
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHlp·s AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans fqr expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit tt1is proposed development.

I
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~
MV00230007

, ·,·C I Tyeo u~j elL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09'AUG 13 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS.S

WOR~

SHOU.LD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI!.;LOWINGREASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL 'PAR:rNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• _CrossWorcJ h~ov~ 15....\LQLl!.nte_er miniSVies_oJtering free resources and support to families, elderiyand local
businesses.
BRIN.GIN.G COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh0r:t list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

CITY-t-fr~--t--r--"-+-=- _ __

MV00230008

CITYCOU HCil

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR·OSS W.ORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE I1'OLL~WING REASONS·
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

!--------. _Cr.oss Wor.d_ser:v.eulumer:ous_Riv.erside_Countyresidents w.eekly_by_offeringspir:ituaLsolace_dur.ing_turbulenUimeL_
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8:

2~

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRc)S.S WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·--.-Cross Worifhas over2Svolunteer mTnistriesofterin-g- fre-e resources-an-d s'uppOrftofim,'ilies, elderiy and locai-businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

C<e.[CCstr; <;.S'd f<2- S
ADDRESS f'L J '8" ,/0 rm \J\J ). \I\J
J
CITY R\\f£'~S\G\ce
ZIP 9208"
NAME

Signatu re--'''-''''''''''':......"oo::;....._-\-....:t.,....:::::._ _ _ _ _ _ __

MV00230010

CITY COUHCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 24

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S W.ORD SHOO.LD BE INCLU,DED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering sfJiritual solace during turbulent times.
------·-Cr-oss Wordhas over 2S volunteer-min;striesoff;ring free re-s~~rce~-;nd ~~pport t~ fa~ilies, elderlYa~d I~~~ - -----businesses.
BRINGIN~ CO .... MU.NITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tured-...",..,,~ ~......,JJ~--.-"
V'

MV00230011
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED.
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FQI..LoWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---·-Cross Word has·over· 25-volunteer ministries offering'fre'e resources and'slJpporHofamilies, elderiy and locar
businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY P'ARTNE'RSHIPS A'ND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(stiort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II'!IPACT.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
,,~
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~ ~.
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MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 11 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL., PARTNER

- -

-_.

_0

-_.

-

----

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
Cross Word has over 2S-volunteer ministries offering free reso"urces and"support families, elderiy and local

to

--.-

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

SERVIC~S (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIV'EO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92S53
REGARDING:

0.9 AUG I 7 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear Mayor-Stewar.t,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL,LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development,

i-------,-------'-----------'----------------------------------,
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING

CQ~MU.NITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAMEbNMJ~~UE A. Lu.ON\'
ADDRESS
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ell'( COUNCil
~WR ENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WOR'D SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FQR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
°

Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
° Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
° The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

°
_0

Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
.Cross-Word has-over-25-vol unteer-m in istries-offering-free ·resou rces-and support-to-fam iliesTelderiy-and local-businesses.
BRINGING CO,MMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SE,RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short !Ist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

°

Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
° Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
° Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME
Signatu reL.....;~:...-..:..._ _ _-.:......---:;."c...-....:...-d-=:......-_ _ _ __
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MV00230015

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

, lll~T COUNCIL
ill0RU40 VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 M1 8: 26

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS _ -

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUJ;\.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Wor.d has_over_25_volunteer ministries offering free resources andsupport-to-families,elderiy-and local-~---
businesses.
BRINGING CO ...... U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SE-RYIC,ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short lis~)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL I ... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230016

CITY COUNCIL
i90RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 25

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-,VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOU~LD BE I'NCLU.DED FOR l'HE FOL.i;.OWI~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUJ,\L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi,de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- -·-Cross Word has ~over-25-volunteer ministries offering free resources ~and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU,NITY PARTNERSHI'PS AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR. FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to lacal cities.
• Crass Word saves Riverside, Mareno Valley, Perris and surraunding cammunities' critical sacial service dollars
thraugh its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, China, Fantana, San BernardinO', Hemet, Murrieta, AdelantO', Lang Beach, and many athers.
• Crass Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_..;:4:::'=""""'",-*..DIo-=cd=>-_~.e::::;.........:.-_ _ _ _ _ __
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CITY COUNCIL
!40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be includ.ed in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-.- -. Cross Word Kg oveT25 volu·nteer ministrieS-offeringfree resources andsuppcirfto fa-milies~·elaeriYand local-· businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M·AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

().
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor- Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WO.RD SHOULD' BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
!------·-eross-Word-has 'over"25-volu nteer-m in istries-offerl ng-free-resourcesa nd 'su pport to fa nii Ii es-;elderlyahd-Iocar-- - - - ------businesses.
BRINGIN:G eOMMuNITY P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short:list)'·

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IfIiIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for. expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230019
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
~----.----

--

--

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOOLD BE INCLVDED FORi THE.FOLLOWING, REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
__ • Cross Word has_ovec25_volunteer.ministries .offering free .resources.and.supporUoJamilies,-elderiy_andJocaL ...________ ____ ._.
businesses.
BRINGINGC:OMMUNIT~ PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh"or:t'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FINANCIAL IMpACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230020

CITY COUNCil
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 ~UG 13 PM 4: 27

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

'August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU,DED FOR THE Fot-L.owiNG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

.. __ ._____ ·Cr.oss_Wor.d_serves.numerous_RiversideLounty residents weekly by offering-spiritual solace-during.-turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and su'pport to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMU,NITi'f. PARTNER'SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

r

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition,
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
CROS'S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL'LOWIN.G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

1 - - - - - - - -·.-Cros~rWord-nasoiier25-liori.Jriteer-minisrriesoffering-free resourcesand support tOfa'miife5;-elderly aniiocal ,-- ,. -' - - - -

businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNER'SHIPS 'AND ,SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- ~ -~-~- ------~
Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOQ.LD BE INCLUDE'D FOR THE FOLLQWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. • Cross-Word-has-over-2-5-volunteer-ministries-offering-free resources and-support-to-families;-elderiy-and-Iocal-'-- - - - - ,businesses.
BRINGING COF!'lMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(Sh0rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WOR!.? SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LO,WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been 'one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
--.-------- ---- - - - - ---

-----~~-----

'~PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC,i!:S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short IIsti

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource C~nter for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tu~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13

P~l

August 9, 2009

4: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORDSHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FO'R l'HE FOI:.LOWING REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serv~s_nu_merolJ2..RiversiQ~~ounty r~s[denj:s we~hly-b_y_Qfkr:logspi(itual s.olace .du(iog.turbulenUimes._
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVI:CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(sh-ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
/·WR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;

--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meetin~ the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over-25-volunteer ministries offering-ffeeresoufces and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUHCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STR'ONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I ~ROS:S' WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FO_R 'f.HE Fcll:.l!.OWING 'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~PIRITUA'L PAR,TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - . - - --·-Cros-sWorifnas over 25 volunteer mfnlstrfesoffering free resources and-SUpport to families, elderly an-a iocal-- - - --businesses.
BRINGING' COMM,UNIT,y PARTNERSH,IPS AND SERVICES

Children'S Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

W'Iort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

--

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT
.-

.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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)~ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 27

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLO.wING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Crqs~_Won:l serves num~.rQ~_s. Rl~grside.J;;~untY...r~si~nts ~~~kly by Qfier::il'!g ~R.ir1!J,@1 so@£~ gl,lrinUilrbulenqlmes.
• Cross Word has ove~ 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to fumilies, elderiy and local
businesses.
'

.'

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A·ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FI,NANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign~/iu~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PH 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear MayoYSfewart-,- - - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FO-R THE FOLLOW,ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER-SHI,PS AND SERVICES (sh0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
.
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SH.OU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR .THE FOLLOWI.NG RE.AS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

------·-Eross-Word-serves-numerous-Riverside·Counwresldents·we·ek!y'byoffering-spil'itlf,Ws-6lace auriifgTurbulenftimes.----·
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G C::OMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICE::S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s.hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'A·L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

D_ear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I. CROS.S WORD SHOULD

BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOt.LOWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
I---"'----e-Cross-Word-has-over 25-volunteer-ministriesoffering free resources-and·support·to-families,-elderiy·and local-·
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR~S.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED F·OR·THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County' residents weeklyJIv. offering_s.pll::itu_aLs9Ja.ce_d.ur.ing_turbulenLtimes. _____ .. __ _
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALL EY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED,

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
rCROS_S

WOR~

SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE Fc)LLoWlrlIG, REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Cross Word-has-over-2S-volunteerministrles offt~rihg free resources"anersupporncffamilies:elaeriy and loear - - - - - - .
businesses.
BRIN~IN.G CO~lIi'I'UJ""T'Y

PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCrAL:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
, Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 Pt1 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
l,cROS,S

WO~D

SHOOLD BE INCLVDED FOR TH:E FOl:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services,and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---"----·-Ti'ossWora'l1as oveT25 v6luntee'i ministri'eso"ffer=i'ngfree-resources-arid' s-upporffu-fa-milre'S;-ercfe-riyand local' ,--'-'- ...
businesses.
BRIN,GIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND S!ERVICE'S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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August 9, 2009

4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor StewartiI am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SP,IRITUAL PAR,TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-CrossWordhas oiier-2S-volu-nteennihistries offetihiffree resollrt-esaha support to-families~-eICieriy and locar businesses.
BRINGING- COMM,UNITY PARTNER'SHIPS' AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

r

(s,hert list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'A·l!. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

Q9JUB 1,3 ,PM 4: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word-has over 25 -~unteer ministries offering-fr-eeresQurces-and- s-upport to famiiies,elderiyand iocal-------businesses.
BRINGIN'G' COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I I'll PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support,
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August 9,2009

RECEivED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PH

4~

56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WO.RD SHOU,LD BE INCLU·DED FOR THE FOI:..LOWI ....G REASONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU,&.L, P'&'RTNER

,"

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
volunteer mfnistri"es 6"fferii'lgfree-re'so'urce-s and supper-fto famnres, elderiy and local
businesses.

--.- - -'. -Crej"ss'Word haS-over 2S

BRINGIN:G COMM'UNITY PART:NERSHI.PS AND SERV:lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDE'o FOR THE FOL,L.OWI,..G REASONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

- --.--Cross Wordfias-over-25-v-olunteer mmTStifes offering free resources arid s'upportto famiiieS":elcferfy and-iocal----------businesses.
BRINGING C.OMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND S!ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s.hert list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL.IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mciyor Stewart, - -- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOYLD BE INCLUDE-D FOR THE F'OL:LOW.lli IG'RI]I:ASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.-- - - .• Cross Wbrd-has··oVer-25 volU-nteer ITlinistries offerirrg-freereso-urces-and-support to-famili~s, elderly and"local .--- - _. -0_-businesses.
""
BRIN~IN'G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

,MAJOR FiNANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FO·LLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
,i _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _

.~~.~~~ fa~'.~es.~~a~ Ii~e.~.~ ~~i~ ~om~~~~_ w~~' a_~~~~~ ~~~iC~S ~.it.~i~~~~velopment.

._.' ___ ._

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
B.RINGING COMM.UNITY PART,NERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

,Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92S53
REGARDING:

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS,S WORDSHOULD'BE INCLUDE'D FOR,l'HE FOLLOW,ING REASONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. -e-c;Cross'Word'has-over2S"vblunteer ministries offering'free res'o'urces"a'nd s'uppbrt to families, elderiy and local'
businesses.
BRINGING COMI'!'IUNITY PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES'

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJO~ FINAN~IAL IMP.ACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, ar;'d many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WOR.D,SHOl,l.LD,S·E INCLU.DEDFOR THE FOLi..OW,IN~ REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross·Word hasover-25 volunteer ministries offering·free resources and-support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
SRINGIN:~

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short lI.st)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont,.Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 3 PM 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO·S.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO~LO'wING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• - Cross-Word-has-over 25-volunteer-ministries-offer-ing-free resources-and suppor-t-to families,elderly-and local ---businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-J.OR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

our support.
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MORENO VALl.EY
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13· PM 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WO.RD'SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOa;.LOWIN~ REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
-_._- .- .. - - -------------SPIRITUAL P~R:rNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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t,WR ENO VALLEY
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 pr1 4: OS

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_SWORD SHOU~D_BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI:;LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.TU'~L 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word-nas ove(25'ii6I1Jifteerminisfries offering free resources arid s-upp6rt to families, e-raeriy and local"
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERViCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 05
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CRO'S.S wORD SHO.ULD BE INCLU,DED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

,
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering splrituaLsolgJ:e_Q.uringJ.ucb.ulent times._...___ .... '"
--.. - - - - --;CrossWord has over 25 volu-nte'er ministries offering ire'e~~~o~rce~a~d -s~pport to'f;-~ilies, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING CO",MUNI1:Y PARTNERSHIPS ANDSERV,ICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL ''''PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 05
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRC)SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.I:.C)WING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

13 PH 4:

August 9, 2009

05

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March'Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ------- -·-Cross Word-has-over 25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources-and support to families,-elderly-and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS A'ND ·SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 ,
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 4: 05

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integralpart'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU-DE'D FOR TH'E FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to, the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-. cross Word hasoVef-25 volunteef niinistries-6ffering-free-resoufces-ana-s~p-po-rno lamilies, eIBerlifaricflocal-- - - - - businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13

Pi~

August 9, 2009

3: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S'WORD SHOULD, BE INCLU,D,ED FOR'THE FOLLOWlfilG REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER
i
I

1,_"
I'

!'

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word,lias,over 25 volunteer ~inistries offering free resou..':ces,!nd suppo!:!.!..oja!11i1ies, elderiy and ~o_c~ ___,_ '_
, businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sti(:lrt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 ~UG 13 PM 3: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A
I.

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI:.LOWI:NG REASONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.TUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
,--e-Eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer ministries offering free resources and'supportto famili~s; elderiy and'iocal
businesses.
BRIN.GING C.OMMUNIT-Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M·A-JOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230051

CI fY COUNCIL

fJiORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F"OI:.I:.OWING REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• - Cross Word has over-25 volunteer ministries-offering free resources and-support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s.hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAoIOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
·1 -

August 9, 2009

VALLEY
RECE'iVED

09 AUG .I.3.P.M 4: .06

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOa:.I:..OWING REASO.NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over-25 volunteer-ministries-offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside; Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECE'lVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

I

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR.l'HE FOI:.L.OWING R·EA·SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----.-Cross\Nord-has.over 't5Volunteerministries offermg
resources and supp'ort'to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

free

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~11~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CI ry COUNCIL
KOROW VALLEY
RECEIV'EO

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 .P.H 4: 0.6

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of tross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and wi" access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25"volunteer ministries offeririg"free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY

P~RTNERSHIPS

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

AND SERVICES·(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230055

COUNCIL
r'WRENO VALLEY
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 Pti 4: 06

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I eRo·ss WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulennimes.
-·-Cross-Word has over 25 it-ofLinteer-ministries offering-free resources anlsupport t6 families,-elderiy-and loca'--businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities ..
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and,many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230056

CIT YC 0 UNelL
;,lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 4: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRO'SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-" _. -- -·'Cross Word has over25 -vOlunteer-ministries off~ring freereso~rcesan-d -support-to famiii.es, elderiyan-d local
businesses.
BRINGING' CO";M'UNITY PARTNERSHIP"S AND.SERvrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/Cal Works Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA:JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCil
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PH 3: 4 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWIN.G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
-

- - - -----------S.PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
SRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development:
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECENED .

The Honorable Richard S~ewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W.O.RD SHOULD·BE INCLUD.ED FORT-HE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITU~L .PARTNER
I

'

1_ _ _ _

_

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent timE!s.
• Cross Word has over is volunteer ministries offering-free resources
support to families, elderly andlocal--- - businesses.

and"

BRINGIN_G COMMU~NITY PARTNERSH.IPS A'ND 6.ERVICE:S·

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
MOHENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 3: 4/
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
.sPIRITUAL PARTNER

1-------··- C;ross-Word-serves-numerous-Riverside-C;ounty-residents-weekly-by-offering-spiritual-solace-dur-ing-tur-bulenHimes;----.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230060

CI1Y COUNCIL

~WRENO

VALLEY
RECEIvED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 4'

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart; --I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR-OSS WORD' SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cr-oss Word-has over 25volunte-erminlStries-olfe-dngfree-r-esQurces andsup-p-ort
families~ld-e-rly
10-caC--- - - -

to

arid

businesses.
BRINGIN_G COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS

AN~,

SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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1:/ Tyeo UNelL

i~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD sH.OU,LD BE INCLU.DED. FO'R 'T'HE FOLLoWI .... G REAS,ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI'T'Up,.L PAI'lTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
'------··-06ssWora-nas ove r-25voliirite-ermTnisfrie-s6fferi ngfree resou rces ana-su p-pOrftOfami Ii"es,elaeriyand local
businesses.
BRINGING CO,.,M'UNITY PA,R'TNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR F'INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

~'
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(I f'Y COUNCIL
~\OREHO

VALLEY
RECEivED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 3: 4 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor StewarC
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRO'S,S WORD

SHO~,LD

BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOa:.:LOWtt:lG ,REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - ·'-Cross Word-has over'2S-vc5lunteeY ministries-offeririg-free-resources and'support to 'families; e'ICle-r'iy and local'
businesses.
:~ j

'BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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, CITY COUNCIL

i:·WREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92SS3
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 3 PM 3: ~ I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-Ci"ossWorcfhaso-ver25Iiolimteer ministries" offering-free -resources i:m-d "support "to families; "e"lderiy and local" "
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230064

\~II

Y COUNCIl
,"\ OR ENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG '3 PM 3: 4'

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVElOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LQWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
•- "Cross Word h-as 'over '25 volunteer iTiTnistries offering free resources and support t~-families: efderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. Ifl'IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
., -

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 13 PM 3: 41

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- - Dear Mayor-Stewart,--- -

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S' W.ORD SHOllLD S'E INCLUDED FO.R. THE F.O~':'C)WI·NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development_
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

I

!

•

Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

i-- ------. -- ---.-Cross-Worifhas oVer25 vofunteer rriinistries-offering-freeresoUrcesam{suPI)ortto families, elderiy and-Iocal---------·---businesses_
BRINGING COfilM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IfilPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities_
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230066

CITY COUNCIL
f40RE~W

VALLEY
RE CEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
.--,' ..

09 AIJG '1.3

August 9, 2009

~p.~ ~3: ~,4:2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-·-Dear Mayor Stewart;- - .-I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD,INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS ~ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED F.OR TH'E,FOL.:LOW.lN,GiREA,SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area,
• The presence of Cross Word with'in this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER
I

1, _ _ _ _

_

• Cross Word sJ?DLe.SJl.um.erousJ3iy_ersi,de_(0.untYJ.esidents_weekly_b.y_off.er.ingspir.ituaLsoJace~9,u{ing.tur.bul.enUim.es,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunte'ers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support,
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CITY COUNCIL
MOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUGI3 PM3:42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR "l'HB: FOLLOWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

-~

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - - . Cross~Word~has-ov~r~25volunteer ministries offering fre-~ resoort~e-s and sOpporno families; elderly arid local- - ~ -

.~

--

businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN.CIA!:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_)6£. . . . 1c:,1L- -.=:~ _- -'c: : := =: : : : ~
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U', Y._ COWNCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r

CROSS' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS·

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ·OR F,INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOLLOW,ING'REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest ten'ants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
_ ..

_--

SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COM".UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU.LD, BE IN'eLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·-Gross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering-free resources-and'support to-families;-elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PAR'TNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s_hart list)

First 5 Riverside/First~ California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJO.R FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_ _ _ _ Dear-Mayor_Stewar.t, _

~

-
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~

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLPWINGREASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNI'TV PARTNERSHIPS AND

~ERVICES (short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource center. fo('Non-Profit Ma'nagement ...
, ' .
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• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and vi~itorsfrequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-

.

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Wor9 Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWING REASONS'

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - ·-·Cross Word-has-over-2S-volunteerministries offering'free resources and'supporUo families, elderiy and local' businesses.
BRINGIN:O COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS kND SERVrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh·o·rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities: critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross 'Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROSS WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRIT,UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
----·--businesses-.- - - - - - BRINGING COMM,UNITY PARTNERSHIPS, AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·.JOR FINANCIA·L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F:OLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING' COMMUNIT·Y PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank YO::dva;ce~or :.o~; 7'
Slgnature~-4~~..::...J"-'_ _':"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-~----.----------

Dear Mayor Stewart,

----

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
------------- - - - --- ----- -- -- -- - -.---i---SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI"TY PARTNERSHIPS AND S,E-RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR, FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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REGARDING:
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Dear l'VIayo(Stewar(
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
PQwers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for man'y years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR.,THE FOI!.LOW;IN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development. ,

i
I
I

1---I

---,-------- -. ------ - - I~------~--------~------------~------------------~
,

SPIRITUAL, PARY.NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN9~O""MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G CC?I\'II\'IUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI.CES (short list),

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities .
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - Dear Mayor-Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED, FOR THE FOI!.LOW[NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT,Y PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FI,NANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank s = c e , for your sup~ort.

Signal e
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CITY COUNCIL
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RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM II: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE I'NCLUDED FOR TtiB: FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNE'R

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND !?ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s.hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

(I ry COUNCIL
MOR ENO .vALLE Y
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RE CEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - - - - --Dear-Mayor-Stewar-t,- - --- .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SH()U.l..;D. BE INC.LUDED FOR THE FOLLO,WING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

,

I
I

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GIN.G~OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M~JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIT yeo UNeiL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-.-~--

August 9,2009

09AUGI7 AMII:28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- ------------- -.-

Dear Mayor Stewart,

---_.

--- --.--- -.

-

--

.--

--

.--

--

-

-

-

------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR ,THE FOl:;LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
M~J'OR

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~
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MV00230082

CITY COUNCIL
HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17

August 9, 2009

AM II: 28

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, '.I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE'D FOR THE FOI:.LOWI.NG REASONS

...

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRIT.UAI:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word 'ha·s ovea5 volunteerministries offering free resou-rces-and sup'port to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRING.lN,G COMMUNITY P.ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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LITY COUNCIL

r-iORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG' 7 AM 1/: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS'S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWI~.~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL. PART-NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• 'Cros-sWc'-rcfhcis oveT2'5-itorunfee'r-ri1inistries offerrngli-ee-resources and support to families; elderiyand local _.'
businesses.
BRINGIN:G

~oM""'uNiTy.

PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVTCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(~hort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

t<~ Attar

NAME-

!~

ADDRESSIL~

Mrs. Karen J. Sykes
8278 Yarrow Ln
Riverside, CA 92508-3537
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un COUNCil
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG '7 AM": 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL[), BE INCL:.UDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWIHG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross Wordhas-over-25 volunteer-m inistries offering-free-resources-and-support to-families, elderiy and-local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI,II.L IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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Ci 'I yeO UPI elL
HOfinw VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM": 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
, '---I amwriting today for your support'andYESvote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word'Christian Church,1 believe it is
, imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR,OS:SWORD SHOULD BE I'NCLUDED FOR,THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
i

i- , - -

---',L..-_S_P_-i'_R_-I'l'_~U_-_A_L_'P_-'A_'R_'

--.J.".- ,--

T_-_N_E_R_'_ _ _
' _._'._._-_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-_ _ _ _---=_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi,de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR
. , FINANCIA·L IMPACT.
.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature-J.~:::<....::=:._-:.....-=-_.!..'=_~....:....
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COUNCIL
VALLEY

p'fOf~ ENO

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMI/: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint

Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral parfof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE!) FOR THE F'OI:.LOv\'1NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sh0rt

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230087
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Y COUNCIL

FIORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM.! I: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU.LD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGINp COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND f:iERVIC,ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition'
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

,. Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly.Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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, CiTY COUNCIL
,·1 0RENO YALL E'(
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 Mill: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.~a! ~~yor ~~ewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRQ.SS W.ORD SHOULD BE I'NCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Ri,,-~r_~c!~~9!lJltY. residents weekly_b_y_oJte{ing.spir.ituals9Iace-dur.iog-tur.bulenLtimes. ____ .··
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING .COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~__~""'fb~F--~=~_______
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CITY COUNCil

i40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM": I.. 7

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH I-jEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
I

-Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SH,~ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F01:..LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residentsweekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
:--_._. --- ---- ·-Cross-Word-has over-25volunteerministries offering'free resources-and supporno-famili'es;-elde-riy-andlocal --- businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services'
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside,_ Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support. ,

MV00230090

CITY COUNCIL

r!~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM II: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE·DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor,Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRPS,S W.ORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social ServiCes, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community andwill access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care a"d Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management'

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development,

Thank you, in advance, fo~ your support.

MV00230091

CITY COUNCIL
~',WRENO

VALLEY
HECEIVED

09 AUG I 7 AM II: lIS

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE
A

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRQSS W.ORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
.v.o.lunteer ministries.offering fr.eeresour.ces.and support to_families,.elderly and localbusinesses.

~ _.Cross_Word.has_o.v.ec25

BRINGIN.G C:OI'!1MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

s;gna,urj{u.4z..
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MV00230092

CITY COUNCIL
~WR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMI!: 48
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;··
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
, CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR, THE FOLLPWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

i

1---------,,,-.,-.. -~-.--. -=--=------.----.--------------..::.-------=-------=---..,--.,.....-=-------.---------.---.---.-::::---------.-------------.,----.

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G

C~JYJMUNITY.

PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR, FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY

~(QRENO

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM II: ~ 7

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNE-R

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--. Cross Worcfhas-6ver 25volunTeefininistries offerhig-free resources and supp·ort to-fa mfile$." elderly arid local .- ..
businesses.
BRINGIN-G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN.D ,SERVicES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

ADDR
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
HECEIYED

~WREr~1O

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AN 1/: I~ 8

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLU,DED FOR THE F,OLLO'w,ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - ·-Cross-Word has over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering free resources and,support tofamilies,elderiy and local
businesses.
i;:
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PART,NERS.HIPS AND SERVICES

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s\tort'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FI,..ANCIAL I 11'1 PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you,

~ ~r support

1+-J~t-..:::..
______________
V

Signature __
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MV00230095

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM II: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control. .
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOCl.LD B.E INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LoWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
' - - • -Cross-Wor'd'has over-25 volunteer m(riTstries offering tree resources an·d support ·to familie-s, elderi y ;lnd-Iocal -businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES'

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'J0!'l FINANCIAL If!lPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, MorenoValley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~,~S
MV00230096

CITY COUNCIL

~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMII: 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor .Stewart,-· -_ ...
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

I

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE

FOLLOWING.REASO~S

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of.the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

--

.

-

-'--~

---------.r-------~~~--~~~----------~~--~~--~~--------~------~~~--------------_.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMf!'IUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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lily CUUfiCIL

fWRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Henerable Richard Stewart
Mayer, City ef Merene Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Merene Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
D~ar

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

/yIayor ~lewart,

_

I am writing teday fer yeur suppert and YES vete. As a member/supperter ef Cress Werd Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the prepesed redevelepment ef the nertheast cerner within the March Jeint
Pewers Authority (MJPA) area of centrel.
Cross Word is an integral part"of eurcemmunity and is embarking en ene efthe greatest cemmunity based
partnerships that Riverside Ceunty will see for many years to. come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
i:CROS:S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'T'HE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Werd has been ene ef the largest tenants ef MJPA since 2003 and a geed cemmunity partner threugh material,
financial and spiritual suppert to. the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracieus Gatherings.
• Cross Werd is a major stakeholder within this and the surreunding cemmunities and one ef the largest
churches/faith based erganizatiens within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence ef Cress Werd within this develepment is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs ef these
individuals and families that live in this cemmunity and will access services within the develepment.
SPIRI'T'UAL PARTNER

_ _ _ _ _--.:.:,-:.Cr:oss_Wor:d5er:v.eSJl.um.er:o.us-'~iy.e{si.de_C.9_u.IttYJ_e_sl<ients weeklyJ>_y offering~Riritual selace during turbulent times.
• Cress Word has over 25 velunteer ministries effering free reseurces and suppert to. families, elderiy and lecal
businesses.
BRINGING COMI'!1UNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Divisien
Fester Care and Adeptien Services
GAIN/CaIWerks Pregram

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 Califernia
Riverside Multi-Agency Cealitien
The Reseurce Center fer Nen-Prefit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cress Werd draws ever 2500 individuals in its deers weekly. Members and visiters frequent lecal businesses which, in
turn, increase lecal sales tax revenue to. lecal cities.
• Cress Werd saves Riverside, Merene Valley, Perris and surreunding cemmunities' critical secial service dellars
threugh its army ef cemmunity minded velunteers.
• Cress Werd effers free services to. Riverside Ceunty residents in Riverside, Merene Valley, Perris, Beaument, CerCina,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Leng Beach, and many ethers.
• Cress Werd has tangible plans fer expanding its secial service pregrams which will bring in additienal federal, state
and lecal revenue that benefit this prepesed develepment.

Th.nk you, 1 dv.nce, for yo

f}u~ort.

tJ~

NAME~I/~ ~
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\.,11 Y CUUtt~IL
)~OREHO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUGI7 AMID: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR. THE FOLl.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace duJ:.ing turbulent time_s.-'.-._ _

---~·;;-rC-=ro~s:::s-Wora-nas over g volunteer minfstdesoffering free resources and-support to fa~~~~eld~riy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COM,..UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES,

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service prowams which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~~~~~Q~,
MV00230099

CITY COUt~CIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7

At~!O:

August 9, 2009

37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear'Mayor-Stewart, --- --I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOOLD

BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLI:.PWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .. PARTNER

- - --'- -

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----··-Cross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer ministries offering free resources and-support to families, elderiy-and-Iocal-- .
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAJ.:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

<_=_Ju_A....!..I-I)_vy~_ __

Signature. _ _
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CITY COUHCIL
iWRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 A~' 10: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

D,eacMayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
ICROS,S WORD SHOU.LD BE INCL:.UDED FO.R l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

____
• -"C~r=:os:o:s,--"Word serves numerous R.iver~~C.9.urttYJ.e.s.i.d.elJ.ts_w.eekly_b.y_oJfer.ing.spirituaLsolace.dur.ing.tur:bulent.times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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~ORDW
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORDSHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

____
• ~C".r=oss Word serves numerous RiverslQ.ELC9_UJ:ltYJ.esiden.ts_w.eekly_b.y_offer:ing.spir.ituaLsolace.dur:ing_tur.bulent.times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING CO·MM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVICES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMp·ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded v o l u n t e e r s . ,
.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley," Perris, Beaumont, Co~ona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~pt. k
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WOR'D SHOULD BE INCLUDED' FOR THE FOLLOWING' REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR'I'NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ---'--·-Cross'Word'has-over'25'volunteer·ministries offeringfree-resources'and'support to familiesi-elderlyand local-'" -,-businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM.UNIT-Y PARTNERSHIPS AN~ SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR' FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~ ~
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09 AUG 17 AH 10: ~3

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,·
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--------·-Cross-Word-has-over 25 volunteer ministries offering free ·resources and support to families, elderiy ahd local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

I

Signat~~~
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CITY COUNCIL

MOR ENO VALLE Y
R~CEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

---

;:.--

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F.OLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in th,at it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
I
I,

SPIRITUAL, PARTNER

I
•
Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County resi~ents w_eek~y.~y offering ~piri!~al_s~la~~~i~.!~rbuj~nt ~ime~..:.... __ _
, , - - - - - - - ·.. Cross·Word·lias over-25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

,MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed cjevelopment.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230105

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

"'ITY COUNCIL
\J
~AOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 ~M \0: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
~ --~

_____ ,' ___ ,__ OeCir_Mayor. Stewart,

- --

------_.----------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
j,

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE

FOLLOW.l~G

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
•- - - - - - - -

~1·-_·'_S_P_I_R_I·_T_U_~_L_P_A_-_R_i_N_E_R______________________----------------~~'~-"--7':~"~~;----------------~
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND· SERVU:ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(~liort list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IF!1PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIIY COUNCIL
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10:

August 9, 2009

44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FoLLOWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• Cross Wordhas-oven5 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy-and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, M'urrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG /7 AM /0: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-._- ._- -

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·--<:ross-Word-has over 25 volunteer-ministries offering-free-resourcesand support to families:elderiy-ar,-d-Iocal---------businesses.
BRINGING ¢Or!'lM,U.NITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AI:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUGI7 AMIO: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE I.NCLUDED FOR THE FO,l:;LoWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
$PIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - ··"Cro'ss-Word-has over-25-volunteerministries offering'freeresources-and support to'families;-elderiy-and-Iocal-' - - - - - - businesses.
BRINGING C::OMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES'(short list)

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMID: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one ofthe largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering ~pirit~.al solaf~ 9!JriQg t~r~~I.e!!t times ... __.
• -cross· Word-has ovea5-Volunteer·ministries offering -free-resources and suppmt to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh'ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AMID: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR- TH..E FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surroul]ding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

------- ---·-Cross-Worcfliasover 2S· voluntee~r'ministries offering" free reso-urcesan-d- support--to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMI'!'IUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND'$ERV.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR
IMPACT
.. FINANCIAL
.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
'14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10:

August 9, 2009

~~

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED' FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the deyelopment.
i.. - - - - - - · ' - - -

r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local rev' nue that benefit this proposed development.

~.~ your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI;;LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G' COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
lVIoreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD, B'E INCLUDED FOR, l'HE FOI:.L.OWIN,~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
- - - - , --,. --ou·sinesses.--·' -_._--,.
'
-, . --.
-.---- -'- -.--. - - . - - - - "

, BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army ofcommunity minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County res'idents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED,
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORDSHOULD,BE INCLUDED FOR ToHE FOLLQWIN,G REASONS
• Cross' Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl!. PARTNER

Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace duringturbulent times.
,--------·-'Ctos-s'Word'h'an5v'eT25voIUnte'enninistriesofferingfree resources ancfSUppornofamilies,elderly ahd locar
businesses.

'I

•

BRINGING COMMUNIT-Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

i·lORENO VALLEY
HECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, - - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r·CROS.S W,ORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT.U~L PARTNER

:
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
'----_. ----·-Cross-Word-has-over 25-volunteer ministries offering free-resources and support-to-families,-elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN~

COl'!'MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND .SERVIC.E.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR F'INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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August 9, 2009

~4

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S_PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG)) .~AHIO: 14

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F.OLLOWING RE~SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING 'COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
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I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO:SS'YVORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~I!. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s.I1ort list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI.o.L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded' volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--------DearMayorStewart, - - - ; - - - - - - - - - -

-

-.-~-

--- - ----- --- - -- --- --

--------- _._-- ---

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral parfof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest communi.ty based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WOR.D SHOULD B·E INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLoWIN.G REASO_NS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-------------_.

-----_._----_. --- --------------

SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS' A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

~WR ENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 MilO: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

__ D.eacMayocStewar:t,_. _ __
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
i-CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED. FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL P~RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIP.SAND

SE~VIC_ES (short'list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECE/YED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 M110: , 3

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Ste~art,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD' SHOULD BE lli/CLUDED FOR THE FOLLQWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Cfoss·Word-has-over-25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support-to-families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CiTY COUNCiL
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG /7 AN /0= 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
I.

CRO.SS WORD SHOUL.;D BE INCLUDED FOR· THE FOL.L·OWING.REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---- - - - -e-Cross-Word -has··over-2S"volunteer mihistries bffetiri"g-fre-e resources and support-to f~Hnilies~ e"lderiy- an-a locar-- --- - --~businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you; in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS"ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based" organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-JI-

'---_-S_·p_"i_R_IT_U_-_A_L_'P_A_"."_R_T_N_E_R_"_-'_ _
-""_"_'_-.____'_._"_ _ _ _ _-"'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND" SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shO"rt list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_Dear Mayor Stewart, _
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A
I,

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROSS W.ORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOI:.LQWING REASON.S

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---e-Cross-Word-h as ove r-2 S-vol unteer-m i n istri es·offeri ng-free ·reso urces-a nd-s up po rt-to-fa mil ies ,e Ide r-iy- and-Ioca I· _ .. businesses.
BRINGING .(:OMJ\'IUNIT.Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short:list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230125

COUNCIL
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The Henerable Richard Stewart
Mayer, City ef Merene Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Merene Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayo.r Stewart, .__
I am writing teday fer yeur suppert and YES vete. As a member/supperter ef Cress Werd Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the prepesed redevelepment ef the nertheast cerner within the March Jeint
Pewers Autherity (MJPA) area ef centrel.
Cress Werd is an integral partef eur cemmunity and is embarking en ene ef the greatest cemmunity based
partnerships that Riverside Ceunty will see fer many years to. ceme.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE'D FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS.
• Cress Werd has been ene ef the largest tenants ef MJPA since 2003 and a geed cemmunity partner threugh material,
financial and spiritual suppert to. the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracicus Gatherings.
• Cress Wcrd is a majer stakehclder within this and the surreunding cemmunities and cne cf the largest
churches/faith based erganizaticns within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence cf Cress Werd within this develepment is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs cf thcse
individuals and families that live in this cemmunity and will access services within the develepment.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cress Werd serves numereus Riverside Ccunty residents weekly by cffering spiritual selace during turbulent times.
·.--Cro-ssWe-rd has Qve-r 25veiljnteer -ministries offerin'g free -rescurces and'su'pperfto families; elderiy and Iccal ..
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Divisicn
Fester Care and Adepticn Services
GAIN/CaIWerks Pregram

(shert list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 Califcrnia
Riverside Multi-Agency Ccaliticn
The Rescurce Center fcr Ncn-Prcfit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cress Werd draws cver 2500 individuals in its deers weekly. Members and visiters frequent Iccal businesses which, in
turn, increase Iccal sales tax revenue to. lecal cities.
• Cress Werd saves Riverside, Mcrene Valley, Perris and surreunding ccmmunities' critical sccial service dollars
thrcugh its army ef ccmmunity minded volunteers.
• Cress Werd effers free services to. Riverside Ceunty residents in Riverside, Moreno. Valley, Perris, Beaumcnt, Cerena,
Sun City, Chine, Fentana, San Bernardino., Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto., Leng Beach, and many others.
• Cress Wcrd has tangible plans fcr expanding its sccial service pregrams which will bring in additienal federal, state
and lecal revenue that benefit this prcpcsed develepment.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AN 10: 14

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-- - - Dear Mayor Stewart,--I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
ICROS.S WORD· SHOULD

BE

INCLI.!DED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .

_------

.

--

-

--

------~

'SPI.RI'T'UAL P~RTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.GCOMM.UNITY PA.RTNERSHIP.S AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short"lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

n. COUNCil

MORENO VALLEY
RECEivED

August 9, 2009

09 AU.G.I ,7 .AM 10: .14

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HE~LTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR.D SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - . Cross Word has-6ver25'volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to-families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COM.MU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 ArIIO: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

,Dear_Mayor_Stewart,-_ '. _, - --

,--- -'-

-----.-- - - - -.-.----

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS,S WORD SHOO.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWI,NG REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
I

I

r

SPI,RITUAL PARTNER

I

_

I

· Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
;--------eross-Word-has-over-25volunteer-ministries-offering'fre'e-re'sources-a'nd siJpp6rno families-;elderiy-and loear - - - - - ,
businesses.
BRINGING COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'NO SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short-list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

~AJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230129

CITY COUHCll
'IAOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 ~UG I 7 A~IIO: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--Dear-Mayor Stewart, -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County-residents weekly-bioffer'in-g spiritual solace- during-turbulent times:
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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CITY COUNCIL
f;lORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG

I 7 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
.• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-eross-Word-h as-ove r-2 5 vol u nteer-m i nistries-offe ri ng f ree-reso urces-a nd-su p po rt-to-fa mil i eS,e Id erly-a nd-Ioca 1- - - - -- businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local citie~.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~
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MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'D SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I

SPIRITUAl!. PARTNE,R

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
tSvorunteer- rli-inistrfes- offeifng-freeresources arid-s-up·port to-faillilies-; elderiy -and local- --

,-------. _.• Cross Worcflias over
businesses.

BRINGIN'G, COl'o'lMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA:JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, fo'r your support.

Signature~) ;$
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG

17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
over'25liolunteer ministries offerin-g fi'i:£resour'ces-and support-tofamilies-;'elderiy and local - . --_. - - -.- - . -Cross Word
businesses.

lias

BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES
I

i·

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO.S.S· W,ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
________ ._~ Cross Word has over.2~0Iunte~!:....I'!l.Lnistr~~.offeri!,,!g fr~~.~sources and sUP-RQrUQ.f5L'l1jlies,..m.d..,grLY-illlJUo_cal
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh()rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
I-

Sign.tureA~

NQ,,thclt,,,,T'ih'I.<-fL..ts
ADDRESS d.,(q ~; dttf< fQ
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. :XfYCOUNCIL
i40RENQ VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AM 10= 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVEL9PMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR ,THE FOL.:LOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest .
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---.-L:ross Woi:Cfhas--6ver -25 volunteer ministries offering fr-ee resources-and-5upp-6-rtt6 -farrillie~fderiy-and- focal-- ..-- .. - - -- businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY P,ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption-Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development. ,
Thank you, n advance, for your support.
NAME~~~~~~~

____________
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140R ENO VALLE Y
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 36

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church beincluded in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----....- .. ---·Cross-Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and Ibcal businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

,(sl'iort'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

- MAJOR FiNANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~~
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COUNCIL

;:.lOR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOt:LOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word sery_e~!!.l!f'!leroJ:!s Ri~!~i,gEU::.9u~!YJesjd~,,!~s _wee_kl'i by QfferLng sP-iri!!:l~1 sQJCl.f~sllJ!ir:!R.!yr~ulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 37

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--DearMayor'Stewart;--

-

--

------------ ---

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR,THE FOLLOWIN,G REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.-- .. - - - -- ' . 'Cross-Word-has'over-2S'volunteer'ministries'offeringfree-resourcesand 'support"to-families; elderiy'andlocci/-' -.. ------ --' .businesses.
BRINGIN,G COM .... U.NITY PARTNERS,HIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s~ort list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I .... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~

MV00230138

CITY COUNCIL
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

... _. _ _ _ Dear.. Mayor Stewart,

-.

.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR·OS.S WORD SHOU~D' BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI:.LOWIIIIG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
. _._ .'. _..... ~J;ross Word has ove'=.l2.. ,{9!!:Jnte~~.'!Iinl.st.ri.~.~Qtfed.rlgJre~.rg~~r:c~s~nd su.~port tokn:!.Wes,.~ld~tY~r.2d.Jo<:C!I
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL 'IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~~
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CITY COUNCIL
14 0 REH0 VALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

_Dear Mayor-Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---'·-Gross-Word~has~over-25-volunteer-m in istries offeri ng-free~resources-a nd~su pport-to ·fam ilies,-elderiy-and·local - -~.- businesses.
"
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ·SERVICES'

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

~10RENO VALLEY

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 5/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR T-HE FOLLOWU\lG REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL.,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris; Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230141

(ITT' COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR

TH~

FOl:.LOWINCi! REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
. _ - - - - - - - - - .------ - - - -- ._--,. --- - - - - ' .-.-.. - - - - - SPIRIT.UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM,UNITY P'ARTNERSHIPS AND SERYICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN(CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign~ lilA
MV00230142

(ITY COUNCIL
~40REHO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING .COMMUNITY PARTNERS.HI,PS AND SERVICES (short list).

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sig
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Cl ry COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM g: 55

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INC.LUDE·D'FOR, THE FOLL()WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individu'als and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL
.
. PARTNER

__ ._... ,_ ~_(LQS_S_VI,'-oLd_s.e.('{es-'J.um.eJo.us.Riv.erside.CountYJesidents_w.eekly_by_offering.spiritual solace.during-turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA,L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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t:ITYCO UNCfl
140RENOVALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

-- _.---------'

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-------

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED ~OR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (~hort

Children'S Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

MV00230145

CITY CO UH Cit
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG! 7 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
....

--------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOU.LD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGI'NG COIYIIYIU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR F-INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

t40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17

August 9, 2009

;,Mt:.g::,~56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

'Dear-Mayor-Stewart,'------ ---,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come_

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD S,HOULD' BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
:---~-

--' ,.------'--'-"-""'"----=..::.:.:..---'---'------"----'--'------'----------------------,
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITiY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'J.OR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly_ Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in

Signature_-r~.L-_--___,~I..:::..L-------

ADDRESS _______________________
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CITY COU'HcfL

i40RENO VALLE'Y
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
-.~.

Dear Mayor Stewart,

-- --

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD,B'E INCLUD.ED FOR THE F()LLOWING'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
'.-Tro'ss Wora-h'as Qve-r 25 volunteer ministries offering'free-r-esources and-support to (amilie~cie;:fy and focal
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS' A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Careand Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in ad ance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SH'OULD' BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weeki',' b',' offering sRirituEls.9lace during turpul~[ltJim~.
• Cross-Wordhas ove;:25~1~~~~-r-~inistries -off~~i~g free -r;;~~rce;-a~d~~p-p~-rtto families,' elderiY;nd local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY ,PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIT Y COUNCIL
i40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

'--DearMayorStewart, . - . - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
...

_--------

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FI~ANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature _ _-++-II--l~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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• CI ry COUNCIL
140R EN0. 'VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

-_... ----Dear MaYOr

August 9, 2009

OB,AUG ;'17 . AM 9: 57

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

StewarC·--- --- -------..

--~---------.

--

-----~.- -~-

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS.S'W.OR·D SHOu·LD BE INCLUDED FOR 1'HE FOLLO.WING REA.SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRI1'U~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRIN.GIN.G COI\'II\'IVNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

~AJOR FINANCI'AL. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECENED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG , ,7 AM 9: 56

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

'. - -- -- Dear Mayor Stewart,

~

-~.

- -_. ----- - --------

-------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOW.ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good comrriunity partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others_
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230152

'. CITY COUNCIL
,r.;ORENQ ,VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
. Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: r 0

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear-Mayor Stewart;-- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU'DED FOR THE FOLLOWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G C:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource'Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

\

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AMID: I D

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRQSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOW,ING REASO""S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_--:-r~-=~~_=_________
__
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CITY COUNCIL

t~ORENO'

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR()SS WORD SHOULD,BE INCLUDE'D FOR THE FOLLOWliIIG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross'Word has over'25 volunteer ministries dfferihg free resources and support to families, elderiy and local' .
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

==----

_
esC-'C:::....._~

Signature ______

_==:::::;..._ _ _ _ __
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHoULD BE INCLUDED FOR, THE FOLLO,WING REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ------.-Cross Word has-ove(25 volunteer ministries offeringffeEn'esourtes-and support to families;-elderiy-andlocal- --businesses.
BRINGING

.~OMMUNITY

PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~ERVICES (s~ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230156

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: 10

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
, CROSS W.OR!? SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

_

~Ccoss

W_o.cd5e r.v.es_nu me.r:ous .R iversid e_County_ r.esid ents_w.eekly_by_offering.spi ritual.solace_d uri ng_tur.bulent-times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COI'iIMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visit,ors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17AM 10: II

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

------

- -Dear-Mayor-Stewart,-- - - - - - -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU-LD BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S_PIRITUA'L PAR·TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
. .
BRINGIN.G COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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COUNCIL

ftlORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• - CrossWora-has c)vef25 volunteer ministries offering-free-resources and supporttofi:imilles, elderiyand local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERY-ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature----lr:&;L:::;-~~...:..~_.-~s:=:=::::=:==
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: ~O

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- -_. .
--- --.---- - - - -- - --------.---- -.-.- .-- - . ---_. ----.---- _. . .- - .-----.-

__

-

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C.OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A.ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FiNANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Cordna,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 ~UG 17 AM 8: 40

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD_ BE INCLUDED FOR THE F:OLLOWING.RE~SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
..----~-.-

r--S~P-I~R-IT-U--A-L-P-.A--R-T-N-E~R----------~~~~====~~==~~~=---~~~~~~~--------------~
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• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM~UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL. I~PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 38

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-

-

.--- ---

--- --

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INcLUDED FOR THE'FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi.de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
families, elderly and locar - . -~- cros-s\Norcfhasover 25v-olunteer minist-riesofferfi1g -fre-e-reso-urces and support

to

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS'

AND ~ERvrcEs (stlort list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed d e v e l o p m e n t . ' - \.
.
.

)

/

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign'~~~
CI TY--IF'=-=--_--"'-:q"..l"-"--_ _
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RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 8: 38

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, -

.----- --

-

-.--.~--.

~------------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'foliE FO.LL.O.WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - ···Cross-Word-has-over25-volunteerministries offering free resources and support-tofamilies;-elderiy-andlocal-- --.-.
businesses.
BRINGIN~ C:OM.MVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

(sho-rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_§f2.....:.~'-t\=----!~~.
',---=-~~c<
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 40

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--_. ---" -Dear-Mayor Stewart,' '-._.'
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL~WING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

;::============-===--=--=-========..:=..:..::..:..:.=--=-=============::=::....:.....-=..:.....:..:..::.:.=;----._.-._.... SPIRITU.II.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G CO'MMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 40

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - , - - - -Dear-Mayor'Stewart;------- -- .I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR.OSS WORD,SHOULD BE I'NCLUDED FOR· THE FOl:.LOWIN,GREASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S,PIRIl'UAL, PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'T'HE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER
i
'
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
',------·-Cross'Wo-rcrnas ove(25 voliirifeerminisfi"ies'offe'rinffree resources'and suppor-i fof~imilieS:elderiy arid local - - - - - - - -

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230166

CITY COUNCIL
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7 AM 8:

August 9,2009

39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH,E FOLLOWI.NG REA'SONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---- --"··Tros"s-Worcftfas-over25·vollfnteermirlistries Offe'ring free-resO"urtes andsupp6rncifamilies~ elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you,!an'A:r7)SUPi~
signature....,~f---r-;tJ'
____( _ _I_
Gu\
__-.~''I-

_ _ _ __
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AU~ I, 7 AM 8: 40

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-D-ear Mayor Stewart,· - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 40

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCa:.vDED FOR 1'HE FOI:.LPWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI1'UAL PAR.TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING

~OMM'UNIT"Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SlERVICES (sho·rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

IVIA'JOR FINANCIAL If!lPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230169

CITY COUNCIL
):40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) a~ea of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCL.UDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
-- --;;;,..-,
~

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BR.INGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, st<!HL ..._._
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~f/hw /&~
MV00230170

CITY C0UNCIL
~4 OR.E NO VALLE Y

August 9, 2009

, RECE"VED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

O~ -!.A,UG
- f~

17 AM 9: 02

1

,.

"

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe i1 is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community andis embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE IN~LUDED'FOR THE FOLLOWING'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI.TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
e-Cross-Word has over-25-volunteer-ministries'offering'free'resources and support'to families;-elderiy and local
businesses.
".
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
'
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230171

CITY COUNCIL,
~WREHO

VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote, As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come,

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOt.LOWIN.G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PART,NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
oveT2S vcilunteer-ministri"es offering free- resources-and support to families-; elderiy-and local

- - - _._--.--='CrossWord

has

businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMU,NITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230172

CITY COUNCIL

Y

I·!, 0 REHOY ALL E

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 8: 39

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart~
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOI!.LoW.ING REA_SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

:--- -- F' .

SPIRITUAL, PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sllort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
I
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vi ry COUNCIL

i"WR ENO VALLE Y

August 9,2009

RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AH 9: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church. be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
:.'

'~PIRITu~.. L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND! SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'.JOR FINANCIAL IJ\'IPACT

• Cross Wo'rd draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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,J I Y COUNCIL

~lORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

,D9 ;Aq.G .I J ,AM .9:

'0,

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral parfof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
-,-"- -- ....- .. - .. -'---'--- -- -SPIRITU'AL 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRI~GIN,G COMMUNITY PAR.TNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sl'fort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ~R FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature---f--f---!l--'--1isJ~
MV00230175

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CiTY COUNCIL
140RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 9: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come .

. - VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION -A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL9WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL 'PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offeringl~~resoyrs~ anQ ~l!PJ~ort tQJamili~s, ..eld_e.d.yand.local
. -b'usinesses. .
-------,-- . - . -"- ,-- . - . - -

BRINGING C:OMMUNIT-Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~~og
MV00230176

_ CITY COUNCIL
~ORE~W YA~LEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUWD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOWLOWI~G REAoS0NS_
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·--Cross Word-has-over-25 volunteer ministr-iesoffering free resources-and-support-to-families;--elderly-and-Iocal---. ----- -businesses_
BRINGING COMI'!'UNITY PA_RTNERSHIPS AN._D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Managem-ent

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 9: 5'

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor StewarC-- -

a

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR 'THE FOLLOW.ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this comm4nity and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word ,has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
'
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature _ _~~~~~;.¥sIL!..~~____

MV00230178

CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~40RENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PN 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CRess WORD SHeu.Lp;> BE INCI:..UDED. FOR THE FOI:..LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community'partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

---·-Cross\iilord has over 25 volunteer-minisfries offeringtree'resourcesand 'suppcirtto-famiICes,-eTderi\land"ocal
businesses.
BRINGIN:G CO·MMUNIT·Y. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sho'r.t list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signatu re_-f---:;;,J..JL.~~=t-+r::tl::u'.L:.uw=~__

I

I~'-------------------------~

MV00230179
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CITY COUNCIL
,AOf"lENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE I NCLl:.IDED, FOR THE FOI:..':"OWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and famili~s that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

- -

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross Word-nas 'Qve(25-volunteer rrifnTstnes offering'free resou'rces- a-nCt support to famrlfe5-;-elderfyand focal -- "-- -,businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND' SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
. turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signature_r-~~---.:.l4t-_ _~=-

_______
CITy----L---=.I.~.:....::....:.-=--_ _ _ _ ZI p

MV00230180

'JII 'y COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

-

-

August 9, 2009

;,WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09AUG 17 PM /: 0/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
-----I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
ICRO~S_WORD SHOUL.D. BE INC.LUDED FOR. THE FO'I:.LO,WI.NG REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

:---• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
.,.

-

BRIN.GING ·G:O~MUNI:r·V. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S (~t;-ort list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA'L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO, VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INcLUDED FOR THE F()LLOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
. ___i_ngividuals and families that IjvJUil tlli.?.!=ommu_nity anc!will.scJ:..e_s_s_s..ervi!::es within_th_e_d.e.v.el.opm.ent. __ _
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COr.tMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services'
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort-Ust)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 "PM I: 01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;- -

------

- -',

,--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S W,ORD SHOULDB'E INCLUDED FOR-THE FOLLOWING 'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- -,' ------;-C;.oss Wordhas -over 2S volunteermin'istries-offering free resources and suppori-to fa~ilie~~-ideriy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sh0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCfAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others,
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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vii r COUNCIL
"WRENO VALLEY
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG L7 PM I: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L .PARTNER

1-----

--e-Cross-Word-ser:ves·numerous-Riverside County-residents-weekly-by-offering.spiritual-solace-during-tur:bulenttimes.- .. -.-.--- .._ e Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNER-SHIPS AND SERVIC_ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 PM I: 0 I

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.-----------------------

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral par-tof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR~SS WORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR THE FOLLpWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to fal")1i1ies, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
_____·.-:Cross Word has tangL~~J~lans for exp-andingltU9_ciats.er:.v.ice_pr:ogr.ams which will br.ingJn-additionalfederal,. state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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(ITl' COUNCIL

HOREHO VALLEY
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 PM I: 01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

-- -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I·CRos.s WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:..LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING 'COMMUNITY P'ARTNERSHI.PS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

JVIAJOR, FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
an,! local ~ev~nue__~~~~b~~~fitJhi~J)!QRose!! development._
- .---. -

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-"

-

-

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-.- -

- - - -,- -.
Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU.DED FOR THE FOLLO.wING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has-over-25-volunteer-ministries-offeringfree-resources and-support"tofamilies, elderly and-Iocalbusinesses_
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
NAME~__-=~=-____~~~____~_

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~__~~~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM I: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL,D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON_S ..
• Cr.oss Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has -over 25-volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to familj~s, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI_TY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Mo·reno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

. Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPAj area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one cif the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCL.UDED FOR, THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

_ _ _-:-_·--'Cco.s.s...woLdM~Jve.liLume.LotJ.s ~jy"erside. c.ounty~.sidents weekly...Qy' offering~Riritual solace during turbulent times .. __ _
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU.DED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS

°
°
°

I

Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I

SPIRITUAL PARTNER.

.

.

I.,---.__....__° Cro~s_ Wo~.d_ s~~~es ~m~_ro~s Riversi~~ .Ca.un~y r:~~den~~ ~ee~y~y ~~-=rin!_~pir~~u~ ~~~;e du~~~ .turbu~~~_t_tim~_.

______ _

0_

Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING C.OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short:lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
° Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
o. Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
NORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 2: 53

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor.5tewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLQWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
I

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

I
·
Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
,--------:-.-Cross Word has" over 25 vohmteer ministries offering free resources and-support fo familles~ erderiy and locaibusinesses.

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ANDI SERV'-CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M.lliJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_~~-t-~~--+-
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MV00230191

CITY COUNCIL
).\ 0 RENOV ALL EY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 2: 53

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD S'E INCLUDED FOR .THE FI:IL:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
·SPIRITUAL PARTNER

_. ___ •..J:Lo.liWorg serves numer:o_u2 8iversjde C:.o_untY.. rJ~si.~:telJts_ we.ekly_by_offering.spi(it~<:I.1 solace.duringJu[bulenUimes.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat

MV00230192

CiTY COUNCIL
I-~ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PI1 2: 53

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewar.t,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W.ORD SHOUL~ BE INCLUDED FOR 'f.HE FQI:.LOWING REA.SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
.-Cross-Word-has-over-2S-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources and support-to families,-elderiy-and·local---------·businesses.

_ _ _c:-'_

BRIN.GING C:OM,..,'U.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC,ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT-

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~

MV00230193

CITY COUHCIL
MORENO V~~LLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 ~UG I 7 P11 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S W.ORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR 'T'HE FOJ:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-Cross-Wordhas-over-25-volunte-ermlnistries-offerln-g-free-resborc-es-and-suppo-rnb-families, elde-rliran-dlocal------businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sl'fort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL. IMPACT
-

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

signature-.Lg~__=::::.---1..li_"'~====__
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MV00230194

CITY COUNCIL
MOREtW VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 Pr1 3: I 5

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOwi~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

!-----_.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-. Cross Wordhas-over-25-volunteer'mi nistries-offeri ng-free-resources-and- S"upporno-Hfmilies-;- elderilrand-Ibcalbusinesses_
BRIN.GIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND- SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

~N SCtAll:JC-S
ADDRESS qm N ~'ace
NAME
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~WRENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 Pt·1 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Weird serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_ .. __.... - - - . Cross Wofd-h"as over-2S vciTunteerministrfes-offeriiiffree-resources and supportto families; elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
. Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service progral]1s which will bring in additional federal, state
(
,
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank

you, in advance, for your support.
-t ..
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MV00230196

-CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 15'

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT--

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, B'E INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOW.IN~ REASON,S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S (sh0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businessJ!uy,hich,..in __ _
turn, increase-local sales-tax-revenueto-Ibc'al citieS,"- ----- --.- ----- ,-- - - - - - • Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~-=---.
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CITY CO UNell

VALLEY
RECEIVED

~OREHO

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

!--......,-- -,---Dear-Mayor-Stewart~,- -

------ -

._----------- - -

_..

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOwiNG.REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRtTUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND: SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IIYIPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding comm.unities' critical social service dollars
through its army of communityminded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230198

CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~'!oRENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.;. ------DearMayor Stewart, - I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD B-E INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
. _-- ------SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY, PARTNERSHIPS AND SERvrCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ.OR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230199

Ci IY COUNCIL
F-iOREHO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUGIJ ..PH 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

. , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..

__. _ - _._-_ .. _---

~-

-

....

- ..

--_.. ----

-

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R ,THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
1--,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
;~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, - - - -- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

I

CROSS' vilORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH·E

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
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SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM_UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside; Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

i'WRENO VALLEY
RE CEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

COUNCIL

09 AUG 17 .PM 12: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayo(Sfewart-,- - - - -"

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROSS WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R:THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
, - - - - -e- CrossWord-has over '25vollinteer ITlinis'tries offering free resources andsupport to families, elderiyand l o c a l - - - ._._.' ,.,
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICi!:.S (sh0rt list).

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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August 9, 2009

,~ORENO'VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEIVED

09 AUG tl:7 P.HI2: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----Bear-Mayor-Stewart-,- - -.-.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come_

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD S~OULD BE I·NCLU·DED FOR THE FOLLOWING REA:S.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
----.r---~~.~.~----~.-----=----------------.--.------.---------------------------------------------~
S.PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C:OMMU,NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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Y COUNCIL

i·iOR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley.
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear MayorStewart;
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO'SS WORD SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLO,WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• CroSsWord'has over 2S·voluiiteer mlnistries'one-ring freeresources and-support fOhmilies,-elderiy'and "oca"-'
businesses.
BRINGING .cOMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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.Jl Y COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

;·IOR ENO VALLEi'
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG :1.7 .PM 12: ;33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORI:) SH.OULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

r

~PIRITUAL

PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - . - Cro$s-Word-has-over-25Volunteer ministries offering fre-e resources andsupporno-famili-es;-elderiy an-d local-------businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First S Riverside/First S California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 33

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOJlLD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLoWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER
I
• Cross Word serves~u~er?us Riyer~ide_Countyr~:;id~_nt_s wee~ly_!>y offerin_g s_plrit~aLsQ.la~~duringturbul~lJl times.
! - - - - - - . - CrossW·ord-has over-iS volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.

BRINGIN_G C:0MMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FIP,IIANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG ! 7 P1112: 4 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,·
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE IN·CLUDED FOR THE FOI:..LOWING REASO.NS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER
II

1.-----

•. "cross Word serves numerous Riverside County' residents weeklv...Q.y_oJferiog SJ!irituaLs..9J9.c_eJ1uJ:i.ngJur:.b.uJenUimes .. _~.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer mi;:;istries offering free resources ~d support t~ families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNIY·Y PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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. CITY COUNCIL
;'~ORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH 12: 4/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE F()LLOWINGREASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'I

!

1--,

SPIRITUJ:\.L PARTNER

-----·-€ross-Wo rd-se rves-n u m e rous -Rive rsid e-Eou nty-res i dents-wee kIy by-offe ri ng spi ritu aI"sol ace-d u ri ng-tu rbu Ie nt ti m es;• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER_VICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
,GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR F'INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu r~'-&~I-I<.t.r+--h'-H-rH-l.H~~-----
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~WREMO

VALLE'(
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear,-Mayor-Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote_ As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WO.RD SHOULD BE I.NCLU,DED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING· REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves!!umerous Riverside CountY-Le_s1d_eJJts_w_e.eklv_b_y_offer.ing spir.itual_solace_during_tur.bulenUimes .. - - - - -• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNIT<Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI.CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

-

(short-list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

-

MA:JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----'·-Eross-Word-has·over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources and supporno'families;-eideriy-and'iocal businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
. The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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COUNCIL

",·1 OR ENO,' VALLEY
. RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 ~V.G. L7 "PMJ2: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,

.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A·ND SE.RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

;-WH ENO VALLE '(
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 P~! 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--.-
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----- ----- -
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.----

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROSS' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLl:.OWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--·-Cross-Word-has-over'"25-volunteer-ministries offering-free-resources-and-support"to-families;-elderiy-andlocal---businesses.
BRINGIN.GCOMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SE'RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG, 7 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, - - -.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

I

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE,INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Fost'er Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
'The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJ,OR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature4~
MV00230213

\..11 Y COUNCIL
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RE CEIV'ED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: ~2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PAR!NERSHIPS AND SERVICES (s~ort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 43

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----- -

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD .BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN,G REAS,ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh0rt list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'A'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
'
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNCIL
f"·WR ENO VALLE Y
RECEIYED

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 .PI~ 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CROSS WORD SHOIJLD BE INCLUDED FO.R THE

FOL:.LOWIN~

REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'Sf'OIRIT.UJ;\L PARTNER

-- - - . -

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
Cross" Word-has-over-25-volunteer-m in istries-offering-·free-resou rces-andsupport-to-fam i lies,-elderiy and· localbusinesses.

_e_

BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230216

cln' COUNCIL
?liORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

.._ .. ___~_~o~s ~o~d sen,-e~_.~~ll}ero~s R~~~~~~Coun!y ~~siden.!sw.~~kIY~~!feri!1g spiri!~al sola~~u~~s tur~.tJ!_ent ti~es.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-·1

n

COUNCIL
iWR E~IO VALLE Y
HECEIYED
(;1

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 42

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- -Dear'Mayor Stewart;--- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WOR~ SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH!t FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---··,....,CrossWora-h-;fs over25'volunfeer minishies-offeri"ng-free resourcesand suppor"fto famili"es,elderilj and local-- -- - - - --- - -- businesses.
BRIN.GIN.G COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS ANDSERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for. Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~t-L.."M......?jLL.L'L~~'---'-"~=>a=:::....::....;:=-_ _ _ __
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UTY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

. - '--Dear-Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI!.LOWING. REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
.. _----_.
.. - - - ..- ' -_.- ........ --_._ ...
.. _---_._---_._------ ._-- -- .-.-.

_

_-_._

-_

SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to fa'milies, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC~S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource .Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
MORENOYALLEY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the 'church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' WORD SHOULDLB'E INCLUDED, FOR THE F()LLOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
.s~IRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMIY/'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS A;"D,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I~PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Berna'rdino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
'
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COU'NCIL
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VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WO.RD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE ,FO.I:..LOWI NG R~ASO"'S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPI,RITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources 'imdsupport" to families; efdiriyand local
businesses.
BRINGING .COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAINICalWorks Program

(st'rort list)·

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:.. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ttf .$-
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CiTY COUNCIL
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED·
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mciyor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED, FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County· residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has oveT25 volunteer mihistries offering free resolirces and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY. PA.RTNERSHIPS AND. SERVfCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino,. Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COUNCIL
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---~.-c.ross-W ord-h as- ove r--25 vol un te er-m i nistri esofferi ng-free-reso u rces-a nd- sup po rno-fa mil i es;-e Id e ri ya n-d-I oca 1- - - ---.
businesses.
BRINGING (:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ ~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 P~112: 30

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIf\lG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- .- ·-fross-Word has over-25 volunteer ministries offering free resources-and·sllppcinto-families;elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230224

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COUNCIL
1t40REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO'ULD! BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FO.~LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_. -_ .• -CrossWord-has-over 25·volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PART,NERSHIPS AND.SE_RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR. FINANCIA'L IMPACT
.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
, Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sig
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 3'

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL~WI:NG REASON~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~I!. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-·-(ross ~Word-has~over~25-volu nteer-m i nistriesofferi ng-free-resources-and~ supporno fam ilies;elClerly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN~ COM""UNITV. PARTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside MUlti-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR. FINANCIAL IMPACT
~

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT
-~
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Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
\CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR T-HE FOU':OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT-UAL PART-NER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-- -- -------.--Cross Word ha-s-6ver' 25 volunfeer-rriinistries-oHerinffree resourceS-and supporfto -famBies-;efderfy and local
businesses.
BRIN,GING COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND ,SE'RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M~JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_~-"---,---,----,&,-~"-,=,.,,,,..._'-_ _ _ _ __
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: :32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

·--·-----Dear Mayor-Stewart,---~
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I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD., BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLi.OWI~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
1'10 RENOV ALL EY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

---",---

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG 17
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CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart-,-

-- -

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I <:ROS~S W.OR'D SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR "'HE FOI:..LOWING'REA.SON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

'0'

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---.-Cross Word-has-over-25-volunteer-mlnistries offering-free- resQurtes-antfslfpport tofamilies-;-elaefiyarid localbusinesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu r T-L----=t-J"l-..><..::<:..-......---j~~:.IUj=.:::....a_-----
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CITY COUNCIL

~OREHO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOW.ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a maj~r stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGI~"G'

COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signatu r7F"F-'I,;b-F---"--<:---L-----=----_

MV00230230

CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
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SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

r·1O RENOV ALL EY
RECEIVED

09 AUG I 7

P~112:

August 9, 2009

31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor-Stewart;-I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR .THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross ~ord~a~.~er ~~ volunt~e~_!!1~~~~ries ~ffe.':ln~ free re~ources ~11~uprJOrt to t~milie~,~IQeriy a_ng local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Signatu re---_-f----+~,c;.;:::..-=---I--=--_j.,i.:::r--
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CITY COUNCIL
NORnW VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09 AUG./7
.• '. pM
r I, 12'• 3/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart, '
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCL.UDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--- - ' - -- --;-Cross' Word"haS over2S-volunteer-ministries offe'ringfree resources-a~ sup port- to -{amilies~ ~ld~rlYand local '.
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVI'CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
VALLEY
RECEIVED

~WRERO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.
~ VOTE 'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED, FOR THE Ii:OI:..LOWHioiG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-------- - -. Cross Word has-over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and suppo'rno families, elderiy an-d local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS PiND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu-:JL~
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEivED

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS'S' WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulenUi.mes .._
----,----:--.'C;;--r-os-s--;W-;-;-o-rd"'-has over 25 volunteer ministries offeri-ngt:ree-re:-so~rce-s-~~d support families, elderiy and local

t;-

businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITV PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlls~)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S· WORD SHOU.LD BE I'NCLUDED FOR TH,E FOl:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

;===-====.=--=:::..:--::. . --:. :. . .:..::-=---===-:.::-:..::'-:..::-:..::--:.:.--==---:::=-=-==:..::-::.::----=:..::--=.. --=--~-.--......:--=.-=.==:.-..:~c==-=-=-==-===--:.----=:..::.-::~-.:.:, ------- -SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:GCOMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND_ SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services .
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short II.st)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR F'INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its.army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

NAME~~-=~____~~~~=-_____

MV00230236

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 32

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,- --- - - ---.

.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'D_SH~OULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLQWING REASONS

--~---

--

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,.......::.========-=====:...:..:....::.-=--..:.:..:........:.-~====....:::......:.~-.=--=-:. .~
.. -=--:==-====-=~~~.

_.-. -. -

SPIRITUA.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

I-WRENO VALLEY
August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street·
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church; I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOOLD. BE IN·CLUDED FOR THE FOLLO.WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area ..
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR.TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--- .--.,---;'.Cross Word-has over25vo(linteerminfstries·offering free 'reso'urces arid support to families, eld;rly~nd·io~~ -businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE,S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230238

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM": ~8

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

..- - Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO.SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASO.NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING .COMMUNITY, PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed develop'ment.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

August 9,2009

~40fiENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALLEY
RECEIVED

09AUG 17 AMI!: 48

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---Dear-Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLoWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riversi,de County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• ' Cross-Wordhasover-25-volunteerministries offerin'g-fre-e-YesQl1rces alid support fcn~rmilies; elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN,D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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~IIT COUNCIL
;cl0RENO VALLEY
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09 AUG I 7 M1": 48

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Sfewart,--- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.OR~ SHOULD BE INCLU·DED FOR THE F.OI:.LpWING RE,ASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~I:. PARTNER

"

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritl,la[ sq[as.ejjuJ:l!!g turbul.e.ot times. ___ _

,-_. ---·-Cross Word-nas-over 2-5 voluii-teer ministries-o-ff~ring free-resQurce-s ~d-~~pportto families;;'elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND.SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surroun'ding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social servi9~programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this posed developm-ent.

Thank you, in a@, or

Y'~

PP-

Signatu~

MV00230241

CITY COUNCIL
HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM II: 48

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.-

--. Dear Mayor SteI,Nart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO'SS WORD SHOULD BE INCL.:UDED FOR THE FOLLOWI~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals arid families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
1--' . _ -

- --.

-Crdss-Wo"rd has6ve~(25"volunfeer ministries o"ffering "free'resoiirces-a~nd'sup-port-t6-fifm'ilre:s;elCferiyari-d "Iocar---- - ----- --- .--... -

businesses."
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR· FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~+~-
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CITY COUNCIL
i'>iORENO YALLEY
RECEIYED

09AUG 17 AMII: 49

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian-Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROS_S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOl:.LOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SER·YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature_~_--=_ _ _ ~,.c;.~
--_:f
______
7'
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__
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August 9, 2009

RECEIYEO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 1/: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU,DED FOR, THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding cemmunities and ene ef the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cress Ward within this develapment is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs af thase
individuals and families that live in this cammunity and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Crass Ward serves numerous Riverside Caunty residents weekly by effering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries affering free resources and support to. families, elderiy and lecal
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER"SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Divisien
Faster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Pregram

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Caalitian
The Resource Center far Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Crass Word dra~s ever 2500 individuals in its daars weekly. Members and visiters frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dellars
threugh its army af community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word affers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Merene Valley, Perris, Beaument, Cerona,
Sun City, Chino, Fentana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto., Leng Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additianal federal, state
and lecal revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230244

CITY COUNCIL

?40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

b9AUGI7 AM":~9

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR T·H!t FOLLoWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-CrossWord hasover"zS"volunteerministries offering free resources and supp·ort tofcfmilies, elDerly and loc:al
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AN.D SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~':~
MV00230245

CITY .COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart·
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM /I: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,-- -.
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHO'ULD,BE INCLUDED FOR.l'HE FOLLOW,ING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- ... Cross'Wordhasover-25 volunteerministr'ies offering free resources and support tofa:milies-;-elderlyand local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ~ND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tur~L ~
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CIrY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM II: '-+ 9

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-. Dear Mayor Stewart,

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FO.LLOWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNER·SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
. GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature.
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. CITY. COUNCIL
I'<IORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 AMII: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO.SS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR'fHE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----,---.·..Cf6ssWc:ifd-h-asoiier25-v6runteer ministries offering free-rescfuri::es and support to-families: elderiyand loc·a,-·--·
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others. '
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUG,/7AMII: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
. AND THE -MARCH
- HEALTHCARE
- -- DEVELOPMENT
- --

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWJNG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

. _·_Q.Qs~Ui\'ord serves nume~ous Riverside County residents weehl.y.Qy_offering,~Riritu_a'-s91a_c.e_d.u(ilJg_tu(b.ulent times ... __ _
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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, CITY COUNCIL
MORENO" VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECE/'lED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUGI7 AMII:49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.

Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOI:.LOWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

,_______ . _ _ _
e ~9~LW(Jrd

serves n_l!me~Q.!,I~lversid~.County-.!e_side~t~w_e~~ly.~y offering spJ!i!l:Ial solace durin~ t':lrb~lent times .._,
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING CO""MUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

NAME
Signature-j-+--"'1-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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(I ry COUNCIL
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~;,!ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
._'-- - _. -

-Dear Mayor

August 9, 2009

09AUGI7.Mtll: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Stewart~

-

-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRIT-UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Cross·Word-has-over2S· volunteentiinistrie's offering free resQurcesarid support f6fam-ilie-s,-elderiy and local
businesses.
.BRINGIN.G .C.OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture~ j
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MV00230251

CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM": 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - Dear Mayor Stewart, ---I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR. THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL, PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly ~y 9Jfering~Riritual sola,c,e_d.ur:ing_tur.bulent times.
,-. -_.- -- ----·'-Cross Wo-rd has over25 voiunteer mini-strjes~ff~ingf~e ~~~~~rce; and support to f~-;':;:;-ilies, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNER'SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230252

CITY COUNCIL
?lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I 7 AM 1/: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S' WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI'NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
••••

._.

h

•

-'"!- . SPIRITUAL

PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING .(:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI~L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
(
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\;iFr COUHCIL
,~lOR EHO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED

09AUG 17 AMII: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your Support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU.«\L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,YICES

(short list)
\

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa,urdfl..-
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MV00230254

CIT YCOUNCIL

MORENO VALLE'Y
RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 AM": 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of out community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win·win·win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

:_. ______.• Cross Word serves numeroy.? ~[v~rside CpunJ,v r..e.si.~tentu~,-e.e,kly_b_y_oJferilJgsp'i6tual. s9Iace.dudng.turhulenUimes.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING CO""MUNITY PARTN'ERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi·Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non·Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL ' .... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature---X-...:Cll~;kJLI.L-/
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"CITY COUNCIL
PiORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG

17

AM If: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOU.LDI BE I.NCLUDE·D FOR. THE FOI:.:LC)WIN~ RE.ASONS

.

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• , The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

----- ,-,- -;-Cross Word has-over 25 'Volunt'eer ministries offering'free 'resoiirce'san-d support to families~ iMeriy ana locar
businesses.
BRINGING .COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHI~S AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(s.hart list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CUUNCIL

{',ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG f 7 AM 11: 49

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

__ Dear: Mayor Stewart, -- I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLpWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

--

---r-~--'---------'------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------~
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly, Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu re--=--lN-~~~!lLl..-\""""'.l;;~::"""oo::::-_____
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(;1 ry COUNCIL
,:-40 RENOV ALL Ey
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG

August 9, 2009

17 AM": 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU~D BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOLLO.WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

--------- - - - - - -

..-

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN'G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.ture
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CITY COUNCIL

i40RE~W

VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

--.

...

--

-

09 AUG 17 AM II: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWING REASONS

I

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

.

- - - .

~I:__S_P_I_R_IT_U__A_L_P_A__
R_T_N_E_R________________________________________~~______________________~
• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGINGC_OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE_S

Children'S Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)·

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CiTY COUNCIL
f1 OR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 M'I": 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE I'NCLUDED FOR THE F,OLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
_. -- -- -------

SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI-':V PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

~!dJ
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CiTY COUNCIL

~WRENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM": 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayo(StewarC" ..
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230261

CIT yeO UH elL
)·WRENO YALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control. .
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r

CROSS W.ORD SHO.ULD.BE INCLUDED FOR -f,HE FOI:.LOWING REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .

. . ·1--·· .. -.

-c· •. ~,

-

.

. .

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT·Y PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

SE~VICES (short:lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR F·INANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature

~/
MV00230262

CITY COUNCIL
p40R ENO VALLE 'i

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR.OSS WORD SHOOLD B'E INCLU·DED'FOR THE FOLLOWIN,G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based' organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI-r::v PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sn'ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

you, in advance, for your suppor
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CITY COUHCIL
HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEAlTHCARE DEVElOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL-D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:..LOWI .... G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

,--_._----

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

SER.VI~ES (short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signaturel}~
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CITY COUNciL
MORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 00

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOU.LD BE INCLUDED. FOR "THE FOI:..LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

------- ---_. " - - - - - -

SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN"G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A"NDI SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
"
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
enue that benefit this propo
development.
and local
Thank
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ry COUNCIL

,40RE HO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

Q9 AUG 17 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS ,WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD B'Ii INCLUDED FOR. THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-- - - - ---·-C(oss-Wo(d-nas oveT25-volante-er-m in istries-offeri ng-free-resourcesand support-to-fam ilies,elderiyandlocalbusinesses.
'BRINGING C:::OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

AND

SERVICES

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CIT Y COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

i~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED'

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG.illJ ;PH 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLU,DE'D FOR THE FO"-LOWING'R'EASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-------·-Cross-Word-has-over-25-vdluhteer mihistries'offering-free resources 'and supporfto families-;-elderiy -and-local -businesses.
'BRINGING COMMUNIT'Y PA,RTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJO.R FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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. lifT' COUNCIL
August 9, 2009

f"IORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEivED

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

------------

___. __ ~_Dear_Mayor-Stewar.t,-~ ,-

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI!.LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

"I

SPIRITUJ;l.I:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNIT·Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)'

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCiL
~Jo'hENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 01

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD, B'E INCL.UDED FOR THE FOL.LOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- - - - ..----.---. --------------------.--.-.- -----

--".

---.-

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230269

CITY COUNCIL

I~ 0 RENO

VALL EY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County wi" see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS.
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and wi" access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
'-._
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CiTY.COUNCIL
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

MOR ENO". VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG I J ,PM-.J2:,.02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I. CROS.S WORD SHOULD

BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .

._- -- --_. r

SpiRITUAL-·PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sh0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

:~II 'I' COUNCIL
OR ENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part·of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWJNG REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e_Cross Word se!ves numerous Riverside County' residents weekl.v-.b.v. offering_~Riritujil_S91a_c.e_d.u{il}g_t.ur.b.uJ.eIlUimes. _ __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

1_ _
· _ ·_ _ _ _

.

BRINGING (:OMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL
August 9, 2009

~~OR ENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALLE Y
RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 PN 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear_M_ay~ Stewa~t,_ ..

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH,E FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-- - - - - - - - --

-----~·-C'ross Wora-l1as over-25- voluiiteerminisfrh~soHerrngfree resources 'and 5upportto-families, elderly an(ffocai

businesses.
BRINGING COMM:UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VIC:ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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en Y COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

!

•

~

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

.

wo~dserves ~~merous Rive~si~~.C~~n:y r=-s.i~!n~s lNeekly ~y~~ffe~ngspiri~u~1 so.I~~e ~uri~~ ~r~u!ent ~~e~_. _~ ___
Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.

e_ Cro.ss_
•

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

~. ~

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG IJ PM 12: 0 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- - -Dear Mayor Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I C;:ROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ,SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/Firs·t 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

~tv\,.e ~eJ
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CITY' COUNCIL

14 0 RE~W VACL EY
RECEiVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I 7 PM 12: 31

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS ,WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l"HE FOLl~OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
:-.. -. - . - - - - . - Cross'Word-nas over 25-volunteer ministrie-s offering-free reso'urce-sahd 5lippOfttcna,ttiilies;'elde"ri1ran'd local-'-- ,--,. ,- . businesses.
BRINGIN~ COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS 'AND SE'RvrcEs

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230276
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MORENO VALLEY
RECEivED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG. 1J ,p~ 12: 3'

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Sfewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I eROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FO~':"OW.ING REASONS
e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

_ ,____e_Cr:osS_Wor:d5erV,eUl.ume.co.us, RiyersJd,e_Co.lIOJYJgsld_e,oJ:s_weeklyJ;ty offering~Riritual solace duril}g turbulent tim~.?",
e Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
e Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign.tur.~~)
.........

MV00230277

CITY COUNCIL
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MORE~O
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I ~ROS_S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI'T'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County. residents weekly..Qy' offering2pirit!Lal solace_d_YJlng_tuJ:b_utenUirnes. _ _ __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN_G COMMUNITY PARTNERS_HIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snott Itst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

!k7thPi Sk(c6l>tJ
ADDRESS b/0 .To (t;l..¥fJ S HELB 1 W ft~
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.. lITY COUNCIL
{..t;ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES,'FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR :rHE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL.'PARTNER

• Cross ~9~~~~~ nU"!lerous.Riverside _County residents weeki',' b',' offer~K2J)irit~al sotace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230279
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August 9, 2009

i~ORENO
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

RECEIVED

09 AUG I 7 AM /0: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and GraciOUS Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Cross~Word~has-over-25-volunteer m inlstries~offeri ng free~ resoLlrces and 5Upp'ofrto-fcfm iii es-;-eli:feriy -a n-d-Ioca 1-'-----businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7 AM 10: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE I'N'CLU,DED FO'R,TH'E

FOLLOWI:N~

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
, churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
(
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
'--------e-CrossWord--ha's over25volunteer--ministriesoffei'inffre'eres-o-W=c'es ancfSupport to families, elderiyancfiocal - - businesses.
BRINGIN,G ,~O"'MU_NI'TY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND&E'RVICE:S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliO'rt list)

First S Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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;~OREHO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I TAM II: 29

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROS.S WORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR :THE FO.l:.LOWIN.G REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L P~RTNER

;_______.__•__
Cross ~ord s~r~~s nymerous Ri~e!side CountYJeside~ts weekly ~y~!f~~~g ~p.iritual s!?lace during..!.urb_l,Ilent !Lme~=- ___ . _._
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGINp COMMUNIT'( PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (~hort

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230282

... il l' COUNCIL
i~OREHO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

99..AU.G 17 AM /0: 44

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WOR'D SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASO.NS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- -.-' Cross Worcfhas over25 volunteer minisii-i"es offeringfree resourcesand"1uppOrt' io-familie~elderiy a-~d io~~ - - ,businesses.
BRINGING COMMU!"UTY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMP.ACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230283

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
De~r

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----.--- -_.

Mayor Stewart,

__._----_.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS'S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:..LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25-VoTunteerministriesoffering free resources and suppo-rftofamilies, eloeriyandlocal----businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(~tiort-lIst).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN~IAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230284

CITY COU'NCIL
MORENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG' 7 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayorStewart,---- -I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOUL.;D BE INCLUDEi'D FOR THE FOI,;.LOWI-NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

• CfossWordlias -over2S-\loluriteerm"in"istries offering-freereso-urces and 5upporffo-fa"milie5,elaeriy-an-d focal--

-- -- - ---

businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR ·FINANCIAL Ir.tPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00230285

CITY COUNCIL

~lOR ENO

YALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part"of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S W.ORD SHQ,ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRJ.TU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Cross Worifhasover 25 v61unfeerrninistries offeringfree resources and-sup~port to families, elderly and ioca-;',----businesses.
BRINGIN.G COM .... UNITY PARTNERSH'IPS AND SE'RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Sjgnature-""'---_ _ _ _+....,:::,:=..J~~_ _=-.::::_,J_--

MV00230286

CITY COU~CIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our .community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

. A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE IIiICLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it. is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER
II

C~~s~ word.ser~e~~~m~!~u~ ~iversi~.~ ~.~unty re~idents week~y by ~~~~ing sP!.ri.t.u.a.1 sol~~e d~~ingturbu!~~! time~ ___ ... __ ...
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.

_ _. _

:---

BRINGING C:OM.MUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND· SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~
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MV00230287

CITY COUNCIL
pWR EHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS"S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l'HE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S"PIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-.-CrossWord "has -over-25 -voluriteer"mTriistries offerfrig-freeresources aridsupport to familieS, elderly and locai--" _..businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMMU.NITY PARTN"ERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support .

.~--,~
n 0d~/J
~+---,-

Signature _ _

___

________

MV00230288

CITY COUNCIL

HOREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17

~1~110:

August 9, 2009

45

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

.----

Dear Mayor Stewart,

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR TH'E FOL.LOWI,NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weeki')' b')' offering spiritual solace during turbulentJiIDJ~_S_.____.
-. Cross Word has over is volunteer ministries offering free resource;and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA-JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME
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CITY COUNCil

MORE110 YALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 Ari 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

,-- "Dea-r Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS_S WORD SHOUL:D BE II'iICLU,DED Fo.R THE F,:oa:.LOWII'iIG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
----·-Cross-Wofdhas-oiier-25-voluntee(ministries oHering-freeresources' and'sup-port-tofamilies: elderiy and locaT - - - businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS' A'ND '~ERVIC~.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program
,

(stiort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

.-

MA'JOR, FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUHCIL

MORE~lO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO,R THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-------·-Eross Word-has-over-25volunteerministries offering-free-resourcesand-support to' families;elderiy-and-Iocal- -- - - ' -- -"-I
.
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sh0rt list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/Cal Works Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230291

CITY COUNciL
MORENQ VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR_D SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR .THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based, organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
Individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
S.PIRI,TUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-. Cross Word h"as oiier25 volunteer ministries offerfng free-resources and support tOo families; elderiy -and local - ---businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND' SERV.lCES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrolinding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230292

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED

09
AUG),7 ,', AM 10: I I
, . .i-?·-

The Honora,ble Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

fI"

.~.,

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear'Mayor-Stewart,-' - - - - -

--

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

I,

.

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

CROS_S WORD SHOUL,D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON'S

• Cross Word has be'en one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
- - .... -.------. --,--- .- - - - - - - - -- --SPIRITUAL, PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numer'ous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND,SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside M ulti-AgencyCoalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00230293

, CIT YCOUNCll
1,WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
g~~r ~ayor

August 9,2009

09 AUG' 7 ,AM·tO: ,'2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Stewart,. . ._

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CR"OSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings,
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times,
• Cross Word hCln;ver25 voluhteerministries offering-free-resourcesand suppo-rt tofamilles;elderlyand local-businesses.
BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVI.CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COONCll

140RENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

.1

09 AUG 17 AM /0: 12

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

--.- _ _

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD; B'E INCLUDED, FOR THE F~LI:.C).WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
i

SPIRITUAL PARTNER
\

.

1_ _ _ _ .

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
Ci"o'ss-Wordlias-over-2S-volunteen'n inistriesoffering'free- reso'urces -ancf s-(i'pporftofifm'ilies,eldefiy arid local" - ._".-

_ _.,.

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND; SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~=
MV00230295

CITY COUNCIL
HOREHO YALLEY

RECtlYED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 12

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPAj area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WOR'D SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLo.WING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• -Cross INord-"as- over25 volunteermin-istries Offering free resources an-d supportto families, elcferly ·and-io-car· -businesses.
BRINGIN.G COM.MUNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature--".....~::==~~z::;;~

________

MV00230296

CITY COUNCIL
f40RE~O VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09,AUG /7 AM /0: /2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE

'YES'

FOR

CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FciLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
,SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, PerriS, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00230297

CITY COUNCIL
MOHENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 .,AM /0: , 2

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
Cross Word-has over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering-free resources-andsupportto families, elderiy and local
businesses.

_ .!.

BRINGIN.G COMM:UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(shortlist),

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA.JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Sign,,"""

~ ~~
MV00230298

CI ry COUNCIL
~·WRENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 MilO: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD'SHO,ULD BE INCLUDED FOR

TH~ FO~LOWlrilG

REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has Qv'er25volu-nteer-ministries-offerfngfree-resources-andsup-pOrffci families, 'elderiy a-nd local
'
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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COU~ICIL

r,1 OR ENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

09 AUG 17 AM 10: '~6

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for yoar support and YES vote. AS' a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDE-D FOR :THE FOLLOWIN~ REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER
1_ _ .

.

_ _ _ _

Cross Word ser.ves numerous_Riv.eLsld.e C.o.untYJ.esidentsweekl.y_b_y_offering.spir.ituaLsolace_dur.ing-tur.bulent-times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
•

BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(shorfllst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Weird has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatul'i'l:-t7~'-'--=-:>.<:-_-«.c,,.L-~--f--f--L...;._ _ _ __

MV00230300

CITY COUNCIL
MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I.

CRO,SS WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FO·R ..THE FOLLOWI.NG REA'SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--- - .' Cross'Worcfflas-over 25volunt'eer minisfrfes'offering'freeresource's andsupporttofamilies, eiderly and local-- -- - ,-,-_.
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMU.NI·TY PARTNERSHIPS' AND SERVICES (short list),

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA:JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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CITY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

-

,..;:..-

August 9,2009

09AUG 17 AMID: 46

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---- - - - -Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is em barking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS W.ORD SHOULD B-E INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Wor-d-has--over 25 volUnte-er -ministries-offering f~eereso-urce~and ~~p-p~rt to families,~lderiy~ndl~~~'--- - businesses.
BRIN_GING COMMUNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECf/VED'
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUG:/,7 AMIO: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SH,QULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

__ ,_______
• _<;ross Word serves numerous Riv~~g~_County. residents weeklyJ!YJ~_ff~riDg ~Riritual.~olaJ;g_d.\![Lng, ty[Q..y.LellUime.s.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN9 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230303

CiTY COUHCIL
f·WRENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AW_G.U . ~~ 10:.13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

----Dear-Mayor Stewart,I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLUDED FOR, l'HE FOLLOWI,NG REA_SONS

i

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I

1_ _ _ _

1

1

$~I~ITUAL .PAR"J:NER

I

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G

~OMM.U.NIT'V:

PARTNERSHIPS AND $ERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL I~P~CT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230304
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG / 7 AM /0: '3

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPAj area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REA·SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING C.OMMUNITY PARl'NERSHIPS' AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sliort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws ·over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 13

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

___ Dear-Mayor-Stewar:t, ___ _
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS:S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR l"HE FOLiLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA·JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signat~
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cln COUnCIL

r.JORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG r7 "MilO: '4

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
----------- - - -------.--.-...
~~----

~

~-~~~--

---~-~--~.~-~----

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

. .---

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: 1/

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

."- -Dea(MayoTStewart~' -------~-~~-,

~
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.. -~-------

---~.---

-----------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

r CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED !=,OR,THE FOa:.:i.OWI.NG, REASONS

i
I

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

I,

1-SPIRITUAL PAR'TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY:COUNCIL

t40R~HO'VAllEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

-RECEIYED

09 ,AUG'.!::? .~M 10: '10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear Mayor'Stewart;" - - - - .
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWIN.G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .
. --

---- --

-

... --

--- ---

--

-.-

SPIRITU.e.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNI'I'Y PARTNER·SHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

C\T'( COUNCIL,
MORENO VALLEY'
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG I i AM 10: 10

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor Stewart, I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWI.NG REASON.S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volu~teer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY, PARTNERSHIPS AND. SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI~L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

MV00230310

Cll y COUNCIL
F40RE NO \f ALLEl'
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 ~UG \ 7 .~M \0: \ I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment o! the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR "HE F'OI:.LoWI.NG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~,.

------- - - - - - - ,
--- ---;..:.....:=-=-=----.:.. :. .-...:...--_.....:...-..:...----_
... _ - - - - - - - - - - - . . . , . - - - . . . . . . . , - - ---- ---' --- - ---- --------SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING CoMMU.NrTy PARTNERSHIPS AND SER,YICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short:list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

AORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 AM 10: II

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear May~r St~~~rt,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS' WORD SHOULD BE I.NCLU·DED FOR l'HE FOLLOW.I.NG' RE~S.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'U.~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh'CiJrI: list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACl:

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COU~~CIL
~4 0 RENOV I~ LLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PH 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR,THE FOLi:':'OWI,NGREAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PA~TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
, ----------eross-Word-has-over-25-volunteerministries-offering-free-resources-andsupport'tofamilies;-elderiy-and-Iocal----businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES, (sh0rt

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

SignatucNM ~
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MV00230313

CITY COUNCIL
MOHENO YALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92S53
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR ,"HE FC)I:.L.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--- ----. 'Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalitioh
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~~~k~-f---.U-====-
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MV00230314

CiTY COUNCIL

[4l0RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one.of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross-Word has' o~;.-25vol~r:;-teer ministries offeringf~ee re~u~ces ~~d~upport to families:~ld~riy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICE.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San B.ernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230315

CITY COUNCIL
f10RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOVLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based' organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---e-Cross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer ministries-offering-free-re's'ource-s-and-sup'p'o-rrwfarflilies; elderly and locar-.-businesses.
BRINGIN:O COMM,UNITY. PARTNERSHIPS AND e;ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL:. l~p~CT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino,_ Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others. _
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signa'ure
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COUNCIL

~40R ENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

gECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 aUG 17 PM 3: 15

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SH.OULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLa,WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_. Cross Word_has.oY.ec25_v.olunteer: ministries.offering free resources and.support to.families,-elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGINGCOMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES-(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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\;111' COUNCIL
;4 0RENO YALL EY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AUG 17 PM 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD.BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI'.'IG'REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
.sPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_._- ·---·-Cross-Worcfhas-Q'ver2S-vcilunteer ~inisirle-s-offeringhee-re-sources and--suppo~t to fa~ilie~, elderiy and lo~~'
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ,AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'AJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY
RECEivED

August 9, 2009

09AUG 17 .PM 3: ;16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
ICR.OS_S·

WOR~

SHOUL:D. BEI.NCLUDED FOR THE FOLL()WI,N.G REAS,ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PAR,TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
e-Cross-Wordhas-over-25-volunteer'ministries offerlng-fre'e-res'ou rte's-a-n-d-s 0 p-po-rno-farrii Ii es-;e Id eriy and'iocal
businesses.
BRINGING COMMVNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list),

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAl:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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I~IIY COUNCIL

r-IORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PH 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE F.OLLOW.ING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
; Cross W~~d-has-over 25 -;olunteer-miriistries offering-rree resources· and s-upportto families,elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/Cal Works Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN.CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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(ITt COUNCIL
MOR ENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RE CEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM 3: 16

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING

RE~SONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
.

1------·-- ----.- CrossWord ha-sQveY-25volunteermfnistries offering free-resources and-supp-ort to'families, eTderly"an"d local

businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

MV00230321

(;1 r'T COUNCIL
i~ORENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

a9 AUG I 7

August 9, 2009

PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart;I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCa.;UDED FOR T-HE FOl:.LPWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
$PIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County. residents weeklyl!.y..Q.ffedng spiritual sola<;..~durjJ)gJ.l!.tb_ule.IJUimes, _ __
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to fa'~Yiies, elderiy and local
businesses,
BRINGING CO ...... UNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Ch ild ren' s Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First S Riverside/First S California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL ' ... PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities,
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development,

NAME~~~~~-r~~~~~~
Signatu re--->-=--+"---_--"-'_"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

RESS.:=-~-=f-,,---=---L....~=m-.<..J4"..t<'--'--O~~'v~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOUL.D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development .

.

---------_._--SPIRITUI;I.L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN9 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~Lz4Iif---'::::"'--=--T-:7~....!/f~7£7L/

______
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CITY COUNCIL
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RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG I J PH, 1:,.03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHC?ULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

- - - -_._----_._-_. - - -...

SPIRITU'~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMM'UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL II'!1PACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ IfilJJ
MV00230324
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 02

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WO_RD. SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR _THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

_ _ _ _ _ _ ·---"c"-ro"'-'s=s.Wor:Q..s..erve-SJI.um.eJ-o.usj~iver.side-Co.untyJesidents_weekly_by_offedngspirituaLsolace-dur.ing-tur.bulenttimes. - • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(sh_ort list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

VALLEY

RECEIVED

09 AUG I 7

P~1

I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SH.OOLD. BE INCLUDED FOR. THE F.:o.,"-LoWni,tG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within thi~ and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

,
II

I

I

,,-,

j:
_____

SPIRITUAL. PARTNER

.

~ _ Cros_s_~~~9_serves n~mer~~s.!iversid_~~~_n.!Y_r.:s~d:~_t_s w~e~ly _by ?ff~r~~~ spiri~ual ~~lace.9_~!.i_n~.turb~lent ti.mes.
-. Cross Wora has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COI'",,",'UNITY PA,RTNERSHIPS ANI? SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(snort'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA·L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding comm unities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral pa'rtof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED F'O.R THE FOI:.LOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace duriDg tl.lrbyl~ot times,._. ,
- - - - , -.·-Cross Worcrl1as-over25volu'j1'teermTnfst'ries 'offe-ring
res-o~c~a~d~pp~~t't~families, elderiy and local
businesses.

tree

BRINGIN~ ,C::OMr"UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SE,RVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list).

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~~
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS,S WORD SHOULD BE INCLU.DED FOR THE FOI:.LOWING. REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-1--- "SPIRITU~L·.PARTNER--

-

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMU.NITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)·

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IfflPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatur~
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August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-- - -

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- Dear MayoTStewart,"'

--------------- _._------

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I c~oss W.ORD SHOULD· B'E I.NCU,IDED FOR THE FOLLO.WING REASO~S
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
- ---- - - - - --.-- -- .--.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 2S volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G COMri!UNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

A'ND SERVICES' (short list).

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

,
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOU.LD S'E INCLUDED FOR THE Ifbl:.L.OWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
, financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITU~L PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over-25 volunteer-ministries offering free resources-and,support-to-families;-elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY, 'PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FIN'ANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHO.ULD BE INCLUDED FOR '1"H'E FOLI!oOW .... G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
• - Cross Word has over 25 volunt'eer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
..
..
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS A'ND, SERVICES'

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

·MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Mu"rrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R THE F'OI:.L~WING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUA'L PAR.TNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - - - - : : - .'C---r-oss Word-has-ov-er ~25 vofunTeerministries offering free resources and support-to families, elderiy arid local
businesses.
.
BRINGING COMM·UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance; for your support.

:m~-L.--trr'¥-......:.~----=-~_·____

Signature _ _

MV00230332

CITY COUNCIL
I~ 0 RENOV ALL EY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 aUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

- -Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOL:.LOWIIIIG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

._______._. __ ... Cross WOrd5e[\f.eS_numerousHiverside CountYJesidents..weekly.by_offering.spirituaLsolace during turbulenttimes.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

i lORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
c

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17 PM I: 03

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCL.USION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS~S W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THil: FOI:..LoWIj\fG REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good communi~y partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRI1'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
- - - - - - -- - ---·-Cross-Word-has over-2S-volunteer-ministriesoffering-free·resources-and-support-to families; elderiyand local---- -- --businesses.
BRINGIN.G CO ....... UNITY PA.RTNERSHIPS AND SERVIC.ES ·(short list)

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FiNANCIAL IMPACT.

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUNCIL

MORENO VALLEY

August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09AU1~,I} ,PM /: 04

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part'of ourcommunity and is embarking on one ofthe greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROfilS WORD SHOULD. B'E INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL .PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly..QY..Q!f~ring sj:1irit.u,<!.Ls.Ql.a.ce..dur.ing.tur.bulent times.
• Cross Wora'has ove~ i5vol~ntee~'r;;~~trie~ff~ring free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINAN~I~L:. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Cordna,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

e, for your support.
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rlOR Ef~6
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

VALLEA)Jgust 9,2009

RECE'lYE D

09 AUG I I Pt-112: 47

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

DearMayor SteWart,'
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area .
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITU'AL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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Lil T' COUNCIL

MORENO 'VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 1 PM 12: '+ 7

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
---_.--._;---

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our ,community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside Gountywill-see for many years.to,come._

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

\

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
b u s i n e s s e s . - --' -'~--.~---,
' - - - - - -, ---,~------. ~ ~-~-BRIN,GING COMMUNIT,Y PARTNERSHIPS 'AN,D SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M~JO~ FINANCIAJ,. IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITY COHN·Cll
1-40RENO VALLEY
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 Pt"1 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A

STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD. BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOI:.LPWINGREASONS,
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL ,PARTNER

. • CrQss Word serxe_utum.e.r:.o.us_RiversideCounty residents_weekly_by_offering.spiritual solace.during tu~bulent times.·
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNI-';Y PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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CITY COUt~CIL

HORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

____ Dear MayoLStewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOOLD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLL.OWING, REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

-----l··

SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COI'!'IM.UNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND 'SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'lIst)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FINANCI'AL II'!IPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers .
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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August 9,2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG 17

P~1

2: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CRO~~ WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR T-HE FQLL.OWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
~PIRITUAL PARTNER

._ ~ _(r9?~ WQT..d serves nurnerQ!l"'?. Rive.rs.,Ld.e_c..o. uO.t,YJ.esid.ents_w. eekly. b.y_offer.ing . spir.ituaLsolace.. during turbulent times. • Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderly and local
businesses.
BRINGIN:G .COMIYIUNIT,( PARTNERSHIPS AND. ~ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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RECE'/VED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 50

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS_S WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
._---- - - - - - - - SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER.VICES

Children'S Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue, to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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ell Y COUHCIL
1-40fiENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE'MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,·
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering2Riri!ual.g>lace d.!:!rLQgJurbul§J}ULmes .

• -Cross Word has-over· 25-volunteer ministries-Offerlngfree-resources a~d support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS .6;ND SER.VICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrou~ding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

your support.

MV00230342

CITY COUNCIL
140RENO ·VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley·
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

R~CEIVED

09 AUG '1] PM 2: 5 I

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-- _. -;-CrossWcird-has·over·2S-volun-fee-r mimstries' offering free resources and support to families,elderiy arid local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surround\ng communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~ rMr~
MV00230343

CITY COUNCIL .
August 9,2009

"-lORENO VALLEY
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

-

RECEIVED

09.AUG ·1] ,PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

---

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROS.S W,ORD SHOOLD. BE INCLUDE·O FOR THE FOI::LOWI.NG REAS.O.NS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRll'UAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
--- .-.- Cross Worifhasover 25 volunteer mfnistries offering·free res-ourees and support to fa-mYlies, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRIN.GING COMM.UNITy PARTNERSHIPS AND f!ERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA·L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signatu~(i2, ~

NAME
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ADDRESS
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MV00230344

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CIT'( COUNCIL
f·WR ENO VALLE Y
RECEIVED

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,----I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

C;:ROS,S' WORD SHOULD BE

INCI:.UDED~ FOR THE FOLLO.wI·NG REASONS

e Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
e Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based· organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
e The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'S.PIRITU~L PART.NER
i
I

e Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.

!-, ---e-CrossWordhas over-2·5-volunteer-ministries'offering'free-resources-and support to·families;-elderiy-andlocal----'--- ---businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERV'-CES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short'list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

r,IIAJOR FI~ANCI'AL IMPACT

e Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
e Cross Word saves RiverSide, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
e Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which wi" bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature~

MV00230345

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

CITr' COUNCIL
IWR EHO VALLEY
HECEIVED

09 AUG I 7

Pt~

August 9, 2009

2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

-Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral partof our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE IN'CLUDED FOR, THE FOl:.LOWING, REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based- organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
·-€ross-Word-has-over-25-volunteer-ministries-offering-free-resources'and-support"to-families; elderiy-and local- --.
businesses.
BRINGING COMM.UNITcY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES (sh0rt list),

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MA'JOR FIN,ANCI'A'L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

Signature
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MV00230346

CITY COU Hcil
140REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSS WORD SHOULD, BE INCLU.DED FOR THE

F.OI:.L~JNING

REAS.ONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
-, -.-'. CrossWol'tfh-a-s over-25'voluriteer ministries'offeringffee 'resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 RiverSide/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.

NAME

LrL rJMu R;(!IJIW?JtJ
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CITY COUNCIL
~40RENO VALLEY

August 9, 2009

RECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG! 7 PM 2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I

CROSSWORD SHOUL:D BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOwiNG 'REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is' a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
---. Cross w6rcftias'over is-volunteer ministdes-offer;"ng{re'eresources and supp-ortto families, ellerTy'arid'local - - businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PAR:rNERSHIPS AND SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

'(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

·MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cros~ Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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MV00230348

CITY COUNCIL
t,WREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

09 AUG I 7

P~l

August 9,2009

2: 51

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control. ,
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR, THE .FOLLOW.lN,G REA'SONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times .
.- . __ .• Cross-Wordhas'over-25'volunteer-ministriesoffering'free-re'soOi'te-s-ah(rsuppcirttofamilies~eld'eriyand local .---- _. - -businesses.
BRINGIN.G COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SER"ICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIW~:Hks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

M'AJOR FINAN'CIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others .
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, i

MV00230349

CITY COUNCIL

August 9, 2009

140 REN 0 VALL EY

RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:
-

9",9.AUG 17 PH 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE PEVELOPMENT

Dearjvfayor-stewart~----"----

._- - - - - - -

.. - -

.. - -

-_.'- -.

I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FO.R THE FOLLOWI~G REASONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.

- - - - - - - _._SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families, elderiy and local
businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ANOSERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.

Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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'~i I Y COUHCIL
,.:10REHO VALLEY
HECEIVED
The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9, 2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

- VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION
A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I CROSS W.ORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWI.NG REAS.ONS
• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings.
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
SPIRITUAL PARTNER

• Cross Word serves numerous Riverside County residents weekly by offering spiritual solace during turbulent times.
_·_-'-'---·-o-oss-Wdrd-lianlVer25 volunteer ministries offe'ringfreHeso(irces-a'iid suppornOJamilies, eideriyana'iocal----' -- - ..
"

businesses.
BRINGING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SERVICi!:.S

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

(short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCIA·L IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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urr COUNCIL
~40RENO

VALLEY
RECEIVED

The Honorable Richard Stewart
Mayor, City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
REGARDING:

August 9,2009

09 AUG 17 PM 2: 52

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE MARCH HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Dear Mayor Stewart,
I am writing today for your support and YES vote. As a member/supporter of Cross Word Christian Church, I believe it is
imperative that the church be included in the proposed redevelopment of the northeast corner within the March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA) area of control.
Cross Word is an integral part of our community and is embarking on one of the greatest community based
partnerships that Riverside County will see for many years to come.

-

VOTE 'YES' FOR CROSS WORD INCLUSION

A STRONG COMMUNITY PARTNER

I,

CROSS WORD SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR THE FOLLOWING ,REASONS

• Cross Word has been one of the largest tenants of MJPA since 2003 and a good community partner through material,
financial and spiritual support to the Veterans, Path of Life, Lutheran Social Services, and Gracious Gatherings .
• Cross Word is a major stakeholder within this and the surrounding communities and one of the largest
churches/faith based organizations within the March Air Reserve Base area.
• The presence of Cross Word within this development is a win-win-win, in that it is meeting the needs of those
Individuals and families that live in this community and will access services within the development.
'SPIRITUAl:. PARTNER

• Cross Word serv.es_numer:ous Riv.ersideLounty residents w.eekly by offer.ingspirituaLsolace, during turbulent times.
• Cross Word has over 25 volunteer ministries offering free resources and support to families,
elderiy and local
,
businesses.
'

'BRINGIN,G COMMUNITY. PARTNER'SHIPS AND, SERVICES

Children's Service Division
Foster Care and Adoption Services
GAIN/CaIWorks Program

('short list)

First 5 Riverside/First 5 California
Riverside Multi-Agency Coalition
The Resource Center for Non-Profit Management

MAJOR FINANCI'AL IMPACT

• Cross Word draws over 2500 individuals in its doors weekly. Members and visitors frequent local businesses which, in
turn, increase local sales tax revenue to local cities.
• Cross Word saves Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris and surrounding communities' critical social service dollars
through its army of community minded volunteers.
• Cross Word offers free services to Riverside County residents in Riverside, Moreno Valley, Perris, Beaumont, Corona,
Sun City, Chino, Fontana, San Bernardino, Hemet, Murrieta, Adelanto, Long Beach, and many others.
• Cross Word has tangible plans for expanding its social service programs which will bring in additional federal, state
and local revenue that benefit this proposed development.
Thank you, in advance, for your support.
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October 4,2013
Moreno Valley City Council
Moreno Valley City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92552
Re:

Demand to Cure Violations of the Ralph M. Brown Act and
Government Code Section 34882

Dear City Councilmembers Owings, Molina, Baca, and Stewart:
On behalf of Basil Kimbrew, Radine Ramos Hiers, Deanna Reader, and numerous other
Moreno Valley voters represented by our office, we write to demand that the City Council of
Moreno Valley (the ."Council") take immediate action to cure and correct the violations of the
Ralph M. Brown Act, Government Code section 54950 et seq. (the "Brown Act"), and the
California Elections and Government Code committed by members of the Council on and around
September 24,2013. The Council's abrupt and evidently predetermined appointment ofYxstian
Gutierrez to complete the Wlexpired term of office of former councilmember Marcelo Co was
accomplished without adequaty public notice and without any meaningful opportunity for public
comment; indeed, th~re was not even any opportunity provided for the Council itself to deliberate
on Dr. Gutierrez's unexpected appointment. By its conduct, the Council majority demonstrated a
disturbing contempt for democratic participation in a community already plagued by distrust of
its public officials.
The Council's action in appointing Dr. Gutierrez to the city cOWlcil violated both the
spirit and the letter of the Brown Act, California's open meetings law. The Brown Act is
intended "to facilitate public participation in local government decisions and to curb misuse of
democratic process by secret legislation by public bodies." (Cohan v. City a/Thousand Oaks
(1994) 30 Cal.AppAth 547, 555.) These protections are founded on the precept that "[t]he
people, in delegating authority, do not give their public servants the right to decide what is good
for the people to know and what is not good for them to know. The people insist on remaining
informed so that they may retain control over the instruments they have created." (Gov. Code,
§ 54950.) The Council majority's handling of the appointment of Dr. Gutierrez to fill the
vacancy in the District 4 seat made a mockery of these fundamental principles of democracy.
Moreover, it has come to light that Dr. Gutierrez does not live in the council district from
which Mr. Co was elected and whose unexpired term he was appointed to fill. Accordingly,
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under established California law, Dr. Gutierrez was ineligible to be appointed to that office or to

continue to hold the position of Council representative for District 4. If his appointment is not
rescinded, every action that the Council takes with his participation will be of questionable
legality, and judicial action will be necessary to compel his removal from office.
We therefore request, pursuant to Government Code sections 54960.1 and 34882, that the
City Council immediately take action to remedy its illegal conduct. Specifically, the Council
must rescind its unlawful appointment of Dr. Gutierrez and address the vacancy on the Council
through a properly noticed, open public meeting that permits full public discussion and council
deliberation of this important issue and that results in a decision that conforms with all applicable
provisions of law.
Violations of the Brown Act
(1) A majority ofthe Council engaged in an unlawful secret meeting to discuss
appointing a replacement for Mr. Co. The cornerstone of the Brown Act is its requirement that
meetings of legislative bodies to discuss public business must be properly noticed and, with
narrow exceptions not relevant here, open to·the public. It is therefore illegal for a majority of
the members of the Council, outside ofa properly noticed public meeting, to "use a series of
communications of any kind, directly or through intermediaries, to discuss, deliberate, or take
action on any item of business that is within the subject matter jUrisdiction of the legislative
body." (Gov. Code, § 54952.2, subd. (b)(1).) Our clients are aware of at least two nonpublic
communications that occurred between councilmembers concerning whether to appoint someone
to fill the District 4 seat left vacant by Mr. Co's resignation. Together, these conversations
constituted an unlawful secret meeting by a majority of the members of the City Council in
violation of the Brown Act.
The issue of whether to appoint someone or, alternatively, to hold a special election to fill
former Councilmember Co's 4th District seat is indisputably an item of public business within
the Council's jurisdiction.. Indeed, this precise issue was agendized for discussion at the
September 24,2013, Council meeting. Prior to the council meeting, however, Mayor Owings
contacted Councilmember Stewart to express his preference for appointing someone to fill the
unexpired portion of Mr. Co's term. During the Council's abbreviated discussion of this issue,
Councilmember Stewart explicitly referred to this communication with Mr. Owings, and he
subsequently elaborated on the contents of his conversation with Mr. Owings in a newspaper
article later that week. (See S. Hurt, "Moreno Valley: Naming of Councilman May Have
Violated Law, Expert Says," Riverside Press-Enterprise (Sept 27, 2013).)
Mr. Owings also evidently engaged in pre-meeting deliberations with Councilmember
Baca regarding the same issue. The two discussed not only the proposal to fill Mr. Co's seat by
appointment rather than to hold an election, but apparently went so far as to agree on the
appointment of Dr. Gutierrez. The September 24th Council meeting includes the following
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exchange between Mr. Owings and Ms. Baca, which makes their pre-meeting collusion

unmistakable:
Mr. Owings: " ... This cOlUlcilshould exercise its ... State of Cali fomi a
constitutional authority and make the. dedsion to fill this vacancy.
So I would entertain a motion."
Ms. Baca:
"I would like to use the first option, which is to appoint someone to
serve out the remainder of the lUlexpired term until December 8th I'm sorry, 9th - 2014 .... So moved."
Mr.· Owings: "Let's just do one motion. Do you have someone in mind?"
Ms. Baca:
"I do."
Mr. Owing~: ."All right, let's read the motion and let's get -let's just put it ouL"
As the Riverside Press-Enterprise observed in its editorial lambasting the City Council
the next day, "unless cOlUlcil members have suddenly developed telepathic powers, the majority
had to have conferred on the issue and settled on a choice in private before the meeting." For
example, Mr. Owings could not possibly have known that Ms. Baca had "someone in mind" for
the appointment to fill Mr. Co's lUlexpired term had they not previously discussed the matter. 1
Mr. Owing's previous comments had related only to whether the Council should exercise its
authority to fill the seat by appointment rather than election, and Ms. Baca's initial motion
responded only to that narrow issue. As Mr. Stewart observed, the COlUlcil's past practice had
been to invite applicants and to publicly interview them before making appointments to city
positions. Particularly in light of that history, nothing in Ms. Baca's suggestion to "use the first
option, which is to appoint someone," implied that she also had a specific candidate in mind for
the appointment that evening. Yet Mr. Owings not only was somehow aware that
Councilmember Baca was ready to appoint a particular person at that time, but he expressed no
surprise, made no comment, and displayed no visible reaction when she announced who that
person was. Instead, Mayor Owings - somehow knowing that Dr. Gutierrez just happened to be
present at the council meeting that night - asked Ms. Baca to amend her motion to have him
sworn in immediately, even somehow divining that Dr. Gutierrez had prepared and wanted to
deliver a written "acceptance speech" following his swearing-in ceremony?

lIndeed, Ms. Baca acknowledged to the press that she had introduced Dr. Gutierrez to
Mayor Owings in a meeting between the three of them the weekend before the City Council's
vote on September 24th, but claimed - incredibly - that they did not discuss his possible
appointment. (S. Hurt, "Moreno Valley: Naming of Councilman May Have Violated Law,
Expert Says," Riverside Press-Enterprise (Sept. 27,2013).)
2We are confident that discovery will reveal the full extent of the pre-meeting secret
collaboration among members of the council regarding this issue. For example, Councilmember
Stewart indicated at the meeting that he had seen Ms. Baca give Mr. Owings a document prior to
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The conversation between Mr. Owing and Mr. Stewart, together with the communications
between Mr. Owing and Ms. Baca, comprise serial meetings involving three members of the
Council - a majority - to discuss whether the Council would exercise its statutory authority to fill
the vacant District 4 Council seat by appointment or would instead call a special election to let
the voters of the District decide who their representative should be. It is immaterial whether or
not Mr. Stewart actually reached a consensus with Mr. Owing and Ms. Baca to proceed with the
appointment of Dr. Gutierrez: the Brown Act prohibits secret deliberation and discussion,
regardless of whether such communications result in an agreement to take specified action.
(Frazer v. Dixon Unified School Dist. (1993) 18 Cal.App.4th 781, 796; see also 84 Cal. Ops.
Atty. Gen. 30, at *2.) It was unlawful under the Brown Act to discuss this matter at all outside
of a noticed public meeting, and_the secret serial discussions, spearheaded by Mr. Owings and
including a majority of council members, renders the resulting action taken by the Council
unlawful.

(2) The council's action to appoint Dr. Gutierrez was not adequately noticed on the
meeting agenda. The Brown Act requires every legislative body, at least 72 hours in advance of
its regular meeting, to "post an agenda containing a brief general description of each item of
business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting." (Gov. Code § 54954.2, subd. (a).) "No
action or discussion shall be undertaken on any item not appearing on the posted agenda." (Id.,
subd. (b).) The agenda for the Council's September 24,2013, meeting stated only that the
council would "consider the procedural options to fill the vacancy on the council in District 4 and
take possible action to fill the vacancy." This statement was legally insufficient to notify
members of the public that the Council actually planned to appoint someone to fill the unexpired
portion of Mr. Co's tenn at the September 24th meeting.
While the description provided by the agenda is permitted by the Brown Act to be "brief'
and "general," it must nevertheless give interested members of the public functional notice of the
action the Council will take at the meeting. A description that is "inadequate to show the whole
scope of the [Council's] intended plans" is unlawful. (Carlson v. Paradise Unified Sch. Dis!.
(1971) 18 Cal.App.3d 196, 200 [applying analogous provision' of Education Code].) In
particular, when multiple decisions relate to the same topic, each item involving a "separate
action or determination" by the Council must "be expressly disclosed on the agenda." (San
Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Merced (2013) 216 Ca1.App.4th 1167, 1176.)
Whether the Council should fill the vacancy in the 4th District seat by appointment or by special

the meeting (but which the Mayor refused to show Mr. Stewart),'which was quite likely a copy of
what she read from in proposing to appoint Dr. Gutierrez to the Council and which undoubtedly
was what led Mr. Owings to invite Ms. Baca to "read the motion." The failure of
Council members Baca and Owings to make that document publicly available may well have
constituted a violation of the Brown Act, in and of itself. (See Gov. Code, § 54957.5, subds. (b)
& (c).)
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election is an entirely distinct decision from the issue of what particular person should be
appointed to the position, and both topics must be separately noticed on the agenda.
The term "take possible action to fill the vacancy" in no way satisfied Government Code
section 54954.2's disclosure requirement. The agenda's phrasing was entirely too vague to give
the public meaningful notice that the Council might actually vote to appoint a specific individual
to the City Council on September 24, much less to notify residents that Dr. Gutierrez was a
candidate for such appointment. The agenda suggests, at most, an intent to discuss and vote on
the procedures for making a "potential" appointment if the Council were to decide to go that
route rather than to hold an election. This inference is strengthened by the placement of this item
in the "Reports" section of the agenda, rather than under "Legislative Actions" - thereby
suggesting that no actual action would be taken at the meeting - and by the Council's past
practice, as described by Mr. Stewart, of inviting applicants and publicly debating their
qualifications before voting on an appointment. In view of these facts arid giving the agenda a
common sense reading, "the agenda was not an adequate specification or description of the
business that was transacted at the [September 24th] meeting." (Moreno v. City ofKing (2005)
127 Cal.App.4th 17,26 [holding that agenda item stating "public employee (employment
contract)" was inadequate to notify public of discussion of dismissal of a public employee].)3

(3) The Council failed to allow any opportunity for public comment on Dr. Gutierrez's
appointment. Although the Council purported to permit the public to comment on the agenda
item relating to filling the vacancy in Council District 4, the only meaningful public comment
that was actually allowed related solely to the question of whether the seat should be filled by an
appointment or by an election. Due to the way in which the agenda combined the two separate
issues into a single agenda item, there was absolutely no opportunity for public comment on the
critical issue of whether the Council should appoint Dr. Gutierrez or someone else to fill the
vacant seat representing District 4. By failing to permit any meaningful public comment on
Dr. Gutierrez's appointment, the Council violated Government Code section 54954.3, which
requires "an opportunity for members of the public to directly address the legislative body on any
item of interest to the public, before or during the legislative body's consideration of the item,
that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body." (Emphasis added.)

3It is no surprise, then, that given the inadequate notice of this issue in the agenda, not a
single member of the public spoke to the qualifications of any particular individual for
appointment to fill Mr. Co's unexpired term. Rather, all of the public comment addressed the
predicate issue of whether the Council should fill the 4th District vacancy by appointment or by
an election. Indeed, as noted in the following paragraphs, the agenda and handling of this item
by the Council was structured in a manner that rendered it impossible for any member of the
public to provide - and for any Council member to receive - any input whatsoever regarding
the qualifications of Dr. Gutierrez for appointment to the Council - an independent violation of
the Brown Act pursuant to Government Code section 54954.3.
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The only opportunity that the Council provided for the public to comment on the
District 4 vacancy issue occurred before the meeting attendees had any reason to believe that the
Council would act on an appointment that evening, much less that it would appoint Dr. Gutierrez
to the seat. The only material included with the agenda for this item was the City Attorney's
report, which focused entirely on the procedural options available to the Council - that is,
whether to fill the vacancy by appointment or by calling a special election. Before this item was
called and opened up for public cominent, neither the Mayor nor any of the other council
members (including those who clearly intended to move for and to vote for Dr. Gutierrez's
appointment at this meeting) gave any indication that the ensuing Council deliberations or action
might encompass the appointment of a particular individual to the District 4 seat. And the
agenda, as discussed above, likewise failed to refer to any specific candidates or even to disclose
that the Council might proceed to make an appointment that night without first at least inviting
applicants to express their interest in being considered to fill the vacancy created by Mr. Co's
resignation.
It was only after the public comment session on this agenda item had been closed that
Councilmember Baca made her motion to appoint Dr. Gutierrez to fill the vacancy, the first
inkling that any member of the public could possibly have had that the Council was considering
taking such an action. And rather than re-opening the public comment session at that point so
that the citizens of Moreno Valley could express their views, opinions, and questions regarding
this sudden tum of events, Mayor Owings instead immediately "called for the question" on
Ms. Baca's motion, squelching any opportunity for public discussion and only grudgingly
allowing even Councilmember Stewart to speak on the matter. Thus, none of the citizens who
attended the Council meeting had any occasion to address Dr. Gutierrez's qualifications for
office before or during the Council's consideration of his appointment, because at the time they
were permitted to speak, they could not have had any knowledge of his existence as a candidate
for appointment to the District 4 Council seat.

Government Code section 54954.3 requires "an opportunity for public comment on each
specific agenda item as it is taken up by the body." (Galbiso v. Orosi Public Utility Dist. (2008)
167 Cal.AppAth 1063, 1079 [emphasis added].) As discussed above, the procedural issue of
whether to proceed by appointment or special election is distinct from the question of whom
should actually be appointed to fill the vacant District 4 seat. An opportunity for public comment
was required to be provided after the identity of Dr. Gutierrez as a candidate for appointment was
revealed by the Council. Only by providing such an opportunity could the citizens of Moreno
Valley exercise their right under section 54954.3 "to directly address the legislative body on any
item of interest to the public, before or during the legislative body's consideration of the item,"
and only after providing such an opportunity for public comment could the Council legally vote
on Ms. Baca's motion to appoint Dr. Gutierrez to fill the District 4 seat on the Council.
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Violation of Government Code Section 34882

The City Cquncil's action in appointing Dr. Gutierrez to fill the unexpired term ofMr. Co
for the District 4 seat on the Council must be rescinded for an independent substantive reason:
Dr. Gutierrez does not reside within the boundaries of District 4 as the District was constituted
when Mr. Co was elected and as it exists for purposes of filling the vacancy in his unexpired term
of office. Consequently, Dr. Gutierrez was not eligible to be appointed to fill the vacancy in that
office and he continues to be ineligible to serve as a member of the City Council representing
District 4 pursuant to Government Code section 34882.
As you are undoubtedly 'aware, the dispute regarding Dr. Gutierrez's eligibility to hold
office stems from the circumstance that in 2011, subsequent to Mr. Co's election in 2010 for a
four-year term of office representing District 4, the city council boundary lines were redrawn.
Dr. Gutierrez resides in and is registered 'to vote at an address that was not within District 4 at the
time Mr. Co was elected to office (the "old" boundary lines), but which is within District 4 under
the redistricted boundaries (the "new" boundary lines). The critical issue is whether, for the
purpose of filling a vacancy in the unexpired term to which Mr. Co was elected, the "old" or the
"new" boundary lines apply in determining who resides in District 4.
Not surprisingly, this is not the first time that this issue has arisen in California. Indeed,
the issue arises with some regularity following every decennial redistricting for Congressional
and state legislative offices, when inevitably - as a result of the resignation, death, or recall of
the incumbent officer - an election must be held to fill the vacancy in an office whose boundary
lines were redistricted subsequent to the previous incumbent's election but prior to the expiration
of the office's term. Earlier this year, for example, special elections were held to fill vacancies
created by the resignations of the incumbent officeholders in State Senate Districts 26 and 32, for
terms that began in December 2010 and were not due to expire until December 2014, but whose
boundary lines had been changed as a result of the 2011 statewide redistricting statute.
The established law in California is that under these circumstances, the old district
boundary lines are to be used to fill the vacancy in the unexpired term of office, and thus only
those individuals who reside in the district as it was constituted at the time 0/the former
incumbent's election are eligible to vote in an election to fill the vacancy or to be appointed to
hold the office for the remainder of the unexpired term. The leading case is the California
Supreme Court's decision in Sloan v. Donoghue (1942) 20 Cal.2d 607. In that case, Lee Geyer
had been elected to Congress to,represent the 17th Congressional District in November 1940.
Geyer died in: October 1941, creating a vacancy in the office for the remainder of his unexpired
term, through December 1942. Between Geyer's election and death, however, the Legislature
redistricted the boundaries of the 17th Congressional District. The Governor called for a special
election to fill the vacancy using the boundary lines of the 17th Congressional District as it
existed when Geyer was electedin 1940. The Supreme Court unanimously held that this was the
proper district to use for the special election.
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The question considered by the Court in Sloan v. Donoghue is identical to that presented

by the current circumstances in Moreno·Valley: "The issue presented by this proceeding is
whether the election was properly proclaimed to be held in the 17th Congressional District as it
existed when Geyer was elected [0 ]r, conversely, should the election have been proclaimed to be
held in the enlarged district as it existed when the governor issued his proclamation." (20 Ca1.2d
at p. 609.) The Court's unequivocal answer is equally applicable here: "We are satisfied that
under the circumstances of this case the proclamation of the governor properly called for the
election to be held in the old district." (Ibid.)
The Court in Sloan noted that "it is not the first time the problem has arisen in this state,"
that "similar problems have arisen with the adoption of each Apportionment Act by the
Legislature," and that the Attorney General's office "uniformly has advised that the special
election should be held in the old district," citing five such prior opinions So holding. (Id.,
p. 611.) The Supreme Court also observed that its ruling was consistent with established law
elsewhere, citing both McCrary on Elections ["The true rule, therefore, must be that a district
once created, and having elected a Representative in Congress, should be allowed to continue
intact for the purpose of filling any vacancy which may occur, until the end of the Congress in
which it is represented."] and Corpus Juris ["If after a congressional election the state is
redistricted and a vacancy then occurs, such vacancy should be filled by the suffrage of the
electors of the old district and not by that of the electors of the new district."]' (20 Cal.2d at
pp. 609-610.)4
The Supreme Court applied the same ruling to vacancies that occur in state legislative
offices in Legislature v. Reinecke (1973) 10 CalJd 396. In that case, the Court considered
whether elections for State Senate had to be held in all Senate districts after a decennial census
and delayed reapportionment, or only in the 20 new even-numbered districts that were normally
scheduled for that year. Citing Sloan v. Donoghue (among other cases), the Court held that
"those senators elected from odd-numbered districts in 1972 are entitled to serve four-year terms
or until after the 1976 general election, and if vacancies occur in their offices they will be filled
by elections in the districts in effect in 1972." (10 Ca1.3d atp. 404 [emphasis added].) The
Court in Reinecke fully recognized that "to give continuing effect to the old odd-numbered
districts for the purpose of allowing the incumbents therein to serve their full terms and for the
purpose of filling any vacancies in such districts" would result in some voters having to wait six

4Significantly, the Court held that the old district boundaries should be used for the
purpose of filling the vacancy in office even while acknowledging that those boundaries had
expressly been repealed and replaced by new boundary lines under the intervening 2011
Apportionment Act. (Id., p. 608.) The Court nevertheless ruled that ''the only practical and
sound conclusion is that regardless of the repeal of the act creating and delineating the old
district, the special election to fill the vacancy now existing should be held in the old district."
(Id., p. 612 [citation omitted].)
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years between senatorial elections and "be[ing] represented by no senator in whose election they

could participate for two years following reapportionment" (id., p. 405) - the same
circumstance that Dr. Gutierrez apparently finds himself in with respect to Moreno Valley City
Council elections following the 2011 redistricting. But the Supreme Court found that this result
was merely "the inevitable byproduct of reapportioning a legislative body whose members are
elected for staggered four-year terms." (Ibid.)
In conformance with the Supreme Court's decisions in Sloan v. Donoghue and
Legislature v. Reinecke, the California Secretary of State - the state's chief elections official issued a directive to all county clerks and registrars of voters on August 15,2011, instructing
them that although the newly drawn boundaries adopted by the Citizens Redistricting
Commission in August 2011 are effective and should be used beginning with the June 2012
Presidential Primary election, "it is critical that you preserve the current maps and other data
necessary to hold an election using the current district lines" because for "any recall election
involving a member of the Legislature or Board of Equalization, or a special vacancy election to
. fill a legislative vacancy, the existing (in this case, the 2001) - not the proposed - district lines
would be used for that election." (Memorandum from Jana M. Lean, Chief, Elections Division,
California Secretary of State's Office to All County ClerkslRegistrars of Voters, dated Aug. 15,
2011 [emphasis in original] [citations omitted]Y
In sum, it is beyond dispute that California law requires that elections to fill vacancies in
unexpired terms be held in the "old" electoral districts, not the new districts that would be
applicable in the next general election following redistricting. (See, e.g., Gaona v. Anderson (9th
Cir. 1993) 989 F.2d 299,301 [Secretary of State's and county registrars' decision to hold special
election to fill vacancy using the boundaries of the "old" state senate district instead of the newly
configured district following reapportionment "was based on established California law"].)
Indeed, just as the special elections held earlier this year to fill the vacancies in State Senate
Districts 26 and 32 were conducted using the old, pre-20ll-redistricting boundaries for those
districts, if the Riverside County Registrar of Voters were to conduct a special election to fill the
vacancy in the District 4 Council seat for Mr. Co's unexpired term, the Registrar would be
compelled under California law to use the city council district boundaries for District 4 as they
existed when Mr. Co was elected, prior to the 2011 redrawing of those district lines. And
because Dr. Gutierrez would not be eligible to vote in that election, he is likewise ineligible to be
appointed to fill the vacancy for that office under GovelJll11ent Code section 34882.
For the reasons set forth above, the City Council's action in appointing Dr. Gutierrez to
fill the unexpired term of office tor the District 4 Council seatresulting from Mr. Co's
resignation was manifestly illegal. We thereby demand that the Council immediately rescind its
unlawful action and instead call for a special election to be held as soon as legally possible to fill

SA copy of the Secretary of State's August 15,2011, directive is attached hereto.
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the vacancy in the office of City Councilmember for Council District 4.

Sincerely,

Fredric D. Woocher
Enclosure
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Cindy Miller
From:

Sent:
To:·

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Cindy Miller
Friday, October 04, 2013 4:33 PM
Suzanne Bryant; Michelle Dawson; Tom DeSantis; Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart;
richstew27@gmail.com; Tom Owings; towings123@gmail.com; Victoria Baca;
Victoriabaca2000; Yxstian Gutierrez
Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez; Kathy Gross
FW: Demand to Cure Violations of the Ralph M. Brown Act and Government Code
Section 34882
FDW Letter to MV City Council -- 10-4-13.pdf; ATTOOOO1..htm

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Fredric Woocher" <fwoocher@strul11wooch.com>
To: "Jane Halstead" <janeh@moval.org>, "Ewa Lopez" <ewal@moval.org>, "Kathy Gross"
<kathyg@.moval.org>
Subject: Demand to Cure Violations of the Ralph M. Brown Act and Government Code
Section 34882

Dear City Clerk Halstead:
Attached please find a letter for distribution to the City Council. Since the Clerk's otlice is
closed today, a copy of the letter will also be hand-delivered to your otlice on Monday morning.
Thank you,
Fredric D. Woocher
Strumwasser & Woocher LLP
10940 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 2000
Los Angeles, CA 90024
fwoocher@strumwooch.com

1
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STRUMWASSER & WOOCHER LLP
ATTORNEYS Ar LAW

10940 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, SUITE 2000
Los ANOELES, CALIFORNIA 90024

FREDRIC D. WOOCHER
MICHAEL J. STRUMWASSER
GREGORyG. LUKE

tt

WWW.STRUMWOOCH.COM

BRYCE A GEE
BEVERLY GROSSMAN PALMER
RACHEL A. DEUTSCH
PATRICIA T. PEl

tAloo admiUed to practice in New York
:tAlso admilisd to practice In Massachusetts

By E-Mail, Hand Delivery, & U.S. Mail
October 4, 2013
Moreno Valley City Council
c/o Moreno Valley City Clerk Jane Halstead
Moreno Valley City Hall.
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, California 92552
Re:

Demand to Cure Violations of the Ralph M. Brown Act and
Government Code Section 34882

Dear City Council members Owings, Molina, Baca, and Stewart:
On behalf of Basil Kimbrew, Radine Ramos Hiers, Deanna Reader, and numerous other
Moreno Valley voters represented by our office, we write to demand that the City Council of
Moreno Valley (the "Council") take immediate action to cure and correct the violations of the
Ralph M. Brown Act, Government Code section 54950 et seq. (the "Brown Act"), and the
California Elections and Government Code committed by members of the Council on and around
September 24,2013. The Council's abrupt and evidently predetermined appointment ofYxstian
Gutierrez to complete the unexpired term of office of former councilmember Marcelo Co was
accomplished without adequate public notice and without any meaningful opportunity for public
comment; indeed, there was not even any opportunity provided for the Council itself to deliberate
on Dr. Gutierrez's unexpected appointment. By its conduct, the Council majority demonstrated a
disturbing contempt for democratic participation in a community already plagued by distrust of
its public officials.
The Council's action in appointing Dr. Gutierrez to the city council violated both the
spirit and the letter of the Brown Act, California's open meetings law. The Brown Act is
intended "to facilitate public participation in local government decisions and to curb misuse of
democratic process by secret legislation by public bodies." (Cohan v. City of Thousand Oaks
(1994) 30 Cal.App.4th 547,555.) These protections are founded on the precept that "[t]he
people, in delegating authority, do not give their public servants the right to decide what is good
for the people to know and what is not good for them to know. The people insist on remaining
informed so that they may retain control over the instruments they have created." (Gov. Code,
§ 54950.) The Council majority's handling of the appointment of Dr. Gutierrez to fill the
vacancy in the District 4 seat made a mockery of these fundamental principles of democracy.
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Moreover, it has come to light that Dr. Gutierrez does not live in the council district from
which Mr. Co was elected and whose unexpired term he was appointed to fill. Accordingly,
under established California law, Dr. Gutierrez was ineligible to be appointed to that office or to
continue to hold the position of Council representative for District 4. Ifhis appointment is not
rescinded, every action that the Council takes with his participation will be of questionable
legality, and judicial action will be necessary to compel his removal from office.
We therefore request, pursuant to Government Code sections 54960.1 and 34882, that the
City Council immediately take action to remedy its illegal conduct. Specifically, the Council
must rescind its unlawful appointment of Dr. Gutierrez and address the vacancy on the Council,
through a properly noticed, open public meeting that permits full public discussion and council
deliberation of this important issue and that results in a decision that conforms with all applicable
provisions of law.
Violations of the Brown Act
(1) A majority of the Council engaged in an unlawful secret meeting to discuss
appointing a replacement for Mr. Co. The cornerstone of the Brown Act is its requirement that
meetings of legislative bodies to discuss public business must be properly noticed and, with
narrow exceptions 110t relevant here, open to the public. It is therefore illegal for a majority of
the members of the Council, outside of a properly noticed public meeting, to "use a series of
communications of any kind, directly or through intermediaries, to discuss, deliberate, or take
action on any item of business that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative
body." (Gov. Code, § 54952.2, subd. (b)(l).) Our clients are aware of at least two nonpublic
communications that occurred between councilmembers concerning whether to appoint someone
to fill the District 4 seat left vacant by Mr. Co's resignation. Together, these conversations
constituted an unlawful secret meeting by a majority of the members of the City Council in
violation of the Brown Act.
The issue of whether to appoint someone or, alternatively, to hold a special election to fill
former Councilmember Co's 4th District seat is indisputably an item of public business within
the Council's jurisdiction. Indeed, this precise issue was agendized for discussion at the
September 24,2013, Council meeting. Prior to the council meeting, however, Mayor Owings
contacted Council member Stewart to express his preference for appointing someone to fill the
unexpired portion ofMr. Co's term. During the Council's abbreviated discussion of this issue,
Councilmember Stewart explicitly referred to this communication with Mr. Owings, and he
subsequently elaborated on the contents of his conversation with Mr. Owings in a newspaper
article later that week. (See S. Hurt, "Moreno Valley: Naming of Councilman May Have
Violated Law, Expert Says," Riverside Press-Enterprise (Sept. 27, 2013).)
Mr. Owings also evidently engaged in pre-meeting deliberations with Councilmember
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Baca regarding the same issue. The two discussed not only the proposal to fill Mr. Co's seat by
appointment rather than to hold an election, but apparently went so far as to agree on the
appointment of Dr. Gutierrez. The September 24th Council meeting includes the following
exchange between Mr. Owings and Ms. Baca, which makes their pre-meeting collusion
unmistakable:
Mr. Owings: " ... This council should exercise its ... State of California
constitutional authority and make the decision to fill this vacancy.
So I would entertain a motion."
Ms. Baca:
"I would like to use the first option, which is to appoint someone to
serve out the remainder of the unexpired term until December 8th I'm sorry, 9th - 2014 .... So moved."
Mr. Owings: "Let's just do one motion. Do you have someone in mind?"
Ms. Baca:
"I do."
Mr. Owings: "All right, let's read the motion and let's get -let's just put it out."
As the Riverside Press-Enterprise observed in its editorial lambasting the City Council
the next day, "unless council members have suddenly developed telepathic powers, the majority
had to have conferred on the issue and settled on a choice in private before the meeting." For
example, Mr. Owings could not possibly have known that Ms. Baca had "someone in mind" for
the appointment to fill Mr. Co's unexpired term had they not previously discussed the matter. 1
Mr. Owing's previous comments had related only to whether the Council should exercise its
authority to fill the seat by appointment rather than election, and Ms. Baca's initial motion
responded only. to that narrow issue. As Mr. Stewart observed, the Council's past practice had
been to invite applicants and to publicly interview them before making appointments to city
positions. Particularly in light ofthat history, nothing in Ms. Baca's suggestion to "use the first
option, which is to appoint someone," implied that she also had a specific candidate in mind for
the appointment that evening. Yet Mr. Owings not only was somehow aware that
Councilmember Baca was ready to appoint a particular person at that time, but he expressed no
surprise, made no comment, and displayed no visible reaction when she announced who that
person was. Instead, Mayor Owings - somehow knowing that Dr. Gutierrez just happened to be
present at the council meeting that night - asked Ms. Baca to amend her motion to have him
sworn in immediately, even somehow divining that Dr. Gutierrez had prepared and wanted to

IIndeed, Ms. Baca acknowledged to the press that she had introduced Dr. Gutierrez to
Mayor Owings in a meeting between the three of them the weekend before the City Council's
vote on September 24th, but claimed - incredibly - that they did not discuss his possible
appointment. (S. Hurt, "Moreno Valley: Naming of Councilman May Have Violated Law,
Expert Says," Riverside Press-Enterprise (Sept. 27, 2013).)
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deliver a written "acceptance speech" following his swearing-in ceremony?
The conversation between Mr. Owing and Mr. Stewart, together with the communications
between Mr. Owing and Ms. Baca, comprise serial meetings involving three members of the
Council - a majority - to discuss whether the Council would exercise its statutory authority to fill
the vacant District 4 Council seat by appointment or would instead call a special election to let
the voters of the District decide who their representative should be. It is immaterial whether or
not Mr. Stewart actually reached a consensus with Mr. Owing and Ms. Baca to proceed with the
appointment of Dr. Gutierrez: the Brown Act prohibits secret deliberation and discussion,
regardless of whether such communications result in an agreement to take specified action.
(Frazer v. Dixon Unified School Dist. (1993) 18 Cal.App.4th 781, 796; see also 84 Cal. Ops.
Atty. Gen. 30, at *2.) It was unlawful under the Brown Act to discuss this matter at all outside
of a noticed public meeting, and the secret serial discussions, spearheaded by Mr. Owings and
including a majority of council members, renders the resulting action taken by the Council
unlawful.

(2) The council's action to appoint Dr. Gutierrez was not adequately noticed on the
meeting agenda. The Brown Act requires every legislative body, at least 72 hours in advance of
its regular meeting, to "post an agenda containing a brief general description of each item of
business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting." (Gov. Code § 54954.2, subd. (a).) "No
action or discussion shall be undertaken on any item not appearing on the posted agenda." (Id.,
subd. (b).) The agenda for the Council's September 24,2013, meeting stated only that the
council would "consider the procedural options to fill the vacancy on the council in District 4 and
take possible action to fill the vacancy." This statement was legally insufficient to notify
members of the public that the Council actually planned to appoint someone to fill the unexpired
portion of Mr. Co's term at the September 24th meeting.
While the description provided by the agenda is permitted by the Brown Act to be "brief'
and "general," it must nevertheless give interested members of the public functional notice of the
action the Council will take at the meeting. A description that is "inadequate to show the whole
scope of the [Council's] intended plans" is unlawful. (Carlson v. Paradise Unified Sch. Dist.

2We are confident that discovery will reveal the full extent of the pre-meeting secret
collaboration among members of the council regarding this issue. For example, Councilmember
Stewart indicated at the meeting that he had seen Ms. Baca give Mr. Owings a document prior to
the meeting (but which the Mayor refused to show Mr. Stewart), which was quite likely a copy of
what she read from in proposing to appoint Dr. Gutierrez to the Council and which undoubtedly
was what led Mr. Owings to invite Ms. Baca to "read the motion." The failure of
Councilmembers Baca and Owings to make that document publicly available may well have
constituted a violation of the Brown Act, in and of itself. (See Gov. Code, § 54957.5, subds. (b)
& (c).)
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(1971) 18 Cal.App.3d 196,200 [applying analogous provision of Education Code].) In
particular, when multiple decisions relate to the same topic, each item involving a "separate
action or detennination" by the Council must "be expressly disclo"sed on the agenda." (San
Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Merced (2013) 216 Cal.App.4th 1167, 1176.)
Whether the Council should fill the vacancy in the 4th District seat by appointment or by special
election is an entirely distinct decision from the issue of what particular person should be
appointed to the position, and both topics must be separately noticed on the agenda.
The tenn "take possible action to fill the vacancy" in no way satisfied Government Code
section 54954.2's disclosure requirement. The agenda's phrasing was entirely too vague to give
the public meaningful notice that the Council might actually vote to appoint a specific individual
to the City Council on September 24, much less to notify residents that Dr. Gutierrez was a
candidate for such appointment. The agenda suggests, at most, an intent to discuss and vote on
the procedures for making a "potential" appointment if the Council were to decide to go that
route rather than to hold an election. This inference is strengthened by the placePlent of this item
in the "Reports" section of the agenda, rather than under "Legislative Actions" - thereby
suggesting that no actual action would be taken at the meeting - and by the Council's past
practice, as described by Mr. Stewart, of inviting applicants and publicly debating their
qualifications before voting on an appointment. In view of these facts and giving the agenda a
common sense reading, ''the agenda was not an adequate specification or description of the
business that was transacted at the [September 24th] meeting." (Moreno v. City of King (2005)
127 Cal.App.4th 17,26 [holding that agenda item stating "public employee (employment
contract)" was inadequate to notify public of discussion of dismissal of a public employee].Y

(3) The Council failed to allow any opportunity for public comment on Dr. Gutierrez IS
appointment. Although the Council purported to permit the public to comment on the agenda
item relating to filling the vacancy in Council District 4, the only meaningful public comment
that was actually allowed related solely to the question of whether the seat should be filled by an
. appointment or by an election. Due to the way in which the agenda combined the two separate
issues into a single agenda item, there was absolutely no opportunity for public comment on the
critical issue of whether the Council should appoint Dr. Gutierrez or someone else to fill the

31t is no surprise, then, that given the inadequate notice of this issue in the agenda, not a
single member of the public spoke to the qualifications of any particular individual for
appointment to fill Mr. Co's unexpired tenn. Rather, all of the public comment addressed the
predicate issue of whether the Council should fill the 4th District vacancy by appointment or by
an election. Indeed, as noted in the following paragraphs, the agenda and handling of this item
by the Council was structured in a manner that rendered it impossible for any member of the
public to provide - and for any Council member to receive - any input whatsoever regarding
the qualifications of Dr. Gutierrez for appointment to the Council - an independent violation of
the Brown Act pursuant to Government Code section 54954.3.
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vacant seat representing District 4. By failing to permit any meaningful public comment on
Dr. Gutierrez's appointment, the Council violated Government Code section 54954.3, which
requires "an opportunity for members of the public to directly address the legislative body on any
item of interest to the public, before or during the legislative body's consideration of the item,
that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body." (Emphasis added.)
The only opportunity that the Council provided for the public to comment on the
District 4 vacancy issue occurred before the meeting attendees had any reason to believe that the
Council would act on an appointment that evening, much less that it would appoint Dr. Gutierrez
to the seat. The only material included with the age~da for this item was the City Attorney's
report, which focused entirely on the procedural options available to the Council - that is,
whether to fill the vacancy by appointment or by calling a special election. Before this item was
called and opened up for public comment, neither the Mayor nor any of the other council
members (including those who' clearly intended to move for and to vote for Dr. Gutierrez's
appointment at this meeting) gave any indication that the ensuing Council deliberations or action
might encompass the appointment of a particular individual to the District 4 seat. And the
agenda, as discussed above, likewise failed to refer to any specific candidates or even to disclose
that the Council might proceed to make an appointment that night without first at least inviting
applicants to express their interest in being considered to fill the vacancy. created by Mr. Co's
resignation.

It was only after the public comment session on this agenda item had been closed that
Councilmember Baca made her motion to appoint Dr. Gutierrez to fill the vacancy, the first
inkling that any member of the public could possibly have had that the Council was considering
taking such an action. And rather than re-opening the public comment session at that point so
that the citizens of Moreno Valley could express their views, opinions, and questions regarding
this sudden tum of events, Mayor Owings instead immediately :'called for the question". on
Ms. Baca's motion, squelching any opportunity for public discussion and only grudgingly
allowing even Councilmember Stewart to speak on the matter. Thus, none of the citizens who
attended the Council meeting had any occasion to address Dr. Gutierrez's qualifications for
office before or during the Council's consideration of his appointment, because at the time they
were permitted to speak, they could not have had any knowledge of his existence as a candidate
for appointment to the District 4 Council seat.
Government Code section 54954.3 requires "an opportunity for public comment on each
specific agenda item as it is taken up by the body." (Galbiso v, Orosi Public Utility Dist. (2008)
167 Cal.App.4th 1063, 1079 [emphasis added].) As discussed above, the procedural issue of
whether to proceed by appointment or special election is distinct from the question of whom
should actually be appointed to fill the vacant District 4 seat. An opportunity for public comment
was required to be provided after the identity of Dr. Gutierrez as a candidate for appointment was
revealed by the Council. Only by providing such an opportunity could the citizens of Moreno
Valley exercise their right under section 54954.3 "to directly address the legislative body on any
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item of interest to the public, before or during the legislative body's consideration of the item,"
and only after providing such an opportunity for public comment could the Council legally vote
on Ms. Baca's motion to appoint Dr. Gutierrez to fill the District 4 seat on the Council.
Violation of Government Code Section 34882
The City Council's action in appointing Dr. Gutierrez to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Co
for the District 4 seat on the Council must be rescinded for an independent substantive reason:
Dr. Gutierrez does not reside within the boundaries of District 4 as the District was constituted
when Mr. Co was elected and as it exists for purposes of filling the vacancy in his unexpired term
of office. Consequently, Dr. Gutierrez was not eligible to be appointed to fill the vacancy in that
office and he continues to be ineligible to serve as a member of the City Council representing .
District 4 pursuant to Government Code section 34882.
As you are undoubtedly aware, the dispute regarding Dr. Gutierrez's eligibility to hold
office stems from the circumstance that in 2011, subsequent to Mr. Co's election in 2010 for a
four-year term of office representing District 4, the city council.boundary lines were redrawn.
Dr. Gutierrez resides in and is registered to vote at an address that was not within District 4 at the
time Mr. Co was elected to office (the "old" boundary lines), but which is within District 4 under
the redistricted boundaries (the "new" boundary lines). The critical issue is whether, for the
purpose of filling a vacancy in the unexpired term to which Mr. Co was elected, the "old" or the
"new" boundary lines apply in determining who resides in District 4.
Not surprisingly, this is not the first time that this issue has arisen in California. Indeed,
the issue arises with some regularity following every decennial redistricting for Congressional
and state legislative offices, when inevitably - as a result of the resignation, death, or recall of
the incumbent officer - an election must be held to fill the vacancy in an office whose boundary
lines were redistricted subsequent to the previous incumbent's election but prior to the expiration
of the office's term. Earlier this year, for example, special elections were held to fill vacancies
created by the resignations of the incumbent officeholders in State Senate Districts 26 and 32, for
terms that began in December 2010 and were not due to expire until December 2014, but whose
boundary lines had been changed as a result of the 2011 statewide redistricting statute.
The established law in California is that under these circumstances, the old district
boundary lines are to be used to fill the vacancy in the unexpired term of office, and thus only
.those individuals who reside in the district as it was constituted at the time of the former
incumbent's election are eligible to vote in an election to fill the vacancy or to be appointed to
hold the office for the remainder of the unexpired term. The leading case is the California
Supreme Court's decision in Sloan v. Donoghue (1942) 20 Cal.2d 607. In that case, Lee Geyer
had been elected to Congress to represent the 17th Congressional District in November 1940.
Geyer died in October 1941, creating a vacancy in the office for the remainder of his unexpired
term, through December 1942. Between Geyer's election and death, however, the Legislature
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redistricted the boundaries of the 17th Congressional District. The Governor called for a special
election to fill the' vacancy using the boundary lines of the 17th Congressional District as it
existed when Geyer was elected in 1940. The Supreme Court unanimously held that this was the
proper district to use for the special election.
The question considered by the Court in Sloan v. Donoghue is identical to that presented
by the current circumstances in Moreno Valley: "The issue presented by this proceeding is
whether the election was properly proclaimed to be held in the 17th Congressional District as it
existed when Geyer was elected [o]r, conversely, should the election have been proclaimed to be
held in the enlarged district as it existed when the governor issued his proclamation." (20 Ca1.2d
at p. 609.) The Court's unequivocal answer is equally applicable here: "We are satisfied that
under the circumstances of this case the proclamation of the governor properly called for the
election to be held in the old district." (Ibid.)
The Court in Sloan noted that "it is not the first time the problem has arisen in this state,"
that "similar problems have arisen with the adoption of each Apportionment Act by the
Legislature," and that the Attorney General's office "uniformly has advised that the special
election should be held in the old district," citing five such prior opinions so holding. (Id.,
p. 611.) The Supreme Court also observed that its ruling was consistent with established law
elsewhere, citing both McCrary on Elections ["The true rule, therefore, must be that a district
once created, and having elected a Representative in Congress, should be allowed to continue
intact for the purpose of filling any vacancy which may occur, until the end of the Congress in
which it is represented."] and Corpus Juris ["If after a congressional election the state is
redistricted and a vacancy then occurs, such vacancy should be filled by the suffrage of the
electors of the old district and not by that of the electors of the new district."]. (20 Ca1.2d at
pp.609-610.)4
The Supreme Court applied the same ruling to vacancies that occur in state legislative
offices in Legislature v. Reinecke (1973) 10 Ca1.3d 396. In that case, the Court considered
whether elections for State Senate had to be held in all Senate districts after a decennial census
and delayed reapportionment, or only in the 20 new even-numbered districts that were normally
scheduled for that year. Citing Sloan v. Donoghue (among other cases), the Court held that
"those senators elected from odd-numbered districts in 1972 are entitled to serve four-year terms

4Significantly, the Court held that the old district boundaries should be used for the
purpose of filling the vacancy in office even while acknowledging that those boundaries had
expressly been repealed and replaced by new boundary lines under the intervening 2011
Apportionment Act. (Id., p. 608.) The Court nevertheless ruled that "the only practical and
sound conclusion is that regardless of the repeal of the act creating and delineating the old
district, the special election to fill the vacancy now existing should be held in the old district."
(Id, p. 612 [citation omitted].)
.
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or until after the 1976 general election, and ifvacancies occur in their offices they will bejilled
by elections in the districts in effect in 1972." (10 Cal.3d at p. 404 [emphasis added].). The
Court in Reinecke fully recognized that "to give continuing effect to the old odd-numbered
districts for the purpose of allowing the incumbents therein to serve their full terms and for the
purpose of filling any vacancies in such districts" would result in some voters having to wait six
years between senatorial elections and "be[ing] represented by no senator in whose election they
could participate for two years following reapportionment" (id., p. 405) - the same
.
circumstance that Dr. Gutierrez apparently finds himself in with respect to Moreno Valley City
Council elections following the 2011 redistricting. But the Supreme Court found that this result
was merely "the inevitable byproduct of reapportioning a legislative body whose members are
elected for staggered four-year terms." (Ibid.)
In conformance with the Supreme Court's decisions in Sloan v. Donoghue and
Legislature v. Reinecke, the California Secretary of State - the state's chief elections officialissued a directive to all county clerks and registrars of voters on August 15,2011, instructing
them that although the newly drawn boundaries adopted by the Citizens Redistricting
Commission in August 2011 are effective and should be used beginning with the June 2012
Presidential Primary election, "it is critical that you preserve the current maps and other data
necessary to hold an election using the current district lines" because for "any recall election
involving a member of the Legislature or Board of Equalization, or a special vacancy election to
fill a legislative vacancy, the existing (in this case, the 2001) - not the proposed - district lines
would be used for that election." (MemorandUm from Jana M. Lean, Chief, Elections Division,
California Secretary of State's Office to All County Clerks/Registrars of Voters, dated Aug. 15,
2011 [emphasis in original] [citations omitted]Y
In sum, it is beyond dispute that California law requires that elections to fill vacancies in
unexpired terms be held in the "old" electoral districts, not the new districts that would be
applicable in the next general election following redistricting. (See, e.g., Gaona v. Anderson (9th
Cir. 1993) 989 F.2d 299, 301 [Secretary of State's and county registrars' decision to hold special
election to fill vacancy using the boundaries of the "old" state senate district instead of the newly
configured district following reapportionment "was based on established California law"].)
Indeed, just as the special elections held earlier this year to fill the vacancies in State Senate
Districts 26 and 32 were conducted using the old, pre-20 II-redistricting boundaries for those
districts, if the Riverside County Registrar of Voters were to conduct a special election to fill the
vacancy in the District 4 Council seat for Mr. Co's unexpired term, the Registrar would be
compelled under California law to use the city council district boundaries for District 4 as they
existed when Mr. Co was elected, prior to the 2011 redrawing of those district lines. And
because Dr. Gutierrez would not be eligible to vote in that election, he is likewise ineligible to be
appointed to fill the vacancy for that office under Government Code section 34882.

SA copy of the Secretary of State's August 15,2011, directive is attached hereto.
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For the reasons set forth above, the City Council's action in appointing Dr. Gutierrez to
fill the unexpired term of office for the District 4 Council seat resulting from Mr. Co's
resignation was manifestly illegal. We thereby demand that the Council immediately rescind its
unlawful action and instead call for a special election to be held as soon as legally possible to fill
the vacancy in the office of City Councilmember for Council District 4.

Sincerely,

Fredric D. Woocher

Enclosure
cc:

Riverside County District Attorney Paul E. Zellerbach
California Attorney General Kamala Harris
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Cindy Miller
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cindy Miller
Friday, May 17, 2013 12:03 PM
Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforCitycouncil@gmail.com'; molinavision@verizon.net;
Richard Stewart; richstew27@gmail.com; Tom Owings; towings123@gmail.com; Victoria
Baca; Victoriabaca2000
Cathy Parada; Ewa Lopez; Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Kathy Gross; Michele Patterson;
Michelle Dawson; Tom DeSantis; Abdul Ahmad; Randy Metz
Reponse District 3 - CRM MV-15205-B8T9 - Mr. Rahmon (Weed Abatement)
CounciISummary[1].pdf

Please see attached council summary report - Mayor Owings and Fire staff are
calendared to r:neet~with Mr. Rahmon on Me..Qday, May .20":~

•

Thanks,
Cindy
Cindy A. Miller
Executive Assistant to Mayor / City Council
City Council Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick St.
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

E: cindvm@moval.ora

w: www.moval.org
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From:

Jim Kelly [jimkellyjp@gmail.com]

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 9:12 AM

To:

Richard Stewart

Cc:

Jesse Molina; William Batey; Robin Hastings; Marcelo Co; Deanna Reeder; Henrietta Hamilton; Lenny Crisafulli

Subject: development

.J want you to know that I am against further development of the east side. We have one white
albatross that spoils the view of the eastern part of the valley, If you do not know what mean go
to the surrounding elevations of the valley and look down and you will see what I mean. The city
,council is only developing that area because of Mr. Benzeevi and what he promises. Please do
not let this happen any further. We could end up looking like Mira Lorna or worst Railto.

i

I do not agree with the development of the area between Nason and Iris and Cactus. That area is
nothing but a vacant lot and guess who owns it? Yup Mr. Benzeevi. If it is developed will the
'tax payers have to pay for it? I would suggest Eminent domain or ask Benzeeve to help the city
'and donate that land. Would that be much since the city has helped him out in so many ways.
Please do not mention jobs as an excuse to develop a part of the city that should be left pristine
for the citizens enjoyment.
I am sending you this email because I am unable to attend the meeting because of my work
schedule. I have taken days off and left work early to attend some of the meetings. I feel it is
important to let you know what myself and neighbors think in your district.

Jim Kelly

4/26/2011
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cindy Miller
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:54 AM
William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com';
'molinavision@verizon.net'; Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings
Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez
Economic Dev. Plan - Emails
FW: Economic Development Action Plan; Economic Development Action Plan; Re: Economic
Action Plan; Tuesday City Council Meeting; Econ. Dev. Action Plan; Untitled

Attached emails forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

cathy Parada
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:39 AM
Cindy Miller
Barry Foster
Economic Dev. Plan

FW: Economic
Economic
)evelopment Actio .. ~velopment Action PI

Re: Economic
Action Plan

Tuesday City
Council Meeting

Econ. Dev. Action
Plan

Untitled
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 12:08 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com';
'molinavision@verizon.net'; Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail:com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject:

FW: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan

Attachments: Economic Developement Plan.pdf

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
-----Original Message----From: Danny.Schwier [mai Ito: Danny.Schwier@realliving.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 11 :38 AM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: FW: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
mr garcia,i have reviewed the new economic development action plan and i hope you join me in supporting this plan
tonight.
Danny Schwier
Broker/President
REAL LIVING PREMIER REALTY
23180 Hemlock Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

PLEASE NOTE MY NEW PHONE NUMBER/FAX NUMBER/ADDRESS
: From: Michael Geller [msg@gslawllp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:54 AM
I
.To: Danny.Schwier
, Subject: RE: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
Hope all is well with you.
The link to the agenda item which did not work on the email is
http://65.214.188. 76/sirepub/pubmtgframe.aspx?meetid=469&doctype=agenda
I have attached the Report of the City Manager.
Hope to see you. It will likely be the first item on the agenda tonight.

, Law Offices of
: Geller & Stewart, LLP
, Michael S. Geller

This message is protcted by various priveleges including attorney-client and attorney work-product. If you received
this message in error, please destroy immediatly.
-----Original Message----From: Danny.Schwier [mailto:Danny.Schwier@realliving.com]
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 5:50 PM
To: info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org

4/26/2011
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Subject: RE: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
dear michael,i would love to support this effort but i need to read your new economic development action plan so i would have better
understanding of it. please email me a copy. thanks, danny schwier Danny Schwier Broker/President REAL LIVING PREMIER
REALTY 23180 Hemlock Avenue Moreno Valley, CA 92557 Telephone
Fax
Direct
Cell
PLEASE NOTE MY NEW PHONE NUMBERlFAXNUMBERIADDRESS
From: Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association [info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org]
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Danny.Schwier
Subject: Support Requested for Economic Action Plan
Dear Friend,
For the first time in the history of Moreno Valley, a forward looking and realistic Economic Development Action Plan has been
developed for our city.
This Economic Development Action Plan presents a vision and a new direction for our city.
This plan will be the key to Moreno Valley's economic recovery. It leaves the old, failed ideas of the past behind and brings Moreno
Valley's economy into the 21st Century.
This plan will be key to Moreno Valley's economic recovery because it's central focus is job creation.
Th.e plan seeks to create good paying jobs by bringing new industry to our city. It supports and i! nvests in Moreno Valley's existing
businesses to keep those businesses and the jobs they provide here in our city.
Too many of Moreno Valley residents are out of work. They need jobs.
To bring those jobs here we need to attract and retain job-creating businesses.
This Economic Development Action Plan will fulfill that essential goal, put residents back to work, and get our city moving again.
Please e-mail City Manager Henry Garcia and let him know that you support the Economic Development Action Plan that it is being
presented Tuesday night.
Mr. Garcia's email is cmoffice@moval.org
It is item G2 on the City Council's agenda.

Thank you in advance for your support for this forward looking Economic Development Action Plan that has a realistic vision for
protecting and creating businesses and the jobs they provide our fellow residents.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL GELLER, Chair
Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association
P! .0. Box 7599
Moreno Valley, CA 92522
P.S. The! Moreno Valley Taxpayers Association respects your privacy.
Should you no longer wish to receive emails from the Association, please e-mail info@morenovalleytaxpayers.org with the word
UNSUBSCRlBE as the title.

4/26/2011
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Cindy Miller
From:
. Sent:

Cindy Miller
Tuesday, April 26,2011 4:08 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject: FW: Economic Development Plan

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
- - - - - - - . - - - - - ---_._..._.._-_._.._------_. __... _. __._._.__._-_.__._-----From: Meli Van Natta [mailto:ask.meli@verizon.net]

Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:51 PM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: Economic Development Plan
Dear Mr. Garcia,
I have to say I am very impressed with the staffs work on this document. It's very thorough and forwardilooking, focusing on Moreno Valley's future instead of its past. There are a few items that may need
"tweaking", but overall I support the plan and the vision.
Sincerely,
Meli Van Natta, CRS
Rancho Belago Realty
23205 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
,

Email: ask.meli@verizon.net
Website: www.RanchoBelagoRealtv.com
DRE License: 00660064

I
f

I
[
I

I

I
I
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Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 20114:15 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmail.com'; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmail.com'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject: FW: I am in suport of the economic dey. action plan being presented tuesday night it is item g2 on the council
agenda

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From: DSW Corp [mailto:dswcorp@yahoo,com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 20114:13 PM
To: City Manager's Office
Subject: I am in suport of the economic dev, action plan being presented tuesday night it is item g2 on
the council agenda

4126/2011
MV00231157
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, Cindy Miller
From:

Cindy Miller

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:02 PM

To:

William Batey; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; 'marcelocoforcitycouncil@gmaiLcom'; 'molinavision@verizon.net';
Richard Stewart; 'richstew27@gmaiLcom'; Robin Hastings

Cc:

Jane Halstead; Juliene Clay; Ewa Lopez

Subject: FW: Economic Development Action Plan

Forwarded on behalf of the City Manager
From: United Democrats of Moreno Valley [mailto:united.democrats@gmail.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4:57 PM
To: City Manager's Office
,Subject: Economic Development Action Plan

Dear'Mr. Garcia,
As a longtime resident of Moreno Valley and community
activist, I would like for you to know that.I support the
Economic Development Action Plan that it is being
presented tonight.
I beleive this, plan will be key to Moreno Valley's
economic recovery because of it's central focus on job
'creation. The Plan will fulfill that essential goal, put
residents back to work, and get our city moving again.

D. Raul Wilson
'23595 Judge Ward Court
iMoreno Valley, CA 92557

United Democrats of Moreno Valley
"Once social change begins, it cannot be reversed. You cannot uneducate the person who has
learned to read. You cannot humiliate the person who feels pride. You cannot oppress the people
who are not afraid anymore. We have seen the future, and the future is ours."
- Cesar Chavez

4/26/2011
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Jesse Molina
From:

Dwayne Lewis [semperfi71@hotmail.comj

Sent:

Wednesday, February 02, 201111:18 AM

To:

Richard Stewart; Marcelo Co; Jesse Molina; William Batey; Robin Hastings

Subject: City Manager Salary
Dear City Council Members,
I have been a resident of Moreno Valley since 1990. I retired from the Marine Corps in 2002 after
serving over 30 years and decided to remain in Moreno Valley. I was shocked when I read the story in
the Press Enterprise about the new city manager's annual salary of $302,400. How can a city of our size
pay a city manager that amount of money? More important is he really worth that much? No wonder
our city is broke. May I remind you that the President of the United States makes $400,000 annually.
Are you telling me that Mr. Garcia rates a salary that is only a $100,000 short of what the president
makes? Our poverty level is at 14.2%. Our median household income is about $59,000. With statistics
like these it is insane to pay a city manager that amount of money. The interim city manager was
receiving $247,048, I vote for him.
Thank you Mr. Batey and Ms. Hastings for your vote against this. You other three need to reconsider and
find another manager. If you decide to keep Mr. Garcia I would like to bring a bottle of water to the next
council meeting and have Mr. Garcia turn it into wine. You have got to be kidding me!
Respectively Submitted,
Dwayne Lewis

2/7/2011
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Moreno Valley Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
2013 ADELANTE
CITY UPDATE
1st Tuesday of each month
? - 8:30 a.m.
Margarita's Grill
12630 Perris Blvd.

January 8

Tom Owings'

February 5

Marcelo Co

March 5

Victoria Baca

April 2

Richard A. Stewart

May?

Tom Owings

June 4

Marcelo Co

July 2

Victoria Baca

August 6

Richard A. Stewart

September 3

Tom Owings

October 1

Marcelo Co

November 5

Victoria Baca

December 3

Richard A. Stewart

On January 28, 2013, Council Member Molina advised that he will not be participating in the Moreno Valley
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Adelante or the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Wake-Up Moreno Valley.

l\ZurichlsharedllnterDepIICouncil·Cler1<ICity Cler1< FileslCouncil OfficelAdeiante1201212012 Adelante Schedule.doc

----------_._._--
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Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
2013 WAKE UP MORENO VALLEY
CITY UPDATE

Wednesday of each month
6:30 a.m. - breakfast
7 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. - program
Ayers Hotel, 12631 Memorial Way

4th

January 23

Jesse L. Molina

February 27

Marcelo Co

March 27

Richard A. Stewart

April 24

Tom Owings

May 22

Victoria Saca

June 26

Richard A. Stewart

July 24

Tom Owings (City Sponsored)

August 28

Marcelo Co

September 25

Victoria Saca

October 23

Tom Owings

November 20

Richard A. Stewart

December 18

Victoria Saca

On January 28,2013, Council Member Molina advised that he will not be participating in the Moreno
Valley Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Adelante or the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
Wake-Up Moreno Valley.
l\ZurichlsharedllnterOeptICouncil-ClerkICity Clerk FileslCouncil Offi~elWake Up MVI201312013 Wake Up Moreno Valley Schedule. doc
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COUNCIL COMMITTEE PARTICIPATION HISTORY
'I

ADVISORY BOARDS/COMMISSIONS

2004

2005

2006

2007

Arts Commission
Environmental and Historical Preservation Board
Recreational Trails Board
Library Commission

;

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Flickinger (Batey)

Hastings (Batey)

Hastings (Batey)

Hastings (MoUna)

Hastings (MoUna)

FlickingerlStewart

Flickinger (Stewart)

Batey

Batey (MoUna)

Batey (MoUna)

Batey (MoUna)

WesiJStewart

WesiJStewart

WesiJStewart

WesiJSlewart

West (Stewart)

Hastings

Hastings (Stewart)

Molina (Stewart)

Molina (Stewart)

WhitetFlickinger

WhitetFlickinger

WhitetFlickinger

WhitetFlickinger

White (Flicldnger)

Molina (Batey)

Molina (Batey)

Stewart (MoOna)

Stewart (MoUna)

Parks & Recreation Commission

WesVBatey

WesVBatey

WesVBatey

WesVBatey

West (Batey)

Molina (Flickinger)

Molina (Flickingetj

Molina (Co)

Molina (Co)

Senior Citizens' Board

WhiteIWest

WhiteJWest

WhiteIWest

WhiteIWest

White (West)

Molina

Molina (Stewart)

Molina (Co)

Molina (Co)

Traffic Safety Commission

StewarttFlickinger

StewarttFlickinger

StewarttFlickinger

StewarttFlickinger

Stewart (Flickinger)

Stewart (MOina)

Stewart (MoUna)

Stewart (MoOna)

Stewart (MoUna)

Cultural Preservation Board

StewartlWest

StewartlWest

StewartlWest

Ord. 723 - Dissolved

Ecological Protection Board

StewartlWest

StewartlWest

FlickingerlWest

Ord. 723 - Dissolved

Redevelopment Project Area Committee

BateylWhite

BateylWhite

RDA PAC Res. 2005In? n;

Dissolved:

COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEES
Economic Development Subcommittee

BateylWhite

BateylWhite

BateylFlickinger

WhiteJ8atey

BateylWest (Flicldngetj

BateylHastings

BateylHastings (MoOna)

Co/Molina (Batey)

Co/Molina (Batey)

Finance Subcommittee

StewartiWhite

StewartiWhite

StewartiWhite

StewartiWhite

StewartiWhite (Flicldnger)

FlickingerlStewart

HastingslStewart (Flickingetj

Co/Molina (Stewart)

CoIMolina (Stewart)

Public Safety Subcommittee

BateylWest

BateylWest

BateylFlickinger

BateylFlickinger

BateylFlickinger (Whfte)

BateylFlickinger (MoUna)

BateylFlickinger (MoUna)

BateylCo (Stewart)

BateyICo (Stewart)

BateylFlickinger

BateylFlickinger

March Joinl Powers Commission (JPC)

SlewartiWhite

StewartiWhite

StewartiWhite

StewartiWhite

StewartiWhite (Batey)

BateylStewart (Hastings)

BateylStewart (Hastings)

BateylStewart (Co)

BateylStewart (Co)

School Districts / City Joint Task Force

StewartlWest

StewartlWest

StewartlWest

StewartlWest

StewartlWest (Batey)

HastingslStewart (MoUna)

HastingslStewart (MoUna)

StewartlMolina (Co)

StewartlMolina (Co)

Riverside County Habitat Conservation Agency
(RCHCA)

Batey

Batey

Batey

Batey

Batey (West)

Batey (Hastings)

Batey (Hastings)

Batey (MoUna)

Batey (MoOna)

Riverside County Transportation Commission
(RCTC)

West

West

West

West

West (Whfte)

Molina (Fticldngetj

Flickinger (MoUna)

Co (Stewart)

Co (Stewart)

Inactive Subcommittees:

Legislative Subcommittee
Planning Subcommittee
Public Works Subcommittee

AD HOCITASK FORCE COMMITTEES

Riverside Transit Agency (RTA)

Flickinger

Flickinger

Flickinger

Flickinger

Flickinger (Whfte)

Flickinger (MoUna)

Flickinger (MoUna)

Molina (Co)

Molina (Co)

Westem Riverside Council of Govemments
(WRCOG)

White

White

White

White

White (Batey)

Hastings (Batey)

Hastings (Batey)

Hastings (Co)

Hastings (Co)

Westem Riverside County Regional Conservation
Authority (RCA)

Batey

Batey

Batey

Batey

White (Batey)

Batey (Flicldngetj

Batey (Fticldngetj

Batey (MoUna)

Batey (MoUna)

League of Califomia Cities/Riverside County Div.

BateylFlickinger

BateylFlickinger

BateylWhite

BateylWhite

Inactive:

Child Care Consortium
City of Riverside Liaison Committee
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June 18, 2013

City of Riverside Board of Public Utilities
Attn: Justin Scott-Coe, Board Chair
3901 Orange St.
Riverside, CA 92501
Subject:

Potential partnership between the City of Moreno Valley Electric Utility and
Riverside Public Utilities

Dear Chairman Scott-Coe:
I'm writing to acquaint you with an effort underway at the Moreno Valley Utility, and to request
your support of further dialogue between MVU and RPU staff to explore potential partnership
opportunities.
As you may be aware, the City of Moreno Valley formed an electric utility in 2001, with the
goals of capturing the success of municipal utilities during the energy crisis, gaining local
control over the provision of electric service to the community, and creating an economic
development tool to attract businesses to the City.
Moreno Valley Utility (MVU) began serving customers in February 2004, and currently has
over 5,600 customers with a peak load of 32.5 MW. MVU serves all new development in the
City; at build-out, MVU has the potential to triple its service delivery.
In October 2003, the City entered into a long-term agreement with ENCO Utility Services,
which installs, operates, and maintains Moreno Valley's electric distribution system. These
services include design, engineering, construction management, operations and
maintenance, meter reading, customer billing, and related consulting services. There are
currently seven ENCO employees on-site with MVU staff; customer billing and remittance is
handled in an office outside our City.
As part of the long-range planning process for Moreno Valley Utility, staff has begun
exploring options for operations and maintenance services, outage management, meter
reading, and customer billing upon expiration of the agreement between ENCO and the City
on December 31,2020, or perhaps even prior to 2020. Our staff made preliminary contact
with Riverside Public Utilities to explore the feasibility of contracting with another public utility
for the range of services currently provided by ENCO.

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00231490

· ..-7,0

We sincerely hope that your Board is supportive of our request to engage in further dialogue
with RPU staff regarding potential collaborative opportunities.
Thank you for your consideration. If you would like to discuss this with me, please call me
at
Should your staff wish to discuss our request in greater detail, they are
encouraged to call Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager at
We look forward to your reply.
Respectfully,

Michelle Dawson
City Manager

Cc:

Mayor Tom Owings
Mayor Pro T em Marcelo Co
Councilmember Victoria Baca
Councilmember Richard Stewart
Councilmember Jesse Molina
Thomas M. DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Scott Barber, Riverside City Manager
David Wright, Riverside Public Utilities General Manager

MV00231491

Council District Neighborhood
Budget Meetings
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

• District 1 Council Member Jesse Molina: Monday, May 13, 6:30 p.m.
(Faith Baptist Church)
• District 2 Council Member Richard Stewart: Wednesday, May 15, 6:30 p.m.
(Ayres Hotel & Spa)
• District 3 Mayor Tom Owings: Thursday, May 16, 6:30 p.m.
(Moreno Christian Assembly)
• District 4 Mayor Pro Tem Marcelo Co: Friday, May 17, 6:30 p.m.
(Badger Springs Middle School)
• District 5 Council Member Victoria Baca: Saturday, May 18, 9:00a.m.
(CRe)
Agenda
Welcome

~a~council

Member

Staff Introductions and Opening Remarks

City Manager Henry Garcia

Introduction to City Budget

Assistant City Manager Michelle Dawson

Proposed 2-Year Budget

Chief Financial Officer Rick Teichert

Review District ClP Projects

Public Works Director Ahmad Ansari

Question and Answer

MV00231651
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'(
PUBue WORKS DEPARTMENT
RECEIY, ID
"SAME DAY
WEEKLY STAFF MEETING a~ llCT 30
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28,2 13'
9= rmSPONSE"
2:00P.M.
A G E N-D A

CITY OF MORENO VAlJIdBYNO
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

.:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due November 5th & 19th - All
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by November 12th - All
Used Oil Filter Exchange & Recycle Event at O'Reilly Auto Part Store (24021 Alessandro Blvd.
November 16, 2013) - Robert
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1- Administration Building - Public Information Meeting (November 21,
2013) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (April 2014) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

NOVEMBER 5, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/712013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
DARK

NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful- Robert
2.
Authorize a Change Order to Increase the Purchase Order with Riverside Construction Company,
Inc. for Hardscape and Landscape for the SR-60/Nason Street Overcrossing Improvements - Project
No. 802 0003 70 77 - Prem
3.
PA09-0012 (PM 36162) - Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements - Mark
4.
Authorization to Award Construction Contract to Flatiron Electrical Group, Inc. for Emergency Vehicle
Pre-Emption Retrofit at 117 Signalized Intersections Project No. 808 0010 70 76 - Eric

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

MV00231931

NOVEMBER 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/4/2013)
1.
Approve Agreement Between'IIT Inland Empire Logistics Center LP and the City of Moreno Valley for
Traffic Signal Maintenance at Cactus Avenue and Joy Street - Eric
2.
P10-085 - Reduce Irrevocable Stand by Letter of Credit as Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the
Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of the Public Improvements as Complete and Accepting the
Portions qf Pigeons Pass Road at Cougar Canyon Drive Associated with the Project into the City's
Maintained Street System - Mark
3.
PA03-0106 (TR 31618) - Accept Substitution Agreement and Bonds for Public Improvements - Mark

DECEMBER 3,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

DECEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Recycling All-Star Awards presented by Waste Management
2.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem
3.
Intent to Consent to Caltrans' Relinquishment of Maintenance of a Portion of Day Street from the
SR-60 Westbound Ramp Intersection to Canyon Springs Entrance - Prem

DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

JANUARY 7, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/17/2013)
TBD

JANUARY 14, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/23/2013
1.
Authorization to Award Construction Contract to XXX for ITS Deployment Phase 1A, Project No. 808
0006 70 76 - Eric
2.
Authorization to Award Construction Contract to XXX for Security Fencing for Fire Station No. 48
and Fire Station No. 65, Project No. 803 0023 70 77 - Prem '

JANUARY 21,2014 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 112/2014)
TBD

JANUARY 28,2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013
TBD

2
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.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•

Status update of SR-60rrheodore Street I.nterchange Improvements - Project No. 801 0052 70
77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
I.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 1h Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
rd

ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 51 Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 51 Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

4.

5.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 51 Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1 Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3 Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 51 Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

I.

Oversight Board Meeting (Former RDA) - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 2
pm)

51

rd

nd

Wednesday, 2:00-4:00

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 1h Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone'TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Quarterly) - Robert/Eric

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Monday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
3
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CI P projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
.
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All
Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. WUSD Banners Program - Eric
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
5. Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7. Electronic message board priority location at SW corner of Alessandro & Frederick - Eric
8. Regular staff level meetings w/county supervisors staff - Ahmad
9. Ideas to team up w/City of Corona on regionalltransp. issues - Ahmad
10. Ordinance/Policy re parking enforcement after street sweeper has passed - Eric
11. MV Ranch Golf Course silt issue - Mark/Robert
12. Better weed abatement per City requirements in Public ROW - Robert
13. Set specific goals for the KMVB program & regularly report back to Council - Robert

4
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C. Mayor Pro Tem Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric
5. Look into additional signage and flashing lights for the crosswalks at Badger Spring Middle
School, Chaparral Hills Elementary and Midland Elementary School on Davis Street - Eric
D. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
2. Better public education regarding bulky items - RobertlWM
E. Council Member Gutierrez:
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Red curb regarding parking situation at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps, start w/vehicle
speed feedback trailers thru PO - Eric
3. Evaluate ped safety & need for crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric
4. Day St. warning signs for the 25 MPH speed zone - Eric
5. Apply KMVB in Edgemont Community - Robert
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris & Santiago, barriers needed at open area next to
Home Depot - Eric/Mark
d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric/Special
Districts
e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Eric
f. TS Chair Sawyerr - 1st Tuesday of the month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
g. Damaged fences at Lasselle, City of Hemet has similar fence w/better material - Robert
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30th - Prem/Eric
PavemenUdrainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertlPrem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings· and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement - Mark
5
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15. Utilities tend to dig up streets & damage traffic signal lines (specifically Gas Co. at Indian/JFK) Eric/Mark
16. First Aid kits at the yard and in truck & cars - Robert
17. Safety meetings at the yard - Robert
18. Cost of Service & Rate Design Study for MVU - Jeannette
19. Risk Management & Disaster Preparedness Policies for MVU - Jeannette
20. Basic Customer Service & other training for MVU - Jeannette
21. Lite Owls Installations - Jeannette
22. Revisit/expand S.O.P. (outages, incidents, etc) for MVU - Jeannette
23. Look into software to better manage data, permit & work processes in LDD - Mark
24. Space planning for 1sl Floor - ASD
25. Updated list of projects for Federal Lobbyist - Prem
26. Coordination meeting with EMWD referencing Nason project schedule - Prem
27. Street sweeper's facing challenges due to overgrown street trees in Special District areas (map to
follow) - Robert
28. Follow-up on Citywide CMMS Software, specific to Vehicle Shop - Robert
29. Explore including a $20K component of Fleet Maintenance need in Phase I of Yard project Prem/Robert
30. Enhance optimization of vehicle life vs. usage - Robert

.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Brett Carlile,
, brettcarlile22@hotmail.com, expresses concerns
on San Antonio Street (25604 San Antonio St). His worries are San Antonio and adjoining
streets require maintenance such as asphalt repair (possibly seal coating/slurry sealing)
& suggest the city to integrate preventative street maintenance on a regular interval.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert,
Prem

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Suzanne Bryant, City Attorney
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Chris Paxton, Administrative Services Director
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Community & Economic Development Director
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Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due October 22nd & November 5th - All
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by November 1ih - All
Used Oil Filter Exchange & Recycle Event at O'Reilly Auto Part Store (24021 Alessandro Blvd.
November 16, 2013) - Robert
Morrison Park Fire Station No. 99 - APWA - 2013 Project of the Year Award (December 10th ) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon CufHn~i(TBDY- Pi-em
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

OCTOBER 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan for Moreno Valley Utility and Authorize the City
Manager to Execute Agreements Related to the Purchase of Reserve Capacity - Jeannette
2.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Pitassi Architect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
3.
PA12-0007 (PM 36449) - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing
Acceptance of the Public Improvements as Complete and Accepting the Portion of Perris Boulevard
Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System - Mark
4.
PA08-0072 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance
of the Public Improvements as Completed and Accepting the Portions of Cactus Avenue, Frederick
Street and Resource Way Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System Mark
5.
Acceptance of Fiscal Year 2013/2014 SB 821 Grants and Funding Appropriations for Two Citywide
Sidewalk/Access Ramp/Bicycle Lane Project - Eric

NOVEMBER 5, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
TBD

MV00231937

NOVEMBER 1"2, 2'013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Keep. Moreno Valley Beautiful- Robert
2.
Authorize a Change Order to Increase the Purchase Order with Riverside Construction Company,
Inc. for Hardscape and Landscape for the SR-60/Nason Street Overcrossing Improvements - Project
No. 802 0003 70 77 - Prem
3.
PA03-0106 (TR 31618) - Accept Substitution Agreement and Bonds for Public Improvements - Mark
4.
PA09-0004/PA09-0012 - Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements - Mark
5.
P1 0-085 - Reduce Irrevocable Stand by Letter of Credit as Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the
Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of the Public Improvements as Complete and Accepting the
Portions of Pigeons Pass Road at Cougar Canyon Drive Associated with the Project into the City's
Maintained Street System - Mark
6.
Authorization to Award Construction Contract to XXX for Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Retrofit at
117 Signalized Intersections Project No. 808 0010 70 76 - Eric

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 26,2013 COUNCIL MEEIXt:JG :- COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/4/2013)
1.
Approve Agreement Between liT Inland Empire Logistics Center LP and the City of Moreno Valley for
Traffic Signal Maintenance at Cactus Avenue and Joy Street - Eric

DECEMBER 3,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

DECEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Recycling All-Star Awards presented by Waste Management
2.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem

DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

JANUARY 7, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/17/2013)
TBD

JANUARY 14, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/23/2013
1.
Authorization to Award Construction Contract to XXX for Its Deployment Phase 1A, Project No. 808
0006 70 76 - Eric

2
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JANUARY 21, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/2/2014)
TBD

JANUARY 28, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•

Review Typical Street Section of the SR-60lTheodore Street Interchange Improvements - Project
No. 801 0052 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (41h Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii. Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 51 Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 51 Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 51 Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 151 Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 51 Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

I.

Oversight Board Meeting (Former RDA) - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 2nd Wednesday, 2:00-4:00
pm)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 1h Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric
3
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J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Quarterly) - Robert/Eric

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M. CIP Project Schedules (1st Monday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
. 20.
21.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
. Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
.
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All
Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
5. Pvmt condition of LassellelDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7. Electronic message board priority location at SW corner of Alessandro & Frederick - Eric
8. Regular staff level meetings w/county supervisors staff - Ahmad
9. Ideas to team up w/City of Corona on regionalltransp. issues - Ahmad
10. Ordinance/Policy re parking enforcement after street sweeper has passed - Eric
11. MV Ranch Golf Course silt issue - Mark/Robert
4
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12. Better weed abatement per City requirements in Public ROW - Robert
13. Set specific goals for the KMVB program & regularly report back to Council - Robert
C. Mayor Pro Tem Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric
5.

Look into additional signage and flashing lights for the crosswalks at Badger Spring Middle
School, Chaparral Hills Elementary and Midland Elementary School on Davis Street - Eric

D. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem

2. Better public education regarding bulky items - RobertlWM
E. Council Member Gutierrez:
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Red curb regarding parking situation at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps, start w/vehicle
speed feedback trailers thru PO - Eric
3. Evaluate ped safety & need for crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric
4.

Day St. warning signs for the 25 MPH speed zone - Eric

5. Apply KMVB in Edgemont Community - Robert
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris & Santiago, barriers needed at open area next to
Home Depot - Eric/Mark
d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric/Special
Districts
e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Eric
f. TS Chair Sawyerr - 1st Tuesday of the month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
g. Damaged fences at Lasselle, City of Hemet has similar fence w/better material - Robert
3. TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 th - Prem/Eric
4. Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
5. Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
6. Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
7. Research potential web-based communication system in c.onjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
8. St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
9. Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
10. Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
11. Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
5
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement - Mark
Correct old signs next to new signs, possibly a contractor's punch list item on Nason/lris - Eric
Utilities tend to dig up streets & damage traffic signal lines (specifically Gas Co. at Indian/JFK) Eric/Mark
First Aid kits at the yard and in truck & cars - Robert
Safety meetings at the yard - Robert
Cost of Service & Rate Design Study for MVU - Jeannette
Risk Management & Disaster Preparedness Policies for MVU - Jeannette
Basic Customer Service & other training for MVU - Jeannette
Lite Owls Installations - Jeannette
Revisit/expand S.O.P. (outages, incidents, etc) for MVU - Jeannette
Look into software to better manage data, permit & work processes in LDD - Mark

Space planning for 1st Floor - ASD
Updated list of projects for Federal Lobbyist - Prem
Coordination meeting with EMWD referencing Nason project schedule - Prem
Street sweeper's facing challenges due to overgrown street trees in Special District areas (map
to follow) - Robert
29. Follow-up on Citywide CMMS Software, specific to Vehicle Shop - Robert
30. Explore including a $20K component of Fleet Maintenance need in Phase I of Yard project Prem/Robert
31. Enhance optimization of vehicle life vs. usage - Robert

.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)
Resident, Brett Carlile,
brettcarlile22@hotmail.com, expresses concerns
on San Antonio Street (25604 San Antonio St). His worries are San Antonio and adjoining
streets require maintenance such as asphalt repair (possibly seal coating/slurry sealing)
& su est the cit to inte rate reventative street maintenance on a re ular interval.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert,
Prem

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Suzanne Bryant, City Attorney
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Chris Paxton, Administrative Services Director
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Community & Economic Development Director
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Public Works Mission Statement:

To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

.:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.

PAR's for May/June/July/August/September due by employee review date - Anna
th
Timesheets are due October 22nd & November 5 - All
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by November 1ih - All
Used Oil Filter Exchange & Recycle Event at O'Reilly Auto Part Store (24021 Alessandro Blvd.
November 16, 2013) - Robert
th
Morrison Park Fire Station No. 99 - APWA - 2013 Project of the Year Award (December 10 ) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBO) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

OCTOBER 15.2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
2.
Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful - Program Update - Robert

OCTOBER 22. 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan for Moreno Valley Utility and Authorize the City
Manager to Execute Agreements Related to the Purchase of Reserve Capacity - Jeannette
2.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Pitassi Architect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
3.
PA12-0007 (PM 36449) - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing
Acceptance of the Public Improvements as Complete and Accepting the Portion of Perris Boulevard
Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System - Mark
4.
PA08-0072 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance
of the Public Improvements as Completed and Accepting the Portions of Cactus Avenue, Frederick
Street and Resource Way Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System Mark
5.
Acceptance of Fiscal Year 2013/2014 SB 821 Grants and Funding Appropriations for Two Citywide
Sidewalk/Access Ramp/Bicycle Lane Project - Eric
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NOVEMBER 5, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful - Robert
2.
Approve Agreement with TGP Energy Management, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the
Purchase of Renewable Energy - Jeannette
3.
Approve Agreement with Excelon Generation, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the Purchase
of Block Energy - Jeannette
4.
Authorize a Change Order to Increase the Purchase Order with Riverside Construction Company,
Inc. for Hardscape and Landscape for the SR-60/Nason Street Overcrossing Improvements - Project
No. 802 0003 70 77 - Prem
5.
PA03-0106 (TR 31618) - Accept Substitution Agreement and Bonds for Public Improvements - Mark
6.
PA09-0004/PA09-0012 - Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements - Mark
7.
P10-085 - Reduce Irrevocable Standy Letter of Credit as Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the
Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of the Public Improvements as Complete and Accepting the.
Portions of Piegon Pass Road at Courgar Canyon Drive Associated with the Project into the City's
Maintained Street System - Mark
8.
Authorization to Award Construction Contract to XXX for Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Retrofit at
117 Signalized Intersections Project No. 808 0010 70 76 - Eric

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/412013)
1.
Approve Agreement Between liT Inland Empire Logistics Center LP and the City of Moreno Valley for
Traffic Signal Maintenance at Cactus Avenue and Joy Street - Eric

DECEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

DECEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Recycling All-Star Awards presented by Waste Management
2.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem

DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

2
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JANUARY 7,2014 COUNCIL MEETING -STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/17/2013)
TBD

JANUARY 14, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/23/2013
1.
Authorization to Award Construction Contract to XXX for Its Deployment Phase 1A Project No. 808
0006 70 76 - Eric

JANUARY 21,2014 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/2/2014)
TBD

JANUARY 28,2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•

Review Typical Street Section of the SR-60lTheodore Street Interchange Improvements - Project
No. 801 0052 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 fd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iii.

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 fd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping

C.
D.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)
MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)
Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 fd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVUlENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3fd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)
Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

i.

H.
I.

OverSight Board Meeting (Former RDA) - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 2 nd Wednesday, 2:00-4:00
pm)

3
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4.

Local & Regional Meetirigs

.
nd

Wednesday of ev~ry month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Quarterly) - Robert/Eric

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Monday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

th

5.
6.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
7.
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
8.
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
9.
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
10. Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
11. Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
12. PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
13. Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
14. Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
15. Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
16. Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
17. Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
18. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
19. Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
20. Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All
21.

Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
4
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2. . Augm.ent street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.

3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem

5. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
6.

Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric

7. Electronic message board priority location at SW corner of Alessandro & Frederick - Eric
8.

Regular staff level meetings w/county supervisors staff - Ahmad

9.

Ideas to team up w/City of Corona on regional/transp. issues - Ahmad

10. Ordinance/Policy re parking enforcement after street sweeper has passed- Eric
11. MV Ranch Golf Course silt issue - Mark/Robert
C. Mayor Pro Tem Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2.

Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem

3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

5.

Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert

6.

St. Christopher Lane parking & circulation issues - Eric

7. Look into additional signage and flashing lights for the crosswalks at Badger Spring
Middle School, Chaparral Hills Elementary and Midland Elementary School on Davis
Street - Eric
D. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
E. Council Member Gutierrez:
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Red curb regarding parking situation at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric

2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps, start
w/vehicle speed feedback trailers thru PO - Eric
3. Evaluate ped safety & need for crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) Eric
4.
2.

Day St. warning signs for the 25 MPH speed zone - Eric

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris & Santiago, barriers needed at open area next to
Home Depot - Eric/Mark
d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric/Special
Districts
5
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Errc
f. TS Chair Sawyerr- 1st Tuesday of the month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
g. Damaged fences at Lasselle, City of Hemet has similar fence w/better material - Robert
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 th - Prem/Eric
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
.
Land Development Division Mission Statement - Mark
Correct old signs next to new signs, possibly a contractor's punch list item on Nason/lris - Eric
Utilities tend to dig up streets & damage traffic signal lines (specifically Gas Co. at Indian/JFK) Eric/Mark
First Aid kits at the yard and in truck & cars - Robert
Safety meetings at the yard - Robert
Need for inverter & high visibility warning signs - Robert
Cost of Service & Rate Design Study for MVU - Jeannette
Risk Management & Disaster Preparedness Policies for MVU - Jeannette
Basic Customer Service & other training for MVU - Jeannette
Lite Owls Installations - Jeannette
Revisit/expand S.O.P. (outages, incidents, etc) for MVU - Jeannette
Look into software to better manage data, permit & work processes in LDD - Mark

6
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

Resident, Jose Chavez,
, josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in the
following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
requesting upgrade and correction.

Robert

2.

Resident, Brett Carlile,
brettcarlile22@hotmail.com, expresses
concerns on San Antonio Street. His worries are San Antonio and adjoining streets
require maintenance such as asphalt repair (possibly seal coating/slurry sealing) &
suggest the city to integrate preventative street maintenance on a regular interval.

Robert,
Prem

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Suzanne Bryant, City Attorney
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Chris Paxton, Administrative Services Director
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Community & Economic Development Director
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Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustlSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by October 8th - All
Timesheets are due October 8th & October 22nd - All
Free Community Shred Event at City Yard (October 12,2103) - Robert
Used Oil Filter Exchange & Recycle Event at O'Reilly Auto Part Store (24021 Alessandro Blvd.
November 16, 2013) - Robert
Morrison Park Fire Station No. 99 - APWA - 2013 Project of the Year Award (December 10th ) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to Vance Corporation for the Cactus Avenue
Widening 1-215 to Veterans Way - Project No. 801 00287077 - Prem
2.
Acceptance of the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program Award and Funding Appropriation for the San
Timoteo Foothill Neighborhood Flood Protection Project - Storm Drain Lines K-1 and K-4, Project No.
804 0007 70 77 - Prem
3.
Authorize Execution of the State Route 60 Freeway Maintenance Agreement Between the City and
the State of California Through its Department of Transportation (Caltrans) - Prem
4.
Fiscal Year 2013/2014 Capital Improvement Plan Amendment and Budget Reappropriation for the
Remodel of the Two City Hall First Floor Public Restrooms, Project No. 803 0024 70 77 - Prem
5.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company Jeannette
6.
Closed Session: Authorization to Negotiate Acquiring Property for Right-of-way - Ahmad

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
2.
Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful - Program Update - Robert
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OCTOBER 22,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan for Moreno Valley Utility and Authorize the City
Manager to Execute Agreements Related to the Purchase of Reserve Capacity - Jeannette
2.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Pitassi Architect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
.
3.
PA 12-0007 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution - Mark
4.
PA08-0091 - Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements - Mark
5.
PA08-0072 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance
of the Public Improvements as Completed and Accepting the Portions of Cactus Avenue, Frederick
Street and Resource Way Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System Mark
6.
Acceptance of Fiscal Year 2013/2014 SB 821 Grants and Funding Appropriations for Two Citywide
Sidewalk/Access Ramp/Bicycle Lane Project - Eric

NOVEMBER 5, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful- Robert
2.
Approve Agreement with TGP Energy Management, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the
Purchase of Renewable Energy - Jeannette
3.
Approve Agreement with Excelon Generation, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the Purchase
of Block Energy - Jeannette
4.
Authorize a Change Order to Increase the Purchase Order with Riverside Construction Company,
Inc. for Hardscape and Landscape for the SR-60/Nason Street Overcrossing Improvements - Project
No. 802 0003 70 77 - Prem

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/4/2013)
1.
Approve Agreement Between liT Inland Empire Logistics Center LP and the City of Moreno Valley for
Traffic Signal Maintenance at Cactus Avenue and Joy Street - Eric

DECEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

DECEMBER 10,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Recycling All-Star Awards presented by Waste Management
2.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem
2
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DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

JANUARY 7,2014 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION'
(TITLES DUE 12/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/17/2013)
TBD

JANUARY 14, 2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/23/2013
TBD

JANUARY 21,2014 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/2/2014)
TBD

JANUARY 28,2014 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
NONE

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU -Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, S~p, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3 rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

I.

Oversight Board Meeting (Former RDA) - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 2 nd Wednesday, 2:00-4:00
pm)

3
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4.

5.
6.

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Quarterly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

18.
19.
20.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All

21.

Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
4
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2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
5. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7. Electronic message board priority location at SW corner of Alessandro & Frederick - Eric
8. Regular staff level meetings w/county supervisors staff - Ahmad
9.

Ideas to team up w/City of Corona on regional/transp. issues - Ahmad

C. Mayor Pro Tem Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric
5. Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert
6.

st. Christopher Lane parking & circulation issues - Eric

D. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
E. Council Member Gutierrez:
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Red curb regarding parking situation at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
3. Requesting crOSSing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric
4. Day St. warning signs for the 25 MPH speed zone - Eric
2.

3.
4.
5.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris & Santiago, barriers needed at open area next to
Home Depot - Eric/Mark
d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric/Special
Districts
e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Eric
f. TS Chair Sawyerr - 15t Tuesday of the month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
g. Damaged fences at Lasselle, City of Hemet has similar fence w/better material - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 th - Prem/Eric
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
5
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Ropert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement (10/3/13) - Mark
Correct old signs next to new signs, possibly a contractor's punch list item on Nason/lris - Eric
Utilities tend to dig up streets & damage traffic signal lines (specifically Gas Co. at Indian/JFK) Eric/Mark
First Aid kits at the yard and in truck & cars - Robert
Safety meetings at the yard - Robert
Need for inverter & high visibility warning signs - Robert
Cost of Service & Rate Design Study for MVU - Jeannette
Risk Management & Disaster Preparedness Policies for MVU - Jeannette
Basic Customer Service & other training for MVU - Jeannette
Lite Owls Installations - Jeannette
RevisiUexpand S.O.P. (outages, incidents, etc) for MVU - Jeannette
Look into software to better manage data, permit & work processes in LDD - Mark

6
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.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN. WALKED IN. MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Jose Chavez,
osechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in the
following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
requesting upgrade and correction.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Suzanne Bryant, City Attorney
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Chris Paxton, Administrative Services Director
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Community & Economic Development Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

FUBLICWORKS DEPARTMENT

WEEKLY STAFF MEE'T'ING
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2013

"SAME DAY
RESPONSE"

2:00P.M.
AGE

N

D

A

Public Works Mission Statement:

To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1..

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustlSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (September 30 th @ 1Oam) - Prem
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by October 8th - All
Timesheets are due October 8th & October 22nd - All
Free Community Shred Event at City Yard (October 12, 2103) - Robert
Used Oil Filter Exchange & Recycle Event at O'Reilly Auto Part Store (24021 Alessandro Blvd.
November 16, 2013) - Robert
Morrison Park Fire Station No. 99 - APWA - 2013 Project of the Year Award (December 10th ) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
CactuslNason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

.:.

w

COUNCIL ITEMS

OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
DARK

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to Vance Corporation for the Cactus Avenue
Widening 1-215 to Veterans Way - Project No. 801 0028 7077 - Prem
2.
Acceptance of the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program Award and Funding Appropriation for the San
Timoteo Foothill Neighborhood Flood Protection Project - Storm Drain Lines K-1 and K-4, Project No.
804 0007 70 77 - Prem
3.
Authorize Execution of the State Route 60 Freeway Maintenance Agreement Between the City and
the State of California Through its Department of Transportaton (Caltrans) - Prem
4.
Fiscal Year 2013/2014 Capital Improvement Plan Amendment and Budget Reappropriation for the
Remodel of the Two City Hall First Floor Public Restrooms, Project No. 803 0024 70 77 - Prem
5.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company _
Jeannette
6.
PA08-0072 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of
the Public Improvements as Completed and Accepting the Portions of Cactus Avenue, Frederick

MV00231957

Street and Resource Way Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System .
Closed Session: Authorization to Negotiate Acquiring Property for Right-of-way - Ahmad
Ma~

7.

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
2.
Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful - Program Update - Robert

OCTOBER 22,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan for Moreno Valley Utility and Authorize the City
Manager to Execute Agreements Related to the Purchase of Reserve Capacity - Jeannette
2.
Approve Agreement with Tenaska Power Services and the City of Moreno Valley for Compacity to
Meet 2014Resource Adequacy Mandate - Jeannette
3.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Pitassi Architect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
4.
PA 12-0007 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution - Mark
8.
PA08-0091 - Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements - Mark
9.
Acceptance of Fiscal Year 2013/2014 SB 821 Grants and Funding Appropriations for Two Citywide
Sidewalk/Access Ramp/Bicycle Lane Project - Eric

NOVEMBER 5,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful- Robert
2.
Approve Agreement with TGP Energy Management, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the
Purchase of Revewable Engery - Jeannette
3.
Approve Agreement with Excelon Generation, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the Purchase
of Block Energy - Jeannette

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/4/2013)
1.
Approve Agreement Between liT Inland Empire Logistics Center LP and the City of Moreno Valley for
Traffic Signal Maintenance at Cactus Avenue and Joy Street - Eric

DECEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

2
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DECEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
1.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem

DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T8D)
NONE

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i. Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
ii.
iii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec

(3rd

Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

st

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

I.

Oversight Board Meeting (Former RDA) - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 2nd Wednesday, 2:00-4:00
pm)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed
3
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5.
6.

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

18.
19.
20.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Negotiate w/RTA re bus shelter & PSA (Mayor's Direction) - Ahmad/Eric

21.

Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All

22.

Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
5. Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7. Electronic message board priority location at SW corner of Alessandro & Frederick - Eric
4
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8. Regular staff level meetings w/county supervisors staff - Ahmad
9. Ideas to team up w/City of Corona on regionalltransp. issues - Ahmad
C. Mayor Pro Tem Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric
5. Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert
6. St. Christopher Lane parking & circulation issues - Eric
D. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem

E. Council Member Gutierrez:
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Red curb regarding parking situation at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
3. Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric
4. Day St. warning signs for the 25 MPH speed zone - Eric
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris & Santiago, barriers needed at open area next to
Home Depot - Eric/Mark
d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric/Special
Districts
e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Eric
TS Chair Sawyerr - 1st Tuesday of the month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
th
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 - Prem/Eric
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertiPrem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporat,e Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement (10/3/13) - Mark

r

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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15. LIP (Local Implementation Plan) to be completed by 9/19/13- Mark/Kent
16. Correct old signs next to new signs; possibly a contractor's punch list item on Nasonllris - Eric
17. Utilities tend to dig up streets & damage traffic signal lines (specifically Gas Co. at Indian/JFK) Eric/Mark
18. First Aid kits at the yard and in truck & cars - Robert
19. Safety meetings at the yard - Robert
20. Eyewash station not operable at the yard - Robert
21. Need for inverter & high visibility warning signs - Robert
22. Cost of Service & Rate Design Study for MVU - Jeannette
23. Risk Management & Disaster Preparedness Policies for MVU - Jeannette
24. Basic Customer Service & other training for MVU - Jeannette
25. Lite Owls Installations - Jeannette

6
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.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN. WALKED IN. MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Jose Chavez,
josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in the
following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
requesting upgrade and correction.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert

]

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Suzanne Bryant, City Attorney
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Chris Paxton, Administrative Services Director
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Community & Economic Development Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

WEEKLY STAFF MEETING
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Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due September 24th and October 8th - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (September 30 th @ 1Oam) - Prem
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by October 8th - All
Free Community Shred Event at City Yard (October 12, 2103) - Robert
Used Oil Filter Exchange & Recycle Event at O'Reilly Auto Part Store (24021 Alessandro Blvd.
November 16, 2013) - Robert
Morrison Park Fire Station No. 99 - APWA - 2013 Project of the Year Award (December 10th ) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

SEPTEMBER 24,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/3/2013)
1.
First Amendment to Agreement National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Urban Runoff
Discharge Permit Implementation Agreement for Santa Ana Region (Santa Ana Drainage Area) Mark
2.
PA06 - 0017 (P12-146) - Accept the Agreement for Security for Public Improvements. DeveloperFirst Industrial Realty Trust Inc., EI Segundo, CA 90245 - Mark
3.
PA 11-0019 (P12-077) - Accept the Agreement and Improvements. Developer - Continental East
Fund Vii, LLC., Murrieta, CA 92562 - Mark
4.
PA07-0048 (PM 35500) - Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements. Developer - Indian
Avenue II LLC, Newport Beach, CA, 92660 - Mark
5.
Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of Jennings Court and Penunuri Place into the City's
Maintained Street System - Mark
6.
PA04-0063 (PM 32326) - Accept Development Impact Fee (DIF) Improvement Reimbursement
and/or Credit Agreement #010002 Amendment for Parcel Map No. 32326 Improvements
Associated with the Centerprointe Business Park Between Frederick Street and Heacock Street and
Cactus Avenue and Brodiaea Avenue. Developer - Ridge Moreno Valley Property, LLC Long
Beach, CA 90803 - Mark
7.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of TransifAmenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric
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OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
, " DARK
'

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to XXX for the Cactus Avenue Widening 1-215 to
Veterans Way - Project No. 801 0028 70 77 - Prem
2.
Acceptance of the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program Award and Funding Appropriation for the San
Timoteo Foothill Neighborhood Flood Protection Project - Storm Drain Lines K-1 and K-4, Project No.
804 0007 70 77 - Prem
3.
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem
4.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company Jeannette
5.
PA08-0091 - Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements - Mark
6.
PA08-0072 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of
the Public Improvements as Completed and Accepting the Portions of Cactus Avenue, Frederick
Street and Resource Way Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System Mark
7.
Fiscal Year 2013/2014 Capital Improvement Plan Amendment and Budget Reappropriation for the
Remodel of the Two City Hall First Floor Public Restrooms, Project No. 803 0024 70 77 - Prem
8.
Closed Session: Authorization to Negotiate Acquiring Property for Right-of-way - Ahmad

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
2.
Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful - Program Update - Robert

OCTOBER 22,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette
2.
Approve Agreement with TGP Energy Management, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the
Purchase of Revewable Engery - Jeannette
3.
Approve Agreement with Tenaska Power Services and the City of Moreno Valley for Compacity to
Meet 2014Resource Adequacy Mandate - Jeannette
4.
Approve Agreement with Excelon Generation, LLC and the City of Moreno Valley for the Purchase
of Block Energy - Jeannette
5.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Pitassi Architect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
6.
PA 12-0007 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution - Mark
7.
Acceptance of Fiscal Year 2013/2014 SB 821 Grants and Funding Appropriations for Two
Citywide Sidewalk/Access Ramp/Bicycle Lane Project - Eric

NOVEMBER 5,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
TBD

2
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NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
PRESENTATION: Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful- Robert

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/4/2013)
TBD

DECEMBER 3,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

DECEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
1.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem

DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
NONE

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii. Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am) .
B.

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 sl Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 S1 Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1sl Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)
3
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4.

5.
6.

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3 rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

I.

Oversight Board Meeting (Former RDA) - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 2nd Wednesday, 2:00 - 4:00
pm)

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.
L.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert
Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

18.
19.
20.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CI P projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Negotiate w/RTA re bus shelter & PSA (Mayor's Direction) - Ahmad/Eric

21.

Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All

22.

Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

4
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.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.

3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4.

Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem

5.

Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem

6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7. Electronic message board priority location at SW corner of Alessandro & Frederick - Eric
8.

Regular staff level meetings w/county supervisors staff - Ahmad

9.

Ideas to team up w/City of Corona on regional/transp. issues - Ahmad

C. Mayor Pro Tem Molina:

1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2.

Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem

3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian st. - Eric

5.

Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert

6. St. Christopher Lane parking & circulation issues - Eric
D. Council Member Stewart:

1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
E. District 4:
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Red curb regarding parking situation at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric

2.

2.

Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric

3.

Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric

4.

Day St. warning signs for the 25 MPH speed zone - Eric

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris & Santiago, barriers needed at open area next to
Home Depot - Eric/Mark
5
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.

d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric/Special
Districts
e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Eric
f. TS Chair Sawyerr - 15t Monday of month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 th - Prem/Eric
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement (10/3/13 ) - Mark.
LIP (Local Implementation Plan) to be completed by 9/19/13- Mark/Kent
Correct old signs next to new signs, possibly a contractor's punch list item on Nason/lris - Eric
Utilities tend to dig up streets & damage traffic signal lines (specifically Gas Co. at Indian/JFK) Eric/Mark
First Aid kits at the yard and in truck & cars - Robert
Safety meetings at the yard - Robert
Eyewash station not operable at the yard - Robert
Need for converter & high visibility warning signs - Robert

6
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.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Jose Chavez,
josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in the
following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx. 620-ft west of Frederick possible non-standard built
driveway and requests upgrade and correction (photo available)
b. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
requesting upgrade and correction.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Suzanne Bryant, City Attorney
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Chris Paxton, Administrative Services Director
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Community & Economic Development Director
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Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustlSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Event at City Yard (September 20th - 21 st ) - Robert
Timesheets are due September 24th and October 8th - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (September 30th @ 1Oam) - Prem
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by October 8th - All
Free Community Shred Event at City Yard (October 12, 2103) - Robert
Used Oil Filter Exchange & Recycle Event at O'Reilly Auto Part Store (24021 Alessandro Blvd.
November16,2013)-Robert
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
DARK

SEPTEMBER 24, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/3/2013)
1.
Authorize a Contract Change Order to the City Hall Second Level Flooring Rehabilitation Agreement
with Rasmussen Brothers Construction, Inc. to Remodel the Two First Floor Public Restrooms
Project No. 80300143040 - Prem
2.
First Amendment to Agreement National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Urban Runoff
Discharge Permit Implementation Agreement for Santa Ana Region (Santa Ana Drainage Area) Mark
3.
PA06 - 0017 (P12-146) - Accept the Agreement for Security for Public Improvements. DeveloperFirst Industrial Realty Trust Inc., EI Segundo, CA 90245 - Mark
4.
PA 11-0019 (P12-077) - Accept the Agreement and Improvements. Developer - Continental East
.
Fund Vii, LLC., Murrieta, CA 92562 - Mark
5.
PA07-0048 (PM 35500) - Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements. Developer - Indian
Avenue II LLC, Newport Beach, CA, 92660 - Mark
6.
Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of Jennings Court and Penunuri Place into the City's
Maintained Street System - Mark
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7.

8.

Accept Development Impact Fee (DIF) Improvement Reimbursement and/or Credit Agreement
#010-002 Amendment for Parcel Map No. 32326 Improvements Associated with the Centerprointe
Business Park - Mark ,
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric

OCTOBER 1,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
Closed Session: Authorization to Negotiate Right-of-way - Ahmad

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to XXX for the Cactus Avenue Widening 1-215 to
Veterans Way - Project No. 801 0028 70 77 - Prem
2.
Acceptance of the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program Award and Funding Appropriation for the San
Timoteo Foothill Neighborhood Flood Protection Project - Prem
3.
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem
4.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company Jeannette
5.
PA08-0091 - Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements - Mark
6.
PA08-0072 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of
the Public Improvements as Completed and Accepting the Portions of Cactus Avenue, Frederick
Street and Resource Way Associated with the Project into the City's Maintained Street System Mark

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
2.
Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful - Program Update (Power Point) - Robert

OCTOBER 22,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette
2.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Pitassi Architect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem
3.
PA12-0007 - Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Adopt the Resolution - Mark
4.
Acceptance of Two Fiscal Year 2013/2014 SB 821 Grants and Funding Appropriations for Two
Citywide Sidewalk/Access Ramp/Bicycle Lane Project - Eric

NOVEMBER 5,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
TBD

2
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NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem
2.
Keep Moreno Valley Beautiful Announcement - Robert

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/412013)
TBD

DECEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

DECEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
TBD

DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid WastelAdmin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, -2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

C.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)
3
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4.

5.
6.

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM)- Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

th

18.
19.
20.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Negotiate w/RTA re bus shelter & PSA (Mayor's Direction) - Ahmad/Eric

21.

Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All

22.

Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

4
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.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept
3.

Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette

4.

Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem

5. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7.

Electronic message board near city hall & in parks - Eric

8.

Regular staff level meetings w/county supervisors staff - Ahmad

9.

Ideas to team up w/City of Corona on regional/transp. issues - Ahmad

C. Mayor Pro Tem Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2.

Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem

3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

5.

Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert

6.

St. Christopher Lane parking & circulation issues - Eric

D. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
E. District 4:
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
3.
2.

Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris & Santiago, barriers needed at open area next to
Home Depot - Eric/Mark
d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric
5
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Eric
f. TS Chair Sawyerr - 1st Monday of month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
th
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 - Prem/Eric
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertiPrem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement (10/3/13) - Mark
LIP (Local Implementation Plan) to be completed by 9/19/13- Mark/Kent

16. Correct old signs next to new signs, possibly a contractor's punch list item on Nason/Iris Prem
17. Utilities tend to dig up streets & damage traffic signal lines (specifically Gas Co. at Indian/JFK)Eric/Mark

6
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.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
{CALLED INI WALKED INI MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY}

Resident, Jose Chavez,
josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in the
following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx. 620-ft west of Frederick possible non-standard built
driveway and requests upgrade and correction (photo available)
b. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
requesting upgrade and correction.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Bryant, Suzanne, City Attorney
Dawson, Michelle,City Manager
DeSantis, Tom, Assistant City Manager
Halstead, Jane, City Clerk
McCarty, Mike, Parks & Community Services Director
Patterson, Michele, Assistant to the City Manager
Paxton, Chris, Administrative Services Direct
Teichert, Rick, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
Terell, John, Community & Economic Development Director
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Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by September 10th - All
Timesheets are due September 10th and September 24th - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (September 30 th @ 1Oam) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
CactuslNason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
1.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-65 - Prem
2.
Adopt Resolution No. 2013- 68 Approving the Relocation Plan for Eligible Occupants of a Single
Family Residence Located at 13597 Nason Street (APN:' 487 -470-017) for the Nason Street from
Cactus Avenue to Fir Avenue Street Improvement Project - Project No. 801 0001 70 77 - Prem
3.
Right of Way Easements (APNS 487-470-023 and 487-470-026) and Drainage Easement (APN 487470-023) for the Nason Street From Cactus Avenue to Fir Avenue Street Improvement Project Project No. 801 0001 70 77 -Prem
4.
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to Global Traffic Technologies for
Retrofitting 117 Existing Signalized Intersections - Project No. 80800107076 - Eric
5.
Approve Parcel Map and Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements, PA07-0080,
PM 35672 - Mark
6.
Approval of Proposed Resolution for the Vacation of a Portion of Joy Street from Cactus Avenue to
Brodiaea Avenue, PA 13-0012 - Mark
7.
Request to Establish Recycling Specialist Position - HRIRobert
8.
Approve Economic Development Rate Agreement Revision for Moreno Valley Utility - Jeannette

·SEPTEMBEg 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION.
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
TBD
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SEPTEMBER 24,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/3/2013)
1.
Authorize a Contract Change Order to the City Hall Second Level Flooring Rehabilitation Agreement
with Rasmussen Brothers' Construction, Inc. to Remodel the Two First Floor Public Restrooms
Project No. 80300143040 - Prem
2.
First Amendment to Agreement National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Urban Runoff
Discharge Permit Implementation Agreement for Santa Ana Region (Santa Ana Drainage Area) Mark
3.
Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements, P12-146 - Mark
4.
Accept the Agreement and Improvements, PA 11-0019 - Mark
5.
Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements, PA07-0048 - Mark
6.
Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements, PA08-0091 - Mark
7.
Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Accept the Improvements, PA08-0072 - Mark
8.
Adopt the Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of Jennings Court and Penunuri Place into the City's
Maintained Street System - Mark
9.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric

OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to XXX for the Cactus Avenue Widening 1-215 to
Veterans Way - Project No. 801 0028 70 77 - Prem
2.
Acceptance of the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program Award and Funding Appropriation for the San
Timoteo Foothill Neighborhood Flood Protection Project - Prem
3.
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem
4.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company Jeannette

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem

OCTOBER 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette
2.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Pitassi Architect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem

NOVEMBER 5, 201-3 COUNCIL MEETING.-dSTUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013
TBD
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NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/21/2013)
1.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Project
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem

NOVEMBER 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 10/21/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/28/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/412013)
TBD

DECEMBER 3,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/11/2013
TBD

DECEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 11/11/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/18/2013)
TBD

DECEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/18/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/25/2013
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Acceptance of Jennings Court - Mark

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i. Solid WastelAdmin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii. Steve's Crew,Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, -9:30-10:30 am)
iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)
3
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4.

5.
6.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

18.
19.
20.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Negotiate w/RTA re bus shelter & PSA (Mayor's Direction) - Ahmad/Eric

21.

Us~ of St-;~-da~d'Traffic-Control Measure' by' all Contractors working within the' public right of way - All

22.

Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

4
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.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
5. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7. Electronic message board near city hall & in parks - Eric
C. District 4:
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian st. - Eric
5. Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert
6. St. Christopher Lane parking & cirrulation issues - Eric
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
3. Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Crosswalk at Cactus/Philo - Eric
c. Resident (Arne Pirkanen) - Crosswalk at Perris &-Santiago, barriers·needed at open area next
to Home Depot - Eric/Mark
d. Shor Denny - Bay from Perris to Graham, all lights are out and at Bayside Park - Eric
e. TSC Riiff - Day & Gateway (APS) - Eric
st
f. TS Chair Sawyerr _1 Monday of month to present at WUSD like Perris does - Eric
3. TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 th - Prem/Eric
5
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement (TBD) - Mark
LIP (Local Implementation Plan) to be completed by 9/19/13- Mark/Kent

6
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1.

2.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Jose Chavez,
josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in the
following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx. 620-ft west of Frederick possible non-standard built
driveway and requests upgrade and correction (photo available)
b. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
requesting upgrade and correction.
Review/discuss timing on TS at Cactus & Elsworth at the request of MARB through Oscar
Valdepena, MV Chamber,
Linda E. Welz, Superintendent/Chief of Media Relations MARB,

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert

Eric

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
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CITY OF MORENO Vfk!iJpi~;O~~cct
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

RECEIVE \

WEEKLY STAFF MEETIN~
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, .N}}§p

"SAME DAY
-5 PH : 50RESPONSE"

2:30 P.M.
AGE

N

D

A

Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by September 10th - All
Timesheets are due September 10th and September 24th - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (September 30 th @ 10am) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/5/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/12/2013)
DARK

SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
1.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-65 - Prem
2.
Adopt Resolution No. 2013- 98 Approving the Relocation Plan for Eligible Occupants of a Single
Family Residence Located at 13597 Nason Street (APN: 487-470-017) for the Nason Street from
Cactus Avenue to Fir Avenue Street Improvement Project - Project No. 801 0001 70 77 - Prem
3.
Right of Way Easements (APNS 487-470-023 and 487-470-026) and Drainage Easement (APN 487470-023) for the Nason Street From Cactus Avenue to Fir Avenue Street Improvement ProjectProject No. 801 0001 70 77 -Prem
4.
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to Global Traffic Technologies for
Retrofitting 117 Existing Signalized Intersections - Project No. 80800107076 - Eric
5.
Approve Parcel Map and Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements, PA07-0080
(PM 35672) - Mark
6.
Approval of Proposed Resolution for the Vacation of a Portion of Joy Street from Cactus Avenue to
Brodiaea Avenue, PA 13-0012 - Mark
7.
Request to Establish Recycling Specialist Position - HR/Robert
8.
Approve Economic Development Rate Agreement Revision for Moreno Valley Utility - Jeannette
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SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 24, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/3/2013)
1.
Authorize a Contract Change Order to the City Hall Second Level Flooring Rehabilitation Agreement
with Rasmussen Brothers Construction, Inc. to Remodel the Two First Floor Public Restrooms
Project No. 80300143040 - Prem
2.
First Amendment to Agreement National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Urban Runoff
Discharge Permit Implementation Agreement for Santa Ana Region (Santa Ana Drainage Area) Mark
3.
Accept Public Improvement Agreement and Security (PA08-0072) - Mark
4.
Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements (P12-146) - Mark
Accept the Agreement and Improvements (PA 11-0019) - Mark
. 5.
6.
Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements (PA07-0048) - Mark
7.
Accept the Agreement for Public Improvements (PA08-0091) - Mark
8.
Reduce Faithful Performance Bond and Accept the Improvements (PA08-0075) - Mark
9.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric

OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 8, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
.1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to XXX for the Cactus Avenue Widening 1.-215 to
Veterans Way - Project No. 801 0028 70 77 - Prem
2.
Acceptance of the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program Award and Funding Appropriation for the San
Timoteo Foothill Neighborhood Flood Protection Project - Prem
3.
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem
4.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company Jeannette

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Corporate Yard Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem

OCTOBER 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette
2.
Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with PitassiArchitect, Inc. for the Corporate Yard
Facility Phase 1: Administration Building - Prem

2
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NOVEMBER 5,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/30/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/7/2013
TBD

NOVEMBER 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 10/7/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 10/14/2013)
1.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Civic Center Site Improvement (Exterior) Phase 2 Projcet
No. 803 0001 70 77 - Prem

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Acceptance of Jennings Court - Mark
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirIDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations

i. Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed
3
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5.
6.

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

18.
19.
20.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Negotiate w/RTA re bus shelter & PSA (Mayor's Direction) - Ahmad/Eric

21.

Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of way - All

22.

Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects (Mayor's request)- Ahmad

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
3. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
4. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
... 5. Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Pre01
6. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
7. Electronic message board near city hall & in parks - Eric

4
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C. District 4:
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2.

Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Current CIP Project) - Prem

3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric
5. Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
3.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel- Sidewalks needed s/o Cactus, Perrisllndian - Eric/Prem
th
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Land Development Division Mission Statement (TBD) - Mark
LIP (Local Implementation Plan) to be completed by 9/19/13- Mark/Kent

5
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.:.

1.

2.

3.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Jose Chavez,
, josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in the
following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx. 620-ft west of Frederick possible non-standard built
driveway and requests upgrade and correction (photo available)
b. Alessandro Blvd approX 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
reguesting upgrade and correction.
Resident, Phillip M. Chavez,
who resides at 13431 Oak Dell Street, has
the following concerns:
a. Requests more street sweeping signage (every 25 yards as seen throughout the City)
at Dracaea and Oak Dell; to accommodate truck parking that blocks the only existing
street sweeping sign at this location.
Review/discuss timing on TS at Cactus & Elsworth at the request of MARS through

Robert

Eric

Eric

Oscar Valdepena, MV Chamber,
Linda E. Welz, Superintendent/Chief of Media Relations MARS,

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P. E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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Public Works Mission Statement:

-...

J

To manage and maximize Moreno Val/ey's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow

.:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due August 13 th and August 2th - All
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by August 13th - All
Annual State of the City Luncheon (August 22,2013, 11 :30 A.M., @ CRC) - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (September 2013) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Proposed dress code - All

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

AUGUST 6,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 20, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TBD

AUGUST 27, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/512013)
1.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-XX - Prem
2.
Adopt Resolution No. XXX Approving the Relocation Plan for Eligible Occupants Located at 13597
Nason Street (APN: 487-470-017) for the Nason Street from Cactus Avenue to Fir Avenue Street
Improvement Project - Project No. 801 0001 7077 - Prem
Revised 71301/3
5:30pm
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Offer, of Dedication for Right of Way (APNS: 487-470~023 and ,487 -470-026) for the Nason Street
From Cactus Avenue to Fir Avenue Street Improvement Project - Project No. 801 0001 7077 -Prem
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to Global Traffic Technologies for
Retrofitting 1'17 EXisting Signalized Intersections - Project No. 808 0010 70 76 - Eric
Approve Parcel Map and Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements, PA07-0080
(PM 35672) - Mark
Approval of Proposed Resolution for the Vacation of a Portion of Joy Street from Cactus Avenue to
Brodiaea Avenue, PA13-0012 - Mark
Request to Establish Recycling Specialist Position - HR/Robert

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/5/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/12/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem
2.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company Jeannette

SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 24,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/312013)
TBD

OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 8, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to XXX for the Cactus Avenue Widening 1-215 to
Veterans Way - Project No. 801 0028 70 77 - Prem

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

OCTOBER 22,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette
2
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.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TSO)
•
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov
B.

(3rd

Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 3rd Tuesday 3:30-4:30 pm)

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
3
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
Negotiate w/RTA re bus shelter & PSA (Mayor's Direction) - Ahmad/Eric
Use of Standard Traffic Control Measure by all Contractors working within the public right of
way - All
.

•:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
2. City Hall Sidewalk Project - RobertiPrem
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
6. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
7. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
8. Complete Correction of Code Violations at the Corp. Yard by 6/30/13 (all completed
excluding the installation of the fence which is only remaining item) - Robert
9. Electronic message board near city hall & in parks - Eric
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition (Future CIP) - Prem/Robert
2. Street Sweeper does not show up in certain areas of District 1 - Robert
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
4
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3. Alessandro rDedians (proposed) vs. shopping' center access - Eric'
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian S1. - Eric
5. Groven Ln research recent EMWD projects & possible relationship to pavement condition Robert
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - Robert/Prem
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
3. Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel- Sidewalks needed s/o Cactus, Perris/Indian - Eric/Prem
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 th - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" -Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Set up a meeting w/resident Louise Palomares regarding her concerns on MVU - Jeannette
Land Development Division Mission Statement (Tentatively Sept. 11th @ 1pm) - Mark
Annual Bridge Inventory - Prem

5
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.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Paul Goodus,
who resides af-25619 San Thomas St,-wQuld- CityMgr/- -like a city tree removed because the roots are ruining his sprinkler lines (the curb & Robert
sidewalk are in good repair).

~~~~~--~--~~----~--~~-

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

----·------------------------'I-----------

Resident, Jose Chavez,
josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in Robert
the following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx. 620-ft west of Frederick possible non-standard built
driveway and requests upgrade and correction (photo available)
b. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
reguesting upgrade and correction.
Resident, Stephanie Cole,
, expresses concerns in the following areas:
Robert
a. Flood Control Channel (along Gentian) behind her residence @ 24161
Puddingstone Dr. and is requesting an environmental study.
b. Overgrown grass, weeds, and dead trees in the Flood Control Channel (back
edge of March Air Reserve Base along Heacock and along Gentian (Heacock
to Indian)
c. Illegal dumping on vacant field at Gentian, Heacock & Iris Streets.
Resident, Frank (Donald) Lawton,
has concerns regarding Redlands Roberti
Blvd (Dracaea north to the 60 Fwy) pavement condition and is requesting Redlands to Prem
be repaired.

Resident, Melvin Lucas,
who resides at 21065 Jennings Ct, requests
assistance for the city street maintenance on Jennings Court which he indicated he has
been advised is a street that has not been accepted by the city as a Rublic street.
Resident, Phillip M. Chavez,
, who resides at 13431 Oak Dell Street, has
the following concerns:
a. Requests more street sweeping signage (every 25 yards as seen throughout the
City) at Dracaea and Oak Dell; to accommodate truck parking that blocks the only
existing street sweeping sign at this location.
b. Pothole located in front of Fire Station No.2, 24935 Hemlock (white circle around
pothole); concerned with traffic safety as cars have to go aroundRothole.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Mark

Eric!
Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I
Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
6
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WEEKLY STAFF MEETING
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Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

.:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
th
Timesheets are due July 30 and August 13 - All
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by August 13 th - All
Annual State of the City Luncheon (August 22,2013, 11 :30 A.M., @ CRC) - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (September 2013) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
Proposed dress code - All

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JULY 23, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 6, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 20, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TBD

Revised 7122/13
5:47pm
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AUGUST 27,20.13 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/5/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60fTheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem
2.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-XX - Prem
3.
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to XXXX for Retrofitting 117
Existing Signalized Intersections - Project No. 80800107076 - Eric
4.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette
5.
Approve Parcel Map and Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements, PA07 -0080
(PM 35672) - Mark
6.
Request to Establish Recycling Specialist Position - Robert/HR
7.
Approve 33kV Interconnection Facilities Agreement and Service Agreement for Wholesale
Distribution Service between the City of Moreno Valley and Southern California Edison Company Jeannette
8.
Adopt Resolution No. XXX Approving the Relocation Plan for Eligible Occupants Located at 13597
Nason Street (APN: 487-470-017) for the Nason Street From Cactus Avenue to Fir Avenue Street
Improvement Project - Project No. 801 0001 7077 - Prem
9.
Offer of Dedication for Right of Way (APNS: 487-470-023 and 487-470-026) for the Nason Street
From Cactus Avenue to Fire Avenue Street Improvement Project - Project No. 801 0001 70 77 -Prem

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/5/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/12/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem

SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 24,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/3/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
.
.
1.
Authorize the Award of the Construction Contract to XXX for the Cactus Avenue Widening 1-215 to
Veterans Way - Project No. 801 0028 70 77 - Prem

Revised 7/22/13
5:47pm
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OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

OCTOBER 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T8D)
•
•
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii. Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wed~esday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

4.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development -

H. Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)
Local & Regional Meetings

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert
Revised 71221/3
j:47plII
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H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every' month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

5.
6.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
7.
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
8.
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
9.
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
10. Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
11. Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
12. PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
13. Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
14. Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
15. Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
16. Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
17. Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
18. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
19. Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL
20. Negotiate w/RTA re bus shelter & PSA (Mayor's Direction) - Ahmad/Eric

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
6. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
7. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
8. Complete Correction of Code Violations at the Corp. Yard by 6/30/13 (all completed
excluding the installation of the fence which is only remaining item) - Robert
Revised 7/22113
5.47pm
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9. Electronic message board near city hall & in parks

7

Eric

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition (Future CIP) - Prem/Robert
2.

Street Sweeper does not show up in certain areas of District 1 - Robert

D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
2. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
3. Why is Arvonna at Dracaea closed off? - Eric

2.

4.

Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric

5.

Business inspections: How are they determined? Concerns from business owners that the
fees are too high - Mark

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel- Sidewalks needed s/o Cactus, Perris/lndian - Eric/Prem
th
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Set up a meeting w/resident Louise Palomares regarding her concerns on MVU - Jeannette
Land Development Division Mission Statement - Mark
Annual Bridge Inventory - Prem

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Revised 7122113
5:47pm
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Paul Goodus,
who resides at 25619 San Thomas St, would
like a city tree removed because the roots are ruining his sprinkler lines (the curb &
sidewalk are in good repair).
Resident, Jose Chavez,
josechavez867@yahoo.com, has concerns in
the following areas:
a. Alessandro Blvd approx. 620-ft west of Frederick possible non-standard built
driveway and requests upgrade and correction (photo available)
b. Alessandro Blvd approx 820-ft west of Frederick has the same issue and is
requesting upgrade and correction.
Resident, Stephanie Cole,
, expresses concerns in the following
areas:
a. Flood Control Channel (along Gentian) behind her residence @ 24161
Pudd1ngstone Dr. and is requesting an environmental study.
b. Overgrown grass, weeds, and dead trees in the Flood Control Channel (back
edge of March Air Reserve Base along Heacock and along Gentian (Heacock
to Indian)
c. Illegal dumping on vacant field at Gentian, Heacock & Iris Streets.
Resident, Frank (Donald) Lawton,
has concerns regarding
Redlands Blvd (Dracaea north to the 60 Fwy) pavement condition and is
requesting Redlands to be repaired.
Resident, Melvin Lucas,
, who resides at 21065 Jennings Ct,
requests assistance for the city street maintenance on Jennings Court which he
indicated he has been advised is a street that has not been accepted by the city
as a public street.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

CityMgrl

Robert
Robert

Robert

Roberti
Prem
Mark

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, P.E., Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
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Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due July 16th and July 30 th - All
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by August 13 th - All
Annual State of the City Luncheon (August 22, 2013, j11 :30 A.M., @ CRC) - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (Sept~mber 2013) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to CactuslAvenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem I
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Proj~ct - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Prem
CactuslNason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBD) - Pre:m
Proposed dress code - All
'

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION:
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/2~/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS
;
i
JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/112013)
COUNCIL RECESS
:

AUGUST 6,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 20,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TBD

MV00232003

AUGUST 27,2013 COUNCIL MEETING :- COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/5/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60ITheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem
2.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-XX - Prem
3.
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to XXXX for Retrofitting 117
Existing Signalized Intersections - Project No. 80800107076 - Eric
4.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette
5.
Approve Parcel Map and Accept the Agreement and Security for Public Improvements, PA07-0080
(PM 35672) - Mark

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/5/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/12/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem

SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 24, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/3/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

OCTOBER 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
TBD

2
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.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.
ii.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
III.

B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

5.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.
E.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)
Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Land Development -

H.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Man, 10:30-11:30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
3
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6.

Inclusion of.M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
7.
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
8.
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
9.
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
10. Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible arid
practical - Prem/Jeannette
11. Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
12. PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
13. Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
14. Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
15. Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
16. Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
17. Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
18. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
19. Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad

2. Negotiate w/RT A re bus shelter & PSA - Ahmad/Eric
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5.

Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem

6.

Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem

7.

Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric

8.

Complete Correction of Code Violations at the Corp. Yard by 6/30/13 (all completed
excluding the installation of the fence which is only remaining item) - Robert

9.

Electronic message Board near city hall & in parks - Eric

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition (Future CIP) - Prem/Robert
2.

Street Sweeper does not show up in certain areas of District 1 - Robert

4
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D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric
5. Status of "popped up" sidewalk repair on Indian Bridge - Robert
6. Abate/spray weeds along sidewalks on Ironwood between Heacock & Perris - Robert

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Need explanation regarding Day St southbound "speed trap" - Eric
2. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
3. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
4. Why is Arvonna at Dracaea closed off? - Eric
5. Requesting crossing guard at Ironwood & Graham (District #5) - Eric
6. Business inspections: How are they determined? Concerns from business owners
that the fees are too high - Mark

2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Sidewalks needed s/o Cactus, Perrisllndian - Eric/Prem
th
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Set up a meeting w/resident Louise Palomares regarding her concerns on MVU - Jeannette

5
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1.

2.

3.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Lyssa Lopez,
email: lopezlyssa222@yahoo.com. expresses Rob ertiPre ml
concerns at the following locations:
Jeannette
1 - On Alessandro Blvd just before Day Street the gutter is clogged up with moss and
smells horrible - Robert
2 - On the corner block of Alessandro and Day vacant field- a tractor removed the
weeds but there is still trash and tires, etc left behind - Robert
3 - There is no available walking sidewalks on Alessandro or Sherman Street to walk
my dogs or exercise and the limited space is used because people park their cars and
dump their trash - Prem
4 -The city street lights are very dull in the area of Old 215, Alessandro, Sherman,
Pepper, and Day street - Jeannette
(other concerns were address however, forwarded to code enforcement/animal
services)
DH, Ahmad Ansari, contacted the resident to via email on 6111113 to advise her that all
concerns would be investigated.
Resident, Doreen, email: dorsden@verizon.net. expresses concerns at the SR-60 Fwy RobertiPrem
X Gilman Springs Rd. She reports the pavement is uneven (cracks) due to recent work
conducted.

Resident, Paul Goodus,
who resides at 25619 San Thomas St,
would like a city tree removed because the roots are ruining his sprinkler lines
(the curb & sidewalk are in good repair).

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

CityMgrl
Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Mark Sambito, Engineering Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Tereli, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
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Public Works Mission Statement:

-l

To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.
...

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustlSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due July 16th and July 30 th - All
League of CA Cities Meeting/Reception (July 8,2013) - Ahmad
Monthly Departmental' Update to City Manager Due by July 9th - All
Annual State of the City Luncheon (August 22, 2013, 11 :30 A.M., @ CRC) - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBO) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBO) - Prem
4th of July Parade - All
Proposed work schedule - All
Proposed dress code - All

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JULY 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Authorize a Change Order to Increase the Purchase Order with All American Asphalt for SR60/Nason Street Interchange Improvements - Project No. 8014 0012 70 77 - Prem
2.
Authorization to Award Agreement to RBF Consulting for the State Route 60ITheodore Street
Interchange Improvement Project No. 801 00527077 - Prem
3.
Request to Conduct a Full Road Closure of Gilman Springs Road in Support of Riverside County
Reconstruction Project - Eric
4.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
5.
Authorization to Award Contract to All City Management Services for the Administration of the
Crossing Guard Program - Eric
6.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley, City of Riverside, and MJPA
for the Collection and Expenditure of Fair Share Traffic Impact Mitigation Fees - Eric
7.
Approve a Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, to Amend the
Electric Rates for Moreno Valley Utility - Jeannette
nd
8.
2 Reading: Ordinance No. 866 - An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of Moreno, Amending
Section 6.02 of Chapter 6.02 of Chapter 6, Code Relating to Refuse Collection, Transfer and
Disposal - Robert
9.
CLOSED SESSION: Update on Property Negotiation on 33KV Substation - Jeannette

-----_.--------------------------------------------
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JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL-MEETING - STUDY SESSION
_'
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS ., ')'"
'"
-

JULY 23, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/112013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 6, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS .

AUGUST 20, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TBD

AUGUST 27,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/512013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60ITheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem
2_
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-XX - Prem
3.
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to XXXX for Retrofitting 117
Existing Signalized Intersections - Project No. 808 0010 70 76 - Eric
4_
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 815/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/12/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
1_
Approve and Authorize Freeway Maintenance Agreement with the State of California for Route 60
within Moreno Valley City Limits - Prem

SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 24, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/312013)
TBD
2

----------
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OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION'
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9i9/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 8, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 15,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

OCTOBER 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TSD)
•
•
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i. Solid WastelAdmin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii. Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVUIENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4
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4.

Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette

5.

Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem

6.

Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem

7. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
8. Complete Correction of Code Violations at the Corp. Yard by 6/30/13 - Robert
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition (Future CIP) - Prem/Robert
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
F. Council Member Baca:
1. Need explanation regarding Day St southbound "speed trap" - Eric
2. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina - Eric
3. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
4. Why is Arvonna at Dracaea closed off? - Eric
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel- Sidewalks needed s/o Cactus, Perris/lndian - Eric/Prem
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 th - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Set up a meeting w/resident Louise Palomares regarding her concerns on MVU - Jeannette
5
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.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEP,ENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Lyssa Lopez,
email: lopezlyssa222@yahoo.com. expresses
concerns at the following locations:
1 - On Alessandro Blvd just before Day Street the gutter is clogged up with moss and
smells horrible - Robert
2 - On the corner block of Alessandro and Day vacant field- a tractor removed the
weeds but there is still trash and tires, etc left behind - Robert
3 - There is no available walking sidewalks on Alessandro or Sherman Street to walk
my dogs or exercise and the limited space is used because people park their cars and
dump their trash - Prem
4 -The city street lights are very dull in the area of Old 215, Alessandro, Sherman,
Pepper, and Day street - Jeannette
(other concerns were address however, forwarded to code enforcement/animal
services)
DH, Ahmad Ansari, contacted the resident to via email on 6111113 to advise her that all
concerns would be investigated.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

RobertiPreml
Jeannette

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
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CITY OF
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

MOREN~~Mt.ll{(b

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMf\JEtEIVE6
WEEKLY STAFF MEETING

MONDAY, fULY

1,13QlliR -3 PM 4: 2

"SAME DAY
RESPONSE"

2:00P.M.
AGE

N

D

A

Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow .

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due July 1st and July 16 th - All
League of CA Cities Meeting/Reception (July 8, 2013) - Ahmad
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by July 9th - All
Annual State of the City Luncheon (August 22, 2013, 11 :30 A.M., @ CRC) - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBO) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBO) - Prem
.
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBO) - Prem
4th of July Parade - All
Proposed work schedule - All
Proposed dress code - All

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JULY 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/3/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
DARK

JULY 9, 2013 ·COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Authorize a Change Order to Increase the Purchase Order with All American Asphalt for SR60/Nason Street Interchange Improvements - Project No. 801400127077 - Prem
2.
Authorization to Award Agreement to RBF Consulting for the State Route 60ITheodore Street
Interchange Improvement Project No. 801 0052 70 77 - Prem
3.
Request to Conduct a Full Road Closure of Gilman Springs Road in Support of Riverside County
Reconstruction Project - Eric
4.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
5.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric
6.
Authorization to Award Contract to All City Management Services for the Administration of the
Crossing Guard Program - Eric

MV00232015

7.
8.

. Approve a Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, to Amend· the
Electric Rates for Moreno Valley Utility - Jeannette
CLOSED SESSION: Update on Property Negotiation on 33KV Substation - Jeannette

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

JULY 23, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 6,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 20,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TBD

AUGUST 27, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/5/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60ITheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem
2.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-XX - Prem
3.
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to XXXX for Retrofitting 117
Existing Signalized Intersections - Project No. 808 0010 70 76 - Eric
4.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/5/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/12/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/19/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/26/2013)
TBD
2
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SEPTEMBER 24, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/26/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/312013)
TBD

OCTOBER 1, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/2/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/9/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/9/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/16/2013)
TBD

OCTOBER 15,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 9/16/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/23/2013)
1.
Introduction of City of Moreno Valley EV Strategy - Jeannette

OCTOBER 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 9/23/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 9/30/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley, City of Riverside, and
MJPA for the Collection and Expenditure of Fair Share Traffic Impact Mitigation Fees - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4\h Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1S\ Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1S\ Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1S\ Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jan thru Dec (Every month, 1sl Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)
3
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E. Transpor:tation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am) ,

4,

5,
6.
7.
8,
9,
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

F,

MVUlENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G,

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 5t Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B,

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C,

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D,

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F,

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G,

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J,

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L,

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M,

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response ViC3 cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad

4
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B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannett~

5. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
6. Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
7. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
8. Complete Correction of Code Violations at the Corp. Yard by 6/30/13 - Robert
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition (Future CIP) - Prem/Robert
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
F. Council Member Baca:

1. Need explanation regarding Day St southbound "speed trap" - Eric
2. Can we do something regarding parking nightmare at NW corner of Dracaea & Gina Eric
3. Tract at Brentwood, N/O Dracaea needs to go thru process of speed humps - Eric
4. Why is Arvonna at Dracaea closed off? - Eric
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel- Sidewalks needed s/o Cactus, Perris/Indian - Eric/Prem
th
3. TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30 - Prem/Eric
4. EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
5. Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
6. Recycle bins at city parks (recvd & to be installed by PCS Dept., completion early 2014) - Robert
7. Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
8. Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
9. St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
10. Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
11. Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
5
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12. Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
13. Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
14. Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
15. Set up a meeting w/resident Louise Palomares regarding her concerns on MVU - Jeannette

6
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.:.

1.

2.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Lyssa Lopez,
email: lopezlyssa222@yahoo.com. expresses RobertlPreml
concerns at the following locations:
Jeannette
1 - On Alessandro Blvd just before Day Street the gutter is clogged up with moss and
smells horrible - Robert
2 - On the corner block of Alessandro and Day vacant field- a tractor removed the
weeds but there is still trash and tires, etc left behind - Robert
3 - There is no available walking sidewalks on Alessandro or Sherman Street to walk
my dogs or exercise and the limited space is used because people park their cars and
dump their trash - Prem
4 -The city street lights are very dull in the area of Old 215, Alessandro, Sherman,
Pepper, and Day street - Jeannette
(other concerns were address however, forwarded to code enforcement/animal
services)
OH, Ahmad Ansari, contacted the resident to via email on 6111113 to advise her that aI/
concerns would be investigated.
Resident, Alvin Horn,
has questions regarding Award Prem
Construction to All American for Dracaea (Perris to Patricia), item A-5, 5/8/12,
regarding CDBG requirements.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
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ClTJ TQOUHCIL

CITY OF MORENO to'-tWtt\'ALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS OEPARTME~ECEWEO

WEEKLY STAFF MEE'T'fNG
MONDAY. TUNE 17. 13J1J!1N

20 PM 3: 51

"SAME DAY
RESPONSE"

2:00P.M.
AGE

N

D

A

Public Works Mission Statement:
To manage and maximize Moreno Val/ey's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

•:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustlSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. June 18 th and July 2nd - All
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by July 9th - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Perris Boulevard from Southerly City Limits to Cactus Avenue Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Bridge Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
EOC Family Care Center Emergency Generator Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge over Lateral A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBO) - Prem
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (TBO) - Prem
4th of July Parade - All
Proposed work schedule - All
Proposed dress code - All

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JUNE 18,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/2012013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
DARK

JUNE 25,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/312013)
1.
Public Hearing for Delinquent Residential Solid Waste Accounts - Robert
2.
Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening - Robert
3.
Waste Management of the Inland Empire FY 2013/2014 Rate Adjustment - Robert
4.
Adoption of a Resolution of the City of Moreno Valley Supporting Re-designation of Riverside County
as a Recycling Market Development Zone Due to an Increase in Boundaries and Adoption of Initial
Study and Negative Declaration - Robert
5.
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to KTU+A for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
6.
Approve Equipment Lease and Purchase Option Agreement Between Muni-Fed Energy, Inc. and the
City of Moreno Valley - Jeannette
7.
Approve a Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, to Amend the
Electric Rates for Moreno Valley Utility - Jeannette
8.
Second Amendment to Agreement with DMC Design Group for Moreno Townsite Area Storm Drain
and Miscellaneous Street Improvements between Alessandro Boulevard and Drainage Facility Line F
- Prem

MV00232022

Authorize to Award Agre_ement·
r, for Professional Consultant Services for the MVTV-3 Control Room .
Broadcast Equipment Upgrade'Project - Project No. B03 0021 7077 - Prem .
,
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JULY 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/3/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
TBD

JULY 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Authorize a Change Order to Increase the Purchase Order with All American Asphalt for SR60/Nason Street Interchange Improvements - Project No. B014 0012 70 77 - Prem
2.
Authorization to Award Agreement to RBF Consulting for the State Route 60ITheodore Street
Interchange Improvement Project No. B01 0052 70 77 - Prem
3.
Request to Conduct a Full Road Closure of Gilman Springs Road in Support of Riverside County
Reconstruction Project - Eric
4.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
5.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley, City of Riverside, and MJPA
for the Collection and Expenditure of Fair Share Traffic Impact Mitigation Fees - Eric
6.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement between the City of Moreno Valley and Riverside Transit
Agency for the Installation of Transit Amenities within the Public Right of Way - Eric
7.
Award the Purchase of Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption Equipment to XXXX for Retrofitting 117
Existing Signalized Intersections - Project No. BOB 0010 70 76 - Eric
B.
Authorize to Award Contract to all City Management Services for the Administration of the Crossing
Guard Program - Eric
9.
CLOSED SESSION: Update on Property Negotiation on 33KV Substation - Jeannette

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 6,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/B/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 20, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TBD
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AUGUST 27,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/5/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60ITheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem
2.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-Funding Call for Projects and Approve Resolution 2013-XX - Prem

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 8/5/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/12/2013)
TBD

SEPTEMBER 10,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 8/12/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/19/2013)
1.
Approve 2014 Annual Resource Adequacy Plan - Jeannette

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•

Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

•

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categoriz~ projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVUlENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM)- Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
4
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3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5.

Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem

6. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
7. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P .lEric
8.

Complete Correction of Code Violations at the Corp. Yard by 6/30/13 - Robert

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition (Future CIP) - Prem/Robert
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - Robert/Prem
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
b. Resident, Lori Nickel - Sidewalks needed s/o Cactus, Perris/Indian - Eric/Prem
th
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) Submit Final by June 30
- Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Two-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Face book, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Set up a meeting w/resident Louise Palomares regarding her concerns on MVU - Jeannette
Dept./Div. Accomplishments (Due for Ahmad's review on Wed. 6/19/13) - Alii
5
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.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Lyssa Lopez, email: lopezlyssa222@yahoo.com. expresses concerns at the
following locations:
1 - On Alessandro Blvd just before Day Street the gutter is clogged up with moss and
smells horrible - Robert
2 - On the corner block of Alessandro and Day vacant field- a tractor removed the
weeds but there is still trash and tires, etc left behind - Robert
3 - There is no available walking sidewalks on Alessandro or Sherman Street to walk
my dogs or exercise and the limited space is used because people park their cars and
dump their trash - Prem
4 -The city street lights are very dull in the area of Old 215, Alessandro, Sherman,
Pepper, and Day street - Jeannette

RobertiPrem/
Jeannette

(other concerns were address however, forwarded to code enforcement/animal
services)
DH, Ahmad Ansari, contacted the resident to via email on 6/11/13 to advise her that al/
concerns would be investigated.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
John Terell, Interim Community & Economic Development Director
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CITY OF MORENO
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

VALL~l~iHgoUAtLlEY
RE 'EIVEO,
::
SAME DAY
13 ~1AY 2, PM ~E~l?ONSE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKLY STAFF MEETINC'

MONDAY, MAY 20,2013
2:00P.M.
AGE

N

0

A

The Department of Public Works Mission Statement

]

To manage and maximize Moreno Valley's public infrastructure investment to enhance the quality of life
today, while striving to develop and implement innovative solutions for tomorrow.

.:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustlSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. May 21 st and June 4th - All
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - Eric/Robert
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (May 29, 2013 @ 1OAM) - Prem
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Milestone Ceremony (June 10, 2013 @ 2PM) - Prem
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by June 11th - All
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

MAY 21.2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY 2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem
2.
Crossing Guard Program Update - Eric

MAY 28, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING/CLOSED' SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
1.
Reject All Bids for the Construction of the Citywide Pedestrian Enhancements - Project No. 801 0040
7077 - Prem
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittal for the TIGER Discretionary Grants Program - Eric
3.
CLOSED SESSION: Authorization to Continue Negotiation for Properties - Ahmad

JUNE 4,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/6/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/13/2013)
1.
Introduction of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

JUNE 11. 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY 2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan - Prem
2.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X - Jeannette
3.
Approve the MVU Solar Program Update - Jeannette
4.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

-
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5.
6.

7.

8.
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Authorizati6n, chid' Aw.arcfDesign-Build Contract to XXX for the Moreno Valley City Council Chamber,
Renovation and: Tet~vis(on Broadcast Equipment Upgrade Project - Project No. xxx xxxx 70 77 - Prem
Authorize the City of Moreno Valley to Grant Southern California Edison Company an Easement Over
a Portion 'GfReafPrope,I'fy 'Near the Southwest Corner of Delcresta Drive and Hidden Springs Drive
(APN:260-384-003) - Prem
Authorize Execution of Quitclaim Deeds Transferring the City's Title Interest in Four Storm Drain
Easements for Moreno MOP Line J and Line J-9 to the Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District Per the Cooperative Agreement Between City of Moreno Valley and Riverside
County Flood Control & Water Conservation District - Prem
Approve the Appropriation of Funds and Authorize a Construction Change Order (CCO) to Increase
the Purchase Order with Rasmussen Brothers construction, Inc., for the City Hall Second Level
Flooring Restroom Remodel Project No. 80300143040 - Prem

JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TSD

JUNE 25, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/312013)
1.
Public Hearing for Delinquent Residential Solid Waste Accounts - Robert
2.
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to XXX for the Bicycle
Master Plan Update Project - Eric
3.
Authorization to Award Agreement for XXX for the State Route 60fTheodore Street Interchange
Improvement Project No. 801 0052 70 77 - Prem
4.
Waste Management of the Inland Empire FY 2013/2014 Rate Adjustment - Robert
5.
Approve Equipment Lease and Purchase Option Agreement Between Muni-Fed Energy, Inc. and the
City of Moreno Valley - Jeannette
6.
Approve a Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, to Amend the
Electric Rates for Moreno Valley Utility - Jeannette
7.
Amendment to the Franchise Hauler Agreement with Waste Management of the Inland Empire Robert

JULY 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/3/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
. TBD

JULY 9, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60fTheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem
2.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-funding Call for Projects - Prem
3.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
4.
Request to Conduct a Full Road Closure of Gilman Springs Road in Support of Riverside County
Reconstruction Project - Eric

JULY 16,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS
2
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JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULARMEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 6,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 20,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TBD

AUGUST 27,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/5/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project -:- Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
I.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)
3
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

F.

MVU/ENCO - May,'Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

.RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Eric
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B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
6. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
7. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P .lEric
8. Assess Code Violations at the Corp. Yard; specifically storing materials on
unimproved surfaces and visible, immediately make the conditions compliant to
codes, and prepare a report for the next Public Safety Sub-Committee meeting Robert

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition (Future CIP) - Prem/Robert
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
3. Rancho Belago sign program installation (To be Completed by May 2013) - Eric
4. TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
5. EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
6. Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
7. Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
8. Two-Year Budget Process - RobertiAIl
9. Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
10. Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
11. Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
12. St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
5
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. 13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Implement On-Call personnel for Fleet section - Robert
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
18. Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
19. Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All

.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Terry Bromley,
expresses concerns at property, 24440
Alessandro Blvd, regarding the brick work adjacent to the sidewalk. He is
requesting the property owner/contractor to replace the brick work to match the
existin bricks/ rout thru Cit Mana er's Office - Prem

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Prem

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager
Tom DeSantis, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
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MONDAY, MAY 13,1!Jj'Y

16 AM":

"SAME DAY
RESPONSE"

2:00P.M.
AGE
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ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
2.
Budget Meeting (District 1) - May 13, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Faith Baptist Church - Ahmad
3.
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by May 14th - All
4.
Budget Meeting (District 2) - May 15, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Ayres Hotel & Spa - Ahmad
5.
Budget Meeting (District 3) - May 16, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Moreno Christian Assembly - Ahmad
6.
Budget Meeting (District 4) - May 17, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Badger Springs Middle School- Ahmad
7.
Budget Meeting (District 5) - May 18, 2013, 9:00 AM @ CRC Alessandro Rm - Ahmad
8.
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. May 21 st and June 4th - All
9.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - EriclRobert
10. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Milestone Ceremony (June 10, 2013 @ 2PM) - Prem
11. SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (May 29, 2013 @ 1OAM) - Prem
12. Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
13. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/1512013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
1. PRESENTATIONS: Proclamation for Public Works Week (May 19 - 25, 2013) - Ahmad
2. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the SB821 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Program Eric
3. Acceptance of the CDPH Pedestrian Safety Grant and Funding Appropriation for the "It's Up to All of
Us" Pedestrian Safety Public Education Campaign - Eric
4. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening, Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Adoption of a Resolution to Amend the FY13/14
Fee Schedule - Robert
5. Approve the Amendment to the Agreements for Professional Consultant Services for Construction
Material Testing and Geotechnical Services with Leighton Consulting, Inc. and Construction Survey
Services with Rick Engineering Company for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line "F", Stage 2
Channel Improvements, Project No. 80400057077 - Prem

MAY 21, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY 2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem
2.
Crossing Guard Program Update - Eric

-------------
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MAY 28,2013 COUNCIl.! MEE:mfNG~:-:::~EGULAR MEETINGICLOSED SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND~STAFF f}EPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
1.
Reject A" Bids for the Construction of the Citywide Pedestrian Enhancements - Project No. 801 0040
: .-" "! '" "~
~~
70 77 - Prem
: 'J'"
I' ''\:
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittal for the TIGER Discretionary Grants Program - Eric
3.
CLOSED SESSION: Authorization to Continue Negotiation for Properties - Ahmad

'I,

JUNE 4,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/6/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/13/2013)
1.
Introduction of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY 2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan - Prem
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
Amendment to the Franchise Hauler Agreement with Waste Management of the Inland Empire Robert
4.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bi" 2-1 X - Jeannette
5.
Approve the MVU Solar Program Update - Jeannette
6.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
7.
Approve Equipment Lease and Purchase Option Agreement Between Muni-Fed Energy, Inc. and the
City of Moreno Valley - Jeannette
8.
Authorization and Award Design-Build Contract to XXX for the Moreno Valley City Council Chamber
Renovation and Television Broadcast Equipment Update Project - Prem
9.
Authorize the City of Moreno Valley to Grant Southern California Edison Company an Easement Over
a Portion of Real Property Near the Southwest Corner of Delcresta Drive and Hidden Springs Drive
(APN:260-384-003) - Prem
10. Authorize Execution of Quitclaim Deeds Transferring the City's Title Interest in Four Storm Drain
Easements for Moreno MOP Line J and Line J-9 to the Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District Per the Cooperative Agreement Between City of Moreno Valley and Riverside
County Flood Control & Water Conservation District - Prem

JUNE 18,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD

JUNE 25, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/312013)
1.
Public Hearing for Delinquent Residential Solid Waste Accounts - Robert
2.
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to XXX for the Bicycle
Master Plan Update Project - Eric
3.
Authorization to Award Agreement for XXX for the State Route 60ITheodore Street Interchange
Improvement Project No. 801 0052 70 77 - Prem
4.
Waste Management of the Inland Empire FY 2013/2014 Rate Adjustment - Robert

JULY 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/312013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
TBD
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JULY 9, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60ITheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem
2.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for Riverside County Transportation
Commission's Multi-funding Call for Projects - Prem

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 6,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/15/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 13, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/22/2013)
COUNCIL RECESS

AUGUST 20,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 7/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/29/2013)
TSD

AUGUST 27,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - COUNCIL MEETING
(TITLES DUE 7/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 8/5/2013)
TSD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T8D)
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem
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.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
I.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec
iii.
IV.

B.

Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

(3rd

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1

st

Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

rd

Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping

i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
4
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/

14.

18.
19.

Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Eric
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4.

Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette

5.

Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem

6.

Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem

7.

Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric

8.

Joint electronic signs with mall and other businesses - Eric/CEDD/PCS

9.

Post the ten (10) top priority storm drain projects on city website - Anna/Prem

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Field visit & repair St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition - Prem/Robert
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2.

Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem

3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
2.

Revisit warrant study of MVUSD CrOSSing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric

F. Council Member Baca:
5
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NONE
2,
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12,
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a, Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (To be Completed by May 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Two-Year Budget Process - RoberUAil
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - RoberUFinance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Implement On-Call personnel for Fleet section - Robert
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Individual CIP District Maps, list of active and completed projects to Ahmad by no later than May 2,
2013 - Prem
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1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Terry Bromley,
, expresses concerns at property, 24440
Alessandro Blvd, regarding the brick work adjacent to the sidewalk. He is
requesting the property owner/contractor to replace the brick work to match the
existin_9_ bricks/grout ithru City_ Manager's Office) - Prem

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Prem

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Administrative Services Director
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ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

13.
14.
15.
16.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. May ih and May 21 st - All
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (May 13 th , 2013) - Prem
Budget Meeting (District 1) - May 13, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Faith Baptist Church - Ahmad
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by May 14th - All
Budget Meeting (District 2) - May 15, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Ayres Hotel & Spa - Ahmad
Budget Meeting (District 3) - May 16, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Moreno Christian Assembly - Ahmad
Budget Meeting (District 4) - May 17, 2013, 6:30 PM @ Badger Springs Middle School- Ahmad
Budget Meeting (District 5) - May 18, 2013, 9:00 AM @ CRC Alessandro Rm - Ahmad
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (May 23, 2013) - Prem
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - Eric/Robert
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (June 6, 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Milestone Ceremony (June 10, 2013 @ 2PM) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (May 29, 2013 @ 10AM) - Prem
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

MAY 7,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/15/2013)
TBD

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING/CLOSED SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
1. PRESENTATIONS: Proclamation for Public Works Week (May 19 - 25, 2013) - Ahmad
2. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the SB821 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Program Eric
3. Acceptance of the CDPH Pedestrian Safety Grant and Funding Appropriation for the "It's Up to All of
Us" Pedestrian Safety Public Education Campaign - Eric
4. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening, Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Adoption of a Resolution to Amend the FY13/14
Fee Schedule - Robert
5. Approve the Amendment to the Agreements for Professional Consultant Services for Construction
Material Testing and Geotechnical Services with Leighton Consulting, Inc. and Construction Survey
Services with Rick Engineering Company for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line "F", Stage 2
Channel Improvements, Project No. 804 0005 70 77 - Prem
6. CLOSED SESSION: Authorization to Continue Negotiation for Properties - Ahmad

MV00232041

JULY 9, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60ITheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
TBD

JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/112013)
1.
Authorize Submission of Grant Funding Applications for
Commission's Multi-funding Call for Projects - Prem

Riverside

County

Transportation

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T8D)
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley MuniCipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i. Solid WastelAdmin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii. Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)
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4.

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M. CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem
5.
6.

18.
19.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
.
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports' for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Eric
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
4
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3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
6. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
7. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P .lEric
8. Joint electronic signs with mall and other businesses - Eric/CEDD/PCS
9. Post the ten (10) top priority storm drain projects on city website - Anna/Prem
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Field visit & repair St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition - Prem/Robert
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - Robert/Prem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (To be Completed by May 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Two-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Implement On-Call personnel for Fleet section - Robert
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
5
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18. Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" - Anna/All
19. Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
20. Individual CIP District Maps, list of active and completed projects to Ahmad by no later than May 2,
2013 - Prem

.:.

1.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN. WALKED IN. MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

Resident, Terry Bromley,
expresses concerns at property, 24440
Alessandro Blvd,
regarding the brick work adjacent to the sidewalk. He is
requesting the property owner/contractor to replace the brick work to match the
existin bricks/ rout thru Cit Mana er's Office - Prem

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Prem

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Administrative Services Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBUC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKlY STAFF MEETING
MONDAY. APRIL 29.2013

2:00 P.M.
A

G

E

N

D

A

"SAME DAY
RESPONSE'
w

:::0

W

o

.:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. May ih and May 21 st - All
th
W
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (May 13 , 2013) - Prem
N
Budget Meeting (District 1) - May 13, 2013, 6:00 PM @ Faith Baptist Church - Ahmad
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by May 14th - All
Budget Meeting (District 2) - May 15, 2013, 6:00 PM @ Ayres Hotel & Spa - Ahmad
Budget Meeting (District 3) - May 16, 2013, 6:30 PM - Ahmad
Budget Meeting (District 4) - May 17, 2013, 6:30 PM - Ahmad
Budget Meeting (District 5) - May 18, 2013, 8:30 AM @ CRC Alessandro Rm - Ahmad
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (May 23, 2013) - Prem
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - Eric/Robert
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (June 6, 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Milestone Ceremony (June 10, 2013 @ 2PM) - Prem
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (May 29, 2013 @ 10AM) - Prem
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

MAY 7,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/15/2013)
TBD

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING/CLOSED SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
1. PRESENTATIONS: Proclamation for Public Works Week (May 19 - 25, 2013) - Ahmad
2. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the SB821 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Program Eric
3. Acceptance of the CDPH Pedestrian Safety Grant and Funding Appropriation for the "It's Up to All of
Us" Pedestrian Safety Public Education Campaign - Eric
4. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening, Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Adoption of a Resolution to Amend the FY13/14
Fee Schedule - Robert
5. Approve the Amendment to the Agreements for Professional Consultant Services for Construction
Material Testing and Geotechnical Services with Leighton Consulting, Inc. and Construction Survey
Services with Rick Engineering Company for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line "F", Stage 2
Channel Improvements, Project No. 804 0005 70 77 - Prem
6. CLOSED SESSION: Authorization to Continue Negotiation for Properties - Ahmad

MV00232047

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem
2.
Cro~ing Guard Program Update - Eric
c:~
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MAY:28,(2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
'(ri"VLES'DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/612013)
'1..;; :?Aw~ra Construction Contract to XXX for the Citywide Pedestrian Enhancements Project No. 801 0040
t_70 ~l- Prem
2: -: Aw~rd Construction Contract to XXX for the Fire Station No. 6 Multipurpose Annex Building Project
NO.t803 00417 7077 - Prem
3.
Amendment to the Franchise Hauler Agreement with Waste Management of the Inland Empire Robert

:- =;

JUNE 4,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/6/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/13/2013)
1.
Introduction of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan - Prem
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1X - Jeannette
4.
Waste Management of the Inland Empire FY 2013/2014 Rate Adjustment - Robert
5.
Approve the MVU Solar Program Update - Jeannette
6.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD

JUNE 25,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/312013)
1.
Public Hearing for Delinquent Residential Solid Waste Accounts - Robert
2.
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to XXX for the Bicycle
Master Plan Update Project - Eric
3.
Authorization to Award Agreement for XXX for the State Route 60ITheodore Street Interchange
Improvement Project No. 801 0052 70 77 - Prem
4.
Authorization and Award Design-Build Contract to XXX for the Moreno Valley City Council Chamber
Renovation and Television Broadcast Equipment Update Project - Prem

JULY 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/3/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
TBD

2
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JULY 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Approve the Multi-Funding Call for Projects Grant Proposal Submitting to RCTC - Prem
2.
Approve and Authorize Design Cooperative Agreement with the State of California for the SR60fTheodore Street Interchange - Project No. 801 0052 7077 - Prem

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
TBD

JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec

iii.

Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

(3rd

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1

st

Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

rd

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
. B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

3
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,
4.

5.
6.

Local & Regional Meetings

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

18.
19.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - RoberUEric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Eric

B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
4
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3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
9. Joint electronic signs with mall and other businesses - Eric/CEDD/PCS
10. Post the ten (10) top priority storm drain projects on city website - Anna/Prem
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Field visit & repair St. Thomas Street Pavement Condition - Prem/Robert

D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Guardrail at Bay Ave X Ramsdell Dr. - Eric
5. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Indian St. - Eric
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
3. Rancho Belago sign program installation (To be Completed by May 2013) - Eric
4. TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
5. EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
6. PavemenUdrainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertiPrem
7. Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
8. Two-Year Budget Process - RobertiAIl
9. Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
10. Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
11. Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
12. St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
5
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13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.

Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - RoberUFinance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Implement On-Call personnel for Fleet section - Robert
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
Include drawings and provisions on "Green/Sustainable Infrastructure" in standard plans &
specifications - Prem
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.) for Public Works, "Everyone is a reporter" Anna/All
Section on City Website/PW & Social Media "What is Ahmad Ansari doing?" - Anna/All
Individual CIP District Maps, list of active and completed projects to Ahmad by no later than
May 2. 2013 - Prem

6
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN. WALKED IN. MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

Graffiti concern submitted by Steve Earley
City of Riverside Fire Chief, on two occasions
within the last month via the Graffiti Abatement Hotline (thru City Manager's Office) - Robert

2.

Resident, Terry Bromley
expresses concerns at property, 24440 Alessandro Blvd,
regarding the brick work adjacent to the sidewalk. He is requesting the property owner/contractor to
replace the brick work to match the existing bricks/grout (thru City Manager's Office) - Prem

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Administrative Services Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKiy STAFF MEETING
MONDAY, APRIL 15, 2013

c·

RENO VALLE')'
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ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustlSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
rd
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. April 23 and May ih - All
th
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (May 13 , 2013) - Prem
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by May 14th - All
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
6.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (May 23, 2013) - Prem
7.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - Eric/Robert
8.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
9.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
11. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Special Presentation: Volunteer of the Year Award - Ahmad/Eric
2. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening and Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Amendment to the FY 1213 Fee Schedule Robert
3. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the California Federal Lands Access Program - Eric
4. Implementation of Permit Parking on Mediterranean Drive - Eric
5. Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project No.
804 0005 70 77 - Prem
6. Authorize the Submission of a Grant Application for the Bridge Funding Under Surface Transportation
Program (STP) and Adopt Resolution No. 2013-XX Committing to Provide Local Matching Funds at A
Minimum of 11.47% of the Total Project - Prem
7. Approve the City of Moreno Valley's Five-Year Measure A Local Streets and Roads Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) and Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Certification Statement for the Riverside
County Transportation Commission (RCTC) Measure A Local Funds Program, Fiscal Year (FY) 20142018 - Prem
8. Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Property for Partial Acquisition of APN's 488-080003 and 488-080-012 for the SR-60/Moreno Beach Interchange Improvements Project - Project No.
801 00387077 - Prem
9. Ratification of grant proposal submittal for the Surface Transportation Program (STP) - Prem
10. Budget Appropriation for the SR-60lTheodore Interchange Improvements as a New Capital
Improvement Plan Project Project No. 801 0052 70 77 - Prem
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MAY 7, 20l.3.:C.0Uf$JGIL:MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE ~78/20r3 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/15/2013)
TBD
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MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
1. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the SB821 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Program Eric
'
2. Acceptance of the CDPH Pedestrian Safety Grant and Funding Appropriation for the "It's Up to All of
Us" Pedestrian Safety Public Education Campaign - Eric

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem
2.
Crossing Gu~rd Update - Eric

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
1.
Authorization and Award Design-Build Contract to XXX for the Moreno Valley City Council Chamber
Renovation and Television Broadcast Equipment Update Project - Prem
2.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the FY 2011/2012 Citywide Pedestrian Enhancements Project
No. 801 0040 70 77 - Prem
3,
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Fire Station No, 6 Multipurpose Annex Building Project
No. 803 00417 70 77 - Prem
4.
Amendment :to the Franchise Hauler Agreement with Waste Management of the Inland Empire Robert
:

JUNE 4,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/6/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/13/2013)
1.
Introduction 9f 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

JUNE 11, 2013 C:OUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan - Prem
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
A Resolution, of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X - Jeannette
4.
Waste Mana'gement of the Inland Empire FY 2013/2014 Rate Adjustment - Robert
5.
Approve the MVU Solar Program Update - Jeannette
6.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD

2
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JUNE 25,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/3/2013)
1.
Public Hearing for Delinquent Residential Solid Waste Accounts - Robert

JULY 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/3/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
TBD

JULY 9, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
1.
Approve the Multi-Funding Call for Projects Grant Proposal Submitting to RCTC - Prem
JULY 16,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
TBD

JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations

i. Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)
3
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E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3

Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin A~sistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

Local & Regidnal Meetings
1

RCTC E~,ecutive Board Meeting (2

nd

A.
S.

RCTC - lfAC (3rd Monday of. every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

"
RTA Exe~utive
Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG 1Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @12:OO PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG :Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG :Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG lSolid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning ,Commission Meeting (2nd T.hursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Citi'es Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

RiversideiCounty Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste M$nagement (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M,

CIP Proj~ct Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

0,

!

18.
19.

Advance diseussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of ~&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review ~nd field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to!make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon dontrol at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
.
Monitor publi'c website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW EmployEie Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of tM&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination::Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Divisiqn Managers) - Prem
Improve on i,communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing
and Striping staff - Eric
!,
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Prov,isions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff ;reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample reviei: time - ALL
Quarterly CIP!:status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16,
17.

1.

"

CITY MANAdER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
i!
A . C·tI Y M anager:

,

1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Eric

4
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B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of Lasselie/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program Michele P.lEric
9. Joint electronic signs with mall and other businesses - Eric/CEDD/PCS
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
5. Guardrail at Bay Ave X Ramsdell Dr. - Eric
6. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Heacock St. - Eric
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Signs are already installed, awaiting banner design selection
from CM - Completed by May 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertlPrem
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Two-Year Budget Process - RobertlAIl
5
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"

10. Research pot~ntial solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center development!'
Jeannette
11. Research pot~ntial web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development-!' Jeannette
12. Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
13. St. Lt. Acquisi~ion (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
14. Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
.' overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, pes
15. Corporate Yard
16. Implement On-Call
personnel for Fleet section - Robert
\
17. Implement and enforce provisions for all contractors and developers to utilize equipment that is graffiti
free - Prem/Mark
18. Graffiti Tracker budget of $35K to be managed by PW? - Ahmad/Robert
19. Waste Manag~bment desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette
i
\

6
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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A.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS. ACTIVITIES. EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by April 9 - All
rd
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. April 9 and April 23 - All
th
Cactus/Nason Ribbon Cutting Ceremony (May 13 , 2013) - Prem
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
6.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - Eric/Robert
7.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
8.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
11. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of
Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a Utilities Commission - Jeannette
2.
Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220072 for the Northeast Fire Station - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
DARK

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Special Presentation: Volunteer of the Year Award - Ahmad/Eric
2. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening and Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Amendment to the FY 1213 Fee Schedule Robert
3. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the California Federal Lands Access Program - Eric
4. Implementation of Permit Parking on Mediterranean Drive - Eric
5. Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project No.
804 0005 70 77 - Prem
6. Authorize the Submission of a Grant Application for the Bridge Funding Under Surface Transportation
Program (STP) and Adopt Resolution No. 2013-XX Committing to Provide Local Matching Funds at A
Minimum of 11.47% of the Total Project - Prem
7. Approve the City of Moreno Valley's Five-Year Measure A Local Streets and Roads Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) and Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Certification Statement for the Riverside
I
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County Transportatic>'n'Cpn:Hlji~sion (RCTC) Measure A Local Funds Program, Fiscal Year (FY) 20142018 - Prem
8. Approve and ExeGu~e Agreement for Conveyance of Property for Partial Acquisition of APN's 488-080003 and 488-080-012 for the SR~6b/Moreno Beach Interchange Improvements Project - Project No:
801 00387077 - Prem
9. Ratification of grant proposal submittal for the Surface Transportation Program (STP) - Prem

MAY 7,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/15/2013)
TBD

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
1. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the SB821 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Program Eric
2. Amendment to the Franchise Hauler Agreement with Waste Management of the Inland Empire - Robert

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem
2.
Crossing Guard Update - Eric

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
1.
Authorization and Award Design-Build Contract to XXX for the Moreno Valley City Council Chamber
Renovation and Television Broadcast Equipment Update Project - Prem
2.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the FY 2011/2012 Citywide Pedestrian Enhancements Project
No. 801 0040 70 77 - Prem
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Fire Station No. 6 Multipurpose Annex Building Project
No. 803 00417 70 77 - Prem

JUNE 4, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/6/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/13/2013)
1.
MVU 10 Year Resource Plan - Jeannette

JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan - Prem
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1X - Jeannette
4.
Waste Management of the Inland Empire FY 2013/2014 Rate Adjustment - Robert
5.
Approve the MVU Solar Program Update - Jeannette

JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD
2
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JUNE 25,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/3/2013)
1.
Public Hearing for Delinquent Residential Solid Waste Accounts - Robert

JULY 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/3/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
TBD

JULY 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
TBD

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
TBD

JULY 23, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert .
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
I.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii.

Steve's Grew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov
B.

Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

C.

(3rd

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)
3
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursd.ay (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
. Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
Mission Statement memorized by PW staff - ALL

4
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SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Expand designated truck parking ordinance to include Elder w/o Perris - Eric
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of Lasselie/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. Look into implementing the "Next Door" program in Moval.
www.nextdoor.comanddemo.trynextdoor.com - Michele P.
9. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program (see
above) - Michele P.lEric
10. Joint electronic signs with mall and other businesses - Eric/Prem/Robert
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
5. Guardrail at Bay Ave X Ramsdell Dr. - Eric
6. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Heacock St. - Eric
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
5
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I
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Two-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Follow up and take lead on justification and needed info for ordinance for restriction of car sales on
public streets- Eric
Implement On-Call personnel for Fleet section - Robert
Implement and enforce provisions for all contractors and developers to utilize equipment that is
graffiti free - Prem/Mark
Graffiti Tracker budget of $35K to be managed by PW? - Ahmad/Robert
Waste Management desire to separate from SCE and joining MVU - Jeannette

6
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HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. March 26 and April 9 - All
th
nd
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by April 2 and April 16 - All
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - PremlAhmad
5.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - EriclRobert
6.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
7.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
8.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
10. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

APRIL 2,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/1812013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
NONE

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of
Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a Utilities Commission - Jeannette
2.
Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220072 for the Northeast Fire Station - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
DARK

APRIL 23, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/112013)
1. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening and Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Amendment to the FY 1213 Fee Schedule Robert
2. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the California Federal Lands Access Program - Eric
3. Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project No.
804 0005 70 77 - Prem
4. Implementation of Permit Parking on Mediterranean Drive - Eric
5. Authorize the Submission of a Grant Application for the Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP) and Adopt Resolution No. 2013- XXX Committing to Provide Local
Matching Funds at A Minimum of 11.461 % of the Total Project Cost - Prem
I
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6. Approve th'e',City .0fMorerio Valley's Five-Year Measure A Local Streets and Roads Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) and Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Certification Statement for the Riverside
County1rar:lsportati.on Co.rnn;Jission (RCTC) Measure A Local Funds Program, Fiscal Year (FY) 20142018 - Prem
~:

MAY 7,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/8/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/15/2013)
TBD

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem
2.
Crossing Guard Update - Eric

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/612013)
TBD

JUNE 4, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/6/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/13/2013)
TBD

JUNE 11,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan - Prem
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
4.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X - Jeannette
JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD

JUNE 25, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/312013)
TBD
JULY 2, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/3/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/10/2013)
TBD
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JULY 9, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/10/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/17/2013)
TBD

JULY 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 6/17/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 6/24/2013)
TBD

JULY 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 6/24/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 7/1/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T8D)
•
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
rd

iii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv.

Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

II.

B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping

C.
D.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)
MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)
Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)
Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

i.

G.

3
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4.

5.
6.

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

18.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:

B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4
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4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of LassellelDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. Look into implementing the "Next Door" program in Moval.
www.nextdoor.comanddemo.trynextdoor.com - Michele P.
9. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program (see
above) - Michele P.lEric
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
5. Guardrail at Bay Ave X Ramsdell Dr. - Eric
6. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Heacock St. - Eric
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
3. Lawless Rd. background, maintenance responsibility & improvements related to future
development project - Mark (LD)/Robert
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
3. Rancho 8elago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
4. TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
5. EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
6. Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
7. City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
8. Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
9. Two-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
10. FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
11. Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
5
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN. WALKED IN. MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

RE EIVE'F5A E DAY

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:,

M

WEEKLY STAFF MEETING

MONDAY, MARCH 25,2013
2:00P.M.
AGE

.:.
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0
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ptffSffNSE "

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. March 26 and April 9 - All
th
nd
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by April 2 and April 16 - All
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
5.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - Eric/Robert
6.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
7.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
8.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
10. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

MARCH 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/4/2013)
1.
Award Construction Contract to Rasmussen Brothers Construction, Inc. for the City Hall Second Level
Flooring Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration), Project No. 80300143040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 5t Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to Fusion Sign & Design, Inc. for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801
0048 70 77 - Prem
4.
Acceptance of the State Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Grant and Funding Appropriation for
Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements - Eric
5.
Authorize the Submission of Grant Proposal for the Surface Transportation Program (STP) and Adopt
Resolution No. 2013-19 Committing to Provide Local Match Fund at A Minimum of 11.47 Percent of
the Total Project Cost - Prem

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
nd
Utilities Commission (2 Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette
2.
Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220072 for the Northeast Fire Station - Project No. 8030018 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
1. Crossing Guard Update - Eric

MV00232075

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening and Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Amendment to the FY 1213 Fee Schedule Robert
2. Authorize Submission of Grant Applications for the California Federal Lands Access Program - Eric
3. Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project No.
804 0005 70 77 - Prem
4. Implementation of Permit Parking on Mediterranean Drive - Eric
5. Authorize the Submission of a Grant Application for the Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP) and Adopt Resolution No. 2013- XXX Committing to Provide Local
Matching Funds at A Minimum of 11.461 % of the Total Project Cost - Prem

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
TBD

JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan - Prem
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
4.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1X (June 2013)
- Jeannette

JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TSD)
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional DeSign Consultant Services to
for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
-2
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•

Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire Station
Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1. quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.
II.

iii.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov

(4th

Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

rd

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
rd

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)
st

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

th

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric .
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
3
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12.
13.

18.

PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce' Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

14.
15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. List of SO Projects w/cost estimates, funding & shortfall - Prem
9. Look into implementing the "Next Door" program in Moval.
www.nextdoor.comanddemo.trynextdoor.com - Michele P.
10. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door" Program (see
above) - Eric
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
5. Guardrail at Bay Ave X Ramsdell Dr. - Eric
6. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Heacock St. - Eric

4
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E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RoberUPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
3. Lawless Rd. background, maintenance responsibility & improvements related to future
development project - Mark (LO)/Robert
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RoberUPrem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
"autoMotiVe" Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Two-Year Budget Process - RoberUAIl
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - RoberUFinance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Smart Phone App for City Services, Ex.ample: City of Diamond Bar - All
Revisit departmental goals - All
Follow up and take lead on justification and needed info for ordinance for restriction of car sales on
public streets- Eric

5
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY/TY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBUC WORKS DEPARTMENT

WEEKLY STAFF MEETING
MONDAY, MARCH 18,2013
2:00P.M.
AGE
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ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
nd
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by March 19 and April 2 - All
th
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. March 26 and April 9 - All
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
5.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - Eric/Robert
6.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
7.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
8.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
10. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

MARCH 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2913)
NONE

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/4/2013)
1.
Authorization to Award the Construction Contract to XXX for the City Hall Second Level Flooring
Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration) Improvements Project - Project No. 803 0014
3040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 st Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801 0048 70 77 - Prem
4.
Acceptance of the State Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Grant and Funding Appropriation for
Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements - Eric
5.
Authorize the Submission of Grant Proposal for the Surface Transportation Program (STP) and Adopt
Resolution No. 2013-XXX Committing to Provide Local Match Fund at A Minimum of 11.47 Percent of
the Total Project Cost - Prem

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (2 nd Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette
2.
Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220072 for the Northeast Fire Station - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem
3.
Authorize the Submission of a Grant Application for the Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP) and Adopt Resolution No. 2013- XXX Committing to Provide Local
Matching Funds at A Minimum of 11.461 % of the Total Project Cost - Prem

MV00232081
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APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEEr.ING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/201i3'~N.D"'s:rAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
1.
Crossing Guard Program Citywide - Eric
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APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of The City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling and Commercial Recycling Bin Screening and Adoption
of a Resolution Relating to Citation Authorization, and Amendment to the FY 1213 Fee Schedule Robert
2. Approval of Grant Application Submittal for the California Federal Lands Access Program - Eric

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
TBD

JUNE 11,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
4.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1X (June 2013)
- Jeannette

JUNE 18,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project
No. XXX - Prem
2
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•

Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire
Station Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU -Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i. Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
rd

ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
iii.

st

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

(4th

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
3
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12.
13.

18.

PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, TraffiC Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

14.
15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of Lasselle/Dracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. List of SO Projects w/cost estimates, funding & shortfall - Prem
9. Look into implementing the "Next Door" program in Moval.
www.nextdoor.comanddemo.trynextdoor.com - Michele P.

10. Design and implement neighborhood/community signs related to "Next Door"
Program (see above) - Eric
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
5. Guardrail or post & cable at Bay Ave X Ramsdell Dr. - Eric

6. Bike Lanes on Sunnymead Blvd X Heacock St. - Eric
4
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E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RoberUPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Cactus renaming status (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
"autoMotiVe" Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Two-Year Budget Process - RoberUAIl
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - RoberUFinance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Smart Phone App for City Services, Example: City of Diamond Bar - All
Revisit departmental goals - All

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22. Follow up and take lead on justification and needed info for ordinance for restriction of car

sales on public streets- Eric

5
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKLY STAFF MFFTINC

MONDAY, MARCH 11,2013

2:00P.M.
A
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o

A
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.:.

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
N
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. March 1ih and March 26 - All
Optimist Club - PW Projects Update, March 14th - Ahmad
w
th
nd
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by March 19 and April 2 - All
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - Eric/Robert
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

4.

5.

MARCH 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
1.
Adopt Resolution No. 2013-XX Authorizing the City Manager to Execute Agreements with Caltrans for
Transportation Planning Grants - Eric

MARCH 19,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
NONE

MARCH 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/4/2013)
1.
Authorization to Award the Construction Contract to XXX for the City Hall Second Level Flooring
Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration) Improvements Project - Project No. 803 0014
3040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 sl Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801 00487077 - Prem
4.
Acceptance of the State Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Grant and Funding Appropriation for
Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements - Eric
5.
Authorize the Submission of Grant Proposal for the Surface Transportation Program (STP) and Adopt
Resolution No. 2013-XXX Committing to Provide Local Match Fund at A Minimum of 11.47 Percent of
the Total Project Cost - Prem

MV00232087
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II

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
nd
Utilities Commission (2 Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette
.2·:.' :, 'Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220'. ~. 072 for the Northeast Fire Station Project - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem
3;.. Authorize the Submission of a Grant Application for the Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP) and Adopt Resolution No. 2013- XXX Committing to Provide Local
Matching Funds at A Minimum of 11.461 % of the Total Project Cost - Prem

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
1.
Crossing Guard Program Citywide - Eric

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert
2. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to the FY12/13 Fee Schedule Robert

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
TBD

JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP). Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
4.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (June 2013)
- Jeannette

JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD
2
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.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•
•
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project
No. XXX - Prem
Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire
Station Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.
II.

iii.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec

(3rd

Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
. B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

th

3
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M.
5.
6.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

18.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. List of SO Projects w/cost estimates, funding & shortfall - Prem
9.

Look into implementing the "Next Door" program in Moval.
www.nextdoor.comanddemo.trynextdoor.com - Michele P

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddle brook Lane - Eric

4
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D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
5. Guardrail or post & cable at Bay Ave X Ramsdell - Eric
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Cactus renaming status (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertlPrem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
"autoMotiVe" Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Three-Year Budget Process - RobertlAIl
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - RobertlFinance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2nd Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)
Smart Phone App for City Services, Example: City of Diamond Bar - All
Revisit departmental goals - All

5
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

Swan St near Cockatiel Dr - Resident, Steve Timar (stevetimar@yahoo.com),
expressed concerns regarding the asphalt being approximately two inches short
of the sidewalk and raffiti on the sidewalks thru CM Stewart .

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
.
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKLY STAFF MEE'l'ING

MONDAY, MARCH

4, 2013

2:00 P.M.
AGE

.:.

N

0

13 MAR -

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1,
2,
3,
4,

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by March 5th and March 19 - All
Timesheets are due Tuesdays, March 12th and March 26 th - All
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - PremlAhmad
5,
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - EriclRobert
6,
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
7,
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
8.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
10. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

MARCH 5, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/11/2013)
1.
MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance- Jeannette

MARCH 12,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/11/2013AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
1.
Adopt Resolution No. 2013-XX Authorizing the City Manager to Execute Agreements with Caltrans for
Transportation Planning Grants - Eric

MARCH 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
NONE

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/412013)
1,
Authorization to Award the Construction Contract to XXX for the City Hall Second Level Flooring
Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration) Improvements Project - Project No, 803 0014
3040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 st Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801 0048 70 77 - Prem
4.
Acceptance of the State Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Grant and Funding Appropriation for
Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements - Eric
5.
Authorize the Submission of Grant Proposal for the Surface Transportation Program (STP) and Adopt
Resolution No. 2013-XXX Committing to Provide Local Match Fund at A Minimum of 11.47 Percent of
the Total Project Cost - Prem
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APRIL 9, 2013;GOtJNCU.:.:.MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3111/2013'AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
Ordinance,. N.o .. XX Addir:J~ ,Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities 'commission (2 nd Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette
2.
Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220072 for the Northeast Fire Station Project - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
1.
Crossing Guard Program Citywide - Eric

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert
2. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to the FY12/13 Fee Schedule Robert

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
TBD

JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric
3.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
4.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (June 2013)
- Jeannette

JUNE 18, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 5/20/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/27/2013)
TBD

2
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.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•
•

•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project
No. XXX - Prem

Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire
Station Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVUlENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

th

3
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M. CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem
5.
6.

18.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert .
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL
Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

A. City Manager:
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands (future CIP) - Prem
7. Pvmt condition of LasselielDracaea (future CIP) - Prem
8. List of SD Projects w/cost estimates, funding & shortfall - Prem
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric

D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
4
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3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric

5. Guardrail or post & cable at Bay Ave X Ramsdell - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - Robert/Prem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric

F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
b. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
c. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
d. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Cactus renaming status (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
"autoMotiVe" Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Three-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World LogistiCS Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2nd Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)
Smart Phone App for City Services, Example: City of Diamond Bar - All
Mid-Year Budget Items? - All/Robert
Revisit departmental goals - All

5
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

Swan St near Cockatiel Dr - Resident, Steve Timar (stevetimar@yahoo.com),
expressed concerns regarding the asphalt being approximately two inches short
of the sidewalk and raffiti on the sidewalks thru CM Stewart .

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
UCUSTOMER

CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKI.Y STAFF MELTING

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25,2013

2:00P.M.
AGE

.:.

N

D

UHCIL
CITY
MO HO VALLEY

RECEI~ME DAY

7 ~~Sf~l¥SE"

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. February 26 th and March 1ih - All
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by March 5th and March 19 - All
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
6.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - Eric/Robert
7.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
8.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
11. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

FEBRUARY 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/4/2013)
1.
Repeal Resolution 2010-58 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2013-13 Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette
2.
Approve a Resolution of the City of Moreno Valley to Amend the Electric Rates for Moreno Valley
Utility - Jeannette
3.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement with Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, and Authorize the
Appropriation of Funds, Project No. 804 0005 70 77 - Prem
4.
Approve Reimbursement Agreement for Construction of Alternate Street Section Over Eastern
Municipal Water District (EMWD) Facilities as Part of the Perris Blvd Widening From Perris
Valley Storm Drain Lateral "B" to Cactus Avenue - Prem

MARCH 5, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/4/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/11/2013)
1.
MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance- Jeannette

MARCH 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
1.
Acceptance of the State Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Grant and Funding Appropriation for
Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements - Eric
2.
Adopt Resolution No. 2013-XX Authorizing the City Manager to Execute Agreements with Caltrans for
Transportation Planning Grants - Eric

--
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MARCH 19,201-3 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/261r3 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
NONE
'- .
, .'

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/412013)
1.
Authorization to Award the Construction Contract to XXX for the City Hall Second Level Flooring
Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration) Improvements Project - Project No. 803 0014
3040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 51 Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801 0048 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (2 nd Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette
2.
Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220072 for the Northeast Fire Station Project - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3118/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
1.
Crossing Guard Program Citywide - Eric

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/112013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert
2. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to the FY12/13 Fee Schedule Robert

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY21, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/612013)
1.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
2.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing
a Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (May
2013) - Jeannette

2
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JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan
2.
Approval of Grant Application Submittals for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Cycle
6 - Eric

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design ConSUltant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project
No. XXX - Prem

•
•
•

•

Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire
Station Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77 - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 fd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 fd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.
F.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 fd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)
MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G. Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)
Local & Regional Meetings

4.

nd

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

th
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4. Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno Valley Jeannette
5. Remove "Private Street" signs in Townsite neighborhood - Eric
6. Pvmt condition of Brodiaea east & west of Redlands - Prem/Robert
7. Pvmt condition of Lasse"elDracaea - Prem/Robert
8. List of SD Projects w/cost estimates, funding & shortfall - Prem

4
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C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert
5. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
6. Maintenance of overgrown brush and bamboo by the drain basin behind the old Home Base
(Heacock/lronwood-?)-Robert
7. 12099 Franklin, install additional speed limit signs at the entrances to his subdivision to
further emphasize existing state law - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
2. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:

NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
c. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
d. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
e. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
f. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Cactus renaming status (On hold per CM) - Eric·
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - LD/Building
Three-Year Budget Process - RobertiAIl
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem

5
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18. Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
19. Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
20. Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
21. St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
22. Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
23. Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
nd
24. Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2 Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)
25. Smart Phone App for City Services, Example: City of Diamond Bar - All
26. Mid-Year Budget Items? - All/Robert
27. Revisit departmental goals - All

.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

2.

Steeplechase Drive - Resident, Eric at
expressed concerns
about the road/bumps on Steeplechase. Would like the first 50 or 100 feet of
Steeplechase at Ironwood to be milled off or overlaid or repaired and skin
atched.
Swan St near Cockatiel Dr - Resident, Steve Timar (stevetimar@yahoo.com),
expressed concerns regarding the asphalt being approximately two inches short
of the sidewalk and raffiti on the sidewalks thru CM Stewart .

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

PremlRobert

Robert

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKI.Y STAFF MEETING

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

19,2013

"SAME DAY
RESPONSE"

2:00 P.M.
AGE

.:.

N

D

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. February 26 th and March 1i h - All
th
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by February 19 and March 5 - All
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
4.
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
5.
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
6.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - EriclRobert
7.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
8.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
11. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem
1.

2.
3.

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/1412013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
NONE

..

-J

U1
W

FEBRUARY 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/412013)
1.
Repeal Resolution 2010-58 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2013-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette
2.
Approve a Resolution of the City of Moreno Valley to Amend the Electric Rates for Moreno Valley
Utility - Jeannette
3.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement with Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, and Authorize the
Appropriation of Funds, Project No. 804 0005 70 77 - Prem
4.
Approve Reimbursement Agreement for Construction of Alternate Street Section Over Eastern
Municipal Water District (EMWD) Facilities as Part of the Perris Blvd Widening From Perris
Valley Storm Drain Lateral "B" to Cactus Avenue - Prem

MARCH 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/11/20.13 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
1.
Acceptance of the State Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Grant and Funding Appropriation for
Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements - Eric
2.
Adopt Resolution No. 2013-XX Authorizing the City Manager to Execute Agreements with Caltrans for
Transportation Planning Grants - Eric

I .
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MARCH 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
1.
MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance- Jeannette

MARCH 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/4/2013)
1.
Authorization to Award the Construction Contract to XXX for the City Hall Second Level Flooring
Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration) Improvements Project - Project No. 803 0014
3040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 st Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801 0048 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 9, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (2 nd Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette
2.
Ap~rove and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220. ,._ 072 ·for the Northeast Fire Station Project - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem
,-,.,
\
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;APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
~ EmJLES -DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
"-1,. ~ Crossing Guard Program Citywide - Eric
.

r

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert
2. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to the FY12/13 Fee Schedule Robert

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
1.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
2.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing
a Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (May
2013) - Jeannette

2
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JUNE 11, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TSD)
•
•
•
•
•

•

MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance (Study Session) Jeannette
Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project
No. XXX - Prem
.

Approve and Execute Agreement for Exchange of Real Property for the Industrial Fire
Station Project - Project No. 803 0006 70 77

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
I.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
rd

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping

i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

4.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3 rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVUlENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

th

3
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

G.

WRCOGSolid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4.

Look into incentive opportunities for solar power for businesses interested in Moreno
Valley - Jeannette

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddle brook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1.

Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric

2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
4
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3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric

4. Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert

5. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
6. Maintenance of overgrown brush and bamboo by the drain basin behind the old Home Base
(Heacock/lronwood-?)-Robert

7. 12099 Franklin, install additional speed limit signs at the entrances to his subdivision to
further emphasize existing state law - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertiPrem
2.

Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric

F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16 .
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
c. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
d. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
e. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
f. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
Cactus renaming status (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - LD/Building
Three-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS

5
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24. Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2 Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)
25. Smart Phone App for City Services, Example: City of Diamond Bar - All
26. Mid-Year Budget Items? - All/Robert
27. Revisit departmental goals - All

.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

Steeplechase Drive - Resident, Eric at
expressed concerns
about the road/bumps on Steeplechase. Would like the first 50 or 100 feet of
Steeplechase at Ironwood to be milled off or overlaid or repaired and skin
atched.

PremlRobert

2.

Swan St near Cockatiel Dr - Resident, Steve Timar
(stevetimar@yahoo.com), expressed concerns regarding the asphalt
being approximately two inches short of the sidewalk and graffiti on the
sidewalks thru CM Stewart .

Robert

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTME~rr
WEEKLY STAFF MEETING

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11. 2013

2:00P.M.
AGE

.:.

N

0

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. February 1ih and February 26 - All
th
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by February 19 and March 5 - All
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - PremlAhmad
6.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - EriclRobert
7.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (June 2013 Timed with bridge demo) - Prem
8.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
9.
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric
11. SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (TBD) - Prem

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/1412013 AND 1/21/2013 STAFF REPORTS DUE)
NONE

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
NONE

FEBRUARY 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/412013)
1.
Repeal Resolution 2010-58 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2013-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette
2.
Approve a Resolution of the City of Moreno Valley to Amend the Electric Rates for Moreno Valley
Utility - Jeannette
3.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement with Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, and Authorize the
Appropriation of Funds, Project No. 804 0005 70 77 - Prem
4.
Approve Reimbursement Agreement for Construction of Alternate Street Section Over Eastern
Municipal Water District (EMWD) Facilities as Part of the Perris Blvd Widening From Perris
Valley Storm Drain Lateral "8" to Cactus Avenue - Prem
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MARCH' 12',2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITE.E'S'DUE·2/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
1.
Resolution No. _
Approval of Program Supplement Agreement for State Funded Project No. SR2S:,,_•. ~4411 (05Q)' and' Funding Appropriation for Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements, Under the
"", Safe 'Routes to School (SR2S) Program - Eric
2.
Resolution No. 2013-XX Authorizing the City Manager to Execute Agreements with Caltrans for
Transportation Planning Grants - Eric

MARCH 19,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
1.
MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance- Jeannette

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/4/2013)
1.
Authorization to Award the Construction Contract to XXX for the City Hall Second Level Flooring
Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration) Improvements Project - Project No. 803 0014
3040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 sl Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801 0048 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
1.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
nd
Utilities Commission (2 Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette
2.
Approve and Execute Agreement for Conveyance of Real Property for Acquisition of APN 473-220072 for the Northeast Fire Station Project - Project No. 803 0018 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
1.
Crossing Guard Program Citywide - Eric

APRIL 23,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert
2. Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to the FY12/13 Fee Schedule Robert

MAY 14, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

2
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MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
1.
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan - Jeannette
2.
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing
a Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (May
2013) - Jeannette

JUNE 11,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•
•
•
•
•

MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance (Study SeSSion) Jeannette
Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to
for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project
No. XXX - Prem

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects ,by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU -Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
I.

ii.
iii.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec

(3rd

Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

st

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVUlENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G. Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

3
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Local & Regional Meetings

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2 nd Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:
1. Proceed with the new Welcome and Way Finding Signs Implementation - Eric/Prem/Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
4
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C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert

5.

Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric

6. Maintenance of overgrown brush and bamboo by the drain basin behind the old Home Base
(Heacock/I ronwood-?)-Robert

7. 12099 Franklin, install additional speed limit signs at the entrances to his subdivision
to further emphasize existing state law - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
2.

Slurry seal crack on Sunnymead Ranch Parkway/Heacock Street (Construction Begins
Feb.2013) - Prem

3. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
4. Request Caltrans to place the TS at Box Springs & Morton back to normal timing while IIC
const. is in process - Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
c. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
d. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
e. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
f. DUllnfo (Comm. Riiff) - Eric
g. Explore ideas for traffic calming on local collectors - Eric
3. Cactus renaming status (On hold per CM) - Eric
4. Rancho Belago sign program installation (Completed by March 2013) - Eric
5. TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
6. EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
7. Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
8. Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertlPrem
9. Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
10. Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
11. Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
12. Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
5
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#

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - LD/Building
Three-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2 nd Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)
Smart Phone App for City Services, Example: City of Diamond Bar - All
6 - Month Planning Calendar - All
Mid-Year Budget Items? - All/Robert
Revisit departmental goals - All

6
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-,

.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN. WALKED IN. MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)
--

1.

Steeplechase Drive - Resident, Eric at
expressed concerns
about the road/bumps on Steeplechase. Would like the first 50 or 100 feet of
Steeplechase at Ironwood to be milled off or overlaid or repaired and skin

Prem/Robert

J~atched-

2.

Bay Avenue where it ends at Ramsdell Dr. - Resident, Ms. Velzy's at
(home) or
(cell), expressed concerns about the
number of accidents or possible future accidents in front of her home. She is
requesting possible remedies such as signs, speed humps or flashing lights
on Bay_Ave. (Through CM Molina - CRM#MV-14709-MOM8)

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Eric

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
PUBI..IC WORKS DEPARTMENT

"CUSTOMER
CARE"

"SAMf DAY
RESPONSE"

WEEKLY STAFF MIJ'TINC

MONDAY, FEBRUARY

4, 2013

2:00 P.M.
AGE

.:.

N

D

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. February 1i h and February 26 - All
th
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by February 5 and February 19 - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (February 2013) - Prem
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - PremlAhmad
7.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - EriclRobert
8.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (Mayor June 2013) - Prem
9.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
11. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/1412013 AND 1/21/2013 STAFF REPORTS DUE)
NONE

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
NONE
FEBRUARY 26. 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/412013)
,1.
Repeal Resolution 2007-108 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2012-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette
2.
Approve a Resolution of the City of Moreno Valley to Amend the Electric Rates for Moreno Valley
Utility - Jeannette
3.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement with Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, and Authorize the
Appropriation of Funds, Project No. 804 0005 70 77 - Prem
4.
Approve Reimbursement Agreement for Construction of Alternate Street Section Over Eastern
Municipal Water District (EMWD) Facilities as Part of the Perris Blvd Widening From Perds
Valley Storm Drain Lateral"B" to Cactus Avenue - Prem

Q~ :21 Wd L- 83:3 £1
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MARCH 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
1.
Resolution No. _ Approval of Program Supplement Agreement for State Funded Project No. SR2S:5441 (052) and Funding Appropriation for Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements, Under the
Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Program - Eric

MARCH 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
1.
MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance- Jeannette

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/4/2013)
1.
Authorization to Award the Construction Contract to XXX for the City Hall Second Level Flooring
Rehabilitation (Seismic Retrofit and Roof Restoration) Improvements Project - Project No. 803 0014
3040 - Prem
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 51 Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the WayFinding Signs, Project No. 801 0048 70 77 - Prem

APRIL 9,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/18/2013)
TBD
1.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (2 nd Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette

APRIL 16, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 3/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/25/2013)
1.
Crossing Guard Program Citywide - Eric

APRIL 23, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 3/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/1/2013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert

MAY 14,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/15/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/22/2013)
TBD

MAY 21,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
. (TITLES DUE 4/22/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 4/29/2013)
1.
FY2013-14 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan Review - Prem

MAY 28,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 4/29/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/6/2013)
1.
Approval of 19~:'fle~rl R,e~so~~9ySPlpQ - Je.annette
..,
.
2.
A Resolution ofJthe·1City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing
a Renewable Energy HvefRy[q~s Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1X (May
2013) - Jeannette. "';:'""0 (I 11'1 r I (" .
.
-

: ' . ' ~l .,~"
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JUNE 11,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 5/13/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 5/20/2013)
1.
Adoption of FY2013-14 Capital Improvement Plan

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBD)
•

MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance (Study Session) Jeannette
Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code,
Relating to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to
the FY12/13 Fee Schedule - Robert
Award Construction Contract to XXX for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, Project
No. XXX - Prem

•
•
•
•

•

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations

i. Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
ii.
iii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 rd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping

C.
D.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)
MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)
Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3rd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

i.

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)
G. Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)
4.

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric
RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 th Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

C.
D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric
3
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric·

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical- Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval .for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Proceed with the new Welcome and Way Finding Signs Implementation - Eric/Prem/Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
1. Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
2. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad

3. Augment street maintenance budget (1 to 2 years) - Ahmad/Finance Dept.
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
4
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2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert
5. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
6. Speed hump on Franklin (12099 Franklin, Eric

- Eric

7. Maintenance of overgrown brush and bamboo by the drain basin behind the old Home Base
(Heacock/lronwood-?)-Robert

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
2. Slurry seal crack on Sunnymead Ranch Parkway/Heacock Street (Construction Begins
Feb.2013) - Prem
3. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
4. Request Caltrans to place the TS at Box Springs & Morton back to normal timing while I/C
const. is in process - Eric
5. Day St., Cottonwood to Bay to Alessandro, 25 MPH seems to low - Eric
6. Centerpointe w/o Frederick, why 25 MPH? - Eric
7. Paint the curb red at and adjacent to the FH at the SW corner of Pigeon Pass and Harland
because residents tend to park at or near the FH and with the driveway being too close to the
corner, causes sight distance issue- Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
c. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
d. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
e. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
Cactus renaming status (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program status - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertlPrem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - LD/Building
Three-Year Budget Process - RobertlAIl
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
5
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18. Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
19. Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
20. Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
21. St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
22. Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
23. Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
24. Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2nd Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)
25. Smart Phone App for City Services, Example: City of Diamond Bar - All
26. 6 - Month Planning Calendar - All
27. Mid-Year Budget Items? - All/Robert

6
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

PremlRobert

1.

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, PE, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
WEEKLY S'TAFF MEETING

MONDAY. TANUARY 28.2013.
11:00A.M..
AGE

.:.

N

0

~d,y,'·1 ... ell
r401'l 0 VALLEY
. .'ECEI'f~j\ME DAY

I

WfSJ:'l£,SE"

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. January 29 th and February 9 - All
th
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by February 5 and February 19 - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (February 2013) - Prem
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
7.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - Eric/Robert
8.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (Mayor June 2013) - Prem
9.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
11. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND 1/21/2013 STAFF REPORTS DUE)
NONE

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
1. MVU Overview and Update, and Discussion on Utilities Commission Ordinance- Jeannette

FEBRUARY 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/4/2013)
1.
Repeal Resolution 2007-108 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2012-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (1 st Reading and Introduction) - Jeannette
3.
Approve the Draft Cooperative Agreement with Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, and Authorize the
Appropriation of Funds, Project No. 804 0005 70 77 - Prem
4.
Approve the Reimbursement for Construction of Alternate Street Section Over Eastern Water District
(EMWD) Facilities as Part of the Perris Blvd Widening From Perris Valley Storm Drain Lateral uB" to
Cactus Avenue - Prem

--

---
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MARCH 12, 201:3 GOUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE·-2A'f/201:r'AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
1.
Resolution'No.' ~ Approval of Program Supplement Agreement for State Funded Project No. SR2S:5441:' !(05'2)rpnd I F:-u.t;'~in!1 rAppropriation for Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements, Under the
Safe Routes to Schb'ol (S'R2S) Program - Eric
2.
Ordinance No. XX Adding Chapter 2.25 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code Establishing a
Utilities Commission (2 nd Reading and Adoption) - Jeannette

MARCH 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2118/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
TBD

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/412013)
TBD
.

•:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T80)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening (April 2013) - Robert
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan (May 2013) - Jeannette
Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code, Relating
to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to
the FY12/13 Fee Schedule - Robert
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (May 2013) Jeannette
Crossing Guard Program Citywide (Study Session) - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU and SO - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i. Solid WastelAdmin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
ii. Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 fd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
III.

Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 fd Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.
C.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)
MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)
2
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

st

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1 Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3fd Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1

st

Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
nd

A.

RCTC Executive Board Meeting (2

B.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad IPrem/Eric

C.

RTA Executive Board Meeting (4 Thursday of every month @ 2:00 PM) - Eric

D.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every other
month @ 2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

F.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

G.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

H.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

I.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

J.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

K.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

L.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

M.

CIP Project Schedules (1st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Wednesday of every month @ 9:30 AM) - Eric

th

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and·
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Proceed with the new Welcome and Way Finding Signs Implementation - Eric/Prem/Ahmad
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B. Mayor
1.
2.
3.

Owings:
Add WRCOG and MJPA to the regional agenda prep with council - Prem
Utility Commission formation - Jeannette
Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
4. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert
5. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
6. Speed hump on Franklin (12099 Franklin, Eric 951-809-6242) - Eric
7. Maintenance of overgrown brush and bamboo by the drain basin behind the old Home Base
(Heacockllronwood-?)-Robert
E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs (Construction Begins Feb.2013) - RobertlPrem
2. Slurry seal crack on Sunnymead Ranch Parkway/Heacock Street - Prem
3. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
4. Request Caltrans to place the TS at Box Springs & Morton back to normal timing while I/C
const. is in process - Eric
5. Day St., Cottonwood to Bay to Alessandro, 25 MPH seems to low - Eric
6. Centerpointe w/o Frederick, why 25 MPH? - Eric
7. Paint the curb red at and adjacent to the FH at the SW corner of Pigeon Pass and
Harland because residents tend to park at or near the FH and with the driveway being
too close to the corner, causes sight distance issue- Eric
F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:

3.
4.

a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Guy wire at SE corner of Heacock/Alessandro - Eric
c. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
d. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
e. APS request (by Commissioner Riiff) at Sunnymead/Heacock - Eric
f. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
g. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
Cactus renaming status - (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program status - Eric
4
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9
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Lot 79/Mountain View Community HOA, Biologist & Maintenance Costs - LO/Prem/Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - LD/Building
Three-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2nd Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)

5
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HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

2.

Steeplechase Drive - Resident, Eric at
expressed concerns
about the road/bumps on Steeplechase. Would like the first 50 or 100 feet of
Steeplechase at Ironwood to be milled off or overlaid or repaired and skin
atched.
Ironwood x Morton - Realtor, Richard Tegley at
and/or
richardtegley@roadrunner.com, expressed concerns about the traffic markings
in front of the a artments at Ironwood/Morton. Email to eM Stewart

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

PremlRobert

Eric

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I
Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Director of Human Resources

6
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
"

"CUSTOMER
CARE"

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

WEEKLY S'fAFF MEETING
TUESDAY, JANUARY 22,2013,

CITY

l'4 . 'HO VALLEY

R'E~~~1fr DAY
AN 2~E~WaMrf"

2:00P.M.
AGE

.:.

N

0

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. January 29 th and February 9th - All
th
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by February 5 and February 19 - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (February 2013) - Prem
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
7.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - Eric/Robert
8.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (Mayor June 2013) - Prem
9.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
11. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JANUARY 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/20/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/2/2013)
1.
Authorize the seventh amendment to agreement for professional consultant services with Parsons
Transportation Group for SR-60/Nason Overcrossing and SR-60/Moreno Beach Drive Improvements,
Phases 1 and 2 - Project Nos. 80200037077-4821,801 00387077-4821, AND 801 0021 70773003-Prem
2.
Ordianace No. 858 - Amending section 12.20.020 of Chapter 12.20 of the City of Moreno Valley
Municipal code declaring Prima Facie speed limits on certain streets (received introduction on January
22, 2013 by a 5-0 vote)-Eric
FEBRUARY 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND 1/21/2013 STAFF REPORTS DUE)
1.
Resolution No. _ Approval of Program Supplement Agreement for State Funded Project No. SR2S:5441 (052) and Funding Appropriation for Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements, Under the
Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Program - Eric
2.
Approve the Cooperative Agreement with Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District for the Moreno Master Drainage Plan Line F, Stage 2, and Authorize the Appropriation of
Funds - Prem

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
1. MVU Overview and Update - Revenues & Expenses - Jeannette

FEBRUARY 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/4/2013)
1.
Repeal Resolution 2007-108 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2012-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette

MV00232131

MARCH-12/ '2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE·2'/.11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
TBD .. , ' ..
: . '1 .' ('! ., I~"·
MARCH 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
TBD

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/4/2013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T80)
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening (April 2013) - Robert
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan (May 2013) - Jeannette
Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code, Relating
to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric
Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to
the FY12/13 Fee Schedule - Robert
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (May 2013) Jeannette
Crossing Guard Program Citywide (Study Session) - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU and SO - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
I.

ii.
iii.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
rd

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
rd

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping

C.
D.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)
MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)
st
Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1 Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

i.

rd

Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

2
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G.
4.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 sl Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings

A.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

B.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every month @
2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

C.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

D.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

F.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

G.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

H.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

I.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

J.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

K.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

5.
6.

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
7.
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
8.
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
9.
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
10. Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
11. Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
12. PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
13. Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
14 .. Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
15. Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
16. Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
17. Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Proceed with the new Welcome and Way Finding Signs Implementation - Eric/Prem/Ahmad
B. Mayor
1.
2.
3.

Owings:
Add WRCOG and MJPA to the regional agenda prep with council - Prem
Utility Commission formation - Jeannette
Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels LD/Robert
4. Community involvement regarding future PW programs & projects - Ahmad
C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
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D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert
5. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
6. Speed hump on Franklin (12099 Franklin, Eric

) - Eric

7. Maintenance of overgrown brush and bamboo by the drain basin behind the old Home
Base (Heacockllronwood-?)-Robert

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RobertlPrem
2. Slurry seal crack on Sunnymead Ranch Parkway/Heacock Street - Prem
3. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
4. Request Caltrans to place the TS at Box Springs & Morton back to normal timing while IIC
const. is in process - Eric
5. Day St., Cottonwood to Bay to Alessandro, 25 MPH seems to low - Eric
6. Centerpointe w/o Frederick, why 25 MPH? - Eric

F. Council Member Baca:

NONE
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Guy wire at SE corner of Heacock/Alessandro - Eric
c. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
d. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
e. APS request (by Commissioner Riiff) at Sunnymead/Heacock - Eric
f. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
g. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
Cactus renaming status - (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program status - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Lot 79/Mountain View Community HOA, Biologist & Maintenance Costs - LD/Prem/Robert
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
4
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - LD/Building
Three-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2nd Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

2.

Steeplechase Drive - Resident, Eric at
, expressed concerns
about the road/bumps on Steeplechase. Would like the first 50 or 100 feet of
Steeplechase at Ironwood to be milled off or overlaid or repaired and skin
atched.
Ironwood x Morton - Realtor, Richard Tegley at
and/or
richardtegley@roadrunner.com, expressed concerns about the traffic markings
in front of the a artments at Ironwood/Morton. Email to eM Stewart

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

PremlRobert

Eric

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I
Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Director of Human Resources

6
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ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
Moreno Valley hosting League of CA Cities Event at CRC (January 14th) - All
th
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. January 15 and January 29 - All
th
nd
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by January 22 and February 5 - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (February 2013) - Prem
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27, 2013) - Eric/Robert
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (Mayor June 2013) - Prem
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JANUARY 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/17/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/20/12)
TBD

JANUARY 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/20/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/2/2013)
1.
Authorize the Seventh Amendment to Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Parsons
Transportation Group for SR-60/Nason Overcrossing and SR-60/Moreno Beach Drive Improvements,
Phases 1 and 2 - Project Nos. 80200037077-4821,801 00387077-4821, and 801 0021 7077-3003
- Prem
2.
Ordinance 858 Amending Section 12.20.020 of Chapter 12.20 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal
Code Declaring Prima Facie Speed Limits on Certain Streets (2 nd Reading) - Eric

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND 1/21/2013 STAFF REPORTS DUE)
1.
Resolution No. _
Approval of Program Supplement Agreement for State Funded Project No. SR2S:5441 (052) and Funding Appropriation for Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements, Under the
Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Program - Eric

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
1. MVU Overview and Update - Revenues & Expenses - Jeannette
I

MV00232137

FEBRUARY 26,,201'3 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE ·1·j2·8i2013·~ND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/4/2013)
1.
Commercial.)R'ecycling Dumpster Screening - Robert
2.
Repe_~l ~e~9{uti£,~
08 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assemblyl Bill· 2Cl211 ,And (Adopt Resolution 2012-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette

,?9p7 -!

MARCH 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/11/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/18/2013)
TBD

MARCH 19,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 2/18/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/25/2013)
TBD

MARCH 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 2/25/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 3/412013)
TBD

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T80)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV SUbstation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code, Relating
to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Crossing Guard Program Citywide (Study Session) - Eric
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1 X (May 2013) Jeannette
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan (May 2013) - Jeannette
Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to
the FY12/13 Fee Schedule - Robert
Authorization to Award Agreement for Professional Design Consultant Services to _ _ for the
Bicycle Master Plan Update Project - Eric

.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU and SD - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid WastelAdmin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 rd Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

iii. Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)
rd

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (3 Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
2
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V
B.

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1st Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Mon, 10:30-11:30 am)

rd

Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

B.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every month @
2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

C.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

D.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

F.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

G.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

H.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

I.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

J.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

K.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

3
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.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Proceed with the new Welcome and Way Finding Signs Implementation - Eric/Prem/Ahmad

B. Mayor
1.
2.
3.

Owings:
Add WRCOG and MJPA to the regional agenda prep with council- Prem
Utility Commission formation - Jeannette
Continue process with private owners responsibility of maintaining drainage channels
- LD/Robert
4. Community involvement regarding future PW plans & projects - Ahmad

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddle brook Lane - Eric

D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2. Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem
3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4. Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert
5.

Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric

6. Speed hump on Franklin (12099 Franklin, Eric

) - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - Robert/Prem
2. Slurry seal crack on Sunnymead Ranch Parkway/Heacock Street - Prem
3. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
4. Request Caltrans to place the TS at Box Springs & Morton back to normal timing while IIC
const. is in process - Eric
5. Day St., Cottonwood to Bay to Alessandro, 25 MPH seems to low - Eric
6. Centerpointe w/o Frederick, why 25 MPH? - Eric

F. Council Member Baca:
NONE

2.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Guy wire at SE corner of Heacock/Alessandro - Eric
4
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3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

c. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
d. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
e. APS request (by Commissioner Riiff) at Sunnymead/Heacock - Eric
f. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
g. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
Cactus renaming status - (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program status - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Lot 79/Mountain View Community HOA, Biologist & Maintenance Costs - Robert/Mark/Prem
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - All
Three-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Iris Street paving project bike loops - Prem/Eric
nd
Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2 Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard & get
ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)

5
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HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

_.
1.

2.

3.

._--------

29124 Alessandro Blvd - Resident, Ms. Bryant at
, expressed PremlRoberllEric
concerns about the speeding along Alessandro Blvd.
Possible remedies:
1. PD's enforcement level for speeding cars
2. Stop signs at either end of the block
3. Grinding the crown
4. Speed humps
5. Barriers
Steeplechase Drive - Resident, Eric at
, expressed concerns PremlRoberl
about the road/bumps on Steeplechase. Would like the first 50 or 100 feet of
Steeplechase at Ironwood to be milled off or overlaid or repaired and skin
patched.
and/or Eric
Ironwood x Morton - Realtor, Richard Tegley at
richardtegley@roadrunner.com, expressed concerns about the traffic markings
in front of the apartments at Ironwood/Morton. (Email to eM Stewart}
---

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I
Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Director of Human Resources
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

"CUSTOMER
CARE"

WEEKLY STAFF MEETING

MONDAY, [ANUARY 7,2013,
2:00P.M.
AGE

.:.

N

D

"SAME DAY
RESPONSE"

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugustiSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (January 2013) - Prem
nd
th
Monthly Departmental Update to City Manager Due by January 8 and January 22 - All
Moreno Valley hosting League of CA Cities Event at CRC (January 14th) - All
th
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. January 15 and January 29 - All
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (February 27 - March 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - PremlAhmad
8.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - EriclRobert
9.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (Mayor June 2013) - Prem
10. Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
11. Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
12. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

JANUARY 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/10/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/17112)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Presentation: American Public Works Association Project Award for the Auto Mall Street Improvement
Project - Ahmad
Ordinance _
Amending Section 12.20.020 of Chapter 12.20 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal
Code Declaring Prima Facie Speed Limits on Certain Streets - Eric
Acceptance of Cycle 5 Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Grant and Funding
Appropriation for Alessandro Boulevard and Elsworth Street Intersection Improvement Project - Eric
Acceptance of Cycle 5 Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Grant and Funding
Appropriation for Sunnymead Boulevard and SR-60 EB on-ramp Intersection Improvement Project Eric
Amend CIP to include the Citywide Moreno Valley Welcome & Way Finding Signs - Eric

JANUARY 15, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 12/17/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/20/12)
TBD

JANUARY 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/20/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 112/2013)
1.
Authorize the Seventh Amendment to Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Parsons
Transportation Group for SR-60/Nason Overcrossing and SR-60/Moreno Beach Drive Improvements,
Phases 1 and 2 - Project Nos. 80200037077-4821, 801 00387077-4821, and 801 0021 7077-3003
-Prem

-- - -

------

--------------~
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2.

Repeal Resolution 2007-108 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2012-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND 1/21/2013 STAFF REPORTS DUE)
1.
Resolution No. _ Approval of Program Supplement Agreement for State Funded Project No. SR2S:5441 (052) and Funding Appropriation for Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements, Under the
Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Program - Eric

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
1. MVU Overview and Update - Revenues & Expenses - Jeannette
2. A Resolution Adopting and Implementing a Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant
to California Senate Bill 2-1 X - Jeannette

FEBRUARY 26, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/4/2013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (T80)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12.70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code, Relating
to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Crossing Guard Program Citywide (Study Session) - Eric
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bi1l2-1X (May 2013)Jeannette
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan (May 2013) - Jeannette
Amendment to Chapter 6.02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to
the FY12/13 Fee Schedule - Robert

2
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.:. ONGOING TASKS
1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to DirlDM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU and SO - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 th Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

ii.

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

rd

iii. Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1
iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov
B.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

(3rd

Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
i.

4.

st

Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 st Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1 Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3

F.

MVU/ENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1

st

rd

st

Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)
Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings
A.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

B.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every month @
2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

C.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

D.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

F.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

G.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

H.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

I.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

J.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

K.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
CaUPigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CI P projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
3
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u
I

.,,

17 .. Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:
A. City Manager:
1. Proceed with the new Welcome and Way Finding Signs Implementation - Eric/Prem/Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
NONE

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2.

Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem

3. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
4.

Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert

5. Speed hump at 14187 Apple BlosS9m, South of Brodiaea - Eric
6. Speed hump on Franklin (12099 Franklin, Eric

) - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RoberUPrem
2. Slurry seal crack on Sunnymead Ranch Parkway/Heacock Street - Prem
Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
4. Request Caltrans to place the TS at Box Springs & Morton back to normal timing while I/C
const. is in process - Eric
5. Day St., Cottonwood to Bay to Alessandro, 25 MPH seems to low - Eric
6. Centerpointe w/o Frederick, why 25 MPH? - Eric
3.

F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Guy wire at SE corner of Heacock/Alessandro - Eric
c. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
d. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
e. APS request (by Commissioner Riiff) at Sunnymead/Heacock - Eric
f. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
g. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
4
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Cactus renaming status - (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program status - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU (December 2012) - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard RobertiPrem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Lot 79/Mountain View Community HOA, Biologist & Maintenance Costs - RobertiMark/Prem
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - All
Three-Year Budget Process - RobertiAIl
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - RobertiFinance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Iris Street paving project bike loops - Prem/Eric
Revisit speed limits on Moreno Beach from Kalmia to JFK- Eric
Task Force Effort to prepare for the 2 nd Floor rehab. Block time every Thursday to pack, discard
& get ready for the move out - ALL (Prem, Eric, Anna)

5
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

2.

3.

29124 Alessandro Blvd - Resident, Ms. Bryant at
expressed
concerns about the speeding along Alessandro Blvd.
Possible remedies:
1. PO's enforcement level for speeding cars
2. Stop signs at either end of the block
3. Grinding the crown
4. Speed humps
5. Barriers
Steeplechase Drive - Resident, Eric at
expressed concerns
about the road/bumps on Steeplechase. Would like the first 50 or 100 feet of
Steeplechase at Ironwood to be milled off or overlaid or repaired and skin
patched.
Ironwood x Morton - Realtor, Richard Tegley at
and/or
richardtegle~(ci2roadrunner.com, expressed concerns about the traffic
markings in front of the apartments at Ironwood/Morton. (Email to CCM
Stewart)

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

PremlRobertlEric

PremlRobert

Eric

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Manager
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I
Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Director of Human Resources
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"CUSTOMER
CARE"

WEEKLY STAFF MECflNG

MONDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2012,12
2:00 P.M.
AGE

.:.

cau

CITY OF MORENO VALLEX5RENO AllE'Y
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
RE EIYFn..

N

D

ore

--SAME DA~

pM@i~NSE

A

ROUNDTABLE (ANNOUNCEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, EVENTS)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PAR's for May/June/July/AugusUSeptember due by employee review date - Anna
th
Timesheets are due Tuesdays. December 18 - All
Christmas-New Year Closure of City Offices (Response to Rix Skonberg's questions) - All
SR-60/Moreno Beach Phase 1 Ground Breaking (January 2013) - Prem
League of CA Cities Public Works Conference (March 27 - April 1, 2013) - Ahmad
Perris Boulevard between Cactus Avenue and South City Limits Street Improvement Project - Ribbon
Cutting (Tentatively May 2013) - Prem/Ahmad
7.
Memorial Day Motorcycle Parade (May 27,2013) - Eric/Robert
8.
SR-60/Nason Phase 2 Bridge Milestone Ceremony (Mayor June 2013) - Prem
9.
Ironwood Street Improvements (Heacock-Perris) Project - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
10. Heacock Bridge - Ribbon Cutting (TBD) - Prem
11. TMC Grand Opening Ceremony (On-Hold) - Eric

.:.

COUNCIL ITEMS

DECEMBER 18, 2012 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 11/19/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 11/26/12)
~~

TBD

JANUARY 8,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/10/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/17/12)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Presentation: American Public Works Association Project Award for the Auto Mall Street Improvement
Project - Ahmad
Ordinance _
Amending Section 12.20.020 of Chapter 12.20 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal
Code Declaring Prima Facie Speed Limits on Certain Streets - Eric
Acceptance of Cycle 5 Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Grant and Funding
Appropriation for Alessandro Boulevard and Elsworth Street Intersection Improvement Project - Eric
Acceptance of Cycle 5 Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Grant and Funding
Appropriation for Sunnymead Boulevard and SR-60 EB on-ramp Intersection Improvement Project Eric
Resolution No. _
Approval of Program Supplement Agreement for State Funded Project No. SR2S:5441 (052) and Funding Appropriation for Delphinium Avenue Sidewalk Improvements, Under the
Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Program - Eric
Repeal Resolution 2007-108 Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno Valley Utility as Mandated by
Assembly Bill 2021 And Adopt Resolution 2012-XX Updating Energy Efficiency Targets for Moreno
Valley Utility - Jeannette
Amend CIP to include the Citywide Moreno Valley Welcome & Way Finding Signs - Eric
Authorize the Seventh Amendment to Agreement for Professional Consultant Services with Parsons
Transportation Group for SR-60/Nason Overcrossing and SR-60/Moreno Beach Drive Improvements,
Phases 1 and 2 - Project Nos. 80200037077-4821, 801 00387077-4821, and 801 0021 7077-3003 Prem

--_ .. -------_..

---------------
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JANUARY 15; 2CJ13 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1e/17n2'AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 12/20/12)
TBD

JANUARY 22, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 12/20/12 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 112/2013)
1.
Award Construction Contract to XXXXX for the Sunnymead Ranch Parkway Slurry Seal Project (from
Heacock Street to Perris Boulevard), Project No, 801 0003 70 77 - Prem
2.
A Resolution Adopting and Implementing a Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant
to California Senate Bill 2-1 X

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND 1/21/2013 STAFF REPORTS DUE)
TBD

FEBRUARY 19, 2013 COUNCIL MEETING - STUDY SESSION
(TITLES DUE 1/14/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 1/28/2013)
TBD

FEBRUARY 26,2013 COUNCIL MEETING - REGULAR MEETING
(TITLES DUE 1/28/2013 AND STAFF REPORTS DUE 2/4/2013)
1. Commercial Recycling Dumpster Screening - Robert

.:. TENTATIVE FUTURE COUNCIL ITEMS (TBO)
1,
2.
3.
4.
5,

6,
7,

Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for Acquisition of Property for 33 kV Substation Jeannette
Introduce Ordinance _ , Adding Chapter 12,70 to the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code, Relating
to Prohibiting the Harassment of Cyclists - Eric
Crossing Guard Program Citywide (Study Session) - Eric
Cooperative Agreement for Moreno MOP Lines I, J, and J-9 - Prem
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California, Adopting and Implementing a
Renewable Energy Resources Procurement Plan Pursuant to California Senate Bill 2-1X (May 2013)Jeannette
Approval of 10-Year Resource Plan (May 2013) - Jeannette
Amendment to Chapter 6,02 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code and Adoption of the
Proposed Ordinance Related to Illegal Hauling Relating to Citation Authorization and Amendment to
the FY12/13 Fee Schedule - Robert

2
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· .:. ONGOING TASKS
.1. Monthly CIP Project Status Report (categorize projects by type of work) to Dir/DM (Excel-PDF) - Prem
2. Quarterly Productivity Report of Maintenance and Operations - Robert
3. Quarterly Meetings with Field Crew Supervisors (M&O and Transportation) and 1 quarterly meeting with
MVU and SD - Ahmad
A. Maintenance & Operations
i.
II.

iii.

th

Solid Waste/Admin, Feb, May, Aug, Nov (4 Tuesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
rd

Brian's Crew, Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (3 Thursday, 2:30-3:30 pm)
Steve's Crew, Apr, July, Oct, Jan (1 st Thursday, 9:30-10:30 am)

iv. Andy's Crew, Feb, May, Aug, Nov
B.

(3rd

Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 pm)

Transportation, TS & Signing & Striping
st

i. Scott's Crew, Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1 Wednesday, 8:00-9:00 am)

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

C.

MVU - Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec (1 st Tuesday, 9:30-10:30 am)

D.

Capital Projects - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 1 Wednesday, 3:30-5:00 pm)

E.

Transportation - Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec (Every other month, 3

F.

MVUlENCO - May, Jul, Sep, Nov (Every other month, Monday 9:30-10:30 am)

G.

Admin Assistant Clerical Meeting - Mar, June, Sep, Dec (1

st

rd

st

Thursday (Payday), 8:00-9:00 am)
Mon, 10:30-11 :30 am)

Local & Regional Meetings

A.

RCTC - TAC (3rd Monday of every month @ 10:00 AM) - Ahmad /Prem/Eric

B.

WRCOG Public Works Committee Meeting (Dark in December) (2nd Thursday of every month @
2:00 PM) - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

C.

WRCOG Central Zone TAC Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

D.

WRCOG Adhoc Subcommittee Meeting - Ahmad/Prem/Eric

E.

WRCOG Solid Waste TAC (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

F.

Planning Commission Meeting (2nd Thursday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - as needed

G.

Traffic Safety Commission - (1 st Wednesday of every month @ 6:00 PM) - Ahmad/Eric

H.

Clean Cities Coalition (meets Bi-Monthly) - Robert

I.

Riverside County Solid Waste Task Force (meets as needed) - Robert

J.

Waste Management (meets monthly) - Ahmad/Robert

K.

CIP Project Schedules (1 st Wednesday of each Month) - Ahmad/Prem

Advance discussion with WRCOG regarding all new/changed TUMF projects - Prem
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing & Striping and MVU staff in both CIP Development
plan review and field presence to assure compliance with maintenance concerns - Prem/Eric/LDD
Accessibility/response via cell phone for Ahmad's calls - All
Measures to make PW crews safer when working in streets - Robert/Eric
Cat/Pigeon control at PW Yard- Robert
Include improvement of aging infrastructure related to MVU in various CIP projects when feasible and
practical - Prem/Jeannette
Monitor public website and keep updated re: MVU information - Jeannette
PW Employee Recognition (work accomplishment, education advancement, etc.) - Ahmad/Anna
Inclusion of M&O, Traffic Signals, Traffic Signing and Striping, and MVU staff in Quarterly Utility
Coordination Meetings (prepare blast email of project updates from quarterly meetings on CP website
to PW Division Managers) - Prem
Improve on communication, announcements, clerical support, Motivate Moval for Traffic Signals,
Traffic Signing and Striping staff - Eric
Provide CP project schedule to all PW Division Managers beginning July - Prem
Enforce Provisions to hold contractors responsible for maintaining areas beyond project limits - Prem
3
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17.

Submit staff reports for council items in a timely manner so as to allow CM's Office & City Attorney
ample review time - ALL

.:.

SPECIFIC TASKS

1.

CITY MANAGER, MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL REQUESTS:

A. City Manager:
1. Proceed with Option 3 sign (Welcome and Way Finding) - Eric/Prem/Ahmad
B. Mayor Owings:
NONE

C. Mayor Pro Tem Co:
1. Speed Hump application status for Saddlebrook Lane - Eric
D. Council Member Molina:
1. Examine solar powered flashing lights at schools - Eric
2.

Flooding at 24594 Sunnymead Blvd. (Future CIP Project) - Prem

3.

Shell gas station gated driveway at Sunnymead/SR-60 - Eric/Planning

4. Alessandro medians (proposed) vs. shopping center access - Eric
5. Look into drought resistant landscaping within 4ft. of right of way; Property is not adjacent to
the Flood Control Basin fronting Ironwood however, privately owned - Prem/Robert
6. Speed hump at 14187 Apple Blossom, South of Brodiaea - Eric
7. Speed hump on Franklin (12099 Franklin, Eric

) - Eric

E. Council Member Stewart:
1. Citywide crack seal and slurry seal programs - RoberUPrem
2.

Slurry seal crack on Sunnymead Ranch Parkway/Heacock Street - Prem

3. Revisit warrant study of MVUSD Crossing Guard locations & regularly report back to TSC in
order to have consistent practice throughout the city - Eric
4. Request Caltrans to place the TS at Box Springs & Morton back to normal timing while IIC
const. is in process - Eric
5. Day St., Cottonwood to Bay to Alessandro, 25 MPH seems to low - Eric
6. Frederick, near Centerpointe, why 25 MPH? - Eric

F. Council Member Baca:
NONE
2.

Traffic Safety Commission:
a. Quarterly CIP status report (provide copies to commissioners) - Eric
b. Guy wire at SE corner of Heacock/Alessandro - Eric
c. Additional efforts in raising public awareness regarding pedestrian's safety thru educational videos,
MVTV, etc. - Eric
d. MV Ranch Speed Hump request (by lady resident & Chair Sawyerr) on several streets - Eric
e. APS request (by Commissioner Riiff) al-Sunnymead/Heacock - Eric
4
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

f. Complete MVUSD Crossing Guard Study by March/April 2013 (Chair Sawyerr) - Eric
g. Complaint about the 35 MPH on Brodiaea, Heacock to Indian (by two gentleman residents) - Eric
Cactus renaming status - (On hold per CM) - Eric
Rancho Belago sign program status - Eric
TUMF Network update (Part of City's Circulation Element) - Prem/Eric
EV Strategy to be developed and completed by MVU (December 2012) - Jeannette
Vehicle Replacement Program (Need for a new patch truck [pending future budget]) - Robert
Pavement/drainage improvement & painting (facilities will handle painting request) at PW Yard Robert/Prem
Mission & Vision Statements - Ahmad/All
Preventive Maintenance Program for Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Street Sweepers equipment repair/replacement and street sweeping program - Robert
Under-resourced Mechanics/Fleet Unit - Robert
Lot 79/Mountain View Community HOA, Biologist & Maintenance Costs - Robert/Mark/Prem
City Vehicle Carwash Cost Issue (RFP by Purchasing, scope input by M&O)- Robert
Recycle bins at city parks - Robert
Upcoming So. Cal. Gas Co. automated meter program - All
iWorQ Management Tool for PW - All
Three-Year Budget Process - Robert/All
FY2013/14 CIP Process - Prem
Research potential solar power generation in conjunction with the World Logistics Center developmentJeannette
Research potential web-based communication system in conjunction with the World Logistics Center
development- Jeannette
Lite Owl Energy Saving Device (Muni-Fed) - Jeannette
St. Lt. Acquisition (Muni-Fed/SCE) - Jeannette
Basic accounting training by Finance in order to do better on LOGOS - Robert/Finance
Corporate Yard overall security concern, guard shack option? - Robert & Eric/HR, PCS
Iris Street paving project, cut or crushed bike loops? - Prem/Eric
Revisit speed limits on Moreno Beach from Kalmia to JFK- Eric

5
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.:.

HIGH PROFILE OR TIME/FUNDING DEPENDANT CRM's) OR CITIZENS CONCERNS
(CALLED IN, WALKED IN, MAILED & ELECTRONICALLY)

1.

29124 Alessandro Blvd - Resident, Ms. Bryant at
concerns about the speeding along Alessandro Blvd.
Possible remedies:
1. PD's enforcement level for speeding cars
2. Stop signs at either end of the block
3. Grinding the crown
4. Speed humps
5. Barriers

DISTRIBUTION:

cc:

expressed

PremlRobertiEric

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E., City Traffic Engineer
Robert Lemon, Maintenance & Operations Division Mana·ger
Jeannette Olko, Electric Utility Division Manager
Anna Chacon, Executive Assistant I
Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager
Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development Director
Tom DeSantis, Director of Human Resources

6
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Public Works Department
WHr:Rr:

DRr:AMS

SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

From:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer

Date:

March 8, 2013

Subject:

Adjustment to TUMF Network

City staff has initiated the process to adjust the Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee
(TUMF) network of regional highways and arterials within the City. The primary purpose is
to reflect current and future growth including improvements within the City's Economic
Development Action Plan. The following points summarize the strategy:
•

The current TUMF network was developed through a detailed Nexus Study by the
Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG) approximately 10 years ago,
which established the relationship of new development, impacts, and fees to
transportation facilities impacted by new development. WRCOG allows formal
updates every two years, with the next deadline on June 30, 2013. It is important
that the City take advantage of this opportunity to submit adjustments and updates.

•

Anticipated additions consist of the Cactus Avenue corridor, Theodore Street, a
portion of Eucalyptus Avenue, the State Route 60ITheodore Interchange, and the
State Route 60/Day Street Westbound On-Ramp. In addition, staff proposes
adjustments to facilities that received outside funds such as the State Route
60/Nason Interchange; identify facilities that provide connectivity but do not require
major investment of TUMF funds; and remove unneeded facilities.

•

WRCOG guidelines recommend that a jurisdiction keep their network balanced meaning cost-neutral. The total value of the City's network is just under $300
million. Staff proposes to be in the range of $1 to $4 million under the total current
network value in order to facilitate negotiation and approval by WRCOG and
neighboring jurisd ictions.

•

City Council has periodically taken actions, received updates, and enacted fees
related to the Nexus Study and the TUMF program. It is recommended that Council

1
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be informed of the need for a network update via this memorandum, but it is not
believed necessary to take formal action at this time.
•

Staff intends to submit the formal network adjustment request to WRCOG by June
30,2013.

•

Attached is a map of the proposed network changes. Public Works intends to
submit it informally to WRCOG in mid-March 2013, to encourage discussion and
obtain feedback.

•

Attached is a timeline showing milestones. Ultimately, in January 2015, the updated
network facilities could be eligible for programming of TUMF funds, depending on
WRCOG schedule and available monies.

Attachments

Cc: Tom Owings, Mayor
Marcelo Co, Mayor Pro Tem
Jesse L. Molina, Council Member
Richard A. Stewart, Council Member
Victoria Baca, Council Member
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Suzanne Bryant, Acting City Attorney
Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Barry Foster, Community and Economic Development Director
Rick Teichert, Financial & Management Services
Abdul Ahmad, Fire Chief
Tom DeSantis, Human Resources Director
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director
Joel Ontiveros, Police Chief

W:ICapProjICapProjIPROJECTSIStudies, Potential Future ProjectslSR60 PSRsIPSR PhaselCorrespondence & E-mail _
YEARITUMF Network Update Memo to Henry CC Council E Team 3-4-13 UPDATED 3-8-13.doc
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Cindy Miller
=rom:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attac h ments:

Ahmad Ansari
Tuesday, March 19, 20132:56 PM
Tom Owings
Victoria Saca; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; Richard Stewart; Henry T. Garcia; Michelle Dawson;
Cindy Miller
List of Needed Storm Drain Projects
Storm Drain, Top 10 Needed Projects 3-19-13.pdf

Good afternoon MayorIn one of our recent ClP projects, you requested a more complete list of needed storm drain projects including status,
estimates and available funding. The request became a Green Sheet task and is now completed and attached for your
reference and use.
If you should need additional info or have any questions, please let me' know.
Thank you,
Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E.
Public Works Director/City Engineer
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
ahmada@moval.org

1
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Cindy Miller
=rom:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ahmad Ansari
Tuesday, March 19, 20132:56 PM
Tom Owings
Victoria Saca; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; Richard Stewart; Henry T. Garcia; Michelle Dawson;
Cindy Miller
List of Needed Storm Drain Projects
Storm Drain, Top 10 Needed Projects 3-19-13.pdf

Good afternoon MayorIn one of our recent CIP projects, you requested a more complete list of needed storm drain projects including status,
estimates and available funding. The request became a Green Sheet task and is now completed and attached for your
reference and use.
If you should need additional info or have any questions, please let me· know.
Thank you,

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E.
Public Works Director/City Engineer
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
ahmada@moval.org
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. Cindy Miller
,}
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ahmad Ansari
Tuesday, March 19,20132:56 PM
Tom Owings
Victoria Saca; Jesse Molina; Marcelo Co; Richard Stewart; Henry T. Garcia; Michelle Dawson;
Cindy Miller
List of Needed Storm Drain Projects
Storm Drain, Top 10 Needed Projects 3-19-13.pdf

Good afternoon MayorIn one of our recent CIP projects, you requested a more complete list of needed storm drain projects including status,
estimates and available funding. The request became a Green Sheet task and is now completed and attached for your
reference and use.
If you should need additional info or have any questions, please let me' know.
Thank you,

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E.
Public Works Director/City Engineer
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
ahmada@moval.org
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RIVERSIDE COUNTY
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
3960 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE. CALIFORNIA 92501-3643

PAUL E. ZELLERBACH
DISTRICT ATTORNEY

October 22,2013

Ms. Jane Halstead
Moreno Valley City Clerk
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Subject:

.Preservation of Evidence Demand

Dear Ms. Halstead:
The Riverside County District Attorney's Office has learned that the Moreno Valley City
Council will consider adopting Resolution No_ 2013-82, a "Resolution Adopting Updated
Records Retention Schedules and Authorizing Destruction of Certain City Records" at its regular
meeting on October 22, 2013.
The District Attorney's Office has reason to believe that litigation may result from
matters currently under investigation with regard to the City of Moreno Valley and that relevant
evidence potentially may be destroyed if Resolution No. 2013-82 is passed and implemented.
This information may be in the City of Moreno Valley's possession or control and the City has a
duty to preserve that information.
Therefore, the District Attorney's Office demands that the City of Moreno Valley
immediately take action to protect and preserve until further notice any of that information that is
in its possession or under its control until further notice.
Specifically, the District Attorney's Office demands that the City of Moreno Valley
immediately suspend deletion, overwriting and/or any other destruction of records and electronic
stored information (hereinafter "ESI") connected, either directly or indirectly, to the following:
•

All records and ESI associated with or concerning HighlandFairview, Iddo
Benzeevi, Jerry Stephens, Tom Owings, Marcelo Co, Jesse Molina, Victoria
Baca, Richard Stewart, Yxstian Gutierrez and Michael GelleL

•

All records and ESI associated with or concerning all City of Moreno Valley
. elected and appointed public officials and Department Heads.
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Jane Halstead, Moreno Valley City Clerk
"'October 22, 2013
Page 12
•

All records and ESI associated with or concerning pending or approved
development construction projects, infrastructure and/or new infrastructure
projects located in the City of Moreno Valley.

•

All records and ESI associated with or concerning communications to and from
City of Moreno Valley employees, elected and/or appointed public officials
regarding the hiring, employment and discharge of former City Manager Henry
Garcia.

•

All records and ESI associated with or concerning the following development
projects: Skechers, World Logistic Center, Prologis, Aquabella Development,
Ridge Property Development and Nason Street infrastructure improvements.

The District Attorney's Office is specifically demanding that you preserve all documents,
tangible things and ESJ potentially associated with or concerning the matters identified above for
the time frame of January 1, 2008 to present.
ESI, as used in this demand, should be afforded the broadest possible definition and
includes (by way of example and not as an exclusive list) any and all information electronically,
magnetically or optically stored as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital communications (e.g., e-mail, voice mail, instant messaging);
Word processed documents (e.g., Word or WordPerfect documents and
drafts);
Spreadsheets and tables (e.g., Excel or Lotus 123 worksheets);
Accounting Application Data (e.g., QuickBooks, Money, Peachtree data
files );
Image and Facsimile Files (e.g., .PDF, .TIFF, .lPG, .GIF images);
Sound Recordings (e.g., ,WAV and .MP3 files);
Video and Animation (e.g., .A VI and .MOV files);
Databases (e.g., Access, Oracle, SQL Server data, SAP);
Contact and Relationship Management Data (e.g., Outlook, ACT!);
Calendar and Diary Application Data (e.g., Outlook PST, Yahoo, blog tools);
Online Access Data (e.g., Temporary Internet Files, History, Cookies);
Presentations (e.g., PowerPoint, Corel Presentations)
Network Access and Server Activity Logs;
Project Management Application Data;
Computer Aided Design/Drawing Files; and,
Back Up and Archival Files (e.g., Zip, .GHO)

All ESI must be preserved so that it can be retrieved at a later time. The information
must be preserved in its original electronic form so that all information contained within it,

I------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-
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Jane Halstead, Moreno Valley City Clerk
"October 22, 2013
Page /3
whether visible or not, is also available for inspection. It is not sufficient to make a hard copy of
electronic communication.
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation.

E.
PAUL E. ZELLE
Riverside County D', rict Attorney

Cc:

Michelle Dawson
Moreno Valley City Manager
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Suzanne Bryant
Moreno Valley City Attorney
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Tom Owings
Mayor, Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Jesse Molina
Mayor Pro Tern, Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
V'Victoria Baca
Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Richard Stewart
Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Yxstain Gutierrez
Moreno Valley City Council
14177 Frederick St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
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To:

The Corrupt Mayor and City Council

Subject:

The "Forgotten" Priorities of the MV Citizens' Majority

Date: July 10, 2013
From: Mayor Tom Owings
To: Michelle Dawson, City Manager
FYI

The July 9th City Council (CC) Report on the $2,000,000 funding for Theodore Street Interchange at SR 60
is a total travesty and a tremendous dis-service to the citizens that live and work in Moreno Valley. This is
another ploy for the entire corrupt CC to appease Iddo Benzevi, the Sketchers owner (Greenburgs') and the
cronies of Jerry Stephens at their behest by using the $2,000,000 in realized savings from the other Iddo
benefiting $25,000,000 CactuslNason project. The CC back in April 26, 2011 took this money away from
previously funded and "construction-ready" street improvement projects like Kitching Street, Reche Vista
Drive, Heacock Avenue and Perris Boulevard realignment projects to fund the CactuslNason Project.
We are well aware of the Mayor's corrupt relationship with the Sketchers' owner and his cozy relationship
with the political association headed by Jerry Stephens, Michael Geller, Doug Whitney and David Slawson.
In 2011 & 2012, "Slump Lord" Co, "Plain Dumb" Molina and "Past his Prime" Stewart of the CC at the
guidance of the corrupt Heilry Garcia and Bany [oster, voted to take existing funding away (they used big
words like "re-sequencing") from very important projects to the City majority/citizens to benefit Iddo's
CactuslNason project. Henry and the corrupt CC even agreed to offer the contractor a $100,000 bonus to
finish the project two months early because Iddo was going to build a ''jobs, jobs, jobs" medical facility;
which we all now call new Nason; a "road to nowhere" (right Molina?) because there is nothing there or
planned in the near future. Do you know that Iddo will not have to pay any Development Impact Fees if he
develops that property according to the City-Highland Fairview Development Agreement because he was
supposed to pay and build Cactus and Nason (Agreement dated January 2006 page 49 & 52)? Now, the
corrupt CC is taking the $2,000,000 in savings to fund another Iddo project (the World Logistic Center
directly benefits) out in nowhere while we citizens suffer without the necessary upkeep of our existing
streets. What a mockery!!!
You currently have a key bunch of Department Heads that were hand-picked by Henry to make "things
happen" on behalf of Iddo, the Sketchers owner and the Jerry Stephens' political association. Did you know
Henry and the corrupt CC checks with "City Hall West" (Iddo's Office at Veterans and Calle San Juan)
before they make any decisions? Henry hired "Riverside's Chief Crook" Desantis to concoct a biased Audit
of the Public Works Department so that Henry and the current City Manager, Michelle Dawson fired the
previous Public Works Director at the behest ofIddo and corrupt Barry in order to hire Henry's hand-picked
Public Works Director, Ahmad Ansari from Henry's former job at City of Rialto. Did you know that even
the Western Riverside Council of Government staff is questioning the City of Moreno Valley's request to
add the Theodore Interchange into the previously approved TUMF network? They know this corrupt City's
blatant actions are to benefit Iddo; which is an illegal action in accordance with their Administrative Plan.
Apparently, it was corrupt Henry's directive to his hand- picked Public Works Director to get this done at
the behest of Iddo and Sketchers. He was apparently directed to request removing Redlands Interchange to
add the Theodore Interchange to the TUMF network if necessary!!! If you ask the citizens of Moreno Valley,
Redlands Interchange needs the fix sooner than Theodore Interchange.
Henry also fired the former Human Resources Director and made Desantis the "interim" then subsequently
permanent Director (isn't non-competitive recruitment illegal for City Government?) so they could hand
pick recruit "behind closed doors" the "pawns of their game". Why do you think Desantis is now the
Assistant City Manager!! The morale of staff is extremely low and they function in fear. There are many
City staff that know the corrupt ways of the Department Heads (past and present) but they are very scared
that they will be fired or laid off under the pretense of economic budget cuts like the former Public Works
Director, City Attorney, Human Resources Director, the Building Official, the Code Enforcement Officer,
the Deputy City Attorney, and many others. These people and the present key employees should be deposed
by the US Attorney General with protection from disclosure and impunity. However, the CC and key
Department Heads hand-picked by Henry must be prosecuted to the fullest extent possible.

MV00232335

For God, Country, City, Justice and plain Fairness, please use the taxpayers' money not to benefit
developers but to fund the much needed repairs to Kitching Street, Reche Vista Drive including a traffic
signal and the realignment of I-Ieacock Avenue and Perris Boulevard, and so many other streets that badly
needs new pavement.
On behalf of the MV Citizens' Majority,

C:

United States Attorney
Press Enterprise
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Austin, Damon @ Southern California ~t!7rf!WJ
Tuesday, May 14, 20134:24 PM
Tom Owings; Marcelo Co; Richard Stewart; Victoria Baca; Jesse Molina
Cindy Miller; Drake, David @ Southern California
Moreno Valley - Trammell Crow Company
TCC MoVal.pdf

Dear City of Moreno Valley Council Members,
The attached letter gives a brief statement from David Drake and myself regarding our positive experience working in
and with the City. We hope this perspective helps in tonight's evaluation ..
Best regards,
Damon Austin and David Drake

Trammell Crow Company.-Building value.
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
This email may contain information that is confidential or attorney-client privileged and ·may constitute inside information. The contents of this email are intended
only for the recipient(s) listed above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are directed not to read, disclose, distribute or otherwise use this transmission. If you
have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the transmission. Delivery of this message is not intended to waive any
applicable privileges.

1
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3501 Jamboree Road
Suite 230
Newport Beach, CA 92651

City of Morerlo Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Mareno Vali,ey, CA 92552-0805

daustin@trammellcrow.com
www.trammellcrow.com

Dear City qouncil Members of Moreno Valley,

We are wri~ing to address tonight's session and the evaluation of the Development Services Group. We consider
the City of Moreno Valley to be an outstanding partner of the Trammell Crow Company. We are consistently
;

impressed ~ith the quality, competence and professionalism of the City personnel. Development Services has
been

terrifi~ to work with throughout the last two years. We hope this perspective helps in tonight's evaluation.

Trammell qr.ow Company's Southern California Development and Investment Group has worked closely with the
City of Moreno Valley's Development Services team over the past two years on our most recent development
project, The 1-215 Logistics Center, located in the City's core south industrial zone. This project is currently
under construction and slated for completion early this fall. We are still seeking a high quality tenant to utilize this
facility - a frltical task that we are working with the City of Moreno Valley to achieve. Beyond its large size at
approximat¢ly 1,250,000 SF, our project is designed with state-of-the-art specifications including significant
LEED susttinability features.

aUf

project is being built specifically to cater to large, high quality tenants,

particularly! those with changing needs due to streamlined supply chain and logistics trends including e-commerce.
We chose t9 locate our project in Moreno Valley due to the outstanding location and infrastructure, but also
because ofU,e quality of the City leadership and staff.

In our opinion, the City of Moreno VaHey Development Services group has one of the most professional and
,

competent feams among the many municipalities we do business in. Tht; MoVal Development teams from City
Council an~ Planning Commission to City Manager, Building !Planning group, Engineering Division, Fire, and
Economic pevelopment have all taken on problem solving and tenant pursuits with focus and with pride. It is
apparent th'at they care about the future of the City, which is an indication of the positive culture fostered within
Moreno Villey Development Services. We were not surprised to see that Moreno Valley won NAIOP's Public
Partner of the Year award in 2012.
,
i

We look forward
to successfully completing our current project and developing future projects within Moreno
,
Valley.

i

,

Damon Austin / David Drake and the TCC SoCal team
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Cindy Miller
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

,
II

:

Dennis Rice . . . ! •••
Monday, May 13, 20135:55 PM
Richard Stewart; Marcelo Co; Jesse Molina; Tom Owings; Victoria Saca
Henry Garcia

i

i
Dear Moreno Valley ;council Member,
My name is Dennis Rice. I read the PE newpaper article about the City Council agenda as it relates to Henry
Garcia. Needless to ~ay, I was surprised when I read the agenda for this Tuesday night, May 14, 2013, the closed session
items (4, 5, and 6) r~garding the performance evaluation and discipline/dismissal/release of the City Manager.
As all of you know, ~n behalf of Ridge Property Trust and its entities, I have been involved in the development business
in Moreno Valley fo~ many years. I think the possible consideration of Henry Garcia's dismissal and release from his job
as City Manager is c9mpletely unwarranted and unnecessary. Henry has been a huge advocate for the City of Moreno
Valley since his arriv~1 a few years ago. He has helped lead the city forward and has done a great job promoting
business in the City.; He has been an integral part of the Development Services team at the City which has won (and
close to winning) major tenant relocation assignments for several prominent users to Moreno Valley. I think the final
relocation decisions :for ALDI, Procter & Gamble, Harbor Freight Tools, Deckers Outdoor Corp. and others could be the
deciding factor on ~here to relocate with this proposed action ... and I think the outcome might not turn out in the City's
best interest. That i~ possibly more 4,000,000 SF of possible jobs for Moreno Valley citizens that could vanish. The
collateral damage c~uld linger for years.
,

Considering the unf9rtunate events that have occurred over the last couple of weeks, the timing of such is an action may
not be good. I hopei you decide to keep Henry Garcia in place and keep the city operating as normally as possible in
these trying times. Thank you.

~RIDCiE PROPERTYTRUST
Dennis Rice

e=-..
President

201 Covina Avenu~, Suite 8
Long Beach, CA 90803
new phone number

www.rptrust.com

i

May 14, 2013
Closed Session Items 4,5, & 6
1
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Cindy Miller
Kellianne M. Zuniga . . . ., . '.;7 _
Monday, May 13, 20132:23 PM
Tom Owings; Marcelo Co; Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart; Victoria Saca
• Joe Meyer, Pacific Retail Partners
Moreno Valley - Henry Garcia
Moreno Valley Henry Garcia.pdf

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Per the request of J~e Meyer, attached please find the above referenced letter.
i

!,
,,
Thank you & have a WO?derfUI dayl
Kelly Zuniga
:
Pacific Retail Partners i
5225 Canyon Crest Drive, Ste. 355
Riverside, CA 92507 :

~
"A good

..

life is when yo~ assume nothing, do more, need less, smile often, dream big, laugh a lot, and realize how blessed you are"

I

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: This electronic message contains information from MPJR. INC. dba Pacific Retail Partners. and may be confidential or privileged. The infonnation is intended solely for
the use of the individual(s) or entity(ies) named above. If you are not the intended recipient. be aware Ihal any disclosure. copying. dislribution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited. If you
have received this e-mail in error. iPlease notify us immediately by telephone at (951) 248-1100 or bye-mail reply and delete this message. Thank you.

:I
i

May 14, 2013
Closed Session Items 4,5, & 6
1
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Pacific Retail Partners
May 13, 2013

City of Moreno Valley
Tom Owings, Mayor

(Via Email)
tomo@moval.org

City of Moreno Valley
Marcelo Co, Mayor Pro Tern

(Via Email)
marceloc@moval.org

City of Moreno Valley
Jesse Molina, Councilmember

(Via Email)
jessem@moval.org

·City of Moreno Valley
Richard Stewart, Councilmember

(Via Email)
richards@moval.org

City of Moreno Valley
Victoria Baca, Councilmember

·(Via Email)
victoriab@moval.org

RE:

Henry Garcia and his administration I team

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members;
My name if Joe Meyer and I own the Riverside office of Pacific Retail Partners ("PRP").
PRP is a shopping center development and brokerage company located in Riverside,
CA.
PRP was involved in the development of Moreno Beach Plaza and currently owns the
surrounding parcels around the Walmart at Moreno Beach and the 60 Freeway.
Over the past few days, I have read several articles regarding the City of Moreno Valley,
it's City Council and now it's City Manager.
From my view, Henry Garcia and his administration/team have been very good to work
with regarding my existing shopping center and new opportunities. The administration
Iteam has been effective in responding quickly and providing direction and solutions to
development issues. By way of example, speeding up the off ramp construction at
Moreno Beach and the 60 Freeway has helped secure a new major tenant in Moreno
Beach Phase II (LA Fitness) will be helpful in keeping tenants within our project.

I just wanted to let you know that I believe Henry Garcia and his administration/team
have represented the City of Moreno Valley well and my hope is to continue to work
with this group.
May 14, 2013
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., Ste. 355, Riverside, CA ~66edRBS9WltQmgOO 5, & 6

MV00232366

i

Thanks fo~ your consideration of my thoughts.
,

MVPJL, LLC
(Moreno S;each Plaza)
,
,
:
I

i

Joseph D. iMeyer
Manager:

cc:

Larry; Canale, MVPJL, LLC Member
Fred iWaugh, MVPJL, LLC Member
I

.1

May 14,2013
. Closed Session Items 4, 5, & 6
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..
1 March 2004 2004

City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick street
Moreno Valley, Ca.
92552
Mr. Robert Herrick,

City Attorney'

Dear Mr. Herrick;
I am writing to advise you of a conversation between myself
and Councilman Stewart, the content of which I consider to be
improper at best and perhaps illegal.
On Tuesday evening, 24 February 2004, following the close of
the council meeting I was approached by Councilman Stewart who
made a comment concerning the Fire Truck I had mentioned during
my "Non Agenda Comments". He-asked, do you want to start the
fight again?, referring to a time when I was making frequent
reference to the fact that his privately owned , antique fire
truck was being stored at and maintained at city expense.
After several years, the fire t,ruck was finally moved and
Councilman stewart made a remark that the truck was no longer
an issue and I was expected to make no more remarks about it.
I agreed if Councilman Stewart would refrain from name calling
and making derogatory remarks about me and other concerned
citizens.
I had no problem accepting this agreement as it was
obvious that no member of City Council, even those who had
personal knowledge of the ownership of the fire truck and the
fact that it was stored in the city yard, and was being worked
on by city employees, showed any concern. This was, in my
opinion, a clear abuse of the position held by Mr. Stewart.
On February 24, 2004 Councilman Stewart clearly violated the
agreement regarding name calling and derogatory remarks so I
again made reference to the abuse of office regarding the fire
truck. I reminded him of that fact when he approached me.
Councilman Stewart then ~ade reference to my business location,
stating that he would maKe sure the city would force me to tear
down my cement plant and put .me out of business.
I responded
that he should do what he had to do.
Councilman Stewart then made a parting comment that I don't
live in this town so I shouldn't be voting this town. I do
not know where Councilman Stewart gets his information but I
have lived in this area s'l'nce 1951 and have been a registered
voter since I became of age.

MV00232552

This is the third occasion wherein I feel that I have been
threatened by Councilman stewart in his efforts to shut me up.
Challenging my residency and my right to vote is one thing.
Threatening to use his office to cause the city to close the
business is quite another matter.
am providing this information to your office for reference
in the event any city employee makes any attempt to effect the
business license in any way.

I

o
/v-~0 :(' 6J/;£~ L_

Roy A. Bleckert J r . ·
P.O. Box 217
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92557

~

,
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2008 Incoming Correspondence
Stewart, Richard
Staff Related

•
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r~!l Y COUNCIL
,WREtW VALLE'l
RECElVED

y

08 DEC - I PM 5: 27

CITY MANAGER'S OffICE

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City COlUlCil

From: .

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

Date:

December 1, 2008

Subject:

Meeting with Highland Fairview Involving Their Skechers Project Application

M

The purpose of this memorandum is to memorialize the details of a meeting held on Monday
morning, December 1,2008, at Mayor Batey's request involving the Skechers project application
submitted by Highland Fairview. The purpose ofthe meeting was to discuss the entitlement process
and potential public hearing schedule for the Skechers project. In attendance were:
Mayor Batey and Councilmember Elect Robin Hastings;
Highland Fairview principals/staff/advisors Iddo Benzeevi, Dannette Fenstermacher, Mark
Anderson, Wayne Peterson, Brian Hixon and Ken BIey;
City staff Bob Gutierrez, Bob Herrick, Rick Hartmann, Kyle Kollar, and Chris Vogt.
At the outset ofthis meeting, Mayor Batey indicated his desire to provide Skechers representatives
with firm public hearing dates for both the Planning Commission and City Council. The meeting
discussion, therefore, revolved around two main topics: (1) what work products and project
submittals from Highland Fairview are still outstanding and necessary for the City staff's completion
of project review; and (2) what is a practical public hearing schedule, based on legal requirements,
time for adequate review of all outstanding submittals, and the City's current policies and procedures
for presenting major projects to the Planning Commission and City Council?
With respect to topic (1) above, the most significant work products/project submittals from Highland
Fairview which require review/refinement--or yet need to be submitted--inc1ude the Mitigation
Monitoring Plan, Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations (for the project EIR).
There are also conditions of project approval (for the Skechers Site Plan and Parcel Map) which need
to be generated by various City departments that have not been completed as of the date of this
memo.
With regard to topic (2) above, the City, like many cities, does not publish public hearing notices for
development applications until/unless the 'background' documents and materials prepared for the
project are in finished form and available for public scrutiny. This avoids potential criticism from the
public that they did not have an adequate opportunity to review the documentation, or that the

MV00232556

Meeting with Highland Fairview Involving Their Skechers Project Application
December 1, 2008
Page 2
process was skewed to favor project approval. Also, for the same reasons and with only a very few
historical exceptions, the City provides 30 days for public review of project documents after
publication of a hearing notice for a major development proposal.
Given the foregoing, City staff indicated that the Planning Commission hearing date of December
18, 2008, sought by Highland Fairview is not achievable since it would require all submittals to be
in, reviewed, responded to and finalized in less than a week from today and could not provide for the
standard 30 day review period. Councilmember Elect Hastings suggested a January 22 date as a way
of getting a firm date that staff thought could be met with the 30 day notice period. However, Mayor
Batey felt that was too much time, was comfortable with the legal minimum 10 day notice and
directed staff to publish notice for the next available Planning Commission hearing, January 8, 2009.
I indicated, based on staff comments during the meeting, that there is no certainty that the project
will be ready for hearing by that date.
Mayor Batey acknowledged that the hearing date might need to be postponed if all ofthe necessary
work is not able to be completed in time, but felt it important to set an aggressive date and reiterated
his direction to schedule a Planning Commission hearing for January 8,2009. After some aroundthe-table discussion about a potential City Council hearing date--during which the developer asked
for a City Council hearing date sometime in January 2009--the developer's lawyer, Ken Bley,
pointed out that under recent case law the Council Hearing cannot legally even be noticed until the
Planning Commission recommendation is finalized and available to the public. City staff suggested
the earliest likely date given the staffwork involved would be your regular meeting of February 10,
2009. The Mayor felt that was too long a time period and directed that a Council hearing be noticed
for February 3, 2009, as a 'special meeting' in addition to the Closed Session scheduled for that
date. It was pointed out that there is a possibility that holding a special meeting to hold a public
hearing on a potentially controversial project could lead to criticism ofthe Council as having already
made up its mind on the project before the hearing. However, the Mayor felt it important to proceed
with the special meeting and reiterated his direction that the City Council hearing be noticed for
February 3, 2009.
I forward the above in order to keep you all updated as to events involving the Skechers application.
I assure you City staff will make earnest and exceptional efforts to meet the hearing dates directed by
the Mayor. It is important to underscore, though, that the feasibility of these dates rests in part with
the timeliness and quality of necessary work products/submittals from Highland Fairview, the
Council's contentment with abbreviated public review periods and the assumption that the Planning
Commission hearing process will consume no more than one meeting.
In the final analysis, I cannot hold City staff solely responsible for achieving these hearing dates,
when the ability to do so in part rests with circumstances and other parties beyond staff's control.
Please let me know if you have any comments and/or concerns.
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City Council Members Bonnie Flickinger and Richard Stewart

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

Date:

November 18, 2008

Subject:

MEETINGS WITH HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW AND SKECHERS
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MEMORANDUM

On

"

f'\

As you have requested, I have had the Staff members involved in the early discussions with Highland
Fairview regarding the Skechers project review their calendar for dates and notes of those meetings.
We have notes from four meetings; April 3, AprilS, July 19, and July 26,2007. The following table
identifies those attending the meetings and items discussed.
Meeting
Date
April 3, 2007

Highland Fairview &
Others in Attendance*
HFI (I. Benzeevi, D.
Fenstermacher)

City Staff in
Attendance
B. Gutierrez
R. Hartmann
B. Foster
C.Vogt
L. GuiIlis

Items Discussed*

•
•
•
•
•
•

April 5, 2007

HF (1. Benzeevi, 0,
Fenstermacher)
CBRE
Estate
Real
Brokers (D. Longo, B.
Reinhard, J. Morgan)
Skechers (P. Galiher)

B. Gutierrez
R. Hartmann
B. Foster
L. Guillis

•
•
•

HF stated they had a large warehouse/distribution
center interested in relocating to the City along
south side ofRT60 Freeway at Theodore.
The user needs a 1.8mil. sq,ft, high cube (44 feet)
building with room to expand.
HF anticipated having to file for a GPA 2 , ZC, SPA,
DAA if the property was part of the Moreno
Highland SP.
HF stated the environmental review would take only
eight months to complete and HF would take 18
months to build the building.
The user may be a point of sales too.
City staff provided an overview of the process and
stated it would take approx. 390 days to process the
project (CEQA 3 and entitlements). An eight month
time line to complete the environmental review is
unrealistic and undoable.
HF provided and over view of the project and
process and stated it would take 10 to 12 months to
get through the City. Outside sources are not within
HF's control.
Skechers stated it needs to move from Ontario
where they are in six separate buildings.
They need a total of3mi!. sq.ft. ofbuilding(s) in one
centralized area.
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Memo
Highland Fairview/Skechers
November 18, 2008
Meeting
Date

Highland Fairview &
Others in Attendance*

City Staff in
Attendance

Items Discussed *
•

•

•

•
•
July 19,2007

July 26, 2007

HF (J. Trump Oust for
intros], 1. Benzeevi, D.
Fenstermacher)
Skechers (M. Bravo)

B. Gutierrez
R. Hartmann
B. Foster
C. Kinser

•
•

HF (D. Fenstermacher,
W. Peterson)

B.
R.
B.
C.
C.

•
•

Gutierrez
Hartmann
Foster
Vogt
Kinser

•

Skechers currently employees 850 people with its
Ontario operations and would go to 1,100 to 1,200
during peak times with this new facility in MV maybe expanding to two shifts.
Skechers point-of-sale for its web-business may
move from Manhattan Beach to Moreno Valley
(MV).
City Staff stated the time to process at best would be
12 months - cannot anticipate the public
involvement with a proposed project as significant
as being proposed.
The City recently approved its GP and this would be
a change in policy direction.
CBRE reps and City Staff again reviewed the CEQA
and entitlement process of the City.
HF again reviewed the process.
Skechers move-in dates may be Oct. 2008 or Jan.
2009.
City Staff said the time to process both CEQA
documents and entitlements will be 12 months maybe 10 if everything goes perfectly.
HF and City Staff again reviewed the process.
HF stated they will be submitting an amendment to
the Moreno Highland Specific Plan soon after the
Skechers project is submitted for processing
Japprox. two months)

* The attendees and discussion points are the collection of Staffs notes from those dates to the best of their individual
recollection of each meeting.
Please contact me if you have any questions on the information provided above.
c:

Mayor William Batey
Mayor Pro Tern Frank West
City COlUlcilman Charles White
Council Member Elect Robin Hastings
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Kyle Kollar, CommlUlity Development Director

RGG/rch
I

HF ~ Highland Fairview;

GPA ~ General Plan Amendment; ZC =Zone Change; SPA = Specific Plan Amendment; DAA = Development Agreement Amendment; SP =Specific
Plan

2

3

CEQA = California Environmental Quality Act

2
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TEL: 951.413.3370
FAX: 951.413.3369

MORENO

WWW.MORENO-VALLEYCA.US

WHERE

DREAMS

\..tf'1 COUNCIL.
~40RENO VALLE'!
, RECEIVEtE77 FREDERICK STREET
P. O. Box 88005
SOAR

08 OEeYI~Jt..E~5tLaoCA

92552-0805

December 10, 2008
Steven Coleman
21700 Calle Prima
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Subject:

Alternate Materials and Methods Request
Coleman Residence
25580 Overlook Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Case Number: PA06-0174 FP08-0559

Dear Mr. Coleman:
We have reviewed your alternate materials and methods request and are granting
approval as requested. A summary of our findings is outlined below and includes the
facility description, request, and Moreno Valley Fire Department's (MVFD) conditions
of approval.

Facility Description
The project consists of a new Single Family Dwelling located on a new paved cul-de-sac
accessed off of an existing unimproved portion of Kitching St. The building is classified
as ownerlbuilder and is intended to be the owner's new primary residence.

Request
Code Requirement:

2007 California Fire Code states fire apparatus access roads shall be designed and
maintained to support the imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so
as to provide all-weather driving capabilities. CFC 503.2.3
Code Intent:
Provide an accepted fire access road for buildings that will not be deteriorated by the
elements and presence of inclement weather.
Proposal:
The applicant has proposed to provide the following:

FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU

1
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PA06-0174

Coleman Residence
12110108

1. Construct a 24 foot wide fire access road consisting of 6 inches of aggregate base
with appropriate compaction per soils report which will support emergency vehicles
with an 80,000 pound load capacity along Kitching Street and Valley View.
2. Construct a 24 foot wide paved all-weather fire access road with a 60 foot radius turn
on Overlook Circle consisting of 6 inches of aggregate base with appropriate
compaction soils report which will support emergency vehicles with an 80,000 load
capacity. A concrete curb shall be provided along the Cul-de-sac radius.
3. The 6 inches of aggregate base may be substituted with asphalt concrete grindings
having aggregate base properties.
4. The base material will be treated with an appropriate stabilizer to help maintain dust
control and compaction.
5. It is agreed that any future development of the remaining lots will be subject to
completion of the approved access road plans.
Justification:

This residence can be accesses from the south via Kitching Street during an emergency
and from the north via Valley View for normal access. No hazardous vegetation exists
within the project boundary. Numerous single family residences down stream of this
project are currently serviced by the existing rural roads and the proposed alternate
method and material would be in keeping with the current area.

MVFDs Response
The above items and alternate fire access road design have been evaluated. Based on the
intent of the fire department vehicular access requirements, the above stated design
allows for equivalent fire department access with the following addition:

•
•

Base stabilizer shall be reapplied in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications.
Base stabilizer shall be applied on Kitching Street where pavement ends
up to and including Overlook Circle.

RespectfullY,.

,; ~/I.J-

~~/~

Randall L. Metz
Fire Marshal

Pc: The Honorable Mayor William Batey
Land Development Division
file

c..',

C\ ~ C~'- \ yY\eM-'ce.--(' Y
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Services'

Date:

December 8, 2008

Subject:

Update on Parks and Community Services Department Major Projects and
Center Rentals

1.

A

College Park Phase II

Project Description: Located within Riverside Community College Moreno Valley
Campus, the park contains two soccer fields and a tot lot. Phase II build out will
include an amphitheater and sports lighting. The current Phase II improvements will
only include the sports field lighting.
Status: Staff has supplied RCC-MV the plans and specifications for the sports field
lighting. RCC is currently working on CEQA, drafting specifications, and bid
documents for the project. At the meeting of August 13, 2008, reviewed RCG's
responsibilities to take the lead on the project and put out to bid.
2.

Rock Ridge Park and Cold Creek Trail Head (Beazer Homes Development)

Project Description: A pocket park and trail head located east of Nason Street,
south of Eucalyptus Avenue. The park will have tot lots for ages 2-5 and 5-12, two
covered picnic structures, drinking fountains, monument signage, and security
lighting. The trail head will tie into a multi-use trail. Amenities include a picnic
structure, drinking fountains, security lighting, and a parking lot. It is expected that
the park will be completed by January 2009.
Status: The developer is in the process of installing play equipment, lighting, and
plant material.
3.

Cottonwood Park

Project Description: Located on the northeast corner of Indian st. and Cottonwood
Ave., the park site is approximately 7 acres in size. The park construction is funded
by bonds administered by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency. The
1
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following amenities are planned for the park: play apparatus, picnic shelters,
restroom, benches/tables, water conserving landscaping, and a parking lot. The
site will be adjacent to a fire station, which will be designed and constructed
concu rrently.
Status: The project is in design.
4.

Sheila Street I Filaree Avenue Neighborhood Park
Project Description: Located on the south corner of Perris Blvd. and Filaree Ave.,
the park site is approximately one-half acre in size. Funding for the park is
administered by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency. Planned amenities
include play apparatus, two basketball half-courts, benches, and water conserving
landscaping.
Status: The project is in conceptual design.
2009/2010.

5.

Anticipated opening is in FY

Cell Towers at JFK Park
Project Description: The two telecommunication providers will occupy one building,
located just outside the outfield on first base. Each company will occupy a ball field
light standard with their antennae.
Status: Over the next few months, staff will be working on final building design for
cellular equipment and corresponding license agreements.

6.

Cell Tower at TownGate Park
Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
ball field light standard with their antennae.
Status: City Council approved the License Agreement with the applicant on
November 25, 2008. Construction is anticipated to commence in January 2009.

7.

Cell Tower at Weston Park
Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
monopine with their antennae.
Status: The project started construction on September 24, 2008. The estimated
completion is March 2009.

2
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8.

Community Center Rentals

Revenue
$0
$170.00
$110.00
$140.00
$0
.00
$0

Event

Bee

16/08
11/8/08
11/8/08
11/9/08
11/10108
11/10108
11/11/08
11/11/08
11/12/08
11/1

Public Health

11/17/08
11/17/08
11/18/08
11/19/08
11/19/08
11/19/08
11/19/08
11/20108
11/20108

Human Resources Meetin
Arts Commission
the Violence Meetin
ht Watchers

42
42
150
11
42
82
200
30
20

.00
0.00
110.00
$1118.00
$0
$140.00
$260.00
$2097.00
10.00
8.00

150
42
80
250
42
82
24
42
300

3
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11/30/08 IChurchServices
I
80
$195.00
Total Revenue for November2008 $19,699.80
Total Revenue for November 2007 $18,999.15

~f~£t$~~f~i~(&tJ~~j;f,~)~(3t~~t~o~eifiJi'eli!2lJ.(j8.!~;fSfinlpl~C?imJrtiiiiitY~Q~fnt~~1~~1r~!\;~~
Date
1114/08
11/10/08
11/15/08
11/16/08
11/17108
11/22/08
11/22/08

Event
Guests
Homeowners' Association
20
Homeowners' Association
20
Wedding Reception
200
Church Services
50
Homeowners' Association
20
Quinceanera
200
Health Meeting
20
Total Revenue for November 2008
Total Revenue for November 2007

Revenue
$40.00
$40.00
$1,366.15
$195.00
$40.00
$1,446.15
$20.00
$3,147.30
$4,437.30

~~~;~~,i;:%J~~.:;:t\'ovi~mfjerJ'iQ0,8;:±:1}f;Q'W'fGate/~6fhii.Ju~i Y'~~!1fffi;~i'{i),;;~;~'~~t~h:~:;l'~f;;~:;':i:
Date
Event
Guests
Revenue
11/1/08
Wedding Reception
120
$841.35
11/2/08
Church Services
75
$220.00
11/6/08
Riverside County Office of Education
80
$500.00
120
$1,076.15
11/7/08
Wedding and Reception
100
$815.00
11/8/08
Youth Banguet
75
$220.00
Church Services
11/9/08
$478.32
Adult Birthday Party
50
11/9/08
$500.00
Riverside County Office of Education
80
11/13/08
75
$220.00
Church Services
11/16/08
$200,00
Event
Cancelled
11/16/08
$175.00
Foster Family Agency Meeting
50
11/19108
125
$1,038.36
11/21108
Anniversary Party
$200.00
11/22/08
Cancelled Event
$220.00
75
Church Services
11/23/08
$1,056.15
150
Wedding_ Reception
11/29/08
$220.00
75
Church Services
11/30/08
$7,980.33
Total Revenue for November 2008
$7,185.78
Total Revenue for November 2007

4
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Po/ice Department

MOR

Memorandum

TO:

Bob Gutierrez, City Manager

FROM:

John Anderson, Chief of Police

DATE:

December 1, 2008

SUBJECT:

MVPD Personnel Status Report as of December 1, 2008

f.

1. SWORN OFFICER STATUS REPORT

Total Allocated Officers
Vacancies
Filled Non-billable Positions

159
4 (3 in the Academy)
27

A. Assigned Sworn Officers in Training Status:

Passalacqua, Timothy EOT: Nov. 27,2008
Thompson, Jonathan EOT: Dec. 17,2008
Flores Jr., Juan
EOT: Dec. 17,2008
Willner, Jay
EOT: Dec. 17,2008
EOT: Dec. 17, 2008
Gonzales, John
Bell, Mathew
EOT: Dec. 17, 2008
Fernandez, Saul
EOT: Jan. 25,2009
EOT: Jan. 25,2009
Kennedy, Deylan
EOT: Mar. OS, 2009
Reilly, Matthew
Morales, Elvis
EOT: Mar. OS, 2009

Gluck, Christine
Fabiola, Atilano
Cui, JC Jesy
Delgadillo, Eric
Holtkamp, Jason
Honore, Kamron
Howard, Chad
Likins, Geoffrey
Ramos, Joel
Wilmer, Jason

EOT:
EOT:
EOT:
EOT:
EOT:
EOT:
EOT:
EOT:
EOT:
EOT:

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

OS, 2009
05, 2009
05, 2009
05, 2009
05,2009
OS, 2009
05,2009
05,2009
OS, 2009
05,2009

B. Assigned Sworn in Non-Billable Status (1780 hours):

Hyland, Kelley
Skiles, Bernard
Hayes, Kelly
Nunez, Raul
Bordeau, Myling

(ETR: Unknown)
(ETR: May 6, 2009)
(ETR: January 1, 2009)
(ETR: Unknown)
(ETR: February 19, 2009)
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C. Assigned Sworn in Non-Productive Status (2080 hours):
None

D. Temporary Duty (TDY) Personnel:
Heath, Michael: TDY to Ben Clark Training Center (ETR: Unknown)
Gama, Lina: TDY to Personnel (ETR: March 2009)

2.

CLASSIFIED PERSONNEL STATUS REPORT
Community Service Officers
Total Allocated
Total Filled
Total Vacancies

30
29
1

Clerical/Support Staff
Total Allocated
Total Filled
Total Vacancies

3.

25
23
2

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Note: Report includes staff funded by school districts, YA T, and RCRMC.

CC: Chief Deputy Rick Hall
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
, Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director ~

Date:

November 18, 2008

Subject:

New Auditing Standard

The independent audit for FY 2007-08 officially got underway on Monday, November 3,
2008. During the opening audit conference, a new auditing standard was discussed by
Ken AI-Imam, the partner for Mayer Hoffman McCann, the City's current audit firm.
This new standard provides for auditors to contact those persons responsible for audit
oversight to give them the opportunity to request any special audit testing that they
believe would be appropriate to include in the audit of the City's financial statements,
The mechanism that Mayer Hoffman McCann uses to solicit such requests is the
attached letter. I raised the possibility of having Mr. AI-Imam meet with the Finance
Sub-Committee; while he was willing to do so, his preference was to provide the
attached letter to the full City Council and City Manager.
If you have no requests for special audit testing, no action is required. If you wish to
request any special audit testing, the contact information for Mr. AI-Imam is provided in
the attached letter.
If you have any questions regarding the FY 2007-08 independent audit in general,
please do not hesitate to contact me at x3024.

Attachment
c:

Ken AI-Imam, Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Edith Houser, Financial Operations Division Manager
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R ..... ' Mayer Hoffman McCann p.e.
An Independent CPA Firm

Conrad Government Services Division
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612
949-474-2020 ph
949-263-5520 fx
www.mhm-pc.com

November 17,2008
Members of City Council:
Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C. serves as the independent auditor for the City. Beginning this year, a new
auditing standard (Statement on Auditing Standards No. 114) provides for auditors to contact those persons
responsible for audit oversight to give them the opportunity to request any special audit testing tnat they
belIeve would be appropriate to include in the audIt of the City's financial statements.
If additional audit work is requested in a specific area of financial reporting, please contact the undersigned
at 949.474.2020 x273 (or email himatkalimam~cbiz.com). The costs for requested testing beyond the
normal audit scope will be billed separately from t normal annual audit. It is important to remember that
the focus of an annual audit is performing tests for errors or misstatements that involve amounts significant
to the financial statements.

e

The normal audit process addresses risks of significant financial statement error or misstatement such as the
following:

•

Fraud risk for cash receipts and cash disbursements: We plan to identify key internal controls and
perform tests of those controls to determine if they are operating effectively to reduce the risk of
significant error or misstatement.

•

Risk of material fraud or misstatement associated with investments: We plan to compare recorded
investments to investment statements to test the proper existence, valuation, ownership, and
classification of recorded investments. We plan to test recorded investments for issues relating to
compliance with the California Government Code and the City's investment policy that are reqUIred
by accounting standards to be disclosed in the financial stat~ments.

•

Risk of improper revenue recognition: We plan to test material accrued revenues for collectability
and meeting applicable revenue recognition criteria.

•

Risk of improper classification of expenditures: We plan to test expenditures for proper fund
assignment, proper support, approval, and cut-off

•

Risk of error associated with identifying capital asset additions and deletions: We plan to test the
internal controls of the City to properly identIfy and record capital asset additions and deletions.

•

Risk of unallowable transfers between funds: We plan to test material transfers from restricted funds
for conformity to legal requirements.

Jf you have additional information or commentary that should be considered in our assessment of the risk of
misstatement involving amounts significant to the financial statements of the City, please contact the
undersigned at 949.474.2020 (extenSIOn 273) or at kalimam@cbiz.com.
Sincerely,

MA YER HOFFMAN MCCANN P.e.
/-,c-~~

Ken AI-Imam, C.P.A.
Shareholder
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MEMORANDUM
~

To:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk

From:

Bonnie Flickinger, City Councilmember \ ,

Copy:

William Batey, Frank West, Richard Stewart, Charles White, Bob Gutierrez; Bob
Herrick

Date:

October 27,2008

Subject:

Non-profit donations solicited

JaneI have been informed that I am required by the state to report all donations solicited by me
on behalf of charitable organizations. Since the FPPC has not created a format for such a
report, I am reporting to you via interoffice memo the following donations/pledges in excess
of $5,000 which were solicited by me in the past 12 months.
Some were directly solicited by me; others were received in response to letters which
displayed my name in the letterhead. Many of the donations on the list are pledges only;
no money has been received by the nonprofit organization as yet from those donors.
All of them benefit the Moreno Valley YMCA Capital Development Project.
Altura Credit Union $60,000
Bank of America $50,000
Best Buy $10,000
Bondemen Engineering $10,000
Camille Meldrum, PIP Printing $5,000
D. H. Horton $110,000
Dan Horn $200,000
Don Allard/Moreno Valley Chevrolet $100,000
Gary Asbury $10,000
Iddo Benzeevi $200,000
Jackie Fielder $10,080
Jherly Busby $100,000
Larry Vesely $11,000
LOHR Soil Testing $5,000
(list continues on next page)
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...
Mark Hawkins $25,000
Jane Halstead, City Clerk

October 27,2008

Nick Ferguson $10,000
Sue Goforth $10,000
Supervisor Marion Ashley $250,000
Waste Management $10,000
Please advise whether you need additional information to comply with the new ruling.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Managerfl'\

Date:

October 23,2008

Subject:

John Husing's Report on the Riverside County Housing Crisis

Two months ago, WRCOG, the County of Riverside and the City of Riverside formed a
"Red Team" of public and private sector individuals to work together on ways to improve
the economy in Riverside County. Barry Foster is Moreno Valley's representative on the
Red Team. Dr. John Husing was hired by the Red Team to analyze the region's
economic problems and recommend ways to address this issue. He presented his
report, The Housing Crisis Issues and Potential Strategies, to the Red Team on October
15th and to the WRCOG TAC on October 16th .
Significant statistics in the report which illustrate the problems with the Inland Empire
economy include the following:
• Inland Empire is experiencing the worst job market in the past 44 years. In 2008,
nearly 20,000 jobs were lost in the Inland Empire (first negative job change in the
past 25 years). The unemployment rate is approaching 9% and rising .
• Inland Empire housing market peaked in the 4th Quarter of 2006 to a median home
price of $404,611, which has now fallen to $270,590. This value is equal to the
median home value in the 4th Quarter of 2003.
• 359,044 homes purchased between 2004 and 2008 are worth less than the purchase
price. Purchasers owe more on these mortgages than the value of the homes (e.g.
are "upside down").
• 68,835 homes were foreclosed upon in the Inland Empire from June 2007 to July
2008.
• 64% of all re-sales of single-family homes in Riverside County were foreclosed sales
in July 2008.
• By City, the heaviest concentration of homes that are upside down in Riverside
County are the larger cities - Riverside (24,378), Corona (21,666), Moreno Valley
(17,908), Murrieta (15,862), Temecula (13,564) and Hemet (10,714).
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Memo to Mayor & City Council
October 23,2008
Page 2

.

Dr. Husing's report identifies a number of possible strategies including local
governmental and private sector pursuing the formation of a regional entity to help
address the foreclosure problems. Another recommendation by Dr. Husing calls for a
temporary reduction in impact fees to help jump start the housing development
industry. Both of these strategies and other recommendations by Dr. Husing need more
study and evaluation. A subcommittee ·of the Red Team is evaluating Dr. Husing's
report and will provide input to the WRCOG Executive Committee at its meeting on
November 3. I have also asked key members of Moreno Valley's Executive Team to
review this report, especially its recommendations. I will be forwarding our observations
to you in the very near future.

cc. Robert D. Herrick, City Attorney
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Barry Foster, Economic Development Director
Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director
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The Housing Crisis
Issues & Potential Strategies
Riverside County

John E. Busing, Ph.D.
October 15, 2008

Economics & Politics, Inc.
961 Creek. View Lane
Redlands, CA 92373

john@johnhusing.com
www.johnhusing.com
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The Housing Crisis In Riverside County
Issues & Potential Strategies
Executive Summary
Economy in Trouble. Riverside County and the Inland Empire are facing the first prolonged
downturn in the local job base in over four decades. From August 2007-2008, the area lost
25,000 jobs. It now has a record 165,000 people out of work, nearly double the average from
January 2000 to July 2007 when the downturn started. The unemployment rate is 9.2%, highest
since August 1995.
The downturn in the residential construction industry is directly or indirectly responsible for the
loss of over 95% of the 32,000 jobs that have disappeared in shrinking sectors. It declined by
15,800 jobs. Another 6,900 were lost in manufacturing, largely in construction-related sectors.
Retailing is off by 500 jobs mostly due to losses of sales in furniture, appliances, home and garden outlets. Financial activity is down 2,000 jobs as escrow, title, home insurance have slowed.
The employment agencies that feed off of these sectors fell by 1,100.
Housing Pattern Caused Problem. In 1997, Southern California had 18.3 million people and
3.9 million single family homes or 4.66 homes per person. From 1997-2007, the area added 3.2
million people. To keep the ratio the same, the number of new single family homes needed was
709,600. However, only 552,900 were built, a shortfall of 156,700 or 22.1 %. In effect, production was 15,670 too low due to restrictions on building: NIMBYs, "slow growth," endangered
species, water or simply keeping "them" out of our community. From first quarter 1997 to
fourth quarter 2003, before SUb-prime, Alt-A or speculative craziness, this supply and demand
imbalance caused the Inland Empire prices to rise 12.9% compounded to chase away buyers.
From 2004 through 2007, speculators reacted to this extraordinary level of returns by buying
homes to flip them. Simultaneously, Sub-Prime, Alt-A and Option Adjustable ARMS mortgages
were created that helped fund their investments and those of homeowners who choose to buy in
this market. This unhealthy combination led to an increase in speculative demand with prices
rising at an annual rate of 19.7% from 2004 to the peak at $404,611 in fourth quarter 2007. In
this period, 359,044 homes traded hands in the Inland Empire.
While price peaked in fourth quarter 2007, demand peaked in fourth quarter 2006, as the very
high prices and the lack affordability caused both speculators and families to believe that prices
could not go higher. Inland Empire home sales subsequently plunged from a peak 0[29,670 seasonally adjusted quarterly units in fourth quarter 2006 to 11,397 in first quarter 2008. This lack
of demand meant that the very high home prices were unsustainable. Thus, prices began plunging from their fourth quarter 2007 peak, going from the record $404,611 to $270,590 by second
quarter 2008. That level is essentially the same as that in first quarter 2004 level. The people
who bought 359,044 homes from 2004 through 2007 are now almost all upside-down on
their mortgages. This represents 33.5% of the Inland Empire's 1,071,071 single family homes.
That is our mortgage crisis!
One piece of good news, with affordability now back to 47% or between its 2000-2002 levels,
demand has reemerged. In second quarter 2008, sales were up 25% from the first quarter as low
prices lured buyers into the market. This means that a price floor could soon be set in the market, likely around $235,000 for existing homes and $250,000 for new homes.

Housing Crisis
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Current situation. The current market situation, however, is telling:
•

Current Problem. 115,151 of the 359,044 homes have received Notices of Default,
starting the 90-day time period to renegotiate the mortgage or bring payments current.
That is just 32.1 %. Of these, 87,249 have been through that period with 68,835 (79%)
foreclosed upon and 18,414 (21%) having work out a solution. Of the foreclosures,
52,158 have been sold (76%), leaving 16,677 (24%) still on the market.

•

Future Problem. 243,893 Inland Empire homes are upside down on their mortgages but
have not yet had notices of default. That is the future problem. Almost all were financed
with adjustable mortgages that will reset to much higher interest rates as "teaser" rates
and introductory rates move up to market levels. The pace of the problem appears to be:
o The last of the sub-prime re-sets will hit the market from Sep-2008 to March
2009.

i"' '-;

o From then until late summer, there will be a lull in resets.
o Starting in Sep-2009 until late 2011, the Alt-A and Option Adjustable mortgages
will re-set.
Three Issues. Three issues arise from this situations, each of which local leaders will have some
ability to influence:
•

We must defend our communities from the impact of having large numbers of dilapidated
or rental properties injected into single family detached neighborhoods.

•

We must work to cut off the growing supply of foreclosed homes, so prices can stabilize
and the market can return to responding to traditional supply and demand forces.

•

We must work to reduce the cost of building new homes so that the new home industry
can get back to work. Until it does, the serious recession will continue.

Defending Our Neighborhoods. The experience of the 1990s showed that the injection of dilapidated properties or absentee owned single family rentals will cause three problems:
•

Rented and dilapidated properties harm surrounding owner-occupied property values as
they are almost never well maintained.

•

Calls for police service go up as there are no property managers with whom the police
can work to run anti-crime or tenant management programs.

•

School classroom turnover soars as renters move from place to place trying to lower their
housing costs.

A several part program implemented in the 1990s shows how this issue can be addressed. It elements start with understanding and gaining control of problem properties:
•

Identification of problem properties via a variety of reliable sources.

•

GIS mapping ofthose homes.

•

Ordinances on property maintenance, registration and maintenance of foreclosed homes
and fees and inspections of rented single family homes.

•

Code Enforcement used strategically to inspect, restore and/or lien problem properties.

Four strategies are then available:
Housing Crisis
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•

Strategy A. Foreclosed properties that can be inhabited with no particular work should
go to first time home owners not to investor-landlords.

•

Strategy B. Foreclosed properties needing rehabilitation should be acquired by the cities
and rehabilitated:
o

Inspection. Code· enforcement should identify homes that should not be sold
without being rehabilitated, liening them if necessary.

o Acquisition. Negotiation for the bulk acquisition of this properties should be undertaken with lenders or agencies that own them, aiming for 30% below AS-IS
value to leave room to profitably repair them.
o Qualifying Contractors. Rehabilitation work is a specialty. Contractors should
be identified who can do so. They should be willing to acquire the properties at
the prices negotiated, repair and sell them.
o

Creating Lines of Credit. To allow the contractors to acquire the properties,
they will need lines of credit from three possible sources: 20% redevelopment set
aside funds, the 20% of the Neighborhood Stabilization ACt funds allowed for this
purpose and from local financial institutions.

o

Using Double Escrows. Local governments would acquire the homes and sell
them to the contractors via double escrow so that they are not actually owning the
properties.

o Establishing Rehabilitation Standards. The cities must establish the rehabilitation standards which they want the properties to meet and inspect them before
sales occur.
o Soft Seconds. History shows that agencies should not finance the down payments using soft seconds due to the frequency of foreclosures when this is done.
•

Strategy C. Foreclosed homes headed for investor-landlords need to be acquired regionally and resold to owner occupants.
o

A non-profit entity needs to be created to undertake this effort.

o A right of first refusal needs to be negotiated with owners of foreclosed homes if
their best offer is from investor-landlords.
o A capital pool needs to be created to buy these homes using the 80% of
Neighborhood Stabilization Act funds leveraged with local investors.

•

Strategy D. Federal agencies will be the owners of many of these properties and pressure must be applied to assure that they cooperate with local efforts to ensure that the
economy and its neighborhoods are protected.

Organization of this effort should be regional:
•

A small group immediately set up to create a public-private non-profit framework, with
people able to rapidly creating institutions.

•

Executive Director with skill at financial negotiation and managing staff.

•

A Property Inspection Director and a corps of property inspectors to coordinated with an
supplement city and county efforts.

Housing Crisis
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•

A regional negotiation to buy AS-IS properties at 30% below market.

•

A regional negotiation to buy homes otherwise headed for landlords.

•

Financing of this effort.

•

Legal advice on creating the organization, ordinances, lien usage, financial negotiations.

•

Leadership contacts to ensure full understanding of changes in federal and state efforts in
the crisis as well as to use political pressure when it is needed to ensure agencies do not
harm the local community by their actions.

Reducing, the Flow of Foreclosures. There are essentially two strategies for dealing with problem homes:
i" ~

•

Reducing the interest rates or lengthening the repaying periods so people can stay in the
home but leaving them upside down on the principal.
o This is the method preferred by investors.
o Contracts creating mortgage backed securities require mortgage servicers to "do
nothing to harm investors" so servicers are forced to look to this method.
o Homeowners may walk away and create a foreclosure if this is the approach.

•

Reducing the principal owed so owners are not upside-down on their mortgages, have an
interest in the property and payments they can afford.
o This method is preferred by homeowners and the federal government.
o The Federal Hope For Homeowners program is designed to make this approach
work.
o Federal agencies owning control interest in properties or mortgage back securities
are required to use this method by the 2008 Economic Stabilization Act.
o The recent Bank of American/Countrywide settlement with several Attorneys
General requires the use this method.

•

Local Strategy - Counseling
o Homeowners facing foreclosure do not trust their banks or the Hope Now Alliance set up by the 26 leading mortgage servicers to give them advice.
o A local network to provide advice and/or tough love would therefore be a powerful help.
o The network would:

•

Be organized as part of the public-private entity described earlier.

• It would need to be up to date on the recent set of programs, efforts and
methods for helping homeowners.

• Serious outreach by the local leaders via utility bills, city television, billboards, newspapers and inserts plus direct mail to those receiving notices
of default is needed.

• Staffing must include a large telephone answering operation, a website
and counselors.
Housing Crisis
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•

New staff could come from fonner mortgage brokers who know what is
needed to qualify people for various mortgage programs and could be
trained via HUD's program for doing so.

• Administration could hopefully be accomplished by scale up experience
non-profit counseling groups currently doing this work in Riverside
County.

• Funding could corne from the Community Investment Act funds of the
commercial banks.
Restarting the New Home Market. As indicated, the depression in the residential housing industry has push the economy into its first job losses in over four decades with 165,000 residents
out of work. The difficulty will persist until the industry goes back to work. The question is the
degree to which local officials want to take action to help fix this situation. If the current economic crisis has taught us any lesson, it is that the residential construction industry's health is
vital to the residents and local governments of Riverside County from a wide variety of standpoints (employment, taxable sales, affordable housing). It is therefore recommended that a
pennanent working group composed of city and developer industry members be established to
thoroughly discussed the wide variety of issues that arise between the industry, county, cities,
schools and special districts. The appropriate framework for such discussions in Western Riverside County would appear to be a WRCOG-Industry Group (WIG).

In attempting to get the new market back to work, some key facts must be understood:
•

National executives will not have their finns building homes in Riverside County if they
cannot earn a profit in the 6% to 10% range they deem acceptable.

•

The local dilemma is the fact that new homes must now be priced at late 2003 or early
2004 levels to be competitive with the foreclosure-driven prices in the existing home
market. However, given today's cost levels, builders will lose money on every home
they create even on previously purchased lots that are now treated has having zero value.
That situation would be worse if they were buying land on the open market.

•

In the short tenn, fees are the only costs that local officials control. If they are not reduced, the resumption of new home construction and employment will have to wait until
the current crisis in housing ends and prices return to higher levels. With nearly 250,000
homeowners upside-down on mortgages that have not yet entered the foreclosure process,
that could take years.

Looking at the reduction of fees, a variety of approaches were considered.
•

The current situation is one in which home builders are losing money on very home they
build, even if they write-off their land to zero value.

•

The situation is worse if they are forced to pay market prices for the land.

•

The purpose of any holiday or reduction would be to make it possible for them to earn a
profit and operate in Riverside County under the current difficult conditions.

The method of doing so has the following characteristics:
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•

In the short tenn, if the choice is made to look at fee cuts, the choice should be to reduce
developer impact fees needed for capital projects rather than fees affecting on-going
agency budgets since these projects are often not ready for immediate construction.

•

In these discussions, the difficulty will be in deciding how to spread the pain between local governments, special districts and school districts. Each has numerous independent
boards as well as leaders and supporters who believe that their operations are absolutely
"essential." It would appear to be unacceptable to any group to have any other group
completely exempt from the process.

•

It is recommended that:

o Local government and special district fees were reduced 80% and school district
fees 40%, spreading the pain.
o It is suggested that the building community reduce the size of homes since part of
the existing problem was the fact that the square footage of homes helped elevate
prices beyond the reach of more and more potential buyers.
o This combination would reduce developer net returns to a 4.0% to 5.8% range,
depending upon the market. That is below the 6.0% minimum that national executives want to see to operate in a market, but not an unreasonable return in the
current economic crisis.
•

In any case, fee cuts should be regarded as temporary, subject to being increased in a
measurable fashion such as the rise of frequently published metric like median existing
home prices over certain thresholds.

•

During the interim, the suggested WIG should hold serious discussions about how to
raise the funds needed by local government without having such an onerous impact on
housing affordability. This is important from the standpoint of housing policy, since the
current method of fees have the impact of pricing a whole tier of society out of the home
market. It is vital for economic policy, given the demonstrated importance of the housing
sector to the health of the county's economy.

•

In the interim, an examination should be undertaken by the WIG of the impact of increasing density on exclusively single family residential developments, andlor accomplishing
the same result by pennitting mixes of single family homes and attached projects. This
could be a way of allowing more affordable homes to be provided to families, while allowing the industry to again become healthy:
o This solution, of course, raises political opposition from NIMBYs and others who
want to prevent home construction.
o It would be supported by those advocating more open transit oriented housing and
other such denser housing solutions.
o There is a good deal of research that the changing age levels of the population
will make such projects viable.

•

Given the current construction hiatus, numerous developers have pennits in various
phases of approval. To jump start the new home sector when projects become viable and
lessen the financial burden on industry, the following should also be considered:
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o Extending tentative tract maps without adding conditions of approval
o Extending existing grading and building permits
•

In addition, a variety of procedural changes in the relationship of developers to the communities in which they operate were recommended that could be the subject of WIG.
o

Several local governments have deferred the collection of developer impact fees
until a certificate of occupancy is offered. This has the benefit of reducing the
amount of time that developers have to pay interest on funds that local government cannot use until projects are completed anyway. It could become standard
procedure for all developer impact and school fees.

o Review of subdivision bonding exoneration policies and allowance for partial reductions.
o Suspension of bonding requirements for all stalled projects and the making of the
trigger for new bonds the issuance of building permits.
o The various local government could agree to cooperate in a Statewide Community
Infrastructure Program. This would enable the county's various cities and unincorporated areas to receive the benefit of bond proceeds for infrastructure
improvements while they benefited from economies of scale and avoidance of the
cost and inconvenience of individual community and/or projects managing bond
sales and ongoing administration.
o For years, there has been a call for a reform of permit and entitlement application
processes by industry in terms of streamlining processes, cutting cost and time
and establishing accountability checks. During this period, local governments
have consistently indicated that they have done so. Yet, the issue persists. This
appears to be an on-going conflict that needs a thorough review by WIG to see if
this issue can finally be mutually settled.
o It would be helpful to industry if all development standards were regularly published and updated online. A process for doing so could be created via the WIG.
o Standardize infrastructure improvement requirements throughout the region.
o Reform design guidelines and trade off for value items such as CA Green Builder
Program certification and "Water Wise Certifications."
o Lessen/minimize requirements of "vesting tract maps" applications.
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961 Creek View Lane
Redlands, CA 92373
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The Housing Crisis In Riverside County
Issues & Potential Strategies
John E. Husing, Ph.D.
In 2008, Riverside County is one of the communities most severely impacted by the housing and
financial crises facing the United States. To recommend appropriate local strategies to help with
this situation, a four step process is needed. First, an understanding of the degree to which
"Main Street" is already being impacted by this emergency will underscore the importance of
local action. Next, a look at how the area got so deeply entangled in this difficulty is needed to
i" ~< help design a path out of it. Third, the numerous aspects ofthe housing problem must be quantited to allow identification of the issues that local leaders must address. Finally, the strategies
for dealing with these issues can be articulated and defended.

Worst Inland Empire Job Market In At Least 44 Years
In 2008, the Riverside County and the Inland Empire are already facing their first year-over-year
job losses in at least 44 years. This is the case because the demise of residential development
and the decline in existing horne sales have had a devastating impact on sectors seemingly removed from those activities. Looking ahead, the worsening U.S. credit crisis will make it
difficult for sectors that are not directly affected by the housing sector to take up the slack.
Comparing the first eight months of 2008 to that period of 2007, the Inland Empire is down an
average of 19,957 jobs (Exhibit 1). This analyst's knowledge goes back to 1964. In all of that
time, the area has never before had a year of net job losses.
Exhibit 1.-lnland Empire Job Change
January-August Average Gain, 1984-2008

Source: CA Employment Development Department

The job market's downturn actually started in mid-2007 as housing markets began to collapse.
From July 2006-2007, a job loss of -600 showed up. Since then, the difficulty has worsened in
nearly every month. By January 2007-2008, it was -11,600. Preliminary data for August 20072008 put the job base shrinkage -25,000 (Exhibit 2).
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Exhibit 2.-Job Losses, Inland Empire
Month vs. Same Month Prior Year, 2007·2008
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Paralleling this slowdown has been the behavior of the Inland Empire's unemployment rate:
•

In 2006, it was just 4.6%.

•

In 2007, it moved up to 5.9%.

•

By January 2008, it was at 6.7%.

•

During the balance of2008, it has worsened in nearly every month.

•

By August 2008, it reached 9.2%, the highest level in this decade.

•

For the full January-August 2008 period, the unemployment rate has averaged 7.7% (Exhibit 3).
Exhibit 3.-Unemployment Rates, 1983·2008 ytd
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In fact, the difficulties that the slowdown in housing activity have had for the Inland Empire's
workforce go well beyond the loss of25,000 jobs. For a fast growing area like it to succeed, the
economy must be constantly adding jobs. From January 2000 to June-2007, this was accomplished with the number of unemployed people remaining remarkably stable at an average of
89,562 despite the rapid growth of the area's population. However, by August 2008, the number
of unemployed was 166,500, up 76,938 people or 85.9% above that average (Exhibit 4).
Exhibit 4.-Number of Unemployed
Inland Empire, 2000-2008
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Source: CA Employment Develoment Department

The pattern by which job losses from construction have spread through the economy is seen in a
look at which sectors gave up jobs between August 2007-2008 (Exhibit 5). Note: the loss in
shrinking sectors was -32,000 jobs as some parts of the economy did continue growing. Among
the shrinking sectors:
•

Construction firms lost 15,800 jobs as homes were not being built (49.4% of shrinking
sector losses). Also, there has been the beginning of a decline in office construction that
will worsen (see financial activity discussion below).

•

Manufacturing firms lost 6,900 jobs (21.6% of shrinking sector losses). Many of these
were in companies making construction-related items like doors, hinges, light switches
and roofing tiles.

•

Retailers lost 4,500 jobs (14.1% of shrinking sector losses). In part, this occurred as people are not buying homes and thus are not purchasing furniture and appliances, home and
garden supplies. More generally, with fewer families migrating to the inland area, the
transfer of income, wealth and consumer spending to the market is no longer occurring.

•

Financial activity declined by 2,000 jobs due to the shrinkage of office based employment by firms handling escrow, title, home insurance, civil engineering, housing finance
and real estate (6.3% of shrinking sector losses). This group was beginning to become a
major source of job growth until housing construction came to a standstill. This decline
is why office construction has started slowing, a fact that will worsen when existing projects are completed.
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Exhibit S.-Job Gains & Losses
Inland Empire, August 2007-2008
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•

Employment agencies lost 1,100 jobs (3.4% a/shrinking sector losses). Many of these
losses occurred as construction and manufacturing are normally two major sources of
temporary hiring.

•

Administrative support fell by 500 jobs as the firms had fewer office operations to service
(J.6% ofshrinking sector losses).

•

Local government lost 300 jobs, after growing in the first half of 2008, as cities have begun to reduce their staffs (0.9% of shrinking sector losses), This has occurred due to the
loss of sales tax revenue which were down an average of -7.6% and -11.8% in Riverside
County during the second and third quarters of 2008 (Exhibit 6). Job losses will likely
increase as a result. This was seen by Corona's elimination of 112 jobs this month.
Exhibit 6.-Taxable Sales Growth Rates

Quarterly, California & Riverside County, 1992-2008
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Housing Market Shortfall, Speculation & Accelerating Price Increases
Fundamentally, the Inland Empire has moved into a deepening recession because of what has
occurred in its residential market. Here, some supply and demand factors affecting Southern
California's (Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego & Ventura
counties) housing prices are in order (Exhibit 7):
•

In 1997, coming out of the post-Cold War recession, the area had a population of
18,362,100 and 3,944,000 single family detached and attached homes. That was a ratio
of 4.66 people for each single family dwelling unit.

•

By 2007, the population had increased to 21,521,500, a gain of 3,159,400. The stock of
single family dwellings had grown to 4,496,900, up by 552,900. The ratio of people per
single family unit had risen to 4.79.

•

Look at another way, from 1997-2007, 5.71 people were added for each new single family unit that was built.

•

To keep the ratio intact at 4.66, another 156,700 units would have had to have been built
or 15,670 per year in this ten year period.

•

The shortfall was particularly acute in Los Angeles County which failed to build 123,000
units. Interestingly, San Bernardino County fell short by 29,500, Orange County by
15,300 and San Diego County by 9,600.

•

At the same time, Riverside County added 17,600 more homes than needed to keep its ratio intact and Imperial added 4,200 more than needed.

These data roughly indicate that 15,670 fewer homes per year were being built in Southern California than were needed by the region's growing population. Any time demand is greater than
supply in a marketplace, the price must rise enough to say to some potential buyers that "NO!"
they could no longer afford the product. Looking specifically at the Inland Empire (Exhibit 8):
•

From first quarter 1997 to fourth quarter 2003, the median price (half of sales
above/below) of single family detached homes increased from $105,643 to $246,870, a
gain of 133.7% or 12.9% per annum. This was the period before sub-prime and alt-A financmg.

•

By 2004, those financing methods became available just when speculators began realizing that a 12.9% return was better than they could get in most other forms of investment.
This was when they began aggressively entering the Inland Empire's housing market
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with an eye to flipping homes, not living in them. In effect, speculators had the impact of
limiting the supply of homes available to families, putting more upward pressure on
prices. The lax financial standards supplied them with the funds for this strategy and allowed too many families to refinance or buy homes in this period.
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•

As a result, for the 11 quarters from fourth quarter 2003 to third quarter 2006, prices went
from $246,870 to a record $404,611, up $157,741, a gain of63.9% or a totally unsustainable 19.7% per year.
Exhibit 9.-Existing & New Homes Sales, Inland Empire
Seasonally Adjusted, by quarter, 1988-2008
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Looking at seasonally adjusted detached single family homes sales in the Inland Empire, the
demand for housing grew from the mid-1990s until an aggressively surge in 2005 took it to a
peak at 29,670 quarterly units by the fourth quarter of that year (Exhibit 9). Note: Seasonal adjustments mean that sales in one quarter are comparable to those in the next quarter because the
influence of the time of year has been eliminated.
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Falling Demand, Price Declines, Foreclosures Accelerate
Meanwhile, the surge in demand for homes in the Inland Empire in 2005 that took volume to
29,670 units in third quarter 2005 sent prices up to the $400,000 level (Exhibit 8). At that high
plateau, buyers began to rethink their decisions to enter the housing market. This appears to
have occurred for two reasons. First, affordability dropped to just 18% (Exhibit 13 below). That
meant that less than one of five inland families could afford the area's median priced home.
Second, even speculators began worrying that it was becoming unlikely that there would be future price appreciation from such high levels.

t"

Sales Volume Falls. As a result, the volume of Inland Empire home sales began to fall. By
third quarter 2006, nine months after the peak in volume, the median price reached a record at
$404,611. However, by then, seasonally adjusted home sales had fallen~27.6% to 21,478 units.
~Rubsequently, volumes continued falling, reaching a low of 11,397 units by the first quarter
2008, down -61.6% from the 29,670 peak (Exhibit 9).
Price Declines. With demand plunging, the price levels brought about by the speculative environment rapidly evaporated (Exhibit 8):

•

By first quarter 2008, the median price was down ~25.1 % from the peak to $302,981.

•

It then fell to $270,590 in second quarter 2008, off -33.1 % from the high.

•

Preliminarily, the median price appears to be down to $250,000 by third quarter 2008.

In effect, the median price of detached single family homes in the Inland Empire returned to the
level of fourth quarter 2003. That was the period just before speculators and lax financing became major factors in the inland housing market. At this lower price level, two important
difficulties emerged:
•

The speculators and families who purchased 359,044 existing and new homes from
2004-2007 now owe more on their mortgages than their homes are worth.

•

In addition, an unknown number of families who owned homes before 2004 and remained in them borrowed against them as the prices went up. Some of them are now also
upside-down on their mortgages.

•

Quantifying this difficulty, by 2008, there were 1,071,071 single family homes in the
Inland Empire. The 359,044 that traded from 2004-2007 represent 33.5% of the Inland
Empire's housing stock.

•

It is highly likely that most of the owners of these homes owe more than the market value

of their houses.
Note: This overstates the problem to the extent that some of these homes sold more than once.
It understates it to the extent that a significant number of homeowners are upside-down on their
mortgages because they borrowed against their houses when prices were high.
Notice of Default. In any case, it is not surprising to find that a significant number of Inland
Empire homes have recently been involved in the foreclosure process. This process begins when
a homeowner is delinquent on their mortgage payments and the servicer responsible for their
loan files a Notice of Default (NOD). That action begins a 90-day time period during which the
homeowner must either bring their payments current or renegotiate the terms of the loan. The
number of loans entering this process has grown (Exhibit 10):
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Exhibit 10.-Notices of Default
Inland Empire, Mar-07 to Jul-08

Source: ForeclosureRadar & Economics & Politics, Inc.

•

It is estimated that 2,592 NODs were filed in March 2007.

•

From then until April 2008, some 87,249 NODs moved beyond the 90 day grace period.

•

From May to July 2008 another 27,902 NODs were filed and are in that 90-day period.

•

From March 2007 to July 2008, a total of 115,151 properties have thus received NOD.

•

Given that 359,044 properties were sold from 2004 through 2007, that means that 32.1 %
have been subject to the foreclosure process. Again, this does not include homes that
were refinanced to pull out equity.

A conclusion from this calculation is that there are at least 243,893 Inland Empire homes or
67.9% on which owners are upside-down on their mortgage and have not been subject to NODs.
There are two ways of looking at that fact:
•

A pessimistic view is that the area is about one-third of the way through the mortgage crisis. That assumes that everyone who is upside-down on their mortgage will ultimately
choose not to stay current on their payments. This is regarded as particularly true since
the overwhelming majority of these homes were financed using adjustable rate mortgages
(ARMS) that will reset to much higher rates. Many ARMS are tied to LIB OR, (London
Interbank Offered Rate) or the 11 th District Monthly Weighted Cost of Funds set by the
Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco. Both rates have soared in recent weeks as
the financial crisis has caused banks and savings and loans to quit lending to each other.

•

An optimistic view is that a significant share of the remaining homeowners may continue
to stay current on their mortgages both to keep their houses and defend their credit.
However, that view ignores the fact that a large number of these mortgages will reset to
higher interest rates.

Like all such dilemmas, the truth likely lies somewhere in-between. However, a good deal of the
financial panic gripping world financial markets exists because the most pessimistic view of
what homeowners will do is being accepted as the most likely scenario. Here, it is important to
have some instinct for where the markets are headed, without intervention. Credit Suisse, a major banking institution, has created a chart showing when various ARMS are likely to reset to
higher rates. Their work indicates that (Figure 1.7, next page):
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Figure 1.7. Monthly Mortgage Rate Resets
(First reset in billions of U.S. dollars)
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•

The bulk of the sub-prime loans made to the least credit worthy borrowers have already
reset, hence the mortgage crisis. Looking ahead, the balance of them will be reset by
March 2009 with declining numbers from September 2009 until then.

•

There will be a lull in resets in mid-2009 with the beginning of a surge after the summer
as several categories of loans do so. That volume of ARMS resets will be divided about
equally between four categories of mortgages:
o Traditional conforming agency mortgages (FNMA, Freddie Mac)l
o Prime jumbo mortgages (qualified buyers, above recent $417, 000 agency limit)
o Alt-A mortgages (Not qualified for agencies as some flaw in borrower's profile)
o

Option Adjustable Rate mortgages (borrower choose repayment options, often
making minimum payments)

Of these, those most at risk will be the Option Adjustable Rate and Alt-A mortgages.
•

In 2010 and 2011, the option adjustable rate and Alt-A mortgages will reset with a vengeance, potentially extending the mortgage crisis into those years.

A final fact evident in Exhibit 10 is that NODs peaked at 9,491 in May 2008 and have since declined slightly to 9,022 by July 2008. However, this largely occurred because Bank of America
has been taking no action on its portfolio of problem ARMS loans that it acquired along with
Countrywide.
Notices of Trustee Sales. If a borrower has not brought their payments current or renegotiated
the mortgage by the end of the 90-day grace period, the mortgage servicer can foreclose on the
property and file a Notice of Trustee Sale (NOl) (Exhibit 11):
I FNMA is the Federal National Mortgage Association that historically buys mortgages from loan originators like
banks and credit unions. Freddie Mac is the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation which performs a similar
function. In recent time, the agencies could not buy mortgages over $417,000. Those limits have recently been increased.
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Exhibit 11.~Notices of Trustee Sales
Inland Empire, Mar~07 to Jul~08

Source: ForeclosureRadar

•

There were 6,579 NOTs from June to August 2007. Presumably, these represented the
result of NODs filed in the 90 day period before data was available. In that timeframe,
the share of homeowners curing their defaults varied from 30.5% to 49.0%. A 50% rate
was assumed yielding the estimated 13,158 NODs in the three months at the start of Exhibit 10.

An important question is the extent to which owners of properties that have entered the foreclosure process have been able to make their payments current or renegotiate their loans:
•

From March 2007 to April 2008, a total of 87,249 properties received NODs and have
now gone beyond their 90-day grace period.

•

From June 2007 to July 2008, the timeframe after the grace period applicable to those
87,249 properties, 68,835 were foreclosed upon and NOTs filed, a 79% share.

•

The other 21 % or 18,414 mortgages were either brought current by the homeowners or
they were able to renegotiate the status of their loans.

Economically, there is great significance in the fact that 68,835 NOTs were filed from June 2007
until July 2008, with the number reaching record levels since March 2008. This represents the
SUPPLY of homes that banks are offering via foreclosed property sales. The powerful upward
trend is seen in that 55% of these properties have been acquired by the banks in March through
July of 2008.
Exhibit 12.-Foreclosure Sales
, Inland Empire, Jun-07 to Jul-08

Source: ForeclosureRadar
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Foreclosure Sales. Given that situation, it is not surprising that the number of foreclosure sales
in the Inland Empire is rising. As indicated, since the inception of the crisis, 68,835 homes have
been foreclosed upon. Of these, 52,158 have been sold (76%) and 16,677 (24%) are still on the
market. In fact, with the housing market in the doldrums, most recent sales have been foreclosure sales:
•

6,743 foreclosure sales during July 2008 represented 60% ofthell,190 homes sold in the
Inland Empire. These included:
o 3,812 foreclosure sales in Riverside County representing 64% of the 5,936 housing sales in that county.
o 2,931 foreclosure sales in San Bernardino County representing 58% of the 5,234
housing sales in that county.

Current Status of the Inland Empire Market
Given these facts about the Inland Empire's housing market, it is important to understand what
they mean for its current status:
•

With foreclosure sales accelerating in the second quarter of 2008 and representing 60%
of all sales, the median price fell to $270,590. It is estimated at $250,000 for third quarter 2008.

•

A median price of $250,000, with 3% down on a 30-year fixed FHA mortgage at 5.94%
(most recent Freddie Mac rate) with insurance of $800, property taxes at 1% and a 0.5%
FHA insurance fee, payments would be $1,796 a month or $21,558 a year. At 35%, this
. would require an annual income of $61,593. Using the Inland Empire's 2007 income
distribution, 47% of the area's households could qualify to buy this horne (Exhibit 13).
Exhibit 13.-Share Able To Buy Median Price Home
Inland Empire, 2000-2008
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Source: CA Association of Realtors, 2000-2005; Economics & Politics, Inc., 2008

•

With affordability approaching 50%, it is not surprising that the second quarter 2008 seasonally adjusted home sales jumped to 14,224 units, up 24.8% from trough of 11,397in
the prior quarter.

•

Put another way, with prices back to the period before the speculative boom, affordability
is up to 47%. That puts it between the 2000 and 2002 levels. The result has been an increase in the DEMAND for the inland area's homes.
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•

Discussions with real estate agents indicate that two types of buyers have entered the
market:
o First time home buyers who find that they can afford homes at the lower prices.
o Investors who are buying homes with the intent of holding them and selling them
later. Many of these houses will likely become rentals during the interim.

•

While there has been a rise in the DEMAND for homes as price declines have enhanced
affordability, that increase has not yet been enough to stop prices from continuing to fall.
The reason is that the SUPPLY of homes from the foreclosures is still greater than the increased DEMAND requiring further decreases in price to clear the market.

•

Unless the credit crisis cuts off DEMAND, however, it appears that prices are approaching an affordability level where DEMAND will catch up with SUPPLY. This will cause
the prices of foreclosed homes to stabilize. However, the market will likely overshoot
this price level until potential buyers fully realize that prices are at their trough.

•

For new home developers, there is good news in that the prices on foreclosed homes may
soon stabilize at roughly the 2003 levels that existed before the speculative boom. The
bad news is that builders cannot afford to build homes at those prices, given the changes
in their costs during the interim.

Three Crucial Issues. Three crucial issues for the Inland Empire's local leaders arise from this
analysis:
1. We must defend our communities from the impact of having large numbers of
rental properties injected into single family detached neighborhoods.

As indicated, a significant number of foreclosed homes are being bought by investors desiring to flip them at a later time. Many of these houses will likely become rentals.
Experience in the last housing downturn showed that the injection of large number of
rentals into single family detached neighborhoods can have a devastating impact on them.
2. We must work to cut off the growing SUPPLY of foreclosed homes.

As long as SUPPLY of foreclosed homes being offered for sale by financial institutions is
growing faster than the increased DEMAND due to lower prices, the price level will have
to continue falling to clear the market. This causes more and more homeowners to be upside-down on their mortgages. It also lengthens the time before voluntary sellers can get
nonnal supply and demand detennined market prices for their homes. For new home
builders, it means that the competition they face from the foreclosed homes being offered
at ever lower prices will continue to prevent them from being able to profitably return to
employing people to build new homes.
3. We must work to reduce the cost of building new homes.

When the prices of foreclosed homes finally stop falling, existing homes will likely be
trading at 2003 prices. However, new home builders cannot profitably construct homes
for what existing homes sold for in 2003. This is the case because new homes generally
cost more than existing homes and due to the increase in their cost from 2003-2008.

1. Defending Communities From Rentals & Dilapidated Foreclosures
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In the early to mid-1990s, the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development took back
large numbers of foreclosed homes that had been guaranteed by FHA. To defend its budget, the
agency elected to package these houses up and sell them in bulk to investors. Inside of local
neighborhoods, the result was to turn foreclosed vacant homes into absentee owned rentals. The
impact was often disastrous:
•

Rented houses are rarely maintained as well as owner occupied homes, resulting in eye
sores bringing down the quality of the surrounding neighborhoods and negatively impacting property values.

•

Neighborhoods with large numbers of absentee owned single family rentals end up with
the highest calls for police service in a community. They are worse than areas with large
numbers of apartments because there are no major owners with whom police can work on
tenant management and other anti-crime programs.

•

Classroom turnover in neighborhoods with large numbers of rented homes tend to increase because tenants tend to move around looking for the lowest cost housing
opportunity. Teachers find that their classes become unstable with the students in their
classes at the beginning of the year replaced by others by the end of the year.
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In short, what HUD did resulted in tearing-up the economic and social fabricate of the communities with concentrated numbers of single family foreclosures. In Riverside County, this issue
was particularly pronounced in Moreno Valley. In San Bernardino County, it hit both San Bernardino and Fontana extremely hard.

Location of the Potential Problem. Given the fact that 208,117 homes were sold in Riverside County from 2004-2007, the potential for this issue to have an even wider impact in the
county is extremely high. It is on these homes that owners have mortgages that are higher than
the current market value of their houses due to the decline in prices since third quarter 2006.
There are two ways to view this difficulty:
Exhibit 14.-New & Existing Home Sales
Riverside County Cities, 2004-2007
Riverside
Corona
Murrieta
Temecula
Hemet
Indio
Moreno
V
Perris
Lake Elsinore
LaQuinta
Beaumont
San Jacinto
Palm Springs
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Desert Palm
Hot Springs
Desert
Cathedral City
Rancho Mirage
Banning
Coachella
Canyon Lake "'_"-,
Norco
Indian Wells
Source:
Dataquick
Blythe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Calimesa
__
_ _ _"'"

•

By city, the heaviest concentration of homes that are upside down are the county's largest cities starting with Riverside (24,378), Corona (21,666), Moreno Valley (17,908),
Murrieta (15,862) and Temecula (13,564), all of which have over 100,000 people, plus
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Hemet (lO, 714). This includes the four cities receiving grants to help defend themselves
from large number of rentals being injected into them as part of the Neighborhood Stabilization Act:
o

Moreno Valley ($11.4 million)

o Riverside ($6.6 million)
o Corona ($3.6 million)
Hemet ($2.9 million)

o

•

While volume is an important measure, the concentration of homes with owners upside
down on their mortgages is perhaps even more important. Here, a very different picture
emerges (Exhibit 15). The cities with the highest concentrations of these homes as a
share of their single family detached housing stocks were:
o
o
o
o

Perris (80.1%)
Lake Elsinore (75.3%)
Corona (68.5%)
Desert Hot Springs (64.9%)

o
o
o
o

Murrieta (64.8%)
Hemet (61.3%)
San Jacinto (60.0%)
Beaumont (59.7%)

Note that these are the cities that have generally had the fastest growth in recent years. Added to
this list should be places like the unincorporated Menifee Valley. These are the communities in
which the issue may be the most pronounced. Interestingly, only Corona, Hemet and Murrieta
are near the top of both lists with only the first two receiving federal funding.
Exhibit 15.·Percent Home Sales of All Detached Homes
Riverside County Cities, 2004·2007
Perris
75.3%

Lake Elsinore
Corona
Desert Hot Sp
Murrieta
Hemet
San Jacinto
Beaumont
Indio
Canyon Lake
Temecula
Palm Springs

68.5%
64.9%
64.8%
61.3%
60.0%
59.7%
52.9%
52.3%
52.1%

Moreno_V
LaQuinta
Palm Desert
Riverside
Coachella
Rancho Mirag
Cathedral City
Banning
Norco
Blythe
Indian Wells
Calimesa

80.1%

22.0%

44.9%
42.0%
41.8%
40.1%
39.6%
39.3%
38.6%
35.0%
31.3%
28.7%
28.5%
26.8%

Source: Dataquick

In many respects, the manner in which funds have been allocated, and the location of the potential for worst of the problem, argue for a countywide as opposed to a city by city approach to this
issue. Here, it is important to note that Riverside County received a substantial allocation from
the Neighborhood Stabilization Act ($48.6 million).

Strategy. The recommended strategy for dealing with the issue has several steps.
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1. Identification. It is first necessary to identify the homes that are likely to cause problems
in the community. Here, there are several potential tools. When NODs are filed, indicating a property owner is behind on their rent and has 90-days to cure the problem, that is a
public record through the Riverside County Assessor-County Clerk-Recorder's office.
When properties are foreclosed upon, the NOTs must also be filed there. That office can
be a source of the flow of this infonnation. So also can groups used by potential buyers
of foreclosed home like foreclosureradar (http://wwwforeclosureradar.com) and the financial industry's Mortgage Electronic Registration System (www.rnersinc.org).

To identify homes that are already single family detached rentals in the community,
Dataquick Infonnation Systems sells data on homes where property tax bills are not being mailed to situs addresses. This generally identifies rented or vacant properties.
¢- ,...,}

For homes that have simply been abandoned but do not yet show up on any list, there are
several potential sources. The utility companies know if meters are not being used. The
post office knows where mail is no longer being delivered. Certainly, the drivers of trash
trucks know which homes no longer are putting out their garbage cans. Interns traveling
with that fleet could inventory homes that are either abandoned or under severe stress.
2. GIS. As the infonnation discussed in step #1 is acquired, a useful tool is to have it continuously updated using a Geographic Infonnation System. This will allow community
leaders to visually see and track the extent and location of its housing difficulties.
3. Ordinances. Communities need have three types of ordinanc~s to deal with this crisis:

o An ordinance establishing property maintenance standards, that gives code enforcement the ability to externally inspect, repair, fine and lien properties that are
clearly a detriment to the surrounding neighborhood. Numerous communities already have such documents and more have been passing them.
o An ordinance requiring the registration of foreclosed properties. Sample ordinances include the registration requirement, as well as the right of the city to,
again, externally inspect, repair, fine and lien properties that are clearly a detriment to the surrounding neighborhood. Some cities have been able to place liens
on most foreclosed properties so that they are aware of their condition when they
are going to sold and have the ability to identify rental or other such situations.
o An ordinance regulating single family rentals in a community. This is needed
given the impact which this fonn of property ownership tends to have on
neighborhood values, calls for police service and school classroom turnover.
Such ordinances establish business license fees as well as periodic code enforcement inspections and the ability to externally inspect, repair, fine and lien
properties that are clearly a detriment to the surrounding neighborhood.
Note: The infonnation from the GIS system will allow the city to strategically enforce
these requirements.
4. Code Enforcement. In most communities, code enforcement is largely treated like an
unwanted stepchild. The result has been operations that are underfunded, understaffed,
buried invisibly in large agencies, managed in reactive mode, with more work than they
can possibly accomplish. In the current environment, that is a recipe for urban disaster.
Steps #1-#2 and #3 are useless if communities do not undertake strategically operated
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code enforcement operations through organizations that have the budget, staff, legal advice and visibility to undertake the workload that the housing crisis will place on them.
Note: This is a situation where Riverside County may wish to elevate these operations to
a regional level so that added funding and strategic direction can be put into them.
5. Strategy #A. Foreclosed Homes Affordable to First Time Buyers. Many foreclosed
homes will clearly be ready for occupancy and will hopefully be bid upon by entry-level
buyers seeking a place to live. This will most probably occur in communities like Perris,
Beaumont, Lake Elsinore, Hemet, San Jacinto and Menifee where homes are newer and
prices are low enough for this to be possible. One of the tragedies of the 1990s mortgage
crisis was that a large number of foreclosed homes that could have been acquired by first
time home buyers instead went to absentee landlords and became rentals. To the extent
that local leaders can work to see that this is not repeated, they would make a positive
contribution to their communities as well as this group of families:
o Some of the lenders who have acquired foreclosed homes have already shown a
willingness to tum down investors and instead sell homes to owner occupants.
This is to be encouraged. It is a place where local leaders and the new media
should track the activities of major financial institutions and ensure that they are
doing what is best for their communities. These include Wells Fargo, Bank of
America/Countrywide and Chase/Washington Mutual.
o Again, since FDIC has taken over IndyMac, it is an important source of foreclosed homes that could be a source of affordable housing for first time owner
occupants. Political and journalistic pressure to ensure that this is a focus of their
activities will certainly be important in working with that agency.
o Locally, the organizations most involved in the sale of foreclosed homes are the
.area's major real estate agents. A relatively small group of very successful agencies handles the bulk of the area's transactions. Many are considered to be
community leaders. It is imperative that they be asked to understand that, to the
extent they favor owner occupants over investors in negotiating sales, they are
working in the best interests oftheir communities. The reversee is also true.
o To the extent that code enforcement activities allow cities or the county to place
liens against foreclosed properties, it will guarantee that local leaders have some
influence over the manner in which they are ultimately disposed.
6. Strategy #B: Foreclosed Homes That Should Not Be Sold Without Reconditioning.
Some foreclosed homes will clearly be almost or totally uninhabitable. This analyst has
toured several such places in recent weeks. On these homes, the fear is that they will be
sold in bulk to landlords who will slap a coat of paint on them and use them as low-end
rentals. That occurred in the mid-1990s. This is where code enforcement has a vital role
to play in ensuring that they are inspected, liened and not saleable until these difficulties
have been completely corrected. Towards the end of the last housing downturn, some
communities developed and executed a very successful strategy for dealing with this issue. It involved the following seven steps:

o Inspection. Code enforcement needs to regularly inspect foreclosed homes in the
community and determine those that should not be resold without significant rehabilitation. These need to be entered into the GIS system and become the
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subject of the balance of this strategy. As these homes are likely in violation of
code specifications, the city and county should place liens against them requiring
that this be done before they can be sold.
o Acquisition. The local community must negotiate with the financial institutions
and government agencies controlling them to allow these homes to be acquired in
bulk. As large numbers are being purchased, the aim is to acquire them at about
30% below their "As-Is" value. By reducing the cost basis in this way, there
would be the possibility of investing in renewing the houses and being able to
make a reasonable profit when they are sold.

Photograph Source: Espinoza Realty, De Oro Group

o Qualifying Rehabilitation Contractors. Rehabilitation work is a specialty
within the construction industry. The community needs to put out a Request of
Qualifications to builders who can do this type of work and negotiate agreements
with those it finds able to do the work. The agreements will state that the builders
will buy the properties from the city or county, perfonn rehabilitation work to
their specifications and sell them to first time home buyers.
o Creating Lines of Credit. To assist the builders who qualify to acquire and undertake the rehabilitation work, the local community needs to create lines of credit
that the builders can use to acquire the property and do the construction work.
This could involve a portion of the federal funds flowing to the area through the
Neighborhood Stabilization Act. It might also involve Redevelopment Agency
20% set aside funding. These two sources could be used to provide a cushion encouraging financial institutions to also establish lines of credit supporting the
program. In the mid-1990s, the private sector financial institutions provided the
full lines of credit.
o Using Double Escrows. The governmental entity(ies) negotiating with the fi~an
cial institutions or government agencies that own these dilapidated properties
should enter into a double escrow situation with the properties. On one side they
are acquiring the properties, at the same moment they are selling them to the construction finns that are going to rehabilitate them at cost.
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o

Establishing Rehabilitation Standards and Inspection Systems. The local
governments must establish the criteria they will use to approve that properties
have been brought up to standards where they can be inhabited and will not hurt
the values of surrounding homes. Once construction is completed, they need to
have in place the inspection systems that will allow them to be sold.

o

Sales. On the sales side, the homes should be sold to first time home buyers under affordability guidelines.

o

Soft Seconds. New FHA rules forbid seller funded soft seconds trust deeds for
the 3 % down payment required under their rules. The agency appears to be silent
on redevelopment agency assistance for that purpose. However, the agency indicates that situations where families do not have money at risk are twice as likely
to end in houses going into foreclosure. It would appear that such consideration
override having local agencies provide such assistance.

7. Strategy #C: Foreclosed Homes Headed For Investor~Landlords. A more difficult
case is that where homes are ready for occupancy, that are beyond the reach of first time
home buyers, where the properties are headed for purchase by investors with the intent of
flipping them later. This is one of the situations at the base of the current crisis. It will
inevitably lead to rentals being injected into neighborhoods, many of which are made up
of newer homes.

In this case, any locally based solution will be very expensive. At best, it would require
the local governments to combine with local private sector investors in a strategy to gain
control of all or most foreclosure sales within the market. Such a strategy would have the
following elements:
o

Non-Profit Entity. Local leaders would have to create a non-profit entity with
which local governments could contract to undertake the implementation of the
Neighborhood Stabilization Act goals. This should make it eligible for some of
that funding.

o

Negotiate Priority or Right of First Refusal. Local leaders, through the entity,
could negotiate with federal agencies and major lenders holding foreclosed properties to give the regional entity a right of first refusal to buy properties at prices
that have been negotiated with buyers who appear to .be doing so for investment
purposes.

o

Capital Pool. The entity would create a capital pool to acquire properties made
up of federal funds (portion not used for overhead plus that not used for the capital pool in Strategy #B), some redevelopment agency 20% set aside funds and
private groups wishing to invest in the process. The key would be the private
groups.

o

Acquisition & Sale. The entity would acquire the properties and offer them for
sale to qualified owner occupant buyers through the local real estate industry.

o

Fund Distribution. To the extent the transactions lead to profit, it would be distributed back to the agencies and individuals in proportion to their investment in
the pool.
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8. Strategy #D: Federal Agencies Policies Towards Selling Foreclosed Homes. Compounding the problem for local agencies is the fact that federal agencies are beginning to
acquire large numbers of problem homes. For instance, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) is now running IndyMac which in 2006 led the country in making
Alt-A loans. It made 16.5% share of them nationally and they represented 77.5% of its
loan volume. FDIC is already showing a tendency to want to package up these foreclosed homes and sell them in bulk to investor-landlords. That was HUD's disastrous
policy in the 1990s. It is as much a political as an economic issue. Meanwhile, agencies
like this should be susceptible to pressure to cooperate with local officials trying to defend their communities via refined strategies, along the lines outlined in Strategies #A,
#B, and#C:
o Local leaders must have a highly organized way to track the behavior of federal
agencies and be prepared to negotiate or pressure them if they are not fulfilling
their obligations toward helping Riverside County.
o Local elected federal representatives in the U.S. House of Representatives and
U.S. Senate need to be kept appraised of the issue and ask to have a staff member
assigned to reacting to difficulties.
o Local media should be asked to have reporters assigned to tracking this issue and
to feature stories or editorials in situations where federal agencies controlling
foreclosed homes are acting against the interest of Riverside County's residents.

Organization. There are numerous pieces to strategy outlined above for defending communities against the impact of abandoned, dilapidated, foreclosed and rented single family homes:
•

Identification of foreclosed, dilapidated and/or rented single family homes and their condition.

•

GIS mapping of problem homes to allow strategic tracking of them.

•

Ordinances to give local government the power to inspect, improve and/or lien the problem single family homes, be they dilapidated, foreclosed upon, abandoned or rentals.

•

Code enforcement used to provide information, track, improve and or lien the problem
homes in a strategic, continuous and timely manner.

•

Strategy #A aimed at ensuring that inhabitable affordable homes go to first time owner
occupant horne buyers.

•

Strategy #B aimed at ensuring that dilapidated and/or uninhabitable single family homes
are acquired, rehabilitated and sold to first time owner occupant home buyers.

•

Strategy #C aimed at ensuring that homes that are not affordable and headed for investorlandlords are acquired and sold to owner occupants.

•

Strategy #D aimed at applying political pressure to federal agencies acquiring foreclosed
homes to cooperate with the locally determined strategy.

In approaching the problem, there is clearly the issue of the fractured nature of the governmental
organizations that face a regional problem of immense scale. In Western Riverside County, there
is the county government plus those of 14 existing cities with two more coming into existence.
Each of these entities has its own code enforcement, redevelopment, finance and cities attorney
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operations. Only four cities as well as the county have received Neighborhood Stabilization Act
funding, and they are not necessarily the entities with the greatest potential problems (see Exhibit
15, page 14). For these reasons, the following is suggested:
•

A team of community leaders be appointed to begin pulling together a Public-Private entity that can execute the regional aspects of the strategies discussed above including its
ability to contract with the cities.

•

The board of the Public-Private entity would be made up of the agencies and private organizations agreeing to provide funding to it.

•

The Public-Private entity would function as follows:
o Executive Director should be a private or public sector leader with experience
insignificant financial negotiation skills as well as skill in crisis management.
This individual would be charged with undertaking and/or coordinating negotiations with the financial institutions and agencies holding foreclosed homes to give
the region some control over their reconditioning and sale. The person would also
be charged with creating a public private-capital pool to finance its operations.
o Corps of Property Inspectors would be established to supplement the efforts of
city code enforcement persolUlel in undertaking the identification of foreclosed,
dilapidated and rented single family homes and the GIS mapping of them. This
group's head would be charged with working with the heads of code enforcement
departments to establish a strategic regional code enforcement effort to allow strategic tracking of problem properties and execution of actions to improve, and/or
lien the problem properties in a continuous and timely malUler.
o Negotiations with holders of dilapidated foreclosed properties under Strategy #B
would be undertaken by the entity to attempt to acquire these houses in-bulk for
the region at below their "As-Is" value. It could also be the entity qualifying contractors to rehabilitate them, as well as helping to create the funding sources to
allow the double escrow and construction processes to move forward. It would
coordinate with the cities on the standards which the homes need to meet and the
inspection processes for them. It would negotiate with the local real estate community to sell the homes.
o Negotiations for right of first refusal for foreclosed homes that are not dilapidated
and ready to be sold to investor-landlords under Strategies #A and #C. For Strategy #A, the attempt is to convince the owners of the homes to sell them of first
time home buyers. For Strategies #A or #C the entity would be charged with attempting to gain a right of first refusal to buy the properties. It would also
negotiate with the local real estate community to sell the homes.
o Financing would need to be secured by the entity to both pay for its overhead and
create a capital pool to buy and hold foreclosed homes during the period between
when they are purchased, restored if necessary, and sold to owner occupants. The
sources would include contracts with local jurisdictions for the use of 20% set
aside funds, contracts for the supply services and acquisition of foreclosed properties with entities that have received funds under the Neighborhood Stabilization
Act, and private sector groups willing to invest in various aspects of the strategy.
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The Neighborhood Stabilization Act allows 8% of the funds going to an area to be
used for administration and 20% to be used for rehabilitating homes.
o Legal Advice would be coordinated through the entity to allow for the creation of
parallel property maintenance, foreclosure registration/maintenance, and rental
ordinances by each of the governmental entities. It would also coordinate legal
advice with regards to the powers of local entities to lien foreclosed or dilapidated
properties. It would be needed in setting the terms for the negotiation of rights of
first refusal to acquire inhabitable properties as well as the bulk purchase of dilapidated properties. Legal advice will also be needed in creating the entity,
establishing its funding foundation, and negotiating formal relationships with the
county and cities.
o Leadership contacts should be coordinated through the entity to ensure that continuous contact is made with federal officials able to provide information on the
flow of legislation and agency decision making affecting the foreclosure crisis in
Riverside.
o

Leadership contacts should be coordinated through the entity to ensure that Riverside County speaks with a single voice in working with the federal elected and
appointed officials who can influence the level of cooperation between federal
agencies and the local strategy.

2. Reducing The Flow Of Foreclosed Homes
Ahts essence, the housing crisis now facing Riverside County is a pricing issue. The escalation
during 2004 through 2007 meant that the large number of people who bought homes in that period paid dearly for them. Once the county's median price exceeded $400,000, DEMAND began
to rapidly fall and prices began to retreat. That price decline turned into a rout, when more and
more homeowners found that they owed more on their homes than they were worth. The problem was exacerbated as that occurred just when the first round of sub-prime mortgages began
resetting to higher rates and much higher monthly payments. The result was the current foreclosure cnSlS.
Impact of Foreclosure Supply. As long as SUPPLY of foreclosed homes offered for sale by
financial institutions is growing faster than the increased DEMAND from lower prices, the price
level will continue falling to clear the market. Until that cycle ends, more and more homeowners
will find themselves upside-down on their mortgages and foreclosures will increase. This will
lengthen the time before the market gets back to the SUPPLY of homes essentially corning from
voluntary sellers. Only then will prices again be determined by traditional SUPPLY and DEMAND forces.

For residential builders, the continued flow of foreclosed homes on to the Inland Empire's housing market means that they are facing competition from resale homes priced at abnormally low
levels. Today, the median price is roughly $250,000. At that level, new home builders cannot
profitably employ people to build new homes. Since the decline of residential construction has
been the main culprit causing the financial crisis to creep into the inland region's "main street"
economy, this will extend the length of the recession. The 165,000 unemployed people who are
casualties of this process (9.2% unemployment rate) are workers and their families who had
nothing to do with creating the crisis.
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Goal. Today, a major goal of any Riverside County based housing strategy must be to reduce
the SUPPLY of foreclosed homes hitting the market. As indicated earlier, some 359,044 homes
were traded in the Inland Empire from 2004 through 2007. By 2008, the owners of nearly all of
these homes were upside-down on their mortgages. The number is larger to the extent people
pulled funds out of their homes as their properties values were artificially inflated. It is smaller
to the extent that homes traded more than once in this timeframe:
•

359,044 homes were traded from 2004 through 2007, with an estimated 115,151 homes
having seen Notices of Default (NOD) in recent months. That means that the owners of
32.1 % of the homes sold in that period had fallen behind on their payments.

•

87,249 of the homes with NOD have moved beyond the 90-day grace period with 68,835
foreclosed with Notices of Trustee Sale filed (78.9%). The other 18,414 either became
current on their payments or renegotiated their loans (21)%).

•

35,524 of the foreclosed homes have been sold (51.6%), leaving 33,311 unsold (48.4%).

•

Another 27,902 homes are in the 90-day grace period when the owners must either bring
the payments current or renegotiate their loans.

•

Beyond these figures, there are another 243,893 homes on which no action has yet occurred. It can be expected that many of these homeowners will have problems in the near
term future.

Fortunately, an earlier look at the pace of mortgage resets to higher rates, payment and thus foreclosures has shown that (page 9):
•

There will likely be a slowdown in the pace of foreclosures between now and March
2009 with a dwindling number of sub-prime mortgages left to be reset. The short term
foreclosure peak is occurring right now.

•

Next year, there should be a lull from March 2009 until roughly August 2009 with numerous resets, but not at the volume seen in recent months.

•

However, starting in August 2009, the huge number of Alt-A and Option Adjustable Rate
mortgages will start resetting to higher rates and payments, pushing the foreclosure problem through 2010 and deep into 2011.

Certainly, the time for action is today, to both deal with the current crisis but also to create an
institutional framework to avoid seeing this problem extend for another three years.
What Can Be Done? Essentially, there are three parts to a mortgage:
•

Principal owed on the mortgage. Today, these amounts are more than the property is
worth. This is why many owners are walking away from their homes.

•

Interest is the rate paid on the mortgage loan. During 2004-2007, most buyers opted to
use ARMS loans that reset periodically when an index like LIBOR moved up or down.
Often, the mortgages had extremely low "teaser" rates that reset. In any case, as the interest rates have reset, the monthly payments have soared, especially now that the
financial crisis has set rates like LIBOR to extraordinary levels. As a result, the principal
and interest together are far beyond the ability of the homeowner to pay them.

•

Term is the period of years over which the mortgage is to be repaid. The longer this period, the lower the mortgage payment.
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As the federal government and various financial institutions have sought to find ways to keep
people in their homes, three homeowner strategies have emerged:
•

Lower Payment strategy leaves the principal of the loan unchanged, but lowers the interest rate and/or lengthens the term of repayment to get the payment down to a level the
family can afford. It has the advantage of making it possible for a family to keep their
home. However, with the huge decline in price from speculative highs, the family will
likely never have an equity interest in their homes and thus will only be able to sell at a
loss. This is the strategy favored by loan servicers and insisted upon by trustees of Mortgage Back Securities (see next section).

•

Lower Principal strategy reduces the principal of the loan so that the homeowner is
given a stake in the property at its current value. This also lower their payments. This is
the strategy favored by homeowners and is the basis for the federal government's HOPE
FOR HOMEOWNERS. That program has the, following terms:

ij< .... J

o A mortgage was written for home worth a certain amount, say $400,000
o The mortgage balance today is some lower amount, say $350,000
o However, the value of the home has declined, say to $250,000.
o The federal program would require the servicer to lower the principal owed on the
mortgage to give the homeowner a 90% interest in their house, say $225,000.
o HUD would write a check to the servicer for $225,000, this would be passed on to
the trustee to whom the mortgage had been sold. The mortgage group would have
a loss of principal owed to it of $350,000-$225,000 or $125,000. If the home appreciates later and is sold, they would receive back amounts up to this level of
loss.
o Any subordinate loans against the property must forgive their principal owed.
o A new 30-year fixed rate mortgage would be written for the homeowner at
$225,000. It would be guaranteed by FHA and would thus have a lower rate and
lower monthly payments.
o If the value of the house appreciates and the owner sells or refinances, they must
share the amount over the new mortgage amount with FHA, 100% of any upside
in year 1 to 50% in years 5 and thereafter. It is from this arrangement that the
original mortgage pool may be repaid some or all of the money they lost.
•

Foreclosure or Short Sale. Foreclosure occurs at the end of the 90-day grace period after the NOD. This happens if the servicer and the homeowner cannot agree on a strategy
to bring the property current or to choose one of the other two options. A Short Sale occurs when the institution agrees to take the home back from the homeowner for what is
currently owed on it. For the homeowner, the difference between the two strategies is
that their FICO score is less impacted by a Short Sale. For the servicer, a Short Sale generally provides a better opportunity to sell a home than a foreclosed property.
Foreclosures or Short Sales occur when homeowners cannot qualify to stay in their home
under any reasonable lowering of the payments due to the level of their incomes. They
also occur when homeowners see no benefit in staying in their home, even with lower in-
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terest rates and longer terms giving them payments they can afford. Their rationale is
that they will never have an asset they can sell except at a loss.

Who Owns Mortgage Debt? An important difficulty interfering with negotiations to cut down
on the flow of foreclosures in the Inland Empire by either of the lower payment or lower principal strategies is the inability to identify to whom local mortgage debt is owed:
•

The mortgages were originated by local institutions that often initially loaned the money
for a home to be purchased. They still likely collect the payments and thus remain as the
loan servicer.

•

However, the loan originator likely sold the mortgage paper to another institution. The
originating institution, while continuing to act as the loan servicer, thus got their money
back and was able to originate still more mortgage loans.

•

The buying organizations were agencies like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, or investment banks and other institutions that wanted to get the interest rate yield on the
mortgages. Many of these groups found it profitable to package mortgages into groups
and sell them as Mortgage Backed Securities to still other institutions or individual investors. This was usually done in tiers, or tranches (slices), that depended upon the order
in which people were to be paid in case some of the mortgages in a group faltered. Each
Mortgage Back Security group had a trustee appointed to receive the payments from the
loan servicers and distributed funds to the various tranches of investors.

•

Of investors that bought a share of one of these groups of mortgages via a Mortgage
Back Security, those in tranches accepting the greatest risk were given the highest yields
from that mortgage group. These investors are literally spread around the world.

Given this situation, there is no longer an identifiable relationship between the homeowners who
owes money on a mortgage and the investors to whom the money is actually owed:
•

This makes it impossible to undertake direct negotiations with the people to whom
money is owed about the status of a mortgage.

•

The only negotiation on the terms of a mortgage can be with the loan servicer.

Do No Harm To Investors & The Game of "Chicken". In discussions with the individuals
responsible for servicing the mortgage portfolios of both Bank of America/Countrywide and
Wells Fargo Bank, a key legal characteristic of virtually all of these mortgage arrangements was
revealed. As loan servicers, they can legally do nothing to harm the best interest of the investors
who bought shares in them. The trustees of various Mortgage Backed Securities can sue the servicers on behalf of investors if they do so. This fact leads to the following dilemma with regards
to strategies for reducing foreclosures:
•

Trustees do not want the principal owed to their Mortgage Back Security group lowered. They will thus not agree to this occurring as that is in the best interest of their
investors. The servicer thus cannot agree to use the federal HOPE FOR HOMEOWNERS as it would hurt the interest of the investors.

•

Given that situation, servicers are attempting to convince homeowners to accept lower
interest rates and longer tenus so they can stay in their homes. Trustees will accept that
situation as better than seeing a foreclosure or short sale which wipes out a greater
share of the property's value.
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•

If the homeowners accepts this situation, they can stay in the horne, but will never
likely have an equity interest in it.

•

If the homeowner does not accept this situation, they will face the prospect of a foreclo~
sure or the need to agree to a short sale. Oddly, if that situation is real, the servicer will
find that the best situation for the investors is for them to undertake the federal HOPE
FOR HOMEOWNERS for the property as it would hurt the investors less than the loss
of value through a foreclosure or short sale.

•

What emerges is a game of "Chicken" between the servicer, trustee and homeowner.

2008 Emergency Economic Stabilization Act. Into this situation, Congress has enacted the socalled $700 billion bail~out bill. A Section 109 states that:
"(109a) Residential Mortgage Loan Servicing Standards: To the extent that the
[Treasury] Secretary acquires mortgages, mortgage backed securities, and other assets secured by residential real estate, including multifamily housing, the Secretary shall
implement a plan that seeks to maximize assistance for homeowners and use the authority
of the Secretary to encourage the servicers of the underlying mortgages, considering
net present value to the taxpayer, to take advantage of the HOPE FOR HOMEOWNERS PROGRAM .... "
"(109b) Coordination: The Secretary shall coordinate with the [FDIC] and, the [FED]
with respect to any mortgage or mortgage-backed securities or pool of securities held,
owned, or controlled by or on behalf of a Federal reserve bank ... the Federal Housing
Finance Agency, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, and other Federal
Government entities that hold troubled assets to attempt to identify opportunities for the
acquisition of classes of troubled assets that will improve the ability of the Secretary
to improve the loan modification and restructuring process ... "
"Consent: Upon any request arising under existing investment contracts, the Secretary
shall consent, where appropriate, and considering net present value to the taxpayer, to
reasonable requests for loss mitigation measures, including term extensions, rate reductions, principal write downs, increases in the proportion of loans within a trust or
other structure allowed to be modified, or removal of other limitation on modifications."
In effect, the federal government, in cases where its agencies control mortgage assets, is charged
with using its power to assist homeowners to stay in their homes and avoid foreclosure with a
preference for the principal reduction via the HOPE for HOMEOWNERS PROGRAM.
Efforts To Reduce Foreclosures. With 27,902 Inland Empire homeowners finding their property in the 90-day grace period before NODs tum into foreclosures and the filing of NOTs, plus
another 243,893 upside-down on their mortgages but not yet in sufficient trouble to have NODs
filed against them, what strategies are underway to slow the flow of foreclosures?
•

Bank of America/Countrywide Settlement. Under agreement with California Attorney
General Jerry Brown and those of other states, the organization has set aside $8.4 billion
of which an estimated $3.4 billion will be used in California to assist Countrywide bor~
rowers to redo their loans. Foreclosure sales will not be initiated or advanced for
borrowers likely to qualify until an affirmative decision is made on the borrower's eligibility for the program. Bank of America will first try to refinance borrowers into
government~backed loans under the federal HOPE FOR HOMEOWNERS. If they can-
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not, it will use the reduced interest rate strategy. The program's contact telephone number is 800-669-6607.
•

Mortgage Servicers. Other companies servicing the mortgages on local homes indicated
they have an interest in keeping homeowners in their properties if that is financially feasible. They state that they are contacting homeowners repeatedly when they enter the 90day NOD period by letter, telephone and even knocking on doors, with communications
with well over 90%. However, they often find they are not trusted by the homeowner or
that the homeowner is practicing avoidance and does not want to deal with the issue.

•

Hope Now Alliance. This is a group of the 29 largest mortgage servicers in the U.S.
They maintain a 2417 hotline at 888-995-4673 or 888-995-HOPE that homeowners can
call to get advice on their mortgage problems. The operators come from six organizations trained in mortgage assistance and can directly connect homeowners with advisors
to help them, including within the financial institutions servicing their loans.

•

Third Party Counselors. There are local offices of non-profit Springboard, the Fair
Housing Alliance of Riverside County and the Volunteer Center of Riverside County,
which provide loan counseling and are unaffiliated with the mortgage owners. Their websites, e-mail address and telephone numbers are available at:
http://www.yourhome.ca.gov/ counties/riverside.sh tml

•

Often, these groups find that the homeowner are bringing them bags full of unopened
mail. They recognize they are in trouble and are shopping for the best solution. The loan
servicers indicate that the third party counselors can playa very helpful role in tenns of
providing believable "tough love" to people in mortgage trouble unwilling to face their
hard choices. Others indicate that in the difficult negotiations with loan servicers, counselors can help people understand their options and the way to frame their discussions.

•

Mortgage Lawyers & Other Groups. There are legal and other groups advertising that
they can help homeowners stave off foreclosure. Here, the best are lawyers who can train
people on the right things to say in framing negotiations with loan servicers and/or represent them in negotiations. The worst are groups that are simply charging a fee for filings
that the homeowner could do themselves but offering no real value added in helping people to save their homes.

•

Mass Meetings. Several agencies and local elected officials have hosted mass meetings
where loan counselors from the groups discussed above are brought together with homeowners in trouble on their mortgages. Interviews have homeowners directed to either
non-profit counselors or to loan servicers available to assist them in trying to workout
their mortgage issues.

Local Strategy. In this environment, the local strategy must aim to assist local homeowners
through the thicket of these programs. This will involve the following steps:
1. Organization. It is assumed that a regional public private entity along the lines of that
mentioned in the previous section is created to deal with this crisis. It will be necessary
given the scope of the difficulty.

2. Current Knowledge. The legal and programmatic situation with regards to assisting
homeowners in mortgage trouble is changing almost daily. Someone affiliated with the
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entity must track the changes in federal law, agency policies and procedures and the policies and procedures ofthe financial institutions with regards to this issue.
3. Outreach. Given the lack of trust between homeowners and their financial institutions, a
major local role that can be played in the mortgage crisis is to offer homeowners a local
point of contact to which they can go to obtain neutral advice on how to best deal with
the financial issues confronting them. The starting point must therefore be a public relations effort tied to a telephone number, website and address where they can go for help.
There should be a single telephone number and website for all such infonnation, plus offices in each portion of Western Riverside County. The public-private entity should
manage this effort.
The elements of the public relations campaign broadcasting these locations should include: city websites, city television stations, inserts in utility bills, strategically placed
billboards, newspaper advertisements and/or inserts. Depending upon the budget, it
might include direct mail to people who have received NODs as well as cable television
advertisements.
4. Staffing. Within the public-private entity, there needs to be a manager in charge of setting up and administering the website, the telephone operation and the homeowner
counseling effort. If the existing non-profit counseling operations were larger, they
would be perfectly suited to this role. The issue is whether they have the management
skills to expand to a much larger staff. If they do, they should be brought into the effort
with funding allowing them to expand.
5. New Staff. It will be necessary to expand the staff of telephone operators and workout
specialists available to handle the volume of people having mortgage difficulties. The
larger potential group of such individuals are the mortgage underwriters who have likely
lost their jobs in the current housing crisis. These are the technicians who reviewed paperwork and decided whether potential homeowners were qualified for the loans for
which they were applying. Unfortunately, this was a group who appear to have been increasingly ignored by their institutions from 2004 through 2007. With additional short
course training, they could become counselors working in the proposed operation. For
instance, NeighborWorks America and HUD provide training opportunities to all HUDApproved housing counseling agencies.
(http://www.nw.orginetworkitrainingihomeownership/Place-basedTrainingSchedule.asp)
6. Funding. The counseling program must be funded to be successful. The Neighborhood
Stabilization Act specifically prohibits the use of funds from the act for counseling activities. A separate source of funds will thus have to be identified to undertake these
activities. A possible source could be the Community Reinvestment Act mandates of the
commercial banks.

3. Restoring The New Home Market
At the current time, new home developers have almost completely shutdown their Inland Empire
operations. According to the Construction Industry Research Board, only 3,473 single family
pennits were issued in the first half of 200S, a massive decrease from the over 14,000 pennits
issued during the first half of 2007. The figure was 2,792 in Riverside County through July. In
August 200S alone, the two county figure was just 4S5, down 79.8% from the 2,401 in 2007.
Despite these low pennit totals and low sales figures, the extent to which the industry has shutHousing Crisis
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down can be seen in its very low inventory of unsold new homes. In second quarter 200S, there
was just a 3.7 month supply of new homes. That contrasted with a 15 months supply at this
stage of the real estate downturn in the early 1990s.
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General Economic Fallout. It is thus no surprise that construction employment was down
by15,800 jobs from August 2007-2008. The construction industry's depressed situation has sent
the balance of the Inland Empire's economy into the doldrums. In August, the area was down
25,000 jobs from last year. Some 165,000 local residents were out of work, nearly double the
average in this decade. The 9.2% unemployment rate was the highest since the early 1990s. It is
thus essential that any local economic strategy examine how to put this industry back to work.
Low Prices. In numerous discussions with the building industry, the problem starts with the fact
that, today, Riverside County's new homes must compete with existing homes at a time when
65% of those are foreclosures sales. In second quarter 2008, the median price of existing homes
was down to $256,325. By September 2008, preliminary Dataquick figures put existing homes
at $235,000. Given the strong publicity about the foreclosure market, new home developers
must at least come close to that price to interest buyers in their product.
Construction Costs Factors. Discussions were held with several builders to gain an instinct for
residential building costs in 2008. The following factors are assumed from those interviews:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Sales incentive off Base Price
Construction costs per square foot
Indirect cost and contingency
Site Development Costs on gross sq. ft. per unit
Sales/Marketing of Base Price
Warranty of Base Price
Finance Cost of Base Price
Property Tax of Base Price
General & Administrative of Base Price
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Exhibit 16.·Price, Construction Costs, Fees, Land Price, Profit, Riverside Co, 2008
Cost
Factors

~ommunity/ Area

Square Footage
43,560

Dwellings Per Acre

Perris

Temecula

Riverside Co.

Menifee

Beaumont

Riverside

Eastvale

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

~evenu~
$360,000

$360,000

$360,000

$360,000

$360,000

$360,000

....
$360,000

($36,000)

($36,000)

($36,000)

($36,000)

($36,000)

($36,000)

($36,000)

$324,000

$324,000

$324,000

$324,000

$324,000

$324,000

$50.00

$125,000

$125,000

$125,000

$125,000

$125,000

$125,000

$125,000

Indirect ConstlUction (Fixed)

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$9.50

$70,000

$70,000

$70,000

$15,000
$70,000

$15,000

Site Dev. Costs (7,200 sq,f!.)
.". . "
Sales/Marketing (9%)

$15,000
$70,000

$70,000

$70,000

9.0%

$32,400

$32,400

$32,400

$32,400

$32,400

$32,400

$32,400

$3,600
$21,600 :

$3,600

$3,600

$3,600

$3,600

$3,600

$21,600

$21,600

$21,600

$21,600

$21,600

"

'.'

"

Base Sale Pl;ce (Avg.)
-10%

Incentives
Total Revenue
."

.i-'

,

:

,

,'

Costs

,

Direct ConstlUction (sq. ft.)

'

Wamlnty(l%)

1.0%

$3,600

Finance (6%)

6.0%

$21,600

.',

,

. $324,000
"
.'

Homeowners Dept of KEst

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

Propelty Tax (1.80%)

1.8%
4.0%

$6,480

$6,480

$6,480

$6,480

$14,400

$14,400

$14,400

$6,480
$14,400

$14,400

$6,480
$14,400

$6,480
$14,400

$288,980

General and Admin, (4.0%)

Case #1: Land @ $0 per Acre

-

ConstlUction Cost

$288,980

$288,980

$288,980

$288,980

$288,980

$288,980

Fees
Total Cost Except Land

$53,758
$342,738

$44,534

$42,867

$42,387

$41,392

$36,098

$36,029

$333,514

$331,847

$331,367

$330,372

$325,078

$325,009

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total Cost

$342,738

$333,514

$331,847

$331,367

$330,372

$325,078

$325,009

Builders Profit Land = 0

($18,738)

($9,514)

($7,367)

($6,372)

($1,078)

($1,009)

-5.2%

-2.6%

($7,847)
-2,2%

-2.0%

-1.8%

-0.3%

-0.3%

Land Value

Builder profit margin

Case #2: Land '@I $36,000 per Acre
$288,980

$288,980
$44,534

$288,980
$42,867

$288,980
$42,387

$288,980

$53,758

$41,392

$288,980
$36,098

$288,980
$36,029

$342,738

$333,514

$331,847

$331,367

$330,372

$325,078

$325,009

$7,200

$7,200

$7,200

$7,200

$7,200

$7,200

$7,200

Total Cost

$349,938

$340,714

$339,047

$338,567

$337,572

$332,278

$332,209

Builders Profit

($25,938)

($16,714)

($15,047)

($14,567)

($13,572)

(58,278)

($8,209)

-8.0%

-5.2%

-4.6%

-4.5%

-4.2%

-2.6%

-2.5%

$288,980
$42,867

$288,980
$42,387

$288,980
$41,392

$288,980

$288,980

$36,098

$36,029

$331,847
;"""',]~8:954) ,;'!'!{$271287j

$331,367
i~$'26~807j

$330,372

$325,078

$325,009

ConstlUction Cost
Fees
Total Cost Except Land
Land Value (RAND)

$36,000

Builder profit margin

Case #3: Profit @I 6.0%
ConstlUction Cost
Fees

$288,980
$53,758
$342,738

Total Cost Except Land

t~iUI~ij~~~~i~~:l$~~:~1~~J~t~·-·:i:'·

>;~.':;'i;<

TotalCost
Builders Profit
Builder profit margin

6.0%

$288,980.
$44,534
$333,514.

-.,." ',:

,ci$2~;812)

c::~$~;5'i8)

)($2Q;lW9)

$304,560

$304,560

$304,560

$304,560

$304,560

$304,560

$304,560

$19,440
6.0%

$19,440

$19,440

$19,440

$19,440

$19,440

6.0%

6.0%

$19,440
6,0%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

,'"' ·i$3ll"17s)'
.'
".

Revenue Assumptions. It was next assumed that a 2,500 square foot house built on a 7,200
square foot lot had a price of $360,000. With a 10% discount, that would bring the price to
$324,000. That was a little below the median price of$330,685 for new homes in second quarter
2008, but well above the $235,000 price against which these homes will be competing in the existing home market.
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Fees. Fees were calculated across a variety of Riverside County's jurisdictions. The fees were
limited to developer impact fees and building fees. They did not include engineering fees, plan
checkfees, mappingfees or entitlement fees of any kind. The fees used here varied from a high
of $53,758 in Perris to a low of $36,029 in Eastvale, with other locations in-between. The included fees are:
Building Permit
TUMF
Schools
Water
Sewer Capacity/Collection
Sewer Connection/Impact
Community Amenities/Public Facilities
Road & Bridge Benefit/Trans Fee

MSHCP
Grading
Affordable Housing
K-Rat
Park or QUIMBY
Misc. DIF by Jurisdiction
Emergency Preparedness
Beautification

General Plan Fee
Railroad Crossing
Fire
Drainage Fee
General Govt Facilities
Public Library
Open Space Fee

Developer Profit: 2,500 Sq. Ft. Based on these cost and revenue factors plus fees, three calculations were made about developer profits in various Riverside County markets. Each of them
shows developers losing money on every unit they build, even in the case where they have completely written off the value ofland they own (Exhibit 16):
•

Case #1: Land $0 Value. This case can be regarded as the situation in which developers
having completely written off the land they had previously purchased. Construction costs
would be $288,980. With fees varying as shown, total costs would range from $342,738
in Perris to $325,009 in Eastvale. With net revenue at $324,000 after the 10% deduction,
developers would have losses per unit ranging from a high of -$18,738 in Perris to
·$1,009 in Eastvale, with other locations in between. Builders cannot afford to operate.

•

Case #2: Land $36,000 per Acre. In this case, land is price at $36,000 per acre, a figure
from a recent RAND study of Riverside County. With five homes to the acre, that
amounts to $7,200 per horne. Adding that cost, developers losses per unit in each of the
markets vary from a high of-$25,938 in Perris to a low of -$8,209 in Eastvale. They cannot afford to build new homes.

•

Case #3: Developers 6% Profit. In this case, builders earned 6.0% profit on their net
revenue of $324,000 or $19,440. This is in the lowest range of the 6% to 10% that is acceptable to the national home building industry if they are to operate in a market. If that
were to occur, the value of the land in the various markets would be negative, ranging
from -$38,178 per unit in Perris to -$20,449 in Eastvale, with other locations in between.
At five units to the acre, land has a negative value per acre of -$190,890 to -$102,245.
Note: Another way to view this result, is that for the industry to feel comfortable in operating in the county, they would need a subsidy ofthese amounts.

Strategies•. Given these facts, the region's leaders can either ignore the crisis set off by the demise of its largest industry, or undertake strategies to try to bring it back. There are essentially
two strategies available to do so:
•
•

Change the level of their fees
Change the number of units allowed per acre

These choices will force leaders to deal with the most fundamental questions about civic priorities, choosing between jobs, education, governmental services, infrastructure development, land
use and environment. To test the impact of various changes, several scenarios were run.
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1. A Fee Holiday By Local Governments, School Fees Unchanged
In this scenario, local government and special districts would declare a fee holiday while school
fees would be left unchanged. The net home price remains at $324,000 with construction costs
at $288,980. However, fees drop to a range from $14,800 in Perris to $9,600 in Eastvale. In
the three cases (Exhibit 17):

rt'-l

'''-.1

•

Case #1: Land $0 Value. With developers having completely written off previously
purchased land, total costs including fees would range from $303,780 in Perris to
$298,580 in Eastvale. With revenue at $324,000 after the 10% deduction, developers
would have positive earnings per unit ranging from $20,220 per unit in Perris to $25,420
in Eastvale, with other locations in between. Their profits would range from 5.6% to
7.1 %, sufficient to complete existing projects

•

Case #2: Land $36,000 per Acre. At the five units per acre, this scenario adds $7,200
per home. In this case, developers would earn from $13,020 per unit in Perris to $18,220
in Eastvale. Their profits would range from 4.0% to 5.6%. This is close to the lower end
of the range that national executives want to see to add new projects in the market.

•

Case #3: Developers 6% Profit. For builders to earn the 6% return that is their lowest
"acceptable" rate, their net income would need to be $19,440 per unit. For that to occur,
the land value per unit would have to range from $780 in Perris to $5,980 in Eastvale.
That translates into paying from $3,900 to $29,900 per acre.
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2. Reduced Local Government & School Fees
In this case, local government and special districts would declare a 90% fee holiday with the
school fees cut fees by 40%. The net home price remains at $324,000 with construction costs at
$288,980. However, fees drop to a range from $12,776 in Perris to $8,403 in Eastvale. In the
three cases (Exhibit 18):
•

Case #1: Land $0 Value. With developers having completely written off previously
purchased land, total costs including fees would range from $301,756 in Perris to
$297,373 in Eastvale. With revenue at $324,000 after the 10% deduction, developers
would have positive earnings per unit ranging from $22,244 in Perris to $26,617 in East·
vale, with other locations in between. Their profits would range from 6.2% to 7.4%,
enough return for them to complete existing projects.

•

Case #2: Land $36,000 per Acre. At the five units per acre, this scenario adds $7,200
per home. In this case, developers would earn from $15,044 per unit in Perris to $19,417
in Eastvale. Their profits would range from 4.6% to 6.0%. This is at or near the lower
end of the range that national executives want to see to add new projects in the market.

•

Case #3: Developers 6% Profit. For builders to earn the 6% return that is their lowest
"acceptable" rate, their net income would need to be $19,440 per unit. For that to occur,
the land value per unit would have to range from $2,804 in Perris to $7,177 in Eastvale.
That translates into paying from $14,021 to $35,885 per acre.
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3. Reduced Local Government & School Fees, Smaller Units, Same Lots
Here, a 1,500 square foot horne is built on a 7,200 square foot lot, with the price falling to
$280,000. The net price at $252,000 is closer to the $235,000 in the existing horne market.
Construction costs drop to $211,540. Local governments declare an 80% fee holiday and
school fees are cut by 40%. Fees fall to $13,120 in Perris to $8,742 in Eastvale (Exhibit 19):

t-

•

Case #1: Land $0 Value. With developers having completely written off the land they
had previously purchased, total costs would range from $234,660 in Perris to $230,282 in
Eastvale. With revenue at $252,000 after the 10% deduction, developers would have
positive earnings ranging from a low of$17,340 per unit in Perris, to a high of$21,718 in
Eastvale. That is a return in a range of 6.2% to 7.8% and will encourage builders to build.

•

Case #2: Land $36,000 per Acre. With five homes to the acre, the land cost would be
$7,200 per home. Adding that cost, developers would earn from a low of $10,140 per
unit in Perris to a high of $14,518 in Eastvale. These are returns in a range from 4.0% to
5.8%. They are near the range sought by national executives to operate in the county.

•

Case #3: Developers 6% Profit. If builders earned their lowest "acceptable" rate to
build at 6.0%, their net income would be $15,120. If that occurre.d, the value of the land
in the various markets would be from $2,220 in Perris to $6,598 in Eastvale, with other
locations in between. That translates into values per acre of$II,102 to $32,991.
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4. Full Fees, Smaller Units, Eight To An Acre
In this case, a 1,500 square foot home is built on a 4,400 square foot lot. The list price stays at
$280,000 with a net price at $252,000 compared to the $235,000 existing home price with
which the industry is competing. Construction costs drop to $195,540. Fees are in today's
range from $47,838 in Perris to $32,189 in Eastvale. In the three scenarios (Exhibit 20):
•

Case #1: Land $0 Value. With developers having completely written off the land they
had previously purchased, total costs would range from $243,378 in Perris to $227,338 in
Riverside. With revenue at $252,000 after the 10% deduction, developers would have
positive earnings ranging from $8,622 per unit in Perris to $24,662 in Riverside. That is a
return of 3.1 % to 8.8% and enough to convince most builders to finish existing projects.

•

Case #2: Land $36,000 per Acre. With eight homes to the acre, land cost would be
$4,500 per home. Adding that cost, developers would earn from $4,122 in Perris to
$20,162 in Riverside with profits ranging from 1.6% to 8.0%. National executives would
be willing to build in most markets except Perris due to its very high school fees per unit.

•

Case #3: Developers 6% Profit. If builders earned their lowest "acceptable" rate to
build at 6.0%, their net income would be $15,120. If that were to occur, the value of the
land in the various markets would be from -$6,498 in Perris to +$9,542 in Riverside, with
other locations in between. That translates into values per acre of -$32,490 to $47,710.
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Fee Summary. As indicated, these scenarios raise very serious public policy issues for the
elected leaders of Riverside County:

•

The analysis shows that the depression in the residential housing industry has push the
economy into its first job losses in over four decades with 165,000 residents out of work.
The difficulty will persist until the industry goes back to work. The question is the degree to which local officials want to take action to help fix this situation.

•

National executives will not have their firms building homes in Riverside County if they
cannot earn a profit in the 6% to 10% range they deem acceptable.

•

The dilemma is that new homes must now be priced at late 2003 or early 2004 levels to
be competitive with the foreclosure-driven prices in the existing home market. However,
given today's cost levels, builders will lose money on every home they create even on
previously purchased lots that are now treated has having zero value. That situation
would be worse if they were buying land on the open market.

•

In the short term, fees are the only costs that local officials control. If they are not reduced, the resumption of new home construction and employment will have to wait until
the current crisis in housing ends and prices return to higher levels. With nearly 250,000
homeowners upside-down on mortgages that have not yet entered the foreclosure process,
that could take years.

WIG Recommendation. If the current economic crisis has taught us any lesson, it is that the
residential construction industry's health is vital to the residents and local governments of Riverside County from a wide variety of standpoints (employment, taxable sales, affordable housing).
It is therefore recommended that a permanent working group composed of city and developer
industry members be established to thoroughly discussed the wide variety of issues that arise between the industry, county, cities, schools and special districts. The appropriate framework for
such discussions in Western Riverside County would appear to be a WRCOG-Industry Group
(WIG).

Fee Recommendations. Above, data were modeled, looking at a variety of approaches to the
lowering of fees. It is recommended that a situation like Case #3 be used for several reasons:

•

In the short term, if the choice is made to look at fee cuts, the choice should be to reduce
developer impact fees needed for capital projects rather than fees affecting on-going
agency budgets since these projects are often not ready for immediate construction.

•

In these discussions, the difficulty will be in deciding how to spread the pain between local governments, special districts and school districts. Each hag numerous independent
boards as well as leaders and supporters who believe that their operations are absolutely
"essential." It would appear to be unacceptable to any group to have any other group
completely exempt from the process.

•

A situation like Case #3 is recommended:
o Local government and special district fees were reduced 80% and school district
fees 40%, spreading the pain.
o It looked to the building community to reduce the size of homes since part of the
existing problem was the fact that the square footage of homes helped elevate
prices beyond the reach of more and more potential buyers.
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o It left developers with net returns in a 4.0% to 5.8% range, depending upon the
market. That is below the 6.0% minimum that national executives want to see to
operate in a market, but not an unreasonable return in the current economic crisis.
•

In any case, fee cuts should be regarded as temporary, subject to being increased in a
measurable fashion such as the rise of frequently published metric like median existing
home prices over certain thresholds.

•

During the interim, the suggested WIG should hold serious discussions about how to
raise the funds needed by local government without having such an onerous impact on
housing affordability. This is important from the standpoint of housing policy, since the
current method of fees have the impact of pricing a whole tier of society out of the home
market. It is vital for economic policy, given the demonstrated importance of the housing
sector to the health of the county's economy.

•

In the interim, an examination should be undertaken by the WIG of the impact of increasing density on exclusively single family residential developments, and/or accomplishing
the same result by permitting mixes of single family homes and attached projects. This
could be a way of allowing more affordable homes to be provided to families, while allowing the industry to again become healthy:
o This solution, of course, raises political opposition from NIMBYs and others who
want to prevent home construction.
o It would be supported by those advocating more open transit oriented housing and
other such denser housing solutions.
o There is a good deal of research that the changing age levels of the population
will make such projects viable.

•

Given the current construction hiatus, numerous developers have permits in various
phases of approval. To jump start the new home sector when projects become viable and
lessen the financial burden on industry, the following should also be considered:
o Extending tentative tract maps without adding conditions of approval
o Extending existing grading and building permits

Other Recommendations. It appears that there are several changes in process that can lower
the costs of operation for Riverside County's building community and/or local governments,
without fundamentally changing policies with regards to the new home sector:

•

Several local governments have deferred the collection of developer impact fees until a
certificate of occupancy is offered. This has the benefit of reducing the amount of time
that developers have to pay interest on funds that local government cannot use until projects are completed anyway. It is recommended that this become standard procedure for
all developer impact and school fees.

•

Review of subdivision bonding exoneration policies and allowance for partial reductions

•

Suspension of bonding requirements for all stalled projects and the making of the trigger
for new bonds the issuance of building permits

•

The various local government could agree to cooperate in a Statewide Community Infrastructure Program. This would enable the county's various cities and unincorporated
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areas to receive the benefit of bond proceeds for infrastructure improvements while they
benefited from economies of scale and avoidance of the cost and inconvenience of indi~
vidual community and/or projects managing bond sales and ongoing administration.
•

For years, there has been a call for a reform of permit and entitlement application proc~
esses by industry in terms of streamlining processes, cutting cost and time and
establishing accountability checks. During this period, local governments have consistently indicated that they have done so. Yet, the issue persists. This appears to be an on~
going conflict that needs a thorough review by WIG to see if this issue can finally be mutually settled.

•

It would be helpful to industry if all development standards were regularly published and
updated online. A process for doing so could be created via the WIG.

rf< ~()ther

Developer Suggestions. The development community has made a few other suggestions
as to how process could be changed to help make the industry more viable in Riverside County.
On these, this analyst offers no opinion other than these should be subjects for the WIG:

•

Standardize infrastructure improvement requirements throughout the region

•

Reform design guidelines and trade off for value items such as CA Green Builder
gram certification and "Water Wise Certifications"

•

Lessen/minimize requirements of "vesting tract maps" applications

Housing Crisis
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October 22, 2008

Mr. Pete Bleckert
P.O. Box 217
Moreno Valley, CA 92556-0217
SUBJECT: Written request from you to the City Manager and the Finance Director

Dear Mr. B1eckert,
Your written request for infonnation dated October 8, 2008, was received in the City
Manager's Office on October 9,2008. Your request does not ask for any public records, and is
therefore not within the Public Records Act. However, in the spirit of open government, staff
has endeavored below to answer your questions and to point you to infonnation available in
public records relevant to your questions. In some cases, staff needs clarification of specific
questions. We will be happy to provide more infonnation as we receive your clarifications.
Below is a listing of your questions and the response from staff:
1.

"How much has the City Electric Company cost from start to present (to include but not
limited to, land, equipment, bonds, labor administration cost public and private)?"

Compiling an exact figure for each component ofyour request would take a great deal of
time, since the City's official accounting reports and audits are on an annual, not a
cumulative basis. The information is available in various sections of the City's
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for each year since the utility started.
The City Clerk's Office has copies of the CAFR available for review, and copies of
applicable pages are available for the cost of $.20/page. If needed, an employee from the
Financial & Administrative Services Department can assist you in identifying applicable
pages. This assistance may be requested by contacting the department at telephone
number 951.413.3074. However, it is important to note that the electric utility was
granted relatively small amounts of startup capital in the early years, and the Council
established a $5 Million line of credit against the general fund for the needs of the utility.
To date, that line of credit has not been drawn upon at all and has in fact been reduced.
Current revenues equal or exceed current expenses. According to the manager of the
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utility, all capital advanced to the utility in earlier years by the general fund either has
been or will shortly be returned to the general fund.

2. "On all electric meters, how many are generating revenue and how much per month are
they generating?"
Every activated meter generates revenue for the Moreno Valley Utility (MVU). Usage of
individual electric meters is confidential information by law, so a higher level summary
will be provided. For the most current month for which there is data, July 18, 2008 to
August 15, 2008, the gross revenue collected from MVU customers for service was
$1,325; 782 from 5,234 total meters. Since this was a summer month, both energy usage
and revenue will be greater than a winter month.

3. "On the City bonds how much is the total portfolio, has the value on the bonds went
down, and if so how much, and who has underwritten these bonds?"
Attached is a copy of the latest Quarterly Investment Report to Council (June 30, 2008)
and the investment portfolio listing as of September 30, 2008.

4. "Does the City have any moneys in unsecured debt and are there any loses on this debt,
or any moneys in unsecured accounts?"
This is a question where clarification may be helpful. As presently worded, staff is not
able to determine if the question is referring to unsecured City investments or actual debt
issued by the City. All debt issued by the City is secured, either to property or to defined
revenue streams. The City has issued no general obligation bonds. The Quarterly
Investment Report referred to above will detail for you the City's investments. An
employee of the Financial & Administrative Services Department, at the number listed
above, can assist you in identifying each type of investment and its status as secured or
unsecured. We are not certain what you mean by "unsecured accounts." Most deposit
accounts by their nature are unsecured if secured means having rights of recourse to real
property or other hard assets. We will be happy to provide further information upon your
clarification.

5. "How much sales tax money went to the Fritz Duda Company or any affiliates, Price
Club, or any other sales tax money that was due the City to any other venture?"
This is a question where additional clarification may be helpful. In economic
development transactions, sales tax is returned to or retained by specific projects in
accordance with the terms of written agreements, typically in relationship to the actual
sales tax they produce. It is important to note that sales tax information for a business or
a project is confidential per State law. Therefore, as staff understands the question, there
is no publicly available report which answers it. Copies of the applicable agreements
can be reviewed at City Hall or provided to you to assist in responding to this question.
The various agreements are large documents and the copying cost will be $.20/page.
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6. "When does the 5 year extension end to the Duda Company?"

The jive year extension of the Development Agreement with the Fritz Duda Company was
required due to economic and market conditions per the agreed terms of the original
agreement. It expires on November 27. 2011 (Per City Ordinance #728).
7. "What is the estimated increase in revenue to the City with the addition of the new
telecommunications that it will be taxing?"

The revenue is anticipated to decrease $170,000 in the jirst year as the overall utility
users tax rate is decreasing from 6% to 5. 75%. In subsequent years, the revenue is
anticipated to be neutral, compared to what those future revenues would have been under
the existing ordinance.
8. "From the start of the cell phone utility tax to present, how much per year has the City
collected in utility tax?"

The statistical section of the CAFR provides jive-year summaries of the City's general
revenues, including the Utility Users Tax.
9. "I my 40 years of construction of roads and being a general engineering contractor, I have
contacted many City Officials pertaining to cost over runs, potential savings on City
projects since the City started, my concerns of projects the City has done recently are:
Ironwood Graham to Pigeon Pass?
Cottonwood to Lasselle?
Ironwood from Heacock to Perris?
On these projects did the City first did the work, and the have private contractors redo the
work?"

Staff does not understand the questions as submitted and needs further clarification on
them.
Mr. B1eckert, thank you for your inquiry. We have attempted to answer your questions as
best we can. We look forward to providing further information once we receive your
clarifications.

,&;'~~
BetSy~ams
Assistant City Manager
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October 16, 2008

~

Mr. Francisco Sanchez
25387 Renoir Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Subject:

Concerns Regarding Enforcement of the City of Moreno Valley's Sign
Regulations and City Staff Customer Service

Dear Mr. Sanchez:
Thank you for sharing your concerns regarding the enforcement of the City of Moreno
Valley's sign regulations and the customer service you received from City employees. I
take your complaints very seriously as it is the City's policy to regard all candidates for
office equally and to enforce our local laws in a consistent manner as well.
I have asked the City Attorney and City Staff from my office to conduct a thorough
investigation of these matters. I will share the results of our investigation regarding the
enforcement of the sign regulations with you as soon as I have that information. With
specific regard to your complaints about City employees, please know that your
allegations will be thoroughly investigated; however the results of such personnel
investigations are not subject to public review. Please be assured that I hold all City Staff
to a high standard of customer service and will address any negative findings
accordingly.
Sincerely,

c:

Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Robert Herrick, City Attorney

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00232628
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October 16, 2008

Dolores Catoliato
25505 Via Carlos
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Subject:

o
0:>

Concerns Regarding Enforcement of the City of Moreno Valley's Sign
Regulations and City Staff Customer Service

Dear Ms. Catoliato:
Thank you for sharing your concerns regarding the enforcement of the City of Moreno
Valley's sign regulations and the customer service you received from City employees. I
take your complaints very seriously as it is the City's policy to provide excellent
customer service to our residents and enforce our local laws in a consistent manner as
well.
I have asked the City Attorney and City Staff from my office to conduct a thorough
investigation of these matters. I will share the results of our investigation regarding the
enforcement of the sign regulations with you as soon as I have that information. With
specific regard to your complaints about City employees, please know that your
allegations will be thoroughly investigated; however the results of such personnel
investigations are not subject to public review. Please be assured that I hold all City Staff
to a high standard of customer service and will address any negative findings
accordingly.
Sincerely,

~i~
City Manager
c:

Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Robert Herrick, City Attorney

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
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'MEMORANDUM

REC~!VED

08 SEP 25 PM I: S6
Date:

September 23,2008

To:

Mayor and City Council
City Manager

From:

Kyle Kollar, Director of Community Development

Subject: Status Report on the City's 'Foreclosure Team' Activities

Background
Moreno Valley, along with other Inland Empire jurisdictions characterized
by rapid growth during the last decade, is located in one of the regional
'epicenters' of the nation-wide home foreclosure crisis. According to
various sources*, Moreno Valley has hundreds-perhaps even
thousands-of properties in payment default, pre-foreclosure or actual
foreclosure.
In response to this surge of foreclosure activity and its negative effect on
neighborhood appearance and home values, the Community
Development Department established a 'Foreclosure Team' nearly three
months ago. The Foreclosure Team consists of two Code Enforcement
Officers and two Building Inspectors focused exclusively on
maintenance/securitization of properties in default/foreclosure.

Status
During its first two-and-half months, the Foreclosure Team has:
> opened cases for 658 properties evidencing negligent maintenance
owing to default/foreclosure.

> gained compliance for 49 properties (i.e., lenders/their agents have
provided landscape improvements/maintenance as directed).
> submitted 61 cases of non-compliant properties to the City Attorney
for criminal prosecution.
> begun preparing another 46 cases of non-compliant properties to be
submitted to the City Attorney for prosecution in the next two weeks.

* Sources: RealQuest (a property information service); Foreclosure.com

MV00232636

Challenges and Opportunities
Beyond just the sheer volume of properties in the foreclosure process,
,
there are some practical challenges to the City's ability to resolve
foreclosure-associated maintenance problems as quickly as citizens may
wish.
A major challenge involves the legal framework and lender procedures
which describe the foreclQsure process. Generally, it takes 3-6 months
from the time a homeowner (borrower) stops making mortgage payments
before a lender will record a Notice of Default. After such recordation,
another 2-3 months may elapse before foreclosure occurs. During this 59 month time period, it's common for a homeowner-facing eventual
foreclosure-to discontinue landscape and house exterior maintenance.
The City's legal recourse in such cases is to pursue an administrative
citation process against a homeowner and to record a Notice of Non-'
Compliance against his property, in hopes of motivating him toward
resumed property maintenance. This is often ineffective in gaining
compliance because the worst outcomes these actions portend for a
homeowner is a civil fine and the clouding of title on a property he will no
longer own (after foreclosure.)
On occasion, a homeowner who is in default but who has negotiated a
short sale with his lender, will resume property maintenance so as not to
encumber his property with a City-issued Notice of Non-Compliance while
he attempts to complete a 'clean' sale. These are rare situations, to date.
Another challenge is the unfortunately common phenomenon of a
homeowner simply abandoning his residence after he's stopped making
payments (and has discontinued maintenance of his property) but
sometimes months before foreclosure actually occurs. In such cases,
because the City has virtually no ability to serve a 'disappeared'
homeowner with a citation, our recourse is to wait for foreclosure to
occur so that we may hold the lender responsible.
The City's best opportunity to compel the maintenance of a property is
after foreclosure has occurred and the property reverts from homeowner
to lender ownership. At this juncture, lenders are motivated to provide
maintenance either to avoid the City's citation/prosecution or simply to
prepare a property for resale.
'
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Given the practical realities described above, virtually all of our success in
gaining compliance toward resumed property maintenance has-and
will-occur with lenders after foreclosure has taken place. In some
cases-like the 49 indicated above-compliance is gained through direct
lender contact/persuasion exerted by the Foreclosure Team members. In
other cases, it appears it will take more formal legal efforts via the City
Attorney's office.
Bottom line, getting from the point that a property begins to evidence
foreclosure-associated maintenance decline to the point of the City's
being able to compel a responsible party to do something about it is
frustratingly time-consuming.

Looking Forward
After its initial 'ramp up', the Foreclosure Team is fully operational and
making good progress given the legal tools at its disposal and the
-timeframe challenges inherent in the foreclosure process. It's clear from
initial experience that the City's success in compelling lenders to
maintain foreclosed-upon properties will depend in significant part on the
City Attorney's prosecution of cases where the Foreclosure Team can't
obtain 'voluntary' lender compliance.
Some citizens have inquired whether there is something more/faster the
City can do to address the maintenance problems- associated with
properties in the foreclosure process. Some possibilities exist, but their
practicality would require careful examination.
For example, in the case of abandoned-but-not-yet-foreclosed properties,
the City could hire gardening services to mow overgrown lawns, remove
weeds, etc., and lien properties in hopes of eventual resale and cost
recovery. The front-loaded expense borne by the City to do this would be
considerable. And given that water and electrical service is turned off to
these residences, the net result would be a mown but dead lawn.
While the City searches for more ways to address the scourge of
unmaintained properties arising from the foreclosure crisis, the
Foreclosure Team will continue to apply its resources and tools to the
challenges at hand.
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director

Date:

September 4, 2008

Subject:

FY 2006-07 Audit Reports

~

At the conclusion of each fiscal year, the City's outside auditor submits reports related
to the City's financial statements and underlying internal controls for the period just
audited. A Single Audit Report on Federal Awards ("Single Audit Report") is always
submitted as part of this .year-end audit process. A separate report titled
Communications Regarding Internal Control (known as the "Management Letter") is
submitted from time to time, as deemed appropriate by the auditor.
It appears that the above-referenced reports have not been provided to the City
Manager or City Council in the recent past. However, in my experience with other
agencies, it is a preferred practice to provide them to the City Council as well as the City
Manager (note that the reports are, in fact, addressed to the City Council). Therefore,
as confirmed by the City Manager's direction, the current audit reports for FY 2006-07
and audit reports for subsequent years will be submitted to the City Council and City
Manager concurrently.
Attached for your information are the Single Audit Report and Management Letter
prepared by the City's auditor (Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.) for the fiscal year that
ended June 30, 2007. Both documents are dated December 20, 2007, to coincide with
the completion of the audit, however, the reports were issued in March 2008. Since
receiving the reports, staff has spent time evaluating the findings and recommendations,
as well developing an implementation plan, prior to preparing this response.
With respect to the Single Audit Report, of particular note is page 7, which summarizes
the auditor's findings and questioned costs. The City had no findings or questioned
costs and received an unqualified audit opinion.
The Management Letter is used to convey recommendations to management for
improving the City's financial operations and internal control procedures. The City
received no recommendations from the auditor for fiscal years 2004-05 or 2005-06.
The audit for FY 2006-07 resulted in six recommendations that are incorporated in the
attached Management Letter. These same recommendations are also incorporated in
the attached Single Audit Report beginning on page 8. Following is a summary of the
auditor's findings and recommendations, along with the City's "Management Response"
to each recommendation.
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(1) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Employees in the Payroll System
Auditor's Finding
Internal controls are maximized when only Human Resources personnel have system
access rights to establish/delete employees in the system and to make other payroll
master file changes (salary rate changes, etc.). Under the current system, persons
involved in processing payroll also have the ability to make master file changes.

Auditor's Recommendation
In conjunction with the establishment of a new computer system, change system access
rights so that only Human Resources personnel have the ability to establish/delete
employees in the system and to make other payroll master file changes.

Management Response
Replacement of the City's Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system has been
postponed due to budgetary constraints resulting from the economic downturn.
However, the system access rights in the existing ERP system have been changed so
that only Human Resources staff now has the ability to establish and delete employees.

(2) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Vendors in the System
Auditor's Finding
Internal controls are maximized when the persons that process vendor invoices for
payment and that are involved in data entry for the creation of City checks do not also
have the ability to establish vendors in the system. Currently, persons involved in data
entry for cash disbursements also have the ability to establish vendors in the system.

Auditor's Recommendation
Consider changing access rights for accounts payable personnel so that they do not
have system access rights to establish vendors or payees in the system. Generally,
purchasing personnel should be involved in the establishment of vendors in the system.

Management Response
Staff was planning to address this issue in conjunction with a business process review
that would occur as part of the ERP system replacement. However, since this project
has been postponed, responsibility for establishment of vendors has been shifted from
Accounts Payable to Purchasing staff to achieve the desired segregation of duties.

(3) Periodic Inventory of Capital Assets
Auditor's Finding
A periodic physical verification of capital assets is an important internal control to ensure
that City capital asset records are accurate and to detect any unrecorded additions or
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deletions. The City has not taken an official inventory of its capital assets since June
2002.
Auditor's Recommendation

Establish procedures for the periodic physical verification of City capital assets. This
can be done on a rotating basis over several years. The verification can be done at a
convenient time of year for each department (not necessarily at year end).
Infrastructure records (streets, water lines, etc.) could be substantiated by a periodic
desk review by knowledgeable individuals in the City's Public Works department to
detect unrecorded assets or items that should be deleted.
Management Response

We agree that a periodic physical verification of capital assets is a desirable internal
control. The new ERP system the City was planning to implement would have included
a fixed asset module to facilitate the tracking of capital assets. With the postponement
of the ERP system replacement project, procedures will be developed and implemented
to provide for physical verification of fixed assets on a three-year cycle. The procedures
will be submitted to the City's auditor for review prior to implementation.
(4) Consider Adopting City Ethics Policy

Auditor's Finding

The Auditing Standards Board has determined that a Fraud Policy or Ethics Policy
benefits local governments by emphasizing to employees that management believes
that ethical conduct is important. The policy should also provide for a process by which
employees can report unethical behavior (including that exhibited by their direct or
indirect supervisor). Although standards of conduct have been set forth in the City's
personnel policies, the City does not have a formal ethics policy that, among other
objectives, provides for a clear protocol for reporting unethical conduct. A well
structured ethics policy establishes organizational standards for ethics, morals, and an
overall "regard for the rules" philosophical approach within an entity. Specifically,
matters such as honesty, integrity, compliance with laws and regulations, adherence to
corporate policy, and upholding the organization's high values and reputation are
addressed. A strong ethics policy is the foundation upon which an organization builds
its culture, which should then permeate all levels of personnel and guide all business
dealings and transactions. This can be most effective in establishing a highly ethical
and antifraud culture within any business organization.
Auditor's Recommendation

Establish and implement an appropriately-designed ethics policy, including an annual
message to all employees reminding them that management takes seriously the ethical
conduct of its employees, reminds them of the reporting process for any witnessed
unethical behavior, and directs their attention to the City's ethics policy. Fraud and
ethics training for employees has also been found to be beneficial by using case studies
and role playing to train employees on how to identify questionable behavior for those
"gray" areas where rationalization can often occur. Internal reporting channels, such as
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. managers' open-door policy, hotlines for anonymous tips, and surveys, have also been
found to be effective.
Management Response

The City's Human Resources Director is in the process of reviewing ethics policies
developed by other public agencies and will be developing a policy that is appropriate
for our organization. Employee communication and training will be incorporated along
with the policy once it is finalized.
(5) Consider Adopting Account Write-off Policy
Auditor's Finding

The City currently does not have a formal policy addressing when customer accounts
should be written off or turned over to collection. Clear written policies in this regard are
helpful to cities to ensure that receivables are properly valued to represent valid
collectible balances, allowance accounts are properly established, and timely collection
efforts are consistently engaged in.
Auditor's Recommendation

Consider the establishment of a formal policy authorizing management personnel with
appropriate write-off and collection actions when warranted in accordance with the
provisions of the policy.
Management Response

A write-off policy is currently being developed by the Treasury Operations Division.
Following management review and approval, it will be implemented by the end of this
calendar year.
(6) Adjustments Detected by Audit Process
Auditor's Finding

Paragraph 19 of the Statement on Auditing Standards No. 112 requires that the auditor
identify material audit adjustments in the auditor's report on internal controls. For the
year ended June 30, 2007, material adjustments detected by the audit process were
limited to an adjustment to record accrued interest in the Electric Fund.
Auditor's Recommendation

An important element of controls over financial reporting is for management to identify
adjustments necessary for financial statements to be fairly stated. Whenever possible,
adjustments should be reflected in the accounting records prior to the start of the audit.
When this is not possible, management should identify and communicate to the auditors
the potential areas of adjustment that may need to be addressed during the audit
process. This is an important element of internal control to reduce the risk of material
misstatement.
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Management Response

The adjustment referred to by the auditor was for accrued interest payable on the
Electric Utility 2007 Taxable Lease Revenue Bonds. This was the first debt issuance in
a proprietary fund for the City and, as such, should have utilized the full-accrual
accounting method. We concur with the importance of identifying adjustments
necessary for financial statements to be fairly stated. To this end staff has implemented
additional procedural controls when preparing the year-end books for audit. The
adjustment to record accrued interest in the Electric Utility Fund has been added to the
year-end process.
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the Single Audit Report,
Management Letter, or the City's management responses. I would be pleased to meet
with you to respond to questions or to provide additional information.

Attachments:
- Single Audit Report on.Federal Awards
- Communications Regarding Internal Control (Management Letter)
c: Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Chris Paxton, Human Resources Director
Edith Houser, Financial Operations Division Manager
Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
Rix, Skonberg, Purchasing Division Manager
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS AND ON INTERNAL
CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund infonnation of the City of Moreno
Valley, California, as of and for the year ended June 30, 2007, which collectively comprise City
of Moreno Valley's basic financial statements and have issued our report thereon dated
December 20, 2007. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States.
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the City of Moreno Valley's financial
statements are free of material misstatement, we perfonned tests of its compliance with certain
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which
could have a direct and material effect on the detennination of financial statement amounts.
However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our
audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no
instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government
Auditing Standards.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and perfonning our audit, we considered the City of Moreno Valley's internal control
over financial reporting in order to detennine our auditing procedures for the purpose' of
expressing our opinions on the basic financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the
internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the
effectiveness of the City of Moreno Valley's internal control over financial reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employee, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is defined to be a control deficiency, or
a combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability to initiate,
authorize, record, process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the
City's financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected
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by the City's internal control. Matters confonning to this definition are those matters set forth in
the accompanying Schedule of Findings and Recommendations.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements
will not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control. We identified no deficiencies in
internal control that we consider to be a material weakness.
Our consideration of the internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose
described in the preceding paragraph of this section and would not necessarily identify all
deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies and, accordingly, would not
necessarily disclose all significant deficiencies that are also considered to be material
weaknesses.
This report is intended solely for the infonnation and use of the City Council and management of
the City of Moreno Valley, federal awarding agencies, and pass-through entities and is not
intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties .
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Irvine, California
December 20, 2007
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO EACH
MAJOR PROGRAM, INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE AND ON THE
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
OMB CIRCULAR A-133

Compliance
We have audited the compliance of the City of Moreno Valley, California, with the types of
compliance requirements described in the u.s. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
Circular A -133 Compliance Supplement that are applicable to each of its major federal programs
for the year ended June 30, 2007. The City of Moreno Valley's major federal program is
identified in the summary of auditors' results section of the accompanying schedule of findings
and questioned costs. Compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations, contracts and
grants applicable to its major federal program is the responsibility of the City of Moreno Valley's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the City of Moreno Valley's
compliance based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and
OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations.
Those standards and OMB Circular A-133 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements
referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major federal program
occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the City of Moreno
Valley's compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion. Our audit does not provide a legal determination on the City of Moreno Valley's
compliance with those requirements.
In our opinion, the City of Moreno Valley complied, in all material respects, with the
requirements referred to above that are applicable to each of its major federal programs for the
year ended June 30, 2007.
Internal Control Over Compliance
The management of the City of Moreno Valley is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control over compliance with requirements of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grants applicable to federal programs. In planning and performing our audit, we considered the
City of Moreno Valley's internal control over compliance with requirements that could have a
direct and material effect on a major federal program in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on compliance and to test and report on
internal control over compliance in accordance with OMB Circular A-133_ Accordingly, we do
not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the City's internal control over compliance.
3
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A control deficiency in the City's internal control over compliance exists when the design or
operation of a control does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect noncompliance with a type of
compliance requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a
control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability
to administer a federal program such that there is more than a remote likelihood that
noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is more than
inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the City's internal control.
Our consideration of the internal control over compliance would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. A
material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of
the internal control components does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that
noncompliance with applicable requirements of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants caused by
error or fraud that would be material in relation to a major federal program being audited may
occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control over
compliance and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses.
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Moreno
Valley as of and for the year ended June 30, 2007, and have issued our report thereon dated
December 20, 2007. Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming opinions on the
financial statements that collectively comprise the City of Moreno Valley's basic financial
statements. The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for
purposes of additional analysis as required by OMB Circular A-133 and is not a required part of
the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated, in all
material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the City Council, management of the
City of Moreno Valley, federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended
to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
~ M.¥rt- /"J~ r"~ "R c-.

Irvine, California
February 25, 2008 (except for the schedule of expenditures of federal awards, as to which the
date is December 20, 2007)
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City of Moreno Valley
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2007

Federal GrantorlPass Through GrantorlProgram Title

Pass- Through
Grantor's Number

Federal
CFDA
Number

Program
Ex(!enditures

Amount
Provided to
Subreci(!ients

U.S. DeQartment of Housing and Urban DeveloQment
Direct awards:
Community Development Block Grant
HOME Investment Partnerships Program

B-05-MC-06-0567
M-04-MC-06-551

14.218

$

14.239

Total U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

1,586,574
1,043,081 +

201,029

2,629,655

201,029

U.S. Department ofJustice
Direct awards:
Local Law Enforcement Block Grant
Public Safety Partnership and Community Policing Grant
Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program

2004-LB-BX-0406

16.592

2003-UM-WX-O 167

16.710
16.738

2005-DJ-BX-0846

23,803
71,126
64,243
159,172

Total U.S. Department of Justice
U.S. Department of Transportation
Passed through the State of California:
Department of Transportation
Highway Planning and Construction
Passed through the University of California at Berkeley:
State and Community Highway Safety

STPLER-5441 (036)

20.205

871,401

CT073310

20.600

116,125

Total u.s. Department of Transportation

987,526

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Passed through the State of California:
Department of Education
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Child Care and Development Block Grant

CIMS-6405
CSCC·6175

1,936
2,682

93.575
93.575

Total U.S.,Department of Health and Human Services

4,618

U.S. Department of Homeland Securi!y
Passed through the State of California:
State Domestic Preparedness Equipment Support Program

97.004

State and Local Homeland Security Training Program
Disaster Grants - Public Assistance

97.005

2,125

FEMA-1577·DR-CA

97.036
97.042

30,412
67,564

2005GRT50068

97.078

15,968

Emergency Management Performance Grant
Buffer Zone Protection Plan Grant (BZPP)

270,050

Total U.S. Department of Homeland Security

386,119

U.S. Environmental Protection AgencX
Direct awards:
Congressionally Mandated Projects

XP-969772201-J

66.202

5,162

Total U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

5,162

Total Federal Expenditures

$

4,172,252

201,029

* - Major Program

See accompanying notes to the schedule of expenditures of federal awards.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Notes to the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2007

(1)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Applicable to the Schedule of Expenditures
of Federal Awards
(a) Scope of Presentation
The accompanying schedule presents only the expenditures incurred by the City of
Moreno Valley, California (City) that are reimbursable under federal programs
providing financial assistance. For purposes of this schedule, financial assistance
includes both federal financial assistance received directly from a federal agency, as
well as federal funds received indirectly by the City from non-federal organizations.
Only the portion of program expenditures reimbursable with such federal funds is
reported in the accompanying schedule. Program expenditures in excess of the
maximum reimbursement authorized or the portion of program expenditures that
were funded with state, local or other non-federal funds are excluded from the
accompanying schedule.
(b) Basis of Accounting

The expenditures included in the accompanying schedule were reported on the
modified accrual basis of accounting. Expenditures reported include any property or
equipment acquisitions incurred under the federal program.
(c) Subrecipients
The City of Moreno Valley incurred $201,029 of Conununity Development Block
Grant expenditures that were paid to sUbrecipients.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Summary of Audit Results
Year ended June 30,2007

(A)

Summary of Auditors' Results
1. An unqualified report was issued by the auditors on the financial statements of the
auditee.
2. Internal control matters required to be reported are described in the accompanying
Schedule of Findings and Recommendations. None of these matters involve material
weaknesses in internal control.
3. The audit disclosed no noncompliance which is material to the financial statements of
the auditee.
4. There were no material weaknesses in internal control over major programs of the
auditee.
5. An unqualified report was issued by the auditors on compliance for major programs.
6. The audit disclosed no audit findings required to be reported under paragraph .510(a)
ofOMB Circular A-133.
7. The major program of the auditee was the HOME Investment Partnerships program
associated with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, CFDA No.
14.239.
8. The dollar threshold used to distinguish Type A and Type B programs was $300,000.
9. The auditee met the criteria to be classified as a low risk auditee, as defined by OMB
Circular A-l33, paragraph .530 for the purposes of determining major programs.

(B)

Findings Related to the Financial Statements which are Required to be Reported in
Accordance with GAGAS
There are no auditors' findings required to be reported in accordance with GAGAS other
than the matters reported in the accompanying schedule of findings and
recommendations.

(C,

Findings and Questioned Costs for Federal Awards as Defined in Paragraph .510(a) at
OMB Circular A-133
There are no auditors' findings to be reported in accordance with paragraph .51O(a) at
OMB Circular A-133.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Schedule of Findings and Recommendations
Year ended June 30, 2007

(1) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Employees in the Payroll System
Internal controls are maximized when only Human Resources persoIlllel have system access
rights to establish/delete employees in the system and to make other payroll master file changes
(salary rate changes, etc.). Under the current system, persons involved in processing payroll also
have the ability to make master file changes.
We recommend that in conjunction with the City's establishment of a new computer system, that
system access rights be changed so that only Human Resources persoIlllel have the ability to
establish/delete employees in the system and to make other payroll master file changes.

(2) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Vendors in the System
Internal controls are maximized when the persons that process vendor invoices for payment and
that are involved in data entry for the creation of City checks do not also have the ability to
establish vendors in the system. Currently, persons involved in data entry for cash disbursements
also have the ability to establish vendors in the system.
We recommend that the City consider changing access rights for accounts payable personnel so
that they do not have system access rights to establish vendors or payees in the system.
Generally, purchasing persoIlllel should be involved in the establishment of vendors in the
system.
(3) Periodic Inventory of Capital Assets

A periodic physical verification of capital assets is an important internal control to ensure that
City capital asset records are accurate and to detect any unrecorded additions or deletions. The
City has not taken an official inventory of its capital assets since June 2002.
We recommend that the City establish procedures for the periodic physical verification of City
capital assets. This can be done on a rotating basis over several years. The verification can be
done at a convenient time of year for each department (not necessarily at year end). Infrastructure
records (streets, water lines, etc.) could be substantiated by a periodic desk review by
knowledgeable individuals in the City's Public Works department to detect unrecorded assets or
items that should be deleted.

(4) Consider Adopting City Ethics Policy
The Auditing Stllildards Board has deteul1ined u~at a Fraud Policy or Ethics Policy benefits local
governments by emphasizing to employees that management believes that ethical conduct is
important. The policy should also provide for a process by which employees can report unethical
behavior (including that exhibited by their direct or indirect supervisor). Although standards of
conduct have been set forth in the City's personnel policies, the City does not have a formal
ethics policy that, among other objectives, provides for a clear protocol for reporting unethical
conduct. A well structured ethics policy establishes organizational standards for ethics, morals,
8
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and an overall "regard for the rules" philosophical approach within an entity. Specifically,
matters such as honesty, integrity, co~pliance with laws and regulations; adherence to corporate
policy, and upholding the organization's high values and reputation are addressed. A strong
ethics policy is the foundation upon which an organization builds its culture, which should then
permeate all levels of personnel and guide all business dealings and transactions. This can be
most effective in establishing a highly ethical and antifraud culture within any business
organization.
In order to emphasize the above, it is also recommended that annually a short email message to

all employees be sent that reminds employees that management takes seriously the ethical
conduct of its employees, reminds them of the reporting process for any witnessed unethical
behavior and directs their attention to the City's ethical policy.
We recommend that the City establish and implement an appropriately-designed ethics policy.
We also suggest that the City implement an effective reporting mechanism for unethical
behavior. Fraud and ethics training for employees has also been found to be beneficial by using
case studies and role playing to train employees on how to identifY questionable behavior for
those "gray" areas where rationalization can often occur. Internal reporting channels, such as
managers' open-door policy, hotlines for anonymous tips, and surveys, have been found to be
effective.
(5) Consider Adopting Account Write-off Policy
The City currently does not have a formal policy addressing when customer accounts should
be written off or turned over to collection. Clear written policies in this regard are helpful to
cities to ensure that receivables are properly valued to represent valid collectible balances,
allowance accounts are appropriately established, and timely collection efforts are
consistently engaged in.
We recommend that the City consider the establishment of a formal policy authorizing
management personnel with appropriate write-off and collection actions when warranted in
accordance with the provisions ofthe policy.
(6) Adjustments Detected by Audit Process
Paragraph 19 of the Statement on Auditing Standards No. 112 requires that the auditor
identifY material audit adjustments in the auditor's report on internal controls. For the year
ended June 30, 2007, material adjustments detected by the audit process were limited to an
adjustment to record accrued interest in the Electric Fund
Recommendation: An important element of controls over financial reporting is for
management to identifY adjustments necessary for financial statements to be fairly stated.
Whenever possible, adjustments should be reflected in the accounting records prior to the
start of the audit. When this is not possible, management should identify and communicate to
the auditors the potential areas of adjustment that may need to be addressed during the audit
process. This is an important element of internal control to reduce the risk of material
misstatement.

9
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There were no findings for the year ended June 30, 2006.
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COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING INTERNAL CONTROL
In planning and perfonning our audit of the financial statements of the City of Moreno Valley
("City") as of and for the year ended June 30, 2007, in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the City's internal control
over financial reporting as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the City's internal controL Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the effectiveness of the City'S internal controL
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is defined to be a control deficiency, or
combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability to initiate, authorize,
. record, process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the City'S
financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the
City'S internal control. Matters confonning to this definition are those matters set forth below.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements
will not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control. OUf consideration of internal
control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph and would not necessarily
identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material
weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be
material weaknesses, as defined above.
(1) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Employees in the Payroll System

Internal controls are maximized when only Human Resources personnel have system access
rights to establish/delete employees in the system and to make other payroll master file
changes (salary rate changes, etc.). Under the current system, persons involved in processing
payroll also have the ability to make master file changes.
We recommend that in conjunction with the City'S establishment of a new computer system,
that system access rights be changed so that only Human Resources personnel have the ability
to establish/delete employees in the system and to make other payroli master file changes.
(2) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Vendors in the System

Internal controls are maximized when the persons that process vendor invoices for payment
and that are involved in data entry for the creation of City checks do not also have the ability
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to establish vendors in the system. Currently, persons involved in data entry for cash
disbursements also have the ability to establish vendors in the system.
We recommend that the City consider changing access rights for accounts payable personnel
so that they do not have system access rights to establish vendors or payees in the system.
Generally, purchasing personnel should be involved in the establishment of vendors in the
system.
(3) Periodic Inventory of Capital Assets
A periodic physical verification of capital assets is an important internal control to ensure that
City capital asset records are accurate and to detect any unrecorded additions or deletions. The
City has not taken an official inventory of its capital assets since June 2002.
We recommend that the City establish procedures for the periodic physical verification of
City capital assets. This can be done on a rotating basis over several years. The verification
can be done at a convenient time of year for each department (not necessarily at year end).
Infrastructure records (streets, water lines, etc.) could be substantiated by a periodic desk
review by knowledgeable individuals in the City's Public Works department to detect
unrecorded assets or items that should be deleted.
(4) Consider Adopting City Ethics Policy
The Auditing Standards Board has determined that a Fraud Policy or Ethics Policy benefits
local governments by emphasizing to employees that management believes that ethical
conduct is important. The policy should also provide for a process by which employees can
report unethical behavior (including that exhibited by their direct or indirect supervisor).
Although standards of conduct have been set forth in the City'S personnel policies, the City
does not have a formal ethics policy that, among other objectives, provides for a clear
protocol for reporting unethical conduct. A well structured ethics policy establishes
organizational standards for ethics, morals, and an overall "regard for the rules" philosophical
approach within an entity. Specifically, matters such as honesty, integrity, compliance with
laws and regulations, adherence to corporate policy, and upholding the organization's high
values and reputation are addressed. A strong ethics policy is the foundation upon which an
organization builds its culture, which should then permeate all levels of personnel and guide
all business dealings and transactions. This can be most effective in establishing a highly
ethical and antifraud culture within any business organization.
In order to emphasize the above, it is also recommended that annually a short email message
to all employees be sent that reminds employees that management takes seriously the ethical
conduct of its employees, reminds them of the reporting process for any witnessed unethical
behavior and directs their attention to the City's ethical policy.
We recommend that the City establish and Implement an appropriately-designed ethics policy.
We also suggest that the City implement fui effective reporting mechanism for unethical
behavior. Fraud and ethics training for employees has also been found to be beneficial by
using case studies and role playing to train employees on how to identify questionable
behavior for those "gray" areas where rationalization can often occur. Internal reporting
channels, such as managers' open-door policy, hotlines for anonymous tips, and surveys, have
been found to be effective.
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(5) Consider Adopting Account Write-off Policy
The City currently does not have a formal policy addressing when customer accounts
should be written off or turned over to collection. Clear written policies in this regard are
helpful to cities to ensure that receivables are properly valued to represent valid collectible
balances, allowance accounts are appropriately established, and timely collection efforts
are consistently engaged in.
We recommend that the City consider the establishment of a formal policy authorizing
management personnel with appropriate write-off and collection actions when warranted
in accordance with the provisions of the policy.
(6) Adjustments Detected by Audit Process
Paragraph 19 of the Statement on Auditing Standards No. 112 requires that the auditor
identify material audit adjustments in the auditor's report on internal controls. For the year
ended June 30, 2007, material adjustments detected by the audit process were limited to
an adjustment to record accrued interest in the Electric Fund
Recommendation: An important element of controls over financial reporting is for
management to identify adjustments necessary for financial statements to be fairly stated.
Whenever possible, adjustments should be reflected in the accounting records prior to the
start of the audit. When this is not possible, management should identify and communicate
to the auditors the potential areas of adjustment that may need to be addressed during the
audit process. This is an important element of internal control to reduce the risk of
material misstatement.
This communication is intended solely for the information and use of management, City
Council, and others within the organization, and is not intended to be used by persons other
than those specified parties.

Irvine, California
December 20, 2007
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MEMORANDUM

08 JUl 17 AM 7: 36

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager

Date:

July 15, 2008

Subject:

PSSC Request for Prior Staff Reports on Contract Review of Law
Enforcement Services Provided at the Moreno Valley Mall

At the Public Safety Subcommittee (PSSC) meeting on July 14, 2008, Council Member
Flickinger requested that the City Council be provided with copies of prior staff reports
on contract review of law enforcement services provided at the Moreno Valley Mall. As
a follow up to this request, copies of staff reports dated February 2, 1999, January 20,
2004, and March 23, 2004 are included as an attachment.

cc. Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hall, Police Chief
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TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Barry McClellan, Assistant City Manager

AGENDA DATE:

March 23, 2004

TITLE:

Moreno Valley Mall Police Contract Review

RECOMMENDED ACTION
Staff recommends 'that the Council consider the proposal to reduce the hours of
required deployment by the Mall. officers. Reasonable policy justification exists for a
modest reduction in costs, though the fiscal impact will be about $48,000 per year to the
city's general fund. If Council decides to reduce costs, staff recommends it be done as
a direct subsidy rather than reducing hours at the mall.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with the contract with the Moreno Valley Mall for police contract services,
Mall management chose to conduct a biennial review of the law enforcement service
. levels. The report and staffs analysis was presented to City Council at the January 20,
2004, study session. That report is attachment 1. Attachment 2 is the memorandum,
which provides the police chief's analysis of the report.
.
After a discussion with staff and the Mall management, Mayor Pro Tem Stewart and
staff met with Riverside County Sheriff's management to request that lower, nonsupported rates be charged for 'the officers assigned to the Moreno Valley Mall and
review the possibility for rate reductions. That meeting was held February 20,2004.
DISCUSSION
Mayor Pro Tem Stewart, the city manager, and the police chief met with Sheriffs
department senior management: and the Mall general manager was in attendance as
well. Sheriff representatives indicated that the rates could not be reduced because the
deputies are supported by the full services of the Sheriffs department and they will not
make an exception to the policy. The discussion involved the Mall's recommendation to
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reduce officer hours at the Mall. This led to a proposal, which was supported by Mayor
Pro Tem Stewart, to reduce each 10-hour shift, by two hours per shift, 5 days a week,
leaving the 10-hour shift intact on weekends. Since sheriffs deputies are on a 4-10
work schedule by contract, the remaining two hours of each shift would need to be
completed on patrol or other duties not related to the Mall, The cost of the' non-Mall
patrol hours would have to' be absorbed by the city. In his earlier memorandum, the
police chief indicated maintaining' a tracking mechanism for this time period and
ensuring correct billing would be cumbersome and logistically time consuming.
However, if that is Council's direction, a system will be developed and implemented.
Further, if the Council chose to redl)ce hours at the Mall, that would need to be included
in the 2004-05 budget. Reducing the hours before July 2004 would require an
appropriation for the balance of the year to cover those additional costs as indicated in
the Fiscal Impact section of the report, which is below,
Consequences of redUCing week-day shifts by two hours include reduced police
presence at the Mall, separate accounting for deployment away from the Mall, and the
possibility of officers being called to the Mall from their patrol, reducing police coverage
in the city at those times. Also, there will be times with the officer assigned to the Mall is
involved in an activity at the end of their 8-hour Mall shift that will prevent him or her
from leaving the Mall to go on patrol.
While it cannot be directly measured because there has always been full police
coverage at the Mall, it is believed by the police department that the low crime rates at
the Mall can be attributed to some degree because of that ongoing presence. It is not
known whether this proposed reduction in hours would have any impact.
Reasons not to reduce police coverage 2 hours per day
1. It was an original condition of approval.
2. The police chief believes the resources at the Mall are justified and necessary.
3. There would be an increase in calls for service to the Mall handled by Patrol.
4. It would result in the cost shift to the General Fund in the amount of about
$48,000 a year, which is problematic in the current financial environment where
resources are scarce.
Reasons to reduce police coverage 2 hours per day
1. It will result in reduced costs for tenants and make the Mall more attractive as a
retail site, according to the Mall representatives.
2. Viewed in the context of a partnership, it would demonstrate the city's
commitment to work with the Mall to enhance its success.
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3. At one level, the cost for the two officers is relatively high since the supported
rate is charged due to the Sheriffs policy. Thus, the costs to the Mall for the two
officers exceeds that which would probably be charged to other cities with their
own police agencies, given the fact that the overhead changes would likely be
minimized and absorbed by their agency.
The city has worked as a partner with the Mall since its inception so that it will be a
successful entity. Since there has been a long history of that partnership with the Mall.
approving the reduction of costs would be a continuation of our partnership. The Mall
does have higher public safety costs than other Malls, which has an impact on their
ability to be competitive, and any expenses that can be reduced will benefit them in their
marketing efforts.
The Mall appears to be at a threshold of revitalization. The Mall management is
currently negotiating leases for a multiplex theater, a national bookstore, and two
national restaurants. Also, shop tenant activity has been active, and the Mall is in the
process of building out 15,000 square feet of space that has been vacant since 1992.
Assistance in reducing their operating costs would provide Mall tenants with lower
leasing costs. Staff feels that this should be an explicit commitment if the Council
grants the proposed reduction.

AL TERNATIVES
1. Do not approve the request to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement
Services at the Moreno Valley Mall by reducing deployment at the Mall by two
hours per day.
.
2. Approve the request to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement Services at
the Moreno Valley Mall by reducing deployment at the Mall by two hours per day
on weekdays.
3. Subsidize the services in the amount of $48,000 per year. If Council decides to
change the costs, staff recommends this alternative.
4. Provide further direction staff on other alternatives.
FISCAL IMPACT

Any reduction of police staffing hours at the Mall would have a direct effect of added
costs on the general fund to pay for those hours that are less than a 1O-hour work shift
for officers. The contract calls for staffing an officer 10 hours per day, 7 days per week.
The consultant's recommendation is to reduce weekday staffing by 3 hours per shift and
weekend staffing by 2 hours per shift, for a total of 19 hours. This would result in a
reassignment of those officers' hours at an annualized cost of approximately $91,000.
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The discussion at the meeting of February 20 included the alternative of reducing police
coverage two hours per day on weekdays. A reduction of 10 hours per week and
redeployment to patrol would cost the city approximately $48,000 per year.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Council consider the proposal to reduce the hours of
required deployment by the Mall officers. Reasonable policy justification exists for a
modest reduction in costs, though the fiscal impact will be about $48.000 per year to the
city's general fund. If Council decides to reduce costs, staff recommends it be done as
a direct subsidy rather than reducing hours at the mall.
ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS

1. Staff report dated January 20, 2004 (Study Session)
2. Memorandum dated October 24, 2003, from Chief Oi Yorio

Prepared By

Council Action
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Approved as requested:

Referred to:

Approved as amended:

For:

Denied:

Continued until:

Other.

HearinQ set for.
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TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:'

Barry McClellan, Assistant City Manager

AGENDA DATE:

January 20, .2004 (Study Session)

TITLE:

Moreno Valley. Mall Police Contract Review

RECOMMENDED ACTION
. ,
.
. Staff recommends that- Council not approve the request to amend the Agreement for .
Law·Enforcement Services at the Moreno'Valley Mall, and direct staff to collaborate with
Mall management on Recommendations 9:through 15;
.
BACKGROUND

.

'

The Towngate Regional' Mall Company contracted with the city of Moreno Valley for'
police services
for the Moreno Valley·
Mall in .October. 1992. Currently,
the police .
\
.
. '
. .
department assigns an' officer to the Moreno Valley Mall fOr a 1O~hour shift, 7 days per
week. . When the Mall was initially developed, the police department conducted
research of the security and/or law enforcement presence at a number of regional malls.
As a result of those findings of needs at other. malls, this contract for full~time law
enforcement was a condition of approval for the mall,' to which the Mall developer
agreed. From the police chief.s perspective, nothing has changed that would justify a
reduction in . police service leveis at the Mall. Further; any .reduction of service at the
. Mall would add to the city's costs and impact service' levels when officers needed to
respond to the Mall from :their designated patrols.
.
The agreement can be reviewed after the first five years and every two years thereafter,
at either party's request. The contract was reviewed in 1"998, and no changes' were .
made to the contract. Last year, the .mall management elected to conduct another
. review of the service levels in accordance with the agreemE?nt.
Security & Risk. Management Group, LLC '(SRMG), of Westlake Village· California,
conducted the review cif the police service levels. Subsequently, Mr. Todd Siegel,
General Manager of the Moreno Valley Mall, forwarded the resulting report to staff for

'. STUDY SESSION ITEM NO.
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review· and further discussion regarding their recommended changes. The police chief
reviewed the study, and his co~ments and recommendations are attpched. T~e:·study
made ·17 recommendations, of which the first eight relate to mall management
operations, and numbers 9 through 16 relate to law· enforcement operations. Those are
the topicS on which the pOlice chief commented. The recommendations regarding mall
operations are propr.ietary in nature and are not included in this report... The mostsignificant recommendation is #16, which is to reduce the hours of police coverag~ by
19 hours per week from the current 70 hours, which will be discussed in detail below: .
.

.

.

DISCUSSION

Following· is·a Jist of recommendation numbers 9 through 16 .from the consultant's
report. Full detail and full response to eqch are listed in Chief Oi Yorio's memorandum
·"(attachment 1). We will discuss "Recommendation 16." - Adjust MVPO Staffing"
following the list. .
. Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
: Recommendation
Recommendation

r

!

i
I
.

~.

9: Hold Meetings . .
10: Implement Regional Mall Crime Council
11: ·Implement Crime Prevention Program.
12: Relocate Police Office
.
13: Officers Should Notify Security on Arrival
14: Increase Patrols
15: Restrict Officer Departures from. Mall .
16: Adjust MVPD Staffing .
.

In general, the police department has no significant issues with recommendations 9 .
through 15. Some·of the items need further review'- and clarification. The ponce are
open to periodic meetings, and are open to further discussion regarding a Mall' Crime
Council. The proposed Crime Preyention Program needs a thorough review (see
attachment). A relocation of the Police Office must include a secure environment for
law enforcement activities as well as secure access to the pOlice vehicles: The police
chiefs complete comments to these recommendations are in the attachment. .
. .

.

-.

'.

Th.e.full recommendation 16 - Adjust MVPD Staffing, is: Adjust MVPD .staffing to reduce
presence ·during non-peak periods, relying during those times on security, MVPD·patrol
re.sponse, anchor store loss prevention, . and MVPD police volunteer pro"gtams,·
Establish· 4 P.M. .- 11 P;M. week day shifts and 1 P.M. - 9 P.M: weekend shifts,
Consider hiring off-duty police officers to. reduce cost and create staffing flexibility.
Follo~ihg are the police chiefs comments to this recommendation:

"The consu.ltant indicates the current staffing level is inefficient and does not correspond
to peak shopping or incident hourS. Generally, the Mall officers are on·duty during the.
entire time· the Mall is open "for business throughout the ·week: This provides a constant·
_
and consistent measure of security at the facility. The consultant correctly points out
that our times are flexible and we do adjust our shift hours from. time to time. The
. .,
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. consultant also states that due to the Mall proximity to the MVPD headquarters, police
staff should be able to respond to infrequent emergency· calls at the Mall. on a timely
basis. The consultant implies that our response would be expeditious should the·
·staffing be reduced. However, this is a questionable and unpredictable statement
without considering. the many factors that ill)pact our response time to ·calls for seNice
in the community. Additionally, there is no correlation between response times and the
close proximity of the Police Station to the M~II ...
Per MOU provisions, officers are assigned to a 1Q-hour workday.· Reducing to an 8hour day would entail assigning the remaining 2 hours of patrol time to. another ·activity.
Maintaining ·a tracking mechanism for this time period and ensuring correct billing would
be cumbersome and logistically time consuming.
.
. The consultant also suggests relying upon a police volunteer program and the hiring of
off-duty police officers to reduce costs and create staffing flexibility. It is apparent that
reducing their costs is the driving force for this suggestion. The volunteer- issue is
addressed in my response to Recommendation 11. The hiring of off-duty police officers
needs clarification. If the· consultant is suggesting that the Mall hire off.:.duty MVPD .
. poliGe officers to provideanned security as a second employment, it requires .the .
approval of the Sheriff. It is unlikely that the Sheriff would approve such a second
employment request."

•

That concludes the police chief's comments on the requested reduction of MPVD
staffing hours. From a policy standpoint, it would not be appropriate ·to ·have volunteers .
provide volunteer services in a commercial setting, . The police volunteers primarily
provide support to MVPD in terms of traffic control. and graffiti patrol. None of their
..
activities are to directly benefit a commercial operation.
It is also important to remember that- any reduction in officer staffing has the potential to
. draw in officers on patrol. During periods of strong growth in population, this;is not a .
time to be diluting polic~ resources in other areas. Also, it is most probable that the low.
crime rate at the Mall can in part be attributed to the full time police presence at the
.
Mall.

ALTERNATIVES
1. Do not approve the re·quest to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement
Services at the MorEmoValley Mall.
2 ... Approve the request to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement .Services at .
.. the Moreno Valley Mall .. (NOT RECOMMENDED.)
3 .. 06 not· approve the request t6 amend the Agreement for. Law Enforcement·
. Services at the Moreno Valley Mall; and direct staff to collaborate with Mall .
management on Recommendations 9· through 15. (RECOMMENDED)

•
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FISCAL IMPACT"
" Any reduction of police staffing hours at. the Mall would have a direct effect of added
·costs on the general fund·to.pay for those hours that are less than a 10~hour work shift
.for·officers. The contract calls for staffing an officer 10 hours per day, 7 days per week.
The consultant's recommendation is to reduce weekday staffing by 3 hour~ per shift and
weekend staffing by 2 hours per shift, for a total of. 19 hours. This would result in a
·reassignment of those officers'hours alan annualized cost of approximately $83;000 ..

e"

STAFF RECOMMENDATION·
,

00 not approve the request to .amend the Agreement for Law ~nforcement Services

at

the Moreno Valley Mall, and direct staff to collaborate with Mall management. on
. Recommendations 9 through 15.
.
A TTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS

1. Memorandum dated October 24,·2003, from Chief Oi Yorio
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Memorandum
.October 24, 2003

Date:

.

.

.'

To:

Barry McClellan, Assistant City Manager'

From:

William A. Oi Yorio,'Chief of Police

Subject: .

Moreno Valley Man Police Services Review .

LJ,{)

At your·.re·quest. the· following will· reflect my ~oughts on .the recommendations
pertaining to MVPO issues a~ the Mall ..'
.

Recommendation 9: . Hold Meetings
.'
..
. • . ...... The MVPD~ security managf;!rrient, and anchor store loss prevention' should
.sohedule periodic meetings to discuss currerit Mall. crime trends~' coordinate strategy,
and ensure effectiv,e prevention and enforcement efforts.. . .
'.
I concur~\ Allied Security Director Josh
and, my staff m~mbers will be ~eeting
on this
to discuss on going meetings;. . '
.......
. . .

mattt;!r

Bums

Recommendation 10: Implement Regional'Mall Crime Council
The MVPD and .sec(Jrity· management should consider establishing a regional mall
.crime council consisting of private security (mall security .and Joss prevention .
. . security) and local police department representa~ives. Thecounci/ should consider.
meeting quarte.r1y to share crime. data and develop common support strategies. .
.' . This is. an. idea that nef3ds further discussion. The ·Iogistical issues (who, what,
when; ·where•. etc.) need to' be examined to ensure it is a viable. and consistent. :.
. program.
.

•

Recommendation 11: Implement Crime Prevention Program
.
Consider implementing a crime- prevention program, like neIghborhood watch,
specifically tailored to the Mall. Consider offering special shopper incentives to
..
. e[1cou,?ge parlicipation.·

Attachment 1
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Neighborhood watch/business watch type' meetings can be scheduled upon reque~.
. and can assls~ the Mall and their tenants in preventing crime .. However, I. believe· the
consultant is requesting· or recommending that some sort of vohinteer-driven
program be rilainta!neCl. at the Mall in which "special shopper incentives to
'enCourage participation" \Viii be offered.. . '
' . . :.
.

•••

As . you are . aware, our current cadre of vorunteers require supervision, and
managem~nt oversight from either our Community .Services section or from on duty
personnel if they are engaged in an event. I am uncOmfortable with. the t~oUghtofa
volunteer program instituted specifically at the Mall, which would ..require,: our : . '
supervision and guidance. This may be something for Allied Security to examine
and coordinate due to their 2417 presence at the Mall.
.
.
..' '
.' .
.
. Recommendation 12: Relocate Police' Office
Relocate police office ·to a more public location to improve MVPD exposure, security
coordination, and. seNice to' the shoppers. .
.
This was discussed with. Mall management during e'. meeting on April 30, 2003.
Admittedly, the c~rrent location of the police office is "offthe beaten. path·, however,
it does provide a measure of security and concealment for the officers assigned to
the locatipn when d.ealing with arrests. .
'.:
.If the office is relocated, Mall 'manag'emerit must understand our ·n.eem,:to provide a
secute environment due to the presence of prisoners and' arrestees. . Secure' or
concealed access to pOlice vehicles is a must for prisoner transportationlse~1ity .
needs;. Also, office closure and public concealment of. arrestees must be balanCed
with public ~ccess if the office is moved to a more visible location.
.
.

•

Recommendatiori 13: Officers Should Notify ,Security on Arrival
,.
MVPD. officers should. notify security upon arrival and departure, thus improving
' . .
.' '
overall security coordination. .
This is occurring with MVPD Mall Officers. The 'example dted by· the consultant is
. vague in that ·two patrol cars were observed in different parking areas one moming
and Mall security Was unaware' of their presence. There may be times when MVPD
officers, other than Mall officers, are dispatched to the location for legitirnate'
reasons. Only the Mall Officers carry mall security radios and are .in regular contact
with the-Mall security detail. .
.
. Recom"tnendation 14: Increased Patrols
Increa$e· regular MVPD foot and vehicular patrols of the ·Mall property
police visibility and crime de.terrence.
~. .
.
..

to -improve
_'

The consultant had discussions with "numerous' persons at the Mall" which resulted
in a perception that the' officers are not seen frequently in the. Mall or parking lot'.
areas. The example cited by the .consultant in Recommendation '13 (see above)
.indicates there is a presence of our staff in the parking lots. Also, the consultant

•
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:corr~ctly points out that officers are observed in th'e .food court, which is a pop~lar.

••

"hang our for teenagers who: frequent the Mall. The attention provided .by the .
officers to :this area is appropriate and justified .. The lone officer on ·duty·is·limited to
,. hi$ patrolling ability due to the size of the grounds, ,hourS of service, Investigating
calls .for service' and associated pap'erwork. The Midi :officers :understand their
cOmmitment to the Mall and loitering inthe police office has not b~en an issue. '

Recommendation 15: Restrict Officer Departures from ·Mall·
Restrict officer departure from the Mall to serious emergency. incidents dir'flctly .
impacting the Mall. Otherwise; officers should remain.cin the premises. .
. This is currently being done. I have reviewed the patrol logs for the Mali officers.
Officers responding to locations outside' of the Mall. property are infrequent and
justified when done.'
.

Recommendation 16: Adjust MVPD Staffing,
. .
Adjust MVPD staffing to reduce presence during non-peak periods~ relying· during
those, times on security, MVPD patrol rf]sponse, anchor store loss prevention, and
MVPD police volui1teeiprograms. Establish 4 P.M.' - 11 P.M; week'day sh~fts and 1
;p.M. - 9 p.M. weekend shifts. Consider hiring off-duty po/iqe 'officers to reduce 'cost
.
.
and creale staffing flexibility.

•
,

:....
.

The consultant· indicates. the current staffing' level' is inefficient. and 'does not
correspond ,to peak shopping or incident hours. Generally, the Mall officers' are on
duty during thtf entire~ime the Mall is open for business throughout the week. 'This,'
:provides a con~tant and. consistent measure of: security at ·the facility. The .
. consultant correctly poin,t~ ou~ that our times are flexible and we do adjust our shift
hours from time to time. The consultant'also states that due to the ,Mall proximity to
the MVPD headquarters, police staff should be able. to respond to infrequent
emergency .calls at the Mall on a timely basis; The cori'sultant insinuates that our'
response would be expeditious should the s~ffing be reduced. However, this is a
questionable and unpredictable statement without considering the many factors that
impact our respo~se time to calls for service in the community; Additionaliy, there is
:no correlation between response' times and the close proximity of the Polioe Station.
,
to the M a l l . '
Per MOU 'provisi9ns, officers are assigned to a 1O-hour workday.' 'Reducing to em .S·
hour day would entail: assigning the remaining 2 hours of patrol time to another
activitY. Maintaining a tracking mechanism for this time period and ensuring correct
billing would be cumbersome and logistically time consuming.
:

'and

the consultant 'alsQ suggests relying upon a ··polic.e volunteer program
the hiring
off-duty police. officers to reduce costs arid c~eate staffing flexibility. It is apparent '
that reducing their costs is the driving force for this suggestion. The volunteer issue
is addressed in my respons.e to Recommendation 11 .. The hiring of off-duty ,police
'officers needs clarification. If the consultant is suggesting that the Mall hire off-duty
MVPD police officers to provide armed sectJrity as a second employment, it requires

3
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,

.'
the approval of the $heriff. It is unlikely that .the Sheriff would approve such
. second employment request.

.

,

~

Please call me if you have any questions..

•

•
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Report to City Council
TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Barry McClellan, Assistant City Manager

AGENDA DATE:

February 2,1999

TITLE:

Request for Amendment to the Agreement for Law Enforcement
Services at the Moreno Valley Mall

RECOMMENDED ACTION
Staff recommends that the City Council not approve the request for amendment to the
Agreement for Law Enforcement Services at the Moreno Valley Mall.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
This issue was presented to and discussed at the Public Safety Advisory Committee.
The committee did not support any reduction from the current level of service.
BACKGROUND
The Towngate Regional Mall Company contracted with the City of Moreno Valley for
police services for the Moreno Valley Mall on October 14, 1992. This contract was a
condition of approval for the. Mall and could be reviewed after five years at the request
of either party. Currently, the Police Department assigns two regular patrol officers to
the Moreno Valley Mall. These patrol officers provide fully supported law enforcement
services, and the cost of these officers to the Mall includes equipment, uniforms,
training, communication, investigative follow up, and supervision.
In June of 1998, John M. Hood of Center Security Consultants, Inc. conducted an
evaluation of the police services at the Moreno Valley Mall. Donna Farrell, the general
manager of the Moreno Valley Mall, forwarded the consultant's recommendations to the
City on October 21, 1998, and requested that the contract be amended to reflect the
recommendations.
These recommendations are contained in the Addendum
Recommendations" from Ce-nter Security Consultants.
U
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DISCUSSION
The primary recommendation made by the Addendum Recommendations is that the
Mall and the City replace the two reg,ular patrol officers assigned to the Mall with offduty, or "extra-duty," officers. Extra-duty officers are regular patrol officers who have
volunteered for additional overtime assignments.
The Addendum states that the use of extra-duty officers will result in cost savings for the
Mall. Extra-duty officers are less costly because they do not provide the same fully
supported law enforcement services that regular'patrol officers provide.
While the Mall administration's need to save costs is understandable, the use of extraduty officers to provide police services would result in decreased police services in other
areas of the City. Because extra-duty officers do not provide fully supported law
enforcement services, they must call for regular patrol officers in the event of an incident
that requires investigation or arrest. Regular patrol officers will be pulled from their
regular patrol beats to provide these services to the Mall. ConseqJently, service levels
in the patrol officers' regular beats would be reduced. This is discussed in detail in
Chief Coz's memorandum which is attached.
Regular patrol officers assigned to the Mall can provide fully supported law enforcement
services and thus eliminate the potential for decreased police services in other parts of
the City.
The Addendum also states that use of extra-duty officers will provide the Mall with more
flexibility in scheduling police services to coincide with peak Mall business hours.
Because they work additional overtime aSSignments, extra-duty officers are not
restricted by the normal 4/10 shift (10 hour shifts for four days per 40 hour workweek).
whereas regular patrol officers are.
To address scheduling concerns, the Police Department has developed a partnership
with the Mall administration so that together they can determine police service
schedules that best suit both parties' needs. The Department works with the
administration to coordinate the deployment schedule for the two regular patrol officers
currently assigned to the Mall. 1
The Police Department also repeatedly shows scheduling flexibility by deploying
additional officers to the Mall at no additional charge when there is a known need for
additional law enforcement during peak Mall business times such as the Christmas
holiday season, while continuing to work under scheduling limitations such as the 4/10
shift and costly overtime.
Because of the Police Department's current efforts to coordinate law enforcement
service schedules with the Mall administration and the high potential for decreased
police services to other parts of the City due to the use of extra-duty officers, staff
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recommends that the City Council not approve the Addendum Recommendations to
amend the agreement.
AL TERNATIVES

1.

Do not approve the request for amendment to the Agreement for Law
Enforcement Services at the Moreno Valley Mall.

2.

Approve the request for amendments to the Agreement for Law Enforcement
Services at the Moreno Valley Mall.

'STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the City Council not approve the request for amendment to the
Agreement for Law Enforcement Services at the Moreno Valley Mall.
A TTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS

1.
.~.

Letter dated October '21, 1998 from Donna .Farrell, General Manager of the
.'" '...,..'Moreno
Valley
MaJ.1i
, ' \:
-.
~."

~.

2.

Addendum Recommendations for the Agreerpent for Law Enforcement Services
.
at the Moreno Valley Mall

3.

Memorandum dated. January 12, 1999 from Richard Coz, Police Chief

Prepared By:

Department Head Approval:

~'?n.
~
lan, Assistant City

Barry

Belsy Dolan. Administrative Intern II

Managei'

Concurred By: =-~~"....,...,..~~__
Richard Col. Chief 01 PolIce

Council Action
Aooroved as reauested:
Approved 8$ amended:

1
Referred to:

• For.

Denied:

Continued until:

Other:

Hearing $el for:
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MORENO VAttEY MALL
AT TOWN GATE

•

RECEIVED
October 21, 1998

OCT 2 3 1998

Mr. Gene Rogers
City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Dear Gene:
Attached please find~ lhe recommendation addendum from our consUltant, John Hood, who
conducted the study on the Police Services at Moreno Valley Mall.
PUrsuant to Section 5, Paragraph C of the Agreement for Law Enforcement Services, dated
October 14, 1992, we request this recommendation to modify the level of police services at
Moreno Valley Mall be submitted to the City Council for their review and consideration.
Please notify me when the Council Meeting date has been scheduled.
If you should have any questions or comments. please let me know.
Sincerely,

Donna Farrell .
General Manager
Ihs

Enclosure

MV00232675

October 12, 1998
Donna Farrell
General Manager
Moreno Valley Mall
22500 Town Circle, Suite 1206
Moreno Valley, California 92553
RE: ADDENDUM RECOMMENDATIONS
MORENO VALLEY MALL
POLICE SERVICES CONTRACT

Pursuant to your request I have evaluated the Moreno Valley MaUpolice services
contract and operation and have formulated several recommendations that are worthy of
consideration when renegotiating the contract With the city.
The following recommendations are offered based on providing improved cost effective
police services on the Moreno VaUey Mall property:
•

The level of police services, scheduling and assignments should be based on
meeting the needs 0 f the shopping center in providing a safe shopping
environment and staffmg levels should reflect the level of calls for service on
the property. _"
All available data should be utilized to more effectively schedule police
coverage. Police department records and statistical data should be utilized if
at all possible. t
Assignment of police personnel should include both interior foot patrol and
exterior patrol of the parking lots and grounds. It is desirable to have a police
officer and high visibility patrol in the parking lots using a municipal police
vehicle.
I
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•

Consideration should be given to allowing the Moreno Valley Police officers
(Riverside County Sheriffs Deputies) to work at the mall on an off-duty basis
instead of a regular on-duty assignment.
The present practice of assigning a police officer to the mall based on a 4/10
schedule is not the most effective scheduling for mall purposes.
The shopping center needs the flexibility to determine staffmg levels,
scheduling and assignments that will best meet the needs of the center.

•

Current scheduling is static and only provides for a single officer on the
property 10 hours each day. There are shopping hours when an officer is not
present on the property and there are perio~ when an officer is on the
property and the mall is closed.
Scheduling an officer to remain on duty one hom after clQsing hours is
generally ineffective; the last one half hom of the shift is.usually nonproductive time. "

•

Model schedule based on two officers off-duty during peak calls for service
and reported incidents:
Mon-Thur. 1 officer - interior 5:30PM to 9:30 PM - 4 hours
(last hour of duty exterior patrol)
Friday

1 officer - interior 1:30PM to 9:30PM - 8 hours
1 officer - exterior 4:30PM"to 9:30PM - 5 hours

Saturday

1 officer - interior 11:30AM to 7:30PM - 8 hours
1 officer- exterior 11:30AM to 7:30PM- 8 hams

Sunday

1 officer - interior 12:30PM to 6:30PM - 6 hours
1 officer - exteriQr 1:30PM to 6:30PM - 5 hours "(optional)

Total hours: 511hours or 56 hours with second officer on Sunday.
Cost example: 51 hours @ $30 per/hr = $1,530 X 52 = $79,560.00
56 hours @ $30 perlbr = $1,680 X 52 = $87,360.00
A schedule similar to the model or variation will provide an additional officer on the
property, improved coverage based on calls for service and incidents and results in a cost
savings by utilizing off-duty officers.

MV00232677

There is a need and opportunity to improve the scheduling of police services at the
Moreno Valley Mall; meeting these needs not only benefits the shopping center but also
enhances the safety and image of the community~
If you have any questions regarding these recommendations or I can be of further servi~
please feel free to contact me.

ohn M. Hood,
sident
Center security Services, Inc.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Police Department

MEMORANDUM

ReceIVED

TO:

Gene Rogers, City Manager

FROM:

Richard Coz, Chief of POlice!ttry

DATE:

January 12. 1999

SUBJECT:

Moreno Valley Mall Police Services Contract

JAN 1 2 1999

Thank you for the opportunity to review the information regarding the Moreno Valley Mall
agreement sent to you by Ms. Donna Farrell. As the Chief of Police, I do know that the
costs for quality law enforcement can be viewed as high when we focus only on the dollar
amount we all must pay. The costs being charged to the Mall recovers only the costs we
pay to provide the service. We think that the services provided by the City to the Moreno
Valley Mall meets the intent of the initial conditions of use when the Mall was planned and
opened. These conditions have not changed. I do not recommend reducing the level or
type of service now provided at the Moreno Valley Mall.
Ms. Farrell's letter included an enclosed letter from" Mr. John Hood where Mr. Hood has
made some recommendations regarding the relationship between the Mall and the City.
Mr. Hood reviewed police-related activities at the Moreno Valley Mall and other local malls
and provided a report to us in June, 1998. Our staff reviewed Mr. Hood's overall
conclusions in this report and we do agree with him. However, it is important to note that
the intent in requiring the Mall to fund swam police services was to mitigate two concerns
of the City. First, and most important, we wanted a law "enforcement" presence to offset
adverse impact to levels of pblice service elsewhere in the City. This is different from a
security perspective. Second, we wanted a deterrent presence. This is directly related to
security.
Law Enforcement Services: The original conditions established for the Moreno Valley Mall
included the requirement that the "developer shall provide funding for two officers to be
assigned and provide police services at the Mall." The basis for this requirement has not
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Memorandum to Gene Rogers, City Manager
01/12/99
Page 2
changed. The Planning Department's Staff Report on Plot Plan 1730, dated February 14,
1991, states on -page 16, under the heading "Police Services and Security":
"Police services and security for a project of this size are a concern to the
City. The Police Department has conducted a survey of malls throughout the
State, to determine the types of services, which would be necessary. As a
result of this survey, the Police Department has determined that additional
security measures and staffing will be necessary for the Mall. An additional
two (2) uniformed positions are necessary to provide an adequate level of
service. Without additional positions, levels of service elsewhere in the City
could be affected."
Mr: Hood's report titled: "Moreno Valley Mall Police Services Contract Summary of
Research Data," I think clearly shows that additional security measures and staffing
continue to be neCessary.

I believe that reducing the level of police service at the Mall will adversely affect existing
levels of service elsewhere in the City as well as adversely affect police response times to
incidents occurring at the Mall. If there is no' patrol officer assigned to the Mall, then all of
the calls for service from the Mall must be investigated by officers from patrol beats
elsewhere in the City.
Deterrent Presence: The Moreno Valley Police Department works closely with
administration at the Moreno Valley Mall and the staff of the security company serving the
Mall. When our officers are not engaged in a criminal investigation, they work with the Mall
security personnel to serve as a visible deterrent to criminal activity. Additionally, our
officers are in continuous radio contact with Mall security staff, which allows for a very
quick response to known or suspected problems.
Mr. Hood's letter identified several areas for review and consideration. I will address each
of Mr. Hood's points from a police perspective.
Deployment: When planning deployment of MVPD officers at the Mall, we take into account
the needs of the Mall, special events or times of the year, historical data on calls for service
and types of calls, and other factors. In keeping with our duty to protect our citizens, the
MVPD regularly deploys additional officers and special patrols at the Mall at no extra cost
to the Mall. When the MVPD officer assigned to the Mall is not involved in an investigation,
that officer works with the Mall security personnel to "patrol" inside and outside the facility.
We offer a very cooperative partnership with the Mall administration, Mall businesses, Mall
staff and Mall customers.
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Memorandum to Gene Rogers, City Manager
01/12/99
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Off-Duty Assignments/Shift Assignments/Scheduling: Current policy allows. MVPD officers
to work "extra duty" at special events and functions. The cost for "extra duty" patrol is
basically the overtime rate of pay for the officer who volunteers for the duty. The cost
charged to users of "extra duty" patrol does not include total recovery of the actual cost to
deploy a police officer in a patrol assignment. This "extra duty" assignment is designed only
to provide a visible presence. Officers working in an "extra duty" assignment are not
responsible for investigating criminal activity, as the cost for this is not included in the
charge to the user. Officers working "extra duty" at a special event will issue a call for
service when they happen upon an incident requiring an investigation or arrest. These calls
for service are then handled by one of our MVPD patrol beat officers.
Patrol officers assigned to the Moreno Valley Police Department are assigned 4/10 shifts
(10 hour shifts for four days per 40 hour work week) pursuant to an agreement with the
officers' bargaining unit. The MVPD cannot adjust this scheduling without incurring
additional costs.
We agree with Mr. Hood when he states, "The shopping center needs the flexibility to
determine staffing levels, scheduling and assignments that will. best meet the needs of the
center." But, I think he has. only stated half of the partnership. We work hard to partner with
the Mall in determining a deployment plan that best suits individual circumstances based
on both the needs of the Mall as well as meeting the needs of the MVPD to insure public
safety. We also want to minimize adverse impacts to levels of service elsewhere in the
City. I think the Mall administration and our staff has done a good job of this.
Current Scheduling: The current scheduling is static only in that it requires a police officer
presence for one patrol shift for each day that the Mall is open. We try to coordinate with
the Mall administration to determine the best time to deploy those hours. Our officers begin
and end their shifts at the Moreno Valley Police station. A few minutes at the start of each
Watch and at the end of each Watch is needed to allow the officer time to brief and debrief
each day. Any time an officer works over a total of 10 hours in any single shift requires that
we pay overtime. We have not charged the Mall for overtime worked by our officers, even
when overtime has been required.
Model Schedule: Mr. Hood's model schedule doe~ not provide for the full recovery of costs
to deploy a patrol officer in the City of Moreno Valley. And, it seems to be based on the
premise of st?curity patrol as opposed to providing a law enforcement service. Law
enforcement services will require that the MVPD offi~er assigned to the Mall conduct
criminal investigations, detentions, searches, arrests, etc. This is needed in order to
minimize adverse affects on the level of service provided elsewhere in the City. "Extra duty"
MVPD officers are not funded to provide this higher level of service.
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Memorandum to Gene Rogers. City Manager
01/12/99
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I understand the desire of the Mall administration to reduce operating c6sts. The issue here
is cost. The issue is not the value or the need to deploy police officers at the Mall. The
costs charged are based on recovering the actual cost borne by the City to deploy a fullservice. fully supported police officer. It includes the costs for the officer. the officer's
equipment. uniform, training. communication. investigative follow up, supervision and
everything that every officer needs to safely and competently handle a patrol assignment.
In conclusion, I do not recommend reducing the level of police service now assigned to the
Moreno Valley Mall.
RC:cf
Enclosure: Letter from Ms. Farrell, dated 10/21/98
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Report to City Council
TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Barry McClellan, Assistant City Manager

AGENDA DATE:

January 20,2004 (Study Session)

TITLE:

Moreno Valley Mall Police Contract Review

RECOMMENDED ACTION
Staff recommends that Council not approve the request to amend the Agreement for
Law Enforcement Services at the Moreno Valley Mall, and direct staff to collaborate with
Mall management on Recommendations 9 through 15.
BACKGROUND
The Towngate Regional Mall Company contracted with the city of Moreno Valley for
police services for the Moreno Valley Mall in October 1992. Currently, the police
department assigns an office~ to the Moreno Valley Mall for a 10-hour shift, 7 days per
week. When the Mall was initially developed, the police department conducted
research of the security and/or law enforcement presence at a number of regional malls.
As a result of those findings of needs at other malls, this contract for full-time' law
enforcement was a condition of approval for the mall, to which ·the Mall developer
agreed. From the police chief's perspective, nothing has changed that would justify a
. reduction in police service levels at the Mall. Further, any reduction of service at the
Mall would add to the city's costs and impact service levels when officers needed to
respond to the Mall from their designated patrols.
'
The agreement can be reviewed after the first five years and every two years thereafter,
at either party's request. The contract was reviewed in 1998, and no changes were
made to the contract. Last year, the mall management elected to conduct another
review of the service levels in accordance with the agreement.
Security & Risk Management Group, LLC (SRMG), of Westlake Village California,
conducted the review of the police service levels. Subsequently, Mr. Todd Siegel,
General Manager of the Moreno Valley Mall, forwarded the resulting report to staff for
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review and further discussion regarding their recommended changes. The police chief
reviewed the study, and his comments and recommendations are attached. The study
made 17 recommendations, of w.hich the first eight relate to mall management
operations, and numbers 9 through 16 relate to law enforcement operations. Those are
the topics on which the police chief commented. The recommendations regarding mall
operations are proprietary in nature and are not included in this report. The most
significant recommendation is #16, which is to reduce the hours of police coverage by
19 hours per week from the current 70 hours, which will be discussed in detail below.
DISCUSSION

Following is a list of recommendation numbers 9 through 16 from the consultant's
report. Full detail and full response to each are listed in Chief Oi Yorio's memorandum
(attachment 1). We will discuss "Recommendation 16 - Adjust MVPO Staffing"
following the list.
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

9: Hold Meetings
10: Implement Regional Mall Crime Council
11: Implement Crime Prevention Program
12: Relocate Police Office
13: Officers Should Notify Security on Arrival
14: Increase Patrols
15: Restrict Officer Departures from Mall
16: Adjust MVPO Staffing

In general, the police department has no significant issues with recommendations 9
through 15. Some of the items need further review and clarification. The police are
open to periodic meetings, and are open to further discussion regarding a Mall Crime
Council. The proposed Crime Prevention Program needs a thorough review (see
attachment). A relocation of the Police Office must include a secure environment for
law enforcement activities as well as secure access to the police vehicles. The police
chief's complete comments to these recommendations are in the attachment.
The full recommendation 16 - Adjust MVPO Staffing, is: Adjust MVPD staffing to reduce
presence during non-peak periods, relying during those times on security, MVPD patrol
response, anchor store loss prevention, and MVPD police volunteer programs.
Establish 4 P.M. "- 11 P.M. week day shifts and 1 P.M. - 9 P.M. weekend shifts.
Consider hiring off-duty police officers to reduce cost and create staffing f1exipiUty. .
Following are the police chief's comments to this recommendation:
"The consultant indicates the current staffing level is inefficient and does not correspond
to peak shopping or incident hours. Generally, the Mall officers are on duty during the
entire time the Mall is open for business throughout the week. This provides a constant
and consistent measure of security at the facility. The consultant correctly points out
that our times are flexible and we do adjust our shift hours from time to time. The
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consultant also states that due to the Mall proximity to the MVPD headquarters, police
staff should be able to respond to infrequent emergency calls at the Mall on a timely
basis. The consultant implies that our response would be expeditious should the
staffing be reduced. However, this is a questionable and unpredictable statement
without considering the many factors that impact our response time to calls for service
in the community. Additionally, there is no correlation between response times and the
close proximity of the Police Station to the Mall.
Per MOU proVisions, officers are assigned to a 10-hour workday. Reducing to an 8hour day would entail aSSigning the remaining 2 hours of patrol time to another activity.
Maintaining a tracking mechanism for this time period and ensuring correct billing would
be cumbersome and logistically time consuming.
The consultant also suggests relying upon a police volunteer program and the hiring of
off-duty police officers to reduce costs and create staffing flexibility. It is apparent that
reducing their costs is the driving force for this suggestion. The volunteer issue is
addressed in my response to Recommendation 11. The hiring of off-duty police officers
needs clarification. If the consultant is suggesting that the Mall hire off-duty MVPD
pOlice officers to provide armed security as a second employment, it requires the
approval of the Sheriff. It is unlikely that the Sheriff would approve such a second
employment request."
. .
That concludes the police chiefs comments on the requested reduction of MPVD
staffing hours. From a policy standpoint, it would not be appropriate to have volunteers
provide volunteer services in a commercial setting. The pOlice volunteers primarily
provide support to MVPD in terms of traffic control and graffiti patrol. None of their
activities are to directly benefit a commercial operation.
It is also important to remember that any reduction in officer staffing has the potential to
draw in officers on patrol. During periods of strong growth in population, this is not a
time to be diluting police resources in other areas. Also, it is most probable that the low
crime rate at the Mall can in part be attributed to the full time police presence at the
Mall.
AL TERNATIVES

1. Do not approve the request to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement
Services at the Moreno Valley Mall.
2. Approve the request to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement Services at
the Moreno Valley Mall .. (NOT RECOMMENDED.)
3. Do not approve the request to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement
St;lrvices at the Moreno Valley Mall, and direct staff to collaborate with Mall
management on Recommendations 9 through 15. (RECOMMENDED)
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FISCAL IMPACT

Any reduction of police staffing hours at the Mall would have a direct effect of adde,d
costs on the general fund to pay for those hours that are less than a 1O-hour work shift
for officers. The contract calls for staffing an officer 10 hours per day, 7 days per week.
The consultant's recommendation is to reduce weekday staffing by 3 hours per shift and
weekend staffing by 2 hours per shift, for a total of 19 hours. This would result in a
reassignment of those officers' hours at an annualized cost of approximately $83,000.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Do not approve the request to amend the Agreement for Law Enforcement Services at
the Moreno Valley Mall, and direct staff to collaborate with Mall management on
Recommendations 9 through 15.
A TTACHMENTS/EXHIBlTS
1. Memorandum dated October 24,2003, from Chief Oi Yorio

Concurred By

Council Action
Approved as requested:

Referred to:

Approved as amended:

For:

Denied:

Continued until:

Other:

Hearing set for:
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Memorandum
Date:

'October 24, 2003

To:

Bany McClellan, Assistant City Manager

From: '

William A. Oi Yorio, Chief of Po'lice

Subject:

Moreno Valley Mall' Police SelVices Review

0{)

At your request" the following will, reflect my thoughts o'n' the recommendations
, pertaining to MVPD issOes at the Mall. ,

, Recommendation 9: Hold Meetings
'The MVPD, security management, and' anchor store loss prevention should
schedule periodic meetings to discuss current Mall crime t~nds, coordinate strategy,
, and ensure effective prevention and enforcement efforts. ,
'

I concur. Allied Security Director Josh Burns and my staff members will be meeting
on this matter to discuss on going meetings.
'
'
Recommendation 10: Implement Regional Mall Crime Council
The MVPD andsec~rity 'management should consider establishing a regional mall
crime council consisting of private security (mall security, and loss prevention,
security) and local police department representatives. The council should consider
meeting quarterly to share crime data and develop common support strategies.
This is an., ide,a that needs further discussion. The logistical issueS (who, what,
a viable' and consistent
when, where, etc.) need to ,be examined to ensure it
program.

is

Recommendation 11: Implement Crime Prevention Program
Consider implementing a crime prevention program, like neighborhood watch,
specifically tailored to the Mall. Consider offering special shopper incentives to
encourage participation.

Attachment 1
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Neighborhood watch/business watch type meetings can be scheduled lipon request
:and can assist the Mall and thei.r tenants in preventing crime. However, I believe the
consultant is requesting or recommending that some sort of volunteer-d~ven
program be maintained at· the Mall in which "special shopper inceritives to
encourage participation" will be offered.'
As . you are aware, our current cadre of volunteers require supervision. and
management oversight from either our Community .Services section or from on duty
personnel if they ·are engaged in an event. I am uncomfortable with the thoughr"of a
volunteer program instituted specifically at the Mall, which would require·' our.
supervision and guidance. This may be something for Allied Security to examine
and coordinate due to their 2417 presence at the Mall.

Recommendation 12: Relocate Police Office
Relocate police office to a more public location to improve MVPD exposure, security
coordination, and service to the shoppers.
.
This was discussed with . Mall management during ~. meeting on April 30, 2003.
Admittedly, the current location of the police office is "off the beaten path", however,
. it does provide a measure of security and concealment for the officers assigned' to
the location when gealing with arrests. .
If the office is relocated, Mall management must understand our need. to provide a
secure environment due to the preselnce of prisoners and arrestees. Secure or
concealed access to police vehicles is a must for prisoner transportation/securitY
needs. Also, office closure and public co.ncealment <;>f arrestees must be balanced
with public access if the office is moved to a more visible location.

Recommendation 13: Officers Should Notify Security on Arrival
MVPD officers should notify security upon arrival and departure, .thus. improving
overall security coordination.
This is occurring with MVPD Mall Officers. The example cited by the consultant is
vague in that.two .patrol cars were observed in different parking areas one morning
and Mall security was unaware of their presence. There may be times when MVPD
officers, other than Mall officers, are dispatched to the location for legitilJ1ate
reasons. Only the Mall Officers carry mall security radios and are in regular contact
with the Mall security detail.

Recommendation 14: Increased Patrols
Increase· regular MVPD foot and· vehicular patrols of the .Mall property tofmprove ..
pOlice visibility and crime deterrence.
.
The consultant had discussions with "numerous persons 'at the Mall" which .resulted
in a perception that the officers are not seen frequently in the. Mall or parking .Iot
areas. The example cited by the .consultant in Recommendation 13 (see above)
indicates there is a presence of our staff in the parking lots.' Also, the consultant
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correctly points out that officers are observed in the :food court. which is a popular
"han!;J' ouf' f?r teen.agers wh?: freque~t t~e Mall. The' atte1ntion provi~e~ :~y the
officers. to this' area IS appropnate and Justified. The lone officer on.duty IS limited to
: his patrolling ability due to the size of the grounds, hours of service, investigating
calls. for service and associated pap'erwork. The Mall officers :understand their
commitment to the Mall and loitering in the police office has not been ari issue.

Recommendation 15: . Restrict Officer Departures from. Mall'
Restrict officer departure from the Mall to serious emergency incidents directly
impacting' the Mall. Otherwise, officers:should remain on the P!"emises.
This is currently being done. I have reviewed the patrol logs for the Mall officers.
Officers responding to locations outside: of the Mall. property are infrequent and
justified when done.

· Recommendation 16: Adjust MVPD Staffing.
.
· .Adjust MVPD staffing to reduce presence during non-peak periods, relying during
those times on security. MVPD patrol response. anchor store loss prevention. and
MVPD police volunteerprograms. Establish 4 P.M.' - 11 P.M. week day shifts and 1
:P.M. - 9 P.M. weekend shifts. Consider hiring off.cJuty pOlice officers to reduce cost
and create staffing flexibility.
..
.
.

.

The consultant indicates. the current staffing level is inefficient and .does not
. . correspond to peak shopping or incident hours. Generally; the Mall officers are on
: duty during the' entire ·time the Mall .is open' for business throughout the week. This
·provides a c«.?nstant and consistent measure of. security at the facility. The
· consultant correctly points out that our times are flexible and we do adjust our shiff
hours from time to time. The consultant also states that due to the Mall proximity to
the MVPDheadquarters, police staff should be able' to respond to infrequent
emergency .calls at the Mall on a timely basis~ The consultant insinuates that our
response would be expeditious should the staffing be reduced. H9wever, this is a
questionable and unpredictable statement without conSidering the many factors that
.impact our response time to calls for service in the community. Additionally, there is
:no correlation between response times and the close proximity of the Police Station .
to the Mall. :
Per MOU ·provisions. officers are assigned t<;> a 10-hour workday. Reducing to an 8.hour day would entail' assigning the remaining 2 hours of patrol time to another
activity. Maintaining a tracking mechanism for this time period and ensuring correct
billing would be cumbersome and logistically time consuming.
.
The consultant alsQ suggests relying upon a police volunteer program 'and the hiring
off-duty police officers to reduce costs and create staffing flexibility. It is apparent
that reducing their costs is the .driving force for this suggestion. The volunteer issue
is addressed in my response to Recommendation 11. The hiring of off-duty police
· officers needs clarification. If the consultant is suggesting that the Mall hire off-duty
MVPD police officers .to provide armed security as a second. employment, it requires
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. the approval of the Sheriff. It is unlikely that the Sheriff would app'rOve such
second employment request.

a .'

Please call me if you have any questions ..
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

Community Development Department
Planning Division

MEMORANDUM
To:

Councilmember Charles R. White

from:

Mark Gross, AICP, Senior Planner

Date:

August 25, 2008

Subject:

Supplemental Infonnation for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park Draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

.~0-

As requested, the Planning Division is providing additional supplemental information in regard
to the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) review for the Highland Fairview Corporate
Park Project. The attached White Paper entitled, "Alternative Approaches to Analyzing
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Global Climate Change in CEQA Documents," has been
recognized by the Association of Environmental Professionals (AEP) as a tool used within
environmental documents to evaluate a project's contribution to both climate change and
greenhouse gas emissions.
As directed by Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director, staff is providing a copy of this
paper to all members of City Council for their information.
A copy of the DEIR was initially sent to the City Council Offices on August 8, 2008. The public
comment period on the document runs for a 45 day period from August 6, 2008 to September 19,
2008.
If you should have any questions on the attached document or the DEIR in general, please
contact Mark Gross at Ex nsion 3215.

v'----Approved by:

Kyle Ko ltir, Community Development Director

MG
Cc: Mayor William H. Batey
Mayor Pro-Tern Frank West
~ouncilmember Bonnie Flickinger
Councilmember Richard A. Stewart
Bob G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
John C. Terell, AICP, Planning Official
Attachment
Markg!2007!PA07-0088! Memo on White Paper
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Alternative Approaches to Analyzing
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and
Global Climate Change in CEQA Documents
Final· June 29, 2007
Association of Environmental Professionals
Principal Authors:

Michael Hendrix and Cori Wilson, Michael Brandman Associates 1

Contributing Authors: Curtis E. Alling, AICP, EDAW, Inc.
Tony Held, Ph.D., P.E., Terry Rivasplata, AICP, Tim Rimpo, Richard
Walter, and Kenneth M. Bogdan, Esq., Jones & Stokes

Executive Summary
Global climate change (GCC) is a change in the average weather of the earth that can be measured by
wind patterns, storms, precipitation, and temperature. This paper is not a scientific analysis of the
existence or potential causes of GCC. Further, this paper does not address National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) requirements. Instead, the intent of this paper is to provide practical, interim
information to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) practitioners to help Lead Agencies
determine how to address GCC in CEQA documents prior to the development and adoption of
guidance by appropriate government agencies.
A typical individual project does not generate enough greenhouse gas emissions to influence GCC
significantly on its own; the issue of GCC is by definition a cumulative environmental impact.
Therefore, if the Lead Agency chooses to address GCC effects in a CEQA document, it should be
discussed in the context of a cumulative impact. A complicating factor, however, is that there are
currently no published CEQA thresholds or approved methods for determining whether a project's
potential contribution to a cumulative GCC impact is considerable.
This paper provides a summary of background information on GCC, the current regulatory
environment surrounding greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and the various approaches that a Lead
Agency may select in a CEQA document to address the potential impacts of GCC and a project's
cumulative contribution to GHG. There are many potentially valid approaches, some of which may
not be addressed in this paper; for this reason, this document does not recommend a single approach,
but rather describes several alternative methodologies and factors that a Lead Agency can consider in
selecting the most appropriate methodology for a particular project.

I

Preparation of this paper was partially funded by Michael Brandman Associates
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Alternative Approaches to Analyzing Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Global Climate Change in CEQA Documents

:Introduction
The California Air Resources Board (CARB), the California Environmental Protection Agency
(CalEPA), and other government agencies with jurisdiction over air quality have not developed
guidelines about how to prepare a CEQ A impact assessment for a project's GHG contribution to
GCC. The State Legislature enacted and the Governor signed Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the Global
Warming Solutions Act of2006, which charged CARE to develop regulations on how the state would
address reduction of GHG in response to GCC concerns.
This paper discusses the evaluation of climate change impacts in CEQA documents for typical
development-related projects, such as private development (e.g., residential, commercial, and
industrial) and planning programs (e.g., Specific Plans, General Plans, General Plan Updates). The
authors represent the Association of Environmental Professionals (AEP). AEP is a statewide group of
environmental professionals with over 1,600 members. AEP members are heavily involved in the
preparation of CEQA documents, such as Negative Declarations and Environmental Impact Reports
(EIR) and other matters related to CEQA compliance. One of the goals of AEP is to help educate its
members and other professionals responsible for CEQA compliance in California. To that end, AEP
has prepared this paper for consideration by the Governor's Office of Planning and Research, The
Resources Agency, CARB, and its own membership. There is an urgent need for this information
because many Lead Agencies have begun to assess a project's significance regarding GCC effects in
CEQA documents and project opponents have challenged CEQA documents for omitting such an
assessment. The State Attorney General's Office and some environmental groups have requested that
large-scale projects (e.g., General Plan Updates, large land development proposals, regional
transportation plans) analyze impacts on GCC and/or GHG emissions as part of the CEQA process
(AG 2006 and AG 2007). While several CEQA court cases are pending, precedent-setting judicial
guidance is not expected soon.

Global Climate Change
General Overview

Global climate change, which most scientists believe to be caused by GHG, is a widely discussed
scientific, economic, and political issue in the United States. Briefly stated, GCC is a change in the
average weather of the earth that may be measured by changes in wind patterns, storms, precipitation,
and temperature. The baseline by which these changes are measured originates in historical records
identifying temperature changes that have occurred in the past, such as during previous ice ages.
Many of the recent concerns over GCC use this data to extrapolate a level of statistical significance
specifically focusing on temperature records from the last 150 years (the Industrial Age) that differ
from previous climate changes in rate and magnitude.
The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) constructed several emission
trajectories of GHG needed to stabilize global temperatures and climate change impacts. The IPCC
predicted that the range of global mean temperature change from 1990 to 2100, given six scenarios,
could range from 1.1 °C to 6.4°C CIPCC 2007). Regardless of analytical methodology, global average
temperature and sea level are expected to rise under all scenarios (IPCC 2007).
Greenhouse Gases

Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are called greenhouse gases (GHG), analogous to the way a
greenhouse retains heat. Common GHG include water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxides, chlorofluorocarbons, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, sulfur hexafluoride, ozone, and
aerosols. Natural processes and human activities emit GHG. The accumulation of GHG in the
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atmosphere regulates the earth's temperature. Without the natural heat trapping effect of GHG, the
earth's surface would be about 34 degrees Centigrade (0C) cooler (CAT 2006). However, it is
believed that emissions from human activities, such as electricity production and vehicle use, have
elevated the concentration of these gases in the atmosphere beyond the level of naturally occurring
concentrations.
Climate change is driven by forcings and feedbacks. A feedback is "an internal climate process that
amplifies or dampens the climate response to a specific forcing" (NRC 2005). Radiative forcing is
the difference between the incoming energy and outgoing energy in the climate system. The global
warming potential (GWP) is the potential of a gas or aerosol to trap heat in the atmosphere; it is the
"cumulative radiative forcing effects of a gas over a specified time horizon resulting from the
emission of a unit mass of gas relative to a reference gas" (EPA 2006a).
Individual GHG species have varying GWP and atmospheric lifetimes. The carbon dioxide
equivalent is a consistent methodology for comparing GHG emissions since it normalizes various
GHG emissions to a consistent metric. The reference gas for GWP is carbon dioxide; carbon dioxide
has a GWP of one. Compared to methane's GWP of21, methane has a greater global warming effect
than carbon dioxide on a molecule per molecule basis (EPA 2006b). One teragram (Tg) (equal to one
million metric tons) of carbon dioxide equivalent (Tg C02 Eq.) is the mass emissions of an individual
GHG multiplied by its GWP.
Of all greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, water vapor is the most abundant, important, and variable.
It is not considered a pollutant; in the atmosphere, it maintains a climate necessary for life. The main

source of water vapor is evaporation from the oceans (approximately 85 percent). Other sources
include evaporation from other water bodies, sublimation (change from solid to gas) from ice and
snow, and transpiration from plant leaves.
Ozone is a greenhouse gas; however, unlike other GHG, ozone in the troposphere is relatively shortlived and, therefore, is not global in nature. It is difficult to make an accurate determination of the
contribution of ozone precursors (nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds) to GCC (CARB
2004b).
Aerosols are suspensions of particulate matter in a gas emitted into the air through burning biomass
(plant material) and fossil fuels. Aerosols can warm the atmosphere by absorbing and emitting heat
and can cool the atmosphere by reflecting light. Cloud formation can also be affected by aerosols.
Sulfate aerosols are emitted when fuel containing sulfur is burned. Black carbon (or soot) is emitted
during bio mass burning or incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. Particulate matter regulation has
been lowering aerosol concentrations in the United States; however, global concentrations are likely
increasing.
Carbon dioxide (C0 2) is an odorless, colorless gas, which has both natural and anthropogenic sources.
Natural sources include the following: decomposition of dead organic matter; respiration of bacteria,
plants, animals, and fungus; evaporation from oceans; and volcanic outgassing. Anthropogenic
sources of carbon dioxide are from burning coal, oil, natural gas, and wood. Concentrations of
carbon dioxide were 379 parts per million (ppm) in 2005, which is an increase of 1.4 ppm per year
since 1960 (IPCC 2007).
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Methane is a flammable gas and is the main component of natural gas. When one molecule of
methane is burned in the presence of oxygen, one molecule of carbon dioxide and two molecules of
water are released. There are no ill health effects from methane. A natural source of methane is from
the anaerobic decay of organic matter. Geological deposits, known as natural gas fields, also contain
methane, which is extracted for fuel. Other sources are from landfills, fermentation of manure, and
cattle.
Nitrous oxide (N20), also known as laughing gas, is a colorless greenhouse gas. Higher
concentrations can cause dizziness, euphoria, and sometim~s slight hallucinations. Nitrous oxide is
produced by microbial processes in soil and water, including those reactions that occur in fertilizer
containing nitrogen. In addition to agricultural sources, some industrial processes (fossil fuel-fired
power plants, nylon production, nitric acid production, and vehicle emissions) also contribute to its
atmospheric load. It is used in rocket engines, racecars, and as an aerosol spray propellant.
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are gases formed synthetically by replacing all hydrogen atoms in
methane or ethane with chlorine and/or fluorine atoms. CFCs are nontoxic, nonflammable, insoluble,
and chemically umeactive in the troposphere (the level of air at the earth's surface). CFCs were first
synthesized in 1928 for use as refrigerants, aerosol propellants, and cleaning solvents. They destroy
stratospheric ozone; therefore, their production was stopped as required by the Montreal Protocol in
1987.
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are synthetic man-made chemicals that are used as a substitute for CFCs
for automobile air conditioners and refrigerants.
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) have stable molecular structures and do not break down though the chemical
processes in the lower atmosphere. High-energy ultraviolet rays about 60 kilometers above the
earth's surface are able to destroy the compounds. PFCs have very long lifetimes, between 10,000
and 50,000 years. Two common PFCs are tetrafluoromethane and hexafluoroethane. Concentrations
of tetrafluoromethane in the atmosphere are over 70 parts per trillion (ppt) (EPA 2006d). The two
main sources ofPFCs are primary aluminum production and semiconductor manufacture.
Sulfur hexafluoride (SF 6) is an inorganic, odorless, colorless, nontoxic, nonflammable gas. It has the
highest GWP of any gas evaluated, 23,900. Concentrations in the 1990s were about 4 ppt (EPA
2006d). Sulfur hexafluoride is used for insulation in electric power transmission and distribution
equipment, in the magnesium industry, in semiconductor manufacturing, and as a tracer gas for leak
detection.
International and Federal Legislation

International and Federal legislation has been enacted to deal with GCC issues. The Montreal
Protocol was originally signed in 1987 and substantially amended in 1990 and 1992. The Montreal
Protocol governs compounds that deplete ozone in the stratosphere---chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
halons, carbon tetrachloride, and methyl chloroform. The Protocol provided that these compounds
were to be phased out by 2000 (2005 for methyl chloroform).
In 1988, the United Nations and the World Meteorological Organization established the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to assess "the scientific, technical and socioeconomic information relevant to understanding the scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate
change, its potential impacts, and options for adaptation and mitigation" (IPCC 2004).
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On March 21, 1994, the United States joined a number of countries around the world in signing the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Under the Convention,
governments: gather and share information on greenhouse gas emissions, national policies, and best
practices; launch national strategies for addressing greenhouse gas emissions and adapting to
expected impacts, including the provision of financial and technological support to developing
countries; and cooperate in preparing for adaptation to the impacts of climate change (UNFCCC
2007).
A particularly notable result of UNFCC efforts was a treaty known as the Kyoto Protocol. Countries
sign the treaty to demonstrate their commitment to reduce their emissions of GHG or engage in
emissions trading. More than 160 countries-representing 55 percent of global emissions-are
currently participating in the protocol. In 1998, U. S. Vice President, AI Gore, symbolically signed
the Protocol; however, in order for the Protocol to be formally ratified, it must be adopted by the U. S.
Congress. This was not done during the Clinton Administration, and the current U. S. President,
George W. Bush, has indicated that he does not intend to submit the treaty for ratification.
in October 1993, President Clinton announced his Climate Change Action Plan, which had a goal to
return greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000. This was to be accomplished
through 50 initiatives that relied on innovative voluntary partnerships between the private sector and
government aimed at producing cost-effective reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
The United States' Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) currently does not regulate GHG
emissions from motor vehicles. Massachusetts v. EPA (Supreme Court Case 05-1120) was argued
before the U. S. Supreme Court on November 29,2006, in which it was petitioned that EPA regulate
four GHG, including carbon dioxide, under §202(a)(I) of the Clean Air Act. A decision was made
April 2, 2007, in which the Court held that petitioners have a standing to challenge the EPA and that
the EPA has statutory authority to regulate emission ofGHG from motor vehicles.
California Legislation

California Code of Regulations Title 24 Part 6: California's Energy Efficiency Standards for
Residential and Nonresidential Buildings, were first established in 1978 in response to a legislative
mandate to reduce California's energy consumption. The standards are updated periodically to allow
consideration and possible incorporation of new energy efficiency technologies and methods. The
latest amendments were made in October 2005 and currently require new homes to use half the
energy they used only a decade ago. Energy efficient buildings require less electricity, and electricity
production by fossil fuels results in greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, increased energy efficiency
results in decreased greenhouse gas emissions.
California Assembly Bill 1493 (Pavley) enacted on July 22, 2002, required CARB to develop and
adopt regulations that reduce GHG emitted by passenger vehicles and light duty trucks. Regulations
adopted by CARB will apply to 2009 and later model year vehicles. CARB estimates that the
regulation will reduce climate change emissions from light duty passenger vehicle fleet by an
estimated 18 percent in 2020 and by 27 percent in 2030 (CARB, 2004).
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger announced on June I, 2005, through Executive
Order S-3-05, the following GHG emission reduction targets: by 2010, reduce GHG emissions to
2000 levels; by 2020, reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels; by 2050, reduce GHG emissions to 80
percent below 1990 levels (CA 2005). The California Climate Action Team's (CAT) Report to the
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Governor contains recommendations and strategies to help ensure the targets in Executive Order S-305 are met (CAT 2006).
In 2006, the California State Legislature adopted AB 32, the California Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006 and the Governor signed it into law. AB 32 focuses on reducing GHG in California.
GHG as defined under AB 32 include: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons,
perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. AB 32 requires the California Air Resources Board
(CARB), the State agency charged with regulating statewide air quality, to adopt rules and regulations
that would achieve greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to statewide levels in 1990 by 2020. On or
before June 30, 2007, CARB is required to publish a list of discrete early action GHG emission
reduction measures that can be implemented by 2010.
AB 32 also requires that by January 1, 2008, the State Board determines what the statewide
greenhouse gas emissions level was in 1990, and approve a statewide greenhouse gas emissions limit
that is equivalent to that level, to be achieved by 2020. While the level of 1990 GHG emissions has
not yet been approved, reported emissions vary from 425 to 468 Tg CO 2 Eq. (CEC 2006). In 2004,
the emissions were estimated at 492 Tg CO 2 Eq. (CEC 2006).
CARB published its Proposed Early Actions to Mitigate Climate Change in California (CARB
2007b), which describes recommendations for discrete early action measures to reduce GHG
emissions. The measures will become part of California's strategy for achieving GHG reductions
under AB 32. One of the sources for the potential measures includes the CAT Report. Three new
regulations are proposed to meet the definition of "discrete early action greenhouse gas reduction
measures," which include the following: a low carbon fuel standard; reduction of HFC-134a
emissions from non-professional servicing of motor vehicle air conditioning systems; and improved
landfill methane capture (CARB 2007b). CARB estimates that by 2020, the reductions from those
three measures would be approximately 13 to 26 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent.
Note that CARB defers General Plans and CEQA; early action is not recommended by CARB at this
time.
Under AB 32, CARB has the primary responsibility for reducing GHG emissions. However, the
CAT Report contains strategies that many other California agencies can take. The CAT published a
public review draft of Proposed Early Actions to Mitigate Climate Change in California (CAT 2007).
Most of the strategies were in the 2006 CAT Report or are similar to the 2006 CAT strategies.
Executive Order S-01-07 was approved by the Governor on January 18,2007. The order mandates
that a statewide goal shall be established to reduce the carbon intensity of California's transportation
fuels by at least 10 percent by 2020. It also requires that a Low Carbon Fuel Standard for
transportation fuels be established for California.
The Western Regional Climate Action Initiative was signed on February 26, 2007 by five states:
Washington, Oregon, Arizona, New Mexico, and California. British Columbia, Canada joined on
April 20, 2007. The Initiative plans on collaborating to identify, evaluate, and implement ways to
reduce GHG emissions in the states collectively and to achieve related co-benefits. The Initiative
plans to design a regional market-based multi-sector mechanism, such as a load-based cap and trade
program by August 2008. In addition, a multi-state registry wiII track, manage, and credit entities
that reduce GHG emissions.
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California is also exploring the possibility of cap and trade systems for greenhouse gases. The
Market Advisory Committee to CARB published draft recommendations for designing a greenhouse
gas cap and trade system for California (MAC 2007).
Inventory
In 2004, total worldwide GHG emlSSlOns Was estimated to be 20,135 Tg CO 2 Eq., excluding
emissions/removals from land use, land use change, and forestry (UNFCCC 2006). (Note that sinks,
or GHG removal processes, play an important role in the GHG inventory as forest and other land uses
absorb carbon.) In 2004, GHG emissions in the U.S. were 7074.4 Tg CO 2 Eq. (EPA 2006a). In 2005,
total U.S. GHG emissions were 7,260.4 Tg CO 2 Eq., a 16.3 increase from 1990 emissions, while U.S.
gross domestic product has increased by 55 percent over the same period (EPA 2007a). Emissions
rose from 2004 to 2005, increasing by 0.8 percent. The main causes of the increase: (1) strong
economic growth in 2005, leading to increased demand for electricity and (2) an increase in the
demand for electricity due to warmer summer conditions (EPA 2007a). However, a decrease in
demand for fuels due to warmer winter conditions and higher fuel prices moderated the increase in
emissions (EPA 2007a). California is a substantial contributor of GHG as it is the second largest
contributor in the U.S. and "the sixteenth largest in the world (CEC 2006). In 2004, California
produced 492 Tg CO 2 Eq. (CEC 2006), which is approximately seven percent of U.S. emissions. The
major source of GHG in California is transportation, contributing 41 percent of the State's total GHG
emissions (CEC 2006). Electricity generation is the second largest source, contributing 22 percent of
the State's GHG emissions.

California Environmental Quality Act
In 1970, the state legislature passed the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The basic
purposes of CEQA are to inform governmental decision-makers and the public about the significant
environmental effects of proposed activities, identify ways to avoid or significantly reduce
environmental damage, use feasible alternatives or mitigation measures to avoid significant damage,
and disclose to the public why a governmental agency approved a project if significant effects are
involved (CEQA Guidelines §15002[a]). Under CEQA, the environment denotes the physical
conditions affected by a project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, noise, and objects of
historical or aesthetic significance (CEQA §21060.5).
Therefore, unlike other single-topic
environmental laws, CEQA encourages the protection of many aspects of the physical environment
by requiring state and local agencies to prepare multidisciplinary environmental impact analysis and
to make decisions based on the analysis regarding the environmental effects of the proposed project
(CEQA Guidelines §15002[a]).
CEQA Challenges

Some project opponents, groups, or individuals have used CEQA's lawsuit provisions to attempt to
block development projects they see as detrimental to the environment. Others insist upon additional
mitigation to address environmental impacts of a project. CEQA challenges have been used to seek
analysis of potential issues not contemplated by the Lead Agency. There are several pending lawsuits
and recently published decisions by trial courts. However, these lawsuits cannot be characterized as
imposing requirements. The cases will not result in published precedent, or a court decision on which
Lead Agencies can rely, until Court of Appeal publishes a decision. As these cases are currently in
trial courts, there is not likely to be a published legal precedent for well over a year, and more likely
two or more years.
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In a pending lawsuit, the Center for Biological Diversity filed a CEQA challenge to the Black Bench
Specific Plan EIR for the failure to include an analysis of GHG emissions (Center for Biological
Diversity v. City of Banning). As another example, the Attorney General filed a suit on April 13,
2007, against San Bernardino County for allegedly failing to adequately address climate change in its
CEQA document evaluating the County's General Plan. The State Attorney General has also
submitted letters to local Lead Agencies on some major projects requesting inclusion of an
assessment of climate change impacts. One letter was submitted for a large refinery expansion
project in the County of Contra Costa. The project addressed climate change in the Final EIR, but
indicated that because there are no published thresholds, the Final EIR did not make a significance
finding. The Attorney General indicates that the Lead Agency is obligated to determine significance.
Further, the Lead Agency should enSure compliance with AB 32 to reduce OHG emissions to 1990
levels by estimating the GRG emissions and adopting feasible measures to avoid or reduce those
emissions (AG 2007). Another letter was submitted on the Orange County Transportation Authority
2006 Long-Range Transportation Plan Draft EIR (AG 2006). The letter indicates that the Draft EIR
should have quantified ORG emissions and mitigated for the impacts.
On April 27, 2007, the Sacramento trial court rejected the Natural Resource Defense Council's
challenge against the Reclamation Board for its approval of a permit to allow the development of land
in the San Joaquin River delta for failure to analyze climate change impacts associated with the
development (Natural Resource Defense Council v. Reclamation Board of the Resources Agency of
the State of California, Case No. 06 CS 01228). The Reclamation Board permit relied on an EIR
prepared earlier by the City of Lathrop for the land development to be protected by the levee that was
subject to the Board permit. The Court indicated that the requirements to trigger preparation of a new
EIR were not met because the concept of climate change is not "new information" that had become
available between the certification of the original Addendum to the SEIR and the approval of the
permits, and therefore, the original EIR was adequate (Public Resources Code §21166). In other
words, climate change issues were known when the original City of Lathrop EIR was prepared, but
the absence of climate change impact analysis was not raised in any comments as a shortcoming of
the EIR at the time. The tentative ruling also states that as the projected effects of climate change
become clearer and can be related to specific sites, those effects will have to be factored into the
analysis of many projects. On May 22, 2007, consistent with the above ruling, in American Canyon
Community United for Responsible Growth et al. v. City of American Canyon et al. (Napa County
Superior Court Case No. 26-27462), the Court rejected the petitioner's cl~tim that the City was
required to perform supplemental environmental review of the project's potential impacts on climate
change in response to AB 32 (SM 2007).
On May 25, 2007, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of California upheld the challenge
of the biological opinion issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service because the Service failed to
address climate change (Natural Resources Defense Council v. Kempthorne, No. 05-1207). The
biological opinion followed consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act for the
Central Valley Project and State Water Project, which divert water from the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta to central and southern California (NOSS 2007). Plaintiffs argued that the projects' impacts
could be compounded by hydrological and temperature changes resulting from climate change, thus
leaving unanalyzed potentially adverse impacts to the endangered delta smelt (NOSS 2007). The
Court indicated that the biological opinion should also address "when and how climate change
impacts will be addressed, whether existing take limits will remain, and the probable impacts on
[project] operations" (NOSS 2007).
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Prior to the passage of AB 32, the majority of CEQA documents did not evaluate GHG emissions or
impacts on GCC. The primary focus of air pollutant analysis in CEQA documents was the emission
of criteria pollutants, or those identified in the state and federal Clean Air Acts as pollutants of
concern. The passage of AB 32 (Statutes of 2006) could be construed as evidence that an analysis of
GHG emissions and effects of climate change should be presented in CEQA documents. Also known
as the California Global Warming Solutions Act 0[2006, AB 32 added Division 25.5 to the Health
and Safety Code, commencing with §38500. In §38501(a), the findings of the act included the
declaration by the Legislature that "global warming poses a serious threat to the economic well-being,
public health, natural resources, and environment of California." This legislative finding provides
added state policy basis for addressing GCC in CEQA, in addition to the basic purpose of CEQA.
§38501(a) of the act also states that "the potential effects of global warming include the exacerbation
of air quality problems, a reduction in the quality and supply of water to the state from the Sierra
snowpack, a rise in sea levels resulting in the displacement of thousands of coastal businesses and
residences, damage to marine ecosystems and the natural environment, and an increase in the
incidences of infectious diseases, asthma, and other human health-related problems." Section
38598(b) of the California Global Warming Solutions Act directs that "nothing in this division shall
relieve any state entity of its legal obligations to comply with existing law or regulation." When the
legislative findings about the threats to the environment and the absence of relief from other laws are
considered together, the act creates compelling statutory basis for addressing significant adverse
effects of GCC in CEQA compliance.
CEQA Mandates for Analysis of Impacts

CEQA requires that Lead Agencies inform decision-makers and the public regarding the following:
potential significant environmental effects of proposed projects; feasible ways that environmental
damage can be avoided or reduced through the use of feasible mitigation measures and/or project
alternatives; and disclose the reasons why the Lead Agency approved a project if significant
environmental effects are involved (CEQA Guidelines §15002). CEQA also requires Lead Agencies
to evaluate potential environmental effects based to the fullest extent possible on scientific and factual
data (CEQA Guidelines § l5064[b]). Significance conclusions must be based on substantial evidence,
which includes facts, reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by
facts (CEQA Guidelines §15064fI5]). Scientific data in support of GCC, AB 32, and the
requirements of CEQA could be used as support for a GCC analysis in CEQA documents.
Conversely, linking the GHG emissions to a project or plan to a direct influence on climate change
could be considered overly speculative at this time. CEQA Guidelines § 15151 states that,
" ... disagreement among experts does not make an EIR inadequate, but the EIR should summarize the
main points of the disagreement among the experts. The courts have looked not for perfection but for
adequacy, completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure."
In addition, under the "rule of reason," an EIR is required to evaluate impacts to the extent that is
reasonably feasible ([CEQA Guideline §15151; San Francisco Ecology Center v. City and County of
San Francisco (1975) 48 Cal.App.3 rd 584]). While CEQA does require Lead Agencies to make a
good faith effort to disclose what they reasonably can, CEQA does not demand what is not
realistically possible ([ReSidents at Hawks Stadium Committee v. Board of Trustees (1979) 89
rd
Cal.App.3 274, 286]). A Lead Agency, therefore, has discretion to design the CEQ A document; it
does not need to conduct every recommended test or perform all requested research or analysis
([CEQA Guideline §15204(a); Laurel Heights improvements Association v. Regents (1988) 47
Cal.App.3 rd 376, 410]).
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Cumulative Versus Project-Specific Impacts

If a Lead Agency chooses to address GCC in a document, it should be addressed in the context of a
cumulative (versus project-specific) impact. The determination of whether a project creates
significant direct impacts on the environment, as well as whether the project's contribution to
areawide impacts is "cumulatively considerable," is the sole responsibility of the Lead Agency based
on substantial evidence.
Thresholds of Significance

There are currently no published thresholds of significance for measuring the impact of GCC on, or
from, a project. To our knowledge to date, neither CARE nor any air districts have submitted a
comment letter during a Notice of Preparation period recommending that an EIR address GHG
emissions. CEQA Guidelines §15064.7 indicates only that, "each public agency is encouraged to
develop and publish thresholds of significance that the agency uses in the determination of the
significance of environmental effects."
It may further be asserted that because there are no published thresholds of significance, a Lead
Agency is relieved of the threshold determination. This supports a Lead Agency in finding that a
determination of significance for GCC impacts is speculative. In Laurel Heights Improvements
Association v. Regents ([1993] 6 Cal.App.4 th 1112, 1137), the Court upheld the conclusion in the EIR
that potential cumulative impacts of toxic air emissions are too speculative based on the lack of
accepted methodologies or standards and based on CEQA Guideline §15145.

The City of Rancho Cordova developed a threshold of2 tons of CO 2 per person, which was estimated
based on vehicle emission reductions needed to meet 1990 levels (RC 2006). An Air Quality and
Emissions Reduction Plan was also prepared for the project, which contains vehicle trip reduction
measures, which is estimated to be a 15 percent reduction in emissions (EH 2006). The project
declared the emissions significant because they were over the 2 tons per person threshold. If a Lead
Agency develops a threshold, the methodology should be clearly explained in the analysis.

Approaches
In the absence of regulatory guidance, and prior to the resolution of CEQA challenges regarding GCC
impact analysis, CEQA documents may choose to address GHG emissions on a case-by-case basis
using methods tailored to the project's circumstances individual interpretation of existing CEQA
guidance. The selection of an approach can be based on the location and characteristics of the
project, or the level of information available about the site, the jurisdiction, or regional GHG
emissions.
The following discussion explores the various approaches that could' be used in CEQA documents to
analyze GCC. Also included is the support for each approach and the items to consider when
selecting the best approach. Each approach may have advantages and disadvantages, but it is the
responsibility of the Lead Agency to select the most appropriate methodology based on the project's
unique circumstances. There are many other kinds of actions and projects undertaken or approved by
Lead Agencies that are not addressed in these proposed approaches, such as timber harvest plans,
water quality management plans, highway improvement projects, and others that do not directly
contribute to GHG emissions or have complicated interrelationships to the GHG balance in the
atmosphere.
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No Analysis

The No Analysis approach does not address or mention GHG emissions or GCC. The omission of
any climate change discussion on a project could result in critical remarks during the comment
period. During the comment period, this approach could be supported by explaining that regulatory
guidance on how to address potential impacts of GCC currently does not exist.
GCC is a widely accepted concept and the debate is subsiding about whether anthropogenic sources
have had a substantial influence on GCC. Nonetheless, uncertainty persists about the rate and
ultimate extent of GCe. The National Research Council, a branch of the National Academies of
Science, states, " ... the mechanisms involved in land-atmosphere interactions are not well understood,
let alone represented in climate models" (NRC 2005, page 125). Similar conclusions are presented in
other reports (PI 2003 [page 5, 13] and IPCC 2003). Most recently, CARE deferred the topic of
"GHGs in General Plans and CEQA" for further analysis, so there is no early action recommendation
for evaluation of GHGs in CEQA documents at this time (CARE 2007b).
This approach may be useful for CEQA documents that were circulated prior to the adoption of AB
32; however, if evidence exists that GCC impacts may occur, this approach should be avoided, even if
the CEQA document was circulated before adoption of AB 32. A Lead Agency may conclude that
there is insufficient scientific evidence at present to allow a meaningful assessment ofGHG and GCC
impacts for a specific project, and therefore is considered overly speculative within the CEQA
context. As with all alternative approaches, the Lead Agency should fully document the reasoning for
selecting this approach in the CEQA document and/or the administrative record.
Approach 2

Screening Analysis

The Screening Analysis approach would exempt small or certain types of projects from doing a
detailed analysis. CEQA Guidelines §15206 could help support using this approach, or the Lead
Agency could select some other appropriate definition or threshold. Another method that could be
used is reliance on a nexus between the project's significance for operational criteria pollutant
emissions. Though the thresholds for significance for criteria pollutants are based on the attainment
status of the pollutants, emissions for criteria pollutants tend to follow similar pattern as the emissions
for GHG emissions (i.e., more vehicle miles traveled equals more GHG and criteria pollutants). For
example, if a project has a less than significant impact for other air pollutant impacts, it could follow
that the project would have a less than significant impact regarding to GHG emissions. Some projects
do not involve any appreciable increase in GHG emissions; it should be appropriate for the Lead
Agency to determine that this level of analysis would suffice. This approach would allow a Lead
Agency to establish a process to screen projects and determine they would not make significant
contributions to GHG emissions or GCC and therefore would not need to mitigate accordingly. As
with all approaches, the Lead Agency should fully document the rationale for using the screening
analysis, the thresholds for excluding certain kinds or sizes of projects, and support it with substantial
evidence in the record.
Approach 3

Qualitative Analysis without Significance Determination

The Qualitative Analysis without Significance Determination approach involves a discussion of GCC
and potential ways the project will contribute to the generation of GHG emissions, but does not
provide any significance conclusions. This approach can be based on the fact that regulatory
guidance relating to CEQA on how to address potential impacts of GCC does not currently exist.
This approach discloses potential impacts but stops short of making a significance determination.
Under this approach, the Lead Agency would have to determine that the analysis of GHG and GCC
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within the CEQA process is overly speculative and there is no substantial evidence available at
present to legitimately evaluate this issue in a CEQA document. This approach may be most
appropriate for small projects or programmatic projects where very little information on GHG
emissions is known. The courts have indicated that if an impact is too speculative, it need not be
evaluated in detail, provided there is a reasoned explanation for the determination (such as in cases
related to the issue of urban decay). After making a good faith effort to fully explore the potential for
GCC effects of a project, if the conclusion is still too speculative to be meaningful, the discussion can
be concluded without a significance determination, consistent with CEQA Guidelines §15145). The
Lead Agency must provide a factual and reasoned basis for the determination that there is no accurate
or appropriate methodology for determining significance of this potential impact ([Alliance of Small
Emitters/Metals Industry v. South Coast Air Quality Management District (1997) 60 Cal.App.4 th 55,
66; Anderson First Coalition v. City ofAnderson (2005) 130 Cal.ApP.4th 1173]).
Approach 4

Qualitative Analysis with Significance Determination

The Qualitative Analysis with Significance Determination approach qualitatively discusses climate
change impacts and concludes that the project impacts are significant. Similar to Approach 3, this
approach concludes that regulatory guidance on how to address potential impacts of GCC currently
does not exist, but then surpasses that alternative to make a significance finding. This approach
should offer reasonable and feasible mitigation measures and/or design featUres that reduce GHG
emissions.
Approach 5

Quantitative Analysis without Significance Determination

In the Quantitative Analysis without Significance Determination approach, GHG emissions from the
project are quantified but are not compared to a quantitative threshold. This approach lacks a
significance conclusion because regulatory guidance on how to address potential impacts of GCC
currently does not exist. The Lead Agency may determine that it is too speculative to reach a
significance conclusion regarding this issue (see Approach 3). This approach has been used by the
City of San Jose (SJ 2007).
For projects with established development, such as cities, counties, or existing specific plans, it may
be possible to prepare an emissions inventory of GHG. In such cases, the analysis can rely more
heavily upon the quantitative analysis by estimating the existing GHG emissions inventory, the past
GHG emissions inventory for Year 2000, Year 1990, and future year emissions inventory with the
project. The challenge of this approach may be in the ability to find sufficient data to develop reliable
estimates of past and proposed GHG emissions. If these past inventories can be credibly developed,
this approach can then quantitatively show how the project will (or will not) meet the State GHG
emissions targets. The types of projects that can rely upon the quantities of GHG emissions in
determining significance is fairly limited, but lend themselves to regional projects such as General
Plan Updates.
While this approach does provide a quantifiable methodology, an inventory of project-related GHG
emissions may not be meaningful in certain contexts. There are no adopted thresholds for GHG
emissions and the Year 1990 emissions target for Year 2020 has not yet been established. AB 32
gave CARB until 2008 to develop the 1990 emissions inventory because of the complexity of
quantifying such emissions. In addition, a quantitative analysis contains many assumptions that could
be challenged, especially at this interim stage lacking government guidance on how to calculate GHG
emissions. While the analysis shows effort toward quantifying emissions, this approach lacks a
significance finding.
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Another limitation regarding to the quantitative analysis is that emissions models, such as EMFAC
and URBEMIS, evaluate aggregate emissions and do not demonstrate, with respect to a global
impact, how much of these emissions are "new" emissions specifically attributable to the proposed
project in question. For most projects, the main contribution of ORO emissions is from motor
vehicles, but the quantity of those emissions appropriately characterized as i'new" is uncertain. New
projects do not necessarily create new trips because drivers typically relocate from a different
geographical area. Issues related to trip length, access to transit, and land use patterns can be
examined to address whether new or longer trips are the result of a proposed project. Some mixed
use and transportation-oriented projects can actually reduce the number of vehicle miles traveled that
a person drives, which could also be disclosed in CEQA documents.
Approach 6

Quantitative Analysis with Net Zero Threshold

The Quantitative Analysis with Net Zero Threshold approach involves quantifying ORO emissions
and using zero net carbon dioxide equivalent increase as the threshold. This approach would be
useful where it can be demonstrated that a program or project results in zero ORO emissions, or
otherwise does not contribute to climate change. This approach would make most projects significant
with regard to their cumulative contribution to OHO emissions. Large programs or projects, for
instance, might have difficulty reducing or documenting that they could reduce impacts to zero
additional GRG emissions. This approach also has similar concerns associated with a quantitative
analysis, as identified in Approach 5.
This approach may require the use of carbon offsets or offsite mitigation, which may be problematic
due to limited details about the effectiveness of such programs or projects. To use carbon offsets or
offsite mitigation, an adequate description of physical changes that would occur as a result of the
offset program or offsite mitigation and the schedule for implementation would be needed in the
CEQA document to demonstrate that the program reduces GRG emissions sufficiently to reduce a
significant impact to a less-than-significant level.
This approach may also de-emphasize onsite design features that would lower ORG emlSSlOns
through innovative energy conservation design and trip reduction measures because it is difficult to
quantify the ORO reductions available through design features. Working with the traffic engineer to
develop trip generation rates that account for trip reduction design features may help to encourage
onsite design features that reduce GRG emissions. It is consistent with good environmental planning
practice to reduce project emissions with design or operational changes before relying on carbon
offset trading to provide for mitigation. Much like mitigation approaches for other impact issues,
seeking to avoid and minimize the effect (in this case, the GRG emissions) is appropriate before
trying to compensate for the impact (as the purchase of carbon offsets would do).
Approach 7

Quantitative Analysis Relative to California GHG Emission Reduction
Strategies

The Quantitative Analysis Relative to California GRG Emission Reduction Strategies approach
employs both quantitative and qualitative components. The quantitative analysis contains an
inventory of project GRG emissions. The qualitative component involves project compliance with
the emission reduction strategies contained in the California Climate Action Team's (CAT) Report to
the Governor, which contains recommendations and strategies to help ensure the targets in Executive
Order S-3~05 are met. Use of the strategies in the CAT report to determine project consistency are
appropriate because the report "proposes a path to achieve the Governor's targets that will build on
voluntary actions of California businesses, local government and community actions, and State
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incentive and regulatory programs" (CAT 2006). While the CAT report does not specifically mention
CEQA, it does include a list of the various measures that can be employed to achieve the GRG
reduction targets (see Appendix A for a summary of the measures and methods whereby a project
could demonstrate compliance). Also, some air quality management districts are developing GHG
emission reduction strategies that may become useful for future CEQA reviews.
It may be possible to conclude that proposed projects that implement all feasible and applicable

emissions reduction strategies would have a less than significant impact on GCC, particularly if
research is developed by the State to support the GRG reduction effectiveness of those measures.
This same type of approach could be used for projects within counties that have an adopted GRG
reduction plan. In cases where quantifying emissions are not reasonable or possible, such as Specific
Plans where the development is programmatic, an approach whereby reduction measures are adopted
to conclude a project has less-than-significant effects could still be used, as long as substantial
evidence is developed to support the GRG reduction effectiveness. It is up to the Lead Agency to
identify feasible CAT strategies that the project could implement.
By combining both qualitative and quantitative approaches, the analysis can be tailored to the
particular type and size of the project and stilI provide-to the fullest extent feasible-a
comprehensive analysis of GCC impacts and appropriate feasible mitigation to reduce impacts.
However, this approach has the same limitations associated with the quantification of GHG emissions
as discussed in Approach 5.
The CAT strategies are preliminary and they do not represent an approved air quality management
plan for GHG emissions. Once that plan is published, the Lead Agency may choose to rely on it; AB
32 requires that a list of emission reduction strategies be published to achieve its established goals.
However, until those reduction strategies andlor an air quality management plan for GRG are
published, emission reduction strategies to meet Executive Order S-3-05 is the only document
published as of this date that can be used in this manner.
The emission reductions afforded by the CAT strategies are quantified statewide. However, evidence
has not yet been developed to quantify the CAT's strategies on a regional or project-by-project basis.
As research and data evolve regarding the effectiveness of reduction measures, a CEQA document
may calculate carbon reduction estimates compared to the project without the reduction strategies to
the extent that credible methods to do so have been established. This quantified approach may be
. converted to a carbon-reduction efficiency estimate, where impact analysis can be oriented to
achieving a certain reduced rate of GHG emissions per capita. If a per capita threshold can be
developed to help achieve State reduction targets, this per capita approach may be useful in CEQA
documents.
This approach requires more substantial analysis, which is not possible for all projects, especially
smaIler ones. In addition, some strategies are not feasible for all projects. In that situation, a
feasibility analysis or further discussion may be needed. Some of the strategies listed in the CAT
report are not applicable to land use projects. In addition, there are other design features that could be
used to reduce a project's potentially significant impact other than the CAT strategies.
Approach 8

Use of Partial Exemption, "Within the Scope" of a Program EIR, or Tiering

Streamlining approaches are available when a Lead Agency assesses a later project's consistency with
the cumulative climate change analysis in a broader EIR, such as a General Plan EIR. If a broader
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EIR on a plan, program, or zoning action is certified and contains the cumulative GHG and GCC
impact analysis and mitigation, a later project that is consistent with the actions, goals, and/or policies
in that plan, program, or zoning action need not again evaluate the cumulative impact regarding GHG
contribution and GCC. In this situation, the later project may use the "partial exemption" provision
of CEQA §21 083.3 and CEQA Guidelines §'15183. This approach would be adequate provided that
the cumulative effect had been adequately addressed in the broader EIR. In a similar approach, if the
cumulative GHG and GCC impact analysis and mitigation are adequately addressed in a program
EIR, and a later project is found to be "within the scope" of the earlier program and program EIR, the
CEQA review for the later project can consider the issues already addressed in the earlier program
EIR, consistent with CEQA Guidelines §15168. Tiering may also be used, consistent with CEQA
§21093 and §21094, along with CEQA Guideline §15152, when the cumulative GHG and GCC
issues are adequately addressed in a broader EIR and a later project-specific EIR is being prepared.
The cumulative issue need not be re-addressed if done so adequately before and circumstances have
not substantially changed. Counties and cities are in opportune positions to implement specific
measures that would benefit their jurisdictions the most, if they include GHG and GCC policies and
analysis in their General Plans and General Plan EIRs. Marin County prepared a Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Plan (MC 2006), which sets a target of GHG reductions 15 to 20 percent below 1990
levels by 2020 for internal government and 15 percent countywide. The Plan contains measures such
as reductions in building energy use, transportation, waste management, and land use.
Mitigation and Project Design Features
Design features can include strategies similar to those presented in the CAT' s Report to the Governor
in 2006, such as the following: increased recycling; community gardens and/or compo sting facilities;
onsite tree planting; clustering development to preserve forest/woodland resources; increased water
use efficiency by use of potable and non-potable water and low-flow appliances; increased building
efficiency; Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Ratings; use of
energy efficient appliances; smart land use concepts such as high-density and/or retail and residential
mixed use; non-emission generating onsite electricity generation (photovoltaic cells, wind turbines,
etc.); waste heat capture (for industrial projects to provide process and/or building heat); transitoriented design; park and ride features; carpooling; and pedestrian friendly design features. The
range of potential CAT strategies that Lead Agencies may use to develop specific project design
features are· contained in the Appendix of this report. Air quality management districts are also
working on GHG emission reduction strategies. Still, it must be remembered that the application of
any of these strategies is entirely up to the discretion of the Lead Agency based on such factors as the
characteristics and size of the project and the need, if any, to include mitigation into the project for
GHG emissions or GCC impacts.

The Lead Agency may also choose to contribute to offsite mitigation or a carbon-offset program,
once established. For instance, a project could contribute to a program that invests in biomass, wind
power, solar power, alternative vehicle fuels, or increased energy efficiency programs. Or a project
could offset GHG emissions by making a monetary contribution to a tree-planting program that
would provide for carbon sequestration over a reasonable period oftime, compared to the planned life
of the project and the nature of the mitigation or offset measure. Substantial evidence should be
presented to explain the rationale supporting selection of the measure, its duration, details on the
selection, and a quantification of the GHG reduction, ifavailable.
If a Lead Agency decides to include design features andlor mitigation that reduce GHG emissions, it
would be prudent to also identify any secondary impacts resulting from implementation. Secondary
impacts could include an increase or decrease in criteria pollutant levels, impacts to biological
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resources, changes to aesthetics, etc. Design features that results in damage to other environmental
components should be avoided. For typical projects, one of the main sources of GHG emissions is
from vehicles. Designing projects that reduce vehicle trips will decrease GHG emissions.
Quantitative Analysis

If the Lead Agency decides to conduct a quantitative analysis, an inventory of GHG emlSSlOns
(carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, etc.) generated by the project could be estimated. The
project inventory could be compared to the California inventory and/or the County inventory, when
they become available. There are a number of sources for methods by which GHG emissions from a
project can be estimated, as follows: the California Climate Action Registry protocol (CCAR 2007);
URBEMIS2007; EPA factors (EPA 2004, EPA 2004b, EPA 1998, EPA 2004d); and the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA 2007).
CEQA Projects Affected by Climate Change Impacts

The effects that GCC may have on a specific project also need to be considered in CEQA reviews.
Care is needed to determine if there is a connection between a project's location or character and the
potential for impacts on the project to occur that are caused by GCC. Mandating mitigation to lessen
the environmental impacts of climate change on a project-level analysis without clear disclosure of
the relationship between the project and the environmental impact would not comply with CEQA.
Section 21002.1 of the California Public Resources Code states, "the purpose of an environmental
impact report is to identify the significant effects on the environment of a project ... " Without
establishing what those effects are for residents in the State of California, and the relative degree of
certainty of those effects, an adequate disclosure ofGCC impacts on a project would not be realizeq.
The precise timing, nature, and magnitude of climate change impacts at specific locations is not
certain, although projections with wide confidence limits have been developed for some parameters
such as sea level rise and meteorology. However, effects of climate change specifically mentioned in
AB 32, such as rising sea levels, modified meteorology and flood hydrographs, and changes in
snowpack could be addressed in CEQA documents. How GCC may affect species ranges may also
be considered. CEQA documents should address whether projected changes in sea level,
meteorology, flooding, snow pack, and other identifiable consequences of GCC may create hazards
for or otherwise adversely affect a project. The degree of uncertainty should also be addressed.
Potential health effects from GCC may arise from temperature increases, climate-sensitive diseases,
extreme events, and air quality. There may be direct temperature effects through increases in average
temperature leading to more extreme heat waves and less extreme cold spells. Those living in
warmer climates are likely to experience more stress and heat-related problems (e.g., heat rash and
heat stroke)., In addition, climate sensitive diseases (such as malaria, dengue fever, yellow fever, and
encephalitis) may increase, such as those spread by mosquitoes and other disease-carrying insects.
GCC-related meteorological changes and sea level rises are expected to lead to other adverse impacts.
Extreme events, such as flooding and hurricanes, can displace people and damage property and
agriculture. Drought in some areas may increase and snowpack may decrease, which would decrease
water and food availability. Rising sea levels would increase stress on levees and exacerbate storm
wave run-up and coastal erosion. GCC may also contribute to air quality problems from increased
frequency of smog and particulate air pollution (EPA 2006c).
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Some agencies have begun to assess potential risks from climate change in various regions of the
State. The California Climate Change Center uses three IPCC climate change scenarios to assess
risks from climate change to California (CCCC 2006). The report indicates GCC could result in the
following changes in California: poor air quality; more severe heat; increased wildfires; shifting
vegetation; declining forest productivity; decreased spring snowpack; water shortages; a potential
reduction in hydropower; a loss in winter recreation; agricultural damages from heat, pests,
pathogens, and weeds; and rising sea levels resulting in shrinking beaches and increased coastal
floods (CCCC 2006).
The California Department of Water Resources published a report that describes the progress on
incorporating climate change into existing water resources planning and management tools and
methodologies (DWR 2006). While it does not focus on CEQA, the report does describe potential
impacts of climate change on California's water resources. The California Coastal Commission
published a Discussion Draft titled Global Warming and the California Coastal Commission (CCC
2006), which recommends that the Commission address GCC because the Coastal Act protects
resources that are threatened by global warming.
It is hoped that a greater number of California agencies will assess climate change risks.

Once
information is made available by State government agencies, it could be used to determine more
precisely to what extent a project is affected. Until then, environmental documents could make a
good faith effort to assess the potential effects of GCC on projects. In some cases, such as coastal
developments, an evaluation could be feasible, with recognized limitations related to uncertainties. In
other locations, specific impact analysis may not be feasible.

Conclusion
Lead Agencies in California are attempting to respond to increasing calls for evaluation of the
potential impacts of greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change during CEQA reviews.
There are a wide range of potential approaches for evaluating climate change and greenhouse gas
emission impacts in CEQA documents. This paper has been prepared to help Lead Agencies select
the most appropriate approach to analyze greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change until
formal guidance or regulations are published by appropriate government agencies.

Document Process
A comment draft dated March 5, 2007, was emailed to all California AEP members. Ten comment
letters were received on the first draft. Permission was obtained by commenters to publish their
comments on the AEP website. The updated second draft, dated April 10, 2007, was emailed to those
that commented on the first draft. The April 10, 2007 version was published in the Environmental
Monitor in the Spring 2007 edition. A Revised Draft dated Apri127, 2007 was distributed at the 2007
AEP State Conference and posted on the AEP website in late April. Several additional comments
were received and incorporated into this final version. The AEP thanks all commenters for their input
provided during this process.
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EPA 2006c
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2007. R.B. Alley, et al. Contribution
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Frequently Asked Questions. http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/gases.html
Accessed December 20, 2006.
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Effects on Climate. Radiative Forcing of Climate Change: Expanding the Concept
and Addressing Uncertainties. The National Academies Press, Washington, D.C.
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Summary of the Literature. Michael Kiparsky and Peter H. Gleick. July 2003.
http://www. pacinst.org!reports!climate_change_and_california_water_resources. pdf
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SJ 2007
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UNFCCC 2006 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. 2006. Greenhouse Gas
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California Climate Action Team's Strategies
Several of the approaches outlined in this report refer to GHG emission reduction strategies contained
in the CA T's Report to the Governor (CAT 2006), which outlines strategies for meeting the
Governor's emission reduction targets contained in Executive Order S-3-05. To assess project
compliance with the CAT strategies, the strategies would be described and project consistency would
be determined. Note that many of the California Climate Action Team's (CAT) strategies are
applicable only to state agencies such as CARB. In addition, not all strategies will be feasible to
every project. The Lead Agency must make the determination of the feasibility of the project to
implement the emission reduction strategies. Some of the CAT strategies are listed in Table A-I
along with project design features or mitigation to comply with each strategy.
Table A-1: California Climate Action Team Strategies

Vehicle Climate Change Standards: AB 1493 (Pavley)
required the state to develop and adopt regulations that
achieve the maximum feasible and cost-effective reduction
of climate change emissions emitted by passenger vehicles
and light duty trucks. Regulations were adopted by the
ARB in September 2004.

These are CARB enforced standards; vehicles
that access the project that are required to
comply with the standards will comply with
these strategies.

Other Light Duty Vehicle Technology: New standards

I would be adopted to phase in beginning in the 2017 model.
i

! Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emission Reduction Measures:

i Increased efficiency in the design of heavy-duty vehicles

i and an education program for the heavy-duty vehicle sector.
Diesel Anti-Idling: In July 2004, the CARB adopted a
measure to limit diesel-fueled commercial motor vehicle
idling.

Signs posted that restrict idling; education for
truck drivers regarding diesel health impacts.

Hydrofluorocarbon Reduction: 1) Ban retail sale ofHFC
in small cans; 2) Require that only low OWP refrigerants be
used in new vehicular systems; 3) Adopt specifications for
new commercial refrigeration; 4) Add refrigerant leaktightness to the pass criteria for vehicular Inspection and
Maintenance programs; 5) Enforce federal ban on releasing
HFCs.

This measure applies to consumer products.
When CARB adopts regulations for these
reduction measures, any products that the
regulations apply to will comply with the
measures.

Transportation Refrigeration Units (TRU), Off-Road
Electrification, Port Electrification: Strategies to reduce
emissions from TRUs, increase off-road electrification, and
increase use of shore-side/port electrification.

In projects where TRUs access the site,
implement measures to reduce emissions;
install electrification in applicable projects
(Le., truck stops, warehouses, etc.)
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Manure Management: The proposed San Joaquin Valley
Rule 4570 will reduce volatile organic compounds from
confined animal facilities through implementation of
control options.

San Joaquin Valley: In projects that address
confined animal facilities, project design as
recommended in proposed Rule 4570 would
reduce GHG emissions.

Alternative Fuels - Biodiesel Blends: CARB would
develop regulations to require the use of 1 to 4 percent
biodieseI displacement of California diesel fuel.

Applicable to some industrial and agricultural
projects.

Alternative Fuels - Ethanol: Increased use of ethanol fuel.

Applicable to some industrial and agricultural
projects.

I

Achieve 50 percent Statewide Recycling Goal: Achieving

!

established by the Integrated Waste Management Act of

1) Design locations for separate waste and
recycling receptacles. 2) Utilize recycled
components in the building design.

I the State's 50 percent waste diversion mandate as

i 1989, (AB 939, Sher, Chapter 1095, Statutes of 1989), will
, reduce climate change emissions associated with energy

I intensive material extraction and production as well as

; methane emission from landfills. A diversion rate of 48
percent has been achieved on a statewide basis. Therefore,
a 2 percent additional reduction is needed.

I
I

f--.. _.--.-

- .---.--.--.. .-.---.---.---.---..--~~.~.-~. .-.. .- ~.-- ---------

I Zero Waste - High Recycling:

Additional recycling

i beyond the State's 50 percent recycling goal.
~------.-.----------. .--.---...- . . --...-_.- _..-- -.------- -.------ -~ ---- --·t-·-~-·--·----··-····-·-------·-·----------------·-----.----....-.------,
i

Landfill Methane Capture: Install direct gas use or
electricity projects at landfills to capture and use emitted
methane.

Methane capture would be applicable to
projects involving landfills.

Urban Forestry: A new statewide goal of planting 5
million trees in urban areas by 2020 would be achieved
through the expansion of local urban forestry programs.

Trees near structures act as insulators from
weather thereby decreasing energy
requirements. Trees also store carbon.

AfforestationlReforestation Projects: Reforestation
projects focus on restoring native tree cover on lands that
were previously forested and are now covered with other
vegetative types.

Clustering residential development to
preserve forest/woodland resources;
increasing density; and preserving and
restoring open space.

Water Use Efficiency: Approximately 19 percent of all
electricity, 30 percent of all natural gas, and 88 million
gallons of diesel are used to convey, treat, distribute and use
water and wastewater. Increasing the efficiency of water
transport and reducing water use would reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.

Use of both potable and non-potable water to
the maximum extent practicable; low flow
appliances (i.e., toilets, dishwashers, shower
heads, washing machines, etc.); automatic
shut off valves for sinks in restrooms; drought
resistant landscaping; "Save Water" signs
near water faucets.

Building Energy Efficiency Standards in Place and in
Progress: Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the
CEC to adopt and periodically update its building energy
efficiency standards (that apply to newly constructed
buildings and additions to and alterations to existing

Iffeasible, a project could achieve a greater
reduction in combined space heating, cooling
and water heating energy compared to the
current Title 24 Standards.

_. ____ .. __ ._. ____ ._••. ______ 1"_. ___ .__ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •.. __.. _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ .__ .•. _________ ._. __ .•..•.• _
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Appliance Energy Efficiency Standards in Place and in
Progress: Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the
Energy Commission to adopt and periodically update its
appliance energy efficiency standards (that apply to devices
and equipment using energy that are sold or offered for sale
: in California).
~-.---'------

I

I

l

--------------

Use of energy efficient appliances (i.e.,
washer/dryers, refrigerators, stoves, etc.)

.

---~r· ·~··'-

. · - · ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. ---·-,

Cement Manufacturing: Cost-effective reductions to
reduce energy consumption and to lower carbon dioxide
emissions in the cement industry.

Features to reduce emissions would be
applicable to projects involving cement
manufacturing.

Smart Land Use and Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS): Smart land use strategies encourage jobslhousing
proximity, promote transit-oriented development, and
encourage high-density residential/commercial
development along transit corridors.
ITS is the application of advanced technology systems and
management strategies to improve operational efficiency of
transportation systems and movement of people, goods and
services.

Smart land use, demand management, ITS,
and value pricing are critical elements for
improving mobility and transportation
efficiency. Specific strategies include:
promoting jobslhousing proximity and transitoriented development; encouraging high
density residential/commercial development
along transit/rail corridor; valuing and
congestion pricing; implementing intelligent
transportation systems, traveler
information/traffic control, incident
management; accelerating the development of
broadband infrastructure; and comprehensive,
integrated, multimodal/intermodal
transportation planning.

Governor Schwarzenegger is finalizing a comprehensive
10-year strategic growth plan with the intent of developing
ways to promote, through state investments, incentives and
technical assistance, land use, and technology strategies that
'provide for a prosperous economy, social equity, and a
quality environment.
Enteric Fermentation: Cattle emit methane from digestion
processes. Changes in diet could result in a reduction in
emissions.

In agricultural/cattle related projects, design
features that reduce emissions could be
implemented.

Green Buildings Initiative: Green Building Executive
Order, S-20-04 (CA 2004), sets a goal of reducing energy
use in public and private buildings by 20 percent by the
year 2015, as compared with 2003 levels.

A project could increase its energy efficiency
percent beyond Title 24 requirements. In
addition, the project could implement other
green building design (i.e., natural daylighting
and on-site renewable, electricity generation).

California Solar Initiative: Installation of 1 million solar
roofs or an equivalent 3,000 MW by 2017 on homes and
businesses; increased use of solar thermal systems to offset
the increasing demand for natural gas; use of advanced
metering in solar applications; and creation of a funding
source that can provide rebates over 10 years through a
declining incentive schedule.

If feasible, the project could install
photovoltaic cells or other solar options.

Source: State of California, Environmental Protection Agency, Climate Action Team, 2006.
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director ~

Date:

August 18, 2008

Subject:

Monthly Investment Reporting

Attached is the City's investment information (Treasurer's Cash and Investments
Report) for the month ended July 31, 2008. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have questions or need clarification on
any information presented in the attached report.

Attachment
c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
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0,003862
0.003862
0,003862
0,003862
0,003862
0.004828
0,003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0,003862
0.003862
0.003862
0,003862
0.003862
0.003862
0,003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0,003862
0.003862
0,003862
0.003862
0,003862
0.003862
0,003862 '
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.0()3862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0,003862

0.0270354
0.1776609
0.2664914
0.2659352
0.6488486
0.7763011
1:1123120
1.1123120
1,2320400
1.7524707
1,4058387
1.4212875
1.4637716
1.6530192
1.9388215
2.0585496
2.0585496
2.1048959
2.4061470
2.4061470
2,5220129
2.5876702
2.6726384
2.8000909
2,8348506
2,9429920
2.9970628
3.1129286
3,1785859
3.1863103
3.3485224
3.4643883
3.4682505
3.4798370
3:6150138
3,6150138
3,6150138
3.6150138
3.6961199
3,6961199
3,8158479

Union Bank

938,821

39,219;874
26,591,317
39,888,896
105,700,087

39,221,826
26,592,641
39;890,882
105,705,349

2.787'%
2.787%
2.787%

°°

0
0

0

992,169
992,169

1,003;030
1,003,030

1,000,000
1,000,000

999,722
1,001,522
1,500,045
902,730
993;443
1,003,4ti2
992;475
1,010,060
984,491
1,235,194
995,330
998,391
987,733
985,725
987,635
978,718
998;424
984,202
998,614
999,983
989,792
987,678
983,749
986,040
986,288
982,524
991",470
1,000,000
1,042,602
993,802
1,012,883
992,492
991;140
1,026,784
1,026,520
1,020,018
1;016,533
1,013,OB7
967,216
996,976
1,038,953

999,880
1,001,890
1,501,005
906,625
847,500
996,060
984,660
1,022,700
997,030
1,250,363
994,640
997,580
974,670
995,880
992,250
992,550
1,010,300
961,290
953,150
953,150
927,280
969,590
991,070
952,020
970,780
935,000
992,920
979,570
1,070,860
829,630
1,014,630
1,002,460
997,570
1,026,900
1;043;840
1,043,840
1,043;840
1,043,840
966;330"
883,570
1,016,370

1,000,000
1,000,000
1",500,000
906,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,250,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,(MXl
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

'39,221;826
26,592,641
'39,890;882
105,705,349

-...J
-->.

ex>

1.00000

938,821
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545
623
623
653
670
692
725
734
762
776
806
823
825
867
897
'898
901
936
936
936
936
957
957
988

Union Bank

Union BAnk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

Union Bank
Union Bank

Union Bank
Union. Bank

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Sank
Union Bank

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

Union Dank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

Union Dank
Unton Bank
Union Bank
Union "Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

Union Bank
Union Bank
Unlon'Dank
Union Bank
UnlonOank
Union Bank

Union Dank
Union Bank
UilioriBank
Union Bank

Union Bank
Union Bank

UnionSiink

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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1,042,371

"
Wachovia Corp
BaiikOileCofjfUP Morgan)
Bank One Corp UP Morgan)
Goldman Sach"s' .' ... ,....
Bear Steams Co (JP Morgan)
Lehiiiiiil Bros Holding .
GE Capital Corp
HSBC Finance Corp
Berkshire Hathaway
GE Cipit"rC0rP

929903CF7
AA·
Aa3
01/25/07
10/15/11
'06423KAQ6 ··A+····'Ait3···
01/10j07·· ..11,1:1.5/il·
06423AAQ6
A+
Aa3
03/30/07
11/15/11
AJi.~'
. 38141GBU7
. A.3··· 03/21/07' . 01/15/12
073902PP7
A+
Al
OS/29/07
02/01/12
52517PJt60" .... A+
Al'
'02/06,11:2"
02/06/07
36966RV94
AAA Aaa
02/15/12
02/15/12
'AA~" "Ail3
40429XUFl
"03/13/08' 03/15/12
084670AS7
AAA Aaa
03/24/08
05/15/12
AAA ·Aa.
01/21/12 . 10(19(12
36962G3K8

1,038,200

'''1;002~58!f

1,003,102
"'U120;939
1,023,867

,

935,960
1,020;810'
1,020,810

Oi43;134'

1~036;330

998,097
'997,189
1,aOO,Ooo
'1;000;000
1,039,392
1,040;1'66
53,795,291

984,900
939;280"
966,190
940,980'
1,017,850
1;005;060
52,952,743

1,000,000
10/06/08
1,000,000
10/14/08
. 1;000,000
12/16/08
1,001,462
01/12/09
620,000
04/20/09
1,1100,000
04/20/09
1;000,000
08(17/09
999,843
09/01/09
1,000,000'
'09/09/09
1,000,403
12/07/09
03(12/10 . ... 1;000;571
'04/28108
1,000,000
03/29/05
03/29/10
04/29/08" '04/29/10
1;000;000
1,000,000
05/05/08
05/05/10
····fJJ/26/07 ·'05/26/10
'1;000,000 .
999,688
06/15/07
06/15/10
'1,000,000'
'07/02/08 . 07/02/10
1,000,000
07/28/08
07/28/10
'11/29/05
99S;629
08/10/10
1,000,000
08/13/07
08/13/10
09(1S(10
1,000,000
09/15/06
1,000,000
04/15/08
10/15/10
10j28f10
1,000,000
O4/28IOS
1,000,000
05/05/0B
11/05/10
1,000,000
11/24/06
l1/~O
1,000,000
12/15/05
12/15/10
991,533
06/23108
12/23/10
1,000,000
06/30/08
12/30/10
1,006;683
01/22/08
01/07/11
987,226
06/05/06
01/14/11
1,000;000
02/15/06 . 02/15/11
1,000,000
03/24/06
03/24/11
" 1,000,000 .
· 03/24/08
03/24/11'
1,000,000
04/07/08
04/07/11
1;000;000
'04/14/08 . 04/14/11"
998,141
05/19/08
05/02/11
· 06/O9{O8
(000;000
06/09/11
1,000,000
06/11/07
06/10/11
.' 07/14/08 . 07/14/11
1;000;000
1,000,000
07/20/06
07/20/11
08(05(11" .
1;000;000
02/05j08
1,000,000
02/12/08
08/12/11
08/25(11'
1;000,000
OZ/25/08
999,753
09/05/06
09/02/11
· 09/08/06'
1,000;000
09/08/11
1,000,000
03/12/08
09/12/11

1,002,SOO'
1,000,630
1;005,000'
1,005,310
629;492
1,008,440
1;020,940
1,012,380
1,003,130
1,028,750
995;000'
1,021,880
. 998;130
997,190

TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

1,000,000

'1~of1:29ir"""'1;ooo;OO(f

1,000,000
(000;000'
1,000,000
'1;000,()()(f
1,0011,000
"1;000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
"1;000,000
53,656,000

6.750%
5.070%
105.38500
tOO:40stXf ....."
.. ' 5:S00%' '5:400%,
5.190%
100.45700
5.300%
5:900%" 5:1700/0" "103:08600" .
5'{)75%
5.900%
103.35625
6:'600%' 5.1700/0' ....... 106.01900
5.350%
'5.250%
4.000%
5.000%
4.750%
. 5.250%

5.410%
'5:340%'
4.000%
'5.000%
3.620%
4.190%

99.74600
'99'.60000'
100.00aoo
100.00000
104.30600
104.44000

4.070%
3.050%
4.050%
3.875%
3.000%
4.020%
5.000%
4.125%
. 5.260%
5.125%

4:070%
4.336%
4.050%
3.516%
3.000%
4.020%
5:000%
4.140%
5.260%
5.095%

2.7500/.

3:02001.

4.515%
4.515%
3.000%
5.000%
5.400%

4.515%
4.515%
3.000%
5.000%'
5.420%
4.000%
3.300%
4:940%
5.375%
5.300%
3.050%
3.000%
3.220%
5.100%
5.035%

100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
101.56200
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.93400
100.00000
100.09700
99.50800
100.00000
100.00000'
100.00000
'100:00000
99.95000
100.00000
100.00000
98:98600
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
99.11600
100.00000
l00:S1250
97.60000
100:00000
100.00000
. 100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
99.63600
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000'
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.96000
100.00000
100.00000

1,018
i;1:iC"0:003862'
0.003862
U71
1;202" .' ,. 0;003862
1,202
0.003862
1,263"
0:003862
1,280
0.003862
1,285'
0.003862
1,294
0.003862
1;323
0.003862
1,384
0.003862
1,541
0.003862

4.2908978'
4.5226295
4:6423575
4.6423575
4.8779514
4.9436087
4:9629197
4.9976794
5.1096830'
5.3452769
5.9516414

. U.,ionlfa"lik'·'
Union Bank

'Unlonsaitk .
Union Bank

UnionS'nk
Union Bank

Union B'a"nk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union flank

U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
1'0

Fed Farm Credit .
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Biiiik
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Nat! Mtjf Assn
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Faim' Credit
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Lifiiii BanK
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan Biiiik
Fed Home Loan Bank
FeilHome LoiilBiiliIi .
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm Credit· ..
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home LoaifB.irik
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loaii Biiik
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loaii Barik
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Fariri Credit
Fed AgMtg Co
Fed Home Loari Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Fartit Credit
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Natl Mig'Assn
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan Bank·
Thd Home Loan MIg Corp
Fed Ho"me Loa,fBiiik ....
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loaji Baiilf .
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Home LbailBaitk
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg'Coip'
Fed Home Loan Bank

31331SWJ8'
AAA
3133XSGC6
AAA
3133X2RY3
AAA
3128X2ME2
AAA
Aaa
3136FSLW9
AAA
Aoiil
AAA
3136F5TWI
'31331XV90'" MA'" Aaa'
3128X3VA8
AAA
Aaa
'3133XGSL9' . AAA' .
31331V3J3
AAA Aaa
'3133XPY57" . AAJi.AAA
3133XB5Q4
3133XQVP4 AAJi.·
3133XQYG1
AAA
31331XMQ2' 'AAA
3128X6CX2
AAA
Aaa
AKA'
3136F9WVl
31331Y4G2
AAA Aaa
'AAX' Aaa
3133XCJ38
3128X6KF2
AAA
3133XGWA8 AAA
3133XQMW9 AAA
3133XQSX1 . AAA
3133XQZS4
AAA
3133XHVH2 AAA
3128X4VMO AAA
3128X7B45
AAA
Aaa
3128X7G32
AAA
31331YJX9
AAA
Aaa
307692AA1
3133XEKB4
AAA
3133XEX20
AAA Aaa
Aaa:'
31331YYR5
AAA
31331YB74
AAA
3136F9GM9 'AAA
Aaa
31331YK82
AAA Aaa
. 3133XREE6 ... AAA
Aiia
3128X6CTI
AAA
3133XRQR4' AAA
3128X5EX2
AAA
Aaa
. 3133XPF33 .
AAA
3136F8U60
AAA
. 3133XPS62" "'AAA
AAA
Aaa
3128XSJJ8
3128X5HY7' AAA
Aaa
3133XQ7D8
AAA

05/06/05
03/17/04
12/16/03
04/02/04
04/20/04
04/20/04
08(17/07
02/14/05
· 09/08/06
09/07/06

1;033,130
1,021,800
1;009,060
1,000,000
1,028,750
1,000,940
1,003;130
994,690
993;440 ..
995,940
1,007,190
1,008,280
1,001,790 '.
1,006,570
1,005,MO
975,932
1~OOO,940

1,OlJ,440
988,750
989,060
"995,310'
992,810
. 997,500"
1,017,810

1,008;440
1,021,000
993,750'
995,310
990;630
1,002,180
1,002,660
987,500

-..,J
-->.

<D
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1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
620;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000

1,000,000'"
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000'
1,000,000
'1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1~000,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
'1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1;000;000'
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
'1;000;000
1,000,000

4.0000/.
3.300%
4.700%
5.375%
5.300%
3.050%
3.000%
3.220%
5.100%
5.035%
3.625%
4.050%
'4.400%
4.875%
'5.000%
5.250%
3.150%
3.180%

'3.0000/.
3.250%
3.600%
5.450%
4.125%
5.750%
'3.430%
3.500%
3.330%
5.450%

5.5000/.
3.250%

4.0000/.
4.050%
3.530%
5.470%
5.000%
5.250%
3.150%
3.150%
3.000%
3.380%

3.6000/.
5.450%
4.125°/•
5.750%
3:430%
3.500%

3.330%
5.471%
5.500%
3.250%

67
75
138
165
263
263
382
397
405
494
589
606
637'"
643
664
684
701
727
740
743
776
806
819
827
846
867
875
882
890
897
929
966
966
980
987
1,005
1;043
1,044

1;078
1,084
1;100
1,107
1,120
1,128
1,134
1,138

0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.002395
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
. 0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862'
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0:003862
0.003862
0.003862'
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862
0.003862

0.2587670
0.2896646
0.5329828
0.6372621
0.6297694
1.0157571
1.4753582
1.5332911
1.5641887
1.9079240
2.2748324
2.3404897
2:4602178
24833909
25644970
2.6417409
2.7073982
2.8078152
2.85S0238
2.8696104
2.9970628
3.1129286
3.1631371
3.1940347
3.2674164
3.3485224
3.3794200
3.4064554
3.4373529
3.4643883
3.5879785
3.7308797
3.7308797
3.7849504
3:8119858
3.8815053
4.0282686
4.0321308
4.1634454
4.1866186
4.2484137
4.2754491
4:3256576
4.3565551
4.3797283
4.3951771

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UiiionBank
Union Bank
UnioriBank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Unioii Barik
Union Bank
Union' Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uiiion Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UnionB'mk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Unioii Bank
Union Bank
Uiiion Bliiik
Union Bank
Uiiion Bank
Union Bank
UnionBiink
Union Bank
Uiiioii Bank
Union Bank
UiiicinBank
Union Bank
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Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XHHA3 AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
10/26/06
10/26/11
Fed Home Loan·Biitk"· ···3133Xil.W3()·--A'AAXaa ... -1W2S/08' "--10/28/11-'1,000;000
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XKWB7 AAA
1,000,000
OS/21/07
11/21/11
'--312SXSRZ3- '-AAA' - -Aaa
Fed Home LoanMfg Corp
'--1~2/06"-12/08/11
"999;370"
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XQAV4 AAA
1,000,000
12/12/11
03/12/08
. . 3136F9SH7 ..... AAA'
Fed NiitIMigAssn--' .
---06/12,110" '12,112,111' '1;000;000Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
312BXSWL8
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
01/09/07
01/09/12
Fed Home LiianBiink .
3133XJKW" AU-01/17/07' . 01/17/12
1,000;000
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
3136F8U37
AAA
1,000,000
02/08/08
02/08/12
3128X5047 ,,- -AAA
Fed Hom-Ii Loan MIg Corp
-02,113/07'
02,113/12 ... 1,000;000
Aaa
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
3136F9CF8
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
03/12/08
03/12/12
Fed Home Loan MfjlCorp
3128X5N61
1;000;000"
AM
03f26ftY7 . -03/26/12~
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
312BX52N7
AAA
Aaa
999,248
05/16/07
04/03/12
Fed Honie
Bank .
Aaa3133XKF59· AAA
-'04f09/07
1,000,000
04f09/12
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XKF83
AAA
1,000,000
04/19/07
04/19/12
.. 31398ABC5
Fed Natl Mig Assn
AAA Aaa ···05/1V07·05/07/12
1,000;000
Fed Home Loan Bank
1,000,000
3133XL4G5
AAA
06/01/07
06/111/12
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
3128X6AZ9
AAA
06(04/07 "06/04112
1,000,000
Fed Fann Credit
31331XG30
AAA
Aaa
1,004,203
06/29/07
06/21/12
-AAA
07/23/118 ..
Fed Nat! Mtg AsSn
3136F9YP2
1,000,000
07/23/12
Fed Fann Credit
31331XT36
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
08/01/07
08/01/12
Fed' Hiime Loan Bank
3133XLXW8 - AAA
1,000,000
08/15/07
08/15/12
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
1,000,000
31398AGR7
AAA
09/10/07
09/10/12
FedH6nie Loan BanI< .
.. 10/16ftY7 -10/16/12
--1,000,000
-3133XMG70 "AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
312BX7SV7
1,000,000
AAA
OS/23/08
11/23/12
FedHlime-Loan Mtg Corp3128X7SV7-----AAX
--05/23/118 - '11/23/12
992,815 Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XNTV1
AAA
1,000,000
01/07/08
01/07/13
3128X6ZN9' AMFed Home Loaii Mig Corp
-01/16/118
1;000,000
01/16/13
Fed Home Loan Bank
31398ALB6
AAA
1,000,000
01/18/08
01/18/13
Fed Farm Credit··
31331YSB7 - AAA
1,000;000
02/01/08
02/01113
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
312BX6A63
AAA
1,000,000
02/04/08
02/04/13
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XPB29
AAA
Aaa
993,653
02,113/08
02,113/13
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
3136F85El
AAA
995,662
02/25/08
02/25/13
Fed Natl Mig Assn
3136F86Y6
AAA
A.a
"03/19/08
1,000,000
03/19/13
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
312BX64V5
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
03/11/08
03/11/13
31331YYZ7- . AAA
Fed Farm Credit
Aaa
992,852
%'29/08
03/20/13
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XQCB6
AAA
1,000,000
03/26/08
03/26/13
Fed Fann Credi!
31331YZS2
AAA
1,000,000
O4/OV08
04/01/13
Fed Farm Credit
31331YB58
AAA
1,000,000
04/15/08
04/15/13
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
31398AQL9' AAA
%'29/08 . %'29/13
Aaa
1,000,000
Fed Farm Credit
31331YJ76
AAA
Aaa
1,1100,000
05/01/08
OS/01/13
.'
05/13/08
Fed Horne Loan Mig Corp
3128X7NA8
AAA
1,000,000
05/13/13
Fed N atl Mtg Assn
3133XQVY5
AAA
1,000,000
Aaa
05/13/08
OS/13/13
Fed Home Loari Mig Corp
3128X7RCO' --AAA
1,000,000
OS/20/08
OS/20/13
Fed Farm Credit
31331YT34
AAA
1,000,0011
06/03/118
06/03/13
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
3128X7VR2' AAA
06/10/08 . 06/10/13
Aaa
1,000,000
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XRFF2
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
06/10/08
06/10/13
Fed Farm credit
31331YV64
1,000,000
AAA
06/10/08 .. 06/10/13
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
3128X7F41
1,000,000
AAA
07/02/08
07/02/13
. 1,000,000
Fed Home Loiiii Bank
3133XRTEO
AAA
Aaa
07/29/08
07/29/13
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XRV23
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
07/30/13
07/30/08
TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
97,578,734
TOTAL INVESTMENTS
152,366,194

1,011,240
1,014,690
1,024,060
1;007,190
1,032,190
1,019,610
1,055,6311
1,006,560
1,049,060
1,001,250
1,018,440
1;OOS,940
988,360
988,3601,010,310
1,002;110
998,750
980,940
994,980
979,060
984,380
994;690
1,001,880
973,750
993,440
989;690
994,380
994,380
995,310
1,000,040
995,000
993,480997,190
992,930
1,005,000
999;380
1,011,630
1,009,060
1,007,500
97,980,694
151,936,467

TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

258,575,375

LOan

~

<
0

259,010,364

1,021,250
-

1~004;060---

1,007,190
1;007;55()
978,440
1;001;880
1,008,970
. 1,016;880989,380
··1,Oi2.,·690
990,000
1;022;850~

0
1'0
W
1'0
-..,J

1'0
0
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1,000,000
5.300%
5.300%
"'1;000;000'-- -- -4.000% '4:1)00%
1,000,000
5.2S0%
5.250%
. '1;000;000'- 5.020%" '5:1)40%'
1,000,000
3.600%
3.600%
. 1,000,000 .
4:030% 4.030"10
1,000,000
5.300%
5.300%
1;000;000' ... 5.145% - 5:145%
1,000,000
3.570%
3.570%
. -5:300% 5.300%
1;000;000
1,000,000
3.600%
3.600%
--5.000% 5:000"/'1;000;000
1,000,000
5.250%
5.2711%
1,000;000 .
5:150% 5.150%
1,000,000
5.0211%
5.020%
'S:3OO% S.300"('1,000;000
1,000,000
5.300%
5.300%
. 5.400% 5.400%
1,000,000
1,000,000
5.450%
5.325%
1;000,000 . 4:220% 4.220%'
1,000,000
5.250%
5.250%
"1,000,000
5.500";''- 5.500%
1,000,000
5.200%
5.200%
5:250"1. -5.250%
1;000,000
1,000,000
3.700%
3.700%
3.700%- 3.880%
1;000,000
1,000,000
4.625%
4.625%
'1,000,000" "4.300% ·4:300%
1,000,000
4.000%
4.000%
1;000,000
3.790% 3.790%
1,000,000
4.125%
4.125%
1;000,000
3.850% 4 .. 01%
1,000,000
3.750%
3.850%
1,000;000'
4.000% 4.000%
1,000,1100
4.500%
4.500%
1,000,000'
3.900% "4.170%
1,000,000
4.125%
4.125%
1,000,000
4.000"/" 4.000%
1,000,000
4.250%
4.250%
4.000"/. 4.000%
1,000;000
1,000,000
4.250%
4.250%
4:500% '4.500%
1,000,000
1,000,000
4.12S%
4.125%
4:0000;..4.000%
1;000;000
1,0110,000
4.350%
4.350%
1,000,000
4:000% 4.000"/.
1,000,000
4.500%
4.500%
1,000,000
4:300% 4.300%
1,000,000
5.000%
5.000%
1,000,000
4:625% 4.625%
1,1100,000
5.000%
5.000%
97,620,000
152,276,000
258,920,170

100.00000
- -100:00000-'
100.00000
'99.90625
100.00000
100:00000100.00000
'100:00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
'100.0000099.90000
100:00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.538110
100.00000
100.110000
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000 .
100.00000
99.25000
100.00000
100.00000
100.000ao
100.00000
100.00000
99.30000
99.52500
100.00000
100.00000
98.80000
100.00000
100.00000
1011.00000
100.00000
100.000011
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000"
100.00000
100.00000
100.00OUO
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000

1,182
0.003862
-1;184 . - . -0:003862
1,208
0.003862
0:0038621,225
1,229
0.003862
1;229
0.003862
1,257
0.003862
1,265 .
0:003862
1,287
0.003862
1,292
0:003862
1,320
0.003862
1,334
0:003862
1,342
0.003862
1,348
0.003862
1,358
0.003862
1,376
0.003862
1,401
0.003862
1,404
0.003862
1,421
0.003862
1;453
0:003862
1,462
0.003862
0.003862
1,476
1,502
0.003862
1,538
0.003862
1,576
0.003862
1,576
0.003862
1,621
0.003862
'0.003862
1,630
1,632
0.003862
1,6460:003862
1,649
0.003862
1,658
0.,003862
1,670
0.003862
1,692
0.003862
1,684
0.003862
1,693
0.003862
1,699
0.1103862
0.003862
1,705
1,719
0.003862
1,733
0.003862
1,735
0.003862
1,747
0.003862
1,747
0.003862
0.003862 1,754
1,768
0.003862
1,775
0.003862
1,775
0.003862
0,003862
1,775
1,797
0.003862
1,824
0.003862
0.()03862
1,825

1.000000

4.5651136
H728380
4.6655307
4:7311880
4.7466368
4.746636B
4.8547782
4.8856758
4.9706440
4.9899550
5.0980965
5.1521672
5.1830647
5.2062379
5.2448598
5.3143793
5.4109342
5.4225208
5.4881781
5:6117683
5.64652BO
5.7005988
5.8010158
5.9400S48
6.0868182
6:0868182
6.2606169
6:2953767
6.3031011
6:3571718
6.3687584
6.4035181
6.4498644
6.5348327
6.5039352
6.5386949
6.5618681
6.5850412
6.6391120
6:6931827
6.7009071
6.7472534
6.7472534
6.7742888
6.8283595
6:8553948
6.8553948
6.8553948
6.9403631

Union Bank
"Union Biiitk
Union Bank
. Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bait!<
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Batik
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UniohBank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uiiion Bank
Union Bank
UilionBifuk
Union Bank
UnionB<ink
Union Bank
UnioitBank
Union Bank
UniotiBaitk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UiiionB3nk
Union Bank
Uti ion BilOk
Union Bank
UiiioriBank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uition Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
7.0446424
UnionBaiik
7.0485046
Union Bank
595 days

1.63 years

-.-

------- ... ---- .. -

--.--.----~--
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14,620,000
18,000,000
6,500,000
6,000,000

Commercial

.Morgan
Keegan

Union

15%

0%

HSBC

Wells
Fargo Sec Wells
20% Fargo
Bank

Bank

LAIF
41%

LAIF
41%

Agencies
38%
Corporate
Notes
21%

40%
Average Years to Maturlty

106,644,170
18,276,000
25,000,000
39,000,000
37,000,000
32,000,000
257,920,170

'I:)

Dee 00
Jun 01
DeeOl
Jun02
Dec 02
Jun03
Dec 03
Jun04
DeeM
~-

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
1'0
-..,J

1'0
-->.

Jun05
.,- ..... -.
Dee OS

-.-~-

,~

Jun06
Dee 06
Jun07
Dec 07
Jun08
luI 08

2.16
1.71
1.98
1.94
1.56
1.24
1.58
1.91
2.02

B7
1.48
1:47
1.36
1.90
2.01
1.49
1.57

1.68

2.75

13 to 24 mos
25 to 36 mos
37 to 48 mos
49 to 60 mos

2.50
2.25
2.00
1.75

~

7.1%
9.7%
15.1%
14.3%
12.4%
100.0%

50% ,-------------------------------------------------

... 1.50
1.25

40%

-l--irit--------------

1.00

30%
0.75

20%

0.50

10%

0.25
0.00
~

~

8

1

8

~

S 6

1

~

8

1

B

~

~

1

a

~

~

1

3

~

~

1

~

~

~

1

g

~

~

1

8

~
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1 Day
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1 to 12 mos

I
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,

j

I
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7.0

6.5
6.0

:'':-: ·--·-----';;..:;;';:·----15.5

1~'--7-""~~--~?---~-

5.0

l·.-·-.;:.:::..;.;-------~~;;:~···~ '::'::: -·-···--~~..:::..:;;·-·-I ::~
3,5

l-~~- ~~

.......-.~;:,:

Dec 01

2.17

3.26

4.71

1.32

2.20

3.29

· ..

--·--·--;;;---··-·~·:'~~'--'''''''I ~:~ t======~~:;~~~~~~=====~~
2.0 +----------~"""',.__------:;~---------1.5 +------------'>..~)oo.(f.-----------1.0 +---.--r--;r--'---'---.---r--;r-"--'-~----;-r--'---.--r--;--'---'---'-

..- . -·.. ·-2.06-··-···-·-2:69··..-··--·-·-··-3.94

-·~;·O2

Dec 02

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~&&~~~~

~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~

j~;o3'---"--'''-'---'''-'-''''--''-''-''''-~-'-'-

I-.. --~-:" =~.~-.- .. ~..::::;..--.....--.. -~;:;:;,..--.-.---.::: ";:;:"-,,,,,,,11
......._ .............. -_ .....-........ ...

6.5
6.0
5.5
50
4:5

':;:::::W~~~=;===========-U-l Year Treasury +
!7==-......::lh~.-_________ -o-Moreno Valley =

17
3.17
4.38
3.81
3.53
4.0
... - ............ -......... - ...... _ ..............-............_ .. _ ..........-............
... -......- 3.5
Jun 06
5.21
4.70
4.11
3.0
2.5
Dec 06
5,13
5.00
4.47
2.0
4.91
Jun07
4.82
1.5
Dec 05

~.-

1.0

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~&~~~~~

~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~

1 mo
3 mo
6 mo
1 yr
2 yr
3 yr
5 yr

1.68
1.89
2.27
2.52
2.81
3,25

1.90
2.17
2.36
2.63
2.91
3.34

(0.2200)
(0.2800)
(0.0900)
(0.1100)
(0.1000)

3,6

::~I

~

1.00

M
2.8
2.6

~

I

•. . . . ~

~'I
~

<
o
o

1'0

W

1'0

::~

"I

1.4

~:~

..",.
./'"

I

;;z-~
r

~7/31/08"
-&- 6/30/08 ,

1 mo

3 mo

6 mo

1 yr

2 yr

3 yr

5 yr

I

0.60

j

f

0.40
0.20

1
0.00
(0.40)

-...j

1'0
1'0

-

~mo

(0.20)
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Cash
Local Agency Bonds
ii:S,Treasury'Obligatfons'" .....

__ .~.X~~~s
5 years

No Limit

Noiimit·-······

$938,821
0

None
None'"
None

'if'

oo)~

N/A
5 years
5 years
..5y,ears

State of CaliforIlia. Ob~ga~()n~

5)'~~~s

No Limit

CA Local Agency Obligations

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

5 years

U.s. Agencies

5 years

No Limit

None

97,620,000

38%

5 years

Bankers Acceptances

180 days

40%

None

0

0%

180 days

Commercial Paper
Negotiable CD's

270 days
. .s'years

25%

30%

A1/P1/F1 rating
A1/.Pll:Fl rating

i,ooo,ooo

°

0%
0%

270 days
5 years

1 year

No Limit

None

0

0%

1 year

Repurchase Agreements

0
.
~

...

".

0%

Reverse' Repurchase Agreements

'92 days

20%

None

0

0%

Corporate Obligations

5 years

30%

"A" rating

53,656,000

21%

Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

0

0%

Money Market Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

0

0%

Collateralized Bank Deposits

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

5 years

20%

"AA" rating

0

0%

Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

County Pooled Investment Funds

N/A

No Limit

None

0

0%

Local Agency Investrnent Fund (LAIF)

N/A

No Limit

None

105,705,349

41%

* - AWM

"AAA" rating by 2 of

3 rating agencies

I·

= Average Weighted Maturity

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
1'0
-..,J

1'0
W

..

0%
0%
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5 years
3 years

AWM~

No Limit
No Limit

'io% .

10%
10oJ~(5ii/o per

issuer)
70% (50% per
issuer)
20% (10% per
issuer)
15%
0
20% (10% per
issuer)
NotAiiowed
30% (10% per
issuer)
15% (10% per
issuer)

None
None

"AAA'iratlng
..

"AA" rating

"AA" rating
"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"A1/P1/F1" rating
None
None

"A" rating
"AAA" rating by 2
of 3 rating agencies

15% (10% per
"AAA" rating by 2 of
issuer)
3 rating agencies
20% ($500,000 per
None
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
"AA" rating
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per Top 25% of peer
2 years
issuer)
group
20% (10% per
AAAf/S1
13 years AWM*
issuer)
None
50%
N/A
3 years AWM*
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
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BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

W~JbJ'!!r:gQ

redemption fund
redemption/prepay

rese:n,i"fund-·····
rebate fund
Wells Fam'!

Series B Revenue
Series A Principal

QILI£~

n

20350200
money market fund
20350201
money market fund
.... 20350202 ~'-m';neyrnarket-fund"
20350203

WFGoviFund'
WF GOyt Fund
'-Wji Go';fFund

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

07/31/08

OS/01/08

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

WFGovtFund

07/iJjoii
07/31/08
. 07;3i!08

08/01/08
OS/01/08

07/31/08
07/fi/ii8
07/31/08
07/31,t08

08/01/08

22333500
223335{)1

WFGovtFund
WF'Govt Fund
WFGovtFund

Serlesifreserve

'22333503 .

moneymktfu,id

22333504

money mkt fund

Serles ifiiiierest

'22333505'

moneymki-fun,'j'

'WF(;ovlFund'

Series B interest
SerlesB interest

22333506
22333508'

money mkt fund
money inki'fund . -

WFGoytFund

1997 COJ'~
12526001

Hef'"}.<!i!!g,Cit}'.J1.11
money mkt fund

Wells 1:.!lgQ

.expense fund
reserve aCcollllt

lease revenue
rebate account
Wells I'a'gq

bond fund
reserve fund
capUaJ interest fund
construction fund
\ \'ellsJargg

interest fund
construction fund
capitat Int'!restfund
cost of issuance
!yell'J'.!!gQ
revenue fund

interest account
reservE,tuner
admin expenses

WFGov(Fund
WFGovtFund

07/31/08

12526107
money rnk! fund
12526103
money mkt fund
125256100'money·mkifi.ln:d 12526104

money mkt fund

1'0
W
1'0
-...J

1'0
-l:>.

1.76°(~

1.76%

19i1;254

2,30S
19Sj54

327
540,556

327
540,556

1.76°i~

i.ooOoo

1.76%
1.76.(~·· 1:76%

],00000
1.00000

327
540,556

1.76%

1.76%

1.00000

1.76%
1.76%
1.76%
1,76%
1.76%
1.76 %
1.76%

1.76%
2.71%
1.76%
1,76%
1.76%
1.76%
1.7'6%

1.00000
1.00000
1:00000
1.00000
1.00000
1,00000
1.00000

0.441%
0.000%
1.593%
0,082%
7.061%
0.768%
0.000%

3,316,524

256,136
3
3,316,524

146,974
53
531,177
27,392
2,354,788
256,136
3
3,316,524

o
o

o
o

o
o

1.76%

1.76%

1.00000

0.000%

13,971
408,936
432
14,381
437,719

13;im
40S,936
432
]4,381
437,719

13;971.
408,936
432
14,381
437,719

1.76%
1.76%
1.76%
1.76%

1.76%
1,76%
1.76%
1,76%

1.00600
1.00000
1.00000
1,00000

0.042%
1.226%
0.001%
0.043%

555,608
3,021,967
328;065
15,024,770
lS,930,410

1.76%
1.76%
4.11%
4.11%

1.76%
1.76%
4.11%
4,11 %

1.00000
1,00000
1.00000
1.00000

H;,Y.:HI,4lU

555,608
3,021,967
328,065
15,024,770
lS,930,410

1.666%
9.061%
0.984%
45,050%
56,760%
0.000%
17,640%
4.660%
1.096%

1.018%
0,007%
0.5940/0
0,001 %
1,621 %

(lS/O:i/oJi

os}ii1;iis

08/01/0B
Oa/01jiJ8

08/01;08

146}J74
146;974
53
53
53i,177
53t;i7'i
27,392
27,392
2,354;788 . 2,354,788
256,136

'3

WF Gov! Fund
WF Govt Fund
.

WjfGoviFiifid

~

WF Govt Fund

o8j6:JjiJa
07731108
07/31/0S OS/01/0S
07/3l/0S "08';01;oS
07/31/08 08/01/0S

2005J~.15eJ.!.{:~",·~l!e,~(ln,d

la042800
IS042804

18042805

money mkt fund
money mkt fund
. investineiif agnnnt

WF Gov! Fund
WF Govt Fund
iSIS'FC (;-01i8:3.:o02

IS042806

investment agrmnt

ISISFC G·01183,003

07/31/08
07/31/08
07/31/08
07/31/08

08/01/08
08/01/0B

11,101108
11/01/08

555,608
3,021,967
328,065
15,024,770

~OO? .ra"al.!Jtl~l~l~R(·vS.!lil~· I}o]uls .::.rl£!:.L~ic,U,U IiJy

22277601
22277604
22277605
22277606

money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mkffiirici
money mkt fund

""L"mall Hefi~
20350300
revenue

20350301
2'0350303'
20350304

interest

reserve
admin expenses

~

o

339,667

2,30S
198;254

2,308

1997 Lease Revenue Bonds, Puhlic Safe!}',

WFGovtFund
WF Govt Fund
MGovtFund
WF Govt Fund

07/31/08
07/31/0S
07/31/08
07/31/08

OS/01/08
OS/01/08
08/0i,ro8
08/01/0S

105
5,883,lB4
1,554,192
365,487
7,802,967

105
5,883,184
1,554,192
365,487
7,802,967

105
5,883,184
1,554,192
365,487
7,802,967

1.76%
1,76%
1.76%
1.76%

1.76%
1.76%
1.76%
1.76%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

WF Govt Fund

07/31/08
07/31/08

08/01108
08/01/08
08/01/08
OB/01/08

1,896,732
45
351,592
74,995
2,323,363
33,351,538

1,896,732
45
351,592
74,995
2,323,363
33,351,538

1,896,732
45
351,592
74,995
2,323,363
33,351,538

1.76%
1.76%
1:76%
1.76%

1,76%
1.76%
1.76%
].76%

uioiioo

5.687"1.,

1,00000
1,00000
1,00000

0,000%
i.05'·(.
0.225%
6.966%
100.000%

20;9!l8~(f5B 2'0,90S,058
. 2,980,294" 2,980;294
1,490,444
1,490,444

20,908,058
2,980,294
1,490,444

WF Govt Fund
- WFGovtFund
WF Goyl Fund

07j31/08
07/31/08

Totals

<
o

33ij~667 "j39;667

CfD # 5

Series A interest

l:Y,dls.torgQ
delivery cost fund

07i3ijilS ,. 08[011(18
07/31/08 08/01/08
'07Jj1,iiis..... OS}Oijiis

1
2'
3

"
5
6

n.1fi
Construction Funds
Piiitcipar &. Interesf A&6iifitS '
Debt Service Reserve Funds
.. CustodY-Accounts'
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
.- OUier A&ifiirits'
Total Fiscal Agent Funds
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- o·

'0'

14,708
7,958,034
33,351,538

]4,708
7,958,034
33,351,538

0'

14,708
7,958,034
33,351,53S
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Cash in Financial Institutions

·Stiite"oTCilHfomia'i:AIP·Pool··"···
Highmark U.s. Government Money Market

GenerafElectr.fcCapftaTServfces . . ... .

0

MBIA

°

WeitsFargo·· Government Fund

17,998/703
15,352,835
1,000,000
38,000,000
i6~00O,ooo
18,000,000
14,620,000
1,000,000
6,660,'000
1,000,000
2,O()O;OOO
2,000,000

ISIS Funding Corp

FederaCAgrlcuItUreMortgage Corp
Federal Home Loan Bank

Federal-Home· Loan Mortgage corp
Federal Farm Credit Bank
Federal National Mortgage Assoc.
Abbott Labs

American Genera(Finance
American Express

Bank One Corp . . ..
Bear Stearns Co

Berkshire'Hathaway·'

...

2~90'6)jO()

2,250,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
7,000,()()0
3,000,000
0
6,500,000
1,000,000
4,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
2;OO(),OOO
2,000,000

Citigroup

CIT Group

Credit Suisse USA
General ElectrlcCapital
Goldman Sachs

Home Depot

Household Finance

JP Morgan Chase
Lehman Bros
Marshall & Ilsley Bank
MBNA

Merrill Lynch
Morgan Stanley
SuntrustBank
unilever Corp

i,o()o):mo

Wachovia Corp

1,000,000
1,000;000
3,000,000

~

WashhlgtonMuiUal Bank

i,606~()0()

o

World Savings Bank
Treas'ury Notes

Wcif. Mart··

<
o
1'0
W
1'0

1,000,000
0
$292,271,708

Us

Total

-...J

1'0
01
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0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

15.00%

6~j6o/~

NA

5.25%
0..34%·
13.00%

NA
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50:00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10:00%
10.00%
10.()0%
10.00%
10.60%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00"10
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%

NA
NA

'8:90%
6.16%
5.0()%
0.34%
2.05%
0.34%

O.6S%
0.68%
0.99%
0.77%
O.34°/~
0.34%
2.40%
1.03%
0.00%
2.22%
0.34%
1.37%
0.34%
0.34%

6.6s %

..

0.68%
0.34%
0.34%

6.34 0/0

1.03%
0.34%
0.34%
0.00%
100.00%

lo.0()Oio
10.00%
10.00%
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MEMORANDUM
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0
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To:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk

From:

Bonnie Flickinger, Council Member

Date:

August 29,2008

Subject:

PA08-0068 Conditional Use Permit

Applicant:

Omnipoint Communications, Inc.

Owner:

City of Moreno Valley

.>(

Representative: Trillium Consulting
Location:

Southwest corner of John F. Kennedy Drive and Indian Street.

Proposal:

Conditional Use Permit (PA08-0068) to allow the installation, operation
and maintenance of an unmanned wireless telecommunications facility.
The facility will consist of a new equipment enclosure large enough to .
contain all ground related equipment for two separate carriers
approximately 12' x 36', and new cellular antenna to be mounted on a new
baseball field light standard. The new light standard is replacing an
existing light standard of the same height engineered to carry the
additional load.

The Planning Commission approved this item on August 28, 2008.
In consideration of the importance of the issues, it would be in the best interest of the
City that the proposed project be considered and decided by the City Council.
Therefore, pursuant to the Municipal Code, I hereby assume jurisdiction over this matter
for the City Council.
Please advise when this item will be agendized for City Council consideration.
cam
c:

Mayor and Council Members
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Robert Herrick, City Attorney
Kyle Kollar, COD Director
John Te re II , Planning Official

l\zurichlsharedlCityCouncillFlickingerlCorrespondencel2008 Correspondencel01memo PA08·0068 Assuming Jurisdiction.DOC
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MEMORANDUM
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To:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk

From:

Bonnie Flickinger, Council Member

Date:

August 29,2008

Subject:

PA08-0069 Conditional Use Permi

Applicant:

Royal Street Communications

Owner:

City of Moreno Valley

Representative: Core Communications
Location:

Southwest corner of John F. Kennedy Drive and Indian Street.

Proposal:

Conditional Use Permit (PA08-0069) to allow the installation, operation
and maintenance of an unmanned wireless telecomm facility.· The facility
will consist of a new equipment enclosure large enough to contain all
ground related equipment for two separate telecomm carriers
approximately 12' x 36', and new cellular antenna to be mounted on a new
baseball field light standard. The new light standard is replacing an
existing light standard of the same height engineered to carry the
additional antenna load.

The Planning Commission approved this item on August 28,2008.
In consideration of the importance of the issues, it would be in the best interest of the
City that the proposed project be considered and decided by the City Council.
Therefore, pursuant to the Municipal Code, I hereby assume jurisdiction over this matter
for the City Council.
Please advise when this item will be agendized for City Council consideration.
cam
c:

Mayor and Council Members
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Robert Herrick, City Attorney
Kyle Kollar, COD Director
John Terell, Planning Official

l\zurichlsharedlCityCouncillFlickingerlCorrespondencel2008 Correspondencel02memo PA08-0069 Assuming Jurisdiction.DOC
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MEMORANDUM
To:

William H. Batey II, Mayor & Council Members

From:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk, CMC

Date:

August 28, 2008

Subject:

Rebuttal to Argument Supporting Measure P

c:

Bob Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartman, Deputy City Manager

Please find enclosed a copy of the Rebuttal to Argument Supporting Measure P as
provided by §9285 of the California Elections Code.
Should you have any questions or comments, please give our office a call.

/jh
Enclosure

MV00232729

REBUTTAL BALLOT ARGUMENT AGAINST MEASURE P
THURSDAY, AUGUST 28,2008
Utility Taxes (UUT) are regressive taxes because they fall on life's necessities such as water, cooling, heating,
'lights, communication, etc.).
,TheUUT:
Adopted in 1991 a temporary tax with a 3-year sunset clause.
Special Election June 1996 to make tax permanent, Voters voted NO.
The utility tax was voted into law November 1996 after the City Council put it back onto the ballot this
time with additional items to be taxed: cell phones, wireless pay television.
UUT revenues the city collects have grown over 1000/0 since the 1991 inception.
The Council can £!!! this tax any time with NO ballot measure.
Under Proposition 218, Right to Vote on Taxes Act, a ballot measure is necessary for tax increases. Measure
P is a tax increase on previously untaxed telecommunication services.
Our Council has budgeted up to $90,000 of our tax money to convince us to raise our taxes.
With fewer jobs being created, home foreclosures, mounting bills, higher gas prices, higher health care costs,
climbing food costs, raising utility costs, residents falling behind on paying utilities, and skyrocketing debt,
Moreno Valley taxpaying families need less taxation not more.
TO PREVENT A TAX INCREASE, VOTE NO ON MEASURE P.

MV00232730

STATEMENT BY PROPONENTS/AUTHORS OF ARGUMENTS
(Section 9600 of the Elections Code requires that all arguments concerning measures shall be accompanied
by the following form statement, to be signed by each proponent and by each author, if different, of the
argument).

\

The undersigned proponent(s) or author(s) of the _-.:....Kt.,:..Bb;;:;;.....;..;;;":u;::;;",,::,,m.:..;:....;::.,.:.l_

7?

_ _-.l~'--___

atthe

(PRIMARY O~:;BUTTAL)
f l

argument'_~---#-'l~~'-£....C;,.u...L-

-I--V--IJ~4~./·.h~) _ _ _ knOwiedge and belief.

hereby state that such argument is true and correct to the best of _ _ _

~~.

PROPONENT'S/AUTHOR'S NAME:

SIGNATURE:

3.
PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAl)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

DATE

4.

DATE

5.

ADDRES$ ,

(PHONE)

DATE
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To:

Rick Hartmann

From:

Mark W. Sambito, P.E.

Cc:

Chris A. Vogt, P.E.

r-1
-0

0

Joanna Dorham
Date:

August 28, 2008

Subject:

Resident Complaint Field Investigation Summary (Descanso Drive)
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On August 27, 2008, at 9:00 a.m., Joanna Dorham and I met with Maribel Arellano and her
neighbor Joann Bisignani at 23560 Descanso Drive in response to the letter Mrs. Arellano wrote
to the City Manager regarding concerns about possible groundwater problems. Although Mrs.
Arellano wrote the letter, she herself does not have a problem at her residence.
Mrs. Bisignani told us a history of problems with excess water in her back yard dating back to
2005. She is the original owner of the property, and indicated that the developer, Empire Homes
built the tract, constructed the 4-foot high gravity wall and installed the irrigation on the slope.
Apparently, there has been a problem with excessive water starting about one year after they
moved into the home. In that time, Mrs. Bisignani noticed water ponding at each end of the wall
and a foul smell from what she described as stagnated water. She hired a landscape contractor to
install "burrito drains" in the problem areas and tie them into the drainage lines leading to the
front yard curb. When this failed to capture all the water, she then had the contractor install a
sump pump. Mrs. Bisignani believes that there is a natural spring in her back yard and that there
is not a leak in her irrigation system.
Mrs. Bisignani invited us into her back yard to show us the problem and how she has attempted
to deal with all the water. The following are the facts as we observed them during our visit:
• The 4-foot high gravity wall was moist due to water seeping through from the back. The
wall showed moisture from the top to bottom in some spots.
• The ground immediately adjacent to the wall was firm and did not show signs of
excessive moisture.
• The slope behind the wall was very tall, about twenty to thirty feet in height. The slope
was irrigated and planted with Red Apple ice plant, which appeared thick and wellestablished.
• The soil on the slope from top to bottom was moist, but not saturated.
• Per Mrs. Bisignani, the slope is irrigated for three (3) minutes every day starting at 5:00
a.m., and is operated by an irrigation controller.
• Visual observation of the slope, wall and yard area of the two properties on either side of
the Bisgnani lot did not reveal any signs of excessive moisture
• One of the irrigation valves was noted to be leaking during our visit. Mrs. Bisignani
tightened the handle to reduce/stop the flow. I advised her to clean the valve as a rock
may have lodged in the diaphram allowing water to leak past or to replace it entirely.

MV00232732
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i ,

Memo on Descanso Drive Water Concern
August 28, 2007
Page 2
•

•

With all sources of water in the home turned off, it was observed that her water meter
was still moving a significant amount (I estimated at a rate of about 15-20 gallons per
hour). She was advised to read the meter at the start and end of a one-hour period to
determine how much water was passing in a one-hour period.
A neighbor two houses to the east come over and told us that he hit ground water while
digging his pool.

Conclusion:
Based on the facts as we observed them, LD staff is of the opinion that either there is a leak in
the irrigation system or the homeowner is over-watering. A natural spring would affect more
than just the single lot. I recommended that Mrs. Bisignani contact a registered ge'ologist to
determine the source of the water and to suggest a solution. She was also advised to contact
EMWD to evaluate the possibility of a leak. She indicated that she has a copy of the hydrology
report for the tract and has hired a contractor who works for the HOA to further evaluate the
problem. I told Mrs. Bisignani that this appeared to be a civil issue and the City was not going to
be able to spend resources trying to determine the source of the water.
Photos taken during our investigation are available at your request. If there are questions or
comments regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me to discuss them further.

C:\Documents and Settings\cindym\Local Settings\Temporary Internet Files\OLKAA\2008-08-28 Memo on Water Leak.doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

City Clerk's Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Richard A. Stewart, Council Member

From:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk, CMC

Date:

August 19, 2008

Subject:

Argument Opposing - Measure P

c:

Bob Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartman, Deputy City Manager

Please find enclosed a copy of the Argument Opposing Measure P. As provided by §9285
of the California Elections Code, the last day for authors of primary arguments to file rebuttals to
arguments with the City Clerk is August 28, 2008. Rebuttals are limited to 250 words.
Should you have any questions or comments, please give our office a call.

/jh
Enclosure

MV00232735

PRIMARY BALLOT ARGUMENT AGAINST MEASURE P
MONDAY, AUGUST 18, 2008

n8 AHc \ 8 PH 4: 56
Measure P is misleading to Moreno Valley Taxpayers. If the Utility Uset s'r~ was only being reduced a ballot
measure is unnecessary. The City Council wants to impose the UUT on heretofore-untaxed telecommunication
services. Because Proposition 218 says no government may increase any general tax unless that tax is submitted
to the voters and approved by a majority vote, Moreno Valley must put this measure on the ballot.
With the economic difficulties faced by families, at the very least, there should have been more than a token cut
in this regressive tax. Using the carrot and stick method on we taxpayers is disingenuous and to disguise a tax
increase on heretofore untaxed services.
The Utility User's Tax is a general tax and goes directly into Moreno Valley's General Fund. In 2006 the UUT
collected $13,812,000 and in 2007 $15,463,000 was collected (City CAFR 2007). This City Council could
have, without spending for a ballot measure, cut the UUT at any time during these past few years of
unprecedented revenue growth, but they didn't.
Moreno Valley, like the rest of California governments is now in a revenue downturn. Unfortunately, the
taxpayers and families of our City are also experiencing an economic squeeze: stagnant wages, fewer jobs,
higher food prices, declining home values, higher gas prices, and higher utility rates.
Let's bring fiscal sanity to our local government, VOTE NO ON MEASURE P.
Real tax reduction to reduce the tax burdens on our families and businesses is the way to bring economic
growth and Measure P is not that.
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STATEMENT BY PROPONENTS/AUTHORS OF ARGUMENTS
(Section 9600 of the Elections Code requires that all arguments concerning measures shall be accompanied
by the following form statement, to be signed by each proponent and by each author, if different, of the
argument).
The undersigned proponent(s) or author(s) of the
ballot measure

IMA

T

OR REB

at the

(J,

ETJfR)

for the

~(( an-

mcff6~K~

/)

Af)(2t~
07eas 12 re..
argument

AL)

I) T

(IN F

(TITLE OF ELiTION)

Y

to be held on

(DIST ICT OR JURISDICTION)

hereby state that such argument is true and correct to the best of _ _

II. 4

OR 0

_GAIN

/D K
(DATE)

----I,,6--=M/l-'·~7/'l)<G:---+__ knOWledge and belief.
(HI~

SIGNATURE:

PROPONENT'S/AUTHOR'S NAME:

1.

2.
PRINTED NAME; (TITLE OPTIONAL)

0

;9tuPlL..42f? M,oj
ADORES

GNATUR

;OOcPQ Q?e-.?\
I

(PHONE)

h~/f;--o8
DATE

3.

4.
PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURf:

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

DATE

5.

DATE
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STATEMENT BY PROPONENTS/AUTHORS OF ARGUMENTS
(Section 9600 of the Elections Code requires that all arguments concerning measures shall be accompanied
by the following form statement, to be signed by each proponent and by each author, if different, of the
argument).
argument _ _~_ _ _ _ __

The undersigned proponent(s) or author(s) of the
(PRIMARY OR REBUTTAL)

ballot measure

--- - - - at the
(LETTER)

(IN FAVOR OR AGAINST)

(TITLE OF ELECTION)

-=-:=______

for the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to be held on _ _ _ _ _ _
(DISTRICT OR JURISDICTION)

(DATE)

hereby state that such argument is true and correct to the best of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ knowledge and belief.
(HIS/HERITHEIR)

PROPONENT'S/AUTHOR'S NAME:

SIGNATURE:

1.
PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

PRINTED NAME (TITLE OPTIONAL)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

(PHONE)

DATE

2.

DATE

3.

DATE

4.

DATE

5.

DATE
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9283.

DIVISION 9. MEASURES SUBMITTED TO THE VOTERS

9283. Argument not accepted without names.
A ballot argument may not be accepted under this article unless accompanied by the printed name and signature or printed names and signatures
of the author or authors submitting it, or, if submitted on behalf of an organization, the name of the organization and the printed name and signature of at
least one of its principal officers who is the author of the argument.
No more th~s shall appear with any argument submitted
under this article. In case any argument is signed by more than five authors,
the signatures of the first five shall be printed.
(Amended by Stats. 2004, c. 785, §2.)

)

9285. Rebuttal arguments.
(a) (1) When an elections official receives an argument relating to a city
measure that will be printed in the ballot pamphlet, the elections official shall
send a copy of an argument in favor of the proposition to the authors of any
argument against the measure and a copy of an argument against the measure to the authors of any argument in favor of the measure immediately
upon receiving the arguments.
,
(2) The author or a majority of the authors of an argument relating to
a city measure may prepare and submit a rebuttal argument or may authorize in writing any other person or persons to prepare, submit, or sign the
rebuttal argument.
(3) No rebuttal argument may exceed 250 words.
(4) A rebuttal argument relating to a city measure shall be filed
with the elections official no later than 10 days after the final filing date for
primary arguments.
(5) A rebuttal argument relating to a city measure may not be
signed by more than five persons and shall be printed in the same manner as
a direct argument and shall immediately follow the direct argument which it
seeks to rebut.
(b) Subdivision (a) applies only if, notiater than the day on which the legislative body calls an election, the legislative body adopts its provisions by
majority vote, in which case subdivision (a) applies at the next ensuing
municipal election and at each municipal election thereafter, unless later
repealed by the legislative body in accordance with the procedures of this
subdivision.
(Amended by Stats. 2006, c. 508, §5.)
9286. Final date for arguments.
(a) Based on the time reasonably necessary to prepare and print the arguments arid sample ballots and to permit the lO-calendar-day public examination as provided in Article 6 (commencing with Section 9295) for the
particular election, the ci elections official shall fix a date 14 da s from
no arguments for or against
calling of the election as a ea line, after w
any city measure may be submitted for printing and distribution to the voters, as provided in this article. Arguments may be changed or withdrawn by
their proponents until and including the date fixed by the city elections official during the normal business hours of the elections official's office, as
posted.
(b) This section is not applicable when the election is consolidated with
another election pursuant to Part 3 (commencing with Section 10400) of Divi-

2008

268
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SPECIAL MUNICIPAL MEASURE ELECTION
NOVEMBER 4, 2008
(E.C. §§ 9200 et seq., 10002, 10400 et seq.)

IMPARTIAL ANALYSIS OF MEASURE (E.e. § 9280)

August 18
(78)

City Attorney!
City Clerk

The governing body may direct the City Clerk to transmit a copy of the
measure to the City Attorney. Suggested date for City Attorney to prepare
and submit analysis of measure showing the effect it will have on the
existing law, etc., if so directed by the governing body. The analysis shall
be printed in the ballot pamphlet preceding the arguments. The impartial
analysis shall not exceed 500 words. In the event the entire text of the
measure is not printed on the ballot or in the voter information portion of the
sample ballot, there shall be immediately· below the impartial analysis a
statement notifying voters that they may obtain a copy of the ordinance or
measure by calling the City Clerk's office and requesting one.

PUBLIC eXAM PERIOD (E. e. § 9295)
There will be a 10 day exam period from August 19 thru August 28.
LAST DA Y TO FILE ARGUMENTS (E. C. §§ 9282, 9283, 9286)
•

August 18
(78)

Proponents!
Opponents!
City Clerk

Last day to file arguments with the City Clerk regarding any measure to be
on the ballot. Arguments shall not exceed 300 words and shall be
accompanied .by a Statement of Authors form. No more than five authors
may sign the statement. City Clerk to forward a file copy of the arguments
to the Registrar of Voters.

:. PUBLIC EXAM PERIOD (E. C. § 9295)
There will be a 10 day exam period from August 19 thru August 28.
LAST DA Y TO FILE REBUTTALS TO ARGUMENTS (E. C. § 9285)
Last day for authors of primary arguments to file rebuttals to arguments with
the City Clerk. Rebuttals are limited to 250 words.
August 28
(68)

Proponents I
Opponents!
City Clerk

NOTE: Rebuttals only apply when the legislative body has adopted
provisions pursuant to E.C. § 9285.

•

Sept. 9
(56)

Registrar of
Voters

PUBLIC EXAM PERIOD (E. e. § 9295)
There will be a 10 day exam period from August 29 thru September
7.

ORDER PRINTING OF ELECTION MATeRIAL (E. e. § 9295)
Suggested date to prepare copy for printer and order ballots.

MV00232740
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Office Of The City Attorney
Ext. 3036 - Fax 3034
Robert D. Herrick, City Attorney
Robert L. Hansen, Assistant City Attorney
Suzanne M. Bryant, Deputy City Attorney
Paul J. Early, Deputy City Attorney

bobh@moval.org
bobha@moval.org
suzanneb@movalQUi
paule@moval.org CO

August 18, 2008

FROM:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk
Robert D. Herrick, City Attorney

RE:

Impartial Analysis of Measure P

TO:

:r.a
C

GJ

Pursuant to California Elections Code Section 9280 the following constitutes the City Attorney's
Impartial Analysis of Measure P:

IMPARTIAL ANALYSIS OF MEASURE P

LEGAL IMPACT

Background. The City has imposed a Utility Users Tax ("UUT") since 1991, The voters
approved the UUT at a maximum rate of 6% in November of 1996, There are cross-references
in the existing UUT to certain federal laws, Because of recent changes in those federal laws,
some cellular telephone companies are challenging in court similar UUT ordinances in other
cities. They claim that these federal changes should, in effect, remove the local UUT on most
telephone calls. Also, new technologies for telephone and video services are evolving. These
technologies didn't exist at the time the UUT was adopted and therefore were not included in
the existing ordinance. As users move to the new technology, UUT revenue from
telecommunications and video services will decline. Users who cannot, or do not choose to use
the new technology will be taxed while others receiving the same service through newer
technology will not.

Effect. In substance, Measure P would do the following:
•

replace the existing telephone and video provisions of the UUT with new ones
that would not be affected by changes in federal law and would apply equally
to all telecommunication and video services regardless of the technology used.

MV00232741

Impartial Analysis of Measure P

•

2

reduce the maximum rate of the tax from 6% to 5.75% on all taxed utility
services (water, gas, electricity, telephone, cellular telephone, sewer, cable
television and wireless pay television).

•

clarify the City's UUT collection and appeals procedures.

•

require annual outside expert audits to assure that the UUT has been properly
collected and accounted for.

The existing exemption for low income residents would continue. Like the existing tax,
the new tax would be a general tax, with all proceeds deposited into the City's General
Fund. It requires a simple majority vote to pass.

A "YES" vote is a vote to adopt the new UUT ordinance to rep/ace the existing UUT.
A "NO" vote is a vote to reject the new UUT ordinance and keep the existing UUT.

FISCAL IMPACT

The legal and technology issues could reduce the City's projected General Fund revenues by as
much as $5 Million per year. The General Fund pays for most of the City's police, fire, animal
control, public works, community and economic development, financial and administrative
services, and some library and parks and recreation services. Some or all of these services
could be affected by the lost revenue. Measure P would prevent the loss of those revenues.
Measure P's decrease in the tax rate from 6% to 5.75% is designed to offset any increase in tax
revenue from recapturing the revenue already lost because of new technologies that are not
currently taxed. It is projected to result in a decrease of approximately $170,000 in total UUT
revenue to the City in the first year.

Respectfully submitted,

~t!~
Robert D. Herrick
City Attorney
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Office of the Mayor
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552~0805

1NWW. moreno-valley ca. us

Ms. Kristy Underwood, Executive Officer
Board of Barbering and Cosmetology
Department of Consumer Affairs
PO Box 944226
Sacramento, CA 94244-2260
Subject:

Second Request from the City of Moreno Valley for the Retraction of Your
Inaccurate Statements to the Media

Dear Ms. Underwood:
This is the City of Moreno Valley's second request for a retraction of your false statements to the media
concerning the joint Barbershop Compliance Check operation conducted in our community on April 2 and
April 15, 2008. As you know from previous verbal and electronic mail communications with the City, we
have requested a fonnal, written retraction of your comments as quoted in the May 22, 2008 edition of The
Black Voice News (article attached). For the benefit of those copied on this letter, we offer the following
background infonnation:
• On January 2, 2008, City of Moreno Valley Code and Neighborhood Services staff contacted you via email inquiring if the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology (BBC) had officials that conduct "field
enforcement." We specifically noted that our Code Enforcement Unit and Police Department were planning
to conduct a citywide check of barber shops for "business license and other reported illegal activities." Your
response to that inquiry included both the confinnation that salon inspections are conducted by BBC
inspectors as well as an offer to help. A copy of this e-mail stream is attached.
• The e-mail communication from January 2 also included City staffs statement that some of the barber
shops that would be inspected "have become gathering places for people participating in other types of
criminal activities so there will be several Police Officers present as well as Code Compliance Officers."
Your response to this infonnation was "We can absolutely help out."
• The nature of the problems and issues, including criminal activity, related to some of the barber shops
selected for inspection were also clearly discussed with BBC Supervising Inspector Joe Brown prior to the
commencement of this joint operation. The selection of several businesses to be inspected because of
previously identified criminal activity was clearly articulated by Moreno Valley Police Department Corporal
Robert Duckett who spoke directly with Inspector Brown prior to the inspections. This infonnation was
reiterated for safety purposes during a briefing attended by Inspector Brown and two other BBC inspectors
prior to the April 2 inspections.
At issue are your comments published in The Black Voice News that "We (BBC) were not told police were
looking for criminal activity." You further stated that:
"The very first question that my supervising inspector asked Moreno Valley police was, 'is there
criminal activity involved'? They said 'no'. We were told this was an operation targeting unlicensed
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Ms. Kristy Underwood
June 9, 2008
Page 2
actIvIty. That's the only reason I agreed to do this. If anyone cautioned us that there could have been
any type of drug activity or any type of criminal activity I would not have approved it."
In your June 2, 2008, phone conversation with Chief of Police Rick Hall, you confirmed that the above
statements attributed to you in the article were accurately reported. As documented in the attached e-mails,
as well as in conversations with City staff, these statements to the newspaper were clearly false. Your
motives for providing inaccurate information remain unknown to us; however, their effect has been the
inference by the media that the Moreno Valley Police Department was untruthful and misled State officials.
Again, the City is requesting a formal, written retraction of your statements to The Black Voice News,
including the acknowledgement that your statements were inaccurate and the request that they be corrected.
We also suggest that Corporal Duckett receive an apology as well since your inaccurate comments to the
media have indirectly called his character into question.
I

The intent of the joint Barbershop Compliance Check operation was the enforcement of violations found by
officers from BBC and the City's Code Division. The Moreno Valley Police Department Special
Enforcement Team Officers participated to ensure the safety of the Inspectors and Code Officers and to
address any criminal activity found during the operation. During the two days that this operation was
conducted, sixteen businesses were inspected resulting in the following:
• 133 BCC business violations issued totaling $22,100 in fines;
• 31 BCC individual violations issued totaling $4,200 in fines;
• 20 City Code Compliance citations issued for lack of valid business licenses;
• 7 separate Police actions including 3 misdemeanor arrest warrants served, one felony arrest, and the
recovery of one handgun.

As indicated by these figures, the joint Barbershop Compliance Check operation resulted in the effective
identification of violations and the enforcement of State and City law. Our final request of you in this matter
is that you commit to providing BBC assistance in any future similar activities as we work together to ensure
the health and safety of our residents.
Sincerely,

4~
William H. Batey II
Mayor

Chief of Police

Attachments
cc:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Honorable Paul Cook
Honorable Bill Emmerson

Robert O. Gutierrez, City Manager
Honorable Jim Battin
Honorable John Benoit

Carrie Lopez, Director, CA Department of Consumer Affairs
Members of the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology
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MORENO VALLEY
By Chris Levfster

The EXecutive Director of the California Board

not toldf'.-10renoVafleypolice 'fiBre
to 8(COmpaPiY them during a two-day

acthi1ty 'Nhen they aSK¥2d
saions last

first qt:lestlon that my supervislng
involved'? -rt1ey s a l d \ N o s an operatIon
activity. That's the only reason I agreed to do
If anyone
cautfon€d us that there
been any t'fpeof drug acthJlty ofarh)tttpe of crHnlnai actlvlty I ltvould .not have
in

)1

on Interview from Sacramento.

BDri)f3ring

not have aHowed state regUlators to
a two~day inspection of barber and beauty sal.oll$ had
vras a
activity.
Authorities searched 16busfnesses on April 2 and 15 that
In more than
totaling thousands of do!!.ars infine$, Five of thE:: six barbershops If)spected ,tXprH2 are
Tvvo people wcre ar-rested! a custorner on suspicion of carrying a concealed handgun anclil
of assault with q dea,j!y weapon, and 130 grams of rn2rljuana was
\/aHey barbers targeted in the April 2
charge
de!1berate!y used
as a cover to raid Black owned barbershops, intirnidate customers and
shop searches vvitilout a warrant
llWhat occurred in my busihess was not an operation intent on flnding unlicensed activity/' said

Kevon Gordon! the O'll/fIer of Hair Shack. He sarci 12 officers including five police offiCers \tvearlng
body armor' charged into his business without probable cause.
Gordan says authorIties searched drawers and cabinets, even under piUows and cushions. 'They
inspected a box of crackers lying on one of the counters. The business ilcenses are hanging on the
vvall/' Gordon said adding he believes the inspections violated the Fourth Amendment guarantee

against illegal searches,
Continued on next p,age
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Bla·
"How do you expl;jln sending 12 p8,QPle tocondutt a L?uSiheSs Hcense/heaith ~r!ds~fely i~5pedi6h

in

a small 3 room 7UO square foot bu;;ine,$sE;:stabHshrnent? How do you explain 5 peace off!\:8rs wearing
buBetproof vests;, asking customers If they haveoutstandjng warrants? Help me make some sense of'
Itspret!y dear this Vifas not a seardl for'unHc-ensed actMty'/' said GorciatL
Gordon was
more than 50 Black barbers and halrstyl1sts v'iha rnet In!ate April to protest the
sweeps, Many of them believe tnatthe April 15 Inspections vvere a cover for the April 2 sweeps which

the AprH 2 raid bee'ame publiCi theytr!ed to make tt seem !ike bUSiness as\)swrJV 1 saId FadeS
Unlimited barber Ray!3arnes. The lYlaymcamE;
a staterner)t sayIng
was not d raid', It's the third time thitit police

have yi!~t

arrest anyone

finGi apy

visited Fades Unlimltedfn bK1epast year;
I said Barnes.

Workers from three of the bx)sinesses targeted April 15 s.aid they were shocked. La $ee.state
lNereof them including one poHce off1c~;r!!l sa1d Rina
regulators accompanied by police.
11usband
Beautv & Hall Dt:519n. Bhe said
'vvho along

spent

15 minutes in the shop.

was an inspection
vvas pretty upset about
said Antonrl, Rlna says
\,\1135 cited and
[t

at our business
told me police appeareD to be looking
for improper ~8be!!ng on
contrast l18J'bers targeted in t!'le April 2 sl/lieep

Fades' barber Quinqt Brown salel hf~ ,"vas
by an offiCer who said he had an outstanding

if

questioned clJ:srorm::(s and ran
in the back seat of a ponce car f'or H) minutes
He saJd he later IHent to court, \l\,Ihere

offIclats couid not find any record of a vvarrant.
i

"I object to the pOlice officers behavlor not the. inspections/' said Barnes.
"If we \Nere under the impression that these

SWiee't}S

WOUld Involve a search for any type of H1er±1qi

activlty or involve customer questioning/ I 'vvould not haVe aHowedour inspec.tors to go into those
Si10PS regardless of vvhetl1er there vvas
activity or not there is a risk to our Inspectors We
go. Such requests woufd be turned over to 5\Vorn state officers" sqld Underwood adding she
potential (limindi activity.
plans to look into why the crgency was not told
PoHo::: have disputed the barber's cli'lims! saying orf1G~i$ "vere there lllerely to provide security and to
handle any crirninai Issues, Underv!00d said she was told pollce and city coeje decided to Inspect bair
and beauty shops dtywide 'purely for the purpoSf:.; of addressing unlicensed activity'. "They asked us
to partiCipate. I gave the final approval based upon what they told us,"

Ponce and cIty offiCials defende(i the operation

say~nglJle

f)usinesses \;veren't targeted by race.

Mayor Bill Batley, ly1.oreno VaHey's only Black councilmal\ iss:Jed a statement a day after the April
sweep,

Continued on next page
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"The fact is the .city regularly lnspects aH ty'iJes of business operations from street vendors to small
mom and pOpl shops to larger major businesses/lIhe said. HThe g08115 to·eoc?ure:that all b~j5jnesses
tn Moreno VaHey are opetatrng lawfli!!Y and"comp!yrng \Nith pubHc health ancfsafety codes."

I

Rick Hail, WtiO heads thePoHce: Department, s8fd offICIals chose the businesS for in5pett!On on the

baSis of complaints! allegations of drug sales" gang activity and their proximity to one another.
declined to go into futtner detail l saying the complaints could tIe rnvestlgated furth\:tL
Pending an inqUIry, Underwood stopped shQrt

a~cusing

the: r,1on;3nO VaHey PoH~e Departrnt;'nt's

Sp!~cia!

Enforcement Team and City Code, Complianteofficers of deUberately mish3adlng the ,a:genty,
Sh0.:said tactlcs 8Heged!y used during the svveepsare in stark contrast to the Board of
.and
Cosmeto~ogy!s

philosophy of 'user friendly' licensee cornpiiance,

go into these shops to iook for

prof0;ssionaHy, Our goal is to educate and r.)eip
galncompliance, \bJe want to help
and keep tllelr shops in the proper sanitary <::ondit:Jon. OUr aim 1$ not punitive rather to kel;p these

open not shut thern down, Our p'hHo50phy is not to nave people feellng they have

cover when an lnSpEKtor walks in unannounced/

run

she saId.

Several barbers say thes'weecps hav~~ hurt their
8re currently vvefglllng
2Ktibn.
a representative from
Arnerlc2i'n OvHUberties Union (ACl-U) confirmed that the
/~ngele$
is "lOOking
the
. They
offer de:taHs ~
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AnthQny-Heisterbt;lrg
Kristy-Underw6Od@dca.c~,Qov
Wednesday, January 02,20083:21 PM
Anthony Helsterberg

From:
Scmt:

To:
Subject:

RE: Field Officers for Enforcement

Tony r We can absolutely help Ollt. ,Joe BrQI'Jn is our 8uperv:iBor for the southern an';2,.
can" be reactl(:d at 916-575-7106.
You can contact him with the details and to make
arra.ngefl\e:pts.

Joe

Thanks

Kristy Undeyv/ood, Executive Officer
Califot;:nJa Board of Bar'bering and Cosmetology 2420 Del Paso R.oad, Suite 100 Sacramet'l'to, CIA
$5834

"fi,.nthony
He.isterberg "
<anthonyh@rnova.l.o
rg>

To

co
01/02/2008 02:51
PH'

Snbj-ect
RE: Field Officers for Enforcement

Kristy, thank you fo.r the quick r·esponse. We are looking to do a svieep of barber shops in
the city :for business license violat.ions in the near fut,ure . OUT experi.ence in doing these
in the past is that 'de usually enC0tlnter people providing services i.n the shops that:
cannot produce a State License or claim t.O be 'f apprentices ". It would be very help:Li.JI if
'eie had a State Inspector. along to verify the leSl1:1.ity of the people working in t.be shops.
Some of the shops have become gathering places fOl people pal.-ticipa.tirtg in oLher types of
cd,minal activities so the!'.re ..dll be several Police Officers present as 'r;ell as Code
Con-:pliance Officers.
Pleaf;C let: me know if a State Inspector 'Iiould be able to p$xticipate in this tYPe of
operation and if so when they would be available.
Tha.flXS Tony

-----Ori9ina1 Message----From: Kristy~UnderwO(xl@)clca. ca. gov [mai lto: Kristy Underwcod@cica. COl _gov1
Sent, Nednesday, January 02. 2008 11:18 At"'l
.~
To: Anthony Heisterberg
Subject: Fw: Field Officers for Enforcement
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Anthpny Hei~~erberg
From:

Kristy~ Undt;irwpod@9ca.CElcf,l0v

Sent:
To:

Wednesday, January 02,200811 :16 AM
Anthony Hoisisrberg
Fw: Field Officers for Enforcement

Subject:

Hi 'rany r

Yes our Board has inspectors througho'ut Ca.lifornia that con,duct inspections of salons
F~"
have worked '>J)xh other age:nd.es in the P0,St:, it usually depenDs on tlle SiCl).ations. Let me
>

}~,",n.oVl

how we can help ~
f'o1:v:arded by l1arcem, t'lel1i.ga/BCPjDOINot,eo on OJ/02./2008 11; 01 ru'1

"Anthony
Heisterherg"
<:anthonyh@moval.
org>

10:
<barbercoemo@dca.ca.90v~
cc:
Subject: Field Officers for Enforcement

01/02/2008 10:00
.A.t'\<j

An? there Officials trom your agency that. do field enfOrcement? The City Of Horeno
CC''':~v'"
1;3!"CP D·.!v"-j<;:"'·lon
and
D"")1"i:("~
~"""'p ")iann'~ng
t"o do "
"l ,CJ'
",u"., Com
~ ". p ;"" ,"~'
~," .•'"' .. ,
, Morer(l
> '~ .."~_ "Ha'l(1't:
~
"...".1,.'·
..... ~'" D-:.pa-"""-""-,",6.-t"
,t. : LL""_,, .. ,,q,,::.
L--"
,.J, . . . . . " ; ' : '
':
checy. or ca ,[J)er shops for bU5ltleSS J.lc(;;n5Q a.nd other reportec 1. -,legal a c t l Vl t lei::. 1,:l: you

do

n.8V(?

enfcn:Cer~K:-nt

offictals, do they do (yperation.G \·;ith local agencies'?

T.h,Bnks Tony
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PARKS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
RECREATION DIVIS~
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
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From:

Michael McCarty, Parks and Community Services Director

Date:

June 2,2008

Subject:

4th

of July Festivities

Moreno Valley's spectacular Fourth of July Celebration is quickly approaching, and staff
is in the process of finalizing plans for the day's activities. We hope that you will be
available to participate in the morning parade and the afternoon's activities as well view
the great fireworks show.
Staff would like to invite you and a guest to personally meet this year's feature artist,
Eddie Money, at the Meet and Greet held from 6:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. where
autographs and pictures will be provided. Eddie Money has been gracious enough to
consent to this special get together prior to his show; however, he has requested that
we limit the number of people attending.
For your viewing pleasure, arrangements have also been made for City Council, their
guests, and other dignitaries to be seated in a special VIP section to better observe the
evening entertainment.
We will provide you with a parking pass when we receive your RSVP to the day's
events. Due to the limited parking available at the festival site, we can only
accommodate City Council members. This VIP parking will be provided in the lot at
Mountain View Middle School.
It is very important that you contact me if you plan on participating in the parade, and/or
plan on attending any of the Family Fun Fest activities. For the Meet and Greet, no
badges are provided, so please let me know the names of people that will be attending.
Please note that for security reasons, only those with names on the RSVP lists will be
permitted entry.
To RSVP or if you have any questions or concerns, call me at extension 3701 as soon
as possible.
The schedule of events follows:
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June 2,2008
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Friday July 4. 2008
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

6:00-6:30 p.m.
6:30-7:30 p.m.
7:45-9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

c:

Pre-parade reception/continental breakfast at City Hall
Report to staging area for parade lineup
Parade steps off at Alessandro Boulevard and Frederick Street, and
ends at the TownGate Plaza
Family Fun Fest at Mountain View Middle School (food, arts and
crafts, game booths, clowns and entertainment)
National Anthem
City Council private Meet and Greet with "Eddie Money"
Performance by "Doo-Wah Riders"
Performance by Eddie Money
Fireworks Extravaganza (music simulcast by KOLA 99.9 FM)

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

w:/july/four/letters/2008I1elters
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and Community

Date:

May 2,2008

Subject:

Update on Parks and Community Services Department Major Projects and
Center Rentals

1.

Services~;#,f

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: Located on the west side of Lasselle Street, just north of
Rancho Verde High School, this ten-acre facility plus two-acre parking lot will
include restrooms, play apparatus, concession stand, three perimeter lighted
football/soccer fields, and running track. This project, as well as Rancho Verde
Park, is developer constructed, without direct costs to the CSD.
Status: Biological work for parking lot is in final stages.

2.

College Park Phase II
Project Description: Located within Riverside Community College Moreno Valley
Campus, the park contains two soccer fields and a tot lot. Phase II build out will
include an amphitheater and sports lighting. The current Phase II improvements will
only include the sports field lighting.
Status: Staff has supplied RCC-MV the plans and specifications for the sports field
lighting. Due to the sports fields being utilized for graduation, it is not expected to
have construction cqmmence until after graduation ceremonies in June.

3.

Rancho Verde Park
Project Description: Located to the east of Lasselle Street at Cremello. This threeacre site will include a picnic area, drinking fountain, security lighting, and a 10' wide
concrete path ending at Kentucky Derby Drive.
Status: The plans are essentially complete. This project is contracted to be
developer built. Current plans are to build this project in conjunction with Lasselle
Sports Park.
1
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Rock Ridge Park and Cold Creek Trail Head (Beazer Homes Development)
•.

Project Description: A pocket park and trail head located east of Nason Street,
south of Eucalyptus Avenue. The park will have tot lots for ages 2-5 and 5-12, two
covered picnic structures, drinking fountains, monument signage, and security
lighting. The trail head will tie into a multi-use trail. Amenities include: a picnic
structure, drinking fountains, security lighting, and a parking lot. It is expected that
the park will be completed by January 2009.
Status: Staff is waiting for the developer to submit final plans and pay fees that are
due, prior to releasing the project for construction. The developer is currently
requesting bids from contractor for the project.

5.

Cactus Corridor - SP 214
Project Description: The project, located on the east side of the city, will require two
parks per the existing development agreement.
Status: No new information. Staff is finalizing the development agreement with the
land owner for 7.5 acres of parkland.

6.

Trail in Tract 29920 and Tract 30268 (Pacific Communities)
Project Description: Located adjacent to ReC Moreno Valley campus, off of
Grande Vista Drive, this 20' wide trail outlines the hill adjacent to Lake Perris State
Park. The trail was designed to provide fire access as well as recreational activities
such as walking, biking, and equestrian usage.
Status:
Due. to slow housing market for this developer, street and trail
improvements are slowly moving along. It is anticipated that final trail improvements
will be completed this· fiscal year. Staff continues to work with the developer to
provide completed amenities sooner.

7.

Moreno Valley Community Park Soccer Field Renovation
Project Description: This park is over 20 years old and contains four soccer fields,
along with other amenities. It is located on the northeast corner of Frederick Street
and Cottonwood Avenue. The soccer fields are continuously used, up to seven days
a week. Several attempts have been made to renovate the turf and soil, utilizing a
variety of sports turf grasses over past years. Due to the extensive play on the
fields, turf grasses have not survived more than a year of continued use. In the FY
05/06 budget process, this site was approved to have artificial turf installed, along
with new sports lighting. During this time, staff has been evaluating the different
types of artificial turf and working with several consultants on the design.
Status: Synthetic turf is currently being installed onthe fields. The dedication of the
project is tentatively scheduled for July 14, 2008.

2
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8.

Community Center Rentals

Revenue

$260.00
$ 0.00
$459.00
$170.00
$2896.15
170.00
110.00
0.00
.00

3
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4/28/08
4/29/08
4/29/08
4/30108

Date·
·4/6/08
417108
4/10/08
4/13/08
4/14/08
4/19/08
4/20108
4/21/08
4/26/08
4/26/08
4/27/08

Weight Watchers
42
Weight Watchers
82
Riverside Community College
12
SBOC Meeting
30
Total Revenue for April 2008
Total Revenue for April 2007

Event

Guests

Church Services
50
Homeowners' Association Meeting
25
Meeting
20
Church Services
50
Homeowners' Association Meeting
25
200
Quinceanera
50
Church Services
Homeowners' Association Meeting
25
Support Group
20
Quinceanera
200
50
Church Services
Total Revenue for April 2008
Total Revenue for April 2007

$140.00
$260.00
$275.00
$10.00
$39,152.16
$27,472.13

Revenue

$195.00
$40.00
$80.00
$195.00
$40.00
$1.306.15
$195.00
$40.00
$20.00
$1.641.15
$195.00
$3,947.30
$6,333.45

!~;~~~\l~l~f)f:);~~f1:Z~;~~t~~i:~:;)i;{.:Atprm2,rJ'a$::#;t~1rQ,~n:GEjt(i;,c()mm,(ii;;itY{~iv.t~jft;!~;t~~lr~~i~~~*1£~r<:~/}\~1~;l
Revenue
Guests
Event
Date
$747.15
70tn Birthday Party
150
4/5/08
$220.00
75
Church Services
4/6/08
$748.65
150
Wedding
Reception
4/12/08
$220.00
75
Church Services
4/13/08
$160.00
55
Riverside County Office of Education
4/15/08
$127.50
55
Riverside County Office of Education
4/16/08
$127.50
55
Riverside County Office of Education
4/17/08
$922.49
75
Bridal Shower
4/19/08
$220.00
75
Church Services
4/20108
$841.15
120
Wedding Reception
4/21/08
$270.50
30
Riverside County Office of Education
4/22/08
$270.50
30
Riverside County Office of Education
4/23/08
$453.32
55
Event
Church
4/26/08
$220.00
75
Church Services
4/27/08
$175.00
50
Foster Family AQency
4/30108
$5,723.76
Total Revenue for April 2008
$6,803.80
Total Revenue for April 2007

4
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CITY OF MORENO 'lALLEY
Police Department
Rick Hall, Chief of Police

Memorandum
Date:

April 28, 2008

To:

Mayor and counc/7.~

From:

Chief Rick Hall! ~

Subject:

Crime Statistics - Historical Overview (1991 to 2007)

At the request of Councilman Stewart, attached to this memo is a spreadsheet
containing crime statistics for the City of Moreno Valley from 1991 to 2007.
Crime statistics are tracked internally by the Police Department and forwarded
via the Sheriff's Department Records Bureau to the State of California
Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
The attached spreadsheet identifies the year, estimated population, FBI and DOJ
index totals along with the totals for violent and property crimes. The column on
the extreme right of the spreadsheet identifies the number of crimes per 1000
population (CP-1 K). The CP-1 K is the standard used throughout the country to
measure crime for comparison purposes.
In 2007, the City of Moreno Valley had a CP-1 K rating of 40. This tied (2005) the
lowest overall crime rating the City has ever experienced. There was an overall
decrease of -5.6% (FBI) and -8.9% (DOJ) respectfully. Overall, violent crime was
up 5.8% and property crime was down -7.1% from 2006.
There were a total of 13 homicides in 2007, down -18.8 % from 2006. Since
1991, the City has averaged 11 homicides per year with the highest in 1991 (21)
and the lowest in 2000 (1).
Should you have any questions, or need further information, please don't hesitate
to contact me.

Cc: Robert Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
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Year

Jan - Dec
% change

1991

Arson

Crimes
Per 1000
Population

3,305

1,917

1,388

4,451

44

71

15·

44

468

967

3,458

2,147

1,311

4,485

54

72

1,682

12'

58

523

1,089

3,646

2,220

1,426

4,457

50

74

5,251
-1.4%

1,422

11

49

364

998

3,829

2,457

1,372

4,612

57

75

9,224
-7.0%

4,621
-12.0%

1,302

16'

44

390

852

3,319

2,200

1,119

4,566

37

69

136,300
1.6%

8,762
-5.0%

4,517
-2.3%

1,192

13

52

418

709

3,325

2,280

1,045

4,216

29

64

138,000
1.2%

8,305
-5.2%

4,450
-1.5%

1,232

14

55

346

817

3,218

2,330

888

3,819

36

60

% change

140,500
1.8%

7,621
-8.2%

4,265
-4.2%

1,204

9

48

327

820

3,061

2,266

795

3,322

34

54

% change

1,448

21

131,500
1.2%

9,491
2.6%

4,952
4.2%

1,494

% change

% change

132,800
1.0%

9,835
3.6%

5,328
7.6%

% change

132,700
-0.1%

9,920
0.9%

% change

134,200
1.1%

% change

1996
1997
1998

-...J
01
-...J

Larceny
Theft

1,005

4,753

1995

o

PROPERTY CRIMES
Motor
Vehicle
Theft
Total
Burglary

392

9,248

1994

1'0
W
1'0

•

30

130,000
N/A

1993

~

FBI'
Crime Index
Total

Base Year

1992

<
o

Calif State
Dept. of Fi nanee
Report
Population **

MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT
UCR CRIMES REPORTED FOR CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
ACTUAL JANUARY 1991 THROUGH DECEMBER 2007
VIOLENT CRIMES
California
Aggravated
Crime Index
Forcible
Total
Total
Homicide
Rape
Robbery
Assault

*

>

1999

Average
% change

142,379
1.3%

6,973
-8.5%

3,967
-7.0%

1,168
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

2,798
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

2,933
N/A

26
NIA

49

2000

2000 v, 1998
% change

144,375
1.4%

6,321
-17.1%

3,665
-14.1%

1,132
-6.0%

1
N/A

42
-12.5%

261
-20.2%

828
1.0%

2,533
-17.2%

1,708
-24.6%

825
3.8%

2,637
-20.6%

19
-44.1%

44

2001

2001 v. 2000
% change

147,306
2.0%

6,609
4.6%

3,719
1.5%

1,201
6.1%

3
N/A

33
-21.4%

312
19.5%

853
3.0%

2,518
-0.6%

1,635
-4.3%

883
7.0%

2,869
8.8%

21
10.5%

45

2002

2002 v. 2001
% change

151;847
3.1%

6,937
5.0%

3,815
2.6%

1,243
3.5%

7
N/A

51
54.5%

278
-10.9%

907
6.3%

2,572
2.1%

1,446
-11.6%

1,126
27.5%

3,087
7.6%

35
66.7%

46

2003

2003 v. 2002
% change

157,842
3.9%

6,506
-6.2%

3,270
-14.3%

810
-34.8%

4
N/A

67
31.4%

271
-2.5%

468
-48.4%

2,460
-4.4%

1,481
2.4%

979
-13.1%

3,214
4.1%

22
-37.1 %

41

2004

2004 v. 2003
% change

166,385
5.4%

6,988
7.4%

3,482
6.5%

803
-0.9%

9
N/A

50
-25.4%

355
31.0%

389
-16.9%

2,679
8.9%

1,561
5.4%

1,118
14.2%

3,492
8.6%

14
-36.4%

42

2005

2005 v. 2004
% change

174,565
4.9%

7,032
0.6%

3,743
7.5%

757
-5.7%

11
NIA

57
14.0%

344
-3.1%

345
-11.3%

2,986
11.5%

1,522
-2.5%

1,464
30.9%

3,274
-6.2%

15
7.1%

40

2006

2006 v. 2005
% change

180,466
3.4%

7,881
12.1%

4,595
22.8%

968
27.9%

16
N/A

61
7.0%

479
39.2%

412
19.4%

3,627
21.5%

2,239
47.1%

1,388
-5.2%

3,272
-0.1%

14
-6.7%

44

2007

2007 v. 2006
% change

187,685
4.0%

7,441
-5.6%

4,188
-8.9%

1,024
5.8%

13
-18.8%

66
8.2%

461
-3.8%

484
17.5%

4,313
-7.1%

1,945
-13.1%

1,219
-12.2%

3,237
-1.1%

16
14.3%

40

'.
."

Note·: Using the most recent crime slatlstjcs pub~ished in the FBI's Unfform Crjme Report (UCR) as of December 2006 and TSB reports to UCR.
NOle ~*: Papu[alioll Source
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEYPolice Department
Rick Hall, Chief of Police

Memorandum
Date:

April 18, 2008

To:

Bill Batey, Mayor

From:

Rick Hall, Chief of Police

Subject:

Moreno Valley Mall Crime Statistics

;Jt'

In response to your request for police activity statistics at the Moreno Valley Mall,
I have attached a three-year compilation of data prepared by Crime Analyst Kim
Binnell. The data covers the time period from January 2005 to December 2007.
The first table covers statistics for the assigned mall officers. The second table
identifies patrol statistics for the mall area, including patrol response to the mall.
In order to show current-year activity, the third table provides data for the months
of January and February from 2005 to 2008.
Please let me know if you have any further questions.

Attach: MV Mall statistics 2005-2008
Cc: Council
Bob Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager

1
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..
Moreno Valley Police Department
Mall Statistics· Mall Officers & Patrol
January, 2005·December, 2007
Mall Officer Stats' Past 3 Years

2005
167
81
212
160
554
933
241

FELONY CALLS
FELONY ARRESTS
MISDEMEANOR CALLS
MISDEMEANOR ARRESTS
NON-CRIM CALLS
TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE
TOTAL ARRESTS

2006
138
80
206
168
498
842
248

2007 % Change TOTALS
136
-1.45%
441
-45.00%
44
205
321
55.83%
739
472
-14.29%
144
1712
660
32.53%
2892
32.66%
1117
-24.19%
188
677

2006
176
4
275
11
703
1154
15

2007 % Change TOTALS
93
-47.16%
314
175.00%
20
11
232
-15.64%
588
45.45%
16
30
-49.93%
352
1366
-41.33%
677
2268
27
80.00%
50

Note' Data Obtained From Command Post
Note: Percent Change between 2006 & 2007

Patrol Stats for Mall Area: Past 3 years

2005
45
5
81
3
311
437
8

FELONY CALLS
FELONY ARRESTS
MISDEMEANOR CALLS
MISDEMEANOR ARRESTS
NON-CRIM CALLS
TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE
TOTAL ARRESTS

Note: Data Obtained from Data Warehouse for RD's 904J & 9041. by address
Note: Percent Change between 2006 & 2007

Mall Officer Stats' January· February
FELONY CALLS
FELONY ARRESTS
MISDEMEANOR CALLS
MISDMEANOR ARRESTS
NON-CRIM CALLS
TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE
TOTAL ARRESTS

2005
31
23
22
17
88
141
40

2006
14
10
41
30
70
125
40

2007

% Change

22

57.14%
-60.00%
24.39%
-23.33%
68.57%
52.80%
-32.50%

4
51
23
118
191
27

2008
20
8
46
35
75
141
43

% Change

-9.09%
100.00%
-9.80%
52.17%
-36.44%
-26.18%
59.26%

Note: January-February Stats Only for Companson with 2008
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City of Mor~no Valley
Economic Development Department

MEMORANDUM

,I:"r

To:

William Batey, II, Mayor

From:

Keyneica Jones, Management Analyst

Date:

April 3, 2008

Subject:

Homeless Prevention Coalition Continuum of Care Proposal

/1

Per your request, please find below a summary of the proposed plan for a City of Moreno
Valley Homeless Prevention Coalition Continuum of Care submitted by Rochelle Lewis of
Prayer Warriors Enhancement Center. The plan, as submitted, proposes to create a local
coalition of homeless and housing service providers including City staff and/or elected
official representation. The purpose is to collaboratively address the full spectrum of
homeless prevention and service delivery needs. It is intended that the organization be
comprised of service providers located in the city and serving Moreno Valley residents. It
is further proposed that services be offered to Moreno" Valley's homeless population, under
one roof, utilizing funds available through various participating organizations (and possibly
housed at PW Enhancement Center or other agreed upon location). These services
include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rental Assistance
Motel Voucher Program
Food and Food Vouchers
Employment Training
Referral Services
Homeless Information Data Tracking (to prevent duplicate services and tracking of
program performance)
Housing Trust Fund (possible sponsored voluntarily by the business community)

The continuum of care philosophy is one that is encouraged and mandated by HUD for all
recipients of federal funds geared towards serving the homeless population and those at
risk of homelessness. In short, the continuum of care philosophy is based on the idea that
in order to address the homeless issue (and other social issues) a continuum of available
services must be utilized to bring individuals through the cycle of homelessness with the
ultimate goal of self sufficiency. Thus, it is recognized that providing only one service to a
homeless individual, that may have varied and complex needs, is insufficient to eliminate
the problems they face. This process requires community collaboration.

MV00232760

As you may be aware, the County of Riverside is the lead agency for federal HUD funds for
this purpose. As a result, the County of Riverside presides over the County Homeless and
Housing Continuum of Care, an organization of countywide service providers and local
government representatives that come together on a regular basis to address homeless
In general, this body addresses homelessness from a broader
concerns.
countywide/regional perspective. This body is also the lead agency in charge of developing
the 10 Year Strategy to End Homelessness. I have served on the Steering Committee for
this body for the past four years.
Although many cities understand the need for regional collaboration (as homeless
individuals often cross city borders), they also recognize the necessity of focusing in on
locals needs that may be unique to their individual communities and as a result, may be
overlooked by the countywide body. Many communities refer to their local homeless bodies
as "task forces" (term is used interchangeably with "continuum of care"). The City of
Riverside, the City of Corona, Riverside County Department of Mental Health, and
Coachella Valley Association of Governments (CVAG), all have homeless task forces for
this purpose. CVAG, in particular, is recognized regionally as having a model task force
that many jurisdictions are attempting to replicate.
The homeless population in Moreno Valley does not appear (based on recent homeless
counts) "out of control" as in larger city's although statistics show that it is moderately
increasing. Yet, many sociologists agree that as cities grow, the homeless population may
increase, as a result of the increasing complexity of the socio-economic framework.
Therefore, as Moreno Valley continues to grow, there may be a prime opportunity (that
other jurisdictions may have missed) to be proactive in addressing homeless issues prior to
them getting "out of control".
Mrs. Lewis' proposal appears to be attempting to address these concerns on a local level
and implements recommendations of the 10 Year Plan (of which I served on the working
group responsible for the plans development). In addition, Mrs. Lewis has been a long time
recipient of CDBG funds for homeless prevention programs (i.e. Rental and Mortgage
Assistance) and also is an active participant on the County of Riverside Homeless and
Housing Continuum of Care Steering Committee.
Should you have any questions or need additional clarification please contact me at x3464.
Thank you.
~ o---)~ ..
Approved by:

Barry Foster, Economic Development Department Director

Approved by:
Cc:

City Council
Robert Gutierrez, City Manager

MV00232761
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and Community services#,

Date:

April 2, 2008

Subject:

Update on Parks and Community Services Department Major Projects and
Center Rentals

1.

N

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: Located on the west side of Lasselle Street, just north of
Rancho Verde High School, this ten-acre facility plus two-acre parking lot will
include restrooms, play apparatus, concession stand, three perimeter lighted
football/soccer fields, and running track. This project, as well as Rancho Verde
Park, is developer constructed, without direct costs to the CSD.
Status: Environmental work for parking lot is in final stage.

2.

College Park Phase II
Project Description: Located within Riverside Community College Moreno Valley
Campus, the park contains two soccer fields and a tot lot. Phase II build out will
include an amphitheater and sports lighting. The current Phase II improvements will
only include the sports field lighting.
Status: Staff has supplied RCC-MV the plans and specifications for the sports field
lighting. The college will be presenting the project to their board within the next few
months. Due to the sports fields being utilized for graduation, it is not expected to
have construction commence until after graduation ceremonies in June.

3.

Rancho Verde Park
Project Description: Located to the east of Lasselle Street at Cremello. This threeacre site will include a picnic area, drinking fountain, security lighting, and a 10' wide
concrete path ending at Kentucky Derby Drive.
Status: The plans are essentially complete. This project is developer built. Current
plans are to build this project in conjunction with Lasselle Sports Park.
1
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4.

:

..

Rock 'Ridge Park and Cold Creek Trail Head (Beazer Homes Development)
Project:'Oescription:" A -pocket park and trail head located east of Nason Street,
south of Eucalyptus Avenue. Thepark will have tot lots for ages 2-5 and 5-12, two
covered picnic structures, drinking fountains, monument signage, and security
lighting. The trail head will tie into a mUlti-use trail. Amenities include: a picnic
structure, drinking fountains, security lighting, and a parking lot. It is expected that
the park will be completed by January 2009.
Status: Staff is waiting for the developer to pay fees due, prior to releasing the
project for construction. The developer is currently requesting bids from contractor
for the project.

5.

Cactus Corridor - SP 214
Project Description: The project, located on the east side of the city, will require two
parks per the existing development agreement.
Status: No new information. Staff is finalizing the development agreement with
Corman Leigh Homes for 7.5 acres of parkland.

6.

Trail in Tract 29920 and Tract 30268 (Pacific Communities)
Project Description: Located adjacent to RCC Moreno Valley campus, off of
Grande Vista Drive, this 20' wide trail outlines the hill adjacent to Lake Perris State
Park. The trail was designed to provide fire access as well as recreational activities
such as walking, biking, and equestrian usage.
Status:
Due to slow housing market for this developer, street and trail
improvements are slowly moving along. It is anticipated that final improvements
could take another couple of months. Staff continues to work with the developer to
provide completed amenities sooner.

7.

Moreno Valley Community Park Soccer Field Renovation
Project Description: This park is more than 20 years old and contains four soccer
fields, along with other amenities. It is located on the northeast corner of Frederick
Street and Cottonwood Avenue. The soccer fields are continuously used, up to
seven days a week. Several attempts have been made to renovate the turf and soil,
utilizing a variety of sports turf grasses over past years. Due to the extensive play
on the fields, turf grasses have not survived more than a year of continued use. In
the FY 05/06 budget process, this site was approved to have artificial turf installed,
along with new sports lighting. During this time, staff has been evaluating the
different types of artificial turf and working with several consultants on the design.
Status: Compaction of the westerly fields is being performed. Synthetic turf is .
being installed on the easterly fields.

2
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8.

Community Center Rentals
I\?;~\i~~~~~;~/ ;\~:&~i;~;?cji::!;NJarcl;l,i~(j08~i:-leP.rllfttfen:t;:e:#ipCil!8~~i~~tIOnii(;;enter)r{;:::j>:;:.~~·';~;t~:f;:·;;):,i
Guests
Revenue
Event
Date
$2,983.36
200
Quinceanera
3/1/08
24
$0
3/1/08
Arts Commission
$170.00
42
Weight Watchers
3/1/08
$205.00
42
3/2/08
Church Services
42
$110.00
3/2/08
Church Services
$36.00
City Risk Management Meeting
50
3/3/08
42
$140.00
Weight Watchers
3/3/08
200
$400.00
3/4/08
STARS Staff Meeting
82
$260.00
3/4/08
Weight Watchers
$1,345.00
Riverside Count~ Dept. of Mental Health
200
3/5/08
Business Roundtable
25
$10.00
3/5/08
Riverside Community College Meeting_
12
$150.00
3/5/08
Riverside County Dept. of Mental Health
$1,345.00
3/6/08
200
42
3/6/08
Weight Watchers
$170.00
UCR
Nigerian
Cultural
Club
$2,076.15
3/8/08
340
Weight Watchers
3/8/08
42
$170.00
3/9/08
Church Services
$210.00
42
3/9/08
Church Services
$110.00
42
3/10/08
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
$1,511.00
100
Community of Promise
3/10108
20
$10.00
Weight Watchers
3/10108
42
$140.00
3/11/08
Weight Watchers
$260.00
82
3/11/08
MMVR Homeowners Association
20
$90.00
3/12/08
MVEA Meeting
80
$185.00
3/13/08
STARS Testing
40
$36.00
3/13/08
Weight Watchers
$170.00
42
3/13/08
STARS Testing
200
$2,237.00
3/13/08
Parks and Recreation Commission
24
$0
3/15/08
Bunny Brunch
$0
250
3/15/08
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
3/15/08
Fair Housing Council of Riverside
30
$96.00
3/15/08
LibraJY Fundraiser
$1,940.00
300
3/16/08
Church Services
42
$210.00
3/16/08
Church Services
42
$110.00
3/17/08
Weight Watchers
$140.00
42
3/18/08
Church Services
82
$260.00
3/19/08
RCOE Spelling Bee
42
$1,620.00
3/19/08
City Risk Management Meeting
40
$108.00
3/20108
MVUSD Meeting
1,500
$1,118.00
3/20108
Stop the Violence
25
$10.00
3/20108
Weight Watchers
'42
$170.00
3/22/08
Jehovah's Witnesses Meeting
500
$1,599.22
3/22/08
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
3/23/08
Church Services
42
$210.00
3/23/08
Church Services
42
$110.00

3
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3/24/08
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
$1,511.00
100
3/24/08
Weight Watchers
$140.00
42
3/25/08
Weight Watchers
82
$260.00
3/26/08
SBDC Meeting
30
$10.00
3/26/08
Mass Care and Shelter Training
$36.00
24
3/26/08
Sports Committee Meeting
$0
24
3/27/08
ASCE Land Development
200
$588.00
3/27/08
Arts Commission
$0
24
3/27/08
Weight Watchers
$170.00
42
3/28/08
Quixtar Meetin!=)
150
$1,043.00
Quixtar Meetin!=)
3/29/08
500
$4,692.00
3/29/08
Weight Watchers
$170.00
42
$1,768.00
3/30/08
Quixtar Meeting
500
$210.00
3/30/08
Church Services
42
$110.00
42
Church Services
3/30/08
$140.00
Weight Watchers
42
3/31/08
Total Revenue for March 2008 $33,418.73
Total Revenue for March 2007 $14,322.77

I'(;:;js':;f;:;~-;;:.;j:;;··'._:;i~:;):;:'i·;i';; MaiiJ#i20().aZ~:J$'iilJ,16r'CcimmU:iJ1tY:Centfrr;::;:d'~~~-

Date
3/1/08
3/2/08
3/6/08
3/9/08
3/10/08
3/15/08
3/16/08
3/23/08
3/29/08
3/30/08

Event

Guests
200
Birthday Party
50
Church Services
Church Services
40
50
Church Services
20
Homeowners' Association
200
Fashion Show
50
Church Services
50
Church Services
200
Birthday Party
50
Church Services
Total Revenue for March 2008
Total Revenue for March 2007

-;- ';::\

::,:;.-'~t--;':-::

Revenue
$1,231.15
$195.00
$120.00
$195.00
$40.00
$415.00
$195.00
$195.00
$1,026.15
$195.00
$3,807.30
$8,192.05
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Date
3/1/08
3/2/08
3/2/08
3/4/08
3/8/08
3/9/08
3/14/08
3/14/08
3/15/08
3/16/08
3/18/08
3/20108
3/21/08
3/22/08
3/23/08
3/26/08
3/28/08
3/29/08
3/30/08

Event

Guests

50tn Wedding Anniversary
150
Church Services
75
T-Mobile MeetinQ
90
EMWD Meeting
30
WeddinQ Reception
128
Church Services
75
Memorial Service
80
Quinceanera Rehearsal
10
Quinceanera
145
Church Services
75
Holiday Craft Session
50
Holiday Chefs Workshop
50
Cancelled Event
Cancelled Event
Church Services
75
Foster Family Agency Meeting
50
Quinceanera Rehearsal
10
Quinceanera
130
Church Services
75
Total Revenue for March 2008
Total Revenue for March 2007

Revenue
$1,065.86
$220.00
$381.15
$255.00
$896.15
$220.00
$170.00
$75.00
$1,058.65
$220.00
$0
$0
$200.00
$200.00
$220.00
$175.00
$25.00
$851.15
$220.00
$6,452.96
$8,353.01
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MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Division Organization Chart
Effective 3127/08

pOLle!. 1)[ PAR I i'd If'.. I

Chief of Police
Rick Hall

I
Administration Division
Lieutenant Joe Cleary

Sergeant
Executive
Assistant

I-t-

Support lor
Chiefs Office

Station
Administration

Facility
Maintenance
Training

Detective Division
Lieutenant John Anderson

,,,,.,..

Detective Unit
Crimes Against
Persons-SACA
Crimes-ICAC

~

..

,

Sergeant

,~.

"""

C rimes Against
Property
EVidence
,Property Room
Backgrounds

Accounting
Unit

Contracts
Budgets
Payroll
Purchasing

I-

i

I

Burglary
Crime Analysis I~ Suppression
Unit
Team
Crime Analysis
Police Statistics
Management
Analysis

Patrol Division
Lt. Virginia Busby

4 SGrgeanls
Watch I
Mall Team
K-9 Program
Cops N Clergy

I~
I

I
Patrol Division
Lt. Chad Bianco

2 SergGants

4 Sergeants

Problem
Oriented
Policing

Watch II

(Patrol LT's
Share
Responsibility)
3 CDBG Areas
5 POP Areas

Desk Officer
Program
TRU Program

2 Sergeants
Problem
Oriented
Policing

(Patrol LT's
Share
Responsibility)
3 CDBG Areas
5 POP Areas

1 Sergeant
Logistics/Properly

Fleet Maintenance
Weapons
Maintenance
Property
Evidence

.

~ Patrol
" Admin.
,.~
FTO Program
Reserve
Program
JPA

Special Enforcement Teams Division
Lt. Joel Ontiveros

2SergGants
Special
Enforcement
Unit

TRAFFIC DIVISION
Lt. Jon Anderson

H

Target Team
Gang Team
Bike Team
C-CATTeam
WCNTF

Sergeant
RCRMC Unit ~
Facility Security
Team

MVUSD (SROYAT)
VVUSD (SRO)

Hi ""',"""

2 Sergeants

Sergeant
Schools Unit

Business
Office Unit

Customer
Serv Ice Desk
Report Files
DA liaison

All Team
Motors Team
Reconstruction
Team

Sergeant
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Volunteer
Forces Unit

Crime
Prevention
Youth Court
Neighborhood
Watch
3usiness Watch
CommuOily
Events

Anti-Graffiti
Patrol
Citizen Patrol
Command Post
Operations
E>plorer Post
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Se> Offender
Tracking
Station
Volunteers

~
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CIT'!' COUNCIL

;'~OREHO

LEY
WHERE

DREAMS

VALLEY
RECEIVED
Community Development DeRartment
.6JaK1\lf,Utr~~o~ tiivision .

SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Kyle Kollar, Director of Community Development

Date:

March 21, 2008

Subject:

Appointments to March JPA General Plan Advisory Committee

As you know, the above subject has been discussed at recent City Council meetings.
The matter originally arose, about 21/2 months ago, as a request from MJPA staff to
member jurisdictions to appoint representatives to an advisory committee being formed
in connection with the JPA's intended update of its General Plan. At the Council
meeting of March 11, 2008, some discussion occurred regarding this matter and the
Council directed staff to schedule it for further discussion and/or action at your meeting
of March 25, 2008.

The City (and other,member jurisdictions) has just received a request from the MJPA to
suspend efforts to appoint advisory committee members until further notice. In view of
this request, the matter of appointing general plan advisory committee members will not
appear on your March 25, 2008 agenda and will not be scheduled for future Council
consideration unless again requested by the MJPA

Cc: City Manager
Deputy City Manager
City Clerk

MV00232768

CITY COUNCIL

VALLEY
Parks and Recreation DepartmenlCE1YED
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY('WRENO

WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

Administration

08 ~1AR 10 PM 3: 26

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and

Date:

March 6, 2008

Subject:

Update on Parks and Community Services Department Major Projects and
Center Rentals

1.

commu~~rvices

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: Located on the west side of Lasselle Street, just north of
Rancho Verde High School, this ten-acre facility plus two-acre parking lot will
include restrooms, play apparatus, concession stand, three perimeter lighted
football/soccer fields, and running track. This project, as well as Rancho Verde
Park, is developer constructed, without direct costs to the CSD.
Status: Environmental work is still in progress.

2.

College Park Phase II
Project Description: Located within Riverside Community College Moreno Valley
Campus, the park contains two soccer fields and a tot lot. Phase II build out will
include an amphitheater and sports lighting. The current Phase II improvements will
only include the sports field lighting.
Status: Staff has supplied RCC-MV the plans and specifications for the sports field
lighting. The college will be presenting the project to their board within the next
couple of months. Due to the sports fields being utilized for graduation, it is not
expected to have construction commence until after graduation ceremonies in June.

3.

Rancho Verde Park
Project Description: Located to the east of Lasselle Street at Cremello. This threeacre site will include a picnic area, drinking fountain, security lighting, and a 10' wide
concrete path ending at Kentucky Derby Drive.
Status: The plans are essentially complete. This project is developer built. Current
plans are to build this project in conjunction with Lasselle Sports ParK.
1
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4.

Rock Ridge Park and Cold Creek Trail Head (Beazer Homes Development)
"...

•

~

'_'"

,"I,

~

j,",,'."'~"'"

''''t

' Project Gescription: A pocket park and trail head located east of Nason Street,
south of Eucalyptus Avenue. The park will have tot lots for ages 2-5 and 5-12, two
covered picnic structures, drinking fountains, monument signage, and security
lighting. The trail head will tie into a multi-use trail. Amenities include: a picnic
structure, drinking fountains, security lighting, and a parking lot. It is expected that
the park will be completed by January 2009.
Status: Staff is waiting for the developer to pay fees due, prior to releasing the
project for construction. The developer is currently requesting bids from contractor
for the project.

5.

Cactus Corridor - SP 214
Project Description: The project, located on the east side of the city, will require two
parks per the existing development agreement.
~tatus: No new information. Staff is finalizing the development agreement with
Corman Leigh Homes for 7.5 acres of parkland.

6.

Trail in Tract 29920 and Tract 30268 (Pacific Communities)
Project Description: Located adjacent to RCC Moreno Valley campus, off of
Grande Vista Drive, this 20' wide trail outlines the hill adjacent to Lake Perris State
Park. The trail was designed to provide fire access as well as recreational activities
such as walking, biking, and equestrian usage.
Status:
Due to slow housing market for this developer, street and trail
improvements are slowly moving along. It is anticipated that final improvements
could take a few months. Staff continues to work with the developer to provide
completed amenities sooner.

7.

Moreno Valley Community Park Soccer Field Renovation
Project Description: This park is more than 20 years old and contains four soccer
fields, along with other amenities. It is located on the northeast corner of Frederick
Street and Cottonwood Avenue. The soccer fields are continuously used, up to
seven days a week. Several attempts have been made to renovate the turf and soil,
utilizing a variety of sports turf grasses over past years. Due to the extensive play
on the fields, turf grasses have not survived more than a year of continued use. In
the FY 05/06 budget process, this site was approved to have artificial turf installed,
along with new sports lighting. During this time, staff has been evaluating the
different types of artificial turf and working with several consultants on the design.
Status: Continued rain has delayed final grading and the soil treatment process.
There soil continues to contain a large concentration of excessive moisture a couple
of feet down. This directly affects the required compaction, prior to installing the
impermeable cover.
.

2
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8.

Community Center Rentals

Date
2/1/08
2/2/08
2/2/08
2/2/08
2/3/08
2/3/08
2/4/08
2/5/08
2/5/08
2/6/08
2/6/08
2/7/08
2/7/08
2/7/08
2/7/08
2/9/08
2/9/08
2/9/08
2/10/08
2/10/08
2/11/08
2/11/08
2/12/08
2/12/08
2/13/08
2/14/08
2/16/08
2/17/08
2/17/08
2/18/08
2/19/08
2/19108
2/20/08
2/21/08
2/21/08
2/23/08

2/23/08
2/24/08
2/24/08
2/24/08
2/25/08
2/25/08
2/26/08
2/27/08

February 2008 ~i,Cc:iilfe~eiice and Recreation Center:",
Revenue
Event
Guests
$1,640.00
150
Citrus High School Event
42
$170.00
Weight Watchers
tn
150
$1,936.15
50 Wedding Anniversary Party
42
$170.00
Weight Watchers
42
$205.00
Church Services
$110.00
Church Services
42
$140.00
Weight Watchers
42
$400.00
STARS Staff Meeting
200
$260.00
Weight Watchers
82
100
$265.00
Traffic Commission
$10.00
Business Roundtable
25
$36.00
40
STARS Testing
42
$170.00
Weight Watchers
30
$253.32
Care, Inc.
Wedding
$1,486.15
150
STARS Training
200
$2,062.00
MS Society
$250.00
30
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Church Services
42
$210.00
Church Services
42
$110.00
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
$1,575.00
100
Weight Watchers
$140.00
42
Weight Watchers
$260.00
82
Homeowners' Association
20
$90.00
MVEA Meeting
80
$185.00
Weight Watchers
$170.00
42
STARS Training
$2,237.00
200
Church Services
$210.00
42
Church Services
$110.00
42
Weight Watchers
42
$140.00
Allied Health Sciences Advisory Council
$18.00
24
Weight Watchers
$260.00
82
SBDC Meeting
10
$34.00
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Parks and Recreation Commission
24
$0
RCOE Mock Trials Semifinals
$1,295.00
600
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Church Services
42
$210.00
Church Services
42
$110.00
Church Event
200
$1,378.15
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
100
$1,666.80
Weight Watchers
42
$140.00
Weight Watchers
82
$260.00
SBDC Meeting
30
$10.00

3
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2/27/08
2/28/08
2/28/08
2/28/08
2/28/08
2/29/08

Date
2/2/08
2/3/08
2/4/08
2/7/08
2/10108
2/11/08
2/14/08
2/17/08
2/21/08
2/23/08
2/24/08
2/25/08
2/28/08

Date
2/2/08
2/3/08
2/5/08
2/9/08
2/10108
2/14/08
.2/16/08
2/17/08
2/19/08
2/20/08
2/21/08
2/23/08
2/24/08
2/24/08
2/25/08
2/27/08

February 2008 -Conffjrence andRecreation Center
Mass Care and Shelter Training
36
$24.00
Rancho Bela90 Symphony
430
$348.00
STARS Testing
40
$36.00
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Arts Commission
24
$0
MVPD Volunteer Appreciation Dinner
100
$410.00
Total Revenue for February 2008 $21,880.57
Total Revenue for February 2007 $14,165.30
February 2008 - Senior Community Center
Event
Guests
Moreno Valley High School Banquet
150
Church Services
50
Homeowners' Meeting
40
Church Services
45
Church Services
50
Homeowners' Meeting
40
Church Services
45
Church Services
50
Church Services
45
m
60 Birthday Party
100
Church Services
50
Homeowners' Meeting
40
Church Services
45
Total Revenue for February 2008
Total Revenue for February 2007

Revenue
$250.00
$195.00
$40.00
$120.00
$195.00
$40.00
$120.00
$195.00
$120.00
$1,183.36
$195.00
$40.00
$120.00
$2,813.36
$3,621.12

February 2008 - TownGate Communilj, Center
Event
Guests
m
50 Birthday Party
100
Church Services
75
Riverside County - Polling
100
Valentine's DinnerlDance
125
Church Services
75
Time for Tots Valentine's Party
55
H1
18 Birthday Party
120
75
Church Services
Riverside County Office of Education
55
Riverside County Office of Education
55
Riverside County Office of Education
55
Birthday Party
80
Church Services
75
Canceled Event
Mountain View Rose Society Meeting
30
50
Foster Family Agency
Total Revenue for February 2008
Total Revenue for February 2007

Revenue
$678.32
$220.00
$0
$761.15
$220.00
$0
$851.15
$220.00
$160.00
$127.50
$127.50
$917.46
$220.00
$200.00
$0
$175.00
$4,878.08
$3,116.64

4
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COUNCIL

i:J,ORENO VALLEY
RECEIVED
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

Finance Department

08 FEB 27 AM 8: 11

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager and Members of Council

From:

Steven M. Chapman Finance Director/City Treasurer

Date:

February 26, 2008

Subject:

Monthly Investment Reporting

Attached is the investment information for the month ended January 31 , 2008, reported to
you in accordance with the investment policy. All investments included herein comply with
California Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the
allowable limits of each type. In addition, all investments are in compliance with the City's
annually adopted investment policy.
Please feel free to contact me should you have a question or need clarification on any
matter.

Attachment
File Path Reference: W:\TREASURy\BROOKEM\INVESTING\INVESTMENT REPORnMONTHL y;IMEMO.DOC
'{

1
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. CIn'.OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Januaty 2008

STATE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT FUND /LAlFl
-------'-- --"-",,-', - '------'01/3:QOS--'--0210Vdl--· 36;23iJ_;_t85'---36;2Sd,33S--'''-36;2:rO~28S-- ..n)200/0--4.6w% ---'--r:-60000---'-----r-----ll:'i37866-----0'.131866If-'-----iAIi'-"'1
Community Services Districs
01/31/08 02/01/08
23,404,951
23,417,905
23,404,951
4.620% 4,620%
1.00000
1
0,089062
0,0890622
LAIF
'RedeveliipmenCAgency ,------·,------'-'-d1j31f(jS'---0'i/01/M'-"-39;i19;OSlf·-"- 39;200,773--'--39;179;M8 ,-, ''4:6200/0--4:-620%- , ----r:OOOoo- '''-,,--f '''--''-"O:149087"--O.1490870-'------"UrF--""1
TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF POOL
98,814,325
98,869,017
98,814,325
~Gi!nerarFtind'-""--

INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
'MMJiCAcCt:HighffiarKUS 'Cvmf--TOTAL MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS

.--,"" "'-" -""'01/31/08 ,.

NEGOTIABLE CERTIFICATIS OF DEPOSIT
,
-"'''''AA--''7;;ii-''--OS~0'6-''''
TOTAL NEGOTIABLE CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
. -.

'Suntrust Bank-

'O:VOV08'-' ""3;118,569'----- '3;i18,569--' --- 3;i1s;569--- , .
3,118,569
3,118,569
3,118,569

""-1.(ioOO(f - - .,,"

-'C '''''0:0i18t>7--''''0:0i18670''''-lJiiiiii1&nIi'' ~

06/l5/09--"-9g7;679------I;003;700---~·i;ooo;ooo-"--OIS%-"S:399°/,;-----91:2.490(f""'''-5di-'--O:ild38dS--~r:906440r~---i:JiihjnBani('-;

987,679

1))03,700

1,000,000

CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES
GE Capital Corp
AAA
Aaa
05/15/06 05/15/08
993,240
997,040
1,000,000
2900% 5.400%
95,32000
105
0,003805
0,3995533
Union Bank
·Lerunail'B'rosHolding-'----- ---~~~A-:t"~'-Ar'-" 0S/l0/07~~-08/07/d8-~~-99f.318~"·"" ~-993:2.2.0~-~l;ooo;()Q(1"-3:.500%--5:2.40"lo~---"91.92800~"'- ---ig9~'--O:OO3S0S'--iJ~7i91960----'""Unfonliank-i
Abbottiabs'
AA
Al
06/04/04- 09/15/081,007,749
i,oil,oio
1,000,000
5,400% 4,030%
105,33100
228
0,003805
0,8676015
Union Bank
fHSBC FmanCeCorp------'~---~--AA-:-"--Aa3--'--1~191(J6-~09/lS/08-"--"T;SOO;t31-""--"1);tO)l7S----~f;soo;OOO-'-~n50%'-~5:f20%'-~100~04300~--~22s--~-o:Iid'510S~--1:30i4023'-----unfOii-Bank~l
Berkshire H.athawaY
.-.
- AAA - Aaa
01/30107 10/15/0B
894,774
<)07,640
906,000
3.375%5,230%97,00000
-2580,603448
jj,8894742U~o;;B.lnk
;WasliingtOnMufiful--'~'-~---~~--A-:-'·~--"A2~-07/l7/07--0Vi'5109~~-"986;246-~---950:9Iid---~1~;ooo--·~i'iijO"lo--'5:S19·Jo--~97:-84900~---3511~--OCOO3805--~:r:3318444---"'UiiiOi;11iU1k-l

Merrill Lynch
AA,
Aa3
06/05/07 02/17/09
1,006,6411~022,180
1,000,006
6,006r; 5,320%
i01.0BI00- 3830:003805
1.4574183
Uni';;; Bank'
-American-General Finance (AIGf--"-"--A+----A1--- ~06j2i/d6 ---OS/l5/d9"·------987;706---·-"1:008;670"-'''-i;OOO;O(Jir~4~62S%'' -S:/;700/.-"-"··97,247oo- ---'~470-·--O:OO38OS-----1.788476!r-~-Uiiion lrank 1
Goldman Sachs
AA-Aa3
08/22/06 05/15/09
1,()16,436
1,038,8101;000,000
6:650% 5,260%
103,48200470
"0,003805 - 1,78B4768Uni~n B.ink '
:GE'C1ijiiraI"Corp-~·---··"O"'--------'-"'-"~AAA----Aaa---01/30107~-06ji5/09--~-975;-600-----"996;180----1;ooo:OOO-'--3:250%""-5T60"lo---~9S:7'7'i'00----50r-O:0d38OS-~--1--:906440f---UiilonBaiik;

Citigroup

AA
Aa1
07/17/06 07/29/09
1,227,750
1,259,338
1,250,000
4:500%5.560%
96,38700
'545
0,004757
2.5923400
Union Bank .
·.. ---A+----A.a3.. '~~'" 12/27/0S ~~-~-07/3rJjO<j"----992;988--"-"-1;oos;140-----T,oOO;OO(r---075°/.·4:89(]0/."'··"9'8:31800' -'" --" -546"-----0:003805-"'" 2.0776773------ UiilonliiUik"-{
MBNA America Bank
AM
Aaa
01/13/06
08/03/09
997,591
. 1,014,320
1,000,000
4,625% 4,800%
99.48100
550
0,003805
2,0928984
Union Bank
'ManiliillSi Iiilley BiiilK··-'---··,-'-"--Ar-- 'Aa3" ..-'OS/3i/07' ..--08/14/09---·"~9a1)113----'--996;940-'---T'OOO;000-'-"3~9500/0~"5:tfOo/,)-""97:392()(r- "--'-' S6r----O:00380S'----2:1347563 "~'~--i:JnlOnBank-~
JP Morgan Chase
AAAai
10/20/06 10/02/09
979,621
1,001,440
1,000,000
3,800% 5,130%
96,39900
610
0,003805
2,321i145
Union Bank .
,World savings BiiilK--""-""'--' '"---AA-''~~Aa2''''--'IO/20/06''' '''1~S/09'''' .- -983;129-"'---'1,012;210--' - "1;000;000- '----02.5%""S.1100;.;---"--97.1590(f' -- -~--"6s4'~-O:OO3805--- 2:6028045"- -'OnionBaiir'l
Morgan Stanley
A+
Aai
07/21/06 01(15/10
971,408
995,650
1,000,000
4,000% 5,630%
94,90700
715
0,003805
2,7207679
Union Bank
W aI~Miirt Stores'--' - ...----,,--,,--, -AA'---Aa2""---02/23iOS---0ij15/l0"'-- -" 997;882----- -1-;014)190- ----"1;000;000 ----4:000"/,,-"4:12.0"/.- '---99:40700"" -----715"" ---0:00380S ~---- 't.7'i.07679-- --UiiiOtiBank--l
Lehman Bros Holding
. A+
Al
06/08/07 01/27/10
978,897
990,820
1,000,000
4,250% 5.400%
97.20300
727
0.003805
27664311
Union Bank '
'International Lease Finance'(AIG)"'- -" AA."----Al-"'''-1~0'i/05''--OV1S/l0
. "-998,208'-'- - ""l;o20;soo"-'-1;ooo;O()(I--S:OOO",{;--S.090% -- '.. ""-99:64501)"" -"--'-8OS""" "-0:OOO8OS---M632422-"""-unio,,-Biiiik-;
International Lease Finance (AIG)
AA,
Al
03/26/07 04/15/10
999,978
1,020,8001,000,000
5.000% .. 5.000%
99,99700
805
0,003805
3,0632422
Union Bank .
:AmenciiifGener;irFinan"ci!'(AIG) ',,-- "--A+--"-Ar-''''''d8jOS/06''---''OS/15/l0'''' -"-'986~939 ·"'-'1;021,560""·-"-"1;ooo;000-"4:87so/0--5:S10%"----- 97:849OO"'--'''''83S''-'''''0:0d38OS---'-3:177400t--' - uiiliiilliiUik' '1
v\'achovia Corp
AA~
Aa3
09/06/06 06/01/10
984,318
1,002,610
1,000,000
4,375% 5.120%
99,44900
852
0,0038053.2420898
Union' !lank
.liear'Steams-Co-:---"--"'-"-------__ '-A+--'--AC~"-05/1~06~ CiW23/l0'--' ""'-979;46(f"---'-97S;39() "--"r;ooO;ooo'- ····4:'550%·-S:Sl<i%""'''96:47100''"---·''S7'l'''--'O:OO380S--'''3:32580SS----Union-Sank"]
Lehman Bros Holding
A+
Al
08/25/06 07/26/10
982,525
999,320
1,000,000
4500% 5,286%
97.24500
907
0,003805
3,4513797
Union Bank
:MeIiiilLynch----" --.- ~-"--- ----AA~-Aii3"--~"07/l'i/07·"'--Oli/o4/fO'~--"'982)174"··'--1_;_OO(630·---'--1;000,000"---4.79i'i"/;-S:540";'--"- '''-97:-91000'' -'---"-916-"'O:003-805--'--3A856211--~-Union Bank""]
Home Depot
M
Aa3
07/24/06 08/15/10
980,306'
997,950
i;ooo,oOO
4,625% 5,500%
96,85200
927
0,003805
3,5274851
Union Bank '
:AmeriCaitGeiieraIFiiiance(AIG)----~X+·---Al-'-"'-06f08f07'~'-d9"/d1/iO----918-;J29"'----1;0d9~9iO'''-··~I~ooo;OOO.. -·····;U2So/;-'5.S50%''·-·-''97:29(j(j()-"'~--944~---O'00380S-" .. ·3:S9ti746.. -·---tji\ionB;mk-,
HSBC Finarlce Corp
A.A- -Aa3
01/13/06 09/15/10
989,460
1;016,710
1,000,000
4,625% 5.080%
98,12200
958
0,063805
3,6454484
Union Bank '
'IISIiC·FfuanceCiiif--·~···-------~AA-:- .. -Ka3----1{jf1S/07-'--i{jf15/f()----f)jij(f,ooo-"--iJ>13;f30-~--f,OIid;ooo-- "--5:000% -5:-0000/0- --roo:-oOOOO~ --9SS- '--0.003805 ~"-3.75'l6065--"'uiilonBaiik--i
Unilever Cap Corp ' A + '
Al
. 03/30/07-11/01/10
1,052,069
1,091,980
1,060,000 7,125% 5,030%
106,79000
1,005
0.003805
3.8242961
Union Ba~ . ,
:CIT-CrouF.--------""-·----..-"-__r--'-At--'---08j()8/06-~-lVOO/f()---"--992;428------ ..972;990---~I;()(j(j;OOO-""'·S-:-200%~5};To%)"- '-9S,836()if-·"""-T..Iid7---'-O:dIi380S-::-5.8319066-··-··-Uiiion"ijank-l
Berkshire Hathaway
"AAA
Aaa
Oi/15/08 12/15/10
1,019,099
1,020,880
1,000,000
4.200%' 3,620%
10158400
1,0490,003805 . -3.9917280
Union Bank'"
.HSJfCFinanceCorF--------'--"--·-AA;'----Aii3--~()S/l1ld6--~d1/ivrI-'~99Q,"%2~-l;o2i);6(f"---f;Ooi),600-'--5.25jj%-5.600%"~--98.569(Xf--~'~T,079~..-1[OO3805~~4:IoSS86r--uDionBaiik"l
Goldman Sachs
AAAa3
06705/07 01/15/11'
989,335
i,028,5901,000,000' 5.060% 5.400%
98.697001,080' 0,003805
4,1096913
U~o~B~'
:AmencanEXpressCeiiniiion--~~~--
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"CiHgroiip-~-~-----

-"~'~-''Ar''-'AaC---OV3Ojd7''~-'''OVf8/fl'

..

--1:;c)32,2T9--~T,d58,720'-----1.;OOO,dOif---'6:500%"-~5:280O/~---~'I04~3f200-~'·'1,ds5-----O'OO380S-----Tf:illd7C~--uliionBankJ

GE Capital Corp
AAA
Aaa
03/30/07 02/22/11
1,()31,703
1,064,450
1,000,000
;GE"Capifal"'Corp- -- ..... ,....,- '''-·~-XAjC--Aaa-"---OS/2.9/07-'-lW~-''-'-f'023;93irT064:450-- "---1;000;(0)"
GE Capiial Corp
AAA
Aaa
06/05/07' 02/22/11
1,019,764
1,064,450
1,000,000
Gln:apitarCori>-'''- .
. "---'j\XA- '"Xaa''' '06{1.6/07" "OZ(2.'i/i1 -1,o1S);45'" -i-;064;45O-'-'--1-;000,000"
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6,125%4,970%

104,03700

i;1180,003B05

4,2542916

Uttion !lank

·-~6.125°/.-5.25O"f.,-------iti2:9f900~-1;m-"----if003805---;(lli29f6------Union

6.125%

5:400%

--6:125%""5:5500;0~-

BaDJ(--1

102.40000
1,118
0,,003805
4,2542916
Union Bank "
"-101::-87000" ' - - i~i18---'O:OO3805-~ -4~~2916-- --Unlonilaiik-l
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5.350%

5.480%

99.44900

1,139

0.003805

4.3342022

Union Bank

-4.00(W';·-5.40(Wo·-·"-1j5:24700~--"i;r39··'~ifOO3805·--·-'[334202r-""Unlon-Barik-j

1,000,000

6.750%

5.140%

105.65900

1,170

0.003805

4.4521656

Union Bank

~---i;oooJjOO----6:750%-5:010·1O---·10S:3S500~·-·--L200'·-o.OO3805-·-'4.5663'237-----UiiIonBiiilk-,

Credit Suisse USA
AA·
Aa3
10/30/0608/16/11
1,003,014
1,049,600
1,000,000
5.500% 5.400%
100:40800
1,2930.003805
4.9202138
Union Bank '
'WacIlovia'Corp- ·-----"--· .. ·-·--.-·Aii.:-'Ta3---0fji5/07-.--rO/1S/fl-·'-r;003;S80-·--'1~026;1(j(f"-"- -t;000,000----S:3oo·/.-· S.190%---·-lOO:45700---T,353'---O'OO3B05 --'-'-5:i48530i:r-' ---U'iiion-JJank--l
Bank One Corp UP Morgan)
A+
Aa3
01/10/07 1i/15/11
1,024,122
.. 1,060,850
1,000,000
5.900% 5:170%
103.08600
1,384
0.003805
5.2664933
Union Bank
'BanK'Oiie-C0rPOl> Miirgan)'---- '-~-A+-' --Xa3-·-·~03/30/07---'1.i/i5/1C·--'C027;495-· ---'1,iJ60;Sso'- .... --TOOO)j(j(f.. ·-5:900%--S:07S·/.-·----i03:35i,i5-·--1~84--'"-lfOOO80S'- -5:2664933-"'-UnlOn 8m""---j
Goldman Sachs
AAAa3
03/21/07 01/15;12
i,049,355
1,081,220
1,000,000
6.600% 5.170%
106.01900
1;445
0.003805
5.4986148
Union Bank
:Bear'StearnsCo'--'--·------·- -··-·----X.j.-.. ·-Ar-- '05/29/07--- "O~oi/1t-- '---997;825-'------9S6;600- .--- ·-t,ooo,OOO- '---5:3500;.;- 5:41(j%'----lJ9~746'O{r----'-' '1;462--'-0:003805---"'5:5633044--- --lfriionli,iiik-l
Lehman Bros Holding
A+
Al
02/06/07 02/06/12
996,789
995,910
1,000,000
5.250% 5.340%
99.60000
1,467
0,003805
5.5823307
Union Bank
TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS
51,656,313
52,667,222
51,656,000
U.S, GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES

.Fed Home LOanMfgCiiiji"- ..- --'- ..- -AAA----·---·-·02/'1:1/06 --- "01/22/08--'--'1~OOO;0I)(f'-- '1;o01;230-----'[,000;000--S:'0500;';---S:050"/.---"·1oo:00000 -'---22'--- O:OO3S(j5-~O:0837159---- UniciiiBiiiiJ.{--i
Fed NaU Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
02/27/06 02/27/08
1,000,000
1,001,560
1,000,000
5.000% 5.000%
100.00060
27
0,003805
O,i027423
Union Bank
:Fed'HomeLoanBiitK-~ --~-"---- ---AAK---'----·· .. ·-03/10/05·--- 03/10/08-- --~I;ooo;ooo--·-·-1',OO1~25'O---···-l;ooo;ooo~·-4:000%-·-4:000%-----]~()():OOOO{J------- 39-----0]i03805'--·---O'1484055--·~UiiionIiaruq
Fed Home Loan MtgCorp
AAA
Aaa
02/08/05 03/24/08
999,684 .
1,000,900
1,000,000
3.500% 3.730%
99.32S13
53
0.003805
0.2016793
Union Bank :Fed Homewan MtgCOrp------.---- 'AAA'---Aaa---~04/17/03'---04/17/0S--- 999;9Z':-' --])j01,520- .. - '1.;000;000-- -3~625%--T666%-- '98:81250--- ·-----·77------·0:003805 ·---'O:t93OO5S-----Union BiiiiJ.{--;
Fed Home LoanMtg Corp
AAA
10/26/04 04/25/08
1;000,000
1,001,540
1,000,000
3.560% 3.560%
100.00000' 85
0.003805
0.3234479
Union Bank .
;'F€d'NaU'Mtg ASsn---··------- --- ---'------AAA----Aaa--~--01/27/04---05/19f08--·-<j<j9;24r---- -OJO(j;ooo------f,(J(jj);ooo~--:2:s75%~' 3:-147%·--9K93000'------i09--~-O:OO3805---0:4147744----UnionBiiiiK!
Fed Home LOan Bank
Aaa
06/05/03
06/0.5/08
1,500,0001,500,465
1,500,000
3.250%3.250%
160.00000
126
0.005708
0.7191960 Union Bank .
!FidFiii1ifCredit---·---~--------------AAA----A~--m;Jf1/07~06/i1/08----'l~OOO;OOO-~'-T008;i30'-~--Ojoo;OiJIr~~ .. --5:200%--5:2oo%~-'~100:0ii000~---132°~·~O:OO380S-~O:S022956-~-UiiionBiiiikl
Fed
Credit
..
AAA
A-aa06/12/0306/12/08
i,()OO,OOOl,OOO,OOO
1,000;000
2_950% 2.950%
100.00000 - i 3 3 - 0_0()380505061()09Uillon BaTIk'
'Ft'dHomeLoanMtgCorp -----~---AAr~Aaa"~-04/30/07~'~06/25/08-~·-990~777-·---999;300-~..~-.. ijjOO;{)(j(J""-"-2:7oo%"~S~100%-"~-97~342lj(f--~~i46~--o.003805·-~o.S5'SS694-"-UiiiOO·1f.iiiK-;
Fed Home LOanMtg Corp AAA .. Aaa
07/09/0'3 07/09/08 .
1,boo,00()
1;000,620 '1,000,000 . 3.()00% 3.000% - 100.00000160
0.0038050~6088432UiuonBank .

Farm

:Fed-FiiimCTedif~'---~'--"----'---~'~--~-Aaa"--"07/10/03--07/iO/OS'-~-1;OOO:OOO~··-f;OOO;oOO~'·~-f;ooo)lllO-~3.330·/o-3:330%-O--1oo:00000~'''--f6r- O:00380S--~0~6126484"-UniOnBaiiKj

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
1'0

-...J
-...J
01

'Fed Nat! MtgAssn
AAA
08/18/03 OS/18/08
1,000,000
1,000,630
1,000,000
4.020% 4~OiO%
100.00060
- 200
0.003805
0.7610540
UruonBaTIk '
iFed.Home LoanMtg: Corp-----·-----·· --AAii.----~-·--~-09J29/04- __ ·09J29/08--__ -T'OOO~-----DlO2-;090---..r,ooo;00(f--4:050"/,;----4:050·/o---lOO;OOOOO~--·~--2~---O:003&l5-----'O:920!l753--'UiiionBiiilKi
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
05/06/05 10/06/08
1,000,000
1,008,750
1,000,000
4.070% 4.070%
100.00000
249
0.003805
0.9475122
Union Bank
'F€dHome[oanBiiiik-·-'---- ··-···----..·AXA- ..--~--03/17/04------10/14J08'--··-f,OOO;ooo---- '-1;002;'1.90-- .. ·:(,000;000··----3:0500;0---036·/0--100:00000--------257--·0:003805----0:9779543----·-UnionBaiik-i
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
08/01/06 11/21/08
991,551
1,000,940
1,000,000
4.000% 5,440%
9i58200
295
0,003805
1_1225546
Union BWk
'FidNatl MtgAssii.-------- -------------Aii.r --··-'----01/28j04---.. ·-11/28/08-----1;ooo;000·-----'DX)O;ooo- - ----1;000;000--- --4:000%---3:4S7%----100:OOiJOO -- -"30r'---0:00380S---1:14919iS----UnionBank-j
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
12/16/03 12/16/08
1,000,000
1,011,8S0
i,ooo,oOO
4.050% 4.050%
l()O.OOOOO
320
0.003805
1.2176863
Union BWk
i Fed HoiiieLoa:n- BanK-'-----· ..--.... ''''- - -AXA------- --'--- 03/24/0S - .. -12/24/0S----·--1;OOO;(J(Jif -- --1;007,190-- "-1;ooo;00()--' 4:500"/.-4:500% - -- ---lOO:OOOCKl--- ------ 3:28'--"-O";00080S-'--:1:2481:28S-- -- - Union: BaiiK,
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Aaa
04/02/04 01/12/09
1,003,097
1,011,560
1,000,000
3.875% 3.516%
101.56200
347
0.003805
1.3204286
Union Bank '
:Fed N atl Miff Assn" ' .. - - .. --" -- --, --AAA------·--·0'1/19/04·-'- 02/19/09-~'1;OOO;()()(j- ---'''1;000,000--- -·1;00Ii;OOO----4.000·/;--4:000·/o'-----100:OOO{j(f-~-38S· ~0:OO3S05-'--·-lA6S0289----"· Union Bank"-)
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
02/27/04
02/27/09
1,000,000
1,001,250
1,000,000
4.200% 4.200%
100.00000
393
0,003805
1,4954710
Union Bank
.. -- .. - XAA- .... --- ---- -'03/09/04 -·-03/09/09------1:;000;000--· - ... 1;000;000" '1;000;000" -.-3:625%'-3:li25%-'--:(OO:OI:XlOO' ,- .. '403------''0:003805·- ----1~5335237----·-Unioii- BittIC]
jFed Farm CfedW------- ....
Fed NatlMtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
03/26/07 03/26/09
1,000,000
1,003,750
1,000,000
5.125% 5.125%
100.00000
420
0.003805
1.5982133
Union Bank ~
!Fed Niifl MtjfAssn------·----.--AAA'--Aiii ,---- ---04/2W04----04/2.fi/09- - - '---t>20;OOO--- '- -·'631;441-'" . ""-620,OIlO --,--. .3,'000·/.-3:iJOO<'/~--- - -lOO.iJOOOO---'--- -445 --.- 0:0023S9--- 1.0498739····' -"Uiiion Banti-)
AAA
04/20/04 04/20/09
1,000,000 .
1;016,250
1,000,000
4.020% 4.020%
100.00000
445
0.003805
1.6933450
Union BWk
'Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
•Fea Nat! MijfASsn--'" - ---,
,. -AAA-' --------- 07/01/07--- 07/02/09'-----1;000:;000'----"1;010;940-·-- "'-1;ooo;ooo---"S:37s% --5:37S%--l'Oi[(iOiJoo"-- '-SIS--- O:OO380S-----n711297------ Union BiiilCJ
l'ed Farm Credit
AAA
Aaa
08/17/07 08/17/09
1,000,000
1,035,630
1,000,000
5,000% 5_000%
100.00000
564
0.003805
2.146i721
Union Bank
Fed Hiiiiie LoanMtgCorp----- "'-----"AAA--' ---Aaa-- -, 02/1"4/0S -·-·09/01/09'-------999;770-----1;o22;52'O·---'r;OOO';000--- -in25·/.-'u40·/';-"9lJ~934{j('- ·--S79--------0~0038iiS------·2.20325i2'-·---· Uiiion BanK-l
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
09/08/06 09/09/09
1,000,000
1,015,940
1,000,000
5.260% 5.260%
100.00000
587
0.003805
2:2336933
Union Bank
:Fed·Hi:iiiie-LoanBaiiK--·-------"---'----:O;X----·-~-03/14J07--09/i4/09--·,,·1;ooo;ooo-----l;bOi;:8i'O-'-·-i:;ooo;ooo--'·S:OSOO;" .. --s.'OSOO/;-----100.00iJ00-----"-5<j2--''O:003805-~-·-22527f97--·--·--UniOnBaruCl
Fed Farm credit
AAAAaa
12/30/6411/30/09
998,837
1,000,000
1,000,0004.150%4_220%
- 99.68750
669
0_003805
2_5457255 .. Union BaTIk'
;Fed·Homeroa:nBanK--·-··~~------ .. -·AAA--·Aaa-----i1/fO/07'--f2/03f09~'-1;ooo-:s7S----f,005,OOlf·-·~-r,OOO;OOO'---4:500%-~4.500 ../,;--'-·llJ(fOOi:lOo------6n~--0]103ii(j!r~--2.557f4f3·-------·UniOnIiiiiik-l
Fed Farm Credit
.
AAA
Aaa
09/07/06 12/07/09
1,000,552
1,043,4401,000,000
5.125% 5.095%
100.09700
676' 0.003805
25723624
Union Bank "
[Fed' Home LomMigCorp---,---- --'--'---7i;_AJ(--'------ --'--:-11/1B/06~~''12/18/09----~1.000~OOO~~--l:009:iio--- "· ..·i;ooo'OOO~".. 5:05O"/.--~·S:(jS(j%-·~~":(OO~OOOOO----~·--6S7-~--oji03S05~~~2~6142203-~--Union Baruq
Fed Ag Mtg Co
.
.
.
'.. 02/03/0502/03/10
1,000;000
i,009,410
1,000,000
4.530~;4.530%
100.00000
. 734
0.003805
2.7930680' Dillon Bank .
!FedFiti'iilCreaW-'''---~-----·~···~·--AAA~--Aaa-·<--·02fi2I07-----(j2/1~()~~-1;ooo,OOO--·-'-f;ooo~94'O------f,OOO;ooo-"---·s:35l'I%~535W~~o----iOO:OOOOO---'·--·743'~-··O:OO3805---2:'8273154--"· ..~·t1iiion-IiiitKl
F~dNaU Mig Assn ' .
"AAA02/26/oi02/26/io
1;000,000
1,OOl~880
(000,0005.300% 5.300%
100.60000
757
0:003805' 2.8805892
Union BWk'
Fed Home Loan BiitK--- -----... ------.<.. AAA"'--·-~~---09/(j.5/06----03fo5/1o---~t;ooo~iJOO~-----1;OO2,S00~·--·'T'OOO;oo(r~-- 5:37S%~5:315'%--- -loo:iiOOOO~--·----,64~~--O:-003805 '-'-2:'90'72i6r--'''UniOn: BanKl
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
03/29/05 03/29/10
1,000;000
1,035,310
1,000,000
4.515%4.515%
100.00000
788
0.003805
2.9985.526
Uillon Bank .
:Fid FarmCredit--------- .. ·-~ ----·--····--AXA"~----'·-·~-Of/26j(tr--.. -(j5/26Ji(i--····-i;oooJjOO'-------1;049)i6ir-·---i;ooo;ooo--~··--S.{J(j(j%-5.ijijO<t/.-·- .. ·~iOO:OOOOiJ~~---- ..Mr~-0:003805~-nI9258t·~··(jruonBaJiK--l
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAAAaa
06/15/07 06/15/10
999,605
1;034,290
1,()00,OOO
5.400% 5.420%
99.95000
866' 0.003S05
-3.2953636
UnionBank .
:FedHomeLOiiiBank-' "-- "' .. ·----"AAA----ii.aa'----(j'j/2!i/O'r-06/18/lO'--- "'1,000-;000-- --1,010.000-----' --l,OOO:OOO--·'---SA5o"!~---5:45(l"1.-------100.00000--~---869·- .. O.OO3805----3:3067794--~--OruoliBanK 1
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Loan Mtg Corp

'pedHomeLoanBaItk··"

,,~".-~

AAA.

January 2008

07/30/07

07/30/10

.1,000,000

1,013,370

1,000,000

5.550%

5.550%

100.00000

911

0.0038053.4666007

Union Bank

.."·"--~-AAA-- Aaa·-·-~-ri/t9/65·--08/fO/fIi~-"-· ·-994,549~·--- I;ii44;ti9(f"-~-~T,ooo:OOO-·""4.7Iii:io/';~~4".940o/o--·~-9&98iill(j"~--··922~-~-O:OOOB(j5-·-·~3~.5Ol!4S87·-··"~Uiiion Batik-l

'Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
08/13/07·· 08/13/10
1,000~OOO
1~013,400
1,000,000
5.375%· 5.375%
100.00000
925
0.003805
3.5198745
Union Bam: ~
iFed HomeLoanBiink- ·~-""·~·-·-····AAA~-·-···--09/fS/06----09/i5/fO-~-1,1iOO;OOO-~-~-1;0i5;00(j-~··-T;ooo--;OOO--~~5:jOO%-~5:300%·"··--iOO:OOOOO--~-9.58~~·~Ii:003BIi5-·-3];4!i44S:<f·-"'-tJnioii~Baitk~1
Fed Home Loan Bank
A A A · 11/24/06 11/24/10
1,000,000
1,ll17,810
1,000,000· 5.100% 5:100%
100:00000
1,028
0.003805
H118173
Union Bank ..
Fed.Hi:imetoailMtgCoi'P.".----.--~AA~r··-"'-·-~~1:Qi5/()S~-'i~f5/fo-·-~T,ooo;ooo· .. -·-i;()1S;iOO-~--1,OOO;tioir--·-5:035%- 5,035%"--·100~OOOOO---·-LIi4!f---jj:003Smr-~~-3~991728jf·-··tJnronBaruq
Fed FarmCredil
AAA
Aaa
01/22/08 01/07/11
1,009,890
1,013,750
1,000,000
4.400% 3.530%
iOO.81250
1,072
0.003S05
4.0792492
Union Bank .
·Fed'AgMtg·Co··----·---" ·'-··--·.. --~---·--~~·-(r6j65/06·~0Vi4/fC· --'984;622-·--975;932~ -,~. ·1;000;000 ~-. ~-4:875·;;-~ .5:47()O/o--·-97:600(K'--~-f;079-·ru:103800~-~-IT05886f-·UiiionBaiik·"j
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
.
.. 02/15/06 02/15/11
1,000,000
1,011,250
1,000,000
5.000% 5.000%
100.00000
1,111
0.003S05
4.2276547
Union Bank
·Fed Home Loan BaDJ<-', '"- .~,~. "---AAA-'Aaa-'-·-·tJj/24/06-"'~·1i3/24/fC~'"'COliO))OO--'-··'-1~21;f9(f~"--~ ~1,(Jjj();000'~' .' 5:250"/0"' 5:250%"·-~~··100:(jOOO(f-""·"-1~148~--~-1i:003800·~·""4;3084497~.-~. ~Unioii BaRk-1
Fed Home Loan ivltg Corp
AAA
Aaa
04/25/06 04/25/11
1,000,000
1,006,500
1,000;000
5.600% 5.600%
100.00000
i,180
0.0038054.4902183
Union Bank .
·Fed Nitl'MtgASsn--··"-"·~"-·-·· _.-AAr·-~"·'"'~---OS/i1/66 "~~~ -05/i2/tr-~~'''~1;OOIi;ooo~- ···-l:.oos;t30·~·-~-·T,ooo;()O(}'-·-- 5: 700%·--5.7IiOo/o-"-100:()()()OO"-'~-1;1<j7"····~(j:003805~· '--'4:5549079~--' Uniori BanKl
Fed Nat! MIg Assn
AAA
Aaa
08/08/06 05/19/11
1,000,000
1,008,750
1,000,000
5.625% 5.625%
100.00000
1,204
0.003805
45815448 .
Union Bank '
•Fed NaH MtgASsn-'~-- '-.--, ... -~" .. - 'AAA'"-·Aiii-""-06/09/06----06j09ji'C~· ···-1;OOO;ooo---~·1;009;69if- .., -1;000;000' ----·s, 750%' ·-5:750%---·~TIiO:OOOOO·--·~·1,22S~--01ili3800'~·-~T66f4~54~- UnionBiiiikl
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
06/11/07 06/10/11
1,000,000
1,035,740
1,000,000
5.450% 5.450%
100.00000
1,226
0.003805
4.6652607
Union Bank
'FedHomeLo.:nMfgCorjr-"-"~~---·~··~··~AAA--Aia·--07I'i.O/06'~-·~"07/'i.O/1i--·-l',OOO;ooo-··"'-1~1;960-'~-~l;ooo;ooo-·-·5:750%-·5.7SO%---11iO~O(j()iJ(f---"1;266---~·O:OO3S0.5-~--4:817411.5"~--·-~UriioriBaiilq

Fed Home LoallMtgCorp

AAA

Aaa

09/05/0609/02/ii

999,713

1,016,5901,000,006

5,450%

5.471%

99,96000

1,310

0,003805

4:9849034

UnionBam: ..

:Fed Home [oanMtgCorp--·"'·-··- "-AAT"-Aaa-~· ..-1i9/!l8/06-·~-09/08/11-·~~T,oOO'OOO-~·-l;o17,3S0-~~--1;ooo)joo-~'5:51iO%--'s:sOO%-"·"~100:00oo(r"--"-·1;3f6--- 0:003805'" -·~:1i077350-·-·· UiiionBiiiik-!
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
10/26/06 10/26/111,000,000'
1,045,000
1,000,000
5.300% 5.300%
100.00000
1,364
0.003805
5.1903879
Union Bank
;Fed·HomeLoanBiiiik..... ~-·-------"--AAr-----'-~0:s/21/07.. -f17'i.1/i1---1;o1iO,000-.~-l;o21;S60--~-I):KXj;ooo~-"5:250o;;--5~2.50°/o-·fOO:OOOOO·~--·-i;390--0:0038ii5·~···-·5:2893250--UiiionBatiK·l
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp'
AAA
Aaa
12/12/06 12/08/11
999,276
1;020,880
1,000;000
5.020% 5.040%
99.90625
1,407
0.00380553540145·
Union Bank
!Fed.HomeLOan·MtgCoiji-~~~·~···-·~-TAA-··Aa:a- ... -0f/1i9/07---01/09/1r··-~l;ooo;tKKr~~---i)J22;22jj~·····-t;OOOjjOO···---5:300%5:300o;;-~--11iO:ooOOr-'~·-t;439·--~··n~00380~ ..-·"5M57832·'---UniOnBaiilq
Fed Home Loan Bam: . ~
AAA
01;i7/07 01/17/12
i,ooo,oOO
1,036,250
1,000,000
5.145% 5.145%
100,00000
~ 1,447·
0,003805
5.5062253
UnionBai1k
;FedFann·Credif----:..~~·-~·~·--'~'A-Ar--Aaa ---~()2/05/07-~~0~0V12~-'l:ooo;ooo~-1))OO-;clOlf~-~f;t)ilO'J)OO~~5~579%_....._5:579%---iOO:OOOOO----~t;4~62~.~·(i:1i03805~~·5:5633044-~tJnioiiBanr]
Ped Home Loan MIg C:orp~
AAA·· Aaa
02/13707 o2/i3/12i)j60,ooo
1,D28;030
1,000,0()05.300% ~ 5.300%
100,060001,474 ~ 0,00:3805
5.6089676· Union Bank
;Fed~NitH~MtgAssn---·~~··--·-~""--~-AAA-·"Aaa ""-~1l4,t11707-~~1i3/tl/f2'-~'998;o38-"-----1)J04;060-~-l;ooo,oOO- ·--5AOO%~.5~4SO"I.-"----99:76560~~-1;Sf[~-~o.(j(j3g05-~5:7497626---Uruoii·BaiilCl

FedHomeioiin ivllg t0rP

.. 1;000;000
1,048,930
1,000,000
5.000%~· 5.00()%
.. 100.000001;5i6
(1.O03805
5.7687889
Ulrion Ballk ~.
__ -~~-1;025;46(f'~'~1;OOO~liOir~~5~250%~5:270o/~'~--99:90000--~·~-1;S24-.~'0:OO38()5--5:799'i.3fC-UiiiOnBaiiJ{J
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
04/09/07 04/09/12
1,000,000
1,030,000
1,000,000
5.150% 5.150%
100.00000
1,530
0.003805
5.8220627
Union Bank
:Fed Home LOan Bank--~-.-~-. ---·---AAr~··~----~" 04/f<j/07·~·-04/19/12---1;()()O,OOO--"··~"L050;63lf'·-·-1~ooo,()jj()----"5:020%-" 5:0'i.O"/."~"··-100:()ooO(f-·~·"1;540---- ():()()3805·~ 5:8601154"·-'- UniOnBatiKl
·Ped. Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
05/02/07 05/02/12
1,000,000
1,007,500
1,000,000
5.550% 5.550%
100.00000
1,553
0.003805
5.9095839
Union Bank ~
:FidNiti MfgAssil"'"·......~- ..· --,. ~ "AAr·~~Aiia-·"-· 05/il/07 ··-·~-05/<Y7/11. ...--1;OOO;ooo-·-·'·1;020;940··~~" ..1~()()()';IiO(r .. ·-···5:3()()O/o-~ 5:3()()%"~-----I00:IiOOOO----··"·1;S5!f _.- 0:1i03805-~''''' 5;9286103~~--- Uiiion· Bank"l
Fed Home Loan Bam:
AAA
OS/21/07
OS/21/i2
1,000,000
1,010,310
1,000,000
6.000% 5.220%
106.00000
1,572
0.003805
5.9818841·· Union Bank .
:Fed~Natl MfgA8sn-·-----~-·- ~"---~. ··--Aj(A~"'-"Aaa·---·05/29/07 -·-05/29/1'i.--~·l;ooo;ooo~· .... ~l)101,500~·~·-~-O)(jo,OllO---~5:50()D/o~ 5.500%; -~~·-100:00000 -"·"~l,5l1lr·· --O:()()3805-~-·6,OO:23262----·-UiiionBaiiJ{"·1
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
06/01/07 06/01/12
1,000,000
1,059,690
1,000,000
5.300% 5300%
100.00000
1,583
0.003805
6.0237420
Union Bank .
·Fed Home (oan Mf,i"COiji -~ --.~. ---.~ ~AAA--~--'-"- OW04/07--06/04/12---~--1;ooo;0ll0~'-··~1',036;660·---""l;ooo;00If·--·- 5:400"k~ - 5:400%·~···" ···~I00:0000(r~~~~--·1;S86··"-O,OO3805·"'-"-6:035i578--~·"- Uiiion Biiiil<~'J
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
06/06/07 06/06/12
1,000,000
1,011,880
1,000,000
6.000% 5.513%
100.00000
i;588
0.003805·· 6.0427684
Union Bank
.Fed Farm Ciedit"-··-~" .~- .. -.~. ~·~"""-AA·A-·-Alia'" "·06/29/07~"~-~06j'i.V12-"·-·-I,()()4,744-·--·- {,OS6,560~·~··· ~-t:OOO;()(J(f~~-·5.450o/o~- 5.325%--"100:53S00-""-~·1;603---··0:()()3805-- "6:0998474 .. -~ Uiiion Bank"l
Fed Nati Mig Assn
AAA
07/02/07 07/02/12
1,000,000
1,013,130
1,000,000
5.800% 5.800%
100.00000
i,614
0.0038056.1417054
Union Iiailk'
:Fed Honie· Loan Biiil<-'-~ ,,,-. ~~ ~~~~" --AAA" ~~~"Aaa-- ·"~07/09/07- -~07/09/f2-"--"'C()()(j;OO(r--~·~-"1)Ji0;7S0·-· ~T;ooo,d()jr--" ~ 5:il75%·~~·5:875°/o"-·100;OOOOO--~·~L62'!~- 0;003805-"""TI68.3423--- UiliOn BatiK·;
Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
AAA
07/24/07 07/24/12
1,000,000
1,016,200
1,000,()00
6.000% 6.000%100.00000
i,636
0.003805
6.2254213
Union Bank
;Fed Fanii'CredW- --~ ...... --.. --.-. ~ ~A7'A-"Aa:a - '-08/01/07-- ·--08/0l/l2----..1~()()()XJ()(j- -·"'1;079;3S0· .. ".~ -l;ooo;oO(f~·-~~5.250%·-5:2.50%-·"-~ .. 100:IiOOOO~-· "'·'"1;644'·- •.~ 0:003805· '"~6;2558635~-" . Union BiiiJ(--j
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
08/15/07 08/15/12
1,000,000
1,015,630
1,000,000
5.500% 5.500%
100.00000
1,658
0.003805
6.3091373
Uillon Bank "
:Fed·Niiil·MtgAssn-- -. --~ .. " ·---.. -·AXA--·----~~-(j9t'f!V07·"..--(j9/ill/12--·1:()()();iJO()·---~1~035;630··~-"'~~i;ooo;ooo·~-"-5:200%~~~5:'i.OO%·"--·-iOO:()()()()()""- ""'U8r- O'OO3805-·-6~4080743-UniOriBiinkl
Fed Home Loan Bam:
AAA
Aaa
10/16/07 10/16/121,000,000
1,018,130
1,000,000
5.250% 5.250%
100.00000
1,720
0.003805
65450640
Union Bank
!Fed~HomeLoanBaiik--"--'-~------~--"~---Aaa--~1:Qi3,l07---12/fi7i2--"-'i.;()()();S56~·-~2Jlf6;S'i.O--·"-"2;()jj())JOO-'" ····5:liOOo/.;--·5:000%-..~·" ..fOlfliOOOO--··-f,7't6~·--O:OO761l-··13~5i63182---UnionBiiiK"j
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
01/02/08 01/02/13
1,000,000
1,004,060
1,060,000
5.000% 5.000%
100.00000
1,798
0.003805
6.8418750
Union Bank .
'FelIHome LoanBiiiJ(---·"-·~· -·"---"XAA-··-· .. ---·"0l/07/OS:-"·OJ.j07!i3""'l;ooo;tXKr- ·--l;Ii31;S60---~·---UiOO,(j()()-·"· . 4.62S·/.·'i1;25%--'--1Oll~OOOOO--·"-f,8o:r-"o.OO3B05~·- . 6~8609Oir--UiiiOn BanK]
Fed Home Loan MtgCorp
AAA·
01/16/08 01/16/13·
1,000,000
1,014,320
1,000,000 ~ 000% 4.300% ·100.00000
1,812
0.003805
6.8951488
Union Bam:
AAA

03/26/07

03/26/i2

·Fed~Home[oanMfifCo~-""~··--A:xr·~Aaa-·~--05/i6107--"-64/03/r2·-----'999;t45

·FedHomeLOanBiriK--·-·~~---~-~·"-AAA~-~-"·-~(jj/f8/08~~()1/i8ji3~--~"I;txjj:;nr·-··-~-1~ii22X90--·-1;ooo;ooo~-4:1jOO·/';-·-4~1iIiO%'··--lOO:O()()(j(r~-'---f,8i4·---O:0038"05-"--6:90i151j3""~UiiiOri"BaiiJ{·1

~

TOTAL U.S, GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
TOTAL INVESTMENTS

96,095,552
151,858,114

97,656,088
154,445,579

96,120,000
151,894,569

TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

262,757,(103

265,399,161

262,793,459

<
o
o

1'0
W
1'0
-..,J
-..,J
(J)
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516 days

1.000000

L41 years
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Other

Commercial Paper
Negotiable CDs
US. Agencies
Corporate Notes

17,620,000
14,000,000
5,500,000
6,000,000

HSBC

Agencies
37%

GE

LAIF

Corporate
Notes

38%

20%

38%
3.00

2.45

Dec 99
~-~---j~-OO'--~

--~---

.. ---2j6
1.71

Dec 00

JunOt

---

1.94

DeeOl
-i;;;;-02--~~'~-

. ----1:56--1.24

Dec 02

----i:s8~

Jun03

1.91

Dec 03

Jun04

I_:_~ __ .__ ~'_ Dec ~_._~~ ._--,c,~._.!:ZZ~_

Juri 05

Dec

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
1'0
-...J
-...J
-...J

05

..

-. .

.

1.48

1.47

2.75

+1----------------------

2.50

I

2.25

I"

2.00

1

I

Dec 06
.. --..
...
~.-"

1.90
2.01
1.49

'-=
<"=

\

~

~1.501

_~

\

/

~

'\:

i

\

~£ I

" ' " ,• .

~

1.25

28,000,000
30,000,000

11.4%
12.2%
10.7%
11.4%

262,793,459

100.0%

7'

1.75

II
~
~

~r-------------

1

50% ,----------------------------------------------40%

1.00

+1-----------------------

0.75

tl----------------------------------------

0.50

+1-----------------------

20%

0.25

+1----------------------

10%

0.00

+I_,-._.__.-,-.-._~_,_,,_._.__._.-r_._~_,_,

Jun06
~~~.~

Average Years to Maturity

30%

~~~~- ~--~-?~-.,-~-.~-~~

JunO?
Dec 07

08

~

~

8 8 8 8 8

~

8

8

~

~

~

~

~

~

B

~

181818181818181818
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--=r"'-

7"0......

4.5
I -~';';-~-~-~···--·-~-~-""::~-I 40
~

--

---

-_.

---

'-{
\

. ," '-'.
Q...

3.5

1--::"--- -:::. ----.-:-::
Dec 01
Jun02
-"D;-~02---

Jun 03

-----..;:.:--.- - - - :.::

-I ~:~

3.72
4.96
5.60
2.17
3.26
4.71
2.06
2.69
3.94
1.32 -------·-2.20---··-~29 -----1.09
1.26

03

1.70
1.55
1.47

04

2.49
2.60
2.62

~

1:5

3.81
4.70
5.:13
5.25

3.53
4.11
4.47
4.82

~

""
'tl. ~

__-or-io/
(f

./

1.0

~~~~~~~~&&~~~~&&~~~~~

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#

6.5

~:~

5.0

-

''''''lJ-'

,

l!::(

IT

~

~

4.38
1~~~~ ____._3·21
Dec 06
5:Q()
Jun 07
4.91

1~
K-

n..

-u..~

20

4.5

Dec 05

~

if'~

h

~MOttnO

'"
,. '7\

..,

J...J

""

~

;:~

\

~:~

~~

1: ..".

.....,

~~

....

~

,.

"...!,.

~Fr"

1.0

~~~~~~~~&&~~~~&&~~~~~

-~---3.34

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#

lmo
3mo
6mo
1 yr
2 yr
3 yr
5 yr

1.96
2.07
2.11
2.17
2.27
2.82

3.36
3.49
3.34
3.05
3.07
3.45

3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

I

7

2.4

'il

1¢io

2.2

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
1'0
-...J
-...J

ex>

2.0
1.8
1.61
1.4

<f
lmo

-:>-1/31/08
...... 11/31/07
3mo

6mo

1l.

'- ~ ,

1.5

1 yr

2yr

3 yr

Syr

(1.50)

(2.00)
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3mo

6mo

1yr

2yr
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Local Agency Bonds
Tfs:'Tre'a';u..yObiigitTons·--·.... _""_· .... "

5·years·"'-..

2~<:~~?iS.~,1:!:f.9.r:,~~2~E:g~~~~~.___"

?X~<1:~~ .. _ . ,..~..<?,!:~t. ,..,___"_,_ N~!:I~

CA Local Agency Obligations

5 years

No Limit

u.s. Agencies

5 years

180 days

5 years

Bankers Acceptances

No Limit
'No-iImlt--·-'~

0%

None

.. None"---"· .'

0%

None

o
o

0%

5 years

No Limit

None

96,120,000

37%

5 years

40%

None

o

0%

180 days

o

0%

5 years

...- .......-,--........

Collateralized Bank Deposits

I

5 years

Mortgage Pass· Through Securities

I

5 years

Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)

I

5 years

2 years

Nj A

* .. AWM = Average Weighted Maturity

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
1'0

<D

100~o (5% per
Issuer)
70% (50% per

20% (10% per
issuer)

,., ...

"AA"
rating
..,--.. ·_--_··....-··-1

~.--

"AA" rating

20% (10% per

Page # 6 of 9

j

1

"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"A1/P1jF1" rating

..--'·..'-l

None

N/ A

'[ocaTAgencylnvestmentFull,f(iATF'r"

-..,J
-..,J

10%
..- -.. - . , -

-(f---·---'-'~oo'-None

1 year

County Pooled Investment Funds

~-~----

15%

.. -'TOOO,OOO·~'----oo/o ......

Money Market Mutual Funds

No Limit
No Limit

None
---Syears..----.-'--.·70%.-.'- '--uAAK;(Jitiilg-"]
5 years

"AA" rating

CITY'OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

January 2008

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

~~

revenue fund

20350100

money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund

01/31/08

ad min exp acct

20350105

~

(II) 87-1

Series A reserve
~

rebate fund
~

money mkt fund

~

redemption/prepay f,

79,606

79,606

79,606

2.97%

02/01/0B

2.97%

2.97%

1.00000

0.000%
0.182%

WF GovtFund

01/31/08

02/01/08 ---.::.0----0:-----0:--- 2.97%

2.97%

1.00000

0.000%
0.000%

147
82,653

147
82,653

147
82,653

°
··li;8s1-···_·i:970T.....·2:9"70if0-·-i.0ii000··-·o.o20o/;j
02/01/08
°
0
0
2.97%
2.97% 1.00000
0.000%
--Ol/31/Os-'-"o2/0l/iis-' -2iii,osr-ziii;iisf-'-':ioi;o5S-'" -2:9'jW·'-2.97'1o- ··1.00000---0A430X·!

....--. --lii/317iiif- -'02iOvos···' -·S,86'.-···· .··8;881····-

WFGovTFiind-·~···

20350201

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

20350203

money marketfund

W F Govt Fund

money mkt fund

WFGovi-Fund"····· _.. "----"""'''oi,73w-S- --'o2/0Viis

---2035t1Z62 ....-mOneymarket{und-·--WFCovtFu-"r-·--····

{FI1#5

22333500
22333503

money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
:Se'rieiAiii"iOrest"'-'~m33504-'-money mktfund"'--'-'Wj; GovtFUnd

01/31/0B

01/31/08

01/31/08

02/01/0B

02/01/08

32."3
210,257

323
210,257

323
210,257

"'-'149;179 -.-.•14'9,179..~-524,927

524,927

2.97%

money mkt fund

2233350B

524,927

'-'-··-"-·"-·.··-··01l317oIi-~if2/01/08---:fu$i5~-~-j(j;8i5~- ~3O;SlS'~'

WF Govt Fund

01/31/08

~

1997COI)S

12526001

70,863
5,548,402

o
~~

;expense fund

12526107

money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund

're~~~ve account

12526103

money'~t fund

WF Govt Fund

W-;'Ih I !!.!£.!1

12526104
200, I ('<'ISo('

money mkt fund

({PH'1II1(1

0.001 %
0.464 %

2.97%
2.97% 1.00000
2.970/;-2.97'/; -TOoooo

2.97%

1.157%

-O:D6S'i;-1

2.97%

1.00000

9.963%

2.97%

1.00000

0.156%

T97%·.... Ijj~o~558·,;; 1

0

0

01/jVii8--ii2,IOO.i08~"13",ii1i4-~ lS..8ii4-·-·"-i!l);D4 -'·-2:97%--2.97·rT.O_~O·7,-!

01;31/0B

Faserev.m;e-----·125256100·-,;;oney mkt funT' ---WFGoVtFilnd":-~- ---..--~
rebate account

70,863
5,548,402

70,863

5,548,402

1.00000

01/31/08..--o7701fti8-:--~-o~--~O-·'--~-o-~·~··2-:97%""""T97W ..-Too&I1'--O:oooo/;)

WF Govt Fund

money mkt fund.

02(01/08

2.97%

149,liij·"'---2.97o/;"-r97'rTOiiOOo-·'0.329·/;:j

Series B intere5t
22333505
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
01/31/08 02/01/08 4,519,535
4,519,535
4,519,535
2.97%
:Seri"-iITntfflst ·~-··-22m~mon.y;nktfund..---'--WFGoviFund "'-- -~-'''--01f31/08 '(i2io1/08-:i53,iiii4""~2s3,liiii~--253::Oil4~ "'2.97%

WI'II., Llrg,Q

0.175%

01/31/08

money marketfund ,

Series B reserve

~delive?, {(1st fund

1.00000

WF Govt Fund

2035D2oo

iSeries B Revenue

Series B interest

2.97%

L~dlllld('d

20350403

redemption fund
;r;"'';;e7';nd'~-

money mkt fund

02/01/08

~-··01/jlj03-··O;JOi70s~·----2,900--·--2;9oo'--·~-·2;9Ob~·---I97·r,-2.9i%-1:1iiiQO()"_·6:006';;;1

~reservea«ou-nt ",'~-'-~fr-~2ro5Gi(i2-'-"m'oney-m~ifund~-~-'~'WFGoVt'Fund'h

WF Govt Fund

01/31/08

Huud

02(01/08

410,516

410,516

410,516

01/3i1il8-"ij~Vii8"~5SC'-'---5s1--~-581

02/01(08

14,191
439,092

14,191
439,092

4.Bl %

''''---2.97%

14,191
439,092

2.97%

4.81% 1.00000
0.905%2.97%·-i:iJoooiJ--O:OO1%

'i

2.97%

1.00000

0.031%

.-ol/:fijiis-"'o"Wi/Of- "'86"2;4iif .... 862;4"84-·-"li62,4lii--"·"f.9i",i;' 2.97·/'--··l.ijjjiioo~-"r90jiii~~)

;bond fund

18D428oo

money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund

interest account

18042801

money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund

01/31/08

02/01/08

2

2

reserve fund

1B042804

investmentagrmnt

MBIA

01/31/08

10/29/35

2,992,703

2,992,703

rie.e';;.fund--·-·-·-""- ·~i8t14i8li4·-~·D;;;;;.y-ml,tfund----""WFG;,viFund--·'~----~-~o1/3i1Os~6276Iio8"--7i.9I2----7i;942-·--'--

2
2.97%
2.97% 1.00000
0.000%
71;942"·---·2.97·';;--·2.97·7,-l:OOooo---6:1590;'-j
2,992,703

4.63%

4.63%

1.00000

6.597%

'C"pltaH;;t.n;Stf;;nd·--'1804Z805--"jn,;.stm'iii-,gfinnt·-·-~-islSFC·c:omj..ooI--'·--······o173I/OS·-- ii;o1/o8-"·357,ii65--···'357,065--·-·357;0i;5---~4.iiiii~'·-4ji%·~1.0000lr--Q.787%·1

construction fund
18042B06
investmentagrmnt
ISISFCe;·01183·Q(i3
01/31/08 11/01/08
:constrlictlon'iiilla' - . " -lsiiiiBti6----moneymktfu,;r-·---WF Govi Fund------·.. ·,-o173":I/OS·-o2/lil,iOs
W('11s1o!!£.t1

2007LiI abl'It"ls('Rr rn

'llotis

!;nterest fund

222776D1

money mkt fund

construction fund

22277604

money mkt fund

:c'pjr.TfDtere.t·fund---2"2I7760r'--nwn.ymktfund
cost of issuance

22277606

money mkt fund

~~

!revenue fund
reserve fund
~,dmio

2035D300

20350303
expe~~'-' 203503D4"

(.0

1'0
-...J

ex>

o

24,269,294

29,493,599

29,493,599

29,493,599

4.11%

4.11%

1.00000

53.500%'
65.017%

-ii017iis-6270f/08--- ..S49-··---S49-····-S49-_·_··· 2.97o/;--H7%-·iiiOiiiii,--·o.iiOi"/.l

WF Govt Fund

01/31/08

02/01/08

5,813,076

5,813,076

5,B13,076

2.97%

2.97%

1.00000

12.815%

'--~-WFGOVi Fuu(f-------OOJ31fo"8-07/ifi)os---2,249,6'4T-··i;249fi4T-'·-2-;-249,641--'-i:97%-i97%-'~i"]jijjjijif--i959%]

WF Govt Fund

01/31/08

02/01/08

361,131

361,131

8,424,398

l:!,4L4~5':::'.:lo

361,131
1:5o,4L4,398

2.97%

2.97%

1.00000

0.796%

reserve
WF Govt Fund
01(31/08 02/oi/08
347,402
347,402
347A02
2.97%
2.97%1.00000
0.766%'
:::7,dol;;' expe;;;;...... ~-c'WFGOViFund- .. ~--·""":'~:'·-·C,.lji13i/o8.-·-Q:1/01/08 ·-..,.:~..,. ..~:5ii7"""""~-587----T.970i;--=2:9?"/;;:-T.ooooo--o:om"r.-J
1,l64,556
45,362,959

Total.

~

1'0

24,269,294

WF GovlFnnd --·-·-""· ...~-~-0173l/Os-""ij1/Oi708~·-8i6;SW--·816,567~---816,567-~B7%··-2.97",i;··T.iiiiii01i····TiiiiO%·1

revenue

<
o
o

flo(' tr" Uti"
WF Govt Fund

24,269,294

···..9;jD;'ios-· '-94'0,108- ---"940;108-"- 2.97%"- 2.ij7%---i.O_·-··2~ii12·r.-!

1,164,556
45,362,959

1,164,556
45,362,959

~

.LU'.!'
Construction Funds

30,082,920 30,082,920

30,082,920

~~-_~~~2~M·_~~_-.<.-pii~ipa)~&~~fiteresfAc~~tS-."-"-~~-~~-·---~---~_~-'~r-4,8B~~~78~!I,883~178~-4;.s~;178-·~J

3
Debt Service Reserve F'unds
4,559,687 4,559,687
4,559,687'
.. " -~~4-'-~ ..._ ...... Custody-A«·OiiiitS·-~-~--·--·-·~-··-- --.~-.--.. -.~ O.... ·-·-D·· .. --·-.. ~·O----l
5
Arbitrage Rehate Accounts
. .
14,514
14,514
14,514'
:- ......-~ ... - ~ 6' ........ _--..··OHi.,-A{ciiiiiit.-·.. ·--·~·..·.- ""'"
""'-'-'5,822;660 '''5,822;660-''-5,822;660-''';
:~'

.

Total FiscaJ Agent Funds
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45,36~,.,.~,

':I:J"",o,,",.,.a:=:r

2.567%
100.000%
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Cash in Financial Institutions
~State'ofcaiifonlIa

Highmark U.s. Government Money Market
General Electric Capital Services .
MBIA
'Wells
c"·-

4%

no limit

3,118,569

1.01 %

0

0.00%

2,992,703

0.97%

15.00%
NA
NA

$12,084,565

LAIFPoo.--··--·------- -----"----·~--~-·-----··---·-98;8i~l;3i5~~--32.070;0-·-~50.oilo;;-1

- - - - - - _ _ .. - - - . -..- . - . - _..... - .•.• - - -.• " - ' - - " - '

--.-

~.---

..... - _ _ . . .

-.~

. • __ " .• _ _ _ ............. - . . •- .• - . - . ,. . . . . _ - -... _ •• _ - -.•- - . _ . _ - . -..... _ - - . - . _ . - _ . _ ]

Fargo·'Govemment-Puii,r--·-----·--···-------·--···--··--·--..

ISIS Funding Corp
rFedeiafA~CultuieMortgage-CorP--'--'-'

j

-·17,743;897---·-·5.760/~-··---NA~-l

24,626,359

7.99%

NA

35,500,000

11.52%

50.00%

···"--· .. ---···-··-·--···-·-..·2~o'O'O:oO(f·-··---0:65Q;;;'·----§O:()OOlo"·-l

Federal Home Loan Bank

:-PederafHome"Loan Mortga-geCorp--'-· ..---····--·--···..---··------··2i)loo,o00-·..--8.760/;-··---·50:00%·--·j
Federal Farm Credit Bank
:FederaINa:tionaTMortgageAssoc~-·-·--·--··

14,000,000
4.54%
50.00%
..···--··-.. ·-·.... -----.-17,620,000... ---.5:7'20;;;-.---.50.00°;;;---1

Abbott Labs
1,000,000
0.32%
10.00%
'American General FInimce~··"-···-··--·-·-··-·~-·~----···-·-. ·-·~-··--6,OO'O:OOO-·· . -~L95%--·---i()~000;;;-}
American Express

jj'ank One

'~ ~

1,000,000

0.32%

Corp~"----~--'~"~"-"~'~-~'~~~-~~--~~~~"~'-2)J00,OOO '-~'~

~-

-

-

10.00%

.. 0.65%

10.00%

--.~

--j
)

,,-

Bear Stearns Co
2,000,000
0.65%
10.00%
[Berkshire Hathaway--·-~----'--'~--~·-~-~-~~~~-~·~~ 1,906,000 -~-o.62%~~~10.00%

1

Citigroup
2,250,000
0.73%
10.00%
... -,- •..
.. - -..- ....
..
...
...
........
CIT Group
.
1,000,000
0.32%
10.00% 1
Credit Suisse USA
1,000,000
0.32%
10.00%
C'eneraT"ElectrfcCapftar-'- -.- -~- "-' ... ,.- -_... _-_ ..-.--.. ----.... --..··"6:000,000--.... --"T.95QI~---"~- --i15:00% - - -

-.-,--~-~. -.-.-~----~.--

Goldman Sachs
:Homejjepot----~-·-

-.~-.-

----~~

~-

~~~--.-'---~-'-'''''~.~ -~-

-.. . -..-..-..-._._._-.--....._-..-.. .--... --.....--.....-.. .

3,000,000
"'--"-i~ooo~ooo'

0.97%
-------0.32
% --- ..-

------~

10.00%

-io.00°1o-"·!

Household Finance
5,500,000
1.78%
10.00%
JPMorganChase"-'
" -.-................-_ . . ,. . -.' -......... -..-....... ----.. ,. --............. -.. ·-t;ooo;ooif·
. ··---0:3i%---. ·. T6:00°10-··1
Lehman Bros
Marshair&IIsiey' BanT'--' .... -."."

.....-.......-." --........ . .-.-..".-.. ,,-.----...... · .
-~

4,000,000

1.30%

'i~oOO_:_O'OO~''··-O.32%-

. --..

MBNA
1,000,000
0.32%
rMerrIIfiynch' . ---· ....--..........·--- .. --...... _" ....." ....--...........-.-_. --.. -.- .... "... --. -......2,00"0;000·-·· ·· . ···0~6so7~ ·· .
Morgan Stanley
rsuntru-stBank"----·-"---~·--

10.00%
·--10:00070~

10.00%
----·-io:oo%·-J

2,000,000
0.65%
10.00%
........---·-·"-------~-~- . ···--.. -.-~-" 1,000;00'0""""--- 0.32%"...-.---.10.000;;;-1
.

Unilever Corp

[Wal-Mart-".----.. . -.--.-.--..---..-.-.-----..
~

<
o
o

1'0
W
1'0

--~

--,. - .

. . ---.-..

""~-

-->.

1,000,000

--~

1,Q(iO,OOff--..

0.32%
---0.32O/~

,

10.00%

. ··-..---..io.00°,t0 ']

Wachovia Corp
3,000,000
0.97%
10.00%
"'washington MutUal Bank---------~ . · ·-..-------". ~- . ~~~1~660,6oo~--o"jZ07~-. ---- 10.00%--1
_

__

World Savings Bank

;US'freasury'

NOtes-'~·

.

-~'-

.....

'--"~·~"-

. .---·····. . . ·. . . .
~·

~~

. ·. .

~-·~

.

_ . .

1,000,000
·~·-'"--O
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,J

...·...······. .---..

$308,156,417

Total

-...J

ex>

"

0.32%

. .i'O:OO%-.. ·

-o.O(joi~--··--·-

100.00%

10.00%
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<
o
o

1'0
W
1'0
-...J

ex>

1'0
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Parks and Community s~rv;M,~ ~~~~'ment
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

Admi nistfrfion 2
tfftts ~

PH 3: 04

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Michael

Date:

February 20, 2008

Subject:

Invitation to the Annual Easter Egg Hunt

McCartt'6~ctor of Parks and Community Services

We would like to invite you to attend the city of Moreno Valley's Annual Easter Egg
Hunt. This year's Easter Egg Hunt will be held at Sunnymead Park on Saturday, March
15, 2008 starting at 9:00 a.m. sharp! Last year's Easter Egg Hunt had more than 1,500
children from ages 2-12 years of age. The children are separated according to age
groups, and there is a designated area for the physically challenged youth. The Easter
Egg Hunt would not be possible without your support -and contributions from the local
businesses and service organizations of Moreno Valley_
If you are planning to attend, please RSVP with Lisa Smethurst at extension 3701 by
Friday, March 7, 2008. We thank you for your continual support and look forward to
seeing you!

Mm/rr
C:

Karen Reams, Recreation Services Division Manager
Rick Rhay, Recreation Supervisor

V:/Holiday Programs/Easter Program/Council Invite 08 doc
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COLGAN CONSULTING
CORPORATION

101

Memo
To:

Steve Chapman

From: Joe Colgan
Date: February 7, 2008
~e:

Summary of Key Differences between 2005 and 2007 Impact Fee Calculations

--~~--

This memo summarizes key differences between the 2005 and 2007 impact fee
calculations, and the factors that resulted in the changes .
. Certain changes affect multiple fees:
•

Fees based on acreage (Fire, City Hall, and Corporate Yard) are affected by a
change in the assumed density for multi-family residential, which was
increased from 10 units per acre in 2005 to 15 units per acre in 2007.

•

Fees based on population (Libraries, Parks, and Recreation Facilities) are
affected by a change in the persons per dwelling unit factor for single family
development, which was increased from 3.63 to 3.72.

•

Fees that include fmancing costs (police, Fire, City Hall, Corporate Yard,
Animal Shelter, Arterial Streets, Interchanges) are affected by a change in the
structure of the cash flow models. Using cash balances in impact fee accounts
to reduce borrowing requirements resulted in a major reduction in the factors
used to account for fmancing costs in the fee calculations. The changes for
individual fee types will be discussed below.

Police. The needs analysis prepared since the 2005 study provided new information
on space needs. Calls for service factors were updated using recent sampling data
provided by the PD. That resulted in a slight reduction in the factors for some
development types and significant reductions for multi-family, general commercial,
and office.
•

Estimated construction costs increased from $400 per SF to $825 per SF.

•

The interest factor was reduced from 1.327 to 1.027.
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•

The cost per call increas~4 from $317.29 to $674.44.

•

The calculated fee per single family DU increased from $447.38 to $911.23

Fire. The number of ftre stations planned at buildout increased from 11 to 12, and the
average cost for new ftre stations increased from around $4M to around $6.5M.
•

The total value of assets used in the fee calculations increased from $59.7 M
to $85.1M.

•

The interest factor was reduced from 1.257 to 1.016

•

The average cost per developed acre increased from $2,506 to $3,357

•

The calculated fee for a single family DU increased fro~

Libraries. The level of service standards used for library buildings and materials did
not change so the total building square footage at buildout changed only to the extent
that projected buildout population changed (+ 3%).
•

Costs for new libraries increased from $300- $35~ per square foot to $570 per
square foot (land and construction).

•

The interest factor, previously 1.045 was eliminated, because the revised cash
flow model produced a factor slightly below zero.

•

The cost per capita increased from $215.60 to $344.93.

•

The calculated fee for a single family DU increased from $782.64 to
$1,283.15

.

Parks. The only substantial change in the fees for park land and improvements was
related to costs.
•

Estimated costs for park land increased from $165,000 to $348,480, and the
cost per capita increased from $495.00 to $1045.44

•

Estimated costs for park improvements increased from $275,000 to $500,000,
and the cost per capita increased from $825.00 to $1,500.00 ..

•

The calculated fees for a single family DU increased from $1,796.85 to
$3~9.041End).and from $2,994.75 to $5,580.00 (improvemen~

Community and Recreation Centers. The level of service standard used in this
study for community and recreation centers is 0.45 square feet per capita, based on
existing and planned facilities. That factor is consistent with the existing ratios in
several cities in the region. fu the 2005 study, a ratio of 0.17 was used, while the 2002
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study based the fees on a ratio of 1.1 square feet per capita. Construction costs have
also increased.
•

Estimated facility costs increased from $300 per square foot (construction
only) to $576.67 per square foot (land and construction).

•

The cost per capita increased from $51.15 to $257.00

•

The calculated fee for a single family DU increased fro,- $185.68 to $956.04

City Hall. Based on the acquisition of additional administrative space, the existing
level of service used in the fee calculations increased from 4.323 square feet per acre
to 5.09 square feet per acre.
•

Estimated facility costs increased from $375.00 to $560.00 per square foot

•

The interest factor was reduced from 1.259 to 1.039.

•

The cost per developed acre increased from $2,041.17 to $2,960.38

•

The calculated fee per single family DU increased from $510.29 to $74Q:Q2

Animal Shelter. The level of service standard for the Animal Shelter is unchanged at
0.104 square feet per capita.
•

Estimated facility costs increased from $292.00 to $519.00 per square foot
(land and construction).

•

The interest factor was reduced from 1.323 to, 1.119.

•

The cost per capita increased from $40.32 to $60.62

•

The calculated fee per single family DU increased from $146.3j to $225.51.

--

Corporate Yard. The impact fees for the corporate yard are based on an updated
building program and cost estimates, with the total facility cost increasing from $24.5
Mto $49.7M.

+-

•

The interest factor was reduced from 1.115 to 1.036.

•
•

The cost per developed acre increased from $1'147.00_t_O_$_I'_7_90_._52_ _ _~r
The calculated fee per single family DU increased from $286.75 to $447.63 \

r:;o'J

Maintenance Equipment. The list of major mainten~ce equipment needed to serve
future development was updated for this study, with total estimated cost increasing
from $2.1M to 2.8 M.
•

The cost per acre of development increased from $193.36 to $232.70

•

The calculated fee per single family PU increased from $48.34 to $58.18
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Arterial Streets. Estimated improvement costs have been updated in this study, and
the impact of development is measured in tenus of trips weighted by trip length rather
than the straight trip count used in the 2005 study. In 2005, only arterials in infill areas
were assumed to be financed with bonds. In this study 10% of the costs for arterials in
developing areas are also assumed to be fmanced with bonds.
•

The City's share of estimated costs for arterials in infill areas increased from
$30.9M to 34.2M.

•

The City's share of estimated costs for arterials in developing areas increased
from $382.2M to 392.4M

•

The interest factor was reduced from 1.3 77 to 1.107.

•

The per-trip cost from the 2005 study cannot be compared directly with the
cost per weighted trip in this study.

•

The calculated fee per single family DU decreased from $4,364.63 to
$4,308.73

•

The calculated fee per 1,000 square feet of general commercial building area
~ decreas~¥-om $11,975.80 to $7,619.65.

Traffic Control. The number of traffic signals attributed to future development in this
study is reduced from 210 to 178, due to progress in constructing signals. Cost
estimates are updated and signal system intercormect costs and a new traffic
management center are added (only a proportionate share of those costs is charged to
new development). As with arterial streets, this study uses weighted trips instead of
straight trip counts in the fee calculations. Also, like the previous study, this study
assumes that 93% of the costs are attributable to development in the City, with the
remainder being regional traffic.
•

Estimated costs attributed to new development increased from $53.1M to
$55.9M

•

The per-trip cost from the 2005 study cannot be compared directly with the
cost per weighted trip in this study.
~
~

• The calculated fee per single family DU increased from $545.89 to $553.90

~

• The cal~ated fee per 1,000 square feet of general commercial building area
~creaswlfrom $1,528.49 to $979.53.

Interchanges. The non-TIJ.MF costs for interchange improvements are slightly lower
in this study than in the previous study. For interchanges, 91.8% of the City's share of

costs is attributed to new development. Fees for interchanges are based on straight trip
counts.
•

Estimated costs attributed to new development increased from $36.9M to
$45.7M
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•

The interest factor decreased from 1.382 to 1.056

•

The per-trip cost decreased from $50.51 to $37.52.

•

The calculated fee per single family nt[d;creaseilom $505.11 to $375.17
----~~--------~
The calculated fee per 1,000 square feet of general commercial,
building area

•

decreased from $1,414.30 to $1,050.49.
Electrical Distribution. The 2007 study calculates a new impact fee to pay for
electrical distribution system improvements. Those fees which are intended to apply to
the area served by Moreno Valley Utilities would pay for the backbone distribution
system, substations, and other facilities needed to serve development in the MVU
service area.

The electrical distribution system impact fees are based on adjusted peak demand
factors in kilowatts (KW). The fees for non-residential development depend on panel
.size and type of service, and are not shown here.
• .The estimated cost of facilities used in the impact fee calculations is $59.5 M.
•

The average cost per kilowatt is $351.51

•

The calculated fee per single family nu is $984.23
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WELLS FARGO BANK STATEMENT
MONTH: AUGUST 2001

~H<

AUGUST, 2007
CREDITS
MAIN
I ACCT (BY DATE)

CASH/CKS

DEPOSIT-

DIRecT

FINANCE

I;>~POSIT

I

I

CASHICKS

I).POsIT.

CHeCK

CENTER

DEPOSIT

PARKS/REC

I

MHiC. (C

AbMIN'1
IRVNLL CITATION

DEPOSIT
SENIOR

I

2f7J200B3:56 PM

~

'H/PR/~~CTR

REVENUE REV~~SA~

S

(pARKING)

EXPEQT

ETC)

SWeEP
TRANSfERs

_~K33.67Ipr-,or DIT

I OB/01/07 kClsh Only Cus-tomer Deposl1-

450.90
10,568.65
289.82

1.449.091 C2

1,449.09

!'449,09/ CZ

1,449.09

346.78fc2
103,669.601 C2

l03,669.6(

346.71

1,691.35/c2

1,69!.3!

1 OB/OlfO?jELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

49,814.91

49,BI4.981"II

rOB/0l/1l7!MV': PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCT8220

1,962.O!

1,962.08 lSI
326,030.33

2,484.08

2,484.0BIAI

1,624.42

1,624.421Gl
1,0!7.45f pr~or' DIT

1,089.70
1,664.01

1,6&4.01Iprlor DTT

I OB/02l07/cOMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
1 OBJ02/07/cOMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

1,766.le

1.76618/ Al

4,294.9C

4,294.901GI

I 08/021071 ELECTRONI C CHECK DEPOSIT

PARKr~lG CITATIONS SUB

2,007,552.38

J 2,007,552.381"12
2,422.58 !S~

ACCT8220

fOB/02l07 WT FED#01776 INSTITUTIONAL CUST

I

IOB/oz/071 WT SEQ #51995 WF CORPORATE TRUST OPER I

1 OB/03107 ~ 00 Iy Customer

1,526.00

1,526.(101 prior DIT

1 08/02/07[ COMMERCI ALjlEPOSIT
I OB/02l07!MV -

1,017.45

1,089.70 I pr~orDI T

1 OB/02l07lcASH VAUL T DEPOSIT
IOB/02l071CASH VAULT DEPOSIT

L)e~os"

2,422.58

2,273,319.3110

2,273,319.31

1,900.688901 C3

1,900,688,90

3.760.121 A2

IOBI03/07Ic(l!i'h On Iy Customer DePOSlt

---I

3,760.12
808.04

808.04/G2
1,613.051

A2

I

2.958.65 G2

1----1-....- - \

I--

_126,916.3 3!~

I OBI03107iELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

1,049.84

1,049.B4 1R3

3,132.03

3,1 32.03!Bl
4,409.00153

J OS/03/071sWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

1.045.414.52

349.50

349.501G3

505.00

505.001A3

I OBI06/071 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
OIi";/('1...,I>~MMERCIAL DEPOSIT

1,869.18

1,869.18JG3

I OB/06/07JELEC-rRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

18,658.00

18,658.0C

138,604.14

13B,604.!4IAI_6_ _

J - PARKlNG CITATIONS SUB ACCT8220

5.167.00

i1.6.

5,167.00
302,659.82

I OB/07/07!cMh.,Only Customer DepO<lt

2.218.321 AI,

1 08/07107rMV - ADMIN CITATIONS S\JS ACeT 2006

Ohly Customet' Depos,t

I 0~/OB/071 Cash

On Iy Customer Depo,,!

1,280.001 R7
20.455.00157

> non nnnoriTm-

T:PI

1,563.83

1,563.831 G7

1)06.50

1.106.501Gb

_1~·50IKR
562.23~

1,2BO.00
20,455.00
> noo,OOO.OO
2,493.99

2, 493.99j A.L

I-OB/08!o7~CoS'h O~1~Y Customer DepOSJf
I 08/08/071c~sh On~y Customer DerCslf
I OBIOB/07kASH VAlli' l)FPOSll

93,217.19

93,217.191 AI7

I 08/07J07IMV.::PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCTB220
IlltUUn-7JI'.... ,;-h

302,659.82
2,218.32

I ou07/071 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

I OS/07J07!WliEQ#73574 STATE Of rA.

4,409.00
1.045.414.52
2,003.22

..!,003.22IA3

I OB/06/071 COMMERCIAL DEPOSI T

"'3.05
.,,58.65
1

126,916.33

!==f"'-'-~~~~~""--I~-~---I--·-

rOB/05;07Ic~Sh Only Q!~_!ohi~r Deposlf
I OB/0b/071 C(lSI~Only eLJS r{)me.r- De.rClSrJ

326,030.3;

OO,OOO.OC

700000001 F2

I OS/02/071Cosh O-~Iy Customer Deposrt
f OB/02J07Jcash Only Customer De1105~t
IOB/02l07 rCc~~h Only Customer DepOSit

<D

,

TOTAL AMOl)NT

1 OBI01I07[cROWN CASTLE USA CREDITS

I 08/0lf07/ DIRECTS, TMOBILE

ex>

;
.j

5,400.86

w.56a651;;:;-o~DIT

r08/Oi/oil oor SOCALGA SAP\\lIRE~CG· UUT

-...J

eNCO 'CCT
40~7a30

I

289.8210

I OB/01/07!cROWN CASTLE USA CREDITS

1'0
W
1'0

w~

fVNtllN~

1 OB/01/071CROWN CIISTLE liSA C"EDITS

I OB/01l071 Dw SOCA LGA SAPWIRE SCG . UUT

o

NC n~O"1l8

WF

ZBA

4,833.67

~400.86Ipr,or DIT

I OB/OI/071cllSH VAULT DEPOSIT

<
o

GOLf ell<
2Z601~1~~

Cil/~A~05 CIlICA~~5 CQICAR~S

;!2601~113

wF

I

450.9010rlor bIT

1 0-B/OII07jcIlSH VAUL T DEPOSIT

~

I

340.50
562.23

RemQrk~

- - -....- -

-

.•..

..

----.~--.

WELLS FARGO BANK STATEMENT
MONTH: AUGUST 2001

DAn;

217120083:56 PM

t";i~i'li:.:.":}~l

AUGUST, 2007
CREDITS
MAIN
ACCT (BY DATE)

CASH/CKS

CASHICKS

DEPOSIT·

DIRECT

tlEPOSH-

FINANCE

OEPOSIT

PAR~S/REC

' '"' ' .'
DEPOSIT.
SENIOR
CENTER

.',

~:,.; ',If" ,~.~-t;':'r;""~""~.. ;

' •• \ I

OB/OB/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

AtlMIN.

GO~fCTR

. ELECTRONIC ctTATION

,':-,

oJ.

,~

CHECK

S

DEPOSIT

(pARKING)

MISC. (a

CH/PR/$IlCTR

REVENUE REVERSAL
EXPERT

ETC)

SWEEP

2~601~11S

TRANSFERS W F C~/CARDS

57,396.76 A7

OB/OB/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

2,654.00 G6

OB/OB/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

2,817.00 G7

_.

2,654.00
11,221.00

OB/09/07 COMMERCI AL DEPOSIT

2,774.00 1\8

3,335.00

3,335.00 S8

5.601.30 A8

617.13

--

617.13
5,601.30

2,774.00

~O9/07 ELECTRONI C CHECK DEPOSIT

104,191.52

104,191.52 AI9

f.-.------

OB/09/07 MV - PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCT82<O

5,434.50

5,434.50 S9

OB/09107 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

- - f------.

08/10/07 Cash Only CtJstomer Deposit

}
TOTAL AMOUNT

2,817.00

--

08/09/07 C05'h Only Customer Deposrt

49~(lOO7B30

945.00

11,221.00 AlB

OB/OS/07 MV - PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCT8220

~NCO~'::CT

57,396.76

OB/OS/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT
OB/08/07 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

,i

Z~A FVN~IN~

...'.' 'r

945.00 K8

OB/OB/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

~2601~125

Ale ~26OJSllB
Wf
Wf ~/CA~!)5 CR/CARDS

2,518,769.47

2,518,769.47
2,496.33

2,496.33 A9

OB/1O/07 Cash Only Customer Deposit

2,015.23 G8

OBIIO/07 Cash On1y Custorner Derosrt

360.76 G9

360.76

OB/!0/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

738.75 G8

738.75

OB/10/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

2,015.23

1,303.66

1,303.66 A9

OB/10/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

1,315.00

1.315.00 G9

OS/10/07 DI~ECTS'ST ATE OF CALIF APPORTA TIONS

78,970.45

78,970.45 C20

OB/10/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSI T

1,960.00

1,960.00 RIO

08/10/07 MV - PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCTB220

4,009.50

4.009.50 510

OB/!3/07 Cash O~11y Cu:')tome.r< [)eposd
~13/07

3,248.37

3,248.37 AI 10

OS/10/07 MV - ADMIN CITATIONS SUB ACCT 2006

934.40

934.40 AIO

Cosh Only Customer Depo:5IT

521.00 GIO

521.00

_.

32.90

~7 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT --_... _ - - 1----.32.90 AIO
OBI13/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

3,500.15 GJO

OBI13/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

--

3,500.15
-~---.

637,449.53
2,819.44

637,449.53 AI13

SUB ACCT8<20 --_ .. _ - 2.819.44 S13
~97 MV· PARKING CTTATIONS
._
------ - - - - -----OBII3/07 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT
_... _ - - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - ..- - - - - - - - - -1 - - .
f----OB/!3/07 WT SEQI159B43 STATE OF CALIFORNIA
I,O~O,OOO.OO
~3
----_.
~!4/07 Cosh On~v CI/stomer Depo~lt
AI3
..
- _.--._---- .. _....2273 .13 --_._---OB/14/07 Cash Only Cu::;-tom(';r l'JerOsr1
883.00 GI3
- ...---------- - - . - - - _ .
OS/14107 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT
r- 148,098.~ AII4 - - - ------_._- -- ... -_.OS/W07 MV· ADMIN CIT A TIONS SUB ACCT 20.06
1.685.50 R14
._- ------ ------ - - - - - - _ .
OS/14/07
PARKING CITATIONS ~UB ACCT8220
S14
- - - -MV·
------.
._--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f.-.-3,325~Q.
~~S/07 Cosh Only Cusiome.r Depo51t
_ _ 1,693.60.
~.-- - - - - - f - - - r - ' - - - f--.--OB/1S/07 ~9nl\l Cu:<;1omer DepOSit
1,550.51 GI4
.. _ - - - - - - - - - - F----------OB/!5/07 CSTAR ADJ IIA·7031501658AZ· KEY ERRO
54.00
- - - - - [----'
OB/15/07 CASH VA UL1 DEPOSlT
!-_. 316.80 AI~
OB/15/07 CASH VA ilL T DEPOSTT~_ _ 1.212.00
_._------~--- - - - - - - f - - .
OB/15/07 CASH VAULT DEPOSn
1,791.00 GI3
--- - - - - - I----

_

229,317.35

229,317.35

1,000,000.00
3,573.13

_._-

883.00
148,098.40

~..

1,685.50
3,325.50
1,693.60
--~

_

1,550.51

.

c----

54.00
316.BO

--~

OB/15/07 CASH VA UL T DEPOSIT

19,908.51 A13

<
o
o

OB/15/07 Dw BD OF EQUALIZATION BOE-LOCLTX

40,600.00 C20

4<1,600.00

976,700.00 C20

976,700.00

OB/15/07 MV· PARKING CITATIONS

2,901.50 515

OB/15/07 WT SEQ#7043B STATE OF CALIFORNIA

OB/16/07 WT FED#O! 298 INSTITUTIONAL CVST

607.24 G15

607.24

3,006.00 G15

3,006.00

OB/16/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

265.473.10 AI16

OB/16/07 MV· PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCT8Z<O

OB/16/07 WT SEQ #33800 WF CORPORA TE -mUST OPFR

2,829.00 S16
2,330,650.00

----

2,90.1.50
1,607.36

1,607.36 A!5

08/16/07 Cosh Only Customer Depo;'llt

<D

400,677.15
700,000.00

700,000.00 f23

OB/16/07 Cash Only Customer DepOSit

08/16/07 CASH VAUL T DEPOSIT

o

400.6771~ AII5

sua ACCl'0220

1'0
W
1'0
-...J

1,791.0.0
19,908.51

08/15/07 Dir BD OF EQUALIZATION BOE-LOCLTX

08/15/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

~

1,212.00

an

292,051.27 C20

----

265,473.10
2,829.00
2,330,650.00
292,05127

Re",QI'"1<~

WELLS FARGO BANK STATEMENT
MONTH: AUGUST 2007
.~

AUGUST, 2007
CREDITS
bATE

,~

;j

CASHICKS

MAIN

CASH/CKS

ACCT (BY DATE)

•

CASH/CKS

DEPOSIT

DEPOSIT·

DIRECT

DEPOSIT·

SENIOR

FINANCE

DEPOSIT

PAIlKS/REC

CENTER

-.

OB/17/07 Cash Only Customer DepOSit

1,45235 AI6

081J7/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

08/17/07 MV- ADMIN CITATIONS SUB ACeT 2006
08/17/07 MV- PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCT8220
08/17/07 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

' ' .. ,~

'

ADMtN,
ELECTRONIC CITATION

'. ~:;,

CHECK

$

DEPOSIT

(PARKING)

772,558,99 AII7

772,558.99
1,232,00 R17

1,232,00
2,388,08
497,309.59
240.00

128,355,00 A16

128,355.00
368,92

368.92 C22
1,745,00

~--

~,

All

1,745.00
1,590.65

1,590,65 K15

OB/21/07 Ca5h Only Customer DepOSit

665.30 G16

665,30

08121/07 Cash Only Customer DepOSit

383.00 GI7

383,00
342,00

342.00 AI7

354,00

354.00 G16
1,210,00 GI7

1,210,00
1,328.00

1,328,00 KI5

08/21107 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

188,631.44

188,631.44 AI21

OB121/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT
08121/07 MV· PARKING CITATIONS SU8 ACCT8220

407,444.98 AI20
1,447,00 S21

407,444,98

08121/07 MV· PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCT8220
08/2!107 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

2,774,00 520

2,774.00

08122/07 ~~Y Customer Depo~:af
OB122/07 Cosh Only Cu.tomer DepOSIt

OB122/07 Cosh Only Customer DeQosrt
08/22/07 Cosh OnlY Customer Depos It

08/22/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
08/22107 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
08/22(07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

~/07

2,217,99
1,602.65

1,602.65 G21

f--

411,95

411.95 G20

f---

13400 K20
130.00 K20

f-----.----

130,00

;---.-

370,00

-------

524,00

524.00 G20
863,00 G21

..

- , - - _.18,268.55 A20

863,00
0,00

- - - - ----,

-.~---

MV. PARKING CITATIONS SUR ACCTBnO

--,---

84,073.00 C24

912,321.20

- - - - C---'

08/23/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

407,444,98

106,623.82 AI23

106,623,82

84,073,00
0,00

08127/07 MV - PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCTe220
OB/27/07 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

2,338,00

2,338.00 523

2,794,97

2,794.97 A22

08/24/07 Cash Ol'1ly Customer Depos!t
08124/07 CASH VAUL T DEPOSIT

08127/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSI T

7,677.12

7,677.12 R23

~3/07 MV· PARI<ING CITATIONS SUO ACCT822D

08/24/07 MV - PARKING CITATIONS SUO ACCTO?20
08/24/07 WT FED#02104 INSTITUTIONAL CU5T
08/24107 WT 5EQ#71921 STATE OF CALIFORNIA
08/27/07 Dw SOCALIF EN PAYMENTS

912,321.20

407,444.98

08/23/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT
08/23/07 MV· ADMIN CnATIONS SUB AeCT 2006

08/24/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
08/24/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOS! T

4,661.50

4,661.50 S22

,.

08123107 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT
08123107 OJP TI!EAS 310 MISC. PAY

08124/07 CA SH VAUL T DEPOSIT
08124/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

35,271.29

------- ~p1.29 I~L22

--,

08122/07 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

08/24/07 Cash On Iy Customer Depo$lj

134,00

-,

370.00 A21

,

425.155,68
5,47L84

f - - - - - - 1 - - - -r - - - - - - - _ .

2,217.99 A21

--

08122/07 Casl1 Only Customer Depo~lt

08/22/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
08122107 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
08/22107 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

1,447,00

425,155,68
5,471.84 A20

---'-~

<D

TOT A,- AMOUNT

08/20/07 CASH VAULT DEPOSIT

08/21/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

-->.

~05OOO1B1O

1,452,35

497,309,59

08/21107 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
08/21/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT
08/21/07 COMMERCI AL DEPOSIT

-...J

,

ENCO ACCT

240,00 A15

08/21/07 Cosh Only ClJstomer DepOSit

1'0
W
1'0

i

ZBAfUNbINS

')

~---

o

CH/PRISRCTR
2260J5J25
REVENUE REVERSAL
SWEEP
226015U3
MC22601~llB
WF
EXPERT
ETC)
TRANSFERS WFCRICARI)S W FCRICARDS CR/CARDS

08/19/07 CASH VAUl.T DEPOSIT

OB/21/07 Cos-h Only Customer DepOSit

<
o

<>elf CTR
MISC, (CK

2,388.08 517

08120/07 DIRECTS>COMMODITY SES MORENO I'LL Y UUT

~

2r7120083>56 PM

844.75 G22

844.75

2,527,40 G22

2,527,40

34,844.84 An

34,844,84

3,869.22 A23
11,498.24 A23

11,498,24

3,869,22
101,528,07

101,528.07 AI24

3,026,50

3,026.50 524
1,354)25.00

en

1,354)25,00
2,500,000,00

2,500,000.00 F27

424,849,90

424,849,90 CZ8

166,752,29

166,752,29 All?

4,555,38

4,555.38 S?7
38,322.75

38,322,75

Remark~

2nI2DOB3:56 PM

WELLS FARGO BANK STATEMENT
MONTH: AUGUST 2007

AUGUST, 2007
CREDITS
MAIN
M~

CASH/CKS
CASH/CKS

ACCT (BY DATE)

OB/28/07 Cash Only Customer DepoSIt

CASH/CKS

•

DEPOSIT-

DIRECT

bEPOSIT-

DEPOSIT
SENIOR

FINANCE

D~P05IT

PARKS/REC

CENTER

_'

~!,

.•

3,250,92 A24

---_.

OB/28/07 Cll5'h On ~y Customer Deposit

2~ An

08/2B/07 Cash On1y CLJstomel' Deposrt

747.18 G23

0812B/07 Cash Only Customer Deposit

49.50 G24

"-/'

-,;Ii'

ADMIN,

- --::

_!

ELeCTRONIC CITATION
CHECK
5

_,

DEPOSIT

,}~.'.~:." >

(PARKING)

i

"Q~fm

MIse_

("

~EVENUE

REveRSAL

EXPERT

ETC)

2~bOI5IZ'

CH/PRISRCTR

SWEEP

AI, ~2601~na

WF
TRANSrER$ W F CRI'ARI>' WfCRICARDS CRICARI>S
226QJ5lU

Z9A fUNDING

i

~NCOACCT
4~OOO7B30

TOTAL AMOliNT
3,250,92
2,595,52
747.18
49.50

~----

08/28/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

142.00 A27

----

---~--

0812B/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

-

OB/28/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

_ _ 423.10
3,IB220 E4

OB/28/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

~--- - - - - - - - -

142.00

--

_.

-----.~

3.182.20
3,303.15

3,303.15 G23

OB/28/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

151,552.88

15C552.88 AI2B

OB/2B/07 MV - PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCT8220

2,596DO

2,596.00 S28

OB/2B/07 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT

2,200,000.00

2,200,000.00 F29

08/29/07 Cosh Only CLJsromer D-ep().5~t

1,562.00 G27

1,562.00

494.00 G28

494_00

771.93

771.93 A2B

08/29/07 Cosh Only ClIstomer DepOSit
OB/29/07 Cash Ofl'Y Customer DepOSit

230.15

230.15 K28

08/29/07 CASH VAUL T - COIN DIFFERENCE
08/29/07 COMMERC! AL DEPOSIT

45.00

45.00 K28

08/29/07 COMMERCI AL DEPOSIT

303.00 G28

303.00

08129/07 COMMERCI AL DEPOSIT

2,791.65 G27

2,791.65

30,086.13

30,086.13 AlB

08/29/07 ELECTRONIC CHECK DEPOSIT

61,470.19

61,470.19 AI29

OB129/07 M V - ADMIN CIT A TI ONS SUB ACCT 2006

08/29/07 MV· PARKING CITATIONS SUB ACCTBnO
08/29/07 SWEEP TRANSFER FROM INVESTMENT
OB/30/07 Cash 0t11y CLJr.t C'~'t1er' t)eposlf

--

-- -----275,15305 RI

~~- ELECTRONI C CHECK DEPOSI T

-----~

OB/30/07 MV - PARKING eITA nONS SUB ACCTSC20
OB/30/07 WT SEQff7842! STATE OF CALIFORNI A

.-

08/31/07 Ccsh Only Customer' Derosr1

OB/3U07 CROWN CASTLE USA CREDITS

---~~-

336.75

---~----~

--

530

50.00

--

900,000.00

900,000.00 RI
._----~.-

5,004.74
2,130.82 G30

2)30.B2

2,340.62 ~
- - - - --

2,340.62
5,285.20

5,285.20 A29
289.82

---- - - - - -----

OB/3U07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

289.82

~--- -_._- - - - - - - --

1,449.09 RI

1,449.09

- - I-'

___ 1,44909 f"-I
_ _ ~:126.25 G30

1,449.09
1,426.25

'------

4,963-98

4,963.98 A30
-~~--

---_ .."-,--.-" .-

6,984.70 RI

6,984.70

08/3U07 HU D TRE AS 303 MISC. PAY
OB/31107 Dlr SOCALGA SAPWIRE SCG - UUT

128,30756 RI

128,307.56

306.94 RI

306.94

OB/31/07 Dw SOCALGA SAPWIRE SCG - UUT

87.553.77 RI

87,553_77

08/JU07 HUD TREAS 303 MISC. PAY

-...J

58,581.97

58,5BI.97 ABO

--

-~~

<D
1'0

275,153.05

5,004.74 A3D

OBJ3U07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

1'0
W
1'0

3,130.86

50.00

D~rOSlT

08/3l/07 CROWN CASTLE USA CREDITS

41,920.88

41,920.88

--

- - - - _ . - ---

~~ fE~Ol1ly CIJ~tn~~_~~._.
OB/3l/07 CASH VAULT DEPOSt1
08IJU07 CROWN CASTI.E \JSA CREDnS

1,718.50

l,71B.50 S29
--~~-

33675 G28

08/30/07 DIRECTS)5TATE OF CALIF APPORTII nONS

08/JU07 CASH VA UL T

3,054.33

3,054.33 R29

3)30.86 A29

08/30/07 Cash Only Customer DerO~M

o

5.00

5.00

08129/07 COMMERCIAL DEPOSIT

~

735,721.17

735,721.17

OB/28/07 WT SEQ#72553 STATE OF CALIFORNIA
08129/07 Cosh Only CLJstomer DepOSit

<
o

423.10

-

DB/3UD7 MV - PARKTNG CITATIONS SUA ACCT8220

50.00 531

OB131107 MV - PARKING CITATIONS 5U~ ACCT8220

2,957.50 531

5UB·TOTALS

415.484.96

10.366,786.50

74,94998

7.286.75

10,000,000.00 6,444,324.99

87,632.56

21.070.82

50.00

2,957.50
-~-

5900 7.073,55969

O~_

08rOll07 BANKCARD DEP-0226015118

0.00

0.00

119.00

119.oo
36,040.47

08/01/07 ZBA TRANSFER FROM 4050007830
08/02/07 BANKCARD DEP-022601 511 3
--~---

~~-

--

36,040.47
4,224.12

4,224.12

OS/D2/07 BA NKCARD DEP-0226015118

34,491,155.45
1,016.28

1,016.28

OB/Oll07 BANKCARD DEP-0226015125

----------

000

645,00

645.00

RernQr'k~

-----

-

_... _ - - -

.,

WELLS FARGO BANK STATEMENT
MONTH: AUGUST 2007

I~

AUGUST. 2007
CREDITS
MAIN

CASH/CKS

ACCT (BY DATE)

DAn;

CASHicKS
bEPOSIT.

DEPOSIT
SENIOR

FINANCE

PARXS/REC

CENTER,;W;' ___"'<';';:

OEPOSIT

CHECK
DEPOSIT

GO~F CTI<

AbMIN,

""ECTROt~IC

CASH/CKS
DEPOSIT-DIReCT

217120083:'56 PM

CITATION
MISC. (;~
S
~EVENUE REvERSA~

EXPE~T

(PARXING)

ETC)

CHIPR(SRCllI
SW<E~

gZ~015113

Ale 2Z~OJ~m

TRAN5FERs \\I F CIl-lCARM \\I F ~/CARDS CllICARIl.

i_O_B_IO_2_1O_7rBc.A",N",K:.:C",A.:.:R.::.D..::Dc:;E,--P-..::O.::22:::6::.:0:.:.15:::1",2-=-5_ _ _ _ _ _______ _ _
08/02107 ZM TRANSFER FROM 40D0007830

25,057.13

. - - - - 1--- - . - - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - - - 1 - - - - - --.--

-.===-.-.----

1----

--------f--.

r---

12,756.14
4,109.02

--

--~~

458745

458745

lI',O~.I4
857.50

857.50

863.24

863.24

~_07

BANKCARD DEP·02260Wl<5
08/06107 BANKCARD DEP-02l60!5125

39.00
43.50

08/06/07 BANKCARD DEP·02260!5125

139_50

08/06/07 ZM TRAN~f'~R I'~OM 4050007830
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Moreno Valley has retained Colgan Consulting Corporation to prepare
this study to analyze the impact of development on certain capital facilities and to
calculate impact fees based on that analysis. The methods used to calculate impact fees in this study are intended to satisfy all legal requirements of the U. S.
Constitution, the California Constitution, the California Mitigation Fee Act (Government Code §§ 66000 et seq.) , and where applicable, the Quimby Act (Government Code § 66477) .

ORGANIZA TION OF THE REPORT
Chapter 1 of this report provides an overview of impact fees. It discusses legal requirements for establishing and imposing such fees, as well as methods used in this
study to calculate the fees. Chapter 2 contains information on existing and future
development in the study area used for this analysis, and organizes that data in a
form that can be used in the impact fee analysis. Projections of future development are based on the Land Use Element of the Moreno Valley General Plan
adopted in 2006.
Chapters 3 through 12 analyze the impacts of development on specific facility
types, as follows:
Ch. 3.
Ch.4.
Ch.5.
Ch. 6.
Ch. 7.

Police Facilities
Ch. 8. Public Facilities
Fire Protection Facilities
Ch.9. Arterial Streets
Libraries
Ch. 10. Traffic Control
Park Land and Improvements
Ch. 11. Interchange Improvements
Community & Recreation Centers Ch. 12. Electrical Distribution

Each of the chapters listed above identifies facilities eligible for impact fee funding and calculates the maximum impact fees that can be justified by the data used
in this study.
Chapter 13 discusses implementation of the impact fee program including legal
requirements and procedures for implementing the impact fee program under California law.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Forecasts of future development for this study are intended to represent all additional development potential for undeveloped land in the City under the 2006 General Plan. Data presented in Chapter 2 of this report indicate that the land availFebruary 7, 2008
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The City of Moreno Valley has retained Colgan Consulting Corporation to prepare
this study to analyze the impacts of development on the City's capital facilities
needs and to calculate development impact fees based on that analysis. This study
updates the City's previous impact fee study which was completed in 2005.
The methods used to calculate impact fees in this study are intended to satisfy all
legal requirements governing such fees, including provisions of the U. S. Constitution, the California Constitution, the California Mitigation Fee Act (Government
Code Sections 66000 et seq.), and where applicable the Quimby Act (Government
Code Section 66477). .

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
This brief summary of the legal framework for development impact fees is intended as a general overview. It was not prepared by an attorney, and should not
be considered legal advice or treated as a legal opinion.
U. S. Constitution. Like all land use regulations, development exactions, including impact fees, are subject to the Fifth Amendment prohibition on taking of private property for public use without just compensation. Both state and federal
courts have recognized the imposition of impact fees on development as a legitimate form of land use regulation, provided the fees meet standards intended to
protect against "regulatory takings." A regulatory taking occurs when regulations
unreasonably deprive landowners of property rights protected by the Constitution.

To comply with the Fifth Amendment, development regulations must be shown to
substantially advance a legitimate governmental interest, and must not deprive the
owner of all economically viable use of the property. In the case of impact fees,
the government's interest is in protecting public health, safety, and welfare by ensuring that development is not detrimental to the quality and availability of essential public services provided to the community at large. Impact fees are not subject to the same level of judicial scrutiny as exactions involving the dedication of
land or an interest in land, or a fee imposed as a condition of approval on a single
development project. In those cases, heightened scrutiny applies, and a higher
standard must be met. The U. S. Supreme Court has found that a government
agency must demonstrate an "essential nexus" between such exactions and the interest being protected (See Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, 1987). The
February 7, 2008
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agency must also demonstrate that the exaction imposed is "roughly proportional"
to the burden created by development. (See Dolan v. City a/Tigard, 1994).
A local legislative body is accorded considerable discretion by the courts when
enacting impact fees that apply to all development projects in its jurisdiction.
However, even where heightened scrutiny does not apply, an agency enacting impact fees should take care to demonstrate a nexus and ensure proportionality in the
calculation of its fees.
California Constitution. The California Constitution grants broad police power
to local governments, including the authority to regulate land use and development. That police power is the source of authority for imposing impact fees on
development to pay for infrastructure and capital facilities. Some impact fees
have been challenged on grounds that they are special taxes imposed without voter
approval in violation of Article XIIIA. However, that objection is valid only if the
fees exceed the cost of providing capital facilities needed to serve new development. If that were the case, then the fees would also run afoul of the U. S. Constitution and the Mitigation Fee Act. Articles XIIIC and XIIID, added by Proposition 218 in 1996, require voter approval for some "property-related fees," but exempt "the imposition of fees or charges as a condition of property development."
The Mitigation Fee Act. California's impact fee statute originated in Assembly
Bill 1600 during the 1987 session of the Legislature, and took effect in January,
1989. AB 1600 added several sections to the Government Code, beginning with
Section 66000. Since that time the impact fee statute has been amended from
time to time, and in 1997 was officially titled the "Mitigation Fee Act." Unless
otherwise noted, code sections referenced in this report are from the Government
Code.
The Act does not limit the types of capital improvements for which impact fees
may be charged. It defines public facilities very broadly to include "public improvements, public services and community amenities." Although the issue is not
specifically addressed in the Mitigation Fee Act, other provisions of the Government Code (see Section 65913.8) prohibit the use of impact fees for maintenance
or operating costs. Consequently, the fees calculated in this report are based on
capital costs only.
The Mitigation Fee Act does not use the term "mitigation fee" except in its official
title. Nor does it use the more common term "impact fee." The Act simply uses
the word "fee," which is defined as "a monetary exaction, other than a tax or special assessment, ... that is charged by a local agency to the applicant in connection
February 7, 2008
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with approval of a development project for the purpose of defraying all or a portion of the cost of public facilities related to the development project .... " To
avoid confusion with other types of fees, this report uses the widely-accepted tenn
"impact fee," which should be understood to mean "fee" as defined in the Mitigation Fee Act.
The Mitigation Fee Act contains requirements for establishing, increasing and imposing impact fees. They are summarized below. It also contains provisions that
govern the collection and expenditure of fees and require annual reports and periodic re-evaluation of impact fee programs. Those administrative requirements are
discussed in the Implementation Chapter of-this report.
Required Findings. Section 66001 requires that an agency establishing, increasing or imposing impact fees, must make findings to:

1. Identify the purpose of the fee;
2. Identify the use of the fee; and,
3. Determine that there is a reasonable relationship between:
a. The use of the fee and the development type on which it is imposed;
b. The need for the facility and the type of deVelopment on which the
fee is imposed; and
c. The amount of the fee and the facility cost attributable to the development project. (Applies only when fees are imposed on a specific
project.)
Each of those requirements· is discussed in more detail below.
Identifying the Purpose of the Fees. The broad purpose of impact fees is to protect the public health, safety and general welfare by providing for adequate public
facilities. The specific purpose of the fees calculated in this study is to fund the
construction of certain capital improvements identified in this report. Those improvements will be needed to mitigate the impacts of anticipated development on
City facilities, and thereby prevent the degradation of public services as the City
grows. Findings with respect to the purpose of a fee should state the purpose as
providing funding for public facilities needed to serve additional development.
Identifying the Use of the Fees. According to Section 66001, if a fee is used to
finance public facilities, those facilities must be identified. A capital improvement
February 7, 2008
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plan may be used for that purpose, but is not mandatory if the facilities are identified in a General Plan, a Specific Plan, or in other public documents. In this case,
we reconunend that this report be used as the document that identifies the facilities
to be funded by the fees.
Reasonable Relationship Requirement. As discussed above, Section 66001 requires that, for fees subject to its provisions, a "reasonable relationship" must be
demonstrated between:

1. the use of the fee and the type of development on which it is imposed;
2. the need for a public facility and the type of development on which a
fee is imposed; and,
3. the amount of the fee and the facility cost attributable to the development on which the fee is imposed.
These three reasonable relationship requirements as defined in the statute mirror
the nexus and proportionality requirements widely considered the standard for defensible impact fees. The term "dual rational nexus" is often used to characterize
the standard used by courts in evaluating the legitimacy of impact fees. The "duality" of the nexus refers to (1) an impact or need created by a development project subject to impact fees, and (2) a benefit to the project from the expenditure of
the fees. Although proportionality is reasonably implied in the dual rational nexus
formulation it was explicitly required by the Supreme Court in the Dolan case, and
we prefer to list it as the third element of a complete nexus ..
Demonstrating an Impact. All new development in a community creates additional demands on some, or all, public facilities provided by local government. If
the supply of facilities is not increased to satisfy the additional demand, the quality
or availability of public services for the entire conununity will deteriorate. Impact
fees may be used to recover the cost of development-related facilities, but only to
the extent that the need for facilities is occasioned by the development project subject to the fees. The Nollan decision reinforced the principle that development exactions may be used only to mitigate impacts created by the development projects
upon which they are imposed. In this study, the impact of development on facility
needs is analyzed in terms of quantifiable relationships between various types of
development and the demand for public facilities, based on applicable level-ofservice standards. This report contains all of the information needed to demonstrate this element of the nexus.
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Demonstrating a Benefit. A sufficient benefit relationship requires that impact
fee revenues be segregated from other funds and expended only on the facilities
for which the fees were charged. Fees must be spent in a timely manner and facilities funded by the fees must serve the development projects paying the fees.
Nothing in the U.S. Constitution or California law requires that facilities paid for
with impact fee revenues be available exclusively to developments paying the fees.
Procedures for earmarking and expenditure of fee revenues are mandated by the
Mitigation Fee Act, as are procedures to ensure that the fees are expended expeditiously or refunded. Those requirements are intended to ensure that developments
benefit from the impact fees they are required to pay. Thus, an adequate showing
of benefit must address procedural as well as substantive issues.
Demonstrating Proportionality. Proportionality in impact fees depends on properly identifying development-related facility costs and the calculating the fees in
such a way that the impact of development is reflected in the fees. In calculating
impact fees, costs for development-related facilities must be allocated in proportion to the facility needs created by different types and quantities of development.
The section on impact fee methodology, below, describes methods used to allocate
facility costs and calculate impact fees that meet the proportionality standard.
Impact Fees for Existing Facilities. It is important to note that impact fees may
be used to pay for existing facilities,provided that those facilities are needed to
serve additional development and have the capacity to do so, given relevant levelof-service standards. In other words, it must be possible to show that the fees
meet the need and benefit elements of the nexus.
Development Agreements and Reimbursement Agreements. The requirements
of the Mitigation Fee Act do not apply to fees collected under development agreements (see Govt. Code § 66000) or reimbursement agreements (see Govt. Code §
66003). The same is true of fees in lieu of park land dedication imposed under the
Quimby Act (see Govt. Code § 66477).
Recent Amendment In 2006, Section 66001 (g) was added to the Mitigation Fee
Act (by AB 2751) to prohibit impact fees from including costs attributable to existing deficiencies in public facilities. The legislature's intent in adopting this
amendment, as stated in the bill, was to codify the Holdings of Bixel v. City of
Los Angeles (1989), Rohn v. City of Visalia (1989), and Shapell Industries Inc. v.
Governing Board (1991). That amendment does not appear to be a substantive
change. It is widely understood among impact fee practitioners that other provisions of law make it improper for impact fees to include costs for correcting existing deficiencies.
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IMPACT FEE CALCULATION METHODOLOGY
Anyone of several legitimate methods may be used to calculate impact fees. The
choice of a particular method depends primarily on the service characteristics and
planning requirements for the facility type being addressed. Each method has advantages and disadvantages in a particular situation. To some extent they are interchangeable, because they all allocate facility costs in proportion to the needs created by development.
Reduced to its simplest terms, the process of calculating impact fees involves two
steps: determining the cost of development-related capital improvements, and allocating those costs equitably to various types of development. In practice,
though, the calculation of impact fees can become quite complicated because of
the many factors involved in defining the relationship between development and
the need for facilities.
Allocating facility costs to various types and amounts of development is central to
all methods of impact fee calculation. Costs are allocated by means of formulas
that quantify the relationship between development and the need for facilities. In a
cost allocation formula, the impact of development is measured by a "demand
Variable," which is an attribute of development that represents the service demand
created by different types and amounts of development. Different variables are
used in analyzing different types of facilities. Specific demand variables used in
this study are discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters.
The following paragraphs discuss two general approaches to calculating impact
fees and how they can be applied.

Closed-Ended or Plan-Based Approach. Closed-ended impact fee calculations
are based on the relationship between a specified set of improvements and a specified increment of development. The improvements are typically identified by a
facility plan, while the development is identified by a land use plan that identifies
potential development by type and quantity. Facility costs are allocated to various
categories of development in proportion to the amount of development and the
relative intensity of demand created by each category. To calculate impact fees
using this approach, it is necessary to define an end point or "buildout" condition
for development, and to determine what facilities will be needed to serve the additional development that occurs from the time of the analysis to buildout. Buildout
is a hypothetical condition in which undeveloped land encompassed by the study
has been developed to its expected intensity.
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Under this approach, the total cost of eligible facilities is divided by the total units
of additional demand (based on the demand variable) to calculate a cost per unit of
demand. Then, the cost per unit of demand is multiplied by the units of demand
per unit of development (e.g. dwelling units or square feet of building area) in
each category to arrive at a cost per unit of development. This method is inflexible in that it is based on the relationship between a particular facility plan and a
particular land use plan. If either plan changes significantly, the fees may have to
be recalculated.

Open-Ended Approach. This approach can be used where the relationship between facility needs and development can be defined without reference to a particular land use plan or defined buildout condition. This general approach covers
two methods of impact fee calculation. Capacity-based fees are based on the unit
cost of system capacity needed by development. Standard-based fees are based on
a level of service standard, where the unit cost of maintaining that standard can be
determined. Those two methods are discussed in more detail below.
Capacity-based Method. This method calculates a cost per unit of capacity based
on the relationship between total cost and total capacity of a system. It can be applied to any type of development, provided the capacity demand for each increment of development can be estimated and the facility has adequate capacity
available to serve the development. Since the fee calculation does not depend on
the type or quantity of development to be served, this method is flexible with respect to changing development plans. Under this method, the cost of unused capacity is not allocated to development, so unused capacity would not be covered
by impact fees if it is not absorbed by development. Capacity-based fees are most
commonly used for water and wastewater systems, where the cost of a system
component is divided by the capacity of that component to derive a unit cost. To
produce a schedule of impact fees based on standardized units of development
(e.g. dwelling units or square feet of non-residential building area), the cost per
unit of capacity is multiplied by the amount of capacity required to serve a typical
unit of development in each of several land use categories.
Standard-based Method. Standard-based fees are calculated using a specified relationship or standard that determines the number of demand units to be provided
for each unit of development. The standard can be established as a matter of policy or it can be based on the level of service being provided to existing development in the study area.
Using the standard-based method, costs are defined on a generic unit-cost basis
and then applied to development according to a standard that sets the amount of
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service or capacity to be provided for each unit of development. The standardbased method is useful where facility needs are defined directly by a service standard, and where unit costs can be determined without reference to the total size or
capacity of a facility or system. Parks fit that description. It is common for cities
or counties to establish a service standard for parks in terms of acres per thousand
residents. In addition, the cost per acre for, say, neighborhood parks can usually
be estimated without knowing the size of a particular park or the total acreage of
parks in the system.
This approach is also useful for facilities such as libraries, where it is possible to
estimate a generic cost per square foot before a building is actually designed. One
advantage of the standard-based method is that a fee can be established without
committing to a particular size of facility, and facility size can be adjusted based
on the amount of development that actually occurs.

INTEREST COST AS A COMPONENT OF FACILITY COST
Interest on bonds used to finance construction of facilities needed to serve new
development represents a real cost to the City and may be recovered through impact fees. In this study, where facilities will be financed with bonds, estimates of
real interest cost are included in the impact fee calculations. In each case where
interest costs are incorporated into the impact fee calculations, a cash flow model
is used to determine the effect of interest costs on the fees required to cover facility costs, including interest. Those cash flow models are attached in Appendix B,
along with an explanation of the method used to construct the models.

FACILITIES ADDRESSED IN THIS STUDY
Impact fees for the following types of facilities will be addressed in this report:
• Police Facilities, Vehicles, and Equipment
• Fire Protection Facilities, Vehicles, and Equipment
• Libraries
• Park Land and Improvements
• Community and Recreation Centers
• Public Facilities (City Hall, Animal Shelter, Corporate Yard, Maintenance
Equipment)
• Arterial Streets
• Traffic Signals
• Interchange Improvements
• Electrical Distribution System
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The impact fee analysis for each facility type is presented in a separate chapter of
this report, beginning with Chapter 3. Chapter 2 discusses development and service demand in the study area.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT AND DEMAND DATA
Both existing and planned development must be addressed as part of the analysis
required to support the establishment of impact fees. This chapter of the report organizes and correlates information on existing and planned development to provide.
a framework for the impact fee analysis contained in subsequent chapters of the
report. The information in this chapter forms a basis for establishing levels of service, analyzing facility needs, and allocating the cost of capital facilities between
existing and future development and among various types of new: development.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
Data on existing and future development were provided by the City of Moreno
Valley Community Development Department. Projections of future development
are based on the 2006 City of Moreno Valley General Plan. This chapter uses
some demographic data based on the 2000 Census and the California Department
of Finance Demographic Research Unit 2004 reports.

RECENT POPULA TION GROWTH
Moreno Valley is located in
Moreno Valley Population
fast-growing western River1997 2007
200,000,-----------------,
side County just east of the
City of Riverside. Perris is
160,0001--------c
located just to the south and
.2 120,000
iii
freeway access is provided
:;
1 80,000
by 1-215 and State Route 60.
40,000
The chart at right depicts the
City's estimated January 1
o
population year-by-year from
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Year
1997 through 2007, as estimated by the California Department of Finance Demographic Research Unit. The City's estimated January 1,
2007 popUlation was 180,466. Over the last five years, popUlation growth in Moreno Valley has averaged over 4% per year. The average for the previous five
years was 1.6%. The rate of popUlation growth exc:eeded 6% in 2005, and declined to 2.7% in 2006.
M
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STUDY AREA AND TIME FRAME
The study area for the impact fee analysis is the area covered by the Moreno Valley General Plan.
The timeframe for this study extends from the present to buildout of all land designated for development within the study area. The term "buildout" is used to describe a hypothetical condition in which all currently undeveloped land in the study
area has been developed as indicated in the Land Use Element of the General Plan.
The time required for buildout will depend on the nite at which development occurs. The timing of development does not enter into the impact fee analysis, except where the fees incorporate interest on future debt financing. A table showing
annual development projections to buildout is included in Appendix A

DEVELOPMENT TYPES
The development types used in this study are based on land use categories defined
in the Moreno Valley General Plan. Impact fees calculated in this report are intended to be based on actual land uses rather than zoning.
Residential Development. Residential development types used in this study are:

• Single-Family Residential
• Multi-Family Residential
• Mobile Home/Senior Residential
In this report, the single-family residential category includes only detached units.
Single-family attached units (condominiums and townhouses) are classified as
multi-family units. The mobile home/senior residential category includes both
mobile homes and units in age-restricted senior residential projects. Senior residential units may be either detached or attached units.
Private Non-Residential Development. Non-residential development types used
in this study are:

• General Commercial
• Regional Commercial
• Business ParklLight Industrial
• Office
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The general commercial category includes both neighborhood commercial and
community commercial development as defined in the General Plan.
PUblic/Quasi-public Development. In some cases, in order to calculate reasonable impact fees, it is necessary to account for the impact of public or quasi-public
facilities such as schools, hospitals, governmenf offices, parks, etc. Even though
the City may not have the authority to impose impact fees on some of those uses,
their impact must be included in the analysis so that the cost of facilities needed to
mitigate those impacts is not shifted to other types of development. The Public/Quasi-public development types used in this study are:
• PubliclInstitutional
• Educational (K-12)
• Educational (College - University) .
• Parks

UNITS OF DEVELOPMENT AND CONVERSION FACTORS
In this study, quantities of existing and planned development are measured in

terms of certain units of development. Those units are discussed below.
Acreage. Land area is a fundamental attribute of all types of development. Gross
acreage, representing the acreage of a development site before street right-of-way
is dedicated, is used in this study as a measure of land area for all development
types, and is the standard unit of development for certain Public/Quasi-public development types.
Dwelling Units. The dwelling unit (nU) is the most commonly used measure of
residential development, and is the standard unit for residential development in this
study.
Building Area. For private non-residential development, gross building area in
thousands of square feet (KSF) is used as the standard unit of development.
In some cases, it is useful to convert one type of development unit to another.
Some factors used in those conversions are discussed below.
Residential Density. The relationship between dwelling units and acreage is referred to as "density," and is defined by the average number of dwelling units per
acre for a particular type of residential development. The inverse of density is
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acres per dwelling unit. For example, single family residential development might
have a density of 4.0 dwelling units per acre, which equates to 0.25 acres per
dwelling unit.

Floor Area Ratio. Floor area ratio (FAR) is a factor that represents the relationship between building area and site area for non-residential development. For example, a FAR of 0.25 : 1 (or more commonly just 0.25) indicates that building area
is 25% of site area. Translated into square feet, for a floor area ratio of 0.25, each
acre (43,560 square feet) of site area would convert to 10,890 (43,560 x 0.25)
square feet or 10.89 KSF of building area.

DEMAND VARIABLES
In calculating impact fees, the relationship between facility needs and development
must be quantified in cost allocation fonnulas. Certain measurable attributes of
development (e.g., popUlation, vehicle trip generation) are used in those fonnulas
to reflect the impact of different types and amounts of development on the demand
for specific public services and the facilities that support those services. Those attributes are referred to in this study as "demand variables." Demand variables are
selected either because they directly measure service demand created by various
types of development, or because they are reasonably correlated with that demand.
For example, the service standard for parks in a community is typically defined as
a ratio of park acreage to population. As population grows, more parks are needed
to maintain the desired standard. Logically, then, population is an appropriate
yardstick or demand variable for measuring the impacts of development on the
need for additional parks. Similarly, the need for capacity in a street system depends on the volume of traffic the system must handle. Thus the vehicle trip generation rate (the number of vehicle trips generated by one unit of development per
day or during the peak hour) is an appropriate demand variable to represent the
impact of development on the street system.
Each demand variable has a specific value per unit of development for each type of
development. Those values may be referred to as demand factors. For example,
on average, one single-family detached dwelling unit generates about 10 vehicle
trips each weekday. Consequently, the traffic impact factor for single-family residential development is 10 trips per day dwelling unit. Other land use categories
would have different impact factors. Some of the impact factors used in this study
are based on widely-accepted standards (e.g., trip generation rates), while others
are based on local conditions (e.g., population per dwelling unit).
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Specific demand variables used in this study are discussed below. The values of
demand factors for each land use category are shown in Table 2.1 later in this
chapter.

Resident Population. Resident population is used as a demand variable to calculate impact fees for certain types of facilities in this study. Because resident population is tied to residential development only, the value of this variable is zero for
all non-residential development types. Where the term "population" is used alone
in this report, it refers to resident population.
It is important to emphasize that, existing and projected resident population figures

used in this study are intended to represent a "full-occupancy" population. That
device is intended to account for the fact that actual population may fluctuate over
time with changes in vacancy rates, but once a residence is constructed, the City is
committed to serve its occupants. Full-occupancy population estimates are established by applying an average persons-per-dwelling factor to the number of existing dwelling units or projected future dwelling units for each residential development type. Persons-per-dwelling unit factors used in this study are based on an
analysis of data from the 2000 Census.

Vehicle Trips and Weighted Vehicle Trips. The impact of development on a
City's street and highway system is often measured by the number of average daily
vehicle trips (ADT) generated by development. In this study, the number of ADT
generated by development is used to measure the impact of that development on
freeway interchanges. For arterial streets and signals, ADT is weighted by a trip
length factor to reflect the fact that differences in average trip length influences the
impact of trips generated different types of development.
Trip length factors used in this study are based on analysis by the Moreno Valley
City Traffic Engineer. The weighted trip generate rates for each type of development is the product of the ADT rate and the trip length factor for that type of development. ADT rates used for conunercial development in this study have been
adjusted to reflect "intercepted trips" (pass-by and diverted-link trips). That adjustment is necessary because standard ADT rates are based on studies that count
vehicles entering and leaving the driveways of specific development types. Such
studies count each arrival or departure as one end of a separate trip, and do not account for the fact that a single trip may involve several conunercial stops.

Police Calls for Service. Demand for Police Department services is represented
in this study by the number of calls for service per year generated by a typical unit
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of development in each development type. Calls-for-service factors by development type were established by analyzing actual calls for service for selected samples of development in each category for the 2005/06 and 2006/07 fiscal years.
Traffic-related calls were analyzed separately and allocated to development based
on the proportion of total vehicle trips generated by each development type.
Table 2.1 contains demand factors and conversion factors used in this study.
Table 2.1
Demand and Conversion Factors
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Public/lnsitutional
Educational, K-12
Educational, College/Univ
Parks

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF
Acre
Acre
Acre

FI Area
2
Ratio
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.25
0.25
0.35
0.30
0.25
N/A
N/A
N/A

Units per
Acre 3
4.00
15.00
10.00
10.89
10.89
15.25
13.07
10.89
1.00
1.00
1.00

Pop per
Unit 4
3.72
3.18
1.50
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

ADT per
Unit 5
10.00
7.00
4.50
28.00
21.00
8.00
12.00
25.00
50.00
80.00
5.00

Wtd ADT Calls per Acres
Unit 7 . per Unit 8
(Jer Unit 6
1.35
11.40
0.250
0.067
0.52
7.98
0.100
0.34
5.13
1.77
0.092
20.16
1.51
0.092
15.75
0.066
8.00
0.32
0.077
12.00
0.68
0.092
25.00
3.17
1.000
6.08
50.00
2.95
1.000
80.00
1.000
5.00
0.42

=

Units of Development: DU dwelling unit; KSF = 1,000 gross square feet of building area
Typical floor area ratio (square feet of building area / square feet of site area)
3 Average units of development per gross acre of site area
4 Population per occupied dwelling unit; factors for single-family and multi-family development based on
. 2000 Census data; factor for mobile/senior housing estimated by the Moreno Valley Community
Development Department
5 Average daily trips (ADT) per unit of development based on data from the Moreno Valley Traffic Model
6 Average daily trips (ADT) per unit of development weighted by trip length factor based on analysis by the
Moreno Valley City Traffic Engineer
7 Police calls per unit of development from analysis of sampled calls for Fiscal Years 2005/06 and 2006/07
8 Gross acres per unit of development.
1

2

DEVELOPMENT DA TA
Tables 2.2 through 2.4 present data on existing and planned development in the
City of Moreno Valley that will be used throughout this report. Table 2.2 on the
next page shows data for existing development expected as of December 31, 2007.
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Table 2.2
Existing Development as of January 1, 2007
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Public/lnsitutional
Educational, K-12
Educational, College/Univ
Parks
Totals
1
2

3

4

5
6

7

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF
Acre
Acre
Acre
Acre

No. of
Units 2
41,825
8,371
1,743
3,754
2,705
10,205
1,546
1,250
760
40
440

Dev
Acres 3
10,456.3
558.1
174.3
305.1
120.0
238.2
103.5
114.8
760.0
40.0
431.9
13,302.2

Population 4
155,589
26,620
2,615

184,824

Veh Trips
(ADT) 5
418,250
58,597
7,844
105,112
56,805
81,640
18',552
31,257
38,002
3,200
2,200
821,458

Weighted
6
ADT
476,805
66,801
8,942
75,681
42,604
81,640
18,552
31,257
38,002
3,200
2,200
845,683

Police
Calls 7
56,510
4,393
600
6,641
4,096
3,234
1,044
3,967
4,617
118
185
85,405

Units of Development: DU = dwelling unit; KSF = 1,000 gross square feet of building area
Units of development estimated by the Moreno Valley Community Development Department.
Estimated developed acres based on units per acre factors from Table 2.1
Estimated full-occupancy population = dwelling units X persons per DU from Table 2.1
Estimated vehicle trips (ADT) = units X trips per unit from Table 2.1
Estimated weighted vehicle trips = units X weighted trips per unit from Table 2.1
Estimated Police Department calls for service = units X calls per unit from Table 2.1

Table 2.3 presents a forecast of future development in the City, based on the 2006
General Plan.
Table 2.3
Added Development - January 1, 2007 to Buildout
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Publicllnsitutional
Educational, K-12
Educational, Coliege/Univ
Parks
Totals

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF
Acre
Acre
Acre

No. of
Units 2
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044
222
112
-

124

Dev
Acres 3
4,751.0
786.1
370.4
985.6
634.3
2,866.7
1,395.5
20.4
112.0

Population 4
70,695
37,495
5,556

-

132.1
12,054.1

Veh Trips
_(ADT) 5
190,040
82,537
16,668
288,453
115,693
297,066
216,522
5,543
5,600
-

113,746

620
1,218,743

Weighted
6
ADT
216,646
94,092
19,002
207,686
86,770
297,066
216,522
5,543
5,600
-

620
1,149,547

Police
Calls 7
25,676
6,188
1,276
18,225
8,343
11,767
12,185
703
680

52
85,095

Note: See footnotes at Table 2.2
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Table 2.4 sums the data from the previous two tables and represents a forecast of
total development in the study area at buildout.
Table 2.4
Existing + Future Development to Buildout
Development

Dev

~e

Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF
Acre
Acre
Acre

Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Public/lnsitutional
Educational, K-12
Educational, College/Univ
Parks
Totals

No. of
Units 2
60,829
20,162
5,447
14,056
8,214
47,338
19,590
1,472
872
40
564

Dev
Acres 3
15,207.3
1,344.1
544.7
1,290.7
754.3
3,105.0
1,499.0
135.2
872.0
40.0
564.0
25,356.3

Population 4
226,284
64,115
8,171

298,570

Veh Trips
(ADT) 5
608,290
141,134
24,512
393,565
172,498
378,706
235,074
36,800
43,603
3,200
2,820
2,040,201

Weighted
6
ADT
693,451
160,893
27,943
283,367
129,374
378,706
235,074
36,800
43,603
3,200
2,820
1,995,229

Police
Calls 7
82,186
10,580
1,876
24,866
.12,439
15,000
13,229
4,670
5,298
118
237
170,500

The forecasted future development shown in Table 2.3 represents a 62% increase
in popUlation, a 148% increase in the number of average daily vehicle trips, and a.
100% increase in annual police calls. Those figures indicate that the impacts of
future development on Moreno Valley will be significant. The fees calculated in
subsequent chapters are intended to pay for the capital facilities needed to serve
that additional demand.
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CHAPTER 3
POLICE FACILITY IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses police facilities needed to serve future development in Moreno Valley. The City of Moreno Valley contracts with the Riverside County
Sheriff's Department to staff the City's Police Department, but the City is responsible for providing the capital facilities needed to support the Police Department.
In 2006, the City completed a needs analysis and building program for police facilities, which was prepared by LPA Inc. Architects and Daniel C. Smith & Associates. That study covered two scenarios--one in which the City would continue
to contract with the Riverside County Sheriff's Department and one in which the
City would create its own independent police department. The following impact
fee analysis study assumes the City will ultimately create an independent police
department and discontinue its contract with the Riverside County Sheriff.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
New data from the LPNDaniel C. Smith & Associates building program is used as
the basis for facility needs described in this chapter.. In addition, the distribution of
calls for service by development type was updated as part of this study.

SERVICE AREA
The Police Department and its supporting facilities serve the entire City. Consequently, the service area for fees calculated in this chapter is the entire study area
defined in Chapter 2. The resulting fees are intended to apply to all development
in the study area.

DEMAND VARIABLE
In this chapter, demand for police services is measured by calls for service. Factors representing calls for service per unit of development by development type
were estimated by collecting data on actual calls for service between July 1, 2005
and June 30, 2007 for selected sample areas in the City. At least two, and in most
cases three areas were analyzed for each type of development. The results of that
analysis were used to calculate the number of calls per year per unit of development for each development type.
The samples on which those factors were based did not include traffic calls, which
account for 21 % of total calls in calendar year 2006. The factors were adjusted by
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allocating the traffic calls in proportion to the distribution of vehicle trips generated by each development type. The resulting factors are shown in Table 2.1 in
Chapter 2, and in Table 3.3 below. When applied to existing development, the factors used in this analysis account for only about 2/3 of actual call volume. That is
not unexpected, because the areas sampled to establish those factors are intended
to represent the call characteristics of new development, and do not include portions of the City with higher than average high call volume.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Level of service for police services is normally stated in terms of response times to
emergency calls, or ratios of sworn officers to population. Cities normally do not
adopt formal level of service standards for police facilities, per se. Police department facility needs used in this study are based on Scenario B in the 2006 Police
Department Building Program by LPA Architects and Daniel C. Smith & Associates. That scenario would accommodate the space needs of an independent City
police department.
As indicated above, demand for police service is measured by calls for service.
Table 3.1 quantifies the level of service defined in the 2006 Building Program in
terms of square feet of building area per call for service at buildout.
Table 3.1
Square Feet per Call at Buildout - Police Facilities
Facility Square
Feet at Buildout 1
167,783

Total Calls
at Buildout 2
210,698

Square Feet per
Call at Buildout 3
0.796

Gross square feet of facility space projected in Scenario B of
the 2006 Police Department Building Program
2 Total calls for service at build0ij! = existing volume of 125,603
for calendar year 2006 plus projected future development calls
from Table 2.3
3 Existing level of service in terms of facility space per call for
service existing square feet / existing calls for service
1

METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the plan-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. The plan-based method allocates costs for a defined set of facilities to a
defined quantity of development. In this case, the relationship at buildout is used
as the basis for the impact fee calculations.
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FACILITY NEEDS
As shown in Table 3.1 on the previous page, the 2006 Building Program projects a
need for 167,783 square feet of facility space at buildout. Plans for future facilities
have not yet been developed. The most likely option is that the existing 43,700
square foot Public Safety Building will be expanded to provide the additional
124,083 square feet of space that will ultimately be required. Based on the proportion of existing and future calls for service measured in this study, new development is responsible for 40.4% of the buildout space need or 67,784 square feet.
The impact fees calculated in this chapter are based on the cost of additional facility space needed to serve future development. Additional space needed to serve
existing development will be funded by other sources of revenue.

FACILITY COST PER CALL FOR SERVICE
Table 3.2 shows the facility cost per call for service, as derived from the cost per
square foot of facility space and the square feet per call from Table 3.1.
Table 3.2
Cost per Call for Service - Police Facilities
Cost per
Square Foot

$825.00

1

Interest
Factor 2

Cost per Sq Ft
wi Interest 3

Square Feet
per Call 4

Cost per
Call 5

1.0266

$846.95

0.796

$674.44

Estimated cost per square foot for future police facilities
Interest factor is used to adjust base costs to incorporate interest cost for bonds used
to finance these facilities. The factor is derived from a cash flow model. See Appendix
3 Cost per square foot with interest = facility cost per square foot X interest factor
4 Square feet per call for service at build out; see Table 3.1
5 Cost per call for service = cost per square foot with interest X square feet per call
1

2

In the next section, the cost per call from Table 3.2 is used to calculate impact fees

per unit of development by development type.

IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
Table 3.3 shows police facility impact fees per unit of development by development type. Those fees are calculated using the facility cost per call from Table 3.2
and the calls per unit of development by development type from Table 2.1.
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Table 3.3
Impact Fees per Unit of Development - Police Facilities
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
1

2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Calls per
Unit 2
1.35
0.52
0.34
1.77
1.51
0.32
0.68

Cost per
3
Call
$674.44
$674.44
$674.44
$674.44
$674.44
$674.44
$674.44

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 911.23
$ 353.92
$ 232.34
$1,193.13
$1,021.30
$ 213.71
$ 455.46

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Calls for service per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per call for service; see Table 3.2
Impact fee per unit of development = calls per unit X cost per call

PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the police facility impact fees calculated in this chapter can
be projected by applying the fees per unit of development from Table 3.3 to forecasted future units as shown in Table 2.3. The results are shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4
Projected Revenue - Police Facility Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total
1

2
3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 911.23
$ 353.92
$ 232.34
$1,193.13
$1,021.30
$ 213.71
$ 455.46

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 17,317,057
$ 4,173,111
$
860,586
$ 12,291,491
$ 5,626,567
$ 7,935,878
$ 8,218,068
$ 56,422,758

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Fee per unit of development; see Table 3.3
Future units; see Table 2.3
Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units

That total cost, based on the square feet from Table 3.1 and the cost per square
foot with interest from Table 3.2 is about $105 million. New development's share
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of that cost, including interest, is $57.4 million. The projected revenue in Table
3.4 is roughly $969,000 less than new development's total share of cost because
some of the demand for police services arises from public facilities and schools
that do not pay the impact fees. The City must cover those costs from other
sources of revenue.
The facilities addressed in this chapter will be financed with bonds or certificates
of participation (COPs), and interest costs have been included in fee calculations.
Fees for those facilities should be adjusted annually at the projected rate of inflation used in calculating the interest rate factors. For more on the inclusion of interest costs in the fee calculations, see the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 4
FIRE PROTECTION IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses impact fees for fire protection facilities needed to serve future development in Moreno Valley. The City of Moreno Valley contracts with the
Riverside County Fire Department/California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection for fire protection services including fire prevention, fire suppression,
emergency medical response and related services.
The City's service contract with Riverside County Fire covers fire service operations. The City owns all of the existing fire stations in Moreno Valley. The
County owns some of the fire engines and other firefighting apparatus and vehicles
currently in service. However, the City is responsible for funding new fire protection facilities, apparatus, and equipment to serve additional development. The
small amount of administrative office space used by the Fire Department is not addressed in this chapter. That space, currently located in City Hall and the Public
Safety Building, will be accommodated within the projected expansion of those
facilities.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
At the time of the 2005 study, the City had 6 existing fire stations, two of which
(Stations 58 and 65) were slated for replacement. Five additional fire stations
were planned at that time, for a total of 11 stations at buildout. This study is based
on an updated Fire Protection Facilities Master Plan, still in draft form, which calls
for a total of 12 fire stations at buildout. One of the stations previously designated
for replacement (Station 58) is under construction. The other (Station 65) is now
planned for renovation instead of replacement. So, the City has six existing fire
stations (Stations, 2, 6,48,58, 65, and 91). Six additional fire stations are planned
for the future.
Facility and equipment costs have been updated from the previous study and discounted bond interest is added to the cost of future facilities.

SERVICE AREA
The Fire Department and its supporting facilities serve the entire City. Consequently, the service area for fees calculated in this chapter is the entire study area
defined in Chapter 2. The resulting fees are intended to apply to all development
in the study area.
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METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the plan-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. Plan-based fees are calculated by allocating costs for a defined set of
improvements to a defined set of land uses that will be served by the improvements. In this case, the analysis allocates the cost of both existing and future facilities to both existing and future development. That approach is used because
development anywhere in the City depends on a whole system of fire protection
resources, and this study seeks to allocate the cost of those resources proportionately to all development in the City. The resulting impact fees will recover only
new development's proportionate share of fire protection costs.
Although each fire station is responsible for the initial response to a designated
"first due" area, development in any part of the City depends on the whole system
for fire protection. While each fire station houses at least one engine company,
more specialized equipment, (e.g. a ladder truck) is not available at every station.
A standard first alarm response to even a relatively small structure fire requires
multiple companies from two or more fire stations. Furthermore, when one company is called out, other companies may have to be repositioned temporarily to ensure adequate coverage in case of additional emergency calls.
Consequently, this analysis will treat fire protection facilities serving Moreno Valley as an integrated system, and will allocate costs for fire protection assets citywide. The cost of the system will be defined to include both existing and future
capital assets, and those costs will be allocated to both existing and future development so that all development in the City is allocated its proportionate share of
the overall system cost. The resulting impact fees will cover only future development's share of the total cost. The mechanics of that allocation are explained later
in this chapter.

DEMAND VARIABLE
In this analysis, the demand for fire protection service is measured in terms of developed acreage. The first-response coverage from any station is limited by the
distance that can be covered within response time standards, so the number of fire
stations needed to serve the City is determined primarily by the size of the area to
be served. Logically, then, the attribute of development that is most significant in
determining facility needs is site area. Impact fees calculated in this chapter are
based on the gross acreage of a development project.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE
Capital costs for fIre protection relate primarily to fire stations and associated firefighting apparatus, equipment, and vehicles. The level of service used to determine fire station needs in Moreno Valley is a 5-minute emergency response time,
which translates to approximately 1.5 miles travel distance in urban areas.

FACILITY NEEDS
At present, Moreno Valley has six fire stations. A new fIre station is under construction to replace one of those existing stations (Station 58) at a new location.
That relocation will improve the effIciency of fire protection coverage in the City.
Another existing fire station (Station 65) will be renovated, and the Fire Protection
Facilities Master Plan calls for six additional fire stations to be constructed in the
City between now and buildout. Table 4.1 lists Moreno Valley's existing and
planned fire stations with depreciated replacement cost for existing stations and
estimated project costs for future stations.
Table 4.1
Existing and Planned Fire Facilities with Costs
Existing
Constr
Facilities
Date
2002
Station 2. (Sunnymead)
1995
Station 6 (Towngate)
Station 48 (Sunnymead Rch)
1988
Station 58 Replacemt (Moreno) 8
2007
1987
Station 65 (Kennedy Pk)
Station 91 (College Park).
2004
Subtotal Existing Fire Stations
Constr
Future and Replacement
Date
Facilities
Station 102 (Industrial Area)
2008
Station 107 (Morrison Park)
2008
2009
Station 110 (Cottonwood)
Drill Tower
2011
Future Fire Station "A"
2012
2011
Fire Station 58 Expansion
Future Fire Station "B"
N/A
Future Fire Station "C"
N/A
Subtotal Future/Repl Fire Stations
Totals

Bldg Repl
Useful
Cost 1
Life (Yrs)
50
$ 6,596,000
50
$ 6,596,000
50
$ 3,759,720
50
$ 5,650,000
50
$ 3,759,720
$ 6,596000
50
$ 32,957,440
Est Bldg
CostS
$ 6,375,900
$ 6,596,000
$ 6,596,000
675,000
$
$ 6,596,000
675,000
$
$ 6,596,000
$ 6,596,000
$ 40,705,900
$ 73,663,340

Bldg Depr
Repl Cost 2
$ 5,936,400
$ 5,012,960
$ 2,331,026
$ 5,650,000
$ 2,255,832
$ 6,200,240
$27,386,458

Est Land
Value 3
$ 500,000
$ 500,000
$ 500,000
$ 300,000
$ 500,000
$ 500,000
$2,800,000
Est Land
6
Cost
$ 500,000
$ 500,000
$ 500,000
$
$ 500,000
$
$ 500,000
$ 500,000
$3,000,000
$5,800,000
~

Total Repl
4
Cost
$ 6,436,400
$ 5,512,960
$ 2,831,026
$ 5,950,000
$ 4,259,720
$ 6,700,240
$ 31,690,346
Est Total
Cost 7
$ 6,875,900
$ 7,096,000
$ 7,096,000
675,000
$
$ 7,096,000
675,000
$
$ 7,096,000
$ 7,096,000
$ 43,705,900
$ 75,396,246

Estimated building replacement cost
Building depreciated replacement cost based on expected useful life and straight line depreciation
3 Estimated current land value
4 Total replacement cost = depreciated replacement value + estimated land value
5 Estimated building construction cost in current dollars. Includes soft costs + furniture, fixtures and equip.
6 Estimated land cost for future fire station sites
7 Estimated total cost = estimated building construction cost + estimated land cost
a The plans for replacement Station 58 include a training facility
1

2
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Table 4.2 lists the Fire Department's existing frrefighting apparatus and vehicles,
with the replacement cost and depreciated value of each. Depreciation is based on
current replacement costs depreciated over the expected useful life of each vehicle.
Table 4.2
Existing Fire Department Vehicles and Apparatus

Assignment
Station 2

Unit
ME-22
S-2
T-2
U-9

Year
Make
1994 E-One
1990 Ford
2003 KME
2007 Ford
2003 AZ-TEX
Station 6
ME-6
2006 Smeal
2
E-206
1994 E-One
S-6
1990 Ford
2003 AZ-TEX
2003 Spartan
ME-48
Station 48
E_248 1,2 1988 Ford Kov
S-48
1992 Ford
ME-58 2
2006 Smeal
Station 58
BR-58 2
1998 Int'I
S-58
1991 Ford
2003 AZ-TEX
2
E-65
1994 E-Engine
Station 65
E_265 1,2 1991 E-Engine
S-65
1992 Ford
ME-91
Station 91
2006 Smeal
T-91
2003 Smeal
U_9 1 ,2
1996 Dodge
Subtotal Fire Station Vehicles/Apparatus
2001 Chev
Chief
C-4
8-9A 2
Battalion Chief
2003 GMC
B-9B 2
Battalion Chief
2003 GMC
B-20 2
Fire Marshal
1999 GMC
Oep. Fire Marshal
2007 Ford
Subtotal Chief Officer Vehicles
Fire Safety Spec
2000 Ford
2002 Ford
Fire Safety Spec
Fire Inspector
2006 Ford
Fire Inspector
2007 Ford
Fire Inspector
2007 Ford
Fire Inspector
1998 Dodge
Subtotal Fire Prevention Bureau Vehicles
Total All Vehicles/Apparatus

Type
Engine
Squad
Truck
F350
MCI Trailer
Engine
Engine
Squad
MCI Trailer
Engine
Engine
Squad
Engine
Brush Engine
Squad
MCI Trailer
Engine
Engine
Squad
Engine
Lt. Truck
Pickup

Useful
Life 3
15
10
15
7
15
15
15
10
15
15
15
10
15
15
10
15
15
15
10
15
15
7

Tahoe
Pickup
Pickup
Yukon
F150

7
7
7

Ranger
Pickup
Ranger
Ranger
Ranger
Sedan

7

7
7

7
7
7
7
7

Repl
4

Cost
$ 423,192
$ 125,000
$ 925,000
31,500
$
$
20,000
$ 423,192
$ 423,192
$ 125,000
20,000
$
$ 423,192
$ 423,192
$ 125,000
$ 423,192
$ 250,000
$ 125,000
$
20,000
$ 423,192
$ 429,192
$ 125,000
$ 423,192
$ 650,000
38,000
$
$ 6,394,228
$ 50,000
$ 50,000
$ 50,000
$ 50,000
$ 23,500
$ 223,500
$ 14,500
$ 14,500
$
14,500
$ 14,500
14,500
$
$
14,500
$ 87,000
$ 6,704,728

Depr Repl
Cost 5
84,638
25,000
678,333
31,500
14,667
394,979
84,638
25,000
14,667
310,341
84,638
25,000
394,979
100,000
25,000
14,667
84,638
$ 85,838
$ 25,000
$ 394,979
$ 476,667
7,600
$
$3,382,770
$ 10,000
$ 21,429
$ 21,429
$ 10,000
$ 23,500
$ 86,357
2,900
$
4,143
$
$ 12,429
$ 14,500
$ 14,500
2,900
$
$ 51,371
$3,520499

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Reserve vehicle
County-owned vehicle
3 Years of service before scheduled replacement
4 Estimated replacement cost at current prices
5 Depreciated replacement cost using straight-line depreciation over useful life. Minimum value
= 20% of replacement cost
1

2
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Table 4.3 lists additional firefighting apparatus and vehicles that must be acquired
in the future for assignment to new fire stations and to accommodate additional
staff. Costs are estimated at current price levels.
Table 4.3
Additional Fire Department Vehicles and Apparatus
Additional
Vehicles/Apparatus
Engine -Type 1 (Station 102)
Engine -Type 1 (Station 107)
Engine -Type 1 (Station 110)
Engine -Type 1 (Future Station A)
Engine -Type 1 (Future Station B)
Engine -Type 1 (Future Station C)
Heavy Truck (On order)
Heavy Truck
Reserve Heavy Truck
Assistant Chief Vehicle
Batallion Chief Vehicles (2)
Training Captain Vehicle
Fire Prevention Staff Vehicles (2)
Total
1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Estimated
Cost 1
423,192
423,192
423,192
423,192
423,192
423,192
925,000
925,000
925,000
50,000
100,000
28,000
29,000
5,521,152

Estimated cost in current dollars

Table 4.4 on the next page summarizes information from the previous three tables
regarding the cost of all existing and future capital assets needed by the Fire Department to serve the City at projected buildout.
Table 4.4 includes an interest factor that is applied to the cost of future fire stations
to incorporate bond financing cost into the cost basis for the impact fee. The interest factor is derived from a cash flow model included in an appendix to this report.
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Table 4.4
Cost Basis for Existing and Future Fire Department Capital Assets

Component
Existing Fire Stations
Future/Replacement Fire Stations
Drill Tower/Station 58 Expansion
Existing ApparatusNehicies
Future ApparatusNehicles
Total Cost

Cost
Basis 1
$ 31,690,346
$ 42,355,900
$ 1,350,000
$ 3,520,499
$ 5,521,152
$ 84,437,897

Interest
Factor 2
N/A
1.0162
N/A
N/A
N/A

$
$
$
$
$
$

Costw/
Interest 3
31,690,346
43,042,066
1,350,000
3,520,499
5,521,152
85,124,063

Depreciated replacement cost for existing assets and estimated cost for
future assets; see Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
2 Interest factor is used to adjust base costs to incorporate interest cost for
bonds that will be used to finance these facilities. The interest factor is
derived from a cash flow model. See Appendix.
3 Cost with interest = cost basis X interest factor.
1

A VERAGE COST PER ACRE OF DEVELOPMENT
As discussed previously, developed acreage is used as the demand variable in calculating impact fees for Fire Department capital assets in this chapter. Consequently, the total cost of fire protection assets from Table 4.4 is divided by the projected total developed acreage at buildout to arrive at an average cost per acre.
That calculation is shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Average Cost per Acre - Fire Department Capital Assets
Total
Cost 1
$85,124,063
1
2

3

Total Developed
Acreage 2
25,356.26

Average Cost
_per Acre 3
$3,357.12

See Table 4.4
See Table 2.4
Average cost per acre = total cost / total developed acreage

IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
To arrive at an impact fee per unit of development by development type, the average cost per acre from Table 4.5 is multiplied by the number of acres per unit of
development, as shown in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6
Impact Fees per Unit of Development - Fire Protection
Development
Type
Residential. Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
1

2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Fee per
Acres per Cost per
Unit 4
Unit 2
Dev Acre 3
0.250
$3,357.12 $ 839.28
$3,357.12 $ 223.81
0.067
0.100
$3,357.12 $ 335.71
$3,357.12 $ 308.28
0.092
0.092
$3,357.12 $ 308.28
0.066
$3,357.12 $ 220.20
0.077
$3,357.12 $ 256.90

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Acres per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per acre of development; see Table 4.5
Impact fee per unit of development = acres per unit X cost per acre

PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the fire protection impact fees calculated in this chapter can
be projected by applying the fees per unit of development from Table 4.6 to forecasted future units as shown in Table 2.3. The results are shown in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7
Projected Revenue - Fire Protection Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total
1

2
3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 839.28
$ 223.81
$ 335.71
$ 308.28
$ 308.28
$ 220.20
$ 256.90

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 15,949,688
$ 2,638,922
$ 1,243,478
$ 3,175,825
$ 1,698,352
$ 8,176,616
$ 4,635,310
$ 37,518,191

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Fee per unit of development; see Table 4.6
Future units; see Table 2.3
Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units
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The revenue projected in Table 4.7 represents only new development's share of the
cost of fire stations, apparatus and vehicles, and represents approximately 75% of
the $49.9 million cost of future fire protection capital asset requirements, including
bond interest. The remaining cost is attributable to existing development, and
must be funded from other sources of revenue. Unspent impact fee revenue collected in the past will be used to fund a portion of those costs, because the projects
that paid those fees are considered existing development for purposes of this
analysis. The balance in the Fire Impact Fee Fund at the end of the last fiscal year
was approximately $1.4 million.
The costs used in this report are given in current dollars. Costs for assets funded
on a pay-as-you-go basis (vehicles and apparatus) should be indexed, or adjusted
annually, to keep pace with changes in price levels, and the fees should be adjusted
accordingly. Future cost escalation for facilities financed with bonds has been projected. Costs for those facilities should be reviewed periodically, but need not be
adjusted annually. See the Implementation Chapter for more on indexing of fees.
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CHAPTER 5
LIBRARY IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses library facilities and materials needed to serve future development in Moreno Valley. Information about existing and planned library facilities was provided by the Moreno Valley Library Services Department.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
Since completion of the previous impact fee study in 2005, the City has adopted a
new General Plan. However, policies on library service levels (see Table 5.1) in
the new General Plan are unchanged from the previous General Plan.
The 2007-2008 Proposed Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) provides a project description and cost estimate for the City's planlled Main Library. The building size
proposed in the ClP is slightly larger than the Main Library defined in the previous
study (70,300 sq. ft vs. 68,875 sq. ft). That change will not affect the total amount
of City library space projected in this study, which is based on the level of service
standard. Facility costs have been updated from 2005 levels.
The City is beginning preparation of a Library Master Plan. Among other things,
that plan will determine the number and general locations of future branch libraries
in Moreno Valley. Specific information on future branch libraries will not be
available until after completion of this report. This analysis assumes that the total
amount of library space in the City at buildout will conform to the adopted level of
service standard shown in Table 5.1.

SERVICE AREA
Regardless of the ultimate number of facilities in Moreno Valley's library system,
those facilities will comprise a system that serves all residents. Consequently, fees
addressed in this chapter are calculated for a single citywide service area encompassing the entire study area defined in Chapter 2. The resulting fees are intended
to apply to all residential development in the study area. See the discussion in the
"Facilities Needs" section of this chapter.

DEMAND VARIABLE
Level-of-service standards for libraries are almost universally based on population,
and Moreno Valley's adopted library standards are based on popUlation. ConseFebruary 7, 2008
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quently, population is used as the demand variable in calculating library impact
fees in this report.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Moreno Valley currently has one library, a 16,000 square foot building originally
constructed by Riverside County in 1987 at a time when the County provided library service to the Moreno Valley area. In addition, the City has approximately
$5.5 million in library impact fee revenue on hand, roughly enough to construct
another 9,800 square feet of library space at today's costs.
Moreno Valley's 2006 General Plan contains standards for library facilities and
materials. Those standards, which are shown in Table 5.1 will be used as the basis
for the library impact fee calculations.
Table 5.1
Level of Service Standards for Library Facilities/Materials
Asset
Type
Library Facilities
Libr'!ry Materials

Units
Building Area in Square Feet
Volumes

Units
per Capita

0.5
1.2

Source: 2006 Moreno Valley General Plan, Objective 2.16

METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the standard-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. Standard-based fees are calculated using a specified relationship or
standard that determines the number of demand units to be provided for each unit
of development. Impact fees for library facilities are based on the ratio of building
area (square feet) to population. Impact fees for library materials ate based on the
ratio of volumes to population. Because population is used as the demand variable
in the fee calculations, and popUlation is related to residential development, the
fees calculated in this chapter apply only to residential development.

FACILITY NEEDS
Moreno Valley's exi~ting library is located on Alessandro Boulevard between Perris Boulevard and Laselle Street, near the center of the existing City. The proposed new main library will be located in the Moreno Valley Civic Center. The
City is preparing a new Library Master Plan that will determine the number and
general locations of future branch libraries. No information is available at this
time on the number or sizes of future branch libraries in the City. This analysis
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assumes the total amount of library space in the City at buildout will conform to
the adopted level of service standard shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.2 lists the City's existing and future libraries, and their estimated cost. The
total library space shown in Table 5.2 would meet the adopted standard for library
space by providing 0.5 square feet of building area per capita for the projected total buildout population of 298,570, as shown in Table 2.4.
The square foot cost for new libraries in Table 5.2 is based on current estimates by
the City's Public Works Department.
Table 5.2
Existing and Planned Library Facilities

Facility
Existing Library
Future Main Library
Future Branch Libraries
Total

Bldg Area
(Sq Ft) 1

Proj Cost
per SF 2

Site Area
Total
Project Cost 3 (Acres) 4

16,000
70,300
62,985
149,285

$ 228.00
$ 570.00
$ 570.00

$ 3,648,000
$ 40,071,000
$ 35,901,450
$ 79,620,450

1.0
5.3
7.2

Land
Total
5
Cost 6
Cost
$ 304,920 $ 3,952,920
$ 1,616,076 $ 41,687,076
$ 2,204,475 $ 38,105,925
$4,125,471 $ 83,745,921

Existing or planned square feet of building area by component; future main library area from the
2007-2008 Proposed CIP; future branch library area based on level of service standard (Table 5.1)
2 Estimated project cost per square foot excluding land; includes design, construction, site development, project administration, FF&E; cost for existing library assumes 60% depreciation
3 Total project cost = building area X project cost per square foot
4 Actual or planned site area in acres; site area for future branch libraries based on 20% site coverage
5 Estimated land cost assumes $8.00 per square foot or $304,920 per acre
6 Total cost = construction cost + land cost
1

PER-CAPITA COST
Table 5.3 shows the per-capita cost for library facilities and materials, based on the
level-of-service standard shown in Table 5.1 and the estimated current dollar cost
of such facilities. The average cost per square foot for facilities is from Table 5.2.
The cost per volume to acquire new materials is estimated by the Library Services
Department.
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Table 5.3
Per Capita Costs - Library Facilities and Materials
Development
Type
Library Facilities
Library Materials
Total

Service
Units 1
Square Feet
Volumes

Units per
Capita 2
0.50
1.20

Cost per
Unit 3
$ 598.66
$
38.00

Cost per
Capita 4
$
299.33
$
45.60
$
344.93

Square feet = square feet of building area; volumes = items in collection
2 Level of service standard; see Table 5.1
3 Estimated cost per square foot ~or library facilities, see Table 5.2; estimated cost per unit for library materials provided by the Library Services
Department
4 Cost per capita = units per capita X cost per unit
1

In the next section, the per-capita costs from Table 5.3 are used to calculate impact
fees per unit of development by development type.

IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
Table 5.4 shows the library impact fees per unit of deVelopment by development
type. Those fees are calculated using the per-capita costs from Table 5.3 and the
persons per dwelling unit data from Table 2.1.
Table 5.4
Fees per Unit of Development -Library Facilities and Materials
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
ReSidential, Mobile/Senior
1

2
3

4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Pop per
Unit 2
3.72
3.18
1.50

Cost per
Capita 3
$344.93
$344.93
$344.93

Fee per
Unit 4
$1,283.15
$1,096.88
$ 517.40

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit
Population per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per capita; see Table 5.3
Fee per unit of development = population per unit X cost per capita

PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the library impact fees calculated in this chapter can be projected by applying the fees per unit from Table 5.4 to forecasted future residential
units. The resulting projections are shown in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5
Projected Revenue - Library Facilities and Materials
Development
Dev
1
Units
Type
Residential, Single-Family
DU
Residential, Multi-Family
DU
Residential, Mobile/Senior
DU
Total
Revenue for Library Facilities
Revenue for Library Materials
1
2

3
4

Fee per
Unit 2
$1,283.15
$1,096.88
$ 517.40

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704

$
$
$
$
86.8% $
13.2% $

Projected
Revenue 4
24,384,945
12,933,366
1,916,444
39,234,755
34,047,925
5,186,829

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit
Fee per unit of development; see Table 5.4
Future units; see Table 2.3
Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units

Of the total revenue projected in Table 5.5, 86.8% would be applied to libr~ry facilities and 13.2% would be applied to library materials. The current dollar revenue projected for library facilities equals roughly 43% of the projected cost of future libraries. The current balance in the library impact fee fund that is available
for library construction is $5.5 million. The remainder must come from other
sources of revenue.
The costs used in this report are given in current dollars. The fees calculated
above should be indexed, or adjusted annually, to keep pace with changes in price
levels. See the Implementation Chapter for more on indexing of fees.
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CHAPTER 6
FEES IN LIEU OF PARK LAND DEDICATION
& PARK IMPROVEMENT IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses two types of fees: (1) fees in lieu of park land dedication
and (2) impact fees for park improvements. The in-lieu fees for park land are imposed under the authority of the Quimby Act (Govt. Code §66477). Impact fees
for park improvements, like other impact fees calculated in this report are governed by the Mitigation Fee Act (Govt. Code §§66000 et seq.) As detailed below,
the in-lieu ("Quimby") fees are subject to different requirements and limitations
than the impact fees for park improvements. Recreation facilities are covered in a
separate chapter.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
The updated General Plan adopted by the City in July 2006 has changed the target
ratio of park acreage per 1,000 residents. The revised standard is consistent with
key provisions of the Quimby Act, and was also used as the standard to calculate
park fees in the previous study. It will be used in this study as well. Cost data for
park land acquisition and park improvements have been updated to current levels.

Fees In Lieu of Park Land Dedication. Under the Quimby Act, the City may, by
ordinance, "require the dedication of land or impose a requirement of the payment
of fees in lieu thereof, or a combination of both, for park or recreational purposes
as a condition of approval of a tentative map or parcel map .... " This provision of
the statute applies only to residential subdivisions. An ordinance imposing dedication and fee requirements under the Quimby Act must contain "definite standards
for determining the proportion of a subdivision to be dedicated and the amount of
any fee to be paid in lieu thereof."
Before imposing these requirements, the City must have adopted a general plan or
specific plan containing policies and standards for parks and recreation facilities.
The dedicated land and/or in-lieu fees "are to be used only for the purpose of developing new or rehabilitating existing neighborhood or community park or recreational facilities to serve the subdivision (paying the fees)." The Quimby Act provides that only in-lieu fees, not land dedication requirements, may be applied to
subdivision of less than 50 parcels. Otherwise, the City may choose to require either land dedication or payment of in-lieu fees.
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Park Land Impact Fees for Non-Subdivision Projects. Because the provisions
of the Quimby Act apply only to subdivisions, residential development projects
that do not involve a subdivision of land are exempt from dedication and fee requirements authorized by the Act. This study proposes that a park land acquisition
fee, equal to the in-lieu fee, be imposed on such projects as an impact fee under the
Mitigation Fee Act.
Park Improvement Impact Fees. Park land dedication and in-lieu fee requirements authorized by the Quimby Act are intended to provide land for parks. But
while the Act stipulates that in-lieu fees may be spent for either park land or improvements, those fees are based only on the cost of land. They do not provide
adequate funds to meet the need for both land acquisition and park improvements.
A separate impact fee for park improvements is needed as a complement to the
Quimby Act in-lieu fee to pay for park improvements. Park improvement impact
fees calculated in this chapter are governed by the Mitigation Fee Act, and are intended to apply to all residential development in the City, whether or not a subdivision is involved.

SERVICE AREA
Fees addressed in this chapter are calculated for a single citywide service area encompassing the entire study area defined in Chapter 2. The resulting fees are intended to apply to all residential development in the study area. However, it is important that revenue from both in-lieu fees and park improvement impact fees be
spent for parks that that serve the development projects paying the fees. See the
discussion in the "Facilities Needs" section of this chapter.

DEMAND VARIABLES
Level-of-service standards for parks are almost universally based on population,
and the Quimby Act specifies that park land dedication/in-lieu fee standards be
based on the relationship between park acreage and population. Moreno Valley's
adopted general plan standards for public parks are stated in terms of the relationship between acreage and population. Consequently, population is used as the demand variable in calculating park improvement impact fees in this report.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Table 6.1 lists the City's existing parks, and shows both total acres and improved
acres of park land. In practice, Moreno Valley has not maintained a clear hierarchy of park classifications in developing its parks. However, with respect to the
the Quimby Act, all of the City's parks function as either neighborhood or comFebruary 7, 2007
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munity parks, or a combination of the two. It is not necessary in this study to distinguish between them.
Table 6.1
Existing Parks and Park Sites
Park
Classification
Adrienne Mitchell Memorial Park
Bayside Park
Bethune Park
Celebration Park
Cold Creek Staging Area"
College Park
Cottonwood Equestrian Station"
Cottonwood Golf Center
EI Potrero Park
Fairway Park
Festival Site
Gateway Park
Hidden Springs Park
Hidden Springs Park (Ph. 2)
John F. Kennedy Park
Laselle Sports Park Complex'
March Field Park
Markborough Property
Moreno Valley Community Park
Moreno Valley Equestrian Park
Morrison Park
Morrison Park Ph 2
North Aqueduct Linear Park
Pan Am Linear Park
Parque Amistad
Pedrorena Park
Poorman's Reservoir
Rancho Verde Eq. Staging Area
Rancho Verde Park"
Ridge Crest Park
Rock Ridge Park"
Shadow Mountain Park
South Aqueduct Linear Park 'A'
South Aqueduct Linear Park'S'
Sunnymead Park
Sunnymead Ranch Linear Park
Towngate Memorial Park
Valley Skate Park
Victoriano Park
Vista Lomas Park
Westbluff Park
Weston Park
Woodland Park

Site
AcreaQe
4.43
2.04
6.00
6.65
0.64
0.00
0.40
15.83
15.00
5.50
12.00
7.67
7.00
17.00
7.69
12.25
100.00
40.00
15.58
45.00
14.01
9.00
4.50
1.25
4.24
5.50
125.00
1.30
3.50
5.00
1.93
10.00
4.00
5.00
15.53
5.50
16.97
3.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.14
9.11
583.16

Improved
Acreage
4.43
2.04
6.00
6.65
0.64
18.00
0.40
15.83
15.00
5.50
0.00
7.67
7.00
0.00
7.69
12.25
10.00
0.00
15.58
10.00
14.01
0.00
4.50
0.00
4.24
5.50
0.00
1.30
3.50
5.00
1.93
10.00
4.00
5.00
15.53
5.50
16.97
3.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.14
9.11
271.91

Source: Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Dept.
" Improvements funded/under development
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The 2006 General Plan specifies a standard of 3.0 acres per thousand residents for
all parks. Table 6.2 shows the current ratio of park acres per thousand residents.
Table 6.2
Existing Ratio of Acreage to Population

Classificatfon
City-Owned Park Acreage
Developed Park Acreage

Existing
Acres 1
583.2
271.9

Funded
Acres 2
5.9
12.3

Total
Acres 3
589.1
284.2

E~isting

Pop 4
184,824
184,824

Acres per
CaQita 5
0.00319
0.00154

Acres per
6
1,000
3.19
1.54

See Table 6.1
Added acres that can be funded with impact fee account balance, using cost per acre from
Table 6.3
3 Sum of existing acres and additional funded acres
4 Existing population. See Table 2.2.
5 Acres per capita = existing acres / existing population
6 Acres per thousand population == acres per capita X 1,000
1

2

Level-of-Service Standard for In-Lieu Fee Calculation. The Quimby Act provides that park land dedication requirements may be based on a ratio of at least 3.0
acres per thousand popUlation, and may increase to a maximum of 5.0 acres per
thousand if the actual ratio (as of the last Census) exceeds 3.0 acres per thousand.
In this case the current ratio exceeds the allowable minimum. However, as a matter of City policy, the lower ratio of 3.0 acres per thousand popUlation will be used'
to calculate fees in lieu of park land dedication. 1 As proposed in this study, impact fees for park land acquisition, as applied to non-subdivision projects, would
be identical to the in-lieu fees for subdivision projects.
Level-of-Service Standard for Park Improvement Impact Fees. As indicated
in Table 6.2, the existing ratio of developed park acreage to popUlation is below
the minimum ratio allowed by the Quimby Act. A1t~ough the Quimby Act does
not directly govern impact fees, the minimum standard specified in that statute provides an indication of legislative intent, and is widely used by California cities.
Consequently, a ratio of 3.0 acres per thousand popUlation will be used as the basis
for calculating park improvement impact fees in this chapter.

I The precise ratio specified by the Quimby Act would be based on the actual population and actual park
acreage as of the 2000 Census. The 2000 Census population for Moreno Valley was 142,379. To reach a
ratio of 3.0 acres of park land per 1,000 population, the City would have needed 427.12 acres of park
land. The exact park acreage as of 2000 has not been determined. However, since the City is entitled to
base its fees on a minimum of 3.0 acres per thousand residents, the actual ratio in 2000 is not an issue.
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METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the standard-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. Standard-based fees are calculated using a specified relationship or
standard that determines the number of service units to be provided for each unit
of development. Both in-lieu fees for park land acquisition and impact fees for
park improvements are based on the relationship between park acreage and population, as discussed in the previous section on level-of-service standards. Because
population is used as a demand variable in the fee calculations, and. population is
related to residential development, the fees calculated in this chapter apply only to
residential development.

FACILITY NEEDS
At a ratio of 3.0 acres per thousand population, 341 acres of additional developed
park land will be needed to serve the needs of the 113,746 additional residents projected to buildout in Chapter 2 of this report.
Because the method used to calculate impact fees in this section is standard-based
rather than plan-based, those calculations are not dependent on a list of specific
park projects. The City has selected some future park sites, but park locations in
newly developing areas often are not identified 'until specific plans are prepared.
Indeed, with respect the in-lieu fees, the decision to require land dedication as opposed to payment of in-lieu fees may be negotiated with developers during the development review process. However, the City must ensure that both in-lieu fees
and impact fees are expended for parks that adequately serve the development projects from which the fees are collected. Care should be exercised so that any parks
funded by in-lieu fees or impact fees are located in reasonable proximity to the
projects paying the fees. "Reasonable proximity" for neighborhood park functions
would be different than for community park functions.

PER-CAPITA COST
Table 6.3 on the next page, shows the per-capita cost for park land acquisition and
park improvements. The per-capita land acquisition cost will serve as the basis for
park land in-lieu fees. The per-capita park improvement cost will serve as the basis
for park improvement impact fees. Estimated per-acre park improvement costs are
intended to represent the average cost of constructing park improvements similar
to those provided in the City's existing parks.
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Table 6.3
Per Capita Cost - Park Land Acquisition and Park Improvements
Acres per
1
1,000
3.0
3.0

Component
Park Land Acquisition
Park Improvements

Acres per
Capita 2
0.0030
0.0030

Cost per
Acre 3
$ 348,480
$ 500,000

Cost per
Capita 4
$ 1,045.44
$ 1,500.00

Acres per 1,000 population. See discussion in text.
Acres per capita = acres per 1,000 / 1,000
3 Cost per acre for land acquisition estimated by the Moreno Valley Public
Works Department; cost per acre for park improvements based on recent
project costs
4 Cost per capita = acres per capita X cost per acre with interest
1

2

In the next section, the per-capita costs from Table 6.3 are used to calculate in-lieu
fees and impact fees per unit of development by development type.

IN-LIEU/IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
Fees in Lieu of Park Land Dedication. Table 6.4 shows the calculation of fees
in lieu of park land dedication per unit of development by development type.
Those fees are calculated using the per-capita costs from Table 6.3 and the persons
per dwelling unit data from Table 2.1. This study recommends that, an identical
fee could be imposed on non-subdivision projects for park land acquisition.
Table 6.4
Fees per Unit of Development - Fees in Lieu of Park Land Dedication (Quimby)
Development
Type
ReSidential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
1

2
3

4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Pop per
Unit 2
3.72
3.18
1.50

Cost per
Capita 3
$ 1,045.44
$1,045.44
$ 1,045.44

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 3,889.04
$ 3,324.50
$ 1,568.16

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit
Population per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per capita; see Table 6.3
Fee per unit of development := population per unit X cost per capita

Impact Fees for Park Improvements. Table 6.5 on the next page shows the calculation of park improvement impact fees per unit of development by development
type. Those fees are calculated using the per-capita costs from Table 6.3 and the
persons per dwelling unit data from Table 2.1.
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Table 6.5
Fees per Unit of Development - Park Improvement Impact Fee
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Cost per
Capita 3
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00

Pop per
Unit 2
3.72
3.18
1.50

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 5,580.00
$ 4,770.00
$ 2,250.00

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit
2 Population per unit of development; see Table 2.1
3 Cost per capita; see Table 6.3
4 Fee per unit of development = population per unit X cost per capita
1

PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the park land acquisition fees calculated in this chapter can
be projected by applying the fees per unit from Table 6.4 to forecasted future residential units, as shown in Table 6.6. This projection assumes that all future residential subdivisions pay in-lieu fees rather than dedicating land, and that all nonsubdivision residential projects pay an equivalent impact fee for park land acquisition.
Table 6.6
Projected Revenue - Park Land Acquisition Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
ReSidential, Mobile/Senior
Total
1
2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Fee per
Unit 2
$3,889.04
$3,324.50
$1,568.16

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 73,907,255
$ 39,199,170
$ 5,808,465
$ 118,914,890

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit
Fee per unit of development; see Table 6.4
Future units; see Table 2.3
PrOjected revenue = fee per unit X future units

Potential revenue from the park improvement impact fees calculated in this chapter
can be projected by applying the fees per unit from Table 6.5 to forecasted future
residential units, as shown in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7
Projected Revenue - Park Improvement Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Total
1
2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Fee per
Unit 2
$5,580.00
$4,770.00
$2,250.00

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 106,042,320
$ 56,243,070
$ 8,334,000
$ 170,619,390

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit
Fee per unit of development; see Table 6.5
Future units; see Table 2.3
Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units

This chapter assumes that park land and improvements will be funded on a pay-asyou-go basis. The costs used in this chapter are given in current dollars, and the
fees calculated above should be indexed, or adjusted annually, to keep pace with
changes in price levels. See the Implementation Chapter for more on indexing of
fees.
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CHAPTER 7
COMMUNITY/RECREATION CENTER IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses conununity and recreation center facilities needed to serve
future development in Moreno Valley. Information about existing and planned facilities was provided by the Moreno Valley Parks and Conununity Services Department.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
Plans for future conununity and recreation center facilities have been updated.
Cost estimates have been revised to current levels.

SERVICE AREA
Fees addressed in this chapter are calculated for a single citywide service area encompassing the entire study area defined in Chapter 2. The resulting fees are intended to apply to all development in the study area. A valid nexus requires that
revenue from the impact fees calculated in this chapter be spent for facilities that
that serve the development projects paying the fees. See the discussion in the "Facilities Needs" section of this chapter.

DEMAND VARIABLE
Level-of-service standards for community and recreation centers are almost universally based on population. Consequently, population is used as the demand
variable in calculating impact fees for conununity and recreation centers in this
study.

METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the standard-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. Standard-based fees are calculated using a specified relationship or
standard that determines the number of service units to be provided for each unit
of development. The fees calculated in this chapter are based on the relationship
between population and community and recreation center space as defined below.
Because population is used as a demand variable in the fee calculations, and population is related to residential development, the fees calculated in this chapter apply
only to residential development.
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FACILITY NEEDS
Table 7.1 lists the City's existing and planned community and recreation center
facilities in Moreno Valley.
Table 7.1
Existing and Planned Community/Recreation Centers
Square
Feet
14,700
4,000
9,948
42,413
71,061
Square
Feet
15,000
15,000
6,000
20,000
6,000
62,000
133,061

Existing
Facilities
Senior Center
TownGatEi Community Center
March Field Park Community Center
MV Conference & Community Center
Subtotal Existing Facilities
Planned
Facilities
Northeast MV Community Center w/ Gym
South MV Community Center w/ Gym
Mid-City MV Community Center
East MV Community Center w/ Gym
East MV Community Center
Subtotal Planned Facilities
Totals

Source: Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Dept.

LEVEL OF SERVICE AND PER CAPITA COST
The level of service standard used in the impact fee analysis is the projected ratio
of community and recreation center facility space to population at buildout. That
ratio is shown in Table 7.2 below, and is similar to the standards prevailing in several other cities in the region.
Table 7.2
Level of Service Standard and Cost per Capita - Community & Recreation Centers
Total
Square Feet
133,061

1

Buildout
Population
298,570

2

Square Feet
per Capita 3

Cost per
Square Foot 4

Cost per
Capita 5

0.45

$576.67

257.00

Total square feet of existing and planned facilities
Projected population at buildout; see Table 2.4
3 Square feet of building area per capita = total square feet / buildout population
4 Cost per square foot of building area includes project cost of $550 per square foot plus
1

2

$26.67 per sq. ft. for land (land cost @ $8.00 per sq. ft. with floor area ratio of 0.3)
5 Cost per capita = square feet per capita X cost per square foot
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The cost per square foot shown in Table 7.2 is based on the estimated cost per
square foot to construct community and recreation facilities in current dollars, including land.
In the next section, the per-capita costs from Table 7.2 are used to calculate impact
fees per unit of development by development type.

IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
Table 7.3 shows the community and recreation center impact fee per unit of development by development type. Those fees are calculated using the per-capita costs
from Table 7.2 and the persons per dwelling unit data from Table 2.1.
Table 7.3
Fees per Unit of Development - Community/Recreation Centers
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
1
2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Pop per
Unit 2
3.72
3.18
1.50

Cost per
Capita 3
$257.00
$257.00
$257.00

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 956.04
$ 817.26
$ 385.50

Units of development.. DU = dwelling unit
Population per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per capita; see Table 7.2
Fee per unit of development = population per unit X cost per capita

PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the community and recreation center impact fees calculated
in this chapter can be projected by applying the fees per unit from Table 7.3 to
forecasted future residential units. The results are shown in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4
Projected Revenue - Community/Recreation Center Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Total
1
2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 956.04
$ 817.26
$ 385.50

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 18,168,584
$ 9,636,313
$ 1,427,892
$ 29,232,789

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit
Fee per unit of development; see Table 7.3
Future units; see Table 2.3
Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units

This chapter assumes that community and recreation facilities will be funded on a
pay-as-you-go basis. The costs used in this chapter are given in current dollars,
and the fees calculated above should be indexed, or adjusted annually, to keep
pace with changes in price levels. See the Implementation Chapter for more on
indexing of fees.
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CHAPTER 8
PUBLIC FACILITIES IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses the following public facilities and other assets needed to
serve future development in Moreno Valley:
•

City Hall

• Animal Shelter
•

Corporate Yard Facilities

• Maintenance Equipment

City Hall. Moreno Valley's existing City Hall occupies a 56,000 square foot
building on a 25-acre site that is being developed as the Moreno Valley Civic Center. The building was purchased by the City as an unfinished shell in 1994 and
tenant improvements needed to house the City Council chambers and City offices
were completed in 1995. The City Hall building is not adequate to meet the City's
current needs, so the City has purchased one nearby building (Annex 1) and leased
another (Annex 2) to provide additional administrative space. Each of those buildings contains 11,668 square feet.
The City intends to construct an entirely new City Hall building in the future as
part of the Civic Center complex, but detailed plans have yet to be developed. Impact fees calculated in this chapter are intended to cover the cost of additional City
Hall space needed to serve increased demand created by new deVelopment. The
City may use a portion of the impact fee revenue to purchase a building or buildings that would serve as interim space until a new City Hall is constructed. Any
funds used for that purpose would be recouped by the sale of such facilities and
used for the permanent City Hall project.

Animal Shelter. Moreno Valley constructed a new Animal Shelter in 2000. The
need for space in that facility already exceeds its capacity_ It will have to be expanded to serve additional demand resulting from future development. The impact
fees calculated in this cha'pter are intended to cover the cost of future expansion of
the animal shelter facility to serve additional demand created by new development.
Corporate Yard. The City plans to construct an entirely new corporate yard to
replace the existing facility, which is also housed in structures not designed for that
purpose and is inadequate to serve future needs. A new corporate yard complex
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would provide capacity to serve both existing and future development. The impact
fees calculated in this chapter are intended to recover future development's proportionate share of the total cost of that facility.
Maintenance Equipment. As the City grows, it will require additional vehicles
and equipment to maintain streets, sidewalks and drainage facilities, to trim trees,
and carry out many other routine maintenance tasks. The impact fees calculated in
this chapter are intended to pay for additional maintenance equipment that will be
needed to handle the increased demands associated with additional development.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
Since the previous study, the City has purchased a building (Annex 1) and leased
another building (Annex 2) to provide additional administrative space. In addition,
a detailed building program has been prepared for new corporate yard facilities.

SERVICE AREA
All of the public facilities and equipment addressed in this chapter serve the City
as a whole. Impact fees for those facilities are calculated for a single citywide service area and are intended to apply to all development in the study area.

DEMAND VARIABLES
City Hall. City Hall provides office space for most City departments, as well as
meeting space for the City Council. Some of the departments that occupy space in
City Hall provide service directly to the public (e.g., Public Works, Fire Prevention) while others are responsible for administrative or support functions (e.g., City
Manager, Finance). For certain types of public facilities, service usage can be
measured and related directly to the demand created by development. However,
the relationship between development and the need for City Hall space is complex
and indirect.
It is self-evident that the need for City Hall space generally increases as a City

grows, but the relationship between development and the need for City Hall space
cannot be measured in the same way as the need for facilities such as streets that
serve development directly. Under these circumstances, it is reasonable to use a
generalized measure of development to approximate service demand related to
City Hall facilities. Acreage is the most general measure of development, and
gross developed acreage is used in this chapter as the demand variable in calculating impact fees for City Hall facilities.
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Animal Shelter. Demand for animal shelter services arises primarily as a result of
pet ownership by residents, and generally increases with residential development.
Non-residential development creates little or no demand. As with other facilities
impacted primarily by residential development this study uses population to measure demand for animal shelter services.
Corporate Yard and Maintenance Equipment. The relationship of the corporate yard and maintenance equipment to development is similar to that described
for City Hall, in that they support a variety of functions and the effects of development are somewhat indirect. As with City Hall, gross developed acreage will be
used as the demand variable in calculating impact fees for the corporate yard and
maintenance equipment.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Cities rarely adopt formallevel-of-service standards for the types of public facilities addressed in this chapter. Rather, facilities are designed to meet the specific
needs of the functions to be housed there, and the level of service is implied in the
relationship between development and facility capacity
The methods used to calculate impact fees in this chapter are intended to ensure
that impact fees charged to new development are based on same level of service
provided to the existing community.
City Hall. City Hall space needs attributed to future development in this analysis
are based on the relationship between existing facilities and existing development.
In other words, that existing relationship is used as the standard to define future
needs. Existing building area is defined here to include existing City-owned administrative facilities, i.e., City Hall and Annex 1. The cost of acquiring and completing Annex 1, including the purchase price and tenant improvements will approximately exhaust the current balance in the City Hall impact fee fund. The
funds used to acquire that building, and possibly other interim facilities, will be
recouped in the future by selling those facilities and applying the proceeds to the
permanent City Hall project.
As indicated previously, gross developed acreage is the demand variable used to
represent the impact of development on the need for City Hall facilities. That
variable is used to calculate the existing level of service, as shown in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1
Existing Level of Service - City Hall Facilities
Square
Feet 1
56,000
11,668
67,668

Component
Existing City Hall
Annex 1
Total

Existing
Dev Acres 2
13,302.2
13,302.2
13,302.2

Square Feet
per Dev Acre 3
4.21
0.88
5.09

Square feet in existing facilities
2 Estimated existing developed acreage in City; see Table 2.2
3 Square feet of building area per developed acre = square feeV
existing developed acres
1

Animal Shelter. Animal shelter space needs attributed to future development in
this analysis are based on the relationship between existing facilities and existing
development at the time of the 2005 impact fee study. Table 8.2 shows the square
feet of animal shelter space per capita.

The 2005 ratio is used here to maintain a stable basis for the fee calculation. The
City's population has increased since 2005, and it will be several years before it is
feasible for· the City to expand the animal shelter to satisfy the additional demand
associated with development since 2005. The impact fees collected since 2005
represent approximately the amount of money needed to maintain the 2005 ratio of
square footage to population up to the time of this study. Those funds have been
used to purchase land for a future expansion, but no additional facility space has
been constructed. Consequently, it is not possible to calculate an updated ratio that
reflects the expenditure of those funds.
Table 8.2
Existing Level of Service - Animal Shelter

Component
Existing Animal Shelter
1
2

3

2005
Sq Feet 1
17,977

2005
Population
172,255

2

Square Feet
per Capita 3
0.104

Square feet of existing facilities, from 2005 impact fee study
Existing population from 2005 impact fee study
Square feet per capita = existing square feet / existing population

Corporate Yard. Because the City plans to construct an entirely new corporate
yard facility to serve all existing and future development in the City, the level of
service used in this study is the relationship of the planned facility to the demand
created by all existing and future development. The costs of the facility will be
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allocated to both existing and future development, using the demand variable (developed acreage) discussed previously. The resulting impact fees will recover only
new development's proportionate share of the facility cost.
Maintenance Equipment. As is the case for City Hall and the animal shelter, the
need for additional maintenance equipment to serve future deVelopment is based
on the need to maintain the existing level of service. Only vehicles and major
items of equipment are covered by the impact fees. The specific equipment
needed to serve future development is listed in Table 8.4 later in this chapter.

METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the both the plan-based and standardbased methods discussed in Chapter I. The standard-based method, used for City
Hall and the animal shelter bases fees on a specified relationship between facilities
and development. As indicated above, the standards used in this chapter are based
on the relationship between existing facilities and existing development. The planbased method, used for corporate yard facilities and maintenance equipment allocates costs for a defined set of assets to a defined quantity of development

FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT NEEDS
City Hall. At the current ratio of 5.09 square feet of building space per gross acre
of development (see Table 8.1), approximately 61,300 square feet of additional
City Hall space will be needed to serve 12,054 acres of additional development
projected to buildout, as shown in Chapter 2 of this report (see Table 2.3).
Animal Shelter. At the current ratio of 0.104 square feet per capita (see Table
8.2), approximately 11,900 square feet of additional animal shelter space will be
needed to serve approximately 114,000 new residents projected in Chapter 2 (see
Table 2.3).
Corporate Yard. Table 8.3 on the next page contains a breakdown of facility
components and costs for the proposed new corporate yard facility. Those costs
will be allocated to both existing and future development. The resulting impact
fees will recover only new development's share of the facility cost.
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Table 8.3
Corporate Yard Facilities and Costs
Facility
Component
Office Space
Warehouse Space
Shop and Storage Space
Canopy Space
Exterior Space
Site Development
Subtotal Construction
Land
Design/Engineering
Total
1

Quantity
57,132
21,504
21,362
12,178
234,773
784,080
18.2

Units
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

Cost
per Unit
$ 350.00
$ 185.00
$ 250.00
$ 95.00
$ 36.00
2.40
$

AC

302,198

Est Facility
Cost 1
$19,996,200
$ . 3,978,240
$ 5,340,500
$ 1,156,910
$ 8,451,828
$ 1,881,792
$40,805,470
$ 5,500,000
$ 3,400,000
$49,705,470

Estimated costs provided by the Moreno Valley Public Works Department

Maintenance Equipment. Table 8.4 on the next page lists major items of maintenance equipment needed to serve future development. That list is based on the expected increase in the need for maintenance equipment as a result of planned future development in the City.

The need for additional maintenance equipment is measured in this study by developed acreage. The projected increase in developed acreage associated with future development equals approximately 91 % of the current developed acreage in
the City. The equipment needs reflected in Table 8.4 are based on a Public Works
Department assessment of major equipment needs related to future development.
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Table 8.4
Future Major Maintenance Equipment Needs

Item
Street Sweepers
Aerial Lift Truck
Dump Truck
Backhoe/Loader
Water Truck
Vacuum Truck
Striping Truck
Patch Truck
Paving Machine
Front End Loader
Flat Bed Truck
Pickup Truck
Total
1
2

3

Number of
Units 1
2
1

3
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
8

Est. Cost
per Unit 2
$ 280,000
$ 150,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000
$ 80,000
$ 400,000
$ 100,000
$ 120,000
$ 75,000
$ 160,000
$ 50,000
$ 25,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total
Cost 3
560,000
150,000
300,000
300,000
80,000
400,000
200,000
120,000
75,000
320,000
100,000
200,000
2,805,000

Number of units based on existing units of equipment
Estimated cost per unit based on recent acquisitions
Total cost = number of units X estimated cost per unit

FACILITY/EQUIPMENT COST PER UNIT OF DEMAND
City Hall. Table 8.5 on the next page shows the cost per acre of future development for new City Hall facilities, based on the level-of-service standard from Table 8.1 and the estimated current dollar cost of such facilities. That unit cost includes design, construction and other all other associated costs of the facility, excluding land. The interest factor in Table 8.5 is used to adjust base facility cost to
incorporate bond interest cost into the impact fee calculations. The interest factor
is derived from a cash flow model contained in an appendix to this report.
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Table 8.5
Cost per Acre of Development - City Hall Facilities
Cost per
Square Foot
$560.00

1

Interest
Factor 2
1.0392

Cost per Sq Ft
wi Interest 3
$581.95

Square Feet
per Dev Acre 4
5.087

Cost per
Dev Acre 5
$2,960.38

Estimated cost per square foot for future City Hall building
Interest factor is used to adjust base costs to incorporate interest cost for bonds used to
finance these facilities. The factor is derived from a cash flow model. See Appendix.
3 Cost per square foot with interest = facility cost per square foot X interest factor
4 Square feet per developed acre; see Table 8.1
5 Cost per acre = cost per square foot with interest X square feet per developed acre

1

2

Animal Shelter. Table 8.6 shows the cost per capita for expansion of the animal
shelter, based on the level-of-service standard from Table 8.2 and the estimated
current dollar cost of such facilities. The cost per square foot shown in Table 8.6
is based on the estimated current dollar cost for additional animal shelter space.
That unit cost includes design, construction and other all other associated costs of
the facility, including land. The interest factor in Table 8.6 is used to adjust base
facility cost to incorporate bond interest cost into the impact fee calculations. The
interest factor is derived from a cash flow model contained in an appendix to this
report.
Table 8.6
Cost per Capita - Animal Shelter Facilities
Cost per
S~uare Foot
$519.00

1

Interest
Factor 2
1.1192

Cost per Sq Ft
wi Interest 3
$580.86

Square Feet
per Capita 2
0.104

Cost per
Capita 3
$60.62

Estimated cost per square foot for future animal shelter including design, construction
project management and equipment. Cost includes $24 per square foot of building area
for land, based on land cost of $8.00 per square foot and a floor area ratio of 0.33.
2 Interest factor is used to adjust base costs to incorporate interest cost for bonds used to
finance these facilities. The factor is derived from a cash flow model. See Appendix.
3 Cost per square foot with interest = facility cost per square foot X interest factor
4 Square feet per capita; see Table 8.2
5 Cost capita = cost per square foot X square feet per capita
1

Corporate Yard. Table 8.7 on the next page shows the cost per acre of future
.development for new corporate yard facilities. The cost per acre is calculated using the estimated cost of the proposed new corporate yard facility (see Table 8.3)
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and the total (existing and future) developed acreage of the City at buildout (see
Table 2.4). Allocating the cost of the new facility to both existing and future development ensures that the impact fees for corporate yard facilities will recover
only the portion of cost attributable to new development. The interest factor in
Table 8.7 is used to adjust base facility cost to incorporate bond interest cost into
the impact fee calculations.
Table 8.7
Cost per Acre of Development - Corporate Yard
Facility
Cost 1
$49,705,470

Interest
Factor 2
1.036

Facility Cost
wi Interest 3
$51,474,985

Dev Acres
at Buildout 4
25,356.26

Cost per
Dev Acre 5
$2,030.07

Estimated cost of new corporate yard facility (see Table 8.3)
Interest factor is used to adjust base costs to incorporate interest cost for bonds used to
finance these facilities. The factor is derived from a cash flow model. See Appendix.
3 Facility cost with interest:: facility cost X interest factor
4 Existing and future developed acres at buildout; see Table 2.4
5 Cost developed acre = facility cost with interest / developed acres at buildout
1

2

Maintenance Equipment. Table 8.8 shows the cost per acre of future development for new maintenance equipment. The cost per acre is calculated using the
estimated cost the new equipment (see Table 8.4) and the gross acreage of future
development (see Table 2.3).
Table 8.8
Cost per Acre of Development - Maintenance Equipment
Cost of New
Equipment 1
$2,805,000
1

2
3

Future Dev
Acres 2
12,054.1

Cost per
Dev Acre 3
$232.70

Estimated cost of new maintenance equipment; see Table 8.4
Future developed acres; see Table 2.3
Cost developed acre =facility cost / developed acres

In the next section, the unit costs from Tables 8.5, 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8 are used to calculate impact fees per unit of development by development type.
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IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
City Hall. Table 8.9 shows City Hall impact fees per unit of development by development type. Those fees are calculated using the cost per acre of development
from Table 8.5 and the acres per unit of development from Table 2.1.
Table 8.9
Fees per Unit of Development - City Hall Facilities
Development
Ty~e

Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
1

2
3

4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Acres per
Unit 2
0.250
0.067
0.100
0.092
0.092
0.066
0.077

Cost per
Dev Acre 3
$2,960.38
$2,960.38
$2,960.38
$2,960.38
$2,960.38
$2,960.38
$2,960.38

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 740.09
$ 197.36
$ 296.04
$ 271.84
$ 271.84
$ 194.17
$ 226.54

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Acres per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per acre of development; see Table 8.5
Impact fee per unit of development = acres per unit X cost per acre

Animal Shelter. Table 8.10 shows animal shelter impact fees per unit of development by development type. Those fees are calculated using the cost per capita
from Table 8.6 and the population per dwelling unit from Table 2.1. Because no
population is associated with non-residential development, the animal shelter fees
apply only to residential development.
Table 8.10
Fees per Unit of Development - Animal Shelter
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
1

2
3

4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Pop
per Unit 2
3.720
3.180
1.500

Cost per
Capita 3
$60.62
$60.62
$60.62

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 225.51
$ 192.77
$ 90.93

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Population per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per capita; see Table 8.6
Impact fee per unit of development = pop per unit X cost per capita
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Corporate Yard. Table 8.11 shows corporate yard impact fees per unit of development by development type. Those fees are calculated using the cost per acre of
development from Table 8.7 and the acres per unit of development from Table 2.1.
Table 8.11
Fees per Unit of Development - Corporate Yard
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Acres
per Unit ~
0.250
0.067
0.100
0.092
0.092
0.066
0.077

Cost per
Dev Acre::!
$2,030.07
$2,030.07
$2,030.07
$2,030.07
$2,030.07
$2,030.07
$2,030.07

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 507.52
$. 135.34
$ 203.01
$ 186.42
$ 186.42
$ 133.15
$ 155.35

Units of development; DU =dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
2 Acres per unit of development; see Table 2.1
3 Cost per acre of development; see Table 8.7
4 Impact fee per unit of development = acres per unit X cost per acre
1

Maintenance Equipment. Table 8.12 shows maintenance equipment impact fees
per unit of development by development type. Those fees are calculated using the
cost per acre of development from Table 8.8 and the acres per unit of development
from Table 2.1.
Table 8.12
Fees per Unit of Development - Maintenance Equipment
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
1

2

3

4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Acres
per Unit 2
0.250
0.067
0.100
0.092
0.092
0.066
0.077

Cost per
Dev Acre 3
$232.70
$232.70
$232.70
$232.70
$232.70
$232.70
$232.70

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 58.18
$ 15.51
$ 23.27
$ 21.37
$ 21.37
$ 15.26
$ 17.81

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Acres per unit of development; see Table 2.1
Cost per acre of development; see Table 8.8
Impact fee per unit of development = acres per unit X cost per acre
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PROJECTED REVENUE
City Hall. Potential revenue from the City Hall impact fees calculated in this
chapter can be projected by applying the fees per unit of development from Table
8.9 to forecasted future units as shown in Table 2.3. The results are shown in Table 8.13.
Table 8.13
PrOjected Revenue - City Hall Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
. KSF

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 740.09
$ 197.36
$ 296.04
$ 271.84
$ 271.84
$ 194.17
$ 226.54

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

Projected
Revenue 4
$14,064,761
$ 2,327,055
$ 1,096,524
$ 2,800,508
$ 1,497,642
$ 7,210,308
$ 4,087,512
$ 33,084,310

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
2 Fee per unit of development; see Table 8.9
3 Future units; see Table 2.3
4 Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units
1

The revenue projected in Table 8.13 represents only new development's share of
the cost of City Hall facilities. If the City decides to construct an entirely new City
Hall building to serve both existing and future development, the cost attributable to
existing development must be funded from other sources of revenue.
Animal Shelter. Potential revenue from the animal shelter impact fees calculated
in this chapter can be projected by applying the fees per unit of development from
Table 8.10 to forecasted future units as shown in Table 2.3. The results are shown
in Table 8.14 on the next page.
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Table 8.14
Projected Revenue - Animal Shelter Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Total
1

2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Fee per
Unit 2
$225.51
$192.77
$ 90.93

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 4,285,568
$ 2,272,994
$ 336,808
$ 6,895,370

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Fee per unit of development; see Table 8.10
Future units; see Table 2.3
Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units

The entire cost of future animal shelter needs is due to future development. Consequently, the revenue projected in Table 8.14 is expected to fund most of the cost
of a future animal shelter expansion.
Corporate Yard. Potential revenue from the corporate yard impact fees calculated in this chapter can be projected by applying the fees per unit of development
from Table 8.11 to forecasted future units as shown in Table 2.3. The results are
shown in Table 8.15.
Table 8.15
Projected Revenue - Corporate Yard Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 507.52
$ 135.34
$ 203.01
$ 186.42
$ 186.42
$ 133.15
$ 155.35

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 9,644,863
$ 1,595,770
$ 751,938
$ 1,920,439
$ 1,027,003
$ 4,944,444
$ 2,802,997
$ 22,687,455

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
2 Fee per unit of development; see Table 8.11
3 Future units; see Table 2.3
4 Projected revenue =fee per unit X future units
1
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The revenue projected in Table 8.15 represents only new development's share of
the cost of corporate yard facilities. The portion of corporate yard facility costs
attributable to existing development must be funded from other sources of revenue.
Maintenance Equipment. Potential revenue from the maintenance equipment
impact fees calculated in this chapter c:an be projected by applying the fees per unit
of development from Table 8.12 to forecasted future units as shown in Table 2.3.
The results are shown in Table 8.16
Table 8.16
Projected Revenue - Maintenance Equipment Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total
1

2

3
4

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 58.18
$ 15.51
$ 23.27
$ 21.37
$ 21.37
$ 15.26
$ 17.81

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

Projected
Revenue 4
$1,105,565
$ 182,919
86,193
$
$ ·220,135
$ 117,723
$ 566,768
$ 321,300
$2,600,602

Units of development; DU = dwelling unit, KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
Fee per unit of development; see Table 8.12
Future units; see Table 2.3
Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units

The entire cost of future maintenance equipment needs defined in this chapter is
due to future development. Consequently, the revenue projected in Table 8.16 is
expected to fund most of the cost that equipment.
The costs used in this report are given in current dollars. Costs for maintenance
equipment, which will be funded on a pay-as-you-go basis should be indexed, or
adjusted annually, to keep pace with changes in price levels. See the Implementation Chapter for more on indexing of fees.
Other facilities addressed in this chapter will be financed, at least in part, with
bonds or certificates of participation (COPs), and interest costs have been included
in fee calculations. Fees for those facilities should be adjusted annually at the projected rate of inflation used in calculating the interest rate factors. For more on the
inclusion of interest costs in the fee calculations, see the Appendix.
February 7, 2008
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CHAPTER 9
ARTERIAL STREET IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses arterial streets needed to serve future development in Moreno Valley. Information about planned arterial street improvements was provided
by the Moreno Valley Transportation Engineering Division, based on the Circulation Element of the City's 2006 General Plan. Funding of improvement costs by
the City's arterial street impact fee program is coordinated with the Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG) Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee
(TUMF) program, so that the same costs are not covered by both programs.
The fees calculated in this chapter do not include costs for traffic signals or freeway interchange improvements. Each of those facility types is addressed in a separate chapter.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
Since completion of the previous impact fee study, the City has adopted a new
General Plan, including a new Circulation Element. In this study, costs for facilities addressed in this chapter have been updated to current levels. Also, in this
study, the impact of arterial streets is measured in terms of weighted ADT instead
of straight ADT, as discussed in the Demand Variable section below.

SERVICE AREA
Arterial streets make up a system that moves traffic throughout the entire City.
Fees addressed in this chapter are calculated for a single citywide service area encompassing the entire study area defined in Chapter 2. The fees calculated in this
chapter are intended to apply to all development in the study area.

DEMAND VARIABLE
The demand variable used to allocate improvement costs for street improvements
in this study is weighted average daily vehicle trips (weighted ADT), defined as
average daily trips (ADT) multiplied by a trip length factor. The trip length factors
for each development type were calculated by the Transportation Engineering Division. Those factors are intended to reflect the greater impact on arterial streets of
longer trips generated by some types of development. Both ADT rates and
weighted trip generation rates for defined categories of development are shown in
Table 2.1, in Chapter 2 of this report.
February 7, 2008
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LEVEL OF SERVICE
Level-of-service for streets and intersections is described in terms of traffic flow
characteristics. Level of service (LOS) categories range from A to F. LOS A, the
highest level, is characterized by free-flowing traffic and minimal delays at intersections. LOS F, the lowest level is characterized by severe congestion and long
delays at intersections. The operative level-of-service standard is significant because it determines the amount of street capacity, and thus the cost of improvements needed to accommodate a certain volume of traffic. The standard adopted
in Moreno Valley's Circulation Element and used to determine the need for arterial
street improvements identified in this study is LOS C, generally, with LOS D as
the standard for peak hour traffic near freeway interchanges. At LOS D, roadways
reach the upper limit of stable flow conditions, and volumes approach 90% of capacity. Intersections at LOS D experience significant congestion, ~d vehicles
may have to wait through more than one cycle at signalized intersections.

METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the plan-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. Plan-based fees are calculated by allocating costs for a defined set of
improvements to a defined set of land uses that will be served by the improvements. Demand is measured in terms of the demand variable discussed above.
Actual fee calculations are shown later in this chapter.

FACILITY NEEDS
At the time of the previous impact fee study, the City's Transportation Engineering
Division determined that there were no significant existing deficiencies in the
City's arterial street system relative to the adopted level-of-service standard. That
is the baseline condition for the arterial impact fee program. This analysis updates
the improvement needs and costs related to that program. At a particular point in
time, some deficiencies may exist in the arterial street system because projects
funded by impact fees have not yet been constructed. However, overall, this study
recognizes no significant existing deficiencies relative to the adopted LOS standards. Consequently, the entire cost of improvements identified in this chapter,
less the TUMF contribution, will be allocated to future development and included
in the impact fees c<l:lculated in this chapter.
Table 9.1 shows a breakdown of arterial street improvement costs into two components: (1) costs for improvements in developed (infill) areas of the City; and, (2)
costs for improvements in developing areas. The portion of costs covered by current TUMF contributions has been deducted from the costs shown in this analysis.
February 7, 2008
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An interest factor, representing financing costs is applied to the cost of improvements in developed areas of the City, and to 10% of improvements in developing
areas. The City anticipates that most improvements in developing areas will be
financed by developers, and will not need to be financed by the City. However,
the City needs the flexibility to finance improvements that are essential to the
transportation system and may not be provided by developers in a timely manner.
A detailed list of improvements and cost estimates is available from the Transportation Engineering Division. The total TUMF appropriation that has been deducted from costs shown in Table 9.1 is $148,499,087
Table 9.1
Estimated Cost - Arterial Street Improvements
Total New Dev
Improvement Cost Improvement Cost Improvement Cost Interest Factor for
Developing Areas 2 to be Financed 3 Financed Costs 4 Improvement Cost
Infill Areas 1
$34,208,621
$392,438,477
$73,452,469
1.10666
$434,481,538

5

Estimated cost of development-related infill improvements in developed portions of the City
Estimated cost of development-related improvements in developing portions of the City; contribution
from the WRCOG Traffic Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF) has been deducted from these costs
3 Improvement costs to be financed = infill improvement costs + 10% of developing area cost
4 Interest factor is used to adjust financed amount to incorporate interest and other financing costs for
bonds. The interest factor is derived from a cash flow model. See Appendix.
5 Total improvement cost for new development., 90% of developing area cost + financed costs X
interest factor

1
2

A VERAGE COST PER WEIGHTED TRIP
Table 9.2 shows the average cost per weighted trip for arterial street improvements
based on the costs shown in Table 9.1 and the number of weighted trips to be
added by future development.
Table 9.2
Average Cost per Weighted ADT - Arterial Street Improvements
Total New Dev
Improvement Cost
$434,481,538

1

Future Dev
Weighted ADT
1,149,547

2

Cost per
Weighted ADT
$377.96

1

See Table 9.1

2

See Table 2.3

3

Cost per weighted ADT == improvement cost / weighted ADT added by
future development
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In the next section, the per-trip costs from Tables 9.2 are used to calculate impact
fees per unit of development by development type.

IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
Table 9.3 shows impact fees per unit of development by development type for arterial streets improvements. Those fees are calculated using the cost per trip from
Table 9.2 and the trips per unit of development from Table 2.1.
Table 9.3
Fees per Unit of Development - Arterial Street Improvements
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Wtd ADT
per Unit 2
11.40
7.98
5.13
20.16
15.75
8.00
12.00

Cost per
Wtd ADT 3
$377.96
$377.96
$377.96
$377.96
$377.96
$377.96
$377.96

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Fee per
Unit 4
4,308.73
3,016.11
1,938.93
7,619.65
5,952.85
3,023.67
4,535.51

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit; KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
2 Weighted ADT per unit of development; see Table 2.1
3 Average cost per weighted ADT; see Table 9.2
4 Fee per unit of development = weighted ADT per unit X cost per ADT
1

PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the arterial streets impact fees calculated in this chapter can
be projected by applying the fees per unit from Table 9.3 to forecasted future development. The resulting projections are shown in Tables 9.4.
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Table 9.4
Projected Revenue· Arterial Street Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi·Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Fee per
Unit 2
4,308.73
3,016.11
1,938.93
7,619.65
5,952.85
3,023.67
4,535.51

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit; KSF
feet of building area
2 Fee per unit of development; see Table 9.3
3 Future units; see Table 2.3
4 Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units
1

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

Projected
Revenue 4
$ 81,883,159
$ 35,562,988
$ 7,181,796
$ 78,496,912
$ 32,795,467
$ 112,278,624
$ 81,836,443
$430,035,389

= 1,000 gross square

The costs and fees shown in this report are in current dollars. Over 80% of the
projects to be funded by the arterial street impact fees are to be funded on a pay-asyou-go basis, and should be indexed, or adjusted annually, to keep pace with
changes in price levels. The cost of those projects to be financed -with bonds or
certificates of participation should be adjusted annually by the rate of inflation assumed in the cash flow models used to establish the interest cost factor applied to
those projects. See the Implementation Chapter for more on indexing of fees.
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CHAPTER 10
TRAFFIC CONTROL IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses traffic signals and related traffic control improvements
needed to serve future development in Moreno Valley. Information about existing
and planned signal system improvements was provided by the City's Transportation Engineering Division, based on the City's General Plan Circulation Element.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
The list of intersections requiring new traffic signals in the previous study numbered 210. Some of those signals have now been constructed or funded and the
impact fees calculated in this chapter are based on a list of 178 remaining signal
locations, excluding those budgeted for Fiscal Year 2007-08. The cost per signal
has been updated, and the improvements addressed in this study include a Traffic
Management Center. The method used to calculate impact fees in this study is the
same as that used in the previous impact fee study completed in 2005, except that
this study uses weighted ADT as the demand variable instead of straight ADT, as
discussed in the demand Variable section below.

SERVICE AREA
Traffic signals make up part of a system that moves traffic throughout the entire
City. Fees addressed in this chapter are calculated for a single citywide service
area encompassing the entire study area defined in Chapter 2. The fees calculated·
in this chapter are intended to apply to all development in the study area.

DEMAND VARIABLE
The demand variable used to allocate costs for traffic control improvements in this
study is weighted average daily vehicle trips (weighted ADT), defined as average
daily trips (ADT) multiplied by a trip length factor. The trip length factors for
each development type were calculated by the City's Transportation Engineering
Division. Those factors are intended to reflect the fact that longer trips generated
by some types of development tend to impact more signals than shorter trips. Both
ADT rates and weighted trip generation rates for defined categories of development are shown in Table 2.1, in Chapter 2 of this report.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Plans for future signals are based on level-of-service standards adopted in the General Plan Circulation Element and on projected traffic conditions at intersections
February 7, 2008
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throughout the City. Level-of-service for intersections is described in terms of
traffic flow characteristics. Level of service (LOS) categories range from A to F.
LOS A, the highest level, is characterized by free-flowing traffic and minimal delays at intersections. LOS F, the lowest level is characterized by severe congestion
and long delays at intersections. The standard for the City, generally is LOS C,
while LOS D is specified for arterial streets and intersections providing direct access to freeway interchanges or employment centers

METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the plan-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. Plan-based fees are calculated by allocating costs for a specified set of
improvements to a specified set of land uses. Costs are allocated to various categories of development in proportion to the amount of demand they create. Demand is measured in terms of the demand variable discussed above. Actual fee
calculations are shown later in this chapter.

FACILITY NEEDS
The need for traffic signals is based on warrants, or threshold conditions, at individual intersections. The Transportation Engineering Division has identified 178
intersections where additional traffic signals will be warranted in the future as a
result of increased traffic related to future deVelopment. A list of those locations is
available from the Division. That assessment is based on the Circulation Element
of the 2006 General Plan. Table 10.1 shows the total cost of those traffic signals,
using an average cost per signal of $277,000 as estimated by the Transportation
Engineering Division. Other improvements including signal interconnect infrastructure and a Traffic Management Center are also shown in Table 10.1
Based on earlier traffic modeling studies, this study assumes that 93% of the cost
of traffic control improvements is related to traffic generated within the City. The
remaining 7% is regional traffic passing through Moreno Valley. Consequently,
the local share of cost for all traffic control improvements is 93 % of total improvement costs. For traffic signals, 100% of the local cost is attributed to new
deVelopment because all future signals will be needed as a result of new development. For the interconnect system and Traffic Management Center, local cost is
allocated proportionately between existing and new development based on shares
of total weighted ADT at buildout.
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Table 10.1
Estimated Cost - Traffic Control Improvements
System
Component
New Traffic Signals
Signal System Interconnect
Traffic Management Center
Total/Average

Total
Cost 1
49,306,000
17,661,600
1,000,000
67,967,600

$
$
$
$

Local
Share 2
93.0%
93.0%
93.0%
93.0%

Local
3
Cost
$ 45,854,580
$ 16,425,288
$
930,000
$ 63,209,868

New Dev
Cost 5
$ 45,854,580
$ 9,463,392
$
535,817
$ 55,853,789

New Dev
Share 4
100.0%
57.6%
57.6%
88.4%

Traffic signal costs based on 178 new signals at $277,000 each; signal system interconnect
and traffic management center serve both existing and future development; cost estimates by
City Traffic Engineer
2 Local cost share for all components excludes 7% of cost related to regional traffic
3 Local cost == total cost X local share percentage
4 New development share of signal cost = 100% of local cost; new development share of other
improvement costs is based on shares of total weighted ADT at buildout (see Tables 2.2, 2.3)
5 Cost allocated to new development = local cost X new development share percentage
1

A VERAGE COST PER WEIGHTED TRIP
Table 10.2 shows the average cost per weighted trip for future traffic signals based
on the cost allocated to new development in Table 10.1, and the number of
weighted ADT to be added by future development.
Table 10.2
Average Cost per Trip - Traffic Control Improvements
New Development
Cost 1
$55,853,789

Future Dev
Weighted ADT
1,149,547

2

Cost per
Weighted ADT
$48.59

3

2

See Table 10.1
See Table 2.3

3

Cost per trip == new development cost / future development weighted trips

1

In the next section, the per-trip costs from Table 10.2 are used to calculate impact
fees per unit of development by development type.

IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
Table 10.3 shows impact fees per unit of development by development type for
traffic signals. Those fees are calculated using the average cost per weighted ADT
from Table 10.2 and weighted ADT per unit of development from Table 2.1.
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Table 10.3
Fees per Unit of Development - Traffic Control Improvements
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Wtd ADT
per Unit 2
11.40
7.98
5.13
20.16
15.75
8.00
12.00

Cost per
3
Wtd ADT
$48.59
$48.59
$48.59
$48.59
$48.59
$48.59
$48.59

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 553.90
$ 387.73
$ 249.25
$ 979.53
$ 765.26
$ 388.70
$ 583.05

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit; KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
2 Weighted ADT per unit of development; see Table 2.1
3 Average cost per weighted ADT; see Table 10.2
4 Fee per unit of development = weighted ADT per unit X cost per
weighted ADT
1

PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the traffic signal impact fees calculated in this chapter can
be projected by applying the fees per unit from Table 10.3 to forecasted future development. The resulting projections are shown in Table lOA.
Table 10.4
Projected Revenue - Traffic Control Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 553.90
$ 387.73
$ 249.25
$ 979.53
$ 765.26
$ 388.70
$ 583.05

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Projected
Revenue 4
10,526,304
4,571,719
923,239
10,090,993
4,215,947
14,433,724
10,520,298
55,282,224

Units of development. DU:::: dwelling unit; KSF :::: 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
2 Fee per unit of development; see Table 10.3
3 Future units; see Table 2.3
4 Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units
1
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The costs used in this chapter are in current dollars, and the improvements to be
funded with fees calculated in this chapter are expected to be funded on a pay-asyou-go basis. The fees calculated above should be indexed, or adjusted annually,
to keep pace with changes in price levels. See the Implementation Chapter for
more on indexing of fees.
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CHAPTER 11
INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENT IMPACT FEES
This chapter addresses interchange improvements needed to serve future development in Moreno Valley. Information about planned interchange improvements
was provided by the Moreno Valley Transportation Engineering Division, based
on the Circulation Element of the 2006 General Plan.
Funding of interchange
improvement costs by the City's interchange improvement impact fee program is
coordinated with the Western Riverside Council of Government (WRCOG) Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF) program, so that the same costs are not
covered by both programs.

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY
Improvement costs and TUMF appropriations have been updated since the previous impact fee study.

SERVICE AREA
Interchanges are part of the larger transportation system serving the entire City.
Fees addressed in this chapter are calculated for a single citywide service area encompassing the entire study area defined in Chapter 2. The fees calculated in this
chapter are intended to apply to all development in the study area.

DEMAND VARIABLE
The demand variable used to allocate improvement costs for interchange improvements in this study is average daily trips (ADT). ADT represents the number
of trips per day per unit of development associated with a particular type of development. Trip generation rates for defined categories of development are shown in
Table 2.1, in Chapter 2 of this report.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
As with arterial streets and traffic signals, interchange improvement needs are determined using level of service standards adopted in the General Plan Circulation
Element and discussed in previous chapters. However, planning for interchange
improvements involves both the City and CalTrans, so final decisions on interchange planning are not entirely within the purview of the City. The interchange
improvements identified in this chapter are based on preliminary planning for individual interchanges.
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METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the plan-based method discussed in
Chapter 1. Plan-based fees are calculated by allocating costs for a specified set of
improvements to a specified set of land uses. Costs are allocated to various categories of development in proportion to the amount of demand they create. Demand is measured in terms of the demand variable discussed above. Actual fee
calculations are shown later in this chapter.

FACILITY NEEDS
Table 11.1 shows estimated costs for interchange improvements planned to serve
future development in Moreno Valley. That table also shows the amount allocated
from the current WRCOG TUMF program. 1 The TUMF appropriation is subtracted from the total improvement cost to establish the City's share of improvement costs. The percentage of that cost attributed to new development is based on
traffic studies done by the City for an earlier interchange impact fee analysis. An
interest factor, representing interest on bonds that will be used to finance interchange improvements, is applied to improvement costs as indicated in Table 11.1
because those projects must be financed with bonds. That factor is established by
means of a cash flow model contained in an appendix to this report.
Table 11.1
Estimated. Cost - Interchange Improvements
Interchange
Location
SR60@Nason
SR 60@Mor Bch Dr
SR 60@Redlands
SR 60 @Theodore
SR 60@Gilman
1-215 @ Cactus
Studies/Misc Imprvmts
Total

2007 Cost
Estimate 1
$ 21,226,625
$ 34,757,000
$ 28,184,640
$ 34,190,510
$ 14,085,000
$ 42,500,000
1$ 5535000
$180,478,775

2007 TUMF
Aoorop 2
$ 34,757,000
$ 34,757,000
$ 34,757,000
$
$ 21,182,000
$ 34,757,000
$
$ 160,210,000

New Dev
%4

City Cost
Share 3
$
$

0
0

$
$ 34,190,510
$
$ 7,743,000

°
°

1$ 5535000
$ 47,468,51 0

N/A
N/A
N/A
91.8%
N/A
91.8%
91.8%

New Dev
CostS
$
$

$

0

°°

$ 31 ,386,888
0
$
$ 7,108,074
$ 5,081,130
$ 43,576,092

Interest New DevCost
Factor 6 w/lnterest 7
N/A
$
0
N/A
$
N/A
0
$
1.0558 $ 33,138,277
N/A
0
$
1.0558 $ 7,504,705
$ 5,081,130
1.000
$ 45,724,111

°

2007 estimate of total interchange improvement cost
2007 appropriation from WRCOG Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fees
3 City's share of cost = total cost estimate - 2007 TUMF appropriation
4 New development's share of cost of interchange improvements based on 2000 traffic studies
5 New development cost = city cost share X new development percentage
6 Interest factor is used to adjust base costs to incorporate interest cost for bonds used to finance these facilities. The
factor is derived from a cash flow model. See Appendix.
7 Share of cost allocated to future development = city cost X new development percentage
1

2

1 In some cases, the TUMF appropriation shown in Table 11.1 exceeds the City's current cost estimate
for a particular interchange project because of the method used by WRCOG to establish those appropriations. When projects are actually funded, those funds will be limited to actual project costs.
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A VERAGE COST PER ADT
Table 11.2 shows the average cost per ADT for interchange improvements being
addressed in this analysis. The average cost per ADT is based on the costs shown
in Table 11.1 and the number of ADT to be added by future development.
Table 11.2
Average Cost per Trip - Interchange Improvements
New Development
Cost wi Interest 1
$45,724,111
1

2
3

Future Dev
Added ADT 2
1,218,743

Cost per
3
ADT
$37.52

See Table 11.1
ADT added by future development; see Table 2.3
Cost per ADT = total cost I future development added ADT

In the next section, the cost per ADT from Table 11.2 is used to calculate impact
fees per unit of development by development type.

IMPACT FEES PER UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT
Table 11.3 shows impact fees per unit of development by development type for interchange improvements. Those fees are calculated using the average cost per
ADT from Table 11.2 and the ADT per unit of development from Table 2.1.
Table 11.3
Fees per Unit of Development - Interchange Improvements
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

ADT per
Unit 2
10.00
7.00
4.50
28.00
21.00
8.00
12.00

Cost per
3
ADT
$37.52
$37.52
$37.52
$37.52
$37.52
$37.52
$37.52

Fee per
Unit 4
$ 375.17
$ 262.62
$ 168.83
$1,050.49
$ 787.87
$ 300.14
$ 450.21

Units of development. DU =dwelling unit; KSF = 1,000 gross square
feet of building area
2 ADT per unit of development; see Table 2.1
3 Average cost per ADT; see Table 11.2
4 Fee per unit of development == ADT per unit X cost per trip
1
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PROJECTED REVENUE
Potential revenue from the interchange improvement impact fees calculated in this
chapter can be projected by applying the fees per unit from Table 11.3 to forecasted future development. The resulting projections are shown in Table 11.4.
Table 11.4
Projected Revenue - Interchange Improvement Impact Fees
Development
Type
Residential, Single-Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile/Senior
Commercial, General
Commercial, Regional
Industrial, General
Office
Total

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU
KSF
KSF
KSF
KSF

Fee per
Unit 2
$ 375.17
$ 262.62
$ 168.83
$1,050.49
$ 787.87
$ 300.14
$ 450.21

Units of development. DU = dwelling unit; KSF
feet of building area
2 Fee per unit of development; see Table 11.3
3 Future units; see Table 2.3
4 Projected revenue = fee per unit X future units
1

Future
Units 3
19,004
11,791
3,704
10,302
5,509
37,133
18,044

$
$
$

$
$

$
$

$

Projected
Revenue 4
7,129,816
3,096,578
625,341
10,822,028
4,340,514
11,145,143
8,123,353
45,282,772

= 1,000 gross square

The costs and fees shown in this report are in current dollars. The cost of projects
to be funded on a pay-as-you-go basis should be reviewed and updated periodically. The cost of projects to be financed with bonds or certificates of participation
should be adjusted annually by the rate of inflation assumed in the cash flow models used to establish the interest cost factor applied to those projects. See the Implementation Chapter for more on indexing of fees.
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CHAPTER 12
ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION IMPACT FEES
This chapter calculates impact fees to recover the cost of electrical distribution
capital facilities provided to new development in the area served by Moreno Valley Utility ("MVU"). Information on planned electrical distribution facilities was
provided by MVU.

CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS STUDY
This is a new fee. The previous study did not include impact fees for electrical
distribution facilities.
.

SERVICE AREA
The service area for this impact fee analysis is the portion of the City receiving
electrical utility service from MVU. That service area encompasses newly developing areas on the east side of the City of Moreno Valley, as well as some developing areas in the western and southern portions of the City.

METHODOLOGY
This chapter calculates impact fees using the open-ended, capacity-based method
of impact fee analysis. This method calculates a cost per unit of capacity based
on the relationship between total cost and total capacity of a system. It can be
applied to any type of development, provided the cost and capacity of the relevant facilities are known, and the capacity required to serve each increment of
development can be estimated. Of course, it is essential that the facilities used as
a basis for the fee calculations have adequate capacity to serve additional development.
Since the fee calculation does not depend on knowing the exact type or total
quantity of development to be served, this method is flexible with respect to
changing development plans. Under this method, the cost of unused capacity is
not allocated to development, so any capacity not absorbed by development is not
covered by impact fees. To calculate capacity-based fees, the cost of a system or
system component is divided by the capacity of the system or component to derive a unit cost.
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To determine the impact fee for a development project, the unit cost is multiplied
by the number of units of capacity needed to serve the project. A standardized
impact fee schedule based on standard units of development (e.g. dwelling units
or square feet of non-residential building area), can be established using the typical service demand per unit of development.

DEMAND VARIABLE
The capacity of the electrical distribution system is measured in kilowatts, so the
demand variable used in this analysis to allocate the cost of that system is kilowatts of capacity.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
The electrical distribution system is designed with capacity to acconunodate any
anticipated demand by utility customers. Furthermore, since the distribution facilities will be 1) newly constructed and 2) underground, they will provide a
higher than average level of reliability. It is well known that the potential exists
in many parts of California for service interruption due to shortfalls in generating
capacity. However, the impact fees calculated in this analysis cover only the cost
of the distribution system provided by MVU. It is MVU's responsibility to ensure the full requirements of MVU customers are met.

FACILITY NEEDS
MVU has prepared cost estimates for electrical distribution facilities in its service area for both the initial system based on 2007 capacity needs and more extensive system based on projected 20-year capacity needs. This study will use
the 20-year system cost projections, because they produce a lower cost per unit of
capacity. Table 12.1 on the next page sununarizes those costs.
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Table 12.1
Electrical Distribution System Costs
System
Component
Backbone Distribution System
Substation
Intercon nectiSwitchyard
Total System Cost

Developer
Cost 1
$ 28,460,000

$ 28,460,000

$
$
$
$

MVU
Cost 2
9,219,981
18,627,569
3,647,710
31,495,260

$
$
$
$

Total
Cost
37,679,981
18,627,569
3,647,710
59,955,260

Note: System costs based on projected 20-year capacity needs estimated
by MVU and ENCO Utility Services
1

2

Developer cost is the cost for those portions of the system that will be
constructed by developers
MVU cost is the cost for those portions of the system that will be
constructed by the City.

AVERAGE COST PER KILOWATT
As discussed above, the demand variable used in this analysis is kilowatts of system capacity. The capacity of the system is determined by the capacity of the
substation that reduces the voltage of incoming power from the high voltages
used in transmission lines to the service voltages used in the distribution system.
Technically, substation capacity is rated in kilovolt-amperes (KVA), which for
our purposes is equivalent to kilowatts (KW). The technical difference in the use
of the two ratings is not significant for this analysis. 1
Table 12.2 shows the MVU share of system cost divided by the substation capacity to derive an average cost per KW.
Table 12.2
Average Cost per Kilowatt of Capacity
MVU
Cost Share 1
$31,495,260
1
2

3

Substation
Capacity (KVA)
89,600

2

Average Cost
per Kilowatt 3
$351.51

See Table 12.1
Capacity rating provided by MVU at 80% of design capacity
Average cost per kilowatt = utility cost / substation capacity

1 KW = 1,000 (volts X amperes) = 1 KVA. However, kilowatt ratings are sometimes adjusted
to reflect the efficiency with which power is used by electrical equipment. Retail power is metered in both kilowatts (demand) and kilowatt hours (energy).
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IMPACT FEES
The average cost per kilowatt from Table 12.2 is used to calculate the impact
fees by development type. Those impact fees must reflect differences in the
amount of power used by different types of development. The capacity of the
system, as defined above reflects the amount of power it can carry at one time, so
peak demand is used to allocate costs. However, demand peaks by individual
users do not necessarily coincide, so the demand factors used in calculating impact fees are adjusted by a 40% coincidence factor. Table 12.3 on the next page
shows the calculation of impact fees for residential development. Impact fees for
residential development types are based on adjusted peak demand per dwelling
unit.
Table 12.3
Impact Fees for Electrical Distribution Facilities - Residential

System
Component
Residential, Single Family
Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, Mobile Home
1
2

3

4

5
6

Dev
Units 1
DU
DU
DU

Peak
Demand
in KW2
7.0
3.5
7.0

Coincidence
Factor 3
0.4
0.4
0.4

Adjusted
Demand
in KW4
2.80
1.40
2.80

Cost
per
KW 5
$351.51
$351.51
$351.51

Impact
Fee per
Unit 6
$984.23
$492.11
$984.23

Development units: DU = dwelling unit
Average peak demand per unit estimated by MVU
Coincidence factor reduces estimated demand to account for diversity in peak demand
by individual users
Adjusted demand = (base demand) X (coincidence factor)
See Table 12.2
Impact fee per unit = (adjusted demand in KW) X (cost per KW)

Impact fees for non-residential development are based on the amperage, voltage
and phasing of the electrical service panel or panels installed in a particular project. Electrical power requirements vary greatly among different types of nonresidential development. Table 12.4 shows the resulting impact fees by development type for panels up to 2000 amps. Where larger panels are required Moreno
Valley Utilities will calculate impact fees using the appropriate demand factors
for a particular panel size and voltage.
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Table 12.4
Impact Fees for Electrical Distribution Facilities - Non-Residential
Panel
Size
(Amps)
100
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1600
2000
1
2

Demand
CoinDemand
Peak
Demand
Demand cidence 120/240 V 120/208 V 277/480 V
Factor 1 Factor 2 1Ph (KW) 3Ph (KW) 3Ph (KW)
0.4
0.6
5.8
11.5
0.6
0.4
34.6
79.8
0.4
23.0
0.6
119.7
34.6
51.9
0.6
0.4
0.4
69.2
159.6
0.6
199.5
86.5
0.6
0.4
0.4
103.8
239.4
0.6
319.2
138.3
0.6
0.4
0.4
399.1
0.6
172.9

Impact Fee Impact Fee
120/240 V 120/208 V
1Ph
3Ph
$ 2,025
$ 4,049
$ 8,099 $ 12,157
$ 12,148 $ 18,235
$ 24,314
$ 30,392
$ 36,470
$ 48,627
$ 60,784

Impact Fee
277/480 V
3Ph

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

28,054
42,081
56,108
70,135
84,163
112,217
140,271

Percentage of total capacity in use at average peak demand
Coincidence factor reduces demand to account for diversity in peak demand by individual users

Note: KW demand and resulting impact fees vary with voltage and for single phase vs. 3 phase power

PROJECTED REVENUE
Revenue from electrical distribution impact fees is not estimated in this report. It
can be said that the fees are calculated so that at some point in the future when all
of the capacity in the system has been absorbed by new development, the fees
calculated in this report would recover approximately the total cost of the system
in current dollars. However, because the non-residential impact fees depend on
the specific characteristics of the service panels installed in individual projects, it
is not possible in this case, as it is for some other impact fees, to apply the fees to
expected development to project impact fee revenue.
It is important to note that the costs used in this report are in current dollars. To
the extent that portions of the distribution system will be constructed in the future, the fees calculated above should be indexed, or adjusted annually for inflation. See the Implementation Chapter for more on indexing of fees.
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CHAPTER 13
IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter of the report contains recommendations for adoption and administration of a development impact fee program based on this study, and for the interpretation and application of impact fees recommended herein. Statutory requirements
for the adoption and administration of fees imposed as a condition of development
approval are found in the Mitigation Fee Act (Government Code Sections 66000 et
seq.). For implementation of fees in lieu of park land dedication, see the Quimby
Act (Government Code Section 66477).

ADOPTION
The form in which development impact fees are enacted, whether by ordinance or
resolution, should be determined by the City Attorney. Ordinarily, it is desirable
that specific fee amounts be set by resolution to facilitate periodic adjustments.
Procedures for adoption of fees subject to the Mitigation Fee Act, including notice
and public hearing requirements, are specified in Government Code Sections
66016 and 66018. It should be noted that Section 66018 refers to Government
Code Section 6062a, which requires that the public hearing notice be published at
least twice during the 10-day notice period. Government Code Section 66017 provides that fees subject to the Mitigation Fee Act do not become effective until 60
days after final action by the governing body.
Actions establishing or increasing fees subject to the Mitigation Act require certain
findings, as set forth in Government Code Section 66001 and discussed below and
in Chapter 1 of this report.
Establishment of Fees. Pursuant to the Mitigation Fee Act (Section 66001(a)),
when the City establishes fees to be imposed as a condition of development approval, it must make findings to:

1.

Identify the purpose of the fee;

2.

Identify the use of the fee; and

3.

Determine how there is a reasonable relationship between:
a.

The use of the fee and the type of development project
on which it is imposed;

b.

The need for the facility and the type of development
project on which the fee is imposed
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Examples of findings that could be used for impact fees calculated in this study are
shown below. The specific language of such findings should be reviewed and approved by the City Attorney.

Finding: Purpose of the Fee. The City Council finds that the purpose of
the impact fees hereby enacted is to prevent new development from reducing the quality and availability of public services provided to residents of
the City by requiring new development to contribute to the cost of additional capital assets needed to serve additional development.
Finding: Use of the Fee. The City Council finds that revenue from the
impact fees hereby enacted will be used to construct public facilities and
pay for other capital assets needed to serve new development. Those public
facilities and other assets are identified in the 2007 Impact Fee Study prepared by Colgan Consulting Corporation. 1
Finding: Reasonable Relationship: Based on analysis presented in the
2007 Impact Fee Study prepared by Colgan Consulting Corporation, the
City Council finds that there is a reasonable relationship between:
a.

The use of the fees and the types of development projects
on which they are imposed; and,

b.

The need for facilities and the types of development
projects on which the fees are imposed.

ADMINISTRA TION
The California Mitigation Fee Act (Government Code Sections 66000 et seq.)
mandates procedures for administration of impact fee programs, including collection and accounting, reporting, and refunds. References to code sections in the following paragraphs pertain to the California Government Code.

Imposition of Fees. Pursuant to the Mitigation Fee Act (Section 66001(a)), when
the City imposes an impact fee upon a specific development project, it must make
essentially the same findings adopted upon establishment of the fees to:
1.

Identify the purpose of the fee;

1 According to Gov't Code Section 66001 (a) (2), the use of the fee may be specified in a capital improvement plan, the General Plan, or other public documents that identify the public facilities for which the fee is
charged. The findings recommended here identify this impact fee study as the source of that information.
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2.

Identify the use of the fee; and

3.

Determine how there is a reasonable relationship between:
a.

The use of the fee and the type of development project
on which it is imposed;

b.

The need for the facility and the type of development
project on which the fee is imposed

Per Section 66001 (b), at the time when an impact fee is imposed on a specific development project, the City is also required to make a finding to determine how
there is a reasonable relationship between:
c.

The amount of the fee and the facility cost attributable
to the development project on which it is imposed.

In addition, Section 66006 (f) provides that a local agency, at the time it imposes a
fee for public improvements on a specific development project, "... shall identify
the public improvement that the fee will be used to finance." In this case, the fees
will be used to finance public facilities, infrastructure, and other developmentrelated capital expenditures identified in the 2007 Impact Fee Study prepared by
Colgan Consulting Corporation.
Section 66020 (d) (1) requires that the City, at the time it imposes an impact fee
provide a written statement of the amount of the fee and written notice of a 90-day
period during which the imposition of the fee can be protested. Failure to protest
imposition of the fee during that period may deprive the fee payer of the right to
subsequent legal challenge. Section 66022 (a) provides a separate procedure for
challenging the establishment of an impact fee. Such challenges must be filed
within 120 days of enactment.
The City should develop procedures for imposing fees that satisfy those requirements for findings and notice.

Collection of Fees. Section 66007 (a), provides that a local agency shall not require payment. of fees by developers of residential projects prior to the date of final
inspection, or issuance of a certificate of occupancy, whichever occurs first. However, "utility service fees" (not defined) may be collected upon application for utility service. In a residential development project of more than one dwelling unit,
Section 66007 (a) allows the agency to choose to collect fees either for individual
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units or for phases upon final inspection, or for the entire project upon final inspection of the first dwelling unit completed.
Section 66007 (b) provides two exceptions when the local agency may require the
payment of fees from developers of residential projects at an earlier time: (1) when
the local agency detennines that the fees "will be collected for public improvements or facilities for which an account has been established and funds appropriated and for which the local agency has adopted a proposed construction schedule
or plan prior to final inspection or issuance of the certificate of occupancy" or (2)
the fees are "to reimburse the local agency for expenditures previously made."
Statutory restrictions on the time at which fees may be collected do not apply to
non-residential development.
In cases where the fees are not collected upon issuance of building pennits, Sections 66007 (c) (1) and (2) provide that the city may require the property owner to
execute a contract to pay the fee, and to record that contract as a lien against the
property until the fees are paid.
Earmarking and Expenditure of Fee Revenue. Section 66006 (a) mandates that
fees be deposited "with other fees for the improvement" in a separate capital facilities account or fund in a manner to avoid any commingling of the fees with other
revenues and funds of the local agency, except for temporary investments and expend those fees solely for the purpose for which the fee was collected. Section
66006 (a) also requires that interest earned on the fee revenues be placed in the
capital account and used for the same purpose.
The language of the law is not clear as to whether depositing fees "with other fees
for the improvement" refers to a specific capital improvement or a class of improvements (e.g., street improvements). We are not aware of any city that has interpreted that language to mean that funds must be segregated by individual projects. As a practical matter, that approach is unworkable because it would mean
that no pay-as-you-go project could be constructed until all benefiting development
had paid the fees. Common practice is to maintain separate funds or accounts for
impact fee revenues by facility category (i.e., streets, park improvements), but not
for individual projects. We recommend that approach.
It is important that fee revenue be expended so as to provide a reasonable benefit

to the development projects from which the fees are collected. Some fees in this
report were calculated without knowing the specific locations of all facilities to be
funded by the fees. The City should exercise caution in the expenditure of those
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fees to ensure that facilities are located in such as way as to serve the development
projects from which the fees were collected.

Impact Fee Exemptions, Reductions, and Waivers. In the event that a development project is found to have no impact on facilities for which impact fees are
charged, such project must be exempted from the fees. If a project has characteristics that indicate its impacts on a particular public facility or infrastructure system
will be significantly and permanently smaller than the average impact used to calculate impact fees in this study, the fees should be reduced accordingly. Per Section 66001 (b), there must be a reasonable relationship between the amount of the
fee and the cost of the public facility attributable to the development on which the
fee is imposed. The fee reduction is required if the fee is not proportional to the
impact of the development on the relevant public facilities.
In some cases, the City may desire to voluntarily waive or reduce impact fees that
would otherwise apply to a project to promote goals such as affordable housing or
economic development. Such a waiver or reduction may not result in increased
costs to other development projects, and are allowable only if the City offsets the
lost revenue from other fund sources.

Credit for Improvements Provided by Developers. If the City requires a developer, as a condition of project approval, to dedicate land or construct facilities or
improvements for which impact fees are charged, the impact fee imposed on that
development project for that type of facility must be adjusted to reflect a credit for
such dedication or construction. In the event a developer voluntarily offers to
dedicate land, or construct facilities or improvements in lieu of paying impact fees,
the City may accept or reject such offers, and may negotiate the terms under which
such an offer would be accepted.
Credit for Existing Development. If a project involves replacement, redevelopment or intensification of previously existing development, impact fees should be
applied only to the portion of the project which represents a net increase in demand
for relevant City facilities, applying the measure of demand used in this study to
calculate that particular impact fee. Where residential service demand is estimated
on the basis of demand per dwelling unit, an addition to a dwelling unit would not
be subject to an impact fee if it does not increase the number of dwelling units in
the structure. In any project that results in a net increase in the number of dwelling
units, the added units would normally be subject to impact fees. A similar analysis
can be applied to non-residential development, using the measure of demand on
which the impact fees are based.
February 7, 2008
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Reporting. Section 66006 (b) (1) requires that once each year, within 180 days of
the close of the fiscal year, the local agency must make available to the public the
following information for each separate account established to receive impact fee
revenues:
1. A brief description of the type of fee in the account or fund (Section 66006
(b) (1) (A»;

2. The amount of the fee;
3. The beginning and ending balance of the account or fund;
4. The amount of the fees collected and interest earned;
5. Identification of each public improvement on which fees were expended
and the amount of the expenditures on each improvement, including the
percentage of the cost of the public improvement that was funded with fees;
6. Identification of the approximate date by which the construction of a public
improvement will commence, if the City determines sufficient funds have
been collected to complete financing of an incomplete public improvement;
7. A description of each inter-fund transfer or loan made from the account or
fund, including interest rates, repayment dates, and a description of the improvement on which the transfer or loan will be expended;
8. The amount of any refunds or allocations made pursuant to Section 66001,
paragraphs (e) and (t).
That information must be reviewed by the City Council at its next regularly scheduled public meeting, but not less than 15 days after the statements are made public,
per Section 66006 (b) (2).
Refunds. Prior to the adoption of Government Code amendments contained in SB
1693, a local agency collecting impact fees was required to expend or commit the
fee revenue within five years or make findings to justify a continued need for the
money. Otherwise, those funds had to be refunded. SB 1693, adopted in 1996,
changed that requirement in material ways.

Now, Section 66001 (d) requires that, for the fifth fiscal year following the first
deposit of any impact fee revenue into an account or fund as required by Section
66006 (b), and every five years thereafter, the local agency shall make all of the
following findings for any fee revenue that remains unexpended, whether committed or uncommitted:
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1. Identify the purpose to which the fee will be put;
2. Demonstrate the reasonable relationship between the fee and the purpose
for which it is charged;
3. Identify all sources and amounts of funding anticipated to complete financing of incomplete improvementsJor which impact fees are to be
used;
4. Designate the approximate dates on which the funding necessary to complete financing of those improvements will be deposited into the appropriate account or fund.
Those findings are to be made in conjunction with the annual reports discussed
above. If such findings are not made as required by Section 66001, the local
agency could be required to refund the moneys in the account or fund, per, Section
66001 (d). Once the agency determines that sufficient funds have been collected
to complete an incomplete improvement for which impact fee revenue is to be
used, it must, within 180 days of that determination, identify an approximate date
by which construction of the public improvement will be commenced (Section
66001 (e». If the agency fails to comply with that requirement, it must refund impact fee revenue in the account according to procedures specified in Section 66001
(d).

Annual Update of the Capital Improvement Plan. Section 66002 (b) provides
that if a local agency adopts a capital improvement plan to identify the use of impact fees, that plan must be adopted and annually updated by a resolution of the
governing body at a noticed public hearing. The alternative, per Section 66001 (a)
(2) is to identify improvements by applicable general or specific plans or in other
public documents. We recommend that this study be identified by the City Council
as the public document on which the use of the fees is based. ill most cases, the
CIP identifies projects for a limited number of years and may not include all improvements needed to serve future development covered by the impact fee study.
Indexing of Impact Fees. Some impact fees calculated in this report assume the
facilities in question will be constructed on a pay-as-you-go basis. Those fees are
based on current costs and should be adjusted annually to account for inflation.
That adjustment is intended to account for future escalation in costs for land and
construction. We recommend the Engineering News Record Building Cost illdex
as the basis for indexing construction costs. Where land costs make up a significant portion of the costs covered by a fee, land costs should be adjusted relative to
changes in local land costs.
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Some of the facilities to be funded with impact fees calculated in this study will be
financed with bonds (or certificates of participation). The impact fees for those
facilities include a share of estimated interest and financing costs on the bonds.
The interest cost factors used in calculating fees for particular types of facilities in
this study are based on cash flow models contained in an appendix to this report.
Those cash flow models assume that impact fees will be increased each year by the
inflation rate assumed in the modeL Inflation adjustments to those fees should be
based on the interest rate assumed in the cash flow modeL

TRAINING AND PUBLIC INFORMA TION
Effective administration of an impact fee program requires considerable preparation and training. It is important that those responsible for collecting the fees, and
for explaining them to the public, understand both the details of the fee program
and its supporting rationale. Before fees are imposed, a staff training workshop is
highly desirable if more than a handful of employees will be involved in collecting
or accounting for fees. It is also useful to pay close attention to handouts that provide information to the public regarding impact fees. Impact fees should be clearly
distinguished from other fees, such as user fees for application processing, and the
purpose and use of particular impact fees should be made clear.
Finally, anyone who is responsible for accounting, capital budgeting, or project
management for projects involving impact fees must be fully aware of the restrictions placed on the expenditure of impact fee revenues. The fees recommended in
this report are tied to specific improvements and cost estimates. Fees must be expended accordingly and the City must be able to show that funds have been properly expended.
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FISCAL
YEAR
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23
2023-24
2024-25
2025-26
2026-27
2027-28
2028-29
2029-30
2030-31
2031-32
2032-33
2033-34
2034-35
2035-36
Total

SFR
OU
651
746
1,018
1,357
1,357
1,018
950
916
814
678
678
678
678
678
543
543
543
543
543
543
543
543
475
407
339
339
339
271
271
19,004

MFR
Mobile
CCOM
RCOM
INO
OFFICE
OU
OU
SF
SF
SF
SF
469
147
817,611
667,782
5,609,245
771,090
469
147
327,044
166,945
5,609,245
925,308
524
165
327,044
166,945
2,916,807
771,090
626
197
327,044
166,945
2,243,698
771,090
548
172
32?,,044
166,945
2,243,698
385,545
172
817,611
333,891
2,243,698
548
385,545
469
147
327,044
166,945
2,243,698
771,090
469
147
327,044
166,945
2,243,698
385,545
469
147
327,044
166,945
1,121,849
1,156,635
469
147
327,044
166,945
1,121,849
385,545
327,044
147
1,121,849
469
333,891
385,545
469
147
817,611
166,945
1,121,849
771,090
327,044
147
1,121,849
469
166,945
385,545
469
147
327,044
166,945
560,924
1,156,635
469
147
327,044
166,945
560,924
385,f)45
327,044
147
469
333,891
560,924
385,545
391
123
327,044
166,945
560,924
771,090
123
391
654,089
166,945
560,924
385,545
391
123
327,044
166,945
560,924
1,156,635
123
327,044
391
166,945
280,462
385,545
391
123
327,044
166,945
560,924
771,090
123
163,522
166,945
391
280,462
771,090
123
163,522
166,945
391
560,924
385,545
166,945
313
98
490,567
280,462
1,156,635
280,462
74
163,522
235
385,545
156
49
163,522
166,945
280,462
385,545
,156
166,945
49
163,522
539,763
156
49
163,522
166,945
280,462
385,545
163,522
156
49
385,545
11,791
3,704 10,301,900 5,509,200 37,133,200 18,043,500

Note: Development projections used in the impact fee study were
provided by the City of Moreno Valley Community Development
Department and revised by Colgan Consulting to reflect buildout in
Fiscal Year 2035-36.
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CASH FLOW MODELS
Some impact fee calculations in this report incorporate interest costs for bonds that
the City expects to use to finance certain facilities. Those interest costs are estimated using cash flow models, which are presented and discussed in this appendix.
A separate model was developed for each relevant facility type, and the results
vary depending on certain model inputs.
The overall approach used in those models is to equalize the effect of interest costs
on fee payers over time, in real dollars. In other words, the interest burden on fee
payers, adjusted for expected inflation, is intended to be the same, regardless of
when the fees are paid. The model shows the calculated fee for each year in which
development is expected to occur. While real dollar fees are intended to remain
level, the nominal dollar amount increases over time.

STRUCTURE OF THE CASH FLOW MODELS
All of the cash flow models in this appendix are structured in the same way, and
include the same assumptions about construction cost escalation, interest earned on
short term investments, and debt service schedules. The debt service schedules in
all cases are modeled on the actual debt service schedules for a 2005 Moreno Valley lease-revenue bond. The timing of bond issues is based on the expected timing
of construction of particular facilities.
The key to these models is the "interest factor" which is used to adjust fee levels so
that the fund balance is approximately zero at the point when the last debt service
payment has been made. The interest factor affects the level of the calculated impact fee in each year for which a fee is calculated.
Below is a brief discussion of the role of each column in the cash flow models.
Key - Column A. The "key" column numbers the rows in the model sequentially
starting with O. The numbers in the key column are used as exponents in compound interest formulas used to escalate facility costs and fees over time.
Fiscal Year - Column B. The "Fiscal Year" column displays the first four digits
of the fiscal year represented by each row. For example, fiscal year 2007-2008 is
shown as 2007.
Percent of Total Demand Increase - Column C. This column shows the percentage of total growth that occurs each year, as measured by the variable used to
Colgan Consulting Corporation
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measure growth for the facility type in question (e.g., developed acres, population,
police calls)
Added Demand - Column D. This column has a slightly different label in each
model, depending on the variable use to measure service demand for a particular
type of facility. Variations include "added population," "added acres," "added
trips," etc. The amount of demand added each year is keyed to the amount of
growth shown in the development projections used in this study (See Appendix A).
Facility Cost (2007 $) - Column E. This column shows the cost of facilities in
2007 dollars. If more than one bond issue will be used to finance a particular type
of facility, total cost is broken down into components, with each component shown
in the year in which bonds will be sold to finance construction.
Bonded Facility Cost (Nominal $) - Column F. This column shows the financed
portion of the cost of each component discussed in the previous paragraph, with
costs escalated to the year in which bonds will be sold. The annual escalation rate
is shown in the upper right quadrant of the model. Yellow highlighting indicates
that a portion of the facility cost will be funded with a direct capital expenditure,
and the bonded facility cost shown in this column is the difference between the escalated facility cost and the capital expenditure shown in the right hand column.
Bond Issue Par Amount - Column G. This column shows the amount of the
bond issue required to generate project funds equal to the bonded facility cost
shown in the previous column. It incorporates an adjustment to reflect capitalized
interest, debt service reserve, issuance costs, etc. The calculation of the par
amount is based on a 2005 Moreno Valley lease-revenue bond issue. The factor
used for that adjustment is titled Par AmountlNominal Project Cost and is shown
in the upper right quadrant of each model spreadsheet.
Debt Service. Depending on the number of bond issues planned to fund all facility costs addressed in each model, one or more columns are used to show the debt
service schedule for each bond issue. Each debt service schedule is modeled on
the schedule for a 2005 30-year lease-revenue bond, adjusted for the amount of the
bond issue and the interest rate shown in the upper right quadrant of the model
spreadsheet.
Fee per Unit (Nominal). This column shows the nominal dollar fee per unit of
demand for each year. These fees are adjusted by the annual escalation rate shown
in the top right quadrant of the model, and are based on the cost per unit without
financing, shown in the upper left quadrant of the model spreadsheet. The
Colgan Consulting Corporation
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amounts shown in this column are multiplied by the interest factor, shown boxed
in bold in the top-right quadrant of each model.
The interest factor is a constant used to adjust the fee levels so that the fund balance is approximately zero at the point when the last debt service payment is made.
The interest factor is set separately in each model and depends on other inputs to
the model. The purpose of constructing these models is to arrive at an interest factor that allows fees for all fee payers to be equalized over time in real dollars.
Amounts in the Fee Per Unit (Nominal) column are adjusted for cost escalation
using a version of the compound interest formula: Escalated fee = Fee x (1+i)n
where i is the annual escalation rate and n = the number of years shown in the key
column.

DIF Revenue. This column shows the amount of impact fees collected each year,
That amount is calculated as: Fee per Unit of Demand x Added Units of De
mand. Units of demand may be population, acres, vehicles trips, etc., and vary by
facility type.
M

Annual Net Revenue. This column calculates annual net revenue each year as:
DIF Revenue - Total Debt Service.
Fund Balance with Interest. This column shows the cumulative fund balance,
calculated as: Previous Year Balance + Interest + Annual Net Revenue. Interest on the previous year's balance is calculated using the short term interest rate
shown in the upper-right quadrant of the model.
The cash flow models also make an adjustment for the fact that the development
shown in the models begins in the middle of fiscal year 2007-2008, whereas the
facility costs used in the study were estimated to serve development from the beginning of fiscal year 2007-2008. The factor used in that adjustment is shown at
the end of Column D, and is used to adjust the facility cost components in Column
E.
The following pages show the cash flow model spreadsheets used to calculate interest cost adjustments for individual facility types in this study.
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CASH FLOW MODEL - FIRE ,FACILITIES
Moreno Valley DIF Cash Flow Model
Fire Facilities

1.180
30
5.0"/0
4.0"/0

3,340.86 Cost per Acre without Financing Costs

Fiscal
Year
0 2007
1 200B
2009
2010
4 2011
5 2012
6 2013
7 2014
8 2015
9 2016
10 2017
11 2018
12 2019
13 2020
14 2021
15 2022
16 2023
17 2024
18 2025
19 2026
20 2027
21 2028
22 2029
23 2030
24 2031
25 2032
26 2033
27 2034
28 2035
29 2036
30 2037
31 2038
32 2039
33 2040
34 2041
35 2042
36 2043
37 2044
38 2045
39 2046
40 2047
41 2048
42 2049
43 2050
44 2051
45 2052
46 2053
47 2054

Ke~

Par AmounVNomil1al Project Cost
Years - Term of bonds
Bond Interest (See DIS Schedule)
Interest on Short Term Investments

3.0"/0 Annual Cost Escalation
1.01617llnIOre$1 Faclor
Bonde<!
DIF
% of Total
Added Facility Cost FacilityCosl Bond Issue Debt SeNies Debt Service Debt Service Debt Service Fee per Acre
Annual Net
Revenue
Demand Incr Acres
(Nominal $) Par Amount 2009 Series 2010 Series 2015 Series 2025 Series ~Nominal $1
Revenue
(2007 $)
428.4
$ 3,394.87 1,454,193 1,454,193
3.8%
787.7
$ 3,496.72 2,754,364 2,754,364
6.9
5.6':0;.,
641.2
16,796,721 11,319,641 13,357,177
$ 3,601.62 2,309,357 2,309,357
684.0
$ 3,709.67 2,537,412 2,537,412
6.0%
2,470,248
5.7'%,
646.5
560,670
$ 3,820.96
1,909,579
627.8
889,685
$ 3,935.59
2,470,760
1,581,075
5.5%
5,661,742
(O)
(0)
566.9
895,296
$ 4,053.65 2,298,016 1,402,720
5.0%
4.7%
528.6
881,486
$ 4,175.26 2,207,044 1,325,558
(0)
476.2
4.2%.
(0)
$ 4,300.52 2,047,908 1,161,588
5,661,742
3,172,125
3,743,108
886,319
1,694,740
805,832
3.4%
382.6
888,909
(0)
$ 4,429.54
1,833,181
3.5%
401.8
892,188
(0)
157,118
$ 4,562.42
783,875
2,158,856
4.0%
459.4
893,051
(0)
$ 4,699.29
1,016,486
249,318
(0)
$ 4,840.27
1,851,889
721,756
382.6
879,242
3.4%
250,890
896,504
(0)
247 021
1,988,709
845,184
398.9
3.5%
$ 4,985.48
2 7%~
305.4
881,313
(0)
$ 5,135.05
1,568,243
438,555
248,375
29%
324.6
879,587
(0)
249,101
$ 5,289.10 1,716,841
588,153
2.9%
327.5
$ 5,447.77 1,784,145
880,968
(0)
250,020
653,157
2.9%
329.0
881,659
(O)
250,262
$ 5,611.20
1,846,086
714,166
357.3
5,661,742
638,737
753,709
894,605
(0)
246,392
3.1°/"
$ 5,779.54 2,065,029
924,033
2.4%,
276.0
888,563
(0)
$ 5,952.93 1,643,007
503,215
251,229
29%
327.5
881,659
2,008,071
31,637 $ 6,131.51
847,803
(0)
246,972
2.6%
290.2
894,156
(0)
1,832,746
246.488
50,203 $ 6,315.46
641,899
2.3%
2651
887,873
(O)
1,724,455
246,875
50,519 $ 6,504.92
539,188
2.7°/1'
309.7
B80,830
(0)
247,069
2,075,012
49,740 $ 6,700.07
897,373
1.5%,
174.9
889,720
(0)
50,Q13 $ 6,901.07
1,206,998
250,697
16,568
1_6 Q; ..
186.5
879,794
(0)
249,004
50,159 $ 7,108.10
1,325,662
146,705
176.8
1.6%
(O)
247,069
1,294,414
110,648
886,354
50,344 $ 7,321.35
1.5%
1,278,197
1695
891,360
(O)
250,571
50,392 $ 7,540.99
85,874
128.7
1.1%
(0)
895,675
248,810
49,613 $ 7.767.22
999,641
(194,458)
881,21B
(O)
246,837
{1,178,642)
50,587
883,268
(0)
249,328
49,730
(1,182,326)
(0)
49,633
883,808
246,546
(1,179,98?)
(0)
(29B,095)
49,711
248,385
(0)
49,750
249,788
(299,537)
(0)
50,480
250,997
(301,477)
50,139
(297,085)
246,946
247,520
49,750
(297,270)
247,671
50,455
(298,126)
50,100
(50,100)
49,703
(49,703)
50,204
(50,204)
49,644
(49,644)
50,015
(50,015)
50,297
(50,297)
50,541
(50,541)
49,725
(49,725)
49,840
(49,840)
49,871
(49,871)
%

j

100.0%

11,361

33,781,847

15,130,503

17,853,993

24,505,762

(1)

6,867,298

1,382,794

Fund Sal

wi Interest
1,454,193
4,266,724
246,750
2,794,032
4,815,372
25,551
1,429,293
2,812,023
86,092
895,367
1,715,057
2,800,146
3,633,908
4,624,448
5,247,981
6,046,053
6,941,052
7,932,860
174,208
684,391
1,559,569
2,263,851
2,893,593
3,906,709
4,079,546
4,389,432
4,675,658
4,948,558
4,952,042
3,971,482
2,948,014
1,885,948
1,663,291
1,430,285
1,186,020
936,376
676,561
405,498
371,617
336,779
300,046
262,403
222,885
181,503
138,223
94,027
47,948
(5)

54,445,223

12,054 Added Acres including full Fiscal Year 2007
94.25% Factor to adjust facility costs because modal excludes development in first half of Fiscal Year 2007
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CASH FLOW MODEL - POLICE FACILITIES
Moreno Valley DlF Cash Flow Model
Police Facilities

1.18
30
5.0%
4.0%

656.96 Cost per Call without Financing Costs

Par Amount/Nominal Projecl Cosl
Yea,s - Term of bonds
Bond Inle,esl
Inle'esl on Short Te,m Investments

3.0'% Annual Fee Escalation

Final Balance
$
(1)

1.02657911nte,e81 Facto,
Fiscal

%ofTotal

Ke~

Year

Demand Incr

0

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041

3.7%
5.6%
4.9%
5.3%
4.9'%
5.8%
4.5%
4.1%
4.2%
3.3%
3.6%

4
5

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

4.7%.

3.3%
3.7%
2.9%.
3.2%

3.1%
3.5%
3.4%.

2.7%
3.1%

2.6%.
2.3%
3.4"/0
1.5%.
1.8%
1.8%
1.7%

1.3%

2042

2043
2044

2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045

Bonded
Added Facility Cost Facility Cost Bond Issue Debt Service Debt Service Fee pe, Call
Calls
!Nominal
$l Par Amount 2015Se'ies 2025 Series !Nominal ~l
!2007~l
2,966
$ 674.42
4,539
$ 694.65
3,983
$ 715.49
4,293
$ 736.96
3,983
$ 759.07
4,645
781.84
$
3,644
$ 805.29
3,337
$ 829.45
3,570,194
4,212,829
3,365 26,500,621
$ 854.34
2,661
879.97
$
2,914
176,834
$ 906.37
3,789
280,605
$ 933.56
2,661
282,375
$ 961.56
3,004
27B,019
$ 990.41
2,300
279,543
$ 1,020.12
2,553
280,360
$ 1,050.73
2,511
281,395
$ 1,082.25
2,829
281,667
$ 1,114,72
2,771 26,500,621 13,115,534 15,476,330
277,311
$ 1,148.16
2,162
282,756
$ 1,182.60
2,511
277,965
649,622 $ 1,218.08
2,133
1,030,836 $ 1,254.62
277,420
1,869
277,856
1,037,337 $ 1,292.26
2,739
278,074
1,021,336 $ 1,331.03
1,245
1,026,936 $ 1.370.96
282,157
1,449
280,251
1,029,936 $ 1,412.09
1,464
278,074
1,033,737 $ 1,454.45
1,357
282,015
1,034,737 $ 1,498.08
1,015
280,033
1,018,736 $ 1,543.03
277,812
1,038,737
280,616
1,021,136
277,486
1,019,136
279,554
1,020,736
281,133
1,021,536
282,494
1,036,537
277,935
1,029,536
278,581
1,021,536
278,751
1,036,017
1,028,736
1,020,576
1,030,876
1,019,376

DIF
Revenue

2,000,658
3,153,160
2,849,958
3,163,495
3,023,173
3,631,688
2,934,152
2,766,200
2,874,944
2,341,640

2,641,023
3,537,493
2,558,773
2,975,231
2,346,257
2,682,274
2,717,323
3,153,544
3,181,746
2,556,285
3,058,371
2,675,682
2,415,881
3,645,322
1,707,441
2,045,713
2,129,299
2,032,970
1,566,742

1,026,976
1,032,777

1.037,777
1,021,026

1,023,401
1,024,026
100.0%

80,692

53,001,242

16,685,728

19,689,159

7,729,072

28,393,669

Annual Net
Revenue
2,000,658
3,153,160
2,849,958
3,163,495
3,023,173
3,631,688
2,934,152
2,768,200
2,874,944
2,341,640
2,464,189
3,256,887
2,276,398
2,697,212
2,066,713
2,401,913
2,435,928
2,871,878
2,904,435
2,273,530
2,130,784
1,367,425
1,100,689
2,345,912
39B,347
735,525
817,489
716,218
267,972
(1,316,549)
(1,301,752)
(1,296,622)
(1,300,291 )
(1,302,669)
(1,319,031)
(1,307,471 )
(1,300,117)
(1,314,768)
(1,028,736)
(1,020,576)
(1,030,876)
(1,019,376)
(1,026,976)
(1,032,777)
(1,037.777)
(1,021,026)
(1,023,401 )
(1,024.026)

Fund Bal
wi Interest
2,000,658
5,233,844
8,293,155
11,788,376
15,283,084
19,526,095
23,241,291
26,939,143
891,653
3,268,958
5,863,905
9,355,349
12,005,961
15,lB3,412
17,857,461
20,973,673
24,248,548
28,090,368
118,418
2,396,684
4,623,336
6,175,695
7,523,411
10,170,260
10,975,417
12,149,959
13,453,447
14,707,803
15,564,088
14,870,102
14,163,154
13,433,059
12,670,090
11,874,225
11,030,163

Capital
Ex~enditu,e

30,000,000

32,000,000

10,163.898

9,270,336
8,326,382
7,630,701
6,915,353
6,161,090
5.388,158
4,576,708
3,726,999
2,838,303
1,930,809
984,640
(1)

76,367,778

85,095 Added calis including full Fiscal Year 2007
94.83"/" Factor to adjust facility costs because model eXCludes development in first half of Fiscal Year 2007
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CASH FLOW MODEL - CITY HALL
Moreno Valley OIF Cash Flow Model
City Hall

$

Ke~

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Fiscal
Year
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049

1.18 Par Amount/Nominal Project Cost
30 Years - Term 01 bonds
5.0% Bond Interest
4.0% Interest on Short Term Investments
3.0% Annual Fee Escalation
1,039100linterest Factor

2,848.71 Cost per Acre without Financing Costs

% 01 Total
Demand Incr
3.8%
6.9%
5.6%
6.0%
5.7%
5.5%
5,0%
4.7%

4,2%
3.4%
3,5%
4.0%
3.4%
3.5%
2.7%

2.9%
2.9%
2.9%
3.1%
2.4%
2.9%

2.6%
2.3%
2.7%
1.5%

, .6°/"
1,6%
1.5%
1.1%

100.0%

Bonded
Added Facility Cost Facility Cost
Acres
(Nominal $)
(2007$)
428.4
787.7
641.2
684.0
646.5
627.8
566.9
528.6
476.2
382.6
401.8
459.4
382.6
398.9 32,364,903 13,528,951
305.4
324.6
327.5
329.0
357.3
276.0
327.5
290.2
265,1
309.7
174.9
186.5
176.8
169.5
128.7

11,361

32,364,903

13,528,951

Bond Issue Debt Service Fee per Acre
Par Amount 2020 Series (Nominal $)
$ 2,960,35
$ 3,049.16
$ 3,140.63
$ 3,234.85
$ 3,331.89
$ 3,431,85
$ 3,534.81
$ 3,640,85
$ 3,750.08
$ 3,862,58
$ 3,978.46
$ 4,097.81
$ 4,220.74
15,964,163
$ 4,347,37
$ 4,477.79
670,099 $ 4,612.12
1,063,330 $ 4,750.49
1,070,035 $ 4,893.00
1,053,530 $ 5,039.79
1,059,307 $ 5,190.98
1,062,401 $ 5,346.71
1,066,321 $ 5,507,11
1,067,353 $ 5,672.33
1,050,648 $ 5,842.50
1,071,479 $ 6,017.77
1,053,324 $ 6,198.31
1,051,261 $ 6,384.25
1,052,911 $ 6,575.78
1,053,736 $ 6,773.06
1,069,210
1,061,989
1,053,736
1,068,673
1,061,163
1,052,746
1,063,371
1,051,508
1,059,348
1,065,331
1,070,489
1,053,210
1,055,660
1,056,305
15,964,163

DIF
Revenue
1,268,064
2,401,620
2,013,772
2,212,637
2,154,070
2,154,516
2,003,682
1,924,554
1,785,787
1,477,823
1,598,544
1,882,534
1,614,857
1,734,165
1,367,516
1,497,095
1,555,764
1,609,797
1,800,717
1,432,711
1,751,048
1,598,165
1,503,734
1,809,421
1,052,508
1,155,984
1,128,736
1,114,595
871,692

Annual Net
Revenue
1,268,064
2,401,620
2,013,772
2,212,637
2,154,070
2,154,516
2,003,882
1,924,554
1,785,787
1,477,823
1,598,544
1,882,534
1,614,857
1,734,165
1,367,516
826,996
492,454
539,762
747,187
373,405
688,647
531,843
436,381
758,573
(18,971)
102,660
77,476
61,684
(182,044)
(1,069,210)
(1,061,989)
(1,053,736)
(1,068,673)
(1,061,163)
(1,052,746)
(1,063,371)
(1,051,508)
(1,059,348)
(1,065,331 )
(1,070,489)
(1,053,210)
(1,055,660)
(1,056,305)

Final Balance
$
(39)

Fund Bal

wi Interest
1,268,064
3,720,606
5,883,203
8,331,168
10,818,484
13,405,740
15,945,852
18,508,240
21,034,356
23,353,553
25,886,239
28,804,222
31,571,248
568,263
1,958,510
2,863,846
3,470,854
4,149,450
5,062,615
5,638,524
6,552,713
7,346,664
8,076,912
9,158,562
9,505,934
9,988,832
10,465,861
10,946,179
11,201,983
10,580,852
9,942,098
9,286,045
8,588,814
7,871,203
7,133,305
6,355,267
5,557,969
4,720,940
3,844,447
2,927,736
1,991,635
1,015,640
(39)

Capital
Exeenditure

34,000,000

29,288,672

12,054 Added acres including full Fiscal Year 2007
94.25% Factor to adjust lacility costs because model excludes development in first half of Fiscal Year 2007
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CASH FLOW MODEL - CORPORATE YARD
Moran(l Valley OIF Cash Flow MOdel

1.18 Paf AmounttNominal Project Cost

Corporate Yard

30 Years - Term of bonds
5.0% Bond Interest

$

1,721"1.97 Cost per Acre without Fmancing Costs

I
% of Tola!

Added

Ke:t:

Year

Demand Incr

0

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031

3.8%
13.9%
S.6"/il>
6.0'%
5,7"/0;>
5.5%
5.0%
4.7%
4.2%
3.4%
3.5%
4.0%
3.4%
3.5%
2,7%
2.9%
2.9%
2.9%
3.l"!..
2_4%
2.9%
2.6%
2.3%
2.7%
1.5"1..
1.6%
1.6%
1.5%
lY%

Acres
428.4
787.7
641.2
684.0
646.5
627.8
566.9
528.6
476.2
382,6
401.8
459.4
382.6
398.9
305A
324.6
327.5
329.0
357.3
276.0
327.5
290.2
265.1
309.7
174.9
186.5
176.8
169.5
128.7

100.0%

11,361

Fiscal

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2.
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47

2032

2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054

Bonded
Facility COst Facility Cost

12007 $)

{Nominal $~

4.0% Interesl on Short Term Investments
3.0% Annual Fee Escalation

1.035611llnterest Factor

Bond Issue Debt Service Debt Service Debt Service Debt Service Fee per Acre
Par Amount 2012 Series 2015 Series 2020 Series 2025 Series {Nominal$}

$ 1.790.54
$ 1,84426

4,910,550

4,910,550

4,910,550

4,910,550

19,642,201

(0)

220,538

1,711.309

3,859,883

5,791,729

(1)

260,235

2.019.344-

4,554,662

6,834,241

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

(1)

10,923
17,334
17,443
17,174
17,268
17.318
17,382
17,399
17,130
17,466
17,170
17,137
11,164
17.177
17,429
17,312
17.177
17,421
17,298
17,161
17,334
17,141
17,269
17,366
17,450
17,169
17,209
17,219

477,440

84.762
134,503
135,351
133,263
133,994
134,386
134,881
135,012
132,924
135,534
133,237
132,976
133,185
133,290
135,247
134,333
133,290
135,179
134,229
133,164
134,508
133,008
133,999
134,756
135,409
133,223
133,533
133,814

3,704,792

191,183
303,374
30S.287
300,578
302,226
303,109
304,227
304,522
299,813
305,699
300,519
299,930
300,401
300,637
305.051
302.991
30Q,637
304.898
302,756
300,354
303.385
300,001
302,238
303.945
305.416
300.487
301,186
301,369
8,356,217

$ 1,899.58
$ 1,956.57
$ 2,015.27
$ 2.075.73
$ 2,138.00
$ 2,202.14
$ 2,26820
$ 2,33625
$ 2,406.34
$ 2,478.53
S 2.552.88
$ 2,629.47
$ 2,708--35
$ 2,789.60
$ 2,87329
$ 2.959.49
$ 3,048.27
$ 3,139]2
$ 3,233.91
$ 3,330.93
$ 3.430.86
$ 3,533.78
$ 3,839.80
$ 3,748.99
$ 3,861.46
$ 3,977.31
$ 4,096.62

OIF
Revenue

766,978
1,452,720
1216.013
1,338,294
1,302,871
1,303,141
1,212,031
1,164,050
1,080,118
893,848
966,866
1,138,635
976,732
1,048,895
627.131
905,505
941,003
973,672
1,089.148
866.563
1,059,107
966,636
909,521
1,094,413
636,601
699,187
682,706
674,153
527,236

Annual Net

Fund Bal

Revenue
w/lnlerest
766,978
766.978
2,250,377
1,452,720
3,558,405
1218,013
1,338,294
5,039,035
1,302,671
6.543.468
1,303,141
2,415.673
1,212,031
3,724,331
1.164.050
5.037.354
1,080,118
318,966
1,225.573
893.848
955,942
2,230,538
1,121,301
3,441,061
959,290
4,537,993
1,031,721
251,233
809.863
1.071,145
803,424
1,917,415
789,117
2,783,229
820,922
3,715,480
938,755
302,854
715.103
1,030,071
716,368
1,787,642
511,244
2,370.391
452,058
2,917,265
3,677,690
643,734
181,412
4,006,209
245,529
4,411,987
228,326
4,818,792
5,228,489
219,026
76,835
5,514,464
(458.107)
5,276,936
(452,187) 5,035,827
(450.361)
4,786,900
(452,849)
4,525,527
(452.232)
4,254,316
(455,666)
3,968,823
(454,668)
3,672,908
(450.853)
3,368,971
(456,117)
3,047,613
(437,512)
2,732,006
2,405,524
(435.763)
(436,609)
2,065,136
(43,'J.S34)
1,714.208
(435.852)
1,346,924
(303,945)
1,096,856
(305.416)
835,314
(300,487)
568.240
(301,186)
289,784
(301,369)
6

Final Balance
$
6

Cap'tal
Exeenditure

5,692,674

6,000,000

5.500.000

4,500.000

28,715,772

12,054 Added acres including lull Fiscal Year 2007
94.25% Faclor to adjust facility costs because model excludes development in first halt of Fiscal Year 2007

Colgan Consulting Corporation
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City of Moreno Valley - Impact Fee Study

Appendix 8

CASH FLOW MODEL - ANIMAL SHELTER
MQrenQ Valley DIF Cash Flow Mod,,1
Animal Sheher

1.18 Par AmountINomlnal Project Cost

30 Years· Term of bonds
5.0% Bond Interest
4.0% Interest on Short Term Investments

54.16 Cost pet Capita wilhout Financing Costs

3.0"/~ Annual Fee Escalation
1.11918011oter9st Factor

Final Balance
(41)
$

Bonded

Fiscal
Kel: Year
0 2007
2008
2009
3 2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
10 2017
11 2018
12 2019
13 2020
14 2021
15 2022
16 2023
17 2024
18 2025
19 2026
20 2027
21 2028
22 2029
23 2030
24 2031
25 2032
26 2033
27 2034
28 2035
29 2036
30 2037
31 2038
32 2039
33 2040
34 2041
35 2Q42
36 2043
37 2044
38 2045
39 2046
40 2047
41 2048
42 2049

'%, afTotal
Demand Incr
1.9°/"
4.0"/.:.
5.1%

6.6%
6.3'%
5.2%

4.7'%,
4.6%
4.2%

3.8%
3.8"10

3.8%
3.8%
3.8%
3.3%
3.3%
3.1%

3.1%
3.1%
3,1%
3.1%

3.1%
2.9%
2.4%
1.9%
1.6%
1.6%
1.4%
1.4%

100.0%

Added

POI?:

Facility Cost
(2007$)

2,069
4,490
5,700
7,333
7,048

5,786
5,247
5,121
4,74J
4,238
4,238
4,238
4,238
4,238
3,733
3,733
3,447
3,447

3,024,490

3,024,490

3,447

3,447
3,447
3,447
3,195
2,657
2,119
1,833
1,833
1,581
1,581

111,678

6,048,980

Facility Cost
{Nominal $}

Bond Issue Debt Service Debt Service Fee per Capita
Par Amount 2012 Series 2020 Series (Norninat$l
60.61
$
$
62.43
6431
$
66.24
$
$
68.22
1,777,331
1,506,213
70.27
$
72.38
$
74,604
$
74.55
118,383
$
76.79
119,130
79.09
$
117,292
$
81.46
117,935
63_91
$
118,280
86.42
$
1,741,565
2,055,047
118,716
89.01
$
118,831
$
91.69
116,994
86,261 $
94.44
119,290
136,881 $
97.27
117,269
137,744 $
100.19
117,040
135,620 $
103.19
117,223
136,363 $
106.29
117,315
136,762 $
109.48
119,038
137,266 $
112.76
116,234
137,399 $
"6.14
117,315
135,274 $
,,9.63
118,978
137,930 $
123.22
118,142
135,593 $
126.91
117,205
135,327 $
130.72
118,388
135,540 $
134.64
117,067
135,646 $
138.68
117,940
137,638
118,606
136,709
119,180
135,648
117,257
137,569
117,529
136,602
117,601
135,519
136,886
135,359
136,369
137,139
137,803
135,578
135,894
135,977

3,247,778

3.832,378

3,260,783

DIF
Revenue
125,383
280,329
366,547
485,731

480,814
406,559
379,767
381,767
364,196
335,182
345,237
355,594
366,262
377,250
342,266
352,534
335,323
345,383
355,744
366,417
3n,409

388,731
371,125
317,818
261,101

232,678
239,658
212,918
219,305

Annual Net
Revenue
125,383
280,329
366,547
485,731
480,814
406,559
379,767
307,164
245,812
216,052
227,945
237,659
247,982
258,534
223,4J5
149,280
79,151
90,369
103,085
112,830
123,332
132.427
115,492
65,228
4,193

(21,057)
(12,874)
(41,010)
(33,408)
(255,578)
(255,315)
(254,826)
(254,826)
(254,132)
(253,120)
(136,886)
(135,359)
(136,369)
(137,139)
(137.803)
(135,578)
(135,894)
(135,977)

Fund Bal

Fee per

wI Interest
125,383
410,727
793,704

SFDU

1.311,183

1,844,445
324,781
717,539
1,053.405
1,341,353
1,6",059

1,903,447
2,217,244

2,553,916
214,606
446,625
613,770
717,473
836,541
973,087
1,124,841
1,293,167
1,477,321
1,651,905
1,783,210
1,858,731
1,912,023
1,975,630
2,013,645
2,060,783
1,887,637
1,707,828
1,521,314
1,327,341
1,126,303
918,236
818,079
715,442
607,691
494,860
376,852
256,348
130,708
(41)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

225.49
232.25
239.22
246.40
253.79
261.40
269,24
277.32
285.64
294.21
303.04
312.13
321.49
33U4
341.07
351.30
361,84
372.70
383.88
395.39
407.25
419.47
432.06
445.02
458.37
472.12
486.28
500.87
515.90

Capital
Exl?:enditure

2,000,000

2,700,000

9,643,646

113,746 Added population including fun Fiscal Year 2007

98.18"/.. Factor to adjust facility costs because model excludes development in first half of Fiscal Year 2007

Colgan Consulting Corporation
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Appendix 8

City of Moreno Valley - Impact Fee Study

CASH FLOW MODEL - ARTERIAL STREETS
Moreno VaUey DIF Cash Flow Model
1.18 Par AmounVNominal Project Cost

Arterials

30 Years - Te(m of bonds
5.0% Bond Intetest
4.0% Interest on Short Term Investments
3.0% Annual Fee E.scalation
1.106655\1nter~$t Factor

63.90 Cost per Trip WIthout Financing

% of Total
Fiscal
Year Demand Incr
4.3%
2007
7.2%
2008
5.4%
2009
5.3"10
2010
4.8"'/<:>
20"
5.6%
2012
4.7%
2013
2014
4.3"/"
4.2%
2015
3.2%
2016
10 2017
3.5%
4.5%
11 2018
12 2019
3.2"'10
3.6%
13 2020
2.7%
14 2021
29%
15 2022
2023
3.0%
'6
3.2'%,
17 2024
18 2025
3.4%
2.4'%
19 2026
20 2027
3.0%
21 2028
2.5%
22 2029
2.2%
3.3%
23 2030
1.5"/0
24 2031
1.7%
25 2032
1.6%
26 2033
1.6'%
27 2034
28 2035
1.1%
29 2036
30 2037
31 2038
32 2039
33 2040
34 2041
35 2042
36 2043
37 2044
38 2045
39 2046
40 2047
41 2048
42 2049

Ke;t
0
1
2

100.0%

Added
WtdADT
46,528

Facility Cost
(2007$)

Bonded
Facility Cost

{Nominal $)

Bond Issue Debt Service Debt Service Debt Service Fee per Irip
Par Amount 2012 Series 2020 Series 2025 Series ~Nominal $)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

78,211

58,440
57,898
52.521
61,173
51.756
46,743
45.881
35,061
37,691
49,578
35,061
39.827
29.027
31,656
32,903
34,870
37,530
26.033
32,903
27,363
24.206
36,285
16,286

23,482.917

23,482,917

23.482,917

14,247.456

17,485,455

16.811.998

20.632.837

705,687
1,119.802
1,126,863
1,109,482
1,115.565
1,118,824
1.122,952
1,124,038
1,106.657
'.128.384

1.109.264
1,107.092
'.108,830

1.109.699
1,125.994
1,118,389
1,109,699

18,164

17,771
17,391
12,518

1.125,429

1.117.520
1,108,656
, .119.845
1.107,352
1,115,608

1.121.909
1,127,341
1.109.145
1,111.725
1,112,404

$
866,067
1,374,297
1.382.963
1,361.632
1,369,098
1.373,098
1,378.164
1,379,497
1,358,165
1.384.830
1.361.365
1,358.699
1,360,832
1.361.898
1.381.897
1,372,564

$

DIF

Revenue

70.72

3,290,224

72.84
75.02

5,696,634
4,384,280
4,473,927
4,180,187
0.014,863
4,370,193
4.065.291
4.108.249
3,235,009
3,581,945

n.27
79.59
81.98
84.44
86.97
89.58
92.27
95.04
97.89
100.82
103.85
106.96
110.17

$

113.48

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

116.88
120.39
124.00

127.72
13155
135.50
139.56
143.75
148.06
152.50
157.08
161.79

4 1852,977

3.534.982
4.135,937
3,104,814

3.487,643
3.733,744
4,075,624
4.518.108
3,228,056
4,202,361
3,599,598
3.279,915
5.064.046
2,341,034
2.689.464
2.710.201
2.731,758
2,025,287

1,361,898

1.381.204
1.371,498
1,360.619
1,374,351
1.359.019
1,369.151
1,376,884
1.383,550
1,361,219

1,364,385
1,365,218
1.091.255

70,448,750

31,732,911

37.444.835

30,844,155

36.488.843

Annual Net
Revenue

3,290,224
5,696,634
4.384,280
4,473,927
4.180.187
5.014,863
4.370,193
4.065.291
4.108.249
3.235.009
2,876,258
3.733,175
2,408,119
3.026.455
1,989.248
1.502.752
1,236.494
1,568,623
2.049,819
730.574
1.720.000
1,114.343
791.588
2,596.181
(169.790)
209,709
241.803
245.497
(454.132)
(2,490.553)
(2.492,409)
(2,469.251 )
(2,496.812)
(2,493.407)
(2,487,959)
(2.483.496)
(2,470.744)
(2,481.555)
(1.376.884)
(1,383.550)
(1.361,219)
(1,364,385)
(1.365.218)

Final Balance
$
(11)

Fund Bal

Capit:!!1

wI Interest

Exeenditure

3.290,224
9,118.467
13,867,486
18,896.113
23.832,144
2.577.156
7,050,436
11,397,744
461,903

3,715,388
6,740,262
10,743,047
13,580,889
150.580
2.145.851
3,734,438
5.120.309
6,893,744
9,219,313

27.223.136

15,500,000

17,000,000

10.318,660

12,451,406
14,063,805
15,417,946
18.630.845
19.206,289
20,184,249
21,233,422
22,328,256
22.767,254
21.187.392
19,542,478
17.854,926
16.072,311
14.221.797
12,302,709

10,311,322
8.253,031
6,101,597

4,968,777
3,783,979
2,574,119

1,312.699
(11)

##########

1,137,783 Added weighted AOT including full Fiscal Year 2007
95.91% Factor to adjust faciliry cos's because model excludes development in first half of Fiscal Year 2007

Colgan Consulting Corporation
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City of Moreno Valley - Impact Fee Study

Appendix 8

CASH FLOW MODEL - INTERCHANGES
Moreno Valley DIF Cash Flow Model
Interchanges

$

1.18 Par AmounVNominal Project Cost
30 Years - Term 01 bonds
5.0% Bond Interest
4.0% Interest on Short Term Investments
3.0% Annual Fee Escalation
1.05579Sllnterest Factor

25.75 Cost per Trip without Financing

Fiscal
% of Total
Ke~ Year Demand Incr
0 2007
4.4%
2008
6.9%
2009
5.2%
5.1'%
2010
4 2011
4.6%
5 2012
5.8%
4.6%
6 2013
7 2014
4.2%
4.1%
8 2015
3.2%
9 2016
10 2017
3.5%
4.8%
11 2018
3.2%
12 2019
3.6%
13 2020
14 2021
2.7%
3.0%
15 2022
3.0%
16 2023
17 2024
3.4%
3.4%
18 2025
19 2026
2.4%
20 2027
3.0%
21 2028
2.4%
2.2'%:>
22 2029
3.5%.
23 2030
1,5%
24 2031
1,7%
25 2032
1.7%
26 2033
27 2034
1.6%
1.1%
28 2035
29 2036
30 2037
31 2038
32 2039
33 2040
34 2041
35 2042
36 2043
37 2044
38 2045
39 2046
40 2047
41 2048
42 2049
100.0%

Added
Facility Cost
ADT
(2007$)
50,753
80,054
59,938
58,702
53,417
67,266
53,314
48,348
47,609
36,999
40,505
55,361
36,999
41,765 $ 30,067,073
31,155
34,660
35,123
39,654
39,749
29,253
35,123
28,301
25,239
40,069
16,816
19,664
19,271
18,985
13,236

1,156,226

30,067,073

Bonded
Facility Cost
(Nominal $)

$13,154,510

13,154,510

Bond Issue
Par Amount

Debt Service Fee per Trip
2020 Series (Nominal $)
27.19
$
28.00
$
29.84
$
29.71
$
$
30.60
$
31.52
32.46
$
33.44
$
34.44
$
35.47
$
36.54
$
37.63
$
38.76
$
$ 15,522,322
39.92
$
41.12
$
651,552 $
42.36
1,033,900 $
43.63
1,040,419 $
44.94
46.28
1,024,371 $
47.67
1,029,988 $
49.10
1,032,997 $
1,036,809 $
50.58
1,037,812 $
52.09
1,021,764 $
53.66
1,041,824 $
55.27
56.92
1,024,171 $
1,022,165 $
58.63
1,023,770 $
60.39
62.20
1,024,572 $
1,039,617
1,032,596
1,024,572
1,039,095
1,031,794
1,023,609
1,033,940
1,022,406
1,030,028
1,035,846
1,040,861
1,024,060
1,026,443
1,027,069
15,522,322

28,478,049

1,229

DIF

Revenue
1,379,821
2,241,696
1,725,884
1,743,891
1,634,497
2,120,022
1,730,708
1,616,592
1,639,624
1,312,448
1,479,914
2,083.406
1,434,147
1,667,440
1,281,153
1,468,082
1,532,297
1,781,856
1,839,748
1,346,863
1,724,614
1,431,311
1,314,778
2,149,925
929,345
1,119,317
1,129,850
1,146,511
823,276

Annual Net
Revenue
1,379,821
2,241,696
1,725,884
1,743,891
1,634,497
2,120,022
1,730,708
1,616,592
1,639,624
1,312,448
1,479,914
2,083,406
1,434,147
1,667,440
1,281,153
816,530
498,397
741,437
815,376
316,875
691,617
394,502
276,966
1,128,161
(112,479)
95,146
107,685
122,741
(201,296)
(1,039,617)
(1,032,596)
(1,024,572)
(1,039,095)
(1,031,794)
(1,023,609)
(1,033,940)
(1,022,406)
(1,030,028)
(1,035,846)
(1,040,861)
(1,024,060)
(1,026,443)
(1,027,069)

Final Balance
$
(24)

Fund Bal

wi Interest
1,379,821
3,676,710
5,549,662
7,515,540
9,450,659
11,948,707
14,157,363
16,340,249
18,633,484
20,691,271
22,998,836
26,002,196
28,476,431
282,928
1,575,399
2,454,945
3,051,540
3,915,039
4,887,016
5,399,372
6,306,964
6,953,745
7,508,861
8,937,376
9,182,392
9,644,834
10,138,313
10,666,586
10,891,953
10,298.014
9,666,939
9,029,044
8,351,111
7,653,362
6,935,887
6,179,382
5,404,152
4,590,290
3,738,056
2,846,717
1,936,526
987,544
(24)

Capital
EX8,snditure

31,000,000

44,829,016

1,206,979 Added ADT inciuding full Fiscal Year 2007
95.80% Factor to adjust facility costs because model excludes development in first half of Fiscal Year 2007
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City of Moreno Valley
Development Impact Fees Market Comparison

12/21107 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison
Example No.1: Residential Development, 77 lots, single family tract (R-5), avg home size: 1,800 sf + 625 sf garage, 19.4 acres

Traffic Signals
Interchange Im~rovements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Park Improvements
Libraries & Materials
Animal Shelter
City Hall
CorQorate Yard
Maintenance Equipment
Electrical Distribution
Bea utification
Circulation Im~rovement
LandscaQe Im~rovement
Radio Communication
Public Meeling Facilities
Aguatic Center Facilities
Cor~orate Facilities
Facilities

346,887
43,659
40,348
50,050
35,728
14,861
143,605
239,393
62,601
11,704
40,733
22,946
3,850

$

331,772
42,650
24,147
64,625
70,165
73,615
299,456
429,660
98,803
17,364
56,987
34,468
4,480
75,786

$

311,619

$

311,619

26,873
16,324

48,279
26,026

978,516

978,516

40,425
14,630

$

128,886
18,244
44,236
18,626
212,719
62,002

$

27,874
4,543
86,240
346,500

36,883

36,883

56,657
44,352
1,694

309,925

23,947
14,784

107,107
4,620
23,947
14,784
5,236

34,968

36,815
16,380
149,479
673,011
346,500
43,474
0
44,352
0
1,694
0
0
309,925
107,107
4,620
23,947
14,784
20,102
0
0
0

40,542

66,605
39,809
690,305

76,692
139,062
345,114

66,605
39,809
690,305
341,033

$

41,064

58,597

58,597

58,828

61,312

55,209

55,209

203,588

275,706
44,136

67,499

358,358

55,748
7,007

55,748
7,007

124,355
30.415

133,364
30,415

~
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o
o
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NOTES:

Fees for storm d rain and water district facilities may apply to these projects, However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Va lIey doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their DJF in May 2008.
02/11/2008

51,023
40,593
404,937
590,017
346,500
49,644
0
83,934
0
1,694
0
0
314,663
75,622
4,620
39,848
10,896
20,102
0
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City of Moreno Valley
Development Impact Fees Market Comparison

12/21107 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison
Example No.2: Residential Development, 24 unit apartment complex, 20,700 square feet, 1.5 acres.

Arterial Streets
Traffic Signals
Interchange Im~rovements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Park Improvements
Libraries & Materials
Animal Shelter
City Hall
Corporate Yard
Maintenance Egui~ment
Electrical Distribution
Beautification
Circulation Im~rovement
Landscape Im~rovement
Radio Communication
Public Meeting Facilities
Agualic Center Facilities
Cor~orate Facilities
Facilities

$

76,104
9,528
8,808
6,264
8,832
4,056
39,216
65,352
17,088
3,192
5,088
2,856
480

$

72,387
9,306
5,268
5,371
8,494
19,614
79,788
114,480
26,325
4,626
4,737
2,865
372
11,811

$

77,712

11,184
8,784
11,184
214,176

$

77,712

20,064
13,992
20,064
214,176

$

10,080
3,000

$

28,121
3,981
6,398
10,271
47,500
13,845

$

$

7,872
1,296
24,336
97,824

8,304

8,304

12,652
12,528
432

67,608

5,232
3,240

33,384
2,280
5,232
3,240
1,632

5,844

48,406
3,490
0
11,380
8,586
25,771
147,399
97,824
9,753
0
12,528
0
432
0
0
67,608
33,384
2,280
5,232
3,240
3,738
0
0
0

$

17,059

103,872

21,168
9,336
180,168

$

44,784

40,435

$

$

16,800
30,480
75,624

21,168
9,336
180,168
67,080

$

5,760

15,288

15,288

12,912

8,600

17,208

17,208

44,616

52,248
8,364

21,039

67,008

14,544
1,824

14,544
1,824

14,208
5.712

15,216
5,712

~
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W
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NOTES;

Fees for storm drain and water district facilities may apply to these projects. However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Valley doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their DIF in May 2008.
02111/2008

54,674
3,490
0
14,951
12,569
77,006
127,319
97,824
11,215
0
20,032
0
432
0
0
62,288
20,874
2,280
9,888
2,532
3,738
0
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City of Moreno Valley
Development Impact Fees Market Comparison
ECONOMIC DEVELOI'MENT

12/21/07 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison

Example No.3: Regional Commercial Development, 400,000 square foot shopping center, 36.7 acres (See Note 3)
Average for
Moreno Valley
(C uiTent 09107)
Phase 2

Type of Fee

NON·MV

Moreno Valley
(12121107 Nexus
Study)

Corona

Corona (South)

Riverside

Temecula

locations
RIVERSIDE

Perris

Fontana

Ontario (New
Model Colony)

Ontario (Existing
City)

Rancho
Cucamonga

Redlands
0)

(R &

locations W J
THIS FEE

COUNTY
~~ __ I~sLuJldat~_:_______________ ~ ___ ~ ________ ~p!_~006____~IJl. ~Og6_______ ~lJly. 200_7_ _ ~_"'uly_~!07___.___ May_~006~ _~ _____________ 2006 _____S~ll.t~~~'*__ .._
~ri~.;~1

c •• oo.~

Traffic Signals
Interchange Im~rovements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Libraries & Materials
City Hall
Cor~orate Yard
Maintenance Equipment
Electrical Distribution
Circulation Improvement

$

892.400
177,200
14,400
25,600

16,800
16,400

$

2.381.140
306,104
123,312
408,520

$

792.000

$

792.000

$

100,000
64,000
72,000

116,000
112,000

36,000

36,000

2.560.000
00.000
64,000
96,000

108,736
65,768
8,548
varies

$

$

1.381.333

27,600
176,000

$

4.437.200

.._S~p~~004 _ .. ___ Aug___2007 ___ ~lJly_~OQJ_ .. ___ .__ ~ ___ __ _ _
$
2.216.000 $
$
2.159.440

[l.ooa

[lOa~

13,600
2,400
42,000

64,400
70,600
42,000
36,000

21,600

21,600

1,600

1,600

697,600

697,600

Landsca~e Im~rovement

Radio Communication
Corporate Facilities
Facilities

$

Average for
NON·MV

210,608

290,800
401,200

290,800
401,200

17,132
159,252

110,000

110,000

200,000
124,000
248,000
44,000
184,000

1,600
2,790,400

2,179,868
348,964

4,305,600

27,600
176,000
368,800
73,200

NOTES:

~

<
o

There is an active development agreement for the Moreno Valley MalllTowngate Specific Plan that exempts these projects from the arterial streets and traffic signals impact fees.
Fees for storm drain and water district facilities may apply to these projects. However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Valley doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their DI F in May 2008.

o

1'0
W
1'0

02/11/2008

<D

o

.j::>..
I

148,457
177,426
145,000
36,000
30,566
116,970

2,493,367
348,964
6,900
176,000
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City of Moreno Valley
Development Impact Fees Market Comparison

12/21/07 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison
Example No.4: General Commercial Development, 106,000 square foot shopping center (excluding pads), 11.2 acres (See Note 3)

Traffic Signals
Interchange Im~rovements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Libraries & Materials
Ci~Hall

Corporate Yard
Maintenance Equipment
Electrical Distribution
Circulation Im~rovement
Landscape Improvement
Radio Communication
Cor~orate Facilities
Facilities

NOTES:

~

<
o

71,868

103,830

8,480
24,592

32,678
126,472

7,844
5,618
424

26,500
16,960
19,080

30,740
29,680

9,540

9,540

16,960
25,440

28,815
17,429
2,265

3,604
636
11,130

5,724
424

varies
184,864
1,391
7,314
68

46,640

17,066
18,709
11,130
9,540
0
5,724
0
424
0
184,864
1,391
7,314
23,422
0
0
0

55,811

77,062
106,318

77,062
106,318

4,540
42,202

29,150

29,150

53,000
32,860
65,720
11,660
48,760

739,456

577,665
92,475

78,758
19.398

97,732
19,398

There is an active development agreement for the Moreno Valley MalilTowngate Specific Plan that exempts these projects from the arterial streets and traffic signals impact fees.
Fees for storm drain and water district facilities may apply to these projects. However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Valley doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their DIF in May 2008.

o

1'0
W
1'0
<D

o

01

0211112008

39,341
47,018
38,425
9,540
8,100
30,997
0
424
0
500,662
46,933
7,314
23,354
0

r-

.
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City of Moreno Valley
Development Impact Fees Market Comparison

12/21107 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison
Example No.5: General Commercial Development, 6,800 square foot freestanding, Auto Parts retail store, 0.9 acres.

Traffic Signals
Interchange Improvements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Libraries & Materia Is
City Hall
Corporate Yard
Maintenance Equipment
Electrical Distribution
Circulation Imll:rovement
Landscape Improvement
Radio Communication
Corporate Facilities
Facilities

NOTES:

~

<
o

4,610

6,661

544
1,578

2,096
8,113

503
360
27

1,700
1,088
1,224

1,972
1,904

612

612

1,088
1,632

1,849
1,118
145

231
41
714

367
27

varies
11,859
1,391
469
68

2,992

1,095
1,200
714
612
0
367
0
27
0
11,859
1,391
469
1,530
0
0
0

3,580

4,944
6,820

4,944
6,820

291
2,707

1,870

1,870

37,058
5,932

3,400
2,108
4,216
748
3,128

474,368

5,052
1.244

174,428
3,662
469
1,530
0

6,270
1,244

Fees for storm drain and water district facilities may apply to these projects. However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Valley doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their DIF in May 2008.

o

1'0
W
1'0
<D

o

(J)

2,524
3,016
2,465
612
520
1,988
0
27

02111f200B
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City of Moreno Valley

MORE

Development Impact Fees Market Comparison

EY

12/21/07 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison
Example No.6: Office Development, 56,000 square foot Office Building, 3.3 acres.

Traffic Signals
Interchange Iml1rovements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Libraries & Materials
City Hall
Corporate Yard
Maintenance Equipment
Electrical Distribution
Circulation Improvement
Landscape Improvement
Radio Communication
Cor~orate Facilities
Facilities

NOTES:

~

<
o

14,168

32,651

2,128
2,856

14,386
25,506

2,520
2,408

12,686
7,673
997

14,000
8,960
10,080
9,280
5,220

16,240
15,680
16,820
5,220

6,160
3,920

1,904
336
5,880

3,024
224

varies
97,664
1,391
4,002
68

10,080

8,316
7,504
10,660
5,220
0
3,024
0
224
0
97,664
1,391
4,002
5,074
0
0
0

25,144

25,144
26,992

26,992

15,400

15,400

40,320
25,760
49,840
8,400
37,520

°

244,226
39,097

224
0
218,217
20,244
4,002
5,074
0

312,760

22,568
5,040

19,544
5,040

Fees for storm drain and water district facilities may apply to these projects. However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Valley doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their 01 Fin May 2008.

o

1'0
W
1'0
<D

02/11/2008

o

-...J

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..

~--

17,696
15,680
20,455
5,220
8,400
17,836

r-

-

.-------~
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City of Moreno Valley
Development Impact Fees Market Comparison

12121/07 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison

Example No.7: Industrial Development, 52,000 square foot building, 7.8 acres.

Arterial Streets
Traffic Signals
Interchange Iml2rovements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Libraries & Materials
Cil}' Hall
Corporate Yard
Maintenance Equillment
Electrical Distribution
Circulation Improvement
Landscape Improvement
Radio Communication
Corllorate Facilities
Facilities

NOTES:

~

<
o

$

66,612
10,088
10,140
3,016
2,184

2,704
1,924
156

$

157,231
20,212
13,046
11,450
11,113

10,097
6,107
794

varies

$

21,840
0
0
1,040
520
0
19,240
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$

21,840 $
0
0
1,560
1,040
0
19,240
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
208
0
0
0
0
0

- $
13,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

119,600
17,160
0
5,720
3,120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8,320
0
0
0
0

$

$
0
0
1,768
312
5,460
0
0
2,808
0
208
0
90,688
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

54,427
15,080
0
2,522
1,248
5,460
19,240
0
2,808
0
208
0
90,688
0
208
8,320
0
0
0
0

$

$
0
0
0
6,845
0
0
2,227
20,703
0
0
0
113,204
18,123
0
0
0
0
0

181,428
0
0
2,028
468
0
0
0
14,300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8,372
4,264
33,696

$

67,184
0
0
2,028
468
0
0
0
14,300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7,696
4,264
0
0

$

$
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
145,184
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
12,480
7,800
15,080
0
2,600
11,440
0
0
0
84,094
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fees for storm drain and water district facilities may apply to these projects. However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Valley doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their DIF in May 2008.

o

1'0
W
1'0
<D

o

ex>

02/11/2008

82,378
15,080
0
3,803
2,572
10,270
19,240
2,414
12,710
0
208
0
108,293
18,123
208
8,320
0

I
!
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City of Moreno Valley
Development Impact Fees Market Comparison
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12/21/07 MV Nexus Study Inland Empire Market Comparison

Example No.8: Industrial Development, 500,000 square foot building, 30 acres.

Arterial Streets
Traffic Signals
Interchange Im~rovements
Fire Facilities
Police Facilities
Park & Rec. Facilities
Park Land
Libraries & Materials
City Hall
Corporate Yard
Maintenance Eguipment
Electrical Distribution
Circulation Improvement
Landsca~e Improvement
Radio Communication
COl}lorate Facilities
Facilities

$

640,500
97,000
97,500
29,000
21,000

26,000
18,500
1,500

$1,511,835
194,350
125,440
110,100
106,855

$

210,000

$

210,000

10,000
5,000

15,000
10,000

185,000

185,000

125,000

$

119,600
17,160
5,720
3,120

97,085
58,720
76,300

$

$

179,867
71,080

17,000
3,000
52,500

11,930
5,280
52,500
185,000

27,000

27,000

2,000

2,000

872,000

872,000

$

-

$

1,744,500

$

646,000

65,815

19,500
4,500

19,500
4,500

21,415
199,065

137,500

137,500

$

$

393,900

$

120,000
75,000
145,000
25,000
110,000

varies

2,000
8,320

1,396,000

1,088,500
174,255

808,600

2,000
8,320

~

<
o

Fees for storm drain and water district facilities may apply to these projects. However, these fees are not included here because Moreno Valley doesn't control the rates. Similar fees in other agencies have also been excluded.
San Bernardino County has not implemented a TUMF.
Perris will implement the next phase of their DIF in May 2008.

o

1'0
W
1'0
<D

o

<D

0
1,041,275
174,255
8,320
0

74,000
41,000

NOTES;

554,000
71,080
0
29,531
21,367
98,750
185,000
23,208
122,213

02/11/2008

Cindy Miller
Subject:
Location:

Bob Cowan - Rock-N-Roll Motors
Council/Atlny Conference Room

Start:
End:

Wed 1/30/2008 10:30 AM
Wed 1/30/2008 11: 30 AM

Recurrence:

(none)

Meeting Status:

Meeting organizer

Required Attendees:
Resources:

Richard Stewart
Council/Attny Conference Room

1/28/08: Mr. Cowan confirmed the meeting time and date.
Mr. Cowan
Re: Caltrans issue re: sign at 215/Raceway Ford
Mr. Cowan will call to confirm Mr. Dennis Green's availability.
1/25/08 (cm)

1

MV00232910

May 17, 2005

Robert L. Cowan
7238 Goldboro Lane
Riverside CA 92506

Subject:

Final Conditions of Approval for PA04-0174, a request for a conditional
use permit to establish a vehicle dealership
Location: 21115 Box Springs Road

Dear Mr. Cowen:
Attached are the Final Conditions of Approval for, a proposal for PA04-0174, a request
for a conditional use permit to establish a vehicle dealership at 21115 Box Springs Road.
The Planning Commission of the City of Moreno Valley approved this conditional use
permit on May 12, 2005, subject to the attached conditions of approval.
This approval is final unless an appeal is filed with the City Council within 15 calendar
days of the approval date. If an appeal is not filed, this permit will expire on May 12,
2008, unless extended as provided by the Moreno Valley Municipal Code.
If you have any questions, contact the Planning Division at

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Specter
Senior Planner
Attachment:
cc:

John C. Terell, AICP
Planning Official

Final Conditions of Approval for PA04-0174

Case file

MV00232911

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
PA04-0174
APN: 291-020-021

May 12, 2005
May 12, 2008

APPROVAL DATE:
EXPIRA TION DATE:
_X_
_X_
_X_
X
X

Planning (P), including School District (5), Post Office (PO), Building (B)
Fire Prevention Bureau (F)
Public Works, Land Development (LD)
Public Works, Special Districts (SD)
Public Works - Transportation (TE)
Parks & Recreation (PR)
Police (PD)
Other (Specify or Delete)

Note: All Special conditions are in bold lettering. All other conditions are standard to all or
most development projects.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Planning Division
Special Conditions
P1.

This Conditional Use Permit has been approved for a vehicle sales business. Any
change or modification of the use or improvements shall require separate approval.
Violation may result in revocation of this Conditional Use Permit.

P2.

(GP) Prior to issuance of precise grading permits, plans for any security gate system
shall be submitted to the Community Development Department - Planning Division
for review and approval.

P3.

(GP) Prior to issuance of building permits, the developer shall submit wall/fence
plans to the Community Development Department - Planning Division for review
and approval for wrought iron (or tubular steel) fencing and gate along Box
Springs Road behind the front setback line (20 feet from the ultimate property
line). (MC 9.08.070)

Timing Mechanisms for Conditions (see abbreviation at beginning of affected condition):
R - Map Recordation
WP - Water Improvement Plans

GP - Grading Permits
BP - Building Permits

co - Certificate of Occupancy or building final
P - Any permit

Governing Document (see abbreviation at the end of the affected condition):
GP - General Plan
Ord - Ordinance
Res - Resolution

MC - Municipal Code
DG - Design Guidelines
UFC - Uniform Fire Code
SBM - Subdivision Map Act

CEQA - California Environmental Quality Act
Ldscp - Landscape Development Guidelines and Specs
USC - Uniform Building Code

MV00232912

PLANNING DIVISION
FINAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
PA04-0174
PAGE 2

P4.

(CO) Prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy the blue fencing around the
holding area shall be removed or replaced with an approved fence material.

ps.

(CO) Prior to the issuance of Certificates of Occupancy or building final, the
existing chain link fence and gate along Box Springs Road shall be removed and
all required and proposed fences and walls shall be constructed according to the
approved plans on file in the Community Development Department - Planning
Division. (MC 9.080.070).

P6.

(CO) Prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy or building final, the developer
shall remove the existing trash receptacle and construct a new trash receptacle in
accordance with City standards.

P7.

(CO) Prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy or building final, the developer
shall improve (with pavement or gravel surface) all surfaces on which vehicles are to
be driven, parked or displayed, including the 24-foot wide fire and emergency access
route.

P8.

Vehicles shall not be displayed, parked or driven on unimproved surfaces or areas
deSignated for landscaping.

P9.

Landscaping shown on the approved plans are not part of this approval.
Landscaping and irrigation shall be installed in the locations indicated on the
approved plot plan and on unimproved surfaces and between the existing
hardscape along the freeway frontage.

P10.

The existing trees shown on the approved plot plan shall be retained.

P11.

(CO) Prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy or building final, a minimum of
two (2) bicycle parking spaces shall be provided pursuant to the requirements of
Section 9.11.060 of the Municipal Code.

P12.

(CO) Prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy or building final, the developer
shall eliminate all nonconforming signs and sign structures, including, but not limited
to, any existing wall signs and freestanding signs.

P13.·

All signs on the property, whether temporary or permanent, shall conform to the
requirements of Chapter 12 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code.

CP 14,.

(P) Prior to issuance of any permit, the subject parcel shall be merged with the
parcel to the west, the site of a recreational vehicle dealership, to form one parcel
that is 2.S acres or more in area.

MV00232913

PLANNING DIVISION
FINAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
PA04-0174
PAGE 3
P15.

No vehicle repair shall take place on the premises of the subject vehicle sales
business.

P16.

(P) This conditional use permit shall not be effective until the Ordinance 685 becomes
effective. Ordinance 685 is an amendment to Section 9.09.060 of the Moreno Valley
Municipal Code to change the minimum area for vehicle dealerships to allow either a
single dealership of at least 2.5 acres or two vehicle dealerships situated side-by-side
on a single parcel of at least 2.5 acres.

P17.

The operating hours shall be no earlier than 9 a.m., nor later than 9 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday or 10 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.

Standard Conditions
P18.

This approval shall comply with all applicable requirements of the City of Moreno Valley
Municipal Code.

P19.

This approval shall expire three years after the approval date of this project unless used or
extended as provided for by the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code; otherwise it shall
become null and void and of no effect whatsoever. Use means the beginning of substantial
construction contemplated by this approval within the three-year period, which is thereafter
pursued to completion, or the beginning of substantial utilization contemplated by this
approval. (MC 9.02.230)

P20.

In the event the use hereby permitted ceases operation for a period of one (1) year or more,
or as defined in the current Municipal Code, this permit may be revoked in accordance with
provisions of the Municipal Code. (MC 9.02.260)

P21.

The site shall be developed in accordance with the approved plans on file in the Community
Development Department - Planning Division, the Municipal Code regulations, General
Plan, and the conditions contained herein. Prior to any use of the project site or business
activity being commenced thereon, all Conditions of Approval shall be completed to the
satisfaction of the City Planning Official or designee. (MC 9.14.020)

P22.

The developer, or the developer's successor-in-interest, shall be responsible for maintaining
any undeveloped portion of the site in a manner that provides for the control of weeds,
erosion and dust. (MC 9.02.030)

P23.

All landscaped areas shall be maintained in a healthy and thriving condition, free from
weeds, trash and debris by the developer or the developer's successor-in-interest. (MC
9.02.030)

P24.

Any signs indicated on the submitted plans are not included with this approval. Any signs
proposed for this development shall be designed in conformance with the sign provisions of
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the Development Code or approved sign program, if applicable, and shall require separate
application and approval by the Community Development Department - Planning Division.
(MC 9.12.020)
P25.

The Community Development Director and the City Engineer may allow improvements to be
completed in stages (phasing) provided that the improvements necessary to adequately
serve or mitigate the impacts of each phase of development are completed prior to issuance
of a Certificate of Occupancy for that phase. (MC 9.08.220)

P26.

(GP) Prior to issuance of precise permits, all site plans, grading plans, landscape and
irrigation plans, and street improvement plans shall be coordinated for consistency with this
approval.

P27.

(GP) Prior to issuance of precise grading permits, the location of required trash receptacle
enclosure(s) shall be approved by the Community Development Department - Planning
Division. The design shall comply with City standards and be architecturally integrated with
the project. (MC 9.08.150, DG)

P28.

(BP) Prior to issuance of building permits, final landscaping and irrigation plans shall be
submitted to the Community Development Department - Planning Division for review and
approval. The plans shall be prepared in accordance with the City's Municipal Code and
landscape specifications.

P29.

(BP) Prior to issuance of building permits, the Community Development Department Planning Division shall review and approve the location and method of enclosure or
screening of transformer cabinets, commercial gas meters and back flow preventers as
shown on the final working drawings. Location and screening shall comply with the
following criteria: transformer cabinets and commercial gas meters shall not be located
within required setbacks and shall be screened from public view either by architectural
treatment or with landscaping; multiple electrical meters shall be fully enclosed and
incorporated into the overall architectural design of the building(s); back-flow preventers
shall be screened by landscaping that will provide complete screening upon maturity. (GP
Objective 43.30, DG)

P30.

(BP) Prior to issuance of building permits, two copies of a detailed, on-site, computer
generated, point-by-point comparison lighting plan, including exterior building, parking lot,
and landscaping lighting, shall be submitted to the Community Development DepartmentPlanning Division for review and approval by Planning and the Police Department. The
lighting plan shall be generated on the plot plan and shall be integrated with the final
landscape plan. The plan shall indicate the manufacturer's specifications for light fixtures
used and shall include style, illumination, location, height and method of shielding. The
lighting shall be designed in such a manner so that it does not exceed 0.5 foot candles
illumination beyond at the property line. (MC 9.08.100, DG)

P31.

(BP) Prior to issuance of building permits, the applicant shall obtain a Land Use Clearance
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P32.

P33.

stamp from the Community Development Department - Planning Division on the final plan
check set.
(GP) If archaeological, paleontological or historical resources are uncovered during
excavation or construction activities at the project site, work in the affected area will cease
immediately and a qualified person with appropriate expertise shall be consulted by the
applicant regarding mitigation measures to preserve or record the find. Recommendations
by the consultant shall be implemented as deemed necessary and feasible by the
Community Development Director before work commences in the affected area. If human
remains are discovered, work in the affected area shall cease immediately and the County
Coroner shall be notified. If it is determined that the remains might be those of a Native
American, the California Native American Heritage Commission shall be notified and
appropriate measures provided by State law shall be implemented. (GP Objective 23.3,
DG, CEQA)
(CO) Prior to issuance of Certificates of Occupancy or building final, the required
landscaping and irrigation shall be installed. (DC 9.03.040)

Building and Safety Division

B1.

The site shall be developed in compliance with all current model codes to include: Uniform
Building Code (UBC), Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC), Uniform Mechanical Code (UMC),
National Electrical Code (NEC), as well as Title 24 and ADA and all other applicable State
and Federal codes. (Ord, State and Federal codes)

SCHOOL DISTRICT

S1.

(BP) Prior to issuance of building permits, the developer shall provide to the Community
and Development Director written certification by the affected school district that either: (1)
the project has complied with the fee or other exaction levied on the project by the
governing board of the District, pursuant to Government Code Section 65996; or (2) the fee
or other requirement does not apply to the project.

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

P01.

(BP) Prior to the issuance of building permits, the developer shall contact the U.S. Postal
Service to determine the appropriate type and location of mailboxes.
Multi-family
residential development shall provide a solid weather-tight overhead structure with
adequate lighting for the mailbox area.

w:\Planning\jeffs\REPORTS\PA0401730174\PA040174PLANNINGCOA.doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Case No: PA04-0174
APN: 291-020-021

Standard Conditions:
With respect to the conditions of approval for the above referenced (PA04-0174), the
following fire protection measures shall be provided in accordance with Moreno Valley
City Ordinance's and/or recognized fire protection standards:
F1.

Final fire and life safety conditions will be addressed when the Fire Prevention
Bureau reviews building plans. These conditions will be based on occupancy
and use and Uniform Building Code (UBC), Uniform Fire Code (UFC), and
related codes which are in force at the time of building plan submittal.

F2.

The Fire Prevention Bureau is required to set a minimum fire flow for the remodel
or construction of all commercial buildings per UFC Appendix III.A, Table A-III-A1. The developer shall provide or show there exists a water system capable of
delivering 1500 GPM for 2-hour duration at 20-PSI residual operating pressure.
The required fire flow may be adjusted during the approval process to reflect
changes in design, construction type, or automatic fire protection measures as
approved by the Fire Prevention Bureau. (UFC 903.3, Appendix III.A)

F3.

Super fire hydrants (6 x 4 x 2 - 2 Yz) shall be located not less than 25 feet or
more than 150 feet from any portion of the building as measured along approved
emergency vehicular travel ways.

F4.

(BP) Prior to issuance of building permits, the developer shall provide the Fire
Prevention Bureau with an approved site plan for Fire Lanes and signage.

F5.

Prior to construction, all locations where structures are to built shall have
an approved Fire Department vehicle access road (all weather surface) for
80,000 Ibs to be provided prior to construction (UFC 8704.2 & 902.2.2.2.2)

F6.

Prior to construction, fire apparatus access roads shall have an
unobstructed with of not less the twenty -four (24) feet and an
unobstructed vertical clearance of not less the thirteen (13) feet six- (6)
inches (UFC 902.2.2.2.1)

F7.

Prior to construction roads, driveways and private road shall not exceed 12
percent grade (UFC 902.2.2.4, 902.2.2.6)

F8.

Prior to construction, all locations where structures are to be built shall have an
approved Fire Department access, based on street standards approved by the
Public works Director and the Fire Prevention Bureau.

F9.

(CO) Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy or building final, "Blue
Reflective Markers" shall be installed to identify fire hydrant locations in
accordance with City specifications. (UFC 901.4.3)
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F10.

(CO) Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy or building final, all
commercial buildings shall display street numbers in a prominent location on the
street side and any rear access. The numerals shall be minimum twelve (12)
inches in height for buildings and six (6) inches for suite identification on a
contrasting background. Unobstructed lighting of the address (s) shall be by
means approved by the Fire Prevention Bureau and Police Department. In strip
centers, businesses shall post the name of the business on the rear door(s).
(UFC 901.4.4)
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
PA04~0174 - Plot Plan

Note: The following conditions are standard to all or most development projects. For
those projects where specific standard conditions may not be applicable, the City
Engineer may determine the applicability of the condition. All Special Conditions are in
Bold lettering and follow the standard conditions.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

The following are the Public Works Department Conditions of Approval for this project
and shall be completed at no cost to any government agency. All questions regarding
the intent of the following conditions shall be referred to the Public Works Department.
General Conditions
LD1.

The developer shall comply with the State of California Subdivision Map Act and
all applicable City ordinances and resolutions. (DC 9.14.010)

LD2.

Improvement plans shall be drawn on twenty-four (24) inch by thirty~six (36) inch
mylar and signed by a registered civil engineer or other registeredllicensed
professional as required. (DC 9.14.100)

LD3.

It is understood that the plot plan correctly shows all existing easements, traveled
ways, and drainage courses, and that their omission may require the plot plan to
be resubmitted for further consideration. (9.14.040)

LD4.

In the event road or off-site easements are required to comply with these
Conditions of Approval, the developer shall obtain such easements. In the event
the City is required to condemn the easement or right-of-way, the developer shall
enter into an agreement with the City for the acquisition of such easement
pursuant to Government Code Section 66462.5, at no cost to the City. (SMA, DC
9.14.100)

LD5.

(PP) Prior to issuance of any permit, all public improvement plans shall be
prepared and signed by a registered civil engineer in accordance with City
standards and requirements and approved by the City Engineer.
(DC
9.14.100.C.2)

LD6.

(CO) Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy or building final, all required
improvements, including but not limited to: curb and gutter, A.C. pavement,
sidewalks, drive approaches, parkway landscaping, medians, street lights and
signing and striping on all public street shall be constructed.

LD7.

The developer shall monitor, supervise and control all construction and
construction supportive activities, so as to prevent these activities from causing a
public nuisance, including but not limited to, insuring strict adherence to the
following:
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(a)

Removal of dirt, debris, or other construction material deposited on any
public street no later than the end of each working day.

(b)

Construction operations for building related activities and deliveries shall
be restricted to Monday through Friday from 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM,
excluding holidays, and from 7:00 AM to 8:00 PM on weekends and
holidays, in accordance with City Municipal Code 8.14.040, unless
otherwise extended or shortened by the City Engineer or Building Official

(c)

Grading and heavy equipment operations shall be limited to the hours of
7:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday through Friday unless otherwise approved
by the City Engineer.

(d)

The construction site shall accommodate the parking of all motor vehicles
used by persons working at or providing deliveries to the site.

Violation of any condition or restriction or prohibition set forth in these conditions
shall subject the owner, applicant, developer or contractor(s) to remedies as
noted in the City Municipal Code 8.14.090. In addition, the City Engineer or
Building Official may suspend all construction related activities for violation of any
condition, restriction or prohibition set forth in these condition until such time as it
has been determined that all operations and activities are in conformance with
these conditions.
Drainage - Standard Conditions
LDS.

The developer shall protect downstream properties from damage caused by
alteration of drainage patterns, i.e., concentration or diversion of flow. Protection
shall be provided by constructing adequate drainage facilities, including, but not
limited to, modifying existing facilities or by securing a drainage easement. (DC
9.14.110)

LD9.

Drainage easements, when required, shall be shown on the plot plan and noted
as follows: "Drainage Easement - no buildings, obstructions, or encroachments
by land fills are allowed."

LD10. The project shall be designed to accept and properly dispose of all off-site
drainage flowing onto or through the site.
All storm drain design and
improvements shall be subject to review and approval of the City Engineer. In
the event the City Engineer permits the use of streets for drainage purposes, the
provisions of the Development Code will apply. Should the quantities exceed the
street capacity or the use of streets be prohibited for drainage purposes, the
developer shall provide adequate facilities as approved by the Public Works
Department- Land Development Division. (DC 9.14.110)
LD11. All lots shall drain toward the street unless otherwise approved by the City
Engineer. Residential lot drainage to the street shall be by side yard swales
independent of adjacent lots. Concentrated drainage on commercial lots shall be
diverted through parkway drains under sidewalks. (DC 9.08.080)
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LD12. (IP/GP) A detailed drainage study shall be submitted to the City Engineer for
review and approval at the time of any improvement or grading plan submittal.
The study shall be prepared by a registered civil engineer and shall include
existing and proposed hydrologic conditions. Hydraulic calculations are required
for all drainage control devices and storm drain lines. (DC 9.14.110)
LD13. (IP) Prior to approval of the improvement plans, drainage facilities with sump
conditions shall be designed to convey the tributary 100-year storm flows.
Secondary emergency escape shall also be provided. (DC 9.14.110)
LD14. (IP) Prior to the approval of the improvement plans, the hydrology study shall
show that the 10-year storm flow will be contained within the curb and the 100year storm flow should be contained within the street right-of-way. When either
of these criteria is exceeded, additional drainage facilities shall be installed. (DC
9.14.110)
Grading - Standard Conditions
LD15. (GP) Prior to issuance of a grading permit and as a condition of the Santa Ana
Regional Water Quality Control Board, a Notice of intent for an NPDES permit
must be filed and a W.D.I.D. permit number obtained from the Regional Water
Quality Control Board. (Clean Water Act, Res)
LD16. A grading permit shall be obtained from the Public Works Department - Land
Development Division prior to commencement of any grading outside of the City
maintained road right-of-way. (Ord)
LD17. (GP) No grading shall take place until all improvement plans are substantially
complete and approved by the City Engineer and appropriate clearance letters
are provided to the City. (DC 9.14.030)
LD18. (GP) No grading shall take place prior to approval of the plot plan unless
otherwise approved by the City Engineer. (DC 9.14.030)
LD19. (GP) Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the developer shall submit four (4)
copies of a comprehensive grading plan to the Public Works Department - Land
Development Division. The plan shall comply with the City Grading ordinance,
and these Conditions of Approval. (Ord)
LD20. (GP) Prior to the issuance of a grading permit erosion control plans and notes
shall be submitted and approved by the Public Works Department - Land
Development Division. (Grading Ord.)
Streets - Standard Conditions
LD21. All street dedications shall be irrevocably, offered to the public and shall continue
in force until the City accepts or abandons such offers. All dedications shall be
free of all encumbrances as approved by the City Engineer.
LD22. All work done within the City right-of-way shall have an encroachment permit.
(Ord, DC 9.14.100)
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LD23. Aggregate slurry, as defined in section 203-5 of Standard Specifications for
Public Works Construction, may be required one year after acceptance of
street(s) by the City if the condition of the street(s) warrant its application as
determined by City Engineer. All striping shall be replaced in kind.
LD24. (IP) Prior to approval of the improvement plans, the developer shall provide
securities and agreements, submit clearances from all applicable agencies, and
pay all fees. (DC 9.14.210)
LD25. (IP) The street improvement plans shall comply with the following design
standards throughout this project:
a.

All driveways shall conform to the applicable City of Moreno Valley
standards and shall be shown on the street improvement plans. (DC
9.14.100)

b.

All driveways shall be located at a minimum of two (2) feet from the
property line prolongation at the curb. (DC 9.14.100)

c.

Concrete sidewalks shall be constructed along all public street frontages
in accordance with City Standard 210.

d.

Street lights shall be provided along streets adjoining and within the
subject site in accordance with Standard 500/501 or as approved by the
City Engineer. (GP Objective 44, DC 9.14.100)

LD26. (CO) Prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy or building final, all existing
and new utilities adjacent to and on-site shall be placed underground in
accordance with City of Moreno Valley ordinances. (Ord, DC 9.14.130)
LD27. The final conditions of approval issued by the Planning Division subsequent to
Planning Commission approval shall be photographically placed on mylar sheets
and included in the Grading and street improvement plan sets on 24 x 36 inch
mylar and submitted with the plans for plan check. These conditions of approval
shall become part of these plan sets and the approved plans shall be available in
the field during grading and construction.
LD28. Prior to issuance of a building, permit the developer shall submit plans for review
and approval by the City Engineer, for a telecommunications conduit network that
provides for the future installation of cable, wire or fiber optic runs to a final
termination in a riser to an access panel in each home, apartment or lease space
constructed as part of this development. This network shall be installed,
completed and shall be dedicated to the City for public purposes prior to the first
occupancy of this development.
LD29. The City of Moreno Valley has recently adopted an area wide Transportation
Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF). All projects unless otherwise exempted shall be
subject to the payment of the TUMF prior to issuance of building permits. The
fees are subject to the provisions of the enabling ordinance and the fee schedule
in effect at the time of building permit issuance.
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Special Conditions

LD30. Prior to issuance of occupancy, the Developer shall construct public
improvements on Box Springs Road along project frontage consisting of
driveway approach, parkway drains, pavement, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and
undergrounding of overhead utilities.
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MORENO
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

Public Works
Transportation Engineering Division

VALLEY
MEMORANDUM
To:

Jeff Specter, Senior Associate Planner

From:

Vicente Giron, Associate Engineer

Date:

January 18, 2005

Subject:

Conditions of Approval for PA04-0173/PA04-0174 - Development Code
Amendment and Conditional Use Permit to reduce minimum area for a vehicle
sales business, from 2.5 to 0.75 acres and to establish used car business
located at 21115 Box Springs Road

Attached are the Transportation Engineering Conditions of approval for the subject project:

Approved by:
Craig S. Neustaedter, City Traffic Engineer

1 of 2
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
PA04-0173/PA04-0174
Development Code Amendment and Conditional Use Permit to reduce
the minimum area for a vehicle sales business, from 2.5 to 0.75 acres,
and to establish used car business located at 21115 Box Springs Road
Note: All Special conditions are in bold lettering. All other conditions are standard to
all or most development projects.
Transportation Engineering Division - Conditions of Approval
Based on the information contained in our standard review process we recommend the
following conditions of approval be placed on this project:

TE1.

All driveways will conform to Section 9.16.250, and Table 9.16.250A of the City's
Development Code - Design Guidelines, and City of Moreno Valley Standard No.
118 for commercial driveway approach. Gate shall be setback minimum of 20
feet from the property line.

TE2.

Sight distance at any proposed driveway(s) shall conform to City of Moreno Valley
Standard No. 125 & 126 at the time of preparation of final grading, landscape, and
street improvement plans.

TE3.

Prior to the sign-off of final inspection of the street improvements, all approved
signing and striping shall be installed per current City Standards and the approved
plans

TE4.

Prior to the final approval of the street improvement plans, a signing and striping
plan shall be prepared per City of Moreno Valley Standard Plans - Section 4 for all
streets with a cross section of 66'/44' and wider.

TE5.

Prior to the commencement of construction activity, construction traffic control plans
prepared by a Registered Civil or Traffic engineer may be required to be submitted
to the City for plan approval.

2of2
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
POLICE DEPARTMENT
PA04-0174 (Conditional Use Permit)
291-020-021

Note: All Special conditions are in bold lettering.
standard to all or most development projects

All other conditions are

PD1. Addresses shall be in plain view visible from the street and visible at night,
and shall include a back light, so the address will reflect at night or a
lighted address will be sufficient.
PD2. All exterior doors in the rear and the front of the buildings shall provide an
address or suite number.
PD3. Lighting shall be installed and strategically placed around the exterior of
the buildings and parking lot to insure a safe environment for customers
and employees.
PD4. Bushes that are near the exterior of the buildings shall not exceed 4' in
height.
PD5.

Window coverings shall comply with the city ordinance.
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9.12 SIGN REGULATIONS
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TItle 9 PLANNING AND ZONING

· !\ CodeAlert: This item has been affected by 759. Please refer to the CodeAlert Ordinance List for the most current
provisions.

The purpose and intent ofthis chapter is to establish the legal framework for a comprehensive system of sign
regulation to:
A. Aid in the identification of land uses and facilities to provide for public convenience;
B. Encourage signs that are attractive, discourage clutter and maintain a high quality visual image for the community;
C. Promote the economic weIJ-being of local businesses and the community;

D. Reduce traffic and safety hazards;
E. Ensure that signs are in keeping with the goals, objectives and policies of the city of Moreno VaIJey general plan;
and
F. Provide no more restrictions on speech than necessary to implement the purpose and intent of this chapter. (Ord.
545 § 2.2, 1998: Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part», 1996: Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

9.12.020

Appli<:a.l:>mty~

.
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A. General Provisions.
1. No sign shall be erected, placed or maintained, except as specified in this chapter. Where there is a conflict
between the provisions ofthis chapter and any other applicable regulations, the more restrictive provisions shall prevail.
2. Should any portion or provision of this chapter be determined by the courts to be unconstitutional or invalid, such
decision shall not affect the constitutionality or validity of the remaining portions ofthis chapter.
B. Sign Permits. All signs shall require permits and payment of applicable processing fees unless exempted by this
chapter. No permit shall be issued unless the sign is consistent with this chapter, any applicable sign program, specific
plan, and the city general plan. Applications for sign permits shall be made on forms approved by the community
development director and shall include such information determined by the director to be necessary to ensure compliance
with this chapter.
C. Content. All signs, regardless of content, shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter. Ideological and other
noncommercial messages may be displayed on any sign subject to the same limitations as commercial messages. (Ord.
694 § 1.1 (part), 2005; Ord. 545 § 2.3,1998: Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part», 1996: Ord. 426 § 3.1(g), 1994; Ord. 359
(part), 1992)

A. Sign Area. The area of a sign shall be the entire area that encloses the outside limits of the sign, including the sign
copy area and any frame, border, background area, structural trim, or other material forming an integral part ofthe sign.
B. Sign Copy Area. The sign copy area shall be the area that encloses the extreme limits of the area available for
displaying the desired message. The sign copy area includes both the written message and the background against which
the message can be displayed.

http://qcode. uslcodes/morenovalleyIview. php ?topic=9-9_12&showAll= 1&frames=on
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C. Measurement Criteria.

1. Only one side of a double-faced sign (a sign with two parallel, back-to-back faces) shall be counted in the
calculation of sign area or sign copy area.
2. The area (sign area/sign copy area) of three-dimensional signs such as spheres or cubes shall be considered to be
one-half of the total visible surface area of the sign.
3. If the sign consists of more than one section or module, all of the area, including the area between the sections or
modules, shall be included in the computation. The area between the sections of a wall sign shall not be included in the
computation.
4. If the sign is a wall sign composed of individual letters using the wall as a background, with no additional
elements, the sign area shall be equal to the sum of the area within the perimeter of each word and symbol. The perimeter
shall be delineated by drawing straight lines along the outside edge of each word or symbol. (Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A
(part», 1996: Ord. 359 (part), 1992)
9.12.040 ~x~~p~~i9f'1~'.

A. Exempt Signs. The following signs shall be exempt from the minor development review permit requirements, and
shall be permitted subject to the limitations contained in this chapter. However, a building permit may be required.
1. Change of copy involving no change in the structure, materials or dimensions ofthe sign;
2. Temporary holiday decorations;
3. Interior signs;
4. Licensed commercial vehicles (see Section 9.12.050(C) ofthis chapter regarding prohibited vehicle signs);
5. Memorial tablets and plaques;
6. Official and legal notices;
7. Public transportation vehicles and bus shelters;
8. Public utility signs;
9. Safety signs;
10. Residential identification signs (see subsection B ofthis section);
11. Temporary site identification signs (see subsection C of this section);
12. Window signs (see subsection D of this section);
13. For sale, lease or rent and personal message signs (see subsection E ofthis section);
14. Open house signs (see subsection F of this section);
15. On-site subdivision sale signs (see subsection G ofthis section);
16. Temporary political signs (see subsection H of this section);
17. Signs for projects under construction (see subsection I of this section);
18. Directional, warning and informational signs (see subsection J of this section);
19. Flags (see subsection K of this section);

20. Incidental signs (see Section 9.12.040(L»;
21. Agricultural signs (see Section 9. 12.040(M»;
22. Under-canopy signs (see Section 9.12.040(N».

http://qcode. us/codes/morenovalleyIview. php?topic=9-9_12&showAll= 1&frames=on
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B. Residential Identification Signs. The following signs shall be limited to a maximum area of four square feet and a
maximum letter height of four inches.
I. Residential building identification signs (identifYing the name of a residential complex, e.g., "Moreno Arms");
2. Residential name plate (identifYing the occupants, e.g., "The Smiths").
C. Temporary Site Identification Signs. Temporary site identification for public or quasi-public uses are permitted
subject to the following:
I. One sign not to exceed sixteen (16) square feet in area shall be permitted per street frontage;
2. The public or quasi-public use is not located within a permanent, full-time facility;
3. The public or quasi-public use has only intermittent or periodic use of the facility it occupies, e.g., a local ministry
holding weekly services in a school auditorium;
4. Such temporary signs must be displayed on the property at which the function is to take place;
5. Such temporary signs may only be displayed not more than twenty-four (24) hours before and while the facility is
used or occupied by the intermittent or periodic user and shaIl be removed immediately thereafter;
6. Temporary site identification signs may include A-frame type signs.
D. Window Signs. Window signs shall not obscure more than twenty-five (25) percent of the "clear sight" window
area situated between four and seven feet above the finished floor level.
E. For Sale, Lease or Rent and Personal Message Signs. For sale, lease, rent or personal message signs shall be
permitted to be placed in all zone classifications on the property offered for sale, lease or rent, or to which the personal
message applies, subject to the following regulations:
I. For single-family uses: one for sale, lease or rent sign per street frontage not to exceed four square feet in surface
area and not more than six feet in height;
2. For multiple-family residential uses: one sign for each street frontage, each sign not to exceed sixteen (16) square
feet in surface area and not more than six feet in height. In addition, a single banner sign may be used not to exceed forty
(40) square feet in area. Such banner shall be affixed to the wall of the building and maintained as described in Section
9.12.060(M);
3. For commercial, office and industrial uses: one sign per street frontage not to exceed twenty-four (24) square feet
in surface area and not more than six feet in height; in addition, a single banner may be used not to exceed forty (40)
square feet in area. Such banner shall be affixed to the wall of the building and maintained as described in Section
9. I 2.060(M).
4. For agriculture uses: one sign for each street frontage, each sign not to exceed sixteen (16) square feet in surface
area and not more than six feet in height;
5. For sale, lease or rent signs shall be removed within fifteen (15) days of the execution of the sale, lease or rent
agreement ofthe property or space for which the sign was erected;
6. Personal message signs: one sign of a noncommercial nature not exceeding eight square feet in area and not more
than six feet in height.
F. Open House Signs. Off-premises temporary open house signs shall be permitted to be placed in all zone
classifications subject to the following regulations:
I. Off-premises temporary real estate open house signs shall only be permitted in conjunction with an open house
event held for the resale on one single-family residence, mobile home, condominium or townhouse;
2. A maximum of five off-premises open house signs shall be allowed for each open house event;
3. No more than one open house sign shall be permitted to be placed on any interior parcel and no more than two
signs (one per street frontage) shall be permitted on any corner lot;
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4. Off-premises temporary open house signs shall only be displayed during daylight hours;
5. Off-premises temporary open house signs shall not exceed four square feet in area;
6. Off-premises temporary open house signs are prohibited within the public right-of-way and shall not be installed in
a manner which creates a hazard for vehicle or pedestrian traffic;
7. Off-premises temporary open house signs may only be located adjacent to street intersections and must be placed
outside of the public right-of-way. The definition of "right-of-way," as found in Chapter 9.15, includes "the entire width
of property for the use of highways ... ". Therefore, this item will require that temporary open house signs be located on
private property. Placement of open house signs will require the written pennission from the private property owners
upon which such signs are placed.
G. Subdivision Sale Signs. The following standards shall apply for the construction and installation of on-site
subdivision sale signs. On-site subdivision signs, advertising the original sale of a subdivision, are allowed within the
boundaries of a subdivision subject to the following minimum standards:
1. No sign shall exceed one hundred (100) square feet in area;
2. No sign shall be within one hundred (100) feet of any existing off-site residence;
3. No more than two such signs shall be placed within any subdivision; and
4. No such sign shall be artificially lighted.
H. Temporary Political Signs.
1. Temporary political signs are permitted in all zoning districts subject to the following limitations:
a. No such sign shall exceed thirty-two (32) square feet;
b. No freestanding temporary political sign shall exceed six feet in height;
c. No lot shall contain temporary political signs having an aggregate surface area in excess of eighty (80) square feet;
d. No such sign shall be artificially lighted;
e. No such sign shall be erected or placed more than ninety (90) days prior to the scheduled election to which it
pertains, except that a sign erected or placed for a candidate who prevails in a primary election may be maintained until
ten (10) days after the final election; all other signs shall be removed within ten (10) days after the scheduled election to
which they pertain;
f. No such sign shall be erected, placed or maintained upon any private property without the consent of the owner,
lessee or person in lawful possession of such property;
g. No temporary political sign shall be erected, placed or maintained on any publicly owned building, structure, tree
or shrub; or upon any portion of a public street or highway right-of-way which is used for traffic or parking;
h. No temporary political sign shall be erected, placed or maintained so that it does any of the following:
i.

Mars, defaces, disfigures or damages any public building, structure or other property,

II.

Endangers the safety of persons or property,

iii. Obscures the view of any fire hydrant, traffic sign, traffic signal, street sign or public informational sign,
IV.

Blocks lines of sight to areas of vehicular or pedestrian traffic.

2. Any temporary political sign erected, placed or maintained in violation of any provisions of this section will
removed by the city five days after notice of the violation is given to the concerned candidate or sponsor, and to the
owner, lessee or person in lawful possession of the property; provided however, that any temporary sign erected, placed
or maintained on any public property or right-of-way in violation of subsections (H)(1)(e), (H)(l)(g) or (H)(1)(h) of this
section, or which constitutes an immediate danger to the safety of person or property may be removed by the city
summarily and without notice. The city may bill for and/or bring an action to recover the reasonable cost of sign removal
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from any party or parties found to be responsible for the violation under this section.

1. Signs for Projects Under Construction. Contractor or construction signs, future tenant identification signs, real
estate signs for sale or lease may be permitted during construction, provided that all of the following are met:
I. Thirty-two (32) square foot maximum;
2. Maximum of eight feet in height;
3. Signs shall be placed no closer than ten (10) feet to any property line;
4. Signs shall be removed within ten (10) calendar days of issuance of a certificate of occupancy;
5. Where a project has in excess of six hundred (600) lineal feet of street frontage, one additional sign shall be
permitted for each full six hundred (600) lineal feet of street frontage and shall be separated by a minimum distance of
six hundred (600) feet;
6. Sign square footage may be combined for a maximum of seventy-two (72) square feet to advertise more than one
of the categories identified above (i.e., construction sign and future tenant sign); and
7. For residential projects of four dwelling units or less, a total of one sign per street frontage may be placed on the
site, provided that each sign has a maximum of eight square feet, has a maximum height of five feet, and is located no
closer than five feet to any property line.
l
Directional, Warning or Informational Signs. The following directional, warning and informational signs are
permitted:

1. Signs providing direction (e.g., exit or entrance), warning or information, as required or authorized by law or by
any federal, state, county, special district or city authority;
2. "No Trespassing," "No Parking," and similar warning signs to a maximum of four square feet per sign.
K. Flags and Flagpoles.

1. Residential Uses. Any number of flags of a noncommercial nature are allowed.
2. Nonresidential Developments.
a. A total of three flags may be displayed, inclusive of official flags and flags of a commercial nature, except that
additional official flags may be allowed with a sign permit. Official flags are flags of any nation, state, county, city or
other noncommercial organization.
b. Subject to approval of a sign permit, a maximum of two flags of a commercial nature may be displayed on vertical
poles; each such flag shaIJ be no larger than four feet by six feet in size.
c. When a sign permit is required for a flag(s), said permit may be approved if the community development director
finds the flag(s) compliments the design of the development where it is to be displayed.
3. Flags shall be displayed on poles manufactured for such purpose. Flagpole(s) may be erected not less than ten (10)
feet from any property line. The height or the top of each flagpole shall not exceed the maximum building height for the
zone in which it is located.
4. Flags shall be maintained in good condition and shall not extend beyond the property line of the property on which
they are located.
L. Incidental Signs. Incidental signs which show notices of services provided or required by law, trade affiliations,
credit cards accepted, and the like shall be exempt from the provisions of the minor development review process
provided all ofthe following are met:

1. Such signs are attached to an otherwise approved freestanding sign, structure or building;
2. There are no more than four such signs; and
3. No sign exceeds an area per face of two square feet.
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M. Agricultural Signs. Signs identifying agricultural products grown or raised on the premises are permitted, and shall
be subject to the following:
I. The number of such signs shall be limited to one per street frontage;
2. If wall-mounted, the sign shall be located below the roof line;
3. Freestanding signs shall be no higher than six feet; and
4. Each sign shall have an area no greater than four square feet for parcels two acres or less, no greater than sixteen
(16) square feet for parcels larger than two acres.
N. Under-Canopy Signs.
1. An under-canopy sign is a pedestrian-oriented sign suspended beneath a covered walkway (arcade) with businesses

along one or both sides of the walkway.
2. An under-canopy sign shall be oriented perpendicular to the building face.
3. Each tenant within a nonresidential multitenant project may install an under-canopy sign not to exceed four square
feet in area near the business entrance.
4. Each under-canopy sign shall provide a minimum clearance of eight feet between the bottom of the sign and the
walkway below.
5. Under-canopy signs shall be constructed of material compatible with the building material. (Ord. 720 § 2.1, 2006;
Ord. 694 § l.l (part), 2005; Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996: Ord. 451 § 1.1, 1995; Ord. 434 § 1.1, 1994; Ord. 426 §
3.1 (h), 1994; Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

The following signs are prohibited, except as otherwise provided in this section:
A. Roof signs extending above the eave or parapet line, except when the community development director finds the
sign is an integrated feature of the architectural design or complements the design of the building;

B. Except as provided in Section 9.12.060(A) of this chapter, signs which move in any manner, have any portions
which move, convey the illusion of motion, revolve or rotate, emit sounds, odors or visible matter, or that incorporate
reflective materials that shimmer, glisten or glimmer or flash;
C. Vehicle signs placed or attached on vehicles (or trailers) parked on or adjacent to any property, the purpose of
which is to attract attention to a business on such property or a product or service provided on such property;
D. Portable signs, including A-frame signs, except as permitted under Section 9.12.040(C) of this chapter;
E. Off-site signs, except as permitted by Sections 9.12.060(L) and 9.12.080 of this chapter;
F. Signs within the public right-of-way, except those required by a governmental agency and temporary political
signs and off-site directional signs subject to the provisions of Sections 9. 12.040(H) and 9.12.060(L) of this chapter;
G. Outside light bulb strings, except for temporary uses such as, but not limited to, Christmas tree lots, carnivals, and
other similar uses subject to prior approval of a temporary use permit pursuant to the provisions of Section 9.02.150 of
this title. This shall not be construed to preclude the year-round use of strings of mini-lights typically used as a Christmas
tree decoration;
H. Banners, flags, pennants, and balloons, except as specifically permitted by the provisions of Section 9.12.040(E),
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(K) and (M) of this chapter;

I. Other advertising devices used to attract attention, including statues and inflatables, except as permitted for special
events under Section 9.12.060(K) of this chapter;

1.

Signs which are an imitation of, or resemble official traffic warning devices or signs, that by color, location or
lighting, may confuse or disorient vehicular or pedestrian traffic. This prohibition shall not include traffic or directional
signs installed on private property to control on-site traffic;
K. Signs which permit beams or rays of light to be directed at any portion of the traveled way or which are of such
intensity or brilliance as to cause glare or to impair the vision or otherwise interfere with the driver of any motor vehicle;
L. All signs not otherwise permitted by the provisions ofthis title;
M. Signs attached to trees or shrubs;
N. Signs painted on roofs, fences or walls;
O. Projecting signs, except as provided in Section 9.12.060(1) of this chapter. (Ord. 694 § 1.1 (part), 2005; Ord. 489 §
1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996: Ord. 426 § 3.10), 1994; Ord. 359 (part), 1992)
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Figure 9.12..0s0..8
Types or Signs

A. General Provisions.
I. The following signs shall be permitted subject to a sign permit:
a. Modified monument signs;
b. Tenant identification (walJ) signs;
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c. Drive-through restaurant menu boards;
d. Freeway signs;
e. Gas station signs;
f.

Theater marquees;

g. Internal guidance signs;
h. Directory signs;
\.

Special event signs;

J.

Off-site directional signs;

k. Banners.
2. Changeable Copy. The signs described in this section may include manual, electronic or mechanically activated
changeable copy comprising not more than fifty (50) percent of the sign copy area. Such changeable copy shall not blink,
flash or change in appearance more than once in three seconds. Manually activated changeable copy signs shall use no
more than two colors and shall be enclosed within a cabinet with a clear protective cover.
B. Modified Monument Sign Requirements.
1. Commercial and Industrial Developments. One sign is allowed per driveway not to exceed a total per street
frontage of two square feet of copy area and two and one-half square feet of sign area respectively for each one thousand
(1,000) square feet of gross floor area within the development. With respect to a single building of less than ten thousand
(10,000) square feet in gross floor area located on an individual parcel with street frontage, such sign need not be less
than twenty (20) square feet in sign copy area and thirty-five (35) square feet in sign area per street frontage.
2. Residential Developments.
a. Neighborhood Identification Signs.
\.

One non illuminated neighborhood identification sign is permitted at each street entrance to each neighborhood.

ii. Neighborhood identification signs shall not exceed twenty-five (25) square feet in copy area, forty-five (45) feet in
sign area and six feet in height.
iii. The content of such signs shall be limited to the name of the neighborhood.
iv. All neighborhood identification signs shall be designed for maximum vandal resistance and shall be made of
masonry, cement, or other materials of comparable durability. Such signs may be either freestanding or affixed to the
neighborhood perimeter wall.
v. All neighborhood identification signs shall comply with the sight distance requirements for traffic safety.
vi. No neighborhood identification sign shall be allowed unless a homeowners' association or community services
district is responsible for sign maintenance.
vii. Any neighborhood identification sign located within a city right-of-way shall require an encroachment permit for
such sign from the city engineer.
b. Multiple-Family Complex. One sign is permitted per street frontage not to exceed twelve (12) square feet in copy
area, twenty-five (25) square feet in sign area and six feet in height. The content of such signs shall be limited to the
name of the complex and the range of addresses within the complex.
c. Temporary Model Home Complex. Two nonilluminated signs are permitted not to exceed twenty-five (25) square
feet in copy area, forty-five (45) square feet in sign area and six feet in height at each major entrance to the complex.
Such signs shall be removed at the completion of home sales.
3. Institutional Signs Within Residential Districts. One modified monument sign not to exceed thirty-six (36) square
feet in copy area, forty-eight (48) square feet in sign area and eight feet in height is permitted to identifY the premises of
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a place of religious worship or similar quasi-public institution.
4. Sign Height and Area.
a. The height of a modified monument sign is the vertical dimension measured from the average finished grade level
to the highest point of the sign. The height of a modified monument sign shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet.
b. . The maximum height of a sign located on a berm with a finished grade level more than two feet above the top of
the street curb shall be reduced an amount equal to the distance that the grade level exceeds two feet above the top of
curb.
c. Where topographic constraints make the established copy height standards impractical, the community
development director may adjust the height requirements on a project by project basis.
d. The sign area of a modified monument sign may not exceed the limits prescribed in this section unless a
determination is made by the decision-making body that an increase is needed to improve the compatibility of the sign
with the architecture of the development where the sign is to be located. This provision shall not be construed to apply to
the sign copy area.
5. Addresses. Addresses with a minimum of six-inch letters shall be located above the copy area. If a series of
addresses are located within the project, the address shall include the entire address range beginning with the lowest
number. Addresses shall not be considered in the calculation of the copy area.
6. Vacant Spaces. Any vacant tenant spaces on a multitenant modified monument sign shall appear opaque until
occupied using a material and texture consistent with the rest of the sign copy area.
7. Opaque Backgrounds. The sign copy area shall be designed with opaque backgrounds such that when illuminated
from behind, only the sign text is illuminated against a dark (unlighted) background.
8. Application to Multitenant Centers. Modified monument sign standards apply to any development designed as an
integrated center with shared parking and access. Leasing to individual tenants or subdivision of the center shall not
establish separate sign privileges for each tenant or parcel.
9. Setback Requirements. Modified monument signs may be placed at the ultimate street right-of-way line, except
that they shall not encroach within the limited use area described in the landscape development guidelines and
specifications.
C. Tenant Identification (Wall) Sign Requirements.
I. Signs on Buildings Up to Two Stories High. Each tenant may erect a wall sign on the front, side and rear ofthe
building space occupied by such tenant with a sign area not to exceed ten (10) percent of the building face occupied by
such tenant, except that such sign need not be less than twenty (20) square feet in area.
2. Signs Within Any District on Buildings Over Two Stories High.
a. One wall sign not to exceed two percent ofthe building face may be placed above the windows of the highest floor
on each exterior wall (front, rear and side) ofthe building. Such sign(s) shall display the name of the building or the
major tenant.
b. Up to four wall signs per building, each not to exceed twenty (20) square feet in area, may be placed below the
second floor to identifY building tenants.
3. Residential Uses. One wall sign is permitted per street frontage of a multiple-family complex not to exceed twelve
(12) square feet in area. The content of such signs shall be limited to the name of the complex and the range of addresses
within the complex.
4. Approved Types of Wall Signs. Wall signs shall consist of individually mounted channel letters, carved or routed
wood, neon, sculptured cans, can signs and awning signs.
5. Wall Sign Specifications.
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a. The copy area of a can wall sign shall use an opaque background. The retainer shall be decorative.
b. Individually mounted letters may be constructed of metal, plastic or foam, provided that the letters are a minimum
of one inch in depth and the density of the plastic or foam is three pounds or greater. Alternative materials may be
approved provided they are equivalent in durability to the above-referenced materials.
c. Carved or routed wood signs shall be constructed of redwood, cedar, balsa or an equivalent material. Wood signs
shall be coated with sealer to minimize weathering. Plywood signs are prohibited.
d. Letters or graphics on an awning sign shall be painted, printed or affixed flat against the surface of an awning. An
awning is a roof-like cover constructed of nonrigid material over a supporting framework that projects from the exterior
wall of a building.
6. Raceways and Conduit. Raceways and electrical conduit shall not be visible.
D. Drive-Through Restaurant Menu Boards. Two additional signs shall be permitted for the purpose of displaying the
type and price of products sold on-site to drive-through customers. Such signs may include a speaker system to allow
drive-through customers to order food and beverages. Such signs shall not exceed thirty-six (36) square feet in area and
six feet in height.
E. Freeway Signs. One freestanding on-site sign shall be permitted per parcel or business complex, provided that the
sign is located within six hundred sixty (660) feet of a freeway right-of-way. Such sign shall not exceed forty-five (45)
feet in height and one hundred fifty (150) feet in sign area. The sign area may not exceed the limits prescribed in this
section unless a determination is made by the community development director that an increase is needed to improve the
compatibility of the sign with the architecture ofthe development where the sign is to be located.
F. Gas Station Signs.
1. Modified Monument Signs. Gas stations shall be allowed one modified monument sign per street frontage to
identify the business and the state-mandated price identification. Each sign shall not exceed forty (40) square feet in copy
area and seventy-five (75) square feet in sign area, except that up to forty-five (45) square feet in copy area may be
allowed where there is joint use of a gas station with other businesses.
2. Gas Pump Island Signs. Signs are allowed on or above the fuel pumps not to exceed a maximum aggregate surface
area of four square feet per linear foot of pump island.

3. Gas Pump Canopy (Liter Box) Signs. Letters and symbols placed on the canopy over the fuel pumps shall not
exceed twenty (20) percent of the total surface area of each face of the canopy.
G. Theater Marquees. Theater marquees shall be subject to review by the community development director.
H. Internal Guidance Signs. Internal guidance signs may be erected to direct pedestrian or vehicular traffic within the
internal circulation system of a business or residential complex. Internal guidance signs shall list one or more of the
businesses or buildings on the premises and indicate the recommended route to the businesses or buildings. Such signs
shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet in height. Such signs shall be oriented for viewing from within the premises, and shall
not be readily visible from outside of the premises in which they are located. Internal guidance signs located twenty (20)
feet or more from the public right-of-way and less than four square feet in sign area do not require a sign permit.
I.

Directory Signs.

I. Vehicular-Oriented Directory Signs. One vehicular-oriented directory sign may be required near each major
entrance of a multiple-structure project. One vehicular-oriented directory sign shall be permitted near each major
entrance of a multitenant, business complex. Such signs shall not exceed forty-eight (48) square feet in sign area and
eight feet in height. A vehicular-oriented directory sign shall not be placed at the driveway entrance but shall be located
in an easily accessible location adjacent to the driveway. Such sign may contain a list and map and accompanying legend
indicating the name of the development, streets, buildings, unit numbers and fire hydrant locations within the
development. Vehicle-oriented directory signs shall be oriented for viewing from within the complex and not from the
street outside of the complex.
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2. Pedestrian-Oriented Directory Signs. One pedestrian-oriented directory sign not to exceed ten (10) square feet in
copy area shall be permitted for each multitenant building in a business or residential complex. Such sign shall list each
business or residence located within the building and its address.
1. Projecting Signs. A projecting sign may be permitted in lieu of a modified monument sign based on a
determination by the decision-making body that the physical limitations of the site make it impractical to erect a
modified monument sign on the premises. The copy area and sign area shall not exceed the size of the modified
monument sign.
K. Special Event Signs.
1. Special event signs are permitted subject to the following:

a. Definition. A "special promotion" means a commercial event for which the special use of special event signs
which are otherwise prohibited by this chapter, are permitted with a granting of a permit by the community development
department prior to such displays. No special promotion shall exceed thirty (30) days during any calendar year at anyone
address or location within the city;
b. The community development director shall issue permits for "special event signs" not to exceed thirty (30) days
during any calendar year. The applicant for such special event signs may elect to determine how the days shall be
allocated to that particular address or premises within the city. However, no more than three permits may be issued per
calendar year;
c. Applications for "special event sign" permits shall be filed with the community development department, at least
five days prior to the beginning of the event; provided, however, that the community development director may exempt
an applicant from the five days application prior to the beginning of an event provided the applicant files a declaration
under penalty of perjury that the nature of his business activities does not permit advance knowledge by the applicant of
the time of any particular "special event" and that such applicant agrees that he will not exceed the total number of thirty
(30) days within any calendar year.
d. All special event signs shall comply with the following requirements and restrictions:
The applicant shall obtain any other required permits, licenses, written approvals from the city or other agencies
and observe all laws concerning health and safety.
I.

ii. Written approval from the property owner or authorized agent shall be submitted with the permit application.
iii. A copy of the approved permit application will be furnished by the community development department. This
copy, and all other required permits, must be displayed in a conspicuous place on the premises throughout the duration of
the event.
iv. Signs, advertising devices and other approved outdoor displays shall substantially conform in size and location to
the site plan sketched on or attached to the permit and conform with any restrictions stated upon the permit.
v. Signs, advertising devices and other approved outdoor displays shall be erected or placed only on property in
possession or control of the permittee. No off-site signs or displays shall be permitted.
vi. Within ten (10) feet of any vehicular access or five feet of any public street property line, no sign, advertising
device, or other approved outdoor display shall exceed thirty (30) inches in height above street curb. No public right-ofway shall be used for locating any sign or display.
vii. Signs or banners shall be permitted with an area of one square foot for each lineal foot of store or building front,
owned or operated by the permittee, up to a maximum of eighty (80) square feet.
viii. All signs, or other approved outdoor displays shall be erected and maintained in a clean, safe manner and in good
repair at all times.
ix. The community development director may impose special requirements and restrictions when unusual conditions
exist at or near the proposed event location. Such restrictions shall be listed on the approved permit application and shall
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be adhered to throughout the duration of the event.
x. Search lights may be permitted concurrently with other signs as part of a special event promotion.
2. Special event signs for grand openings shall be permitted in addition to the time frames specified above, provided
that no additional time shall be granted for inflatable signs.
a. No sign shall be displayed more than thirty (30) calendar days;
b. The event is for the original opening of a business at a particular location, within thirty (30) days after occupancy.
Existing businesses may qualify if the ownership and the name of the business is changed. A grand opening is not an
annual or occasional sales promotion or the opening of a related store at another location;
c. The requirements of special event signs are met.
3. Inflatable Signs. Inflatables shall be allowed with a special event sign permit, provided that:
a. Inflatables shall not be displayed for more than thirty (30) days per calendar year;
b. Balloons and blimps shall not exceed a maximum height of fifty (50) feet above grade;
c. Large (greater than forty (40) inches in diameter) balloons and blimps shall be permitted for commercial uses only;
d. Any size balloon or blimp may be illuminated but may not have been constructed of reflective material.
L. Off-Site Directional Signs. Only off-site directional signs which are in conformance with this section may be
erected or maintained within the city. Off-site directional signs shall only be permitted for residential subdivisions, public
and quasi-public uses or facilities. The following standards shall apply to the construction and installation of off-site
directional signs:
I. The city shall designate an organization for administration of the terms of this section, except that the organization
shall have no enforcement powers hereunder. The duties of the organization under this section include, but are not
limited to, the following:
a. Timely, equitable and nondiscriminatory processing of applications to install a directional sign on a kiosk;
b. Obtaining sites and approvals for kiosk locations;
c. Timely construction and installation of kiosks and directional signs; and
d. Maintenance of kiosks, kiosk sites and directional signs in a neat, clean and orderly condition.
2. The duties imposed upon the organization pursuant to this section may be exercised by a third party, subject to
prior approval of such third party by the public works director.
3. The design of kiosks and directional signs shall be prepared by the organization and submitted to the city for
written approval by the public works director.
4. Kiosks and directional signs shall conform to the following general standards:
a. Kiosks shall contain no more than eight directional signs per face;
b. No kiosk shall have more than one face, except that additional faces, not to exceed three in number, may be
approved for specific locations by the planning commission;
c. No kiosk shall exceed nine feet in height or five feet in width;
d. Each directional sign shall be nine inches high and five feet long;
e. Directional signs may contain the following information: name of use; applicant logo; and a directional arrow;
f. No tag sign, streamer, device, display board, or other appurtenance may be added to or placed upon any kiosk or
kiosk site, except as approved in writing by the public works director;
g. Kiosks will be permitted in all land use districts and on private or public property or right-of-way, subject in each
case to written permission of the owner of such property or right-of-way and subject to written approval of the city.
Permission of the property owner for each kiosk site shall be filed with the public works director. Approval of the city
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may be obtained in the following manner:
l.

By designation as an approved site by the public works director,

II.

For kiosks of one face, by the public works director, and

For kiosks of two or more faces, by the planning commission, except that the public works director may give
interim approval of such sites for a period of thirty (30) days or less;
III.

h. All liabilities, costs and expenses arising out of the siting, installation and construction of kiosks and directional
signs, and out of administering the provisions of this section, other than enforcement expenses related to violations of
this section, shall be borne by the organization; the organization shall enter into an agreement with the city, under which
it indemnifies, defends and holds harmless the city, in such form as approved by the public works director and city
attorney, and shall provide public liability insurance in the minimum amount of three hundred thousand dollars
($300,000.00) naming the city as additional insured and in such form and with a company or companies approved by the
director of public works and city attorney; and the city shall have no liability therefor.
i. In addition to other penalties provided by law, including those set forth in this section, any directional sign erected,
constructed, installed or maintained in violation of this section shall be deemed a public nuisance and may be summarily
abated as such by the city.
M. Banners.
I. General Provisions.
a. Banners shall be maintained free from deterioration, disrepair or other condition that would create a nuisance as
described in Section 6.04.030(P) ofthis code.
b. Banners shall be attached to buildings unless otherwise specified in this section. The banners shall be securely
fastened at all four corners to the wall ofthe building on which it is located. The method of attachment shall prevent the
banner from flapping in the wind.
c. A banner shall not obscure windows, doors, lighting fixtures, other signs, nor shall it be displayed above the walls
ofthe building on which it is located.
2. Promotional Advertising Banners.
a. A "promotional advertising banner" means a banner advertising the name of a business or a product or service
provided on the premises.
b. No promotional advertising banner shall be displayed unless authorized by permit issued by the community
development department. Each may cover more than one banner. A banner permit shall be effective for as long as the
business receiving the permit has a valid business license for the location. A new permit shall be required if the business
moves to a new location. Banners shall be maintained in good condition and in conformance with the approved permit.
c. Banners shall be displayed on the wall(s) of the building space occupied by the business advertised on the banner,
not to exceed one banner per wall and two banners per business. Each promotional advertising banner shall not exceed
ten (10) percent of the area of the building face on which it is placed.
d. In the case of a business engaged in a substantially outdoor enterprise, the community development director may
permit a promotional advertising banner to be placed in a location other than the wall of a building occupied by such
business and of a size that would be enjoyed by a typical indoor business situated on a site of the same size.
e. A copy of the approved banner permit shall be displayed in a conspicuous place on the premises in full public view
for as long as the permit is in effect.
f. A promotional advertising banner shall not be displayed in lieu of a permanent wall or canopy sign except during
the first sixty (60) days of issuance of the certificate of occupancy for the business.
g. A promotional advertising banner shall not be displayed facing a freeway.
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3. Quasi-Public Uses. One banner not to exceed sixteen (16) square feet in sign area may be displayed per street
frontage in conjunction with a quasi-public use.
N. Off-Site Real Estate Signs.
1. An off-site real estate sign is a sign advertising real estate that is for sale, rent, lease or exchange where the
advertised property is not the same property on which the sign is located.
2. No off-site real estate sign may be illuminated.
3. No off-site real estate sign shall be allowed without written consent of the property owner.
4. No off-site real estate sign shall be installed in a manner that creates a hazard for vehicle or pedestrian traffic. All
off-site real estate signs shall comply with the sight distance requirements for traffic safety.
5. Off-site real estate signs are prohibited within the public right-of-way.
6. No off-site real estate sign shall exceed twenty-four (24) square feet in area or eight feet in height.
7. Off-site real estate signs shall be made of weather-resistant materials, maintained in good condition and kept free
of graffiti. No paper, cardboard, lightweight plastic or similar fragile material shall be used. Off-site real estate signs
shall be coated with materials that allow graffiti to be removed easily.
8. The content of each off-site real estate sign shall be limited to the information identified in Section 713 of the
California Civil Code: a statement that the property is for sale, lease or exchange; directions to the property; and the
owner's or agent's name, address and telephone number.
9. Off-site real estate signs shall be removed within ten (10) days of the execution ofthe sale, lease, exchange or
rental agreement for the property for which the sign is erected. (Ord. 694 § 1.1 (part), 2005; Ord. 604 §§ 2.19,2.20,
2002; Ord. 575 § 2.5, 2000; Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996: Ord. 475 § 1.4 (part), 1995; Ord. 426 § 3.1(j), 1994;
Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

A. An integrated sign program may be requested by the property owner for all nonresidential projects greater than
fifteen (15) gross acres in area. The sign program shall be subject to review by the community development director. A
sign program may deviate from any of the standards provided in this section.
B. Sign programs in effect prior to adoption of this title shall be considered valid upon adoption of this title. Such
programs may be converted to the standards given in this section if the landowner files a notice of intent with the
community development director. (Ord. 694 § 1.1 (part), 2005; Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part», 1996: Ord. 426 § 3.1(k),
1994; Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

A. General Provisions.
1. An "outdoor advertising display" means a sign that meets both of the following criteria:
a. The sign contains any component that is more than nine feet in height above the ground or more than five feet in
width; and
b. The sign advertises any establishment, product, service or activity which is not located, sold, produced or furnished
on the property where the sign is located. This criterion includes any sign regulated by the California Outdoor
Advertising Act.
2. No person shall erect, use or maintain any outdoor advertising display in the city, except in accordance with the
provisions of this section. Where there is a conflict between this section and any other applicable regulations, the more
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restrictive provisions shall prevail.
3. Because outdoor advertising displays have been determined to be a visual blight which is offensive to the aesthetic
standards of the community, contribute to traffic hazards by distracting driver's attention and reduce the visibility of
other signs that contribute to the economic well-being of the community, no new outdoor advertising displays shall be
allowed. The lawfully established outdoor advertising displays in existence as of the date of adoption of Ordinance 545
are determined to be legal nonconforming outdoor advertising displays.
B. Legal Nonconforming Outdoor Advertising Displays.
1. A legal nonconforming outdoor advertising display:
a. Shall not be structurally altered to extend its useful life;
b. Shall not be expanded in any dimension, including size, display area, or height beyond the dimensions of such sign
on the date of adoption of Ordinance 545;
c. Shall not be reestablished after damage or destruction of more than fifty (50) percent of its construction value, as
determined by the building official; and
d.

Shall be maintained in accordance with Section 9.12.090(B)(9) of this chapter.

2. No land division, new structure or building, nor any building expansion of fifty (50) percent or more in area shall
be allowed on a site which contains a legal nonconforming outdoor advertising display until the display is removed from
the site.
C. Removal of Legal Nonconforming Outdoor Advertising Displays.

1. All legal nonconforming outdoor advertising displays, meeting the requirements of Sections 5412.1 and 5412.2 of
the California Business and Professions Code, shall be removed, without compensation, from the site upon which they
are located, in accordance with the following schedule. This schedule shall commence upon the date of written notice of
removal requirement:

Fair Market Value on Date of Notice of Removal Requirement
Under $1,999.00
$2,000.00 to $3,999.00
$4,000.00 to $5,999.00
$6,000.00 to $7,999.00
$8,000.00 to $9,999.00

Minimum Years Allowed
2
3
4
5
6

$10,000.00 and over

7

2. The value of a display shall be determined by the community development director in accordance with current
department of transportation valuation schedules, and shall be sent to the owner of the display. Any disagreement of the
value shall follow appeal procedures set forth in Section 9.02.240 ofthis title.
3. The city may require the removal of any legal nonconforming outdoor advertising display, which cannot otherwise
be removed under Sections 5412.1 and 5412.2, 5440 and 5461 of the State Business and Professions Code, provided that
payment of compensation is made pursuant to Section 5412 of the State Business and Professions Code, if payment of
compensation is required. Compensation, when payable will be determined by the community development director
based on current department of transportation valuation schedules unless otherwise provided by law.
D. Compliance with State and Local Codes. All advertising displays which are placed or which exist in violation of
the provisions of the State Business and Professions Code, Federal Highway Act, or city ordinances, shall be deemed a
public nuisance and shall be subject to removal in accordance with applicable laws or regulations. (Ord. 694 § 1.1 (part),
2005; Ord. 545 § 2.4,1998: Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996; Ord. 475 § 1.4 (part), 1995; Ord. 359 (part), 1992)
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A. Compliance with Building Code. All signs shall comply with the appropriate detailed provisions of the city
building code and the Uniform Sign Code relative to design and construction, structural integrity, connections and safety.
Signs shall also comply with the provisions of the applicable electric codes, with other applicable ordinances, and the
additional construction standards set forth in this section.
B. Construction and Maintenance of Signs.
I. Each sign hereafter erected or remodeled shall bear, in a permanent position, clearly legible identification decals
stating the firm or corporation responsible for its construction and erection. Electric signs shall be marked with input
amperages at the full load input.
2. Each sign shall have a specified sticker provided by the community development department that identifies the
permit number that was originally issued by the building inspector, and such sticker must be visibly placed on the frame
or outer perimeter of the sign.
3. No sign shall be erected, constructed or maintained so as to obstruct any fire escape, required exit, window or door
opening, unless authorized by special user permit. No sign shall be attached in any form, shape or manner which will
interfere with an opening required for ventilation, except in circumstances when not in violations ofthe Uniform
Building Code or fire prevention or other applicable codes or ordinances.

4. Signs shall be located so as to maintain horizontal and vertical clearance of all overhead electrical conductors in
accordance with the Uniform Building Code and the regulations of the Public Utilities Commission.

5. Signs that require water distribution, or as required by the community development department, shall be properly
guttered and connected with down spouts to storm drains so that water will not drip or flow onto public sidewalks or
streets.
6. All permanent freestanding signs or poles shall be self-supporting structures erected on and permanently attached
to concrete foundations. Such structures or poles shall be fabricated only from steel or other such materials as allowed by
the Uniform Building Code or building official.

7. All signs shall be constructed to withstand wind loads, in accordance with the Uniform Building Code.
8. Signs shall be anchored to prevent any lateral movement that would cause wear on supporting members or
connections.
9. All signs shall be structurally safe, and shall be fabricated, constructed, erected or installed and maintained in such
a manner as will comply with the provisions of this chapter and with all applicable federal, state and city regulations. The
display surface of all signs shall be kept clean, neatly painted and free from graffiti, rust and corrosion. Any cracked or
broken surfaces and malfunctioning or damaged portions of a sign shall be repaired or replaced within thirty (30)
calendar days following notification by the city. Noncompliance with such a request shall constitute a nuisance, and will
be abated in accordance with the provisions of Section 1.01.250 of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code. (Ord. 694 § 1.1
(part), 2005; Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996: Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

A. Signs shall be internally illuminated, except that indirect lighting shall be permitted provided the light source shall
not spill over on adjacent properties or road right-of-way and is not visible from the street, public parking area or public
thoroughfare. The light fixtures shall be screened from view.
B. Signs incorporating neon to highlight the desired message against an opaque background are permitted provided
that:
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1. Neon lights installed within twelve (12) feet ofthe ground shall be enclosed or covered by a protective transparent
shield; and
2. Neon signs shall not exceed thirty (30) milliamps. (Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996: Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

9.12.110 Discontinued uses.
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Signs which advertise activities, businesses, business directories, services or products, which are no longer conducted
or sold on the premises, except for temporary closures for repairs, alteration or similar situation, shall be removed within
thirty (30) days of such discontinuance, abandonment or vacation of the premises. (Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996:
Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

9.1~.~20 Sign~ req~i~~d

to be removed.

Signs which are not removed in the specified time periods pursuant to the provisions ofthis chapter shall constitute a
nuisance, and shall be subject to removal under the provisions of Section 1.01.250 or other applicable provisions of the
Moreno Valley Municipal Code or as provided by law.
A. Nuisance Signs and Hazardous Signs. Every sign and advertising structure unlawfully placed on the public rightof-way or unlawfully projecting over the public right-of-way or unlawfully placed on public property, or declared to be
hazardous or unsafe by the community development director, is declared to be a public nuisance.
B. Removal of Signs-Nuisance Signs. The community development director may forthwith remove or correct or
cause to be moved or corrected, any sign or advertising structure without notice unlawfully placed on or unlawfully
projecting over the public right-of-way or unlawfully placed on public property. Signs which are declared to be
hazardous or unsafe which in actuality are immediately hazardous to life and property may also be removed or corrected
without notice. All other signs which are public nuisances under this code may be abated by the director or other proper
official after notice and hearing is provided or allowed to the sign owner in accordance with provisions of this code, or as
otherwise provided by law.
C. Removal of Signs-Storage and Redemption. A removed sign, other than signs of paper, cardboard, lightweight
plastic or similar material, shall be held not less than thirty (30) days by the city, during which period it may be
recovered by the owner upon paying the city for costs of removal and storage. If not recovered within the thirty (30) day
period, the sign and structure is declared abandoned and title thereto shall vest in the city. The charge may be in addition
to any penalty for the violation and recovery of the sign and does not necessarily abrogate the penalty. (Ord. 694 § 1.1
(part), 2005; Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996; Ord. 475 § 1.4 (part), 1995; Ord. 359 (part), 1992)

Within six months of adoption of this title, an inventory and identification of all illegal or abandoned signs shall be
initiated. Within sixty (60) days after the six-month period, abatement of such signs shall be initiated under the
provisions of Section 1.01.250 or other applicable provisions of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code or as provided by
law. (Ord. 489 § 1.1 (Exh. A (part)), 1996: Ord. 359 (part), 1992)
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ORDINANCE NO. 759
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, AMENDING TITLES
8, 9, 10 AND 11 OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
MUNICIPAL CODE BY AMENDING CHAPTERS 8.14, 8.20,
8.21, 8.22, 8.24, 8.26, 8.28, 8.36, 8.60, 9.08, 9.09, 9.10,
9.12, 9.15, 10.02, 11.06 AND 11.20, ADOPTING, AS
MODIFIED, THE CALIFORNIA BUILDING STANDARDS
CODE, CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 24:
INCORPORATING THE 2006 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING
CODE, THE 2006 UNIFORM MECHANICAL CODE, THE
2006
UNIFORM
PLUMBING
CODE,
THE
2006
INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE EXCLUDING APPENDIX D,
AND THE 2005 NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE; AND
ADOPTING OTHER REGULATIONS RELATING TO
BUILDING AND FIRE PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS;
AND FURTHER AMENDING TITLE 8 BY DELETING
CHAPTERS 8.16, 8.18 AND 8.38.

The City Council of the City of Moreno Valley does ordain as follows:
SECTION 1. PRIOR ENACTMENTS REPEALED:
1.1
All prior enactments of the City, which are in conflict with this Ordinance,
are hereby repealed, effective upon the date on which this Ordinance becomes effective
and operative.
SECTION 2. CONTINUING EFFECT:
2.1
Notwithstanding Section 1.1 of the Ordinance, and solely for the purposes
of this Section 2.1, this Ordinance shall be construed as a continuation of said prior
enactments as the same may have been heretofore amended from time to time, and
compliance therewith prior to the effective date hereof shall be deemed to be
compliance with this Ordinance unless provided otherwise herein.
2.2
Except as specifically or by necessary implication required to the contrary
by this Ordinance, no right or entitlement granted, or obligation imposed, or action or
proceeding commenced or taken pursuant to a prior resolution or ordinance repealed or
modified hereby shall be deemed to be invalidated, waived, terminated or otherwise
affected by the enactment hereof.
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SECTION 3. EFFECT OF ENACTMENT:
3.1
Except as specifically provided herein, nothing contained in this ordinance
shall be deemed to modify or supersede any prior enactment of the City Council which
addresses the same subject addressed herein.
SECTION 4. FINDINGS:
4.1
The International Code Council is a private organization which has been in
existence for at least three (3) years.
4.2
The 2006 International Building Code, the 2006 International Fire Code,
the California Building Standards Code, and the International Fire Code Standards
published by said organization, are a nationally recognized compilation of proposed
rules, regulations, and standards of said. organization.
4.3
The International Building Code and the International Fire Code have
been printed and published as a code in book form within the meaning of Section
50022.2 et seq., of the California Government Code and said code has been adopted
and amended by the California Building Standards Commission into the California Code
of Regulations (CCR) as Title 24, 2007 edition.
4.4
That one (1) copy of the 2007 California Building Code based on the 2006
International Building Code and one (1) copy of the 2007 California Fire Code based on
the 2006 International Fire Code have been on file for use and examination by the
public in the office of the Building Official prior to adoption of this Ordinance.
4.5
That the sections of the International Building Code and California Building
Code Standards may be referred to by the same number used in said published
compilation preceded by the words "City of Moreno Valley International Building Code
Section" or "International Building Code Section" or "Building Code Section". Said
amendments to the California Building Standards Code under the California Building
Code shall be referred to in the same manner as listed above for ease of application.
4.6
That the sections of the International Fire Code and International Fire
Code Standards may be referred to by the same number used in said published
compilation preceded by the words "City of Moreno Valley International Fire Code
Section" or "International Fire Code Section" or "Fire Code Section". Said amendments
to the California Building Standards Code under the California Fire Code shall be
referred to in the same manner as listed above for ease of application.
4.7
Pursuant to Section(s) 17958.5(a) and (b) as well as Section 17958.7 of
the California Health and Safety Code, the Section contained herein shall be submitted
as the "Findings of Need" with regard to the specific International BUilding Code and
International Fire Code Ordinance Amendments adopted by the City of Moreno Valley
and addressed herein in this Ordinance. That the additional requirements and
standards herein are necessary to properly protect the health, safety and welfare of the
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existing and future residents as well as workers of the City of Moreno Valley. Under the
provisions of Section 17958.7 of the Health and Safety Code, local amendments shall
be based on climatic, geographical, or topographical conditions. The "Findings of Need"
contained herein shall address each of these situations and shall present the local
situation which singularly or in combination cause the established amendments to be
adopted. Each such modification is identified as to which each such finding refers.
That the additional requirements and standard
4.7.1 Life Safety:
established herein are needed to properly protect the health, safety, life and limb, and
welfare of existing and future residents, workers and guests of the City of Moreno
Valley. (Finding 1 refers to amendments made to the International Building Code,
California Code of Regulations, Title 24 as specified in this Ordinance).
4.7.2 That these changes and modifications to the standards published in
the International Building Code and International Fire Code are reasonably necessary
because of local climatic, geological, and topographical conditions. The following are
hereby adopted as non-inclusive specific findings in respect to such local conditions and
refer to amendments made to the International Building Code, California Code of .
Regulations, Title 24, and International Fire Code as more particularly set forth below.
Climatic Conditions:
4.7.2.1
The City of Moreno Valley receives relatively low
amounts of precipitation, low humidity and high temperatures. Such climate conditions
are conducive to the spread of fire (Information from the University of California,
Riverside, Meteorological Weather Station). This finding refers to and supports
modifications or changes to Section 202 as well as Appendix Chapter 1 Section 103.4
and 104.1 of the California Fire Code, 2007 edition.
Strong winds, commonly referred to as the Santa Ana
4.7.2.2
Winds, have reached speeds up to 57 miles per hour in Moreno Valley during various
months of past years. Damage that can occur during such winds includes the creation
of highly flammable conditions of brush, downed trees, utility poles, utility circuits, and
power line (Wind speeds documented at March Air Reserve Base). This finding refers
to and supports modifications or changes to Appendix Chapter 1 Section 105.2 of the
California Building Code, 2007 edition. This finding also refers to and supports
modifications or changes to Section 202 and 606.8 of the California Fire Code, 2007
edition.
4.7.2.3
Other areas within the City of Moreno Valley are
subject to landslides, wind erosion, blown sand, flooding and wildfires. This finding
refers to and supports modifications or changes to Appendix Chapter 1 Section 105.2 of
the California Building Code, 2007 edition. This finding also refers to and supports
modifications or changes to Section 202 and 606.8 of the California Fire Code, 2007
edition.
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Geological:

4.7.2.4
Within the city limits of Moreno Valley, there are two
(2) earthquake faults; the San Jacinto Fault and the Casa Loma Fault. There are also
other faults in the immediate adjacent areas. In the event of a severe earthquake, these
faults present the potential for catastrophic damage including fire, damage to roadways,
and other impairments of emergency apparatus (Fault information from California
Division of Mines and Geology). This finding refers to and supports modifications or
changes to Appendix Chapter 1, Section 105.2 of the California Building Code, 2007
edition.
4.7.2.5
There is a lack of fire hydrants and water supply to
new construction hillside areas in the City of Moreno Valley. This finding refers to and
supports modifications or changes to Sections 508.2.1, 508.4, 508.5.7, 912.2, 2306.4.1
and Appendix Chapter 1 Section 103.4 of the California Fire Code, 2007 edition.
4.7.2.6
In Moreno Valley there are known areas where the
radio coverage is insufficient to ensure the life safety of emergency personnel due to the
mountainous and hilly terrain at the City's northern and eastern boundaries. These
areas include the Reche Vista area, the Hidden Springs area near Box Springs
Mountain, and the entrance to San Timoteo Canyon off of both Moreno Beach
Boulevard and Redlands Boulevard near the northern City limits. This finding refers to
and supports modifications or changes to Sections 511, 511.01, 511.02, 511.03 and
511.03.1 of the California Fire Code, 2007 edition.
Topographical:

4.7.2.7

Development has occurred and continues to occur in
Moreno Valley at a rapid pace. Traffic congestion occurs during certain peak business
hours, weekends, and on holidays along main thoroughfares such as Sunnymead Blvd,
Perris Blvd., Alessandro Blvd., Heacock St., Pigeon Pass/Frederick St., and at some
points along Indian St. and Cactus Ave. (Information provided by the Transportation
Engineering Division of the Public Works Department). This finding refers to and
supports modifications or changes to Sections 406.1.4 item #1, 406.1.4 item #2, and
Section 907.2.10.12 item #6 of the California Building Code, 2007 edition. This finding
also refers to and supports modifications or changes to 404.2, 509.1, 509.2, 512,

901.3.1,901.6,903.2.10.1.1,903.4.3, 905.3.11, 907.2.12.2, 907.2.19, 912.2.1, 914.5,
2301.1 item #7 and 2505.8 of the California Fire Code, 2007 edition.
4.7.2.8

The distance between fire stations, and the response
time in our City compared to the time when flashover generally occurs creates a need
for on-site fire suppression capability in all structures, and also the need for specific
turning radius and turnaround requirements for fire apparatus. This finding refers to and
supports modifications or changes to Sections 406.1.4 item #1, 406.1.4 item #2, and
Section 907.2.10.12 item #6 of the California Building Code, 2007 edition. This finding
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also refers to and supports modifications or changes to Sections 202, 503.1.1.1,
503.1.1.2, 503.2.2, 509.1, 509.2, 509.3, 512, 901.3.1, 901.6, 903.2.10.1.1, 903.4,
903.4.3, 905.3.11, 907.2.12.5 item #5, 907.2.19, 912.2.1, 912.4, 914.5, 2301.1 #7,
2505.S, and Appendix Chapter 1 Section 104.1 of the California Fire Code, 2007
edition.
4.7.2.9
Moreno Valley has a number of different water
companies serving the area, with varying capacity to deliver water flows for fire
suppression purposes. This finding refers to and supports modifications or changes to
Sections 50S.1, 508.3 and 2306.4.1 of the California Fire Code, 2007 edition.
4.7.2.10
In order to accommodate fire equipment during
emergency response, we find that fire apparatus roads, grades, turning radius and
turnaround dimensions are required as set forth. This finding refers to and supports
modifications or changes to Sections 202, 501.4, 502.1, 503.1, 503.1.1, 503.2.1,
503.2.7,503.3 and 912.2 of the California Fire Code, 2007 edition.
4.7.2.11
Radio communications can be hindered by
topographical features in Moreno Valley as well as building design which can include
subterranean structures. It is vital to ensure there is adequate radio coverage
throughout the City for the life safety of the emergency response personnel. This
finding refers to and supports modifications or changes to Sections 511, 511.01, 511.02,
511.03 and 511.03.1 of the California Fire Code, 2007 edition.
SECTION 5. MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDED:
5.1

Chapters 8.16, 8.18, and 8.38 are hereby deleted in their entirety.

5.2
Chapters 8.14,8.20, 8.21, 8.60, 9.08, 9.09, 9.12, 9.15, and 11.06 of Titles
8, 9, and 11 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code are hereby amended to
change any and all references to the Uniform Building Code to the International Building
Code.
5.3
Chapters 8.14, 8.36, 9.08, 9.10, 10.02, and 11.20 of Titles 8, 9, 10 and 11
of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code are hereby amended to change any and all
references to the Uniform Fire Code to the International Fire Code.
5.4
The list of chapters of Title 8 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code
is hereby amended to read as follows:
"Title 8
BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
Chapter 8.04

STANDARDS AND PRACTICES

Chapter 8.12

FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM
5
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Chapter 8.14

GENERAL

Chapter 8.20

INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE

Chapter 8.21

GRADING REGULATIONS

Chapter 8.22

UNIFORM MECHANICAL CODE

Chapter 8.24

UNIFORM PLUMBING CODE

Chapter 8.26

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

Chapter 8.36

INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE

Chapter 8.60

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES"

5.5

Chapter 8.14 of Title 8 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code is
hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"Chapter 8.14
GENERAL

Sections:

8.14.010
8.14.020
8.14.030
8.14.040
8.14.050
8.14.060
8.14.070
8.14.080
8.14.090
8.14.100
8.14.010

Application of Title
Purpose
Scope
Miscellaneous Standards and Regulations
Fees
Copies
Administration of Title
Validity of Permits
Remedies Cumulative
Adoption of Supplements

Application of Title

The provisions of this Title 8 shall apply to all buildings, structures and building service
eqUipment within the City and to all parts thereof except as specifically or by necessary
implication provided otherwise in this Title.

8.14.020

Purpose

The purpose of this title is to provide minimum standards to safeguard life or limb,
health, property and public welfare by regulating the design, construction, quality of
materials, use and occupancy, location and maintenance of buildings, equipment,
structures and grading within the city; the electrical, plumbing, heating, comfort cooling
6
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and certain other equipment specifically regulated herein; and the moving of buildings
within, into, from and through the city.

8.14.030

Scope

The provisions of this title shall apply to the construction, alteration, moving, demolition,
rehabilitation, repair and use of all buildings, equipment, and structures within the city,
except such as is exempted by law from regulation by the city.
Additions, alterations, repairs, rehabilitations, moving and changes of use or
occupancy in all buildings and structures shall comply with the provisions for new
buildings and structures, except as otherwise provided in this title.
Where, in any specific case, different sections of this title specify different
materials, methods of construction or installation, or other requirements, those providing
the greater safety to life or limb, property or public welfare shall prevail. Where there is a
conflict between a general requirement and a specific requirement, the specific
requirement shall be applicable.

8.14.040

Miscellaneous Standards and Regulations

The provisions of this title shall apply to the construction, alteration, moving, demolition,
rehabilitation, repair and use of all buildings, equipment, and structures within the city,
except such as is exempted by law from regulation by the city.
Additions, alterations, repairs, rehabilitations, moving and changes of use
or occupancy in all buildings and structures shall comply with the provisions for new
buildings and structures, except as otherwise provided in this title.
Where, in any specific case, different sections of this title specify different materials,
methods of construction or installation, or other requirements, those providing the
greater safety to life or limb, property or public welfare shall prevail. Where there is a
conflict between a general requirement and a specific requirement, the specific
requirement shall be applicable.
A.
The finished floor elevation of all residential structures used for human
occupancy shall meet the following criteria:
1.
If specific floor elevations, recommended by the city engineer or by
the Riverside County flood control and water conservation districts in connection with
the granting of any permit or approval have been fixed, those elevations shall be used.
2.
If no elevations have been fixed in connection with an approved
grading plan, the finished floor shall be located at the highest elevation required by the
following criteria:
Ordinance No. 759
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a.
Level lots shall have the finished floor elevated a minimum
of one foot above the adjacent ground elevation.
b.
Sloping lots shall have the finished floor elevated a
minimum of one foot above the finished pad elevation measured at the highest adjoining
ground surface within a five-foot horizontal distance of the exterior wall of the building.
c.
Where the lot drains toward the adjacent road or is subject
to water impounded behind an adjacent road, the finished floor shall be elevated a
minimum of one foot above the centerline of that adjacent road.
3.
The requirements of this section may be waived or modified by the
building official or city engineer if a proposed method of construction, prepared by a
registered civil engineer, provides equivalent flood protection or if the unique
characteristics of a building site make the requirements unnecessary.
B.
Other Laws. No building permit shall be issued by the building official for
any structure if the construction thereof will violate the provisions of any state law or city
ordinance.
C.
Special Studies Zones. In addition to the requirements of this title, all
applicants for a building permit for a structure used for human occupancy that 'lies within
a special studies zone delineated by the State Geologist pursuant to Sections 2621 and
following of the California Public Resources Code, or which is subject to Riverside
County Ordinance No. 547, as adopted and in force within the city, or with any
ordinance of like purpose, shall comply with all the provisions thereof, and no building
permit subject thereto shall be granted except in accordance with the provisions of the
statute or ordinance, unless the project has already been approved pursuant to the
provisions of the ordinance.
D.
Rubbish and Debris. Every person who constructs, alters, adds to,
rehabilitates, places or repairs any building structure or building service equipment is
subject to the following provisions relating to rubbish and debris:
1.
Collection and Disposal. During the process of constructing a
building or structure, the construction site and the general area around the site shall be
kept clear of rubbish and debris that result from the construction activities. Rubbish and
debris shall not be allowed to accumulate on or be blown from the site and shall be
placed in appropriate containers or removed from the construction site to an authorized
disposal area. All containers shall be emptied periodically at an authorized disposal
area so they will remain usable for the collection of rubbish and debris. When the
building or structure is completed, a final cleanup of the site shall be conducted by the
permittee.
2.
Inspections. A permit holder shall not be entitled to, and no
building inspector shall make an inspection of any phase of completed construction
work, including the final inspection, if the construction site or general area thereof
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contains an accumulation of construction rubbish and debris. If a building inspector is
unable to conduct a requested inspection because of an accumulation of rubbish and
debris, a reinspection fee as established by resolution of the city council shall be paid at
the time of the request for reinspection. Failure to maintain a construction site clear of
waste or other trash or debris, and in such a manner that constitutes a health and safety
hazard or constitutes a public nuisance as defined by Title 6 of this code shall result in
the issuance of a stop work order.

3.
Rubbish and debris for the purpose of this section, includes, but is
not limited to, stub ends of cut lumber, broken lumber and other scrap wood, scrap
cement and plaster, scrap metal, paper cartons, wrappings, and similar materials that
result from the process of constructing a building or structure.
E.
Hours of Construction. Any construction within the city shall only be as
follows: Monday through Friday (except for holidays which occur on weekdays), six a.m.
to eight p.m.; weekends and holidays (as observed by the city and described in
Chapter 2.55 of this code), seven a.m. to eight p.m., unless written approval is
obtained from the city building official or city engineer.

8.14.050

Fees

A.
Fees authorized by this Title or by a code adopted by reference in this
Title, shall be established by resolution of the city council in accordance with applicable
law. The provisions of such resolution shall govern in the event of an inconsistency
between the resolution and an adopted code.

B.
If a fee is authorized and established by a code adopted by this Title,
but the amount thereof has not been separately established by resolution of the city
council, then the amount of the authorized fee set forth in the incorporated code shall
be assessed and collected notwithstanding that such fee may have been deleted
from the code prior to adoption by the city.
C.
A permit paid for by check or warrant which is dishonored for any reason
shall be automatically revoked.

8.14.060

Copies

At least one copy of each code adopted by this Title shall be kept on file in the office of
the Community Development Department, Building Division, for reference use by the
public.

8.14.070

Administration of Title

The building official shall administer the provisions of this title.

8.14.080

Validity of Permits

9
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Permits required by this Title shall be issued only in accordance with the provisions
hereof. Any permit issued contrary to the provisions of this Title shall be void and of no
effect.
8.14.090

Remedies Cumulative

Remedies provided to the city for violations of this Title are cumulative with other
remedies available to the city, whether set forth in this Title or elsewhere. The conviction
and punishment of a person for violating any provision of this Title shall not relieve such
person of the obligation to comply herewith in all respects.
8.14.100

Adoption of Supplements

Current supplements to the 2006 International Building Code, the 2006 Uniform
Mechanical Code, the 2006 Uniform Plumbing Code, the 2005 National Electric Code,
the 2006 International Fire Code, and the 2007 International Fire Code Standards are
adopted and shall be applied to all development within the jurisdiction of the city except
that prOVisions which are inconsistent with this title, or as to which the underlying
provision have been deleted by this title, shall not enforced or applied."

5.6
Chapter 8.20 of Title 8 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code is
hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"Chapter 8.20

International Building Code
Sections
8.20.010

8.20.010

Adopted

Adopted

The International Building Code, 2006 Edition, as published by the International Code
Council, including the Appendix and the Standards referred to therein, is adopted and
made part of this title by reference with the following modifications:
A.
Appendix Chapter 1, Section 105.2, Exception 2 of the International
Building Code is hereby amended to read as follows:

Fences not over six (6) feet high, masonry concrete block walls under four
(4) feet, or combination masonry concrete block walls with wrought iron under four (4)
feet high.

10
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B.
Section 406.1.4 item #1, the first sentence, of the International Building
Code is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.
The private garage shall be separated from the dwelling unit and its
attic area by means of a minimum 5/8 - inch (15.875 mm) Type X gypsum board
applied to the garage side.
C.
Section 406.1.4 item #2 of the International Building Code is hereby
amended to add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph:
All penetrations shall be protected by a one (1) hour approved fire stop.
D.
Section 907.2.10.12 of the International Building Code is hereby amended
to add item #6:
6.
In a Group U occupancy attached to a Group R-3 occupancy, a
0
0
listed rate of rise heat alarm/detector of not less than 135 but not more than 185 shall
be installed and tested in accordance with UL. The rate of rise heat alarm/detector shall
be interconnected with the smoke alarm/detectors for the Group R-3 occupancy."

5.6
Chapter 8.22 of the Title of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code is
hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"Chapter 8.22
Uniform Mechanical Code

Sections
8.22.010

8.22.010

Adopted

Adopted

The Uniform Mechanical Code, 2006 Edition, including the Appendix thereto and the
Standards incorporated therein, as published by the International Association of
Plumbing and Mechanical Officials, is adopted and made a part of this chapter by
reference."
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5.7
Chapter 8.24 of Title 8 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code is
hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"Chapter 8.24
Uniform Plumbing Code

Sections
8.20.010

8.20.010

Adopted

Adopted

The Uniform Plumbing Code, 2006 Edition, including the Appendices thereto and
installation standards incorporated therein, as published by the International Association
of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials, is adopted and made part of this chapter by
reference."

5.8
Chapter 8.26 of Title 8 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code
is hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"Chapter 8.26
National Electric Code

Sections
8.20.010
8.20.010

Adopted

Adopted

The National Electric Code, 2005 Edition, as published by the National Fire Protection
Association, is adopted and made a part of this chapter by reference."

5.9
Chapter 8.36 of Title 8 of the City of Moreno Valley Municipal Code is
hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"Chapter 8.36
INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE
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Sections
8.36.010
8.36.020
8.36.030
8.36.040
8.36.050
8.36.060
8.36.070
8.36.080
8.36.090
8.36.100
8.36.110
8.36.120

8.36.010

Definitions
Adoption of the International Fire Code
California Fire Code Definitions
Emergency Planning and Preparedness
Fire Service Feature
Building Services and Systems
Fire Protection Systems
High Piled Combustible Storage
Tire Rebuilding and Tire Storage
Appendices
Designation of Fire Code
Severability

Definitions

The following definitions shall be added to the existing definition in the 2006 Edition of
the International Fire code and the California Fire Code 2007 Edition:
"Corporation Counsel" shall mean the city attorney.
"NFPA" shall mean National Fire Protection Association.
"Municipality" shall mean the city of Moreno Valley.
8.36.020

Adoption of the International Fire Code

A.
The city council of the city of Moreno Valley hereby adopts as amended,
the 2006 Edition of the International Fire Code, California Fire Code 2007 Edition,
California Code of Regulations Title 24 Part 9, Appendices Chapter A, B, C, E, F, G,
and H, the California Fire Code Standards and the body of code in its entirety, with the
exception of appendix D of the California Fire Code as compiled and adopted by the
International Code Council.
8.36.030

California Fire Code Definitions

A.
The following definitions of Section 202 of the California Fire Code are
hereby amended to read as follows:
Section 202 General Definitions
HAZARDOUS FIRE AREA is land other than state designated fire hazard
severity zone (FHSZ) and/or local designated FHSZ which is covered with grass, brush,
or dense vegetation, whether privately or publicly owned, which is so situated or is of
'such inaccessible location that a fire originating upon such land would present an
abnormally difficult job of suppression or would result in great and unusual damage
13
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through fire or resulting erosion. Such areas are designated on the maps entitled
"Hazardous Fire Areas of Moreno Valley" on file in the office of the city clerk and in the
office of the fire chief.
HIGH-RISE STRUCTURE means every building of any type of
construction or occupancy having floors used for human occupancy located more than
75 feet above the lowest floor level of fire department vehicular access.
A.
The following definition is hereby added to Section 202 of the California Fire
Code as follows:
MID-RISE STRUCTURE means every building of any type of construction
or occupancy having floors used for human occupancy that measures from 55 feet to 75
feet above the lowest floor level of fire department vehicular access.
8.36.040

Emergency Planning and Preparedness

A.
follows:

Section 404.2 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

404.2 Where required. An approved fire safety and evacuation plan shall be
prepared and maintained for the following occupancies and building:
14.

Windowless buildings having an occupant load of 50 or more.

8.36.050

Fire Service Feature

A.
follows:

Section 501.4 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

501.4 Timing of installation. Fire apparatus roads and a permanent
water supply for fire protection shall" be installed and made serviceable prior to and
during the time of construction. Temporary street signs, per City of Moreno Valley
standard, shall be installed at each intersection when construction of new roadways
allows passage by vehicles in accordance with Section 505.2.

B.
The following definitions of Section 502.1 of the California Fire Code are
hereby amended to read as follows:
"
FIRE APPARATUS ACCESS ROAD. A road that provides fire apparatus
access from a fire station to a facility, building or portion thereof. This is a general term
inclusive of all other terms such as public street, private street, parking lot lane and
access roadway.
FIRE LANE. A road or other passageway developed to allow the passage
of fire apparatus. A fire lane is not necessarily intended for vehicular traffic other than
fire apparatus. A fire lane shall be distinguished from a fire apparatus access road in
14
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that a fire lane shall be the road or passage that is located directly adjacent to the
exterior walls and main entrance of the building.

C.
follows:

Section 503.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

503.1 Where required. Fire apparatus access roads shall be provided
and maintained in accordance with Section 503.1.1 through 503.1.3. The fire chief or
his/her designee shall be the only authority authorized to designate fire lanes.

D.

Section 503.1.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

follows:
503.1.1 Exception. Remove item #3 from the Exception clause. Add
Sections 503.1.1.2, and 503.1.1.3 as listed below.

E.

Section 503.1.1.2 of the California Fire Code is hereby added to read as

follows:
503.1.1.1 Fences. When fences are installed that cause the distance
from an approved fire department access road to exceed the maximum distance
allowed in Section 503, a gate shall be provided in the fence to maintain the required
fire department access. The gate shall be a minimum four (4) feet in width and be
equipped with a key box and/or lock accessible from both sides in accordance with
Section 506.
Exception: This section shall not apply to one and two-family residential

dwellings.
F.
follows:

Section 503.1.1.2 of the California Fire Code is hereby added to read as

503.1.1.3 Other obstructions to access. When other obstructions are
installed that cause the distances from an approved fire department access road or
exceed the maximum distance allowed in Section 503, the fire chief or his/her designee
is authorized to require additional fire protection as specified in Section 901.4.3.

G.

Section 503.2.1.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read

as follows:
503.2.1.1 Fire Lane Dimensions. Fire lanes shall have an unobstructed
width of not less than 24 feet when the height of a building does not exceed 35 feet.
Buildings with heights in excess of 35 feet will require an unobstructed fire lane to be at
least 30 feet in width. All roof height dimensions shall be measured on a vertical plane
from the lowest level of vehicular access to the highest point of the roofs edge, or to the
top of the parapet, whichever is higher.
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H.
follows:

Section 503.2.2 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

503.2.2 Authority. The fire code official shall have the authority to modify
the minimum fire lane access widths where they are inadequate for fire or rescue
operations, or otherwise modify the conditions when the minimum fire lane access
widths are not practical. The fire code official is authorized to approve alternate,
methods, and materials as means of mitigating practical difficulties and require
additional fire protection where applicable as specified in Section 901.4.3.
I.
follows:

Section 503.2.7 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

503.2.7 Grade. The grade of the fire apparatus access' road shall be
within the limits established by the fire chief or his/her designee based on the fire
department's apparatus, however, no grade will exceed twelve (12) percent. Grade
transitions shall not exceed Moreno Valley Fire Department apparatus maximum
approach and departure angles as determined by the fire chief or his/her designee.

J.
Section 503.3 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to add the
following information at the end of the first paragraph:
Fire apparatus access lanes and roads shall be identified by curbs painted
red on both the top and face along the entire length of the fire apparatus access road.
Where no curb exists or a rolled curb is installed, a six (6) inch wide red strip or
approved posted signs applied the full length of the fire apparatus access road shall be
installed.
Exception: On school grounds to be implemented as approved by the
fire chief or his/her designee.
K.
Section 508.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to add the
following information at the end of the first paragraph:
An approved permanent water supply capable of supplying the required
fire flow for fire protection, shall, be provided by the developer prior to the
commencement of construction to all premises upon which buildings or portion of
buildings are hereafter constructed or moved into or within the jurisdiction. Water
supplies for fire protection and hydrants shall be in accordance with Appendix Band C.

L.

Section 508.2.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

follows:
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508.2.1 Private fire service mains. Private fire service mains and
appurtenances shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 24, and the applicable
provisions of NFPA 13, Chapter 10.

M.
follows:

Section 508.3 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

508.3 Fire flow. Fire flow requirements for building or portions of
buildings and facilities shall be determined by an approved method acceptable to the
fire code official or Appendix B.
N.
follows:

Section 508.4 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

508.4 Water supply test. The fire code official shall be notified, when
required prior to the water supply test. Water supply tests shall be witnessed by the fire
code official or when authorized by the fire code official, approved documentation of the
test shall be provided to the fire code official prior to final approval of the plans and
project specifications.
O.

Section 508.5.7 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

508.5.7 Fire hydrant size and outlets. Fire hydrant size and outlets shall
be required as determined by the fire code official
1.
Residential Standard - one (1) four (4) inch outlet, and one (1) two
and one half (2 %) inch outlet.
2.
Super Hydrant Standard - one (1) four (4) inch outlet, and two (2)
two and one half (2 %) inch outlet.
3.
Super Hydrant Enhanced - two (2) four (4) inch outlet, and one (1)
two and one half (2 %) inch outlet.
P.
follows:

Section 509.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

509.1 Features for high-rise buildings. Where required by other
sections of this code and in all buildings classified as high-rise buildings by the
California Building Code, a fire command center for the fire department shall be
provided. The fire command center shall be located adjacent to the main lobby and
shall be accessible from fire department vehicular access or as approved by the fire
code official. The fire command center shall be separated from the remainder of the
building by not less than a two (2) hour fire barrier constructed and in accordance with
Section 706 of the California Building Code, or horizontal assembly constructed in
accordance with section 711 of the California Building Code, or both. The room shall
have direct access from the building exterior at the lowest level of fire department
access and be a minimum of 96 square feet with a minimum dimension of eight (8) feet.
17
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A layout of the fire command center shall comply with NFPA 72 and the applicable
provisions of the California Electrical Code, and shall contain the following features:

1. The emergency voice/alarm communication units shall comply with
Section 907.2.12.2
There is no change to Items #2-16 in 509.1.
Q.

Section 509.2 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

509.2 Features for a mid-rise building. Where required by other
sections of this code and in all buildings classified as a mid-rise building as amended by
this Code, a fire command center for the fire department shall be provided. The fire
command center shall be located adjacent to the main lobby and shall be accessible
from fire department vehicular access or as approved by the fire code official. The fire
command center shall be separated from the remainder of the building by not less than
a two (2) hour fire barrier constructed and in accordance with Section 706 of the
California Building Code, or horizontal assembly constructed in accordance with Section
711 of the California Building Code, or both. The room shall have direct access from
the building exterior at the lowest level of fire department access and be a minimum of
96 square feet with a minimum dimension of eight (8) feet. A layout of the fire
command center shall comply with NFPA 72 and the applicable provisions of the
California Electrical Code, and shall contain the following features:
1.

The emergency voice/alarm communication units shall comply with

Section 907.2.12.2.

2.
3.

Fire-detection and alarm system annunciator system.
Status indicators and controls for air-handling system.
4.
The firefighter's control panel required by section 909.16 for smoke
control systems installed in the building.
5.
Controls for unlocking stairwell door simultaneously.
6.
Sprinkler valve and water-flow detector display panels.
7.
Emergency and standby power status indicators.
8.
Fire pump status indicators.
9.
Schematic building plans indicating the typical floor plan and
detailing the building core, means of egress, fire protection systems, fire-fighting
equipment and fire department access.
10.
Work table.
11.
Generator supervision devices, manual start and transfer features.
12.
Public address system, where specifically required by other
sections of this Code.

13.

Fire command centers shall not be used for the housing of any
boiler, heating unit, generator, combustible storage, similar hazardous equipment or
storage, mechanical rooms or other areas as determined by the Fire Code Official.

R.

Section 509.3 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:
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509.3 Fire command center identification. The fire command center
shall be identified by permanent easily visible sign stating "Fire Dept. Command
Center", located on the door to the fire command center.

S.

Section 511 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:
Section 511
FIRE DEPARTMENT EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

T.

Section 511.01 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

511.01 Fire department emergency communication system. When
required by the fire chief or his/her designee, approved radios, repeaters, relays,
antennas, secondary power source and other equipment as determined shall be
provided within buildings to ensure fire department firefighter radio and data
communications provide a reasonable degree of reliability for emergency services
communications from within certain buildings and structures to and from emergency
communications centers. It is the responsibility of the emergency service provider to
get the signal to and from the building site.
U.

Section 511.02 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

511.02 Scope. The provisions of this article shall apply to new buildings,
modifications to existing buildings or structures, the use of the property is expanded,
basements or sub-level parking structures. It is the responsibility of the design
professional to ensure that the type of construction and occupancy classification will not
interfere with emergency communications for fire department or police department
personnel. If emergency communications are inhibited by the type of construction or
occupancy classification than the provisions of this article shall apply to the building
and/or structure that is being built or modified.
Exception: This section shall not apply to one and two-family residential
dwellings.
V.

Section 511.03 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

511.03 Radio Coverage. Except as otherwise provided in this article, no
person shall erect, construct, modify any building or structure or any part thereof, or
cause the same to be done which fails to support adequate radio coverage for
firefighters and police offigers. A final inspection shall not be approved for any building
or structure that fails to comply with this requirement.
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Exception: This section shall not apply to one and two-family residential
dwellings.
W.

Section 511.03.1 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

511.03.1 The appropriate Communications and Technology Units that
support the Moreno Valley Fire Department and the Moreno Valley Police Department,
at the time the building permit is issued, shall determine the frequency range or ranges
that must be supported. For the purpose of this Section, adequate radio coverage shall
constitute a successful communications test between the building and the
communications centers for all appropriate emergency service providers for the
building.

X.

Section 512 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

512 Fire breathing apparatus air systems. All buildings having floors
used for human occupancy located 75 feet or more above or below the lowest level of
fire department vehicular access shall be equipped with an approved breathing
apparatus air refilling system. Such systems shall provide an adequate pressurized air
supply through permanent piping system for the replenishment of self contained
breathing apparatus carried by fire suppression, rescue and other personnel in the
performance of their duties. Location and specification of access stations, and the
installation of such breathing apparatus air refilling system shall be made in accordance
with the requirements and standards of the Fire Chief.
8.36.060

Building Services and Systems

A.
follows:

Section 606.8 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

606.8 Refrigerant detector. Machinery rooms that use refrigerant shall
have a detector with audible and visual alarms. The alarm signaling devices shall
comply with the audible and visual requirements in accordance with NFPA 72, and shall
annunciate a Hazardous Materials signal to an approved central station monitoring
facility. The detector, or a sampling tube that draws air into the detector, shall be
located in an area where refrigerant from a leak may be expected to concentrate. The
alarm shall be actuated at a value not greater than the corresponding TLV-TWA values
shown in the California Mechanical Code for refrigerant classification. Detectors and
alarms shall be placed in one or more locations to assure notifications of all occupants.
8.36.070

A.

Fire Protection Systems
Section 901.3.1 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

901.3.1 Modifications. No person shall remove or modify any fire
protection system installed or maintained under the provisions of the California Fire
Code without approval by the fire marshal and the building official.
20
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B.
follows:

Section 901.6 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

901.6 Inspection, testing and maintenance. Fire detection, alarm and
extinguishing systems shall be maintained in an operative condition at all times, and
shall be replaced or repaired where defective. It shall be the responsibility of the owner
to ensure that these requirements are met Non required fire protection systems and
equipment shall be inspected, tested and maintained ore removed. Prior to the removal
of any fire protection system approval shall be obtained from the fire marshal or building
official.
C.
Section 903.2.10.1.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to
read as follows:
903.2.10.1.1 Opening dimension and access. Openings shall have a
minimum dimension of not less than 36 inches (762 mm). Such openings shall be
accessible to the fire department from the exterior and shall not be obstructed in a
manner that the fire fighter or rescue cannot be accomplished from the exterior.
D.
follows:

Section 903.4 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

903.4 Sprinkler Monitoring and alarms. All valves controlling the water
supply for automatic sprinkler systems, fire pumps, booster pumps, water supply tanks,
water levels and temperatures, critical air pressures, and water-flow switches on all
sprinkler systems shall be electrically supervised in accordance with NFPA 72,
regardless of the number of sprinklers in 13 and 13R systems.
Exception:
1.

Automatic sprinkler systems protecting one- and two-family

dwellings.
2.
Automatic sprinkler systems installed in accordance with NFPA
13R where a common supply main is used to supply both domestic water and the
automaJic sprinkler system, and a separate shutoff valve for the automatic sprinkler
system is not provided.
3. . Jockey pump control valves that are sealed or locked in the open
position.
4.
Control valves to commercial kitchen hoods, paint spray booths or
dip tanks that are sealed or locked in the open position.
5.
Valves controlling the fuel supply to fire pump engines that are
sealed or locked in the open position.
6.
Trim valves to pressure switches in dry, preaction and deluge
sprinkler systems that are sealed or locked in the open position.
E.
follows:

Section 903.4.3 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as
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903.4~3 Floor control valves. Approved supervised indication control
valves shall be provided at the pOint of connection to the riser on each floor in buildings
five (5) or more stories in height unless otherwise approved by the fire chief or his/her
designee. Valve locations will be determined and approved by the fire chief or his/her
designee.

F.

Section 905.3.11 is hereby added to the California Fire Code:

905.3.11 High-rise building fire department connections. Two (2), four
(4) - way, fire department connections serving single or combination systems shall be
separated from each other and located at opposite sides of the building or as
determined by the fire chief or his/her designee. At least one (1) of the fire department
connections shall be connected to risers above a riser isolation valve.

G.

Section 907.2.12.2 #5 is hereby added to the California Fire Code as

follows:
5) Survivability. Interconnection cables between the fire command center
and the remote control equipment within evacuation signaling zones, and notification
appliance control equipment within notification zones shall be protected from attack by
fire.

H.
follows:

Section 907.2.19 of the California Fire code is hereby amended to read as

907.2.19 Underground buildings. All underground buildings shall be
equipped throughout with a manual fire alarm system, including an emergency
voice/alarm communication system installed in accordance with Section 907.2.12.2

I.
follows:

Section 912.2 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

912.2 Location. With respect to hydrants, driveways, buildings and
landscaping, fire department connections shall be so located that fire apparatus and
hose connected to supply the system will not obstruct access to the buildings for other
fire apparatus. The locations, number of inlets and size of fire department connections
shall be approved by the fire code official.

J.

Section 912.2.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

follows:

9.12.2.1 Visible locations. Fire department connections shall be located
on the front access side of buildings, fully visible and recognizable from the street or
nearest point of fire department vehicle access or as otherwise approved by the fire
chief or his/her designee. The location of fire department connections shall be
approved and installed as follows:
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1.
Within 40 feet of an approved roadway or driveway and arranged
so that hose lines can be readily attached to the inlets without interference from any
nearby objects including buildings, fences, posts, plantings, or other fire department
connections or otherwise approved by the fire chief or his/her designee.
2.
Within 200 feet of an approved hydrant.
3.
So that the inlet height shall not be less than 18 inches or more
than 48 inches above grade.
4.
Guard posts or other approved means shall be required to protect
fire department inlet connections from vehicular damage.

K.
follows:

Section 912.4 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

912.4 Signs. A metal sign with raised letters at least one (1) inch (25 mm)
in size or approved method as determined by the fire code official shall be located on a"
fire department connections serving automatic sprinkler, standpipes or fire pump
connections. Such signs shall read: AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS or STANDPIPES or
TEST CONNECTION or as required and approved by the fire chief or his/her designee.
L.
follows:

Section 914.5 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as

914.5 Underground and windowless buildings. Underground buildings
shall comply with sections 914.5.1 through 914.5.6 and windowless buildings with a
total floor area that exceeds 5000 square feet shall comply with Section 914~5.2 through
914.5.6.
Exception: This section shall not apply to one and two-family residential
dwellings.
8.36.080

High Piled Combustible Storage

A.
as follows:

Section 2301.1 #7 of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read

7.

Location and classification of commodities
Section 2303 and NFPA 13.

B.

In

accordance with

Section 2306.4.1 is hereby added to the California Fire Code as follows:

2306.4.1 Minimum requirements for client leased or occupant owned
warehouses. Designs of an automatic sprinkler system for client leased or occupant
owned buildings containing high pile storage shall be based on the requirements of
NFPA 13. The responsible fire protection engineer shall perform a survey of the
building to determine commodity classification, storage configuration, building height
and other information related to the development of an appropriate sprinkler system
23
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design. The engineer shall also make reasonable efforts to meet with the building
owner or operator to understand seasonal or customer related fluctuations to the stored
commodities, storage height, and configuration. The sprinkler design shall be based on
the most demanding requirements determined through the onsite survey and
discussions with the building owner or operator. The technical report shall clearly define
the basis for determining the commodity and sprinkler design selection, along with how
the commodities will be isolated or separated, and the referenced design document(s),
including NFPA 13 or the current applicable Factory Mutual Data Sheets. If a specific
fire test is used as the basis of design, a copy of the fire test report shall be provided at
the time of plan review.

8.36.090
A.

Tire Rebuilding and Tire Storage
Section 2505.8 is hereby added to the California Fire Code as follows:

2505.8 Dead-end aisles. No dead-end aisles shall be allowed within the
interior or exterior storage areas.
8.36.100

Appendices

A.
Appendix Chapter 1, Section 103.4.1 of the California Fire Code is hereby
amended, in name only, to 103.4.2.

B.

Appendix Chapter 1, Section 103.4.1 is hereby added to the California
Fire Code as follows:
103.4.1 Liability for damages. The costs incurred for suppressing any
fire which is the result of a violation of the proviSions of this Code or any damage
caused by malicious mischief requiring any corrective or preventative action conducted
by fire department personnel shall be levied against the person whose violation or
action caused the fire or damage, or the property owner. Damages caused by such fire
or actions shall constitute a debt of such person and the Fire Chief shall keep an
itemized account of the expenses incurred by the City in carrying out expenses with the
City Treasurer, together with the names and addresses of those responsible. The City
Treasurer shall give notice to such persons, who shall be afforded an opportunity to be
heard regarding such charges by requesting to be heard within 15 days after the mailing
of such notice. The City Treasurer shall take such reasonable and necessary action to
recover such expenses from any and all responsible persons. As used in this Section,
"damages" includes, but is not limited to, suppression, police and other public safety
expense, and collection expense.
C.
Appendix Chapter 1, Section 104.1 of the California Fire code is hereby
amended to read as follows:
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104.1 General. The fire chief is authorized to administer, interpret and
enforce this code. Under the fire chiefs direction, the fire department is authorized to
enforce all ordinances of the jurisdiction pertaining to:
1.
The prevention of fires
2.
The suppression of fires
3.
The storage, use and handling of hazardous materials
4.
The installation and maintenance of automatic, manual and other
private fire alarm systems and fire extinguishing equipment
5.
The maintenance and regulation of fire escapes
6.
The maintenance of fire protection and the elimination of fire
hazards on land and in buildings, structures and other property, including those under
construction
7.
The maintenance of means of egress
8.
The investigation of the cause, origin and circumstance of fire and
unauthorized releases of hazardous materials.
D.
Appendix B, Section 105.2, the first sentence of the exception paragraph
of the California Fire Code is hereby amended to read as follows:

Exception: A reduction in required fire flow of up to 50 percent as
approved, is allowed when the building is provided with an approved automatic sprinkler
system throughout, and is installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 or 903.3.1.2.
E.
Appendix C Table C105.1 Footnotes C of the California Fire Code is
hereby amended to read as follows:
Where new water mains are extended along streets where hydrants are
not needed for protection of structures or similar fire problems, serving one and twofamily residential developments, standard fire hydrants shall be provided at spacing not
to exceed 1000 feet along the tract boundary for transportation hazards. When serving
multi-family, commercial and industrial developments, super or enhanced fire hydrants
as determined by the fire code official shall be provided at spacing not to exceed 500
feet of frontage for transportation hazards.
8.36.110

DeSignation of Fire Code

The provisions of this Chapter, together with the provisions of Chapter 8.38 of
this Title may be known collectively as "The Fire Code of the City of Moreno Valley."
SECTION 6. SEVERABILITY
If any section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause, or
phrase in this chapter or any part thereof is for any reason held to be unconstitutional or
invalid or ineffective by any court, of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect
the validity or effectiveness of the meaning portions of this chapter or any part thereof.
The city council hereby declares that it would have passed each section, subsection,
25
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subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause, or phrase thereof irrespective of the fact that
anyone or more subsection, subdivision, paragraphs, sentences, clauses, or phrases
be declared unconstitutional, invalid, or ineffective.
SECTION 7. NOTICE OF ADOPTION:
Within fifteen days after the date of adoption hereof, the City Clerk shall certify to
the adoption of this ordinance and cause it to be posted in three public places within the
city.

SECTION 8. EFFECTIVE DATE:
This ordinance shall take effect on January 1, 2008.
APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 27th

day of Noyember

,2007.

Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City Attorney
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ORDINANCE JURAT

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

)

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

) ss.

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY)

I, JANE HALSTEAD, City Clerk of the City of Moreno Valley, California, do hereby
certify that Ordinance No. 759 had its first reading on November 13, 2007, and had its
second reading on November 27, 2007, and was duly and regularly adopted by the City
Council of the City of Moreno Valley at a regular meeting thereof held on the 27th day of
November, 2007 by the following vote:

AYES:

Council Members Flickinger, Stewart, West, Mayor Pro Tem Batey,
and Mayor White

NOES:

None

ABSENT:

None

ABSTAIN:

None

(SEAL)
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" C/ ry COUNCil
f"rORENO VALLEY

RECEIVED '
Community Development Department

Adminl~fr1t\;m, E#v&i'OO

MEMORANDUM
To:

Councilman Charles White

From:

Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director~

Date:

January 28, 2008

Subject:

Parking Violations Fee Schedule

""

.J

Last week you, Rick Hartmann and I met to discuss the (proposed) updated
Administrative Parking Citation Policy and Procedures Manual. During that meeting, you
asked if the City has a schedule of fees for parking violations. Attached is the fee
schedule you inquired about. Please let me know if you have any questions regarding
same.

Attachments: Fee Schedule for Parking Violations

v'

cc: Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

MV00232972

Section 12 - Penalties and Delinquent Fee Schedule for Parking Violations
M.V.M.C.

Description

12.12.130
12.12.130
12.12.130
12.38.040
12.42
6.04.030p5c
11.24.200
~--~--

---

M.V.M.C.
12.38.020A
12.383020Al

12.38.020A2

12.38.020A3

12.38.020A4
-

Bail

Hail with Fenalty
(Delinquent)

Parked in violation of designated curb color

$

33.50

$

67.00

No standing/stopping/parking anytime Jposted)
Posted time 6j).m. to 6 a.m.immmerciaI vehicle)
Vehicle j>arked on street in excess of 72 hours
No j>arking (street sweeping)
Parking on unimproved surface
~erative vehicle in view in excess of 72 hours

$
$
$
$
$
$

33.50
33.50
33.50
50.00
25.00
25.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

67.00
67.00
67.00
100.00
50.00
50.00

I

~-

Description
It is unlawful to park or leave standing any of the followi~g:
Any vehicle or trailer which is used to transport animals or which
harbors vermin or pestilence or which emits noxious or nuisance
odors on any highway, street, road alley or on any public or private
property within the city.
Any vehicle or trailer which contains any hazardous substances as
defined in section 2452 of the California Vehicle Code on any
highway, street, road, alley or on any public or private property
within the city.
Any trailer, utility trailer, boat trailer, boat, camper, camper shell,
camp trailer, trailer coach or semi-trailer that is non-self propelled,
non-motorized or not capable of movement under it's own power
and which is unattached to a vehicle on any highway, street, road or
alley within the c!!y
Any vehicle on any highway, street, road or alley within the city for
the purpose of servicing or repairing such vehicle except when
necessita~ed by an emergency.

Bail

Bail wIth Penalty
(Delinquent)

$

78.50

$

157.00

$

78.50

$

157.00 ;

$

78.50

$

157.00

$

78.50

$

157.00

~

<
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Section 12 - Penalties and Delinquent Fee- Schedule for Parking Violations

M.V.M.C.

12.38.020B

12.38.020Bl
12.38.020B2
12.38.020B3
12.38.020B4

12.38.020B5

12.38.020B6
12.38.020B7
12.38.020B7

12.38.020B9
12.38.020C
-_._.-

Description
It is unlawful to park or leave standing any commercial vehicle,
truck, trailer or semi-trailer having a manufacturer's gross vehicle
weight rating (Vehicle Code Section 390) of ten thousand (10,000)
pounds or more as described in the following:
On any highway, street, road, alley or private property within the
residential district within the city.
On any vacant or unimproved non-residential propertY in the ci_ty.
On any residential property so that any part of such vehicle is
within one hundred (100) feet of any human dwelling.
Within one hundred fifty (150) feet of any driveway opening.
Within any commercially zoned property for the purpose other than
doing business at the site, or for the purpose not related to such
business operation, or remaining parked or standing for longer than
reasonably appropriate to do such business or acts related to such
business operations.
On any residential property so that any part of such vehicle is
within fifteen (15) feet of the property line, a public sidewalk or a
public or private roadway edge.
On any alley within the city
On any highway, street or road which is adjacent to a parcel upon
which there exists a public facility. Within the meaning of this
subsection, "public facility" includes, but is not limited to, parks,
schools and civic buildings.
Any unattached semi-trailer on a public highway, street, road or
alley wi thin the city.
While adjacent to a developed residential area within the city, the
operator shall not idle the vehicle's engine for longer than fifteen
(15) minutes.

Bail

Bail with Penalty
(Delinquent)

$
$

78.50
78.50

$
$

157.00
157.00

$
$

78.50
78.50

$
$

157.00 :
157.00 .
I

,

,

$

78.50

$

157.00

$
$

78.50
78.50

$
$

157.00
157.00

$

78.50

$

157.00

$

78.50

$

157.00

$

78.50

$

157.00

~
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Sect"

12 - P

It"

d Del"

21113(a)
21211 (a)
22500(a)
22500(b)
22500 (c)
22500(d)
22500 (e)
22500(f)
22500{g)
22500[hl
22500(i)
22500(k)
22500(1)
22500.1
22502(a)
22507.8(a)
22507.8(b)
22507,8(c)
22514
22515(b)
22522
22658
40226
'----

--

--

Schedule £

Park·

Description

C.V,C
5204

tF

Improper display of tabs
Im{)toper display of tabs with correction
Unauthorized parking upon public grounds
Stopping in bicycle lane
Parking unlawfully, within intersection
Parking unlawfully, on crosswalk
Parking unlawfully, adjacent to safety zone
Parking unlawfully, within 15 feet of fire station driveway
Parking unlawfully, blocking any driveway
Parking unlawfully, on a sidewalk
Parking unlawfully, blocking excavation
Parking unlawfully, double parking
Parking unlawfully, in posted bus loading zone
Parking on a bridge, unless otherwise permitted or authorized
Parking unlawfully, blocking sidewalk wheelchair access
Parking unlawfully, in posted fire area
Vehicle parked with right wheels in excess of 18" from right hand
curb (exception: Motorcycles shall be parked with at least one wheel
touching the right hand curb).
Parking in space designated for disabled
Obstruct or block disabled parking space
Parking in cross-hatch area designated for disabled
Parking within 15 feet of fire hydrant
Unattended vehicle wheels not blocked, and! or parking brake not
Parking within 3 feet of a sidewalk access ramp
Unauthorized parking
Failure to display handicapped placard
Other
----

-------------------

------

---

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

~

Violate

lSrul wIth IJenalty
(Delinquent)
Bail
50,00
10,00
25,00 $
50,00
25,00 $
50,00
25,00 $
50,00
25,00 $
50,00
50,00
25,00 $
25,00 $
50,00
50,00
25,00 $
25,00 $
50,00
25,00 $
50,00
25,00 $
50,00
50,00
25,00 $
50,00
25,00 $
·425,00 $
425,00
110.00
55.00 $

25.00
425.00
425,00
425,00
55,00
25,00
425.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
-

50.00
425,00
425,00
425,00
110,00
25.00
425.00
50.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
NA

$

----

--

50.00

---

--

~
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Zone Detail Plan
• Reserve 601 through 610 as RD prefixes
for use by Moreno Valley Station (possible
expansion of zones) 601 through 604
would be first activated by this zone plan.
• Eliminate Reporting Districts 904A through
Z and replace with 601 A 1 through 604Z9.

~
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Zone Designator Details
•
•

No use of "33" or "99" as a designator. (easily confused with 10-33
or 11-99)
Hospital Units Change to "CH" 01-10, 300 series, and 100 series
-

•
•

Mall officers change to : Moreno 61 and Moreno 62 (was forty).
Non-Motor Traffic Units change to: TF 60 and 70 units as needed
(was thirty)
-

•

•

Motor 1, 2, 3 as needed

Problem Oriented Policing - change to a 600 series, which also
designates Zone responsibilities: 610-619 for zone 1 POP officers;
620-629 for zone 2 and so on.
-

•

Said: "Traffic" 61

Motors - stay the same:
-

•

Said: C-Jl see " H-"ach"

Moreno 611

New "line-ups" will detail what primary, secondary, and possibly
tertiary response areas are (even if secondary and tertiary
responses cross zones).
While the RD's and Beats must be in place beginning Jan. 1, 2008,
Designators will not be implemented until at least January 5, 2008
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Zone 1 (601)
Designators
*MV10 to 19 or
12P*10 to 19

Zone4 (604)
Designators
*MV40 to 49 or
12P*40 to 49
~
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Note:" ~ " reserved for shift or watch designator, ie 1 =watch 1 graveyard, 2

=watch 2 dayshift, and so on.
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SCAG REPORT 9/8/09
I AM HONORED TO REPRESENT MORENO VALLEY AS WELL AS BANNING, BEAUMONT, CALIMESA AND
PERRIS, ON THE REGIONAL COUNCIL OF THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS,
BEDER KNOWN AS SCAG.
SCAG IS THE METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION CREATED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO
DO LONG-RANGE PLANNING FOR THE 6 COUNTIES OF RIVERSIDE, SAN BERNARDINO, LOS ANGELES,
ORANGE, IMPERIAL AND VENTURA. IT COORDINATES THE TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING PLANS OF
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN THE 6 COUNTIES.
MANY LOCAL ELECTED OFFICIALS, INCLUDING ME, HAVE DEVELOPED A NEGATIVE AnlTUDE TOWARD
SCAG, BECAUSE THE ONLY TIME WE EVER HEARD FROM SCAG WAS WHEN IT WAS PUSHING SOME
STATE OR FEDERAL MANDATE DOWN OUR MUNICIPAL THROATS.
I'M HAPPY TO REPORT THAT THAT OLD SCAG NO LONGER EXISTS. ABOUT 2 YEARS AGO, WE HIRED A
NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND HE IS LEADING SCAG IN AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT DIRECTION.
THE NEW SCAG IS FOCUSED ON SERVING ITS MEMBER CITIES AND LISTENING TO THEM.
THE BENEFITS WHICH SCAG CAN PROVIDE FOR THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY INCLUDE THE WAIVER OF
10% OF THE SCAG DUES FOR THIS YEAR. SCAG RECOGNIZES THE FISCAL CHALLENGES ITS CITIES ARE
FACING, AND HAS TIGHTENED ITS OWN BELT TO PROVIDE SOME RELIEF ON THE ANNUAL DUES WE PAY
THEM.
SCAG ALSO PROVIDES FREE PROFESSIONAL PLANNING STAFF FOR A PROJECT OF OUR CHOICE WHICH
BLENDS LAND USE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNDER SCAG'S COMPASS BLUEPRINT PROGRAM. WE ARE
ALRE~OYING THAT BENEFIT, AS THE DESIGN OF
~ ~..::::s/4."z?f)(l(J ~rNCIS j!UNDERWAY, AT
SCAG'S EXPENSE.
SCAG HAS ALSO SET UP A PILOT SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM WHICH IS AVAILABLE FOR HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS IN MORENO VALLEY WHO ARE INTERESTED IN ADDING LOCAL PLANNING TO THEIR
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES. IT INCLUDES A $2,000 SCHOLARSHIP, A 2-WEEK EXTERNSHIP, A SEMINAR
AND A RECOGNITION LUNCHEON FOR THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES. INTERESTED STUDENTS SHOULD
CALLSCAG AT213. 236.1975 FOR APPLICATION INFO.
ALSO, SCAG HAS BEEN TASKED WITH DESIGNING THE METHODOLOGY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
SB 375, WHICH DEALS WITH GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS. SCAG MUST DESIGN THE "SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES STRATEGIES" FOR THE 6-COUNTY REGION. SCAG'S EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR HAS MADE IT
VERY CLEAR THAT SCAG WILL NOT HANDLE SB375 THE WAY THE OLD SCAG HANDLED THE STATE'S
RHNA HOUSING MANDATE.
THE SB375 METHODOLOGY IS BEING DESIGNED BY THE CITIES AND SENT TO SCAG, NOT VICE VERSA. IN
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, THAT LOCAL-JURISDICTION DISCUSSION IS OR SOON WILL BE OCCURRING AT
WRCOG.

)
I
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I HAVE ALSO BEEN APPOINTED TO sCAG's REGIONAL GOODS MOVEMENT TASK FORCE AND TO ITS
REGIONAL DATA/GIS TASK FORCE, GIVING MORENO VALLEY A SEAT ATTHE TABLE FOR THE PLANNING
AND DISCUSSION OF THESE CRITICAL ISSUES.
AND FINALLY, AS THE METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION FOR 6 COUNTIES, sCAG GATHERS
TONS OF DATA REGARDING THE 6-COUNTY REGION. UNDER THE OLD sCAG, THAT DATA WAS NOT
SHARED WITH sCAG's MEMBER CITIES.
I'M PROUD TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE NEW SCAG NOT ONLY SHARES ITS DATA, BUT PERSONALIZES IT
FOR EACH CITY, AT NO COST TO THE CITY.
THIS IS THE FIRST ANNUAL CITY PROFILE SPECIFICALLY PREPARED BY sCAG FOR THE CITY OF MORENO
VALLEY. IT CONTAINS MANY PAGES OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA, AND sCAG WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM
US IF WE HAVE ANY CONCERNS ABOUT THE DATA. SCAG PLANS TO PREPARE THIS DOCUMENT FOR
MORENO VALLEY EVERY YEAR, AND THEY WOULD LIKE TO HEAR COMMENTS FROM US IN TIME FOR
THEM TO MAKE CHANGES IN NEXT YEAR'S EDITION, IF NECESSARY.
IN THE OTHER CITIES I REPRESENT, I PRESENT THE CITY PROFILE TO THE MAYOR, BUT THAT WON'T
WORK TODAY. I WILL HAVE COUNCIL STAFF SET IT UP FOR CIRCULATION AMONG THE
COUNCILMEMBERs AND APPROPRIATE CITY STAFF FOR REVIEW AND COMMENT.
THE NEW sCAG WANTS TO HEAR FROM US. LIFE IS GOOD.
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Approximately $1.1B in additional funding is needed to
complete the Inland Empire's 29 t'ligh priority, unfunded,
grade separation projects. The key factors to success are:
• Lead Agency Commitment to develop shelf-ready
projects in order toccomp~te effectively on a national,
state, and local level for discretionary funds;
• Project Completion of the TCIF-funded projects,
demonstrating the region's ability to deliver projects
in a timely manner consistent with the California
Transportation Commission's direction when if1allocating
the Proposition 1B funding;
Legislative Adlon to streamline the delivery of projects
as well as increase the eligibility of grade seQaration
projects for funding; c
• New Sources of Revenue supported by user fees; and
• Increased Role of the Railroads to contribute to all

grade separations beyond those in the Section 190
program.
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Enclosed is the attachment referred to in the
April 13, 2009 letter regarding Regional
Priorities
for
Federal
Transportation
Authorization LegisJation.

Thank you.
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URGENCY ITEM
RIVERSIDE COUNTY TRANSPORTA TION COMMISSION
DATE:

April 8, 2009

TO:

Riverside County Transportation Commission

FROM:

Federal Authorization Legislative Ad Hoc Committee
Aaron Hake, Government Relations Manager

THROUGH:

Anne Mayer, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

Priority Projects for the New Authorization Bill

FEDERAL AUTHORIZA TJON
STAFF RECOMMENDA TlON:

LEGISLA TIVE

AD

HOC

COMMITTEE

AND

This item is for the Commission to:
1)

2)

3)

Adopt High Priority Projects for Federal Authorization:
a)
Alameda Corridor East Grade Separations in Riverside County;
b)
Interstate 215 Corridor Improvements; and
c)
Interstate 10 Corridor Improvements;
Direct staff to work cooperatively with Coachella Valley Association of
Governments and San Bernardino Associated Governments on High Priority
Project requests; and
Direct staff to work cooperatively to support Riverside Transit Agency and
SunLine Transit Agency on those agencies' project requests.

BACKGROUND INFORMA TION:
The House Transportation and Infrastructure (T&I) Committee is in the midst of
writing language for the next federal transportation authorization bill.
The
Committee's chairman, Rep. Jim Oberstar (D-MN), has stated that he intends to
introduce the bill by May 15. He has further stated that he intends to markup the
bill in the T&I Committee in late May and consider the bill on the House floor in
June.
This timeline began to emerge in early March, shortly following the
enactment of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) or "stimulus"
bill.
Until then, many in Washington, DC, questioned whether ARRA's
infrastructure investment would lessen political pressure to pass a new
transportation authorization bill in 2009. Instead, it seems to have emboldened
Chairs Oberstar and Boxer to move forward with legislation quickly (due to their
perceived inadequate infrastructure investment in ARRA).
Additionally, mixedmessages regarding the role of earmarks (now dubbed "congressionally directed
priorities") in the authorization bill have been sent by Congress and the
Administration. However, it is now apparent that Congress intends to include
Member priority projects in the bill from the outset.
1
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Given that the details of the House bill are now being constructed, the
T&I Committee has officially asked Members of Congress to submit High Priority
Project requests from their respective districts to the T&I Committee. Members
have been given until May 8 to submit High Priority Projects. The Commission
should soon be receiving calls for projects from the four Members who represent
Riverside County. In anticipation of this call, staff has prepared a recommendation
to the Federal Authorization Legislative Ad Hoc Committee for the Commission to
sponsor a strategic suite of projects for the authorization bill.
Vetting Commission Priority Projects
At its August 2008 meeting, this ad hoc committee received recommendations
from Commission federal lobbyists and staff regarding criteria for authorization
projects. Having received no alternative suggestions from the ad hoc committee at
that time, staff continues to recommend that projects sought by the Commission in
the next reauthorization shall:
•
•
•

Have a clear federal nexus;
Be regional in nature; and
Be deliverable within the timeframe of the bill (before 2015-16)

Furthermore, the ad hoc committee discussed its desire to support corridors for
improvement rather than individual projects.
A regional corridor approach is
consistent with recent policies by Senate and House Appropriations Committees
and Senator Feinstein. As the Commission discussed at its 2008 workshop in
La Quinta with its three federal lobbyists, staff believes the C~mmission will benefit
from maintaining a strategy that focuses on the highest regional priorities, despite
the many requests that will be made by cities for smaller projects. Competition will
be fierce for limited dollars; diluting the Commission's support for the multitudinous
local projects nominated by cities will detract from a regional message that can set
Riverside County apart from others in California and the nation.
Congressional Criteria
In a letter dated April 2, 2009, Chairman Oberstar, Ranking Member Mica, and
key committee members outlined their standards for High Priority Project requests.
The letter is an attachment to this item. The basic points are outlined below:
•
•

•

For road projects, is the project on the national highway or interstate
system?
Can 80% of the total cost of the phase or segment of the project be
identified through local, state, or federal sources? (Sources and amounts
must be named).
How likely is construction of the project to begin during the term of the Act?

Urgency Item
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the project explicitly supported by the state or local government agency?
Is the project of national or regional significance?
What are the safety, economic development, mobility, and environmental
benefits associated with the completion of the project?
What opportunity will the public have to comment on the project?
Is the project in the region's long range state and/or federal transportation
improvement plan?
Members must certify that neither the Member nor his/her spouse has any
financial interest in the project.
Members are required to post requests for projects on the Member's
website.
Projects included in the bill will be posted on the Committee
website, with all certifications and justifications provided to the Committee.

Given these detailed principles set by the T&I Committee, staff recommends the
Commission adopt three major corridors of national and regional significance as
High Priority Projects: Alameda Corridor East and Interstates 215 and 10. Within
each of these corridors are projects that are currently under development that
increase their likelihood of being "shovel ready" within the term of the new
authorization bill.
Alameda Corridor East Grade Separations in Riverside County
Congressional Districts: 41-Lewis, 44-Calvert, 45-Bono Mack
The Commission has twice adopted a Grade Separation Funding Strategy, a one-ofa-kind document in Southern California that provides a blueprint for delivering the
20 highest-priority grade separations in Riverside County. There are 13 grade
separations in this funding strategy that could be deliverable by 2016. The
blueprint easily achieves the standards set by the T&I Committee for project
justification. The blueprint demonstrates significant local funding commitments to
all 13 projects. Grade separations have been a consistent congressional priority
dating back to SAFETEA-LU, where Alameda Corridor East was identified as a
Project of National and Regional Significance.
Sponsoring this corridor as a
High Priority Project also follows precedent set by the allocation of the Trade
Corridor Improvement Fund (TCIF) from Proposition 18, which was supported by
the entire Southern California region.
The Commission has been consistently
supportive of grade separations on Alameda Corridor East as a countywide priority.
Further, the Commission will continue to seek the creation of a national goods
movement funding program that will address the local impacts of international
trade.

Urgency Item
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Projects in the Commission's Grade Separation Funding Strategy that
deliverable within the timeframe of the new authorization bill are:

are

Total Cost

The Commission would seek a federal share of approximately $365 million for
these Alameda Corridor East projects. If approved by the ad hoc committee, staff
would further refine the details of this request to make a competitive application to
our Member offices and the T&I Committee.
Interstate 215 Corridor Improvements
Congressional Districts: 41-Lewis, 44-Calvert, 45-Bono Mack, 49-lssa
Interstate 21 5 is a key corridor in the 2009 Measure A Expenditure Plan and is
prioritized by the Commission in the 10-Year Western County Highway Delivery
Plan. The California Transportation Commission (CTC) has also recognized 1-215 as
a priority with a $38 million investment from the Proposition 1 B Corridor Mobility
Improvement Account (CMIA). The Commission is investing in transit along the
corridor as well with the Perris Valley Line Metrolink Extension, a project that has
received significant federal investment. This highway is regionally significant in its
role as a link between Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. Last week, the
Riverside County Board of Supervisors adopted a resolution declaring 1-215 a
bi-county regional priority_The San Bernardino Board of Supervisors will soon
adopt the same resolution.
The 1-215 corridor presents an opportunity to
demonstrate regional unity and address significant congestion and air quality
challenges.
Staff proposes that 1-215 corridor improvements, consisting of three critical
projects, be considered for a High Priority Project request to Congress.
Urgency Item
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French Valley Parkway
This new facility will play a critical role in improving infrastructure in southwest
Riverside County and traffic flow near the Riverside/San Diego County border. This
$122 million project received High Priority Project designation in SAFETEA-LU from
Rep. Darrell Issa. State funds totaling $31.5 million have been placed on the
project, designating French Valley Parkway as a regional priority. The authorization
request would be approximately $55.2 million. Anticipated construction start is in
FY 2010/11.
Central 1-215 Project: Scott Road to Nuevo Road
This project will add one mixed flow lane addition in both the north and south
bound directions of 1-215 between Scott and Nuevo Road, approximately
12.9 miles. The project will include the widening of four existing bridges and the
replacement of two bridges.
The project will involve extensive drainage
modifications/improvements.
This project will address some existing drainage
problems and account for all new run off. Most work will be within the existing
state right of way. The project is in the preliminary engineering and environmental
clearance stage, with a projected construction start date in 2013. A total of
$1 70 million is need ed for construction.
This segment of 1-215 will be a continuation of the widening to be done on from
Scott Road to Murrieta Hot Springs Road. That segment is being funded by state
Proposition 1 B funds.
1-215 Bi-County HOV Gap Closure Project
The Commission added this project to the 10-Year Measure A Delivery Plan in
This action will expedite a deliverable portion of the larger
February 2009.
bi-county 1-215 project that will cost upwards of $1.4 billion. The interim project
includes the addition of one HOV lane between the newly completed 60/91/215
interchange and Orange Show Road in San Bernardino. The total project cost is
expected to be $167.46 million. The Commission will be responsible for
$35.72 million with SANBAG responsible for the balance. Caltrans and the Federal
Highway Administration have given conceptual approval to deliver this project
separately from the larger 1-215 bi-county project with the understanding that it will
be given funding priority and delivered by 2014.
Advocating for this project will require cooperation and coordination with SAN BAG
in Washington, DC. If staff's recommendation is approved, staff will proactively
outreach to SANBAG to advance this project's standing in Washington, DC.

Urgency Item
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As with Alameda Corridor East, staff recommends that 1-21 5 be presented as a
dynamic package of investments that are regional in nature with direct federal
interest, emphasizing air quality improvement, mobility choices, and goods
movement benefits.
Perris Valley Line Remains a Priority for Annual Appropriations Cycle
Staff is not recommending that Perris Valley Line be included in the 1-215 Corridor
proposal for authorization. This project has been receiving federal funds from the
annual appropriations bills passed by Congress. Perris Valley Line is eligible to
receive a Project Construction Grant Agreement (PCGA) from the Federal Transit
Administration, which would create an obligation for the federal government to
fund the project up to $75 million. Annual appropriations from the Small Starts
program sponsored by Senator Feinstein have set aside approximately $47 million
for the project in the last two fiscal years. The Commission will continue to
request appropriations for Perris Valley Line until the project has received its
maximum federal share of $75 million.
1-10 Corridor Improvements
41-Lewis, 45-Bono Mack
The Coachella Valley Association of Governments and their local agency partners in
the desert have spent many years developing a series of five important interchange
reconstructions on 1-10. These interchanges have serious economic development,
air quality, and congestion relief implications for the Coachella Valley. The free
flow of people and commerce off of 1-10 is critical to the future of the valley. A
major obstacle to delivering these five interchanges has been securing funding in an
environment where construction costs escalated globally and budget problems
plagued the state and federal governments. The ARRA presented an opportunity
for a breakthrough.
At its March meeting, the Commission designated the
Palm Drive/I-10 and Bob Hope Drive/Ramon Road/l-10 interchanges. as priorities for
investment using the Commission's anticipated ARRA funds.
Once these two "stimulus" projects go to construction, there will be three
remaining 1-10 interchanges to build: Indian Avenue/l-10, Jefferson Street/l-10,
and Date Palm Drive/I-10. Assuming timely enactment of the new authorization
bill, all three projects could stand to benefit from new federal funding. While local
and state commitments have been made to fully fund the projects once they are
ready to go to construction, downturns in state and local revenue present potential
future obstacles.
Staff recommends that the Commission maintain a corridor
approach on 1-10 and request at least $110 million for all five interchanges to
guarantee delivery of these projects once pre-construction work is completed.

Urgency Item
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Staff has been in communication with CVAG regarding these interchanges and their
potential for federal authorization funding. If this priority designation is approved
by the ad hoc committee, staff will continue to work with CVAG in preparing a
strong and detailed application to our Member offices.
Transit
Riverside Transit Agency and Sun Line Transit Agency will also be asked to prepare
requests for High Priority Projects. Staff recommends that the Commission work
cooperatively with these operators to develop strong requests for their priority
projects. Based on the structure of previous authorization bills, transit projects
should not compete with the Commission's highway and grade separation
priorities. It is not yet known what priorities the two operators will endorse,
however the Commission can work cooperatively to ensure that the transportation
community in Riverside County presents a strong package to Congress.

Next Steps
At the direction of the ad hoc committee, staff will begin preparing documentation
to support each High Priority Project request. Staff requests approval of this threecorridor concept and the projects within those corridors, as well as direction to
work with regional partner agencies in the development of a coordinated advocacy
strategy.
Due to the deadlines provided by the T&I Committee, time will be of the essence.
The May 8 deadline for Members to submit project requests to T&I likely means
that Members will ask the Commission to submit its projects for review one or two
weeks ahead of the May 8 deadline. Given that these instructions were given last
week, it does not provide for a normal course for full Commission consideration
before the May 8 deadline. The ad hoc committee's recommendation will be taken
to the full Commission. Commission staff and lobbyists are prepared to move
quickly at the direction of the ad hoc committee.
As the introductory paragraph to this staff report indicates, the timing of
. authorization activities has been a constant question since federal economic
stimulus legislation began to be contemplated late last year. Despite Chairman
Oberstar's assertions that the House will move quickly to pass a new bill, it is not
yet known what Speaker Pelosi's disposition is and few details about the Senate's
calendar (other than Senator Boxer's pledge to do a bill on-time) are known.

Urgency Item
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Ultimately, the goal of approving a Commission-sponsored suite of projects and
including them in the House bill is to establish a precedent in the public record that
Riverside County infrastructure is a national and regional priority. While the timing
of the legislation may change several times, staff recommends that Commission
projects be part of the initial draft.
Attachments:
1)
Letter from Chairman Oberstar
T&I Committee Project Questionnaire
2)

Urgency Item
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Date: April 16. 2009
From: Mayor Richard A. Stewart
To: Council Members

FYI

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Subject: Regional Priorities for Federal Transportation Authorization legislation
Dear Mayor Stewart:
In the coming months, the U.S. House of Representatives will consider new legislation to
authorize the next era of transportation policy and funding in our country. Riverside County has
a unique opportunity to unite and speak with one voice in Washington about our regional
priorities. A unified approach gives us a strategic advantage over other counties in Southern
California and other parts of the country.
The Riverside County Transportation Commission has carefully vetted the many transportation
needs in our region with the standards set by the House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee.
Based on these Congressional criteria, the Commission unanimously adopted
three high priority corridors for the next federal transportation authorization bill:
•
•
•

Alameda Corridor East (Railroad grade separations throughout Riverside County)
Interstate 21 5
Interstate 10

In selecting priority corridors, the Commission emphasized corridors that had a clear federal
nexus, regional benefits, and could be delivered within the 6-year timeframe of the proposed
legislation. The Commission is fully aware that the needs of Riverside County far exceed these
three corridors. Success of this targeted and strategic approach will result in other local, state,
and federal funds being freed up to fund additional priorities throughout Riverside County.
Competition for federal dollars is fierce and Congress is raising the level of scrutiny on
Member-designated projects. Therefore, the Commission has chosen an approach that focuses
on fewer large-scale regional projects for line-item funding.
There is more to the new transportation bill than individual projects. The bill will include
language for federal formula programs that will spend billions of infrastructure dollars across the
country over the next six years.
We must advocate in unison for programs that give
Riverside County our deserved share of funding. Congress must enact legislation that fulfills the

MV00233014
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federal responsibility with regard to goods movement, air quality, and congestion. We must also
speak strongly on the subject of delivering transportation projects more efficiently so that we
reduce the amount of time and taxpayer dollars spent on getting critical projects to construction.
Our success lies in our ability to work together and speak with one voice. The Commission is
taking a strategic and assertive posture in Washington on these many issues for the cause of
the entire region.
I respectfully ask for your Council's support of these three priority corridors and the strategic
regional approach adopted by the Commission. Formal council action and letters of support
from your city will demonstrate regional unity to our Congressional delegation and the
Administration. The Commission-adopted staff report on this subject is attached for your
review. Please remit your letter of support or any questions, comments, and concerns you may
have to RCTe Government Relations Manager Aaron Hake at (951) 787-7141 or
ahake@rctc.org.
Thank you for your partnership.

cc:

Bob Gutierrez, City of Moreno Valley
All City Council Members in Riverside County
The Honorable Mary Bono Mack
The Honorable Ken Calvert
The Honorable Darrell Issa
The Honorable Jerry Lewis
The Honorable Barbara Boxer
The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Bill Luna, County of Riverside
Hasan Ikhrata, Southern California Association of Governments
Rick Bishop, Western Riverside Council of Governments
Larry Parrish, Coachella Valley Association of Governments

Attachment:

Priority Projects for Authorization: Commission-adopted Agenda Item,
April 8, 2009
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Janis L. Leonard
Executive Assistant
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Riverside County Administrative Center Annex
40§:p lemon St, 3rd Floor, MS1032
Riverside, CA 92501-3609

•

leonord@wrcog.cog.ca.us
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County of Riverside 0 City of Banning 0 City of Beaumont 0 City of Calimesa 0 City of Canyon Lake 0 City of Corona 0 City of Hemet
City of Moreno Valley • City of Murrieta • City af Norco • City of Perris • City of Riverside 0 City of San Jacinto • City of Temecula
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City of Lake Elsinore
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Date:

February 25, 2009

To:

Mayor and
Mayor and
Mayor and
Mayor and
Mayor and

o
Councilmembers,
Councilmembers,
Councilmembers,
Councilmembers,
Councilmembers,

City
City
City
City
City

of
of
of
of
of

Banning
Beaumont
Calimesa
Moreno Valley
Perris
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Notice of 2009 SCAG Regional Council District Representative Election for Dift'rict 3
(Cities of Banning, Beaumont, Calimesa, Moreno Valley, Perris)

The term of office for the current Regional Councilmember from District 3 of the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) will expire at the conclusion of SCAG's May 7, 2009, Spring
General Assembly. Bonnie Flickinger (Mayor Pro Tern, City of Moreno Valley) currently serves as
the District 3 Representative to the Regional Councilof SCAG.
As required by SCAG's bylaws, this correspondence serves as the notice of an upcoming election,
which - if necessary - will be held in conjunction with the April 6, 2009, meeting of the WRCOG
Executive Committee at 2:00 p.m. at the Riverside County Administrative Center, Board Hearing Room.
General Information regarding the election, process, and eligibility are as follows:
Candidates:

All elected officials from SCAG member cities within this District (the subject
cities listed) are eligible candidates.

Election Notice:

The election notice is a two step process. This transmittal (first notice) calls for
candidates to declare interest within two weeks from the notice date. As such,
interested candidates need to notify me of such interest no later than
Friday, March 13, 2009. A second notice will include candidate names and
repeats the election date, time, and location.

Election Procedure: District representatives shall be elected by a majority of a quorum. A quorum is
defined as at least one (1) elected official from 2/3 of the cities within a District.
Elected officials must vote in person and proxy votes are not permitted.
If there is only one (1) candidate, that individual shall be declared the SCAG
District Representative without having to conduct an election.

Please do not hesitate to contact me at (951) 955-8303 or (951) 258-5047 (mobile) or bye-mail at
bishop@wrcog.cog.ca.us if you have any questions.

cc:

Arnold San Miguel, SCAG
Linda W. Jones, SCAG
City Managers, Cities of Banning, Beaumont, Calimesa, Moreno Valley, Perris
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

9: 09

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Steve Elam, Interim Financial & Administrative Services Director ~

Date:

December 30, 2009

Subject:

Redevelopment Agency's Annual Report

Each year the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City Moreno Valley is
required, as specified in Section 33080.1 of the Health and Safety Code, to submit the
Redevelopment Agency's Annual Report to the California State Controller's Office. The
report includes the following components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

State Controller's Report
Statement of Indebtedness
Housing & Community Development (HCD) Report
Financial Audit Report

This report must also be presented to the Agency's governing body for information,
although no action is required to be taken. Attached is a copy of the Redevelopment
Agency's Annual Report for your review and file.

Attachments
c:

William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager
Barry Foster, Economic Development Director
Cynthia Fortune, Financial Operations Division Manager
Annie Clark, Senior Financial Analyst
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TElWlAN. RAMIREZ & SMITH, INC.
CERTifiED

PUBLIC

ACCOUNTANTS

Accountants' Compilation Report

Governing Board
Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California

We have compiled the balance sheet of the Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley as
of June 30, 2009 and the related statements of revenue and expenditures, and changes in fund
balances for the year then ended, in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting and
Review Services issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of financial statements information that is the
representation of management. We have not audited or reviewed the accompanying financial
statements and, accordingly, do not express an opinion or any other form of assurance on them,
The accompanying statements were prepared on forms prescribed by the California State
Controller's Office and do not include all applicable notes and disclosures as required by generally
accepted accounting principles.
This report is intended solely for filing with the State Controller's Office and is not intended for any
other purpose.

December 14,2009

CLIENT COpy
Richard A. Teaman, CPA. Greg W. Fankhanel, CPA. David M. Ramirez, CPA. Javier H. Carrillo, CPA

4201 Brockton Ave. Suite 100, Riverside CA 92501 •

FAX.

www.trscpas.com
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Achievement Information (Unaudited)
2009

Fiscal Year

Indicate Only Those Achievements Completed During the Fiscal Year of this Report as a Direct Result
of the Activities of the Redevelopment Agency.
Please provide a description of the agency's
activities/accomplishments during the past
year.

Square Footage Completed
Enter the amount of square
footage completed this year by
building type and segregated by
new or rehabilitated construction.

(Please be specific, as this information will
be the basis for possible inclusion in the
publication.)
Activity Report
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley (RDA)
hereby reports on the financial transactions, activities, and achievements
accomplished in FY 2008/09.

Rehabilitated

New
Construction

Commercial Buildings

345,6271
1,381,3331

Industrial Buildings

I
I

PubliC Buildings
Other Buildings

A. RDA Administration

==

I

=:J
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Objective: To manage and coordinate the activities of the City's Redevelopment
Plan and provide programs and projects which improve the physical, social and
econom Ic conditions in the Redevelopment Project Area.
With RDA funds, the agency administered the infrastructure improvements,
housing, and economic development activities described on the following pages:
Capital Projects - Completed
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Types Completed

[

A=Utilities B=Recreation C=Landscaping D=Sewer/ Storm E=Streets/ Roads
F=Bus/Transit

Sunnymead Boulevard Street Improvements: This comprehensive street
beautification project currently under construction in the 2-m lie area between
Frederick Street and Perris Boulevard, has successfully completed 2 of it's 3
phases. In May 2009, the local water company, EMWD, completed a major
pipeline replacement project along the 2 mile commercial corridor. This month,
October 2009, the City finished the installation of improvements affecting the
parkways. With enhancements such as: 200 trees, planter areas, colored
driveways/sidewalks, and 17 new bus shelters complete, the final phase of "instreet" improvements (including landscaped medians and decorative intersection
treatments) are steadily underway and expected to be done by March 2010.
Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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Achievement Information (Unaudited)

B. RDA Housing
Objective: To develop and implement housing programs and projects, resulting in
the improvement and expansion of the City's affordable housing opportunities that
relate specifically to the Redevelopment Area. Program results are described in
the Housing and Community Development (HCD) Annual Report of Housing
Activity of Community Redevelopment Agencies for fiscal year ended June 30,
2007. Program descriptions are listed below.
1.Housing Development Projects
a. Oakwood Apartments: The 241-unit Oakwood Apartments project is under
construction and scheduled for completion in early 2009. The RDA has committed
$3,000,000 in financial assistance. Funds will be disbursed to two disbursements
$2,250,000 during the final stages of construction and $750,000 at the
achievement of stabilized occupancy.
b. Perris Isle Senior Apartments: The Agency committed $1,100,000 in
financial assistance to the 189-unit Perris Isle Senior Apartments, with 148 units
to be restricted to low income senior residents. Construction of the project was
completed in October 2008 and has reached Stabilized Occupancy; the Agency
ilwill fund the $1.1 M commitment in fall of 2009.
i

c. Marilyn Street: The City continued with the implementation of the
Neighborhood Beautification Program (NBP). NBP is a city-sponsored grant
program designed to assist qualified residents in the Marilyn Street targeted
neighborhood with approved exterior home improvements.
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d. Rancho Dorado Housing Project: The RDA committed a total of $4,750,000
to the first phase of the 150 unit affordable apartment project to be developed by
Palm Desert Development Company. The project will be constructed in two
phases, with 15 units reserved as permanent supportive housing for formerly
homeless people. Construction has begun on the first phase consisting of 79 units,
including a manager's unit. The Agency will fund $1,500,000 of the phase I
commitment in fall 2009, the remaining wilt be funded at the achievement of
Stabilized Occupancy.
e. Alessandro and Day Street: The Agency acquired approximately 8.5 acres of
Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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Achievement Information (Unaud ited)
land at the northeast corner of Alessandro Boulevard and Day Street for use in a
new affordable housing project. After an extensive selection process, Palm Desert
Development Company was selected to develop the 220-225 units affordable
housing project. A Negotiation Agreement was executed in May 2009; the
Disposition and Development Agreement is currently being drafted.

o
2. Perennial Housing Programs
a. Homebuyer Assistance Program (HAP): The HAP provides up to 20% of the
purchase price towards down payment assistance to income-eligible households
purchasing an existing single family home or condominium in the City. The loan is
a silent second, deferred, and repayable in 30 years.
b. Homeowner Assistance for Minor Rehabilitation (HAMR): The HAMR
provides a $7,500 maximum loan to a homeowner in need of minor home repairs
such as fencing or front yard landscaping. The loan is financed at a 3% to 5%
annual interest rate with payments amortized over a ten year period. Monthly
payments are approximately $71 to $78 per month. The loan would become
immediately due and payable upon sale, refinance, or lease of the property.
c. Home Improvement Loan Program (HILP): The HILP provides a $40,000
maximum loan with a 3% annual interest rate. Payment and interest is deferred for
20 years or un!il the owner sells and/or ceases to occupy the property. This
program is designed for homeowners who have equity in the property to provide
collateral for the loan and require multiple repairs and improvements, such as the
upgrade of existing electrical and plumbing, roof replacement, and other major
interior and exterior repairs. Priority is given to repair work that violates health and
safety and/or building codes.
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d. Homeownership Opportunity Program (HOP): The HOP provides down
payment assistance to eligible low-income homebuyers purchasing an eligible
1 home within the city. Assistance is offered in the form of a deferred, zero interest,
second mortgage loan, with a 45-year term. Per applicable housing laws, the loan
. is subject an affordability period. The City will forgive a portion's of the HOP loan
; incrementally based on the borrower's length of occupancy.
e. Mobilehome Grant Program (MHG): A $10,000 maximum grant amount is
available to income eligible owner-occupied mobilehome residents. The units must
be located in an established Moreno Valley mobilehome park where a monthly
space rent is paid. Eligible improvements include health and safety related repairs,
Achievement information (Unaudited)
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roofing, flooring and exterior paint.
C. Economic Development
Description: Because a significant portion of the land zoned for commercial,
industrial or retail uses in Moreno Valley is located within the redevelopment
project area, Economic Developmenfstaff spent a majority of their time working on
projects that are eliminating blighting conditions within the project area.
Objective: to promote the City of Moreno Valley as a place to do business.
Specifically, the Economic Development Department facilitates the development of
employment opportunities and dynamic retail centers to (1) increase assessed
, valuations, (2) increase sales tax revenues, (3) create jobs, and (4) enhance
, Moreno Valley's image. To accomplish these goals, the Economic Development
: Department performs business attraction and business retention, ombudsman
activities for Moreno Valley.

iii. Business Attraction
In FY 08/09, the Economic Development Division (EDD) pursued business
attraction efforts through the provision of assistance to developments and new
business by site selection, project coordination, ombudsman, and/or project
marketing services that facilitated the projects described below.
:Ia. Commercial: EDD serves as advocate for approximately 2.6 million sq. ft. of
I commercial development, including the following projects (NOTE: bolded projects
: are located in project area):
.
1. Elsworth Plaza: EDD provided marketing assistance to this 30,000 sq. ft .
ilproject near the southwest corner of Alessandro Blvd. and Elsworth St. and
.,om budsman services to permitting assistance to Subway Sandwich Shop, an
. inline shop tenant of the center.
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2. Iris Plaza: EDD assisted this 109,289 sq. ft. commercial projectwith
resolution of permitting and construction issues. Tenants now open include
Walgreen's, Fresh & Easy, Fitness 19, Carl's Jr., Quizno's, Del Taco, AutoZone,
Provident Bank, KFC and Goodyear Tire.
3. Fresh and Easy: Fresh and Easy Neighborhood Markets continued to
Jexpand in Moreno Valley. Construction of the third and fourth locations was
Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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completedinFYO-87(f9~Et56 provided continual assistance resolving development
issues through the construction phase.

4. Moreno Beach Plaza: This 350,000 sq. ft. center expanded and completed
construction for the 86,500 sq. fL Phase II EDD provided permitting assistance.
5. Moreno Marketplace: This new 10 acre, 93,788 sq. fL neighborhood
shopping anchored by Stater Bros. and Wells Fargo and tenanted by Jack in the
Box, Chop Stix, Fantastic Sams and other inline shops is now open. EDD
provided extensive assistance with resolving development and permitting issues.
6. Moreno Valley Mall: General Growth Properties has completed more than
300,000 sq. ft. of renovation, remodeling and addition of new stores to the regional
mall. New stores include Aeropostale, American Greetings, Hollister Co.,
Children'S Place, Howies Game Shack, Kay's Jewelers, Torrid, Yogurberry, and
Zales Jewelers.
7. Stoneridge Towne Centre: Construction continued in this 579,000 sq. fL
lifestyle center. Construction was completed for Wachovia Bank and Chevron
adding to the tenant list that includes: SuperTarget, Best Buy, Office Max, Kohl's,
Dress Barn, Famous Footwear, Chili's, , and See's CandiesPFF Bank and Trust, .
A Franchise agreement was executed for Bob's Big Boy Restaurant.
8. TownGate Center / Plaza: EDD executed intergovernmental agency and
lease agreements with the County of Riverside and the Fritz Duda Company, and
completed tenant improvements for a 3,200 square foot new Employment
Resource Center. Ombudsman assistance was given to Dollar Tree Store and
Sansai Restaurant to expedite the permitting/Certificate of Occupancy process .A
Letter of Intent was submitted by Burlington Coat Factory.
9. TownGate Crossing: EDD assisted this 237,000 sq, ft. shopping center,
anchored by Lowe's with the opening of Sports Authority and Nub!. 99 cents
Stores signed a lease agreement.
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1O.TownGate Promenade: EDD provided ombudsman service to tbis 200,000 sq.
ft. shopping centerassisting with resolving planning and permit processing issues
'Ito open the 115-room Hampton Inn and Suites and 127-room Ayres Suites, whicll
, is under construction.
1111. TownGate Square: EDD assisted this mixed-use development by helping
I

Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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secure successful negotiations between the commercial developer and landowner
to acquire adjacent property for future expansion.
b. Office: EDD provided ombudsman and marketing services Moreno Valley
Professional Village - WesTech College during their completed expansion project
increasing their 7,703 square foot facility by 4,122 square feet.
c. Industrial: EOD is providing ombudsman support to more than 23 million sq. ft.
of industrial projects within the city. The following are located within the project
area:
1. Alere Property Group: AleTe completed the first phase of their second
Moreno Valley project - a 401,000 sq. ft. distribution/manufacturing facility, which
Economic Development promoted at tradeshows. O'Reilly Automotive, Inc., with
the assistance of EOO, negotiated the purchase of the facility and began tenant
improvements. EDO will provided ancillary support services .. Alere's second
phase, another 411,000 sq. ft. building, is undergoing building plan check.
2. Ecolite Concrete
3. BAS Recycling: EOD was actively involved with the site selection and
relocation activities of the crumb rubber manufacture to a 66,000 sq. ft. facility in
Moreno Valley. EDD provided extensive interdepartmental and interagency
support during the entitlement, permitting and construction phases.
4. First Industrial Realty Trust: This major developer began grading the site the
first of their three Moreno Valley projects totalingmore than 3.5 million sq. ft. EDD
provided extensive support and assistance with development issues during the
entitlement stage.
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5. Ridge Property Trust: Economic Development continues to assist Ridge
during the construction and/or entitlement of several buildings in their two projects
that will offer a combined total of more than 3.2 million sq. ft. Minka Lighting,
Serta Mattress, ResMed and the United States Postal Service are tenants at
Centerpointe, Ridge's 2.5 million sq. ft. business park (which is located in the RDA
project area). EDD provided site selection assistance to prospective tenants.
6. Robertson's Ready Mix: This long time Moreno Valley business received
approval and entitlements to relocate and expand their concrete batch plant to a
new facility within city limits. EDO has provided extensive assistance resulting in
Ach!evement Information (Unaudited)
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the approvaf of the project.
d. Hospitality: Economic Development is providing ombudsman services to the
following proposed hotels (NOTE: balded projects are located in project area):
1. Ayres Suites: 127-guest room project began construction. EDD EDD provided
assistance with resolving development and permitting issues.
2. Hampton Inn & Suites: 115-room hotel opened May 2009. EOD EOD
provided assistance with resolving development and permitting issues.
2.Business Retention: In addition to attracting new businesses to Moreno Valley,
EDD pursued several business retention efforts.
a. Business Roundtable: EDD facilitated eight meetings between Moreno
.• Valley businesses, the Chambers of Commerce. the City's Executive Team, and
the Mayor to encourage dialogue and build relationships.
b. Business Visitation: EDD strengthened business retention efforts by holding
nine one-on-one meetings with major employers and top sales tax producing
businesses within the project area.
c. Chambers of Commerce: EDD provides financial support to Moreno Valley's
three chambers of commerce in exchange for their provision of services to the
business community.
3. Marketing: EDD continued various marketing activities supporting business
attraction and retention activities.
a. Advertising: EDD placed advertisements in several nationally-recognized and
local publications in the real estatel retail I site selection industries and with a local
business focus.
b.Tradeshows I Event Sponsorships: EDD enhanced the City's regional and
national visibility by increasing our participation in tradeshows.
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c. Website: EDD began a project to develop a site selection website providing a

~tool for businesses or consultants improving the rate of shared information

, between the Cily, site selectors, and real estate brokers.
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d. Development Sign Program: EDD implemented a new public relations
program. The program included the placement of eighteen attractively-designed,
reusable development signs to announce the arrival of new businesses and
development projects
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Audit Information
Fiscal Year

2009

Was the Report Prepared from Audited Financial Data,
and Did You Submit a Copy of the Audit?

C

Indicate Financial Audit Opinion

["AUdit Incomplete 1

If Financial Audit is not yet Completed, What is the
Expected Completion Date?

C=12/3~

If the Audit Opinion was Other than Unqualified, State
Briefly the Reason Given
Was a Compliance Audit Performed in Accordance with
Health and Safety Code Section 33080.1 and the State
Controller'S Guidelines for Compliance Audits, and Did
You Submit a Copy of the Audit?
Indicate Compliance Audit Opinion
If Compliance Audit is not yet Completed, What is the
Expected Completion Date?

_

If compliance opinion includes exceptions,
state the areas of non-compliance, and
describe the agency's efforts to correct.
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ICompliance Audit Incomplete
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Project Area Report

Fiscal Year

2009

Please Provide a Brief Description of
the Activities for this Project Area
During the Reporting Year.

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area

Project Area Name

-----;,;;;.;;1

~~~~ . i:~

Forwarded from Prior Year?

L __

Enter Code for Type of Project Area Report
Activitv Report

A = Administrative Fund

P = Standard Project Area Report
l

=low and Moderate Income Housing Fund

a = Other Miscellaneous Funds or Programs

M = Mortgage Revenue Bond Program
S

= Proposed (Survey) Project Area

C

Does the Plan Include Tax Increment Provisions?
(MM-DD-YY)

Date Project Area was Established

P]

__

12/19/198~

==

J

[

Most Recent Date Project Area was Amel1ded

Ye~

1

Did this Amendment Add New Territory?

1

1

Most Recent Date Project Area was Merged

Ll

rc=

Will this Project Area be Carried Forward to Next Year?

yesl

Established Time Limit:
Repayment of Indebtedness
Effectiveness of Plan
New Illdebtedness

2038

[

(Year Only)

(Year Only)

1

L

(Year Only)

Size of Project Area in Acres
Percentage of land Vacant at the Inception of the Project Area
Health and Safety Code Section 33320,1

1

2028 1
2007

1

1

4,62~

1

20.01

(xx,x%)

80.01

Percentage of Land Developed at the Inception of the Project Area
Health and Safety Code Section 33320.1 (xx,x%)
Objectives of the Project Area as Set Forth in the Project Area Plan

RI_C~

L - -_ _ _

(Enter the Appropriate Coders) in Sequence as Shown)

o

R = Residential

I = Industrial

C = Commercial

P = Public

0 = Other
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Redevelopment Agencies ,Financial Transactions Report
Assessed Valuation Data

Fiscal Year

2009

Project Area Name

[Moreno ValleYRedevelopment Projec1 Area

Frozen Base Assessed Valuation

en

Increment Assessed Valuation

--551 ,224,950-1
2,280,512,922

~31,737,8721

Total Assessed Valuation

o
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
"

Redevelopment:Ag,enciesFinancial
~'

~
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-
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Transac;tionsR~p,ort
..'..'
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c"

_
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,

Pass-Through I School District Assistance

Fiscal Year

~009

Project Area Name

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area
Tax Increment Pass Through Detail
H & S Code
Section 33401

Amounts Paid To Taxing
Agencies Pursuant To:

Cities
School Districts

c=

I

U

[

'

$0

$889,848

152,9181

$152,91S

$12,525,495

I, '

-

S 9 ,8-4-S"1- - - - -

1,188,798

Total Paid to Taxing
Agencies

H & S Code
Section 33445

$10,293,931

r - - - - - -'--c
S-

Special Districts

Gross Tax Increment
Generated

Total

[

Community College District

Net Amount to Agency

H & S Code
Section 33607

H & S Code
Section 33676

10,293,931

County

Other Payments

C

$1,188,798

il

$0

",.)1:«, ,'c' c'

:u

::IL:,L

:;,

,cc,

I, :--,;~-;, : "
I"

J==

'~I ,",?;/,';:):tii]
" <~H;:::;.",r:,:;t.

':"T':I

[

-

I
I

I ,"

$12,525,495

=:=II' -',,'

H & S Code
Section 33445.5

{::"::,,?,:,;,:lrc';f,~
$0

II

:,d
$0

$11,250,461

JL,---,"--~,~_" _'

23,775,9561
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.' .."/-' __ 'Moreno;·-Va)iey; Re<ieve lqp-Q,~enl!Ag~n ~y _
_;Redevelopment:;~g-en'Ci~~~;~~~a-rt~iaCii;r~~~~~tIon~~RkpofiF;~_ci_";'
Summary of the Statement of Indebtedness - Project Area
Fiscal Year

2009

Project Area Name

Mo.renp ValleY;BedeveloplT\ent'Pr9j~ct;Ar~a:)';'~
"~<-'.
~:., .::<~;\.,,::; . .:-,r ... <?:.;:·~:,.·:r·
c

'-

",::

•

":.

Tax Allocation Bond Debt

C==105,041 ,235

Revenue Bonds

1

Other Long Term Debt

15,316, 778
7, 73

[

" " , , : ••

1

1

7!8tl

City/County Debt

1

Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund

1

Other

LLLLL 477,093, 114 1

Total
Available Revenues
Net Tax Increment Requirements

[I

57,660, 058
201,603,7 54

1

1

$864,452,120

L

17,280, 687

1

$847,171,433
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Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year
_P~ect

-I

12009

IMoreno Valley Re<:teveloRlJlentPIQiect Area

Area Name

Forward from Prior Year

IYe~ ~c

Bond Type

[CTiYfcounty Debt -

•

~_ "c~ ~I

1967 1

Year of Authorization

C=21,727,285

Principal Amount Issued

C=~,727,~

Purpose of Issue

IOperations

Maturity Date Beginning Year

L

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

Interest Added to Principal
Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

]

[

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

I

Principal Amount In Default

II
1

Interest In Defau It

-

-'"-,---- -'"- -"" ., --- -

]

942,5i?ij

1

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

!

1

$16,608,381

L
L

Adjustment Explanation

o

!1

I

Adjustment Made During Year

r-'---Bond
-- Types
---,,-. Allowed:
-'- -, -.

~
1987

[--~~

Maturity Date Ending Year

r
m
Z

I

Principal Amount Authorized

1

468, 604

1

)
$17,062,277

c=

~
~

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;

1,.", Loans;

Le::~. ,O~II~:_ti:::;_N ote s; ~e~~r:,~:_:~~~:~~~_~s~,_~~~~~~:~. _~::_~:_~::~~~~..~,t h:.r_, .... _.___ ._,.. __ ..._ _ _ _ __
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MorenoVall~y R~d~vel():pl11entAgency
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_-Rede\jeIQpmen(Ag~ncie~_FiIJCincial- TransactiQnsReppl1;-'-,
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Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year

12009 --

Project Area Name

IMoreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area

-',I

Forward from Prior Year

~s-'-

Bond Type

ICity/County Debt

Year of Authorization

I

Principal Amount Authorized

[

30,663,9591

Purpose of Issue

=

2~

Maturity Date Beginning Year

[

2005 1

Maturity Date Ending Year

LL

2@D

Principal Amount Issued

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

30,663, 959 1

~velopment

II

$14,809,852

Adjustment Made During Year

[

Adjustment Explanation

1

Interest Added to Principal

[

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

L~ __~

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year
Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

--

I

1,376,979]

-----

[__~2c~iiJ
I

II

1

$15,905,454

1
I

----'---'--------- ------------ ---,

.. --' -

-

-- -----.. - -- ..-------------------------

Bond Types Allowed:

()

r

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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Redevelopment Agenci~s' Ein.Cl[lcial Transactions R~PQrt
Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year

12009

Project Area Name

/Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area

Forward from Prior Year

IVes ..,..

Bond Type

ICity/County Debt

Year of Authorization

..

_ ..'

C

-

J

,

u

Principal Amount Issued
Purpose of Issue

!Development

Maturity Date Beginning Year

I

Maturity Date Ending Year

c=_~~

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

[I

Adjustment Made During Year

L

Adjustment Explanation

I

Interest Added to Principal
Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year
Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

I
22,500,000 I

22,500,000

20-00]

$22,500,000

L_ ~I
c:::
--

C--

F::-'-C~---=
il

I

_ _

Ji@

I
I

Principal Amount Authorized

~

I

$22,500,000

[___

---

=:J
-']

i'

Bond Types Allowed:

,

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Noles; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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Moreno'ValleyRed~velopmentAgency
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RedevelopmentAg~ncies,Financial:rrans~ctions.,Repqrt '
Agency Long-Term Debt

'~-1

Fiscal Year

r2009

Project Area Name

/Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project-'-A=r=ea=-__,
Iyes '.

Bond Type

ICity/county Deb-t~'

Year of Authorization

I

=

Principal Amount Authorized

200~
1,161.4 8 4J
1,161.483]

Principal Amount Issued

1--

Purpose of Issue

~era~ns

t

Maturity Date Beginning Year
Maturity Date Ending Year

2038 1
$580,742

i

Adjustment Made During Year

L---=-=-

E-

Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal

/

62,2221

~

[

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

I~ __- =J_
I
___,

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

II

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

$642,964

~==~
L __._

Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

Bo ~~.;;;;-~;~ ~-~~d:

l
2007]

~I

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

or

'.i:'" ;~.~=-71

Forward from Prior Year

.. '. "".' , ..-,,'.---,-- ---.',--.-.---'-.--" "--",.,.,. -"'-- -' "",.,.' """"'" .-"'." ..",,,,,.--.,,,,. ,-,- ,.,..,... ,-",.--,-,",-•.',

--,.---j

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation, Tax Allocation Notes; FinanCing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other

---

m

'-~

~

- -- .. _. _ .. ----

--.. --_.,,_._..--".'~"

---~.~.--.-.-

'---"-~'~
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M.oreno Valley Rj3developmentAgency
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Redevelopr:nent Agf3ncies<Financial Transa(;tion~

R(!Port

Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

@09

J

iMoreno VaneYR.edevelapmelltProject Area

Bond Type

@Ity/County Debt

I -- --

Year of Authorization

c:=

Principal Amount Issued

1---283,5031

Purpose of Issue

[Operations

Maturity Date Beginning Year

I

20W]

I

$133,728

[
[

Adjustment Made During Year
Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal

[

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

()

283,503 I

I___~_~~~I

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

II

260~

Principal Amount Authorized

Maturity Date Ending Year

ii

- .. J

IYes-

Forward from Prior Year

.------.---.~_-_-_
.. _ _ _- - - l

J

=:J

_ _ _ _ _ _ _1

C
16, 047 1
L
J
C---_---.:J
$149,775

:1

Principal Amount In Default

[

Interest In Default

[

---_._-

]

----

--I

...--.-----,.- .- -.-....---- ,---- .... -----------.--.----- -..--.._.-- ..--.....---- .-.. ----- ----------------- -,. -.-.---------- --- ,--..... -"
Bond Types Allowed:

--"--j"

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Cerlific.a.tes of parliCi.p.atiOn.; Tax .Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; CityfCounty Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes;

Deferr:~ :~~~~~~::~~:~;_D:ferr:d_~_:~pensation;

Other
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,Redevelopment Ag~ncies'F,inanciCl! Transactions:Repqrt '
Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year

~009

-~

Project Area Name

[Moreno-V. Redeve!QQment Project Area

Forward from Prior Year

[elS

Bond Type

[Other

,----,~

.,,;-~

_~~.-J

I
1987 1

Year of Authorization
Principal Amount Authorized

21,434,302]

Principal Amount Issued

21,434, 302

Purpose of Issue

[Development

Maturity Date Beginning Year

r

19871

l

Maturity Date Ending Year

~

Principat Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year
Adjustment Made During Year

1

20~
$2,433,743

1

J

Adjustment Explanation

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

1

I
$2,234,083

:1

CC---]

Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

~

[

Bond Types Allowed:

rn
z

=:J
394, 359

I

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

r

194,699]

L

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

()

----,

I
I

Interest Added to Principal

' - --" "-"'''''-,--'''''''''''------ ,-----"--,, , ,,----

-"

, , -

-"""""""--"-""-"--""--"""--"''''''''--''''-'--".. _-j"''

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass"Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other

-

-

-

-

- _. - _. __ - __ - __ __. ___.__
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.. Redevelopment Agencies',Fi mlncjal Tran~action.sR.eport:·, ,',
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Agency Long-Term Debt

l

Fiscal Year

[2009 . __

Project Area Name

IMoreno Vallev Redevelopment Project Area
..

Forward from Prior Year

Yes.
.' .... >.
'_.~.-~~'
.... J
~

Bond Type

~x Allocation Bonds

Year of Authorization

[

-

~--.--

I

Principal Amount Aulhorized

[

43,495,000

Principal Amount Issued

I

43,495,00Di

Purpose of Issue

IDeVelOPment

Maturity Date Beginning Year

203~
$43,495,000

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

~_ _ J

Adjustment Made During Year

L-

Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal

I

Principal Amounllssued During Fiscal Year

I
I

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

......

~

.. -..

I

$42,725,000

I

c=-=

Interest In Default
-._,.,-

c=

~

770~

I

Principal Amount In Default

_ ..

- - I

200S]

Maturity Date Ending Year

.

~

20'@

...

-,---~-.

. --~-~"'"------~.-

--~.-"

--

Bond Types Allowed:

()

r

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Revenues

Fiscal Year

12'
0-09'-----.-. ···-·--i
_ . ____ .__________ .J

Project Area Name

iMoreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area

Tax Increment Gross

[.

LowlModerate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Capital Project
Funds

I

19,229;31S-C=

4,546,638

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

E __.:':

Total

:;~';U>";":I

$23,775,956

~

$0

(Include All Apportionments)

Property Assessments

e l l
1
r=
1

Sales and Use Tax

[

Transient Occupancy Tax

1

Interest Income

1

Rental Income

L

Lease Income

[

Special Supplemental Subvention

Sale of Real Estate
Gain on Land Held for Resale
Federal Grants

862,9~
1

L
L

LL.:::=J
[

I

Other Revenues

1

459,719 [

If

$23,059,774

r

=:1

1

383,7221

C

I
1

[ _______ ~

Grants from Other Agencies

1

1

=c

J

Bond Administrative Fees

Total Revenues

1

2,507,7741

I·
J
I

1
1

1

1

[[[
~
$0

r

I

$S62,963

II

$0

[$2,S91,496

~

[
~

II
II

I.
1
._:1_._.

~

~
106,271 1
$5,036,631

r

$0

=I

$0

$0
$0
$0

il .

$0

[I

$0

:1

$0

:1

$0

~

$565,990

!I

$28,096,405

or
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',: ," "",, "; Rect~vel§~~~~r{~j~~~2~'i~s:;~'i9'~I(cT~ci,1:~r~nsa~~ti(j:rl;a~R~;p:O~t~~~€:::>";,!;"",
Statement of Income and Expenditures - Expenditures

Fiscal Year

12009

Project Area Name

lMQreno Valley Redeveloument Project Area

Administration Costs

1

Professional Services

[

Planning, Survey, and Design

Capital Project
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

2,427,068

c==-..---

77,1251

1

$0

~

$0

II

$0

I

~

$0

~

$0

II

$0

I

$1,008,887

:1

$0

[

1

1

I

Project Improvement / Construction Costs

I
I

Disposal Costs

[

L
I
I

Site Clearance Costs

loss on Disposition of land Held for
Resale

I

I

c=

1,008,8871

=c=
I

$77,125

$2,977,105

1

~

$3,530,882

11

~~

1

ij'

1

1

Relocation Payments

Operation of Acquired Property

Total

[I

Relocation Costs

Acquisition Expense

Special
Revenue/Other

1,103,8141

I
C
C
C

Real Estate Purchases

J

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

144,430 I

~

1

I
~

$0

()

c:rn
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Expenditures

Fiscal Year

12009

Project Area Name

[MOreno Valle:'LRedevelorune~t Project Area
Debt Service
Funds

Capital Project
Funds

Decline in Value of Land Held for Resale
Rehabilitation Costs
Rehabilitation Grants

~

<
o
o

$0
$0

1

Fixed Asset Acquisitions

[

1

$0

1

l i e

770,000

Revenue Bonds, Certificates of
Participation, Financing Authority
Bonds
City/County Advances and Loans

[

749,981

All Other Long-Term Debt

L

394,359]

Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) Revenues over
(under) Expenditures

$0

~======~=====~
12,525,495 1
=r

=
=

Tax Allocation Bonds and Notes

o-0

=

il

$1,650,693

Debt Principal Payments:

o

$0

1

Other Expenditures Including PassThrough Payment(s)

-I

"]
1

[

Total

C==, 1,650,6931

Debt Issuance Costs

z

Special
Revenue/Other

Interest Expense

Subsidies to Low and Moderate Income
Housing

or
m

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

C

I

-~

!I

r

$0
$12,525,495

I

1

I

L __'==C_

C---

1

~

JT

r

-T

$770,000
$0 .

$749,981
$394,359

$22,436,283

$0 ~

$1,248,244

$0

$23,684,527

$623,491

$0 :1

$3,788,387

$0

$4,411,878

-<
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Other Financing Sources

Fiscal Year

12009

]

Project Area Name

lIYtoreno Vall~ Redevelopment Project Area
Debt Service
Funds

Capital Project
Funds

I

.~

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

Special
Revenue/Other

1

Total

_~

$0

Proceeds of Refunding Bonds

C

I

$0

Payment to Refunded Bond Escrow Agent

[

II

$0

Advances from City/County

[

11

$0

Sale of Fixed Assets

C

~

$0

Miscellaneous Financing Sources (Uses)

[

Operating Transfers In

~____~______~~======~__~~i,[

$0

if

$0

I

$0

Proceeds of Long-Term Debt

Tax Increment Transfers Out

r

-2,277,728 [

Tax Increment Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out

"~--I

['

---

=:c:-'

-----

L

I

($2,277,728)

' ---r
$0

(To the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund)

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

($2,277,728)

II

$0

$Olr--

II

$0

II

($2,277,728)
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Other Financing Sources

Fiscal Year

12009

Project Area Name

[ilioreno Valley Redevelot;!:ment
Project Area
~~~~~===----------

--------

Capital Project
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Ex.cess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
!1---($1-;-654:237)11
Other Financing Sources over
.
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses

$0

il

$22,500,223

Equity, Beginning of Period
Prior Period Adjustments

$51,069,414

22,500,22311

!I

Special
Revenue/Other

$71,915,400

::J

Total

$3,788,387

$0

II

$2,134,150

$22,095,891

$0

I!

$95,665,528

~

$0

-22,500,2231

]I

Residual Equity Transfers

Equity, End of Period

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

$0

$0

$25,884,278

~

$0

II

$97,799,678
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Balance Sheet - Assets and Other Debits

Fiscal Year

Debt Service
Funds

Capital Projects
Funds

2009

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General Fixed
Assets

General LongTerm Debt

Total

Assets and Other Debits
Cash and Imprest Cash

77,958,6131

9,891,1261
---,-

Cash with Fiscal Agent

Accounts Receivable

205

Accrued Interest Receivable

--,

1

--=r

Loans Receivable

I

Contracts Receivable

~

Lease Payments Receivable

[

Unearned Finance Charge

[ I

Due from Capital Projects Fund

I

I

I

~

Due from Low/Moderate
Income Housing Fund

I"

,"

•. ~~J.,"

'~'_-~' ___ "_"~ .... ",.,I

I"'~;:J~?;;;;

Tax Increments Receivable

Due from Debt Service Fund

I,>:,,..· c'.,,/. ;':~l~:T'k":-i;}:';'Y:~;}:;;;;:(::iq

12,116,1891

I

::'"

,t~t~~:"~;~f;~;~~\r>~:i':1

,

$ 205

1 ·;(,J;;,·:;\;;c:;~7&:I'l:~7':{':' ::i;Aj?3l§e~~']

$12,116,189

',-:': :~'~-;:'I,<,,~,:?;:;':,1,:::~~
:
_.;/,p:", . .':;1

$0

I

~~ :,:·;·:I;·;·':·'::f;~;~,:~,',-,,::;.I

$0

-..; ":'/,[212=-:,'::,";" ':j

$0

;~,'-:J

$0

"~I

$0

L, ,.' -'
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o
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[ I

Due from Special
Revenue/Other Funds

'_~~ ~

$87,849,739
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Balance Sheet - Assets and Other Debits

Fiscal Year

Capital Projects
Funds

2009

Investments

[

Other Assets

1

261,0001

1

3,718,4661 ,.

Investments: Land Held for
Resale

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

r=
' ,

I;:> ",' :'

Allowance for Decline In
Value of Land Held for Resale
[_'..

- ...

Equipment

~~~=·~·.I··-::::'~-:':;:J;'::::;:~o~

Amount Available In Debt
Service Fund

L ' l > ;.,,: .

197,660

;,

I·~·:·'

3,752,5731

I

"', I

General Fixed
Assets

.·1':,(::"

$3,916,126

I :~\~""i.:·,_<n~(';;?:~"~~'7~;::;<:T7~frSJ

$0

25,959,511

I

$25,959,511

352,837

il

$352,837

22,500,000 1i:\'JJB:,·.'~7~~;>ii}~>~;~i!]

$22,500,000

,.,.;:..:' :;-':~I

i·-··:iL/: - - I

II

_ _ _ _ _ _ _L - _ .

$26,098,030

$0

$101,239,553

()
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Balance Sheet - Assets and Other Debits

Page 2

---

78,739,5~,:~~~([:{;~;:;';!f;;;'f;:-c;"'Sij$78,739,553

(Must Equa/ Tota/ Liabilities,
Other Credits, and Equities)

;§

$0
$4,013,573

.:,":1:1; \-,-. ~.- ' ' -,--I_ _

$0

'c;;:f?'i;'{~<2:':~'1

~";i1~.';~:'t<}s'~

.-

~

Total

1 "':;·~>'·':W\'::;'~'~"/,:;,~':,?:~'{~~l

' -

Amount to be Provided f o r : . « · : 1 "-i"~'-f:::I<"
Payment of Long-Term Debt

$81,938,284 :/

General LongTerm Debt

1-

I
.J

,old' . (~_t

Fixed Assets: Land,
Structures, and Improvements

Total Assets and other
Debits

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

12114/2009

$26,312,348

I

$235,588,215

'. MorenoVaJley Red,e"elopment ~~~ncx
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Balance Sheet - Liabilities and Other Credits

Fiscal Year

Capital Projects
Funds

2009

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General LongTerm Debt

General Fixed
Assets

Total

Liabilities and Other Credits
Accounts Payable
Interest Payable
Tax Anticipation Noles Payable
Loans Payable
Other Liabilities
Due to Capital Projects Fund
Due to Debt Service Fund
Due to Low/Moderate
Income Housing Fund

E=--=-~0,80r
L=c

l=

c=
c

[-

--

-

I
I

*=

9,542'0~

~
--

._.

43,~~I
170,136

-.lI-

I,.· ..., .r'-:z}_'~·~;}!I~~:"j:{;:,·~'::'t;!;!o;~;;;:t;'~~~'tl

$0

-_LI._~~---.L-I··,.· ,,'::.',. ;'::,';;s!r'/,\ :;;:,:;:c;,~;:?'. J

$0

I::;,';;!~;f\:' ~'£J

$42,725,000

I'>~;";·;'·'··->;~:·!::~;:I

$0

.;.:: __ ":~;,-:'~J

$58,514,553

L

Lease Revenue, Certificates
of Participation Payable,
Financing Authority Bonds

1__'_"_--,,_'

Total Liabilities and Other
Credits

~

$10,022,884

'It

·1

'1';:":'~''';;''~=L_

I

~

----.J

$0

Tax Allocation Bonds Payable

.J_~__'.

:).~~,~~~;~~;;_::;2:.:;:.;,~t~;~~~'~;"~:;~::d·~~~;~;;1 $9'712,2~~
r:s==:}~~!i-':-,":";z::'~~I;~~:,~Ef;1;'(0;:~~jr;,t;;:\C~J

' - - -_ _----L._ _ _

_

$0

I.

'----~~~--'-~~~~~~_---_--

L_

L":~c~'~:::iiillr~~lf;i/~~~::l.:;~dl

$0

J

, _.~_:,:.,

$524,4;~

;,,>"[~':' ;i;~i:!I.:~;;;i~;~'!,::<~:W;;~~!~~;~~';:1

Due to Special
Revenue/Other Funds

All Other Long-Term Debt

t

-+-".}'{~:.;:"';:.i'it:':·:)i:tt,:~·:,t~~·:2~:~1

42,725,000

~

. ''JC:=___JL
$0

if

$213,752

f

$0 [

58,514,553 [
$101,239,553

L_·_"._,___~_':-J

$111,476,189
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Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Balance Sheet - Liabilities and Other Credits

Fiscal Year

Capital Projects
Funds

2009

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General LongTerm Debt

General Fixed
Assets

Total

Equities
Investment In General Fixed
Assets

[

Fund Balance Reserved

I

Fund Balance
Un rese rved -Des ig nated

C

Fund Balance
Unreserved-Undesignaled
Total Equities

I,".

IL "

28,481,6491
36,032,328

26,312,348~

$26,312,348

19,B91,9251~:;:J:';:~:~~~~L'jc;:':::l'r:~':\i1J

$48,373,574

1- • ' ',,:<:;;~. ;:>;;JZ~:~':"::<"'~';':-F~:,:;:;:::'~:II

$43,434,545

1-

7,402, 217

1

7,401,423]

1

-1,409,8641

I' "

H,>:;,

:,' .'1

,::·::;j_,:~,';/:I.::'r."c;:"_:;:-JI

$5,991,559

$71,915,400

$0

II

$25,884,278

$0 1->-> \;:~;. :\)'~;;J

$26,312,348

~

$124,112,026

$81,938,284

$0

!I

$26,098,030

$0 11$101;'239,553

$26,312,348

~

$235,588,215

Total Liabilities,
Other Credits, and
Equities
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Detailed Summary of Footnotes For Fiscal Year

Forms

Column

2008-09

Additional Details

Footnotes

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Prior Period Adjustments

Footnotes

B

PROJECT_AREA_NAME
'" 'Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project
Area'

Page 1

Closed debt service
balances to capital project
funds.

12/14/2009

CLIENT COpy
L

MV00233052

Supplement to the Annual Report of Community Redevelopment Agencies
13983356400

MORENO VALLEY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Mark the appropriate box below to indicate the ending date of your agency's fiscal year. Report
data for that period only.

r

September 2008

IK' June 2009

C December 2008

Return this form to the California State Controller's Office. If you have any questions
regarding this form please contact:
US. Bureau of the Census, Shannon Doyle, 1-800-242-4523

A. Personnel Expenditures
Report your government's total expenditures for salaries and wages during the year, including
amounts paid on force account construction projects.

I ZOO

1$

1,446,982

B. Mortgage Revenue Bond Interest Payments

Report your government's total amount of interest paid on mortgage revenue bonds during the
year.

I U20 1$

U.S Bureau of the Census - Revised 6/2008

CLIENT copy

MV00233053

....
STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS - CONSOLIDATED
FILED FOR THE
2009-10
TAX YEAR
Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Balances Carried Forward From:

Cover

Total

Page

Principalllnterest
Due

From Fonn At

$

Tax Year

21

Fonn B Totals

Period· Totals

Revenues, Line 7

847,171,433

Consolidate on this form all of the data contained on Form A and 8 (including supplemental pages). Form A is to include all indebtedness
entered into as of June 30 of the Fiscal Year. Form B may be filed at the option of the agency. and is to include indebtedness entered
into post June 30 of the Fiscal Year, pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 33675{c)(2). This is optional for each agency and is not a
requirement for filing the Statement of Indebtedness. The Reconciliation Statement is to include indebtedness from

Certification of Chief Financial Officer:
Pursuant to Section 33675 (b) of the Health and Safety Code,

I hereby certify that the above is a true and accurate statement
of Indebtedness for the above named agency.

Steve Elam

.......--...

t~lr -;:~.i-~~q
,./

~

<
o

Financial & Administrative
Services Director
Title

09122/09
Date

o

1'0
W
W

o

01

.j::>.

---·---c---____________ ._____...
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____

~
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FILED FOR THE

,.--u" .. "'"

2009-10

TAX YEAR

Page 1 of 2
~

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

For Indebtedness Entered Into as of

June 30, 2009

Debt Identification
Auto Mall Notes Payable

I

I

Oate

Principal

FY 1989-90

NIA

I

Term

1211/2010

Interest
Rate

FY 1991-92

$

2,462,131

Towngate Mall Acquisition Notes

FY 1992-93

S

13.000.000

12128138

7.25%

Inter·Fund Tranfers (RDA)

FY 2007-08

N/A

N/A

LMIH Fund

FY 2000-01

Until Paid

N/A

SB2557 County Apportlonent

FY 2007-08

Untn Paid

NIA

Koll OPA Obligations

FY 1990·91

Until Paid

N/A

Public Safety Building Bond

FY 1997-98

Price Club Acquisition Notes

N/A

$

235,522,512
N/A

$

3.250.000

Pri nclpal/l nte rest
Due During Tax Year

s

LAIF rate

20 Years
07/01/2012

Total
Outstanding Debt

Total
Interest

1

8%

$

400.000

$

500,000

$

County Pass Through
Auto Mall Bond
Conference and Recreation Cnt

s
$

Purpose of Indebtedness:
(A) Cost of Infrastruture Improvements (E) Low and Moderate Housing Set-Aside
(8) Cost of infrastruture Improvements (F) Pledge for Redevelopment Project
(C) Cost of infrastruture Improvements (G) Pledge for Redevelopment Project
(0) Cost of Opeation and Capital Projects
~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

o

01
01

-------------------_.

722

(H) Public Safety Bldg Bonds
(I) Pass Through Agreement with the County of Riverside
(J) Provide Funding for Redevelpment Project
(K) CRC Bonds

~
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FILED FOR THE

2009·10

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

For Indebtedness Entered Into as of

June 30, 2009

TAX YEAR

"

Page 2 of 2

Original Data
Debt Identification
Lease Revenue Bond 2005
2007 Tax Allocation Bonds
2007 Special Tax Refunding
Bonds Towngate 87·1

Principal

Date
FY 2005-06
FY 2007-08
FY 2007-08

I$
$

$

9,775,000

I

Term

Interest
Rate

30 Years
11/1/2035

Various

1$

Total
Interest

43,495,000

30 Years
8/112038

I

Various

1$

10,665,000

13 Years
12101/2021

I

Various

1$

15 Years
10/01/2023

I

Various

I$

Total
Outstanding Debt

8,289,455 1 $

Improvement Area No.1 Special
Tax Refunding Bonds

FY 2007-08

$

2,864,725

Riverside County General Hospita

FY 1987-88

$

76.000.000

Riverside County Flood Control

FY 1988-89

$

48,975,680

Until Paid

518,520

20 Years
06/30/2027

12%

$

1,244,448

I$

133,728

20 Years
06/30/2028

12%

1$

320,947

1$

City Loan #1
City Loan #2

FY 2006-07
FY 2007-08

I$
I$

1

N/A

1

N/A

I

15,316,778

Principal/Interest
Due During Tax Year

1$

1$

$
Purpose of Indebtedness:
(l) Provide Funding for Redevelopment Projects
(M) Provide Funding for Redevelopment Projects
(N) Bonds Issued to Defeasance Towngate Bond RefinanCing
(0) Bonds Issued to Defeasance Towngate Improvement Bond

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

o

01

(J)

592,648

(P) Riverside County General Hospital Pass Through
(Q) Riverside County Flood Control Pass Through

(R) Loan from GJF for infrastructure improvements
(S) Loan from GIF for infrastructure improvements

1

t<t:.~UN~ILIA llUN ~'A I CIVlCN' •• ,--nRNUC" '''' ''''LlCD' CLI"'I:""

Tax Year:
--

r-dyt: I

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2009·10

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1, 2008 to June' 30, 2009
--

-----

-------

~

-

Debt Identification
Brief
Description

Outstanding Deb
All Beginning
Indebtedness

Auto Mall Notes Payable

$

Price Club Acquisition Notes

$

Towngate Mall Acquisition Notes $

LHIM Fund

$

B

D

C

Adjustments
Increases

Decrease
(Attach Explanation 6.ttach Explanatio

~

o

1'0
W
W

o

01
-...J

E

F

Amounts Paid Against

Remaining

Indebtedness, from:

Balance
(A+B-C-D-E)

Tax Increment

Other Funds

1,192,176

$

841,941

$

300,470

2,433,743

$

194.699

$

394,357

$

2,234,085

16,608,380

$

942,500

$

468,604

$

17,082,276

$

1.670,931

206,150,392

$

SB 2557 County Apportionment

269,497

$

1,670,931

$

$

4,546,638

$

$

269,497

$

$

1,800,000

$

5,293,931

$

377,408,759

$

103,026

$

1,031,274

$

5,009,288

Public Safety Building Bond

$

1.950,000

$

Riverside County Passthrough

$

382,702,690

Auto Mall Bond

$

6,143,588

TOTAL-THIS PAGE

$

616,132,366

$

TOTAL-FORWARD

$

268,942.398

$

GRAND TOTALS

$

885,074,764

$

4,269,803

.

150,000

193.338

-

201,603,754

193.338

$

4,269,803

.

$

Kolt OPA Obligations

$

-

$

12,034,023

$

2,736,176

$

605,631,970

$

-

$

10,007,467

$

114,781

$

258,820,150

$

-

$

22,041,490

$

2,850,957

$

864,452,120

NOTE: Une A - Special Tax Collectedffl paid prior year plus adjustment of $64,454

<
o

"

(49,765) $

Inter-Fund Transfers (RDA)

Line B -Interest Accrued
Une C - Interest Accrued

L

--~-------~-.----------------------~-

A
SOl, page and line:
Prior Yr CurrentYr
Pg
1 IPg
1
Line
A
Line A
Pg
1
Pg
1
Line
B
Line B
Pg
1 Pg
1
Line
line C
C
Pg
1 IPg
1
Line
D
Line D
Pg
1 Pg
1
Line
E
Line E
Pg
1 Pg
1
Line
F
Line F
1
1
Pg
Pg
Line
G Line G
Pg
1 Pg
1
Line
H line H
1 Pg
1
Pg
Line
I
Line
I
Pg
1
Pg
1
Line
J
Line J

v,

Line 0 - Inter Fund Transferred • Cost of Operating and Capital Projects
line F - County Administrative Fees

RECONCILIATION

Tax Year:

~ I A I tMt:N I -" ""MANU!:;) IN INUCD I CUrtc.,.,

r

Cl1:II11W •

""'1 . .

...

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2009-10

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009

Indebtedness
and Recreation Cnt

N

I Line

N

IBonds Towngate 87-1

I$

36,841,516

$

281,377

$

36,560,139

$

15,907,750

$

590,972

$

15.316.778

$

91,119,041

$

2,843,084

1$

14,144,772

1$

1,010,881

$

4,027,321

$

$

55,708,675

$

$

48,975,680

$

48,975.680

$

1,762,968

$

1,762,968

$

454.675

$

454,675

$

268,942,398

I$

258,820,150

I

Pg

TOTAL-THIS PAGE

I$

$

$

281,1531 $

I

10,007,467

TOTAL-FORWARD
GRAND TOTALS
NOTE:

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

o

01

ex>

114.781

line 0 - Debt Service Reserves.
Line S " Transfer from line L (was included in Line L in FY 06-07) and Adjustment to the Amount of Indebtedness.

I$

114,781

I

CALCULATION OF AVAILABLE REVENUES

TAX YEAR

AGENCY NAME

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

PROJECT AREA

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2009-10

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1, 2008 to June 3D, 2009
1. Beginning Balance, Available Revenues

$

12,179,948

$

1,686,338

2. Tax Increment Received - Gross
All Tax Increment Revenues, to include any Tax Increment
passed through to other local taxing agencies.

$

23,775,956

3. All other Available Revenues Received
(See Instructions)

$

2,542,896

$

1.987.996

5. Sum of Lines 1 through 4

$

42.173.134

6. Total amounts paid against indebtedness
in previous year. (0 + E on Reconciliation Statement)

$

24,892,447

7. Available Revenues, End of Year (5-6)
FORWARD THIS AMOUNT TO STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS,

$

17,280,687

Adjustment made after 501 filed

4. Revenues from any other source, included
in Column E of the Reconciliation
Statement, but not included in (1-3) above

COVER PAGE. LINE 4
NOTES:

912212009
Tax Increment Revenues:
The only amount(s) to be excluded as Tax Increment Revenue are any amounts passed through to other local taxing
agencies pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 33676. Tax Increment Revenue set-aside in the Low and
Moderate Income Housing Fund will be washed in the above calculation, and therefor omitted from Available
Revenues at year end.
Item 4. above:
This represents any payments from any source other than Tax Increment OR available revenues. For instance, an
agency funds a project with a bond issue. The previous 501 included a Disposition Development Agreement (DDA)
which was fully satisfied with these bond proceeds. The DDA would be shown on the Reconciliation Statement
as fully repaid under the "other" column (Col E), but with funds that were neither Tax Increment, nor "Available Revenues"
as defined. The amounts used to satisfy this ODA would be included on line 4 above in order to accurately
determine ending "Available Revenues·.

MV00233059
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Confirmation of Redevelopment Agency On-Line Filing of Annual HCD Report

To: State Controller
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
P.O.Box. 942850
Sacramento, CA 94250

This notice is a utomatically generated by HC D's On-Line Reporting System. The pu rpose is to inform and verify to the SCO that the redevelopm ent
agency electronically filed the annual HCD report and HCD, by this notice, electronically received the annual HCD report.

Below identifies the reporting redevelopment agency, authorized person who fited the report, and the date and time HCD received the agency's annual
report:

Redevelopment Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Agency Administrator: Annie Clark
Date:
Time:

12/28/2009

04:37 pm

Note to Redevelopment Agency:
Send this notice and a copy of the agency's independent auditor's report and financial statement to the SCO at the above address. It is not necessary to
submit a paper copy of HCD's reporting schedules to either the SCQ or HCD.

~
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2008/2009
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial Summary
MORENO VALLEY

Adjusted
Beginning
Balance

$22,095,891

Expenses

2008/2009

Project
Area
Receipts

$4,970,700

Agency
other
Revenue

$0

Planning and
Administration
Costs

Property
Acquisition

$653,693

$519,260

Net
Resources
Available

Total
Expenses

$1,172,953

$25,893,638

Other
Housing
Fund Assets

$0

Total
Housing
Fund Assets

$25,893,638

Encumbrances

$0

Total
I

$1,172,953
I
I

*The Unencumbered Balance is equal to Net Resources Available minus Encumbrances
Note: Print this report in Landscape Orientation (Use the Print Icon just above, then Properties then Landscape)
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1
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12/28/09

Unencumbered
Designated

* Unencumbered
Balance

$25,893,638

$0

Unencumbered
Not Dsgntd

$25,893,638

..... _a .. _ .... _ - .. _ ............ -.- ... _ .. - - .0:;, ......... - - -

-

-----

...........

----.----

Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Beginning Balance

$1,768,413

Adjustment to Beginning Balance

$20,327,478

Adjusted Beginning Balance

$22,095,891

$4,546,638

Total Tax Increment From PAls)

Total Receipts from PA(s)

$4,970,700

Other Revenues not reported on Schedule A

$0
$27,066,591

Sum of Beginning Balance and Revenues

Expenditure
Item

Amount

Subitem

Remark

Planning and Administration Costs
Administration Costs

$653,693

$653,693

Subtotal of Planning and Administration Costs

Property Acquisition
Acquisition Expense

$374,830

Relocation Costs

$144,430

$519,260

Subtotal of Property Acquisition
.__ ...

-~------

------------.- . _ - - - -

$1,172,953

Total Expenditures

Net Resources Available

$25,893,638

Indebtedness For Setasides Deferred

$0

R_e_m_a_rk~J

Other Housing Fund Assets
Category

Total Other HOUSlng-FU-n-d-ASSe5-A-m-oun-t--·-------- ____

Total Fund Equity

2004/2005
2005/2006

$1943785
$2673012

2006/2007

$3506618

2007/2008

$4583576

Page

sum of 4 Previous Years'
Tax Increment for 2008/2009

$12706991

1

of

3

$25,893,638

Prior Year Ending
Unencumbered Balance

$1,768,413

Excess Surplus for
200812009

$0

12/28/09

MV00233062
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Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Sum of Current and 3 Previous Years' Tax Increments

$15,309,844

Adjusted Balance

$25,893,638

Excess Surplus for next year

$10,583,794

Net Resources Available

$25,893,638

Unencumbered Designated

$0

Unencumbered Undesignated

$25,893,638

Total Encumbrances

$0

Unencumbered Balance

$25,893,638

Unencumbered Balance Adjusted for Debt Proceeds

$0

Unencumbered Balance Adjusted for Land Sales

$0

Excess Surplus Expenditure Plan

No

Excess Surplus Plan Adoption Date

Site Improvement Activities Benefiting Households
Low=-____________~V=e=ry==L=o=w~__________=M=o=d~e~r~at=e

Income Level
and Held fo; Future Development

L

Site Name

Num Of
Acres

------- - -

-

-

Zoning

Purchase
Date

Total

_ _ _ n_~=k_____._ J

1

Estimated
Start Date

- - - ------

Use of the Housing Fund to Assist Mortgagors

C-- ------i
n

Requirements Completed

Income Adjustment Factors

J

Hope

Home

u

•

•

c-- _n._.u]

Non Housing Redevelopment I
Funds Usage

L ._ _- - ' -_ _ _ _

Resource Needs
r-:-=-=~-=-------,-~~~~~-------.--.--.----_._------n_---------------------------------------,

LMIHF Deposits/withdrawls
Document
Name

Document
Date

Custodian
Name

Custodian
Phone

IAch;evements

~
Source

]

Description
Page

2

of

3

12/28/09
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Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Achievements
Description

Page

3 of

3

12/28/09
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California Redevelopment Agencies-Fiscal Year 2008/2009
Project Area Contributions to Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch A Project Area Summary Report
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area

100% of Tax
Increment

20% Set Aside
Requirement

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

$23,775,956

Agency Totals:

$23,775,956

$4,755,191
$4,755,191

Tax Increment Amount
Allocated
Exempted

Amount
Deferred

$4,546,638

$0

$0

$4,546,638

$0

$0

Tax Incr.
Deposited to
Hsng Fund

Percent
of Tax
Incr Dep

$4,546,638

19.12%

$4,546,638

Note: Print this report in Landscape Orientation (Use the Print Icon just above, then Properties then Landscape)
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12/28/09

19.12%

Repayment
Deferrals

$0
$0

Other
Income

$424,062
$424,062

Total
Deposited to
Housing

$4,970,700
$4,970,700

California Redevelopment Agencies- Fiscal Year 2008/2009
Project Area Contributions to Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund
Sch A Project Area Financial Information

MORENO VALLEY

Agency

14177 Frederick Street

Address

PO Box 88005

Iproject Area
Type:

92552-0805

CA

Moreno Valley

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Status:

Inside Project Area

Plan Adoption:

Active

Plan Expiration Year:

1987

2028

Gross Tax
Increment

Calculated
Deposit

Amount
Allocated

Amount
Exempted

Amount
Deferred

$23,775,956

$4,755,191

$4,546,638

$0

$0

Cumulative
Def.

Total
Deposited
$4,546,638

Repayment

19.12%

$0

%

Cumulative
Def.

$0

Category
Interest Income

$317,791

Other Revenue

$106,271

Total Additional Revenue

$424,062

Total Housing Fund Deposits for Project Area
------

$4,970,700

Agency Totals For All Project Areas:
Gross Tax
Increment
$23,775,956

Amount
ExemptM

Calculated
Deposit

Amount
Allocated

$4,755,191.2

$4,546,638

$0

Amount
Deferred
$0

Total
Deposited
$4,546,638

Total Additional Revenue from Project Areas:

$424,062

Total Deferral Repayments:

$0

Total Deposit to Housing Fund from Project Areas:

$4,970,700

Page

1

of

1

19%

$0

12/28/09
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Sch AlB Project Area Program Information

MORENO VALLEY

Page
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Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
.._ - - - - - - _ .. -_._._----_ .•. _._-_._.
Project Name: MOBILEHOME GRANT PROGRAM

Project Area Name:

-_._-_ ....

- - -

Address:

CITYWIDE

MORENO VALLEY

PECIAL NEEDS UNITS ----.-------------Category

Sub Category

Count

Special Need Unit

Female Head Of Household

Special Need Unit

Elderly

UNIT INVENTORY

2
2

-- -- -- -- -- -- - -Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided without LMIHF

Mobilehome Owner, Resident
Non-Agency

Owner

Non-Elderly

Non-Agency

Owner

Elderly
Unit Total

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- - -.

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

3

~~

Funding Source

0

____________

0_

or

________

Amount

Federal Funds

$30,000

Page

1 of

3
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Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

OUTSIDE PROJECT AREA
----------~--

,-------------~------

----------

--------~------

Project Name: HOME IMPROVEMENT LOAN PROGRAM
Address:

Citywide

SPECIAL NEEDS UNITS

Moreno Valley
~~~---~--

--------------------~------------

Category

--~--------

Sub Category

Special Need Unit

Female Head Of Household

Special Need Unit

Elderly

UNITINVENTORY

Count

2

-------Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided without LMIHF
Unit
Non-Substantial Rehabilitation
Non-Agency

Owner

Non-Elderly

Non-Agency

Owner

Elderly

o
Unit Total

2

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

2

o

o

3

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -----Funding Source

Amount

Federal Funds
'-------------------------

Page

--- ~-------

2

of

3

$97,488

12/28/09
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Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

OUTSIDE PROJECT AREA

c . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .c _ _ _ _ _ __

Project Name: HOMEOWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM
Address:

MORENO VALLEY 92557

PECIAL NEEDS UNITS --------.-----

Special Need Unit

Special Needs

Special Need Unit

Large Family

Special Need Unit

Elderly

UNIT INVENTORY

Count

Sub Category

Category

2

----.----------Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided with LMIHF

Subsidy
Non-Agency

Owner

Non-Elderly
Unit Total

o

2

o

2

o
o

o

3

o

3

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -. ----Funding Source

Amount

Redevelopment Funds
--~.------.------

.-.---

..

_--_....-

$115,000

---

- - - - - - - - -_._-..... _ - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - ..
Project Name: MOBILE HOME GRANT PROGRAM
Address:

CITYWIDE

MORENO VALLEY

SPECIAL NEEDS UNITS ----

--- -.-- ..

Category

Sub Category

Special Need Unit

Female Head Of Household

Special Need Unit

Elderly

UNIT INVENTORY

Count

---.- -.-----. -.-.-----.-.
Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided without LMIHF

Mobilehome Owner, Resident
Non-Agency

Owner

Non-Elderly

Non-Agency

Owner

Elderly

0
Unit Total

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -------------- - -. - ----- - -- -. -. -- ---------------. -. -. -.-.- ---.- - ---------Funding Source

Amount

Federal Funds

$29,602

~------------------------------------------------------------------~

Page
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SCHEDULE HCD E
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year: 2008/2009

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units

0

2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)

0

5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0
PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
6. New Units

0

7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0

8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0
10. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

0
PART III
TOTALS
11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

0

::alifomia Redevelopment Agencies· Fiscal Year
Schedule E (11101)
'Totals may be impacted by rounding

2008/2009

12/28/2009

Page 1 of 1

MV00233071

SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2008/2009

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Project: HOME IMPROVE LOAN PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or SUbstantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0
0
0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for VerY-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0

PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
6. New Units

0

7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

0

10. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)
PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0

0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
Schedule E (11101)
"Totals may be impacted by rounding

200812009

12128/2009
Page 1 of 6
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SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2008/2009

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project: HOMEBUYER ASST PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCO-07 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0
0
0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

,
4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Ve~-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0

PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS

0
0

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0
0

10. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0

0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

;alifornia Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
khedule E (11101)

200812009

12/28/2009

'Totals may be impacted by rounding

Page 2 of 6

MV00233073

SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2008/2009

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project: HOMEOWNER ASST FOR MINOR REHAB

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
(H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units

0
0
0

2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for VerY-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0

PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
0

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

0

0

10. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

California Redevelopment Agencies· Fiscal Year
Schedule E (11/01)

2008/2009

12128/2009

"Totals may be impacted by rounding

Page 3 of 6

MV00233074

SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2008/2009

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project: MOBILEHOME GRANT PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0
0
0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Yearfor Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0

PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b )(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
0

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

0

0

10. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

,
I

California Redevelopment Agencies· Fiscal Year
Schedule E (11101)
'Totals may be impacted by rounding

200812009

12/28/2009

Page 4 of 6

MV00233075

SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year: 2008/2009
Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Project: RENTAL REHAB PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0
0
0
0
0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Ve~-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)
PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b )(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
0

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

O. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

0

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

:alifornia Redevelopment Agencies· Fiscal Year
:chedule E (11101)
Totals may be impacted by rounding

200812009

12/28/2009
Page 5 of 6

MV00233076

SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2008/2009

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project: REVITALIZATION PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCO-07 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units

0

2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0
0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)

0

5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Vect-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0

PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
6. New Units

0

7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0

8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0
0

10. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
Schedule E (11/01)
"Totals may be impacted by rounding

2008/2009

0

12/28/2009

Page 6 of 6
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
FINANCIAL AND COMPLIANCE REPORT
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
(With Independent Auditors' Report Thereon)
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2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612

www.mhm-pc.com

Board of Directors
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities and
each major fund of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
("Agency"), a component unit of the City of Moreno Valley, California, as of and for the year
ended June 30, 2009, which collectively comprise the Agency's basic financial statements,
as listed in the accompanying table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the management of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of
Moreno Valley. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these component unit financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America and the standards applicable to finanCial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the component unit financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the component unit financial statements. An audit also includes asseSSing the
accounting principles used and Significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall component unit financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the respective financial position of governmental activities and each major fund of
the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley at June 30, 2009, and
the respective changes in financial position of the Agency for the year then ended, in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
The Agency has not presented Management's Discussion and Analysis that the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board has determined is necessary to supplement,
although not required to be a part of, the basic financial statements.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements
that collectively comprise the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno
Valley's basic financial statements. The supplementary schedules are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements.
The supplementary schedules have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material
respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

MV00233080

Board of Directors
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Page Two
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated
December 23, 2009 on our consideration of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the
City of Moreno Valley's internal control over financial reporting and our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, grant agreements, and
other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal
control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to
provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That
report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards and should be considered in assessing the results of our audit.
fl1~~~- H/e.&-.AC

Irvine, California
December 23, 2009

2
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Exhibit A
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2009

Governmental Activities
Assets:
Cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Accounts
Interest
Loans (note 4)
Total receivables

$

87,392,466

$

140,482
12,115,790
12,256,272

Due from the City of Moreno Valley
Due from other governments
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Capital assets not being depreciated (note 5):
Depreciable capital assets, net of
accumulated depreciation (note 5)

4,500
205
3,916,126
256,499
14,198,954
11,663,394
129,688,416

Total Assets
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accrued interest
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Due to other governments (note 7)
Other current liabilities
Long-term liabilities (note 6):
Due within one year
Due in more than one year
Total long-term liabilities

459,483
857,368
1,849,274
3,928,234
64,534
409,819
100,829,735
101,239,554

Total Liabilities

108,398,447

Net Assets:
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Restricted for:
Low & Moderate Housing
Unrestricted (deficit)
Total Net Assets

9,956,894
26,063,774
(14,730,699)
$

21,289,969

See Notes to the Basic Financial Statements
3
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Exhibit B
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEARENDEDJUNE3~2M9

Operating
Capital
Charges for Contributions Contributions
Services
and Grants
and Grants

Net (Expense)
Revenues and
Changes in
Net Assets
Governmental
Activities

1,770,111
1,405,500
5,722,802

$

$

$

$

8,898,413
;;;$_ _ _........;;~~~

$

$

$

Program Revenues

Functions/Programs
Governmental Activities:
General government
Community development
Interest on long-term debt
Total Governmental Activities

Expenses
$

(1,770,111)
(1,405,500)
(5,722,802)
{8,898,413)

General Revenues:
Taxes (net of pass-through payments)
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous revenue

12,113,424
24,156
2,314,780
126,480

Total General Revenues

14,578,840

Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley

(2,277,726)
3,402,701

Change in Net Assets

17,887,268

Net assets at beginning of year

Net Assets at End of Year

$

21,289,969

See Notes to the Basic Financial Statements
4
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Exhibit C
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 2009

Moreno Valley Redevelopment
Project
Ca~ital Projects
Low and
Moderate
Housing
Project
Assets:
Cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Interest
Loans (note 4)
Due from other governments
Due from the City of Moreno Valley
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Advances to other funds (note 6)
Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Due to other governments (note 7)
Due to City of Moreno Valley
Deferred revenue
Accrued payroll
Advances from other funds (note 6)

$

$

9,900,885

$

140,482
12,115,790
205
4,500
3,718,466
256,499

87,392,466
140,482
12,115,790
205
4,500
3,916,126
256,499
3,752,573

197,660
3,752,573

$

81,471,251

$

26,107,390

$

107,578,641

$

447,410
3,928,234
1,849,274
12,000
32,991
3,752,573

$

12,073

$

459,483
3,928,234
1,849,274
182,136
64,534
3,752,573

Total Liabilities
Fund Balances:
Reserved:
Encumbrances
Long term receivables
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Advances to other funds
Debt service
Unreserved:
Designated:
Continuing appropriations
Undesignated

170,136
31,543

10,022,482

213,752

10,236,234

1,964,659

3,701,125
12,115,790
197,660

5,665,784
12,115,790
3,916,126
256,499
3,752,573
22,500,000

3,718,466
256,499

3,752,573
22,500,000

Total Fund Balances
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances

77,491,581

Total
Governmental
Funds

$

36,027,579
6,981,566

4,402,217
1,724,273

40,429,796
8,705,839

71,448,769

25,893,638

97,342,407

81,471,251

$

26,107,390

$

107,578,641

See Notes to the Basic Financial Statements

5
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Exhibit D
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
RECONCILIATION OF THE BALANCE SHEET OF GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
TO THE STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2009

Fund balances of governmental funds

$ 97,342,407

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement of Net Assets
are different because:
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not current financial resources and,
therefore, are not reported in the funds.
Capital Assets

27,895,859

Accumulated Depreciation

(2,033,511)

Deferred revenue is presented in governmental fund financial statements to indicate
that receivables are not available currently; however, in the Statement of Net Assets
these deferrals are eliminated.

182,136

Acrrued interest payable for the current portion of interest due on long term debt
has not been reported in the governmental funds.

(857,368)

Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and, therefore,
are not reported in the funds.
Developer loans
Tax Allocation Bonds
Loans from City

(2,234,084)
(42,725,000)
(56,280,470)

Net assets of governmental activities

$

21,289,969

See Notes to the Basic Financial Statements
6
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Exhibit E
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
STATEMENT OF REVENUES,
EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
Moreno Valley Redevelopment
Project
CaEital Projects

Project
Revenues:
Taxes and assessments:
Tax increment
Sales and use tax
Use of money and property
Other revenue

$

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Community development
Capital outlay
Debt service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges

4,546,638
317,791
106,271

23,775,956
862,963
2,314,780
565,990

22,548,989

4,970,700

27,519,689

1,116,418
824,215
3,042,515

653,693

1,770,111
824,215
3,561,775

$

$

519,260

969,660
3,913,828

969,660
3,913,828

Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley
Pass-through agreement payments
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Change in fund balance
Fund Balances, Beginning of Year
End of Year

19,229,318
862,963
1,996,989
459,719

Total
Governmental
Funds

Low and
Moderate
Housing

$

9,866,636

1,172,953

11,039,589

12,682,353

3,797,747

16,480,100

(2,277,726)
(12,525,495)

(2,277,726)
(12,525,495)

(14,803,221)

(14,803,221 )

(2,120,868)

3,797,747

73,569,637

22,095,891

95,665,528

25,893,638

97,342,407

71,448,769

$

1,676,879

$

See Notes to the BasicFinancial Statements
7
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Exhibit F
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
RECONCILIATION OF THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES OF GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
TO THE STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds

#REF!

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of activities are
different because:
Governmental funds report sales of capital assets as revenue. However in the
statement of activities, the revenue is reduced by the book value of the
capitalized asset.

(439,510)

Repayment of bond principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds, but
the repayment reduces long-term liabilities in the statement of activities.
Principal retirement

969,660

Accrued interest expense on long-term debt is reported on the government-wide
statements, but does not require the use of current financial resources; therefore,
accrued interest is not reported as expenditures in the nmd financial statements.
Change in accrued interest on long-term debt
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures. However, in the
statement of activities the cost of those assets is allocated over their estimated
useful lives and reported as depreciation expense.
Capital Outlay
Depreciation Expense
Certain items are reported as revenues in the statement of activities, but
do not meet the revenue recognition criteria in order to be reported as
revenues in the statement of revenues, expenditures and changes in
in fund balances, and consequently, are reported as deferred revenue in
the balance sheet of governmental funds.

Changes in net assets of governmental activities

(1,808,974)

3,561,775
(581,285)

24,156

#REF!

See Notes to the Basic Financial Statements
8
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO THE BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Note 1: Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
a. Description of the Reporting Entity
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley, California,
is a component unit of a reporting entity that consists of the following primary and
component units:
Reporting Entity:
Primary Government:
City of Moreno Valley
Component Units:
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Community Services District of the City of Moreno Valley
Community Facilities Districts No.2 and NO.3
Towngate Community Facilities District No. 87-1
Moreno Valley Public Facilities Financing Corporation
Moreno Valley Public Financing Authority
Industrial Development Authority
The attached basic financial statements contain information relative only to the
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley as one
component unit, which is an integral part of the total reporting entity. They do not
contain financial data relating to the other component units.
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley (the
Agency) was created by a City Council ordinance adopted on February 18, 1986.
The Agency was established pursuant to the State of California Health and
Safety Code, Section 33000, entitled Community Redevelopment Law. Its
purpose is to prepare and carry out plans for the improvement, rehabilitation and
redevelopment of blighted areas within the City of Moreno Valley (the City).
Governmental Accounting Standards define the reporting entity as the primary
government and those component units for which the primary government is
financially accountable. Financial accountability is defined as appointment of a
voting majority of the component unit's board, and either: a) the primary
government has the ability to impose its will, or b) the possibility that the
component unit will provide a financial benefit to or impose a financial burden on
the primary government. Since the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley also

9
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1: Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
a. Description of the Reporting Entity (Continued)
serves as the Governing Board of the Agency, the City, in effect, has the ability to
influence and control operations. Therefore, the City has oversight responsibility
for the Agency. Accordingly, in applying the criteria of Governmental Accounting
Standards, the financial statements of the Agency are included in the City's
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. There are no other entities that are
considered to be component units of the Agency. The Agency has the same
fiscal year end as the City and its financial statements can be obtained from the
City Clerk.
b. Government-Wide and Fund Financial Statements
The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the statement of net assets and
the statement of changes in net assets) report information on all of the nonfiduciary activities of the primary government and its component units. For the
most part, the effect of interfund activity has been removed from these
statements. Governmental activities are normally supported by taxes and
intergovernmental revenues. The primary government is reported separately
from certain legally separate component units for which the primary government
is financially accountable.
The statement of activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses
of a given function or segment are offset by program revenues. Direct expenses
are those that are clearly identifiable with a specific function or segment.
Program revenues include: 1) charges to customers or applicants who purchase,
use or directly benefit from goods, services or privileges provided by a given
function or segment, and 2) grants and contributions that are restricted to
meeting the operational or capital requirements of a particular function or
segment. Taxes and other items not properly included among program revenues
are reported instead as general revenues.
Major individual governmental funds are reported as separate columns in the
fund financial statements.
c.

Measurement Focus,
Presentation

Basis of Accounting and

Financial Statement

The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic
resources measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues
are recorded when earned and expenses are recorded when a liability is
incurred, regardless of the timing of related cash flows. Property taxes are
recognized as revenues in the year for which they are levied. Grants and similar
items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed
by the provider have been met.

10
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1: Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
c,

Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting and
Presentation (Continued)

Financial Statement

Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial
resources measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Revenues are recognized as soon as they are both measurable and available.
Revenues are considered to be available when they are collectible within the
current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period.
For this purpose, the government considers revenues to be available if they are
collected within 60 days of the end of the current fiscal period, while grant
revenues have an availability period of 120 days. Expenditures generally are
recorded when a liability is incurred, as under accrual accounting. However, debt
service expenditures, as well as expenditures related to compensated absences
and claims and judgments, are recorded only when payment is due.
Property taxes, franchise taxes, licenses and interest associated with the current
fiscal period are all considered to be susceptible to accrual and so have been
recognized as revenues of the current fiscal period. Only the portion of special
assessments receivable due within the current fiscal period is considered to be
susceptible to accrual as revenue of the current period. All other revenue items
are considered to be measurable and available only when cash is received by
the government.
The Agency reports the following major governmental funds:
The Project Fund accounts for the tax increment received, and the debt
service and rehabilitation expenditures made by the Agency.
The Low and Moderate Housing Fund accounts for 20% of the tax
increment that is set aside for low and moderate housing activities.
Wht?n both restricted and unrestricted resources are available for use, it is the
government's policy to use restricted resources first, and then unrestricted
resources as they are needed.
d. Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity
1. Investments
Investments for the Agency are reported at fair value. The State Treasurer's
Investment Pool operates in accordance with appropriate state laws and
regulations. The reported value of the pool is the same as the fair value of
the pool shares.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)

Note 1: Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
d. Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity (Continued)

2. Receivables and Payables
Activity between funds that is representative of lending/borrowing
arrangements outstanding at the end of the fiscal year is referred to as either
"due to/from other funds" (i.e., the current portion of interfund loans) or
"advances to/from other funds" (Le., the non-current portion of interfund
loans). All other outstanding balances between funds are reported as "due
to/from other funds".
Advances between funds, as reported in the fund financial statements, are
offset by a fund balance reserve account in applicable governmental funds to
indicate that they are not available for appropriation and are not expendable
available financial resources.
All trade and property tax receivables are shown net of an allowance for
uncollectibles.
Property tax revenue attach as an enforceable lien on property as of January
1. All secured personal property taxes and one-half of the taxes on real
property are due November 1; the second installment is due February 1. All
taxes are delinquent, if unpaid, on December 10 and April 10, respectively.
Unsecured personal property taxes become due on the first of March each
year and are delinquent on August 31. The County of Riverside bills and
collects the property taxes, and remits them to the Agency in installments
during the year. Property taxes received within 60 days after the Agency's
fiscal year end are considered "measureable" and "available" and are
accrued in the Agency's financial statements.
3. Prepaid Items
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting
periods and are recorded as prepaid items in both government-wide and fund
financial statements.
4. Capital Assets
Capital assets, which include property, plant, equipment and infrastructure
assets (e.g., roads, bridges, sidewalks and similar items), are reported in the
governmental activities columns in the government-wide financial statements.
Capital assets are defined by the government as assets with an initial
individual cost of more than $5,000 (amount not rounded) and an estimated
useful life in excess of one year. Such assets are recorded at historical cost
or estimated historical cost if purchased or constructed. Donated capital
assets are recorded at estimated fair market value at the date of donation.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1: Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
d. Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity (Continued)
The costs of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of
the asset or materially extend assets lives are not capitalized.
Major outlays for capital assets and improvements are capitalized as projects
are constructed.
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated using the straight-line method
over the following estimated useful lives:
Assets
Buildings and Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Vehicles
Infrastructure

5-50
3 -15
3 -10
25 - 50

In accordance with GASB Statement No. 34, the Agency is required to report
general infrastructure assets.
Buildings are depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated
useful life of 50 years.
5. Deferred Revenue
The government reports unearned revenue on its combined balance sheet.
Deferred revenue arises when potential revenue does not meet both the
"measurable" and "available" criteria for recognition in the current period. In
subsequent periods, when both revenue recognition criteria are met, the
liability for deferred revenue is removed from the balance sheet and revenue
is recognized.
6. Long-Term Obligations
In the government-wide financial statements, long-term debt and other longterm obligations are reported as liabilities in the governmental activities
statement of net assets.
7. Salary Expenditures
The Agency does not employ any personnel and relies on the City of Moreno
Valley (City) for administrative services. The financial statements include
expenditures for salary and other benefits, which were allocated to the
Agency by the City.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1: Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
d. Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity (Continued)
8. Fund Equity
In the fund financial statements, governmental funds report reservations of
fund balance for amounts that are not available for appropriation or are
legally restricted by outside parties for use for a specific purpose.
Designations of fund balance represent tentative management plans that are
subject to change.
Note 2: Stewardship, Compliance and Accountability
a. Budgetary Data
General Budget Policies
Budgets are legally adopted and formal budgetary integration is employed as
a management control device during the year for all Governmental Fund
types. From the effective date of the budget, the amounts stated therein as
proposed expenditures become appropriations to the various Agency
departments.
Reported budget amounts represent the original legally adopted budget as
amended. The City Council, acting as the Agency Board, may approve
amendments to the budget during a regular meeting, providing that sufficient
monies are available and that expenditures of proceeds of taxes will not be
increased beyond the constitutional appropriations limit as imposed by Article
XIIiB of the State Constitution.
Individual fund budgets are, in all cases where appropriations are required,
the same as the appropriation amounts. In the case of the Governmental
Fund types, unexpended budgeted amounts, except for amounts relating to
capital projects, lapse at the end of the budget year. Spending control for
most funds is established by the amount of expenditures budgeted for each
department within the fund, but management control is exercised at
budgetary line item levels within the departments. Management can transfer
budgeted amounts between operating programs, departments, or funds,
provided that such transfers do not increase the overall budget.
Appropriations that increase the budget require City Council, acting as the
Agency Board, approval.
Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts and other
commitments for the expenditure of monies are recorded in order to reserve
that portion of the applicable appropriation, is employed as an extension of
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 2: Stewardship, Compliance and Accountability (Continued)
b. Budgetary Data (Continued)
Encumbrances (Continued)
formal budgetary integration in the governmental funds. Unexpended and
unencumbered appropriations of the governmental funds automatically lapse
at the end of the fiscal year. Encumbrances at year-end are a portion of the
reserved fund balance and are reappropriated the following year.
Budget Basis Accounting
Budgets for governmental funds are adopted on a basis consistent with
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
Note 3: Cash and Investments
Cash and investments reported in the accompanying financial statements consisted
of the following:
Cash and investments pooled with the City

$87,392,466

The Agency's funds are pooled with the City of Moreno Valley's cash and
investments in order to generate optimum interest income. The information required
by GASB Statement No. 40 related to authorized investments, credit risk, etc. is
available in the annual report of the City.
Note 4: Loans Receivable
Loans receivable of $12,115,790 consisted primarily of loans and advances to
developers for various projects.
A summary of amounts owed to the Agency at June 30, 2009 follows:
Cottonwood Properties
Sheila Street Rehabilitation
RHDC Properties
CVHC
Crippled Children
Bay Family Apartments
Others
Total

$

3,870,402
2,651,875
1,911,764
1,639,450
824,917
755,000
462,382

$

12,115,790
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements {Continued}
Note 5: Capital Assets

A summary of changes in general capital assets follows:
Balance at
7/1/08

Non-Depreciable Assets:

$ (439,510)

Land

$

4,885,499

Construction in Progress

$

6,191,190

$ 3,561,775

$

11,076,689

$ 3,561,775

Total Non-Depreciable Assets

Balances
06130/09

Deletions

Additions

$

4,445,989

$

9,752,965

$ (439,510)

$

14,198,954

12,191,837

Depreciable Assets:
Buildings and IfllJrovements

$

12,191,837

$

$

$

Furniture and Equipment

$

352,837

$

$

$

352,837

Infrastructure

$

1,152,231

$

$

1,152,231

$

$

13,696,905

Total Depreciable Assets

$ 13,696,905

$

Accurrulated Depreciation:
Buildings and IfllJrovements

$

(1,218,196)

$

(487,673)

$

$

(1,705,869)

Furniture and Equiprrent

$

(176,418)

$

(70,567)

$

$

(246,985)

Infrastructure

$

(57,612)

$

(23,045)

$

$

(80,657)

Total Accumlated Depreciation

$

(1,452,226)

$

(581,285)

$

$

(2,033,511 )

Depreciable Assets, Net of
Depreciation

$

12,244,679

$ (581,285)

$

$

11,663,394

$

23,321,368

$ 2,980,490

$ (439,510)

$

25,862,348

Total Net Capital Assets

Depreciation expense was charged to functions/programs of the Agency as follows:
Governmental Activities:
Community development

$ 581,285
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 6: Long-Term Liabilities

a. A description of the Agency's long-term liabilities outstanding as of June 30, 2009
is as follows:
Note Payable, Price Company
The Agency has recorded a long-term payable in the amount of $2,334,084
under a development and disposition agreement and promissory note with
Price Company for the reimbursement of costs of construction of a 130,000
square-foot-retail store. The note bears interest at 8% per annum and is
payable solely from 50% of site-generated sales tax. Any remainder payable
after September 2015 will be forgiven. The amount outstanding as of June 30,
2009 was $2,234,084.
Long-Term Liabilities to the City of Moreno Valley:
The Towngate Regional Mall notes (Sears Note), totaling $13,000,000,
originated from a participation agreement (as amended) whereby the Agency
acquired certain parcels within the mall for subsequent transfer to major
tenants. The notes bear interest of 7.25% and are payable solely from available
site-generated property tax increment and up to 50% of site-generated sales
tax. Furthermore, the Agency had covenanted to use reasonable best efforts to
refinance these notes with Tax Allocation Bonds, provided such financing is
determined to be fiscally feasible.
At June 30, 2009, accrued interest
amounted to $4,082,277. During 2003-2004, the City purchased the rights to
the notes from the holder. These amounts are now payable to the City and
were previously reported in the Project Fund and are now reported as a longterm liability in the government-wide financial statements.
In 2005, the Agency purchased improved property from the City - the
Conference and Recreation Center. The purchase price was $14,203,946. The
loan note was $11,503,946 after the initial payment of $2,700,000. A
subsequent principal payment of $29,124 was made in 2004-2005. The term is
20 years with 12% simple interest. The Agency will make partial interest only
annual payments with a balloon payment due a~ the end of the term. At June
30, 2009, the outstanding principal and accrued interest balances are
$11,474,822 and $4,430,632, respectively.
The Agency owes the City a total of $652,248 in future sales tax revenue for
funds borrowed to finance redevelopment activities. $518,520 represents
monies borrowed during 2006/07 by the Agency. $133,728 represents monies
borrowed during 2007/08 by the Agency. The interest rate on the borrowings is
12% and repayment of the long-term payable is made when funds become
available. At June 30, 2009, the outstanding accrued interest on these
borrowings is $140,491.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 6: Long-Term Liabilities (Continued)

In December 2007, the Agency issued 2007 Series B, Subordinate Taxable
Tax Allocation Bonds in the original issue amount of $22,500,000. These bonds
were purchased by the City of Moreno Valley. The proceeds of the bonds will
remain unspent pending the outcome of litigation between the Agency and the
County of Riverside concerning the interpretation of a pass-through agreement
between the Agency and the County. The Agency will pay monthly interest only
debt service payments to the City of Moreno Valley. The interest rate is
variable and is expected to approximate a rate of return the Agency achieves
from investing the bond proceeds. During the year, the amount of interest
earned and paid to the City was $721,949. If the Agency is successful in its
litigation, it would begin receiving additional tax increment revenue to pay all or
part. of the debt service on the bonds. At that point, the bonds will be
remarketed within five years and the proceeds used for the purpose of
financing various redevelopment improvement projects. The bonds may be
redeemed in total or in part at any time. At June 30, 2009, the outstanding
principal balance is $22,500,000.
A summary of amounts owed to the City at June 30, 2009 follows:
Principal

Borrowing Purpose
Sears
Recreation Center
2007 TABs Series B
Redevelopment
Total

Interest

$13,000,000
11,474,822
22,500,000
652,248

$4,082,277
4,430,632

$47,627010

~8,653,400

140,491

2007 Tax Allocation Bonds, Series A
In December 2007, the Agency issued 2007 Tax Allocation Bonds, Series A, in
the original issue amount of $43,495,000 for the purpose of financing various
redevelopment activities and other undertakings .permitted under the
Redevelopment Law, to fund a reserve for the bonds and to pay issuance
costs. The bonds mature in serial and term fashion through August 1, 2038
and bear interest ranging from 3.5% to 4.625%. During the year, the amount of
interest earned and paid to the City was $ 2,073,083.75. The bonds are
subject to both optional and mandatory redemption prior to maturity beginning
on August 1, 2017. The bonds are payable solely from Tax Revenues and
other funds and amounts pledged therefore pursuant to the Indenture. This
issue is fully insured in the event of nonpayment by the Agency.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 6: Long-Term Liabilities (Continued)
2007 Series A
Tax Allocation Bonds

Year Ending
June 30
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030-2034
2035-2039

Principal

Interest

120,000
130,000
210,000
220,000
230,000
1,220,000
3,510,000
9,185,000
12,085,000
15,815,000
$ 42725,000

$ 2,055,284

$

2,050,284
2,043,484
2,034,884
2,025,884
9,996,706
9,641,116
8,101 816
5,547,125
2,054,375
$ 45,550958

b. The following is a schedule of changes in long-term debt of the Agency for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 2009:
Balance

Balance
July 1 ,2008
Tax Allocation Bonds

$ 43,495,000

City Loans - Principal

47,627,070

City Loans - Unpaid Interest

7,005,633

Price Company Note

2,433,744

Price Company matured interest

Total Long-Term debt

$ j QQ 56j !!!!Z

Additions

$

ReQayments
-

$

770,000

Due within

June 30, 2009

$

42.725,000

One Year

$

120,000

47,627,070
3,119,697

1,471,930

8,653,400

199,660

2,234,084

194,699

194.699

$ 3 3H 396

:5 2 636 289

:5 j Qj 239 55!!

289,819

$ !!Q9 8j9

Annual maturities for certain balances of long-term debt have not been
presented, as fixed maturities have not been established.
c. Advances to / from other funds
In June 2007, the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund advanced to the
Capital Projects Fund $4,157,976 to finance the purchase of certain properties.
Repayments will be made annually in an amount equal to 5% of the principal
balance. Interest payments will be made annually based on the Agency's
approximate average investment returns on monies. During the year, the initial
principal payment of $197,504 was made. The outstanding balance as of June
30,2009 was $3,752,573.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 7: Commitments and Contingencies

Riverside County Agreement
During December 1987, the City of Moreno Valley and the Agency entered into
an agreement with the County of Riverside to reimburse the County for the
portion of tax increment the County would have been allocated and paid had
there not been a redevelopment project adopted in the City. The Agency
receives these amounts up to $7 million annually. The County will receive all
annual tax increment in excess of $7 million until the total increment reaches $12
million and half of annual tax increment in excess of $12 million. When total tax
increment paid to the County under this agreement from increments between $7
million and $12 million reaches $75 million, tax increment in excess of $7 million
annually will be split equally between the Agency and County.
During April 1988, the City of Moreno Valley and the Agency entered into an
agreement with the Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District (District) which specifies that the Agency shall receive 100% of the
District share of the tax increment until such time the total tax increment exceeds
$12 million at which time the District shall receive at least 50% of its share.
The Agency must annually demonstrate, on a project by project basis, that the
cumulative project costs paid by the Agency for the project improvements exceed
the cumulative total of District share received by the Agency. To the extent that
the cumulative project costs paid by the Agency exceed the cumulative total of
District share received by the Agency, the Agency will receive the balance
needed from the remaining 50% of the District share.
Beginning in 2004-2005 the Agency's tax increment exceeded $12 million. The
County deducts its proportionate share from the Agency's remittances. The
amount retained by the County is included in Other Financing Sources - Pass
Through Agreement Payments in the financial statements. An additional amount
of $3,928,234 for pass through agreements which have not yet been remitted is
included in Due to Other Governments.
Community Facilities District No.3 Agreement
In conjunction with the issuance of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall Special Tax
Bonds Series 2000 (Auto Mall Refinancing), the Agency and the City are parties
to an owner participation agreement which provides that the Agency will transmit
to the District the available property tax increment it receives on parcels within
the District as a credit against the special parcel taxes that otherwise would be
payable by the owners. Furthermore, the City has agreed to loan the Agency
available sales tax generated within the District for payment directly to the parcel
owners should the increment be insufficient to offset the special parcel taxes. In
addition, the Agency has agreed to pay to the parcel owners, subject to certain
restrictions, certain available surplus sales tax from within the District. The
obligations to remit sales tax terminate by December 1, 2010.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 7: Commitments and Contingencies (Continued)
This agreement replaces a previous arrangement involving these parcels when
they were included in Community Facilities District No.2.
The amounts remitted during the year under the replacement and previous
agreement to parcel owners totaled $ 848,814.
Community Facilities District No. 87-1 Agreement
In connection with the issuance of the Community Facilities District No. 87-1
(CFD) Towngate 2007 Special Tax Refunding Bonds, the Agency entered into an
owner participation agreement whereby the Agency has committed tax increment
for the payment of debt service requirements for these Bonds.
Self-Insurance
The Agency is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts, theft of, damage
to, and destruction of assets, errors and omissions, and injuries to employees.
The City of Moreno Valley established two self-insurance funds (internal service
funds) to account for and finance its uninsured risks of loss. Under this program,
the self-insurance funds provide coverage for up to a maximum of $300,000 for
each workers' compensation claim and $250,000 for each general liability claim.
The City purchases commercial insurance for claims in excess of coverage
provided by the funds and for all other risks of loss. Settled claims have not
exceeded this commercial coverage in any of the past three years. All funds of
the Agency participate in the program and make payments to the self-insurance
funds based on actuarial estimates of the amounts needed to pay prior and
current year claims.
ERAF Shift
When adopting its budget for fiscal year 2009-10, the State of California
reflected in that budget a shift of a significant portion of tax increment revenue
from redevelopment agencies to school districts for fiscal years 2009-10 and
2010-11. The California Redevelopment Association has filed a lawsuit
challenging the legality of this tax shift. The outcome of that lawsuit is not
certain at this time.

Note 8:

Subsequent Events
Subsequent events are those events and transactions that occur after the end
of the fiscal period but prior to issuance of the financial statements that are
important for readers of the financial statements to be aware of. The District
does not have any subsequent events to report.
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Schedule 1
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
COMBINING PROJECT AREA BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 2009
Moreno Valley Redevelopment
Project
CaEital Projects
Low and
Moderate
Housing

Project
ASSETS
Cash and investments
Receivables:
Interest
Loans
Due from other governments
Due from the City of Moreno Valley
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Advances to other funds

$

77,491,581

$

9,900,885 $
140,482
12,115,790

205
4,500
3,718,466
256,499

197,660
3,752,573

Total Assets

$

81,471,251

$

$

447,410
3,928,234
1,849,274
12,000
32,991
3,752,573

$

TOTAL

87,392,466
140,482
12,115,790
205
4,500
3,916,126
256,499
3,752,573

26,107,390 $ 107,578,641

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Due to other governments
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Deferred revenue
Accrued payroll
Advances from other funds
Total Liabilities
Fund Balances:
Reserved:
Encumbrances
Long term receivables
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Advances to other funds
Debt service
Unreserved:
Designated:
Continuing appropriations
Undesignated

12,073 $

170,136
31,543

10,022,482

213,752

10,236,234

1,964,659

3,701,125
12,115,790
197,660

5,665,784
12,115,790
3,916,126
256,499
3,752,573
22,500,000

3,718,466
256,499

3,752,573
22,500,000

Total Fund Balances
$

Total Liabilities and Fund Balances

459,483
3,928,234
1,849,274
182,136
64,534
3,752,573

36,027,579
6,981,566

4,402,217
1,724,273

40,429,796
8,705,839

71,448,769

25,893,638

97,342,407

81,471,251

$

26,107,390 $

107,578,641
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Schedule 2
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLE'
COMBINING PROJECT AREA STATEMENT OF REVENUES
EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE~
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
Moreno Valley Redevelopment
Project
Caeital Projects

$

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government:
Administrative costs
Community development:
Project improvement costs
Capital outlay:
Debt service:
Principal retirement
Interest expense

19,229,318
862,963

Capital
Projects
Funds

Low and
Moderate
Housing

Pro,ject
Revenues:
Taxes and assessments:
Tax increment
Sales and use tax
Use of money and property:
Interest income
Other revenue:
Miscellaneous revenue

TOTAL

$

4,546,638

$

1,996,989

317,791

2,314,780

459,719

106,271

565,990

22,548,989

4,970,700

27,519,689

1,116,418

653,693

1,770,111

824,215
3,042,515

519,260

824,215
3,561,775

969,660

969,660
3,913,828

J,~lJ,K21:)

Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues over
(under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley
Pass through agreement payments
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Change in fund balance

9,866,636

1,172,953

11,039,589

12,682,353

3,797,747

16,480,100

(2,277,726)
( 12,525,495)

(2,277,726)
(12,525,495)

(14,803,221)

(14,803,221)

(2,120,868)
73,569,637

Fund Balances, Beginning of Year
$

Fund Balances, End of Year

23,775,956
862,963

71,448,769

$

3,797,747

1,676,879

22,095,891

95,665,528

25,893,638

$

97,342,407
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Schedule 3
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
COMPUTATION OF LOW AND MODERATE
INCOME HOUSING FUNDS
EXCESS/SURPLUS
Low and Moderate
Housing Funds - All Project Areas
July I, 2008

$

Opening Fund Balance
Less Unavailable Amounts:
Encumbrances (Section 33334.12 (g)(2»
Rehabilitation loans
Land held for redevelopment
Long-term loans receivable

Limitation (greater of $1 ,000,000 or four years set-aside)
Set-Aside for last four years:
2008 - 2009 .
2007 - 2008
2006 - 2007
2005 - 2006
2004 - 2005

Base Limitation

22,095,891

$

(3,700,768)
(11,813,830)
(197,660)
(3,950,077)

Available Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds

Total

Low and Moderate
Housing Funds - All Project Areas
:July 1,2009

(3,701,125)
(12,115,790)
(197,660)
(3,752,573)
(19,662,335)

(19,767,148)

2,433,556

6,126,490

4,546,638
4,583,576
3,506,618
2,673,012

4,583,576
3,506,618
2,673,012
1,943,785
$

12,706,991

$

15,309,844

$

1,000,000

$

1,000,000

Greater amount

12,706.991

Computed Excess/Surplus

25,893,638

None

15,309,844

None
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Board of Directors
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL
OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities and
each major fund, of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
("Agency") as of and for the year ended June 30, 2009, which collectively comprise the
Agency's basic financial statements, and have issued our report thereon dated December
23, 2009. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States.
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Agency's financial statements
are free of material misstatements, we performed tests of its compliance with certain
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which
could have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts.
Such provisions included those provisions of laws and regulations identified in the
Guidelines for Compliance Audits of California Redevelopment Agencies, issued by the
State Controller and as interpreted in the Suggested Auditing Procedures for Accomplishing
Compliance Audits of California Redevelopment Agencies, issued by the Governmental
Accounting and Auditing Committee of the California Society of Certified Public
Accountants. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not
an objective of our audit and, accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results
of our tests disclosed no instance of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be
reported under Government Auditing Standards.

Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit, we considered the Agency's internal control over
financial reporting in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the Agency's internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not
express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Agency's internal control over financial
reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to
prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control
deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the Agency's ability
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to initiate, authorize, record, process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood
that a misstatement of the Agency's financial statements that is more than inconsequential
will not be prevented or detected by the Agency's internal control.

i
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I
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I
I

I

A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies,
that results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial
statements will not be prevented or detected by the Agency's internal control.
Our consideration of the internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose
described in the first paragraph of this section and would not necessarily disclose all
deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses.
We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting that we
consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.
We noted other matters that we reported to the management of the City of Moreno Valley in
a separate letter dated December 23, 2009.
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Directors, management of the
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley, State Controller, federal
awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended to be and should not be
used by anyone other than these specified parties.
~ ~/.e;;:.- h7~~ A~

Irvine, California
December 23, 2009
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
William L. Sopf, Interim City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, City Treasurer ~

Date:

December 22, 2009

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - November, 2009

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended November 30, 2009. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
As background information, each quarter the City Council receives a Quarterly
Investment Report at a regular City Council meeting. In the two months that fall
between these Quarterly Investment Reports, a Monthly Investment Report is submitted
to the City Council and City Manager via internal memorandum. This reporting process
ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised regarding the City's
investments on a monthly basis, and that full public disclosure is made on a quarterly
basis.
As previously reported, the City holds three investments of $1 million each in Lehman
Brothers Holdings, Inc. (Lehma'n), out of a total general investment portfolio of nearly
$215 million. As a result of the Lehman bankruptcy filing in September 2008, the City
,continues to pursue recovery of these investments through both legal and political
channels through participation in a consortium of other public agencies that hold
Lehman investments or who have a stake is seeing that public agencies receive fair and
equitable recovery. The political effort has been spearheaded by Senator Dianne
Feinstein, Congresswoman Jackie Speier and Congresswoman Anna Eshoo with the
support of the National League of Cities, National Association of Counties, U.S.
Conference of Mayors, and the Association of Public Treasurers of the United States
and Canada. The House Financial Services Committee held a hearing on May 5, 2009,
which builds on the effort begun last fall when amendments were secured in the
Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 enabling the Treasury Secretary to use Troubled
Asset Relief Program (TARP) funds to assist municipalities. So far, public agencies
holding Lehman investments have been identified in 22 states, with loss exposures
totaling over $1.8 billion. The coalition of public agencies with Lehman losses continue
to meet at least every two weeks via a teleconference for updates.
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Congresswomen Anna Eshoo and Jackie Speier and others met with Treasury
Secretary Geithner on December 2, 2009. The meeting included Secretary Geithner's
legal counsel, whose opinion is that the Economic Stabilization Act allows the Treasury
Department to use TARP funds only for financial institutions - not local governments.
As a result, Secretary Geithner refused to assist local governments. This week it was
confirmed that Secretary Geithner has opted to extend TARP through October 2010.
Congresswoman Anna Eshoo continues to move on this issue, but along a new path,
seeking direct relief in the jobs package with the assistance of House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi. On December 17th , Mayor Stewart signed a letter to Speaker Pelosi that was
drafted by the local government consortium, requesting assistance for local
governments through the jobs package. City Council will be updated on this issue as
new information becomes available.
Attachment
c: Steve Hargis, Acting Treasury Operations Division Manager
Patrick Beckner, Treasury Programs Supervisor
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State of California LAIF Pool
Investments
Total General ParRaho

84,279,487
128,713,510

214,657,097

214,337,188

214,612,105

2,444,419
8,907,449

2,444,419
8,907,549

14,487,615
2,444,419
8,907,449

Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
Total Bond Proceeds

o

o

o

14,810
534,752

14,810
534,752

14,810
534,752

26,389,045

26,389,145

26,389,045

ICMA
Totar Deferred Compensahon Funds

3,453,883

3,453,883

3,453,883

10,662,020

10,662,020

10,662,02OJ

251,708,162

251,388,353

Total Investment Portfolio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

84,148,164
129,164,742

SteveElam
City Treasurer

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
-->.

o

ex>

0.00
Years

251,663,170

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophic event.

~
~

1.50]
Years
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Wells Fargo Bank
STA IE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT FUND (LAlFl
General Fund
Community Services Districs
Redevelopment Agency
TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF POOL

11/30/0~

12/01/09

1,344,191

1,344,191

1,344,191

11/30/09
11/30/09
11/30/09

12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09

38,672,706
6,744,013
38,731,445
84,148,164

38,733,059
6,754,538
38,791,890
84,279,487

38,672,706
6,744,013
38,731,445
84,148,164

12/01/09

119,750

119,750

119,750

09/22/11
12/09/11
04/30(12
05/15/12
06f04j12

1,015,610
1,037,390
1,011,650
990,140
996,990

1,022,680
1,041,730
1,017,200
1,017,940

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

5))51,780

5,121,700

5,000;000

972,030
998,210
998,210
978,490
972,450
972,900
952,470
996,000
7,840,760

195,000
986,730
986,730
989,980
195,000
990,160
901,040
195,000
5,439,640

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
'1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
8,000,000

1,000,970
995,080
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
989,860
1;000,000
1,000,000
976;000
1,000,000
1,000;000 '
999,750
1,000,000
996,360
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,doo,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
999,375
1,000,000
1,000,000

1,000,940
1,007,190
1,013,750
1,022,810
1,008,440
1,029,060
1,023,130'
1,023,440
1,043,650
1,003,740
1,003;150
1,004,380
1,005,940
1,037,810
1,010,000
1,017,810
1,024,060
1,003,130
1,007,500
1,003,440
1,024,690
1,008,130
1,000,630'
1,005,630
1;025;630
1,005,940
1,029;690

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
MMktAcd~Highinilrk US Gvmt
11/30/09
CORPORATE 1I0NDS AND NOTES (TEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAMl
61757UAF7
Morgan Sfanley
06/02/09
Wells Fargo Bank N.A.
949744AA4
05/01/09
Bank of America
06050llAG6
OS/26/09
9116DHAC1
U.S. Bancorp
06/15/09
Citibank
17314JAG8
06/Mf09
TOTAL CORPORATE 1I0NDS (TEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAM)
CORPORATE 1I0NDS AND NOTES
. Lehman BmsHolding
International Lease Finance (AIG)
International Lease Finance (AIG)
American General Finance (AIG)
Lehman Bfus Holding
American General Finance (AIG)
Americlin General Finand! (AIG)
Lehinan Bros Holding
TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

52517PYN5
459745FP5
459745FP5
02635PSV6
52517PA35'
02635PSFl
02635PSKO
52517PR6D

A+
AAAAA+
'A+"
A+
'A+
A+

Al
Al
At
Al
Al
Al
' Al
Al

U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
Aaa
31331V3J3
AAA
Fed Fam Credit
3133XPY57
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XB5Q4
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
31331XMQ2
AAA
Fed Farm Credit
Aaa
Fed Fanri'Credit
31331GGS2
AAA
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XCJ38
3133XQMW9 AAA
Fed Home Leian Biink
3133XQSXl
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
307692AAl
FedAgMtgCo
3128X8JU7
AAA
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA"
Aaa
3128X8LNO
Fed Hciine Loan Mtg Corp
31398AVL3
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
31398AWA6 " AAA
Aaa
Fed N atl Mtg Assn
31331YK82
AAA
Aaa
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home-Loan Bank
3133XTRV2
AAA Aail
3133XREE6
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XRQR4
AAA
Fed Hciini Loan Bilnk
AAA
Aaa
3136FHIlU8
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
3133XiJHK2 AAA
Aaa
Fed Home "LIJa,\ !hnk
AAA
Aaa
3136FHCN3
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
3133XRW30
AAA . Aaa
Fed Home LoariBailk
3136FH4AO
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Aaa
3136F9X99
AA.A
Fed Natl Mti(Assn
3136FHGE9
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
'3133xsWM6 'AAA . ""Aaa'
Fed Hcime wan Batil<
3136F8U37
AAA
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
3133XT2T2
AAA Ailii
Ped Honie wan Bank

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W

06/08/07
12/02/05
03/26/07
08/08/06
'08/25/06
06/08/07
OS/29/07
02/06/07

01(27(10
04/15/10
04(15(10
05/15/10
"07/26(10
09/01/10
03(15(11
02/06/12

09/07/06
12/07/09
03/12/10
04/28/08
03/29(10
03/29/05
01/26/07
OS/26/10
06(11/10
12/11/08
11/29/05
08/10/10
' 04/15/08 ' 10(15(10
04/28/08
10/28/10
06/05/06
01/14/11
02/18/09
02/18/11
02/25(11
02/25/09
03/02/09
03/02/11
04/01/09
04/01/11
05/19/08
05/02/11
06/01/09
06/01/11
06/09/08
06/09/11
07(14/08"
07(14/1i
02/18/09
08/18/11
08/24/09 08/24/11
09/09/11
03/09/11
10/28(11
10/28/08
08/17/09
11/17/11
. 12/15(11
12/15/08
12/23/11
03/23/09
01/23/0~' .. --01123(12 '
02/08/08
02/08/12
' 02/10/09
OZ/HJ(12

1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000

I~022,150

-->.

0
<D

~
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1~000,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,doo
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
i,OOO,OOO
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
l~OOO,iJOO

1.00000

1

0.006263

0.0062634

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1
1
1

0.180198
0.031424
0.180472

0.1801982
0.0314242
0.1804719

LAIF
LAIF
LAIF

1.00000

1

0.000558

0.0005580

Union Bank

101.56100
103.73900
101.16500
99.01400
99.69900

661
739
882
897
917

0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660

3:0799754
3.4434218
4.1097402
4.1796338
4.2728252

Union lIank

4.250% 5.400%
5.000% 5.090%
5.000% . 5.000%
4.875% 5.510%
4.500% 5.286%
4.625% 5.550%
4.000% 5.400%
5.250% 5.340%

97.20300
99.64500
99:99700
97.84900
97.24500
97.29000
'95.24700
99.60000

58
136
136
166
238
275
470
798

0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
. 0.004660
0.004660
0;004660
0.004660

0.2702550
0.6337014
0.6337014
0.7734885
1.1089775
1.2813816
2:1899976
3.7183364

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Dank
Union Bank
'Union Dank
Union Bank

5.125%
2.750%
4.515%
5.000%
2.000%
4,700%
3.050%
3,000%
4.875%
2.000%
2.000%
2.000%
2.050%
3.250%
1.300%
3.600%
4:125%
2.000%
i.375%
2.150%
4.000%
1.550%
3:010%
2.250%

100.09700
99.50800
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
98.98600
100.00000
100.00000
97.60000
100.00000
100.00000
99.97500
100:00000
99.63600
100.00000
]00.00000
100:OO(}OO'
100.00000

7
102
119
177
193
253
319
332
410
445
452
457
487
518
548
556
591
626
632
648
697
717
745
753
-784'
800
802

0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0:004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0;004660
0.004660
0:004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0:004660
0.004660

0.0326170
0.4752761
0.5544888
0.8247438
0.8992969
1.1788711
1.4864026
1.5469770
1.9104235
2.0735084
' 2:1061254
2.1294232
2.2'692103
2.4136570
2.5534440
2.5907206
2.7538055
2.9168905

Union Dank
UrrionBank
Union Bank
Urrion Bank
UnioilBank
Union Bank
Union Ilank
UrrionBank
Union Bank
UrrionBank
Union. Bank
UrrionBank
Unioll Baitk
Urrion Bank
Uilion Ilimk
Urrion Bank
UitionBititk
UrrionBank
UnionBank
Urrion Bank
Union Bank
Urrion Bank
.., Viiior. Ilank
Urrion Bank
Unlo'''' Bank
Urrion Bank
UilioiiB"itk

0.~25%

0.925%
0.925%

2.000%
3.000%
2.100%
1.800%
1.875%

0.925%
0.925%
0.925%

1.310%
1.530%
1.690%
2.150%
2.000%

5.095%
3.020%
4.515%
5.000%
2'.000%
4.940%
3.050%
3.000%
5.470%
2.000%
2.000%
2.010%
2.050%
3.380%
1.300%
3.600%
4.125%
2.000%
1.380%
2.150%
4.000%
1.580%
3.010%
2.250%
. 2:iO(JO/o '2:100%
3.570% 3.570%
2.250%' 2.250%

loo.aoolfo

100.00000
100.00000
99.93750
100:00000
100.00000
100.0000(;-'
100.00000
100:00000'

0:004660~

0.004660
'0:004660
0.004660
0:0001660

2.9448419
3.0194010
,. 3.2477199
3.3409113
3:4713792'
3.5086558
3:6531024'
3.7276555
3:7369747

Union Bank

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

L __

~

-
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Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed'Home Loan Mflf Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
FeaHomeLoan MtgCorp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home' LOan MtgCorp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! Mig'Assri'
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Hom,; Loan Bank
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Fii'riiiCi-edit
Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
Fed Fami Credit· ..
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Fami' Credit .
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fe'd Nat! MtifAsiin .
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed NatlMlgAssn
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Fiifiri cre'dIC' .
Fed Home'Loan Mtg Corp...
;Fed Niit! MIg Assn'"
Fed Home LOan Bank
.Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
.Fed NatlMtg''Xssri'---Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
Fed'HomeLOaiiBiitik' .....
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed FamfCie'dit ...
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl MtgAssn
Fed Farm Credit
Tennessee VillleyAiithority
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Homi! Loan Mig Corp
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
·Fed Home LOiiil Mtg Corp
Fed Farm Credil
Fea Home Loan Mlg'Corp
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loait Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home [oanBiiik' .
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home' Loin Bank"
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Firm'CredU"- -'"
..
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Home Lo,in'Mis'Corp
.
Fed Fann Credil
:Fe'd NaiIMIg"AssiC"
Fed Home Loan Bank
'Fed Home(oan Baitl< ..

1,000,000
3136FHAQ8
AAA
• 02/17/09
02/17/12
.. ·998,000 .....
3128X8JB9""AAA,'" . Alia' ··02/11/09··.. 07/11/12
997,800
3128X8MS8
AAA
Aaa
03/02/09
03/02/12
1;000,000
3128X8RR5
'03/19/09
03/19/12
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
3133XUQR7
AAA
Aaa
03/21/12
09/21/09
1;000,000
3128X5N61
AAA
03/26/07
03/26/12
1,0110,000
3133XKF83
AAA
04/19/07
04/19/12
OS/04/12 ..
3136FHNF8" . 'AAA .' Aaa
1,000',000
05/07/09'
1,000,000
3128X8A93
AAA
Aaa
05/11/119
05/11/12
1,000,(100
3133XUG5
AAA
06/01/12
06/01/07
1,000,000
3136FHUY9
AAA
Aaa
06/01/12
06/01/09
'AAA
1,005,380
31331XG30
Aaa
06/29/07
06/21/12
1,000,000
3128X8DC3
AAA
07/06/12
01/06/09
1,000;000
10/19/09 . '07/19/12
31331GZ36
AAA
1,000,000
3136F9YP2
AAA
07/23/12
07/23/08
'1,l100;000'
. 31331XT36 . "AAA'
. 08/01/12
Aaa
08/01/07
1,000,000
AAA
08/13/12
3133XT4J2
02/13/09
1;000,000
3136FHAKI
AAA
Aaa
08/27/12
02/27/09
1,000,000
09/10/12
3136FHCU7
AAA
Aaa
03/10/09
AAA
~
03/24/09 ~ . 09/24/12'
·1;000;000
. 3136FHDSl
Alia
1,000,000
09/24/12
3133XUTD5
AAA
Aaa
09/24/09
1,000,000'
10/15/09 . 10/15/12
31331GZ44 'AAA
Aee
1,1100,000
3128X8WZI
AAA
Aaa
04/29/09
10/29/12
.. .. "3136FHJUO~··"AAA "'Aaa
. 04/29/09"" . 1 0/29/12 .
999;150·
1,1100,000
3133XSKLl
AAA
11/05/08
11/05/12
'AAA'
"1;000;000'
OS/23/08 ·11/23/12-3128X7SV7
992,500
AAA
3128X7SV7
OS/23/08 11/23/12
17/10/12'~
3136FHWA9'AAA~'
Aaii .
"1;000,000
06/10/09'
999,400
Aaa
3128X8J45
AAA
06/11/09
12/11/12
'1;000;000'
'Aaa
'3133XTRK4 ·AAA
06/18/09
'17/18/12'
1,000,000
3133XNTVI
AAA
01/07/08
01/07/13
1,007,520
31331GKF5 'AAA
01/14/13
01/14/09
1,000,000
AAA
3139BALB6
01/18/0B
01/18/13
AAA"
02/01(08" 02/01/13
1;000;000
31331YSB7
1,000,000
3133XUDM2 AAA
02/14/13
08/14/09
Aaa
Alia ~
1,000,000
3136FH4S1
AAA
08/20/09
07/19/13
1,000,000
AAA
02/25/13
31331GNGO
02/25/09
06/09/09' .. 03/15/13
1,125;400
. 880591CWO
AAA
Aaa
1,000,000
3136F86Y6
AAA
Aaa
03/19/08
03/19/13
1,000,000
3128X8TZ5
AAA
Aaa
04/08/09
04/08/13
1,000,000
Aaa
31331GVD8
AAA
05/08/09
04/08/13
1,000;000'
. "3133XQVY5
AAA
Alia
'05/13/08
05/13/13
1,000,000
AAA
Aaa
3128X8B84
05/13/09
05/13/13
OS/20/13 ..
1,000,000'
. OS/20/08
3128X7RCO'
AAA
1,000,000
31331GXN4
AAA
Aaa
06/03/09
06/03/13
1,000;000
06/10/08 . 06/10/13
3128X7VR2
AM
Aaa
1,000,000
31331YV64
AAA
06/10/08 06/10/13
'999;000
3133F2Y90
AAA
Aaa
06/15/13
12/26/08
1,000,000
AAA
Aaa
3128X84T6
07/23/09 07/23/13
.. 3133XRTEO 'UK
'1;000;000
Aaa
07/29/08"
07/29/13
1,000,000
3133XUEO
AAA
Aaa
08/12/09 08/12/13
.. ""-3133XRYG9' '-AAA"
1,000;000'
'10/28/08 .. 08/20/13'
A;ia
1,000,000
3128X9BU3
AAA
Aaa
09/03/09 09/03/13
09/24/09 '''''. 09/24/13 ...
.' 1,000;000'"
-. '31331GT74'" AAA "Alia
1,000,000
3136FHGG4
AAA
Aaa
03/30/09 09/30/13
AAA" "A3a"'"--10/01/09'-'10/01/13''' ' ' - ' M9;00(r ...
'~'-'--3128X9GH7'
1,000,000
AAA
10/15/13
31331GDF3
10/15/10
'3i36I'JGM7 "AAA-'Aiia" . ··to/22109·· .. 10/2:1/1r - '1;000;000~"
1,000,000
AAA
11/26/13
3133XSLV8
11/26/08
1;000~OOO~ .
.... 3133XSMU9' AAA "'''·Xaa .. "11/26/08'- "11/26/13'"

1,002,810
.. 1,003;620'
1,012,140
1,(106)190
1,000,310
1,014,490
1,017,810
1,004,380
1,005,760
1,024;,180
1,003,440
1,107;190
1,001,640
1,006,250
1,023,750
1,105,310
1,034,060
1,012,810
1,004,380
1;004,380
1,005,310
1;006,250'
1,007,170
1,017,500
1,032,500
1,029;400·
1,029,400
'1,000,310
1,000,440
'1;009;060
1,004,380
1,032,500
1,034,380
1,00S,630
1,()17,190
1,014,060
1,005,630
1,138;340
1,010,940
1,017,680
1,022,190
1,017,810
1,020,180
1',015,210
1,023,750
1,019,600'
1,021,880
1,000,940
1,011,970
1;030;000
1,1120,310
1,027,500'
1,007,330
1;001)180'
1,009,380

..

2.000% 2.660%
. 2A50W.. ··2.520W ... ··..·100;00000·
99.78000
2.350% 2.430%
2:625% " 2.625%
100.00000
100.00000
1.000% 1.000%
100.00000
5:000% 5.000%
100.00000
5.020% 5.020%
100.00000
1:625% 2:300% .
100.00000
2.050% 2.050%
100:00000
5.300% 5.300%
100.00000
2.120% 2.120%
100.53800
5:4S0% 5:325"/.
100.00000
2.300%
2.300%
100.00000
1.550% 1.550%
100.00000
4.220% 4.220%
100.00000
5.250% 5.2500/.
100.00000
2.450%
2.450%
2:625% ... 2:625%
100:00000
100.00000
2.500%
2.500%
2.6S0%' 2:650%"'" 100.00000
100.00000
2.000%
2.000%
.. 100.00000'
1.550% . '1.550%
1011.00000
2.350%
2.350%
'2:250%' . '2.280%
99:91500
1011.00000
4.125% 4.125%
100:00000'"
"3.700%" 3:700%
99.25000
3.700% 3.880%
l00:ooo00~
2.250% . 2:250"/.
99.94000
2.000% 2.020%
. 2:100%'" 2.100"/. '~ '100:00000'
100,00000
4.625% 4.625%
'2.500%' 2:300%'
100:75200
100.00000
4.000% 4.000%
100.00000'
3.790% 3:790%
100.00000
2.400%
2.400%
100.00000
2.375% 2.380%
100.00000
3.000%
3.000%
6.000% ' 2:490%
112.54000'
100.00000
4.000%
4.000%
2.500% .. 2.500%
100:00000
100.00000
2.200%
2.200%
4:125% . 4.125%
100.00000
100.00000
2.400%
2.400%
4.000% . 4.000%
100.00000
100.00000
2.700% 2.700%
100.00000'
4:000%'4.000%
100.00000
4.300% 4.300%
'3:1)00% 3:024%
99.90000
100.00000
2.400% 2.400%
100.00000'
4.625% 4:625%·
100.OOOOO
2.650% 6.250%
~10{);OoooO- .
4:625%-' '4.625";'100.00000
3.000% 3.000%
.. 100;00000"
2:800%' '2:800%'

1,000,000
1,000,000
UOO,OOO
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,(100,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,0011
1,000,(100
1,000,000
. 1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
'1,000;000 ~
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000 "
1,000,000
'1,000,000 .
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
. '1,000,000
1,1100,000
1,000;000"
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
'1;000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
"1;000,000
100.00000
1,000,000
3.000% 4.500%
''i,007;120-'~
10MOOOO""
'''1;000,000
'2:500"/02:500% ..
100.00000
1,000,000
4.250% 4.250%
1,033,750
100:00000"'"
. ,. 'l;ooO;OOif' . ''':250%'' -;1:250%"
'1.;010;940
100.00000
1,000,000
3.500% 3.500%
1,033,130
1;035;000'· ... "'1;000,0<'-0" . 4.050%--'4:050%"'100;00000" ,

-->.
-->.

0

1,000,000
--1;000~00'
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.. '809'

0:004660' .. ···3.7695917· ..
3.8348256
0.004660
3.9140383'
0.004660
Union Bank
3.9233574
0.004660
3:9466553'
Uri Ion Blink
0.004660
Union Bank
4.0584850
0.004660
UilionBank
4.1283785'
0:004660
Union Bank
4.1609955
0.004660
Uniori Bank
4.2588464'
M04660'
Union Bank
4.2588464
0.004660
Uriii:iriBank
0.004660 .
'4.3520378
'934
Union Bank
4.4219314
0.004660
949
4.4825058' ,. ~Uit/oitBank
0:004660
962
Union Bank
4.5011441
0.004660
966
"Uriion Bank
4.5430802
0:004660'
975
Union Bank
4.5989950
0.004660
987
. 4.6642290
Un/ClnBank
0:004660
1,001
Union Bank
4.7294630
1,015
0.004660
'Uriiori Balik.
4.7946969'
0:004660'
1;029
Union Bank
4.7946969
1,029
0.004660
0:OM660' .. 4.8925479"" UiiionBank.
1,050
Union Bank
4.9577819
0.004660
1,064
0:OM660''' .. , 4.9577819 ". UiiionB3'nk
1,OM
Union Bank
4.9903988
l,071
0.004660
'1;089 ' .. '0:004660' . 5:0742711" --'''UiiioriB<ink
Union Bank
5.0742711
1,089
0.004660
., 5:1534838'
. '1,106
UitioilBilnk
0:004660
Union Bank
5.1581433
0.004660
1,107
'Uriion Bank
0.004660- . '·5:1907603
'1',114
Union Bank
5.2839517
0.004660
1,134
. Union Bank
5:3165687
0.004660'
1,141
Union Bank
5.3352070
1,145
0.004660
5:4004409 .
Uilion Batik
'1,159
0.004660
Union Bank
5.461()154
1,172
0.004660
Union Bank
5.4843132
'1,177
0:004660
Union Bank
5.5122706
1,183
0.004660
UliionBank
5.5961429
0.OM660
1,201
Union Bank
5.6147811
1,205
0.004660
Uiiion Bank
'0:004660
5.7079725
1,225
Union Bank
5.7079725
0.004660
1,225
. 5:8710575"
Union Bank
1,260
0:004660
Union Bank
5.8710575
0.004660
1,260
Union Bank
'0.004660" '5.9036744"
1,267
Union Bank
5.9689084
1,281
0.004660
UnioriBank
0:004660'
6.0015254
1,288
Union Bank
6.0()15254
1,288
0.004660
UniiinBaitk
0.004660 . '6.0248233
1,293
Union Bank
6.2018869
0.004660
1,331
0:004660'" ·~6.2298443'·"· Uition Bank
1,j37
Union Bank
6.2950783
0.004660
1,351
. UnionBink
'0:OO~660- ". ·6:3323548
1,359
Union Bank
6.3975888
1,373
0.004660
.. 6.4954398'" . "UiiloiiBiiitk
'0:004660
1,394
Union Bank
6.5233972
1,400
0.004660
'M0466lf ." ··..6:5280567 .. UiiionBiinK
1;401
Union Bank
6.5932907
1,415
0.004660
. 1;422" . O'OO~f660·--"6;6259077 ... Un!oiiBiink ,
Union Bank
6.7889926
0.004660
1,457
'1,457 .. '0';OM660" ·_·"6:7889926 ..... - UrifonBaruC
823
840
842
847
871
886
893
914
914
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1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
999,000
996,406
1,000,000
l,noO,OOO
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
999,531
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
],000,000
1,000,000'
1,000,000
'1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
998,910
1;000,000
1,000,000

1,117,190
1,660,310
1,009,380
1,006,250
1,024,690
1,025,000
1,023,800
1,015,310
1,002,810
1,026,250
1,020,000
1,000,500
1,013,750
1,000,310
1,001,170
1,018,440
1,015,850
1,016,560
1,025,000
1,015,940
1,006,870
1,025,940
1,000,630
1,001,880
1,002,500
1,012,500
1,009,380
1,00S,950
1,007,810

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
TOTAL INVESTMENTS

116,152,452
129,164,742

118,032,420
128,713,510

116,000,000
129,119,750

TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

214,657,097

214,337,188

214,612,105

Bank

.i'edHome Loan Bank
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
Fed Fanri Credit
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl Mig Assn
Fed NaIL MIg Assn
Fed Nail Mig Assn
Fed NaIL MIg Assn
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
Fed NaIL MIg Assn
Fed Home Loan MtgCorp
Ped Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Natl Mig Assn
Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
FedFann Credit
Ped Home Loan MIg Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Home Loiin Bank
Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
Fed Home Loa it Baitk
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed HoiiieLoaii. Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn

3133XHW57 AAA
-3133XSRU4
AAA
AAA
3136F93Z4
31331GMV8 AAA
AAA
3133XSZ43
AM
3136FHDF9
3128X8QM7
AAA
31398AWHl AM
AAA
3136FHHHl
3136FHGK5
AAA
3136FHMKS AAA
AAA
312SXSYUO
3136FHPX7
AAA
'3136FHXH3
AAA
AAA
3128X8K76
AAA
31331GYTO
3128X8Y89
AAA
AAA
3133XTXW1
AAA
31398AYN6
3133XUBN2 "AAA
AAA
3128X9AEO
3133XUPX5
AAA
AAA
3133XUNV1
'AAA
3133XV2K6
AAA
3133XV3B5
3136FJKD2'
AAA
AAA
31398AZS4
3128X9KE9
AKA
AAA
3136FJPL9

Aaa
Aaa

• 06/18/09

61/07109
01/28/09

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Alia
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
AiM
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

02/1~9

02/18/09
03M/09
03/24/09
06/08/09
04/14/09
04/16/09
05/01/09
05{ll5/09
05/14/09
06/10/09
06/16/14
06117/09
07/02/09
07/09/09
07/28/09
08/08(09
08/26/09
09/15/09
09/15/09
10/15/09
10/22/09
10/27/09
10/29/09
11/05/09
11/25/09

12(13/13
Oi(07/i4
01/28/14
02/12/14
02/18/14
03/18/14
03/24/14
04/07/14
04/14/14
04/16/14
05/01/14
05/05/14
05/14/14
06/10/14
06/16/14
06/17/14
07/02/14
07/09/14
07/28/14
08/05/14
08/26/14
09f15/14
09/15/14
10/15/14
10/22/14
10/27/14
10/29/14
11/05114
11/25/14

1,080,060

'998,600

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
-->.
-->.
-->.
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4.875%
3~OOb%

2.000%
3.240%
3.000%
3.200%
2.375%
2.900%
3.160%
3;000%
2.250%
3.125%
2.125%
2.000%
3.130%
3.750%
3.400%
2.500%
3.000%
3.200%
3.625%
3.100%
2.250%
2.000%
2.000%
2.800%
3.000%
3.000%
3.400%

3.240%
3.000%
'3.200%
2.426%
2.980%
3.160%
3.000%
2.920%
3;125%
3.030%
3.160%
3.125%
3.750%
3.410%
3.690%
3.000%
3.200%
3.630%
3.100%
2.300%
3.734%
3.152%
2.800%
3.000%
3.000%
3.400%

'100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.90000
99.64000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100~OOOOO

100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.95300
100.00000
100.00000
100;00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100;00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000

1,535
1,541
1,569
1,575
1,589
1,596
1,598
1,613
1,617
1,626
1,653
1,659
1,660
1,675
1,682
1,701
1,709
1,730
1,750
1,750
1,780
1,787
1,792
1,794
1;801
1,821

0.004660
0.004660
0:004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0;004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0.004660
0:004660
0.004660

7.1524390
7.1803965
7.3108644
7.3388218
7.4040558
7.4366728
7.4459919
7.5158855
7.5345237
7.5764599
7.7022682
7.7302257
7.7348852
7.8047788
7.8373958
7.9259276
7.9632041
8.0610551
8.1542465
8.1542465
8.2940336
8.3266505
8.3499484
8.3592675
8.3918845'
8.4850759

548

1.000000

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
. Unio" Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UiiionBilnk
Union Bank
Union Bimk
Union Bank
UiiiO'1 Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

days

I.Sa years
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84,148,164
25,000,000
35,000,000
18,000,000
5,000,000
11,463,941

Corporate Notes (TLGP)

Corporate Notes

U<S. Agency
Disco-unt
Notes
0%

Morgan
Keegan
17%

TLGPCorp
Notes
2%

Union
Bank
0%

LAIF

Wells
Fargo Sec Wells
18% Fargo
Bank

FFCB

AIG
2%

Other

16%

Corporate
Notes
4%

u.s.
Agencies
54%

Dec 00
Junot
Dec 01
1un02
Dec 02
1un03
Dec 03

~

<
o

o

1'0

W
W

111n04
DeeM
Jun05
Dec 05
JI1n06
Dec 06
Jun07
Dec 07
JunOS
Dee OS
Jun 09
Nov 09

39%
12%

'1.98
1.94

2.50
2.25

1.24

1.58

2.00

1.91

1.75

2.02

~

... 1.50

1.77
-1,48
ij6~

1.25

,

1.00

1.90

0.75

2;oi

11.50

1.49

'1.57

0.25

1.57

0.00

1:49'"
1.50

85,612,105
14,000,000
16,000,000
37,000,000
31,000,000
31,000,000
214,612,105

2.75

1.56

1.47

Averaee Years to Matudty

3.00

1.71

8 8 S 8 8 a 8
~
§ ~
0-.0

~

g

§ ~ § ~ § ~
-..0-.0-..0

19 8 ;g ;g
§ ~
-..0

~

~

§ ~ § ~
-.0-.0

rg gs g; B
§ ~ § ~
-.o-..z

-->.
-->.

1'0

40%
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n

7.5%
17.2%
14.4%
14.4%
100.0%

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
1 Day

I to 12 rnos 13 to 24 mos 25 to 36 mos 37 to 48 mos 49 to 60 mos
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Dec 99

JunOD
Dec 00
Jun 01
Dec 01
Jun 02
Dec 02
Jun03
Dec 03
Jun04
Dec 04
Jun 05
Dee 05
Jun 06
Dee 06
Jun 07
Dec 07
Jun 08
Dec 08

Jun 09

1 rno
3 rno
6 rno
1 yr
2yr
3yr
5vr

7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

5.98
6.18
6.20
5.60
4.71
3.94
3.29
2.49
2.60
2.62
2.81
3.17
3.53
4.11
4.47
4.82
4.79
3.91
3.55
3.44
3.12

5.98
6.30
5.32
3.72
2.17
2.06
1.32
1.09
1.26
2.09
2.75
3.45
4.38
5.21
5.00
4.91
3.34
2.36
0.37
0.5'6
0.27

5.64
6.35
6.54
4.96
3.26
2.69
2.20
1.70
1.55
1.47
2.13
2.97
3.81
4.70
5.13
5.25
4.80
2.89
2.35
. i.38

0.06
0.15
0.27
0.67
1.12
2.01

0.05
0.16
0.37
0.90
1.43
2.31

0.61

~&&~~~~~~~~~~&~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

~Moreno

Valle

~&&~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~,~~~,~~~~~,~~~

0.0100
(0.0100)
(0.1000)
(0.2300)
(0.3100)

2.5
2.3

r

2.1

I{)
/1
/1
.£1

-

1.9
1.7
1.5
1.3

/L

0.5

-->.
-->.

W

0.3

...-.

0.1

-{l.1
.().3

Imo

3mo

6mo

.L;;'

.~ 0.20

-::-11/30/09
..... 10/31/09

1 yr

2yr

3yr

0.40

~

/"'/

0.7

0
1'0
W
W

~0

,//

0.9

<
0

0.60

LA.

1.1

~

0.30

5yr

-

'"

0.00

1
(0.20)

(DAD)
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,SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Cash
Local Agency Bonds
U.S.TreasuryObIfga·tions
State of Ci\lifornia Obliga?o~s

1,344,191
5 years
""5 years
.5 years

No Limit
No Limit
No Limit

None
None
None

N/A
5 years
"'5 years
5 y~ars

0%

S years

CA Local Agency Obligations

S years

No Limit

None

°0
°0

u.s. Agencies

5 years

No Limit

None

116,000,000

54%

5 years

Bankers Acceptances

180 days

40%

None

0

0%

180 days

Commercial Paper
Negotiable'Cn's

270 days
5 years

25%
30%

AljPI/Fl rating

0
0

0%
0%

270 days
' 5 years ...

1 year

No Limit

None

0%

1 year

'Z()%'

None

°0

0%

5 years

30%

"A" rating

13,000,000

6%

5 years

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

0

0%

3 years AWM*

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

119,750

0%

Collateralized Bank Deposits

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

5 years

20%

"AA't rating

0

0%

Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)

Syears

No Limit

None

0

0%

N/A

No Limit

None

0

0%

N/A

No Limit

None

84,148,164
214,612,10S

39%

Repurchase Agreements

····92 clays'

Reverse'Repurchase Agreements
Corporate Obligations
Mutual Funds
Money Market Mutual Funds

County Pooled Investment Funds

I

I

Local Agency InvestmentFund (LAIF) .
* - AWM

AijP1jFi

rating

= Average Weighted Maturity

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W
-->.
-->.

.j::>.

1%
0%
00;'"
0%
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No Limit
No Limit

None
None

70%

"AAAi'riiHng

10%
10iijo (sOlo 'per
issuer)
70% (50% per
issuer)

. :'Ap.." ra~g

20% (10% per
issuer)
15%
0
20% (10% per
issuer)
Not 'AIlowed
30% (10% per
issuer)
IS% (10% per
issuer)

"AA" rating
"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"AI/Pl/Fl" rating
.
None'
None

"A" rating
"AAA" rating by 2
of 3 rating agencies

"AAA" rating by 2 of
15% (10% per
3 rating agencies
issuer)
200!~'($500;OOO per
None
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
"AA" rating
2 years
issuer)
20%($500;000 per Top 2S% of peer
2 years
group
issuer)
20% (10% per
AAAf/Sl
13 years AWM*
issuer)
"SO%
None
N/A
3 years AWM*
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BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

redemption(prep.y f

re••ivaWi.!

..

reb.te fund

203S0203

~

Special tax funds
spedal tax ~funds

203S02D1

. 2ii3~oio2

-

interest ace'

reserve fund
admin exp a-cct
debt sen·ice "acc", ~

special tax funds
interest acrf
reserve fund

.. dmin exp .leer
cost of issuance
~!!

Series B Revenue
Series A Principal

money market fund
marke"t fund
money market fund

mone.y

WF GovtFund

11/30/09
11/341/09
11/30/09

12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09

WF GovtFund
\\rtl
Fund
WF GovtFund

12/16(88
11/3(\109
11/30(09
11/W;09
11(30/09

WF Go,'" -Fund

il/3QiiJ9

WF GovtFund
WF"Gol,'IFund
WF Gov! Fund
WFGo,:.r-Fund
WF Govt Fund

11(30/09
11/3(\109

09/02(09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01(09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09

WF·GoviFund
WI' GovtFund

~
22631800
cash
cash
.moOney market"fun"d
wr.-Govt Fund
22631800

22631801
·22631804
22631805
22631809
22631900
22631901
22631904
. 22631905·
22631906

money market fund
money"market fund
money market fund
fund'
money market fund
money market fwul
money market fund
money market fu.nd
money market fund

mo'ney"mark-et

Gov.

11/30/09
11/341/09

11/30/09

money mkt fllnd
money mkt fund

WF GovlFund

22333504

money mkt fund

WF Gov! Fund

Seri-ea B iilterest

i233:i505

money mid fund

wi' GovlFund

i1/3(\lo<j

12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09
1:1/0l/ll9

"W1'lhl~r-KQ.

f(JlJ7-'!"J!f~

B.ti.llndin&-~

WFGovlFund

11/3C/09

i2/01/09

Series A interest

delivery c••1fund
~dl<; l_oHgo

-expense illnd
reserve account

=500
22333501

·iili:3503

money mkt fund

12526001

12526107
12526103

revenlle

·1252%iOli
12526104

~dhl.~rg~

debt servke fund

money mkl fund

WFGovfFund

\\IF'Gov! Flu,d

~~7 r t'.l"~' ]{!,~\'nll\' !!u!1d"! . :J>IIIlI~_~~(tly_

rebate account

le~se

2,322
70,301
329
364,799

2,322
70,3ll1
329
364,799

1,923,782

1,923,782

1,923,782

o
1,028,699
377
535,790
405,316
16,153
366,244
72
2
4,276,435

1,028,699
377
535,790
405,316
16,153
366,244
72
2
4,276,435

0
1,U23,699
377
535,790
405,316
ii;,l53
366,244
72
2
4,276,435

150,243
12,301
522,482
625
457,656
1,143,307

150,243
12,301
522,482
457,656
1,143,307

o

o

°

o

o

o

money mk! fund
money mkt fund
money uikl fund
money mkt fund

WF GovlFund
WFGov! Fund

WF Govi Fund
WF GovtFund

·11f31\'09
11/30(09
11/341/09
11(30(09

12/0V09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09

11/341/09

12/01/09

625

bond fund
reserve fund

constrUction fund
~\r('Jti L.ugQ
infe~8t fund
constructLon fund
rapitannier~st fund'
cost of issuance

\"'l>lb. L!!'!~Q

revenue- fund
reserve fund

a"dmin".:xpemes

~

o

1'0
W
W
-->.
-->.

01

0.00%
0.01 %
0.01%
0.01'1;
0.01 %
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.00%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01 %
0.01% .

om %

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
l~oOOoO

0,009%

0,266%
0.001%
1.382%
0.000%
7.290%
0.000%
3.898%

0,001%
2.030%

1.00000

1.536%

0".01%

1.00000

O.061°/1J

0.01%
0,01%

0.01%
0.01%
0.01 %

1.00000
1.000lI0
1.00000

0.000%

O.Ol~/~

0.01%

1.oIKiob

0.569%

O~01()/()

2.71()/~

1.00000

0,(147%

522.482

0.01%

iOOOOtl

625
457,656
1,143,307

0.01%
0.01%

0.01'10
0.01%
0.01%

1~000iJ0

1:98i1%
0.002%
1.734%

0.01%

·0.00%

1.00000

0.000'/,

U.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.01%
0.01%
O.oI%
0.01%

t:oOOoo
1.00J00
1.00000
1.00000

0.053%
1.544%

0.01%

O.oI%

1.00000

70
2,992,828
7,641,734
10,634,632

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.01%
0.01 %
0.01%

i.ooooo

0.000%

UXXXXl
1.00000

11.341%

0
6,845,881

0.01%
0.01%
0.01 %
0.01 %

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.01%

0.00 1%

0,01%
0.61%

0.01%
0.01%

1.388%
0.000%

150,243
12,301

14,067

14,067
407,448

U,067
407,448

14,481
435,997

14,481
435,997

14,481
435,997

c

1.00000

0.000%
0.055%

~IJJ(t·l!":l£J..QJ!J!l_~I!L:"'H~.l'"l"!!:Y......L~O(.~I:on n(~nd!> 51'r('l:'; A

22631700

money mk! fund

WFGov!Fund

~ml;:;

2

0.000%

2

[I"I..3.'Jit'lt'n!I£...Uond

18Of2~OO

18042304

lilOt2Sii6·
~Q!.ILL '~.!!Il!Jl·

22277W1
=77604
22277605
=776(J6

money mk! fund
money mkt fund
mo"eymktfund
Ip,l"('

H~11'

WF Govi Fund

Blmds· llC'lfm'

money mkt fund
money mkt fund
mo~ney mkt fund
money mkt fund

11/341/09
11(3V(09
11/341/09

WFGovtFund
WF Gov1Fund

70
2,992,728
7,6'11,734
10,634,532

70
2,992,728
7,641,734
10,634,532

12/01/09
12/01/09
12/0V09
12/01(09

0
6,845,881
1
368,012
7,213,894

6,845,881
1
368,012
7,213,894

12/01/09
12/01/09
i~:i;09

1,139;953
1,178,145
j,98i
2,320,079

1,139,953
1,178,145
. 1,9Si
2,320,079

1,139,953
1,178,145
1,981·
2,320,079

26,389,1J45

26,389,045

26,389,145

12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09

28.958%

40.299%

~

WF GovtFund
WFGovt Fund

11/341/09

11(30(09

WI' GoviFund

11/341/09
11(30(09

WFGovt Fund

368,012
7,213,894

1.0000:j

o.l~xiolo

1.00000

25.942%

1.00000

0.000%

1.00000

1.395%

1.00006
1.0000J

4.320";"
4.465%

A IILOIllill I nl'fmolndnx,

20350300
20350303

WF GovlFund

revenue
reserve

11/3(\109
1l/3V/09

WF Gov! Fund

20350304<"" admin""expenses

i'jin:;ovtFund

il/30/09

Totals

<
o

0.01%
0.01%

om%

407,448

2
W(lI~~IJ:.9.

0.01%
O.Q]%

CL1}#5

11/3QI09
11/3QI09
11/jqi();j
11/30(09

Series-B· "res"erve"

2,322
70,JO:t
329
364,799

~
1

c-onstriictlon--Fuilcts

~

2

Princijfal-& lriterest-AcC-ouht.s

3
4

Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody" Accou'iIts
ArbRrage Reb~te Accounts
Other Accoimts
Total Fiscal Agent Funds-

14,487,615
2,444,419
8,907,449

O·

14,610
534,752
26,389,045

P.ge 8 oflO

14,487,615
··2,44{419
8,907,449
·0
14,810
534,752
26,389,045

14,487,615
·2,444,419
8,907,549

°

14,810
534,752
26,389,145

i.oOOOO . b~o08%
8.792%

100.000%

l ___ .
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GENERAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AND BOND PROCEEDS BY ISSUER
Cash in Financial Institutions
iAIF Po-oi
State of
Highmark U.S. Government Money Market
Wells Fargo Government Fund. .. ,. '.. ....

1,344,191
84,148,164
119,750
26,389,045
1,000,000
36,000,000
25,000,000
18,000,000
35,000,000
5,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000 1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

California

__

. _

·c····

._.

Federal Agriculture Mortgage Corp
Federal Home Loan'Bank·'··
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp
Federal'FarmCredit'Uank
Federal ~ati~~al~~.rtga.ge !'.ssoc.
American General Finance
Bank of America (TLGP)

Citibank"(TLG"i>j ..... ,_ .. ,

Lehman Bros
Y\1organ-S'tanley' ..
Tennessee Valley Authority
U.S. Bancorp{TiGP)"
US Treas~ry Notes .
Wells Fargo Bank N.A. (TLGP)
Total

~_.

.,

----~~

.-.~,-.-.

°

~

o

1'0
W
W
-->.
-->.
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1%
34.92%
0.05%
10.95%
0.41%
14.94%
10.37%
7.47%
14.52%
2.07%
0.41%
6~41%'

1.24%

-.,-,-

1,000,000
241,001,150

<
o

(J)

~_.

6:41%'
0.41%
0.41%"
0.00%
0.41%
99.59%

...

-..

limit
- no
..-----.-- ---- -..

~--

50.00%
15.00%

NA
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
10.00%
110.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
"io~oo%
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DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Fund

Book ValuE

Liquid Savings

$1,196,790

Market Value
$1,196,790

Par Value
$1,196,790

°

°

Fund

Market Value
0

American CcnLury Balanced
Am Centwy Growth

24
39,590

24
39,590

Market Value
0
24
39,590

70,448

7V.448
0

70,448
0

58,718
274,951

12,942
53,924

12,942

123,390

123,39()

0
0

e

Nationwide Fixed (part Time Emplovee)

0
142,762

142,762

142,762

Certificates of Deposit 3 years
JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A

36,210

36,210
80,395

36,210

80,395

80,395

Am Century Sel-ect
Am C.ntwy Ultra

Bond Fund Of America
Growth Fund 01 America

58,655
51,291

58,655
51,291

58,655
51,291

Vanguard Index 500
Vanguard In..c;:tihttional Indt!'x

Invesbnent Co. of America

20,120
83,212

20,120
83,212

20,120
83,212

Vanguard. WelUnr..ton

48.006
18.005

U,Oo,s

48,006

15,005

18,005

15,579

15,579

274,7~1

274,791

15,579
274,791

Brown Cap Mgmt Inc SM Co
Fidl!'lity Inde-pe-ndence
Fidelity Equity Income
Fidelity Magellan
Certificates oIDeposit 5 yearsFideHty PlIritoUl
Fidelity Contrafund

28,666

28,666

28,666

108,789

108,789

JilnusFund

247,688
61,312

247,688
61,3n

247,688
61,312

Janus Advisor Forty

32,245

32,245

32,245

Book VaJue

Market Va]ue:

Par Value

58,718
274,951

186,874
1,876,031

Par Value
7,238

67,369
418,8ll5

67,369
118,805

67,369
418,305

Washinglnn Mutual Inll

12,125
47,481

12,125
47,481

12,125
47,481

58,718
274/951

Nationwide InvDes Mod Cons Fund SC
Nationwidt!' InvDes Mod AggrFund

9,308
546,583

9,308
546,58J

546,583

12,942
53,924

Niltionwide lnvD~s AJ!:IU Fund
Nationwide- [nvDE-S Mad Fd

123,207
343,068

343,D68

123,207
343,068

123,390
0

Nationwide- Inv Des Cons

17,544

Nationwide large Cap Growth

76,623

17,544
76,623

17,544
76,623

Nationwide Inter Val Inst SV(

22,392
1,787

22,392
1,787

22,392
1,787

°

186,874

DFA US Micro Cap Port
Federated Kaufmann Fund
AlM Mid Cap Core Eqnity

Nationwide US Sm Cap Vol! Ins Svc

0

0

1,876.031
0

Nationwlde- Dest 2015 In'lt Svc
YL Acconnt

30,524

30,524

30,524

Nationwide Dest 2025 lnst Svc

47,727
127,171

47,727
127,171

41,727
127,171

Book Value

MaTke-L VaLue

Par Value

1,433

1,433

Total National Deferred

123,207

9,308

42,791
49,824

42,791
49,824

42,791
49,824

15,163

15,163

15,163

$7,2()S,137

$7,208,137

$7,20S,137

Summ
Fund

Book Value

Markel Value

MarkE>tValue

Total NaUonwide
TotallCMA

$7,208,137

$7,208,137

57,208,137

3,453,883

3,453,883

3,453,883

Total Deferred Compensation Plam

$10,662,1l20

$10,662,020

$10,662,020

Market Value
$1,339,552

$102,174

VT Royce Premeir

136,713

VT Ran;.r Sm.J!IM;d Cap Eq

23,754

23,754

23,754

All F.qnUy Growth

64,372

64,372

64,372

VT FidelJ.ty Contra fund

117,453

117,453

117,453

Growtlt and Income

156,255

156,255

156,255

VT FideHty Mag.nan

1,098

1.098

1,098

39,540
60,720

39,54&
60,720

VT Fid€lity DIversIfied Intemabonal

48,567

48,567

48,567

500 Stock Indo>

39,5010
60,720

VT AUlanz NFJ Di.., ViIIl11f

33,929

33,929

33,929

Book Value

Market Vaiue

In('om~

215,565

215,565

215,555

VT legg Mason Value

1,576

1,576

1,576

$1,339,552

$U39,552

Asset Allocation

100,241

100,241

100,241

3,121

3,121

9,322,468

9,322,468

9,322,468

13,457

13,457

13,457

VT Fld.lIty Puritan
VT Royce V.a]ue Plus Service

3,121

CDA' Band

3,658

3,658

3,658

$10,662,020

$10,662,020

$10,662.020

20,607

"Equity

Casb Management

Plus Fltnd
Savings: Oriented

32,169

32,169

32,169

VTTR Prke Growth Stock Adv

20,607

20,607

1,273,616

1,273,616

1,273,616

VT FiIst Amer. Real Estilte Sees

9,340

9,3~0

9,340

5,089

5,089

5,089

VT TR Price Swal] Cap- Value

95,491

95,491

95,491

VT Thi.rd Ave Value

CDnsetvative Growth

69,891

69,891

69,891

Traditional Growth

1&5,205

185,205

185,205

tong-Term Growth

232,376

232,376

232,376

Mid/Small Co- Index

8,917

8,917

8,917

Mileshme 2010

8,343
5,694

8,343
5,694

8,343
5,694

46,916

46,916

46,916

4,530

4,530

4,530

Milestone 2035
OVi!'flieas Equity Index fund
Vantage Trustlyr CD

560

560

560

rnflatlon Prateeit'd S-ecurities

12,654

]2,654

12,654

Growth Fund

219,309

219,309

219,309

"T PIMeD Tofal Return
VT rlMCO High Yield
VT Eahm Van<(' tag-c Cap Value

24,631

24,631

24,631

71,071

71,071

71,071

3,348

3,848

3,348

$3,453,883

$3,453,883

$3,453,883

TotalICMA

~

<
o
o
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.

Markel Value
7,236

$102,174
136,713

'Broad Market

-...J

7,238

$102,174
136,713

International

-->.
-->.

0

186,874
1,876,031

Book Value

1,433

Aggr'f6si\'e Oppor.

1'0
W
W

53,924

Fund
N B SodaUy Responsive: Fund

leMA

~

Fund

0

Vangllard Windsor II
Vanguard Total Bond Index
Putnam Voyager
Temp!et-on Foreign I
EuroPadlic Growth
Stable Fund C
PBHG Growth fund
DWS Hi~h Income Fund A
DWS Strategic Yalue
~(p!nheimerGlohal Fund A

108,789

Book ValuE
0

Principal tnv Mrtg Sec A

Liquid Savings {Pm Tim~ Employees)

Incom-e Fund of America

•

...
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DREAMS

SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor Richard Stewart and Members of the City Council

From:

William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager

Date:

December 10,2009

Subject:

Follow-Up to Several Public Comments

The day following the December 8,2009 City Council Meeting, the City Manager and Staff
has taken the following action:
1.

Following Mayor Stewart's example at the meeting, we will start putting a
notation in the appropriate staff reports to Council regarding the source of
funding to be used and the restricted nature of the funds as applicable (e.g., if it
is a road project we will indicate that the funds being used are restricted by law
to be used only for road projects, etc.) While we will still be questioned from
time to time, the public should be on notice that road funds cannot be used for
parks and so forth.

2.

Staff has scheduled two meetings for Pete Bleckert and Councilmembers to
review the drainage revision on Ironwood.
The first meeting is scheduled on Monday, December 14, 2009 at 11 :00 a.m.
with Mr. Bleckert, Public Works Staff, RDA Staff, and I will attend. An invitation
was extended to Councilmember Molina to attend as well. We will have all the
plans available for review and answer any questions that arise.
The second meeting is scheduled on Thursday, December 17, 2009 at 3:00 p.m.
with Councilmember Hastings, Public Works Staff, County Flood Control, Dusty
Williams, and Pete Bleckert. Again, we will have all the plans available and
answer any questions that may arise.

3.

A meeting has been scheduled with Ms. Davi Belmore on Thursday, December
17,2009 at 1:00 p.m. We will thoroughly discuss our First-Time Home Buyer
Program with her, and if she wishes, attempt to qualify her for our program. If
she wants to use our current Federal program she will have to select a home in
the targeted area. If she does not do that she will have to qualify under a RDA
1

MV00233118

f

program. In my recent City Manager's Report, we have indicated that we would
like to revise our RDA and the Federal programs to simplify the process.

4.

This item is for information and did not result from the Council meeting. I have
met with Mr. Iddo Benzeevi in his office and listened to his vision and plans. I
offered to provide a sign for the Skechers Project. It will be our standard sign
with the Moreno Valley logo and identification. Staff is working with his
designated contacts to direct the placement of the sign.

WLB/cp

W:\Admin\Cathy\BILL\2009\MEMOS\Meetings.Doc

2

MV00233119

City Manager's Office

09 DEC -9 M1 8: 53
CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor Richard Stewart and Members of the City Council

From:

William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager

Date:

December 7, 2009

Subject:

Information Item - Fourth of July Celebration

The Fourth of July falls on a Sunday this coming year. There has been some discussion
about moving the parade to Saturday, July 3 and the balance of the celebration to Sunday,
July 4. Two things may result if this approach is adopted:
1.

The cost may be increased because of splitting events (e.g., security and
logistics).

2.

We will need to decide how you wish to proceed relatively soon because the
best music bands are selected very early.

Please give this matter your consideration at your earliest convenience so we can schedule
an item on the agenda.

WLB/cp

MV00233120
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
William L. Sopf, Interim City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, City Treasurer ~

Date:

December 1, 2009

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - October, 2009

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended October 31, 2009. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
As background information, each quarter the City Council receives a Quarterly
Investment Report at a regular City Council meeting. In the two months that fall
between these Quarterly Investment Reports, a Monthly Investment Report is submitted
to the City Council and City Manager via internal memorandum. This reporting process
ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised regarding the City's
investments on a monthly basis, and that full public disclosure is made on a quarterly
basis.
As previously reported, the City holds three investments of $1 million each in Lehman
Brothers Holdings, Inc. (Lehman), out of a total general investment portfolio of nearly
$219 million. As a result of the Lehman bankruptcy filing in September 2008, the City
continues to pursue recovery of these investments through both legal and political
channels through participation in a consortium of other public agencies that hold
Lehman investments or who have a stake is seeing that public agencies receive fair and
equitable recovery. The political effort has been spearheaded by Senator Dianne
Feinstein, Congresswoman Jackie Speier and Congresswoman Anna Eshoo with the
support of the National League of Cities, National Association of Counties, U.S.
Conference of Mayors, and the Association of Public Treasurers of the United States
and Canada. A hearing has been conducted by the House Financial Services
Committee, which builds on the effort begun last fall when amendments were secured in
the Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 enabling the Treasury Secretary to use Troubled
Asset Relief Program (TARP) funds to assist municipalities. So far, public agencies
holding Lehman investments have been identified in 22 states, with loss exposures
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totaling over $1.8 billion. The coalition of public agencies with Lehman losses continues
to meet at least every two weeks via a teleconference for updates. A productive
meeting between Treasury Secretary Geithner and the members of the House Financial
Services Committee took place on October 28, 2009. A second meeting is scheduled
December 2, 2009. A meeting between Congressman Barney Frank, Chairman of the
House Financial Services Committee, and Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner is
expected to be scheduled soon to discuss how TARP funds could be used for public
agencies investment losses. The City Council will be updated as new information
becomes available.

c: Patrick R. Beckner, Treasury Programs Supervisor
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L

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

[

Total General l'orffoho

Ii

86,148,164
132,172,282

86,282,608
131,204,650

86,148,164
132,131,600

218,883,764

218,050,576

21;8,843,082

~

,

4,513,356
9,207,991

Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
Total ~ond Proceeds

4,513,356
9,207,966

Years

4,513,356
9,207,991

o

o

o

14,809
534,749
28,758,462

14,809
534,749
28,758,437

14,809
534,749
28,758,462

l),Uo--,
Years

leMA

Total Defened Compensa!lOn
Total Investment Portfolio

~Un?B

3,453,883

3,453,883

3,453,883

!?,662,020

10,6~;~!~

1~,662,020

258,304,246

257,471,033

258,263,564

I

1. I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City COlmal. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophic event.

~

SteveElam
City Treasurer
~

<
o
o
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W
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Weils Fargo Bank
STATE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT FUND ILAIFl
General Fund
Community Services Districs
Redevelopment Agency
TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF rOOL

10/31/09

11/01/09

563,318

563,318

563,318

10/31/09
10/31/09
10/31/09

11/01/09
11/01/09
11/01/09

38,672,706
8,744,013
38,731,445
86,148,164

38,733,059
8,757,659
38,791,890
86,282,608

38,672,706
8,744,013
38,731,445
86,148,164

11/01/09

1,211,600

1,211,600

1,211,600

09/2:q'l1
12/09/11
04/30/12
05(15/12
'06/0!Jj12

1,015,610
1,037,390
1,011;650
990,140
996,990

1,019,570
1,038,160
1,019,580
1,007,870
1,009,930

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

5;051,786

5,095,110

5,000,006

01/27/10
04(15/10
04/15/10
05(15/10
07/26/10
09/01/10
03/15/11
02(06/12

972,030
998,210
998,210
978,490
972,450
972,900
952,470
996,000
7,840,760

157,500
986,580
986,580
967,590
157,500
930,980
858,720
157,500
5,202,950

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

1,000,000
1,000,970

1,000,000
1,004,690
1,009,060
1,017,190
1,02p,.;(;O
1,009,380

INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
MMkt ACCt-Highmark US Gvmt
10/31/09
CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES ITEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAMl
61757UAF?
MOi'g.1ii Sfanley
06/02109
9497<MAA4
05(01/09
Wells Fargo Bank N.A.
06050BAG6
Bank of America
OS/26/09
91160HACl
06(15/09
U.S. Bancorp
17314JAG8
06/04/09
Citibartk
TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS (TEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAM)
CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES
L~hmim IlrosHoJditig
International Lease Finance (AIC)
IntemalitiriilJ Lealie Finjlitce (AIG)
American General Finance (AIC)
l,ehmnnBlifiij H61dll1gAmerican General Finance (AIG)
American General Fin-;uiClj(AIGf
Lehman Bros Holding
TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

525t.7PVN5
459745FP5
459745FPS'
02635PSV6
52S17PA3S
02635PSF1
-- 02635PSK(l
52517PR60

A+

At

AA-

Al

AA-

Al

A+

Al

A~

Al-

A+
A+

Al
At
Al

06/08/07
12/02/05
03/26/07
08/08/06
- -08/25/06
06/08/07
-- OS/29/07
02/06/07

AAA
AAA

Aaa

09/07/06

11/03/09
12/07/09

04/2ajOa

0~/I2/10

A~

l,OOO,OOO
1,000,000
1,000,00D
1,000,000
8,000,000

0.925%
0.925%
0.925%

0.925%
0.925%
0.925%

1.00000

1

0.002574

0.0025741

1.0aooo
1.00000
1.00000

1
1
1

0.176714
0.D39956
0.176983

0.1767143
0.0399556
0.1769827

LAlF
LAIF
LAlF

1.00000

1

o.o05~36

0.OO553t14

Union Bank

0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0_004569
0.004569

3.1575136
3.5139333
4.1673696
4.2359118
4.3273015

Union
Union
UnIon
Union
Union

0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
O.0Q4S69
0.004569

0.4021146
0.7585344
0.7585344
0.8956189
1.2246219
1.3936927
2.2847421
3.7835329

UnJonl!ank
Umon Bank
Vnion Batik
Union Bank
VillollllAnk
Union Bank
Unioit annk
Union Bank

2.000%
3.000%
2.100"/0
1.800%
1.875%

1.310%
1.530%
1.690%
2.150%
2.000%

101.56100
103.73900
101.16500
99.01400
99.69900

691

4.250%
5.000%
5.000%
4.875%
-4.500% 4.625%
4;000%
5.250%

. 5.400%
5.090%
5.000%
5.510%
5.286%
5.550%
5.400%
5.340%

97.20300
99.64500
- 99.99700
97.84900
97.24500
97.29000
95.2470(l
99.60000

88
166

769
9]2
927
947

1.66
196
268
305
500
828

Bonk
Bank
nonk
Bank
Bonk

u.s. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURTI1ES
Fed Home Loanllnilk
Fed Farm Credit
F~d HoiiiiltiiMllliiflk
Fed Home Loan Bank

~

0
1'0
(.0
(.0

3133)(1''1'57

AAA
Aaa
AR~

Fed Farm Cl\l~lt

3U31XMQZ

Fed Farm Credit
Plid BP1l1~ J<!I~n !lank
Fed Home Loan Bank
F~d Willi" Lilliri Ilrink
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Ai: MI!fCIl
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fd HoinCLlliin Mtg Corp
Fed Nail Mtg Assn

31331GG52
3133Xq~S

AM

3133XQMW9

AAA
AAA
AAA

Fed Farm Credit
F~d Hlllne L6rin !lank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Liirin Blfrik
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Nitti MtlfMsri .
Fed Home Loan Bank
FedNatl MtgAs~n
Fed Home Loan Bank

l1jOJ/oa

3133XB5Q4

AAA
AAA
AAA

]led NatI MIg A~sn'

<
0

3l33XSKM9
31331V3/3

3133XQSXl
3133XQZS4
307692AAl3128X8JU7

AAA
AKA
31398AVL3
AAA
-S13911AWA6 AAA
31331YK82
AAA
. 3133XTRU2 . -AAA
. 3133XREE6
AAA
l133XRQR4 AAA'31331GE54
AAA
3136FHBtr8'- AM
3133XUHK2
AAA
3136FHCNS" -- AAA
3133XRW30
AAA

3128XSI,NO

Aaa
Aaa

Ami
Aaa

Ana'
Aaa
Aaa
A'an
Aaa
Ana
Aaa

Feo NntrMtgAs~;i

3136FH4Alj"- --AAA - . Atia

Fed Nail MIg Assn
Fed Nntl MIg AS5ii

3136HX99
3136FHGE9

AAA

AAA

Aaa
Ann

03(29/05
03/29/10
01/26/07
OS/26/10
12(11/08
06/11/10
11/29/0S
0 8/10/10
04(15/08
10/15/10
04/2SjlI8· 10/28/10
05(05/08
11 (051 lG
- 06/05/06
Ol/I4/11
02(18/11
02/18/09
01,125/09
D:l/25/11
03(02/11
03/02/09
04/01/09
04/01/11
05(02/11
05/19/08
- -06/01j09
06/0:1/11
06(09/11
06/09/08
0'7/14/11
07/14/08
08/17/09
07/29/11
08/18/11
02/18/09
08(24/11
08/24/09
03/09/11
09/09/11
10/28/08
10/28/11
-08/17/09f1/17/11
1:q'l5/08
1:q'l5/11
03/23(09 12/23jll

995,080
1,00D,nOO
I,DO(l,OOO
1,000,000
9a9,860
1,000,000

I,DOO,OOO
1,000,000
976,000
1.000,000
1,000,000
999,750

1.,O()OJOOO
996,360
1,000,000
1,000,000

i,OOO,OO()
1,914.600
-1,000,000
1,000.000
1,000,000
1,000,000

.j::>. - .

1,000,000

t,o(lO,OOO

1,024,380
1,025,000
1,000,310
1,043,650
1,005,230
1,004,310
1,003,440
1,006,250
1,037,190
1,006,680
1,020,310
1,026,880
1,920,000
1,001,380
1,006,250
-1,004,690
1,027,500

1,000,000
1,000,(100
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
t;ooo,OOO
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,920,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000

l,o~1,8S0

3.110% 3.110%
5.095%
5.125%
2.750%-- -- 3~(l20%
4.515% 4.515%
5.(100% 5.000%
2.000%
2.000%
4.7oo"A! 4.940%
3.050%
3.050%
3.000% 3.000"/"
3.220% 3.220%
4.875% 5;470°/02.000% 2.000%
2.000% 2.000%
2.000% 2.010%
2.050% 2.0S0%
3.250% 3.380%
1:300% '--1.300%
3.600% 3.600%
4.125%- 4.125%
1.330% 1.480%
2.000% 2.000%
1.375% 1.380%
2;150";', 2.150%
4.000% 4.000%

lOO.DOOo{)
100.09700
99.50aOO
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
9$.98600
100.00000
100;00000
100.00000
-9?GO{)(lO
100.00000

100.00000
99.97500
tOO.OOOOO
99.63600
100:(10000
100.00000
100.00000
99.71875
100.00000100.00000
100:00000 100.00000

999;375-

-·1;!fd6,(l80 -

1;000;000

'i.5i50%

t5sll%

99.9375d

1,000,000

1,002,500

1,000,000

3.010%

·t;ooo,OOO

1;006,880

1,OdO,OOO

3.010%
2.250%

100.00000
100.00O[)0

.......
1'0

1,000,000
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2.250%

3
37

132
149
2()7
223

283
349

362
370

&40
475
482
487

0.004569
0.004569
0,004669
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
CI.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569

0.004569

0.004569
0:004569
548
0.004569
0.004569
578
586
0.004569
621
0.004569
636
0.008773
0.004569656
662
0.004569
678 - . -0.004569
727
0.004569
747--0.0()4569'-·
0.004569
775
0.004569783

517

0.01370S~

0.1690709
O;60~11l9

--

0.6808531
0.9~5B832

1.0189950

U931640
1.5947500

1.6541U3
1.6907091
2.0105730
2.1705050
2.20249U
2.2253388
2.36242~3

2.5040773
2.6411619
2.6777177
2.8376497
5.5798885
2.9975816
3.0249985
-3.0981103
3.3220150
- S:1!340'1)"3.5U3502
3.577906'(

Vnlon nank
Union Bank
l1il.loll Dallk
Union Bank
UnIon IInnk
Union Bank
trni_on n811 k
Union Bank
lJjillill Ilank
Union Bank
Villol\ !lonk
Union Bank
UIllllil Ilank
Union Bank
-lhlloll Bank
Union Bank
Union lIilllk
Union Bank
Uitlon Da'lk
Union Bank
Urililtl niink
Union Bank
Union Pan.k
Union Ban.k
'--Uniein ll~nk
Union Bank
Union ~ntlk

--~--
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Fed Home Loan Bank
FedNiiH MtgASsii"
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed NallMii AsSn
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp

Fed Home Loan Mlg'Corp
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp

Fed Home (O6l1 Biiiik'

Ped Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Houie
Biirik
Ped Natl Mig Assn

Loan

Fed Home LOIll' Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl Mig Assn
Fed PalTIl Credit

0Z/10/12

02717/09

62/17/12

·1;000;000

0Z/17/09

998,000
1,000,000

Aaa

03!02/C9
03/19/09

A~a

. 09/2i,l09'

03/2f(12

i,OOO,OOO'

AAA

03/26/07

03/26/12

AAA

04/,19/07

04/19/12

05/07/09

05/04/12
05(11(12
06/01/12

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,dOO;OO(J
1,000,000

A'AA
AAA
AAA·

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA

05/'11/09

Aaa
Aaa

06/01/07
06/01(09
06/29/07

06/0i/i2

1,000;000

06/21/12

1,005,380

01/06(Q9

07(06/12

1,DOb;ObO

Aaa
Aaa

Aaa
Aaa
Ail;;
Aee
A~d

Aaa

01/18/0S

01/18/13

02/01/08

02/01/13

O~/14/09

02/14rl~

08/20/09

02/19/13

3128X7VR2
. 31331YV64
3133F2Y90

"AAA

Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
Fed Fiirm: Cfifdif " ..

.

1,000,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,0(}0,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

'1,000,000

1,025;940

1,000,000

1,625%

2~300%

1,000,000

2~050%

1,000,000

5,300%
:2:120%
5,450%

1,000,000

100.00000
2,050%100,00000'
5~300%
100,00000
2.120%10([00000
5~325%
100.53800
2,300%
1(j(J,00000'
1.550%
100,00000
4.220%
100.00000
5.250%
100,00000
2:450%
100.00000
2.625%
100,00000
2,500%
100:00000 .
2,650%
100.00000

2,300%
L550%
4,220%
5.250%
2,450%
2,625%

2,500%
2,650%

2.000%' 2:0PO%
1.550%

2,350 %

-100.00000

1.550%
100.00000
2:350%10l):00000'
2,280%
99.91500

832
839
839

877
901
916
923
944

944
964

979
992
996
1,005
1,017
],031
1,045'
1,059
1,059
1,080

'4,9990Ui7 .

Ui,joii !l';:rik
Union Bank

0~004569

4.9990157
5,0310021
5.1132528

0:004569-

5,H32628UnfOli Billik

1,136

0~0()4S69

5.1909340

'1,137

0,004569'

5,1.955035

Union llink

5.2274899

Union Bank
Uiilo;, BMlk
Union Bank

};09i· O;OM5il9
1,094

0~004569

.' '100:000ao

l.;fOl

. 0:0045M

100.00000

1,119

3,700% ':'1:880%99:25000'

1;119

2~250%

2,250%

100.00000

2,000%

2,020%

'99:94000

2~100%

2.100%

100~00000

1,144

0~004569

1,164

2.250%

3.700%

. '1,000;000

4.625%

~:625%

100:00000

0;004569

5,3)887%

1,000,000

2,300%

100.75200

1,171

0~004569

5.3508660

1;000,000

1,037,810

1,000;000

2,500%
4,000% .

4,000%

'l00,00000 '

1,175

5,3691439

U,llot,BiIi,k

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

1,008,440

1,000,000

3~790%

3,790%

100.00000

O,004~69
0~004S1i9

5.4331167
5;4925200'
5.5153674
5,5427S43
5.6250350
5,643313Q"
5,7347026
5,7347026

Union Bank

1,000,000

'l,007,5()0

1,000,000

3,000%

:1,(100%

100,00000

06/09/09

1,127,390

1,000,000

6~000%

2,490%

112.54000

1,Z31

A'1I1

03(19/ OS . 03/19/13

1;1l14;060

1,OOO;OO()

4,000%

4,000%

'100,00000

04/08/13

1,125,400
1,000;000
1,000,000

1,010,630

1,000,000

2~500%

2,500%

100.00000

'1,235
1,255

04/08/13

1;000,000

1,On,UO

1,aOO/Ooo

2.200%

2,200%'

'100,00000

'l,255

O:0D45~9'

05/13/08

05/13/13

1,000,000

1,021,250

1,000,000

4.125%

4,125%

100,00000

1,290

0.004569

lI~n

'05!13/0~

05/13/13

1;000,000

1,012,940

1,000,000

2.400%

2.400%

tOO,aoooo

. 1,290

(},004569

1,017,990

1,000,000

4~000%

4,000%

100.00000

1,297

0.004569

A~ft

IMO,QOO

'r,OlS,OOO

'l,~OO;OOO'

2,7QO%

2,700%

1QO:ooOOO

'1,:m

' 0;004S69

AAA

Aaa

OS/20/13
()6/03/13
06/10/13

1,000,000

AAA

OS/20/08
06/03/09
06/10/08

1,000,000

06/'10/08

"Mf1O/ 13

1,MO,OOO

1,022,690
1;025,000
1,002,620
. 1;008;330'
1,033,130

1,000,000
l;OQO;OO()
1,000,000

4~000%
4,000%
;(300% .. 4:30'0%
3.000% 3,024%

)'000,000

2,4;00%· 2,4DO%iOO:OOOO()

1,000,000

4~625%

4,625%

100.00000

1,367

0.004569

2:650% ...

6~250%-1d(f()oOOd

1,;\81

···O~d04569

4~625%

(,625%

Aaa
·AIIA
Aui\
31~8XS4T6
3133XRTEO
AAA
Aaa
:313:3XUEC3'AAA" Aaa
3133XRYG9
AAA
Aaa
3128X911U3-"'AAA··'Atili
31331GT74
Aaa
AAA
. 'S'J36Flit.C4'''''AAA ".'\ij6
Aaa
3128X9GH7
AAA
31331GDF3 -·-AAX

12/26/08
06/15/13
07723/0907/23/13
07/29/08
07/29/13
· 08/12/ (j908/i2/'lS .
10/28/08
08/20/13
09(03/09· 09/03/13
09/24/09
09/24/13

Union Bank

1,007;810

02(25/0902/25/13

AAA

Union Bank

1,022,500

Aaa

03/15/13

·UnlOlllltirik

l;OOO,IiOO

1,189
'f,202
1,207
:1,213

AM
Aaa

Uition Batik

Union Bank
UruonBaitk
Union Bank
UiiJiin Bank
Union Bank
UiiJon Bank
Union Bank
4~1856475
0~004569
4,2176339
Uriion Ilank
0:004569
Union Bank
4~3135931
0~004569
Onion Bank
4,3135931
0,004569
4~4049827
Union Bank
0~004569
Union IlMk
0,004569
4>1735250
Union Bank
4.5329283
0~004569
UiilonDilnk
4.5512062
0.004569
Union Bank
4.5923316
0.004569
4.647165~" .
'Uiiion: Biink
0:004569
4,7111382
Union Bank
0.004569
0:004569
4.7751110
UiUoit Balik
0,004569
4,8390837
Union Bank
0.OD45694.8390837
Ufililn BMlk
0~0()4569
4~ 9350429
Union Bank

1,007,520

999,000

l;O()O;OOO"
1,000,000

1;000,000
1,(00)100

2~375'10

2.3&0%

100.00000

'r,O()O,MO

"'1;010;630" ..

1,000,000

1,028,440

1,000,000

i}iOW11(f

'1',(100;000 .

-OIOO;OQ(f- .
1,000,000

· 0:\/30/09 '09/30/13"

··t;O(i'ti;ooo

10/01/09 10/01/13
10/15/10 "10/15/t3

999,000
. -1,000,000' .

2.400% '2AOO%1(j(J,0Q(fOO

1,(lJ0;940
1,010,310

1,002,810

·'1,600,000
1,000,000

1,318

0.004569

1,318

'o:\J!lil569

. 6~Q225BOr·

99.90000

1,323

0.004569

6~0454276

100.00000

2,800%

100.00000

1;000;000

3,'O(io'%- ·-4:500% ,," --'roo.bOl!oo·

1,004,730
1,On,sOO-'

1,000,000

'1;000;000

2,500%
2.500%
'4,250% '-4.250%'"
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100.00000
]00:00000"'"

Urnimlliliil{'
Union Bank

'Unli)llllnnk

Union Bank
Union Dnnk
Union Bank
Uritiii, lltink
5~&946346
Union Bank
$,\1946346·' 'Unloli Biulll
5.9266210
Union Bank
5~9905938
Ui,!Qii Balik
Union Bank
6.0225801

100.00000

3.000%'" 3,(j00%1oo,00000'
2,800%

0:004569
0.004569
0:004569
0.004569
0;004569
0.004569

. -100~OOOOO-

.. 'J)ffo;:HO ..··'

-->.

1'0
01

ioO:MoOo

1,000,000

11/18/12
01/07/13
01/14/13

313310XNIl

W
W

5~02b%

1,006,560

06/18/09
01/07/08
01/14/09

Fed Parnl Ct'edli .

~.

5,020%

1,aOO,OOD

AAA

Ped Niltlli1'tlfAsil,'

1,aoo,oilo

1,001,880

3128X7RCO

Fed Farm Credit

100.00000

1,001,900

12/11/12

3128X6BS4'AAA

o

5~000%

1,000,000
999;400
1,000,000

Q6/11/09

Fed Home Loan Mig Corp

Fed HomiJ to,ii'l MIg Coi'p

5,000%

1;030,900'

Fed Holite Loan Mill COIl'

Ped Home Loan Bank
.Fed HOlne Loan Biitik'
Ped Home Loan Bank

872

1,000,000

992;500'

Aaa

Fed Acime loaii Mtg Corp

1,OOO%UlOO%rOO~6000b

3~700%

AAA

Fed Home Loan Mig Corp

870

1,0'00,000

4,125% '4:125%

3133XQVY5

.,

853

100.00000

2~625%

1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000

Ped Nat! Mig Assn

F~rmCredjf

99,78lJ'oO'·

2,625%

1,000;000

04/08/09

Fed

2,350%2:430%

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,030,900

05/08/09

Fed Home Loan Mig Corp

Union Bank

1,000,000

3,8018108
3,8337972
3,8337972
3,8971100
3,9754512
3,9845902
4,0074376
4,117iiJ52

i,Ooo)rOO

1;034;060

Anii' .

F~J'm Cf~dH

·tJiifonBiUlk

1,000,000

Aaa

Ped

Union Bank

'3,7926119

1;000;000'

AAA

Ped Nat! MIg Assn

3~7195601

0.0045'&9
0.004569
0,004569
0.004569
0:004569
0,004569
0:004569
0.004569
0,004569

11/23/12
OS/23/08'· 'l1/23/12
06/10/09
11/10/12

31~31C;VIJR'

Fed !-lome to!iii Bank

0~004569

S30

11/05/12

OS/23/08

Fed F,lmi Credit

Fed FalTIl Credit

1,028,130
1;003,440
1,101,560
'1,003,120
999,690
1,025,940
1,099,060

814

1,000,000
1;000;000
999,150

Tennessee Valley Authority
Fed Noll Mill ASSI1
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp

Fed HODle LOftll Ilnnk

1,005,300

2,100% 2~100%
100.00000
3,570%" 3.510%''1:00;00000 .
2,250% 2~250%
100.00000
. '100-:-00000
2.000%' 2:660%
2~450%
2~520%
100.00000

1,000,000
1;006,000 ..
1,000,000

],011,250
1,005,310
1,006,250
1,003,440' ,
996,880
. 'J,D07,930"
1,010,000

10/]9(09
07/19/12
07/23/08
07/23/J2
08/01/07
08/01/12
OZ/.l3/09
08/13/12
02/27/09
08/27/12
03/10/09
09/10/12
03/24/09
09/24/12
. 09/l4/09 ·09/2.4/12 ..
10/15/09
10/15/12
· 04/29/09·' 10/29/12
04/29/09
10/29/12

'Tt/05/08
Aaa
AM
Aaa

1,020,630
1,60g;«0
1,024,380
1,005,080
1,003,750
1,01'1,890
1,008,790
1,000,630
1,018,190
1,021,250
1,001,880

1,000,000
'1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,.000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000

AAA
AliA
AAA
·AAA
AAA
3133XlJOM2 AliA
3136FH4S1
AAA
31~31CNGO
ifAA
880591CWO
AAA
:Ol.'}6F86Y6 ..
AAA
3128X8TZ5
AAA

I'ftd HoiJie Lonl\ Il~nl;

997,SO(J

Aaa
Aaa

AAA

AAA

3133XTRK4
J133XNTV1
31331GKF5
31398ALIl6
31331YSB7

Fed FalTIl Credit

01/23/12

o210S/0S . 02/0S/it
0Z/17/12
03/02(12
03/19/12

Ped Home Loan Bank

Fed Home Lonn MIg Corp

0Z/10/09

1,000,000
1,600,000
1,000,000

• 01/23/09

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

AAA

31Z8X8J45

FeiH-JoiiiiiLoiiilBoilik '
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp

1'0

AAA

Ped Natl MIg Assn

Fed HijplHciOftMl/iC<.lrp·
Fed Nat! MIg Assn

Aaa

AAA

'Fed Houle LoanMtr, COI'r

Fed Farm Credit
Fed Nitll MIgAiisn
Fed Farm Credit
Fed H6iifii Lo'an Blink .
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
Fed Nail MIg AmI"
Fed N all MIg Assn
F~<I HQin~' LOiln DilOl<'
Fed FalTIl Credit

~

AAA

AM

·AAA
31331GX36
AAA
3136F9YP2 .. 'AAA
3133]XT36
AAA
··AAA
3133XT4J2
3136FHAKl
AAA
3136JlHCU7 .. AAA
AAA
3136FHDS1
3133XUTJ)~' -AAA
31331GZ44
AAA
31Z8XSWZl AAA
3136PHJUO
AAA
3133XSKU·' ' AAA
3128X7SV7
AAA
3J.2SXiSV7
AAA
3136FHWA9 AAA

Fed Home l:oan MIg Corp

<
o

3133XSWM6
31 36FSU37
3133XT2T2
313'6FHAQS'
3128X8JB9
, 312SX8MS8
3128X8RR5
3133XUQR7'
3128X5N61
3133XKF83
3136FHNP8
3128X8A93
3133XL4G5
3136FHUY9
31331XG30
3128XSOC3

.. UriioiiBii'nk
Union Bank

1,361>0.00'4569"-0.2190'680' "UllloiilltUlk
1,389

'1;40::1
1,424

0.004569

6.2464849

Union Bank

,. ·is:3l'04576 . - UiU-oil !llink
6~3470135

Union Bank

. ·O:OMSo96:4'f09863-0iililii Biilik
0.004569

6~5069455

Union Bank

1;430 ..... -'b:'004569---6.53(1~62:;C't.riljon B3Ok'
],431
0,004569
6.5389319
Union Bank
·1;445 ,. 0;004569' ·-6;6()29046 ...... Uilion Biink

I
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AAA
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed

Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed

AAA

Aaa

3'l398AYNG

flAA

Atia

3133XUBN2
'3128X9AEO
3133XUPX5
3133XUNVI
3133XV2K6
3133XV3BS"
3136FJKD2

AAA

Aaa

AAA
AAA
AM

Aftfl

08/26/09

AM

Home Loan Mig Corp

Nat1 Mtg ASlm
NatI Mig Assn

Fed NatlMlg Ass.ii
Fed
Feci
Fed
Feci
Fed

• 10/22,109
11/26/08
11/26/08
06/18(09
01/07/09
01/28/09
02,/12,109
02/111(09
03/18/09
03/24/09
06/08/09
04/,f4/09
04/16/09
05/01/09
05/05/09
05/14(09
06/10/09
06/16/14
06/17/09
07/02/09
07/09/09
07/28/09
08/08/09

3i33Ji:SLV8
3133XSMU9
31.33XHW57
3133XSRU4
3136F93Z4
31331GMV8
3i53XSZ43
3136FHDF9
3118XSQM7
31398AWH1
31:36FHHHl
3136FHGK5
3136FHMl<8
3128X8YUO

Houle LOllnBBilk
Horne Loan Bank
Home LQanBank
Home Loan Bank
Nail Mig Assn
Fann Credit
HQm,iito~n Bank
Nat} Mtg ABsn
NntJ MIg Assn
Nat! Mtg Assn
Natr~Hg As;;n
Nail MtgAssn

Home Loan Mtg Corp

Octo ber 2009

AAA

AAA
AAA

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

AAA
AAA

AAA
AAA

Aaa
ABa
Aaa

AM

Ana

AAA

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

AAA
AAA

AAA

Aaa

AAA

Aaa

313~FHPX7

AAA

AHa.

3136FHXH3
3128XSK76
31331GYTO
3128XSY89
3133XTXWI

AAA

Aaa
AM
Aaa

AM

AAA
'AAJI..

10/22,113

11/26/13
11/26/13
12/13(13
01/07/14
01/28/14
02,112,/14
02/18(14
03/18/14
03/24(14
04/07/14
04/14/14

O4/1ii/14

1,000,000
1,000;000
1,1)00,000
1,080;060
998,000
1,1)00,000
1,1)00,000
1,00Q;000
1,000,000
999,000
996,406
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,()(iO;00o
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
'),1)00,000
1,000,000

1,000,940
1,032;810
1,033,130
1,105,940
998,440
1.000,000
1.006,880
1,016,880
1,015,940

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1.000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

4.250%
3:500%
4.050%
4..875%
3.000%
2.000%
3.240%
3.000%
3.200%

4.250%
'3:500');
4.050%

Im8,140

i,OOD,OOO

2.375%

2,426%

1,002,810

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,0()O,OOO
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

2.900%

2.980%

100.00000
1(8)0600
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.000'00
100.00000
99.90000
99.64000

3.160%

3J60%

3.000%
3.125%

3.000%
2.920%
3.125%

Z:J 25%

3.030%

2.000%
3.1.30%
3.750%

992,810

07/28/14

i,OOO;OOO

08/05/14

1,000,000

1,012,190
1,006,880
1,000,150
1,001,560
1,001,880
'],003,430
1,016,250
1,012,870
1,006,560
1,013,130
1,010,630

08/ 26/14

1,000,000

1,005,670

05/01/14
05/05/14
05/14(14
06/10/14

06/16(14

'I.;OOO,OQO

09/15/14

1,000,1)00

1,014,060

Aftll

. 091'15/09

09/15/14

J,OOO,OOO

1,001,B80

1,000,000

AAA
Aaa
AAK -ABa
Aaa
AAA

10/15/09
10/22/09
10/27/09
to/29/09

10/15/14

1,000,000

10/22/14

l;OOO;IiOll

10/27(14

1,000,000

r;ooo;OOO

1,001,250
995,310
996,880
997,500

1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000

TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURmES
TOTAL INVESTMENTS

118,068,142
132,172,282

119,694,990
131,204,650

117,920,000
132,131,600

TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

218,883,764

218,050,57fi

218,843,082

f1edHo.m~

Lilitn MtgCorp

Fed Home Loan Bonk

Fed HomeLooU18ailK
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed HonteToiii:!" Bilnk
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn

Fed Nat! MfgAssn

,3'139!1A Z.s4

A,\A

A~a

Aaa

Aft&

09/15/09

06/17/14
07/02/14
07/09/14

10/29/14

999,531
1,000,000

~

<
o
o

1'0
(,0
(,0
-->.

(J)

1,OOO;lJOO

1,000,000
1,0(10,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
"[;000,000
1,000,000

Fann Credit
Fed Homtil.oilii Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! ~flg Assn
Fed Home Loan Bank

1'0

1,000,000
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2.950%
3.000%
2.000%
3.240%
3.000%
3.200%

100.00000

jOO:O()OOO

1,452
1,487
1,487
1,504
1,529
1,.550
1,565
1,571
1,599

0.004569

0.00<1569
0.004569
0.OQ4569
0,004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569

6.6348910
6:7948230
6.7948230
6.8725042
6.9867413
7;OS2700S
7.1512427

'1.hiJon Bank
Union Bank
Vltionllank
Union Bank
Uriliin Bank
Union Bank

7.1786596

UniimBaili<

7.3066052

Union Bank
Uilion B~nk
Union Bank

1,605

O.~Q4M9

7.3340221

1,619

0.004569

7.3979949

100.00000

1;626

Q.004569

7.4299613

UruQ1\ Bank

1,628

7.4391202

1,647

0.004569
0.Q1Wi69
0.004569

1,656

0:004569

3.160%

10().00000
'100.00000
100.00000
'10'0.00000
100.00000

1,683

0.004569

7.5259404
7.5670656
7.6904419

Union Bank
Union!l£tnl,;
Union Bank
Union !larik
Union Bank

3.'125%

100:00000

'l,GS9

0:004569

7.7178588

Ul\ion ll~l1k

3.750%
3.410%
3.690%
3.000%
3.200%

100.00000
'99.95300'
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000

0.004569
0:004569
0.004569

7.7224283

7.79()9705

0:004569

7.9097771

3.625%' 3.630%

lOO.OooM'

3.100%

8.1336818

Union Bank
UilionBank
Union Bank
Vw.on !ltUlk
Union Bank
Uiiioll 1l41\l<;
Union Bank

0.004569

8.1336818

Uliiol1 B~nk

3.734%

100.00000
JOO:OOfiOO
100.00000

0.004569
' 0.004569
0.004569

8.0422921

3.100%
2.250%
2,000%

1,690
'1,705
1,712
1,731
1,739
1,760
1,780
1,780
1,810

2.000%

3.152%

ItJO,O"OOOO

1,817

2.800%
3.000%

2.800%
3.000%

100.00000
100:00UOO

1.822

0.004569
0.004569
0.004569
0.004569

8.2707664
8.3027527
8.3256002

UnionB£tnl,;
Union Bonk
Union Bank

SJ3{7391

Union Bank

2.2S0%

3.40()%'
2.500%
3.000%
3.200%

2.300?~

1;613

1,R24

7.5076625

7.8229569
7.9463330

561 days
1.000000

1.54

~reaJs
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86,148,164
24,000,000
34,000,000
19,920,000
5,000,000
11,774,918
218,843,082

u.s. Agency Discount Notes
U.S. Agencies
Corporate Notes (TLGP)

I

Com mat" Notes

Morgan
Keegan

TLGPCorp
Note,
U.S. Agency

Unioll
Bank
1%

16%

2%

DJscount
N"ote.

Wells

AIG
2%

FFCB
Fargo

Bank

LAIF

0·,~

Notes

Agencies
54%

Citigroup
26%

40%

4%

3.00 , _ _ _ _ _ 2 vefa!le Years to Mattui!Y._ _ __
Dec 00

1.71

"'n'oi

1.98

DeeOl

1.94
1.56
1.24

J1I1102
Dec 02

Jun03

1~S8

Dec 03

1.91

run 04

2.02

Dec 04

1.77

JunOS

1.48

Dec 05

1.47
1.36
1.90

lun 06
Dec 06

~.75

2.50,-----·
~,l5
~.OO

~

1.50

'" l.a>
1.00
0.75

2:oi

<
o

Dec 07

1.49

1111108

i;ii7' .

0.25

DeeDS

iun-(ii'

1.57
1.49
1.54

0.00

1'0
W
W

o

0<:109

.--,-----~~---

0.50

8
~

Q

b
~

~

S 8 8
~
c ~
a ~ 0

a a

~

~

~

c

~

Q

c

3
~

0

~

c

~

8
~

Q

8
~

~

~
~

0

~
~

~

~
~

0

~

c

~

~
~

D

-->.

1'0
-...J

25 t036 mos
37 to 48 mos
49 to 60 mos

J.75

JlIuO?

~

t .

Page 5 0110

g
G

~

~

U

0

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

,,.....--_.

,

~-

I Day

16,000,000
16,920,000
35,000,000
34,000,000
29,000,000
218,843,082

7.3%
7.7%
16.0%
15.5%
13.3%
100.0%

---------<---_._------,
------_._------------

1 to 12 mos

13 to 24 mas 25 to 36 mos 37 to 48 mas 49 to 60 mas
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7.D

6.5
6.D

6.30
5.32

Dec 00

6.18
6.20

6.35
6.54
4.96

5.60
4.71
3.94

Dec 01

3.72
2.17

JI1002
Dec 02

2.06

2.69

1.32

3.29
2.60
2.62

Jl1001

3.26

111003
Dec 03

1.09

2.20
1.70

1.26

1.55

Jun 04
Dec 04
JI1005
DeeDS
Jun 06
Dec 06

2.09

1.47
2.13
2.97

2.75
3.45
4.38

2.49

4.70

5.00

Jl1n 07

4.91

Dec 07
Jlln 08
Dec 08

3.34

5.13
5.25
4.80

2.36

2.89

0.37

2.35

09

0.56

1.38

3.55
2.42

0.65

2.12

JUIl

3mo
6mo
1 yl
2yr
3 yl
5

0.16

0.18

0.37
0.90
1.43
2.31

0.40
0.95
1.45

2.31

4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0

+------+-,...--"\"'-------...,..,I'\'----

2.5
2.0
1.5

~l"'JUlt:l1U VWlt:y

1.0

.~

~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~&&~~~~

~/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2.81

3.17
3.53
4.11

3.81

S.21

5.5
5.0

4.47

4.82
4.79
3.91

11_.'
2.5

----~~-~

20

-

_

1:5
1.0

g:~

_

~
,

1 ~M0.reno V~e;y

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~/~~~~~~~/~~~~~~~/~

(0.0900)
(0.0200)
(0.0300)
(0.0500)
(0.0200)
0.0000

~.5
2,J·,~--

1.(10

V

1.9

u.~!)

1
.---------- .. ---.-........

.

....

....

---~----.-------- ....--~-~~- ~

1.7

1.5

O.~Q

1.3

.~

1.1

~

o

-0.1
-0.3

1'0

W
W

'"

L

0.1

~9/30/09

--'

0.41)

.~

.I
-:::-10/31/09
0.3 f----------c:;;;;>"'-----

05

<
o

t

L

0.9
0.7

0.20

0.00

1
1 rna

3 rno

6 rno

1 yr

2 yr

3 yr

5 yr

(0.20)

-->.

1'0

ex>
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6mo

lyr

fyr

3yr

5yr

--,.~

-~

-.---

--~-----~----~~~

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Octo ber 2009

.sUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Cash
Local Agency Bonds
U.S. Treasury Obligations
State of CaJifornja Obliga~ons

5 years
' 5yeats
5 years

No Limit
N(iLimii:
No Limit

None
None
None

CA Local Agency Obligations

5 years

No Limit

U.S. Agencies

5 years

No Limit

563,318
0

0%

0

0%
0%

None

°0

N/A
5 years
5years
5 years

0%

5 years

None

117,920,000

54%

5 years

0%

No Limit
No Limit
'70%
10%
10% (5% per
issuer)
70% (50% per
issuer)
.'..•
.
-

Bankers Acceptances

180 days

40%

None

0

0%

180 days

Commercial Paper
Negotiable CD's

270 days
5 years

25%
30%

Al/Pl/Fl rating
Al/Pi/Fl rating

0
0

0%

0%

270 days
5 yeat'S

1 year

No Limit

None

0

0%

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

92 days

20%

None

0

0%

Corporate Obligations

5 years

30%

"A" rating

13,000,000

6%

Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

0

0%

Money Market Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

1,211,600

1%

Collateralized Bank Deposits

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

5 years

20%

"AA" rating

0

0%

Time Deposits (Certificates of Depo~it)

5 yel\r~

No Limit

None

0

0%

1

N/A

No Limit

None

0%

tocal Agency InvestmtHlt Fund (LAIF) , ,

N/A

No Limit

None

°
86,148,164

Repurchase Agreements

County Pooled Investment Funds

* - AWM

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies
"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

= Average Weighted Maturity

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W
-->.

1'0
<D

Page 7ofIO
1'-

39%

1 year

5 years

None
None
"AAA" rating
"AA" rating
"AA" rating
"AAA" rating

~

20% (10% per
issu!!r)
15%
{)

20% (10% per
issuer)
N-ot' Allowed
30% (10% per
issuer)

Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"Al/Pl/FI" rating

-None
None

"A" rating

11 AAA" rating by 2
15% (10% per
of 3 ~l'Iting agendel'l
issuer)
15% (10% per
"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 years AWM*
3 rating agencies
issuer)
'200J0($S()0,OOO pcr
None
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
"AA" rating
2 years
issuer)
iO%($500;6oo per Top 25% of peer
2YM1'~
group
issuer)
20% (10% per
AAAf/Sl
13 years AWM*
issuer)
None
50%
N/A

3year~

AWM'"

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

October 2009

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
I'urchase
~I.lurily J7'Ll'r V,l hw
Vilhu.'
l\filrKt·t Villu{'

ArfOlUll
..\crOUllt NamC"

NumhN

Itl\'(,'ilnwnf

IS51l£'r

20350201

money market fund

2113502112

lII!>lI~y JIlark~t

20350203

money market fund

fund

WFGovt Fund
\\IF Govt Fund
WFGovlFund

I

;.

t

10/31(09

11(01/09
11/01/09
11(01/09

12/16(88
10(31/09

09(02/09
11/01/09
11(01/09
11/01(09
11(01/09
11/Olj09
11(01/09
11/0lj09
11(01/09

11/01/09
11/0lj09
11/01/09

150,24l
12,301
522,482

l1(01/09
llj01/09

"

I

CCl~t

])a11'

•

02011

reb.te fund

I I

1)llt'l-'

2,322
70,301
329
364,799

I I
SI.tNt
[{rltp

Yil,]d

rrk(l

It

2,322
70,301
329
364,799

I

% "fof

J~nrlfolio

III

2,322

0.01%

0.01 %

1.00000

0.008%

7~,301

O.OW,

0.01%

1.00000

0.244%

329
364,799

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.001%
1.268%

0.00%

0.000%

0.01%

0.00%
0.01%

1.00000

1,923,782

1.00000

6.689%

0
l,028,69?
377

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.000%

0.01%

1.00000

3.577%

0.01%

1.00000

535,790

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

405,316

0.01%

366,244

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.01%
O.Olr,
0.01%
0.00;

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.001%
1.863%
1.409%
0.0%%
1.274%
0.000%
0.000%

0,522%

,~

cash

interest aeet

22631800
2263]800
22631801

money market fund

cash
WF Govt Flll1d
WFGovtFulld

resen'e fund'

22631604

m!>ney mark~t fluiil

WI' COI't Fund

admin exp acet

22631805
226318Q9 .

money market fund

Inon'.y mark.t'flmd

WFGovtFulld
WF Govt Fund

special lax funds

22631900

money market fund

WFGovtFund

interest a'(C't

226.1]90]

money m.rk.t fund

WF Covl FtllId

reserve fund

22631904

money market fund

WFGovlFund

ndulin ~xV U((I

226j1.90~

n\oney rilark~1 fuml

WFGovtl'lmd

cost of issuance

22631906

money market fund

WFGovtFund

10/31(09
10(31/09
10/31(09
10(31/09
10/31(09
10(31(09
10/31(09
10/31(09
10/31(09

money mkt Cn nd
money mkt fund

WF Govl Fund
WF Govt Fund

10(31(09
10/3]/09
10{l1/09
10/31/09

Special tax funds
spedal tax funds

del>! servke arcl

Wflhl,!!l\!!
Sorle~

22333500

Series A Prindpal

22333501

Seiip.s B fe~erve

10011ey filiI C'llld

WI' Covl FUJut

Series A interest

22333503
22333504

money mkt fund

Ifli\l~flist

22333505

Jlmn~y !Ilkl

WFGovtFund
Wi' (;,)vtFitild

"Yr.I.L'..I..,!gg

delivery ro~1 {lind
!-yl.'lli.lM&!!

'.. ~pel1!.e fund
reserve account

lease iQveilll~
rebate account
~'{~'.!!ililJg~

dehl ~.. rvl(c fnud

lYt'!I! t!!.m~
bond (nnd
reserve fund
(Oil&trllcllrin fliiid
1V~
'j"t~re81

fund

lY'J1JJWs

Rofllndi~ll.~llyJ

12526001

money mkl fund

money mkt fund

WFGnvtFund

150,243

150,24,~

i.J)ODOo

12,301

0.01.%
0.01%

0,01%

12,301

2.71%

uoooo

O.DU%

522,482

0.01%

1.817%

625

0.01%

0:01%
0.00;

UOOOO

625

522,482
625

1.00000

0.002%

457,656

4~7,656

>j.5'i',~56

0.01%

0.01%

1,00000

1;591%

1,143,307

1,143,307

1,143,307

o

{)

O.ol%

o.ot%

1,00000

0.000%

14,(167

0.01%

0.111%

1.00000

407,465

0.01%

1.00000

0.049%
1.417%

1.00000

l.O45%

1.00000

0.050%

money !11k! fund

0.000%

11/01/09

14,067

11(01/09

407,465

14,1167
407,465

°

WFGovtflulld
WF GovtFund

16,153

°

WFGovtflund

10f3Jf09

11/01/09

300,401

300,401

300,401

{),OI%

WFGovtFund

10/31/09

11(01/09

14,480
73MB

14,480
736,413

14,480
73MB

0.01%

0.01%
0,01%
0.01%

ID/3l/(I~

11/01/09

2

2

2

0.01. %

0.01 %

1.00000

2

2

1,946,901

1,946,9111

O.Dl%

0.01%

l,(iOOOO

6.7711%

2,992,853

2,992,828

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

10.407%

0.01.%

O.tll%

1,00000

26.5'72%

21107 Ht'd(lVl'Il)~Jr_hIX AIlOltlli\~nds St'l'~i~
~Z~31700

10(31(09
]0/31/09

S,d~ty

'1

WI' Govl ~'und

2MIJ~I'i-(~J\(I'ft'nu('lh!!!(!
18114Z8~O

mOlley Plkl fllnd

WI' GlIvl Flllld

10(31(09

18042804

money mkt fund

10/31/09

lS04Z80i)

'liiimcy Qlkl flind

WFGovtFulld
Wr Gov! Filnd

2007 I",,,bl.

10{31(09

11/01/09
11/01/09
11(01(09

1,9%,901
2,992,853

7,641,734

7,641,734

7,641,734

12,581,488

12,581,488

12,581,463

0
6,845,823

0
6,845,823

0
6,845,823

O.(!l%
O.OD;

0.01%
0.01%

t(lilOOo

Q.OOO'/o

1.00000

23.805%

43.749%

I.",,,,' 1\"1'('1111<' ~[)Illl,· ],I,'dd.!J1lill!y
money mkl fund
money mkt fu nd

WF GovtFnnd

10(31{09

11/01/09

WFGovtFund

10(31/09

11/01/09

2227760f

moiier mkt fund'

W['Giivt ~iiiid'

10,/31/09

] 22,iilt

122;107

Ml%

0.111%

1.0000(1

0.425%

22277606

money mkt fu nd

WFGovtFund

10/31/09

11/01/09

368,009
7,335,939

368,009
7,335,939

368,009
7,335,939

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

1.280%

l0(31{09

11(01/09
11/01/09
11}01/O9

1,139,953

1;J39,953

0.01%
0.01%

1.00tlill)

1,178,145
1,961
2,320,079
28,758,462

i,139,95l
1,178,145
1,9S1
2,320,079
28,758,437

0,01%

1,178,145
1,981
2,320,079
28,758,462

0.01%

1.00000

3.9M%
4.097%

0.111%

11.01%

1.00000

222776~1

fund
construction fund

22277604

(a-jlilollnteiesTriind'"
cost of issuance

re\~en1U'!

reserve

WFGovtFund
WFGovtl'und

10/31/09

1'0

20350303

20350304

",Imin e~p.nses

WFGo~tFllnd

10,t31{O'i

W

0.01%

366,244
72
2
4,276,435

{)

203503QO

-->.

0,01%

2
4,276,435

16,153

11/olj09

reserve fund
iidnllii'e;;p .. ii~"s

o

n

1,028,699
377
535,790
405,316

10{31(09

reHJlnefnnd

W
W

11/01)09

1,923,762
0
1,028,699
377
535,'90
405,316
]6,153
36&,244
72
2
4,276,435

1.111

1 t JY7le,lS(1 Rt'\'(,Jlm' Uond .. • Public
mau~y mkl fum\
12526107
money mkt fulld
12526103
i25256ilio moii~y n,kt (nner
12526104

i0f3:l/09

<
o
o

11/0l/O~

o
1,92:
1,923,782

OD # 5

B I\ev~nne

S..rii!s

~

money market fund

i1/01/09122,107

~~

Totals

Page 80fl0

0.007%
8.067%
100.000%

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
i
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GENERAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AND BOND PROCEEDS BY ISSUER
Cash in Financial Institutions c
State()f CalifornIa LAIpcpool
Highmark U.S. Government Money Market
Wells Fargo Government Fund
Federal Agriculture Mortgage Corp
Fed.eral HomeToan Ban.k .
.
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp
Fed.era.fFarm Credit Bank ......

563,318
86,148,164
1,211,600
28,758,462
1,000,000
38,000,000
24,000,000
19,920,000
34,000,000
5,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
0
1,000,000
247,601,544

Federal~a?onalMortg~ge Assoc.
American General Finance
Bank of America (TLGP)
Citibztnk (TLGP) . .
Lehman Bros
M()rgan- Stanley
Tennessee Valley Authority
U.S: Bancorp-(TLGP)
US Treasury Notes
Wells Fargo Bank N.A. (TLGP)
Total

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
-->.

W

-->.

Page 9 of 10

0%
34.79%
0.49%

no limit

11~61%

NA

0.40%
15.35%
9.69%
8.05%
13.73%
2.02%
0.40%
0.40%
1.21%
·0:40%
0.40%
0.40%
0.00%
O.4()oio
99.60%

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
10.00%
110.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%

50.00%
15.00%

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY

Odo ber 2009

Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
I
Book Va1ue

Market Value

Par Value

$lr19-6 r790

$1,196,79<1

$1,19&,79~

Liqnid S.riotg' {fort 'flmel!mplnye.'1

0
142,762

0
142,762

142,762

Certificates of Deposit 3- yt>ars

36,210

}.,210

JPMorg.nMld C.p vai., A

S~,395

8M9S

Bond Fund Of Amerka

58,655

58,655

58,655

V<lnsuard Index 50D

Gt<lwlh Fund of Am.rica

51,291

51,2?1

SI,291

[nvesblwI1t Co. (If Americill

20,120

20,120

20,120

Ini;:(J-mt F,n"t (If Ameril:a
Erown Cap Mgmt 1l1c SM Co
FIMlity Ind.pmd.nco

1U,21Z

&3,n~

U,006
IMQ5

Fidelity Eqt11ty Income

Fund

Llqnld Sorlng.
Nationwide Fixed {part Time Employee)

0

fund

Prln<ip.1 fnv Mrtg s,i A
American C!.'ntury Balanced

N ~ SD'liIlly Responsive P.md
DFA US Micr() Cap Port

Fund

24

39,590

39,590

36,210

Am Cen~ry Select

70,HB

70.448

70,H8

80,395

A.U1 Cenhll'Y tJIb'a

0

0

5B,71B

58,718

58,718

Nationwide InvOes Mod Cons Fund SC

Vang\1ard In:5t1tuti~nat IndE:"

274,951

274,9~1

N.tionwld. InvO.. M.~ Aggr ~und

12,942

12,942

l':l,2)2

Vangu,<ll"d Wellington
V ~ng\1afd l\rh,do;l;If It

214,951
12,9{2

S~f924

53,924

~J,924

48,006

48,006

Va~guard

123,390

123,390

123,390

1&,005

18,QOS

PumilUl VOYa&l?r

~

0

15,579

15,579

15.579

Templeton Foreign J

0
166,874
1,876,031

0

0
0

Total Bond Index

Ellrof'adfj( Gr(l\vlh

274,791

274,7~1

2&,666

28,666

Stable Fund C

FldeUty Purlla"

108,769

106,769

10S,7~9

FidE!iity Contrafund

247,688

247,688

247,688

P5HG Growth Fund
DWS Higb income Fund A

61,312
32,245

61.'1%

61,312.
32,245

~~er

------

o·

24

2M66

Forty

Market Value

"

24

274,791

Arl,~or

Mark{'t Value

39,59D

Fld.lity MagellAn

Ji\m~sFl1"d

BODk Value
0

Am C.ntury Growth

Certificates of Deposil 5 years

Janas

--

32,245

DWe. Str..U"tgk Vallie
Global Fund A

"

IS~,674

186,874

1,876,031

1,R76,031

D

0

0

30,524

30,524

3Q,524

t7,n7
127,171

47,721
127,171

L-

41,721
127,]71

Book Value

Marke-t Value

7,H6

'IZ38

7,1.38

67,369
4l!l,8D5

;;7,369
~1!1,80~

67,369
418,805

12,125

12,125

12,125

47,481.

47,481

47,431

9,308

9,308

9,308

546,583

546,583

546,583

P.d.... '.d J(aol"'''''''Fnnd
AIM Mjd Ca P Core Equity
Willshingt-on Mutuallnv

Par Value

Nnti(lnwide JnvDes Aggr Fund

123,207

123,~07

123,207

N.tionwld. JovD.. M.~ Pd

3~J,06S

:143,<168

l43,n~8

Nationwide Inv Des Cons

17,544

17,544

17,5H

N.ti.nwld, Larg. Cop Growtl.

?G,62l

76,62J

Nati(lnWlde Inter Vallnst Svc

22,392

22,392

T'''~3
22,392

NAtionwide US Sm Cop VAll"" Sr.

1,781

1,1~1

1,767

Nationwide Desl 2015 1nst Svc

42,791

42,791

H,791

YLAccount

49,624

49,824

U,8U

NationW1dc Desl 2(J251nsl S\rc

15,163

15,163

15,163

$7,208,137

$7,208-137

$7,208,137

Tolal National Deferred

-~-----

SUllllIHlfY

,ook Vain..;

Market Vaim.'

Market Value

$7,208,137

$7,208,137

$7,108,137

3,453,883

3,453,883

3,453,883

$11i,t;6!,020~

$10,661,020

5ui,t;~2,020 ~

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
-->.

W
1'0
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MORENO VALLY POLICE DEPARTMENT
SELECTED PART 1 CRIMES

Created 9/24/09 by K. Binnell, Management Analyst

FEBRUARY,
~
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1'0
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W
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MORENO VALLEY Police Department

Part 1 Crimes
Feb. 1 -Feb. 28, 2009

N

W*E
s

621 records
Crime Report
~ Arson (1)
.- Assaults (55)
• Burg Att (4)
Burg Crnl (34)
I11I.II
IIIlI Burg Crnl Att (1)
I Burg Con (1)
00 Burg Gar (1)
00 Burg Gar Att (1)
Burg Misc (1)
Burg Res (111)
.un. Burg Sch (5)
• Burg Sch Att (3)
Grand Theft (56)
III Homicide (1)
Petty Theft (128)
Rape(4)
;; Robbery Firearm (2)
II" Robbery Hnd Gun (12)
loll
Robbery Home Inv (1)
;I Robbery Knife (3)
ClIO Robbery Misc (9)
Robbery Stmg Arm (10)
AI Theft fr Veh (98)
~ Veh Att (11)
~ Veh Theft (68)

'.i

•
*
*...

L~0
0

0

w

:r:

I-

-----~~
,
«

"

"

z
a

~Q;-

'"

rn

Map Index

~

<
o

1

o

1 Miles

Data was compiled from RMS/CAD data and is a
spatial representation for display purposes only.
The numbers may vary from those reported to the
State and FBI due to editing and verification
processes.

o

1'0
W
W
-->.

W

.j::>..

Product of GST CrimeMap

Prepared by: K. Binnell

Created on: 09/2112009

MORENO VALLEY Police Department

Assaults
February, 2009
55 Crimes
Other Firearm (2)
Assault with Knife (2)
Assault with HandsfFeet (3)
Assault - Other (12)
Sexual Assault (2)
Domestic Viol - Hands/Feet (3)
Domestic Viol - Other (1)
Domestic Viol - Other Firearm (1)
Assault on Peace Officer - Other Firearm (1)
Assault on Peace Officer - Knife (1)
Felony Battery (1)
Spousal Beating (19)
Child Beating (2)
Child Endangerment (5)

N

W*E
s

!!

z

,-.--~~
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,,-,
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Map Index
~

(3~~-

-ED~lIL-::'
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bOER ---==-_
~

<
o

0.7

o

0.7

.....

~-~~~

1.4 Miles

Data was compiled from RMSfCAD data and is a
spatial representation for display purposes only.
The numbers may vary from those reported to the
State and FBI due to editing and verification
processes.

o

1'0
W
W
-->.

W

01

Created on: 09/22/2009

Prepared by: K. Binnell

Product ofGST CrimeMap
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MORENO VALLEY Police Department

Robberies
February, 2009
37 records

'"

Crime Report
II Robbery Fireann (2)
,
Robbery Hnd Gun (12)
InII
Robbery Home Inv (l)
,# Robbery Knife (3)
OQ
Robbery Misc (9)
[1/ Robbery Stmg Arm (l0)
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, City Treasurer . ~

Date:

October 15, 2009

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - August, 2009

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended August 31, 2009. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
As background information, each quarter the City Council receives a Quarterly
Investment Report at a regular City Council meeting. In the two months that fall
between these Quarterly Investment Reports, a Monthly Investment Report is submitted
to the City Council and City Manager via internal memorandum. This reporting process
ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised regarding the City's
investments on a monthly basis, and that full public disclosure is made on a quarterly
basis.
As previously reported, the City holds three investments of $1 million each in Lehman
Brothers Holdings, Inc. (Lehman), out of a total general investment portfolio of nearly
$233 million. As a result of the Lehman bankruptcy filing in September 2008, the City
continues to pursue recovery of these investments through both legal and political
channels through participation in a consortium of other public agencies that hold
Lehman investments or who have a stake is seeing that public agencies receive fair and
equitable recovery. So far, public agencies holding Lehman investments have been
identified in 22 states, with loss exposures totaling over $1.8 billion. The political effort
has been spearheaded by Senator Dianne Feinstein, Congresswoman Jackie Speier
and Congresswoman Anna Eshoo with the support of the National League of Cities,
National Association of Counties, U.S. Conference of Mayors, and the Association of
Public Treasurers of the United States and Canada. The House Financial Services
Committee held a hearing on May 5, 2009, which built on the effort begun last fall when
amendments were secured in the Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 enabling the
Treasury Secretary to use Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) funds to assist

MV00233154
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Monthly Investment Report - August, 2009
October 15, 2009
Page 2

municipalities. The coalition of public agencies with Lehman losses continues to hold a
teleconference every two weeks to provide updates to coalition members. A meeting
between Congressman Barney Frank, Chairman of the House Financial Services
Committee, and Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner is expected to be scheduled in
the near future to discuss how TARP funds could be used to provide relief for
government agencies holding Lehman investments. The City Council will be updated
on these efforts as they progress.

c: Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Patrick Beckner, Treasury Programs Supervisor

MV00233155

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments
---- TotaI General PortfolIo

232;7ob,5.l3·

231;481,745

232,548,283

1.58
Years

Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
Total Bond Proceeds

Deferred Compensillion Funds
Nationwide
ICMA
Total Deferred CompensatIon Funds
Total Investment Portfolio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

14,517,547
2,566,776
8,907,534

1.
2,566,776
8,907,534

o

o

o

14,809
534,741
26, 541,407

14,809
534,741

14,809
534,741

26,541,407

26,541,407

Book Villue
7,625,367
3,167,425

Market V.lIue
7,625,367
3,167,425

Par V<11ue
7,625,367
3,167,425

10,792,792
270,090,842

1

268,815,944

269,882,482

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophic event.
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Steve Elam
City Treasurer
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·Wells Fargo Bank

-~

'OiiW09"' '-"-"1,365~i56-'"

1,365,156

1.365,156

1,00000

1

0.005870

0.0058704

38,584,713'-11.925%' o:9:i5°/;'" "1:00000
25,973,110
0.925% 0.925%
1.00000
38;644,054
0.925"/. '0.925%' - 1:00000
103,201,877

l'
1

'0.1659213
0.1116891
O.f66f165

- LA'or'

1

. 0:165921 Q,111689
0.166176

1',00000

1

0.000263

0.0002634

Union Ban!

101.56100
103.73900
101:16500'
99,01400
99.69900

752
830
973
988
1,OOS'

0.004300
0.004300
0:0043000,004300
0.004300

3:2337371
3,5691513
. 4:1840773
4.2485801
4.3345837 .

tJI,ionBatik
Union Bank
uriioiiBiiik
Union Bank
UriiIIlIB.i11i

97.20300'
99,64500
99.99700
97,84900
97.24500'
97.29000
95.24700
99,60000

149
227
227
257
. 329'
366
561
889

0.004300
0.004300
0.004300
0,004300
0:004300
0,004300
0.004300
0.004300

. . 0.6407272
0.9761414
'0.9761414
1.1051468
. 1:4147600 .
1.5738667
2.4124022
3,8228620

Unionlii'-nk
Union Bank
Union-Bank
Union Bank
UilfonBiink
Union Bank
. Uriion'Bank
Union Bank

STATE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT FUND (LAIF)

Ge'leralFiuld ....'

-.•.,.--.. ..

"

Community Services Districs
RiidevelopmeiiiTgency"'"'' ,.
TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF POOL

OS/31/09' 09!01/09"'3B;s84,71338,ii35;056
09/01/09
25,973,110
26,006,998
Q8/31/Q9
'38~694,475
08/31/09"" 09j(J"i/09 '3ii-'644,oS4
103,201,877
103,336,529

LAIF

LAIF'

C

INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS

MMkfACct-Highduirk US Gvml

08/31/09

09/01/09

TOTAL MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS

'61,250' ,
61',250
61,250
ijl,25'U-· ___ 1il~~· __ 61;25lJ

CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES (TEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAM)

Mo'rgaii'Staitley' .... " 6 1 7 5 7 U A F 7 .
Wells Fargo Bank N.A.
949744AA4
'Baiik ofAmenca" _. ...
0'6050BAG6 .
U.S. Bancorp
91160HACl
CilibiifiJC '"
17314]AGS"

06/OZ/09
09/22,/11
05/01/09 12/09/11
. OS/26/09
04/30/12
06/15/09
05/15/12
06/M/09' "061D4/12

TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS (TEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAM)

1;017;825
'1,016,180
1,032,607
1,036,140
, 1,012;1171;(110;730
992,504
1,000,810
.. 997,232'
"1;003;320"
5,052,285
5,067,280

1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
'1;000,000
5,000,000

2.000% 1.310%
3,000% 1.530%
2;100%' 1:690%
1.800% 2.150%
1.875% 2.000%

CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES

LeniitiihBros'Holdliig' ".,
International Lease Finance (AIG)
Iniernatiinlal Lease Fiiiince (AIG)
American General Finance (AIG)
Lehman Bros Holdiitg- .. ... .. - .
American General Finance (AIG)
AmericanGeneral Finance (AIG)
Lehman Bros Holding

52517PYN5
459745FP5
459745FP5
02635PSV6
'S2517PA35
02635PSF1
02635PSKO
52517PR60

"A+
AA.. A.A-'
A+

A+'
A+

A+
A+

A1
Al
At'
Al
"A1
Al
Al
Al

06/08/07
12/02/05
-03/26/07"
08/08/06
08125/06
06/08(07
OS/29/07
02/06/07

01/27/10' ..
04/15/10
04/15/10
05/15/10
07/26/10
09/01/10
03/15/11
02/06/12

TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

1,000,000
999,494
999;994
995,974
1,000,000
991,611
980,796
1,000,000
7;9~

175;000'
963,750
963,750
939,240
'175,000
870,740
800,990
175,OQO
5,063;470

'1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
8,000,000

4:250%
5.000%
5.000%
4,875%
· 4.500%
4.625%
· 4.000%
5.250%

5.400%
5,090%
5.000%
5.510%
5:286%
5.550%
5.400% .
5.340%
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Fed Home LoaifMtg Corp
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02,/14/05
09/01/09
Fed Horne Loan Bank
3133XSKM9
AAA
11/03/08
11/Q3/09
31331V3J3 .
AAA . Aa.,·· . 09/07/06
lZ/07/09
Fed Farm CredU--Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XPY57
AAA
04/28/08
03/12/10
'Fed Home Loari Bank
3133XB5Q4
AAA
03/29/05
03/29/10
Fed Fann Credit
31331XMQ2
AAA
01/26/07
OS/26/10
AAA
Aaa
12,/11/08"'06/11/10'
.Fed Farni Creal!
31331GGS2
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XCJ38
AAA
Aaa
11/29/05 08/10/10
Fed Home LoanBiink
3133XQMW9 . AKA
04/15/08 . '10/15/10'
Fed Horne Loan Bank
3133XQSXl
AAA
04/28/08 10/28(10
Fed Home Loan Biiiik
3133XQZS4' . AAA ' 0 5 / 0 5 / O S
11/05/10'
Fed Ag Mtg Co
307692AA1
06/05/06
01(14/11
Fed HoiiteLoan MtifCorp
3128X8JU7
-AKA
02,/18/09-02,/18/11
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
3128X8LNO
AAA
Aaa
02/25/09
02/25/11
Fed Natl MtgAilsn - .... .
31398AVt3 ... -AU' Ai"
03/0~09-0jj02,/1:r'
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
31398AWA6 AAA
Aaa
04/01/09
04/01/11
FiiclFarmCnidiC'31331YK82'AAA' -Alia -'05/19/08" '05/02,/11'
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XTRU2
AAA
Aaa
06/01/09
06/01/11
-3133XREE6-" -AAA - '''Aaa--'06j09/08''-- "0l;/O9/11'
-Fed Home LoariBiliil{'
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XRQR4
AAA
07/14/08
07/14/11
Fea Farm Ct'edif ~" ...'"31331GE54" AAA,'-" Aiti-"08/17!09"-'''07/29/11' Fed Nail Mtg Assn
3136FHBU8
AAA
Aaa
02/18/09
08/18/11
3133XUHK2'AXA-' 'A"itli" '08/24/09'·'08/24/11'Fed Home Loan BanK
Fed NaU Mtg Assn
3136FHCN3
AAA
Aaa
03/09/11
09/09/11
Fed Farm 'Credit ....
. 31331GCQO
AAA'
. 09/29/08'09/29/11

'1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,080
998,606
1,000,000'
1,000,000
'I~OOO,ooo

997,967
'1;000,000
1,000,000
. 1,000,000
992,868
1;000,000
1,000,000
999,812'
1,000,000
997,942
1,000,000
1,000,0001,000,000
1~915,984

1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000

1,000,000
1,004,690
1~012,810

1,012,500
1~000,000
1,023,440
1,033,440
1,000,QOO
1,011,250
1,000;000
1,038,13Q
1,000,000
1,027,500
1;000,000
1,027,500
1,000,000
1;005;310
1;000,000
1,038,490
1,000,000
. 1,006,580 .
'1,000,000
1,006,240
1,000,000
'1',004,380
' . 1,000,000
1,QOO,000
1,008,130
1;036,560
. 1,000,000'
1,QOO,000
1,004,380
..1;024;690..·· --. - '1;000;000
1,031,880
1,000,000
"1~921,210 .
'1;920;000'
1,005,940
1,000,000
1:003,440
1;000;000 .
1,005,630
1,000,000
1,002,500
1,000;000

-->.

01
-..J

1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
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4.125%4.140%
99.93400
1
0.004300
0.0043002
Urilon BilitK
3,110% 3,110%
100.00000
64
0,0043QO
0.2752117
Union Bank
5.125% 5;095%
. 100:09700
. 98
0.004300'
'0.4214179
Uiiiori.BiiuK
2.750% 3.020%
99.50800
193
0,004300
0,8299352
Union Bank
4.515% . 4;515%100;00000
. 210
0;004300
0.9030383
UriiiiifBiirik
5.000% 5,000%
100,00000
268
0,004300
1.1524488
Union Bank
2.000% 2.000%
100.00000
284
0.004300 '
1:2212518
. Uriiiiri' BiinK
4.700% 4,940%
98.98600
344
0.004300
1,4792627
Union Bank
3.050% 3.050%
'100.00000 . . . '410"
0.004300
1.7630747
UriilinBiiiik
3,000% 3.000%
100,00000
423
0.004300
1.8189771
Union Bank
3.220% 3;220%
100.000004310.004300
U533786'
Uriion BiitK
4.875% 5,470%
97.60000
5Ql
0,004300
2,1543913
Union Bank
2:000%· "2.000%
. -100.00000'
.' 536
... 0:004300
2.3048977
. Unliiii BariK
2.000% 2,000%
10o.0QOOO
543
0,004300
2,3349990
Union Bank
· 2.000% .. 2;010% '''99.97500
. 548. 0.004300
2.3564999'
Uiiion Billtk
2,Q50% 2,050%
100.00000
578
0.004300
2,4855053
Union Bank
'3:250% ... 3:380%" '99:63600"---" --009··.. 0:004300'2;6188110
Union Birik
1,300% 1.300%
100,00000
639
0.004300
2.7478165
Union Bank
3;600%" 3:600"/.;
'100:00000
. '''647''
'0;004301)"
2:7822l79... ·Uiiiiiil Barik
4,125% 4,125%
100.00000
682
0.00430Q
2.9327243
Union Bank
"1.:330%-r.480%·
99;71875"697' . '0;OO825ii ...... 5;1546759 .. · 'UiilanD'iiitk
2,000% 2,000%
100,QOOOO
717
0.004300
3,0832307
Union Bank
1.375%' "'080·/.
100;00000723'· 0:004300' ·.... 3:1:09031S-- . 'Union B,iiik2,150% 2.150%
10Q,00000
739
0,004300
3.1778347
Union Bank
4.050%' ";:1:050%
'loo,OOiJOif
759
- 0:004300 .-- 3;2638383 'tJriionB-ank

---------
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. '. Home Loan Bank
3133XHHA3 AAA
Aaa • 10/26(06 10(26(11
1,000,000
1,007,500
UOO,O()O
5.300% 5.300%
100.00000
786
0.004300
. Fed Hom'e LoanBiiilk__ ." __ ,.· __
3133X:RW30"'--'J\AA-"'-Aaa' .-... '10/28/oir'-'~f0(287ir""~i-;-oo(j;ooo-" .•. .. 'l)j30;~40"" •.. '.1;000',"000-•....-4:000°;.-. ',[000%--'~uJO-:tfoooo'" '. ·-·78S····-··0:004301j"
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
3136FH4AO
AAA
Aaa
08/17(09 11/17/11
999,386
1,004,380
1,000,000
1.550% 1.580%
99.93750
80S
0.004300
3.4745473
Union Bank
FeifNiitl MfgAssn'''' . - .... _. "- ... ····3136F9X99'-·- -AAA-····'Aaa-·····12/15/08······12/15/1r . 'l:;ilOO,oiJO' . ,.. ·-'1;005;310" _.. ·· ..1;000;000-"···3:010%· ·'3.010%' ....., loo:000ffif
.. ·83(i'·"'·-O:OM3OO3:594952C· .•. Uiiioo·Bint<·
Fed Nat! MIg Assn
3136FHGE9
AAA
Aaa
03/23/09 12/23/11
1,000,000
1,00S,440
1,000,000
2.250% 2.250%
100.00000
B44
0.004300
3.629353S
Union Bank
'Fed H"omeLoan·Bank
3133XSWM6" AAAAaa' .. ····01/'23/09' ... 01j23!i2 '1;000;000
' . '1~015,310
·1,000:000'· 2:100% 2.toO%-100:00000·
875-'0:004300'
3.7626595'''''' UiilonB"3nk
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
3136FSU37
AAA
02/0S/0S 02/0S/12
1,000,000
1,013,130
1,000,000
3.570% 3.570%
100.00000
S91
0.004300
3.S314624
Union Bank
~Fed HomeLoanBaru<·
3133XT2Tr- --AAA-' ·Aaa· "-·02/10/09"···0Z/10!i2"
1;000;000'" ····1·,019;060-·· --1;000;000'· '··2":250%"·' 2~250% · .. ··too:OOOOC)"
'893 "'0:004300'
. 3.3400628'''·' OnionB'iiik'
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
3136FHAQB AAA
02/17/09 02/17/12
1,000,000
1,005,000
1,000,000
2.000% 2.660%
100.00000
900
0.004300
3.B701640
Union Bank
Fecr Home LoanMtg Corp""
. 3128X8JB9 . .AAA .. Alia ,,- 02/17/09·"
02/17!i2
. 998;359
1;006;170' 1;000,00{f'"
2~450%'-· 2:520%" ""100:00000
·900
'"0:0043003:8701640'"
Union BilAA
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
3128XSMS8
AAA
Aaa
03/02/09 03/02/12
99B,165
1,009,060
1,000,000
2.350% 2.430%
99.7BOOO
914
0.004300
3.9303666
Union Bank
Fed HomeLoiiiiMfg'Ciiip
'3128XBRR5'AAA
Ail,,' ---03/19/0903!i9!i2 '·1;000;000
1,008;150'
'1,000;000" ······2:625%'2.625%··
'100-:00000931
'0:004300
4.0034697'
UnionBaftli
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
312SX5N61
AAA
03/26/07 03/26(12
1,000,000
1,024,330
1,000,000
5.000% 5.000%
100.00000
938
0.004300
4.0335710
Union Bank
Fe"d Home Loan Bank" ..
. 3133XKF83·AAA·
- 04/19/07
'04/19!i2'
1;000;000 '1,027,500·
' 1;000;000' "5.020%'· 5.020%100:00000962
0:0043004:1367753
'Uiiion Ba-nk '
Fed NaU Mig Assn
3136FHNFS
AAA.
Aaa
05/07/09 05/04(12
1,000,135
998,750
1,000,000
1.625% 2.300%
100.00000
977
0.004300
4.20127Bl
Union !lank
Fed Horne LiiiltiMtg' Corp .
3128X8A93" AAA
Aaa" . 05!i1/0905!i1/i2 '1;000,000
1,001,350
1;000;000 ........ 2:050%' 2:050%
100.00000
984'" 0:0043004.2313793'
Uitioil B'lnk
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XL4G5
AAA
06/01/07 06/01/12
1,000,000
1,034,060
1,000,000
5.300% 5.300%
100.00000
1,005
0.004300
4,3216832
Union Bank
Fed Natl Mig AsSii·'
- '·3136FHUY9"--'AAA
Aliii ." 06/0110906/01/12'
'1;000,000'
'1,001,5601,000;000-2.12"0°/• . 2.120%
100.000001;005-' 0:004300-·4,32"16832'
Union Bank
Fed Farm Credit
31331XG30
AAA
Aaa
06/29/07 06/21(12
1,003.032
1,098,750
1,000,000
5.450% 5.325%
100.53S00
1,025
0.004300
4.4076868
Union Bank
Fed Hiime [oariMtgCorp·3128X8DC3' . "AAA·'Olj06/09"· 07/06j12"·O)()0;000"- '1;004;2801))00,000
2.3000;0- 2.300%100.00000'
1;040' -'0:0043004:4721895
'. UnlOitBiink
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
3136F9YP2
AAA
07/23/0B 07/23(12
1,000,000
1,030,630
1,000,000
4.220% 4.220%
100.00000
1,057
0.004300
4.5452926
Union !lank
.Fed Fitrili Credit'" . .
... 31331XT36-AKA-' . Aaa- ., .'08/01j07' ..... 08/01/12 ..... ·'·1;000;000"·
1;094;690"
1,000;000
5:250%- . 5.250W' ".. "100:00000'"
.. 1,066' .. ' 0:004300' ""4:5839943 . '. Urikiii Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XT4J2
AAA
02/13/09 08/13/12
1,000,000
1,018,130
1,000,000
2.450% 2.450%
100.00000
1,078
0.004300
4.6355965
Union Bank
fed NatI Mtg Assri···.. .
'"3136FHAK1' . AKA
Aia
. 02/27/09
.. 08j27!i2'·
·1;000,000·'
. 1;009;060
1;000,000' 2:6250/. ' 2:!;2SW
100.00000'1,092
0:004300
4:6957990Uiiioii B'lilk
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
31398AGR7
AAA
09/10/07 09(10/12
1,000,000
1,001,250
1,000,000
5.200% 5.200%
100.00000
1,106
0.004300
4.7560016
Union Bank
fed Nail Mti:'Assi\-'
3136FHCU7' ·MA
03/10/09' ·-09/10/12"
-1,000;000
·1,004,3S0·
1;000,000
2.500"/. 2:5000;0'·· 100:00000····
-1;1060:004300· ·4:7560016
. UiiionBii'ik"
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
3136FHDSI
AAA
Aaa
03/24/09 09(24/12
1,000,000
1,005,630
1,000,000
2.650% 2.650%
100.00000
1,120
0.004300
4.S162041
Union Bank
Fe-d HomiiLoanMfgCorp
3128X8WZr' AAA
Ai",
'04/29/09 '10/29!i2 '-"999,232-'
1;005;630
1,000;000
2.350%-- 2.350%100:00000" ·1;155- .. 0:004300
4,9667105'
UiiioiiBank
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
3136FHJUO
AAA
Aaa
04(29/09 10(29/12
1,000,000
1,006,560
1,000,000
2.250% 2.2S0%
99.91500
1,155
0.004300
4.9667105
Union Bank
Fed H5meL5anBiiitk
3133XSKLC AAA
11/05/08
l1j05!i2
1,000;000
1,036;250
1,000,000
4:125%4.125°/.
·100.00000·
'·1,162··0:004300
4:9968118
Union Bank
Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
312BX7SV7
AAA
OS/23/0B 11/23/12
1,000,000
1,031,730
1,000,000
3.700% 3.700%
100.00000
1,180
0.004300
5.0742151
Union Bank
3128X7SV7
AAA
OS/23/08
.11/23!i2
994;620·
1,031;730
1,000,000
3.700% 3.880%
99.25000"
·1;180·
0:004300
5:0742151
Uiliiiii Bank
Fed Home LoariMfgCorp
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
3136FHWA9 AAA
Aaa
06/10/09 12/10/12
1,000,000
1,000,310
1,000,000
2.250% 2.250%
100.00000
1,197
0.004300
5.1473182
Union Bank
Fed Hoine LiiiinMtg Corp
3128XBJ45 . "AAA
Aaa
., 06!i1j09'
1:2/11/12
999;438
1,000,440
1,000,000
2.000% 2.020%99.94000"
·1;198· 0:004300
5:1516183
Uriion Biink .
Ped Home Loan Bank
3133XTRK4
AAA
Aaa
06/1S/09 12/18/12
1,000,000
1,000,630
1,000,000
2.100% 2.100%
100.00000
1,205
0.004300
5.1817196
Union Bank
Fed Natl MtifA'ssri· ,3136FHD36'AAA ... Alia ---06/24/09
12/24/121,000;000
1;001;250
1,000,000
-2:2500;0' 2.250%
100.00000
'1,211
·0.004300
-5.2075207UftlonBarik
Fed Horne Loan Bank
3133XNTVI
AAA
01/07/0B 01/07/13
1,000,000
1,014,690
1,000,000
4.625% 4.625%
100.00000
1,225
0.004300
5.2677233
Union Bank
Fed FaiiriCredlf" '"
31331GKF5 .. AAA
01/i4/09
01/i4/13
1;006;335
1;011;250
1,000;000
2.500% ·'2.300%
100.75200
·1~232
·0:004300
5.2978245
Uniiiil Barik
Fed Home Loan Bank
3139SALB6
AAA
01/18/0B 01/18/13
1,000,000
1,040,310
1,000,000
4.000% 4.000%
100.00000
1,236
0.004300
5.3150253
Union Bank
31331YSB7
AAA
02/01/08
02/01/i3
·1,000,000
1,012)110
1;000,000
3.790% 3.790%
'100.00000
1,250
0:004300
5.3752278
Uiliori Bank
Fed Fariri Credle
Fed Nail Mig Assn
3136FH4S1
AAA
Aaa
OB/20/09 02/19/13
1,000,066
1,00B,750
1,000,000
2.375% 2.380%
100.00000
1,26B
0.004300
5.4526311
Union Bank
Fed HomeLoari Bank
3133XUDM2 AAA
·Aa"
"08/14/09·02/14/13
1,000,000
1;003,750
1,000,000
2.400% 2.400%
100:00000
1;263
0:004300
5:4311302' Uilion Biiiik
Fed Farm Credit
31331GNGO
AAA
02/25/09 02/25/13
1,000,000
1,006,560
1,000,000
3.000% 3.000%
100.00000
1,274
0.004300
5.4784322
Union Bank
Tenriessifi; Valley Aiithoriry
880591CWO
AM
Aaa' "06/09/09'
03!i5!i3
1;131,817
1,135,570
1,000,0006:000% 2:490%
112.54000
1,292 ·0.0Cf43005.5558355·
'UitionBiirik
Ped Nail MIg Assn
3136FS6Y6
AAA
Aaa
03/19/0B 03/19/13
1,000,000
1,020,310
1,000,000
4.000% 4.000%
100.00000
1,296
0.004300
5.5730362
Union Bank
Fed Home Lo·ari Mfg Corp·
3128XSTZ5
"!(.AA
Aaa
04/08/09
04/0S!i3
1,000;000'1;004,620
1,000,000"
2.500%" '2.500%
100.000001,316
0.004300
5:6590398
Uiilon Biiik
Fed FrumCredit
31331GVDB
AAA
Aaa
05/08/09 04/08/13
1,000,000
996,B80
1,000,000
2.200% 2.200%
100.00000
1,316
0.004300
5.6590398
Union Bank
Fed NittlMlgAssn
3133XQVY5 'AM
Kia-'
05!i3/0S05/13!i3··
1;000;000
1,025,940
1,000;0004:125% ·'025%
100:00000
'1,351"0.004300 ···5.S0954.62Union Biiitlf
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
312BXSBB4
AAA
Aaa
05/13/09 05/13/13
1,000,000
1,006,200
1,000,000
2.400% 2.400%
100.00000
1,351
0.004300
5.8095462
Union Bank
Fed HoiiiiiLo·aii MIg'Corp
3128X7RCO
AM
OS/20/08
05j20!i3'
1;000,000
"1~020,560
1,000;000 ~4:000%-4;OOO%·
100:00000"1,358"'0:004300
5:S39·6475,
Uiiiori liank
Fed Farm Credit
31331GXN4
AAA
Aaa
06/03/09 06/03/13
1,000,000
1,002,810
1,000,000
2.700% 2.700%
100.00000
1,372
0.004300
5.899B5l11
Union Bank
Fed Home-LoitiiMlg Corp
3128X7VR2" "AAA
Aa;i'~' '06/10/0B06jlO!i3'1,000;OOO .
"1~026;0801;OOO;ooo-' 4.000%4:000%
·100.00000'
'1;379'
0:004300
5:9299513"
Uiiion Bank
Fed Farm Credit
31331YV64
AAA
06/10/0B 06/10/13
1,000,000
1,027,500
1,000,000
4.300% 4.300%
100.00000
1,379
0.004300
5.9299513
Union Bank
'Pea Holiiii[o,fri Mt1fcorp
. 3133F2Y90" . AAA" . Aa'i-" "12/26/08'- 06/15/13'999;152"
..... 'r,001;250
1;000;000"
3:000% . '3:024%'
99:90000..·1,384· .... 0.004300-'5:9514522'---- Uruon liank
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
3128X84T6
AAA
Aaa
07/23/09 07/23/13
1,000,000
1,001,370
1,000,000
2.400% 2.400%
100.00000
1,422
0.004300
6.1148592
Union Bank
jFed Home Loan Baiik-.....
"3133XRTEO'" .... AA'A". 'Aaa ........ 07/29/OB .... 07/29/13 .
, 1;000;000'" ... .'1;(36)1801;000,000"
·4.625%' ·4.625%100:00000'
.. '1:;428'·"0:004300' ....6:f40·6603....-UiiiOnBarilf
Fed Home Loan !lank
3133XUEC3
AAA
Aaa
OB/12/09 OB/12/13
1,000,000
1,001,560
1,000,000
2.650% 6.250%
100.00000
1,442
0.004300
6.2008628
Union Bank
FiidHom.e wa'iI'Bank
3133XRYG9' '-AAA' . Aia'" ·'10/28/08· '-'-08/20/131,000;000
·1;029,380·
1;000;000
4:625°/•.- 4.625%'·
'100'.00000' 1;450'" '0:00·4300
"6.2352643--'" Union Bank
F<;dN"tl Mig Assn. .
31398ATI9
AAA
Aaa
11/24/0B 09/09/13
1,000,000..
1,000,940
1,000,000
4.500% 4.500%
100,00000
.. 1~4700~00~300 _6:3212679 .• U~rio,~ B~
Fed Nat! Mtg-Assri" · · · 3 1 3 6 F H G G 4 · AAA·..·· Aila - '·03/30/09' 09/30/13'
1,000,000
·"1,010,940
1,000,000
'3.000% ·4.500%
100.00000
'1,491
0.004300
6.4115717
Union Bank
.0
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,:~~~i;a~~~~~'IianK "
Fed Home Loan Bank
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-,-,~jii~~r~~"" ~",---~,---,;cii;26/08'"' "f1;~irj:'
3133XSMU9

AAA

Aaa

11/26/08

_,v_v,, vv

11/26(13

'C09S:i3tj"

Fed Farm Credit

31331GYG8
AAA
Aaa
07/16/09
12/23/13
1,001,917
'ji31XTTOIi' '''AAA-'''' Aaa"'''''''"06/24/09'''' lZ/:i4j13"
" 'l)JOO)lOo,'
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XSRU4
AAA
Aaa
01/07/09
01/07/14
998,260
:Piid NioHMfifAssn ""--,
' '''3136F93Z4 """AAA'~' - '-"~'~0:tt28/09- '"01j'28jf4''''''' "l;()()(j;OOOFed Farm Credit
31331GLP2
AAA
Aaa
02/03/09
01/30/14
997,789
FedFamrCredif"~' '
"'3133fGMV8~ 'AXA'
Aaa"-"'0Z/1Z/09-'0Z/11/14"~"f;000;OOO'
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XSZ43
AAA
02/18(09
02/18/14
1,000,000
Fed Natl Mti(Assn ~'~"3136FHOF9'''''AAA' '" Aaa"""03/18/09"'" '03/18/1C', "1,000;000
Fed Nail Mig Assn
3128X8QM7
AAA
Aaa
03/24/09
03/24/14
999,087
FiidNaU Mfii"Assn'-31398AWHr "AAA
Aai "'06/08/09'"'04/07/14""
1;001;492'
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
3136FHHHI
AAA
Aaa
04/14/09
04/14/14
1,000,000
Fed Nail Mig'Assn3136PHGK5" AAA Aai"'04/l6/09'04/16/1'4
' 1,000;000
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
3136FHMK8
AAA
Aaa
05/01/09
05/01/14
1,000,000
FidHoDu!Loaii MtgCoi'p
'3128X8YUO~'''AAA
Alia
05/05/O9~ 05/05/14'
'1;000,000'"
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
3136FHPX7
AAA
Aaa
05/14/09
05/14/14
1,000,000
Fed NitIMfgAssii."'3136FHXH3 ~, AAA'Aaa~ " '06/10/09'06/10/14
1,000;000'"
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
3128X8K76
AAA
Aaa
06/16/14
06/16/14
1,000,000
Fed Fiim.:Credir"'~""
" '31331GYTO'- AKA 'Aaa''''''O'6/17/09~ - ~06/17/14-1;000,000"
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Aaa
06/25/09
06/25/14
uoo,ooo
3128X8M82
Fed Natl Mtg Assn" _r -'3136FHF59' "AAA " 'Alia ~ , '07/01/09 - '07/01/14 ' '1;000;000' "
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
3128X8Y89
AAA
Aaa
07/02/09
07/02/14
999,547
~ '3133XTXWI
AAA
-Aaa , - 07/09/09
07/09/14 '1;000;000 "
Fed HomeL'oanBarik~
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
31398AYN6
AAA
Aaa
07/28/09
07/28(14
1,000,000
Fed Home Loan Bank
3133XUBN2 AAAMit
08/08/09
08/05/14" "1;000;000
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
3128X9AEO
AAA
Aaa
08/26/09
08(26/14
1,000,000

'Feil Home Loan BanI< ' '

100,00000

4.050%

4,050 %

100,00000

'1";000;000'--- -'n75%-~:Z:960%" '''tos;oot;oo''''''
1,000,000

9n690

3,000%

3,000%

100,00000

"'l)i(iOPOO' '''"3:000';';-'3:000%' ""fOO:OOOOrj'

l;oO'f;88ii

1,000,000

991,560

3,000%

3,000%

, 1;000;000'"'' TOOO"1o" , 2;000%"

995;000'

1,000,000

998,440
:i~004;380'

1,009,690

1,000,000

'1;000,000'
1,00MOO

1,013,720

3,100%

I;OOOMlO"

1,011,560

1,506

0,004300

6.4760745

3,150%

3,000%

3.000%
2,426%

Union Bank

1,613

6.9361940

100.00000

'0:0043006.9920963'"

1,632

7,0178974

7.1383025' --, Union'Bank"

0,004300

7,1641036

Union Bank

' 99:64000' -'1;680"'-' 0:004300" .' 7.2243062

'Uilion Baitl(

99.90000

3,160%

100,00000

1,000,000

2.250%

2,920%

U66
US7

'1;689"

100,00000

1,704

'1,000;000"3:125%'''3:125%100:00000'

1,708

2.125%

Union Bank

UriionBank':,

0,004300

3.000%100:00000

I,OOO;OOO~

0,004300

1,626

0:004300' '

3,160%

1,000,000

Union Bank

Uiiion BanI< ,
Union Biink

99.75000

0,004300

6,7727871
'~6:7770872"

6.8372898

3.000%

999;69if

0,004300

"6:9275936'

1,000,000

995,000

Union Bank '

1,590

'1;000;000
'

1,575

1,576' 'o:D04300 '"

"3:200% ,-- 3.200%"100:00000 'M60'"
2.375%

6.6566821

1;61'1' ' '0.0043'00'--

985,940
995~iO

0,004300

'1;565"- "0:004300" '--'b:72978S:i~' "'Ujiion Bank",',

100,00000

1,006,250
1,000,310

1,548

Union Bank
Oii.iolrIiank-~

'100:00000'"

'''3:2'40%''3:240%~100.oo000

'1;000;0002.900% '2:980%

"997;810

Union Bank

0,004300

7.2544075

Union Bank

0.004300' .

7;2630078

"Uiiion Baitl(

0,004300

7.3275106

"0.004300" '7.3447113"

Union Bank
'UiiionBiink'~

3,030%

100,00000

1,717

0.004300

7,3834129

Union Bank

-, '2:000%" 3.160%

100:00000

1,744

0:004300~~

7.4995179"

Union Bank

100,00000

1,750

0,004300

7.5253189

Union Bank
UiiloftBifllK'
Union Bank

1,000,390

1,000,000

3,130%

3,125%

'1;Of4~80

1,000;000

:J.'7S0%

3.750,},0"

~100:00000"1,75f

'''0:004300'' , 7.5296191'

1,00MOO

3.450%

3.450%

100,OOOOD

t,ooo,OOO'

4,000%

4:0000/.'

l00:000001~765~

1mO,250

1,000,000

3.400%

3.410%

'997,190'

1,000;000'''

2:500%~3:690%""'

1,006,560

1,00MOO

3,000%

3,000%

100,00000

1,792

0,004300

7,7059266

Union Bank

1;004,690

1,000,000'"

3.200%3:200%

'100.00000

1;,800

0.004300

'7.7403281

Uiliori Bank'

1,007,550

1,000,000

3,625%

100,00000

1,B21

0,004300

7,8306319

Union Bank

1,001,890

1,002;,810

TOTAL U,S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES

115,108,206

TOTAL INVESTMENTS

128,189,610

116,588,060
126,780,060

114,920,000
127,981,250

TOTAL GENERAL PORTfOLIO

232,756M3

231",81,745

232,548,283

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
-->.

<D

1,000,000

1,031,250

'FeifHOnre' Loaii'BanK"'"'~''' --"~""jfj3XiiW57' -"AKA'-Aia---' "06/f8/09'-"'12jf3/13-'

01

4,250%

_'vvv'vvv

,""'~.·i~n"---'·--' -1;iiOO;0I)0~~-3:500'/'" 3:500"/0- --""1'oo];ooiil(-- '~~1);~i'a---'(i:(iQ.i300'·""· 6:6561.821"--'-"
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3,630%

99,95300

1,759

0,004300

'0:004300

1,766

"100:000001,773'

0,004300

7.5640206

7.5898217Uiiion Bank
7.5941219

Union Bank

'0.OO43oo~7:6242231Uiiion

575 days

1.000000

1.58 years

Biihle'

-

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Noles

2%

Agencies
SO%

Corporate

Other

FHLB

i:iis-

Dec 01

1.94

Jun02

1.56

Dec 02

1.24

2.25

Jun 03
Dec 03

1:58

2.00

1.91

Jun 04

2.02

Dec 04

1.77

t1.5O

j;':';o5

L4S

1.25

Dec OS

1.47
~'1:36

Average Years to Maturity

3.00

1.71

2.75
2.50

34,000,000
31,000,000
232,548,283

1.75

'

40%

1.00

30%

Dec 06

1.90

0.75

"'j;n07

TOl

0.50

20%

Dec 07

1.49

10%

Jun08

-1:5r"

0.25

Dec 118

1.57

0.00

"J';';09' '
09

'1.49'

7.3%
13.8%
14.6%
13.3%
100.0%

50%

B 8 8 B B 8 8 !

~ ~ ~

1

~

1

~

1

!

~

e e

1

~

8 8

~

~

~

~

S S H

181 8181!

-->.

(J)

o

AlC
2%

44%

JunOi

Jun 06

o

FFCB

44%

Noles
3%

Dec 00

1'0
W
W

Union Wells
Bankpargo SeWells
0%
16% Fargo
Bank

LAW

0%

~

---

11,426,406
232,548,283

Morgan
Keegan
16%

TLGPCorp

<
o

--~--.-

August 2009

Morgan Keegan
Union Bank
114,920,000 Iwells Fargo Sec
5,000,000 Wells Fargo Bank
8,000,000

Notes

.---

Page Sof 10

0%
I Day

1 to 12 mos

13 to 24 mos 25 to 36 mos 37 to 48 mos 49 to 60 mos
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7.0

6.5

Dee 99

'iun

O(f·~·'----6.3('--·-·-"-'---6-:35-'-'----'-6.i8'-

Dee 00

5.32

6.20

6.54

-jun.iii ...... :tff····.---i.96·-·--·S,60
Dee 01

..-.. 'j"O-0:02- .

2.17

3.26

4.71

"'2:69' -.'

3.94
3.29

Dec 04

1.09
1.26
2:09
2.75

2.20
1.70
1.55
1:47
2.13

2.49
2.60
2.62
2.81

JunGS

3,45

i:97

3:17'

Dee OS

4.38

3.81

3.53

Dee 02
~"

..

'--2:06'
1.32

~.~-.-,-.-

Jun 03
Dec 03

10n04

juno';

4.70

.. 4.11

5.00

5.13

4.91'

5:25

3.34
2:36
0.37

4.80
2:89
2.35
1.38
0.93

4.47
4.82
4.79

5.il

Dee 06

'-lu-Ii 07
Dec 07

TUllOS'

0:56

Imo
3mo
6mo
1 yr
2yr
3 yr
5vr

0.24
0.43
0.97
1.49
2.39

3.91
3.55

.. 2.42
2.12

17

U

~

W
W

~:~

2.0

t:~

ff

~~~~~&&~~~~~~**~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1.00
0.80

~

'"

0.20
0.00

1 no
(0.20)

~J

3 rno

brno

1 yr

2 yr

3yr

5 vr

(OAO)

~

m
~

'_"Y.O-O-

&.

..... 7/31/09
1 rno

_~

.... -_Il

-0-1 YearTreG.~u
-o-Moreno Valley

0.5
0.0

bl J~
~
-""-

.~

-:::-8/31/09 --

~

U
~3

1A

'---"0

%l
.S 0.40

//
/ff
//

U

~

......

0.60

/r

13

0

5.5

//
//
.IV

~

l~~~Ei~~~~~~~.t,,~~~~Zl~~oF~iE~~~'1~t'c

6.0~~

5.0.1
4.5
~
4.0
3.5
.'6.5

n

II
19

<
0

~~~~~~&~~~~~~**~~~~~~

£5

~

-O-LAIF

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

....

~

D

Q7

-l-

0.26
0.48
1.13
1.62
2.53

u

~

6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
L5
LO
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.SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Cash
Local Agency Bonds

;t..cS~Tr·easury6bHgatfons "-. . '" .,.
.Sti;lt~~?!.,C.aJ?()r~CI.2~,~gClti()~s.

5 years

No Limit

""Syears'" ~'No-iImit
,.5, Y~<l~s ..

No Limit

None'
None

5 y~a~s

10"7';(5%'.,er

None

0

0%

180 days

20% (10% per
issuer)

Al/Pl/Fl rating
A:ijPijFi rathlg'

0
0

0%

270 days
S'years'

... If-

0%

1 year

u.s. Agencies

5 years

No Limit

None

180 days

40%

270 days

25%
"'30'';''

I

.,. "0%-'

5 years

.I.,

5 years

1 year

No Limit

None

Reverse Repurdlase Agreements

92 days

20%

None

°0

Corporate Obligations

5 years

30%

"A" rating

13,000,000

6%

5 years

Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

0

0%

3yearsAWM"

Money Market Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 ~ilting.<lgen~ies

61,250

0%

Collateralized Bank Deposits

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

5 years

20%

"AA" rating

0

0%

Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

County Pooled Investment Funds

N/A

No Limit

None

0

0%

Locai AgencyInvestmeniFund (LAIF)

N/A

No Limit

None

103,201,877
232,548,283

44%

* - AWM = Average Weighted Maturity

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
-->.

(J)

1'0

..

-ii'AAAii'ratili.g .,

49%

None

Repurchase Agreements

.--'S'years

0%

None
None

No Limit
No Limit
"70%"
10%

114,920,000

No Limit

"'Syears"

.'O"/~""

N/A
5 years

0%

5 years

Commercial Paper
.NegotTaIiTe'ClYs' ,

1%
0%

0

CA Local Agency Obligations

Bankers Acceptances

1,365,156
0
0
0

None
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0"1'0

issuer)
70% (50% per

, J~sy:r) .

15%

"~!\"'!.CI~g" .

"AA"rating
"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"Al/Pl/Fl" rating

····None"·. · ·, · ·

20% (10% per
issuer)
Not Allowed
30% (10% per
issuer)
15% (10% per
issuer)

None

"A" rating
"AAA" rating by 2
of 3 rating agencies

"AAA" rating by 2 of
15% (10% per
issuer)
3 ra tingilj:(el1cies
20%-($50(),OO()
None
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
"AA" rating
2 years
issuer)
20<>;';' ($500,000
Top 25°/~ of peer
2 years
issuer)
group
20% (10% per
AAAf/S1
.13 years AWM*
issuer)
None
50%
N/A
3 years AWM*

per
per
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BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

redemption/prepay f

20350201

money market fund

WFGovt Fund

08/31/09

09/01/09

2,322

rebate fund

20350203

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

08/31/09

09/01/09

C'>speriii taxfuiids'~"--

22631800
cash
cash
12/16/88
22ii31800···-;;,oney·m;u.keifund-···WF'GoviFuiir ., , •. " " , "!J8l:ii{69

09/02/09
. 691Oil69

interest acct

22631801

09/01/09

2,322

2,322

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.009%

329
364,799

329
364,799

329
364,799

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.001 %
1.374 %

0.00%

0.00%

1.00000

0.000%

i;9i3;782

.. 1,923;782

ii.Ot 'J, "·o.oi% 1:00000

7.248%

rese"i:VefUild-'- .... "'- ·20350i02-'moneymirketfii:.,;r ··-WliGovfFw.,r······ ''"-' .. -08j3ji09 "09liliftj9· '"''70,3iii''' .

l.\...0l~u

~~

Special tax funds

:reserve" fun',)"
admin exp acel

22631805

special tax funds

re-serve fund

admiil"exp"'ac('f" .
cost of issuance
\\~i!" 1-21J.!!

\-\ I'll 'i 1 Mg{1
delivery COBI fund

\-\\'Il .. J,lrgo

expense fund
reserve aCCQunt

lease~revenue

rebate a<::count
Wt·ll", ! .ago

'debt servko fund
\-Vt'B'o J oUg'"

bond fund
reserve fund

cO'nstrocHon fund-"
~ 1"'.It.. 1luge)

·Inte,..,st fund

capit"afititeresl" fiJi,d
~>ILLJ ~IJJlil

revenue fund
reserve fund

,-acf.wn expenie9

-->.

(J)

W

08/31/09

WF Govi"Fwid'

. (j8/:il/09' 091OilO9

09/01/09

0,000%

0.01% -" o:Oi%

1:00iiii0

3:876'01.

0_01%

1.00000

0.001%

377

535;790

O.oi"/, "'tOi% 1.0000iJ

2.0i9%

405,316

405,316
366,244

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01 %

1.527%
'0:061%
1.380%

K153

16,is3'

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

08/31/09

09/01/09

366,244

366,244

'2U:ii90!f

money'market"fund

'''wi'GovrFiliid

'OIl/3i/09

09/01)09'

·"f.f

72

n

22631906

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

08/31/09

09/01/09

2
4,276,435

2
4,276,435

4,276,435

i50,243
12,301

150,243

150,:t43

12,301
522,482
625

12,301
522,482
625

Om%

22333500
22333501

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

22333504

money mkt fund

..~.
tl!'12'. ( (!IS

12520001

1252610'7
12526103

22631700

'1i8/3i,i09'

®/oij09

08/31/09

09/01/09
09/01/09

,.. Ii8f3lI69

WFGovlFund

68/31{09

16,153

money mkt fund

522;482
625
457,656
1,143,307

457,656

457;656

1,143,307

1,143,307

o

°

o

00/01/09

llllbill SJ.!(t'lt

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

\};l'lll

09/01109

WI' GovtFunil"

1!lill Ht~ !!lg { II~ II.'LIJ
money m1<! fund

:!(IU7Jll'dpll'lop"H'nl

®/0l)09

08/3:1/09

WF Govt Fund

. i25i56100 - 'iiio'neymktfund
12526104

""611/3:l,lW

... 'WifGovtFunC"'""'

';;,on:.Y"Uiklfuiid

1~{~71 (l'I~~'~{~I'llII~·lIol1(l .. ~

WFGovtFund
WFGovtFWld

0.01%

377

535,790'

22631904

iiS/3l,f09 '09/iiVd9'

405,316

1,028;699

08/31/09

. i2K:ii9(ff . mc;neyn••rketfund . ""W1'GovfFund

09/01/09

377

'535;790

1,028,699

om %

1_00000

0.01 %

WF Govt Fund

0.01%

1.00000

0.00%1.00000
0.01 %

1.00000

a.Qi'i, --i.ooooif - 0.600%
0.01%

1.00000

0.000%

O:Ol'Yo;

o.ofr,

i.iioOOb

0.01%
O:WIo"
O.aJ%
0.01%

2.71'% 1.00000
0:6i % .. i.OOiiiiO

0:566%
0.04-6%

0.01 %

"i:<j6?%

1.00000

0.002%

0:1i1% . iiiiJoOO

i.'fWIo

0.01%"

1.00000

0.000%

WF Govl Fund

08{31/09

09/6:1109

14,066

14,066

14,066

0.01%

0.01%

1.0000il

0.053%

WFGovt Fund
'wFGo\,IFiirid

08/31/09

09/01/09

407,459

407,459

407,459

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

08/3ijOO

09/01/09

o

o

o

0.01%

0,01%

1.00000

WF GovtFund

08/3]/09

00/01/09

14,480
436,005

14,480
436,005

14,480

0,01%

0.01%

1.00000

1.535%
0.000%
0.055%

436,005

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.000%

324
2,992,803

0:01%
0.01%

0.01%
0.01 %

1.00000
1.00000

0.001%
11.276%

o.nf'J(I

o.Iil.'i,

1:000ti0

28.965%

y 1 ~I\ AUth .llltill U~ilHI .. Sl~U'lo; ,\

money mid fund

":I

09/0lj09

WF Govi Fund

08/31/09

WF Gov. Fund
WF GovtFund

. 611/31/09

09/0l/OO

08/31/09

09/01/09

bil/51/W .

o<J/ilJjii9

2tlllr; I ~I.I'i','Jlf~l~llll lIoud

18042500
18042804

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

.. 'iilM2800' ....iii.ney iDkffund

.

. WiiGovtFiiiid .

324
2,992,803

324.
2,992,803

7,67i,734

7,671,734

7,671,734

10,664,861

10,664,861

10,664,861

09/01/09
09/01/09

105
6,845,708

10$

'lOS

6,845,708

40.182%

~~OZ J,!~!!Jl!!'_U~~S'..I~~~~l~1111~ 1~~lI1do.;...::."J U'.LIrJ.LlJ.l11!1)!

22277601
22277604

money n,ktfund
money mkt fund

'22277605'" monoy'iiiliifuud'
22277606

money mkt fund

08{31/09

WF Govi Fund
WF GovtFund

0.01%
0.01%

0.01%

,,00000

0.000%

0.01%

1.00000

25.793%

0.01'/,

0.01%

iOOiJOO

0.466%

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

1.387%

O:(j1"l~
0.01%

1.00000

4:295%

-WF"covfFllrid""

0iJ{3i;ii9

09/01;09

122;105

1:i2,io5

WF GovtFund

08/31/09

09/01/09

368,002
7.335,920

368,002
7,335,920

6,845,708
122,105
368,002
7,335,920

09/01/691,139;953

1,l3!i,953

i,139,953-

0.D1"io

09/01/09

1,178,145

1,178,145

0.01%

05/31/09

AUlo!!!!l!l~

2035OJOO
20350303

-2035jjJij.j

revenue

WF Gnvt Fund

. os,'31ioo

reserve

WF GovtFund

08/31/09

"ad"nun" experises""

WF'G{,v(Fiijjd"'~"" .

2,320,079
26,541,407

ConstrudlOn Funds
-"4 ."

5
'6'

1.00000

4"439%

1;9"111 "·1,9810.oi%· o:oi% "'1.00000

0:007%

2,320,079

2,320,079

26,54i,~6;s;al,4jj7

~

1.J:J!f
3

1,178,145

0'8j3l/®il9/o1/6§' ,. i;!lill

Totals

o

1'0
W
W

WF Govl Fund

i,028,69!t

0

money market fund

~

<
o

.. Wii 'GovI"Fund"- "fi8/3~09/iiil09 .

0

22631900

--.......2i33i\03 ··-'mo"n.eymkfCuncf

seri•• 11 intere,!

cost of issuance

08/31/09

WF Govt Fund

0
1,923;782 ..

<.JJ1~

Series A interest

construction fund

money market fund

. 22631809"'·· 'money'markeifund

·interest'acct"-'·-- ,".

.·S-cne8~iCreServ·e .~

money market fund

....22631804.. ·moii.y·;';.ri<eHund

.deb'tieiVice'acct .

Serif'S B Revenup.
Series A Principal

70,301' "?,O,3ilC"'O:OW;'" 0.6iO/'- i:DOOOO" --(d615'!.

PHftClffaI '& Ihte"resfAccou"ntS"
Debt Se"rvice Reserve Funds

14,517,547
'2,566,776 ""'
8,907,554

-

.... - 0· .........

ClistifdY-Accountii--- "
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Otlier AccOiint9'~ -""
Total Fiscal Agent Funds

14,809
-""534,741""
26,541,407
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14,517,547
14,517,547
. 2,566,776·· .... '2,560,776""'
8,907,554
8,907,534
-"O"~'"

'0"

14,809

14,809
534,741""' .... 534,741
26,541,407

26,541,407

B.741°J{J
100"000%
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GENERAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AND BOND PROCEEDS BY ISSUER
Cash in Financial Institutions
State of California LAIF Pool
Highmark U.S. Government Money Market
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~,~,~._,

__ ._ .. ,._~

WeHs"Fargo'Governmeni'Fund-- -,,- _.

~

. . _ •• c'>

.".-

Federal Agriculture Mortgage Corp
FederaiHome'ioan-Bank -_.. ' ..

.

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp
Fe'deralFarm-Credit' 'jj'ank- -,.

~.,

,,,

F~?er~I.~Clti?~(:lI_ I\-I,?~~g(:lg~~ssoc.

-."~

.•
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,',

~

~

Citfhank'(fiGP) . . ,' .'.'--

Lehman Bros
Stanley
Tennessee Valley Authority
U.S. Bancorp(TiGP).
US Treasury Notes

Morgan

WelisFargo'Bank-N~A~(TLGP)

Total

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
-->.
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• _, "_0 __

~
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_
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American General Finance
Bank of America (TLGP)

(J)
.j::>..

1,365,156
103,201,877
61,250
..
'.
26,541,407
1,000,000
... ', ..
..
34,000,000
24,000,000
19,920,000
35,000,000
.- __.......
5,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
0
1,000,000
259,089,690
•

._. __

•• ' - - , - . ' ,

--_." ...

~."

1%
39.83%
0.02%
_.' -- .-,..
10.24%
0.39%
13.12%
9.26%
,,,.-_ .. -

7.69%
13.51 %
1.93%
0.39%
Oj90/~---·

1.16%
0.39%
0.39%
0.39%
0.00%
0.39%
99.61%

-'-'

.-~¥-,

no
limit
"-.,.".-'''...
50.00%
,----._-~

~---.-

15.00%
..,-NA
50.00%
.. _.
50.00%
50.00%
50jj6%
50.00%
10.00%
110.00%
-.-- io~oo%
-

.. __ .-

----,--.

"
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10.00%

lcf66%
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10.()O%
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DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Book Value

Fund

Par Value

$1,3&7,851

Market Vaiue
$1,367,851

$1,367,851

Liquid Savings (part Time- Employe-es)

495,900
196,134

495,900
196,134

495,900
1%,134-

Certificates of Deposit 3 years
JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A

1>7,521
66,286

137,521
66,286

137,521
66,286

Bond Fund Of America

62,081
44,215

62,081
44,215

62,081
44,215

17,521
74,615

17,521
74,615

17,521
74,615

Liquid Savings
Nationwide Fixed (part Time Employee)

Growth Fund of Arnedra
Investment Co. of America
Income Fund of America

Brown Cap ~gml Inc SM Co

•

.

56,057
373,704

62,044
0

AIM Mid Cap Core Equity
WiII'Sbington Mut"1Iallnv

10,673
41,683

56,057
373,704
10,673
U,683

51,28.6
241,608

51,286
241,608

9,062
%7,870

9,062
467,810

9,062
467,870

11,635
68,327

11,635
68,327

Nationwide lnvDes Mod Cons: Fund SC
Nationwide InvDes Mod Aggr Fond
Nationwide InvDes A9;9;l" Fund
Nationwide InvDer; Mod Fd

20
35,140

20
35,UD

62,044
0

6:0044

Vanguard Institutional Index

51,286
241,608

Vanguard W(!EHngton
VanguanJ Winds-orl1

11,635
68,327

Am Century 5£le-d
Am Century Ulln
Van~ard

Index 500

°

209,241
0

209,241
0

209,241
0

Fidelity Equitv Inc-orne
Fidelity M.g.Uan

11,689
229,496

11,689
229,4'16

11,689
229,496

Templeton Fo-reiSQl I
EuroPadfk Growth

0
151,177

0
151,177

151,177

Fidetily Overseas
Fidelity l'1lntan

0
95,153

0
95,153

0
95,153

Stable Fund C
PBHG Growth Fund

1,783,353
0

1,783,353
0

1,783,353
0

Fidelity Contrafund
Janas Fund
Janus~dvisor Fo-rty

217,638
57,207
51,402

217,638
57,207
51,402

217,638
57,207
51,402

DWS Income Fund A
DWS Hi Return Equity

25,870
40,158

Oppenheimer G!obal Fund A

106.426

25,B10
40,158
106,426

25,810
40,158
106,426

Book Value

Markel Value

Par V~lue

-

- -

-

-

~

~----rCMA

-

-

--

-

98,970
297,880

98,970
297,880

Nationwide Large Cap- Growth

129,161
67,383

129,161
67,383

129,161
67,383

Nationwlde Inter Vallnst Svc
Nationwide US Sm Cap Val1ns Sv("

19,104
2.082

19,704
2,082

19,704
2,082

Nationwide D('sl 2015 Inst Svc

38,496
39,500

38,496
39,500

38,4%
39,500

$7,625,367

$7,625,367

$7,625,367

Book Valu-e

Market Va]ue
$7,625,367
3,167,425

MarketValu
$1,625,361
3,167,425

YLAoC[ount

Tolal National De ened
-

--

SU1ll1ll
'

Book Value

MarketVaJue

Par Value

Aggnssiv. Ojlpor.
International

$84,313
115,747

$84,313
115,747

$84,313
115,747

VT Royce Premeir
VT Ranier SmallfMid Cap Eq

1,211

1,211

1,211

Total Nationwide

19,794

19,794

19,794

TotallCMA

$7,625,367
3,167.425

All Equity Growth

52,691

52,691

52,691

VT Fidelily Contrafund

97,696

97,696

97,696

Total Deferred Compensation Plans

$10,792,792

$10,792,792

$10,79~,792

Growth and Income

136,062

136,062

136,062

VTH&Wl.alg. Cap Value

11,122

11,122

11,12.2

Broad Market
500 Stock Index

33,532
48,386

33,532
4g,3g6

33,532
48,386

VT Fid.elily Diversified international

40,770

40,770

40,770

VT Amen,.n Century Re.lllsta ..

~,315

6,31S

~,315

BookVa[ue

Market Value

Market Val'll

Equity Income

179,402

179,402

VT Legg Mason Value

1,317

1.317

1,317

Savings Deposits

$2,059,885

$2,059,8B5

$2,059,885

Asset Allocation

107,324

179,402
107,324

107,324

8,7n907

12,198

2,670
18,848

8,732,907

12,198

2,670
18,M8

8,732,907

12,198

2,670
18,848

Mutual Funds

C.re Bond

VT Fid.lity Puntan
VT American C{'ntury Valu:~

$10,792,192

$10,192,792

$10,792,792

16,242

Savings Oriented

Fund

°

10,673
41,683

98,970
297,880

Nationwide Inv Des- Cons

VanftUard Total Bond lndex
Putnam Voyager

--

Fund
N B SDdaUy Responsive Fund

DFA US Micro Cap Port

38,173
17,631

Mus Fund

30,979

30,979

30,919

16,242

1,306,020

1,306,020

VT TR Pn<e Growth Stork Ad.
VT Lord Ahbel Luge Co Value

16,242

1,306,020

3,346

3,346

3,346

4,635

4,635

4,635

T ROWf Price Small Cap Value

64,212

64,212

64,212

Consen-atlve Growth

63,354

63,3S~

63,354

T Rowe Price SmaU Cap Stock

8,990

8,990

8,990

Traditional Growth

165,225

165,225

165,225

Inflati{)n Protecb:!d Securities

12,634

12,034

Long-T<!ml Growth

199,036

199,036

Growth Fund

188,643

188,643

Mid/Small Co Index

5,763

199,036
5,763

12,034
Ig8,643

Mileston-e 2030
MHeslone 2035

1,114
M02

7,114
4,402

7,114
4,402

VT PIMCO ToW Return
VT P1MCO High Yield

33,306
44,150

33,306
44,150

33,306
44,150

OvefSf3S Equ.1y Ind-ex fund

36,084

36,084

36,U84

Vantage Trust 1yr CD

4,492

4,492

4,±<)~

$3,167,425

$3,167,425

$3,167,425

5,763

To!aIICMA

~

<
o
o

1'0

01

56,057
373,704

20
35,140

38,173
17,637

Cash Management

(J)

F-e-derated Kaufmann Fund

0

38,173
17,637

Fund

-->.

6,3~8

Market Value

0

Fidelity Independence

-

(.0
(.0

Market Value

6,338

Market Va~ue

Am Century Growth

Par Value
6,338

Book Value

Book Value
0

Fund
Prlndpa1ln. Mrtg Se' A
American Crntuty Balanced
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September 14, 2009

John Hawkins, Riverside County Fire Chief
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
210 W. San Jacinto Avenue
Perris, CA 92570
Subject: Service Levels for the Moreno Valley Fire Department
Dear Chief Hawkins,
The City has one, half funded, Battalion Chief Position in Exhibit A for the Fire Services
Contract which is currently unfilled. Due to the current economic crisis, I am requesting this
position remain unfilled and defunded for Fiscal Year 2009/2010.
Sincerely,

~)r~~

Jl
;!

Robert G. Gutierrez
City Manager

c:

~~and City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Steve Curley, Fire Chief

V;\Letters\2009\Fire Services Contract Change 09_08_09.doc

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233166

Office of the City Council

August 19, 2009
To: Executive Officers and Elected Officials of Agencies Impacted by Rail Traffic
From: Councilman Steve Adams, City of Riverside
Date:Augu~19, 2009
Re: Port Project and Rail Impacts
In addition to being a member of the Riverside City Council, I am a member of the Riverside County
Transportation Commission, and am also actively involved in the nation's goods movement issues.
As you may be aware, the City of Riverside has recently challenged the Port of Los Angeles's China
Shipping Terminal Expansion Project and the Port of Long Beach's Middle Harbor Redevelopment
Project for failure to analyze and mitigate rail impacts on the City of Riverside.
The Ports have been steadily expanding, and are forecast to expand even more. A large and stillgrowing portion of the cargo is transported by rail; Riverside is not alone with being burdened by the
existing and future rail traffic but with up to 128 trains every day and our 26 at grade crossings
creates a unique challenge. Each train divides cities and neighborhoods and blocks traffic. Stopped
traffic emits many tons of air pollution into a region already suffering from poor air quality. Stopped
traffic also means stopped emergency vehicles, adding minutes of delay when seconds count in lifeand-death situations. Despite Riverside's repeated requests for the Ports to meaningfully analyze
the impacts from their additional trains, they have refused to look beyond their own immediate
backyards.
Now, the Port of L.A. will again expand its Port capacity, adding even more trains. The Berths 302306 Container Termihal Project (attached for your convenience) will add 1,700,000 twenty-foot
container units each year, or approximately 6-7 more trains every day. That alone is a significant
number of trains, but together with other projects, the number gets much worse. The China Shipping
Project is estimated to add 6 trains per day and the Middle Harbor Project at least 3 trains per day.
These three projects alone will add 16 trains each day. Other future projects will add even more
train trips, such as the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad's Southern California International
Gateway Facility and the Union Pacific Railroad's Intermodal Container Transfer Facility
Modernization Project. Still further Port expansions are yet to come, bringing more trains with them.
Riverside, consistent with the Regional Transportation Plan is seeking a regional solution that
benefits all the stake holders. I urge you to make sure you and your constituents' voices are heard in
this matter. The Ports must mitigate the impacts of the additional rail burdens they are imposing on
all of us. Comments on the scope of the Berths 302-306 EIS/EIR are due August 24, 2009. Attached
is the Notice of Preparation of the Draft EIR. For further information, or if you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact me at sadams@riversideca.gov or at 951.826.5991.
Very Truly Yours,

Steve Adams

3900 Main Street. Riverside, California 92522

•

MV00233167

August 20, 2009

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Los Angeles District Regulatory Branch
c/o Spencer D. MacNeil, D. Env.
A TIN: CESPL-CO-R-2003-0 1029-AOA
P.O. Box 532711
Los Angeles, CA 90053-2325
Subject: BERTHS 302-306 [APL] CONTAINER TERMINAL PROJECT;
Our File No: 08-0567.5
Dear Dr. MacNeil;
On behalf of the City of Riverside, I thank you for the opportunity to review and
comment on the Notice of Preparation for the Berths 302-306 [APL] Container Terminal Project.
According to the NOP, the Project will more than double the terminal cargo throughput from 1.3
Million TEUs to 3.0 Million TEUs, a 130010 increase. That increase will be made possible by
extending the concrete wharf by, 1,250 feet (nearly a quarter of a mile); adding a new berth;
doubling the nwnber of cranes from 6 to 12; and increasing the land area from 290 acres to 346
acres. By year 2027,45% of the terminal's cargo would travel by rail.
As I am sure you are aware, the City of Riverside is uniquely situated from having 25 atgrade rail crossings, and suffering the impacts from those crossings. Preswning that 75% of the
trains will travel east through the City of Riverside, and that each train of 100 cars carries 400
TEUs, the Project will add at least 9 trains per day, 7 of which will pass through Riverside.
Because the baseline percentage of cargo shipped by rail is not disclosed, but is almost certainly
less than 45%, the number trains generated by the Project will be even larger, more than a 130%
increase. For example, if 25% of the terminal's current throughput is transported by rail, the
Project would increase the amount of rail-transported cargo by 415%. More than four times as
many trains would serve that tennina!.
Riverside has repeatedly commented to the Port that it is currently impacted by train
traffic, up to 128 trains per day cross the City, blocking some grade crossings for more than 6
hours each day. An additional 7 or more trains each day will further cut in to the limited time
that the grade crossings are not blocked, and increase the hours that vehicles are delayed at those
crossings. Those delays will waste fuel and time, create air pollution in an already-impacted
area, and block emergency vehicle access. They will physically divide an established
community and conflict with an adopted emergency response plan.

3900 Moin Street ..

Ri"er~jde,

CA 92522 ..

.. www.rivef$ideco.gov

MV00233168

~~~~----------,--

The EIR prepared for the China Shipping project initially ignored rail impacts beyond the
Port's own backyard.
Only after Riverside and the Riverside County Transportation
Commission commented upon the lack of rail impact analysis did the Port look further east. and
even then, the analysis was flawed and inadequate. Riverside respectfully requests that the EIR
for this Project must address the impacts of increasing the number of trains to and from the ports,
beyond the Port and its immediate neighborhood, at least as far away as the City of Riverside.
The EIR must also adequately analyze the Project's cumulative impacts. The China Shipping
project will add at least 6 trains per day and the Port of Long Beach's Middle Harbor project will
add 6 more; together with this Project, at least 21 more trains will be added each day. Moreover,
the ICTF modernization project and the SCIG project will increase rail trips, and the Ports both
have active incentive programs to increase the cargo transported by rail. The potential
cwnulative impacts are serious.
Fortunately, mitigation for the additional rail traffic is a simple matter of separating the
rail and vehicle grades. A moderate, reasonable infrastructure fee based on cargo throughput.
such as a container fee, would efficiently and effectively address the Project impacts to the
Southern California region. Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter. If you have
any questions, or if the City of Riverside can be of any assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact us directly.

tfully submitted,

GPP/alb

MV00233169

Office of the
City Attorney

August 20, 2009

Dr. Ralph Appy
Director of Environmental Management
Port of Los Angeles
425 South Palos Verdes Street
P.O. Box 151
San Pedro, CA 90733
Subject: BERTHS 302-306 [APL] CONTAINER TERMINAL PROJECT;
Our File No: 08-0567.5
Dear Dr. Appy;
On behalf of the City of Riverside, I thank you for the opportunity to review and
conm1ent on the Notice of Preparation for the Berths 302-306 [APL] Container Terminal Project.
According to the NOP, the Project will more than double the terminal cargo throughput from 1.3
Million TEUs to 3.0 Million TEUs, a 130% increase. That increase will be made possible by
extending the concrete wharf by 1,250 feet (nearly a quruier of a mile); adding a new berth;
doubling the number of cranes from 6 to as many as 12; and increasing the land area from 290
acres to 346 acres. By year 2027,45% of the terminal's cargo would travel by rail.
As I am sure you are aware, the City of Riverside is uniquely situated from having 25 atgrade rail crossings, and suffering the impacts from those crossings. Presuming that 75% of the
trains will travel east through the City of Riverside, and that each train of 100 cars carries 400
TEUs, the Project will add at least 9 trains per day, 7 of which will pass through Riverside.
Because the baseline percentage of cargo shipped by rail is not disclosed, but is almost certainly
less than 45%, the number trains generated by the Project will be even larger, more than a 130%
increase. For example, if 25% of the terminal's current throughput is transported by rail, the
Project would increase the amount of rail-transported cargo by 415%. More than four times as
many trains would serve that terminal.
Riverside has repeatedly commented to the Port that it is currently impacted by train
traffic, up to 128 trains per day cross the City, blocking some grade crossings for more than 6
hours each day. An additional 7 or more trains each day will further cut in to the limited time
that the grade crossings are not blocked, and increase the hours that vehicles are delayed at those
crossings. Those delays will waste fuel and time, create air pollution in an already-impacted
area, and block emergency vehicle access. They will physically divide an established
community and conflict with an adopted emergency response plan.

3900 Main Street. Riverside. CA 92522 •

www.riversideca.aov

MV00233170

The EIR prepared for the China Shipping project initially ignored rail impacts beyond the
P011's own backyard.
Only after Riverside and the Riverside County Transportation
Commission commented upon the lack of rail impact analysis did the Port look further east, and
even then, the analysis was flawed and inadequate. Riverside respectfully requests that the EIR
for this Project must address the impacts of increasing the number of trains to and from the ports,
beyond the Port and its inunediate neighborhood, at least as far away as the City of Riverside.
The ErR must also adequately analyze the Project's cumulative impacts. The China Shipping
project will add at least 6 trains per day and the Port of Long Beach's Middle Harbor project will
add 6 more; together with this Project, at least 21 more trains will be added each day. Moreover,
the ICTP modernization project and the SCrG project will increase rail trips, and the Ports both
have active incentive programs to increase the cargo transported by rail. The potential
cumulative impacts are serious.
Fortunately, mitigation for the additional rail traffic is a simple matter of separating the
rail and vehicle grades. A moderate, reasonable infrastructure fee based on cargo tlu'oughput,
such as a container fee, would efficiently and effectively address the Project impacts to the
Southern California region. Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter. If you have
any questions, or if the City of Riverside can be of any assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact us directly.

tfully submitted,

--......""".--- /. ~-=--Gregory P. Priamos
City Attorney

GPP/alb
c:

Dr. Geraldine Knatz
Executive Director, Port of Los Angeles
Anne Mayer
Executive Director, Riverside Com1ty Transportation Commission

MV00233171
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You are Invited to Attend a Neighborhood Meeting
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Date: November 16, 2009
Time: 6:15 PM
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Location: S1lperior Avenue

.-.i.i.-r

,-"

C:

-~

Hosted By: Edward L lnit, Speed Hump Program Administrator
Dear Resident:
You are invited to attend a meeting to discuss the proposed placement of speed humps on
Superior Av:enue between Indian Street and Lake Victoria Drive. The meeting will
commence at 6:15 P.M. at the intersection of Hudson Bay Drive and Superior Avenue.
By attending this meeting, you will have the opportunity to participate in an effort to
improve your community.
Edward Init :and I will be facilitating the meeting, and we have invited Mayor Pro Tern
Bonnie Flickinger to answer questions and concerns.
If you have any questions regarding this meeting, please call Edward 1. Init at (951) 4133152. Thank you for your time and I hope to see you at the meeting.
Sincerely,

"-~
Eric Lewis, P.E., T.E.
City Traffic Engineer

C:

Chris A. Vogt, P.E., Director of Public Works/City Engineer
City Council

REMEMBER

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
BE PROACTIVE

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
"."','
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Steve Curley, Fire Chief ~

Date:

October 21 , 2009

Subject:

Fire Prevention and Safety Grant

On September 21, 2009, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Assistance to
Firefighters Grant Program opened the application period for the Fire Prevention and
Safety Grant, which ends on Friday, October 23,2009 at 5 p.m. E.D.T. Due to the short
time frame that the guidance documents and application was available, the Fire
Department was unable to present a staff report to Council for approval prior to submitting
this grant.
The Fire Department has identified the need to modernize the hazard abatement
inspection process as the program was initially given to Fire Prevention with only 822
vacant parcels requiring inspection. Over the course of the first inspection cycle, and in
coordination with the City's GIS Division, an additional 2,283 parcels were located that
required inspections for compliance with the hazard abatement program, more than tripling
the number of inspections that were originally occurring. As this is a code enforcement
activity that decreases the threat to the community for a wildfire, it qualifies as a priority for
funding under this grant.
In order to modernize the inspection process, the Fire Department requested the
Technology Services Division provide quotes for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

J

three Panasonic Toughbooks with GPS capabilities as well as all accompanying
power adapters, carrying cases, and port replicators
software licenses for Accela Wireless
vehicle mounts for the Toughbooks
mobile printers for printing notices in the field
mobile. broadband monthly costs in order to use Accela Wireless for conducting
inspections
a consultant to adapt the Accela Wireless Application in use by other City Divisions
for conducting field inspecitons. The modifications will take approximately 40 hours
to complete.
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Memo
Fire Prevention and Safety Grant
October 21,2009
The total cost provided to the Fire Department by Technology Services for these items is
$41,228. As this grant is a matching funds grant, the City would be required to provide
20% of the funding for these items, which is $8,246. The Fire Department is purposing to
pay for the matching funds out its current budget from business unit 65110 object code
6251.252, which is object code used to pay for the contract with Riverside County Fire for
Fire Protection Services.
The Fire Department is estimating a cost savings in personnel time for the hazard
abatement program of approximately $89,664 within the first year of implementing the
Accela Wireless program. This would fully recover the costs associated with this grant.
Additionally, the equipment will be used when conducting their new construction
inspections, tenant improvement inspections, special event inspections, and fire annual
inspections. The printers will also allow the Fire Prevention Bureau to provide better
customer service to the business owners as permits can be printed in the field and given to
the business immediately rather than having to wait to receive their permits in the mail.
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City Manager's Office

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
To:

Jesse Molina, City Councilman

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

Date:

October 21,2009

Subject:

Citizen Complaint - Cati Delgado

t'\

Per your October 19, 2009 email, the following is the written report you requested
regarding the complaint you received from Cati Delgado last week.
At approximately 8:00 p.m. on Thursday, October 15, 2009, I received a call from you
regarding an alleged incident at TQwngate Park earlier that evening. You subsequently
sent me an email at approximately 9:00 p.m. the same evening regarding the same issue
(copy attached). You stated that you had received a call from Cati Delgado of the Moreno
Valley Heat soccer team, that she was crying and that she and the team had been "rudely
thrown off the soccer field" by a city employee named Angel. Since I was out of town, I
called Acting City Manager Betsy Adams and advised her of the allegations and requested
that she contact the appropriate City Staff to look into this matter.
After conducting an investigation, which included interviews with City Staff and Pee Wee
football parents, Parks and Community Services Director Mike McCarty has provided the
following information regarding the incident:
•

Cati Delgado was not at Towngate Park the night she made the call to you.

•

City Staff did not throw anyone off the park premises.

•

Mr. McCarty was at the CRC when Ms. Delgado called to complain to City Staff.
Mike offered to speak to her directly about her concerns. She refused and stated
that she would call you.

•

CRC Staff received numerous calls from Pee Wee Football parents that were
quite upset that teenage soccer players were being allowed to kick balls into their
games and were not supervised as they practiced in the end zone of the 3-5 year
old children. Staff on site asked the Heat coach to please move his players back,
and to move flag markings by 3 feet.

l
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•

While City Staff was speaking with a soccer coach, a soccer parent began insulting
and verbally abusing the staff member. The Staff member ignored this individual
and instructed the soccer coach to move the flags and walked away from the
escalating situation. The coach ignored this request and was asked one last time to
please move her teenage players back as someone may get hurt. The coach again
refused and subsequently during the Pee Wee game a soccer player ran onto the
field interfering with a football player trying to pull a flag.

•

Several parents of the Pee Wee football players became quite upset, began
confronting the soccer coaches and players, and decided to call the CRC. The
parents also commented that they are considering bringing their complaints to City
Hall because "soccer is being allowed to take over the fields, and they paid the City
to have their children in a safe, fun activity."

•

Ralph Delgado, Cati's husband, was also at the park and understood that the older
soccer players are not to be on-site until 7:00 p.m., or after the Pee Wee players are
gone as to avoid a possible safety issue. He also acknowledged at the time that it
was wrong for his players to be playing into the Pee Wee fields.

RGG:rc
Attachment: Email dated October 15, 2009
c:

Mayor and City Council
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director

W:\Admin\102109 Cali Delgado complaint.doc
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Bob Gutierrez
From:

Jesse Molina

Sent:

Thursday, October 15,20098:54 PM

To:

Bob Gutierrez; Bob Hansen; William Batey

Cc:

Betsy Adams; Cindy Miller

Subject: urgent

Bob, I recieved a phone call at 1930 hours from Caty of the Moreno Valley Liverpool soccer team. She stated
to me crying that they were rudely thrown off the the soccer field where they hold their regular soccer
practice by a city employee named Angel. Please investigate on my behalf and and report back to me
Thank You.
Jesse Molina

10/20/2009
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TEL: 951.413.3000
FAX: 951.413.3750

MORENO
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Mr. Brad Williams
President & CEO
MVPEV
14255 Elsworth Street
Moreno Valley CA 92553

rs. /AJ,
Dear MtWiiliams:
Congratulations on your success in forming your partnership with CT&T to establish a
Regional Assembly & Sales CRAS) facility to produce electric vehicles at your Moreno
Valley facility. Locating the new RAS facility in Moreno Valley provides a strategic site
for this new operation and will produce many new quality employment opportunities. As
we have discussed, the City of Moreno Valley has several funding opportunities that
MVP EV could utilize in starting up the new CT &T operations. The following represents
the framework for the City of Moreno Valley's assistance package:
•
•
•

$107,000 from CDBG-R funding for Economic Incentive for 'Green and
Technology Business' that can be used for equipment and facility upgrades
$107,000 from CDBG-R funding for Utility Infrastructure Improvements
$100,000 from the CDBG FY 2009/10 Budget for a Job Creation Incentive

A legal agreement will be drafted to spell out the details for the City's funding in
conformance with CDBG program standards and requirements. Please note that an
Agreement is subject to the consideration and approval of the Moreno Valley City
Council.
If you have questions or wish to discuss this matter in greater detail, please feel free to
contact me at
or via email at barryf@moval.org.
Sincerely,

g~~

Barry Foster
Economic Development Director
C. City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
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Moreno Valley
City Council Update
Funding and Incentive Mechanisms
for Alternative Energy
Presented by George Hanson and Ted Flanigan
City Council Study Session
September 15, 2009
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Presentation Outline
• MVU's Role in the City
• Energy Efficiency Opportunities
• Solar Incentives
• A Potential New Tool: AB 811 Financing
~
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What's MVU all about?
• Mission: provide reliable, economical, and
safe electricity and services for the benefit of
the residents of Moreno Valley
• Approximately 5,350 customers

• 4,784 residential customers
• New commercial developments and their
requirements (such as Stoneridge wi
Target, Walmart, etc.)
• Municipal buildings as key customer segment
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Energy Efficiency Programs,
Incentives
• Website recommendations for residents
• Proposed Energy Efficiency Retrofits at
City Hall, Police Department, Animal
Shelter, Fire Station
• Technical assistance
• Savings by Design for Stater Brothers (value

$31,378)
• Efficiency program for Val Verde USD (value

$60,555)
~
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Solar Program Incentives
• Solar Electric Incentive Program
• Required by S8 1, State of California
• Started January 1, 2008, continues for 16
years

• MVU 2008 Solar Special

~
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• Increased rebate from $2.20 to $4/watt
• Highest incentive level in State of California
• Residential participant installed S.SkW system,
received $22,000 rebate
• Special ended December 31, 2008 (reverted
back to $2.20/watt incentive level)

-->.
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Solar Program Incentives,
(Cont'd)
• Commercial and Industrial customers have
contacted MVU with plans for significant
solar installations
• MVU offers solar rebate and techn.ical
assistance
• Current program sets incentive at
$100,000 per project
~
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Future Initiatives
Energy Efficiency Programs funded by Public
Benefit Funds generate immediate savings and
create local, "green" jobs
1.

Potential efficiency programs
•
•
•

2.

Enhanced solar program
•

3.

~
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CFL giveaways
Residential, commercial "Tune-ups"
Enhanced website/educational materials

Consider adding "solar services" for commercial installs

AB 811 Financing

AB 811 Background
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

~
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Assembly Bill 811 was sp'earheaded by the City of Palm
Desert to build on Berkeley's pilot financing district
model for solar systems.
Amends California Streets and Highways Code; defines
perman.ent energy improvements on private properties
as public benefits.
Governor Schwarzenegger signed the bill into law as an
urgency measure on JulY 21, 2008.
Palm Desert launched AB 811 program Aug 29, 2008.
Within a month, over 250 Palm Desert proQerty owners
had signed up and the first $2.5 million in 7 0/0 loans
were made.
In Sonoma County, $18 million has been reserved
already in a program that launched March 25, 2009.

----------

AB 811 Program Features
Easy for property owners to participate ...
• Minimal document means of investing in permanent
energy improvements
• A no money down opportunity
• 100% of measure costs financed at 7%
• All you need is a title check and not to be in arrears
• Secured by a lien on the property, assessment repaid
over 5 - 20 years.
• Assessment stays with the property if the home or
business is sold before the loan is paid off.
~
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Benefits for the City
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• Program would be available to entire city - not
just MVU.
• Low-cost means of achieving energy and
environmental goals.
• Increases "green" activity, creates local jobs.
• Can be completely outsourced, or managed in
regional collaborations that lessen costs.
• Can be designed to be zero net cost after two
years, then continuing to deliver results at no
cost to city or cou nty .

Eligible Equipment:
Efficiency fixtures and renewable
systems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
~
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Air conditioning and duct zoning
Pool pumps
Roof and wall insulation
White roofs and roof coatings
Energy-efficient windows, doors, and skylights
Water heating equipment
Efficient lighting systems and controls retrofits)
Building contrors
.
Motors and controls
Irrigation pumps and controls
Solar photovoltaic and solar thermal systems
Wind and geothermal systems

Program Highlights
• Berkeley
•
•
•
•

Kicked it off, but then went dark
Lots of PR but only a handful of installations
$1.5 million pilot program, 9-minute sign-up
Outsourced to Renewable Funding

• Palm Desert
• 222 loans
• $7.5 million reserved, with $3.1 million funded
• Funded internally initially, now secured by city
~
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Highlights continued
• Sonoma Cou nty
•
•
•
•

$100 million funded
County Treasury and Water Agency "seed" funds
Energy storefront plus extensive outreach
$18 million reserved in four and a half months

• Boulder, Colorado
• Signs up block of reservations before bonding
• Successful bond sale, taxable and non-taxable
• Going now to second block of financing .
~
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Keeping Up with Developments
• Financing in current market
• Short term financing
• Bond market conditions
• Underwriting standards
• Judicial Validation

• Current real estate conditions
•
•

Equity or Loan-to-value ratio requirements
Mortgage lender waivers

• Availability of Stimulus Funds
~
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City Options for Considerations
• Go it alone; benefit from "the spread"
• Finance internally
• Administer internally

• Outsource to 3rd party
• Join Riverside County program
• Hang on for the CSCDA statewide program

~
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Conclusion
MVU welcomes guidance from the
Council on adding to its portfolio of
services for the community.
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CiTY COUNCIL
HORENO VALLEY
RECE!VED Financial & Administrative
Services Department
09 flUG -~, PM 2: 17

MEMORANDUM

7'

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director ~

Date:

July 28, 2009

Subject:

Position Control Roster by Department & Division

Subsequent to the adoption of the FY 2009-10 Operating Budget, Council requested
that Attachment "E" of the budget adoption staff report (City of Moreno Valley Position
Control Roster) be provided with positions identified by Department and Division in
addition to the benefit group. The attached report is provided in response to this
request.
At the next regular City Council meeting, scheduled for August 25, 2009, Council will
also receive an updated Position Control Roster that reflects the positions that were
defunded in the FY 2009-10 budget.
Should you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me at
extension 3024.

Attachment
c:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Chris Paxton, Human Resources Director
Cynthia Fortune, Budget Officer
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1

"TP

I

TP
TP

l

!Facilities
~nimal

L____ j
1 1 -------.J

--.t=-:-4=
I
I-

___

j
i

I 1I
....l------.JJ-------.1!lJ

!Facilities
ITreasury Operations

iii

--+--.. ----+--------.----------~~I . ---~!-l--------

' I !

(1)1

3

Svcs

.

L'

(1)

'

I

(9)1

t--------r----!-------~--- ""---r---'-i -----.."

!

--·----tFi~------r-DM-1Fi~~-p~~~;~ti~~---------~t---11-------,

IDepu!y Fire tylars~al---Fe----l=~fAM-lF~re preven~i;~'"
!Manage~"ent ASSistant

r__

I

IPurchasing

-.!I'_ Animal Svcs

IFAS~____J

-

IFIRE DEPARTMENT

~~ Marshal

I __ FT

1

FASD

~~ . ______L

PAM

IFlre Operations

_--r'~=----(li1
~
1 I
__J
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IPOSITION CONTROL ROSTER BY DEPARTMENT Including Positions Defunded Through FY 2008-09

F~·--·---

~_.,._,.

_ _ _

~c

.

!

L

---.---+-~---~-~.--+-Benefi~==~==------~---l==-'-! ~~08~~~-~1

.+-

~--'~-~'----+------~---~-"----'---W------------"'~'-1-~-"'

l_. ____._""_..__ ~itio~ _____

I

IFi~~ Insp~~t~~I-1- - -

!Fire Safety Specialist
!permit Technician
l~ Office Assistant

~e Inspector II
~ire Safety Specialist
~sr Administrative Asst

De pt-4..§!.ou p

*

. . . . . . . . . . ~Wh ____'"

J__________Di~i.sion ----.----.J---~..?~-.lDef~nded"~

!
I
I
I
I
1
lR~------'''"-"-~~=-''-FT----tF;;~~~~ntion Inspection~__.""r=~)-[::=--=----·l
!Fire ___.l__..!..!.._IFire Ereven!i.0n ~nspections
1____1 I " _____ .""_J~JJ
'I Fire
I FT !Fire Prevention Inspections i
._,-J
Fire
1__~.lRre Prevention Inspections
!
1 !______ i

=rr__

IFi':.~_,____I=_~ IFire Prevention
I

--rRre ,

~ire

FT
FT

_

t Fire Prevention

"L--~. l.-.--(!)~
~-..-!.L---J

!
!Fire Prevention
II!
'
IFire Total 1
+'--.----------------------------,i ------1'-------·---·1
12 i
(3)1
I __________-L_______
J..
- --L----+--,-------~---4----L---.-l

i

,----

/-----

RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
_L.----L--.
_.
--1---------1-------.-'
.~UMAN
I
"
" _~~~~_~rc~s
.
IH~_man Resources Dir
HR
____~_E_~_+Human
______"_j---1.J.--,.----.--.-"-c-.l
I

~~k Div ~~,

~Ri~~-Man~en_t Analyst
~rHRAnalyst

._--1 HR _______J_. ._.E!Yl_~~~_~~age~~~---_-----l... - ..-----!.-L----.----1
~ ____+~~M

iHR Analyst
!Emerg Op & Vol Svcs Prog Mgr

~ecutive Assistant I

-,-----f-.

Ris_~ Management_______

11

I H R , _ PAM

,Human Resources

jHR

,Human Resources
!Risk Managemen~

PAM

_~_ _.__~M

IH~

IHR

iEmerg Op & Vol Svcs Pro_g Spec

:HR

~ecur~ty Guard
,Security Guard
,--------

!HR

!

IHRTotai

i,

~__._~_T

jHR

I·-·----~

rl.ibrary Director

IILib~ary

~ibrarian ~ibra ry Circu lation Spvr
!Principal Librarian

IExecutive Assistant I
!LibraryAssistant

r---

l!:ibrary Assistant
Library Assistant
!Library Page

I

C~-------

,

-.

!.

t________~
.~__~___.__J
_ L ___IL.______J
1

-r-I

_R~sk

Manag~_':l.:l~~~. _______t__-2..L~-. . ---..-J
!
1 I
I
I 15!
0 i

IRisk Management

PT

[BRARY

i L~brary

L_-W__.____~

-l FT IHuma_n Resources ._ _--!_~} l ___,_~
._-.l_F!....._~an. Resources .. _
I
?l. ______ . .J
! FT _IRiSk Managemen!_________ l--_._~_t. -_. -..----.--J

_

IHR Technician

ILibrary Services Div Mgr

,

I

.

·~- ·--~-----~F--f=l

EM -library

----..

D~_' L~brary,

--~

_--==+=+

____

Ii Library_+--

i+~_:~~-=-_t!~
1

I

J

----.------i---~-----~
J:._t. ____ ___

PAM
library
Li bra ry ______._!__.~~~__ .}_Libra ry ~__
-----;---!-l-.. ----------j
LibrarL___J_P~_M
Libra'1.. ______"________l._.__
~ (!2j

I

i

n

_ _. ._

- - - - -. .

!

~.!!?rary _~-__ .~_LLibra~.----.-_....-....
~---------J
I Library
!
FT
jLibrary
!
4!
i
!
--'_ ...----" ,
·----------------·-t-----"T------·-----l
ILibrary
_1 ___ P~_ILib~ary _______
'

i _TP

ILibrary

TP

Library

kLibrary
i Library
I
jLibrary Total

l

i.

_

I

._~_

--4--.---,---J

I ---J

1
9 !

!

-+'__

2U-

(2)1

' I
I
; ,
fPARKS & COMMUNITY SERVICES ~EPARTMENT-r---- .. --~--t--·-·~- --~----- ~·-------+---------1---·....-------i
~
..
i
~-----r----~---_,--_,L. ----+-.. ---~-..-l

!parks & Comm Svcs Dir

~ecreation Svcs Div Mgr
!parks Maint Div Mgr

~A~ School Prog Coord
~Aft School Prog Spvr

~hildren'S Services Spvr

!PCS

I

PCS
_~CS

Ipcs
IpCS
PCS

.

.

I . EM

IParks & Comm Srvcs Admin!-__..!.-L-._____...__ J

L_ D~

I Parks

--l_.....Q..~--

i

Recreation Services
Main!enance

~_ PAM-lASES Program Grant

~ PAM
___~AM

lASES Program Grant

~S Program Grant

L--~.-L-h___1!)j

I __I I ______.._.__...J

t----~
1_1___
J

-t___ r ___
!

5

I

1

.~
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fpOSITION CONTROL ROSTER BY DEPARTMENTI~~luding P~iti~-~~' Defunded Through FY 2008-09

r-------~--

t--

.

----=t-- DePt=pr~~i -----~~~p~Vi~I~~-_-~-----rN~~+~efunded ~
!

Position

iPCS

IPCS
IPCS

rCommunity Svcs Spvr

~ Citizens Ctr Coord

IRecre~tion Prog Coord

rParks Maintenance Spvr
~nquet Facility Rep

.

~

r
--1-

Ipcs

Ipes

iParks Projects Coord

-

lsr Administrative_Asst

~------.

---+-_0-,--1--,------1

lASES Program Grant

1Recreation

PAM

I

1!

!

_service~---=:-_+==--=- 1I~o==---i

IRecreation Services

!----l_L-------l

IRecreatio~ ~ervices

I

!

!

PAM

PAM _ Iparks Maintenance
PAM
Recreation Services

!

----rp-cs---~I~- FT

IParks Maint Worker

IPCS
IPCS

!Sr Customer Service Asst

! PCS

~Executive Assistant I

!

lL____~I.___

~--~-----J

l---J:'+_o_--_J

~kS & Comm Srvcs Admin

-i--------~-------~

IParks Mainten~_~______~ __,____4o_.______~
Recreation Services

,Lead Parks Maint Worker

IpCS

Parks

IParks Maint Worker
ISr Administrative Asst

IPCS
PCS

I

IPCS

lSr Office Assistant
ISr Parks Maintenance Tech

; PCS

iPCS

~olf Course Maint Worker

!

--1-!~ !Recreation Services

IPCS ---~-L~"I--.

-----J-

FT

Mai~tenance

~_ FT 'Parks Ma~ntenance
__-+--.£!_~kS Maintenance
_

i FT
t--~!

---t-

FT

I

____

IParks Maintenance

o

_

-----.!..L--------J

&-------J
2

1___. __•. ___1

~__ .___ jJ-)!

! _4I

Parks Maintenance
Parks Maintenance.____

-

----=1

L___~~______~

~~_______+--.£!~rks Maintenanc~
IpCS

!

~--iJ

lASES Program Grant

____ ~.-£~--! Rec.reation Services
___~---_~T

I

1-----11----(1)1

_l__!T __~ Parks Maintenance

~~CS_~"~ ___

1

------l-------il-···-----·--------1

-J __-.£.Wparks Maintenance

lPCS_

~ Ranger

~-=-J

~------ll------l

-~I-:FAM !~arkS Maint;nance
Ipcs
- - - , PAM
Parks Mainte~~~--

Parks Maint Worker

-ISr Park Ranger
~ Administrative Asst
~ Customer Service Asst

PAM

------=t~--PAM

-J PCS

[Recreation Spvr

-

i

~---+~~~J Parks & .Com~ ~rvcs Ad~~__~________~__ j________,_____
JPCS
i
PAM jRecreatlon Services
!
1 t
i

!Management Analyst

~~ad

j

--~+-----~---- !

ISr Hr Analyst

rSr Parks Planner

I

--C==+~----1-=~=--,-------~-~------~----1
i ! Benefit
i 2008-09 1

1_ . _.
r -

-I

(2)1

----l

1 I

--l.---W----~
j
1 !
-----------1

1- ~___~

~te~!~~:~r~:~~ceec~~~s~

-

\Recrea-tion Prog Leader

=rCS --------==C-PT--[Re~~~atio~-~~ices .----io-~~'--_-~~~~--illJ

rR~creation Prog Leader

iSr Recreation Prog Leader
!sr Office Assistant

[Aft School Prog Asst

~ft School Site Le~_

!Child Care Assistant
!child Care Instructor II
!Child Care Prog Manager
fchild Care Site Spvr
!Recreation Aide

~Laborer

~ation Aide

_

!sr Recreation Prog leader
ILaborer
~~ation Aide

!~~-----_Jr--:~ I;~~~e:;~~~a~~~i~:~t ----u~--+--tt-"------i
IPCS----HTiRecreati~-n Servlces-·iPCS

.-i PCS

I

PCS

°

PCS

_ IPCS
l PCS
JCS

~

___ ___ PT

-+____ PT

!Recreation

serv~~~_~-+__ 2 L.-------_J.~j

IR~~_ation Services

~.j~ES Program Grant

-l--..!!'__~SES Program Grant
~!~----_LChild Care Grant

____
_I

i

,Child Care Grant

1

!

___~

3
4
1

!

I

-u------l

! ~l..--------j
.1 23.J________j

_____
____

-----1

-+-

TP==-1C:h~ld Care Grant

TP

-t-ll--·o~--l

)

. .__

--------r .

-----~cs----I----TP-Tchildc~re~~nt ----~---!

1

41--"---1
I

I

IPCS ~. TP IChiid Care Grant
~~- -~~-~l
PCS
i
! TP ~olfeourse Program
--~--.-~--I-----J
. [l:CS_-LTP -IGOlf Cou~e p~gra~ __-+o----.i..L-o----o~J

i PCS
.l_TP
Golf Course Program
Ipcs!
TP
IParks Maintenance
. - - pcs
TP ~cre~tio~.~ervic~s

I

L_

i

I

-..JJ--

J

!
(1)1
L_~u=_=---(iTI
2
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~POSITI~Q~..£ONTROL- ROSTER BY~TEPARTM~~T 1~~I~!ng ~~!!?!!~ Defunded Through FY:i8-09_!-.. ____.__J
i

I---

.

I

1

!

I Benefit

!

·-~---·-+-----T·----~:-----·-·"-·

I

---

____

--~t Dept -.-~~ G~?~P-.~I=Di~~-!
I
i
I
(--_._-.
!PCS Total
I
I
t~·---------·----·--·---·-l---··-··---..r--···-------·r·-----·----··,.
[_____

Position

~~_nage ment Ana Iyst
!Ma.nagementAnalyst
L.Executive Assistant I
~ Office Assistant

i

!

I

!

1 226 I
{1111
+---~-l!

-------------l--.---.. !.L--.--------..J

____.. __.... __.U>o lice__.__
~~~_ _~d m i ~~!ratio n
Ipolice _ _ .I_PA~!afficEnforcement
Police
I.. FT
IAdministration
-+I
_ ! Police
TP
!Administration

J __

I

I

.

I

I-·----T

-t

--I PW

rpW Dir/City Engineer

i.~lectric Utility Div Mgr

i PW

!'Maint & Oper Div Mgr

__

I

I

~W ---'~1=

!Sr Engineer, P.E.
[Sr Management Analyst
I?r Re.al Property Agent

~upervising Engineer
iElectric ~tility P~og Coord
l.?r Electrical Engineer
~r Management Analyst

IPW
_____$W__
IPW

I

jcaPital Projects
PAM jCapital Projects

I

PAM jCapital Projects

I

!

1

I

!

.-w ____jl

I
!
I

~

1

!

____

1.1 ____
21-l!l1

!

! __!+-

(1),

-J--.-1..t--.------~.-~

,+
__~+____.~
! . 1-1______. ___

Projects
,Capital Projects
ICapital Proj~_cts

~
(1)1

11
.__L __

-__
+_.___ _____
.

, ___ IPW .._____~---PAM-lcaeital ~~jec~~_. __._ _ _ t_--_.l~
lPW
~ PAM !Electr~c Ut~l~ty
~

~~~----l

LAssistant Engineer
!Associate Environmental Eng
~Construction Inspector Spvr
~'Y1ana~ement Analyst

IMana~ement Assistant

r,:

!~r Engineer, P.E:

jStorm Water Prog Mgr
,Street Maint Spvr
~anagement Analyst
Ipublic Works Prog Mgr
LLandscape Dev Coord
&,ndscape Dist Prog Spvr
!Spec Dist Budget & Acct Spvr

I

t

lPW
W

PAM

~~~

jElectnc Utility
iElectric Utility

.--~

___._.__
1

!

PAMILand Develop!'lent
-fW
.t-~A'Y!_LLand Development
pW__.___~._._..PArv.!~d Development

I

I

!PW

~----k~.
"
! PW

I

PW

I.~_W

I

J

----::E

!

--~----r~=Ir---l

----.-1.L- p~~_fcapit~1
--.J

0

-----L~=~It=~-=~

I

OM
Electric Utility
DM
l Land Development
DM _JMaint & Operati"ons

PAM
PAM

I

-j-·-·--l~-~·-------l

_~_L_PAM

__~~~_____

lSr Construction Inspector

11

----------r----+-----i

1

!PW
!PW

!

I

!

Ipublic Works Admin
iSpecial Districts Div Mgr
.._~_.~.JPW_.~ _ _ -L_.J2~. !Special Districts
[Trans Div Mgr/City Traf Eng
PW.____
DM
ITransportation
IManagement Assistant
ipw Dev Coordinator

1 I
1 I

i

~ Pw Dir/A~st City En&._ _ _~W____WM

!

~

!
4
~C'~~--.C"-"""""""''''''''''''''''------r--_V-'-"''''t'-- . . . . . . -,-~~

l---E"M--tPublic Works Ad~in

=r

---~~..

iEngineering Div Mgr

! ,1!

!

I ,

tPUBLlC WORKS DEPARTMENT

i

-1

---t-.----+----->-----~-.--.--------.---I-. -----.-,___ .~__,

Ij"--.--~~~------------.--'"¢----~-.-.~~.~-.-~-.-.__+-..
IPolice Total i
i

IrManagement Analyst

I

l----·+-----------r-------·--··-------t------t---------l

rpOLICE DEPARTMENT
!

I

---r-::------j
I 2008-09 I
~?~ Defunded
i

!

PAM

ILand Development

PAM

!Land Development
Land Development

PA~

I

PAM

; land Development

PAII(jMaint & 9perations_

-J~Jl
~

IT
_~
--.~---.- ----J.
..

L.~J-.-.-. -----.-.-.~

..-1._._..

.

1

I

~

~__ ~

+

(1)!

I
~
---r---..-!l-.----J~ll
-+__.__

2
2

I

l-- 1 I
i

'

_ _~

~

~

l-.

2 .j_ _ _
PW "____ ._ PAM
Public Works Admin
1 ---~.-l,--.---~
IpW ___.
PAM !Public Works Admin.
1
1
PW .___J_~AM _J~pecial.pistric~ ______ ~_~~ ____~.~

!

I

!__

I

J---m----J

JPW _ _.._~A~--1Special Districts
PW
PAM ISpecial Districts
i l l !·-·"-,.~·---"t---H~ .._---r-----~---·-·..-"--~~-·~--t-1PW
I PAM ISpecial Districts
1 !

!

I

1-

I:--r:--

lSpeci.~Dis~ricts Prog Mgr
_I PW
! PAM ,Special Districts
~!:. Fina_~cial Analyst ._____-.J p~____
1 _~~M_..._~pecial Districts

l-----1-L-------------!
. ---. !
---·l

+---__J

i

----+----1---,----.--<
!
1
__
1. L_.__
I

L.....

w<
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CITY COUNCIL

i<OREHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
.:....:.....:::..=...::.....::=-=---.:....;;;..-.-.-.;..;;;....::==.E~::!.;;
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

26 Ptj J 22

Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, City Treasurer ~

Date:

August 26,2009

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - July, 2009

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended July 31, 2009. All investments comply with California Government
Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits of each type.
In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
As background information, each quarter the City Council receives a Quarterly
Investment Report at a regular City Council meeting. In the two months that fall
between these Quarterly Investment Reports, a Monthly Investment Report is submitted
to the City Council and City Manager via internal memorandum. This reporting process
ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised regarding the City's
investments on a monthly basis, and that full public disclosure is made on a quarterly
basis.
As reflected in the attached report, the City holds three investments of $1 million each in
Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc. (Lehman), out of a total general investment portfolio of
$246 million. As a result of the Lehman bankruptcy filing in September 2008, the City
continues to pursue recovery of these investments through both legal and political
channels through participation in a consortium of other public agencies that hold
Lehman investments or who have a stake is seeing that public agencies receive fair and
equitable recovery. The political effort has been spearheaded by Senator Dianne
Feinstein, Congresswoman Jackie Speier and Congresswoman Anna Eshoo with the
support of the National League of Cities, National Association of Counties, U.S.
Conference of Mayors, and the Association of Public Treasurers of the United States
and Canada. The House Financial Services Committee held a hearing on May 5, 2009,
which builds on the effort begun last fall when amendments were secured in the
Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 enabling the Treasury Secretary to use Troubled
Asset Relief Program (TARP) funds to assist municipalities. So far, public agencies
holding Lehman investments have been identified in 22 states, with loss exposures
totaling over $1.8 billion.
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Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have questions or need clarification on
any information presented in the attached report.

Attachment

c: Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00233206

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments
[
Total General Portfo!lO

111,651,877
133,521,401
246,373,177

111,797,554
131,651,875
244"649 328

111,651,877
133,116,725
245,968,501

1.56
Years

Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
Total Bond Proceeds

3,715,522
8,907,459
0
14,809
534,738
27, 690,017

3,715,522
8,907,459
0
14,809
534,738
27,690,017

3,715,522
8,907,459
0
14,809
534,738
27,690,017

0.00
Years

ICMA

3,167,425
10,792,792

3,167,425

3,167,425

1O,79T,79zn--W;792~92J

r Total Deterred CompensatIon FuildS
Total Investment Portfolio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

284,855,986

283,132,137

l

284,451,310

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophic event.

.~--

Steve Elam
City Treasurer

Attachment 1
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Trea~urer's Cash and lnvestments Report

;We1J;'ii~;g~-ii;nk

... ,

July 2009

07/3V09

'-·08/01/09

STATE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESIMENT FUND /LAID
. , _. 07/31/09
Genera 1 Ftind
Community Services Districs
07/31/09
. Redev elopnlent Agency
07/3V09
TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF POOL

08/01/09
08/01/09
08/0ij09

INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
MMkt Acd~Hig!!marK US GYml
TOTAL MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS

07/31/09 .

08/0lj09

CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES ITEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAM)
Morga'ii Stanley
06/02/09
09/22/11
Wells Fargo Bank N.A.
05/01/09
12/09/11
Bank of Amenca
OS/26/09
M/30/12
U.S. Bancorp
05/15/12
06/15/09
..
Citibank
- 06/04/12
06/0~09
TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS (TEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAM)
CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES
L'ehfuohiBtos Holdiiig--'International Lease Finance (AIG)
International li:ase Finance (AIG)
American General Finance (AIG)
Lehman BrrisHoldiiig
American General Finance (AIG)
HSBC Finance Corp
Otigroup
Amencaii General Fbiance (AIG)
Morgan Stanley
HSBC Finance Corp
Credit Suisse USA
Bank One Corp OP Morgan)
Bank One Corp OP Morgan)
Goldman Sachs
Lehman Bros Holding
GE Capital Corp
HSBC Finance Corp
Berkshire Hathaway
GE Capital Corp
TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

A+
AAAAA+
A+
A+
AA~

AA
A+
A+
AAAAA+
A+
AAA+
AAA
AAAAA
AAA

Al
Al
Al
A1
Al
Al
Aa3
Aal
Al
Aa3
Aa3
Aa3
Aa3·
Aa3
Aa3··
Al
Aaa
Aa3
Aila
Aaa

06/08/07
12/02/05
03/26/07
08/08/06
08/25/06
06/08/07
10/15/07
01/30/07
OS/29/07
05/10/07
10/29/07
10/30/06
01/10/07
03/30/07
03/21/07
02/06/07
02/15/08'
03/13/08
03/24/08
02/21/08

01/27/10
04/15/10
04/15/10
05/15/10
07/26/10
09/01/10
10/15/10
01/18/11
03/15/11
04/15/11
05/15/11
08/16/11
11/15/11
11/15/11
01/1-'V12
02/06/12
02/15/12' .
03/15/12
··05/15/12
10/19/12

1,199,899

1,199,899

1,199,899

38,584,713
34,423,110
38,644,054
111,651,877

38;635,056
34A68,023
38;694,475
111,797,554

38,584,713
34,423,110
38;644,054
111,651,877

1,116,725

1,116,725

1,116,725

1,116,725

Ui6,72S

1,116,725

1,018,389
1,033,802
1,012,448
992,222
997,149

1,013,830
1,031,570
1,005,850
996,160
996;480

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

s,IJ5Uiv

5,643;896

s,MMvv

1,000,000
999,427
999,993
995,498
1,000,000
990,912
1,000,000
1,015,913
979,733
1,024,556
1,027,178
1,001,737
1,014,572
1,016,610
1,030;685
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,028,995
1,030,641

172,500
899,390
899,390
864,930
172,500
771,620
1,004,580
1,028,230
702,290
1,057,740
1,039,120
1,066,780
1,055,720
1,055,720
1,085,860
172,500
1,004,910
994,750
1,063,490
1,044,170

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

20,156,450

17,156,190

20,066,000

1,000,000
999,988
1,000,000
1;000,104
998,387
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
997,787
1,000,000

1,001,880
1,002,800
1,006,880
1,016,560
1,014,060
1;026,250
1,036,250
1;011,560' _..
1,039,690
1;027,500"

1.035%
1.035%
1.035%

1.035%
1.035%
1.035%

1.00000

1

0.00487&

0.004&783

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1
1

1

0.156869
0.139949
0.157110

0.1568685
0.1399493
0.1571098

. LAII"
LAIF
LAIP

l.OOOOO

1

0.004540

0.00.5401

Union Bank

2.000%
3.000%
2.100%
1.800%
1.87S'Yo

1.310%
1.530%
1.690%
2.150%
2.000%

101.56100
103.73900
101.16500
99.01400
99.69900

783
861
1,004
1,019
1,039

0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066

3.1833344
3.5004482
4.0818235
4.1428069
4.2241181

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UnioriBailk

4.250%
5.000%
5.000%
4.875%
4.500%
4.625%
5.000%
6.500%
4.000%
6.750%
6.750%
5.500%
5.900%
5.900%
6.600%
5.250%
4.000%
5.000%
4.750%
5.250%

5.400%
5.090%
5.000%
5.510%
5.286%
5.550%
5.000%
5.280%
5.400%
5.140%
5.070%
5.400%
5.170%
5.075%
5.170%
5.340%
4.000%
5.000%
3.620%
4.190%

97.20300
99.64500
99.99700
97.84900
97.24500
97.29000
100.00000
104.31200
95.24700
105.65900
105.38500
100.40800
103.08600
103.35625
106.01900
99.60000
100.00000
100.00000
104.30600
104.44000

180
258
258
288
360
397
441
536
592
623
653
746
837
837
898
920
929
958
1,019
1,176

0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066

0.7318010
1.0489148
1.0489148
1.1708816
1.4636020
1.6140278
1.7929125
2.1791408
2.4068122
2.5328446
2.6548115
3.0329087
M028747
3.4028747
3.6508740
3.7403163
3.7769064
3.8948077
4.1428069
4.7811000

Union Bank
Union Bank
UriioiiBank
Union Bank
Unioit B.nk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union aonk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Jlank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

5.000%
4.140%
3.110%
5.095% .
3.020%
4.515%
5.000%
2.000%
4.940%
3:050%

100.00000
99.93400
100.00000
100.09700
99.50800
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
98.98600
100:00000

17
32
95
129
224
241
299
315
375
441

0.004066
0:004066
0.004066
0.004066·
0.004066
0:004066
0.004066
0:004066
0.004066
0:004066

0.0691145
0.1300980
0.3862283
0.5244574
0.9106857
0:9798003
1.2156028
1.280651S
1.5245855
1.7929125

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Unioil Bank
Union Bank
UilioiiBiink
Union Bank
Un/on Bank
Union Bank
UnianBank

u.s. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
Fed Farm Credit
. Fed Ho-me LOan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm CteaitFed Home Loan Bank
FeaHome Liian Bilok·
Fed Farm Credit
Fed FiirinCrecUC
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home loan BanI{

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W
1'0
0

ex>

AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA ' Aaa
AAA
AAA'
AAA
AAA·· Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA

08/17/07
08/17/09
09/0V09
02/14/05
11/03/08
11/03/09
09/07/06
12/07/09
04/28/08
03/.12/10
03/29/05 ··03/29/10
01/26/07
OS/26/10
'11/11/08 . . - 06/11/10
11/29/05
08/10/10
" 04/15/08'
10/15/10
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,-

1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
-1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000··

5_000%
4.125%
3.110%
5.125%
2.750%
·4.515%
5.000%
··2:000%
4.700%
3.050%

July 2009

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Fed Home Loan Bank
; Fed HiimeToan Bank .... ~
Fed Ag Mig Co
·Fed Hiime LoanMtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Natl MtifAssif ..
Fed Nail Mig Assn
Fed Fan'ii" Credit··· ...
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bink
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! MtgAs!iii
Fed NaU Mtg Assn
Fed FarmTredif ..
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Hoine Loari Bank '
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
Fed NatI Mtg Assn'
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! MtgAssif
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! MtifAssii ..
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp'
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed HomeTolin Mfg Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan MtgCorp
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn·
Fed Farm Credil
Fed Home Loail mink
Fed NaU Mig Assn
Fed NittI Mtg Assn
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Nail MtgAssri .
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed HcimeLoaitMtjfCorp
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn·
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Hoiiie LOan Bank
Fed Farm: Credil
Fed Home Loileil Bilrik
Fed Farm Credit
Fed FarmCrediC .
Tennessee Valley AuthOrity
...
Fed N.dtMfg"AiSii-

~

<
0

0
1'0
(.0
(.0

1'0
0
<D

..

AAA
···~AAA---

.

1,000,000
.... -1~000;000
992-434
01/14/11
06/05/06
···-02/18/09 .. ··-02/18/11
1,000;000··
1,000,000
02/25/09
02/25/11
999,802··
. 03/02/09-·· 03/02/11 .
1,000,000
04/01/09
04/01/11
.. 05/19/08- -. '05/02/11·
997,839
1,000,000
06/01/09
06/01/11
·06/09/08 " 06/09/11
1,000,000
1,000,000
07/14/08
07/14/11
02/18/09 . ·08/18/11
1,000,000
1,000,000
03/09/11
09/09/11
1,000,000
09/29/08·
09/29/11
1,000,000
10/26/06
10/26/11
1,000,000·
10/28/08 ···10/28/11
1,000,000
12/15/11
12/15/08
03/23/09· ..... -12/23/11
1,000,000
1,000,000
01/23/12
01/23/09
-1,000,000
02/08/08' . 02/08/12
1,000,000
02/10/09
02/10/12
1,000,000
02/17/09
02/17/12
998,304
02/17/12
02/17/09
998,104
03/02/12'
03/02/09
1,000,000
03/19/12
03/19/09
1,000,000
03/26/07 -03/26/12
1,000,000
04/19/07
04/19/12
1,000;135
05/07/09
05/04/12
1,000,000
05/11/12
05/11/09
1,000,000
06/01/07
06/01/12
1,000,000
06/01/12
06/01/09
1,003,122·
06/29/07 ' . 06/21/12
1,000,000
01/06/09
07/06/12
1;000,000
07123/08
07123/12
1,000,000
08/01/12
08/01/07
1;000,000
08/13/12
02/13/09
1,000,000
02/27/09
08/27/12
1,000,000
09/10/07
09/10/12
1,000,000
03/10/09
09/10/12
1,000,000
03/24/09
09/24/12
999,212
04/29/09
10/29/12
1,000,000
04/29/0910/29/12·
1,000,000
11/05/08
11/05/12
1,000,000
05j23/08
11/23/12
994,481
11/23/12
OS/23/08
1,000,000
12/10/12·
06/10/09
999,424
12/11/12
06/11/09
1,000;000
06/18/09
12/18/12
1,000,000
12/24/12
06/24/09
1,000,000·
~01/07/08
·01/07/13
1,006,491
01/14/09
01/14/13
···01/18/08 ·01/18/13·
1;000;0110
1,000,000
02/01/13
02/01/08
. ·1,000,000
·02/25/09 . 02/25/13
1,]34,591
06/09/09
03/15/13
1,000,000
. 03/19/08
03/19/13

10/28/10
04/28/08
- ... ··05/05/08·'· . 11/05/10

··AAA.
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AM,
Aaa
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aila
AAA
Aaa·
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aitii
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
AAA
Aila
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Alia
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA· . Aitif
Aaa
AAA
AAA
AAA
AIfA"
AAA
··AAA ..
AAA
Aaa
AAA· Ail·a'

1,027,500
. ··-1;007,5001,043,110
··1,007,160·
1,006,550
1,003,440·
1,006,560
-1,037,500
1,001,250
1,026,250
1,033,440
1,005,000
1,003,130
1,005,000
1,011,250
1,031,880
1,006,250
1;007,190
1,010,940
-1,015;000
1,014,690
1;005,000
1,004,690
1,005,580
1,006,410
1,027,470
1,030,310
994,060
997,700
1,037,190
998,130
1,100,940
1,003,240
1,032,190
1,096,880
1,014;690
1,005,000
1,005,000
1,000,630
1,001;880
1,002,340
1,001,250
1,035,000
1,029,960
1,029,960
995;630
995,510
' ·996,560
1,002,810
1;018,130 .
1,009,380
1;036;250
1,013,440
'1,002;500
1,122,380
1,020;310
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I ..··

1,000,000
·1;000;000·· .
4.875%
1,000,000
1,000,000"· " - 2:000%
1,000,000
2.000%
1,000;000·
2.000%
1,000,000
2.050%
3.250%·
1,000,000·
],000,000
1.300%
1;000,000
3.600%
1,000,000
4.125%
1,000,000
2.000%
1,000,000
2.150%
·4.050'/.
1,000,000
1,000,000
5.300%
1,000,000
4:000%
1,000,000
3.010%
2:250% ..
1,000,000
1,000,000
2.100%
1,000,000
3.570%
1,000,000
2.250%
1,000,000
2.000%
1,000,000
2.450%
1,000,000
2.350%
2.625%
1,000,000
5.000%
1;000,000
1,000,000
5.020%
1,000,000
1.625%
1,000,000
2.050%
1,000,000
5.300%
1,000,000
2.120%
1,000,000
5.450%
1,000,000
2.300%
1,000,000
4.220%
1,000,000
5.250%
1,000,000
2.450%
1,000,000
2.625%
1,000,000
5.200%
1,000,000
2.500%
1,000;000
2.650%
1,000,000
2.350%
1,000,000
2.250%
4.125%
1,000,000
1,000,000
3.700%
3.700%
1,000,000
2.250%
1,000,000
1,000,000
2.000%
2.100%~
1,000,000
1,000,000
2.250%
4;625°/0.
·1;000;000
1,000,000
2.500%
. 4~000%
"1;000;000
1,000,000
3.790%
3;000%·
1,000,000
],000,000
6.000%
-4;0000/0
1,000,000

5.470%
2.0000/.
2.000%
2.010%
2.050%
3.380%
1.300%
3:600%
4.125%
2.000%
2.150%
4.050%
5.300%
4.000%
3.010%
2.250%
2.100%
3.570%
2.250%
2.660%
2.520%
2:430%
2.625%
5.000%
5.020%
2:300%
2.050%
5.300%
2.120%
5.325%
2.300%
4.220%
5.250%
2.450%·
2.625%
5.200%
2.500%
2.650%
2.350%
2.280%
4.125%
3.700%
3.880%
2.250%
2.020%
2.100%
2.250%
4:625%
2.300%
·4.000%
3.790%
3:000%
2.490%
4.000%

97.60000
100;00000
100.00000
99.97500
100.00000
99.63600
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.78000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.53800
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.91500
100.00000
100.00000·
99.25000
100.00000
99.94000
100.00000 '
100.00000
100.00000
100.75200
100.00000
]00.00000
100.00000·
112.54000
100.00000

532
567
574
579
609
640
670
678
713
748
770
790
817
819
867
875
906
922
924
931
931
945
962
969
993
1,008
1,015
1,036
1,036
1,056
1,071
1,088
1,097
1,109
1,123
1,137
1,137
1,151
1,186
1;186
1,193
1;211
1,211
1,228
1,229
1,236
1,242
1;256 '
1,263
1;267
1,281
1,305
1,323
1,327

0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066·
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066·
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0:004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
·0:004066
0.004066
0.004066'·
0.004066
0;004066
0.004066
0.004066·
0.004066
0.004066

2.1628786
2.3051732
2.3336321
2.3539599
2.4759268
2:6019592
2.7239260
2.7564505
2.8987452
3.0410398
3.1304821
3.2117934
3.3215635
3.3296946
3.5248416
3.5573661
3.6833985
3.7484474
3.7565786
3.7850375
3.7850375
3.8419554
3.9110699
3.9395288
4.0371023
4.0980857
4.1265446
4.2119214
4.2119214
4.2932327
4.3542161
4.4233306
4.4599207
4.5087074
4.5656253
4.6225431
4.6225431
4.6794610
4.8217556
4.8217556
4.8502145
4.9233946
4.9233946
4.9925092
4.9965747
5.0250337
5.0494270
n063449
5.1348038
5.1510661
5.2079839
5.3055574
5.3787375
5.3949997

Union Bank
UjdoiiBiiitk
Union Bank
Union Baiik·
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bai\.k
Union Bank
Union Biiiik ..
Union Bank
Unioh Baitk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uilion Baitk
,Union Bank
Uniori. Bank
Union Bank
Union: Biiri.J(
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uniciri.Biiitk
Union Bank
Union Barik
Union Bank
Unioit Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uniciit Bimk
Union Bank
Uitiiiil Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Baiik
Union Bank
UtiioitBank
Union Bank
UiiionBank
Union Bank
UiiionBaiik
Union Bank
UilionBank
Union Bank
Union Biink
Union Bank
Union Bailk

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Trea~urer's Cash and Investments Report

Fed Nail Mig Assn
AAA
Aaa
MiA ,- Alia
Fed Home LoaitMlgCorp
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
AAA
'Fed FamfCredlt" -.- '"
-AIlIl
AAA
Fed Home Loan MtgCorp
AAA
Aaa
Fed Fliriii. Credit '" .' - ' ,
AAA'
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed Hoiiie LoiiitMtg Corp
AAA
ABa
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan lIiink
AAA
Aila
Fed Nail Mig Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
AAA ' Aaa
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bink
AAA
Aia
Fed Home Loan Bank
Aaa
AAA
Fed Nitl Mtg Assn"
AAA
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Aaa
Fed FiinnCr€dit "
"AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
AAA· Alii
Fed NatiMtifAssn
Fed Nail Mig Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed NaH MfifAiiSri
AAA
Aia
Fed Nail Mig Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nail MtgAssn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nat! Mig Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Hoirie Loin Mtg Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Natl Mig Assn
Aaa
AAA
Fed Home Loan M tg Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed Farm Credit ...
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed N,W Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nail Mig Assn
AAA
Aaa
TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
TOTAL INVESTMENTS
TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

July 2009

05/13/08
-05/13/09OS/20/08
06j03/09
06/10/08
06/10/0812/26/08
07/23/09
07/29/08
10/28/08 '
11/24/08
03/30/09 "
10/15/10
11/26/08
11/26/08
06/18/09
07/16/09
06/24/09
01/07/09
'01/28/09
02/03/09
01/12/09
02/18/09
0.3/18/09
03/24/09
06/08/0904/14/09
04/16/09
05/01/09
05/05/09
05/14/09
06/10/09
06/16/14
06/17/09
06/25/09
07/0V09
07/02/09
07/09/09
07/28/09

05/13/13
05/13/13
OS/20/13
06/03/13 "
06/10/13
'06/10/13
06/15/13
07/23/13
07/29/13
08/20/13
09/09/13
09/30/13
10/15/13
11/26/13
11/26/13
lZ/13/13
12/23/13
12/24/13
01/07/14
01/28/14
01/30/14
02/12/14
02/18/14
0:¥18/14'
03/24/14
04/07/14
04/14/14
04/16/14
05/01/14
05/05/14
05/14/14
06/10/14
06/16/14
06/17/14
06/25/14
07/01/14
07/02/14
07/09/14
07/28/14

1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000'
1,000,000
1;000,000
999,134
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,078,605
1,000,000
1;000;000
998,227
1,000,000
998,006
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
999,071
1,001;430
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
999,538
1,000;000
1,000,000
107,194,216
133,521,401

998,480
993;"440' ",
1,025,310
999,800 "
1,017,570
997,810
1,024,750
1,026,250
995,190
999,800
1,035,630
1;025,310
1,004,380
1,002,50(l
1,023,130
1;029,690
1,025,630
1,094,380
992,190
995,630
984,060
982,810
990,940
"996;880
1,001,560
1,000;630
1,006,280
986,560
973,750
995,940
989,060
988,260
983,750
990,000
992,840
1,005,000
996,020
1,001,250
1,002,790
987,500
999,900
108,335,070
131,651,875

'1;000;000'-2:20'0'/.
4,125%
1,000,000
1,000,0002.400%
4,000%
1,000,000
" 1,000,000
2,700"/.
1,000,000
4.000%
4,300%
1,000,000
1,000,000
3,000%
1,000,000
2,400%
4,625%
1,000,000
4.625%
1/000,000
1,000,000
4.500%
1/000,000
3.000%
1,000,000
4.250%
1,000,000
3.500%
1,000,000
4.050%
4,875%
1,000,000
1,000,000
3.000%
1,000,0003.000%
3,000%
1,000,000
1,000,000
2.000%
3,100%
1,000,000
1;000,000
3.240%
3,000%
1,000,000
3.200%
1,000,000
1,000,000
2.375%
1,000,000
2,900%
1,000,000
3.160%
1;000,000
3.000%
1,000,000
2.250%
1,000,000
,3.125%
1,000,000
2.125%
1,000,000
2.000%
1,000,000
3.130%
1,000,000
3.750%
1,000,000
3.450%
1,000,000
4.000%
1,000,000
3.400%
1,000,000
2.500%
3,000%
1,000,000
107,000,000
133,116,725

246,373,177

244,649,328

245,968,501

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
1'0
-->.

o
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2:200%' "-100:00000
4,125%
100.00000
2,400%
100:00000
4.000%
100.00000
2,700%
100;00000
100.00000
4.000%
4,300%
100:00000
3,024%
99,90000
2.400%
100.00000
4,625%
100.00000
4.62$%
100.00000
4.500%
100.00000
4,500%
100.00000
4.250%
100,00000
3,500%
100.00000
100.00000
4.050%
2.960%
108.00600
3,000%
100.00000
3.000%
100.00000
3,000%
100.00000
100.00000
2.000%
3,150%
99.75000
100:00000
3.240%
100,00000
3.000%
.3.200%
100:00000
2.426%
99.90000
99:64000
2.980%
100,00000
3.160%
3,000%
100.00000
2,920%
100.00000
100.00000
3.125%
3,030%
100.00000
100.00000
3.160%
100,00000
3.125%
100.00000
3.750%
100,00000
3.450%
100,00000
4.000%
3.410%
99.95300
100.00000
3.690%
3,000%
100.00000

-1,347
1,382
1,382
1,389
1,403
1,410
1,410
1,415
1,453
1,459
1,481
1,501

0.004066
0,004066
0.004066
0;004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
'0,004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066

1,5~2

O~004066

1,537
1,579
1,579
1,596
1,606
1,607
1,621
1,642
1,644
1,657
1,663
1,691
1,697
1,711
1,718
1,720
1,735
1,739
1,748
1,775
1,781
1,782
1,790
1,796
1,797
1,804
1,823

0,004066
0;004066
0,004066
0.004066
0.004066
0,004066
0.004066
0;004066
0,004066
0.004066
0,004066
0.004066
0,004066
0.004066
0,004066
0:004066
0.004066
0.004066
0,004066
0.004066
0,004066
0:004066
0,004066
0.004066
0.004066
0.004066
0,004066

1.000000

5.6186056
5,'6186056
5.6470645
Union B"ank
5,7039824
Uillon Bank
5,7324413
Union Bank
Uiilij'n Bank
5.7324413
5.7527691
Union Bank
Vidon Bank- ,
5.9072605
5,9316538
Union Bank
6;0210962
UidOR Bililk
6.1024074
Union Bank
6.1.877842
Union Bliilk
6.2487676
Union Bank
6:4195212
Union Bank
6.4195212
Union Bank
6.4886357
Uriioii Balik
Union Bank
6.5292913
6.5333569
Union Bank
6.5902747
Union Bank
6.6756515
Uiiion Biiik
6.6837827
Union Bank
6:7366349
UiiionBank
Union Bank
6.7610283
6.8748640
Unioff Baitk
Union Bank
6.8992574
UtiionBank
6:9561753
Union Bank
6.9846342
Union Bank
6.9927653
7.0537487
Union Bank
Union Baitk
7.0700110
7.1066010
Union Bank
Union Bank
7.2163712
7.2407645
Union Bank
7.2448301
Uni6iiB<ink
Union Bank
7.2773546
7.3017480
Union Bank
Union Bank
7.3058135
Union Bank
7.3342724
7.4115181
Union Bank
570 days
1.56 years

CITY, OF MORENO V ALLEY
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

33,000,000
19,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000

corporate Notes (fLGP)

ICoroorate Notes

Morgan
Keegan
15%

TLGPCorp
Note.
2%

HSBC

Wells

Unionpargo Sec
Bank 16% Wells
0%
Pargo
Bank

LAIF

Agencies
44%

46%

Corporafe
Notes

8%

Dec 00

1.71

JunOl

Dis

Dec 03

1.94
1.56
1.24
1.58
1.91

Jun04

.- 2.02

Dec 01
Jun02
Dec 02
Jun03

-->.
-->.

1.75

Dec 05

1.47
1361.90

0.75

]un07

2.bi

0.50

Dec 07

1.49

09

33,000,000
31,000,000
245,968,501

2.00

1.25

JunOS
Dec 08
J""""09- -

o

2.25

1.48

Jun06

1'0
W
W
1'0

2.50

1.77

Dec 06

<
o

2.75

JunOS

..

Average Years to Maturity

3.00

~ 1.50
;.,

Dec 04

~

46%

50% ~-----------------------------------------------40%

1.00

30%

-·1.57

0.25

1.57
1.49
1

0.00

20%
10%
8 ssg 8 a 8
~

o

§

~

~

0

§

~

~

0

§

~

~

0

~

§

~

8

~

0

~

§

~

~
~

Q

~

§

~

8

~

0

~

§

-

8

~

0

~

§

_

~
~
0
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5.3%
7.7%
14.6%
13.4%
12.6%
100.0%

g g
§ 3

-

-

0% I'

, ,
1 Day

1 to 12 mas

','

,,'

13 to 24 mos 25 to 36 mos 37 to 48 mos 49 to 60 mos
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- -'---6:35- ". -.. -6:18-Dec 00

,.In·oi.

3:7'2: ',-

5.32

6.54

6.20

4.96

5.60

DeeOl

2.17

3.26
2,69"
2.20
1.70
1.55
1.47
2.13

4.71
.3.94"
3.29
2.49
2.60

}un02

2,06

Dec 02

Dec OS

1.32
1.09
1.26
2.09
2.75
3.454.38

Jun06

5.21

4.70

Dec 06
jun 07
Dec 07

5.00

5.13

2.81
3.17
3.53
4.11
4.47

4.91

5:25

- 4.82

3.34

4.80

4.79

Jun08

2:36

2,89

0.37

0:56

2.35
1..38

.3.91
3.55

0.26
0.48
1.13
1.62
2.53

0.35
0.56
1.11
1.64
2.54

Jun03
Dec 03

Jun Ii4
Dec 04

fun os

3mo
6 rno
1 yr
2yr
3yr
5vr

2.62

2.97
3.81

2.42

2.7

2.5
2.3
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.1

I
.

/

0
1'0
W
W
1'0

"

~

0.3

6 rna

1 vr

6.5
6.0
5.5
S.O
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

-0-1 Year Treasu

0.0

~~~~~~~~~~~~~&&~~~~~~

~#~#~~~~~~~#~~~~~#~~#

1.00

--------------~-----

0.80

+-i

0.60

tl - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

j

0.40

+1-------------------------

0.2D

+1-----------------------

2 vr

3 vr

5vr

O'~to

3m~~

2;

3yr

5yr

(0.20) L
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-->.

1'0

,~

V(1U,,",'y

~~~~~~~~~~~~~&&~~~~~~

'i
...... 6/30/09

3mo

l~l;JVJ.l;;Uo.;

-C-7/31/09 -

0.1

1mo

t-----\-.~._--------_J~~::!::::!o

J!I

J'

~

~J----1~-------------=:r-r-----t----Il'~---------__;=;ILJ._"II:ihr__----

f

r

0.5

+I'''~L..JIII_---------------------.

~~~#~~~~~~~~~~~~~#~##

Jj

0.7

<
0

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

•

/

0.9

~

f

7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Local Agency Bonds

5 years
5
5 years

years .

.U.S; treasury Db-ligations
State of Cillifornia _()~~g<l~ons.

No Limit
No Limit
.-

None
None
None

-No limit

0
0
0

0%
Oo/~

5 years
0--0·

CA Local Agency Obligations

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%,

5 years

u.S. Agencies

5 years

No Limit

None

107,000,000

44%

5 years

Bankers Acceptances

180 days

40%

None

°

0%

180 days

Commercial Paper
Negotiable CD's ..

270 days
S years

25%
30%

A1jP1jF1 rating

0
0

0%
0%

270 days
5 years

1 year

No Limit

None

0%

1 year

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

92 days

20%

None

°0

0%

Corporate Obligations

5 years

30%

"A" rating

25,000,000

10%

5 years

Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

0

0%

3 years AWM*

Money Market Mutual Funds

NjA

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

1,116,725

0%

Collateralized Bank Deposits

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

5 years

20%

"AA" rating

0

0%

Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

NjA

No Limit

None

0%

N/A

No Limit

None

°
111,651,877

Repurchase Agreements

County Pooled Investment Funds

I

Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF) -

A1/P1/Fl rating

245,968,501

* - AWM = Average Weighted Maturity
~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
1'0
-->.
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5 years

0%

~-

W

5 years
.

45%

No Limit
70%
10%
10% (5% per
issuer)
70% (50% per
issuer)
20% (10% per
issuer)
15%
0
20% (10% per
issuer)
Not Allowed
30% (10% per
issuer)
15% (10% per
issuer)

jl

None
AAA" rating
"AA" rating
"AA" rating

"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"A1jPljFl" rating
None
None

"A" rating
"AAA" rating by 2
of 3 rating agencies

"AAA" rating by 2 of
15% (10% per
3 rating agencies
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
None
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
"AA" rating
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per Top 25% of peer
2 years
group
issuer)
20% (10% per
AAAfjS1
1.3 years AWM*
issuer)
None
50%
N/A
3 years AWM*

CIrx OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

July 2009

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

~\ 1,11<; I .Ht~1l

(~~!lJrrI!!l.!.!.)!ll

t\; ·4

20350203

rebate fund

.pedal ta. hondo

226.11800
2263]801

interest acct

:'iP.ienri-fWid'·

22631805
22631809
22631900
22631901
22631904
22631905
22631906

debt ,eiVI,. io~a'
special to. funds

I"i.... f 0",,1
reserve fund

.dmii""ji ;'«:1'
cost of issuance
'A'dls FMg.O

Series B Revenue
Series A Prindpal

Senes B~ieserve
Series A interest
Series If

mterest"

(

J n ff c;.
22.U3500

W33501
"22m503~

22333504

money market fund
iniirket
money market fund
iniiiieymai-liet fund
money market fund

milnoy

29t;M4
2,322

07/31/'YJ

2,322
70,301
329
364,796

329
364,796

- ril{3i/09

'06,lO:i/U'i

1;9~,76s

1,9z:J,765

1,923,765-

07/311'YJ

08/01/09

0

o

o

WFGoolFund
WF Govt Fund

07/31/'YJ

07/3i,t;i9

W('II') J Mg,]

fund

money mark.tfiilid
money market fund

money mkt fund
money mid fund

fund .-

money~ niJ((

money mkt fund

"WI' GoiifFiind "

.. "07/.'1f/!}9

WFGovtFund
wFGo.iFund
WFGovtFund
WFGo.IFund
WFGovtFund
'WI' GO.HURd
WF Govt Fund

07/311'YJ

01{3i/09
07 /31/'YJ
01{31/O9
07 /31/'YJ
01{31/09
07/311'YJ

i1!\f1ll1D;1
08/01/09

Ol\fl1l/09
OBI 01 /09
08/IIl/09
08/01/09

08/lll/09
08/01/'YJ

WFGo.tFund

ril/iilO9

0B/lI1/09

'WF Govt Fund

01/':rl/'YJ
1r7{31/'YJ

08/0lI09

, 08/IIl/09

07/31/09
ril/3l/D9

08/01/'YJ
OB/Ol/'YJ

" WF G;;;;fFiiniJ
WFGovt Fund

l'\"-GovUiiiid-

.2233350!r "iiione'yDikffUiid

lQ'!7 -(

(!I'~

12526001

[It'rllmli~

I~y

(

1.00000
1.00000
1.1!0000
lJJOooO

Q,01%

0.01%

0,01%

0,01%

1,028,690
377
535,786
405,313
16,152
366,241

0.01%
0.01%
535,786
0.01%
535,786
0.Q1%
405,313
405,313
16,152
16,152
0.01%
0.01%
366,241
366,241
0,01%
72
72
_-:-:::;.2=_--:~,,=::--_-:-::::--:-.:-::-- 0,01%
4,276,398
4,276,398
4,276,398

0,01'1'
0.01%
0,01%'
0,01%
0,01%

1,00000
1.00000
1,1!0000
1,00000

n

0,01%
0.01%

70,301

1,028,690
377

1,028,690
377

150,242
12,.301
522;478
625

IApllo; IMgII

I~J9711'r~"t'

n[)lld<;.~

WF G.vt Fund

U5256100

money mkt fund

rebate aCCQunt

12526104

money mkt fund

debt SenKe fund
'WI'II'l' I Mg«)

bond fund
reserve fund

(onshiicticul'fund
1Ai~11~.J "',go

"intere-st fund
construction fund

,.jilf.l mteresifiiitil
cost of issuance
~Y1'If~

5'lrgu

revenue fund
reserve fund

'ildmin"i"xpenses

451,652

1'0
W
W
1'0
-->.

.j::>..

0.01%

0.01%

1,00000

1.00000
1,00000
1.00000
1,00000
1.00000

6,948%
0.000%
3,715%
0.001%
i.935%
1.464%
0,058%
1.323%
0.000%
0.000%

0,543%

150,242
12,301
522,47'8625
457.652
1,143,298

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01 %
0.01%

2.71 0/ 0
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

1.00000
1.00000
1,00000
1.00000
1.1)0000

1.887%
0.002%
1,653%

o
a

'0

0.01%

0,01%

1.00000

0.000%

0.01%
0.01%

0.051%
1.471%
0.000%
0.052%

0.044%

07/31/09

o

0B/lIl/09

o

WF G.vt Fund
WF GovtFund
WlfC.vi Fund
WF GovtFund

ril{3l/09

OB/lIl/09

14,067

07/31/'YJ

08/01/'YJ

407,455

07/31/09

08/lll/09

07/31/'YJ

08/01/'YJ

WF Govt Fund

07{3J/(J'}

0l\fl1l/09

WF GDvt Fund
WFGovt Fund
WICGovf'Fiind

07/31/09
07/31/09

08/01/09
08101109

07j3ij09

08/01109

0
14,480
436,002

14,067
407,455
0
14,480
436,002

0
14,480
436,002

0.01%

0,01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.01);

0.01%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1,148,842
1,148,842

1,148,842
1,148,842

1,148,842
1,148,842

0,01%

0.01%

1,00000

4.149%

0,01%
0,01%
0,01%

0.01%
0.01 %
0.01%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

10.808%

14,067
407,455

2ml7 I~Pl~I'VI'luplll('tlll\l~t'my 1,.'1 ,\lltll.llion lIunlb 1,U'~t'I~ A

22631700
20W;) e'rlsf.

mDney mktfund

1(1'}~'IllHl-

18042800
18042BQ4
.. 18042806

Utlnt!

money mkHund
money mkt fund

inoney mkHund

'

252

252

25z'

2,992,m
7,671,734

2,992,m
1,671,734

10,664,763

10,664,763

2,992,m
7,671,134
10,664,763

105
6,845,650
122,104
367,999
7,335,858

105
6,845,650
122,104
367,999
7,335,858

105
6,845,650
122,104
367,999
7,335,858

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0,01%

0,01%
0.01%
0,01%
0.01%

1,1lOOOO
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

24.722%
0,441%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

4.117%
4.255%
0.007%

0.001%
27.706%
38.515%

mlLt'lxllhll·~t-C:'.1'!.!:Ht~nu~UIlIH~~.:J h'l~m Uti lily

22277601
22277604

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

22277606

money mkt fund

. 22277665-' -moneymki'fUitd

, 01{3J/(J'}

\'\'1' Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund
Wi' Govt Fund
WF Govl Fund

08/011'YJ
08/01/'YJ

07/311'YJ
07/31/09
07/ 311'YJ

08/01/'YJ

fi7/31/'YJ
07/31/'YJ

0B/0l/09

1,139,943

1,139;'»3

j,139,'»3

0.01%

08/01/'YJ

1,178,135

1,178,135

1,178,135

0.01%

0,01%
0.01%

07;31/09

'OS/oj,i09 " - ,. f981

0,01%

0.01%

08/0l/O9

0,000%

1.329%

!,..\ulolll<lff fuiill,uy.l!}.g

2035000II
20350303

revenue
reserve
203500M "-... adinttle)(p·enies

~

<
o
o

0.008%
D,254%
0.001%
1317%

I'uhlb,. !1.drLy

money mktfund
money mkt fund

lease revenue\o\l·I~ .. 10111'.0

nJ~%

11.1011

money mkt fund

Rp\-l'nul'

12526107
12526103

2,322
0.01%
70,3Iitil,01%
329
0.01%
364,796

150,242
12,301
522,478
625
457,652
1,143,298

o
expense fund
reserve account

- '0,01%

0,01%
0.01%
0,01%
0.01%

1,143,298

delivery co.1 fund

-291,844-'

I' \:.1)

money market fund
money market fund

'-22&31804 -- "'milnOy mark.niind"

~

admin exp acct

291,844

'-fflPil~"

money market fund

(onlll1l1tl.!lyJ 'lJ...fllll~':;) ),"dr!.ll_"'::·1

11\ ell'> I MgO

08{ll1fo9 .
08/01/'YJ
08/01/09
08/01/'YJ

WFGovtFund
WFGovt Fund
WI' Govi'Fund
WFGovt Fund

; redemption hond
20050200
money market fund
redemption/prepay f
20350201
money market fund
rese-r\iefWiil" '-" - . 2oo56i02'iiion,;y-iniirkefiund

WF Go," Fund
WF GovlFund
WF-Go'vtFUil,C' .
Tolals

2
3

2,320,059
'27;690,01.7
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2,320,059
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2,320,059
27,690,017
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8,907,459

Construction Funds
"Priii<lpiil iiliiterest-AicoUittii'
Debt Service Reserve Funds

4 _.

Custody Ac("(ftmlir

5
6

Arbitr1llge Rebate Accounts
OtlierAc<ijuntii'
To-tal Fiscal Agent Funds
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CllY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

July 2009

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Fund

Book Value

•

.

Nationwide Fi)(ed {part Time Employee)

495,900

Market Va!ue
51.3'1,851
495,900

Liquid S""'gs (part Tim. Bmploy.")

196,134

196,134

Certificates of Deposit 3 years
Jr Morgan Mid Cap Valne A

137,521
66,286

n7,521
66,286

Bond Fund Of America

62,081
44,215
17,521

62,081
44,215
17,521

62,081
44,215
17,521

VanJtUard Index 500
v.anguard Ine;otit:utionill Ind~"
Vanguard WellinRto-n

14,M5

7',fit5
38,173
17,637

74,615

VlUlg"ard Win~ ••r II

5U86
241,ODB
11,635
68,317

38,173
17,637
11,689

Van~ard

209,241

Liquid Savings

$1,367,851

Growth Fund of Amnka
Investment Co. of America
Income Fu.nd gf Am.ericlII

Brown Cap_Mgmt IncSM Co
Fld.llty Ind,p.ndtn«
Fid.tity Equity Income
Flddlty Magen...

38,173
17,6~7

Fid.llty Pnritan
Fidelity Contra fund
Janu~

Fund

Janu.'l Advisor Fmty

______ L

Fund

495,900

American CentuIy Balanced

196,134
137,521

66,286

Am Conl"ty Growth
Am Century Select
Am ConI".,. Ultra

Principal Inv Mrtg Soc A

Total Bond Index

219,496

11,689
219,496

229,496

0
95,153

0
95,153

0
95,153

Puhtam Voyagu
Templeton Foreign (
~urop."rlc Growth
Stabl. FundC
PBHG Growth ['lind

217,638
57,207

217,638

217,638
57,207
5l,402

DWS Income Fund A
DWS Hi Return Equity
Oppenhe1merGloba1 Fund A

11,689

FidelityOverseas

Par Value
51,367,851

51A02

-

57,207
510402

Book Value
0
20
35,140
62-044
0

Market Valu.e
0

Market Value
0
20

Boo-kValue
6,338

Market Value
6,338

56,057

56,057

35,1'0

Federated Ki1ufmillM F,md

373,704

62,044

62,044

0
51,286
241,608
11,635
68,311
209,241

0

AIM Mid Cap Core Equity
W ••hlnglon Mntual Tnv

10,673
41,663

373,704
10,673

20
35,140

51,286
241,608
11,635
68,327

0
151,117

0
1S1,t17

1,783,353

1,783,353

0

0
25,870

1,783,353
0

0

40,158
106,426

25,670
40,158
106,426

9,062

--

41,683

Nationwide InvDcs A y[ Fund
Nationwide In. D •• Mod Fd
Nationwide- Inv Des Cons
Nationwide Larg. Cap Growth
Nationwide Inler Val Inst Svc
Nationwld. US Sm Cap ValIn. 5..

297,6~O

9,062
467,870
98,970
291,88D

129,161
61,383

129,161
61,383

19,71J.1
2,082

19,704

Nationwtde De-sf 2015 Inst Svc
YLAc(ount

38,4%
39,500

38,4%

Nati:onwide rnvDes Mod Cons Fund SC
NaHonwlde InvDes Mod AggrFo-nt1

209,241
0

0
0
151,177

25,870
40,158
106,426

Fund
N B Sodally ReSpDns.ive- Fund
DFA US Micro Cap Port

467,870
98,970

Total National Deferred

:07,625,367

2,082
39,500

~,~25,367

ParV"lue
6,338
56,057
373,704
10,6nU,683
9,062
%7,870
98,970
291,680
129,161
67,383
19,704
2,0$2
38,496
39,500

$7,625,367

--------- -- --- -- -S-ulnnl
Book Value

TotallCMA

$7,625,367
3,167,425

Total De-ftm-d CompensatiDn Plans

$10,792,792

$10,792,792

$10,792,792

o

1'0
(,0
(,0

Pagel0ofl0

1'0

.......
(J)

r"·---··-

DY
Book Value

Market Va!ue

Savings Deposits and CO's

$2,059,885

$2,059,885

MUlual Funds

8,732,907

6,732,907

$10,792,792

$10,792,792

Tota1 Deferred Co-mpensation F1iU18

~

Market Valu

$7,625,367
3,167,425

- . - - - - -Sll111lYliliV

<
o

Markel Vaiue-'

S7,625,367
3,167.425

Total Nation
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City

Date:

August 13, 2009

Subject:

Legislative Update

Manage~

The current status of some of the priority bills we are monitoring includes the following:
AB 155 (Mendoza) -- Would create a Local Agency Bankruptcy Committee to approve
municipal bankruptcy filings in California. City position: OPPOSE. Passed the Assembly but
the author opted out of having this bill voted on by the Senate Committee on Local Government.

AS 774 (Cook) - Grants the Riverside Community College District the. transportation fee
authority needed to provide funding to enable students to ride free on fixed route buses. City
position: SUPPORT. Passed the Senate Committee on Education (9 ayes, 0 noes), to Senate
Third Reading file.
AB 1403 (Eng) -- Changes the Southern California Association of Governments' (SCAG)
allocation of Transportation Development Act (TDA) sales tax funds to be consistent with the
rest of the State's 16 Metropolitan Planning Organizations. City position: SUPPORT. Passed
the Senate Committee on Transportation and Housing (9 ayes, 2 noes), to Senate Third
Reading file.
ACA 9 (Huffman) - Proposed a Constitutional amendment to change the voter-approval
requirement for special taxes to 55%. City position: SUPPORT. In Assembly Suspense file.

The Legislature reconvenes from summer recess on August 17 and September 11 is the last
day for any bill to be passed by the Legislature. If you would like additional information on any
of the bills included in the attached report please let me know.
Attachment: Legislative Update, August 13, 2009
c:

Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager

':
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MV00233220

Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session

CAAB 3

Private file: MorenoValleyBilis
Perez V [0]
TITLE:
Workforce Development: Renewable Energy
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
yes
URGENCY CLAUSE:
no
INTRODUCED:
12/01/2008
LAST AMEND:
06/01/2009
DISPOSITION:
Pending
COMMITTEE:
Senate Appropriations Committee
HEARING:
08/17/2009 10:00 am
AUTHOR:

SUMMARY:

Requires the Workforce Investment Board to establish a Renewable Energy
Workforce Readiness Initiative to ensure green collar career placement and
advancement opportunities within the renewable energy manufacturing l
construction l installation l maintenance, and operation sectors and provide
guidance to local workforce investment boards on assessment l training, and
placement programs that reflect the local and regional economies. Provides
funding pursuant to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
Position:

CA AB 14

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

From SENATE Committee on LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS: Do pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Fuentes [0]
Vehicles: Nuisance Abatement: Impoundment
no
no

LAST AMEND:

12/01/2008
06/29/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

166

LOCATION:

Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Authorizes a citYI county or city and county to adopt an ordinance declaring a
motor vehicle to be a nuisance subject to an impoundment when the motor
vehicle is involved in the commission of anyone or more of specified crimes
related to prostitution or illegal dumping of commercial quantities of waste
matter upon a public or private highway or road under certain conditions ..
Requires the ordinance include a notice and the payment of specified fees.
Relates to storage facility fee liability.
STATUS:

06/30/2009
NOTES:

position:

CA AB 18

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Knight [R]
Local Government: City Councils
no
no

LAST AMEND:

12/01/2008
06/10/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

Legislative Update: August 13, 2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
FILE:

3
Assembly Unfinished Business - Concurrence in Senate
Amendments

LOCATION:

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that requires a city council to, within a certain number of
days of a vacancy in an elective office, fill that vacancy by appointment or call a
special election to fill the vacancy. Increase the number of days in which the
city council has to accomplish filling the vacancy.
STATUS:

06/24/2009
Position:

CA AB 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY for concurrence.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Arson: Aggravated: Punishment
yes
no
12/01/2008
08/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
71

SUMMARY:

Relates to the crime of aggravated arson. Increases the amount of damage
required for a person to be guilty of aggravated arson.
STATUS:

08/06/2009
Position:

CA AB 46

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter No. 71
watch
Blakeslee [R]
Energy
yes
no
12/01/2008
07/15/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee
08/17/2009 10:00 am

SUMMARY:

Decreases the board membership of the State Assistance Fund for Enterprise
Business and Industrial Development Corporation. Extends provisions that
provide for the administration of the Energy Conservation Assistance Account
that provides grants and loans to local governments and public institutions for
energy use savings. Extends the operation of a program that requires the
providing of loans to local jurisdictions for energy projects to purchase,
maintain, and evaluate energy efficient equipment.
STATUS:

07/15/2009
Position:

CA AB 54

AUTHOR:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Jeffries [R]

Legislative Update: August 13, 2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

State Government: Emergency Management Agency
yes
no
12/04/2008
03/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Governmental Organization Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection l the Office of the State
Fire Marshall the State Board of Fire Services l the Department of the California
Highway Patrol l the Office of Traffic Safety, the California Conservation Corps,
and the Emergency Medical Services Authority to create a working group to
prepare a Governor's Reorganization Plan to transfers the authorities and duties
of those departments to the State Emergency Management Agency.
STATUS:

03/26/2009
03/26/2009
03/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 55

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
• DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION and APPROPRIATIONS.
From ASSEMBLY Committee on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION with author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Water Supply Planning
yes
no
12/04/2008
Pending
Assembly Water, Parks and Wildlife Committee

SUMMARY:

Revises the definition of "project" under the California Environmental Quality Act
to provide that specified business, commerCial, hotel or motel, industrial,
manufacturing l and mixed-use developments are within the scope of that
definition only if the projected water demand of the development would be
equivalent to, or greater than l the amount of water required by a 500 dwelling
unit project, as determined by the public water system.
STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 77

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on WATER, PARKS AND
WILDLIFE and LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Vehicles: Notice of Delinquent Parking Violation
yes
no
12/18/2008
Pending
Assembly Transportation Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a parking processing agency to verify that all notices of delinquent
parking violations substantially match the corresponding information on the
Legislative Update: August 13, 2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
registration of the vehicle and to cancel the parking violation if the information
is not a match. Deletes the requirement that a person provide a written request
for cancellation of the parking violation to the parking processing agency.
STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 128

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on TRANSPORTATION and LOCAL
GOVERNMENT.
watch
Co to [0]
Workers' Compensation: Cancer Presumption
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

01/16/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Amends existing law which establishes a presumption that cancer in cases of
firefighters and peace officers is presumed to arise out of, and in the course of,
employment, unless the presumption is controverted by evidence that the
primary site of the cancer has been established and the carcinogen is not
involved in professional exposure. Extends the presumption to a member
following termination of service for a period of one year for each full year of the
requisite service.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 137

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

Jeffries [R]
Open Meetings: Advisory Committees
no
no

INTRODUCED:

01/20/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to the Ralph M. Brown Act, which requires that all meetings of a
legislative body of a local agency be open and public. Limits the advisory
committee exclusion from the act to an advisory committee composed solely of
the members of the legislative body that are less than a quorum and whose
subject matter jurisdiction has cumulatively lasted for 2 years or less.
STATUS:

02/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 144

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Ma [0]
Distinguishing Placards and Special License Plates
yes
no

01/22/2009
06/24/2009

Legislative Update: August 13, 2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

Pending
5
Senate Second Reading File

SUMMARY:

Authorizes a local authority to prohibit or restrict the parking or standing of a
vehicle within its jurisdiction when the vehicle displays that distinguishing
placard, a temporary placard, or special license plate issued to a disabled
person, disabled veteran, or specified organization. Imposes specified fines on a
person convicted of an offense related to parking or leaving a vehicle without
any of these special license plates and forged placards .. Revises fines for use by
an unauthorized person.
STATUS:

07/23/2009

From SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To second
reading without further hearing pursuant to Senate Rule

Position:

watch

AUTHOR:

Mendoza [D]
Local Government: Bankruptcy Proceedings
yes
no

28.8.
CA AB 155

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

01/26/2009
07/01/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Provides that a local public entity may only file under federal bankruptcy law
with the approval of the State Debt and Investment Advisory Commission.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
NOTES:
Position:

CA AB 233

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Smyth [R]
Personal Income Tax: Deductions: Pet Adoption Costs
yes
no

02/05/2009
OS/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Allows a deduction under the Personal Income Tax Law, for specified taxable
years, for the qualified costs paid or incurred during the taxable year by a
taxpayer for the adoption of pets from a qualified animal rescue organization.
Allows individual taxpayers to deSignate on their tax returns, that a specified
amount in excess of their tax liability be transferred to the Pet Adoption Cost
Deduction Fund, which would be created by this bill.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
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CA AB 234

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Huffman [D]
Water Use and Energy Efficiency Projects
yes
no

02/05/2009
07/16/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the moneys received under the federal American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 that are directed for energy related activities be
administered by the state's energy and water agencies. Provides the activities
should be accountable as well as promoting energy efficiency, water
conservation, the development of renewable energy resources, environmental
protection, and green job training. Requires the Energy Commission administer
funds received and allocated under the Act.
STATUS:

07/23/2009
07/23/2009
Position:

CA AS 266

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Withdrawn from SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY.
Re-referred to SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Carter [D]
Transportation Needs Assessment
yes
no

02/11/2009
04/20/2009
Pending
Senate Rules Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Transportation Commission to develop an assessment of the
unfunded costs of programmed state projects and federally earmarked projects
in the state, as well as an assessment of available funding for transportation
purposes and unmet transportation needs on a statewide basis.
STATUS:

06/11/2009
Position:

CA AS 282

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To SENATE Committee on RULES.
watch
Transportation Cmt
Transportation
yes
no

02/12/2009
07/13/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires any interest or other return earned by a city or county from
investment of bond funds from a specified bond act, to be expended or
reimbursed under the same conditions as are applicable to the bond funds
Legislative Update: August 13, 2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
themselves. Relates to transit operators' annual transportation planning
reporting. Relates to the regulation of video and television monitors in motor
vehicles. Relates to state identification card organ donor provisions. Relates to
the operation of an unlicensed passenger vehicle for hire.
STATUS:

07/13/2009
Position:

CA AS 300

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Caballero [D]
Subdivisions: Water Supply
yes
no

02/17/2009
06/30/2009
Pending
Senate Natural Resources and Water Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a public water system, or, if none exists, a local agency, to review and
verify for accuracy a housing subdivider's water savings projections attributable
to voluntary demand management measures. Specified assessment
requirements. Authorizes the public water system to collect specified related
fees. Requires any city, county, or system preparing an assessment to reduce
projected water demand for the project to an amount below the current
requirements. Relates to water conservation program funding.
STATUS:

07/06/2009
Position:

CA AS 307

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE Committee on NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER: Heard, remains in Committee.
watch
Cook [R]
Sex Offenders: Ice Cream Truck Operation
yes
no

02/17/2009
06/24/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Makes it a misdemeanor for any person who is required to register as a sex
offender because of a conviction for a crime in which the victim was a person
under a specified age to engage in ice cream truck vending.
STATUS:

07/14/2009
07/14/2009
Position:

CA AS 333

AUTHOR:
TITlE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Failed passage.
In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Reconsideration
granted.
watch
Fuentes [D]
Land Use: Subdivisions Maps: Expiration Dates
no
yes
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INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

Ii '

02/18/2009
07/15/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
18

I

I

I
I

SUMMARY:

f

Relates to the Subdivision Map Act for controlling the subdividing of land.
Extends the applicable expiration date for any vesting tentative map, in addition
to a tentative map, generally, that has not expired as of the date adding such
provision and that will expire before a specified date.
STATUS:

07/15/2009
07/15/2009
Position:

CA AB 427

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Signed by GOVERNOR.
Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter No. 18
watch
Silva [R]
Code Enforcement Officers
no
no
02/23/2009
Pending
Assembly Business and Professions Committee

SUMMARY:

Expands various categories of law enforcement officers. Codifies minimum
professional standards necessary for a person to perform the functions of a code
enforcement officer.
STATUS:

06/18/2009
Position:

CA AS 509

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS.
watch
Anderson [R]
Fleeing a Police Officer in a Vehicle
no
no
02/24/2009
04/02/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that makes it a misdemeanor for a person operating a
motor vehicle to willfully flee or otherwise attempt to elude a pursuing peace
officer's motor vehicle. Codifies the provision relating to willful or wanton
disregard for the safety of persons separately from the provision relating to
willful or wanton disregard for the safety of property. Deletes the definition of
willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons.
STATUS:

07/07/2009
Position:

CA AB 576

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:

In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Not heard.
watch
Torres [D]
Vandalism: Graffiti: Recovery of Cost
yes
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URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

no
02/25/2009
07/02/2009
Pending
13
Assembly Unfinished Business - Concurrence in Senate
Amendments

SUMMARY:

Relates to vandalism and graffiti. Amends existing law which provides that in
every case in which a victim has suffered economic loss as a result of the
defendant's or the juvenile offender's conduct, the court is required to impose
an order for restitution. Adds to the definition of victim a governmental entity
that is responsible for repairing, replacing, or restoring public or privately
owned property that has been defaced with graffiti or other inscribed material
and that has sustained an economic loss.
STATUS:

07/16/2009
Position:

CA AB 587

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY for concurrence.
watch
Cook [R]
Vandalism and Gang Related Graffiti
yes
no
02/25/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

PrOVides that only defacement damage or destruction is determined by the
finder of fact to further criminal gang activity, the act of vandalism is punishable
by imprisonment in a state prison or in the county jail.
STATUS:

03/12/2009
Position:

CA AB 774

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Cook [R]
Community College Districts: Transportation Fees
no
no
02/26/2009
07/09/2009
penc;ling
226
Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that authorizes the governing boards of specified
community college districts to require that a transportation service fee be paid
only by students and employees using the services. Extends the transportation
fee authority to include any community college district.
STATUS:

07/13/2009

I

NOTES:

!
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Position;

CA AB 829

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED;
LAST AMEND;
DISPOSITION;
LOCATION:

Caballero [D]
Sales And Use Tax Exemption: Manufacturing Equipment
no
no

02/26/2009
06/01/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Declares the intent of the Legislature to exempt from those taxes the sale of,
and the storage, use, or other consumption of, manufacturing equipment used
in the manufacturing process.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
06/01/2009
Position:

CA AB 886

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Garrick [R]
Mandated Child Abuse Reporting: Library Employees
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Includes employees in public libraries as mandated child abuse reporters, for
purposes of reporting the use of computers in public libraries, discovered in the
course of their duties, to access, on the Internet any material that would
constitute depictions of sexual exploitation.
STATUS:

03/23/2009
Position;

CA AB 891

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Berryhill B [R]
Real Property: Gang Abatement
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Enacts the Gang Nuisance and Abatement Act, establishing a cause of action
against the owner of property used by a criminal street gang as a congregating
point. Authorizes a district attorney or city attorney to bring an abatement
action against the property owner. Authorizes the imposition of a fine.
Authorizes the filing of a petition with the court for the seizure and forfeitUre of
property in question.
STATUS:
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03/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 925

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Saldana [0]
Recycling: Single-Use Plastic Beverage Container Caps
no
no

LAST AMEND:

02/26/2009
06/30/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

195

LOCATION:

Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or offering for sale a single use plastic beverage
container with a cap that is not tethered to or continuously affixed to the
beverage container.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
Position:

CA AB 944

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In SENATE. Read second time. To third reading.
watch
Silva [R]
Civil Service: Employee Hearings
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that authorizes the State Personnel Board to hold hearings
and make investigations concerning matters relating to the administration of the
civil service. Requires that employee termination cases take priority over all
other cases that were initiated within the previous 4 months.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 997

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
Krekorian [0]
Sex Offenders: Licensed Residential Facilities
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Justice, the Department of Social Services, and the
Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs to coordinate with one another to
develop an approach that allows these departments to generate information
identifying all sex offenders living in licensed residential, child care, or foster
care facilities.
STATUS:

04/02/2009

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
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CA AB 1000

Position:

watch

AUTHOR:

Ma [D]
Employment: Paid Sick Days
yes
no

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to employment and sick days. Provides an employee who works in the
state for a specified period during a calendar is entitled to paid sick days which
shall be accrued according to a specified formula. Requires employers to provide
sick leave for health conditions of the employee or the employee's family
member, or leave related to domestic violence or sexual assault. Prohibits
related employer discrimination or retaliation. Exempts employees covered
under collective bargaining agreements.
STATUS:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.

OS/28/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1004

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Portantino [D]
Local Government: Emergency Response
yes
no

02/27/2009
05/04/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

Pending
A-7
Assembly Inactive File

FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law giving a public agency the authority to charge for
specified incidences requiring emergency response, including those requiring
emergency response due to the negligent operation of a motor vehicle, boat or
vessel while an operator is under the influence of alcohol or any drug. Prohibits
a public agency from making residency a determining factor in determining
liability for purposes of seeking reimbursement for the expenses of any
emergency response.
STATUS;

In ASSEMBLY. To Inactive File.
Review at 6/22 Public Safety Subcommittee mtg.
watch

06/01/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1192

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Strickland A [R]
Cities: Powers
no
no

LAST AMEND:

02/27/2009
04/20/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
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LOCATION:

Assembly Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local legislative body from selling or leasing any existing public
improvement to a private or public entity, including any entity controlled by the
city, for the purposes of renting or leasing back, or repurchasing through
installment payments that existing public improvement.
STATUS:

05/06/2009
Position:

CA AB 1284

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Not
heard.
watch
Huffman [D]
Substance Abuse: Adult Recovery Maintenance Facilities
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to adult recovery maintenance facilities.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 1403

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
Eng [D]
Local Transportation Fund: Planning
no
no

LAST AMEND:

02/27/2009
04/28/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

143

LOCATION:

Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Relates to local transportation funds planning and programming in the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) area. Provide for funds allocated
to Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino counties for
transportation planning and programming. Deletes a limitation on allocations of
these funds by the four county transportation commissions to SCAG.
STATUS:

06/25/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1422

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

Bass [D]
Redevelopment: Affordable Housing
no
no

02/27/2009
OS/21/2009
Pending
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FILE:

144
Senate Third Reading File

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Amends the Community Redevelopment Law. Authorizes a redevelopment
agency to expend specified funds to purchase, assume, or refinance, or assist
lenders or developers in purchasing, assuming, or refinancing, subprime or
nontraditional mortgages on homes owned by persons meeting a specified
income level or to acquire homes that have been foreclosed and are vacant and
sell those homes.
STATUS:

06/25/2009
Position:

CA AB 1464

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITIEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read second time. To third reading.
watch
Smyth [R]
Transportation: Bicycle Routes of Regional Significance
yes
no
02/27/2009
06/30/2009
Pending
294
Senate Special Consent Calendar

SUMMARY:

Enacts the Bicycle Routes of National, State or Regional Significance Act.
Authorizes the Department of Transportation to establish a process for
identifying and promoting bicycle routes of national, state, or regional
significance. Authorizes the establishment of a process to nominate a route.
Authorizes the department to form a related advisory committee. Authorizes the
installation of bicycle route signs identifying these routes. Provides applicants or
nominating parties may pay the cost for route signs.
STATUS:

07/15/2009
07/15/2009
Position:

CA AB 1512

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read second time. To third reading.
In SENATE. To Special Consent Calendar.
watch
Lieu [0]
Food and Drugs: Sale
yes
no
02/27/2009
07/15/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold infant formula or baby
food after the use by date required on its packaging pursuant to federal law.
Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold after the expiration date
an over-the-counter drug that is required to have the expiration date on its
packaging pursuant to that federal law. Provides that a violation is punishable
as an infraction with a specified fine.
STATUS:

07/15/2009

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
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Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch

Position:

CAACA 9

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Huffman [D]
Local Government Bonds: Special Taxes: Voter Approval
no
no
02/06/2009
06/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Proposes and amendment to the Constitution. to change the voter-approval
requirement for special taxes to authorize a city, county, or special district to
impose a special tax with the approval of 55% of its voters voting on the tax.
Lowers the voter-approval threshold for a city, county, city and county, or
special district to incur bonded indebtedness, exceeding in one year the income
and revenue provided in that year, that is in the form of general obligation
bonds to fund specified public improvements.
STATUS:

07/08/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.

Commentary:

CA SB 18

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

Oropeza [0]
Elder or Dependent Adult Abuse
no
no
12/01/2008
08/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
25

SUMMARY:

Increases penalties for second and subsequent convictions of willfully causing or
permitting any elder or dependent adult to suffer or inflicting unjustifiably
physical pain or mental suffering thereon, or causing or permitting the elder or
dependent adult to be placed in a situation in which his or her person or health
is endangered.
STATUS:

08/06/2009
Position:

CA SB 25

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter No. 25
watch
Padilla [0]
Solid Waste
yes
no
12/01/2008
OS/28/2009
Pending
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LOCATION:

Assembly Natural Resources Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a jurisdiction, when revising the source reduction and recycling
element of its integrated waste management plan, to divert a higher percentage
of solid waste through source reduction, recycling, and composting. Requires
that the Integrated Waste Management Board adopt rules and provide grants
contingent on increased solid waste disposal fees. Relates to permitting solid
waste facilities. Requires businesses generating a specified quantity of solid
waste per week to arrange for recycling service.
STATUS:

07/06/2009
. Position:

CA SB 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on NATURAL RESOURCES: Not
heard .
watch
Hancock [0]
Local Agencies: Sales and Use Tax: Reallocation
no
yes
12/02/2008
06/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
4

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local agency from entering into any agreement with a retailer, or any
other person that would involve the payment, transfer, diversion or rebate of
·any amount of local tax proceeds if the agreement results in a reduction in the
amount of revenue received by another agency from a retailer located within
the jurisdiction of that other agency, and the retailer continues to maintain a
physical presence within the territorial jurisdiction of the other local agency.
Provides exceptions.
STATUS:

06/05/2009
06/05/2009
Position:

CA SB 39

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

Signed by GOVERNOR.
Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter No.4
watch
Benoit [R]
Personal Liability Immunity: Disaster Service Workers
no
yes
01/06/2009
08/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
27

SUMMARY:

Provides that disaster service workers shall not be liable for civil damages on
account of personal injury to or death to any person or property when acting
within the scope of their responsibilities under the authority of the
governmental emergency organization.
STATUS:

08/06/2009

Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter No. 27
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NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 44

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Denham [R]
Integrated Waste Management
yes
no
01/07/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee

SUMMARY:

Abolishes the State Integrated Waste Management Board and transfers all of its
authority, duties, powers, purposes, responsibilities, and jurisdiction to the
Department of Conservation and the Department of Toxic Substances Control.
STATUS:

04/27/2009
04/27/2009
Position:

CA SB 138

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Failed passage.
In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Reconsideration granted.
watch
Liu [0]
Local Taxes: Graffiti
yes
no
02/11/2009
07/15/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
08/19/20099:00 am

SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law that authorizes a city or county to levy a tax on aerosol
paint containers or specified felt tip markers. Increases the amount of the tax
authorized to be levied under these provisions. Deletes the authorization for the
levy of a tax for containers of other marking instruments, felt tip markers, and
other marking substances. Requires any jurisdiction implementing a tax to
provide retailers of products subject to the tax a display and accessibility option.
STATUS:

07/15/2009
Position:

CA SB 169

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Benoit [R]
Peace Officers: Impersonation
no
no
02/14/2009
07/13/2009
Pending
80
Senate Unfinished Business
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SUMMARY:

Authorizes the head of an agency that employees peace officers to issue
identification in the form of a badge, insignia, emblem, device, label, card, or
writing that clearly states that the person has honorably retired following
service as a peace officer from that agency. Authorizes the head of the agency
to revoke identification granted pursuant to those provisions in the event of
misuse or abuse.
STATUS:

07/16/2009
Position:

CA 5B 214

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE for concurrence,
watch
Benoit [R]
Sober Living Homes
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/23/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Health Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Provides that a sober living home is exempt from licensure by the State
Department of Social Services. Provides that a residence housing those
purporting to be recovering from a drug and alcohol abuse would be presumed
to be a sober living home if it has been certified, registered, or approved by a
recognizing nonprofit organization that provides a credible quality assurance
service for applicants or members.
STATUS:

03/05/2009
Position:

CA SB 246

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To SENATE Committee on HEALTH.
watch
Benoit [R]
In-home Supportive Services: Criminal Background Checks
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/24/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Human Services Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires that as part of the criminal background check, an in-home supportive
services provider be fingerprinted and submit the fingerprint images and any
other related information required by the Department of Justice to assist in
obtaining information. Provides that, in order to be employed as an in-home
supportive services provider in a county that has contracted with a nonprofit
consortium or established a public authority, an applicant must register or be
placed on that registry.
STATUS:

04/28/2009
Position:

CA SB 250

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:

In SENATE Committee on HUMAN SERVICES: Not heard.
watch
Florez [0]
Dogs and Cats: Spaying and Neutering
yes
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URGENCY CLAUSE:

no

INTRODUCED:

02/24/2009
OS/28/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Provides that every dog owner shall secure a license for the dog and that no
person may own, keep, or harbor an unsterilized dog. Makes it unlawful for any
person who owns, keeps or harbors any unsterilized cat of a specified age to
allow or permit such cat to roam at large. Requires an owner or custodian who
offers any unsterilized dog or cat for sale, trade or adoption to meet specified
requirements. Relates to spaying or neutering of unaltered cats.
STATUS:

07/15/2009
Position:

,CA SB 321

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
watch
Benoit [R]
Local Government: Assessments: Election Requirements
yes
no

02/25/2009
07/15/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
08/19/20099:00 am

SUMMARY:

Relates to local government assessment election requirements. Prescribes other
requirements relating to the ballot language, the tabulation of ballots, and the
preservation of ballots to the public as disclosable public records.
STATUS:

07/15/2009
07/15/2009
Position:

CA SB 495

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Benoit [R]
Mobile Telephony Service Providers: Information
no
no

02/26/2009
04/22/2009
Pending
Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a mobile telephony services provider to provide call location
information relative to a telecommunications device of a user to a requesting
law enforcement agency, in order for the law enforcement agency to respond to
a call for emergency services or in an emergency situation that involves the risk
of death or serious physical harm. Provides that there shall be no cause of
action against such provider, its officers, employees, or agents, for providing
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such information in good faith.
STATUS:

04/27/2009
Position:

CA S8 500

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In SENATE Committee on ENERGY, UTILITIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS: Not heard.
watch
Steinberg [D]
Affordable Housing: Permanent Revenue Source
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Rules Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Expresses the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would provide a
permanent source of revenue for affordable housing.
STATUS:

03/12/2009
Position:

CA S8 518

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

To SENATE Committee on RULES.
watch
Lowenthal A [D]
Vehicles: Parking Services and Fees
yes
no

02/26/2009
OS/28/2009
Pending
A-5
Senate Inactive File

SUMMARY:

Relates to the collection of transportation services by specified community
college districts. Prohibits the use of state funds to subsidize the construction or
operations of parking. Relates to awarding cities and counties credits under a
cap-and-trade program. Authorizes the expenditure of any moneys apportioned
to cities or counties from the Highway Users Tax Account for transportation
demand management measures. Authorizes a portion of parking revenues for
local programs that reduce parking demand.
STATUS:

06/03/2009
06/03/2009
06/03/2009
Position:

CA SB 530

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read third time. Failed to pass SENATE.
In SENATE. Reconsideration granted.
In SENATE. From third reading. To Inactive File.
watch
Dutton [R]
Redevelopment: Payments to Taxing Entities
no
no

02/27/2009
04/28/2009
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:
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~

Relates to Redevelopment agency payment of property tax increment funds.
Increases the limitation on the number of dollars to be allocated to the
redevelopment agency or that increased, or eliminated,the time limit on the
establishing of loans, advances, and indebtedness, or lengthened a
redevelopment plan effective period.
STATUS:

06/08/2009
Position:

CA SB 566

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Hollingsworth [R]
Monitoring Devices: Unauthorized Removal
yes
no
02/27/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Makes the unauthorized removal, disabling or tampering with a Global
Positioning System device affixed as a condition of a criminal court order,
juvenile court disposition, parole, or probation, a crime punishable as specified.
STATUS:

04/28/2009

In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Heard, remains
in Committee.

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 668

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

Hollingsworth [RJ
Sex Offenders
no
no
02/27/2009
08/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
60

SUMMARY:

Relates to sex offender registration. Relates to existing law that provides that
the failure to provide information required on registration and reregistration
forms of the Department of Justice, or the provision of false information, is
punishable by imprisonment in a county jail. Provides that nothing in that
provision of existing law shall be construed to limit or prevent prosecution under
any applicable provision of law.
STATUS:

08/06/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 669

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Hollingsworth [R]
Sexually Violent Predators
no
no
02/27/2009
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ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

08/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
61

SUMMARY:

Requires that, at the hearing on the issue of conditional release or
unconditionally discharge, where the person's failure to participate in or
complete treatment is relied upon as proof that the person's conditions has not
changed, and there is evidence that support that reliance, the jury be instructed
that the committed person's failure to participate in or complete a specified
program may, if proved, be considered evidence that is or her condition has not
changed.
STATUS:

08/06/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 696

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Wright [D]
CEQA Exemptions: Emission Reduction Credits
yes
yes
02/27/2009
06/17/2009
Pending
Senate EnVironmental Quality Committee

SUMMARY:

Exempts from the requirements of the State Environmental Quality Act, the
adoption and implementation of specified air pollution control district or air
quality management district rules relating to emission credits. Provides
. exceptions.
STATUS:

06/17/2009

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL UALITY.

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 711

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Leno [D]
Public Meetings: Sessions: Labor Negotiations
yes
no
02/27/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends the Ralph M. Brown Act. Requires a local agency, before holding a
closed session regarding employee compensation, to identify the employee or
class of employees that are the subject of the negotiations, the representatives
of the employees, and to provide an oral report by its deSignated representative
on the current status of the negotiations. Requires any action of the legislative
body on the collective bargaining agreement or initial proposal to be taken at an
open and public session.
Legislative Update: August 13, 2009
City Manager's Office

iL
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
STATUS:

04/13/2009
04/13/2009
Position:

CA SB 763

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Walters [R]
Land Use: Subdivision Maps
yes
yes
02/27/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends the Subdivision Map Act. Extends the applicable expiration date for any
vesting tentative subdivision or parcel map that has been approved, that has
not expired on the date the bill is effective and that will expire before a certain
date.
STATUS:

04/13/2009
04/13/2009
Position:

CA SB 802

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Leno [0]
Public Contracts: Retention Proceeds
yes
no
02/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
08/19/2009 9:00 am

SUMMARY:

Relates to public contracts and retention proceeds. Prohibits retention proceeds
from exceeding a specified percent of the payment for all contracts entered into
between a public entity and an original contractor, between an original
contractor and a subcontractor, and between all subcontractors thereunder.
Requires the Department of General Services to withhold not more than a
specified percent of the contract price until final completion and acceptance of a
public work or improvement.
STATUS:

07/07/2009

From ASSEMBLY Committee on BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONS: Do pass to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS.

NOTES:

Position:

Legislative Update: August 13, 2009
City Manager's Office
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City of Moreno Valley
Public Works Department
Transportation Division

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Traffic Safety Commission

FROM:

Eric Lewis, City Traffic Engineer

DATE:

August 5, 2009

SUBJECT:

Public Awareness Radar Education Trailer (PARET) Schedule

W

Due to a reduction in work force, the PARET deployment will be temporarily suspended.
Alternatives are being investigated to resume deployment of the PARET.

W:\TrafficEng\nancya\TSCOMM\PARET memo. DOC
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New Signal Status
July 2009

City of Moreno Valley, Under DesiQn
1, Cactus Av/Kitching St
2, Route 60 EB Ramp/Redlands Bl
3. Heacock Stllris Av
Developer UnderDesian
1. Route 60 WB Ramp/Ramp/Redland BI
2. Nason Stllris Av
3. Lasselle Stllronwood Av

City of Moreno Valley. Under Construction
1. Lasselle StlCottonwood Av

2. Cottonwood Av/Pattilynn Dr
3. Lasselle SUBay Av
4. Route 60 EB Ramps/Nason St
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Traffic Safety Commission
June 3,2009
Page 6

I

I

II

The Motion carried unanimously by all members present.
);>

7.0

Suggested Routes to School - This involves providing walking maps
for all elementary schools within MVUSD and WUSD. After the maps
are approved, they will be distributed to students and parents. This item
will be continued to the August TSC meeting.

Agenda Requests
v' Davis Road
if

8.0

SR2S
Commission and Staff Comments

Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims asked about Indian Avenue. City Traffic Engineer Eric
Lewis replied that this item had been discussed at the May TSC meeting; it is
working well and no changes are recommended.
9.0

Adjournment
A MOTION was made by Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr, seconded by
Commissioner Miguel Arciniega, to adjourn the meeting.

The Motion carried unanimously by all members present.
The meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted,

Nancy Foster,
Recording Secretary

MV00233247

Traffic Safety Commission
June 3,2009
Page 5
Associate Engineer Vincent Tran answered that the studies are not just
based upon collisions, but also based on the 85th percentile. The majority of
motorists feel comfortable driving at a certain speed. This, too, is taken into
consideration.
Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims asked about the posting of speed limits.
Associate Engineer Tran replied that the speed limits are posted to the
nearest whole number. For example, if the speed limit is 27 mph, it is posted
at 25 mph. If the speed limit is 28 mph, it is posted 30 mph.
The speed zone recertifications must be accepted in order to be enforceable
by the Moreno Valley Police Department.
A MOTION was made by Commissioner Lawrence Baird, seconded by
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr, to accept Staff's recommendation
that the speed limits in the summary of recertified speed zones be
declared as prima facie speed limits and as such, recommended to the
City Council.
The Motion carried unanimously by all members present.
6.2

Discussion
~

Web Page Update - Commissioner Lawrence Baird said that the web
page looks super. City Traffic Engineer Eric Lewis also shared that
current information has been submitted to Technical Services, and they
will work it into the scheme.

~

of July Family Festival and Parade - Mayor Stewart is not keen on
riding in a bus. Vice Chairperson Sims has a classic convertible.
WUSD Brian Fountain can provide a banner(s) foreitherthe convertible
or the bus; however, he needs the information regarding design and
verbiage as soon as possible. A convertible might be more suitable to
dignitaries. Vice Chairperson Sims and WUSD Representative Brain
Fountain will meet to discuss more details. Mr. Fountain will inform
MVUSD Representative Dave Raley on the outcome of the meeting.
Commissioner Frank Pavlik asked if City Council had created a budget
for the TSC and costs associated with pamphlets and the tent.
Commissioner Lawrence Baird reminded the commissioners that the
MVPD had offered a tent. He added that in past years, the Masonic
Lodge and the MADD booth had made TSC literature available to those
attending the Family Fest. Vice Chairperson Sims believes that the
MADD booth overshadowed the TSC last year. He would like the TSC
to have a larger presence and message next year. The TSC should
also request donations for candy.

~

4th

Meeting in July - A MOTION was made by Commissioner Lawrence
Baird, seconded by Commissioner Miguel Arciniega, to cancel the
July TSC meeting.

MV00233248
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Traffic Safety Commission
June 3,2009

Page 4
CVC Sectiop40802 requires an Engineering and Traffic Survey, as defined
in CVC Section 627, be performed when enforcing the speed limit by radar or
other electronic devices.
An Engineering and Traffic Survey is based upon the premise that a
reasonable speed limit is one that conforms to the behavior of the majority of
motorists, and by measuring prevailing speeds, a speed limit is determined
that is reasonable and effective. For a speed limit to be effective, at least 85
percent of the drivers must voluntarily comply with the law. Setting speed
limits at appropriate levels will create a uniform flow of traffic, discourage
violation of the law, and help maintain safe streets and highways. Speed
limits are often set below prevailing speeds when other factors otherwise not
readily apparent to the driver, exist on the roadway. Factors that need tobe
considered include, but are not limited to, collision history for the roadway
segment, design speed, sight distance constraints, pedestrian / bicycle
safety, and direct residential access. Staff has recommended these speed
limits accordingly.
The Moreno Valley Police Department submits the following additional
information for consideration:
Engineering and Traffic Surveys are critical for the radar enforcement of
posted speed limits within the City of Moreno Valley. Additionally, the
Riverside County Superior Court magistrate diligently verifies that there are
current Engineering and Traffic Surveys on file.
Discussion
Commissioner Lawrence Baird asked what method was used to measure
speed. Associate Engineer Tran replied that a radar/laser gun was utilized.
The Transportation Engineering Division utilizes the MUTCD, speed zone
software, and the 85 th percentile. Non-peak hours are usually 9:00 to 10:00
a.m. and 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr asked about the location in front of
Albertson's, north of Pigeon Pass. Commissioner Baird noted that the traffic
signal light has been very helpful (Climbing Rose).
Vice Chairperson Sims asked if the Transportation Engineering Division
keeps a rolling average to verify the performance of the traffic signal.
Associate Engineer Tran replied that there are before and after studies
performed. This traffic signal will be examined again after all of the 2009
data has been received.
Commissioner Frank Pavlik asked why speeds are sometimes reduced if
there are no collisions.

MV00233249

Traffic Safety Commission
June 3, 2009
Page 3
Mr. Bleckert mentioned the crooked striping on Indian near
Manzanita. It is a mess and 40 mph is too fast.
Mayor Richard Stewart thanked the commissioners for their service.
He read the TSC minutes from the May meeting. Regarding the 4th of
July parade, Mayor Stewart believes that as long as candy is treated
in a safe and careful manner, there should be no issue. The
commissioners might think about walking along the side of the
vehicle.
Mayor Stewart asked if the TSC had an action ·plan. He also asked
He sees some pedestrians
about a Pedestrian Safety plan.
disregarding traffic laws. He is interested in these topics, in addition to
the TSC's annual goals.
Mayor Stewart spoke briefly on MADD. It is sometimes difficult to run
the 4th of July booth alone, and MADD is a good organization to team
up with.
Mayor Stewart would like to see the Traffic Safety Commission
pamphlet placed on some of the front counters throughout City
facilities.
Mayor Stewart introduced Council Member Jesse L. Molina, who is
the alternate to the Traffic Safety Commissioner. He also mentioned
that two TSC terms will be up for re-appointment. There are no
interviews held for the appointment of TSC commissioners; however,
City Council looks at the applications, attendance records, and TSC
Minutes.
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr asked about the Red Light
Cameras. Mayor Stewart replied that the City will never get 100%
compliance for any traffic law in Moreno alley.
6.0

Traffic Safety Items
6.1

Action

2009-005

Speed Zone Recertifications

Associate Engineer Vincent Tran gave a report on this subject.
The speed zones summary requires re-certification per California Vehicle
Code (CVe) Section 40802.

MV00233250

Traffic Safety Commission
June 3,2009
Page 2
Visitors Present:

Mayor Richard A. Stewart
Council Member Jesse L. Molina
Lidia Molina, citizen
Lila Basham, citizen
Pete Bleckert, citizen
Cleveland Johnson, citizen
E.H. Whittemore, citizen
3.0

Approval of Minutes
A MOTION was made by Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr, seconded by
Commissioner Frank Pavlik, to approve the Minutes of May 6, 2009.

The Motion carried, with Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims abstaining.
4.0

Public Hearing

There were no Public Hearing items.
5.0

Public Comments

5.1

This is the time for public comments regarding items on the agenda.

N/A
5.2

This is the time for public comments regarding items not on the agenda.
);>

Mr. Pete Bleckert is interested in re-opening Davis Road (also known
as "History Road.) This road was in the circulation plan in the 1980's.
It leads to the Fish and Game and Ducks Unlimited. It takes 26.6
miles to get there from Gilman Springs Road. Mr. Bleckert asked for
the TSC's support in this matter.
Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims replied that he is not prepared to support
this matter without background information. CommissionerWraymond
Sawyerr agreed with Mr. Sims.
City Traffic Engineer Eric Lewis informed those present that this item
will be addressed at City Council level. However, the Transportation
Engineering Division can add this to the next TSC agenda as a
Discussion Item and give the commissioners an update as information
becomes available through the City Council meetings.
Commissioner Lawrence Baird said that Davis Road can be a neat
trip to the bird reserve if you like dirt roads.

MV00233251
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June 3,2009
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

Meeting Minutes
1.0

Call to Order
The meeting of June 3, 2009, was called to order by Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims at
6:00 p.m.

2.0

1.1

The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Commissioner Lawrence Baird.

1.2

The Invocation was led by Commissioner Lawrence Baird.

Members Present:
Commissioner Miguel Arciniega
Commissioner Lawrence Baird
Brian Fountain, Val Verde Unified School District (WUSD) Representative
Commissioner Frank Pavlik
Commissioner Wraymond Sawyerr
Vice Chairperson Jeff Sims
Staff Present:
Officer Chad Craig, MVPD
Nancy Foster, Recording Secretary
Edward Init, Senior Engineering Technician
Eric Lewis, City Traffic Engineer
Vincent Tran, Associate Engineer
Members Absent:
Mike Bazan, WUSD Representative
Commissioner Mary Cole
Chairperson Art Higgs
Renonah McGee, WUSD PTO
Dave Raley, Moreno Valley Unified School District (MVUSD) Representative
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AGENDA
August 5, 2009
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Traffic Safety Commission
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
City Council Chambers
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REGULAR MEETING
6:00 p.m.
The City of Moreno Valley complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
If you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the City
Clerk's office at 951.413-3001 at least 48 hours prior to the meeting. The 48-hour
notification will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure
accessibility to this meeting.
1.0

Call to Order
1.1
Pledge of Allegiance
1.2
Invocation

2.0

Roll Call

3.0

Approval of Minutes: June 3, 2009

4.0

Public Hearing
N/A

5.0

Public Comments
Please limit comments to three minutes per person. Please give the chairperson
your name, address, and telephone number for future contact.
5.1
5.2

6.0

This is the time for comments from the public on items not on the agenda.
This is the time for comments from the public on agenda items.

Traffic

S~fety

6.1

Action

Items

Election of Chairperson
Election of Vice Chairperson
6.2

Discussion
);>);>-

~
);>-

7.0
8.0
9.0

Web Page Update
4th of July Parade Review
Davis Road
Suggested Routes to School

Agenda Requests
Commission and Staff Comments (Please Limit to Traffic Safety Items)
Adjournment
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Financial & Administrative
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Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director

Date:

July 27, 2009

Subject:

Fiscal Year-End Audit

~

The interim audit work for the fiscal year that ended June 30, 2009 began on ,July 20,
2009. During the audit opening conference, a new auditing standard was discussed by
Ken AI-Imam, Shareholder for Mayer Hoffman McCann, the City's current auditing firm.
This new standard provides for auditors to contact those persons responsible for audit
oversight to make them aware of the risks to be addressed in the audit process and to
give them the opportunity to directly contact the auditors if they are aware of any issues
that should be incorporated in the audit risk assessment. The mechanism that Mayer
Hoffman McCann uses to solicit such requests is the attached letter. I raised the
possibility of having Mr. AI-Imam meet with the Finance Sub-Committee; while he was
willing to do so, his preference was to provide the attached letter to the full City Council
and City Manager.
If there are no issues that you wish to bring to the auditors' attention with respect to
audit risk assessment, no action is required. If you are aware of any issues that should
be addressed by the auditors, the contact information for Mr. AI-Imam is provided in the
attached letter.
If you have any questions regarding the FY 2008-09 independent audit in general,
please do not hesitate to contact me at x3024.

Attachment
c:

Ken AI-Imam, Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Cynthia Fortune, Acting Financial Operations Division Manager

MV00233254

Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
An Independent CPA Firm
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612

www.mhm-pc.com

July 20, 2009
City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Mayer Hoffman McCann P.e. serves as the independent auditor for the City. Auditing
standards (Statement on Auditing Standards No. 114) recommend that the auditors make those
individuals charged with audit oversight aware of the risks to be addressed by the audit
process. Examples of significant risks to be identified by the audit process are identified on the
attached listing.

If you are aware of any other issues that we should factor into our assessment of the risk of
material misstatement (such as knowledge of complex or unusual transactions, knowledge of
fraud, etc.) please contact the undersigned at
(extension 273) or at
kalimam@cbiz.com.
It is important to remember that the focus of the annual audit is to identify errors or
misstatements that involve significant amounts reflected in the year end financial statements
of the organization. The costs for requested testing beyond the normal audit scope are billed
separately from the normal annual audit.
Sincerely,

MA YER HOFFMAN MCCANN P.c.
~4/~

KenAI-Imam, C.P.A.
Shareholder

L
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Examples of Significant Misstatement Risks Addressed by the Audit Process
Year Ended June 30, 2009

Examples of the risks of significant financial statement error or misstatement that are
addressed by the audit process are:
•

Risk of material misstatement associated with cash receipts and cash disbursements:
We plan to identify key internal controls and perform tests of those controls to determine
if they are operating effectively to reduce the risk of significant error or misstatement.

•

Risk of material misstatement associated with significant assets and liabilities: We plan
to agree recorded balances for significant assets and liabilities to detailed supporting
records and documentation.

•

Risk of improper revenue recognition: We plan to test material accrued revenues for
collectability and meeting applicable revenue recognition criteria.

•

Risk of improper classification of expenditures: We plan to test expenditures for proper
fund assignment, proper support, approval, and cut-off.

•

Risk of error associated with identifying capital asset additions and deletions: We plan
to test the internal controls of the Organization to properly identify and record capital
asset additions and deletions.

•

Risk of material misstatement associated with investments: We plan to compare
recorded investments to investment statements to test the proper existence~ valuation,
ownership, and classification of recorded investments. We plan to test recorded
investments for issues relating to compliance with the California Government Code and
the Organization's investment policy that are required by accounting standards to be
disclosed in the financial statements.

•

Risk of unallowable transfers between funds: We plan to test material transfers from
restricted funds for conformity to legal requirements.

I
i

L
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez. City Manager ~

Date:

July 20,2009

Subject:

Proposed Budget Calendar for FY 2010-11

Planning efforts are already underway for the FY 2010-11 budget process. The
purpose of this memorandum is to provide you with the proposed budget calendar for
FY 2010-11 to ensure that it meets with your approval.
Background

The City's FY 2009-10 budget process was compressed into a much tighter timeframe
than is usually the case. This was done so that the FY 2008-09 Mid-Year Budget
Review could be completed, including a comprehensive update of FY 2008-09 revenue
projections and preliminary forecast of FY 2009-10 revenues. The FY 2009-10
preliminary revenue forecast provided the basis for the departmental savings targets
that were incorporated in the FY 2009-10 budget development guidelines. The FY
2008-09 Mid-Year Budget Review was presented to Council on February 24,2009; the
FY 2009-10 budget kick-off meeting with departments was held the following week, on
March 5, 2009.
Starting the FY 2009-10 budget process in early March represented a two-month delay
from the City's usual budget calendar. However, the process was more targeted than
previous budgets, as departments were able to concentrate on achieving predetermined
savings targets, rather than submitting budgets that would almost certainly have to be
reduced after their submittal in order to balance expenditures with revenues. This
approach also enabled the Budget Review Committee to focus on how the departmental
savings targets were achieved, with particular emphasis on service level impacts that
would result from required staffing reductions. Had this approach not been utilized, the
General Fund budget deficit of $6.3 million that was reflected in the initial Proposed
Budget would have been nearly twice that amount and would have been much more
difficult to balance.
Because of the intentionally delayed start to the FY 2009-10 budget process, the
timeframe for Council review was also compressed. Following is a comparison of key
dates for Council review and discussion during the budget process for FY 2009-10
versus the previous fiscal year.

MV00233257

Proposed Budget Calendar for FY 2010-11
July 20, 2009
Page 2

Action
Council Member Budget
Briefings
Initial Budget Presentation
Budget Discussion
Continued Budget Discussion
Budget Adoption

FY 2008-09
Budget
Week of May 5, 2008
May 13, 2008
May 27,2008
June 10, 2008
June 24, 2008

FY 2009-10
Budget
Weeks of May 25
& June 1, 2009
June 9,2009
June 16, 2009
June 23, 2009
June 30, 2009

Proposed Budget Calendar for FY 2010-11
As a result of Council feedback that the FY 2009-10 budget process was too
compressed and did not allow enough time for discussion, the budget calendar for FY
2010-11 has been revised. Following are the proposed dates that pertain to City
Council involvement in the budget process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distribution of Proposed Budget
Council Member Budget Briefings
Initial Budget Presentation
Budget Discussion
Continued Budget Discussion
Continued Budget Discussion
Continued Budget Discussion
Budget Adoption
Back-up Budget Adoption (if needed)

April 27,2010
May 4-6, 2010
May 11, 2010
May 18, 2010 (Study Session)
May 25,2010
June 8,2010
June 15, 2010 (Study Session)
June 22, 2010
June 29, 2010

A three-month calendar depicting the above dates is also attached for your convenient
reference.
Since we continue to be in very uncertain economic times, compounded by
erratic State actions impacting local governments, it should be pointed out that
accelerating the budget process to allow for additional Council review time will
increase the likelihood of revenue updates and other budget adjustments
between initial submittal of the Proposed Budget and final budget adoption.
However, provided that such adjustments are acceptable to Council, staff will
meet the accelerated schedule shown above.
In addition to accelerating the budget process to allow additional time for Council review
and discussion, the Supplemental Budget Information by Department that was included
with the June 30, 2009 budget staff report will be incorporated in the initial Proposed
Budget so that Council has ample time to review and discuss this information prior to
budget adoption.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the proposed budget calendar for FY
2010-11, please let me know. Otherwise, we will proceed with the FY 2010-11 budget
planning process based on this calendar.
Attachment - Proposed Budget Calendar for FY 2010-11
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
PROPOSED BUDGET CALENDAR FOR FISCAL YEAR 2010-11
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Q If!
pity Manager's Office
M~d1al!£'a :cJrfinior§~ations Division
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City

Date:

July 9, 2009

Subject:

Legislative Update

Manage~

The current status of some of the priority bills we are monitoring includes the following:
AB 155 (Mendoza) -- Would create a Local Agency Bankruptcy Committee to approve
municipal bankruptcy filings in California. City position: OPPOSE. Passed the Assembly on
June 6 (47 ayes, 25 noes), assigned to the Senate Committee on Local Government.
AB 774 (Cook) - Grants the Riverside Community College District the transportation fee
authority needed to provide funding to enable students to ride free on fixed route buses. City
position: SUPPORT. Passed the Assembly on May 14 (73 ayes, 0 noes), to Senate Committee
on Education, where it passed with 9 - 0 on June 17.
AB 1403 (Eng) -- Changes the Southern California Association of Governments' (SCAG)
allocation of Transportation Development Act (TDA) sales tax funds to be consistent with the
rest of the State's 16 Metropolitan Planning Organizations. City position: SUPPORT. Passed
the Assembly on May 11 (79 ayes, 1 no), referred to Senate Committee on Transportation and
Housing, where it passed 9 - 2 on June 23.
September 11 is the last day for any bill to be passed by the Legislature. If you would like
additional information on any of the bills included in the attached report please let me know.
Attachment: Legislative Update, July 9, 2009
c:

Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartma,nn, Deputy City Manager

MV00233260

Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session

CAAB 3

Private file: MorenoValleyBilis
Perez V [D]
TITLE:
Workforce Development: Renewable Energy
FISCAL COMMITTEE;
yes
URGENCY CLAUSE:
no
INTRODUCED:
12/01/2008
LAST AMEND:
06/01/2009
DISPOSITION:
Pending
LOCATION:
Senate Appropriations Committee
AUTHOR:

SUMMARY:

Requires the Workforce Investment Board to establish a Renewable Energy
Workforce Readiness Initiative to ensure green collar career placement and
advancement opportunities within the renewable energy manufacturing,
construction, installation, maintenance, and operation sectors and provide
guidance to local workforce investment boards on assessment, training, and
placement programs that reflect the local and regional economies. Provides
funding pursuant to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
Position:

CA AB 14

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

From SENATE Committee on LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS: Do pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Fuentes [D]
Vehicles: Nuisance Abatement: Impoundment
no
no

12/01/2008
06/29/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

Pending
146
Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Authorizes a city, county or city and county to adopt an ordinance declaring a
motor vehicle to be a nuisance subject to an impoundment when the motor
vehicle is involved in the commission of anyone or more of specified crimes
related to prostitution or illegal dumping of commercial quantities of waste
matter upon a public or private highway or road under certain conditions ..
Requires the ordinance include a notice and the payment of specified fees.
Relates to storage facility fee liability.
STATUS:

06/30/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 18

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

12/01/2008
06/10/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:

Knight [R]
Local Government: City Councils
no
no

Pending
43

Legislative Update: July 9,2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
LOCATION:

Assembly Unfinished Business - Concurrence in Senate
Amendments

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that requires a city council tOr within a certain number of
days of a vacancy in an elective officer fill that vacancy by appointment or call a
special election to fill the vacancy. Increase the number of days in which the
city council has to accomplish filling the vacancy.
STATUS:

06/24/2009
Position:

CA AS 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY for concurrence.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Arson: Aggravated: Punishment
yes
no
12/01/2008
Pending
221
Senate Special Consent Calendar

SUMMARY:

Relates to the crime of aggravated arson. Increases the amount of damage
required for a person to be guilty of aggravated arson. Extends the repeal date
for the provisions relating to property damage.
STATUS:

07/02/2009
Position:

CA AS 46

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. To Special Consent Calendar.
watch
Blakeslee [R]
Energy
yes
no
12/01/2008
06/22/2009
Pending
Senate Second Reading File

SUMMARY:

Decreases the board membership of the State Assistance Fund for Enterprise
Business and Industrial Development Corporation. Extends provisions that
provide for the administration of the Energy Conservation Assistance Account
that provides grants and loans to local governments and public institutions for
energy use savings. Extends the financial assistance program and the Local
Jurisdiction Energy Assistance Account that provides loans to local jurisdictions
for energy projects.
STATUS:

07/07/2009
Position:

CA AS 54

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

From SENATE Committee on ENERGYr UTILITIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS: Do pass as amended to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Jeffries [R]
State Government: Emergency Management Agency

Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

yes
no
12/04/2008
03/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Governmental Organization Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, the Office of the State
Fire Marshal, the State Board of Fire Services, the Department of the California
Highway Patrol, the Office of Traffic Safety, the California Conservation Corps,
and the Emergency Medical Services Authority to create a working group to
prepare a Governor's Reorganization Plan to transfers the authorities and duties
of those departments to the State Emergency Management Agency.
STATUS:

03/26/2009
03/26/2009
03/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 55

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION and APPROPRIATIONS.
From ASSEMBLY Committee on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION with author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Water Supply Planning
yes
no
12/04/2008
Pending
Assembly Water, Parks and Wildlife Committee

SUMMARY:

Revises the definition of "project" under the California Environmental Quality Act
to provide that specified business, commercial, hotel or motel, industrial,
manufacturing, and mixed-use developments are within the scope of that
definition only if the prOjected water demand of the development would be
equivalent to, or greater than, the amount of water required by a 500 dwelling
unit project, as determined by the public water system.
STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 77

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on WATER, PARKS AND
WILDLIFE and LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Vehicles: Notice of Delinquent Parking Violation
yes
no
12/18/2008
Pending
Assembly Transportation Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a parking processing agency to verify that all notices of delinquent
parking violations substantially match the corresponding information on the
registration of the vehicle and to cancel the parking violation if the information
Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
City Manager's Office
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009·2010 Legislative Session
is not a match. Deletes the requirement that a person provide a written request
for cancellation of the parking violation to the parking processing agency.
STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 128

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on TRANSPORTATION and LOCAL
GOVERNMENT.
watch
Coto [D]
Workers' Compensation: Cancer Presumption
yes
no
01/16/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law which establishes a presumption that cancer in cases of
firefighters and peace officers is presumed to arise out of, and in the course ofr
employment, unless the presumption is controverted by evidence that the
primary site of the cancer has been established and the carcinogen is not
involved in professional exposure. Extends the presumption to a member
following termination of service for a period of one year for each full year of the
requisite service.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AS 137

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Jeffries [R]
Open Meetings: Advisory Committees
no
no
01/20/2009
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Relates to the Ralph M. Brown Act r which requires that all meetings of a
legislative body of a local agency be open and public. Limits the advisory
committee exclusion from the act to an advisory committee composed solely of
the members of the legislative body that are less than a quorum and whose
subject matter jurisdiction has cumulatively lasted for 2 years or less.
STATUS:

02/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 144

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Ma [0]
Distinguishing Placards and Special License Plates
yes
no
01/22/2009
06/24/2009
Pending

Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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LOCATION:

Senate Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Authorizes a local authority to prohibit or restrict the parking or standing of a
vehicle within its jurisdiction when the vehicle displays that distinguishing
placard, a temporary placard, or special license plate issued to a disabled
person, disabled veteran, or specified organization. Imposes specified fines on a
person convicted of an offense related to parking or leaving a vehicle without
any of these special license plates and forged placards .. Revises fines for use by
an unauthorized person.
STATUS:

07/07/2009
Position:

CA AB 155

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING: Do pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Mendoza [0]
Local Government: Bankruptcy Proceedings
yes
no
01/26/2009
07/01/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Provides that a local public entity may only file under federal bankruptcy law
with the approval of the State Debt and Investment Advisory Commission.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 233

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Smyth [R]
Personal Income Tax: Deductions: Pet Adoption Costs
yes
no
02/05/2009
OS/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Allows a deduction under the Personal Income Tax Law, for specified taxable
years, for the qualified costs paid or incurred during the taxable year by a
taxpayer for the adoption of pets from a qualified animal rescue organization.
Allows individual taxpayers to designate on their tax returns, that a specified
amount in excess of their tax liability be transferred to the Pet Adoption Cost
Deduction Fund, which would be created by this bill.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 234

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
Huffman [D]
Water Use and Energy Efficiency Projects

Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009~201 0 Legislative Session
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

yes
yes
02/05/2009
06/09/2009
Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee
07/13/2009 1:30 pm

SUMMARY:

Requires the Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission, as
a part of the implementation of funding received under the federal American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 pursuant to the federal State Energy
Program and Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program, to
coordinate with the Water Resources Control Board, Department of Water
Resources and local water suppliers to identify opportunities to fund energy
efficiency actions that may also in reduced water use.
STATUS:

07/07/2009

Position:

CA AB 266

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on ENERGY, UTILITIES &
COMMUNICATION: Do pass as amended to Committee on
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY.
watch
Carter [D]
Transportation Needs Assessment
yes
no
02/11/2009
04/20/2009
Pending
Senate Rules Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Transportation Commission to develop an assessment of the
unfunded costs of programmed state projects and federally earmarked projects
in the state, as well as an assessment of available funding for transportation
purposes and unmet transportation needs on a statewide basis.
STATUS:

06/11/2009
Position:

CA AB 282

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To SENATE Committee on RULES.
watch
Transportation Cmt
Transportation
yes
no
02/12/2009
06/30/2009
Pending
Senate Second Reading File

SUMMARY:

Requires any interest or other return earned by a city or county from
investment of bond funds from a specified bond act, to be expended or
reimbursed under the same conditions as are applicable to the bond funds
themselves. Relates to transit operators' annual transportation planning
reporting. Relates to the regulation of video and television monitors in motor
Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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vehicles. Relates to state identification card organ donor provisions. Relates to
the operation of an unlicensed passenger vehicle for hire.
STATUS:

07/07/2009

Position:

CA AB 300

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING: Do pass as amended to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Caballero [D]
Subdivisions: Water Supply
yes
no
02/17/2009
06/30/2009
Pending
Senate Natural Resources and Water Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a public water system, or, if none exists, a local agency, to review and
verify for accuracy a housing subdivider's water savings projections attributable
to voluntary demand management measures. Specified assessment
requirements. Authorizes the public water system to collect specified related
fees. Requires any city, county, or system preparing an assessment to reduce
projected water demand for the project to an amount below the current
requirements. Relates to water conservation program funding.
STATUS:

07/06/2009
Position:

CA AB 307

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE Committee on NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER: Heard, remains in Committee.
watch
Cook [R]
Sex Offenders: Ice Cream Truck Operation
yes
no
02/17/2009
06/24/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Makes it a misdemeanor for any person who is required to register as a sex
offender because of a conviction for a crime in which the victim was a person
under a specified age to engage in ice cream truck vending.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
Position:

CA AB 333

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Do pass
to Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Fuentes [D]
Land Use: Subdivisions Maps: Expiration Dates
yes
yes
02/18/2009
05/04/2009

Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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2009-2010 Legislative Session
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

Pending
, 227
Senate Special Consent Calendar

SUMMARY:

Relates to the Subdivision Map Act for controlling the subdividing of land.
Extends the applicable expiration date for any vesting tentative map! in addition
to a tentative map! generally! that has not expired as of the date adding such
provision and that will expire before a specified date.
STATUS:

07/02/2009
Position:

CA AB 427

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. To Special Consent Calendar.
watch
Silva [R]
Code Enforcement Officers
no
no
02/23/2009
Pending
Assembly Business and Professions Committee

SUMMARY:

Expands various categories of law enforcement officers. Codifies minimum
professional standards necessary for a person to perform the functions of a code
enforcement officer.
STATUS:

06/18/2009
Position:

CA AB 509

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS.
watch
Anderson [R]
Fleeing a Police Officer in a Vehicle
no
no
02/24/2009
04/02/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that makes it a misdemeanor for a person operating a
motor vehicle to Willfully flee or otherwise attempt to elude a pursuing peace
officer's motor vehicle. Codifies the provision relating to willful or wanton
disregard for the safety of persons separately from the provision relating to
willful or wanton disregard for the safety of property. Deletes the definition of
willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons.
STATUS:

07/07/2009
Position:

CA AB 576

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Not heard.
watch
Torres [D]
Vandalism: Graffiti: Recovery of Cost
yes
no
02/25/2009
07/02/2009

Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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DISPOSITION:

Pending
158
Senate Third Reading File

FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to vandalism and graffiti. Amends existing law which provides that in
every case in which a victim has suffered economic loss as a result of the
defendant's or the juvenile offender's conduct, the court is required to impose
an order for restitution. Adds to the definition of victim a governmental entity
that is responsible for repairing, replacing, or restoring public or privately
owned property that has been defaced with graffiti or other inscribed material
and that has sustained an economic loss.
STATUS:

07/02/2009
Position:

CA AB 587

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. To third
reading.
watch
Cook [R]
Vandalism and Gang Related Graffiti
yes
no
02/25/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Provides that only defacement damage or destruction is determined by the
finder of fact to further criminal gang activity, the act of vandalism is punishable
by imprisonment in a state prison or in the county jail.
STATUS:

03/12/2009
Position:

CA AB 774

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Cook [R]
Riverside Community College District: Transportation
no
no
02/26/2009
Pending
106
Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Grants the Riverside Community College District student transportation for
authority specified in existing law.
STATUS:

06/18/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 829

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Caballero [D]
Sales And Use Tax Exemption: Manufacturing Equipment
no
no
02/26/2009

Legislative Update: July 9,2009
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LAST AMEND:

06/01/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Declares the intent of the Legislature to exempt from those taxes the sale of,
and the storage, use, or other consumption of, manufacturing equipment used
in the manufacturing process.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
06/01/2009
Position:

CA AB 886

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Garrick [R]
Mandated Child Abuse Reporting: Library Employees
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Includes employees in public libraries as mandated child abuse reporters, for
purposes of reporting the use of computers in public libraries, discovered in the
course of their duties, to access, on the Internet any material that would
constitute depictions of sexual exploitation.
STATUS:

03/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 891

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Berryhill B [R]
Real Property: Gang Abatement
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Enacts the Gang Nuisance and Abatement Act, establishing a cause of action
against the owner of property used by a criminal street gang as a congregating
pOint. Authorizes a district attorney or city attorney to bring an abatement
action against the property owner. Authorizes the imposition of a fine.
Authorizes the filing of a petition with the court for the seizure and forfeiture of
property in question.
STATUS:

03/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 925

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Saldana [0]
Recycling: Single-Use Plastic Beverage Contain'er Caps
no
no

Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

02/26/2009
06/30/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

200

LOCATION:

Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or offering for sale a single use plastic beverage
container with a cap that is not tethered to or continuously affixed to the
beverage container.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
Position:

CA AB 944

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In SENATE. Read second time. To third reading.
watch
Silva [R]
Civil Service: Employee Hearings
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that authorizes the State Personnel Board to hold hearings
and make investigations concerning matters relating to the administration of the
civil service. Requires that employee termination cases take priority over all
other cases that were initiated within the previous 4 months.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 997

AUTHOR:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch

URGENCY CLAUSE:

Krekorian [0]
Sex Offenders: Licensed Residential Facilities
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Justice, the Department of Social Services, and the
Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs to coordinate with one another to
develop an approach that allows these departments to generate information
identifying all sex offenders living in licensed residential, child care, or foster
care facilities.
STATUS:

04/02/2009
Position:

CA AB 1000

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Ma [D]
Employment: Paid Sick Days
yes
no

02/27/2009
Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to employment and sick days. Provides an employee who works in the
state for a specified period during a calendar is entitled to paid sick days which
shall be accrued according to a specified formula. Requires employers to provide
sick leave for health conditions of the employee or the employee's family
member, or leave related to domestic violence or sexual assault. Prohibits
related employer discrimination or retaliation. Exempts employees covered
under collective bargaining agreements.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1004

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Portantino [D]
Local Government: Emergency Response
yes
no

02/27/2009
05/04/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

Pending
A-7
Assembly Inactive File

SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law giving a public agency the authority to charge for
specified incidences requiring emergency response, including those requiring
emergency response due to the negligent operation of a motor vehicle, boat or
vessel while an operator is under the influence of alcohol or any drug. Prohibits
a public agency from making residency a determining factor in determining
liability for purposes of seeking reimbursement for the expenses of any
emergency response.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1192

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Strickland A [R]
Cities: Powers
no
no

02/27/2009
04/20/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. To Inactive File.
Review at 6/22 Public Safety Subcommittee mtg.
watch

Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local legislative body from selling or leasing any eXisting public
improvement to a private or public entity, including any entity controlled by the
city, for the purposes of renting or leaSing back, or repurchasing through
installment payments that existing public improvement.
STATUS:
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05/06/2009
Position:

CA AB 1284

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Not
heard.
watch
Huffman [D]
Substance Abuse: Adult Recovery Maintenance Facilities
yes
no
02/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Relates to adult recovery maintenance facilities.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 1403

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
Eng [0]
Local Transportation Fund: Planning
no
no
02/27/2009
04/28/2009
Pending
119
Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Relates to local transportation funds planning and programming in the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) area. Provide for funds allocated
to Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino counties for
transportation planning and programming. Deletes a limitation on allocations of
these funds by the four county transportation commissions to SCAG.
STATUS:

06/25/2009

In SENATE. Read second time. To third readi

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1422

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

Bass [D]
Redevelopment: Affordable Housing
no
no
02/27/2009
OS/21/2009
Pending
120
Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Amends the Community Redevelopment Law. Authorizes a redevelopment
agency to expend specified funds to purchase, assume, or refinance, or assist
lenders or developers in purchasing, assuming, or refinancing, subprime or
nontraditional mortgages on homes owned by persons meeting a specified
Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
City Manager's Office
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income level or to acquire homes that have been foreclosed and are vacant and
sell those homes.
STATUS:

06/25/2009
Position:

CA AB 1464

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In SENATE. Read second time. To third reading.
watch
Smyth [R]
Transportation: Bicycle Routes of Regional Significance
yes
no
02/27/2009
06/30/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee
07/13/2009 11:00 am

SUMMARY:

Enacts the Bicycle Routes of National, State or Regional Significance Act.
Authorizes the Department of Transportation to establish a process for
identifying and promoting bicycle routes of national, state, or regional
significance. Authorizes the establishment of a process to nominate a route.
Authorizes the department to form a related advisory committee. Authorizes the
installation of bicycle route signs identifying these routes. Provides applicants or
nominating parties may pay the cost for route signs.
STATUS:

06/30/2009
Position:

CA AB 1512

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Lieu [D]
Food and Drugs: Sale
yes
no
02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
Senate Second Reading File

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold infant formula or baby
food after the use by date required on its packaging pursuant to federal law.
Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold after the expiration date
a drug that is required to have the expiration date on its packaging pursuant to
that federal law. Provides that a violation is punishable as an infraction with a
specified fine.
STATUS:

07/08/2009
Position:

CA ACA 9

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

From SENATE Committee on HEALTH: Do pass as amended
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Huffman [D]
Local Government Bonds: Special Taxes: Voter Approval
no
no
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INTRODUCED:

02/06/2009
06/26/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Proposes and amendment to the Constitution. to change the voter-approval
requirement for special taxes to authorize a city, county, or special district to
impose a special tax with the approval of 55% of its voters voting on the tax.
Lowers the voter-approval threshold for a city, county, city and county, or
special district to incur bonded indebtedness, exceeding in one year the income
and revenue provided in that year, that is in the form of general obligation
bonds to fund specified public improvements.
STATUS:

07/08/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.

Commentary:

CA SB 18

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED;

Oropeza [D]
Elder or Dependent Adult Abuse
no
no

12/01/2008
05/05/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION;
FILE:
LOCATION:

Pending
83
Assembly Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Increases penalties for second and subsequent convictions of willfully causing or
permitting any elder or dependent adult to suffer or inflicting unjustifiably
physical pain or mental suffering thereon, or causing or permitting the elder or
dependent adult to be placed in a situation in which his or her person or health
is endangered.
STATUS:

06/24/2009
Position:

CA SB 25

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Padilla [0]
Solid Waste
yes
no

12/01/2008
OS/28/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To third reading.
watch

Pending
Assembly Natural Resources Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a jurisdiction, when revising the source reduction and recycling
element of its integrated waste management plan, to divert a higher percentage
of solid waste through source reduction, recycling, and composting. Requires
that the Integrated Waste Management Board adopt rules and provide grants
contingent on increased solid waste disposal fees. Relates to permitting solid
Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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waste facilities. Requires businesses generating a specified quantity of solid
waste per week to arrange for recycling service.
STATUS:

07/06/2009
Position:

CA SB 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION;
CHAPTER:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on NATURAL RESOURCES: Not
heard.
watch
Hancock [D]
Local Agencies: Sales and Use Tax: Reallocation
no
yes
12/02/2008
06/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
4

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local agency from entering into any agreement with a retailer, or any
other person that would involve the payment, transfer, diversion or rebate of
any amount of local tax proceeds if the agreement results in a reduction in the
amount of revenue received by another agency from a retailer located within
the jurisdiction of that other agency, and the retailer continues to maintain a
physical presence within the territorial jurisdiction of the other local agency.
Provides exceptions.
STATUS;

06/05/2009
06/05/2009
Position:

CA SB 39

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

Signed by GOVERNOR.
Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter No.4
watch
Benoit [R]
Personal Liability Immunity: Disaster Service Workers
no
yes
01/06/2009
06/26/2009
Pending

FILE:

49

LOCATION:

Senate Unfinished Business

SUMMARY:

Provides that disaster service workers shall not be liable when acting within the
scope of their responsibilities under the authority of the governmental
emergency organization.
STATUS:

07/01/2009

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time, urgency clause adopted.
Passed ASSEMBLY. ******To SENATE for co

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 44

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

Denham [R]
Integrated Waste Management
yes
no
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INTRODUCED:

01/07/2009
04/13/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Abolishes the State Integrated Waste Management Board and transfers all of its
authority, duties, powers, purposes, responsibilities, and jurisdiction to the
Department of Conservation and the Department of Toxic Substances Control.
STATUS:

04/27/2009
04/27/2009
Position:

CA S6 138

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Failed passage.
In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Reconsideration granted.
watch

Liu [0]
Local Taxes: Graffiti
yes
no
02/11/2009
06/25/2009
Pending
Assembly Second Reading File

SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law that authorizes a city or county to levy a tax on aerosol
paint containers, felt tip markers, and marking substances or instruments.
Increases the amount of the tax authorized to be levied under these provisions.
Deletes the authorization for the levy of a tax for containers of other marking
instruments, felt tip markers meeting specified requirements, and other
marking substances. Requires any jurisdiction implementing a tax to provide
retailers a display and accessibility option.
STATUS:

07/06/2009
07/06/2009
Position:

CA S6 169

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on REVENUE AND TAXATION: To
Suspense File.
From ASSEMBLY Committee on REVENUE AND TAXATION:
Do pass as amended to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Benoit [R]
Peace Officers: Impersonation
no
no

02/14/2009
OS/27/2009

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

77

LOCATION:

Assembly Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Authorizes the head of an agency that employees peace officers to issue
identification in the form of a badge, insignia, emblem, device, label, card, or
writing that clearly states that the person has honorably retired following
service as a peace officer from that agency. Authorizes the head of the agency
Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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to revoke identification granted pursuant to those provisions in the event of
misuse or abuse.
STATUS:

06/17/2009
Position:

CA S6 214

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To third reading.
watch
Benoit [R]
Sober Living Homes
yes
no
02/23/2009
Pending
Senate Health Committee

SUMMARY:

Provides that a sober living home is exempt from licensure by the State
Department of Social Services. Provides that a residence housing those
purporting to be recovering from a drug and alcohol abuse would be presumed
to be a sober living home if it has been certified, registered, or approved by a
recognizing nonprofit organization that provides a credible quality assurance
service for applicants or members.
STATUS:

03/05/2009
Position:

CA S6 246

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To SENATE Committee on HEALTH.
watch
Benoit [R]
In-home Supportive Services: Criminal Background Checks
yes
no
02/24/2009
Pending
Senate Human Services Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires that as part of the criminal background check, an in-home supportive
services provider be fingerprinted and submit the fingerprint images and any
other related information required by the Department of Justice to assist in
obtaining information. Provides that, in order to be employed as an in-home
supportive services provider in a county that has contracted with a nonprofit
consortium or established a public authority, an applicant must register or be
placed on that registry.
STATUS:

04/28/2009
position:

CA S6 250

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE;
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED;
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE Committee on HUMAN SERVICES: Not heard.
watch
Florez [0]
Dogs and Cats: Spaying and Neutering
yes
no
02/24/2009
OS/28/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:
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Provides that every dog owner shall secure a license for the dog and that no
person may own, keep, or harbor an unsterilized dog. Makes it unlawful for any
person who owns, keeps or harbors any unsterilized cat of a specified age to
allow or permit such cat to roam at large. Requires an owner or custodian who
offers any unsterilized dog or cat for sale, trade or adoption to meet specified
requirements. Relates to spaying or neutering of unaltered cats.
STATUS:

06/30/2009
Position:

CA S8 321

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONS: Do pass to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Benoit [R]
Local Government: Assessments: Election ReqUirements
yes
no
02/25/2009
06/22/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY;

Relates to local government assessment election requirements. Prescribes other
requirements relating to the ballot language, the tabulation of ballots, and the
preservation of ballots to the public as disclosable public records.
STATUS:

07/07/2009
Position:

CA S8 495

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on ELECTIONS AND
REDISTRICTING: Do pass to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Benoit [R]
Mobile Telephony Service Providers: Information
no
no
02/26/2009
04/22/2009
Pending
Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a mobile telephony services provider to provide call location
information relative to a telecommunications device of a user to a requesting
law enforcement agency, in order for the law enforcement agency to respond to
a call for emergency services or in an emergency situation that involves the risk
of death or serious physical harm. Provides that there shall be no cause of
action against such provider, its officers, employees, or agents, for providing
such information in good faith.
STATUS:

04/27/2009
Position:

CA S8 500

AUTHOR:

In SENATE Committee on ENERGY, UTILITIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS: Not heard.
watch
Steinberg [D]
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TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Affordable Housing: Permanent Revenue Source
no
no
02/26/2009
Pending
Senate Rules Committee

SUMMARY:

Expresses the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would provide a
permanent source of revenue for affordable housing.
STATUS:

03/12/2009
Position:

CA S6 518

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

To SENATE Committee on RULES.
watch
Lowenthal A [D]
Vehicles: Parking Services and Fees
yes
no
02/26/2009
OS/28/2009
Pending
A-5
Senate Inactive File

Relates to the collection of transportation services by specified community
college districts. Prohibits the use of state funds to subsidize the construction or
operations of parking. Relates to awarding cities and counties credits under a
cap-and-trade program. Authorizes the expenditure of any moneys apportioned
to cities or counties from the Highway Users Tax Account for transportation
demand management measures. Authorizes a portion of parking revenues for
local programs that reduce parking demand.
STATUS:

06/03/2009
06/03/2009
06/03/2009
position:

CA SB 530

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read third time. Failed to pass SENATE.
In SENATE. Reconsideration granted.
In SENATE. From third reading. To Inactive File.
watch
Dutton [R]
Redevelopment: Payments to Taxing Entities
no
no
02/27/2009
04/28/2009
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Relates to Redevelopment agency payment of property tax increment funds.
Increases the limitation on the number of dollars to be allocated to the
redevelopment agency or that increased, or eliminated,the time limit on the
establishing of loans, advances, and indebtedness, or lengthened a
redevelopment plan effective period.
STATUS:

06/08/2009

To ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
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CA SB 566

Position:

watch

AUTHOR:

Hollingsworth [R]
Monitoring Devices: Unauthorized Removal
yes
no
02/27/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Makes the unauthorized removal, disabling or tampering with a Global
Positioning System device affixed as a condition of a criminal court order,
juvenile court disposition, parole, or probation, a crime punishable as specified.
STATUS:

04/28/2009

In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Heard, remains
in Committee.

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 668

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

Hollingsworth [R]
Sex Offenders
no
no
02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
142
Assembly Consent Calendar - Second Legislative Day

SUMMARY:

Relates to sex offender registration. Relates to existing law that provides that
the failure to provide information required on registration and reregistration
forms of the Department of Justice, or the provision of false information, is
punishable by imprisonment in a county jail. Provides that nothing in that
provision of existing law shall be construed to limit or prevent prosecution under
any applicable provision of law.
STATUS:

07/02/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 669

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

Hollingsworth [R]
Sexually Violent Predators
no
no
02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
105
Assembly Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Requires that, at the hearing on the issue of conditional release or
unconditionally discharge, where the person's failure to participate in or
Legislative Update: July 9, 2009
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complete treatment is relied upon as proof that the person's conditions has not
changed, and there is evidence that support that reliance, the jury be instructed
that the committed person's failure to participate in or complete a specified
program may, if proved, be considered evidence that is or her condition has not
changed.
STATUS:

07/02/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 696

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION: .

Wright [D]
CEQA Exemptions: Emission Reduction Credits
yes
yes
02/27/2009
06/17/2009
Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee

SUMMARY:

Exempts from the requirements of the State Environmental Quality Act, the
adoption and implementation of specified air pollution control district or air
quality management district rules relating to emission credits. Provides
exceptions.
STATUS: .

06/17/2009

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 711

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Leno [D]
Public Meetings: Sessions: Labor Negotiations
yes
no
02/27/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends the Ralph M. Brown Act. Requires a local agency, before holding a
closed session regarding employee compensation, to identify the employee or
class of employees that are the subject of the negotiations, the representatives
of the employees, and to provide an oral report by its deSignated representative
on the current status of the negotiations. Requires any action of the legislative
body on the collective bargaining agreement or initial proposal to be taken at an
open and public session.
STATUS:

04/13/2009
04/13/2009
Position:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
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CA SB 763

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITIEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Walters [R]
Land Use: Subdivision Maps
yes
yes
02/27/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends the Subdivision Map Act. Extends the applicable expiration date for any
vesting tentative subdivision or parcel map that has been approved, that has
not expired on the date the bill is effective and that will expire before a certain
date.
STATUS:

04/13/2009
04/13/2009
Position:

CA SB 802

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITIEE;
URGENCY CLAUSE;
INTRODUCED;
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Leno [D]
Public Contracts: Retention Proceeds
yes
no
02/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY;

Relates to public contracts and retention proceeds. Prohibits retention proceeds
from exceeding a specified percent of the payment for all contracts entered into
between a public entity and an original contractor, between an original
contractor and a subcontractor, and between all subcontractors thereunder.
Requires the Department of General Services to withhold not more than a
speCified percent of the contract price until final completion and acceptance of a
public work or improvement.
STATUS;

07/07/2009

From ASSEMBLY Committee on BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONS: Do pass to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS.

NOTES:

Position:

Copyright (e) 2009 State Net. All rights reserved.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director

From:

Jesse L. Molina, Council Member

Date:

July 8, 2009

Subject

Purchase of a Treadmill for the Senior Comm

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Parks & Community Services staff for
purchasing a Sports Art Fitness T620 treadmill for our Senior Community Center. A
new treadmill has been needed for quite awhile, and I am sure the seniors appreciate
the quality of the exercise equipment. Your contribution is truly appreciated.

c: eJ~IJ[tcirrV.1erober?
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert G, Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director ~

Date:

July 8,2009

Subject:

Consideration of Parking Citation Amnesty Program

RECOMMENDED ACTION

Following an inquiry from Mayor Stewart and subsequent analysis, staff recommends
that the City not implement a Parking Citation Amnesty Program, but instead refer all
unpaid parking citations issued prior to January 1, 2007 to the City's collection agency
for additional collection efforts,
BACKGROUND

The City's Code & Neighborhood Services Division (Code) is generally responsible for
issuing citations for parking violations that occur within the City, The billing and
collection functions related to these citations are currently performed by DataTicket Inc"
which took over the contract from E-Tech in January 2006, DataTicket is a citation
processing vendor that provides billing services but does not provide the same type of
services that are provided by a traditional collection agency.
The following steps represent the typical parking citation issuance, billing and collection
cycle:
•
•
•

•

Citations are issued and collected by Code staff and then bundles of citations are
sent to DataTicket for processing.
DataTicket sends out notices to the cited party for a period of three months.
After three months, a hold is issued on open accounts with the California
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV). In order to register a vehicle, the cited
party must pay the parking citation along with the registration to remove the hold.
A DMV hold remains in place for two years,
,
After an additional two months and some 'additional noticing requirements, the
Franchise Tax Board (FTB) is notified and any tax refund due to a cited party can
be intercepted,
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•
•
•
•

Claims to the FTB against tax refunds can only be placed on accounts for three
years.
Accounts that are placed on DMV hold and/or sent to FTB have a relatively high
collection rate.
Cases do occur where collection happens through both DMV and FTB; when that
occurs, the cited party is issued a refund.
Due to the above DMV and FTB collection processes, it has been the City's
practice to not utilize a traditional collection agency and pay their fee, which is
typically 20% of the amount collected.

DISCUSSION

Mayor Stewart recently inquired if an amnesty program might be beneficial in generating
additional collection activity related to unpaid parking citations. Other jurisdictions have
utilized these types of programs, as have some federal agencies such as the Internal
Revenue Service. Typica"y these programs work best when they are offered as onetime events. If these types of programs are offered as ongoing events, they tend to
undermine the co"ectability ratios and actually provide an incentive to delay or avoid
payment.
To provide the data necessary to perform an analysis of the collection activity related to
parking citations, DataTicket and City staff developed a report that has divided accounts
into four groups. This report has been included as an attachment. In this analysis the
date of January 1, 2007, is used as the measurement point as it represents the
approximate cut-off point where the collection options provided by DMV and FTB are
exhausted. The term "account" is used throughout this memo and, for this purpose, is
considered synonymous to an issued citation.
The first group in the analysis (Category A) captures accounts for citations issued after
January 1, 2007, which have not yet been sent to DMV or FTB. These accounts are
relatively young and are going through the collection letter process, as they have not yet
met the criteria to go to DMV or FTB. This group represents 38,945 citations with a total
original citation amount of $2,425,170 and late penalties of $316,278, for a total
receivable balance of $2,741,448. To date, payments totaling $1,724,504 have been
received related to this group, which represents a collection rate of 63% of the
receivable balance and payment on 76% of the citations issued.
The second group in the analysis (Category B) captures accounts for citations issued
after January 1, 2007, in which the accounts were referred to DMV or FTB for collection.
This group represents 23,569 citations with an original citation amount of $1,581,415
and late penalties of $1,077,956, for a total receivable of $2,659,371. To date,
payments for accounts in this group have totaled $1,226,493, which represents a
collection rate of 46% of the receivable balance and payment on 49% of the citations
issued. It is expected that the paid accounts in this group will increase as the City
continues to receive payments from the FTB and DMV.
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The next two groups in the analysis (Categories C & D) capture accounts that were
issued before January 1, 2007, and which were sent to DataTicket from E-Tech, who
was the prior company that processed citations for the City. These accounts are
relatively old and collection efforts have been exhausted. Any additional collection
activity on these accounts is highly unlikely. The total open or unpaid accounts in this
group are 16,316 open citations for a receivable balance of $1,095,560. In a high-level
review of these accounts to try to identify reasons why they remain open, the apparent
causes fit into one of the following categories:
• Scofflaws: they are repeat offenders who do not pay their citations. They may
be avoiding DMV collection by not maintaining a current driver's license and/or
vehicle registration. They may be avoiding FTB collection by not qualifying for a
State tax refund or may not be filing a tax return at all.
• Out-of-state plates: DMV cannot place a hold, nor can they be sent to FTB.
• Trailers: DMV will not place a hold on a trailer, which appears to be a significant
part of this population.
To put these numbers into perspective, and to make a recommendation relating to an
amnesty program, the following factors should be considered:
•

Historically, the accounts that have yet to be sent to DMV or FTB, or the newer
accounts that have been submitted to DMV or FTB (Categories A & B), achieve a
relatively good collection rate. To include these accounts in an amnesty program
may actually serve to reduce the revenue collected from these accounts.
Therefore, based on the data provided in the attached analysis, these accounts
are not recommended for consideration in an amnesty program.

•

The older accounts (Categories C & D), where DMV hold or FTB referral could
not be made, or where collection activities have been exhausted, are the
population recommended for consideration in an amnesty program.
o The penalty component related to the open accounts in this group is
$344,593, or approximately 31 % of the outstanding receivable balance. If
an amnesty program was offered equal to the penalty amount, the City
would still collect the full citation amount.
o The drawbacks that are anticipated with the population in this group are as
follows:
Due to the age of the accounts, any address information on the
account may be outdated.
Due to what appears to be a high ratio of Scofflaw/Out-ofstatelTrailer accounts, it is uncertain how effective any collection
activity will ultimately be.

Staff has discussed with DataTicket their ability to send out notifications for an amnesty
program to a targeted population, such as based on account age; DataTicket has
indicated it would be possible for them to do so. DataTicket's fee for sending out the
notifications to the 16,316 open accounts in Categories C & 0 would be $1.50 per
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notice ($24,474) plus 15% of the collections. This solution is not recommended, as it
would cost the City nearly $25,000 in up-front expense, without any guarantee of
breaking even, especially with the 15% of collections to be retained by DataTicket. As
an alternative, amnesty notifications could be sent out through a bulk mail service
vendor, which would be less expensive than DataTicket. Preliminary cost estimates
from bulk mail service vendors indicate that they could generate the letters for
approximately $1.00 each, or $16,300 total. This option would be preferable, in that it
would reduce the up-front expense and the City would also retain the full amount of
payments received rather than having DataTicket retain a 15% fee. However, the
downside of utilizing a bulk mail service vendor is the amnesty letters are expected to
generate a significant number of phone calls, which would require staff time. This would
present a workload challenge given the 36% staffing reduction in the Treasury
Operations and Financial Operations Divisions that has been implemented over the past
year in order to achieve the necessary budget reductions. Another alternative would be
to refer all uncollected citations issued prior to January 1, 2007 to the City's collection
agency, Money Control, who would retain 20% of any amounts collected. This would
add another layer of collection effort but would not result in any up-front expense for the
City.
To obtain additional data on the effectiveness of parking citation amnesty programs,
information was obtained through the Government Finance Officers Association
(GFOA). GFOA's data indicates that most amnesty programs in U.S. cities have
collected between 2% and 3% of the outstanding citation balance, with the most
successful programs collecting 5%. Based on this information, even if Moreno Valley
offered an amnesty program that turned out to be highly successful, we would expect to
collect less than $38,000 as shown below:

Outstanding balance of citations
issued prior to 1/1/2007 ($1,095,560)
minus penalties ($344,593) = $750,967 *

Cost Recovery at Following Percentages
2%
3%
4%
5%
$15,019

$22,529 $30,039

$37,548

* Penalties would be waived per the amnesty program.

Based on the above information, if the City utilized a bulk mail service vendor, an
amnesty program would only break even if collections exceeded 2%; and would be only
marginally cost-effective including staff time, even at the higher recovery rates. Rather
than risking $16,300 in up-front cost with no certainty of recovering this amount,
referring the unpaid citations issued prior to 1/1/2007 to the City's collection agency for
additional collection action is believed to be the best alternative for the City.
AL TERNATIVES

1. Adopt a Parking Citation Amnesty Program which offers a one-time waiver of the
penalty amount on unpaid citations issued prior to 1/1/2007, utilizing the City's
contracted citation processing vendor (DataTicket) to administer the program.
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The up-front cost of this program would be approximately $25,000, with
DataTicket retaining a 15% fee on all collections.
2. Adopt a Parking Citation Amnesty Program which offers a one-time waiver of the
penalty amount on unpaid parking citations issued prior to 1/1/2007, with staff
administering the program but utilizing a bulk mail service vendor to print and
mail the amnesty notices.
The up-front cost of this program would be
approximately $16,300, but the City would retain the full amount of all collections.
Additional staff time would be required for this alternative, compared with
Alternative No.1, which would present workload challenges considering that the
Treasury Operations and Financial Operations Divisions have reduced staffing by
36% over the past year to achieve budgetary savings.
3. Do not adopt a Parking Citation Amnesty Program but assign unpaid citations
issued prior to 1/1/2007 to the City's collection agency for additional collection
efforts. There would be no up-front cost associated with this option, however, the
collection agency would retain 20% of all collections.
4. Do not adopt a Parking Citation Amnesty Program and do not assign unpaid
citations issued prior to 1/12007 to a collection agency.
The Financial & Administrative Services Department recommends Alternative No.3, as
it is believed to be the most-cost effective alternative and does not risk the loss of City
funds (unbudgeted) on collection efforts that may be unsuccessful.
SUMMARY

The City issues citations to parties who are in violation of the City's Parking Ordinance.
The collection activity related to parking citations has been contracted to DataTicket
Inc., who sends out invoices to offenders as well as utilizing both Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) holds and Franchise Tax Board (FTB) referrals in an effort to collect on
delinquent accounts. Staff reviewed the collection characteristics related to
approximately 230,000 citations with a total citation amount of $11,156,347 and total
late payment penalties of $3,414,759, which resulted in a total amount receivable of
$14,571,106. The study population was divided into the following aging categories:
•
•
•

Category A: Citations issued since 1/1/2007 and not yet sent to the DMV or FTB.
(Collection rate of approximately 63%)
Category B: Citations issued since 1/1/2007 and referred to FTB and DMV.
(Collection rate of approximately 46%)
Categories C & 0:
Citations issued before 1/1/2007. (Collection rate of
approximately 47%)

Based on these aging profiles, as well as information obtained from the Government
Finance Officers Association (GFOA) on parking citation amnesty programs
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implemented by cities throughout the U.S., staff believes the implementation of an
amnesty program is unlikely to be cost-effective and does not warrant the up-front
expenditure of between $16,300 and $25,000 to send out a mass mailing to over 16,000
parking violators, many of whom are likely to reside at different addresses than when
the parking citation was issued. Instead, staff recommends that parking citations issued
prior to 1/1/2007 be referred to the City's collection agency for additional collection
efforts. The collection agency would retain 20% of the amount collected but the City
would not incur any up-front cost. Referral of uncollected parking citations over three
years old would continue to be referred to the collection agency on an ongoing basis.
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding this Parking Citation Amnesty
Program analysis, and if you would like me to schedule a meeting with Mayor Stewart to
review the results and staffs recommendation.

Attachment
c: Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
AI Brady, Code & Neighborhood Services Division Manager
Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
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City of Moreno Valley
Parking Citation Collection Analysis

C>

Category A: Citations Issued Since 1/1/2007 (No DMV
No. of
Citations
Original
Status
Issued
Balance
Penalties
Closed
31,606 $1,864,421
$ 209,698
Hold
1,265 $ 130,978
$
1,235
Open
6,074
$ 429,771
$ 105,345
Total
38,945
$ 2,425,170
$ 316,278

Hold or FTB Referral)
No. of
Citations
Totals
Paid
$ 2,074,119
29,571
$
132,213
46
$
535,116
154
$ 2,741,448
29,771

Amount Paid
$1,710,804
4,613
$
9,087
$
$1,724,504

Balances
363,315
$ 127,600
$ 526;029
$ 1,016,944

and/or FTB Referral)
No. of
Citations
Totals
Paid
1,243,638
10,993
9,185
6
1,406,548
664
2,659,371
11,663

Amount Paid
$1,189,026
$
305
37,162
$
$1,226,493

Balances
$
54,612
$
8,880
$ 1,369,386
$ 1,432,878

Category C: Citations Issued Prior to 1/1/2007 (No DMV Hold or FTB Referral)
No. of
No. of
Citations
Original
Citations
Status
Issued
Balance
Totals
Penalties
Paid
Closed
104,924 $4,406,335
$ 4,937,948
$ 531,613
79,849
Hold
2,465 $ 133,972
$
$
192,658
48
58,686
Open
6,359 $ 296,672
385,560
$
41
$
88,888
Total
113,748 $ 4,836,979
$ 5,516,166
79,938
$ 679,187

Amount Paid
$3,116,479
2,622
$
2,801
$
$ 3,121,902

Balances
$ 1,821,469
$ 190,036
$ 382,759
$ 2,394,264

Category B: Citations Issued Since 1/1/2007 (DMV Hold
No. of
Original
Citations
Issued
Status
Balance
Penalties
Closed
11,055 $ 735,255
$
$ 508,383
Hold
67
$
6,105
3,080
$
$
Open
12,447 $ 840,055
$
566,493
$
Total
23,569
$1,581,415
$
$1,077,956

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
1'0
<D
1'0

Comments

$

Newest receivables; collections
in progress thru DataTicket.

Comments

Open balance will be reduced
with DMV and FTB collections.

Comments

Consider for Amnesty Program.

Category 0: Citations Issued Prior to 1/1/2007 (DMV Hold and/or FTB Referral)
No. of
No. of
Citations
Original
Citations
Status
Issued
Balance
Penalties
Totals
Paid Amount Paid
Balances
Comments
Closed
43,952
$1,831,493
$1,078,940
$ 2,910,433
16,999
$1,135,856
$1,774,577
Hold
271
$
14,023
$
6,693
$
20,716
7
$
608
$
20,108
Open-~' ~~~·-~~~95T~$·-~67~267··$·~255:705-~··$~···722:972-~~
.. -·~217···~$·~·tO;17t-~ $~-·7t2';801--·eonsider·for·AmnestyProgram-.-~~.
Total
54,180
$2,312,783
$1,341,338
$ 3,654,121
17,223
$1,146,635
$2,507,486
Status: Closed

=paid or granted appeal;

Hold

=under appeal or other administrative action;

Open

=unpaid with ongoing collection efforts.
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JOHN CHIANG
C!Ialifurnia ~tat.e C!IuniruHer
June 30, 2009

The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
Mayor of the City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno V~ley, CA 92553
Dear Mayor Stewart:
The State Controller's Office audited the costs claimed by the City of Moreno Valley for the
legislatively mandated Animal Adoption Program (Chapter 752, Statutes of 1998, and Chapter
313, Statutes of 2004) for the period of July 1,2001, through June 30,2007.
The city claimed $1,692,150 for the mandated program. Our audit disclosed that $122,938 is
allowable and $1,569,212 is unallowable. The costs are unallowable primarily because the city
claimed unsupported costs. The State paid the city $610,412. The amount paid exceeds allowable
costs claimed by $487,474.
If the city performs a valid time study and projects the results to the audit period, we will review
the results and revise the final report, as appropriate.
If you have any questions, please contact Jim L. Spano, Chief, Mandated Cost Audits Bureau, at

Chief, Division of Audits

JVB/sk
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The Honorable Richard A. Stewart
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June 30, 2009

cc: Steve Fries, Division Manager
Animal Services Shelter /
City of Moreno Valley
Brooke N. McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
City of Moreno Valley
Todd Jerue, Program Budget Manager
Corrections and General Government
Department of Finance

.
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City ofMoreno Valley

Animal Adoption Program

Audit Report
Summary

The State Controller's Office (SCO) audited the costs claimed by the
City of Moreno Valley for the legislatively mandated Animal Adoption
Program (Chapter 752, Statutes of 1998, and Chapter 313, Statutes of
2004) for the period ofJuly 1,2001, through June 30, 2007.
The city claimed $1,692,150 for the mandated program. Our audit
disclosed that $122,938 is allowable and $1,569,212 is unallowable. The
costs are unallowable primarily because the city claimed unsupported
costs. The State paid the city $610,412. The amount paid exceeds
allowable costs claimed by $487,474.

Background

Food and Agriculture Code sections 31108, 31752-31753, 32001, and
32003 (added and amended by Chapter 752, Statutes of 1998) attempted
to end the euthanasia of adoptable and treatable animals. It expressly
identifies the state policy that "no adoptable animal should be euthanized
if it can be adopted into a suitable home" and that "no treatable animal
should be euthanized." The legislation increases the holding period for
stray and abandoned dogs, cats, and other specified animals. It also
requires public or private shelters to:
• Verify the temperament of feral cats;
• Post lost-and-found lists;
• Maintain records for impounded animals; and
•

Ensure that impounded animals receive

neces~

and prompt

veterinary care.
On January 25, 1981, the Commission on State Mandates (CSM)
determined that Chapter 752, Statutes of 1998, imposed a state mandate
reimbursable under Government Code section 17561.
The program's parameters and guidelines establish the state mandate and
defme reimbursement criteria. CSM adopted the parameters and guidelines
on February 28, 2002, corrected them on March 20,2002, and last amended
them on January 26, 2006. In compliance with Government Code section
17558, the sea issues claiming instructions to assist local agencies and
school districts in claiming mandated program reimbursable costs.
For fiscal year (FY) 2003-04, the Legislature suspended the Animal
Adoption Program.

-1-
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Objective, Scope,
and Methodology

We conducted the audit to determine whether costs claimed represent
increased costs resulting from the Animal Adoption Program for the
period ofJuly 1,2001, through June 30, 2007.
Our audit scope included, but was not limited to, determining whether
costs claimed were supported by appropriate source documents, were not
funded by another source, and were not unreasonable and/or excessive.
We conducted this performance audit under the authority of Government
Code sections 12410, 17558.5, and 17561. We did not audit the city's
financial statements. We conducted the audit in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives.
We limited our review of the city's internal controls to gammg an
understanding of the transaction flow and claim preparation process as
necessary to develop appropriate aUditing procedures.

Conclusion

Our audit disclosed instances of noncompliance with the requirements
outlined above. These instances are described in the accompanying
Summary of Program Costs (Schedule 1) and in the Findings and
Recommendations section of this report.
For the audit period, the City of Moreno Valley claimed $1,692,150 for
costs of the Animal Adoption Program. Our audit disclosed that
$122,938 is allowable and $1,569,212 is unallowable.
For the FY 2001-02 claim, the State made no payment to the city. Our
audit disclosed that $31,047 is allowable. The State will pay allowable
costs claimed that exceed the amount paid, totaling $31,047, contingent
upon available appropriations.
For the FY 2002-03 claim, the State made no payment to the city. Our
audit disclosed that $172 is allowable. The State will pay allowable costs
claimed that exceed the amount paid, totaling $172, contingent upon
available appropriations.
For the FY 2004-05 claim, the State paid the city $177,149. Our audit
disclosed that $45,640 is allowable. The State will offset $131,509 from
other mandated program payments due to the city. Alternatively, the city
may remit this amount to the State.
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For the FY 2005-06 claim, the State paid the city $184,470. Our audit
disclosed that $26,112 is allowable. The State will offset $158,358 from
other mandated program payments due the city. Alternatively, the city
may remit this amount to the State.
For the FY 2006-07 claim, the State paid the city $248,793. Our audit
disclosed that $19,967 is allowable. The State will offset $228,826 from
other mandated program payments due the city. Alternatively, the city
may remit this amount to the State.

Views of
Responsible
Official

We issued a draft audit report on May 13, 2009. Steve Fries, Animal
Services Division Manager, responded by letter dated May 29, 2009
(Attachment), noting that Findings 1 and 2 in the audit report could be
subject to change pending the city?s completion of a time study. The city
did not respond to Findings 3 and 4. This final audit report includes the
city's response.

Restricted Use

This report is solely for the information and use of the City of Moreno
Valley, the California Department of Finance, and the SCO; it is not
intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these
specified parties. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of
this report, which is a matter of public record.

)/#1
JEFFREYV. BROWNFIELD
Chief, Division of Audits
June 30, 2009
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Schedule 1-

Summary of Program Costs
July 1, 1999, through June 30, 2007
Cost Elements

Allowable
per Audit

Actual Costs
Claimed

Audit
Adjustment

Reference I

July 1,2001, through June 30, 2002
Direct costs:
Salaries and benefits
Materials and supplies
Contract services

$

Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total program C<!lsts
Less amount paid by the State

$

12,672
11,520
172

$ (285,351) Finding 1
(36,937) Finding 2
{27, 8672 Finding 3

374,519
157,319

24,364
6,683

(350,155)
{l50,636) Finding 1

531,838

31,047

298,023
48,457
28,039

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid

$

$

$ (500,791)

31,047

July 1,2002, through June 30,2003
Direct costs:
Salaries and benefits
Materials and supplies
Contract services

$

Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total program costs
Less amount paid by the State

$

346,838 . $
36,937
172

$ (346,838) Finding 1
(36,937) Finding 2
172

383,947
164,953

172

548,900

172

..

(383,775)
(164,953) Finding 1

$ {548,728)

$

172

$

4,271
29,098
11,520

$ (50,092) Finding 1
(50,737) Findings 2, 4
(22,869) Finding 3

168,587
9,562

44,889
751

(123,698)
(8,811) Finding 1

178,149

45,640
(177,149)

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid
July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2004 2
July 1,2004, through June 30, 2005
Direct costs:
Salaries and benefits
Materials and supplies
Contract services

$

Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total program costs
Less amount paid by the State

$

54,363
79,835
34,389

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid

$ {132,5092

$ (131,509)
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Schedule 1 (continued)

Cost Elements

Allowable
per Audit

Actual Costs
Claimed

Audit
Adjustment

Reference I

July 1,2005, through June 30, 2006
Direct costs:
Salaries and benefits
Materials and supplies
Contract services

$

97,466
38,279
25,421

$

25,842
270

161,166
23,304

Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total program costs
Less amount paid by the State

$

$

(96,338) Finding 1
(27,005) Finding 2
{1l,981} Finding 3
(135,324)
{23,034} Finding 1

26,112 "$ {158,358}
(184,470)

184,470

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid

1,128
11,274
13,440

$ (158,358}

0

July 1,2006, through June 30, 2007
Direct costs:
Salaries and benefits
Materials and supplies
Contract services

$

$

219,571
29,222

Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total program costs
Less amount paid by the State

122,938
83,217
13,416

$

$ (121,305) Finding 1
(78,687) Findings 2, 3

19,579
388

(199,992)
(28,834} Finding 1

19,967 $ {228, 8262
{248,793}

248,793

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid

1,633
4,530
13,416

$ (228,826)

Summary: July 1,2001, through June 30, 2007
Direct costs:
Salaries and benefits
Materials and supplies
Contract services

$

1,307,790
384,360

Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total program costs
Less amount paid by the State

919,628
286,725
101,437

$ 1,692,150

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid

I

See the Findings and Recommendations section.

2

The Animal Adoption Program was suspended for FY 2003-04.

$

19,704
56,422
38,720

$ (899,924)
(230,303)
{62,717)

114,846
8,092

(l,192,944)
(376,268)

122,938 $(1,569,212)
(610,412)

$ (487,474)
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Findings and Recommendations
FINDING 1Unallowable salaries
and benefits

The city claimed $888,527 in unsupported salaries and benefits, and
$11,397 in duplicated one-time costs for the audit period. The related
indirect costs totaled $376,268.
The salaries and benefits costs are unsupported because the city provided
only unsigned and undated forms, prepared after the end of each fiscal
year, which estimated the time spent annually on reimbursable activities.
The city's mandate consultant provided the city with the forms that were
completed with estimated annual time. In addition, the city claimed
$11,397 for fiscal year (FY) 2004-05 that was previously claimed for
FY 2001-02.
During the audit, we discussed the inadequate documentation with the
city and its option of performing a time study to substantiate unsupported
salaries and benefits. We provided the city a copy of the SeQ time-study
guidelines to assist them in developing the time study.
The following table summarizes the unallowable salaries and benefits:
2001-02

2002-03

Fiscal Year
2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

Total

Salaries and Benefits
One-time costs:
Policies and procedures $
Training

$ (3,296) $
{8,lOl)

$

Subtotal

$

$

{I 1,397)

Ongoing costs:
Holding period
Feral cats
Lost-and-found list
Non-medical records
Necessary and prompt
veterinary care

(2,087)
(13,281)
(61,686)
(l67,903)

(2,231)
(15,970)
(82,595)
(202,851)

(3,296)
(8,101)
{11,397)

(34,244)
(2,404)
(2,047)

(37,092)
(5,723)
(2,041)
(51,482)

(63,065)
(6,358)
(2,039)
(49,843)

(138,719)
(43,736)
(150,408)
(472,079)
(83,585)

{40,3942

{43,191)

Subtotal

{285, 351 2

(346, 838 2

{38,695)

{96, 338 2

{l21,3052

{888,5272

Total salaries and benefits
Indirect costs

(285,351)
{150,636)

(346,838)
{164,953)

(50,092)
{8,811)

(96,338)
{23,034)

(121,305)
{28,8342

(899,924)
{376,268}

Audit adjustment

$ (435,987) $ (511,791) $ (58,903) $ (119,372) $ (150,139) $(1,276,192)

The program's parameters and guidelines require the claimant to trace
claimed costs to source documents that show evidence of, and the
validity of, such costs.
Recommendation
We recommend that the city maintain source documents that support the
actual time employees spend to perform mandate-related activities.
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City's Response
The Animal Services Division understands the Division of Audits will
reevaluate the submitted salaries and benefits costs upon completion of
the time study currently being conducted by the Animal Services
Division. The $899,924 in unsupported salaries and benefits could be
subject to an adjustment based upon the results of the time study.

SCO's Comments
The finding and recommendation remain unchanged.
The SCO will review the time study currently being conducted by the
city and will revise the audit finding as appropriate.

FINDING 2Unsupported costs
related to care and
maintenance of dogs,
cats, and other animals

The city claimed $196,716 in unsupported materials and supplies related
to the Care and Maintenance of Dogs and Cats cost component, and
$15,709 in materials and supplies related to the Care and Maintenance of
Other Animals cost component for the audit period. The entire cost is
unallowable.
The formula for care and maintenance of dogs, cats, and other animals
divides total costs by the daily animal census to produce a cost per
animal per day. The product is mUltiplied by the number of dogs, cats,
and other animals that were euthanized and the number of reimbursable
holding days.
For FY 2001-02, FY 2002-03, and FY 2005-06, the city provided
worksheets that stated the amount of costs claimed for"" materials and
supplies for care and maintenance of dogs, cats, and other animals.
However, the city did not provide a detailed breakdown of the
components claimed for care and maintenance and the worksheets
provided by the city did not support the costs claimed. In addition, the
city claimed the same costs in FY 2002-03 as it did for FY 2001-02 with
no support documentation.
For FY 2004-05 and FY 2006-07, the city provided worksheets that
stated the amount of costs claimed for materials and supplies for care and
maintenance of dogs, cats, and other animals. The city also provided
detailed worksheets that identified the care and maintenance cost related
to salaries, benefits, indirect costs, and materials and supplies. However,
the city did not provide time records or invoices to support costs claimed.
Furthermore, the city only claimed materials and supplies costs.

I
I

I
I

During the audit, we discussed the inadequate documentation with the
city and its option of performing a time study consistent with the
program's parameters and guidelines to substantiate unsupported salaries
and benefits. We agreed to review the results of the time study and revise
the final audit report, as appropriate.

I\

I

I
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The following table summarizes the unallowable costs related to care and
maintenance of dogs, cats, and other animals:
2001-02

2002-03

Fiscal Year
2004-05 2005-06

2006-07

Total

Materials and Supplies
Care and maintenance
of dogs and cats
$(36,937) $(36,937) $(61,061) $(25,082) $(36,699) $ (196,716)
Care and maintenance
of other animals
(5,765)
(1,923)
(8,021)
(15,709)
Audit adjustment

$(36,937) $(36,937) $(66,826) $(27,005) $(44,720) $ (212,425)

The parameters and guidelines require the claimant to trace claimed costs
to source documents that show evidence of, and the validity of, such
costs.
The parameters and guidelines state that the increased holding period for
dogs and cats is the difference between four or six business days from
the day after impoundment and three days from the day of capture. The
parameters and guidelines state that the increased holding period for
other animals is four or six business days. Four rather than six business
days are applicable since the shelter was open on one weekend day. (See
Food and Agricultural Code sections 311 08,31752, and 31753.)
The parameters and guidelines exclude reimbursement for the care and
maintenance of the following animals:
• Stray or abandoned animals that are irremediably suffering from a
serious illness or severe injury;
• Newborn stray or abandoned animals that need matexnal care and
have been impounded without their mothers;
• Stray or abandoned animals too severely injured to move or where a
veterinarian is not available and it would be more humane to dispose
of the animal;
• Owner relinquished animals; and
• Stray or abandoned animals that are ultimately redeemed, adopted, or
released to a nonprofit animal rescue or adoption organization.

The parameters and guidelines require that a time study used for the care
and maintenance of dogs, cats, and other animals be developed using, at
a minimum, one represented month each quarter and be supported with
actual source documents.
Recommendation
We recommend that the city maintain source documents that support
mandate-related costs.
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City's Response
Results of the time study being conducted by the Animal Services
Division could result in a revision in the final audit report. The
$212,425 of unsupported costs could as well be subject to an
adjustment based upon the results of the time study.

SCQ's Comments
The finding and recommendation remain unchanged.
The SCQ will review the time study currently being conducted by the
city and will revise the audit finding as appropriate.

FINDING 3Unsupported
necessary and prompt
veterinary caFe

The city claimed $33,967 in unsupported materials and supplies for FY
2006-07; $62,717 in unsupported contract services for FY 2001-02, FY
2004-05, and FY 2005-06; and $83,585 in unsupported salaries and
benefits for FY 2001-02 and FY 2002-03 related to the Necessary and
Prompt Veterinary Care cost component. The adjustments for
unsupported salaries and benefits and related indirect costs are reported
in Finding 1.
The city claimed costs for necessary and prompt veterinary care for stray
and abandoned animals during the holding period. The holding period for
dogs, cats, and other animals is four business days (see Finding 2). The
parameters and guidelines identify veterinary procedures that are and are
not reimbursable and the population of animals that is not reimbursable.
The city provided only invoices that identified contractor hours and rates;
the contractor invoices did not provide detail as to serVices provided.
Consequently, we were unable to determine the reimbursable portion.
The following table summarizes the unallowable materials and supplies
and contract services:
Fiscal Year
2004-05
2005-06

2001-02

2006-07

Total

Necessary and Prompt
Veterinary Care
Materials and supplies

~$~_ _ $

-

. :. . $_~ $(33,967) $ (33,967)

Audit adjustment

$

-

$

$

-

$(33,967) $ (33,967)

Contract services

$(27,867) $(22,869) $(11,981) -'-.$_ _ $ (62,717)

Audit adjustment

$(27,867) $(22,869) $(11,981) $

$ (62,717)

The parameters and guidelines also state that claimant must trace claimed
costs to source documents that show evidence of, and the validity of,
such costs.
The parameters and guidelines state that reimbursable costs exclude
injured cats and dogs that are given emergency treatment and that die
during the holding period or are ultimately euthanized.
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The parameters and guidelines specified the following veterinary
procedures that are reimbursable:
• An initial physical examination of the animal to determine the
animal's baseline health status and classification as "adoptable,"
treatable," or "non-rehabilitatable."
• A wellness vaccine administered to "treatable" or "adoptable"
animals.
• Veterinary care to stabilize and/or relieve the suffering of a
"treatable" animal.
• Veterinary care intended to remedy any applicable disease, injury, or
congenital or hereditary condition that adversely affects the health of
a "treatable" animal or that is likely to adversely affect the animal's
health in the future, until the animal becomes "adoptable."
The parameters and guidelines state that the following veterinary
procedures are not reimbursable:
• Emergency treatment given to injured cats and dogs;
• Administration of rabies vaccination to dogs;
• Implantation of microchip identification; and
• Euthanasia.
The parameters and guidelines identifY the following population of
animals that is not reimbursable:
• Animals that are irremediably suffering from a serious illness or
severe injury;
• Newborn animals that need maternal care and have been impounded
without their mothers;
• Animals too severely injured to move or where a veterinarian is not
available and it would be more humane to dispose of the animal; and
• Stray or abandoned animals that are ultimately redeemed, adopted, or
released to a non-profit animal rescue or adoption organization.
Recommendation
We recommend that the city ensure that all claimed costs are supported
by appropriate documentation and at the level required by the parameters
and guidelines.
City's Response
The city did not respond to this finding.
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FINDING 4Understated
procuring equipment

Animal Adoption Program

The city understated materials and supplies by $16,089 for FY 2004-05
related to procuring equipment cost component. The city provided the
auditor with documentation supporting this amount. However, it
inadvertently omitted the amount when preparing the filed claim.
The parameters and guidelines state that procuring medical, kennel, and
computer equipment necessary to comply with the reimbursable
activities listed in section NCB), to the extent the costs are not claimed as
an indirect cost shall be reimbursed.
The following table summarizes the understated equipment:
Fiscal Year
2004-05

Materials and Supplies
Allowable equipment
Less claimed equipment

$ 29,098
(13,009)

Audit adjustment

$ 16,089

Recommendation
We recommend that the city ensure that all eligible costs are claimed.
City's Response
The city did not respond to this finding.
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Attachment-

City's Response to
Draft Audit Report
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Financial & Administrative Services Department
Animal Services' DiviSion
14041 Elsworth Street

P, 0, Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805

·.Jim:L. Spano, Chief
Mandated Cost Audits Bureau
DiVision of Audits
'. ,':'Califomia State ControUer'sOff!ce
.u... t"~IIJII,r:.Box942850

<c:.:"I'f'r~rriOn1~n,.

CA 94250-5874
City of Moreno Valley Audit Report- Animal Adoption Program;
JUly 1,2001 to June 30, 2007

A:reyrewof the draft audit report for the Anima! Adoption Program from the period of
.' .July1, 2001 to JUfK330, 2007WZlsperformed by the Animal Services Division.
In regards to Finding 1, the Animal Services Division understands the Division of AUdits

will reevaluate the submitted salarIes and benefits costs upon completion of the time
study Gurrently being conducted by the Animal Services Division.' The $899,924 in
uns,upported salaries and benefits CQuid be subject to an adjustment based upon the
' ; results of the time study .
. ,Likewise with regards to Finding 2, resLllts of the time study bejng conducted by the
'Anrmal$ervices Division could result in a revision in the final audit report. The $212,425
of unsupported costs could as well be subject to an adjustment based upon the results
of the time study.
.
Denise, Raymond, Animal Services Office Supervisor will remain in contact with Curt
Chiesa,Auditor; regarding Anim·al Services Division's progress with the time study.

'·;4J.~mfnal ~eirvIIGes· Division

Manag.er

MV00233309
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09 JUL -2 PM 5: 17
July 1,2009

John Hawkins, Riverside County Fire Chief
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
210 W. San Jacinto Avenue
Perris, CA 92570
Subject: Service Levels for the Moreno Valley Fire Department
Dear

Chief~.

2~~09,

On April
I notified you that the City faced the possibility of reducing the fire
protection services provided by the County of Riverside to the City. The formal adoption of the
budget on June 30, 2009 by City Council officially reduced the number of fire personnel by four
(4) positions. The positions to be eliminated are:
•
•
•

1 Fire Captain
1 Fire Apparatus Engineer
2 Firefighter II's

Please modify the services the City contracts for by these four (4) positions. Please contact
should you have any questions.
Steve Curley at
Sincerely,

~

Robert G. Gutierrez
City Manager

c:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Steve Curley, Fire Chief

V:ILettersl2009lFire Services Contract Change 07_.01_09.doc

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233310

UTY COUNCIL
Community Development Departmenf,ln ENO VALLEY
Planning Division
RECEIVED
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

EY
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

09 JUL - 9 Pr1 I: 57

MEMORANDUM
To:
From:

::Mayor and City Council

if

John C. Terell, Planning Official

, /7 ~

via Kyle A. Kollar, Community Development Director ~
Date:

June 29, 2009

Subject:

Western Realco Business Park

The Western Realco Business Park is a warehouse industrial project proposed for the southeast
comer of Heacock St. and Iris Ave. in the Moreno Valley Industrial Area Specific Plan. The
proposed project includes 1,484,000 square feet in 4 buildings (largest 1,103,000 square feet) on
a 67-acre site. The Planning Commission held a public hearing on the project on December 4,
2008, and subsequently recommended approval of the project by the City Council. The City
Council public hearing on the development has been delayed a number of times at the request of
either the applicant or City Council. The hearing is currently scheduled for August 27,2009.
The project requires City Council review due to a proposed amendment to the General Plan
Circulation Element to realign and downgIade Krameria Ave. between Indian St. and Heacock
St. This requested change is supported by a traffic study prepared by the applicant and reviewed
and approved by the Transportation Engineering Division. All other aspects of the project
comply with the City's General Plan and Municipal Code development standards. The project is
consistent with the Moreno Valley Industrial Area Specific Plan that has been in place since
1989. The environmental impact report prepared for the Specific Plan anticipated the
development of warehouse and industrial projects similar to the WR project.
The project has undergone substantial environmental review to study air quality, traffic and other
potential impacts of the proposal. The final design of the project separates truck bays and truck
routes from sensitive uses. The design and project conditions of approval lower the potential
impacts of the project to a less than significant level. An environmental determination of a
mitigated negative declaration is recommended for the project.
During the review of another warehouse industrial proposal, the Highland Fairview Corporate
Park (HFP) , the Western Realco project was raised as a project similar in nature. While both
projects include a large amount of warehouse industrial building space, they differ in a variety of
ways due to their size, location and design. The HFP project is substantially larger at 2,620,000
square feet on 158 acres. The HFP project includes a zone change to permit the proposed
project. The HFP project is also adjacent to residential zoning (east and south) and includes
truck routes along these same boundaries. The design and mitigation of the HFP project, though
substantial, was unable to reduce the potential impacts to a less than significant level, and
therefore an environmental impact report was required with findings to override the potentially
significant impacts of that project.

MV00233311

Memo to City Council
June 29, 2009
Page 2

Attached are two documents. The first document is a staff-prepared matrix comparing various
mitigation measures for the HFP and WR projects. Most of the mitigation measures are similar.
A number of mitigation measures were not applied to the WR project given its lower level of
impacts based on its size, location and design. The second document is an applicant-prepared
matrix responding to concerns expressed by Raymond Johnson, an attorney involved in the HFP
project litigation. Staff concurs with responses that generally reflect that concerns were studied
and addressed or that the concerns do not apply to the WR project given its level of impacts,
design and location.

Kyle A. Kollar, Community Development Director
Attachments:
1.
2.
Cc:

Mitigation Measures and Conditions of Approval Comparison
Western Realco Response Sheet
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Robert Hansen, Interim City Attorney

MV00233312
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Mitigation Measures - Highland Fairview

Conditions of ApprovalWestern RealCo
The Western Realco site has sensitive
receptors (residential zoning and existing
homes) to the northeast (the northeast
corner of the site is within the 300 foot
Proximity to Residential Buffer Area) opposite from the prevailing win~; the
project design set back the truck bays a
total of approximately 500 feet from
sensitive receptors and routed truck
traffic away from receptors. The air
quality study indicated that project
emISSIOns
were
below
significance
thresholds. Project does not include night
time grading.

MM AQ-2. The project applicant shall meet
CARB standards by assuring use of lowest
emission construction equipment reasonably
available for use on this project.
The
construction fleet average shall meet or exceed
Tier II level and the applicant shall provide
incentives in the bidding process in selecting
construction contractors that propose the lowestemission construction equipment (i.e., high
pressure injectors; smaller engine sizes; electric
equipment; gasoline powered equipment with
catalytic converters; and alternatively fueled
construction equipment).
The applicant shall also provide incentives in the
bidding process in selecting grading and
construction contractors that propose the use of
equipment using Level III diesel particulate The Highland Fairview site has existing
and potential future sensitive receptors to
filters.
the east, southeast, south and southwest,
areas mostly in the direction of prevailing
winds, and trucks are only able to
traverse roads immediately adjacent to
existing and future sensitive receptors.
The HFP project has a mandated setback
of approximately 440 from its southern
boundary to any sensitive receptor. The
air quality study demonstrated that the
project emissions exceeded significance
thresholds.
This and many other
~
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ATTACHMENT I

Draft Mitigation Measures Western RealCo
MM AQ-2.
The project
applicant shall ensure that
is
construction
equipment
properly maintained, including
proper tuning and timing of the
engmes.
MM AQ-4. Utilize alternatives
fuels in construction equipment
and
require
construction
equipment to utilize the best
available technology to reduce
emissions or provide evidence
is
prohibitively
that
it
expenSIve.
MM AQ-9. Use alternative
fuels and measures to maximize
fleet efficiency for vehicles that
will serve the proposed project
on a frequent basis (e.g.
forklifts,
switcher tractors/
hostelling units) or provide
evidence that it is prohibitively
expenSIve.

----

--.~--

- --"------ --

mitigation measures were offered and
necessary to mInimIZe the impacts.
Project includes night time grading.
Several
conditions
and
mitigation
measures address this issue, though not to
the same level, as it would the project
impacts are expected to be less than those
ofHFP.

P33.

Use low emission mobile
construction equipment and utilize
existing power sources whenever
feasible.

P34.

Maintain construction equipment
engines by keeping them tuned.

P3S.

Use low sulfur fuel for stationary
construction equipment (required
by SCAQMD Rules 431.1 and
431.2).

P49.

Maintain equipment and vehicle
engines in good condition and in
proper tune as per manufacturers'
specifications.

PSO.

Encourage the use of alternative
clean fuel such as compressed
natural gas-powered equipment
with oxidation catalysis instead of
diesel powered engines, or if diesel

~
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equipment has to be used,
encourage use of particulate filters,
oxidation catalysts and low sulfur
diesel as defined in AQMD Rule
431.2, i.e., with less than 15 ppm
sulfur content.

P52.

Use low-sulfur diesel fuel with
particulate traps whenever
feasible.

P53. Use alternative-fueled yard tractors
or other off-road equipment
whenever feasible.
MM AQ-4. During project construction, the Issue covered.
project applicant shall require all contractors to
turn off all construction equipment and delivery P47. Restrict idling emissions by using
vehicles when not in use or. prohibit idling in
auxiliary power
excess of five (5) minutes.
units/electrification and prohibit
idling in excess of 5 minutes.
Issue
covered
MM AQ-5. Prior to issuance of a grading
permit, the project applicant shall provide a
traffic control plan to the City of Moreno Valley P36. Configure construction parking to
minimize traffic interference.
that will describe in detail safe detours around
the project construction site with temporary
traffic control (e.g., flag person) during I P37. The Traffic Control Plan required
by Transportation Engineering
construction-related truck hauling activities, as
shall include the following:
required by the City. Construction activities that
a.
Develop a traffic plan to
affect traffic flow on the arterial system shall be
~
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minimized by scheduling such activities to offpeak hours. Construction truck travel shall be
routed to minimize travel on congested streets
sensitive receptor areas.
and near to
Construction traffic shall gain access to the
project site via Theodore Street and Eucalyptus
Avenue to the greatest extent possible to
minimize traffic and dust along Redlands
Boulevard. The traffic control plan is primarily I P48.
intended as a safety measure but also can
minimize traffic congestion imd delays that
increase idling and acceleration emissions. The
traffic control plan shall be prepared in
of
accordance
with
U.S.
Department
Transportation Federal Highways Administration I P54.
Rule on Work Zone Safety 23 CFR 630 Subpart
J, Developing and Implementing Traffic
Management Plans for Work Zones.
P55.

minimize traffic flow interference
from construction activities and
minimize obstruction of through
traffic lanes to the extent feasible.
b.
Schedule
construction
operations affecting traffic for offpeak hours.
Provide temporary traffic controls
such as a flag person during all
phases
of
construction
as
reasonably necessary to maintain
traffic flow.
Conduct air quality monitoring at
sensitive receptors if required by
SCAQMD.

Redirect truck traffic to avoid
residential areas or schools.
partially
covered - in contrast to
Issue
MM AQ-6. All paints shall be low VOC paints
HFP
project,
impacts
not
and applied using either high volume lowsignificant.
pressure (HVLP) spray equipment or by hand
application. For a list of low VOC paints, refer
to
the
website: P43. Construct and build with materials
that do not require painting where
www.aqmd.gov/prdaslbrochures/paintguide.html.
feasible.
P44.

Use
pre-painted
construction
materials where possible.
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MM AQ-7A. Construction Phases. Prior to the I ~ot covered ~ in. contrast to HFP project,
issuance of grading permits, the developer shall Impacts not slgmficant.
provide documentation to the City of Moreno
Valley indicating that construction workers will
be encouraged to carpool to the greatest extent
practical, including providing information on
park and ride programs available to workers.
The project shall also provide for lunch services
onsite during construction to minimize the need
for offsite vehicle trips.
Workers shall be
informed in writing and a letter placed on file at
the City of Moreno Valley documenting the
efforts to encourage carpooling.
Not covered. In contrast to HFP project,
•
.
I impacts not significant
MM AQ-7B. Occupancy. Pnor to the lssuance
of occupancy permits, the proj ect applicant shall
provide documentation to the City of Moreno
Valley indicating that tenant workers will be
encouraged to carpool to the greatest extent
practical including providing information on park
and ride programs available to employees.
Employees shall be informed in writing and a
letter placed on file at the City of Moreno Valley
documenting the efforts to encourage carpooling.
MM AQ-8. During project construction, onsite Issue covered
electrical hook-ups shall be provided for electric
construction tools including saws, drills and P65. Project Applicant shall provide
construction site electrical hook
compressors, to minimize the need for diesel
ups
for electric hand tools such as
powered electric generators.
saws, drills, and compressors, to
~
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I MM AQ-l. Project Applicant
shall provide construction site
electrical hook ups for electrical
hand tools such as saws, drills,
and compressors, to eliminate
the need for diesel powered

-

-"

- .. - ----
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eliminate the need for diesel
powered electric generators or
provide evidence that electrical
hook ups at construction sites are
not practical or prohibitively
expensive.
MM AQ-9. During construction, rumble or Issue covered
bumper strips or similar best management
practices shall be provided where vehicles enter P45. Based on the City's Grading
Ordinance and requirements of
and exit the construction site onto paved roads,
SCAQMD, the following shall be
or wash off trucks or any equipment leaving the
administered by the Public Work's
site with each trip.
Department:
a. Water active construction sites a
minimum of three times a day.
h. Pave or provide soil stabilizers
manufactures'
according
to
specifications for parking areas
and construction roads.
c. Suspend all excavating and
grading operations when wind
speeds exceed instantaneous gusts
exceeding 25 mph.
d. Replace ground cover in
disturbed areas inactive for 15
days or more.
e. Trucks hauling dirt, sand,
gravel or soil shall be covered or
should maintain at least two feet of
freeboard in accordance with
~
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electrical generators or provide
evidence that electrical hook
ups at construction sites are not
practical
or
prohibitively
expensive.

Section 23114 of the California
Vehicle Code, while truck drivers
shall
be informed
of this
requirement prior to entering the
site.
LD6.

(G) The developer shall monitor,
and
control
all
supervise
construction and construction
supportive activities, so as to
prevent these activities from
causing
a
public
nuisance,
including but not limited to,
insuring strict adherence to the
following:
(a)
Removal of dirt, debris, or
other
construction
material
deposited on any public street no
later than the end of each working
day.
Observance of working
(b)
hours as stipulated on permits
issued by the Public Works
Department.
(c)
The construction site shall
accommodate the parking of all
motor vehicles used by persons
working at or providing deliveries
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to the site.
(d)
All dust control measures
per South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD)
requirements shall be adhered to
during the grading operations.
Violation of any condition or
restriction or prohibition set forth
in these conditions shall subject
the owner, applicant, developer or
contractor(s) to remedies as noted
in the City Municipal Code
8.14.090. In addition, the City
Engineer or Building Official may
suspend all construction related
activities for violation of any
condition,
restriction
or
prohibition set forth in these
conditions until such time as it has
been
determined
that
all
operations and activities are in
conformance
with
these
conditions.

MM-AQ~1~. Offsite construction improvements

shall be lImIted to an 8-hour day during daylight
hours.

I

Issue ~o:ered -no offsite improvements
are antIcIpated.
The Public Works Department has a

~
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Operations

standard condition of approval regarding
the public nuisance aspect of the
construction activities. The construction
operations including building related
activities and deliveries shall be restricted
to Monday through Friday from 6:00 AM
to 8:00 PM, excluding holidays, and from
7:00 AM to 8 PM on weekends and
holidays, in accordance with City
Municipal Code 8.14.040~ unless otherwise
extended or shortened by the City
Engineer or Building Official
Issue partially covered.

MM AQ-ll. All project entrances shall be I P46.
posted with signs which state:
a) Diesel trucks servicing the project shall not
idle for more than 3 minutes; and
b) Telephone numbers of the building facilities
manager and the California Air Resources
Board to report violations.

The applicant shall appoint a
construction relation officer~ or the
contractor~s project
superintendent shall be available
during regular working hours to
address and resolve community
issues concerning on-site
construction activity related to PM
10 generation.

P47.

Restrict idling emissions by using
auxiliary power
units/electrification and prohibit
idling in excess of 5 minutes.
MM AQ-12. Electricity shall be provided in the I Issue covered
loading
dock
areas
for
transportation
I P56. Provide electrical sources for
refrigeration units visiting the site, if any.
~
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service equipment and docking of
trucks.
MM AQ-14.
Electrical hookups shall be Issue covered
provided for transport refrigeration units within
the Commercial component (Phases II and III) to P56. Provide electrical sources for
service equipment and docking of
eliminate the need for idling of diesel-powered
trucks.
transport refrigeration units.

MM AQ-15. The project applicant shall include Issue not covered - in contrast to HFP
in all new lease documents the requirement that project, impacts not significant
the tenants shall utilize only trucks using
refrigeration units capable of utilizing electrical
hook-ups for deliveries to the tenant.
MM AQ-16.
The project applicant shall Issue partially covered - in contrast to
encourage its tenants to do the following: have a HFP project, impacts not significant
compressed workweek schedule for its
employees; include electric powered andlor
compressed natural gas fueled trucks and/or
vehicles in fleets; require or provide incentives to
use California Air Resources Board certified
particulate filters that meet level III
requirements; use "clean" trucks, such as 2007 or
newer model year or 2010 compliant; use electric
yard trucks; use trucks with a SmartWay 1.25
rating; and electrify auxiliary power units. The
applicant shall provide documentation of its
efforts to the satisfaction of the City.
MM AQ-17. The project shall be designed such Issue partially covered - there is no
that the check-in point for trucks is inside the
potential for queuing near
facility property to ensure that there are no trucks
sensitive receptors as would be the
~
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MM AQ-9. Use alternative
fuels and measures to maximize
fleet efficiency for vehicles that
will serve the proposed project
on a frequent basis (e.g.
forklifts, switcher
tractorslhostelling units) or
provide evidence that it is
prohibitively expensive.

queuing outside the facility.

case with HFP.
P4 7.

Restrict idling emissions by using
auxiliary power
units/electrification and prohibit
idling in excess of 5 minutes.
MM AQ-19. Prior to the Issuance of Occupancy Issue not covered - in contrast to HFP
Pennits, written evidence shall be provided to the project, impacts not significant
Planning and Transportation Engineering
Divisions that the project applicant shall include
in all new lease documents the requirement that
the tenant shall provide employees with
incentives for carpooling or impose a parking
fee.
I

MM AQ-20. The property owners association Issue not covered - in contrast to HFP
shall maximize use of electrical equipment for project, impacts not significant
landscape maintenance.
MM BR-3. A pre-construction clearance survey Issue covered
for burrowing owl shall be provided. The prefocused
Burrowing
Owl
construction survey shall be conducted by a P12. A
preconstruction survey needs to be
qualified biologist no more than thirty (30) days
conducted
within 30 days prior to
prior to any grading or ground disturbing
the initiation of any ground
activities.
disturbances.
If a Burrowing Owl
If construction is to be initiated during the
is found present on the project site,
breeding season (February 1 through August 31)
the protocol of the Multi Species
and burrowing owl is detennined to occupy any
Habitat
Conservation Program
portion of the study area during the 30-day preshall be followed.
construction survey, consultation with the CDFG
and USFWS shall take place and no construction

P66.

If construction is to commence
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MM BIO-l & 5. A preconstruction clearance survey
for burrowing owl shall be
conducted within the
development footprints and a
500-foot buffer. A qualified
biologist shall conduct the preconstruction survey no more
than thirty (30) days prior to
any grading or ground
disturbing activities.

activity ·shall take place within 500 feet of an
active nestlburrow until it has been determined
that the nestlburrow is no longer active, and all
juveniles have fledged the nestlburrow. No
disturbance to active burrows shall occur without
appropriate permitting through the MBTA and/or
CDFG.
If active burrowing owl burrows are detected
outside the breeding season (September through
January), or within the breeding season but owls
are not nesting or in the process of nesting,
passive relocation may be conducted following
consultation with the CDFG and USFWS.
Construction activity may occur within 500 feet
of the active nests at the discretion of the I P67.
biological monitor.

during the raptor breeding season
(January
1S-July
30),
a
preconstruction survey for nesting
raptors will be required three days
prior to ground disturbance. No
construction activities may occur
within 500 feet of an active raptor
nest unless the activity has been
authorized by a qualified biologist
as having no potential to interfere
with nesting activity or until the
biologist determines that the nest is
no longer active.

MM BIO-2. If construction is

to commence during the raptor
breeding season (January 15July 30), a preconstruction
survey for nesting rap tors will
be required three days prior to
ground disturbance. No
construction activities may
occur within SOD-feet of any
active raptor nest unless a
qualified biologist as having no
potential to interfere with
nesting activity has authorized
the activity or until the biologist
A pre-construction burrowing owl determines that, the nest is no
survey will be conducted within the longer active.
development footprint and a 500foot buffer within 30 days of MM LU-l. A pregrading or other significant site construction clearance survey
disturbance.
for burrowing owl shall be
conducted within the
development footprints and a
SOD-foot buffer. A qualified
biologist shall conduct the preconstruction survey no more
than thirty (30) days prior to
any grading or ground
disturbing activities.

MM BR-4.

Prior to issuance of a building I Issue covered
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pennit, the applicant shall pay the mandatory
mitigation fee for the MSHCP. The mitigation I P23.
fee is a per unit fee based on the residential
development and a per square feet fee based on
commercial or industrial development. This will
satisfy mitigation required for Impact 5.4-5 and
5.4-6.

MM N-2. No Nighttime Grading within 1,200
Feet of Residences south of Future Eucalyptus
Avenue. City grading hours are from 7 a.m. to 6
p.m., Monday through Friday.
No grading
activities shall occur at night (8 p.m. to 7 a.m.)
within 1,200 feet from any noise-sensitive land
uses (i.e. occupied residences including yard
areas, schools, etc.) located south of SR-60
(Exhibit 5.11-6 shows the current location of
occupied residences). Prior to the issuance of a
grading permit, the project applicant shall
submit a Noise Reduction Compliance Plan
(NRCP) to the City as part of the grading
permit submittal showing the limits of
nighttime construction based on the location
of occupied residential dwellings and their
associated parcels, and other noise sensitive

(BP) Prior to issuance of building
permits,
the
developer
or
developet's
successor-in-interest
shall pay all applicable impact fees,
including but not limited to
Transportation
Uniform
Mitigation fees (TUMF), Multispecies Habitat Conservation Plan
(MSHCP) mitigation fees, and the
City's
adopted
Development
Impact Fees. (Ord)

Issue not covered - no night time grading
is proposed as part of Western Realco
project. No significant noise impacts were
identified, therefore no mitigation plan
required.
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uses. The limits of nighttime grading shall be
shown on the NRCP and grading plan submitted
to the City.
The limits of construction allowed at night shall
be staked or posted on site, and contractors will
be provided with a copy of the plan showing the
limits of nighttime construction.
In the event any new residential units or other
noise sensitive land uses are built and occupied
in the vicinity of the project site prior to
completion of Phase 1 construction, nighttime
construction and grading activities shall be
prohibited within 1,200 feet of such residences.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through a
modification of the NRCP.
With the implementation of this mitIgation
measure, the loudest noise level that would be
experienced at any developed residential parcel
would be less than 55 dBA (Leq) during the
nighttime, and this level would be consistent with
the limits established in the City's Noise
Ordinance. Compliance with these standards
during Phase 1 construction of the project should
be assured through the Noise Reduction
Compliance Plan (NRCP) and periodic
monitoring of noise levels at developed
residential parcels within 1,200 feet of the project
site.

MM N-3. Daytime Construction Noise. City I Issue covered - sensitive receptors are
I MM N-l&2
grading hours are from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., located away from major site construction
~
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Monday through Friday.
If project site and away from construction routes.
grading activities must occur within 560 feet
of noise-sensitive land uses during the daytime
(7 a.m. to 8 p.m.), then temporary sound
barriers of sufficient height and density to
reduce daytime noise levels to 60 dBA (Leq) or
less shall be placed between the grading
activities and the noise-sensitive land uses.
Prior to the issuance of a grading permit, the
developer shall submit a NRCP to the City as
part of the grading permit submittal showing the
limits of daytime construction based on the 560
foot setback in relation to the location of
occupied residential dwellings and their
associated parcels and other noises sensitive
uses.
In the event any new residential units or other
noise sensitive land uses are built and occupied
in the vicinity of the project site prior to
completion of Phase 1 construction, the NRCP
shall be modified to show a the revised new 560
foot setback for day time construction and
grading activities in relation to the new
residences.
With the implementation of this mItIgation
measure the loudest noise level that would be
experienced at any developed residential parcel
would be less than 60 dBA (Leq) during the
daytime, and these levels would be consistent
with the limits established in the City's Noise
I
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• All noise-producing
construction equipment
and vehicles using
internal combustion
engines will be eq uipped
with mufflers, air-inlet
silencers where
appropriate, and anyother shrouds, shields, or
other noise reducing
features in good
operating condition that
meets or exceeds original
factory specifications.
Mobile or fixed
"package" equipment
(e.g., arc welders, air
compressors) will be
equipped with shrouds
and noise control features
that are readily available
for that type of
equipment.
• Materials stockpiles and
mobile equipment
staging, parking, and
maintenance areas will be
located as far as
practicable from adjacent
residential development.

Ordinance. Compliance with these standards
during Phase 1 construction of the project should
be assured through the NRCP and periodic
monitoring of noise levels at developed
residential parcels within 560 feet of the project
site. This mitigation measure does not apply to
off-site construction.

• Construction site and
access road speed limits
will be established and
enforced during the
construction period.
The Public Works Department
has a standard condition of
approval regarding the public
nuisance aspect of the
construction activities. The
construction operations
including building related
activities and deliveries shall be
restricted to Monday through
Friday from 6:00 AM to 8:00
PM, excluding holidays, and
from 7:00 AM to 8 PM on
weekends and holidays, in
accordance with City Municipal
Code 8.14.040, unless
otherwise extended or
shortened by the City Engineer
or Building Official.
MM N-4. Require Equipment Maintenance. All Issue covered
I MM AQ-2. The project
applicant shall ensure that
construction equipment shall be maintained in
good working order and fitted with the P49. Maintain equipment and vehicle construction equipment is
engines in good condition and in properly maintained, including
appropriate silencers, mufflers or acoustic covers
where applicable.
proper tune as per manufacturers' proper tuning and timing of the
specifications.
engines.
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MM GCe-L The project shall be designed to Issue covered
meet applicable 2008 Title 24 energy efficiency
requirements, or any more stringent requirements
that may be adopted prior to the issuance of P38. Improve thermal integrity of the
buildings and reduce thermal load
building permits for the project.
with the use of automated time
clocks or occupant sensors.
P39.

Install energy efficient street
lighting subject toreview and
approval by City.

P40.

If applicable, waste heat will be

captured and reemployed in
nonresidential buildings.
P42.

Provide lighter color roofing and
road materials to deflect heat and
if feasible, tree planting programs,
to comply with AQMP
Miscellaneous Sources MSC-Ol
measure.

PS7.

Install solar panels on building
roof to supply electricity for office
use.

PS8.

Use double paned windows to
reduce thermal loss, and/or
provide high performance glass
and window coverings at office
areas to reduce HVAC loads.
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P59.
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Install central water heating
systems and energy efficient
appliances to reduce energy
consumption.

MM GCC-2. All buildings shall be designed Issue partially covered - in contrast to I MM AQ-8. Use light-colored
impacts
not roof materials to reflect heat.
HFP
project,
with "cool roofs" using products certified by the
significant
Cool Roof Rating Council, and exposed roof
surfaces shall use "cool paints."
P42. Provide lighter color roofing and
road materials to deflect heat and
if feasible, tree planting programs,
to
comply
with
AQMP
Miscellaneous Sources MSC-Ol
measure.
MM GCC-3.
The project shall install a Issue covered
photovoltaic array (solar panels) or other source
of renewable energy generation on-site, or P57. install solar panels on building
roof to supply electricity for office
otherwise acquire energy from the local utility
use.
that has been generated by renewable sources, to
meet the project's Phase 1 office electricity
needs.
MM GCC-4. The design and operation of the Issue covered
project shall use ENERGY STAR-qualified
energy efficient products for heating and cooling P59. Install central water heating
systems, and for built-in appliances and lighting.
systems and energy efficient
appliances to reduce energy
consumption.
MM GCC-6.
The project shall provide a Issue not covered - in contrast to HFP
minimum of two electric vehicle-charging project, impacts not significant

I
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stations.
MM GCC-7. During onsite construction phases I Issue par.tiall~ covered - in .co~trast to
of mass grading, fine grading, and building HFP proJect, Impacts not sIgmficant
(excluding asphalt paving, trenching, and offsite
improvements), off-road construction equipment
shall use biodiesel fuel (a minimum ofB20, or 20
percent of biodiesel). Construction equipment
exempt from this measure include those with
warranties that would be voided if B20 biodiesel
fuel is used. Prior to issuance of grading permits,
the applicant shall provide documentation to the
City that verifies that certain equipment are
exempt; that a biodiesel supply has been secured;
and that the construction contractor is aware that
the use of biodiesel is required.

MM GCe-B. Prior to issuance of a grading
permit, the project shall have in place a Cityapproved Solid Waste Diversion and Recycling
Plan that demonstrates the diversion and
recycling of all salvageable and re-useable wood,
metal, plastic and paper products used during
project construction. A similar Plan shall be in
place prior to occupancy that demonstrates the
diversion and recycling of all wood, metal,
plastic and paper products during on-going
operation of the warehouse and office...£ortions of
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B4.
(BP) Prior to the issuance of a
building permit, the applicant shall submit a
properly completed "Waste Management
Plan" (WMP), as required, to the
Compliance Official (Building Official) as a
portion of the building or demolition permit
process.
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MM AQ-4. Utilize alternatives
fuels in construction equipment
and require construction
equipment to utilize the best
available technology to reduce
emissions or provide evidence
that it is prohibitively
expenSIve.
MM AQ-9. Use alternative
fuels and measures to maximize
fleet efficiency for vehicles that
will serve the proposed project
on a frequent basis (e.g.
forklifts, switcher -.
tractorslhostelling units) or
provide evidence that it is
prohibitively expensive.

--------"~~-.-~-----
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the project. The Plans shall include the name of
the waste hauler, their assumed destination for all
waste and recycled materials, and the procedures
that will be followed to ensure implementation of
this measure.
MM GCC-9. The project shall be certifiable Not covered - in contrast to HFP project,
under Leadership in Energy and Environmental impacts not significant
Design (LEED). The £roject shall obtain the
following credits from the LEED for New
Construction & Major Renovations, version 2.2
(or eguivalent): Sustainable Sites Credit 7.1:
Heat Island Effect, Non-Roof; LEED Energy &
Atmos£here Credit 1, Ogtimize Energy
Performance, in gart through installing skylights
and utilizing energy efficient lighting.
Demonstration of certifiability shall be grovided
to the satisfaction of the City, grior to the
issuance of building germits.
MM GCC-IO. The project shall be designed to
accommodate trucks utilizing "SmartWay Truck
Efficiency" emission reduction features. Trailer
tails (extenders) are incompatible with loading
docks and are exempt from this measure.
MM GCC-U. Every truck that enters the site
with a gross vehicle weight rating over 10,000
pounds shall have an Engine Certification Label.
If it does not have the label, it shall be prohibited
from entering the project site.

Not covered - in contrast to HFP project,
impacts not significant

Not covered - in contrast to HFP project,
impacts not significant.
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Western Realco Response Sheet
March Business Center
City of Moreno Valley, CA
June 17 2009

The Project Description is inadequate, only identifying the
number of employees in the first phase of the project.
There is no discussion of the number of employees
anticipated for the second phase
the
There is no discussion of the subsequent phases
project, including required parking, project entrances or
building location.

DECLARATION is deceptive and is
inadequate as an informational document. The document
fails to clearly identify the major long term irreversible
commitment of resources caused by the Project.
Agricultural Resources:

The Negative Declaration acknowledges that it will have a
significant impact on agricultural resources. According to
the threshold adopted in the General Plan EIR, this project
exceeds the thresholds of significance. The NEGATIVE
DECLARATION states that there is no feasible mitigation
measure for this impact. We disagree with this statement
and propose the following mitigation measures:

As stated on Page 3-34 of the Mitigated Negative
Declaration (MND) it identifies the projected
employment for the entire project of 2,486 jobs,
based on Southern California Association of
Governments
information.
The MND, which is included by reference to the
Staff Report, identifies parking for the entire project,
and Figure 2-5 depicts the project entrances and
building locations. Also see page 3-39
(Transportationrrraffic 15.f) which addresses
parking. Based upon the City parking requirements
the project total will require 587 parking spaces. The
total
ided
will be 699 s

The initial study has indicated that the proposed
project requires a mitigated negative declaration
and not simply a negative declaration. A mitigated
negative declaration is the commonly used CEQA
term to describe a project that results in significant
impact which can be mitigated through various
methods to less than significant. All of the
mitigation is included and discussed in the
document. Thus, all the impacts of the proposed
project as identified in the MND are less than
significant with mitigation incorporated.
The project is located within the Moreno Valley
Industrial Specific Plan zoned for industrial uses.
Furthermore, the project is located on land that is
vacant and not currently used for agricultural
purposes. Since there are no existing agriculture
uses for conversion, major long term irreversible
riculture Resources do no
commitment of
Based on the City of MOreno Valley General Plan
Final Program EIR dated July 2006 under
Agriculture Resources the following pertains to the
Thresholds of Significance: .
For purposes of the EIR, a significant impact would
occur if implementation of the proposed project
would meet any of the follow three significance
criteria.
•
Convert Prime Farmla
e Farmland

ATTACHMENT 2
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•
•

PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURE: Developer shall
purchase an equal acreage of agricultural land in western
Riverside County to compensate for the loss of acreage by
the proposed buildings, parking lots, and roads.
Satisfactory arrangements shall be made to ensure the
perpetual use of this mitigation land for active agricultural
purposes such as conveyance to an agricultural land
conservancy. *

or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland) to non-agriculture uses
Conflict with existing zoning for agriculture
use, or a Williamson Act contract; or
Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to non-agriculture use.

Based on review of The California Department
Conservation and Figure 5.8.1 of the City of Moreno
Valley General Plan Program Final EIR, 22 acres of
the project site is designated as Farmland of Local
Importance. Therefore, the existing land is not
deSignated as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
or Farmland of Statewide importance. In addition,
the land is not under a Williamson Act contract.
Furthermore, the project does not conflict with
existing zoning, since the existing zoning is
industrial. Finally the site is currently vacant and is
not under active farming. Since the project site
does not meet the significant criteria as identified
above there is no impact to Agriculture Resources
as fully disclosed on page 3~6 of the MND.
As identified above and on page 3-6 of the MND
there is no impact to Agriculture Resources. Per
CEQA, mitigation is not required when it is
determined there are no impacts or impacts that are
less than significant. Therefore, the proposed
mitigation measure is not required nor incorporated
into the final document.

There is no reason why mitigation lands must be
purchased in the City of Moreno Valley. The impacts are
not to the City of Moreno Valley but rather to the County of
Riverside and the State of California. Similar measures
have been used throughout California and other states. 1
In addition to mitigating impacts to agricultural resources,
the mitigation would also be effective mitigation for global
warminQ impacts.

As identified above and on page 3-6 of the MND
there is no impact to Agriculture Resources.
Therefore the purchase of mitigated lands is not
required in the City of Moreno Valley, the County of
Riverside, or elsewhere.

The air quality analysis fails to consider cumulative
impacts. Most notably the cumulative impacts of the
operational phase of the project combined with future
construction phases.
For SCAQMD thresholds of
significance, the Project will exceed voe, NO x, PM 10 and
PM 2.5 thresholds for project specific and cumulative
impacts. During operation, the Project will exceed voe,
NO x, PM lO and PM 2.5 thresholds, for project specific and
cumulative impacts, during all phases. The Project will
exceed the threshold of significance for cancer risk for all

The air quality analysis includes cumulative
impacts. As discussed on page 3-7 and 3-11 of the
MND, the SCAQMD's approach for assessing
cumulative impacts is based on AQMP forecasts of
attainment of ambient air quality standards in
accordance with the requirements of the Federal
and State Clean Air Acts. The proposed project
would be consistent with the AQMP, which is
intended to bring the Basin into attainment for all
criteria pollutants. Furthermore, the mass regional
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operational phases for nearby receptors. Additionally,
the Diesel Health Risk Assessment failed to consider the
impact of adding daily diesel truck trips to FREEWAYS
and sensitive users adjacent to FREEWAYS. Additionally,
the analysis does not consider the addition of the
proposed Project to the existing diesel contaminants on
FREEWAYS. The following mitigation measures are
suggested to mitigate the air quality impacts of the project:
The following mitigation measures are suggested to
mitigate the air quality impacts of the project:
1. All restaurants and food or beverage stores shall
provide an electrical hookup for refrigeration units
on delivery trucks. Trucks incapable of utilizing
the electrical hookup for powering refrigeration
units shall be prohibited from accessing the site.
All leasing documents shall include these
requirements and provide that violation of those
provisions will constitute a material breach of the
lease that will result in the termination of the lease.
Because of the fact that these terms of the lease
are designed to benefit the public, the public shall
be considered to be a third party beneficiary with
standing to enforce the requirements of the lease."
2. All project entrances shall be posted with signs
which state: ... "
3. When materials are transported off-site, all
material shall be covered, effectively wetted to
limit visible dust emissions, or at least six inches
of freeboard space from the top of the container
shall be maintained.
4. Gravel pads must be installed at all access pOints
to prevent tracking of mud onto public roads.
5. Install and maintain track out control devices in
effective condition at all access points where
paved and unpaved access or travel routes
intersect.
6. All roadways, driveways, sidewalks, etc., to be
should be completed as soon as possible. In
addition, building pads should be laid as soon as
possible after grading unless seeding or soil
binders are used.
7. Pave all roads on construction sites.
8. Limit fugitive dust sources to 20 percent opacity.
9. Require a dust control plan for earthmoving
operations.
10. The contractor or builder shall designate a person
or persons to monitor the dust control program
and to order increased watering, as necessary, to
prevent transport of dust offsite.
11. Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone
number and person to contact regarding dust
complaints. This person shall respond and take
corrective action with in 24 hours.
12. Install high pressure injectors on diesel
construction equipment."

emissions calculated for the proposed project (and
discussed further below) are less than the
applicable SCAOMD daily significance thresholds,
which are designated to assess the region in
attaining the applicable state and national ambient
air quality standards. As such, air quality
cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Based on Table 3.1 (Phase I Construction) and
Table 3.2 (Phase 2 Construction) of the MND, the
ROC, NOx CO, Sox, PM10 and PM2.5 all fall below
the thresholds of significance.
Based on Table 3-6 (Estimate of Operation-Period
Localized (Onsite) Emission) of the MND, the NOx,
CO, PM10,and PM2.5 do not exceed the thresholds
of significance as determined by SCAOMD Daily
Significance Thresholds (Ibs/day).
Based on Table 3-7 *(Annual DPM Concentration
and Cancer Risk Values) for resident maximum
exposure and school maximum exposure the
estimated cancer risks will not exceed the hazard
(Thresholds) Index.
Since none of the impacts exceed the threshold of
significance, no mitigation is required.
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13. Restrict engine size of construction equipment to
the minimum practical size. *
14. Use Electric construction equipment where
technically feasible. *
15. Substitute gasoline-powered for diesel-powered
construction equipment. *
16. Use f alternatively fueled construction equipment,
using, e.g., compressed natural gas, liquefied
natural gas, propane, or biodiesel. *
17. Implement activity management techniques
including a) development of a comprehensive
construction management plan designed to
minimize the number of large construction
equipment operating during any given time period;
b) scheduling of construction truck trips during
non-peak hours to reduce peak hour emissions; c)
limitation of the length of construction work-day
period; and d) phasing of construction activities.*
18. Install catalytic converters on gasoline-powered
equipment. *
19. Minimize construction worker trips by requiring
carpooling and providing for lunch onsite.*
20. Use electricity from power poles rather than
temporary diesel power generators.*
21. Alternative diesel fuels exist that achieve PM1 0
and NOx reductions. PuriNOx is an alternative
diesel formulation that was verified by CARB on
January 31, 2001 as achieving a 14% reduction in
NOx and a 63% reduction in PM10 compared to
CARB diesel. It can be used in any directinjection, heavy-duty compression ignition engine
and is compatible with existing engines and
existing storage, distribution, and vehicle fueling
facilities. Operational experience indicates little or
no difference in performance and startup time, no
discernable operational differences, no increased
engine noise, and significantly reduced visible
smoke.
22. Electrical powered equipment should be utilized
in-lieu of gasoline-powered engines where
technically feasible. *
23. Prior to the issuance of a grading and building
permit, the applicant shall submit verification that a
ridesharing program for the construction crew has
been encouraged and will be supported by the
contractor via incentives or other inducements.*
24. Require each user to establish a carpool/van pool
program.*
25. Provide on-site child care or contribute to off-site
child care within walking distance.*
26. Provide preferential parking for carpool/van pool
vehicles.*
27. Provide secure, weather-protected bicycle parking
for employees.*
28. Provide direct safe, direct bicycle access to
adjacent bicycle routes. *
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29. Provide showers and lockers for employees
bicycling or walking to work.*
30. Short-term bicycle parking for retail customers and
other non-commute trips.*
31. Connect bicycle lanes/paths to city-wide network.*
32. Design and locate buildings to facilitate transit
access, e.g., locate building entrances near transit
stops, eliminate building setbacks, etc."
33. Construct transit facilities such as bus
turnouts/bus bulbs, benches, shelters, etc.*
34. Provide shuttle service to food service
establishments/commercial areas. *
35. Provide shuttle service to transit
stations/multimodal centers. *
36. Implement parking fee for single-occupancy
vehicle commuters."
37. Implement parking cash-out program for nondriving employees.*
38. Provide direct, safe, attractive pedestrian access
from project to transit stops and adjacent
development. *
39. Implement a compressed workweek schedule. *
40. Provide electrical vehicle ("EV') and compressed
natural gas ("CNG") vehicles in vehicle fleets.*
41. Install EV charging facilities for a minimum of 10%
of all parking spaces. *
42. Install a CNG fueling facility."
43. Provide preferential parking locations for EVs and
CNG vehicles.*
44. Utilize electrical equipment for landscape
maintenance. *
45. Utilize only CARB certified equipment for
construction activities. *
46. All forklifts shall be electric or natural gas
powered."
47. Provide subsidies or incentives to employees who
l)se putllic transit or carpooling, including
preferential parking. *
48. Plant shade trees in parking lots to provide
minimum 50% cover to reduce evaporative
emissions from parked vehicles!
49. Utilize low pressure sodium fixtures for exterior
lighting including parking lots.
50. Utilize electric yard trucks.*
51. All buildings shall be constructed to LEED
Platinum standards. *
52. The Project shall meet Smart Way 1.25 ratings. *
53. The project shall use only freight companies that
meet Smart Way 1.25 ratings. *
54. Extend grading period sufficiently to reduce air
quality impacts below a level of significance
Many of the existing mitigation measures are uncertain
and unenforceable. Measures using language such as
"encourage" simply are not certain of mitigating impacts,
they are speculative at best. There is no analysis to show
that the mitigation measures proposed for mitigating

Based on Table 3-7 *(Annual DPM Concentration
and Cancer Risk Values) for resident maximum
exposure and school maximum exposure the
estimated cancer risks will not exceed the hazard
(Thresholds) Index. Therefore, mitigation is not
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cancer risk will actually cause any reduction in cancer risk,
let alone a significant reduction. For instance the
requirement for electrical hookup for refrigeration units is
meaningless when the main project will not require the use
of refrigeration units. Similarly, the signage requirements
would not appear to apply to entrances to the commercial
facilities.

required to reduce cancer risk.

NOISE
COMMENT

RESPONSE

The noise analysis fails to consider that noise is
cumulative and that noise from one source is additive to
that from other existing sources.
Also, the NEGATIVE DECLARATION makes the
statement that noise from FREEWAYS will mask
construction noise. This is incorrect. Noise is additive,
with each noise adding to the total noise pressure. This
phenomenon is easily noted at any sporting event. There
is a difference in the noise level generated by one
screaming person when compared to the combined voices
of 60,000 screaming fans.

The MND considers the cumulative effects of noise
impacts. The Noise analysis in Appendix E: Noise
Analysis Report and Section 11a of the MND
discusses offsite traffic noise for existing conditions,
and 2012 and General Plan Build Out design-year
conditions with and without the project at noise
sensitive uses. The 2012 "with" project analysis
would not result in significant impacts; therefore,
under General Plan Build Out "with" project
conditions, the noise levels generated by the
proposed project would not result in significant
impacts. The "without" project analysis includes for
all projects that would occur without the proposed
project and an ambient growth factor. The "with"
project includes the "without" project conditions and
additional traffic caused by the proposed project.
Therefore, cumulative conditions are included in
both the "with" and "without" project noise analysis
as presented in the MND.
The MND makes no statement that noise from
freeways will mask construction noise. Refer to
noise section of the MND, pages 3-28 through 3-33.
The project itself is separated from the nearest
freeway (1-215) by March Air Force Base.
Therefore, no mention of freeway noise was made
nor is it necessary. Construction will be limited as
required by the City Noise Ordinance.
Although noise is additive, it is not additive in a
linear fashion. As described on pages 1 to 3 in
Appendix E: Noise Analysis Report for March
Business Center Project, a logarithmic scale is used
to measure noise, in terms of decibels (dB). Under
the decibel scale, a doubling of sound energy
corresponds to a 3-dB increase. In other words,
when two identical sources are each producing
sound of the same loudness, the resulting sound
level at a given distance would be 3 dB higher than
one source under the same conditions. For
example, if one automobile produces a noise
measurement of 70 dB when it passes a receiver,
two cars passing simultaneously at equal distance
from the observer would not produce 140 dBrather, they would combine to produce 73 dB.
Under the decibel scale, three sources of equal
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The mere fact that noise exceedances will only be
"temporary" does not change the fact that impacts exceed
the established thresholds of significance and remain a
significant impact.
The following mitigation measures should be adopted:
1. Provide double glazing for all residents adjacent to
or immediately across the street from the project.
2. Provide temporary noise barriers during project
construction.
3. Trucks should be prohibited from using entrances
and exits after the hours of 7:00 p.m. and on
Sundays.
4. No generators shall be allowed."'

loudness together produce a sound level 5 dB
louder than one source. Therefore the addition of
on (1) noise source of equal sound pressure level
will result in a cumulative noise increase of 3 dB.
The addition of other noise sources of equal level
will result in an increase of lessening amounts, i.e. 3
noise sources; 5 db, 4 noise sources; 6 dB.
The City's noise ordinance exempts the noise levels
of construction activities of the City's Noise
Standard provided that such activities take place
between the hours of 7:00 am and 8:00pm.
Construction of the proposed project will be limited
as required by the City Noise Ordinance; therefore,
impacts from construction noise would be less than
significant. Additionally, based on Table 3-8 and
the discussion of construction noise on page 3-29,
30 there would be no impact to sensitive receptors
that are in proximity to the construction activities.
Furthermore, The project will not exceed the
Threshold of Significance for Modeled Traffic Noise
Levels at Noise Sensitive Receptors (Table 3-9).

5.
Although construction noise impacts were
determined to be less than significant per the City's
noise ordinance, construction mitigation measures
were proposed as part of the MND to reduce
construction noise levels where they may be loud
and disruptive. These mitigation measures are
included on page 3-31 and 3-32 of the MND.

TRAFFIC

COMMENT

RESPONSE

The analysis and conclusions of the traffic analysis are
inadequate. The analysis only considers one of the
thresholds of significance, LOS. The other thresholds of
significance established a significant impact if there is an
"increase in traffic that is substantial" (3%). The
NEGATIVE DECLARATION clearly establishes that most
of the area roadways will be subjected to increases in
traffic that are substantial, thus triggering the threshold of
significance. This is particularly true of the analysis for
FREEWAYS which clearly establishes that this single
project will result in traffic increases on FREEWAYS of up
to 15%, well in excess of the 3% threshold. These·
significant impacts must be mitigated, not ignored.
Addition·ally, the traffic analysis relies upon improvements
that are "assumed" to be in place at the time of Project
development. There is no basis for these assumptions, no
program in place, no commitment by the City, no funding
and no certainty that the improvements can physically be
installed. Additionally, there is no commitment that these
improvements will be in place prior to Project
development, if ever.
There is absolutely no discussion of the adequacy of
parking for the facility. Based upon the site plans and the
number of employees, there appear to be inadequate

The trip generation for the proposed project was
estimated at less than 3,500 vehicles per day. In
2007, the 215 freeway between Van Buren and
Oleander carried approximately 120,000 vehicles
per day. If all proposed project traffic went to the
215 freeway, it would be less than a 3% increase.
The proposed project is conditioned to mitigate
direct impacts and the cumulative impacts which are
covered by DIF (Development Impact Fee), which
the City administers to construct improvements, and
TUMF (Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee)
which fund regional improvements.
As discussed in TransportationfTraffic Section of the
MND, pages 3-36 through 3-39 adequately discuss
necessary improvements to be installed and the
funding as shown as mitigation measures
associated with the project.

Section 15(f) on pages 3-39 of the MND adequately
identifies full capacity parking requirements for the
project. The required amount of parking is set forth
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parking.

The analysis does not consider the indirect impact of this
increased water use. Water is currently in short supply,
with EMWD noting a currently "voluntary" 10 % reduction.
Because of the existing water shortages, agricultural users
in Riverside County are under a mandatory 20% reduction
in use. This mandatory reduction is resulting in the tearing
out of citrus and avocado groves and is impacting the
viticulture industry

by Section 9.11.040 in the City of Moreno Valley
Municipal Code. The required amount of parking for
the entire project is 587 spaces. However 699 stalls
which are provided is 112 parking stall over what is
required.
Based on the Eastern Municipal Water District
(EMWD) preparation of the Water Supply
Assessment (WSA) dated May 14, 2008, the project
would provide adequate water supply to meet the
potable water demand for the project in addition to
existing future uses. See Section 16 of the MND for
further details and analysis.

GREENHOUSE GASES
COMMENT

RESPONSE

The Project will produce CO 2 in the amount of 990,000
pounds per day of greenhouse gasses. The Neg. Dec.
minimizes this by contrasting it with the entire state of
California. This ignores the importance of the cumulative
effects of greenhouse gasses. CEQA literature suggests
that in the absence of specific thresholds, any increase
greater than zero must be considered a significant impact
and an EIR must be prepared.

According to the Governor's Office of Planning and
Research (OPR) and the CEQA Guidelines, it is up
to the discretion of the lead agency to determine an
appropriate significance threshold and subsequent
finding of significance. The MND cites recognized,
verifiable evidence from a reputable association,
The Association of Environmental Professionals, in
its finding. In addition, mitigation measures to
minimize an already less than significant impact are
recommended.

The following g mitigation measures are suggested:
1. The Project shall be required to construct
renewable energy sources sufficient to provide
100% of all electrical usage for the entire Project.
2. The Project shall be required to construct
renewable energy sources sufficient to offset the
equivalent of 100% of all greenhouse gas
emissions from mobile sources (internal
combustion engines) for the entire Project.
3. The Project shall use skylights for natural lighting.
4. All interior lighting shall be from fluorescent
fixtures.
5. The Project shall be prohibited from installing any
air conditioning in any space where the electrical
demand is not totally offset by the production of
electricity from renewable resources.
It is incredible that the NEGATIVE DECLARATION takes
the caviler attitude that the exceedance of thresholds of
significance for greenhouse gasses is inconsequential.
This is a major problem, with the potential to end life on
this earth as we know it. The NEGATIVE DECLARATION
makes no real attempt to mitigate the impacts, just
assertions that measures are infeasible.

According to Table 3.4 and the discussion of '
greenhouse gas emissions on page 3-9 to 3-11,
greenhouse gas emissions are less than significant.
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Fwd: Riverside COWlty Sheriff Law Enforcement Rates for Citiesand Schools

Page I of 1

Cindy Miller
From:

John Anderson

Sent:

Tuesday, June 23, 2009 5:28 PM

To:

Betsy Adams; William Batey; Bob Gutierrez; Bonnie Flickinger; Cindy Miller; Jesse Molina; Juliene
Clay; Natasha Burdine; Richard Stewart; Rick Hartmann; Robin Hastings; Steve Elam

Cc:

Joel Ontiveros

Subject:

Fwd: Riverside County Sheriff Law Enforcement Rates for Citiesand Schools

Attachments: AGENDA - Contract Cities Meeting 2-26-09.doc; RATES City & Schools CC FINAL 090213.xls;
Simplified Breakdown of the County Contract Rate.doc
Mayor and City Council,
Recently questions have been asked about how the increase in the contract rate is deteffilined and what goes into the fonnula. Please
refer to the attached Excel file and the folders within that file to see what is built into the rate. I am sending a 'simplified' version that
breaks down categories and percentages.

In July our City will be hosting a contract cities meeting. The County folks that detennine the contract rate increase will be there.
They should be able to answer questions in much greater detail.
John Anderson

»> John Anderson 2113/20093:52 PM »>
Betsy, infoffilation regarding the Contract City Meeting:

»> Bob Meyers 2/13/2009 3:44 PM »>
Dear Commanders,
Sheriffs Executive staff has requested that the Rate Package be sent electronically this year.
Please forward the Agenda for February 26, 2009 (note the meeting location change) and the Rates for Cities & Schools below.
If you have any questions call Bob Meyers 5-2722 or Mike Stone 5-2767.
Thank you,
Bob Meyers
Administrative Manager
Riverside County
Sheriffs Department

7/15/2009
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AGENDA
CONTRACT LAW ENFORCEMENT MEETING
RIVERSIDE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

February 26, 2009

Meeting Location:

Moreno Valley City Council Chambers
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley

Meeting begins at 9:30 a.m.

I.

Introductions
Assistant Sheriff Pete Labahn

II.

Contract Law Enforcement Services
Sheriff Stan Sniff

III.

County/Sheriff's Department Budget Update
Director of Administration Will Taylor

IV.

Records Management System Rate
Information Technology Officer John Naccarato

V.

FY 2008-09 Law Enforcement Personnel Rates
Director of Administration Will Taylor

VI.

Round Table

Next Meeting: Thursday June 25, 2009 at 9:30 a.m.
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200712008

2008/2009
2008/2009

COST

PRODUCTIVE
PATROL
COST/HOUR

COST

PRODUCTIVE
PATROL
COST/HOUR

%OF
PATROL
RATE

%
CHANGE
FROM
PRIOR FY

200712008

ORG

RATE COMPONENT

30

PATROL OFFICERS

- EXHIBIT A

103,526,385.24

61.7206

110,158,007.37

62.8611

53.59%

1.85%

SWORN SUPPORT PERSONNEL

- EXHIBIT B

45,017,030.68

26.8384

50,496,486.93

28.8156

24.57%

7.37%

CLASSIFIED SUPPORT PERSONNEL

- EXHIBIT C

13,703,068.19

8.1695

15,280,965.84

8.7200

7.43%

6.74%

162,246,484.11

96.7285

175,935,460.14

100.3967

85.59%

3.79%

- EXHIBIT D

1,376,234.61

0.8205

1,540,883.15

0.8793

0.75%

7.17%

10

ADM INISTRATION

20

PERSONNEL RECRUITING

- EXHIBIT E

2,064,645.18

1.2309

2,807,579.92

1.6021

1.37%

30.16%

INFORMATION SERVICES

- EXHIBIT F

1,363,659.73

0.8130

1,361,659.86

0.7770

0.66%

-4.43%

CENTRAL DISPATCH

- EXHIBIT G

14,844,847.36

8.8502

15,433,711.82

8.8072

7.51%

-0.49%

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

- EXHIBIT H

1,216,695.98

0.7254

1,213,695.23

0.6926

0.59%

-4.52%

TECHNICAL SERVICES

- EXHIBIT I

990,301.06

0.5904

1,226,531.15

0.6999

0.60%

18.55%

- EXHIBIT J

1,026,085.15

0.6117

1,165,237.41

0.6649

0.57%

8.69%

- EXHIBIT K

362,643.76

0.2162

2,100,743.45

1.1988

1.02%

454.49%

23,245,112.82

13.8583

26,850,042.00

15.3218

13.06%

10.56%

CONTRACTS & Grants

(see note)

(see note)

COWCAP

70

FIELD TRAINING (due to attrition)

- EXHIBIT L

1,817,516.95

1.0836

2,401,047.13

1.3701

1.17%

26.44%

TRAINING CENTER

- EXHIBIT M

355,443.04

0.2119

371,255.49

0.2119

0.18%

0.00%

2,172,959.98

1.2955

2,772,302.62

1.5820

1.35%

22.12%

187,664,556.91

111.8823

205,557,804.76

117.3005

100.00%

4.84%

TOTAL COSTS:

~

<
o
.j::>.

W

117.30

Notes: Exhibits D & J (above)
During FY 08f09 Contract & Grants was split away from Administration. FY 07108 costs have been prorated to reflect this current division
and provide comparibility between periods.
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2007/2008
COST

2007/2008
PRODUCTIVE
PATROL
COST/HOUR

30

PATROL OFF!CERS

-EXHIB!T A

103,526,385.24

52.8231

110,158,007.37

53.7992

53.59%

1.85%

SWORN SUPPORT PERSONNEL

- EXHIBIT B

45,017,030.68

22.9694

50,496,486.93

24.6616

24.57%

7.37%

CLASSIFIED SUPPORT PERSONNEL

- EXHIBIT C

13,703,068.19

6.9918

15,280,965.84

7.4630

7.43%

6.74%

162,246,484.11

82.7843

175,935,460.14

85.9238

85.59%

3.79%

- EXHIBIT D

1,376,234.61

0.7022

1,540,883.15

0.7525

0.75%

7.16%

ADMINISTRATION

20

PERSONNEL RECRUITING

- EXHIBIT E

2,064,645.18

1.0535

2,807,579.92

1.3712

1.37%

30.16%

INFORMATION SERVICES

- EXHIBIT F

1,363,659.73

0.6958

1,361,659.86

0.6650

0.66%

-4.43%

CENTRAL DISPATCH

- EXHIBIT G

14,844,847.36

7.5744

15,433,711.82

7.5376

7.51%

-0.49%

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

- EXHIBIT H

1,216,695.98

0.6208

1,213,695.23

0.5927

0.59%

-4.53%

TECHNICAL SERVICES

- EXHIBIT I

990,301.06

0.5053

1,226,531.15

0.5990

0.60%

18.54%

- EXHIBIT J

1,026,085.15

0.5236

1,165,237.41

0.5691

0.57%

8.70%

- EXHIBIT K

362,643.76

0.1850

2,100,743.45

1.0260

1.02%

454.59%

23,245,112.82

11.8606

26,850,042.00

13.1131

13.11

13.06%

10.56%

1.17

1.17%

26.44%

(see note)

(see note)

FIELD TRAINING (due to attrition)

- EXHIBIT L

1,817,516.95

0.9274

2,401,047.13

1.1726

TRAINING CENTER

- EXHIBIT M

355,443.04

0.1814

371,255.49

0.1813

0.18%

-0.06%

1.1088

2,772,302.62

1.35

1.35%

22.10%

95.7537

205,557,804.76

100.00%

4.84%

2,172,959.98
TOTAL COSTS:

187,664,556.92

I

I

100.3908

1100.39

Notes: Exhibits D & J (above)
During FY 08/09 Contract Services was split away from Administration. FY 07t08 costs have been prorated to reflect this current division
and provide comparibility between periods.
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2008/2009
COST

2008/2009
PRODUCTIVE
PATROL
COST/HOUR
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:

Simplified Breakdown of the County Contract Rate
FY 08/09

The standard hourly contract rate for FY 08/09 for an undedicated supported officer
(1,780 hours) is $117.30. That rate is made up of the following components:

Expense
Salary & Benefits
Sworn Support
Classified Support
Admin/Supervision
Personnel & Recruiting
Information Services
Dispatch and TRU
Accounting & Finance
Technical Services Bureau
Contracts & Grants Admin
Countywide Cost Allocation Plan (COWCAP)
Field Training Com~onent
Ben Clark Training Center
Totals:

Cost per
Productive Hour

Percentage of Total Rate

$62.8611
$28.8156
$8.7200
$0.8793
$1.6021
$0.7770
$8.8072
$0.6926
$0.6999
$0.6649
$1.1988
$1.3701
$0.2119

53.5900%
24.5657%
7.4340%
.7500%
1.3660%
.6624%
7.5083%
.5905%
.5966%
.5668%
1.0220%
1.1680%
.1806%

$117.30

100.000%

This rate is set by the County to recoup the cost of doing business. Costs fluctuate
annually based on the cost of delivering the services described above.
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June 16, 2009
Martin Barrera-Irvrartinez
25177 Logan B~rry
Court
I
Moreno Valley,! CA 92551
\
I
I

Subject: Speeding Concern within Neighborhood (CRM MV-07861-EBAS)
1

I

Dear Mr. Darre/i-Marlinez:
The Transportation Engineering Division (TED) has received your request from Mayor Pro Tern
TED has
Bonnie Flickin~er' s office regarding residential speeding on Saddlebrook Lane.
recently collected traffic data to determine if Saddlebrook Lane is eligible for speed humps.
Based on the data, the subject portion of Saddlebrook Lane has met the minimum criteria to
continue with thb speed hump evaluation.
I

o

In order for sta~f to continue, please read the attached speed hump policy and complete the
application fomi. Due to the high demand for speed humps we encourage you to complete the
speed hump aPBlication as soon as possible. We have already included Saddlebrook Lane into
the City'S speed hump construction priority listing. A petition packet will be mailed to you
shortly requiring you to collect signatures as evid~flce of support as outlined in theprograin's
policy. Once staff receives the signature petitfQR,.:wewill prepare the. design. and organize, a
neighborhood mbeting with your neighbors and cOl:ll1ciF fuember to answer any further questions
or concerns.
I
I

I
I

Thank you for ypur interest in traffic safety. If you have any other questiqns 0rcomin~~ts,or
need additional information regarding this request, please call Senior Erigineer'ilig'Iiet!inician
Edward lnit at
or myself, at
40.' .
..'
Sincerely,

.,
!

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Transportation Ehgineering Division

~!I.E.
Eric Lewis, P.E.,
City Traffic Engiheer
I

i

o

EII:NF:AK:PD i,
C:

.ity CouJcil
I
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City

Date:

June 12,2009

Subject:

Legislative Update

Manage~

The current status of some of the priority bills we are monitoring includes the following:
AB 155 (Mendoza) -- Would create a Local Agency Bankruptcy Committee to approve
municipal bankruptcy filings in California. City position: OPPOSE. Passed the Assembly on
June 6 (47 ayes, 25 noes), waiting for committee assignment in the Senate.
AB 774 (Cook) - Grants the Riverside Community College District the transportation fee
authority needed to provide funding to enable students to ride free on fixed route buses. City
position: SUPPORT. Passed the Assembly on May 14 (73 ayes, 0 noes), to Senate Committee
on Education, hearing date: June 17.
AB 1403 (Eng) -- Changes the Southern California Association of Governments' (SCAG)
allocation of Transportation Development Act (TDA) sales tax funds to be consistent with the
rest of the State's 16 Metropolitan Planning Organizations. City position: SUPPORT. Passed
the Assembly on May 11 (79 ayes, 1 no), referred to Senate Committee on Transportation and
Housing, hearing date pending.

June 5 was the last day to pass bills out of the house of origin, therefore any of the bills on the
attached list that have not moved on to the other house have become two-year bills. If you
would like additional information on any of the bills included in the attached report please let me
know.
Attachment: Legislative Update, June 12, 2009
c:

Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session

CAAB 3

Private file: MorenoValleyBills
Perez V [0]
TITLE:
Workforce Development: Renewable Energy
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
yes
URGENCY CLAUSE:
no
INTRODUCED:
12/01/2008
LAST AMEND:
06/01/2009
DISPOSITION:
Pending
LOCATION:
SENATE
AUTHOR:

SUMMARY:

Requires the Workforce Investment Board to establish a Renewable Energy
Workforce Readiness Initiative to ensure green collar career placement and
advancement opportunities within the renewable energy manufacturing,
construction, installation, maintenance, and operation sectors and provide
guidance to local workforce investment boards on assessment, training, and
placement programs that reflect the local and regional economies. Provides
funding pursuant to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
STATUS:

06/03/2009
Position:

CA AB 14

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Fuentes [D]
Vehicles: Nuisance Abatement: Impoundment
no
no

12/01/2008
06/03/2009
Pending
24
Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Authorizes a city, county or city and county to adopt an ordinance declaring a
motor vehicle to be a nuisance subject to an impoundment when the motor
vehicle is involved in the commission of anyone or more of specified crimes
related to prostitution or illegal dumping of commercial quantities of waste
matter upon a public or private highway or road. Requires the ordinance include
provisions relating to notice and the payment of specified fees. Relates to
storage facility fee liability.
STATUS:

06/10/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 18

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Knight [R]
Local Government: City Councils
no
no

LAST AMEND:

12/01/2008
06/10/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

Legislative Update: June 12,2009
City Manager's Office

MV00233348

I

Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
COMMITTEE:

Senate Local Government Committee
06/17/20099:30 am

HEARING:
SUMMARY:

Requires a city council, within a certain number of days of a vacancy in an
elective office, fill that vacancy by appointment or call a special election to fill
the vacancy.
STATUS:

06/10/2009
06/10/2009
Position:

CA AB 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Arson: Aggravated: Punishment
yes
no
12/01/2008
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Relates to the crime of aggravated arson. Increases the amount of damage
required for a person to be guilty of aggravated arson. Extends the repeal date
for the provisions relating to property damage.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
Position:

CA AB 46

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Blakeslee [R]
Energy: Energy Conservation Assistance
yes
no
12/01/2008
03/31/2009
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Amends the provisions of existing law that provides for the administration of the
State Energy Conservation Assistance Account that provides grants and loans to
local governments and public institutions for energy use savings. Extends the
operation of those provisions. Extends the financial assistance program and the
Local Jurisdiction Energy Assistance Account that provides loans to local
jurisdictions for energy projects.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
Position:

CA AB 54

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Jeffries [R]
State Government: Emergency Management Agency
yes
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URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

no
12/04/2008
03/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Governmental Organization Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, the Office of the State
Fire Marshal, the State Board of Fire Services, the Department of the California
Highway Patrol, the Office of Traffic Safety, the California Conservation Corps,
and the Emergency Medical Services Authority to create a working group to
prepare a Governor's Reorganization Plan to transfers the authorities and duties
of those departments to the State Emergency Management Agency.
STATUS:

03/26/2009
03/26/2009
03/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 55

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION and APPROPRIATIONS.
From ASSEMBLY Committee on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION with author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Water Supply Planning
yes
no
12/04/2008
Pending
Assembly Water, Parks and Wildlife Committee

SUMMARY:

Revises the definition of "project" under the California Environmental Quality Act
to provide that specified business, commercial, hotel or motel, industrial,
manufacturing, and mixed-use developments are within the scope of that
definition only if the projected water demand of the development would be
equivalent to, or greater than, the amount of water required by a 500 dwelling
unit project, as determined by the public water system.
STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 77

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on WATER, PARKS AND
WILDLIFE and LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Vehicles: Notice of Delinquent Parking Violation
yes
no
12/18/2008
Pending
Assembly Transportation Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a parking processing agency to verify that all notices of delinquent
parking violations substantially match the corresponding information on the
registration of the vehicle and to cancel the parking violation if the information
is not a match. Deletes the requirement that a person provide a written request
Legislative Update: June 12, 2009
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for cancellation of the parkir.lg violation to the parking processing agency.
STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 128

AUTHOR:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on TRANSPORTATION and LOCAL
GOVERNMENT.
watch

URGENCY CLAUSE:

Coto [D]
Workers' Compensation: Cancer Presumption
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

01/16/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Amends existing law which establishes a presumption that cancer in cases of
firefighters and peace officers is presumed to arise out of, and in the course of,
employment, unless the presumption is controverted by evidence that the
primary site of the cancer has been established and the carcinogen is not
involved in professional exposure. Extends the presumption to a member
following termination of service for a period of one year for each full year of the
requisite service.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 137

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
, FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
Letter sent on 5-4-09
oppose
Jeffries [R]
Open Meetings: Advisory Committees
no
no

INTRODUCED:

01/20/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to the Ralph M. Brown Act, which requires that all meetings of a
legislative body of a local agency be open and public. Limits the advisory
committee exclusion from the act to an advisory committee composed solely of
the members of the legislative body that are less than a quorum and whose
subject matter jurisdiction has cumulatively lasted for 2 years or less.
STATUS:

02/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 144

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Ma [D]
Distinguishing Placards and Special License Plates
yes
no

01/22/2009
05/11/2009
Pending
Senate Transportation and Housing Committee
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SUMMARY:

Authorizes a local authority to prohibit or restrict the parking or standing of a
vehicle within its jurisdiction when the vehicle displays that distinguishing
placard, a temporary placard, or special license plate issued to a disabled
person, disabled veteran, or specified organization. Imposes specified fines on a
person convicted of an offense related to parking or leaving a vehicle without
any of these special license plates and forged placards .. Revises fines for use by
an unauthorized person.
STATUS:

06/04/2009
Position:

CA AB 155

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING.
watch
Mendoza [0]
Local Government: Bankruptcy Proceedings
yes
no
01/26/2009
06/01/2009
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Provides that a local public entity may only file under federal bankruptcy law
with the approval of the State Debt and Investment Advisory Commission.
STATUS:

06/03/2009

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 233

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION;

Smyth [R]
Personal Income Tax: Deductions: Pet Adoption Costs
yes
no
02/05/2009
OS/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Allows a deduction under the Personal Income Tax Law, for specified taxable
years, for the qualified costs paid or incurred during the taxable year by a
taxpayer for the adoption of pets from a qualified animal rescue organization.
Allows individual taxpayers to designate on their tax returns, that a specified
amount in excess of their tax liability be transferred to the Pet Adoption Cost
Deduction Fund, which would be created by this bill.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 234

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
Huffman [0]
Water Use and Energy Efficiency Projects
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FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

yes
yes
02/05/2009
06/09/2009
Pending
Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee
06/30/2009 9: 00 am

SUMMARY:

Requires the Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission, as
a part of the implementation of funding received under the federal American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 pursuant to the federal State Energy
Program and Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program, to
coordinate with the Water Resources Control Board, Department of Water
Resources and local water suppliers to identify opportunities to fund energy
efficiency actions that may also in reduced water use.
STATUS:

06/09/2009
06/09/2009
Position:

CA AB 266

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on ENERGY, UTILITIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS with author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on ENERGY, UTILITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS.
watch
Carter [0]
Transportation Needs Assessment
yes
no
02/11/2009
04/20/2009
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Requires the Transportation Commission to develop an assessment of the
unfunded costs of programmed state projects and federally earmarked projects
in the state, as well as an assessment of available funding for transportation
purposes and unmet transportation needs on a statewide basis.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
Position:

CA AB 282

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Transportation Cmt
Transportation
yes
no
02/12/2009
06/08/2009
Pending
Senate Transportation and Housing Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires any interest or other return earned by a city or county from
investment of bond funds from a specified bond act, to be expended or
reimbursed under the same conditions as are applicable to the bond funds
Legislative Update: June 12, 2009
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themselves. Relates to transit operators' annual transportation planning
reporting. Provides an updated definition of school pupil activity bus. Relates to
the regulation of video and television monitors in motor vehicles. Relates to
state identification card organ donor provisions.
STATUS:

06/08/2009
06/08/2009
Position:

CA AB 300

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

From SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING with author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING.
watch
Caballero [D]
Subdivisions: Water Supply
yes
no
02/17/2009
06/10/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee
06/17/20099:30 am

SUMMARY:

Requires a public water system, or, if none exists, a local agency, to review and
verify for accuracy a housing subdivider's water savings projections attributable
to voluntary demand management measures. Authorizes the public water
agency to collect fees necessary to provide the additional analysis. Requires any
city, county, or system preparing a water supply assessment to reduce
projected water demand for the project to an amount below the current
statutory, regulatory, and local-ordinance requirements.
STATUS:

06/10/2009
06/10/2009
Position:

CA AB 307

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Cook [R]
Business Licenses: Ice Cream Truck Operation
no
no
02/17/2009
06/10/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee
06/17/20099:30 am

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a city or county from issuing a license to operate an ice cream truck to
any person who is required to register as a sex offender.
STATUS:

06/10/2009
06/10/2009

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
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CA AB 333

Position:

watch

AUTHOR:

Fuentes [D]
Land Use: Subdivisions Maps: Expiration Dates
yes
yes

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

02/18/2009
05/04/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee
06/17/2009 9:30 am

SUMMARY:

Relates to the Subdivision Map Act for controlling the subdividing of land.
Extends the applicable expiration date for any vesting tentative map, in addition
to a tentative map, generally, that has not expired as of the date adding such
provision and that will expire before a specified date.
STATUS:

06/04/2009
Position:

CA AB 427

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Silva [R]
Code Enforcement Officers
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/23/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
ASSEMBLY

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Expands various categories of law enforcement officers. Codifies minimum
professional standards necessary for a person to perform the functions of a code
enforcement officer.
STATUS:

02/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 509

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

INTRODUCED.
watch
Anderson [R]
Fleeing a Police Officer in a Vehicle
no
no

02/24/2009
04/02/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that makes it a misdemeanor for a person operating a
motor vehicle to willfully flee or otherwise attempt to elude a pursuing peace
officer's motor vehicle. Codifies the provision relating to willful or wanton
disregard for the safety of persons separately from the provision relating to
willful or wanton disregard for the safety of property. Deletes the definition of
Willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons.
STATUS:

06/09/2009

In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Not heard.
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CA AB 576

position:

watch

AUTHOR:

Torres [0]
Vandalism: Graffiti: Recovery of Cost
yes
no
02/25/2009
04/21/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to vandalism and graffiti. Amends existing law which provides that in
every case in which a victim has suffered economic loss as a result of the
defendant's or the juvenile offender's conduct, the court is required to impose
an order for restitution. Adds to the definition of victim a governmental entity
that is responsible for repairing, replacing, or restoring public or privately
owned property that has been defaced with graffiti or other inscribed material
that has sustained an economic loss.
STATUS:

06/09/2009
Position:

CA AB 587

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
PISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Do pass to
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Cook [R]
Vandalism and Gang Related Graffiti
yes
no
02/25/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Provides that only defacement damage or destruction is determined by the
finder of fact to further criminal gang activity, the act of vandalism is punishable
by imprisonment in a state prison or in the county jail.
STATUS:

03/12/2009
Position:

CA AB 774

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Cook [R]
Riverside Community College District: Transportation
no
no
02/26/2009
Pending
Senate Education Committee
06/17/20099:00 am

SUMMARY:

Grants the Riverside Community College District student transportation for
authority specified in existing law.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
NOTES:
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Position:

CA AB 829

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Caballero [D]
Sales And Use Tax Exemption: Manufacturing Equipment
no
no
02/26/2009
06/01/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Declares the intent of the Legislature to exempt from those taxes the sale of,
and the storage, use, or other consumption of, manufacturing equipment used
in the manufacturing process.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
06/01/2009
Position:

CA AB 886

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Garrick [R]
Mandated Child Abuse Reporting: Library Employees
yes
no
02/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Includes employees in public libraries as mandated child abuse reporters, for
purposes of reporting the use of computers in public libraries, discovered in the
course of their duties, to access, on the Internet any material that would
constitute depictions of sexual exploitation.
STATUS:

03/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 891

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFElY.
watch
Berryhill B [R]
Real Property: Gang Abatement
no
no
02/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Enacts the Gang Nuisance and Abatement Act, establishing a cause of action
against the owner of property used by a criminal street gang as a congregating
point. Authorizes a district attorney or city attorney to bring an abatement
action against the property owner. Authorizes the imposition of a fine.
Authorizes the filing of a petition with the court for the seizure and forfeiture of
property in question.
STATUS:
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03/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 925

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Saldana [0]
Recycling: Single-Use Plastic Beverage Container Caps
no
no
02/26/2009
Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or offering for sale a single use plastic beverage
container with a cap that is not affixed to or part of the beverage container.
Prohibits a retailer from selling or offering for sale a single use beverage
container with a cap, unless the cap is made of a recyclable material.
STATUS:

05/14/2009
Position:

CA AB 944

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY.
watch
Silva [R]
Civil Service: Employee Hearings
yes
no
02/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that authorizes the State Personnel Board to hold hearings
and make investigations concerning matters relating to the administration of the
civil service. Requires that employee termination cases take priority over all
other cases that were initiated within the previous 4 months.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 997

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
Krekorian [0]
Sex Offenders: Licensed Residential Facilities
yes
no
02/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Justice, the Department of Social Services, and the
Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs to coordinate with one another to
develop an approach that allows these departments to generate information
identifying all sex offenders living in licensed reSidential, child care, or foster
care facilities.
STATUS:

04/02/2009
Position:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
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CA AB 1000

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

Ma [D]
Employment: Paid Sick Days
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to employment and sick days. Provides an employee who works in the
state for a specified period during a calendar is entitled to paid sick days which
shall be accrued according to a specified formula. Requires employers to provide
sick leave for health conditions of the employee or the employee's family
member, or leave related to domestic violence or sexual assault. Prohibits
related employer discrimination or retaliation. Exempts employees covered
under collective bargaining agreements.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.

NOTES:
Position:

CA AB 1004

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

Portantino [D]
Local Government: Emergency Response
yes
no

02/27/2009
05/04/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

A-7

LOCATION:

Assembly Inactive File

SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law giving a public agency the authority to charge for
specified incidences requiring emergency response, including those requiring
emergency response due to the negligent operation of a motor vehicle, boat or
vessel while an operator is under the influence of alcohol or any drug. Prohibits
a public agency from making residency a determining factor in determining
liability for purposes of seeking reimbursement for the expenses of any
emergency response.
STATUS:

06/01/2009
NOTES:
Position:

CA AB 1192

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. To Inactive File.
Review at 6/22 Public Safety Subcommittee mtg.
watch
Strickland A [R]
Cities: Powers
no
no

02/27/2009
04/20/2009
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee
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SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local legislative body from selling or leasing any eXisting public
improvement to a private or public entity, including any entity controlled by the
city, for the purposes of renting or leasing back, or repurchasing through
installment payments that existing public improvement.
STATUS:

05/06/2009
Position:

CA AB 1284

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Not
heard.
watch
Huffman [D]
Substance Abuse: Adult Recovery Maintenance Facilities
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to adult recovery maintenance facilities.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 1403

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Heard,
remains in Committee.
watch
Eng [D]
Local Transportation Fund: Planning
no
no

02/27/2009
04/28/2009
Pending
Senate Transportation and Housing Committee

SUMMARY:

Relates to local transportation funds planning and programming in the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) area. Provide for funds allocated
to Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino counties for
transportation planning and programming. Deletes a limitation on allocations of
these funds by the four county transportation commissions to SCAG.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009

To SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1422

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Bass [D]
Redevelopment: Affordable Housing
no
no

02/27/2009
OS/21/2009
Pending
SENATE
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SUMMARY:

Amends the Community Redevelopment Law. Authorizes a redevelopment
agency to expend specified funds to purchase, assume, or refinance, or assist
lenders or developers in purchasing, assuming, or refinancing, subprime or
nontraditional mortgages on homes owned by persons meeting a specified
income level or to acquire homes that have been foreclosed and are vacant and
sell those homes.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

CA AB 1464

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Smyth [R]
Transportation: Bicycle Routes of Regional Significance
yes
no

02/27/2009
05/04/2009
Pending
Senate Transportation and Housing Committee

SUMMARY:

Enacts the Bicycle Routes of State or Regional Significance Act. Authorizes the
Department of Transportation to establish a process for identifying and
promoting bicycle routes of state or regional significance. Authorizes the
department to form an advisory committee to help implement the process for
identifying and promoting these routes. Authorizes the installation of bicycle
route signs identifying these routes. Requires applicants or nominating parties
to pay the cots for route signs.
STATUS:

06/04/2009
Position:

CA AB 1512

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING.
watch
Lieu [D]
Food and Drugs: Sale
yes
no

02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold infant formula or baby
food after the use by date required on its packaging pursuant to federal law.
Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold after the expiration date
a drug that is required to have the expiration date on its packaging pursuant to
that federal law. Provides that a violation is punishable as an infraction with a
specified fine.
STATUS:

OS/28/2009
Position:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
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CA S6 18

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

Oropeza [D]
Elder or Dependent Adult Abuse
no
no
12/01/2008
05/05/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee
06/16/2009 9:00 am

SUMMARY:

Increases penalties for second and subsequent convictions of willfully causing or
permitting any elder or dependent adult to suffer or inflicting unjustifiably
physical pain or mental suffering thereon, or causing or permitting the elder or
dependent adult to be placed in a situation in which his or her person or health
is endangered.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA SB 25

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Padilla [D]
Solid Waste
yes
no
12/01/2008
OS/28/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Requires a jurisdiction, when revising the source reduction and recycling
element of its integrated waste management plan, to divert a higher percentage
of solid waste through source reduction, recycling, and composting. Requires
that the Integrated Waste Management Board adopt rules and provide grants
contingent on increased solid waste disposal fees. Relates to permitting solid
waste facilities. Requires businesses generating a specified quantity of solid
waste per week to arrange for recycling service.
STATUS:

06/02/2009
Position:

CA S6 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
ENACTED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
CHAPTER:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY.
watch
Hancock [D]
Local Agencies: Sales and Use Tax: Reallocation
no
yes
12/02/2008
06/05/2009
Enacted
Chaptered
4

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local agency from entering into any agreement with a retailer, or any
Legislative Update: June 12, 2009
City Manager's Office
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
other person that would involve the payment, transfer t diversion or rebate of
any amount of local tax proceeds if the agreement results in a reduction in the
amount of revenue received by another agency from a retailer located within
the jurisdiction of that other agencYt and the retailer continues to maintain a
physical presence within the territorial jurisdiction of the other local agency.
Provides exceptions.
STATUS:

06/05/2009
06/05/2009
Position:

CA SB 39

.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

Signed by GOVERNOR.
Chaptered by Secretary of State. Chapter No.4
watch
Benoit [R]
Personal Liability Immunity: Disaster Service Workers
no
yes

01/06/2009
05/13/2009
Pending
Assembly Judiciary Committee
06/23/2009 9:00 am

SUMMARY:

Provides that disaster service workers shall not be liable when acting within the
scope of their responsibilities under the authority of the governmental
emergency organization.
STATUS:

06/02/2009

To ASSEMBLY Committee on JUDICIARY.

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 44

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Denham [R]
Integrated Waste Management
yes
no

01/07/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee

SUMMARY:

Abolishes the State Integrated Waste Management Board and transfers all of its
authoritYt duties, powers, purposes, responsibilities t and jurisdiction to the
Department of Conservation and the Department of Toxic Substances Control.
STATUS:

04/27/2009
04/27/2009
Position:

CA SB 138

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Failed passage.
In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Reconsideration g ra nted.
watch
Liu [D]
Local Taxes: Graffiti
yes
no

Legislative Update: June 12, 2009
City Manager's Office
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

02/11/2009
04/28/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law that authorizes a city or county to levy a tax on aerosol
paint containers, felt tip markers, and marking substances or instruments.
Raises the amounts from $0.10 to $0.50 per aerosol container or container of
other marking substance, and from $0.05 to $0.25 per felt tip marker or other
marking instrument.
STATUS:

06/02/2009
Position:

CA SB 169

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY.
watch
Benoit [R]
Peace Officers: Impersonation
no
no

02/14/2009
OS/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee
06/16/2009 9:00 am

SUMMARY:

Authorizes the head of an agency that employees peace officers to issue
identification in the form of a badge, insignia, emblem, device, label, card, or
writing that clearly states that the person has honorably retired following
service as a peace officer from that agency. Authorizes the head of the agency
to revoke identification granted pursuant to those provisions in the event of
misuse or abuse.
STATUS:

OS/27/2009
OS/27/2009
Position:

CA SB 214

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Benoit [R]
Sober Living Homes
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/23/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Health Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Provides that a sober living home is exempt from licensure by the State
Department of Social Services. Provides that a residence housing those
purporting to be recovering from a drug and alcohol abuse would be presumed
to be a sober living home if it has been certified, registered, or approved by a
recognizing nonprofit organization that provides a credible quality assurance
service for applicants or members.

Legislative Update: June 12, 2009
City Manager's Office
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Vallev:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
STATUS:

03/05/2009
Position:

CA SB 246

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To SENATE Committee on HEALTH.
watch
Benoit [R]
In-home Supportive Services: Criminal Background Checks
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/24/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Human Services Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires that as part of the criminal background check, an in-home supportive
services provider be fingerprinted and submit the fingerprint images and any
other related information required by the Department of Justice to assist in
obtaining information. Provides that, in order to be employed as an in-home
supportive services provider in a county that has contracted with a nonprofit
consortium or established a public authority, an applicant must register or be
placed on that registry.
STATUS:

04/28/2009
Position:

CA SB 250

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE Committee on HUMAN SERVICES: Not heard.
watch
Florez [0]
Dogs and Cats: Spaying and Neutering
yes
no

02/24/2009
OS/28/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Provides that every dog owner shall secure a license for the dog and that no
person may own, keep, or harbor an unsterilized dog. Makes it unlawful for any
person who owns, keeps or harbors any unsterilized cat of a specified age to
allow or permit such cat to roam at large. Requires an owner or custodian who
offers any unsterilized dog or cat for sale, trade or adoption to meet specified
requirements. Relates to spaying or neutering of unaltered cats.
STATUS:

06/02/2009
Position:

CA SB 321

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY.
watch
Benoit [R]
Local Government: Assessments: Election Requirements
yes
no

02/25/2009
04/23/2009
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee
07/01/2009 1:30 pm

Legislative Update: June 12, 2009
City Manager's Office
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June 10, 2009
Larry Rubio
Chief Operating Officer
Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
P.O. Box 59968
Riverside, CA 92517-1968

RE:

T-N~

Dear Mr. R
In respons to your letter dated June 1, 2009 (see attached), the City is pleased to express our
support for the T-NOW effort to heighten awareness of the use of public transportation for the
students at local middle schools within the City of Moreno Valley. Although the City is facing
challenging budget issues, we are able to provide a one-time commitment of $5,000 from our
AB2766 Subvention funding in fiscal year 09/10 in support of the project.
Our understanding is that the monies will be used to develop a transit-related educational program
that will involve students creating art projects and discussing the benefits of utilizing buses as a
means of reducing emissions.
As you are aware, schools are an important fabus of any outreach campaign,. as it is easier to
persuade young students to develop an air quality friendly lifestyle, rather than getting them to
change behavior later in life. Providing educatio'n on methods to reduce single occupancy vehicle
trips is key to the success of any emissions reduCtion strategy.

~Hls

We look forward to working together with RTA on
innovative project. If you have any questions
or need additional information, please contact Eric Lewis, City' Traffic Engineer, at

R . rt G. Gutierrez
CifyManager
Ellnf
Attachment
cc:

Mayor and City Council Y
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris A. Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Eric Lewis, City Traffic Engineer
Vincent Tran, Associate Engineer
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Riverside Transit Agency
1825 Third Street
P.O. Box 59968
Riverside, CA 92517-1968

June 1, 2009

Mr. Robert G. Gutierrez
City Manager
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Mr. Gutierrez:
In western Riverside County, one of the fastest-growing regions in the nation, the
soaring price of gasoline and long commutes have driven a record number of residents
to trade their car keys for a bus pass.
With this kind of momentum, there's never been a better time to promote the benefits of
public transportation, not just for current residents but future riders as well. That is why I
support the Moreno Valley/Perris T-NOW Chapter's request for $5,000 from the City of
Moreno Valley to support transit-related educational programs at area middle schools.
With your help, this grassroots group can have a positive impact on a local level.
The chapter is developing an "Air Aware" art contest this fall for students at Vista
Heights, Badger Springs, Sunnymead and Vista Verde middle schools. Participating
students create original artwork that illustrates how riding Riverside Transit Agency's
eco-friendly buses helps reduce harmful emissions.
The City of Moreno Valley has identified $5,000 of AB2766 funds that are available for
the important program. If approved, RTA would be responsible for receiving and
administering said funding for the Chapter.
Thank you for your continued support of public transportatio~ and local coalitions such
.
as T -NOW. I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Larry Rubio
Chief Operating Officer
LRlmh
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MEMORANDUM
To:

City Council

From:

Stuart Sheldon, Landscape Districts Program Manager

Date:

June 4,2009

Subject:

~I[~

0

Report on California Native Drought Tolerant Plants

MV-08067-QQ7N MOVALTRACKID :000000400986

ISSUE:

Follow up from Council meeting of May 26, 2009. Councilmember Molina
requested that staff investigate California Native drought tolerant plants.
BACKGROUND:

Many plant species native to California, especially those found in the southern
portion of the state, are considered to be "drought tolerant." This is because over
time they have become adapted to the region's climate with its short wet winter
and long dry spring/summer/fall seasons. This type of weather pattern is often
referred to as a "Mediterranean" climate.
Other parts of the world share Mediterranean weather characteristics. Among
them are parts of South Africa, South America, and Australia. Many of the
landscape plants found in low-water use southern California gardens come from
these areas. Native plants from the arid regions United States, like Arizona, New
Mexico, and Texas, are also important components of our region's drought
tolerant plant palette.
Since its incorporation, the City of Moreno Valley has encouraged the use of
native and drought tolerant plants in local landscapes. Policy 7.3.1 of the
General Plan Chapter 9 - "Goals and Objectives" requires that the use of turf in
parkway areas be minimized, and encourages the use of native and drought
tolerant species. Also, Program 7-4 of General Plan's "Conservation Element"
requires that the City "provide guidelines ... to encourage aesthetically pleasing
landscape statements that minimize water use."
In response to this directive, Chapter 9.17 of Municipal Code Title 9 sets forth
specific requirements for use of low water-use plants in local public, quasi-public,
commercial and industrial landscapes as well as certain types of residential
development. The Planning Division of the Community Development Department
has produced a Landscape Standards booklet to "assist the public in designing

MV00233368

Memo to Councilmember Molina
June 4,2009
Page 2
projects that require landscaping, or the preparation of a landscape plan. The
document implements Chapter 9.17 of the Municipal Code (Landscape
Requirements)."
Many of the trees and shrubs listed in the Landscape
Standards as desirable species are considered to be drought tolerant. This
booklet is available for download by interested parties on the City's website.
DISCUSSION:

Since it started operations in 1989, the Moreno Valley Community Services
District's (MVCSD) Landscape Districts Program, administered by the Special
Districts Division of the Public Works Department (SOD), has led the City's
efforts to develop sustainable, water-conserving, attractive public parkway and
median landscapes. Please take a moment to look over the examples shown on
the following pages.

Tract 31257 - Pigeon Pass Road

Tract 32834 - Eucalyptus Avenue

2
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Tract 31128 - Nason Street Median & Parkway

SDD is proactively involved in projects such a those depicted above in every step
of their creation, from initial project review and conditioning, through plan
preparation, construction, and final acceptance into the MVCSD Landscape
Districts Program. SOD's field and administrative staff collaborate effectively to
produce public parkway and median landscaping that is not only pleasing to the
eye, but also cost-effective to manage and operate.
SOD currently manages 211 acres of landscaped parkways, medians, and open
space throughout our community. Of this total program area, 16.4% (34.6 acres)
is planted with turfgrass. The majority of this grassy acreage consists of projects
that were either: approved prior to city incorporation, or; prior to the adoption of
the Landscape Development Guidelines and Specifications (Ordinance No. 247)
in March of 1990, or; were included in a specific plan area expressly exempted
from the Guidelines' requirements.
MORENO VALLEY RANCH (SPECIFIC PLAN 193)
Turfgrass, Drought Tolerant Plants, and Water Use:

The Design Manual for the Moreno Valley Ranch Specific Plan, approved in
1986, called for the use of turfgrass in project parkways and medians installed
along arterial streets. Phase I of the project's parkway and median development
in the specific plan's western portion (generally, Lasselle Street from Gentian
Avenue south to Arroyo Park; Iris Avenue from Kitching Street east to Nason
Street; Krameria Avenue from Kitching Street east to Lasselle Street) reflects this
design requirement; forty-eight percent (48%) of this phase is planted with
turfgrass.

3
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In 2001, the Design Manual was revised to allow the use of hardscape and
groundcover elements in areas that had formerly called for turf only_ The Phase
II streetscapes, installed in 2006, reflect this design modification; the turfgrass
component of the Phase II streetscapes (generally Lasselle Street from Arroyo
Park south to the Moreno Valley City Limit; Krameria Avenue from Lasselle
Street north and east to the RCC Campus boundary; Camino Flores) was
reduced to seventeen percent (17%) of the total Phase II parkway and median
area.
The build out of the Phase II streetscapes completed the parkway and median
areas of the western portion of the specific plan, which comprises the E-3
MVCSD High-Service-Level Parkway Maintenance area_ There are a total of 28
acres in the E-3 Maintenance Area - 19.6 acres of shrubs, trees, and
groundcover, and 8.4 acres of tree-lined turfgrass parkways and medians.
Therefore, at build out, this Maintenance Area is in compliance with Chapter 9_17
of Municipal Code, which limits turf areas to no more than one-third of a project's
total landscaped area.
The pictures that follow depict portions of the specific plan's Phase II
streetscapes.

Phase II Lasselle Street Parkway tolerant flowering shrubs and ground
cover comprise a major element of the plant palette

4
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~amin~

Flores;arkWay
drought tolerant plants

~ Plant palette consists of California and Southwest native

Via Xavier Parkway - Flowering drought tolerant shrubs and ground cover

The preceding photos illustrate that native and drought tolerant plants are a key
component of the specific plan's Phase II streetscape plant palette.
5
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IRRIGATION COSTS:

Concerns were raised during the 'public comment portion of the May 26, 2009
Council Meeting regarding the budgeted cost for irrigating the E-3 streetscapes
and medians. The statement was made that the $54,140.00 budgeted for water
to irrigate the 28 acres of E-3 parkways and medians is a "waste of water, and a
waste of money." Staffs response to these assertions is as.follows:
'~waste

.:.

of water" - In 2008 a total of 80 acre feet of water was used to
irrigate the 28 acres of E-3 streetscapes and medians. This is equivalent
to 34.43 inches of water applied per square foot of irrigated area per year.
When compared to the annual reference ETa (an abbreviation of
evapotranspiration - which is the measure, in inches, of the amount of
water taken annually from the soil by plant uptake and surface
evaporation) of 56.37 inches, SOD applied only 61 % of that amount. This
surpasses the 0.7 "ET Adjustment Factor" mandated by the state's newly
adopted Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881) by 13%.
SOD and the contract maintenance forces it directs in the field are making
highly efficient use of this precious resource .

•:.

'~ waste of money" - In 1992, SOD worked proactively with Eastern
Municipal Water District (EMWD) to modify the specific plan's parkway
and median irrigation systems to use recycled water supplied by the water
district's Moreno Valley Regional Water Reclamation Facility. This joint
project, which supplies almost 90% of the water used to irrigate the Phase
I and II streetscapes, has not only saved fresh water for potable use, it has
saved the specific plan's property owners a significant amount of money
over the intervening 17 years. For example, if the 71 acre feet of recycled
water used to irrigate the E-3 Maintenance Area in 2008 had been
supplied as potable commodity, it would have cost SOD's customers an
additional $40,408.00 - 216% more than the $18,715.00 spent on
recycled irrigation water. SOD's partnering efforts with EMWD have saved
- and continue to save - money as well as resources.

SOD is sensitive to concerns like those raised at the May 26th Council Meeting,
and is encouraged by the growing awareness of property owners in the Moreno
Valley Ranch community and throughout the city of the need to introduce more
native and other drought tolerant plants into our public landscape areas.
Staff hopes that this report successfully demonstrates SOD's long standing
commitment to providing our community with attractive and thrifty landscaping for
public parkways and medians through the planting of low water use plants, and
judicious and efficient use of water resources.
c: Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Chris A. Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Sue Maxinoski, Special Districts Division Manager
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City

Date:

May 28,2009

Subject:

Legislative Update

Manage~

In order to provide timely information on legislation that the City is monitoring, we have removed
the Legislative Update Staff Reports from the City Council agendas and are now forwarding this
information to you via memorandum every two weeks. Due to the need to submit the Legislative
Updates so far in advance in order to meet the agenda preparation deadlines, the information
included in these reports was often outdated by the date of the Council meeting. The attached
report includes up-to-date information on all of the bills that we are monitoring.
Some of the priority bills we are monitoring include the following:
AB 155 (Mendoza) -- Would create a Local Agency Bankruptcy Committee to approve
municipal bankruptcy filings in California. City position: OPPOSE. In Assembly suspense file.
AB 774 (Cook) - Grants the Riverside Community College District the transportation fee
authority needed to provide funding to enable students to ride free on fixed route buses. City
position: SUPPORT. Passed Assembly, referred to Senate Committee on Education, hearing
date pending.
AB 1403 (Eng) -- Changes the Southern California Association of Governments' (SCAG)
allocation of Transportation Development Act (TDA) sales tax funds to be consistent with the
rest of the State's 16 Metropolitan Planning Organizations. City position: SUPPORT. Passed
Assembly, referred to Senate Committee on Transportation and Housing, hearing date pending.
June 5 is the last day to pass bills out of the house of origin, therefore many of the bills we are
monitoring will become two-year bills. If you would like additional information on any of the bills
included in the attached report please let me know.
Attachment: Legislative Update, May 28, 2009
c:

Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session

CAAB 3

Private file: MorenoValleyBills
Perez V [D]
TITLE:
Workforce Development: Renewable Energy
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
yes
URGENCY CLAUSE:
no
INTRODUCED:
12/01/2008
LAST AMEND:
04/13/2009
DISPOSITION:
Pending
COMMITTEE:
Assembly Appropriations Committee
HEARING:
OS/28/2009
AUTHOR:

SUMMARY:

Requires the State Workforce Investment Board to establish a Renewable
Energy Workforce Readiness Initiative to ensure green collar career placement
and advancement opportunities within the state's renewable energy
manufacturing, construction, installation, maintenance, and operation sectors
that is targeted towards specified populations. Provides for the award of training
grants to implement and operate renewable energy worker training and
education programs in the state. Requires a related report.
STATUS:

OS/20/2009
Position:

CA AB 14

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
watch
Fuentes [D]
Vehicles: Nuisance Abatement: Impoundment
no
no

12/01/2008
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee
06/09/2009 9:30 am

SUMMARY:

Authorizes a city, county or city and county to adopt an ordinance declaring a
motor vehicle to be a nuisance subject to impoundment when the motor vehicle
is involved in the commission of anyone or more of specified crimes related to
prostitution or illegal dumping of commercial quantities of waste matter upon a
public or private highway or road. Requires the ordinance include provisions
relating to notice and the payment of specified fees. Relates to storage facility
fee liability.
STATUS:

04/30/2009

To SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 18

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Knight [R]
Local Government: City CounCils
no
no

LAST AMEND:

12/01/2008
04/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office •
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
LOCATION:

SENATE

SUMMARY:

Requires a city council, within a certain number of days of a vacancy in an
elective office, fill that vacancy by appointment or call a special election to fill
the vacancy.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
Position:

CA AB 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Arson: Aggravated: Punishment
yes
no
12/01/2008
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Relates to the crime of aggravated arson. Increases the amount of damage
required for a person to be gUilty of aggravated arson. Extends the repeal date
for the provisions relating to property damage.
STATUS:

04/01/2009
Position:

CA AB 46

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
watch
Blakeslee [R]
Energy: Energy Conservation Assistance
yes
no
12/01/2008
03/31/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Amends the provisions of existing law that provides for the administration of the
State Energy Conservation Assistance Account that provides grants and loans to
local governments and public institutions for energy use savings. Extends the
operation of those provisions. Extends the financial assistance program and the
Local Jurisdiction Energy Assistance Account that provides loans to local
jurisdictions for energy projects.
STATUS:

04/22/2009
Position:

CA AB 54

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
watch
Jeffries [R]
State Government: Emergency Management Agency
yes
no

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009·2010 Legislative Session
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

12/04/2008
03/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Governmental Organization Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, the Office of the State
Fire Marshal, the State Board of Fire Services, the Department of the California
Highway Patrol, the Office of Traffic Safety, the California Conservation Corps,
and the Emergency Medical Services Authority to create a working group to
prepare a Governor's Reorganization Plan to transfers the authorities and duties
of those departments to the State Emergency Management Agency.
STATUS:

03/26/2009
03/26/2009
03/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 55

AUTHOR:

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION and APPROPRIATIONS.
From ASSEMBLY Committee on GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION with author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Water Supply Planning
yes
no
12/04/2008
Pending
Assembly Water, Parks and Wildlife Committee

SUMMARY:

Revises the definition of "project" under the California Environmental Quality Act
to provide that specified business, commerCial, hotel or motel, industrial,
manufacturing, and mixed-use developments are within the scope of that
definition only if the projected water demand of the development would be
equivalent to, or greater than, the amount of water required by a 500 dwelling
unit project, as determined by the public water system.
STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 77

AUTHOR:

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on WATER, PARKS AND
WILDLIFE and LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Jeffries [R]
Vehicles: Notice of Delinquent Parking Violation
yes
no
12/18/2008
Pending
Assembly Transportation Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a parking processing agency to verify that all notices of delinquent
parking violations substantially match the corresponding information on the
registration of the vehicle and to cancel the parking violation if the information
is not a match. Deletes the requirement that a person provide a written request
for cancellation of the parking violation to the parking proceSSing agency.
Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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STATUS:

02/05/2009
Position:

CA AB 128

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To ASSEMBLY Committees on TRANSPORTATION and LOCAL
GOVERNMENT.
watch
Coto [D]
Workers' Compensation: Cancer Presumption
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

01/16/2009

DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

HEARING:

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law which establishes a presumption that cancer in cases of
firefighters and peace officers is presumed to arise out of, and in the course of,
employment, unless the presumption is controverted by evidence that the
primary site of the cancer has been established and the carcinogen is not
involved in professional exposure. Extends the presumption to a member
following termination of service for a period of one year for each full year of the
requisite service.
STATUS:

05/13/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
S
File.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 137

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

Jeffries [R]
Open Meetings: Advisory Committees
no
no

INTRODUCED:

01/20/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to the Ralph M. Brown Act, which requires that all meetings of a
legislative body of a local agency be open and public. Limits the advisory
committee exclusion from the act to an advisory committee composed solely of
the members of the legislative body that are less than a quorum and whose
subject matter jurisdiction has cumulatively lasted for 2 years or less.
STATUS:

02/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 144

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Ma [D]
Distinguishing Placards and Special License Plates
yes
no

01/22/2009
05/11/2009
Pending
SENATE

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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SUMMARY:

Authorizes a local authority to prohibit or restrict the parking or standing of a
vehicle within its jurisdiction when the vehicle displays that distinguishing
placard, a temporary placard, or special license plate issued to a disabled
person, disabled veteran, or specified organization. Imposes specified fines on a
person convicted of an offense related to parking or leaving a vehicle without
any of these special license plates and forged placards .. Revises fines for use by
an unauthorized person.
STATUS:

05/18/2009
Position:

CA AB 155

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Mendoza [D]
Local Government: Bankruptcy Proceedings
yes
no
01/26/2009
03/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Provides that a local public entity may only file under federal bankruptcy law
with the approval of the State Debt and Investment AdVisory Commission.
STATUS:

05/06/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 233

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

Smyth [R]
Personal Income Tax: Deductions: Pet Adoption Costs
yes
no
02/05/2009
OS/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Allows a deduction under the Personal Income Tax Law, for specified taxable
years, for the qualified costs paid or incurred during the taxable year by a
taxpayer for the adoption of pets from a qualified animal rescue organization.
Allows individual taxpayers to designate on their tax returns, that a specified
amount in excess of their tax liability be transferred to the Pet Adoption Cost
Deduction Fund, which would be created by this bill.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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CA AB 234

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Huffman [D]
Water Use and Energy Efficiency Projects
yes
yes

02/05/2009
05/18/2009
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Requires the Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission, as
a part of the implementation of funding received under the federal American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 pursuant to the federal State Energy
Program and Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program, to
coordinate with the Water Resources Control Board, Department of Water
Resources and local water suppliers to identify opportunities to fund energy
efficiency actions that also may result in reduced water use.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
Position:

CA AB 266

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Carter [0]
Transportation Needs Assessment
yes
no

02/11/2009
04/20/2009

COMMITTEE:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

HEARING:

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Requires the Transportation Commission to develop an assessment of the
unfunded costs of programmed state projects and federally earmarked projects
in the state, as well as an assessment of available funding for transportation
purposes and unmet transportation needs on a statewide baSis.
STATUS:

04/29/2009
Position:

CA AB 282

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
watch
Transportation Cmt
Transportation
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/12/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Transportation and Housing Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires any interest or other return earned by a city or county from
investment of bond funds from the Highway Safety, Traffic Reduction, Air
Quality, and Port Security Bond Act of 2006 to be expended or reimbursed
under the same conditions as are applicable to the bond funds themselves.
Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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Relates to transit operators' annual transportation planning reporting. Provides
an updated definition of school pupil activity bus. Relates to the regulation of
video and television monitors in motor vehicles.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
Position:

CA AS 300

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

To SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION ANO
HOUSING.
watch
Caballero [0]
Subdivisions: Water Supply
yes
no

02/17/2009
04/20/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILe:

89

LOCATION:

Assembly Third Reading File

SUMMARY;

Requires a public water system, or, if none exists, a local agency, to review and
verify for accuracy a housing subdivider's water savings projections attributable
to voluntary demand management measures. Authorizes the public water
agency to collect fees necessary to provide the additional analysis. Requires any
city, county, or system preparing a water supply assessment to reduce
projected water demand for the project to an amount below the current
statutory, regulatory, and local-ordinance requirements.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA AS 307

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To third reading.
watch
Cook [R]
Business Licenses: Ice Cream Truck Operation
no
no

02/17/2009
03/23/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee
06/17/20099:30 am

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a city or county from issuing a license to operate an ice cream truck to
any person who is required to register as a sex offender.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
Position:

CA AB 333

AUTHOR:
TITLe:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGeNCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

To SENATE Committees on LOCAL GOVERNMENT and
PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Fuentes [0]
Land Use: Subdivisions Maps: Expiration Oates
yes
yes

02/18/2009
05/04/2009

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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DISPOSITION;

Pending

FILE;

149

LOCATION:

Assembly Consent Calendar - Second Legislative Day

SUMMARY:

Relates to the Subdivision Map Act for controlling the subdividing of land.
Extends the applicable expiration date for any vesting tentative map, in addition
to a tentative map, generally, that has not expired as of the date adding such
provision and that will expire before a specified date.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 427

AUTHOR:
TITLE;
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To Consent Calendar.
watch
Silva [R]
Code Enforcement Officers
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/23/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
ASSEMBLY

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Expands various categories of law enforcement officers. Codifies minimum
professional standards necessary for a person to perform the functions of a code
enforcement officer.
STATUS:

02/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 509

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

INTRODUCED.
watch
Anderson [R]
Fleeing a Police Officer in a Vehicle
no
no

02/24/2009
04/02/2009
Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that makes it a misdemeanor for a person operating a
motor vehicle to willfully flee or otherwise attempt to elude a pursuing peace
officer's motor vehicle. Codifies the provision relating to willful or wanton
disregard for the safety of persons separately from the provision relating to
willful or wanton disregard for the safety of property. Deletes the definition of
Willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons.
STATUS:

04/30/2009
Position:

CA AB 576

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

To SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Torres [0]
Vandalism: Graffiti: Recovery of Cost
yes
no

02/25/2009
04/21/2009

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee
06/09/20099:30 am

SUMMARY:

Relates to vandalism and graffiti. Amends existing law which provides that in
every case in which a victim has suffered economic loss as a result of the
defendant's or the juvenile offender's conduct, the court is required to impose
an order for restitution. Adds to the definition of victim a governmental entity
that is responsible for repairing, replacing, or restoring public or privately
owned property that has been defaced with graffiti or other inscribed material
that has sustained an economic loss.
STATUS:

05/14/2009
Position:

CA AB 587

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Cook [R]
Vandalism and Gang Related Graffiti
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/25/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Provides that only defacement damage or destruction is determined by the
finder of fact to further criminal gang activity, the act of vandalism is punishable
by imprisonment in a state prison or in the county jail.
STATUS:

03/12/2009
Position:

CA AB 774

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Cook [R]
Riverside Community College District: Transportation
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Education Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Grants the Riverside Community College District student transportation for
authority specified in existing law.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009

To SENATE Committee on EDUCATION.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 829

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Caballero [0]
Sales Tax and Personal and Corporate Income Taxes
yes
no

LAST AMEND:

02/26/2009
OS/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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COMMITTEE:

Assembly Appropriations Committee

HEARING:

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Exempts from the Sales and Use Tax Law the gross receipts from the sale of,
and the storage, use or other consumption of, sustainable development
equipment investments of tangible personal property purchased for use in
manufacturing or used primarily during the research and development process
for qualified research. Deletes specified net operating loss carryback provisions
under the Personal Income and Corporate Income tax laws. Relates to the
apportionment of income under the Corporate Income Tax law.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA AB 886

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
watch
Garrick [R]
Mandated Child Abuse Reporting: Library Employees
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Includes employees in public libraries as mandated child abuse reporters, for
purposes of reporting the use of computers in public libraries, discovered in the
course of their duties, to access, on the Internet any material that would
constitute depictions of sexual exploitation.
STATUS:

03/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 891

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUse:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Berryhill B [R]
Real Property: Gang Abatement
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Enacts the Gang Nuisance and Abatement Act, establishing a cause of action
against the owner of property used by a criminal street gang as a congregating
point. Authorizes a district attorney or city attorney to bring an abatement
action against the property owner. Authorizes the imposition of a fine.
Authorizes the filing of a petition with the court for the seizure and forfeiture of
property in question.
STATUS:

03/23/2009
Position:

CA AB 925

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTee:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Saldana [D]
Recycling: Single-Use Plastic Beverage Container Caps
no

Legislative Update: May 28. 2009
City Manager's Office
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URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

no
02/26/2009
Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or offering for sale a single use plastic beverage
container with a cap that is not affixed to or part of the beverage container.
Prohibits a retailer from selling or offering for sale a single use beverage
container with a cap, unless the cap is made of a recyclable material.
STATUS:

05/14/2009
Position:

CA AB 944

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

To SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY.
watch
Silva [R]
Civil Service: Employee Hearings
yes
no
02/26/2009
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Amends existing law that authorizes the State Personnel Board to hold hearings
and make investigations concerning matters relating to the administration of the
civil service. Requires that employee termination cases take priority over all
other cases that were initiated within the previous 4 months.
STATUS:

05/06/2009
Position:

CA AB 997

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
watch
Krekorian [0]
Sex Offenders: Licensed Residential Facilities
yes
no
02/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Justice, the Department of Social Services, and the
Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs to coordinate with one another to
develop an approach that allows these departments to generate information
identifying all sex offenders living in licensed residential, child care, or foster
care facilities.
STATUS:

04/02/2009
Position:

CA AB 1000

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Ma [0]
Employment: Paid Sick Days
yes
no

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Relates to employment and sick days: Provides an employee who works in the
state for a specified period during a calendar is entitled to paid sick days which
shall be accrued according to a specified formula. Requires employers to provide
sick leave for health conditions of the employee or the employee's family
member, or leave related to domestic violence or sexual assault. Prohibits
related employer discrimination or retaliation. Exempts employees covered
under collective bargaining agreements.
STATUS:

05/13/2009

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
nse File.

NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1004

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

Portantino [0]
Local Government: Emergency Response
yes
no

02/27/2009
05/04/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

161

LOCATION:

Assembly Consent Calendar - Second Legislative Day

SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law giving a public agency the authority to charge for
specified inCidences requiring emergency response, including those requiring
emergency response due to the negligent operation of a motor vehicle, bOqt or
vessel while an operator is under the influence of alcohol or any drug. Prohibits
a public agency from making residency a determining factor in determining
liability for purposes of seeking reimbursement for the expenses of any
emergency response.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA AB 1192

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Strickland A [R]
Cities: Powers
no
no

02/27/2009
04/20/2009
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local legislative body from selling or leasing any existing public
improvement to a private or public entity, including any entity controlled by the
city, for the purposes of renting or leasing back, or repurchasing through
Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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installment payments that existing public improvement.
STATUS:

05/06/2009
Position:

CA AB 1284

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Not
heard.
watch
Huffman [D]
Substance Abuse: Adult Recovery Maintenance Facilities
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Relates to adult recovery maintenance facilities.
STATUS:

05/13/2009
Position:

CA AS 1403

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
watch
Eng [D]
Local Transportation Fund: Planning
no
no

02/27/2009
04/28/2009
Pending
Senate Transportation and Housing Committee

SUMMARY:

Relates to local transportation funds planning and programming in the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) area. PrOVide for funds allocated
to Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino counties for
transportation planning and programming. Deletes a limitation on allocations of
these funds by the four county transportation commissions to SCAG.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009

To SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING.

NOTES:
position:

CA AS 1422

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:

Bass [D]
Redevelopment: Affordable Housing
no
no

02/27/2009
OS/21/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

36

LOCATION:

Assembly Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Amends the Community Redevelopment Law. Authorizes a redevelopment
Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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agency to expend specified funds to purchase, assume, or refinance, or assist
lenders or developers in purchasing, assuming, or refinancing, subprime or
nontraditional mortgages on homes owned by persons meeting a specified
income level or to acquire homes that have been foreclosed and are vacant and
sell those homes.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
Position:

CA AS 1464

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time and amended. To third
reading.
watch
Smyth [R]
Transportation: Bicycle Routes of Regional Significance
yes
no
02/27/2009
05/04/2009
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Enacts the Bicycle Routes of State or Regional Significance Act. Authorizes the
Department of Transportation to establish a process for identifying and
promoting bicycle routes of state or regional significance. Authorizes the
department to form an advisory committee to help implement the process for
identifying and promoting these routes. Authorizes the installation of bicycle
route signs identifying these routes. Requires applicants or nominating parties
to pay the cots for route signs.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
Position:

CA AS 1512

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE.
watch
Lieu [D]
Food and Drugs: Sale
yes
no
02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
128
Assembly Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold infant formula or baby
food after the use by date required on its packaging pursuant to federal law.
Prohibits a retailer from selling or permitting to be sold after the expiration date
a drug that is required to have the expiration date on its packaging pursuant to
that federal law. Provides that a violation is punishable as an infraction with a
specified fine.
STATUS:

Position:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To third reading.
watch

AUTHOR:

Oropeza [D]

OS/26/2009
CA SS 18

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Elder or Dependent Adult Abuse
no
no

12/01/2008
05/05/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Increases penalties for second and subsequent convictions of willfully causing or
permitting any elder or dependent adult to suffer or inflicting unjustifiably
physical pain or mental suffering thereon, or causing or permitting the elder or
dependent adult to be placed in a situation in which his or her person or health
is endangered.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA SB 25

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Padilla [0]
Solid Waste
yes
no

12/01/2008
05/06/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Relates to the Integrated Waste Management Act and Board. Requires a
jurisdiction, for each reviSion of the source reduction and recycling element of
an integrated waste management plan, to divert a certain percentage of all solid
waste after a certain date through source reduction, recycling, and composting
activities. Requires the board to consider a jurisdiction's efforts in diverting
organic material from disposal or deposit in solid waste landfills. Authorizes a
illegal dumping prevention program.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA SB 27

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
watch
Hancock [0]
Local Agencies: Sales and Use Tax: Reallocation
no
yes

LAST AMEND:

12/02/2008
02/23/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending

FILE:

140

LOCATION:

Assembly Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Prohibits a local agency from entering into any agreement with a retailer, or any
other person that would involve the payment, transfer, diversion or rebate of
any amount of local tax proceeds if the agreement results in a reduction in the
Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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amount of revenue received by another agency from a retailer located within
the jurisdiction of that other agency, and the retailer continues to maintain a
physical presence within the territorial jurisdiction of the other local agency.
Provides exceptions.
STATUS:

05/18/2009
Position:

CA SB 39

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To third reading.
watch
Benoit [RJ
Personal Liability Immunity: Disaster Service Workers
no
yes
01/06/2009
05/13/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Provides that disaster service workers shall not be liable when acting within the
scope of their responsibilities under the authority of the governmental
emergency organization.
STATUS:

05/18/2009

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY.

NOTES:

Position:

CA 5B 44

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Denham [R]
Integrated Waste Management
yes
no
01/07/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Environmental Quality Committee

SUMMARY:

Abolishes the State Integrated Waste Management Board and transfers all of its
authority, duties, powers, purposes, responsibilities, and jurisdiction to the
Department of Conservation and the Department of Toxic Substances Control.
STATUS:

04/27/2009
04/27/2009
Position:

CA SB 138

AUTHO'R:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Failed passage.
In SENATE Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
Reconsideration g ra nted.
watch
Liu [0]
Local Taxes: Graffiti
yes
no
02/11/2009
04/28/2009
Pending

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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FILE:

58

LOCATION:

Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Relates to existing law that authorizes a city or county to levy a tax on aerosol
paint containers, felt tip markers, and marking substances or instruments.
Raises the amounts from $0.10 to $0.50 per aerosol container or container of
other marking substance, and from $0.05 to $0.25 per felt tip marker or other
marking instrument.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
OS/26/2009
OS/26/2009
Position:

CA SB 169

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read third time. Failed to pass SENATE.
In SENATE. Motion to reconsider.
In SENATE. Reconsideration granted.
watch
Benoit [R]
Peace Officers: Impersonation
no
no

02/14/2009
OS/27/2009
Pending
Assembly Public Safety Committee

SUMMARY:

Authorizes the head of a local agency that employees peace officers to issue
identification in the form of a badge, insignia, emblem, device, label, card, or
writing that clearly states the person's position as an honorably retired peace
officer from that agency. Authorizes the head of a local agency to revoke
identification granted pursuant to those provisions in the event of misuse or
abuse.
STATUS:

OS/27/2009
OS/27/2009
Position:

CA SB 214

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAl. COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.
watch
Benoit [R]
Sober Living Homes
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/23/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Health Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Provides that a sober living home is exempt from licensure by the State
Department of Social Services. Provides that a residence housing those
purporting to be recovering from a drug and alcohol abuse would be presumed
to be a sober living home if it has been certified, registered, or approved by a
recognizing nonprofit organization that provides a credible quality assurance
service for applicants or members.
STATUS:

03/05/2009

To SENATE Committee on HEALTH.

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
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CA SB 246

Position:

watch

AUTHOR:

URGENCY CLAUSE:

Benoit [R]
In-home Supportive Services: Criminal Background Checks
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/24/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Human Services Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires that as part of the criminal background check, an in-home supportive
services provider be fingerprinted and submit the fingerprint images and any
other related information required by the Department of Justice to assist in
obtaining information. Provides that, in order to be employed as an in-home
supportive services provider in a county that has contracted with a nonprofit
consortium or established a public authority, an applicant must register or be
placed on that registry.
STATUS:.

04/28/2009
Position:

CA SB 250

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:

In SENATE Committee on HUMAN SERVICES: Not heard.
watch
Florez [0]
Dogs and Cats: Spaying and Neutering
yes
no

02/24/2009
05/05/2009

COMMITTEE:

Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

HEARING:

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Provides that every dog owner shall secure a license for the dog and that no
person may own, keep, or harbor an unsterilized dog. Makes it unlawful for any
person who owns, keeps or harbors any unsterilized cat 6 months of age or
older to allow or permit such cat to roam at large. Requires an owner or
custodian who offers any unsterilized dog or cat for sale, trade or adoption to
meet specified requirements. Relates to spaying or neutering of unaltered cats.
STATUS:

05/11/2009
Position:

CA SB 321

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
watch
Benoit [R]
Local Government: Assessments: Election Requirements
yes
no

02/25/2009
04/23/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Relates to local government assessment of election requirements. Prescribes
Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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Bills Monitored by the City of Moreno Valley:
2009-2010 Legislative Session
other requirements relating to the ballot language, the tabulation of ballots, and
the preservation of ballots to the public as disclosable public records.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA SB 495

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY.
watch
Benoit [R]
Mobile Telephony Service Providers: Information
no
no

02/26/2009
04/22/2009
Pending
Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires a mobile telephony services provider to provide call location
information relative to a telecommunications device of a user to a requesting
law enforcement agency, in order for the law enforcement agency to respond to
a call for emergency services or in an emergency situation that involves the risk
of death or serious physical harm. Provides that there shall be no cause of
action against such provider, its officers, employees, or agents, for providing
such information in good faith.
STATUS:

04/27/2009
Position:

CA SB 500

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In SENATE Committee on ENERGY, UTILITIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS: Not heard.
watch
Steinberg [D]
Affordable Housing: Permanent Revenue Source
no
no

INTRODUCED:

02/26/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Rules Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Expresses the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would provide a
permanent source of revenue for affordable housing.
STATUS:

03/12/2009
Position:

CA SB 518

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

To SENATE Committee on RULES.
watch
Lowenthal A [D]
Vehicles: Parking Services and Fees
yes
no

02/26/2009
05/06/2009
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

OS/28/2009

SUMMARY:

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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2009·2010 Legislative Session
Relates to the collection of transportation services by specified community
college districts. Prohibits the use of state funds to subsidize the construction or
operations of parking. Relates to awarding cities and counties credits under a
cap-and-trade program. Authorizes the expenditure of any moneys apportioned
to cities or counties from the Highway Users Tax Account for transportation
demand management measures. Authorizes a portion of parking revenues for
local programs that reduce parking demand.
STATUS:

OS/26/2009
Position:

CA SB 530

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
watch
Dutton [R]
Redevelopment: Payments to Taxing Entities
no
no

02/27/2009
04/28/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Relates to Redevelopment agency payment of property tax increment funds.
Increases the limitation on the number of dollars to be allocated to the
redevelopment agency or that increased, or eliminated,the time limit on the
establishing of loans, advances, and indebtedness, or lengthened a
redevelopment plan effective period.
STATUS:

05/14/2009
Position:

CA SB 566

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY.
watch
Hollingsworth [R]
Monitoring Devices: Unauthorized Removal
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Senate Public Safety Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Makes the unauthorized removal, disabling or tampering with a Global
Positioning System device affixed as a con'dition of a criminal court order,
juvenile court disposition, parole, or probation, a crime punishable as specified.
STATUS:

04/28/2009

In SENATE Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY: Heard, remains
in Committee.

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 668

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

Hollingsworth [R]
Sex Offenders
no
no

Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
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INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Relates to sex offender registration. Relates to existing law that provides that
the failure to provide information required on registration and reregistration
forms of the Department of Justice, or the provision of false information r is
punishable by imprisonment in a county jail. Provides that nothing in that
provision of existing law shall be construed to limit or prevent prosecution under
any applicable provision of law.
STATUS:

Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To

05/18/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 669

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Hollingsworth [R]
Sexually Violent Predators
no
no

02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
ASSEMBLY

SUMMARY:

Requires that, at the hearing on the issue of conditional release or
unconditionally discharge, where the person's failure to participate in or
complete treatment is relied upon as proof that the person's conditions has not
changed, and there is evidence that support that reliance, the jury be instructed
that the committed person's failure to participate in or complete a specified
program may, if proved, be considered evidence that is or her condition has not
changed.
STATUS:

Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To

05/14/2009
NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 696

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Wright [D]
CEQA Exemptions: Emission Reduction Credits
yes
yes

02/27/2009
05/05/2009
Pending
Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee

SUMMARY:

Exempts from the requirements of the State Environmental Quality Act, the
adoption and implementation of specified air pollution control district or air
quality management district rules, and the creation or the use of specified offset
credits pursuant to district rules by a thermal power plant when certain
Legislative Update: May 28, 2009
City Manager's Office
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conditions are satisfied. Requires the Energy Commission to perform a needs
assessment for a thermal powerplant proposed to be located in the district.
STATUS:

05/05/2009
05/05/2009

From SENATE Committee on ENERGY, UTILITIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS with author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on ENERGY UTILITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS.

NOTES:

Position:

CA SB 711

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Leno [D]
Public Meetings: Sessions: Labor Negotiations
yes
no
02/27/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends the Ralph M. Brown Act. Requires a local agency, before holding a
closed session regarding employee compensation, to identify the employee or
class of employees that are the subject of the negotiations, the representatives
of the employees, and to provide an oral report by its designated representative
on the current status of the negotiations. Requires any action of the legislative
body on the collective bargaining agreement or initial proposal to be taken at an
open and public session.
STATUS:

04/13/2009
04/13/2009
Position:

CA SB 763

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch
Walters [R]
Land Use: Subdivision Maps
yes
yes
02/27/2009
04/13/2009
Pending
Senate Local Government Committee

SUMMARY:

Amends the Subdivision Map Act. Extends the applicable expiration date for any
vesting tentative subdivision or parcel map that has been approved, that has
not expired on the date the bill is effective and that will expire before a certain
date.
STATUS:

04/13/2009
04/13/2009
Position:

From SENATE Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred to
Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
watch

Legislative Update: May 28. 2009
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CA SB 802

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

Leno [D]
Public Contracts: Retention Proceeds
yes
no

INTRODUCED:

02/27/2009

DISPOSITION:

Pending
Assembly Business and Professions Committee

LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to public contracts and retention proceeds. Prohibits retention proceeds
from exceeding a specified percent of the payment for all contracts entered into
between a public entity and an original contractor, between an original
contractor and a subcontractor, and between all subcontractors thereunder.
Requires the Department of General Services to withhold not more than a
specified percent of the contract price until final completion and acceptance of a
public work or improvement.
STATUS:

OS/21/2009
NOTES:

Position:

Copyright (e) 2009 State Net. All rights reserved.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director./tfl-

Date:

May 26, 2009

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - April, 2009

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended April 30, 2009. All investments comply with California Government
Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits of each type.
In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have questions or need clarification on
any information presented in the attached report.

Attachment
c: Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00233398
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State of California LAIF Pool
Invesbnents
Total General Portfolio

r

Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
'Iotal Bond Proceeds

Deferred Compensation Funds

Nationwhle
ICMA
Total Deferred Compensation Funds
Total Investment Portfolio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

117,616,314
129,231,891

117,831,497
126,640,438

117,616,314
129,041,528

248,721,387

246,345,117

248,531,024 ---r.34
i
Years

2,952,737
3,691,687

2,952,737
3,691,687

2,952,737
3,691,687

o

o

o

794,603
15,864,338

794,603
15,864,338

794,603
15,864,338

30,148,949

30,148,949

30,148,949 --'o:uui
Years

Book Value
6,896,404
2,818,686

Market Value
6,896,404
2,818,686

9,715,090

9,715,090

288,585,426

286,209,156

_._--"1

Par Value
6,896,404
2,818,686

9,715,0901
288,395,063

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the Investment Policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is prOvided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophic event.

~
~

1

SteveElam
City Treasurer

<
o
o
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W
W
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

April 2009

04/30/09

05/01/09

1,B73,182

1,873,182

1,873,182

STATE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT FUND 1LA1f)
General Fnnd '
04/30/09
Community Services Districs
04/30/09
Redevelopment Agency ,
M/30/09

05/01/09
05/01/09
05/0V09

3'1,747,811
39,549,239
38,319,265

39,820,530
39,621,595
38,389,371

39,747,811
39,549,239
38,319,265

117,616,314

117,831,497

117,616,314

Wells Fargo Bank

TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF POOL
INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
MMkfAcCt: HighmarlC U S Gvrill
TOTAL MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS

04/30/09

U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY DISCOUNT NOTES
Fed Home la-an Bank
TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY DISCOUNT NOTES

0Z/27/09

TEMPORARY LIQUIDITY GUARANTEE PROGRAM COMMERCIAL PAPER
'A~I+
P-l
GE CapitarCoqf
0Z/27/09
TOTAL COMMERCIAL PAPER
CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES
American General Finance (AIG)
Goldman Sachs
Lehman Bros Holding
International Lease Finance (AIG)
International Lease Finance (AIG)
American General Finance (AIG)
Lehman Bros Holding
American General Finance (AIC)
HSBC Finance Corp
Citigroup
American General Finance (AIG)
Morgan Stanley
HSBC Finance Corp
Credit Suisse USA
Bank One Corp OP Morgan)
Bank One Corp OP Morgan)
Goldman Sachs '
Lehman Bros Holding
GE Capital Corp
HSBC Finance Corp
Be'rkshire Hathaway
CE Capital Corp
TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

A+
AAA+
AAAAA+
A+
A+
AAAA
A+
A+
AAAAA+'
A+
AA~--

A+
AAA
AAAAA
AAA

Al
Aa3
Al
A1
At
At
Al
Al
Aa3
Aal
Al
Aa3
Aa3
Aa3
Aa3
Aa3
A;i3
A1
Aila
Aa3
Aaa
Aaa

06/21/06
08/22/06
06/08/07
12/02/05
03/26/07
08/08/06
08/25/06
06/08/07
10/15/07
01/30/07
OS/29/07
05/10/07
10/29/07
10/30/06
01/10/07
03/30/07
03/21{O7
02/06/07
02/15/08'
03/13/08
03/24/08
02/21/08

1.00000

1

0.007537

0.0075370

1.607%
1,607%
1.607%

1.607%
1.607%
1.607%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1
1
1

0.159931
0.159132
0.154183

0.1599310
0.1591320
0.1541830

LAIF
LAIF
LAIF

0.000%

0.000%

1.00000

1

0.012238

0.0122380

UnioriBailk

0.335%

0.335%

99.924B3

20

0.008047

0.1609457

Union Bank

99.89000

28

0.008047

0.2253240

Union Bank

3;041,528

3,041,528

3,041,528

M4i;52A

3,04i;52§

3,04i,528

1,999,652

2,000,000

2,000,000

1,999,652

2,oM,oM

2,000,000

OS/28/09

1,999,340
1,999,340

1,999,340
1,999,340

2,000;000
2,000,000

0.440%

0.440%

' 05/15/09
05/15/09
01/27/10
04/15/10
04/15/10
05/15/10
07/26/10
09/01/10
10/15/10
01/18/11
03/15/11
04/15/11
05/15/11
08/16/11
11/15/11
11/15/11
01/15/12
02/06/12
02/15/12
03/15/12
05/15/12
10/19/12

999,629
1,000,496
1,000,000
999,224
999,991
994,072
1,000,000
988,815
1,000,000
1,018,631
976,578
1,028,155
1,030,976
1,001,950
1,016,164
1,018,424
1;033;809
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,031,595
1,033,022

983,930 '
1,001,640
142,500
896,390
896,390
665,080
142,500
598,540
932,050
966,930
507,190
1,022,180
980,720
1,010,980
1,014,450
1,014,450
1,047,950
142,500
952;410
867,590
1,050,530
998,020

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000

4;625%
6.650%
'4.250%
5.000%
5.000%
4.875%
4.500%
4.625%
5.000%
6.500%
4.000%
6.750%
6.750%
5.500%
5.900%
5,900%
'6.600%
5.250%
4.000%
5.000%
4.750%
5.250%

5.670%
5.260%
5.400%
5.090%
5.000%
5.510%
5.286%
5.550%
5.000%
5.280%
5.400%
5.140%
5.070%
5.400%
5.170%
5.075%
5.170%
5.340%
4.000%
5.000%
3.620%
4.190%

97.24700
103.48200
"97.20300
99.64500
99.99700
97.84900
97.24500
97.29000
100;00000
104.31200
95.24700
105.65900
105.38500
100.40800
103.08600
103.35625
106.01900
99.60000
100.00000
100.00000
104.30600
104.44000

15
15
272
350
350
380
452
489
533
628
684
715
745
838
929
929
990
1,012
1,021
1,050
1,111
1,268

0.004024
0.004024
0;004024 '
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
'0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0;004024
0.004024
MM024
0.004024

0.0603546
0.0603546
1.0944308
1.4082749
1.4082749
1.5289842
1:8186864
1.9675612
2.1446015
2.5268475
2.7521715
2.8769044
2.9976137
3.3718124
3.7379639
3.7379639
3.9834061
4.0719262
4.1081390
4.2248247
4.4702669
5.1019787

Union'Bank
Union Bank
UnioitBank
Union Bank
UilionBimk
Union Bank
UJiionBank
Unionllank
UriionBank
Union Ilank
Unio'it B.'nk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UJiion'Bank
Union Bank
UJi.fonBarik
Union Bank
Unioii B.ilk
Union Bank
Unio'ii B'ailk
Union Bank

22.171,531

11,830211

22,000,000

2,046,378
1,000,000

2,009,3BO
1,014,060
1,012,420 .'
1,013,440
1;027,190
1,016,880
1,032,810
1,000,310

3.000%
5.000%
4.125%
3.110%
5;125%
2.750%
4.51S%
3,000%

0.422%
5.000%
4;nO%
3.110%
5:095%
3.020%
4.515%
3.000%

100.88000
100.00000
99.93400
100.00000
100:09700
99.50800
100.00000
100.00000

61
109
124
187
221
316
333
370

0.008047
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0;004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024

0.4908844
0.4385770
0.4989317
0.7524212
0.8892250
1.2714710
1.3398730
1.4887477

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union'llank
Union Bauk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Unionllank

05/0V09

OS/20/09

u.s. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W

Fed Home Loan Bank'
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm Credif
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank

AAA
AAA
AA'A'
AAA
-A.AA"
AAA
' AAA
AAA

Aaa
Aaa

"Aaa -

02/27/08
08/17/07
02/14/05
11/03/08
'09/07/06
04/28/08
03/29/05
05/05/08

06/30/09
08/17/09
09/0V09
11/03/09
' '12/07/09
03/12/10
03/29/10
05/05/10

999~952

1,000,000
'1;000;179 "
997,730
1,000;000
1,000,000

.j::>..

0
0

Page 2 of 10

2,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
' 1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000

it-
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Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home wan Mfg Corp
Fed NatI MIg Assn
Fed Fanit Credit'
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home loan Bank '
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home LOan Bank
Fed Home Loan MIg Corp
Fed Ag Mig Co" '," ,,'

~

<
0

0
1'0

w

W

Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed HomeLiiaiiMtgCoi'p
Fed NatI Mtg Assn
Fed Nitti Mfg;Assif
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home LiiaitBarik
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Natl Mtg-Assn
Fed NatI Mtg Assn
Fed HoUie LOan Birik '
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Na:tl MtgAssn~
Fed NatI Mtg Assn
Fed Fii'DiCredi.. '"
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan BanI(
Fed NatI Mtg Assn
Fed NittlMtg"Assn
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Hiime Loan Bimk
Fed Home Loan Bank
FedNatl MtgAss'ri
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl MtgAssn
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loaif Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loin MtgCorp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home' LOan Batik
Fed Home Loan Bank
;Fed Home LOaiiMtgCiirp"
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan MfgCorp"
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Faiiit Credit' ,.
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed NitlMtg Assn' ,.
Fed NatI Mtg Assn
,Fed Natl Mtg"Assie""
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Home Loiin'MtjfCorp
Fed NatI Mtg Assn
Fe'd Home Loaii BinI("
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp

AAA
AKA
AAA
'AAA
AAA
AAA"
AAA
AAA
AAA

Aaa
Aaa
Au
Aaa

AAA
AAA' Aaa
AAA
Aaa
"AAA "Aiia
AAA
Aaa
·AAA'
Aila
AAA
AKA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aaa
-"'AAA
Aili
AAA
Aaa
'AAA
AAA
Aaa
"AAA
Aili
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA'
Aaa
AAA
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
AAA
Aaa
" AAA
AAA
'·AAA
AAA
"'AAA
AAA
Aaa
' AAA
AAA
AAA-~Aaa

AAA
AAA "Aaa
AAA
"'AAX·"""·
AAA
Aaa
"'''AAA'Aaa
AAA
Aaa
'AAA
AAA

April 2009

12/11/08
06/11/10
'06/15/07 ""O6/15/10~
07/02/08
07/02/10
" 07/28/10
07/28/08
11/29/05
08/10/10
, 0¢/15/0S'
10/15/10
04/28/08
10/28/10
05/05/08 '
11/05/10
06/30/08
12/30/10
06/05/06 '" 01/1¢/11
02/18/09
02/18/11
'02/25/09" '02/25/11
03/02/09
03/02/11
' 04/01/11
'04/01/09
05/19/08
05/02/11
06{09/0S .
06/09/11'
06/11/07
06/10/11
10/28/08 " 06/2¢/11
01/06/09
07/06/11
07/14/0807/1¢/11
07/20/06
07/20/11
' 02/18/09' 08/18/11
09/09/11
03/09/11
'09/29/08·' " 09/29/11
10/26/06
10/26/11
10/28/08' " 10/28/11
06/12/10
12/12/11
12/15/08 '" . '12,115/11 ' .
03/23/09
12/23/11
01/17/07
01/17/12
01/23/09
01/23/12
0:¥08{OS
02/08/12
02/10/09
02/10/12
02/17{O9
02/17/12
02/17/12
02/17/09
03/02,112
03/02/09
03/19/12
03/19/09
03/26/12
03/26/07
04/09/12
01/09/09
0¢/19/12
0¢/1.9/O7
06/01/07
06/01/12
'06/04/07 '06jO¢/12
06/29/07
06/21/12
01/06/09 . ,,, 07/06/12"
07/23/08
07/23/12
08/01/07 ' " 08/01/12
02/13/09
08/13/12
O:¥27/09" ., 08/27/12' '
09/10/12
09/10/07
"03/10/09 """ 09/10/12
03/24/09
09/24/12
' 04/29/09"
10/29/12 '
10/29/12
04/29/09
11/05/12
11/05/08
OS/23/08
11/23/12

1,000,000
'999,813
1,000,000
1,000,000
997,248
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
991;132
1,000,000
' 1;000,000
999,770
1;000,000
997,531
1,000;000 '
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
'1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000·
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
998,137
997,920
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000'
1,003,393
1;000;000'
1,000,000
'1;000;000'
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000;000 '
1,000,000
, 999;151""
1,000,000
1,000,000'
1,000,000

1,010,310
'1;005,670
1,005,630
1,006;250
1,044,380
1;027,310
1,027,500
1;012;S10 "
1,005,430
1,061~160

1,006,740
1;005,400
1,005,940
1;008;130
1,035,630
'1;029;060
1,005,060
'1,005,310
998,440
1;036;880
1,010,530
"1;003;750
1,000,940
'1,011;560
1,021,880
"1,035;630
1,003,750
1,008,440
1,008,130
1,009,380
1,010,310
1,020,310
1,014,690
1,005,310
1,005,600
1,005,610
1,008,190
1;035,830
1,002,500
1;039,380
1,046,880
1,004;260
1,100,940
1;005;170
1,038,750
'1,086,560
1,017,190
1;007,500 "
1,015,630
'1;002;810'"
1,004,380
"1;005,590'
1,003,130
1,045;940
1,037,770

.j::>.

0

-->.
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1,000,000
1~OOO,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
' 1;000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
" 1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
. 1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
'l;OOO~OOO' ,

1,000,000
'''1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000~000

1,000,000

2.000%

2.000%
5.420%
4.000%
4.000%
'3.300% 3.300%
4.700%
4.940%
3:050% 3.050%
3.000%
3.000%
'3:220% 3:220%
4.050%
4.050%
4.875% 5.470%
2.000%
2.000%
2.000% '2.000'/.
2.010%
2.000%
' '2.050%' 2.050% "
3.250%
3.380%
'3.600% 3.600%
5.450%
5.450%
4.250% 4:250%
2.000%
2.000%
4.125% 4.125%
5.750%
5.750%
2.000% '2:000%
2.150%
2.150%
4:050%
4.050%
5.300%
5.300%
"4.000% 4.000%
4.030%
4.030%
3.010% 3:010%
2.250%
2.250%
5.145% 5.145%
2.100%
2.100%
3.570% 3.570%
2.250%
2.250%
2.000% 2.660%
2.520%
2.450%
2.350% 2.430%
2.625%
2.625%
5.000% 5.000%
3.000%
3.000%
5.020% 5.020%
5.300%
5.300%
5:400% 5.400%
5.450%
5.325%
. 2:300°/. '2:300%
4.220%
4.220%
'5:250% '5:250%
2.450%
2.450%
2:625°/.' 2.625%
5.200%
5.200%
'''2:500%'' 2.500%
2.650%
2.650%
2:350% '2.350%'
2.250%
2.280%
4.125% 4.125%
3.700%
3.700%
"5~400%'

100.00000
99:95000
100.00000
100.00000
98.98600
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
97:60000
100.00000
100:00000
99.97500
100.00000
99.63600
100:00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
·100:00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000'
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.78000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.53800
"100:00000
100.00000
100:00000 '
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
' 100:00000"
100.00000
, 100.00000'
99.91500
100:00000
100.00000

0.004024
M04024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
1~037
1,054
0.004024
0.004024
1,061
1,075
0.004024
1,085
0.004024
1,128
0.004024
' 1,131
0.004024'
1,148
0.004024
1;163
0:004024
1,180
0.004024
0:004024'"
1;189
1,201
0.004024
0.004024
1,215
1,229
0.004024
1,229" '''0:004024
1,243
0.004024
1;278 .. 0:004024"·
1,278
0.004024
1,285 '
0:004024"
0.004024
1,303
407
411
428
454
467
533
546
554
609
624
659
666
671
701
732
770
771
785
797
805
811
840
862
882
909
911
956
959
967
992
998
1,014
1,016
'1,023
1,023

1.6376225
1.6537171'
1.7221190
1.8267337
1.8790411
2.1446015
2.1969088
2.2290980
2.4503983
2.5107529
2.6515804
2:6797459"
2.6998641
2.8205734
2.9453063
3:0982048"
3.1022284
'3.1585594
3.2068431
3.2390322
3.2631741
3.3798597
3.4683799
3.5488527
3.6574911
3:6655384
3.8466023
3:8586732
3.8908623
3.9914534
4.0155953
4.0799735
4.0880208
U161863
4.1161863
4.1725173
4.2409192
4.2690847
4.3254157
4.3656522
4.5386688
'4.5507397
4.6191416
4.6794963
4.7478982
4.7841110 '
4.8323947
'4:8887257
4.9450567
4:9450567 '
5.0013877
5.1422152
5.1422152
T1703807"
5.2428062

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uniori Bank
Union Bank
'Union Bank
Union Bank
UiiiiiriBank
Union Bank
Uriion Bank
Union Bank
UriioriBank
Union Bank
Uiiion Barik .
Union Bank
Union Bilnk
Union Bank
Union Baitk
Union Bank
UilionBitiik
Union Bank
Uiti6riBank
Union Bank
UitioitBilitk
Union Bank
Union Bink'
Union Bank
Uilion Barik
Union Bank
Uilion Bank
Union Bank
Unioit Bank
Union Bank
U niori Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Barik
Union Bank
UitionBank
Union Bank
Uniori Baril(
Union Bank
UiiionBiitk
Union Bank
. UriionBiink
Union Bank
Uiiion Biilil( :
Union Bank
Uiiion BanI("
Union Bank
Uriion BanI(
Union Bank
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TOTAL INVESTMENTS

1,000,000
999,078
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000;0011
1,000,000
1,OOD,001l
1,000,000
998;127
1,000,000
997,B81
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
999,021
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,019,840
129,231,891

1,027,500
1,006,250
1,044,380
1,019,690
1,002,190
1,006,880
1,027,810
1,004,530
1,000,000
1,033,750
1,025,440
- 1;002,190'
1,033,220
1;004,380
1,034,380
1,003,8011
1,007,570
1,044,380
1,034,380
1,1114,1160
1,010,940
1,032,500
1,033,440
1,033,750
1,004,060
990;630
991,880
998,750
1,006,250
1,009,060
1,014,060
1,013,650
1,005,940
1,007,810
101,764,650
126,640,43B

1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
'1,000',000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000;1100
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,1100,000
129,1I41,52B

TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

248,721,387

246,345,117

248,531,024

Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm Credit .
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed FarDi Credit
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed FarmCre'dit .. '
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Hoine Loan MtgCorp
Fed Farm Credit
Fed NaUMtifAssii-Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Farm'Credit- '.. -"
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loiit Bank
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home LoanMtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan: Baiik
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl Mtg Assii
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Foiriit Credit .
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loa·it Bank
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loaii Bank
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
Fed Farni Credit
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed NatI MtgAssn
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Natl Mtg- Assn

AAA

AAA
AAA

AAA"
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
'-AAA
AAA
"'AAk
AAA
'AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AKA
AAA
AAA

TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

01/07/13
01/07/08
01/14/09-'
01/14/13
01/18/13
01/18/08
01/0'1/(18 - 1)1/01/13
02/25/08
02/25/13
'01/25/09 - -01/25/13
03/19/08
03/19/13
. 04/08/09
04/08/13
05/01/08
05/01/13
····05/13/0S '
05/13/13
OS/20/08
OS/20/13
06/03/0S- - 0'6/03/13
06/10/08
06/10/13
.. -06/10/0S
06/10/13
06/10/08
06/10/13
11/26/0S
06/15/13
07/02/08 07/02/13
. 07/29/08
07/29/13
10/28/08 08/20/13
09/09/13
11/24/0S
09/30/13
03/30/09
10/15/10·
10/15/13
11/26/08
11/26/13
11/26/08
11/26/13
12/23/08 12/23/13
. 01/07/09
01/07/14
01/28/09
01/28/14
01/03/09
01/30/14
02/12/14
02/12/09
0Z/1S/09
01/18/14
03/18/09 03/18/14
03/24/09
03/24/14
04/14/14
04/14/09
04/16/09
04/16/14

1,000,000
1;006;961 .
1,000,000
1,000;000996,374
1;000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
-1,000,000
1,000,000
1~000,01l0

o

1'0
W
W
.j::>.

o

100.00000
100.75200
100.000aD
100'.00000
99.52500
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
.- 100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.90000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.75000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99:90000
100.00000
100.00000

1,348
1,355
1,359
1,373
1,397
1,397
1,419
1,439
1,462
1,474
1,481
1,495
1,502
1,502
1,502
1,507
1,524
1,551
1,573
1,593
1,614
1,629
1,671
1,671
1,698
1,713
1,734
1,736
1,749
1,755
1,783
1,789
1,810
1,B12

0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0:004024 .
0.004024
0:004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024
0.004024

1.000000

5.4238701
5:45203565.4681302
5:52'14612
5.6210286
5:6210286
5.7095488
. 5.7900216 .5.8825654
5.930B491
5.9590146
6.0153456
6.0435111
'6.0435111
6.0435111
6.0636293
6.1320312
6.2406696
6.3291897
6.4096626
6.4941591
'6:5545137
6.7235067
6.7235067
6.8321450
6.B924997
6.9769962
6:9850434
7.0373508
7.0614927
7.1741546
7.1982965
7.2827930
7.2908403

Union Bank
Uition Bank
Union Bank
UiiionBarik
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Unio'n Bank
Union Bank
Union Balik
Union Bank
UiiionBilitk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Barik
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uniori Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Baiik
491 days

1.34 years

,

~

<
o
1'0

4.625%
4.625%
2.500% -2.300%
4.000%
4.0aO%
3.790% 3.790%
3.750%
3.850%
3.000% 3.000%
4.000%
4.000%
2.500% 2.500%
4.250%
4.250%
4:125% 4.125%
4.000%
4.000%
-4:350% 4.350%
4.000%
4.000%
4.500% 4.500%
4.300%
4.300%
3:000% 3.024%
5.000%
5.000%
4.625% 4:625%
4.625%
4.625%
4.500% 4.500%
3.000%
4.500%
4.250% 4.250%
3.500%
3.500%
4.050% 4.050%
4.000%
4.000%
3.000"/0 3:0110%
2.000%
2.000%
3.100% 3.150%
3.240%
3.240%
3.000% 3.000%
3.200%
3.200%
2.375% 2.426%
3.160%
3.160%
3.000% 3.000%

...
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.\

TLGP Commercial Paper
U.s. Agency Discount Notes
U.S. Agencies
Corporate Notes

28,000,000
19,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000

AIG
TLGP

Morgan
Keegan

Commercial
Paper

1%

Cash

2%

Wells
UniO~argo Sec lis
Bank 15% We
Fargo
Bank

14%

LAIF

GE

Agencies
40%

48%

48%

1.71

DecOO
Ju;'- 01

1:98

DecOl

1.94

Juu02

i.56

Dec()2

1.24

Juu03

1:S8

DecC3

1.91

Juu04

2:('2'" .

Dec 04

1.77

J;'~"05

'1.48

Dec 05
}un 06

1.47
,. "'1:36'
1.90

~

Dec 06
}un07

Tor"

o

Dec 07
}uuOS

':1:57"

<
o
1'0
W
W
.j::>..

DecCS

09

1.49

1.57
1.34

Average Years to Maturity

3.00

"".1.0

2.25
2.00
1.75

~

60%~-----------------------------------

1.50

'" 1.25

50%
40%

1.00
0.75

30%

0.50

20%

0.25

10%

0.00

8 8 5 S 8 8

~ ~

1

~

a

8 3

~

8

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

g

i ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~

o

w

7.2%
9.3%
13.3%
10.5%
10.5%
100.0%

18,000,000
23,000,000
33,000,000
26,000,000
26,000,000
248,531,024

2.75
2.50
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t Day
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1 to 12 mos
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I

, I

•

I I

•
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Dec'99

5.98

JunOO
Dec 00
JunOl

6.30
5.32

5.64
6.35
6.54

4.96
3.26
2.69
2.20
1.70
1.55
1.47
2.13
2.97

3.72

Dec 01

2.17
2.06
1.32
1.09

Jun02
Dec 02
Jun03
Dec 03
Jun04
Dec 04
}unOS
Dec OS
Jun06

5.9S
6.18
6.20
5.60
4.71
3.94
3.29
2.49
2.60
2.62

i.26
2.09
2.75
3.45
4:38
5.21
5.00
4.91
3.34
2.36

2.S1

3~81
4.70
5.13
5.25
4.80
2.89

3.17
3.53
4.11
4.47
4.82
4.79
3.91

'(1:37

2.35

3.55

0.04
0.14
0.29
0.49
0.91
1.38
2.02

0.21
0.43
0.57
0.81
1.15
1.67

0.3500

" Dec 06
Jun07
Dec 07
JunOS

Imo
3mo
6mo
1 yr
2yr
3yr
5vr

7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0

3.5
3.0

2.5
2.0 ·P"'CJ-LAIF

~:~ l~~or,en~ V~lIe~

1.9

/

1.7

*~~&~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

6.0
5.5
5.0

4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5

6.5
2.0

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

l~~lI~El~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~>
+l..v=-~

-0-1 Year Treasury
-o-Moreno Valley

+-~~-r-"--.-~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

....,

0.9

0.7
0.5

0
1'0
W
W

·0.1

<
0
.j::>..

0

.j::>..

...

3mo

6mo

1 yr

.9

//

&.

.:l

0.40

~

.0

0.20

->-4/30/09
..... 3/31/09

:;c
lmo

II

~

...,r "/'"

0.1
·0.3

O.W

//

1.1

0.3

~.BO

tf/

1.3

~

P

/~

1.5

2yr

3yr

5yr

Ll-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2.3
2.1

-:

0.00

1
(O.20}
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J'

SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Cash
Local Agency Bonds
U:S:TreasuryOiiHgatlons ...
State of <:a1if.or~<l<?~lig-a!i0lls

5 years

No Limit
Limit ....

5y~ar~...

No Limit

None
.None
None

CA Local Agency Obligations

5 years

No Limit

u.s. Agencies

5 years

Bankers Acceptances

180 days

Commercial Paper
NegoHahlet:rj's'

"syears "

·-Syears···· ·-·"NO

270 days

1,873,182
0

.. °

0%

None

0

0%

5 years

No Limit

None

100,000,000

40%

5 years

40%

None

0

0%

180 days

A1/P1/F1 rating

2,000,000
2,000,000

1%

25%

····300i•.

... Ai/P1/Fl rating

Repurchase Agreements

1 year

Reverse Repu:re'hase Agreements

92 days

No Limit
20% ..

None
. ··..-None

Corporate Obligations

5 years

30%

"A" rating

Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

Money Market Mutual Funds

N/A

Collateralized Bank Deposits

°

1%
'.'

0%

270 days
5 years
1 year

°
22,000,000

0%
9%

5 years

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

0

0%

3 years AWM*

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

3,041,528

1%

3 years AWM*

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

5 years

20%

"AA" rating

°

0%

Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

County Pooled Investment Funds

N/A

No Limit

None

0

0%

Local Agency In:vesttitent Fund'(iAiF)

N/A

No Limit

None

117,616,314

47%

I

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
.j::>.

01

'sr

··iJ"%······

0

* - AWM = Average Weighted Maturity

o

N/A
5 years
eats
5 years

1%
0%

Page 7ofl()

No Limit
No Limit

''700k

10%
10%(50/~ per
issuer)
70% (50% per
issuer)
20% (10% per
issuer)
15%
0
20% (10% per
issuer)
Not Allowed
30% (10% per
issl]er)
"-0.

15% (10% per
issuer)

None
None

'iAANiratfng ...
"AA"

~ating

"AA" rating
"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"A1/P1/F1" rating

Nime
None

"A" rating
"AAA" rating by 2
of 3 rating agencies

"AAA" rating by 2 of
15% (10% per
3 rating agencies
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
2 years
None
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
"AA"rating
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per Top 25% peer
2 years
issuer)
group
20% (10% per
AAAf/S1
years AWM*
issuer)
50%····
None
N/A

of

13

~I
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~L<!!g~l

uQkulnintl'~7·'!

rod.mption fund
redemption(prepay h

«seMe "fUnif

.

rebate fund

money market fund
money market fund

ltVF Go-vi Fund
WFGovtFund

moneY 'DiUkef fund

-WIfGo;'fFilnd

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

20350203

~f.lli.J2!..r..g!l

Nserve-fuRcf-"

admin exp acet

debt 'serv-iciacrt

22631800
22631801

money market fund

V\1F Govl Fund

money market fund

WFGovl Fund

2i631SM

mou"ej'marlC';iitind

22631805

money market fund

lii3iifu9-

iEtoney mafk~et fun'lf

22631900

special tax fund.

,'hltereifa.:ct ~-

of issuance

~1'1""'irgo

money market fund

O.01-OJIJ

0,01%

2,322
70,299

om~

0.01%

0,01%

0.01%

fY5(01(09

329
287,528

329
287,528

329
287,528

Om%

0.01%

OSflIl/09
fY5/01(09

1,536,19S

1,536,198

1,536,198

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

22,678

22,578

22,678

0.01 r,

1.00000

0.075%

os(OIjiJ9

1,029,416

1,oi9,416

1,029,416

0_01%
0.01%

O.Otci/.()

·1.00000

3.414%

05/fJl(09

377
535,772
227,421

377

377

0.01%

535,772

535,771

b:oo{l/{I

0.01%
0.01%

1.00000
"1.00000'

1.7'J7t'/"

227,421
16,152

227,421
16,152

0.01%

0.01 %

1.00000

0.754%

0:01%

O.o1ll-/o-

1.000Q0

0:054%

366,232
72

366,232
72

0.01%
O.01'YI:I

0.01 %
0,01%

1.00000

U15~

1,00000

<fooo%

om"

0.01%

1.00000

0.000%

0.01'%
0.01:%
0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.1)14%

2.71"%
O.01Dj.g

1.00000
1.00000

O.06S%
1,706%

Series A interest

>

04/3W09
04/30(09
04/JiVQ<J
04/30/09

WFGo'vTFuD(f
WFGovtFund
~wF G"ovtFnod'

o4,iJ<W9 ··osjll1/09

WfGavtFund

05(01(09
0~m;09
fY5(01(09

US/OJJil9

5.095%

0.001%

WFGovtFund

iW30f09

WFGoV"t Fund

04/30/09

monO}' mkt fund
money mkt fund

'WF GOlit Fund

04/3W0'I

OS/()]/09

13,195

B,t9;

'WF GOlit Fund
Wi' Go"vi: Fund

04/3q"09

05/01f!J9

20,417

13,195
20,417

04/3IVo9 ·o5/ll1lil9

20,417
514,349

514,349

514,349

WF GovtFund

04/30/09

05/01/09

0.01%

0,01%
O.01(lfc

0.002%

05;6J{ii9

1.00000

3.902%

1,724,911

625
1,176,325
1,724,911

1.00000

o4{3W09

625
1,176,325
1,724,911

om%

. 'W"f'GovfFllnd

it

11

11

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.000%

O.01~/-o

0.01%

1.00000

0.006%

0.047%

l:J91l (Its

lease pymt fund

. d-eUvery (05t fund

money mkt fund

-WFGo;':tFund

16,152
366,232

72

fY5/0I/09 _-:-:::,;02=_ _=,,-:::::-_-=-::::,,-:=_
3,734,320
3,734,320
3,734,320

625
1,176~n5

Ih·r !'II~t>

12525900

money mark~t fund

l~'Z..i0I''i-

B('fll"c~~.!ill

12526001

!\ ('II-s:.!.u!:u

money mkt fund

"WF Govt Fund

04,r3o,'li9

05/()]/09

WFGovtFund

04/30/09

05(inf0'l

1'1l)7J~~~(' Ht·V('III!!:Jl!!.lli~ru!~h.u'IJtl.t

expense fund

12526107

money mkt fund

WFGovtFund

04/3!V!J9

05f01{il9

14,064;

14,066

14,066

0.01 11/,1

0.01%

1.-00000

reserve account

12526103

money rnkt fund

WF Govt Fund

408,389
104,477

408,389
104,477

U)OOOO

1.355r.

V\lJfC'ovt Fand

408,389
104,477

om%

monoymktlund

05(01/09
05/01/09

0.01%

-T:i5i56100

04(30/09
04/3(!/1i9

O.ill%

0.01%

1.00000

0.347%

12526104

money rnkt fund

WFGovtFund

04/30/09

05/01/09

14,480
541,412

14,480
541,412

14,48D
541,412

0,01%

omr.

1.00000

0.048%

04/3I\"li9

05/00/09

33

33

33

0,01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.000%

33

33

33

1,035,100

1,(135,100

1,035,100

(}'OJ%

0.01\1/0

1.00000

3,433%

2,999,654
10,029,797

2,999,654

2,999,654

0.01%

0.01%

9.949%

10,029;797

10,029,797·

0.01%.

O.01Ci'/c

1.00000
1_00000

14,064,551

]4,064,551

14,064,551

leas"e~revenue

--.. -

rebate account
\"\('(I~

f .HI.""
debt smrice fund

2.1IUL!{(,d, \.('fnllttH'!l1 \X,{,lItY- I J\
22631700
monoy mkl fund

\~i"U\-'

~HO~~(l-,~nJIt1nd ... "SPIE'.~

\

WF Govl Fund

20~'iJ !:1'i-!:.l!~B.!!..!\.1

"!lCO
bondwnd
reserve fund

15042l1oo

('ons"imc6on"hn-d .
\\ -rJbJ ,Irgn

16042804

lijliiliii6

money mkt fund
money rnkt fund
-.
fund

mo:;:'eymkl

V.'"F Gov' Fund
WF Govt Fund

04/3IY1i9
04(30(09

-'Wiicovt Fund

04/3il/b9

2rltiZ I !l."I.b.h:. .!J:'!2L.:.t\('.!J~~llH'1~IlIl~b.: 1J.!:L~!..lL1i.VW.!l

05j!l1/09
05(01/09
05f01{il9

22277601
22277604

mone-y mk! fund

WFCovtFund

.o4/3!VO'J

fY5(of/69-- _. 'io~ -

construction fund

money mkt fund

(api"tat :lnt~re·5"fru·rld· "ili7't60S" -.. . .~mDneym~"ff1ind·

WFGovl fund

04(30(09

fY5(0l(09

WFG-iWti'und

co-st of issuance

22277606

money mkt fund

WFGovtFl.lnd

04/3i\'09
04/30/09

fY5(01(09

·jnte:n!'st fund

t"\~'II<; J,nJ,!;.u

~dniiri·e;q;ense!9··

osiO:t/ti9

lOS'

6,845.479

6,345,479

845;996 -845,9%
3<;7,990
8,059,570

..

2DJS0300

reVE-nue

lVF Govt Fund

2035()303

reserve

WPGovt Fund

2OJSOJM

admIn expenses

~

o.\i36,t09' il5/Oil09
04/30/09

fY5(01(09

M/3IVo9 . USf01/09

. WFGiWi"t:uild

I
-·2·

3
4

S1

l:

ofU

11~

Construction Funds
Priitcir-i!.l & IlileNefAccounls
Debt Service Reserve Funds

1,930

J

lb J
1\
6,84S,584
2,952,737
3,691,687

o -

Cus'ody'A-~count8

ArbitJage Rebate ACCOUJlts
Otnl!'t A('(:onnts
Total Fiscal Agent Funds

1,178,106
1,736,613
30,148,949

Totals
~

-- -556,527

Page 8 of 10

794,603
15,864,3311
30,1411,949

33.267%
46.650%

-lOS.

O.01lyo

o:oi../~

1,00000

6,845,479

0,01%

O.Q1r.

1.00000

.. '&15;9%

367,990
8,059,570

~t~!.!lldill{-L'fmil..!!~g

.revenue- fund
reserve fund

-

0_001%

V_954%

WFGo,;rFlmd

money market fund

.··"2i:U3s05~~ m·oney· mki" fund-

\)tilsl'llg~)

o

0.712%
0.008%

0,233%

money market fund

22333504

sfuieNsi"

~_ct~t<I~!.!

1'0
W
W

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1_00000

. -money malket fund

m"oney market"fund

Serres "lfreietve' -~ .. ". ~ -miliOj" -~ ··money' mk' fund

(J)

214,578

2,322
70,299

22631906

22J335oo
2..2333501

B RevenuE'
Series A Principal

o

214,57S

2.322
71),299

~II)I!":}

S~ries

.j::>..

214,578

. iliii90S-

22631904

admin eq. aCft

<
o

05/01109
05(fJl(09
05(01,109

04/30(09
04/JiV09
04/30/09

-2f6i196i

reserve fund

~;-eri('s

04/3W09
04/30(09
04/3IY09
04(30(09

l omlll!!.!!.l!.l...L.llilili(><;J..!.!.~.!-,:ru~

spedill tax funds
interest acet

C05t

20350200
20350201

-:2-Ii3502M

0.000"10
22.706%

b~Oi{llo

0.01")"

i.OOooiI

2,il06%

367,990
8,059,570

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

1.221%

- 556,527'·····

.

SS6,sZ7

- "0.01'%'

O.010/Q

1.00tJ0ij-

1,846%

1,178,106
1;980
1,736,613
30,148,949

1,178,106

omr.

0.01%

1.00000

3_903%

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

o.iJiI7%

. 1,9801,736,613
30,148,949

1

6,845,584

6,845,584

, 2,952,737-

- 2,952,737

3,691,687
0·-

3,691,687

794,603
15,864,338
30,148,949

794,603
15,864,3311
30,148,949

0-

5_760%
100.000%

--~----
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GENERAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AND BOND PROCEEDS BY ISSUER

.,-~-"-

H__ ...

~

_____

~.~"_",,'

_.~

._,,,... ___

~~.'~~o.~._W_.'~"'"

'''·''~'.'''''O

_ ..

••

Weiis'·Fargo'C;overnme·iliPun<f····' . . .. . . . -.. ,.
Federal Agriculture Mortgage Corp
FederafHomeToan'"BanI<'- , . . ,. ,
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp
-FederaiFarm-C'reditBank' ,. . . . .
Federal National Mortgage Assoc.
American-CeneraIFinance"' .....

•

__

._

.

B.~E~~~~~.fJ:~!h~'Y~Y._, . ,........ ,

_ _ _ ._ • • • _ , ' • • • _

· · _ . . , .....

~-

~

...

.,.

GenerafElectric capitaC' .
General Electric Capital (TLGP)
GoIdrilanSachs'" . ', .

~c

-,

• _0· __ ""' __

Citigroup
Credit Suisse USA

JP Morgan Chase
Lehman Bros

Morgan Stanley
US Treasury Notes

~

"00

.~.,"

_ c •• •• __ ,

~'

__ ..
~'

0
278,679,973

Total

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

.j::>..

o
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,.-

.,

.....

--

._._'.

~m····~

1%
. _. .- ,
42.20%
1.09% ..
10.82%
0.36%
11.84%
7.54%
6.82%
10.05%
2.15%
0.36%
.-_.,
..
0.36%
0.36%
0.72%
0.72%
0.72%
1.08%
0.72%
1.08%
0.36%
0.00%
100.00%
..~

".,.~-

,_~~

HSBC

-...J

1,873,182
117,616,314
3,041,528
30,148,949
1,000,000
...
33,000,000
21,000,000
19,000,000
28,000,000
6,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
~

Cash in Financial Institutions
State of California LAIF Pool
Highmark U.S. Government Money Market

,

-

'_

.

".,

. __ .

~_

.~>.-

"'.~"

.~

~'-

,,_._'"

no limit

~,,"

.-~~.

.

50.00%
15.00%
NA
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10jjoo/~

10.00%

10.00%"
10.00%
10.()Ori)o
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
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DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
I

BookVaJue
$1,312.306

Market Value
$1,312,306

ParVaJue
$1,312,306

Fund
Principal Inw Mrtg Soc A

Book Value

Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)
Liquid S.vings (port Tim. Employe",)

479,328
158,(!J3

479,328
158.033

479,328

158,1)33

American Century Balanced
Am CeRloty Growth

Certificates of Deposit 3 years
JP Morgon Mid Cap Value A

136,077
91,956

136,077
91,956

136,077
91,956

Bond Fund Of America

56,714

56,714

Growth Fund of AmerlCiil

'".005

4iI,OOS

17.374
76,424

17,374
76,t24

Independ-en~e

45,782
14,829

Fidehly Equity Income
FideUty Magellan

Fund

Liquid 5.vlngs

lnvesbnent Co. cf America
In~ome

Fund of Amed~a

Brown Cap M:Rrot Inc SM Co

Fidelity

Market Value
0

Market Va1ue
0

18
3(1,412

18
3(1,412

18
31),412

DFA US Micro Cap Port
Feoderated Kaufmann Fund

3M81
316,798

316,79~

38,681
316,798

Am Cenhuy Select
Am C••loty Ultra

53,832

53,832
0

53,832
0

9,004
37,7rn.

9,004
37,702

9,004
37,702

56,714
,",005

Vanll"ord Index 500

44,261
22B,599

44,261
22B,599

44.(J39
389,933

44,039
339,933

38~,~33

Vangu ..d Weaington
Vanguard Wi.n.dsorII

10,294
55,270
115,442

Putnam Voyager

10,294
55,270
115,442
0

116,903
339,616
16,530
54,367

8,449
217,289

8,449
217,289

Templeton Foreign I
EuroPadfk Growth

0
124,948

0
124,948

Nationwide Inter Val Inst Sv(
Nationwide US Sm Cap Val Ins SVo[

116,903
339,616
16,530
54,367
14,827
5,051

116,903
339,616

45,782
14,829
8,449
217,289

17,374
76,424
45,782
14,829

44,261
22B,599
10,294
55,270
115,442
0

AIM Mid Cap Core Equity
Washington Mutual [nv
Naticnwide lnvDes Mod Ccns Fund SC

14.827
5,051

0

1,634,115
0

31,655

31,655

188,528
71,578
42,551

188,528
71,578
42,551

188,528
71,578
42.551

20,971

20,971
27,950
83,791

1,634,115
0
20,971
27,950
83,791

Nationwide Dest 20151mt Svc

W,670

Stable Fund C
PBHG Growth Fund

1,634,115

80,670

0
80,670

14,827
5,051
31,655

ili6,S96,404_

ili~,896,404

$6,896,404

Boo:kValue

Markel Value

MaTket Value

$6,896,4()4

$6,8%,404
2,ll18,686

FidelLly Overseas

Fidelity Puritan
Fidelity Contrafu"d

Janus Fund
Janus Advisor FOrty

Vanguard In!ltltutionallndex

Vanguard Toted Bond Index

124,'148

DWS Income Fund A
DW5 Hi Relorn Equity
Opper:~~~~r GlobaJ

Fund A

-----

27,950
83,791

Fund

N B SO<"ial1y Responsive Fund

Nati-onwide InvDes Mod Aggr Fond
Nationwide lnvDes Aggr Fund
Nationw:ld-e In'U'D~s Mod Fd
Nationwide [nv Des Cons
Nationwide Large Cap Growtb

Tota Nationa Deferred

---- ..

-~

Book Value

o

ex>

16,530
54,367

2,818,686

Total Deferred Compe-D:!3ation Plans

$9,715,090

$9,715,000

$9,715,090

Market Value

Market Value

$1,949,668

$1,949,668

Muh.l.al Funds

$1,949,668
7,765,421

I
I
I

7,765,421

7,765,421

Total Defemd Com.pensation Plans

59,715,090

1

$9,715,090

$9,715,090

. - -.

.

---. Sllmmary-l5y

..

'/

<
o
o

44,039

$6,896,404
2,818,686

gs Dep-'

.j::>.

5,501

. --- --- --Sumnii!

BGokValue

1'0
W
W

Par Value

Tota\ICMA

.

~

Markel Value
5.501
38,681

5,501

-
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May 27,2009
Ms. Ellen Butler
22404 Wembley Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Subject:

Speeding Issue on Wembley Drive, Request for Speed Humps

Dear Ms. Butler:
This is in response to your e-mail regarding speeding conditions and speed humps on
Wembley Drive. (See attached.)
Staff conducted an investigation and discussed this issue with the Traffic Safety
Commission on April 1 and May 6,2009. Based upon staff's evaluation, Wembley Drive
does not meet the warrants necessary for the installation of speed humps.
By copy of this letter, we will request additional police enforcement in your
neighborhood as resources allow. Additionally, "knuckle" striping has been added to
Barclay and Wembley Drives. The Transportation Engineering Division will add
Wembley Drive to our rotational deployment of the Public Awareness Radar Education
Trailer (PARET). This has been shown to be an invaluable tool to remind motorists of
the existing 25 mile per hour speed limit on residential streets.
Thank you for your interest in traffic safety. If you have any questions, please contact
me or Mr. Edward Init, Senior Engineering Technician, at
Sincerely,
PUBLICS WORKS DEPARTMENT
Transportation Engineering Division

Se~
City Traffic Engineer

ELlnaf
Attachment
c:

I

I). () l\nX 88005

..-eity Council
MVPD Traffic Sergeant
Edward Init, Sr. Eng. Tech.
Christian Agu, Eng. Tech.

W:\TrafficEng\nancya\CORR\2009\Ellen RJul£>@1NemWf.ID~~cD EPART ME NT
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Nancy Foster
From:

Richard Stewart

Sent:

Friday, March 06, 200912:14 PM

To:

'Ellen Butler'

Cc:

Eric Lewis; Nancy Foster

Subject: RE: Speeding in a residential area
I recommend sending this to our Traffic Safety Commission for their review and possible action or
recommendation of city council action.
You can contact Nancy Foster at
or our City traffic Engineer Eric Lewis at
for more
information and meeting dates and times.
The police traffic officers also attend these meetings so anything along a police enforcement line can also be
discussed there.
Will you contact them and be able to attend one of the meeetings to follow through on this issue? I hope you can
Richard Stewart
Councilmember, 2nd District

From: Ellen Butler [mailto:ellen.butler@att.net]

Sent: Sunday, March 01, 2009 10:24 PM
To: Richard Stewart
Subject: Speeding in a residential area

March 01,2009
Ellen Butler
22404 Wembley Drive
Moreno Valley, Ca 92557
Dear Councilman, Stewart

I'm writing of a situation that has been occurring in my neighborhood that's becoming a serious
problem. I have been living here in Moreno Valley since December 2000. I'm a commuter and I
work shift work. In my first.year here, I came home one morning to find that a vehicle had
driven across my front lawn leaving deep tracks and damage to my lawn. A few years later, the
same situation occurred to the three homes across from me in one night. These vehicles could
have easily ended-up in our living rooms. Just recently, on February 28, 2009, in the early
afternoon, my car was parked in front of my home, hit and damaged by a hit & run driver,
causing damage to the left side of my car and total replacement of my front bumper. Its one
thing to be in a moving vehicle or parked at the store to encounter something like this, but to
be home and have to deal with such reckless driving in the one place you should feel safe is
unbarring. I live on a quiet street. Not only are there lots of kids playing around, but kids all
through the neighborhood walk to and from Box Springs Elementary by way ofthe street in which
I live.

WembleyDrive sits between a small portion of Barclay Drive and Drury Ln off the crossing of Day
StlIronwood Ave. All three of these streets are connected by two very wide street curbs. Which is the
main source of the problem. Cars have a tendency to speed down the entire street. The streets are long

5/2612009
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and it doesn¢t seem like the curbs are doing much to slow them down but excites them to go faster.
Especially, driving up on Drury Ln. This is how my lawn, my neighbors¢ lawn and my car got damage.
I once witness a car coming by way of Barclay Dr, speeding, hit his brakes, did a 360 degree turn and
went back the way he came like nothing happen. And yes, there¢s lots of vehicles parked along the
street. Just last year, a young man driving down the street, coming fro111 Barclay Drive, was driving so
fast by the time he approached the curb, leading into Drury Ln, he lost control and slammed into the
back of a parked mobile home. Since I work shift work, I can tell you, I have heard cars at all given
times of the day and night, speeding down the street.
I know that there are a lot of communities with lots of kids. And, that my immediate
neighborhood is not the only street that experience speeding vehicles. But I would like if it
could be address, and consideration could be given to possibly placing no more than two
speed bumps in each of these curbs. I would also like to see a speed bump placed further
down on Drury Ln, but if nothing more, it would be greatly appreciated in the curbs. For the
safety of the kids and an unnecessary financial burden on homeowners please address this
matter to the entire council.

5/26/2009
MV00233411
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May 7, 2009

Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90016
Dear Mr. Pallais:
On April 22, 2009, the City of Moreno Valley provided you with infonnation on baseball fields
for consideration by the Dodgers Dream Foundation as a future Dodgers Dreamfields site located
in Moreno Valley. This infonnation was provided to you in cooperation with fonner Dodger
great Derrd Thomas. Since providing our initial infonnation, the City has received additional
letters of support which are attached to this letter.
The City of Moreno Valley appreciates your consideration of our community for a future
Dodgers Dreamfields project. It is an exciting concept and we hope to be invited to explore it
further with you. If you have questions about any of the infonnation the City of Moreno Valley
has provided, or need additional infonnation, please contact Mike McCarty, Parks & Community
Services Director, at
Sincerely,

~~~
Assistant City Manager

c;

Members of the City Council
Mr. Derrd Thomas
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services

Attachments:

I

Letters of Support
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DISTRICT OFFICe
10681 FOOTHILL BLVD., SUITE 325
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730

BILL EMMERSON
ASSEMBLYMEMBER, SIXTY-THIRD DISTRICT

April 22, 2009

Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90016
Subject:

Support for a Dodgers Dreamfields Project in Moreno Valley

Dear Mr. Pallais:
I understand that the City of Moreno Valley has submitted a proposal to the Dodgers Dream
Foundation for consideration of a Dodgers Dreamfields project in their community. As the
City's representative in the State Assembly, I am keenly aware of the City's commitment to
providing safe, quality recreation programs and facilities to the community. I believe Moreno
Valley would be a perfect location for a Dodgers Dreamsfield project and I wholeheartedly
support their application.
With budget constraints forcing commumtles across the country to tighten their belts, the
Dodgers Dreamfields program is a wonderful opportunity for Southern California communities
to provide sports and recreation opportunities for our youth. I commend the Los Angeles
Dodgers for giving back to the community in such a generous fashion.
Thank you for this opportunity to voice my support of the City of Moreno Valley's Dodgers
Dreamfield proposal.
Sincerely,

BILL EMMERSON
California State Assemblymember, 63rd District
cc:

City of Moreno Valley

Printed on Recycled Paper
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BIUAN NESTANDE
AGSEMBLYMEMBER. SIXTY-FOURTH DISTRICT

Mr. Nod Pallais
Director of Community Relations
Los AngeJtls Dodgers
1000 EI ysian Park A venue
Los Angeles. C A 90016

Dear Mr. Pallais:

I was recently informed that the City of Moreno Valley has submitted an application 10
receive a Dodgers Dream Field prujel.:t in their community. As one of the fastest growing
cities in Califomia, Moreno Valley has limitless potential and would be an ideal location
for a Oodgers Dreams Field project. As Moreno Valley's repre~entmive in the Stare
Assembly and an avid baseball fan, 1 am excited about the prospect of n tremendou~
organization. su(,:h as the Dodgers helping to serve Our community and I wholeheartedly
support the city's application.
The stale'~ budget crisis has forced many cities throughout California to drastically cut
back on spending and I believe the Dodgers Oream Field program provides a wonderful
opportunity for communities. such as Moreno Valley, to provide their yuuth with a wide
variety of spons and recreation opportunities. J commend the Los Angeles Dodgers for
giving back to the community and I wish the llrganization continued success this season
and for many year!) [0 come.
Thank you for this opportunity to voice my support of the City of Moreno Valley's
Dodgen.; Dream field proposal.
Sincerely,

{)1'rJ~
BRIAN NESTANDE
California State Assemhlyrnan, 64 tl1 DiMrict

Printed on Rf'cyc/ed Paper
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WE SUPPORT THE STADIUM!!

Endorsement List (updated 3/10/09)

ORGANIZATIONS & LOCAL GOVERNMEN.I
ASian Business Association
Fairpfex
Foothill Transit
Independent Cities ASSOCiation
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles County Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO

Regional Chamber of San Gabriel Valley
Riversid~ Board of Supervisors
San Gabriel Valley Council of Governments
San Gabriel Valley Economic Partnership
San Gabriel Valley Regional Chamber of Commerce

CITIES
Alhambra City Council
Baldwin Park City Council
Claremont City Council
COvina City Council
Duarte City Council
EI Monte City Council
La Puente City Council

Monterey Park City Council
Pomona City Council
San Gabriel City Council
South EI Monte City Council
Three Valleys Water District
West Covina City Council

LAW ENFORCEMENT
Association for Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs (AlADS)
L.A. County Professional Peace Officers Association (PPOA)
Alex Nuno, Senior Management Analyst. LAPD
Arthur E. Herrera. Retired Commander, LASD
John Bowler, Retired Lieutenant, LAPD
Raul Galindo, Retired Detective, LAPD

EDUCATORS
Bassett Unified School District
Carolyn Elfelt, Board of Trustees, Walnut Valley Unified School District
Heidi Gallegos, Boardmember. Rowland Unified School District
Martha House. Former Soard of Trustees President. Mt. San Antonio College
Dr. Michael Ortiz, PreSident, California State Polytechnic University
Michael O'Shields, Head Varsity Football Coach, Walnut High
Andrew Wong. President, Pomona Unified School District Board

ELECTED OFFICIALS
California State Controller John Chiang
Board of Equalization Vice Chair Judy Chu
Board of Equalization Member Michelle Park Steel
Senator John J. Benoit
Senator Bob Dutton
Senator Dennis Hollingsworth, Senate Republican Leader
Senator Bob Huff
Senator George Runner
Senator Mimi Walters
Assemblymember Mike Villines. Republican Leader
Assemblymember Anthony Adams
Assemblymember Bill Berryhill
Assernblymember Tom Serryhill

~ss~mb'~memOef Sam Blakeslee
Assemb\ymember Paul COOK

I
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ELECTED OFFICIALS Lcont)
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Assemblymember Bill Emmerson
Assemblymember Mike Eng
Assemblymember Jeff Miller
Assemblymember Cameron Smyth, Assembly Republican Cau~us Chair
Boardmember ling Ling Chang, Walnut Valley Water District
Mayor Barbara Messina, Alhambra
Councilmember Stephen Sham, Alhambra
Councilmember Dr. Steve PlacidO, Alhambra
Councilmember Gary Yamauchi, Alhambra
Councilmember Marlen Garcia, Baldwin Park
Coul'lcilmember Peter Yao, Claremont
Councilmember Sam Perdoza, Claremont
Mayor Kevin Stapleton, Covina
Former Mayor & Council member John Forbing, City of Diamond Bar
Mayor John Fasana, City of Duarte
Councilmember Margaret Finlay. DUarte
Mayor Frank Venti, Monterey Park
Mayor Pro Tem Park Mitchel/lng, Monterey Park
Councllmember Sharon Martine:.::, Monterey Park
Councilmember David Leu, Monterey Park
Councllmember Anthony Wong, Monterey Park
Mayor Harry L. Baldwin, City of San Gabriel
Councilmember Albert y, M. Huang, City of San Gabriel
Councllmember Tim Shaw, City of La Habra
Councilmember G. Henry Charoen, City of La Palma
Mayor Pro Tern Dan Holloway, La Puente
Councllmember John Nunez, Rosemead
Former Mayor and Council member Drexel Smith. City of Walnut
Mayor Michael Touhey, West Covina

COMMUNITY LEAOERS
Ann Gallaugher, VP of Tourism Development, Anaheim and Orange County Visitor & Convention Bureau
Barba~ Carrera, President. Diamond Bar Republican Women Federated
Benny liang, Diamond Bar Parks and Recreation Commissioner
Brandon Power, Chief of Staff, Office of Assemblyman Jeff Miller
Charles House, Commissioner for Public Social Serviees for LA County & Member, Goveming Board of
Whittier Hospital
Dennis Huang, Executive Director, Asian Business Association
Douglas R. Boyd, CRf) Vice Chairman, Los Angeles Region
Earnestine Tu. PrincIpal, Hacienda Heights Chinese School
Ed Chen, Oistrict Direetor, Office of Assemblyman Jeff Miller
Edda Gahm, fOrmer President, Diamond Bar Republican Women Federated
Emil Marlullo, Executive Director, Economic Davelopment Agency, City of San Gabriel
James McNeal, PreSident. Schaefer Ambulance Service
Janice Yin, VP, Jade Entertainment, Inc.
Jody Roberto, President, Diamond Bar Community Foundation
Joe Chi, General Manager, Shine Tours
Joyce Leonard, Former CommiSSioner, Diamond Bar Traffic & Transportation
Lawrence Fung, Sing Tao Daily
Linda Boyd. Former Chairman. Republican Party of Los Angeles County
Lydia Plunk, Former Diamond Bar Planning Commissioner
Maria Elena Durazo, Executive Secretary-Treasurer, LA County Federation of Labor AFL.CIO
Michael ArmijO, Former PreSident, Walnut Valley Chamber of Commerce
Michael Oelgado, Former Boardmember, Whittier Chamber of Commerce
Michael M. Brown, CPA. Boardmember. Regional Charnber of San Gabriel Valley
M,ke Goldenberg, PreSident, Diamond Bar Improvement Assoc. & former Planning CommiSSioner
nd
Patrisha Bowler, 2 Vice President, Diamond Bar Republican Women Federated
Tulsi Savani, President. Tri-City Political Action Council
V, nod S. Kashyap, FOrmer CommiSSioner, Diamond F!~r Traffic;; 2. Tmn~pOI(~tlDn
W9iyu Liu, Ohino Pless
Werner Escher, Executive Director of Domestic & International Marketing, South Coast Plaza

MV00233416

April 22, 2009

Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles, Ca 90016
Attention:

Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations

Reference:

Dodgers Dreamfields

Dear Mr. Pallais:
On behalf of the AYSO organization, I am excited as to the possibility of the City
teaming up with the Dodgers Dream Foundation to provide quality ball fields for the
youth in Moreno Valley. To that end, we would like to offer our support of the project.
With more than 185,000 residents in Moreno Valley, the need for safe and quality
facilities is highly desirable for our community. These facilities will benefit youngsters in
many ways providing them with a healthy, safe, and socially interactive environment.
On behalf of the thousands of ball players and Dodger fans in Moreno Valley, we would
support and welcome the Dodgers Dream Foundation to Moreno Valley.
Sincerely,

I
\
MV00233417

April 22, 2009

Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles, Ca 90016
Attention:

Mr. Noel Palla is
Director of Community Relations

Reference:

Dodgers Dreamfields

Dear Mr. Palla is:
On behalf of the Rancho 8elago Ravens Football organization, I am excited as to the
possibility of the City teaming up with the Dodgers Dream Foundation to provide quality
ball fields for the youth in Moreno Valley.
To that end, we would like to offer our
support of the project.
With more than 185,000 residents in Moreno Valley, the need for safe and quality
facilities is highly desirable for our community. These facilities will benefit youngsters in
many ways providing them with a healthy, safe, and socially interactive environment.
On behalf of the thousands of ball players and Dodger fans in Moreno Valley, we would
support and welcome the Dodgers Dream Foundation to Moreno Valley.
Sincerely,

I
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April 22, 2009

Mr. John Hawkins
Riverside County Fire Chief
210 W. San Jacinto Avenue
Perris, CA 92570

Plea accept this letter as the City's fonnal notification to the County of Riverside of the
possible need to reduce fire protection services in Fiscal Year 2009/2010. As part of the budget
process, the City Council is going to consider reducing the staffing on the City's three (3) fire
trucks from four (4) persons to three (3) persons. Other options may also be considered, but for
now, please consider this to be the City's one hundred twenty (120) days written notification for
this requested reduction. I am aware that the Riverside County Fire may have concerns about
this fire protection service level reduction versus others available to the City Council to consider.
I have added the level of fire truck staffing to the agenda of the next Public Safety Sub
Committee meeting which is scheduled on May 18, and I am hopeful that you will be able to join
us at this meeting.
Sincerely,

Robert G. Gutierrez
City Manager
c:

Members of the City Council
Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
John Clark, Fire Chief

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager ~

Date:

May 13, 2009

Subject:

Time and Materials Based Development Fees

At the City Council meeting of April 28, the City Council approve a pilot program to
collect fees for mUltiple-agency public improvement plans based on a time and material
(T&M) service fee-based method and incorporating said pilot program in the City's
Fiscal Year 2009-10 User Fee Schedule. In addition, the Council approved a second
program whereby Staff would: 1) Check all plans on a T&M service fee-based method
for all projects that are greater than $50 million in total value, 2) Collect a deposit equal
to one-half of the current fee for plan check services, 3) For those plans that are
checked by an outside' plan check consultant, the City will add a 15 percent
administrative charge to all invoices, and 4) not issue a permit until all plan check fees
are paid in full.
The initial pilot program (multiple-agency improvement plans) included both plan check
and inspection services on a T&M fee-based program. However, the second program
based on the total valuation of a project only included plan check services. To be
consistent, Staff would recommend both programs include a T&M fee-based program
for plan check and inspection services.
This minor revision to the approved programs will be reflective in the proposed Fiscal
Year 2009-10 User Fee Schedule being presented to the City Council for consideration
at your May 26 Regular Meeting.
If you have any questions regarding Staffs recommended amendment, please contact
me or Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager.
RGG:rh
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To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

Date:

April 24, 2009

Subject:

Time and Materials Based Development Fees

~

Qi-0

rnl

On April 21,2009, Mayor Stewart sent a memorandum (copy attached) to me regarding
a staff report scheduled for the April 28, 2009 City Council meeting addressing the
possible change in development-related fees from fixed-fee basis to Time and Materials
basis. This memorandum addresses the issues raised in the Mayor's memorandum.

BACKGROUND
At my direction, staff has been evaluating for a number of months the scope and issues
presented by a transition from the City's current fixed-fee basis to a Time and Materials
(T&M) basis for development-related fees. The proposal to institute a pilot program, put
forth in the April 28th staff report referenced by the Mayor, is the direct result of this
evaluation. The change to T&M-based fees has proven to be very complex, requiring
significant resources to implement, and would also require a significant commitment of
resources to manage and maintain. It is not a change that can be completed quickly,
inexpensively, or in isolation from the City's current and future technology projects.
Additionally, there are policy and logistical issues that will need to be addressed prior to
changing the basis of the City's Development Services fee collection methods.
The decision to propose a pilot program was reached in an effort to respond to the
development community while remaining cognizant of the realities of the City's current
technological, budgetary and staffing constraints. The proposed pilot program can be
developed quickly because it will function as a separate and largely manual system
designed solely for the calculation and tracking of fees for a defined subset of
processes. In contrast, a full conversion of development-related fees from fixed-fee to
T&M basis will be a very lengthy and costly undertaking.
With the large number of development-related fees involved (over 700), staff
established criteria to determine the appropriateness of applying T&M versus fixed-fee
models for different fee types. Land Development, Building & Safety, Planning, and Fire
Prevention have specific T&M fee calculations already in place for fees that cannot be
calculated by a multiplier of the work involved. Thus, fees already calculated this way,

L
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penalty fees, and Uniform Administrative Code fees were excluded. Next, if changing a
fee resulted in an increase in cost due to the added administration requirement, it was
deemed a poor candidate for a change to T&M. An example would be a Temporary
Use Permit. The current Permit fee is $234. If Staff was to account for its time (i.e.,
T&M), the actual fee for the Permit may be significantly higher when all staff time and
administrative costs are included.
DISCUSSION

Techn%gica//ssues/Constraints.
A primary consideration in moving to T&M-based fees is deciding how the process will
be automated and how it will be managed. Currently the City's financial system
(Oracle/OneWorld) is separate from the permitting system (Accela/Permits Plus).
Additionally, many processes are still tracked using Microsoft Office products. Over the
past several years, Staff has devoted thousands of hours to the development of new
Permits Plus applications, integrating it with the City's Geographic Information System
(GIS), and providing web access for field inspectors. The plan has been to consolidate
the Development Services processes using a single system and then integrate it with
the financial system. This plan was placed on hold in December 2007, due to the
economic downturn, when the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system
replacement project was postponed at the end of the selection phase and prior to the
implementation phase, saving the City approximately $2 million. It has been Staff's
intent to integrate the two systems to facilitate the use and improve the functionality of
these important yet dissimilar systems. The company chosen to replace the City's
current financial system, New World Systems, has developed a permitting module that
offers full integration with financial applications. Once the New World ERP system is
implemented, it will likely be utilized for future development of permit processing and
billing as well as financial applications.
All computer systems have a life cycle and the OneWorld and Permits Plus systems are
quickly approaching obsolescence. Therefore, it must be noted that all design and
programming time spent converting the Permits Plus system to a T&M-based fee model
will have to be duplicated once a new permitting system is implemented. Based on the
published "end of life" date from the manufacturers, OneWorld must be replaced by
December 2013; Permits Plus has already ceased further development in favor of a
new permitting product, although they have not announced when support for the
existing product will cease.
To illustrate the complex task of automating a system without adjusting staff resource
levels, three years ago the Land Development Division began a project to automate five
grading plan check processes; the recent completion of that project included the option
to utilize a T&M model. With a focused effort and additional dedicated resources, such
an undertaking could be completed more quickly but Land Development's experience is
demonstrative of the reality that significant resources are required to automate systems
and make any significant changes to process and/or fee models. It should be noted that

I
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the grading plan check automation included a very small percentage of Land
Development's 115 fees.
Development Services Issues/Constraints.
Development Services issues and constraints are not unlike the technological issues
and constrains noted above. Below is an overview of the three major development
service functions and specific issues and constraints they have in converting "acrossthe-board" fees to T&M.

Planning. The Planning Division has 51 application types, of which 16 are T&M
fee-based. Those 16 T&M fee-based application types were established - via
past fee stUdies - because of the wide variance in processing time and effort
they involve. Of the remaining 35 application types, 20 are less than $1,000,
which would make them poor candidates for T&M fees in that the time involved in
cost-accounting and tracking of Staff's time would substantially add to the
processing costs borne by the applicant.
While the remaining 15 application types could be considered for conversion to a
T&M fee structure, most of those already have per acre or per unit escalators to
address the variance in time and effort involved in processing those case types.
Of those application types, seven involve fees less than $5,000 (none with per
acre or per unit fees), and the balance are less than $8,500, excluding per acre
or per unit fees. Those remaining eight application types, then, are probably most
suitable for conversion to a T&M method of collecting fees.
In summary, if Planning application fee types which are currently fixed-fee
(approximately 70 percent) were converted to a time and material method,
applicants would experience a 30 t0100 percent increase in processing costs
(depending on application type).
Building & Safety. The Building Division has 328 fixed fees, reflecting the
diversity of structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical and other permits the
Division issues. Virtually all of our plan checks are performed by outside firms via
contracts which provide those firms 75 percent of the plan check fees collected
by the City. This arrangement motivates those firms to pursue their duties with
an emphasis on economizing on time. Converting to a T&M basis (i.e., 'hourly')
may encourage those firms to consume more time performing plan checks and
would require Building & Safety Staff with contractor management responsibilities
not now required.
During non-recessionary economic periods, the City issues an average of 5,000
building permits annually. With a T&M-based approach, each of these permit
applications would require individual cost accounting for plan check, field
inspection and "applicant-counseling" activities. The Staff resource necessary to
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perform such cost accounting would be the equivalent of 1 full-time employee.
And the cost to individual permit applicants (particularly those requiring
significant 'hand holding' services) could increase many times over our current
fixed-fee approach.
Land Development. The Land Development Division estimates there are 115
plan check services it presently charges a fixed-fee and an equal number or
more for inspections services. Plan check services are provided by both inhouse Staff and consultants. In-house plan check services are performed if the
checking can be completed within 21 days (Department policy) and when City
Staff has the expertise and license to perform the plan check service. (The City
does not have a licensed land surveyor and therefore cannot check subdivision
and parcel maps.) The plans that are sent to a consultant are checked on a T&M
method with a not-to-exceed amount. This insures Staff can control some plan
check costs, but not all.
As noted above, converting to a T&M method of fees for services for all plan
checks may encourage those firms to consume more time performing plan
checks and would require Staff with significantly more responsibility and
oversight not now required which may increase cost to an applicant above the
current fixed-fee method of fee collection.
A suggestion of the Mayor was to calculate plan check and inspection fees on a
T&M method for projects with an estimated value of over $250,000. Staff
estimates that 85 percent of all projects exceed the $250,000 threshold and
therefore, would not minimize Staff's impact to convert to a T&M-based fee
schedule.
If the City immediately initiates a project to convert applicable Development Services
fees to T&M-basis, it will necessitate one of the largest technology projects ever
undertaken at the City during a time when the City is reducing staffing and postponing
projects in response to the economic recession and falling revenues. The City has
approximately 733 Development Services related fees from the areas shown in the
table below.

DIVISION
Building & Safety
Fire Prevention
Land Development
Planning
Transportation
TOTAL

NUMBER
OF FEES
328
232

115
51
7
733
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In order to develop an estimate of the time and funds necessary to convert to T&M fees,
the City would need to dedicate an estimated 4,000 hours of staff time over six to nine
months in a scoping exercise and determine how to backfill staff during that time. The
actual programming work that will follow the scoping exercise is expected to last at least
a year and require skilled consultants to analyze, develop, and test the necessary
business processes and systems. It is estimated that a minimal cost for such a project
will exceed $200,000. Given the size of the project, a Request for Proposals (RFP)
process may be needed to select the consultants.
A significant challenge in undertaking a project of this magnitude at this time is the
City's staffing level. Currently, 66 positions have been defunded and a significant
number of additional reductions will be needed next fiscal year due to the significant
decline in City revenues. Couple these staffing reductions and the estimated 4,000
hours to scope the project will place significant demands on other support services.
In addition to the considerations noted above, there are policy and logistical issues that
would need to be addressed before a change from fixed-fee to T&M-based fees could
be implemented. The policy issues include regulating developer deposits, deciding
standard amounts or percentages for deposits, setting thresholds for requiring additional
deposits, and maintaining compliance with applicable laws (e.g. the Permits
Streamlining Act).
There are several categories of logistical issues that would need to be addressed if the
City was to immediately initiate conversion of applicable Development Services fees to
a T&M basis. One such issue is the subcontracting of development services to outside
experts.
This is commonly done now and the City's own experience is that
subcontracting plan check reviews on a T&M basis have resulted in excessive fees from
consultants for non-technical items which necessitated additional submissions from
developers. Staff has been told by subcontractors, they typically do not like T&M fees
for development services because they do not know how to bid jobs when the City's
fees are not fixed. For these reasons the most recent RFPs issued by the City for
subcontracting of development services required fixed-fee submittals. If the City moves
to T&M-based fees, it must resolve the issues surrounding the subcontracting of some
of the work.
An additional set of unresolved issues concerns the time and cost of tracking staff time
to projects, relating these factors to developer deposits and recognizing the revenues at
the correct time. When T&M-based fees are implemented, additional staffing resources
are typically needed to maintain the necessary data and reports. For example, T&M
fees for the five Land Development grading plan checks discussed earlier include labor
rates for 58 positions that could work on the projects.

I
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SUMMARY

The study of the scope and issues presented by a transition from the City's fixed-fee to
T&M model for applicable development-related fees has been an ongoing effort for
many months. A change to T&M-based fees has proven to be very complex, requiring
significant resources to implement. In addition, a significant commitment of staffing
resources to manage and maintain T&M fees would be needed. More importantly, the
City's computer replacement program placed on hold in December 2007 was a
significant setback in that the new system would have allowed Staff to proceed in
implementing a number of changes to the way fees are collected and managed. It is
not a change that can be completed quickly, inexpensively or in isolation from the City's
current work load.
Additionally, there are policy and logistical issues that will need to be addressed prior to
changing the basis of the City's fee collection methods. Every city weighs the
advantages and disadvantages of fixed-fee versus T&M differently, often coming to
different conclusions.
If the City Council desires that staff immediately proceed to convert its developmentrelated fees to a T&M basis, there are significant costs, staffing considerations, policy
and logistical issues, and service level impacts that will need to be resolved.
Addressing each of these concerns, while concurrently downsizing the organization and
cutting costs in response to the severe economic recession, will require careful
consideration. Moving forward with the proposed pilot program does not achieve the full
conversion to T&M immediately, but it does make progress towards converting the
appropriate fees to the appropriate calculation and collection model.

Attachment: Memorandum from Mayor Stewart dated April 21, 2009
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Council Office

MEMORANDUM

"J 0.

To:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manago/l

From:
Date:

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
April 21, 2009

Subject:

Fee Issue Set for April 28 Meeting

U) U7 (

~'
A •. /

1/ -,-=-4
L{ •

Vat

I know staff has been working on presenting a choice for council in regards to changing
the manner in which we compute and charge fees for building projects.
I understand that the staff has NOT come up with an option for council to implement an
across the board change to Time and Materials methodology, but instead
desires/recommends a "pilot program" only affecting inter-jurisdictional plan checks.
As this is really a very minor percent of the fees involved, and I am not aware of the
challenges technically of immediately implementing the Time and Materials method, I
want as an option the across-the-board and immediate implementation, along with
WHATEVER costs orland challenges we may face in doing this. If staff would need
new software, training, consultants to come in, etc., then address that and let the CITY
COUNCIL make the decision.
If no such option is available in the staff report for March 28, staff may very well find that
the CO,uncil may force a program without the necessary details being known.
I would recommend that the threshold for such a fee plan would be if fees are
anticipated to exceed some number say around $250,000.
Hopefully such information can be obtained and appended to the staff report by
Thursday.

RAS/cam
c: Council Members
City Attorney
\\zurich\Shared\CityCounciI\Stewart\Correspondence\2009 Correspondence\15memo Time and Materials Methodology.doc
i
I
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City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO Box8800S
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca us

Mr. Noel Palla is
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90016
Dear Mr. Pallais:
The City of Moreno Valley is pleased to provide the Dodgers Dream Foundation with
information on baseball field sites for consideration as Dodgers Dreamfields. These
sites were selected in cooperation with former Dodger great Derrel Thomas, who
personally reviewed each location, with good freeway access a primary consideration
for each site. For the past several years, Moreno Valley has been one of the fastest
growing communities in the nation. Providing safe, quality sports facilities for our youth
is a top priority for the City and we appreciate this opportunity to submit the following
project site proposals for consideration by the Foundation:
Sunnymead Park Renovations
There are four existing baseball fields at Sunnymead Park that need various
improvements, which are detailed below:

Salas Field
Cost estimate: $516,000
Includes constructing two new bull pens with two pitching mounds each, replacing
existing sod and scoreboard, installing additional bleachers, installing commercial shade
structures over all bleachers, and other miscellaneous improvements needed to
improve this baseball field to Dodger Dreamfields standards.
Hayden Field
Cost estimate: $255,000
Includes replacing existing sod and scoreboard, installing commercial shade structures
over all bleachers, and other miscellaneous improvements needed to improve this
baseball field to Dodger Dreamfields standards.
Miles Field
Cost estimate: $295,000
Includes replacing existing sod and scoreboard, installing commercial shade structures
over all bleachers, and other miscellaneous improvements needed to improve this
baseball field to Dodger Dreamfields standards.
Remy Field
Cost estimate: $266,000
Includes replacing existing sod and scoreboard, installing commercial shade structures
over all bleachers, and other miscellaneous improvements needed to improve this
baseball field to Dodger Dreamfields standards.
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Morrison Park Renovations
There are four existing baseball fields at Morrison Park with the needed improvements
for each field detailed as follows:

Green Field
Cost estimate: $623,000
Includes replacing existing sod, scoreboard, and lighting system, installing brick dust,
and other miscellaneous improvements needed to improve this baseball field to Dodger
Dreamfields standards.
Yellow Field
Cost estimate: $641,000
Includes replacing existing sod, scoreboard, and lighting system, installing brick dust,
and other miscellaneous improvements needed to improve this baseball field to Dodger
Dreamfields standards.
Blue Field
Cost estimate: $644,000
Includes replacing existing sod, scoreboard, and lighting system, installing brick dust,
and other miscellaneous improvements needed to improve this baseball field to Dodger
Dreamfields standards.
Red Field
Cost estimate: $623,000
Includes replacing existing sod, scoreboard, and lighting system, installing brick dust,
and other miscellaneous improvements needed to improve this baseball field to Dodger
Dreamfields standards.
March Field Park Construction
There are 84 acres available at March Field Park which could be available to construct
new baseball fields. The cost estimate to construct a 4-field "pinwheel" type of baseball
complex is $26 million. If the entire 84 acres was developed with the construction of a
10-field facility, the cost estimate is $79 million. This site could be attractive for a largescale, phased project.

On behalf of the City of Moreno Valley, our youth, and the many loyal Dodgers fans in
our community, I would like to thank the Los Angeles Dodgers, the Dodgers Dream
Foundation, and Mr. Derrel Thomas for making us aware of the Dodgers Dreamfields
opportunity. It is an exciting concept and one we hope to be invited to explore further
with you. If you have any questions about the information provided, or need additional
information, please contact Mike McCarty, Parks & Community Services Director, at

c:

Members of the City Council

Attachments:

Mr. Derrel Thomas

Baseball Field Maps and Renderings
Letters of Support
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City Council
City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
PO. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
www.moval.org

April 22, 2009

Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90016
Dear Mr. Pallais:

It is my pleasure to write a letter of support for Moreno Valley's submittal to the Dodger
Dreamfield program.
Moreno Valley has outstanding baseball, softball and t-ball programs throughout the
City and our schools and community college have some truly gifted players.
Moreno Valley has a standard of excellence for parks and recreation excellence and
was rated number one in Riverside County for family recreation by The Press-Enterprise.
The Parks and Community Services Department is currently working on a comprehensive
Parks Master Plan to ensure that we continue to provide quality sports programs and
facilities as we grow.

I am especially grateful to Dodger Legend Derrel Thomas who brought this program to
our attention. I was fortunate enough to participate in the parks tour throughout the City
with Mr. Thomas, and we identified a variety of options for your consideration. As a
native-Californian and longtime Dodger fan it would be a particular pleasure for me to
see such a collaboration move forward.
If I may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.
incerely,

,uvlting~~

R
Councilwoman
City of Moreno Valley.
RNH/cam
c: Council Members
City Manager
Jesse L Molina

Richard A. Stewart

Robin N. Hastings

Bonnie Flickinger

Dirtrict2

District 3

William H. Batey II

DiItrict 1

DistriCl4

DiJtrict5
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April 22, 2009
Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90016
Subject:

City of Moreno Valley Dodgers Dreamfields Proposal

Dear Mr. Pallais:
The City of Moreno Valley appreciates the opportunity to submit a proposal for the Dodgers Dreamfields
program. As evidenced by the numerous City~sponsored and privately operated baseball programs and
events offered in our community, the sport is a major part of Moreno Valley's culture. In fact, several
current and fonner major league players hail from Moreno Valley.
In support of our proposal, and to familiarize the Foundation with our community, I want to offer the
following infonnation about Moreno Valley:
•
Located in western Riverside County 60 miles from Los Angeles, with a population over 183,000,
Moreno Valley is the second most populous city in the County.
•
Moreno Valley was recently named California's eighth fastest-growing city and is projected to
have a population of nearly 221,500 by 2012.
•
Our community is quite diverse, comprised of 46% Hispanic, 23% White, and 20% AfricanAmerican.
•
Moreno Valley was voted "Number One in Riverside County for Family Recreation" by the
Enterprise newspaper.

Press~

•
Our demographic profile includes mostly young families; the average Moreno Valley family
consists of two parents with two children and most families own their home.
I think you will find that Moreno Valley would be an excellent location for a Dodgers Dreamfields
project. Despite the distance from Moreno Valley to Los Angeles, a visitor to our community will see
Dodgers banners, bumper stickers, and jerseys prominently and proudly displayed throughout the City.
We are very excited about this opportunity and thank you for considering our proposal. If you would like
additional infonnation about our community, please don't hesitate to contact me at 951.413.3020.

City Manager

CITY MANAGERS OFFICE
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Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles, Ca 90016
Attention:

Mr. Noel Palla is
Director of Community Relations

Dear Mr. Pallais:
As the Parks and Community Services Director for the City of Moreno Valley, I am
excited as to the possibility of teaming up with the Dodgers Dream Foundation in
providing quality ball fields for the youth of this community.
The proposal being submitted by former Dodger and huge community supporter Derrel
Thomas outlines some fantastic opportunities for the City of Moreno Valley ball players
and would also establish this city as a destination for teams from surrounding cities to
participate.
With more than 185,000 residents in Moreno Valley, the need for quality, safe, and top
notch facilities is quite necessary and desired. All projects listed in this proposal will
benefit many youngsters to not only grow as an athlete, but will also provide them with a
healthy, safe, and socially interactive environment to spend their spare time.
The proposal being submitted by Mr. Thomas includes a wide range of potential
projects with Salas Field (the City's only true baseball field) at the top of the list. To have
the help of the Dodgers Dream Foundation in completing this facility, by providing new
turf, bullpens, up-to-date scoreboard, and new bleachers complete· with shade
structures, would create a field that players of all ages would be proud to play on.
On behalf of the thousands of ball players and Dodger fans in Moreno Valley, I would
like to thank the Dodgers Dream Foundation and Mr. Thomas for providing this exciting
opportunity. I also encourage you to call me if you have any questions or if you would
like to tour any of the facilities listed on the proposal submitted by the City of Moreno
Valley.

Mfff~
J~arty
Michael
Parks and Community Services Director

PARKS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
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COMMITTEES:

STATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTO,CA95814

OIalifornia ~tat.e ~£nat£
DISTRICT OFFICES:

ENERGY, UTILITIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS
VICE-CHAIR

PUBLIC SAFETY
VICE-CHAIR

5225 CANYON CREST DRIVE
SUiTE 360
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

SENATOR

JOHN J. BENOIT
THIRTY-SEVENTH SENATE DISTRICT

73-710 FRED WARING DRIVE
SUITE 108
PALM DESERT, CA 92260

BUDGET AND FISCAL REVIEW
GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION
NATURAL RESOURCES
AND WATER
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
AND RETIREMENT

WWW.SENATE.CA.GOV/BENOIT

April 22, 2009

Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations
clo Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park A venue
Los Angeles, CA 90016

Subject:

Support for a Dodgers Dreamfields Project in Moreno Valley

Dear Mr. Pallais:
I understand that the City of Moreno Valley has submitted a proposal to the Dodgers Dream
Foundation for consideration of a Dodgers Dreamfields project in their community. As the City's
representative in the State Senate, I am keenly aware of the City's commitment to providing safe,
quality recreation programs and facilities to the community. J believe Moreno VaIley would be a
perfect location for a Dodgers Dreamsfield project and I wholeheartedly support their application.
With budget constraints forcing communities across the country to tighten their belts, the Dodgers
Dreamfields program is a wonderful opportunity for Southern California communities to provide
sports and recreation opportunities for our youth. I commend the Los Angeles Dodgers for giving
back to the community in such a generous fashion,
Thank you for this opportunity to voice my support of the City of Moreno VaIley's Dodgers
Dreamfield proposal.

JJB:das
cc:

City of Moreno Valley
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April 22, 2009

Mr. Noel Pallni!";

Director of Community Reialions
Los Angc1t:s Dodgers
1000 ciY!iian Park Avelluc
Los Angdcs CA 90016

Subject: Support for a

Dod~ers

Drearnficlds Project III Moreno Vallc)'

Dear Mr. Pullals:
I lll'ldcrstal1d tlwl Ihe City of Moteno Vallcy has submitted a proposal 10 lhe Dodgers Dream
Fonl1dntiQI1 for con5ideration of a Dodgers Dreamtields PlOjcct in their community. A~ the
City's representative in tlH~ State Assembly, I am k.eenly aware of (he City's commitment to
providing safe, quality reclt~ntion program!; and f,lcilitie~ to the: coTTununity. I believe Moreno
Valley would bc: a perfect location for a Dodgt':fS Dn:atnsficld prcdcct and 1 whoJeheartedly
support their application.

With Illidget. cowmaints forcing commutllhcs (lerOSS the c.ountry 1O tighten lheir belts, the
Dodgers Drcamticldg program is 1\ w(lJJd(~r,I\11 opportunily for Southern Californi:l curnmwlilies
to provid~~ sports and recreation OP[lI)f'tunitie:> for .our youth. I commend the Los Angeles'
Dodgers for giving back to the community 'in s'lcb a generous fashion.

Th::ln,k

y\;IV fot' this opportunity to vO,icc my support of the City of Moreno V(llley's Dodgers
Dreamiield proposal.

Sincerely,

1__ C-I./
Paul Cook

California Stine AsscmblynHlIl. 6S lh District

cc;

City of Mort:no Valley
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SUPERVISOR MARION ASHLEY
FIFTH DISTRICT

April 21 , 2009
Mr. Noel Palla is
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90016
Dear Mr. Pallais:
It is my pleasure to write a letter of support for the City of Moreno Valley's proposal
being submitted for consideration as a future Dodger's Dreamfield site. It is in Moreno
Valley that Dodger Legend Derrel Thomas has located his very successful Rancho
8elago Rocket's program.
Moreno Valley has an outstanding recreation program for young people and has hosted
multiple championship tournaments in their city. It's easy accessibility from the 215 and
60 freeways and with several brand new hotels it is an ideal location for this venture.
As one of the fastest growing communities in the nation, Moreno Valley is continually
striving to meet the need for safe, quality sports programs and facilities and thus far has
done an excellent job.
When you consider the large Dodger fan base that exists in Moreno Valley, it would
appear that this is a natural partnership opportunity. As the Supervisor that represents
Moreno Valley on the Riverside County Board of Supervisors and as a longtime Dodger
fan I wholeheartedly endorse any of the options provided by the City to become part of
the Dodger's Dreamfields.
Very truly yours,

f1M~;f-~Marion Ashley
5th District Supervisor

COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER· FIFTH FLOOR· 4080 LEMON STREET· P.O. Box 1645 • RIVERSIDE, CA 92502-1645
TELEPHONE
• INTERNET: district5@co.riverside.ca.us
MORENO VALLEY DISTRICT OFFICE' 14375 NASON STREET, SUITE 207 • MORENO VALLEY, CA 92555
PERRIS DISTRICT OFFICE • 137 S. PERRIS BOULEVARD, #137C • PERRIS, CA 92570
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MORENO VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
"WE MEAN BUSINESS"

April 22, 2,909

Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90016
Dear Mr. Pallais:
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce strongly supports the City of Moreno Valley's recent
request for funding from the Dodgers Dream Foundation. Moreno Valley has been one of the
fastest growing communities in the nation for the past several years and our ability to provide
safe, quality activities and facilities for our youth is a top priority for our community.
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce is a network of professionals representing business,
local government, and education. In addition to our focus on business development and support,
our Chamber is dedicated to lifting up the Moreno Valley community through our advocacy of
local programs and services. We have partnered with the City on many community events and
programs and wholeheartedly support their pursuit of bringing the Dodgers Dreamfields concept
to Moreno Valley.
Thank you for this opportunity to voice our support of the City of Moreno Valley's Dodgers
Dreamfie1d application. If you have any questions or would like additional information
regarding the Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce, please contact me at 951.697.4404.
Sincerely,

'~""~~

scar Valdepena
Executive Director
c:

Chamber Board of Directors
City of Moreno Valley

22500 Town Circle, Suite 2080 • Moreno Valley, CA 82553-7518
office@movalchamber.org
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Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce
morenovalleyblackchamber04@yahoo.com
Web Site: www.mvbcc.org

PO BOX 632
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Phone

April 22, 2009

Mr. Noel Pallais
Director of Community Relations
Los Angeles Dodgers
1000 Elysian Park Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90016
Dear Mr. Pallais:
The Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce strongly supports the City of Moreno Valley's recent request
for funding from the Dodgers Dream Foundation. Moreno Valley has been one of the fastest growing
communities in the nation for the past several years and our ability to provide safe, quality activities and
facilities for our youth is a top priority for our community.
The Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce is a network of professionals representing business, local
government, and education. In addition to our focus on business development and support, our Chamber is
dedicated to lifting up the Moreno Valley community through our advocacy of local programs and services. We
have partnered with the City on many community events and programs and wholeheartedly support their pursuit
of bringing the Dodgers Dreamfields concept to Moreno Valley.
Thank you for this opportunity to voice our support of the City of Moreno Valley's Dodgers Dreamfield
application. If you have any questions or would like additional information regarding the Moreno Valley Black
Chamber of Commerce, please contact me at

Linda D. Wrigh
residentiCEOIFounder
c:

Chamber Board of Directors
City of Moreno Valley
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Soccer Field - Dimensions 225' x 330'

Skate Park - existing
Roller Hockey Rink - existing
Rock Climbing Wall
Bungie Trampoline - 4
Batting Cage - 8 Station
Childrens Play Araa
Intaractive Water Court
Community Center - existing
Concession Building -10,000 s.f.
Restroom Concession Stand
Soccer Warm-up Field I Sponsor Araa
Restroom
Parking Lot - A 385 spaces
Parking Lot - B 325 spaces
Parking Lot - C 200 spaces
Parking Lot - D 50 spaces
Parking Lot - E 165 spaces
Parking Lot - F 102 spaces
Parking Lot - G 16 spaces
Maintenance Yard

March Air Force Base Sports Park
Parks Recreation & Open Space Comprehensive Plan
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Financial & Administrative Services Director ~

Date:

April 21,2009

Subject:

Fiscal Year 2007-08 Audit Reports

The City's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for fiscal year ended June
30, 2008, will be submitted to the City Council on April 28, 2009. As part of the yearend audit and CAFR preparation process, the City's outside auditor submits reports
related to the City's financial statements and underlying internal controls for the period
just audited, as follows:
•

Single Audit Report on Federal Awards ("Single Audit Report")

•

Communications Regarding Internal Control (known as the "Management
Letter")

•

Supplemental Audit Report (issued for the first time this year as part of a new
auditing standard addressing issues such as: the auditor's responsibilities; audit
focus and scope; significant difficulties in performing the audit; any
disagreements with management; etc.)

The three reports listed above were issued by the City's current audit firm, Mayer
Hoffman McCann p.e., and are hereby submitted for your information. All three reports
are dated February 20, 2009, to coincide with the conclusion of the audit, even though
the reports were not issued until April 17, 2009. Following is a brief summary of the
significant findings in each report:
Single Audit Report (Attachment A)
As indicated in the Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs (page 7), the City had
no findings or questioned costs and received an unqualified audit opinion.
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Management Letter (Attachment B)
As indicated on page 1 of the report, the auditor did not identify any deficiencies in
internal control that were considered to be a material weakness.
Seven (7)
recommendations for improving internal controls are provided, along with the
implementation status of each recommendation. The first two items have already been
implemented; no further action is needed. The remaining five (5) recommendations are
in various stages of implementation, with most nearly completed.
Supplemental Audit Report (Attachment C)
As indicated on pages 2 and 3 of the report, the auditors encountered no difficulties in
performing their audit and had no disagreements with management on any financial
accounting, reporting or auditing matters that could be significant to the financial
statements or the auditor's report.

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the Single Audit Report,
Management Letter, or the supplemental audit report submitted by Mayer Hoffman
McCann P.C. I would be pleased to meet with you to respond to questions or to provide
additional information.

Attachments:
- Attachment A: Single Audit Report on Federal Awards
- Attachment B: Communications Regarding Internal Control (Management Letter)
- Attachment C: Supplemental Audit Report

c: Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Chris Paxton, Human Resources Director
Edith Houser, Financial Operations Division Manager
Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
Rix Skonberg, Purchasing & Facilities Division Manager
Steve Hargis, Technology Services Division Manager
Cynthia Fortune, Budget Officer
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Attachment A

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY

MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Single Audit Report on Federal Awards

Year ended June 30, 2008

Mayer
'I

Hoffman

McCann P.C.
An Independent CPA Firm
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Single Audit Report on Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2008
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Single Audit Report on Federal Awards
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Year ended June 30, 2008
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Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
An Independent CPA Firm
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612
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REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS AND ON INTERNAL
CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS

,

C

c

We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Moreno
Valley, California, as of and for the year ended June 30, 2008, which collectively comprise the
City of Moreno Valley's basic financial statements and have issued our report thereon dated
February 20, 2009. We conducted our audit in accordance with aUditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States.
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the City of Moreno Valley's financial
statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which
could have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts.
However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our
audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no
instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government
Auditing Standards.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit, we considered the City of Moreno Valley's internal control
over financial reporting in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinions on the basic financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the
internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the
effectiveness of the City of Moreno Valley's internal control over financial reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or a
combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability to initiate, authorize,
record, process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the City's
financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the
City's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements
will not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control.
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Our consideration of the internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose
described in the first paragraph of this section and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies
in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. We did not
identify any deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting that we consider to be
material weaknesses, as defined above.
However, we noted other matters involving the internal control over financial reporting which we
have communicated to management in a separate letter dated February 20,2009.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the City Council and management of
the City of Moreno Valley, federal awarding agencies, and pass-through entities and is not
intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
,17/"",?_ M~_
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Irvine, California
February 20, 2009
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An Independent CPA Firm

2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO EACH
MAJOR PROGRAM, INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE AND ON THE
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
OMB CIRCULAR A-133

Compliance
We have audited the compliance of the City of Moreno Valley, California, with the types of
compliance requirements described in the Us. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
Circular A -133 Compliance Supplement that are applicable to each of its major federal programs
for the year ended June 30, 2008. The City of Moreno Valley's major federal programs are
identified in the summary of auditors' results section of the accompanying schedule of findings
and questioned costs. Compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations, contracts and
grants applicable to its major federal program is the responsibility of the City of Moreno Valley's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the City of Moreno Valley's
compliance based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and
OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations.
Those standards and OMB Circular A-133 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements
referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major federal program
occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the City of Moreno
Valley's compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion. Our audit does not provide a legal determination on the City of Moreno Valley's
compliance with those requirements.
In our opinion, the City of Moreno Valley complied, in all material respects, with the
requirements referred to above that are applicable to each of its major federal programs for the
year ended June 30, 2008.

o
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Internal Control Over Compliance
The management of the City of Moreno Valley is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control over compliance with requirements of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grants applicable to federal programs. In planning and performing our audit, we considered the
City of Moreno Valley's internal control over compliance with requirements that could have a
direct and material effect on a major federal program in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on compliance and to test and report on
internal control over compliance in accordance with OMB Circular A-133. Accordingly, we do
not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the City's internal control over compliance.
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California
Page Two
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in
the preceding paragraph and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in the City's internal
control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses as defined below.
A control deficiency in the City's internal control over compliance exists when the design or
operation of a control does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect noncompliance with a type of
compliance requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a
control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability
to administer a federal program such that there is more than a remote likelihood that
noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is more than
inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the City's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that material noncompliance with a type of compliance
requirement of a federal program will not be prevented or detected by the City's internal control.
We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be
material weaknesses, as defined above.
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Moreno
Valley as of and for the year ended June 30, 2008, and have issued our report thereon dated
February 20, 2009. Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming opinions on the
financial statements that collectively comprise the City of Moreno Valley'S basic financial
statements. The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for
purposes of additional analysis as required by OMB Circular A-133 and is not a required part of
the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated, in all
material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the City Council, management of the
City of Moreno Valley, federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended
to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
/Q~."t,J~- Hf4~/.t'.

Irvine, California
February 20, 2009
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City of Moreno Valley
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2008
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Federal GrantorlPass Through GrantorlProgram Title

Pass- Through
Grantor's Number

Federal
CFDA
Number

Amount
Provided to
Subrecieients

Program
Expenditures

U.S. Dimartment of Housing and Urban DeveloQment
Direct awards:
Community Development Block Grant

o

o
.0

o
!O
,

'0

o
o
o
o
o

HOME Investment Partnerships Program

B-05-MC-06-0567

14.218

M-04-MC-06-551

14.239

$

1,528,469

*

273,307

981,506
2,509,975

Total U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

273,307

U.S. DeQartment of Justice
Direct awards:
Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program

2005-DJ-BX-0127

154,998

16.738

154,998

Total U.S. Department of Justice
U.S. Department of TransQortation
Passed through the State of California:
Department of Transportation
Highway Planning and Construction

STPLER-5441 (036)

20.205

1,870,010

CT073310

20.600

91,722

Passed through the University of California at Berkeley:
State and Community Highway Safety

*

1,961,732

Total U.S. Department of Transportation
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Passed through the State of California:
Department of Education
Child Care and Development Block Grant

CSCC-7186

5,422

93.575

5,422

Total U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
U.S. Department of Horneland Securi!y
Passed through the State of California:
Disaster Grants - Public Assistance

FEMA-1577-DR-CA

97.036

10,645

HSGPCERT

97.042
97.073

63,459
4,011

Emergency Management Performance Grant
Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP)

78,115

Total U.S. Department of Homeland Security
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Direct awards:
Congressionally Mandated Projects

XP-96977220J-J

66.202

111,958

Total U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

111,958

Total Federal Expenditures

$

4,822,200

273,307

* - Major Program

'0

See accompanying notes to the schedule of expenditures of federal awards.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Notes to the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2008

(1)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Applicable to the Schedule of Expenditures
of Federal Awards
(a) Scope of Presentation
The accompanying schedule presents only the expenditures incurred by the City of
Moreno Valley, California (City) that are reimbursable under federal programs
providing financial assistance. For purposes of this schedule, financial assistance
includes both federal.financial assistance received directly from a federal agency, as
well as federal funds received indirectly by the City from non-federal organizations.
Only the portion of program expenditures reimbursable with such federal funds is
reported in the accompanying schedule. Program expenditures in excess of the
maximum reimbursement authorized or the portion of program expenditures that
were funded with state, local or other non-federal funds are excluded from the
accompanying schedule.
(b) Basis of Accounting

The expenditures included in the accompanying schedule were reported on the
modified accrual basis of accounting. Expenditures reported include any property or
equipment acquisitions incurred under the federal program.
(c) Subrecipients
The City of Moreno Valley incurred $273,307 of Community Development Block
Grant expenditures that were paid to subrecipients.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs
Year ended June 30,2008
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(A)

,

1. An unqualified report was issued by the auditors on the financial statements of the
auditee.

o

I

Summary of Auditors' Results

2. There were no material weaknesses in internal control over financial reporting based
upon our audit of the financial statements of the auditee.

,e

3. The audit disclosed no noncompliance which is material to the financial statements of
the auditee.

o

4. There were no material weaknesses in internal control over major programs of the
auditee.
5. An unqualified report was issued by the auditors on compliance for major programs.

:0

6. The audit disclosed no audit findings required to be reported under paragraph .510(a)
ofUMB Circular A-133.

o

7. The two major programs of the auditee were the following:
1) Community Development Block Grant, direct award from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, CFDA #14.218.
2) Highway Planning and Construction, passed through the State of California from
the U.S. Department of Transportation, CFDA #20.205
8. The dollar threshold used to distinguish Type A and Type B programs was $300,000.
9. The auditee met the criteria to be classified as a low risk auditee, as defined by OMB
Circular A-133, paragraph .530 for the purposes of determining major programs.

o
,0
,I

(B)

Findings Related to the Financial Statements which are Required to be Reported in
Accordance with GAGAS
There are no auditors' findings required to be reported in accordance with GAGAS.

(C)

Findings and Questioned Costs for Federal Awards as Defined in Paragraph .S10(a) at
OMB Circular A-133
There are no auditors' findings to be reported in accordance with paragraph .510(a) at
OMB Circular A-133.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Summary Schedule of Prior Audit Findings
Year ended June 30, 2008

The prior audit findings for the year ended June 30, 2007 have been adequately resolved.
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, CA
COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING INTERNAL CONTROL
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the City of Moreno Valley
("City") as of and for the year ended June 30, 2008, in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the City's internal control
over financial reporting as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the City's internal control. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the effectiveness of the City's internal control.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is defined to be a control deficiency, or
combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City'S ability to initiate, authorize,
record, process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the City's
financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the
City's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements
will not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control. Our consideration of internal
control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph and would not necessarily
identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material
weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be
material weaknesses, as defined above.
We observed the following other matters, which were not deemed to be significant deficiencies or
material weaknesses and offer these comments and suggestions.
(1) Internal Controls Over Business License Adjustments
Internal controls are maximized when the employees who issue business licenses and adjust
customer accounts do not also have access to customer payments. During much of the fiscal
year under audit, the persons involved in processing business license payments also had the
ability to make adjustments to customer balances and no independent review of these
adjustments was being performed. Without an independent review of business license activity
and receipts, misappropriation of funds may go undetected.
We recommended that the City establish procedures for an employee independent of business
license processing and receipting to periodically review and reconcile business license
activity. Beginning in May 2008, the City assigned an employee to review and reconcile
monthly business activity. The City adequately resolved this control deficiency during our
audit and we have no further recommendation.
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Status of Prior Year Recommendations
(2) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Employees in the Payroll System
Internal controls are maximized when only Human Resources personnel have system access
rights to establish/delete employees in the system and to make other payroll master file
changes (salary rate changes, etc.). During the fiscal year under audit, persons involved in
processing payroll also had the ability to make master file changes.
In the prior year's letter to management, we recommended that in conjunction with the City's
establishment of a new computer system, that system access rights be changed so that only
Human Resources personnel have the ability to establish/delete employees in the system and
to make other payroll master file changes. Due to a postponement in the establishment of a
new computer system, the City assigned an employee in Human Resources to review all
employee and master file payroll changes each period, beginning in June 2008. The City
adequately resolved this control deficiency during our audit and we have no further
recommendation.

(3) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Vendo~s in the System
Internal controls are maximized when the persons that process vendor invoices for payment
and that are involved in data entry for the creation of City checks do not also have the ability
to establish vendors in the system. Currently, persons involved in data entry for cash
disbursements also have the ability to establish vendors in the system.
We recommend that the City consider changing access rights for accounts payable personnel
so that they do not have system access rights to establish vendors or payees in the system.
Generally, purchasing personnel should be involved in the establishment of vendors in the
system.
Management's comments regarding corrective actions planned or taken
Staff was planning to address this issue in conjunction with a business process review that
would occur as part of the ERP system replacement. However, since this project has been
postponed, staff decided to reassign the responsibility for establishment of vendors from
Accounts Payable to Purchasing staff to achieve the desired segregation of duties. As the
Financial Operations Division and the Technology Services Division worked together to
effect this change, possible weaknesses in the menu security system were discovered.
Therefore, it was decided to remove these potential weaknesses by establishing "rules" for
each role set-up. A responsibility grid has been developed that shows which "rules" should
be assigned to each role. The Teclmology Services Division is in the process of assigning the
"rules" in accordance with this grid, which should be completed in early April. Once
completed, Purchasing staff will receive training in establishing vendors in the financial
system and will assume this responsibility. It is expected that this transfer of responsibility
will occur before the end of this fiscal year.
(4) Periodic Inventory of Capital Assets
A periodic physical verification of capital assets is an important internal control to ensure that
City capital asset records are accurate and to detect any unrecorded additions or deletions.
The City has not taken an official inventory of its capital assets since June 2002.
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We recommend that the City establish procedures for the periodic physical verification of
City capital assets. This can be done on a rotating basis over several years. The verification
can be done at a convenient time of year for each department (not necessarily at year end).
Infrastructure records (streets, water lines, etc.) could be substantiated by a periodic desk
review by knowledgeable individuals in the City's Public Works department to detect
unrecorded assets or items that should be deleted.
Management's comments regarding corrective actions planned or taken
Management agrees that a periodic physical verification of capital assets is a desirable internal
control. The new ERP system the City was planning to implement would have included a
fixed asset module to facilitate the tracking of capital assets. Now that the ERP system
replacement project has been postponed, procedures are being developed by the Financial
Operations Division to provide for physical verification of fixed assets on a three-year cycle.
Management had anticipated implementation of these procedures prior to the audit of fiscal
year 2008, however, this did not occur due to other priorities. The proposed procedures will
be submitted to the City's auditor for review prior to implementation.
(5) Consider Adopting City Ethics Policy

The Auditing Standards Board has determined that a Fraud Policy or Ethics Policy benefits
local governments by emphasizing to employees that management believes that ethical
conduct is important. The policy should also provide for a process by which employees can
report unethical behavior (including that exhibited by their direct or indirect supervisor).
Although standards of conduct have been set forth in the City's personnel policies, the City
does not have a formal ethics policy that, among other objectives, provides for a clear
protocol for reporting unethical conduct. A well structured ethics policy establishes
organizational standards for ethics, morals, and an overall "regard for the rules" philosophical
approach within an entity. Specifically, matters such as honesty, integrity, compliance with
laws and regulations, adherence to corporate policy, and upholding the organization's high
values and reputation are addressed. A strong ethics policy is the foundation upon which an
organization builds its culture, which should then permeate all levels of personnel and guide
all business dealings and transactions. This can be most effective in establishing a highly
ethical and antifraud culture within any business organization.
In order to emphasize the above, it is also recommended that annually a short email message
to all employees be sent that reminds employees that management takes seriously the ethical
conduct of its employees, reminds them of the reporting process for any witnessed unethical
behavior and directs their attention to the City'S ethical policy.
We recommend that the City establish and implement an appropriately-designed ethics policy.
We also suggest that the City implement an effective reporting mechanism for unethical
behavior. Fraud and ethics training for employees has also been found to be beneficial by
using case studies and role playing to train employees on how to identify questionable
behavior for those "gray" areas where rationalization can often occur. Internal reporting
channels, such as managers' open-door policy, hotlines for anonymous tips, and surveys, have
been found to be effective.
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Management's comments regarding corrective actions planned or taken
The Human Resources Department developed a draft Ethics Policy and circulated it for
management review on March 3, 2009. Comments received from departments are being
incorporated and the final policy should be implemented in April 2009.
(6) Consider Adopting Account Write-off Policy
The City currently does not have a fornlal policy addressing when customer accounts should
be written off or turned over to collection. Clear written policies in this regard are helpful to
cities to ensure that receivables are properly valued to represent valid collectible balances,
allowance accounts are appropriately established, and timely collection efforts are
consistently engaged in.
We recommend that the City consider the establishment of a formal policy authorizing
management persoIDlel with appropriate write-off and collection actions when warranted in
accordance with the provisions of the policy.
Management's comments regarding corrective actions planned or taken
A policy on Accounts Receivable has been developed which addresses the topic of Account
Write-offs. This policy is in the final review process and is expected to be implemented in
April 2009.
(7) Adjustments Detected by Audit Process

Paragraph 19 of the Statement on Auditing Standards No. 112 requires that the auditor
identify material audit adjustments in the auditor's report on internal controls. For the year
ended June 30, 2008, material adjustments detected by the audit process were limited to
adjustments to record accrued interest in the Redevelopment Agency and to reclassify land as
land held for redevelopment.
An important element of controls over financial reporting is for management to identify
adjustments necessary for financial. statements to be fairly stated. We recommend that
whenever possible, adjustments should be reflected in the accounting records prior to the start
of the audit. When this is not possible, management should identify and communicate to the
auditors the potential areas of adjustment that may need to be addressed during the audit
process. This is an important element of internal control to reduce the risk of material
misstatement.

Management's comments regarding corrective actions planned or taken
Management concurs with the importance of identifying adjustments necessary for financial
statements to be fairly stated. To this end, staff has implemented additional procedural
controls when preparing the year-end books for audit. Adjustments to record accrued interest
in the Redevelopment Agency and to record reclassifications of Land and Land Held for
Redevelopment have been added to the year-end process.
The City's written responses to the other matters identified in our audit are described above. We
did not audit the City's responses, and accordingly, we express no opinion on them.
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This communication is intended solely for the information and use of management, City Council,
and others within the organization, and is not intended to be used by persons other than those
specified parties.

Irvine, California
February 20, 2009
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Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.

Attachment C

An Independent CPA Firm

Conrad Government Services Division
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities,
each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Moreno Valley ("the
City") for the year ended June 30, 2008, and have issued our report thereon dated February 20,2009.
Professional standards require that we provide you with the following information related to our
audit.
Our Responsibility under U.S. Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
Our responsibility, as described by professional standards, is to express opinions about whether the
financial statements prepared by management with your oversight are fairly presented, in all material
respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. Our audit of the
financial statements does not relieve you or management of your responsibilities.
Our responsibility is to plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable, but not absolute, assurance
that the financial statements are free of material misstatement. In planning and performing our audit,
we considered the City's internal control over financial reporting in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide
assurance on the internal control over financial reporting. We also considered internal control over
compliance with requirements that could have a direct and material effect on a major federal
program in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on
compliance and to test and report on internal control over compliance in accordance with U.S. Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-133.
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the City's financial statements are free of
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts, and grants, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect
on the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance
with those provisions was not an objective of our audit. Also in accordance with OMB Circular A133, we examined, on a test basis, evidence about the City's compliance with the types of
compliance requirements described in the OMB Circular A-l33 Compliance Supplement applicable
to its major federal program for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the City's compliance with
those requirements. While our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion, it does not provide
a legal determination on the City's compliance with those requirements.
Audit Focus and Scope oUlte Audit

An audit performed in accordance with auditing standards is designed to provide reasonable
assurance of detecting errors or misstatements involving amounts significant to the financial
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statements of the City. Risks of significant error or misstatement addressed by the audit process
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fraud risk for cash receipts and cash disbursements
Risk of material fraud or misstatement associated with investments
Risk of improper revenue recognition
Risk of improper classification of expenditures
Risk of errors associated with identifying capital asset additions and deletions
Risk of unallowable transfers between funds
Qualitative Aspects of Accounting Practices

Management is responsible for the selection and use of appropriate accounting policies. The
significant accounting policies used by the City are described in note one to the basic financial
statements.
Accounting estimates are an integral part of the financial statements prepared by management and
are based on management's knowledge and experience about past and current events and
assumptions about future events. Certain accounting estimates are particularly sensitive because of
their significance to the financial statements and because of the possibility that future events
affecting them may differ significantly from those expected.
Examples of significant judgments and estimates reflected in the City's financial statements and
disclosures include:
•

Judgments concerning which capital projects represent ordinary maintenance activities
necessary to keep an asset operational for its originally intended useful life versus significant
improvement, replacement, and life extending projects that should be capitalized as additions
to capital assets.

•

Estimates involving revenues and expenses to be accrued as of yearend.

•

Estimates for valuation of investment fair market values.
Significant Difficulties in Performing the Audit

We encountered no difficulties in performing our audit.
Adjustments
Professional standards require us to report to you all known and likely adjustments identified during
the audit, other than those that are trivial. Adjustments reflected in the financial statements included
adjustments to accrue bond interest payable and to reclassify land as land held for redevelopment.
Disagreements with Management
For purposes of this letter, professional standards define a disagreement with management as a
financial accounting, reporting, or auditing matter, whether or not resolved to our satisfaction, that
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could be significant to the financial statements or the auditor's report. We are pleased to report that
no such disagreements arose during the course of our audit.
Management Representations
We have obtained certain representations from management that are included in the management
representation letter dated February 20,2009.
Management Consultations with Other Independent Accountants
In some cases, management may decide to consult with other accountants about auditing and
accounting matters, similar to obtaining a "second opinion." If a consultation involves application of
an accounting principle to the City's financial statements or a detennination of the type of auditor's
opinion that may be expressed on those statements, our professional standards require the consulting
accountant to check with us to detennine that the consultant has all the relevant facts. To our
knowledge, there were no such consultations with other accountants.
Other Audit Findings or Issues
We generally discuss a variety of matters, including the application of accounting principles and
auditing standards, with management each year prior to retention as the City's auditors. However,
these discussions occurred in the nonnal course of our professional relationship and our responses
were not a condition to our retention.
This information is intended solely for the use of the City Council and management of the City and
is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
~_ ~/,..-:.. ...... .,#'7~ r::;......,

"c

Irvine, California
February 20, 2009
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City of Moreno Valley
Economic Development Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Barry Foster, Economic Development Director

Date:

February 23, 2009

Subject:

FORECLOSURE PREVENTION EVENTS

Staff wishes to provide a follow-up to Councilmember Flickinger's email of February 22
about the upcoming Foreclosure Prevention events.
The Neighborhood Preservation Division of the Economic Development Department
had planned for a Foreclosure Prevention Kick-off event for this Saturday, February 28,
to be followed by five local workshops for residents who may not have been able to
attend the Kick-off event.
Staff's direction has always been to spread these local workshops throughout all five
City Council districts. Because of limited facility availability of schools and
accommodations made for councilmember schedules, two workshops had to be
planned for locations that are relatively close together (Sunnymead Elementary and
Sunnymead Middle Schools), though they are actually situated in two different Council
Districts and spaced five weeks apart.
Regrettably, an error was made in the selection of a location for District 4. In the
coordination of dates, locations, school use availability, and councilmember boundary
lines, a mistake was made in identifying the name of the school for the District 4 event.
Unfortunately, this resulted in two workshops being conducted in District 3 and none
scheduled in District 4 - which is an area identified by HUD to be at significant risk of
foreclosures. Staff accepts full responsibility for this mistake.
To rectify this error, staff is proposing to implement the following action plan:

•

Continue with the five workshops as currently scheduled and located to prevent
confusion that residents could experience if they received one of the 20,000+
flyers already distributed. Please note, all events are open to all City residents.
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•
•

•

Keep the already printed flyers and continue with the planned distribution in the
Press Enterprise this Friday. In this way, attraction to Saturday's Kick-off event
is not jeopardized.
Add a NEW workshop to serve the residents of District 4. The following dates
are being tentatively considered, pending confirmation of Councilmember
Flickinger's schedule and Val Verde Unified School District facility availability
(Rainbow Ridge Elementary School or Red Maple Elementary School):
o Mon 4/6,
oWed 4/8,
o Mon 4/27,
oWed 4/29,
o Thurs. 4/30.
Implement a supplemental marketing plan:
o Direct HUD to conduct a second mailing to all 30, 60, 90-day delinquent
properties (those having received a Notice of Default) at no cost.
o Revise and reprint event flyers for future distribution.
• Add the new Date 1 Location for District 4 event.
• Change graphic or add "by popular demand 1 recognizing the need
for another event. .. "
o Run a third Press Enterprise insert timed a few weeks in advance of the
District 4 workshop, as well as the other April events.
o Revise website to reflect new information.
o Revise MVTV3 slide to reflect new information.
o Provide Chambers with information on the NEW District 4 event.
o Redistribute flyers to churches in District 4.

Strong attendance at all three local workshops in District 3 and 4 is expected, given the
foreclosure projections by HUD. The additional workshop will provide extra support to
key areas most severely affected by the foreclosure crisis. As an FYI. .. Neighborhood
Preservation has received nearly 185 RSVPs for this Saturday's Kick-Off event.
Economic Development - Neighborhood Preservation sincerely apologizes to
Councilmember Flickinger for this error and the confusion it caused. Staff is committed
to working hard with all the events to help with Foreclosure Prevention in the
community. Please contact me with any questions.

cc:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

Date:

February 19, 2009

Subject:

Shovel-Ready Projects - Update

\lV
~'\

t~

.

My previous memo dated February 18, 2009, regarding Shovel-Ready Projects Submitted for Federal
Economic Stimulus Funds included an attached spreadsheet of proposed projects. The footer on the
spreadsheet incorrectly included a "confidentiality notice'; therefore, a revised spreadsheet is
attached.

RGG:rc
Attachments
C:

Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick C. Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Becky Guillan, Library Services Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager
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v';:-Proposed Economic Stimulus Projects

Existing Commitment (If known)
Type of Project

Project Mode

. Project Description

Project(s) Cost

# of Projects

Shortfall

Annual Maintenance Slurry Seal Program
Traffic Signal @ Eastbound Ramp SR-60fRedlands
Day Street Roadway Improvements from Alessandro Boulevard to
Cottonwood Avenue
Traffic Signal @ CottonwoodfElswonh
Heacock Street Improvements from Hemlock to Ironwood
Lasselle Street Widening - JKF to Alessandro
Traffic Signal @ Kitching & Eucalyptus J Traffic Signal @
LasseliefBay fTraffic Signal & LasseliefCottonwood
Iris Street Widening - Indian to Perris
Annual Pavement Resurfacing
Kitching Street Improvements Alessandro to Gentian
Street Improvement Program (SIP)
Traffic Signal @ Westbound Ramp SR-6oJRedlands
Perris Boulevard Southbound Lane into SR-60 Westbound OnRamp
Sheila Street Sidewalk Fay to Juanita
Pavement Management Program
Annual On-Call Maintenance Program

~

<
o

Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads

Maintenance
Enhancement

1 $
1 $

5,500,000
2,000,000

Local
Local
Local
Local

roads
roads
roads
roads

Rehabilitation
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion

1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$

2,700,000
456,000
1,384,000
4,000,000

$

2,700,000

$

3,100,000

Goods Movement
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads

Enhancement
Capacity Expansion
Maintenance
Capacity Expansion
Rehabi litatio n
Capacity Expansion

3
1
1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,588,000
600,000
5,500,000
7,000,000
4,000,000
1,191,000

$

1,310,000

Capacity Expansion
Other
Maintenance
Maintenance

1
1
1
2

$
$
$
$

694,000
500,000
120,000
1,600,000

streets
streets
streets
streets

and
and
and
and

Local streets and roads
B icycleJPedestrian
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads

•

Traffic Signal Operation Optimization Infrastructure (wireless
infrastructure for non-critical links)
Tem'co Street Improvements - Pan Am to Boeing I Vought Street
Improvements - Pan Am to Boeing f Boeing Street & McDonnel
Street Sidewalk Improvements - Bay to Vought
SR-6o/Nason Interchange

Local streets and roads

Intelligent Transportation System

1 $

580,800

Bicycle/Pedestrian
Highway

Enhancement
Capacity Expansion

3 $
1 $

1,350,000
18,000,000

Traffic Signal Operation Optimization Infrastructure (fiber optic
plant)
Heacock Street from San Michele to Cactus
Annual Pavement Rehab
HBRRP Bridge Replacement for Heacock Street

Local
Local
Local
Local

streets
streets
streets
streets

and
and
and
and

roads
roads
roads
roads

Intelligent Transportation System
Capacity Expansion
Maintenance
Capacity Expansion

1
1
1
1

$
$

6,021,000
12,000,000
5,500,000
2,970,000

Perris Boulevard Widening from PVSD Lateral "B" to Cactus
Ironwood Avenue - Heacock to Perris
Perris Blvd. Widening - Ironwood to Manzanita
Reche Vista Drive Realignment - Perris/Heacock
Bridge Maintenance Program

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

streets
streets
streets
streets
streets

and
and
and
and
and

roads
roads
roads
roads
roads

Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Maintenance

1 $
1 $

-

.,

.

.'

.

$
$

1 $
1 $
2 $

7,600,000
14,000,000
7,500,000
5,500,000
1,600,000

$

$

900,000

Federal

State

Local

$
$

500,000
3,100,000

$

400,000

$
$

5,500,000
2,000,000

$
$
$
$

2,700,000
456,000
1,384,000
900,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

278,000
100,000
1,500,000
7,000,000
4,000,000
1,191,000

$
$
$
$

694,000
100,000
100,000
1,600,000

$

580,800

$
$

85,000
9,449,918

$
$
$
2,375,000 $
$
$
$
2,000,000 $
$

6,021,000
10,600,000
5,500,000
595,000

20,000

$

2,000,000

$

1,400,000

$
$

7,600,000
3,600,000

$

500,000

$
$

$

$
$

300,000

1,265,000
6,550,082

7,600,000
10,400,000
7,500,000
3,000,000
1,300,000

o
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W
W
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Existing Commitment (If known)
Project Description

Project Mode

Type of Project

# of Projects

Project(s) Cost

Shortfall
Local

Ironwood Avenue - Day to Barclay
Cactus Avenue 1-215 Interchange
Ironwood Avenue Widening Perris to Nason
Alessandro Blvd - Western City Limits to Frederick
Box Springs Road - West of Clark to Barclay
Graham Street Crossing - Sunnymead to Hemlock
Moreno Beach Widening - Cactus to Auto Mall
Cactus Avenue 3rd Lane
Citywide Pavement Resurfacing Shortfall
AutoMaJllmprovements
Indian Street Bridge
Edgemont Street Improvements
SR-60/Redlands Interchange
S R-BOffheodore Interchange
SR-BO/Gilman Springs Interchange·
Nason Bridge/Moreno Beach Interchange

Local streets and
Highway
Local streets 'and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
local streets and
local streets and
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway

roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads

_.

Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
CapacLty. Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Maintenance
Enhancement
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion

- - -

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-----

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,600,000
41,600,000
8,275,000
14,558,800
2,430,000
13,500,000
12,000,014
5,596,136
85,000,000
2,000,000
13,500,000
80,000,000
34,000,000
47,000,000
49,000,000
49,000,000

$

$
$

$

State

Federal

137,000

...

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

525,000
256,000

18,200,000

- - - ----------

------

_.

3,463,000
41,600,000
8,275,000
14,033,800
2,174,000
13,500,000
12,000,014
5,596,136
85,000,000
2,000,000
13,500,000 I
80,000,000
34,000,000
47,000,000
49,000,000
30,800,000

$ 534,076,668

~
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

~

Date:

February 18, 2009

' \

Subject:

Shovel-Ready Projects Submitted for Federal Economic Stimulus Funds

Mayor Pro Tem Flickinger recently requested information on the "shovel-ready" projects
the City submitted for federal economic stimulus funds along with who these submittals
were made to. Below is a summary of this information.
Building Projects
The new library building at the Civic Center, both phases, was submitted to the
California· Library Association who in turn provided this information to the American
Library Association (ALA) which had responsibility for compiling the report on the
requests for shovel-ready projects throughout the nation. This report was submitted to
the Obama-Biden Transition Team on December 17, 2008 and included for Moreno
Valley's requests of $26.2 million for Phase 1 and $15 million Phase 2 for the new
library building. It appears that funds for library construction were not specifically
included in the economic stimulus package recently approved by the President.
Infrastructure Projects
Forty-four street, road and highway projects were included in the City's infrastructure
funding request exceeding $534 million. The request was submitted to Caltrans and to
the Riverside County Transportation Commission (RCTC). A detailed listing of these
projects is attached. Funds for infrastructure projects are included in the approved
economic stimulus package. It is anticipated that they will flow through the states. In
California, it is likely that Caltrans will receive a significant portion of these funds and at
the county level the funds will likely be allocated to projects by RCTC. At this point in
time, we are not aware of any infrastructure funds which will come directly to Moreno
Valley.
In addition to the capital funding requests made through the federal economic stimulus
process, the following projects were submitted to our federal representatives for funds
through the annual federal funding authorization ·process:
• $1.0 million for the Heacock and Cactus Channels (March Air Reserve Base flood
protection project)
• $1.5 million for Edgemont Water Service Program
• $0.4 million for Emergency Operations Center Equipment
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• $OA million for Law Enforcement Technology
• $OA million for Digitization/Preservation of Historical Documents (Erna Sun
collection)
• $0,5 million for Gang Prevention Program
• $0.3 million for Youth Jobs Program

The City's federal lobbyist is assisting with these funding requests, We are hopeful to
receive funds through this funding effort similar to what was received last year.
If additional information is needed on the City's federal funding requests, please let me
know.

cc. Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Becky Guillan, Library Services Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager
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Proposed Economic Stimulus Projects
.~

Existing Commitment (If known)
Project Mode

Project Description

Type of Proj eet

# of Projects

Projeet(s) Cost

Shortfall
State

Local
Annual Maintenance Slurry Seal Program
Traffic Signal @ Eastbound Ramp SR-60/Redlands
Day Street Roadway Improvements from Alessandro Boulevard to
Cottonwood Avenue
Traffic Signal @ Cottonwood/Elsworth
Heacock Street Improvements from Hemlock to Ironwood
Lasselle Street Widening - JKF to Alessandro
Traffic Signal @ Kitching & Eucalyptus I Traffic Signal @
Lasselie/Bay I Traffic Signal & Lasselie/Cottonwood
Iris Street Widening - Indian to Perris
Annual Pavement Resurfacing
Kitching Street Improvements Alessandro to Gentian
Street Improvement Program (SIP)
Traffic Signal @ Westbound Ramp SR-60/Redlands
Perris Boulevard Southbound Lane into SR-60 Westbound OnRamp
Sheila Street Sidewalk Fay to Juanita
Pavement Management Program
Annual On-Call Maintenance Program
Traffic Signal Operation Optimization Infrastructure (wireless
infrastructure for non-critical links)
Temco Street Improvements - Pan Am to Boeing / Vought Street
Improvements - Pan Am to Boeing / Boeing Street & McDonnel
Street Sidewalk Improvements - Bay to Vought
SR-60/Nason Interchange
Traffic Signal Operation Optimization Infrastructure (fiber optic
plant)
Heacock Street from San Michele to Cactus
Annual Pavement Rehab
HBRRP Bridge Replacement for Heacock Street

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads

Maintenance
Enhancement

1 $
1 $

5,500,000
2,000,000

Rehabilitation

$
$
$
$

2,700,000
456,000
1,384,000
4,000,000

$

2,700,000

C~acj!r E~ansion

1
1
1
1

$

3,100,000

Goods Movement
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads

Enhancement
Capacity Expansion
Maintenance
C~aci!r Expansion
Rehabilitation
Capacj!r E~flansion

3
1
1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,588,000
600,000
5,500,000
7,000,000
4,000,000
1,191,000

$

1,310,000

Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads
Local streets and roads

Capacity Expansion
Other
Maintenance
Maintenance

1
1
1
2

$
$
$
$

694,000
500,000
120,000
1,600,000

Local streets and roads

Intelligent Tran~ortation System

1 $

580,800

Bi(;ycle/Pedestrian

Enhancement
Capacity Expansion

3 $
1 $

1,350,000
18,000,000

Intelligent Transportation System

1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,021,000
12,000,000
5,500,000
2,970,000

Local
Local
Local
Local

streets
streets
streets
streets

and
and
and
and

roads
roads
roads
roads

Bi~cle/Pedestrian

Highw~

Local
Local
Local
Local

streets
streets
streets
streets

and
and
and
and

roads
roads
roads
roads

Perris Boulevard Widening from PVSD Lateral "B" to Cactus
Local streets and roads
Ironwood Avenue - Heacock to Perris
Local streets and roads
Perris Blvd. Widening - Ironwood to Manzanita
Local streets and roads
Reche Vista Drive Realignment - Perris/Heacock
Local streets and roads
Bridge Maintenance Program
Local streets and roads
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE~ This is a confidential work-product communication.
It is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution
is prohibited. Do not print, copy or forward.
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C~aci!r E~ansion

C~aci!r E~ansion

C~aci!r E~ansion

Maintenance
C~aci!Y E~ansion
C~aci!Y E~ansion

Capacity E)g~ansjon
Capacity Expansion
C~acity Exeansion
Maintenance

1
1
1
1
2

7,600,000
14,000,000
7,500,000
5,500,000
1,600,000

$

$

900,000

$
$

500,000
3,100,000

$

400,000

Federal

20,000

$

2,000,000

$

1,400,000

$
$

7,600,000
3,600,000

$

500,000

$
$

$

$
$

300,000

1,265,000
6,550,082

2,375,000

2,000,000

$
$

5,500,000
2,000,000

$
$
$
$

2,700,000
456,000
1,384,000
900,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

278,000
100,000
1,500,000
7,000,000
4,000,000
1,191,000

$
$
$
$

694,000
100,000
100,000
1,600,000

$

580,800

$
$

85,000
9,449,918

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,021,000
10,600,000
5,500,000
595,000
7,600,000
10,400,000
7,500,000
3,000,000
1,300,000
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Existing Commitment (If known)
Type of Project

Project Mode

Project Description

Project( s) Cost

# of Projects

Shortfall
LocaI

Ironwood Avenue - Day to Barclay
Cactus Avenue 1-215 Interchange
Ironwood Avenue Widening Perris to Nason
Alessandro Blvd - Western City Limits to Frederick
Box Springs Road - West of Clark to Barclay
Graham Street Crossing - Sunnymead to Hemlock
Moreno Beach Widening - Cactus to Auto Mall
Cactus Avenue 3rd Lane
Citywide Pavement Resurfacing Shortfall
AutoMail Improvements
Indian Street Bridge
Edgemont Street Improvements
SR-60/Redlands Interchange
SR-60fTheodore Interchange
SR-60/Gilman Springs Interchange
Nason Bridge/Moreno Beach Interchange

Local streets and
Highwaj'
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Local streets and
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway

roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads
roads

- - - - - -

~
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W
W
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Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Maintenance
Enhancement
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion
Capacity Expansion

roads
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,600,000
41,600,000
8,275,000
14,558,800
2,430,000
13,500,000
12,000,014
5,596,136
85,000,000
2,000,000
13,500,000
80,000,000
34,000,000
47,000,000
49,000,000
49,000,000

$

137,000

$
$

525,000
256,000

$

18,200,000

State

I

Federal

,

$$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

I

3,463,000
41,600,000,
8,275,000
14,033,800
2,174,000
13,500,000
12,000,014
5,596,136
85,000,000
2,000,000
13,500,000
80,000,000
34,000,000
47,000,000
49,000,000
30,800,000

$ 534,076,668
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February 17,2009

Meno's Stereo
C/O: Manual Topete
22570 Alessandro Boulevard
Moreno Valley, Ca 92553

Mr. Topete,
This letter is sent to memorialize our meeting at your property with Mayor Richard
Stewart, John Terell and myself regarding on-going signage violations.
At the meeting, you indicated that you intended comply with the Municipal Code with
the exception of the neon lights lining the windows of both your buildings. Staff stated
that neon lights may be subject to approval with some modifications and an application
submittal to the Planning Division requesting that the lights be considered an
architectural element. You stated that you would submit the application for the neon and
would also comply with the remaining violations by doing the following;
22570 Alessandro
"'

•
•
•
•

Apply for wall permit sign for middle sign facing Alessandro, which could
include adding integrated neon accents up to 10% of store frontage.
Replace east and west signs facing Alessandro with solid white plexiglas
panels.
Remove all neon signs from windows.
Remove neon from parapet(s).

14340 Elsworth

•

Remove parapet sign on the store.

MV00233475

'
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Staffhas granted you an extension until April!, 2009, to perfonn/complete all the above
including submitting the application to Planning reference the neon. During the
extension, you will not receive staff correspondences (i.e. Warnings, Notices or
Citations) nor will staff conduct reinspections of the site.
Should you have any questions or require additional assistance regarding this matter,
please contact me at
or via email at alb@moval.org. Thank you.

Sin~

od6

PJBrady
Code and Neighborhood Services Official
Cc: Richard Stewart, Mayor
Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
John Terell, Planning Manager

MV00233476
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
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To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager
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From:

Steve Elam, City Treasurer .~

Date:

February 10, 2009

N

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report
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Attached is the Monthly Investment Report for the month ended November 30, 2008.
All investments comply with California Government Code Section 53601 as to the types
of investments allowed and the limits of each type. In addition, all investments comply
with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
As background information, each quarter the· City Council recE?ives a Quarterly
Investment Report at a regular City Council meeting. In the two months that fall
between these Quarterly Investment Reports, a Monthly Investment Report is submitted
to the City Council and City Manager via internal memorandum. This reporting process
ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised regarding the City's
investments on a monthly basis, and that full public disclosure is made on a quarterly
basis.
During the month of November, investments in corporate notes with a principal value of
$4 million were sold at a net gain of $68,160. This action was taken to reduce the City's
investment portfolio risk given the recent destabilization of the financial markets,
consistent with the strategy discussed with the City Council on September 23, 2008.
The proceeds from these sales were immediately reinvested in instruments that do not
have the current risk associated with corporate notes, although they will also provide a
lower yield.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have questions or need clarification on
any information presented in the attached report.

Attachment
c: Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

J

MV00233477
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

C

Total General Portfoho

Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
TOEaIBorurYioceea:s

95,302,009
149,122,313

95,219,830
143,824,295

$245,920,502

$240,540,305

2,411,061
2,371,163

2,411,061
2,371,163

o

o

14,789
14,624,277

14,789
14,624,277
lP25;33f),7IO

$2~;7IU--

Deferred Compensation Funds
Book Value
Nationwi.de
$1,684,116
ICMA
3,318,202
TofaIDeIeJ:TeQ COilipeJiSafiOJ:\rtiil(fs~n;Ooz;.3rs-

Market Value
$7,684,116
3,318,202
lJIl,002;3IS J

Total Investment Portfolio

$276,879,334

r

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

$282,259,531

0.00Years

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophe.

~

Steve £lam
City Treasurer

Attachment 1
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Wells Fargo Bank

11/30/08

12/01/08

1,496,180

1,496,180

1,496,180

STATE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT FUND (LAIFI
GeneliI Fund
11/30/08
Community Services Districs
11/30/08
Redevelopment Agency
1lj30/08
TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF POOL

12/01/08
12/01/08
12/0lj08

39,495,580
16,737,125
39,069,305
95,302,009

39,461,523
16,722,692
39,035,615
95,219,830

39,495,580
16,737,125
39,069,305
95,3112,11119

2.568%
2.568%
2.568%

0.000%

INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
MMkt Acct-Highmark US Gvmt
TOTAL MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W
.j::>.
-..,J

<D

November 2008

CORPORATE BONDS AND NOTES
W.lshingfon Muttlal
Merrill Lynch
American General FInance (AIC)
Goldman Sachs
Citigroilil
American Express Centurion
Miiri;lili.lI & I1sliy Bank
JP Morgan Chase
World Sa.vings Bank (Wachovia)
Morgan Stanley
Lihman Bfos'Holding
International Lease Finance (AIG)
IntemationalLease Finance (AIG)
American General Finance (AlG)
WachoviaCorp
Bear Steams CO OP Morgan)
Lehman Bros Holding
Merrill Lynch
American General Finance (AIG)
HSBC Finance Corp
HSBC Finance Corp
Unilever Cap Corp
CIT Groltp
Berkshire Hathaway
HSBC Finance Corp
Goldman Sachs
Citigroup
GE Capital Corp
GECapital Corp
GE Capital Corp
GE capital Corp ..
Wachovia Corp
Auterka"nGeneriil FhlailCe (AIG)
Morgan Stanley
HSBC Flriance Corp
Credit Suisse USA
Wachovii Corp .
Bank One Corp OF Morgan)
. BanI< One Corp (JPMorgari)
Goldman Sachs
Bear Steams Co OP Morgan)
Lehman Bros Holding

11/30/08

A·
AAA+
AAAA
A+
A+
AAAA
A+
A+
AAAAA+
AAA+
A+
AAA+
AAAAA+
A
AAA
AAAAAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA+
A+
AAAAAA~

A+
A+
AAA+
A+

A2
Aa3
At
Aa3
AnI
Aa3
Aa3
Aa2
Aa2
Aa2
At
Al
Al
Al
Aa3
Al
Al
Aa3
Al
Aa3
Aa3
Al
A2
Aaa

Aa3
Aa3

Aal
Aaa
Aiia
Aaa

Alia:
Aa3

At
Aa3
Aa3
Aa3
'Aa3
Aa3
Ail3
Aa3
At
A1

07/17/07
06/05/07
06/21/06
08/22/06
07/17/06
12/27/05
05/31/07
10/20/06
10/20/06
07/21/06
. 06/08/07

12/02/05
03/26/07
08/08/06
09/06/06
05/12/06
08/25/06
07/12/07
116/08/07
01/13/06
10/15/07
03/30/07
1IS/08/06
01/15/08
115/11/06
06/05/07
111/30/07
03/30/07
'115/29/0706/05/07
-116/26/07 '.
06/05/06
OS/29/117
05/10/07
10/29/07 .
10/30/06
01/25/07
01/10/07
'03/30/07
03/21/07
OS/29/07
02/06/07

12/01/08

01/15/09
02/17/09
05/15/09
05/15/09
07/29/09
07/30/09
08/14/09
10/02/09
12/15/09
01/15/10
01/27(10
04/15/10
04/15/10
05/15/10
06/01/10
06/23/10
07/26/10
08/04/10
119/01/10
09/15/10
111/15/10
11/01/10
11/03/10
12/15/10
01/14/11
01/15/11
01/18/11
02/22/11
02/2~t

02/22/11
112/22/11
03/15/11
03/15/11
04/15/11
'115/15/11
08/16/11
10/15/11
11/15/11
11/15/11
01/15/12
02/01/12
02/06/12

4,075,783

4,075,7113

4,075,783

4,075,783

4,075,783

4,075,783

998,241
1,001,342
995,655
1,005,809
1,240,157
996,891
991,679
989,794
990,638
983,592
1,000;000
998,885
999,987
991,694
989,919
986,608
1,000,000
988,564
985,320
992,810
1,000,000
1,036,290
994,718
1,011,073
993,512
992,342
1,023,160
1,023,064
1;017,410
1,014,378
1,011:,382
997,360
971,400
1,034,154
1,037,307
1,002,305
1,002,780
1,018,817
1,021,448
1,039,016
998,278
1,000,000

590,0110
995,960
832,130
994,680
1,222,750
971,500
923;150
978,880
966;860
943,100
100;1100
799,370
799,370
512,750

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,250,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,0011,000
1,000,000
1,0011,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000'
1,000,000
1,000;000"
1,000,000

949~420

988,250
100;000
958,510
506,780
954,310
957,260
1,040,190
720;720
1,003,630
958,180
939,920
973;290
1,008,430
1,008;430
1,008,430
1;008;430
946,030
437,410
942,640
972,770
972,190
951,990
989,210
989;210
934,390
968,560
100,000
Page 2 of]O

1.00000

1

0.0061188

0.00611884

2.568%
2.568%
2.568%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1
1
1

11.160718
0.068108
0.158YH4

0.1607184
0.0681080
0.1589838

LAIF
LAlF
LAIF

{I.OOO%

1.00000

1

0.016585

11.0165855

Union Bank

46
79
166
166
241
242
257
306
380
411
423
501
501
531
548
570
603
612

0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.005087
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0;004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.0114069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
11.0041169
0.004069
11.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069'
0.004069
0:004069 .
0.004069
····0:004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
'0:004069
0.004069
"'0.1104069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069
0.004069'
0.004069

0.18718li7
0.3214728
0.6754998
0.6754998
1.2258693
0.9847647
1:04581139
1.2451984
1.5463248
1.6724724
1.7213037
2.0387072
2:11387072
2.1607855
2.2299631
2.3194872
2.4537733
2.4903968
2:6043365
2.6613064
2.7833847
2.8525623
2.8607009
3.0316105
3.1536888
3.1577580
3.1699659
3.3123905
3.3123905
3.3123905
3:3123905
3.3978453
3.397a453
3.5239928
3:6460711
4.0245138
4.2686703
4.3948179
4.3948179
4.6430437
4.7122214
4.7325678

Union Ilank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union nank
Union Bank
Union "!lank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union nank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Ullion Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union nank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Un\()Jt lIank
Union Bank
VnionBonk
Union Bank
. Union'Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union jjank
Union Bank

4.000'\(, 5.519%
6.000%
5.320%
4.625% 5.670%
6.650%
5.260%
4.500% 5.560%
4.375%
4.890%
3.950% 5.210%
3.800%
5.130%
4.125% 5.110%
4.000%
5.630%
4.250·/• 5.400%
5.000%
5.090%
5.000% 5.000%
4.875%
5.510%
4.375% 5.120%
4.550%
5.519%
4.500% 5.286%
4.790%
5.540%
4.625% 5.550%
4.625%
5.080%
5.000% 5.000%
7.125%
5.030%
5.200% 5.510%
4.200%
3.620%
5.250% 5.600%
5.000%
5.400%
6.500% 5.280%
6.125%
4.970%
6.125% 5.250%
6.125%
5.400%
6:125% 5.550%
5.350%
5.480%
4.000% 5.400%
6.750%
5.140%
6.750%, $.070%
5.500%
5.400%
5:300% 5.190%
5.900%
5.170%
5.900% '5.075%
6.600%
5.170%
5.350% 5.4111%
5.250%
5.340%

97.84900
101.08100
97.24700
103.48200
96.38700
98.31800
97.39200
96.39900
97:15900
94.90700
97:20300 .
99.64500
99.99700
97.84900
99.4491111
96.47100
97.24500
97.91000
97.2901111
98.12200
100.00000
106.79000
98.83600
101.58400
98.56900
98.69700
104.31200
104.03700
102.91900-102.40000
10U7000'
99.44900
95.24700 .
105.65900
105.38500
100.40800
100.45700
103.08600
103.35625
106.01900
99:74600
99.60000

640
654
684
701
703
745
775
776
779
814
. '814814
814
835
'835
866
896
989
1,049~

1,080
1;080
1,141
1,158
1,163
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Inveshnents Report

HSBC Finance Corp
Berkshire Hathaway
GE Capital Corp

AA·
AAA
AAA

Aa3
Aaa
Aaa

November 2008

03/13/08
03/24/08
02/21/08

03/15/12
05/15/12
10/19/12

TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

1,000,000
1,035,927
1,036,991

886,480
1;010,990
971,020

1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000

46,440,697

39,721,690

46,250,000

1,000,000
1,000,372
1,000,000
620,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
999,891
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000;303
996,635
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
- 999,744
1,000,000
1,000,000
996,348
1,000;000·
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
992,712
1,000,000
1,00S,768
988,962
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
999,139
1,000,000
997,017
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,014,639
1,000,000
-1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000·
1,000,000
1;000;000
999,433
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

1,001,250
1,003,130
1,004,060
629,492
1,011,560
1,024,380
1,016,950
1,002,500
1,010,940
1;030,940
1,009,380
1,031,880
1,006,880
1,006,880
1,043,750
1;019,980
1,013,130
1,009,380
1,038,750
1,011,880
1,010,310
1,007,500
l,OOl,270
1,001,140
1,011,410
1,002,810
1,025,810
1,011,250
1,004,380
1,005,000
1,004,060
1,001,880
1,015,310
1,019,380
1,018,660
1;013,130
1,028,750
f,022,450
1,003,440
1,003,750
1,004,060

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
620,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
],000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,0001,000,000
'1,000;000 .
1,000,000
1,000,000 '
1,000,000
1,000;0001,000,000
1,000,000 .

5.000%
4.750%
5.250%

5.000%
3:620%
4.190%

100.00000
104.30600
104.44000

1,201
1,262
1,419

0.004069
0.004069'0.004069

4.8872002
, 5.1354261
5.7743024

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank

u.s. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W

Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan MtgCorp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
Fed Fitrln Credit
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm Credit·
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home LOAn Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Nail Mtg Assn
Fed Fami Credit
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Horne Loan Mig Corp
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
FedFilriit Credit
Fed Ag Mig Co
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Farm Credit
Fed Failri Credit
Fed Nail Mig Assn
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Farm Credil
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Horne Loan Mig Corp
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loiin Mtg Corp
Fed Horne Loan Bank
Fed Nat! MIg Assn
Fed Horne Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Biink
Fed Farm Credil
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed Home Loan Bank
Fed Home Loan Bank·
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
Fed HomeToanBankFed Nail Mtg Assn
Fed Hoiiie LoarlMfifCorp·

AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AKA
AAA
AAA
AAA

XAA

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

Aaa

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

Aaa
Aall
Aall
Aaa

Aaa
Aaa

Alia
Alia

Aaa

12/16/03
04/02/04
10/02/08
04/20/04
04/20/04
08/17/07
02/14/05
10/06/08
11/03/08
09/07/06
04/28/08
03/29/05
04/29/08
05/05/08
01/26/07
06/15/07
07/02/08
07/28/08
11/29/05
04/15/08
04/28/08
05/05/08
12/15/05
06/23/08
06/30/08
01/22/08
06/05/06
03/24/06
03/24/08
04/07/08
11/19/08
04/14/08
05/19/08
06/09/08
06/11/07
10/28/08
07/14/08
07/20/06·'
02/05/08
02/12/08
02/25/08
03/1~08·'

AAA
09/29/08
Aaa'
IfAA
04/21/08
AAA
Aaa
10/26/06
AAA ' Aiia--- 10/28/08
AAA
Aaa
12/12/06
'··AAA
·03/12/08
AAA
06/12/10
" AAA
-Ma ·-·01/09/07

12/16/08
01/12/09
02/02/09
04/20/09
04/20/09
08/17/09
09/01/09
10/06/09
11/03/09
12/07/09
03/12/10
03/29/10
04/29/10
05/05/10
OS/26/10
06/15/10
07/02/10
·07/28/10
08/10/10
10/15/10
10/28/10
11/05/10
12/15/10
12/23/10
12/30/10
01/07/11
01/14/11
03/24/11
03/24/11
04/07/11
04/01/11
04/14/11
05/02/11
06/09/11
06/10/11
06/24/11
07/14/11
07/20/11
08/05/11
08/12/11
08/25/11
09/12/11
09/29/11
10/21/11
10/26/11
' -10/28/11
12/08/11
12/12/11
12/12/11
01/09/12'

1~004;690

1,011,560
1,005;120
1,026,250
., 1;025,310
1,000,620
1;000,310
1,010,630
1;003;260

.j::>..

ex>

0
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4.050%· 4.050%
3.875·(', 3.516%
3.250%
3.250%
3.000% 3.000%
4.020% 4.020%
5.000% 5.000%,
4.125% 4.140%
4.000% 4.0000;"
3.110% 3.110%
5.125% 5.095%
2.750%
3.020%
4.515% 4.515%
4.515% 4.515%
3;000% 3.000%
5.000% 5.000%
5.400% 5.420%
4.000% 4.000%
3.300% 3.300%
4.700% 4.940%
3.050% 3.050%
3.000%
3.000%
3.220% 3.220%
5.035%
5.035%
3.625% 4.000%
4.050% 4.050%
4.400% 3.530%
4.875%
5.470%
5.250% 5.250%
3.150% 3.150%
3.180% 3.150%
3.350%
3.350%
3.000%, 3.000%
3.250% 3.380%
3.600%, 3.600%
5.450% 5.450%
4.250% 4:250%
4.125% 4.125%
5.750% 5.750%
3.430%
3.430%
3.500% 3.500%
3.330%
3.330%
3.250% 3.250%
4.050% 4.050%
'3.250% '·3.250"/.5.300% 5.300%
·4':000%' 4.000%·'
5.020% 5.040%
3.600% 3.600% "
4.030% 4.030%
5:300% 5.300%'

100.00000
101.56200
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100;00000
99.93400
100:00000
100.00000
100.09700
99.50800
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99:95000
100.00000
100.00000
98.98600
'100.00000
100.00000
100:00000
100.00000
99.11600
100.00000
100.81250
97.60000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.63600
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
·100.00000
100.00000
. 100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
100.00000
99.90625
"100.00000
100.00000
100:00000

16
43
64
141
141
260
275
310
338
372
467

484
515
521
542
562
579
605
618
684
697
705
745
753
760
768
775
844
844
858
852
865
883
921
922
936
956
962' '.
978

985
998
1;016
1,033
1,055·'
1,060
1;062 .
1,103
1;107·
1,107
1,135

0.0651084
0.004069
0.004069
0.1749789
0.2604337
0.004069
0.002523
0.3557361
0.5737679
0.004069
0.004069
1.0580117
0.004069
1.1190508
1.2614755
0.004069
1.3754152
0.004069
. 1.5137706
0.004009
1.9003518
0.004069
1:9695295
0.004069
2.0956770
0.004069
0;004009
2.1200927
2.2055475
0.004069
0.004069
2.2869330"
0.004069
2.3561107
0;00"4069
2:4619119
2.5148124
0.004069
2.7833847
0:004069
2.8362852
0.004069
0.004069
2.8688394
3.0316105
0.004069
3.0641647
0.004069
3.0926496
0.004069
3.1252038
0.004069
3.1536888
0.004069
3:4344688
0.004069
3.4344688
0.004069
0.004069
3.4914386
3.4670230
0.004069
0.004069'
3.5199236
3.5931705
0.004069
0.004069'
3.7478030
3.7518723
0.004069
3.8088422
0.004069
3.8902277
0.004069
,. 0:004069'3.9146433
3.9797517
0.004069
0.0040694.0082367
4.0611373
0.004069
,[1343842
' 0.004069
4.2035619
0.004069
4:2930860"
0;004069
4.3134324
0.004069
- 0.004069 '-0215709
4.4884112
0.004069
. 0:004069 -·-4:5046883
4.5046883
0.004069
0.004009·
4:61Sfi280

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bimk
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bimk
Union Bank
UniOlt !lank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Ba.nk
Union Bank
UitionBank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Uiiion Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bilnk
Union Bank
"Union Biiiil(
Union Bank
Uitioit Bank
Union Bank
Union Baiik
Union Bank
UniiiiiB'aiil{
Union Bank
Union-BanI(
Union Bank
Unioii Balik
Union Bank
UniOli Bank-

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Fed Natl Mig Assn
AAA
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed NatlMtg Assn
AAA . Aa;i
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Fed Honui Loan MIg Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loa'n Bank
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Fed Horne Loan Mig Corp
AAA
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nail Mig Assn
AAA
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Aaa
Fed Nati Mtg Assn
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Fed Hoine Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Fed Nat! MIg Assn
AM
Ana.
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Fed Faint Credit
AAA
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
Fed NaU Mtg Assn
AAA
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Aaa
Fed Farm Credit·
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Fed Farin Credit
AAA
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Fed Nat! MIg Assn
AAA
Ana
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Aaa
Fed Hoine Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Fed Home Loan Mig Corp
AAA
Ana
Fed Home Loan Bank
Aaa
AAA
Fed Fiint credit·
AAA
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Fed Home Liian Bank
AAA
Ana
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home LoiiiiBaiik
AAA
Aaa
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
·AAA
Fed Natl Mtg-Assn'
Aaa
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Fed Hoine Loan Biink
AAA
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa
TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURmES
TOTAL INVESTMENTS

~

<
0

TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

November 2008

01/17/07
01/011/08
02/13/07
03/11/08
03/26/07
05/16/07
04/09/07
04/19/07
06/01/07
06/04/07
06/29/07
07/23/08
08/01/07
09/10/07
11/05/08
OS/23/08
OS/23/08
1l/26/0S
01/07/08
01/16/08
01/18/08
02/01/011
02/04/08
01/13/08
02/25/08
03/19/08
03/11/08
04/29/011
03/26/08
04/01/08
04/15/08
04/29/08
05/01/08
05/13/08
05/13/08
OS/20/08
06/03/08
06/10/08
06/10/08
06/10/08
07/02/08
07/29/08
07/30/08
08/1:2/08
10/28/08
11/24/08
10/15/10
11/26/08
11/26/08

1,000,000
01/17/12
02/08j:f2 .' 1.,000,000
1,000,000
02/13/12
1.,000,000
03/11/12
1,000,000
03/26/12
999,316
04/03/12
1,000,000
04/09/12
1;000,000
04/19/12
1,000,000
06/01/12
1,000,000
06/04/12
1,003,843
06/21/12
1,000,000
07/23/12
1,000,000
08/01/12
1,000;000
09/10/12
1,000,688
11/05/12
1,000,000
11/23/12
993,370
11/23/12
1,000,000
11/26/1:2
1,000,000
01/07/13
1,000,000
01j16/l3
1,000,000
01/18/13
1,000,000
02/01/13
1,000,000
02/04/13
994,120
01/13/13
995,978
02/25/13
1,000,000
03/19/13
1,000,000
03/11/13
989,445
03/20/13
1,000,000
03/26/13
1,000,000
04/01/13
1,000,000
04/15/13
1,000,000
04/29/13
1,000,000
05/01/13
1,000,000
05/13/13
1,000,000
05/13/13
1,000,000
OS/20/13
1,000,000
06/03/13
1,000,000
06/10/13
1,000,000
06/10/13
1,000,000
06/10/13
1,000,000
07/02/13
1,000,000
07/29/13
1,000,000
07/30/13
1;000;000
08/12/13
1,008,736
08/20/13
1,009,375
09/09/13
1,000,000
10/15/13
1l/26/l3· "1;000,000
1,000,000
11/26/13
98,605,833
149,122,313

1,018,440
tol0,940
1,006,780
:1.;004,690
1,029,300
1,009,240
1,011,250
1;031;560
1,037,810
1,015,770
1,080,000
1,023,130
1,074,060
1,0111,130
1,022,190
1,OI1,280
1,011,280
1,002,810
1,019,380
1,002;780
1,020,310
1,006,880
1,003,630
1,000,000
1,003,750
1,015,310
1,000,700
1,002,500
1,006,880
1,006,560
1,000,310
992,810
1,009,380
1,004,320
1,020,310
1,007,100
1,011,880
1,0111,500
1,013,130
1,025,310
1,017,080
1,034;690
1,005,630
1,005;000
1,036,250
1;018,750"·
1,025,000
1,022,500
1,020,940
100,026,822
143,824,295

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000'
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1;000;000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000;000 .
1,000,000
98,620,000
148,945,783

245,920,502

240,540,305

245,743,972

0
1'0
W
W
.j::>..

ex>
-->.
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5.145%
3.570%
5.300%
3.600%
5.000%
5.250%
5.150%
5.020%
5.300%
5.400%
5.450%
4.220%
5.250%
5.200%
4.125%
3.700%
3.700%
4.000%
4.625%
4.300%
4.000%
3.790%
4.125%
3.850%
3.750%
4:000%
4.500%
3.900%
4.125%
4.000%
4.250%
4.000%
4.250%
4.500%
4.125%
4.000%
4.350%
4.000%
4.500%
4.300%'
5.000%
4.625%
5.000%
!1:125%
4.625%
4;500%·
4.250%
3.500%
4.050%

5.145%
100.00000
3.570% ,., - 100.00000
100.00000
5.300%
10O.00DOO
3.iilio%
100.00000
5.000%
5.270%
99.90000
5.150%
100.00000
5.020%
100.00000
5.300%
100.00000
5.400%
100.00000
100.53800
5.325%
4.220%
100:00000
100.00000
5.250%
100.00000
5.200%
4.125%
100.00000
3.700%
100.00000
99.25000
3.880%
100.00000
4.000%
4.625%
100.00000
4.300%
100:00000
4.000%
100.00000
100.00000
3.790%
4.125%
100.00000
99.30000
'1..01%
3.850%
99.52500
100:00000
4.000%
4.500%
100.00000
·98:80000
4.170%
4.125%
100.00000
4.000%
100.00000
4.250%
100.00000
4.000%
100.00000
100.00000
4.250%
100.00000
4.500%
4.125%
100.00000
4.000%
100.00000
100.00000
4.350%
100.00000
4.000%
100.00000
4.500%
100.00000
4.300%
100.00000
5.000%
4.625%
100.00000
5.000%
100.00000
100.00000
4.125%
4.625%
100.00000
4.500%
·100~000OO
100.00000
4.250%
3.500%
100:00000
4.050%
100.00000

1,143
1,165 .
0.004069·
1,170
0.004069
0.004069
1;198
1,212
0.004069
1,220
0.004069
1,226
0.004069
1,236
0:004069
1,279
0.004069
1,2112
0.004069
1,299
0.004069
1,331
0.004069
1,340
0.004069
1,380
0.004069
1,436
0.004069
1,454
0.004069
1,454
0.004069
0.0114069
1,457
1,499
0.004069
1;508
0.004069
1,510
0.004069
0.004069
1,524
1,527
0.004069
1,536
0.004069
1,548
0.004069
0.004069
1,570
1,562
0.004069
1,571
0.004069
0.004069
1,577
1,583
0.004069
0.004069
1,597
1,611 ·0.004069
1,613
0.004069
0.004069
1,625
1,625
0.004069
0.004069
1,632
1,646
0.004069
0.004069
1,653
1,653
0.004069
1,653
0.004069
1,675
0.004069
1,702
0.004069
1,703
0.004069
1,716
0.004069
1,724
0.004069
1,744
0.004069
1,780
0.004069
'0.004069
1,822
1,822
0.004069

1.000000

4.7407063
4.7610527
4.11749924
4.9319623
4.9645165
4.9889321
5.0296249
5.2046038
5.2168116
5.2859893
'5.4162061
5.4528296
5.6156006
5.8434801
5.9167270
5.9167270
$,9289349
6.. 0998444
6.1364679
6.1446065
6.2015763
6.2137842
6.2504076
6.2992390
6.3887630
6.3562088
6.3928323
6.4172479
6.4416636
6.4986335
6.5556033
6.5637419
6.6125732
6.6125732
6.6410581
6.6980280
6.7265129
6.7265129
6~7265129

Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UnicinBank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Ba"k
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
Union Bank
UnioriBank
Union Bank
UiiiiinBank
Union Bank
Union Bimk
Union Bank
U niori Bank
Union Bank
UniotiBilrik
Union Bank

6.8160370
6.9259074
6.9299767
6.9828773
7.0154315
7.0968170
7.2433109
7.4142205
7.4142205
576 days

1.58 years

-~.

-

-----~---
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FHLMC
FNMA

Commercial Paper
Negotiable CDs
U.s. Agencies
IComorate Notes

Commercial

Paper
Negotiable

O~

~

Morgan
Keegan

Union
Bank

18%

2%

17,620,000
19,000,000
5,000,000
6,000,000

GE

HSBC

Wells
Fargo Sec Wells
20%

CDs
0%

7%

Agencies
39%

LAIF
Corporate
Notes

38%

19%

3.00
Dec 99

2.45

JunOO
Dec 00

i~7i

JunOl

1.98

o

2.50

+17'7",-------

DecOl

1.94
1.56

2.00

Dec 02

1.24

Jun03

1.58

Dec 03

:i:9i

Jun04

2.02
1.77
1.48

1.75

to 60 mas

r--v--\--------f

,.,~ 1.50 4~-------'t'='\

I

50% , - - - - - - - - - - .

(YX-

l.l5t----~

40%~~--~-----------------·

11- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1.47

0.75

+-1---------------------

Jtll1~06
DecOi'i

1.36

0.50

+-1------------------------

20%

Jun07

2.01

0.25

+-1---------------------

10%

i~90

Dec 07

1:49

Jun08

1.57

NovOa

1:58

0.00

+I-~~~-~~~-~~

~
~

o

8 8 5 S 8 S
§

~

~
0

§

~

~
0

§

~

~
0

___

a a
§

~

~
0

g g
§ ~
~

0

~

___

~

§

~

~
~
0

8
§

~

~

___

~
~
Q

~

§

-

~

~
~
0

ex>
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30%

__

~

§

-

7.3%
11.0%
16.3%
11.4%
13.0%
100.0%

17,870,000
27,000,000
40,000,000
28,000,000
32,000,000
245,743,972

.....

.j::>..

1'0

1 to12 mas
13 to 24 mas
25 to 36 mos

1.00

J~n05_

1'0
W
W

~----.-------------_ _ .

Jun02

DeeDS

<
o

2.75

2.25 1

Dee 04

~

2.16

A"er"~e Years to Maturity

I

~
~

z

0% "

','
1 Day

','

I to 12 mos

','

",

','

13 to 24 mos 25 to 36 mas 37 to 48 mas 49 to 60 mas
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Dee 98

,

"."

Jun 99

4.53
50(;7

junOS

5.98
6.30
5.32
3.72
2.17
2.06
1.32
1.09
1.26
2.09
2.75
3.45
4.38
5.21
5.00
4.91
3.34
2.36

1 rno
3rno
6mo
1 yr
2 yr
3 yr
5vr

0.Q1
0.44
0.90
1.00
1.27
1.93

Dee 99

JunOO
Dee 00

JunOI
DeeOl

Jun 02
Dee 02

Jun03
Dee 03

Jun

(}4

Dee 04

Jun 05
Dee OS

Jun 06
Dee 06

Jun07
Dec 07

5.49
5.10
5.64
6.35
6.54
4:96
3.26
2.69
2.20
1.70
1.55
1.47
2.13
2.97
3.81
4.70
5.13
5.25
4.80
2.89
2.57

5.81
5.68
5.98
6.18
6.20
5.60
4.71
3.94
3.29
2.49
2.60
2.62
2.81
3.17
3.53
4.11
4.47
4.82
4.79
3.91
3.73

D

U
1,7
1,5

~

0

~

W
W

./

Q7

/

~
~

hl
~J

43

/

7

~

wtI'
J rno

~
3

rn.

p

7

--

/'"

~

6.1
5.6
5.1
4.6
4.1
3.6
3.1
2.6
2.1
1.6
1.1

-0- 1 Year Treasury

0.6

-u-Moreno Valley

0.1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

o.m
U.60

/

0040
0.20

J!l

.S

&.

~

...~

-C-l1/28/08 =
-'-10/31/08

/
6mo

~--r../

1 yr

2yr

:\ yT

Syr

~

ro

W

Valley

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1.

~

19

1J

~Moreno

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#

,,A..

13

~LAIF

0.94
1.34
1.56
1.80
2.80

19
17
15

<
0

7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
l.5
l.0
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Cash
Local Agency Bonds
U.S. Treasury Obl{gations
State of California Obligations

5 years
5 years
5 years

No Limit
No Limit
No Limit

None
None
None

$1,496,180
0
0
0

1%
0%
0%
0%

N/A
5 yeilrs
5 years
5 years

CA Local Agency Obligations

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

5 years

U.S. Agencies .

5 years

No Limit

None

98,620,000

40%

5 years

Bankers Acceptances

IBO days

40%

None

0

0%

.180 days

Commercial Paper
Negotiable CD's

270 days
5 years

25%
30%

Al/Pl/Fl rating
Al/P1/Fl rating

0
0

0%
0%

270 days
5 years

1 year

No Limit

None

0

0%

1 year

Reverse -Repurchase Agreements

92 days

20%

None

0

0%

Corporate Obligations

5 years

30%

"A" rating

46,250,000

19%

5 years

Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

0

00;.,

3 years AWM*

Money Market Mutual Funds

N/A

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3 rating agencies

4,075,783

2%

Collateralized Bank Deposits

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

5 years

20%

"AA" rating

0

0%

Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)

5 years

No Limit

None

0

0%

N/A

No Limit

None

0

0%

N/A

No Limit

None

95,302,009

39%

Repurchase Agreements

~::;~;::~;di~:::::::t~::;LAiF) -I

1

* - AWM = Average Weighted Maturity

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W
.j::>..

ex>

.j::>..
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No Limit
No Limit
70%
10%
10% (5% per
issuer)
70% (50% per
issuer)
20% (10% per
issuer)
15%
0
20% (10% per
issuer)
Not Allowed
30% (10% per
issuer)
15% (10% per
issuer)

None
None
"AAA" rating
"AA" rating
"A A" rating
"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"AI/Pl/Fl" rating
None
None

"A" rating
"AAA" rating by 2
of 3 rating agencies

"AAA" rating by 2 of
15% (10% per
3 rating agencies
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
None
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per
"AA" rating
2 years
issuer)
20% ($500,000 per Top 25% of peer
I 2 years
group
issuer)
20% (10% per
AAAf/5l
13 years AWM*
issuer)
None
50%
N/A
3 years AWM*
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BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

Wells!'"rgQ
~
redemption fund
20350200
money market fund
redemption/ prepay Ii 20350201
money market fund
reserve fU)id
20350202
money market fund
rebate fund
20350203
money market fund
Wells rargQ

Series B Revenue
Series B Re'venue
Series A Principal
Series B reserve
Series A interest
Series B Interest
Series B interest
Serlea B Interest
~eJI0J'rgQ

22333500

22333500
22333501
22333503
22333504

2.Z33350S
22333506

22333508

lease pym! fund
!::'{!':!J.~,L!o:.~Q

1997_COPS

h'.~b.!"[gQ

12526001

12526107

reserve account

12526103

lease revenue
rebate account

125256ioo

hond fund
reserve fund
consin.ction fund
W<,!]~rgQ

construction fund
cnpliaiinteresi fund
cost of issuance
Well.s_I',,!gQ

reserve fund
admin expenses

cash
money mki fund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mli! fund

cash
WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund
WFGovtFund
WF Gov! Ftutd
WF Govt Fund
WF Gov! Ftutd
WFGovtF\1l\d

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

.j::>..

ex>

01

12,136

12,136

12,136

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

0.009%

0.88%

0.88%
0.88%

1.00000

l1/30/08

12/01/08

2,319
199,343
329
214,127

1.00000

12/01/08

2,319
199,343
329
214,127

0.88%

11/30/08

2,319
199,343
329
214,127

0.048%

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

0.787%
0.001 %

12/01/08
12/01/08

3,178

3,178

3,178

12/01/08
12/01/08

o

o

o

534,048

534,048

534,048

0.845%

o

0.00%

1.00000

0.000%

0.88%
2.71%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.013%

11/30/08
1i!30/08
11/30/08

12/01/08

27,587

27,587

27,587

0.00%
0.88%
0.88%
0.88%
0.88%

12/01/08

2,359,818

2,359,818

2,35cj~18

0.88%

12/01/08

9,187

9,187

9,187

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

0.036%

l1j3()j08

12/01/08

3

3

3

0.86"10

0.88%

1.00000

0.000%

2,933,822

2,933,822

2,933,822

l1/30/08

11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08

0.88%
0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

1,{)0000

0.000%
2.108%
0.109%
9.314%

I{d. ~!0'~~

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

11/30/08

12/01/08

11

11

11

1.70%

1.70%

1.00000

0.000%

Reh!ndinLQ!Y..!::!..;ill
money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund

11/30/08

12/01/08

o
o

0

0

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

0.000%

0

0

0.055%

12526104

money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund

'VF Govt Fund
WFGovtFund
WF Govi Fund
WF Govt Fund

11/30/08

12/01/08

14,048'

14,048

14,048

1.00000

12/01/08

407,839

407,839

407,839

0.88%
0.88%

0.S8%

11/30/08

0.88%

1.00000

1.610%

11/30/08

12/01/08

156

156

156

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

0.0010;;,

11/30/08

12/01/08

14,460
436,504

14,460
436,504

14,460
436,504

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

0.057%

1.172%
11.823%
39.586%
52.581 %

J.Q!l;;-1..e.~_~J{l'\letlt1~_lJon!.t

18042800
18042804

18042806

7007 T.1Xabl' L 'J5e It
II e B, n I
22277604
money mkt fund

222'l7ii05
22277606

WF Govt Jlund
WFGovtFund
WJI Govt Fund

money mkt fund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund

rnoneymk.t fund
money mkt fund

1'1

11/30/08

12/01/08

296,908

296,908

296,908

0.88"/11

0.88"("

1.00000

11/30/08
1i!3OjOS

12/01/08

2,995,616

2,995,616

2,995,616

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

10,029,797 10,029,797

10,029,797

2.10%

2.10%

1.00000

13,322,320

13,322,320

13,322,320

12/01/08

5,915,420

5,915,420

23.347%

841,$30

1.00000

3.323%

12/01/08

367,495
7,124,745

367,495
7,124,745

0.88%

0.88%
0.88%
0.88%

1.00000

841,830

5,915,420
841,830
367,495
7,124,745

0.88%

12/01/08

1.00000

1.450%

4.854%

12/01/08

t" Ut'l'l

WFGovtFund
WFGovtFurid
WFGovtFund

11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08

WF Govt Fund
WFGovtFund

11/30/08

12/01/08

1,229,776

1,229,776

1,229,776

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

11/30/08

]2/01/08

75,407
1,305,182
25,336,699

75,407
1,305,182
25,336,699

75,407
1,305,182
25,336,699

0.88%

0.88%

1.00000

0.88%

,\"10,,,.111 Refrnallci!!g

20350303
20350304

reserve
admin expenses

Totals

~

12/01/08
12/01/08

1997t~

expeme fund

~e!L~ Jl~l r&.o

11/30/08
11/30/08

CPD # 5

1993 CO~
12525900

, deUvery cost fund

WF Govt Fund
WFGovt Fund
WF Govt Fund
WFGovl Fund

dO
1
2
3
'4
5
'6

ii1'ii.itiiiNiilmtmIW .. jiijQ'AWfIrDJ.!J'iPiIl4'11lDt14
Construction Funds
5,915,420
5,915,420
5,915,420
PririCij'-"I& IriterestAccoi.iUs"~ 2,411;050
2,411,061'2,411,061
Debt Service Reserve Funds
2,371,163
2,371,163
2,371,163
CiliitodfAcc6tints
()
0
0
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
14,789
14,789
14,789
Other Accoiiilts ' .
.
'14;624,277 14,624;277
14;624;277
"~':;Jb,b~~
"~,JJ,;,710
25,336,710
Total Fiscal Agent Funds
Page 8 of 10

0.298 %

5.151%
100.000%
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GhNERAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AND BOND PROCEEDS BY ISSUER
Cash in Financial Institutions
State of California iAIF
H~ghmark U.S. government Money Market
General Electric Capital Services
MBIA
Wells Fargo Government Fund
ISIS Funding Corp
Federal Agriculture Mortgage Corp
Federal Home Loan Bank
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp
Federal Farm Credit Bank
Federal National Mortgage Assoc.
American General Finance
American Express
Berkshire Hathaway
Citigroup
CIT Group
Credit Suisse USA
General Electric Capital
Goldman Sachs
HSBC
JP Morgan Chase
Lehman Bros
Marshall & Ilsley Bank
Merrill Lynch
MorganStan.ley
Unilever Corp
WachovlaCorp
Washington
Mutual
Bank
.-...............
...
. ................
.
US Treasury Notes
Total

$1,496,180
95,302,009
4,075,783
0

Pool·

~
o
~
~

°
25,336,699
°
1,000,000

37,000,000
24,000,000
19,000,000
17,620,000
6,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,250,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
6,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
4,000,000
1,000,000
0
$271,080,671

.j::>..

ex>

(J)
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1%
35.16%
1.50%
0.00%
0.00 %
9.35%
0.00%
0.37%
13.65%
8.85%
7.01 %
6.50%
2.21 %
0.37%
0.74%
0.83%
0.37%
0.37%
2.21 %
1.11%
1.84%
1.84%
1.11 %
0.37%
0.74%
0.74%
0.37%
1.48%
0.37%
0.00%
100.00%

no limit
50.00%
15.00%
NA
NA
NA
NA
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10~OO%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and Community

Date:

February 5, 2009

Subject:

Update on Parks and Community Services Department Major Projects and
Center Rentals

1.

service~

College Park Phase II
Project Description: Located within Riverside Community College Moreno Valley
Campus, the park contains two soccer fields and a tot lot. Phase II build out will
include an amphitheater and sports lighting. The current Phase II improvements will
only include the sports field lighting.
Status: Staff has supplied RCC-MV the plaris and specifications for the sports field
lighting. RCC is currently working on CEQA (which takes considerable time),
drafting specifications, and bid documents for the project. At the meeting of August
13, 2008, reviewed RCC's responsibilities to take the lead on the project and put out
to bid.

2.

Rock Ridge Park and Cold Creek Trail Head (Beazer Homes Development)
Project Description: A pocket park and trail head located east of Nason Street,
south of Eucalyptus Avenue. The park will have tot lots for ages 2-5 and 5-12, two
covered picnic structures, drinking fountains, monument signage, and security
lighting. The trail head will tie into a multi-use trail. Amenities include a picnic
structure, drinking fountains, security lighting, and a parking lot. It is expected that
the park will be completed by spring 2009, and opened early summer.
Status: The developer is in the process of installing picnic shelters and plant
material.

3.

Cottonwood Park
Project Description: Located on the northeast corner of Indian St. and Cottonwood
Ave., the park site is approximately 7 acres in size. The park construction is funded

1
MV00233488

by bonds administered by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency. The site will
,be adjacent to a fire station, which will be designed and constructed concurrently.
·Status: Due to elimination of the fire station from the site, the project has been put
on hold indefinitely.

4.

Sheila Street I Filaree Avenue Neighborhood Park
Project Description: Located on the south corner of Perris Blvd. and Filaree Ave.,
the park site is approximately one-half acre in size. Funding for the park is
administered by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency. Planned amenities
include play apparatus, two basketball half-courts, benches, and water conserving
landscaping.
Status: The project is in design with Economic Development taking the lead.
Citizens attending the community neighborhood meeting on January 14, 2009,
approved a conceptual design for the park. Additionally, they decided they would
like the park to be called 'Patriot Park'. A' staff report will be going to the City
Council with the citizens' recommendation. Anticipated opening is in 2010.

5.

Cell Towers at JFK Park
Project Description: The two telecommunication providers will occupy one building,
located just outside the outfield on first base. Each company will occupy a ball field
light standard with their antennae.
Status: One of the telecommunications providers has elected to withdraw from the
project. Over the next few months, staff will be working on final building design for
cellular equipment and corresponding license agreement with the remaining
provider.

6.

Cell Tower at TownGate Park
Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
ball field light standard with their antennae.
Status: City Council approved the License Agreement with the applicant on
November 25, 2008. Construction is anticipated to commence in winter/spring
2009.

7.

Cell Tower at Weston Park
Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
monopine with their antennae.
Status: The project started construction on September 24, 2008. The estimated
completion is March 2009.

2
MV00233489

8.

Community Center Rentals

..: .. ,:..•.. ;\?.,:'. 'JaniJaiY~2lJ09 ,;;,,'C6;rle~~hc~,~andRfjcreatioh:Center·· .'
Date
1/3/09
1/4/09
1/5/09
1/5/09
1/6/09
1/8/09
1/8/09
1/8/09
1/10109
1/11/09
1/12/09
1/12/09
1/12/09
1/13/09
1/13/09
1/13/09
1/14/09
1/14109
1/15/09
1/15/09
1/16/09
1/17/09
1/17/09
1/18/09
1/19109
1/20109
1/20109
1/21/09
1/21/09
1/21/09
1/22/09
1/22/09
1/22/09
1/24/09
. 1/24/09
1/25/09
1/26/09
1/27/09
1/27/09
1/28/09
1/28/09
1/29/09
1/29109
1/30109

Event
Weight Watchers
Church Services
Weight Watchers
STARS Staff Training
Weight Watchers
Planning Commission
Parks and Recreation Commission
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Church Services
Weight Watchers
Joint Task Force Meeting
Community of Promise Meeting
STARS Staff Meeting
Weight Watchers
Homeowners' Association
FASD Meeting
Business Roundtable
STARS Job Fair
Weight Watchers
STARS Meeting
Weight Watchers
Chamber Installation Dinner
Church Services
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Riverside County Mental Health
Riverside County Mental Health
SBDC
MVEA Meeting
DPSS
Arts Commission
Weight Watchers
Citrus Hill High School Dance
Weight Watchers
Church Services
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Transportation Meeting
Transportation Meeting
Mass Care and Shelter
City Transportation
Weight Watchers
RCC

Guests
42
42
42
250
82
350
20
42
42
42
42
20
24
250
82
20
80
40
400
42
42
42
250
42
42
82
120
120
30
80
150
20
42
120
42
42
42
82
20
20
24
20
42
30

',:

.

Revenue
$170.00
$110.00
$140.00
$0
$260.00
$205.00
$0
$170.00
$170.00
$110.00
$140.00
$0
$24.00
$0
$260.00
$90.00
$36.00
$36.00
$0
$170.00
$0
$170.00
$1,849.00
$110.00
$140.00
$260.00
$1,623.00
$1,623.00
$36.00
$260.00
$1,908.00
$0
$170.00
$1,664.00
$170.00
$110.00
$140.00
$260.00
$108.00
$108.00
$36.00
$108.00
$170.00
$483.32

3
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': " ,';;;JaniiatY'2(jjj9:~:(CQ1i(~f~nc'i1'afldRe~featlcihg'Qfipter, ";:,,,:tt'~~

1/31/09
1/31/09

I Luncheon
I Weight Watchers

100
42
Total
Total

;;:~'_::}:::J;};"-';' J

Date
1/4/09
1/8/09
1/11/09
1/17/09
1/18/09
1/24/09
1/25/09
1/26/09
1/31/09

!

RevenueforJanua~2009

RevenueforJanua~2008

- :, --JahuaiY:20Q~?~'{$entoi CQmiiiuHiJY'~eriter- "
Event
Guests
Church Services
55
Cancelled Meeting
Church Services
55
70 lfl Birthday Party
120
Church Services
55
Support Group Meeting
20
Church Services
55
Homeowners' Meeting
25
Quinceanera
200
Total Revenue for January 2009
Total Revenue for Janua~ 2008

?~:':"6$i£!_-;;k~~:{:;;:> ~r?;~;4anutfrY2i)()9 ~ To Wri'Gii te :Com!fjunJtYCenter""

Date
1/4/09
1/10109
1/11/09
1/12/09
1/17/09
1/18/09
1/24/09
1/25/09
1/25/09
1/28/09
1/31/09

Event

Guests

60
Church Services
Cancelled Event
60
Church Services
100
Memorial Service
50
First Birthday Party
60
Church Services
Cancelled Event
60
Church Services
100
Baby Shower
50
Foster Family Agency
50
Adult Birthday Party
Total Revenue for January 2009
Total Revenue for Janua~ 2008

$1,709.15
$170.00
$15,476.47
$21,974.27

,

1-<,. "

Revenue
$195.00
$80.00
$195.00
$926.15
$195.00
$20.00
$195.00
$40.00
$1,886.15
$3,732.30
$2,040.00
<'::J;;L,~(":'

-, _'

Revenue
$330.00
$200.00
$330.00
$293.32
$708.32
$330.00
$200.00
$330.00
$713.32
$321.15
$868.32
$4,624.43
$5,018.61

4
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PART 1 CRIMES - All Zones

December 01 - 31, 2008
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595 records
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Crime Database
jj Arson (1)
Assaults (44)
•
Burg Att (2)
• Burg Cml (16)
III Burg Gar (l)
D Burg Mise (4)
•
Burg Res (131)
~ Burg Seh (6)
~ CaIjaeking (3)
Grand Theft (44)
•
Homicide Att (1)
Mise Fel (1)
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Rape (3)

Robbery Hnd Gun (20)
Robbery Knife (I)
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Theft fr Veh (113)
Veh Att (6)
Veh Theft (71)
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PART 1 CRIMES - Assaults
.!(JJiceJJl!£urtment

December 01 - 31,2008
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ASSAULTS
December 2008
44 crimes
Use of Handgun - 2
Use of Other Firearm - 1
Use of Knife - 3
Other - 9
Domestic Viol. - 20
Child Endangerment - 9
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Data was compiled from RMS/CAD data and is a
spatial representation Jor display purposes only. The
numbers may vary Jrom those reported to the State
and FBI due to editing and verification processes.
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41 Records
Crime Report
~ Catjaeking (3)
, Robbery Hnd Gun (20)
" Robbery Knife (1)
GQ
Robbery Mise (3)
® Robbery Stmg Ann (14)
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Data was compiled from RMSICAD data and is a
spatial representation for display purposes only. The
numbers may vary from those reported to the State
and FBI due to editing and verification processes.

273 records
Crime Report
•
Burg Att (2)
C1 Burg Cml (16)
iii Burg Gar (1)
f! Burg Misc (4)
• Burg Res (131)
lin Burg Sch (6)
If; Theft fr Veh (113)
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Data was compiled from RMS/CAD data and is a
spatial representation for display purposes only. The
numbers may vary from those reported to the State
and FBI due to editing and verification processes.
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Crime Report
Grand Theft (44)
... Petty Theft (110)
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Data was compiled from RMSICAD data and is a
spatial representation for display purposes only. The
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(iiiij Veh Theft (71)
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Data was compiled from RMS/CAD data and is a
spatial representation/or display purposes only. The
numbers may vary from those reported to the State
and FBI due to editing and verification processes.
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CITY MANAGERS OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and Members of the City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager~

Date:

January 29, 2009

Subject:

Press-Enterprise Headlines re: Retirement Offers

I am sharing the attached Press-Enterprise articles for your information. Each article addresses early
retirement incentives offered to employees of Riverside County and Moreno Valley, respectively.
While the articles are well-written, factual accounts of very similar "golden handshake" programs
offered by these agencies just two months apart, please note the difference in tone of the headlines
(Moreno Valley "sweetens" its offer).

Attachments: November 26,2008 and January 28,2009 Press-Enterprise Articles
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Riverside County offers early retirement packages to employees I Politics I PE.com I Southern California N...
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Riverside County offers early retirement
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liD Download story-p-odcast
08:58 PM PST on Wednesday, November 26, 2008
By JULIA GLICK
The Press-Enterprise

Riverside County is offering incentives for thousands of employees to retire early at the start of next year, a move officials
say could save millions of dollars and reduce the need for future layoffs.
The Board of Supervisors approved a plan last week that would boost retirement benefits to retirees 50 and older who
have worked five or more years for the county. They must retire between Jan. 1 and March 31 to qualify, according to
county documents.
The county will save money by reducing the number of longtime employees, who generally earn more than less
experienced employees with the same job title. Department heads would not be permitted to hire new people to replace
them.
"The goal is to reduce the cost of county government substantially over the next couple of years," said county Human
Resources Director Ron Komers. "This will accomplish that by elimination of positions, by allowing restructuring, by
paying the people less who perform the work."
More than 3,400 county employees would be eligible for early retirement. The county is offering to subsidize their
medical plan rates until 2011 and increase pensions by giving early retirees credit for two additional years of service.
The county is hoping at least 5 percent of eligible employees -- about 170 people -- take the package, Komers said.
County staff estimates that such a response would cost the county about $11 million for the incentives but save more than
$15 million annually in salaries and benefits.
Riverside County employs about 19,300 permanent employees.
The county's property tax revenues have flattened and are expected to decline next year, the county executive officer has
cautioned. Recovery could take several years or more.
County Executive Officer Bill Luna has asked department heads to slash their budgets by 25 percent over the next four
years. This month he capped staffing in all departments at current levels.

Reach Julia Glick at

orjglick@PE.com
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By DAN LEE
The Press-Enterprise

Moreno Valley will offer its employees an incentive to retire early as a means of cutting expenses and avoiding layoffs.
The City Council approved a plan Tuesday to give workers credit for two additional years' service with the California
Public Employees' Retirement System if they decide to apply for early retirement.
"We're making it available, and it's voluntary," City Manager Bob Gutierrez said by phone.
CalPERS provides retirement and health benefits to more than 1.6 million public employees in California.
Benefits are calculated by age, salary and length of service in CaIPERS, so getting credit for two more years of service
would increase those benefits.
Having employees retire early would save Moreno Valley money on salaries and benefits.
The city would have to pay CalPERS to give the employees the two years' credit, but that cost would be paid out over 20
years, city Human Resources Director Chris Paxton said by phone.
Workers must be at least 50 years old, have been a member of CalPERS for at least five years and must file for retirement
between March 28 and June 26, Paxton said.
About 135 employees are eligible, he said.
John Adams, a spokesman for the Moreno Valley City Employees Association, which represents more than 200 city
workers, said he does not know how many people might take the offer.
Riverside County and other agencies have made similar offers and only a handful of employees responded, Paxton told
the counciL
City officials expect at least a $5 million shortfall in the current fiscal year because sales and property tax revenues are not
meeting projections.
Four city employees were laid off and 40 vacant employee positions were eliminated in cost-cutting moves last fall.
http://www.pe.com/rss/inland/storiesIPE_News_Local_S_ eretire29 .3e9cfl3 .html
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.The City
. Council decided in June not to take a 10 percent pay increase for the current fiscal year, saving $6,780.
About $51,000 is being saved because Gutierrez and city department heads have decided not to take a 2 percent cost-ofliving salary increase for at least one year.

Reach Dan Lee at 9

or dlee@pE.com
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Services

Date:

January 8, 2009

Subject:

Update on Parks and Community Services Department Major Projects and
Center Rentals

1.

11/1;1

ttllf/

College Park Phase II

Project Description: Located within Riverside Community College Moreno Valley
Campus, the park contains two soccer fields and a tot lot. Phase " build out will
include an amphitheater and sports lighting. The current Phase" improvements will
only include the sports field lighting.
Status: Staff has supplied RCC-MV the plans and specifications for the sports field
lighting. RCC is currently working on CEQA, drafting specifications, and bid
documents for the project. At the meeting of August 13, 2008, reviewed RCC's
responsibilities to take the lead on the project and put out to bid.
2.

Rock Ridge Park and Cold Creek Trail Head (Beazer Homes Development)

Project Description: A pocket park and trail head located east of Nason Street,
south of Eucalyptus Avenue. The park will have tot lots for ages 2-5 and 5-12, two
covered picnic structures, drinking fountains, monument signage, and security
lighting. The trail head will tie into a multi-use trail. Amenities include a picnic
structure, drinking fountains, security lighting, and a parking lot. It is expected that
the park will be completed by January 2009.
Status: The developer is in the process of installing play equipment, picnic shelters,
lighting, and plant material.
3.

Cottonwood Park

Project Description: Located on the northeast corner of Indian St. and Cottonwood
Ave., the park site is approximately 7 acres in size. The park construction is funded
by bonds administered by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency. The
1
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following amenities are planned for the park: play apparatus, picnic shelters,
restroom, benches/tables, water conserving landscaping, and a parking lot. The
site will be adjacent to a fire station, which will be designed and constructed
concurrently..
Status: The project is currently on hold.
4.

Sheila Street I Filaree Avenue Neighborhood Park

Project Description: Located on the south corner of Perris Blvd. and Filaree Ave.,
the park site is approximately one-half acre in size. Funding for the park is
administered by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency. Planned amenities
include play apparatus, two basketball half-courts, benches, and water conserving
landscaping.
Status: The project is in conceptual design.
2009/2010.
5.

Anticipated opening is in FY

Cell Towers at JFK Park

Project Description: The two telecommunication providers will occupy one building,
located just outside the outfield on first base. Each company will occupy a ball field
light standard with their antennae.
Status: Over the next few months, staff will be working on final building design for
cellular equipment and corresponding license agreements.
6.

Cell Tower at TownGate Park

Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
ball field light standard with their antennae.
Status: City Council approved the License Agreement with the applicant on
November 25, 2008. Construction is anticipated to commence soon.
7.

Cell Tower at Weston Park

Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
monopine with their antennae.
Status: The project started construction on September 24, 2008. The estimated
completion is March 2009.

2
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8.

Community Center Rentals
,~~:g["'~~~ecemb'~t,C2tilJ8;R~~a7JXfiri1fjgi!/;i'liiFR~preatipfitCfiritiitJ~l::f;r,::};;,:"

Date
12/1/08
12/1/08
12/1/08
12/2/08
12/2/08
12/3/08
12/4/08
12/4/08
12/4/08
12/4/08
12/5/08
12/6/08
12/6108
12/7/08
12/7/08
12/8/08
12/8/08
12/9/09
12/9/08
12/10108
12/10/08
12/11/08
12/11/08
12/12/08
12/13/08
12/13/08
12/13/08
12/14/08
12/15/08
12/15/08
12/16/08
12/16/08
12/17/08
12/17/08
12/18/08
12/18/08
12/19/08
12/19/08
12/20/08
12/21/08
12/22/08
12/23/08
12/27/08
12/28/08

Event
STARS Job Fair
Joint Task Force MeetinQ
Weight Watchers
STARS Staff Training
Weight Watchers
City Employee Recognition
City Luncheon
City Meeting
MV Black Chamber Mixer
Weight Watchers
Family Services Association
Mayor's Gala
Weight Watchers
Church Services
MV Police Department Toys for Families
Weight Watchers
Community of Promise
Weight Watchers
Homeowners Association
Time for Tots Winter Party
MVEA Meeting
Weight Watchers
Community Symphony Concert
Hispanic Chamber Installation Dinner
Weight Watchers
Breakfast with Santa
Visterra Credit Union Banquet
Church Services
Weight Watchers
Brandon's Diner Holiday Party
Weight Watchers
City Meeting
City Luncheon
Sports Award Banquet
Contract Class Performance
Weight Watchers
Certa Mattress Event
Creative Solutions for Kids
Weight Watchers
Church Services
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Church Services

Guests
200
24
42
250
82
48
26
20
100
42
300
200
42
42
200
42
24
82
20
400
80
42
300
250
42
200
150
42
42
350
82
20
50
150
450
42
210
250
42
42
42
82
42
42

';',",

Revenue
$0
$0
$140.00
$0
$260.00
$36.00
$48.00
$96.00
$1,118.00
$170.00
$2,667.36
$1,549.00
$170.00
$110.00
$525.00
$140.00
$24.00
$260.00
$90.00
$0
$206.00
$170.00
$456.15
$1,799.00
$170.00
$0
$2,314.00
$110.00
$140.00
$2,236.36
$260.00
$36.00
$48.00
$0
$0
$170.00
$977.15
$2,019.15
$170.00
$110.00
$140.00
$260.00
$170.00
$110.00
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12/29/08
12/30108
12/30108

Weight Watchers
STARS Training
Weight Watchers

42
75
82
Total Revenue for December 2008
Total Revenue for December 2007

$140.00
$0
$260.00
$19,875.17
$20,144.33

(:f~1~1~!i~i~6~;;;'i:'J:~:;!i·t~::gp~cemf)~'i!f;~'iIJ08~':'7;$,entorcofriihiin1tf(¢~nte~;.~"r;>' ;~;;:1(;i2',:"·'.•.~,.' .

Date

Event

Guests

12/1/08
12/7/08
12/8/08
12/11/08
12/13/08
12/13/08
12/14/08
12/15/08
12/19/08
12/20108
12/21/08
12/27/08
12/28/08

Homeowners Association
20
Church Services
60
Homeowners Association
20
Neighborhood Preservation Meeting
20
NCNW Meeting
25
Bill's Special Kids
200
Church Services
60
Homeowners Association
20
Church Banquet
200
Wedding
200
Church Services
60
Wedding
200
Church Services
60
Total Revenue for December 2008
Total Revenue for December 2007

;\: "f:>

' 'December2008 ':";' ,TownGate Community Center
Event
Guests

Date
12/4/08
12/5/08
12/6/08
12/7/08
12/8/08
12/9/08
12/10/08
12/11/08
12/12/08
12/13/08
12/14/08
12/16/08
12/18/08
12/19/08
12/20/08
12/21/08
12/27/08
12/28/08
12/28/08

Holiday Party
125
Moreno Elementary Holiday Party
75
Cancelled Event
75
Church Services
Rose Society Meeting
30
EMWD Meeting
25
Riverside County Environmental Health
100
95
RCC Meeting
75
Church Banquet
50
Church Luncheon
75
Church Services
35
Holiday Chef Workshop
35
Holiday Craft Workshop
50
' Crossing Guard Meeting
Cancelled Event
75
Church Services
100
Wedding and Reception
75
Church Services
35
Holiday Dinner
Total Revenue for December 2008
Total Revenue for December 2007

Revenue
$40.00
$195.00
$40.00
$0
$80.00
$646.15
$195.00
$40.00
$651.15
$1,366.15
$195.00
$1,366.15
$195.00
$5,009.60
$4,338.45
;,"'~ .':~.y

,

Revenue
$371.15
$305.00
$200.00
$220.00
$0
$255.00
$195.00
$280.00
$525.00
$510.00
$220.00
$0
$0
$75.00
$200.00
$220.00
$955.32
$220.00
$548.32
$5,299.79
$9,520.99
4
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Highway 60/N ason Street
Development Activity
o

Development under construction in immediate area includes Stoneridge
Towne Centre, Stoneridge - Beazer, Savannah - Richmond American,
Beachwood - Granite Homes, and Autumn Glen - Young Homes.

o

Area is also access way to three schools, RCRMC, Aquabella and several
new and/or existing housing developments between Dracaea and Cactus.

Challenges to Consider
o

Timing of the two-phase Highway 60/Nason Interchange improvement
project.

o

Need to do "interim" traffic improvements to ensure effective traffic flow
through the area.

o

Interchange offramps operate at LOS E during peak hour traffic volumes
(7 to 9 a.m. and 4 to 6 p.m.)

Proposal
o

CitylRDA to facilitate installation of two "interim" traffic signals at
60/Nason (east bound and west bound).

o

Installation of interim traffic signals will improve peak hour operation to
LOS C or better and avoid queuing problems.

o

Cost for installation (prevailing wage/competitive bid) of two signals is
estimated at $500,000.

o

CitylRDA to contract with Stoneridge Town CentrelBeazer to install the
"interim" signals through a Reimbursement Agreement.

o

City to borrow the RDA the funds to reimburse the Developer.

o

RDA to repay the City's Capital Reserve fund over a 3-year period with
interest.

6/29/2007
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EXHIBIT B
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Public Works Department
Electric Utility Division
14325 Frederick Street, Suite 9
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805

February 9, 2009

FED EX
Thomas Ketcham
15363 La Casa Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Subject: New Departing Municipal Load Charges
Dear Mr. Ketcham:
This letter is in response to your e-mail dated December 13, 2008 that was addressed
to the City Council members for the City of Moreno Valley. Your e-mail referenced the
December 4, 2008 notice to Moreno Valley Utility (MVU) customers regarding Edison's
efforts to bill and collect New Municipal Departing Load (NMDL) charges.
As stated in the December 4, 2008 notice, MVU believes the NMDL charge
contemplated by Edison is inappropriate. MVU customers never received service from
Edison. Therefore, there should not be any charges due to Edison from MVU customers
for services never received. The purpose of the notice was to make sure that our
customers were fully apprised of the issue in case Edison attempted to collect these
fees outside the ongoing discussions between Edison and the City.
The City Council is committed to provide safe, reliable, and reasonably priced electric
service to the citizens of Moreno Valley. To that end, the City Council authorized the
financing of significant utility distribution infrastructure in March of 2007. That financing
included the construction of the Moreno Valley Substation located just south of
Cottonwood Avenue and west of Moreno Beach Drive. This facility was energized in
September 2007. Prior to September 2007, there were some power outages which
were caused primarily by the Edison source for the MVU system. The new substation
now provides a significant improvement to the reliability for MVU customers. As a
result, the frequency of power outages has been greatly reduced.
The primary MVU office is located at 14325 Frederick Street, Suite 9 in Moreno Valley,
just south of City Hall. Customers can make payments, obtain information, and meet
with MVU representatives Monday through Friday during business hours. As you
indicate in your e-mail, there is indeed a call center located in Hemet that supports

W:IElectric UtilitylLegislative & RegulatorylExit FeeslMVUIMVU Customer LetterlCustomer Follow Up\Ketcham Response 9Febe2009 - Final.doc
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Letter to Thomas Ketchaum
February 9, 2009
Page 2

MVU. The Hemet call center is staffed 24 hours per day by employees under contract
with the City and call center representatives can be contacted by reaching calling a toll
free number
The cost to provide customer service 24 hours per day
and 365 days per year is significant. The call center provides service for other
enterprises besides MVU. Combining call center services permits the City to provide 24
hour service at reasonable cost to the City. When MVU was established almost five
years ago, this location for the combined call center was identified as the least cost
approach.
MVU has opposed and will continue to oppose the imposition of fees on MVU
customers for services never provided. In fact, the City itself is in the same position that
you are in this regard. Since City facilities are served by MVU, the City is an affected
customer as well as the utility service provider. MVU will not abandon our customers.
We are continuing to work with Edison and our own team to work towards a resolution
for all MVU customers. Should the ongoing process fail to reach a resolution, MVU
would continue to stand with its customers in opposing this unwarranted charge.

Ge rge a son
Electric Utility Division Manager
Public Works Department
City of Moreno Valley

Cc:

Richard A. Stewart, Mayor
Bonnie Flickinger, Mayor Pro Tem
William H. Batey II, Council Member
Robin N. Hastings, Council Member
Jesse L. Molina, Council Member
Bob Gutierrez, City Manager
Bob Herrick, City Attorney
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer

W:IElectric UtilitylLegislative & Regulatory\Exit FeeslMVUIMVU Customer LetterlCustomer Follow UplKetcham Response 9Febe2009 - FinaLdoc
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and Community

Date:

March 9, 2009

Subject:

Update on Parks and Community Services Department Major Projects and
Center Rentals

1.

service~

College Park Phase II
Project Description: Located within Riverside Community College Moreno Valley
Campus, the park contains two soccer fields and a tot lot. Phase II build out will
include an amphitheater and sports lighting. The current Phase" improvements will
only include the sports field lighting.
Status: Staff has supplied RCC-MV the plans and specifications for the sports field
lighting. RCC is currently working on CEQA (which takes considerable time),
drafting specifications, and bid documents for the project. At the meeting of August
13, 2008, reviewed RCC's responsibilities to take the lead on the project and put out
to bid.

2.

Rock Ridge Park and Cold Creek Trail Head (Beazer Homes Development)
Project Description: A pocket park and trail head located east of Nason Street,
south of Eucalyptus Avenue. The park will have tot lots for ages 2-5 and 5-12, two
covered picnic structures, drinking fountains, monument signage, and security
lighting. The trail head will tie into a multi-use trail. Amenities include a picnic
structure, drinking fountains, security lighting, and a parking lot. It is expected that
the park will be completed by spring 2009, and opened early summer.
Status: The developer is in the process of installing picnic shelters and plant
material. Rain has adversely affected the project's timing. Each rain costs a few
days on delays. The benefits of this will be a longer plant establishment time.

1
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3.

Patriot Park (Sheila Street I Filaree Avenue)
Project Description: Located on the south corner of Perris Blvd. and Filaree Ave.,
the park site is approximately one-half acre in size. Funding for the park is
administered by the Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency. Planned amenities
include play apparatus, benches, and water conserving landscaping.
Status: Construction plans are in proCess. Anticipated opening is in 2010.

4.

Cell Towers at JFK Park
Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
ball field light standard with. their antennae.
Status: Staff is working on final building design for cellular equipment and
corresponding license agreement.

5.

Cell Tower at TownGate Park
Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
ball field light standard with their antennae.
Status: City Council approved the license agreement with the applicant on
November 25, 2008. Construction is anticipated to commence in winter/spring
2009.

6.

Cell Tower at Weston Park
Project Description: A telecommunication provider will occupy one building and a
monopine with their antennae.
Status: The project started construction on September 24, 2008. The estimated
completion is spring 2009.

7.

Aqueduct Bikeway Improvements Indian to Fay
Project Description: Aqueduct bikeway and landscaped trail head improvements in
the DWR section from the southeast corner of Indian and JFK to approximately 200'
past Fay Ave.
Status: This project will start construction this spring. Anticipated opening is
fall/winter 2009.

2
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8.

Community Center Rentals

Date
2/1/09
2/2/09
2/3/09
2/3/09
2/4/09
2/4/09
2/5/09
2/5/09
2/6/09
2/7/09
2/7/09
2/8/09
2/9/09
2/9/09
2/9/09
2/10/09
2/10109
2/10109
2/11/09
2/12/09
2/12/09
2/13/09
2/14/09
2/14/09
2/15/09
2/16/09
2/17/09
2/18/09
2/19/09
2/19/09
2/19/09
2/19/09
2/21/09
2/21/09
2/22/09
2/23/09
2/24/09
2/24/09
2/25/09
2/26/09
2/26/09
2/26/09
2/28/09

J=ebruary 2009 ~ CQrife'i'ence aridRecreation Center
Guests
Revenue
Event
$110.00
42
Church Services
$140.00
42
Weight Watchers
$260.00
82
Weight Watchers
$250.00
200
City Council Meeting Overflow
160
$1,463.00
Riverside County Mental Health
80
$206.00
MVEA Meeting
5
$640.00
Riverside County Office of Education
42
$170.00
Weight Watchers
300
$798.00
Riverside County Office of Education
Boy Scouts of America
200
$1,769.00
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
42
$110.00
Church Services
42
Weight Watchers
$140.00
24
$24.00
Community of Promise
44
$0
STARS Meeting
0
Ci!Y' Council Meeting Overflow
0
Weight Watchers
82
$260.00
Homeowners' Association Meeting
20
$90.00
STARS Orientation
44
$0
Chamber Mixer
200
$495.00
-Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Media and Communications Meeting
40
$60.00
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Wedding Reception
250
$3,816.15
$110_00
Church Services
42
Weight Watchers
$140.00
42
Weight Watchers
82
$260.00
WRCOG
72
$558.32
Stop the Violence
24
$30.00
STARS Meeting
44
$0
STARS Meetin~
350
$0
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
CPS Human Resources Testing
80
$2,062.00
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Church Services
$110_00
42
Weight Watchers
42
$140.00
Weight Watchers
82
$260.00
SBOC
30
$24.00
Mass Care and Shelter Meeting
24
$36.00
Rancho Belago Symphony
500
$397.24
Weight Watchers
42
$170.00
Arts Commission
24
$0
Foreclosure Prevention Conference
200
$2,860.00

3
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February 2009 - Coil'ference and Recreation Center
Total Revenue for February 2009 $18,584.71
Total Revenue for February 2008 $21,880.57

t· .

Date
2/1/09
2/2/09
2/7109
2/8/09
2/9/09
2/14/09
2/15/09
2/21/09
2/22/09
2/23/09
2/24/09
2/28/09

..

, ./

<,::
Date
2/1/09
2/4/09
2/7/09
2/7/09
2/8/09
2/14/09
2/15/09
2/21/09
2/22/09
2/25/09
2/28/09

February 2009 - Senior Community Center
Event
Guests
Church Services
60
Homeowners' Association
20
Quinceanera
200
Church Services
60
Homeowners' Association
20
Meeting
50
Church Services
60
Wedding Reception
200
60
Church Services
Homeowners' Association
25
Homeowners' Association
20
20
Support Group Meeting
Total Revenue for February 2009
Total Revenue for February 2008

Revenue
$195.00
$40.00
$,306.15
$195.00
$40.00
$306.15
$195.00
$1,611.15
$195.00
$40.00
$40.00
$20.00
$4,183.34
$2,813.36

'" :>/;[=ebruary2009 ':;.,. Town Gate .(;oinmuni!J' Center
Event

Guests
60
40

Church Services
Riverside County Transportation
Cancelled Event
80
Wedding Reception
60
Church Services
Cancelled Event
60
Church Services
125
Baptism
60
Church Services
50
Foster Family Agency
m
125
15 Birthday Party
Total Revenue for February 2009
Total Revenue for February 2008

Revenue
$330.00
$195.00
$200.00
$958.32
$330.00
$200.00
$330.00
$726.15
$330.00
$205.00
$931.15
$4,735.62
$4,878.08
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, City Treasurer ~

Date:

January 22, 2009

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report for the month ended October 31, 2008. All
investments comply with California Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of
investments allowed and the limits of each type. In addition, all investments comply
with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
As background information, each quarter the City Council receives a Quarterly
Investment Report at a regular City Council meeting. In the two months that fall
between these Quarterly Investment Reports, a Monthly Investment Report is submitted
to the City Council and City Manager via internal memorandum. This reporting process
ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised regarding the City's
investments on a monthly basis, and that full public disclosure is made on a quarterly
basis.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have questions or need clarification on
any information presented in the attached report.

Attachment
c: Betsy M. Adams, Assistant City Manager
Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00233518

l_. __ _

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY

State of California LA IF Pool
Inveshnents
-~T"'I'J"..
lOla} General
PortfolIo

96,702,009
146,999,062
11:245
*'"598 006

96,618,623
139,592,208
$238,107,765

Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
-Total BOiUfProceeas····

2A08,734
15,378,092

2A08,734
15,712,940

o
14,775
6,619,249
---$30,330,789

1.57
Years

o
14,775
6,619,249
$30,665,637--0.00--,
i

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W

---Deferi:eoLompeilsaliollFu·i,-ds·--·

BooJ{Value--MarkefV;ilue

Nationwide
ICMA
lotaI Deferred Compensation Funds

$7,684,116
3,318,202
$11,002,318

$7,684,116
3,318,202
$11,002,318

Total Investment Portfolio

$286,931,114

$279,775,721

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophe.

~

Steve Elam
City Treasurer

Attachment 1
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY

October 2008

Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Welj;Fa"rg~B~- __ - " - - - · · - - -__ --------·lW31/08-.~11/01/0S

--l,8%:935---1,896,9~---i:896:-935------'---------l:OOOOO------1--o.0077~o.00772~--------1

STATE OF CALIFORNIA LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT FUND (LAIF\
'GeneralFtuid
..
fo/317Olr--11/o1jog----5!f,495;5so----39/i61;5t3---39/i95;SSlf--:z:709%~~709%-=1:-00000-----r---O'i6-(j8911---()T60898:r~-·-iAfF--1
Comnulluty Services Districs
10/31/OS 11/01/08
18,137,125 - 18,121;;is5
18,137,125 - 2.709% 2_709%
'1.06000
i
0.073888
0.0738B77·
LAIF
~RedeveI6piiieiifA"ge~-·-·----·----------lW3VOS--1VOV08-----39;069;305--·39;035,615--·39;069,305--2.709"1O-2;709"/.--r.00000----l----0.159162--0.1591619------tAIF--l

TOTAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA LAIF POOL

.....

INVESTMENTS
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
rMMkfAcct:HH:ItiffifrICUS'GVffit.TOTAL MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS

-

96,702,009

96,618,623

96,702,009'

..

-

.

--IW31/OS--WOVOS----0-------0--------0"----·--0.ooo"lo-0.000"/o----0.00000------l-·-·--0.000000---0;OOOOOOO---UiiionBankj

.....

0

0

0

.

. "

.- .

NEGOTIABLE CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
[SUJiffiisr Haft!{.
. _..
-.
. - n::-----A;i2--- 05f~06--06fl5f09---"994;413---1;004;270---1;ooo'OOO- __4:415·1.;-·5.399%---97.24900·---227--0.004074--0.9247606----UiiionBank"'l
TOTAL NEGOTIABLE CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
994,413
UI04,270
1;000;000
...
..
.... .
n "

CORPORATE BONOS AND NOTES
iWasliingion MiiRial
A-----A2--~07/17/07-~-0V15/09~~997,041-'---620;ooo-~1;OOO;ooo--4:ooo%·--5:519%~-~97.8490(r-·--76--0:004074--0:3M6tJ.5-~-uruOnHank~1
Merrill LYnch
.. ' A k - . Aa3
06/05/07 02/i7/091,(JOt;S7i-993,230 -.
1;000;000' 6.006% 5.320%
10f08100
109
0_004674
0.444.0486'
Union B.mk •
rA.:mericanGeneralFmance(AIGr-----A-+-~Al--00f21/06--05/15/09--.--994;860----634;220---:r'ooo:OOO-~4~625%-5~670o/.~-97:2470(r~--196---0:004074--0:7984717--Union Hank-l
GoldnlanSilchs--"
... Ii.Ii.~Aa3
os/iillii) 05/15/09-1,006;872 ..... 989,690
,(000,000
6.650%5.260% "10:f4820()
. 196
0.0040740.7984717
Union BOnk'
iGE·CapiflirCorp--~~.. ----AA~Aaa--01f3W07 ____ -06f15/09~-.9S8;936-.-.- - .984;f40~-T;OOir;OOO-~5:250%____ 5:i60%-.-.-95:77700--.~227--.0:004074-.-M247606~on Biink ---:1
Citigroup
....
'.
Ali.
Aa1
07/17/06 07 j 29109--1,238,916
1,228;775
Ti50;0604~500%
5.560% -96.38700
271
-0.005'092 -1.380oii6
- Uni;)n-BilriiiAmericaJiExpress CenfiirionAr-Aa3-~12/27/05-.-.07/30/09~-'-.996;5or-___973;170---:r,OOO;ooo-~4:375%..-4:89O%-.- . -..98:318(J()~--272-~0:00®14.. ~.no8083r~~ UnionBan1'.""""J
MBNA America timk
AA+
Aaaoi/13/0608j03/09" 998;79i
"-994,2601,000,00-0
4.625%4:800%' "'99.48160
276
'0:1504074 - 1.1243785
Ufl;~n B.mk[Marsnall &OUSley Bai.ik--.--~..-.A-:r--AaJ--OS/31I07-.--08/14/09~-99O;693~.......... 911;900---1:'OOO;OOO-~3:950%- __ 5:210%~~. 97.392 ---.~.~287~.-0:004074.. -.Tr69i907~'-UnionBii1itJ
00
JP Morgan 'chase
...
- AA1i.a2 ~ -10;20j0610/ Oi/09
988,777 . '974,630
1, oiio, 000
3:800% 5.130% - 96.39900 - .. 336 .. 0.004074
1.3688086
Ufl;O-;'; Bank
iWOrldSavingS·Bai.ik-----------~-AA~~Aa2~--IW2W06··-12/15/09--989;S88"----·964,550~'---l,OOO;OOO--U25%--5~1f0·/.---97:t5900---410~-0!004074-"--1:670272C--'iJniOnBank"-]

Morgan Stanley

-.

A+

'Aia

07/21/06

Olj15/10

982;374

.

946,650

1,000,000

4_000%

5.630%

94.90700'

44i

0.004074

1_7965613

Union B.mk

!Wal~MarfStores ..--AA.---Aa2----02/23/05-.... 01/15/10-~··-998;695-·-T'oos;180--1~OOO;000---4:000%--4:120o/.---99A0700----44r--O:004074--r.7965613----UnionBank]

Lehman Bros Holcling
'At
Ai
06/08/07 01/27/10
998,250
130;000
1,000,000 .. 4~i50% . 5.400%97.20300
453'
0_004074
1:8454473
Union Bank
[International Leas'oF Finance (AIG)----·--AA~- ---AI---I2/02/0S-.- M/15/10'--'--998;817 ----7·11;8ao----l;OOO;000--S:OOOO;'--5.09O%---·--99:64SOO--·--53r----O:004074·~2:1632064-- unron BanK]
International Lease Finance (AIG)
AAA1
03/26/07 04/15/10999,986
741,880
1,000;000
5.000% 5.000% 99.99700
531
0_004074
2.1632064
Union Bank
rA"mericallGeneraIFiiiiflce(AIGr--~--A+--AI---08/08/06--05/15/10--99r,:!18---·-477;640--~-I;ooo;ooo---4:875%-5:510%~~97.84900---561----0:OO407C-2:2854215--Union-Bank"l

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
01
1'0

o

WachoviiiCorp
. . ..
AA:
Aa309/06/06 06/01/10
989,359
948,870 . '1,000,000
4.375% 5.120%
99~44900
578
0.004074 "2.3546767
Union Bank
[BearStearnsCciOPMorgan)---·---A-+---Ar--05/12/06--06/23/l0----985;894--··--977;600-·-----1;ooo;ooo-··--4:550"/o·-5.5i9%----96A71oo-----600·--·--0:004074---nW30n---UnronBanKj
Lehman Bros Holcling
A+
Ai
08/25/06 07(26/10
986,625
.. 130,000
1,600,000
4.500% 5.286%
97.24500
633
0.004074
2.5787376
Union Bank
:MemIlLyncli---~-AA-:-----Aa3---07/12/07--·-08/M/10·--987,995-·--~-92f,750---1;ooo;ooo--4.790%--5:540 0/0--97.91000-----.642----0:004074..-2:615402:r----UniOnBanlt]
American Generai Fii.-tance (AIG)A+
Al
06/68/07 09/01/10
984,621
480;910
1,000;000
4.625% 5.550%
97.29000
670
0.004074 -2.7294695
Union Bank
iHSBC FhlaifCeCorp ----___.... -----AA::---Aa3--01/13/06-~09/15/10-~-992,475--·-----929;810---~.. 1~000;0!i0----4:625%S:080%---·-98~12200--·--684---0.004074---2?865032---UiiionBank'l
HSBC Finance Corp
AA- .. Aa3 - iO/15/07 10/15/10
. 1,000,000
955,850
i,000,0005.000% '5.000%
100.00000 ..
714
0.004074
2.9087183
Union Bank
1Urulever-CapCOrp------.----A+--A1~---~3W07 ___ -11/00/l0-~
...-l;oo7;868-.--1;033;S80·---·1;ooo;ooo--·"--7~125%-5:030%--~106.79000--.-.-73C·-0:004074-·2:9779735 .......... --UiiionBaiikJ
crt Group . . .
.
..... A'
A2 - 08/0B}06' 11/03/10
994,489
617,170
'i;ooo,ooo
-5.200% 5.510%
.. 98:83600
. 733
6:004074
2.9861211 -. Union Bank
iBerKSlirreHatlii'way---... -·--~AXA-Aaa--- __ OVi5/OS-1~5JiO--·l;011~25---1;OI2;420--..........i;ooo;ooo___....4:200%-3:620"/.--lor:5S400~-.-77S---0:004074--3:1572222- Uniol1 Bank J
HSBC Finance Corp
. AA~'- Aa3
05/li/060i/14/11 . ." 993,257
. 920,180 . '1,000,000
. 5.250%' 5:606%···· 98.56900
." 80S
0_004074 . 3.2794373Union Bank
[Goldman Sac~--.-.-.--.. -.- ___ -AA-::--~Aa3-.-.06/05/07--00/l5/1C~-992;oo--.-931;OOr-~l;OOO;OOO~-5:ooo0/0--5:400%... --98:69700-.-.--806--0:004074-.-.-3:283511i~nfon!3ank ]
Citigroup
.. ~. . - AA-Aiioi/30/oj-oi/18/ill,024;06ii-W3,4IO· i,000;660
6:500% 5:280%- 104.31200
809 ... 0.0040743.2957326
Union Bank
rGECiii'ital~Corp
- - .AXA.:.. -A.:aa --03/3W07~.02/21111---1";023;928-.----989;790~ -i;OOO;OOO--6:r25o;o-4:970o/.-.-.f04:037oo---S44 ___-O:004074--3:-4383168--------umon Ban~]
GECapitalCorp
. AM' Aaa65)29/07· 02/22/"11
t;()18,06i
989)96'"
1;000,600
6.125%5:250%- 10291900
li44ii.004074-3..i383168· UnionBank
[GECapitil~Corp
. AAA-~Aaa---.-06/05/07~ ____o2/211J.r--....---r;014;917... -.-.-989~790~.--i;ooo;ooo-~6::f25·/.-5Aoo%-~.. ~102:40000-~.-.m~-0~004074~~3:-4~3Y68----uiiio~ !_ank-:1
GE Capital Corp ..
AAA-·Aaa
'·66126;07- 02/22/11-1);il,808 .. "-ij89}'90 _.- (000;000
-6_125-% 5.550%-- -iOi_B7000···- 844" '0.004074-- 3.438316B
Union Bank
[lY...cl1oviaCorp .~ . A A - : - A a J - .-06/05/06-.- .. 03/f5,1J1~-........970;371~.~-927;I70--~l;ooo;ooo-.~.S;35O"/.-.5:480% _____99:449lJij-~-86S~.-0~004074~.-3:5138674 ' _,vruo." i§i<]
Amerlcan Genei8J Fillance (AIG)
.. Ai--Af-05ji9/07' 63/i5/11
·997;2M-·-----386;iho··
1,000;000
4.00'0%'-5.400%-' '95.24700-865- -0.004074 ·3.5238674
Union Bank
iMorgallStaruey----~--. .- - - -__A~AaJ-.-.-05/1W07---·04/15ff1-.-.1;035;354.. --933;i2ll-~~f;oOO:OOO-~6.750%-5:r4()%-.- ___1()S~6.5900--.-.-.~g96--.O:004074--3:650i562-UilionBiillkl
"i-ffiBC Finance Corp . . ....
AA-· Ai.3 'ili/29/oi 65/i5)li .. 1,038;573 "'"943,580
1,000,0066.750%5.070%iOS.38500 "-926
0:004074
3.7723713
tirllo';Bank
iCredifSwsseUSA
AA--___Aa3--.~.f0/3!V06--08/16f11----1;oo2;376---952,42(f--l;OOOllotr-·--5~5()()o/~-~-5~4OO"/0-.-.101f40800---1;OIr---O:004074~-4J:5f23SO .' UnionBank J
Wachovia Corp
AAAa3 . 01/25/07 .' 10/15jll1,002,86094::i}J30
1,000,000 . 5.300%' 5.190%10(':45700 1;(J79" 0.004074
4.3956681
UnIon Bank
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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GE Capital C()rp .
AAA
Aaa
. OZ/15/0S02/15/12
1,000,000
894,020
1,000,0004.000% 4.000%'
100.00000
. 1;2020.0040744.8967498
Union Bank
[HSBC Finance Co~~-----.AA:-----Aa3---'03/13j()8-..-.-03/1S/12:-~OOO;ooo·--·--869;920----1;OOO;ooo-'·S:000%-:'.OOIWo---100:00000-.--~1;231--=--O:0040'74~~·.·S:01489'l()~··--UnioIiBank]
Berkshire Hathaway
AAA
Aaa
03/24/08 05/15/12
1,036,793
992,2io
. 1,000,000
4.750% 3.620%
i04.30600
1,292
0.004074
5.2633949
Union Bank

[GECipitalCo1'j>-·--''---'------AAA-·''-Aaa--.0~2l/08-~10{19/12--1;037,785---922,300---1',ooo;OOO--S.25O"/o·4:19O"/0--104:44000·--·"·1:;449'--0:004074--S:9029871--UiiionBank"l

TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS

. . . . .

49,409,738

41)159,775

49,25if,OOO

....

. ..

....

..

U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURmES

;FedNati Ii'ltg"Assn (DiscourifNote) · "__ - - - -.. ·--09/29/08--·-11ji7/ri8·---0r91;956----1~999$)O--·2;ooo:ooo~--2:34i;o;o- 2:346%--99:li9g33--~-17--0:008148--0::f385f04"---Uniiin Bank""']
Fed Home LOan Bank
.. .
AAA
12/16/03 12/16/08
i,ooo,ooo
1,001,880'
1,000,0004.050% 4.050%
100.0000046
0.0040740.11>73964
UilionBank
!FedHOiil"eLoailMf~Corp ---.----AAK-..Aaa:--04/02/04.... --01/12/09---"I:OOO;-645---i;oo2;'190--'1;ooo:OOO--3~S75%'"-3:516%---[01:56200---73·---0:004074--.0::2973900--·UnionBiiikJ
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
10/02/0S 02/02/091,000,000
. 1;001,880
1,000,000
3.250% 3.250% .. 100.00000
.... 94
0.004074
0.3829405
Union Bank
!FedNatlMtgAssn--~---~-AAA-~Aaa'-04/2Oj04'--04/20j09-~--620;ooo---626,591-.-.--620;oo(f---3:000%-3~OOO%--100:0000!J--l7l--O:002526~-(j:43196BO~--UiiionBiiiikJ

Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
..
'.
AAA
04/20/04 04/20/09
1,000,600
1,006,2501,006,000
4.020% 4.020%
100.00000
'. 171
0.004074
6.6966258
Union BinI<
[Fed FiiiiileredH.. -.-~~------AAA-Aaa--.00fl7107-··-08/17/09---1-;ooo;ooo-~-1»16;S60--~i;OOO;ooo~-5:(J(I()%----5.00I')Ofo-" ___100:OOOOO--"29O-~0:004074-.--nS14122--UiiionBoolIQ
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
Aaa
62/14;05 09/01/09
999,879-1.008,750' - 1;000,000
4.125%4.140% .. 99.93400305
0.0040741.2425197 Union Bank
!FedHomeLoan Bank--------KKA--.-.-----10/06/OS--10/06/09-.-. -1~;ooo--1,()()2;19O"""-"i:OOO;ooo.. -4:()oo<>/.--4:0000/.---100:00000"--340·--O:OO407C--1:385[OO9~-. UnionBiiikl
Fed Farm Credit
..
AAA' Aaa
09/07/06 12/07/09' 1,000,328
. 1,020,940 .. . fooo,ooo' 5.125-%5.095%
'100.09700
. . 402
0.004074
1.6376817'" union BinI<
iFedH~i':iteLoan BiiiiJ(
.AAA"
.. O4/28IOS--.03/12/10.. --996-;416~-'993/l4O~.~1:ooo;ooo~"-2:750"/.--3:020%--""·99:50S00-"""""~497·""'-0:()04074--2.024696O .....-~lJiiion.s~"]
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA--03j29/0S 03(29/10i;000;606
1,016,250i;600;00()
4.515% - 4.515%
100:00060
514
0.004074
2.0939512Union Bank
!FedHoofeLoanBiiiiJ(
MA
tl4/29/08~-04l29/1()-.~.- .r;ooo;ooo---.-.995;940.. ~-1-;OOO;ooo-. .f.515"/.-.f.515·/o~.100:00000-.--'545-.-0:004074~-2:U0240l~- Umon BiilikJ
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
05/051oJJ-'0,5105/lO ... -i;ooo;ooO
--995,940
'l,OOO;iJO()
3.000%'3:600% .. ·loo.ooobo551
0.004074
·2.2446-83I··Union·Bank
!FedFiiim credit . ..._KAA-~.~..-.--.-.. 0lf26f07--05/26/10~-:1~OOO;(J(I()~--I;o25;940~.~.. ~l:OOO;ooo-~" 5:(J(I()%~ 5:000%""~.-100:00000~--S72"'- 0:004074"-.- .. 2:3302337---- lJ IiionBiitlf]
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AM
Aaa ... 06715707 06/15/10 -999,730'
1;016,430' 1,000,0005.400% 5:420% - <)'.1.956005920.004074'- i.4117104 - . Union 'Bank
!FedNiillMtgAssn -KAA-.----·07/0~08~.-07/02/10-..-.~O)()()~OOO-~0lO7;S10-~--l;ooo;ooo~-4:000%-4:oooofu---l00:00000----609--0~()04074~.~
.. 2~48l19656-- Union Batik"]
Fed Farm Credit .. ..
AAA- Ailii
07/2S(()B 07/28/10 . 1;000,000
1;60b;b'OOl,000;b6o" - 3:'300% -3.300% ... 100:00000
. 635
0.004074
2.5868853
UmonBank
iFedHomeLoanBiiiiJ('''--MA--Aaa---11/29/05--00fl0/10''-'--996;f68~~-1,o21;SS0--1;ooo;ooo--4.700%--4:940%-~·98:98600-~~.~64S--0,()04074--2~639845l...-··"UnionBiiik"]
Fed Home Loan Bank
.
AAA
04/15/08 10/15/10
1,000;000'
995,940'
1,000,000
3.050% 3.050%
100.000()0
-'7140.004074
2.9087183
Union Bank
iFedHomeLoan:BiiiK----~-----KAA·-~-----04/28/08"-10/28/10~-I:OOO;OOO-~99S;ooo"--1;OOO;ooo---3:000''Io''--3:0000/0·---100:00oo0---727-.. 0:004074--296f67sr-UmonBatiKJ
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
05/05/08 11/05/10
. fooo,ooo'"
99S;440
1,000,000' 3.220% 3.220% . 100:00000
735
0.004074
2.9942688'
UnionBank
iFed·.HomeLoaii'Biiiil{----------JiAA------11/24/06-·-11/24/10-·-'.. "i;ooo;ooo--1;oot;S6O---1~OOO;ooo--·S:100"/o' .. -5:100%--100:00000-.---754--0:004074---3:0716717--UnionBiiiiJ(1
Fed Home LoanMtg CorP
'AAA
"li/15/05 12/15/10
1,000,000
1,002,9601,000;000
5.035% 5:035%
ioo.oOOOO
775
0.604074
3.1572222
Union BinI<
[Fed HomeLoanMtgCorp--""---KA"A--Aail""--'06/23/08---12/23/10---992;417---1,oot,570--1;OOO;ooo-.-"3:625%-4:000%--'99~11600----783---o:t)4074---3~1898129-'--Union Biilik-l
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
. 06/30/08
12/30/16
1,000,000
1,007,690
1,000,00b
4.050% 4.050%
iOO.OODOO
790
0.004074
3.2183297
Union Bank
IFed FarmGe'dit---..---·-.. - .. -"--KA"A--Aaa--0l/22/08.. -0l/07/11---1'OOS;996-·--1,003;130--"'--1,000,000-'--4:4000/0-3:530%-. '--10MI250---'79S--'O:004074--'--3:2509204'---UiiionBaiiK]
Fed Ag Mtg Co
...
.. . 06/05/06 01/14/11
988,528
975,932
1;000,000
4.875% 5.470% "97.60000
805
0.004074
'3.2794373
Union Bank
:Fed HOOie LoatfBanJ{--.....--------AAA--Aaa---·03j24/06--03/24/1r--1~;ooo·--1;009;~W--t.;ooo;OOO---5:25O%--5:25O%---100:00000---"'-·87C~0~004074'"-.-.3:5605319'" ..~-·UiiiilnBaru<J
Fed Farm Credit
AAA
Aaa
03/24/08 03/24/11
1,000,000
990,940
1,060,000
3.150% 3.150%
100.00000
874
0.004074
3.5605319
Union Bank
iFedFinnCi'edit--:---~. ------p;XA--.-.-··-04/07/08--04/07m---1;ooo;(J(I()--990;940--1;ooo;ooo·--3~1BOo/.·-3~15O"/.---I00:00000'''~--S88--0:004074-''3~6175656''"~UiiionBatik'']
Fed Nat! Mtg Assn
...
AAA
Aiia" 04/14/08 64/14/11
1,060,060
999,060 .. '1,000,000
3:606% 3.000%100:00660
. B95 ...... 0.004074 ... 3.64608i4 . Union Bank
i!edFarmCredit
"AA"A--Aaa---"05/19/08~.-05/02/1i~-998/l49---·994;690--1-;ooo-,ooo--3:25O·/.""'3:380%-.-.-.--99~63600--~913-.-0:004074...-.-.3:7194114~-UiiionBaiiKl
Fed Home Loan Bank
MA
Aaa
06/09/08 06/09/11"
1,000,000
. 999,060 1,000,000
3.600%3.600% "100.00000'
951
0.004074 . 3:8742172
Union Bank
!FedHomeLoanMtgCorp-~.-.~--AAA-.- ..~-.-... 06f11/07--06ft\V1f--1;IlOO;OO:r--i;014;360-.--1';OOO;ooo--'5~450%~5~450%--I00:00000--9S2---0:004074"""-3~87S29'10--Uruoii'Baiik"'l
Fed Nat! Mig Assn' .. . . - .
-AAA .. Aaa . i6/28/0866}24/il . (OV(6391;007;500- "1,006;000- 4.250% 4:250%
100.60000 - -966-0.0640743~9353241 - tJriion Bank .
lFedHomeLOaii'BanI<
AKA
07/14/08-.-.07/14/11--0)(10;000-.--. 't~,5oo--"'1;OOO;ooo--4~125·/.--4:i25%~~I(jlfOOOOO--. -986-.-O:004074--4:i),H,B014--UnionBaiikJ
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
'MA .. Aaa
07/20/06 07/20/1i
1;000,000
1,017;370'1,000;000'- 5~:i50%5:750%
... liJO:OOOOO ..... 992'" 0.0046744:0412444'
union BaTIk
!Fed'Home loan Biiil<------.-·~KKA
02/05/08-.~.-OW05flc--t;OOO:OOO---999;060'-"'·""-'1;ooo;ooo""""-·3:43()%-3~4300/;-"-100.00000-~1;008-.-0:004074-.~.4;1064258-.-.Uruon BanK1
'Fed Naii Mtg-Assn-'" - - .... -... - .... 7Vi. A.02112/0S .
1i/11 - i,06b,000i,00i,2s0 . '1,000,000 .. -3.500% . 3.500%'''' 10().00000 '1,015 ._. '0.604074 .... 4~i349426- -- Union Ballk .
iFed:HomeI;5;iD·Biiilt----·
KAA---~~
.. 02/25/08-'.-OW25/11..........,.~-f;tKiO))()O~-.-99'6;250~·--1,ooo;()(j()~~3:33(}%-3:33(}%--.-100:()()()()()-~l;o28- ____():004074""""""4:-187cj()25-- U!ii0n'Baitl(]
Fed Home LoanBank~AAA03}li/OB 09/ti/l1' 'i;ooo;ooo
'-994,060'
1,000;000 -3.2s0%3.250%~ "ioo:oooOO
i,046 .. 6.604074 .. ' (Z6123i5 .
Union BanI<
iFeaFarm Credif'......~...~
.. ----AA-A~-. ~~.--09f2'9/08-.-0\1/29/1r~i~-;OOO--. T;()()I;250~-1,ooo;ooo~4:0s00/0-.r:05()0/0--""'---fOO:OOOOO-~~.1;063~.-O:~74-.~.~.4:33048b7~"~Uitio.n_B¥ik:1
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp AlI.A
Aa" ····04i2i70810/ii/lf
1,000;000"
996,360
- 1,000,000
3.250% 3.250%-' 100.00000 .. l,0850:0<i4074-';f4201iiC
Union Bank
!FedHmne Loait1Jai1k------~-AAA-.-Aaa -[W26f06~ ___[W2-1?11--.-.1]JOOJj(j()~-1;018-;440---1;ooo;ooo--S:3OO"/0........S:300%~-.100:0()()()()--1,090·~-O:004074--. 4~4404803-.. -UrucmBiiiik"'l
Fed Home Loan Bank
..
- 'AAA
Aaalil/28/08'10/i8/il1,00();01i0'1~006,8BO'
'1,000,000
4:000%" 4.060%
106.00000
1,092
0:004074 . 4:44B6Z7'f
UnionBank
!FedHome UlanBiiiiJ(~~.-·-.-.-.-·-AAA........-:~... --OS/Z1/07=11l2i/1r:----I;OOO))()()--.-i~IMfi;~--T,Q()();ooo-.-S:25O"/0--5:25<I%~-.~.100;0()()()()~-.-1~1i6... ~0:~4~.-4:s4i)4O()lJ~·--UiiionBiiitl{]
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ioo.ooOO()

i;24i().0040745.6597032

UnionBIDk

,--99:900o().----1~25il--0:OO4tl74--5;092293If--Uiiio...1Bankl

.-__.--.-_-5.150% 5.150%
. 100.000001,i5{
0.004074" 5.1i67:369
UnionBaTIk
.. ------AAA~_- - ...-----04/19/07-·~.·d4/i9i12---__:_1~OOO~{)(](J____::_--~-1:025;630--_--1~~-.- . 5:(jto%--_5;0200/o__~--1:00:000oo---U66-:---0'004074-~5:I5747S2----UnionBaiikl
,Fed HometoanBaiik-Fed Natl Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
05/11/07 05/07/12
LOOO,OOO
1,000,310
1,000;000
5.300% 5.300%
100.00000
1,284 - 0.004074
5.2308043
Union Bank
iFedHome·LOailBaiik---·--·---IflfA-.----·--·-06/0f/07-.-06/tl1112--1:OCiO;ooo---1)J32:B10-.--i;llOO~---5;300%-5;3(J(JO/o--l00:tlOOCiO--1;309---0:004074--S:33265Oi.-.--UiiionBaiik1
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
06/04/07 (6)04/12"
1,000,000
1,oi6,580
- Looo,oOO
5.400% 5.460%
100.06000'
1;312
0.004074
5.3448716
Union Bimk .
;Fed Farm Credif-~-------'~ __ TAA--A~-06/29/07~.-.. 06j2f/12---1;oos;933~-l:055;ooo-~1,000;000--- 5.450%--5.325%---100:53800-.-},329...-O:OO407C-5:41"41.26S-- Umon Biiiilq
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
AAA ..
. 671'2:3/08 - 07/23/12
1,000,000
. 1,007,BI0 "1,000,000 -4.220% 4.220%'
100.(10000 -.. - 1,361'
0_004074
5.5444896
UnioriBank
!FedFarmcreQi.------__ ~--AAA"--Aaa-'0Bj0f/07·-0Bj0f/12--0JOO;ooo--..-'1;046;250-:-'-l;ooo;OOO--. 5:250%-5;250%-.-~1(J(j:otlooo----1,370-'-O:004074-_-5:5811541--Umon Bink.,
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
AAA
09/10/07 09/10/12
1,000,000
Im7,190
1,000,000
5.200% 5.200% .. 100.00000
UI0
0.004074
5.7441075
Union Bank
[Fed HOD\e LoanMiji"C?rr. .....
AAA
... tl5/23/0S-:'-~1'1/231L2"'--.~;cKlO;ooo---=----- __97';1;090""-·__ ~l;ooo;ooo______ 3~700'l'.--3:700%---~-101fOOOOO-.-~I~:---tl:004074---6:0455713=~{J~ion BaitI']
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
OS/23/08 11/23/12
993,231-· 979,090
1,060,000· 3.700% 3.880%
99.25000
U84
0.004074
6.0455713
Union Bank
!FedHomeLoan Bink--.. AAr------_~.Of/07/08-.-..-0f/fJ7/f3-'--1;ooo-;OOO---1~S~0----1;ooo~-.-~4:625%---U25%-~10(fOOOOO----l;S29-~O:004074--'6'2288939'~-UruonBaruq
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAAOiii6/0B 01/i6/13 ·1,600,000
998,880
1,000,000- 4.360% 4.300%
100.00000 ··1,538
0:004674
6.2655584" Union Bank
!FedHOiileLOai1Baruc-------AAA~~-----tl111l!/08~-Of/18/13---r,OOO;ooo~-990;ooo~·--1;OOO;ooo--4:000"/.;-4:0000/0-~100:00000-~--1;s40--0:004074--6:2737060-'-UmonBiiiik""""'

. . . ... - ....

".

.

-_.
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.
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.
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.
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..

. .-_.....

_.... j

Fed Farm Credit
AAA'
62j01/0802/6i/1.3 - T060,ooo -976;880 1;660,066
3.790% -3.790%-100:00oooT554 - 0.604074
6:3307397
Vnion Balik
AAA~--~---01/04lOS-~07104ji3--r,OOO;ooo-~-990;840---1;ooo;(J(JO--4:125%-4:125%-~1(J(j;OOOOO--1,557--O'oM074----·-6:3429i'i12--UiiiOiiBarucl
IFedHOiileLliii1MijfCorp
'Ped Home LOan iiimk .. ' A A A A a a
02/13j os o2/i3;i3
994,()o:f
975;3101;OOo,boo
3.850%K.. Ol %
99.30000
1;566-0:004074" (jj796258V:rdon Bffrik~
!FedNiiUMfgAssn
'~AAA--... ----OZ/25/OS-.-07125/13--~-995;S99----~978:130--~.-.~t;000;000· _____ 3.750%-3:8500/0-...- .99:52500--~-1;S78-""0:004074----T4285118..- . Umon Biiilq
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa03/19/08 03ji9113
1,000,000
988,130 .. '1,000;000--4:00'0%- 4:060% -100.00000
- 1,600
0.004074
-6.518i362- - Vinon iiimk
:FedHomeLoanMigCorp--'---~-AAA~'-A~-03/11j08~-03/11/13--1~ooo;ooo--999;630~---'1~;CiOO-'-~4:500%'-~4:500%---100:tlCiOOO--1;S92--0:004074-~6:4855455-- UmOilBaiik'
'Fed Farm Creilit . .
..
.,
AAA
Aaa
04/29 j08 03/20/13
989,240968,750
1,000,000 .... 3.900%4.170%
98.80000
1,601
0.004074
6.Sml00 ..... Union Bank J
:Fed Home LoanBaruc----------A"A"A------03j26jOS-.. 03/26/13---1,000;000--'-990;310---1;000;000.. ~4,1250/0~4:t25%-.---100:00000~~1;607--():004074---6:s466530-~UiiiOiiBiiiiKl
Fed Farm Credit
.
AAA
04/0i/08 - -04/01/13
1,000,000
986,250
1,000,000
4.000% 4.000%' - 100.00000
1,613
0.004074
6.5710960
Unioriiiank '
:Fed Fiiimcredif-------'--···-·-----AAA·-------~--04/15/OS--04/15J13----1,000;O()()"--992;B10-------1,ooo;ooo------4:250%--·4:250% --·1OO:00000---1;627--0:004074-'-6:628'1297----UruOilBiiiiKl
Fed Natl Mtg Assn
AAA
Aaa
04/29/08 04/29/13
1,000,000
950,940
1,000,000
4.000% 4.000%100.00000
1,641
0.004074
6.6851634
Union Bank
..-.- . -_--~--.-.AAA.--:-A3.fI""-05jOl/OS--05j0f/13----1;ooo;000·--992;Bl0-- -.1;000;000---4:2500/;-4:250010---100:00000----1;643-----0:004074----6:6933111--UiiioiiBank:j
!FedFiii'iiiTreiiit-Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
65/13j08 05/13/13
1,000,000
- 990,130 1,000,000
4.500% 4.500%
. 100.00000
1,655
0.004074
6.7421971'
Union BaTIk
(Fed NiiHMfgAssii-- ------.-- ---A"AA----Aaa ----05/13/0S--·-05j13/13----1;ooo;oocr--·- 990~--- '-1~OOO;000·------4:125%-U25%-.-·-loo:00000-------1;655----0:004074---6.742197C-Uiiion Bank:j
Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp
AAA
OS/26/08 OS/20ji3
1,000,000
96B,530
1,000,000
4.000% 4.000%
100:00600
1,662
0.004074
6.7707i39
Union Bank .
!Fed.FarmCiedif-·----·---------AXA-------'06j03jOS---06/03/13--T'OOO;ooo---995'OOO---1;000,000--~--4:350%---4:350%------100:00000--·--·-'1;676----0:004074'--6:8277476--UriioiiBank:j

Fed Home Loan Mtg Corp

.

AAA

Aaa

06/10/0B

06/10/13

1,OOO,boo

985,220

1,000,000

4.000%4,600%"

100.00000

1,683

0.004074

6.8562645

Union Bank

iFedHomeL·oanBank----__.------AA"r·-Aaa----06/10/0S---06j10j13--1;(J(JO'OOO-----1~1;S60-----1;ooo'OOO--4:500"/o--4:500%--fOO:()()(J()(j---·--1;683----0:004074'--6:8562645'-'UiiioiiBank:j

Fed Farm Credit
AAA
06/10/0B 06/10ji3
1,000,000
. 994,690
1,000,000
4.300%' 4.300%
100.60000 .
1,683 ,. 0,004074
6.8562645
Union Bank
iFedHoilliLoan Mfg-Corp-.. --AAA--..-.---07/01/08 -.-.07/0Z/13--' __1~OOO,ooo·-.--1;010;S20-.--1;000;000-..-·5:000"/o~5:000"/o--.100:00000--1,705 ~-O:O04074~.-.6:9458888----UiiionBanlf]
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa07/29jOB--07/29/13 - . i,ooo,doo
1.,(103,440i,OOO,ooO ·4:625% 4.625%
100:00000··
1,7320.004074 - i055BB24
Union Bimk
!Fed Home LoanB'iiiil(-_ ..... ,AA"A-.-.-Aaa---07/3OfOS---07/3Oj13..~.-l;(J(j();ooo-.-.-1;OO5;ooo~-l;ooo,ooo---5:ooo%-5;(J(JO%---100:0000("---'1;733~-0:004074---7:0599562---"UiiionBank"]
Fed Home Loan Bank
AAA
Aaa--""Osji2/0B OB/i2/i3-i,600l;00- 1;003,440' 1,006;006
4:125% '4.125%
'iOO.OOOOOl~746
0:004074
7.1129161"
""lJnioriIiank
iFed HomeLoan Baruc---~----AAA~-A~1i:V28/OS--08/20j13--1,otl8~736--0J02,500---1;ooo;ooo--4~625%--4:625%-~100:00Ci00--~t;754--0:004074--7:14550"68---UiiiOii'Bank:'
'FedFannCrediC..... AM,
···iojis/lOio!15/i31,OilO;O()()9"76;880i;00d,dOO4.250%4.25O'%--100.00000
1;8100:0040147.3"36415
UriiclllBank-'
TOTAL U.S, GOVERNMENT AGENCY SECURITIES
96,594,910
96,728,163
96,620,000
573 days
TOTAL INVESTMENTS
146,999,062
139,592,208
146,870,000
TOTAL GENERAL PORTFOLIO

245,598,006

238,107,765

245,468,944

~

<
o
o

1'0
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(,0

01

1'0
1'0
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17,620,000
19,000,000
5,000,000
6,000,000

1LOmmerClal Paper

Negotiable CDs
U.s. Agencies
Corporate Notes

Paper

Morgan
Keegan

Union
Bank

0%

18%

0%

Commercial

19%

LAIF

GE

HSBC

Wells
Fargo Sec Wells
Fargo
Bank

Agencies

39%

LAIF
39%

Corporate
Notes
20%

40%
3.00
2.75

Average Years to Maturity

+1--------------------

20,870,000
28,000,000
39,000,000
29,000,000
30,000,000
245,468,944

2.50 + 1 7 7 " . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.25
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8.5%
11.4%
15.9%
11.8%
12.2%
100.0%

til' 1 - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

30%
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1 Day
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1 to 12 mos
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1mo
3mo
6mo
1 yr
2yr
3yr
5vr

0.46
0.94
1.34
1.56
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2.80

0.92
1.60
1.78
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2.28
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

Local Agency Bonds

I

5 years

No Limit

None

5 years

No Limit

None

5 years

No Limit

None

180 days

40%

1 year

No Limit

-

-.-

;~~~~l~~;:,::_~~--- .;~!;- ;~~~_ ----__~:.":-:--=[~=-~~-=-~: ~I_~Y'''!
Local Agency Obligations

u.s. Agencies
,DanKe£s Acceptances

Repurchase Agreements

o

years

96,620,000

39%

5 years

None

o

0%

180 days

None

o

0%

1 year

49,250,000

20%

5 years

1O%'~~ p,;_____;..:::__:.::::=~tL_...,
issuer)
70% (50% per
20% (10% per
issuer)

20% (10% per

"AAA" rating
Eligible for
purchase by Fed
Reserve Bank
"AI
None

one
Corporate Obligations

5 years

30%

"A" rating

r--------·~-·----~-----I-.. ~---~--·---

-----1--·---·-

:Mutual Funds

NjA

20%

"AAA" rating by 2 0
3 rating agencies

o

0%

3yearsAWM"

Money Market Mutual Funds

NjA

20%

"AAA" ratiTIg by 2 of
3

o

0%

3 years AWM*

5 years

No Limit

None

o

0%

2 years

5 years

20%

"AA" rating

o

0%

2 years

iLUUCllt:rdU;t;t:u

Bank Deposits

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities

30% (10% per

~~~ De~~:;s (Certifica~~-~~-De;~:it) r~;ea:~---;~~imit'--'----'-

---~·-·~1

15% (10% per
issuer)

"AAA" rating by 2
of 3 rating agencies

15% (10% per

"AAA" rating by 2 of
3

"AA" rating

----I----~------ 0% --I---;-;~:-s---'-2QO!;'(~~Ouo:~~0 per----Top 25o~t;of peer-'I

None

Issuer)
20% (10% per

* - AWM

=

Average Weighted Maturity

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

01

1'0
01

"A" rating
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BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

~

• !

Center~

money market fund

WF Govt Fund.

'1:0/31/0-811701;08 ····~i2,124~~i24--12;i24--o.S8o/~·--O'88"r.--iiiocMJO·-o:o4o%

20350200

redemption/prepay Ji

20350201

money market fund
WF Govt Fund
10/31/0B 11/01/08
rreiervefund-~·-··-20350~~moneymarket fund--"WF Govt Fund ---------i0j3i/cis·-i1jo1/Oi

2,317
199,152

2':317
199,152

2,317
199,152

0.88%
0.88% 1.00000
O.OOB%
0.880/:;·"11.88% -- 1.000ii0o-:ii5'7Kl

rebate fund

20350203

328
213,921

328
213,921

328
213,921

0.88% . 0.88%

money market fund

.

1

[redemption fund

WF Govt Fund

10/31/0B

11/01/08

1.00000

0.001 %
0,705%

CI'D#5
22333500
money mkt fund
WF Gov! Fund
--10/31/08--11/OVO-8-3,175 --3-,~-3,175----O:-S8% 0.88%-- 1.00000--0.0100/';]
22333501
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
10m/OS
11/01/08
0
o·
0
0.88"/"
2.71 "j~ 1.00000 O.ooOo/~
Series A Principal
fSerleSBre.erve---22333503 ----money mktfund'---'WF Gov! Fund---.- .-----To,i3'17oS--i1/01/08 533,536~3,536---Sj3;S36~80/;-o.88"/;-I·000oo-·i~759Dk-j
~

iSeries B Revenue-

Series A interest
fSerles-Biiiterest

22333504
22333505

Series B interest

22333506
money mkt fund
2233350S:--money mktfund

!serles Bjnterest-·-·

1997 COPS

~Q

:delivery~ostfnIld

12526001

money mktfund
WF Govt Fund
money mkn\iIi(f-----·-W'F Gov! Fund
WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund

1997 Lease Revenue

10/31/08
10/31/OS

l"~~Lls li.!!gQ

2005 J ('.IS(> 1~l'I,/(,l1l1e

.

WFGovtFund

l!.'-1!U'ilrgo

interest account
fund
admin expenses

rreserve

(,0
(,0

01
1'0
(J)

0.88%
0.88%

1.00000
1.00000

0.091%
7.773%l

9,178
3
2,931,004

0,88%
0.8S%

1.00000

-'T.OO(j{jC)

0.030%
0.000% ]

°

fl()nd~l'.t~

money mkt fund
money mktfund
money mkt fund
money mkt fund

9,178
3
2,931,004

°

WF Govt Fund

mo;"~y mkt fund

WF Govt Fund

-10131/08-i1/01/08- 1,550,8ssT,ss0,88S-

.

Cash

10(31/08

..

10/31/08

11/01/08
11/01/08

22277604
.

2227760522277606

j

0.046o/~
1.354%
0.962%

1,5sQ,888~-O:S8o/;;---0.S8°/;;-1.ooooo

-5.lijOrl

0.88%
0.88%
0.S8%.
0.88%

0.88%
0.88%
0.88%
0.88%

'lund

money mkt fund

_0.000%

1.00000
1.00000
1.QOO(iO
1.00000

11/01/08
11/01/08

i

0.048%

3,033,763
3,033,763
3,033,763
0.88%
0.88% 1.00000 lO.UCi2%
-334,848 --··--·-----·-·334,848-- O.OO"j.;-O.oo"j:-o-i-:-OOOiiO-· O.ooO%l
12,714,364
17,633,862

12,714,364
17,299,015

12,714,364
17,633,862

2007 r'!:S:>'~".lS':.lI~!'£.r!.~~ 1!'!I!ds - l'l"clllc UUlli.x

22277601

0.88%
0.88%

0

14,034 -1~ 14,034
410,788
410,788
410,788
~-lOJ31/OS~mo1/08~91,657
291,657
291,657
10/31/08 11/01/08
14,446
14,446
14,446
730,925
730,925
730,925
10Pi/08
10/31/08

WF Govt Fund
WFGovtFund
WFGovtFund
WFGovtFund

0.00%

0.00%

1.00000

41.919%
57.035%

°

WF Govt Fund
-10/3i/Oli--lf70Tj68--·"-10S·---1cis----"105"--c---0•88 i;'---O.88% 1.000Ci0--o.Ooo°r.--l
money mkt fund
WF Govt F~d
10/31/0B 11/01/08 5,909,834
5,909,834
5,909,834
0.88%
0.88% 1.00000 19.485% .
money li1ictfun'(i"----WFGovt Fund·-------··- 10/3VOs---l1/1ii;o8__ 1,56ij.sf-r,s61,"23:r-l,561;2j2-- 0.88%-0.88%-1.000005.147%]
money mktfund
WF GovtFund
10/31/0S 11/01/08
367,142
367,142
367,142
0.88%
0.88% 1.00000
1.210%
1,0,,8,313
7,838,313
1,0"0,"'"
money mkt fund

.0JJ..iomilll Refilli1I1Q!':!g,

20350300
203503Dl
20350303
20350304

revenue
interest
reserve
adnUri expenses

WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund
Wif'"Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund

1bj31j(iS
10/31/08
10/31/08
10/31/08

Totals

1'0

9,178
3
2,931,004

27,560
27,560
0.88%
2,357,551 - - 2,357;5Sr---O.88%

11/O't!0S __ --0-~---O~---~O--"-y:88%-'O.8Solo'"l:00ll(l()

mon~y ~tfund

,:revenue fund

o

10/31f08~

investm.entagnnn-t--'·Ca.~----------io/31/08-1VO:ii08

18042806

27,560

i1/61lOs .-..

construction fund

construction fund
rcapitafiilterest fund
cost of issuance

~

11/01/08

18042800
!bondfund
reserve fund
1B042804
'capital iJiti'rest fund·--·· 18042805

V\','II" I''''go
iinterest fund

<
o

11/01/0B

ReflllHtingJ:;jJyJliill

money mkt fund

Wells Farg2
jexpense fund
reserve account
rfease~
rebate account

12526107
12526103
iill56100
12526104

10/31/08

-~.~--107jj7i)8-1i/o1jo~;S5i-

IYl!.f

13,680
0.88%
11/01/08 "13~ 13,680 0.88%
0
0
11/01/0B
11/01/08 -""'1,228,596 1,228,59"6""' 1,228,596--- 0.88%

°

11/01/08

75,334
1,317,610
30,665,636

75,334
1,317,610
30,330,788

75,334
1,317,610
30,665,636

StII11111ill~~

Construction Funds

5,909,939
5,909,939
5,909,939
.'::-2-.~-'-.. -.. --:-PrinCi[al~&iIfttereSr~(lUn~:
2;408,?34-2;40~734~2;408,734-:J
3
Debt Service Reserve Funds
15,712,940 15,378,092
15,712,940
~L..----:-4--:-~·-~CiiSto~f'Kc<:ouittS--.-~~... -~--...-~-..-.----~O~---O~~- ...~..
.
5
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
14,775
i4,775
14,775
r~~-6~-'-----Ot1ierKccountS
6;619,249-6;619,249--6;619,2491
Total Fiscal Agent Fu~d.
Page 8 of 10
30,665,636 30,330,789
30,665,637

--""-r--=:J

.

0.88%

0.88%
0.88%
0.88%
0.88%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.045%-1
0.000%
4.05i°To'l
0.248%
4.344%
100.000%

--
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GENERAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AND BOND PROCEEDS BY ISSUER
Cash in Financial Institutions
$14,946,146
5%
no limit
.
.--....
i State of CalifornIa LAIF Pool
96,702,009
35.02%
..50.00% I
Highmark U.s. Government Money Market
0
0.00%
15.00%
"'--.'
IGeneral ElectrIC CapItal ServIces
.
O
.. 0.00%
.
NA
J
MBIA
0
0.00%
NA
..
iWells Fargo Government Fund .
...
17,616,425 . .. 6.38%
...." NA
.'
ISIS Funding Corp
0
0.00%
NA
!Federal A~culture Mortgage Corp
1,000,000
0.36%
. 50.00% 1
Federal Home Loan Bank
36,000,000
13.04%
50.00%
8.33%
50.00%
iFederal Home LOan MortgageCorp------------.. 23,000,000.
Federal Farm Credit Bank
19,000,000
6.88%
50.00%
iFe<I,eral ~ational Mortgage Assoc.-~~17,620,000
~.38°i~~~--50.00%J
American General Finance
6,000,000
2.17%
10.00%
!~meric~n E~l're.ss
-~~~~~.--.~.
1,000,000
0.36%
10.~OU
Berkshire Hathaway
2,000,000
0.72%
10.00%
:Citigroul'
2,250,000
0.81 %
- . 10.00%~
CIT Group
1,000,000
0.36%
10.00%
,---.------------.-----.--..
:Credit Suisse USA
1,000,000
0.36%
10.00% 1
General Electric Capital
7,000,000
2.53%
10.00%
--_.---.-----..
...--.-----.-.---------.-.---..
.. --1
:Goldman Sachs .
.....
3,000,000
1.09%
10.00%..1
HSBC
5,000,000
1.81 %
10.00%
fJPMorganCha-se·-"-·-·-.. -"'-----·-·-~-------- .. ----------'5~OOO,000-' 1.81%
.... -1-0.00o;;~o-1
~. -'~'-;-'---.

-~.---'-~'-----'------'

--~~----;-~-;--.-----------..

----··--~--1

----------·-'·---·------·-·-·-~----------·-l

,----.-~-.---.---------~------~--- --.--.-.--.---~-------_._._--.]

~-----.-----.-~--.-~-.---~-.- ...........--------"-~~

------------~---....---------,

l

'--.-.--.---------------------------~--.--'l

~

'.~.

_

----~-.--.--------.--"---.--

Lehman Bros

. J

----~-

3,000,000

1.09%

10.00%

.--....- - - -..-.....
- -.--.-"'.. ----~.-"'-----~-.~---·-..----·--·~--·-----·"-·---·--·--··--·-l.
Marshall & IIsley Bank
.
..
1,000,000
0.36% _
10.00% . J
!

MBNA

[l\1errjJI Lrnch"

Morgan Stanley
rSuntlU8i'Bank---~-Unilever Corp
jWal-l\1art --Wachovia Corp
=:Washington Mutual Bank
US Treasury Notes
Total
t _ •• __ •. ~.,

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

.

_ •• __ ~. __

-----__ ......__ .__ ••

~

_. ___ ~. ___ •••...• __ ,, ___ ._._, •• __ _

-----~-~----.-

..

'.

-...J

I

.~.--~.-~~!

.

01

1'0

1,000,000
0.36%
10.00%
2,000,000 --_--O~720/0--~=~-Io:ooo/;"]
2,000,000
0.72%
10.00%
l,OOO,OOO~---0.36%
"1G.OO% .
1,000,000
0.36%
10.00%
.. i,oo~,gO~----O'36°~o ~l0..0ooToJ
4,000,000
1.45%
10.00%
1,000,000 .....
0.36%
._ 10.00% ]
0
0.00%
10.00%
$276,134,580
100.00%
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y
CITY MANAGER'S OffiCE

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor Richard Stewart and Members of the City Council

From:

Robert G. Gutierrez, City Manager~

Date:

November 16,2009

Subject:

INFORMATION REGARDING THE SLPP GRANT APPLICATIONS OF
HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW

In early August, City Staff met with representatives of Highland Fairview to discuss the City
filing for four State-Local Partnership Program (SLPP) grant applications on behalf of
Highland Fairview. The four projects were: the construction of Eucalyptus Avenue,
Redlands Boulevard, and Theodore Street associated with its Highland Fairview Corporate
Park (HFCP) project and Cactus Avenue associated with its Aquabella aged-restricted
housing project. By way of background, The Highway Safety, Traffic Reduction, Air
Quality, and Port Act of 2006, commonly referred to as Proposition 18, includes funding for
two, State-Local Partnership Programs (SLPP). The first program is a formula grant
program in which a city must have a voter-approved tax and/or fee to qualify. Measure A
qualifies as a local match. The second SLPP program is a competitive grant program and
is the source of Highland Fairview's request. A local city must have in place its own
development impact fee for transportation related improvements to serve as matching
funds. The City's DIF and TUMF programs qualify.
The California Transportation Commission (CTC) will be the responsible agency in
awarding SLPP competitive grant program funds and Caltrans will have local oversight. A
brief summary of the grant is as follows:
•

The SLPP requires a local match (100%) of a uniform tra'ffic mitigation fee up to a
grant request of $1,000,000. DIF and TUMF would qualify.

•

The City is the grant applicant in that the funds must be distributed by the City from
its DIFITUMP program. The State would reimburse the City for the improvements.

•

The project must be prevailing wage and must follow the Public Contract Code.

•

The projects must be constructed in 2010. The SLPP Guidelines state the grant
recipient may have two additional years to complete the project.

•

A request for SLPP grant funds must include the signature of the Chief Executive
Officer or other authorized officer of the implementing agency in order for the

MV00233530

Memo
Highland Fairview/SLPP Grant Funds
November 16, 2009
application to be considered and filed with the CTC by August 15 (since the 15th
was a Saturday, applications were accepted until the close of business on Monday,
August 17).
•

The Agency will commit to have the available funds upon submittal of a grant
nomination to CTC.

Highland Fairview prepared the necessary SLPP grant applications, obtaining the
necessary signature and filed the request for funding on August 17.
The City received notice from the Commission and Department of Transportation, Local
Assistance staff that two of Highland Fairview's proposed projects for State-Local
Partnership Program (SLPP) 1-B competitive grant funds are being recommended to the
Commission for funding. The two SLPP applications are: Cactus Avenue Street
Improvements and Eucalyptus Street Improvements. Each application requested funding
in the amount of $1 million.
We have been advised that on October 15, 2009, the California Transportation
Commission took action to approve Highland Fairview's grant applications for the two
projects. Based on the representation to City Staff that Highland Fairview would fully fund
its projects, the City is requesting Highland Fairview deposit the necessary funds to match
and construct the two projects with the City prior to the Commission's hearing dates
(Cactus Avenue project is estimated to cost $6,350,000 and Eucalyptus Street
Improvements $6,265,915). A copy of the letter staff sent to Highland Fairview advising
them of the same is attached for your information.
The SLPP grant process requires an agency requesting grant funds to demonstrate
evidence of matching developer fees. Since the City Council has not taken action to fund
the two projects, staff is requesting Highland Fairview deposit the necessary funds with the
City as soon as possible. Upon depositing the funds with the City, the two projects will be
placed on the City Council agenda for its consideration of the grant funds and approval of
the projects. If this does not occur, the Commission may remove the two projects from
further consideration for the grant money due to lack of matching funds.
Please contact Chris Vogt if you have any questions on the information provided above.
Attachment: Letter to Highland Fairview dated November 16,2009,
SLPP Grant Funds for the Cactus Avenue and Eucalyptus Avenue
Improvements - Highland Fairview Properties
c:

Bob Hansen, Interim City Attorney
Betsy Adams, Assistant City Manager
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer

RGG/rch
W:\Admin\memos\Memo SLPP GRANT 091012 (2),doc
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Discussion Topics
(in random order)
CITY
i ,;Ji)J'>ra\~
1. Signage at truck dri~ays on Eucalyptus between Redlands and Theodore
directing use of Theodore
'...... 2. Physical barriers to trucks on westbound Eucalyptus after HFCP Phase 3 opening
3. Work with Cal-Trans for placement of freeway signs on SR60 directing HFCP
trucks to Theodore
"4. Eliminate "Truck route" designation on Ironwood between Moreno Beach Drive
and Theodore Street
-... 5. Code Compliance and enforcement efforts for Commercial properties established
, 6. "Dark Sky" lighting guidelines considered for City lighting policy
7. AB811 (City finance of alternative energy installations)
__ (8) Climate Action Plan prepared by C i t y /
---"V Regional development impact fee to fundSR60 m¥Linline improvements
--- 10. Send a staff person to 6/12/09 AB81160I)ference

\

HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW
1. Provide information on trucks for Skechers distributors - distribution %, out-ofstate trips % of t o t a l "
,_
~ 2. Restrict distribution trucks enteringSk~cbers facility to highest enforceable AQ
standards and Smart Way 1.25 tru.cks asJeasible. "
Average Tier II ~odifications to ccmstruction equipment
~4. Carpooling ins::entives '
"
~. Preferred parking for alternative fuel vehicles
~ Additionalplug-in stations for electric vehicles
Added 0fl:~,site solar topr?vlde morc: than office demand based upon level of
assistance
from" MV UtilIty.
"-..
i"
8. ,Electric/propane yard goats
9// Attorney's fees
-'lO.Disclosure to prospective residents of HF developments about nearby logistics
project
" 11. Agricultural easement
'" l2. Restrict diesel-powered portable generators during construction
- 13. Optimize energy efficiency of exterior lighting
~. 14. Solar water heaters

'3.

'-2J

SIERRA CLUB
1. Provide Agricultural Preserve contact information

MV00233534

~) .)~~~'7J.s

~·--·-9-·/)f\S~'---··--·~-··'·---

_

~~d

MV00233535

Upon Phase 3 of the project, all vehicles over 10,000 pounds entering or exiting Phase 1 or Phase
2 facilities shall continue to utilize the Theodore Street entrances and exits to SR 60 unless the
traffic study required prior to Phase 3 identifies compelling evidence that the failure to allow
large vehicles to utilize the Redlands Ave. entrances and exits to SR 60 will cause the Theodore
S1. entrances and exits to SR 60 to exceed Level of Service standards of the City and that
mitigation isEma:ailabI~o re~uce impacts to .acceptable levels ~d that allowing the use of .
Redlands Ave. wIll not result III any decrease III the Level of ServIce for Redlands Ave. for eIther
links or intersections.
The applicant shall be responsible for constructing physical constraints on the project site itself,
or within the right of way for Eucalyptus S1. if approved by the City, installation of no right tum
for trucks signs at Phase 1 and 2 project exits, shall pay for the installation of informational signs
on SR 60 advising trucks to utilize Theodore street exits,1and'shall stl19siQi~e City Cede
Enrolccmcnt iH ~fdef to eHfers@ the DO right tum ]:€qlli]:@lR€n~

MV00233536

Deleted: THRESHOLD FOR
DETERMINING SIGNIFICANCE~
For the purpo ....es of this EIR. a

Developer shall purchase an equal acreage (122.9 acres) of agricultural land in
western Riverside County to compensate for the loss of acreage by the proposed
buildings, parking lots, and roads. Satisfactory arrangements shall be made to ensure
the perpetual use of this mitigation land for active agricultural purposes such as
conveyance to an agricultural land conservancy. * AR 4716
/.11 restffi:lraRts and food or beverag()sto~()s sl1l3:!lp!'(:l'~ici()allelectrical hclOkup. for _
refrigeration units on delivery trucks. Trucks incapable oftltilizing the electrical hookup
for pmvering refrigeration \:1nits shall be prohibited from accessing the site. All leasing
documents shall include these requirements and provide that violation of those
provisions will constitute a material breach of the lease that will result in the
tennination of the lease. Because of the fact that these tenns of the lease are designed
to benefit the public, the public shall be considered to be a third party beneficiary with
standing to enforce the requirements of the lease. * AR 4717
..

Install high pressure injectors on diesel construction equipment. * AR 4718

significant impact would occur if
implementation
General Plan Alrern(llives 1, 2, or 3

0'"

would:~

• Convert Prime Farmland. Unique
Farmland. or Farmland oJState\\;de~
Importance (Farmland) to nonagricultural use:~
• Conflict with existing =oningfor
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract:~

orll
• Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location

orll
nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to non-agricultural use.~
(General Plan FEIR P 5.8-7)11

'1

• Purchasing conservation easements On
existing agricultural land to ensure that'\[
the land is never converted to urban uses;ll
Plan FElR P

Formatted: Strikethrough

Install catalytic converters on gasoline-powered equipment. * AR 4718
Minimize construction ',yorker trips by requir~ carpooling and providing for ll:lnch
onsite.* AR 4718
___

Require each user to establish a carpool/vanpool program. * AR 4718
}mplement parking cash O\:1t prog~m fur !lOfl:driv~ng ()fllploy()()s, * t\R:

~

71P.

Implement a compressed v:-oooveek schedule. * AR 4719
Provide electrical vehicle ('EV") and compressed natural gas ('CNG') vehicles in vehicle
fleets. * AR 4719
}nstall EV charging facilities fur a minimtlm of 10% of all parking spaces.* AR 4719

l.. ~.r'!l.iI~.:. Strikethrough

- - - - . Provide preferential parking locations for EVs and CNG vehicles.* AR 4719
Utilize electrical equipment for landscape maintenance. * AR 4719
Utilize only CARE certified equipment for construction activities. * AR 4719
iProvide stlbsidies or incentives to employees vtho l:lse ptlblie transit or carpooling
inell:lding preferential parking. * AR 4719

"l Formatted: Strikethrough

Plant shade trees in parking lots to provide miniml:lm 50% cover to redl:lce evaporative
emissions from parked vehicles. * AR 4719

MV00233537

"'- Utilize electric yard trucks. * AR 4719

' i All buildings shall be constructed to LEED flatil:'l:lmstand.u:ds,* AR4719

---

~

-
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The Project shall meet SmartWay 1.25 ratings. * AR 4719
The project shall use only freight companies that meet SmartWay 1.25 ratings. * AR 4719

perio~uffiCiently to reduce air quality impacts below a level of

Extend grading
significance. AR 4719

froy/ide do~l~glf!:zil:'g f~fa~lf~~i~C;:l:'tsa~jal;)c;:fl:tt()o~iH:'l1,rle~iately across the street
from the project. AR 4720

=:.

~

No generators shell be

~~--~
4720

a]!OWBa. *-AR

The Project shall be required to construct renewable energy sources sufficient toprovide
100% of all electrical usage for the entire Project. AR4721
Jh.eJ~r~ec! ~h:an.l?erectl:li!e4 t.oconstftleHenewahle energy scmrees ~uf:fic;:ie:':1~ ~o()ff~e! .
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the equivalent of 100% of all greeooo'dse gas emissions from mobile sources (internal
comhl:lstion engines) for the entire Project. AR 4722

III

The Project shall be prohibited from installing any air conditioning in any space where
the electrical demand is not totally offset by the production of electricity from
renewable resources. AR 4722

A project design mitigation meas'dfe lilfiiting theh'dilding height to 25 feet would
preserve.Jhe present scenic vista from the highwfiY M 4801

i Formatted: Strikethrough

As such a mitigatioH measure redl:leing the height of the strucmre to preserve some of the
scenic vistas should be imposed. AR4809
A feasible mitigation measure worthy of consideration would be for the intended
warehouse tenant Sketchers Corporation to commit to operating the facility with trucks
equipped only with the latest air pollution abatement technology including diesel soot
filters. I. simple eofltraet eOHdition ift the Sketchers truekiHg agreemeHts eO'dld ilHfllement
such a program thereby mitigatiHg the project health BurdeHi'! ilHflosed on the e01l1ffi'dnity.
ARA801
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1

Add, mi,;g,';on m,,",ure to ,",sure that the site lighting is oomp,tible with "u",k 'I:J;:
specifications. AR4801

;;t

O

dd mitigation measures requiring a percentage of the business's personal or contractje-'
vehicle fleet (diesel trucks), operating to and from the site, to be low or zero emission
vehicles. All diesel trucks delivering to the site shall include soot filters or the latest
technological equipment available. AR4801

;I\dditionally, reqliire the installation ofphoto'''()ltai()~()I':lf panels over the massive roof
I area of the facility to offset fuels \:ise to generate electricity. AR4801

~_ _ _ _ _ _ •

_ _ •• _ c _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

i Deleted: ~
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.the 8Q!<Q~4P r:ec()~!fl:end~ that MM AQ 13 is enhanced so that it specifies the
conditions for approval of the General Plan Amendment, Change of Zone, Tentative
Parcel Map and Plot Plan to preclude the establishment of residential and sensitive
receptors of at least 500 feet from the property linear AR 4886
.Therefore, in addition to MM AQ I throligh AQ I 0, 8CAQMD staff
recommends that the lead agency consider req\:iiring the meaSl:lfes below to further
mitigate PMIO emissions.
• Alternative fueled off road eq\:iipment or gi'iing additional points in the job
• bidding process to contractors vill:O eommit to \:ising alternative fueled off road
• etj:uipment.
• All streets shall be swept at least once a day \:ising SCAQMD Rille 1186 certified
• street sweepers or roadviflY washing trucks if visible soil materials are carried to
• adjacent streets (recommend water sweepers with reclaimed ',vater);
• Configl:lre construction parking to minimize traffic interwrenee,
• Provide temporary traffie controls 8l:tch as a flag person, during all phases of
• construction to maintain smooth traffic flow.
• Provide dedicated B:tm lanes for movement of construction trucks and etj:liipment
• on and off site.
• Schedule construction activities that affect traffic flow on the arterial system to
• off peak hOl:lr to the extent practicable;
• Reroute construction trucks away from congested streets and sensiti'ie receptor
• areas;
• Improve traffic flow b)' signal synchronization
AR4887

""""~

...• /
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SCAQMD staff recommends modifying existing mitigation measures as follows.
MMAQ-2 All diesel powered construction equipment in use shall requires control
equipment that meets, at a minimum Tier III emission requirements. In the event Tier III
equipment is not available, diesel powered construction equipment in use shall require
emissions control equipment with minimum of Tier II diesfl standards.
}.1MA 4 During project construction, the developer. shall retj:Uire aU contractors to tum
off all construction etj:Uipment and delivery vehicles when not in use or prohibit idling in
excess of5 minutes. AR 4888
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Tbe SGAQMD recommeflds tbe lead agency consider tbe follovliflg additioflal mitigation
measures to reduce diesel emissions whicb cOfltribute to tbe projects overall impact:
• Re route truck traffic by adding direct off ramps for tbe truck traffic or by
restrictiflg truek traffic on certain seflsitiT,'e routes;
• Restrict operation to "clean" trucks, such as a 2007 or newer model year or 2010
compliant vehicle;
• .use "e1ell:H:" street ST{leepers compliant witb SGAQMD Rule 1186.1;
Require or prO'/ide iHeeHtives to use GARB eertified particl:llate traps tbat meet level 3
requiremeHts; AR 4888
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There should also be a clause that will insure that residents who buy these homes that are
within close proximity to the Logistic Centers/warehouses are made aware of the health
risks associated to the diesel sources that are in close proximity to their homes. AR 4905
.Req:uire all Heavy .d:uty Pi(')sd Delivery Vebicles to
AR 4935

Reduce~l!l()k:

Carbon EmissioHs:

Formatted:
Strikethrough
....
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Require All Mobile Cargo Handling Equipment to Comply With the Emissions
Standards for Port Equipment: AR 4935
.Tbepr~jec~ ~.b.o:t1ld Cf'eate iHeefltives forea~lye~mpli~eewitli all regul~t9!y ~d:tl(')tion

~-------

.~------...,

·tl"c:l~Il~:?trikethrough

measures so tbat black earooH caH be reduced as rapidly as possible. AR 4935
DesigHing buildings fer passive beatiHg aHd ceoliflg, Il:H:d ·Natural Light, ifle1uding
building
orientation, pf'opef' orientation and plaeemeHt of windows, O'/erhangs, skylights, etc. AR

494+
Reducing tbe use of pavement and impefffieable sw'faees. AR 4947
Installing solar water heating systems to generate all of the Project's hot water
requirements. AR 4949
.Gf'eate a car sharing program within the planned eommunity. AR 4950

f Formatted: Strikethrough

Gf'eate a light vehicle network, such as a neighborhood clectric vehicle (NEV) system.
AR 4950
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Discussion Topics
(in random order)

CITY
1. Signage at truck driveways on Eucalyptus between Redlands and Theodore
directing use of Theodore
2. Physical barriers to trucks on westbound Eucalyptus after HFCP Phase 3 opening
3. Work with Cal-Trans for placement of freeway signs on SR60 directing HFCP
trucks to Theodore
4. Eliminate "Truck route" designation on Ironwood between Moreno Beach Drive
and Theodore Street
5. Code Compliance and enforcement efforts for Commercial properties established
6. "Dark Sky" lighting guidelines considered for City lighting policy
7. AB 811 (City finance of alternative energy installations)
8. Climate Action Plan prepared by City
9. Regional development impact fee to fund SR60 mainline improvements
10. Send a staff person to 6/12/09 AB811 conference
HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW
1. Provide information on trucks for Skechers distributors - distribution %, out-ofstate trips % of total
2. Restrict distribution trucks entering Skechers facility to highest enforceable AQ
standards and Smart Way 1.25 trucks as feasible

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tier II1Tier III modifications to construction equipment
Carpooling incentives
Preferred parking for alternative fuel vehicles
Additional plug-in stations for electric vehicles
Upgrade Skechers fleet to use electric, CNG, clean diesel trucks
Added on-site solar to provide more than office demand based upon level of
assistance from MV Utility.
9. Electric/propane yard goats
10. Attorney's fees
11. Disclosure to prospective residents of nearby logistics uses
12. Ag easement/contribution
13. Electric equipment for landscape maintenance
14. Keep Sierra Club informed of planning efforts for Moreno Highlands property
15. Restrict diesel-powered portable generators during construction
16. Use low-energy exterior lighting
17. Solar water heaters

SIERRA CLUB
1. Provide Agricultural Preserve contact information
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CITY ITEM 1
Signage at truck driveways on Eucalyptus between Redlands and Theodore directing
use of Theodore

CITY ITEM 2
Physical barriers to trucks on westbound Eucalyptus after HFCP Phase 3 opening

Upon Phase 3 of the project, all vehicles over 10,000 pounds entering or exiting Phase 1
or Phase 2 facilities shall continue to utilize the Theodore Street entrances and exits to
SR 60 unless the traffic study required prior to Phase 3 identifies compelling evidence
that the failure to allow large vehicles to utilize the Redlands Ave. entrances and exits to
SR 60 will cause the Theodore St. entrances and exits to SR 60 to exceed Level df Service
standards of the City and that mitigation is unavailable to reduce impacts to acceptable
levels and that allowing the use of Redlands Ave. will not result in any decrease in the
Level of Service for Redlands Ave. for either links or intersections.
The applicant shall be responsible for constructing physical constraints on the project
site itself, or within the right of way for Eucalyptus St. if approved by the City,
installation of no right turnfor trucks signs at Phase 1 and 2project exits and shall pay
for the installation of infonnational signs on SR 60 advi§ing trucks to utilize Theodore
street exits. City will be responsible for acquiring approval from Cal-Trans to post the
SR -60 informational signs. City Code Enforcement will make reasonable efforts to
enforce the no right turn requirements.
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CITY ITEM 3
Work with Cal-Trans for placement of freeway signs on SR60 directing HFCP trucks
to Theodore
Within 30 days of the execution of this agreement, the City shall submit a formal
request to Caltrans for the construction of a sign or signs to be installed along the
SR60 freeway directing all HFCP project traffic to the Theodore Street exit. The
location, size, design and text of said sign( s) shall comply with all applicable
Caltrans standards.
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CITY ITEM 4
Eliminate "Truck route" designation on Ironwood between Moreno Beach Drive and
Theodore Street
Within 30 days of the execution of this agreement, the City Manager, or designee,
shall initiate the process to delete the "truck route" designation on Ironwood Avenue
between Moreno Beach Drive and Theodore Street. iT \ S v,.J06f2-5>T1JVD
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CITY ITEM 5
Code compliance and enforcement efforts for commercial properties established
[Input needed from City]
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CITY ITEM 6
"Dark Sky" lighting guidelines considered for City lighting policy

Within 30 days of the execution of this agreement, the City Manager, or designee,
shall initiate an amendment to the Municipal Code to consider adoption of the
standards of the International Dark Sky Association regarding exterior lighting.
I
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CITY ITEM 7
AB8!1 (City finance of alternative energy installations)
Within 30 days of the execution of this agreement, the City Manager, or designee,
shall initiate the process to consider implementation of the provisions of AR8]]
regarding City financing the installation of alternative energy facilities.
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CITY ITEM 8
Climate Action Plan prepared by City
Within 30 days of the execution of this agreement, the City Manager, or designee,
shall initiate the process to consider an amendment to the General Plan to add a
"climate action plan. "
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CITY ITEM 9
Regional development impact fee to fund SR60 mainline improvements
[City lacks authority to initiate a regional impact fee for
Caltrans facilities]
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CITY ITEM 10
1. Send a staff person to 6/12/09 AB811 conference
[Done]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 1
Provide information on trucks for Skechers distributors - distribution %, out-of-state
trips % of total
[Done]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 2
Restrict distribution trucks entering Skechers facility to highest enforceable AQ
standards and Smart Way 1.25 trucks as feasible
[To be discussed]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 3
Average Tier II modifications to construction equipment
All off-road equipment with a horsepower rating of 25 hp or greater used during
construction of the HFCP project shall meet a minimum Tier II rating, and 75% of
said equipment shall meet a minimum Tier III rating. The percentage calculations
shall be based upon the total count of the off-road equipment used.
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 4
Carpooling incentives
[To be discussed]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 5
Preferred parking for alternative fuel vehicles

Prior to the occupancy of each building phase, parking stalls reserved for
alternative fuel vehicles shall be provided. The plot plan for each building
phase shall designate the number and location of all such stalls. After
building occupancy, an annual review of building tenants shall be conducted
by the property owner to detennine the level of use of such vehicles and the
demand for such reserved spaces. Spaces located closest to building entries
shall be converted from general parking to alternative fuel vehicle parking
to meet or exceed the demand.
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 6

Additional plug-in stations for electric vehicles
Prior to the occupancy of each building phase, plug-in stations (parking stalls)for
electric vehicles shall be provided. The plot plan for each building phase shall
designate the number and location of all such stalls. After building occupancy, an
annual review of building tenants shall be conducted by the property owner to
determine the level of use of such vehicles and the demand for such reserved plug-in
stations. Additional plug-in stations shall be provided to meet or exceed the demand.
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 7
Added on-site solar to provide more than office demand based upon level of
assistance from MV Utility.
[To be discussed]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 8
Electric/propane "yard goats"
No diesel-powered "yard goats" shall be permitted.
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 9

Attorney's fees
[To be discussed]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 10

Disclosure to prospective residents of HF developments about nearby logistics project

Draft Disclosure for New Residential buyers on Land owned by Highland Fairview
Buyer acknowledges that the property which Buyer is purchasiflg is located in the
vicinity of the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project. See the attached map.
In addition to commercial and office uses, there are or may be distribution
warehouses for national and regional companies located within the project. As a
result of these uses, there will be automobile and truck traffic, which may operate
on a 24/7 basis for pickup and deliveries of products from the various buildings
within the project. There may also be increased diesel fumes, noise and lights as
a result of the operation of these facilities. For a complete environmental
assessment of the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project, please review the
Environmental Impact Report (EIR)for the project. Copies of the EIR are
available from the City of Moreno Valley or from the sales/leasing staff
at (project name ).
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 11
Agricultural easement

[To be discussed]
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HIGHLAND FAIR VIEW ITEM 12
Restrict diesel-powered portable generators during construction

[To be discussed]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 13

Optimize energy efficiency of exterior lighting (LED)

[To be discussed]
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW ITEM 14

Solar water heaters

[To be discussed]
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SIERRA CLUB ITEM

Provide Agricultural Preserve contact information

[To be discussed]
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Porous Pavement:
Use of porous pavements can offer benefits to reducing urban runoff and improving
water quality. There is much published information regarding the use of porous pavement
and most of this information, including that produced by the EPA-Urban Watershed
Management Research, agrees on two basic criteria in consideration of its use:
1) The use of Porous Pavement is not suitable for heavy or high traffic areas.
2) Underlying soils must be sufficiently permeable and sub grade cannot be
overly compacted.
Highland Fairview Corporate Park (HFCP) gave serious consideration, in the
development of Parcel 1 (Skechers), to the use of permeable pavement as one of its
design features to reduce runoff and address water quality. While the final design was
unable to incorporate permeable pavement into the project, it did lead to incorporating
design features that not only reduce urban runoff and improved water quality, it also
achieves the goal of infiltrating runoff into the subsurface.
Early in design it was concluded that soil characteristics, compaction requirements and
traffic impacts limited the practical use of permeable pavement. Permeable pavement
contains little or no sand, creating the voids between the aggregate that make it
permeable. The pavement relies upon a binder to hold the aggregate together, but without
sand to fill the voids its strength is compromised, when compared to traditional pavement
mixes. Its appearance has been compared to Rice Krispies treats. The weaker pavement
combined with the heavy axle loads and high traffic areas of the truck yards and drive
aisles, prohibit the use of permeable pavement. This limited our consideration of its use
to the automobile parking and drive aisle areas.
The geotechnical studies found the site soil is comprised of silt, silty sand, and interbedded clay layers. This soil type along with the 95% relative compaction requirements
make it nearly impermeable and would simply trap the runoff below the permeable
pavement, saturating the base and sub grade, leading to pavement failure. Consideration
was given to the use of a sub drain system to convey this water away from the base and
sub grade and into the storm drain system. The concept addressed the saturation issue but
was counter to the objectives of allowing enough time for runoff to infiltrate and remove
pollutants. Use of permeable pavement in the auto parking and drive aisles was no longer
a consideration.
The constraints and design effort led us in the direction of incorporating combined
detention and water quality basins to address runoff and water quality. As design
progressed, the water quality component of the combined basins changed from extended
detention to infiltration. The benefit of infiltration basins not only enhanced the water
quality treatment, but also ensured some degree of runoff recharge into the subsurface.
Parcel 1(Skechers) has 4 acres of combined detention and water quality basins along the
north and south perimeters of the proposed parking and truck yard areas. These basins are
designed as infiltration basins and intercept all the runoff from the parcel, which totals
82.6 acres. The basins are approximately 8 ft deep, the lower 2 feet of depth in these
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basins have no outlet and will percolate into the soil. Select well draining material will be
incorporated in the bottom of the basins during grading, to a minimum depth of 3 feet, to
meet percolation requirements as conditioned by the city with the project approval.
The bottom 2 ft of these basins occupy an area of2 acres, this equates to 4 acre-ft of
volume that will percolate back into the soil. If you spread 4 acre-ft over the entire 82.6
acre site (Parcell) it would equate to one-half inch of water over the entire parcel area.
It's conceivable this amount of percolation is similar to what is experienced in the
undeveloped condition of the site, since the site has an existing slope of2.5%. At a 2.5%
slope and with a silty sand soil type, not much water would accumulate before it would
find a way to runoff to the south.
The upper 6 ft of these basins serve as detention and will drain the accumulated runoff
from high intensity storms over an extended period at a regulated rate. Detaining water
over this extended period also allows additional time for percolation that the site is not
experiencing in its current condition. In addition, the release of this detained water occurs
immediately south of the project onto native soil where it works it way across
undeveloped open area and in unlined drainage channels, for a distance of nearly 4 miles.
This preserves the opportunity for runoff to infiltrate.
Parcell totals 82.6 acres and includes the 1.8 million sf building with a footprint of 41.6
acres; truck drive aisles and loading areas total 18.1 acres; automobile parking areas total
6.8 acres; and landscaped open space areas total 16.1 acres. The landscaped open space
areas are nearly 20% of the total site area, providing respectable opportunities for runoff
mitigation and infiltration.
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To:
From:

Mayor and City Council

flOhn

C. Terell, Planning Official

Date:

May 22, 2009

Subject:

Highland Fairview Corporate Park - Modifications to Conditions of Approval

On May 14,2009, Highland Fairview Properties submitted applications requesting modifications
to various conditions of approval for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park (Skechers). The
requested changes involve two components of the project - medians and multi-use trails that
would require a general plan amendment. The requested changes also affect over 50 conditions
of approval in five general categories for two related projects - the tentative map and plot plan
for the Corporate Park. The general categories and conditions of approval are identified in the
attached letter from Highland Fairview. This letter was previously delivered to the City Council
by Highland Fairview in April.
The request has been distributed by the Planning Division to project review staff in the various
departments and divisions affected by the proposal. An internal project review staff committee
meeting is set for next Tuesday to review the proposal. An initial response to the proposal will
be provided to Highland Fairview within a few days after that meeting.

Attachment: April 14, 2009, Letter from Highland Fairview
Cc:

Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
Rick Hartmann, Deputy City Manager
Mark Gross, Senior Planner
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW

II

14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

April 14, 2009
Mayor Richard Stewart and
Members of the City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
SUBJECT:

Modification to Conditions of Approval
Highland Fairview Corporate Park

Dear Mayor Stewart and Council Members:
Highland Fairview respectfully requests the City Council to consider the following conditions of
approval imposed on the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project. As we brought up in the
public hearing, these conditions are either unsuitable for the nature of this project or require
unwarranted exactions that fail to meet the nexus requirement of the law. We request that the
Cuullcil conducl ils hearing Ull lhis malleI' allhe earliesl available opporlunily in onler lo avoil.!
any additional delays to the project.

1. SR60 Landscaping
Existing Condition: Condition of Approval P14 on Tentative Parcel Map TPM 35629
(Resolution 2009-10) requires the preparation and processing of plans for the installation
of landscaping and irrigation within the SR60 right-of-way adjacent to the project site in
compliance with the SR60 Design Manual.
Requested Action: Highland Fairview requests the removal of this condition.
Justification: This condition has been inconsistently applied throughout the city and has
been shown to be unproductive in many instances, ineffective in most cases, and arbitrary.
Installation of such landscaping will only detract from the extensive landscaping
designed for the project and will likely not be maintained by Caltrans. In some areas
along the freeway some sparse landscaping has been installed but is very poorly
maintained. In other areas, no landscaping has been installed. Currently, the freeway
frontage is a mixture of areas of sparse, struggling landscape, and areas of barren,
unmaintained land. Clearly, there has been no consistent application of the SR60 Design
Manual criteria. To apply this requirement to the HFCP project is unreasonable.
No project along the SR60 frontage includes a landscape treatment as extensive as that
proposed with the lIFCP project. Millions of dollars in landscaping and irrigation
improvements are proposed to be installed along the freeway boundary, the sole purpose
of which is to enhance the appearance of the project site as viewed from the freeway.
The requirement to add additional basic landscaping within the freeway right-of-way will
only detract from the project landscaping.
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Mayor Richard Stewart and
Members of the City Council
April 14,2009
Page 2
,
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There is no assurance that Caltrans will allow landscaping to be installed within its rightof-way and no indication that they will maintain it. In fact, Caltrans staff has indicated
informally that they will not allow such improvements nor will they commit,to any
maintenance whatsoever.

2. Eucalyptus Avenue Median
Existing Conditions: Several conditions require the installation of a new median within
the future right-of-way of Eucalyptus Avenue.
Requested Action: Modify the applicable conditions to allow for the option to install a
median along Eucalyptus Avenue.
Justification: Prior to the HFCP project, the previous Circulation Element of the General
Plan did not require a median in Eucalyptus Avenue. The option of adding a median was
raised by Highland Fairview as a way to enhance the street scene adjacent to the project
site. The. reason the median was articulated in the project plans is to enable staff to
consider the issues involved before an option is selected. The median is not a requirement
of the City. There is no traffic-related need for the median, nor is it required for other
sections of the Eucalyptus Avenue throughout the City. Therefore, the installation of the
median should be an option on the part of the project applicant.

3. Multi-Use Trails
Existing Condition: Several conditions imposed on the TPM and the Plot Plan require
the,dedication and improvement of multi-use trails on the project site.
Requested Action: Delete and/or modify all conditions requiring dedication and
improvement of multi-use trails on the project site. Modify all related conditions to
require that: 1) the necessary land be allocated for potential future multi-use trails, 2) site
grading be designed to accommodate the future multi-use trails, 3) the multi-use trail
areas be landscaped and maintained in a manner consistent with immediately adjacent
areas until such time as the City decides to construct the multi-use trails, and 4) the ongoing maintenance of the multi-use trails, if built, be borne by the City for the benefit of
the public and not by the property owner or the local property owners' association.
Justification: There is a complete lack of nexus between the project and the City's
requirement to dedicate and improve multi-use trails on the project site. The project
creates absolutely no demand for these trails, therefore there is no nexus. The trails can
be accommodated in the project design but the impacted land (or appropriate easements)
should be acquired by the City, the trails should be constructed by the City and the trails
should be maintained by the City. There should be a sunset clause in the condition such
that if the City does not acquire the impacted land or easements within five years of the
recordation of the Final Map for the project, the City's option to acquire the land or
easements will expire.
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Mayor Richard Stewart and
Members of the City Council
April 14, 2009
Page 3

4. Deferral of Development Impact Fees
Existing Conditions: The project is conditioned to pay massive development impact fees,
amounting to nearly 15 million dollars.
Requested Action: Modif:¥ related conditions to defer payment of all applicable
development impact fees to Certificate of Occupancy.
Justification: Development impact fees constitute a substantial financial hardship for all
new construction projects. Collection of these fees at the point of building occupancy is
the most equitable point in the process. It is at the point of occupancy when the building
or project begins having an impact on the local infrastructure. It is at that point when the
various development impact fees should be collected.

5. Dedication and Improvement of Public Improvements
Existing Conditions: The project approval contains dozens of conditions requiring the
dedication and improvement of public facilities (streets, parkways, trails, etc.) far in .
excess of the demand which the project creates for such facilities.
Requested Action: Modify all related conditions to only require a fair-share contribution
by the project for the dedication and improvement of all public infrastructures.
Improvement credits and Reimbursement Agreements should be entered into between the
City and the project for any amount the project contributes in excess of its pro-rata share
for such improvements.
Justification: These conditions fail to meet the requirement for a direct nexus between
the project and any required public improvements. Such conditions impose an unjust and
unequal burden on some projects while benefiting the city and others unfairly at the
expense of one taxpayer.
Attached is a listing of the conditions which we believe are related to each of the changes
requested above. Other conditions may be impacted as a result of our detailed
discussions with staff.
We look forward to discussing these issues with staff and with the City Council at the
earliest possible opportunity. If questions arise during the City's review of this request,
please do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Iddo Benzeevi
. President and CEO
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Requested Changes to Resolution 2009-10
(TPM 35629)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1) SR 60 Landscaping
a) Delete Condition P14
2) Eucalyptus Avenue Median
a) Modify Condition P20 to add "Construction of raised, planted median is
optional. Subdivider may choose to install painted median."
b) Modify Condition LD70(a)(i) to insert "(optional)" after the words "raised landscape
median."
c) Modify Condition SD-2 to insert "(optional)" after the word "median."
d) Modify Condition SD-6 to insert "if installed by the Subdivider" after the words
"median landscape" in the first sentence.
e) Modify Condition SD-IO to insert "(optional)" after the word "median."
f) Delete Condition SD-12 requiring installation of median landscaping.
g) Modify Condition TE19 to insert "optional" following the word "median" in the
second and fourth bullets.
3) Multi-Use Trails
a) Modify Condition LD68(b) to add: "Said multi-use trail easement shall be labeled
'future,' and is contingent upon City acquisition of said easement from the
landowner. "
b) Modify Condition LD68(c) to add, "The City will maintain all multi-use trails."
c) Modify Condition LD70(a)(viii) to add, "The future trail area shall be designed and
graded with the project and shall be landscaped consistent with adjacent land. The
City may acquire an easement for a multi-use trail from the property owner and
construct and maintain a multi-use trail."
d) Modify Condition LD91 to add "(optional)" after the words "multi-use trail."
e) The entire set of Conditions of Approval from Parks and Community Services
Department needs to be re-written to differentiate between bike trails and multi-use
trails. Future multi-use trails will be graded with the project. Easements for the
multi-use trails will be acquired from the landowner by the City. The City shall be
responsible for the construction and the maintenance of the multi-use trails.
4) Deferral of Development Impact Fees
a) Modify Condition P23 to replace ''building permits" with "Certificate of Occupancy."
5) Dedication and Improvement of Public Infrastructure
a) Modify Condition LD2 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications andlor
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications andlor improvements."
b) Modify Condition LD4 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be"established as a
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c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

1)

credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD27 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD46 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD65 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications
and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD66 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD68 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD70 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD78 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD90 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD91 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
Modify Condition LD93 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
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infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
m) Modify Condition TEl7 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
n) Modify Condition TE18 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications andior improvements."
0) Modify the Parks and Community Services Department conditions to add paragraph
(u) as follows, "All dedications and improvements to public infrastructure shall be on
a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or improvements beyond the
project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a credit against which the
Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure dedications andior
improvements. "
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Requested Changes to Resolution 2009-11
(Plot Plan - PA07-0091)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1) SR 60 Landscaping
a) Delete Condition PIO
2) Eucalyptus Avenue Median
a) Modify Condition SD-2 to insert "(optional)" after the word "median."
b) Modify Condition SD-3 to insert "(optional)" after the word "median."
c) Modify Condition SD-7 to insert "if installed by the Subdivider" after the words
"median landscape" in the first sentence.
d) Modify Condition SD-IO to insert "(optional)" after the word "median."
e) Delete Condition SD-I2 requiring installation of median landscaping.
f) Modify Condition TE20 to insert "optional" following the word "median" in the
second and fourth bullets.
3) Multi-Use Trails
a) The entire set of Conditions of Approval from Parks and Community Services
Department needs to be re-written to differentiate between bike trails and multi-use
trails. Future multi-use trails will be graded with the project. Easements for the
multi-use trails will be acquired from the landowner by the City. The City shall be
responsible for the construction and the maintenance of the multi-use trails.
4) Deferral of Development Impact Fees
a) Modify Condition P19 to replace "building permits" with "Certificate of
Occupancy. "
5) Dedication and Improvements of Public Infrastructure
a) Modify Condition PSO to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
b) Modify Condition PDSI to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
c) Modify Condition PD82 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
d) Modify Condition PD83 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
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dedications and/or improvements."
e) Modify Condition PD84 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
f) Modify Condition PD85 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
g) Modify Condition LD43 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
.
h) Modify Condition LD44 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
i) Modify Condition LD66 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
j) Modify Condition TE3 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications andlor
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
k) Modify Condition TEll to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications and/or improvements."
1) Modify Condition TEl2 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications and/or
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications andlor improvements."
m) Modify Condition TE13 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications
andlor improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be
established as a credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public
infrastructure dedications and/or improvements."
n) Modify Condition TE14 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications andlor
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall,be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
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dedications andlor improvements."
Modify Condition TE15 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications andlor
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications andlor improvements."
Modify Condition TE 18 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications andlor
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications andlor improvements."
Modify Condition TE19 to add, "All dedications and improvements to public
infrastructure shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications andlor
improvements beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a
credit against which the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure
dedications andlor improvements."
Modify the Parks and Community Services Department conditions to add
paragraph (u) as follows, "All dedications and improvements to public infrastructure
shall be on a fair-share basis. The value of required dedications andlor improvements
beyond the project's fair-share obligation shall be established as a credit against which
the Subdivider may draw to offset other public infrastructure dedications andlor
improvements."
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Richard Stewart
From:

Robin Hastings

Sent:

Thursday, February 12, 20092:16 PM

To:

CRW315@aol.com; Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; Richard Stewart; William Batey

Cc:

Bob Gutierrez

Subject: RE: Council Vote on Sketchers Project
Charles:
I have long considered you a friend and a true leader in this community but must respectfully disagree with your
assumption and share with you OJ)' feelings on this matter. I hope that you will consider our long friendship and
what I thought was mutual respect as you consider my comments.
First, let me clarify that you are combining two seperate warehouses; the 1.5 million square foot Planning
warehouse at Iris and Heacock a week after they denied the 1.8 million square foot
warehouse between Redlands and Theodore along the 60 freeway. There was a general plan amendment
contained in both warehouse proposals which speaks to the consistency issue you deem hogwash and is a
matter of public record.
C_omOJi~~sj.oD_apPJ9y_e_d.

I am truly sorry that you believe it is okay to place a 1.5 million square foot warehouse in the middle of Moreno
Valley (with no freeway access) at Iris and Heacock, across the street from two schools, a church and
surrounded by residential homes because it is a different developer. Do not speak to me of health, safety and
welfare of our residents when you have lost your objectivity to the point that you have total disregard for the
health impact on those residents AND school children. Where was the concern for the air quality, truck traffic
and health impacts for this project? Not one person spoke during this public hearing! How do you equate that
with the total outcry that occurred on the east end where it is open space? Do the residents on Iris and
Heacock, who will have a much higher impact, have less value than those who are miles away from the project
on the east end? It was these facts that determined my vote not the personal vendetta which drives your
opposition!
The fact that you would turn away jobs, millions in economic benefit and property tax revenue when the City will
lose another $2.5 million in property tax in 2009 speaks more to your personal grudge than on the issues before
us. The fact that the residents supported this zone change 3-1 in favor also demonstrates your detachment from
the community. The change of zone on the east end, which was from business park/industrial to light industrial,
simply addresses the building size. The General Plan amendment moved and expanded a recreational trail.
This site has direct freeway access, is not close to any schools, churches and is miles away from residential
neighborhoods. Let me reiterate that we did not approve placing it in a residential neighborhood surrounded by
families and school children that would require diesel trucks to drive miles through the city!!!
Your support of the untouchable General Plan fails to address the 9 General Plan amendments in two years that
occurred on your watch -- not mine! Does this mean you were "disregarding their desire, as indicated in the
current general plan, to have a sensible, well planned and controlled growth structure for the city."?! Of course
not! You were making decisions based on what you felt were in the best interests of the City as a whole.
The issue of Rancho Bela90, which also occurred on YJ>.Mr watch -- not mine -- has absolutely nothing to do with
this discussion and only demonstrates how much your opposition of that has colored your perception of
the decisions that had to be made.
It would appear that your day of reckoning occurred on November 7 because of your lack of perception as to the
real issues the city is facing. I hope that our friendship and long history will withstand these diametrically
opposed positions but will honor whatever decision you make in that regard.
Sincerely,
Robin

2/1712009
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From: CRW315@aol.com [mailto:CRW315@aol.com]

Sent: Thu 2/12/20099:21 AM
To: Bonnie Flickinger; Jesse Molina; Robin Hastings; Richard Stewart; William Batey
Cc: Bob Gutierrez
Subject: Council Vote on Sketchers Project
Your unanimous vote of the Sketchers project on Tuesday February 10, 2009 certainly upheld my assumption of
such a vote being a foregone conclusion.
The conversation about voting for "consistency" was much hog-wash. The area of Iris and Heacock 8t is
properly zoned and allows 50,000 sq ft warehouses in our current general plan not 1.8 million sq ft
warehousing.
It appears that it is council pay back time for favors received and or favors promised. It is now time to rename
"Rancho Belago" to read "Rancho Benzieeve/Stephensville".
I believe each of you will have a day of reckoning for your total disregard for the health, safety and welfare of
the citizens of this city as well as disregarding their desire, as indicated in the current general plan, to have a
sensible, well planned and controlled growth structure for the city.
Once again, in my opinion, you have succumbed to the rich and famous.
Charles White

The year's hottest artists on the red carpet at the Grammy Awards. AOL Music takes you there.

2/17/2009
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December 16,2010

Timothy M. Doss
Architectural & Planning
5154 Sierra Road
San Bernardino, CA 92407
Subject:

Sunnymead Veterinary Clinic
24635 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92663

Dear Mr. Doss:
I have received your request for clarification regarding your desire to construct a building with
the exterior wall to be located on the property line. I have requested that the fire department
review your request and they have submitted the following code interpretations as they pertain to
this project and offer the following.
Although the idea of a zero lot line building may be approvable under the city's planning and
zoning regulations, the California Building and Fire Codes must be referenced for specific
requirements regarding construction and access. The construction requirements are clear, as
stated in the Building Code, regarding construction type and protection of openings for zero-lot
line structures. What are not as clear are the requirements for fire department access.
The Fire Code establishes the minimum requirements for fire department access. What is does
not do is determine how those requirements are to be enforced and measured. This is 'an
intentional oversight in the code that is left to the Authority Having Jurisdiction to interpret and
define. The reason for this is that not all fire departments across the state utilize the same
equipment or employ the same tactics when fighting a fire. California Fire Code Section 102.8
states that when the code is silent on a particular issue, the fire code official can determine what
requirements will be employed. In this case, the fire code requires that access be provided to
conduct our standard 150 foot hose pulls around all portions of the structure. It has been our
requirement that a firefighting pedestrian access walkway be provided via paved all weather
surfaces that are a minimum of 4 feet wide. We do not allow landscape areas, trees, planter
boxes, etc. to impede in this area. The intent is to provide a working area for a firefighter to
extend hose lines and equipment to the rear of the building from all sides safely. Allowing a
zero-lot line building will make achieving this not possible without additional measures. Not
requiring this access would necessitate a change in tactics of the Moreno Valley Fire Department
that we are not willing to entertain at this time.

CITY JV1ANAG ER'S OFFICE
MV00233587

Timothy M. Doss
Architectural & Plarming
December 16,2010
Page Two

The alternative to achieving on-site firefighter pedestrian access is to obtain an irrevocable
emergency access easement from the neighboring parcel owner. This access easement would
establish that a minimum firefighting operational will be provided from the adjacent parcel in
perpetuity. Absent of this document, it will be extremely difficult for the fire department to
ensure that this firefighting operational area is provided for.
For the reasons stated above, it is the opinion of this office that ifthe building is to remain on the
property line, then an irrevocable emergency access easement will be obtained by the developer
from the adjacent parcel owner and recorded as part of the deed. If this is not possible, then
compliant firefighter pedestrian access shall be provided on the parcel in questions by relocating
the building off the property line a minimum of 4 feet on the west side of the building. The Fire
Department does not have an issue with reducing the onsite driveway width to 20 feet, as was
previously discussed with you in June of this year. I will further direct you to our Planning
Division for administrative relief from the 24 foot drive aisle requirements if you choose.
If you should have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me at (951)
413-3020.

~~~

William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager
Pc:

Mayor Stewart and Members of the City Council
Steve Curley, Fire Chief
Kyle Kollar, Interim Community Development Director
Randall Metz, Fire Marshal
John Terell, Planning Official
Dr. Parks, Sunnymead Veterinary Clinic
File Copy
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October 25,2010

Mr. Ed Costa
Moreno Valley Plumbing Supplies
24457 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

en

RE: Sundance Center Signage

Dear Mr. Costa:
I regret that you feel you are being treated unfairly, but as in my letter of October 21,
2010, the Municipal Code does not allow you to erect the signs you wish to erect. I
advised you that you have two courses of action:
1.

Have the owner of Sundance Center request a sign program for the entire center,
and if the Planning Commission agrees, they can recommend to the City Council
different signage for the center.

2.

You can have the City Council revise the Municipal Code to allow the Sundance I
Center to have new signage along with all other similar centers.

There are reasons that other centers have larger signs. Some of them have a "Sign
Program" andlor they are larger centers. Some of the centers are non-conforming,!
meaning their signs were up before the current Municipal Code was in force.
1

l

I

If you wish to change your signage, you will have to follow one of those actions. The
Staff has no other option except those I have noted. Although I do not have the authority i
to assist you, I do want you to know that I have responded to your request and have
provided you with two courses to pursue.
I

I
i

!j
,

William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager
WLB/cp
c: Mayor Flickinger and Members ofthe City Council
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager

Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
John Terell, Planning Division Manager I Planning Official

CITY tv1ANAG ER'S OFFICE
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October 21,2010

Mr. Ed Costa
Moreno Valley Plumbing Supplies
24457 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
RE: Sundance Center Signage
Dear Mr. Costa:
Mr. Tom Jerrell has reviewed this issue at the City Council meetings a number of times.
In a recent response to his concern, I discussed it with the Community Development
Director and provided Mr. Jerrell with a possible course of action. The sign regulations
are very specific and would not allow greater signage for the subject center under the
current municipal code. There may be one exception that may be of assistance in solving
your concern; a shopping center can adopt a "sign program" for the center and request the
approval of that program. Under that request, the Planning Commission can consider
better signage for a particular center. They must approve the plan and it must still be
within limits with the municipal code.
There are no quick answers to your concern. The only other alternative is to request the:
City Council to revise the municipal code. That course is always available, but it would:
require a change that was applicable to all similar shopping centers.
If you would like to pursue the "sign program" approach, the owners of the center will :
have to initiate the request and then we can proceed with that course of action. Please I
contact me or Mr. Kollar if you have the owner's permission and wish to proceed with a i
new sign program for the center.
I

WLB/cp

c: Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager
Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233591

Moreno Valley Plumbing Supplies
24457 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, Ca 92553

To All Sundance
Center Tenants

September 13, 2010
Hand Delivered
With Petition

RE: STREET SIGN PETITON FOR "THE SUNDANCE CENTER"
Dear Neighbor and Fellow Tenant,

I went to the Moreno Valley Mayor "State of The City" Luncheon Last Thursday. I met
Mayor Bonnie Flickenger, and I told her that we need a bigger Street Sign at "The Sundance
Center". The current "Code" only allows 72 Square Feet per side for "Sign Areas" (That's 12
Feet Wide by Six Feet Tall- Total). That's not enough RooIll for 18 Tenants to advertise their
Businesses to "Street Traffic". Mayor Flickenger seemed very concerned about our needs here.
She asked me to call her "next week".
If you will sign this "Petition" for a bigger Monument Sign for "Sundance Center", I will
hand carry it over to her Office. We will ask .her to help get the "Codes" changed to allow for a
bigger Sign here. I will also give it to Dr. Khani so he knows our needs at the Center. Thank you
for your help.

Sin&r~

cc:
Dr. Khani
Mayor Bonnie Flickenger

Ed Costa
Owner-Operator

r' :..

cc: S";'ll Boft
Kyle Kollar
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To:

Ms. Robin N. Hastings, Council Member District 3

From:

Prem Kumar, Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer~
John Kerenyi, Senior Engineer, Transportation Engineering Division JAK

Date:

May 20,2010

Subject:

Response to Comments Received at November 16, 2009 Public Meeting
Ironwood Avenue Widening from Perris Boulevard to Nason Street:
Project No.1 0-41572727

The Public Works Department has compiled the attached document which consists of all
written comments received in connection with the subject public outreach meeting, together
with staff's recommended response. The primary response has been to significantly modify
the project, although all engineering-related comments are considered to be addressed in
the attached response document. For completeness, we also include the recent letter to
WRCOG requesting their concurrence with the new project proposal; that letter included
proposed roadway cross sections, and those are likewise provided herein.
We request your concurrence and approval to disseminate the attached document to the
attendee's of the November 16, 2009 meeting. We also recommend scheduling the revised
project for a City Council study session; based on the feedback received at the study
session, we would then prepare and submit a revised Mitigated Negative Declaration for
City Council adoption at a regular meeting. We kindly request concurrence on this
approach, or your input on an alternative approach to environmental clearance.

Approved by:
c:

Chris A. Vogt, P

hc Works Director/City Engineer

William Bopf, Interim City Manager

1 of 1
W:ICapProjICapProjIPROJECTSlJohn K - 10·41572727 - Ironwood Ave· Perris 10 NasonlDesign PhaseIMeelingslPublic Mig (11-16-09) & follow
upl\ransmittal memo. DOC
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City of Moreno Valley
WHERE

DREAMS

SOAR

Public Works Department
CAPITAL PROJECTS DIVISION

Ironwood Avenue Improvements
From Perris Boulevard to Nason Street
Project No.1 0-41572727

Response to Comments
Public Meeting November 16, 2009
Palm Middle School Multipurpose Room
A public meeting was held on Monday, November 16,2009 to present the preliminary improvement
plans, Project Report and Mitigated Negative Declaration prepared for the Ironwood Avenue
Improvement Project. At the meeting, the design consultant Winzler & Kelly presented the project
through the availability of design staff, the documents and an exhibit showing the project
superimposed upon the City's GIS photo mapping showing the entire project limits. The meeting
was advertised to occur between 6:30 to 8:00 pm, but questions and discussions occurred until
9:45 pm. Attendees were requested to identify themselves on a sign-in sheet, provide contact
information for follow up and submit comments in writing. This report contains responses to the
questions and comments raised atthe meeting, and written comments received at the meeting and
by email.

Background Information:
An agreement for preliminary engineering design services for this project was awarded by the City
Council on June 10,2008, to the engineering firm Winzler & Kelly. The design consultant prepared
preliminary ("35 %") plans, supporting reports and a Mitigated Negative Declaration, based upon
surveys and studies performed under the agreement. The engineering study resulted in preliminary
engineering plans which addressed the impact of a roadway complying with the City's General Plan,
which designates this roadway as a "Minor Arterial," as defined in the City's codes and standard
plans.
As a step in completing the preliminary engineering phase of the project, a draft Mitigated Negative
Declaration (MNO) was posted for public review and submitted to the State Clearinghouse, as
required by law. Upon completion of the required review period, the document was submitted to the
City Council for consideration and adoption. At the City Council meeting of August 26, 2009, City
staff were directed to hold a public meeting to collect public comments prior to the Council's
consideration of the adoption of the MNO, and to advertise the meeting in the newspaper as well as
mail notices to all affected landowners.

Public Meeting:
The attendees were encouraged to inspect the plans and reports and to ask any questions of the
project team staff present. The attendees were also advised of the request to distribute the
comments and responses to all interested parties, resulting in the request for comments in writing
and contact information for interested parties. In order to maintain a record of the discussions, three
design team members also prepared notes during the meeting.
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The project was introduced as an ultimate street improvement scenario, identifying the maximum
impact of applying the minor arterial criteria to the project limits, in compliance with the City's
General Plan, the City's reference control for all development. It was·stressed that the drawings
were a preliminary concept that addressed safety lines of sight and roadway curves compatible with
the design speed, but not final engineering plans with all signing, fencing and utility coordination
addressed. By knowing what the ultimate improvements would look like, the final design would
address the improvements actually needed to provide for the public needs. As an example of the
final engineering decisions to be made, it was noted that the preliminary plans also showed the
limits of a three lane roadway, providing two travel lanes with a center two-way turn lane. This
concept would be detailed with dirt shoulders instead of curbs and gutters.
The formal presentation during the meeting was limited, but the question and answer periods were
wide ranging. The comments made at the meeting are reflective of the written comments on the
forms attached to this packet. Many of the comments focused beyond the engineering
considerations of the project being presented at the meeting.
The verbal and written comments received from residents at this public meeting demanded that the
existing two-lane portion of the project, from Vista de Cerros Drive to Nason Street, be improved to
a reduced standard in keeping with the rural nature of the neighborhood. The "minor arterial"
roadway was thought to be excessive and not acceptable. A configuration providing two travel
lanes, a center two-way turning median and graded shoulders was acceptable, with safety and
speed control improvements.
A copy of all comments and letters received are attached, with responses to the comments directed
at the design work. The following are a selection of paraphrased comments received (all comments
and letters are attached):
A traffic signal or stop sign is needed, not five lanes
Correct safety issues, not the whole street
Redesign the project to improve safety and slow down traffic
Slow traffic down and address blind corners
Will there be increased truck traffic?
The City should improve Ironwood Avenue west of Perris Boulevard first
Striping on both sides of Perris Boulevard needs to be compatible for safety
Freeway backup traffic regularly uses Ironwood Avenue, not Alessandro Boulevard.
Why not extend Sunnymead Boulevard to Nason?
Why not improve Ironwood Avenue from Nason Street. to Theodore Street?

Improve Ironwood Avenue as two projects; do west of Lasselle Street. first
What affect will the project have on schools and student safety?
The street is too narrow and needs improvement for the high school
Improvement is needed, but a modified solution stressing improved safety
When is funding and construction expected?
What will occur if the project is delayed?
An EIR is needed for this project in this area
How much of my land will you be buying?
What compensation will we receive for loss of rural life and landscape?
What about access during construction, especially to the north?
Intersections at Dalehurst, Helga and Nason need safety improvements
The east curve is dangerous for accessing driveways
A full EIR is needed
The environmental document must address geological conditions
Widen to two lanes with turn lane, sidewalk, curb & gutter and stop signs
How can the General Plan be amended to reflect the rural area?
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Amend the General Plan to reflect the easterly reduced roadway improvements

Response to Public Comments:
It is noted that the primary concern expressed was for the improvement of safety conditions along
the roadway, principally slowing the speed of traffic. A Stop sign, or alternatively a traffic signal was
requested. The City Traffic Engineer, Mr. Eric Lewis, discussed the general process of establishing
the need or "Warrants" for traffic control devices, such as stop signs or signals. The necessary
studies for the warrants will be coordinated with the City's Transportation Engineering Division. The
preliminary plans presented at the meeting did not depict any stop signs or traffic signals for traffic
control between Perris Boulevard and Nason Street. Required traffic control devices will be shown
on final design plans when they are developed. The City may also install needed signs prior to
construction of any improvements.
Ironwood Avenue west of Perris Boulevard is a designated truck route, and the City is preparing to
improve Ironwood Avenue from Heacock Street to Perris Boulevard to the minor arterial standard.
Right-of-way acquisition is currently underway, with start of construction expected in late 2011,
pending funding for construction. Ironwood Avenue east of Perris Boulevard is not a truck route. Mr.
Lewis noted that the City has removed the truck route designation from Ironwood Avenue between
Redlands Boulevard and Theodore Street. Although trucks are not to use non-designated roads,
drivers will occasionally take short cuts. Enforcement by the Police Department is the method to
address continued violations.
The officially designated alternate route for freeway congestion or closure is Alessandro Boulevard,
which is a designated east-west truck route. If traffic is leaving the freeway as a controlled event by
Caltrans or the City, traffic would be routed southerly to Alessandro Boulevard. If the traffic is not
being controlled, the nearest alternate route would likely be used, which would be Ironwood
Avenue. This is noted in several comments addressing morning traffic conditions. This condition is
likely to improve somewhat when Eucalyptus Avenue, south of the freeway, is extended by
localized development from the Walmart on Moreno Beach Drive to Theodore Street. Additionally,
the need for the improvements along Ironwood Avenue from Nason Street to Theodore Street is
currently not justified by traffic volumes. Other alternates to this project, such as extending
Sunnymead Boulevard to Nason Street, would be highly improbable, because residential tracts
already exist along the logical alignment extension of the roadway and because this street
extension is not considered in the City's General Plan.
The existing schools along the west end of the project are in areas with sidewalks and traffic
signals. Portions of Ironwood Avenue at the northwest corner with Kitching Street and at the
northwest corner with Lasselle Street have not been constructed to the ultimate condition.
Completion of these areas will temporarily impact the student's route to school during construction
only, but will have long-term public benefits of fully improved roadways, shoulders, sidewalks and
curb ramps.
Questions were raised regarding the anticipated funding and construction schedule. When the
project was initiated, construction was anticipated between late 2010 and 2012. Funding was
anticipated from the Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF) program administered by the
Western Riverside Council of Governments. Under this program, development impact fees are
collected from development projects and directed toward roadway projects. With the current
economic conditions, development impact fee revenues are curtailed and therefore the anticipated
funds are not available to complete the design and construct the project. The City will revise the
preliminary design plans, as discussed below, revise the project description in both the project
report and the environmental documents, but will suspend work on subsequent phases of the
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project due to inadequate funding. If interim improvements are necessary on any portion of the
project limits, the revised preliminary design will provide the basis for work.
The final design of the improvements will not be detailed until funding for final engineering is
available. The construction and right-of-way funding will be refined with the final design of the
improvements. Until the final design and necessary funding are determined, no major construction
or changes to the project area will be made. Routine roadway maintenance will continue.
The General Plan of the City of Moreno Valley acknowledges the location of Ironwood Avenue and
dictates the City's accepted configuration of this roadway as a minor arterial, including a right-ofway width of 88 feet.
In response to feedback from the public, the City proposes to modify the project. The minor arterial
standard will be applied to the in-fill improvements from Perris Boulevard to Vista de Cerros Drive.
From the end of the existing curbs approximately 270 feet east of Vista de Cerros Drive to Nason
Street, the City will reduce the scope of the project from the minor arterial standard (four through
lanes and a turning lane), to a two-lane roadway with a two-way left-turn turn lane and bicycle
lanes. Intersection widening and transition areas will be incorporated into the plans. The vertical
profile will approximate the existing roadway to minimize alteration of the area. The horizontal
alignment will be modified improve roadway sight distance, and engineered to minimize impact to
developed parcels. The right-of-way for the project will not exceed the 88-foot-width approved by
the General Plan designation. Temporary Construction Easements will also be analyzed in the final
engineering drawings. The easements shown on the preliminary plans depict the maximum impact
on adjacent parcels. The size of the easements can be modified by the use of retaining walls in lieu
of transition slopes. The easements are for slope grading and not for the storage of construction
equipment. No right-of-way acquisition will occur until final design is complete and right-of-way
acquisition funding is in place. When the final engineering of the project is undertaken, the typical
right-of-way procedures will be followed in accordance with established right-of-way practices. The
necessary reconstruction of the existing culverts under Ironwood Avenue is anticipated to remain
unchanged in the project.
As part of the final engineering plans, construction details will be analyzed, including provision of
access to parcels impacted by the project. The design consultant analyzed all of the existing
driveways as part of the preliminary plans. The revised configuration of improvements will affect,
and probably lessen, the potential impacts. When construction ultimately occurs, the Contractor will
be required to coordinate his work with the affected property owners to maintain access to the
various parcels.
The engineering of the preliminary plans studied all of the existing intersections. The horizontal and
vertical alignments were engineered to comply with required line-of-sight requirements specified in
the California Department of Transportation Highway Design Manual. Additionally, the preliminary
plans, and the proposed revision to the plans, include a two-way left turn lane. This lane will allow a
driver intending to turn to leave the travel lanes until it is safe to complete the turn. The lane also
provides a refuge for completion of turns onto Ironwood Avenue. The final configuration of
improvements will require adjustment of the intersections along the roadway.
Residents in the Helga Lane area advised that several houses in the area need structural repair
due to settlement caused by movement of the decomposed granite soils in the area, and severe
shaking when trash trucks and buses pass. The geotechnical analysis, which is based on analysis
of core samples taken from the project limits, found that the prevailing soil condition is fill dirt,
colluvium, and/or alluvium over severely weathered (decomposed) granite. This condition is
widespread in Moreno Valley and has not been found to be unusually transmissive of vibrations;
therefore the project's vibration impact to adjacent properties is considered to be less than
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significant. Further investigation of soil conditions will be undertaken as part offuture phases of the
project, and specific analysis of this issue can be performed at that time if warranted.
Additional concerns were raised relative to the impact of the wider, minor arterial roadway on the
adjacent properties. With the City's decision to reduce the project to two lanes with a two-way turn
lane, the project is more of a safety improvement than an increase in capacity. The reduced Project
will minimize the impacts by maintaining the existing roadway capacity. The addition of the two-way
turn lane will improve traffic flow, reducing the pollution and noise of traffic stopping and restarting
for vehicles turning. The use of rubberized asphalt pavement will further decrease the tire noise
generated by the traffic. The reduction of the project will also eliminate the installation of full street
lighting, and the existing street lights will be reviewed in order to maximize intersection safety.
The project area has limited areas identified as wetlands, predominantly near the deep culverts
crossing the roadway. The environmental documents include a Jurisdictional Delineation Report to
assure proper review and clearance of the required work on the culverts. Work will be kept to a
minimum in these areas, but some impact is unavoidable. Following the culvert work, the drainage
areas will be returned to a condition as close as possible to the preconstruction conditions. But the
payment of fees to an established program has been proposed as an offset for the impact made.
The design of the project minimizes the grading that will be required to complete the roadway. Most
of the work will occur within the existing roadway area. Although the work will occur in areas
previously disturbed by construction, the City's standard construction contract documents require
that the contractor will provide access to the work area for archeological and paleontological
observation and collection.
The Capital Projects Division will coordinate with the City Planning Division and the design
consultant to amend the Mitigated Negative Declaration to reflect the reduced roadway
configuration. Once amended, the Mitigated Negative Declaration will be readvertised for review
and resubmitted to the City Council for adoption.

General Plan Amendment:
At the public meeting, the City's General Plan designation for Ironwood Avenue was raised several
times. The preliminary plans presented at the meeting were based upon the minor arterial criteria
called for in the General Plan. To eliminate the future imposition of the minor arterial criteria on this
section of Ironwood Avenue, the meeting attendees requested that the City prepare an amendment
to the General Plan to reduce the designation of Ironwood Avenue between Vista de Cerros Drive
and Nason Street.
The City's General Plan is maintained by the City's Planning Division, and is a compilation of the
City's development requirements based upon various studies and plans developed to define the
City's ultimate condition. Many of the elements incorporated in the General Plan are reviewed
periodically to keep up with growth and other changed conditions. The roadway designations reflect
the needs of the City's Circulation Plan, a study of anticipated traffic patterns and volumes. The
Circulation Plan is maintained by the Transportation Engineering Division
Subsequent to the public meeting, two meetings have been held between the Capital Projects
Division, the Planning Division and the Transportation Engineering Division to discuss the
requested amendment. The General Plan can be amended as needed, but the amendments derive
from the supporting studies. The City's Transportation Division is already preparing the statistical
model needed for the periodic review of the traffic projections for the Circulation Plan. The study will
be complete in late 2010, and will reflect the City's projected needs through the year 2035. The
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Planning Division stated a preference to address the specific issues of Ironwood Avenue with the
support of the pending Circulation Plan review.
Submitted with this report is a copy of: the sign in sheets, the public comment sheets submitted,
letters received, the advertisement and mailed notice for the meeting, an informational handout
available at the meeting, the proposed section for the reduced three-lane configuration and a
revised project description for the environmental documents and project report.
These responses and comments, and the attached copies of documents, have been prepared
under the direction of John Kerenyi, Senior Engineer, P.E. with the City of Moreno Valley. For
questions or comments please contact
Encl:

Meeting sign-in sheets
Public comments sheets and letters
Advertisement issued
Mailed notice of meeting
Informational handout
Proposed reduced roadway section
Revised project description

W'CapPrq'CapProjf'ROJECfSWmK-1041fi1Z1Z1-lrorM.OXlAvenue-PerrisloNasonDesgnPhase'JlJleeti'gs'Publi:::M1g(11-16-09)&fuNupIR8S{XlIlS8topubOC;
cx:mrnents final.doc
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City of Moreno Valley
WHERE

DREAMS

Public Works Department
CAPITAL PROJECTS DIVISION

SOAR

Ironwood Meeting November 16, 2009
Palm Middle School Multipurpose Room

List of Public Attendees per Sign In Sheets
Bauer, Susan
Baugh, Gary
Bell, Kenny
. Benzakein, Jacques
Budlong, Gerald
Budlong, Michael
Caudill, Amber
Craig, Robert
Cueras, Francisco
Curry, Christopher
Eaton, Cheryl
Estrada, Robert & Sue
Fernandez, Lydia
Gallegos, Lawrence

Gilchrist, Sue
Greer, Terri
Hawthorne, Robert A.
Hague, George
Hay, Scott & Sharon
Hunt, Patricia C.
. Langley, Marty
Meacham, Kirk & Sheri
Mitchell, Michele
Millen, Marcus & Michael
Molina, Jesse
Nenno, Jim
Ortiz, Alex & Debra
Patterson, Vicki

Reader, Deanna
Richardson, Glen
Russell, Norman
San Martin, Sergio
Sjoder, Kristy
Smith, Ted R.& Nannette
Spies, Art & Annette
Tapiceria, Remedios
T apiceria, Roger
Vackor, Tracy
Williams, David
Wilson, Raul
Wolf, Rick
Zeitz, Susan

Written Comments were received from the following:
[Multiple comments denoted by "(x)" ]
Baugh, Gary
Benzakein, Jacques
Budlong, Gerald (2)
Craig, Robert
Cueras, Francisco
Curry, Christopher
Eaton, Cheryl
Estrada, Robert & Sue
Greer, Terri

Griffis, Brigitte
Hawthorne, Robert A.
Hague, George
Hay, Scott & Sharon (5)
Hunt, Patricia C.
Langley, Marty
Meacham, Kirk & Sheri (3)
Murillo, Librada
Nenno, Jim (2)

Patterson, Vicki
Reader, Deanna (3)
Russell, Norman
Sjoder, Kristy
Smith, Ted & Nannette(3)
Spies, Annette
Tapiceria, Roger (8)
Zeitz, Susan
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC MEETING
IRONWOOD AVENUE STREET IMPROVEMENTS
FROM PERRIS BOULEVARD TO NASON STREET
PROJECT NO. 10-41572727
The City of Moreno Valley's Capital Projects Division has undertaken the
study of improvements to Ironwood Avenue, from Perris Boulevard to
Nason Street. The preliminary design is in accord with the City's General
Plan and the regional transportation plan of the Western Riverside
Council of Governments (WRCOG). The work is being funded by an
appropriation from WRCOG.
The project will improve approximately 2.2 miles by widening the roadway;·
adding sidewalk, curb and gutter, storm drain facilities, driveway aprons
and improved intersections. The roadway will be aligned to minimize
impacts to improved parcels. The design improves the roadway curves
and driver sight lines, provides a median lane and eliminates the eXisting
lane merges. The design will improve roadway safety and traffic flow,
reduce delays due to the lane merges, and allow safer turns into and out
of driveways and side streets. The design will also improve local drainage
and minimize local.flooding potential.

An environmental study of the project has been completed and a
Mitigated Negative Declaration has been prepared for adoption under the
requirement of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
You are invited to review the preliminary (35%) plans and environmental
documents prepared for the.project in a public open house forum. The
design team will be present to answer questions and discuss the project.
·

'.: :::::::':.:;::':.:-:: :.::' :.-~ ::. .: .... ....
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. ...... .

T~~ .'T.1.eetil'}g will be:

Monday, November 16, 2009,6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

at
Palm Middle School
11900 Slawson Avenue, Moreno Valley, CA 92557
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Announcement of Public Meeting
Ironwood Avenue Street Improvements
From Perris Boulevard to Nason Street
Project~o.10-41572727

The City of Moreno Valley's Capital Projects Division has undertaken the study of improvements
to Ironwood Avenue, from Perris Boulevard to Nason Street. The preliminary design is in
accordance with the City's General Plan and the regional transportation plan of the Western
Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG) .. The work is being funded by an appropriation
fromWRCOG.
The preliminary improvement plans depict two types of improvement on Ironwood Avenue:
1) Ironwood Avenue from Perris Boulevard to Vista de Cerros Drive is almost coII1pletely improved,
except for an area at the northwest comer at Kitching Street, and a section on the north side of Ironwood
j\veilUe from west of Lasselle Street to west of Vista de Cerros Drive. These areas will be completed with
curb and gutter, sidewalks and widened AC pavement This . improve sight lines along Ironwood
Avenue and remove the need to merge traffic lanes, resulting·
safer traffic flow.

2) Ironwood Avenue from Vista de Cerros
plans depict the design of ultimate improvements
Avenue, consistent with the westerly portion.
needed to complete curb and gutters, AC pavement, ~~~"'5
and driveway aprons for the residences, while .......Ll'-';':~.!!"'5
address the radius of curves and .sight lines to lmr)rn'7P-'t()ad1NaV
median lane to allow for safer turning into side streets and drhreWl'!.VS.

As part of the preliminary design process,. an emrrronmegt;aJ
completed and a Mitigated Negative Declaration has
requirements of the California Environmental Quality
You are invited to review the preliminary (35%) plans ~.t·~·aWi~~~~~t~~v:'::~~~~
the project in a public open house forum. The design teani
discuss the project. The meeting will be:

Monday, ~ovember 16, 2009, 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Palm Middle School
11900
Slawson
Ayenue
Moreno
Valley,. :CA
92557
. . '..
.
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For additional information, please contact Bruce E. Blank, P.E., L.S., the City's
Consultant Project Manager at

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
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IRONWOOD AVENUE IMPROVEMENTS
From Perris Boulevard to Nason Street

Project Statistics
Length:

2.1 miles (Includes 0.8 miles of full pavement replacement between
Vista De Cerros Drive and Nason Street)

Width:

88' (Perris to Vista De Cerros); 92' (Vista De Cerros to Nason)

Cross Section:

4-Lane Minor Arterial, featuring bike lanes, 4-traveled lanes, one twoway left turn lane, sidewalks, and concrete curb & gutter

Traffic:

Existing =7,000 Cars Per Day Average
Year 2030 Projection = 15,000 Cars Per Day Average

Funding:

Construction funding has not been identified.

Project Benefits
•
•
•
•

Enhanced Driver Safety
Enhanced Pedestrian Safety
Enhanced Bicycle Safety
Improved Intersections

•
•
•
•

Improved Drainage Conditions
Minimized Property Impacts
Safer Driveway Access
Quieter Pavement Materials

12'

12'

12'

TRAVEL
LANE

TwO-WAY
LEFT TURN

TRAV!"L
LANE

TYPICAL SECTION
IRONWOOD AVENUE
N.T.S.
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Bruce Blank
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

george hague [gbhague@gmail.com]
Tuesday, November 17, 2009 11 :03 PM
Prem Kumar
Bruce Blank; John Terell
My Ironwood Ave letter

Attachments:

JTerreli Nov09.docx; ATT370560.txt

1&:1
~

lTerrell Nov09.docx

ATT370560.t:xt

(134 KB)

(458 B)

Good morning Mr Kumar,

You heard people the other night wanting three lanes as mentioned in my letter (attached
below) and the way to ensure this happens is with a General Plan Arnendment(GPA). What
will happen in the next few weeks to move in this direction.
People also do not want to
spend any more money on engineering for a five lane road where it is presently two lanes.
What assurances can you give us that efforts will focus on the GPA and three lanes?
Thank you,
George Hague

1
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To: Prem Kumar
Capital Projects Manager
John Terell
Planning Official
From: George B. Hague
Re: Proposed widening of Ironwood Avenue

November 16, 2009

J

I appreciate that the City of Moreno Valley is having a meeting to allow residents to
express their concerns regarding the proposed widening of Ironwood Avenue. I and
many other residents question the need for the proposed widening in the eastern portion
of the project.
Tables 4 and 5 (pages 26 and 27, Initial Study/Environmental Check-off List) show that
the level of service (LOS) for traffic east of SteeplechaseNista de Cerros without
improvements will be the same as the area near Perris with improvement in the year
2030.
Many people living on the easte~n portion of the project would be more than willing to see
a center lane (but not a suicide lane) added to allow for safer left turns from and into the
many driveways that are along this portion of Ironwood Avenue. The widening of the
shoulders to allow for increased safety and bike lanes would also be appropriate, as
would sidewalks on one side. Full turning movements at Ironwood Avenue and Nason
Street should also be included in this proposal.
A traffic study needs to be done on my proposal, which will make the road safer and may
also improve the traffic LOS. I am certain that it will show that Ironwood Avenue east of
SteeplechaseNista de Cerros does not warrant any improvements beyond the ones
named in the preceding paragraph, which I recommend for improved safety.
The City can still count on the Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG) to
pay the significant portion of this if it does for the residents what it does for developers - a
General Plan amendment. Changing our General Plan to include my proposal east of
SteeplechaseNista de Cerros will permit WRCOG funds to be used for the entire project
length. Since it has been stated that the project will take at least five years to get started,
there is plenty of time to make the necessary General Plan changes. It is my
understanding that WRCOG funds are for moving traffic, and that signals or stop signs
would not be added to slow the traffic. Is that correct? If they are to be added, where will
they be placed?
The proposed widening project is also changing our General Plan's designation for a
minor arterial and the ultimate right-of-way for this section of Ironwood Avenue from 88
feet to 92 feet. Many of those of us who use Ironwood Avenue the most request that you
also change the General Plan's designation so that it will decrease the proposed width to
match the proposed traffic for the next 20 or more years.
If the City is unwilling to do the sensible action and decrease the width of the eastern
portion of the project, as proposed above, then you must do a full environmental impact
report. Besides the significant public controversy over the project's impacts, there are
other impacts that need to be further analyzed and mitigated.
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Air quality/pollution impacts
The environmental checklist does not address the increase in air pollution impacts
to families as the road is moved closer to their homes. For those of us living near
Ironwood Avenue, the words on Page 30 do not make sense: ''The project has
the potential to result in significant impacts to air quality and noise that would
affect people traveling along Ironwood Avenue." It is the people who live there
after the construction who will have significant air quality impacts, based on the
USC study (http://www.usc.edu/uscnews/newsroom/news_release. php?id=26).
While Ironwood Avenue is not a highway, it will, with the City's proposed widening,
become a major road, and health impacts on families - especially children - will
increase.
The initial study did not analyze this increase in air pollution for residents living
near a significantly wider Ironwood Avenue or try to mitigate its impacts. A full
EIR needs to analyze and address these concerns, or you could not widen the
road as much as proposed where it is presently two lanes.
Noise Impacts
The condition (N-1) "where feasible, noise generating will be shielded" is not
sufficient to protect residents. I, however, applaud the use of rubberized asphalt.
But I am concerned that when repairs or repaving is needed, then the same or
better noise-reducing materials may not be used. Many people who now live
along the road already suffer significant noise pollution. The rubberized asphalt
will not compensate for the increase in noise caused by the road moving
significantly closer to their homes. These impacts are not fully analyzed or
mitigated in the City's documents. There is no mentioned, for example, of offering
homes dual-glazed window or sound walls - perhaps both in some cases. A vote
for a Mitigated Negative Declaration means all impacts have been analyzed and
mitigated. This has not been done regarding noise; therefore a full EIR is required
for this project.
Geology and Soils
There are homes along Ironwood Avenue that have pictures that vibrate on walls
when trucks pass. The soil that transmits these vibrations has not been fully
studied, nor has the problem been mitigated in the documents before you. With
the road widening and no restriction on trucks, one would expect this situation to
worsen for those who already have the problem and to begin for others. A full EIR
is needed if this project is moving forward on the section that presently has two
lanes.
That same EIR would need to analyze the impacts of replacing expansive soils.
What impacts will result from taking soil from off the site and depositing soils to
some unknown site? What will. be the impact of removing soil from some off-site
location to bring to the project? The impacts to both off-site locations need to be
analyzed and mitigated.
Wetlands
Our city is, through mitigations, exporting our wetlands to other cities. The
commuter parking lot near Home Depot destroyed a wetland area, and we paid
the City of Riverside to mitigate for our loss. We are now exporting almost a halfacre of wetlands for this project to the Santa Ana Watershed Authority without
requiring that the mitigation happens in our city. The cumulative impacts of losing
these wetlands and many others in our city need to be analyzed in an EIR. The
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same can be said for invasive species, where we are again giving money to the
same organization when we have significant invasive species in our city - several
patches of Arundo donax (or Giant Reed) are near Ironwood Avenue and Moreno
Beach Drive as well as other places in our city.
Trees
The document mentions trees/vegetation, which will be cut down and eliminated,
but it does not explain the mitigation plan for all of the raptors and songbirds/other
animals that will be impacted for years to come. Where is the plan that shows
residents and property owners which trees will be lost? Please explain the plan to
replace these trees and vegetation. Are you going to put down irrigation lines to
implement thesoon-to-be approved landscape guidelines? The environmental
documents need to explain how/when and by what rationale these trees will be
replaced. How will they be watered so they do not die? What is the "500-foot
buffer"?
Lighting
Existing lighting standards and requirements do not meet the wishes of most who
live east of Vista de Cerros. Some of you may remember the citizens who
protested the lights being installed in that area. The lights were eventually all
significantly hooded, but the residents were still not happy with the results.
The City needs to adopt the international dark sky standards. This is especially
true if you make this a five-lane road in place of the two lanes, causing these
lights to be moved even closer to homes.
Archeological Resources
The City needs a culturally-affiliated Native American with knowledge in cultural
resources as part of any soil disturbance. Because this project is within the
sensitive Reche Hills/Moreno Hills region of our city, the above is all the more
important. The Monitoring Plan needs to have provision for disposition of
recovered artifacts in consultation with culturally-affiliated Native Americans. The
area where there are presently two lanes must have a full EIR prepared because
of the sensitive nature of these lands if you are going to add three more lanes with
sidewalks.
Temporary Construction Easements
Have you told these landowners (26563, 26548, 26353, and 26386 Ironwood
Avenue) that some of their lands will be used for construction equipment? Are
they aware of the smell, noise, toxic emissions, and dust that will be generated
next to their homes? More than a total of 28,000 square feet of land will be used
from these four residences for "temporary construction easements". What
mitigations are being offered to these homeowners and their neighbors? A full
EIR would give them much better information than what is presently in the
environmental documents for this project.
Please make a copy of the sign-in sheet and all comment cards and staff notes on
comments that took place at the November 16th meeting at Palm Middle School. I would
also like a copy of all letters and communications you have received on this project from
individuals, groups, and organizations as well as local, state and federal agencies. Please
keep me informed of all future communications, documents and public meetings in which
the widening of Ironwood is to be discussed by city employees or decision-makers.
Please contact me and send me information at the address below. Thank you.
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Sincerely,

George Hague
26711 Ironwood Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Phone: 951-924-0816
Fax: 951-924-4185
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Bruce Blank
From:

Hay Family [hay-family@verizon.net]

Sent:

Sunday, November 22, 2009 11 :33 PM

To:

Richard Stewart; Bonnie Flickinger; Bruce Blank; John Terell; Prem Kumar; Jesse Molina; Robin Hastings;
William Batey; gcampbell@w-and-k.com

Cc:

haLfAMILY@VERIZON.NET

Subject:

[Fwd: The Widening of Ironwood Avenue]

Attachments: Attached Message Part

November 22, 2009
Dear Honorable Council Members, City Manager, Planning Commission, Traffic Engineers, Project Engineers and
Designers,
This letter is a follow-up to the verbal and written comments that my wife and I made at the meeting on November
16,2009 pertaining to the widening of Ironwood Avenue from Vista de Cerros to Nason. Please add the comments
contained herein to the public record for said meeting.
We agree that the stretch of Ironwood between Vista de Cerros and Nason is in need of improvements for the safety
of all residents and everyone else traveling this roadway. We adamantly disagree with the City of Moreno Valley's
current General Plan and the 5 lane roadway for this area and we ask that the General Plan be revised to reflect the
lifestyles and desires ofthe area residents before any more funds are spent to design and engineer projects for this
area. I wish to keep this communication as brief as possible so I will format as many points as possible in bullet poi
format.
• The current General Plan for this area does nothing to slow down the traffic through this area. As someone
who lives on Ironwood Avenue and is often the first responder to accidents I know that the majority of
accidents could be prevented with reduced speeds (strategically placed stop signs would take care of this),
proper shoulders, left turn lanes for vehicles accessing streets or driveways off of Ironwood and guardrails to
prevent vehicles from going off the roadway and down embankments.
• If turn lanes were added this would eliminate the the need for 5 lanes and many ofthe safety issues faced in tb
area. Anyone who travels this route frequently knows that the problem is a car ahead of you that has to make,
left-hand turn onto a side street or into a driveway. This literally brings traffic to a screeching halt! If this
section ofIronwood remains one lane in each direction but with the addition of shoulders and left-hand turn
lanes for safety then the bulk of the problems would be solved and numerous accidents avoided annually. The
addition of a sidewalk (or even a bridle path considering this is a rural area zoned for horses) for pedestrian
traffic is also needed for the safety of pedestrians of all ages.
• I have observed the traffic patterns along this portion of Ironwood Avenue for many years now and the busies
day of the year along this stretch is the 4th of July after the fIreworks end. Thousands of cars pass through
within roughly 30 minutes yet no traffic jams have ever occurred. Even when the freeway has been shut down
due to an accident or other police activity the volume of traffic has not caused backups through this area in tht
years that I have lived in this particular part of the city. 5 lanes are not needed now and will not be in the futur
either. The numbers forecast for the year 2030 are inflated and do not warrant 5 lanes.
• There was an accident earlier this year where a women lost control of her vehicle in the middle of the night,
went off the road, down the embankment and was not rescued until several hours later when the sun came up
and her vehicle could be seen. If proper guardrails were already in place the injuries she sustained and her
unnecessary suffering would not have happened. What is being done to rectify these shortcomings of the
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existing roadway? The issues that face us today must be addressed and rectified today.
• 'What is going to be done to keep vehicles from crashing into our homes, or in the case of myself and my
neighbors, into our horse corrals? This could potentially free our horses resulting in accidents that can result :
injury and possible death of the horses as well as motorists. An incident occurred a couple of years ago in
which a horse managed to get out of a corral down the street from us and it resulted in an accident in which tb
horse was killed and the motorists vehicle severely damaged. The current design does not include any
protective measures other than a curb. Today's larger and higher vehicles are no respecter of curbs. Addition
measures are absolutely necessary for everyone's safety. A 3 lane design (or 2 lanes plus tum lanes) would b(
step in the right direction as this will keep motorists at a greater distance from homes and other structures.
• Many residents including myself brought up the imwediate need for stop signs to reduce speeds and improve
safety. What is being done about this and how will we be notified of the progress toward this goal?
• What is being done now to eliminate the blind comers along this stretch? As pointed out during the meeting
there are blind comers for motorists making lefthand tum off of Helga Lane and onto Ironwood going
westbound as well as motorists turning eastbound out ofthe drive across the street from 26755 Ironwood
Avenue and onto Ironwood.
• The current design requires from 66' up to 92' be utilized for the roadway and additional amenities. If the
current plan allows for 88' then where will the additional footage be acquired from and at what cost to the
taxpayers and at what cost to the landowners in the area? A 3 lane design (or 2 lanes plus tum lanes) would
eliminate the need to acquire people's properties and would save considerable amounts of money.
• What steps are the Council and the City Planners taking to ensure that this area remains rural residential? Thi
area of Moreno Valley is a rural residential area (predominantly Rl with a section ofR2 properties) and to
maintain the diversity in our city it needs to be kept as such for everyone's benefit. A large city like ours can I
be all apartments, all tract homes, all warehouseslbusinesses or all rural residential. There needs to be a
diversity to accommodate all lifestyles and all socio-economic groups.
• A full EIR is absolutely necessary for a project of this scope and in an area such as this.
• When a school bus passes in front of my house the walls and windows rattle with the existing road. The plan
bring the road closer to the homes will increase the vibrations from both sound and shock waves and create th
potential for damage to the homes. Thorough and accUrate analysis of the surrounding soils is absolutely
necessary to determine the viability of any project in this area, especially in light of the high concentration of
shifting DO (decomposing granite).
• The current noise level along Ironwood is unacceptable. The vehicles by nature 'make noise and this is furthe
compounded by the noise emitted by glasspack mufflers and automotive stereo systems that are allowed to gc
unchecked in this city despite the laws on the book that forbid these forms of noise pollution. Bringing the
noise even closer to our homes and our bedrooms is not acceptable.
• Bringing the vehicle emissions closer to our residences, ourselves and our children is not acceptable.
• My property is a horse property. My truck and horse trailer measure 46'6" from end to end. The current plan
will leave me only 33' of usable driveway which means that to load my horses into the trailer I will have to p~
my truck at least 13'6" into the traffic lanes ofIronwood Avenue. How would you be able to rectify this?
• In addition to the loss of our driveway which is required for trailering the horses the current plan on the book:
eliminates the round pen that we use for training our horses which in tum destroys the usefulness of our
property. The "takings clause" of the 5th Amendment forbids this "physical invasion that destroys the
usefulness of the land" without just compensation for not only the land but the loss of usefulness and the
3/1512010
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profitableness of the land. The 2.1 million dollars that the City has earmarked for land acquisition for this

project will not begin to cover the expenses incurred.
• Residents in this area rely upon natural predators to control the rodent and insect populations. We rely heavily
upon the screech owls and coyotes to keep the rat and mice populations in check and we rely upon the bat
population to manage the insect population (especially the West Nile carrying mosquitoes that can potentially
kill our livestock). Once streetlights and introduced these predators and others like them will seek new areas
without streetlights for their own protection and survival. Unfortunately this will result in a dramatic and
potentially damaging increase in the rodent and insect populations. What will be done to mitigate these
issues? We do not live in an area covered with concrete and asphalt that naturally drives away these vectors.
We must have these natural controls in place.
• When improvements in this area are made (regardless of the [mal design) will all utilities be moved
underground? In an area where earthquakes and the occasional tornado are a part of life it makes no sense
from a public safety standpoint to have power lines and phone lines above ground. Moving utilities
underground also improves aesthetics of the area and has the potential to improve the overall value of the area.

The position of the majority in attendance at Monday night's meeting was clear. We are in need of improvements
along this stretch of Ironwood for safety reasons but we are not in favor of the five lane design nor the current
General Plan for this area. I, along with others, strongly urge you to revise the General Plan for this area and protect
the rural way of life that we value and have paid for with everything that we have. Weare teachers, salespeople, rea
estate agents, members of the construction industry, musicians, mechanics as well as many other walks of life. We
are people who love the city that we live in and we are people who want our way of life protected.
Why are the email addresses of all City departments and employees not available on the City's official web site?
There are individuals to whom I wished this email be addressed but the City's web site does not contain this
information (i.e. John Terell- I only obtained his email address through a politically active acquaintance). Please
forward this email to the City Manager, Robert G. Gutierrez, as well as the members of the Traffic Safety
Commission and any additional individuals or departments that may benefit from this communication. I thank you
for your time, your consideration and your dedication to making Moreno Valley the place where dreams soar.
Respectfully,
ScottD. Hay
hay family@verizon.net
(please cc all emailedcommunicationstoscott@partnerprinting.com)
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October 30, 2008
Mr. Sergio San Martin
Director ofFaciJities Planning
Moreno Valley Unified School District
25634 Aleuandro Boulevard
Moreno Vallcy. CA 92557
SUBJECT:

-.-

Tel: 951.867.5300
.... •..

_

~~©~OW~~

Q'otr3l3HII . , ~

---_---I!:!)

Mmcno Valley High School No. S Alternate Sites

Dear Mr. san Martin:
This letter is submitted in response to the District's recently-circulated Notice of Preparation
(NOP) for an environmental impact report for the above referenced high school project.
Highland Fairview owns property in the vicinity of the alternate sites and offers the following

comments to assist the School District in preparing the c:nviroomcntal docwncnt for the project.
As the District is aware. Highland Fairview is presently in the entitlement phase for the Highland
Fairview COIpOratc Park. project, to be located southerly of SR-60 and easterly of Redlands

Boulevard, approximately one-half mile southeasterly of Alternative School Site No.2 which is
located east of Quincy Street and north of Ironwood Avenue. The Highland Fairview Corporate
Park project proposes approximately 2,420,000 square feet of logistics uses and approximately
200 OOO square: feet of community commercial uses on approximately 160 acres. A Draft
Environmental Impact Report (State Clearinghouse Number 2007101132) has been circulated for
the project and the 45-day public review period bas been completed. The details of the Corporate
Park project are fully explained in the Draft EIR.. Public hearings on the proposed project will
begin shortly. A disk of the Draft E~ including all appendices, is enclosed for yom reference.
j

In its EIR analysis. the District should consider the upcoming development of the Highland
Fairview Corporate Park and asses its impacts on future school sites. The District should also be
aware that other projects, similar to Highland FairvieW Corporate Park, have been proposed in the
same vicinity by other developers. south of SR60 and due south. of Alternative school Site No. 2.
Based on the proximity ofAlternative School Site No.2 to these futunI significant non-residential
projects, we would strongly advise that the Distrid; consider Alternative School Sftc No.1 as its
preferred location for its future high school campus. We believe that it will better accommodate
the Districts objectives to provide excellent educatjonal opportunities for our children while
allowing for proper economic and job development opportunities in our community.

Highland Fairview .kindly requests that it continue' to receive all official notices and
communications regarding the proposed school site and its environmental impact report. Thank
you in advance for your assistmce.
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May 4, 2010

Mr. Rick Bishop, AICP
Executive Director
Western Riverside Council of Governments
4080 Lemon Street, 3rd Floor, MSI032
Riverside, CA 92501-7985
Subject:

Ironwood Avenue Improvements between Perris Boulevard and Nason Street
WRCOG Project 06-CN-MOR-1113
City Project No.1 0-41572725

Dear Mr. Bishop:
On February 23, Councilmember Robin Hastings and myself met with you and Ruthanne Taylor
Berger ofWRCOG to discuss a hybrid concept of the above referenced street improvement project.
The concept presented meets the Transportation Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF) Zonal Street
Network development growth demands while increasing compatibility with the adjacent
neighborhood residents' collective desire to retain its semi-rural neighborhood character. The City
appreciates your understanding and concurrence on this hybrid concept approach.
This segment ofIronwood A venue is part of the TUMF Program Zonal Network of streets within the
City of Moreno Valley. The City's General Plan designates this roadway to be constructed to the
City's "Minor Arterial" standard, providing two lanes in each direction, a center two-way tum lane
curb, gutter and sidewalk. Currently, Ironwood Avenue is a mixture of two to four lanes between
Perris Boulevard and Vista de Cerros Drive, and is a rural, winding two lane roadway between Vista
de Cerros Drive and Nason Street.
The City received TUMF funding to complete the Preliminary Engineering CPA & ED) phase of this
project. Preliminary plans were prepared using the minor arterial standard as described above. A
public meeting was held to present the plans and to obtain input from the neighborhood affected by
the project. Based upon the comments received, the project engineering team reviewed the design
parameters and determined that a different combination of improvements would provide roadway
capacity adequate to meet the projected traffic demand of 15,000 ADT at buildout.
The proposed improvements are as follows:
I. The segment ofIronwood Avenue between Perris Boulevard and Vista de Cerros Drive
will be completed to the minor arterial standard, providing four lanes and a two-way
left-turn lane/median.
2. The segment ofIronwood Avenue between Vista de Cerros Drive and Nason Street will
be constructed to provide two lanes, a two-way turn lane, and on-street bike lanes.
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3. The project will include construction of curb, gutter and sidewalk.
4. Intersections will be improved with turn lanes to facilitate vehicle turning movements
with a minimum impact on through traffic.
5. The design will enhance safety by increasing sight distance and roadway curve radii.

The City believes it has identified a good solution that will address the ultimate roadway demand and
is consistent with the TUMF improvement philosophy of accommodating future development
growth. We request concurrence/approval of the proposed approach.
If you have any questions, please contact me at
Sincerely,

Chris Vogt, P.E.
Public Works Director/City Engineer

BEB:sld
Enclosure:
c:

X-Section

Ruthanne Taylor-Berger, Deputy Executive Director
Prem Kumar, Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
John Kerenyi, Senior Engineer, P.E.
Robin Hastings, Mayor Pro Tern
Project File
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City Manager's Office
14177 Frederick Street
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
Telephone:

May 13, 2010
Pacific West Region
National Park Service
One Jackson Center
1111 Jackson Street, Suite 700
Oakland, Ca 94607
Attention:

Mr. David Siegenthaler
Federal Lands to Parks Program

Reference:

Concession Agreement with A YSO Soccer
Federal Surplus Property for Public Park and Recreation Purposes
March Field Park, March Air Reserve Base, Moreno Valley, California

Dear Mr. Siegenthaler:
The Moreno Valley Community Services District (hereinafter referred to as "CSD") is
requesting approval to enter into a concession agreement for a portion of March Field Park
to A YSO Soccer for the construction, maintenance and operation of several soccer fields to
be constructed at March Field Park. AYSO Soccer is the leading non-profit soccer
organization in the City of Moreno Valley. AYSO Soccer is proposing to develop seven
soccer fields, which will encompass approximately 25 to 30 acres of the existing 93 acre
area owned by the CSD (see site plan attached). The concession agreement will be
consistent with guidelines published by the National Park Service and the "Program of
Utilization" for the site.
The CSD believes that by allowing A YSO Soccer to construct and maintain the facilities at
this site, the project would be a public benefit for all of Moreno Valley. The CSD has a
severe shortage of lighted soccer fields and without providing more playing areas
participants do not get adequate practice time for instructions and many players are not
able to take part in this very popular, healthy activity. With AYSO Soccer making the March
Field Park there "Home Base", many other playing sites throughout the community will be
freed up for usage by the thousands of players enrolled in other organizations.
AYSO Soccer alone has approximately 1,200 City of Moreno Valley participants; however
they are limited to growth due to a lack of CSD facilities. Not only will AYSO Soccer
provide activities to its members, they will host games with other city leagues and in
addition they will provide soccer clinics (workshops) to all residents and allow times for
open play for all youngsters that are not able to afford the cost of being in a league.
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It is envisioned that March Field Park will be one of the premier sports parks in the City of
Moreno Valley. The programs created will stimulate public use ofthe facility, benefiting the
entire community. Being a non-profit organization, AYSO Soccer will be giving back
proceeds to the site in form of maintenance, improvements and any additional money's
derived (after cost are met) from sanctioned soccer tournaments. AYSO Soccer, like other
concessioners will be held accountable and will meet with CSD staff on a regular basis
assuring they are adhering to all stipulations within the concession agreement as well as
the "Program of Utilization."
CSD staff believes this cooperative agreement with A YSO Soccer meets the requirements
set forth by the National Park Service and Federal Lands Program and deems this usage
as appropriate.
Please feel free to contact me if you should have any questions or require further
information or clarification. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,

/II;j~~arty
IJIII~

Michael
Parks and Community Services Director
Moreno Valley Community Services District

Wilham L. Bopf
Interim City Manager
CSD Executive Director

Attachment
c:

Mayor/Chairman and City CouncillCSD Board of Directors
Lori Stone, Executive Director, March Joint Powers Authority
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Iddo Benzeevi, President
Highland Fairview
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

RE: SLPP Grant Funds for Eucalyptus Avenue and Various Funding Methods
Dear Mr. Benzeevi,
On April 27, 2010 the City Council reviewed four options that could be considered to address the SLPP
Grant for ~ucalyptus Avenue and various funding methods. After some public discussion you appeared
before the City Council and indicated you will proceed with the subject project in accordance with Option
One (attached).
It is our mutual goal that you receive the grant funds to assist with the construction of the subject project.
However, the concept of building a grant project in the manner of Option One is something the City has
not done. In order for us both to understand our various roles in this unique process we need direction
from the California Transportation Commission (CTC). We are therefore requesting that you receive
written approval of your process from them that will allow you to build this project and receive the grant
funds. Not only do we need to know that CTC approves of your role, but we need to know what is
expected ofthe City in order for us to receive the grant funds and ultimately provide them to you and}r>yr,:;~'~::~~ ','
project. Since this is your process, you will have to advise G;~.<t:;to tell us what our role is in light:pftottrconcept. For your information City staff has contacte~hC~¢_{or a name and addre~s of;?t11;e,.persoiiYoll- ... ,
should contact. Her name and address information is-:/ -. ::.::'::';
--""-~--:~:'6,--'-/; :>~.>'_"- .... .. ~ "'>,-'

~S;~!:it::rtation Commission ~~~~~
1120 N Street, Room 2231 (MS-52)
Sacramento, CA 95814

li\"\

We will await the requested process from CTC before we
the City passing on the grant funds to you for the project.
CTC, the City will not be able to assist you with the SLLP
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager
c: Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Robert L. Hansen, City Attorney
Chris A. Vogt, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Enclosure: Option One

CITY MANAGERS OFFICE
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OPTION ONE
Highland Fairview to Construct Eucalyptus Avenue

Goal:

Funding and Constructing the Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements for the
Highland Fairview Corporate ParklSkechers project

Requirement(s):

A) City permits required (including inspections)

Funding Method(s):

Highland Fairview to fully fund the project - approximately
$6.3 million; and therefore, Highland Fairview may not be
eligible for SLPP grant funds.

Results:

A) Highland Fairview administers the construction project may be the most expeditious means to construct the
street improvements (Le., California Contract
Code/prevailing wage issues may not apply)
B) Highland Fairview can construct underground utilities and
street improvements as one operation
C) The street improvements would be constructed to City
standards
D) Eucalyptus Avenue would be dedicated to the City upon
completion
E) Highland Fairview may be eligible for OIF Reimbursement
per City Council adopted policy

Obstacles:

A) Requires Highland Fairview to fund the project
B) Highland Fairview may not receive up to $1 million (based
on reimbursement by the State) in SLPP Grant funds

Required City Action:

NA (FYI - only City Council action would be the acceptance
of Improvements upon completion)
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager

From:

Steve Elam, Interim Financial & Administrative Services Director.~

Date:

May 4, 2010

Subject:

Fiscal Year-End Audit

The interim audit work for the fiscal year ending June 30,2010 began on May 3,2010.
During the audit opening conference, a recent auditing standard was discussed by Ken
AI-Imam, Shareholder for Mayer Hoffman McCann, the City's current auditing firm.
This auditing standard provides for auditors to contact those persons responsible for
audit oversight to make them aware of the risks to be addressed in the audit process
and to give them the opportunity to directly contact the auditors if they are aware of any
issues that should be incorporated in the audit risk assessment. The mechanism that
Mayer Hoffman McCann uses to solicit such requests is the attached letter.
If there are no issues that you wish to bring to the auditors' attention with respect to
audit risk assessment, no action is required. If you are aware of any issues that should
be addressed by the auditors, the contact information for Mr. AI-Imam is provided in the
attached letter.
If you have any questions regarding the FY 2009-10 independent audit in general,
please do not hesitate to contact me at x3024.

Attachment
c:

Ken AI-Imam, Mayer Hoffman McCann p.e.
Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Cynthia Fortune, Financial Operations Division Manager
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Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
An Independent CPA Firm
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612

www.rnhm-pc.com

May 3, 2010
City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Mayer Hoffman McCann P.c. serves as the independent auditor for the City. Auditing
standards (Statement on Auditing Standards No. 114) recommend that the auditors make
those individuals charged with audit oversight aware of the risks to be addressed by the
audit process. Examples of significant risks to be identified by the audit process are
identified on the attached listing.

. If you are aware of any other issues that we should factor into our assessment of the risk of
material misstatement (such as knowledge of complex or unusual transactions, knowledge of
fraud, etc.) please contact the undersigned at
(extension 273) or at
kalimam@cbiz.com.
It is important to remember that the focus of the annual audit is to identify errors or
misstatements that involve significant amounts reflected in the year end financial
statements of the organization. The costs for requested testing beyond the normal audit scope
are billed separately from the normal annual audit.

Sincerely,
MA YER HOFFMAN MCCANN P.c.
~.-#--

Ken AI-Imam, c.P.A.
Shareholder
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Examples of Significant Misstatement Risks Addressed by the Audit Process
Year Ended June 30, 2010

Examples of the risks of significant financial statement error or misstatement that are
addressed by the audit process are:
•

Risk of material misstatement associated with cash receipts and cash
disbursements: We plan to identify key internal controls and perform tests of those
controls to determine if they are operating effectively to reduce the risk of significant
error or misstatement.

•

Risk of material misstatement associated with significant assets and liabilities: We
plan to agree recorded balances for significant assets and liabilities to detailed
supporting records and documentation.

•

Risk of improper revenue recognition: We plan to test material accrued revenues for
collectability and meeting applicable revenue recognition criteria.

•

Risk of improper classification of expenditures: We plan to test expenditures for
proper fund assignment, proper support, approval, and cut-off.

•

Risk of error associated with identifying capital asset additions and deletions: We
plan to test the internal controls of the Organization to properly identify and record
capital asset additions and deletions,

•

Risk of material misstatement associated with investments: We plan to compare
recorded investments to investment statements to test the proper existence, valuation,
ownership, and classification of recorded investments. We plan to test recorded
investments for issues relating to compliance with the California Government Code
and the Organization's investment policy that are required by accounting standards to
be disclosed in the financial statements.

•

Risk of unallowable transfers between funds: We plan to test material transfers from
restricted funds for conformity to legal requirements.
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council Members
William L. Sopf, Interim City Manager

From:

Steve E!am, Interim Financial & Administrative Services Director ~

Date:

April 20, 2010

Subject:

Fiscal Year 2008-09 Audit Reports

The City's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for fiscal year ended June
30, 2009, was submitted to the City Council on March 23, 2010. As part of the year-end
audit and CAFR preparation process, the City's outside auditor submits reports related
to the City's financial statements and underlying internal controls for the period just
audited, as follows:
•

Single Audit Report on Federal Awards ("Single Audit Report")

•

Communications Regarding Internal Control (known as the "Management
Letter")

•

Supplemental Audit Report (part of a new auditing standard addressing issues
such as: the auditor's responsibilities; audit focus and scope; qualitative aspects
of accounting practices; significant difficulties in performing the audit; any
disagreements with management; etc.)

The three reports listed above were issued by the City's current audit firm, Mayer
Hoffman McCann P.C., and are hereby submitted for your information. All three reports
are dated December 23, 2009, to coincide with the conclusion of the audit, even though
the reports were not issued until April 15, 2010. Following is a brief summary of the
significant findings in each report:
Single Audit Report (Attachment A)
As indicated in the Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs (page 7), the City had
no findings or questioned costs and received an unqualified audit opinion.
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FY 2008-09 Audit Reports
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Management Letter (Attachment B)
As indicated on page 1 of the report, the auditor did not identify any deficiencies in
internal control that were considered to be a material weakness.
Only one
recommendation is made for improving internal controls, along with management's
comments regarding corrective actions planned or taken. The status of four prior-year
recommendations is also provided, indicating that all items have been adequately
resolved; therefore, there are no further recommendations.
Supplemental Audit Report (Attachment C)
As indicated on pages 2 and 3 of the report, the auditors encountered no difficulties in
performing their audit and had no disagreements with management on any financial
accounting, reporting or auditing matters that could be significant to the financial
statements or the auditor's report.

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the Single Audit Report,
Management Letter, or Supplemental Audit Report submitted by Mayer Hoffman
McCann P.C. I would be pleased to meet with you to respond to questions or to provide
additional information.

Attachments:
- Attachment A: Single Audit Report on Federal Awards
- Attachment B: Communications Regarding Internal Control (Management Letter)
- Attachment C: Supplemental Audit Report

c: Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Cynthia Fortune, Financial Operations Division Manager
Steve Hargis, Technology Services Division Manager/Acting Treasury Operations
Division Manager
Rix Skonberg, Purchasing & Facilities Division Manager
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Attachment A

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

Single Audit Report on Federal Awards
Year ended June 30,2009

Mayer
Hoffman
McCann P.C.
An Independent CPA Firm
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Single Audit Report on Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2009
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Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
An Independent CPA Firm
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS AND ON INTERNAL
CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL
ST ATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Moreno
Valley, California, as of and for the year ended June 30, 2009, which collectively comprise the
City of Moreno Valley's basic financial statements and have issued our report thereon dated
December 23, 2009. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the hlnited States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States.
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the City of Moreno Valley's financial
statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which
could have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts.
However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our
audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests drsclosed no
instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government
Auditing Standards.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In pi aIming and performing our audit, we considered the City of Moreno Valley's internal control
over financial reporting in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinions on the basic financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the
internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the
effectiveness of the City of Moreno Valley's internal control over financial reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or a
combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability to initiate, authorize,
record, process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the City's
financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the
City's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements
will not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control.
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California
Page Two

Our consideration of the internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose
described in the first paragraph of this section and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies
in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. We did not
identify any deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting that we consider to be
material weaknesses, as defined above.

'ItI

•
•
•I

However, we noted other matters involving the internal control over financial reporting which we
have communicated to management in a separate letter dated December 23,2009.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the City Council and management of
the City of Moreno Valley, federal awarding agencies, and pass-through entities and is not
intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
~ ~A" •.
/rl.~ /. t:

Irvine, California
December 23, 2009
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California

REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO EACH
MAJOR PROGRAM, INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE AND ON THE
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
OMB CIRCULAR A-133
Compliance
We have audited the compliance of the City of Moreno Valley, California, with the types of
compliance requirements described in the Us. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
Circular A-I33 Compliance Supplement that are applicable to each of its major federal programs
for the year ended June 30, 2009. The City of Moreno Valley's major federal programs are
identified in the summary of auditors' results section of the accompanying schedule of findings
and questioned costs. Compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations, contracts and
grants applicable to its major federal program is the responsibility of the City of Moreno Valley's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the City of Moreno Valley's
compliance based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and
OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations.
Those standards and OMB Circular A-I33 require that we plan and perform the auait to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements
referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major federal program
occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the City of Moreno
Valley's compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion. Our audit does not provide a legal determination on the City of Moreno Valley'S
compliance with those requirements .
In our opinion, the City of Moreno Valley complied, in all material respects, with the
requirements referred to above that are applicable to each of its major federal programs for the
year ended June 30, 2009 .
Internal Control Over Compliance
The management of the City of Moreno Valley is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control over compliance with requirements of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grants applicable to federal programs. In planning and performing our audit, we considered the
City of Moreno Valley's internal control over compliance with requirements that could have a
direct and material effect on a major federal program in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on compliance and to test and report on
internal control over compliance in accordance with OMB Circular A-133. Accordingly, we do
not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the City's internal control over compliance.
3
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City Council
City of Moreno Valley, California
Page Two
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in
the preceding paragraph and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in the City's internal
control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses as defined below.
A control deficiency in the City's internal control over compliance exists when the design or
operation of a control does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect noncompliance with a type of
compliance requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a
control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability
to administer a federal program such that there is more than a remote likelihood that
noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is more than
inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the City's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that material noncompliance with a type of compliance
requirement of a federal program will not be prevented or detected by the City's internal control.
We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be
material weaknesses, as defined above.
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Moreno
Valley as of and for the year ended June 30, 2009, and have issued our report thereon dated
December 23, 2009. Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming opinions on the
financial statements that collectively comprise the City of Moreno Valley's basic financial
statements. The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for
purposes of additional analysis as required by OMB Circular A-I33 and is not a required part of
the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated, in all
material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the City Council, management of the
City of Moreno Valley, federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended
to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
~ /~~- A ... ~/.".

Irvine, California
December 23, 2009
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City of Moreno Valley
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2009

Federal Grantor/Pass Through GrantorlProgram Title

Pass- Through
Grantor's Number

Federal
CFDA
Number

B-08-MC-06-0567

14.218

B-08 MN-06-0513

14.256
14.239

Program
Expenditures

Amount
Provided to
Subrecipients

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Direct awards:
Community Development Block Grant
Neighborhood Stabilization Program
HOME Investment Partnerships Program

M-08-MC-06-55I

$

Total U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

2,042,153 '"
321
102,397

271,959

2,144,871

271,959

U.S. Department of Justice
Direct awards:
Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program

2006-DJ-BX-0942

16.738

48,409

COPS Technology Program

2008-CK-WX0512

16.710

32,706

Total U.S. Department of Justice

81,115

U.S. Department of Transportation
Passed through the State of California:
Department of Transportation
Highway Planning and Construction

STPL-5441 (043)

20.205

SC09272

20.600

Passed through the University of California at Berkeley:
State and Community Highway Safety

1,694,386
130,254

Total U.S. Department of Transportation

1,824,640

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Passed through the State of California:
Department of Education
Child Care and Development Block Grant

CSCC-8220

Child and Adult Care Food Program

3217-1K

93.575
10.558

41,170
349,119 '"

Total U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

390,289

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Passed through the State of California:
Emergency Management Performance Grant
Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP)

2007-EM-E7-0006
HSGPCERT

97.042
97.073

65,948
17,175

Total U.S. Department of Homeland Security

83,123

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Direct awards:
Congressionally Mandated Projects

XP-9697220 1-3

66.202

182,166

Total U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

182,166

Total Federal Expenditures

$

4,706,204

271,959

'" - Major Program

See accompanying notes to the schedule of expenditures of federal awards.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Notes to the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year ended June 30, 2009

(1)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Applicable to the Schedule of Expenditures
of Federal Awards
(a) Scope of Presentation
The accompanying schedule presents only the expenditures incurred by the City of
Moreno Valley, California (City) that are reimbursable under federal programs
providing financial assistance. For purposes of this schedule, financial assistance
includes both federal financial assistance received directly from a federal agency, as
well as federal funds received indirectly by the City from non-federal organizations.
Only the portion of program expenditures reimbursable with such federal funds is
reported in the accompanying schedule. Program expenditures in excess of the
maximum reimbursement authorized or the portion of program expenditures that
were funded with state, local or other non-federal funds are excluded from the
accompanying schedule.
(b) Basis of Accounting
The expenditures included in the accompanying· schedule were reported on the
modified accrual basis of accounting. Expenditures reported include any property or
equipment acquisitions incurred under the federal program.
(c) Subrecipients
The City of Moreno Valley incurred $271,959 of Community Development Block
Grant expenditures that were paid to sUbrecipients.

6
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Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs

II

Year ended June 30, 2009

(A)

Summary of Auditors' Results
1. An unqualified report was issued by the auditors on the financial statements of the
auditee.
2. There were no material weaknesses in internal control over financial reporting based
upon our audit of the financial statements of the auditee.
3. The audit disclosed no noncompliance which is material to the financial statements of
the auditee.
4. There were no material weaknesses in internal control over major programs of the
auditee.
5. An unqualified report was issued by the auditors on compliance for major programs.
6. The audit disclosed no audit findings required to be reported under paragraph .510(a)
ofOMB Circular A-133.
7. The two major programs of the auditee were the following:
1) Community Development Block Grant, direct award from the U.S.
Housing and Urban Development, CFDA #14.218.

D~partment

of

2) Child and Adult Care Food Program passed through from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, CFDA #10.558.
8. The dollar threshold used to distinguish Type A and Type B programs was $300,000.
9. The auditee met the criteria to be classified as a low risk auditee, as defined by OMB
Circular A-133, paragraph .530 for the purposes of determining major programs.
(B)

Findings Related to the Financial Statements which are Required to be Reported in
Accordance with GAGAS
There are no auditors' findings required to be reported in accordance with GAGAS.

'.
..
•
I

(C)

Findings and Questioned Costs for Federal Awards as Defined in Paragraph .510(a) at
OMB Circular A-133
There are no auditors' findings to be reported in accordance with paragraph .51O(a) at
OMB Circular A-133.

7
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Summary Schedule of Prior Audit Findings
Year ended June 30, 2009

I

There were no prior year auditors' findings to be reported in accordance with paragraph .51 O(a) at
OMB Circular A-133.
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Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.

Attachment B

An Independent CPA Firm
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612

www.mhm-pc.com

City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, CA
COMMUNICA TrONS REGARDING INTERNAL CONTROL
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the City of Moreno Valley
("City") as of and for the year ended June 30, 2009, in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the City's internal control
over financial reporting as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the City's internal control. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the effectiveness of the City'S internal control.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is defined to be a control deficiency, or
combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the City's ability to initiate, authorize,
record, process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the City's
financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the
City's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that
results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements
will not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control. Our consideration of internal
control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph and would not necessarily
identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material
weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be
material weaknesses, as defined above.
However, as an added service to the City, during the course of the audit we recommended the
following enhancement of internal control for consideration by the City:
(1) Internal Controls Over the Establishment of Vendors in the System

During our audit, we noted that the persons involved in data entry for cash disbursements also
have the system access rights that allow them the ability to establish vendors in the system.
Internal controls are maximized when the persons that process vendor invoices for payment
and that are involved in data entry for the creation of City checks do not also have the ability
to establish vendors in the system.
We recommend that the City consider changing access rights for accounts payable personnel
so that they do not have system access rights to establish vendors or payees in the system.

MV00233675

City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Page 2

Generally, purchasing persOlmel should be involved in the establishment of vendors in the
system.
Management's comments regarding corrective actions planned or taken
Procedural as well as system controls have been implemented to achieve the appropriate
segregation of duties as recommended by the auditors.

STATUS OF PRIOR YEAR RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Periodic Inventory of Capital Assets
In last year's audit, we recommended that the City establish procedures for the periodic
physical verification of City capital assets. The City adequately resolved this matter during
our audit by adopting a capital asset management policy. As a result, we have no further
recommendation.
(2) Ethics Policy
In last year's audit, we recommended that the City establish and implement an appropriatelydesigned ethics policy. The City adequately resolved this matter during our audit by adopting
an ethics policy. As a result, we have no further recommendation.
(3) Account Write-off Policy
In last year's audit, we recommended that the City consider the establishment of a formal
policy authorizing management personnel to perform appropriate write-off and collection
actions when warranted in accordance with the provisions of that policy. The City adequately
resolved this matter during out audit by adopting an Account Write-off policy. As a result, we
have no further recommendation.
(4) Adjustments Detected by Audit Process
In last year's audit, we recommended that the City establish controls to minimize the number
of accounting entries posted after the start of the year end audit. For the current year audit, the
City made significant progress in this regard and furthermore adopted an annual audit
checklist to assist in the attainment of this goal. As a result, we have no further
recommendation.

The City's written responses to the other matters identified in our audit are described above. We
did not audit the City's responses, and accordingly, we express no opinion on them. This
communication is intended solely for the information and use of management, City Council, and
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City of Moreno Valley
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others within the organization, and is not intended to be used by persons other than those
specified parties.

Irvine, California
December 23, 2009
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Mayer Hoffman McCann PC.

Attachment C

An Independent CPA Firm
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612

www.mhm-pc.com

City Council
City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business~type activities,
each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Moreno Valley ("the
City") for the year ended June 30, 2009, and have issued our report thereon dated December 23,
2009. Professional standards require that we provide you with the following information related to
our audit.

Our Responsibility under U.S. Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
Our responsibility, as described by professional standards, is to express opinions about whether the
financial statements prepared by management with your oversight are fairly presented, in all material
respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. Our audit of the
financial statements does not relieve you or management of your responsibilities.
Our responsibility is to plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable, but not absolute, assurance
that the financial statements are free of material misstatement. In planning and performing our audit,
we considered the City'S internal control over financial reporting in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide
assurance on the internal control over financial reporting. We also considered internal control over
compliance with requirements that could have a direct and material effect on a major federal
program in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing Our opinion on
compliance and to test and report on internal control over compliance in accordance with U.S. Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A~133.
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the City'S financial statements are free of
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts, and grants, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect
on the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance
with those provisions was not an objective of our audit. Also in accordance with OMB Circular A133, we examined, on a test basis, evidence about the City's compliance with the types of
compliance requirements described in the OMB Circular A-133 Compliance Supplement applicable
to its major federal program for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the City's compliance with
those requirements. While our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion, it does not provide
a legal determination on the City's compliance with those requirements.

Audit Focus and Scope o(the Audit
An audit performed in accordance with auditing standards is designed to provide reasonable
assurance of detecting errors or misstatements involving amounts significant to the financial
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statements of the City. Risks of significant error or misstatement addressed by the audit process
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fraud risk for cash receipts and cash disbursements
Risk of material fraud or misstatement associated with investments
Risk of improper revenue recognition
Risk of improper classification of expenditures
Risk of errors associated with identifying capital asset additions and deletions
Risk of unallowable transfers between funds

Qualitative Aspects o(Accounting Practices
Management is responsible for the selection and use of appropriate accounting policies. The
significant accounting policies used by the City are described in note one to the basic financial
statements. The significant accounting policies used by City are described in Note 1 to the financial
statements. As described in Note 9 to the financial statements, in 2009 the City changed accounting
policies related to other postemployment benefits by adopting Statement of Governmental
Accounting Standards (GASB Statement) No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting by
Employers for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions. There is no cumulative effect of the
accounting change as of the beginning of the year. We noted no transactions entered into by the
governmental unit during the year for which there is a lack of authoritative guidance or consensus.
There are no significant transactions that have been recognized in the financial statements in a
different period than when the transaction occurred.
Accounting estimates are an integral part of the financial statements prepared by management and
are based on management's knowledge and experience about past and current events and
assumptions about future events. Certain accounting estimates are particularly sensitive because of
their significance to the financial statements and because of the possibility that future events
affecting them may differ significantly from those expected.
Examples of significant judgments and estimates reflected in the City'S financial statements and
disclosures include:
•

Judgments concerning which capital projects represent ordinary maintenance activities
necessary to keep an asset operational for its originally intended useful life versus significant
improvement, replacement, and life extending projects that should be capitalized as additions
to capital assets.

•

Estimates involving revenues and expenses to be accrued as of year end.

•

Estimates for valuation of investment fair market values.

Significant Difficulties in Performing the Audit
We encountered no difficulties in performing our audit.
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Disagreements with Management

For purposes of this letter, professional standards define a disagreement with management as a
financial accounting, reporting, or auditing matter, whether or not resolved to our satisfaction, that
could be significant to the financial statements or the auditor's report. We are pleased to report that
no such disagreements arose during the course of our audit.
Management Representations

We have obtained certain representations from management that are included in the management
representation letter dated December 23,2009.
Management Consultations with Other Independent Accountants

In some cases, management may decide to consult with other accountants about auditing and
accounting matters, similar to obtaining a "second opinion." If a consultation involves application of
an accounting principle to the City'S financial statements or a determination of the type of auditor's
opinion that may be expressed on those statements, our professional standards require the consulting
accountant to check with us to determine that the consultant has all the relevant facts. To our
knowledge, there were no such consultations with other accountants.
Other Audit Findings or Issues

We generally discuss a variety of matters, including the application of accounting principles and
auditing standards, with management each year prior to retention as the City'S auditors. However,
these discussions occurred in the normal course of our professional relationship and our responses
were not a condition to our retention.
This information is intended solely for the use of the City Council and management of the City and
is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

/'H7-
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Irvine, California
December 23,2009
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CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council

From:

William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager

Date:

April 20, 2010

Subject:

Checkpoints

FYI .... attached is an article from a San Diego County newspaper in support of checkpoints.
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April 14,2010

Iddo Benzeevi, President
Highland Fairview
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
RE: SLPP Grant Funds for the Eucalyptus Avenue Street Improvements

Dear Mr. Benzeevi,
I received your letter on April 12, 2010, which states your OPPosItIOn to the City'S street
construction oversight and surety amounts. It is not the City's intent or objective to impede the
construction of the Eucalyptus A venue street improvements and the Highland Fairview
Corporate Park (i.e., Skechers) project. The City is compelled by law to insure future public
improvements are constructed to their standards and if for some reason the construction does not
go well, have a means by which the City can assume ownership of the work and complete the
improvements as approved by the City_

If the above process is satisfactory to you, and City Council approves, you could proceed as
outlined. Pleas~ be advised that we still believe the following:
1.

The State may not approve you as the contractor. If they do, fine.

2.

The State may require that you pay prevailing wages. If they do not, and still honor
the grant, fine.
',1"·:'1

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233684

Mr. Iddo Benzeevi, Highland Fairview
April 14,2010
Page 2

3.

We will require acceptable surety for the public improvement (source: State Map
Act and Municipal Code).

Please advise if this alternative is acceptable to you and I will submit it to the City Council as
another option to my report for the April 27, 2010 Council meeting.
Please feel free to contact me if you have other comments and/or questions.

R:~em7.l,

t.<C///,/

t~y\d C--I<tp/

William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager
c: Mayor Fli~kinger and Members of the City Council
Rick Hartman, Interim Assistant City Manager
Robert L. Hansen, Interim City Attorney
Chris A. Vogt, P .E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Enclosure: Option One - Amended

* Required by the SLPP Grant. some funds must be from Developer Fees and it must be a funded project on the City's CIP
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OPTION ONE - Amended
(Note: Amendments are riJJJniffflli1!l1fr!BIlIWCl'JfffilBiTtffJla type.)
Highland Fairview to Construct Eucalyptus Avenue

Goal:

Funding and Constructing the Eucalyptus Avenue Improvements for the
Highland Fairview Corporate ParklSkechers project

Requirement(s):

A) City permits required (including inspections)

,

Funding Method(s):

Highland Fairview to fully fund the project - approximately
$6.3 million; and therefore, Highland Fairview may not be
eligible for SLPP grant funds.

Results:

A) Highland Fairview administers the construction projectmay be the most expeditious means to construct the
street improvements (i.e., California Contract
Code/prevailing wage issues may not apply)
B) Highland Fairview can construct underground utilities and
street improvements as one operation
C) The street improvements would be constructed to City
standards
D) Eucalyptus Avenue would be dedicated to the City upon
completion
E) Highland Fairview may be eligible for DIF Reimbursement
per City Council adopted policy

Obstacles:

A)
B)

C) Highland Fairview may not receive up to $1 million (based
on reimbursement by the State) in SLPP Grant funds
Required City Action:
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW

14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Tel:

-=

April ,2010

Mr.

willil

L. Bopf

Interim Ci~y Manager
City of Mqreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Viney, California 92552

-..

Re: SLPP brant Funds-Eucalyptus Street
I

Dear Bill,

I

I appreciatl your efforts to move the Eucalyptus SLPP Grant fund project forward. To
reiterate 04r conversation, Highland Fairview with the cooperation of the city applied for
and received
approval for a SLPP Grant for the construction of Eucalyptus Street. As a
I
grant, the ~unds do not have to be rep(iid and therefore are a direct benefit to the City and
its residents. It is not often that the city can receive "free" money and I am sure you share
my sentimbnt that we should do all we can to insure that we secure this opportunity for
the benefitjof our community.
As part of he Highland Fairview Corporate Park (HFCP), Highland Fairview is
mandated fuy the City'S Conditions of Approval to construct Eucalyptus Street which is of
course, a phblic improvement project and the subject of this grant. As the builder, we are
therefore r6quired to provide the City with guarantees to secure the construction of the
street suchlas subdivision bonds or other acceptable forms of security to the city.
I

A concern !has been raised by staff pertaining to their worry that in the unlikely event the
street construction will not be completed, the city will be left with the task of collecting
on the guaiantee before they could secure the funds necessary to finish the job, while the
"community" is inconvenienced by not having the street fully functioning.
I

I am somewhat perplexed. I could see the city's concern if we were talking about a major
city street ~hich is in constant use and its interruption will be of great public
inconveniehce. This is certainly not the case here. Eucalyptus is not an improved street
nor is it in luse and therefore does not currently impact the community. When the street
will finall~ be placed in service, it will have limited use and will initially only service as
access to t,e HFCP project (Skechers building), since there is nothing else in the vicinity
today.
\
I

I
I

i
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Therefore'lshouid an interruption occur to the street's construction, the city will not be
under any unusual
time pressure to accelerate the completion of the street ahead of the
I
normal time it takes to collect on the bonds or guarantees.
Further, Je HFCP project would not receive any development or occupancy approvals
without th¢I construction of Eucalyptus Street. Therefore the project would be halted and
there will ~e no immediate need for the street. In this unlikely event the city will
definitely ~ave plenty of time to collect on the bonds and finish the street without
impacting ~he public.
AdditionJl Y, the amount to be guaranteed by Highland Fairview required by the City is
in fact sub~tantially higher than the actual estimated construction costs. This is primarily
due to the pty's unit costs and contingency levels, both of which significantly exceed
our constnl1ction bid estimates and will provide an extra security cushion to the city.

In any eveL, if the street construction was interrupted for some reason, the City would be
able to usd the security we will post (bond or Letter of Credit) to complete the work.

~11

also insure that payments to the contractor will only be made after each
The city
phase of Vljork will have been completed further limiting their exposure. If there were a
situation tfuat
occurred with the street development, the City would have notice
I
immediately. If grant funds were used to reimburse as street development takes place,
appropriat6I documentation would be required in the submittal of the request for
reimburserent.
The State and Federal programs offer significant opportunities to facilitate and expedite
good projdcts and we look forward to working with the City to apply the governmental
incentives lin our community. HFCP is exactly the type of job-producing, economygrowing project that these programs were designed to assist. The City can be a great help
in this effdrt to bring jobs and economic growth to our community.
i

Bill, especially in these difficult economic times, we should think out of the box and
work hardbr to capture any opportunity we can to improve our community. I appreciate
your persohal interest and initiative. We remain anxious to work with your office to
move our projects forward. I believe the risk to the city is de minims at best and the
benefit is substantial.
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Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council

To:
From:

William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager

Date:

April 12, 2010

Subject:

State of the City's Finances

CD
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I am writing this e-mail in lieu of meeting with each of you personally for two reasons:
1. I have a bad cold and I don't want to expose anyone to that.
2. Two Council Members will be absent from the April 13 meeting.
In over thirty years of Public Administration I have never submitted a deficit budget.
This year's draft base budget has a deficit of over $17 million.
Because of this deficit, approx. two weeks ago I submitted an E-mail to the Executive Staff
to withhold any discretionary expenditure for the remainder of this fiscal year. The Staff
has responded to this request very well. Every dollar we save now will help to reduce that
deficit. For example:
1. The Police Department may be able to finish this fiscal year with a positive
balance of $750,000.
2. The Library'has agreed to spend only $40,000 of their remaining Book
Budget in order to preserve the remaining $40,000 of those funds.
3. Other Departments have projected that they may save several millions of
dollars.
The City Attorney came to me, even though he does not report to me, to suggest that he
could forego his attendance at the League City Attorney's meeting if it would help. After
some discussion we both agreed that the attendance of he and his assistant was worth
more to the City than the cost.
I have been advised last Thursday that we may have committed to expend $85,000 at the
March AF Reserve Base Air Show in May. I am also aware of how much we may have to
spend on the two day 4th of July Community Celebration.
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The Police and Fire Departments are Contract Departments. Even so, the respective
Chiefs constantly attempt to reduce their hours under contract. Every time they are
expected to support a special event it requires more hours under their contracts or reduced
services elsewhere. When our Public Works Department (including Maintenance) and our
Parks and Community Services Department respond, it involves a burden on the General
Fund.
If any of these events, and others, are going to be pursued the remainder of this fiscal year
the Majority of the City Council will have to vote for them and fund them through the City
Reserves. There is only $50,000 left in the City Manager's Fund to be used for the whole
City. The Staff was trying to preserve that amount to assist with the coming year's deficit.
Of course the Staff will implement the Council's majority direction pursuant to their
direction.
As we enter the Budgetary Process for the coming fiscal year it is very likely that in order to
maintain anything close to the existing level of service, we will have to expend between $6
to $9 million of the City's $22.5 million Reserve Fund.
Please call me if you have any questions.

2
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FYI. ...

4/5/10

The City of Moreno Valley
Utility is featured in this
Magazine.
Bill Bopf

v
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So,ring Dreal11s
By Jeanne Ill.a,DIe,"a

!

Moreno Valley Utility has a 17-year contract with a private firm for outage support, customer service and
billing. The utility has five employees (from left) Manager George Hanson; Senior Rnancial Analyst Darcy
Ramirez, Senior Administrative Assistant Priscilla Stopanl, Electric utility Program Coordinator Michelle Pierce,
and Senior Electrical Engineer Gerald McAllister. Photos by Rosanna Hanson.
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2009, the nation was in
deepest economic downturn since the GreatiDepression of
the 1930s--and the effects of thdtI decline were
especially painful in California, where state and
local agencies instituted stafT furiJughs, typically
with four-day workweeks. But Nloreno Valley's
Electric Utiliry (known to locals <is "MVU') experienced 20 percent growth in itl; electric load.
I
Of course, growth was down froq the projected
50 percent.
MVU is one of seven new mu~icipal electric
utilities born out of the Califomi~ energy crisis
of 2000 and 2001. The market!manipulation
that marred one of the nation'sl first ventures
into retail competition for electhciry left customers angry about exorbitant electricity rates
and rolling blackouts. In those deven communities (the others are Cordna, Rancho
Cucamonga, Hercules, Industry, IPittsburg and
Pon of Stockton), customers succeeded in asI
swing local control and taking dharge of their
I
energy destiny.
Moreno Valley officials promote the city as a
place "Where Dreams Soar." Th~ nascent electric utility is one of those drea~.I As the city
of Moreno Valley grows, the tllectric utility
grows. New commercial, residhntial and industrial developments in the! city receive
clecnicity service from MVU. Hotnes and busiI
nesses in place prior [0 2004 purchase
electricity from Southern Califorriia Edison Co.
I
Retail rates for the rwo utilities a~ comparable.
The City Council sets r,ltes for the municipal
I
utility and decided 10 keep elecrric rates on par
with those charged by the investbr-owned utilI
ity to avoid issues with customej"s in the older
areas of the city.
!
Moreno Valley is largely a b~droorn COmmunity for Los Angeles and Orahge County, a
place where Southern Californial residents can
get better housing for their morley, if they are
Willing to drive east. But it is *lso home for
several distribution centers. Thk city's largest
customer is a 20-acre "hoteling" facility for
Ross Dress for Less, a clothing retailer that
purchases unsold inventory frorb high-end retailers and sells it at a discount la season later
in its own retail stores nationwide.
George Hanson, manager of th~ city's Electric
Utility Di\~sion, thinks of MVUand the other

i

I

.1

'I like public
power better'

George Hanson 00Jan his eIectJic utility career
with Southern Galifomia Edison. Before he
jdnEd Moreno Valley, he worked for the uliflty
in Corona, Galif., another infant spawned by
the California energy aisis of 2CXXJ-01.
"I had a great career at Edison, but I like
public power better because you feel you are making a contribution to the community. You see the impact on the city," he said. He likes the camaraderie found
in organizations like California Municipal Utilities Association and Southern California Public Power Authority. "We're not exactly in a business that no one has ever
done before, so when you run into something, then you can pick up the phone
and call and say, how did you guys do that? I've enjoyed my eight years in public
power.".

new utilities in California as having JUSt emerged
from the "toddler" stage into the adolescent
years. The challenges these utilities face are very
different from those of older municipal utilities.
Keeping pace with the rapid growth is the greatest challenge for MVU.
A visitor to Moreno Valley can quickly see
which customers buy electricity from the city
versus those who purchase from Southern California Edison. The city is building a new
distribution system that is completely underground, while the majority of the private
utility's lines arc overhead. Reliability and energy efficiency are high priorities for the city.
MVU Senior Electrical Engineer Gerald McAllister looks forward to the integration of the
city's new substation with an outage management notification system [hat will direct crews
to the troubled circuit, technology that will
streamline the time required [0 make repairs
and keep outages very low.
Moreno Valley today has a population of
about 189,000. But the 54-square-mile city,
incorporated in December 1984, is on the
eastern edge of the growing Los Angeles suburbs, where development is expected to
flourish over the next several decades. 'leday,
the City serves more than 5,400 elecnic meters, while Southern California Edison serves
about 35,000 within the city limits. As growth
continues over the next two decades, MVU's

customer base is projected to reach between
30,000 and 35,000 meters. Two years ago,
Hanson said, he would have prOjected a
shorter timeline, but the recession has slowed
development.
By some measures, the recession brought a
welcome breather to the City's growth. The
utility'S biggest challenge in its short history
has been to contain growth in areas served by
12,OOO-volt interconnections. In the fall of
2007, the city completed construction on its
new lI5,000-volt substation and cut four 12kV interconnections to it.
"That was a huge reliability upgrade," Hanson said. "Now with the five remaining 12-kV
interconnections, we're trying to fill in the
gaps between the larger substation and these.
There's some pretty substantial reaches that we
need to get through, so it's not going to happen overnight, but with development, with
phased growth, the goal is to have them all fed
\'lith the new substation."
MVU and [he other utilities born of the California energy crisis also had to confront the
perennial greed of investor-owned utilities.
Southern California Edison wanted to impose
"exit fees" on any customer served by the new
municipal utilities. The exit fees would have applied to customers the IOU would have served,
had the city-owned utility not been there.
"It's a very novel approach," Hanson said.

, ,,
~.
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Gerald McAllister and George Hanson review activity at Moreno Valley's new substation .
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"They never really existed in the lOU's territory, but the investor-owned utilities were very
influential at the California Public Utilities
Commission in getting this tariff passed."
Both Southern California Edison and Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. sought to collect the fees
from the new utilities. It was a big challenge
for the Moreno Valley City Council, Hanson
said. "Politically, the council members are still
grappling with a new startup business and all
the concerns that go along with that. You
don't need a big gorilla standing on the sidelines threatening you with more costs."
For Moreno Valley, the dispute was settled
last August. Southern California Edison sought
to collect more than $7 million from the city.
The company settled for a one-time payment
of $1.671 million.
Hanson is relieved w have that dispute behind him. "Edison challenged the [Moreno
Yalley] utility when it was forming and spent
over $2 million trying to defeat the utility and
hamstring it during its startup," he said.
"There was, right off the bat, a confrontational
environment, which is tough on the elected officials." The settlement, he said, was amicable
and mutually agreeable.
Local cuswmers recognize and appreciate
the value of working with a publicly owned
electric utility. Commercial and industrial customers like the ease of working with the city.
"We've had calls from Edison cuswmers in
the city, asking when we are coming closer to
them, saying, "I want you to serve me,'" Hanson said. He takes this as a compliment. "We
do things constantly [0 set ourselves apart, to
let folks know that we are part of the commu-

nity and different than a corporation in the way
we treat you as a customer," he said. "For ex·
ample, on power outages, at the end of every
outage we call every customer to make sure
that their power was restored. That doesn't
happen with the other provider in town. Some
customers really appreciate that."
As it grows, MVU will become a generation
owner, Hanson said. For now, it purchases energy through wholesale power contracts and
schedules deliveries through the California Independent System Operator. The utility takes
advantage of its abundant sunshine and offers
solar energy incentives to customers. In 2008,
the city paid customers $4 a watt to install solar energy. Only one residential customer took
advantage of the $4 offer and installed a 5.5kW rooftop photovoltaic system on his home.
MVU continues to offer just less than $3 a wan
[or solar installations. Solar energy, even with
incentives, is expensive. The city's contribution to the residential PV rooftop was $23,000;
the homeowner paid another $30,000 for the
project.
The utility also works with local developers
to encourage energy efficiency in new construction. A local grocery store, Stater Brothers,
took advantage of utility incentives to incorporate 15 energy-efficiency measures to its new
store in Moreno Valley. The grocery company
installed mechanical subcooling, floating head
pressure with variable-setpoinr controls, variable-speed conrrols, floating suction pressure,
lighting controls, LED lights and occupancy
sensors. The utility gave Stater Brothers an incentive payment of $31,378 for incorporating
the measures into the store.•
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Sent Via E-Mail

3/30/10

Ms. Kim Abreau, Senior Vice President
Bank of America, N.A.
Commercial Real Estate Banking
2308 Ponce De Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, FL 33134-5408
SUBJECT:

Highland Fairview Corporate Park - Items Needed Prior to Issuance
of a Grading Permit

Dear Ms. Abreau:
Per your request, the City of Moreno Valley is providing this update regarding the items
that remain to be addressed prior to the issuance of the grading pennit for the Highland
Fairview Corporate Park project.
Please be advised that the grading plan has been approved. The items listed below are
associated tasks which must be completed before the City can issue the actual grading
permit. Some of these items stem from requirements of the City's Municipal Code, some
are related to the project's Conditions of Approval and Mitigation Measures and others
come from administrative procedures relating to grading pennit issuance.
Plans
1) Tree Plan to be approved by Planning
2) Property Owner Association (POA) Landscape Plans to be approved by Planning
Payment of Fees
1) Stevens Kangaroo Rat (SKR) Fee
2) Area Drainage Fee
3) Grading and Inspection Fee
4) Parks Plan Check Fee
Site Surveys (within 30 days of permit issuance)
1) Burrowing Owl Survey
2) Bird Nesting Survey
Posting of Securities
1) Posting of Grading Bond or other security
2) Posting of Erosion Control Bond or other security

CITY MANAG ER'S OFFICE
MV00233695

;;

Required Documentation - signed by general contractor
1) Use ofB20 Biodiesel fuel
2) Fugitive Dust Control Plan
3) Temporary Security Fencing Plan
4) Temporary Project Signage
5) Waste Management Plan (WMP)
The above list of permit fees and obligations are applicable to the issuance of a Rough
Grading Permit. As indicated above, most of these are requirements of the City's
Municipal Code. I can only confirm those that are the City's requirements. Several of
those listed are required by other Agencies, in that regard, we merely collect their fees on
their behalf. I can not speak for them.
Please call me if you have any questions regarding this information.

c: Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Robert L. Hansen, City Attorney
Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Iddo Benzeevi, Highland Fairview

MV00233696
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DRAFT
(On City Letterhead)

March 29, 2010 :

Bank of America, N.A.
Commercial Real Estate Banking
Coral Gables, Fiorida 33134
Attention: Ms. KJim Abreau, Senior Vice President

SUBJECT:
Permit

Highland Fairview Corporate Park - Items Needed Prior to Issuance of a Grading

Dear Ms. Abreat.i:
Per your request, the City of Moreno Valley is providing this update regarding the items that
remain to be addressed prior to the issuance of the grading permit for the Highland Fairview
Corporate Park ~mject.
Please be advised that the grading plan has been approved. The items listed below are associated
tasks which mus~ be completed before the City can issue the actual grading permit. Some of
these items stemifrom requirements of the City's Municipal Code. some are related to the
project's Conditi~ns of Approval and Mitigation Measures and others come from administrative
procedures relatihg to grading permit issuance.
Plans
.!.L.l.~~l'eIty':g~~~~T_~.~~9..~!~ti~l).f~Q~LI.,.~~.~~.~~l'e P.!~~ .~<?~~.~P.P.~~)::~~_~LPlann!~.K_ ... _.. _.. ~;.; .. ,' ~e!~~~.;~>Tr"" Plan to be approved '
Payment of Feesj
"'" r=--~"'""-"---~---<
Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
1) Stevens Kangaroo Rat (SKR) Fee
2) Area Dr~inage Fee .L~I?Pl.~f ~b.'?l!~.$J)?~9-,~?Qm __ . __ .. mm mm. __ .m_mm. ___ " .n __ m. m__ ..
Formatted: Font: (Default) Times
New Roman, 11 pt
3) Grading rand Inspection Fee - Provide funding for T &M drawdown account for
inspectidn and field services
4) Parks & Comm. Services - Grading Plan Review Fees $12,375
Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
5) .MYY -:- B.~9Iand~. ~C! I::_l:I~~!)!.I1tus Bl:l~~~<?~~. I?~~.ig~ fees of.:p4,f,? I.. 8;;"p~~ .~I)::().ice"" . __ ~_.
Deleted: <#>Parks Plan Check Fee'I
#MVU-P.IFCP-OOI
,\ ...
Formatted: Font: (Default) Times
Site Surveys (within 30 days of permit issuance)
New Roman, 11 pt
1) Burrowirg Owl Survey
\\
Formatted: Font: (Default) Times
2) Bird Nesting Survey
New Roman, 11 pt
Posting of Securities
Formatted: Font: (Default) Times
I) Posting ~f Grading Bond or other security - $538,500
New Roman, 11 pt
2) Posting ~fErosion Control Bond or other security - $247,700
Required Docunientation - signed by general contractor
I) Use of 820 Biodiesel fuel
2) Fugitive!bust Control Plan
3) Temporciry Security Fencing Plan
4) Temporiry Project Signage
5) Waste Management Plan (WMP)
n

:1
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Please call me {('you have any questions regarding this information.
Sincerely,

MV00233698

Rotational Tow Program Update
Meetings with Mayor and Council Members
November, 2010
• Currently 6 tow operators on City rotational tow program; permits expire December
31.
• Ordinance to revise the program approved by Council in June, effective July 22.
• RFP for Rotational Tow Program posted on Sept. 2; due to City Clerk

O~t.

12

• Thorough review of all proposals by several Depts (City Manager, Community
Development, City Attorney, Financial & Admin Services, Police, Fire), including site
visits .
• Item to award contracts for Rotational Tow Program is on the November 30 Council
agenda (staff report will be available for operators to review when posted for the
public on Wednesday, Nov. 24.) Proposing 5-year agreements effective Jan. 1.
• 9 proposals received:
o
o

o

6 operators on program
Pepe's: operating in town as of August, not on current RTP because
they did not have tow operators permit when new ordinance est. new
program went into effect
2 proposers not currently operating a facility in MV:
• Bob's Towing (proposing to construct facility on Rivard Road,
City staff has not reviewed plans)
• Lawler's (proposing to lease facility on Nandina, site has been
approved for tow use because Superior is already at that
location, but no applications for Lawler's have been submitted to
the City).

• Original intent of ordinance was to require proposers to have business in place prior
to RFP due date, not written that way and City Attorney advised we needed to accept
their proposals .
• 1 operator meets all conditions

.6 operators have some minor compliance issues that staff feels can be met by
January 1, 2011 when new agreements are proposed to begin

.2 not in compliance, will take at least 60 days for City review and approvals, plus
construction time
o

Council could provide these operators with additional time to come into
compliance (City Attorney suggests no more than one year).
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Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City
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Mayor and City Council
William L Bopf, Interim City Manager

To:
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Manage~

Date:

March 31, 2010

Subject:

"Moreno Valley Counts" Census Promotion Item
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In September, 2009 the City submitted a proposal to the U.S. Census for funding tohelp
promote the Census 2010 effort in Moreno Valley. The focus of the Census Partner
Support Program is to reach out to the "hard to count" areas of the community that
typically have a lower questionnaire return rate. The City requested and received
$2,500 to design and purchase the attached chip clips to be distributed to 2,500
afterschool program participants. Each chip clip includes bilingual information regarding
the importance of completing and returning the Census forms, as well as a snack. The
promotion items were designed and ordered by a local Moreno Valley vendor.
The City has taken numerous actions to promote the Census 2010 effort to our
residents; some of the activities we have taken to encourage participation include the
following:
• Study Session presentation by a U.S. Census representative.
• Staff participated in the regional Census 2010 meeting in Cathedral City and
presented a proclamation from the City CounciL
• Application for Census Partner Support Program funds submitted to the U.S.
Census Bureau by the City Manager's Office; received notification of award; ordered
and distributed bilingual "Moreno Valley Counts" chip clips to the families of the
STARS afterschool program participants.
• Letter inviting participation in a Complete Count Committee sent to 60 local
agencies and organizations.
• Staff participated in the regional Census 2010 meeting in Riverside.
• For several months the Census 2010 logo has been displayed on the City's
website with a link to the U.S. Census website.
• For several months a Census 2010 public service announcement has been
shown on MVTV-3 numerous times each day in both English and Spanish. We have
also been promoting Census participation on the MVTV-3 monthly news magazine
"News Center" and in March began airing the one-minute Census video created by
WRCOG in English and Spanish several times each day.

MV00233700

Mayor and Council Membersl"Moreno Valley Counts" Census Promotion Item
March 31, 2010
Page 2
• Both the Summer 2009 and Winter 2009/2010 editions of "CityLink," the City's
newsletter that is mailed to a" residents, included items regarding the Census.
• The City agreed to provide space at City Ha" for census workers to meet with
residents and answer questions about the census process and forms (to date none
of the census representatives have used the offered space).
• The City Council adopted a resolution designating March as "United States
Census - Make Yourself Count" Month.
Staff is meeting with the local Census representative early next week to discuss how the
returns are proceeding and if there is any more the City can do to promote the effort.
Attachment: "Moreno Valley Counts" chip clip and Census 2010 information
c:

Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
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Preguntas Frecuentes
1. P. lQuien debe lIenar el cuestionario del Censo?
R. La persona a nombre de quien este registrada la unidad de vivienda,
sea propia

0

alquilada, debe lIenar el cuestionario a nombre de cad a

persona que viva en la residencia en ese momento, incluyendo parientes y
no parientes.

2. P. lComo se diferencia el Censo del 2010 de los anteriores?
R. En el 2010, cada residencia recibira un breve cuestionario de s610
10 preguntas. La informacion socioeconomica mas detallada, que
previa mente se obtenia a traves del Censo decenal, se Ie preguntara
a un pequeno porcentaje de la poblacion durante la Encuesta sobre la
Comunidad Estadounidense. Para obtener mas informacion sobre est a
encuesta, vi site www.2010census.gov

3. P. lComo se utilizan los datos del Censo?
R. Los datos del Censo determinan la cantidad de espacios que cada
estado tendra en la Camara de Representantes de los EE.UU para lograr
una representacion justa. Tambien ayudan a determinar la asignacion de
fondos federales para servicios comunitarios como: programas de comidas
escolares,

centr~s

para personas de edad avanzada y construccion de

nuevas carreteras y hospitales.

4. P. lQue tipo de asistencia existe para ayudarle a lIenar el
cuestionario?
R. Las gufas para ayudar a lIenar el cuestionario del Censo del 2010
estan disponibles en varios idiomas. Los

Centr~s

de Asistencia con

el Cuestionario (QAC) tambien ayudaran a quienes no puedan leer 0
comprender el mismo. Hay cuestionarios con letras de mayor tamano para
quienes tengan impedimentos visuales y un programa de Dispositivos de
Telecomunicacion (TDD) para quienes tengan impedimentos auditivos.
Comuniquese con el Centro Regional del Censo en su comunidad para mas
detalles sobre la ayuda disponible en espanol y para saber la localizacion
de los

Centr~s

de Asistencia con el Cuestionario. EI cuestionario del Censo

del 2010 esta disponible en espanol.

5. P. lComo cuenta la Oficina del Censo a las personas que no
viven en residencias?
R. Los empleados de la Oficina del Censo se movilizan ampliamente para
contar a las personas que viven en alojamientos de grupo como: viviendas
universitarias, barracas militares, hogares para personas de edad
avanzada y refugios, cOf'!1o tam bien a quienes han side desplazados por
catastrofes naturales.

Para mas informacion sobre el Censo del

2010, vi site www.2010census.gov
EST A EN NUESTRAS MANOS
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PREGUNTAS

MINUTOS
PARA QUE SE ESCUCHE NUESTRA VOZ
EI Censo: datos importantes
• lQue es? EI Censo es un conteo de todas las personas que viven en
los Estados Unidos.

• lPara

quien? Toda persona que vive en los EE.UU. tiene que
ser contada; personas de todas las razas y grupos etnicos, tanto
ciudadanos como no ciudadanos.

•

lCuando es? Usted recibira su cuestionario en marzo del 2010, ya
sea por correo 0 por entrega personal. Algunas personas en areas
remotas seran contadas en persona.

•

lPor que?

•

lComo? Los hogares deben IIenar y devolver sus cUestionarios en
cuanto los reciban. Los hogares que no respondan podrfan recibir un
cuestionario de reemplazo a principios de abril. Los empleados del
Censo en su comunidad, visitaran los hogares que no devuelvan sus
cuestionarios, para contarlos en persona. EI representante del Censo
se compromete bajo juramento a proteger su informacion que, por
ley, es confidencial. iAbrale su puerta en confianza!

La Constitucion de los EE.UU. requiere un censo
nacional cada 10 anos para contar la poblacion y determinar la
cantidad de espacios que cada estado tendra en la Camara de
Representantes de los EE.UU.

Un conteo completo: ,Cuim importante es para su
comunidad?
• Cada ano, el gobierno federal asigna mas de $400 mil millones de
dolares a los estados y las comunidades, basado parcialmente en los
datos del Censo.

•

Los datos del Censo se utilizan para decidir d6nde ubicar tiendas,
escuelas, hospitales, nuevos proyectos de vivienda y otras
facilidades comunitarias.

•

Los datos del Censo determinan los distritos legislativos y
congresionales, tanto locales como estatales.

Cuestionario del Censo del 2010: facil, importante
y confidencial

•

EI cuestionario del Censo del 2010 solo tiene 10 preguntas y toma
alrededor de 10 minutos completarlo. 5e pregunta a los hogares
informacion demogratica importante tales como: si la unidad de
vivienda es alquilada 0 propia, la direccion de la residencia y los
nombres, sexos, edades y razas de quienes viven en el hogar.

•

Por ley, la Oficina del Censo no puede com partir las respuestas del
cuestionario del Censo con nadie, ni siquiera con otras agencias
federales y entidades policiales y del orden publico.
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Frequently Asked Questions
1.

Q.

Who should fill out the census questionnaire?

A. The individual in whose name the housing unit is owned
or rented should complete the questionnaire on behalf of
every person living in the residence, including relatives and
non-relatives.

2. Q. How will the 2010 Census differ from previous censuses?
A. In 2010, every residence will receive a short questionnaire
of just 10 questions. More detailed socioeconomic information
previously collected through the decennial census will be asked
of a small percentage of the population through the annual
American Community Survey. To learn more about the American
Community Survey, visit www.census.gov.

3. Q. How are census data used?
A. Census data determine the number of seats each state will
have in the U.S. House of Representatives. Census data also can
help determine the allocation of federal funds for community
services, such as school lunch programs and senior citizen
centers, and new construction, such as highways and hospitals.

4. Q. What kind of assistance is available to help people
complete the questionnaire?
A. 2010 Census questionnaire language assistance guides are
available in a variety of languages. Questionnaire Assistance
Centers (QAC) will also assist those unable to read or understand
the questionnaire. Large-print questionnaires are available to
the visually impaired upon request, and a Teletext Device for
the Deaf (TOO) program will help the hearing impaired. Contact
your Regional Census Center for more details about the types of
assistance available and for QAC locations.

5. Q. How does the Census Bureau count people without a
permanent residence?
A. Census Bureau workers undertake extensive operations
to take in-person counts of people living in group quarters,
such as college dormitories, military barracks, nursing homes
and shelters, as well as those who have been displaced by
natural disasters.

For more information abol!Jt the
2010 Censl!Js, go to 2010cernsl!Js.gov.
2010 CENSUS

IT'S IN OUR HANDS
Issued May 2009

I

Form 0-3286 (E)
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QUESTIONS
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TO DEFINE WHO WE ARE AS A NATION
The Census: A Snapshot
.oil

What: The census is a count of everyone residing in the
United States .

.oil

Who: All U.S. residents must be counted-both citizens and
non citizens .

.oil

When: You will receive your questionnaire in March 2010 either
by U.S. mail or hand delivery. Some people in remote areas will
be counted in person .

.oil

Why: The U.S. Constitution requires a national census once every
10 years to count the population and determine the number of
seats each state will have in the U.S. House of Representatives.

A

How: Households should complete and mail back their
questionnaires upon receipt. Households that do not respond
may receive a replacement questionnaire in early April. Census
takers will visit households that do not return questionnaires to
take a count in person.

A Complete Count:
The Importance of Census Data
.oil

Every year, the federal government allocates more than $400
billion to states and communities based, in part. on census data.

A

Census data are used to determine locations for retail stores,
schools, hospitals, new housing developments and other
community facilities .

.oil

Census data determine boundaries for state and local legislative
and congressional districts.

2010 Census QuesfJ:iol11lE1Jalh"e:
Eas¥, ~m[OJortanjj: and Safe
A

With only 10 questions, the 2010 Census questionnaire takes
approximately 10 minutes to complete. Households are asked
to provide key demographic information, including: whether a
housing unit is rented or owned; the address of the residence;
and the names, genders, ages and races of others living in
the household .

.oil

By law, the Census Bureau cannot share an individual's
responses with anyone, including other federal agencies and
law enforcement entities.
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Your 10 minute investment means $20,000 for Riverside
County's future ... and we are
all counting on you!
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Did you know that Riverside County stands to lose $20,000 per person over a 10 year
period for each person not counted in the 2010 Census? This money would go
towards building orimproving schools, roads, hospitals, libraries and senior centers.
We areal! in this together, and we all need to .stand up and be counted!
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For more information please visit www.rccensus.org.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Services

Date:

March 9, 2010

Subject:

Cottonwood Golf Center Update

FINANCIAL HISTORY

Fiscal
'Year
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09

" Salary and
,Benefits
$174,614
$165,079
$200,086
$195,783

EXPENDITURES
Contract
Materials
Admin.
'
andSupplie~
Services
Costs
$53,364
$34,728
$95,622
$56,018
$26,316
$136,537
$54,403
$26,273
$125,167
$66,835
$22,346
$58,722
Average Expenditure
...

,

Fiscal
Year
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09

Green Fees
$106,226
$101,683
$53,260
$66,701

$372,973

"

, ", REVENUES,
Cart/Club,
Equipm~nt ,"
,," Soda/Food,
Rentals
Sales
$4,730
$1,888
$24,325
$4,808
$11,211
$1,844
$2,230
$1,693
$657
$1,292
$491
$1,007
Average Revenue
"

Total
$358,328
$383,950
$405,929
$343,686

Totai,
$137,169
$119,546
$57,840
$69,491

$96,011
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Fiscal Year
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Expenditures
Revenues
$358,328
$137,169
$383,950
$119,546
$405,929
$57,840
$343,686
$69,491
Average Deficit

Deficit
$221,159
$264,404
$348,089
$274,195

$276,962

,ROUNDS OF GOLF
Annual Rounds of Golf

. Fiscal Year
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09
Average Rounds of Golf
Average Rounds Per Day
* Calculation: Add each fiscal year and divide by 4.
* Calculation: Divide 11,291 by 363 days of operation.

17,453
14,008
7,579
6,123

11,291
31

COST PER ROUND TO ELIMINATE 'DEFICIT
.

Deficit'
Rounds Played
'Fiscal Year
17,453
$221,160
05/06
14,008
$264,404
06/07
7,579
$348,137
07/08
6,123
$274,196
08/09
. .
* Calculation: Fiscal year defICIt divided by rounds played .

Additional Cost
Per Round
$12.67
$18.87
$45.93
$44.78

TO BECOME SELF SUSTAINING, ACTIVITY INCREASE IN ROUNDS/COST
OR Increase
Increase <;;ost Per
Average Rounds
Rounds By
Round By
Played
Average Deficit
29,560
11,291
$24.53
$276,974
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CURRENT COST PER ROUND
Patron
18 Holes
9 Holes
Resident
$8.00
$11.00
Non Resident
$10.00
$13.75
Senior 55+
$9.00
$6.50
Non Resident Senior 55+
$8.13
$11.25
Student
$9.00
$6.50
Non Resident Student
$11.25
$8.13
-Current Average Cost Per Round
$9.37
* Tournaments: Every third Sunday of month, the Men's Club conducts tournaments
attended by 8-15 people per tournament.

SUMMARY
The Cottonwood Golf Center has averaged 11,291 rounds of golf over the last four years,
which is 31 daily rounds. On average the course would need to generate 29,560 rounds of
golf annually to eliminate its average annual deficit. This amounts to an increase of 81
rounds of golf played per day. The course requires a daily average of 112 rounds of golf to
be self sufficient. Even if play, equipment, soda, and food sales would double from their
best years, the course would still not break even. Going back to fiscal year 05/06 when the
course did relatively well ($137,000 revenue), the City subsidized the golf course by
$221,160.
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PHYSICAL CONDITION

•

Pro Shop
The pro shop and existing building is in very poor condition. The building has suffered from
termite damage in the past. It has mold and flood damage from improper drainage
conditions along the north side of the building. The roof needs to be replaced and the
kitchen would require extensive work to be brought up to code.
Property
The property serves as a retention basin for rain water during storms. The valley of the
property is lower than the outlaying streets and collects storm runoff, and there is a lateral
storm drainage system that runs through the property. This system is in poor condition due
to its age and will require some lateral pipe replacement. A temporary fix could be done in
house with current staff for less than $29,000 by installing a larger dimension pipe than
currently installed. It would last ten to twenty years and pose no safety issues.
The Parks and Community Services Department is committed to providing recreational
opportunities to a greater number of Moreno Valley residents. The residents have
requested the need of another dog park and skate park. There have also been requests
for a community garden.
The Cottonwood Golf Center has an average fiscal deficit of $276,974 over the past four
fiscal years. Over those last four fiscal years, the rounds of golf have declined by nearly
65%.
Doubling the cost per round of golf would not eliminate the deficit that the Cottonwood Golf
Center incurs. With the interest in golf declining nationwide and, closer to home with
reduced rounds of golf played at the Cottonwood Golf Center, the closing of the Quail
Ranch, Riverside Golf Club, and Cresta Verde Golf Club locally and other courses within
the Southern California area, the Parks and Community Services Department has
researched several different options for usage of this area that could possibly provide a
benefit to a greater number of local residents while at the same time reducing! the City's
subsidy.
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OPTION

A- REMODEL PRO SHOP AND CONTINUE WITH CITY OPERATION

Partial Demo and Remodel
Partially demo existing building
Remodel remaining structure
Storm drain improvements
Remodel kitchen (including grease trap)
Replace roof
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES
REVENUES
Cart/Club
Equipment
Green Fees
Soda/Food
Rental
Sales
$106,226
$4,730
$1,844
$24,325
EXPENSES
Salary and
Contract
Materials and
Benefits
Services
Supplies
Admin. Costs
$197,200
$72,400
$64,200
$18,800
Estimated Annual Deficit

$226,300
$200,000
$29,000
$150,000
$65,000
$670,300

,

Total
$137,125

Total
$352,600
$215,475

SUMMARY

Green fees, cart and club rentals, equipment sales, and soda and food sales have declined
tremendously in the last four fiscal years. We would propose to restock the pro shop with
golf accessories, equipment, soda, and food; increase advertisement, and offer promotions
to increase play. We anticipate increasing revenues at or above the highest level in the
last four fiscal years. Even with this increased revenue, salaries and benefits, contract
services, and administrative charges are anticipated to increase. If revenues would grow
by 50% over our best year to the amount of $205,752, the City would still incur a deficit of
$146,848. This type of growth is highly unlikely especially in this type of economy. In
recent months, courses in this area including Quail Ranch Golf Course, Riverside Golf
Club, and Cresta Verde Golf Club have closed.
This option:
•
•
•

would require additional funds that are currently not in the budget.
would not eliminate deficit of operation for the Cottonwood Golf Center.
would provide cooking and banquet potential.
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OPTION B: REMODEL PRO SHOP AND LEASE TO NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Partial Demo and Remodel
Partially demo existing building
Remodel remaining structure
Storm drain improvements
Remodel kitchen (including grease trap)
Replace roof
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES
REVENUES
Cart/Club
Equipment
Green Fees
Sales
Soda/Food
Rental
$106,226
$1,844
$4,730
$24,325
EXPENSES
Salary and
Contract
Materials and
Benefits
Services
Supplies
Admin. Costs
$165,200
$72,400
$18,800
$64,200
Estimated Annual Deficit

$226,300
$200,000
$29,000
$150,000
$65,000
$670,300

Total
$137,125

Total
$320,600
$183,475

SUMMARY
If staff was able to find a non-profit organization that would be willing to run the pro shop,
this would only reduce salaries approximately $32,000 annually that are spent on
Recreation Aides in the pro shop. The average Aide is paid $9.00 an hour and the pro
shop is open on average 10 hours a day, 363 days a year.
This option:
•
•
•

would require additional funds that are currently not in the budget.
would not eliminate deficit of operation for the Cottonwood Golf Center.
would not guarantee success for a possible tenant.
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OPTION C - REMODEL PRO SHOP AND CONTINUE WITH OUTSIDE CONTRACTOR

Partial Demo and Remodel
Partially demo existing building
Remodel remaining structure
Storm drain improvements
Remodel kitchen (including grease trap)
Replace roof
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

REVENUE/EXPENSES

Revenue
Expenses (Water)
Minimum 2-3 years subsidy
Estimated Annual Deficit

$226,300
$200,000
$29,000
$150,000
$65,000
$670,300

I
$0
$50,000
$100,000
$150,000

SUMMARY

The City has advertised the lease of the Cottonwood Golf Center on multiple occasions
with one serious inquiry. The corporation formerly operated a course in Riverside, which
since has claimed bankruptcy and closed its doors. This organization is still interested in
entering into a contract with the City; however, there is no guarantee a similar fate as the
City of Riverside encountered would not occur in Moreno Valley.
This option:
•
•
•

would require additional funds that are currently not in the budget.
could possibly reduce the City subsidy to $150,000 annually.
could possibly create a rentable banquet facility.
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OPTION D - DEMO AND REPLACE WITH MODULAR

Demo and Replace With Modular
Completely demo existing building
Purchase and install modular building
includin[ utilit~ hookups
Storm drain improvements
Fencing modifications required due to
modular building's smaller size
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

ESTIMArED ANNUAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES
REVENUES
Cart/Club
Equipment
Green Fees
Soda/Food
Rental
Sales
$106,226
$4,730
$24,325
$1,844
EXPENSES
Salary and
Contract
Materials and
Benefits
Admin. Costs
Services
SUQPlies
$64,200
$197,200
$72,400
$18,800
Estimated Annual Deficit

$62,382
$137,400
$29,000
$12,000
$240,782

Total
$137,125

Total
$352,600
$215,475

SUMMARY

This option would not reduce the annual deficit, but it would eliminate the potential for a
vendor that could use kitchen and banquet facilities.
This option:
•
•
•
•
•

would keep the Cottonwood Golf Center open to the public.
would be financially less expensive than Option A.
would allow for space for possible future installation of a 190+ yard driving range
parallel to Frederick Street by moving a tee and green.
would require additional funds that are currently not in the budget.
would provide a modular building for a pro shop but not kitchen or banquet facilities.
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OPTION E - DEMO, REPLACE WITH MODULAR. AND INSTALL DRIVING RANGE

190+ Yard Driving Range Installation
Completely demo existing building
Purchase and install modular building
including utility hookups
Storm drain improvements
Tree removals
Grading
Lake modifications
Place electrical service wiring underground
Irrigation modifications
Golf course modifications (tee boxes and
greens)
Monument sign removal and relocation
Concrete mow curb and tee boxes
Fencing installation
Poles and golf range netting
Driving range equipment (balls, ball return,
ball washer, ball dispenser, tee mats, etc.)
TOTAL

..
".

Estimated Cost
$62,832
$137,400
$29,000
$5,000
$18,000
$33,000
$28,000
$8,000
$3,000

.

ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES
REVENUES
. Cart/Club
Equipment
Green Fees
Rental
Sales
Soda/Food
$159,339
$4,730
$2,832
$24,325
. EXPENSES
Salary and
Materials and
Contract
Benefits
Supplies
Admin. Costs
Services
$209,200
$72,400
$18,800
$64,200
Estimated Annual Deficit

$17,000
$23,000
$45,500
$500,000
$35,000
$944,732

c'.<

.

Total
$191,226

Total
$364,600
$173,374

SUMMARY
A driving range on average generates 50% of course revenues and would slightly increase
soda/food revenues. Salaries would increase to cover the additional work required with a
driving range.
This option:
•
•
•
•

would
would
would
would

be a very costly addition to an operation that currently is not self sufficient.
not guarantee the Center's ability to reduce deficit.
have a very high liability risk due to proximity to traffic.
only be open during daylight hours.
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OPTION F - DEMO AND REPLACE WITH PASSIVE PARK. DOG PARK, SKATE PARK,
AND COMMUNITY GARDENS (See Attachment A)
PASSIVE PARK (5 acres)
Building Demo
Building Demo
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

. Passive Park Construction
2 wooden picnic arbors
ADA drinking fountain
2 picnic benches
4 trash receptacles
2 barbecues
2 hot coal receptacles
2 benches
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

. Annual Maintenance
',.' '
Labor at 9.5 hours weekly
2 portable ADA toilets with weekly service
Mowing of turf
Water
Electrical
Miscellaneous supplies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

$62,832
$62,832

$18,000
$4,000
$2,200
$1,600
$400
$1,600
$1,200
$29,000

$17,290
$2,232
$5,500
$22,500
$1,200
$2,780
$51,502

SUMMARY OF PASSIVE PARK PORTION

The passive park:
•
•
•

would keep highly visible site clean and green.
would generate small amount of revenue with shelter rental fees.
would provide another site for public recreation.
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DOG PARK (60,000 square feet)
Dog Park Construction
Fencing demo and installation
2 drinking fountains with pet drinkers
2 benches
4 pet waste stations
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

Annual Maintenance
Labor at 7.5 hours weekly
2 portable ADA toilets with weekly service
Mowing of turf
Water
Electrical
Miscellaneous supplies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

$34,500
$8,500
$1,200
$1,300
$45,500

$13,650
$2,232
$1,500
$5,500
$700
$3,280
$26,862

SUMMARY OF DOG PARK PORTION
A dog park that is centrally located would generate much use. With such a nice location
with turf and shade trees, this would be an ideal location for possible dog training classes.
These classes could be scheduled and booked through the Parks and Community Services
Department and generate revenue.
The dog park:
•
•
•

would respond to the interest of the public to have another dog park.
would provide turf and shade trees.
would be aesthetically pleasing from street.
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SKATE PARK
Skate Park Construction
Concrete
Fencing
Skate ramps
2 picnic benches
4 trash receptacles
ADA drinking fountain
Signage
Skate wave consultation
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

Annual Maintenance
Labor at 9.5 hours weekly
Electrical
Miscellaneous supplies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

$0
$18,000
$0
$2,200
$1,600
$4,000
$1,500
$4,000
$31,300

$17,290
$1,200
$1,280
$19,770

SUMMARY OF SKATE PARK PORTION

The skate park:
•
•
•
•

would possibly have graffiti issues (staff and supplies).
would address the high public demand for another skate park.
would have low construction costs due to existing concrete slab and City-owned
skate apparatus.
would provide a centralized location.
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COMMUNITY GARDENS (3 acres with 100-750 square foot plots and 3 acres
remaining for expansion)
Community Gardens Construction
Site preparation
Irrigation modifications
'Fencing
Storm drain improvements
Tool storage bin
TOTAL

.Annual Maintenance
Maintained by a community gardens
committee
2 portable ADA toilets with weekly service
Water
Electrical
Weed abatement (closed area)
Miscellaneous supplies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost
$8,000
$4,000
$8,000
$29,000
$2,400
$51,400

.,

Estimated Cost
$0
$2,232
$3,750
$0
$4,000
$250
$10,232

ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUE
, . Estimated Revenue
Plot Rental
$40 (15' x 50')

$4,000

. ESTIMATED. ANNUAL DEFICIT
$6,232
SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY GARDEN PORTION
The cost of rental was based upon the anticipated water costs for a community garden.
The charge was determined to cover the cost of water. A community garden can be a very
positive addition if there is strong community involvement. (See Attachment B)
The community gardens:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

would be Moreno Valley's first community gardens.
would be in a centralized location for gardening courses.
could possibly be very popular in hard economic times.
would address the community's interest for community gardens.
would be environmentally friendly.
could present liability issues with being City property.
could provide the community with feeling of ownership.
could allow adjacent neighborhood to be given priority to purchase plots.
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OPTION G - DEVELOPMENT OF SOCCER FIELDS (See Attachment C)
SOCCER FIELD #1 (225 square feet x 360 square feet)
Building Demo
Building Demo
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

Soccer Field #1 Construction
Concrete and asphalt removal
Tree removal
Drain lake and relocate fish
Pump house modifications
Soil importation costs
GradinQ
H1dro seeding turf
Chain link fencing
Irrigation system
Soccer field lighting
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

Annual Maintenance
Labor at 12.5 hours weekly
2 portable ADA toilets with weekly service
Mowing of turf
Water
Electrical
Fertilizer
Miscellaneous Supplies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

$62,832

$62,832

$12,000
$5,000
$8,000
$16,500
$120,000
$45,000
$12,000
$4,000
$100,000
$380,000

$702,500

$22,750
$2,232
$1,500
$13,000
$7,200
$3,000
$1,280

$50,962
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SOCCER FIELD #2 (225'square feet x 360 square feet)
Soccer Field #2 Constrilction
Concrete and asphalt removal
Tree removal
Soil importation costs
Grading
Hydro seeding turf
Irrigation improvements
Chain link fencing
Soccer field lighting
TOTAL

- " Annual Maintenance
Labor at 12.5 hours weekly
2 portable ADA toilets with weekly service
Mowing of turf
Water
Electrical
Fertilizer
Miscellaneous Supplies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost
$8,000
$20,000
$95,000
$40,000
$12,000
$100,000
$7,000
$380,000
$662,000

- Estimated Cost
$22,750
$2,232
$1,500
$13,000
$7,200
$3,000
$1,280
$50,962
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SOCCER FIELDS #3 AND #4 (150 square feet x 300 square feet each) •
Soccer Fields #3 and #4 Construction
Lateral storm drain improvements
Tree removal
Soil importation costs
Grading_
Hydro seeding turf
Irrigation imj:)rovements
Chain link fencing
Soccer field lighting
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

Annual Maintenance
Labor at 23 hours weekly
2 portable ADA toilets with weekly service
Mowing of turf
Water
Fertilizer
Miscellaneous SupQlies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

$2,000,000
$9,000
$95,000
$40,000
$18,000
$185,000
$22,500
$0
$2,369,500

$41,860
$2,232
$2,800
$18,000
$3,400
$2,560
$70,852
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SOCCER FIELD #5 (150 square feet x 300 square feet)
Soccer Field #5 Construction ..
Tree removal
Fence demolition
Grading
Hydro seeding turf
Irrigation improvements
Soccer field lighting
TOTAL

."

'-.',

Annual Maintenance
Labor at 11.5 hours weekly
2 portable ADA toilets with weekly service
Mowing of turf
Water
Fertilizer
Miscellaneous Supplies
TOTAL

Estimated Cost

$12,000
$1,500
$30,000
$12,000
$75,000
$0
$130,500

..

Estimated Cost

,

$20,930
$2,232
$1,400
$9,000
$2,700
$1,280
$37,542

SUMMARY

The shape of this portion of City property is not favorable for the construction of soccer
fields. The 16-acre site would only allow for the construction of two official size fields and
three smaller fields. However, at City Council meetings, residents have voiced their
concerns regarding the need for lighted soccer fields for their children. We have included
the cost of lighting the two official size fields, but this cost cannot be guaranteed. The
proximity to residential property may not allow for enough space to obtain the required
setback for stadium lighting. There would also be "spill over" lighting issues with residents
in such close proximity. Excess storm water runoff is detained in the swale of this property,
which would require very expensive engineering and design before any grading could begin
on field #3 and #4.
Total construction cost for all five soccer fields would be $3,927,332, with the annual
maintenance cost being $210,318.
The option:
•
•
•
•

would
would
would
would

add five new soccer fields.
only provide two fields that would be official size.
only provide two fields that could be lighted.
create parking issues that would need to be addressed.
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OPTION H - DEMO AND CLOSE GOLF COURSE

Building Demo .
Building Demo
TOTAL

Annual Maintenance
Contract mowing and landscape
maintenance
Irrigation water use
Minimal irrigation repair of main lines
TOTAL

Estimated Cost .
$62,832

$62,832

. Estimated Cost
$44,000
$30,000
$7,000

$81,000

SUMMARY
The golf course is losing revenue each year, and the loss is being compounded by current
economic conditions. One option is to close all golf course and pro shop operations. The
intent is to close the course and maintain the property at a minimal level to avoid blighted
conditions. The front of the building, parking lot, and property line landscape will be
maintained status quo. These areas are highly visible from the street and need weekly
maintenance. No change in current appearance will occur. The course itself will be
mowed once per week at two inches. Irrigation will be reduced for the course by at least
40% with further reductions possible. The pond will be drained and left in a drained
condition. Sections of turf will be brown in appearance and dry, but weeds will be kept to a
minimum.
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OPTION SUMMARIES:

The Parks and Community Services Department's responsibility is to provide recreational
. opportunities for the residents of Moreno Valley.
The City has lost over the last four years an average of $276,973 per year. Converting the
highly visible property along Frederick Street at the Cottonwood Golf Center into a passive
park, dog park, skate park, and community gardens would reduce the average annual
deficit of this property from $276,973 to $108,356, saving the department $168,617 in the
first fiscal year. In addition, this would keep this area clean and green. Staff feels that this
conversion would serve far more residents with recreational opportunities than the current
Cottonwood Golf Center. Initial cost of this option would be $125,000 plus the $62,000 for
building demolition. Currently the golf course has $80,000 for roof placement and $51,266
for equipment replacement, which could be put toward the initial cost of this option.
Although closing the Cottonwood Golf Center will be tragic and quite unfortunate, spending
$276,973 for less than 2,000 residents seems irresponsible, especially during the difficult
'
economic times in which we find ourselves.
The possibility of repairing the pro shop area, kitchen and banquet room is an option, but
would be quite costly and with no guarantee that the improved facility will generate enough
money to create a cost effective golf course. City staff has unsuccessfully researched the
idea of utilizing an outside contractor, twice with official Requests for Proposals and also by
contacting numerous local firms. Even if this research would have proved successful, all
site improvements were needed.
The other immediate possibility for this 16-acre site is to create a multi-use area including a
passive park, skate park, dog park, and community gardens. This option would drastically
reduce City subsidy and could offer recreational opportunities to a wide range of residents.
The option of constructing soccer fields at Cottonwood Golf Center has been researched
by staff. However, this option comes with numerous obstacles. These issues would be
parking, high cost, and whether ~r not these areas could be lighted. The two primary
reasons staff is unsure of the lighting possibility are ample setback and objections from
residents. As City Council has seen from numerous speakers at past Council meetings,
Moreno Valley has an adequate number of,field space; however, the issue is lighted fields.
Another option would be to just close the golf course and have staff do minimal
maintenance and watering to ensure area remains aesthetically pleasing.
Future Possibilities
We have been in contact with the Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley and
have been advised that it may be possible to change the zoning of the property. Based
upon the current economy and property values, we would estimate the property would sell
for $5.00 to $7.00 a square foot. This would place a value of $3.5 million to $5 million for
the entire 16-acre site. This possibility would not occur for three to five years or as RDA
monies become available. There would be the possibility of maintaining the passive park
and dog park, which would benefit the additional development. The Parks and Community
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Services Department feels confident that we would be able to secure other'locatio'ns for
community gardens and skate park.
To proceed with this idea, staff would need to seek an appraisal of property and develop a
land use plan.
•
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:

Aerial with Passive Park, Skate Park, Dog Park, and Community
Garden
Community Garden Background
Aerial with Soccer Fields
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ATTACHMENT B

The following articles and/or web sites were used to obtain the following
information.
University of California - Cooperative Extension, "Community Garden
Start-Up Guide".
New Mexico State University, "Starting a COmlnunity Vegetable Garden",
revised by Ron Walser, Urban Small Farm Specialist.
University of Missouri Extension, "Community Gardening Toolkit", by Bill
McKelvey.
celosangeles.ucdavis.edu/garden/articles/startup_guide.html
www.communitygarden.org/.. .Istarting-a-community-garden.php ,
www.CommunityGreens.org
extension.missourLedu > Community and leadershipMediaPolicyCenter.org/Edens
www.lagardencouncil.org

WHY START A COMMUNITY GARDEN?
Many families living in the city would like to grow some oftheir own fruits, vegetables,
herbs, and flowers. Some want to save money on their food bills. Others like the
freshness, flavor and wholesomeness of home-grown produce. And for many, gardening
is a relaxing way to exercise and enjoy being out-of-doors. There are also families from
other cultures who would like to grow traditional foods not available in the supetmarket.
Community gardens beautify neighborhoods and help bring neighbors closer together.
They have been proven as tools to reduce neighborhood crime--particularly when vacant,
blighted lots are targeted for garden development. Community gardens provide safe,
recreational green space in urban areas with little or no park land, and can contribute
greatly to keeping urban air clean.

TYPES OF COMMUNITY GARDENS
DONATION GARDENS
As the name suggests donation gardens donate the vegetables and fruits they grow to
local food pantries. These type gardens are generally operated by non-profit
organizations.

SCHOOL GARDENS
School gardens provide an excellent hands-on learning environment. Children learn
science, math and language in the garden as well as many other subjects through garden
making, life skills and compassion.

1
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**NEIGHBORHOOD OR ALLOTMENT GARDENS
Community gardens in neighborhood parks or vacant lots can consist of individual family
plots or a group gardening effort. These gardens provide an opportunity for neighbors to
come together and grow nutritious food while creating a beautiful green space for
community members to spend time in.
THERAPY GARDENS
Therapy gardens provide an opportunity for physical, emotional, and spiritual health and
healing. Gardens at hospitals, clinics, or special needs schools provide therapy to the
disabled as well as an inexpensive source of nutrition. Gardens at elder care centers
inspire residents to get exercise and fresh air while working with their neighbors in a
community setting.
MARKET GARDENS
Community gardens can provide a source of income for low-income residents as well as
entrepreneurs. Local growers sell produce to individuals, restaurants and in farmers'
.
markets.
WHAT GOOD IS A COMMUNITY GARDEN?
1. Community gardens grow leaders. A study of the Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society's community gardening efforts in the City of Brotherly Love Found that
"across all neighborhoods, people who have not previously been involved in a
leadership capacity have emerged. These garden leaders assume responsibility for
organizing the neighbors to carry out the project and for maintaining the project.
2. Community gardens can help feed people and save money. Numerous studies
have found that home and community gardens produce food worth hundreds of
dollars. This food and financial savings can be critically important to the
nutritional and financial health of families living on low incomes or in
neighborhoods poorly served by grocery stores.
3. A community garden promotes healthier communities. In a 1980 study of 100
blocks of Atlanta, Georgia, D. R. Brogan and L. D. James found that physical
characteristics - such as the presence of plants - were as important in promoting
psychosocial health as the resident's socio-cultural backgrounds.
4. Community gardening helps people learn about civic participation. Marti
Ross Bejornson, a graduate student at Northwestern University, found that innercity Chicago gardeners gained critical skills in working with their elected officials
by becoming involved in gardening projects. She concluded that, through
gardening, "These formerly marginalized urban residents can gain access to
public policy, economic resources, and social interaction ... "
5. Community gardens help save energy and keep urban air cool and ciean. As
early as the 1840's gardening advocates were calling parks and gardens "the lungs
of the city." In Sacramento, California, the planting of 500,000 shade-giving
urban trees is expected to save 50 to 75 megawatts of electricity by the year 2010
- enough to cool 26,000 homes per year. And, in Chicago, researchers found that
the urban forest removed tons of pollutants from the air each day.
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6. Community gardening provides job training. The horticultural industry
. pumps
billions of dollars into the U. S. economy annually. Community gardemng or
greening projects have been a training ground for people interested in entering the
industry, particularly in inner city areas where jobs can be scarce and skills hard
to acquire.
7. Community gardening can help the homeless. Community gardens are a source
of food for the homeless in some cities, and the community garden plot can also
be "the first step toward self-sufficiency," notes Ishwarbhai C. Patel, who leads
urban gardening programs in New Jersey. The garden provides "a place to call
'mine' and the opportunity to grow and produce things of value," he says.
8. Community gardening helps reduce stress. A wide range of psycho-and
physiological studies have found that exposure to green plants can relieve stress especially in the urban areas, where excessive noise and movement can make
stress levels rise.
9. Community greening helps preserve cultural heritage. In a 1992 study of San
Jose, California's Community and Cultural Heritage Gardens, J. Dotter found that
the gardens provided people with an important opportunity to maintain their
cultural heritage by growing plants that play an important role in their culture's
food or rituals.
10. Community greening provides places for children to play and learn.
Community gardens and green spaces can play an important role in child
development, a number of studies have found. For example, a garden can teach
children how food is grown and what it looks like before arriving at the checkout
counter.
11. Community gardens make people more productive. Psychologists have found
that plants and green spaces provide the human mind with a rest. As a result,
workers who have access to green spaces are more productive.
12. Community gardens help people keep physically fit. The President's Council
on Physical fitness has called America "a land of slumbering couch potatoes." r
Participation in greening could change that. In 1990, M. K. Taylor found that a
gardener can bum more calories in one hour of work than someone doing
aerobics.
13. Community gardens teach patience. The long slow process of planting a garden
and nurturing healthy plants can teach an important lesson to both children and
adults in our fast-paced society.
{

KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY
GARDEN
1. Get Your Neighbors Involved
There is a lot of work involved in starting a new garden. Make sure you have several
people who will help you. Over the years, our experience indicates that there should be at
least ten interested families to create and sustain a garden proj ect. Survey the residents of
your neighborhood to see if they are interested and would participate. Hold monthly
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meetings of the interested group to develop and initiate plans, keep people posted on the
garden's progress, and keep them involved in the process from day one.
2. Form a Garden Club
A garden club is a way of formally organizing your new group. It helps you make
decisions and divide-up the work effectively. It also ensures that everyone has a vested
interest in the garden and can contribute to its design, development, and maintenance. It
can be fonned at any time during the process of starting a community garden; however,
it's wise to do so early on. This way, club members can share in the many tasks of
establishing the new garden. The typical garden club will have many functions,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing garden rules (see sample)
Accepting and reviewing garden applications
Making plot assignments
Collecting garden dues (if any)
Paying water bills
Resolving conflicts
The typical garden club has at least two officers: a president and a treasurer;
although your garden club may have more if necessary. Elections for garden
officers usually are held annually.

3. Obtain Liability Insurance
Landowners may also require that your group purchase liability insurance. Often it is
a city or town providing land for a garden that is requesting insurance. They usually
have a "risk manager" whose job is to protect the municipality against all risk.
Whenever the town enters into a relationship, that relationship is passed before the
risk manager, and the risk manager almost always says "buy insurance" to protect the
town. But towns always have lots of insurance. They engage in lots of risky business.
Adding a community garden to their list of risks will have almost no impact on their
overall risk and on the cost of their insurance.
Basic Elements of a Community Garden
Although there are exceptions to every rule, community gardens should almost always
include:
• At least 15 plots assigned to community members. These should be placed in the
sunniest part ofthe garden. Without plots for individual participation, it is very difficult
to achieve long-tenn community involvement. Raised bed plots, which are more
expensive, should be no more than 4 feet wide (to facilitate access to plants from the
sides without stepping into the bed), and between 8 and 12 feet long (it is advisable to
construct your raised beds in sizes that are found in readily-available lumber, or that can
be cut without too much waste). In-ground plots can be from 10 x 10 up to 20 x 20 feet.
Pathways between beds and plots should be least 3 to 4 feet wide to allow space for
wheelbarrows. The soil in both raised bed and in-ground plots should be amended with
aged compost or manure to improve its fertility and increase its organic matter content.
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• A simple irrigation system with one hose bib or faucet for every four plots. Hand
watering with a hose is the most practical and affordable for individual plots (and it's
almost a necessity when you start plants from seed). Drip and soaker-hose irrigation can
be used in all areas of the garden for transplanted and established plants, but especially
for deep-rooted fruit trees and ornamentals. If no one in your group is knowledgeable
about irrigation, you might need some assistance in designing your irrigation system.
Seek out a landscape contractor or nursery or garden center professional to help you
develop a basic layout and materials list.
• An 8-foot fence around the perimeter with a drive-through gate. ill our experience, this
is a key element of success. Don't count on eliminating all acts of vandalism or theft, but
fencing will help to keep these to tolerably low levels.

• A tool shed or other structure for storing tools, supplies, and materials. Recycled metal
shipping containers make excellent storage sheds, and are almost vandal-proof. Contact
the Port Authority for leads on where to find them.
• A bench or picnic table where gardeners can sit, relax, and take a break--preferably in
shade. If there are no shade trees on the site, a simple arbor can be constructed from
wood or pipe, and planted with chayote squash, bougainvillea, grapes, kiwis, or some
"
other vine.
• A sign with the garden's name, sponsors, and a contact person's phone number for more
information. If your community is bilingual, include information in this language.
• A shared composting area for the community gardeners. Wood pallets are easy to comeby and (when stood on-end, attached in a U-shape, and the inside covered with
galvanized rabbit-wire) make excellent compost bins.

Making the garden accessible to all
Community gardens tend to attract a wide variety of people, including those with
physical or other challenges. Because ofthis, it is helpful to think of ways to make your
garden accessible to all gardeners~ Building accessible raised beds for those who use
wheelchairs or have trouble bending over is one way to make the garden more accessible.
A portion of the area could be built in raised beds with decomposed granite paths
dedicated to those with physical and other challenges.
ADA REQUIREMENTS:
5 % of the plots would require ADA accessibility. This staff would recommend placin,g
15 - 20 raised bed planters on the west end of the proposed community gardens with
compacted decomposed granite paths between each raised bed. This location would allow
for easy entrance and exit access. To meet ADA requirements would add an additional
cost of approximately $15,000 "to the project. These funds would cover $10,000.00 for the
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cost of stabilized decomposed granite. $2,000.00 for the raised bed timber and $3,000.00
for the soil to fill these beds.

ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS:
TASK
RAISED BED TIMBERS
TOP SOIL
STABILIZED D.G.

COST
$2,000.00
$3,000.00
$10,000.00
TOTAL

$15,000.00
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ATTACHMENT B

The following articles and/or web sites were used to obtain the following
information.
University of California ~ Cooperative Extension, "Community Garden
Start-Up Guide".
New Mexico State University, "Starting a Community Vegetable Garden",
revised by Ron Walser, Urban Small Farm Specialist.
University of Missouri Extension, "Community Gardening Toolkit", by Bill
McKelvey.
celosangeles.ucdavis.edu/garden/articles/startup_guide.html
www.communitygarden.org/ .. .Istarting-a-community-garden.php
www.CommunityGreens.org
extension.missouri.edu ) Community and leadershipMediaPolicyCenter.org/Edens
www,lagardencouncil,org

WHY START A COMMUNITY GARDEN?
Many families living in the city would like to grow some oftheir own fruits, vegetables,
herbs, and flowers. Some want to save money on their food bills, Others like the
freshness, flavor and wholesomeness of home-grown produce. And for many, gardening
is a relaxing way to exercise and enjoy being out-of-doors. There are also families from
other cultures who would like to grow traditional foods not available in the supermarket.
Community gardens beautify neighborhoods and help bring neighbors closer together.
They have been proven as tools to reduce neighborhood crime--particularly when vacant,
blighted lots are targeted for garden development. Community gardens provide safe,
recreational green space in urban areas with little or no park land, and can contribute
greatly to keeping urban air clean.

TYPES OF COMMUNITY GARDENS
DONATION GARDENS
As the name suggests donation gardens donate the vegetables and fruits they grow to
local food pantries. These type gardens are generally operated by non-profit
organizations.
SCHOOL GARDENS
School gardens provide an excellent hands-on learning environment. Children learn
science, math and language in the garden as well as many other subjects through garden
making, life skills and compassion.

I
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**NEIGHBORHOOD OR ALLOTMENT GARDENS
Community gardens in neighborhood parks or vacant lots can consist of individual family
plots or a group gardening effort. These gardens provide an opportunity for neighbors to
come together and grow nutritious food while creating a beautiful green space for
community members to spend time in.
THERAPY GARDENS
Therapy gardens provide an opportunity for physical, emotional, and spiritual health and
healing. Gardens at hospitals, clinics, or special needs schools provide therapy to the
disabled as well as an inexpensive source of nutrition. Gardens at elder care centers
inspire residents to get exercise and fresh air while working with their neighbors in a
community setting.
MARKET GARDENS
Community gardens can provide a source of income for low-income residents as well as
entrepreneurs. Local growers sell produce to individuals, restaurants and in farmers'
markets.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WHAT GOOD IS A COMMUNITY GARDEN?
Community gardens grow leaders. A study of the Penhsylvania Horticultural
Society's community gardening efforts in the City of Brotherly Love Found that
"across all neighborhoods, people who have not previously been involved in a
leadership capacity have emerged. These garden leaders assume responsibility for
organizing the neighbors to carry out the project and for maintaining the project.
Community gardens can help feed people and save money. Numerous studies
have found that home and community gardens produce food worth hundreds of
dollars. This food and financial savings can be critically important to the
nutritional and financial health of families living on low incomes or in
neighborhoods poorly served by grocery stores.
A community garden promotes healthier communities. In a 1980 study of 100
blocks of Atlanta, Georgia, D. R. Brogan and L. D. James found that physical
characteristics - such as the presence of plants - were as important in promoting
psychosocial health as the resident's socio-cultural backgrounds.
Community gardening helps people learn about civic participation. Marti
Ross Bejornson, a graduate student at Northwestern University, found that innercity Chicago gardeners gained critical skills in working with their elected officials
by becoming involved in gardening projects. She concluded that, through
gardening, "These formerly marginalized urban residents can gain access to
public policy, economic resources, and social interaction ... "
Community gardens help save energy and keep urban air cool and clean. As
early as the 1840's gardening advocates were calling parks and gardens "the lungs
of the city." ill Sacramento, Califomia, the planting of 500,000 shade-giving
urban trees is expected to save 50 to 75 megawatts of electricity by the year 2010
- enough to cool 26,000 homes per year. And, in Chicago, researchers found that
the urban forest removed tons of pollutants from the air each day.
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6. Community gardening provides job training. The horticultural industry pumps
billions of dollars into the U. S. economy annually. Community gardening or
greening projects have been a training ground for people interested in entering the
industry, particularly in inner city areas where jobs can be scarce and skills hard
to acquire.
7. Community gardening can help the homeless. Community gardens are a source
of food for the homeless in some cities, and the community garden plot can also
be "the first step toward self-sufficiency," notes Isnwarbhai C. Patel, who leads
urban gardening programs in New Jersey. The garden provides "a place to call
'mine' and the opportunity to grow and produce things of value," he says.
8. Community gardening helps reduce stress. A wide range of psycho-and
physiological studies have found that exposure to green plants can relieve stressespecially in the urban. areas, where excessive noise and movement can make
stress levels rise.
9. Community greening helps preserve cultural heritage. In a 1992 study of San
Jose, California's Community and Cultural Heritage Gardens, J. Dotter found that
the gardens provided people with an important opportunity to maintain their
cultural heritage by growing plants that play an important role in their culture's
food or rituals.
10. Community greening provides places for children to play and learn.
Community gardens and green spaces can play an important role in child
development, a number of studies have found. For example, a garden can teach
children how food is grown and what it looks like before arriving at the checkout
counter.
11. Community gardens make people more productive. Psychologists have found
that plants and green spaces provide the human mind with a rest. As a result,
workers who have access to green spaces are more productive.
12. Community gardens help people keep physically fit. The President's Council
on Physical fitness has called America "a land of slumbering couch potatoes."
Participation in greening could change that. In 1990, M. K. Taylor found that a
gardener can bum more calories in one hour ofwork than someone doing
aerobics.
13. Community gardens teach patience. The long slow process of planting a garden
and nurturing healthy plants can teach an important lesson to both children and
adults in our fast-paced society.

KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY
GARDEN
1. Get Your Neighbors Involved
There is a lot of work involved in starting a new garden. Make sure you have several
people who will help you. Over the years, our experience indicates that there should be at
least ten interested families to create and sustain a garden proj ect. Survey the residents of
your neighborhood to see if they are interested and would participate. Hold monthly
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meetings of the interested group to develop and initiate plans, keep people posted on the
garden's progress, and keep them involved in the process from day one.
2. Form a Garden Club
A garden club is a way of formally organizing your new group. It helps you make
decisions and divide-up the work effectively. It also ensures that everyone has a vested
interest in the garden and can contribute to its design, development, and maintenance. It
can be formed at any time during the process of starting a community garden; however,
it's wise to do so early on. This way, club members can share in the many tasks of
establishing the new garden. The typical garden club will have many functions,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing garden rules (see sample)
Accepting and reviewing garden applications
Making plot assignments
Collecting garden dues (if any)
Paying water bills
Resolving conflicts
The typical garden club has at least two officers: a president and a treasurer;
although your garden club may have more if necessary. Elections for garden
officers usually are held annually.

3. Obtain Liability Insurance
Landowners may also require that your group purchase liability insurance. Often it is
a city or town providing land for a garden that is requesting insurance. They usually
have a "risk manager" whose job is to protect the municipality against all risk.
Whenever the town enters into a relationship, that relationship is passed before the
risk manager, and the risk manager almost always says "buy insurance" to protect the
town. But towns always have lots of insurance. They engage in lots of risky business.
Adding a community garden to their list of risks will have almost no impact on their
overall risk and on the cost of their insurance.

Basic Elements of a Community Garden
Although there are exceptions to every rule, community gardens should almost always
include:
• At least 15 plots assigned to community members. These should be placed in the
sunniest part ofthe garden. Without plots for individual participation, it is very difficult
to achieve long-term community involvement. Raised bed plots, which are more
expensive, should be no more than 4 feet wide (to facilitate access to plants from the
sides without stepping into the bed), and between 8 and 12 feet long (it is advisable to
construct your raised beds in sizes that are found in readily-available lumber, or that can
be cut without too much waste). In-ground plots can be from 10 x 10 up to 20 x 20 feet.
Pathways between beds and plots should be least 3 to 4 feet wide to allow space for
wheelbarrows. The soil in both raised bed and in-ground plots should be amended with
aged compost or manure to improve its fertility and increase its organic matter content.
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• A simple irrigation system with one hose bib or faucet for every four plots. Hand
watering with a hose is the most practical and affordable for individual plots (and it's
almost a necessity when you start plants from seed). Drip and soaker-hose irrigation can
be used in all areas of the garden for transplanted and established plants, but especially
for deep-rooted fruit trees and ornamentals. Ifno one in your group is knowledgeable
about irrigation, you might need some assistance in designing your irrigation system.
Seek out a landscape contractor or nursery or garden center professional to help you
develop a basic layout and materials list.
• An 8-foot fence around the perimeter with a drive-through gate. In our experience, this
is a key element of success. Don't count on eliminating all acts of vandalism or theft, but
fencing will help to keep these to tolerably low levels.

• A tool shed or other structure for storing tools, supplies, and materials. Recycled metal
shipping containers make excellent storage sheds, and are almost vandal-proof. Contact
the Port Authority for leads on where to find them.
• A bench or picnic table where gardeners can sit, relax, and take a break--preferably in
shade. If there are no shade trees on the site, a simple arbor can be constructed from
wood or pipe, and planted with chayote squash, bougainvillea, grapes, kiwis, or some
other vine.
• A sign with the garden's name, sponsors, and a contact person's phone number for more
information. If your community is bilingual, include information in this language.
• A shared composting area for the community gardeners. Wood pallets are easy to comeby and (when stood on-end, attached in a V-shape, and the inside covered with
galvanized rabbit-wire) make excellent compost bins.

Making the garden accessible to all
Community gardens tend to attract a wide variety of people, including those with
physical or other challenges. Because ofthis, it is helpful to think of ways to make your
garden accessible to all gardeners. Building accessible raised beds for those who use
wheelchairs or have trouble bending over is one way to make the garden more accessible.
A portion of the area could be built in raised beds with decomposed granite paths
dedicated to those with physical and other challenges.
'
ADA REQUIREMENTS:
5 % ofthe plots would require ADA accessibility. This staff would recommend placing
15 - 20 raised bed planters on the west end of the proposed community gardens with
compacted decomposed granite paths between each raised bed. This location would allow
for easy entrance and exit access. To meet ADA requirements would add an additional
cost of approximately $15,000 to the project. These flmds would cover $10,000.00 for the
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cost of stabilized decomposed granite. $2,000.00 for the raised bed timber and $3,000.00
for the soil to fill these beds.

ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS:
TASK
RAISED BED TIMBERS
TOP SOIL
.
STABILIZED D.G.

COST
$2,000.00
$3,000.00
$10,000.00
TOTAL

$15,000.00
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To:

Ekecutive Team

From:

vJilliam L. Sopf, Interim City Manager

Date:

r.A1arch 17,2010

Subject:

Administrative
Direction
,

I

tJl)t5

During the Executive Team Meeting today, Wednesday, March 17,2010, two items
were discus~ed:
,
!

1.

All E~ecutive Team Members are to ensure that all contracts, agreements, DDA's,
devel6pment agreements, and documents that bind the City by Council action
requi1ing the Mayor or the City Manager to sign should be forwarded to the City
ClerkJor filing under our Document Retention Procedure.
I

i

Oncelthose documents are provided to the City Clerk it is the responsibility of the
Division and/or Department implementing those documents to send any Change
Orde~ or modifications to the City Clerk in order to ensure that the records are
complete. The Department/Division producing the document will keep all such
docurhents in their files as well.
I

I
2.

Staff ihas been receiving CRM's generated as a result of weed abatement
complaints. The annual weed abatement process will be initiated this April and
followk a very detailed and fair notification due process to ensure that the proper
party ib noticed and proper charges are assessed. At this point in the program, it is
time cbnsuming for Staff to investigate specific complaints by physical inspection. If
the inf:ormation on the CRM or complaint is precise enough, the CRM will indicate
that t~e subject property is on the Weed Abatement list and will be dealt with
according to the Council approved Weed Abatement Program. Using this process
will cohserve Staff time while they pursue the Weed Abatement Program.
I

I

All of the ExJcutive
Team Members have agreed with the handling of these two matters.
I
Your attention to these decisions and processing of the relevant items will be appreciated.
i
i
,
WLB/cp
i
i

c: Mayor Fliclkinger and Members of the City Council
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March 16,2010

Mr. Michael Greenberg
President
Skechers
228 Manhattan Beach Blvd.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
Dear Mr. Greenberg,
Although I only had a brief opportunity to meet you on Friday, I wanted to confirm that if
you encounter any problems during the development of your new facility in Moreno
Valley, please feel free to call me. As many others have expressed, we are very excited
about your selection of the Moreno Valley site for your new distribution center. I want to
assure you that this City is very appreciative of the significant economic contribution
your facility will make to our community. Not only are you providing employment for
our City and region, but we are well aware of the added value brought by your well
respected company.
Our staff has developed a team to work with Mr. Benzeevi to process documents and
plans that are essential to this project. Within the limits of required processes, some of
which are not ours, we will provide Mr. Benzeevi every appropriate assistance to
expedite our portion of the project.
Having worked for several major developers myself, I know how important it is to adhere
to a schedule. Please be assured we are very pleased that you will be in Moreno Valley
and we look forward to the Grand Opening of your distribution center at the earliest date.
My appreciation and best regards for a successful project.

~-4;V~
~~BOPf
Interim City Manager
WLB:cp

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233745

c:

Mayor Bonnie Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Barry Foster, Economic Development Director
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
Kyle Kollar, Conununity Development Director

Email: billb@moval.org
Phone:
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Tow Operator's and Interested Parties
(See Distribution List Below)

From:

Rick C. Hartmann, Interim Assistant City

Date:

March 10, 2010

Subject:

PROPOSED MEETING TO DISCUSS THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY'S
DRAFT ROTATIONAL TOW SERVICES PROGRAM DOCUMENTS

Manage~.

At the request of the City Council, staff of the Police Department, Code Compliance,
Financial & Administrative Services, Risk Management, City Attorney's Office, and City
Manager's Office have analyzed the City's existing towing service program. Staff has
made a number of edits to Chapter 12.14 regulating towing services for the City and
developed a Request for Proposals and agreement for review and consideration by the
City Council. The Council's Public Safety Subcommittee consisting of Mayor Bonnie
Flickinger and Councilman Bill Batey have review the documents and instructed City Staff
to meet with interested towing companies to discuss the draft documents.
A meeting has been scheduled for Thursday, March 18, 2010, in the City Council
Chambers, 14177 Frederick Street. Moreno Valley, CA 92552 at 3 p.m. to discuss the
following draft Rotational Tow Service Program documents, which are attached to this
Memorandum:
• Draft Ordinance. Chapter 12.14, Police and City of Moreno Valley Rotational Tow
Service has been rewritten to have consistent and complete rules and procedures
for all to follow.
• Draft Request for Proposals. The draft Request for Proposals establishes a
process of review of proposals submitted by tow operators or businesses that are
interested in provided the service to the City.
• Draft Independent Contractor Agreement. The draft agreement sets forth the terms
and conditions a tow operator or business must abide by for the duration of the
contract period.
If you have any questions prior to the meeting, please feel free to contact me at
951.413.3030 or via e-mail at rickh@moval.org.
Attachments (3)
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Merno
RTS Program Meeting
Page 2

Distribution list to:
Baldwin's Automotive
Exclusive Recovery
Moreno Valley Tow
Pepe's Towing Service
Superior Towing
Valleywide Towing
Yucaipa Towing
Robert A Ring, Attorney at Law, Moreno Valley Towing Association

c:

j

Mayor Flickinger and City Council Members (wI attachments)
Bill Bopf, Interim City Manager (wI attachments)
Michelle Dawson, Assistant to the City Manager (wI attachments)
Robert Hansen, City Attorney (wI attachments)
Paul Early, Deputy City Attorney III (wI attachments)
Police Chief John Anderson (wI attachments)
Kyle Kollar, Interim Community Development Director (wI attachments)
John Terell, Planning Official (wI attachments)
AI Brady, Code Compliance Official (wI attachments)

Irch
V;\Cor;\Memo.RTS Program.1 0.031 0
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ORDINANCE No.
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA AMENDING TITLE 12
OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY MUNICIPAL CODE
BY REPEALING CHAPTER 12.14 RELATING TO
ROTATIONAL TOWING SERVICES FOR THE CITY OF
MORENO VALLEY AND ADDING THERETO A NEW
CHAPTER 12.14 ENTITLED POLICE AND CITY OF
MORENO VALLEY ROTATIONAL TOW SERVICE

The City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, California does ordain as follows:
SECTION 1: REPEAL OF CHAPTER 12.14, POLICE AND CITY OF MORENO
VALLEY ROTATIONAL TOW SERVICE
Chapter 12.14, Police and City of Moreno. Valley Rotational Tow Service of Title
12, Vehicles and Traffic of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code is hereby repealed. The
repeal will only to be effective upon the effective date following the adoption of the
reenactment of said Chapter 12.14 as set for in Section 2 of this Ordinance.

SECTION 2: ADDING CHAPTER 12.14, POLICE AND CITY OF MORENO
VALLEY ROTATIONAL TOW SERVICE
Title 12, Vehicles and Traffic of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code is hereby
amended by adding thereto Chapter 12.14, Police and City of Moreno Valley Rotational
Tow Service to read as follows:
Chapter 12.14
POLICE AND CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
ROTATIONAL TOW SERVICE

Section:
12.14.010 Intent and purpose.
12.14.020 Definitions.
12.14.030 City business license and permits required.
12.14.040 Selection of towing services.
12.14.050 Rotation tow lists.
12.14.060 Official police department and city tow operator's permit.
12.14.070 Tow truck driver's permit.
12.14.080 Tow truck classifications.
12.14.090 Liability insurance.
12.14.100 Storage facility.
12.14.110 Standard rules of operation.
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12.14.120 Additional services to be provided.
12.14.130 Response to calls.
12.14.140 Rates.
12.14.150 Suspension and revocation.
12.14.160 Summary suspension of permit pending opportunity for hearing.
12.14.170 Hearing and procedure.
12.14.180 Hearing officer.
12.14.190 Hearing officer-Power and duties.
12.14.200 Findings and determination by the hearing officer.
12.14.210 Notice and surrender.
12.14.220 Surrender of permit.
12.14.230 Appeal to city council.
12.14.240 Permits in effect at the time of adoption.

12.14.010 Intent and purpose.

A.
It is the intent of this chapter to prescribe the. basic regulations for the
operation of an official Rotational Tow Service Program in police' emergency situations,
removal of illegally parked, vehicles that are being operated contrary to law, and/or in
the removal of vehicles which are apparently abandoned, or involved in an accident, or
which constitute an obstruction to traffic because of mechanical failure.
B.
The intent of this chapter is to also establish regulations and procedures
for the abatement of abandoned, inoperative and dismantled vehicles as set forth
in chapter 11.24 of this code.
C.
It is the purpose of the City Council in enacting the ordinance codified in
this chapter to provide a fair and impartial means of distributing requests for
towing services among qualified firms, and to ensure that such service is prompt
and reasonably priced, and in the best interests of the public as well as the
interest of efficient policing operations for the removal of such vehicles from
public streets.
12.14.020 Definitions.
Unless the context in which used requires otherwise, the following words and
variant thereof, shall have the following meanings:
"Appeal" means the final level of review for written reprimands, suspensions,
terminations, or review of a decision regarding disciplinary action.
"Area" means the corporate boundary of the City of Moreno Valley.
"Attendant" means individual responsible for staffing the storage yard facility.
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"Base Services" means any service or Tow which is performed when the vehicle
Operator or agent is present and the vehicle is not stored at the direction of an officer.
"City" means the City of Moreno Valley.
"Financial & Administrative Services Director" means the position in the Financial
& Administrative Services Department in charge of the administration of the financial
affairs of the City.
"Driver" means a trained and/or qualified licensed individual who operates/drives
a Tow car or Tow Truck.
'
"Driver's Permit" means the driver's Permit issued to a driver that has completed
an application and complied with the requirements outlined in Section 12.14.070.
"Enrollment Period" means the period of time when a Tow Operator or Business
may submit an application for inclusion on the City's"rotation Tow list.
"Garage or Storage Facility" means the area where a Tow Operator or Business
stores or impounds vehicles in connection with the City's Rotational Tow Service
Program and complied with the requirements outlined in Section 12.14.100.
"License Division" means the City Business license division of the Financial &
Administrative Services Department.
"Load Salvage Operations" means any Operator or Business involving the
recovery of a load which has been spilled, or the off-loading and reloading of a load
from an overturned vehicle performed in order to upright the vehicle. This will be limited
to operations involving Class B, C, and D Tow Trucks.
"Notice" means any notices shall be in writing and delivered to the other party in
person, via facsimile, and/or by first-class u.S. Mail from a duly authorized
representative of the City or Operator.
"Official Police and City of Moreno Valley Tow Service" or "Operator" means a
Towing Operator or Business that has a valid agreement with the City and is selected to
be used, on call, and on an alternate basis, where a Tow Truck is required.
"Permit" means the Operator's Permit issued to a Tow Operator or Business that
has complied with all sections of this chapter to the satisfaction of the City Council.
"Personal Property" means items which are not permanently affixed to the
vehicle.
"Rate" means the rate charged by the Tow Operator or Business to a vehicle's
owner or his/her agent as approved by the City Council.
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"Response Time" means the period of time between when an Operator is notified
by the City or Police Department of a call to the arrival of the Tow Truck at the location
requested.
"Rotational Tow Service Program" means the City's official program of selecting
Tow Operators to assist the Police Department and City in removing vehicles from the
public right-of-way and private property as set forth in this chapter.
"Suspension" means the removal of an Operator from the City's Tow rotation list
for a specified period of time regardless of any contract period or time.
"Termination" means the permanent removal of a Tow Operator from the City's
Rotation Tow List for the remainder of the term of the Tow Service Agreement and
disqualification from any further participation in the City's Rotation Tow Service
Program.
"Tow Car" or "Tow Truck" is a motor vehicle which has been altered or designed
and equipped for and exclusively used in the business of towing vehicles by means of a
crane, towbar, towline or dolly or is otherwise'8xclusively usecHo render assistance to
other vehicles and in compliance with section 615 of tl:le California Vehicle Code. Also
includes slide-back carriers and wheel-lift vehicles,
"Tow Operator" or "Business" means a company approved by the City to remove,
impound and store vehicles in association with the City's Rotational Tow Service
Program.
"Tow Service Agreement" means a document which sets forth the terms and
conditions of an agreement between the City and Operator on the Tow rotation list.
"Vehicle Recovery Operation" means an operation involving the process of
uprighting an overturned vehicle or returning a vehicle to a normal position on the
roadway which requires the use of auxiliary equipment due to the size or location of the
vehicle. This will normally be limited to operations requiring a Class B, C, or D Tow
Truck(s).
12.14.030 City business license and permits required.
A.
No firm may participate in the assignment of service calls on a rotational
basis by the Police Department or the City unless it has a valid City business license to
do business as a Tow Operator in the City as set forth in this code.

B.
No person shall operate a Tow Truck as part of the City's Rotational Tow
Service in the City unless he or she holds a valid Tow Truck Driver's Permit issued by
the City.
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C.
Only those Tow Operators or Businesses approved by the City and
possessing a valid Tow Operator's Permit and Tow Service Agreement shall be
permitted to remove, tow, impound and/or store a vehicle. as part the City's Rotational
Tow Service Program.
12.14,040 Selection of towing services.

A.
The City Manager or his/her deSignee shall solicit proposals from Tow
Operators to participate in the City's Rotational Tow Service Program. The proposals
shall be accompanied by the fee as established by resolution of the City Council. The
fee is not refundable.
B.
Proposals submitted by Tow Operators shall be evaluated by City staff
and presented to the City Council for approval
C.
The term of a Tow Service Agreement shall not exceed five (5) years.
Tow Operators not participating in the process will "not be eligible to participate in the
City's Rotational Tow Service until the City establishes an open enrollment period. The
enrollment period shall be open for at least 30 "days.
.
D.
Only those Tow Operators who enter into a contractual agreement with
the City shall be permitted and be required to affix a decal or other permanent marking
"Official Police and City of Moreno Valley Rotational Tow Service" to permitted Tow
Trucks. Tow truck and/or other vehicles owned and operated by the Tow Operators that
have not been inspected and approved by the City to participate in the City's Rotational
Tow Service Program shall not, in any way, maintain a decal or other markings or
advertisement that the vehicle or vehicles are part of the Program.
E.
Tow Operators applying for the City's Rotational Tow Service shall have a
minimum of three (3) verifiable years of for-hire towing experience, as an owner or
principal, prior to the final filing date of an enrollment period in order to qualify for the
program. The City shall verify that a Tow Operator meets the minimum three (3) years
of experience.
F.
A Tow Operator or Business not having a valid Tow Operator Permit or
Tow Services Agreement shall be prohibited from participating in the City's Rotational
Tow Service Program. Any tow person violating this chapter shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and shall be prosecuted either criminally or civilly pursuant to Chapter
1.10, Civil Citations, of the Moreno Valley MuniCipal Code.
G.
Tow Operators who enter into a contractual agreement with the City shall
deposit with the City the fee established by resolution of the City Council to cover its
costs to administer the terms and conditions of the Tow Service Agreement the
regulations of this chapter. A Tow Operator that fails to deposit with the City the
required funds as set forth in the resolution of the City Council shall be in violation of
this chapter and shall be prosecuted accordingly.
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12.14.050 Rotation Tow lists.
A.
For operational reasons, the Police Department and City shall maintain
separate rotation tow lists and establish policies and procedures as to fairly distribute
calls to the Tow Operators or Businesses approved by the City to participate in the
Rotational Tow Service Program. Each list will include the same Tow Operators as
approved by the City Council and have a valid Tow Service Agreement.

B.
Nothing shall prohibit a Class B, Class C or Class D operator from
maintaining a place on a lighter class rotation list. (See Section 12.14.080 for
description of classifications.)
Regardless of the class of Tow Truck used in response to a call from the City,
charges to the vehicle's registered owner or his/her authorized agent shall not be more
than the class of vehicle towed or serviced, except whenrecovery operations require a
larger class of truck.
C.
If two or more Tow Operators are called to the same incident, distribution
of the vehicles shall be at the discretion of the Police Department or City.
The Police Department may direct a Tow Operator to move vehicles to help clear
a roadway or for lifesaving operations. Tow Operators shall provide the requested
assistance at no cost to the City.
D.
At the direct request from an owner of a vehicle or his/her authorized
agent, a police officer may contact any Tow Business for services unless said request
would be in violation of local, state or federal law or regulation or cause a delay in
protecting the public's general health and safety. If an owner of a vehicle or his/her
authorized agent request a tow service of their choosing, they assume full responsibility
for any fees for service the owner's tow service may impose.
E.
After any type of major collision, the Police Department shall have the
authority to order any Tow Operator to tow vehicles to any location necessary for
investigative purposes.
-12.14.060 Official police department and city tow operator's permit.
A.
In addition to having a valid City Business license to conduct Business in
the City, the Tow Operator participating in the City's Rotation Tow Services Program
shall also apply for and receive a Tow Operator's Permit. A Tow Operator's Permit
application shall be filed with the Financial & Administrative Services Director or his/her
designee, shall be verified under penalty of perjury, and shall be accompanied by the
fee as established by resolution of the City Council. The fee shall not be refundable. It
shall contain or be accompanied by the information and documentation specified in this
section. Applications for Permits to conduct the Tow Business shall be filed with the City
on a form approved by the Financial & Administrative Services Director or his/her
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designee. Such application shall demonstrate that the applicant possesses a business
license pursuant to Chapter 5.02 of this code. In addition, such application shall provide
the following information:
1.

Name/Description. Name and description of applicant.

2.
Address. Permanent home address and full business address of
applicant if an individual; of each partner if a partnership; and of each officer if a
corporation.
3.
Garage or Storage Facility. The place where the vehicles towed are
to be stored or impounded.
4.
Fingerprints and Photographs. Applicant shall be fingerprinted and
photographed by the Police Department upon referral of the Financial & Administrative
Services Director or his/her designee, and a record 'check made. The cost of the
foregoing shall be established by resolution of the City Council and be borne by the
applicant. The photographs taken by the Police Department will be used throughout the
permit process, whenever photographs are required to be made part of the record.
5.
Criminal Record. A statement as to whether or not the applicant, or
any officer or partner of the applicant has been convicted of a felony within the
immediately preceding ten (10) years, and the nature of each such offense and the
punishment or penalty assessed, thereof.
6.
Vehicle Data. The number of Tow Trucks to be operated or
controlled by the applicant in the conduct of the Tow Business, and the make, body
style, year, vehicle identification number, state license plate number, and the name of
legal and registered owner of each vehicle.
7.
Vehicle Description. A description of the proposed color scheme,
insignia, trade-style and any other distinctive characteristic or design to be used to
identify such vehicles.
8.
Previous Licensing. A statement of whether or not the applicant has
ever had any permit or franchise for a Tow Business issued to him/her that has been
suspended or revoked, and, if so, the circumstances of each such suspension or
revocation, whether in the City or elsewhere.
9.
Insurance. A certification or policy of insurance in .the manner and
form required by Section 12.14.090.
10.
Corporation Data. If the applicant is a corporation, a copy of the
current Articles of Incorporation, certified as to being true and correct by the California
Secretary of State, within sixty (60) days prior to the date of application, the most
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current corporate bylaws and any applications, permits or notifications for the issuance
of shares filed with or issued by the commissioner of corporations.
11.
Business Office and Telephone Maintenance. A stat~ment that the
applicant will maintain at the principal place of business located in the City of Moreno
Valley, and in operating order at all times, at least one telephone line. At all times there
will be an attendant in charge of said telephone or telephones to dispatch Tow Trucks in
response to requests therefor. After-hour answering services fulfill this requirement.
12.
Proof of Lease or Property Ownership. The applicant shall provide
the City with a certified copy of a deed, title report or other documentation naming the
Tow Operator as the owner of the property or provide sufficient documentation to the
City's satisfaction that the Tow Operator has a financial interest in the property and
therefore, the right to use the property for a Tow Business and/or Storage Facility. If the
Tow Operator leases the property for a Tow Business and/or Storage Facility, proof
shall be submitted to the City demonstrating the Tow Operator has a lease interest in
the property to operate a Tow Business and/or Storag~ Facility for the duration of the
City's Rotational Tow Service Program of five ye,ars.
B.
Prior to the issuance of a Tow Service Agreement by the City Council, the
Tow Operator shall provide evidence that:
1.

The application conforms in all respects to the provisions of this

2.

The applicant's garage or storage facility is located within City

3.

The applicant is financially responsible and otherwise able to

chapter.

limits.

provide the service.
4.
The applicant, and all officers or partners are likely to provide Tow
services in a responsible and satisfactory manner. In making such determination, the
Financial & Administrative Services Director or his/her designee shall consider whether
the applicant or any officer or partner of the applicant;

a.

Has previously provided responsible and satisfactory tow

services,
b.
Has not previously violated the terms of this chapter or of
any similar enactment of the City or of any other jurisdiction.
C.
A Tow Operator shall not have a financial interest in any other tow
business participating in the City's Rotational Tow Service Program. Any violation of
this section shall cause the immediate revocation of a Tow Operator's Permit for the
balance of the contract period.
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D.
A Tow Operator's Permit is valid for one year. The failure of a Tow
Operator or Business to apply for and receive approval of a subsequent permit by the
City shall suspend the Tow Operator from participating in the City's Rotational Tow
Service Program. At such time the Tow Operator or Business is issued a valid permit,
the Tow Operator or Business shall be permitted to participate in the City's Rotational
Tow Service Program.

12.14.070 Tow truck driver's permit.

A
The Tow Operator shall ensure that only qualified and competent Tow
drivers respond to calls initiated by the Police Department or City. All Tow Truck Drivers
must obtain a permit from the City's Financial & Administrative Services Director or
his/her designee. Each applicant shall be required to be photographed and
fingerprinted. Each Tow Truck Driver's Permit application, including renewal,
replacement and duplicate applications, shall include the following information:
1.
The name of the applicant, indudirig all other names if any, by
which the applicant has been known.
2.

The applicant's race, color of eyes and hair.

3.
Whether the applicant has been convicted or pled guilty or nolo
contendere to any felony within the prior ten (10) years, and if so, the date, nature of the
offense, the punishment or penalty assessed therefor, and the court in which such
conviction was obtained or plea of guilty or nolo contendere was entered.
4.
The dass and 'number of the applicant's California Driver's License
and restrictions thereon, if any; and whether any license of applicant to drive has ever
been suspended or refused or revoked, and if so, details of the reasons therefor and the
disposition of the matter, induding the dates of any such suspension or revocation.
5.
A statement showing each address at which the applicant has
resided during the preceding year.
6.
A statement of the applicant's physical condition, induding a
statement of whether the applicant has ever had epilepsy, blackout periods, fainting
spells, or been addicted to the use of alcohol, narcotics or other dangerous drugs.
7.
A current California Driver's License record listing driving violations,
ifany, issued by the California Department of Motor Vehides within thirty (30) days prior
to the date of application. This California Driver's License shall be valid for the dass of
Tow Trucks to be driven by the driver.
B.
Record Check. Applicant shall be finger printed and photographed by the
Police Department upon referral of the Financial & Administrative Services Director or
his/her designee, and a record check made. The fee for the foregoing shall be as set by
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resolution of the City Council and the fee shall be paid by the applicant at the time the
application is submitted. The photographs taken by the Police Department will be used
in all cases where photographs are required for implementation of this chapter.
C.
Employment of Qualified Drivers. Every holder of City Tow Operator
Permit to do business as a Tow Operator in the City shall employ as drivers only
persons who are physically and mentally fit and able to perform such duties. It shall be
the responsibility of the Tow Operator Permit holder to select and employ drivers who
are familiar with the streets and addresses in the City. No Tow Operator Permit holder
shall employ or retain in employment any person as a driver who violates laws
governing morals, motor vehicle operations, or any provision of this chapter.
D.
Nontransferable. Tow Truck Driver's Permits are not transferable, except
that the holder of such a Permit may use the same Permit if he or she changes
employment from one Tow Operator to another.
E.
Termination. Within ten (10) days of terminating any driver, the Tow
Operator shall serve notice to the Police Department and the City.
F.
Tow Operators shall comply with the United States Department of
Transportation regulations implementing the Federal Omnibus Transportation Employee
Testing Act of 1991 and subsequent revisions.
G.
Tow Operators shall be enrolled in the Employer Pull Notice program as
set forth in California Vehicle Code Section 1808.1. The Tow Operator shall included
mandated and non-mandated employees that are required to drive as part of his/her
duties for the Tow Business.
H.
A Tow Truck driver's Permit is valid for one year. The failure of a Tow
Truck driver to apply for and receive approval of a subsequent Permit by the City shall
suspend the driver from participating in the City's Rotational Tow Service Program. At
such time the Tow Truck Driver is issued a valid Permit and is employed by a Tow
Operator licensed pursuant to this chapter, he/she shall be permitted to participate in
the City's Rotational Tow Service Program.
12.14.080 Tow truck classifications.
A.
An Operator shall equip and maintain Tow Trucks in accordance with the
provisions set forth in the California Vehicle Code (CVC), Title 13 of the California Code
of Regulations and the specifications contained in this chapter, and consistent with
industry standards and practices by the City.

Any and all Tow Trucks used by a Tow Operator or Business in connection with
the City's Rotational Tow Service Program shall be inspected annually. If the Tow
Operator or Business fails to have the Tow Truck or Trucks inspected, such Tow Truck
or Trucks shall not be permitted to participate in the City's Rotational Tow Service
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Program. Once the City has inspected the Tow Truck or Trucks and has determined it
meets the provisions of the California Vehicle Code and this Chapter, the Tow Truck or
Trucks will be permitted to tow vehicles in connection with the City's Rotational Tow
Service Program.
B.
Notwithstanding Section 615 CVC, all Tow Trucks shall have recovery
capabilities, wheel lift capabilities, and a boom meeting the specifications contained in
this chapter. For the purpose of this chapter, "a trailer for hire that is being used to
transport a vehicle" shall not qualify as a primary Tow Truck for Tow rotation lists.
A violation of the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) and safe loading
requirements of a Tow Truck shall be cause for immediate suspension as defined and
outlined in this chapter. This includes exceeding the Tow Truck's GVWR, front axle
weight rating, rear axle weight rating, maximum tire weight ratings, or not maintaining
fifty (50) percent of the Tow Truck's unladen weight on the front axle when
lifting/carrying a load.
C.

There will be four classes of Tow Trucks covered under this chapter.

1.
Class A-Light Duty. A Tow Truck with a manufacturer's gross
vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of at least 14,000 pounds with wheel-lift capability, and
may have a car carrier.
a.
A Tow Truck company that has a car carrier may be
exempted from the wheel-lift capability requirements. However, the car carrier must be
an additional unit.
b.

A "trailer for hire" shall not be approved for listing as a

Class A Tow Truck.
2.
Class B-Medium Duty. A Tow Truck with a manufacturer's gross
vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of at least 26,000 pounds. The Truck shall be capable of
providing air to the towed vehicle's brakes.
a.
A Tow Truck company may also have a car carrier.
However, the car carrier must be an additional unit.
3.
Class C-Heavy Duty. A Tow Truck with a manufacturer's gross
vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of at least 48,000 pounds. The Truck shall be equipped
with air brakes and must be capable of providing air to the towed vehicle's brakes.
4.
Class D-Super Heavy Duty. A Tow Truck with a manufacturer's
gross vehicle weight rating of at least 52,000 pounds. The Truck shall be equipped with
air brakes and must be capable of providing air to the towed vehicle's brakes.
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D.
To properly and safely tow and service the wide variety of vehicles being
operated on the highway, a Tow Operator shall equip all Tow Trucks participating in the
City Rotational Tow Service Program with the appropriate equipment as required by the
California Vehicle Code and other regulations governing Tow Trucks.
12.14.090 Liability insurance.
A.
Insurance - Motor Vehicle Liability Policy Required. Before any Permit
may be issued for a Tow company, the owner or Tow Operator shall file with the City's
Risk Manager a motor vehicle liability insurance policy, or a certification of the coverage
required by this section, covering each Tow Truck used in the permitted business and a
California admitted corporation shall issue the liability insurance in the state of
California, which policy shall conform in all respects to the requirements of this chapter.
B.
Liability Amounts. The required motor vehicle liability policy shall insure
the owner, the City and its officers, agents and employees as additional insured, and
any other person using or responsible for the use of any such vehicle with the consent,
expressed or implied of such owner, against loss from the liability imposed upon such
owner or person by law for injury to, or death of any person,'or damage to property
growing out of the maintenance, operation or ownership of any Tow Truck, in the
minimum amount set forth by the City's Risk Manager for public liability and for property
damage.
C.
Compliance. All motor vehicle liability policies shall be subject to the
approval of the City's Risk Manager. At any time a motor vehicle liability policy is found
to be insufficient for any cause, the City Manager or his/her designee will remove the
affected Tow service Business from the Rotational Tow Service Program. If the owner
fails to replace the motor vehicle policy or policies within ten (10) days after the City
Manager gives notice of such insufficiency with good and sufficient policies approved by
the Risk Manager, then the Tow Operator's Tow Service Agreement issued hereunder
shall be automatically suspended until such time as a sufficient policy has been
furnished. Upon direction of the City Manager, the Police Department shall enforce such
suspension.
D.
Policy Endorsement. Every policy and every certificate of motor vehicle
liability insurance coverage filed pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall contain
the following endorsements:
1.
It is hereby understood and agreed that, notwithstanding
expressions or provisions consistent with or contrary thereto in this policy contained, the
policy is expressly issued to cover a motor vehicle regulated by the provisions of
Chapter 12.14 of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code. This policy shall inure to, and be
for the benefit and protection of, each person who shall sustain any damages or injury,
or to the heirs, personal representatives, administrators, executors or assigns of any
such person who may be so damaged or injured or suffer death by reason of the
operation of a motor vehicle covered by this policy or from the defective condition
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thereof. Liability under this policy shall be in no manner abrogated or abated by the
death of the tort-feasor or the insured.
2.
This is a continuing liability for claims incurred up to the full amount
hereof, notwithstanding any action or recovery thereon.
3.
No cancellation or reduction in coverage of this policy for any
reason whatsoever shall become effective until the expiration of thirty (30) days after
written notice of such cancellation or reduction in coverage shall have been given in
writing to the City Manager or his/her designee. The thirty (30) day period shall
commence upon the date the notice is actually received by the City Manager if
personally delivered, or, if by registered United States mail with return receipt
requested, on the second business day after the notice is deposited in the United States
Mail, postage prepaid or on the date of receipt shown on the return receipt, whichever is
later.
12.14.100 Storage facility.

A.
Storage Facility Standards. The Tow Operator shall provide for the City's
Tow rotation program, storage space for a minimum of one-hundred (100) vehicles of
outside storage and five (5) vehicles of indoor storage. Said outdoor and indoor spaces
shall be dedicated to the City's Rotational Tow Service program. The following
standards of performance must be maintained:
1.
Storage Facilities must be located within the City and clearly
marked. Any and all signage for the facilities must be in conformance with the City's
municipal code.
2.
All vehicles are to be stored at a Storage Facility properly zoned for
this use within the City. However, vehicles that have been approved by the Department
of Motor Vehicles for lien sale can be towed outside of City limits.
3.
Each impounded or stored vehicle shall be a minimum of two and
one-half feet from any other vehicle, structure or object.
4.
All stored vehicles shall be reasonably accessible to the vehicle's
owner or vehicle owner's agent and the Police Department or City for retrieval,
inspection and/or identification.
5.
Owners shall be able to retrieve a stored vehicle 24 hours a day,
seven days a week including holidays, within one hour upon notification by the Police
Department or City that the vehicle can be released to its owner or authorized agent.
6.
security system.

Storage facilities shall be monitored by an electronic monitoring or
Said system shall be subject to review and approval by the Police
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Department before the Tow Business is permitted to tow and store or impound vehicles
as part of the City's Rotational Tow Service Program to said lot.
7.
Storage Facilities shall be properly lighted and secured by a six (6)
foot high fence as set forth in Title 9 of this code. The fence shall be installed in
compliance with any applicable provision of this code and approved by the Police
Department and City before the Tow Business is permitted to tow vehicles as part of the
City's Rotational Tow Service Program.
8.
Storage Facilities owned by a Tow Operator shall not be shared
with another Tow Operator. However, a Tow Operator or Business may be permitted
on the same lot as long as there is a clear separation between Tow Operators. Each
Tow Operator shall fully comply with the provisions of this code.
B.
Personal property may be removed from the vehicle and shall be released
to the owner of a vehicle at the request of the vehicle owner or his/her agent. When a
vehicle has been impounded for evidence or investigatio[l, Jhe Operator shall notify the
Police Department or City depending on the agency,directingthe storage of the vehicle,
prior to the removal of property from a stored Vehicle and will"provide a receipt, with a
copy placed in the stored vehicle.
C.
Vehicles ordered towed by the Police Department or City will only be
released by the Tow Operator under the regulations of the Vehicle Code and the City of
Moreno Valley. The City will provide Tow Operators with appropriate regulations
including updates to these regulations as they occur.
D.
Prior to the utilization of new storage facilities that were not listed on the
Tow Operator's Permit application for the Rotation Tow Service Program, the Tow
Operator shall obtain the approval of the City to ensure that the new Garage or Storage
Facility meets all applicable regulations.
E.
The Operator shall maintain, at a minimum, business hours at the primary
place of business of the Tow Operator of Monday through Friday, eight a.m. to five p.m.
except for the following recognized holidays: New Year's Day, President's Day,
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day and
the day after Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.
F.
Annual storage facility inspections. Tow Operators shall have its Storage
Facility inspected annually. The failure of a Tow Operator or Business to have its
Storage Facility inspected annually by the City shall have its Tow Permit suspend and
shall not participate in the City's Rotational Tow Service Program. At such time the
Storage Facility is inspected by the City and found to be in compliance with this
Chapter, the Tow Operator or Business shall be permitted to participate in the City's
Rotational Tow Service Program.
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12.14.110 Standard rules of operation.

A.
Any requests for the removal of traffic hazards shall be made through the
Police Department.
B.
When it becomes evident that there will be a delay in responding to a
Police Department or City request for towing service, the responding Towing Operator
shall advise the agency requesting the tow services if the delay will exceed the
maximum response time in Section 12.14.130(A).
C.
The Tow Operator or Business shall be capable of responding to Police or
City requests for towing of vehicles and release a vehicle to an owner of a vehicle or
his/her authorized agent twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven days a week. An
answering service fulfills this requirement.
D.
Removing Hazards. After being dispatched by the Police Department or
City to the scene, the Tow Truck Driver shall cooperate with the police officer(s) or City
official in removing hazards and illegally parked vehicles as requested. It is the duty of
the police officers or City to determine when such a vehicle should be impounded or
moved, and the driver shall abide by their decisions.
E.
Each Towing Operator or Business shall comply with Section 27907 of the
Vehicle Code of the state of California regarding signs on Tow Trucks. Only Tow Trucks
bearing the name of the Tow Operator called shall be dispatched to the scene of need.
F.
All Tow Operators shall conduct their business in an orderly, ethical,
businesslike manner and use reasonable means to obtain and keep the confidence of
the motoring public.
G.
Towing Operators participating in City's Rotational Tow Service Program
shall be responsible for the acts of their employees (office and field personnel) while on
duty. A Tow Operator shall be responsible for damage to vehicles while in their
possession.
H.
A Tow Operator's records, equipment and Storage Facilities shall be
subject to periodic checks by Police Department investigators and/or the City during
regular Business hours. Failure to permit the periodic checks will be considered a
breech of the Rotational Tow Service Agreement and shall cause the immediate
suspension of the Tow Operator from the City's Rotational Tow Service Program.
I.
All vehicles stored or impounded as a result of a tow ordered by the Police
Department or City shall be made available to the owner of the vehicle or his
representatives, an authorized insurance agent, insurance adjustor, or body shop or car
dealer, for the purpose of estimating or appraising damages, with the exception of
vehicles with a "police hold." The Tow Operator shall keep a written record of every
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vehicle stored for a period longer than twelve (12) hours pursuant to section 1065(a) of
the California Vehicle Code.
J.
The permitted Tow Business shall record their time in and their time out on
every City requested tow truck assignment. Such records shall be available and open to
examination by the Police Department and/or City.
K.
All permitted Tow Businesses shall submit a monthly Rotational Tow
Service Program report to the Police Department and City within ten (10) Business days
of the last day of each month. The report shall include the following:
1.

Total Police and City impounds;

2.

Number of times dispatched by Police Department or City;

3.

Number of these calls resulting in impounds;

4.
Number of vehicles sold on" lien sale under authority of Section
3072, Civil Code, and reporting said lien sales as per authority. of Section 851.2 CVC;
5.
Number of vehicles sold under low value vehicles as defined by
California Vehicle Code Section 22851.3;
6.

Names and addresses of buyers and description of vehicles when

7.

Number of calls which required more than one hour's time.

sold;

L.
All Tow Trucks used shall have two-way communication with the Tow
Operator's communication center.
M.
A Tow Operator shall not proceed with any repair work on a vehicle or
place any charges against a vehicle other than those occasioned by removal from the
street and storage unless authorized by the vehicle owner or his designated agent.
N.
A Tow Operator, when disposing or dismantling of unclaimed vehicles,
shall abide by all Civil and Vehicle Code Sections pertaining thereto.
O.
All vehicles stored or impounded as a result of a tow ordered by the Police
Department or City shall be towed directly to a Tow Operator's approved Storage
Facility unless the Police Department, City or other person legally in charge of the
vehicle requests that it be taken to some other location.
P.
A Tow Operator shall not begin the lien-sale process for a minimum of
fourteen (14) days after the Tow Operator took possession of a vehicle under the City's
Rotational Tow Service Program.
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Q,
The City shall conduct, at a minimum, one (1) annual meeting to discuss
with the Tow Operators or his/her designee, the City's Rotational Tow Service Program,
Attendance at the meeting is mandatory, The City shall give a 30-day written notice of
the meeting,

If a Tow Operator fails to attend the meeting, said Tow Operator shall be
suspended until such time that the Tow Operator can attend an alternate annual
meeting with the Police Department and City to discuss the Rotational Tow Service
Program, Said meeting is mandatory and will be held within sixty (60) days from the
date the meeting was originally to be held,
Failure to attend a second, rescheduled mandatory meeting will lead to the
termination of the Tow Rotation Service Agreement with the City for the duration of the
contract period,
12.14.120 Additional services to be provided.
Any Tow Operator selected to be part of/the Rotational Tow Service Program
shall provide to the City, at no charge, emergency response to aid and service all City
owned and Police Department vehicles within a reasonable radius of the City,
12.14.130 Response to calls.

A
The Tow Operator shall respond to Police Department or City calls twentyfour (24) hours a day, seven days week, within the maximum response time of twenty
(20) minutes, The Tow Operator will advise the Police Department dispatch or City, at
the time of notification, if they are either unable to respond or unable to meet the
maximum response time, If, after accepting the call, the Tow Operator is unable to
respond or will be delayed in responding, the Tow Operator shall immediately notify
central dispatch or the City. The Tow Operator shall not assign calls to other Tow
Operators and/or Tow Truck Drivers not employed by said tow Operator.

a

1,
A call to a Tow Operator shall constitute one turn on the list and the
Tow Operator shall be moved to the bottom of the list This includes when the Tow
Operator fails to answer the phone, is unable to respond, is unable to perform the
required service, refuses to respond or provide service, or is canceled due to excessive
response time, The City and Police Department shall keep separate Tow rotation lists,
2,
Repeated failure to respond and/or failure(s) to respond within the
maximum response time requirements, on a continuous basis, shall constitute failure to
comply with the terms and conditions of this chapter and the City Council Tow service
agreement
B,
A Tow Operator shall not respond to a Police Department or City call
assigned to another Tow Operator unless requested to do so by the Police Department
or City.
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1.
There may be times when a driver, who was not called to a scene,
comes upon a collision scene where a vehicle or vehicles are blocking a roadway and a
Police officer requests his/her assistance in clearing the roadway. In such a case, the
driver may be requested to move the vehicle to a safe location, as directed by the
officer, and leave it. There shall be no charge for this assistance, and the assistance
provided shall not change the Tow Operator's place in the rotation.
12.14.140 Rates.

A.
All fees and storage rates shall be charged to a vehicle's owner or
authorized agent. Said fees and storage rates charged for response calls originating
from the Police Department or City shall be reviewed by the City Council and shall be
reasonable and not in excess of those rates charged for similar services provided in
response to request initiated by any other public agency or private person. The
reasonableness of the fees charged will be determined in the following manner:
1.
The rate for Towing shall be /fromportal to portal and may be
charged at a one-hour minimum. Charges in excess of one hour may be charged in
fifteen (15) minute increments. There shall be no additional charges for mileage, labor,
etc. Secondary towing requested by the customer may be negotiated by the Tow
Operator in accordance with his/her private business practices.
B.
Rates for service calls (out of gas, lock outs, etc.) shall be from portal to
the end of the service, and may be at the hourly rate with a thirty (30) minute minimum.
Charges in excess of thirty (30) minutes may be charged in fifteen (15) minute
increments.
C.
The fees added for after business hours release of a vehicle shall be no
more than one-half the hourly rate, and shall only be allowed if there is no person
available at the Storage Facility for release and a call back is required.
D.
Storage fees shall be charged by calendar day except that vehicles stored
eight hours or less shall be charged no more than one day storage.
E.
The schedule of rates shall be posted in the lobby of the Tow Business.
These rates shall be displayed on an eleven (11) inch by seventeen (17) inch minimum
sign in one-inch lettering. Additionally, rates shall be made available upon demand to
person(s) for whom the tow services were provided or his/her agent.
12.14.150 Suspension and revocation.

A.

Tow Operator and Tow Truck Driver Permits may be suspended or
revoked by the City after notice and hearing with respect thereto, on the following
grounds:
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1.
That the Tow Operator or Truck Driver has failed to operate in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter and the Tow Service Agreement
approved by the City Council.
2.
That the Tow Operator has failed to maintain or secure insurance
on any Tow Truck.
3.
That the Tow Operator has failed to provide reasonable services to
the City or the Police Department.
4.
That the public safety or convenience and necessity would be best
served by such revocation or suspension of the Tow Permit for any Tow Operator or
Business.
5.
That the Tow Permit in question was obtained on the basis of
misrepresentation made or induced by or on behalf of the holder of the Tow Permit.
6.
That the Tow Operator has engaged in conduct which would have
constituted grounds for denial of an application~for such a Tow Permit.
7
That the Tow Operator Permits a Tow Truck Driver to respond to a
call by the Police Department and/or City in violation of this chapter.
8.
That a Tow Operator or Business intentionally overcharges or
demonstrates a pattern of overcharging customers.
9.
That a Tow Operator or Business fails to maintain a Tow Truck's
safety equipment, safe overloading requirements of a Tow Truck, and/or a Tow Truck's
gross vehicle weight rating while towing a vehicle.
10.
That a Tow Operator fails to permit the Police Department and/or
City to inspect its Storage Facilities.
B.
The City Council shall establish the manner in which disciplinary action
will be considered and the terms for suspension and even termination of a Tow
Operator from the City's Rotational Tow Service Program.
C.
Nothing shall preclude the City from taking the appropriate enforcement or
administrative action for any violation of law.
D.
Violations of the terms and conditions of the Tow Service Agreement or
this chapter may be cause for disciplinary action in the following manner:
1.

First violation within a twelve (12) month period - letter of written

reprimand.
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2.

Second violation within a twelve (12) month period - 1 to 30-day

3.

Third violation within a twelve (12) month period - 60 to gO-day

suspension.

suspension.
4.
Fourth violation within a twelve (12) month period - termination of
the Tow service agreement for the current contract period.
E.
A Tow Operator or Business participating in the City's Rotational Tow
Service Program found guilty of a felony is prohibited from participating in the City's
Rotational Tow Services program for the current contract period.
12.14.160 Summary suspension of permit pending opportunity for hearing.
Not withstanding section 12.14.170, any police officer duly acting as such within
the City has the authority to temporarily suspend a Tow Truck Driver's Permit
immediately if the driver thereof is arrested for/conduct which jeopardizes the public
' "
health or safety.
12.14.170 Hearing and procedure.
Prior to any suspension or revocation of a Tow Permit the City Manager or
his/her designee shall give the permit holder notice of intent to suspend or revoke the
permit and state the proposed grounds for the suspension and revocation. A hearing
shall be held within twenty (20) days on whether a Tow Permit should be suspended or
revoked. Notice of hearing shall be mailed at least ten (10) days before the hearing by
certified mail, with a five-day return requested, to the permittee. If any of the foregoing
notices are returned undeliverable by the United States Post Office, the hearing shall be
continued to a date not less than ten (10) days from the date of the return and may then
be conducted on the date to which continued whether or not the party is present.
12.14.180 Hearing officer.
All hearings under this chapter shall be held before a hearing officer. The City
Manager, or his/her designee, shall be the hearing officer of the City.
12.14.190 Hearing officer-Power and duties.
The hearing officer shall hear all facts and testimony which he or she deems
pertinent. The hearing officer shall not be limited by the technical rules of evidence, but
may consider any evidence upon which a prudent person might rely in arranging his or
her own affairs. The permittee may appear in person at the hearing or present a written
statement in time for consideration at the hearing.
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12.14.200 Findings and determination by the hearing officer.
The hearing officer may impose such conditions and take such other action as he
or she deems appropriate under the circumstances to carry out the purpose of this
chapter. If an interested party makes a written presentation to the hearing officer but
does not appear, he or she shall be notified in writing of the decision. The hearing
officer shall have thirty (30) days in which to render a decision.
12.14.210 Notice and surrender.
No temporary suspension shall be for a period of more than twenty (20) calendar
days. Notice of suspension or revocation shall be given by either personal service on
the permittee or by certified mail, return receipt requested and addressed to the address
of record on his or her application and, where appropriate, to the address of his or her
employer .
.12.14.220 Surrender of permit.
A Tow Operator's Permit issued pursuant to this chapter which have been
suspended or revoked must be surrendered to the Financial & Administrative Services
Director or his/her designee within ten (10) days of the giving of notice to the holder that
the Permit has been suspended or revoked. The operation of any Tow Business or
driver authorized by any such Permit shall cease upon receipt by the holder of the
notice of suspension or revocation. Such notice shall be deemed to have been received
by the holder of the Permit when personally delivered to such person or, if given by
certified United States mail with return receipt requested, on the second City business
day after the notice has been deposited .in the United States mail.
12.14.230 Appeal to city council.
Any interested party may appeal the decision of the hearing officer pursuant to
the hearing and appeal procedure set forth in Sections 2.04.100 through 2.04.130.

12.14.240 Permits in effect at the time of adoption.
Any Tow Operator Permit in effective at the time this ordinance is adopted shall
be null and void unless said Tow Operator is offered a Tow Service Agreement to
participate in the City's Rotational Tow Service Program. Said Permit would expire on
the date noted on the Tow Operator Permit. A new Tow Operator Permit may be
granted at that time if all of the terms and conditions of the City and all regulations of
this code are complied with.
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SECTION 3: EFFECTIVE DATE
This ordinance shall become effective thirty days after the date of its adoption.
SECTION 4: SEVERABILITY
If any provision of the ordinance or the application thereof to any person or
circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shalf not affect other provisions or
applications, and the provisions of this ordinance are declared to be severable.
SECTION 5: NOTICE OF ADOPTION
The City Clerk shall certify to the adoption of this ordinance and cause it to be
posted in at least three places within the City designated for such posting by the City
Council.
Approved and adopted this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ , 2010: .

Bonnie Flickinger, Mayor
ATTEST:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Robert Hansen, City Attorney
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,

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT AND CITY
ROTA TlONAL TOW SERVICE PROGRAM
_ _ _ _-', 2010

The City of Moreno Valley is inviting proposals from qualified tow operators who
wish to enter into an agreement with the City for. the' Rotational Tow Service
Program (the "RTS Program") for the removal of vehicles from the public right-ofway (i.e. "Off-Site Vehicle Removal") and for the removal of inoperative vehicles
from private property (i.e. "Vehicle Abatement Services")." More specifically, the
requested services include, but are not limlted t6:~owing and storing of vehicles
involved in accidents or disabled for other causes (when alternate towing is either
not appropriate or is not requested by the owner or operator of the vehicle),
towing and/or storing of vehicles which for other reasons are within the
jurisdiction of the Moreno Valley Police Department, including towing of
improperly parked vehicles, vehicles that obstruct or impede the flow of traffic,
emergency lanes or walkways, and/or handicapped parking spaces,
impounded/forfeited vehicles, and/or vehicles seized for evidence. In addition,
the tow operators will service the City's Code Compliance Division of the
Community Development Department in the towing and storage of inoperative,
abandoned, and dismantled vehicles from private property as set forth in the
Chapter 11.24, "Vehicle Abatement", of the City's Municipal Code.

BACKGROUND
An ordinance and agreement for the RTS Program is being developed which will
include rules and regulations and performance standards. These will include, but
not be limited to; rules governing response time, towing, storage, equipment,
storage facilities, fees, customer relations, and disciplinary actions deemed
necessary for the Police Department and City to effectively manage the RTS
Program. Each participating Tow Operator must agree to abide by the terms and
conditions of the agreement. Copies of the ordinance and sample agreement to
be executed by the Tow Operator and City are attached as Exhibit "A" and
Exhibit "8", respectively.
Approximately
vehicles are towed each year by the Moreno Valley Police
Department. Of this amount, approximately _ _ percent of the vehicles were
30-day impounds and ~ percent were towed for other reasons. Most of the
vehicles towed by the Moreno Valley Police Department are associated with its
safe driver checkpoint program. Frequency of these checkpoint programs may
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vary, however the City currently conducts such events periodically on an asneeded-basis to reduce public safety concerns.
In addition to the Police Department activity, the City's Code Compliance Division
anticipates towing approximately 100 vehicles each year from private property
and public right-of-ways. Many of the vehicles towed under the City's Vehicle
Abatement Program are abandoned, inoperative and/or disabled.
Tow Operators selected to participate in the City's RTS Program shall agree to
pay the City for actual and reasonable costs incurred in connection with
administration of the RTS Program. Tow Operators will be required to deposit
$5,000 with the City to cover the expenses of the Police Department and City in
the administration of the RTS Program. At any time a Tow Operator's deposit
balance is less than $500, the Tow Operator shall be required to replenish its
account within the 30-day notice by the City. Failureoto replenish the account will
be cause for suspension and/or revocation of a TowoOperator's Permit.
Proposals from Tow Operators to participate/in the City's RTS Program will be
evaluated by a qualified evaluation committee comprised of representatives of
the City Manager's Office, Police Department, Community Development
Department, Human Resources Department, and Financial & Administrative
Services Department. The evaluation committee will submit the proposals and
its recommendations to the City Council for review and approval of an agreement
to participate on the City's RTS Program:
Included in this Request for Proposals is a summary of Chapter 12.14, "Police
and City of Moreno Valley Rotational Tow Service", of the Moreno Valley
Municipal Code. Each Tow Operator shall be solely responsible for examining
the attached Chapter 12.14 and sample agreement (Exhibits "A" and "8")
including any Addenda issued during the RFP period, and for. informing itself with
respect to any and all conditions, which may in any way affect the amount and
nature of the Tow Operator's response, or the performance of the services in the
event the Tow Operator is selected and an agreement between the two parties is
entered into.
It is the responsibility of each Tow Operator to inquire to the City of Moreno
Valley, prior to submission of its proposal, any aspect of this RFP which needs
clarification or interpretation. If it is determined by the City that the response to
the clarification or interpretation is material, a written response will be prepared
and distributed as Addenda to all Tow Operators and/or individuals that have
received a RFP.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. A Tow Operator submitting a proposal to participate in the City's RTS
Program must have a valid City of Moreno Valley business license to
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conduct business in the City as a tow operator or business at the time the
proposal is submitted for consideration by the City.
2.

A tow business/operator submitting an application for the City of Moreno
Valley RTS Program shall not have a financial interest in any other tow
company and/or applicant within the City of Moreno Valley. Financial
interest includes: business license, insurance, tow truck and equipment
ownership, employees, and/or storage facility, or real estate.

3.

The tow operator, storage yard/office must be located within the City limits
and have an active City business license to be considered for the RTS
Program. If a Tow Operator's business license becomes inactive, the tow
business or operator shall be removed from the RTS Program as set forth in
the sample agreement. If a tow operator has mor.e than one storage facility,
each location or locations will be reviewed ol}/an individual basis and be
approved by the City Council of the City. of·Moreno Valley before the
location is part of the RTS Program.
(

4.

The performance period of the Agreement will be for five (5) years,
Tow businesses and/or operators not
beginning
participating in the Request for Proposals (RFP) process will not be eligible
to participate in this City's RTS Program until the City establishes a
subsequent open enrollment period.

5.

All responses shall be prepared by and at the expenses of the Tow
Operator.

6.

Each response shall be executed by the Tow Operator's authorized
representative or officer.

EVALUATION OF QUALIFICATIONS AND INFORMATION
Responses to the RFP will be evaluated on the basis of various factors,
including, but not limited to, the following:
1.
Demonstrated financial strength including, but not limited to, the Tow
Operator's:
a. Current facilities, equipment and personnel,
b. Capability of securing financing for facilities, equipment, personnel
(payroll), upgrades, replacement of vehicles, or other resources, and
c. Credit worthiness.

2.

Quality of Tow Operator's existing or proposed facilities, equipment and
personnel.

3.

Demonstrated and successful completion of services of similar scope and
size, including, but not limited to:
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a. Years of experience as an official police tow service provider or municipal
service provider,
b. Timeliness of performance, and
c. Customer testimonials (i.e., satisfaction/complaints) and references.
4.

Other cities' and clients' evaluations of the Tow Operator's prior or current
services and any actions taken by such cities or clients regarding the Tow
Operator.

5.

Demonstrated safety record for the Tow Operator's tow vehicles and
employees.

6.

Degree to which the proposer ascertained and addressed the City of
Moreno Valley's needs and priorities.

PROPOSAL SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
//'
Respondents to this RFP should, at a mJnimum, provide the information
Interested Tow operafors· are encouraged to provide
requested below.
additional information not specifically/'identified below that would help
demonstrate their qualifications to provide tow services to the Police Department
and City. Tow Operators should not assume their.past or current experience with
the City demonstrates knowledge of the City's current needs or that the City
representatives that will review the responses possess knowledge of this
experience. The evaluation of each response will be based upon the evaluation
criteria applied to the proposals submitted.
Each response shall be formatted to provide the following information in
sequence.
1.

Organizational Information
a. Provide your company's legal or official name and any DBA's used by the
company and documentation to these individuals or officers authorized to
commit to its proposal on behalf of the company.
b. Provide the company's organizational structure (e.g., corporation,
partnership, LLC, etc.), jurisdiction in which your company is organized
and the date of such organization.
c. Provide the company's Federal Tax Identification number.
d. Provide the name, address, telephone, fax number and e-mail address of
the person who will serve as the contact to the Police Department and City
with regards to the RFP response, with authorization to make
representations on behalf of and bind your company.
e. Provide proof that your company is currently in good standing in the State
of California and has the necessary permits, licenses, etc., to perform the
tow services as requested.
f. Provide a statement that your company accepts all conditions and
requirements contained in this RFP, Chapter 12.14 of the Moreno Valley
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Municipal Code, and sample agreement or a description of any exceptions
thereto.
2.

Facilities, Equipment and Personnel
a. Facilities. Provide the address of your towing business' administrative
office(s) and vehicle storage facility(ies). A fully dimensioned Site Plan of
the tow operator's administrative office/storage yard shall be submitted
with the application package. Plans shall be drawn to an engineer scale
not to exceed 1" = 50' or less than 1" = 20', with a north arrow oriented to
top of the Plan. The Plan shall be prepared as follows:
I. Name, address and phone number of the applicant/tow operator,
II. Property lines and lot dimensions,
III. Dimensions of all access points to the site (pedestrian and vehicular),
off-street parking areas, loading areas" and parking spaces for
customers and employees,
.f
IV. Location of all building structures./and the distances between
buildings and the property lines, p '
'
V. Location of all driveways and landscape plant~rs or areas,
VI. Location of all building security lights and parking lot lights (refer to
Chapter 12.14 for security requirements),
VII. Location and type of perimeter fencing, and
VIII. Evidence that indicates the lot will accommodate the minimum
number of cars required in Chapter 12.14 and comply with the
required parking standards outlined in Chapter 9.11 of the Moreno
Valley Municipal Code.
b. A Deed of Trust or other legal document identifying ownership of the
property to be used for a towing business. If the towing business leases
the property for a towing business, provide copies of the lease or other
documentation that the property owner has agreed to the use of the
property for a towing business and the term of the lease is for a minimum
offive (5) years.
c. Please list any secondary facilities and provide the same information as
requested in the previous paragraph (2,a).
d. Equipment. Identify in detail each vehicle and related equipment towing
business would utilize in the City's RTS program (Class A, B, C, and D
tow trucks). Include the make, model, year and equipment of each
vehicle. The Tow Operator may use the appropriate CHP Form(s) for a
rotational tow agreement as long as said forms are current. Please
describe and/or include a copy of the company's vehicle replacement
policy.
e. Personnel. Indentify all personnel that will provide services under the
City's RTS Program. Include all drivers, supervisory and office personnel.
The Tow Operator may use the appropriate CHP Form for a rotational tow
agreement as long as said forms are current. Identify the towing business'
recruitment, training and customer service practices.
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3.

Financial/Organizational Information
a. Provide a brief history of the towing business and its towing services
experience. Include the experience of the company's key management
personnel.
b. Provide a description of the ongoing program(s) the company has in place
to identify substance abuse and to ensure maintenance of an alcohol and
drug free work place.
c. Identify how your towing business will provide the required monthly reports
to include tracking of stored/impounded vehicles, release of vehicles, lien
sales, and other information you feel is pertinent to the RTS Program and
as requested in Chapter 12.14 of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code.
d. Provide certificate of insurance evidencing the insurance coverage carried
by your company meets the City's minimum coverage limits listed in the
agreement attached as Exhibit "8".
e. Identify the years of experience that you h,aveas an official police/city tow
, (
service provider.
f. List any contracts your towing business currently 'has or has had in the
recent past (last five years), similar to the. City's requirements. Give the
name and contact information for each reference.
g. State any complaints the towing business has received from cities it has
contracted with within the past two years. Include equipment violations,
inspection citations, etc.
h. Indicate whether or not your towing business has been suspended or
terminated from a towing program operated by another governmental
agency. State the reasons for the suspension and/or termination.
i. Describe the towing business' safety policies and all safety training
provided to your employees. If the towing business has been cited,
suspended or terminated for safety violations, please supply the date and
description the violation and/or incident.
J. Provide your towing business collection procedure(s) and policy(ies).
k. Provide information about how the towing business would move a large
number of vehicles in a short period of time (i.e., 10 vehicles in an hour).

4.

Rates for Service
a. Fees charged to a vehicle's owner or authorized agent for response calls
originating from the Police Department or the City, shall be reasonable
and not in excess of those rates charged for similar services provided in
response to requests initiated by any other public agency or private
person. The reasonableness of the fees charged will be determined in the
following manner (Form CHP 234A may be used to list rates for services):
I. The towing operator shall submit his/her proposed hourly rate to the
city as part of this RFP. The City Council shall determine the validity
and reasonableness of the submitted rate.
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II. Validity will be based upon telephone quotes, posted rates, charges
to retail customers, etc. Any submitted rate in excess of a towing
business' retail rate will be considered invalid and will not be
accepted. A towing business who submits an invalid rate shall not be
allowed to resubmit a new rate and wili be disqualified from City's
RTS Program until the next enrollment period.
III. Reasonableness shall be determined as compared to other rates. A
tow operator who submits a rate that is determined to be excessive
shall be allowed to resubmit his/her rates only once during this
contract period.
IV. Provide your storage and any other fee your towing business charges
an owner of a vehicle or his/her authorized agent.
RFP SUBMISSION AND DEADLINE
Tow businesses and operators interested in participating in the City of Moreno
Valley RTS Program shall submit the requested information,
completed forms,
/'
and any other pertinent information and an RTS f\pplication fee of $
to:
Jane Halstead; City Clerk
City Clerk's Office
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA92552
All proposals shall be sealed within one envelop and clearly marked "REQUEST
FOR PROPOSALS - MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT AND CITY
ROTA TlONAL TOW SERVICE PROGRAM."
Proposals are due to the City of Moreno Valley City Clerk's Office before 4:30
p.m. on
, 2010. An applicant shall submit five (5) copies of the proposal
and one (1) additional 81/2" x 11" black and white copy that is reproducible and
unbound or an electronic copy as long as the format meets the previous criteria.
Failure to comply with the instruction set forth in the RFP will be considered as
non-responsive and will not be accepted. If you cannot meet one or more of the
terms and conditions of this RFP and/or the regulations set forth in Chapter 12.14
of the Moreno Valley municipal code, you must list separately those items and
provide an explanation why such terms and conditions and regulations cannot be
met. Furthermore, the City Council reserves the right to reject any and all bids at
any time during this process and waive any discrepancies and/or irregularities in
submitted proposals as it deems appropriate.
The city assumes no responsibility for delays caused by any package or mail
delivery service. Postmarking, faxed or e-mail proposals by the due date WILL
NOT substitute for receipt of a submittal. Additional time will not be granted to
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any single proposer; however, additional time may be granted to all proposers
when the City determines that circumstances require it.
Any questions regarding this RFP should be directed to Rick Hartmann, Interim
Assistant City Manager at Moreno Valley City Hall by telephone at (951) 4133030 or via e-mail at rickh@moval.org.
Attachments: Exhibit "A":
Exhibit "8":

Chapter 12.24 of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code
Sample City Agreement
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CITY of Moreno Valley
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT
Rotational Tow Services Program
This Agreement is made by and between the CITY of Moreno Valley, California,
a municipal corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "CITY", and the following
named independent contractor, hereinafter referred to as the "TOW
OPERATOR," based upon CITY policies and the following legal citations:
A.
Government Code Section 53060 authorizes the engagement of
persons to perform special services as an independent contractor;
"'~~>''''

and

B.

The public interest, convenience, necessity and general welfare will
be served by this Agreement.

This Agreement is made and entered into effective the date the CITY signs this
Agreement.
1.

TOW OPERATOR INFORMATION
Tow Operator's Business/Company Name: ~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Address: __________________________
CITY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ _ __
Business Phone: (_) _______ Fax No. ( ) _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail address/Web site: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Other Contact Number: ______________
Social Security Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Business License Number: - - - - - - - - - - - Federal Tax 1.0. Number:

2.

TOW OPERATOR SERVICES, FEES, AND RELEVANT DATES

WHEREAS, the CITY seeks to engage the services of the TOW
OPERATORto participate in CITY Rotational Tow Services Program for towing
services throughout the CITY of Moreno Valley for the removal of vehicles from
the public right-of-way (i.e., "Off-site Vehicle Removal") and the removal of
inoperable vehicles from private property (i.e., "Vehicle Abatement Services") at
no cost or charge to the CITY, or its contract services with the Riverside County
Sheriff's Department and the Riverside County Fire Department and its service
provider, Cal Fire, and
WHEREAS, the CITY agrees to utilize, on a rotational basis, for OffSite Vehicle Removal and Vehicle Abatement Services, only those TOW
OPERATOR(s) located in the CITY of Moreno Valley, as defined herein and as
set forth in Chapter 12.14, Police and CITY of Moreno Valley Rotational Tow
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Service of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code and attached hereto as Exhibit "A"
and made a part hereof, who have signed an Agreement with the CITY, and
WHEREAS, the TOW OPERATOR who is a signatory to this
Agreement, has completed and submitted the necessary information and other
documents required by the CITY (hereinafter call "Request for Proposal or RFP")
attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and made a part hereof, to provide Rotational
Towing Services within its corporate boundaries, and
WHEREAS, the TOW OPERATOR represents that it has the.
necessary expertise, licenses, equipment, storage facilities, personnel" and
insurance to meet all requirements of the CITY to provide towil"!g service~ within
the CITY of Moreno Valley, and
WHEREAS, the CITY has relied
representations in entering into this Agreement.

upon

TOW

OPERATOR's

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ,of the mutual covenants herein
contained, the parties hereto agree as follows:

A. The TOW OPERATOR's Proposal is described in Exhibit
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.

"c"

attached

B. The TOW OPERATOR Starting Date is
and the
TOW OPERATOR Ending Date is
The
TOW OPERATOR shall not be responsible for delays caused by
others or delays beyond the TOW OPERATOR's reasonable control
(excluding delays caused by non-performance or unjustified delay by
TOW OPERATOR, or his/her/its employees).

C. General Responsibilities of TOW OPERATOR.
I. TOW OPERATOR shall provide towing services at the request
and direction of the Riverside County Sheriff's Department (herein
after referred to as "Moreno Valley Police Department") and
CITY'S Code & Neighborhood Services Division for all tows
necessary from public right-of-way and from private property.
Calls for towing services from public right-of-way shall be initiated
by the MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT and calls for
towing services from private property shall be initiated by the
CITY'S Code & Neighborhood Services Division under the CITY'S
Vehicle Abatement Program.
II. The OPERATOR shall be responsible for reasonable cleanup of
debris left at the scene of a collision or at the direction of the
MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT.
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III. There shall be no charge or fee to the- CITY, or MORENO
VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT or the CITY'S Code &
Neighborhood Services Division for any towing services by the
OPERATOR to include vehicles towed at the request of the
CITY/MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT in which the
vehicle is used in the commission of a crime or other matters in
which the vehicle must be impounded for investigation anp/pr
further analysis. All charges or fees shall be applied only t6the
legal owner or registered owner of the vehicle or to the"propeity
owner as appropriate. All reference to charges or feesc'-:ip this'~
Agreement thereto shall refer to charges againsrme'vJhi~le
owner and not to the CITY, MORENO VALL.EY'<:~~OLlCE
DEPARTMENT or CITY'S Code & Neighborhood ,Services
Division.
IV. The TOW OPERATOR shall maintain records of tow services
furnished including a description of vehicles,natwe of service and
time and location of calls. Such records may be inspected at any
time by the MORENO VALLEY POLItE DEPARTMENT and
CITY. The OPERATOR shall mar1< the windshield of each vehicle
towed as part of the CITY Ro.tational Tow Services Program to
read: "MOVAL" and either "I" for "impounded" or "S" for "stored".
V. The TOW OPERATOR and its tow truck drivers shall maintain,
during the entire contract period, proper licenses, in accordance
with California Vehicle Code Section 12804 and the CITY as set
forth in chapter 12.14 of the Moreno Valley Municipal Code.
VI. Towing vehicles will be maintained in compliance with the
provisions of Sections 24605, 25253, 25300, 27700, and 27907 of
California Vehicle Code and Section 9701 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code and the CITY as set forth in chapter 12.14 of the
Moreno Valley Municipal Code.
D. Fees for Special Operations.
I. For special operations involving Class B, C, and D tow trucks, the
TOW OPERATOR shall submit his/her proposed fees for vehicle
recovery operations and load salvage operations to the CITY.
Fees shall be reasonable and consistent with industry standards
Charges in excess of the one hour
for similar operations.
minimum charge outlined in this section may be charged in
fifteen-minute increments.
a.
Hourly rates shall be established for the following:
1)
Auxiliary
Equipment,
e.g.,
airbags,
converter
gear/dolly, additional trailers, etc.
2)
Contracted Equipment, e.g., airbags, converter
gear/dolly, additional trailers, forklifts, scoop loaders,
etc.
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3)
Contract labor.
b.
The CITY shall determine the reasonableness of the fees for
these types of operations, based upon the average of the
proposed fees submitted and a comparison to industry
standards for similar operations.
II. The TOW OPERATOR shall submit a mark-up rate (percentage
of the cost to the TOW OPERATOR) for retail equipment and
,
specialized labor not otherwise listed on the application.
III. If the TOW OPERATOR performs a service for which a ,required
rate was not submitted to, and/or approved by the CITY, the TOW
OPERATOR shall only be entitled to charge for the actual co~st of
that service. Example: contract labor rate noksubmitt~d, the
TOW OPERATOR may only charge for the actual rate paid for the
labor.

3.

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
A. Control of Work. TOW OPERATOR'is solely ,responsible for the
content and sequence of the work, and will' not be subject to control
and direction as to the details and means for accomplishing the
anticipated results of services. The CITY will not provide any training
to TOW OPERATOR or his/herlits employees.
B. Intent of Parties. TOW OPERATOR is, and at all times shall be, an
independent contractor and nothing contained herein shall be
construed as making the TOW OPERATOR or any individual whose
compensation for services is paid by the TOW OPERATOR, an agent
or employee of the CITY, or authorizing the TOW OPERATOR to
create or assume any obligation or liability for or on behalf of the CITY,
or entitling the TOW OPERATOR to any right, benefit, or privilege
applicable to any officer or employee of the CITY.
C. Responsibilities of the CITY.
The MORENO VALLEY POLICE
DEPARTMENT and CITY'S Code Compliance Division shall each
establish and maintain separate rotational lists composed solely of the
TOW OPERATOR who are signatories to the Agreement unless as
otherwise provided for by MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT
or CITY procedure.
D. Legal Considerations.
The TOW OPERATOR shall comply with
applicable federal, state, and local laws in the performance of this
Agreement.
E. TOW OPERATOR Indemnification. TOW OPERATOR shall indemnify,
defend and hold the CITY, the Community Redevelopment Agency of
the CITY of Moreno Valley (RDA), and the Moreno Valley Community
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Services District (CSD), their officers, agents and employees harmless
from any and all claims, damages, losses, causes of action and
demands, including reasonable attorney's fees and costs, incurred in
connection with or in any manner arising out of TOW OPERATOR's
performance of the work contemplated by this Agreement. Acceptance
of this Agreement signifies that the TOW OPERATOR is not covered
under the CITY's general liability insurance, employee benefits, or
worker's compensation.
It further establishes that the ,'rOW
OPERATOR shall be fully responsible for such coverage.
F. CITY Indemnification. The CITY agrees to indemnify, defend,ahd'~ave
the TOW OPERATOR and its officers, agentsahd" employees
harmless from any and all liability, claims, damages orinjuries'to any
person, including injury to the CITY's, RDA's and CSD's employees
and all claims which arise from or are connected with the negligent
performance or failure to perform the services'or other obligations of
the CITY under this Agreement, or are caused. or claim to be caused
by the negligent acts of the CITY, RDAand CSD, their officers, agents
or employees, or its contractor(s) or any person 'acting for the CITY or
under its control or direction; provided, however, that this
indemnification and hold harmless shall n6t include any claims arising
from the negligence or willful misconduct of the TOW OPERATOR, its
officers, agent, or employees.
G. Insurance Requirements. Where determined applicable by the CITY,
TOW OPERATOR will comply with the following insurance
requirements at its sole expense. Insurance companies shall be rated
(A Minus: VII-Admitted) or better in Best's Insurance Rating Guide
and shall be legally licensed and qualified to conduct business in the
State of California:
I. General Liability Insurance: To protect against loss from liability
imposed by law for damages on account of bodily injury, including
death, and/or property damage suffered or alleged to be suffered
by any person or persons whomever, resulting directly or
indirectly from any act or activities of the TOW OPERATOR, subTOW OPERATOR, or any person acting for the TOW
OPERATOR or under its control or direction. Such insurance
shall be maintained in full force and effect throughout the terms of
the Agreement and any extension thereof in the minimum
amounts provided below:
a. Bodily Injury $1,000,000 per occurrence/ $2,000,000
aggregate
b. Property Damage $500,000 per occurrence/ $500,000
aggregate
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II. Minimum Limits of Insurance: Commercial Business Automobile
Liability: $500,000 per accident for bodily injury and property
damage with a combined single limit for Class A tow trucks. The
combined single limits for Class B, C, and 0 shall be not less than
$1,000,000. These minimum standards are to include non-owned
and hired auto coverage.
r

III. On-Hook Coverage: Insuring the vehicle in tow with limits,based
on the size of the tow truck.
a.
Class A Tow Truck: $ 25,000
b.
Class B Tow Truck: $ 50,000
c.
Class C Tow Truck: $100,000
d.
Class 0 Tow Truck: $100,000
IV. Garage Liability: Includes premises and operations. Coverage
for bodily injury and property damage with a combined single limit
of not less than $50,000.
a. Garage Keepers Liability: .Shall bEithe same minimum as
on-hook coverage for vehicles in the care, custody, and
control of the TOW OPERATOR in the storage yard.
b. Uninsured Motorist: Legal minimum combined single limit.
In no case shall the required insurance coverage have a
deductible greater than $1,000.
c. Deductibles and Self-Insured Retention: Any deductible of
self-insured retention must be declared to and approved by
the CITY. At the option of the CITY, either: the insurer
shall reduce or eliminate such deductibles or self-insured
retention as respect to the City, its officers, officials,
employees and volunteers; or the OPERATOR shall
provide a financial guarantee satisfactory to the CITY
guaranteeing payment of losses and related investigations,
claim administration and defense expenses.
d. Worker's Compensation Insurance: In such amounts as will
fully comply with the laws of the State of California and
which shall indemnify, insure and provide legal defense for
both the TOW OPERATOR and the CITY, RDA, and CSD
against any loss, claim or damage arising from any injuries
or occupational diseases happening to any worker
employed by the TOW OPERATOR in the course of
carrying out the Agreement. This coverage may be waived
if the TOW OPERATOR is determined to be functioning as
a sole proprietor and the CITY provided form "Exception to
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Worker's Compensation Coverage" is signed, notarized
and attached to this Agreement
Liability and Property Damage Insurance coverage for owned and nonowned automotive equipment operated on CITY/CSD/RDA premises.
Such coverage limits shall not be less than $1,000,000 combined single
limit.
A Certificate of Insurance and appropriate additional insured endorsement
evidencing the above applicable insurance coverage shall be subn\itted to',
the CITY Risk Manager prior to the execution of this AmeEim'ent4:::;""T:he
Certificate of Insurance or an appropriate binder "shall 'bear an
'"
.
endorsement containing the following provisions:
Solely as respect to services done by or on behalf of the ,[lamed insured
for the CITY of Moreno Valley, it is agreed that the CITY of Moreno Valley,
the Community Redevelopment Agency of theCI1X of.Moreno Valley, and
the Moreno Valley Community Services District,·'their officers, employees
and agents are included as additional .insured under this policy and the
coverage(s) provided shall be primary insurance and not contributing with
any other insurance available to the CITY of Moreno Valley, the
Community Redevelopment Agency of the CITY of Moreno Valley, and the
Moreno Valley Community Services District, its officers, employees and
agents, under any third party liability policy
The terms of the insurance policy or policies issued to provide the above
coverage shall neither be amended to reduce the required insurance limits
and coverages nor shall such policies be canceled by the carrier without
thirty (30) days prior written notice by certified or registered mail of
amendment or cancellation to the CITY, except that cancellation for nonpayment of premium shall require ten (10) days prior written notice by
certified or registered mail. In the event the insurance is canceled, the
TOW OPERATOR shall, prior to the cancellation date, submit to the Risk
Manager new evidence of insurance in the amounts established.
H. Intellectual Property. Any system or documents developed, produced
or provided under this Agreement, including any intellectual property
discovered or developed by TOW OPERATOR in the course of
performing or otherwise as a result of its work, shall become the sole
property of the CITY unless explicitly stated otherwise in this
Agreement. The TOW OPERATOR may retain copies of any and all
material, including drawings, documents, and specifications, produced
by the TOW OPERATOR in performance of this Agreement. The CITY
and the TOW OPERATOR agree that to the extent permitted by law,
until final approval by the CITY, all data shall be treated as confidential
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and will not be released to third parties without the prior written
consent of both parties.
I.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement
between the parties. There are no understandings, agreements, or
representations of warranties, expressed or implied, not specified in
this Agreement. This Agreement applies only to the current Proposal
as attached. This Agreement may be modified or amended only by a
subsequent written Agreement signed by both parties. Assignment.of
this Agreement is prohibited without prior written consent.
.

J. Suspension, Revocation and Termination. The CITY. rfi~y sLfspend or
revoke a TOW OPERATOR's permit as set forth in Chapter t2.14 of
the Moreno Valley Municipal Code. In the event the 'CITY revokes the
TOW OPERATOR's permit, this agreement withJhe TOW OPERATOR
shall be terminated by giving at least ten (10) days:written notice to the
TOW OPERATOR. The written notice' shpll specify the date of
termination. In the event the CITY terminates this Agreement for
cause, the TOW OPERATOR shall perform no further work or
service(s) under the Agreement unless the notice of termination
authorizes such further work.
K. Recovery of City Administrative Fees and Costs. In accordance with
California Vehicle Coded Section 1211 O(b) and in consideration of the
CITY's granting of the right to tow, impound and store vehicles at the
direction of the CITY pursuant to this agreement, each TOW
OPERATOR shall pay the CITY for its actual and reasonable costs
incurred in administering the agreement and operating aRTS
Program. The administrative costs of operating a RTS Program to be
recovered are, but not limited to, the following: developing a RFP and
Agreement, issuance of permits, annual meeting, site inspections, DUI
checkpoint coordination, correspondence with TOW OPERATOR,
review of monthly reports, and enforcement of terms and conditions of
the RFP, TOW OPERATOR's Proposal, and Chapter 12.14 of the
Moreno Valley Municipal Code.
Prior to the beginning of service, the TOW OPERATOR shall deposit
with the CITY $5,000 to cover the City of Moreno Valley's reasonably
borne administrative costs (Le., salary plus direct and indirect costs) of
MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT and CITY personnel
involved in operating the RTS Program. At such time the balance of
the deposit is less than $500, the CITY shall notify the TOW
OPERATOR in writing to replenish said deposit. If the TOW
OPERATOR fails to replenish the deposit within thirty (30) calendar
days from the date of the written notice, the CITY shall suspend the
TOW OPERATOR from the RTS Program until the funds are received
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by the CITY. If the TOW OPERATOR fails to replenish the deposit
amount within sixty (60) days, this agreement with the TOW
OPERATOR shall be terminated and removed from the RTS Program
for the remainder of the contract period. Any outstanding CITY
administrative fees are immediately due and payable.
L. Restrictions on CITY Employees. The TOW OPERATOR shall ,not
employ any CITY employee or official in the work performed pursuant
to this Agreement. No officer or employee of the CITY shall have ahy
financial interest in this Agreement in violation of federal, state,G~_local
l a w . > '--.

-,>-

M. Choice of Law and Venue. The laws of the State bf California shall
govern the rights, obligations, duties, and liabilities of the parties to this
Agreement, and shall govern the interpretation of this Agreement. Any
legal proceeding arising from this Agreement shall be brought in the
appropriate court located in Riverside County, State of California.

SIGNATURE PAGE TO FOLLOW
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IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties have each caused their authorized
representative to execute this Agreement.

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

BY:

TOW OPERATOR

BY:
Bonnie Flickinger, Mayor
TITLE: _ _ _ _-----;-;,.,,---------'-,--------,
(President/Vice President/Other)
<. .'"
'
Date'

Date
BY:

·TITLE:
----------------(Corporate Secretary/Other)

Date
INTERNAL USE ONLY

ATTEST:

City Clerk
(only needed if Mayor signs)

APPROVED AS TO LEGAL FORM:

City Attomey

Date
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:

Department Head
(if contract exceeds 15,000)

Date
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March 3, 2010

Mr. Diego Reveles
24417 Groven Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Subject: Residential Street Lighting Installation
Dear Mr. Reveles
This letter is being provided as a follow up to our conversation with you and
Councilmember Molina regarding a request for new residential street lighting along a
portion of Groven Lane.
Per your request, we have examined the section of Groven Lane, which runs
approximately 1,015 feet east from the corner of Davis Street to the end of the cul-desac. There are 23 residential properties adjacent to this section of Groven Lane, which
may benefit from the installation of streetlights. When new streetlights are installed in
existing developments, the streetlight improvements are funded by the property owners
whose properties benefit from the service. Each property owner pays an equal portion
of the total installation costs along with the annual CSD Zone B charge for maintenance
and operation costs on their property tax bill.
According to current City standards, new installations of residential and collector
streetlights require they be installed approximately 150 feet (+/-20 feet) apart.
Therefore this section of Groven Lane would require installation of an estimated 8
streetlights. Based on this number of streetlights, the installation, which cO!1sists of
design, construction, and inspection costs are estimated to total $125,000.
Based upon the preliminary cost estimate, if you and other property owners in your
neighborhood desire to have streetlights installed and: agree to fund the costs of the
installation (approximately $5,435 per parcel) and the CSD Zone B program charge,
please submit a written request for a petition to:

\

City of Moreno Valley
Special Districts Division
;
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
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Once the written request is received, we will prepare and send a petition for you to
gather signatures among those property owners along this section of Groven Lane. A
minimum of 6 property owner signatures (at least 25% of the 23 properties) is required
on the petition to demonstrate support to proceed with a formal engineer's estimate and
mail ballot proceeding.
In accordance with Proposition 218 legislation, property owners who are affected by any
newly proposed property related charge must be given the opportunity to approve or
reject the proposed charge through a mail ballot proceeding. If property owners
approve by a simple majority of the valid ballots returned both the charge to fund
streetlight installation costs and the annual charge for CSD Zone B services, a
streetlight plan will be designed. Once the streetlight plan is reviewed and approved by
the City Engineer and contract services are retained for installation of the streetlights,
the improvements would be constructed.
Should you have any questions regarding this letter or the enclosed information, please
feel free to contact the Special Districts Division office, Monday through Thursday from
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at

Sincerely,

Chris A. Vogt, P.E.
Public Wor.~s Director/City Engineer
c:.:· cl
, . .- ..-....,) ..... ~, ! i·.·'----.~.
-....--"7
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Sharon Sharp
Senior Management Analyst
Enclosure
c:

Jessie L. Molina, Councilmember/
Sue Maxinoski, Special Districts Division Manager
Marshall Eyerman, Special Districts Program Manager
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Site Map for Graven Lane'
Proposed Streetlight Infill Project
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February 2,2010

Mr. Iddo Benzeevi
Highland Fairview Properties, LLC
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley CA 92553
Dear Mr. Benzeevi:
I want to assure you, as I have stated a number of times during the past two months in
which I have served in my current capacity, the City wants your projects to proceed
successfully and as rapidly as possible. There has been several letters sent between our
respective staff regarding the procedures involved in implementing the State and Local
Partnership Program (SLPP) Grant and the projects requested by Highland Fairview. In
order to eliminate any confusion on this important matter, I am taking this opportunity to
advise you of the City's position on issues surrounding the requirements for
implementing the SLPP projects and their attendant grants.
First of all, it is the City'S position that SLPP projects must be administered by a Public
Governmental Agency, such as a city or county. It is further the City'S position that,
pursuant to Government Code §8879.66 (G)(1), SLPP projects must:
1. Be publically bid.
2. Pay prevailing wages.
3. Be contracted by a Governmental Agency.
The SLPP Grant Guidelines require the City to have the necessary funds appropriated to
the SLPP Grant project(s) prior to the beginning of construction. The Guidelines also
state any and/or all SLPP Grant funds allocated to a project will be paid after the work is
completed. There are a number of "reporting" requirements of the SLPP, in addition to
the two previously mentioned, which will have to be adhered to in order to receive Grant
funds.
It is understood that Highland Fairview and its retained legal counsel are of the opinion
that a developer can construct, or contract for the construction of, the SLPP projects
without public bidding or payment of prevailing wages; however, Highland Fairview has
not provided the City with any legal authority supporting that position. Therefore, the

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233792

City must follow the requirements as it understands them so as to not jeopardize
entitlement to the SLPP Grant proceeds.
With respect to the use of Development Impact Fees (DIF) to construct these projects,
neither of the SLPP projects requested by Highland Fairview are designated as "funded"
projects on the City's Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). In order to use DIF for either of
these SLPP projects, the City Council would have to change the priorities of the CIP,
identifying the two SLPP Grant projects as being "funded". Further, the amount of DIF
Highland Fairview will pay is not sufficient to fund each SLPP project. It is important to
note that the total amount ofDIF identified in the program appears sufficient, the portions
of Cactus and Eucalyptus Highland Fairview is proposing to construct only qualify for a
portion of the DIF collected and are insufficient to cover the estimated cost of the
projects. Therefore, portions of the SLPP Grant projects that are not funded by DIF are
the cost of doing business in the City of Moreno Valley and the improvements are the
financial responsibilities of Highland Fairview.
In addition, it is important to note that Highland Fairview is, by City Council policy,
obligated to pay its DIF at the time a building permit is issued. If Highland Fairview
wants to defer it DIF obligation until final inspection or Certificate of Occupancy, the
City Council would have to amend its existing DIF policy regarding the priority of funds.
With regards to the Cactus Avenue SLPP project (integral with the Aquabella Project),
Highland Fairview is not obligated to pay DIF until building permits are issued. The
Aquabella Project consists of approximately 3,000 homes to be constructed in 10 phases
and could take considerable time to pull the permits and build out. These two facts
further demonstrate the need to have the available cash to pay contractors for work
performed in constructing the two SLPP grant projects. To accomplish this, either City
must amend its CIP projects or Highland Fairview deposits with the City the necessary
funds to construct the SLPP grant projects.
The use of DIF to fund these SLPP projects is further inhibited by Council Resolution
No. 2008-104 dated August 26, 2008 (attached). Please note that the first priority for the
use of DIF is to pay Bonded Indebtedness from a surplus above a two-year reserve fund
and develop a fund for approved reimbursements from ten percent (10%) of the gross
annual DIF collected. The City already has executed Reimbursement Agreements with
developers worth over $2.5 million that provide for a priority of payment.
In summary, the City will proceed with implementing the SLPP Grant projects as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The City is in possession of all the design and related documents.
The City publically bids the SLPP projects.
The City awards the contract(s) to the lowest responsible bidder(s).
Highland Fairview has provided the City with cash sufficient to pay for the
construction of the projects, sufficient contingency, and administrative costs.
5. The City will be the contracting agency and will administer the project.

MV00233793

I am aware that Highland Fairview may not be in agreement with every conclusion
included in this letter, but this is the City's current position on these matters. The
procedures outlined in this letter are the procedures that the City will follow regarding the
two SLPP projects requested by Highland Fairview.
In my opinion, a more practical and expeditious process that the City has already
approved is the use of the City's $11 million allocation of Recovery Zone Facility Bonds
( the "Bonds") for Highland Fairview's Skechers project. Using Moreno Valley's $11
million allocation in conjunction with $37 million of Riverside County's own Recovery
Zone Facility Bond allocation will provide Highland Fairview with the capacity to issue
a total of $48 million in Recovery Zone Facility Bonds. The City supports the use of
these Bonds for Highland Fairview's projects, and in many ways believes it may be a
preferred course of action. Highland Fairview may be able to use these Bonds and even
benefit from the SLPP Grants. If Highland Fairview pursues the Bonds and wishes to
benefit from the SLPP Grants, Highland Fairview should consult Legal Counsel to
determine if Highland Fairview can pay its DIF obligations with Bond proceeds, and
therefore be entitled to a SLPP Grant of $1 million. The payment of DIF from Bond
proceeds may still be a "qualifying" uniform transportation mitigation fee as required by
the Grant. In addition, $100,000 of this will go into the ten percent (10%) Developer
Reimbursement Reserve as required by the Resolution described above. An agreement
addressing the foregoing would need to be executed between the City and Highland
Fairview if this option is pursued.
In conclusion, I have explained the City'S position regarding the manner by which the
City will implement the SLPP Grant projects. I have also tried to encourage Highland
Fairview to consider the use of Recovery Zone Facility Bonds and have suggested a way
for Highland Fairview to investigate, to perhaps benefit from the Bonds and the Grants.
The City is eager to see Highland Fairview's projects proceed as rapidly as possible. As I
indicated in a previous letter, as soon as Highland Fairview initiates an application and/or
decides how it wants to proceed with the SLPP Grant projects, the City will move as
rapidly as resources allow. If things do not move satisfactorily after that, do not hesitate
to call me with suggestions as to how the process may proceed more efficiently and
effectively.

WLB/cp
Attachment:

Council Resolution No. 2008-104

MV00233794
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c. Mayor Bonnie Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Chris A. Vogt, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer
Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Robert L. Hansen, Interim City Attorney
Suzanne Bryant, Deputy City Attorney
Prem Kumar, Deputy Public Works Director!Assistant City Engineer
Guy Pegan, Senior Engineer, P .E.

MV00233795
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RESOLUTION No. 2008 - 104
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA,
CONCERNING
THE
PRIORITIZATION
OF
DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES (DIF) AND
TRANSPORTATION UNIFORM MITIGATION FEES
(TUMF) AND REPEAL RESOLUTION NO. 2006-19
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Moreno,valley, has adopted a
Development Impact Fee (DIF) for the construction of local circulation
improvements, including General Plan arterials, traffic signals, and freeway
interchanges, and vital public facilities, and
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, along with other
jurisdictions in the Western Riverside County, has adopted a Transportation
Uniform Mitigation Fee (TUMF) for the purposes of constructing major circulation
improvements of local and regional benefits, and
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley, endeavors to
manage these funds in a manner to provide the greatest possible benefits to the
City.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MORENO
VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:
1.
entirety,

City Council Resolution No. 2006-19 is hereby repealed in its

2.
DIF revenues shall be prioritized in the following manner: A)
retirement of bonded indebtedness incurred for the construction of DIF eligible
projects; B) a reserve to provide reimbursements to developers that build DIF
eligible projects. The City will set aside ten percent (10%) of the gross DIF.
revenues collected each Fiscal Year in DIF obligation for developer
reimbursements. The Financial and Administrative Services Department shall
set these funds aside in conjunction with the issuance of the Comprehensive
Annual Financial Report; and C) construction of DIF eligible projects
The current year DIF revenue and available DIF reserves and fund balance shall
first be applied to current year debt service (principal and interest) of all OIFrelated bonded indebtedness. Per City Council policy, a two-year debt service
reserve shall exist and shall only be used in the event that current year DIF
revenue pledged as the financing source for bonded indebtedness is insufficient
to cover the current year debt service obligation. Should the reserve ever be
eXhausted to cover debt service and require the use of General Fund loans to
cover annual debt service, the prioritization of DIF revenues shall then be: A)
Resolution No. 2008-104
Date Adopted: August 26. 2008

MV00233796
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loan repayment to the General Fund; B) replenishment of the two-year reserve;
C) current year debt service; 0) a reserve to provide reimbursements to
developers to build DIF eligible projects; and E) construction of OIF eligible
projects.
3.
City staff is directed to monitor DIF credits and reimbursements that
are issued by the City to assess their impact on the City's ability to allocate
revenues for other City priorities.
4.
To the maximum extent permitted by the TUMF program
requirements, the City shall condition new developments to participate in the
construction of TUMF network improvements in lieu of payment of TUMF. For
projects that are jointly funded by TUMF and DIF, TUMF expenditures should be
prioritized first.

5.
As permitted under the TUMF program requirements, the City shall
pursue the creation of financing districts that may allow a property owner, in lieu
of payment of the TUMF, to participate in such a financing district for the
following facilities: A) a regionally significant transportation improvement as
defined as those facilities that typically are proposed to have six lanes at buildout and extend between multiple jurisdictions, or discrete usable segments
thereof, as determined by Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG);·
B) any interchange on an interchange on an interstate or state highway with an
estimated construction cost of $10 million or more; and C) any bridge located.on
a regionally significant arterial.
APP.ROVED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of August, 2008.

~

WiTliam H. Batey II, Mayor

.:-~

:-

.ATIEST:
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rk
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

'744/1). »I;;e
Robert D. Herrick, City Attorney

2

Resolution No. 2008-104
Date Adopted: August 26, 2008
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Office oj the Mayor
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February 1, 2010

City Hall
14177 Frederick Street
po. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

www.moreno-valley.ca. u.s

Applicant Review Panel
Citizens Redistricting Committee
Bureau of State Audits
555 Capital Mall, Suite #300
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Members of the Applicant Review Panel:
In the interests of good government for our State, I would like to express my support for the appointment of
Michael McCoy of Moreno Valley, California, to the new Citizens' Redistricting Committee authorized by
the voters of California at the 2008 election. It is my belief that a more sensible, community-based
redistricting of our state must occur if our legislature is to become an effective organ once again that can
resolve the urgent issues facing our State. Mr. McCoy would be a valuable asset in taking on this
endeavor.
Mr. McCoy is a lon'g-time resident of California who seeks to partner with other like-minded and qualified
individuals on the Committee to carry out this mandate to properly redraw legislative district boundaries to
better reflect existing governmental units, community cohesiveness and equitable representation of our
State's many diverse interests. Specifically, Mr. McCoy would bring to the panel the following distinctive
qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awarded a B.A. degree in Geography from Ohio State University, 1974, specializing in Urban
Geography
Experienced cartographer familiar with all aspects of map compilation and interpretation
Experienced in applying demographic statistics that ensure equal representation
Employment history focused on local government agencies, councils of government and mass
transit agencies
Has traveled extensively around the entire state and has visited nearly every city, town and county
Supports inclusion of all of California's diverse peoples and is open-minded towards their views
Active in community, fraternal, academic and professional organizations
Retired from government service; available to devote considerable time to Committee duties

For the above stated reasons, I hope the Review Panel will look favorably upon Mr. McCoy's application
package. He would bring a unique combination of government experience, mapping know-how, vast
familiarity with our State's geography, and devotion to empowering as many components as possible of
California's diverse communities.
If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to contact my office at 951.413.3008.
Sincerely,

c:

~~i~.~fflt5eijrs
City Manager

BF:cam

MV00233798
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2009-2014 and Beyond
Project Title:

Ironwood Avenue Improvements / Day Street to Barclay Drive

Project Status:

o New

Del;!artment I Division:

Economic Development Department I Capital Projects Division

Fund. Business Unit: :

892.80127

o Delayed
o Deleted
o On Hold

o In Progress
o Completed

897.91727

Project Descril;!tion:
This project will utilize RDA 2007 Tax Allocation Bond Funds and is eligible For TUMF funds to complete the design,
environmental, right of way and construction of improvements on the south side of Ironwood Avenue from Day Street to
Barclay Drive and traffic signal and inter-related improvements on Day Street at the Canyon Springs Plaza entrance and
on Ironwood at Athens. The objective of this project is to provide additional eastbound lanes on the south side of
Ironwood Avenue. The construction will also include curb, gutter, sidewalk, traffic signal modifications, storm drain
improvements, and right-of-way acquisition.
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CY Budget
FY 2008-2009
80,000
1,439,600
1,000,000
3,100,000
380,200
5999800
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Justification or Significance of lml;!rovement:
These improvements will mitigate traffic congestion by reducing travel time and fuel consumption.

(Start within 1 yr)

o Necessary (Start within 1 to 3 yrs)
o Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)
o Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 yrs)

Project Location Mal;!:

Design: March 2009 to August 2009
Right-oF-Way: Complete July 2009
Construction: February 2010 to July 2010
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Project Prioritll in CIP Catego!:y

1,680,200

FY 2010-2011

FY 2011-2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
. and Beyond

1,680,200

Total

1,550,000
130,200
1,680200

Total

1,680,200
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W
W
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REVENUE TOTAL

2,919,800

1,680,200

0

1,680,200

0

a

a

0

1,680,200
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2009-2014 and Beyond
Project Title:

Reche Vista Drive Realignment I Perris Boulevard / Heacock Street to North City limits

De(!artment I Division:
Fund. Business Unit: :

Project Status:

Public Works Department / Capital Projects Division
125.66722

125.66722

o New

o Delayed

0"

o Deleted

In Progress

Project Priority in CIP CategorY

0" Essential (Start within

o Completed o On Hold

416.78626

Project Descri(!tion:
Proiect location Map:
..
The project will enhance transportation mobility and traffic safety, and extend a General Plan arterial roadway segment to
L .. _ ... _ .._ ... _ .._ .. _ .. _._ ... _. '_"'_"_"
."
the north City boundary where it will be joined by Riverside County's future completion of Reche Vista Drive f Reche
Canyon Road CETAP Corridor project. This project will receive $1,967,000 in Federal funds as part of the STPL
LAWlfSSRD
,
program. Approximately $500,000 in DIF Arterial Streets is redirected from savings realized in the Pigeon Pass Road
c ...... ' .
"""
"
Widening project.
_,."

Design/Environmental: Completed by September 2009
Right-of-Way: Completed by September 2009
AdvertisemenUAward: October 2009 to January 2010
Construction: February 2010 to September 2010
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FUNDING SOURCE
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Justification or Significance of Im(!rovement:
The project will enhance transportation mobility and traffic safety and extend a General Plan arterial roadway segment to
the north City boundary.
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Traffic SiQnals
Underground Utilities

FY 2010-2011

FY 2011-2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

Total
70,000
48,149
3,667,000
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3,667,000

3,785,149

Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009- 20 10

70,000

1,200,000

1,270,000
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1,967,000

1,967,000

1,967,000
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500,000

548,149

548,149

118,149

3,667,000

3,785,149

118,149

I
!

FY 2010-2011

0

0

0

0

FY 2011-2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

a

a

a

3785149

Total

. __ 3,785,.149

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2009-2014 and Beyond
Project Title:

Box Springs Road f West of Clark Street to Day Street
Public Works Department I Capital Projects Division

Department f Division:
Fund _ Business Unit::

Project Status:

D
D
D

415.72928

416.Unfunded

Project Description:
This project utilizes FY 2008/2009 obligated TUMF funds for the PA&ED planning phase for the Box Springs Road
improvements. The object of this project is to provide an additional eastbound lane on the south side of Box Springs
Road. The construction will include curb, gutter, sidewalks, traffic signal modifications,"storm drain improvements and
right-of-way acquisitions. These improvements will mitigate traffiC congestion by reducing travel time and fuel
consumption.

Project Priority in CIP Category

In Progress

0
D

Completed

0" On Hold

New

o Essential (Start within 1 yr)
o Necessary (Start within 1 to 3 yrs)
D Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)
o Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 yrs)

Delayed
Deleted

Project Location Map:
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HEML

PA&ED Completed: May 2009
Environmental clearance completed: April 2009
Design and construction on hold pending funding availability.

~

.'"

.\

.~::I

..0'

10o

,.... \JUstification or Significance of Improvement:
The improvements are of regional significance to the area and will mitigate traffic congestion within the region.

S

o
o

PROJECT PHASE
Prelim. Eng. I Environ.
Design
Right-of-Way
Construction
Other
PROJECT TOTAL

FUNDING SOURCE
TUMF Cap ProJ. (415)
415.72928
DIF Arterial Streets (201)
416.Unfunded

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009-2010

~e

\

$I;'lE

CIP Catego!y

D Electric Utility
Bridges
D Landscaping
Buildings
Drainage, Sewers, & Waterlines
FY 2011-2012

300,000
350,000
272,000
26,931
256,600

I

26,931
256600

a

CY Projected
CY Budget 1 Expenditure
FY 2008-2009 FY 2008-2009

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

256,600

I

0
Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

0

0

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Ca rryover pi us
New Request
FY 2009-2010

FY 20W-201l

I

FY 2011-2012

FY 2012-2013

,.' 'ZI

D

Underground Utilities

Total
300,000
350,000
2,121,000
150,000
2.921.000

0

I

-

o Parks
o Special Projects
o Traffic SiQnals

0

I

AVE- -----~

COT~ON ~'I
ooO·AVE :-.-:

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond I

FY 2012-2013

1,849,000
150,000
1,999,000

922,000

I

I'~~ '- I'~I
:"--"~.
• \l--

Street Impro\€ments

FY 2010-2011

~-
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. .-- ~~, ~: :=- -. -- -~ . DRACAE

N

\\~~b·

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008-2009
229,669

~fUNN

-~-~

. . "_.tt)

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009
229,669

K AVE

:- SR~6

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond I

Total

256,600

I

1,999,000

I

922,000 1

1,999,000

1

922,000

2,921,000

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
W

ex>

0

-->.

IREVENUE TOTAL

256,600

t

256,600

t

01

a1

01

a1

OJ...........

. ___0

I

2,921,000

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital 1m provement Plan· Project Details
FY 2009·2014 and Beyond
Project Title:

Citywide Annual Pavement Resurfacing Program

Del2artment / Division:
Fund. Business Unit: :

Project Status:

o New
Public Works Department / Capital Projects Division
125.s6330

22S.68722

226.79728

0'

In Progress

o Completed

(125) (225) UNF

Project DescriQtion:
Project Location Mal2:
The following 09·10 arterial, collector, and local streets are targeted for pavement rehabilitation based on the pavement
condition index (PCI) and traffic data, and are subject to availability of funds in the program.
Arterials/Collectors: Based on Council's direction on 06/16/09, the bid proposal will be structured such that Kitching, Old
Lake, and Indian/Manzanita·Sunny Ridge) will be constructed, with Alessandro/Old 215·Elsworth as bid All. A Local
Streets (pending receipt of 2009 Prop. 18 funds from State): Lakota/Oak Dell·Pahute; Kiowa CtlKiowa Dr·end; Kiowa
DrlDracaea·Pahute; Baywood/Pan Am·Aqueduct Way; McDonnel/Bay·Adrienne; Courage/Bay·Alessandro;
AlIies/Courage·Pride; Boeing/Bay·Adrienne; Pride/Allies·Adrienne; Adrienne/Elsworth·Pride; pan Am/Adrienne·Pahute;
Harclare/lronwood·Odessa; Odessa/Harciare·Gassen; Aaron/Harlcare-Gassen; Sunny Ridge/Indian-end;
Summerfield/Indian-end; Sinaloa/Leahy-I ndian; Singer/Leahy·Hanover; Old Country Rd/Sunnymead Ranch Pkwy eastSunnymead Ranch Pkwy west; Fenton/Pleasant Run-Ironbark; Noblewood/Old County-Pleasant Run; Pleasant
Run/Fenton-Old Country; Duckbill/Old Country-Manzanita and other applicable streets per the City's Pavement
Management Program.
Schedule: July 2009 to June 2010

,....
o

VI

Justification or Significance of Iml2rovement:
Receipt of Proposition 18 monies for local streets is pending State budget issues. It is anticipated that the overall budget
wUl be used as follows: $1.3 million for arterial street rehabilitation; $1.S million for Phase 1 pavement rehabilitation
(under Proposition 1B); and $965,000 for Phase 2 pavement rehabilitation. $765,000 of Measure "A" funds are being
returned to fund balance for funding of the PROM Program.

PROJECT PHASE
Prelim. Eng. / Environ.
Design
Right-of-Way
Construction
Other
PROJECT TOTAL

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

ex>

o

1'0

FUNDING SOURCE
Measure "A" (125)
12S.56330
Traf. Congo Relief (225)
225.68722
Proposition 1B (226)
226.79728
Unfunded (125) (225)
(125) (225) UNF
REVENUE TOTAL

CY Budget
FY 2008·2009

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008·2009

428,500

428,SOO

6,690,401

757,000

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008·2009

Carryover to
FY 2009·2010

2,154,416

3,778,985
3,778,985

Project Priorit:i in CIP Catego!'Y

o Delayed
o Deleted
o On Hold

0' Essential

(Start within 1 yr)

o Necessary (Start within 1 to 3 yrs)

D

Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)

o Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 yrs)

TO BE DETERMINED

0' Street lmpro\ements

o Bridges
o Buildings

CIP Categon:

Parks
o Electric Utility oo Special
Projects

D

Landscaping

o Drainage, Sewers, & Waterlines

o Traffic Siqnals
o

Underground Utilities

Carryover pIus
New Request
FY 2009·2010

FY 2010·2011

FY 2011·2012

FY 2012·2013

FY 2013·2014
and Beyond

3,778,98S

2,SOO,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

13,776,985

0

3,778985

2500000

2,500,000

2500000

2,500000

13776985

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009·2010

FY 2010·2011

FY 2011 ·2012

FY 2012·2013

FY 2013·2014
and Beyond

New Request
FY 2009·2010

Total

7118901

1 185500

2,154,416

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008·2009

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

1,379,541

113,500

765,000

501,041

501,041

501,041

3,136,687

315,000

1,389,416

1,432,271

1,432,271

1,432,271

2,602,673

757,000

1,845,673

1,845,673

1,845,673

7,118,901

1,185 500

2,500,000
_ 2, 154,41_6_ ~8,~"----- _ _ __0_ __ :l,'7L1l.,.9 8 5 __ .1).500,000

2,500,000
2,500,000

2,SoO,000
2,500,000

2,500,000
2,500,000

Total

10,000,000
13,778,985

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2009-2014 and Beyond
Project Title:

Box Springs Communications Site

Project Status:

0' New
Department I Division:

Financial & Administrative Services Department 1 Purchasing & Facilities Division

Fund. Business Unit::

750,69021

0

o In Progress 0
o Completed 0

Project Priority in CIP Category

Delayed

0' Essential (Start within 1 yr)

Deleted

o Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)

o Necessary (Start within 1 to 3 yrs)
o Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 yrs)

On Hold

Project Location Map:
Project Description:
In FY 99/00, telecommunications installed six major microwave radio systems that support communications for voice,
data, video and security systems. The current hub is located on leased tower space on Box Springs Mountain and is a
major hub supporting 70% of the backbone communications from City Hall to Box Springs, City Yard, Library and Senior
Center. This site also supports the Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services repeater that serves as a relay for remotely
linking voice, data, and video from mobile command posts in the field into the EOC during a major event or natural
disaster. The objective for this project is for the City to secure a land lease from the County of Riverside Parks
Department, construct a secure site that includes an equipment building, tower, backup generator and improved security
that meet public safety essential services. Once completed, the City backbone communications equipment would be
relocated to the new facility and would allow the City to expand with future technology needs without being at the mercy
~
of American Towers. This would reduce our dependency on privately owned sites and annual cost increases.
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~'IJUstification or Significance of Improvement:

financial guarantees, is extremely old, and is in disrepair. No schedule to update the building exists.

PROJECT PHASE
Prelim. Eng. I Environ.
Design
Right-of-Way
Construction
Other
PROJECT TOTAL

FUNDING SOURCE
Mgmt. Info, Syst. (750)
750.69021

400,000
400,000

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008-2009

CY Budget
FY 200B-2009

I

I

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009

I

400.000

I

I

I

01

01

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008-2009

1 1
CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

400,000
400,000

Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

I

I

°

°

I

I
011

New Request
FY 2009-2010

400,000

400,000 I
400,0001

o Street Improvaments o Electric Utility
o Bridges
o Landscaping
0' Buildings
o Drainage, Sewers, & Waterlines

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009-2010

FY 2011-2012

J

---

./,

. .,-,'.

sc.c(

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009-2010 I FY 2010-2011

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

~

AVE1~.
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:;:' '. d~

CIP Category

co The City's development and continuing day-to-day operations depend on this site. The current leased facility offers no
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Q-L

FY 2010-2011

I

FY 2011-2012

o Traffic Sij:lnals

o

Underground Utilities

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

FY 2012-2013

~l

o Parks
o Special Projects

Total

I

I

01

01

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond I

I

400,000

400,000
400,000

Total
400,000

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W
00'

o

w

REVENUE TOTAL

400,000

400,000

o

400,000

o

°

o

o

400,000

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2009-2014 and Beyond
Project Title:

Roof Replacements at Gateway and Westbluff Parks

Project Status:

o New

De(;1artment I Division:

Parks & Community Services Department I Community Services Division

Fund. Business Unit: :

461.68325

0"

In Progress

o Completed

461.68325

Project DescriQtion:
These roofs are more than 18 years old and need to be replaced to prevent further damage to the restrooms. The City
would replace the roofs with a standard standing seam roof, which has an approximate 50-year life. These sites also
suffer deferred maintenance of the restroom interior and exterior, including lighting and fixtures to bring up to City
standard.

Project Priorit::l in CIP CategorY

o Delayed
o Deleted
o On Hold

0" Essential
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FUNDING SOURCE
Parkland DIF (205)
461.68325
Zone "A" (161)
461.68325
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CIP CategorY

o Street Impro\€menls o Electric Utility o Parks
o Bridges
Special Projects
o Landscaping Do Traffic
0' Buildings
Si~nals
o Drainage, Sewers, & Waterlines
D Underground Utilities

This project will help to meet the demands fo the community.

PROJECT PHASE
Prelim. Eng ..! Environ.
Design
Right-ol-Way
Construction
Other
PROJECT TOTAL
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Justification or Significance of ImQrovement:

I
.

Project Location MaQ:

Lcc_._. __ .,_~

N
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(Start within 1 yr)

o Necessary (Start within 1 to 3 yrs)
o Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)
o Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 yrs)

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008 -2 009

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009-2010

FY 2010-2011

FY 2011-2012

118,000
118,000

0

a

118,000
11 B 000

0

118,000
118,000

0

0

a

a

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008-2009

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

Carryover to
FY 2009·2010

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Carryove r plus
New Request
FY 2009-2010

FY 2010-2011

FY 2011-2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

Total

118,000
118 000

Total

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

18,000

18.000

18,000

18,000

~
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o
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1'0

W
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REVENUE TOTAL

118,000

0

0

118,000

0

118,000

a

0

0

0

118,000

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2009-2014 and Beyond
Proiect Title:

Shadow Mountain Park Ball Field lighting

Deg:artment I Division:

Project Status:

Project Priority: in CIP Catego!y

o New
o Delayed
o In Progress o Deleted

Parks .& Community Services Department I Community Services Division

Fund. Business Unit: : 461.66527
Proiect Descri[!tion:
Population growth since the development of Shadow Mountain Park has increased the need for lighted ball fields. This
site was already planned for lighting with underground conduit.

0' Essential (Start within

o
o

o

o Completed o On Hold

1 yr)
Necessary (Slart within 1 to 3 yrs)
Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)
Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 yrs)

I

Project Location Ma[!:
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Justification or Significance of Im[!rovement:
Population growth has increased the need for lighted ball fields.

CIP CategoCi

o Street Improl.ements
o Bridges

Parks
o Electric Utility o0' Special
o Landscaping o Traffic Projects
o Buildings
o Drainage, Sewers, & Waterlines
o Underground Utilities
Si~nals

PROJECT PHASE
Prelim. Eng. I Environ,
Design
Right·of·Way
Construction
Other
PROJECT TOTAL

FUNDING SOURCE
Parkland DIF (205)
461.66527

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009
25,000
75,000

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008-2009
25,000
75,000

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

550,000
650000

100000

0

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008·2009

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

650,000

100,000

650,000

100,000

Carryover to
FY 2009·2010

New Request
FY 2009·2010

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009-2010

550,000

16,500

566,500

550,000

16,500

FY 2010·2011

FY 2011·2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

566,500

566500

0

0

0

0

FY 2010-2011

FY 2011·2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013·2014
and Beyond

Carryover to
FY 2009·2010

New Request

FY 2009·2010

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009·2010

550,000

16,500

566,500

.550,000

16,500

566,500

Total

566500

Total

566,500
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REVENUE-TOTAL
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566,500

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2009-2014 and Beyond
Project Title:

Sunnymead Ranch Parkway r Village Road East Traffic Signal

Project Status:

o New

Department f Division:

Public Works Department / Transportation Engineering Division

0

Fund. Business Unit::

417.New B

0

Project Priority in CIP Category

0

Delayed
0 Essential (Start within 1 yr)
I P O D Necessary (Start within 1 to 3 yrs)
n rogress
Deleted
Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)
Completed 0 On Hold
0 Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 yrs)

o

Project Description:
Project Location Map:
The Transportation Engineering Division recommends signalizing the east intersection of Sunnymead Ranch / Village
R o a d . " . 'c
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Complete Design: January 2010
Award Construction Contract: April 2010
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Justification or Significance of Improvement:
The intersection satisfies several volume warrants for signalization and staff recommends signalization as the
. t
d
O
appropna e reme y.

PROJECT PHASE
Prelim. Eng. / Environ.
Design
Right-of-Way
Construction
Other
PROJECT TOTAL

FUNDING SOURCE
DIF TrafflG Signals (202)
417.New 8

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009

CY PrOjected
Expenditure
FY 2008·2009

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008-2009

Carryover to
FY 2009-2010

New Request
FY 2009-2010
5,000
25,000
242,000

0

0

0

CY Budget
FY 2008-2009

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2008·2009

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2008·2009

0
Carryover to
FY 2009-2010
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o Drainage, Sewers, & Waterlines
FY 2011-2012
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CIP Category
Street Improvements
'
Electric Utility
Bndges.
Buildings
0 Landscaping

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009·2010
5,000
25,000
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Parks
Special Projects
Traffic Siqnals
Underground Utilities

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

242,000

Total
5,000
25,000
242,000

272,000

272000

0

0

0

0

New Request
FY 2009-2010

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2009·2010

FY 2010-2011

FY 2011·2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014
and Beyond

272,000

272,000

272,000

272,000

272,000

Total
272,000
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REVENUE TOTAL
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0

a

272,000

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Capital Improvement Plan - Project Details
FY 2010-2015 and Beyond

("J~
Project Title:

Park Monument Signs

Project Status:

P New
De~artment

I Division:

Fund. Business Unit: :

Parks & Community Services Department {Community Services Division
461.NewA

Project Descri~tion:
The project will install new monument signs made with recycled plastic materialB at parks without signs and/or replace
deteriorated signs.

r

In Progress

r

Completed

r
r
r

Project Location

P

Delayed

r
r
r

Deleted
On Hold

Project Priority in CIP Catego[y
Essential (Start within 1 yr)
Necessary (Start within 1 to 3 yrs)
Desirable (Start within 3 to 5 yrs)
Deferrable (Start within 5 to 10 Yrs)

Ma~:

CITYWIDE

x

X

Justification or Significance of Im~rovement:
The project will install new signs at parks without signage and replace old deteriorated signs where needed with signs
made with recycled plastiC materials. These materials are less expensive and easier to install.

PROJECT PHASE
Prelim. Eng. I Environ.
Design
Right of Way
Construction
Other
PROJECT TOTAL

FUNDING SOURCE
Quimby in Lieu (206)
461.NewA

~
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o
o

1'0
W
W

ex>

o

-...J

REVENUE TOTAL

CY Budget
FY 2009-2010

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2009-2010

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2009-2010

0

a

a

CY Budget
FY 2009·2010

CY Projected
Expenditure
FY 2009-2010

CY Return to
Fund Balance
FY 2009·2010

0

a

0

Carryover to
FY :1010-2011

0
Carryover to
FY:!010-2011

a

New Request
FY 2010-2011

Carryover plus
New Request
FY 2010-2011

15,000

15,000

r
rr
r

CIP Catego[Y
Street Improvements
Bridges

r

r

Electric Utility
Landscaping

Buildings
Drainage, Sewers & Waterlines

FY 2011·2012

FY 2012-2013

P Parks

r

Special Projects

r

Traffic Signals
Underground Utilities

r

FY 2013·2014

FY 2014-2015
and Beyond

Total

15,000

15 000

15 000

0

0

a

a

New Request
FY 2010-2011

Carryover pius
New Request
FY 2010-2011

FY 2011-2012

FY 2012-2013

FY 2013-2014

FY 2014-2015
and Beyond

15,000

15,000

15 000

15 000

15 000

Total
15,000

0

0

0

0

15000

-

Council District 2

Council Member

Richard A. Stewart
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Notice to Homeowners and Residents
The City of Moreno Valley is holding a community meeting to solicit input from residents
regarding installation of multi-use sports field lighting at Shadow Mountain Park located at
23239 Presidio Hills Drive.
The park development plans and the proposed lighting of this facility were approved by the
City of Moreno Valley in 2003. At the present time, staff is in the process of moving
forward with the installation of the sports field lighting.
The community meeting will be held on Thursday, February 11 at 6:30 p.m. at Hidden
Springs Elementary School Multi-Purpose Room, 9801 Hidden Springs Drive, Moreno
Valley.
If you require additional information, please contact Lisa Smethurst, Executive
Assistant, Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services, at
for
questions concerning this notice.

MV00233809

TEL: 951.4133000

14177 FREDERICK STREET

FAX: 951.413.3750
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January 27,2010

Mr. Steve Rogers
820 Church Street
Redlands, CA 92374
Dear Mr. Rogers:
Pursuant to your request, the Mayor and I discussed your request and reviewed a series of
e-mails, your letter of November 21, 2008, and the City Attorney's letter to you dated
November 14,2008.
The City Attorney's letter of November 14, 2008 also notes that your previous contacts
and concerns were discussed with City Management and the City Council, and
unanimously rejected them.
.
;J,dL;,~r}:i.~?;.;:'~.": ',","
~,,,

You matter has been reviewed by all the rel~X~t"J>f!11ies.
there is nothing further to discuss.\".f:';!.:h·;;~'i{:'};\
t;~: :".:',(,':':
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c·'

William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager

WLB/BF/cp
c: Members of the City Council
Robert Herrick, Special Counsel
Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Bob Hansen, Interim City Attorney
Chris Vogt, Public Work Director/City Engineer
Mel Alonzo, Risk Division Manager
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January 25, 2010

Mr. John Roebuck
U.S. Vets
15105 6th St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92518
Subject: Moreno Valley Veterans Memorial
Dear Mr. Roebuck:
On January 5, 2010, the Moreno Valley City Council adjourned in remembrance and
honor of U.S. Marine Lance Corporal Omar G. Roebuck. On behalf of the City Council,
staff, and residents of Moreno Valley, I want to express our deepest sympathy for your
loss. America's servicemen and women are our best and brightest, and I know that
your son served with honor under the most difficult circumstances.
In 2007 the City dedicated the Moreno Valley Veterans Memorial to honor those who
have served in the armed forces. Located at the Moreno Valley Civic Center,
14177 Frederick Street, between the Conference and Recreation Center and the Public
Safety Building, the monument features granite panels upon which the names of
Moreno Valley soldiers killed in action are inscribed. The City would be honored to
include Omar on the monument if that is your wish. Enclosed is the information
regarding the Veterans Memorial, please contact the Parks and Community Services
Department at
if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

~~
•

.

.

,;:-/ \.. .:1'

-=,0'

.

"4~r"""

Bonnie Flickinger
Mayor
Enclosure
c:

MeHilbers 6fthe City Council
William L. Bopf, Interim City Attorney
Mike McCarty, Parks and Community Services Director

BF/MD:cam
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
APPLICATION FOR NOMINATION FOR VETERANS MEMORIAL

The City of Moreno Valley is seeking nominations from the community for recognition on
the Veterans Memorial, located at the Moreno Valley Civic Center, of servicemen and
women killed in action (KIA). If you know of someone that you feel.would be worthy of this
honor, please complete the attached nomination form, provide any required documentation
and forward to Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department at 14075
Frederick Street, Post Office Box 88005, Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805.
Once nominations are received, the information will be submitted to the Review Committee
for final approval.
For additional information, please contact Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services
Department at

1
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VETERANS MEMORIAL REQUEST FOR RECOGNITION - KILLED IN ACTION
PURPOSE:

To solicit from the community nominations for recognition at the Veterans Memorial,
located at the Moreno Valley Civic Center, of servicemen and women killed in action
(KIA).

POLICY:
I.

II.

Procedure for Submitting Names for Inclusion on the Veterans Memorial (Killed in
Action):

A.

Nomination form including full name, rank and branch of service; Report of Incident
(provided by the military), birth certificate, Home of Record or proof of residency
must be submitted to the City of Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services
Department for consideration to be listed on the monument. There is no charge to
list KIAs on the Veterans, Memorial.

B.

Once nominations are received, the information will be submitted to the Review
Committee for review and approval.

C.

Names will be added to the Veterans Memorial twice a year; just prior to Memorial
Day and Veterans Day.

D.

Only the Nominee Name, Rank and Branch of Service will appear on the Monument.

Nominee Qualifications:
In order for a deceased veteran to be nominated for inclusion on the Veterans Memorial, the
Nominee must meet the following criteria:
A.

Killed in Action as determined by the military. A certified Report of Incident,
which is issued for all KIA by the military, must be SUbmitted.

B.

Died during a period of action/invasion/conflict. This includes the following, but is
not limited to: World War I, World War II, Korea, Vietnam, Desert Storm, Enduring
Freedom, Desert Shield, Somalia, Granada, Operation Just Cause, and Operation
Iraqi Freedom. Friendly Fire is recognized as KIA (Le., accidents such as helicopter
or motor vehicle accident).

C.

A certified Home of Record, birth certificate or proof of residence must list Moreno
Valley, California. This includes the communities of Sunnymead, Edgemont, and
Moreno prior to incorporation. Exception may be made if Nominee was born on
March Air Force Base and attended Moreno Valley schools.

Nominee would be recognized on pavers, not the memorial, if one of the following
applies:
•
•
•

Nominee died while in the States and not during transportation to/from action,
unless declared KIA by the military.
Nominee died after conflict concluded.
Nominee died from injuries sustained in conflict but died after returning to the
States, unless declared KIA by military.

2
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NOMINATION FORM FOR VETERANS MEMORIAL
Please Print

Full Name of Person Being Nominated:
Branch of Service:
Rank:
Please attach a cerlified Reporl of Incident provided by the military
and a birlh certificate, Home of Record or proof of residency.

Your Name:
Relationship to Nominee:
Address:
City, State, Zip
Telephone Number:

E-Mail Address:
Please provide any additional information that you would like for the Committee to consider.
Mail the. completed nomination form, any required documentation to Moreno Valley Parks and
. Community Services Department, Post Office 88005, Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805 or deliver to
the City of Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department at 14075 Frederick Street

All requested documentation will be kept confidential and will be for City use only.

3
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January 21,2010

Mr. Iddo Benzeevi
Highland Fairview Properties, LLC
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley CA 92553

Dear Mr. Benzeevi:
First let me congratulate you on reaching a settlement with the Sierra Club.
Councilmember Richard Stewart reported this information at the Council's Study
Session last evening, on January 19,2010.
He also mentioned that you were pursuing the possibility of modifying a number
of conditions applicable to the approval of the Highland Fairview Corporate Park
Project and related matters. I have attached the minutes of the Project Review
Staff Committee held on June 10, 2009. In addition, I have copies of e-mails
indicating that since that meeting City Staff has worked on these with your staff :
through October of 2009. In those minutes a number of conditions you desire to .
modify were discussed.
As indicated in those minutes some of those
modifications will have to be approved by the Planning Commission and City
Council.
i

In order for you to proceed with the modifications, you must initiate the
appropriate requests through the Planning Division. As soon as you initiate this
process, Staff will provide professional attention to your requests and advise you
and your staff of all necessary steps that are required. Staff is not certain at this
point of all the conditions you wish to modify; you can enumerate them in your
application.
One other comment I will provide is the suggestion that you might want to confer
with your environmental consultant regarding the modifications you are
considering.

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233815

We look forward to receiving your application in the very near future. Staff will
cooperate with you within the policies established by the City Council, and we
certainly look forward to the successful completion of your project.

WLB/cp

c: Mayor and Members of the City Council
Bob Hansen, Interim City Attorney
Chris Vogt, Public Work Director/City Engineer
Kyle Kollar, Interim Community Development Director
Barry Foster, Economic Development Director
John Terell, Plmming Division Manager / Planning Official
Wayne Petersen, Highland Fairview
Danette Fenstermacher, Highland Fairview

MV00233816

Community and Economic Development Department
Planning Division
14177 Frederick Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 82552-0805

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
PROJECT REVIEW STAFF COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES
PA09-0013 (General Plan Amendment), P09-03S (Amended MapModification of Conditions), and P09-039 (Amended Plot PlanModification of Conditions)
The Project Review Staff Committee Meeting for this project was convened at
10:00 a.m. in Training Room. The following department and agency staff
members were in attendance:
PRsC Meeting - June 10, 2009

John C. Terell- Planning
Mark Gross - Planning
Michael Lloyd - Transportation Division
Mark Sambito - Land Development
Stuart Sheldon - Special Districts
Tony Hetherman - Parks and Community Services
Denise Bagley - Economic Development

MV00233817

• 9:00.a.m.
I.

Case No.

PA09-0013 (General Plan Amendment), P09038 (Amended Map - Modification of
Conditions), and P09-039 (Amended Plot
Plan - Modification of Conditions)

Applicant:
Owner:
Representative:
APN:

Highland Fairview
Highland Fairview
Wayne Peterson
488-350-001 through 002 and 488-360-001
through 012.
On the north side of Eucalyptus Ave., east of
Redlands Blvd., west of Theodore Street and
south of Highway 60
A request to modify approximately 56
conditions of approval from the recently
approved Highland Fairview Corporate Park
Project and Tentative Parcel Map (PA070090) as well as Plot Plan (PA07-0091) to
cover such items as the removal of Highway
60 landscape, providing an optional center
median along Fir/Future Eucalyptus Avenue,
removing a required multi-use trail along the
project frontage along Fir/future Eucalyptus
from Redlands Boulevard to Theodore
Street, the deferral of development impact
fees and the modification of conditions
related to the dedication and improvement
of public improvements. A General Plan
Amendment is required for removal of any
multi-use trail and center median.
No
Mark Gross
First Review

Location:

Proposal:

RDA Area:
Case Planner:
Status:

Planning Division Comments

General Comments
1.

The comments provided in these minutes are based on current fees, ordinances,
policies and conditions. Future changes could necessitate a modification of
these comments.

MV00233818

'2.

The proposed General Plan amendment, modified map and plot plan include
changes to approximately 56 original plot plan and map conditions of approval for
the Highland Fairview Corporate Park Project (primarily including PA01-0090 and
PA01-0091), which was approved by City Council on February 10, 2009. The
modifications include the removal of Highway 60 landscape requirements to
provide landscape along the freeway, a General Plan required multi-use trail, a
landscape median along Fir!future Eucalyptus required pursuant to a General
Plan amendment with the original project, the deferral of development impact
fees until certificate of occupancy and various conditions of approval relating to
the provision of public improvements.

3.

Some of the items requested as modification of conditions of the original
Highland Fairview Corporate Park Project consists of changes to the General
Plan, specifically the removal of the multi-use trail and landscape median. Staff
will be seeking input from affected committees regarding the proposal prior to
scheduling before the Planning Commission! and or City Council. The General
Plan Amendment would require hearings before the Planning Commission and
City Council.

4.

At the request of the applicant, all proposed modification of conditions that do not
require a General Plan Amendment can be brought forward to the City Council
ahead of the items that require a General Plan Amendment. Additional fees for
posting and noticing of the additional public hearing would be charged to the
applicant.

5.

The proposed removal of any landscape along Highway 60 is a requirement of
the Highway 60 Corridor Design Manual, which has been incorporated by
reference for all properties that contain freeway right of way. Any changes would
require the approval of a policy change by City Council. Upon request by the
applicant, this item can be provided at a separate public hearing before the City
Council (see item above).

6.

The proposed modification of the multi-use trail to the north side of Fir
Avenue!future Eucalyptus from Redlands Blvd. to Theodore Street is a Parks and
Community Services requirement that was originally approved by the Trails
Committee and may need to be brought forward to that Committee before
scheduling for public hearings. This item would require a public hearing before
the Planning Commission and City Council (see Item NO.3 above).

7.

The requested deferral of Development Impact Fees until Certificate of
Occupancy has been previously approved by City Council for all new
development projects and will apply to the Highland Fairview Corporate Park
project should the project move forward during the timeframe of the City Council
approval.

8.

The request for dedication and improvement of public improvements includes
conditions of approval that involve the Land Development Division and
Transportation Divisions of Public Works in addition to some involvement on the
part of Moreno Valley Utilities and will be addressed by those divisions!
departments. Upon request by the applicant, this item can be provided at a
separate public hearing before the City Council.

MV00233819

• 9.

,The request for the option to construct the previously approved Eucalyptus
Avenue median involves the Special Districts Division of Public Works and will be
addressed by that department/division. This request requires a General Plan
Amendment, and would require a public hearing before the Planning Commission
and City Council (see item NO.3 above).

1D.

The modification of conditions appear to require an addendum to the recently
approved and certified Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Items such as the
removal of the multi-use trail and landscaped median along Fir/Future Eucalyptus
could have an affect on studies (Le. traffic study) included in the EIR and the
overall document. It is recommended that the EIR consultant review the
document and prepare information for the proposed addendum.

11.

Pursuant the application form for a General Plan Amendment, a written
explanation of the requested amendment and the reasons for the request,
including the proposal's consistency with the goals, objectives, policies and
programs of the General Plan is required to proceed with these items.

12.

A modified plot plan is necessary to show any deletion of improvements,
including any proposed removal of the multi-use trail and median along Fir/Future
Eucalyptus Avenue.

13.

Additional diagrams/maps shall be supplied by Highland Fairview that show all
changes proposed to the General Plan.

14.

All required application materials for General Plan Amendment related items
necessary for a complete application shall be provided to staff prior to conducting
any additional Project Review Staff Committee (PRSC) meetings beyond the first
meeting and scheduling the items before Planning Commission and/or City
Council.

15.

In the April 14, 2009 letter to City Council, the Plot Plan modifications to
conditions refer to P8D and PD81 through PD85 where improvements to public
infrastructure are being requested on a fair share basis. As "PO" comments refer
to "Police Department" and PD81 through PD85 do not exist, please clarify if
these conditions are referring to Planning Division mitigation measures or Land
Development conditions of approval.

16.

As discussed at the Project Review Staff Committee (PRSC) meeting, Highland
Fairview will be providing a letter to staff that clarifies the policy issues related to
previous requests made in a letter dated April 14, 2009 to modify specific
conditions of approval for the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project.

Building and Safety
1.

No comments provided.

1. No comments provided as the requested amendment to conditions does not reflect

this department.

MV00233820

Public Works

1. Transportation Engineering
a. See attached comments

2. Land Development
a. See attached comments

3. Special Districts
a. See attached comments

4. Moreno Valley Utilities
a. See attached comments.

5. Capital Projects
a. No comments are provided as the requested amendment to conditions does not
reflect this department.
Police

1. No comments are provided as the requested amendment to conditions does not
reflect this department.
Recreation and Community Services
1.

See attached comments

Other (MVUSD, Dept. of Health, EMWD, RTA, etc.)

Any comment letters from outside agencies, responsible agencies or interested parties
have been provided to the applicant.
Results

Provided to the applicant for informational purposes and corrections.
Copies of written comments given to the Applicant regarding this project are on file in
the Planning Division in the Official PRSC Minutes binder.

MV00233821
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Mark Gross
From:

Wayne Peterson [wpeterson@highlandfairview.com]

Sent:

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 9:07 AM

To:

John Terell

Cc:

Danette Fenstermacher; Brian Hixson; Mark Gross; Kyle Kollar; Rick Hartmann

Subject: RE: HFCP - Native American Monitoring Invitation
John ...
I'I! check with people here, but three of the five issues we originally raised have been resolved or deferred to the
point where they will not impact the ability to get the project underway; the City has deferred impact fees to
occupancy, HF will build the Eucalyptus median with the project, and the SR60 landscape issue has been linked
to precise grading. The other two issues, trail construction and fair-share dedications, can be addressed later in
the process. We do not see an urgency to bring these issues to the Council at this time.

From: John Terell [mailto:JohnT@moval.org]

Sent: Tuesday, October 13,20098:13 AM
To: Wayne Peterson
Cc: Danette Fenstermacher; Brian Hixson; Mark Gross; Kyle Kollar; Rick Hartmann
Subject: RE: HFCP - Native American Monitoring Invitation
Wayne:
Thanks for your response. Does HFP want to pursue any of the other modifications at this time and defer the
trails and other issues to a future application?
Thanks,
John
John C. Terell AICP
Planning Official
City of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
(
johnt@moval.org

._------------------

From: Wayne Peterson [mailto:wpeterson@highlandfairview.com]

Sent: Monday, October 12, 2009 3:43 PM
To: John Terell
Cc: Danette Fenstermacher; Brian Hixson; Mark Gross; Kyle Kollar; Rick Hartmann
Subject: RE: HFCP - Native American Monitoring Invitation
Thanks John. We'll send the letter to the Tribal groups well in advance of a pre-grade meeting.
Regarding the Trails Committee, please be advised that Highland Fairview will not be pursuing the trails issue
immediately and therefore will not need to schedule a discussion at the upcoming Trails Committee meeting.

10113/2009

MV00233822
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Thank you for giving us the heads-up regarding the Committee's schedule changes.

From: John Terell [mailto:JohnT@moval.org]
Sent: MondaYI October 121 2009 10:04 AM
To: Wayne Peterson
Cc: Danette Fenstermacher; Brian Hixson; Mark Gross; Kyle Kollar; Rick Hartmann
Subject: RE: HFCP - Native American Monitoring Invitation
Wayne:
We do not have any issues with the attached letter.
On a related issue, the next meeting of the Trails Board has been moved up to October 28th. We would need to
know this week if HFP would want to be on this agenda to discuss the proposed revision to the trail conditions for
the HFP Corporate Park. The next Trails Board meeting will not occur until next year. Please advise.
Thanks,
John

John C. Terell AICP
Planning Official
City of Moreno Valley
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

johnt@moval.org

From: Wayne Peterson [mailto:wpeterson@highlandfairview.com]
Sent: FridaYI October 09 1 2009 11:45 AM
To: Mark GrOSSi John Terell
Cc: Danette Fenstermacher; Brian Hixson
Subject: HFCP - Native American Monitoring Invitation
Mark, John ...
Attached is a draft of a letter that we will be sending to the two tribal groups that the City identified as required to
be invited to monitor on-site grading activities. Please review the draft letter and let me know if it will satisfy the
terms of the Conditions.
Thanks
Wayne Peterson
Vice President. Community Planning
Highland Fairview
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

10113/2009
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August 30, 2011
Mr. John R. Hawkins, Fire Chief
Riverside County Fire Department
Administrative Headquarters
210 West San Jacinto Avenue
Perris, CA 92570
Subject:

Moreno Valley Fire Chief Steve Curley

Dear Chief Hawkins:
In his annual State of the City address last week, Mayor Richard Stewart specifically
acknowledged Moreno Valley Fire Chief Steve Curley "for his dedication to providing
public safety services with pride, integrity and professionalism." I wish to echo that
sentiment and let you know that my administrative team and Chief Curley's peers on
the Executive Team appreciate and respect him for all of his efforts on behalf of the
Moreno Valley community.
The position of Fire Chief for a contract city is oftentimes a delicate balance in being
responsive to the needs and desires of the City while being mindful of the County's
mandate to provide excellent customer, service in a cost effective manner. Please
know that Chief Curley continues to lead our City Fire Department with a strong
sense of community and loyalty which I believe is a unique quality in a contract
employee. The City and County fire services partnership is a strong one, as
evidenced by our recent letter of intent to extend the cooperative fire protection
agreement for another three-year period. Chief Curley's effectiveness as a leader
and his dedication to the City certainly play an integral part in our desire to continue
this partnership.
Among the many recent efforts that I wish to commend Chief Curley for include:
•
The successful planning, construction and operation of the City's new
Emergency Operations Center;
•
His assistance and input regarding the planning and design of the new
Morrison Station scheduled to begin construction this Fall; and
•
The fiduciary responsibility and attention to detail illustrated in the
development and implementation of the City's 3-Year Deficit Elimination Plan. As
you know, the City eliminated one of our three truck companies this Fiscal Year;
while Chief Curley's disappointment with this decision was evident (and
understandable), he handled this situation with the exemplary integrity and
professionalism we have come to expect.

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
MV00233825

Mr. John R. Hawkins, Fire Chief
Subject: Moreno Valley Fire Chief Steve Curley
August 30, 2011
Page 2 of 2

All too often we take outstanding employees for granted and I want to make sure that
is not the case with regard to Chief Curley.
Steve really does embody the
Department's core values of Safety - Leadership - Integrity - Competence - Customer
Service and as such I wanted to express our continued satisfaction with Steve's
performance.
Sincerely,

Henry T. Garcia
City Manager
c:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Steve Curley, Fire Chief

J
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March 7,2011

library Commission
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Committee Members:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley, I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.
Sincerely,

~

..

Henry Garcia
City Manager

HG/cp
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
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March 7, 2011

Traffic Safety Commission
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Committee Members:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley. I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.

Sincer~ /

~/'/
Henry Garcia
City Manager
HG/cp
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
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March 7, 2011

Arts Commission
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Members of the Committee:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley.
I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.
Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
City Manager

HG/cp

c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
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March 7, 2011

Environmental and Historical Preservation Board
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Board Members:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too· much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley. I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.
Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
City Manager

HG/cp
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

CITY MANACER'S OFFICE

MV00233830
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March 7, 2011

Recreational Trails Board
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Board Members:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley. I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.
Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
City Manager

HG/cp
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE

MV00233831
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March 7, 2011

Senior Citizens' Board
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Board Members:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley. I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.
Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
City Manager
HG/cp
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

ClTY MANAGER'S OFFICE
J
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March 7, 2011

Parks & Recreation Commission
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Committee Members:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley. I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.
Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
City Manager

HG/cp
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
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March 7, 2011

Planning Commission
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Dear Chairperson and Members of the Committee:
Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself. This week marks my fifth week as the
new City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley. Starting a new job is quite demanding,
but I did not want too much time to pass before acknowledging your commitment and
service to the City of Moreno Valley. I extend my sincerest gratitude, and wish you
success in your service to the City.
As my schedule allows I will plan to attend one of your meetings, and I look forward to
meeting you then.
Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
City Manager

HG/cp
c: Mayor and Members of the City Council

CITY tv\ANAGER'S ()FFICE
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council/Board of Directors of the Community Redevelopment
Agency of the City of Moreno Valley

---1 ,. .

d

VW

From:

Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager

Date:

December 22,2011

Subject:

TRANSMITTAL OF THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY'S FISCAL YEAR

2010/11 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE

State Redevelopment Law (section 33080.1 of the Health & Safety Code) requires
redevelopment agencies (RDAs) to submit annual reports to the State Controller's
Office by December 31 st of each year. The same reports are also to be submitted to
each agency's Governing Board by this date, though no Board action is required.
Attached please find the following reports, which when combined are referred to as the
"RDA Annual Report".
1. Fiscal Statement
2. Signed Cover Page of Statement of Indebtedness
3. Statement of Indebtedness Report
4. Audited Financial Report (2 copies)
5. State Controller's Report
6. HCD Report
7. Loan Report
8. Property Owned Report
9. Blight Report
10. Written Determination LMHF Planning & Administration Budget
11. Time limit for commencement of eminent domain proceedings with the project
area

MV00233836

Name of Redevelopment Agency:

Ci!iQLMoreno Valley Recievelo~m~!ltAgency

Project Area(s}

Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley

Fiscal Year

2010-2011

FISCAL STATEMENT
Per Health and Safety Code Section 33080.1
Project Area
Requirement

A) Amount of outstanding indebtedness of the Agency by project area

C)

Amount of tax increment revenues paid to, or spent on behalf of, a taxing
agency, other than school or community college district

D)

The Financial Transaction Report required pursuant to section 53891 of the
Government Code

E) Amount allocated to school or community college districts (Section 33676)

F) The amount of existing indebtedness for the fiscal year

F)

G)

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

ex>
W

-...J

~

--

-

..

,~

--

FY 2010-2011 Financial Transaction Report (SCR)
"Total" line on the "Summary of the Statement of
Indebtedness - Project Area"

647,932,198

17,614,795 $

17,614,795

FY 2010·2011 Financial Transaction Report (SCR)
Capital Improvement Detail

None

None

See attached copy of the FY 2010-2011
State Controller's Report (SCR)

Copy Attached

N/A

FY 2010-2011 Financial Transaction Report (SCR)
Pass-Through/School District Assistance Form
Total column for School District & Community
College Districts

$

647,932,198

$

$

1,090,264

$

1,090,264

Statement of Indebtedness Reconcilation Statement Changes
$
in Indebtedness

280,511,477

$

280,511,477 ;
,

-

The total amount of payments required to be paid on existing indebtedness
for the fiscal year

Any other fiscal information which the agency believes useful to describe its
program

Total

$

FY 2010-2011 Financial Transaction Report (SCR)
Statement of Income and Expenditures - Revenues Tax
Increment Gross line

8) Amount of gross tax Increment generated in each Project Area

.....

Murrieta RDA
Project Area

Location Reference

--8,707,933 $

8,707,933

$

449,473

"'-

$

Tax Increment

---

$

Other Funds
Job Creation - 256

449,473

STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS - CONSOLIDATED
2011-12 TAX YEAR
FILED FOR THE
Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Balances Carried Forward From:

Cover Page

Principal/Interest
Tax Year
Due

Total

Period· Totals

660,002,285
12,070,087

ilable Revenues, Line 7

Consolidate on this form all of the data contained on Form A and B (including supplemental pages). Form A is to include all indebtedness
entered into as of June 30 of the Fiscal Year. Form B may be filed at the option of the agency, and is to include indebtedness entered
into post June 30 of the Fiscal Year, pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 33675(c)(2). This is optional for each agency and is not a
requirement for filing the Statement of Indebtedness. The Reconciliation Statement is to include indebtedness from F

Certification of Chief Financial Officer:
Pursuant to Section 33675 (b) of the Health and Safety Code,
I hereby certify that the above is a true and accurate statement
of Indebtedness for the above named agency.
~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

ex>
w
ex>

Richard Teichert
Name

~
Signatu

Financial & Administrative
Services Director
Title

-

10/25/11
Date

·--.---..... --

STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS· CONSOLIDATED
FILED FOR THE
Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

For Indebtedness Entered into as of

June 30, 2011

Debt Identification
Auto Mall Notes Payable
Price Club Acquisition Notes
Towngate Mall Acquisition Notes
2005 Lease Revenue Bonds
2011 Refunding Bonds
Public Safety ~Idg

Improvement Area No.1 Special
Tax Refunding Bonds

J

2007 Tax Allocation Bonds

II

City Loan #1

~

<
o

•

o

1'0
W
W

ex>

W
<D

"

Purpose of Indebtedness:
A
Cost of infrastruture improvements
B
Cost of infrastruture improvements
C
Cost of infrastruture improvements
o Provide funding for RDA project

2011·12

TAX YEAR

Date

Principal

Term

Interest
Rate

FY 1989·90

N/A

12/1/2010

Avg LAIF rate

20 Years
07/0112012

8%

$

7.25%

$

FY 1991·92

$

2,462,131

FY 1992·93

$

13.000.000

FY 2005·06

$

9,775,000

FY 2010·11

$

3,450,000

FY 2004-05

$

14,203,946

FY 2000·01

I$

8.075.000

FY 2007-08

$

10,665,000

FY 2007·08

$

2,864,725

FY 2007·08

$

43,495,000

12/28/38
30 Years
11/1/2035

11 Years
11/01/2022
20 Years
6/30/2024

I

30 Years
9/1/2030
13 Years
12101/2021
15 Years
10/0112023
30 Years
8/1/2038
..,nv-. .... _

1

Various

1

N/A

Total
Interest

1$

12%
Various

$

1

Various

1$

1

Various

I$

1

Various

I

E Provide funding for Public Safety bldg
I Bonds Issued to defeasance Towngate Bond Refinancing
F Provide funding for eRe bldg
J Provide funding for RDA project
K Loan from G/F for infrastructure improvements
G Provide funding for RDA project
H Bonds Issued to defeasance Towngate Bond Refinancing

FormA
Page 1 of 2

STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS· CONSOLIDATED
FILED FOR THE
2011-12
Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

For Indebtedness Entered into as of

June 30,2011

Debt Identification

Date

Principal

Term

Interest
Rate

20 Years
08/30/2028

12%

TAX YEAR

FormA
Page 2 of 2

Cooperation

S82557 County Apportlonent
Special District Admin Fees
Riverside County Pass Through

I

FY 2010·11

$

23,000,583

1212912038

N/A

FY 2000-01

$ 235,522,512

12129/2038

N/A

-"1988-89
As of
6/30/2011

$

6,232,231

12/29/2038

N/A

12/29/2038

N/A

I:V -1 QIIT.JI1I

t

12129/2038

N/A

12/29/2038

N/A

AQQ TIIQ -1QR

J

FY 2007-20081 $
FY2010·2011

Purpose of Indebtedness:
L
Loan from G/F for infrastructure improvements
M City/Agency Cooperation Agreement for seNices .
N
RDA 20% Set Aside for lowMgdljousll'l9 FL,lnd
o Riverside County Administratio...n Fe~s_ .... - - - - .
P
Special District Administration Fees

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

06/30/2011

Q
R
S
T

Riverside County Pass Through Agreement
Riverside County Flood Control Pass Through
33676 2% Pass Through to Taxing Agencies
2007 Cooperation Agreement- Public Improvements

~

<
0

•

ex>

...

0
1'0
W
W

.j::>..

0

I

·1

Page 1 of2

RECONCILIATION STATEMENT -- CHANGES IN INCEBTEDNESS

Tax Year:
-

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2011-12

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011
---------

-.---~---

A

Debt Identification
SOl, page and line:
Brief
PriorYr CurrentYr
Description
Pg
1
Pg
1
line
A
Line A Auto Mall Notes Payable
Pg
1 Pg
1
Line
B
line B Price Club Acquisition Notes
Pg
1
Pg
1
Line
C
Line C Towngate Mall Acquisition Notes
1
Pg
'Pg
1
Line
D
Line 0 2005 Lease Revenue Bonds
Pg
Pg
1
1

~

<
o

Line
Pg

E

Line
Pg

E

Line
Pg
Line
Pg

F

F

1

Line
Pg
Line
Pg

Line
Pg

H
1

line
Pg

Line
Pg
Line

I

line
Pg
line

1

1
G

1
J

2011 Refunding Bonds
Public Safety Bldg

B

0

G

Outstanding Debt
Adjustments
All Beginning
Increases
Cecrease
Indebtedness (Attach Explanation Attach Explanation

$

543,571

$

2,023,649

$

17,489,368

$

14,724,130

$
$

543,571

1,744,100

$

---

F
Remaining
Balance
(A+B-C-C-E)

Amounts Paid Against
Indebtedness, from:
Tax Increment
Other Funds

161,892

$

-----

C

$

0

$

449,473

$

1,736,068

$

544,542

$

15,200,726

$

14,130,2581

593,873

I

$

1,650,000

$

$

150,000

$

150,000

1,850,000

1

i
I

Conference and Recreation Cnt
Agreement

$

36,270,320

CFD No.3 - Auto Mall Refinancin! $
2007 Special Tax Refunding
Bonds Towngate 87-1
$

3,853,513

$

35.971,807

$

821,688

1,012,569

$

11,111,940

$

249,829

$

3,048,410

$

2,180,284

$

83,920,389

$

298.513

$

96,489

$

i

1
G

1
H
1

$

1,850,875

$

1,084,461

•

12,124,509

I

Improvement Area No.1 Special
Tax Refunding Bonds

$

3,497,338

1
J

2007 Tax Allocation Bonds

$

86,100,673

TOTAL-THIS PAGE

$

178,277,071

$

311,892

$

4,337,645

$

4,581,556

$

2,078,476

$

167,591,286

TOTAL-FORWARD

$

687,854,390

$

99,941,751

$

260,180,681

$

14,114,196

$

1,090,2a4

$

492,411,000

GRAND TOTALS

$

846,131,461

$

100,253,643

$

264,518,326

$

18,695,752

$

3,168,740

$

660,002,286.

$

NOTE: Line A - Expiration of Agreement.

Line E - Correct debt balance.

Line B - Interest Accrued.

Line G - Principal called.
Line I - Correct debt balance.

Line C - Interest Paid.

199,099

,

o

1'0
W
W

ex>

.j::>..
-->.
-- - --1

RECONCILIATION STATEMENT -- CHANGES IN INDEBTEDNESS

Tax Year.

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2011-12

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1,2010 to June 30, 2011

Page 2 of2

Remaining

$

N (RDA LowMod

Fund

$

SB2557

$

142,780

$
Am~nr.II~l':

1
U

Ipg
Line

Pg
U ILine

21 ,795,452

I$

Pass Thru

2007 Cooperation AgreementT IPublic
IsuPPlemental Education
U Revenue Auamentation Fund

$

1
V
TOTAL-THIS PAGE
TOTAL-FORWARD
GRAND TOTALS

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

ex>

.j::>..

1'0

NOTE:

Line M - Per Cooperation Agreement.
Line 0 - To account for County Apportionent (fees)
Line N - Revised debt outstanding calculation. Line p. Bond Administration Fees
Line Q, R & S Revised debt outstanding calculation.

Line T - Public Improvements outstanding balance
previously omitted.
Line U - SERAF payment for fiscal year 2010-2011.

STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS· CONSOLIDATED
FIL.ED FOR THE
2011·12
Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment

For Indebtedness Entered into Post

June 30, 2011 As of September 30, 2011

Debt Identification
Agreement to Transfer Tax
Increment

Post Fiscal Year Indebtedness
Purpose of Indebtedness:
A
ABX1 27 Continuation payment

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
W

ex>

.j::>..

w

,~

Date
I FY

Prine

TAX YEAR

Age~C)'

Term

Interest
Rate

Total
Interest

Form B
(Optional)

CALCULATION OF AVAILABLE REVENUES

TAX YEAR

AGENCY NAME

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

PROJECT AREA

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2011-12

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1. 2010 to June 30, 2011
1. Beginning Balance, Available Revenues
Adjustment made after SOl filed
2. Tax Increment Received - Gross
All Tax Increment Revenues, to include any Tax Increment
passed through to other local taxing agencies.

$

17.614,795_

3. All other Available Revenues Received
(See Instructions)

$

405,223

$

3,168,740

5. Sum of Lines 1 through 4

$

33,934,579

6. Total amounts paid against indebtedness
in previous year. (D + E on Reconciliation Statement)

$

21,864,492

7. Available Revenues, End of Year (5-6)
FORWARD THIS AMOUNT TO STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS,

$

12,070,087

4. Revenues from any other source, included
in Column E of the Reconciliation
Statement, but not included in (1-3) above

COVER PAGE, LINE 4
NOTES:

9/30/2011
Tax Increment Revenues:
The only amount(s) to be excluded as Tax Increment Revenue are any amounts passed through to other local taxing
agencies pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 33676. Tax Increment Revenue set-aside in the Low and
Moderate Income Housing Fund will be washed in the above calculation, and therefor omitted from Available
Revenues at year end.
Item 4. above:
This represents any payments from any source other than Tax Increment OR available revenues. For instance, an
agency funds a project with a bond issue. The previous SOl included a Disposition Development Agreement (DDA)
which was fully satisfied with these bond proceeds. The DDA would be shown on the Reconciliation Statement
as fully repaid under the "other" column (Col E). but with funds that were neither Tax Increment, nor "Available Revenues"
as defined. The amounts used to satisfy this DDA would be included on line 4 above in order to accurately
determine ending "Available Revenues".

--
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Bryan S. Gruber, CPA

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Chair and Members of the Governing Board
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund,
and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of
Moreno Valley (Agency), a component unit of the City of Moreno Valley, California, as of and for the year
ended June 30, 2011, which collectively comprise the Agency's basic financial statements as listed in the
table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Agency's management. Our
responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and the significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
respective financial position of the governmental activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining
fund information of the Agency, as of June 30, 2011, and the respective changes in financial position,
thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America.
We would like to draw the reader's attention to Note 9 - "California Redevelopment Agency Uncertainty".
The note provides information on two bills passed, AB1X26 and 27 which dissolve redevelopment
agencies effective October 1, 2011 and provide an option to avoid dissolution by making certain defined
payments.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated
December 22, 2011, on our consideration of the Agency's internal control over financial reporting and on
our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements
and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control
over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on
internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and should be considered in assessing
the results of our audit.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise the Agency's financial statements as a whole. The combining project area statements and
computation of low and moderate income housing funds excess/surplus are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the financial statements. These are the responsibility of
management and were derived from and relate directly to the underlying accounting and other records

Lance, Soli & Lunghard, LLP

203 North Brea Boulevard. Suite 203 • Brea, CA 92821 •
41185 Golden Gate Circle. Suite 103. Murrieta, CA 92562.

www.lslcpas.com
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To the Honorable Chair and Members of the Governing Board
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
used to prepare the financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and
reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the
financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion,
the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a whole.
The Agency has not presented a management's discussion and analysis that accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America has determined is necessary to supplement, although
not required to be part of, the basic financial statements.

Brea, California
December 22, 2011

2
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o

e

Brandon W. Burrows, CPA
David E. Hale, CPA, CFP
A Professional Corporation

• Donald G. Slater, CPA
~ Richard K. Kikuchi, CPA
$ Susan F. Marr, CPA
• Shelly K. Jackley, CPA
• Bryan S. Gruber, CPA

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE
AND INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE

To the Honorable Chair and Members of the Governing Board
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California

Compliance
We have audited the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley's (Agency)
compliance with the California Health and Safety Code as required by Section 33080.1 for the year ended
June 30, 2011. Compliance with the requirements referred to above is the responsibility of Agency's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on Agency's compliance based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the Guidelines for Compliance
Audits of California Redevelopment Agencies, June 2011, issued by the State Controller and as
interpreted in the Auditing Procedures for Accomplishing Compliance Audits of California Redevelopment
Agencies, August 2011, issued by the Governmental Accounting and Auditing Committee of the California
Society of Certified Public Accountants. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the compliance requirements referred to
above that could have a material effect on redevelopment program has occurred. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence about the Agency's compliance with those requirements and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion, Our audit does not provide a legal determination of the
Agency's compliance with those requirements.
In our opinion, the Agency complied, in all material respects, with the compliance requirements referred to
above that are applicable to the redevelopment program for the year ended June 30, 2011. However, the
results of our auditing procedures disclosed instances of noncompliance with those requirements that are
required to be reported under Government Auditing Standards.

Financial Disclosure and Reporting
Redevelopment Agency Budget
Per Health and Safety Code section 33606, the Agency is to adopt a budget for the fiscal
year which includes a work program and goals for the coming year. Upon inspection of
the fiscal year 2010-11 budget it was noted that document did not include a work
program and goals for the year,

Lance, Soli & Lunghard, LLP

203 North Brea Boulevard. Suite 203 • Brea, CA 92821 • TEL:
41185 Golden Gate Circle. Suite 103. Murrieta, CA 92562. TEL:

www.lslcpas.com
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CERTiFIED PUBLIC AccounTANTS

To the Honorable Chair and Members of the Governing Board
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Affordable Housing

Planning and Administrative Expenditures
The agency is required annually by Health and Safety Code section 33334.3[d] to
prepare a written determination showing that planning and administrative expenditures
charged in the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund were necessary for the
production, improvement, or preservation of low and moderate income housing.
Although a written determination was prepared for the fiscal year 2010-11, there has
been no council action to receive and approve this finding as of our audit contact.
Internal Control Over Compliance

Management of the Agency is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal control over
compliance with the compliance requirements referred to above. In planning and performing our audit, we
considered the Agency's internal control over compliance to determine the auditing procedures for the
purpose of expressing our opinion on compliance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of internal control over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Agency's internal control over compliance.
A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control does not
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent,
or detect and correct, noncompliance on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal control over
compliance is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies in internal control over compliance, such that
there is a reasonable possibility that material noncompliance with a compliance requirement will not be
prevented, or detected and corrected, on a timely basis.
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be
deficiencies, significant deficiencies, or material weaknesses in internal control over compliance. We did
not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be material
weaknesses, as defined above.
This report is intended for the information of management, the Audit Committee, and the California State
Controller and it is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other then these speCified
parties.

Brea, California
December 22, 2011
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Statement of Net Assets
June 30, 2011

Governmental
Activities
Assets:
Pooled cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans (note 4)
Interest
Due from other governments
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Capital assets not being depreciated (note 5)
Depreciable capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation (note 5)

$

51,063,099
48,685
20,519,937
471,543
529
3,916,126
189,000
10,838,132
17,216,260

Total Assets

104,263,311

Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Accrued interest payable on long-term debt
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Due to other govemments (note 8)
Long-term liabilities (note 6):
Due within one year
Due in more than one year

1,777,712
24,654
853,202
9,378
5,639,404
210,000
78,222,152

Total Liabilities

86,736,502

Net Assets:
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Restricted for low and moderate housing
Restricted for debt service
Unrestricted (deficit)

9,983,312
32,304,849
1,217,367
(25,978,719)

Total Net Assets

See Notes to Financial Statements

$

17,526,809
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Statement of Activities
Year ended June 30, 2011

Expenses
Functions/Programs
Governmental Activities:
General government
Community development
Interest on long-term debt
Total Governmental Activities

$

$

1,442,219
583,597
5,531,791
7,557,607

Program Revenues
Operating
Capital
Charges for Contributions Contributions
Services
and Grants
and Grants

$

$

=$===== .=$=====

Total

$
2,686,600

(1,442,219)
2,103,003
(5,531,791)

2,686,600

(4,871,007)

$

$

Net (Expenses)
Revenues and
Changes in Net
Assets

Taxes:
Tax increment (net of pass through payments)
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley

7,057,989
1,090,264
994,015
1,461,848
159,106
(1,740,815)

Total General Revenues and Transfers

9,022,407

Change in Net Assets

4,151,400

Net Assets, Beginning of Year
Net Assets, End of Year

See Notes to Financial Statements

13,375,409

$

17,526,809
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds
Balance Sheet
June 30, 2011

Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project
Capital Projects Funds
Low and
Moderate
Housing
Project
Assets:
Pooled cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans (note 4)
Interest
Due from other governments
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to other funds (note 7)
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Due to other governments (note 8)
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Deferred revenue
Advances from other funds (note 7)
Total Liabilities

$ 32,817,339

$ 8,173,443

Debt Service
Funds

Debt Service

Totals

$ 10,072,317

$ 51,063,099

529

189,000

48,685
20,519,937
471,543
529
3,916,126
3,386,697
189,000

48,685
20,519,937
471,543
3,718,466

197,660
3,386,697

$ 36,535,805

$ 32,797,965

$10,261,846

$ 79,595,616

$ 1,765,185

$

$

$ 1,777,712

15,608

12,527
9,046

471,543

1,780,793

493,116

3,718,466

20,519,937
197,660
3,386,697

5,639,404
9,378
9,000
3,386,697

24,654
5,639,404
9,378
480,543
3,386,697

9,044,479

11,318,388

189,000

20,519,937
3,916,126
3,575,697

1,028,367

8,200,555
1,028,367

Fund Balances:
Nonspendable for:
Long-term receivables
Land held for redevelopment
Advances
Restricted for:
Low and moderate housing
Debt service
Assigned to:
Capital projects

31,036,546

Total Fund Balances

34,755,012

32,304,849

1,217,367

68,277,228

$ 36,535,805

$ 32,797,965

$ 10,261,846

$ 79,595,616

Total Liabilities & Fund Balances

See Notes to Financial Statements

8,200,555

31,036,546

7
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Reconciliation of the Balance Sheet of Governmental Funds
to the Statement of Net Assets
June 30, 2011

$

Fund balances of governmental funds

68,277,228

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net assets are different because:

Capital assets, net of depreciation, used in governmental activities are not financial resources
and, therefore, are not reported in the funds.
Capital assets not being depreciated
Depreciable capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation

10,838,132
17,216,260

Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provided current financial resources are not
reported as revenues in the statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances.
These revenues are reported as deferred revenue in the balance sheet of governmental funds.

480,543

Accrued interest payable for the current portion of interest due on long-term liabilities
are not reported in the funds.

(853,202)

Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and, therefore, are not reported
in the funds.

$

Net assets of governmental activities

See Notes to Financial Statements

(78,432,152)

17,526,809
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances
Year ended June 30, 2011

Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project
Capital Projects Funds
Low and
Moderate
Housing
Project
Revenues:
Taxes and assessments:
Tax increment
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Community development
Debt Service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges
Pass-through agreement payments
SERAF payment
Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in (note 7)
Transfers out (note 7)
Long-term debt issued
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Net Change in Fund Balances
Fund Balances, Beginning of Year
Fund Balances, End of Year

See Notes to Financial Statements

$ 3,522,959

$

Debt Service
Funds

Debt Service

Totals

$14,091,836
1,090,264
994,015
511,926

$17,614,795
1,090,264
994,015
1,350,311
159,106

640,578
157,235

197,807
1,871

797,813

3,722,637

16,688,041

21,208,491

595,865
8,119,944

648,225

198,129

1,442,219
8,119,944

23,760,636
5,533,958
9,474,228
1,082,578

23,760,636
5,533,958
9,474,228
1,082,578

8,715,809

648,225

40,049,529

49,413,563

(7,917,996}

3,074,412

(23,361,488}

(28,205,072)

(595,863)
2,397,749
(1,740,815)

595,863
(595,863)
2,397,749
(1,740,815)

595,863

61,071

595,863

656,934

(7,322,133)

3,074,412

(23,300,417)

(27,548,138)

42,077,145

29,230,437

24,517,784

95,825,366

$ 34,755,012

$ 32,304,849

$ 1,217,367

$ 68,277,228
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds to the Statement of Activities
June 30, 2011

$

Net change in fund balances of governmental funds

(27,548,138)

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of activities are different because:

Governmental funds report capital outlay as expenditures. However, in the statement of
activities the cost of these assets is allocated over their estimated useful lives and reported
as depreciation expense.

(581,285)

Net book value of disposed assets.

(125,983)

Redevelopment projects that develop capital assets for the City of Moreno Valley are not
recognized as assets of the Agency (construction in progress), but are reported as
community development expenditures.

8,117,633

Repayment of principal on long-term debt consumes current financial resources of
governmental funds, but does not have any effect of net assets in the statement of activities.

26,447,236

Accrued interest payable on long-term debt reported in the statement of activities does not
require the use of current financial resources and, therefore, is not reported as an
expenditure in governmental funds.

2,166

Proceeds of long-term debt is revenue in the governmental funds, but these are additions
to the statement of net assets.

(2,397,749)

Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provided current financial resources are not
reported as revenues in the statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances.
These revenues are reported as deferred revenue in the balance sheet of governmental funds.

Change in net assets of governmental activities

See Notes to Financial Statements

237,520

$

4,151,400
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting
a.

Policies Description of the Reporting Entity
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley, California, is a
component unit of a reporting entity that consists of the following primary and component
units:
Reporting Entity:
Primary Government:
City of Moreno Valley
Component Units:
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Community Services District of the City of Moreno Valley
Community Facilities Districts No.2 and No.3
Towngate Community Facilities District No. 87-1
Moreno Valley Public Facilities Financing Corporation
Moreno Valley,Public Financing Authority
Industrial Development Authority
The attached basic financial statements contain information relative only to the
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley as one component unit,
which is an integral part of the total reporting entity. They do not contain financial data
relating to the other component units.
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley (the Agency) was
created by a City Council ordinance adopted on February 18, 1986. The Agency was
established pursuant to the State of California Health and Safety Code, Section 33000,
entitled Community Redevelopment Law. Its purpose is to prepare and carry out plans for
the improvement, rehabilitation and redevelopment of blighted areas within the City of
Moreno Valley (the City).
Governmental Accounting Standards define the reporting entity as the primary
government and those component units for which the primary government is financially
accountable. Financial accountability is defined as appointment of a voting majority of the
component unit's board, and either: a) the primary government has the ability to impose
its will, or b) the possibility that the component unit will provide a financial benefit to or
impose a financial burden on the primary government. Since the City Council of the City
of Moreno Valley also serves as the Governing Board of the Agency, the City, in effect,
has the ability to influence and control operations. Therefore, the City has oversight
responsibility for the Agency. Accordingly, in applying the criteria of Governmental
Accounting Standards, the financial statements of the Agency are included in the City's
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. There are no other entities that are considered
to be component units of the Agency. The Agency has the same fiscal year end as the
City and its financial statements can be obtained from the City Clerk.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting (Continued)
b.

Government~Wide

and Fund Financial Statements

The government-wide financial statements (Le., the statement of net assets and the
statement of changes in net assets) report information on all of the non-fiduciary activities
of the primary government and its component units. For the most part, the effect of
interfund activity has been removed from these statements. Governmental activities are
normally supported by taxes and intergovernmental revenues. The primary government is
reported separately from certain legally separate component units for which the primary
government is financially accountable.
The statement of activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses of a
given function or segment are offset by program revenues. Direct expenses are those
that are clearly identifiable with a specific function or segment. Program revenues
include: 1) charges to customers or applicants who purchase, use or directly benefit from
goods, services or privileges provided by a given function or segment, and 2) grants and
contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational or capital requirements of a
particular function or segment. Taxes and other items not properly included among
program revenues are reported instead as general revenues.
Major individual governmental funds are reported as separate columns in the fund
financial statements.
c.

Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting and Financial Statement Presentation
The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources
measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recorded when
earned and expenses are recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of
related cash flows. Property taxes are recognized as revenues in the year for which they
are levied. Grants and similar items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility
requirements imposed by the provider have been met.
Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial
resources measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues
are recognized as soon as they are both measurable and available. Revenues are
considered to be available when they are collectible within the current period or soon
enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period. For this purpose, the government
considers revenues to be available if they are collected within 60 days of the end of the
current fiscal period, while grant revenues have an availability period of 120 days.
Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is incurred, as under accrual
accounting. However, debt service expenditures, as well as expenditures related to
compensated absences and claims and judgments, are recorded only when payment is
due.
Property taxes, franchise taxes, licenses and interest associated with the current fiscal
period are all considered to be susceptible to accrual and so have been recognized as
revenues of the current fiscal period. Only the portion of special assessments receivable
due within the current fiscal period is considered to be susceptible to accrual as revenue
of the current period. All other revenue items are considered to be measurable and
available only when cash is received by the government.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting (Continued)
The Agency reports the following major governmental funds:
The Project Capital Projects Fund accounts for the financing, construction and
administrative activities of the Agency.
The Low and Moderate Housing Capital Projects Fund accounts for 20% of tax
increment set aside for low and moderate housing activities.
The Debt Service Fund accounts for the accumulation of resources for the payment
of interest and principal on long-term debt of the Agency.
When both restricted and unrestricted resources are available for use, it is the
government's policy to use restricted resources first, and then unrestricted resources as
they are needed.
d. Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity
1. Investments
Investments for the Agency are reported at fair value. The State Treasurer's
Investment Pool operates in accordance with appropriate state laws and regulations.
The reported value of the pool is the same as the fair value of the pool shares.
2.

Receivables and Payables
Activity between funds that is representative of lending/borrowing arrangements
outstanding at the end of the fiscal year is referred to as either "due to/from other
funds" (i.e., the current portion of interfund loans) or "advances to/from other funds"
(i.e., the non-current portion of interfund loans). All other outstanding balances
between funds are reported as "due to/from other funds".
Advances between funds, as reported in the fund financial statements, are offset by a
fund balance reserve account in applicable governmental funds to indicate that they
are not available for appropriation and are not expendable available financial
resources.
All trade and property tax receivables are shown net of an allowance for
uncollectibles.
Property tax revenue attach as an enforceable lien on property as of January 1. All
secured personal property taxes and one-half of the taxes on real property are due
November 1; the second installment is due February 1. All taxes are delinquent, if
unpaid, on December 10 and April 10, respectively. Unsecured personal property
taxes become due on the first of March each year and are delinquent on August 31.
The County of Riverside bills and collects the property taxes, and remits them to the
Agency in installments during the year. Property taxes received within 60 days after
the Agency's fiscal year end are considered "measureable" and "available" and are
accrued in the Agency's financial statements.

3.

Prepaid Items
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting periods and
are recorded as prepaid items in both government-wide and fund financial
statements.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting (Continued)

4.

Capital Assets
Capital assets, which include property, plant, equipment and infrastructure assets
(e.g., roads, bridges, sidewalks and similar items), are reported in the governmental
activities columns in the government-wide financial statements. Capital assets are
defined by the government as assets with an initial individual cost of more than
$5,000 (amount not rounded) and an estimated useful life in excess of one year.
Such assets are recorded at historical cost or estimated historical cost if purchased
or constructed. Donated capital assets are recorded at estimated fair market value at
the date of donation.
The costs of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the
asset or materially extend assets lives are not capitalized.
Major outlays for capital assets and improvements are capitalized as projects are
constructed.
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated using the straight-line method over
the following estimated useful lives:
Assets
Building and Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Vehicles
Infrastructure

Years

5 - 50
3 - 15
3 - 10
25 -50

In accordance with GASB Statement No. 34, the Agency is required to report general
infrastructure assets.
Buildings are depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life
of 50 years.
5.

Deferred Revenue
The government reports unearned revenue on its combined balance sheet. Deferred
revenue arises when potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and
"available" criteria for recognition in the current period. In subsequent periods, when
both revenue recognition criteria are met, the liability for deferred revenue is removed
from the balance sheet and revenue is recognized.

6.

Long-Term Obligations

In the government-wide financial statements, long-term debt and other long-term
obligations are reported as liabilities in the governmental activities statement of net
assets.
7.

Salary Expenditures
The Agency does not employ any personnel and relies on the City of Moreno Valley
(City) for administrative services. The financial statements include expenditures for
salary and other benefits, which were allocated to the Agency by the City.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting (Continued)
8.

Land Held for Redevelopment
Land purchased for the purposes of resale (or contribution to a redevelopment
project) is recorded at the Agency's cost to purchase the property or, upon entering
into a contract for sale, the estimated net realizable value, if lower.

9.

Fund Equity
In the fund financial statements, government funds report the following fund balance
classifications:
Nonspendable include amounts that cannot be spent because they are either (a) not
in spendable form or (b) legally or contractually required to be maintained intact.
Restricted include amounts that are constrained on the use of resources by either
(a) external creditors, grantors, contributors, or laws of regulations of other
governments or (b) by law through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation.
Committed include amounts that can only be used for specific purposes pursuant to
constraints imposed by formal action of the government's highest authority, the
Governing Board. The formal action that is required to be taken to establish, modify,
or rescind a fund balance commitment is a minute action or a resolution.
Assigned include amounts that are constrained by the government's intent to be used
for specific purposes, but are neither restricted nor committed. The Financial and
Administrative Services Director is authorized to assign amounts to a specific
purpose, which was established by the governing body in a resolution .

.

Unassigned include the residual amounts that have not been restricted, committed,
or assigned to specific purposes.
When an expenditure is incurred for purposes for which both restricted and
unrestricted fund balance is available, the Agency considers restricted amounts to be
used first, then unrestricted. When an expenditure is incurred for purposes for which
amounts in any of the unrestricted fund balance classifications could be used, they
are considered to be spent in the order as follows: committed, assigned and then
unassigned.
Note 2:

Stewardship, Compliance and Accountability
a.

Budgetary Data
General Budget Policies
Budgets are legally adopted and formal budgetary integration is employed as a
management control device during the year for all Governmental Fund types. From the
effective date of the budget, the amounts stated therein as proposed expenditures
become appropriations to the various Agency departments.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011

Note 2:

Stewardship, Compliance and Accountability (Continued)
Reported budget amounts represent the original legally adopted budget as amended.
The City Council, acting as the Agency Board, may approve amendments to the budget
during a regular meeting, providing that sufficient monies are available and that
expenditures of proceeds of taxes will not be increased beyond the constitutional
appropriations limit as imposed by Article XIIIB of the State Constitution.
Individual fund budgets are, in all cases where appropriations are required, the same as
the appropriation amounts. In the case of the Governmental Fund types, unexpended
budgeted amounts, except for amounts relating to capital projects, lapse at the end of the
budget year. Spending control for most funds is established by the amount of
expenditures budgeted for each department within the fund, but management control is
exercised at budgetary line item levels within the departments. Management can transfer
budgeted amounts between operating programs, departments, or funds, provided that
such transfers do not increase the overall budget. Appropriations that increase the
budget require City CounCil, acting as the Agency Board, approval.
Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts and other
commitments for the expenditure of monies are recorded in order to reserve that portion
of the applicable appropriation, is employed as an extension of formal budgetary
integration in the governmental funds. Unexpended and unencumbered appropriations of
the governmental funds automatically lapse at the end of the fiscal year. Encumbrances
at year-end are a portion of the reserved fund balance and are reappropriated the
following year.
Budget Basis Accounting
Budgets for governmental funds are adopted on a basis consistent with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP).

Note 3:

Cash and Investments
Cash and investments reported in the accompanying financial statements consisted of the
following:
Cash and in\€stment pooled with the City

$

51,063,099

The Agency's funds are pooled with the City of Moreno Valley's cash and investments in
order to generate optimum interest income. The information required by GASB Statement
No. 40 related to authorized investments, credit risk, etc. is available in the annual report of
the City.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 4:

Notes and Loans Receivable
Notes and Loans receivable of $20,519,937 consisted primarily of loans and advances to
developers for various projects. A summary of amounts owed to the Agency at
June 30, 2011 follows:
Cottonwood Properties
Rancho Dorado
Sheila Street Rehabilitation
Oakwood
RHDC Properties
CVHC
Ability First
Bay Family Apartments
Perris Isle
Others
Total

Note 5:

$

3,862,034
5,550,000
2,651,875
2,250,000
1,866,557
1,639,450
824,917
755,000
413,000
707,104
20,519,937

$

Capital Assets
A summary of changes in capital:
Balance
1,2010

Jul~

Non- Depreciable Assets:
Land
Construction in Progress
Total Non-Depreciated Assets
Depreciable Assets:
Buildings and Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Infrastructure
Total Depreciable Assets
Accumulated Depreciation:
Buildings and Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Infrastructure
Total Accumulated Depreciation
Depreciable Assets, Net of Depreciation
Total Capital Assets, Net of Depreciation

$

9,561,919

Additions

$

$
8,117,633
8,117,633

9,561,919

Transfers

Deletions
125,983

$

125,983

12,191,837
352,837
1,152,231
13,696,905

2,193,543
317,552
103,702
2,614,797

487,673
70,567
23,045
581,285

11,082,108

581,285

$ 20,644,027

$

7,536,348

Balance
June 30, 2011

(6,715,437)
(6,715,437)

9,435,936
1,402,196
10,838,132

6,715,437
6,715,437

12,191,837
352,837
7,867,668
20,412,342

$

2,681,216
388,119
126,747
3,196,082
6,715,437

$

125,983

$

17,216,260

$ 28,054,392

Depreciation expense was charged to functions/programs of the Agency as follows:
Governmental Activities:

$

Community de-..elopment

581,285
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011

Note 6:

Long-Term Liabilities
A description of the Agency's long-term liabilities outstanding is as follows:
Note Payable, Price Company
The Agency had recorded a long-term payable in the original amount of $2,433,744 under a
development and disposition agreement and promissory note with Price Company for the
reimbursement of costs of construction of a 130,000 square-foot-retail store. The note bears
interest at 8% per annum and is payable solely from 50% of site-generated sales tax. Any
remainder payable after September 2015 will be forgiven. The amount outstanding as of
June 30, 2011 was $1,736,067.
Long-Term Liabilities to the City of Moreno Valley:
The Towngate Regional Mall notes (Sears Note), totaling $13,000,000, originated from a
participation agreement (as amended) whereby the Agency acquired certain parcels within
the mall for subsequent transfer to major tenants. The notes bear interest of 7.25% and are
payable solely from available site-generated property tax increment and up to 50% of
site-generated sales tax. Furthermore, the Agency had covenanted to use reasonable best
efforts to refinance these notes with Tax Allocation Bonds, provided such financing is
determined to be fiscally feasible. At June 30, 2011, accrued interest amounted to
$2,200,727. During 2003-2004, the City purchased the rights to the notes from the holder.
These amounts are now payable to the City and were previously reported in the Project Fund
and are now reported as a long-term liability in the government-wide financial statements.
In 2005, the Agency purchased improved property from the City - the Conference and
Recreation Center. The purchase price was $14,203,946. The loan note was $11,503,946
after the initial payment of $2,700,000. A subsequent principal payment of $29,124 was made
in 2004-2005. The term is 20 years with 12% simple interest. The Agency will make partial
interest only annual payments with a balloon payment due at the end of the term. At
June 30, 2011, the outstanding principal and accrued interest balances are $11,474,822 and
$6,596,258, respectively.
The Agency owes the City a total of $652,248 in future sales tax revenue for funds borrowed
to finance redevelopment activities. $518,520 represents monies borrowed during 2006-2007
by the Agency. $133,728 represents monies borrowed during 2007-2008 by the Agency. The
interest rate on the borrowings is 12% and repayment of the long-term payable is made when
funds become available. At June 30, 2011, the outstanding accrued interest on these
borrowings is $297,030.
In November 2007, the Agency issued 2007 Series B, Subordinate Taxable Tax Allocation
Bonds in the original issue amount of $22,500,000. These bonds were purchased by the City
of Moreno Valley, but were defeased in 2010-11.
A summary of amounts owed to the City at June 30, 2011 follows:
Principal

Borrowing Purpose
Towngate Regional Mall (Sears)
Conference and Recreation Center
Redevelopment
Total

Interest

$ 13,000,000

$

11,474,822
652,248
$ 25,127,070

$

2,200,727
6,596,258
297,030
9,094,015
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011

Note 6:

Long-Term Liabilities (Continued)
2007 Tax Allocation Bonds, Series A
In November 2007, the Agency issued 2007 Tax Allocation Bonds, Series A, in the original
issue amount of $43,495,000 for the purpose of financing various redevelopment activities
and other undertakings permitted under the Redevelopment Law, to fund a reserve for the
bonds and to pay issuance costs. The bonds mature in serial and term fashion through
August 1, 2038 and bear interest ranging from 3.5% to 5.0%. The bonds are subject to both
optional and mandatory redemption prior to maturity beginning on August 1, 2017. The bonds
are payable solely from Tax Increment Revenues and other funds and amounts pledged
therefore pursuant to the Indenture. This issue is fully insured in the event of nonpayment by
the Agency.
Year Ending
June 30
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2017-2021
2022-2026
2027-2031
2032-2036
2037-2041

$

$

Principal
210,000
220,000
230,000
230,000
235,000
1,290,000
6,415,000
10,040,000
13,655,000
9,950,000
42,475,000

$

$

Interest
2,043,484
2,034,884
2,025,884
2,017,259
2,009,121
9,898,475
9,204,840
7,187,818
4,261,125
762,500
41,445,390

Annual maturities for certain balances of long-term debt have not been presented, as fixed
maturities have not been established.
The following is a schedule of changes in long term debt of the Agency for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 2011:

Price Company Note
City Loans - Principal
City Loans - Unpaid Interest
2007 Tax Allocation Bonds Series A
Total Long-Term Liabilities

Balance
July1,2010
2,023,648
$
47,627,070
10,225,921
42,605,000

$

$ 102,481,639

$

Additions
2,397,749
2,397,749

Deletions
287,581
$
22,500,000
3,529,655
130,000

Balance
June 30,2011
1,736,067
$
25,127,070
9,094,015
42,475,000

$ 26,447,236

$

78,432,152

Due Within
One Year
$

210,000
210,000

$

The deletions for City loans - unpaid interest includes $2,686.600 which was forgiven and
does not appear in debt service principal payments on the statement of revenues,
expenditures and changes in fund balances.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 7:

Interfund Receivables, Payables and Transfers
Debt Service Requirements
The Agency has pledged as security for tax allocation bonds it has issued a portion of the tax
increment revenue that it receives. These bonds were to provide financing for various capital
projects. The Agency has committed to appropriate each year from these resources amounts
sufficient to cover the principal and interest requirements on the debt. Total principal and
interest remaining on the debt is $83,920,390 with annual debt service requirements
indicated above. For the current year, the total tax increment revenue recognized by the
Agency was $17,614,795 and the debt service obligation on the bonds was $2,180,284.
a.

Advances to I from other funds
Advances
Receivable

Funds
Capital Projects Funds:
Low and Moderate Housing

$

Advances
Payable

3,386,697

$

Debt Service Funds:
Tax Increment Fund

3,386,697

Totals

$

$

3,386,697

3,386,697

In June 2007, the Low and Moderate Income Housing Capital Projects Fund advanced to
the Tax Increment Debt Service Fund $4,157,976 to finance the purchase of certain
properties. Repayments will be made annually in an amount equal to 5% of the principal
balance. Interest payments will be made annually based on the Agency's approximate
average investment returns on monies. During the year, a principal payment of $178,247
was made. The outstanding balance as of June 30, 2011 was $3,386,697.
b. Transfers to I from other funds
Funds
Capital Projects Fund:
Administration
Total Projects and Administrations

Transfers In
$

Debt Service Fund:
Tax Increment
2007 TABs Series A
2007 TABs Series B
Total Debt Service

595,863
595,863

Net Transfers
In (Out)

Transfers Out
$

$

(3,129,565)
2,185,030
348,672
2,533,702

Total Transfers In (Out)

$

3,129,565

(3,129,565)
2,185,030
348,672
(595,863)

(3,129,565)

$

(3,129,565)

595,863
595,863

$

Transfers of $2,533,702 are eliminated in the consolidation of the debt service funds in
order to arrive at the totals for the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in
Fund Balances, which provides net transfers in and out of $595,863. The detail shown
above is displayed in the Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes
in Fund Balances.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011

Note 7:

Interfund Receivables, Payables and Transfers (Continued)
The Tax Increment Debt Service Fund transferred $595,863 to the Administration Capital
Projects Fund to cover operating expenditures for the year.
The Tax Increment Debt Service Fund transferred $2,185,030 and $348,672 to the
2007 TABs Series A Debt Service Fund and the 2007 TABs Series B Debt Service Fund,
respectively, to cover debt service expenditures for the year.

Note 8:

Commitments and Contingencies
Riverside County Agreement
During December 1987, the City of Moreno Valley and the Agency entered into an agreement
with the County of Riverside to reimburse the County for the portion of tax increment the
County would have been allocated and paid had there not been a redevelopment project
adopted in the City. The Agency receives these amounts up to $7 million annually. The
County will receive all annual tax increment in excess of $7 million until the total increment
reaches $12 million and half of annual tax increment in excess of $12 million. When total tax
increment paid to the County under this agreement from increments between $7 million and
$12 million reaches $75 million, tax increment in excess of $7 million annually will be split
equally between the Agency and County.
During April 1988, the City of Moreno Valley and the Agency entered into an agreement with
the Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District (District) which specifies
that the Agency shall receive 100% of the District share of the tax increment until such time
the total tax increment exceeds $12 million at which time the District shall receive at least
50% of its share.
The Agency must annually demonstrate, on a project-by-project basis, that the cumulative
project costs paid by the Agency for the project improvements exceed the cumulative total of
District share received by the Agency. To the extent that the cumulative project costs paid by
the Agency exceed the cumulative total of District share received by the Agency, the Agency
will receive the balance needed from the remaining 50% of the District share.
Beginning in 2004-2005 the Agency's tax increment exceeded $12 million. The County
deducts its proportionate share from the Agency's remittances. The amount retained by the
County is included shown as a reduction in tax revenue, "pass through agreement payments"
in the financial statements. An additional amount of $5,639,404 for pass through agreements
that have not yet been remitted is included in Due to Other Governments.
Community Facilities District No.3 Agreement
In conjunction with the issuance of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall Special Tax Bonds Series
2000 (Auto Mall Refinancing), the Agency and the City are parties to an owner participation
agreement which provides that the Agency will transmit to the District the available property
tax increment it receives on parcels within the District as a credit against the special parcel
taxes that otherwise would be payable by the owners. Furthermore, the City has agreed to
loan the Agency available sales tax generated within the District for payment directly to the
parcel owners should the increment be insufficient to offset the special parcel taxes. In
addition, the Agency has agreed to pay to the parcel owners, subject to certain restrictions,
certain available surplus sales tax from within the District. The obligations to remit sales tax
terminate by December 1,2010.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011
Note 8:

Commitments and Contingencies (Continued)

This agreement replaces a previous arrangement involving these parcels when they were
included in Community Facilities District No.2.
The amounts remitted during the year under the replacement and previous agreement to
parcel owners totaled $ 105,800.
Community Facilities District No. 87-1 Agreement
In connection with the issuance of the Community Facilities District No. 87-1 (CFD) Towngate
2007 Special Tax Refunding Bonds, the Agency entered into an owner participation
agreement whereby the Agency has committed tax increment for the payment of debt service
requirements for these Bonds.
Self-I nsurance
The Agency is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts, theft of, damage to, and
destruction of assets, errors and omissions, and injuries to employees. The City of
Moreno Valley established two self-insurance funds (internal service funds) to account for
and finance its uninsured risks of loss. Under this program, the self-insurance funds provide
coverage for up to a maximum of $300,000 for each workers' compensation claim and
$250,000 for each general liability claim. The City purchases commercial insurance for claims
in excess of coverage provided by the funds and for all other risks of loss. Settled claims in
excess of coverage provided by the funds and for all other risks of loss. Settled claims have
not exceeded this commercial coverage in any of the past three years. All funds of the
Agency participate in the program and make payments to the self-insurance funds based on
actuarial estimates of the amounts needed to pay prior and current year claims.
SERAF Shift
In July 2009, the California Legislature enacted ABX4-26 provides for a Supplemental
Educational Revenue Augmentation Funds (SERAF). Redevelopment agencies are
collectively mandated to place $1.7 billion in fiscal year 2009-2010 and $350 million in
2011-2012 The Agency's share of the SERAF for fiscal year 2010-2011 is $1,082,578. The
California Redevelopment Association is continuing to be actively engaged in litigation to
invalidate ABX4-26.
Note 9:

California Redevelopment Agency Uncertainty

On July 18, 2011, the California Redevelopment Association ("CRA") and the League of
California Cities ("League") filed a petition for writ of mandate with the California Supreme
Court, requesting the Court to declare unconstitutional two bills that were passed as part of
the 2011-12 State Budget, AB1X 26 and 27. AB1X 26 dissolves redevelopment agencies
effective October 1, 2011. AB1X 27, give redevelopment agencies an option to avoid
dissolution if it commits to making defined payments for the benefit of the State, school
districts and certain special districts. In 2011-12, these payments amount to a state-wide total
of $1.7 billion. In 2012-13 and subsequent years, the payments total $400 million, annually.
Each city or county's share of these payments is determined based on its proportionate share
of state-wide tax increment.
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COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
JUNE 30, 2011

Note 9:

California Redevelopment Agency Uncertainty (Continued)
CRA and the League contend that AB1X 26 and 27 are unconstitutional because they violate
Proposition 22 which was passed by the voters in November, 2010. The effect of the
legislation is to achieve a possible unconstitutional result, the use of redevelopment agencies'
tax increment funds to benefit the State and other units of local government, by way of
threatening of the dissolution of redevelopment agencies.
Therefore, the CRA and the League have requested that the Court issue a stay, suspending
the effectiveness of AB1X 26 and 27 until the Court can rule on its constitutionality. CRA and
the League also asked the Court to expedite the briefing and hearing of the case so that a
decision can be rendered by the Court before January 15, 2012, when the first payments are
due. On August 11th, the California Supreme Court agreed to hear the case and granted a
partial stay which was subsequently clarified.
As of the time of the issuance of this report, the outcome of AB1X 26 and 27 upon the
Agency is unknown and consequently the status and even future existence of the Agency is
uncertain as such. In accordance with AB1X 27, the Agency has passed a resolution of
intent to continue and will be required to make a payment to the State in the estimated
amount of $6,122,305, by January 15, 2012 to avoid dissolution.

Note 10:

Subsequent Events
Subsequent events are those events and transactions that occur after the end of the fiscal
period but prior to issuance of the financial statements that are important for readers of the
financial statements to be aware of. The Agency does not have any subsequent events to
report.
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds
Combining Balance Sheet
June 30, 2011

Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project
Capital Projects Funds

Administration
Fund
Assets:
Pooled cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans (note 4)
Interest
Due from other governments
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to other funds (note 7)
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Due to other governments (note 8)
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Deferred revenue
Advances from other funds (note 7)

$

56,066

Capital
Projects Fund

$

161,245

2007 TABS,
Series A
Capital
Projects

Low and
Moderate
Housing

$ 32,600,028

$ 8,173,443
48,685
20,519,937
471,543
197,660
3,386,697

3,718,466

$

56,066

$

4,388
6,897

$ 3,879,711

$ 32,600,028

$ 32,797,965

$

$ 1,682,008

$

78,789
1,233

7,478

12,527
9,046

471,543

Total Liabilities

11,285

80,022

1,689,486

493,116

Fund Balances:
Nonspendable for:
Long-term receivables
Land held for redevelopment
Advances
Restricted for:
Low and moderate housing
Debt service
Assigned to:
Capital projects

44,781

81,223

30,910,542

Total Fund Balances

44,781

3,799,689

30,910,542

32,304,849

56,066

$ 3,879,711

$ 32,600,028

$ 32,797,965

Total Liabilities & Fund Balances

20,519,937
197,660
3,386,697

3,718,466

8,200,555

$
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Debt Service
Funds
Tax
Increment
Fund

$ 10,072,317

2007 TABS,
Series A Debt
Service

$

2007 TABS,
Series B Debt
Service

$

189,000

$

$ 51,063,099
48,685
20,519,937
471,543
529
3,916,126
3,386,697
189,000

529

$ 10,261,846

Totals

$

$

$

$

$ 79,595,616

$ 1,777,712

5,639,404
9,378
9,000
3,386,697

24,654
5,639,404
9,378
480,543
3,386,697

9,044,479

11,318,388

189,000

20,519,937
3,916,126
3,575,697

1,028,367

8,200,555
1,028,367
31,036,546

1,217,367

$ 10,261,846

68,277,228
$

$

$ 79,595,616

Assets:
Pooled cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans (note 4)
Interest
Due from other governments
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to other funds (note 7)
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Due to other governments (note 9)
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Deferred revenue
Advances from other funds (note 7)
Total Liabilities
Fund Balances:
Restricted for:
Long-term receivables
Land held for redevelopment
Advances
Restricted for:
Low and moderate housing
Assigned to:
Capital Projects
Total Fund Balances
Total Liabilities & Fund Balances
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances
Year ended June 30, 2011

Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project
Capital Projects Funds

Administration
Fund
Revenues:
Taxes and assessments:
Tax increment
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Community development
Debt Service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges
Pass-through agreement payments
SERAF payment

$

$

$

$

Excess (DefiCiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in (note 7)
Transfers out (note 7)
Long-term debt issued
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley

$

595,865

157,646

$

638,619
1,548

197,807
1,871

640,167

$ 3,722,637

$

$

Low and
Moderate
Housing

$ 3,522,959

$

1,959
155,687

Total Expenditures

$

648,225

63,082

8,056,862

595,865

63,082

8,056,862

(595,865)

94,564

(7 ,416,695)

3,074,412

94,564

(7,416,695)

3,074,412

44,783

3,705,125

38,327,237

29,230,437

44,781

$ 3,799,689

$ 30,910,542

$ 32,304,849

648,225

595,863

595,863

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Net Change in Fund Balances

(2)

Fund Balances, Beginning of Year
Fund Balances, End of Year

Capital
Projects Fund

2007 TABS,
Series A
Capital
Projects

$
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Debt Service
Funds
Tax
Increment
Fund

2007 TABS,
Series A Debt
Service

$ 14,091,836
1,090,264
994,015
511,924

$

$ 16,688,039

$

$

198,129

2007 Tabs,
Series B Debt
Service

$

$17,614,795
1,090,264
994,015
1,350,311
159,106

$

$ 21,208,491

2

2

$

$

Totals

$ 1,442,219
8,119,944

Revenues:
Taxes and assessments:
Tax increment
Property taxes in lieu
Sales taxes
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Community development
Debt Service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges
Pass-through agreement payments
SERAF payment

1,130,636
3,130,254
9,474,228
1,082,578

130,000
2,055,032

22,500,000
348,672

23,760,636
5,533,958
9,474,228
1,082,578

15,015,825

2,185,032

22,848,672

49,413,563

Total Expenditures

1,672,214

(2,185,O30}

(22,848,672}

(28,205,072}

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

2,185,030

348,672

2,185,030

348,672

656,934

(800,417)

(22,500,000)

(27,548,138)

2,017,784

22,500,000

95,825,366

(3,129,565)
2,397,749
(1,740,815)
(2,472,631}

$ 1,217,367

$

$

3,129,565
(3,129,565)
2,397,749
(1,740,815)

$ 68,277,228

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in (note 7)
Transfers out (note 7)
Long-term debt issued
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Net Change in Fund Balances
Fund Balances, Beginning of Year
Fund Balances, End of Year
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Computation of Low and Moderate
Income Housing Funds Excess/Surplus
June 30, 2011

Low and Moderate
Housing Funds - All Project Areas
July 1, 2010

Opening Fund Balance

$

(197,660)
(3,564,945)
(4,004,250)
(17,567,422)

Fund~

$

(197,660)
(3,386,697)
(750,000)
(20,519,937)

(25,334,277)

(24,854,294)

3,896,160

7,450,555

Limitation (greater of $1,000,000 or four years set-aside
Set-Aside for last four years
2010 - 2011
$
2009 - 2010
3,782,660
4,546,638
2008 - 2009
2007 - 2008
4,583,576
3,506,618
2006 - 2007
Total
Base Limitation

$ 32,304,849

$29,230,437

Less Unavailable Amounts
Land held for redevelopmenl
Long Term Loans Receivable
Encumbrances (Section 33334.12 (g)(2))
Rehabilitation loan~

Available Low and Moderate Income Housing

Low and Moderate
Housing Funds - All Project Areas
July 1, 2011

$ 3,522,959
3,782,660
4,546,638
4,583,576

$16,419,492

$16,435,833

$ 1,000,000

$ 1,000,000
16,419,492

Greater amount

Computed Excess/Surplus

None

16,435,833

None
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REDEVELOPMENT AGENCIES
FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS REPORT
COVER PAGE
Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Fiscal Year:

2011

10 Number: 13983356400

Certification:
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the report forms fairly reflect the financial
transactions of the agency in accordance with the reqUirements as prescribed by the California State
Controller.
Fiscal Officer

,

Sigo~
Name (Please Print)

Per Health and Safety Code section 33080, this report is due within six months after the end of the fiscal
year. The report is to include two (2) copies of the agency's component unit audited financial statements
and the report on the Status and Use of the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund (HCD report). To
meet the filing requirements, all portions must be received by the California State Controller's Office.
Please complete, sign, and mail this cover page to either address below.
Mailing Address:

Express Mailing Address:

State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
P. O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA 94250

State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
3301 C Street, Suite 700
Sacramento, CA 95816
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Supplement to the Annual Report of Community Redevelopment Agencies

13983356400

Redevelopment Agency ID Number:

MORENO VALLEY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Name of Redevelopment Agency:

Mark the appropriate box below to indicate the ending date of your agency's fiscal year. Report
data for that period only.

D

September 2010

D

December 2010

o

June 2011

Return this form to the California State Controller's Office. If you have any questions

US. Bureau a/the Census, Shannon Doyle,
A. Personnel Expenditures
Report your government's total expenditure for salaries and wages during the year, including
amounts paid on force account construction projects.
Z00\$

1,193,770.00 \

,

B. Mortgage Revenue Bond Interest Payments
Report your government's total amount of interest paid on mortgage revenue bonds during the
year.
U20

Unknown

US Bureau of Census· Revised 3/2009
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Audit Information
Fiscal Year

2011

Was the Report Prepared from Audited Financial Data,
and Did You Submit a Copy of the Audit?
Indicate Financial Audit Opinion
If Financial Audit Is not yet Completed, What is the
Expected Completion Date?
If the Audit Opinion was Other than Unquallfied, State
Briefly the Reason Given

[__ _

If compliance opinion includes exceptions,
state the areas of non-compliance, and
describe the agency's efforts to correct.

I

'1'11

=-~= i9~~J

-' Unqualified.
_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._'____ •.• _..... .
C__=:::==.::=:::::~=~
INO work program or goals for the year were
I'.',.-----,.. - - -1
rocumented with FY 11 budget. These were
added to fiscal year 2011-12 budget.
r"-" ---.-. --"---'-'.,." ---------] No council action to receive and approve FY
1___ ... , .._. ___.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..., . _ _ _

Was a Compliance Audit Perfonned in Accordance with
Health and Safety Code Section 33080.1 and the State
ControlJer's Guidelines for Compliance Audits, and Did
You Submit a Copy of the Audit?

C-'-'~I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .,.........-... ····---··-·-l
Positive/Negative With Exceptions

~

.....

Indicate Compliance Audit Opinion
If Compliance Audit is not yet Completed, What is the
Expected CompleUon Date?

Audit Information

written detennination. Will be adopted at
next Council meeting.

-------.~-------

[==~_=-"=:J
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Pass-Through I School District Assistance

Fiscal Year

liQi1~=~=J

Project Area Name

rM~j.e-no-Vali~Y-Redev~lopm;rit-project Area
L._. . . _. _,,_~_"'_,.___..__ "____.______ ..
H

Tax Increment Pass Through Detail
Amounts Paid To Taxing
Agencies Pursuant To:

H & S Code
Section 33401

H & S Coda
Section 33676

Other Payments
Total

H&S Coda
Sectlon 33607

H &S Code
Section 33445

H & S Code
Section 33445.5

$0

$0

County
Cities
School Districts
Communi1y College District

--i92;E56tfl----- ----- ---------1 -

Special Districts
Total Paid to Taxing
Agencies

$8,383,964

I

--

$792,666

$0)--$0-1

$8,383,964

I

Net Amount to Agency
Gross Tax Increment
Generated
w_ • • • • • _ _ _ _

Pass-Through 1 Schoo! District Assistance

~
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Statement of Income and Expenditures. Expenditures

~01t.=_=_=J

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

[~=(,iii!1Q.,{~!-lID!-R-_e-d-e-ve-l-o-pm-ent· Project -A·rea-~~===--=-=·=~~=.-=:·~:===·
Capital Project
Funds

-- ..------...---Administration Costs

.-~

Debt Service
Funds

LowlModerate
Income Housing

Special
Revenue/Other

Total

.---.--..--------.---

...-~ .. ---~-.---- .. --.--~-------"

[--··-··-··-·534.853r·---·-··-··198:t29[=~==_~~_=~=~=_=:J-'-·· $1,325,272

... ____
--.C-=:--···----

Professional SeNices

r-=-~~r==~-=:::~~=::-I~

Planning, SUNey, and Design

[

Real Estate Purchases

c=.=-_······__I______.~_.~I~:.~·· T

Acquisition Expense

C-··

-.=-__

.

c~n--=--.-.

-1
J

.?5,935j

I

_._:=]

$116,947

$0

SO

. _._ . __ L. __.____._..~~.=.:.J

$0

Operation of Acquired Property

[=~.~::::.~==J

Relocation Costs

[==-=:-==-~:J~~~~=:~:~~~~=.=::.::]=-.-.-------r------._:-.=::J

$0

Relocation Payments
Site Clearance Costs
Project 1mprovement / Construction Costs
Disposal Costs
loss on Disposition of Land Held for
Resale

L_

·--==~L:·~_

_______~___==:~~=.]=.::~~:~~_.-:~=]

_-::..-=-=~=~l_·_-.~~~=~___

. . . _______

__....___._._l_. __. ___
__

._~J

L::=-~
J_~___-=-~::·~]~-=~·.:~~==-= I====~::J
[~-==- 8,.:1..1~,-~41 ~_-~'=~~=J-'~~'=:=-~=--==:[_-=====~.J

i - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - · - -···-··---------r--------·L-_ _ .____
J.__ ..._..._. ____ ~__ ..____ . ___

L __..________

r--··---·--J--·-------·-----r-·····-·---------r--~.___ _ ________ . _.......... _._ ....__ .. __ .. _.. _.. ___

I
....
I

L _ _ . _ _ _. _ _ _

$0

$0
$0
$8,119,944

$0
$0

~
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Expenditures
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Expenditures

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

1201'1=-':~~::_~~]
r,-.---.-.............-... -.. ----..-.. --.-.. ---.---------..----------.--- ----.- -.-.....---.--.---- ..... -----.--- .... '- --.-.-... --..---.-lMQrE!l1gJ!~ney RedevetcmmentPrQl~_G..tMea.__.__ . __ .. __ .__ . ___ .___ .. __._. __ .. ____]
Debt Service
Funds

CapItal Project
Funds

Decline in Value of Land Held for Resale
Rehabilitation Costs
Rehabilitation Grants
Interest Expense
Fixed Asset Acquisitions
Subsidies to low and Moderate Income
Housing
Debt Issuance Costs
Other Expenditures Including PassThrough Payment(s)

Revenue Bonds, Certificates of
Participation, Financing Authority
Bonds

Special
Rel/enue/Other

Total

C·~_::::=.---·T---·-··--··--·-·---r--------·-·--··-r--------=-::::]

----1 . ----. --j
C--.J__.--=:=:-_~=_ __ .r=~~=~~-_=_=1-~=~·~~=~~~:=~._]
c-=~~=L~~=~2~~.Ji~_~r_
_==_::~:_:=::::-=~:=:I·=-=:~·~_·:·:.=.:=.~_~~.I
r-

---

$0
$0

---~L

[- ------··-----~J ____ . ._. __._~_C~~-.·:::::===:~~_
_=~C_=__==:~:~~:::-~::::]

$0
$5,533,958
$0

_ _ ..

[=:~:===~=:::::I====~]:::::::::~=_~ =_.·~=· L._~-=-.:::::=~:_J

$0

.

[=:=::::~:=]::::~: :~.=_.==~::::=[===::::-==:::::J==::::=:-:. ___ ._. J

~ __ =I~~~----!Q~~56,86-6]~=~~=~~=_=_=]=:~~~==__~~~:=]

Debt Principal Payments:
Tax Allocation Bonds and Notes

low/Moderate
Income Housing

_

[_~=~-==~==_=[ ==_-·1-3ci.!~~§l~~_::~~~:~==:::.=]_=__==.~=_=_=J
[~~
~J.====~=C_=~=~~--.--:==_r=_-~·::=~_:_

_______ ,. _____

. . _ ._]

_ . ~!~~~!~?_s._L_ .._._._:---=]==:=~-=~]

City/County Advances and Loans

C~~=~:·.-_..

All Other long-Term Debt

l___ ~-':=:_.J=_~~=--~-

jS8,715.S09J-· $40,049:529-1

Excess (Deficiency) Revenues over

I

f

., .$130,066
$0

$23,343,055

_., ?Et:.~~I.=' . -· . __ .:._~_= _-_[~~._:_:-_:~~.-:~~:J .,..

Total Expenditures

($7,917,996)

SO

$10,556,806

($23,361,488)

I

$648,225
$3,074,412

S2S7 ,581

SO

$49,413,563

$0

($28,205,072)

.......

(under) Expenditures
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Statement of Income and Expenditures
Expenditures ~ Consolidated
Fiscal Year

2011
Capital Projects
Funds

J

$592,290

I

$0

$1,325,272

I'

$0

I

$55,935

I

$0

$116,947

I

$0

I

$0

'I

$0

$0

so

$0

$0

$0

$o~-J

$0

J

$534,853,

Professional Services

)

$61,012

Planning, Survey, and Design

I

SO

Real Estate Purchases

J

$0 'I

Acquisition Expense

I"

Operation of Acquired Property

J

.
SO 1
$0 ""I's61
$0 I
SO r--······

Relocation Costs

I

SO

J

$01

$0 .

J

$0

'I

$0

$0

I

$0

I

$0

Site Clearance Costs
Project Improvement I Construction
Costs
Disposal Costs
Loss on Disposition of Land Held
for Resale

Expenditures - Consolidated

r

r

J

J

I
Sol
SO 1

$8,119,944

Total

$198,129

Administration Costs

Relocation Payments

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

$0

I

$0

SO
~

r

SOT
SO/ .

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Page 1
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r
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I

r
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$0

I

$0 ,.

$0

I

$0

I

$0

r

$0

I

$0

$0
$0
$8,119,944

$0
$0
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Statement of Income and Expenditures
Expenditures - Consolidated
Fiscal Year

2011
Capital Projects
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

Total

A

B

C

D

E

,--- --

$6

I

Rehabilitation Costs

1-" ---

$0

T-

Rehabilitation Grants

J.

Decline in Value of Land Held for
Resale

t

$0

I

so

~i

~

f

~

~

I

~

~

S·o", '

$0

I

$0

Other Expenditures Including Pass
Through Payment(s)

~

r

$0

$0

Fixed Asset Acquisitions

Debt Issuance Costs

$Of ---······-$0-1

J

$0) "

.

---

'$5,533,95'S

r'
f

so

r

Interest Expense

Subsidies to Low and Moderate
Income Housing Fund

-- . $Of -

I

so r

$0

$0'

. . $0 .

r

Sol

.cc

•

-T·

..

$10,556,806 . J '

$0

$0 -, '

r

.',.

'"so I'
'$6'

I
I

$0

$0

r' ,. $5,533:958
I.

$0

~I

~

r

'1"

~
$10,556,806

Debt Principal Payments:

I

Tax Allocation Bonds and Notes

$0

Revenue Bonds and
Certificates of Participation

so

r

s(}

I

City/County Advances and Loans

r

U.s., State and Other Long-Term Debt.r-Total Expenditures

$0

$8,715,809

$130,000

r--

$0 J

$0

J

$0

SO

I

so I

$23~343,055r---$Or--

-S287~581--r

SO

"".-'-,_·"· .... ~._ .... L_'-----'--""

Excess (Deficiency) Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Expenditures - Consolidated

I

,-,--,.-. ,$40;049,529-'
-..-_._- ------.J
j
$648,225

($7,917,996) , - ($23~361 ,488)1

Page 2
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$3,074,412

$0

r

so

....

I
I

$01
SO

I

$130,000
... ,....•. ... '---'--'-".$0
~~,

~

$23,343,055
$287,581
$49,413,563
($28,205,072)
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Agency Long-Term Debt

12-011_.
__ .~_._]
fN·-·-----..-·-..------.----.·--.--- -. -.. -. -...

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

,MQ~~Jlo.~~Jl~.Y_.~Jldey!lJQ~menJJ:rQi~~1j\..r~~_.

Forward from Prior Year

~!~!:;~~~$.~~~

Bond Type

l<?~~r==-~~~~·~_~~:=~~=:·:::=· ~~=--=--.'.~=-J
[~~==--=-_~~.~~:~BiJ

Year of Authorization

-1---21,434,3021
_..._._-.-_._-----,-. . --.
.
21,434,302
L ------

Principal Amount Authorized

_~._.I

--~-

Principal Amount Issued

il?~~.~~n:~~L=~=~~_~~_~:_= ~~==_'i

Purpose of Issue

L-__
.__~~
---

Maturity Date Beginning Year

..--~

[_... _____...,___ ~_1_?J

Maturity Date Ending Year
Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

Ir····-·······-_··--·--···---'
$2,023,647
-- ....

Adjustment Made During Year

t _, ___ ,__

Adjustment Explanation

L, ...._._. _ _ _ _ ._. __ ..... ,._ .. _ .. _.....,._, _____ .. ___ ..~_" •. ____.. _.•• J

1-- .-.-..--.-...._ - - - -_.....- ..... --....... -..---..----- ....._-:

L-==--==~:=~]
r----··---.. -.. · -]

Interest Added to Principal
Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

Ir- -

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

\

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

I

287,§]

-- ... -.... - .-.-,

I
$1.736,066

[===~~==J
r--·--·"""·_·_-·-- - - ...._,

Principal Amount In Default

I.

Interest In Default

!

r· ......·..-·.. -·-··...,----·----......· ..- ....-----...-- -.---... -.-...----.-... -.--..---~-.. --.-.--.------.. --.-.--..- ..--.........-- .-........-.-............- ..- - - -....-

I
!

!

Bond Types Allowed:
Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass..Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other

L ___._____ ._.._...___ .......__.....

--.-,.---- ..

~-~------

~
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Agency Long-Term Debt
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12121/2011
~¥_'~_'..-;:""~~'~~"<;;~ '9',,--,,, ....-...... _,~"""(~.'"":;:' .... '~"'44V""',v~'''''''''''''''
I

--I
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~"" ~·"~·;,;~~~":~;3/~ :;f~;~;~;·t·i:i;~~~1f;)t'!j~<~~'·~f~B'n<'d~·' i'~';"·"';:'ff·(:lll1.t. :r~~'\lr~0:f·~~t"llJ..{·';J:;~71.'i:XV.:;'ti~z~:i="':\h~';"·~~0f-:l.!-':';""-~ ~';;.\"'I:·~T:~:rt;:·"-%·~:·~'(~'·~~17t:";'lW~'ij';2~;X-R·'·'.,I,~·~':·",·~:~f~rit:;··"'~~;.;~·%t~~,?3f~~~~i~0'(?t;;i:)~::'~f;~~':·~~~.;~.:::j~!g~~~

;,;~,l:'i?c'~'~;~Efi~'.t~U$W)"'~I~:)\i:::;;.lt~!l~,:;~§.~~.y~~~QP"m!itI!,~,:~g~ns!@,§1'~L.~n;Q,HL:M\tRn§,~.gl5?,O§~",~P#R".,~.;:.:r;':iM'.tj;4i.\?tli',,\:ti",~&.vil'.:k.').ii.,l'.h~~~~
Agency Long-Term Debt

i~~1~__ ...

Fiscal Year

[M~9J:~!i10 -v:C!ilii:'Ri~~YiiQPt.1i~rri:Pi.Qj~.~iAI~i:~:~.~.·~=.~~~.=.~~===~= . .~~~_~~=J

Project Area Name

l"iinifF~S~);~
!)k,.,T': ·~::-~2;:'_, , ,~~
---- .._..- ..._-- .. -_..-

Forward from Prior Year

--1

[:~~~I!?~.!i~.!l~~~~.__..... .

Bond Type

..3

[=.==~~=~.~~~~

Year of Authorization

_.-- 43,495~6'00]
[- - _..._--[~=.'= 43:495~~]

Principal Amount Authorized

__

Principal Amount Issued

~elop~ent--·_==~.~==·~.· :~~.'~~]

Purpose of Issue

[ ---.-

Maturity Date Beginning Year

20081

-.,----"---.~'
r-···
..... - . - ...... - .......:

L_. ____~

Maturity Date Ending Year
Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

I

$42,605,000·

[~:=:~:-~~

Adjustment Made During Year

1===-='
=-~:.=~=~:"~~~
r----==~==..J

Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal
Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

L

_

.. _.

[

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

L_._._J
J

130,000'1

:1>4<:,475,000

L__.

Principal Amount In Default

'=-:'~=]

r-·----..- - )

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year-

__

U_]

C==.===--==J

Interest In Default
Bond Types Allowed:

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations: Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation: Other

~
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Agency Long-Term Debt
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Revenues

__ . _ - - - ,

Fiscal Year

-----... --"."
12011

Proiect Area Name

I~Ei:~o \!f:ll.l~y Rede~elopme nt~~j~~!_~!~_. ________ .__.. _

~

_.,.

Capital Project
Funds

Tax Increment Gross
(Include All Apportionments)
Special Supplemental Subvention
Property Assessments

Transient Occupancy Tax
Interest Income

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

_.: ____ J
Total

[===-_ . _._.__L_. ___

!.4,Q~~.!.~~.? L_
..

$17,614,795

. __L__. . _____ ._.J._.u .._.. ~ . ___ I._____ -.~ _____..J
l . . _===-==-1.______1,090~264 I.-=-==-~·.~~. ____I _______ . J

$1,090,264

.J

$994,015

["-- ------64o·,578I'---- 511'~T ----:-.:i~7.B07[---·-·'---·-·---1

$0
$1,350,311
$0

L-~-=~:-:'-=~

=_ . _.___.__L ___=______---'
.
__ ____
__ ____.===]

:.=,:~,~T_:.~==_~~.~§~i~T~:~~~::- ·_~~ :.-.~:=.I~~~_·.
I-~::~==_~=:=~

f--' -

Sales and Use Tax

Debt Service
Funds

.._........._.

~_-

$0

1'----- .
-- !
[_'"__=~_=r.
. ~::.==~_.-=::: -II-.._~:: '., .-::~€:::
I
_:=L ___...J_____._______
$0
[' -.-

Rental Income
Lease Income
Sale of Real Estate

1- - --.. '---I

H'

- . - - - - - - ••

L

Gain on Land Held for Resale
Federal Grants
Grants from Other Agencies
Bond Administrative Fees
Other Revenues
Total Revenues

_

F~---~~~--·--····=JC=-=-=-==~~-F:-~~~-~c-=·::=-::~f--------·--· ----t
"1'
r
I
- _ _J
t---~~--~~ -_~_57.2~· ··--=-===~·4=~~=~::::·"O::"=W1F-- ·-·-~·--l
I '$797,813 '~I '$16,688,041 1 $3,722:6'371 '''" "so' J
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Expenditures

Fiscal Year

[201i_.~_.~_.· . :.~]

r,-------.....- ...-------

Project Area Name

IMoreno

-..- - - - - - -

Capital Project
Funds

i----~=_

Administration Costs

...~

Valley_Recl~velop-meIlU'roject Ar~~._

.5l4,853I

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate

Special

Income Housing

Revenue/Other

-----198.12~I=-=---=-- 592,29~I==~.::-~-__

Total

--r

l____ ~_=-·61~~12 r---~~=_J=_-=~~:_~55~~~R:=~==~=_==~::·~~J .
~-_J=-~ __:~=-==:~:c=_=~=~=J
[~=_-:~:=-~_ .__.J ___ .___.___~=:J. ______ . _____ ~_.~---- _._=:1
[=~_=~~~~-=·=J=~:===~~_-.T=_:=:=·:==·~_~~T=::=_:=~=:-__ ..1
[~:~==:~~==r~~===~=__=:.==:J:~~~-~ _._:~=_~~_J_=~:.:.=. .:._::~:.~]
1._
I
I
-----r---·---·--- J

Professional Services
Planning, Survey, and Design
Real Estate Purchases
Acquisition Expense
Operation of Acquired Property
Relocation Costs

$1,325,272
$116,947
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

l_____._______.L_____1-_.______=r_ _=________j
L - ...--- ----- -=r=------==~]==__=~==:J=_=:: -----==J

Relocation Payments
Site Clearance Costs
Project Improvement I Construction Costs
Disposal Costs

L

r=

8,119,9441

.-==:==--r--------_

=I=~=:~==::=:·=::~_=__=I=:=_-~_--:~~ ==:::':'=J

__________·_ 1

I

Loss on Disposition of Land Held for
Resale

$0
$0
$8,119,944
$0

]
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Expenditures

=J

Fiscal Year

~011--=-= _

Project Area Name

[Moreno Vallev Redevelopment Project Area
Debt Service
Funds

Capital Project
Funds

_________________ -~~~=~J

low/Moderate
Income Housing

Rehabilitation Grants

[_ _

Interest Expense

[=-=:~:=~~~_~·[==~~5,5~~95~L~--_:::·-·_·~~=~~I=__=_ __________

Decline In Value of Land Held for Resale
Rehabilitation Costs

Fixed Asset Acquisitions
Subsidies to Low and Moderate Income
Housing
Debt Issuance Costs

___

Special
Revenue/Other

Total

I_=~-:~-=-=~~~T_==-=~=_==T_:=~~~~__~:-=~~~~~r~~==_=__:]
=~=-J===~

l--.-:~~~

L===_~:~~=L

$0

______-_~~-]

$0

___[_.______-=.L=_________l___~==_J

$0

J

$5,533,958

_ _ _ _ .1..______.. _______ ~.J
___________ ~~::]~ :--:::~-_-~-~_~ _______J

c.==--~~--=:~:=~L~-~~=~~.=====].:·=____.:._~ .~~

$0

L. ___ ~_~=~~=-~~:J.

SO

1=_________ .L__ ____

Other Expenditures Including PassThrough Payment(s)

~

~_ :_~:=~===~C--=-_-===:-_~J

~~ ____________=~_~~~6,80H~:_____

n

__

n

____ h

L_______ ~=_~_=J

___

-

$0
$10,556,S06

Debt Principal Payments:
Tax Allocation Bonds and Notes
Revenue Bonds, Certificates of
Participation, Financing Authority
Bonds
City/County Advances and Loans
All Other long-Term Debt

L=~_~_~_~=--]=~~~13o.~I=~:

______~~~~J---------·--~ -

[-~=_~~--_~~-==~I===-~-~=~~~:~_I=--~=~~~===[=:~~~~~~==-=]

-

[~===:=~_=-===T~::.._~1~~3,O~~{==~~~_-=~=~:-~~~~ i -=-~=-=~=_:=~~_ J
[~~_-= __
-r---==--287-:S~U ~_=-:_~-~-_==[_=:~~===-_-_=_~=]

-:-==

($7,917,996)

Excess (Deficiency) Revenues over
(under) Expenditures

SO

$23,343,055

__

SS,715,S09j - -$40,049,529-1

Total Expenditures

$130,000

r- ($23,36(488) ]

$64S,225-,
S3,074,412

$0

$287,581

1

$0

$49,413,563
($28,205,072)
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Other Financing Sources

~01{==~=]
lMO:ore!lQ~Y~.LEn' R~_~~~9P~rTIen1.PJQject Area

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

-~~=:~=--~:====--~==-:=]

Capital Project
Debt Service
Low/Moderate
Funds
Income Housing
Funds
.. ,, ____ ,, ___ .________ ."'"________ . ._____ ... ___________ ,___ ._M .. "._.","_ .. _____ .,._

Special
Revenue/Other

Proceeds of Long-Term Debt

[--·-----~_=I·-==:~:~::=~[:::~~===__=~=__=:l

Proceeds of Refunding Bonds

[=:.~:~~==~_~.~~=_-:T==-:~=::~~~-·::=_=]-_===~=:=-.:-----"-1·

Total

-- _______-1

____ -=---=~__J

Payment to Refunded Bond Escrow Agent

I=---===~_=_.::..~~-·-·-_~=-_==~="l._====--L=_~~.=_:~~.J

Advances from City/County

Miscellaneous Financing Sources (Uses)

l_==----==c_=:~-~~~==_----T---~==~=-=-_J
L .
·-I-_~=-=~_==:_-~r
L ___ .-----l==::::~~~!81~T_=_----I==·=-_=~_=r

Operating Transfers In

c-·-···-·····--·-595.~~[==-=_:_=:_=___=:=:=]====:==T------

C==-___________ L_:-:=-___._____

Sale of Fixed Assets

Tax Increment Transfers In

!

1

,-------]----- ----~j~;~§U_=_~~==~----T
1--- ==c______._
_.J

Operating Transfers Out
Tax increment Transfers Out

1
I

$0
$0
$0

$2~397,749
so

($1,740,815)' $595,863

:li0

._-r,-~$~59~5,~86~3-

r

;)0

1

$656,934

(To the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund)

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

I'

$595,863

I

$61,071
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Other Financing Sources

,-._._-..____
-.. -"-"-'- -'J.

Fiscal Year

~.1L

Project Area Name

L!YIoreno V~l!~Y R~develoQm!:l-'JJEroject..hJ_~~____..... _... _.. _.._..__ ._._._. ____.. ___ ...__

~.--.----.--

Capital Project
Funds

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources over

($7,322,133)

-.-.-.---.-.----.. .--.-..-- .......................... -..-.. . -..- --'-'-'J

Debt Service
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

Total

I

($23,300,417)

I

$3,074,412

I

$0

I

($27,548,138)

I

$24.dr,784'

r

$29,230,43/

I

$0

I

$95,82!b66'

Expendltures and Other Financing Uses

Equity, Beginning of Period

I

Prior Period Adjustments

I----_=~-r~~~~=_~·=~-~~-=~=~.:~~:~_-~=I=_=.-.~·::==~~.~]

$0

Residual Equity Transfers

C

::==I__.____.::..=~[=~=-~ _:~._===[===__=:~::~::._=_:]

$0

Equity, End of Period

$42,077,145

•.

$34,755.012

I

$1,217,367

$32,304,849

I

$0

I

$68,277,228 '"
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Balance Sheet - Assets and Other Debits

Fiscal Year

Capital Projects
Funds

2011

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General Fixed
Assets

General LongTerm Debt

._>.___

~_,

__

~"_,

Total

__ ____._ _ _. __ .. ___ , _
~

0 __ •

_

" __"

Assets and Other Debits
Cash and Imprest Cash
Cash with Fiscal Agent

Tax Increments Receivable
Accounts Receivable
Accrued Interest Receivable
Loans Receivable
Contracts Receivable
Lease Payments Receivable

,---

Uneamed Finance Charge

~;_-~- -~-_j===--=-~~_
~==-c=-.-~cc- I

Due from Capital Projects Fund I
Due from Debt Service Fund
Due from LowfModerate
Income Housing Fund

[=--

Due from Special
Revenue/Other Funds

-r--

~;T-~I

$0

m?''':~~_J!!~~.~;r@~

so

...,.:.r"".

c=-=--=:._.__I=~_3,386,697T-

i{·:;,;~"1":.';-~.

..-:.~~...:n;;;-:._

••• ,,~_ .......,,_,.

~ ~l~;~&~wiJI~jklUElI·
·ZD·.:!!i''-1f"?:~:r.i
,..,..,~j-«'Vf!'
U" ...... " ,..

_.J-=~~_= ~~ ___ ~_-=-=-~==-

" ,. . •, '

$3386697
I
I

··~---~....~ ...::r::,.",,_:e.11\
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Balance Sheet - Assets and Other Debits

Fiscal Year

2011

Capital Projects
Funds

I~

Investments

___

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General Fixed
Assets

General LongTerm Debt

Total

-=~-==T======~.=~~]~~:~_:.~=~==~=-==r~~{f~~-Wil··

$0
'$529

[-.==--=r_____~~J~ ___ . . ___ .... L... __._.... _~~_i1

Other Assets
Investments: Land Held for
Resale
Allowance for Decline In
Value of Land Held for Resale

· d
.L d
F
s:ct~r~~~t~~d ~~provements

C. ~=:·--3~ff~66-~~-·-·---·-·-~~!,66_~.[~~==~==_._.~~_i:.:lWl_
C~=~~_:==:...

___ ."

.

~.~~~m
f·£;1: ."

,

.•... ,'!,!"

i

.--.----.. -...
J

n----.-.--H .... -._ _ _ .... _ ... _ •. _

____

$3,916,126
SO

---··------·h""{fJlifI}:5!J_·~~

_

_ _ _ ._._..

_<,~'"

~~

'~f,O:'

~

j/'<,'

On'

[;f;;';;~W~~t~V~~_"-'·:'<;;·ii",,;,'m'?~:rn!-·-··---·---- -·-r;Zq~~7l'm.~

t:::~·:",';'¥:"'.'0~}·&1"~'''~ y: ~.~{!.*,,,,;~·,,,'1;"~f,l]1..'~~ _________ .__ ... __ .. ..l%:;';t:,l'F-!;'i¥~

•

•

3~.!13.9!jit]

S30:897',637 .....

_n . ,. _

$78432'1-5'1'"I,

Equipment
Amount Available In Debt
Service Fund
Amount to be Provided for
Payment of Long-Term Debt
Total Assets and Other
Debits

~~~tt~'llii1ii:\~ti~~~~~~~~;~:1i';;8i/~
W. 1Jt-:pJ;'.
. ,.:;;.! .......
•.•.
'M~_~~'_"

•• j.~",- .•• .,"\'

$36:535,805

~

~.'H~'~

$10,261,846

~'"

$32,797,965

H. _ _ _ _ ••

~ __ ".

1

I--'~32- 151 ~~,z;;;t~YJ!
'_c

_ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • __

$0

I

~_--'-- _ _ ••

$78,432,151

-I

...-_

•

$31,250,474

$189,278,241

(Must Equal Total Liabilities,
Other CredUs, and Equities)
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Balance Sheet - Liabilities and Other Credits

Fiscal Year

2011

Capital Projects
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General Fixed
General longTerm Debt
Assets
.'.-... _- --. ----_._--

Total

liabilities and Other Credits

Loans Payable

_. .
[~~:=··~=:~=~=:=·-·I····-·=-_==J . .__~_~_ ==~-l
[-. .
-·-T-.

Other Liabilities

L ___ .::._._~_15,6081·

Due to Capital Projects Fund

[-::-~~-~=-~_=:~~_-:·:.::L=:=:==--

Accounts Payable
Interest Payable
Tax Anticipation Notes Payable

Due to Debt Service Fund
Due to Low/Moderate
Income Housing Fund
Due to Special
Revenue/Other Funds

[~~=~:.:-1~i65:1-85-1
[~.:~-=·~

_____.__

_._. _... -=-:-_=~r~ ~ :·~.:~.I2;527T-=_==::~=.=·.
. . ·==.--·-··--·--,-·--------·r--·-·····--·····---·-

$1,777,712

I_-==~_ ~~=~T

----~-r--·-··----·~~.J~~~·--·~=. r£.te:'\1:_~i_j

_ _..?,65!Z@ ___ ~-~:.·· 480,5891:___ .

-·.-. ::~_ _==I-.:..~----·-~·.IJf~_ _r

I-~==:-"-::--=--==C~====_ J-:-~:._

I

[.·:·:·::~~~_. . _.l. ___ 3,386,6~!T:_=. ______ --1

[====-=]::=--===~

. . . . ~i1L_
.

_____.

. ·I~f._~_

$6,153,979
"$0
$0
$3,386,697

L,tit·"".,"'·
..."'m"..y'Cf,i,
.. ' ,
T''';''''r61''''''~
"'\M'M~tI~~r
h,,'.y·::."/!,\,
\ .··~~-·d3·11";~~
,,;rL~~~·..!

1. _-------······-[=-~::·.::=_ ~.::::::=I~M;~*l.lif.,,'

$0

. __ J

Tax Allocation Bonds Payable
Lease Revenue, Certificates
of Participation Payable,
Financing Authority Bonds
All Other Long-Term Debt
Total Liabilities and Other
Credits

~
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Balance Sheet - Liabilities and Other Credits

Fiscal Year

Capital Projects
Funds

2011

Debt Service
Funds

LowlModerate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
RevenuefOther
Funds

General Fixed
Assets

General LongTerm Debt

Total

Equities

{ff":"st:jli}¥jIzql¥~-Z81~---.; :1;5..,y
.. _

-- --. --31-25. -.!.._.__
04.741

$31250474
)
I

Lu____ .___ .~!-7_!~-,~.~6 L ____:_____ 189.0oiq-------24.104-:294-1 --:-- -~~---~---:_~~~~fb_J

$28,011,760

Fund Balance
Unreserved-Designated

[-~____~1,03?,54~ ___ ~28,367 [_~~~~?.Qo,5~L~__.____

$40,265.468

Fund Balance
Unreserved-Undeslgnaled

L__ -.=-'~==~=:-:.L

·';"Jl,~-\.:~~~/n::;,

Investment In General Fixed
Assets
Fund Balance Reserved

L~"'?

Total Equitles

.,~

,"~,.('~

~h"M_"' _ _ _ _ _ _• _ __

_"~~'9i"~;1i~~_-

_ .. _.

__======-_L----=--=_==C_________Bt~t~.~~tll-. .

.-. $34,755,012 J

$1,217,367

$36,535:805 J

$10,261,846

I

$32,304,849

fi.~m:,I'N*'M")-"~i'~i'i~
$0'i~if:?\("\~41t;;;\~"t;"4&,!

$32,797,965)

$0

"-SO··-

$31,250,474

$99,527,702

$31,250,474

$189,278,241

Total Liabllitles,
Other Credits, and
Equities

J

$78,432,151
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Summary, Combined Transfers InlOut
- ..

--'-"--.-'-P~~'

Fiscal Year

"_ _ _ _ .

2011

r-

Operating Transfers In

r
r

Tax Increment Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out

$595,863
!ji0

$595,863
$0

Tax Increment Transfers Out

Page 1

Statement of Income and Expenditures - Summary,
Combined Transfers In/Out
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Statement of Income and Expenditures
Revenues· Consolidated
Fiscal Year

2011

. Tax Increment Gross
Special Supplemental Subvention
Property Assessments
Sales and Use Tax
Transient Occupancy Tax
Interest Income
Rental Income
Lease Income

1

r
I

r.

Federal Grants

,

Grants from Other Agencies
Bond AdmInistrative Fees

1

.., so

$640,578
$0

I

I
I'

J

$0

$3:s2"2,9S9T

J

so I

j'

":.:...

$0

I

$1,090,264

J

$994:015
= . . $0

I
I

$0
$0

S511,926

1

$197,807

"'i

I
I

wi

~J

$0 ]

so j

wi

so
u

Other Revenues

J

~l

$0 I
so J

I

J

$0

~r

I

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

$14,09T,83S-r

$'O"l

I

Gain on Land Held for Resale

Sale of Real Estate

$0

$0

" Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

CapUal Project
Funds

I

wf
$0 I

I

._

:j;U

$0

I

$17,614,795

$01

so

I

~l,Ul:lU,~b4

$0
~u

,

I

Total

. $0= I

r'
r

. $0·1
SO

J

$0

wT

I
I

5994,015
$0

m

$1,350,311
$0

~I

wI
$0 1
$0 I

w

wi
$0 I

w

so J

$0

Ir

so

$0

·wlwl
$0

I

$0

,I·

w

Total Revenues

Revenues - Consolidated

Page 1
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Statement of Income and Expenditures
Expenditures - Consolidated
Fiscal Year

2011

Capital Projects
Funds

$534,853'---- $198,129

Administration Costs
Professional SelVices
Planning, SUlVey, and Design
Real Estate Purchases

r··

Acquisition Expense

J

~_~_~

Operation of Acquired Property

r

Relocation Costs

I

Relocation Payments

Expenditures - Consolidated

~<_'

__

$0

I

$0

f

$0

I
I

$0

I

$0

$0·

I

SO

$01
SO

__ .

~

__,____ •__

I

~_o,

~

.0._",,-,--'>.

Total

$0-,

$0

~~_~=_'_~~A.,.

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

r---S592)OOr--

$61,012

S55,935
$0

I
I

$0

I
I

$1,325,272
$116,947
$0

SOl

1

$0

. SO I

·1

$0

$0--.--·_- . $Or~--~$Or----SO-I

I

SO

I

$0

I

$0

f

I

$Ol

$0

I

$8,119,944

t

$0

$0

SO

$0

$0)

$0

$0

J

$0

$0 oJ

SO·
$0

$0

SO

$0

$0

$8,119,944

Project Improvement! Construction
Costs

Loss on Disposition of land Held
for Resale

__

r·-

Site Clearance Costs

Disposal Costs

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt SelVice
Funds

J.

,

$0

r

$01

°

.

°

$0

SO

1

$0

$0

t

so

$0
$0
~~~_~.~.

r
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Statement of Income and Expenditures
Expenditures - Consolidated
Fiscal Year

2011
Capital Projects
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

Total

A

B

c

D

E

r
so r -

so

Decline In Value of Land Held for
Resale
Rehabilitation Costs
Rehabilitation Grants

J

Interest Expense

J

Fixed Asset Acquisitions

J

Subsidies to Low and Moderate
Income Housing Fund

-$0-1

-S-6

so I s o J
,. sol
S5,533,958 . I
~I
~I

I

r'

$0

Other Expenditures Including Pass
Through Payment(s)

$0' J
,

$0

I

~

~J

m)
---$0[----$10,556,806'

Tax Allocation Bonds and Notes

$0

Revenue Bonds and
Certificates of Participation

r----

U.S., State and Other Long-Term Debt

J' .

Excess (Deficiency) Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

-SO

'SO
$8,715,809

1

($7,917,996)1

-

~ I
~I

W
W
$0

$OT'

$10,556,806

$130,000

$0

$0

$40,049,529

I

(S23,361,488)

J

Expenditures - Consolidated

'$5,533,958

$0

Sol .
$648,225 I

r'

r

$0

"1'0"
$0 , -

$287,581

. -""$0

I

$0-,

r

-'-'$23~343,055

I

I

-

$01 --

$0

City/County Advances and Loans

J

$130,000

$0

$0

so

$6-,---$0~J

'I

Debt Principal Payments:

$0

r - -- SO 1

I
so I .
WI

'

Debt Issuance Costs

Total Expenditures

$01--' -"so-,

~-~$Ol~'~'

$3,074,4121

Page 2

$0

I

$23,343,055

$0

r

$0

J

:to4~.413,563

$0

I

($28,205,072)

$287,581
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Statement of Income and Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses) • Consolidated
Fiscal Year

2011
Capital Projects
Funds

Proceeds of Long-Term Debt
Proceeds of Refunding Bonds
Payment to Refunded Bond Escrow
Agent

I
I

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

Total

wI

.~ J

wI

wi

w

wi

wi

wi

wi

w

$0 J

so T~-~-$oJ

$0

, - - -----SOT

$2,397,749

Advances from City/County
Sale of Fixed Assets
Miscellaneous Financing Sources (Uses)

$0

Operating Transfers In
Tax Increment Transfers In

I

$595,863

"I

($1,740,815)

T<

,~_

Operating Transfers Out

r'

.....

~~.M_'U_~

___

~'._'_~~

'"-''$01

m

'
I

~o

$0

I

_ _ _ _ _' _ _ _

r

$595,863

$0

I

SO

~~~~~~~ii.~i~.~l¥~m~l
•.

Tax Increment Transfers Out

$0

I

$0"'

I'

$0

r"U

($1.740,815)

.$0' J.

$59'5,863

$0 . t.,~~~:i~iM~r·-'

~.~".-."..~._--""",,,,."_'~'"

__.'-___ <

...

1

.~.-.~'-_

$0

~

____

~"_~,~~._,_~

___

1

~~~_x.""'

$0

~~~~~%~~'~~1~:i~1~~·~.~i'~~~i~~~~f~r

h

$Ow _.
_.

_,~~.

___

~~~_

~

__

$595,863

SO

(To the Low and Moderate Income
Housing Fund)

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Other Financing Sources (Uses) - Consolidated

~

$0

J

Page 1

$656,934
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
Statement of Income and Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses) - Consolidated

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources over
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses

Capital Projects
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

Total

A

B

C

o

E

($7,322,133)

($23,300,417)

$3,074,412

r

--SO

J

($27,548,138)

$95,825,366

Equity Beginning of Period
Prior Year Adjustments
Residual Equity Transfers
Other (Explain)
Equity, End of Period

r ---$34,75K012

f

$1,217,367

$32,304,849

I

$0

J-

$68,277,228

12121/2011
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial Summary
MORENO VALLEY
Adjusted
Beginning
Balance

$7,886,242

Project
Area
Receipts

$3,929,715

Agency
Other
Revenue

$0

Expenses

Planning and
Administration
Costs

Subsidies

~1_012011

$648,225

$2,967,117

Total
Expenses

$3,615,342

Net
Resources
Available
$8,200,615

Other
Housing
FundAssets
$24,104,234

Total
Housing
FundAssets
$32,304,849

Encumbrances
$8,200,615

* Unencumbered
Balance
$0

Unencumbered
Designated

$0

Unencumbered
Not Dsgntd

$0

Total

$3,615,342

*The Unencumbered Balance is equal to Net Resources Available minus Encumbrances
Note: Print this report in Landscape Orientation (Use the Print Iconjust above, then Properties then Landscape)
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Total Tax Increment From PArs)

Beginning Balance

$29,230,437

Adjustment to Beginning Balance

-$21,344,195

Adjusted Beginning Balance

$7,886,242

Total Receipts from PArs)

$3,929,715

$3,522,959

Other Revenues not reported on Schedule A

$0

$11,815,957

Sum of Beginning Balance and Revenues

Expenditure
Item

Amount

Subitem

Remark

Planning and Administration Costs
Mministration Costs
Professional Services

Subtotal of Planning and Administration Costs

$592,290
$55,935
$648,225

Subsidies from the LMIHF

$217.117

1stTime Homebuyer Down Payment
Assistance
Other

$2,750,000

$2,967,117

Subtotal of Subsidies from the LMIHF

Page

Total Expenditures

$3,615,342

Net Resources Available

$8,200,615

Indebtedness For Seta sides Deferred

$0

1 of

3

Loan ~reement for
gap financing for
multi-family
apartments in
exchange for
covenant of affordable
units - Rancho
Dorado North

12122111

MV00233901

California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2010/2011
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Other Housing Fund Assets
Category

Remark

Amount

SERAF Total Receivable

$0

oan Receivable for Housing Activities

$20,519,937

Other

$3,386,697

Value of Land Purchased with Housing Funds

$197,600

Total Other Housing Fund Assets

$24,104,234

Total Fund Equity

200612007

$3506618

200712008
200812009

$4583576
$4546638

200912010

$3782660

Reserved for advances to other
funds

sum of 4 Previous Years' Tax
Increment for 2010/2011

$16419492

$32,304,849

Prior Year Ending
Unencumbered Balance
$4,094,719

Excess Surplus for
2010/2011
$0

Sum ofCurrentand3 Previous Years'Taxlncrements

$16,435,833

Adjusted Balance

$0
$0

Excess Surplus for next year
Net Resources Available

$8,200,615

Unencumbered Designated

$0

Unencumbered Undesignated

$0

Total Encumbrances

$8,200,615

Unencumbered Balance

$0

Unencumbered Balance Adjusted for Debt Proceeds

$0

Unencumbered Balance Adjusted for Land Sales

$0

Excess Surplus Expenditure Plan

No

Excess Surplus Plan Adoption Date

Site Improvement Activities Benefiting Households
Income Level

Low

Land Held for Future Development
Site Name
Num Of
Acres

Page

2

Zoning

of

3

Very Low

Purchase
Date

Estimated
Start Date

Total

Moderate

Remark

12/22111

MV00233902

.,

California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Use of the Housing Fund to Assist Mortgagors

Requirements Completed

Income Adjustment Factors

Hope

Home

Non Housing Redevelopment
Funds Usage

I
L .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Resource Needs
LM IHF Deposits/withdrawls
Document
Name

Document
Date

Custodian
Name

Custodian
Phone

IAchievements
Description

Page

3

of

3
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California Redevelopment Agencies-Fiscal Year 201012011
Project Area Contributions to Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch A Project Area Summary Report
MORENO VALLEY

(J)
('I)
('I)

N

o
o

>
~
Project Area

100% of Tax
Increment

20% Set Aside
Requirement

MORENO VALLEY
PROJECT

$17,614,795

Agency Totals:

$17,614,795

$3,522,959
$3,522,959

Amount
Taxlncr.
Tax Increment Amount
Suspended
Deposited to
Allocated
Exempted andlor Deferred
HsngFund

$3,522,959

$0

$0

$3,522,959

$0

$0

$3,522,959
$3,522,959

Note: Print this report in Landscape Orientation (Use the Print Icon just above, then Properties then Landscape)

Page
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1

12/22/11

Percent
of Tax
IncrDep

20%
20%

Repayment
Deferrals

$0
$0

Other
Income

$406,756
$406,756

Total
Deposited to
Housing

$3,929,715
$3,929,715

California Redevelopment Agencies- Fiscal Year 2010/2011
Project Area Contributions to Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund
Sch A Project Area Financial Information

Agency

MORENO VALLEY

Address

14177 Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley

rojectArea
Type:

92552-0805

CA

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Inside Project Area

Plan Adoption:

Status:

1987

Active

Plan Expiration Year:

Gross Tax
Increment

Calculated
Dee.osit

Amount
Allocated

Amount
Exeme.ted

$17,614,795

$3,522,959

$3,522,959

$0

2028
Amount
Suse.ended
and/or Deferred

$0

Total
Dee.osited

%

Cumulative
Def.

$3,522,959

20%

$0

%

Cumulative
Def.

$0

Repayment
Categ,orr,
Interest Income
Loan Repayments
Other Revenue 1

$197,807
$207,078
$2,000

Other Revenue2
Total Additional Revenue

$406,756

-$129
$3,929,715

Total Housing Fund Deposits for Project Area
Agency Totals For All Project Areas:
Gross Tax
Increment

$17,614,795

Amount
Suse.ended
Amount
Exeme.ted and/or Deferred

Calculated
Dee.osit

Amount
Allocated

$3,522,959

$3,522,959

$0

Total
Dee.osited

$3,522,959

$0

Total Additional Revenue from Project Areas:

$406,756

Total Deferral Repayments:

$0

Total Deposit to Housing Fund from Project Areas:

$3,929,715

Page

1

of

1

20%

$0
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Sch AlB Project Area Program Information

MORENO VALLEY

Page
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1
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project Name: HOMEBUYER A55T PROGRAM
Address: CITYWIDE MORENO VALLEY 92553
OwnerName: BRUAN RABE

SPECIAL NEEDS UNITS -- ---- -- -- ---- -- -- -- ------ -- ---- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Category

Count

Sub Category
Large Family

Special Need Unit

1

UNIT INVENTORY
Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided with LM IHF
Unit
Acquisition Only
Owner

Non-Elderly

0

0

0

Non-Elderly

0

0

1
1

0

Owner

0

0

1
1

0

0

2

0

0

2

Unit Total

ROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Funding Source

Amount

$25,500

Redevelopment Funds

Page

1 of

4
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project Name: MOBILEHOME GRANT PROGRAM
Address: CITYWIDE MORENO VALLEY

PECIAL NEEDS UNITS -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- ---- ---- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- ------Category

Count

Sub Category

Special Need Unit

2

Elderly

UNIT INVENTORY
Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided without LMIHF
Unit
Mobilehome Park Owner, Resident
on-Agency

Owner

Non-Elderly

1

0

0

2

Owner

Elderly

0

1
1

0

on-Agency

0

0

0

1

1

2

0

0

0

3

Unit Total

ROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- -- -- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ---- -- ---- ---- -------- ----Amount

Funding Source

$32,850

Federal Funds
Project Name: OAKWOOD APARTMENTS
Address: 15168 PERRIS BLVD MORENO VALLEY 92551
Owner Nam e: ONEMORENOVALLEY240LP

UNIT INVENTORY
Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

91

121

27

0

2

239

91

121

27

0

2

239

Other Provided with LM IHF
Unit
New Construction
on-Agency

Rental

Non-Elderly
Unit Total

ROJECT FUNDING SOURCE-- -------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----Amount

Funding Source

$3,000,000
$10,000,000

Redevelopment Funds
State Funds
Owner Equity

$13,361,000
$10,678,488

TCAC/State Award

$20,362,406

Private Funds

Page

J
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project Name: RANCHO DORADO - NORTH
Address: 25105 JONH F KENNEDY DR. MORENO VALLEY 92551
Owner Name: MV RANCHO DORADO /I LIMITED
PARTNSP

SPECIAL NEEDS UN ITS -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Category

Count

Sub Category

Special Need Unit

15

Disabled (Mental)

UNIT INVENTORY
Ver~Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided with LM IHF
Unit
New Construction
on-Agency

Rental

Elderly
Unit Total

21

13

36

0

1

70

21

13

36

0

1

70

ROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -------- -- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- ---- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Funding Source

Amount

Redevelopment Funds

$4,750,000

State Funds

$1,500,000

Other Local Funds

$1,672,000

Private Funds

$1,500,000

Owner Equity

$192,611
$12,235,782

TCACIState Award

Page
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4
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 201012011
Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

OUTSIDE PROJECT AREA

Project Name: HOMEBUYER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Address: CITYWIDE MORENO VALLEY
OwnerName: VARIOUS

PECIAL NEEDS UNITS ~- ~- ~- ~- ~- ~- ~- ~- ~- ~- ~- ---- -- -- -- -- ~- ~- ~- ~- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ~- ~- ~- -- -- -- --Category
Special Need Unit
Special Need Unit

Count
3

Sub Category
Female Head Of Household
Elderly

1

UNIT INVENTORY
Very Low

Low

0
0

0
0

7

0

0

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided with LM IHF
Unit
Acquisition Only
on-Agency
Owner
on-Agency
Owner

Non-Elderly
Elderly
Unit Total

0
0

7

1

0
0

8

0

0

8

1

ROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- --~-~- ~- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ~- ~-~- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- --Funding Source

Amount

$191.617

Redevelopment Funds

Page
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4
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SCHEDULE HCD E
CALCULA TlON OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGA T/ON FOR ACTNITIES

(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year: 2010/2011

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED

1. New Units

0

2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0

3. Subtotal- Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

4. Subtotal of InciusionaryObligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)

0

5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Oblig ation Accrued this }ear for Very-Low Income U nits (line 4 x 50%)

0
PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

309

8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

309

0

9. Subtotal of InclusionaryObligation Accrued this}ear for Units (line 8 x 15%)

47
10. Subtotal of InciusionaryObligation Accrued this}ear for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x40%)

18
PART III
TOTALS
11. Total Increase in InclusionaryObligations During This Fiscal Year (add line4 & 9)

47

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units InclusionaryObligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

18

California Rede\eloprrent Agencies· Fiscal Year
Schedule E (11/01)
*Totals rmybe irr¢ed by rounding

12/2212011

201012011
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Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
loan Defaulted Report

FY 2010-2011

No Loans were defaulted in Fiscal Year 2010-2011.

MV00233912
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Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Val lev
Land
FV2010-11
From RDA Land {894.1299)
APN 291-191-005, 22010 Alessandro Blvd
APN 486-084-005
APN 486-084-011
FY 2009-10 Additions:
APN 291-191-001;ALE5S/DAY ST PROJ VACANT LAND
APN 291-191-002;13920 DAY S1
APN 291-191-003;13942 DAY S1
APN 291-191-006;22018 ALESSANDRO BLVD
APN 291-191-007;ALESS/DAY ST PROJ VACANT LAND
APN 291-191-008 & APN 291-191-009;22042-22058 ALESSANDRO BLVC
APN 291-191-010;ALESS/DAY ST PROJ VACANT LAND
APN 291-191-011;22088 ALESSANDRO BLVD
APN 291-191-012;22105 SHERMAN AVE
APN 291-191-013;ALESS/DAY ST PROJ VACANT LAND
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135,773_93
30,748.40
31,137.21
197,659.54

FY2007-08
FY2007-08
FY 2007-08

FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY09/10 Total Additions

413,5S0.09
324,796.01
568,630.62
347,520.09
165,488.90
1,4 75,478.83
486,347.68
534,469.79
391,667.07
407,981.09
5,115,930.16

Total RDA Land

5,313,589_ 70

RDA
RDA
RDA
RDA
RDA
RDA
RDA
RDA
RDA
RDA

Redevelopment Age ncy
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelop ment Agency
Redevelop ment Agency
Redevelop ment Agency
Redevelop ment Agency
Redevelopment Agency

Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Blight Report

FY 2010-2011

Redevelopment Agency staff continues to work on projects in order to alleviate or eliminate blighting conditions within the
project area as well as areas within the boundary of the redevelopment.
Redevelopment Capital Projects including Tax Allocation Bonds (TABS) Projects:
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•

Day Street Improvements - Phase 1 of the project improved Day Street from Alessandro Boulevard to
Cottonwood Avenue; Sherman Avenue from Day Street to west of Noltze Street; and Bay Avenue from Day
Street to Noltze Street. Phase 1 was completed in April 2011. Phase 2 will address needed street and
drainage improvements on Day Street south of Cottonwood Avenue

•

Auto Mall Upgrades - This project will construct roadway improvements at the Moreno Valley Auto Mall
including replacement and construction of entrance signs, and freeway pylon sign.

•

Indian Basin. Appurtenant Storm Drain & Misc Improvements - The project consists of the construction of Storm
Drain Line H along Ironwood Avenue from Heacock Street to the Indian Detention Basin. The improvements
collect and slow the flow of floodwaters thereby protecting the surrounding area and neighborhoods located to
the southeast. The project is also completing street improvements on the south side of Ironwood Avenue
between Heacock Street and Nita Drive. The project is also completing storm drain Line H-1A from the Indian
Detention Basin to Hubbard Street. Carryover funds are for 1-year warranty conformance.

•

Ironwood Improvements/Day to Barclay - The project has been separated into two phases - Phase 1: Ironwood
Avenue - Day Street / Barclay Drive; Phase 2: Day Street - North of SR-60. Phase 1 work will utilize RDA 2007
Tax Allocation Bond Funds and is eligible for TUMF funds to complete the design, environmental, right of way,
and construction of improvements on the south side of Ironwood Avenue from Day Street to Barclay Drive. The

objective of this project is to provide additional eastbound lanes on the south side of Ironwood Avenue. The
construction also includes a 24 111 ' water mainline in Ironwood Avenue from Day Street to east of Athens Drive.
The work will include curb, gutter, sidewalk, traffic signal modifications at Day Street, storm drain improvements,
utility relocations, right of way acquisition, and a new traffic signal at Athens Drive. Phase 2 work consist of
design and related street improvements of a new traffic signal on Day Street at the Canyon Springs Plaza
entrance.
•

SR 60/Moreno Beach (Phase 1) - The project consists of the reconfiguration of the two eastbound ramps (onand off-ramps) to SR-60, the addition of an eastbound auxiliary lane, connection of Eucalyptus Avenue (west
leg) to Moreno Beach Drive, addition of a traffic signal at the eastbound ramps/Moreno Beach Drive
intersection, associated utility relocations, and related improvements. The improvements are considered Phase
1 of the ultimate interchange improvements.

•

Fire Station 99 (Morrison Park FS) - The Morrison Park Fire Station project includes the design and construction
of an essential facility. The new fire station will be constructed on a 1.5 acre site that is currently available and
owned by the City.

•

SR 60/Nason Bridge - This project will replace the existing SR-60 / Nason Street two-lane bridge with a fourlane bridge, complete the Nason Street improvements, install a soundwall along Elder Avenue, and construct
associated work.

•

Day Street Widening / Eucalyptus Avenue to 660 Feet North - This project will widen Day Street on the easterly
side from Eucalyptus Avenue to 660 feet north. Roadway improvements include construction of curb, gutter,
paving of the third northbound lane, drainage modification, and a signal modification at the northeast corner of
Day Street and Eucalyptus Avenue. This project will provide matching funds for the SB 821 grant award for
Citywide Sidewalks and Access Ramps.

•

Storm Drain Improvements on Day Street South of Cottonwood Avenue - This project would include the design
and construction of a storm drain system to capture flows from Day Street south of Cottonwood Avenue.
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Housing Development Projects

a. Oakwood Apartments: The 241-unit Oakwood Apartments project is now completed. The RDA committed
$3,000,000 in financial assistance. $2,250,000 was disbursed during the final stages of construction, and $750,000
will be disbursed at the achievement of stabilized occupancy.
b. Rancho Dorado Housing Project: The RDA committed a total of $4,750,000 to the first phase of the 150 unit
affordable apartment project to be developed by Palm Desert Development Company. The project will be
constructed in two phases, with 15 units reserved as permanent supportive housing for formerly homeless people.
Construction of the first phase - which consists of 79 units, including a manager's unit - is complete. The first
phase has reached stabilized occupancy, and was fully funded March 2011.
c. Hemlock Family Apartments: The RDA committed a total of $6,300,000 in financial assistance to the 78 unit
affordable apartment project, including a manager's unit, to be developed by Rancho 8elago Developers, Inc. The
project is anticipated to begin construction in early 2012.
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Blight Report FY 10-11

Redevelopment Agency of the
City of Moreno Valley
Low and Moderate Housing Planning & Administrative Fund

June 30, 2011

Subject:

Fiscal Year 2010/2011 Redevelopment Agency Low and Moderate
Housing Planning & Administration Budget

Pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Section 33334.3 (d), The
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley Low and Moderate Housing
fund for fiscal Year 2010/2011 is used for the production, improvement, and
preservation of low and moderate income housing within the City of Moreno
Valley.
Findings:

1.

The planning & administrative expenses are necessary to improve and
increase the supply of affordable units, through the development of
first-time homebuyer, and rehabilitation programs for income-eligible
home buyers/home owners.

2.

The planning & administrative expenses are necessary for the planning
and execution of new construction, acquisition, and redevelopment of
affordable housing units, to be made available to income-eligible
residents.

3.

The planning & administration expenses are necessary for the
managing and monitoring of affordable units secured by the Agency to
ensure that they remain available, as affordable units, and that the
units are in compliance with the required covenants.

.
MV00233917

State Controller's Report
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Time limit for commencement of eminent domain proceedings
with the project area Report

FY 2010-2011

The Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley's limits for commencement of eminent domain
has expired.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Services

Date:

December 6, 2011

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

~j/1
1//;(/1

SPECIAL EVENTS

Adopt-a-Pet at the Park was held on December 3 at Moreno Valley Community Park. In
cooperation with the Moreno Valley Animal Shelter and the Parks and Recreation
Commission, staff is happy to report that 11 dogs were adopted to loving homes and other
families were encouraged to go the Animal Shelter for animals that can be adopted.
On December 8 the Moreno Valley Wind Symphony will be performing their annual holiday
concert. The doors open at 6:30 p.m. and the concert begins at 7:00 p.m. Admission is
free and the event is open to the public.
Santa Live was held on December 5 from 5:30 to 7.:00 p.m. Children called Santa with
their list or just to say "Hi." Santa asked trivia questions and gave out prizes for correct
answers.
Breakfast with Santa is scheduled for December 10 from 9:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m. at the
Conference and Recreation Center for children ages 2 to 12 years. Children can enjoy a
morning of games, crafts, breakfast, and a special visit from Santa. 'Pre-registration is
required. Resident fee is $6 and non-resident fee is $8.
The Junior Chefs Holiday Workshop is scheduled for December 13 at the TownGate
Community Center from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. for children ages 4 to 12 years. The
children will learn to make some fantastic holiday treats. There will be recipes and taste
test of all treats made.
The Holiday Craft Session will be held at T ownGate Community Center on December 15
from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. for children ages 4 to 12 years. Children will enjoy making
crafts that can be given as gifts. Resident fee is $8 and non-resident fee is $10.

MV00233919

PARK. PROJECTS
~

~March Field Park Soccer Arena

r'~

C;Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
e-;the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
~.~ well as added revenue from the concession.
~existing

Status: Staff is waiting for an updated CMAS contract from the turf company so a
contract can be reviewed. The project is planned for completion by June 2012.
2.

Replacement Play Equipment at Ridgecrest, Gateway and Sunnymead Parks
Project Description: The playground equipment at these sites is outdated, not
meeting current safety codes. The project will bring the play equipment up to
current standards for safety and ADA.
Status: The project is in progress. Sunnymead Park has been completed and is
open for use. Gateway Park and Ridgecrest Park are scheduled for completion by
mid December.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turffootballlsoccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources, EMWD, and the City. Completion of the project is
planned for fall/winter 2012/2013.

4.

Cell Tower at Cottonwood Equestrian Station
Project Description: An application by T-Mobile for a 50' monopine cell tower has
received a conditional use permit.
Status: The applicant is working on a Telecommunications License Agreement.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1

Projects Completed
•
•
•
•
•

Fertilized all parks.
Overseeded Community Park sports fields.
Aerated and sanded greens, repaired main line breaks at golf course.
Sprayed and weeded all parks.
Replaced dead African Sumac at City Hall.

2
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2.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Trim palms at various park sites.
Trim trees in contract areas (75% complete).
Repair east parking lot at Morrison Park.
Install drainage V-ditch at Gateway Park.
Install monument sign at Ridgecrest Park.
Plant trees at Sunnymead Park.
Clean storage area at golf course (75% complete).
Trim shrubs at all parks (75% complete).
Replace oak tree at CRC.
Repair gate at Celebration Park (75% complete).
Repair drain on north side of golf course building.
Aerate Celebration, Vista Lomas, Shadow Mountain and Towngate II Parks.
Trim Rockridge and Patriot Parks.
Winterize the water feature at Celebration Park.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas for November:
Aqueduct Bikeway ($634), Bayside ($86), Bethune ($77), Celebration ($25),
Community ($288), Cottonwood Staging Area ($24), EI Portero ($192), Fairway
($43), Gateway ($24), JFK ($406), Morrison ($71), Rockridge ($65), Sunnymead
($200); TownGate ($1,707), Victoriano ($200), Weston ($85), and Woodland
($158). The total cost for vandalism/graffiti was $4,285. Total labor hours for
vandalism/graffiti were 90 % hours, approximately 11 full-time work days.

4.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 306 hours during November. The total hours for
court referrals in 2011 are 8,957, which equates to approximately 1,120 full-time
work days.

RECREATION DIVISION
1.

Recreation and Sports
November was a busy month for the Time for Tots program. For the month, there
were more than 255 children ages 3 to 5 years registered. In addition to the fall
themed educational curriculum, November also featured special activity days such
as Culture Day, Election Day, Crazy Hair Day, and the annual Thanksgiving Feast.
Staff are preparing for the Time for Tots Annual Winter Celebration to be held at the
Conference and Recreation Center on December 7 from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
The children will perform three holiday classic carols and receive a special visit from
Santa Claus, who will assist with the gift exchange.

3
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Staff and selected dance contract instructors are preparing for the Annual Winter,
Contract Class Performance. This musical event will be held on December 15 from
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the Conference and Recreation Center and will feature
performances from many of the youth dance classes.
The Fall Valley Kids Camp was held November 21 through November 23 and saw
an increase in registration compared to years past. Attending children spent their
vacations from school creating holiday and seasonal crafts, playing fun-filled games
and activities, and much more. Staff are preparing for the upcoming winter camp at
the March Field Park Community Center from December 19 through January 6.
December and January are sure to be exciting at Valley Kids Camp.
2.

Senior Community Center
On November 18 the Center held its Holiday Craft Fair from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon. There were approximately 30 vendors in attendance and more than 300
visitors to the fair, where various holiday items were available for purchase.
On November 22 the organization "Meeting Seniors' Needs" sponsored a barbecue
for the seniors in which they were served hot dogs and hamburgers.
On November 28 free flu shots were offered for seniors 65 and over. This was
sponsored by Synermed.
The November Senior Birthday Party was celebrated on December 1 at 12:00 noon.
This event was sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center, who
provided a free meal and a box of candy. Miller Jones Mortuary donated the cake
and ice cream.
A trip to New York New York in Las Vegas was held on November 5-6 for $55 per
person which included two free buffets
There were trips to Spotlight 29 Casino on November 11 and November 29. Cost
was $25 per person with $25 free play.
A three-day trip to Laughlin was held on November 20-22. Cost was $65 per
person based on double occupancy and included one free buffet.

COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

4
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40
42
350
300
250
42
35
42
82
10
18
250
42
250
6

$23
$2237.
$110.
$140.
$100.
$75.
$100.
$90.
$1 046.
$230.
$3214.
$1

5
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11/27/11

Church Services
Church Services

11/2/11
11/5/11
11/6/11
11/8/11
11/11/11
11/12/11
11/13/11
11/15/11
11/19/11
11/20/11
11/22/11
11/26/11
11/28/11
11/29/11
11/30/11

Church Services
Church Services
Anniversa Pa
Church Services
Church Services
Adult Birthd Pa
Church
Rose So
Church Services
Foster Fa

15
10
20
50
50
50
50
Total Revenue for November 2011

$9

$
$90.00
135.00
$165.00
$135.00
$16500
$1
00

30
125
60
30
50
100
60
30
125
60
30
125

$175.00
$966.15
$330.00
$145.00
$638.32
$1 062.46
$330.00
145.00
086.15
00
45.00

30
30
30

$0
$145.00
$145.00
$6613.08

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

T~

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

Violations

Other

1 Adrienne Mitchell

49

1585

251

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bayside

75

812

187

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Civic Center

75

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 City Yard

70

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 Community

80

5703

338

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

55

400

110

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Edison Easement

52

44

44

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 Gateway

80

944

222

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 Hidden Springs Park

55

306

102

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Hidden Springs Trail

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 John F. Kennedy

90

1968

294

0

0

1

7

0

0

0

0

0

7

I

12 March Field

74

688

120

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

13 North Aqueduct

53

28

28

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

14 Patriot

32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I
I
I

15 Poorman's Reservoir

53

0

0

0

0

1

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

62

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

76

2242

216

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

4

18 Sunnymead

84

5077

358

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

19 Towngate Memorial

83

3368

309

0

0

3

14

0

2

0

0

0

16

20 Valley Skate Park

88

531

138

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Westbluff

71

266

188

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 STARS

72

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23 Markborough/Library

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1439

23962

2905

0

0

8

23

a

2

1

2

0

28

I
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TOTALS

NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

L

Citation Violations!

___________J

November 2011 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Public

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Total

Parking

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

0

23

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bethune

60

348

100

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

2

0

4

3 Cactus Trail

45

70

49

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 Celebration

51

375

93

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

6

5 City Yard

58

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

38

6

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 El Potrero

59

258

110

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

9 Equestrian Center

34

16

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

52

318

52

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

11 Morrison

51

1930

96

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

12 Parque Amistad

55

158

52

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

57

167

78

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Pedrorena

60

306

93

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

10

15 Rancho Verde S&T

34

26

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Ridge Crest

52

286

66

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Rock Ridge

39

56

36

0

0

0

16

0

0

0

0

0

16

18 South Aqueduct

52

49

49

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoriano

60

271

53

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20 Vista Lomas

54

239

78

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

21 Weston

47

153

73

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

5

22 Woodland

49

1264

176

0

0

0

5

0

1

0

0

0

6

23 Library

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

·0

0

0

0

0

Q

24 PO Briefing .

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1062

6319

1315

0

0

3

40

10

2

0

2

0
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Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
~ctivities aniSpeciaC ~vents Caknlar
25075 Fir Avenue, Moreno Valley, CA. 92553
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3£ours of Oyeration
8:00 aIn - 4:00 PIn Monday through Friday
Closed Saturday and Sunday
MV00233928

Lunch Menu
MONDAY

(FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION NUTRITION PROGRAM)
FOR RESERVATIONS
MON-FRI 8:00 AM -12:00 LUNCH IS SERVED AT ,11:30 AM

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

* MEALS
CONTAINING HIGH SODmM
.
2% MILK SERVED WIm EVERY MEAL.

Beef Stew
Green Salad
Brown Rice
Fruit

2

Breaded Fish Sandwich
Mixed Vegetables
Red Potatoes
Fresh Fruits

8

Chicken Parmesan
Cauliflower
Spinach Salad
Noodles
Apricots
Wheat Bread

9

Salisbury Steak
Carrots
Brown Rice
Fruit
Wheat Bread

MEALS SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO
AVAIlABILITY OF FOOD PRODUCTS.
Herbed Chicken
Mixed Vegetables
Potatoes
Pineapple Tidbits
Wheat Bread

12 Pork Chop

6

BBQ Pork Riblet
Cole Slaw
Au Gratin Potatoes
Tropical Fruit
Wheat Bread

Pot Roast
Green Beans with
Red Peppers
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit
Wheat Bread

7

13 Beef Fajitas

19 Stuff Bell Pepper

Broccoli
Potatoes
Tropical Fruit
Wheat Bread

20 Chicken Fajitas

26 Center Closed in
Observance of
Holiday

,

•

Mixed Vegetables
Potatoes
Fruit

Wheat Bread

29 MeatLoaf

Zucchini
Herbed Spaghetti
Tropical Fruit
Wheat Bread

C-A.
.........r

23 Fish

Broccoli
Potatoes
Apple Sauce
Wheat Bread

28 Chicken Cacciatore

Carrot Coins
Noodles
Apricots
Wheat Bread

Hard Boiled Egg
MixiCorn Salad
Tomato Soup
Fruit
Cracker/Wheat Bread

22 Baked Chicken

Baked Beans
Cole Slaw
Apricots

27 Pepper Steak

16 Chicken Salad Sandwich

Carrot Coins
Scalloped Potatoes
Fruit
Dessert
Roll

21 BBQ Beef Sandwich

Capri Vegetables
Pinto Beans
Fruit Medley
Tortilla

Carrots
Potatoes
Diced Peaches
Wheat Bread

15 Ham w/ Raisin Sauce

14 Grilled Chicken

Zucchini
Pinto Beans
Pineapple tidbits
Tortilla

Peas & Carrots
Potatoes
Rosy Pears
Wheat Bread

""

FRIDAY

1

.

5

~--I

Winter Blend Veggies
Potatoes
Banana
Wheat Bread

30 Turkey Sandwich
Hard Boiled Egg
Spinach Salad
Soup

OJ

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING CLOSURE DATES:

All City offices will be closed from
December 26 through December 30.
However the Senior Center will remain open for the Nutrition Program.
The following schedule reflects the hours during that week.
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OPEN

LUNCH

CLOSE

MONDAY

12/26

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

TUESDAY

12/27

9:00AM

11:30 AM

1:00 PM

WEDNESDAY 12/28

9:00AM

11:30 AM

1:00 PM

12/29

9:00AM

11:30 AM

1:00 PM

12/30

9:00AM

11:30 AM

1:00PM

i
{.l .·./,O
.•.'.· THURSDAY

... _~.,y.',A."-(\ ./i'~-

_,

~/.'c,.,,-,r

•
•
'.•.J., r~'·'

SENIOR CENTER

FRIDAY

Due to room ava ." bility, activities taking place outside of those hours will be cancelled,
MV00233929

Activities
DAY

~~

~\)~

"'Meets every
other week

DAY

~~

<\~r(;

DAY

~

~~

DAY

~

G

~

DAY

~

~
~

DECEMBER

Events

DATE ACTMTY

TIME ROOM

ACTMlY

TIME "ROOM

Tae Bo Exercise
Tai Chi
Watercolor
Exercise
Grief Support
Zumba Exercise M&F
Line Dancing

8:10
8:30
9:00
9:15
10:00
12:30
1:30

ACTMlY

TIME "ROOM

Spanish
Yoga
Pinochle
Creative Writing
English
Movie
Dominoes
Crafts
Line Dancing

9:00
9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
1:00
1:00

Class 2
Banq. N
Banq. N
R.Lobby
Class 1
Banq. N
Art1&2
Class 2
Banq. N

12/6
12/13
12/13
12/26

ACTIVITY

TIME

ROOM

DATE

Crochet
TaeBo
Ceramics
Exercise
Quilting
Bridge
Bingo
King of the Hill

8:00
8:10
9:00
9:15
12:00
12:00
1:00
12:30

Class 1-2
Banq. N
Art 1-2
Banq. N
Class 1-2
Art1&2
Banq. N
Billiards

12/7
12/7
12/21

ACTIVI1Y

TIME "ROOM

Oil Painting
Weight Loss
Spanish
Pinochle
English
Bunco
Canasta
Line Dancing
Guitar Class
*Book Club

9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
1:00
1:00
1:30
1:00
2:00

ACTIVI1Y

TIME "ROOM

Basic Drawing
TaeBo
Chair Massage
Quilting
Exercise
Tai Chi
Healing Arts
Zumba
Movie
Bridge

8:00
8:10
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:30
10:00
12:30
1:00
1:00

Banq. N
Class 1
Art 1& 2
Banq. N
Coun. Rm
Banq. N
Banq. N

Art 1-2
Class 1-2
Banq. N
R.Lobby
Banq. N
Art 1-2
R.Lobby
Banq. N
Class 1-2
Library

Art 1
Banq. N
Counsel R
Class 1-2
Banq. N
Banq. N
Art 2
Banq. N
Banq. N
Class 2

12/5
12/5
12/19

Health Net
Caremore
Christmas Concert Caremore

DATE ACTMTY

DATE
12/2
12/2
12/2
12/9
12/16
12/26
12/30

TIME ROOM

Blood Pressure Test Syner Med
Kinship Education
Kids Sing for Seniors
CLOSED

10:00 Art 1
9:00 Art 1
11:00 Banq.N

ACTMTY

TIME ROOM

SBHIS
HRBC
United Healthcare

DATE ACTMTY
12/1
12/1
12/1
12/15

9:00 library
2:00 Lobby
TBA Banq.N

Tree Trimming Party
Health Net
HohdayBBQ
Holiday Meal

ACTMTY
Creative Care
Swapmeet
Citizens Choice
Wii Tournament MD Care
Christmas Party Health Net
CLOSED
New Year's Cake

9:00 Art 11
11:00 Lobby
12:00 Lobby

TIME ROOM
10:00
10:00
2:00
11:30

Lobby
Lobby
Banq.
Banq.

TIME ROOM
10:00
8:00
1:30
12:00
1:00

Lobby
Banq
TBA
BanqN
Banq.

12:30

Banq.

MV00233930

We give thanks to our Senior Center Volunteers
Dolores Mollie- Ceramics Painting Instructor
Dolores has been volunteering for over 30 years in various
community settings. 12 of those years have been spent with the
wonderful seniors in our center. Dolores brings the supplies and
items to be painted to each class. She teaches wonderful techniques
on appliques and brush technique. New students are always
welcome because her teaching style is on a person to person basis.
Paint anything from cookie jars, statues, jewelry boxes and more.
They make wonderful presents. Join her class just in time for the
Holidays. Imagine how much a loved one would like a handmade
item made especially by you.
Greetings from the Creative Writing Class at the
Moreno Valley Senior Center. Do you have
memories, wit and wisdom you would like to share
with family and friends? Come join the class, share
those memories, stimulate your imagination and tap
into your creative well.
Below is a poem written by one of our class
members. Our class meets every Tuesday from 10:00
a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

YULETIDE

By Anna Chase
Yuletide time is here at last
Bringing joy to lad and lass
The smell of cookies hot and spicy
Windows glowing white and icy
Candy canes and mistletoe
Laughter everywhere you go
Trees all trimmed with homemade treasures
Gifts of love that can't be measured
Lie beneath the Yuletide tree
Gaily wrapped for all to see
Tables laid with holiday fare
A feeling of love is in the air
All the family gathered there
Join their hands and say a prayer
Thank us all for one another
Dad and Mom, Sis and Brother
Close friends, the kids, the family pup
All the love that fills our cup
With wine that has the sweetest flavor
Why can't this spirit last forever?

Audrey Trice-General Volunteer
Mrs. Audrey has been a member of the senior center since
the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony that inaugurated our center
on March 6, 1993. We kindly refer to her as "Sugar Mama"
for the tough love resemblance of a comic character from
The Proud Family cartoon. She is always available to help
the front desk or handing out bread donations. She lives for
her family, her friendships, and the senior
center and that is why we are privileged to be acquainted
with such a wonderful human being.

MV00233931

EVENTS! EVENTSI !VENTSI
Swap Meet
Friday, Dee. Z

Senior Center & Nutrition Site
Will be Closed
Dec. 26

8:00 am-1:00 pm

Open to the pubHc
Kick off your holiday shopping with a
great handmade item.
Come join us and
have fun with our
Wii party

SENIOR
BIRTHDAY
PARTY

Friday Dec. 9
12:00pm
Banquet Hall

Dec. 15, 12:00pm
Register in the
banquet roOll.

Sponsored by
MDCare

HEAlTHNETIN8URANCE
Tree Trimming Party: Friday Dec. 1 at 1 0:00am-2:00pm
Holiday Party: Friday Dec. 16 at 1 :OOpm
For information Call:
Health

6'

Net~

A Better Dec::ision

United Healthcare
Will be sponsoring a Holiday BBQ
Thursday Dec. 1 at 2:00pm to 4:00pm
Banquet Hall

MV00233932

DECEMBER

'<

CONTACT NORMA:
CELL:

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

1

2
3
INDIAN
CASINO
PAUMA
$5.00 BACK
IN FREE

PICK UP LOCATIONS:
PERRIS: FOOD 4 LESS (PERRIS & NUEVO)
MORENO VALLEY: CARDENAS MARKET (PERRIS &
SUNNYMEAD)
MORENO VALLEY SENIOR CENTER
RIVERSIDE: RITE AID (CHICAGO & UNIVERSITY)
SAN BERNARDINO: (2ND & G ST.)

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

PLAY

4
INDIAN
CASINO
SPOT
LIGHT 29
$25.00 BACK
IN FREE

$10.00

PLAY
$25.00 PIP

5
LAS VEGAS

6

7

8

9

10

PLAY

INDIAN CASINO
SPOT
LIGHT 29
$25 BACK
IN FREE

$10.00

PlAY

INDIAN
CASINO
PAUMA
$5.00 BACK
IN FREE

OVERNIGHT
HOTEL
PRIMADDONA
2ND DAY
QUEENS
2 FREE BUFFET

$50PP

11

$25.00 PIP

12
13
DISNEYLAND
8AM-7PM
CHILD 3-9 $85
ADULT
$95

14

15

16
17
INDIAN
CASINO
PAUMA
$5.00 BACK
IN FREE

18

PLAY
$10.00
19

20

21
INDIAN
CASINO
PAUMA
$5.00 BACK
IN FREE

22

28

25

SEND CHECK TO:
MACHU PICCHU TOURS
24055 FORSYTE STREET
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92557

$10.00
PARTY
TIME!
27

24

CHRISTMAS CHRISTMAS
EVE
DAY

PLAY

26

23

29

30

31

NEW YEARS IN VEGAS
24 HOUR TRIP
1ST STOP: CASINO HACIENDA
(FREE BUFFET)
2ND STOP: CASINO NEW
YORK
PRICE TO BE ANNOUNCED
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&FREQUENTLY USED NUMBERS
Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
Dial-A-Ride

MoVan

. Trip
RTA
MED TRANS.

TRANSPORTATION
$3.00 each way
1-800-795-7887
Use the "Buddy System" and pay $2.50
Man-Sat 6 am-IO pm
Sun 6 am-8pm
$1.00 each way
1-800-351-6571
$2.50 outside of Moreno Valley
Medical appts. For seniors over 60
and adult handicapped.
Mon-Fri 7 am- 3 pm
1-800-510-2020
Mileage reimbursement
951-565-5002
Route Information
1-866-909-4881/951.486.4380

~D=M=V=========I=-8=00=-7=7=7=-0=13=3======~~~~
SENIOR PROTECTION PROGRAMS
Elder abuse education
1-800-510-2020
Auto Repair Rip-off
951-413-3430
Department of
1-800-952-5210
Consumer Affairs TDD916-322·1700
Scams on door-to-door sales, prizes and gifts
Adult protective services
Abuse
1-800·491-7123
Fraud
1-800-476-7506
Paralegal
Legal assistance
Ombudsman

1-888-245-4257
t-th 8 am-9am
1·800-510-2020
1-800-510-2020

FOOD AND NUTRITION PROGRAM
951-247-1667
Mon-Fri 9:00am 12:00pm
$3.00 suggested donation. Nutrition Program funded
by Family Services. www.farnilyservicerivca.org
951-247-1667
A small donation is requested but not required.

Nutrition Program

Home Bound

Food Ministry
Power Ministries
P. W Enbancement Ctr.

211

When you know the service
but not the business.
DISABLE/ VET
SERVICES
BRAILLE INSTITUTE
760-321-1111
SCOOTER STORE
909·549·9443
HEARING AIDS
1-800-521-5247
CANCER RESOURCES
1-800-ACS-2345

VETERANS HOSPITAl

Wed. (3pm-7pm) Thur. & Fri. (12:0Opm-5:3Opm)
951-242.0188 (DIANE)
MUST RSVP
Food and clothing
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead Blvd
For underprivileged, homeless, and/or at risk.

SERS
Trips

EMPLOYMENT FOR SENIORS
1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
55 and older, training, fuIl/ part time
1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
Provide same day transportation for
seniors

VOLUNTEER
RSVP Program

Sensible Srs Homecare
P.W Enbancement Ctr

M. V Senior Center

951-656· 7756
Telacu
Eucalyptus Towers
Perris Isle
ASSISTED LIVING
Integrated Care
A Place for Mom
HOMECARE
Care Coordination

Section 8
P.W Enbancement Ctr.
SHARED HOUSING

HOUSING
951-486·9842

25105 Fir Ave
Directly behind senior center.
951·653-2324
24169 Eucalyptus Avenue
On Eucalyptus between Indian and Heacock
951-924-4070
12960 Perris Blvd
Corner of Perris and Eucalyptus
951-243-3837
1-877-666-3239 Residential Care resources
residential-care-homes.aplaceformom.com
1-800-510-2020
Offers a viable alternative to institutional
alternatives and provide seniors, persons with
disabilities, and family caregivers the
opportunity options for care in the home.
951·351-0700
5555 ArIingtonAve.
Applications available at front office
951-242-7001
Rental assistance, motel vouchers for homeless
951-686-4402

CAREGIVER SUPPORT AND SERVICES
Office on Aging
1-800·510·2020
Sensible Senior Homecare 951-926-4304
Destiny Care Providers
800·353·2994
Provides services of nonmedical in-home needs

SOCIAL SECURTY
HEALTH AND FITNESS

Disease prevention
1-800-510-2020
Fit after 50
1-800-510-2020

POLICE
NON-EMERGENCY

~a1·l~1~1~~

1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
55 and older, throughout Eastern Riv.
County as well as individuals of all
ages within the Office on Aging
951-926-4304
Employment + Caregiver Support
951-242-7001
Office, computer, website, food
stockers, publications and more
951-413-3430
Always seeking fluently skilled
instructors to teach a class during
center hours. Photography, languages,
scrap booking, wood carving, etc.

1-800-772-1213
HEALTHCARE
Medicare info
1-800·6334227
HICAP
1-800·434-0222
951·241-8723
Helps find the right
HMO
for you
Social Services
951-697·5810
HMO'S
Health Net
1·800-827·2013
United Healthcare
951·378·7590
SCAN Health Plan
951·768·5398
Aetna
1·800·529-5586
Caremore
951-733-7904
SBmS
951·4522905
Humana
288-4137
MDCare
562·344·3414

SENIOR LIFESTYLE ADVOCATES
MEETING SENIORS NEEDS HOTLINE - MSNH
Hands on support to walk you through document preparations or applying for Medicaid! medical.

866-960-9261

8
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Michael McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Services

Date:

November 9,2011

Subject:

Winter Holiday Special Events

.

fill/;

On behalf of the Parks and Community Services Department, I would like to invite you to
attend our annual Winter Holiday Special Events, which will take place in early December.
Santa Live, viewed on MVTV-3, is to be held at the City of Moreno Valley Council
Chambers on Monday, December 5, at 5:30 p.m. Santa Live on MVTV-3 provides a
wonderful opportunity for local children to telephone Santa Claus at 951.413.3059 and give
him their holiday wish list or even to just say hello. Santa will also ask trivia questions,
providing prizes for the correct answers.
Breakfast with Santa will take place on Saturday, December 10, at 9:00 a.m. at the
Conference and Recreation Center. Breakfast with Santa features games, crafts, and a
delicious breakfast (prepared especially for them), and a special visit from Santa for
children 2 to 12 years of age. Last year's event hosted more than 80 local children, and
we anticipate an increased turn-out this year.
If you are planning to attend either event, please RSVP with Lisa Smethurst at extension
3701 by Monday, November 28. We would like to thank you for your continued support
and look forward to seeing you at this year's events!

c: Rudy Rodriguez, Recreation Program Coordinator
Cecilia Gonzales, Community Services Supervisor

MV00233935
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community servicesflll1;

Date:

November 8, 2011

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

SPECIAL EVENTS
"Easel on Down" to Art in the Park: Artists are invited to display their work and paint in the
park. Artists are encouraged to bring two to five completed works of art for the public to
view. "Easel on Down" will take place from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. the second Saturday
throughout the year at Ridgecrest Park, 28506 John F. Kennedy Dr. For more information
contact Commissioner Lauretta R. Phillips at 951.247.4848 or email tagofmv@live.com or
Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services at 951.413.3280.
Artober Fest: The 4th annual Artoberfest was held October 22 at the Conference and
Recreation Center. This free family-oriented day-long event was sponsored by the Moreno
Valley Arts Commission and the Department of Parks and Community Services. This
exciting festival attracted more than 1,300 spectators. It featured more than 300 performers
on three different staging areas. In addition, more than 35 artists and crafters featured
booths to showcase their artwork. Numerous types of art were represented, including
photography, pottery making, jewelry, oil and water color artists, sculptors, etc. Several
artists painted during the day, with artist Jim Cox providing a special painting
demonstration. Throughout the day, door prizes were awarded, and a silent auction was
held which included items donated by local businesses as well as paintings donated by the
artists attending the festival.
.
The City of Moreno Valley is currently accepting applications from artists to display their
artwork through a new Art Loan Policy adopted by City Council earlier this year. The City's
Arts Commission will review all works of art submitted for exhibition. The commission will
judge the appropriateness of each piece based on common sense and an eye for familyfriendly works. The policy allows works strictly from artists, living or dead, connected to
Moreno Valley through residency, work or birth. The primary points of the policy include:
• The City's Arts Commission will review all works of art submitted for exhibition at a
city facility. They will then make a recommendation to the City Manager who will
have the final authority to approve all artwork prior to being loaned to the City for
display.

MV00233936

•
~~

•

All a'1ists· 'wilJ.i n,eed to reside, work, or have been born in Moreno Valley. T-hese
requife~@.Ktf~t~iQapply to works of art submitted by family members of deceased
artists. '.,: " f ; :. . '

•

W~~~s .<pf;an tl3qt!?f:~ ~~emed

too large or difficult to display, contain materials which
are' inherently dangerous or unstable, or are made out of materials that may decay if
not kept displayed in the optimum environmental conditions will not be displayed.
• The Arts Commission will evaluate each work of art for quality, style, the type of
media the artwork is displayed on, the nature of the artwork, and diversity in order to
make a recommendation to the City Manager for all exhibits at city facilities.
The deadline for submittal is December 8. Art pieces will be displayed January 1-March
31. Applications are available at http://www.moval.org. For more information contact
Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services at 951.413.3280.
Pet in the Park Adoption Day: Come and visit with the various animals from the Moreno
Valley Animal Shelter available for adoption. The new pet addition to your family may be
there! Scheduled for December 3 from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at Moreno Valley Community
Park, 13380 Frederick Street at Cottonwood Avenue. *In the event of rain, the alternate
date will be scheduled for December 10. For more information call 951.413.3280.
Santa Live: Children can talk to Santa by calling
on December 5 from 5:30 to
7:00 p.m. Children can give Santa their list or call just to say "Hi." Santa will be asking
trivia questions and giving out prizes for correct answers.
Breakfast with Santa: Drop your child off for a morning of games, crafts, breakfast, and a
special visit from Santa. Pre-registration is required. Event will be held at the Conference
and Recreation Center on December 10 from 9:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m. for ages 2 to 12.
Resident fee is $6 and non-resident fee is $8.
Holiday Craft Session: Can't figure out what to get your family and friends for the holiday?
Sign up for our holiday craft session and make something special to give as a gift. The
craft session is held at TownGate Community Center on December 15 from 6:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. for ages 4-12. Resident fee is $8 and non-resident fee is $10.
PARK PROJECTS

1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
existing hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: Staff is continuing its investigation of synthetic turf for the site. The project
is planned for completion by June 2012.
.

2.

Replacement Play Equipment at Ridgecrest, Gateway and Sunnymead Parks
Project Description: The playground equipment at these sites is outdated, not
meeting current safety codes. The project will bring the play equipment up to
current standards for safety and ADA.

2
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.

•
Status: The project is in progress. Completion of the project is scheduled for
December.
3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turf football/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources, EMWD, and the City. Completion of the project is
planned for fall/winter 2012.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
•
•
•

2.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Planted trees at various park sites.
Removed pepper trees at Parque Amistad.
Removed and replaced concrete at Parque Amistad.

Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Fertilize all parks.
Trim palms at various park sites.
Trim trees in contract areas.
Repair east parking lot at Morrison Park.
Overseed Community Park sports fields.
Clean storage area at golf course.
Aerate and sand greens, repair main line breaks at golf course.
Trim shrubs at all parks.
Spray and weed all parks.
Replace oak tree at CRC.
Replace dead African Sumac at City Hall.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas in October:
Aqueduct Bikeway ($833), Bayside ($257), Celebration ($82), Community ($1 ,037),
Edison ($100,) EI Portero ($50), Fairway ($65), JFK ($127), Morrison ($72),
Rockridge ($53), Shadow Mountain ($48), Sunnymead ($167») TownGate ($584),
Victoriano ($91), Vista Lomas ($27), Weston ($154), Westbluff ($89), and
Woodland ($191). The total costfor vandalism/graffiti was $4,027. Total labor hours
for vandalism/graffiti were 89 hours, approximately 8 full-time work days.
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Mobile Stage Unit
October 29, 2011: Break Through Unity Fest

5.

Training
October 20, 2011: Landscape Pruning
October 27, 2011: Advanced Landscape Pruning

6.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 378 hours during October. The total hours
for court referrals in 2011 are 8,651 which equates to approximately 1,081 fulltime work days.

RECREATION DIVISION
1.

Recreation and Sports
Registration is underway for Valley Kids Camp. Children will enjoy a fun-filled yet
safe experience including a variety of arts, crafts, games, music, talent shows and
trips to Valley Skate Park. Dates are November 21-23, December 19-23, December
26-30, and January 2-6. Camp is held at March Field Park Community Center,
th
15325 5th Street, from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. for ages kindergarten through 8
grades. Resident fee is $17 per day and non-resident fee is $22 per day.
For the latter half of October, Time for Tots had more than 130 children registered.
October was spent enjoying creative holiday themed curriculum and celebrating the
annual Fall Festival. The Time for Tots Fall Festival was held at the Conference
and Recreation Center on October 27 from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. The annual
event featured Trunk-or-Treating, games and activities, a musical performance by
the participants, and a pumpkin patch. The Conference and Recreation Center's
parking lot was full with dressed-up children and parents celebrating the special
themed day. Staffwould like to thank the Time for Tots parents, Brunswick Moreno
Valley Bowl, the Morning Optimist Club of Moreno Valley, the Moreno Valley Police
Department, and the Moreno Valley Fire Department Station #6 for their candy
distribution and for making the festive event a success.
October was busy for many recreation classes. Many of the youth dance classes
were maxed out with children preparing for the Winter Contract Class Performance
scheduled in December. Adult classes, such as body sculpting, oil painting, and
piano also saw an increase in registration.

2.

Senior Community Center
On October 3 the Center held an Ice Cream Social sponsored by Synermed.
On October 6 free flu shots were provided by Rite Aid for any seniors 65 and older
with their Medi-Care or Medi-Cal card.

4
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On October 12 free flu shots and blood pressure checks were available for seniors
65 and older by Dr. Nizar Ibrahim.
On October 27 the Center held the annual Spaghetti Dinner sponsored by the
Rotary Club. There were more than 160 seniors enjoying a delicious dinner. Most if
not all the seniors walked away with a gift or prize from the opportunity drawing that
was conducted.
The September Senior Birthday Party was celebrated on October 29. This event
was sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center, which provided a
free meal and a box of candy. Miller Jones Mortuary donated the cake and ice
cream.
On October 31 there was a Health and Resource Fair. There were 26 vendors
present to share their information for the seniors. Approximately 130 seniors visited
the fair.
There was a trip to Spotlight 29 Casino on October 1. Cost was $25 per person
with $25 free play.
A trip was held on October 2 to Valley View Casino. Cost was $25 per person with
$15 in free play.
An overnight trip to Buffalo Bills was held on October 11-13 for $65 per person for
double occupancy which included two free buffets.
COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

"
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Date
10/1/11
10/1/11
10/2/11
10/2/11
10/2/11
10/3/11
10/3/11
10/4/11
10/4/11
10/5/11
10/5/11
10/5/11
10/6/11
10/6/11
10/8/11
10/9/11
10/9/11
10/10/11
10/11/11

Qcto be r· 20ft :::J;J~bhte·r:Emc~nli~~r~atiari:.¢~nter .. ~;,·'; "j

Event
Weight Watchers
Narcotics Anonymous Brunch
Church Event
Church Services
Church Services
Weight Watchers
Pee Wee Flag Football Banquet
Weight Watchers
Pee Wee Flag Football Banquet
Wells Fargo
Church Services
July 4tn Advisory Committee
Joint Task Force Meeting
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Church Services
Church Services
Weight Watchers
RCOE Principals Meeting

Guests
42
150
150
42
35
42
250
82
250
24
18
24
24
42
42
42
35
42
75

. Revenue
$230.00
$1,593.00
$1,699.00
$110.00
$140.00
$100.00
$0
$75.00
$0
$110.00
$90.00
$0
$0
$100.00
$230.00
$110.00
$140.00
$100.00
$1,370.00
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.,>\'·':C" . ' .... ; " .. :'October:20t·~(~~'G()rlf~:~enCE~;·~nd ;Re'creatidi1··Oeht~r·,~'·.::/10]S;1.;11;;J.;;I::~11<;i+;;~.,
10/11/11
10/11/11
10/12/11
10/12/11
10/12/11
10/12/11
10/12/11
10/13/11
10/15/11
10/15/11
10/16/11
10/16/11
10/17/11
10/18/11
10/19/11
10/19/11
10/19/11
10/20/11
10/20/11
10/21/11
10/22/11
10/23/11
10/23/11
10/24/11
10/25/11
10/25/11
10/26/11
10/26/11
10/27/11
10/29/11
10/29/11
10/29/11
10/30/11
10/30/11
10/31/11

Weight Watchers
82
Homeowners' Association
26
40
Business Roundtable
100
MVEA
T own Hall Meeting
24
Arts Commission
24
18
Church Services
42
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
42
Quinceanera
250
Church Services
42
Church Services
35
42
Weight Watchers
82
Weight Watchers
24
Wells Fargo
35
SBDC
18
Church Services
July 4tn Advisory Committee
24
42
Weight Watchers
RCDRMC Trauma Conference
395
1,300
Artober Fest
42
Church Services
35
Church Services
42
Weight Watchers
82
Weight Watchers
Cancelled Meeting
35
SBDC
18
Church Services
42
Weight Watchers
42
Weight Watchers
6
National Legal Studies
400
Paramedic MV College Graduation
35
Church Services
42
Church Services
42
Weight Watchers
Total Revenue for October 2011

$75.00
$90.00
$30.00
$206.00
$210.00
$0
$90.00
$100.00
$230.00
$2,769.00
$110.00
$140.00
$100.00
$75.00
$110.00
$36.00
$90.00
$0
$100.00
$1,501.00
$440.00
$110.00
$140.00
$100.00
$75.00
$90,00
$24.00
$90.00
$100.00
$230.00
$100.00
$1,249.00
$160.00
$110.00
$100.00
$15,377.00
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Date
10/1/11
10/2/11
10/2/11
10/6/11
10/9/11
10/9/11
10/13/11
10/15/11
10/16/11
10/16/11
10/20/11
10/22/11
'10/23/11
10/23/11
10/25/11
10/27/11
10/29/11
10/30/11
10/30/11

tQ1j.:..:. Seriior.Col1im:~nitY:l,€ente(·':t~;~iJ1'i::!;1:!:, :;~~;~1~~;JY4,·:~'.0:
Event

Cancelled Event
Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Wedding Reception
Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Meeting
Church Services
Church Services
Meeting
Church Services
Wedding Reception
Church Services
Church Services

Guests

50
50
20
50
50
20
75
50
50
20
10
50
50
10
20
200
50
50
Total Revenue for October 2011

Revenue
$300.00
$135.00
$135.00
$35.00
$135.00
$135.00
$35.00
$921.15
$135.00
$165.00
$35.00
$90.00
$135.00
$165.00
$90.00
$35.00
$1,351.15
$135.00
$165.00

$4,332.30

l!i~;3~~h;,~,{;.·,,'·;r·Jf:~!",;,: .,Ocfo6er·20:~1~f~;;rownG·ate;;.~Qrnm:UQijY:i-t::,enf~jj;f~:~ll,f~,,;~:·:J.:;;~)
Date
10/2/11
10/4/11
10/9/11
10/11/11
10/15/11
10/16/11
10/16/11
10/18/11
10/21/11
10/22/11
10/23/11
10/24/11
10/25/11
10/26/11
10/29/11
10/30/11

Event

Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Wedding Reception
Church Services
Cancelled Event
Church Services
Wedding Reception
Cancelled Event
Church Services
Rose Society
Church Services
Foster Family Care
Quinceanera
Church Services

Guests
60
30
60
30
150
60

30
150
60
20
30
50
125
60
Total Revenue for October 2011

Revenue
$330.00
$145.00
$330.00
$145.00
$943.65
$330.00
$200.00
$145.00
$966.15
$200.00
$330.00
$0
$145.00
$145.00
$1,021.15
$330.00

$5,705.95
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS

I

Parking

Total

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Adrienne Mitchell

51

3839

289

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a.

2 Bayside

69

814

294

0

0

0

0

0

2

a

0

0

2

3 Civic Center

73

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

4 City Yard

67

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

5 Community

78

4686

327

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

2

6

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

49

1286

156

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

7 Edison Easement

49

157

143

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 Gateway

68

1768

272

0

0

2

0

ci

0

0

0

0

0

9 Hidden Springs Park

48

672

166

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

j

10 Hidden Springs Trail

2

24

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I
I
I

11 John F. Kennedy

80

3335

366

0

0

2

5

3

0

0

3

0

11

12 March Field

68

434

152

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 North Aqueduct

52

42

42

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

14 Patriot

36

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

15 Poorman's Reservoir

46

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

63

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

68

3027

299

0

0

3

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

18 Sunnymead

69

8262

429

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

19 Town gate Memorial

70

5699

346

0

0

0

8

0

2

0

0

2

12

I

20 Valley Skate Park

70

426

119

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

21 Westbluff

64

872

238

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

22 STARS

51

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1291

35343

3662

0

0

9

14

5

13

a

3

4

39

I
I
I

I

I
I

.j::>..
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Vandalism

Assist

I

1'0
W
W
<D

RFS

Contact

I
!

<
o
o

Incident

Visitors

I

~

I

Public

Patrols

I

I

Park

Public

TOTALS
NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

Violations Other

Citation Violations

..
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

<
o

o
~
W
~
~
~

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

0

8

8

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

2 Bethune

61

1413

175

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

3 Cactus Trail

44

88

88

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 Celebration

60

1578

208

0

0

1

9

0

1

0

6

0

16

5 City Yard

65

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

41

15

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

40

11

8

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

8 EI Potrero

56

667

160

0

a

0

6

0

1

0

0

0

7

9 Equestrian Center

42

76

47

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

6

10 Fairway

58

706

78

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

11 Morrison

53

1946

134

0

0

0

16

0

1

0

2

0

19

12 Parque Amistad

57

315

94

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

56

149

84

0

0

12

a

0

0

0

0

12

14 Pedrorena

63

426

149

0

0

2

8

0

1

7

1

19

15 Rancho Verde S&T

31

19

19

a

a
a
a

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

16 Ridge Crest

62

545

75

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

17 Rock Ridge

41

210

67

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

18 South Aqueduct

45

70

70

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoria no

62

307

100

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

5

0

11

20 Vista Lomas

61

416

129

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

2

0

6

21 Weston

50

563

131

0

0

2

28

0

0

0

0

0

22 Woodland

50

1553

196

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

28
13'1

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1098

11081

2035

0

0

5

97

16

6

2

27

1

149

1 Auto Mall Trail

~

Public

TOTALS

Violations Other

Citation Violations

•

I

I
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MORENO VALLEY SENIOR COMMUNITY CENTER
PARTICIPANTS FOR FISCAL 2011/2012
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SPECIAL EVENTS
HOLIDAY CRAFT FAIR
Open to the public! Buy hand made items
Fri., Nov. 4
19:00A-12:00P Mult. Rms

I

VETERANS DAY
Senior Center and Nutrition Site CLOSED
Fri., Nov. 11
Day

IAll

I

THANKSGIVING LUNCH.
Reservations must be made prior to date
Wed., Nov. 16
11:30A-12:00P Banquet S.

I

I

CHAIR MASSAGE
Sponsored by Caremore Health Plan
Thur., Nov. 17 11:00P-2:00P
Banquet S.

I

WII TOURNAMENT
Sponsored by MD Care
Fri., Nov. 18
112:00P-2:00P

I Banquet S.
FLU SHOTS FOR 65+

Sponsored by Synermed
Mon., Nov. 21 110:30A-12:00P Banquet N

I

BBQ
Sponsored by Meeting Senior Needs (MSNH)
Tues., Nov. 2211 :OOP-3:00P
Back Patio

I

THANKSGIVING BREAK
Senior Center and Nutrition Site CLOSED
Thur., Nov. 24 and Fri., Nov. 25

MV00233947
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SEMINARS &MEETINGS
SOUTH BAY HEALTH INS .

MSNH
Wed., Nov. 16

Senior Resource Advocates

Wed., Nov. 30

Fri., Nov. 4

9:00A

UNITED H

Tue., Nov. 8

10:30A Banquet N.

Senior Insurance Information

Tue., Nov. 15

10:30A Banquet N.

Fri., Nov. 18

9:00A

12:00P

Lobby

Lobby

12:00P Lobby
12:00P Lobby
12:00P Lobby
Wed., Nov. 30

12:00P Lobby

HEALTHNET HEALTH INS.

Senior Insurance
Thur., Nov. 3

nTn,rrn

9:00A

HRBC
Senior Insurance ,nr''lrlTln
Tue., Nov. 22 10:00A
Tue., Nov. 29 10:00A Library

MEDICAL
11 :30A
9:00A

Banquet S.

~ee >7'air~
To to the first 10 people only.

Thursday, November 10, 2011
Sponsored by Caremore Health Plan
.......,-'....

"
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J

1

2

3

4

5
LAS VEGAS
Overnight
Hacienda,
NY NY

6

7

8

9

10

11

$55
12

LAS VEGAS
Hotel:
Whiskey
Pete's

SPOTLIGHT
29
$25 Back in
free play

2 free buffet

19

26

13

14

15

16

17

$25
18

20

21

22

23

24

25

LAUGHLIN
3 Days &:
2 Nights
1st Day
Hacienda

LAUGHLIN
2nd day
Riverside
Casino

LAUGHLIN
Hotel: Colo·
rado Belle
1 free buffet

27

28

$65
29

30

SPOTLIGHT
29
$25 Back in
free play

$25
Traveling to LAS VEGAS, LAUGHLIN, Ei: INDIAN CASINOS
Contact: Norma (951 )485·8459 cell (951 )550·9261
Se Habla Espafiol
21 and over ONLY!

MV00233951
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MONDAY

TUESDAY
1
Breaded Fish
Italian Vegetables
Tuscan Beans
Fruit in Season
Wheat Bread

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

2

3

4

Cranorange Chix
Mixed Vegetables
Rice
Tropical Fruit
Cake
Wheat Bread

*Meat Loaf
Peas
Mashed Potatoes
Pineapple Tidbits
Wheat Bread

Cold Roast Beef
Sandwich
Hard Boiled Egg
Broccoli Salad
Apple Sauce
Wheat Bread

7

8

9

10

11

BBQ Pork Riblet
Brussels Sprouts
Parsley Noodles
Fruit Cocktail
Wheat Bread

Pepper Steak
Broccoli
Rice Pilaf
Diced Peaches
Cookie
Wheat Bread

Chix Cacciatore
Zucchini
Herbed Spaghetti
Tropical Fruit
Peach Crisp
Wheat Bread

Breaded Fish
Capri Vegetables
Red Potatoes
Fruit in Season
Wheat Bread

VETERANS DAY
CENTER CLOSED

14

15

16

17

Chix A La King
Broccoli
Rice
Pineapple Ii Citrus
Biscuit

Salmon Filet
Peas
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail
Wheat Bread

*Turkey w /Stuffing
Mashed Potatoes
Yams
Green Beans
Pumpkin Pie
Roll

*Veggie Lasagna
Broccoli
Fruit in Season·
Wheat Bread

18
Baked Chix
Broccoli Ii Carrots
Mashed Pota toes
Diced Pears
Cookie
Wheat Bread

21

22

23

24

25

Salisbury Steak
Peas Ii Carrots
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail
Wheat Bread

Beef Stroganoff
Spinach
Noodles
Mandarin Oranges
Wheat Bread

Lemon Chix
Mixed Vegetables
Rice
Apricots
Wheat Bread

THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY
CENTER CLOSED

THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY
CENTER CLOSED

28

29

30

Meat Loaf
Collared Greens
Mashed Potatoes
Apricots
Wheat Bread

*Beef Lasagna
Green Salad
Cherry Tomatoes
Zucchini
Diced Peaches

*Taco Chix Salad
Carrots
Pinto Beans
Tropical Fruit
Pudding
Tortilla

MV00233952
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"Greetings from the Creative Writing Class
at the Moreno Valley Senior Center.
Do you have memories, wit and wisdom
you'd like to share with family and friends?
me and join the class, share those memories, stimulate"'~iiiii~
your imagination and tap into your creative well. Below are some pieces
written by our class members. Our class meets every Tuesday from 10:00A to 11 :30A.

-Ana Ch,;stian, Facilitator

Thanksgiving Memories
"This year my daughter is having
the whole family for turkey dinner
in Las Vegas. Some family members would rather go to a casino.
The rest of the family is apprehensive of her roasting the turkey
because last time she roasted the
turkey, the fire department had to
come in and extinguish the turkey
and blowout all the smoke. Some
things a girl can never live down."
-Cathy Forten
"Thanksgiving's past when my
parents were alive were festive
family affairs. Much preparation
time was spent in the ordering of
large fresh turkey and stockpiling
the associated staples. About fifteen family members would show
up. No invitations were required.
you just showed up. Today, it's all
precooked turkey from Stater Bros
and the less family attend"
-James Kratt

"Thanksgiving at Disneyland,
Florida. Fifteen members of two
families came together in two
condos"
-Mrs. Nevins
"Which lucky turkey will be pardoned by the president? They all
gobble in the barnyard, 'Pick me,
pick me!'"
-Nancy Graham
"When my sister was still alive,
we would get together, my six
children and her four plus my
sisters-in-law. At the time of giving grace, everyone at the same
time said, 'Please do not let Tia
Jane give grace. She takes so long
the food gets cold.' I would give
thanks for the whole year. "
-Juanita Avila

"I had been married 2 weeks and
I decided to have Thanksgiving
dinner for my husband and his
family. The night before I bought

an 18 pound turkey, and since it
said Butterball Turkey I figured
it would not need any seasoning.
Early the next morning, I peeled
the wrapping, washed the turkey
and placed it in the oven. I baked
it for 5 hours. Then I set the table
and when my guest came I placed
the turkey in the center of the
table. My husband picked up the
carving set to carve the turkey.
'Yeeps', he shouted, 'The turkey
is still hard as a rock. Didn't you
defrost it first?"
-Ollie Eubany

"I have a photograph of my
nephew Glenny when he was a
child of three or four years old
who was posed wearing an apron
and holding a washcloth, standing on a stool with a sink full of
dirty dishes from a most bountiful
Thanksgiving dinner."
-At Turnball

THANKSGIVI
Wednesday, November 16, 2011
11 : 30A-12:00P
In the banquet room
Meal is sponsored by

Family Service Association
.' Reservations must be made prior to event date
Call (
for more information
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Public Works Department
CAPITAL PROJECTS DIVISION

TRANSMITTAL
TO:

Cathy Parada, City Manager Office

FROM:

Henry Ngo, Capital Projects

DATE:

November 03, 2011

SUBJECT:

CIP Fire Station Location Map

~/

* Plan set to be shared among designated recipients
We are transmitting via:

D

Regular Mail

D

Interoffice Mail

D

Fedex

~ Other

The following item(s):
• 10 copies of the CIP Fire Station Location Maps

For:

D

Action

D

Review & Comment

~ Information

Remarks

•

By:

10 copies of the CIP Fire Station Location Maps per request in the City Council
closed session meeting on 11/1/11.

Henry Ngo, Senior Engineer

W;\CapProj\CapProj\PROJECTS\Jack. 05-41266522 - Corporate Yard Facility & Sewer Line\Design Phase\Design Review\65%
Review\Transmittal· Draft 65% Plans & Specs - 08-30-10.doc
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Fire Station 2 (Sunnymead)
Fire Station 48 (Sunnymead Ranch)
Fire Station 6 (Towngate)
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Fire Station 65 (Proposed)
Morrison Park Fire Station
East End Fire Station (Proposed)
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- - Maintained Roads
Fire Station Response Areas
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Miles

November 1,2011
Data Source: Riverside County, City of Moreno Valley, CDP
G:\ArcMap\Fire Maps\Response25mph~oslO\
RA_ 2 smpLProposedCIPLocations_Revised.rnxd
The infonnlltion shown on this map was compiled from the Riverside County GIS and
the City of Moreno Valley GIS. The land base and c.acilityinfo~matio? oD thl5 map
is for display purposes only and should not be relied upon ~thout.mde~ndent
verification as to its aoouracy. Data and information on thIS map IS subject to
llpdateand modification, Rivcrside Countyand CityofMor~no Valley will not be
held responsible for uny claims, losses ot damages resultmg from the use of
this map. ihis map is 110t to be recopied or resold.
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Cindy Miller
From:

Michelle Dawson

Sent:

Monday, October 24,2011 11 :21 AM

To:

Council

Cc:

John Anderson; Cindy Owens; Richard Teichert

Subject: DRAFT Study for In-House PD

Mayor, Mayor Pro Tem, and Members of the City Council: As a follow up item to the 3Yr Deficit Elimination Plan, Staff was directed to review the most recent study prepared
for the feasibility of bringing police services in-house. The most recent In-House PO
study was prepared in 2004. Cindy Owens has prepared the attached updated draft
document which will be presented to the Public Safety Subcommittee next week. Mayor
Stewart requested a copy of the study, which is attached for your review. Rick Teichert
and I have meetings scheduled with each of you to provide information on the follow up
DEP items, we will present a summary of this report at that time as well. Below for your
information is just one paragraph from the Executive Summary of the study.
--Michelle

For Fiscal Year 201112012 the City has budgeted $41,261,770 for police services which includes
181 sworn positions and 52.5 non-sworn positions from the Sheriffs Department. This cost
represents the direct cost of the police contract and other budgeted items, but does not include
any City overhead costs such as contract management and financial administration. The City
operated police department described in this study would have an estimated first year cost of
$49,250,353 with a staff of 199 sworn positions and 106.5 non-sworn positions. Additionally,
the City would need to increase staff in other City departments, such as Human Resources, in
order to sufficiently support a City operated police department. The cost for the additional City
staff, including overtime pay, holiday pay, and standby pay is $1,365,916 with another 17 non
sworn positions added to the various City departments. This brings the total annual cost (or a
City operated police department to $50.616.269 ........... Minima1ly the City should expect to
spend $34,144,562 in start up costs to establish its own police department.

10/24/2011
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Economic Feasibility Study
City-Operated Police Department
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Moreno Valley enjoys a good public safety and traffic safety record, verified by State and
Federal crime and traffic safety audits. Most recently, Moreno Valley was ranked 3rd in the
Nation for traffic safety and Moreno Valley has seen a decline in crime over the last three years.
Policing services are currently delivered to the City through a contract with the Riverside County
Sheriffs Department. The purpose of this study is to examine the feasibility, possible structure,
and cost if the City were to create and maintain a City operated police department.
For Fiscal Year 2.011/2.012 the City has budgeted $41,261,77.o..:for police services which
includes 181 sworn positions and 52.5 non-sworn positions from theSheriff's Department. This
cost represents the direct cost of the police contract and other;:'l)udgeted items, but does not
include any City overhead costs such as contract managemen!,\ahdfinancial administration. The
City operated police department described in this study would have
estimated first year cost
of $49,25.0,353 with a staff of 199 sworn positions and l06'.5,noIl-sworn po~itions. Additionally,
the City would need to increase staff in other City clepartJ11ehts, such as HUfuan Resources, in
order to sufficiently support a City operated police·department. The cost fortlle',additional City
staff, including overtime pay, holiday pay, and .stan<ibypay i~:':j$I,365,916 with<:$,fi6ther 17 non
sworn positions added to the various City departmerits.">,rhif'brings the total /t~st (or a City
operated police department to $50,616,269.··,,)tlt,:
As this study will explain, there:are certain first ye~tt!~osts that can not be estimated at
this time. For instance, the City does notr~quirethe full tim~se:rVices of an emergency services
team (more commonly known as a special \~eapons'and tactics teain~SWAT), however, the City
would need to consider either contracting for, thiss~rVice~»)Yith ~other jurisdiction or consider
training its own police officers to act in this capacity on:a~ili1:'time basis. Furthermore, there is
the expense of purchasing"specialized equipm~nt for thi~:c;team as well as the cost for the
additional training for, the members· of the team.:, Another expense that can not be estimated is
the cost of a City op~I;ated crimirta}: laboratory. As these costs can not be predicted they have
been excluded from the budget, Ihow:ever, the City" could expect to see the budget increase
$35.0,.0.0.0 to $7.?p,o'Q.o for just the~e:)two'items;",:.,,'d'/
AS(l:A§'f::~~laine~L,i.? the:":'P9Iice' Staffing" section, the staff numbers for a City police
depart:t1}~p:tare higher 'since a CitY'.police department would need to have sufficient staff to cover
abse!1¢~s'St)1at are now covered un.der'the constant staffing provided in the contract with the
Riv~rsideP?~ty Sheriff s:pepartm~J1f Rather than contract for a particular number of people,
the City coht.r:~cts for a partiCular number of hours of service with the County. Consequently, if
a deputy assigh~d'to Moreno iValley is absent, another deputy will fill his place.
The City operated police department budget also includes the cost of a City operated
police communicatlo:ns/dispatch center. Of the $5.0,616,269 total budget for a City operated
police department, $2,93.0,388 is for personnel costs associated with operating a communications
center. This amount iftcludes overtime, shift differential, holiday pay, and standby pay. The cost
does not include workman's compensation, training costs, internal service fees, and other
budgetary costs associated with operating a communications center.
Minimally the City should expect to spend $34,144,562 in start up costs to establish its
own police department. Major components would include vehicles and vehicle equipment;
communications, dispatch and computer aided dispatch systems; records management and
information technology; a telephone system; and transition costs. Of these start up costs, the
most expensive component are the items required to effectively establish a communications and

an
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dispatch center; which totals $10,416,050 and includes the cost for telecommunication towers. It
should be noted that $10.4 million is considered a minimum cost for dispatch and
communications. The cost for dispatch and communications could increase to over $17 million
dollars depending on final quotes for purchasing equipment, purchasing land, constructing the
radio towers, and other expenses. These start up costs are outlined in Table 7 on page 19;
however, not included in these start up costs is the exvense of expanding the Public Safety
Building to accommodate evidence and property storage, vehicle impoundment for criminal
investigations. a dispatch center, and a criminal laboratory as well as the expansion of City
Yard for the maintenance of police vehicles.
(' ,
The City recently completed a master plan for the incremerttb'f<' growth of the Public
Safety Building. In that incremental plan the evidence, property and logistics expansion is
included in Phase 3 along with a parking structure.' The cost for"that phase was estimated at
$27.9 million dollars with a total cost of the expansion $104;4,million:, To some extent, the City
would need to revisit this master plan and potentially reprigtitize the phases:i11 order to add space
to the building to accommodate a larger police force~ cririlinal laborat()ry~'ievidence storage,
property storage, vehicle impoundment, and a dispat6h center. '. The costs menti9~Je.4 h~re are not
included in the start up costs but do need 4'0 ,be ,considered in the ove~~ih:,}§trategy for
implementing a City operated police department should that be.;'thedesire of City Council.
This study will begin with an examination of patroistaffing and the number of officers
needed for calls for service response and.self initiated poli6eWork. It describes the number of
officers needed for special units such,a§(',:,:t~affic, problem oriented policing, and special
enforcement teams which provide a vital supplement,tP patrol.
",":
'
Additional sections will describe investigative support, administrative support, and other
components that are require~Jor a City operated,pblice department. There will then be a brief
overview of the facility OO(f!~~wpment as wel1.as communications and information technology.
Based on the informatiBil in thb~e;sections, City staff will then outline a first year operating
budget. Finally, ther~:wiU be a brief discussion on ,the, start up costs involved for creating a City
.: :,:
.';',
operated police departm~nt' .. \

,,::{,\,,{:~:l::;,;,sm~@H@n):;;j:(}·: :X:i:i('ii";:":"'·'

POLICE STAFFiiV,G>:,
d:':"<';

<>-'

'>~.<"'::,'.>,,,

'<,::~>,,'''::;:;'i::,
'\': ;,f:: ::>:;;\.

/,{:Il1:,order to de~~irriirie th~ :~Jirl:Per:' of police officers required to staff a City operated
polite department it is necessary to u~~erstand that there are two primary workload indicators for
patrol operlltiolls, which are falls for services and self initiated activity.
Calls for;~ervice oc~W- when someone contacts the police department and requests
assistance. They'can,conta~{the police department by calling 9-1-1, calling the non-emergency
phone number for tIiepolioe' department, walking into the police station, or by stopping a police
officer on the street.qalls for service can be managed to some extent by separating urgent, life
threatening calls from:hon-life threatening calls, however, the number of calls for service cannot
be directly controlled by the police department.
Self initiated activity occurs at an individual officer's discretion whereby they initiate a
traffic stop due to a vehicle code violation, check on parked vehicle due to suspicious
circumstances, stop a pedestrian, check on a building, or perform other tasks. Self initiated work
is generally started by the police officer and is not in response to a citizen request. Self initiated
work can be deferred by the police officer to when the calls for service workload is lighter,
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however, this type of activity does depend on legitimate opportunities being available which can
coincide with peak times for calls for service.
To determine the number of patrol officers needed to respond for calls for service as well
as to perform self-initiated work, City staff examined 12 months of data supplied by the
Riverside County Sheriff s Department from their data warehousing system (April 1, 2010 March 31, 2011). The data warehousing system utilizes information from the computer aided
dispatch (CAD) system to generate information on each dispatch event. The resulting data was
composed of 129,255 useable calls for service and 27,466 self initiated records for that time
period.
,."l: .,
Data obtained from the Riverside County Sheriffs Departm~rifdhly,contains information
for the primary unit that responded to a call for service or pe~fdfnied a self initiated activity;
however, the total time consumed by an event includes not Qnlytheprimary unit assigned but
also the time spent on the call for service by the backup un:fts~ The av1o:qnt of time spent on a
call by backup units will typically be less than that of t4~(p~imary unit. \ lhck,up units tend to be
dispatched after the primary unit is assigned and wiltidftentiirtes clear the scerte .sooner than the
primary unit. In order to account for the backup,lluit's time\consumed by an",e;y~p~;:>City staff
increased the average total time consumed by ·c'ilUsfo.r servi2b:by 40%, whidi\,'~siXthe number
MAXIMUS used in their 2004 police feasibility studY.":;'::::l::~?:~S"
::

MEASURING CALLS FOR SERVICE.'WORKLOAD
",
In order to determine how many p~trdl officers are needed toifieet the demand for police
services in the community City staff measUred h~w'nlUcr time' needs to be devoted to call
responses by hour of the day and day of the,~ee~. The~bunt of time spent on a call was
measured from the time,tlie'ofpcer was dispatshed to the C;~ll to when the call for service was
closed out by the officer:'
'.::\
"'. .
'
Each record,;~~ brpken int():the time spenton)he call for service by the hour of day and
the appropriate dayoftliewe~k. FOJ;.example, a calt'that began at 11 :45 p.m. on a Tuesday night
and concludedat,J;OO a.rti .. 0n:Wedne~dayhmoming was broken into 15 minutes for the 11:00
p.m. ·to 12i06·~Lrr),. '}jlock of time, on Tl.lesday with the remaining 60 minutes placed in the
Wednesd~3/'i 2: 0 1 a·.m.toLOO a':illApLock.
,,:;:::\t;Y#Fzing staff fr0 lIl the City~~~Te6hnology Services Division, all calls for service were
broken up:~nt() their appropriate day 9'fthe week and hour of day. This time was then increased
by 40% to':i8.f\C)llllt for the time back "up units may have spent on the activity and then converted
from minutes·'fahours. The,t6tal number of hours for the day of the week and the hour of day
was then averag~d,for the year to produce the number of hours per day of week and per hour of
day that the City cQullexptct the patrol division of the police department to spend responding to
calls for service. The'information in the table below reflects this information.
Hour
0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500

MOD
7.29
4.84
3.80
2.82
2.52
2.09

Tues
6.13
4.66
3.48
2.72
2.24
2.29

Wed
Thurs
5.54
5.85
3.82
4.23
2.69
3.28
2.38
2.54
1.89
2.18
2.18
2.22

Fri
7.54
5.88
4.42
3.34
2.58
2.15

Sat
11.28
8.92
6.21
4.35
3.39
2.42

SUD
10.85
12.10
7.52
5.87
4.41
3.35

Totals
54.47
44.45
31.40
24.03
19.20
16.70
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2.11
3.42

2.03
3.29

2.13

2.02

3.59

28.90

26.83

0800
0900

5.94
7.52

6.12
7.00

1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

8.49
9.93
11.58
10.95
12.04
12.l1

9.65
9.55
10.11
11.56
11.91
12.76

10.89
13.05
13.00

9.90
11.25
10.37
12.74
12.66

subtotal

78.57

78.65

81.37

80.21

0600
0700

subtotal

2.14

2.29

14.72

3.43

2.00
3.49

3.15

2.91

24.22

25.76

31.40

41.84

49.30

23.28
228.26

7.02

6.96
7.71

6.77

5.09
6.62

4.21

42.11

5.47

49.84

7.91
8.55
9.22
9.4'3"

6.51
7.69

1"':8:14

59.67
65.02
72.29

9.18
16:81' 1'0 ,,9.94
.10.56 I' :9041

73.63
83.23
83.51

7.80
8.88
9.88
10.85

7.72
9.59

8.63

9.53
11.15
11.26
12.74
13.01

I,i

"

>,.

"

68.19

60.54

9.56
12.99 '<13.07
fO;S4
15.91
15.09
16.42 1./'12.62
13.89
14.88
15.51 12.90
1",·,12.96
13.93 '12.00

8.95

\, ~k',,8.o.QO

9.36
11.36
10.90
10.58

/'\82:52
';:101.18

11.74 1··:1'0.37
12.11
8.69
'13.90
8.46
95.39
78.68

76.27
64.32
68.24

81.76

,i'
1600

11.44

1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200

11.71
14.17
12.88
12.01
9.63
8.11

2300

7.91

7.88
7.45

87.85

92.78

subtotal

11.84
12.20
15.62
13.79
13.08
10.91

12.70
12.65

12.48, I,: .13.02

12.g1'

'10.'84,. 12.13
10.64 ',','::
8.35 1<' 8.72 ,; 10:46
8.43
94.37

9.28.- /: 12:80
98.05

107.34

. :c

.

.,

529.29
',\,'""

.,'

94.75
87.l8

654.46

Table I: Time Spent on Call for Service by Patrol Units in Moreno Valley April 2009 to March 31, 2010 (includes 40%
assumption of time spent by back up units)

"«:':;"'~~::.:~' ":/«:;:':<:<" '::' :":'.
"~'~{';::::~:~:;~';:;;::::'h
Mbreno v al1ey,experienc~§;h!l highest call volume on weekdays from 1800 hours to 2000
hour~i,::'The single busie§tp~Eiod is:;£i'$~if1500 hours through 2300 hours on Fridays. Given that
Moreno Valley
is a suburbl:i:t})t~ommurlity, this is to be expected.
. "
Eachbloek of time in::':!f:able 1" can be interpreted as the amount of personnel hours needed
to handle cails<[or.,service orily during that time on that day. For example the 12.80 figure on
Friday night from 2300 hq~rs until midnight means that at least 13 officers are needed on
average to handle the '~alls":for service generated by citizens. However, staffing cannot be only
for calls for service. Ha,:ving sufficient time available for self initiated activity is important if the
department wants to work proactively to solve crime, violence, and disorder problems through
community policing. The best self initiated work involves not only vehicle stops and pedestrian
checks but also time for officers to work with residents and business to solve the problems of
underlying crime, violence, and disorder. Time spent in these endeavors can reduce calls for
service as the conditions causing the problems improve.
Staff could not locate a universally accepted standard for how much patrol time should be
consumed by calls for service. A common assumption, prior to the establishment of community
oriented policing, was that a third of an officer's time should be spent on calls for service, a third
of their time on self initiated activity, and a third of the time on uncommitted patrol activities.
',I , '\.,.

~

:\~N.\.\
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Departments have a varying degree of time spent on patrol ranging from 30% to 65% of an
officers time.
The percent of time an officer should spend responding to calls for service is a policy
decision based on how the department and the community would like to see an officer spend
their patrol hours. Having a large amount of time consumed by calls for service may increase
response time as officers will frequently be busy on other calls. It will also reduce the time
available to spend on problem solving and community policing by police officers. The
department can counteract a portion of this by assigning officers, on a rotating basis, to special
assignments such as problem oriented policing, burglary task force, ~pecial enforcement teams,
etc.
When determining patrol staffing levels it is importaI}t<i~, consider that in a police
department, as with any other City department or organizaiidn,the number of personnel
available and actually working will vary daily. Not everyon~bcomestp'w9rk every day. Patrol
officers are absent from work for a variety reasons including:training;'"ya:cation, illness, court
time, and special assignments. Over time, schedul~~t"b1ay ::Vary due tohruisfers, promotions,
long-term injury leave and general vacancies within-the police 4epartment.\:\;':·::,.:" .•~;"
For an agency the size of Moreno Valley,the\"City cap,:expect to see "a)$now up rate
between 75% to 85% for patrol officers. Variablesaf:fecti6j!r~ick leave usage include: the
seniority of employees since more senior employees typi\ca,U;y;'accrue more leave than those who
are newly hired; department sick leave policies; other avail~hNhl{;ave such as compensation time
in lieu of paid overtime; and work schedules: 'The later factor>w6rk sc4edules, has an impact on
the show-up rate in that if an officer perceives that-they can neve~"n~ve a "favorable" day off
then sick leave abuse may occur. There are' various glOdels ,,<?,f scheduling that can be reviewed to
provide a greater variety of favorable shifts, h6wevei,.,t~~:<:final shift schedule should be
determined by the initiat,C&{ef6f:Police hired]jy the City ~Fbuld the City elect to form its own
,'::
" "
police department. It i .'
~

~.

DETERMINING THE NUMBE~OF
OFFICERS" .FOR CALLS FOR SERVICE RESPONSE
,
,.
"""·''"''1"
''''<

Taql<:,~':o:r'~~6~6Untsfor~£*~rage ofl;412 hours per week that the Moreno Valley Police
Departl11¢lif will spelidon'callsfofservice regardless of whether the City continues to contract

withitQ~Riverside County Sherifrs'p~paItment or if the City decides to operate its own police

depfutm-ehiJ:.Table 2 below shows the number of patrol officers needed given the current hours
spent on c~n§;fo~ service, fot:dedicating 35% of a patrol officers time to calls for service, 50% of
their time to calls for service and 65% of their time handling calls for service. The table also
estimates the sh6W-up, rate ,for officers at 85%, which equates to 34 hours per week per officer
based on a 40 hourwork. week, or of the 2,080 hours an officer is scheduled to work, he/she will
attend work 1, 780 ho~~ in a given year.

Hours Per
Week Spent on
Calls for Service
1,412
1,412
1,412

Percent Time
Spent Handling
Calls For Service
35%
50%
65%

Officers Needed
for an 85% Show
Up Rate
119
83
64

Table 2: Number of Officers Needed to Respond to Cans for Service
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For the remainder of this study the mid-range of percent time spent handling calls for
service will be used for determining costs and other factors for establishing a City operated
police department resulting in a requirement of 83 patrol officers to handle calls for service
throughout a typical week. To match the changes in workload over the course of a day, the
staffing levels for the police department should vary to allow for more officers to be on duty
when the calls for service from City residents is highest. The Sheriff s Department currently has
officers working 10 hour shifts with 4 shifts per day to allow for greater flexibility in covering
those times of day when there are higher calls for service. Those shift~currently are:
~,><:':', /::<:::<;>'<

•
•

•
•

Watch 1:
Watch 2:
Watch 3:
Watch 4:

2200 hours to 0800 hours,/'
0600 hours to 1600 hour$ .
1300 hours to 2100 hburs
1700 hours to 0300 hours
'/.

'~<i/ig."

At this time, the Riverside County Sheriff.,s':'Department has 82 depriti'~~»incJuding two
K-9 Officers, assigned to the patrol division/\'viih'.ten sergeants and two<:¥~ii~enants for
supervision, giving a ratio of 8.2 deputies per sergeant' (Note, due to the Deficit Elimination Plan,
the number of patrol officers was reduced from 87 to 82. The City has not received the 4th
amendment for the Contract to verify this, however, this is the change that is expected to occur).
The ratio of sergeants to patrol officers does::vary amongst other police departments and ranges
from one sergeant per six officers to on~~::s6fgedrit,per ten officers. The 2004 Maximus study
suggested that since the City'S own policedt:lpartmel1{would most likely be lesser experienced
that a patrol officer to sergeant ratio closer tQ onelsergean{ pet" six officers would provide for
better supervision in the ,fi¢"la~itThe Maximus stUdy final allocation for patrol had 1 sergeant per
5.4 deputies as they "a:ltocated:h~r;l:additional sergeant to the 1:6 ratio for covering vacation,
illness, or training. ;/Wl\il'e\staff is:p.Pt suggesting thatJhe City operated department be quite that
aggressive in providing'supervisi~li:;,for a lesser eJ2perienced workforce, it may be in the City's
best interest to.",c()n.~ider iiic;I"~*sihgtll~:;<~umber"of sergeants assigned to patrol in the first few
years from",thecUl1"ehtlevel:6~\l:8.2 officersio 1:7 officers. However, for the purposes of
generating it first year:budget, dtM;:~taff has kept the current number of sergeants as listed in the
contraci\vith the Riverside GountyS'h~ri:.ff's Department.
(' The~'Riverside County~:Sherifg;~;Department provides two lieutenants to oversee patrol
functions.Th¢s~ two lieutert~~s typically work Monday - Friday, however, they do adjust their
schedules for§p~cial assignril~hts, warrant sweeps, special holidays that adversely affect patrol
such as New Ye;;trs\Eve,.,J,nd are on call should an event arise requiring their expertise.
Numerous police deP@I1letiis provide one lieutenant per patrol shift with one Captain overseeing
the patrol division. TI;#swas the recommendation of the Maximus study that was performed in
2004 for the City. As the City is satisfied with the current level of staffing at the police
department, this report will reflect only two lieutenants with patrol being placed under one
captain in charge of the Field Operations Division.
SUPPLEMENTING PATROL

Currently the Riverside County Sheriff s Department supplements patrol services with
traffic enforcement, problem oriented policing, community services, special enforcement team,
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burglary suppression team, robbery suppression team, and a gang task force. The number of
personnel assigned to these teams does vary depending on what is occurring within the City and
is provided for within the hours contracted for with the Sherriffs Department. Additionally, the
City specifically contracts for dedicated positions above the contract hours which includes:
•
the captain (Police Chief)
•
one lieutenant
• two sergeants
• ten motorcycle trained deputy sheriffs
• two K-9 deputy sheriffs
• three crime prevention officers
• one gang task force deputy
• one graffiti prevention officer
• one school resource officer
,,<>

.//:< ":. ':::'~,:::.>.,

"

' ..' .::" '»," >

As of the third amendment for law enforceme,ntservices entered ini6by.,Jhe City and the
County on November 10, 2010 the additional pefsonnel needed to suppl~ll}~1tt".J~~atrol were
broken out as follows:
'/:~'::::,
<:,:;.<;~<{:."
. :t"

,\"

. "......,

./.":)

<,

'X\

.:."

;,~:):

(p,"

Traffic Unit: one lieutenant, two sergeants, 18 deputie~;Ct1~~. community service officers, and
one Management Analyst (City employe·e}.'~.t·
,':-.,

Problem Oriented Policing Team:

two'serge~ts;·:ni.~e deputi6s ~((two community service

offi~rnj

,o,}.,

t :o">,.,:~<~,,,,:{'-'"

\"

Special Enforcement T"e(iifi?"(SET): one lieutehant, two ~ergeants, one K-9 officer, and 14
deputies
. , , ' ..... ":,'
"'~:/'

~, /:.«

Burglary Suppressi~n Teq1h:,fotJ·,4epllties
\",' <,;::'. ,.:~:~.::;,':\,

'.

H.~':

", '<,~,

...

"'''''

•.

Robbery SlJpp;;;;{;;'itTeam: twd'deputi~s"""
i'l~~t!:;:"
. . . .\<>::)::.>, ..
TowlJi"a'te,Mall: two deputies (Note<~the'Moreno Valley Mall pays the fully supported rate of70
c'." '." .,,"
'.
hollis a w¢~'k to have a deputy, at the ,,Mall 10 hours each day. These deputies work a combined
10 hours ~':W:~~k,on patrol that is paid 'for by the City.)
'.

':,

"

'.

"\

Police Grant C;;;.CAT: tw() . ideputies and one Sheriff s Service Officer II (all posItIOns are
currently 100% fundedJlrr.b~gh a grant) who are in addition to the staffing listed for SET.
Overall, the City is satisfied with the performance of these teams at their current staffing
levels. Due to this, the study has incorporated these positions in their entirety into the final
staffing report.
In order to transport prisoners to the Riverside County Jail it is recommended that a City
operated police department continue to primarily utilize Community Service Officers to fulfill
this role so that sworn personnel can continue to handle calls for service in a timely manner. In
addition to transporting prisoners, the Community Service Officers would be assigned calls for
service where there is no suspect information available, such as a runaway juvenile or a burglary
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where the resident does not know who may have committed the crime. This would allow for the
patrol officers to handle call for service where crimes are in progress, take reports where there is
suspect information as they may contact the suspect, or to perform proactive activities such as
traffic stops.
Finally, Moreno Valley would lose access to a special weapons and tactics team (known
as the emergency services team (EST) in the Sheriffs Department), hazardous device team
(HDT, commonly referred to as the bomb squad), and assistance from the Riverside County
Sheriff s Department helicopter as these services are provided as part of the contract with the
County.
, '"
Currently, Moreno Valley does not have the frequency of calisfor;service that requires
these specialized teams/units full time. Part-time emergency servit6s teams, where officers have
collateral duties, could be something for the City to consider,a:swellcontracting with either the
Riverside County Sheriffs Department or the City of Riverside for'EST',services. Ideally, the
City operated police department would deploy staff to ,stabilize the scel1~:i:~d hold a perimeter
until such a specialized unit could be assembled andiaITive ()n scene. Thi~~ervice, along with
the Hazardous Device Team (HDT) and helicopter'Services, are currently prbYi~ed to the City
through the contract as part of the deputy hourly rate.: "Witho"ilt'entering into neggliations with
either the County of Riverside, City of Riverside, oranother-'locaLjurisdiction, ifis difficult to
estimate what contract costs might be for access to EST, HDT,or helicopter services.
City staff highly recommends tha,t,tpe City minimally ,contracts for helicopter services as
the Riverside County Sheriff s helicoptet:d6(ts,S}?end a considerable aIpount time patrolling the
City during peak demand times for police;'service's:'by the public~" Again, without entering into
negotiations with the County, it is difficult fQr, City§~afft04etermine an exact cost for helicopter
services. However, in order to provide an 'idea ,dfwhat a"'contract might cost the City, staff
examined the aviation prggiiw.{!C:bsts for the CIty'Df Riversidkand the City of Ontario.
The City ofRiy~rside'sA.¥ti1tion prograrhcost $1,886,899 in FY 10111 operate, whereas
in Ontario their avi,ati()n:::p.rogram\:;§~t $2,522,383:,Fqr the purposes of developing an estimated
first year budget for a C-itY'operai@.tJ;J9lice department, City staff assumed that the City could
expect to' pay i1pp.roximatdY20%6f;";'t~eCosts"asSbciated with the City of Riverside's program
which wOlJld"b~:$3'17;380 p~rye(lf' cos{i'dtimates for EST and HDT can not be accurately
estimated"at this tim(/afzd>theretO'r~?bre not included in the budget.
.',
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The :Riv~tside countf'Sheriff s Department, in their contract rate for a deputy sheriff,
allocates one detective per 7133 deputies paid for by a contract city. This has created a detective
bureau at the MoreIlO Val1~yPolice Department that is currently staffed with one lieutenant, two
sergeants, 17 detectiv6~, t'wo deputies for burglary suppression, two forensic technicians, and one
sheriff s service offic~r II. The Investigations Bureau also has three support staff consisting of
one clerical position and two crime analysts, one of which is a City employee. As the homicides
that occur in the City are handled by the Riverside County Sheriffs Department Criminal
Homicide Unit, the City would need to consider adding two to three additional officers at the
detective rank to address not only homicides but also the more violent crimes that occur in the
City due to the length of time it takes to perform an in depth investigation. For the purposes of
this study, City staff has allocated three additional officers to the Riverside County Sheriffs
"

. : ' '< '.
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Department current staffing level in order to ensure violent crimes are properly investigated in a
timely manner.
City staff is proposing to eliminate the detective rank and assign patrol officers to
conduct criminal investigations for prosecution by the District Attorney. Patrol officers assigned
to the detective bureau would receive an additional pay incentive to work in this special
assignment while allowing the City operated police department greater flexibility in transferring
staff around to patrol, special operations, and other assignments without losing rank. This will
further allow the department the ability to establish a rotation policy amongst patrol, problem
oriented policing, special enforcement team, and the investigations bUl"eali in order to provide for
greater career development and job enrichment to the employ~e'with9ut creating entitled
·t·ons .
//:/\"
po S11
l( : "
Since it is traditional in many Riverside and San Ber.J:1<frdin()' C()unty police agencies to
have an investigator rank the City may need to consider grartiipg bonuses'qr supplemental pay to
lateral transfers that have investigative experience in.:,6~4~r':to creatlacompetent detective
bureau in the beginning stages of the City operated"policeClepartment.The>cost for granting
these bonuses has not been included in the proposed first year budget or in';,if{'fj:star.t up costs
section.
.if,'""
':::;,':
\':::';,<1}'
Another consideration, for operational reasons';<:W9111~l::J)e locate the forertsic unit within
the Investigation Bureau for ease of communication Betwg~n those that collect the criminal
evidence and those that are pursuing crimin,al cases. The CitY:already contracts specifically for
two forensic technicians. This unit wCHrlei' nee~ to be expani;!edto .include hiring additional
forensic technicians and supervisors who have the'experience ofhandling major crime scenes as
the current forensic technicians the City\.<::ontracts't()r, are sp¢dfically assigned to handle
\:,:':
,;/:'"
",://,.""""".
burglaries and vandall·sms.
As previously n()t¢((':~n":homicides are:'handled by)U1e Riverside Sheriffs Department
Criminal Homicide UriIt' as -WeWas their techriicians, so' additional forensic technicians are
necessary to provide/forensic suppbrt for the more ~omplex crimes such as armed robberies,
assaults with a deadly ""eapon, an,ci,4Qmicides. FO,rensic support is needed 24 hours a day so on
call pay would }lee,q to be aconsid~t~tion·:auring.eihployee negotiations. This unit would consist
of four forensi8teChnicians, ol1esenior forensic technician, and one forensic supervisor.
r::iilally, the City needs to'cdRsider adding additional officers to the Investigations Bureau
to c<;>n,;du'tt internal affairs Investi~atio:ns:" Presently, all personnel investigations that are not
cri:rriinal·iri:hature, and do not involve officer involved shootings are handled at the station level.
As part ~1';<.1~li~~, City's contract with the Riverside County Sheriff s Department, personnel
investigations":tl1at:.are more )serious in nature are referred to the Administrative Investigations
Department within the Sheriff s Department. After consulting with the Sheriff s Department,
City staff is recominl.(n,din~(that an additional two officers be added to the Investigations Bureau
for the purposes of cortdutting the more serious personnel investigations
..

'i:' ,
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ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT

In order for a police department to operate effectively it needs administrative support and
community programs. The Administrative Support Division would be overseen by one Captain
who would oversee the Community and Administrative Services Division, Fiscal Administration,
and Communication Center. The Community and Administrative Services Section would be
overseen by a lieutenant and would consist of:
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Logistics Unit: Six Community Service Officers would be required to manage issues
related to the building, fleet, weapons maintenance, and the issuance of radios and
equipment. The unit would be responsible for tracking all equipment and uniform
issuance. Additionally, a Police Fleet Maintenance Coordinator would need to be hired
in order to coordinate all fleet maintenance issues with the City'S Maintenance and
Operations Division.
Community Services Unit: would consist of two sergeants, five deputies, and three
community service officers to keep staffing level equivalent to what the City contracts
for with the County.
i,
Training Unit: would ensure that all training records for ,'~fuplbyees are accurate and
would be in charge of scheduling employees for training!'/:'This unit would consist of a
"l:" "
sergeant, one officer, and one office assistant
Records and Data Processing Unit: would process WI police t~ports, input information
into the records management system, and prqvide"front office,~lerical support. The
Riverside County Sheriff s Department currently has 'One supervisirig':(:)Jfice assistant II,
one supervising office assistant I, two offic~ assistantIII's, and fourt~:~tt'9ffi9~ assistant
II's who provide this support. While the:R4xerside C9Unty Sherriff s D~il:ti4ment does
most of the records management tasks at the, Moreno Valley Police Station, records
management does involve offsite Riverside County, Sheriff personnel. The costs for
those personnel are recovered't'ID:9ugh the deputy' hUUrly rate that the County charges
the City. As such, the City w6iild;'heed to consideracid~tioI!al staffing which should
include a Police Administrative', ServIces Supervisor,::,twh Senior Administrative
Assistants, and three more office aS$l~tant~;""·'
,,'
<\\

The Fiscal Administ!:~fi6~:($ection would bbrt~ist of a s~m6r management analyst to monitor
the various police depai$fuent BU4ge,ts and overSe,e the grants administered throughout the police
department, one seni'or:~()countan:~~::'bne accounting ,technician, and 2.5 accounting assistant II's
to continue to provide the's~e ley~~,>pf accounting/~~rvices that the police department currently
has.
",',:"!::::"".;""
"f:rf:l~~~:~:):i~l:l:j:~:;(j~Wnr(~':::;';'"",.,) ,F"
The GoillinuUi,difions Center:::would consist of the City's Dispatch Center. Issues regarding
the telepHone systerri;'c~~putertii~~~,dispatch system, and the radio system would be reported
to, and::handled by, the Clty,'s:TechrlBlp'Tg~t'iServices Division. Additional staffing for Technology
Senlicd'is'accounted for irt;~~ble 5 oH:page 14. Through a review of other cities who staff their
own polictdispatch centers;::('ahd in 'consultation with the Moreno Valley Police Department's
Administrative:ISielltenant, if:)~as determined that a total of 31 personnel would be required to
effectively run acorfununicatlbn center. Personnel would consist of:
• One Public Sa:fety::'Communications Manager
• Four Public S'[fe'ty Communications Supervisors
• Two Senior phblic Safety Communications Dispatchers
• 24 Public Safety Communication Dispatchers

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF
The Office of the Chief would include the Chief of Police, Executive Assistant, and an
Administrative Sergeant Some of the responsibilities of the Administrative Sergeant would
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include acting as the public information officer for the police department, overseeing the reserve
deputy program, and coordination of facility maintenance with Community Services.
ORGANIZATION CHART

The person hired by the City to act as the first Police Chief and establish a new police
department will most likely change the organization chart presented here to fit their needs and
the goals they have for the department, however, in order to give City Council, City staff, and the
public an idea of how the police department might be organized, a chart~'Yas prepared and can be
seen below.
.. :'.'
.f/, .'

,<'::v'

'\:-

<.

/;,

/J

u.

Administrative
Staff

Chart 1: Proposed Organization Chart for a City Operated Police Department
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SUMMARY OF STAFFING FOR MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT
A summary of staffing within each organizational unit of the organization chart above is
shown below.

Title
Office of the Chief

; Number Personnel

Chief of Police
Executive Assistant
Administrative Sergeant

1
1

.J

Field Operations
Captain
At:" "', 1
,:
/ ' ; "')': :.3
Lieutenants - 2 Patrol, 1 Traffic
Sergeants
"'1'6,.
Officers - includes 2 K-9's, 2 Mall Officers, and 2 grarttdfficers 113"\",
23<,,;~~;,
Community Service Officers - 16 Patrol, 5 Traffic', 2 POP
jll,: '
Management Analyst - Traffic
1
' ",':1;>..,,1'
Investigations
I/'''
':'h ,,/,(' "
Captain
1
, "
Lieutenant - 1 Investigations, 1 SET
2
',:
".
Sergeants:·,(:::,.,
4
..
Officers - includes Investigator Ranka.ndK:-:R
.46
< ."
2
Crime Analyst
':; " : , ' . :-"';:'"''
.:.li:"· ··::-:l:., ....... "L
Community Service Officer - Property':,.,
2
:.:/!/ "
1
Office Assistant
".r.' /~'::; ::{:~:~>:.:(,
Forensic Supervisqr,<:";:,)\;::
1
Senior F orensic,T~cPnician ":,)j,:j:::.
1
"
\
,,::,-i:,'
::'\
Forensic TechiiiCiari. "',
4
Administrative Support
':((;.::.?, . ,,·.,x.;.:::. :';"
Captain.,',· . :':·····,·,····:"" ..
1
",;'
,
'
:
"
">
';'::::\"
1
Lieutenants
"'::!;;.:::\
3
Sergeants
':\;;.(:~::)"'Vi:':
":::':'i::,:;:
1nffiger$
6
\lWi V
,)'
Comirturiity Service ottic'ers
9
Police Fleef:i!\1aintenance!Coordinator
1
Public SafetyCommuniqations Manager
1
Public Safety COmp1uriications Supervisor
4
Senior Public Safety Communications Officer
2
24
Public Safety Coriimunications Officer
Senior Management Analyst
1
Accounting Assistant II
2.5
Senior Accountant
1
Accountant Technician
1
Police Administrative Services Supervisor
1
2
Senior Administration Assistant
22
Office Assistant
"',

,(

'

"

.'

",

"

,

""

""C, 'C,:' :',,'.

Table 3: Staffing Sununary Chart by OrganizatIOnal Unit
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The next table shows the number of employees for each position as well as salary, and
benefits for personnel costs for a City of Moreno Valley Police Department. It excludes
overtime, holiday pay, shift differential, and standby pay as well as additional City Hall staff.
Total
Personnel
Salary
Benefits
Costs
Position Description
$279,911
$193,042 $86,869
Police Chief
$603,284
$138,686 . $62,409
Police Captain
"":$46,745
$903,739
$10J"878
Police Lieutenant
. ,
$8);849 $38,632
$2,987,545
Police Sergeant
'/$73410
$33,035 $14,050,674
Police Officer - Lateral
,
33\~ f\ $72,494 . $32,622
$3,468,838
Police Officer - Entry*
$22,293,991
Total Sworn =
199
"
.
..,.{
$22:194
$214,009
$63,410
Accountant II
2.5
./:';
....
Accounting Technician
1 "\;. $45,064 $15~713~:,.·:,·~'> $60,837
,
$651,316
',,':::, 13 /$37,112 $12,98'9
Community Service Officer I
.:;.: ,'"
$975,283
':.' :17::<' :::$42;496 $14,874
Community Service Officer II
':1:.::' . , $54 776 $19,172
$73,948
Executive Assistant II
f<
'
:
::.,
:>''':'".
$91,866
Forensic Supervisor
1;.$68,049 $23,817
4
'$49749
$17,412
$268,645
Forensic Technician
.
,
.
......
':.,.::.: :.';""':....::,;>\., .
$256,811
Management Analyst (Crime Analyst)
3 $63,410 $22,194
,,/i'
.
•
·,22':\",.,,$33,628
$998,739
$11,770
Office Assistant
:', i
' 1;;1:$81,411 $28,494
,"'./'
$109,905
Police Administrative Servict:s"Supervisor
f $66,945 $23,431
$90,376
Police Fleet Maintenap.ce Coordmator
1 $84,391 $29,537
$113,928
Public Safety Comln;lmications Manager
$376,642
$46,499 $16,275
Public Safety COnllnUllications DIspatcher I
6
$1,295,020
$53,293 $18,653
18
Public Safety Communidltions Dispatcl1er 1L . "." :"y
4
$354,872
$65,717 $23,001
Public SafetfConnnunications Supervisor
..
:,,:
$89,884
1 $66,581 $23,303
'"
Senior i\'bcountant .
$45,064 $15,773
$121,674
SenioiAdministrative ASSIstant .:\';,'.,' ..... :::...
2
$254,707
4 $47,168 $16,509
SeniorCQ:t:J:Wlunity Service Officer ,.'.;,
$79,310
Senior Fof~risic Technician\':
1 $58,748 $20,562
$99,097
1 $73,405 $25,692
Senior Mana.gement Analyst"
Senior Public Safety Communications
"' . .,,,,,,,,..
2
$54,082 $18,929
$146,021
Dispatcher
$6,722,888
106.5
Non Sworn
$29,016,878
Total Positions & Costs:::::
305.5
Number
of
Positions
1
3
6
24
132,

.

~,

"

"

• >,

"

,~.

,.

,

'"

".'"

".'

.

\.,.,.",;

"

'
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Table 4: Summary of First Year Salary and Benefit Cost for the Police Department Excluding Additional City Hall Staff

The information in Table 4 excludes costs for overtime, shift differential, holiday pay,
and special duty pay. Those amounts are included in a simulated first year operating budget in
Table 6 on page 16. Additionally, City personnel that will need to be hired as a result of creating
the City's own police department can be found in Table 5 on the next page.
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For positions that the City does not currently have in its salary schedule a salary survey
was completed utilizing information from the current salaries paid by the Riverside County
Sheriff s Department, the City of Riverside, and several other local agencies. A median of the
minimum and maximum salaries for those jurisdictions was utilized to determine a midrange
salary that the City could expect to pay experienced law enforcement personnel for both sworn
and non sworn positions. The figures used to project salary costs overall pays 1.6% higher than
the County, however, the figures are approximately 9% lower than the average salary for the
City of Riverside.
The new Moreno Valley Police Department would need to hif;~ both experienced and
inexperience police employees. It would be preferable if at least 85%'ofthe city operated police
department's personnel had previous law enforcement experienc,e:(:;rhe City would need to pay
salaries and benefits that reflect this accumulated knO\yledge, . \skill and abilities of a
predominately veteran staff The salaries reflected in the table abov~refl~ct a mid range for all
positions in order to estimate the cost of hiring an exper~eri~ed\vork force ... '>\>
A fringe benefit rate of 35% was utilized f~rdiOn sWorn personner~hile a 45% fringe
benefit rate was used for sworn personnel due to .,the fact the, ,City would beo,f:(eJ,ing,all sworn
personnel 3% at 55 for their retirement, known as:PE'RS (California Public Empl3~¥~:::Retirement
System). Workman's Compensation has not been:calcll,lated'into the benefit rate and is
accounted for separately in the first year budget (Table 6):

ADDITIONAL CITY STAFF
.'.

.

, '

.

In order to support a City operate~l\polic:e;department, it' is imperative that the City
recognizes the need to expand staffing in othe~City!:b~paf$~n:tS' and Divisions for services that
were previously covered,:bY%~~:iCounty as w~lr~s the demand for services that the additional
305.5 positions will cr,eilie fordthef:.departmentssuch as Human Resources and Finance. Below
is a table listing th,~'n:aWes and ll;Whber of positions needed as well as a cost estimate for the
salary and benefits of the~e'p()sitiob~~:'N'"
,,' ,
<"<",

'<

<;.;;,\ :.~;

';:*~;:i~:j:::::;::;;:;::~::;:'::::::;,:;

<

::<

y"," '.

h

i"N

;
,i
: Number'
Total
of
Personnel
!
' Positions ' Salary Benefits' Costs
1 $89,224 $31 ,229
$120453
,
1 $63,410 $22,194
$85,604
1 $45,064 $15,773
$60,837
$70,426
1 $52,168 $18,259
$67,073
1 $49,684 $17,389
$120,453
1 $89,224 $31,229
1.5 $45,064 $15,773
$91,256
$85,604
1 $63,410 $22,194
1 $73,405 $25,692
$99,097
2 $52,168 $18,259
$140,853

Position Description
Deputy City Attorney I
..,
,//'
Human Resource Analyst ::?:
Human ResoUfc,e J,echniciari',:l'
Information Techriology Te~hnician
::.'
Legal Secretary
'\
Network Administrator
Payroll Technician
Risk Management Analyst
Senior Application Analyst
Telecommunications Technician
\~\.:,);

"

"

"

Vehicle Equipment Technician
Subtotal
Overtime

5.5 $45,064
17

$15,773

$334,604
$1,276,257
$45,000
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I St~& Holic!~ay

I

IJ~ $44,65~

_'ifiMIQ,tiUliit§(ifM4_,.U)(;
Table 5: Summary of First Year Salary and Benefit Cost for Additional City Hall Staff to Support Police Department

FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT
The Moreno Valley Police Department would occupy the current City owned facility
used by the Riverside (ounty Sheriff s Department. The Public Safety Building (PSB) is owned
by the City and was built specifically to be the headquarters for poth the Police and Fire
Departments. The City and Riverside County would need to jointly::, conduct a complete
inventory of the building to determine what is owned by the OitY, and what is owned by the
County. Start up costs, which are listed on page 19, contai~/~stirria\e~ for equipment the City
might have to acquire to replace County owned equipment'a1rd/or p'ur~hase new equipment for
the dispatch center.
...:'/;':'.2"0'«"
',:\'
While the City had initially allocated space foria: dispatch center tob~tocated in the PSB
when it was constructed, that space had been,/t~mporarily converted irit9:'j:!<w. ymergency
operations center (EOC) following the terrorisk'attacksin September 11, 2001r;).p;:~New York.
With the City's new EOC opening in September of20 10, this"space became a#~ilable for the
reconfiguration of the PSB to accommodate a police depat:tru.ent that has been outgrowing the
current facility. Funding for that space::tobe converted iniban:::area to accommodate the traffic
division was approved in the Fiscal Year 201112012 Capital Pr()ject Bl;ldget and the conversion
of this space is expected to be completed inFisc~lYea,r 2012/2013./.'::'(
A master plan for the reconfigurationofthe~SB\\Vas completed in 2010 however, while
it included building an area for the secure storage,.",df prdp~E.y:and evidence as well as a vehicle
impound area, it excluded . bu.iIding a criminal labbratory are~,for forensic technicians to utilize in
order to process phot()gf~phs, fingerprints, and other crime scene evidence as well as an area for
a communications/4i~pa:tch center(;;: This master <plan"would need to be updated and the City
would need to be prepared to expfuid,.the PSB immediately in order to accommodate a dispatch
center, a crin:c~E:~I)~?oratoryforlthe<fo.reh~ic,,,t~chllicians "to use, and an area for evidence and
property s~PItige<as.well,as an'are,~:,for vehrclelmpoundment. Currently, all of the property and
evidenq:,/f:selzed byd~puti~s assigrted to Moreno Valley is stored at the Riverside County
Sher!ff'~Qepartment Perris Station Clue to the lack of space at the PSB. Of the 4,400 square feet
of eVideI1,<i~'iand property storage at the Perris Station, Moreno Valley occupies approximately
80% of th'~£\~p~ce. Due to these fadtors the City should consider moving forward on the PSB
expansion as'·'~~Bll, as possibie" should the City Council elect to start up a City operated police
department.',;,"",
,/'
Unfortunately~it,isJtoo difficult to estimate at this time what the cost for expanding the
PSB to accommodate these new areas would cost. In the incremental growth plan completed for
the City by Roesling Nakamura Terada Architects, the PSB is expanded over three phases for a
total cost of $104.4 million dollars. The evidence, logistics, and property area, which included a
parking structure of 871 stalls, was listed in Phase 3 of this plan at a cost of $27.9 million dollars.
Again, this expansion excluded the addition of a criminal laboratory and a dispatch center.
Finally, the City would also need to ensure that there is adequate locker room space for
the expanded size of the police department and the City would need to reexamine whether or not
there was adequate space in the building for the sworn and non-sworn staff to utilize in the
performance of their duties.
COMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, AND DISPATCH
i"
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While the City can definitely consider contracting for dispatch services, ideally a City
operated police department would want control over its own dispatching and information
technology operations in order to ensure local priorities are being met. While it is not unheard of
for a City to have its own police department and yet contract for police dispatch services (the
City of Pacifica on June 27, 2011 decided to contract dispatch services with South San
Francisco), it is highly unusuaL Some of the concerns the need to be considered when
examining whether or not to contract police dispatch services while maintaining a local police
department includes: loss of local control, conflict resolution between police officers and
dispatchers, and the ability to have immediate access to 9-1-1 tapes ,atldnidio transmissions. For
the purposes of this study, City staff has assumed that the City 'Yilf6perate its own dispatch and
communications center.

.'-:::'"

Personnel costs for a communications center is estimated at $2,630,388 for the first year
of operation. Other costs that have been considered forii(firstyear operating budget for a City
police department include office supplies, training, r,ecruitnieht costs, and int¢mal service fund
transfers to cover technology and facility maintenance costs, An additiori~C:budget item to
consider for the future would be uniforms for,dispatchers as iseveral jurisdictibilg1>dO provide
uniforms for dispatchers to create a more professional~ ~hvir,oiun~ht and reinforde the idea that
they are working for a paramilitary department.
...

A potential first year operating budget for tli~ first"yeaf'for"a Cityk>'perated police department is
shown on the next page. OK note, there arino,costs listed(di- either contracting emergency
services team (EST) servici&~J:iiid::hazardous device team (H[)T) services or providing equipment,
training, and supplemetltal paytJiCity police officers to provide this service, Additionally, it is
difficult to determipe th&costs as§J:~~iated with operating a criminal laboratory and therefore no
cost estimate has been ''made. fOr :SUpplies fOr a di;ntnal laboratory. Included in the first year
operating budget~. b~low i~>W~:~caHs:~:fo..ri~;()p:tsideliegal services, general liability, workmen's
compensat,ioii;.propert:y~damag~:#)§urance,·and.employment practices insurance.
l;<:~ ~. .
"'.'; ;«
"·;{<?~,:H~':£:~>\
~

..... ~ .. ,.~- '"

"' .... "..,.."

~

~

-

~.,,..,,.,=,,",,,- ~

Description
, Salaries and Benefits

<"M"W1-"-"""I'" ""'''iff0'f~'~"''''"~'''''''~-'''''''''U

-_.,..... - .... --.....".,.....,"""~".". .. -~''''"'

I
--~"'"

I

Cost

.-,..-~.,...,,.,-"'"

W\"' '"1'(11"""'''J11'f01

f""""'"

Salaries - Sworn (19)
9 ::>,
Benefits:>. Sworn ,,;,.,

$ 15,375,166
$6,918,825
Salaries & Benefit Cost Sworn $22,293,991
$2,121,420
Overtime ~'SWor#:
$111,470
Standby / CallBack Pay (oJ 0.5%
Shift Differential (aJ 1.5%
$334,410
$334,410
Holiday Pay (aJ 1.5%
$111,470
Special Duty Pay @J .5%
Total Cost for Sworn $3,013,179
$4,979,917
Salaries - Non Sworn (l06.5)
$1,742,971
Benefits - Non Sworn
Salaries & Benefit Cost Non Sworn $6,722,888
$540,586
Overtime - Non Sworn
<

-,p
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/ Call Back

Materials
Legal Costs
~

¥

.~

.~

~~-

~-

. }Vltli~.tenance ~ OJ)era.tiona! ~~sts

"

-

$3,322,280
'''''{'''''

~"

Insurance

General Liability
Property Damage
Workmen's Compensation
Employment Practices

$2,058,097
$33,933
$2,046,835
$622,940
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ISF - Facilities
ISF-

~-.'

....

,."'~

"'' '.....,.,."....'' '

ISF - Subtotal

"""--~"""""-'''''''''.~-1-~~1Ii'ffiI''1'''~~~'-''i'~''!'<'-

_____ -.; _ _

$6,975,343

~·"""_~·~="~~""rnr'~;.m'lff!'!lM"'~'"'~

Total Costs

... :1'

Table 6: Proposed First Year Operating Budget Excluding Additional City Staff

In addition to the first year oper~ting,~costs listed abo~~'~';'ihe City would need to augment
other City departments with staff to supP:bftf1b':'the.,Police Department at a cost of $1,365,916
(from Table 5) in order to support a policedepaitmenf that operates seven days a week, 24 hours
a day. This would hring the total first }lear cosfs assOCiated with a City operated police
department to $50, 616, 269f::;<'Y;:(c::::':;::
City staff creat~4 the ':firs#}year budgef\~ased on what the City allocated to the police
department for Fiscal'Y'¢ar 20 1112~:~2 and then stipplemented the budget with additional funding
for items such as (contracting o~V helicopter services, additional funding for outside legal
expenditures to address 1~\V~'Uilsiil.li)~8ihg.,,forrephlCing uniforms, and other such costs that are
not currently:iinCs¢Pcrr~te liri:6)~t~tn b~dget\fdf:tlie police department and are currently provided
as part of-tll~"coniract.~th the ruv~t~ide County Sheriffs Department.
/:This first year bndg¢t, is ex~~iJm~JJtal to some extent as some costs can not be accurately
predi~tedlintil a few budget 'cycles llav:~ passed, such as the cost for recruitment, replacement
uniforms; ail4training. Item~"that are'::~asier to predict, such as salary and benefits, are reliable as
these are set 'costs that increas~;:or decrease based on contracts with the various City unions.
The City~,::in'fY 1111,~V'has budgeted $41,261,770 for 181 sworn positions and 52.5 non
sworn positions. th¥propo:ged City operated police department would have 199 sworn positions
with 106.5 non sW0111:PQsitions for a cost of $49,250,353 plus an additional $1,365,916 to cover
the costs of 17 new city positions for a total first year operating budget of $50,616,269. This is
an increase of $8,969,529 or 22.7% for the City to operate its own police department.
(/,1

','.

START UP COSTS

The start up costs for a City operated police department include patrol cars, uniforms,
background checks, dispatch equipment, information technology equipment, initial reserve fund
money for general liability and workman's compensation, and capital outlay for radio towers and
fueling station. The start up costs provided below is for items minimally required to begin
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operating a City police department. As mentioned previously, it is quite possible that the start up
costs listed for the communications/dispatch center could cost an additional $7 million dollars,
bringing the total cost for communications and dispatch to over $17 million dollars.
Excluded from these start up costs is the expense to expand City Yard in order to provide
routine service to police vehicles. While the City of Corona was able to expand their current
City Yard as a cost of $1.5 million dollars to accommodate performing maintenance on police
vehicles with their staff, it is quite possible that such an expansion could run $4 million to $6
million dollars should the City need to purchase land to build a police vehicle only facility that
could be expanded to accommodate fire engines and fire trucks in the fjIture.
Also not included in the start up costs is the cost to expand/the"Public Safety Building
(PSB). As previously discussed, the incremental grown plan J6~the PSB would need to be
reexamined to ensure there is adequate space for the proposedGltYoperated police department as
well as enough space for property and evidence storage, vehicle impoUIldment, a dispatch center,
and a criminal laboratory. The project was last estimated.'·i1:),20l0 to hav~atotal cost of $104.4
million dollars, with the phase 3 expansion that includ~s adequate space for:~rQPerty, evidence,
and vehicle impoundment at a cost of $27.9 millio~<do~lars. \ \ . ' \ ;:\.\......,:ci.
Finally, the City currently owns a few vemclesutilized byJhe Riverside County Sheriffs
Department, such as the motorcycles for traffic enforceme;nt, . ~l1etraffic reconstruttion truck, and
the forensic technician's vehicle. These items have beell'~~9~uded from the start up costs listed
below.'::::~:~A·\
\<,"'\ \;.,
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Table 7: Start Up Costs - Excludes the Cost to Expand the Public Safety Building and City Yard,
(((,'''":?',~'>d'.~':, '.

. ~';"?:'>:':':<

!/,~;~::)~~;:::,~\""

The':qty would rectl#te at IC:;,~si two years to build the communications infrastructure
required to:s~pport its own p'qlice department. A large part of this two year process is the length
of time it woo.kt:'take to wO,fk:: with the Federal Communications Commission to obtain radio
frequencies, hiring'project n,ifuIagers to ensure the project is completed in a timely manner, and
the purchasing of lartddjnJorder to build radio towers as well as the construction of those towers.
As the Riverside CouihY Sheriffs Department requires 12 months notice from the City in order
to terminate the contdct, this process would need to start one year prior to notifYing the County
that the City intends to operate its own police department.
New police officers, as opposed to lateral transfers from other jurisdictions, will require
training at a Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) certified academy which would be a
cost incurred by the City as well as the salary and benefits paid to the employee during their
training period. The cost at the Ben Clark Training Center for a basic POST certificate for law
enforcement is minimally $5,579.62. As it is difficult to determine how many new officers the
City can expect to hire, the cost {Or an employee to attend the police academy, has been excluded
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from the start up costs. City staff can provide a rough estimate of the cost, which would assume
75% of the sworn staff hired would have previous law enforcement experience. Therefore, of
the 199 sworn staff, 50 of the personnel hired by the City would require a basic POST certified
academy, increasing the start up costs by $278,981. However, this amount could be much higher
or lower, based on who is hired.
All employees within the police department would need to undergo an in depth
background check and polygraph test. Additionally, all sworn staff would be required to pass a
psychological evaluation. Based on information provided by other jurisdictions, the City can
expect to spend $445 per officer for a psychological evaluation, $500 per person for a polygraph
test, and approximately $3,250 per background investigation (estim<ft~dat:$65.00 per hour at 50
hours per investigation). The line item was then increased . .HYAO% to account for those
individuals who will not pass their background check. As a/side note, this could be extremely
conservative as some jurisdictions see a failure rate hliiher thrin. AQ% when completing
background investigations on police officers.
j./i"":,\\
' . i i..•. ,.
Finally, City staff has included overlap coveraggf)betWeen the Riversi46 ,County Sheriffs
Department and a City operated police department,.::;:For example, the Police cru~f::wolJld need to
be hired six to nine month in advance of the ddired•. start dat~'.for the police d~pi=irthIent The
Chief would then begin the process of hiring persortn~l~:\establiSh,:.policy and procedures, and
coordinating a smooth transition with the Sheriff s Dep'artt%~i1t. There will also be a period of
overlap between the deputies from thei$heriff s Departmert{~atrolling Moreno Valley and the
officers from the City operated police d~p~e:nt patrolling'tb§'qty,.:to give the new officers
time to learn the City and meet key COmniuriitymernbers. These\costs have been accounted for
,'" "',
i': .
in the transition c o s t s . "
,«

CONCLUSION
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The City, iniJfY)0111201~~::;has budgetecl'<$4}.,,261,770 for 181 sworn positions and 52.5
non sworn positions. Th~'PEopoS~d,.Qity operat~.d. police department would have 199 sworn
positions withLO(5.. ~ non s-Worll:phsitionsfor·a.cosCof$49,250,353 plus an additional $1,365,916
to cover the::t:t:stsq{17··new City"'positionsfora total first year operating budget of $50,616,269.
This is ~:jih~rease ~f$9,354,4996r"~2,. 7% for the City to operate its own police department
,<1::tCWlten comparingthis\to the'~kinlus study of 2004, the City had budgeted $23,030,031
for poI16~:ii:~~R:ices in Fiscal Year 20qSJ2004 which included 144 sworn positions and 43.5 nonsworn positions. The police departnient described by Maximus in that study would have had a
first year oper<l~iligeost of $~S,756,493 with a staff of 166 sworn positions and 90.5 non-sworn
positions. MaximMs'.propO,s'ed first year budget was a 24.9% increase over what the City had
budgeted for policeserVice~.
City staff did expect to see a slight decrease in the percentage between what a City
operated police depaftment would cost compared to contracting with the Riverside County
Sheriffs Department due to budget reductions to the police department's budget over the last
few years. It is therefore not surprising to see a slight difference between the Maximus study and
the City'S own in house feasibility study.
The Maximus study in 2004 had an estimated start up cost of $19 million compared to the
$33,892,642 of this study. In looking at their study it appears they may have underestimated the
costs for communications in dispatch. They also allocated funding for 119 vehicles, both new
and used, whereas this study assumes the City will need to buy all new vehicles as there is no
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guarantee that there will be any serviceable used police vehicle that would fit the City's needs.
The Maximus study also under allocated funding for background investigations and vehicle
equipment.
Determining the exact size and cost of a City operated police department will depend on
providing a satisfactory level of service to the residents of Moreno Valley. The size and cost
recommendations made in this report are a low to mid range mix of personnel and functions
designed to provide at least equivalent services to those currently being provided under contract.
Adjustments can be made, based on policy preferences, by City Councilor the City Manager.
However, without a substantial decrease in personnel, the annual/cost of providing police
services that are equivalent to what the City is currently receiving~ill remain in the vicinity of
$50,616,269, which includes the additional City staff needed in".dther departments to support a
,.' ,,/ .
City operated police department.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director

Date:

October 19, 2011

Subject:

Update on Proposed Booking Fees for FY 2011-12

Background: Counties are authorized to charge a fee to cities for booking an arrestee
into a county jail. This booking fee must not exceed the county's processing and
booking costs. The purpose of the booking fee is to enable counties to recover costs
associated with booking persons into county facilities from the arresting agencies.
Counties argue that without the authorization to charge booking fees they would be
forced to provide free services to cities. Cities have argued that jail booking services
have been provided by counties in the past and paid from countywide tax revenues and
imposing booking fees on cities is a means for the state to shift its funding burdens to
the cities through the counties. The State budget appropriates funds into local detention
facility revenue accounts for counties to use exclusively for the operation and
administration of detention facilities. Counties receive this $35 million in funding in lieu
of charging booking fees, however the amount is subject to annual appropriation in the
State budget and Counties may charge cities a "jail access fee" for every booking in
excess of that city's previous 3-year average.
The County of Riverside charges cities booking fees based on the following criteria:
•
When the State budget appropriates $35 million or more for booking fees, the
County cannot charge cities for this service. Cities can be charged the "jail access fee"
for those bookings in excess of the 3-year average, however the fee cannot be more
than the County's actual cost (proposed by the County to be $450.34).
•
When the State budget appropriates less than $35 million for booking fees, the
County may charge a booking fee for those booking within the 3-year average, based
upon a percentage of the 2006 booking fee rate plus an annual adjustment for CPI plus
1% (calculated by the County to be $132.29). Cities can also be charged the "jail
access fee" for those bookings in excess of the 3-year average, however the fee cannot
be more than the County's actual cost (proposed by the County to be $450.34).
•
When the State budget appropriates NO funds for booking fees, the County may
charge cities booking fees limited to one-half their actual administrative costs.
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Current Issue: For bookings tliat exceed 'the three-year average, the County charges
the full actual cost per booking. The City received a letter from the County Executive
Office Public Safety Group proposing an 8.7% increase in this fee for FY 2011/12 (from
$414.45 to $450.34 per booking that exceeds our 3-year average). City Staff sent a
letter to the County as part of the public hearing process for the fee increase raising
concerns about the magnitude of the increase in light of recent labor cost reductions
and based on the fact that no analysis or justification identifying the nature of the
increases was provided.
In addition to the fact that the notice contained no justification for the proposed fee
increase, Staff also takes issue with the County's statement that "If the State does not
appropriate funding ... the County is able to charge the cities its actual cost for booking
arrestees into detention facilities". There does not appear to be any language in the
applicable Government Code Sections (29550-29553) or County Ordinance No. 702
that supports this statement. We would like to receive clarity on this point, since it is
possible that the State may not provide funding for support of booking fees due to their
continued deficit spending. It is our position that the Government Code and County
Ordinance No. 702 support that in the absence of state funding, the maximum fee to be
charged is limited to one-half their actual administrative costs, not the actual cost of
$450.34 as stated in the County's letter.
According to the Government Code Section 29550(a)(2), an increase to the booking
fees must be adopted prior to the beginning of the fiscal year and is subject to noticing
the cities about a public meeting on the fee. Staff will be meeting with the County and
inquiring as their legal basis for proposing a mid-year increase.
Also, Government Code Section 29550(a) (4) states that the booking fee legislation
shall not apply to counties that are under a contractual agreement with a city that is
subject to the fee.
Therefore, we believe that the Government Code implementing
booking fees does not apply to the City of Moreno Valley due to our police service
contract.
The City Manager met with Sheriff Sniff earlier this week and he indicated that the
booking fees are' administered by the County Executive Office. We have requested
information from County Administrative staff that determined the proposed Annual
Booking Fee amount for FY 2011-12. Additionally, staff from Supervisor Ashley's office
has contacted us about conducting a meeting with our City staff and surrounding
contract cities to further discuss the booking fee issue. We will continue to provide you
with updated information and we progress further in our discussions. We are also going
to provide this information to the Sheriff and Supervisor Ashley as well.
c: Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Robert Hansen, City Attorney
John Anderson, Police Chief
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community servicesfl/lff

Date:

October 18, 2011

Subject:

Quarterly Report THINK Together Contract

Beginning July 1, 2011, THINK Together, Inc., took over the day-to-day operation of the
City's ASES after school program by entering into a contract with the City of Moreno Valley
and the Moreno Valley Community Services District. Upon City Council's direction to
proceed with this contract, I notified the Council that there would be periodic updates as to
the status of this arrangement.
During the negotiation phase, THINK Together guaranteed that certain criteria would be
met and maintained. Standards included the areas of securing a high percentage of
existing STARS staff (City employees), adhering to all ASES state grant requirements,
maintaining or increasing attendance levels, formulating a good working relationship with
both local school districts, operating the program in such a manner as to "free" up the City
from financial and liability responsibility, preserving activities established by the STARS
program (spelling bee, Bill Batey Reading Contest, sports), and increasing the educational
aspect of the ASES program.
I am happy to say THINK Together is off to a great start meeting all the aforementioned
criteria and constantly keeping the City informed as to any issues or situations that arise.
There are approximately 220 staff involved in the Moreno Valley ASES Program with more
than 80% of these employees coming from the STARS Program. The attendance levels
are being met at 100% for both school districts, and there is a constant participation rate of
more than 4,200 students per day.
The State and Parks and Community Services Department's Management Analyst are
satisfied that all grant requirements are being maintained, and school district administration
and the majority of principals are satisfied with THINK Together running this program. By
entering into this contract, financially the Parks and Community Services Department will
be monetarily flush enough to offer other "free" activities and programs for the residents to
enjoy. Preliminary competition has begun for the city-wide spelling bee with the finals

MV00233989
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. R~i~gtih~p jn November, while plans are underway for the sports program to begin after
fn~!!r~stol1t:re year. The Bill Batey Reading Contest will also be conducted in early 2012.
~OTi;I'et-f;€)cal $of.m-V d>t Proposition 49 (ASES Grant) has always been on education for after

school participants. The STARS Program adhered to this guideline for years with THINK
Together continuing this tradition and increasing the educational awareness on many
levels.
In conclusion, for years the ASES Program in Moreno Valley has been quite beneficial to
many residents who truly cannot afford to pay the large cost that comes with after school
child care. THINK Together has been true to its word in providing everything City staff and
City Council asked for in order to take over the operation of this great and much-needed
program.
c:

Henry Garcia, City Manager
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager
Randy Barth, Chief Executive Officer
Adriana Kingston, General Manager
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

~;J/;/JI!

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community services/!lJll

Date:

October 10, 2011

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

SPECIAL PROJECTS

As part of his Eagle Scout project, a volunteer has solicited and received funding and
donations for the purchase of exercise equipment and decomposed granite surfacing to be
installed at TownGate Memorial Park. Additionally, he has solicited contractors and
volunteers to install the equipment at no cost to the City.
PARK PROJECTS

1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
existing hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: Staff is investigating synthetic turf for the site. The project is planned for
completion by June 2012.

2.

Replacement Play Equipment at Ridgecrest, Gateway and Sunnymead Parks
Project Description: The playground equipment at these sites is outdated, not
meeting current safety codes. The project will bring the play equipment up to
current standards for safety and ADA.
Status: A purchase order was issued to the vendor. Completion of the project is
scheduled for December.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turffootball/soccer

MV00233991
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rhe developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources, EMWD, and the City. Completion of the project is
planned for fall/winter 2012.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
•
•

2.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Trimmed hedges at parks.
Installed new trash containers at Shadow Mountain Park.

Plant trees at various park sites (75% complete).
Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Fertilize all parks.
Remove pepper trees at Parque Amistad.
Remove and replace concrete at Parque Amistad.
Trim palms at various park sites.
Trim trees in contract areas.
Repair east parking lot at Morrison Park.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas in September:
Aqueduct Bikeway ($88), Bayside ($184), Bethune ($113), Celebration ($148), EI
Portero ($24), JFK ($153), Morrison ($64), Parque Amistad ($47), Rockridge ($50),
Shadow Mountain ($71), Sunnymead ($363), Towngate ($231), Victoriano ($188),
Vista Lomas ($43), Weston ($70), and Woodland ($141). The total cost for
vandalism/graffiti during September 2011 was $1,978. Total labor hours for
vandalism/graffiti were 38 hours, approximately 4.75 full-time work days.

4.

Mobile Stage Unit
September 10: Moreno Valley YouthFest at Community Park
September 14: MVUSD "Parent Resource Center" Grand Opening

5.

Training
September 15: Playground Safety
September 29: Grounds Keeping

2
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6.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 216 hours during September. The total hours
for court referrals in 2011 are 8,273, which equates to approximately 1,034 full-time
work days.

RECREATION DIVISION

1.

Recreation and Sports
Many of the Time for Tots fall sessions continue to fill weeks in advance with new
and continuing children. The month of September was spent enjoying creative
curriculum and celebrating special activity days including Sensory Fair, Crazy Hat
Day, Around the World Day, Apple Day, and Share Day. Staff are also busy
preparing for the annual Time for Tots Fall Festival to be held at the Conference
and Recreation Center on October 27 from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. The annual
event will feature Trunk-or-Treating, games and activities, a musical performance by
the participants, and a pumpkin patch.
September was also a busy month for many recreation classes. The beginning of
fall saw a dramatic increase in many ofthe youth dance classes. Ballet, Ballet/Acro,
Dance Exploration, and Hip-Hop were full of young talented dancers. Adult
education classes, such as GED and English as a Second Language, also had a
rise in registrations. Recreation staff have been busy recruiting new contract
instructors to teach new, exciting, and diverse classes.
Staff are busy preparing for the upcoming fall camp at the March Field Park
Community Center. Attending children will spend their November vacation from
school creating creative holiday and seasonal crafts, playing fun-filled games and
activities, and much more.
YouthFest was held on September 10 at Moreno Valley Community Park. The
annual event was extremely successful featuring live performances, many by
recreation contract classes, a OJ, raffles, and local businesses/organizations
distributing information to the community regarding youth programs and services
available. The exciting event welcomed more than sixty venders whom met with at
least 1,700 attendees. Event sponsors included Visterra Credit Union, Waste
Management, Costco, Castle Park, Cal Skate, Brunswick, Fiesta Village, and John's
Incredible Pizza. Parks and Community Services would like to thank all who made
the event such a success.
Completed the Pee Wee/Junior Flag Football league, which had more than 100
children in the program. The league concluded with an award banquet for
participants and parents on October 3-4.
The beginning Pee Wee/Junior Basketball league begins October 10-11. More than
100 youth will be participating in the six-week program.
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A youth and teen basketball clinic will begin on October 17 and run for three weeks
for three days a week at the CRC. This is the kickoff to the winter season league
with the skill's day scheduled for November 12 and the draft on November 19.
Adult softball will begin their season at the end of October with four divisions.
2.

Senior Community Center
On September 23 the Center held its annual Fall Festival sponsored by Health Net.
There were more than 100 seniors attending the party. There was music, dancing,
singing, and a chili cooking contest. There was also plenty of corn and chili to go
around.
The September Senior Birthday Party was celebrated on September 29. This event
was sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center who provided a free
meal and a box of candy. Miller Jones Mortuary donated the cake and ice cream.
The seniors participated in the following trips:
• September 3-4: Las Vegas
• September 5: Day trip to Las Viejas Casino
• September 10: Spotlight 29 Casino
• September 15: Valley View
• September 17: Spotlight 29
• September 24: Spotlight 29

3.

Grant Programs
Attendance targets required by the ASES grant funding are being met at 100% at
the Moreno Valley and Val Verde Unified School District sites. A total of 4,206
unduplicated students have been served since the first day of program.
The Annual Spelling Bee will begin with preliminaries in October. The final event
will be held in November. All Moreno Valley and Val Verde school sites will
participate.
Twenty elementary school sites in Moreno Valley and Val Verde schools will be
participating in the Jumpstart Pilot STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math) Project. We will be partnering with California Afterschool Network and
Riverside County Office of Education. The pilot program has approved the Center
Stage Math curriculum which was previously purchased by the City. Each of the
pilot school sites will be providing 60 minutes of experiential hands-on math learning
for a duration of 30 weeks. The other elementary sites will also be utilizing the
curriculum, however, will not be assessed through the pilot program.
City of Moreno Valley schools have received an excess of 1,435 volunteer hours.
The THINK Together Volunteer Department is currently partnering with Vista Del
Lago, Valley View, Canyon Springs, and Rancho Verde high schools, Kohl's,
Moreno Valley College, UCR, Cal State San Bernardino, Perris Valley Family
Resource Center, and Moreno Valley's Promise the Alliance for Youth.

4
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COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

Guests

42
250

42
42
18
82

24
35

24

9/26/11
9/27/11
9/28/11
9/28/11
9/29/11
9/29/11

82

24
35
55

42
Total

... 0 ..... +0·............. ·...

·2011

-

----
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Date
9/1/11
9/4/11
9/4/11
9/8/11
9/10/11
9/11/11
9/11/11
9/15/11
9/17/11
9/18/11
9/18/11
9/20/11
9/22/11
9/24/11
9/24/11
9/25/11
9/25/11
9/28/11
9/29/11

Event

';>'

Guests
Church Services
20
Church Services
50
50
Church Services
Church Services
20
200
Wedding Reception
Church Services
50
Church Services
50
Church Services
20
Wedding Reception
200
50
Church Services
50
Church Services
Seminar
10
Church Services
20
Seminar
10
Wedding Reception
150
Church Services
50
Church Services
50
Recreational Trails Board
20
Church Services
20
Total Revenue for September 2011

.• ::;jr~i,;:~.!{~J.~~j;;~;'

Revenue
$35.00
$135.00
$135.00
$35.00
$1,850.00
$135.00
$135.00
$35.00
$1,651.15
$135.00
$135.00
$90.00
$35.00
$90.00
$1,441.15
$135.00
$135.00
$0
$35.00
$6,377.30

Total Revenue for Se

6
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

Parking

Total

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Adrienne Mitchell

50

3739

234

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bayside

41

382

130

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

0

0

14

3 Civic Center

43

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 City Yard

40

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

II

5 Community

50

6301

275

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

4

0

8

I
I,

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

30

344

86

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Edison Easement

35

133

133

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 Gateway

44

1353

190

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

a

7

9 Hidden Springs Park

35

531

133

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Hidden Springs Trail

2

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 John F. Kennedy

54

2515

252

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

12 March Field

45

331

119

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 North Aqueduct

30

48

48

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Patriot

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

40

3047

200

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 Sunnymead

48

5600

350

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

19 Towngate Memorial

48

5266

298

0

0

0

6

1

0

0

2

0

9

20 Valley Skate Park

56

598

75

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I,,

21 Westbluff

44

524

163

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I 22 STARS

43

22

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

i

I

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

i

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

867

30734

2686

0

0

9

30

1

3

1

6

0

41

I
I

1 15 Poorman's Reservoir

I

I

!

ex>

Vandalism

Assist

r

o

RFS

Contact

t

1'0
W
W
<D
<D

Incident

Visitors

I

<
o

Public

Patrols

I
I

~

Public

I

TOTALS

NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

Violations Other

Citation Violations

September 2011 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS

~I

~
~
~

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

Violations

Other

0

14

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bethune

61

1115

217

0

0

3

34

0

1

0

0

0

35

3 Cactus Trail

39

67

65

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

4

4 Celebration

62

2187

258

0

0

1

17

8

0

0

4

0

29

5 City Yard

59

8

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

35

13

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

29

4

4

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

8 EI Potrero

54

1359

202

0

0

1

18

0

0

0

3

0

21

9 Equestrian Center

43

78

76

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

55

833

99

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 Morrison

51

2022

152

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

4

0

15

12 Parque Amistad

45

621

150

0

0

0

11

4

0

0

0

0

15

13 Patriot Park

58

124

69

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

7

14 Pedrorena

59

526

141

0

0

0

5

12

0

0

10

0

27

15 Rancho Verde S&T

27

27

27

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Ridge Crest

51

1134

139

0

0

1

6

0

0

0

0

0

6

17 Rock Ridge

37

286

112

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

2

0

8

18 South Aqueduct

41

34

34

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoria no

56

1114

93

0

0

0

2

2

1

0

2

0

7

20 Vista Lomas

61

507

156

0

0

0

28

8

0

0

0

0

36

21 Weston

51

843

183

0

0

1

28

1

1

0

1

0

31

22 Woodland

53

1415

239

0

0

0

46

0

0

0

0

0

46

23 Library

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1029

14331

2451

0

0

7

220

38

3

0

28

0

289

TOTALS

----

o

W

Incident

Visitors

1 Auto Mall Trail

<
o

Public

Patrols

Park

~

Public

NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

Citation Violations
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MORENO VALLEY SENIOR COMMUNITY CENTER
PARTICIPANTS FOR FISCAL 2011/2012
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25075 Fir Avenue, Moreno Valley, CA 92553

SPECIAL EVENTS

"DEDICATED TO BETTERING THE
QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE SENIORS OF
MORENO VALLEY"
Hours of Operation:
Monday - Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm

WE WELCOME ALL ACTIVE ADULTS
AGE 50 AND OVER
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Monday, October 31
9:00A-12:00P
Visit the front desk for more information
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-for these upcoming events
Annual Spaghetti Dinner
Thursday, October 13
2:00P-6:00P
Banquet South
Sponsored by The Rotary Club

Mature Driving Course
Thursday, October 20 -Friday, October 21
8:00A-12:00P (both days)
Banquet North
For senior drivers. $1 certificate fee.
Pre-register at front desk

Spoons Tournament
Friday, October 28, Friday, November 18
& Friday, December 9
12:00P-2:00P
Banquet South
Sponsored by:
MD Care
Interested participants
may register at front desk

Holiday Craft Fair
Friday, November 4
8:00A-l:00P
Throughout the center
Open to the public.
Interested vendors may reserve a space for $5

Thanksgiving Meal-FSA
Wednesday, November 16
11 :30A
Banquet Room
Interested participants must reserve their meal.
Sign up in November

Tree Trimming Party
Thursday, December 1~
10:00A-2:00P:
Front Lobby~
Sponsored by Healthnet:
Cookies and Hot cider will be served.:

···
··

Senior Swapmeet~

Friday, December 2~
8:00A-1 :OOP:
Throughout the center:·
Open to the public:
Interested Vendors may reserve a space for $5:

····
·
Holiday Meal-FSA~
Thursday, December 15~
11:30A:
Banquet Room:

·

Interested participants must reserve their meal.:
Sign up in December;

Holiday Party~
Friday, December 16~
1 :OOP-3:00P:
Banquet Room:·
Sponsored by Healthnet:
White Christmas theme!:

Rock N' Roll Christmas Concert:·

·

Date to be determined:
Banquet Room~

Do you or anyone you know have a talent to present at this:
event? The senior center is looking for talented individuals to:
open for Donovan Chavez, an award winning Elvis Tribute;
Artist. All interested singers, dancers, musicians may sign up~
at the front desk.:

I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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MACHU PICCHU TOURS· October 2011
SUNDAY
,-----------I
I
1
I
1
I
I
I

I

TUESDAY

MONDAY

---------------

SEND CHECK TO:

Machu Picchu Tours
15720 Laselle Street Apt.# B
Moreno Valley, CA. 92551

VALLEY 3
VIEW

. SATURDAY

SPOTLIGHT

PICK UP LOCATIONS:

29

Perris Food 4 Less (perris & Nuevo
San Bernardino (2nd & G St)
RV Rite Aid (Chicago & University
MY Senior Center (perris & Fir)

I
I

I

I
I

I

2

I
1
1
1
I

I
I
1

---------------

r----------- --------------- --,

I
I
I
1
1
I

I

.------~-----

FRIDAY

1

1
I

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

1
I

Indian Casino
$25.00 back in
Free Play

$25.00 PIP

L ____________________________

I

4

5

6

7

8

11

12

13

14

15

STATELINE

STATELINE

Indian Casino
$15.00 back in
Free Play

$25.00 PIP
10

9

STATELINE

Overnight: 3Days & 2 Nights
Hotel: Gold Strike
Hotel: Buffalo Bills (2 nights)
2 Free Buffets

$65.00 PIP Dbl.

OCC.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Traveling to LAS VEGAS, LAUGHLIN, & INDIAN CASINO
CONTACT NORMA:

Se BahIa Espaiiol

Ages 21 &

Over ONLY!

•

_ez____--:
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MONDAY

3

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Swedish Meatballs*
Green Beans wIRed
Peppers
Rice
Pineapple Tidbits
Wheat Bread

4

Pepper Steak
Carrot Coins
Noodles
Apricots
Wheat Bread

5

lO Chix Patty w/Gravy
Broccoli & Cauliflower
Mashed Potatoes
Diced Pears
Cookie
,
Wheat Bread

11

Chicken Taco Salad
Carrots Pinto Beans
Tropical Fruit
Vanilla Pudding
Tortilla

12 Salmon Filet

17 Vegetarian Lasagna*

18 BBQ Pork Riblet

Broccoli
Pineapple Tidbits
Wheat Bread

Red Potatoes
Cole Slaw
Tropical Fruit
Wheat Bread

24 Meat Loafw/Gravy
Apple Carrot Casserole
Red Potatoes
Fruit in Season

31 Hot Dog*
Baked Beans
Potato Salad
Orange Juice
Halloween Treat

Grilled Chicken
Broccoli
Mashed Potatoes
Tropical Fruit
Apple Crisp
Wheat Bread

FRIDAY

TIDJRSDAY
6

Pork Chop w/Gravy 7
Peas and Carrots
Roasted Potatoes
Rosy Pears
Wheat Bread

Turkey Sandwich**
Vegetable Salad
Tomato Soup
Crackers
Chocolate Pudding

13 Beef Lasagna
Mixed Vegetables
Salad
Pineapple Tidbits
Cookie
Bread Stick

14 Roast Beef Sandwich

19 Beef Fajitas
Zucchini
Pinto Beans
Mandarin Oranges
Cake
Tortilla

20 Grill Chicken

21 Salisbury Steak w/Gra'

25 Pork Chop w/Gravy

26 Herb Parmesan Chix

27 Pepper Steak

Green Beans
Mashed Potatoes
Diced Peaches
Wheat Bread

Broccoli
Garden Rice
Pineapple Tidbits
Wheat Bread

Call
For meal reservations

Meals subject to
change due to food
availability. 2% milk
served wi every meal.
*High sodium meals

Brussels Sprouts
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit in Season
Wheat Bread

Hard Boiled Egg
Carrot Salad
Mandarin Oranges

Red Potatoes
Lima Beans
Salad
Fruit in Season
Wheat Bread

Cauliflower
Noodles
Apricots
Garlic Bread Stick

28 Grilled Chix Sandwich

Carrot Coins
Noodles
....
~
Apricots
Wheat Bread

Country Com
Tomato Soup
Mandarin Oranges
Crackers

."
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Senior Center Spotligh
Greeting from the Creative Writing Class at the Moreno Valley Senior Center.
Do you have memories, wit and wisdom you'd like to share with family and friends?
Come join the class, share those memories, stimulate your imagination and tap into
your creative well. Below are two pieces written by our class members.
Our Class meets every Tuesday from 10: aDA to 11: 30A.

-Ana Christian, Facilitator

Boil a Frog!
By Barbara Ethridge
This is rather a silly and meaningless adage, don't you think? It's an old adage which is rarely used; perhaps
because no one knows how to accomplish that particular feat. If you've ever tried to boil a frog, you'll find it
is not as simple as it appears. You can't toss it into the boiling water because it will feel the heat and simply
hop out. However, if you really want to boil a frog, you must start with the cold water and place the unsuspecting frog in it. Then raise the temperature slowly and the frog will stay there until it boils.
At first this disgusting subject only made me cringe. But after mulling it over, I began to think that perhaps
there might be a lesson there for us. The next time you want to influence someone to do something of which
they are reluctant, remember to start with the "cold" water and work up to the "boiling point".

Indelible Memories of Halloween
Anonymous
Halloween- an ancient custom
Busy Parents days earlier explore 98 cent stores for costumes and masks, decorate front yard, creating gravesites, spooky dungeons, cobwebs and lighted pumpkins, preparing for the party, anticipating trick-or-treaters.
Night falls, warm and windy
Full moon rises, the once deserted streets now filled with little goblins, weird spirits, witches, ghosts, even
animals rustling along small feet, patter up the stairs to another door, knock, wait with their plastic sacks to
be filled with candy.

7
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BERS

;FRE UENTLY USED
.,: Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
Dial-A-Ride·

MoVan

Trip
RTA

TRANSPORTATION
$3.00 each way
1-800-795-7887
Use the "Buddy System" and pay $2.50
Mon-Sat 6 am-lO pm
Sun 6 am-8pm
$1.00 each way
1·800-351-6571
$2.50 outside of Moreno Valley
Medical appts. For seniors over 60
and adult handicapped.
Mon-Fri 7 am-3 pm
1-800-510-2020
Mileage reimbursement
951-565-5002
Route Information
1-866-909-4881 /951.486.4380

SENIOR PROTECTION PROGRAMS
Elder abuse education
1-800-510-2020
Auto Repair Rip-off
951-413-3430
Department of
1-800-952-5210
Consumer Affairs TDD916-322-1700
Scams on door-to-door sales, prizes and gifts
Adult protective services
Abuse
1-800491-7123
fraud
1-800476-7506
Paralegal
Legal assistance
Ombudsman

1-888-245-4257
t-th 8 am-9am
1-800-510-2020
1-800-510-2020

FOOD AND NUTRITION PROGRAM
951-247-1667
Mon-Fri 9:00am 12:00pm
$3.00 suggested donation. Nutrition Program funded
by Family Services. www.familyservicerivca.org
951·247-1667
A small donation is requested but not required.

Nutrition Program

Home Bound

Food Ministry
Power Ministries
P.W Enhancement Ctr.

2
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MED TRANS.

When you know the service
but not the business.
D1SABLE/ VET
SERVICES
BRAILLE INSTITUTE
760-321-1111 SCOOTER
STORE
909-549-9443
HEARING AIDS
1-800-521-5247
CANCER RESOURCES
1-800-ACS-2345

VETERANS HOSPITAl

Wed. (3pm-7pm) Thur. & Fri. (12:00pm-5:30pm)
MUST RSVP
951-242.0188 (DIANE)
Food and clothing
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead Blvd
For underprivileged, homeless, and/or at risk.

SERS
Trips

EMPLOYMENT FOR SENIORS
1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
55 and older, training, full! part time
1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
Provide same day transportation for
seniors

VOLUNTEER
RSVP Program

Sensible Srs Homecare
P.W Enhancement Ctr

M.V Senior Center

951-656-7756
Telacu
Eucalyptus Towers
Perris Isle
ASSISTED LIVING
Integrated Care
A Place for Mom
HOME CARE
Care Coordination

Section 8
P.W Enhancement Ctr.
SHARED HOUSING

HOUSING
951-486-9842

25105 Fir Ave
Directly behind senior center.
951-653-2324
24169 Eucalyptus Avenue
On Eucalyptus between Indian and Heacock
951-9244070
12960 Perris Blvd
Corner of Perris and Eucalyptus
951-243-3837
1-877-666-3239
Residential Care resources
residential-care-homes.aplacefonnom.com
1-800-510-2020
Offers a viable alternative to institutional
alternatives and provide seniors, persons with
disabilities, and family caregivers the
opportunity options for care in the home.
951-351-0700
5555 Arlington Ave.
Applications available at front office
951-242-7001
Rental assistance, motel vouchers for homeless
951-686-4402

CAREGIVER SUPPOHT AND SERVICES
Office on Aging
1-800-510-2020
Sensible Senior Homecare 951-9264304
Destiny Care Providers
800-353-2994
Provides services of nonmedical in-home needs

951.413.3430

SOCIAL SECURTY
HEALTH AND FITNESS

Disease prevention
1-800-510-2020
Fit after 50
1-800·510-2020

POLICE
NON-EMERGENCY

1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
55 and older, throughout Eastern Riv.
County as welJ as individuals of all
ages within the Office on Aging
951-926-4304
Employment + Caregiver Support
951-242-7001
Office, computer, website, food
stockers, publications and more
951-413-3430
Always seeking fluently skilled
instructors to teach a class during
center hours. Photography, languages,
scrap booking, wood carving, etc.

1-800-772-1213
HEALTHCARE
1-800-6334227
Medicare info
HICAP
1-800434-0222
951-241-8723
Helps find the right
HMO
for you
Social Services
951-697-5810
HMO'S
Health Net
1-800-827-2013
United Healthcare
951-378-7590
SCAN Health Plan
951-768-5398
1-800-529-5586
Aetna
951-733-7904
Caremore
951-4522905
SBHIS
288-4137
Humana
562-344-3414
MDCare

SENIOR LIFESTYLE ADVOCATES
MEETING SENIORS NEEDS HOTLINE - MSNH
Hands on support to walk you through document preparations or applying for Medicaid/ medical.

866-960-9261
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M'EMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Services

Date:

October 3, 2011

Subject:

July 4th Advisory Committee

11ftltll

The Committee members have been selected for the July 4th Advisory Committee. They
are as follows:
APPOINTMENT
DATE

TERM
ENDING

08/31/11
08/31/11
08/31/11
08/31/11
08/31/11

07/31/12
07/31/12
07/31/12
07/31/12
07/31/12

Appointed by the Council:
Jerry Huffaker (by Mayor Stewart)
Patricia Escobar (by MPT Molina)
George Price (by CM Hastings)
George Merendon (by CM Co)
LaDonna Jempson (by CM Batey)

Appointed by Parks & Community Services Director:
Pamela Lowell
Scott Heveran
Bertha Wallace
Patricia Holguin
Julie Ann Stewart-Cleaveland

9/14/11
9/14/11
9/14/11
9/14/11
9/14/11

07/31/13
07/31/13
07/31/13
07/31/13
07/31/13

The first meeting of the Committee will be held on Wednesday, October 5, 2011 at 6:00
p.m. at the Conference and Recreation Center.
The agenda is attached for your
information.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Attachment

MV00234009
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AGENDA
JULY 4 TH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
OCTOBER 5, 2011
REGULAR MEETING - 6:00 P.M.
Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center
14075 Frederick Street

Upon request, this agenda will be made available in appropriate alternative formats to persons
with disabilities, in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Any person with
a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in a meeting
should direct such request to Lisa Smethurst, Executive Assistant, at (951) 413-3701 at least 48
hours before the meeting. The 48-hour notification will enable the City to make reasonable
arrangements to ensure accessibility to this meeting.

MV00234010

AGENDA
JULY 4TH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
MEETING - 6:00 P.M.
OCTOBER 5, 2011

CALL TO ORDER
INVOCATION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
INTRODUCTIONS
PUBLIC COMMENTS ON MATTERS ON THE AGENDA WILL BE TAKEN UP AS THE
ITEM IS CALLED FOR BUSINESS. Those wishing to speak may do so at that time.
There is a three-minute limit per person. All remarks and questions shall be addressed
to the presiding officer or to the Committee and not to any individual Committee
member, staff member or other person.
PUBLIC COMMENTS ON MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA UNDER THE
JURISDICTION OF THE JULY 4TH ADVISORY COMMITTEE WILL BE HEARD PRIOR
TO THE JULY 4 TH ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORTS AND CLOSING COMMENTS.
Those wishing to speak may do so at that time. There is a three-minute limit per
person. All remarks and questions shall be addressed to the presiding officer or to the
Committee and not to any individual Committee member, staff member or other person.
All items listed under the Consent Calendar are considered to be routine and noncontroversial, and may be enacted by one motion unless a member of the Committee or
staff requests that an item be removed for separate action. Items withdrawn for
report/discussion will be heard after the Consent Calendar.
A.

DISCUSSION CALENDAR
A1.

ELECT CHAIRPERSON AND VICE CHAIRPERSON

A2.

REVIEW ROLE OF COMMITTEE

A3.

SET MEETING DATES, TIMES, AND LOCATION

A4.

ESTABLISH SUBCOMMITIEES

MV00234011

"
A6.

OPEN DISCUSSION

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON ANY SUBJECT NOT ON THE AGENDA UNDER THE
JURISDICTION OF THE JULY 4 TH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Those wishing to speak may do so at this time. There is a three-minute time limit per
person. All remarks and questions shall be addressed to the presiding officer or to the
Committee and not to any individual Committee member, staff member or other person.
CLOSING COMMENTS AND/OR REPORTS OF THE PARKS AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES DEPARTMENT STAFF OR JULY 4 TH ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
ADJOURNMENT

MV00234012
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Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services

Date:c,

October 02, 2011

. Subject:

d;
Director/Ci~surer

Monthly Investment Report - August 2011

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended August 31, 2011. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of" lnve&tments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all 'investments comply 'with )he City's annually adopfed
Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $178,511,534 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for August 2011 of 1.60%. This compares to a YTM
in July 2011 of 1.55% and a YTM in August 2010 of 1.81%. In addition, the City
maintained $28,318,822 in the State Local AgenCy Investment Fund Pool with a YTM of
0.48%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft, reflecting the
current efforts by the Federal Reserve to energize the economy. Staff does not
anticipate any significant increase in the near future. The Federal Reserve Board has
recently stated that they intend to keep rates low for the next two years.
The September Quarterly Investment Report will be presented at a regular City Council
meeting in November 2011. Submitting this August 2011 Monthly Investment Report by
internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised of
the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me
questions.

or Brook McKinney

with any
l

Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - August 2011
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review - September 2011

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00234013
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
_~~gt;tst. 2011 .

State of California LAIF Pool
Invesbnents
t
Total General Portfolio

BnJ1d I'IOCl'l'ch wilh

I'i~r,ll

,422
28,318,822
17R,511,534

0.66
2.26

...,_ ..~OZ~1"-'?7~ ..

Years

:\L1Ji-l'I \',llue'

Agl'll!S

Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
(.
Total Bond Proceeds

8,162,233
661,D18

7,504,114

o
o

548,396

.. 16~7?,?61 .
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Nationwide
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Richard "reichert
ety Treasurer
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I hereby certify that Ule inveslments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment advisor, Chandler Asset Management.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
TIle market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophic event.

<
o
o
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g29~/160

239,014,945

aL~

.~

1n. 2lil [

9,199,228
4,096,532

Total Invcsbncnt Portfolio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.48%
1.60%
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Portfolio Summary
As of 8/31/2011
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PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

TOP ISSUERS

I'

~ f-~

~

Ir

Average Duration

1.98

Average Coupon

2.49 %

Average Purchase YTM

1.60 %

Average Market YTM

0.74%

Average S&P Rating

M

Average Final Maturity

2.26 yr~

I..

..... .
i I Market
Vajue .

I

TotalNiarket Value

,,;

_=s~.,~~W

215,655,404
1,241,436

208,843,424
1,421,223

216,896,839

210,264,646

277,537

267,268

"

~

.
l.~-;:~~~~~~-. ~-j
Income Earned

~:;tlWD.

SECTOR ALLOCATION

i

Issuer
Government of United States

15.3 %
13.5 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

11.3 %

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

9.0 %

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

8.8 %

Federal Home Loan Bank

7.7 %

209,400,514

202,117,750

Tennessee Valley Authority

3.9 %

213,120,533
214,971,373

205,846,031
207,817,778

US Bank Corp FDIC Insured

2.4 %

25%

71.9 %
CREDIT QUALITY
AA

23.0%

(73.8%)~-'

us
..

(21.2 %)

,
I

16.6 %

lus

AAA

Treas~

(15.3 %)

Agency
(40.7 %)

...J

% Portfolio

Local Agency Investment Fund

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

Money
Markel
Fund-----.
FI

,~··~-~",:;,,,,,,-,,,r=_~'~::"""~~4~.-~.~

IIiAcc"Ue~Jnt~rest

2.11 yrs

Average Life

Beg: "VCllues
End Values]
as of 7/31111 ..._.. _. cis of 8/31/11 ;

fI

(0.0 %)
%

1 - '_ - ' - _ - ' -

o· .25

25 -.5

.5 - 1

1 -2

2 -3

3-4

4·5

5+

Maturity (Yrs)

NR
(14.1 %)-

(12.1 %)

~

<
o
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Chandler Asset Management
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
CUSIP

Security Description

Par ValuelUnits

Holdings Report
As of 8/31 111
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
GainlLoss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

01/23/2009
2.10 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.75
0.19 %

1,007,527.00
2,216.67

0.48 %
7,527.00

Aaa

AA+

0.40
0.39

02/10/2009
2.25 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.92
0.16 %

1,009,208.00
1,312.50

0.48 %
9,208.00

AA+

06/29/2007
5.33 %

1,005,380.00
1,000,869.55

104.18
0.25%

1,041,817.00
10,597.22

0.50 %
40,947.45

AA+

08/01/2007
5.25 %

450,000.00
450,000.00

104.57
0.25%

470,585.70
1,968.75

0.22%
20,585.70

AA+

02/13/2009
2.45%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.08
0.25 %

1,020,820.00
1,225.00

0.49 %
20,820.00

AA+

11/23/2010
0.51 %

3,521,892.50
3,512,235.05

100.60
0.26 %

3,521,038.50
765.63

1.67 %
8,803.45

AA+

10/15/2009
1.55%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.43
0.28 %

1,014,275.00
5,855.56

0.49 %
14,275.00

AA+

12/22/2010
0.73 %

995,834.00
997,369.17

100.34
0.20%

1,003,447.00
1,680.56

0.48 %
6,077.83

AA+

12/22/2010
0.75%

3,441,354.30
3,444,283.44

100.45
0.29%

3,465,445.65
3,773.44

1.65%
21,162.21

AA+

Various
1.88 %

4,194,744.63
3,952,903.67

108.59
0.39%

4,045,055.73
103,058.34

1.97%
92,152.06

AA+

05/08/2009
2.20 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.97
0.34%

1,029,690.00
8,738.89

0.49 %
29,690.00

AA+

05/12/2010
1.59 %

2,315,720.87
2,237,392.02

107.80
0.32 %

2,290,679.88
12,218.75

1.10 %
53,287.86

AA+

03/15/2010
1.90 %

4,097,325.00
3,947,023.91

108.19
0.46 %

4,056,948.75
14,843.75

1.94 %
109,924.84

AA+

03/28/2011
1.10 %

1,964,227.90
1,965,213.23

101.12
0.44 %

1,991,987.17
8,473.19

0.95%
26,773.94

AA+

09/10/2010
1.20 %

3,525,000.00
3,525,000.00

100.05
0.44 %

3,526,931.70
18,095.00

1.69%
1,931.70

AA+

03/17/2010
2.09%

2,486,372.70
2,472,461.65

104.86
0.42 %

2,569,153.30
9,187.50

1.23 %
96,691.65

AA+

04/16/2009
3.00%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.54
0.52 %

1,015,443.00
11,250.00

0.49 %
15,443.00

AA+

10/05/2010
1.02 %

3,483,678.00
3,436,654.15

105.37
0.56%

3,477,226.50
32,243.75

1.67 %
40,572.35

AA+

04/13/2011
1.62 %

3,694,630.50
3,694,673.99

100.73
1.34 %

3,721,855.26
20,950.65

1.78 %
27,181.27

AA+

05/01/2009
2.25%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.22
0.41 %

1,012,195.00
7,500.00

0.48%
12,195.00

AA+

IAGENCY
3133XSWM6
3133XT2T2
31331XG30
31331XT36
3133XT4J2
3133XYWB7
31331GZ44
31398A4T6
3137EACQO
880591 CWO
31331GVD8
3134A4TZ7
880591DW9
31331 KET3
31398A4A7
3137EABX6
3136FHGK5
31331GTJ8
31~31KHFO

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

3136FHMK8

FHLB Note
2.1% Due 1/23/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
2.25% Due 2/10/2012

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
5.45% Due 6/21/2012

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
5.25% Due 8/1/2012

450,000.00

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 8/13/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 8/22/2012

3,500,000.00

FFCB Note
1.55% Due 10/15/2012

1,000,000.00

FNMANote
0.5% Due 10/30/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLMC Note
0.625% Due 12/28/2012

3,450,000.00

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
6% Due 3/15/2013

3,725,000.00

FFCB Note
2.2% Due 4/8/2013

1,000,000.00

FHLMC Note
4.5% Due 7/15/2013

2,125,000.00

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
4.75% Due 8/1/2013

3,750,000.00

FFCB Note
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 9/27/11
1.2% Due 9/27/2013

3,525,000.00

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 11712014

2,450,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 4/16/12
3% Due 4/16/2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
2.625% Due 4/17/2014

3,300,000.00

FFCB Callable Note Cant 4/25/12
1.62% Due 4/25/2014

3,695,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 5/1/12
2.25% Due 5/1/2014

1,000,000.00

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.45
0.44
0.81
0.79
0.92
0.90
0.95
0.94
0.98
0.97
1.13
1.11
1.17
1.16
1.33
1.32
1.54
1.46
1.61
1.57
1.87
1.81
1.92
1.85
2.07
2.03
0.07
0.07
2.36
2.29
0.63
0.62
2.63
2.53
2.65
0.74
0.67
0.66

.j::>,.
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City of Moreno Valley
1 Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Holdings Report
As of 8/31/11

q

B()()~..Ylllue

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
A,ccr.uE)d.Jllt.

% of Port.
G1Iin/Loss

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.28
0.72%

1,002,817.00
6,315.97

0.48 %
2,817.00

AA+

4,289,551.00
4,292,752.76

103.58
0.59%

4,454,077.60
20,198.06

2.13 %
161,324.84

AA+

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.81
0.22%

1,008,109.00
3,611.11

0.48 %
8,109.00

AA+

4,097,476.00
4,064,841.40

107.07
0.55 %

4,282,704.00
11,000.00

2.04%
217,862.60

AA+

2.47%

4,090,640.00
4,061,397.74

107.09
0.65%

4,283,780.00
53,000.00

2.06 %
222,382.26

AA+

03/12/2010
2.54%

4,114,723.10
4,110,119.44

106.57
0.56%

4,369,279.80
30,194.79

2.09%
259,160.36

AA+

04/04/2011

2,065,206.50
2,065,110.38

100.64
0.50%

2,078,232.52
4,216.04

0.99%
13,122.14

AA+

2,011,473.75
2,012,150.68

100.03
0.41 %

2,015,642.79
17,810.36

0.97 %
3,492.11

AA+

1.15 %

3,685,824.00
3,684,277 .11

103.41
0.89%

3,722,796.00
29,750.00

1.78 %
38,518.89

AA+

0312812011
2.27 %

2,007,240.00
2,006,586.77

105.08
1.14 %

2,101,550.00
9,008.33

1.00 %
94,963.23

AA+

08/24/2011

1,825,645.40
1,825,389.20

103.31
1.24 %

1,823,423.27
16,963.61

0.88 %
(1,965.93)

AA+

2,947,018.75
2,945,529.00

105.20
1.07 %

3,024,448.25
29,828.13

1.45 %
78,919.25

AA+

2,206,631.00
2,204,827.46

105.66
1.18 %

2,271,780.30
22,094.24

1.09 %
66,952.84

AA+

1.86 %

3,579,229.15
3,574,842.98

106.42
1.11 %

3,698,108.90
34,508.68

1.78 %
123,265.92

AA+

Various
1.51 %

2,519,339.50
2,518,738.11

103.64
1.34 %

2,539,150.60
16,052.61

1.22 %
20,412.49

AA+

4.78
4.51

81,735,000.00

1.81 %

83,616,158.55
83,002,642.86

0.63 %

84,967,230.17
580,507.08

40.69 %
1,964,587.31

Aaa
AA+

2.40
2.22

987,422.49

07/31/2011

0.00%

987,422.49
987,422.49

1.00
0.00 %

987,422.49
0.00

0.47 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

NJA

987,422.49
987,422.49

0.00%

987,422.49
0.00

0.47%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

Purchase Date
CUS~P _......)'eflJrity pe~cXiJ>tioJ:1

Par Value/Units

B()~kY!eIL..

Cost Value

Moody
Term iyrs)
S/s'f._.•..I:J,t.lrat.~()I'1_

IA9,ENCY
3136FHPX7
31331JQA4
3133XTXW1
3137EACD9
31331GL80
31398AZV7
3134G2EF5
3136FPEQ6
313370JB5
31331J6C2
3136FPDC8
3135GOAL7
313372YS7
3137EACT4
313373SZ6

FNMA Callable Note 1X 11/14f2011
2.125% Due 5f14f2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6f2f2014

4,300,000.00

FHLB Callable Note 1X 1f9f12
2.5% Due 7f9f2014

1,000,000.00

FHLMC Note
3% Due 7/28/2014

4,000,000.00

FFCB Note
3% Due 9/22/2014

4,000,000.00

FNMA Note
2.625% Due 11/20/2014

4,100,000.00

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 1/26/12
2.1% Due 1/26/2015

2,065,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 919/11
1.85% Due 9f9/2015

2,015,000.00

FHLB Note
1.75% Due 9{1112015

3,600,000.00

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12/22/2015

2,000,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 318/2011
2% Due 3/812016

1,765,000.00

FNMA Note
2.25% Due 3/15/2016

2,875,000.00

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 3/3012016

2,150,000.00

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 5127/2016

3,475,000.00

FHLB Note
2.125% Due 6/10/2016

2,450,000.00

Total Agency

05f14f2009

2.13 %
06f08f2010

1.96%
07/09f2009

2.50 %
03f15f2010

2.41 %
03/17/2010

2.09 %
09/16/2010

1.89 %
08/04/2011

1.22 %
07/25/2011

1.69%
0710712011

1.87 %
06/1412011

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.21
0.20
2.76
2.68
0.36
0.36
2.91
2.80
3.06
2.90
3.22
3.08
0.41
0.40
0.02
0.02
4.03
3.86
4.31
4.09
4.52
4.28
4.54
4.28
4.58
4.30
4.74
4.44

!CASH
90CASH$00

~

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash

987,422.49

<
0

0
1'0
W
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

I
CUSIP

Security Description

Par ValuefUnits

Holdings Report
As of 8/31/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
GainfLoss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

!FDIC INSVRED US CORPO~TE
949744AA4

Wells Fargo & Company FDIC
Guaranteed Note
3% Due 12/9/2011

3,050,000.00

03/12/2010
0.95%

3,157,094.65
3,066,775.90

100.74
0.28%

3,072,548.65
20,841.67

1.47 %
5,772.75

Aaa
AA+

0.27
0.27

06050BAG6

Bank of America Corp FDIC Guaranteed
Note
2.1% Due 4/30/2012

3,310,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,371,727.28
3,329,395.88

101.20
0.29 %

3,349,832.54
23,363.08

1.60%
20,436.66

Aaa
AA+

0.67
0.66

91160HAC1

US Bancorp FDIC Guaranteed Note
1.8% Due 5/15/2012

5,070,000.00

Various
1.39 %

5,111,546.49
5,084,441.99

101.07
0.28 %

5,124,330.12
26,871.00

2.45 %
39,888.13

Aaa
AA+

0.71
0.70

38146FAA9

Goldman Sachs FDIC Guaranteed Note
3.25% Due 6/15/2012

3,205,000.00

Various
1.26 %

3,344,909.12
3,254,263.74

102.30
0.32 %

3,278,817.56
21,989.86

1.57 %
24,553.82

Aaa
AA+

0.79
0.78

36967HAV9

GE Capital Corp FDIC Guaranteed Note
2.125% Due 12/21/2012

3,645,000.00

05/19/2010
1.27 %

3,723,710.13
3,684,856.40

102.38
0.30 %

3,731,648.94
15,060.94

1.78 %
46,792.54

Aaa
AA+

1.31
1.29

18,280,000.00

1.23 %

18,708,987.67
18,419,733.91

0.29%

18,557,177.81
108,126.55

B.88 %
137,443.90

Aaa
AA+

0.76
0.75

28,318,821.98

Various
0.37 %

28,318,821.98
28,318,821.98

1.00
0.37 %

28,318,821.98
22,087.46

13.48 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

28,318,821.98

0.37%

28,318,821.98
28,318,821.98

0.37 %

28,318,821.98
22,087.46

13.48 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

73,505.38

Various
0.00 %

73,505.38
73,505.38

1.00
0.00%

73,505.38
0.00

0.03 %
0.00

Aaa
AM

0.00
0.00

NJA

73,505.38
73,505.38

0.00 %

73,505.38
0.00

0.03 %
0.00

Aaa

73,505.38

AAA

0.00
0.00

Total FDIC Insured US Corporate
ILAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF
IMONEY MARKET FUND FI
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

Total Money Market Fund FI
IUS CORPO~TE

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

52517PR60

Lehman Brothers Holdings Note
5.25% Due 2/6/2012

1,000,000.00

02/06/2007
5.34%

996,000.00
996,000.00

24.88
0.00%

248,750.00
0.00

0.12%
(747,250.00)

NR
NR

0.44
0.00

931142CL5

Wal-Mart Stores Note
4.25% Due 4/15/2013

3,260,000.00

Various
1.54 %

3,491,366.25
3,399,787.43

106.01
0.53 %

3,455,789.08
52,341.11

1.67 %
56,001.65

Aa2
AA

1.62
1.56

459200GR6

IBM Corp Note
2.1 % Due 5/6/2013

1,725,000.00

01/27/2011
1.00 %

1,767,624.75
1,756,518.66

102.33
0.70%

1,765,252.88
11,571.88

0.85%
8,734.22

Aa3
A+

1.68
1.64

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cont 8/13/13
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,667,689.94

100.66
1.03 %

2,682,474.41
17,100.41

1.28 %
14,784.47

Aa3
A+

1.95
1.91

254687AW6

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,873,880.60
1,846,029.13

108.24
0.86 %

1,861,703.92
16,340.00

0.89 %
15,674.79

A2
A

2.29
2.18

24422ERA9

John Deere Capital Corp Note
1.6% Due 3/3/2014

440,000.00

02/28/2011
1.63 %

439,564.40
439,636.74

101.61
0.95%

447,069.48
3,480.89

0.21 %
7,432.74

A2
A

2.51
2.44

.j::>.
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

I

t:;USII:'. ....~,.1)e.sllrityJles~clj~tioD_

Par Vallj.l'!:lJJ,.nits

Holdings Report
As of 8/31/11
Purchase Date

Cost Value

B00I<~yield

Bo()~Value

Mkt Price
Ml<t rTM

Market Value
% of Port.
Moody
Accrued 1.IlL..•. ~G<lin!Loss§~&,1"

Term (yrs)

Various
1.56 %

2,644,928.56
2,616,879.36

108.00
0.72%

2,670,795.49
. 48,299.06

1.29 %
53,9)f!,13

Aa1

AA

2.51
.2.36

10/20/2010

1.33 %

2,058,421.00
2,007,938.97

108.87
1.23 %

2,014,113.50
28,520.83

0.97 %
6,174.53

Ai
AA-

2.67
2.50

Durat!on~

!U$ CORPORATE
166751AHO

ChevronTexaco Corp Note
3.95% Due 3/3/2014

2,473,000.00

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88 %

3,411,681.00
3,310,301.12

110.93
1.74 %

3,411,248.17
54,427.50

1.65 %
100,947.05

Aa2
AA+

2.70
2.49

61747YCFO

Morgan Stanley Note
6% Due 5113/2014

2,370,000.00

Various
3.98%

2,534,751.20
2,488,358.79

105.00
4.03%

2,488,440.75
42,660.00

1.20 %
81.96

A2
A

2.70
2.45

428236AV5

Hewlett Packard Company Note
4.75% Due 6/2/2014

1,700,000.00

01/27/2011

1,865,393.00
1,836,134.29

108.90
1.44 %

1,851,221.80
19,963.19

0.89 %
15,087.51

A2
A

2.76
2.57

1.60 %

973,471.00
945,878.34

112.98
1.12 %

960,333.40
13,139.58

0.46%
14,455.06

A2
A

3.21
2.95

665859AKO

74005PAQ7

Praxair Note
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

1.74 %
850,000.00

09/24/2010

09247XAD3

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84%

1,674,920.75
1,662,699.40

106.91
1.33 %

1,742,709.62
12,836.26

0.83 %
80,010.22

Ai
A+

3.28
3.09

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Nole
3.1% Due 1/15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04%

2,641 ,540.25
2,615,852.55

106.22
1.21 %

2,687,479.86
10,021.61

1.28 %
71,627.31

Aa3
A-

3.38
3.20

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Nole
3.7% Due 1/20/2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.34%

2,584,656.00
2,579,082.09

104.18
2.41 %

2,656,465.06
10,745.42

1.27 %
77,382.97

Aa3
A+

3.39
3.17

94980VAA6

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65 %

2,584,316.50
2,560,687.33

106.08
2.88%

2,625,452.78
7,184.37

1.25 %
64,765.45

Aa3
AA-

3.45
3.17

o84670AVO

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010

2.65%

2,545,012.75
2,529,366.44

105.48
1.56 %

2,621,197.88
4,417.78

1.25 %
91,831.44

Aa2
AAt-

3.45
3.26

06406JHB4

Bank of New York Melion Note
4.95% Due 311512015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,584,619.39

108.35
2.47%

2,556,991.57
53,867.01

1.24 %
(27,627.82)

Aa3
A+

3.54
3.19

717081DA8

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3/15/2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011
2.33 %

1,730,497.50
1,707,447.48

114.08
1.27 %

1,768,303.55
38,237.64

0.86 %
60,856.07

Ai
AA

3.54
3.20

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/30/2015

740,000.00

Various
2.58 %

807,780.55
790,717.18

111.06
1.45 %

821,838.08
14,355.48

0.40 %
31,120.90

A2
A

3.58
3.28

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10/15/2015

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010

1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,666,121.28

100.88
1.40 %

2,693,570.76
16,390.83

1.29%
27,449.48

A2
A

4.13
3.95

42,118,000.00

2.28%

44,606,051.11
44,007,745.91

1.57 %

44,031,202.04
475,900.85

21.17%
23,456.13

Ai
AA·

2.88
2.69

Total US Corporate
IUS TREASURY
912828GQ7

US Treasury Note
4.5% Due 4/30/2012

3,775,000.00

03/12/2010
1.00 %

4,051,944.29
3,861,255.49

102.92
0.11 %

3,885,154.50
57,240.49

1.87 %
23,899.01

Aaa
AA+

0.67
0.65

912828HE3

US Treasury Note
4.25% Due 9/30/2012

3,775,000.00

03/1212010

4,061,086.87
3,896,510.01

104.43
0.15 %

3,942,221.18
67,506.49

1.91 %
45,711.17

Aaa
AA+

1.08
1.05

US Treasury Note
3.625% Due 12/31/2012

2,550,000.00

2,708,785.88
2,625,664.11

104.60
0.16 %

2,667,340.80
15,824.90

1.28 %
41,676.69

Aaa
AA+

1.34
1.30

~

<
0

912828HM5

0
1'0
W

1.22%
03/12/2010

1.35%
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I

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
SSP

Term (yrs)
Duration

05/10/2010
1.65%

2,411,188.48
2,378,723.47

105.46
0.22%

2,451,965.92
21,544.16

1.18 %
73,242.45

Aaa

AA+

2.17
2.10

04/06f2011
1.99 %

4,009,355.36
4,013,146.45

104.49
0.59%

4,231,926.00
6,163.04

2.02%
218,779.55

AA+

Various
1.35 %

3,584,379.25
3,585,220.13

102.34
0.68%

3,684,376.80
15,163.05

1.76 %
99,156.67

AA+

05/16/2011
1.63 %

3,549,905.00
3,552,447.26

102.82
0.70 %

3,691,248.77
12,542.93

1.76%
138,801.51

AA+

05/16/2011
1.70 %

3,551,973.24
3,549,102.35

105.39
0.76 %

3,693,940.53
6,095.65

1.76 %
144,838.18

AA+

Various
1.33 %

3,578,212.10
3,574,089.29

106.55
0.79%

3,659,889.45
32,519.87

1.76 %
85,800.16

AA+

30,605,000.00

1.47%

31,506,830.47
31,036,158.56

0.48%

31,908,063.95
234,600.58

15.29 %
871,905.39

AA+

3.02
2.91

202,117,749.85

1.60 %

207,817,777.65
205,846,031.09

0.74%

208,843,423.82
1,421,222.52

100.00 %
2,997,392.73

Aa1
AA

2.11
1.98

Security Description

912828JQ4

US Treasury Note
2.75% Due 10/31/2013

2,325,000.00

912828NP1

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7/31/2015

4,050,000.00

912828PE4

US Treasury Note
1.25% Due 10/31/2015

3,600,000.00

912828PJ3

US Treasury Note
1.375% Due 11130f2015

3,590,000.00

912828PS3

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

3,505,000.00

912828QA1

US Treasury Note
2.25% Due 3/31/2016

3,435,000.00

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO

As of 8/31/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

CUSIP

ius TREASURY

Holdings Report

Par Value/Units

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

3.92
3.79
4.17
4.04
4.25
4.12
4.42
4.23
4.59
4.33

210,264,646.34

TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

,(

~
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Chandler Asset Management
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Execution Time: 9/2/2011 12:52:53 PM

City of Moreno Valley
July 31,2011

COMPttANCEWITHINVESTMENTPOLICY
Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
Category

Standard

Local Agency Bonds

No Limitation

Complies

Treasury Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1/P-1/F-1 minimum ratings
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; i-year maximum maturity

Complies

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maximum maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - L.A.I.F.
Maximum program limitation

~

<
o
~::.;..

Complies
Complies
Complies

Maximum maturity

5 years

Complies

.j::>.
-->.

Complies

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, InterestComplies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

o

o

Complies

Prohibited Securities

1'0
W
1'0'

Comment

PageS of 12
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Holdings Report Glossary
CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market pi-ice.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.

% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.
Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.
~

<
o
o

1'0
W
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o

1'0
1'0

Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.
Page 9 of 12

Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.

~
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
i

t

~cco~~am~_
~

Purchase Maturity
Stated
~~!estm~.~ __ ~_~_,.,,_.l:ssue~_._~__ .___ ~_~~._Dat~~~ketValue Ral.e_. Yiel~ -..!rice

% of of

i
J

".!?rtfol~J

COllllllunit;- fJcilities Disctriet 87-1 lA-l

~~!altax£unds
reserve fund

~dIDiII~~~ct'"

Account
Number
22631800
22631804

nioneY_~.ark~!~~__ .. ~. G~lVt~tind ___.,_____. _ . 'osj31/1i
money market fund
WF GovtFund
08/31/11

. o~01/1i"Di22~272
09/01/11
1,028,906

. ·22631~~~=mon~~~!rketfund=~~:tG~~yF.m(C "'=~~~~"~o/31jii-09j0i/1i-=_~

debt service acct

22631809

money market fund

WF Govt Fund

08/31/11

09/01/11

0.010/0
0.01%

O.01"};m.~.~~OOO_~~.05So;';·1
0.01% 1.00000
6.097%

~~~~~~~~~Jo'o:oi%·"i.oo~~"'O:lJo~~>7;·l
535,898

0.01%

0.01 %

1.00000

3.176%

~p~~ia(iax£und~~.~~~~_~~~I?~_~~~j~tj:mar~~~!~n«(~~~~~9o~~~L __ ~=.~.

'o8/~i"~ "'(}9Z(J1fii~=~~~~;43(~__ ~:~!~~~~~i%=~~0(}" "':ijoi%"J

reserve fund

08/31/11

22631904

money marketfund

WF Govt Fund

09/01/11

~§!!ti~ac5L~~~~~.2,~~~I~,il5 ,,_=~~o~tj:~~il~~~f,ui1d ____ WF.Gov!!unc[ ~=:-=:~~:"".o~3liil·_.~~~i)ii '.

365,382

0.01 %

0.01%

1.00000

2.165%

· · s ,. ". ····O.~~.~,_.~~~_i%~l.O~!!.O~_.~.OOO%

!

3,341,279
~

~=ries BRevellue
Series A Principal
rSe~ies'B'reseiVe
L......

Series A interest

Cl:D#5

22333s00

moneymktf~d -

22333501
money mkt fund
mJ.{'tfund
_22333503
_ _ _ _ _ _''money
____
~

2233::1tJU4

~,~~",,_,,_,_.~,

money mkt fund

. WF Govt FUnd
WF Govt Fund
WF'GovtFund
___
WFGovtFund

._==~~8i3¥1~.~I!.:0i '

~._~.~._.

__

08/31/11
08731/11

09/01/11
09/01/11

08/31/11

09/01/11

179,908
300
630 '

·o.oio/~

5ji

127
707,965

0.01% 1.00000
1.066%
0.01%
2.71% 1.00000
0.002%
.nO.i!i,,}.n. o.ili 0/~~'i:~~OO"u31270;;'1
0.01 %

0.01%

1.00000

0.001 %

o
~

2007 Rcdc\'e\o melll A"cllev Tax Allocation Bonds Sereis A

. '08/31/Lin09/~1/1i

[debt service fund _. _ _2~2~~700__ money m~!fund____ WF GO~I1~ __

o.01"i~o:oi"lo-

2

1.00000' 0.000%]

2
~

2005 Lease Helcnuc Bond

lI?()~~~I.!~.~~_____ 18042800
reserve fund
18042804
~.?nsiTUctionfund' ····~i8042S06

mon~:[~k..~..~~_ _~WF G,2vt ~
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund

. _ _ o8/~1jii ····o9joijii=--..2!~_ o:~i% ··o.oi%- '1.00000 ··O.O!!.!."£J
08/31/11 09/01/11
2,992,803
0.01 %
0.01 % 1.00000 17.734 %
. ~oneYmktf~j_.~ Go~t F~___._ _~·.·· -jj87~0L:"09jOijii' '-1,315,143 . "o:oio}~ .. ·ii.Oioj~'i.000007~7;93-oj~··1
4,::IU8,122

~

2007 Taxable Lease Hevcl1ue Bonds - Electric Utility

..

~~~_d_·_ _ ..._.__22277600
construction fund
E~it of~ce _~ ."

25.528%

m~~~~t:.t~2. __ WF~~~!..!~~~. __.__ ~_. 08/31/1~_~j01/1~._ _.. ~_=- _~:01°,£~1°/._
money mkt fund
WF GovtFund
08/31/11 09/01/11
6,847,090
0.01 %
0.01 %
o:oio/~o.oio/.
2~~7606"'-- .. 'moneY__~k!!.11~~ __
· ~~~~!.~~~. __~~__
.... 08/31/11 ,"'- 09(00:,(, 368,077
7,215,169
22277604

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0:000"/;
40.574% I
2.181% ,
-,.,....-----..........,.....!

....

n".

~~
~evenu!!~ ____·· ___ ~35030~__:'!~en~_. _ _ _ _ _. _~~t Fun~ _ _ _ _ ~.__ ~OBli0i ·.M ·'09/0ljiX ..··· ... ·i~f8iE~.~='O~Oi%· ... o.~i~~ . ~·· i.~OO(JO ~~~~O%_j

reserve fund
[admill expenses

20350303
20350304

reserve
. adID~expenses

WFGovtFund
WFGovt Fimc['

08/31/11
OB/3yti'

09/01/11

'o9/oliii

Totals

1,178,383
26
1,303,224
16,875,761

Summar' of \lond Proceeds with riscal A"cnts
1
Construction funds-~"
8,162,233
[..
2
..
Priridpal& IriteiesfAccounts"
- .. . . . . .. " .., .. - . .
'''661,018
----j·-·----Uebt Service ReserveFUilds------·--·---7;504,li4-'
~

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>.

o

1'0
.j::>.

L~

___ ~'·4.:.:..._~.. _~_··'Custo~~A.::~o_~~~:.:.=:=._. __~~~
5

L_:=~~._··

..· ·

-=_

Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
"'Othei A~~oiin~..
Total Fiscal Agent Funds

Page 11 of12

____ .~ •. _"'_. __.....". _____ ._._...P~
a

._.____.

~~~:·····54B;396······

16,875,761

0.01%

0.01%

(J.oioio

0.01"/0

1.00000
6.983%
iIJoo0E.._ O.O(JO% ,
7.722%
100.000%

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS

t

;.'. ~atjii!iw#Uf

·0.~;,

;\"'larket Value ilS

of lun 3ll, 2011

Fund

i:!!lii!dS~viDjs~-'~2 __··_~.,~~,~, _~.i~ ·.-~~"!Q26,~!==:J
Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)

537,743

~§Ul{;~£§i~jpi¢f!~~,Eilipi2y·'es~:~===~~~~ ~~_=}i,~~t~_~:~j
Certificales of Deposit 3 years

16,084

. "=J

[<:er~~alesof ~iosii~ Y"~~~:==-.~· ':~~_:~=~~~2
Bond Fund Of America

52,578

~1S

;Y1arkct Value"

!'lUu,,3Q, 2011

Fm.d

~t.~~~!EL~· '..~...i. .•. __...::....,~"_~~~___~ .•_·._7_.__ .•,.:J
American Century Balanced
30

(§l~~~_t~iBijQwtC:"_ .._=.~,:=."~:~:.=~--=:~-."~==~K~i=::~] [F:ii~~!~!.~~g~2J'i~>L~~N._~.~~~::'-~L~~·=~=··· 1

__

Am Century Select

93,190

Invesco Mid Cap Core Equity

101,789

. _. _ , __"._ ,'" ..___._~i?~~____ ,.,_J

Fidelity Equity Income

30,537

...

~~~ti~!&~~~~__"_ .__ .,=~=:,""=',,.-=- _~~"':~}~6.L..~_l
JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A

~~_~wid~~~t Inc~st~v~=":"'____ ~~~_~ ..~:_i3,8~~_=J

Vanguard Index 500

Nationwide InvDes Mod Cons Fund SC

81,665

__ =~_ .

15,671

Vanguard Total Bond Index

~.~~?E~~~~_~~_~:.~ilJ~_~~~~.••:,_~.,_. __ .___ .,=¥.~~~~._~~..l

Templeton Foreign [

.

Stable Fund C

1,739,797

Oppenheimer Global Fund A

of JtIll

~Eq,:~Gr~~ ~

200,005

~~~~~=~_~="~~~~>'==~=~~=,~~~L
500 Stock Index

~t?:ti!~c~me>~:=~. ____~_---==~~~=-=~:~~~~

__

Eo;:~ ~~~~~~:~~~"_=-~"~~"=--=:~~ ~
Management
rCash
. ...,
.... -....
...,.,.
~_.~_.

___ ""-"._ ... ~ ... _~_. __ -,-

Mileslone 2025

=.,____

(Eil;~,t.0n~ 2!l_~~_.
Milestone 2035

-'

1,141,685
__ . _ _

,

-,,~J

.=_ _"__,_ _

Vantage Growth Fund

_.

241,944

~~~~~ _~
27,836

-=_____ ~~o~_ ~~,..,J

~

.

33,949 .. >
163,900

,

~

'--~---'-"~'---

-'-~-~'~-"----~~-~-"1

VT Fidelity Diversified International

57,963

.- • • • • • •

- • • •_ . .

Total Nationwide Deferred

··i()t~~...__~
75,105
6,854

_.',--'

$9,199,228

VT Legg Mason Value

1,758

Total Nationwide
Total ICMA

$9,199,228
4,096,532

~.¥~';"~·Co~

$13,295,7.60

Savings Deposits and CD's
Mutual Funds

$3,773,844
9,521,916

J

iff2!~~lIy1'U;:~tan ______'_.:... ___ ~._=_.~~"~1~L~~~.]

. _____~==!~2l~__..J

VT Nuveen Real Estate Sees

33,958

~~~~~:,~~~~_s.aR:v_~~~_e~~._~,.= . ::'"__.._..:~~,3~t~_.J
VT Vantagepoint MS Ret Inc

37,725

f:,::~~!al!~!,£:i~!.~itQ~.tio~.~i2..~.!.~.~~s~~~e~_".~.~_!~~'1.~!_...... J
VT Vantagepoint Select Value

f'

_ . . . . ,-•..

--_ . • . . . . .

-

. . _.-.-.

3,550

.-

_.

tY.T"'y"~~ta~e!'~~_¥.!2t:'_~~~_.~,"."_.
VT PIMCO Total Return

-.--

.....

"')

____..". }!~~.. __ . _j
51,765

15,154

~.t!ECO !!~~.Yi~!~_. ______>~_·~ ___ ,~ ...~.. ~~;i92:=~~]

16,798

~_l[a;.bo;,t ~I~s~G~?i:~~~.~,~" __ ._,~_:"". __~~~~:.-=~_'J

=->_~._.:"': ~

__>.=.__ ____

t~n,;.~ne 2040=~"'~

-

•

~

"_~=-'<_~'<-~---"-"_'~_''''f_f

l~i!.~_~..::~~~__· __· __ .~, ___:, ___ ~..~:~ __

,_..-~",,____,C,

t~V:!:':'~'ffi~.!_Ov.~as ~':!!r. ~2~.~,___ ~~_6.9:254 ."___

__ ___.~_~_~~~~~_. _..1

Mileslone 2010

~>,_'~~.~_ ..~ ,.... >l:.i~ ..~,~J
217,690

VT Harbor International Admi

r

-.-~.-

Total leMA

.j::>.

.....

'0_"

~.?,:,.!"~e Dest 2030 [n~3,_ _ _ "___

163,864

C" .

.

65,078

296,806

fo.~~"~.'i.~::~Xo~!._ .. ~_"_>_,_~,_:, ~,"~,.
~?~:i~~,~O~!!'._~ __ >_._,_,.. _=~

4,119

.

VT Fide1ityContrafund

r~-~--

18,526

Traditional Growth

VT Royce Premeir

~R.fuier~m~VMid"capEq·

8,459
~~4 ._~"l VT Royce Value Plus Service
26,090
. ~!RPri~G.;,~~~~~_~dv .~_,::.:~~__•. _._._...:.,_.!.~.~~_,J

~...

,Plus Fund .•__ ..
Savings Oriented

.1

_ =] k~l;~_~~~~~";al~~~~=_._____.~_.__,~~6~!_._ ,,.J

_ _. ___

Asset Allocation

"

Nationwide Dest
2025 Inst Svc
-"._" - -, . . . . -".-_.

r---'.-.""'.-

__.

\1 arket \' a I ue as
of )uI130, 2011

Fund

'_'_'_'._._~~..:.._~'.,- ..• j

Growth and Income

01

YL Account

'leMA
\'alue as
30, ~011

~~sive 0tt'!_.·__~~~~ ___'_·~___ !~9,1~_..;._
Inlorn.tional
176,135

o

30,263

~~~wi~E:st202!!!!':'i~~:'.~."':'~_":".'"_=

212,972

~'l.1rkel

Fund

1'0

84,769

Nationwide lnler Val Ins! Svc

~j{~9~~}~.i:~,L~.~."':_:"'~

r~

Pl...~~~~~~

Nationwide Inv Des Cons

rEU;:OP~~~~~rO!,:'!>._~.~:~~"':=~~~_-,__:=~~~_~~~i,~j--=:=J t~iii~n'.!~<!.:..~~S".'.,C:ap V-,,!.~~~.~~~~_~~=_._,"_,!~.2~_". __._J

'80,~C=~_J
86,338

77,786

. __,____~~,. .:_____~=~:~~~_L"':_J

215,986

~"~~.~~~~~~~.~§0,~~=~,_.:_

Nationwide [nvDe. Aggr Fund

10,576

~= 685,73i~=_=J

~~."~~i~e Inv~es M~2":!~~.,_._. ____. ____4~~~~~,-.l

158,069

Janus Advisor Forty

(,0

_____

--=_j

__ __·__""_,:__"_____ :-'~!__

____ ~~, ____~=-:'"_~'..c~~·J
Fidelity Contra fund
264,438
DWS High Income Fund A
67,797
~~_F_~2=.:_=_~.:, .• ~"'::"':'~: __ '"_,~=~_~ ____ . ~.3si __=-.J i2~~~lrale~i'y'~~!:.: __ :_,~ ____ :_··_·___·_··==~z&Si:"'.~:j
~i:!ityiuri~~ ____:_.:-':~~_~"._~~~=

o

22,076

!§.~~~"0§"~~ ____·__ ,~=" ,=-~:~=.~]
Vanguard Wellington
~~~~<!..W~~~.E_" .~,,

27,594
146,547

_ - - , - , _ _ _ , __ ~ ___ ,.. _ _ .,_._~._.""",_~~_,,"_.J

'. !

137,386

Investment Co. of America
;inc~';'eFtiDiiof America'
Brown Cap Mgml Inc SM Co

1'0

...•.•.• ·~~~~~L

DFA US Micro Cap Port

[Van~~~,~~!l~ti2~!~!;'dex',:~~~~~~~_~_:,' 39~~~._ ..J !§!i_~wid"~.i!E~i-f~.~-~~~,~=~

t!~i~~!~~~~·~-"-,,~~~..~.,,=::."

~

~B-,~~la11yR~~r:~~~.I'§f>

ei.~!' Fu~iiA,;,eri5~~"~:==_-~.,===.="':'= ... -94J?:t.,=-~!
"'"~ ____ '~""" _ _ _ "C-"~=-"-""'_<

<
o

\:].uket "aine as
of )\[ n,3Q, 2011.

Fund
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17,130

$4,096,532

r:: " _.- ...

-~-

-.-- ._" - -

-. .

-~

.. - .." - ...•

'0<

•• - ' - _ . ' "

[~~D..".~~:~"~~~~~~~~_~~~~,. __"____ .

$13,295,760

September 2011

MARKET REVIEW
Market Summary
Treasury yields moved sharply lower in August in response to concerns about a slowing
global economy, equity market turmoil, and sovereign debt issues in the euro zone. Events
in Europe have been the primary market mover over the past month, and policy makers
there have so far been unable to contain the spreading turmoil. Market participants will be
watching closely for a resolution to European sovereign debt issues in the weeks and
months ahead.
Recent U.S. economic data has been consistent with a very sluggish pace of growth, but has
not been indicative of a recessionary environment. The employment report was
disappointing, as the economy did not add any jobs in August. On the plus side, retail sales
and consumer credit improved, and leading economic indicators were positive. Some
economists have begun to differentiate between "soft" data collected through surveys and
"hard" data reflecting actual economic activity. While the former has been quite poor,
"hard" data has improved slightly and has given some economists hope that the economy
can avoid recession and perhaps even accelerate slightly.
The Federal Reserve kept the federal funds rate at a target range of 0.00% to 0.25% at its
August 9 meeting, but deviated from previous policy by specifically stating that it expected
to maintain exceptionally easy monetary conditions "at least through mid-2013." In its
assessment of current economic conditions, the Fed noted, "economic growth so far this
year has been considerably slower than the committee had expected." The Fed also
"discussed the range of policy tools available to promote a stronger economic recovery."
The next regularly scheduled FOMe meeting is September 20.

TREASURY YiElDS MUCH LOWER
5.00%

r--------------------------------,

4.00%

3.00%

=----~~~~~-----.~~~~~__i

2.00%

- A U G 10
- J U L Y 11

1.00%

- A U G 11

0.00% 6z:::~~:::::=..

_____________________

YIELDS

8/31/11

7/31/11

CHANGE

3 Month

(0.02)

(0.01)

(0.01)

2 Year

0.19

0.36

(0.17)

3 Year

0.31

0.55

(0.24)

5 Year

0.95

1.37

(0.42)

7 Year

l.55

2.11

(0.56)

10 Year

2.22

2.80

(0.58)

30 Year

3.59

4.13

(0.54)

~
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices

Labor Markets

In July, the CPI showed that consumer prices increased 3.6% on a

The August employment report showed that the economy added zero

year-over-year basis. The year-over-year Core CPI ((PI less food

jobs and the previous month's total was revised lower. The

and energy) increased at a 1.8% rate. Although some producer

unemployment rate remained at 9.1%. This report was disapPointing

prices have begun to increase, prices on consumer goods are not

and confirmed that the employment situation in the country remains

expected to rise sharply in the months ahead. The Federal

poor. Even though the economic recovery is two years old, the pace of

Reserve has noted that it is monitoring commodity price

recovery in the labor market is extremely weak by historical standards

increases, but does not believe that they will flow through to

and is one of the primary reasons why the recovery has been tepid.

sharply higher consumer prices

Retail Sales

Housing Starts

In July, Retail Sales rose 8.5% on a year-over-year basis. Consumer

Single-family housing starts declined 4.9% in July to 425,000, compared

spending has rebounded from the depths of the recession and

to 447,000 in June. The housing market seems to have stabilized

recent activity has been moderate; however, activity is still far

following several years of sharp declines, but activity and prices have

short ofthe heights of the previous economic expansion as a weak

not yet shown substantial improvement.

job market and high energy prices restrain consumer spending.

Credit Spreads Mixed
Spre~d to
Treasuries (%)

One Month
Ago (%)

Chan e
g

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.32

0.10

0.22

2-year AA corporate note

0.58

0.35

0.23

5-year AA corporate note

0.82

0.54

0.28

5-year Agency note

0.45

0.40

0.05

CREDIT SPREADS

Source: Bloomberg

Doto as of 8/31/2011

Mixed Economic Data
ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Current Release

Prior Release

:One Year Ago

(53.1) $Bln JUN 11

(50.8) $Bln MAY 11

(46.9) $Bln JUN 10

GDP

1.0%JUN 11

0.4% MAR 11

3.8%JUN 10

Unemployment Rate

9.1% AUG 11

9.1%JUL 11

,9.6% AUG 10

Prime Rate

3.25% AUG 11

3.25% JUL 11

3.25% AUG 10

CRB Index

342.57 AUG 11

342.08 JUL 11

264.19 AUG 10

Oil (West Texas Int.)

$88.81 AUG 11

$95.70 JUL 11

$71. 92 AUG 10

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

3.6% JUL 11

3.6%JUN 11

1.2% JUL 10

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

7.2% JUL 11

7.0%JUN 11

4.1% JUL 10

Dollar / EURO

1.44 AUG 11

1.44 JUL 11

1.27 AUG 10

Trade Balance

Source: Bloomberg
@ 2011 Chandler Asset Management, Inc, An Independent Registered Investment Adviser.

The information contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its occ:orocy. Opinions and forecasts regarding industries,
companies, and/or the economy are aU subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.

CHANDLER ASSET MANAGEMENT
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•
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Corporate Bonds: A Primer
While Corporate bonds are sometimes perceived as being risky, the fact of the matter is that investment grade (those rated
BBB and above) Corporate bonds can enhance portfolio returns without a dramatic increase in risk. Corporate bonds carry
higher yields than government bonds, which when combined with their diverSification benefits and a rigorous security
selection process, can result in an attractive combination of risk/reward for a portfolio.
Historically, Corporate bonds have carried higher yields than
government or agency bonds. This difference between corporate
and government bond yields, known as the spread, fluctuates
over time, but it is always present. The reason that Corporate
bonds have these higher yields is to compensate for the credit
and default risk that they carry. Even though Corporate bonds are
more risky than government bonds, prudent investors can avoid a
large portion of this risk while capturing potentially higher
returns.
There are two types of risk found in a portfolio: Systematic risk
refers to the risk that is inherent throughout the market and thus
cannot be avoided; Unsystematic risks are those that are found in
an individual company or investment. A properly managed
portfolio can reduce unsystematic risk by holding a diversified
group of Corporate bonds.

INVESTMENT GRADE
AAA = Catrythe smallest amount bf investment
risk; the obligor's capacity to meet its financial
commitment on the obligation is extremely strong.
AA Judged to be of high quality by all standards;
differs from highest rated obligations in only a small
degree; the obligor's capacity to rhe~fits.financial
commitment on the obligation is vel}' strong.
A = Somewhat more susceptible fo.adverse effects
of changes in circumstances than higher rated
obligations; capacity to meet financial commitment
is still strong.
.
BBB Security appears adequate for the present
but certain protective elements maybe lacking;
exhibits. ad(Jquate protection parameters.

=

=

SPECULATIVE GRAD. E
BB and Below = Contain speculative elements;
their future can not be considered as well-assured.

Risk can be reduced further by employing a rigorous security
selection process. A starting point for the security selection
process is looking at issuers' securities ratings. Moody's, S&P, and Fitch are the largest ratings agencies in the United States.
These agencies rate securities on a scale, with ratings above "BBB" indicating investment grade securities and ratings below
this indicating high yield or speculative securities.

Importantly, at this point, we do not feel that recent events warrant meaningful changes
to investment portfolios. As always, we will continue to closely monitor developments
and if circumstances change we will be in further contact with you. In the meantime,
please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding ongoing events.
While adding a small measure of risk to a portfolio, Corporate bonds also enhance
portfolio returns over time. For example, during the ten year period ending 6/30/2011,
the annualized return of a 1-5 year government bond portfolio was 4.29%. While this is an
attractive return, it was exceeded by that of a 1-5 year portfolio that held 20% of its
assets in Corporate bonds. The combined government and corporate portfolio posted an
annualized return of 4.45% over the same period, while outperforming the government only portfolio in seven of the ten
years. During the ten-year period ending 6/30/2011, the portfolio that held Corporate bonds would have produced excess
returns that translated into an additional $2.2 million in growth for a $100 million portfolio.
While past performance is no guarantee of future success,
the data does seem to indicate that holding a well-diversified
group of Corporate bonds, as part of a portfolio is an
attractive long-term proposition. The higher historical
returns of such a portfolio, combined with a comprehensive
credit review process, can combine to produce a portfolio
with an attractive risk/reward profile.

Value on 6/30/2011 of $100 million invested 6/30/2001

-Brian Perry, CFA
Portfolio Manager & Investment Strategist

RISKS AND OTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
This report is provided forgeneraJ information purposes only and should not be construed as specific legal, tax, or financial planning advice. All opinions and views constitute judgments or relevant information as of the date of
writing and such information may become outdated or superseded at any time without notice. This report is not intended to constitute an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice regarding any securities or investment
strategy. this information should not be regarded by reCipients asa substitutefortheexerciseoftheirown judgment.
Fixed income investments are subject to interest, credit, and market risk.. interest rate risk: the value affixed income Investments will decline as Interest rates rise. Credit risk: the possibility that the borrower may not be able to
repay interest and principal. Low rated bondS generally have to pay higher interest rates to attf<lct investors willing to take on greater risk. Market risk; the bond market in general could decline due to economic:: c::onditions,
especialJyduring periods of rising interest rates.
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To:
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Mayor and City Council/Board of Directors of the Community Redevelopr1'9nt ~ ):>"~

Agency
From:

Barry Foster, Community & Economic Development

Date:

September 28, 2011

Subject:

Draft Recognized Obligation Payment Schedule

Directo~1? ."
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Enclosed is the Draft Recognized Obligation Payment Schedule ("DROPS"). The schedule
was required to be prepared per Part 1.8 of Division 24 of the Health and Safety Code
("Part 1.8"), as added by ABX 1 26. Subdivision (h) of section 34169, which is included in
Part 1.8, requires the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
("Agency") to complete a preliminary DROPS by September 30, 2011.

Part 1.8 of Division 24 of the Health and Safety Code was the portion ofthe June 27,2011
redevelopment legislation (ABX1 26 and 27) that the Supreme Court did not stay, the
California Redevelopment Association is litigating the validity of ABX 1 26 and ABX 1 27
and the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case and issue a decision in January 2011.
Until such time, the Agency is bound by the provisions of Part 1.8.

Part 1.8 includes Section 34169(h), which provides that the Agency is to complete the
DROPS for the "successor agency". Unlike the Enforceable Obligation Payment Schedule
(EOPS) that the Agency Board adopted on August 23, 2011, the DROPS is required to be
completed by the due date, but is not required to be adopted by the Agency Board. (The
successor agency is the entity that would take over if the Agency elected to dissolve.)
Since the Agency has already elected to continue under AB 27, it would not be required to

MV00234029

prepare the DROPS but for the Supreme Court's stay of all of ABX 1 27 and all but Part 1.8
of ABX 1 26. The selection of a successor agency and/or the oversight board that the
successor agency would report to under dissolution is part of ABX1 26 that the Supreme
Court stayed. As a result, once the DROPS is completed, the Agency does not need to
take any additional action on it.

The Agency is complying with the provisions of Part 1.8 of Section 24 of the Health and
Safety Code under protest and under a reservation of rights as to any and all legal rights of
the Agency and the City of Moreno Valley in respect to ABX 1 26, ABX 1 27 and the laws
and Constitution of the State of California.

The preliminary DROPS is not required to be transmitted to the state or any other entities,
and no Board action is required.

MV00234030

Name of Redevelopment Agency:

The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley

Project Area(s)
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DRAFT RECOGNIZED OBLIGATION PAYMENT SCHEDULE
Per AB 26 • Section 34169
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.. Funding sources from the successor agency
- All total due during fiscal year and payment amounts are projected.
RPTTF • Redevelopment Property Tax Trust Fund
LMIHF· Low and Moderate Income Housina Fund

Name of Redevelopment Agency:

The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of More no Valley

Project Area(s)

RDA Project Area All

Page 2 of 2 Pages

.,

DRAFT RECOGNIZED OBLIGATION PAYMENT SCHEDULE
Per AB 26 - Section 34169 ("j

Project Name / Debt Obligation
34) Nason/SR-60 Bridge
35) Nason/SR-60 Bridge
36) Nason/SR-60 Bridge
37) Morrison Park Fire Station #99
38) Morrison Park Fire Station #99
39) Morrison Park Fire Station #99
Morrison Park Fire Station #99
Morrison Park Fire Station #99
Morrison Park Fire Station #99
Day SUEucalyptus

40\
41
42
43

44) Sunnymead Blvd.

Survey Consultant - TBD
Contractor - TBD
CM/lnspection - TBD
Enco Utility Services Moreno Valley
LLC
JTB Supply Co., Inc.
Lor Geotechnical, Inc.
McCain Traffic Supply.
STK Architecture. Inc.
Eastern MuniCipal Water District
KDM Meridian, Inc.
Gibbs, Giden, Locher, Tumer &
Senet LLP

Total Outstanding
Debt or Obligation

Description

Payee

\~

Total Due During
Fiscal Year
2011-2012'"

150,000.00

,I.
Payments by month
Source of Fund"

Jan 2012

Feb 2012

Mar 2012

Apr2012

May 2012

Jun 2012

Capital Project Contract, CIP 91726
Capital Project Contract, CIP 91728
Capital Project Contract, CIP 91728

75,000.00
10,000.00
250,000.00

Bond Proceed
Bond Proceed
Bond Proceed

1,666.67
1,666.67
20,833.33

1,666.67
1,666.67
20,633.33

1,666.67

1,666.67

1,666.67

1,666.65

1,400,000.00
2,000,000.00

1,666.67
20,633.33

1,666.67
20,633.33

1,666.67
20,833.33

1,666.67
20,633.35

Capital PrQLect Contract, CIP 91729
Capital ProLect Contract, CIP 91729
Capital Project Contract, CIP 91729

2,969.24
6,135.13
9,350.00

2,969.24
8,135.13
9,350.00

Bond Proceed
Bond Proceed
Bond Proceed

494.87
1,355.86
1,558.33

494.67
1,355.66

494.87
1,355.86

494.67
1,355.66

494.67
1,355.66

91729
91729
91729
80030

21,015.56
349,403.54
35,931.62
347.00

21,015.56
349,403.54
35,931.62
347.00

Capital Project Contract, CIP 80221

47,482.92

47,482.92

Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital

Project Contract,
Project Contract,
Project Contract,
Project Contract,

CIP
CIP
CIP
CIP

1,558.33

1,558.33

1,556.35

Proceed
Proceed
Proceed
Proceed

1,751.30
29,116.96
2,994.30
60.00

1,556.33
1,751.30
29,116.96
2,994.30
60.00

494.87
1,355.86
1,558.33

1,751.30
29,116.96
2,994.30
60.00

1,751.30
29,116.96
2,994.30
60.00

1,751.30
29,116.96
2,994.30
60.00

1,751.30
29,116.96
2,994.30
47.00

Bond Proceed

3,956.91

3,956.91

3,956.91

3,956.91

3,956.91

3,956.91

Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond

45
46

Totals - This Page

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
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W
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$

4,024,635.01

$

809,635.01

"The Preliminary Draft Recognized Obligation payment Schedule (ROPS) is to be completed by 9130111 for use by the successor agency.
.. Funding sources from the successor agency
... Ail total due during fiscal year and payment amounts are projected.
RPTTF - Redevelopment Property Tax Trust Fund
LMIHF - Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund

$

-

$ 65,455.20

$

65,455.20

$

65,455.20

$ 65,455.20

$ 65,455.20

$

65,442.22

Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000.00
10,000.02
125,000.00
2,969.22
6,135.16
9,350.00
10,507.80
174,701.76
17,965.60 .
347.00
23,741.46

-

-

-

-

-

-

392,718.22

Name of Redevelopment Agency The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Project Area(s)

~.

Page 1 of 1 Page
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OTHER OBLIGATION PAYMENT SCHEDULE
Per AB 26 - Section 34169 (*)

Project Name / Debt Obligation

Description

Payee

2) Section 33676 Payments

Moreno Valley & Val Verde
Payments per former CRL 33676
Unified SDs
Riverside City Comm
College
Payments performer CRL 33676

3\ Section 33676 Payments

School Funds

Payments per former CRL 33676

4 \ Section 33676 Payments

Co Supt of Schools

P~ments--"er

1) Section 33676 Payments

Tax Sharing AgreemenVCounty
5) Pass Through Agreement
County of RiverSide
Tax Sharing AgreemenVFlood
6) Control Agreement
Riverside Flood Control

\l.
Total Due During
Fiscal Year
2011-2012*-*

Total Outstanding
Debt or Obligation

29,000,000.00

880,000.00

6,000,000.00
170,000.00

•!

Payments by month
Source of Fund'-

Feb 2012

Jan 2012

Mar2012

Apr 2012

May 2012

RPTTF

440,000.00

170,000.00

RPTTF

65,000.00

85,000.00

65,000.00

85,000.00

85,000.00

5,500.00

RPTTF

458.33

458.33

458.33

458.33

458.33

4,800,000.00

130,000.00

RPTTF

65,000.00

65,000.00

65,000.00

65,000.00

65,000.00

Per Pass Through Agreement

247,398,090.00

6,000,000.00

RPTTF

1,800,000.00

6,000,000.00

Per Pass Through Agreement

25,343,219.00

750,000.00

RPTTF

375,000.00

120,681,995.00

3,600,000.00

RPTTF

1,800,000.00

6,034,099.00

250,000.00

RPTTF

250,000.00

Former CRL 33676

7) LMIH Fund

RDA Housing Set-Aside

20% Set-Aside Fund

8\ SB 2557 County Admin Fees
Conference & Recreation Cntr
9) Agreement

County of Riverside

County Administrative Fees

Jun 2012

Total

$

880,000.00

$
$
$

510,000.00
325,000.00

$

6,000,000.00

375,000.00

$

750,000.00

1,800,000.00

$

3,600,000.00

$

250,000.00

$
$

153,733.98

$

3,061,152.50

440,000.00
85,000.00

200,000.00

City of Moreno Valley

Purchase and Sale Agreement

35,971,807.00

307,468.00

RPTTF

25,622.33

25,622.33

25,622.33

25,622.33

25,622.33

25,622.33

101 Land Repayment to Housing

LowMod Housing Fund

Repayment of Land Transfer

3,387,000.00

195,500.00

RPTTF

16,291.67

16,291.67

16,291.67

16,291.67

16,291.67

16,291.67

11) AB 1X 27 Payments

City of Moreno Valley
The Price Family
Charitable Fund

Transfer Agreement

6,122,305.00

6,122,305. 00

RPTTF

Sales Tax Sharing Agreement

1,736,068.00

450,000.00

Sales Tax

112,500.00

112,500.00

112,500.00

112,500.00

$

450,000.00

15,200,726.00

550000.00

Sales Tax

137,500.00

137,500.00

137,500.00

137,500.00

$
$
$
$

550,000.00

12) Price Club Acquisition Note
13 Towngate Acquisition Note

City of Moreno Valley

Sales Tax Sharing Agreement

14) Cactus/Day/Old 215 Land

City of Moreno Valley

Land purchased - Loan

3,061,152.50

2,360,500.00

o

1'0
W
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o
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Totals - other Obligations

$ 504,205,809.00

$

21,410,773.00

"The Preliminary Draft Recognized Obligation Payment Schedule (ROPS) is to be completed by 9/30111 for use by the successor agency.
*" Funding sources from the successor agency
... All total due during fiscal year and payment amounts are projected .
RPTTF - Redevelopment Property Tax Trust Fund
LMIHF • Low and Moderate Income Housing_Fund

$

-

$ 5,107,372.33

$

442,372.33

$ 192,372.33

;r;#J:.fliff##!UiilfJ $

--

8,807,372.33

-

$

-

576,914.00

--

-

-

$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

~

97,750.02

$

$

<
o

2,291.65

,

-

-

$ 18,629,928.15'
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Larry Parrish
Interim County Executive Officer
County Administration Center
4080 Lemon Street
Riverside, CA 92501
Re:

Opposition to the Increase in the County Criminal Justice Administration Fee

Dear Mr. Larry Parrish,
In a letter dated August 18, 2011, the County of Riverside notified the City of Moreno Valley that
there will be a public hearing conducted on October 4 whereby a recommendation will be made to the
County Board of Supervisors to approve an increase to the Criminal Justice Administration Fee, also
known as a booking fee, from $414.45 to $450.34 for Fiscal Year 2011/12. Please consider this letter
as a response as part of the public hearing process. Our City opposes this 8.7% fee increase.
As you know, jurisdictions throughout Riverside County are in financially dire straits due to the
current recession. Many cities, as well as the County, have reduced their staffing levels, line item
expenditures, and benefit packages in order to adopt balanced budgets.
Additionally some
jurisdictions have reduced their employees' work hours or pay to equate to reduced salary costs. The
City of Moreno Valley has been on a 10% furlough program for over three years. With all of these
expenditure decreases by surrounding local jurisdictions, it is disappointing that the County does not
follow suit in this economy with similar cost reductions and instead continually increases the booking
fee each year.
Furthermore, 78.6% of the proposed booking fee is directly related to salaries and benefits of personnel
staffing the jail. The County Board of Supervisors just recently imposed a contract on the Riverside
Sheriff s Department that reduces all compensation packages by 10%. How can the County justify an
8.7% increase in the booking fee given the significant salary and benefit savings that will occur in
Fiscal Year 20111127
The City of Moreno Valley does not agree with the proposed increase to the County Criminal Justice
Administration Fee, especially given these fiscally challenging times. We respectfully request that the
booking fee at least remain at the FY 2010/11 level if not be reduced based on budgetary cost
reductions that are or should be implemented.
Sincerely,

&~

Financial and Administrative Services Director
cc:

Members of City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
John Anderson, Police Chief

Supervisor Marion Ashley
Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manger

FINANCIAL & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DEPARTMENT
MV00234034
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September 14, 2011
Honorable Mary Bono Mack
45 th Congressional District
104 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D.C. 20515

Subject:

Request for Support for Time Extension for Submission of the Riverside County
Multijurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan to the Federal Emergency Management
Agency for Grant DR1731-0047-049 Extraordinary Circumstances Exception

Dear Congresswoman Bono Mack:
The City of Moreno Valley is currently required by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to
adopt its Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, as part of the Riverside County Multi-Jurisdictional Plan, by November
3,2011 or risk losing $1,178,000 in federal funding that was awarded to the City under the Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program. Unfortunately the completion of the Riverside County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation
Plan was significantly delayed due to the severe winter flooding that both Riverside County and our City
experienced in December 2010 for which the President declared a state of emergency for the region (DRI810).
The County of Riverside has requested a time extension to complete the Multi-Jurisdictional Mitigation Plan
that Moreno Valley is a part of, however, the California Emergency Management Agency has notified the
County that FEMA intends to deny the request.
Moreno Valley accepted a Hazard Mitigation Grant award froin the federal government on February 8,2011 for
the installation of a storm drain system in the middle of a .tract bound by Redlands Boulevard and Merwin
Street, from Alessandro Boulevard to Campbell A venu~, and connecting to the existing open channel on the
southwest comer of Redlands Boulevard and Brodiaea Avenue. The design for this storm drain improvement is
35% complete and the City anticipates that it will be 65% complete by the end ofDecember.
The City will lose the Hazard Mitigation Grant if FEMA do~s not grant a time extension to Riverside COUlity fo
submit the Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan by December 31, 2011. This grant is .ptovirlihgcritical
funding for a much needed project in a flood prone area and it is also providing jobs to our commiiriity.during a
recession that has caused unemployment in Moreno Valley to reach 17.3% in July of this year.
The City of Moreno Valley is requesting your support in contactingFEMA to have the deadline extended !o ..
December 31, 20 II for the submission of the Riverside County Multi-Jurisdictional Mitigation Piati:so that th~
City can continue to design and construct the storm drain improvement in the east end of our CitY that is ,being
funded by the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.
.
. .
Sincerely,

Michelle Dawson
Assistant City Manager
c:

Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Members of the City Council
Steve Curley, Fire Chief

Honorable Barbara Boxer
Henry Garcia, City Manager

CITY MANAGERS OFFICE
MV00234035
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community

Date:

September 12, 2011

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

servicesi#~

PARK PROJECTS
1.

Shadow Mountain Park Ballfield Lighting and Restroom Project
Project Description: Installation of sports field lighting and a new prefabricated
restroom.
Status: The park is completed and reopened on September 3, approximately two
months earlier than the planned date.
The re-dedication is scheduled for
September 12.

2.

Replacement Play Equipment at Ridgecrest, Gateway and Sunnymead Parks
Project Description: The playground equipment at these sites is outdated, not
meeting current safety codes. The project will bring the play equipment up to
current standards for safety and ADA.
Status: The project is scheduled for approval on the consent agenda of September
13 council meeting. Installation is expected to be completed in the winter of 2011.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turf football/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources, EMWD, and the City. Completion of the project is
planned for fall/winter 2012.

MV00234036

MegaMind, How to Train Your Dragon, Despicable Me, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Shrek
Forever After, and Yogi Bear. Each week also featured water days and other funfilled summer activities. As exciting as the summer was, staff did say goodbye to all
graduating participants that began kindergarten in early August. We thank all
parents and children for a wonderful summer experience.
The annual Time for Tots Open House was held on August 18 at the TownGate
Community Center.
This fun-filled event features an information booth, face
painting, arts and crafts, a bouncer, police and fire vehicles tours, and light
refreshments.
The fall Time for Tots sessions began on August 22. They created new inventiv~,
hands-on, educational curriculum that will be sure to help the young Time for Totters
be prepared for kindergarten in the near future.
Summer Valley Kids Camp came to a close on August 9. Registration held steady
in the triple digits for seven out of eleven weeks. Local children in kindergarten
through eighth grades enjoyed playing fun-filled games, performing creative skits,
watching movies, playing video games, creating artistic crafts- including, carnivallike games and activities onsite including a wonderful session with Color Me Mine.
Participants also attended action-packed field trips to Brunswick Moreno Valley
Bowl, Los Angeles Zoo, Yucaipa Regional Park, Cal Skate, Pharaohs' Lost
Kingdom, and Celebration Park.
Staff are preparing for the 2011 Fall Valley Kids Camp which will be open in
November when local Moreno Valley and Val Verde Unified School Districts close
for the week of Thanksgiving. It is sure to be a fun-filled, festive experience.
YouthFest 2011 is scheduled to be held on September 10 at Community Park. from
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Local residents are welcome to join community youthbased businesses and organizations for complimentary festivities as they gather
information regarding youth programs available in the community. The annual
event also features a OJ, raffles, emergency vehicles available for public tours, and
showcases dance and music performances. There are 62 organizations and
businesses that are confirmed to attend.
The Summer Youth Basketball has completed. There were more than 260 youth
participating.
Adult softball and soccer leagues are nearing the end of their competitive seasons.
There were 35 adult teams participating.
Pee Wee and Junior Spudball ended with a successful awards ceremony. The
program served 120 youth.
Adult basketball league ended with five teams of adults.
Pee Wee and Junior flag football began with more than 120 youth. Games begin
September 8.
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24
8/16/11
Wells Fargo
8/17/11
CPRS Meeting
48
8/17/11
Church Services
35
275
8/18/11
State of the City
8/19/11
MVC P.A. Graduation
300
Weight
Watchers
42
8/20/11
8/20/11
Church Services
50
8/21/11
Church Services
42
8/21/11
Church Services
18
8/22/11
RCOE
200
8/22/11
Weight Watchers
42
8/23/11
Weight Watchers
82
8/23/11
Wells Fargo
40
8/24/11
SBOC
24
8/24/11
MVEA
100
Church Services
8/24/11
35
8/25/11
Weight Watchers
42
8/25/11
Arts Commission
24
8/27/11
Weight Watchers
42
8/27/11
National Legal Studies
10
8/28/11
Church Services
42
8/28/11
Church Services
18
8/29/11
Weight Watchers
42
8/30/11
Weight Watchers
82
8/31/11
Church Services
35
Total Revenue for August 2011

.."u:;~
,........ . . ; .
1-,},'d"!~

$100.00
$225.00
$90.00
$929.00
$1,043.00
$230.00
$445.82
$110.00
$140.00
$623.00
$100.00
$75.00
$155.00
$36.00
$206.00
$90.00
$100.00
$0
$230.00
$100.00
$110.00
$140.00
$100.00
$75.00
$90.00
$8,963.97
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1: .
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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August 2011 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

25

o

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

Violations

Other

a

10

10

0

0

0

2

0

a

0

0

0

2

2 Bethune

67

1295

219

0

0

0

40

0

1

0

0

41

3 Cactus Trail

45

127

55

0

0

0

0

0

0

a
a

0

0

0

4 Celebration

67

5782

396

0

0

0

56

0

0

0

0

0

56

5 City Yard

63

a

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

2

0

a
a

0

9

a
a

0

36

a
a

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

a
a

0

2

7 Cottonwood Trail

26

18

18

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

8 EI Potrero

61

1574

294

0

0

0

2

11

5

0

3

0

21

9 Equestrian Center

48

80

77

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

60

2375

162

0

0

4

a

0

a

a

0

4

11 Morrison

65

1788

186

0

0

21

1

0

0

3

1

26

12 Parque Amistad

53

816

193

a
a
a

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

13 Patriot Park

68

207

73

0

0

0

12

9

0

0

9

a

30

14 Pedrorena

67

987

257

0

0

0

5

26

a

16

0

47

15 Rancho Verde S&T

28

11

11

0

0

0

0

0

a
a

0

0

a

a

16 Ridge Crest

59

1046

138

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

17 Rock Ridge

42

297

125

0

a

1

24

0

2

0

0

0

26

18 South Aqueduct

40

19

19

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoria no

65

514

129

0

0

1

5

0

0

0

0

0

5

20 Vista Lomas

69

789

190

0

a

2

28

0

0

0

0

0

28

21 Weston

67

1085

258

0

0

0

48

0

0

0

0

0

48

22 Woodland

72

2308

351

0

0

a

52

0

3

0

1

0

56

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1168

21137

3170

0

0

4

309

47

13

0

32

1

1 Auto Mall Trail

~

Public

TOTALS

Citation Violations

402
..

-----

NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:
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25075 Fir Avenue, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Tel (951) 413-3430 Fax (951) 243-1400
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ia tba back patio.
Special Performances by:
Senior Center Guitar Class & Under the Sun Line Dancers
Chili Cook Off Contestl
Sign up sheet at the front desk.
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Senior Center Spotligh
Greeting from the Creative Writing Class at the Moreno Valley Senior Center.
Do you have memories, wit and wisdom you'd like to share with family and friends?
Come join the class, share those memories, stimulate your imagination and tap into
your creative well. Below are two pieces written by our class members.
Our Class meets every Tuesday from 1O:OOA to 11 :30A.

-Ana Christian, Facilitator

Marvels of the Mundane
By Anna Chase
I'm not talking about contemplating ones naval here, but rather about making a conscious effort to recognize
and be grateful for those everyday things most of us take for granted. A good place to start is by imagining
yourself without those most basic things, like a place to sleep, indoor plumbing, warm clothing or enough
food.

Imagine being without your sense of sight, hearing or smell, or not being able to walk. Once we imagine being
without these things, the simple pleasures we take for granted every day seem like heavenly gifts.
When I'm at home feeling bored or sorry for myself because I don't have money to take a vacation to some exotic destination, that's when I need to remind myself to take a good look at my surroundings- maybe at the
peace and serenity of my favorite room. I am also blessed to be able to go outside and take a walk where
there are trees and flowers. There's even a beautiful lake across the street. Then I begin to realize just how
fortunate I am.
I think about savoring that first cup of morning coffee while watching the sun come up. I think about putting
berries on my breakfast cereal and savoring each one. While showering, I think about the fact that I can simply
turn the tap and have hot and cold running water. What a wondrous thing! These are just a few of the little
things to think about as we start the day, but the possibilities are endless and can be done throughout the day,
if we really make an effort to live in the moment.
I decided to make a list of some of my favorite simple pleasures to look at when I'm feeling a lack of excitement in my life. For example, walking barefoot in grass, listening to some mellow jazz, reading a good mystery
novel, watching the sunset, dancing to reggae beats, having a good laugh with a friend, waking to a clean
house, taking an afternoon nap, swinging on a swing, or having a picnic.
I must admit, I don't think about being grateful for the simplest things as often as I should, but when I do it
really makes a difference in the way I feel. It reminds me of the positive things in my life and the people in my
life, whether they are loved ones or maybe a stranger who was kind to me. It's hard to complain about the little things when I can be thankful that my loved ones and I are alive and healthy enough to be able to enjoy the
simple things that are all around us every day.

Wear something western (hat, boots, shirt, belts, etc) and get
FREE BINGO card after purchase.

..Wednesday, September 21, 2011
Prizes Sponsored by Inland Empire Health Plan (lEHP)
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P. O. Box 88005
MORENO VALLEY. CA 92552-0805

July 12,2011
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Mr. Aaron Stutzman
24383 Groven Lane
Moreno Valley, Ca 92557
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Mr. Stutzman,
On June 30, 2011, Code Compliance staff received an anonymous complaint regarding
the alleged storage of commercial vehicles at your residence. Consequently, staff sent an
initial contact letter via regular mail requesting that you correct the alleged violation or
notify our office if you felt the notification was sent to you in error.
It is my understanding you recently expressed concern regarding our correspondence to
the Mayor Pro-Tern. Therefore, the City Manager's Office has requested that the Code &
Neighborhood Services Division conduct an investigation into this matter.

I have completed my investigation and have: found no evidence to support the initial
complaint received by our office. The City of Moteno Valley's Municipal Code (section
MVMC 12.38.020(B)(1)) does prohibit the storage of vehicles in excess of 10,000
pounds in residential zones. However, Code Compliance staff did not discover evidence
to establish the alleged violation.
Therefore, staff will immediately close our
investigation.
Should you have any questions or require additional assistance, please contact me at
(951) 413-3335 or via email at alb@moval.org. Thank you..

Al Brady
Code and Neighborhood Services Official

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
MV00234044

~/G
PH 2: 20 City of Moreno Valley
Division of Animal Services
14041 Elsworth Street
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805
(

June 30, 2011
Michael S. Geller
Law Offices of Geller & Stewart, LLP
Post Office Box 7599
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-7599
Subject: Dog License Application
Dear Mr. Geller,
Thank you for your letter dated June 2, 2011 outlining your concerns regarding
the city's on-line dog license application.
I agree the current on-line form is outdated so I've requested our Office
Supervisor, Denise Raymond, to review the current dog license application form
and make the necessary revisions to include additional information including
tattoo and email information that we can include in our database system. The
Animal Services Division is currently working on the revised form and plan to
have it on-line within the next 30 days.
In April 2011 the Animal Services Division began researching the viability to allow
Moreno Valley' residents the ability to purchase both new and renewal dog
licenses on-line using the latest technology available. We are in the process of
purchasing the on-line Web License© Processing Services from HLP, Inc. This
new technology will enable the Animal Services Division to reduce some
operational costs, provide our staff with added information to better contact
owners of lost pets, along with offering city residents the convenience of
purchasing a new or renewal dog license on line. Last year Animal Services
Division staff began collecting email addresses from customers renewing and
purchasing new dog licenses at the animal shelter. Collecting email addresses
will be an ongoing effort and will aid in further reducing operational costs by
processing dog license renewals via email versus mailing postcards by utilizing
the Postmaster module in our database system. Animal Services has also used
email address to contact owners of lost pets.
HLP, Inc., "Chameleon" is the database system Moreno Valley Animal Services
currently uses for all operational areas within the Animal Services Division.

1
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Michael &. Geller (msg@gslawllp.com)
Qichard A &lewart (rns@gslawllp.com) Of Counsel

June 2, 2011
Steve Friese, Animal Services Division Manager
City of Moreno Valley-Animal Services Division
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley CA 92552-0805
Dear Mr. Friese:
I am a long time resident of this City and owner of many dogs over the years. I recently applied
for a license for a new dog. I am sorry, but if your agency is really serious about returning lost
dogs to their owners the data base needs to be changed. Your current application and data
base looks like it did back in the 1980's. The data base and forms should be modernized to
cover the modern era so that if an animal is found, the owner can be located and notified
quickly. While collars are great, they do come off. Almost everyone has email and many, if not
most,. dogs have chipsbiJt some are not fully registered or not registered at all with the
manufacturer. If you can do your own search on the chip ID,hthe time missing will be vastly
reduced. The service dogs I raise have tattoos but no chips. There is no reason once identified,
emails, sms messages and calls to the primary and emergency contact cannot be made
immediately, even from the truck. Most people I know have phones with email capability and
all phones can receive sms messages.
Here is my proposal:
Ownername ___________________________________________
Street Address
City______________

----------------------------------------Zip Code ____________

Primary Phone Number _________________________
Cell Phone Number _____________________________ Email _ _ _ __
Emergency Contact Name
Phone _'_ _ _ __
Dog Name,. _-'--_____ M/F
Microchip'Type
Tattoo location

Age _ _ Color _______-,.
Breed _____
Micro-Chip Number
Tattoo Y/N·_·,_ _ __

-------
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

Community & Economic Development Department
Planning Division
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To:

Mayor Stewart and City Council Members

From:

Jeff Bradshaw, Associate Planner

Date:

May 23,2011

Subject:

West Ridge Commerce Center project - appeal request

--<.-(-

~~t

The West Ridge Commerce Center Project is comprised of five applications, which include a
Zone Change from BP to LI, a Municipal Code Amendment, a Plot Plan, a Tentative Parcel Map,
and an Environmental Impact Report, in order to develop a 937,260 square foot warehouse
facility on a 55-acre site (Assessor's Parcel Numbers 488-330-003 through -006 and -026)
located on south side of the Moreno Valley Freeway, on the north side of Fir Avenue/Future
Eucalyptus Avenue and approximately 650 feet west of Redlands Boulevard.
This project was presented to the Planning Commission at a public hearing on May 12, 2011.
Following the public hearing and commissioner debate, the Planning Commission voted 3-2
denying approval of the requested Zone Change, effectively denying the project.
The applicant, Ridge Rancho Belago, LLC, submitted an application on May 19, 2011 appealing
the Planning Commission's denial of the project. The appeal application was received within the
15 day appeal period. Please find attached a copy of the appeal letter.
Planning staff is working with the applicant on the items required for the City Council staff
report and will coordinate with the City Clerk' Office to place this project on a City Council
agenda when it is complete.
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RIDGE PROPERTVTRUST
201 Covina Avenue. Suite 8 I Long Beach. CA 90803
www_rptrust.com

City of Moreno Valley City Council Members
c/o City of Moreno Valley Planning Division
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

p~o~~
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Re: P08-133, PA08-0097, 0098, 0022 and PAes"-0017

Dear Council Members Stewart, Batey, Hastings, Molina and Co:

Please accept this letter as our formal appeal of the City of Moreno Valley Planning Commission denial
of the proposed Westridge Commerce Center Project (the "Project") at the Planning Commission
Meeting held on May 12, 20ii. Specifics of the Project are as follows:

Case Description:
Plot Plan for a 937,260 square foot warehouse facility on 55 acres, Tentative Parcel Map No. 36027,
Zone Change from BP to LI, a Municipal Code Amendment and an Environmental Impact Report.

Pursuant to the denial, there were many questions and discussions centered on the following:
1) Aesthetics (the Architecture of the building).
2) The uncertainty of a known lessee at this time.
3) Traffic
Our position and basis for our appeal relating to the above are:
1) We have constructed buildings in Centerpointe Business Park (across Frederick Street from City Hall)
that are similar to what we are proposing at WestRidge Commerce Center and we have received many
compliments from past planning commissions and city councils. This issue is totally personal, subjective,
and without merit. We worked hard with staff to make this building appealing and to the level of
standards Moreno Valley can be very proud of. In fact, the WestRidge Commerce Center architect, HPA,
is the same architect for the Skechers building.
2) It is a very rare situation to have a lessee sign a lease for a building without the entitlements in place.
The fact that Skechers signed a lease without entitlements is rare. Considering Skechers is a partner in
the building with Highland Fairview and the fact there are very few, if any, sites available in the Inland
Empire of a size to accommodate the large Skechers building.

CHICAGO

I Los

ANGELES

I

DALLAS

MV00234048

3) Intersections and roadway improvements were clearly identified in the traffic analysis as being
necessary to maintain or improve operational levels of service for this Project and General Plan. This
Project will build all required improvements in the immediate vicinity as well as other off-site
infrastructure required by the development. Furthermore, Redlands Blvd is a city designated truck route
and the planning commission stated they did not want trucks mixing with automobiles.

Applicant:
Ridge Rancho Belago, LLC

Owner:
Ridge Rancho Belago, LlC

Dennis Rice, President
Ridge Rancho Belago, HC
By: Ridge Property Trust II, a Maryland real estate investment trust

RIDGE PROPERTVTRUST
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Financial & Administrative
Services Department
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To:

Mayor and City Council Members

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director

Date:

May 16, 2011

Subject

Response to inquiry about General Fund Reserves available for use for~SD

-..

G~(··

~ ::'~

Zone B Streetlight expenditures

At a recent Council meeting Resident Deanna Reeder asserted that there should have
been some connection between the General Fund investment in 2007 Taxable RDA
bonds by the General Fund in the amount of $22.5 million and the City Council's action
to submit a fee increase for CSD Zone B Street Lighting to the voters.
As indicated below, these separate and independent actions taken by the Council in the
management of the City's financial goals and services and have no relation to one
another:
• 2007 taxable RDA Bonds. In October 2007, the City's Redevelopment Agency
issued taxable bonds as Series A in an amount not to exceed $55 million and Series B
in an amount not to exceed $22.5 million. Both of these issues were established to fund
the completion of specific projects within the RDA area that would benefit the City by
their completion. The Series A Bonds were issued to the public and committed RDA
Property Tax increment to repay the bonds. At that tiine there was insufficient RDA
Property Tax increment to publicly issue the Series B bonds. The City chose to
purchase the bonds created as Series B with General Fund reserves to preserve the
value of the work completed to this point. The intent was to issue the Series B bonds
publicly when tax increment grew to support the debt service. The onslaught of the
recession changed the course of this intended action for both the ability of the RDA to
support the debt issue and creating a need for the fund balance in the General Fund.
• Zone B Street Lighting. The Community Services Districts operate as distinct,
separate entities from the City. This is how the CSDs were intended to operate to
provide specific services to the residents of Moreno Valley since the voters established
the CSDs in 1984. Proposition 218 (passed by California voters in November 1996)
changed how the CSD fees could be managed, requiring property owners votes to
approve fee increases. Since the implementation of Prop. 218 in 1996, growth in
parcels created enough growth in CSD revenues to fully fund the street lighting districts.

MV00234050
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~esponse to inquiry about General Fund Reserves available for use for CSD Zone B
Streetlight Expenditures
Page 2
The recession changed the trend in parcel fee growth and the costs of operating
streetlight services funded through CSD Zone B necessitated a fee increase in FY
2009/10. Council approved a request for a fee increase go to the voters in June 2009.
When the voters denied the fee increase, the City Council requested a second vote to
be sure the voters intended to experiehce the loss of street lighting services. A second
vote was completed in September 2010. At that time the City Council made a decision
to, for the first time since the CSDs were established, use General Fund to support a
district, in this case Zone B. As indicated above, the CSDs were intended to operate
independently from the City's General Fund. It was the decision of the City Council to
provide funding to Zone B to keep the residential street lights on while staff pursues
other possible solutions. Staff is currently working with the California City-County Street
Light Association to have what we believe is an unfair tariff issue addressed in the
hearings for the SCE rate case currently under review by the California Public Utilities
Commission.
In conclusion, the debt between the City and the RDA was clearly documented in each
annual audited financial report (CAFR). Any fund balance in General Fund was being
held for purposes of managing through the significant General Fund deficit and was not
contemplated to be used for an independent special district. Therefore, there was not
and would continue to not be a connection to fund balance invested in the RDA by the
General Fund and a fee increase request by an independent Special District.
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To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Administra ve Services Director/City Treasurer

Date:

June 6,.2011

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - April 2011

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended April 30, 2011. All investments comply with California Government
Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits of each type.
In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
The June Quarterly Investment Report will be presented at a regular City Council
meeting in August 2011. Submitting this April 2011 Monthly Investment Report by
internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised of
the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me
questions.

or Brook McKinney

with any

Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - April 2011
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
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Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
~
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Adm'nistrative Services Director/City Treasurer

Date:

June 28, 2011

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - May 2011

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended May 31, 2011. All investments comply with California Government
Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits of each type.
In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $177,231,536 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for May 2011 of 1.57%. This compares to a YTM in
April 2011 of 1.64% and a YTM in May 2010 of 1.82%. In addition, the City maintained
$37,578,573 in the State Local Agency Investment Fund Pool with a YTM of 0.52%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft, reflecting the
current efforts by the Federal Reserve to energize the economy. Staff does not
anticipate any significant increase in the near future.
The June Quarterly Investment Report will be presented at a regular City Council
meeting in August 2011. Submitting this May 2011 Monthly Investment Report by
internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised of
the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me (951-413-3024) or Brook McKinney (951-413-3077) with any
questions.
Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - May 2011
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00234053

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
May 2011

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments
, , Total General Portfolio

Bond Proceeds with Fiscal Agents
Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts

" ''fotiilBond'Proceeds

DeferredCompensaHon Funds
Nationwide
ICMA

,--fOfatOeferre<n':ompensafioii.-Funds Total Investment Portfolio

37,578,573
177,231,536

2i5,206,92:0'"

37,578,573
177,929,094

, 215,904,418

37,578,573
171,664,728

0,60
2.08

209,640:112 "

Years

0,52%
1.57%

Market Value
14,518,652
604,886
6,996,732

o
14,483
382,769
22~5i7,522

Market Value as of
Mar31,2011
9,203,462
4,086,291

13;289,753 ;
, 251,711,753

1. I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City CounciL There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
2. The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian,
3. The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
4. The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
5. The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophic event.
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Portfolio Summary
As of 5f31f2011

PORTF'OLIO CHARACTERISTICS

TOP ISSUERS

ACCOUNT SUMMARY
~

I ,.. ",.
~

Average Duration

1.81

Average Coupon

2.44 %

Average Purchase YTM

1.57 %

Average Market YTM

0.82%

Average S&P Rating

AM

lIi

i
~

,,
:i

i
~,

Average Final Maturity

2.08 yrs

Average Life

1.90 yrs

• Market Value
Accrued Interest
•Total Market Value

205,679,920
1,219,851

215,904,478
1,220,106

206,899,771

217,124,584

276,609

268,561

Par
Book Value
Cost Value

/\

1,

Agency
(39.8 %)

17.3 %

Government of United States

13.0 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

12.3 %

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

7.8 %

Federal Home Loan Bank

6.6%
3.8%

199,804,601

209,640,112

Tennessee Valley Authority

213,508,118
215,206,920

US Bank Corp FDIC Insured

2.4 %

72.5%

CREDIT QUALITY
AAA
/(49.0%)

25%

20%

18.5%

•
19.6%

18.2 %

II

15%

US
Treasury
(13.0 %)

9.3%

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

27.1 %

8.2%

10%1

~

Local Agency Investment Fund

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

US
. Corporate
(20.4 %)

% Portfolio

Issuer

203,941,316
205,563,416

30%1

FDIC ;--_
Insured
US
Corporate I
Cash l
(0.2%)

End Values
as of 5131/11

Income Earned
ContIWD

SECTOR ALLOCATION
Money
Market
Fund
FI

Beg. Values
as of 4/30/11

_

_

NR
(17.6%)
8.3%

5%

//
./

%

o - .25

,25 - .5

.5 -1

1 -2

2-3

3-4

4-5

AA
(8.6%)

5+

~

<
o
o

1'0

--------_.

W

.j::>.

o
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Chandler Asset Management

Execution Time: 612/2011 1:38:49 PM
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Holdings Report

City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

As of 5/31/11
•

CUSIP

Security Description

Par Value/Units

__ •• , .

.• ,

_"

e " ' __ T",_·_"

_.~_.

~

"~

___

..,,,. •.

T~_·._·._r."_

~_

'_~"'-'_"_'

__ '

._ ........

"'~_._,~'

.•. ,.,_, •. _..

"',_~~.

__ _

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration'

06f01/2009

1.30 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.00
1.30 %

1,000,000.00
6,500.00

0.46 %
0.00

Aaa
AM

0.00
0.00

AGENCY
FHLB Note
1.3% Due 6/1/2011

1,000,000.00

3133XSWM6

FHLB Note
2.1 % Due 1/23/2012

1,000,000.00

01/23/2009
2.10 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.19
0.26 %

1,011,853.00
7,466.67

0.47 %
11,853.00

Aaa
AM

0.65
0.64

3133XT2T2

FHLB Nole
2.25% Due 2/10/2012

1,000,000.00

02/10/2009

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.39
0.23 %

1,013,925.00
6,937.50

0.47 %
13,925.00

Aaa
AM

0.70
0.69

FFCB Note
5.45% Due 6/21/2012

1,000,000.00

1,005,380.00
1,001,141.66

105.43
0.29 %

1,054,334.00
24,222.22

0.50 %
53,192.34

Aaa
AM

1.06
1.02

5.25 %

450,000.00
450,000.00

105.75
0.31 %

475,861.05
7,875.00

0.22 %
25,861.05

Aaa
AM

1.17
1.13

3133XTRU2

31331XG30
31331XT36

~

<
0

FFCB Note
5.25% Due 8/1/2012

2.25 %
06/29/2007

5.33 %
450,000.00

08/01/2007

3133XT4J2

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 8/13/2012

1,000,000.00

02/13/2009
2.45 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.56
0.31 %

1,025,599.00
7,350.00

0.48 %
25,599.00

Aaa
AM

1.21
1.18

3133XYWB7

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 8/22/2012

3,500,000.00

11/23/2010
0.51 %

3,521,892.50
3,515,396.92

100.68
0.32 %

3,523,905.00
8,421.88

1.63 %
8,508.08

Aaa
AM

1.23
1.22

3133XUUJO

FHLB Note
1.625% Due 9/26/2012

3,450,000.00

12/22/2010
0.69%

3,506,166.00
3,492,454.11

101.70
0.34 %

3,508,536.15
10,122.40

1.62 %
16,082.04

Aaa
AM

1.33
1.31

31331GZ44

FFCB Note
1 .55% Due 10/15/2012

1,000,000.00

10/15/2009
1.55 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.64
0.35 %

1,016,441.00
1,980.56

0.47 %
16,441.00

Aaa
AM

1.38
1.36

31398A4T6

FNMA Note
0.5% Due 10/30/2012

1,000,000.00

12/22/2010
0.73 %

995,834.00
996,799.67

100.21
0.35 %

1,002,062.00
430.56

0.46 %
5,262.33

Aaa
AM

1.42
1.41

3137EACQO

FHLMC Note
0.625% Due 12/28/2012

3,450,000.00

12/22/2010

0.75%

3,441,354.30
3,443,196.83

100.36
0.39 %

3,462,589.05
10,721.35

1.60 %
19,392.22

Aaa
AM

1.58
1.56

880591CWO

Tennessee Valley Authority Nole
6% Due 3/15/2013

3,725,000.00

Various
1.88 %

4,194,744.63
3,990,278.25

109.72
0.53 %

4,087,196.65
47,183.34

1.90 %
96,918.40

Aaa
AM

1.79
1.70

31331GVD8

FFCB Note
2.2% Due 4/8/2013

1,000,000.00

05/08/2009
2.20 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

103.20
0.46 %

1,032,013.00
3,238.89

0.48 %
32,013.00

Aaa
AM

1.86
1.82

31331GXN4

FFCB Callable Note Coni 6(3/11
2.7% Due 6(3(2013

1,000,000.00

06/03(2009
2.70 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.01
0.36 %

1,000,130.00
13,350.00

0.47 %
130.00

Aaa
AM

0.01
0.01

3134A4TZ7

FHLMC Note
4.5% Due 7/15/2013

3,900,000.00

05(12/2010
1.59 %

4,250,028.90
4,134,057.29

108.34
0.54%

4,225,232.70
66,300.00

1.98 %
91,175.41

Aaa
AM

2.13
2.02

880591DW9

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
4.75% Due 8(112013

3,750,000.00

03/15/2010
1.90 %

4,097,325.00
3,972,918.48

108.64
0.72%

4,073,880.00
59,375.00

1.90 %
100,961.52

Aaa
AM

2.17
2.05

3133XUEC3

FHLB Callable Note Cont 8/12(11
2.65% Due 8(12/2013

1,000,000.00

08(12(2009
2.65 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.43
0.46 %

1,004,303.00
8,023.61

0.47 %
4,303.00

Aaa
AM

0.20
0.20

31331KET3

FFCB Nole
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

03/28/2011
1.10 %

1,964,227.90
1,964,628.39

100.71
0.67 %

1,983,943.66
3,646.69

0.92 %
19,315.27

Aaa
AM

2.32
2.28

31398A4A7

FNMA Callable Note 1X 9/27/11
1.2% Due 9/27/2013

3,525,000.00

09/10/2010
1.20 %

3,525,000.00
3,525,000.00

100.26
0.40 %

3,534,080.40
7,520.00

1.63 %
9,080.40

Aaa
AM

0.33
0.74

3134G1PP3

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 8/18/11
1.4% Due 11/18/2013

1,855,000.00

08/18/2010

1,862,698.25
1,856,649.63

100.21
0.43 %

1,858,845.42
7,430.31

0.86 %
2,195.79

Aaa
AM

0.22
0.21

0.98 %

0
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City of Moreno Valley
1Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
CUSIP

Security Description

Par Value/Units

Holdings Report
As of 5/31/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

"'C~st 'v~iU~'" "--Mktp~iCe'

........ ...... -M~~k;t-V;I~~-- -~'- %·oip~rt."-....--'·M~~dy---

Book Value

Mkt YTM

Accrued Int.

Gain/Loss

S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

1,080,060,00
1,045,232.19

110,16
0.81 %

1,101,646.00
22,750.00

0.52 %
56,413,81

Aaa
AAA

2,54
2,36

4,059,384,00
4,040,599,70

104,35
0,80 %

4,174,116.00
40,000.00

1.94 %
133,516,30

Aaa
AAA

2.61
2.50

3.00 %

1,000,000,00
1,000,000,00

102.08
0.61 %

1,020,783,00
3,750.00

0.47 %
20,783.00

Aaa
AAA

0,88
0.87

AGENCY
3133XHW57

FHLB Nole
4,875% Due 12/13/2013

1,000,000,00

FHLMC Nole
2,5% Due 1/7/2014

4,000,000.00

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 4/16112
3% Due 4/16/2014

1,000,000,00

31331GTJ8

FFCB Note
2.625% Due 4f17/2014

5,315,000,00

Various
1.47 %

5,527,632,90
5,485,756,69

104.89
0.90 %

5,574,967,28
17,052,30

2,58 %
89,210,59

Aaa
AAA

2.88
2.77

31331KHFO

FFCB Callable Note Cont 4125/12
1.62% Due 4/25/2014

3,695,000.00

04/13f2011

3,694,630,50
3,694,642,97

101.00
1.27 %

3,732,042,38
5,985.90

1,72 %
37,399.41

Aaa
AAA

2.90
1,30

FNMA Callab Ie Note 1X 5/1/12
2.25% Due 5/1/2014

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101,59
0.51 %

1,015,854.00
1,875,00

0,47%
15,854.00

Aaa
AAA

0.92
0.91

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 11 f14/2011
2,125% Due 5/14/2014

1,000,000,00

2.13 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.60
0.78%

1,006,044.00
1,003.47

0.46 %
6,044.00

Aaa
AAA

0.46
0.45

31398AXJ6

FNMANote
2,5% Due 5/15/2014

1,250,000.00

Various
2.32 %

1,258,880.25
1,256,480.21

104.38
0.99 %

1,304,738.75
1,388.89

0.60%
48,258.54

Aaa
AAA

2.96
2.85

31331JQA4

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/2/2014

4,300,000.00

06108/2010

4,289,551.00
4,292,089,34

102.83
0.94 %

4,421,604.00
40,623.06

2.06%
129,514.66

Aaa
AAA

3.01
2.89

FHLB Callable Nole 1X 1/9/12
2.5% Due 7/9[2014

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.34
0.28 %

1,013,412.00
9,861.11

0.47 %
13,412.00

Aaa

AAA

0.61
0.60

FHLMC Note
3% Due 7/2812014

4,000,000.00

4,097,476.00
4,070,463.84

105.99
1.07 %

4,239,420.00
41,000.00

1.97 %
168,956.16

AAA

FNMA Note
3% Due 9/16/2014

1,500,000.00

1,531,365.00
1,523,378.00

106.32
1.04 %

1,594,749.00
9,375.00

0.74 %
71,371.00

AAA

FFCB Note
3% Due 9/22/2014

4,000,000.00

4,090,640.00
4,066,454.68

106.25
1.07 %

4,250,056.00
23,000.00

1.97 %
183,601.32

AAA

FNMANote
2.625% Due 11/2012014

4,100,000.00

4,114,723.10
4,110,911.10

105.07
1.13 %

4,307,927.40
3,288.54

1.99 %
197,016.30

AAA

3.48
3.32

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 1/26/12
2.1% Due 1126/2015

2,065,000.00

2,065,206.50
2,065,179.47

101.07
0.45 %

2,087,184.30
4,216.04

22,004.83

Aaa
AAA

0.66
1.13

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 919/11
1 .85% Due 9/9/201 5

2,015,000.00

2,011,473.75
2,011,972.24

100.11
1.43 %

2,017,283.00

0.93 %
5,310.76

Aaa
AAA

0.28

8,490.99

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12/22f2015

2,000,000.00

102.70
1.73 %

2,053,952.00
20,758.33

0.96 %
46,979.99

Aaa

2.27 %

2,007,240.00
2,006,972.01

AAA

4.56
4.27

82,815,000.00

1.85 %

84,642,914.48
84,012,653.67

0.74%

85,810,509.19
562,514.61

39.78%
1,797,855.52

Aaa
AAA

2.04
1.96

396,810.97

03/31/2011

396,810.97
396,810.97

1.00
0.00 %

396,810.97
0.00

0.18 %
0.00

NR
NR

3137EABX6
3136FHGK5

3136FHMK8
3136FHPX7

3133XTXW1
3137EACD9
31398AYY2
31331 GL80
31398AZV7
3134G2EF5
3136FPEQ6
31331 J6C2

Total Agency

06/1812009

2,96 %
03117/2010

2,09%
04/16/2009

1,62 %
05/01/2009

2.25 %
05/14/2009

1.96 %
07/09/2009

2.50 %
03[15/2010

2.41 %
04/15/2010

2.50 %
03/17/2010

2.47 %
03/1212010

2.54%
04/0412011

2.09%
09/1612010

1.89 %
03/28/2011

0.96%

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

3.16
3.00
3.30
3.13
3.32
3.15

1.90

:CASH
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0
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90CASH$00

Cash Custodial Cash Account

0.00 %

Chandler Asset Management
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

I
CUSIP

Holdings Report
As of 5/31/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/LOss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

396,810.97

N/A

396,810.97
396,810.97

0.00%

396,810.97
0.00

0.18 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

Wells Fargo & Company FDIC
Guaranteed Note
3% Due 12/9/2011

3,050,000.00

03/12/2010

3,157,094.65
3,082,365.63

101.49
0.14 %

3,095,539.55
43,716.67

1.45 %
13,173.92

Aaa

0.95 %

AAA

0.53
0.51

Bank of America Corp FDIC Guaranteed
Note
2.1% Due 4/3012012

3,310,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,371,727.28
3,336,769.53

101.69
0.26 %

3,365,816.54
5,985.58

1.55 %
29,047.01

AAA

US Bancorp FDIC Guaranteed Note
1.8% Due 5115/2012

5,070,000.00

Various
1.39 %

5,111,546.49
5,089,611.88

101.50
0.22 %

5,146,222.38
4,056.00

2.37 %
56,610.50

AAA

Goldman Sachs FDIC Guaranteed Note
3.25% Due 6/15/2012

3,205,000.00

Various
1.26 %

3,344,909.12
3,270,000.77

103.02
0.34%

3,301,698.06
48,030.48

1.54 %
31,697.29

AAA

GE Capital Corp FDIC Guaranteed Note
2.125% Due 12/21/2012

3,645,000.00

05/1912010

1.27 %

3,723,710.13
3,692,543.59

102.69
0.39 %

3,743,167.14
34,425.00

1.74 %
50,623.55

AAA

1.56
1.52

18,280,000.00

1.23%

18,708,987.67
18,471,291.40

0.27%

18,652,443.67
136,213.73

8.65%
181,152.27

Aaa
AAA

1.02
1.00

37,578,572.69

Various
0.40 %

37,578,572.69
37,578,572.69

1.00
0.40 %

37,578,572.69
21,564.33

17.32 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

37,578,572.69

0.40%

37,578,572.69
37,578,572.69

0.40%

37,578,572.69
21,564.33

17.32 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

1,256,728.10

Various
0.01 %

1,256,728.10
1,256,728.10

1.00
0.01 %

1,256,728.10
0.00

0.58 %
0.00

Aaa

AAA

0.00
0.00

1,256,728.10

0.01 %

1,256,728.10
1,256,728.10

0.01 %

1,256,728.10
0.00

0.58 %
0.00

Aaa
AAA

0.00
0.00

Security Description

Total Cash

Par Value/Units

'FDIC INSURED US CORPORATE
949744AA4

06050BAG6

91160HAC1
38146FAA9
36967HAV9

Total FDIC Insured US Corporate

Aaa

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.92
0.91
0.96
0.95
1.04
1.01

'LAIF
90lAIF$00

local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF
'MONEY MARKET FUND FI
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

Total Money Market Fund FI
,US CORPORATE
52517PR60

Lehman Brothers Holdings Note
5.25% Due 2/6/2012

1,000,000.00

02/06/2007
5.34%

996,000.00
996,000.00

26.00
0.00 %

260,000.00
0.00

0.12 %
(736,000.00)

NR
NR

0.69
0.00

931142CL5

Wal-Mart Stores Note
4.25% Due 4/15/2013

3,260,000.00

Various
1.54 %

3,491,366.25
3,421,511.14

106.59
0.70 %

3,474,847.04
17,703.61

1.61 %
53,335.90

Aa2
AA

1.88
1.81

459200GR6

IBM Corp Note
2.1% Due 5/6/2013

1,725,000.00

01/2712011

1.00 %

1,767,624.75
1,761,249.03

102.64
0.72%

1,770,517.58
2,515.63

0.82 %
9,268.55

Aa3
A+

1.93
1.89

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cont 8/13/13
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,668,042.62

100.76
1.02 %

2,685,168.72
7,939.48

1.24 %
17,126.10

Aa3
A+

2.21
2.16

254687AW6

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,873,880.60
1,859,898.36

108.80
0.98 %

1,871,275.73
35,690.00

0.88 %
11,377.37

A2
A

2.55
2.38
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Holdings Report
As of 5/31111
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CUSIP

Security Description

Par Value/Units
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

02/22/2011

2,482,741.06
2,468,825.33

108.07
0.97 %

2,510,512.56
22,429.86

1.17 %
41,687.23

Aa1
AA

2.76
2.61

439,564.40
439,600.17

101,37
1.09%

446,013.48
1,720.89

0.21 %
6,413.31

A2
A

2.76
2.68

1.33 %

2,058,421.00
2,022,872.56

109.52
1.29 %

2,026,142.20
7,130.21

0.94%
3,269.64

Ai
AA-

2.92
2.74

us CORPORATE
166751AHO
24422ERA9

ChevronTexaco Corp Note
3.95% Due 3/3/2014

2,323,000.00

1,61 %

John Deere Capital Corp Note
1.6% Due 3/3/2014

440,000.00

Northem Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88 %

3,411,681.00
3,332,278.49

111.80
1.78 %

3,437,862.30
9,071.25

1.59 %
105,583.81

Aa2
AA+

2.95
2.73

61747YCFO

Morgan Stanley Note
6% Due 5/13/2014

2,370,000.00

Various
3.98 %

2,534,751.20
2,499,413.61

109.76
2.55 %

2,601,217.20
7,110.00

1.20 %
101,803.59

A2
A

2.95
2.72

428236AV5

Hewlett Packard Company Note
4.75% Due 6/2/2014

1,700,000.00

01/27/2011

1.74 %

1,865,393.00
1,848,596.33

109.70
1.44 %

1,864,855.80
40,150.69

0.88 %
16,259.47

A2
A

3.01
2.76

850,000.00

09/24/2010
1.60 %

973,471.00
953,411.06

112.69
1.47 %

957,860.75
1,983.33

0.44 %
4,449.69

A2
A

3.46
3.19

665859AKO

02/28/2011

1.63 %
10/20/2010

74005PAQ7

Praxair Note
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

09247XAD3

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84 %

1,674,920.75
1,665,214.74

105.91
1.76 %

1,726,339.52
27,098.76

0.81 %
61,124.78

Ai
A+

3.53
3.27

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1% Due 1/15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04 %

2,641,540.25
2,622,263.61

105.13
1.64 %

2,659,670.09
29,629.11

1.24 %
37,406.48

Aa3
A-

3.63
3.39

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1/20/2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.33 %

2,584,656.00
2,581,245.04

104.78
2.32 %

2,671,872.16
34,332.92

1.25 %
90,627.12

Aa3
A+

3.64
3.36

94980VAAS

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65 %

2,584,316.50
2,566,958.80

108.11
2.44%

2,675,809.13
36,575.00

1.25 %
108,850.33

Aa3
AA-

3.70
3.35

084670AVO

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010

2.65 %

2,545,012.75
2,532,608.47

104.99
1.80 %

2,609,120.78
24,297.78

1.21 %
76,512.31

Aa2
AA+

3.70
3.46

06406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3/15/2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,600,626.34

109.99
2.19 %

2,595,747.49
24,662.00

1.21 %
(4,878.85)

Aa3
A+

3.79
3.45

717081 DAB

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3/15/2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011

2.33 %

1,730,497.50
1,718,667.60

113.49
1.66 %

1,759,070.20
17,506.39

0.82 %
40,402.60

Ai
AA

3.79
3.44

740,000.00

Various
2.58 %

807,780.55
794,289.91

110.54
1.77 %

817,981.20
5,799.23

0.38 %
23,691.29

A2
A

3.83
3.52

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010

1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,665,884.18

97.78
2.16 %

2,610,758.04
5,543.96

1.20 %
(55,126.14)

A2
A

4.38
4.18

41,968,000,00

2.28 %

44,443,863,61
44,019,457,39

1.62%

44,032,641.97
358,890.10

20,45%
13,184.58

A1
A+

3.13
2.91

US Treasury Note
4.5% Due 4f30J2012

3,775,000.00

03/12/2010

4,051,944.29
3,894,046.84

103.90
0.23 %

3,922,311.83
14,771.74

1.81 %
28,264.99

TSY
TSY

0.92
0.90

US Treasury Note
4.25% Due 9/3012012

3,775,000.00

4,061.086.87
3,924,811.08

105.30
0.26 %

3,975,105.20
27,177.94

1.84 %
50,294.12

TSY
TSY

1.34 •
1.30

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/30/2015

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1 .625% Due 10/15/2015

Total US Corporate
:US TREASURY
912828GQ7

~

<
0

912828HE3

1.00 %
0311212010

1.22 %
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Holdings Report
As of 5/31/11
,

Security Description

Par Value/Units

-

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

03/12/2010

2,708,785.88
2,639,957.95

105.21
0.32 %

2,682,778.50
38,813.54

1.25 %
42,820.55

TSY
TSY

1.59
1.53

2,097,710.16
2,097,999.38

100.45
0.55 %

2,109,515.10
3,338.32

0.97%
11,515.72

TSY
TSY

2.30
2,27

4,148,281.25
4,103,177.58

105.21
0.57 %

4,208,436.00
9,565.22

1.94 %
105,258.42

TSY
TSY

2.42
2,34

4,009,355.36
4,010,773,80

101.81
1.30 %

4,123,426.50
23,690.26

1,91 %
112,652,70

TSY
TSY

4,17
3.99

1,63 %

3,549,905,00
3,550,219,76

99,63
1.46 %

3,576,537.50
134.87

1.65 %
26,317.74

TSY
TSY

4.50
4.35

US TREASURY
912828HM5
912828NY2
912828JQ4
912828NP1
912828PJ3
912828PS3

US Treasury Note
3,625% Due 12131/2012

2,550.000.00

US Treasury Note
0,75% Due 911512013

2,100,000,00

US Treasury Note
2.75% Due 1013112013

4,000,000.00

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7131/2015

4,050,000.00

US Treasury Note
1,375% Due 11/30/2015

3,590,000.00

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

3,505,000.00

05/1612011
1.70 %

3,551,973.24
3,551,617.80

102.10
1.53 %

3,578,661.08
23,431.22

1.66 %
27,043.28

TSY
TSY

4.67
4.42

27,345,000.00

1.46 %

28,179,042.05
27,712,604.19

0.80 %

28,176,771.71
140,923.11

13.04 %
404,167.52

TSY
TSY

2.78
2.67

209,640,111.76

1.57%

215,206,919.57
213,508,118.41

0.82%

215,904,478.30
1,220,105.88

100.00%
2,396,359.89

Aa1
AAA

1.90
1.81

Total US Treasurv

TOTAL PORTFOLIO
TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

1.35 %
01/28/2011

0.79 %
05/10/2010

1.65 %
04/06/2011

1,99 %
05/16/2011

217,124,584.18
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City of Moreno Valley
May 31, 2011
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Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
Category
Local Agency Bonds

No Limitation

Comment
Complies

Treasury Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;

Complies

Commercial Paper

Standard

A-1/P-1/F-1 minimum ratings

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies
Complies

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maximum maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - L.A.I.F.
Maximum program limitation

~
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Complies

Complies
Complies
Complies

Prohibited Securities

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, InterestComplies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

Maximum maturity

5 years

Complies

Holdings Report Glossary
CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.

% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.
Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.
Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.
~
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Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.

Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

/

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
Account
Number

Account Name
~
:special tax funds
reserve fund

Investment

'speciaI ta;(funds
reserve fund
adiIihiexp"acii'"

. '2263191:i5'

debt service acc!

~

'Series B Revenue
Series A Principal

05/31/11

CFD#5
22333500
22333501

money market fund

694;753"·~-··ii.iii%

06/01/11

-o5j3jj:if~'o61o-:i7iT

WF Govt Fund

1,028,880

0.01%

Yield

Price

%ofo£
Portfolio!

11.01%' '1.00000 '3]8'5%
0.D1%

1.00000

4.569%

2.380%

'''37i ..... -"-6:Di'%ifoi'°k i.ootiiJlf ····0:00'2'%

'

06/01/11

535,885

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

osp1/iii:i6}fii/ii

208;727

·o.lIi·7~'

(fii1%

{OOOOO' .0.927%

365,373
8
2,834,003

0.01%

o.oio;.

0.D1 %
6:01%

i6iiooo .

05/31/11

money·markei"lunir . ·..

22631904

Maturity
Stated
Date
Market Value Rate

iJ5,t3ll.il-~"ij6701/i'f

22631800
22631804

money market fund
WF Govt Fund
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
~~2263f80.5' ""moneY-market fund"-WFGovtFund""~ .
22631809
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
2263fijijir"....
WFGovtFuruj'··

admIii-exp at'ci-

Purchase
Date

Issuer

05/31/11

06/01/11

money marketfiiiiir'

WF GovtFufid .

'o5j31,7ii'

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund

.. iiS/3:i7il06/hllii
05/31/11

ii6,i01/l1

"''1'(291' ". 'i1.6i"i.
0.01%
300

06/01/11

1.00000

o.oW;· 1:00000
2.71% 1.00000
0.01%" , i.llonifo

1.623%

(LOOO%

0.663%
0.001%

'Serlesifreserve''''2233350r''-money''mkt fund' ,-

Wi' GovtFunir ".

osj3jJ1r ... oiljol/fi

Series A interest

WF GovtFund

05/31/11

06/01/11

127
542,335

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

0.001%

WF Govt Fund
WFGovtFund

o5/3i}1i
05/31/11

o6/o1/li

14,483 .

0.01%' 11.61%

06/01/11

0
14,483

0.01%

0.D1 %

1.00000
3.00000

0.0640/.
#REF!

OSi3i/il

. 06iiiV11

2
2

0.6i%

0.01%

1:000011

0.000%

05/3Vil
05/31/11
"05/31/11

6671101

65

'0;000%

2,992,727

6:01°;'6.01%
0.D1%
0.01%

i.ooiuio

06/01/11

1.00000

13.291%

Ui01i6o'

34.oi6·;~·

~

rebate account
refunding account
~

debt service fund

22333504

money mkt fund

1997L se R
12526104
12526109

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

2007 R d
I
22631700

t A T All
money mkt fund

B

'527,'617 "iUii%"

'23'43%

P bl' Safet

d

2005 Lease Revenue Bond
18042800
money mkt fund
18042804
money mkt fund
constructionfund"'''~'18042806' --~ money ffiktTuOcI"

I'
B d S
. A
WF Govt Fund

~

,bond fund
reserve fund

~

'bond fund
construction fund

WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund
,,~ -"WFGoVi'Fun:a:

2007T blL
R
Bd
22277600
money mkt fund
22277604
money mkt fund

EI

.costoHssuance·. . ·. . ·· . . ""2227760;;-" ·. . ·iOOney. .mktfund

06ToVfC~7;f:i7f,i34~""ifoi%--

ifOlD;.

10,664,526

47.361%

'2'"

o.fu%o:oi%1:iiiiooocU)oo%

'UT

WF Govt Fund

". 05/301 ..

WFGovtFund

05/31/11
os/3Vii'

"Wi' GovtFUnd"

~oi;/Ot/i1

6,846,918

06/01/11

ii67lljjii'

1.00000

30.407%

"368;06:"'''' o.ofo/. ", o.bJ:Oi.·Liiilooii'

0.01%

0.D1 %

1.635%

7,214,987
~~

:revenue fund
reserve fWld

20350300
20350303

·adm[n·expens"es--···-·. . .

revenue
reserve

'osmlti

o6jojjif

"68;8oi'"

05/31/11

06/01/11

1,178,353

""os/3Vif

ij6}ifi/ii

"'26""'''''''' '0."0'1% ·ifoiij!.'·'iooooo·'ci:ooo'%'

WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund

203503If4--·-adDrlrlexpenses~·

·_ . .··---WFCovtFund'--··

1,24/,H'0
22,517,522

Totals
~

S
fB d P
Construction Funds
.".".'''-'''' '2-''''''--~' '--PiiilcipalBi IliteresfAccifiiiitif"
~.
3
Debt Service Reserve Funds
4 -',
.. _·Ciislody"Attounls .... '·' .. ·.. ·, .
5
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
'Oth-er'A:CCOtiiits'''' ... _" ..... '" ..

1

~

<
o
o

1'0
(.0

Total Fiscal Agent Funds

.j::>.

d

'th F'

IA

O:iii"!.~o:oi%~TiiGi'i"i)

0.01 %

0.01 %

1.00000

'i'i:3oi;°i~-

5.233%
5.539%
100.000%

I

14,518,652
. ·"---604,886.. · ..:
6,996,732 '
....''0''., ...... i
14,483
,:~""'382,769-"
~

22,517,522
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Nationwide
Fund
;Liquid Savings

~Dr.y

585,077

'388,691'" .... ~

UqU-ilSa~lngs(parITim. En\pi(;y.~sf
Certificates of Deposit 3 years

15,948

'C;;;:iilicaieso{Ooi>o;It·5ye"rs
Investment Co. {If Americd

35,018

iii.:om;;..i:;md""iAmedc.·····-···
Fidelity Eq uity lncom e

-i7fj'i .....-- ';,
29,528

JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A

146,992

Fiii.iiiYP.;rlr;,;-'· ------.-...

·---80;~'---~

~-

.....---.-- _..... ---'-. ·..·..

262,695
--·4S;29ii'~·

Janus Adviser Forty

91,717

'''-D''''81,652

Vanguard Total Bond Index
Templeton Foreign I

Stdble Fund C
'PBHGG~m.;.thFUnd

.. ·,...··1,720,348
....0..· ..

.. --·-·

85,441

DWS High Income Fund A
;DWS-Stt~i;gi;-v'-",u~

61,105
47,788
205,524

-.-

Oppenheimer Glob.1 Fund A

14,770

ii,593'

N.tionwid:.ln~Des

208,348

,,-.-. ··...41;443-·
o
'321,160

lnvesco Mid Cap Core Equity

:N.tionWideftetinclusl S~c

87,664

10,501

67i;616
73,393

NaHan wide InvDes Aggr Fund

. "'''-50;195 ...

.

553;573

:N'.tionwid:.iiivDes

15,541

'W~~hlngt;;-;;'M,rt;;an.;,,"'-

15,830

'N B Socially R.. poll.ive Fund
DFA US Micro Cap Port
·F.d~ra!;,'rK.Uf;,;an;,Fund

Nationwide InvDes Mod Cons Fund SC
Mod A~r Fund'

····3SS;49i'

:i:,uroP.dfic Growth···· ....

'-----'i61/fiiJ- .-. .,

:Fi<r.;iUYiiag.iE,;':--

--52;868 .

·V.;;-g.;udWi,;".orri"·

93,010

-...-... -.--'

,AmC;.nhUYC;oWiii-- .

V.ngudTd Wellington

'--224,208 -

Brown Cap Mgm tIne SM Co
Fid.iiiYindep;nd~nc;--

7

V.nguard Index 500
Va;;gii~dT,;.!it;;--.:io;;~fl-;;:d~.

.-.-. '93,121"

Fund

30

Am'C;niiilY iJlb-a" .

58,053

'o(x;:.;;;/ca-

SmCap I

American Century Bal.nced

i\larket Value as
of Mar 31, 2011

alue as

of Mar 31,2011

Am Century Select

- '-----'43;1:17'"''

Bond Fund Of America
G~ihFWlii

:jinusFun"-'" .-

Fund

$1,106,228

Nation wide Fixed (Part Time Employee)

Fidelity Contrafund

Market

Market Value as
of Mar 31, 2011

Mod 'Fd .....

Nationwide Inv Des Cons'Nilio;:;wfde~r:a~g.-C~pGrOwlh

'413ji1
84,202

45;532 .'

Nationwide Inter Val In5tS,,(
:Nili~nw[dOtis'smc.pv.iin;Svc·

29,408

YLAccQunt

166,257

'N.tionWide'6.. i zii2'OInsi §;(

i02;674-'

Nationwide Dest 2025 Inst Svc
iN.ti,;n;..;tifiOesi 2'03ii 'I;' 1!tv':

Total Nationwide Deferred

17;67
61,307

.. -'-6)'-53-<
$9,2(3)162

.., ....·__.._· ....·. -.. -_· ........·· . ---.."·rCMA" .... ' "-""" ......
Marke! Value as

Market V.I ue as
of Mar 31, 2011

Fund
,Aggressive Opl'or.
InternatLona 1

Fund

$165,157
168,394

<~.,--~,

AtiEqUiiYG~o:;th-"'--"

.~>-,.

Growth and Income

--

,-,-~

VT Royce Premeir
:VTRanie'rS;;;ail/Mid"C~pEq'

..,--.

98,264

VT Fidelity Contrafund

200,817

'VT Vant.gepoln! Overseas Equity Index Fund

66,564

55,743

:!~i.~e!ity. Iliv~r~fi:~~~~e'.~atio~a!_ ._ .... ' ...... .

58,006

,Eq,JiYin;:o,no"'--' . -........... - .-.......... - .. "292;53/1-····

500 Stock Index

63,218

'VT Alliam NFJ Dlv V.lue
VT Legg Mason Value

45,955
1,793

Asset AllocaH~n

'vrAdelir;; PUrlt.,;·

--..--.~

-

.•. ....

Cash Management

26,090

"t;;sFuR<C""'" -- - .. " - .... "...- '--"--"--'. "i-;-209,847
Savings Oriented
c;;~;;';'ii.;oGr;;wU;·

",,-' -".--- ·

Traditional Growth
.~~··~~--·~-~·,..,.--·'_~·~r"~-"~,..":,...,

.Long-Term Growth
Milestone 2010

~,~~~

___ ,___

..

6,565

272,424

·--.---.._~·_~,_·~O

Milestone 2025

1'0
W
.j::>..

o

(J)

O't

Mii;;'I~;;~2030-----'-

Milestone 2035

--,

'MU.SI';;;2ii4Q-- .------ .....---GT(}wth Fund

__

...-~~~,·

----"1_

315,616
34,309

1

$13,289,753

Mutual Funds
TOiaiD;lrn'dCol,;p~lISatio,;

$13,289,753

4,086,291

8,295

rVT'TRPrl~~ G';;wii, -Sl~k Adv

16,064
28,183

14,444

--------·-i2,17i"' ..·--j
11,278
·--··--~--i-;s{9----
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Marts· .
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MARKET REVIEW
Market Summary
Treasury yields were lower in Mayas market participants debated whether weaker
economic data is only temporary or if it is a sign of another economic slowdown. With the
end of the Federal Reserve's asset purchase program (QE2) looming, market participants
are also focusing on the future course of Fed policy.
Economic growth remains consistent with a sluggish economic recovery, although data last
month was mostly disappointing. The non-farm payrolls report showed a weaker than
expected gain of only 54,000 jobs, and the unemployment rate increased to 9.1%. The
housing market remains very weak, and the impact of higher gas prices on consumer
spending remains to be seen. Although raw material prices remain high, inflation talk has
subsided slightly as market participants have shifted their focus to slower economic
growth.
The Federal Reserve maintains its exceptionally easy monetary policy but will conclude its
scheduled asset purchase program in June, as previously announced. The next Fed meeting·'
is June 22, and market participants will be watching closely for signs of what the Fed will do
following the completion of its asset purchase program (QE2).
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Treasury yields ended the month lower, with yields on securities in the three to ten year
range declining by more than shorter and longer term securities.

YIELDS

5/317H

41/30/11

CHANGE

3 Month

0.05

0.04

0.01

2 Year

0.46

0.61

(0.15)

3 Year

0.76

1.00

(0.24)

5 Year

1.69

1.97

(0.28)

7 Year

2.38

2.67

(0.29)

10 Year

3.05

3.29

(0.24)

30 Year

4.22

4.41

(0.19)

~
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices

Labor Markets

In April, the CPI showed that consumer prices increased 3.2% on a

The May employment report showed that the economy added only

year-over-year basis. The year-over-year Core CPI (CPI less food

54,000 jobs, representing a significant decline from the past several
months. Meanwhile, the unemployment rate rose for the second
consecutive month and now stands at 9.1%. Even though the economic
recovery is nearly two years old, the pace of recovery in the labor
market is extremely weak by historical standards. Given the weakness
in this report, market participants will watch next month's report
carefully to see whether the employment situation is beginning to
stagnate.

and energy) increased at a 1.3% rate. Although some producer
prices have begun to increase, prices on consumer goods are not
expected to increase sharply in the months ahead. The Federal
Reserve has noted that it is monitoring commodity price increases
but does not believe that they will flow through to sharply higher
consumer prices.

Retail Sales
In April, Retail Sales rose 7.6% on a year-over-year basis.

Housing Starts

Consumer spending has rebounded from the depths of the

Single-family housing starts declined 5.1% in April to 394,000,
compared to 415,000 in March. On a year-over-year basis, housing

recession, and recent activity has been promising. However,
activity is still far short of the heights of the previous economic

starts were down 23.9% compared to April 2010. This report indicates

expansion.

that the housing market remains relatively weak and continues to
struggle to gain momentum.

,!

Credit Spreads Mixed

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.18

0.21

(0.03)

2-year

AA corporate note

0.39

0.31

0.08

5-year

AA corporate note

0.57

0.49

0.08

0.34

0.29

0.05

5-year Agency note
Source: Bloomberg

Data as of 5/31/2011
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(48.2) $Bln MAR 11

(45.4) $Bln FEB 11

(39.5) $Bln MAR 10

GDP

1.8% MAR 11

3.1% DEC 10

3.7% MAR 10

Unemployment Rate

9.1%MAY 11

9.0% APR 11

9.6% MAY 10

Prime Rate

3.25% MAY 11

3.25% APR 11

3.25% MAY 10

CRB Index

350.06 MAY 11

370.56 APR 11

254.80 MAY 10

$102.70 MAY 11

$113.93 APR 11

$73.97 MAY 10

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

3.2% APR 11

2.7% MAR 11

2.2% APR 10

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

6.8% APR 11

5.8% MAR 11

5.4% APR 10

Dollar / EURO

1.44 MAY 11

1.48 APR 11

1.23 MAY 10

Oil (West Texas Int.)

"

Source: Bloomberg
© 2011 Chandler Asset Monogement, Inc, An Independent Registered Investment Adviser.
The information contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable/ but we do nOI guomntee its occvrocy. Opinions and forecasts regarding indus.tries/

companies, and/or the economy ore 011 :,ivbjed to c:honge at any lime, based on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.
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Why a U.S. Treasury Downgrade Shouldn't Matter for Bond Investors
Standard & Poor's decision on April 18, 2011, to placethe
United States' credit rating on negative outlook served as
a shot across the bow for both U.S. policy makers and
investors around the globe. The rating agency assigned a
one in three probability that the U.S. will lose its pristine
"AAA" credit rating, perhaps in the next 18-24 months. At
this point, the prospects for a political compromise that
would place the country on a path towards fiscal
sustainability and forestall a downgrade appear bleak.
Republicans are insistent that the deficit must be
narrowed without any tax increases, while Democrats
are adamant about not cutting entitlement spending.
Despite the seeming intractability of the two sides'
respective positions, investors would do well to
remember that, as Winston Churchill famously said,
"Americans can always be counted on to do the right
thing ... afterthey have exhausted all other possibilities."
In other words, despite how poor the odds of
compromise currently appear, there is still a very good
chance that policymakers will eventually find a solution
that will allow the U.S. to retain its "AAA" rating. In fact,
S&P actually affirmed the country's current "AAA" rating,
as did Moody's. On the other hand, if the u.s. does
indeed suffer a ratings downgrade, the event would
undoubtedly prove bruising to the psyche of a nation still
reeling from the effects of the financial crisis and Great
Recession. Furthermore, a downgrade would trigger an
avalanche of negative commentary from market
participants, politicians, and media pundits. All of this
chatter will simply be background noise though because,
as this article will demonstrate, a U.S. credit downgrade
will ultimately have little real impacton investors.

Are U.S. TreasuriesJunk?
A credit rating is ultimately an indication of the likelihood
that bondholders will receive full and timely payment of
all principal and interest. A higher rating indicates greater
certainty of repayment, and a lower rating less certainty.
However, even if the United States is downgraded, it will
not materially impact the country's ability to repay its
debt. As the world's reserve currency, the U.S. issues
debt denominated in dollars, which means that in a
worst-case scenario the government could simply print
more money to pay back bondholders. Although this is an
extremely unattractive option, it is unlikely that the U.S.
reaches a point where it even needs to consider rolling
the printing presses.
First, even in the event of a downgrade, the United States

would likely carry an "AN' credit rating - one of the
highest available and still indicative of exceptional credit
worthiness. Second of all, the United States remains the
world's largest economy and has one of the world's
highest standards of living, a well-educated population,
reasonably good demographics, and a well-established
legal and political system. Additionally, if investors are to
forsake the U.S., they need a viable investment
alternative. With Europe and Japan facing their own
issues, and the developing markets still developing, the
U.S. is likely to remain the world's premier investment
destination. Despite what doom-and-gloom pundits
might say, this situation is unlikely to change in decades
to come.
Finally, and counterintuitive as it might seem, a credit
downgrade might actually help the United States.
Ultimately, what matters is not the relative credit rating
assigned by rating agencies, but rather the country's
ability to pay back its debt. Regardless of any ratings
action taken, the United States is currently on an
unsustainable fiscal path. If a downgrade can help spur
more timely action on some of the structural problems
the country faces, such an event might actually prove
benefiCial in the long run.

Should You Be Selling YourTreasuries?
With all of the bad news about the Treasury market,
many investors have recently been asking themselves if
they should sell their U.S. Treasuries. Before doing so, it
might be wise to consider several points. First, ratings
agencies and other prognosticators have been wrong
before and many large investors are on record as buyers
of U.S. Treasury bonds. In fact, ten-year Treasury yields
have fallen by around 40 basis points in the past six
weeks, indicating that investor interest is strong.
More importantly, although some institutional fixed
income investors have wide mandate to invest in nearly
any fixed income asset class around the globe, most
investors are more constrained and are limited by their
investment mandate. For instance, they might be limited
to purchase only domestic fixed income or only bonds
rated "A" or better. Additionally, many institutions have
structu ra I reasons for purchasing Treasuries; for
example, bank capital requirements encourage holding a
certain percentage of Treasuries. This preference for
holding "safe" assets has only been reinforced by the
ongoing efforts at financial reform. These structural
considerations greatly restrict the available investment
Page 3
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Why a U.S. Treasury Downgrade Shouldn't Matter for Bond Investors (cont,)
choices for many investors while also ensuring that there
will continue to be a built-in investor base that purchases
Treasuries.
In the end, an average high-quality fixed income
investors' options are primarily limited to government
bonds, government agency bonds, high-grade corporate
bonds, and mortgage and asset-backed securities. For
most of these investors, U.S. Treasury bonds will remain
the safest possible investment alternative, regardless of
what credit rating the U.S. carries. Furthermore, in the
event that Treasuries are downgraded, many other
instruments that receive implied or explicit rating
support from the U.S. government might also be
downgraded; including: government agency bonds,
mortgage backed securities, and perhaps, the bonds of
large banks whose ratings are currently enhanced by
implied government support.
Finally, regardless of any ratings actions, the Treasury
market will likely remain the most liquid fixed income
market in the world. This liquidity is one of the primary
reasons that foreign investors such as the Chinese
government purchase Treasuries in the first place. Simply
stated, not many other markets around the globe are
capable of absorbing the huge amounts of money
seeking a high-quality, low-risk outlet. This liquidity
component is often demonstrated during times of
market crisis, when investors generally bid up the price of
Treasuries in a flight to quality. The dual characteristics of
safety and liquidity are somewhat unique to Treasuries
and represent a compelling argument for why they will
continue to form an important component of many
investment portfolios.

program.) Of course, selling Treasuries now requires the
impeccable timing needed to repurchase them at
precisely the right moment; some investors may be
fortunate enough to have this timing, but it is a rare skill
and the opportunity cost is high for those that get this
wrong. Forthat reason, most investors are well advised to
maintain their strategic allocation to U.S. Treasuries
rather than abandoning them as part of a tactical market
call.
Conclusion
A U.s. credit rating downgrade would undoubtedly hurt
the nation's pride while unleashing a torrent of negative
publicity, both domestically and abroad. Nevertheless,
the real impact on investors would most likely be
decidedly muted, particularly in the longer run. Treasury
securities have a built-in investor base that has few
investable alternatives, and those that do exist would
likely be downgraded in line with Treasuries.
Furthermore, even with an "AA" credit rating, U.S.
Treasuries would remain among the safest, most liquid
securities in the investment world.
In the end, it is possible that interest rates on Treasuries
may rise, but this is far more likely to occur due to
stronger economic growth or tighter monetary policy
than as a result of any ratings actions S&P or Moody's
might take. Regardless of headlines, Treasuries are set to
remain the foundation of investment-grade fixed income
portfolios for decades to come.

Brian Perry is Portfolio Manager/Strategist at Chandler
Asset Management and the author of From Piggybank
to Portfolio: A Financial Roadmap for New Investors.

Tactics Versus Strategy
Speculation about a U.S. downgrade, or its actual
occurrence, will likely have an impact on Treasury trading
over a period of days or perhaps even weeks. However, in
the longer term, this impact will be outweighed by
market moving events, such as the economic cycle, the
level of inflation and inflation expectations, and Federal
Reserve monetary policy. The price of Treasuries will rise
and fall across market cycles just as they always have, but
any re-pricing that results from a credit downgrade is
likely to be both minimal and transitory.
Savvy investors might try to time the market, and selling
Treasuries at this point could be the right thing tactically
(during the current market cycle) while still being
incorrect strategically (over the life of your investment
Page 4
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MEMORANDUM
~

To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Servo es Director/City Treasurer

Date:

March 10, 2011

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - January 2011

~

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended January 31 2011. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
J

The March Quarterly Investment Report will be presented at a regular City Council
meeting in May 2011. Submitting this January 2011 Monthly Investment Report by
internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised of
the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me
questions.

or Brook McKinney

with any

Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - January 2011
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review

c:' Brooke McKinney, Treas·ury Operations Division Manager
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
.. Ianllary 201~

Average
Maturity
2.04
:-~-tOfafGenerall'0rtfoHo---~- __ --216,584,666'-'--'-216;'7i9,383-'-~-2To;87f;66(r'
Years
Bank Accounts
State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

1,106,838
39,968,420
175,509,408

1,106,838
39,968,420
175,644,125

1,106,838
39,968,420
169,796,402

-"""!''''!''''!'

Average
Duration
1.79
Years

0!I0

Bond Proceeds with Fiscal Agents
Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
r·~--~~-··-TotalBond l'roce-eas-~~-'~j

Deferred Compensation J'unds

Nationwide
ICMA

r-Tolill r5e£~Coll1pensationF\lndSJ

o

14,482
388,952

l_:_--..-. ~3,353,7~8]
Market Value ilS of
Dec 31, 2010
8,539,671
4,019,816
·-·-·~-·Tij,59,4871
--~

-- --

----

----~-- -

'"

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City CounciL There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment custodian.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee Qr fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophic event.

Attachment 1

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..

o

-->.

~.-

252,632,668

City Treasurer

-...J

J

Market Value
14,518,426
1,622,630
6,809,308

Total Investment Portfolio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Average
Yeid to Matuity
1.57%
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Portfolio Summary
As of 1/31/2011

---.
PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS

,~

Average Duration

1.79

Average Coupon '

2.47%

Average Purchase YTM

1.57 %

Average Market YTM

0.97 %

iI

Average S&P Rating

AM

I .Income Earned

2.04 yrs

~

"

Average Final Maturity
Average Life

1.89 yrs

TOP ISSUERS

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

Ii

as of 12131110

Beg. Values

End Values
as of 1/31/11

Accrued Interest

205,979,252
1,180,713

216,719,383
1,253,010

Total Market Value

207,159,965

217,972,394

276,487

265,761

200,326,274

210,871,660

204,660,360
205,808,682

215,260,585
216,584,666

Ma.ketValue

• ContIWD

i~.. Par
~

J, : Book Value
~ i Cost Value
~

$
1

Issuer

~

I
~

I

% Portfolio

Local Agency Investment Fund

18.3 %

Government of United States

12.3 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

10.7 %

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

9.6%

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

9.5%

Federal Home Loan Bank

7.0%

Tennessee Valley Authority

3.9%

Bank of America Corp FDIC Insur

I
t

2.4 %

73.7%

I

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

SECTOR ALLOCATION

CREDIT QUALITY

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>.

o
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
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Holdings Report
As of 1/31/11

---"---"-'---~"--."-

CUSIP

Security Description

Par ValuelUnits

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
GainlLoss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

11/26/2010

1,999,340.00
1,999,926.67

100.00
0.17 %

1,999,926.67
0.00

0.92 %
0.00

P-1
A-1+

0.02
0.02

996,360.00
999,696.10

100.77
0.20 %

1,007,702.00
8,034.72

0.47 %
8,005.90

Aaa
AAA

0.25
0.25

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.33
0.30%

1,003,328.00
2,166.67

0.46 %
3,328.00

Aaa
AAA

0.33
0.33

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.68
0.38 %

1,016,797.00
466.67

0.47 %
16,797.00

Aaa
AAA

0.98
0.97

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.93
0.36 %

1,019,334.00
10,687.50

0.47 %
19,334.00

Aaa
AAA

1.03
1.01

1,005,380.00
1,001,496.58

106.86
0.49%

1,068,570.00
6,055.56

0.49 %
67,073.42

Aaa
AAA

1.39
1.35

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

107.04
0.53 %

1,070,425.00
26,250.00

0.50 %
70,425.00

Aaa
AAA

1.50
1.42

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.94
0.52 %

1,029,448.00
11,433.33

0.48 %
29,448.00

Aaa
AAA

1.53
1.49

0.51 %

3,521 ,892.50
3,519,521.10

100.54
0.53 %

3,518,921.00
13,526.04

1.62 %
(600.10)

Aaa
AAA

1.56
1.54

(AGENCY
313588BR5

FNMA Discount Note
0.165% Due 2/9[2011

2,000,000.00

FFCB Note
3.25% Due 5/2/2011

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
1.3% Due 6/1/2011

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
2.1 % Due 1/23/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
2.25% Due 2[10/2012

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
5.45% Due 6[21[2012

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
5.25% Due 8/1/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 8/13/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 8/22/2012

3,500,000.00

3133XUUJo

FHLB Note
1.625% Due 9/26/2012

3,450,000.00

12[22[2010
0.69%

3,506,166.00
3,503,001.72

101.76
0.55 %

3,510,754.50
19,466.15

1.62 %
7,752.78

Aaa
AAA

1.65
1.62

31331GZ44

FFCB Note
1.55% Due 10[15f20 12

1,000,000.00

10/15[2009

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.62
0.59 %

1,016,235.00
4,563.89

0.47 %
16,235.00

Aaa
AAA

1.71
1.68

FNMA Note
0.5% Due 10/30[2012

1,000,000.00

0.73 %

995,834.00
996,056.85

99.87
0.57 %

998,711.00
1,263.89

0.46 %
2,654.15

Aaa
AAA

1.75
1.74

3137EACQO

FHLMC Note
0.625% Due 12/28/2012

3,450,000.00

12122/2010
0.75 %

3,441,354.30
3,441,779.50

100.00
0.62%

3,450,037.95
3,533.85

1.58 %
8,258.45

Aaa
AAA

1.91
1.89

31331 GKF5

FFCB Note
2.5% Due 1/14/2013

1,000,000.00

01/14/2009

1,007,520.00
1,003,669.92

103.55
0.67 %

1,035,513.00
1,180.56

0.48 %
31,843.08

Aaa
AAA

1.96
1.91

FHLB Callable Note 1X 2/14/11
2.4% Due 2/14/2013

1,000,000.00

2.40 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.07
0.41 %

1,000,717.00
11,133.33

0.46 %
717.00

Aaa
AAA

0.04
0.04

880591CWO

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
6% Due 3/15/2013

3,725,000.00

Various
1.88 %

4,194,744.63
4,039,027.70

110.82
0.84 %

4,128,201.45
84,433.34

1.93 %
89,173.75

Aaa
AAA

2.12
1.98

3128X8TZ5

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 418[11
2.5% Due 4[8/2013

1,000,000.00

04[08[2009
2.50%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.40
0.32 %

1,004,041.00
7,847.22

0.46 %
4,041.00

Aaa
AAA

0.18
0.19

31331GVD8

FFCB Note
2.2% Due 4/8[2013

1,000,000.00

05/08/2009
2.20 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

103.07
0.78 %

1,030,720.00
6,905.56

0.48 %
30,720.00

Aaa
AAA

2.19
2.13

3128X8B84

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 5/13/11
2.4% Due 5/13/2013

1,000,000.00

05/13/2009

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.58
0.37 %

1,005,750.00
5,200.00

0.46 %
5,750.00

Aaa
AAA

0.28
0.28

FFCB Callable Note Cont 6[3[11
2.7% Due 6/3/2013

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.72
0.57 %

1,007,195.00
4,350.00

0.46 %
7,195.00

Aaa
AAA

0.34
0.34

31331YK82
3133XTRU2
3133XSWM6
3133XT2T2
31331XG30
31331XT36
3133XT4J2
3133XYWB7

31398A4T6

3133XUDM2

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

31331GXN4

0.17 %

05/19/2008
3.38 %

06/01/2009
1.30 %

01/23[2009
2.10 %

02[10/2009
2.25 %

06/29/2007
5.33 %

08/01/2007
5.25%

02/13/2009
2.45 %

11/23/2010

1.55 %

12/2212010

2.30 %

08/14/2009

2.40 %

06/03/2009
2.70%

.j::>.
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
SSP

Term (yrsl
Duration

05/12/2010

4,250,028.90
4,170,298.42

108.84
0.85 %

4,244,717.10
7,800.00

1.95 %
74,418.68

Aaa
AAA

2.45
2.34

4,097,325.00
4,006,694.00

109.31
0.97 %

4,098,993.75
89,062.50

1.92 %
92,299.75

Aaa
AAA

2.50
2.33

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.05
0.67 %

1,010,469.00
12,440.28

0.47 %
10,469.00

Aaa
AAA

0.53
0.52

1,770,000.00
1,770,000.00

99.89
1.14 %

1,768,063.62
6,922.67

0.81 %
(1,936.38)

Aaa
AAA

2.65
1.59

3,525,000.00
3,525,000.00

99.86
1.25 %

3,519,987.45
14,570.00

1.62 %
(5,012.55)

Aaa
AAA

2.66
2.17

1,862,698.25
1,859,187.51

100.25
0.94%

1,859,628.23
11,758.64

0.86 %
440.72

Aaa
AAA

0.55
2.02

2.96 %

1,080,060.00
1,051,093.81

110.55
1.12 %

1,105,532.00
6,500.00

0.51 %
54,438.19

Aaa
AAA

2.87
2.69

!AGENCY
3134A4TZ7

FHLMC Nole
4.5% Due 7/15/2013

3,900,000.00

Tennessee Valley Authority Nole
4.75% Due 8/1/2013

3,750,000.00

FHLB Callable Nole Coni 8/12/11
2.65% Due 8/12/2013

1,000,000.00

FFCB Callable Note 1X 3(23/11
1.1 % Due 9/23/2013

1,770,000.00

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 9/27(11
1.2% Due 9/27/2013

3,525,000.00

FHLMC Callable Nole IX 8/18/11
1.4% Due 11/18/2013

1,855,000.00

FHLB Nole
4.875% Due 12/13/2013

1,000,000.00

3137EABX6

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 1/7/2014

4,000,000.00

03(17/2010
2.09 %

4,059,384.00
4,045,722.69

103.66
1.23 %

4,146,348.00
6,666.67

1.91 %
100,625.31

Aaa
AAA

2.94
2.83

3136FHDF9

FNMA Callalbe Nole 1X 3118111
3.2% Due 3/18/2014

1,000,000.00

03/1812009
3.20%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.34
0.59%

1,003,402.00
11,822.22

0.47 %
3,402.00

Aaa
AAA

0.13
0.13

3128X8QM7

FHLMC Callable Nole 1X 3/24/11
2.375% Due 3/24(2014

1,000,000.00

0312412009
2.40 %

999,000.00
999,371.85

100.30
0.32%

1,003,018.00
8,378.47

0.46 %
3,646.15

Aaa
AAA

0.14
0.15

3136FHHH1

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 4/14/11
2% Due 4/14/2014

1,000,000.00

04/14/2009

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.34
0.29 %

1,003,447.00
5,944.44

0.46 %
3,447.00

Aaa
AAA

0.20
0.21

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 4/16/12
3% Due 4/16/2014

1,000,000.00

3.00 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.75
0.71 %

1,027,547.00
8,750.00

0.48%
27,547.00

Aaa
AAA

1.21
1.87

31331 GTJ8

FFCB Nole
2.625% Due 4/17/2014

5,315,000.00

Various
1.47 %

5,527,632.90
5,505,253.17

104.19
1.29 %

5,537,549.68
40,305.42

2.56%
32,296.51

Aaa
AAA

3.21
3.06

3136FHMK8

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 5/1/12
2.25% Due 5/1/2014

1,000,000.00

05/01/2009

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.06
0.60%

1,020,559.00
5,625.00

0.47 %
20,559.00

Aaa
AAA

1.25
1.23

FNMA Callable Nole 1X 11/14/2011
2.125% Due 5/14/2014

1,000,000.00

2.13 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.03
0.80%

1,010,321.00
4,545.14

0.47 %
10,321.00

Aaa
AAA

0.79
0.78

31398AXJ6

FNMA Nole
2.5% Due 5/15/2014

1,250,000.00

Various
2.32%

1,258,880.25
1,257,200.90

103.69
1.35 %

1,296,141.25
6,597.22

0.60 %
38,940.35

Aaa
AAA

3.29
3.14

31331JQA4

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/2/2014

4,300,000.00

06/08/2010

4,289,551.00
4,291,223.99

101.83
1.34 %

4,378,677.10
13,389.72

2.01 %
87,453.11

Aaa
AAA

3.34
3.22

FHLB Callable Note 1X 1/9/12
2.5% Due 7/9/2014

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.04
0.32 %

1,020,422.00
1,527.78

0.47 %
20,422.00

Aaa
AAA

0.94
0.93

FHLMC Nole
3% Due 7/28/2014

4,000,000.00

4,097,476.00
4,077,797.46

105.39
1.41 %

4,215,420.00
1,000.00

1.93 %
137,622.54

Aaa
AAA

3.49
3.32

FNMA Note
3% Due 9/16/2014

1,500,000.00

1,531,365.00
1,525,709.97

105.35
1.48 %

1,580,307.00
16,875.00

0.73 %
54,597.03

Aaa
AAA

3.63
3.41

880591DW9
3133XUEC3
31331JJ38
31398A4A7
3134G1PP3
3133XHW57

3136FHGK5

3136FHPX7

3133XTXW1
3137EACD9

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

31398AYY2

1.59 %

03/15/2010
1.90 %

08/12/2009
2.65 %

09(13/2010
1.10 %

09(10/2010
1.20 %

08(18/2010
0.98 %

06/1812009

2.00 %

04/16/2009

2.25 %

05/14/2009

1.96 %

07/09/2009
2.50 %

03/15/2010
2.41 %

04/15/2010
2.50 %

.j::>..
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Holdings Report
As of 1/31/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
GainfLoss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

03/1712010
2.47 %

4,090,640.00
4,073,050.67

104.96
1.59 %

4,198,424.00
43,000.00

1.95 %
125,373.33

Aaa

AAA

3.64
3.42

03f12f2010

4,114,723.10
4,111,943.70

103.87
1.57 %

4,258,4 73.20
21,226.04

1.96 %
146,529.50

AAA

1.89 %

2,011,473.75
2,011,739.48

97.93
2.33 %

1,973,374.13
14,703.90

0.91 %
(38,365.35)

AAA

85,405,000.00

1.90%

87,233,829.58
86,785,463.76

0.96%

88,203,149.08
587,909.39

40.74 %
1,417,685.32

AAA

2.23
2.13

1,106,837.85

Various
0.00 %

1,106,837.85
1,106,837.85

1.00
0.00 %

1,106,837.85
0.00

0.51 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

1,106,837.85

N/A

1,106,837.85
1,106,837.85

0.00%

1,106,837.85
0.00

0.51 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

Wells Fargo & Company FDIC
Guaranteed Note
3% Due 12/9[2011

3,050,000.00

03/1212010
0.95 %

3,157,094.65
3,102,700.06

102.26
0.35%

3,118,923.90
13,216.67

1.44 %
16,223.84

Aaa
AAA

0.85
0.85

Bank of America Corp FDIC Guaranteed
Note
2.1 % Due 4/30/2012

5,035,000.00

Various
1.30 %

5,121,762.96
5,084,171.83

102.07
0.44 %

5,139,108.70
26,727.45

2.37 %
54,936.87

Aaa

AAA

1.25
1.23

US Bancorp FDIC Guaranteed Note
1.8% Due 5/15/2012

5,070,000.00

Various
1.39 %

5,111,546.49
5,096,355.23

101.50
0.63 %

5,145,923.26
19,266.00

2.37%
49,568.03

AAA

Goldman Sachs FDIC Guaranteed Note
3.25% Due 6/1512012

4,780,000.00

Various
1.27 %

4,988,582.27
4,907,350.19

103.77
0.49 %

4,960,119.96
19,850.28

2.28 %
52,769.77

AAA

1.37
1.35

GE Capital Corp FDIC Guaranteed Note
2.125% Due 12[2112012

4,170,000.00

05[19[2010
1.27 %

4,260,046.98
4,235,862.39

102.72
0.67 %

4,283,340.60
9,845.83

1.97 %
47,478.21

Aa'a
AAA

1.89
1.85

1.26 %

22,639,033.35
22,426,439.70

0.53 %

22,647,416.42
88,906.23

10.43 %
220,976.72

Aaa

22,105,000.00

AAA

1.35
1.33

39,968,420.07

Various
0.55 %

39,968,420.07
39,968,420.07

1.00
0.55%

39,968,420.07
11,922.36

18.34 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

39,968,420.07

0.55 %

39,968,420.07
39,968,420.07

0.55 %

39,968,420.07
11,922.36

18.34 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

1.00

05[15[2010
0.04 %

1.00
1.00

1.00
0.04 %

1.00
0.00

0.00 %
0.00

Aaa
AAA

0.00
0.00

Security Description

Par ValuerUnits

AGENCY
31331 GL80
31398AZV7
3136FPEQ6

FFCB Note
3% Due 9/22/2014

4,000,000.00

FNMANote
2.625% Due 1112012014

4,100,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 9/9111
1.85% Due 9[9[2015

2,015,000.00

Total Agency

2.54%

09/16/2010

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

3.81
3.60
4.61
3.81

'CASH
90CASH$00

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash

iFDIC INSURED US CORPORATE
949744AA4

06050BAG6

91160HAC1
38146FAA9
36967HAV9

Total FDIC Insured US Corporate

Aaa
Aaa

1.29
1.27

}LAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

!MONEY MARKET FUND Fl
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

.j::>.
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

1,251,401.36

Various
0.04 %

1,251,401.36
1,251,401.36

1.00
0.04%

1,251,401.36
0.00

0.57 %
0.00

Aaa
AAA

0.00
0.00

0.04%

1,251,402.36
1,251,402.36

0.04%

1,251,402.36
0.00

0.57%
0.00

Aaa

1,251,402.36

AAA

0.00
0.00

Lehman Brothers Holdings Note
5.25% Due 2/6/2012

1,000,000.00

02/06/2007
5.34%

996,000.00
996,000.00

24.13
0.00 %

241,250.00
0.00

0.11 %
(754,750.00)

NR
NR

1.02
0.00

Wal-Mart Stores Note
4.25% Due 4/15/2013

3,260,000.00

Various
1.54 %

3,491,366.25
3,449,846.44

107.29
0.91 %

3,497,546.43
40,795.29

1.62 %
47,699.99

Aa2

Aft.

2.21
2.10

IBM Corp Note
2.1 % Due 5/6/2013

1,72-5,000.00

01/27/2011
1.00 %

1,767,624.75
1,767,419.08

102.44
1.01 %

1,767,148.65
8,553.13

0.81 %
(270.43)

Aa3
A+

2.26
2.20

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cant 8/13113
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,668,502.64

100.16
1.31 %

2,669,192.05
14,046.77

1.23 %
689.41

Aa3
A+

2.53
2.47

665859AKO

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

10/20/2010
1.33 %

2,058,421.00
2,042,351.16

108.49
1.92 %

2,007,090.90
21,390.63

0.93 %
(35,260.26)

Ai
AA-

3.25
3.00

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88 %

3,411,681.00
3,360,944.62

110.96
2.41 %

3,412,096.88
39,308.75

1.58 %
51,152.26

Aa2
AA+

3.28
2.98

61747YCFO

Morgan Stanley Note
6% Due 5/13/2014

2,370,000.00

Various
3.98 %

2,534,751.20
2,513,832.96

109.41
2.97 %

2,593,054.92
30,810.00

1.20 %
79,221.96

A2
A

3.28
2.96

428236AV5

Hewlett Packard Company Note
4.75% Due 612/2014

1,700,000.00

01127/2011

1,865,393.00
1,864,851.17

109.69
1.75 %

1,864,808.20
13,234.03

0.86 %
(42.97)

A2
A

3.34
3.09

Bellsouth Corp Note
5.2% Due 9/15/2014

1,550,000.00

1,713,261.50
1,687,036.00

109.95
2.32 %

1,704,246.70
30,448.89

0.80 %
17,210.70

A2
A-

3.62
3.27

1.60 %

973,471.00
963,236.33

111.82
1.99 %

950,474.25
9,420.83

0.44 %
(12,762.08)

A2
A

3.79
3.44

CUSIP

Security Description

Par ValuelUnits

;MONEY MARKET FUND FI
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

Total Money Market Fund FI

i US CORPORATE
52517PR60
931142CL5
459200GR6

079860AG7
74005PAQ7

2.60 %
850,000.00

09/24/2010

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

VariOUS
2.84 %

1,674,920.75
1,668,495.61

104.71
2.22 %

1,706,808.86
8,082.09

0.79 %
38,313.25

Ai
A+

3.86
3.59

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1 % Due 1/15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04 %

2,641,540.25
2,630,625.89

104.63
1.88 %

2,647,103.58
3,485.78

1.22 %
16,477.69

Aa3
A-

3.96
3.72

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1/20/2015

1,575,000.00

03/25/2010

1,581,000.75
1,579,948.83

103.89
2.66%

1,636,223.40
1,780.63

0.75 %
56,274.57

Aa3
A+

3.97
3.68

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

1,625,000.00

1,682,687.50
1,672,688.77

106.47
3.03 %

1,730,129.38
36,878.47

0.81 %
57,440.61

Aa3
AA-

4.03
3.59

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

2.65%

2,545,012.75
2,536,837.20

103.42
2.31 %

2,569,977.06
37,551.11

1.20 %
33,139.86

Aa2
AA+

4.03
3.72

06406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3115/2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,621,504.98

108.59
2.73 %

2,562,794.80
44,132.00

1.20 %
(58,710.18)

Aa3
A+

4.12
3.68

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/3012015

740,000.00

Various
2.58%

807,780.55
798,949.98

108.78
2.40 %

804,979.40
11,503.40

0.37 %
6,029.42

A2
A

4.16
3.76

084670AVO

~

0
1'0
W

05/19/2010

09247XAD3

94980VAA6

<
0

Praxair Note
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

1.74%

3.61 %

03/25/2010
3.94%

06/09/2010

.j::>..

0

-..,J
(J)
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Holdings Report

I

As of 1/31/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
GainlLoss

Moody
S&P

.. ,--".
Term (yrs)
Duration

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010
1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,665,574.91

96.27
2.47 %

2,570,438.37
11,208.44

1.18 %
(95,136.54 )

A2
A

4.71
4.47

35,660,000.00

2.36%

37,725,157,30
37,488,646.57

2.08%

36,935,363.83
362,630.24

17.11 %
(553,282.74)

A1
A+

3.46
3.20

.

CUSIP

Security Description

Par Value/Units

-

~

.- ....

-,----'--

,-.

-.----.~

ius CORPORATE
278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10/15/2015

Total US Corporate
•US TREASURY
912828GQ7

US Treasury Note
4.5% Due 4/30/2012

3,775,000.00

03/12/2010
1.00 %

4,051,944.29
3,936,818.16

105.19
0.32%

3,970,975.35
43,641.92

1.84 %
34,157.19

TSY
TSY

1.25
1.21

912828HE3

US Treasury Note
4.25% Due 9/30/2012

3,775,000.00

03/12/2010
1.22 %

4,061,086.87
3,961,725.52

106.29
0.45 %

4,012,413.53
54,654.53

1.87 %
50,688.01

TSY
TSY

1.67
1.60

912828HK9

US Treasury Note
3.375% Due 11/30/2012

3,875,000.00

03/12/2010
1.29 %

4,089,651.65
4,019,689.51

105.29
0.47 %

4,079,801.50
22,635.22

1.88 %
60,111.99

TSY
TSY

1.83
1.78

912828HM5

US Treasury Note
3.625% Due 12/31/2012

3,850,000.00

03/12/2010
1.35 %

4,089,735.55
4,013,967.86

105.93
0.51 %

4,078,443.60
12,337.02

1.88 %
64,475.74

TSY
TSY

1.92
1.86

912828HV5

US Treasury Note
2.5% Due 3/31/2013

4,000,000.00

03/12/2010
1.48 %

4,121,575.90
4,086,262.04

104.09
0.59 %

4,163,752.00
34,065.93

1.93 %
77,489.96

TSY
TSY

2.16
2.10

912828NY2

US Treasury Note
0.75% Due 9/15/2013

2,100,000.00

01/28/2011
0.79 %

2,097,710.16
2,097,712.55

99.84
0.81 %

2,096,719.80
6,047.65

0.96 %
(992.75)

TSY
TSY

2.62
2.58

912828JQ4

US Treasury Note
2.75% Due 10/31/2013

4,000,000.00

05/10/2010
1.65 %

4,148,281.25
4,117,199.44

105.12
0.86 %

4,204,688.00
28,259.67

1.94 %
87,488.56

TSY
TSY

2.75
2.64

25,375,000.00

1.29%

26,659,985.67
26,233,375.08

0.56 %

26,606,793.78
201,641.94

12.30 %
373,418.70

TSY
TSY

1.99
1.93

210,871,660.28

1.57 %

216,584,666.18
215,260,585.39

0.97%

216,719,383.39
1,253,010.16

100.00 %
1,458,798.00

Aaa
AAA

1.89
1.79

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO
TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

217,972,393.55

~
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City of Moreno Valley
January 31, 2011

COMPLIANCE WITH INVESTMENT POLICY
Assets managed on by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
Standard

Category
Local Agency Bonds

No Umitation

Comment
Complies

Treasury Issues

No Umitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Urn itation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1/P-1/F-1 minimum ratings
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - L.A.I.F.
Maximum program limitation

Complies
Complies

Complies

Complies
Complies

Prohibited Securities

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, InterestComplies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

Maximum maturity

5 years

Complies
-

- -
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Holdings Report Glossary
CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the VTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.

% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.
Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.
~

25

o
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Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.

Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
Account Name
~

Account
Number

Investment

Purchase
Date

Issuer

Maturity
Date

Stated
Rate

Market Value

Yield

Price

i

% of of
Portfolioj

(oml11U11Itv I acililll!S I)i<;.~td~

:sl'ecial tax funds.
22631800mo."e}, marketfU1\d.
WF Govt Fund-~0l/31/11' .. 02{01/1!.
191,1>59~·=.0..~%~·:O·0i%·= LOOOIlO~=~T:'779%J
interestacet
22631801
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
01/31/11 02/01/11
0
0.01 % 0,01%
1,00000
0,000%
r.;serve~fUJ\d'~~~~6318041l1on.y-marketfunJ~WF(;ovtFun(r~~~··~~··=~·0l}3:i;11= .. 0i/Oilt1 .. ~1,028'847 '~o;m%,~~01 %~1-:0ilii00-:= 4,405%J
admin exp acct
22631805
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
01/31/11 02/01/11
377
0,01 % 0,01%
1,00000
0,002%
;debtservlce
-=--~2263i809.~ .. moneymarket fuiid--' WF GovtFund ... "~"~=-=.-. OV31/!1=~IWOOjir'-"535,8¥' ".:::'0.oioi;·..·O:0i'/;;·-1.06ii00~·2.295070l
spedal tax funds
22631900
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
01/31/11 02/01/11
109,068
0,01 % 0,01 % 1,00000
0,467%

..

aoct

'hileresiacci-····-~~22631901~mon:.ymarket f.mJ····-Wii

reserve fund

22631904

money marketfund

Gov't"Fund-'- -- ---"--'Oi13i7il-'-01;Oilfi"--:~'-ir'--'" o.0i'1o':::-·jiGl'70-i,00000

WF Govt Fund

01/31/11

02/01/11

0,01 %

0,0] %

1,00000

1.564%

0
2,221,387

0,01 %

0,0] %

1.00000

0,000%

:admutexr'acct.",--···2263190S-··n;·oney·marketfunT-::'WFGovt·Fund·-=-·-~:··OO/3l/ii-o~oVll~~~·

cost of issuance
~

,Series B Revenue
Series A Principal

2263] 906

money marketfund

WF Govt Fund

01/31/11

UJlJ.I.2
22333500
22333501

moneymktfund
WF GovtFund
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
'SeriesBr.se,:ve-~2i333503~mOney .tikt fund~'~---WFGovt Fund
.. ' .. '

Series A interest

... " ....... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

22333504

". ...........

money mkt fund

02/01/11

···8·......-0.01'%·· ··o.OO'r-i.OOOiiO:··o~o:oo:%]

··01;31/1~011ili7ii·--=6,418 . :,:::y.01°/;-0.01'/,

01/3V!1

02!0V!1

"~-. -~---ffi/3Vll--027fu/11

........ . . . . . . . . ......

WF Govt Fund

01/31/11

300
-- 522,558

........

0,01%

-l:iJOOOij _.0:0270/01

2,71%

12526107
12526103

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

WFGovtFund
WF Govt Fund

rebate account

]2526104

money mktfund

WI' GovtFund

127
529,403

0,01 %

. 01/3i/iT"-~1--"14,069'01/31/11 02/01/11
407,455

.........

.. .........1

0,01%

1,00000

0,001 %

0.01'10--0:01 %
0,0] % 0,01 %

TeaSerevenue-.·----..i25261oo.--moneymkt£urui---WFGOvTFunr--~·----0i73VrT~02/01/i1--·2i,766·_=_6:0i%·--0.o1%
~

debt service fund

2IK/71{ I

I

22631700

l'

I

[\

\11

['

B

01/31/11

IS'

]4,482
458,772

0,01 %

0,0] %

{:ooooo-... 0.060.%1
1,00000
.. "1.00000
1,00000

1.745%
0.097%1
0.062%

\

-0V31/lCO~1-·~1,023,'s42-·--o:01%

WFGovtFund

money ",kt fund

02/01/11

0,001 %

... ... ..

~~

,expense fund
reserve account

1.00000

~oio/;--0.oi%~-1.iiiiiiOO2238%1

. ...... _ ...._..

02/01/11

':~O:oooo/q

365,36]

'0:01°/';---'1,00001(-4.384'1.]

1,023,842
~

200, least' Ht.'\ ('nul' Bond

bond fund
18042800
moneymkt fund
WF Gov! Fund
.. OV3V!I O?/01it~-i99---0.010;;-0'.01% 1.00000 --0:001% ]
reserve fund
18042804
~on~y ~kt fund
WF Govt Fund
. 01/31/11 - 02/[11/11" . 2,992,779 ... o.oi%·· 'ri:01%
I.DOOOO -":;2.815%
'constrUction fuii;r::~·--18042s06---nwneymktfund~'-··-WF Gov! F\ll1d =-~-~:-~···0073:i;11~ 02/0l/il-~-7;67i)34""0.o1%=~:O:01%... 1·0Il0iJ0 .32.850%
10,664,7]2
45.666%

1

~Q

bond fund

"0071

II I

22277600

'hiteresi'(un"--'----- 2227'760C'

II

'I{

I

II

t'

money mkt fund

CITL

WF Govt Fund

0V3V!1

02/01/11

]

moneYInkt£unr-~'··~~GovtFiind·~"··~·"'~-"·6173:i7ir·-o27iifj11"--·iJ--..

construction fund
22277604
money mkt fund
'cap'iiOfinlerestfu;,"d":'222776~5'-moneymki£un(f'
cost of issuance
22277606
money mkt fund

0.01%
0.01% 1,00000
-' o:lifoj, ....ojilo/;·""1.

WF Govt Fund

01/31/11

02/01/11

6,846,692

0,0] %

0,01%

],00000

29.317%

WI' Govt Fund

01/31/11

02/01/11

368,055
7,214,748

0,01 %

0,0] %

1,00000

1.576%

"'''''''WF "G0lit F.md-"·--~"~··--"'-o1,t3vrr· -O~01/1r- '''-O·-~···O.o:io/;''=:o1if670:-~'' i.OOOiiO~·O:ooo% J

~20350300
revenue

:revenue fund
reserve fund
,admii\ e."l'en:ses

20350303
20350304

.. ~Govt Fund
::-0l/31/11-~0Z/.01/11-~~~52,595 - 0:01%
0.01% ~1.cJOO1JO-O:268%J
reserve
WF Govt Fund
01/31/11 02/01/11
1,178,314
0,01%
0,01 % 1.00000
5,045%
.adiilin expeDses~:-~~:.~ GOvt Ful\d...~==-.·.-=~OY30:~==0ytl:t(:tl-~·-2S-·~0:01·/o~~:01'/0 ~.. l:Oii01iO= .. O:OOO"/ol
1,240,934
5,314%
Totals
23,353,798
100,000%

=

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>.

o

ex>
-->.

0,000%

00000 . o.oooo/;J

.!.)'J!;:

S 11 11l

)f H

1

II' ()

I

'Lil I '

I \

1t,

1
Construction Funds
14,51'8;426
;---'---2---- -:~'PriilCiPal'&i liiteresC>\c<ountS"--·-~-·-"-""--·----:--·1;622;630""]
3
Debt Service Reserve Funds
6,809,308
~=-"

..

==~-~.~""-

.

<:iisti'-dfAccil'iin~~--·.---·-'-""'-·---·-=·"-T---j

5
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
14,482
; - - -..- 6..~----·OtJjerACcOifrits--' ..---·---~--·-~---··-388;952-'1
, . . . . . . Total FiS~aTA~ni F';':;ds
. . . . . . .. .-.' 23,353,798
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DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Nationwide
Ma,'kd Value as
of Dec en, 2010

1'L1nd
;Liquid Savings

566,573

art1'i;eEmpioy-"esj .. '

---·367;6"03

Certificates of Deposit 3 years
..•.-. --.-.---.- -

Bond Fund Of America
-----,Growth Fund of America
Investment Co. of America
::----~~

-~--

'i

. .1

---;-~---.~~--~---.--~--

---~~~

-~>~~-~

rfu.comeFunJ~fAm;ric;;-·

Brown Cap Mgmt Inc SM Co
iFidelity Independence..
Fidelity Equity Income

---30,i4.';------1

,~---'"~.~-~~~-

57,486
61,132 _
10,082

-~--~-~;~-----.~~~

~~-~.~'.-

.-.

~--~-.

~~.

86,200
~~_4~~~~~~

__

"""-~

__

'_~''''''_~

___

~

_ _ ~_'~"~~_~_'_'~_'_

-1

I

66,042

-----~·~·---i96,45i----]

;y~guardwinJSOrii----~----' -- --::-~ ___ ~'-'----Ji;~~82--'--1

--i47,346"

[Fid~~M~cll.;n-~'--·~-·-- .-~-~~~----,.--~-.

JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A

j

J

140,399

'Fid~liii~tan ~.~.~- -----~-.~~-----

rfan~-F;md~~---~---'-- ---.-,~

•• -

~"--:--------49,97C-----l

cV~-;tg;ardInstit;tio;ai lod"x ---------"-~~~o-~J6i,9iro -~-]

-~~-~-~~='"~"-~--~~~~

Fidelity Contrafund

.-.-~-

'N B Socially Responsive Fund
DF A US Micro Cap Port

.. i

80,601
1,666
26,325

~-=~~-~--~-~--~~~--~-~~

Xm--Ce;;'turyGl:O~th--------'-

Am Century Select
,Am Century Ultra
Vanguard Index 500

Fund

6
29

American Century Balanced

15,816

rC~rtifkatesoiD-"-p;;-sit-5ye;;S

of Dcc )"1, 2010

DreySmCapI

$1,069,212

Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)
[Liq;;'iJs;;;h,gs:iP

------

---75,3&5---']
260,126

14,933

Vanguard Total Bond Index

138,978
------.-~1

P.rlR;;;:;-V~~ager--~·~-'-.~-.~. -"~~-'~"'~'~'

Templeton Foreign I
Stable Fund C

Oppor.
International

$151,194
160,838

'All Equity Growth

94,718

:'iV..

0

13,872

--------"--~----..

-3s;7900-----J

---,

InvDes Mod Cons Fund SC
10,244
...Nationwide ....
..
.. ..-'-----,-.--- ---616,863
;Nati"nwidelnvDes Mod ",ggr Fund ......
J
Nationwide InvDes Aggr Fund
102,698
;~~tionwideI;;;Des~oZf~Fd-=-- _____ -"~~--::-'---._038~457=--]
--~~-

---

,----.--~""--

-

.0

Nationwide Inv Des Cons

83,335

;N';tion~ide LargeCap<.;7;;;,U;==---.. -------.- __ -'-43,796-~

__

25,786

~tion~i~~YS~S-;;--Cap ~lh.s S"c_ =~= ~=='~62(
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MARKET RE'VIEW
MARKET SUMMARY

Treasury yields were mixed in January, as better economic data led to higher long-term rates
while market participants took advantage of 04 2010's selloff to purchase some short and
intermediate-term Treasuries.
Fears of a return to recession, or a prolonged period of deflation, have virtually disappeared
for the moment, and many economists have begun revising their economic forecasts higher.
The first reading of 042010 GDP showed that the economy grew at a 3.2% annual pace, the
fastest rate of growth since the previous spring. The report also indicated that companies
had drawn down inventories in the fourth quarter-a bullish sign for future growth (lower
inventories mean that companies will have to increase future production in order to restock
the shelves.) However, the jobs report was somewhat disappointing, and the labor market
has not yet picked up significantly making it unlikely that the economy is poised to enter a
truly robust growth phase.
Although commodity prices have been increasing, inflation readings remain tame, with the
Core (PI (ex-food & energy) report indicating a year-over-year increase of only 0.8%.
Although fears of deflation have almost disappeared, most economists forecast continued
moderate inflation well into 2011. The Federal Reserve maintains its exceptionally easy
monetary policy, and continues to purchase longer-dated Treasury securities in an effort to
promote economic growth. The next Fed meeting is March 15, and most market participants
expect no change in Fed policy at least through mid-2011.

TREASURY YIELDS MIXED IN JANUARY
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Treasury yields ended the month mixed as short-term rates declined slightly while long-term
rates were moderately higher. The yield curve steepened and the spread between 2-year
Treasuries and 1O-yearTreasuries is near a record high.

YIELDS

1/31/11

12/31/10

CHANGE

3 Month

0.15

0.12

0.03

2 Year

0.56

0.60

(0.04)

3 Year

0.96

1.00

(0.04)

5 Year

1.95

2.02

(0.07)

7 Year

2.71

2.72

(0.01 )

10 Year

3.38

3.30

0.08

30 Year

4.57

4.35

0.22
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ECONOMIC ROUNDUP
CONSUMER PRII::ES

LABOR MARKETS

In December, the CPI showed that consumer prices increased 1.5% on
a yea r-over-yea r basis. The year-over-year Core CPI (CPlless food and
energy) increased at a 0.8% rate. Although some producer prices
have begun to increase, prices on consumer goods appear stable at
this point. Many economists believe that inflation will remain
moderate over the next 12 months, although fears of deflation appear
to have subsided somewhat.

The January employment report showed that the economy added just
36,000 jobs, significantly fewer than the market was expecting. The private
sector added 50,000 jobs in January, while government jobs fell 14,000.
Meanwhile, the unemployment rate unexpectedly dropped to 9.0% (from
9.4%). The consensus estimate was 9.5%. The decrease in the
unemployment rate was largely due to a drop in the labor force. Overall, the
latest employment report was mixed, but points to a gradually improving
labor market. Severe winter weather may have hindered payroll growth in
the month.

RETAIL SALES

In December, Retail Sales rose 7.9% on a year-over-year basis.
Consumer spending has rebounded from the depths of the recession
and recent activity has been promising; however, activity is still far
short of the heights of the previous economic expansion. Consumers
remain somewhat cautious due to job losses, home price declines, and
a general tightening of credit standards.

HOUSING STARTS

Single-family housing declined 9.0% in December, the lowest level since
May 2009. This report was below expectations, but could be related to the
difficult weather conditions experienced in certain regions ofthe country.

CREDIT SPREADS MIXED

Spread to
Treasuries (%)

One Month
Ago (%)

Change

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.11

0.17

(0.06)

2-year AA corporate note

0.35

0.40

(0.05)

5-year AA corporate note

0.55

0.61

(0.06)

5-year Agency note

0.37

0.35

CREDIT SPREADS

0.02
Data as of 1/3112011

Source: Bloomberg

MIXED ECONOMIC DATA

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Current Release

Prior Release

One Year Ago

(38.3) $Bln NOV 10

(38.4) $81n OCT 10

(35.2) $Bln NOV 09

GDP

3.20% DEC 10

2.60% SEP 10

5.00% DEC 09

Unemployment Rate

9.00% JAN 11

9.40% DEC 10

9.70% JAN 10

Prime Rate

3.25% JAN 11

3.25% DEC 10

3.25% JAN 10

CRB Index

341.42 JAN 11

332.80 DEC 10

265.58 JAN 10

Oil (West Texas Int.)

$92.19 JAN 11

$91.38 DEC 10

$72.89 JAN 10

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

1.5% DEC 10

1.1% NOV 10

2.7% DEC 09

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

4.0% DEC 10

3.5% NOV 10

4.3% DEC 09

Dollar I EURO

1.37 JAN 11

1.34 DEC 10

1.39 JAN 10

Trade Balance

Source: Bloomberg

© 2011 Chandler Asset Management, Inc, An Independent Registered Investment Adviser.
The information contained herein was obtained from sources we b@lieve to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Opinions and forecasts regarding industries,
companies, and/or th~ ~conomy are all subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.
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ON RAISING THE DEBT CEILING

T

he debt ceiling currently stands at $14.3 trillion; it is
projected to be reached in early 2011. As this event nears,
the question of whether to raise the federal debt ceiling or
not will likely garner more interest and debate. This discussion
should include consideration of the broader issues of deficits and
the overall level of debt.
The debt ceiling statutorily restricts the total amount of debt the
federal government can incur. Unique to the American political
process is that Congress authorizes spending (including deficit
spending) separately from issuing debt. Under this two part
arrangement, Congress can spend more than it collects while, at
the same time, denying the authority to borrow to make up the
difference. Therefore, in theory, there could be a situation where
the federal government spends but is hamstrung from borrowing
by the debt ceiling. This could lead to the curtailment of some
government activities, the halting of certain federal benefits or to
default.
Depending on which side of the fence one sits, catastrophe looms
with not raising the ceiling and calamity from raising the ceiling
and continuing to issue debt. Raising the debt ceiling at this point
would merely allow the Treasury to meet obligations that have
already been authorized; it does not change or increase the debt
outstanding.
One side of the debate argues that not raising the debt ceiling
would have disastrous consequences for the U.S. economy and
global financial markets. It would erode confidence in U.S. debt,
the u.s. dollar, and the economy. Historically, U.S. debt has had
zero default risk, and thus, has served as a safe haven for investors
worldwide. Even the subtlest suggestion of risk introduces a risk
premium and increases the interest rate investors would demand
to hold U.S. Treasury securities. Global financial markets, already
on edge from the European sovereign debt crises, would be in
turmoil.
Furthermore, this side contends the budgetary consequences
would be dire, especially in light ofthe economy's fragility. A drop
in spending would cause a decrease in economic growth and
employment as the economy is starting to recover. In a worst-case
scenario, the United States would have to turn to the International
Monetary Fund for assistance.
The opposing argument suggests that a choice between more
debt and default is no choice at all. Raising the debt ceiling merely
prolongs hard decisions on entitlements and spending, structural
imbalances and necessary reforms. Instead of raising the ceiling to
avoid default, it recommends significant spending cuts and
sequencing debt payments. This side argues that any increase in
the ceiling must be accompanied by a spending cut.
In the long run, more debt is likely to prove damaging to the
economy. Interest rates would probably increase, and the value of
the dollar would fall. The government might even allow this to
happen so that debt repayment would be in cheaper dollars, and
consequently,less expensive. Investors might then be less willing

to buy U.S. debt, forcing interest rates even higher.

Historical Antecedent
The original debt ceiling crisis occurred in 1995, when partisan
gridlock obstructed raising the debt ceiling for about six months. This
-roiled financial markets and forced two government shutdowns. In the
past five years, the ceiling has been raised five times. The most recent
increase, in February 2010, raised the ceiling by over 15%, or $1.9
trillion, from its previous level established in 2009.
Because the limit has been increased so often, it is perceived as having
no real consequence on government finance. Even if Congress
balanced the budget, the debt limit would eventually be reached by
the very nature of growth.

Refocusing the Debate
Neither option is attractive. Refocusing this debate away from the
ceiling question to a broader consideration of federal spending and
entitlements, and the debt resulting from deficit spending, might
prove more useful.
Government debt is the accumulation of budget deficits. The U.S. debt
is the largest in the world. Tax cuts, two wars, high growth government
spending, and structural imbalances have all contributed to the debt.
The financial crisis exacerbated the situation. Unemployment benefits,
bailout bills and the stimulus package added to the deficit. Further, the
tax base and government revenues shrunk as unemployment
skyrocketed. Each year, interest on the debt is added to the debt. Social
Security and Medicare are mandatory costs that are spiraling. As Baby
Boomers start retiring, more and more government spending will be
devoted to this expense. Historically, the federal government
benefited from more workers paying payroll taxes than retirees
collecting benefits. Understanding, let alone controlling healthcare
costs, has been elusive. Currently, debt levels are above historical
averages by many measures. More worrisome, trends suggest more
debt to come.
Realizing the unsustainability of the status quo, the Obama
Administration created a bipartisan National Commission on Fiscal
Responsibility and Reform with a mandate to propose ways of
reducing the deficit. The Commission presented its findings and set
forth bold proposals to slash the deficit by cutting expenses and
reforming entitlements. It presented a restructuring of the tax code
that both raises taxes and eliminates deductions and write-offs.
Support for the proposals has been tepid. Proposed alternatives have
not been meaningful enough to dent the problem.
Addressing the federal deficit requires difficult decisions, many
unpopUlar, and changes to long held practices (ear marking and
entitlements). With political will lacking, this is likely the explanation
why nothing has been done about the deficit and debt problem to
date. There is no winning answer to the question of whether to raise
the debt ceiling.
Sofia Anastopoulos, CFA
VP, Client Service
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Robin Hastings, Councilwoman

From: " John C. Terell, Planning Official
' January 24,2011

Date:
Subject:

Rancho Belago Sign Program

Pursuant to your request, this memorandum details the action taken by the City Council at its
January 11,2011, meeting in regards to the Rancho Belago Sign Program: At that meeting, the
City Council approved an amendment to the Sign Program approved on May 25,2010. The
amendment included a number of modifications to the design of the community identification
signs for the City Council designated Rancho Belago community in the eastern end of the City.
As part of the original approval of the Sign Program, the City Council had requested
modifications by the Sign Program applicant, the Rancho Belago Economic Council, to address
concerns raised by the City of Beverly Hills City Attorney regarding potential trademark
infringement on that city's signs. The modifications submitted by the applicant were reviewed
by the Beverly Hills City Attorney's office, which subsequently advised our City Attorney they
would not pursue any further their earlier raised concerns. As part of the approval of the revised
design, the City Council stipulated that no City seal or logo be included on the signs. No other
changes were made to the Sign Program on January 11 tho
As part of the original approval ofthe Sign Program, the City Council took a separate action to
allocate funding for installation ofthe signs. No modification was made to that earlier fiscal
decision at the January 11 th meeting. Installation of signs under the Sign Program will occur
under the direction of the Public Works Department.
Should you need any further documentation or information about this matter, please let me
know.

Community & Economic Development Director
Cc:

City-c6lliiCii'
City Manager
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTION PLAN
GOAL--Two-year action plan to capitalize on short-term
opportunities

•.•

j

r,1 ~~~! ._.

Objectives
• Create jobs locally to address City's high unemployment rate
• Address Community's jobs to housing imbalance
• Strengthen and broaden City's economic foundation
• Enhance City revenue generation to improve quality of life in Community
Action
•
•
•
•
•

Plan-Areas of Opportunity
TownGate
Centerpointe Business Park
South Industrial Area
East Moreno Valley-Rancho Belago
City Center

TownGate/Centerpointe/South Industrial Area
• Continue ongoing efforts for new major retail/restaurant uses
• Facilitate proposed new industrial building development aimed at producing new
jobs (short-term with construction and long-term with new major employers)
Eastern Moreno ValleylRancho Belago
• Work with Highland Fairview on creating new plan to replace expiring Moreno
Highlands Specific Plan
• Evaluate highest/best land uses to address jobs to housing imbalance
• City's percentage of land use area (9%) for Industrial/Business Park zoning is
very low
Survey of IndustriallBusiness Park Zoning
• Ontario 25.3%
• Perris 21.7%
• San Bernardino 18.0%
• Chino 17.1 %
• Fontana 17.0%
• Rancho Cucamonga 15.3 %
• Riverside 15.2%
• Corona 11.4%
• Moreno Valley 9.0%

MV00234087

City Center-why is area important from Economic Development perspective
• Geographic center of the City of Moreno Valley
• Home to major businesses and institutions-including Moreno Valley College,
RCRMC, Kaiser Community Hospital, Stoneridge Towne Centre, Moreno Beach
Plaza, and Auto Mall
Re-seguence CIP projects
• $33.8 million in planned CIP projects
• SR 60/Moreno Beach, including connection of Eucalyptus to Moreno Beach
• Cactus Avenue-between Lasselle and Nason
• Extension of Nason Street to connect Cactus to Iris'
Why Re-seguence CIP Projects
• Enhances Economic Development efforts
• Builds improvements indentified in City'S Circulation Plan
• Assists major stakeholders (shopping center, hospitals and college)
Highland Fairview's Aqua Bella Project
• Idea to reposition 200-acres on east side of new Nason St. extension to develop
new world-class medical and health care related campus
• Connection between Kaiser's Community Hospital,and RCRMC
• Expands City's overlay zone for creating medical corridor
Benefits by Re-sequencing CIP funding to three City Center Projects
• Maximize Economic Development efforts
• Strengthen important area of the City
• Produce new City revenue to pursue even more CI projects in the future

MV00234088
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Cindy Miller
From:

Michelle Dawson

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2011 5:51 PM

To:

Council

Cc:

Barry Foster; Chris Vogt; Richard Teichert; Anne Schneider; John Terell; Mark Sambito

Subject: Information re: Planning, Building & Saf~ty, & Land Development Divisions

Mayor and Members of the City Council: The Community and Economic Development,
Public Works, and Financial and Administrative Services Departments have compiled
the information referenced by Council Member Co at Tuesday's Council meeting and
this data has been distributed to your offices. The information includes revenues,
expenditures, org charts, staffing levels, work responsibilities, workloads (current and
projected), and projected major development projects for the next 2 fiscal years; the
information applies to the Planning, Building & Safety, and Land Development Divisions
as requested. If you have any questions regarding the information provided please
contact me or the appropriate Department Head.
--Michelle

4/21/2011
MV00234089

Community & Economic Development - Planning Division
('; -.
-...-. ,.--

Budget- Expenditures $1.59 Million total Expenditures
• 432,000 reimbursements from grant funding
• $388,000 General Fund
• $695,000 Development Services
• $74,000 Planning Commission
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Budget - Revenue Revenue Projection for Planning from Development Services is $688,000
Planning Staff
• Planning Official (50% DS; 25% GF; 25% GRANTS)
• Senior Planner (25% DS; 25% GF; 50% GRANTS)
• Senior Planner (75% GF; 25% GRANTS)
• Associate Planner (75% DS; 25% GF)
• Associate Planner (75% DS; 25% GF)
• Associate Planner (100% GRANTS)
• Associate Planner (100% GRANTS)
• Planning Technician (50% DS; 50% GF)
• Planning Technician (50% DS; 50% GRANTS)
• Planning Technician (50% GRANTS: 25% DS; 25% GF)
• Clerical (50% DS; 50% GF)
• Clerical (50% DS; 50% PC)
Key:

• DS-Development Services
• GF -General Fund
• PC-Planning Commission
• GRANTS - includes a number of specialty grants-Stimulus Grant, Edison Grant, NSP, HOME,

CDBG

Summary of Staff Funding
• 4.0 FTE (Full-time Equivalent) Grant Funded Activities including CDBG, NSP, HOME,
Stimulus, SCE
• 3.0 FTE General Fund for Non-Development Fee Eligible Activities (Counter, State Mandates,
Special Fee collection such as TUMF, DIF, MHSHCP
• 4.5 FTE Development Services Funded for Projects/Fee Eligible Activities
• 0.5 FTE Planning Commission Funded
DEFUNDED Planning Positions
Two (2) Community Development Administration positions:
• Community Development Director (40%)
• Executive Assistant (40%)
Five (5) FTE Direct Planning staff positions:
• Sr. Office Assistant
• Associate Planners (4)

MV00234090

Planning Division Work Activities
Public Information
Provided by Planning Technicians, Planners and Planning Official. Service is completely funded by
the General Fund since no fees are allowed to be charged for this type of activity. Respond to counter
requests for information, telephone and e-mail inquiries from residents, property owners and
developers regarding City development regulations (Zoning, General Plan Permitted Uses,
Development Standards, pre-submittals). Also cooperate with Code Enforcement to respond to citizen
complaints.

Counter open 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday to Thursday
Total Counter Visits per Year: 3,823 in 2010
Counter Services
Provided by Planning Technicians with support by Planners. Service is funded by permit fees. Case
intake and permit issuance. Includes review of minor applications. Project Applications, Home
Occupancy Permits, Sign Permits, Temporary Use Permits, Building Permit Reviews, Business
License Reviews.

Administrative Services
Provided by Clerical staff. Prepare all documentation for operation of the Planning Division, including
budgets, Purchase Orders, and Invoices. Field and respond to phone calls from the public. Coordinate
staffing schedules and meetings. Facilitate and coordinate agenda formulation and work Planning
Division work product for Planning Commission and City Council. Prepare and update all handouts,
pamphlets and web content related to Planning to assist the public.
Project Entitlement
Provided by Planners and Planning Official. Funded from Development Services fees. Review and
approval of Planning applications for new construction, major modifications and changes of use.
Project entitlement process coordinated by Planning staff, but process includes variety of steps
throughout development services departments - Planning, Building, Land Development, Fire, MY
Utility, Special Districts, and Transportation Engineering.

Case intake and review process for complete applications includes the following:
• Transmittal to internal and external review agencies
• Project Review Committee: review & provision of comments/corrections to applicant.
• Site Plan (All reviewers)
• Building Elevations and Environmental Studies (Planning)
• Preliminary Grading & Water Quality Plans (Land Development)
• Fire Flow Letter (Fire)
• Traffic Study (Transportation Engineering)
• Repeat Project Review until major issues settled
• Schedule Project Approval- City Council, Planning Commission, Administrative
• Prepare Conditions of Approval (All reviewers)
• Public Notice and Posting

MV00234091

•

Issue Approval Letter

Project Plan Check and Impact Fee Payments
Provided by Planning Technicians and Planners. Funded by plan checkfees. Review of detailed plans
for grading and building projects, including landscaping and lighting. Planning coordinates some
reviews and participates in others .

. Project Inspection
Provided by Planners. Funded by inspection fees. Field review of in progress or completed grading,
building and landscaping.
Planning Standards, Internal and Inter-governmental Reviews
Provided by Planners and Planning Official. Funded by the General Fund since no fees can be
charged. Maintenance and updating of City standards to address changing development practices and
State mandates. City initiated planning activities including General Plan and Zoning Changes,
Municipal Code Amendments, Review project/environmental transmittals from outside agencies,
TUMF, MSHCP, KRAT fee transmittal & audit compliance, environmental review of City capital
projects.

MV00234092

Community & Economic Development - Building & Safety Division
Budget - Expenditures $1.19 Million Total Expenditures
• $60,000 reimbursement from CDBG
• $15,000 reimbursement from NSP
• $15,000 reimbursement from Nuisance Abatement Fund
• $46,000 reimbursement from Capital Project (Corp Yard and Morrison FS)
• $1,054,000 Development Services
Budget - Revenue Revenue Projection for B&S from Development Services is $1.19 Million
Building & Safety Staff
• Building Official (95% DS, 5% CP)
• Building Inspector II (100% DS)
• Building Inspector II (100% DS)
• Building Inspector II (50% DS, 50% CP)
• Building Inspector 11(50% CDBG, 25% DS, 12.5%NSP, 12.5% AB)
• Senior Permit Technician (100% DS)
• Permit Technician (100% DS)
• Clerical (100% DS)
• Clerical (100% DS)
Key:

• DS: Development Services
• CP: Capital Projects
• CDBG: Community Development Block Grant
• NSP: Neighborhood Stabilization Program
• AB: AB 1137 Nuisance Abatement Funds

Summary of Staff Funding
• 0.75 FTE (Full-time Equivalent) Restricted Use Funded including CDBG, NSP and AB
1137 Abatement Fund
• 0.55 FTE Capital Projects- Inspection and Construction Management of new building
construction for Public Works
• 7.70 FTE Development Services Funded for Projects
DEFUNDED Building & Safety Positions
Two (2) Community Development Administration positions:
• Community Development Director
• Executive Assistant
• Senior Office Assistant
Nine (9) FTE Direct B&S staff positions:
• Plans Examiner (100%)
• Senior Building Compliance Officer (100%)
• Senior Building Inspector (100%)
• Senior Building Inspector- Inspection Services (100%)

MV00234093

•
•

Four (4) Building Inspector II (100%)
Pennit Technician (100%)

Building & Safety Division Work Activities
Inspection
Provided by Building Inspectors. In 2010, B&S undertook over 8000 inspections for pennitted
construction activity. Respond to complaints of illegal construction activities. Provide support
and inspection services for all damaged buildings from fire, vehicle impacts and other causes.
Counter Services
Provided by Permit Technicians, with support by Building Inspectors and Building Official.
Respond to inquires from the public in person and by phone regarding pennit requirements for
construction projects. Coordinate all City Departments for approval of pennit issuance and
project completion and occupancy. Process plans in and out of the office to plan check
consultants. Review and approve plan check projects over the counter where possible.
Counter Open 7:30 a.m to 5:30 pm. Monday to Thursday
Total Counter Visit per Year: 6,400 in 2010, with issuance of2,200 pennits.
Administration Services
Provided by Clerical staff Prepare all documentation for operation of the B&S Division,
including Budgets, Purchase Orders and Invoices. Respond to over 1,500 phone calls monthly.
Prepare, and process all pennit fonns for final, occupancy and archiving. Coordinate and
schedule 8,000 inspections for field staff. Prepare all ordinances and code revisions for adoption
by City Council. Prepare and update all handouts, pamphlets and web content to assist the
public.
Project Entitlement
Provided by Building Official. Review all projects from Planning Division to coordination with
applicable construction codes and provide conditions of approval for inclusion in the project
approval.
Capital Projects
Provided by Building Inspectors and Building Official. Assist the coordination of project
development, ,design development, project bidding and award activities. Provide onsite
inspection services and review and approval of all submittals for construction activities. Review
and comment on contractors schedule. Review and approve contractor pay applications. Assist
in project closeout including coordination of as built drawings and review of closeout submittal
documents.
CDBG & NSP Programs
Provided by Building Inspectors. Provide proactive enforcement of minimum code standards
within CDBG designed target areas by Foreclosure Strike Team. Approximately 100 properties
presently in some stage of compliance.
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Abatement
Provided by Building Inspectors, with support by Building Official. Provide technical services to
support to the City Attorney's office for prosecution and resolution of non-compliance
enforcement cases for illegal and unsafe construction.

MV00234095

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
FY 2011112
INDUSTRIALIDISTRIBUTION
• Alere Property Group 423,015 S.F. (Indian/San Michele)
• First Industrial 174,000 S.F. (NandinaiPerris)
• First Industrial 865,960 S.F. (NandinalPerris)
• IDS 769,320 S.F. (NandinaiIndian)
• Panatonni Development 1,560,046 S.F. (Indian/Iris)
• HF Corporate Park-Phase II 500,000 S.F. (SR 60/Redlands)
• Robertson's Ready Mix (Old 215-Frontage Road)
TOTAL 4,292,341 S.F

OFFICE
• Kaiser 75,000 S.F. (Iris Avenue)
TOTAL 75,000 S.F.

RESIDENTIAL
• Beazer 75 SFR-smalliot detached (Stoneridge Ranch)
• GFR 20 SFR (Sunnymead Ranch at Perris/Ironwood)
• DR Horton 20 SFR
• Pacific Communities 25 SFR (pacific-Iris)
• Continental East 25 units SFR~smal1lot detached (Lasselle)
• Continental East 75-units MFR (Lasselle)
• Continental East 100-units MFR-Assisted Living (Moreno BeachiBrodiaea)
• Granite Capital 75-units MFR (IrisNia del Lago)
• PDDClRancho Dorado-2 nd phase 79-units MFR (Perris/JFK)
TOTAL 165 SFR and 329-units MFR
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FY 2012113
INDUSTRlALIDISTRlBUTION
• KOMAR-Trammell Crow 1,770,300 S.F. (San Michele/Heacock)
• Ridge-Centerpointe 353,869 S.F. (Centerpointe at Joy/Cactus)
• Ridge-Centerpointe 391,231 S.F. (Centerpointe at Graham/Brodiaea)
• Overton Moore 519,715 S.F. (CactuslFrederick)
• Vogel 1,616,133 S.F.-EIR Underway (Indian/Perris)
• Western REALCO 1,484,407 S.F.-EIR Underway (IrislHeacock)
• Rados 409,598 S.F. (Iris/Heacock)
• WestRidge 943,800 S.F.-EIR complete & scheduled for PC 512011 (SR
60lRedlands)
TOTAL 7,097,822 S.F.

RETAIL
• Moreno Valley Mall Expansion 75,000 S.F.
TOTAL 75,000 S.F

RESIDENTIAL
• Beazer 200 SFR-smalliot detached (Stoneridge Ranch)
• GFR 20 SFR (Sunnymead Ranch & Perris/Ironwood)
• DR Horton 125 SFR
• Pacific Communities 100 SFR
• Westcap/CF Homes 125-units SFR (Cactus)
• Continental East 125 SFR (Lasselle)
• Continental East 75-units MFR (Lasselle)
• Continental East 40-units MFR-Assisted Living (Moreno BeachIBroadieea)
• Granite Capital 75-units MFR (IrisNia del Lago)
• Frederick Horne 24-units MFR (Indian/Webster)
• Hemlock Apartments 73-units MFR (Hemlock/Perris)
TOTAL 695 SFR and 287-units MFR
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FY 10/11 and FY 11/12 Projected Revenue

revenue in FY 10/11
ember) recognized as revenue in FY 10/11
ecoQnized as revenue in FY 10/11
u December) (LLAs, Parcel MerQers Document Review & ProcessinQ, AQm'nt & Bond Reductions, Revisions, SubseQuent Plan Check Reviews)
y thru November)
ru June 11) based on $7,500 per mo. ExceplApril $51,630 Anticipated New Project Fees distributed~r Model.
uJune 11)
11 thru June 111based on beQinniQ9~ear 6 mo. Aver(lfle of $18,242
(Dec 10 thru June 11)
JPlan Check/Admin Fees Actual (J,!iythru Dec) + Proj~ted $3,850 per mo. for Jan thru June based on Sep. thru Dec monthly Avg. (Sep thru Dec mostly Admin)

o nearest hundred

>revenue in FY 11112
11) recognized as revenue based on $7,500 per mo. Except April $51,630 AntiCipated New Project Fees distnbuted per Model.
estimated $5 000 per mo. distributed per Model.
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e (Jan 11 thru June 11)for Verizon FTTP Proiect
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i revenue
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i to nearest hundred
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e
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Public Works - Land Development Division
Proposed Budget (FYll/12): $2.56 Million Total Expenditures
• $ 591,300 Development Services
• $ 1,081,500 General Fund
• $ 840,100 NPDES Tax Assessments
• $
42,700 CFD#4M Assessment
Budget Revenue Projection for Land Development Division is $1,607,000 (For reference see attached
Exhibits "A", "B" and "C")
Land Development Staff (FY 11/12):
Engineering Project Manager (40% DS; 60%GF)
Senior Engineers (2) (40% DS; 60%GF)
Storm Water Program Manager (100% NPDES)
Associate Engineer (40% DS; 60%GF)
Associate Engineer (100% NPDES)
Associate Environmental Engineer (100% NPDES)
Construction Inspectors (2) (40% DS; 60%GF)
Environmental Analyst (100% NPDES)
Permit Technician (40% DS; 60%GF)
Clerical (2) (40% DS; 60%GF)
Key: DS-Development Services; GF-General Fund; NPDES-includes a number of specialty tasks
associated with managing the City's Storm Water Permit such as business inspections, basin plan
check and inspections, management of basin maintenance efforts, processing developer agreements
and revising the Muni Code in conformance with the permit provisions.

•
•
•

Summary of Staff Funding:
5.5 FTE General Fund for Non-Development Fee Eligible Activities (See attached exhibit)
4.0 FTE NPDES Tax Assessment Funded
3.5 FTE Development Services Funded for ProjectsfFee Eligible Activities

Land Development Positions Defunded - Two (2) Associate Engineers, Assistant Engineer, Sr. Office
Assistant, Public Works Development Coordinator, Construction Engineering Supervisor, three (3)
Construction Inspectors and a Temporary Office Assistant
Land Development Positions Transferred to Other Divisions - Sr. Engineer, Associate Engineer, Sr.
Office Assistant, Management Analyst, Management Assistant, three (3) Construction Inspectors, and
a Permit Technician
(For reference see Exhibits "D" and "E" for Organizational Charts showing staffing in FY07/08 and
FY11/12)
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Land Development Division Work Activities:
Public Information (provided by Permit Technicians, Engineers, clerical and Engineering Division
Manager. Service is completely funded by the General Fund since no fees are allowed to be charged
for this type of activity.)
•

Respond to counter requests for information, telephone and .e-mail inquiries from residents,
property owners and developers regarding City development regulations (Development
Standards, submittal requirements, project plan status, general inquiries and resident concerns).
Also coordinate with Code Enforcement, M&O and Transportation Divisions to respond to
citizen complaints.
Counter open 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday to Thursday
Total Estimated Counter Visits per Year: 3,500 in 2010

Counter Service (Provided by Permit Technicians with backup by all Engineers and clerical staff.
Service is funded by both General Fund and permit fees.)
•

Project Plan intake and permit issuance. Includes review of minor submittals.

•

Project Applications, Permit Applications, Schedule inspections, Special Event Coordination,
Insurance Certificate reviews, Contractor License review, explain processes, Evaluate Flood
Plane questions and address general inquiries.

Project Entitlement (provided by Engineers and Engineering Division Manager. Funded from
Development Services fees.)
•

Review and approval of Planning applications for new projects/Maps, major modifications and
changes of use.

•

Project entitlement process coordinated by Planning staff, but process includes variety of steps
throughout development services departments - Planning, Building, Land Development, Fire,
MY Utility, Special Districts, and Transportation Engineering.

Case intake and review process for complete applications includes the following:
-Attend Project Review Committee: review & provision of comments/corrections to applicant.
-Review and comment on Site Plan (All reviewers)
-Preliminary Grading & Water Quality Plans
-Coordinate with Transportation Engineer on the Traffic Study results and Street Plans
-Repeat Project Review until major issues settled
-Upon Project Approval, attend City Council and Planning Commission Meetings
-Prepare Conditions of Approval (All reviewers)
-Issue Approval Letter to Case Planner
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Project Plan Check and Impact Fee Payments (Provided by Associate Engineers, Sr. Engineers and
Engineering Division Manager. Funded by Developer plan check fees.)
•

Review of detailed plans for grading and public improvement projects, including Final Maps,
Grading, Street, Sewer, Water, Storm Drain, Drainage Studies, LOMR Reports, Traffic
Control, Signing and Striping, Horizontal Control and On-site Improvement plans. Coordinate
plan distribution and review by other City divisions as well as outside agencies.

Project Inspection (Provided by Construction Inspectors and Engineers. Funded by inspection fees).
•

Field review of grading and construction of all public improvements, including Street, Sewer,
Water, Storm Drain, traffic control and signing and striping.

•

Coordinate with Field personnel and other divisions to ensure public safety and that all items
are constructed in accordance with City Standards and practices.

•

Respond to requests from Council, City Manager, City Engineer and other City Hall staff for
investigation of concerns, problems or accidents. Provide photographic evidence as requested.

•

Provide research to requests for information and claims against the City. Also provide on-call
response as needed for traffic, pavement, utility or other matters on nights and weekends.

Maintenance Standards, Internal and Inter-governmental Reviews (Provided by Engineers and
Engineering Division Manager. Funded by the General Fund since no fees can be charged.)
•

Maintenance and updating of City standards and Plan Check Manual to address changing
development practices and State mandates.

•

City initiated planning/development activities including General Plan updates, Municipal Code
Amendments, Review project/environmental transmittals from outside agencies, TUMF and
DIF fees compliance/updates, plan check review of City capital projects.

Storm Water Program Management - Maintain Standards, Internal and Inter-governmental
documents and processes as required by State Mandated Water Quality Permit Regulations (Provided
by Engineers and Engineering Division Manager. Funded by Tax Assessment.)
•

Maintenance and updating of City standards and Plan Check Manual to address changing
deVelopment practices and State mandates related to Water Quality.

•

Review of detailed plans for grading and public improvement projects, including Final Maps,
Grading, Street, Sewer, Water, Storm Drain, Drainage Studies, LOMR Reports, Traffic
Control, Signing and Striping, Horizontal Control and On-site Improvement plans. Coordinate
plan distribution and review by other City divisions as well as outside agencies.

•

Provide environmental field inspections, including general construction sites and water quality
basins. Respond to calls regarding possible violations of State Water Quality regulations.

•

Provide State-mandated business inspections for water quality regulations.
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•

Perform State-mandated Municipal Code Amendments, Review project/environmental
conditions, ensure the City remains in compliance with the current regulations for water
quality, attend regular meetings with other co-permitee Cities and assist in the drafting of the
new regulation template for the updated water quality permit.

(For reference see Exhibit "F" for a list of tasks performed by LD staff which are funded entirely by
the General Fund. Also see Exhibits "G" thru "}" for a general list of tasks by position.)

Anticipated Development Projects (FYll/12):
IndustriaIILogistics - Estimated at 4.3 Million Total Square Feet
• Alere Property Group - San Michele/Indian (423,000 s.f.)
• First Industrial 1 - NandinaIP~rris (174,000 s.f.)
• First Industrial 2 - NandinalPerris (866,000 s.f.)
• IDS - NandinaiIndian (770,000 s.f.)
• Panatonni Development - Indian/Iris (1,560,000 s.f.)
• HF Corporate Park, Phs II - SR60/Redlands (500,000 s.f.)
• Robertson's Ready-Mix - Old 215 Frontage Road
Office - Estimated at 75,000 Total Square Feet
• Kaiser Permanente - Iris w/o Oliver (75,000 s.t.)
Residential- Estimated at 165 SF Lots and 329 MF Units
• Beazer - Stoneridge Ranch (75 Lots)
• GFR - Perris/Ironwood (20 Lots.)
• DR Horton - Landon/Cactus (20 Lots.)
• Continental East - Lasselle (25 Lots)
• Continental East - Lasselle (75 Units)
• Continental East - IrisNista Del Lago (100 Units)
• PDDC/Rancho Dorado, Phs II - Perris/JFK (79 Units)

Anticipated Development Projects (FY12/13):
IndustriaIILogistics - Estimated at 7.1 Million Total Square Feet
• Komar-Trammel Crow - San MichelelHeacock (1,770,000 s.f.)
• Ridge Centerointe - Joy/Cactus (354,000 s.f.)
• Ridge Centerointe - GraharniBrodiaea (391,000 s.f.)
• Overton Moore - CactuslFrederick (520,000 s.f.)
• Bill Vogel- IndianlPerris (1,616,000 s.f.)
• Western Realco - SR60IRedlands (1,484,000 s.f.)
• Rados - IrislHeacock (410,000 s.f.)
• Westridge -SR60lRedlands (944,000 s.f.)
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Retail- Estimated at 75,000 Total Square Feet
• Moreno Valley Mall ExparIsion - (75,000 s.f.)
Residential- Estimated at 695 SF Lots arId 287 MF Units
• Beazer - Stoneridge RarIch (200 Lots)
• GFR - Perris/Ironwood (20 Lots.)
• DR Horton - (125 Lots.)
• Pacific Communities - Iris (100 Lots)
• Westcap/PF Homes - Cactus (125 Lots)
• Continental East - Lasselle (125 Lots)
• Continental East - Lasselle (75 Units)
• Continental East - Moreno BeachlBroadia (40 Units)
• Granite Capital- IrisNista Del Lago (75 Units)
• Frederick Home - Indian/Webster (24 Units)
• Hemlock Apartments - Hemlock/Perris (73 Units)

W:\LandDev\8UDGET\11-12 Budget\Land Development Process Bullet Points.doc
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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Position Budget Accounts (4

Page -

7:14:11

Flexible Columns)

Description

Requested

Projection

Budget Amount

Actual Amount

Budget Amounl

Actual Amount

Budget

2010 - 11

2010 - 11

2010 - 11

2009 - 10

2009 - 10

00152 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
1520 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
4100' REVENUE - TAXES

4200 REVENUE - FEES
4241 PLAN CHECK FEES
4241.16 Engineering Plan

24,000.00-

51,245.00-

27,343.02-

112,478.00-

7700.00_ _ _ _ _ _8.:..,5_0_0_.0_o- _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-_

11,850.00-

17,177.35-

28,734.00-

33,027.30-

33,100.00-

31,700.00-

63,095.00-

44,520.37-

141,212.00-

64,391.86-

424B.10 Insp Fees - Cons

10,100.00-

51,000.00-

50,652.00-

8,192.00-

118,592.00-

28.334.25-

424B.11 Insp Fees - WOPf

12,000.00-

4241.1 B Plan Chk Fees 4241 PLAN CHECK FEES

24,600.00-

31,364.56-

4248 INSPECTION FEES- NPD

424B.12 Insp Fees - Bus
4248 INSPECTION FEES- NPD

24,000.00-

23,706.00-

67.71-

nno.OO________
15_4.:..,7_0_0_.0_0- ____________1t;
-'-_

90,000.00-

5,030.00-

60,324.00-

6,195.00-

66,000.00-

164,652.00-

13,222.00-

202,622.00-

34,596.96-

15,455.00-

15,455.00-

176,800.00-

4269 PARCEL FEES
4269.10 Parcel Fees

26,495.00-

4269.11 Parcel Fees - Te

16,500.00-

4269 PARCEL FEES

42,995.00-

15,455.00-

31.932.50-

209,900.00-

140,695.00-

243,202.00-

89,674.87-

343,834.00-

9B,9B8.82-

394,300.00-

394,300.00-

394,300.00-

185,634.00-

36B,904.00·

369.977.50-

?500.00______
2,~5_00_.0_0_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~

2,500.00-

4200 REVENUE - FEES

16,477.50-

4500 REVENUE - MISCELLANEO
4549 Utility Rates
4550 Admlnlstrallve Charg
4500 REVENUE - MISCELLANEO

396,800.00-

396,800.00-

124,000.00-

155,000.00-

2,500.00- _ _ _ _ _ _ _--=2"-.:,5:..::0..:.0:..::.0..:...,0-

396,BOO.00-

1B8,134.00-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---.,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1_6_5'-,3_0_0_.0_0-

116,806.38-

371,404.00·

2,499.96372,477.46-

4600 REVENUE - INTERGOVERN
4610 Federal Grant Revenu

461" 1 State Grant Revenue

4612 County Grant Revenue
4612.1 County Grant-Oper
4612 County Grant Revenue

~

461 3 local Grant Revenue

o

4614 Other Grant Revenue

<
o

123,935.0094,168.16-

124,000.00-

155,000.00-

165,300.00-

116.806.38-

123,935.00-

94,168.16-

124,000.00-

155,000.00-.

165,300.00-

116.806.3B-

123,935.00-

94,168.16-

1'0
W
.j::>..

-->.

o

-..,J

4600 REVENUE - INTERGOVERN

EXHIBIT "B"
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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MOVAL0001

Position Budget Accounts (4

Page -

7:14:11
2

Flexible Columns)

Description

Requested

Projection

Budget Amount

Actual Amount

Budget Amount

Actual Amount

Budget

2010 - 11

2010 - 11

2010 - 11

2009 - 10

2009 - 10

4700 REVENUE - TRANSFERS
_ _ _ _ _2_3_6'-,6_0_0._0_0-

18B,600.QO-

1QQ
"'40.00199,640.00- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-'--

112,559.00-

161,274.00-

236,600.00-

1BB,600.00-

199,640.00-

199,640.00-

112,559.00-

161,274.00-

1520 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT

967,300.00-

881,095.00-

1,004,942.00-

594,255.25-

951,732.00-

726,908.44-

00152 STORM WATE·R MANAGEMENT

967,300.00-

881,095.00-

1,004,942.00-

594,255.25-

951,732.00-

726,908.44-

4701 Transfers
4700 REVENUE - TRANSFERS

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>.
-->.

o

ex>
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

412112011

MOVAL0001

Positlon Budget Accounts (4

Page -

7:13:27

Flexible Columns)

Description

Requested

Projection

Budget Amount

Actual Amount

Budget Amount

Actual Amount

Budget

2010 - 11

2010 -11

2010,- 11

2009 - 10

2009 - 10

00186 CFD #4M
1860 CFD #4M
4200 REVENUE - FEES
4269 PARCEL FEES
4269.10 Parcel Fees
4269.11 Parcel Fees - Te

39,700.00-

33,000.00-

32,000.00-

17,915.50-

32,000.00-

3,000.00-

2,000.00-

3,000.00-

4269 PARCEL FEES

41,700.00-

33,000.00-

35,000.00-

17,915.50-

35,000,00-

4200 REVENUE - FEES

41,700.00-

33,000.00-

35,000.00-

17,915.50-

35,000.00-

1,000.00-

950.00-

957.84-

1,116.53-

4556 INTEREST INCOME

1,000.00-

950.00-

957.84-

1,967.56-

4500 REVENUE - MISGELLANEO

1,000.00-

950.00-

957.84-

1,967.56-

1860 CFD#4M

42,700.00-

33,950.00-

35,000.00-

18,873.34-

35,000.00-

1,967.56-

00186 CFD #4M

42,700.00-

33,950.00-

35,000.00·

18,873.34-

35.000.00-

1,967.56-

4500 REVENUE - MISCELLANEa
4556 INTEREST INCOME
4556.10 Interest Income
4558 Unrealized Gains/La

851.03-

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..
->.

o

<D

EXHI BIT "C"

10. Conducting research for other departments - determine if certain streets are
accepted, developer projects in the area, who to contact for utility problems,
easements and ROW locations, taking photos, investigating encroachments or
possible illegal grading activities, coordinating on major traffic incidents, etc.
11. Attending Pre-PRSC and PRSC Meetings as part of the Entitlement Process
12. Responding to Requests for Public Information
13. Responding to request for service during storm events.
14. Responding to Confidential Claims against the City - investigate traffic
conditions, take photos, write a report to Risk management, review permits and
files to determine if there was developer or utility company activity in the vicinity
of the incident
15. Revising/modifying our boilerplate agreements for special developer requests
- Public Improvement Agreements, special notifications, etc.
16. Special assignments from the City Manager - Street name changes, banner
program/permitting

V:\LDD\LDD Budget\FY 11-12\2011-01-20 Land Development Unrecoverable Costs.doc
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EXHIBIT "F"
Associate Engineer
PART A - City Job Description
1. Provides engineering support for land development projects in progress, including
calculating and collecting fees and issuing permits and occupancy releases; attends preconstruction meetings; tracks construction process and milestones; maintains detailed project
records and documentation; coordinates on-going work with developers, consultants, private
engineers and contractors; prepares and submits staff reports on project progress to the
Planning Commission, City Council, department heads and division managers.
2. Performs engineering plan review and plan checks to ensure contractor compliance with
federal, state and City requirements and regulations; reviews and analyzes a variety of
engineering reports and technical documentation, including water quality management plans,
land title surveys, conceptual designs and hydrology, hydraulic, geotechnical and soils
reports.
3. Performs land documentation review and basic survey work; performs land documentation
reviews of lot line adjustments, parcel mergers, records of survey, title reports, legal
descriptions, dedications, vacations, reversions to acreage, easements and monumentation.
4. Provides customer service and information on City land development policies and projects to
external and internal City customers; serves as Engineer-of-the-Day at the public counter;
performs preliminary research and review of proposed projects; provides land development
information to other City departments and divisions.
5. Performs construction site field inspections prior to, during and at the close of projects to
monitor project progress, resolve field issues and ensure compliance with approved plans,
specifications and standards.
6. Attends Project Review Staff Committee meetings during the entitlement process, as
required.
PART B - Staff Description of Duties
Construction Plan Review - Included grading plans, on-site and off-site improvement plans,
easements, deeds, dedications, lot line adjustments, certificates of correction, certificates of
compliance, parcel mergers, etc.
Construction Monitoring - Work closely with our Division's Inspection Services staff to
ensure compliance with approved plans. This requires field visits and meetings with the
developer/owner, design engineer, and City personnel to resolve issues. This often times
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requires analytical research of federal, state, and local regulations to apply to complex
construction issues
Pennits Plus Workflow - Act as a liaison with the Technology Services (TS) Division as
well as coordinating Division staff training. Includes being involved with the design,
configuration, implementation, and testing of Pennits Plus. This is an on-going project
which will allow the Division to track projects within the Pennits Plus system.
Technical Support - Provide computer support for issues with software applications,
printing, network access, support for new employees' set-up, preparing Requests for Service
(RFS), research and order computer equipment, and coordinate with Technology Services for
global issues within the Division.
City Standard Drawings - Perform the yearly review of the City Standards.. This requires a
detailed review of the City Standards pertaining to the Land Development Division as well as
other City departments/divisions
Plan Check Manual -Research, investigate, and review various documents to ensure that the
City Standards are in compliance with policies, procedures, and municipal codes.

Engineering Plans
Rough Grading
Precise Grading
Street Improvement (Signing/Striping, Traffic Signal)
Stonn Drain/Drainage Channel
Sewer and Water
Final Maps and Parcel Maps
Reports
HydrologylHydraulics
Soils/Geotechnical
Title
CLOMAR (Conditional Letter of Map Revision)
LOMAR
Staff Reports

. Documentation
Engineer's Cost Estimates (on-site/off-site)
Easements Deeds/Grant DeedslDedications
Tri-partyagreements
Street Vacations
Certificates of Compliance
Certificates of Correction (Maps)
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Mutuallreciprocal access agreements
Covenants
PIA

Project Management
Monitor activity throughout project lifecycle
Coordinate with other agencies, divisions and, most importantly, LDD staff
Fees, Building Permits, Certificates of Occupancy/Final Inspection
Bond Reductions/Substitutions

Technical Support
Permits Plus
Databases
Spreadsheets
Networking
TS Task force
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EXHIBIT "G"
Senior Engineer Duties
Planning Commission - Represent Land Development at Planning Commission
Meetings. Meet with developers prior to the meeting to review and discuss
conditions of approval which help minimize revision memos to the Planning
Commission.
Entitlement Database - Keep database current.
Log in out dates upon
completion of plan review.
Run monthly reports for Workload Indicator
information. (Track Deadlines)
Entitlement Spreadsheet - Keep spreadsheet current. Log in due and completed
dates. Review Associate Engineer's estimated project public improvement costs
and estimated project plan check fees. (Project Revenue)
Entitlement Common Special Conditions of Approval - Update and add/revise to
Special Conditions of Approval list. The lists of Special COAs separated by
project type have streamlined the process of writing COAs. (Improved Efficiency)
Entitlement Standard Conditions of Approval division's standard conditions of approval.

Update and add/revise the

Entitlement PRSC Committee - Participate as a member of the project review
staff committee reviewing development plans. Coordinate with staff from other
departments/divisions.
Plan Check - Conduct weekly plan check meetings of engineering staff. Review
database records to ensure compliance with Division's plan review turn around
policy. (Supervise)
Plan Check - Perform plan checks. Review engineering staff's plan checks at
mylar stage. Perform quality control of mylar ready plans prior to routing for
Division Manager signature. (Supervise)
Special Projects - EMWD Booster Station Relocation, NextG Agreement, TMobile Agreement, DIF Study Update:
Special Projects - Review DIF and TUMF Actual Cost Binders. Prepare DIF and
TUMF Agreements. Determine DIF Study Project Costs.
Division Policies - Review the proposed "As-Built Procedure and Division Policy".
Review the proposed "Revision Procedure and Division Policy". (Supervise)
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Division Budget - Work closely with the Division Manager and Storm Water
Manager in creating and managing the divis~on's budget.
Division Manager - Assist the Division Manager address developer and citizen
requests/complaints.
Division Software - Contribute ideas to the Division's Time and Material
Database created in response to the City Manager's Office direction.
Division Education - Attend seminars to keep current with new development best
management practices for water quality treatment. Continuing education will
assist with Entitlement and Plan Check project reviews.
City Standard Plan Update - Provide/log in comments pertaining to standard
plan updates. (Update City Standards)
City Development Impact Fees - Assist developers determine credit and
reimbursement amounts. Review three-ring binders containing actual costs.
Inform developers of new DIF Policy.
City Capital Project Division - Attend CIP project related meetings. Coordinate
private development projects with City projects. (Assist Others)
Supervision - Review staff's work consisting of a variety of work including
development review projects, engineering plan check, staff reports, development
impact fees, project fees, division budget. (Support Staff)
Supervision - Assist staff in meeting deadlines; shared ways to increase
efficiency; multi-task and use available resources. Work with staff to achieve
common goals. (Work with Staff)
Supervision - Encourage staff to attend seminars, obtain special licenses.
(Encourage Staff)
Engineer-of-the-Oay - Include in rotation of EOO to respond to technical
questions from callers or the people at the public counter.
Telephone Back-up - Assist with answering the telephone throughout the day or
when clerical staff is not available.
.
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EXHIBIT "H"
Management Analyst
1. Prepare public improvement agreements and bonds for new developments
(requires coordination with Plan Check engineers to process engineer's cost
estimates in order to calculate bond amounts
2. Prepare staff reports
3. Process final maps and notify internal departments & external agencies
4. Track expiration dates of public improvement agreements
5. Process 10% warranty bond exoneration requests associated with public
improvement agreements (release security one year after CC acceptance)
6. Prepare public improvement extension agreements or security replacement
request, collect fee, prepare staff report
7. Request clearances from internal departments and external agencies to begin
90% bond reduction and prepare staff report (release security 90 days after
Council acceptance)
8. Process new street name requests and requests to change exist. street name
9. Prepare reports recommending appropriate action
10. Process Special Event applications, street closure requests, etc. set up
meetings with the applicant and various departments, verify all fees paid and
prepare encroachment permit
11. Prepare Right-of-Way Acquisition Agreements and related staff report
12.Assist with preparation of DIF & TUMF Agreements and related staff reports
13. Prepare correspondence (letters, memos, emails)
14. Provide front counter assistance
15. Assist with phone coverage for main line
16.Attend various meetings with developers including meeting with developers
regarding status of projects
17.900rdinate with Plan Check engineers to process engineer's cost estimates
18. Calculate bond amounts
19. Calculate and collect final fees prior to Final Map approvallfinal clearance
20. Coordinate with ESA to calculate electrical fees
21. Calculate and collect 4th and subsequent plan check fee
22. Manage consultant plan check accounts by processing purchase orders, tract
invoices, change orders, etc.
23. Prepare reports recommending appropriate action
24. Prepare certain policies & procedures
25.Assist with Budget preparation and quarterly reports
26. Provide front counter assistance as needed
27.Tract trust accounts (deposits, transfers, payments)
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EXHIBIT "I"

Permit Technician
1. Sees to it that permits are issued on time.
2. Sees to it that information copies of permits are distributed to inspectors and
corresponding requesting/end users.
3. Sees to it that information on permit application are properly done,
requirements are met, evaluated accurately and fees are paid.
4. Sees to that information are inputted in the data base.
5. Sees to it that customers requests are served on time and satisfied on the
information provided.
6. Sees to it that map room is properly maintained. Mylars are indexed.
7. Sees to it that log book are maintained and inputted in the data base.
8. Sees to it that approved plans are coordinated with the developer/designer.
Copies are provided, distributed to Inspector, and processed into Bid
America.
9. Sees to it that research requests are provided on time, collects fees and
invoices are receipted and entered in the permit plus.
10. Manages data base for fees, plans, Bid America, blue print, inspector log,
insurance certificate, center line ties, archived mylars, archived files
11.lnputs all submittals and issued receipts are input into permit plus and data
base. Receipts are logged and plans are distributed to different dept,
consultants and the assigned plan checker.
12. Prepares monthly utility billings on time. Send copies to Finance Dept.
13. Sees to it that pink receipts are updated and logged, Prepares monthly
reports.
14. Sees to it that blanket permit is issued upon request by utility companies.
15. Sees to it that permits issued, certificate of insurance, hydrology repo,rts,
centerline ties, etc are entered in the database and scanned.
16. Sees to it that requests from the division staff for archived material are
processed and managed.
.
17. Sees to it that telephone queries are answered and any voice mail is retrieved
and returned.
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EXHIBIT "J"

STORM WATER PROGRAM STAFF (NPDES)

Storm Water Program Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepares CSA 152 and NPDES Regulatory Rate Schedules Budgets
Represents City on TMDL Task Force
Represents City on NPDES Technical Advisory Committee
Represents City on NPDES Management Steering Committee
Representative for WRCOG for NPDES Roads Standards and Guidance
Manage budgets for four business units
Supervise/mentor three staff
Represent City of the San Jacinto Groundwater Management Plan Steering
Committee
Manages NFIP Flood Plain program
Manages Community Rating System (CRS) Flood Plain Program
Manages maintenance contract for Water Quality Basins
Analyzes storm water related legislation for city impacts
Prepare NPDES Regulatory Rate Schedule annual report
Seeks grant and other funding opportunities for storm water program
Assist consulting engineers on water quality issues associated with development
projects
Assist Capital Improvement Projects' staff on water quality issues

Associate Environmental Engineer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Back-up to Storm Water Program Manager
Oversees NPDES inspection databases
Represents City on Storm Water Quality Task Force and other TAC Committees
Evaluates consultants' work products and contracts
Works with consulting engineers on development projects
Prepares RFPs and staff reports
Prepares/comments on draft NPDES Implementation documents, Le. LIP and
WQMP
Prepares long-term maintenance agreements with HOAs for water quality basins
Prepares/manages Maintenance and Access Covenants for private development
BMPs
.
Collects data and prepares City-wide NPDES annual report
Analyzes storm water related legislation for city impacts
Coordinates/provides NPDES training to staff
Assist/manages city's NPDES permit to ensure compliance with mandates
Conducts business and construction site inspections as needed
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•
•
•

Assist in preparation/development of storm water program budget
Mailings and federal express shipping
Process various payments

Associate Engineer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verify if projects require a WQMP
Determine NPDES plan check fees due/paid
Review BMP design calcs./compare plans against approved F-WQMP
Counter & telephone assistance (EOTD)
Assist public on floodzone inquiries
Review of SWPPPs for Capital Improvement Projects
Review of Verizon FTIP plans and other similar types of utility plans (Sunesys,
NextG, etc)
Community Rating System (CRS) recertification
Answer inquiries regarding compliance with MS4 permit
Prepare Request for proposals as necessary
Manages maintenance contract for CFD #4 Maintenance
Site visits to WQMP basins as necessary
Annual training (WQMP) classes
Attend weekly LDD Plan Check staff meetings
Provide annual feedback on the city stds.
Update City Municipal Code regarding storm water & floodplain management as
necessary
Attend flood plain certificate training

Environmental Analyst
Construction Site Inspections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct mandated stormwater compliance inspections of active and in-active
construction sites
Document and analyze the implementation of various Best Management
Practices (BMPs)
Verify that appropriate documentation (SWPPP, WOlD, Erosion Control Plan) is
on-site and available for review
Discuss with site-contact observations made, deficiencies or areas of concern
and efforts that will be made to rectify any noted violations
Prepare site-specific inspection reports detailing site conditions, violations when
observed, and pertinent communication between myself and site-contact
Conduct follow-up inspections when appropriate to verify that noted water quality
deficiencies have been addressed and resolved
Input inspection results and maintain current records for tracking and monitoring
of compliance in permit required database
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•
•

Prepare invoice statements and other applicable material for the collection of
inspection fees
Send invoices and monitor status of payments received

Business Site Inspections
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Conduct mandated stormwater compliance inspections of commercial andindustrial facilities
Meet with facility owner/operators to analyze inspection results/findings and
discuss possible ways to rectify any observed deficiencies and/or violations
Review individual business location and practices in order to prepare site-specific
educational material to be distributed to owner/operators during inspections
Input inspection results and findings (documents and/or photos) into permit
required database for tracking and monitoring of business compliance
Conduct follow-up inspections of businesses to ensure previously documented
violations have been thoroughly recited and business has been brought into
compliance
Respond to and investigate resident and staff complaints regarding possible
water quality violations. Work with city residents and various other
departments/agencies to address observed water quality problems
Follow-up to ensure violations have been removed
Prepare invoice statements and other applicable material for the collection of
inspection fees
Send invoices and monitor status of payments received
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City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2010-11 Revenue & Expegse Summary
~s

of March 31, 2010
Community & Economic Development
Building &
Admin
Planning
Safety

Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB 1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous

18,947
31,768

132,414
105,495

75,609
455,188

408,108
56,450
36,007
24,076
2,688
9,137

44,827
112

500,014

717,019

183,792

112,601
2,104
7,880

440,979
8,738
4,144

513,957
102,354
16,467

49,616
60,921
1,214

82,104

139,554

155,567
3,313

93,848

204,689

593,414

791,658

205,599

(204,689)

(93,400)

(74,639)

(21,807)

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Fire
Fire Prevention
Inspections
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City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2010-11 Revenue & Expense Snmmary
As of March 31, 2010

r'

Public Works
Transp
Land
Engineering
Development

Non-De~t

Dev Svcs
AdminSupp

TOTAL
Development
Svcs Fund
18,947
31,768

132,414
105,495
305,620
19,269
75,609
173,933
455,188

305,620
19,269
173,933

1,212
408,108
56,450
36,007
24,076
2,688
9,137
8,774
1,436

1,212

8,774
1,436

44,827
112

490,975

19,269

829,420
29,498
11,436

89,179

248,182

1,118,536

(627,562)

1,911,069 .

91,803

2,127,555
203,615
41,180

7,131

5,593

731,979
3,313

96,349

97,396

3,107,642

(77,080)

(97,396)

(1,196,573)

39

Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures;
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
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City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2010-11 Revenue & Expense Summary
Year-end Projections
-.zz

•

Community & Economic Development
Building &
Admin
Planning
Safety
Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plwnbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous

20,000
30,000

200,000
110,000

83,300
625,000

600,000
35,000
40,000
22,000
4,800
16,000

5,000
400

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) ofRevenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Fire
Fire Prevention
Inspections

i

630,000

963,400

198,100

147,300
4,100
13,600

563,200
18,100
8,550

778,424
139,800
26,802

68,400
96,500
5,500

I

109,500

185,987

207,400
8,605

125,131

r·

274,500

775,837

1,161,031

295,531

(274,500)

(145,837)

,i

I

I
I

(197,631)

(97,431)
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City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2010-11 Revenue & Expense Summary
Year-end Projections
Public Works
Transp
Land
Engineering
Development

Non-De!!t
Dev Svcs
AdminSupp

TOTAL
Development
Svcs Fund
20,000
30,000
9,300

9,300

200,000
110,000
549,000
41,800
83,300
254,100
625,000

549,000
41,800
254,100

1,500
600,000
35,000
40,000
22,000
4,800
16,000
10,800
2,100

1,500

10,800
2,100

5,000
400

2,660,100

817,500

51,100

1,258,400
33,700
18,800

140,900

123,700

3,080,324
292,200
73,252

380,700
4,000

9,600

3,728

1,022,046
12,605

1,695,600

150,500

127,428

4,480,427

(99,400)

(127,428)

(1,820,327)

(878,100)

Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Pennits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
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City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2009-10 Reyenue & Expense Summary
As of June 30, 2010
Community & Economic Development
BuiJding&
Planning
Safety
Admin
Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Ahatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Penuits
Fire Inspection Penuits
Sign Penuits
Encroachment Penuits
Grading Penuits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgenmts, SettInmt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovemrm:ntal
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous

32,918
33,396

218,623
102,553

106,836
503,890
41,956
467,100
57,334
46,763
23,410
4,610
19,042

8,233
242

512,124

940,783

213,999

230,556
6,087
11,863

658,490
28,258
8,400

699,012
267,185
15,637

135,650
42,270
2,190

134,033

220,327

234,746
13,889

155,374

382,539

915,475

1,230,468

335,484

(382,539)

(403,351)

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Fire
Fire Prevention
Inspections

(289,685)

(121,485)
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City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2009-10 Revenue & Expense Summary
As of June 30, 2010
Public Works
Land
Transp
Development
Engineering

Non-De~t

Dev Svcs
AdminSupp

TOTAL
Development
Svcs Fund
32,918
33,396
5,914

5,914

218,623
102,553
617,088
34,268
106,836
357,994
503,890
41,956
404
467,100
57,334
46,763
23,410
4,610
19,042
12,711
1,648

617,088
34,268
357,994

404

12,711
1,648

543

543
8,233
242

989,846

40,183

543

2,697,477

1,388,613
46,294
16,421

250,194
3
39

266,841

3,629,356
390,097
54,550

381,175

25,430

7,784

1,158,869
13,889

1,832,504

275,666

274,625

5,246,761

(235,484)

(274,082)

(2,549,284)

(842,658)

Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SBI473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
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City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
!y 2008-09.J.evenue & Expense Summary
As of June 30, 2009
Communi!l: & Economic Develo~ment
Building &
Safety
Planning
Admin
Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Pennits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgenmts, Settlnmt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous

Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Inspections

49,356
4,711

450,517
109,100

168,079
786,394

896,945
110,593
49,035
68,378
7,289
27,266

5,085
104

791,479

1,656,905

284,467

400,382
12,760
12,255

991,981
94,077
14,939

1,559,594
382,078
67,571

251,245
13,244
10,172

141,753

231,240

239,428
15,476

165,661

567,150

1,332,237

2,264,146

440,322

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets

Fire
Fire Prevention

(567,150)

(540,758)

(607,241)

(155,855)

MV00234130

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fuud (Fund U)
FY 2008-09 Reveuue & Expense Summary

As of Juue 30, 2009
Public Works
Trausp
Land
Engineering
Development

Non-De!!t
Dev Svcs
AdminSupp

TOTAL
Development
Svcs Fund
49,356
4,711
10,349
99,000
450,517

10,349
99,000

109,100
1,725,619
81,715
168,079
963,622
786,394

1,725,619
81,715
963,622

14,038
2,868

1,766
896,945
110,593
49,035
68,378
7,289
27,266
14,038
2,868

1,633

1,633

1,766

40,253

40,253
5,085
104

2,808,546

92,064

40,253

5,673,714

2,042,591
56,936
26,239

474,344
19
68

472,255

6,192,391
559,115
131,244

394,179
98,148

25,624

8,051

1,205,936
113,624

2,618,094

500,055

480,306

8,202,310

(407,991)

(440,053)

(2,528,595)

190,452

Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Pennits
Plumbing Pennits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Pennits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgenmts, Settlrnnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

MV00234131

City of Moreno Valley - Developm ent Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2007-08 Revenue & Expense Summary
As of June 30, 2008
Community & Economic Development
Building &
Admin
Planning
Safety
Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovermnental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous

50,757
6,030

894,369
150
188,559

305,395
1,117,010

1,162,265
157,851
72,860
102,723
10,082
30,180

8,286

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Fire
Fire Prevention
Inspections

1,125,296

2,477,184

504,035

451,871
29,263
26,963

1,222,048
70,767
15,860

1,592,530
634,702
49,798

752,196
79,812
17,343

136,501

272,758

299,041
164,631

138,899

644,597

1,581,433

2,740,701

988,250

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

(644,597)

(456,137)

(263,517)

(484,215)

MV00234132

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fnnd (Fund 11)
FY 2007-08 Revenue & Expense Summary
As of June 30, 2008
Public Works
Land
Transp
Development
Engineering

Non-De!!t
Dev Svcs
AdminSupp

TOTAL
Development
Svcs Fund
50,757
6,030
107,780
50,000
894,369
150
188,559
2,682,292
162,149
305,395
1,686,175
1,117,010

107,780
50,000

2,682,292
162,149
1,686,175

4,417

4,417
1,162,265
157,851
72,860
102,723
10,082
30,180
22,228
4,260

22,228
4,260

3,660
101,670

161,367
3,660
101,670
8,286

161,367

4,610,740

269,928

105,330

9,092,514

2,625,136
875,424
56,538

515,963
10
75

507,962

7,667,706
1,689,977
166,576

450,190
50,000

28,017

11,275

1,336,681
214,631

4,057,288

544,065

519,237

11,075,572

(274,137)

(413,906)

(1,983,058)

553,451

Revenues;
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroaclunent Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbmsement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SBI473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditmes:
Personnel SerVices
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

MV00234133

~

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2006-07.,Revenue & Expense Summary
As of June 30, 2007
Commuui!l: & Economic Devel0l!ment
Building &
Safety
Planning
Admin
Revenues;
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroaclunent Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgenmts, Settlnmt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SBI473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous

Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) oj Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Inspections

34,283
7,721

1,411,887
175,466

374,229
1,163,195

2,346,888
216,411
210,437
231,039
12,326
24,933

80

12,574

1,175,769

4,483,679

562,021

469,410
46,608
21,717

1,163,856
46,842
19,917

1,506,137
1,157,953
37,701

358,737
451,693
19,841

125,801

260,811

313,433
73,472

57,908
34,062

663,537

1,491,426

3,088,696

922,240

1,394,983

(360,219)

Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets

Fire
Fire Prevention

(663,537)

(315,657)

MV00234134

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fuud (Fuud 11)
FY 2006-07 Reveuue & Expense Summary
As of Juue 30, 2007
Public Works
Land
Transp
Development
Engineering

Non-De~t

Dev Svcs
AdminSupp

TOTAL
Development
Svcs Fund
34,283
7,721
1,535

1,535

1,411,887
175,466
4,062,524
114,910
374,229
2,086,911
1,163,195

4,062,524
114,910
2,086,911

70,938

70,938
2,346,888
216,411
210,437
231,039
12,326
24,933
18,010
20,585
80
300,177

18,010
20,585
300,177
79,907

79,907
12,574

6,559,144

116,445

79,907

12,976,965

2,227,392
1,167,582
41,037

316,876
179,980
508

461,621

6,504,028
3,050,658
140,721

378,017
20,076

30,231

3,783

1,169,984
127,610

3,834,103

527,595

465,404

10,993,001

2,725,041

(411,150)

(385,496)

1,983,964

Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Pennits
El ectrical Pennits
Mechanical Pennits
Plumbing Pennits
Fire Inspection Pennits
Sign Pennits
Encroachment Pennits
Grading Pennits
Other Pennits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settinmt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Pennits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of ReI'enues
Over (Under) Expenditures

MV00234135

MV00234136

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2011-12 Revenue & Expeuse Summary
Community & Economic Development - Planuing
2010-11

Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special inspection Fees
Transp inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire inspection Fees
Engineering inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, JUdgerrmts, Settlrrmt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel' Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) ofRevenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Actuals as of

Year-end

March 31, 2011

Projection

2009-10

2008-09

2007-08

2006-07

Actnals as of
June 30, 2010

Actnals as of

Actnals as of

June 30, 2009

June 30, 2008

Actuals as of
June 30, 2007

455,188

625,000

503,890

786,394

1,117,010

1,163,195

44,827

5,000

8,233

5,085

8,286

12,574

500,014

630,000

512,124

791,479

1,125,296

1,175,769

440,979
8,738
4,144

563,200
18,100
8,550

658,490
28,258
8,400

991,981
94,077
14,939

1,222,048
70,767
15,860

1,163,856
46,842
19,917

139,554

185,987

220,327

231,240

272,758

260,811

593,414

775,837

915,475

1,332,237

1,581,433

1,491,426

(93,400)

(145,837)

(403,351)

(540,758)

(456,137)

(315,657)

MV00234137

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2011-12 Revenue & Expense Summary
Community & Economic Development - Building & Safety
2010-11
Actuals as of
March 31, 2011
Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees -B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgenmts, Settlnmt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) ofRevenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Year-end
Projection

2009-10

2008-09

Actuals as of
June 30, 2010

Actuals as of

Actuals as of

Actuals as of

June 30, 2009

June 30, 2008

June 30, 2007

2007-08

2006-07

18,947
31,768

20,000
30,000

32,918
33,396

49,356
4,711

50,757
6,030

34,283
7,721

132,414

200,000

218,623

450,517

894,369
150

1,411,887
I

i

I

i
i

I

41,956
408,108
56,450
36,007
24,076

600,000
35,000
40,000
22,000

467,100
57,334
46,763
23,410

896,945
110,593
49,035
68,378

1,162,265
157,851
72,860
102,723

2,346,888
216,411
210,437
231,039

9,137

16,000

19,042

27,266

30,180

24,933

80

112

400

242

104

717,019

963,400

940,783

1,656,905

2,477,184

4,483,679

513,957
102,354
16,467

. 778,424
139,800
26,802

699,012
267,185
15,637

1,559,594
382,078
67,571

1,592,530
634,702
49,798

1,506,137
1,157,953
37,701

155,567
3,313

207,400
8,605

234,746
13,889

239,428
15,476

299,041
164,631

313,433
73,472

791,658

1,161,031

1,230,468

2,264,146

2,740,701

3,088,696

(74,639)

(197,631)

(289,685) .

(607,241)

(263,517)

1,394,983

MV00234138

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
Revenue & Expense Summary
Public Works - Land Development
2010-11
Actuals as of
March 31, 2011
Reveuues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, Judgemnts, Settlmnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SB1473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) Of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Year-end
Projection

2007-08

2006-07

2009-10

2008-09

Actuals as of
June 30, 2010

Actuals as of

Actuals as of

Actuals as of

June 30, 2009

June 30, 2008

June 30, 2007

99,000

50,000

305,620

549,000

617,088

1,725,619

2,682,292

4,062,524

173,933

254,100

357,994

963,622

1,686,175

2,086,911

1,212

1,500

404

1,766

4,417

70,938

8,774
1,436

10,800
2,100

12,711
1,648

14,038
2,868

22,228
4,260

18,010
20,585

1,633

161,367

300,177

490,975

817,500

989,846

2,808,546

4,610,740

6,559,144

829,420
29,498
11,436

1,258,400
33,700
18,800

1,388,613
46,294
16,421

2,042,591
56,936
26,239

2,625,136
875,424
56,538

2,227,392
1,167,582
41,037

248,182

380,700
4,000

381,175

394,179
98,148

450,190
50,000

378,017
20,076

1,118,536

1,695,600

1,832,504

2,618,094

4,057,288

3,834,103

(842,658)

190,452

553,451

2,725,041

(627,562)

(878,100)

MV00234139

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fund (Fund 11)
FY 2011-12 Revenue & Expense Summary
Public Works - Transporation Engineering
2010-11

2009-10

2008-09

2007-08

2006-07

Actuals as of
June 30, 2010

Actuals as of
June 30, 2009

Actuals as of
June 30, 2008

June 30, 2007

9,300

5,914

10,349

107,780

1,535

19,269

41,800

34,268

81,715

162,149

114,910

19,269

51,100

40,183

92,064

269,928

116,445

89,179

140,900

250,194
39

474,344
19
68

515,963
10
75

316,876
179,980
508

Actuals as of
March 31,2011
Revenues:
Admin, Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Iuspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan CheCK Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Permits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, J udgenmts, Senlnmt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SBI473
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) ofRevenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Year-end
Projection

3
39

Actuals as of

7,131

9,600

25,430

25,624

28,017

30,231

96,349

150,500

275,666

500,055

544,065

527,595

(77,080)

(99,400)

(235,484)

(407,991)

(274,137)

(411,150)

MV00234140

City of Moreno Valley - Development Services Fuud (Fund 11)
FY 2011-12 Revenue & Expense Summary
Fire Department - Fire Prevention Inspections
2010-11
Actuals as of
March 31, 2011
Revenues:
Admin. Citation Fees - B & S
Special Inspection Fees
Transp Inspection Fees
Utility Inspection Fees
Bldg. & Safety Plan Check F
Mechanical Plan Check Fees
Fire Plan Check Fees
Engineering Plan Check Fees
Transportation Plan Check Fees
Fire Inspection Fees
Engineering Inspection Fees
Planning Fees
Nuisance Abatement Fees - B&S
Other Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Mechanical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Fire Inspection Permits
Sign Permits
Encroachment Permits
Grading Permits
Other Pennits
Developer Reimbursement
Fixed Asset Trade-In Allow.
Claims, J udgernnts, Settlrnnt
Other Misc. Revenue
Admin Fees - SBI413
Other Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Use of Money & Property
Fines & Forfeitures
Bond Proceeds
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expend itures:
Personnel Services
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Debt Services
Fixed Charges
Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) ofRevenues
Over (Under) Expenditures

Year-end
Projection

2009-10

2008-09

2007-08

2006-07

Actuals as of
June 30, 2010

Actuals as of

Actuals as of

Actuals as of

June 30, 2009

June 30, 2008

June 30, 2001

105,495

110,000

102,553

109,100

188,559

115,466

15,609

83,300

106,836

168,019

305,395

314,229

2,688

4,800

4,610

1,289

10,082

12,326

183,792

198,100

213,999

284,467

504,035

562,021

49,616
60,921
1,214

68,400
96,500
5,500

135,650
42,210
2,190

251,245
13,244
10,112

152,196
19,812
17,343

358,131
451,693
19,84f

93,848

125,131

155,314

165,661

138,899

57,908
34,062

205,599

295,531

335,484

440,322

988,250

922,240

(21,801)

(97,431)

(121,485)

(155,855)

(484,215)

(360,219)

MV00234141
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SPECIAL DISTRICTS FUND BALANCE OVERVIEW

149

171

172

181

182

183

185

186

51710 - Admin

77810· B

77910 -c

78110 - 0

78210 - E

18310- M

18510 - S

18610 -4M

FY 09/10 Actuals
Beginning Fund Balance (Audited)
$
FY 09/10 - Revenue (Actuals)
$
$
FY 09/10 - Expenditure (Actuals)
$
Use of Fund Balance
Loan to Fund 171 $
$
Unaudited Ending t=und Balance

1,375,664
754,384
1,176,018
(421,635)
90,291
863,73~

380,098 $
$
991,274 $
$
$ 1,505,057 $
$ (513,784) $
$
90,291
$, (133,685)$

327,850
$ 1,070,743
715,748 $ 1,068,945
1,798
(205,896) $
662,124

$

509~852

$ 4,047,564 $ 207,147
2,460,455 $ 237,395
$ 2,461,501 $ 206,809
$
(1,046) $ 30,586

$

329,648 $ 4,046,518

456,228

$

456,228
580,000
788,078
(208,078)

$ 329,648 $
$ 1,142,800 $
$ 1,415,813 $
$ (273,013)" $

248,150

$

$ 74,076 $
$ 50,714 $
$ 41,189 $
$ 9,525 $

60,782
1,967
6,967 ,
(4,999)

$ 237,733 $83,601' $

S5,783

4,046,518 $ 237,733 $ 83,601 $
2,475,600 $ 309,100 $ 52,400 $
2,833,183 $ 272,844 $ 117,600 $
"(357,583)-$ 36,256~65,200) --$

55,783
35,000
35,000

FY 10/11 Apptovec;! BUdget"" "
Beginning FUnd Balance (Unaudited)
FY 10/11 • Revenue (Budget)
FY 10/11 - Expenditure (Budget)
Use of Fund Balance
Loan due to General Fund
Est. Ending Fund Balance

$
$

863,738 $ (133,685) $
783,500 $ 1,811,991 $
$
1,216,305 $ 1,615,394 $
$-~32,805) $
196,597 $
$
51,700
:,$
430,933 $> . 11,2~'2:$

56,635

$ 3,688,935

$273,969, $

18,401" $

55,783

FY 10/11 ProJecte,d Budget ,
Beginning Fund Balance (Unaudited)
FY 10/11 • Revenue (Projected)
FY 10/11 • Expenditure (Projected)
Use of Fund Balance
Est. Ending Fund Balance
Loan due to 149 from Utility Fund
Loan due from 171 to General Fund
Est. Ending Fund Balance w/o loan

$

$
$

$
,$'
$

$

863,738 $ (133,685)
898,763 $ 1,785.170
1,111,187 $ 1,651,485
(212,424) $
133,685
651,31.4.$
(51,700)
580,657
51,700
$
70,657

$

$
$
$

$

456,228 $ 329,648 $ 4,046,518
542,541 $ 1,085,270 $ 2,563,268
765,400 $ 1,110,570 $ 2,585,527
(222,859) $ (25,300) $
(22,259)
:23a,369$ 304,348' $ 4.,024,259
'

$
$
$
$
$

233,369 $ 304,348 $ 4,024,259
533,486--$-1, 138,897-~2,51 8,238
894,000 $ 1,212,500 $ 2,853,909
(360,514) $ (73,603) $ (335,671)
(127,145) $ 230,745 $ 3,688,588

$ 261,230 $
$2-85,431 -$
$ 273,929 $
$ 11,502$
$ 272,732 $

237,733 $ 83,601
266,725 $ 55,410
243,228 $ 66,700
23,497 $ (11,290)
261-,230 $72,311

$

$
$

$
$

55,783
35,950
27,865
8,085
63,f!67

FY 11/12 Budget
Beginning Fund Balance (Unaudited)
FY 11/12 - Revenue (Budget)
FY 11/12 - Expenditure (Budget)
Use of Fund Balance
Est. Ending Fund Balance
Loan due to 149 from Utility Fund
Loan due from 171 to General Fund
Est. Ending Fund Balance w/o loan

$
651,314 $
(51,700) $
$ -------a29,4S-1- $ 1,027,552 $

$
$
$
$

$

1,100,770 $ 1,615,300 $
(271,283) $ (587,748) $
380,031 $ (639,448) $
580,657
51,700
$
(200,626)

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

04/20/2011

.j::>.
-->.

01

.j::>.

,-

72,311
53,895
69,000
(15,105)
57,206

$
$

$
$
$

63,867
33,6f3
42,619
(9,006)
54,861

.<>

'-'~
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Board of Directors
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities and
each major fund of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
("Agency"), a component unit of the City of Moreno Valley, California, as of and for the year
ended June 30, 2010, which collectively comprise the Agency's basic financial statements, as
listed in the accompanying table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the management of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley. Our
responsibility is to express opinions on these component unit financial statements based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
component unit financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the component
unit financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall component unit
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the respective financial position of governmental activities and each major fund of the
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley at June 30, 2010, and the
respective changes in financial position of the Agency for the year then ended, in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
The Agency has not presented Management's Discussion and Analysis that the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board has determined is necessary to supplement, although not required
to be a part of, the basic financial statements.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements that
collectively comprise the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley's
basic financial statements. The supplementary schedules are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. The
supplementary schedules have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of
the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in
relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
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Board of Directors
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Page Two

Cl
D

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated
December 21, 2010 on our consideration of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City
of Moreno Valley's internal control over financial reporting and our tests of its compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, grant agreements, and other matters. The
purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial
reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the
internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an
audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and should be considered
in assessing the results of our audit.
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Irvine, California
December 21, 2010
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley

Statement of Net Assets
June 30, 2010
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Governmental
Activities
Assets:
Pooled cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans (note 4)
Interest
Due from the City of Moreno Valley
Due from other governments
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Capital assets not being depreciated (note 5)
Depreciable capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation (note 5)

$

81,080,237
22,578
17,567,422
231,023
4,500
73,572
3,916,126
220,500
9,561,919
11,082,108
123,759,985

Total Assets
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Accrued interest payable on long-term debt
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Due to other governments (note 9)
Long-term liabilities (note 6):
Due within one year
Due in more than one year

191,611
77,214
855,368
1,932,005
4,846,739
428,513
102,053,126
110,384,576

Total Liabilities
Net Assets:

3,651,413
29,461,460
(19,737,464)

Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Restriced for low and moderate housing
Unrestricted (deficit)
$

Total Net Assets

13,375,409

See Notes to Financial Statements
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley

o

Statement of Activities
Year ended June 30, 2010

Expenses

Charges for
Services

D

o

Net (Expenses)
Revenues and
Changes in Net
Assets

Program Revenues
Operating
Capital
Contributions
Contributions
and Grants
and Grants

D
D

Total

Functions/Programs
Governmental Activities:
General government
Community development
Interest on long-term debt
Total Governmental Activities

$

$

1,845,563
7,749,655
5,177,345
14,772,563

$

$

$

$

(1,845,563)
(7,749,655)
(5,177,345)

;;$===== ~$===== ,,;:,$===== _ _....;('-14-'.,7_7....;2,'-56_3..:...)

General Revenues:
Taxes:
Tax increment (net of pass through payments)

4,377,602

Sales taxes

924,570

Use of money and property

3,110,838

Miscellaneous

9,136

Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley

(1,564,143)

Total General Revenues and Transfers

6,858,003

Change in Net Assets

(7,914,560)

Net Assets, Beginning of Year, as Restated
Net Assets, End of Year

21,289,969
$

See Notes to Financial Statements

13,375,409
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Community Redevelopment Agency
ofthe City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds
Balance Sheet
June 30, 2010

Moreuo Valley
Redevelopment Project
Debt Service
Funds

Capital Projects Funds
Low and
Projects and
Moderate
Administration
Housing
Assets:
Pooled cash and investments (note 3)
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans (note 4)
Interest
Due from other governments
Due from the City of Moreno Valley
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to other funds (note 7)
Advances to the City of Moreno Valley
Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Due to other governments (note 9)
Due to the City of Moreno Valley
Deferred revenue
Advances from other funds (note 7)
Total Liabilities
Fund Balances:
Reserved:
Reserved for encumbrances
Reserved for debt service
Reserved for long-term receivables
Reserved for land held for redevelopment
Reserved for advances to other funds
Reserved for advances to the City of Moreno Valley

$

40,492,646

$

7,935,482

Debt Service
$

32,652,109

Totals
$

22,578
17,567,422
231,023
73,572
4,500
3,916,126
3,564,945
220,500

22,578
17,567,422
231,023
73,572
4,500
3,718,466

197,660
3,564,945
220,500

$

44,238,190

$

29,496,532

$

$

186,234
47,519

$

5,377
29,695

$

$

106,680,903

$

191,611
77,214
4,846,739
1,932,005
243,023
3,564,945

$

10,855,537

$

220,500

5,238,332
22,500,000
17,567,422
3,916,126
3,564,945
220,500

1,797,284

37,587,777
5,230,264

32,946,181

4,846,739
4,713
12,000
3,564,945

1,927,292
231,023

$

2,161,045

$

266,095

$

$

1,234,082

$

4,004,250

$

8,428,397

22,500,000
17,567,422
197,660
3,564,945

3,718,466

Unreserved:
Unreserved, reported in nonmajor:
Designated:
Designated for continuing appropriations
Undesignated

3,896,160

33,691,617
3,432,980

81,080,237

Total Fund Balances

$

42,077,145

$

29,230,437

$

24,517,784

$

95,825,366

Total Liabilities & Fund Balances

$

44,238,190

$

29,496,532

$

32,946,181

$

106,680,903

D

D
D
D
D
D
D

See Notes to Financial Statements
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley

D

Reconciliation of the Balance Sheet of Governmental Funds
to the Statement of Net Assets
June 30, 2010

$

Fund balances of governmental funds

95,825,366

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net assets are different because:

Capital assets, net of depreciation, used in governmental activities are not financial resources
and, therefore, are not reported in the funds.
Capital assets not being depreciated
Depreciable capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation

9,561,919
11,082,108

Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provided current financial resources are not
reported as revenues in the statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances.
These revenues are reported as deferred revenue in the balance sheet of governmental funds.

243,023

Accrued interest payable for the current portion of interest due on long-term liabilities
are not reported in the funds.

(855,368)

Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and, therefore, are not reported
in the funds.

Net assets of governmental activities

(102,481,639)

$

13,375,409

D
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See Notes to Financial Statements
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances
Year ended June 30, 2010

Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project

0
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Debt Service
Funds

Capital Projects Funds
Low and
Projects and
Moderate
Administration
Housing
Revenues:
Taxes and assessments;
Tax increment
Sales taxes
Use of money and proper!)'
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General govemmenl
Community developmenl
Debt Service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges
Pass-through agreement payment~
SERAF payment
Total Expenditures

3,782,660
1,527,525
5,206

Totals

16,628,548
924,570
1,078,549

443,877
3,930

20,411,208
924,570
3,049,951
9,136

$

1,532,731

$

4,230,467

$

18,631,667

$

24,394,865

$

704,381
2,528,084

$

897,418
3,250

$

243,764

$

1,845,563
2,531,334

330,436
3,606,824
10,775,369
5,258,237
$

Excess (Deficiency) ofRevenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in (note 7)
Transfers out (note 7)
Transfers from the City of Moreno Valle)'
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valle)

Debt Service

3,232,465

$

(1,699,734)

$

$

3,329,799

$

20,214,630

$

47,102

(1,582,963)

$

24,347,763

7,000

(2,018,689)
4,237
(1,575,380)

2,018,689
(2,018,689)
11,237
(1,575,380)

2,018,689

7,000

(3,589,832)

(1,564,143)

Net Change in Fund Balances

318,955

3,336,799

(5,172,795)

(1,517,041)

Fund Balances, Beginning of Year,
as restated (note 8)

41,758,190

25,893,638

29,690,579

97,342,407

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Fund Balances, End of Year

$

2,018,689

900,668

330,436
3,606,824
10,775,369
5,258,237

42,077,145

$

29,230,437

$

$

24,517,784

$

95,825,366

See Notes to Financial Statement!
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley

o

Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds to the Statement of Activities
June 30, 2010

D
D

Net change in fund balances of governmental funds

$

(1,517,041)

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of activities are different because:

D

Governmental funds report capital outlay as expenditures. However, in the statement of
activities the cost of these assets is allocated over their estimated useful lives and reported
as depreciation expense.
Depreciation expense

(581,285)

Redevelopment projects that develop capital assets for the City of Moreno Valley are not
recognized as assets of the Agency (construction in progress), but are reported as
community development expenditures.

(4,637,036)

Repayment of principal on long-term debt consumes current financial resources of
governmental funds, but does not have any effect of net assets in the statement of activities.

330,436

D

o
D
D
D
D

o

Accrued interest payable on long-term debt reported in the statement of activities does not
require the use of current financial resources and, therefore, is not reported as an
expenditure in governmental funds.

(1,570,521)

D

o

Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provided current financial resources are not
reported as revenues in the statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances.
These revenues are reported as deferred revenue in the balance sheet of governmental funds.

Net assets of governmental activities

CJ
D
D

60,887

$

(7,914,560)

o

D
D

o

See Notes to Financial Statements
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Notes to Financial Statements
Year Ended June 30,2010

Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
a.

Description of the Reporting Entity
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley, California, is a component
unit of a reporting entity that consists of the following primary and component units:
Reporting Entity:
Primary Government:
City of Moreno Valley
Component Units:
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Community Services District of the City of Moreno Valley
Community Facilities Districts No.2 and No.3
Towngate Community Facilities District No. 87-1
Moreno Valley Public Facilities Financing Corporation
Moreno Valley Public Financing Authority
Industrial Development Authority
The attached basic financial statements contain information relative only to the Community
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley as one component unit, which is an integral
part of the total reporting entity. They do not contain financial data relating to the other component
units.
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley (the Agency) was created
by a City Council ordinance adopted on February 18, 1986. The Agency was established pursuant
to the State of California Health and Safety Code, Section 33000, entitled Community
Redevelopment Law. Its purpose is to prepare and carry out plans for the improvement,
rehabilitation and redevelopment of blighted areas within the City of Moreno Valley (the City).
Governmental Accounting Standards define the reporting entity as the primary government and
those component units for which the primary government is financially accountable. Financial
accountability is defined as appointment of a voting majority of the component unit's board, and
either: a) the primary government has the ability to impose its will, or b) the possibility that the
component unit will provide a financial benefit to or impose a financial burden on the primary
government. Since the City Council of the City of Moreno Valley also
serves as the Governing Board of the Agency, the City, in effect, has the ability to influence and
control operations. Therefore, the City has oversight responsibility for the Agency. Accordingly,
in applying the criteria of Governmental Accounting Standards, the financial statements of the
Agency are included in the City's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. There are no other
entities that are considered to be component units of the Agency. The Agency has the same fiscal
year end as the City and its financial statements can be obtained from the City Clerk.
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Community Redevelopment Agency ofthe City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1:

D

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
h.

Government-Wide and Fund Financial Statements
The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the statement of net assets and the statement of
changes in net assets) report information on all of the non-fiduciary activities of the primary
government and its component units. For the most part, the effect of interfund activity has been
removed from these statements. Governmental activities are normally supported by taxes and
intergovernmental revenues. The primary government is reported separately from certain legally
separate component units for which the primary government is financially accountable.
The statement of activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses of a given
function or segment are offset by program revenues. Direct expenses are those that are clearly
identifiable with a specific function or segment. Program revenues include: I) charges to
customers or applicants who purchase, use or directly benefit from goods, services or privileges
provided by a given function or segment, and 2) grants and contributions that are restricted to
meeting the operational or capital requirements of a particular function or segment. Taxes and
other items not properly included among program revenues are reported instead as general
revenues.
Major individual governmental funds are reported as separate columns in the fund financial
statements.

c. Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting and Financial Statement Presentation
The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources
measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recorded when earned and
expenses are recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of related cash flows.
Property taxes are recognized as revenues in the year for which they are levied. Grants and similar
items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed by the provider
have been met.
Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recognized as
soon as they are both measurable and available. Revenues are considered to be available when
they are collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the
current period. For this purpose, the government considers revenues to be available if they are
collected within 60 days of the end of the current fiscal period, while grant revenues have an
availability period of 120 days. Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is incurred, as
under accrual accounting. However, debt service expenditures, as well as expenditures related to
compensated absences and claims and judgments, are recorded only when payment is due.
Property taxes, franchise taxes, licenses and interest associated with the current fiscal period are
all considered to be susceptible to accrual and so have been recognized as revenues of the current
fiscal period. Only the portion of special assessments receivable due within the current fiscal
period is considered to be susceptible to accrual as revenue of the current period. All other
revenue items are considered to be measurable and available only when cash is received by the
government.
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Community Redevelopment Agency ofthe City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
c. Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting and Financial Statement Presentation (Continued)
The Agency reports the following major governmental funds:
The Projects & Administration Capital Projects Fund accounts for the financing,
construction and administrative activities of the Agency.

o

The Low and Moderate Housing Capital Projects Fund accounts for 20% of tax increment
set aside for low and moderate housing activities.

D

The Debt Service Fund accounts for the accumulation of resources for the payment of
interest and principal on long-term debt of the Agency.

D
D
D
D

When both restricted and unrestricted resources are available for use, it is the government's policy
to use restricted resources first, and then unrestricted resources as they are needed.

d.

Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity
I.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Investments for the Agency are reported at fair value. The State Treasurer's Investment Pool
operates in accordance with appropriate state laws and regulations. The reported value of the
pool is the same as the fair value of the pool shares.
2.

Advances between funds, as reported in the fund financial statements, are offset by a fund
balance reserve account in applicable governmental funds to indicate that they are not
available for appropriation and are not expendable available financial resources.
All trade and property tax receivables are shown net of an allowance for uncollectibles.

D

Property tax revenue attach as an enforceable lien on property as of January 1. All secured
personal property taxes and one-half of the taxes on real property are due November I; the
second installment is due February 1. All taxes are delinquent, if unpaid, on December 10
and April 10, respectively. Unsecured personal property taxes become due on the first of
March each year and are delinquent on August 31. The County of Riverside bills and collects
the property taxes, and remits them to the Agency in installments during the year. Property
taxes received within 60 days after the Agency's fiscal year end are considered "measureable"
and "available" and are accrued in the Agency's financial statements.

D
D
D
D

o
D
D
D

Receivables and Payables
Activity between funds that is representative of lendingiborrowing arrangements outstanding
at the end of the fiscal year is referred to as either "due to/from other funds" (i.e., the current
portion of interfund loans) or "advances to/from other funds" (i.e., the non-current portion of
interfund loans). All other outstanding balances between funds are reported as "due to/from
other funds".

D

D

Investments

3.

Prepaid Items
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting periods and are
recorded as prepaid items in both government-wide and fund financial statements.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
d.

Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity (Continued)

4.

Capital Assets
Capital assets, which include property, plant, equipment and infrastructure assets (e.g., roads,
bridges, sidewalks and similar items), are reported in the governmental activities columns in
the government-wide financial statements. Capital assets are defined by the government as
assets with an initial individual cost of more than $5,000 (amount not rounded) and an
estimated useful life in excess of one year. Such assets are recorded at historical cost or
estimated historical cost if purchased or constructed. Donated capital assets are recorded at
estimated fair market value at the date of donation.
The costs of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the asset or
materially extend assets lives are not capitalized.

o

Major outlays for capital assets and improvements are capitalized as projects are constructed.

D

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated using the straight-line method over the
following estimated useful lives:
Assets
Buildings and Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Vehicles
Infrastructure

5 -50
3 -IS
3 - 10
25 -50

In accordance with GASB Statement No. 34, the Agency is required to report general
infrastructure assets.
Buildings are depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of 50
years.

5.

Deferred Revenue
The government reports unearned revenue on its combined balance sheet. Deferred revenue
arises when potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and "available" criteria for
recognition in the current period. In subsequent periods, when both revenue recognition
criteria are met, the liability for deferred revenue is removed from the balance sheet and
revenue is recognized.

6.

Long-Term Obligations
In the government-wide financial statements, long-term debt and other long-term obligations
are reported as liabilities in the governmental activities statement of net assets.

7.

CJ
D
D
D
D
D

D
D

D
D

o
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

Salary Expenditures

D

The Agency does not employ any personnel and relies on the City of Moreno Valley (City)
for administrative services. The financial statements include expenditures for salary and other
benefits, which were allocated to the Agency by the City.

D
D

I
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 1:

Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
d.

W

Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets or Equity (Continued)
8.

D

Land purchased for the purposes of resale (or contribution to a redevelopment project) is
recorded at the Agency's cost to purchase the property or, upon entering into a contract for
sale, the estimated net realizable value, if lower.

D
D

9.

o
D
D

o
D
D
D
D

o

D
D

D
D
D
D
CJ
D
D
D

Land Held for Redevelopment

Fund Equity
In the fund financial statements, governmental funds report reservations of fund balance for
amounts that are not available for appropriation or are legally restricted by outside parties for
use for a specific purpose. Designations of fund balance represent tentative management
plans that are subject to change.

Note 2:

Stewardship, Compliance and Accountability
a.

Budgetary Data
General Budget Policies
Budgets are legally adopted and formal budgetary integration is employed as a management
control device during the year for all Governmental Fund types. From the effective date of
the budget, the amounts stated therein as proposed expenditures become appropriations to the
various Agency departments.
Reported budget amounts represent the original legally adopted budget as amended. The City
Council, acting as the Agency Board, may approve amendments to the budget during a
regular meeting, providing that sufficient monies are available and that expenditures of
proceeds of taxes will not be increased beyond the constitutional appropriations limit as
imposed by Article XIIIB of the State Constitution.
Individual fund budgets are, in all cases where appropriations are required, the same as the
appropriation amounts. In the case of the Governmental Fund types, unexpended budgeted
amounts, except for amounts relating to capital projects, lapse at the end of the budget year.
Spending control for most funds is established by the amount of expenditures budgeted for
each department within the fund, but management control is exercised at budgetary line item
levels within the departments. Management can transfer budgeted amounts between
operating programs, departments, or funds, provided that such transfers do not increase the
overall budget. Appropriations that increase the budget require City Council, acting as the
Agency Board, approval.
Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts and other commitments for
the expenditure of monies are recorded in order to reserve that portion of the applicable
appropriation, is employed as an extension of formal budgetary integration in the
governmental funds. Unexpended and unencumbered appropriations of the governmental
funds automatically lapse at the end of the fiscal year. Encumbrances at year-end are a
portion of the reserved fund balance and are reappropriated the following year.

D
D
D
D
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 2:

Stewardship, Compliance and Accountability (Continued)
b.

Budgetary Data (Continued)

o

Budget Basis Accounting

D

Budgets for governmental funds are adopted on a basis consistent with generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP).

Note 3:

Cash and Investments
Cash and investments reported in the accompanying financial statements consisted of the following:
$81.080237

Cash and investments pooled with the City

The Agency's funds are pooled with the City of Moreno Valley's cash and investments in order to
generate optimum interest income. The information required by GASB Statement No. 40 related to
authorized investments, credit risk, etc. is available in the annual report ofthe City.

Note 4:

$

Cottonwood Properties
Rancho Dorado
Sheila Street Rehabilitation
Oakwood
RHDC Properties
CVRC
Crippled Children
Bay Family Apartments
Perris Isle
Others

$

Total

Balances
6/30/2009

Depreciable Assets:
Buildings and Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Infrastructure
Total Depreciable Assets

o

$

o

D

17,567.422

o

Additions

4,445,989
9,752,966

$ 5,115,930

14,198,955

5,115,930

D
D
D
D

A summary of changes in capital assets follows:

Total Non-Depreciable Assets

D

D

3,847,806
2,800,000
2,651,875
2,250,000
1,892,166
1,639,450
824,917
755,000
413,000
493.208

Capital Assets

N on-Depreciable Assets:
Land
Construction in Progress

D

D

Notes and Loans Receivable
Notes and Loans receivable of $17,567,422 consisted primarily of loans and advances to developers
for various projects. A summary of amounts owed to the Agency at June 30, 2010 follows:

Note 5:

D
D
D

Deletions

Balances
6/30/2010

$ 9,561,919

$

(9,752, 966 2 *
(9,752,966)

9,561,919

D
D

o
o
D

12,191,837
352,837
1,152:231

12,191,837
352,837
1i 152:2 31

13,696,905

13,696,905

D

D
D
CJ
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 5:

Capital Assets (Continued)

Accumulated Depreciation:
Buildings and Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Infrastructure

(1,705,870)
(246,985)
(80,657)

(487,673)
(70,567)
(23,045)

(2,193,543)
(317,552)
(103,702)

Total Accumulated Depreciation

(2,033,512)

(581,285)

(2,614,797)

Depreciable Assets, Net of Depreciation

11,663,393

(581,285)

1l,082,108

Total Capital Assets, Net of Depreciation

$

25,862,348

$ 4,534,645

$ (9,752,966)

$ 20,644,027

*Redevelopment projects in progress that develop capital assets for the City of Moreno Valley
have been removed and expended as community development expenditures.

Depreciation expense was charged to functions/programs of the Agency as follows:
Governmental Activities:
Community development

Note 6:

$581.285

Long-Term Liabilities
a.

A description of the Agency's long-term liabilities outstanding is as follows:
Note Payable, Price Company
The Agency had recorded a long-term payable in the original amount of $2,433,744 under a
development and disposition agreement and promissory note with Price Company for the
reimbursement of costs of construction of a 130,000 square-foot-retail store. The note bears
interest at 8% per annum and is payable solely from 50% of site-generated sales tax. Any
remainder payable after September 2015 will be forgiven. The amount outstanding as of June
30,2010 was $2,023,648.
Long-Term Liabilities to the City of Moreno Valley:
The Towngate Regional Mall notes (Sears Note), totaling $13,000,000, originated from a
participation agreement (as amended) whereby the Agency acquired certain parcels within the
mall for subsequent transfer to major tenants. The notes bear interest of 7.25% and are payable
solely from available site-generated property tax increment and up to 50% of site-generated
sales tax. Furthermore, the Agency had covenanted to use reasonable best efforts to refinance
these notes with Tax Allocation Bonds, provided such financing is determined to be fiscally
feasible. At June 30, 2010, accrued interest amounted to $4,489,369. During 2003-2004, the
City purchased the rights to the notes from the holder. These amounts are now payable to the
City and were previously reported in the Project Fund and are now reported as a long-term
liability in the government-wide financial statements.
In 2005, the Agency purchased improved property from the City - the Conference and
Recreation Center. The purchase price was $14,203,946. The loan note was $11,503,946 after
the initial payment of $2,700,000. A subsequent principal payment of $29,124 was made in
2004-2005. The term is 20 years with 12% simple interest. The Agency will make partial
interest only annual payments with a balloon payment due at the end of the term. At June 30,
2010, the outstanding principal and accrued interest balances are $11,474,822 and $5,517,792,
respectively.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 6:

D

Long-Term Liabilities (Continued)

The Agency owes the City a total of $652,248 in future sales tax revenue for funds borrowed to
finance redevelopment activities. $518,520 represents monies borrowed during 2006-2007 by
the Agency. $133,728 represents monies borrowed during 2007-2008 by the Agency. The
interest rate on the borrowings is 12% and repayment of the long-tenn payable is made when
funds become available. At June 30, 2010, the outstanding accrued interest on these borrowings
is $218,760.
In November 2007, the Agency issued 2007 Series B, Subordinate Taxable Tax Allocation
Bonds in the original issue amount of $22,500,000. These bonds were purchased by the City of
Moreno Valley. The proceeds of the bonds will remain unspent pending the outcome of
litigation between the Agency and the County of Riverside concerning the interpretation of a
pass-through agreement between the Agency and the County. The Agency will pay monthly
interest only debt service payments to the City of Moreno Valley. The interest rate is variable
and is expected to approximate a rate of return the Agency achieves from investing the bond
proceeds. During the year, the amount of interest earned and paid to the City was $457,378. If
the Agency is successful in its litigation, it would begin receiving additional tax increment
revenue to pay all or part of the debt service on the bonds. At that point, the bonds will be
remarketed within five years and the proceeds used for the purpose of financing various
redevelopment improvement projects. The bonds may be redeemed in total or in part at any
time. At June 30, 20 I 0, the outstanding principal balance is $22,500,000.
A summary of amounts owed to the City at June 30, 2010 follows:
Principal

Borrowing PUIDose
Towngate Regional Mall (Sears)
Conference and Recreation Center
2007 TABs Series B
Redevelopment
Total

$13,000,000
11,474,822
22,500,000
652,248

$4,489,369
5,517,792

$47627.070

$10.225921

218,760

2007 Tax Allocation Bonds, Series A
In November 2007, the Agency issued 2007 Tax Allocation Bonds, Series A, in the original
issue amount of $43,495,000 for the purpose of financing various redevelopment activities and
other undertakings pennitted under the Redevelopment Law, to fund a reserve for the bonds and
to pay issuance costs. The bonds mature in serial and tenn fashion through August 1,2038 and
bear interest ranging from 3.5% to 5.0%. The bonds are subject to both optional and mandatory
redemption prior to maturity beginning on August 1, 2017. The bonds are payable solely from
Tax Increment Revenues and other funds and amounts pledged therefore pursuant to the
Indenture. This issue is fully insured in the event of nonpayment by the Agency.
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 6:

Long-Term Liabilities (Continued)
2007 Series A
Tax Allocation Bonds

D
D
D

Year Ending
June 30

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016-2020
2021-2025
2026-2030
2031-2035
2036-2039

D
D
D

D
D
D

CJ
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
r::J
D

$

$ 2,050,284
2,043,484
2,034,884
2,025,884
2,017,259
9,948,956
9,456,244
7,659,804
4,923,750
1,335,124
$ 43495673

130,000
210,000
220,000
230,000
230,000
1,255,000
4,930,000
9,595,000
12,850,000
12,955,000
$ 42,605 QQO

Annual maturities for certain balances of long-term debt have not been presented, as fixed
maturities have not been established.

D
W
D
D
D
D

Principal

The following is a schedule of changes in long-term debt of the Agency for the fiscal year ended June
30,2010:
Balances
Due within
Balances *
Deletions
Additions
6/30/2010
One Year
6/.3 0/2009
Price Company Note
City Loans - Principal
City Loans - Unpaid Interest
2007 Tax Allocation Bonds Series A
Total Long-Term Liabilities

Note 7:

$

2,234,084
47,627,070
8,653,400
42,725,000

$ 101,239,554

2,855,126

(1,282,605)
(120,000)

2,023,648
47,627,070
10,225,921
42,605,000

$ 2,855,126

$ ~li6I3,041~

$ 102,481,639

$

$

(210,436)

$

$

$

298,513
130,000
428,513

Interfund Receivables, Payables and Transfers
a.

Advances to / from other funds

Capital Projects Funds:
Low and Moderate Housing

Advances
Receivable

Advances
Payable

$ 3,564,945

$

Debt Service Funds:
Tax Increment Fund

3,564,945
$ 3,564,945

Totals

$ 3,564,945
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 7:

D
Cl

Interfund Receivables, Payables and Transfers (Continued)
a.

Advances to / from other funds (Continued)

o

In June 2007, the Low and Moderate Income Housing Capital Projects Fund advanced to the Tax
Increment Capital Projects Fund $4,157,976 to finance the purchase of certain properties.
Repayments will be made annually in an amount equal to 5% of the principal balance. Interest
payments will be made annually based on the Agency's approximate average investment returns
on monies. During the year, the initial principal payment of $ I 87,628 was made. The outstanding
balance as ofJune 30, 2010 was $3,564,945,
b.

D
D

Transfers to / from other funds

Funds
Capital Projects Fund:
Administration
Capital Projects

Transfers In

$

Total Projects and Administration

$

$

704,381
1,314,308
2,018,689

(4,653,848)

(4,653,848)
2,177,781
457,378

(4,653,848)

(2,018,689)

2,177,781
457,378

Total Debt Service
Total Transfers In (Out)

704,381
1,314,308

Net Transfers In ~Out)

Transfers Out

2,018,689

Debt Service Fund:
Tax Increment
2007 TABSs Series A
2007 TABSs Series B

2,635,159
$

4,653,848

$

(4,653,848)

$

The Tax Increment Capital Projects Fund transferred $704,381 and $1,314,308 to the
Administration Capital Projects Fund and the Projects Capital Projects Fund, respectively, to
cover operating expenditures for the year.
The Tax Increment Capital Projects Fund transferred $2,177,781 and $457,378 to the 2007 TABs
Series A Debt Service Fund and the 2007 TABs Series B Debt Service Fund, respectively, to
cover debt service expenditures for the year.

Note 8:

D

Prior Period Adjustments
During the year, the Agency split their Capital Projects fund into two funds: the Projects and
Administration Capital Projects Fund and the Debt Service Fund. This was done to better identifY
debt service activity for the Agency. As such the beginning fund balance of the funds changed as
follows:

Fund balance at beginning of year, as
previously reported

$ 71,448,769

Fund balance split for debt service

(29,690,579)

Fund balance at beginning of year, as
restated

$41758190
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Capital Projects Fund
Projects and
Administration Fund

D
D
D
D
D

Debt Service Fund

$

0
29,690,579

$ 29690579
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Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 9:

Commitments and Contingencies
Riverside County Agreement
During December 1987, the City of Moreno Valley and the Agency entered into an agreement
with the County of Riverside to reimburse the County for the portion of tax increment the County
would have been allocated and paid had there not been a redevelopment project adopted in the
City. The Agency receives these amounts up to $7 million annually. The County will receive all
annual tax increment in excess of$7 million until the total increment reaches $12 million and half
of annual tax increment in excess of $12 million. When total tax increment paid to the County
under this agreement from increments between $7 million and $12 million reaches $75 million,
tax increment in excess of $7 million annually will be split equally between the Agency and
County.
During April 1988, the City of Moreno Valley and the Agency entered into an agreement with the
Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District (District) which specifies that
the Agency shall receive 100% of the District share of the tax increment until such time the total
tax increment exceeds $12 million at which time the District shall receive at least 50% of its share.
The Agency must annually demonstrate, on a project-by-project basis, that the cumulative project
costs paid by the Agency for the project improvements exceed the cumulative total of District
share received by the Agency. To the extent that the cumulative project costs paid by the Agency
exceed the cumulative total of District share received by the Agency, the Agency will receive the
balance needed from the remaining 50% of the District share.
Beginning in 2004-2005 the Agency's tax increment exceeded $12 million. The County deducts
its proportionate share from the Agency's remittances. The amount retained by the County is
included shown as a reduction in tax revenue, "pass through agreement payments" in the financial
statements. An additional amount of $4,846,739 for pass through agreements that have not yet
been remitted is included in Due to Other Governments.
Community Facilities District No.3 Agreement
In conjunction with the issuance of the Moreno Valley Auto Mall Special Tax Bonds Series 2000
(Auto Mall Refinancing), the Agency and the City are parties to an owner participation agreement
which provides that the Agency will transmit to the District the available property tax increment it
receives on parcels within the District as a credit against the special parcel taxes that otherwise
would be payable by the owners. Furthermore, the City has agreed to loan the Agency available
sales tax generated within the District for payment directly to the parcel owners should the
increment be insufficient to offset the special parcel taxes. In addition, the Agency has agreed to
pay to the parcel owners, subject to certain restrictions, certain available surplus sales tax from
within the District. The obligations to remit sales tax terminate by December 1,2010.
This agreement replaces a previous arrangement involving these parcels when they were included
in Community Facilities District No.2.
The amounts remitted during the year under the replacement and previous agreement to parcel
owners totaled $ 692,744.
Community Facilities District No. 87-1 Agreement
In connection with the issuance of the Community Facilities District No. 87-1 (CFD) Towngate
2007 Special Tax Refunding Bonds, the Agency entered into an owner participation agreement
whereby the Agency has committed tax increment for the payment of debt service requirements
for these Bonds.
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Notes to Financial Statements (Continued)
Note 9:

Commitments and Contingencies (Continued)

o

Self-Insurance

D

The Agency is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts, theft of, damage to, and destruction
of assets, errors and omissions, and injuries to employees. The City of Moreno Valley established
two self-insurance funds (internal service funds) to account for and finance its uninsured risks of
loss. Under this program, the self-insurance funds provide coverage for up to a maximum of
$300,000 for each workers' compensation claim and $250,000 for each general liability claim.
The City purchases commercial insurance for claims in excess of coverage provided by the funds
and for all other risks of loss. Settled claims have not exceeded this commercial coverage in any
of the past three years. All funds of the Agency participate in the program and make payments to
the self-insurance funds based on actuarial estimates of the amounts needed to pay prior and
current year claims.
SERAF Shift
In July of 2009, the California Legislature enacted ABX4-26 provides for a Supplemental
Educational Revenue Augmentation Funds (SERAF). Redevelopment agencies are collectively
mandated to place $1.7 billion in the SERAF in fiscal year 2009-2010, and $350 million in 2010201l. The Agency's share of the SERAF for fiscal year 2009-2010 is $5,258,237. The California
Redevelopment Association is continuing to be actively engaged in litigation to invalidate
ABX4-26.
Note 10:

D

Subsequent Events
Subsequent events ate those events and transactions that occur after the end of the fiscal period
but prior to issuance of the financial statements that are important for readers of the financial
statements to be aware of. The Agency does not have any subsequent events to report.
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Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds

Combining Balance Sheet
June 30, 2010

D

Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project

D

Capital Projects Funds

Administration
Fund
Assets:
Pooled cash and investments
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans
Interest
Due from other governments
Due from the City of Moreno Valle}
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to other funds
Advances to the City of Moreno Valle}
Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Due to other governments
Due to the City of Moreno Valle}
Deferred revenue
Advances from other funds
Total Liabilities
Fund Balances:
Reserved:
Reserved for encumbrances
Reserved for debt service
Reserved for long-term receivable,
Reserved for land held for redevelopment
Reserved for advances to other funds
Reserved for advances to the City of Moreno Valle}

$

66,537

Capital Projects
Fund
$

17

48,604

Low and
Moderate
Housing

2007 TABS,
Series A Capital
Projects

$

40,377,505

$

7,935,482

22,561
17,567,422
231,023
4,500
3,718,466

197,660
3,564,945

$

66,554

$

3,794,131

$

40,377,505

$

29,496,532

$

1,781
19,990

$

75,664
13,342

$

108,789
14,187

$

5,377
29,695

1,927,292
231,023

$

21,771

$

$

89,006

$

2,050,268

$

266,095

$

29,228

$

1,204,854

$

4,004,250
17,567,422
197,660
3,564,945

3,718,466

Unreserved:
Unreserved, reported in nonmajor:
Designated:
Designated for continuing appropriations
Undesignated

44,783

33,691,617
3,430,766

(42,569)

3,896,160

D
0
D
r:J
D
D
D
CJ
D
0
0
D
D
D

D
D
D

D

Total Fund Balances

$

44,783

$

3,705,125

$

38,327,237

$

29,230,437

Total Liabilities & Fund Balances

$

66,554

$

3,794,131

$

40,377,505

$

29,496,532

CJ
D
D
D
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D
W
D

Debt Service
Funds

D
D
D
0

$

D
D
D

D
D

r::J
D
D
CJ
D
D
0
D
D
D

10,152,109

$

2007 TABS,
Series B Debt
Service
$

22,500,000

Totals
$

220,500
$

10,446,181

$

$

$

22,500,000

$

8,428,397

$

106,680,903

$

$

$

191,611
77,214
4,846,739
1,932,005
243,023
3,564,945

$

$

$

10,855,537

4,846,739
4,713
12,000
3,564,945
$

81,080,237
22,578
17,567,422
231,023
73,572
4,500
3,916,126
3,564,945
220,500

73,572

D
D

D
D
0
r.:J
0

2007 TABS,
Series A Debt
Service

Tax Increment
Fund

$

$

$

22,500,000

220,500

5,238,332
22,500,000
17,567,422
3,916,126
3,564,945
220,500

37,587,777
5,230,264

1,797,284
$

2,017,784

$

$

22,500,000

$

95,825,366

$

10,446,181

$

$

22,500,000

$

106,680,903

Assets:
Pooled cash and investments
Receivables:
Accounts
Notes and loans
Interest
Due from other governments
Due from the City of Moreno Valle)
Land held for redevelopment
Advances to other funds
Advances to the City of Moreno Valle)
Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Due to other governments
Due to the City of Moreno Valle)
Deferred revenue
Advances from other funds
Total Liabilities
Fund Balances:
Reserved:
Reserved for encumbrances
Reserved for debt service
Reserved for long-term receivable,
Reserved for land held for redevelopment
Reserved for advances to other funds
Reserved for advances to the City of Moreno Valle)
Unreserved:
Unreserved, reported in nonmajor:
Designated:
Designated for continuing appropriations
Undesignated
Total Fund Balances
Total Liabilities & Fund Balances
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D
CJ
D
D

Community Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Governmental Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances
Year ended June 30, 2010

o
D

Moreno Valley
Redevelopment Project

D
CJ

Capital Projects Funds

Administration
Fund

Capital Projects
Fund

Revenues:
Taxes and assessments:
Tax increment
Sales taxes
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Community development
Debt Service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges
Pass-through agreement payments
SERAF payment
Total Expenditures

1,959

$

$

o

$

704,381

1,959

$

443,877
3,930

1,525,566
5,206
$

1,530,772

$
1,020,896

$

4,230,467

$

897,418
3,250

1,507,188

D
D
D
D

D

o
o

$

704,381

$

(704,381)

$

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

704,381

$

704,381

Fund Balances, Beginning of Year

44,783

$

1,314,308

1,507,188

$

23,584

$

$

900,668

3,329,799

$

1,314,308

44,783
$

1,020,896

(1,018,937)

Net Change in Fund Balances

Fund Balances, End of Year

Low and
Moderate
Housing

3,782,660

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in
Transfers out
Transfers from the City of Moreno Valley
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley

2007 TABS,
Series A Capital
Projects

o

7,000

D

23,584

3,336,799

3,409,754

38,303,653

25,893,638

$

38,327,237

$

o
o
o

7,000

295,371

3,705,125

D

29,230,437

D

o
D

CJ

o

D

o
D
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D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Debt Service
Funds

o

16,628,548
924,570
1,078,546

D
D
D

o

$

$

D
D

D

18,631,664

243,764

$

17,579,468

$

3

$

Totals

20,411,208
924,570
3,049,951
9,136
$

$

2,177,784

$

2,177,781

1,845,563
2,531,334
330,436
3,606,824
10,775,369
5,258,237

457,378

$

(2,177,781)

$

24,394,865

$

$

120,000
2,057,784

1,052,196

$

2007 Tabs, Series
B Debt Service

3

210,436
1,091,662
10,775,369
5,258,237

o

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
W
D
D
D

2007 TABS,
Series A Debt
Service

Tax Increment
Fund

457,378

24,347,763

$

47,102

(457,378)

$

457,378

4,653,848
(4,653,848)
11,237
(1,575,380)

$

(4,653,848)
4,237
(1,575,380)
(6,224,991)

2,177,781

457,378

(5,172,795)
22,500,000

7,190,579
$

2,017,784

$

$

22,500,000

$

Revenues:
Taxes and assessments:
Tax increment
Sales taxes
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Community development
Debt Service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges
Pass-through agreement payments
SERAF payment
Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in
Transfers out
Transfers from the City of Moreno Valley
Transfers to the City of Moreno Valley

(1,564,143)

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

(1,517,041)

Net Change in Fund Balances

97,342,407

Fund Balances, Beginning of Year

95,825,366

Fund Balances, End of Year

o

o

25
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o
D
D

Community Redevelopment Agency
ofthe City of Moreno Valley

D

Computation of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Excess/Surplus

D
D
Low and Moderate Housing Funds
All Project Areas
July 1,2010

Low and Moderate Housing Funds
All Project Areas
July 1, 2009
Opening fund balance

$

Encumbrances (Section 33334.12 (g)(2))
Rehabilitation loans
Land held for redevelopmen1
Long-term loans receivabl(

$

25,893,638

(3,701,125)
(12,115,790)
(197,660)
(3,752,573)

Available low and moderate income housing fund:

(4,004,250)
(17,567,422)
(197,660)
(3,564,945)
(19,767,148)

(25,334,277)

6,126,490

3,896,160

Limitation (greater of $1,000,000 or four years set-aside
Set-aside for last four year:
2009-2010
2008-2009
4,546,638
2007-2008
4,583,576
2006-2007
3,506,618
2005-2006
2,673,012
Total
Base Limitation

3,782,660
4,546,638
4,583,576
3,506,618

$

15,309,844

$

16,419,492

$

1,000,000

$

1,000,000

Greater amoun1

15,309,844

Computed Excess/Surplus

29,230,437

None

16,419,492
None

D
CJ
CJ
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

o
D

o

D

D

o
D

D
D
D
CJ
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Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
An Independent CPA Firm
2301 Dupont Drive, Suite 200
Irvine, California 92612

www.mhm-pc.com

D
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Board of Directors
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California

D
D

REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS

D

D
D

D
D
W
D
D

D
D

D
r:J
D

CJ
D
D
D

D

We have audited the governmental activities, each major fund, of the Community
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley (the Agency), as of and for the year ended
June 30, 2010, which collectively comprise the Agency's basic financial statements and have
issued our report thereon dated December 21, 2010. We conducted our audit in accordance
with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the standards
applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States.
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Agency's financial statements are
free of material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of
laws, regulations, contracts and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a
direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. However,
providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our audit and,
accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no instances
of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government Auditing
Standards.

Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit, we considered the Agency's internal control over financial
reporting as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinions on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Agency's internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not
express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Agency's internal control over financial reporting.
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to
prevent or detect and correct misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control, such that there is a reasonable
possibility that a material misstatement of the entity's financial statements will not be prevented,
or detected and corrected on a timely basis.

o

D

D
D
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D

Board of Directors
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Page Two

o

Our consideration of the internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose
described in the first paragraph of this section and would not necessarily identify all the
deficiencies in the internal control that might be deficiencies, significant deficiencies or material
weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting that
we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.
We noted certain other matters we reported to the management of the City of Moreno Valley in
a separate letter.
This report is intended solely for the information of the Board of Directors, management of the
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley, State Controller, federal
awarding agencies, and pass-through entities and is not intended to be and should not be used
by anyone other than these specified parties.

/J1~ ,L./o~a.- /i1t:. ~ /'.c: .
Irvine, California
December 21, 2010
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City of More~6 ~~!lIe~ Pt~ 3: 49
Economic Development Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council/Board of Directors of the Community
Redevelopment Agency

Sf

From:

Barry Foster, Economic Development Director

Date:

December 31, 2010

Subject:

TRANSMITTAL OF THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY'S FISCAL YEAR
2009/10 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE

State Redevelopment Law (section 33080.1 of the Health & Safety Code) requires
redevelopment agencies (RDAs) to submit annual reports to the State Controller's Office
by December 31 of each year. The same reports are also to be submitted to each
agency's Governing Board by this date, though no Board action is required.
Attached please find the following reports, which when combined are referred to as the
"RDA Annual Report":
1.
State Controller's Report
2.
Statement of Indebtedness Report
3.
Annual Audit Report
4.
Department of Housing & Community Development Report
5.
Default Report that provides the status report on loans exceeding $50,000 that were
in default during FY 09/10
6.
RDA Property Report
7.
Bureau of the Census survey (Supplement to the Annual Report)

MV00234189

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCIES
FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS REPORT
COVER PAGE
Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Fiscal Year:

Submitted by:

2010

10 Number:

13983356400

G

I..//

Signature

~~nancial & Administrative

Services Director

Title

Richard Teichert

~/------------------------------Name (Please Print)

Per Health and Safety Code section 33080, this report is due within six months after the end of the fiscal year. The report is to
include two (2) copies of the agency's component unit audited financial statements, and the report on the Status and Use of
the low and Moderate Income Housing Fund (HCD report). To meet the filing requirements, all portions must be received by
the California State Controller's Office.

To file electronically:

To file a paper report:

1. Complete all forms as necessary.
2. Transmit the completed output file USing a File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) program or via diskette.
3. Sign this cover page and mail to either address
below with 2 audits and the HCD report.

1. Complete all forms as necessary.
2. Sign this cover page, and mail complete report to either
address below with 2 audits and the HCD report.

Report will not be considered filed until receipt of this
signed cover page.

Mailing Address:

Express Mailing Address:

State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
P. O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA 94250

State Controller'S Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
3301 C Street, Suite 700
Sacramento, CA 95816

MV00234190

Supplement to the Annual Report of Community Redevelopment Agencies
13983356400

MORENO VALLEY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Mark the appropriate box below to indicate the ending date of your agency's fiscal year. Report
data for that period only.

o

September 2009

o

December 2009

IX!

June 2010

Retum this form to the California State Controller's Office. If you have any questions
regarding this fonn please contact:

us. Bureau of the Census, Shannon Doyle, 1-800-242-4523
A. Personnel Expenditures

Report your government's total expenditures for salaries and wages during the year, including
amounts paid on force account construction projects.
1 ZOO

1$1,007,221

B. Mortgage Revenue Bond Interest Payments

Report your government's total amount of interest paid on mortgage revenue bonds during the
year.

u.s Bureau of the Census -

Revised 312009

MV00234191

California State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Rc:::porting Section - Redevelopment Unit
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, California 95816

Enclosed is the Annual Report of Financial Transactions to the State Controller for the preceding
year. We would appreciate your acknowledging receipt below and returning this letter in the
enclosed self-addressed envelope.
Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

~/~~
Signature
v"

/:2-ft-3.//o

Date

Received the aforementioned report on
Division of Accounting and Reporting

Signature

Date

MV00234192

STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS - CONSOLIDATED
FILED FOR THE
2010-11
TAX YEAR
Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Balances Carried Forward From:

Cover Page

Total

Principal/Interest
Due Durina Tax Year

Form A, Page 1 Tota

846,131,462

I$

19,257.770

Period - Totals

Av,.",.,",'", Revenues, Line

7

Consolidate on this form all of the data contained on Form A and B (including supplemental pages). Form A is to include all indebtedness
entered into as of June 30 of the Fiscal Year. Form B may be filed at the option of the agency, and is to include indebtedness entered
into post June 3~ of the Fiscal Year, pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 33675(c)(2). This is optional for each agency and is not a
requirement for filing the Statement of Indebtedness. The Reconciliation Statement is to include indebtedness from F

Certification of Chief Financial Officer:
Pursuant to Section 33675 (b) of the Health and Safety Code,

Richard Teichert

I hereby certify that the above is a true and accurate statement
of Indebtedness for the above named agency.

Nam~~

Financial & Administrative
Services Director
Title
09/30/10

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..
-->.

<D
W

Signature

Date

STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS· CONSOLIDATED
FILED FOR THE

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

For Indebtedness Entered into as of

June 30, 2010

Debt Identification
Auto Mall Notes Payable
Price Club Acquisition Notes

Date
FY 1989·90

Princi
NIA

Term
1211/2010

20 Years
07/01/2012

2010·11

Interest
Rate

TAX YEAR

Total
Interest

LAIF rate
8%

12/28/38
N/A

Until Paid
Until Paid
Until Paid

Purpose of Indebtedness:
(A) Cost of Infrastruture Improvements (E) Low and Moderate Housing Set-Aside
(8) Cost of Infrastruture Improvements (F) Pledge for Redevelopment Project
(9) Cost of Infrastruture Improvements (G) Pledge for Redevelopment Project
(D) Cost of Opeation and Capital Projects

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..

.......
<D

.j::>..

(H) Public Safety Bldg Bonds
(I) Pass Through Agreement with the County of Riverside
(J) Provide Funding for Redevelpment Project
(K) CRC Bonds

FormA
Page 1 of 2

STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS - CONSOLIDATED
FILED FOR THE

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

For Indebtedness Entered into as of

June 30, 2010

Debt Identification
L)

Date

Principal

Lease Revenue Bond 2005

M)

2010-11

Term

Interest
Rate

30 Years
11/1/2035

Various

30 Years
81112038

Various

13 Years
12101/2021

Various

15 Years
10/01/2023

Various

FonnA
Page 2 of 2

TAX YEAR

NIA

Until Paid

N/A

City Loan #1

20 Years
06/30/2027

12%

City Loan #2

20 Years
06/30/2028

12%

Pass Through Agreement
SERAF Pass Through

Purpose of Indebtedness:
(I-L Provide Funding for Redevelopment Projects
(M) Provide Funding for Redevelopment Projects
(N) Bonds Issued to Defeasance Towngate Bond Refinancing
(0) Bonds Issued to Defeasance Towngate Improvement Bond

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..

.......
<D

01

I

$
$

(P)
(Q)
(R)
(S)

Riverside County General Hospital Pass Through
Riverside County Flood Control Pass Through
Loan from G/F for infrastructure Improvements
Loan from G/F for infrastructure improvements

RECONCILIATION STATEMENT·· CHANGES IN INDEBTEDNESS

Tax Year:

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2010·11
---

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1, 2009 to June 30,2010

,

Debt Identification
Brief
SOl, page and line:
Description
PriorYr Current Yr
Pg
Pg
1
1
Line
Line A Auto Mall Notes Payable
A
Pg
Pg
1
1
B
Line B Price Club Acquisition Notes
LIne
Pg
1
Pg
1
Line C Towngate Mall Acquisition Notes
Line
C
1
1
IPg
Ilpg
. Line
D
Line D Inter·Fund Transfers (RDA)
1
Pg
1 Pg
Line
E
Line E LHIM Fund
Pg
1
1
ilPg
I
Line F County Apport/Admin Fees
F
Line
1
Pg
Pg
1
Line
G Line G Koll OPA Obligations
Ipg
1
Pg
1
Line
Line H Public Safety Building Bond
H
1
Pg
1 Pg
I
Riverside County Passthrough
Line
Line
I
Pg
1
Pg
1
Line J Auto Mall Bond
Line
J

I

B

A

I
I

i

Page 1 of2

C

$

300,470

$

979,756

$

2,234,085

$

$

17,082,276

$
$
$

.

F

Amounts Paid Against
Indebtedness, from:
Other Funds
Tax Increment

291

Remaining
Balance
(Me·C.O·E)

$

736,364

$

543,571

178,727

$

389,163

$

2,023,649

$

942,500

$

535,408

$

17,489,368

$

1,723,318

$

201,603,754

-

E

0

Adjustments
Outstanding Deb
AJI Beginning
Increases
Decrease
Indebtedness (Attach Explanation ~ttach Explanatio

,
$

416,331

$

1,723,318

$

$

3,782,660

$

$

416,331

$

-

$

.

193,338

~

o

1'0
W

.j::>..

.......
<D

(J)

197,821,094

$

193,338

$

1,800,000

$

150,000

$

1,650,000

$

377,408,759

$

3,358,957

$

374,049,802

$

5,009,288

$

185,125

$

970,650

$

3,853,513

TOTAL-THIS PAGE

$

605,631,970

$

4,240,632

$

193,629

$

9,616,391

$

2,631,584

$

597,430,998

TOTAL·FORWARD

$

258,820,150

$

6,865,408

$

5

$

16,209,939

$

775,151

$

248,700,464

GRAND TOTALS

$

864,452,120

$

11,106,040

$

193,634

$

25,826,330

$

3,406,735

$

846,131,462

NOTE: Line A - Special Tax Collectedm paid prior year plus adjustment. Line D - Inter Fund Transferred - Cost of Operating and Capital Projects.
Line B - Interest Accrued.
Line F - County Administrative Fees, Debt Services Administrative Fees, and CFD Administrative Fees.
Une C - !nterest Accrued.
Une G - Amount not a debt obligation.
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RECONCILIATION STATEMENT -- CHANGES IN INDEBTEDNESS

Tax Year:

Page 2 of 2

Name of Redevelopment Agency

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Name of Project Area

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

2010-11

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010

Remaining

Amounts Paid Against
DescriPtion
Conference and Recreation Cnt

130

Lease Revenue Bond 2005

$

$

86,100,673

31$

$

$
$

1,387

$

708,675

I$

109.264

243,313
45,708,675

5,000,000

$

48,975,680

$
$

reements

$
$

TOTAL-THIS PAGE
TOTAL-FORWARD
GRAND TOTALS
NOTE:

Line L - To correct outstanding debt beginning balance.
Line M - To correct outstanding debt beginning balance.
Line
To correct outstanding debt beginning balance.

a-

~
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o

1'0
W
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Line T - Taxing Agencies Pass Through.
Line U - SERAF Pass Through.

057.176

1

CALCULATION OF AVAILABLE REVENUES

AGENCY NAME

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

PROJECT AREA

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

TAX YEAR

2010-11

Reconciliation Dates: From July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010

1. Beginning Balance, Available Revenues

$

17,280,687

$

20,411,208

$

880,256

$

3,406,735

5. Sum of Lines 1 through 4

$

41,978,886

6. Total amounts paid against indebtedness
in previous year. (0 + E on Reconciliation Statement)

$

29,233,065

$

12,745,821

Adjustment made after SOl filed

2. Tax Increment Received - Gross
All Tax Increment Revenues, to include any Tax Increment
passed through to other local taxing agencies.

3. All other Available Revenues Received
(See Instructions)

4. Revenues from any other source, included
in Column E of the ReconCiliation
Statement, but not included in (1-3) above

7. Available Revenues, End of Year (5-6)
FORWARD THIS AMOUNT TO STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS,
COVER PAGE, LINE 4
NOTES:

9/30/2010
Tax Increment Revenues:
The only amount(s) to be excluded as Tax Increment Revenue are any amounts passed through to other local taxing
agencies pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 33676. Tax Increment Revenue set-aside in the Low and
Moderate Income Housing Fund will be washed in the above calculation, and therefor omitted from Available
Revenues at year end.
Item 4. above:
This represents any payments from any source other than Tax Increment OR available revenues. For instance, an
agency funds a project with a bond issue. The previous SOl included a Disposition Development Agreement (DDA)
which was fully satisfied with these bond proceeds. The DDA would be shown on the Reconciliation Statement
as fully repaid under the "other" column (Col E), but with funds that were neither Tax Increment, nor "Available Revenues"
as defined. The amounts used to satisfy this ODA would be included on line 4 above in order to accurately
determine ending "Available Revenues".
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TEAMAN, RAMIREZ &SMrTH, INC.
C E R T I FIE 0

PUB Lie

Ace 0 U N TAN T S

Richard Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9014

Government Code Section 53891 requires the completed report to be furnished to the State
Controller within six months after the close of each fiscal year. There is no legal provision for
granting an extension.
We have electronically submitted the report to the State Controller and have enclosed a copy of the
report for your records. We have also attached a few pages, including the cover page, which need
to be filled out as indicated and signed. Please complete the infonnation and remit before
December 31, 2010 to the State Controller's Office at the address indicated with the attached letter
of transmittal. The full printed copy of the report is also enclosed for your records.

TEAMAN RAMlREZ & SMITH, INC.

CLIENT COpy
Richard A. Teaman, CPA. Greg W. Fankhanel, CPA. David M. Ramirez, CPA. Javier H, Carrillo, CPA
4201 Brockton Ave. Suite 100, Riverside CA 92501.
FAX. www.trscpas.com

MV00234199

California State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section - Redevelopment Unit
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, California 95816

Enclosed is the Annual Report of Financial Transactions to the State Controller for the preceding
year. We would appreciate your acknowledging receipt below and returning this letter in the
enclosed self-addressed envelope.
Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency

Signature

Date

Received the aforementioned report on

Signature

Date

CLIENT COpy~
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Accountants' Compilation Report

Governing Board
Redevelopment Agency
of the City of Moreno Valley
Moreno Valley, California

We have compiled the balance sheet of the Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley as
of June 30, 2010 and the related statements of revenue and expenditures, and changes in fimd
balances for the year then ended, in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting and
Review Services issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of financial statements information that is the
representation of management. We have not audited or reviewed the accompanying financial
statements and, accordingly, do not express an opinion or any other form of assurance on them.
The accompanying statements were prepared on forms prescribed by the California State
Controller's Office and do not include all applicable notes and disclosures as required by generally
accepted accounting principles.
This report is intended solely for filing with the State Controller's Office and is not intended for any
other purpose.

December 21, 2010

CLIENT COpy
Richard A. Teaman. CPA. Greg W. Fankhanel. CPA. David M. Ramirez, CPA. Javier H. Carrillo. CPA

4201 Brockton Ave. Suite 100. Riverside CA 92501 •

FAX.

www.trscpas.com

MV00234201

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCIES
FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS REPORT
COVER PAGE
Moreno Valley Redevelopment Agency
Fiscal Year:

2010

10 Number:

13983356400

Submitted by:
Signature

Title

Name (Please Print)

Date

Per Health and Safety Code section 33080, this report is due within six months after the end of the fiscal year. The report is to
include two (2) copies of the agency's component unit audited financial statements, and the report on the Status and Use of
the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund (HCD report). To meet the filing requirements, all portions must be received by
the California State Controller's Office.

To file electronically:

To file a paper report:

1. Complete all forms as necessary.
2. Transmit the completed output file using a File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) program or via diskette.
3. Sign this cover page and mail to either address
below with 2 audits and the HCD report.

1. Complete all forms as necessary.
2. Sign this cover page, and mail complete report to either
address below with 2 audits and the HCD report.

Report will not be considered filed until receipt of this
signed cover page.

Mailing Address:

Express Mailing Address:

State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
P. 0 _Box 942850
Sacramento, CA 94250

State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
3301 C Street, Suite 700
Sacramento, CA 95816

CLIENT COpy

MV00234202
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. Achievement Information (Unaudited)

·]2016;

Fiscal Year

Indicate Only Those Achievements Completed During the Fiscal Year of this Report as a Direct Result
of the Activities of the Redevelopment Agency.
Please provide a description of the agency's
activities/accomplishments during the past
year.

Square Footage Completed
Enter the amount of square
footage completed this year by
building type and segregated by
new or rehabilitated construction.

(Please be specific, as this information will
be the basis for possible inclusion in the
publication.)

Activity Report
The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley (RDA)
hereby reports on the financial transactions, activities, and achievements
accomplished in FY 2009/10.

Commercial Buildings
Industrial Buildings

A. RDA Administration

New
Construction

Rehabilitated

--I
I
I
I
o

Objective: To manage and coordinate the activities of the City's Redevelopment
Plan and provide programs and projects which improve the physical, social and
economic conditions in the Redevelopment Project Area.
With RDA funds, the agency administered the infrastructure improvE!ments,
housing, and economic development activities described on the foll()wing pages:

Types Completed
A=Utilities B=Recreation C=Landscaping D=Sewer/ Storm E=Streets/ Roads
F=BusfTransit

B. RDA Housing

(j

C

m

Objective: To develop and implement housing programs and projects, resulting in
the improvement and expansion of the City's affordable housing opportunities that
relate specifically to the Redevelopment Area. Program results are described in
the Housing and Community Development (HCD) Annual Report of Housing
Activity of Community Redevelopment Agencies for fiscal year ended June 30,
"2007. Program descriptions are listed below.
1. Housing Development Projects
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Achievementlnformation (Unaudited)
a. Oakwood Apartments: The 241-unit Oakwood Apartments project is under
construction and scheduled for completion at the end of 2010. The RDA has
committed $3,000,000 in financial assistance. $2,250,000 was disbursed during
the final stages of construction and $750,000 will be disbursed at thl~ achievement
of stabilized occupancy.
b. Rancho Dorado Housing Project: The RDA committed a total of $4,750,000 to
the first phase of the 150 unit affordable apartment project to be developed by
Palm Desert Development Company. The project will be constructed in two
phases, with 15 units reserved as permanent supportive housing for formerly
homeless people. Construction has begun on the first phase consisting of 79 units,
including a manager's unit.
c. Alessandro and Day Street: The Agency acquired approximately 13.5 acres of
land at the northeast corner of Alessandro Boulevard and Day Street for use in a
new affordable housing project. After an extensive selection process, Palm Desert
Development Company was selected to develop the 220-225 units affordable
;'housing project. A Negotiation Agreement was executed in May 2009; the
Disposition and Development Agreement is currently being drafted.

o
2. Perennial Housing Programs
a. Homebuyer Assistance Program (HAP): The HAP provides up to 20% of the
purchase price towards down payment assistance to income-eligible households
purchasing an existing single family home or condominium in the City. The loan is
a silent second, deferred, and repayable in 30 years.
b. Homeowner Assistance for Minor Rehabilitation (HAMR): The HAMR provides
a $7,500 maximum loan to a homeowner in need of minor home repairs such as
fencing or front yard landscaping. The loan is financed at a 3% to 5% annual
interest rate with payments amortized over a ten year period. Month[y payments
are approximately $71 to $78 per month. The loan would become immediately
due and payable upon sale, refinance, or lease of the property.
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c. Home Improvement Loan Program (HILP): The HILP provides a $40,000
maximum loan with a 3% annual interest rate. Payment and interest is deferred for
20 years or until the owner sells and/or ceases to occupy the property. This
program is designed for homeowners who have equity in the properly to provide
collateral for the loan and require multiple repairs and improvementH, such as the
AChievement Information (Unaudited)
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upgrade of existing electrical and plumbing, roof replacement, and other major
interior and exterior repairs. Priority is given to repair work that violates health and
safety and/or building codes.
d. Mobilehome Grant Program (MHG): A $10,000 maximum grant amount is
available to income eligible owner-occupied mobilehome residents. The units must
be located in an established Moreno Valley mobilehome park where a monthly
;,space rent is paid. Eligible improvements include health and safety related repairs,
roofing, flooring and exterior paint.
;'C. Economic Development
Description: Because a significant portion of the land zoned for commercial,
'industrial or retail uses in Moreno Valley is located within the redevelopment
project area, Economic Development staff spent a majority of their time working on
projects that are eliminating blighting conditions within the project area.
Objective: to promote the City of Moreno Valley as a place to do business.
Specifically, the Economic Development Department facilitates the development of
employment opportunities and dynamic retail centers to (1) increase assessed
valuations, (2) increase sales tax revenues, (3) create jobs, and (4) enhance
Moreno Valley's image. To accomplish these goals, the Economic Development
Department performs business attraction and business retention, ombudsman
activities for Moreno Valley.
1. Business Attraction
In FY 09/10, the Economic Development Division (EDD) pursued business
attraction efforts through the provision of assistance to developmenls and new
business by site selection, project coordination, ombudsman, and/or project
marketing services that facilitated the projects. Some of the projects are
described below.
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a. Commercial: EDD serves as advocate for approximately 2.6 million sq. ft. of
commercial development, including the following projects (NOTE: bolded projects
are located in project area):
,1. Elsworth Plaza: EDD provided marketing assistance to this 30,000 sq. ft.
project near the southwest corner of Alessandro Blvd. and Elsworth St. and
1. ombudsman
services to permitting assistance to Subway Sandwich Shop, an
Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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inline shop tenant of the center.
2. Iris Plaza: EDD assisted this 109,289 sq. ft. commercial projectwith resolution
of permitting and construction issues. Tenants now open include Walgreen's,
Fresh & Easy, Fitness 19, Carl's Jr., Quizno's, Del Taco, AutoZone, Provident
Bank, KFC and Goodyear Tire.
3. Moreno Beach Plaza: This 350,000 sq. ft. center expanded and completed
construction for the 86,500 sq. ft. Phase II EDD provided permitting assistance.
4. Moreno Marketplace: This 10 acre, 93,788 sq. ft. neighborhood shopping
anchored by Stater Bros. and Wells Fargo and tenanted by Jack in the Box, Chop
Stix, Fantastic Sams and other inline shops is now open. EDD provided extensive
assistance with resolving development and permitting issues.

I

5. Moreno Valley Mall: General Growth Properties has completed more than
300,000 sq. ft. of renovation, remodeling and addition of new stores to the regional
mall.

6. Stone ridge Towne Centre: Construction continued in this 579,000 sq. ft.
lifestyle center. Construction was completed for Wachovia Bank and Chevron
adding to the tenant list that includes: SuperTarget, Best Buy, Office Max, Kohl's,
Dress Barn, Famous Footwear, Chili's, See's Candies, PFF Bank and Trust, and
• Bob's Big Boy Restaurant.
7. TownGate Center 1 Plaza: EDD executed intergovernmental agency and lease
agreements with the County of Riverside and the Fritz Duda Company in
2008/2009, for tenant improvements of a 3,200 square foot Employment Resource
Center. An expansion to the center was completed in 2009/2010. Burlington Coat
Factory also opened its doors during this fiscal year.
8. TownGate Crossing: EDD assisted this 237,000 sq. ft. shopping center,
anchored by Lowe's with the opening of Sports Authority, Nubi, and 99 cents
IStores.
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"9. TownGate Promenade: EDD provided ombudsman service to this 200,000 sq.
ft. shopping center with the opening of the 115-room Hampton Inn Blnd Suites and
127-room Ayres Suites.
10. TownGate Square: EDD assisted this mixed-use development by helping
Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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secure successful negotiations between the commercial developer and landowner
to acquire adjacent property for future expansion.
b. Office: EDD provided ombudsman and marketing services Moreno Valley
Professional Village - WesTech College during their completed expansion project
increasing their 7,703 square foot facility by 4,122 square feet.
c. Industrial: EDD is providing ombudsman support to more than 23 million sq. ft.
of industrial projects within the city. The following are located within the project
area:
1. Alere Property Group: Alere completed the first phase of their second Moreno
Valley project - a 401,000 sq. ft. distribution/manufacturing facility, which
Economic Development promoted at tradeshows. O'Reilly Automotive, Inc., with
the assistance of EDD, negotiated the purchase of the facility and began tenant
improvements. Alere's second phase, another 411 ,000 sq. ft. building, is
underway.
2. BAS Recycling: EDD was actively involved with the site selection and
relocation activities of the crumb rubber manufacture to a 66,000 sq. ft. facility in
Moreno Valley. EDD provided extensive interdepartmental and interagency
support during the entitlement, permitting and construction phases.
3. First Industrial Realty Trust: This major developer began grading the site the
first of the iT three Moreno Valley projects totaling more than 3.5 million sq. ft. EDD
provided extensive support and assistance with development issues during the
entitlement stage.
4. Ridge Property Trust: Economic Development continues to assist Ridge during
the construction and/or entitlement of several buildings in their two projects that
will offer a combined total of more than 3.2 million sq. ft. Minka Lighting, Serta
Mattress, ResMed and the United States Postal Service are tenants at
Centerpointe, Ridge's 2.5 million sq. ft. business park (which is located in the RDA
project area). EDD provided site selection assistance to prospective tenants.
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5. Robertson's Ready Mix: This long time Moreno Valley business received
approval and entitlements to relocate and expand their concrete ba1ch plant to a
new facility within city limits. EDD has provided extensive assistance resulting in
the approval of the project.

Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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d. Hospitality: Economic Development is providing ombudsman services to the
following proposed hotels (NOTE: bolded projects are located in project area):
1. Ayres Suites: 127-guest room project began construction. EDD EOD provided
assistance with resolving development and permitting issues.
2. Hampton Inn & Suites: 115-room hotel opened May 2009. EDD EDD provided
assistance with resolving development and permitting issues.
2. Business Retention: In addition to attracting new businesses to Moreno Valley,
EDD pursued several business retention efforts.
a. Business Roundtable: EDD facilitated eight meetings between Moreno Valley
businesses, the Chambers of Commerce, the City's Executive Team, and the
Mayor to encourage dialogue and build relationships.
b. Business Visitation: EDD strengthened business retention efforts by holding
nine one-on-one meetings with major employers and top sales tax producing
businesses within the project area.
c. Chambers of Commerce: EDD provides financial support to Moreno Valley's
·three chambers of commerce in exchange for their provision of services to the
business community.

3. Marketing: EDD continued various marketing activities supporting business
attraction and retention activities.
a. Advertising: EDD placed advertisements in several nationally-recognized and
local publications in the real estatel retail 1 site selection industries and with a local
business focus.
b. Tradeshows 1 Event Sponsorships: EDD enhanced the City's
"nalional visibility by increasing our participation in tradeshows.
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c. Website: EDD began a project to develop a site selection website providing a
tool for businesses or consultants improving the rate of shared information
between the City, site selectors, and real estate brokers.

d. Development Sign Program: EDD implemented a new public reli3tions
Achievement Information (Unaudited)
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program. The program included the placement of eighteen attractively-designed,
reusable development signs to announce the arrival of new businesses and
development projects
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Indicate Financial Audit Opinion
If Financial Audit is not yet Completed, What is the
Expected Completion Date?
If the Audit Opinion was Other than Unqualified, State
Briefly the Reason Given
Was a Compliance Audit Performed in Accordance with
Health and Safely Code Section 33080.1 and the State
Controller's Guidelines for Compliance Audits, and Did
You Submit a Copy of the Audit?
Indicate Compliance Audit Opinion
If Compliance Audit is not yet Completed, What is the
Expected Completion Date?

If compliance opinion includes exceptions,
state the areas of non-compliance, and
describe the agency's efforts to correct.

!'JO]

Was the Report Prepared from Audited Financial Data,
and Did You Submit a Copy of the Audit?

[AUditlrlCom pletel
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12/31/20101
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, 'Fiscal Year .•.
Please Provide a Brief Description of
the Activities for this Project Area
During the Reporting Year.
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Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area

'Prolea"reaName
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Forwarded from Prior Year?

.
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I

Enter Code for Type of Project Area Report
Activity Report
see Achievement Information

= Administrative Fund

P = Standard Project Area Report

A

L = Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund

M = Mortgage Revenue Bond Program

o = Other Miscellaneous Funds or Programs

S = Proposed (Survey) Project Area

Does the Plan Include TEIX Increment Provisions?

Yesl

(MM-DD-YY)

Date Project Area was Established

12/19/19871

Most Recent Date Project Area was Amended

I

Did this Amendment Add New Territory?

I
I

Most Recent Dale Project Area was Merged

yesl

Will this Project Area be Carried Forward to Next Year?
Established Time Limit:
Repayment of Indebtedness
Effectiveness of Plan
New Indebtedness

2038 1

(Year Only)

2028

(Year Only)

1
2007 1

(Year Only)

Size of Project Area in Acres

4, 626

Percentage of Land Vacant at the Inception of the Project Area

Health and Safety Code Section 33320,1

(xx.x%)

Percentage of Land Developed at the Inception of the Project Area

1

20,01

1--

--86:0]

Health and Safety Code Section 33320,1 (xx.x%)
Objectives of the Project Area as Set Forth in the Project Area Plan

[------

RICPOI

(Enter the Appropriate Coders) in Sequence as Shown)

(')

R = Residential

C
m

I = Industrial

C

= Commercial

P = Public

0 = Other
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Fiscal Year

2010

Project Area Name

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area

- 524-;001,820]

Frozen Base Assessed Valuation

1,867,520,354

Increment Assessed Valuation

[

Total Assessed Valuation

2,39~2,t74J
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Pass-Throughl School District Assistance

Fiscal Year

12010

Project Area Name

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area
Other Payments

Tax Increment Pass Through Detail
H &S Code
Section 33401

Amounts Paid To Taxing
Agencies Pursuant To:

H & S Code
Section 33607

H &S Code
Section 33676

Total

H & S Code
Section 33445

H & S Code
Section 33445.5

county
Cities
School Districts

=-1,338,1871

$1,338,187

~~~~--'--~~~----'

,-I

Community College District
Special Districts

$918,504
$10,775,368

Total Paid to Taxing
Agencies
Net Amount to Agency
Gross Tax Increment
Generated

$0

I

$0 r-$10,775,368·
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Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

Tax Allocation Bond Debt

C-WT722,52OJ

Revenue Bonds

I

Other Long Term Debt

I

City/County Debt

1

Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund

I

197,821, 094

Other

[

467,815,653 [

Total

14,724,130
6,420, 733
57,627,331

I
1

1

1

$846,131,461

Available Revenues

12,745,821

Net Tax Increment Requirements

1

$833,385,640
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Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

12010]
IMoreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area----

Forward from Prior Year

~1'~"~;;:;re?ifi~':.':cl

Bond Type

[CiiYICoLJnty Debt

-

I

1987 1

Year of Authorization
Principal Amount Authorized

21,727,2851

Principal Amount Issued

21,727,2851

10 perations

Purpose of Issue
Maturity Date Beginning Year

1987

Maturity Date Ending Year

2032

1
1

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

$17,082,277

Adjustment Made During Year
- -

Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal

942,500 1

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

I

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

535,408 1

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

1

$17,489,369

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year
Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

-------------_._------

n

C

[

-------------------_.__._---------_._._----------------

Bond Types Allowed:
Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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.,
Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year

[2010 -

-1

Project Area Name

1Moreno Valley RedeVeIopmentPrOiect Area -

Forward from Prior Year
Bond Type

[CitYICountYDebt

Principal Amount Authorized
Principal Amount Issued

Maturity Date Beginning Year
Maturity Date Ending Year
Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year
Adjustment Made During Year
Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal
Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year
Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

~

-----.-.-------

J

-

2005 1

Year of Authorization

Purpose of Issue

---

30,663,959

1

30,663,959

1

[Development

-

--

1

2005 1

1 -

2038 1

I

-- -

[

$15,905,454

1

[--------------]
1

1,376, 979

1
I

1

289, 819

1

I

1

1

I

$16,992,614

1
1

._-----------_._-------------

Bond Types Allowed:

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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Agency long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

12010
I
IMoreno Valley Redevelol)ment ProiectArea

-----

FOlWard from Prior Year

.ii~~~~1;J}4~':;1

Bond Type

[CiiYlC()unty Debt

2007

Year of Authorization

1

Principal Amount Authorized

22,500,000

Principal Amount Issued

22,500,000

1

I

IDevelopment

Purpose of Issue
Maturity Date Beginning Year

2008 1

Maturity Date Ending Year

2038 1
$22,500,000

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year
Adjustment Made During Year

c

Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal

1

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

1

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

1

I

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

I

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year
Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

,.-------------_.

~

m~~

I
I

--,------_._._._----._--_.__._----------._._---_._-----

Bond Types Allowed:
Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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AgencyLong~Terrn ,Debt
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."

Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

12010
J
~==~~----------------------------------IMoreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area

Forward from Prior Year

fi~~~~~~~~t~~iit~~~r~~~);~.'~":';1

Bond Type

ICityiCounty Debt

Year of Authorization

2007 1

I

Principal Amount Authorized

1

1,161,484

1

Principal Amount Issued

1

1,161,484

1

Purpose of Issue

[OPerations

-

Maturity Date Beginning Year

2007 1

Maturity Date Ending Year

2038 1

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

-

I

$642,964

Adjustment Made During Year
Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal

62,2221

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

I

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

I
I

PrinCipal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

$705,186

Principal Amount In Default

1

I

Interest In Default

-._--_.

.

~

_._-------_._-----_._-------_.-

Bond Types Allowed:

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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Agency Long-Term Debt

Fiscal Year
Project Area Name

12010
IMoreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area - -

Forward from Prior Year

ItaWAlit!f1i~~,::'21

Bond Type

ICity/County De~
2008

Year of Authorization

~

1

Principal Amount Authorized

283,503

1

Principal Amount Issued

283-,-5 03

1

[operations

Purpose of Issue
Maturity Date Beginning Year

2008

Maturity Date Ending Year

2038 1

1

$149,775

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year
Adjustment Made During Year

c=

Adjustment Explanation
Interest Added to Principal

1

16, 048

1

I

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year
Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

1

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

I

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

$165,823

Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default

-------------------------,---_._-_.. _------_.
Bond Types Allowed:

__ __._-----_._------._----------_.
.

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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..
Agency Long-Term Debt

12010 - - J
~====~--~------------------------------
Project Area NamelMoreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area
Fiscal Year

Forward from Prior Year

~;j"'O~'
..."
;nes ~!'''''~''''':Y",~.<
i~~i.~,;,~~?I"~1'C"~'''--:;-~

Bond Type

IOther -

~jj' _._,o1l!r!F''i"!r-.K{!!'.~~.,,~t:'§.;: .f:~

Year of Authorization

1987 1

1

Principal Amount Authorized
Principal Amount Issued

,:<,:

I

21,434, 302

1

1

21,434, 302

1

1-'----'-Development

Purpose of Issue
Maturity Date Beginning Year

19871

Maturity Date Ending Year

2015 1
$2,234,083

Principal Amount Unmatured Beginning of Fiscal Year

Adjustment Explanation

,-

Interest Added to Principal

I

Adjustment Made During Year

Principal Amount Issued During Fiscal Year

-

178,727 ,

I

Principal Amount Matured During Fiscal Year

1

389, 163

1

Principal Amount Defeased During Fiscal Year

1

!

Principal Amount Unmatured End of Fiscal Year

--~

1

1

$2,023,647

I
I

Principal Amount In Default
Interest In Default
Bond Types Allowed:

Tax Allocation Bonds; Revenue Bonds; Certificates of Participation; Tax Allocation Notes; Financing Authority Bonds; City/County Debt; US;State;
Loans; Lease Obligations; Notes; Deferred Pass-Throughs; Deferred Compensation; Other
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Fiscal Year

12010

-]

Project Area Name

/Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area
Capital Project
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

Total

Tax Increment Gross
(/nclude Aif Apportionments)

I

Special Supplemental Subvention

Sales and Use Tax
1,532,731 1

Rental Income
Lease Income
Sale of Real Estate

1,078,5491

1

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

$924,571

I
I

443,878

$0
$3,055,158

$0

I

$0

J

I

$0

i i i; :":

Gain on Land Held for Resale

Ag,"""

I

Bond Administrative Fees

3,9301
r

$1,532,731

$0

$0
$0
$0

Other Revenues
Total Revenues

$0

~

1

Interest Income

',om

!

924,571 1

Transient Occupancy Tax

F,',,,,, G",""
G",""
ath"

$0

r

Property Assessments

:jilB,ojl,ooB

~

:j;4,2jU,4otl

~

$0

I

$3,930

I

$24,394,867
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Revenues
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.,

·=.~.·stit~mfHwon"~oh1~[lln-d~Exp~'nditures~ Expenditures

Fiscal Year

12010
iMQ._._
. . _ . _ _ ._- --_.- -

Project Area Name

Moreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area
Capital Project
Funds

616,764-1

Administration Costs
Professional Services

87,6171

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

246,2661 1

I

Planning, Survey, and Design
Real Estate Purchases

1

Acquisition Expense

I

Operation of Acquired Property

I
I
I
I

Relocation Costs
Relocation Payments
Site Clearance Costs

---_ . _ - - - -

826,479]
74,191 1

Special
Revenue/Other

Total

-,

$1,689,509

I

$161,808

r

I
I
I
I

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

I

$0

J

$0

I

Disposal Costs
Loss on Disposition of Land Held for
Resale

1I

T ------,-I
I

J

$0

I

$0

.\
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Statement of Income.and Exp~nditures - Expenditures
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,. -sta.iei1lell't,(;fl~COrneandl€xpenifit.ures -Expenditures
Fiscal Year

12010

Project Area Name

[Moreno Valley Redevelopment ProjecfArea
Capital Project
Funds

Decline in Value of Land Held for Resale

[

Debt Service
Funds

I

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

1_.

~
Special
Revenue/Other

Total

1 -

$0

Rehabilitation Costs

$0

Rehabilitation Grants

$0

I nterest Expense

2,600,370 1

$4,600,370

Fixed Asset Acquisitions

$0

Subsidies to Low and Moderate Income
Housing

$0

Debt Issuance Costs
Other Expenditures Including PassThrough Payment(s)

c ----_.
1

r=-u---T
1

$0

17,608,985 1

$17,608,985

825;227 I

$825,227

389,1631

$389,163

Debt Principal Payments:
Tax Allocation Bonds and Notes
Revenue Bonds, Certificates of
Participation, Financing Authority
Bonds

=

City/County Advances and Loans
All Other Long-Term Debt

()

C

m

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..

1'0
1'0
.j::>..

~

Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) Revenues over
(under) Expenditures

$3,232,466 ~1,790,011
($1,699,735)

I

($3,158,343)

I

$900,670

$0

f

$25,923,147

I

$3,329,798

$0

I

($1,528,280)

'
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Statement of Income and Exp~nditures - Expenditures
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"

Sources

'Statemen:t.ofiiiCom~~·ahdExpe·nditures ~bther Financing

Fiscal Year

12010

Project Area Name

IMoreno Valley Redevelopment Project Area
Capital Project
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

--

Low/Moderate
Income Housing

_. ---

Special
Revenue/Other

Proceeds of Long-Term Debt

r-

1-

Proceeds of Refunding Bonds

1

I

I

I
I

I '

Payment to Refunded Bond Escrow Agent
Advances from City/County

1

1

Sale of Fixed Assets

1

1

4,237'

Miscellaneous Financing Sources (Uses)

r
r

r

7,0001

I
I
I

2,018,6891

Operating Transfers In
Tax Increment Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out
Tax Increment Transfers Out

[

2,018,6891
---r=-~

(To the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund)

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Total

$2,018,689

r

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$11,237
$2,018,689
$0

$2,018,689
$0

($2~614,452q

$7,000

$0

J

$11,237
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Other Financing Sources
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s'tat'E;ment'o{income"

and Expenditures - Other Financing Sources

Fiscal Year

[2()10

Project Area Name

iMoreno Valie'lRedevelopment Project Area
Capital Project
Funds

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources over
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Equity, Beginning of Period
Prior Period Adjustments
Residual Equity Transfers

Equity, End of Period

Debt Service
Funds

$318,954

r

$71,448,769

r

LowfModerate
Income Housing

-]
Special
RevenuefOther

Total

$3,336,798

$0

f

($1,517,043)

$25,893,638

$0

f

$97,342,407

---I

$0

~_ _ _ _ _ _~L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _~I

$0

-29,690:579

$42,077,144

I[

r

($5,172,795)

$0
"---29,690,5791

$24,517,784 a$29,230,436

$0

$95,825,364
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Statement of Income and Expenditures - Other Financing Sources
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RedevelopmentA.gencies Financial Transactions Report
Ba-iairce~Sh'eet-:"As$~ts and Other DebitS

Fiscal Year

2010

Capital Projects
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General LongTerm Debt

General Fixed
Assets

Total

Assets and Other Debits
Cash and Imprest Cash
Cash with Fiscal Agent
Tax Increments Receivable
Accounts Receivable
Accrued Interes! Receivable
Loans Receivable
,",'". ,7 "'-"" ""~~¥"""'''''''''''Q'''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''I

Contracts Receivable
Lease Payments Receivable

I

Unearned Finance Charge

__

r~'

Due from Capital Projects Fund

_IJ

$0

_~I

$0

lIIfl~

1'.,'L,""';;;;::g:;)i",."'!_:lli;q1&'i!i.,...,...::u ....... ""'~ ...~.....A,~"-,_·a;n;O;:;~LJ_~];'HW[i...tt""",_"-,,,,"

Due from Debt Service Fund

$3,564,945

Due from Low/Moderate
Income Housing Fund
Due from Special
Revenue/Other Funds

$0
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Balance Sheet - Assets and Other Debits
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Redevelopment Agencies Financial Transactions Report
"··'·"'·"···'"·'··"·'Bal·an·c·eSh;et~-Assets and

Fiscal Year

2010

Capital Projects
Funds

LowfModerate
Income Housing
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Other Debits
Special
RevenuefOther
Funds

4,500

Total

$0

[Z~_~~~Mt'!Ir~~·
1~-f!jA~;;;?.0"d

$4,500

3,718,466 _

Investments: Land Held for
Resale

General Fixed
Assets

·l_ _•••

Investments
Other Assets

General Long.
Term Debt

197,660

_r_a]

I

$3,916,126

Allowance for Decline In
Value of Land Held for Resale
Fixed Assets: Land,
Structures, and Improvements
Equipment
Amount Available In Debt
Service Fund

$24,517,784

Amount to be Provided for
Payment of Long-Term Debt

$77,963,855

Total Assets and Other
Debits

r

-$44,238, 189

1

$32,946,181

I

$29,496,531

r

$0

$102,481,639

(Must Equal Total Liabilities,
Other Credits, and Equities)
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Balance Sheet - Assets and Other Debits
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$23,258,824

J

$232,421,364
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Balance'Sheet - Liabilities and Other Credits

Fiscal Year

2010

Capital Projects
Funds

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General LongTerm Debt

General Fixed
Assets

Total

Liabilities and Other Credits
Accounts Payable
Interest Payable
Tax Anticipation Notes Payable
Loans Payable
Other Liabilities
Due to Capital Projects Fund
Due to Debt Service Fund
Due to Low/Moderate
Income Housing Fund

$3,564,945

Due to Special
Revenue/Other Funds

$0

Tax Allocation Bonds Payable

$42,605,000

Lease Revenue, Certificates
of Participation Payable,
Financing Authority Bonds

$0

All Other Long-Term Debt
Total Liabilities and Other
Credits
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Balance Sheet - Liabilities and Other Credits
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Balance<~;'heet<:iiabilities and Other Credits

Fiscal Year

Capital Projects
Funds

2010

Debt Service
Funds

Low/Moderate
Income Housing
Funds

Special
Revenue/Other
Funds

General LongTerm Debt

General Fixed
Assets

Total

Equities
Investment In General Fixed
Assets

$23,258,824

Fund Balance Reserved

$54,804,609

Fund Balance
Unreserved-Designated
Fund Balance
Unreserved-Undesignated
Total Equities

979

r-

$42,077,144

Total Liabilities,
Other Credits, and
Equities

$44,238,189

I

$24,517,784

$29,230,436

$32,946,1811

$29,496,531

r

$0 f~_~1

$23,258,824

$0

$23,258,824

$102,481,639

$119,084,188

J

$232,421,364
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Balance Sheet - Liabilities and Other Credits
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iStifteh1ent"oflh#ifri1~:-~rld:E)f~~riditOr~:~;~-.SlJmrnarviCombined- Transfers-In/Out
Fiscal Year

-20.10

Operating Transfers In

$2,018,689
$0

Tax Increment Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out

$2,018,689
$0

Tax Increment Transfers Out
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Statement of Income and Expendit~res - Summary, Combined Transfers In/Out
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Supplement to the Annual Report of Community Redevelopment Agencies
13983356400

MORENO VALLEY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Mark the appropriate box below to indicate the ending date of your agency's fiscal year. Report
data for that period only.

C

September 2009

[J
~

~

December 2009

June 2010

Return this form to the California State Controller's Office. If you have any questions
regarding this form please contact:

us. Bureau of the Census, Shannon Doyle,
A. Personnel Expendit~res
Report your government's total expenditures for salaries and wages during the year, including
amounts paid on force account construction projects.
I ZOO

1$1,007,221

B. Mortgage Revenue Bond Interest Payments

Report your government's total amount of interest paid on mortgage revenue bonds during the
year.

I U20

u.s Bureau of the Census -

1$

Revised 3/2009

.,...-

CLIENT COpy
MV00234232

4

JA. Kepomng

~yslem

- I.-UDllITTIaUUll

Confinnation of Redevelopment Agency On-line Filing of Annual HCD Report

FY; Fiscal Year; 2009/2010
FM; Redevelopment Agency; MORENO VALLEY
Agency Administrator; Annie Clark
Date;

12/22/2010

Time;

02;44 pm

TO: State Controller
Division of Accounting and Reporting
Local Government Reporting Section
P.O.Box. 942850

...;::-

~

Sacramento, CA 94250

This notice is automatically generated by HCD's On-Line Reporting System. The purpose is to file with the State Controller's Office
verification the redevelopment agency has complied with Health "and Safety Code (H&SC) Section 33080(a) and submitted the annual
HCD report required by H&SC Section 33080.1.

HCD Notification: For the Fiscal Year 2009-2010 Supplemental Education Revenue Augmentation Fund (SERAF) payment, the agency:

o

Did use revenue/funds that reduced the amount available to the Housing Fund

o Did not use revenue/funds that reduced the amount available to

To the best of my knowledge the representations made abo

Date

th~ Housing Fund

agency information reported are correct.

Signature of Authorized Agency Representative

1LJi . '11!j . lit']
Telephone Number

of 1

Title

12/22/20102:44 PM

MV00234233
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California Department of Housing and Community Development

Redevelopment Agency Reporting System
Lock Report
You are Here: Administrative Meru :> Lock Report
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•

Admin

•

Schedule Menu

Agency:MORENQ VALLEY

Fiscal Year :2009/2010

Prepared by: Annie Clark

•

Select Year

•

FAQ

•

User Info

•

Status

Only Agency Administrators can Submit the Final Report.

•

Print

The MORENO VALLEY RDA Report for FY:2009/2010 has been submited to HCD. Click to Print Confirmation letter to mail to

•

Logout

SCO.

Submit Final FY:2009/2010 Report to HCD

This page is your method for filing the HCD report on-line and submitting as a final report. After pressing the submit button, your
report for this year will be locked and can only be accessed in a read only mode. If it is necessary to unlock a report to correct
data. HCD Program Staff must be contacted.

Redevelopment Agency Reporting System - Lock Report
California Department of Housing and Community Development

12122120102:44 PM
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Agency:MORENO VALLEY

Fiscal Year :2009/2010

Prepared by: Annie Clark
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial Summary
MORENO VALLEY

Adjusted
Beginning
Balance

$9,827,615

Project
Area
Receipts

$4,467,288

Agency
Other
Revenue

$0

Expenses

Planning and
Administration
Costs

Subsidies

~-=,~O10

$897,818

$5,496,675

Total
Expenses

$6,394,493

Net
Resources
Available

$7,900,410

Other
Housing
Fund Assets

$21,330,027

Total
Housing
Fund Assets

$29,230,437

Encum. brances

$4,004,250

Total

$6,394,493

*The Unencumbered Balance is equal to Net Resources Available minus Encumbrances
Note: Print this report in Landscape Orientation (Use the Print leon just above, then Properties thnn Landscape)

~
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o
o

1'0
W
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1'0
W
(J)
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* Unencumbered
Balance
$3,896,160

Unencumbered
Designated

$3,896,160

Unencumbered
Not Dsgntd

$0

California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Beginning Balance

$25,893,638

Adjustment to Beginning Balance

-$16,066,023

Adjusted Beginning Balance
Total Tax Increment From PAIs)

$3,782,660

$9,827,615

Total Receipts from PA(s)

$4,467,288

Other Revenues not reported on Schedule A

$0

Sum of Beginning Balance and Revenues

$14,294,903

Expenditure
Subitem

Item

Amount

Remark

Planning and Administration Costs

$883,801
$400
$13,617

Administration Costs
Other
Professional Services

Subtotal of Planning and Administration Costs

Posting error

$897,818

Subsidies from the LMIHF
$30,425

1st Time Homebuyer Down Payment
Assistance
Other

$5,466,250

$5,496,675

Subtotal of Subsidies from the LMIHF
Total Expenditures

Page

1

$6,394,493

Net Resources Available

$7,900,410

Indebtedness For Setasides Deferred

$0

of

3

Loan Agreements for
gap financing for
multi-family
apartments in
exchange for
covenant of affordable
units:
Rancho Dorado Apts
Oakwood Apts
Perris Isle
Neighborhood
Beautification
Program

12/22/10
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Other Housing Fund Assets
Category

Amount

Loan Receivable for Housing Activities
ther

$17,567,422
$3,564,945

alue of Land Purchased with Housing Funds

$197,660

$29,230,437

Total Fund Equity

$2673012
$3506618

2007/2008

$4583576

2008/2009

$4546638

sum of 4 Previous Years'
Tax Increment for 2009/2010

Reserved for advances to other
funds

$21,330,027

Total Other Housing Fund Assets

2005/2006
2006/2007

Remark

Prior Year Ending
Unencumbered Balance

$25,893,638

$15309844

Excess Surplus for

2009/2010
$10,583,794

Sum of Current and 3 Previous Years' Tax Increments

$16,419,492

Adjusted Balance

$3,896,160

Excess Surplus for next year

$0

Net Resources Available

$7,900,410

Unencumbered Designated

$3,896,160

Unencumbered Undesignated

$0

Total Encumbrances

$4,004,250

Unencumbered Balance

$3,896,160

Unencumbered Balance Adjusted for Debt Proceeds

$0

Unencumbered Balance Adjusted for Land Sales

$0

Excess Surplus Expenditure Plan

No

Excess Surplus Plan Adoption Date

Site Improvement Activities Benefiting Households
Income Level

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Total

Land Held for Future Development
Site Name

Zoning

Num Of
Acres

Page

2

of

3

Purchase
Date

Estimated
Start Date

Remark

12/22/10
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California Redevelopment Agencies· Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Status of Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch C Agency Financial and Program Detail
MORENO VALLEY

Requirements Completed

Use of the Housing Fund to Assist Mortgagors
Income Adjustment Factors

Hope

Home

Non Housing Redevelopment
Funds Usage

I
L ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Resource Needs
LMIHF Deposits/withdrawls
Document
Name

Document
Date

Custodian
Name

Custodian
Phone

Achievements
Description

Page

3

of

3
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California Redevelopment Agencies-Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Project Area Contributions to Low and Moderate Income Housing Funds
Sch A Project Area Summary Report
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area

100% of Tax
Increment

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

$20,411,208

Agency Totals:

$20,411,208

20% Set Aside
Requirement
$4,082,242
$4,082,242

Tax Increment Amount
Exempted
Allocated

Amount
Deferred

$3,782,660

$0

$0

$3,782,660

$0

$0

Tax Incr.
Deposited to
Hsng Fund

Percent
of Tax
Incr Dep

$3,782,660

18.53%

$3,782,660

Note: Print this report in Landscape Orientation (Use the Print Icon just above, then Properties then Landscape)
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18.53%

Repayment
Deferrals
$0
$0

Other
Income
$684,628
$684,628

Total
Deposited to
Housing
$4,467,288
$4,467,288

California Redevelopment Agencies- Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Project Area Contributions to Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund
Sch A Project Area Financial Information

Agency

MORENO VALLEY
14177 Frederick Street

Address

PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley
Project Area
Type:

92552-0805

CA

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Status:

Inside Project Area

Plan Adoption:

1987

Active

Plan Expiration Year:

2028

Gross Tax
Increment

Calculated
De(!osit

Amount
Allocated

Amount
Exem(!ted

Amount
Deferred

$20,411,208

$4,082,242

$3,782,660

$0

$0

Total
De(!osited
$3,782,660

Repayment

%

Cumulative
Def.

18.53%

$0

%

Cumulative
Def.

$0

Catego!y
Interest Income

$443,877

Loan Repayments

$42,192

Other Revenue

$198,559

Total Additional Revenue

$684,628
$4,467,288

Total Housing Fund Deposits for Project Area

Agency Totals For All Project Areas:
Gross Tax
Increment
$20,411,208

Calculated
Deposit

Amount
Allocated

Amount
Exempted

$4,082,241.6

$3,782,660

$0

Amount
Deferred
$0

Total
Deposited
$3,782,660

Total Additional Revenue from Project Areas:

$684,628

Total Deferral Repayments:

$0

Total Deposit to Housing Fund from Project Areas:

$4,467,288

Page

1

of

1

19%

$0

12f22/10
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California Redevelopment Agencies" Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Sch AlB Project Area Program Information

MORENO VALLEY
Project Area:

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

FUTURE UNIT CONSTRUCTION -.

-~

-- -- -- -- -- -- -~ -- -- -- - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Execution
Date

Contract Name

03/23/10

Rancho Dorado Phase II

Page

1

of

1

Estimated
Completion
Date

03/30/12

Very Low

35

Moderate

35

Total
71

12/22/10

MV00234242

California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 200912010
Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project Name: MOBILEHOME GRANT PROGRAM
Address: CITYWIDE MORENO VALLEY
PECIAL NEEDS UNITS -~-------------- ------ -------- --------------- - - ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- - ---- -------- -- -.Sub Category

Category

Count

Special Need Unit

Female Head Of Household

1

Special Need Unit

Elderly

2

UNIT INVENTORY

-------------------------------------------------.------------------~~------------------~---

Ver:J.. Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided without LMIHF
Unit
Mobilehome Owner, Resident
on-Agency

Owner

Non-Elderly

on-Agency

Owner

Elderly

0

Unit Total

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- --- -- -- --- - -- -- -- -- -- -- - ---- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -. -- ----- ---- ---- -- -- - Amount

Funding Source

$30,000

Federaf Funds

Page

1

of

4
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Sch 0 General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project Name: PERRIS ISLE
Address: 12960 Perris Blvd. Moreno Valley 92553
Owner Name: Perris Isle Limited Partnership
PECIAL NEEDS UNITS ------ -------- ----- --- ---- - - - --- -- -- -- -- ---- ------ -- -- ---- - -- ---- -- -- -- -- -----

189

Elderly

Special Need Unit

NIT INVENTORY

Count

Sub Category

Category

--------------------------------~-~-~---~---------------------------------------------------

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

84
20

36
8

36

0

5

0

0
0

156
33

104

44

41

0

0

189

104

44

41

0

0

189

104

44

41

0

0

189

Replacement
Bedroom
New Construction
Rental

gency

Rental

gency

1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
Bedroom Total

Replacement
Unit
New Construction
Rental
gency

Elderly
Unit Total

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- -- -- -- - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Amount

Funding Source

$413,000
$689,100

Redevelopment Funds
Federal Funds

Page

2
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4
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

OUTSIDE PROJECT AREA

Project Name: HOMEBUYER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Address: CITYWIDE MORENO VALLEY

PECIAL NEEDS UNITS - ------ ------------ ----- -- ------ -- -- - -- -" -- ---- -- -- -- ---- - --- -- ---- -- -- -- ---- ----Category

Sub Category

Special Need Unit

Large Family

Special Need Unit

Special Needs

UNIT INVENTORY
Very Low

Low

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided with LMIHF
Unit
Subsidy
Non-Agency

Owner

Non-Elderly
Unit Total

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- - -- -- -- ------ ----- -- ---- -- -- -" -" - - -- -" -- -- -- -- ---" -" -- -- -- -- -- - - - ------Amount
$32,000

Funding Source
Redevelopment Funds

Page

3
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4
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California Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year 2009/2010
Sch D General Project Information
MORENO VALLEY

Project Area Name:

OUTSIDE PROJECT AREA

Project Name: MOBILEHOME GRANT PROGRAM
Address: CITYWIDE MORENO VALLEY

PECIAL NEEDS UNITS -- -- ---- -- -- -- ------ -- -- ---- -- -------- -- - - - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- ------Count

Sub Category

Category

Female Head Of Household

Special Need Unit
Special Need Unit

Elderly

Special Need Unit

Special Needs

3

UNIT INVENTORY
Very Low

Low

Moderate

Above Mod

Became
Ineligible

Total

Other Provided without LMIHF
unit
Mobilehome Owner, Resident
Non-Elderly
Owner

on-Agency

Owner

on-Agency

Elderly
Unit Total

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

°

0

°

2

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- ---- --- - - -- - - - -- - - -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Amount

Funding Source

$20,000

Federal Funds

Page
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SCHEDULE HCD E
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES

(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year: 2009/2010

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity {agency or non-agency}.
PART I
(H & SC Section 33413(b)(1))

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units

189

2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

189

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)

57

5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

29
PART II
(H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)1

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS

6. New Units

0

7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0

8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0
O. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

0
PART III
TOTALS
11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

57

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

29

:alifomia Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
;chedule E (11/01)
Totals may be impacted by rounding

12/22/2010

2009/2010

Page 1 of 1

MV00234247

SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year: 2009/2010
Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Project: HOME IMPROVE LOAN PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCO-07 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
sc Section 33413(b)(1)]
AGENCY DEVELOPED
[H &

1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
3. SUbtotal- Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

0
0
0
0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for VerY-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)
PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. SUbtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0
0

10. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obiigation Accrued this year for Very Low income Units (line 9 x 40%)
PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

California Redevelopment Agencies· Fiscal Year
Schedule E (11/01)
'Totals may be impacted by rounding

2009/2010

1212212010
Page 1 of 7
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SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2009/2010

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Project: HOMEBUYERASST PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCO-07 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. f':Iew Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0
0
0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Ve!:y-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0
0

PART"
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2»)

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
0

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

O. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low income Units (line 9 x 40%)

0

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

:alifomia Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
;chedule E (11[01)
Totals may be impacted by rounding

12/22/2010

200912010
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SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2009/2010

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
:>roject Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project: HOMEOWNER ASST FOR MINOR REHAB

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).

PART I
[H & SC Section 33413{b){1»)

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0
0
0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for VerY-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0

PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
6. New Units

0

7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

O. Subtotai of inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low income Units (line 9 x 40%)

"v

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

alifomia Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
chedule E (11101)

2009/2010

12/22/2010

ratals may be impacted by rounding
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SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2009/2010

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project: MOBILEHOME GRANT PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I

[H &

sc Section 33413{b){1»)

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0
0
0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)
..

0
0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b){2»)

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
6. New Units

0

7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

O. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low income Units (line 9 x 40%)

0

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

;alifomia Redevelopment Agencies· Fiscal Year
;chedule E (11101)
Totals may be impacted by rounding

2009/2010

12/22/2010
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SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year: 2009/2010
Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Project: PERRIS ISLE

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCO-07 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)

189
0
189
57
29

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Vel}'-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)
PART II
[H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
0

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline.of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

O. Subtotal of Inciusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

0

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

57
29

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

alifomia Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
chedule E (11/01)
rotals may be impacted by rounding

2009/2010

12/22/2010
Page·S of7
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SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

Report Year:

2009/2010

Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT

Project: RENTAL REHAB PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-07 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I

[H &

sc Section 33413(b)(1)]

AGENCY DEVELOPED
1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units

0
0
0
0
0

3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add line 1 & 2)
4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obliqation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

PART II

[H &

sc Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
0

6. New Units
7.Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

O. Subtotal of inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40%)

0

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

:alifomia Redevelopment Agencies ~ Fiscal Year
chedule E (11/01)
rotals may be impacted by rounding

2009/2010

12/2212010

Page 6 of 7
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SCHEDULE HCD E1
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN AGENCY'S INCLUSIONARY OBLIGATION FOR ACTIVITIES
(This Form is Information Only: Actual Obligation is based on Implementation Plan)

,.

Report Year: 2009/2010
Agency: MORENO VALLEY
Project Area: MORENO VALLEY PROJECT
Project: REVITALIZATION PROGRAM

NOTE: This form is a summary of the totals of all new construction or substantial rehabilitation units
from forms HCD-D7 which are developed in a project area by any entity (agency or non-agency).
PART I
sc S.ection 33413(b)(1)]
AGENCY DEVELOPED
[H &

1. New Units
2. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
3. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (addUne 1 & 2)

0
0
0

4. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this Year for Units (line 3 x 30%)
5. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Ve!y-Low Income Units (line 4 x 50%)

0
0

PART II
(H & SC Section 33413(b)(2)]

NON-AGENCY DEVELOPED UNITS
0

6. New Units
7. Substantially Rehabilitated Units
8. Subtotal - Baseline of Units (add lines 6 & 7)

0
0

9. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Units (line 8 x 15%)

0

O. Subtotal of Inclusionary Obligation Accrued this year for Very Low Income Units (line 9 x 40'Yo)

{"\

v

PART III
TOTALS

I

11. Total Increase in Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 4 & 9)

0
0

12. Total Increase in Very Low Income Units Inclusionary Obligations During This Fiscal Year (add line 5 & 10)

:alifomia Redevelopment Agencies - Fiscal Year
dle<:fule E (11101)
r olals may be impacted by rounding

12/22/2010

200912010

Page 7 of7
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Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Loan Defaulted Report
FY 2009-2010

No Loans were defaulted in FY 2009-2010

Loan Report FY 09-10

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..

1'0
01
01

Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley

Land
FY 2009-10
From RDA Land (894.1299)
APN 291-191-005, 22010 Alessandro Blvd
APN 486-084-006
APN 486-084-011
FY 2009-10 Additions:
APN 291-191-001;ALESS/DAY ST PROJ VACANT LAND
APN
APN
APN
APN

291-191-002;13920 DAY 51
291-191-003;13942 DAY ST
291-191-006;22018 ALESSANDRO BLVD
291-191-007;ALESS/DAY S1 PROJ VACANT LAND

APN 291-191-008 & APN 291-191-009;22042-22058 ALESSANDRO BLVD
APN 291-191-01O;ALESS/DAY ST PROJ VACANT LAND
APN 291-191-011;22088 ALESSANDRO BLVD
APN 291-191-012;22105 SHERMAN AVE
APN 291-191-013;ALESS/DAY ST PROJ VACANT LAND

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
-l:>.
1'0
01

(J)

FY 2007-08
FY 2007-08
FY 2007-08

135,773.93
30,748.40
31,137.21
197,659.54

FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010

413,550.09
324,796.01
568,630.62
347,520.09

FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010
FY 2009-2010

ROA
RDA
RDA
RDA

165,488.90
1,475,478.83
486,347.68

RDA
RDA
RDA

534,469.79
391,667.07

RDA
RDA
RDA

FY09/10 Total Additions

407,981.09
5,115,930.16

Total RDA land

5,313,589.70

Redevelopment Agency
Redevelo p ment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redevelopment Agency
Redeve lopm e nt Age ncy
Redeve lopme nt Age ncy
Redeve lopment Agency

State Controller's Report
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Time limit for commencement of eminent domain proceedings
with the project area Report
FY 2009-2010

The Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley's limits for commencement of eminent domain
has expired.

MV00234257

Redevelopment Agency of the City of Moreno Valley
Blight Report
FY 2009-2010

Redevelopment Agency staff continues to work on projects in order to alleviate or eliminate blighting conditions within the
project area as well as areas within the boundary of the redevelopment.
Progress continues with Redevelopment TABS (Tax Allocation Bonds) Projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day StlAlessandro Blvd. to Cottonwood st.
Auto Mall Street Upgrades
Indian Basin, Appurtenant Storm Drain & Misc Improvements
Ironwood Improvements/Day to Barclay
Nason/50 Bridge
Fire Station 107 (Morrison Park FS)

Blight Report FY 09-10
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City of Moreno Valley

PUBLIC SAFETY SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
Monday, October 31, 2011 + 10:00 A.M.
City Hall - Training Room

AGENDA
/ . Introductions
Public Comments
Approval of Minutes
4.

5.

o

if
6.

Brief Update on Surveillance Camera Program

Fire~rvices (Curley)
."-'. . . Fire Services Status Report

7'

Office of Emergency Management Report (Coletta)

o

7.

Other Items of Interest

8.

Future Agenda Items

U) t- '\ "PoL.-""~'\ :; t ro(Y~ {j;
\lv\,OV"i:
® \·!l-p<f~\(. tt)b) ~

($

~ f,b

lt

Upon request, this agenda will be made available in appropriate alternative formats to persons with disabilities, in
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Any person with a disability who requires a modification
or accommodation in order to participate in a meeting should direct such request to Mel Alonzo at 951.413.3027, at
least 48 hours before the meeting. The 48-hour notification will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to
ensure accessibility to this meeting.

MV00234260

EY
CITY NIANAGER~S OFF1CE

PSSC MINUTES
To:

Public Safety Subcommittee

From:

Michelle Dawson, Assistant City Manager

Date:

October 13, 2011

Subject:

Meeting Notes for September 26, 2011

Present:

William Batey II, Richard Stewart, Michelle Dawson, Paul Early, John
Anderson, Cheryl Evans, Steve Curley, Abdul Ahmad, Cindy Owens, LeAnn
Coletta

Absent:

Marcelo Co, Randy Metz

Guests:

Prem Kumar (PW-Capital Projects), Henry Ngo (PW-Capital Projects), Nestor
Ignacio (TTG Corporation)

1.

Introductions
Meeting was called to order by Councilmember William Batey II at 10:00 a.m. in the
City of Moreno Valley, City Hall.

2.

Public Comments
None

3.

Approval of Minutes
Minutes of August 22, 2011 were approved as written.

4.

Family Care Center - Emergency Generator
Prem Kumar introduced the presenters for the analysis and study report for the
existing and proposed generatorforthe civic center buildings. The presenters were
Henry Ngo, Public Works Capital Projects, and Nestor Ignacio from TMAD, Taylor &
Gaines Corporation.
The presentation consisted of the following assessments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Existing 800 KW Standby Emergency Generator System
Existing Building Emergency System Needs
Possibility of a Redundant System
Project Timeline

Following the assessments, five scenarios of proposed solutions and a summary of
opinion of probable costs for the scenarios were presented.
PSSC

1
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After reviewing the scenarios, Mayor Stewart stated that the circuitry to link the
existing generator to the CRC is very costly and suggested going with what the City
could afford. He suggested adding a new generator at the CRC building, and
upgrading the fuel tank at the existing generator to increase the running time to at
least four days. He stated that as funds become available in the future, the new
generator at the CRC building can be connected and serve as a backup for the
existing generator.
Councilmember Batey agreed and requested that this be presented to City Council
in October in an effort to expedite this project so that the final grant is not lost.
Urban Search and Rescue Trailer
Battalion Chief Abdul Ahmad provided a presentation of the Urban Search and
Rescue Trailer. He gave examples of types of rescues that have occurred in
Moreno Valley, which most are type 2 oriented and require technical experts for
recommendations, such as cadaver dogs, doctors, etc.
Councilmember Batey asked if this would sustain us in an emergency until these
experts and resources arrive. Fire Chief Curley responded yes, that we have
multiple teams to utilize, and that there are future plans to add more.
Councilmember Batey stated that he would like to see a goal for an additional Type2 team.
5.

6.

Police Services
A. Police Personnel Status Report: Police Chief Anderson reported that Lt. Chad
Bianco has been transferred out of Moreno Valley Police Department, and Lt.
Cheryl Evans has moved into that position. Lt. Cheryl Evans provided the Police
Personnel Status Report as of September 1, 2011.
Other Items of Interest

A. Mayor Stewart reported that at a recent League Conference he saw a
demonstration by the Santa Cruz Police Department of a software application
that allows citizens to obtain information such as crime statistics, information
from the Police Department, listen to Police scanner, etc.

7.

Future Agenda Items

A. None to report.
Meeting adjourned at 11 :00 a.m.
Next meeting scheduled for October 31.
Public Safety Subcommittee Members
Councilmember William H. Batey II
Councilmember Marcelo Co
City Manager, Henry Garcia
Assistant City Manager, Michelle Dawson
City Attorney, Bob Hansen
Police Chief, John Anderson
PSSC

9my
Mayor Richard Stewart
Mayor Pro Tem Jesse Molina
Councilmember Robin Hastings

2
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Lt. Cheryl Evans
Fire Chief, Steve Curley
Battalion Chief, Abdul Ahmad
Fire Marshal, Randy Metz
Management Assistant, Cindy Owens
LeAnn Coletta, Office of Emergency Management & Volunteer Services Program Manager

PSSC
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
LEY

Police Department
Memorandum

TO:

Henry Garcia, City Manager

FROM:

John Anderson, Chief of Police

DATE:

October 1, 2011

SUBJECT:

MVPD Personnel Status Report as of October 1, 2011

1.

SWORN OFFICER STATUS REPORT

Total Allocated Officers
152
Vacancies
10
*These numbers reflect the recent approval by City Council to amend the contract with
the Sheriffs Department

o

Filled Non-billable Positions

8

A. Assigned Sworn Officers in Training Status:
No one for this time period.
B. Assigned Sworn in Non-Billable Status (1780 hours):

Officer Anthony Gannuscio Military Leave
ETR: Jan 2012
Officer Brian Sinclair
Military Leave
ETR: Jan 2012
~elLin~
___
~F~~~A~L~A~----------~EPTrK~.TO~c~t~2~O~1~2~
C. Assigned Sworn in Non-Productive Status (2080 hours):
No one for this time period.

D. Temporary Duty (TDY) Personnel:

o

Heath, Michael (Officer) TDY to BCTC
Triputra, Handoyo (Officer) TDY to Personnel
Foster, Brad (Officer) TDY to BCTC

ETR: Unknown
ETR: Unknown
ETR: Unknown

MV00234264

!',"J:.

o

2.

CLASSIFIED PERSONNEL STATUS REPORT
Community Service Officers
Total Allocated
Total Filled
Total Vacancies

30

29
1

Clerical/Support Staff
Total Allocated
Total Filled
Total Vacancies

3.

24

21
3

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Note: Report includes staff funded by school districts, Y AT, and RCRMC.

o

CC: Chief Deputy Boris Robinson

o
MV00234265

MORENO VALLEY
FIRE SERVICE REPORT
September 2011

Fire Chief, Steve Curley

MV00234266

Response Statistics Battalion 9
I T I Att

kW

kl

September 2011

•t

dS

b

2011

Station
2

Station
6

Station
48

Station
58

Station
65

Station
91

TOTAL

TOTAL
YTO

221

268

85

80

193

192

1039

9065

Fires

9

13

3

9

4

5

43

330

False Alarms

13

28

10

8

7

18

84

837

Hazardous Materials

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

10

Other/Miscellaneous

15

16

1

7

9

10

58

500

September 2011

259

325

99

104

213

225

1225

10742

September 2010

287

291

93

98

189

210

1168

10100

-10%

12%

6%

6%

13%

7%

5%

6%

Medical Emergencies

Percent Difference

Medical Emergencies Monthly Comparison
August 2011
September 2011
Perecent Change

1040
1039
-0.1%

-..... "· ....... rative Fire Station Statistics

of Riverside
Other

Out ofCou
Total

259

291

89

86

206

219

1150

93.9%

0

29

10

18

7

2

66

5.4%

0

5

0

0

0

0

5

0.4%

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

0.3%

259

325

99

104

213

225

1225

City of Riverside Responses to Moreno Valley

0

*Inc\udes all calls to March ARB/JPA and local municipalities under contract with Riverside County Fire I CAL FIRE
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200

If)
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150

Q)

.0

E
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Z

100

50

o
Station 2

Station 6

Station 48

Station 58

Station 65

Station 91

~

<
o
o

• Medical Emergencies

iii Fires

Iil False Alarms
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Iil Hazardous Materials

• Other/Miscellaneous

FIRE PREVENTION
September 2011
YTD

2011

YTD
2010

YTD
2011

30

95

96

1%

154

1275

996

-22%

50

235

283

20%

109

684

978

43%

Counter/Public Inquiries

202

1902

1989

5%

Plan Checks

32

295

280

-5%

Type of Activity
Annual Fire Code Permits
Issued 1
New Construction
Inspections 2
Annual Inspections by
Fire Prevention 3
Annual Inspections by
Engine Companies 4

September

Percent
Change

1 Examples of Annual Fire Code Permits that are issued by Fire Prevention include,
but are not limited to: compressed gases, liquid petroleum gas, places of assembly,
high pile storage, vehicle fuel dispensing, repair garages, and hot works.

Examples of New Construction Inspections include, but are not limited to: Fire
Alarm Systems, Sprinkler Systems, Underground water systems, and Fire Hydrants.
2

Annual Inspections conducted by Fire Prevention are for all businesses that require
an indepth technical knowledge of the fire code. These inspections include, but are
not limited to: renewal of fire code permits, state mandated inspections, and referral
inspections from the Engine Companies.

3

Fire Annuals conducted by Engine Companies include all businesses that do not
require a fire code permit in order to operate. These inspections require a basic
knowledge of the Fire Code.

4
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.
Office of Emergency Management

EOC Training & Exercising
SEMS, NIMS, ICS
Terrorism Awareness
Bloodborne Pathn,...~.,c::

o
o

18

69

69

53

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

34

16
6
344

The EOC Family Care Center generator project analysis and
solution is scheduled to be presented to City Council on
October 25, 2011. The project will then proceed to design and
construction.
EOC Family Care Center
Generator Project Update

Emergency Operations
Center

Timeline:
City Council Review/Approval: Oct 25,2011
Design: Nov 2011 to June 2012
Bid/Award: July - Oct 2012
Const/Completion: Sept 2012 to April 2013
In early 2011, the City was awarded a hazard mitigation grant
from FEMA in the amount of $1.5 million for storm drain
improvements in the southeast area of Alessandro and
Redlands Blvd. FEMA notified the City that our Local Hazard
Mitigation Plan (LHMP) is outdated and we must adopt a new
one by November 3, 2011 or risk losing the awarded grant
nding. The City had initially participated in a county-wide
multi-jurisdiction LHMP, which was facilitated by Riverside
County; however, that 5-year plan expired in 2009 and
Riverside County was not scheduled to complete a new
countywide plan by the November 3, 2011 deadline.
Therefore, Office of Emergency Management staff recently
completed a new City of Moreno Valley LHMP, which is
scheduled for City Council adoption on October 25, 2011.

Page 5
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APPROVALS
BUDGET OFFICER
CITY ATTORNEY
CITY MANAGER

Report to City Cou.~:mte·il
TO:
FROM:
AGENDA DATE:
TITLE:
-;;;~~;~

···:~;~i~~~.

.~\;:t§illlt\t!'h ''\It,,,,

RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that the Public SafetYi;:Gomn;H!t~~~~l~J~omnti;gnd
the proposed
«.. ...,.
spending plan for the
iture Fiiffu·9S.J9:(:~FY·2~~;'\~nd recommend the 11/12
Police Department b
..'
fo~~t~Venue and €§xpenditure amounts in Fund
#62710-6381,"%\\•

•

••

~

•

•

•

< ..

'-+- ~..... ~~«

·:~~~t.::;~
..
.v,~,
..~~~
.

~"."

through investigations (typically narcotic
the previous fiscal year. As a result of these
monies are determined to be proceeds of, and
enterprise, Subsequently, when the investigations
are then distributed accordingly to the associated
lIy, these funds have been utilized by law enforcement to
resources to enhance future investigative abilities. Lastly,
to bridge the gap between the ever changing and evolving
there is a fund balance of $145,575,91
DETAILS:

The Moreno Valley Police Department proposes that the Asset Forfeiture Funds be
utilized for the following categories:

MV00234272
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Training/Equipment:
A. Training - California Narcotic Officer's Association Annual Conference - In
an effort to stay abreast of the current trends in narcotic activity, The Moreno
Valley Police Department Narcotic Special Enforcement Team (SET) is
requesting to attend the annual CNOA conference held on November 11, 2011 to
November 15,2011, in Sparks Nevada. There will be 35 workshops available for
attendees throughout the conference. A few of the..:~w.orkshops offered will
include Current Trends, Cartel Activity, Highway l!lt~r~:ribtion, Asset Seizure,
Medical Marijuana Laws and Dispensaries, Sean;tiW~d Seizure, Surveillance
Techniques, Officer Safety, Courtroom Testimo.ny:j~~~~~~=::lnformant
Management.
. ......
...x.
The conference offers a chance for the SET t,ea:@~lo netVl~;* with other agencies
throughout California. This would provide S§!:f;U:flCts to res@Qt~es well beyond the
means of the Moreno Valley Police Dep:.~ftwent. These res:~f:feS include wire
taps, cell phone trackers, funding forSR~Glal operations and aetral surveillance.
The total projected cost of the trainir:i~~~w'~ the teaQi!:)s $9,624.oo%Wi/:lJs includes
airfare ($2079.00), lodging ($1980.00Y1:j~~~)~rlfereR~~~f.~gistration ($3:~65.00) and
"o!,::::;:':':-.
;;:":'~::K':;::
per d·lem ($ 2 10O. 00) .
·;::~::;:~;;>,;,:::;:te~:}
.
,,;:::;~~:x.;..
"~~i~~l~t
\~tt::~~:~1:~;;:::Xotal Estiri'i~f~d Cost:
$9,624.00
·:::tb::;":"::::::~:~:~mWtb:,:,..
":;qlt~~.
B. Police Services - Scorpion ~~:!J1pacf'i:~~UgJ~.I. reC=Q:t~er - The Moreno Valley
Police Department;;$Recial Enfof:~eme8t?t~amth:~s;ularly serves search warrants,
conducts prob.~~~pV~:g~l~::<search:~~t:%~~M~le st~~~i~nd pedestrian checks. As a
result, tea~.,~m:~nlbers a'~~~~Jn conta~¥~ith people' from all walks of life and are
placed in .;:;iwrecarious sitl:ations. "SQme of these contacts result in citizen
complaints '·~1!~~te.hysic~nl.ll~f:f.~J.iC?ns. ';;ii~J;:r team members would be well served
by a...~2:~.pact 'Ci:j'~l:tf::l::{i~0"rdin-gi;:~:~¥~~~~J~m would provide video and audio record
ott\rj'!?;~cPHtq.~t.
TIJ~~~r:ecorded conta'et"could be used to cut down on fraudulent
.•,•• ,.-.••••
>.>~i~!~eh c6Mpl~HQ!s (;{f.(~ili~{event man hours from being wasted investigating these
.{l~~ims. The re:~~!:9ing'-:w.Q:!;!,!d also be invaluable evidence in the event of a critical
<::qb~ident or lawsUln<rhe's~~:~~m proposed is manufactured by Scorpion. We are
ai$~;:;. asking to puf¢.fu?se eIght gigabyte memory cards for the recorders. The
sd)1~i~.p comes wtt~\i:a two gigabyt~. memory, but th~ough experi~nce we found
the ni~mRry fills gtiibkly. The additional memory Will enable officers to record
longer b'~foT:S! ha;~lli1rto download the recording. We are asking for authorization
to pur:chasg~{~B~~:en of these units and memory cards.
~

~,,,:~,

':*~"

'

¥~ "';"~~"p~.~,,,

. . _-... . .

? ••"~••".

-"~i"'.'\o."-:"''''

'~3:~

" Estimated Cost:

$2,668.77

C. Police Services - External drive - The Moreno Valley Police Department Special
Enforcement Team conducts in depth and lengthy investigations into drug and
gang activity in the city of Moreno Valley. As a result of these investigations,
officers save lengthy reports and photographic evidence on their computer.
Additionally, SET officers conduct presentations for the public and outside law
enforcement agencies on a regular basis.
Officers store power point

MV00234273
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presentations on their computers and have the need for a portable storage
device. The external computer hard drive has a memory capacity of 500
gigabytes. These hard drives would allow SET members to have ease of access
to their information on any computer without the worry of using too much
computer storage space and slowing their computers. We are asking for the
purchase of sixteen of these external hard drives.
Estimated Cost:..;:;:~~ $1,212.23
D.

. ::JlW;:·

Night Vision Equipment ::::~~~~::.. Moreno Valley Police
Department Special Enforcement Team rEt~ligJj~t~W:"conducts surveillance
operations at all hours of the day and night. ·:~e~'bause~:;~tthe need to conduct
surveillance in hours of low or no Iight;;:;iS.ET office·r§j~~;(!;lquir.e night vision
equipment. In the past, surveillance op~:f:~l16hs have beeri'i~mfnated once the
ambient light was such that visibility ~~.*1irMpaired. This creat~~,u officer safety
concern in that officers may be in an,a-M:a where th~M. cannot be st~h,jn low light.
Thermal imaging and night vision d~l1i~.& ca~/~~i~}bsed during a~,;: and night
without any ambient light, and can detefW~.;£:tW;!!·f·in a variety of environmental
conditions. SET officers h~.¥~,J(ied several<:We~s of night vision equipment and
have found the Morovi~ion r'i~~l~~t~~t~,~ and .ther:aq!. . imaging scopes to best fit our
needs. We are askmg. fO~1Pe':~~I~[E;:::NlghtE~il\'fer NEPVS-14 Monocular
($3,595.50), the PVS-7 Gq:~~.le ·G~~~~,f.INf!j~~J-E ($4080.25), Insight
Technologies MTM~::-:;Mjni The!WJ<a1 M(5fj15ctfl*%W~visible Red Marking Laser
($16,290.00), M¢~ffl't96~)~tDigital'~~.r:d~1~;·'Adapt~1~Klt
($795.05) and Guardian IR
. . . ..,..
... ..
Mockingbir~.l4~J:Rer ($7m:~m·
":w~r

Po/ice Services -

,~,~~,

·~~~~t'

··::::tt~~,

.

.,. ,""

,~\;~

.JjN

····~· x·~ ~·

.

ik~;:.

. ;l@jjJ9Jet Prop6~:~g Expenditures:

··:%1k;~;v.:#~~jjji?:;:~:;;i:;;:;\:~\1:~~~::~;::::;:::.,5~:':

$26,964.67

E. r:;.%'WwlJ:::%~.es :;;;\If!I3:~rades for····g·uWeiliance Van - The Mor~no Valley Police
.-;:~~PartmenF~~§;BeClaR1:~f1forcement Team conducts many different types of
d%~arveillance o~~gltion'!~~;;;. During these operations, specialized surveillance
'<::~~-¥I,~ipment is ne'~~~:~ to d~~~,fVe areas where officers would not be able to set up
f~t~1!.@:rg periods of-Wille. In "these instances, unmanned surveillance vehicles are
uti~'~~:.. T~ese sE~Fialized vehicles allow for surveillance to .be c~nducted
througY:)):jYJ~.hlcle I1}.Q;~:r;lted camera systems. The officers can momtor, via laptop
compute'f.$.:M~olJ1:~mmote sites while avoiding detection. The current surveillance
system in d:q&;;~BNeillance vehicle is outdated and has been experiencing several
problems dufiii'g use. The picture and video quality is not very good and the
system overheats on extended operations or on hot days. An upgrade will
eliminate the problems we have experienced and improve our video and picture
quality. We are requesting an upgrade of the remote monitoring and recording
equipment, install wi-fi and broadband modem, install new cameras, new deep
cycle battery and charger. We also request an upgrade of surveillance system to
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allow remote monitoring of the recording system through the internet when the
surveillance vehicle is in cellular coverage. The package price includes a four
hour training session.
Total Proposed Expenditure:

$17,400.00

F. Office Equipment - Office Furniture - The Moreno V~U~y Police Department
Gang Special Enforcement Team has recently add~~~~lIaitional personnel and
an. additional sergeant position. With limited offi~Jf~1~:R~ce, the gang sergeant's
office has to be reconfigured to accommodate ~D,m::~G(~~tlpnal sergeant. In order
to accomplish this, new desks and furniture atWn'eede'l~\l\ dual desk set was
located thr~ugh Systems Source. The de.~!f~,~t allo~s fol~~gJh gang ser~e~nts
to have their own storage and desk spaJ~~t"hlle making the~~=mQst of the limited
~pace i~ the office. The cost of the ~JJ~~}~ystem is $1,528.1 o';~hlfh will require
Installation at a cost of $600,00.·tt:~:?·
"':~::"
...~:}\.
~'\~\t:::,' .;:,~~;m~W
. .,.;;~>:
Total'P:f:~@:9~%~;Expenditure:
$2,314.28
+.:~;•.,..

.

~:~X;:~::~::5:"

Polic~ Services - Digital d~~~~{~:~~, - Th;'i:~~.~o V~lIey Police D~partment
Special Enforcement Team ::::;!i~:gul~'~1~~~~';:~'o;<?nducm:~~~~prvelliance operations and
executes search warrants. Tn~lpeed···f~l~R..f:Hr.nent::?fu,~se operations is crucial.
The documentatiq~;:::~Ji.q be usci'<:lMor .b.~~.t:r'cnffi~:m,?J. ahd civil court proceedings.
We are requ~~wg:::::tP.r~t'p,urchag:~~~~8rJ~$tO dig"lt%(Wcamcorders with 30x zoom
capability.. 1#I%would
a-n~w
us to 'e:i~ifally
record activity. and information from a
..~;~.~:~.:;.
:::::-. ...:.;,
',,';"':',~.
greater dl~*?:.m:ce, so as.;i*i<?> not CO'ft:!promlse our location. The cost of two
. camcorders~~~~~~s, c~~~~~l~~~f~ andm:~,ree year warranty is $1,264.90 with a
sales tax of $93KII:8 .,:::;::;(~:;:~~;,~::;;:::;:::~~::;.,,:;~~:~.;,, ,:::::;..,

G.

~.,,'~";~~:f:~?..'

.

"*"~»"'C'::-:"«""

<::::1~~:~;:::~~$;:t%~~~~

..,;;~~k\'v·

A~{W:::-

~~~}.:~~;~:~~"!::.~
"'·}~'·'X~·'

':~i;:~~~.

''-.::::~~t:;;::.
';~§\$~;
·-::::~Mt,·
·':~:~m:;\.',

. ""~-!:~~~~:~:;:~. '.'
"x-,;.:>:;x.
.«$

•

Total Proposed Expenditure:

$1,358.08

.

"At?.@.tJ/listic Upgradti:i&~:, Th@~lrY:!9reno Valley Police Department Reception Counter
A:'t~~::. and Access'{~9ors, a'f€l not currently upgraded to withstand any type of
fire<§=~&.l.......'\assault. a:tl~\January 23, 2011, shortly after 4 p.m., the Detroit Police
Depa'ftilij:e.Qt had ~~p':¢rson enter their front lobby area. The person produced a
firearm "a~:'~tJ)eg,~~}to shoot at the officers in the area. A total of four sworn
personnel··(~li~g9.~iliJ%ander, two sergeants, and one officer) were struck by gunfire.
All of the office:rs survived their injuries. It is unknown why the person committed
this violent act. The Detroit shooting is not an isolated incident. In early 2010, the
Hemet Police Department became the target of violent acts, including one act
involving a firearm. In the interest of protecting our officers from a similar
situation., we are requesting to upgrade the front counter area and side access
doors on both sides of the reception area with ballistic material. The cost of the
level IV ballistic upgrades will not exceed $70,000.
·.v.,~-!

.>-;.;"~"'"

Total Proposed Expenditure:

$ 70,000.00
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Amounts presented above are estimates based on current preliminary information
received. If prices change or estimates are lower than the final bids, expenditures will be
adjusted or items removed to keep expenses within the approved purchase amount.
Total Proposed Expenditures:

$131,542.03

ALTERNATIVES:

Department Head Approval:
Name John Anderson
Title Chief of Police

Referred to:
For:
Denied:

Continued until:

Other:

Hearing set for:
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Monday, May 23,2011 • 10:00 A.M.
City Hall - Training Room
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Upon request, this agenda will be made available in appropriate alternative formats
to persons with disabilities, in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990. Any person with a disability who requires a modification or
accommodation in order to participate in a meeting should direct such request
to Mel Alonzo at 951.413.3027, at least 48 hours before the meeting. The 48-hour
notification will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure
accessibility to this meeting.
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CiTY MANAGER'S OFFICE

PSSC MINUTES
To:

Public Safety Subcommittee

From:

Michelle Dawson, Acting Assistant City Manager

Date:

April 13, 2011

Subject:

Meeting Notes for April 11, 2011

Present:

William Batey II, Marcelo Co, Michelle Dawson, Suzanne Bryant, Chad Bianco,
Steve Curley, Cindy Owens, Randy Metz

Absent:

John Anderson, LeAnn Coletta

Public:

Deanna Reader, Alvin Horn

1.

Introductions
Meeting was called to order by Councilmember William Batey II at 10:05 a.m. in the
City of Moreno Valley, City Hall.

2.

Public Comments
Deanna Reeder requested the ratio of management to non-management
employees in both the Police and Fire departments; Lt Bianco and Chief Curley
indicated they would provide her that information before Tuesday's Council meeting.
(Alvin Horn arrived after public comments).

3.

Approval of Minutes
Minutes of March 23, 2011 were approved as written.

4.

Proposed Revision to the Marijuana Dispensary Chapter 11.10 Ordinance
Suzanne Bryant, Deputy Attorney III stated that the City Attorney's Office is
monitoring cases involving other cities that are pending before the Court of Appeals.
She added that appeals take some time. She indicated that there is no new
information at this time involving those cases pending before the Court of Appeals.
City Attorney's Office will continue to monitor these cases.

5.

Police Services
A. Police Personnel Status Report: - Lt. Bianco reported that there are 6
vacancies in filled, billable positions.

6.

Fire Services
A. Fire Services Report: - Chief Curley indicated that the Fire Department has

PSSC
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seen a 9% increase in workload from the previous year. Councilmember Co
iasked if the Fire Department would be adding any personnel due to the dry
season coming up. Chief Curley answered no; they do not hire seasonal
personnel. Councilmember Co indicated that- he has received 4-5 calls from
residents complaining about their weed abatement notices. Chief Curley
indicated that they would be happy to address any concerns and that they have
in fact cleared some cases upon talking to residents and getting additional
information. Batey indicated that if Councilmember Co would forward any
complaints to Cindy Miller in the Council office and she will track them in the
CRM system and Councilmember Co would receive a summary of how the
cases were resolved by Fire Prevention.
B. Office of Emergency Management Report: - No report.
7.

Other Items of Interest

A Chief Curley reported that at the April 4 Board of Supervisors budget workshop,
County Fire Chief Hawkins proposed eliminating the County funding for the 3
Captains that staff the truck company at Moreno Valley Station 91. The loss of
funding to the City would be over $500,000/year. Councilman Batey stated that
this was another reason for the City to look into bringing the fire services inhouse. Michelle Dawson reported that staff had talked to Council Member Robin
Hastings in her role as Chief of Staff for Supervisor Ashley because Staff felt
that since the Supervisor was not in attendance at that workshop and was
participating via conference call, that the City did not have an advocate to talk in
opposition to this cut. She indicated that the City Manager's Office was drafting
a strongly-worded letter to Chief Hawkins from the Mayor and that it would be
forwarded for signature today.
8.

Future Agenda Items

A Morrison Park Fire Station - Chief Curley will indicate when he is ready to
discuss this item.
Meeting adjourned at 10:25 a.m.
Next meeting: May 23, 2011
Public Safety Subcommittee Members
QQQy
Councilmember William H. Batey II
Mayor Richard Stewart
Councilmember Marcelo Co
Mayor Pro Tem Jesse Molina
Councilmember
Robin Hastings
City Manager, Henry Garcia
Acting Assistant City Manager, Michelle Dawson
City Attorney, Bob Hansen
Police Chief, John Anderson
Lt. Chad Bianco
Fire Chief, Steve Curley
Battalion Chief, Abdul Ahmad
Fire Marshal, Randy Metz
Acting Assistant to the City Manager, Cindy Owens
LeAnn Coletta, Office of Emergency Management & Volunteer Services Program Manager
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City of Moreno Valley
Fire Department

Community Hazard Reduction Program

Objectives
• Identity vacant parcels that are not maintained by prOperty
owners

• Red_ risk of fire hazard on identified vacant parcels in
Moreno Valley by abating overgrown weeds and vegetation

History
• January 2009 - Program transferred from
Code Services to Fire Prevention - 800
parcels in manual program.

Staffing

History
• Spring 2010 - FP completes 2nd year of
Hazard Reduction.
• 2010 inspections identify 1000 parcels that

Identification of Parcels

• Fire Chief - Executive Program Director
• Fire Marshal - Program Administrator
InSpe(;wlrs - Perform all field.

1
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What are the Qualifiers?
•
•
•
•

Courtesy Notice

ABATEMENTS MUST INCLUDE;
1. Handwor1< along perimeters; Removal o(weeds/dobri.

What category does the property belong to?
Are weeds or vegetation cleared?
Is there trash or debris on parcel?
Are tree branches hanging below 8 feet?

Notices of Violation

Non Compliant Abatement

from park\lVay area aod edge of street pavement to
property; removal of concrete*. asphalt*. junk, trash, tires, etc.;
disking more than once where soil has nat adequately
mixed wtth grass; disking tvJice where tumbleweeds exist.

2
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;

Non Compliant Abatement

In Process Abatement

Perris & Iris - Before & After

Compliant Abatement

c"

c

~c------~_-'~c7"-i];~

{

Compliant Abatement

3
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Removal of tree limbs (branches)
TO provide a minimum of an 8' clearance from
ground to branches.

There are

5 Categories of Parcels

~

City of Moreno Valley·~

Minimum lot clearing requirements'··" .... ,_ ...

City of Moreno Valley'

Minimum lot clearing requirements

4
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Minimum lot clearing requirements

Property 5 acres or more

• Mowing of vegetation may be approved in
~situations.

100 foot minimum fire break around perimeter

• Mowing doesn't alleviate the need to .

5 Acres or more

5 Acres or more
Property should look like this

Parcels 5 Acres or more

5
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Hillside Residential Properties:

Agricultural Properties

Agricultural Property
H.,.,..ung to should be compl.t.d by Jo.dy 1, 2010

Riverside County
Habitat Conservatiol'l

Agency (RCHCA) U.S.
Fish and WildlWe
Service (USFWS)

California Department
of Fish and Game
(CDFG) t<J name dew -

6
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U.s.

FISH & WILDLIFE
SEIlVlCE

'.:. ·rr~;'~~)~J~f~ ,~~j ~~t~ ,?jJj$i~6 W·1J ~y~)U
~.\ifr~l4t '~X§J·lW 'iN~!J.'ijjJ u.u~~ ifjJi12

~ El ~ ®!~i®l Jj¥Jli»J1l~nz(~i&'

STATE GOVERNED AGENCIES

••

Administrative Process
Database ordered from
GIS
Request to TS for Case
tfs to be created

Process abatement
contractor invoices
• File Intent to Uen with
County Recorder

• 2000

Abatement Administrative Process
• Prepare Statement of
Costs info in Permits Plus
• Print & mail SOC to aU
parcel owners

Process payments
received from SOC's
• Prepare & print invoice
for cashier

Timeline
• March - GIS Parcels ordered for tablet
computers
• March - F-Weed Cases created by TS
1.-

7
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Timeline

Fees

• June 15 to July 15 -Inspectors coordinate city
abatement crews
• J
31 - All invoices submitted to FP admin for

•

• Actual cost of abatement as submitted by
contractor.
• $151 Inspection Fee

•

".. '"""" . Thank You For Your Participation In Our . "-~ - J
Hazard Abatement Program

Q,J~W(QJIM:

CCilty (Ql1/ M©mlil©l ~ f~w@ flr®m@1il &lWOO~

8
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MORENO VALLEY
FIRE SERVICE REPORT
April 2011

Fire Chief, Steve Curley
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Response Statistics Battalion 9
I of I Att

kW

kl

April 2011

d A • 'I 2011

Station
2

Station

Station

Station

Station

Station

6

48

58

65

91

TOTAL

TOTAL
YTD

225

218

67

72

180

151

913

3899

Fires

1

10

1

2

6

3

23

111

False Alarms

13

20

10

7

9

17

76

354

Hazardous Materials

1

a

0

a

a

0

1

6

Other/M iscellaneous

9

19

4

9

5

11

57

189

April 2011

249

267

82

90

200

182

1070

4559

April 2010

242

260

98

78

176

188

1042

4254

Percent Difference

3%

3%

-16%

15%

14%

-3%

3%

7%

Medical Emergencies

Medical Emergencies Monthly Comparison
March 2011
April 2011
Perecent Change

1,031
913
-11.4%

",,,,,,,,,, ..... erative Fire Station Statistics

Moreno
Riverside
of Riverside
Other

Total

249

245

78

80

199

178

1029

96.2%

a
a
a

18

4

9

1

3

35

3.3%

4

a

4

0.4%

1

a
a

a

a

a
a

2

0.2%

249

267

82

90

200

182

City of Riverside Responses to Moreno Valley

1070
0

*Includes all calls to March ARB/JPA and local municipalities under contract with Riverside County Fire I CAL FIRE

Five Year Initial Attack Response Report
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~,... •• I 2011 Initial Attack Workload
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200

S£: 150

CD
"C
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£:

0

~

CD

.c

E

i

100

50

o
Station 2

Station 6

• Medical Emergencies

Ii]

Station 48

Station 58

Station 65

Station 91

~

<
o
o

Fires

iii False Alarms
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W
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1'0
<D
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Ii]

Hazardous Materials

• Other/Miscellaneous

FIRE PREVENTION
April 2011
Type of Activity

YTD

April

YTD

YTD

2011

2010

2011

7

69

52

-25%

95

452

460

2%

Percent
Change

Annual Fire Code Permits
Issued 1
New Construction
Inspections 2
Annual Inspections by
Fire Prevention 3
Annual Inspections by
Engine Companies 4

17

148

197

33%

110

251

459

83%

Counter/Public Inquiries

203

958

868

-9%

25

177

122

-31%

Plan Checks

Examples of Annual Fire Code Permits that are issued by Fire Prevention include,
but are not limited to: compressed gases, liquid petroleum gas, places of assembly,
high pile storage, vehicle fuel dispensing, repair garages, and hot works.
1

Examples of New Construction Inspections include, but are not limited to: Fire
Alarm Systems, Sprinkler Systems, Underground water systems, and Fire Hydrants.

2

Annual Inspections conducted by Fire Prevention are for all businesses that require
an indepth technical knowledge of the fire code. These inspections include, but are
not limited to: renewal of fire code permits, state mandated inspections, and referral
inspections from the Engine Companies.

3

Fire Annuals conducted by Engine Companies include all businesses that do not
require a fire code permit in order to operate. These inspections require a basic
knowledge of the Fire Code.

4
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Office of Emergency Management

I

April 2011

a
a
a

EOC Training & Exercising
SEMS, NIMS, ICS
Terrorism Awareness
Bloodborne

- ,-

•

Moreno Valley
Citizens

FEMACERT

-

479

a
a
a

.-

a
a
a
a

a
a
a

53

35

344

16
16

, onse Team Status

Citizens
Outside MV
(includes MV City Employees
Business
Employees)

369

Additional Information

57

Total CERT
Members

-

905

The Riverside County Operational Area Task Force was formed in
2006 after almost 2000 Hurricane victims arrived in the county,
requesting assistance. It was also formed as a result of a National
Homeland Security review of catastrophic planning of the Riverside
urban area. These types of reviews were conducted in 9 urban
areas within California and 131 urban areas nationally.

Riverside County
Operational Area Mass
Care and Shelter Task
Force Update

Since the Task Force inception, LeAnn Coletta, Office of
Emergency Management, has been designated as its chairperson.
Initially, the Task Force completed a Findings and
Recommendations Report to Riverside County Board of
Supervisors, identifying shortcomings within Riverside County.
From that, the County received Homeland Security grant funding
for 64 mass care trailers to be distributed throughout the county
once the project is complete. Each 100-person trailer will have 90
regular cots and 10 larger, special needs cots, as well as
equipment and supplies for shelter operations.
Recently, the Task Force completed a Mass Care and Shelter
Guidance for Emergency Planners and accompanying
Standardized Operating Procedures checklists. The Task Force
has received many accolades for the two documents and FEMA is
utilizing them as a template. The Task Force recently conducted
training on the two documents, which are located in the Emergency
Management section of the City's website.
Page 5
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Economic Feasibility Study:
Establishing a City . ·erated
Police Depar . . . . . . . t

October 2011
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October 2011

Economic Feasibility Study
City-Operated Police Department

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Moreno Valley enjoys a good public safety and traffic safety record, verified by State and
Federal crime and traffic safety audits. Most recently, Moreno Valley was ranked 3rd in the
Nation for traffic safety and Moreno Valley has seen a decline in crime over the last three years.
Policing services are currently delivered to the City through a contract with the Riverside County
Sheriff's Department. The purpose of this study is to examine the feasibility, possible structure,
and cost if the City were to create and maintain a City operated police department.
For Fiscal Year 201112012 the City has budgeted $41,261,77(}fo~ police services which
includes 181 sworn positions and 52.5 non-sworn positions from t~e'~heriffs Department. This
cost represents the direct cost of the police contract and other/bU'dgeted items, but does not
include any City overhead costs such as contract managemen;-ahd'~~ncial administration. The
City operated police department described in this study woul,d.(have ~stimated first year cost
of $4~,556,989 with a st~ff of 199 swo~ position~ and J~t~fdv-sworri'p?~t!z>ns. Additionall~,
the CIty would need to mcrease staff m other CIty 99partments, such as H!Jll1an Resources, m
order to sufficiently support a City operated police/department. The cost for 'th~dditional City
staff, inclu.d~ng overtime pay, hol~day p~y, and ,stan~?y~ay i.~$~'-2?65,916 with"a~prher 17 n?n
sworn pOSItIons added to the vanous CIty departments. "-Th,s/brtngs the totalkost for a Oty
operated police department to $50,922,905.
"'\, '" ~
As this study will explain, ther~ . . .a~ certain first ye!:lf operating costs that can not be
estimated at thi~ time. For instance, th7 ;,,~ity~es not requ~~~~pfull time servi~es of an
emergency servIces team (more commohl;Y"kI1~wn~ a specla~ ~eapons and tactIcs team,
SWAT),. h?w~v~r, the Cit~ woul~ ~ee~ to~\consi~:/r,,~ith~onJhicti~g f?r this ~ervice with
another JunsdictlOn or consIder trammg Its own polIce officersi'o act m thIS capacIty on a part
time basis. Furthermor~,~,!ge~s't~e e~p.ense \)~rpurchasin~),sp~cialized equipment for this team
as well as the cost for/ tHe'
for the
members of the team. Another expense that
, addltHmal\trammg
.. \
' \,
can not be estimateg:is ,~fie~ost of\a City operated\?tit.Wnallaboratory. As these costs can not be
predicted they have beeil,~xcluded fro~he first ye91'/operating budget, however, the City could
expect to see th~_hudget in2reis/$J50,OOO~to-.$J.sO;000 for just these two items.
ASA(.~xpl~~ tiie\~~o)ice'Staffingr, section, the staff numbers for a City police
departme~(are higher sjnce~ City,police department would need to have sufficient staff to cover
absenc~s
(that are now 'coveF.ed uridei'th€ constant staffing provided in the contract with the
<V-"
'"\"
/
Riverside"Cbunty Sheriff' s\Pepartme~e Rather than contract for a particular number of people,
the City conlf'ict~ for a partibutar nuttber of hours of service with the County. Consequently, if
a deputy assigu~d\to Moreno lViUey is absent, another deputy will fill his place.
The CitY"oPeI.ated p611ce department budget also includes the cost of a City operated
police communicat10n~di(p{tch center. Of the $50,922,905 total budget for a City operated
police department, $2x>}if,388 is for personnel costs associated with operating a communications
center. This amount iridudes overtime, shift differential, holiday pay, and standby pay. The cost
does not include workman's compensation, training costs, internal service fees, and other
budgetary costs associated with operating a communications center.
Minimally the City should expect to spend $34,144,562 in start up costs to establish its
own police department. Major components would include vehicles and vehicle equipment;
communications, dispatch and computer aided dispatch systems; records management and
information technology; a telephone system; and transition costs. Of these start up costs, the
most expensive component are the items required to effectively establish a communications and
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dispatch center, which totals $10,416,050 and includes the cost for telecommunication towers. It
should be noted that $10.4 million is considered a minimum cost for dispatch and
communications. The cost for dispatch and communications could increase to over $17 million
dollars depending on final quotes for purchasing equipment, purchasing land, construction of the
radio towers, and other expenses. These start up costs are outlined in Table 7 on page 19;
however, not included in these start up costs is the expense of expanding the Public Safety
Building to accommodate evidence and property storage, vehicle impoundment for criminal
investigations, a communications/dispatch center, and a criminal laboratory as well as the
expansion of City Yard for the maintenance o{police vehicles.
The City recently completed a master plan for the incre91'9ntal-"growth of the Public
~afety B~ilding. In that i~crementa.l plan the evidence, pro~efi:~~nd lo.gisti~s expansion is
mcluded m Phase 3 along WIth a parkmg structure. The cost fOytha! phase IS estImated at $27.9
million dollars with a total cost for the expansion $104.4 fuillion_ '<r~some extent, the City
would need to revisit this master plan and potentially reRriOnti:z~, the ph~se~n order to add space
to the building to accommodate a larger police forc~(crirhlnal laboratdry,'e,vidence storage,
property storage, vehicle impoundment, and a ,cO"nimunications/dispatch '~eJ;lter. ;The costs
mentioned h~re are not. include? in the start up. c6sts,,·~bt\.do ne~~ be consideie~,,,~he over~ll
strategy for Implementmg a CIty operated polIce dePaJiin~9-~shoUld that be thd-aesire of Clty
Council.
'\'" /
This study will begin with an examination of patr~hda£fing and the number of officers
needed for calls for service response and self initiated pOlice\vp'ik It describes the number of
officers needed for special units such as traffic, problem dqe¥ci policing, and special
enforcement teams which provide a vital supplement to p'atrol.
Additional sections will describe investigative support,administrative support, and other
components that are required for a City operated police department. There will then be a brief
overview of the facility and equipment as well as communications and information technology.
Based on the informatioh in those sections, City staff will then outline a first year operating
budget. Finally, there will be a brief discussion on the start up costs involved for creating a City
operated police department.

6

J/

POLICE STAFFING

In order to determine the number of police officers required to staff a City operated
police department it is necessary to understand that there are two primary workload indicators for
patrol operations, which are calls for services and self initiated activity.
Calls for service occur when someone contacts the police department and requests
assistance. They can contact the police department by calling 9-1-1, calling the non-emergency
phone number for the police department, walking into the police station, or by stopping a police
officer on the street. Calls for service can be managed to some extent by separating urgent, life
threatening calls from non-life threatening calls, however, the number of calls for service cannot
be directly controlled by the police department.
Self initiated activity occurs at an individual officer's discretion whereby they initiate a
traffic stop due to a vehicle code violation, check on parked vehicle due to suspicious
circumstances, stop a pedestrian, check on a building, or perform other tasks. Self initiated work
is generally started by the police officer and is not in response to a citizen request. Self initiated
work can be deferred by the police officer to when the calls for service workload is lighter,
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however, this type of activity does depend on legitimate opportunities being available which can
coincide with peak times for calls for service.
To determine the number of patrol officers needed to respond for calls for service as well
as to perform self-initiated work, City staff examined 12 months of data supplied by the
Riverside County Sheriff s Department from their data warehousing system (April 1, 2010 March 31, 2011). The data warehousing system utilizes information from the computer aided
dispatch (CAD) system to generate information on each dispatch event. The resulting data was
composed of 129,255 useable calls for service and 27,466 self initiated records for that time
period.
/""""
Data obtained from the Riverside County Sheriff s Departmerlfotlly"contains information
for the primary unit that responded to a call for service or pe~%,6fined a self initiated activity;
however, the total time consumed by an event includes not .iT,on:i'Ytlie'primary
unit assigned but
. ','
.; ,
also the time spent on the call for service by the backup units~ The"'airibunt of time spent on a
call by backup units will typically be less than that of the'IJrirrliiry unit>'-Q~ckup units tend to be
dispatched after the primary unit is assigned and wilt1"fientiiaes clear the'sc,~~e,.sooner than the
~rimary unit. In order to ac~ount for the backup ~it's time~onsumed by ~ . ,~v~US~.;\City staff
Increased the average total tIme consumed by .la11-s ~or servlc~by 40%, whIch'i:~s.;the number
MAXIMUS used in their 2004 police feasibility stud~V~
~

MEASURING CALLS FOR

SERVICE\~AD "'~

,{.

pa~I'G'!l!ce",~e ne~jo)"eet

. Ill. order to determine how many
the demand for police
servIces In the commumty CIty staff meas1!lred h~w much tIme/needs to be devoted to call
responses by hour of the daY...,!lnd day of th\~;¥The ~rrt of time spent on a call was
measured from the tim~t1lifofficer was dispa\clied to the
to when the call for service was
.
~
v
.
closed out by the off~er(~\
Each recor41-was b~en Into)the hme spe~~~the call for servIce by the hour of day and
the appropriate day ofilie{e~k. For...example, a c~Vliat began at 11 :45 p.m. on a Tuesday night
and concluded atJ :00 a.m~'rtvW·edn~QFfl1:hg was broken into 15 minutes for the 11 :00
p.m. to 12~a.m~bck of'\t0t\?n ~daywith the remaining 60 minutes placed in the
Wednesclt:y 12:01 a.m""t01,:00 a.m. olock.
~ilizing staff fr'o~ the City~T-elhnology Services Division, all calls for service were
broKen up ~to their appropria\e day 2ffue week and hour of day. This time was then increased
by 40% t~ac60ltnt for the tiin~ back up units may have spent on the activity and then converted
from minute~to hours. The)total number of hours for the day of the week and the hour of day
was then averaged tor the ,Y.eat to produce the number of hours per day of week and per hour of
day that the City cduld'ex-,#tt the patrol division of the police department to spend responding to
calls for service. The)%rmation in the table below reflects this information.

datI

"

Hour
0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500

\..

!

MOD
7.29

Tues
6.13

4.84
3.80
2.82
2.52

4.66
3.48
2.72
2.24

2.09

2.29

Wed
5.54
3.82

Thurs
5.85
4.23

2.69
2.38
1.89

3.28
2.54
2.18

2.18

2.22

Fri

Sat
11.28
8.92

SUD
10.85
12.10

Totals
54.47
44.45

4.42
3.34
2.58

6.21
4.35

31.40
24.03

3.39

7.52
5.87
4.41

2.15

2.42

3.35

16.70

7.54
5.88

19.20
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0600
0700
subtotal

2.11
3.42
28.90

2.03
3.29
26.83

2.13
3.59
24.22

2.02
3.43
25.76

2.00
3.49
31.40

2.14
3.15
41.84

2.29
2.91
49.30

0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

5.94
7.52
8.49
9.93
11.58
10.95
12.04
12.11

6.12
7.00
9.65
9.55
10.11
11.56
11.91
12.76

7.02
7.80
8.88
9.88
10.85
10.89
13.05
13.00

6.96
7.71
8.63
9.90
11.25
10.37
12.74
12.66

6.77
7.72
9.59
9.53
11.15
11.26

5.09
6.62
7.91

4.21
5.47

subtotal

78.57

78.65

81.37

80.21

1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200

11.44
11.71
14.17
12.88
12.01
9.63
8.11

11.84
12.20
15.62
13.79
13.08
10.91
7.88

12.70
12.65

7.91

7.45

2300
subtotal

14.72
23.28
228.26
42.11
49.84
59.67
65.02
72.29
73.63
83.23
83.51
529.29

87.18
76.27
64.32
68.24
654.46

Table I: Time Spent on Call for Service by Patrol Units in Moreno Valley Aptil 2009 to March 31, 20 I 0 (includes 40%
assumption oftime spent by back up units)

~~~

Moreno Valley~xperiences Its highest call volume on weekdays from 1800 hours to 2000
hourshfe single busiest p~~od i~cin7500 hours through 2300 hours on Fridays. Given that
Mole~V~Hey is a suburIian commu~ty, this is to be expected.
E~h ,Bi'ock of time id T'able 1 can be interpreted as the amount of personnel hours needed
to handle call'S~r~ervice o~ly during that time on that day. For example the 12.80 figure on
Friday night from 2.300 hobrs until midnight means that at least 13 officers are needed on
average to handle t~'taJl~f6r service generated by citizens. However, staffing cannot be only
for calls for service. H~ying sufficient time available for self initiated activity is important if the
department wants to ~ork proactively to solve crime, violence, and disorder problems through
community policing. The best self initiated work involves not only vehicle stops and pedestrian
checks but also time for officers to work with residents and business to solve the problems of
underlying crime, violence, and disorder. Time spent in these endeavors can reduce calls for
service as the conditions causing the problems improve.
Staff could not locate a universally accepted standard for how much patrol time should be
consumed by calls for service. A common assumption, prior to the establishment of community
oriented policing, was that a third of an officer's time should be spent on calls for service, a third
of their time on self initiated activity, and a third of the time on uncommitted patrol activities.
4
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Departments have a varying degree of time spent on patrol ranging from 30% to 65% of an
officers time.
The percent of time an officer should spend responding to calls for service is a policy
decision based on how the department and the community would like to see an officer spend
their patrol hours. Having a large amount of time consumed by calls for service may increase
response time as officers will frequently be busy on other calls. It will also reduce the time
available to spend on problem solving and community policing by police officers. The
department can counteract a portion of this by assigning officers, on a rotating basis, to special
assignments such as problem oriented policing, burglary task force, ~p~~ial enforcement teams,
etc.
j,<">~"~">'"'
When determining patrol staffing levels it is importaI]JIi't<,), consider that in a police
department, as with any other City department or organiz!ti6ri;\h,e number of personnel
available and actually working will vary daily. Not everyotili;:bomes'"tp'\vwk every day. Patrol
officers are absent from work for a variety reasons in91'G;d.,ip:g:'~training;,,:yic~tion, illness, court
time, and special assignments. Over time, schedul~{iil';y":Vary due to fr~hsfers, promotions,
long-term injury leave and general vacancies withi,I1"tlie police'4epartment.'<".>":>",~,,;,,,
For an agency the size of Moreno Valle'Y;"tllt>-.,City c'~h",expect to see"~l~hbw up rate
between 75% to 85% for patrol officers. Variables,~tfectifi~'~ick leave usage include: the
seniority of employees since more senior employees typic<:liry(accrue more leave than those who
are newly hired; department sick leave policies; other availjhl~"leave such as compensation time
in lieu of paid overtime; and work sched'ule~~:"~~T4e later factor>w~rl<: sch,edules, has an impact on
the show-up rate in that if an officer perceIves iilahJhey can never"':nive a "'favorable" day off
then sick leave abuse may occur. There are'\'ariouiLP9cfels"gt sch~duling that can be reviewed to
provide a greater variety of favorable shitts, poweveF,the"(,final shift schedule should be
determined by the initiat,Cl1ieIof,Police hired ',by the City ~h()uld the City elect to form its own
,-"' ,' " '\,
"
police department.
.....).

,

DETERMINING

THE'~iJMl!Eiii;)~f!l!FICERj 'FOR CALLS FOR SERVICE RESPONSE
,"

'. ,!:.l!,

"

.

-. l:l'.:"'';'r<""".. u ._,.I .. ··~,'·_-

TaRl¢'t"~~~ouhtsJor'iinaY~rag~~ofl,412 hours per week that the Moreno Valley Police

Departtpen( will sperido~"qallsfor:s~rvice regardless of whether the City continues to contract
with1tli'e Riverside CouritySheriffis<»~paftment or if the City decides to operate its own police
dep~rtm'e~t><rable 2 belo\v,shows t~:eriumber of patrol officers needed given the current hours
spent on dlls 'for service, for" dedicating 35% of a patrol officers time to calls for service, 50% of
their time toca~fs',for servic~' and 65% of their time handling calls for service. The table also
estimates the sh0'Y-llP rate for officers at 85%, which equates to 34 hours per week per officer
based on a 40 hourwoik".w'eek, or of the 2,080 hours an officer is scheduled to work, he/she will
attend work 1,780 hour~in a given year.

Hours Per
Week Spent on
Calls for Service
1,412
1,412
1,412

Percent Time
Spent Handling
Calls For Service
35%
50%
65%

Officers Needed
for an 85% Show
Up Rate
119
83
64

Table 2: Number of Officers Needed to Respond to Calls for Service
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For the remainder of this study the mid-range of percent time spent handling calls for
service will be used for determining costs and other factors for establishing a City operated
police department resulting in a requirement of 83 patrol officers to handle calls for service
throughout a typical week. To match the changes in workload over the course of a day, the
staffing levels for the police department should vary to allow for more officers to be on duty
when the calls for service from City residents is highest. The Sheriffs Department currently has
officers working 10 hour shifts with 4 shifts per day to allow for greater flexibility in covering
those times of day when there are higher calls for service. Those.~Sh,,;;:ift:.~~~~nt1y are:
•
•
•
•

Watch 1:
Watch 2:
Watch 3:
Watch 4:

2200 hours to
0600 hours to
1300 hours to
1700 hours to

0800 hOury ~
1600 hours/'\·,
2100 h6uf's
"'"

0300hO~~S"".
//.- ... ~~ ,
. "

/' .. /

'"

At this time, the Riverside County Sherif1/s'Qepartm~nt has 82 deputi~s;'i~~J.lding two
K-9 Officers, assigned to the patrol division:!wi!h"'t~n sei~eants and two'\li~:utenants for
supervision, giving a ratio of 8.2 deputies per sergearit.., 'fh~,[~tio\f sergeants t01'~atrol officers
does vary amongst other police departments and ranges fr~m6ne sergeant per six officers to one
sergeant per ten officers. The 2004 Ma::cimus study sugge;h~d'-a patrol officer to sergeant ratio
closer to one sergeant per six officers, whicllwould provide f<k b'1:tter supervision in the field as
the City operated police department wou)1\inO~likely be less'er\ e*rienced than the current
department. The Maximus study final allo~ation'f9rpatrol had JAergeant per 5.4 deputies as
they allocated on additional sergeant to the 1~6 ra90' fo:r.c~1ig vacation, illness, or training.
While staff is not sugge~triithat the City 'olfefated dep~ent be quite that aggressive in
a lesser ~perienced w6rkforce, it may be in the City's best interest to
Providing supervision/ for'
~
'\
consider increasing~4b~, nu~ber
jergeants assi~~g> to patrol in the first few years from the
current level of 1:8.2 officers~ 1?7 Qffjcers. Howe~ei, for the purposes of generating a first year
budget, City st,aff has keph.,the.lcurrentnumber-p'f sergeants as listed in the contract with the
/ ' ~Sh
·ff s D'"epartment.····
\
,..... -. , j/
·
·de C
. ·6:unty...
en,
RIVerSI
...l~e'Riverside~~nty S'he~~ D.:partment provides. two lieutenants to overs~e patr~l
funct1Qns~These two heute~ants typl,cal!1work Monday - Fnday, however, they do adjust theIr
sch/auies,for~special assi~6pts, w~Hant sweeps, special holidays that adversely affect patrol
such as New ''¥ears Eve, and are ~ on call should an event arise requiring their expertise.
Numerous p~'li~iuepartment~, ,~uch as the City of Riverside and the City of Corona, provide one
lieutenant pe: pat~dl~hift/~{th one Captain overseeing t.he patrol divisio.n. This wa~ t~e
recommendatlOn oft\te MaXlmus study that was performed III 2004 for the CIty. As the CIty IS
satisfied with the curr'ennevel of staffing at the police department, this report will reflect only
two lieutenants with 1J~trol being placed under one captain in charge of the Field Operations
Division.

Of

' \

SUPPLEMENTING PATROL
Currently the Riverside County Sheriffs Department supplements patrol services with
traffic enforcement, problem oriented policing, community services, special enforcement team,
burglary suppression team, robbery suppression team, and a gang task force. The number of
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persOlll1el assigned to these teams does vary depending on what is occurring within the City and
is provided for within the hours contracted for with the Sherriffs Department. Additionally, the
City specifically contracts for dedicated positions above the contract hours which includes:
•
•
•
•
•

:
•
•

the captain (Police Chief)
one lieutenant
two sergeants
ten motorcycle trained deputy sheriffs
two K-9 deputy sheriffs

A

~~~:~~:::~~::i~:p:~cers

A~>/--'~

one graffiti prevention officer
/ / I',
one school resource officer:,,, (
"""''''

enfoTcemenJ~~~\entered~~O,by~e City and the

As of the third amendment for law
County on November 10, 2010 the additional.rlrsonnel n\eded to
broken out as follows:
C-~"'\~ . ~\
,,)/-,

\'.

..t /

~

suppie11(~nt..,J;:;ttrol were
'.':. /
~r/

'V

Traffic Unit: one lieutenant, two sergeants, 18 deputi~s;<fi~~ community service officers, and
"', ..~
one Management Analyst (City employ~: _
Problem Oriented Policing Team: two
officers

~nine~ deputies,J/alj(i"two community service

',\ -"\ \ /F'~_, ~~"" \\ .,/'.. '
."....
./'
one lieut~~~nt, two ~dgeants, one K-9 officer, and 14
"'\ \
\\

!/NEf!:

Speci~l Enforcement
deputies
// ~
Burglary

Suppress~: Te~~~jCJJJ!l~j>·

Robbery Suppression Team:'hyo\teputi~s -'. --,---/

~~;~!'i'oreno

Towngate ,Mall: two deputies
Valley Mall pays the fully supported rate of70
hours a week to have a deputy at the ~all 10 hours each day. These deputies work a combined
10 hours a week on patrol that is pailfor by the City.)

Police Grant C-CAT: two deputies and one Sheriff s Service Officer II (all positions are
currently 100% funded through a grant) who are in addition to the staffing listed for SET.
Overall, the City is satisfied with the performance of these teams at their current staffing
levels. Due to this, the study has incorporated these positions in their entirety into the final
staffing report.
It is recommended that a City operated police department continue to primarily utilize
Community Service Officers to transport prisoners to the Robert Presley Detention Center so that
sworn personnel can continue to handle calls for service in a timely manner. In addition to
transporting prisoners, the Community Service Officers would be assigned calls for service
where there is no suspect information available, such as a runaway juvenile or a burglary where
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the resident does not know who may have committed the crime. This would allow for the patrol
officers to handle calls for service where crimes are in progress, take reports where there is
suspect information as they may contact the suspect, or to perform proactive activities such as
traffic stops.
Finally, Moreno Valley would lose access to a special weapons and tactics team (known
as the emergency services team (EST) in the Sheriffs Department), hazardous device team
(commonly referred to as the bomb squad), and assistance from the Riverside County Sheriffs
Department helicopter as these services are provided as part of the contract with the County.
Currently, Moreno Valley does not have the frequency of calls for service that requires
these specialized teamslunits full time. Part-time emergency services teams, where officers have
collateral duties, could be something for the City to consider as well contracting with either the
Riverside County Sheriff s Department or the City of Riverside for EST services. Ideally, the
City operated police department would deploy staff to stabilize the scene and hold a perimeter
until such a specialized unit could be assembled and arrive~n scene. This service, along with
the Hazardous Device Team (HDT) and helicopter services,are currently provided to the City
through the contract as part of the deputy hourly rate. Without entering into negotiations with
either the County of Riverside, City of Riverside, or another local jurisdiction, it is difficult to
estimate what contract costs might be for access to EST, HDT, or h.elicopter services.
City staff highly recommends that the City minimally contracts for helicopter services as
the Riverside County Sheriffs helicopter does spend a considerable amount time patrolling the
City during peak demand times for police services by the pUblic. Again, without entering into
negotiations with the County, it is difficult for City staff to determine an exact cost for helicopter
services. However, in order to provide an idea of what. ~ contract might cost the City, staff
examined the aviation program costs for the City of Riverside and the City of Ontario.
The City of RiversXa~v~ation program cost $1,886,899 in FY 10/11 operate, whereas
in Ontario their aviatio~program, cO,st $2,522,383. For the purposes of developing an estimated
first year budget for/a City opedted police department, City staff assumed that the City could
ex~ect to pay appr~xirriat~~~O~J d£"t~osts .as~ociated with the City of Riverside's program
whIch would be_$377,380 ·per'.year..-..Cost-estlmates for EST and HDT can not be accurately
estimated atWs.. ti;;;;and the?efo're. are ~otincluded in the budget.
/.~/

''''''

"r··...
·r

"'~

.. ,

~

Th~~Riverside

'"

~

INVESTiGATIONS ,......

\\
~

\

~

"""'"

\

./

'\, / ./
j;/

Coun\r ~heriff s Department, in their contract rate for a deputy sheriff,
allocates one'aet~tive per 7.3~; deputies paid for by a contract city. This has created a detective
bureau at the Mbr~tio Valle/POlice Department that is currently staffed with one lieutenant, two
sergeants, 17 detediv:~t1d'deputies for burglary suppression, two forensic technicians, and one
sheriff s service officer)l The Investigations Bureau also has three support staff consisting of
one clerical position aild two crime analysts, one of which is a City employee. As the homicides
that occur in the City are handled by the Riverside County Sheriff s Department Criminal
Homicide Unit, the City would need to consider adding two to three additional officers at the
detective rank to address not only homicides but also the more violent crimes that occur in the
City due to the length of time it takes to perform an in depth investigation. For the purposes of
this study, City staff has allocated three additional officers to the Riverside County Sheriff s
Department current staffing level in order to ensure violent crimes are properly investigated in a
timely manner.
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City staff is proposing to eliminate the detective rank and assign patrol officers to
conduct criminal investigations for prosecution by the District Attorney. Patrol officers assigned
to the detective bureau would receive an additional pay incentive to work in this special
assignment while allowing the City operated police department greater flexibility in transferring
staff around to patrol, special operations, and other assignments without losing rank. This will
further allow the department the ability to establish a rotation policy amongst patrol, problem
oriented policing, special enforcement team, and the investigations bureau in order to provide for
greater career development and job enrichment to the employee without creating entitled
positions:
..
...
..
. ~
.
.
Smce It IS tradItional m many RIverSIde and San Bernardmo/eounjy pohce agenCIes to
have an investigator rank the City may need to consider granting)iC;n:~ses or supplemental pay to
lateral transfers that have investigative experience in orderAo"\;rcltte a competent detective
bureau in the beginning stages of the City operated police<4\efartrrl'eQt~The cost for granting
these bonuses has not been included in the proposed firft'yea~ budge~or'zn the start up costs
,~./~ .. ,""~
'.."" ~
section.
Another consideration, for operational reasofit, would,\be locate the for,~nsiStl)1it within
the Investigation Bureau for ease of communitatiQ~betweei0those that collect /the criminal
evidence and those that are pursuing criminal cases."Th~qtialr~ady contractslspecifically for
two forensic technicians. This unit would need to b6"expanded to include hiring additional
forensic technicians and supervisors wli~"'have the experie~ce.)i~andling major crime scenes as
the cur:rent forensic. technicians the Cit'y~ntracts for ani'"',~~eceJlly assigned to handle
.. \\"'~""':i
burglanes and v.andahsms.
As preVIOusly noted, all homICIdes \~e hansn~d 'by: the R}verside Shenffs Department
Criminal Homicide Unit as well as their tethniCians>sO~<litional forensic technicians are
necessary to provide fOJ;e~upport for th~\¥f6;e compis~~rimes such as armed robberies,
assaults with a deadl~W'~apon;'~d\r~micid~s. '~~rensic support: is. needed ~4 h~urs a day so ?n
call pay would nee<!~to"..be'a considier;atIOn dunng eI?Pj,-Syee negotiatIOns. ThIS umt would conSIst
of four forensic technici::m~;(;me senior forensic tecwician, and one forensic supervisor.
Finall))Jhe. City needi't<lconsi~ding~idditional officers to the Investigations Bureau
to conductAiltemaIarrairs in\r~~lgations~"".:pre~;fent1y, all personnel investigations that are not
criminal.-i~/;ature, ~d"~?n~t i~VQ~~e~ffi~er .invo~ved shootings ar~ handled at the station level.
As pati
the CIty'S contract WIth the RIversIde County Shenff s Department, personnel
inve~tigatt<ilis that are m~te s~rious jn/~ature are referred to the Administrative Investigations
Departmellt"""~thin the ShenJfis Department. After consulting with the Sheriff s Department,
City staff is iecoinmending tha,t an additional two officers be added to the Investigations Bureau
for the purposes'Of ~nductirilthe more serious personnel investigations
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ADMINISTRATION)ND SUPPORT

In order for a police department to operate effectively it needs administrative support and
community programs. The Administrative Support Division would be overseen by one Captain
who would oversee the Community and Administrative Services Division, Fiscal Administration,
and Communication Center. The Community and Administrative Services Section would be
overseen by a lieutenant and would consist of:
• Logistics Unit: Six Community Service Officers would be required to manage issues
related to the building, fleet, weapons maintenance, and the issuance of radios and
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•

•

•

equipment. The unit would be responsible for tracking all equipment and uniform
issuance. Additionally, a Police Fleet Maintenance Coordinator would need to be hired
in order to coordinate all fleet maintenance issues with the City's Maintenance and
Operations Division.
Community Services Unit: would consist of two sergeants, five deputies, and three
community service officers to keep staffing level equivalent to what the City contracts
for with the County.
Training Unit: would ensure that all training records for employees are accurate and
would be in charge of scheduling employees for training. T~is.,~mit would consist of a
//~<:~~'c,
sergeant, one officer, and one office assistant.
Records and Data Processing Unit: would process all p,.0Hc,( reports, input information
into the records management system, and provide fr9ni"offrce clerical support. The
Riverside County Sheriff s Department currently ha(qne su'pe~sing office assistant II,
one supervising office assistant I, two office assistant"ll)' s, and'fo'rirteen office assistant
II's who provide this support. While the Riv¢;sfde'-eounty Sherriff~epartment does
most of the records management tasks a~e More~? Valley Poli¢e Sta~n, records
management does involve offsite River§ide County Sheriff personnel\. T~ costs for
those personnel are recovered through the deputy h<2)lrl,y-rate that the Couhty charges the
City. As such, the City would need to consider ad~i~nal staffing which should include
a Police Administrative Services Supervisor, two Senior Administrative Assistants, and
\"', ~
three more office assistants.

-"

I"

"'.

'/

,

The Fiscal Administration Section would consist of a senior rJa6~gement analyst to monitor
the various police department budgets and oversee the grants adIriinistered throughout the police
department, one senior accountant, one accounting technician, and 2.5 accounting assistant II's
to continue to provide the same level of accounting services that the police department currently
has.
The Communications Center would consist of the City's Dispatch Center. Issues regarding
the telephone syste~, computer aided dispatch system, and the radio system would be reported
to, and handled by, the City's Technology Services Division. Additional staffing for Technology
Services is accounted for in Table 5 on page 14. Through a review of other cities who staff their
own police dispatch centers, and in consultation with the Moreno Valley Police Department's
Administrative Lieutenant, it was determined that a total of 31 personnel would be required to
effectively run a communication center. Personnel would consist of:
•
•
•
•

One Public Safety Communications Manager
Four Public Safety Communications Supervisors
Two Senior Public Safety Communications Dispatchers
24 Public Saf~ty Communication Dispatchers

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF
The Office of the Chief would include the Chief of Police, Executive Assistant, and an
Administrative Sergeant. Some of the responsibilities of the Administrative Sergeant would
include acting as the public information officer for the police department, overseeing the reserve
deputy program, and coordination of facility maintenance with Community Services.
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ORGANIZATION CHART

The person hired by the City to act as the first Police Chief and establish a new police
department will most likely change the organization chart presented here to fit their needs and
the goals they have for the department, however, in order to give City Council, City staff, and the
public an idea of how the police department might be organized, a chart was prepared and can be
seen below.

Staff

Chart 1: Proposed Organization Chart for a City Operated Police Department
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SUMMARY OF STAFFING FOR MORENO VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT
A summary of staffing within each organizational unit of the organization chart above is
shown below.

Title
Office 0/ the Chief

Number Personnel
1
1

Chief of Police
Executive Assistant
Administrative Sergeant

Field Operations
Captain
Lieutenants - 2 Patrol, 1 Traffic
Officers - includes 2 K-9's, 2 Mall Officers, and 2 gr~iIt,(j'f6cers
Community Service Officers - 16 Patrol, 5 Traf~.q,~ PO'P
Management Analyst - Traffic
/ (
~
Investif!ations

ltf';·"
23"'< '''''''c
1'-::,; 'X>:,,,,,,,:,,

Lieutenant - 1 Investigations, 1 SET
"" "
2
\~
'" ""
4
Sergeants
Officers - includes Investigator Rank\ap.p"'&-9".
"" ""-.A-6
Crime Analyst
\\ ~ ~
\ //2
Community Service Officer - Property \ \
) /"..... ~ ,.I> t/
2
Office Assistant,...--....
\\ / /
~ /
1
\ (
V
1
Forensic SupervisQr~ '\
\\
1
Senior Forensic."teG1)nician \ \
Forensic Techftici'm.). '"
lJ
\ '-P
4
Administrative Support
1
1

3
6

Com'mpcmty Service OffIcers V
Police Fle,ei'Maintenanc~ ~oordinator
Public Safetybo,mmun~t.ations Manager
Public Safety C~,.Hill1J..u6i'Cations Supervisor
Senior Public Sarety/Communications Officer
Public Safety Communications Officer
Senior Management Analyst
Accounting Assistant II
Senior Accountant
Accountant Technician
Police Administrative Services Supervisor
Senior Administration Assistant
Office Assistant

9
1
1
4

2
24
I

2.5
1
1
1

2
22

Table 3: Staffing Summary Chart by QrgamzatlOnal Umt
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The next table shows the number of employees for each position as well as salary, and
benefits for personnel costs for a City of Moreno Valley Police Department. It excludes
overtime, holiday pay, shift differential, and standby pay as well as additional City Hall staff.
Number
of
Positions

Position Description

Salary

Benefits

Total
Personnel
Costs

Table 4: Summary of First Year Salary and Benetit Cost for the Police Department Excluding Additional City Hall Staff

The information in Table 4 excludes costs fOr overtime. shift differential. education
incentive pay. holiday pay. and special dutypav. Those amounts are included in a simulated first
year operating budget in Table 6 on page 16. Additionally, City personnel that will need to be
hired as a result of creating the City's own police department can be found in Table 5 on the next
page.
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For positions that the City does not currently have in its salary schedule a salary survey
was completed utilizing infonnation from the current salaries paid by the Riverside County
Sheriff's Department, the City of Riverside, and several oth~r local agencies. A median of the
minimum and maximum salaries for those jurisdictions was utilized to detennine a midrange
salary that the City could expect to pay experienced law enforcement personnel for both sworn
and non sworn positions. The figures used to project salary costs overall pays .05% less than the
County, and 7.2% lower than the average salary for the City of Riverside.
The new Moreno Valley Police Department would need to hire both experienced and
inexperience police employees. It would be preferable if at least 85% }!>(the city operated police
department's personnel had previous law enforcement experience. ",rbeCity would need to pay
salaries and benefits that reflect this accumulated knowle:,9:~~f~<, skill and abilities of a
predominately veteran staff. The salaries reflected in the table(;abbye"refiect a mid range for all
positions in order to estimate the cost of hiring an experience(~t);~ork f6r,s:~':\\,_
A fringe benefit rate of 35% was utilized for l}2.tf~~~,~,o~ persorin~I:';~?ile ~ 45% fringe
benefit rate was used for sworn personnel due to th~"fact tile' CIty would b~offenng all sworn
personnel 3% at 55 for their retirement, known as BIE~S (California Public Eriip.19Yy'e ,,Retirement
System). Workman's Compensation has noUbee~""calculai~d,into the benefitDtate and is
.. ".
/:,;",."
accounted for separately in the first year budget (Table·6).",',\
,"';';'\'"
f,:'
"" : ~l::,r"t,:;,::·
""

....

ADDITIONAL CITY STAFF

}

",;

. ,",',1,

"'.;;:',~,:.:,'~,~I~'~.
--,

~~

In order to support a City opei~t;d>poJ,ice depart~~ilt:""it is Jmperative that the City
recognizes the need to expand staffing in 6tller,Gtty·,[)epartmentsan'a15ivisions for services that
were previously covered by the County as\'YvellasJh~'''der:gand (drservices that the additional
306.5 positions will create for other departmerlts such aslll1matF'1~,esources and Finance. Below
is a table listing the namef~hd':humber of pdsitlons needeCl>as well as a cost estimate for the
salary and benefits ofJh~se positibrl'§.
"",
"
J/

\' '

\\

Number
of
Positions
1
1
1
1

Position Description
0,
".',' -"
DeputygityAttomeyI "'\
'<;"0."",,/,
HumahR"esource Analyst '\
/:
Hufua~'lR.~s(mrce Techni~ian'\
InfonnatidllTechnology Technician
Legal Secrefar:y'\,
'c
.!"
Network Administrator f
Payroll Technician",. "'"r.'''':,
Risk Management Arialyst
Senior Application Analyst
Telecommunications Technician
""

'

..:

',,',

.,~"

~"

1

1
1.5
1
1
2

Vehicle Equipment Technician
Subtotal

Salary Benefits
$89,224 $31,229
$63,410 $22,194
$45,064 $15,773
$52,168 $18,259
$49,684 $17,389
$89,224 $31,229
$45,064 $15,773
$63,410 $22,194
$73,405 $25,692
$52,168 $18,259

5.5 $45,064
17

$15,773

Overtime
Standby & Holiday Pay
Total Personnel Costs

Total
Personnel
Costs
$120,453
$85,604
$60,837
$70,426
$67,073
$120,453
$91,256
$85,604
$99,097
$140,853
$334,604
$1,276,257
$45,000
$44,659
$1,365,916

Table 5: Summaty of First Year Salary and Benefit Cost for Additional City Hall Staff to Support Police Department
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT
The Moreno Valley Police Department would occupy the current City owned facility
used by the Riverside County Sheriffs Department. The Public Safety Building (PSB) is owned
by the City and was built specifically to be the headquarters for both the P.olice and Fire
Departments. The City and Riverside County would need to jointly conduct a complete
inventory of the building to determine what is owned by the City and what is .owned by the
County. Start up costs, which are listed on page 19, contain estimates for equipment the City
might have to acquire to replace County owned equipment and/or pur.chase new equipment for
./:/~
the dispatch center.
While the City had initially allocated space for a dispatcfucetter to be located in the PSB
when it was constructed, that space had been temporiaril//c:bn~t:!ed into an emergency
operations center (EOC) following the terrorist attacks in ·&~tember 1'1, 2001 in New York.
With the City's new EOC opening in September of 20.. 1'oJ~thl~space Becrime available for the
r~I~"'\. "reconfiguration of the PSB to accommodate a police/dep~rtment that has"~ee~utgrowing the
current facility. Funding for that space to be conv.lrt~d into an area to accernmod~the traffic
divis~on was .appreved in the Fiscal Yea~ 20~ 112612",CaI?ital Ptoj~ct Budget and\t~e ~onversien
ofth1s space 1S expected to be completed m F1scal YeaF*Oil,tP913~
.f.
A master plan for the recenfiguration of the PSB'was(cempleted in 2010 however, while
it included building an area fer the secure~rage of prop~;i1:y'and evidence as well as a vehicle
impeund area, it excluded building a crihzinaNaboratory d:re'Ctfo"r-forensic technicians to utilize
in order to process photographs. fingerprih'is;-andother crime sdene';;iidence as well as an area
for a communications/dispatch center. This\!n~siery!~o~ld n@ecf te be updated and t~e City
weuld need te be prepared to expand the PSB\nnniechatelxhlor''der te accemmodate a d1spatch
center, a criminal labor~~~~~e foren~ic \~{llilicians t9/u~e, and an area for evidence and
property storage as well;as an ar«a ~or veh1cle 1~peundment. Currently, all .of the preperty and
evidence seized byjdepbties assimed to Merenb0alley is stored at the Riverside Ceunty
Sheri~fs Department pe'rti~S~ti5h ilu~ th~ lack)~apace at the PSB. Of the. 4,400 squ~re feet
of eV1dence and~p:r:gperty storagerat,·th~. Pems~StatlOn, Moreno Valley occup1es approx1mately
80% .of that:jpace, Due. to the~Nacters'tne"CitY sheuld consider moving forward en the PSB
expansiefi/with medificafio~s for".~tjminallaboratory and communicatiens/dispatch center, as
soo~pbssible sheuld th~ City Cotlt~dh~fect te start up a City .operated police department.
Unfortunately, it is\te~diffiCU1t1e estimate at this time what the cest for expanding the
,
\
~/
PSB to accomm«date these ne, areas weuld cost. In the incremental growth plan cempleted fer
the City by Rbesl'iug Nakamk~ Terada Architects, the PSB is expanded ever three phases for a
tetal cest .of $104.4imUion JO'llars. The evidence, logistics, and property area, which included a
parking structure of'87)~talfs, was listed in Phase 3 .of this plan at a cest .of $27.9 million dollars.
Again, this expansion"excluded the addition of a criminallaboratery and a dispatch center.
Finally, the Ci~tY weuld also need to ensure that there is adequate locker roem space for
the expanded size of the pelice department and the City weuld need to reexamine whether or net
there was adequate space in the building fer the sworn and non-swern staff to utilize in the
perfermance .of their duties.

"

COMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, AND DISPATCH
While the City can definitely consider centracting for dispatch services, ideally a City
operated police department would want centrol over its own dispatching and informatien
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technology operations in order to ensure local priorities are being met. While it is not unheard of
for a City to have its own police department and yet contract for police dispatch services (the
City of Pacifica on June 27, 2011 decided to contract dispatch services with South San
Francisco), it is highly unusual. Some of the concerns the need to be considered when
examining whether or not to contract police dispatch services while maintaining a local police
department includes: loss of local control, conflict resolution between police officers and
dispatchers, and the ability to have immediate access to 9-1-1 tapes and radio transmissions. For
the purposes of this study, City staff has assumed that the City will operate its own dispatch and
communications center.
Personnel costs for a communications center is estimated aL~}"'.\"-' 88 for the first year
of operation. Other costs that have been considered for a first v.ealr"Cloeratm budget for a City
police department include office supplies, training,'
internal service fund
transfers to cover technology and facility maintenance
budget item to
consider for the future would be uniforms for .
ctions do provide
uniforms for dispatchers to create a more profes
the idea that
they are working for a paramilitary department.
FIRST YEAR OPERATING BUDGET

A potential first year operating budget "I-' ......UJ'"
shown on the next page. Of note, ==~-=-~:--==:-:.::==-..t~~;::'::;'7-'=.:..::.::.:....::==--==c....::..>:~
and
Additionally, it is
laboratory and therefore no
Included in the first year
general liability, workmen's
Vlrr-,,,,V'rlrH
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ISF - Subtotal

$7,360,323

r"-'--~'-~--"-

Personnel Costs - Subtotal
Maintenance & Operational Costs
Insurance - Subtotal
ISF - Subtotal

//
v

L"'-

$~4~J8,497
$3\322~'S0
, ,

~

'

)~

""'' ' ' Annual Costs
v

"'" V //

~

$5,7Jj.l,805
\ /

$7,360,323
$50,922,905

Table 6: Proposed First Year Operating Budget Including Additional City Staff

City staff created the first year h~\g~~hat t~6ty allocated to the police
department for Fiscal Year 201112012 and th'eh supp1e1nenf~tl."thy,oudget with additional funding
for items such as contraeti~g"-.out helicopt~t\(e~ices, 'additional funding for outside legal
'
,....--...~ ~\,.
\
J/
reSS<l'!lawsUlts\
!l.!l!tnd'mg £or um~rm
rep I acement,
and oth er such costs th at are
expendltures
to add~'
not currently in a s~~ite line item )budget for tfi~\Police department and are currently provided
as part of the contract with:t;he RiJerside County Sh.~ffs Department.
This first year budget'is",elp~flta.lJ.2..§.oJne extent as some costs can not be accurately
predicted untiral'ew"'budge'0qYi6ie~-pas~~ such as the cost for recruitment, replacement
uniforms"z""ncrtram'ihg. frems tRat ~e easier to predict, such as salary and benefits, are reliable as
~ set costs th at '"
'" or'.."
'h th e vanous
'
C'lty umons.
,
th ese are
mcrease
d:ecr:eas~ b ase d on contracts WIt
A~'&-City, in FY 1)Y~2\ has b\d~ed $41,261,770 for 181 sworn positions and 52.5 non
sworn posit~'ns. The proposed\ City iPerated police department would have 199 sworn positions
with 107,5 no~'s-worn positi~ns for a cost of $49,556,989 plus an additional $1,365,916 to cover
the costs of 17 ne~City posidons for a total first year operating budget of $50,922,905. This is
an increase of$9,6'61)~-2...0ti3.4% for the City to operate its own police department.

're

Y

START UP COSTS

The start up costs for a City operated police department include patrol cars, uniforms,
background checks, dispatch equipment, information technology equipment, initial reserve fund
money for general liability and workman's compensation, and capital outlay for radio towers and
fueling station. The start up costs provided below is for items minimally required to begin
operating a City police department. As mentioned previously, it is quite possible that the start up
costs listed for the communications/dispatch center could cost an additional $7 million dollars,
bringing the total cost for communications and dispatch to over $17 million dollars.
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Excluded from these start up costs is the expense to expand City Yard in order to provide
routine service to police vehicles. While the City of Corona was able to expand their current
City Yard as a cost of $1.5 million dollars to accommodate performing maintenance on police
vehicles with their staff, it is quite possible that such an expansion could run $4 million to $6
million dollars should the City need to purchase land to build a police vehicle only facility that
could be expanded to accommodate fire engines and fire trucks in the future.
Also not included in the start up costs is the cost to expand the Public Safety Building
(PSB). As previously discussed, the incremental grown plan for the PSB would need to be
reexamined to ensure there is adequate space for th~ proposed City oP9at{d pol!ce department as
well as enough space for property and eVIdence storage,,/.vehl'cle Impoundment, a
communicatons/dispatch center, and a criminal laboratory. The.l~ject was last estimated in
2010 to have a total cost of $104.4 million dollars, with th(t'Pnase's,expansion that includes
adequate space for property, evidence, and vehicle impou~d"ment'at a,,",cost of $27.9 million
"'\
~~
dollars.
Finally, the City currently owns a few
by the Riverside,J-(,ounty Sheriffs
Department, such as the motorcycles for traffic
traffic reco~tructi~truck, and
the forensic technician's vehicle. These items
from the st~) ~p/Costs listed
1/
below.
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Table 7: Start Up

Costs~

Excludes the Cost to Expand the Public Safety Building and City Yard.

~ City wOU~te~1re ~~'Wo years to build the communications infrastructure

reqUlred'to'support its ow~olice de~artment. A large part of this two year process is the length
of time it"woltld take to w6rk\ with vthe Federal Communications Commission to obtain radio
frequencies, 1ri~~-,JJroject Jatragers to ensure the project is completed in a timely manner, and
the purchasing oKlab:d in orclef to build radio towers as well as the construction of those towers.
As the Riverside Couity.•.8:h~riff s Department requires 12 months notice from the City in order
to terminate the cont~ct!this process would need to start one year prior to notifying the County
that the City intends t6~perate its own police department.
New police officers, as opposed to lateral transfers from other jurisdictions, will require
training at a Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) certified academy which would be a
cost incurred by the City as well as the salary and benefits paid to the employee during their
training period. The cost at the Ben Clark Training Center for a basic POST certificate for law
enforcement is minimally $5,579.62. As it is difficult to determine how many new officers the
City can expect to hire, the cost for an employee to attend the police academy, has been excluded
tram the start up costs. City staff can provide a rough estimate of the cost, which would assume
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75% of the sworn staff hired would have previous law enforcement experience. Therefore, of
the 199 sworn staff, 50 of the personnel hired by the City would require a basic POST certified
academy, increasing the start up costs by $278,981. However, this amount could be much higher
or lower, based on who is hired.
All employees within the police department would need to undergo an in depth
background check and polygraph test. Additionally, all sworn staff would be required to pass a
psychological evaluation. Based on information provided by other jurisdictions, the City can
expect to spend $445 per officer for a psychological evaluation, $500 per person for a polygraph
test, and approximately $3,250 per background investigation (estimatsd'at $65.00 per hour at 50
hours per investigation). The line item was then increased by/~0o/~tp account for those
individuals who will not pass their background check. As a side.l,'n:6te, this could be extremely
conservative. as s.om~ jurisdicti.ons see a failure rate highfr/'t4~0% when completing
background mvestlgatlOns on pollce officers.
~", ~
Finally, City staff has included overlap coverag.7b~!Wee.l). the Riversicte County Sheriff s
Dep~rtme~t and ~ City oper~ted police department: ~~!/6ari1)le, the Poli~:((l1i\[would need to
be hIred SIX to rune month m advance of the desIred start date for the pohce,department. The
Chief would then begin the process of hiring p€rso;;nel, establish policy and'Pro'Gldures, and
coordinating a smooth transition with the Sheriff s D'eR~er{V"'>Uhere will alsQ~{e a period of
overlap between the deputies from the Sheriff s Depart'in~rit<Patrolling Moreno Valley and the
officers from the City operated police <o:epartment patrolling the City to give the new officers
time to learn the City and meet key comin~ity,members. Th:ese"eosts have been accounted for
. the tranSItIon
.. costs.
\~"\"
m
\ """"~'\'\ ~
/

<, \

\

CONCLUSION

.. ' . .

""'""

\:~~vj/"'~·""

?'~ras bUdget~~~41

/

)/

The City,in
,261,71);; for 181 sworn positions and 52.5
non sworn positlOQ;S'c-'",The prop6~e~ CIty operated__R9hce department would have 199 sworn
positions with 107.5 nort's~~ pdsftions for a cost\0f'$49,509,033 plus an additional $1,365,916
to cover the cosJs_of 17 ne'W"Citi-posit~for-a-t6ial first year operating budget of $50,922,905.
This is an Jl1.~ase"~9,661,l3-?br,23.4%~for~t~ City to operate its own police department.
,!~n ~omp.'mn~iru~ to th~ M~imus s~dy ?f 2004, the City had b~d.geted $23,030,031
for RQhce"servlCes m FIscal Year 2003720t>4 whIch mcluded 144 sworn pOSItIons and 43.5 nonswo~posifi(;ms. The police departm~n( described by Maximus in that study would have had a
first year ~peritting cost of $Q.8hs6,493 with a staff of 166 sworn positions and 90.5 non-sworn
positions. M'axhlms' propos1ed first year budget was a 24.9% increase over what the City had
budgeted for poi'ice)'ervices) /
City staff did )xplc( to see a slight decrease in the percentage between what a City
operated police depai~{nt would cost compared to contracting with the Riverside County
Sheriffs Department/due to budget reductions to the police department's budget over the last
few years. It is therefore not surprising to see a slight difference between the Maximus study and
the City's own in house feasibility study.
The Maximus study in 2004 had an estimated start up cost of $19 million compared to the
$34,144,562 of this study. In looking at their study it appears they may have underestimated the
costs for communications in dispatch. They also allocated funding for 119 vehicles, both new
and used, whereas this study assumes the City will need to buy all new vehicles as there is no
guarantee that there will be any serviceable used police vehicles that would fit the City's needs.
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Economic Feasibility Study
City-Operated Police Department

October 2011

The Maximus study also under allocated funding for background investigations and vehicle
equipment.
Determining the exact size and cost of a City operated police department will depend on
providing a satisfactory level of service to the residents of Moreno Valley. The size and cost
recommendations made in this report are a low to mid range mix of personnel and functions
designed to provide at least equivalent services to those currently being provided under contract.
Adjustments can be made, based on policy preferences, by City Councilor the City Manager.
However, without a substantial decrease in personnel, the annual cost of providing police
services that are equivalent to what the City is currently receiving will remain in the vicinity of
$50,922,905, which includes the additional City staff needed in other departments to support a
City operated police department.
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• Fiscal Year 2011/2012 budget
for the Police Department
$41,261,770
• Includes:
- 181 sworn positions
-

52.5 non sworn positions

• Excludes:
- City contract management costs
- Financial administration

1
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• Total first year operating costs
for a City operated Police
Department is $50,922,905
• $9,661,135 increase cost to
operate a City Police
Department, a 23.4% increase
• 199 sworn personnel
• 107.5 non sworn personnel
• 17 additional City staff

• First year operating costs
excludes:
- Cost for an Emergency Services
Team and Hazardous Device
Team
- Criminal laboratory costs

• Operating costs may increase
in subsequent years as some
costs can not be accurately
predicted

2
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• Table 4 on Page 13 lists
personnel costs, excluding City
Staff
• Cost for 199 sworn and 107.5
non sworn is $29,301,810
• Benefits for sworn staff include
3% at 55 retirement
• Excludes overtime, shift
differential, education incentive
pay, holiday pay, and special
duty pay

• Table 5 on Page 14 lists
personnel costs for additional
City staff
• Cost is $1,365,916
• 17 positions across five
divisions/departments
• Excludes overtime, shift
differential, holiday pay, and
special duty pay

3
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• Table 6 on Page 16 is a
simulated first year budget
• Totals $50,922,905
• Personnel Costs $34,478,497
• Includes overtime, shift
differential, education incentive
pay, holiday pay, and special
duty pay
• Maintenance and Operational
Costs total $3,322,280

• Maintenance and Operational
Costs include:
- Budgeted costs in FY 2011/12 in
Police Budget
- Outside legal costs of $750,000
- Helicopter contract cost estimate
of $377,380
- Vehicle maintenance cost
estimate of $1 ,070,080
- Contract services for background
checks at a cost of $185,470

4
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• Maintenance and Operational
Costs exclude:
- Contract costs for EST and HOT
- Criminal laboratory costs

• Insurance Costs of $5,761 ,805
- General liability, workmen's
compensation, employment
practices insurance, property
damage, and annual payments
to general liability reserve

• ISF charges of $7,360,323

Personnel Costs
Maintenance &
Operational Costs

$34,4 78,497
$3,322,280
$5,761,805
$7,360,323

Annual Costs

$50,922,905

5
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• Start up costs are minimally
expected to be $34,144,562 Table 7 on page 19
• Includes:
- Vehicles and vehicle equipment
- Communications; dispatch, and
computer aided dispatch system
- Records Management
-Information Technology
- Telephone System
- Transition Costs

• Technology costs are
minimally $10.4 million dollars
• Could reach $17 million dollars
depending on final quotes, cost
for land, and construction costs
• Vehicle and vehicle equipment
costs total $9,401,400
• Includes start up costs for
general liability and workmen's
compensation reserve funds

6
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Summary of Costs
Patrol Vehicle Cost

$4,210,000

Vehicle Equipment Cost

$5,191,400
$586,283

Communications/Dispatch

$10,416,050

Other Capital Outlay

,

$120,000

Reserve Funds

$3,000,000

Other Start Up Costs

$4,930,068

Subtotal = $28,453,801

• Excluded costs:
- PSB Expansion
• $104.4 million expansion
• Does not include space for:
- Communications/Dispatch Center
- Criminal Laboratory

- City Yard Expansion
• Cost estimates range from $1.5
million to $6 million

- Police Academy Costs
• Could range from $278,981 $555,172

7
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• City budget in FY 2011/12 is
$41,261,770 for 181 sworn and
52.5 non sworn
• City operated police
department budget estimate is
$50,922,905
• $9,661,135 budget increase
• Start up costs are minimally
$34,144,562 and could be as
high as $151,544,563

8
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1

PROCEEDINGS OF MONDAY t AUGUST 2t 2010

2

* * *

3

4

THE COURT:

All right.

Moreno Valley Citizens for

Lawful Government.

S

(Whereupon t a discussion is held off the record.)

6

THE COURT:

7

I have read and considered the following documents:

8

Petitioner's notice re an ex parte application for

9

Okay.

We'll do this again.

temporary restraining order and order to show cause re

10

preliminary injunction; petition for writ of mandate;

11

memorandum of points and authorities in opposition filed by

12

Mr. Bley; declaration of John Terell in opposition;

13

declaration of Kenneth Bley

14

It is Bley, correct?

15

MR. BLEY:

16

THE COURT:

Yes, Your Honor.
Declaration of Kenneth Bley in opposition;

17

declaration of Jane Halstead in opposition; declaration of

18

Iddo Benzeevi in opposition.

19

I received this morning a memorandum of points and

20

authorities in reply to the.opposition filed by Johnson &

21

Sedlack, declaration of Kathleen Dale in support of

22

petitioner's reply, and then Mr. Bley's memorandum of points

23

and authorities.

24

this hearing, and so I did not have an opportunity to fully

25

study, examine, and research them.

26

reply and did not read or consider the ones submitted -- the

27

ones submitted by Mr. Bley as a supplemental to the reply.

28

All right.

I just received them a few minutes before

And so I skimmed over the

It is the court's intention to deny the TRO

1
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1

for the following reasons.

And that is, first of all, first

2

and foremost, that the reason for the TRO is that real

3

parties in interest are proceeding in violation of Government

4

Code Section 66451.10 in that a building permit cannot be

5

issued until there is a final map.

6

is what the code section stands for.

7

directly from Subdivision (a), which says:

8

Section 66424, except as is otherwise provided for in this

9

article, two or more contiguous parcels or units of land

I don't believe that that
And I'm quoting
Notwithstanding

10

which have been created under the provisions of this

11

division, or any prior law regulating the division of land,

12

or a local ordinance enacted pursuant to thereto, or which

13

were not subject to those provisions at the time of their

14

creation, shall not be deemed merged by virtue of the fact

15

that the contiguous parcels or units are held by the' same

16

owner.

,
i

17

I don't see that that stands for the proposition that a

18

building permit can't be issued until

until there's a

19

final map merging all of those parcels.

It just doesn't seem

20

to say that.

21

The other code section that then I would say bootstraps

22

onto 66451 is 66499, which says:

23

lease, finance any parcel or parcels or commence construction

24

of any building for sale,

25

well, never mind the exception -- for which a final map is

26

required by the subdivision. ,

27
28

lease~

No person shall sell,

or financing, except --

So it's that section that says for which 'a final map is
required.

I don't see that in the first instance 66451

2
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1

requires a final map.

So that's the starting point.

2

Mr. Bley, any comment?

3

MR. BLEY:

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. BLEY:

6

MS.

FOY:

I'm sorry, Your Honor?
Any comment?
No.
Your Honor, if I may.

The final map was

7

required by the Conditions of Approval for the project by the

8

City.

9

So the reason that we cited to 66451 is because the City

It was also required under the Subdivision Map Act.

10

claimed that the parcels could be merged because they were

11

owned by the same person.

12

stating that two or more parcels are not deemed merged by

13

virtue of that.

14

66451 stands for the opposite,

So that's why we stayed to that.

As to 66499.30 it states that no person shall commence

15

construction of any building for which a-final map is

16

required.

17

Conditions of Approval.

18

required and construction could not be commenced until the

19

Map Act was satisfied.

20
21
22

A final map was required in this instance by the

THE COURT:

So, as such, the final map was

But wasn't that the very purpose of the

covenant?
MS. FOY:

However -- That makes it the purpose of the

23

covenant; however, since it was underneath -- or since it was

24

governed by the Map Act, they couldn't take that step.

25
26

THE COURT:

That's circular reasoning, to my mind.

So

that just doesn't -- that doesn't work.

27

Mr. Bley, do you want to comment?

28

MR. BLEY:

No, Your Honor.

3
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1

THE COURT:

All right.

2

Then additionally, just to cover a couple of the other

3

points, one thing I did want to clear up, and that is whether

4

or not this is going to be seveial weeks or several months.

5

So

6

or in October?

7

MR. BLEY:

8

THE COURT:

9

lS

the -- is the final map going to be submitted in August
Because I can see their position, -Excuse me.
--just hypothetically speaking, if there is

grading and construction going on at the same time that was

10

not anticipated, if it was anticipated that first there would

11

be grading, grading would be completed and then construction

12

would commence, then that's one thing.

13

both of those, there is the potential for increased CEQA

14

violations.

If you're joining

15

MR. BLEY:

Let me respond to Your Honor's question.

16

First, grading ceased on Parcell on

J~ly

9th of 2010.

17

Construction began five days -- six -- five days later, on

18

July 14th.

19

no overlap.

That's in Mr. Benzeevi's declaration.

20

THE COURT:

21

When you say on

22

MR. BLEY:

23

THE COURT:

24
25

There is

Stop for a minute.
~-

Parcell?

Parcell.
When you refer to Parcell, you are

referring to the parcels as though they were merged.
MR. BLEY:

That's correct.

The eleven parcels which are

26

held together under the covenant to hold and treat them as

27

though they were merged.

28

THE COURT:

So that brings me to another point.

To my

4
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1

mind, there are nine parcels -- nine or eight parcels that

2

comprise that under which the building is going -- or

3

yeah, under which the building is going to be, and then the

4

other two or three or four peripheral things like freeway

5

access?

6

MR. BLEY:

Yes.

7

What happened, Your Honor, is that the City wanted to

8

have all of the parcels which ultimately will be merged into

9

Parcell held as one.

And one of the exhibits -- I think
shows where all of those eleven

10

it's either A, B, or C

11

parcels are.

12

are several of them which are between the 60 and the

13

building.

14

parcel has been graded entirely.

And as Your Honor has correctly noted, there

But we're holding all of them together.

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. BLEY:

17

THE COURT:

18

And the

So the entirety, eleven parcels, are graded.
Yes, Your Honor.
Eleven parcels, but eleven parcels are

really Parcel 1.

19

MR. BLEY:

They will be once the final map is recorded.

20

Th?t brings me to your second question, Your Honor; and

21

that is this.

Excuse me.

All of the conditions which were

22

imposed at the time the project was approved in February of

23

2009 have now been satisfied.

24

presented to the city council no later than August 24th.

25

it will be approved because, as Your Honor knows, the

26

approval of a final map is a ministerial map once the

27

conditions have been satisfied.

28

entire building will be issued the next day, and construction

The final map will be
And

The building permit for the

5
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1

will then go forward under the building permit for the entire

2

building.

3

City's motion was just to leave a little leeway in case

4

something happened.

5

is going to have its building permit to allow the entirety of

6

the building to be constructed.

The reason that the October date was put in to the

7

THE COURT:

8

MS. FOY:

9

THE COURT:

10

MS. FOY:

But corne October -- corne August 25th HF

Miss Foy, comments?
If I may backtrack
Certainly.
-- a point.

As to the nine parcels being

11

merged to one, that's the point in the Map Act that requires

12

the final map to be approved and -- created and approved and

13

recorded by the city council.

14

mergers of land that involve greater than five lots.

15

can't cite to the code section because I don't have it in

16

front of me.

17

one, it's governed under the Map Act.

18

stated repeatedly it was governed by the Map Act because it

19

was nine parcels.

20

The Map Act governs any
So I

But as this was nine plots being merged into
Their city attorney

So I just wanted to make that point.

Additionally, as to the all conditions being satisfied

21

and being approved in August, they have had over a year to

22

get this final map approved and recorded by the City.

23

have not done it.

24

questionable.

25

ensure that it will be done.

26

council meetings they stated that they would have the papers

27

in by August, but that due to all sorts of administrative

28

work that needed to be done it could be weeks after that that

They

Whether it will be done in August is still

They say that it will, but we have nothing to
And in fact at one of the city

6
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1

it could be approved.

2

done by August.

3

and any further damage to the environment that could be done

4

by then would already be completed.

5

MR. BLEY;

So we have no proof that it will be

All we know is it will be done by October,

Your Honor, I will represent to the court

6

that it is my understanding that all of the conditions have

7

been satisfied; and there are representatives of HF here if

8

Your Honor wants to take testimony to that effect.

9

With respect to Miss Foy's comment about the application

10

of the Subdivision Map Act, I'm afraid she has it completely

11

backwards.

12

when you treat it as one.

13

They won't be merged until the final map is recorded.

14

just holding them as one parcel.

The Map Act applies when you divide land, not
We're not claiming they're merged.

15

THE COURT:

16

Anything else we need to talk about, Miss Foy?

17

MS. FOY:

18

THE COURT:

We're

That's my understanding.

Um--

Do you disagree with the comments that

19

grading has ceased and it is the construction that has begun

20

and there is no overlap -- or overlay?

21

MS. FOY:

I don't disagree with that.

22

stated that it's been done.

23

as accurate.

The declaration

So I will accept the declaration

24

I would like to point out to Your Honor that there are

25

additional environmental as well as other injuries that are

26

being caused by this.

27

THE COURT:

28

MS. FOY:

By what?
By them beginning construction of the project

7
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1

prior to the original time that they were given to begin

2

construction by moving it up those six weeks.

3

THE COURT:

That are in your papers?

Because all I saw

4

was the violation

5

the overlay of -- or the increased potential for changes to

6

the environment by having both grading and construction going

7

on at the same time.

8

MS. FOY:

9

THE COURT:

10

MS. FOY:

because they didn't have a final map and

Correct, Your Honor.
Is there something else?
But in addition to that, by moving

11

construction up, any particulate matter in the atmosphere

12

will not be given a chance to disperse.

13

noise injury to the environment has already been done to the

14

environment.

Additionally any

Stop for a minute.

15

THE COURT:

16

The initial CEQA contemplated grading upon completion of

17

grading construction, true?

18

MS. FOY:

19

JUSTICE GAUT:

20

THE COURT:

21

(Whereupon, a discussion is held off the record.)

22

THE COURT:

23

Back on the record.

24

Go ahead.

25

MS. FOY:

26

So that was just regarding those minor air quality

27
28

Correct.

But over a certain timeline.

Sorry.

Off the record.

Go ahead.

I'm sorry, Miss Foy.

Okay.

impacts, noise impacts beneath that.
In addition by --

8
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1

THE COURT:

2

MS.

3

THE COURT:

FOY:

Stop for a minute.
Yes.
You say that it was contemplated that there

4

would be some sort of time delay from the grading to the

5

construction?

6

MS.

FOY:

Not a time delay, Your Honor, but a certain

7

timeline, a certain time frame that it would have been done

8

during.

9

have been particulate matter emitted into the atmosphere.

That had it been done at a slower pace, there would

10

any extension of that time would allow that matter to

11

disperse before

12

THE COURT:

13

MS. FOY:

14

THE COURT:

So

Is that in your TRO?
It is not.
Then it would not be proper to consider or

15

expect anyone to be prepared to answer or discuss or rule on

16

that.

17

MS. FaY:

18

THE COURT:

19

MS.

20

THE COURT:

21

MS. FaY:

22

THE COURT:

23

MS. FOY:

24

THE COURT:

25

MS. FOY:

26

THE COURT:

27

MS. FOY:

28

THE COURT:

FOY:

Okay.
Is there something else. -Yes, Your Honor.
in your

--

Yes, Your Honor.
in your papers?
Our papers also discuss the fact that
Could you speak slowly

--

--

Yes.
for the -Oh.
court reporter.

9
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1

MS. FOY:

By amending the Conditions of Approval which

2

were -- by amending to defer -- or to delay that, which the

3

covenant did and which the building permit and appeal -- or

4

sorry -- the amendment on the July 13th hearing also did, the

5

City deferred mitigation as required by CEQA.

6

Conditions of Approval were intended to mitigate the

7

environmental impacts.

8

not being done.

9

THE COURT:
saying.

11

been complied with.

13

By deferring that, such mitigation

lS

I'm not sure I understand what you're

10

12

Many of the

They said that all the Conditions of Approval have

MS. FOY:

I have not seen anything to state that other

than what he has stated here today in court.

14

THE COURT:

15

MS. FOY:

But you're saying they have not?

Is that --

I'm saying that the acts of the city council

16

on July 13th specifically amended the Conditions of Approval

17

to delay them and allow them not to be complied with.

18
19

THE COURT:

But now Mr. Bley represents that all of the

Conditions of Approval have been complied with.

20

MS. FOY:

21

MR. BLEY:

22

MS. FOY:

But-That is correct.
But compliance would have been done after the

23

fact, after the actions were taken by the City after this was

24

all approved.

25

required by CEQA.

26
27
28

THE COURT:

None of it was done beforehand, as was

Okay.

But a TRO seeks to stop work

today, -MS. FOY:

Correct.

10
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1
2

THE COURT:

-- but based upon what?

Because now all the

conditions have been complied with.

3

MS. FOY:

4

One of --

5

THE COURT:

6

MS; FOY:

Okay.

So is it not moot at this point?
I don't know the answer to that 'cause I don't

7

know what conditions they're referring to that have been

8

complied with.

9

THE COURT:

And I would like to
Well, why don't we take a brief recess; and

10

maybe you can talk,with this gentleman who's here to testify

11

and tell you all the things that have been complied with.

12

MS. FOY:

13

THE COURT:

Okay.
I'm perfectly happy to accept Mr. Bley's

14

representation as an officer of the court.

15

gentleman is here, why don't you spend a few minutes and talk

16

with him.

17
18

MR. BLEX:

But if the

Your Honor, I may be able to save a few

moments.

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. BLEY:

Okay.
Because the only conditions which were

21

delayed -- not deferred -- the only conditions that -- I'll

22

try it again.

23

The only conditions that were delayed were those which

24

were not in any way affected by the issuance of the limited

25

purpose building permit.

26

excuse me -- the compliance with Title 24 energy requirements

27

which deal with the building itself.

28

affected -- Nothing that was in in any way involved with the

Such things as, for instance --

Nothing that

11
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1

work that was authorized by the limited purpose building

2

permit was deferred.

3

before that permit was issued.

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. BLEY:

All of those things had to be satisfied

Okay.
So the things we have done since are those

6

which were necessary to go ahead and record the final map and

7

have the final building permit issued.

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. BLEY:

10

deferred.

Such as paying, what was it, the school fee?
We paid -- We couldn't even get that

We paid those $855,000 in change.

11

THE COURT:

12

Justice Gaut, I'll see you now.

13

We'll go off the record.

14

I

need to take a brief recess anyway.

And if you want to talk to

that gentleman and see what you need.

15

(A recess is taken.)

16

THE COURT:

17

We're back on the record.

18

Miss Foy, I think maybe off the record I heard you say

19

that you would accept counsel's representation that all the

20

conditions had been satisfied at this point?

My apologies for the interruption.

21

MS. FOY:

Yes, Your Honor.

22

THE COURT:

23

Anything further?

24

MS. FOY:

All right.

I

would like to bring up the fact that none

none of this was decided before the July 13th or even

25

of

26

after that city council hearing.

27

before the approval of the covenant.

28

actions taken by the City were in violation of CEQA.

None of it was decided
And therefore any
There

12
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1

would have been an exacerbation of environmental harms.

2

addition, the fact that a building plan was not approved

3

prior to -- to the extending -- or to the giving out of the

4

building permit could have resulted in duplicative building,

5

it could have been denied, the building plan.

6

those things don't come into play now if they say that that

7

building plan has now been approved.

8

public policy the fact that they did this to defeat the CEQA

9

suit shouldn't be allowed to basically make it so that the

10
11

In

Obviously

However, as a matter of

project wasn't disputed anymore.
They violated CEQA blatantly.

They violated the Map

12

Act, though Your Honor disagrees.

13

of Approval.

14

municipal code by doing this by city council and not by the

15

planning commission.

16

completed the project to a greater extent

17

They filed the Covenants

They've acted in utter violation of their own

THE COURT:

And the fact that they've just

I need to stop you.

You are making some

18

very gross generalities and using words that are -- blatant

19

violation.

20

nearly everything that you've said is in -- is -- is

21

speculative and/or moot.

22

grant the TRO.

You may disagree from a legal standpoint; but

23

Counsel . ...

24

MR. BLEY:

25

THE COURT:

26
27
28

And I don't see any good cause to

Nothing further, Your Honor.
I know you could say volumes, and I

appreciate your restraint.
MR. BLEY:

You'll notice the saliva coming out of my

mouth where I've bitten my tongue.

13
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1

I would ask one thing.

I'm not sure with whether the

2

status conference which was originally scheduled for

3

August 18th -- 16th has been vacated or not.

4

suggest, Your Honor, that if it hasn't been vacated, it be

5

continued to the week of September 7th or the week of

6

September 13th.

7

the information to the court showing that the case is

8

completely moot.

9
10

But I would

At that point we should be able to provide

THE COURT:

Question:

MR. BLEY:

Who is this case assigned to?

Well, that a good question.

I think it has

11

been -- What happened was this.

It was originally assigned

12

to Judge Fisher.

13

It was then assigned to Judge Tranbarger.

14

and then withdrew a paper because we understood he didn't

15

have much CEQA experience and asked that it be --

Judge Fisher was papered by Mr. Johnson.

16

THE COURT:

17

He is not a CEQA judge.

18

MS. FOY:

19

THE COURT:

We had submitted

Stop for a minute.

Right.
He maintains he is not a CEQA judge.

And

20

not only is he not a CEQA judge, he does not want to have

21

anything to do with CEQA.

22

MR. BLEY:

I thought he had sent it over to you and I

23

figured it would either -- in fact we asked that if he was

24

going to be disqualified that it go to either Your Honor or

25

Judge Waters, we understand, the other two CEQA jUdges.

26

so I guess from an administrative point of view, given that

27

there really shouldn't be anymore, I'd ask that it --

28

THE COURT:

And

See the steam coming out of her ears?

14
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1

MR. BLEY:

My -- My -- My apologies.

I know that --

2

that the reporter's the second most important person in the

3

court; and I apologize for speeding up.

4

What I would suggest, Your Honor, is that from an

5

administrative point of view that it remain in this court;

6

that you set a status conference for, as I said, the week of

7

the 7th of September or the week of the 13th of September, as

8

your calendar permits; and at that point it should be moot.

9
10

THE COURT:
MS. FOY:

No objection, Miss Foy?
No objection, Your Honor.

However, I would

11

still like to request a preliminary injunction hearing on

12

this matter, at which time we may be able to present greater

13

law and evidence regarding the Map Act violation as well as

14

other violations.

15

MR. BLEY:

Your Honor, may I suggest then that if an OSC

16

is granted, be issued, that it be set for the same day as the

17

status conference?

18

THE COURT:

19

MS. FOY:

20

THE COURT:

21

We'll set a preliminary injunction for September 7.

22

Can you work.out a briefing schedule, or do you need me

23

Any objection to that?
No.
All right.

to do that for your?

24

MR. BLEY:

25

MS. FOY:

26

THE COURT:

27

And the case is assigned to Department 1 for all

28

We'll work out a briefing schedule, I'm sure.
Yeah.
Thank you.

purposes.

15
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1

MR. BLEY:

2

THE COURT:

3

No.

It will be at 8:30 on the 7th?
Let's make that -- Oh, give me a minute.

That will have to be September 10 or 17 because it

4

should be a Friday.

I hear these things on Friday.

5

MR. BLEY:

6

MS. FOY:

7

THE COURT:

8

MR. BLEY:

9

And I'll work out the briefing schedule --

Either one is fine for me, Your Honor.
Yeah.
Let's do September 10 at 10:00 o'clock.
10:00 o'clock.

10

MS. FOY:

Right.

11

MR. BLEY:

12

Thank you, Your Honor.

13

MS. FOY:

14

THE COURT:

15

Court is in recess.

16

(Proceedings are adjourned.)

17

* * *

18

* *

19

*

-- with Miss Foy.

Thank you, Your Honor.
Thank you.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

2

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

3

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

ss.
4

5
6
7

I,

PATRICIA L. HANSON, a Certified Shorthand Reporter,

Number 2329, do hereby certify:
That on August 2, 2010, in the County of Riverside,

8

State of California, I took in shorthand a true and correct

9

report of the proceedings had in the above-entitled cause and

10

that the foregoing transcript

11

transcription of my shorthand notes, taken as aforesaid.

lS

a true and accurate

12
13

DATED:

Riverside, California, August 3, 2010.

14

15
16
17

. -7

~{~;;&:e-/
Patricia L. Hanson, CSR 2329

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26

27
28
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Proposed Motion:

Approve and accept Highland Fairview's Covenant to Hold as One Parcel subject to the
following conditions:
1. The covenant is amended to state that it is for the issuance of a limited
purpose building permit for commencement of construction of the foundation
and slab and the poring of wall panels only, which permit shall automatically
expire on October 20,2010, if the final parcel map is not recorded prior to that
date;
2. That Highland Fairview agree in writing in the covenant or other recordable
agreement to the following terms and conditions prior to issuance of the
limited purpose building permit:
a.

The parcels which are the subj ect matter of the covenant be owned by
the same entity,

b.

Separate foundation, slab and wall panel building plans be submitted
and approved,

c.

Compliance with all conditions of approval for the Issuance of a
building permit except recording of the final map,

d.

Compliance with all requirements for recording the final map except
for actual final map approval and recordation, and Public Improvement
Agreements and security for same for any public improvements not
occurring in the public right-of-way or on public property,

e.

All Public Improvement Agreements for improvements that will be
undertaken in the public right-of-way or on public property pursuant to
the limited purpose building permit have been executed and the
required security has been posted prior to the time commencement of
actual public improvement construction starts,

f.

The final lot configuration be shown on the map that IS being
processed,

g.

The covenant to hold property as one parcel be recorded,

h.

The holders of all easements across which construction will occur have
either abandoned or given written permission for construction across
their easements,

1.

Execution of an encroachment and removal agreement,

MV00234347

J.

The City is only issuing a limited purpose building permit for
foundation, slab and the poring of wall panels only. The erection of
any walls is specifically prohibited under this limited permit.

k.

The final parcel map shall be recorded before 12:01 a.m. on October
21,2010,

L

The limited purpose building permit shall automatically expire at
12:01 a.m. on October 21, 2010, if the final parcel map has not been
recorded,

m.

All construction pursuant to the limited purpose building permit shall
cease at 12:01 a.m. on October 21,2010 if the final parcel map has not
been recorded,

n.

It will be solely responsible for removal of any improvements and

restoration of the site to its pre-construction condition if ordered by
any court,
o.

It and its partners waive any and all recourse against the City which

may arise out of this action,
p.

Neither the agreement, nor the time for recordation of the final parcel
map will be extended beyond October 20,2010,

q.

It will defend and indemnify the City for all judgments, costs and legal
fees which may be incurred as a result of said agreement or the
issuance of a limited purpose building permit for the foundation and
slab only, and

MV00234348

HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW RATIONALE FOR MOTION TO
APPROVE LOT TIE COVENANT

Over the years as a member of this City council I have been
faced with several occasions in which I voted to take an
action against the advice of the City Attorney. One was the
denial of the RADOS project; another was to deny the pass
through costs on the mobile home park at Nason and
Alessandro. In both of those instances we took the action
we took as it was in our opinions in the best interests of our
citizens and the City as a whole.
Now I am again facing another scenario in which the city
Attorney is advising against our approving a "Lot Tie
Covenant, or agreement" in order to allow the huge
Sketchers building project to continue construction and avoid
a work stoppage while they wait for the paperwork to catch
up with them.
I have read and re-read the applicable provisions of the
Subdivision Map Act, reviewed the opinions and
correspondence from all sides, and have concluded that the
"spirit of the law" would be met by an ironclad covenant as
aninterim until the final map can be filed.
It appears that the law is intended to protect potential
purchasers of individual lots and the covenant does just that.
I don't see any down side nor risk for the city at all,
especially considering that the developer will be stipulating
to hold harmless and indemnify the City against any potential
court action on this issue should such arise.

MV00234349

ii

If we don't take this action then all construction will stop,
resulting in hundreds of construction workers being laid off
for a few weeks or longer, and the timing of the completion
of this important building is slipped, possibly causing havoc
with the large shipment of merchandise that is being
manufactured now and due to arrive in Moreno valley at
about the building's estimated completion date.
After careful review of all the issues I have decided to
support our approving the covenant and issuing a LIMITED
building permit to allow the concrete work on the foundation
and slab, as well as the pouring (only) of the walls, but NOT
the raising of the walls or any other "vertical" aspect of the
building:
By the time all this is done, the final map should be filed and
everything will again be back on a normal track towards
completion.
The spirit of the law will be maintained, and no harm, legal or
otherwise, will be done.

MV00234350

DRAFT
LIMITED PURPOSE BUILDING PERMIT ISSUANCE AGREEMENT

This limited purpose building permit issuance agreement (this "Agreement") is made at
Moreno Valley, California, as of June 22, 2010, between the CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, a
California general law city (the "City"), on the one hand, and HF LOGISTICS-SKX Tl, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company ("HF"), on the other hand, with the respect to the following
facts:
A.
HF is the sole owner of approximately 83 acres located in the City which
currently consists of 11 legal lots (the "building site") and which is currently entitled to be
improved with a single building containing approximately 1,820,000 sq. ft (the "building")
which will be constructed over portions of nine of the existing lots. The building site is shown
on Exhibit A.

B.
The building site will become a single parcel, Parcel 1 of Parcel Map 35629 (the
"Parcel Map"), upon final approval and recordation of the Parcel Map.
C.
HF desires the City to issue a limited purpose building permit allowing HF to
begin construction of the building's foundation and slab and to pour and construct, but not erect,
walls only prior to the recordation of the Parcel Map and the consolidation of the 11 existing lots
into a single legal parcel.
D.
HF agrees to assume all risks associated with the issuance of the limited purpose
building permit for the construction of the building's foundation and slab and the pouring and
construction, but not the erection, of the building's walls (the "limited purpose building permit")
and agrees to secure the City with additional commitments to further protect the City included
hereinbelow.
E.
On June 22, 2010, the City Council authorized the acceptance of the covenant and
agreement to hold property as one parcel and to enter into an agreement providing for the
issuance of the limited purpose building permit subject to certain terms and conditions included
hereinbelow.

THEREFORE, IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1.
Prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit, HF shall record a
covenant and agreement to hold property as one single parcel in the form of Exhibit B.
2.
Prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit, HF shall provide the City
with written documentation to the City's satisfaction that all parcels, which are the subject matter
of the covenant, are owned by HF.
3.
Prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit, HF shall submit separate
foundation, slab, and wall panel building plans to City for approval, which plans must be
approved by City prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit.
4.
conditions of
recording of
improvements
until issuance

Prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit, HF shall comply with all
approval for issuance of a building permit except for the final approval and
the Parcel Map, Public Improvement Agreements and security for those
occurring solely on private property, and those conditions specifically deferred
of the general building" permit as set forth in Exhibit C. The City'S Building
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Official shall have the discretion to interpret any condition not listed on Exhibit C to determine
whether it must be satisfied prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit.
S.
Prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit, HF shall satisfy all
conditions for final approval of the Parcel Map other than those relating to (a) the preparation,
approval or recordation of the final Parcel Map, (b) Public Improvement Agreements and
security for those improvements occurring solely on private property, and (c) those conditions
specifically deferred until issuance of the general building permit as set forth in Exhibit C. HF
hereby acknowledges that all such public improvement agreements and the required security for
those improvements occurring solely on private property shall be executed and posted prior to
final approval of the Parcel Map.

6.
Prior to commencement of construction of, and the issuance of any required
permits for, public improvements to be constructed in any public right-of-way or on public
property, HF shall execute public improvement agreements and provide the required security for
any such public improvement. HF hereby acknowledges that all such public improvement
agreements and the required security shall be executed and posted prior to final approval of the
Parcel Map if not accomplished sooner pursuant to this agreement.
7.
Prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit, HI: shall execute an
encroachment and removal agreement, in the form of Exhibit D, requiring HF, at its own
expense, to remove any improvements constructed in public rights-of way or on public property
if the limited purpose building permit expires and the City so requests.
8.
Prior to issuance of the limited purpose building permit, HF shall have relocated
or removed all easements encumbering the area under the building or have provided the City
with written permission from easement holders authorizing HF to build over the easements.
9.
HF agrees and acknowledges that the Parcel Map shall receive final approval by
the City and be recorded in the Riverside County Recorder's Office before 12:01 a.m. on
October 21,2010.
10.
HF agrees and acknowledges that the limited purpose building permit shall
automatically expire at 12:01 a.m. on October 21,2010 if the Parcel Map has not been recorded
in the Riverside County Recorder's Office.
11.
HF agrees and acknowledges that all construction shall immediately cease by
12:01 a.m. on October 21,2010, upon expiration of the limited purpose building permit if the
final Parcel Map has not been recorded.
12.
If the limited purpose building permit expires as a result of the failure to record
the final Parcel Map by 12:01 a.m. on October 21, 2010, HF shall be required to obtain a new
building permit after the final Parcel Map has been recorded.
l3.
Neither this Agreement~ the limited purpose building permit, nor the time in
which to record the final Parcel Map in order to maintain the limited purpose building permit in
effect, shall be extended beyond 12:01 a.m. on October 21,2010.
14.
HF shall remove all improvements and construction related materials from the
project site, and shall restore the project site to its pre-construction condition, upon the expiration
of the limited purpose building permit if ordered to do so by any court.
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15.
HF hereby expressly waives any claims of vested rights that it might otherwise
have if the limited purpose building permit is suspended or terminated regardless of the extent of
HF's reliance on its issuance and expressly acknowledges that the limited purpose building
permit allows only the construction of the building's foundation and slab and the pouring and
construction, but not the erection, of the building'S walls .

.

16.
HF hereby expressly waives any rights it might otherwise have for any recourse
against the City in any way connected to the issuance of the limited purpose building permit.
17.
HF shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City and its agents, officers and
employees from any claim, action or proceeding against the City or its agents, officers or
employees to attack, set aside, void or annul the issuance of the limited purpose building permit.
In any claim, action or proceeding against the City arising out of this agreement, or for the
issuance of the limited purpose building permit, the City shall be entitled to recover from HF the
actual expenditures for its attorneys' fees and all costs including, but not limited to, expert
witness fees, in addition to any other relief to which it may be entitled.
18.
The parties to this Agreement shall act in good faith and shall take all further
actions reasonably necessary to effectuate the letter and the spirit of this Agreement.
19.
This Agreement and all rights and obligations arising out of it shall be construed
in accordance with the laws of the State of California.
20.
Any litigation arising out of this Agreement shall be conducted only in the
Riverside County Superior Court.
21.
This Agreement is entered into solely for the benefit of the parties hereto. Other
than the parties hereto, no third party shall be entitled, directly or indirectly, to base any claim, or
to have any right arising from, or related to, this Agreement.
22.
This Agreement contains the entire agreement and understanding between the
parties and supersedes and replaces all prior negotiations or proposed agreements, written or
oral. Each of the parties hereto acknowledges that no other party, nor the agents nor the
attorneys for any party, has made any promise, representation or warranty whatsoever, express or
implied, not contained herein, to induce the execution of this Agreement and acknowledges that
this Agreement has not been executed in reliance upon any promise, representation or warranty
not contained herein.
23.

This Agreement may not be amended except in a writing signed by all the parties

hereto.
24.
Each individual signing this Agreement represents and warrants that he or she has
been authorized to do so by proper action of the party on whose behalf he or she has signed.
25.
This Agreement may be signed in one or more counterparts and, when all parties
have signed the original or a counterpart, such counterparts, whether originals, facsimiles or email attachments, together shall constitute one original document.

3
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July_,20l0

THE CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY (the "City")
a California general law city
By: _________________________________
BOlmie Flickinger, Mayor

Attest:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk

Approved as to form:

Robert L. Hansen, City Attorney

July_,2010

HF LOGISTICS-SKX Tl, LLC ("HF")
a Delaware limited liability company
By: HF Logistics-SKX, LLC
a Delaware limited liability company,
its sole member
By: HF Logistics I, LLC
a Delaware limited liability company,
its managing member

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Iddo Benzeevi, President and Chief
Executive Officer

4
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Highland Fairview
Rancho Belago. Ca 92555

RECORDING REQUESTED By
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:
City of Moreno Valley
141n Frederick Street
PO Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER's USE
[EXEMPT FROM RECORDING FEES PURSUANT TO
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 6103]
COVENANT AND AGREEMENT TO HOLD PROPERTY AS ONE PARCEL

The undersigned ("Owner") hereby certifies to the City of Moreno Valley (the "City") that it is the lawful owner
of the real property described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto (the "Property"), which Property is located in the
City, County of Riverside, State of California.
Owner does hereby covenant and agree with the City that the Property shall be held as one parcel and no
portion less than the whole thereof will be sold, disposed of, or in any way divided or hypothecated for any
purpose whatsoever other than in accordance with the California Subdivision Map Act, any other applicable
State law, and the Municipal Code of the City. As a result, the Property will remain as eleven (11) separate
legal parcels until released as provided below.
Owner further covenants that Parcel Map No. 35629 covering the Property will be recorded in the office of the
Riverside County Recorder no later than October 20, 2010.
This covenant and agreement shall run with the land and shall be binding upon Owner, any future owners or
encumbrancers of the Property, and their respective successors, heirs and assigns. This covenant and
agreement shall continue in effect until such time that the City releases the Property from the effect hereof by
a written and recorded instrument, upon request of Owner and evidence that this covenant and agreement is
no longer required by law.
The purpose of this covenant and agreement is to enable Owner to obtain a limited purpose building permit in
accordance with that certain Limited Purpose Building Permit Issuance Agreement between the City and the
Owner.
(signature page follows)

089402,000001,103358257.4

Exhibit B
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Owner has executed this instrument as of the _ day of _ _ _ _ _ , 2010.
"OWNER"
HF LOGISTICS-SKX T1, LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company
By: HF Logistics-SKX, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company, its sole member
By: HF Logistics I, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company, its managing
member
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Iddo Benzeevi, President and
Chief Executive Officer

ACCEPTeD AND AGREED:
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

By_____________________________
Its

------------------------------

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTYOF _______________

ss.

On
, 2010, before me,
, Notary Public, personally
appeared
, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory
evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within Instrument and acknowledged to
me that he/she/they executed the same in hisiher/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/herltheir
signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed
the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal,

NOTARY PUBLIC

[SEAL]

089402,000001,103358257.4
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EXHIBIT "A".
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

089402,000001,103358257.4
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION
Real property in the City of Moreno Valley, County of Riverside, State of Califomia, described as
follows:
•
PARCEL 1:
THAT,:CERTAIN PARca SHOWN AND DESCRIBED AS "PROPOSED PARCEL C.. BEING SET
FORTH, DESCRIBED AND CREATED BY THAT CERTAIN LOT LINE ADJUSTMENT NO. 1005/ AND
CERTIFICATE OF COMPlIANCE RECORDED MARCH 29,2010 AS DOCUMENT NO. 2010-0140636
OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA, BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
THOSE PORTIONS OF LOTS 2 AND 7, IN BLOCK 34 OF MAP NO.1 OF BEAR VAllEY AND
ALESSANDRO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VAllEY, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 11 OF MAPS, PAGE
10, OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA, TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF FIR AVENUE, VACATED BY RESOLUTION OF
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY RECORDED MARCH 27,1962 AS FILE
NO. 27882 OF OFFICIAl RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, LYING BETWEEN
REDLANDS BOULEVARD AND SINCLAIR STREET, AS SAID STREETS ARE SHOWN ON THE MAP
OF SAID TRACT, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENONG AT THE SOUTHWESTERlY CORNER OF SAID LOT 7, BEING ALSO THE
CENTERLINE OF FIR AVENUE (VACATED); THENCE ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF SAID LOT
7 AND THE CENTERLINE OF FIR AVENUE (VACATED) SOUTH 89 DEGREES 33"11' EAST 288.98
FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE NORTH 1280.03 FEET TO THE NORTHERLY
LINE OF SAID LOT 2, BEING ALSO THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF GREVILlEA AVENUE (80 FEET
WIDE) AS SHOWN ON SAID MAP NO. 1 OF BEAR VALlEY AND ALESSANDRO DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY (NOW THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF STATE HIGHWAY 60); THENCE ALONG THE
NORTHERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 2 AND THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF GREVILlEA AVENUE SOUTH 89
DEGREES 33"13' EAST 381.32 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF SAID LOT 2; THENCE
ALONG THE EASTERlY LINES OF SAID LOT 2 AND SAID LOT 7 SOUTH 00 DEGREES 2r17'
WEST 1280.00 FEET TO SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF LOT 7 AND SAID CENTERLINE OF FIR
AVENUE (VACATED); THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF LOT 7 AND SAID CENTERLINE
OF FIR AVENUE (VACATED) NORTH 89 DEGREES 33"11' WEST 371.16 FEET TO THE TRUE
POINT OF BEGINNING.
CONTAINING AN AREA OF 11.056 ACRES, MORE OR LESS.
PARCEL 2:
THAT CERTAIN PARCEL SHOWN AND DESCRIBED AS "PROPOSED PARca A" BEING SET
FORTH, DESCRIBED AND CREATED BY THAT CeRTAIN LOT LINE ADJUSTMENT NO. 1004/ AND
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE RECORDED MARCH 29, 2010 AS DOCUMENT NO. 2010-0140637
OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA, BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
. THOSE PORTIONS OF LOTS I, 2 AND 8 IN BLOCK 33 OF BEAR VALLEY AND ALESSANDRO
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE
OF CALIFORNIA, AS SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 11 OF MAPS, PAGE 10, OF MAPS, IN THE
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED
AS FOLLOWS;
.
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BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER OF SAID LOT 8; THENCE ALONG THE
SOUTHERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 8, BEING ALSO THE NORTHERLY LINE OF AR AVENUE (80 FEET
WIDE) SOUTH 89 DEGREES 33"11' EAST-130.38 FEET; THENCE lEAVING SAID SOUTHERLY LINE
OF LOT 8 AND SAID NORTHERlY LINE OF FIR AVENUE, NORTH 854.59 FEET TO A POINT ON A
NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 497.00 FEET, A
RADIAL LINE OF SAID CURVE FROM SAID POINT BEARS NORTH 15 DEGREES 41'23" EAST;
THENCE ALONG SAID CURVE NORTHWESTERLY 103.15 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF
11 DEGREES 53'28"; THENCE TANGENT FROM SAID CURVE NORTH 62 DEGREES 25'09" WEST
49.siFEET; THENCE NORTH 56 DEGREES 42'31" WEST 120.60 FEET; THENCE NORTH 62
DEGREES 25'09" WEST 222.69 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE
SOUTHWESTERLY AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 800.00 FEET; THENCE ALONG SAID CURVE
NORTHWESTERLY 310.88 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 22 DEGREES 15'55"; THENCE
TANGENT FROM SAID CURVE NORTH 84 DEGREES 41'04" WEST 47.33 FEET TO THE WESTERLY
LINE OF SAID LOT 2; THENCE ALONG THE WESTERLY AND SOUTHERLY LINES OF SAID LOT 2,
AND THE WESTERLY LINE OF LOT 8 THE FOLLOWING COURSES: SOUTH 00 DEGREES 27'24"
WEST 550.52 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89 DEGREES 33'12" EAST 660.21 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00
DEGREES 27'19" WEST 620.01 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
CONTAINING AN AREA OF 9.396 ACRES, MORE OR lESS.
PARCEL A:
LOTS 1 AND 8 OF BLOCK 34, MAP NO. I, OF BEAR VAllEY AND ALESSANDRO DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 11, PAGE 10 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
RECORDER OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.
TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF FIR AVENUE, VACATED BY RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD
OF SUPERVISORS OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY RECORDED MARCH 27, 1962 AS FILE NO. 27882 OF
OFFICIAL RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, LYING BElWEEN REDLANDS
BOULEVARD, AND SINCLAIR STREET AS SAID STREETS ARE SHOWN ON THE MAP OF SAID
TRACT.
ALSO TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF SINCLAIR STREET ADJACENT ON THE EAST, AS
REJECTED FOR DEDICATION BY THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY PURSUANT TO THE TERMS AND
PROVISIONS OF A DOCUMENT RECORDED MARCH 31, 2010 AS DOCUMENT NO. 20100144493 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
PARCEL B:
PARCELS 1 AND 2 OF PARCEL MAP 12975, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VAllEY, COUNTY OF
. RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 72, PAGE 47 OF PARCEL
MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
ALSO TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF SINCLAIR STREET ADJACENT ON THE WEST, AS
REJECTED FOR DEDICATION BY THE 0lY OF MORENO VAllEY PURSUANT TO THE TERMS AND
PROVISIONS OF A DOCUMENT RECORDED MARCH 31, 2010 AS DOCUMENT NO. 20100144493 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CAUFORNIA.
-
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PARCELC:
LOT 4 IN BLOCK 33 OF MAP NO.1 OF THE LANDS OF THE BEAR VALLEY AND ALESSANDRO
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE
OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 11, PAGE 10 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF
THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CAliFORNIA.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PORTION DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID LOT 4;
THENCE EASTERLY ON THE NORTHERLY UNE OF SAID LOT 257.00 FEET;
THENCE AT RIGHT ANGLES SOUTHERLY 398.00 FEET;
THENCE AT RIGHT ANGlES WESTERLY 257.00 FEET, TO THE WESTERLY UNE OF SAID LOT;
THENCE NORTHERLY, ON THE WESTERLY liNE OF SAID LOT, 398.00 FEET, TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING.
ALSO TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF SINCLAIR STREET ADJACENT ON THE WEST, AS
REJECTED FOR DEDICATION BY THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY PURSUANT TO THE TERMS AND
PROVISIONS OF A DOCUMENT RECORDED MARCH 31, 2010 AS DOCUMENT NO. 201O~
0144493 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CAUFORNIA.
PARCEL D:
ALL THAT CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY SITUATED IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF
CAUFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
LOTS 3 AND 6 OF BLOCK 33 OF MAP NO.1 OF BEAR VALLEY AND ALESSANDRO DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CAUFORNIA,
AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 11, PAGE(S) 10, OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
RECORDER OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.
PARCEL E:
LOT 7 IN BLOCK 33, OF MAP NO.1 OF BEAR VAlLEY AND AlESSANDRO DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY, IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CAUFORNIA, AS SHOWN BY MAP ON
FILE IN BOOK 11, PAGE 10 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN
BERNARDINO COUNTY, CAUFORNIA.
PARCEL F:
ALL THAT CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY SITUATED IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF
CAUFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
LOT 5 OF BLOCK 33 OF MAP NO.1 OF BEAR VALLEY AND ALESSANDRO DEVELOPMENT CO., IN
THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CAUFORNIA, AS PER MAP
RECORDED IN BOOK 11, PAGE 10 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.
ALSO TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF SINCLAIR STREET ADJACENT ON THE WEST, AS
REJECTED FOR DEDICATION BY THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY PURSUANT TO THE TERMS AND
PROVISIONS OF A DOCUMENT RECORDED MARCH 31, 2010 AS DOCUMENT NO. 2010~
0144493 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CAliFORNIA.
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EXHIBIT "C"
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL WHICH NEED NOT BE SATISFIED PRIOR
TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE LIMITED PURPOSE BUILDING PERMIT
(all Tentative Parcel Map and Plot Plan conditions are to be satisfied prior
to approval and recordation of the Parcel Map and issuance of the building
permit all~wing vertical construction of the building)
TPM 35629

Plot Plan PA07-0091

P-23, SD-9
B-1
LD8
LD22
LD69
LD75
LD76
SD-IO
Parks (h)

P-19, SD-5
B-1
LD8

LD64
LD65
SD-IO
Parks(h)
PI8
P87
P89
Sl
F4, F6-FII, F23

Description
DIFl, TUMF2, MSHCP Fees
Building Plans for vert. construction
Public Drainage Easements
Slope Easement
Reciprocal Access Easements
Spreading Basin Easement
Off-Site Easements
Median Landscape Approval
Final Trail Plan Approval
Site Lighting Plan
Title 24 Plans
Solar Panels for Phase I Office
Payment of School Fees 3
Interim Fire Access Plan

I DIF has been deferred until issuance ofthe Certificate of Occupancy pursuant to City Council Resolution 200937.
2 TUMF has been deferred until issuance ofthe Certificate of Occupancy pursuant to City Council Resolution
2009-38.
3 Deferral contingent upon written agreement ITom the Moreno Valley Unified School District agreeing to this
deferral.

Exhibit C
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ENCROACHMENT AND REMOV AL AGREEMENT

This encroachment and removal agreement (this' "Agreement") is made at Moreno
Valley, California, as of June 22, 2010, between the CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, a California
general law 'city (the "City"), on the one hand, and HF LOGISTICS-SKX Tl, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company'("HF"), on the other hand, with the respect to the following facts:
A.
H~ is the sole owner of approximately 83 acres located in the City which
currently consists' of 11 legal lots and which is currently entitled to be improved with a single
building containing approximately 1,820,000 sq. ft (the "building") which will be constructed
over portions of nine of the existing lots (the "building site"). The building site is shown on
Exhibit A.

B.
The building site will become a single parcel, Parcel 1 of Parcel Map 35629 (the
"Parcel Map"), upon final approval and recordation of the Parcel Map.
C.
HF wishes to begin construction of the building's foundation and slab and to pour
and construct, but not erect, walls prior to the recordation of the final Parcel Map and the
consolidation ofthe 11 existing lots into a single legal parcel.
D.
On June 22, 2010, the City Council authorized the issuance of a limted purpose
building permit for the construction of the building's foundation and slab and the pouring and
construction, but not the erection, of the building'S walls only (the "limited purpose building
permit") prior to the recordation of the final Parcel Map upon the terms set forth in the Limited
Purpose Building Permit Issuance Agreement dated June 22,2010.
E.
HF will be required to construct improvements in public rights-of-way or on
public property in connection with the construction authorized by the limited purpose building
permit.
F.
The Limited Purpose Building Permit Issuance Agreement requires that HF agree
to remove all improvements constructed in public rights-of-way or on public property in
connection with the construction authorized by the limited purpose building permit if the limited
purpose building permit expires as a result of the final Parcel Map not being recorded prior to
12:01 a.m. on October 21,2010. This Agreement is intended to satisfy that requirement.
THEREFORE, IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT:
1.
If the limited purpose building permit expires as a result of the final Parcel Map
not being recorded prior by 12:01 a.m. on October 21, 2010, HF shall, upon request by the City,
prior to February 21, 2011, and at its sole expense, remove all improvements constructed in
public rights-of-way or on public property in connection with the construction authorized by the
limited building permit and shall restore the public rights-of-way or public property to their preconstruction conditions.
2.
HF hereby expressly waives any rights it might otherwise have for any recourse
against the City in any way connected to this Agreement or HF's obligation to remove
improvements constructed in public rights-of-way or on public property in connection with the
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construction authorized by the limited purpose building permit if the limited purpose building
permit expires as a result of the Parcel Map not being recorded by 12:01 a.m. on October 21,
2010.
3.
HF shall defend, indemnifY and hold harmless the City and its agents, officers and
employees from any claim, action or proceeding against the City or its agents, officers or
employees to attack, set a-side, void or annul this Agreement. In any claim, action or proceeding
against the City arising out of this Agreement, the City shall be entitled to recover from HF the
actual expenditures for its attorneys' fees and all costs including, but not limited to, expert
witness fees, in addition to any other relief to which it may be entitled.
4.
The parties to this Agreement shall act in good faith and shall take all further
actions reasonably necessary to effectuate the letter and the spirit of this Agreement.
S.
This Agreement and all rights and obligations arising out of it shall be construed
in accordance with the laws of the State of California.
6.
Any litigation arising out of this Agreement shall be conducted only in the
Riverside County Superior Court.
7.
This Agreement is entered into solely for the benefit of the parties hereto. Other
than the parties hereto, no third party shall be entitled, directly or indirectly, to base any claim, or
to have any right arising from, or related to, this Agreement.
8.
This Agreement contains the entire agreement and understanding between the
parties and supersedes and replaces all prior negotiations or proposed agreements, written or
oral. Each of the parties hereto acknowledges that no other party, nor the agents nor the
attorneys for any party, has made any promise, representation or warranty whatsoever, express or
implied, not contained herein, to induce the execution of this Agreement and acknowledges that
this Agreement has not been executed in reliance upon any promise, representation or warranty
not contained herein.
9.

This Agreement may not be amended except in a writing signed by all the parties

hereto.
10.
Each individual signing this Agreement represents and warrants that he or she has
been authorized to do so by proper action of the party on whose behalf he or she has signed.
11.
This Agreement may be signed in one or more counterparts and, when all parties
have signed the original or a counterpart, such counterparts, whether originals, facsimiles or email attachments, together shall constitute one original document.
(Signatures on the next page.)

2
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June_, 2010

THE CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY (the "City")
a California general law city
By: ____________________________________
Bonnie Flickinger, Mayor

Attest:

Jane Halstead, City Clerk

Approved as to fonn:

Robert L. Hansen, City Attorney

June_, 2010

HF LOGISTICS-SKX Tl, LLC ("HF")
a Delaware limited liability company
By: HF Logistics-SKX, LLC
a Delaware limited liability company,
its sole member
By: HF Logistics I, LLC
a Delaware limited liability company,
its managing member
By:

--~~~---------------

Iddo Benzeevi, President and Chief
Executive Officer
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Proposed Motion:

I move that the City Council amend the action taken on June 22,2010, approving and
accepting Highland Fairview's Covenant to Hold as One Parcel subject to certain
conditions.~t;Rftt the City CeQBsil herehy amend its action takeu olll-l:tfte ZZ,
.lQ.l.Q as follows:
1. That this activity is not a "project" under CEQA Guidelines Section 15378,
and none of the conditions described in Section 15162 of the CEQA
Guidelines have occurred that would warrant a subsequent EIR or an
addendum to the ElK Further, the City Council finds that the absence of any
change in the project, the absence of any change in the circumstances under
which the proj ect is being undertaken, the absence of any new information
which would bring into question the adequacy of the EIR, the fact that all of
the project impacts were analyzed in the EIR and the fact that all mitigation
measures must be satisfied prior to the building's completion means that there
is no need for further environmental reView.
2. That the terms and conditions are amended to provide that, prior to issuance of
a limited purpose building permit for foundation, slab and pouring of wall
panels only, Highland Fairview shall comply with all conditions of approval
for issuance of a building permit except as follows, which excepted conditions
shall be complied with as provided for in applicable City Council Resolutions,
Approval and/or Recording of the final Parcel Map, or issuance of the general
building permit, whichever is applicable. The excepted conditions are:
a.

Final approval and recording of the Parcel Map,

b.

Public Improvement Agreements and security for same for any public
improvement occurring solely on private property owned or controlled
by Highland Fairview,

c.

Payment of DIF and TUMF are deferred until issuance of any
temporary, conditional or unconditional certificate of occupancy for
the Skechers building as provided for in City Council Resolutions
2009-37 and 2009-38,

d.

Payment ofMSHCP fees,

e.

Approval of Building Plans for vertical construction,

f.

Public Drainage easements,

g.

Slope easements,

h.

Reciprocal Access easements,

MV00234370
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1.

Spreading Basin easement,

J.

Off-site easements,

k.

Median Landscape Plans approval,

1.

Final Trail Plan approval,

m.

Site Lighting Plan,

n.

Title 24 Plans,

o.

Solar Panels for Phase 1 Office,

p.

Payment of School fees, contingent upon Highland Fairview providing
the City with Written agreement from the Moreno Valley Unified
School District for deferral of school fees until issuance of the general
building permit, pc,...rJ?

q.

Fire Access Plan.

3. All other terms, conditions and actions pursuant to this matter taken by the
City Council on June 22, 2010, shall remain unchanged and in full force and
effect.
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City Manager's Office

CITY MANAGER'S OFfiCE

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor Bonnie Flickinger and Members of the City Council

From:

William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager

Date:

June 22, 2010

Subject:

Processing Problems - Highland Fairview

I am writing this e-mail realizing that it could become public; hence, I will include nothing
that I would not repeat in public.
The Staff started processing the Highland Fairview (HF) documents in March 2010 after
their long delay. During that time Staff has had to review and revise almost every
document they submitted. In spite of this Staff is often criticized by HF. I will not allow this
to go unchallenged. If HF publically demeans the Staff I will respond publically. While I am
Interim City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley, whether it is for one more day or two
more months, I am totally committed to its well-being; that is what a professional City
Manager does.
From this point on I will be professionally responsible for all actions of the Staff with respect
to HF processing. If they have any complaints they should be directed toward me, and I
keep very thorough records.
The reason this e-mail has arisen is in part due to HF quoting Staff out of context, and
through their own indecision created a problem for themselves. On Monday, June 21,
2010, HF delivered a Sewer Agreement Surety Agreement that they wanted to have placed
on the June 22 Council Agenda. This cannot be accomplished since the Agenda was
posted on June 17, 2010. It would be a violation of State Law to take action on an item not
included on the posted agenda. However, the City Council can add an item to the agenda
by a 4/5 vote if the item arose after the posting of the agenda and there is a good reason to
do so (i.e., grant deadline, escrow closing, etc.) Council must make that finding. The total
staff has not reviewed the requested item and there is no staff report. Unless Council
takes action, the requested item will appear on the July 13, 2010 agenda. HF also
delivered on Monday, June 21, 2010, five (5) more documents they wanted to have
included on the July 13th agenda. Monday was the deadline for the July 13th agenda. In all
th
likelihood, a number of those items will not appear on the July 13 agenda. There is a way
for Council to address HF's documents, but it will require the Council to call a Special
Meeting after July 13 or the next meeting will be held in August.

MV00234372

The complexity of the late submitted documents will take at least one working week to
review, and if true to form, will require a number of revisions.
I am meeting with Staff to discuss this e-mail, and we will subsequently follow Council's
direction within established policies and protocols.

c: Robert Hansen, City Attorney

WLB:cp
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Page 1 of 1

Cindy Miller
Subject: FW: Hastings' Time Sensitive Request - Processing Problems - Highland Fairview.doc

From: Hastings, Robin [mailto:RHASTINGS@rcbos.org]

Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:05 PM
To: Cindy Miller

Subject: RE: Processing Problems - Highland Fairview.doc
Cindy:
Please print out all of these documents pertaining to the sewer agreement, including the letter from HF.
the City Manager's memo and the 5 documents he references as well as the covenant memo we

f

received.
Robin Hastings
Chief of Staff for
Supervisor Marion Ashley'
4080 Lemon Street, 5th Floor
Riverside, CA 92506
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From: cathy Parada

Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 10: 15 AM
To: City Council

Cc: Bob Hansen; Bill Bopf

Subject: Processing Problems - Highland Fairview.doc
The attached memo is sent to you on behalf of William L. Sopf, Interim City Manager.
Thanks, cp

~a'1f
Cathy Parada
Interim Executive Assistant to the City Manager·
City Manager's Office

612212010
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City Manager's Office
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor Bonnie Flickinger and Members of the City Council

From:

William L. Bopf, Interim City Manager

Date:

June 22, 2010

Subject:

Processing Problems - Highland Fairview

I am writing this e-mail realizing that it could become public; hence, I will include nothing
that I would not repeat in public.
The Staff started processing the Highland Fairview (HF) documents in March 2010 after
their long delay. During that time Staff has had to review and revise almost every
document they submitted. In spite ofthis Staff is often criticized by HF. I will not allow this
to go unchallenged. If HF publically demeans the Staff I will respond publically. While I am
Interim City Manager for the City of Moreno Valley, whether it is for one more day or two
more months, I am totally committed to its well-being; that is what a professional City
Manager does.
From this point on I will be professionally responsible for all actions of the Staff with respect
to HF processing. If they have any complaints they should be directed toward me, and I
keep very thorough records.
The reason this e-mail has arisen is in part due to HF quoting Staff out of context, and
through their own indecision created a problem for themselves. On Monday, June 21,
2010, HF delivered a Sewer Agreement Surety Agreement that they wanted to have placed
on the June 22 Council Agenda. This cannot be accomplished since the Agenda was
posted on June 17, 2010. It would be a violation of State Law to take action on an item not
included on the posted agenda. However, the City Council can add an item to the agenda
by a 4/5 vote if the item arose after the posting of the agenda and there is a good reason to
do so (i.e., grant deadline, escrow closing, etc.) Council mustmake that finding. The total
staff has not reviewed the requested item and there is no staff report. Unless Council
. I
takes action, the requested item will appear on the July 13, 2010 agenda. HF also
Y\clrec d
aeli'Jereaon Monday, June 21, 2010, five (5) more documents they wanted to have
th
)~~ (yh)(}\(~included on the July 13th agenda. Monday was the deadlfne for the July 13 agenda. In all
th
J V
likelihood, a number of those items will not appear on the July 13 agenda. There is a way
l Plc.. u h1)IJttfor Council to address HF's documents, but it will require the Council to call a Special
~ Meeting after July 13 or the next meeting will be held in August.
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The complexity of the late submitted documents will take at least one working week to
review, and if true to form, will require a number of revisions.
I am meeting with Staff to discuss this e-mail, and we will subsequently follow Council's
direction within established policies and protocols.

c: Robert Hansen, City Attorney

WLB:cp
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY:
City of Moreno Valley
WHEN RECORDED, RETURN TO:
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
City Clerk
P. O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

No recording fee per Government Code, Section 6103

This space for Recorder's use only.

AGREEMENT FOR PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
FOR REDLANDS SEWER IMPROVEMENTS AND ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS
PROJECT NO. PA07-0090 (TENTATIVE PARCEL MAP 35629)

This Agreement, made and entered into by and between the City of Moreno Valley, State of California, hereinafter called City,
and HF Logistics-SKX T1, LLC herein after called Developer, on the date the City signs this agreement..
WITNESSETH:
FIRST: Developer, for and in consideration of the approval by the City of the final map of that certain land division, or that certain
other land development project, known as PA07-0090 (Tentative Parcel Map 35629) agrees, at Developer's own expense, to furnish
all labor, equipment and material necessary, and within TWENTY-FOUR (24) months from the date this Agreement is executed, to
perform and complete in a good and workmanlike manner, all of the required improvements in accordance with those improvement
plans for said project which have been approved by the City Engineer, and are on file in the office of the City Engineer, and to do all
work incidental thereto in accordance with the standards set forth in City ordinances and regulations, and pay all costs of engineering
necessary in connection therewith, which are expressly made a part of this Agreement. All of the above required work shall be done
under the inspection of and to the satisfaction of the City Engineer, and shall not be deemed complete until approved and accepted
as complete by the City. Developer further agrees to guarantee the required improvements for a period of one year following
acceptance by the City and during this one year period to repair and replace, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer, any defective
work or labor done or defective rnaterials furnished. Developer shall complete the improvements described in this paragraph
pursuant to Section 66462, Government Code. Developer shall also complete any offsite improvements required as a condition of
approval and with plans approved by the City Engineer at such time as the City acquires an interest in the land which will permit the
improvements to be made, and the Developer waives the 120 day time limitation set forth in Section 66262.5, Government Code.
The estimated cost of said work and improvements, pursuant to the Preliminary Estimate of Cost labeled Exhibit A attached hereto, is
the sum of FIVE HUNDRED SIXTY THREE THOUSAND AND NO/100
Dollars (***$563,000***).

SECOND: Developer agrees to pay to the City the actual cost of such inspection of the works and improvements as may be required
by the City Engineer. Developer further agrees that, if suit is brought upon this Agreement or any security guaranteeing the
completion of the required improvements, all costs and reasonable expenses and fees incurred by the City in successfully enforcing
such obligations shall be paid by Developer and guaranteed by the security, including reasonable attorney's fees, and that, upon entry
of judgment, such costs, expenses and fees shall be taxed as costs and included in any judgment rendered.

THIRD: City shall not, nor shall any officer or employee of City, except for its or their sole negligence, be liable or responsible for any
accident, loss or damage happening or occurring to the works specified in this Agreementprior to the completion and approval
thereof, nor shall City or any officer or employee thereof, be liable for any persons or property injured by reason of the nature of the
work, or by reason of the acts or omissions of Developer, his agents or employees, in the performance of the work, and all of said
liabilities are assumed by Developer. Developer agrees to protect, defend and hold harmless City and the officers and employees
thereof from all loss, liability or claim because of, or arising out of the acts or omissions of Developer, his agents and employees, in
the performance of this Agreement, or arising out of the use of any patent or patented article in the performance of this Agreement.

FOURTH: The Developer hereby grants to the City and/or to any authorized agent or employee of the City, the irrevocable
permission to enter upon the lands of the above-referenced land division for the purpose of completing the Improvements. This
permission shall terminate in the event that the Developer has completed the work within the time specified or any extension thereof
granted by the City.
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FIFTH: Developer agrees at all times, up to the completion and acceptance of the improvements by the City, to give good and
adequate warning to the traveling public of each and every dangerous condition caused by the construction of the Improvements, and
to protect the traveling public from such defective or dangerous conditions. The Developer shall keep all traveled ways that are a part
of, or affected by the construction of this project free and clear of mud, dirt and debris and shall provide twice monthly street
sweeping service. A copy of the contract for street sweeping service shall be provided to the City. The Developer's obligation under
this provision shall be secured by the security in escrow securing performance of this Agreement.

SIXTH: The Developer, his agents and employees, shall give notice to the City Engineer at least 48 hours before beginning any work
and shall furnish said City Engineer all reasonable facilities for obtaining full information with respect to the progress and manner of
work.

SEVENTH: If the Developer, or his agents or employees, neglects, refuses, or fails to prosecute the work with such diligence as to
insure its completion within the specified time, or within such extensions of time as have been granted by the City, or if the Developer
violates, neglects, refuses, or fails to perform satisfactorily any of the provisions of the plans and specifications, he shall be in default
of this Agreement and notice in writing of such default shall be served upon him. Whereupon, the City Engineer shall unilaterally
have the ability to withdraw from escrow all funds necessary to correct the violation(s). The City Council shall have the power, on
recommendation by the City Engineer, to terminate all rights of the Developer because of such default. The determination by the City
Engineer of the question as to whether any of the terms of the Agreement or specifications have been violated, or have not been
performed satisfactorily, shall be conclusive upon the Developer, and any and all parties who may have any interest in the Agreement
or any portion thereof. The foregoing provisions of this section shall be in addition to all other rights and remedies available to the
City under law.

EIGHTH: Developer agrees prior to the date this Agreement is executed, to deposit into two separate escrow accounts United
States currency for 1) the estimated cost of the work and improvements, totaling $563,000, for the faithful performance of the terms
and conditions of this Agreement (First American Title Insurance Company Escrow Number: 445220), and 2) the estimated cost of
labor and materials, in the amount of $281,500, for the payment of labor and materials (First American Title Insurance Company
Escrow Number: 445221) as prescribed by City ordinances and regulations to secure the Claims to which reference is made in Title
15 (commencing with Section 3082) of Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code of the State of California. The escrow accounts shall be
established at First American Title Insurance Company, 4380 La Jolla Village Drive, Suite 200, San Diego, Ca 92122, Attn: Verna
Gregory-Senior Commercial Escrow Officer. Developer agrees to maintain said escrow account(s) with good and sufficient funds or
increase the amounts of said escrow account(s), or both, within ten (10) days after being notified by. the City Engineer that the
amounts are insufficient. Notwithstanding any other provision herein, if Developer fails to take such action as is necessary to comply
with said notice, he shall be in default of this Agreement unless all required Improvements are completed within ninety (90) days of
the date on which the City Engineer notified the Developer of the insufficiency of said escrow account(s). Developer reserves the right
to substitute the form of security, in accordance with the Moreno Valley Municipal Code, at anytime during the term of this agreement,
subject to approval of the City Engineer and City Attorney. At twenty percent (20%) completion, forty percent (40%) completion, sixty
percent (60%) completion, eighty percent (80%) completion, and ninety percent (90%) completion of the public improvements, as
measured by the dollar value of said improvements as set forth in the Engineer's Preliminary Estimate of Cost and associated unit
costs (Exhibit A) and upon written request by the Developer for a partial reduction of the security, the surety company shall be
instructed by the City Engineer in writing to reduce the amount of the account(s). A total of ten (10%) percent of the original amount
shall be retained until expiration of the twelve (12) month warranty period pursuant to Government Code Section 66499 to secure
required warranty work.

NINTH: It is further agreed by and between the parties hereto, including the escrow account(s) securing this Agreementthat, in the
event it is deemed necessary to extend the time of completion of the work contemplated to be done under this Agreement,
extensions of time may be granted by the City from time to time, either at its own option, or upon request of Developer, and such
extensions shall in no way affect the validity of this Agreement or release the funds from escrow. Developer further agrees to
maintain the aforesaid funds in full force and effect during the terms of this Agreement, including any extensions of time as may be
granted therein.

TENTH: It is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that if any part, term or provision of this Agreement is by the courts held
to be unlawful and void, the validity of the remaining portions shall not be affected and the rights and obligations of the parties shall
be construed and enforced as if the Agreement did not contain the particular part, term or proviSion held to be invalid.
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ELEVENTH: Any notice or notices required or permitted to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall be served on the
other party by mail, postage prepaid, at the following addresses:
Developer:
HF LOGISTICS-SKX T1 , LLC,
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, California 92553

City:
City Engineer
P.O. Box 88005
14177 Frederick
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

IN WITNESS WHEREOF Contractor has affixed his name, address and seal.
Date approved by the City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HF LOGISTICS-SKX T1 LLC:
Developer
f

~~

BY:

BY:

Signature

Si~--

''b Q.y\~\:\ e... ~~~\-ey (Y'O.c.~ e-.V
Printrrvpe Name

~:"1-e.c-V? -\-

Printrrype Name

c... ~

Title

Vv-~'d~+ T C£.C>

Title

ATTEST:
CITY CLERK
OF THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

By: __~______________________
Mayor

By:
---==-~~--------------~-------

City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
CITY ATTORNEY

(SEAL)

Date: _________________

By~:__~------------------------------City Attorney

NOTE: TWO SIGNATURES ARE REQUIRED FOR CORPORATIONS UNLESS CORPORATE DOCUMENTS ARE PROVIDED
THAT INDICATE OTHERWISE.
SIGNATURES OF CONTRACTOR MUST BE EXECUTED IN OUADRUPLICATE AND THE EXECUTION OF THE ORIGINAL COpy MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE A NOTARY
ORIGINAL - CITY CLERK; PINK· CONTRACTOR; GREEN - SURETY; BLUE· PROJECT FILE

W;\LandOQv\MANAGEMENT ASSIST ANT\A.greement Bond Packets\PA07-0090 - PM 35629- AgrssmBnt doc
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CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

}

State of California
County of

'-4~

6 -/J>. /6

On

Date

personally appeared

before me,

~.G=Z:>=A2=.L.L-"<-~~~~~~~~~~.!...L::L~'----~--=ug",,-Wc.

LDDo

-13e.;-ZEE"V/
Name(s) of Signer(s)

.fI·.-.-·
. . . -----·· :
:

LORINNE J. PHIWPS :

-

§

C~~~

I

I

NOTARY PUBLIC • CALIFORNIA

l)

•

RIVERSIDE COUNTY

-:

:
Mr CCInwniIIion erp.w ~ 2, 1D13 •
......................................
:

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory
evidence to be the personts}-whose name(~is/aF&
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged
to me that he/stieitl ley executed the same in
his/hefIthel.r authorized capacity(i8s},- and that by
his/ttertttreir signature(-st- on the instrument the
personW, or the entity upon behalf of which the
person(stacted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Place Notary Seal andlor Stamp Above

SignaIU'~~~~

OPTIONAL

~~IiC

Though the information be/ow is not required by law, it may prove valuable to persons relying on the document
and could prevent fraudulent removal and reattachment of this form to another document.

Description of Attached Document
Title or Type of Document:t::'~~~~~~z::::~~~~~~~~~~~'.L1.~~~~~~.L.~~~-j
DocumentDate: ________________________________________
Signer(s) Other Than Named Above: ____________________________~~________

Capacity(ies) Claimed by Signer(s)
Signer's Name: _____________________________

o

Corporate Officer -

Title(s): ___________

0 Individual
0

Partner - 0 Limited 0 General

0 Attorney in Fact
0 Trustee

RIGHT THUMBPRINT
OF SIGNER
Top of thumb here

Signer's Name: _________________________

o Corporate Officer - Title(s): _________
RIGHT THUMBPRINT
o Individual
QFSIGNER
o Partner - 0 Limited 0 General Top of thumb here
o Attorney in Fact
o Trustee

0 Other:

o Guardian or Conservator
o Other: ___________

Signer Is Representing: _ _ __

Signer Is Representing: _ _ __

0 Guardian or Conservator

© 2008 National Notary Association' 9350 De Soto Ave., P,O. Box 2402' Chatsworth, CA 91313-2402' www.NationaINotary.org

Item #5907 Reorder: Call Toll-Free 1-800-876-6827
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CALIFORNIA ALL·PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
State of California
County of
On

.

}

~~

~ '/RD~{O

-~.'

before me, L==o::::/.2J~£.M~N~c.~~~~~~~~~~~~...L..f.~

personally appeared :J),q,vC/IE

k...r S~AC&~
Name(s) of Signer(s)

rlO'tIo.'JlJI!;;

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory
evidence to be the person(st whose namets-) is/aFe
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged
to me that hefshe/t\;!ey. executed the same in
Risfher/tAeir- authorized capacity(ies}, and that by
l'tisfAer/tReff- signature(a1- on the instrument the
person(st; or the entity upon behalf of which the
person(s)-acted, executed the instrument.

J. PHIUIPS *

COMMI1868955

I

5

NOTARY PUBlIC • CAI.I'QMIA
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
..
2, IOta

e..-.o-.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Place Nolary Seal andlor Stamp Above

-------------------opnONAL--~------~~--------Though the information below is not required by law, it may prove valuable to persons relying on the document
and could prevent fraudulent removal and reattachment of this form to another document.

Description of Attached~::Emt
Title or Type of Document:

/

~ ..L..d"'L

r

Document Date:

d?

I

&/rd,;,. ~
Number of Pages: _ _ _ _ __

Signer(s) Other Than Named Above: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Capacity(ies) Claimed by Signer(s)
Signer's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o

Corporate Officer -

Title(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Signer's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o

Corporate Officer -

Title(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Other:

o Individual
o Partner - 0 Limited 0 General
o Attorney in Fact
o Trustee
o Guardian or Conservator
o Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signer Is Representing: _ _ __

Signer Is Representing: _ _ __

0 Individual
0 Partner - 0 Limited 0 General
0 Attorney in Fact
0 Trustee
0

Guardian or Conservator

RIGHT THUMBPRINT
OF SIGNER
Top of thumb here

©2008 Nalional Notary Association' 9350 De Soto Ave., P.O. Box 2402' Chatsworth, CA 91313~2402' www.NationaINotary.org

RIGHT THUMBPRINT
OF SIGNER
Top of thumb here

Item #5907 Reorder: Call TOII~Free

1~800~875-6827
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EXHIBIT "A"
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
PROJECT:

City 10#3918 (Redlands SS)
PUBLIC PAVEMENT SECTIONS

TYPE
Street Work· Non DIF Non TUMF
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class 11- Street 1
A.C. - Street 1
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class 11- Street 2
A.C .• Street 2
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class 11- Street 3
A.C. - Street 3
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class II - Street 4
A.C. - Street 4

Street Work - DIF
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class II - Street 1
A.C. - Street 1
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class II· Street 2
A.C. - Street 2
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class 11- Street 3
A.C. - Street 3
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class 11- Street 4
A.C. - Street 4

Street Work - TUMF
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class II - Street 1
A.C. - Street 1
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class II - Street 2
A.C. - Street 2

QUANTITY UNIT

A.C. - Street 3
Roadway Excavation
A. B. Class II - Street 4
A. C. - Street 4

UNIT PRICE

06118/10
Patrick Revere

TOTAL

29.00

0

o Ton

33.00

0

~~t:,i~~ifU(tZfO,~ c.y.

o Tail

80.00
29.00

0
0

o Ton

33.00

0

ml~1t~tQ1C.Y.

o Ton

80.00
29.00

0
0

o Ton

33.00

0

80.00
29.00

0
0

o Ton

33.00

0

o Ton

80.00

0

29.00

0

o Ton

33.00

0

t~~il):'~H~'~H,~iJ1\ C.y.

o Ton

80.00
29.00

0
0

o Ton

33.00

0

o Ton

80.00
29.00

0
0

o Ton
o Ton

33.00

0

:,.,:,:}y]i;b: C.Y.

80.00
29.00

0
0

o Ton

33.00

0

o Ton

80.00

a

c. Y.

29.00

0

o Ton

33.00

0

o Ton

80.00
29.00

0
0

o Ton

33.00

0

~~~~~\~t)~~~\(r c, Y.

o Ton

80.00
29.00

a

o Ton

33.00

a

~~~f~U~~{'p;C.Y.

o Ton

80.00
29.00

0

SF

o Ton

33.00

0

ThIckness (ft.)
S.F.

o Ton

80.00

0
0

Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
. S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.

. Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
:; ~hickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.

~~~~\~~~t6J, C.y.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.

";;;)dSifigQ~
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)

SF
Roadway Excavation
A.B. Class II - Street 3

DATE:
PREPARED BY;

ThIckness (ft.)
S.F.
Thickness (ft.)
S.F.

0

0

Thickness (ft.)

SUBTOTAL:
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EXHIBIT "A"
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
PROJECT:

DATE:
PREPARED BY:

City ID#3918 (Redlands S5)
PUBLIC STREET WORK

TYPE

QUANTITY UNIT

Offsite Street Work
Pavement
Grind & Pave 0.15'
A.C. Cap/Overlay
Slurry Seal (Based on $15orron~1¥pe II)
Paving Fabric
. ' ''''
Sawcut
Utility Trench
Trench Repaving
Redwood Header
A.C. Berm - 6"
A.C. Berm - 8"
Adjust M.H. to Grade
Adjust Water Valve to Grade
Remove & Dispose Existing Pavement & Base
Remove Existing Curb & Gutter

UNIT PRICE

06/18/10
Patrick Revere

TOTAL

3.25
65.00
2.25
1.15
2.00
17.00
12.00
6.00
10.00
15.00
800.00
400.00
28.00
12.00

a
o

Concrete
P.C.C. Paving - 6"
P .C.C. Paving· S"
Curb and Gutter· 6"
Curb and Gutter· S"
Curb and Gutter- 8" (DIF Street Name)
Curb and Gutter - 8" (TUMF Street Name)
Curb Only .. 6"
Curb Only - 8" .
Curb Only .. 8" (DIF Street Name)
Curb Only· 8" (TUMF Street Name)
A.C. Curb 6"
A.C. CurbS"
Cross Gutter and Spandrel
Sidewalk
Sidewalk (DIF Street Name)
Sidewalk (TUMF Street Name).
Median Stamped Concrete
Driveway Approach - 6"
Driveway Approach - 8"
Wheelchair Ramp
Alley Approach .. 8'
1/2 Alley Apron
Barricade
Bus Bay

14.00
16.00
25.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
20.00
26.00
25.00
25.00
12.00
15.00
12.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
14.00
14.00
16.00
2,400.00
16.00
16.00
100.00
20.000.00

o

Miscellaneous
Relocate Power Poles
Relocate Power Poles (DIF Street Name)
Erosion Control
Walls - Masonry: 6' Maximum
Walls - Retaining: 6' Maximum

30.000.00
30,000.00
5.000.00
100.00
150.00

o

SUBTOTAL
Traffic Improvements (Plan Checked by Trans. Eng'rg.staff/lnspected
Traffic Stripinglraised pavement markers
Traffic Striping (DIF Street -Perris Blvd)
Street Name Sign
Stop Sign
Signs and Posts
Signs and Posts (D1F Street .. Perris Blvd)
Street Sweeping Sign
Warning Markers - Type L. Type N
Traffic Control
Traffic Control (DIF Street Name)
Traffic Signal PB-AdJust to Grade
Metal Guard Rail

Bondable Street Work Only (not plan checked)
Undergrounding of Utilities
Cluster Mail Boxes
Relocate Mailbox
Relocate Cluster Mailbox
Monuments
Relocate Trees

300.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
100.00

t~1r~~t~%t~~~~&1
250.00
90.00

LF.
EA.

EA.

~f~f'i;';;}'lr~ !~:

a

o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
a
o
a

a

o
o

o
o
a

o
o

o
o
a

o
a
o
a

a
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

a
a

o
a
a
a

a
a
o
a

o
o
a
o
10.000

o

o
o

SUBTOTAL:

10.000

196.00
4.500.00
350.00
1.200.00
300.00
2.500.00

o
o
a

SUBTOTAL:

a
o
o
o
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City ID#3918 (Redlands 55)

DATE:
PREPARED BY:
PUBLIC STREET WORK (CONTINUED)

TYPE

Special Districts
Landscaping - Medians
Landscaping - Parkways
Street Lights (9500 lumen)
Street Lights (22000 lumen)

QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE

S.F.
S.F.
EA.
EA.

TOTAL

6.00
6.00
4,000.00
5,000.00

SPECIAL DISTRICTS SUBTOTAL:
Moreno ValJey Utilities
Electrical Utility Infrastructure

Water Quality Basin

Transportation Engineering
Traffic Signal New (Interconnect, Controller, Software. Initial Coordination,'
Traffic Signal Modification
Traffic Signalln\erconnect (existing Signals Only)

o
o
o
o

o
o

MVU SUBTOTAL:

Landscaping
FlHration Devices
Access Ramp PCC
Low-Flow Pipe System
Headwalls
Outlets
Risers
ForebayPCC
Toe of slope protection PCC

06/18/10
Patrick Revere

S.F.
EA

6.00

S.F.
LF.
EA
EA
EA
S.F.
S.F.

o

o

o
o
o
o

o
20.00

o
o
o

woe SUBTOTAL:

o

272.000.00

l.S.j~!,~';;?Fi;~~1li!lftr~~Ql
... l.F.
30.00

o
o
o

TRANSPORTATION SUBTOTAL:

o

·:EA.
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EXHIBIT nAn
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
PROJECT:

DATE:
PREPARED BY:

City 10#3918 (Redlands 55)

06/18/10
Patrick Revere

PUBLIC STORM DRAIN SYSTEM
QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE

TYPE

Pipe
12' Reinforced Concrete Pipe
18" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
24" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
24" Reinforced Concrete Pipe (DIF Street Name)
30' Reinforced Concrete Pipe
36" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
42' Reinforced Concrete Pipe
48' Reinforced Concrete Pipe
54' Reinforced Concrete Pipe
60" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
66" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
72" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
78" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
84" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
90' Reinforced Concrete Pipe
96" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
102" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
108" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
114" Reinforced Concrete Pipe
12" HDPE
18' HOPE
24" HDPE
30' HOPE
36" HOPE
42" HDPE
48" HOPE
54" HOPE
60' HDPE
4' PVC SCH. 40
4' PVC SCH. 80
6' PVC SCH. 40
6" PVC SCH. 80
8" PVC SCH. 40
8' PVC SCH. 80
Reinforced Concrete Structure

L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
:L.F.
'L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.

130.00
140.00
160.00
160.00
180.00
190.00
210.00
250.00
300.00
350.00
375.00
414.00
459.00
505.00
557.00
613.00
671.00
724.00
785.00
45.00
50.00
55.00
60.00
70.00
80.00
90.00
125.00
140.00
25.00
30.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
48.00
500.00

TOTAL

a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

"'~,:'

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a
0
0

a
0
0

Manholes
Manhole
Manhole
Manhole
Manhole

No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4

5000.00
7500.00
9000.00
10000.00

0

3100.00
5500.00
6700.00
8000.00
12500.00
535.00
3100.00
5500.00
8000.00
12500.00
535.00
2500.00
2100.00
3000.00
5000.00
6000.00
5500.00

0

0
0
0
0

Catch Basins
Catch Basin (3.5')
Catch Basin (7')
Catch Basin (10')
Catch Basin (14')
Calch Basin (21') (Oif SI-Perris Blvd)
Local Depressions
Calch Basin (3.5') (DIF Street Name)
Catch Basin (7') (OIF Street Name)
Catch Basin (14') (OIF Street Name)
Catch Basin (21') (DIF Street Name)
Local Depressions (OIF Street Name)
24" X 24' Grate basin
18" X 18" Grate Basin
6' Wide Strip Basin
Removal/Relocation- Catch Basin
Grated Catch Basin
Headwall

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a
0
0
0
0
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City ID#3918 (Redlands 55)

DATE;
PREPARED BY;
PUBLIC STORM DRAIN SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

PROJECT;

QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE

TYPE

06/18/10
Patrick Revere

TOTAL

Structures
Transition Structure
Junction Structure
Type IX Inlet Structure
Inlet Structure (drop)
Outlet Structure
Concrete Collar (to 43")
Headwall
Concrete Collar (Grater than 48")
Modified Junction Structure
End Cap

EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA

EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.

5500.00
6000.00
2500,00
5000.00
8000.00
3000.00
5500.00
5000.00
15000.00
1000.00

DraIns

10.00
10.00
3500.00
600.00
250.00
10,00
:~~J?t'Nl~10Si~1*~~f~d}

Terrace Drain
Down Drain
Parkway Drain
Under Sidewalk
Curb Outlet
"V'Gutter

MIscellaneous
Rip Rap
Concrete Pipe Slope Anchor
Manhole Shaft
i'li2.c~~;:6p'ii'riing ;;':""$;

.

0
0

a
0
0

a
a
a
a
0

a
a
a
0

a
0
0

60.00
2500.00
6000.00
15000

a
a

SUBTOTAL:

0

0

0

MV00234387

City

PROJECT:

Sheet 6 of 8

EXHIBIT "An
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
ID#3918 (Redlands SS)

DATE:
PREPARED BY:

06/18/10
Patrick Revere

PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS
QUANTITY UNIT

TYPE
Pipes - Water System
4" PVC C-900
6" PVC C-900
8" PVC C-900
10' PVC
12' PVC
16" PVC
18" PVC
20' PVC

C-900
C-900
C-900
C-900
C-900

,;~~,\ttd~1~~~~1~{~~1i%~1~

"L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.

UNIT PRICE

25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
55.00
90.00
135.00
180.00

~~lji~fr~~~~;;:~~;':~1.m·~

TOTAL

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

Valves .. Water System
4" Gate Valve
6" Gate Valve
8" Gate Valve
10' Gate Valve
12" Gate Valve
16" Gate Valve
18" Gate Valve
4' Butterfly Valve
6' Butterfly Valve
8" Butterfly Valve
10" 8utterfly Valve
12" Butterfly Valve
16" 8utterflyVaive
18" Butterfly Valve
20" Butterfly Valve
24' Butterfly Valve
I" Air Vac Release
2" Air Vac Release
2" Backflow Preventor, Pad & Cover
4" Blow Off
6" Blow Off

EA.

EA.
EA.
EA.

EA .
EA.
EA .
EA.

EA.
EA.

EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.

715.00
830.00
1.340.00
1,500.00
2,300.00
6,270.00
14,300.00
330.00
520.00
990.00
1,200.00
1,800.00
2,700.00
2.800.00
4.200.00
5,200.00
2,400.00
4,000.00
4,300.00
3,500.00
000.00

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fire Hydrants .. Water System
6" Standard Fire Hydrants
6" Super Fire Hydrants

a

:.;:3~:~~(;,~ ,~y<;;:';j~"<:". ~ ':

0

Services Connections
I" Service

0

. :. 1>: ~~';'

0

0
0
0

1 112" Service
2" Service
\.,

........

Fittings - Water System
Misc.
Misc .
Misc .
Misc.

Fittings
Fittings
Fittings
Fittings

120 . 00

4"
6"

160.00
200 . 00

8"

::1';) •

0
0

10"
M!Sc.Fitting~ 12"
:~'~';;?!~:;',;~;;:~~·t:.<,·>·\':-;.:"

0
0

0
0

"

Water Meters .. Water System
5/8" Meter

I" Meter
1 1/2" Meter

230.00
320.00
420.00
525.00

Hot Tap Connections .. Water System

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

6" Hot Tap
8" Hot Tap
12" Hot Tap
Hot Tap Service Clamp
Water Service

0
0
0

Miscellaneous - Water System

0

Thrust Block
Jack & Bore
Joint at Existing 8"
Adjust Water Meter Box to Grade

0
0
0
0

:'i~~:~:~}f*~~;;,~~,~~~~:;~~:f{~tr~~
SUBTOTAL:

0

MV00234388
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EXHIBIT "A"
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
City 10#3918 (Redlands SS)

PROJECT:

DATE:
PREPARED BY:

06/18/10
Patrick Revere

PUBLIC SEWER SYSTEMS
QUANTITY UNIT

TYPE

Pipes - Sewer System
4"V.C. Pipe
6" V.C. Pipe
8'V.C. Pipe
10' V.C. Pipe
12" V.C. Pipe
15" V.C. Pipe
18' V.C. Pipe
21" V.C. Pipe
24' V.C. Pipe
27" V.C. Pipe
30" V.C. Pipe
33" V.C. Pipe
36" V.C. Pipe
4" SDR-35 .
6" SDR -35

25.00
40.00
55.00
60.00
70.00
80.00
160.00
180.00
195.00
215.00
235.00
280.00
300.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
45.00
54.00
90.00
20.00

8' SDR -35
10'SDR-35
12' SDR -35
15' SDR - 35
Concrete Encasement

Cleans Outs - Sewer System
Clean.;:>uts
Clean Out Lateral

UNIT PRICE

':0, EA.

'''' EA.

730.00
200.00

:;,:'; },,;,~;},0;f:S~! ,'ih\;~,\'G:~Q:015f:

Manholes· Sewer System
Standard Manhole 48"
Standard Manhole 48" Extra Depth
Standard Manhole 60"
Shallow Manhole
Adjust Manhole to Grade
Tie Into Existing Manhole
Rechannel Existing Manhole
Join Existing 8" Pipe

3,140.00
3.500.00
4.500.00
3.300.00
460.00
2.100.00
1,500.00
1,500.00

Join Existing 12' Pipe

p'aVi!!iilro'!itid'MA':'

,,"T

Miscelleneous - Sewer System
Wyes
TV Sewer
Trench Paving
Pavement Replacement

TOTAL

o

o
9.845

o
o
367,440

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
15.700
24.500
4,500

o

o

o
o
o
o
19,908

EA.

L.F.

:}~;;:ff;~f1f;'d:
S.F.
·":S.F.

5.00

o
o
o

3,00

17,160

90.00
1.20

SUBTOTAL:

459.053

MV00234389
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EXHIBIT "A"
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT. LAND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
BOND COMPUTATION SHEET

City 10#3918 (Redlands SS)

PROJECT:

DATE:
PREPARED BY:

06/18/10
Patrick Revere

IMPROVEMENT TYPE:
PAVEMENT SECnON WORK
OFFSITE STREET WORK
SPECIAL DISTRICTS
MORENO VALLEY UTILITIES
WATER QUALITY BASIN
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING
STORM DRAIN SYSTEM
WATER SYSTEM
SEWER SYSTEM
TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENTS
BONDABLE WORK (not plan checked)
TOTAL COST (VALUE) OF IMPROVEMENTS:
+20% CONTINGENCY:

GRAND TOTAL:

BOND AMOUNT:

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$459,053
$10,000
$0
$469,053
$93,811
$562.864

$563,000

MV00234390

43BO La Jolla Village Drive, SUite 200
San Diego, CA 92122

First American
Title Insurance Company
NATIONAL COMMERCIAL SERVICES

SUPPLEMENTAL ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS
DATE: 06/21/2010

ESCROW NO.: NCS·445220·SD 1NCS-445221-SD

First American Title Insurance Company is hereby handed by the undersigned parties, that certain "original"
document entitled Agreement for Redlands Sewer Improvement plans. Security Project No. PA07-Q090 (Tentative Parcel
Map 35629) dated June 8, 2010 executed by and between City of Moreno Valley, ("City") and HF Logistics -SKX-T1,LLC,
("Developer").
First American Title Insurance Company is hereby requested to accept the "Agreement for Redlands Sewer Plans"
Security Project No. PA07-0090 (Tentative Parcel Map 35629)" as its escrow instructions and to act as escrow
agent for the parties in accordance with the terms and conditions contained in said document.
Each of the parties to this escrow specifically acknowledges that the consummation of this escrow is contingent
upon compliance with some or all of the executory terms and provisions of this "Agreement", and that the parties
to this "Agreement" are and shan be the sale persons entitled to and authorized to determine whether all of said
executory terms and provisions due to be performed prior to the close of escrow have been met or complied with
prior to such close. Accordingly, the parties hereby agree that prior to the scheduled close of escrow they shall
each deposit with Escrow Holder a written instruction or acknowledgement specifying that all the executory
terms and provisions of this "Agreement", insofar as the same pertain to each said party respectively and any
obligation of escrow holder relative thereto, have been fully met or complied with, or are waived.
Further, each said party shall specifically release Escrow Holder from all liability, if any, which it may have in
connection with this escrow because of any party's failure to meet or comply with any such executory term or
provision of this "Agreement", prior to close of escrow. Deposit of written instruction or acknowledgement with
Escrow Holder shall constitute each said party's specific authorization to close this escrow.
General provisions of First American Title Insurance Company, attached hereto and made a part hereof, are
hereby incorporated in said "Agreement". To the extent that the agreement contains any provisions inconsistent
with or contrary to the provisions of the General Provisions attached hereto, such "Agreement" shall remain as
the agreement of the parties thereto but First American Title Insurance shall be guided by the terms of their
General Provisions.

HF Logistics·SKX-T1, LLC,
liability company

City of Moreno Valley

By:

a California limited

By: Iddo Benzeevi, President and CEO
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Escrow General Provisions
6.

The parties understand and acknowledge:

I.

SPECIAL DISCLOSURES:
DEPOSIT OF FUNDS &: DISBURSEMENTS

A.
Unless directed In writing to establish a separate, interest-bearing
account together with all necesscuy taxpayer reporting information, aIt
funds shall be deposited In general escrow accounts in .a federally
insured finandal institution including those affiliated With Escrow
Holder C'depositoriesj. All disbursements shall be made by Escrow
Holder's check or by wire transfer unless otherwise instructed in
writing. The Good Funds Law (CalifornIa Insurance Code 12413.1)
mandates that Escrow Holder may not dfsburse funds until the funds
are in foct available In Escrow Holder's account. Wire transfers are
immediatelY dlSbursable upon confirmation of receipt. Funds deposited
by a cashier's or certified c~eck are genera)1y available on the next
bankhg day following deposit. funds deposited by a personal check
and other types of instruments may not be available until confirmation
from Escrow Holder'S bank which can vary from 2 to 10 days.
B.

DISCLOSURE OF POSSIBLE BENEFnSTO ESCROW HOLDER

As a result of Escrow Holder malntalnlng its general escrow accounts
with the depositories Escrow Holder may receive certain finandal
benefits such as an array of bank services, accommodations, loans or
other business transactions from the depoSitories ("collateral
benefits"). All collateral benefits shall accrue to the sale beneftt_ of
Escrow Holder and Escrow Holder shall have no obrl9ation to account
to. the parties to this escrow for the value of any such collateral
benefits.
C. MJSCRLANEOUS FEES
Escrow Holder may incur certain additional costs on behalf of the
parties for services performed, or fees charged, by third parties. The
fees charged by Escrow Holder for services Including, but not limited
to wire transfers, overnight delivery/courier services, recordIng fees,
nC::-ial,)' fees etc. may inClude a mark up over the dired cost of such
servlCes to ~eflect the averaging of direct, administratiVe and overhead
charges of Escrow Holder for such services which shall, in no event.
exceed $10 for each markup.
D
METfIOD To DEUVER PAYOFF To LENDERSI LI£NH,OlDERS
T~ minimize the amount of Interest due on any existing loan or Hen,
Escrow Holder will deliver the payoff funds to the lender/lienholder in
an expeditious manner as demanded by the lender/lierlholder using (a)
personal delivery, (b) wire transfer, or (c) overnight delivery service,
unless otherwise directed in writing by the affected party.
2. PRORATIoNS & ADJUSTMENTS
The term "dose of escrow" means the date on which documents are
recorded. All prorations and/or adjustments shall be made to ~he close
of escrow based on the number of actual days, unless otherwise
instructed in writing.

3.

CON11NGENCY PERIODS

4.

REPORTS

.

Escrow Holder shall not be responsible for monitoring contIngency time
periods between the parties. The parties shall execute such documents
as may be requested by Escrow Holder to confirm the status of any
such periods.

RECORDATION OF DOOlMENTS

Escrow Holder is authorized to record documents delivered through
escrow which aTe necessary or proper for the Issuance of the
requested title insurance porK:Y(ies). Buyer will provide a completed
Preliminary Change of Ownership Report form ("peOR,,). If Buyer fans
to provide the PCOR, Escrow Holder shall close escrow and charge
Buyer any additional fee inamed for recording the documents without
the PeDR. Escrow Holder is released from any liability 1n connection
with same.

7.

PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES

No examination, UCC search, insurance as to personal property and/or
the Payment of personal property taxes is required unless othetwise
instructed In writing.
8. REAL PROPERTY TAXES
Real property taxes are prorated based on the roost current aV1lilable
tax statement from the tax collector's office. Supplemental taxes may
be assessed as a result of a change in ownershi~ or completion of
construction. Adjustments due either party based On the actual new
tax bill issued after dose of escrow or a sUpplemental tax biD will be
made by the parties outside of esCrow and Escrow Holder is released
of any liability In connection with such adjustments. The first
Installment of CalifornIa real property taxes is due November 1st
(delinquent December 10th) and the second installment Is due February
1st (delinquent AprU 10~. If a tax bill Is not received from the County
at least 30 days prior to the due date, buyer should contact the County
Tax Collector's office and request one. Escrow Holder Is not
responsible for same.

9.

CANcelLATION OF EsCROW

(a) Any party desiring to cancel this escrow shall deliver written notice
of cancellation to Escrow Holder. Within a reasonable time after
receipt of such notice, Escrow Holder shall send by regular mail to the
address on the escrow instructions, one copy of said notice to the
other partyOes). Unless written objection to cancellation is delivered to
Escrow Holder by a party within 10 days after date of mailing, Escrow
Holder is authorized, at its option, to comply with the notice and
terminate the esaow. If a written objectlon Is reCeived by Escrow
Holder, Escrow Holder Is authorized, at its option, to hold all funds and
documents in escrow (subject to tne funds held fee) and to take no
other action until otherwise dk'ected by eIther the parties' mutual
written Instructions or a final order of a court of competent
jurisdiction. If no action is taken on this escrow wIthin 6 months after
the dosing date specified in the escrow instructior'lS, Escrow Holder's
obngations shall, at its option, terminate. Upon termination of this
escrow, the parties shall
all fees, charges and reimbUrsements
due to Escrow Holder and al documents and remaining funds held in
escrow shall be retumed to the parties depositing same.
(b) NotwithstandIng the foregoing paragraph, Escrow Holder shall have
the right to unilaterally terminate any escrow which is subject to the
proviSions of the Equity Purchaser Law (CA Civil Code Section 1695 et
seq.) and may return all documents and funds without any consent by
or notice to the buyer.

par

11). CONFUCTING INSTRUCTIONS &; DISPUTES

If Escrow Holder becomes aware of any conflicting demands or claims
concerning this escrow, Escrow Holder shall have the right to
discontinue all further acts on Escrow Holder's part until the conflict Is
resolved to Escrow Holder's satisfaction. Escrow Holder has lile right at
its option to file an action in Interpleader requiring the parties to
litigate theIr claims/rights. If such an action is filed, the parties jointly
and severaUy agree (a) to pay Escrow Holder's cancellation charges,
5. INFORHAnON FROM AFFILIATED ~OM~ANIES •
•
costs Qnduding the funds held fees) and reasonable attorneys' fees,
Escrow Holder may provide the parties' Information to and from Its and (b) that Escrow Holder is fuRy released and discharged from aR
affiliates in connection with the offering of products and services from
further obligations under the escrow. If an action is brought involving
these affiliates.
this I'!scrow and/or Escrow Holder, the party(ies) involved in the action
agree to indemnify and hold the Escrow Holder harmless against
liabilities, damages and costs incurred by Escrow Holder (Including'
. reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) except to the extent that such
lIabHities, damages and costs were caused by the negligence or willful
misconduct of Escrow Holder.
As an aci:ommodation Escrow Holder may agree to transmIt orders for
inspection, termite, diSclosure a~d other reports if requested, in wri~ing
or orally by the parties or their agents. Escrow Holder shall delIVer
copies
any such reports as directed. ~row Hold*-:r Is not
responsible for reviewing such reports or adVIsing the parties of the
content of same.

of

THIS COMPANY CONDUCTS [SCROW BUSINESS UNDER CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORlTY
ISSUED BYTHE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE.
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Escrow General Provisions
11. UsuRY
Escrow Holder is not In be concerned with usury as to any loans or
encumbrances in this escrow and is hereby released of any
responsibility and/or liabi61.y therefore.
12. AMENDMENTS TO ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS

Any amendment to the escrow Instructions must be in writing,.
executed by all parties and accepted by Escrow Holder. Escrow
Holder may, at its sole option, elect to accept and act upon oral
instructions from the partles. If requested bY Escrow Holder the

parties agree to confirm sald Instructions in writing as soon as
practicable. The escrow instructions as amended shall c:onstitute the
entire escrow agreement between the Escrow Holder and the parties
hereto with respect to the subject matter of the escrow.

13. INSURANCE POUCIES

In aD matters relating to insurance, Escrow Holder may a5S\lme that
eac!) policy is in force and that the necessary premium has been
paid. Escrow Holder Is not responsible for obtaining flre, hazard or
lIabffity 1l1SlIrance, unless Escrow Holder has received specific written
instructions to obtain such insurance prior to close of escrow from
the parties or their respective lenders.

14.

CoPIES 01' DOCUMENTS; AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE

Escrow Holder Is authorized to rely upon copies of documents, whidl
indude fal:5Jmlle, electroniC, NCR, or photocopIes as If they were an
originally executed document If requested by Escrow Holder, the
originals of such documents shall be delivered to Escrow Holder.
Escrow Holder may withhold documents and/or funds due to the
party until such originals are delivered. Documents to be recorded
MUSTcontain original signatures. Escrow Holder may furnish copies
of any and all documents to the lender(s), real estate broker(s),
attorney(s) and/or ac:countant(s) Involvecf in thIs transaction upon
their request. Delivery of documents by escrow to a real est<Ite
broker or agent who is so designated in the purchase agreement
shall be deemed delivery to the principal.

15.

ExECUTION IN COUNTERPART

The escrow instructions and any amendments may be executed In
one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an
orIginal, and ali of which taken together shall constitUte tile same
instruction.
16. TAX REPORTING, WITHHOLDING & DISCLOSURE
The parties are advised to seek Independent advice concerning the
tax consequences of this transaction, including but not limited to,
their withholding, reporting and dIsclosure obligatiOns. Escrow Holder
does not provide tax or legal advice and the parties agree to hold
Escrow Holder harmless from any loss or damage that the parties
may incur as a result of thefr faUure to comply with federal and/or
state tax laws. WITHHOLDING OBLIGATIONS ARE THE
EXaUSIVE OBUGATIONS OF THE PARTIES. ESCROW
HOLDER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE TO PERFORM THESE
OBUGATIONS· UNLESS ESCROW HOLDER AGREES IN
WRITING.
A. TAXPAYER IDENTll'ICATION NUMBER REPORTING
Federal law requires Escrow Ho!der to report sellers soda I security
number or tax identiflcation number (both numbers are hereafter
referred to as the "TIN,,), forwarding address, and the gross safes
price to the Internal Revenue Servic:e ("IRS,? To comply With the
USA PATRIOT Act, certain taxpayer identification Information
(including, but not limited to, the TIN) may be required by Escrow
fiolder from certain persons or entities involved (directJy or
indirectly) in the transaction prior to clOSing.

Escrow cannot .be closed nor any documents recorded until the
Information is provided and certified as to its aa:uracy to Escrow Holder
The parties agree to promptly obtain and provide such information
requested by Escrow Holder.
B. State Withholding &. Reporting
Under california law (Rev &. Tax Code §18662), a buyer may be required
to withhold and deliver to the Ft-anchise Tax Board (FTB) an amount
equal to 3.33°(0 of the ~Ies price in the case of disposition of california
real property Interest (' Real Property") by either: 1) a seller who is an
IndMd~al, trust or estate Or when the d.isb~rsement instructions
authonze the proceeds to be sent to a finanCIal Intermediary of seller'
OR 2) a corporate seller that has no permanent place of business j~
califomla immediately after the transfer of title to the Real Pro~
Buyer may be subject to a penalty (equal to the greater of 1001a of the
amoun~ required to be Withheld or $500) for famng to Withhold and
tran~mlt the funds to FrB in the time required by law. Buyer Is not
required to withhold any amount and will not be subject to penally for
failure to withhold If: a) the sales price of the Real Property does not
exceed $100,000; b) file seller executes a written certlficate Under
penalty of perjury certifying that the seller Is a corporation WITh a
per.lT!anent place of business in canf<?rnia; OR c) the seller, who is an
indiVIdual, trust, estate or a corporation without a permanent place of
business in california, executes a written certificate under penalty of
peljury certifying one of the following: 0) the Real Property was the
seller's or decedent's prlndpal residence (as defined in IRe §121)' (ii)
Real Property being c:onveyed was last used by the seller as s~lIers
principal residence within the meaning of IRC §121 (even If the seller did
not !'leet the two out of the last fiVe years requirement or one of the
specal circumstances In IRe §121)i (iii) the Real Property is or will be
exchanged for property of like-kind (as defined in IRC §1031) and that
the seller inte~qs to acquire prope!'o/ similar or related in servIce or use
so as to be eligible for nonrecognition of gal'! for California income tax
purposes und.er IRe §lQ31;
the Real Property has been compulsorily
or IOvo!untanlv converted as defined in IRe §1033) and the seller
intends to acquire property Similar or related In service or use so as to
be eligible for nonreco~nition of gain for california income tax purposes
under IRe §1033; or (V) the Real Property sale will result in a loss (or
net gain not required to be recognized) for california income tax
purl?oses. Sener Is subject to pe!l~ltles for knowingly filing a fraudUlent
certificate for the purpose of ?voidmg the withholding laws.
Contact FrB:
For additional information regarding cahfornla
withholding, contact the Franchise Tax Board at (toli free) 888-7924900), by e-mail nlWs@ftb.ca.9ovi or visit their website at
www.ftb.ca.gov.
C. FEDERAL WITHHOLDING & REPoRnNG
Certain federal. reporting and withholding requirements exist for real
estate transactions where the seller (transferor) is a nOn-resident alien
a non-domestic corporatlon, partnership, Or limited liability company' o~
a domestic corporation, partnership or limited fiabiUty comp~ny
con.trolled by. ~on-residen.tsi or non-resident oorporations, partnerships
or limited liability compames.

as

8V)

D.

TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION DISCLOSURE

Federal and state laws require that certain forms include a party's TIN
and that such forms or copIes of the forms be provided to the other
party and to the applicable governmental authorities. Parties to a real
estate transaction involving seifer-proVided financing are required to
furnish, disclose, and inducle the other party's TIN in their tax returns.
Escrow Holder is authorized to release a party's TINs and copies of
statutory forms to the o~r party and to the applicable governmental
authorities In the foregOing circumstances. The parties agree to hold
Escrow Holder harmless against any fees, costs, or judgments Incurred
andror awarded because of the release of their TIN as authorized
herem.

THIS COMPANY CONDUCTS ESCROW BUSINESS UNDER CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY
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The First American Corporation
First American Title Company

Privacy Policy
We Are Committed to Safeguarding Customer Information
In order to better selVe your needs now and in the future, we may ask you to provide us with certain information. We
underst1:lnd that you may be concerned about what we will do with such infonnatlon - particularly any personal or financial
Information. We agree that you have a right to know how we will utilize the personal infonnation you provide to us. Therefore,
together with our parent company, The First American CorporatIon, we have adopted this Privacy Policy to govern the Use and
handllng of your personal infonnation.

Applicability
US. It does not govern the manner in which we may
we have obtained from any other source, such as information obtained from a public record or from another
peIson or entity. First American has also adopted broader guidelines that govern our use of personal information regardless of
its source. First American calls these guidelines its Fair Information Values;. a copy of which can be found orr our website at

This Privacy Policy governs our use of the Information which you provide to

use information

www.fitstam.com.

Types of Information
Depending upon which of our services you are utilizing, the types of nonpublic personal information that we may collect include:
•
•
•

Information we receive from you on applications, fOnTIS and In other communications to us, whether in writing, in
person. by telephone or any other means;
Information about your transactions with us. our affiliated companies, or others; and
(nformation we receive from a consumer reporting agency.

Use of Information
We request information from you for our own legitimate business purposes and not for the benefit of any nonaffiliated party.
Therefore, we will not release your information to nonaffiliated parties except: (1) as necessary for us to provide the product or
service you have requested of us; or (2) as permitted by law. We may, however, store such Information indefinitely, Including
the period after which any customer relationship has ceased. Such information may be used for any internal purpose, such as
quality control efforts or customer analysis. We may also provlde all of the types of nonpubllc personal information listed above
to one or more of our affiliated companies. Such affiliated companies indude financial service providers, such as title insurers,
property and casualty insurers, and trust and investment advisory companies, or companies involved in real estate services,
such as appraisal companies, home warranty companies, and escrow companies. Furthermore, we may also prOvide all the
Information we collect, as described above, to companies that perform marketing services on our behalf, on behalf of our
affiliated companies, or to other financial institutions with whom we or our affiliated companies have joint marketing
agreements.
.

Former Customers
Even jf you are no longer our customer, OUr Privacy Policy will continue to apply to you.

Confidentiality and Security
We will use our best efforts to ensure that no unauthorized parties have access to any of your information. We restrict
access to nonpublic personal information about you to thOse individuals and entities who need to know that infonnation to
provide products or services to you. We will use our best efforts to train and oversee our employees and agents to ensure
that your information will be handled responsibly and in accordance with thIs Privacy Policy and First American's Fair
Information Values. We currently maintain physical. electronic, and procedural safeguards that comply with federal
regulations to guard your non public personal information.
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW

14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

June 21; 2010

Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley; California

SUBJECT:
Highland Fairview Corporate Park - City Council Review of Public
Improvement Agreement for Redlands Sewer - Application of Government Code Section
54954.2(b)(2).

Dear Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council:
Highland Fairview respectfully requests that the City Council exercise its authority under
Government Code Section 54954.2(b)(2) to review and approve a Public Improvement
Agreement for Redlands Sewer Improvements related to the Highland Fairview
Corporate Park project.
This section of the Government Code permits the City Council to act on items not on its
regular agenda when the Council determines that "there is a need to take immediate
action and that the need for action came to the attention of the local agency subsequent to
the agenda being posted ... ;' (Attached for reference). Please note a two-thirds vote of the
Council is necessary.
The specifics of this request are as follows:
Highland Fairview and City staff have been working diligently to prepare and process the
numerous plans, documents, agreements, easements, licenses, etc. that are necessary in
order to construct the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project and the Skechers
building.
The schedule for the project is extraordinarily tight and every day is critical to allowing
Skechers to occupy their building as soon as physically possible.
On June 17,2010, Highland Fairview was refused an encroachment permit to commence
the Redlands sewer improvements without a Public Improvement Agreement (PIA) and
security. Due to a miscommunication by both City staff and Highland Fairview, the City

MV00234395

/
June 21, 2010
Page 2

has decided that a PIA and security would, in fact, be required before an encroachment
permit for Redlands Sewer would be issued.
The construction of the Redlands sewer improvements is critical to the overall project
schedule and delays in that schedule will be extremely difficult, if not impossible to
recover.
There are no issues with the sewer improvement plans, and the proposed PIA and cash
security are consistent with established City guidelines and procedures. Two escrows
were opened Friday June 18th with cash totaling $844,500 for the security in order to
expedite the process. There is no compelling reason that the Council cannot act on the
PIA and security at its June 22nd meeting.
.
Highland Fairview respectfully requests the Council consideration of this request to
enable the project to continue moving ahead.

Sincerely,

Iddo Benzeevi
President

MV00234396
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Cindy Miller
From:

Chris Fryer [CFryer@highlandfairview.com]

Sent:

Monday, June 21,20102:27 PM

To:

Bonnie Flickinger

Cc:

Richard Stewart; William Batey; Jesse Molina; Robin Hastings; Iddo Benzeevi; Danette
Fenstermacher

Subject:

City Council Review of Redlands Sewer PIA

Importance:

High

Attachments: 2010 06 21 City Council Request Redlands Sewer June 22.pdf
Dear Mayor Flickinger and Members of City Council:
The attached letter is being sent to you at the request of Iddo Benzeevi.
Sincerely,
Chris Fryer for Iddo Benzeevi

Chris Fryer I Project Coordinator I Highland Fairview
14225 Corporate Way 1Moreno Valley, CA 925531 Tel: +
CFryer@highlandfairview.com

Email:

6/22/2010 .
MV00234397
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HIGHLAND FAIRVIEW

14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

June 21, 2010

Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
City of Moreno Valley
14177 Frederick Street
Moreno Valley, California

SUBJECT: Highland Fairview Corporate Park - City Council Review of Public
Improvement Agreement for Redlands Sewer - Application of Government Code Section
54954.2(b)(2).

Dear Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council:
Highland Fairview respectfully requests that the City Council exercise its authority under
Government Code Section 54954.2(b)(2) to review and approve a Public Improvement
Agreement for Redlands Sewer Improvements related to the Highland Fairview
Corporate Park project.
This section of the Government Code permits the City Council to act on items not on its
regular agenda when the Council determines that ''there is a need to take immediate
action and that the need for action came to the attention of the local agency subsequent to
the agenda being posted ... " (Attached for reference). Please note a two-thirds vote of the
Council is necessary.
The specifics of this request are as follows:
Highland Fairview and City staff have been working diligently to prepare and process the
numerous plans, documents, agreements, easements, licenses, etc. that are necessary in
order to construct the Highland Fairview Corporate Park project and the Skechers
building.
The schedule for the project is extraordinarily tight and every day is critical to allowing
Skechers to occupy their building as soon as physically possible.
On June 17,2010, Highland Fairview was refused an encroachment permit to commence
the Redlands sewer improvements without a Public Improvement Agreement (PIA) and
security. Due to a miscommunication by both City staff and Highland Fairview, the City

MV00234398
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has decided that a PIA and security would, in fact, be required before an encroachment
permit for Redlands Sewer would be issued.
The construction of the Redlands sewer improvements is critical to the overall project
schedule and delays in that schedule will be extremely difficult, if not impossible to
recover.
There are no issues with the sewer improvement plans, and the proposed PIA and cash
security are consistent with established City guidelines and procedures. Two escrows
were opened Friday June 18th with cash totaling $844,500 for the security in order to
expedite the process. There is no compelling reason that the Council cannot act on the
PIA and security at its June 22nd meeting.
Highland Fairview respectfully requests the Council consideration of this request to
enable the project to continue moving ahead.

Sincerely,

Iddo Benzeevi
President

MV00234399

Excerpt from Ca1ifornia Government Code
§~~~~~

(a) (1) At least 72 hours before a regular meeting, the
legislative body of the local agency, or its designee, shall post an
agenda containing a brief general description of each item of
business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting, including
items to be discussed in closed session. A brief general description
of an item generally need not exceed 20 words. The agenda shall
specify the time and location of the regular meeting and shall be
posted in a location that is freely accessible to members of the
public. If requested, the agenda shall be made available in
appropriate alternative formats to persons with a disability, as
required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132), and the federal rules and regulations
adopted in implementation thereof. The agenda shall include
information regarding how, to whom, and when a request for disability
related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or
services may be made by a person with a disability who requires a
modification or accommodation in order to participate in the public
meeting.
(2) No action or discussion shall be undertaken on any item not
appearing on the posted agenda, except that members of a legislative
body or its staff may briefly respond to statements made or questions
posed by persons exercising their public testimony rights under
Section 54954.3. In addition, on their own initiative or in response
to questions posed by the public, a member of a legislative body or
its staff may ask a question for clarification, make a brief
announcement, or make a brief report on his or her own activities . .
Furthermore, a member of a legislative body, or the body itself,
subject to rules or procedures of the legislative body, may provide a
reference to staff or other resources for factual information,
request staff to report back to the body at a subsequent meeting
concerning any matter, or take action to direct staff to place a
matter of business on a future

(1) Upon a determination by a majority vote of the legislative
body that an emergency situation exists, as defined in Section
54956.5.

(3) The item was posted pursuant to subdivision (a) for a prior
meeting of the legislative body occurring not more than five calendar
days prior to the date action is taken on the item, and at the prior
meeting the item was continued to the meeting at which action is
being taken.
(c) This section is necessary to implement and reasonably within
the scope of paragraph (I) of subdivision (b) of Section 3 of Article
I of the California Constitution.

MV00234400
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Bill Bopf
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From:

Bill BOPfl

Sent:

Monda Y'IJune21,2010 10:11 AM

To:

Mark Sambito; 'Brian Hixson'

Cc:

Iddo Be+eevi; Danette Fenstermacher; Chris Vogt; Wayne Peterson; Chris Fryer; Lissette Plazola

Subject: RE: 201 0-06-21 b June 22nd and July 13th Council Agendas
the letter regardingl the redlands sewer agreement just arrived at the city hall at 9:45 am monday june 21,
2020. the city cou~cil agenda for the june 22nd meeting was posted on thursday june 17, 2010. state law
prohibits the city frdm taking action on an item not posted on the agenda without proper public notice. if
all the necessary iriformation is available by the end of this day, june 21, 2010 the staff will complete their
work so that the item will appear on the july 13th agenda. staff work has to be completed today or the
13th deadline will bb missed. if there any problems with the agreement, the 13th date may be missed.
wlb
I

From: Mark Sambito
l
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2010 9:27 AM
To: 'Brian Hixson' lI
Cc: Iddo Benzeevi; IDanette Fenstermacher; ChriS Vogt; Bill Bopf; Wayne Peterson; ChriS Fryer; Lissette
Plazola
i
Subject: 201O-06-Ub June 22nd and July 13th Council Agendas

Brian,

I

l

Please do not hJve
Chris Fryer deliver the PIA forms to Mr. Bopf. They should all go to
I
the Land Development Division, attention Liz Plazola seeing as she is the person
responsible for dreating the original colored agreements. Delivering the forms to the City
Manager's officel or the City Engineer will only add a layer to the processing and could
slow the overall timeline. Thank you.

Mark w. sambiJo, P .E.
Engineering Divi~ion Manager
City of Moreno '1alley
Land Development
Division
I
P.O. Box 88005 I
Moreno Valley, GA 92552-0805

E: marksa@moval.org
I
w: www.moreno-valley.ca.us

--~-~'''''--'r-~

.

-

From: Brian Hixson I[mailto:bhixson@highlandfairview.com]
Sent: Monday, June: 21, 2010 7:39 AM
To: Mark Sambito I
Cc: Iddo Benzeevi; IDanette Fenstermacher; Chris Vogt; Bill Bopf; Wayne Peterson; Chris Fryer
Subject: 2010-06-2!t June 22nd and July 13th Council Agendas
Importance: High
Mark,

6/2112010
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...I need your help with the following:
1)

June 22 nd City Council Agenda - As you know the Redlands Sewer is a critical item in the construction
schedule. We have begun this work based upon approval from the City. The recent change in security
requirements for the Redlands Sewer, due to the discrepancy in the City letter from Mr. Bopf, dated May
26,2010; the attached Redlands Sewer PIA must be placed on the City Council Agenda for June 22 nd in
order to continue the construction. (Chris Fryer will bring Bill Sopt, you and Chris Vogt a signed hard
copy Monday morning.) We are proposing to post cash security for the Redlands Sewer work in order to
expedite the process. We need the City's assistance with resolving this situation by placing the item on
the agenda for June 22 nd . The same PIA we have been working on for the 20% reductions was used.
Also I hav~ included an updated Engineers Estimate along with the plan quantity sheet for reference.

2)

July 13th City Council Agenda - We need to reserve the following as agenda items for the July 13th
agenda. We may not need them but we want to cover all options:
..
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

3)

(p'j;)) -/7{)T j!...Ec...c;/ (/6-0

HFCP - Phase 1 Public Improvement Agreement
HFiCP - Phase 2/3 PIA (Lien)
.
Final Parcel Map Recordation 35629
~ Redlands Electrical PIA
Any other item(s) related to Parcel Map Recordation?

l

0 11 '- V /!.E QU IES/CO
{.--J?
rl-<1..E: !foWb f,- 0t1

f/
Ii6l=---r7 [)rt-

A

Security Form Substitution - We will be substituting the escrow security for Line F and Redlands
Sewer with Isurety bonds sometime in the near future. I believe this can be done administratively via City
Engineer and City Attorney? If for some reason it requires City Council action then I want to be sure we
include these on the July 13th agenda.

I appreCiate all your help!

Brian Hixson I Vice President ot Land Development I Highland Fairview
3070 Bristol SI 1Suite 320 1Costa Mesa, CA 926261
bhixson@highlandfairview.com

Email:

- - - - - Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 3832
(20090206) _ _ __

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.
http://www.eset.co~n

- - - - - Infonhation from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 3832
(20090206) _~_ _

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.
http://www.esct.com

6/2112010
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May 26, 2010

Mr. Iddo Benzeevi
Highland Fairview Properties, LLC
14225 Corporate Way
Moreno Valley CA 92553
Dear Mr. Benzeevi,
In anticipation of the start of the project construction, City staff met to discuss the
construction and timing of the Public Improvement Agreements, cost estimates and other
supporting documents for the Logistics project (Skechers). The following are the action
items resulting from our conversation:

I
I
I

1. The City of Moreno Valley will not require a Public Improvement Agreement
(PIA) and corresponding security for the construction of any City-maintained
public improvements until the Final Parcel Map is submitted to City Council for
approval.

-I

I

2. The City of Moreno Valley requires the developer to provide both the Faithful
Performance (100%) and Material and Labor (50%) security prior to the start of
construction of any Flood Control District-maintained storm drain facilities.

I-

I

3. In regards to the developer using real property as 'security for the Phase 2 and 3
improvements, Highland Fairview must provide the City with an appraisal and
Title Report (as required by City Policy).
4. The value of the property must be a minimum of 2.5 times the estimated costs of
the public improvements within Phases 2 and 3. As a cost estimate for the latter
phases of the project has not been provided by the developer's engineer, City staff
extrapolated the Phase 1 estimate to determine that the approximate costs for the
remaining public improvements is about $2,900,000, therefore the land proposed
as security must be valued at a minimum of $7,250,000.
5. Highland Fairview must provide the City with all securities, Public Improvement
Agreement(s) and related Engineer's Cost Estimates and exhibits, title reports and
appraisals no later than June 7th in order to get on the agenda for the July 13 th

CITY MANAGERS OFFICE
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>

'
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City Council meeting. If all of the required information is not provided by this
date, the item will be re-scheduled for the next available public hearing.
Feel free to contact me if there are questions on the above information.

William L. Bopf
Interim City Manager

c: Mayor Flickinger and Members of the City Council
Robert L. Hansen, City Attorney
Rick Hartmann, Interim Assistant City Manager
Kyle Kollar, Community Development Director
Chris Vogt, Public Works Director/City Engineer
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City Manager
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August 19,2013

The Honorable Mike Gatto
Appropriations Committee Chair
P.O. Box 942849, Room 2114
Sacramento, CA 94249-0043

RE:

Opposition to SB 7 (Steinberg) Charter Cities: Unlawful Conditions on State Funding

Dear Assembly Member Gatto:
i
i

The City of Moreno Valley opposes S8 7 (Steinberg), which would prohibit a charter city from receiving
or using state funding or financial assistance for a construction project if the city has a charter provision
or ordinance that authorizes a contractor to not comply with state prevailing wage requirements on local
construction projects funded by (non-state) city funds.

I.

This measure violates the fundamental principle of local control and the constitutional limits of state
authority over charter cities, as recently held by the Court in the Vista decision. This measure conflicts
with Vista by attempting, via the Legislature, to leverage a different outcome than the Court's ruling by
withholding vital state construction funds, derived from all of the state's taxpayers, from charter cities
that fail to adopt prevailing wage requirements for projects built with local funds. Such a condition is
unlawful because the state is seeking to leverage outcomes it lacks the legal authority to compel.

I·

!

!

j.

I

While the City of Moreno Valley is a general law city, we oppose this measure for its intrusion into local
authority as well as the effort to undercut the flexibility provided in the Constitution to charter cities. In
fact, Moreno Valley is pursuing public consideration of becoming a charter city for reasons such as
increased flexibility and authority. The state should respect the Vista court decision.
This measure would establish a disturbing framework for future state micromanaging of charter city laws
and policies by the tactic of withholding state funds as political leverage to attempt to force changes to
city charters and ordinances.

I

For these reasons, the City of Moreno Valley opposes this legislation.

II
i
j

~y~~

I

I

Michel1e Dawson
City Manager
City of Moreno VaHey

I

I
'1

Cc: Moreno Valley City Council
Gareth Elliott, Legislative Affairs Secretary, Office of Govemor Jerry Brown
Senator Richard Roth, Senate Committee on Legislative Ethics
Assemblymember Jose Medina, Chair, Assembly Committee on Jobs, Economic Development and
the Economy
Gonsalves and Son

I

I
",:,"

I
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Stewart, Richard
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer

#

Date:

October 1, 2013

'

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - August 2013

/

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended August 31, 2013. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $142,774,990 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for August 2013 of 1.21 %. This compares to a YTM
in July 2013 of 1.29% and a YTM in August 2012 of 1.34%. In addition, the City
maintained $14,860,042 in the State Local Agency Investment Fund Pool with a YTM of
0.27%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft. The fixed income
market has experienced significant volatility as the Fed discusses the wind down of the
qualitative easing policies. We have seen a slight increase in rates for both the very
. short-term and the long term rates while intermediate-term rates have declined slightly.
The City portfolio trades in the short-term range of the yield curve.
The June 2013 Quarterly Investment Report was presented at the City Council meeting
on September 10, 2013. Submitting this August 2013 Monthly Investment Report by
internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised of
the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me (951-413-3024) or Brooke McKinney (951-413-3077) with any
questions.
Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - August 2013
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review - September 2013

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00234408
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

I

~ttgt1st_~O~~

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

c--'---TotafGenerafPorlfolio -

14,860,042
143,397,770

14,864,102
143,926,044
·---159,291!058-.~
... -. __ 159,823,392

Bond Proceeds with Joisc,ll Agents

10,920

C-.~~·-':t0~all1(Jn.d Proceeds. ~

i·----;8,...,312-;~571

Deferred Compells<ltion Funds

M<lrkct Valuc.15 of
Junc 10, 20t]

10,713,851
4,743,306
!~~~15,457l571
___ ________________ . __ J

".__

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment advisor, Chandler Asset Management.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophic event.

City Treasurer

I
..&

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

<D

~.

183,593,406

az~~

o

2.21
Years

o
o

Richard Teichert

.j::>..
.j::>..

0.27%
1.21%

1,104,312
536,141
6,661,484

Total Investment Portfolio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.77
2.35
Years

J\ldl'kl'l Value

Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts

Nationwide
ICMA
, . Total De£erre.ll~ol:llJ)e.ii'sati0nFllllClsJ

14,860,042 i
142,774,990 i
158,~6~~78 .
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Portfolio Summary
As of 8/31/2013
.
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ACCOUNT SUMMARY

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS

I

~~-,-",~~------,------,---~---,---,,--.~-,----,~
Average Duration

2.21

Average Coupon

1.56 %

Average Purchase YTM

1.21 %

Average Market YTM

0.82%

Average S&P/Moody Rating

AAlAa1

Average Final Maturity
Average Life

Market Value
Accrued Interest
Total Market Value

2.35 yrs
2.26 yrs

Beg. Values
as of7/31/13

End Values
as of 8131113

158,810,302
____
70_8-'-,1_33_

159,823,392
618,658

159,518,434

160,442,051

169,420

160,892

Income Earned
ContIWD
Par
Book Value
Cost Value

157,035,166
157,755,989
159,590,591

158,668,278
159,291,058
160,802,460

""":~

TOP ISSUERS

% Portfolio

Issuer

'.

Government of United States

17.4 %

I

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

10.2 %

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

10.2 %

I

I
~

Federal Farm Credit Bank

9.4 %

Local Agency Investment Fund

9.3%

Federal Home Loan Bank

8.6 %

JP Morgan Chase & Co

2.7%

General Electric Co

2.0%

69.8%

{!

i
SECTOR ALLOCA TION

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

Money
Market

CREDIT QUALITY (S&P)
AA
(68.2 %) - - - - _ .

22.9% 23.3%

us
.' -Treasury
(17.4%)
Cash
(0.6%)

AAA
(5.2 %)
%'

Agency

(4.6 %)

~

o - .25

.25·.5

.5 - 1

I

1 -2

2.3

(38.4%)

3 -4

4-5

5+

MaturIty (Yrs)

A
(15.7%)

NR
'-----(10.9%)

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..

~ \i~"~er Asset Management

o

'-/'
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~ 1 City of Moreno Valley
.

Holdings Report

L...

_~._.~

Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

___ __ . ______ ___ ._ _
~

CUSIP

~

~.~_~,_,_

•.. ,.,, __

~_~_~

____ ,__

~_~

Security Description

___

·_~

_ _ .·'·r _ _ _ ·• _ _ _

Par ValueJUnits

As of 8/31/13
~'~~

__

~_···_·_~

__

·_~

_______ ·. ___

~

_ _ .. _' _____ ' __ . _ _ _
. -.-.--- ____

~~

_ _ _ ................ --_ _ _ _ _ _

~__._

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __

.~~

_____ ----

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

iABS
47787RAC4

John Deere Owner Trust 2012-B A3
0.53% Due 7/15/2016

1,625,000.00

08/28/2012
0.53 %

1,624,949.79
1,624,962.65

99.95
0.57%

1,624,203.75
382.78

1.01 %
(758.90)

Aaa
NR

2.87
1.16

89231NAC7

Toyota Auto Receivable 2012-B A3
0.46% Due 7/15/2016

1,620,000.00

09/18/2012
0.46 %

1,619,845.94
1,619,894.26

99.78
0.66%

1,616,355.00
331.20

1.01 %
(3,539.26)

Aaa

AAA

2.87
1.12

Honda Auto Receivables 2013-1 A3
0.48% Due 11121/2016

2,525,000.00

01/16/2013
0.48 %

2,524,867.44
2,524,895.18

99.72
0.67%

2,517,930.00
336.67

1.57 %
(6,965.18)

AAA

Chase CHAIT Pool #2012-A5
0.59% Due 8/15/2017

1,680,000.00

03/19/2013
0.59%

1,680,000.00
1,680,000.00

99.73
0.73%

1,675,464.00
440.53

1.04 %
(4,536.00)

AAA

3.96
1.92

7,450,000.00

0.51 %

7,449,663.17
7,449,752.09

0.66%

7,433,952.75
1,491.18

4.63%
(15,799.34)

Aaa
AAA

3.24
1.44

Aaa

0.06
0.06

43814CAC3
161571FL3

Total ABS

NR
NR

3.23
1.50

:AGENCY
31331 KET3

FFCB Note
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

03/28/2011
1.10 %

1,964,227.90
1,969,860.15

100.05
0.16 %

1,970,985.00
8,473.19

1.23 %
1,124.85

AA+

31331JQA4

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/2/2014

2,850,000.00

06/08/2010
1.96 %

2,843,074.50
2,848,690.42

101.30
0.17%

2,887,001.55
13,387.08

1.81 %
38,311.13

AA+

3136FPLV7

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/24/2011
1.57% Due 9/2412014

2,025,000.00

09/26/2011
0.65 %

2,080,181.25
2,044,606.52

101.44
0.22%

2,054,091.15
13,865.06

1.29 %
9,484.63

AA+

3133EADW5

FFCB Note
0.55% Due 8/17/2015

3,450,000.00

04/27/2012
0.60%

3,444,862.95
3,446,949.34

100.00
0.55 %

3,449,872.35
737.92

2.15 %
2,923.01

AA+

313370JB5

FHLB Note
1.75% Due 9/11/2015

1,200,000.00

08/04/2011
1.15 %

1,228,608.00
1,214,132.12

102.57
0.48 %

1,230,813.60
9,916.67

0.77%
16,681.48

AA+

3133ECBJ2

FFCB Note
0.43% Due 11/16/2015

3,100,000.00

12/24/2012
0.45 %

3,098,233.00
3,098,648.76

99.77
0.54 %

3,092,786.30
3,887.92

1.93 %
(5,862.46)

AA+

31331J6C2

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12/22/2015

2,000,000.00

03/28/2011
2.27%

2,007,240.00
2,003,525.78

104.09
0.57%

2,081,702.00
9,008.33

1.30 %
78,176.22

AA+

3136FPDC8

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/8/2011
2% Due 31812016

1,765,000.00

08/24/2011
1.22 %

1,825,645.40
1,798,634.96

103.36
0.65%

1,824,261.64
16,963.61

1.15 %
25,626.68

AA+

313372YS7

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 3/3012016

2,150,000.00

0710712011
1.87 %

2,206,631.00
2,180,856.84

104.35
0.75%

2,243,546.50
22,094.24

1.41 %
62,689.66

AA+

3137EACT4

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 5/27/2016

925,000.00

06114/2011
1.86 %

952,744.45
940,347.01

104.63
0.79%

967,807.15
6,038.19

0.61 %
27,460.14

AA+

0
1'0
W

.j::>..
.j::>..
-->.
-->.

0.75
0.75

Aaa

1.07
1.05

Aaa

2.03
1.98

Aaa

2.21
2.19

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

2.52
2.44
2.58
2.49
2.74
2.64
2.78
2.69

Aaa

2.99
2.90

2,775,000.00

Various
1.36 %

2,871,705.50
2,832,035.70

103.62
0.80%

2,875,538.25
13,267.98

1.80 %
43,502.55

AA+

3137EACW7

FHLMC Note
2% Due 8/25/2016

2,825,000.00

09/14/2011
1.19 %

2,935,005.50
2,891,332.22

103.25
0.90 %

2,916,671.25
941.67

1.82 %
25,339.03

AA+

3135GOGY3

FNMANote
1.25% Due 1/30/2017

3,425,000.00

02/09/2012
1.10 %

3,449,368.88
3,441,770.42

100.48
1.11 %

3,441,563.30
3,686.63

2.15 %
(207.12)

AA+

3133787M7

FHLB Note
1.05% Due 2127/2017

1,720,000.00

02/27/2012
1.03 %

1,721,582.40
1,721,104.91

99.09
1.32 %

1,704,353.16
200.67

1.06 %
(16,751.75)

AA+

Page 3 of 12

2.31
2.25

Aaa

FHLB Note
2.125% Due 6/10/2016

Chandler Asset Management

1.96
1.95

Aaa

313373SZ6

~

<
0

Aaa

Aaa
Aaa

3.42
3.33
3.50
3.41
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Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

04f23f2013
0.48 %

1,514,250.00
1,511,501.48

99.38
1.18 %

03f14f2012
1.29 %

3,441,314.50
3,455,633.76

04f24f2012
1.05 %

~

__

..,.".,....~~~T

• ..,. _ _
.

% of Port.

~_._.

__

,_~_,~--,,'~~_-'~"'_

Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

1,490,674.50
166.67

0.93 %
(20,826.98)

Aaa

AA+

3.50
3.42

99.34
1.19 %

3,467,042.78
16,771.39

2.17 %
11,409.02

AA+

3,447,228.60
3,443,834.82

99.79
1.18 %

3,427,941.08
18,355.78

2.15 %
(15,893.74)

AA+

03f13f2013
0.70 %

1,318,894.90
1,317,856.35

98.94
1.18 %

1,296,052.43
5,444.69

0.81 %
(21,803.92)

AA+

05f29f2012
1.06 %

3,330,600.90
3,322,832.20

99.92
1.27%

3,297,452.40
12,489.58

2.06%
(25,379.80)

AA+

07f26f2012
0.82%

923,363.10
921,487.48

98.78
1.34 %

903,874.51
1,848.30

0.56%
(17,612.97)

AA+

Various
0.85 %

3,171,475.20
3,167,090.66

98.94
1.28 %

3,116,616.30
5,425.00

1.95 %
(50,474.36)

AA+

09/181Z012
0.83%

1,645,000.00
1,645,000.00

97.92
1.36 %

1,610,825.13
6,068.22

1.01 %
(34,174.87)

AA+

10/Z51Z012
0.92%

1,053,983.70
1,053,304.58

98.Z9
1.43 %

1,032,008.25
4,433.33

0.65%
(21,296.33)

AA+

02/2212013
0.93%

1,845,264.00
1,845,770.18

97.16
1.56%

1,797,428.55
3,192.53

1.12 %
(48,341.63)

AA+

05/10/2013
0.88 %

1,491,378.00
1,491,939.31

96.55
1.57 %

1,448,322.00
1,531.25

0.90 %
(43,617.31)

AA+

Various
1.33 %

2,889,437.30
2,892,084.10

96.88
1.61 %

2,858,080.95
1,649.14

1.78 %
(34,003.15)

AA+

07/29fZ013
1.54 %

2,956,990.25
2,958,738.16

96.06
1.75 %

2,929,866.60
7,413.19

1.83 %
(28,871.56)

AA+

61,325,000.00

1.14 %

61,658,291.18
61,459,568,23

0.99%

61,417,178.68
207,258.23

38.41 0/0
(42,389.55)

AA+

3.03
2.95

1,033,245.72

Various
0.00%

1,033,245.72
1,033,245.72

1.00
0.00 %

1,033,245.72
0.00

0.64%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

1,033,245.72

N/A

1,033,245.72
1,033,245.72

0.00 %

1,033,245.72
0.00

0.64%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0,00

3,015,000.00

06/1212013
0.23%

3,012,611.46
3,014,152.45

99.97
0.23 %

3,014,152.45
0.00

1.88 %
0.00

P-1
A-1

0.12
0.12

660,000.00

05/14/2013
0.22 %

659,132.83
659,572.47

99.94
0.22 %

659,572.47
0.00

0.41 %
0.00

P-1
A-I

0.29
0.29

Par Value/Units

Purchase Date
Book Yield

iAGENCY
3135GOUY7
3137EADCO
313378WF4
3133782NO
3137EADF3
313379VE6
3137EADH9
3133EAY28
3137EADLO
3135GORT2
3137EADN6
3135GOTG8
3135GOWJ8

FNMA Callable Note 1X 02/27f15
1% Due2f27f2017

1,500,000.00

FHLMC Note
1% Due 3f8f2017

3,490,000.00

FHLB Note
1.125% Due 3/1012017

3,435,000.00

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 3/1012017

1,310,000.00

FHLMC Note
1.25% Due 5112/2017

3,300,000.00

FHLB Note
1.01 % Due 6119/2017

915,000.00

FHLMC Note
1% Due 6IZ9/2017

3,150,000.00

FFCB Note
0.83% Due 9/21/2017

1,645,000.00

FHLMC Note
1% Due 9/29/2017

1,050,000.00

FNMANote
0.875% Due 12f20f2017

1,850,000.00

FHLMC Note
0.75% Due 1f12f2018

1,500,000.00

FNMA Note
0.875% Due Zf8f2018

2,950,000.00

FNMA Note
0.875% Due 5f21/20i8

3,050,000.00

Total Agency

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

3.52
3.43
3.53
3.43
3.53
3.44
3.70
3.59
3.80
3.71
3.83
3.73
4.06
3.95
4.08
3.96
4.31
4.19
4.37
4.26
4.44
4.32
4.72
4.58

'CASH
90CASH$00

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash
iCOMMERCIALPAPER
06538BXF5

Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi NY Discount
CP
0.23% Due 10/15/2013

06416JZG1

Bank of Nova Scotia Discount CP
0.2Z% Due 12/16/2013

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
.j::>,.
.j::>,.
-->.

1'0

",",~r Asset Management
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Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

1,900,000.00

08/28/2013
0.25 %

1,896,609.03
1,896,661.81

99.82
0.25%

5,575,000.00

0.24%

5,568,353.32
5,570,386.73

14,860,042.32

Various
0.25%

14,860,042.32

684,989.71

% of Port.

--

GainJLoss

Maturity
Duration

1,896,661.81
0.00

1.18 %
0.00

P-1
A-1+

0.70
0.70

0.24%

5,570,386.73
0.00

3.47%
0.00

P1
A-1

0.34
0.34

14,860,042.32
14,860,042.32

1.00
0.25%

14,860,042.32
4,524.52

9.26%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

0.25%

14,860,042.32
14,860,042.32

0.25%

14,860,042.32
4,524.52

9.26 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

Various
0.01 %

684,989.71
684,989.71

1.00
0.01 %

684,989.71
0.00

0.43 %
0.00

Aaa

AAA

0.00
0.00

684,989.71

0.01 %

684,989.71
684,989.71

0.01 %

684,989.71
0.00

0,43%
0.00

AAA

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,873,880.60
1,735,829.02

101.13
0.58 %

1,739,434.29
16,340.00

1.09 %
3,605.27

A2
A

0.29
0.29

665859AKO

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

10/20/2010
1.33 %

2,058,421.00
1,889,281.84

102.85
0.35%

1,902,639.90
28,520.83

1.20 %
13,358.06

Ai
A+

0.67
0.65

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88 %

3,411,681.00
3,135,676.64

103.80
0.46 %

3,191,791.58
54,427.50

2.02 %
56,114.94

Ai
AA+

0.70
0.68

74005PAQ7

Praxair Note
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

850,000.00

09/24/2010
1.60 %

973,471.00
886,026.02

105.62
0.57%

897,769.15
13,139.58

0.57%
11,743.13

A2
A

1.21
1.17

09247XAD3

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84%

1,674,920.75
1,642,713.40

103.67
0.61 %

1,689,767.22
12,836.26

1.06 %
47,053.82

Ai
A+

1.28
1.25

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1% Due 1/15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04%

2,641,540.25
2,564,912.45

103.35
0.64%

2,614,780.30
10,021.61

1.64 %
49,867.85

Ai
A-

1.38
1.35

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1/20/2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.34%

2,584,656.00
2,561,896.15

103.70
1.00 %

2,644,357.66
10,745.42

1.65 %
82,461.51

A2
A

1.39
1.35

459200HBO

IBM Corp Note
0.55% Due 2/6/2015

695,000.00

02/01/2012
0.72%

691,601.45
693,378.25

100.07
0.50%

695,457.31
265.45

0.43 %
2,079.06

Aa3
AA-

1.44
1.42

94980VAA6

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65 %

2,584,316.50
2,510,856.43

105.41
0.95 %

2,609,011.35
7,184.37

1.63 %
98,154.92

Ai
A+

1.44
1.40

084670AVO

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010
2.65 %

2,545,012.75
2,503,606.42

103.77
0.57 %

2,578,759.05
4,417.78

1.61 %
75,152.63

Aa2
AA

1.45
1.42

191216AX8

Coca Cola Company Note
0.75% Due 3/13/2015

2,090,000.00

Various
0.80%

2,086,645.55
2,088,287.00

100.34
0.53 %

2,097,170.80
7,315.00

1.31 %
8,883.80

Aa3
AA-

1.53
1.52

Security Description

Cost Value
Book Value

----------------------~--~--

Moody
S&P

CUSIP

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Par ValueJUnits

COMMERCIAL PAPER
Toyota Motor Credit Discount CP
0.25% Due 5/12/2014

89233HEC4

Total Commercial Paper
iLAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF
: MONEY MARKET FUND FI
60934N104

Federated GOVT OSUG MMF

Total Money Market Fund FI

Aaa

0.00
0.00

; US CORPORATE
254687AW6

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

.j::>,.
.j::>,.
-->.

W

Chandler Asset Management
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

iUS CORPORATE
06406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3/15/2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,457,433.66

106.02
1.00 %

2,501,968.16
53,867.01

1.59 %
44,534.50

Ai
A

1.54
1.46

717081DA8

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3/15/2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011
2.33 %

1,730,497.50
1,618,296.35

106.97
0.78 %

1,658,019.50
38,237.64

1.06 %
39,723.15

Ai
AA

1.54
1.46

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/30/2015

740,000.00

Various
2.58 %

807,780.55
762,329.54

106.30
0.62 %

786,653.31
14,355.48

0.50 %
24,323.77

A2
A

1.58
1.51

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10/15/2015

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010
1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,668,005.23

101.78
0.78%

2,717,512.65
16,390.83

1.70 %
49,507.42

A2
A

2.12
2.07

38259PAC6

Google Inc Note
2.125% Due 5/1912016

1,315,000.00

11/15/2012
0.75 %

1,377,186.90
1,363,297.19

103.38
0.86%

1,359,510.12
7,917.40

0.85%
(3,787.07)

Aa2
AA

2.72
2.63

24422ERL5

John Deere Capital Corp Note
2% Due 1/13/2017

1,215,000.00

09/11/2012
1.05 %

1,263,733.65
1,252,890.26

101.08
1.67 %

1,228,174.24
3,240.00

0.77%
(24,716.02)

A2
A

3.37
3.24

674599CB9

Occidental Petroleum Note
1.75% Due 2/15/2017

1,575,000.00

03/08/2013
1.13 %

1,612,532.25
1,608,033.61

100.01
1.75 %

1,575,124.43
1,225.00

0.98 %
(32,909.18)

Ai

3.46
3.34

05/24/2012
1.82 %

169,853.80
169,890.39

100.55
1.65 %

170,934.66
765.00

0.11 %
1,044.27

A2
A

3.75
3.60

913017BU2

United Tech Corp Note
1.8% Due 6/1/2017

170,000.00

A

166764AA8

Chevron Corp. Callable Note Cant
11/5/17
1.104% Due 12/5/2017

1,500,000.00

Various
1.47 %

1,477,072.20
1,477,101.64

97.25
1.78 %

1,458,811.50
3,955.99

0.91 %
(18,290.14)

Aa1
AA

4.27
4.13

458140AL4

Intel Corp Note
1.35% Due 12/15/2017

1,940,000.00

12/12/2012
1.29 %

1,945,790.55
1,944,971.49

97.92
1.86 %

1,899,677.10
5,529.00

1.19 %
(45,294.39)

Ai
A+

4.29
4.13

931142DF7

Wal-Mart Stores Note
1.125% Due 4/11/2018

1,130,000.00

04/04/2013
1.14 %

1,128,960.40
1,129,041.81

96.83
1.85 %

1,094,149.62
4,943.75

0.69 %
(34,892.19)

Aa2
AA

4.61
4.44

037833AJ9

Apple Inc Note
1% Due 51312018

1,900,000.00

05/22/2013
1.25 %

1,877,181.00
1,878,397.34

95.54
2.01 %

1,815,216.30
6,227.78

1.14 %
(63,181.04)

Aa1
AA+

4.67
4.51

40,015,000.00

1.97 %

41,828,014.05
40,542,152.13

0.95%

40,926,690.20
321,868.68

25.71 %
384,538,07

Ai
A+

1.99
1.92

Total US Corporate
'US TREASU RY
912828NP1

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7/31/2015

3,050,000.00

0410612011
1.99 %

3,019,391.07
3,036,443.51

102.59
0.39 %

3,129,110.90
4,641.30

1.95 %
92,667.39

Aaa
AA+

1.92
1.89

912828PE4

US Treasury Note
1.25% Due 10/31/2015

3,025,000.00

Various
1.35 %

3,012,297.25
3,018,758.79

101.72
0.45 %

3,076,993.70
12,741.17

1.93 %
58,234.91

Aaa
AA+

2.17
2.13

912828PJ3

US Treasury Note
1.375% Due 11/30/2015

2,925,000.00

05/16/2011
1.63 %

2,892,332.07
2,908,823.85

102.00
0.48 %

2,983,500.00
10,219.52

1.87 %
74,676.15

Aaa
AA+

2.25
2.21

912828PS3

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

2,855,000.00

05/1612011
1.70 %

2,893,262.08
2,874,643.28

103.52
0.53%

2,955,370.38
4,965.22

1.85 %
80,727.10

Aaa
AA+

2.42
2.36

912828QA1

US Treasury Note
2.25% Due 3/31/2016

2,835,000.00

Various
1.34 %

2,952,569.46
2,899,409.29

104.23
0.59 %

2,955,045.24
26,839.54

1.86 %
55,635.95

Aaa
AA+

2.58
2.49

912828RU6

US Treasury Note
0.875% Due 11/30/2016

3,200,000.00

12/22/2011
0.89 %

3,198,135.71
3,198,771.64

99.90
0.91 %

3,196,748.80
7,114.75

2.00%
(2,022.84)

Aaa
AA+

3.25
3.19

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
.j::>.
.j::>.
-->.

.j::>.
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Chamfer Asset Management
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_ _ ,_.___ '. __

"'~"

_, __

._~_,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _, _____ '', •. ,. ____ ,, ___ ...... _ _

CUSIP

~._._

'.",

Security Description

._~_,.

__

~.'_

.. _'_' •. , _ . ._____

.,._._~._~.

_ _ _ ._. __ .. _. ___ ._. ___ • __ .. __

Par Value/Units

Holdings Report
As of 8/31/13
._~_.

_____

~.

, _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ . ___

.~~_.,_

.. _ _ _ _

~_.

__

._,~

_ _ _ ._._,. _ _ _ ... _..,.. ______ ...•

_ _ _ • _ _ _ "._,, _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ ,.-,.......,... ___ ... ___ . _ - r _ _ _ _ _ •_ _ . _ _

--._~

____

~

____

~

_ _ ..

~

_ _ •. .• _ _ _ _ _ ,._" ___
~

.~~_~

__

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/loss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

06/20/2012

1,723,298.31
1,719,849.43

99.63
0.99%

1,703,587.50
1,301.09

1.06 %
(16,261.93)

Aaa
AA+

3.42
3.35

0.73%

3,069,373.67
3,072,917.68

97.28
1.21 %

3,015,717.20
1,347.83

1.88 %
(57,200.48)

Aaa
AA+

3.92
3.86

: US TREASURY
US Treasury Note
0.875% Due 1/31/2017

1,710,000.00

US Treasury Note
0.5% Due 7/31/2017

3,100,000.00

912828TS9

US Treasury Note
0.625% Due 9/30/2017

2,875,000.00

Various
0.74%

2,860,759.64
2,861,864.94

97.38
1.29 %

2,799,531.25
7,560.62

1.75 %
(62,333.69)

Aaa
AA+

4.08
4.00

912828UU2

US Treasury Note
0.75% Due 3/31/2018

2,150,000.00

07/29/2013

1.28 %

2,098,440.80
2,099,438.72

96.80
1.47 %

2,081,301.05
6,784.84

1.30 %
(18,137.67)

Aaa
AA+

4.58
4.46

27,725,000.00

1.25 %

27,719,860.06
27,690,921.13

0.80%

27,896,906.02
83,515.88

17.44 0/.
205,984.89

Aaa
AA+

2.98
2.92

158,668,277.75

1.21 %

160,802,459.53
159,291,058.06

0.82%

159,823,392.13
618,658.49

100.00 %
532,334.07

Aa1
AA

2.35
2.21

912828SC5
912828TG5

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO

0.70%
02/25/2013

TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

160,442,050.62

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
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.j::>,.
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City of Moreno Valley

0'\'

July 31, 2013

·····----··---------------------·-COMP LiANCE-WrfffTNVESTMENTPcfCTcY-----------------------------1,
Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
Category

Standard

Local Agency Bonds

No Limitation

Complies

Treasury Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper

Complies
Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1fP-1fF-1 minimum ratings
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maximum maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - LAI.F.
Maximum program limitation

Complies
Complies
Complies

Maximum maturity

5 years

Complies

Weighted Average Maturity

3 years

Complies
- -

o

1'0
W
(J)

Complies

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, InterestComplies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

<
o
-->.

Complies

Prohibited Securities

~

.j::>..
.j::>..

Comment

~

.

...
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Holdings Report Glossary
CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.

% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.
Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.
~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..
.j::>..
-->.

-...J

Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.

Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..
.j::>..
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~
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... CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
Account Name
~

Account
Number
COL1lllluni!

Purchase
Date

Issuer

Investment

Maturity
Date

Market Value

special tax funds
22631900
'resen;e fund-_.__.--22631904

~

22631905

money market fund

1,044,46! muuD:0!% . ,0:01°;'~m1.~~~O_~~.5t;4,,!o]
0
0.01%
0.01%
1.00000
0.000%
1,028!~0~
0.01% .• ~:6iV~=-·I-01iOOO
.u~237?%J
-..
377
0.01 %
0.01%
1.00000
0.005%
0
536,009
0.01 % .... 0.01 10-- 1:00000 -:-6.448%
-

"

"

""-

J

WF Govt Fund

08/31/13

09/01/13

8
3,364,490

0.01 %

0.01 %

1.00000

0.000%

(TD#S

._~

JYdb LUg!!

%O£Ofl
Price . Portfolio!

money market fund
WFGovtFund
08/31/13 09/01/13
389,538
0.01%
0.01%
1.00000
4.686%
-mOney"market·fiind" _ _Wj::-GovtFurui~-.-.- -..-·--yS/31/l'3'09jOtilC365,385.0mo/o ·0.01·;0:-1.00000-4-:395%1

:Se.ries B Revenue
223335001l1oneYJII~tfund
WF Govt Fund
Series A Principal
22333501
moneymktfund
WF Govt Fund
:Series A reserve
22333502
money mktfund-~~~ Govt Fund
Series B reserve
22333503
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
;Siries B"admin £U'nd'-"-'m3350~ moneylllkt--fuD.d_.__:·- . wF Govt Fund

:debt service fund
interest fund

Yield

I'.lci(ilil's lJisrlrirl H7·J lA-l

special.tax f1I!1ds
22631800 . mIl1oneYIl1ark~J:I.I.!1~u
':"l'.<;ovt FUI\~ u
~ OSjnf13·09/Ol;13
interest acct
22631801
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
08/31/13 09/01/13
'reservefund _ ..•--.~ 22631804 ,.Il\oney~ketf.Jrid---wFGovt Fund-~~-'
08/31/13
09/01/13
admin exp acct
22631805
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
08/31/13 09/01/13
;debtservice acct-"--2263iB09-'---money market fund
WF Govt Fund---~---08/31/13 ~09/01f13

admin exp acct

Stated
Rate

____ ._~_."

2007 ){l'dl'Vt.·lopll1t:'lIl

22631700
22631701

___ •

_. __ ._

_~

__

~

__ ~

Ag~~ulld.., S~·n+·.

mOIleY.1l1kt fund
money mkt fund

_

-OS/31/13
O~/O1/136,5>'1_
O~Oi%,O:Ol°/o ~OOO~O-:-=O.079·/~
08/31/13 09/01/13
142,289
0.01%
2.71%
1.00000
1.712%
08/31/13
'09/01/13
45,000
0.01%
0.01%' 1.00000
0.5410/0 1
08/31/13 09/01/13
543,221
0.01 % 0.01%
1.00000
6.535%
TS/3i7i30'9iO:i!t3 --i27"~'~~O-.Ol % - 0.01% 1.00000 nO:002%j
737,208

_____ _________

_ ____ .;I

_~__

n

A

WF Govt Fund
WFGovtFund

08f,31/13
08/31/13

09,fol/13
09/01/13

1
1

0.01%
0.01 %

0.01 %
0.01 %

1.00000
1.00000

0.0000/;]
0.000%

2
~

:bondfund
reserve fund
iconstruction fund
~

ibondfund
construction fund

200S Le,ls" Revenue Bond

18042800 ..Il1oneYIllkt fund.
18042804
money mkt fund
18042806
.m()neYlnl(tfund .,
2007 T"xable

22277600
22277604

OBf,31/13
------- 09/01/13
~'I V'I w
08/31/13 00/.01/1'1
U~/UJji,j
08/31/13

--0.01%" 0:01%1.~~00o..O.~~00/oJ
0.01%
0.01%
1.00000 36.002%
8"~'---O:Ol%
0.01% 1.00000
0:000% 1
_
____
_______ •.... ____________
01
2,992,814
36.002%

WFGovtFund
WFGovtFund

08f,31/13
08/31/13

4
1,104,304
1,104,308

WFGovtFund
Govt F~--~-

08/31/13 09/01/13
08/31/13 - 09/01/13

mG()Vt Fund
wF GoVt Fund

08/31/13' 09/01/15

WFGovtFund
WF Govt Fund
WFCoVtFund

----~

...

I.,'''''' ({e"l'lIul- HOII(!' - Hl'rlrie Ulili! '
moneYIllkt fund
money mkt fund

09/01/13
09/01/13

3

2,992,803

~

~

0.01%
0.01%

{l.m%
0.01%

i.OOO~O -°:0000/01
1.00000 13.284%

3,938
0.01%
105,000
0.01%
5,071 ... "'o:il1%
~0.01%
1l4,u,j5
8,312,857

0.01%
0.01%
0.D1%
0.01%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

~~

interest account
20350301
interest
principal fuild-2~35,~30~ .rrindpal ..
re5e~efulld
20350303
reserve
reserve
'adminfund ·----.,,-,20350304

--~---""WF

'--OB/31/13
.

------

--~"-

09/01/13

. . -.~

Totals

iii'
1

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..
.j::>..
-->.

<D

j'iijhitiiiWU1unm'llIITIINInmJlIJIllrIDmqqn;

--Construction Funils

1,104,312

~-~-"-T'----:-~' ·-·Piincipal~¥lnter~st~AccoiUits~-.~·-=:--=-=:--:-'~36'1:~1-:-!

3

Debt Service Reserve Funds

6,661,484

-·----:---0_.-·-]

i~~··--.--r:----.-C:iiStodfAfcourits:---..-.,-"--.-..-. '~-:--'~..-.

5
[~.-~-6

Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
0
... (}tiler J\ccotfiitS--__..:----~~· ~.--... - - -...~ ..=__--~.~~--10;920..1
Total Fiscal Agent Funds
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8,312,857

0.047%
1:2630/0]
0.061%
0.00007.-1
, J
1.372%
100.000%

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Nationwide
1\.'1.1rkl't \'.llue

:'v1.1.-1H'1 \ ,llue ,1S

of J1I11~ 10, 10 I ~

IOu lid

$1,199,180

,Liquid Saving.
Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)

:AmcentUJ.Y'Gi;;Wih-'--··-~=·-.--

Certificates of Deposit 1 year
30,085
'Certifica't;sof Deposr~3.years-·-"~·Z:1,705--·~l

Am Century Select
Ml'fcap-vatue A----~---

fIr-Morgan

114,016
850,568

Certificates of Deposit 5 years

Vanguard lndex 500

103,057

---l

Vanguard Wellington
18,823
f',rai,guard w1Dds~or II ------~-.- - .~~"--f>3,695~-:J

NationwidelnvDes AggrFund
69,877
fN-;tiOi1';ide [nvD;SMOdFd~..--'''~~-----''507,%5~''''~1

Income Fund of America
146,611
,BrownCal'l\f!l1'lfinc 8M <:0,-.~.~~··-~-··~:--S3,027 -~J

~guarD..".~d Inde:. _____~~ _ _~..~._ . 212,2~
jWashington1>futualInv ,............ .. _._......78,578 ~
Templeton Foreign I
0
iE";;;~~ific
-==~- =~~.... ..~
3~,115.. __~]
Stable Fund C
2,437,100
iPBHG Ct;;wth Fund
-----0
.. -""""1
__ ___
____
__1

Nationwide lnv De. Cons
[N!tlrutwfd';"LargeD:Pe;rowth
Nationwide Inter ValInst Svc

~

97,368

......

1,992

-==~§3:243
233,923

.... ·~

.• '~-.. ~.-~'9,5s3:--=i

-

~

260,740
39,458
__________
".
49,400

-~<--""'-~-"-i

_~_

,.---'--"'--'
.

...

~~--,--~

!Aggressive 0.l'.I'0r.
International

~

,

_. __ -l

--:.---____ -

Growth and Income
~~;;d-~~k;;---'-·---·-·-·"

500 Stock Index
Asset Allocation

$241,724
214,357
...--.-.-152,141-.-1

.. --·--· ..--n:s;----j

120,771
..--~------:-:--_401,343---:l

---:l

--.--~-----'-- _

;C;;reBond~----.-.

Cash Management

DWS High Income Fund A
!D~Eq I:Jir§A.-=~·-:·~__
Oppenheimer Global Fund A

..

VT Fidelity Contra fund

VT FidelLty Diversified lnternational

Traditional Growth

Vantage Growth Fund

-

-'.~..-.-.-....-.--.~ .. . ~.-... :VT
Fidelity Puritan

22,148

:VI m Price Growth 8tockAdv

~" ____ .______

244,208

:~9!;,~4_ ........ j
23,165

2025----~~·-~~~-·-~··~·~~·
"_

_

______ ._

J

898
51,508
_ ______ •• _

_ ~_ ~ ___

27,550"---"1.1

._

_ __ ,_

.>

>."

Milestone 2030
16,257
¥ile~WOe·2Q3S~··-=-·-..-.-.---~~~1:9,"08s~--=:J
Milestone 2040

7,624

134,394
--""":--~--~=="l1

15~,o.96 _

1

4,109
5,996,

.~---=-~~~~~~-.-'"".,.~-~~--~-~- '-~-~~~-~---.

··TotiiCNationwid.e Deferred" .. .

$10,713,851

Total Nationwide
Total rCMA
[To'W-o;i;;;:ed Comp;~;;ti~~--·-·-··

$10,713,851
4,743,306
$15,457,157

Mutual Funds
;Total Deferred CompensationPJanS-..-..- - -

11,020,505
$15,457,157

87,331

!~:anz':FJ ~i~~altt~~"---'-·-.-•. 76~l
Vi Royce V~I;';ePlus'

..J

~--=~--~-

..l

168,056

24,458

169,6~1

J
~="-==7;315_..="l

Nationwide Dest 2020 Inst Svc
..
'rvationwide Dest 2025 Inst Svc
Nationwide Dest 2030 InstSvc
:Nationwide Desl2045lnst Svc
~--~-~~-"'-~-;~.,.,.,.~

89,537
47,643 ..
62,014

~~~;~ep~~:;~~erseas ~;;;~ Index F~~-----~,421-~..~1

...

-

" ' -..

.' . '. ... .,.

~TTR'Pric~S."""1 ~p Valu~

rMil.;s!one

!

4,422

Savings Oriented
;6iJi'sm-;itiveGrowth~~-.--

Milestone 2010
[Milestone2015
Milestone 2020

~1

;J\lati<J~i(felJ~. 8m Car:yalfuS Svc

35,107

Minkel V,\lue .'.IS
of June 30, 2U"13

VT Royce Premeir

VT Nuveen Real Estate Sees

.

67,352
85,840
297,225

,vTRanier"S;;;a1vMidC;'pEq-~-~-~'--:-:'-~"~':~-42;77ci~~l

"P~llS F,md=~'~-=-'------~ -~ -~~~·9947704~~_-=]

~~g:Term.~~Ft1t

~___

-~~

Fund

248,074

~Equity income-·-~ .. - · - -.... -

.~

l'vl,H"\,d V~1hH.· .lS
or Jtlll~ :In, 2013

;AllEq~ity ~~-;;th-.

__-.

__

Gro,zih

Nationwide lnvDes Mod Cons Fund SC

-.--.-.~-,---~-. --:rcMA~·--·~·--------·-~---~·-~~-·-·

Fund

o

-'j

Growth Fund of America

Fidelity Contrafund
.Janus
"_
__ Fund
_ _ _ __
Janus Advisor Forty

1'0

~derate~KaUfm.iim"F.md--·-···"·~"~--~"~-- .106,243-

!Na~tlnwider;woesModAggrFUnd----":"---··:·-904;655 ~-'l

"-"",,,,-=--~-~~~-.--~-,-,,~~~~-~---~-~~-~-

.

11), 21111

35,110
91,901

[Vaniuardinsti~tional~IIidex-------'--'~'--'-"-S26;4i3-'~

'FidelitY·~it.n~··~~· .

.j::>..
.j::>..

[tIlll'

iRon-if Fund Of'AmerIca -~-=-"'~'-'~-~'~-'66,55i~-=-l

Fidelity MageDan

o

,N B Socially ResponsIve Fund
DFA US Micro Cap Port

'j

77,845

~ideIit£Eq;i;tyTnC"me .. ~ ......• ~=·=~=:

1'0
W

or

Inveseo Mid Cap Core Equity
25,323
;Nationwide RetrncfuSt Svc~-""---'~--'''''-386-''l

Fidelity lndependence

<
o

36

__ ~-~--~-61,3~1.n .]

:tiquidSa;hlgsfPart-iiDi.Empi.;y.eS)-~ =--'-"'~29o;674-1

:rnwstiileni:"Co:-;;r..Gl;iic;':··~-·-~-"~-·--~~·-·-'-a4;S27

~

Fund

o

'Drer SmCap I
American Century Balanced

457,908

;\"l<lrJ<.el \'illue .1S

'IS

or [UIll' 10, 2nD

i'1l1,,1

257,782
..

...........

'~.'--' .....~.-.-

6,556 . . ... .1

702 ... .

....

..-----.-~··--19,8~. -~-}
... _~ __"."_

62,060
'1J5;S54'~J

<~<_~

VT Vantagepoint MS Ret Inc

_.

• __ • •

32,883

,VrVaila8.e~oi1l~¥tati°nProtec~d"Securities-==---~i379

.. _:=1

4,_8":,9,,,,6~_...

VT Oppenheimer Main Street

:VT·fari.ta~e~]ntl\fid7~~lndelt···~"

~,lJ~_.. __1

VT PIMCO Total Return

112,676

[VT~I~t().~ yield .. ~=~=~~"=-_"61J9r--l
VT Harbor lnternational Admi

-='_ _

[VTHarbourBTd cl"pc;w';ih Admin ........
--~--~~Thtai1CMA·--~·

..

,
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21,996

~8J~~___,
$4,743,306

~

Attachment 2
September 2013

MARKET REVIEW
The economy remains on a slow growth trajectory, and the labor market continues to
improve modestly. Nonfarm payrolls rose 169,000 in August, which was less than the
consensus forecast of 175,000. Average nonfarm payroll growth over the past three months
has been about 148,000 per month. The unemployment rate declined to 7.3% from 7.4% due
to a decline in the labor participation rate. Overall, the labor market continues to improve at
a lackluster pace. Manufacturing and consumer spending trends have been mixed. Housing
trends remain generally positive, but there are some signals that rising interest rates could
begin to pressure the sector. Meanwhile, geopolitical concerns and uncertainty about Fed
policy have continued to create volatility in the financial markets.
There has also been increased volatility in Treasury yields over the past few months. In
August, rates generally increased, particularly in the 3-year to lO-year portion of the curve.
The timing of future Fed tapering remains uncertain, but several market participants are
expecting the Fed to announce a modest reduction to their bond buying program at the next
Federal Open Market Committee meeting on September 18. For the past few months, the
Fed has been signaling that changes to the pace of its bond purchases are ahead, but hasn't
pinpointed the magnitude or timing of the changes. At its previous meeting in July, the FOMe
left the fed funds rate unchanged and we expect the fed funds rate to remain unchanged for
at least the next six months. The Fed continues to assure investors that all policy changes will
depend on the state of the economy, and that the general thresholds for contractionary
policy action are an unemployment rate of 6.5% and/or expectations of 2.5% inflation.

4.00%

U.S. TREASURY YIELDS

3.00%

2.00%

There has been increased volatility in Treasury yields over the past few months as Fed
policymakers discuss winding down quantitative easing. In August, rates generally increased,
particularly in the 3-year to lO-year portion of the curve.

3 Month

0.02

0.04

(0.02)

2 Year

0.40

0.31

0.09

3 Year

0.78

0.59

0.19

5 Year

1.64

1.38

0.26

7 Year

2.25

2.00

0.25

10 Year

2.79

2.58

0.21

30 Year

3.70

3.64

0.06

Source: Bloomberg
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices

labor Markets

In July, overall CPI inflation rose to 2.0% on a year-over-year
basis from 1.8% in June. The year-over-year Core CPI (CPI less
food and energy) rose slightly to 1.7% from 1.6%. The core
inflation rate is still trending below the Fed's long-term goal of
2.0% and remains below the trigger rate for policy action of
2.5%.

The August employment report was disappointing as payrolls
increased by 169,000 versus the 175,000 consensus estimate.
The net revisions for job growth in June and July were -74,000.
Average nonfarm payroll growth over the past three months
has been about 148,000. Private payrolls increased 152,000 in
August while government jobs rose
17,000. The
unemployment rate declined to 7.3% from 7.4% due to a
decline in the labor participation rate. Overall, the jobs report
was lackluster.

Retail Sales
In July, Retail Sales rose 5.4% on a year-over-year basis. On a
month-over-month basis, Retail Sales increased 0.2% in July
which was slightly below the 0.3% consensus forecast. Overall,
recent consumer spending trends have been healthy, but not
robust.

Housing Starts
Single-family housing starts fell 2.2% in July to 591,000 from
604,000 in June. Meanwhile multifamily starts rose 24.8% in
the month. Housing permits rose 2.7% in July. Recent housing
data has been mixed, but mostly favorable.

Credit Spreads Were Little Changed In August

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.13

0.12

0.01

2-year A corporate note

0.64

0.63

0.01

5-year A corporate note

0.74

0.77

(0.03)

5-year Agency note

0.26

0.26

0.00
03t3 as of 8/31/13

Source: Bloomberg

Economic Data Remains Indicative of Slow Growth

(39.1) $Bln JUL 13

(34.5) $Bln JUN 13

(43.5) $Bln JUL 12

GDP

2.5% JUN 13

1.1% MAR 13

1.2% JUN 12

Unemployment Rate

7.3% AUG 13

7.4% JUL 13

8.1% AUG 12

Prime Rate

3.25% AUG 13

3.25% JUL 13

3.25% AUG 12

CRB Index

291.16 AUG 13

283.94 JUL 13

309.59 AUG 12

Oil (West Texas Int.)

$107.65 AUG 13

$105.03 JUL 13

$96.47 AUG 12

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

2.0% JUL 13

1.8%JUN 13

1.4% JUL 12

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

2.1% JUL 13

2.5% JUN 13

0.5% JUL 12

Dollar/EURO

1.32 AUG 13

1.33 JUL 13

1.26 AUG 12

Trade Balance

Source: Bloomberg

Ii:> 2013 Chandler Asset Management, Inc, An Independent Registered Investment Adviser. The information contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable.
but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Opinions and forecasts regarding industries, companies, and/or the economy are ali subject to change at any time. based on market and other
conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.
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Europe's Nascent Economic Recovery
After six quarters of declining gross domestic product in

euro zone has also largely been fueled by gains in core

the euro zone, economic growth finally turned positive

nations such as Germany and France. Meanwhile,

in the second quarter of 2013, marking the end of a

economic growth in many of the southern peripheral

long recession in the region. Several recent economic

countries such as Cyprus, Greece, Italy, and Spain, has

data points have also been indicative of improving

continued to contract and unemployment levels remain

economic conditions in Europe. Meanwhile, fears of a

unfavorably high. The unemployment rates in Greece

potential breakup in the euro zone which rattled the

and Spain remain well over 20%. Many of the peripher-

financial markets over the past few years have dimin-

al countries also continue to contend with very high

ished significantly, due in large part to accommodation

government debt to GDP ratios. At the end of the first

from the European Central Bank and stabilization in

quarter, the sovereign debt to GDP ratios in Greece,

demand. It appears that market participants have

Italy, Portugal and Ireland were each above 100%.

become more complacent about Europe as tail risks
from a European breakup have dissipated. Many inves-

European Central Bank (ECB) policymakers have made

tors are now looking to Europe for undervalued invest-

strides toward stabilizing the European economy and

ment opportunities. However, Europe is not completely

tackling the region's debt crisis. They have lowered

out of the woods in our view, as core structural

interest rates (the ECB's benchmark interest rate

economic issues have not been completely resolved

currently stands at a record low of 0.5%, down from

and many of the peripheral countries continue to

4.25% in 2008) and provided cheap financing to euro

struggle.
~

,

zone banks through the Long-Term Refinancing Opera,
---- . - .- - - - tions
(LTRO),
which
RECENT EURO ZONE ECONOMIC DATA
launched in December
(Aggregate data for euro zone member states)
2011. However, governPositive
ments
are
largely
Industrial output rose 1.1% in 2013 (the fastest pace since 4010).
expected to maintain
2013 GOP rose 0.3% (following 6 quarters of declines).
their austerity policies,
Construction output rose 1% in 2013 (the strongest rise since1011).
in an effort to curtail
Manufacturing PMI rose to 51.4 in August from 50.3 in July (above 50 indicates growth).
their
heavy sovereign
Consumer confidence rose to -15.6 in August from -17.4 in July (better than expected).
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Business Climate Indicator rose to -0.21 in August from -0.52 in July (the 4th monthly increase).
Gross fixed capital formation rose 0.3% in 2013 from 1013.

or

debt loads. In our view,
this

means

the

euro

Exports rose 3% in June from May (seasonally adjusted basis), while imports rose 2.5%.

zone is unlikely to see a

Government spending rose 0.4% in 2013 from 1013 (a sign that austerity is easing).

Significant jump in eco-

Neutral

nomic growth anytime

CPI remained unchanged at 1.6% year-over-year in July. Core CPI also remained unchanged at 1.1 %.

soon. In addition, the

Unemployment remained steady at 12.1 % in July (highest in Greece and Spain, lowest in Austria and Germany).

ECB is unlikely to keep

PPI rose to 0.2% year-over-year in July, after rising at a rate of 0.3% in June (slightly higher than expected).

its key interest rate low

Retail sales declined 1.3% year-over-year in July, but rose 0.1% from June.

for long, given that its
primary mandate is to

Negative
M3 money supply slowed in July to 2.2% year-over-year from 2.4% in June (lower than expected).
Private sector loans declined 1.9% year-over-year in July, faster than the 1.6% decline in June.

protect

price

stability

(unlike

the

Federal

Reserve's dual mandate
While economic data in the euro zone has improved,

of maximizing employment and price stability). As such,

GOP growth in the region is still lagging behind growth

we believe investment downside risks still remain and

in other parts of the world such as the United States

investors should be selective about their exposure to

and China. Moreover, improving economic data in the

Europe.
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EUROPE'S NASCENT ECONOMIC RECOVERY (CONTINUED)
We remain particularly cautious about many European

We believe earnings upside exists not only for Europe-

banks, which are still working to implement stricter

an-based corporations, but also for U.S.-based multina-

capital requirements. The euro zone is also still in the

tionals. Whereas Europe has been a weak spot for

early stages of developing a banking union in which the

many

ECB and national supervisory authorities will jointly

Coca-Cola) over the past year, we believe improving

assess the health of systemically important banks.

economic fundamentals in Europe could contribute to

European leaders are taking steps in the right direction,

positive earnings surprises for these companies in

but structural reforms take time to implement.

coming quarters.

corporations

Nevertheless, we believe improving economic condi-

(such

as

Ford,

Staples,

and

- Shelly Henbest

tions in Europe could be a tailwind for corporate earn-

VP, Credit Analyst

ings in the second half of 2013. Economists at BCA
Research estimate that corporate operating earnings in
the euro zone could rebound meaningfully by the end
of this year. They believe the catalysts for im provement

in corporate profits will be a decline in borrowing and
labor costs, as well as a reduction in government fiscal
austerity.

Government Debt % of GDP
(For Select European Countries)
180.0
160.0
140.0
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

Greece

Italy

Portugal

Ireland

112012Q1

France

Spain

United
Kingdom

Germany

t:12013Q1

Source: eurostat

RISKS AND OTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
This report is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as speCific investment or legal advice. The information contained herein was obtained from sources be·
lieved to be reliable as of the date of publication, but may become outdated or superseded at any time without notice. Any opinions or views expressed are based on current market conditions and are subject to change. This report may contain forecasts and forward.looking statements which are inherently limited and should not be relied upon as an indicator of future results.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This report is not intended to constitute an offer, solicitation, recom mendation or advice regarding any securities or investment strategy
and should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their Own judgment.
Fixed income investments are subject to interest, credit, and market risk. Interest rate risk: the value of fixed income investments will decline as interest rates rise. Credit risk: the possibility
that the borrower may not be able to repay interest and principal. Low rated bonds generally have to pay higher interest rates to attract investors willing to take on greater risk. Market risk:
the bond market in general could decline due to economic conditions, especially during periods of rising interest rates.
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Financial & Management
Services Department

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Michelle Dawson, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer ~7

Date:

August 27,2013

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - July 2013

/

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended July 31, 2013. All investments comply with California Government
Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits of each type.
In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $147,301,329 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for July 2013 of 1.29%. This compares to a YTM in
June 2013 of 1.25% and a YTM in July 2012 of 1.31%. In addition, the City maintained
$8,901,042 in the State Local Agency Investment Fund Pool with a YTM of 0.24%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft. The fixed income
market has experienced significant volatility as the Fed discusses the wind down of the
qualitative easing policies. We have seen a slight increase in rates for both the very
short-term and the long-term rates while intermediate-term rates have declined slightly.
The City portfolio trades in the short-term range of the yield curve.
The June 2013 Quarterly Investment Report is scheduled to be presented at the City
Council meeting on September 10. Submitting this July 2013 Monthly Investment
Report by internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept
apprised of the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me (951-413-3024) or Brooke McKinney (951-413-3077) with any
questions.
Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - July 2013
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review - August 2013

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

'\tty 2013

8,901,042
149,856,754

8,901,042
149,076,465

;----···~fOtaCGeileral portfono""""-~---'159,590;S91

~-=158,810,302

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

.

-- - -- ._- - -.. - -

~

~

- - -""

-

0.77
245
Years

0.24%
1.29%

2.31
Years

Market Value

Bond Proceeds with Fiscal Agents

Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
r-----Total Bond-Proceeds

-- -

8,901,042
147,301,329
157,035,166
_.--.---

1,104,296
1,861,364
6,398,089

..,

.

J

Deferred Compensation Funds

o
o
~___ 194,269

L.

H

Market Value as of
June 30, 20B

10,713,851
4,743,306

Nationwide
leMA

LI~!<t!Q?~rred~?.llll'eI1ll<tti_oEu:Fll.ft~~ 1

9,558,01~]

r-~

!~f:I~~!~?l
183,825,477

Total Investment Portfolio

1. I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
2. The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment advisor, Chandler Asset Management.
3. The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
4. The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
5. The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophic event.

I

£;e~

Richard

Teicher~

i...

City Treasurer
~

<
o
o
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Portfolio Summary
As of 7/31/2013
-~~::-::--~~~

TOP ISSUERS

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

PORTFOUOCHARACTE~sncs

r-·~~--··~----·"----····---··---~·-~~·-·----'-·--l

Beg. Values
as of 6/30/13
--- ..

!

Average Duration

2.31

:

Average Coupon

1.72 %

i Market Value

Average Purchase YTM

1.29 %

Average Market YTM

0.86 %

Average S&P/Moody Rating

AAlAa1

Average Final Maturity

2.45 yrs

~

Average Life

i Accrued Interest
ITotal Market Value

2.36 yrs

End Values
as
of
7/31/13
. . --" - -. - -.
-

-

162,474,494
697,391
163,171,885

158,810,302
708,133
159,518,434

172,539

169,420

160,642,643

157,035,166
157,755,989
159,590,591

161,600,328
163,396,760

% Portfolio

Issuer
Government of United States

17.6 %

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

10.9 %

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

10.4 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

9.5 %

Federal Home Loan Bank

9.0 %

Local Agency Investment Fund

5.6 %

JP Morgan Chase & Co

68.1 %

CREDIT QUAUTY (S&P)

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

SECTOR ALLOCATION

23.9%

25%1

us

2.7 %
~

Tennessee Valley Authority

AA

'~I~

(71.6%)

- - Corporate

(27.1 %)

20%

15%

-

I

16.5% :

US

". ", Treasury
(17.6 %)

10%

5.1%

5%1

ASS
Agency/

(4.7 %)

%1

:--l

o. ,25

.25 - .5

,5 - 1

.1 I.,
I

:

1- 2

2-3

(42.2%)

W'I."T
' , '

!

3-4

.

4-5

5+

Maturity (Vrs)

A

(17,5%)--

o~

',-_:".

--_

'

•

-

:, .. '".,": <.",,'::,

J

AAA
(3.6%)

~NR

(7.2 %)

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..
.j::>..

1'0
-...J

...
Chandler Asset Management
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Holdings Report
As of 7/31/13
.

.---~~...

Par VaJueJUnits

-

--~-~--.------~~.-.-.

--'~~-----'-~~-'-

.. , -.-.. --,-.--------.-..

-.--.--~.-----

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

-

-..

..

-.-~-----.---~.-.--

..

-~-.~-------~"

-

.-.-.. ,.,-."._-_ .. _'--

% of Port.
GainJLoss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

lABS
47787RAC4

John Deere Owner Trust 2012-B A3
0.53% Due 7/15/2016

1,625,000.00

OB/2B/2012
0.53 %

1,624,949.79
1,624,961.55

99.77
0.72%

1,621,213.75
3B2.78

1.02 %
(3,747.80)

Aaa
NR

2.96
1.24

89231NAC7

Toyota Auto Receivable 2012-B A3
0.46% Due 7/15/2016

1,620,000.00

09/18/2012

1,619,845.94
1,619,889.86

99.77
0.64%

1,616,225.40
331.20

1.01 %
(3,664.46)

Aaa
AAA

2.96
1.31

Honda Auto Receivables 2013-1 A3
0.48% Due 11/21/2016

2,525,000.00

2,524,867.44
2,524,891.29

99.74
0.65%

2,518,308.75
336.67

1.58 %
(6,582.54)

NR
AAA

3.31
1.61

Chase CHAIT Pool #2012-A5
0.59% Due 8/15/2017

1,680,000.00

0.59%

1,680,000.00
1,6BO,000.00

99.71
0.74%

1,675,111.20
440.53

1.05 %
(4,888.80)

NR
AAA

4.04
2.00

0.51 %

7,449,663.17
7,449,742.70

0.68%

7,430,859.10
1,491.18

4.66%
(18,883.60)

Aaa

7,450,000.00

AAA

3.32
1.55

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
4.75% Due 8/1/2013

3,750,000.00

03/15/2010

4,097,325.00
3,750,000.00

100.00
4.75%

3,750,000.00
89,062.50

2.41 %
0.00

AA+

FFCB Note
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

1,964,227.90
1,969,663.08

100.10
0.29 %

1,971,950.30
6,864.36

1.24 %
2,287.22

AA+

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/2/2014

2,850,000.00

2,843,074.50
2,848,542.25

101.46
0.15 %

2,891,644.20
8,874.58

1.82 %
43,101.95

AA+

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/24/2011
1.57% Due 9/24/2014

2,025,000.00

2,080,181.25
2,046,173.03

101.57
0.20%

2,056,774.28
11,215.69

1.30 %
10,601.25

AA+

FFCB Note
0.55% Due 8/17/2015

3,450,000.00

3,444,862.95
3,446,817.08

100.09
0.50 %

3,453,191.25
8,644.17

2.17 %
6,374.17

AA+

FHLB Note
1.75% Due 9/11/2015

1,200,000.00

1,228,608.00
1,214,724.14

102.75
0.44 %

1,233,030.00
8,166.67

0.78%
18,305.86

AA+

FFCB Note
0.43% Due 11/1612015

3,100,000.00

3,098,233.00
3,098,596.79

99.88
0.48%

3,096,174.60
2,777.08

1.94 %
(2,422.19)

AA+

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12/22/2015

2,000,000.00

2,007,240.00
2,003,655.59

104.38
0.51 %

2,087,572.00
5,091.67

1.31 %
83,916.41

AA+

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3r812011
2% Due 3/8/2016

1,765,000.00

1,825,645.40
1,799,769.54

103.57
0.62 %

1,828,006.97
14,021.94

1.15 %
2B,237.43

AA+

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 3130/2016

2,150,000.00

1.87 %

2,206,631.00
2,181,873.38

104.69
0.67%

2,250,923.15
17,704.65

1.42 %
69,049.77

AA+

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 5/27/2016

1,200,000.00

06114/2011
1.86 %

1,235,992.80
1,220,527.46

105.13
0.66%

1,261,618.80
5,333.33

0.79%
41,091.34

AA+

FHLB Note
2.125% Due 6r1012016

3,350,000.00

Various
1.42 %

3,456,779.50
3,414,666.54

104.03
0.70%

3,484,850.90
10,084.90

2.19 %
70,184.36

AA+

FHLMC Note
2% Due 8/25/2016

3,475,000.00

09/14/2011

3,610,316.50
3,558,917.21

103.86
0.73%

3,609,023.80
30,116.67

2.28%
50,106.59

AA+

FNMA Note
1.25% Due 1/30/2017

3,425,000.00

3,449,368.88
3,442,1 B7.32

101.03
0.95 %

3,460,143.93
118.92

2.17 %
17,956.61

AA+

43814CAC3
161571FL3

Total ABS

0.46 %

01/16/2013
0.48 %

03/19/2013

!AGENCY
880591DW9
31331KET3
31331JQA4
3136FPLV7
3133EADW5
313370JB5
3133ECBJ2
31331J6C2
3136FPDC8
313372YS7
3137EACT4
313373SZ6
3137EACW7

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

.j::>.
.j::>.

1'0

ex>

3135GOGY3

Chandler Asset Management

1.90 %

03/28/2011
1.10 %

06/08/2010
1.96 %

09/26/2011
0.65 %

04/27/2012
0.60 %

08/04/2011
1.15 %

12/2412012
0.45 %

03/28/2011
2.27 %

08/24/2011
1.22 %

07/07/2011

1.19 %

02/09/2012
1.10 %
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Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.00
0.00
0.15
0.14
0.84
0.83
1.15
1.13
2.05
2.03
2.12
2.06
2.30
2.28
2.39
2.33
2.61
2.52
2.67
2.57
2.82
2.73
2.86
2.77
3.07
2.96
3.50
3.42
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

02/27/2012
1.03 %

1,721,582.40
1,721,131.77

99.62
1.16%

1,713,443.36
7,725.67

1.08 %
(7,688.41)

Aaa

AA+

3.58
3.48

'AGENCY
3133787M7
3135GOUY7
3137EADCO
313378WF4
3133782NO
3137EADF3
313379VE6
3137EADH9
3133EAY28
3137EADLO
3135GORT2
3137EADN6
3135GOTG8
3135GOWJ8

FHLB Note
1.05% Due 2/27/2017

1,720,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 02/27/15
1% Due 2/27/2017

1,500,000.00

04/23/2013
0.48 %

1,514,250.00
1,512,156.90

99.85
1.04%

1,497,721.50
6,416.67

0.94%
(14,435.40)

AA+

FHLMC Note
1% Due 3/8/2017

3,490,000.00

03/14/2012
1.29 %

3,441,314.50
3,454,804.05

99.94
1.02%

3,488,031.64
13,863.06

2.20 %
33,227.59

AA+

FHLB Note
1.125% Due 3/10/2017

3,435,000.00

04/24/2012
1.05 %

3,447,228.60
3,444,047.79

100.36
1.02 %

3,447,221.73
15,135.47

2.17 %
3,173.94

AA+

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 3/10/2017

1,310,000.00

03/13/2013
0.70 %

1,318,894.90
1,318,045.73

99.47
1.02 %

1,303,088.44
4,489.48

0.82%
(14,957.29)

AA+

FHLMC Note
1.25% Due 5/12/2017

3,300,000.00

05/29/2012
1.06 %

3,330,600.90
3,323,356.88

100.52
1.11 %

3,317,067.60
9,052.08

2.09%
(6,289.28)

AA+

FHLB Note
1.01 % Due 6/19/2017

915,000.00

07/26/2012
0.82 %

923,363.10
921,632.48

99.42
1.16 %

909,714.05
1,078.18

0.57%
(11,918.43)

AA+

Various
0.85%

3,171,475.20
3,167,469.91

99.49
1.13 %

3,133,897.20
2,800.00

1.97 %
(33,572.71)

AA+

09/18/2012
0.83 %

1,645,000.00
1,645,000.00

98.10
1.30 %

1,613,764.74
4,930.43

1.01 %
(31,235.26)

AA+

10/25/2012
0.92 %

1,053,983.70
1,053,373.38

98.77
1.30 %

1,037,099.70
3,558.33

0.65 %
(16,273.68)

AA+

02/22/2013
0.93 %

1,845,264.00
1,845,686.71

97.78
1.40 %

1,808,948.50
1,843.58

1.14 %
(36,738.21 )

AA+

05/10/2013
0.88%

1,491,378.00
1 ,491 ,782.55

97.13
1.42 %

1,456,893.00
593.75

0.91 %
(34,889.55)

AA+

Various
1.33 %

2,889,437.30
2,890,976.52

97.52
1.44 %

2,876,881.30
12,404.34

1.81 %
(14,095.22)

AA+

07/29/2013
1.54 %

2,956,990.25
2,957,096.18

97.04
1.52 %

2,959,759.65
5,189.24

1.86 %
2,663.47

AA+

4.81
4.67

66,575,000.00

1.19 %

67,299,249.53
66,742,674.26

1.09%

66,998,436.59
307,157.41

42.19%
255,762.33

Aaa
AA+

2.93
2.85

832,794.63

06/30/2013
0.00%

832,794.63
832,794.63

1.00
0.00%

832,794.63
0.00

0.52%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

832,794.63

NfA

832,794.63
832,794.63

0.00%

832,794.63
0.00

0.52%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

3,015,000.00

06/12/2013
0.23%

3,012,611.46
3,013,555.32

99.95
0.23%

3,013,555.32
0.00

1.89 %
0.00

P-1
A-1

0.21
0.21

FHLMC Note
1% Due 6/29/2017

3,150,000.00

FFCB Note
0.83% Due 9/21/2017

1,645,000.00

FHLMC Note
1% Due 9/29/2017

1,050,000.00

FNMA Note
0.875% Due 12/20/2017

1,850,000.00

FHLMC Note
0.75% Due 1/12/2018

1,500,000.00

FNMA Note
0.875% Due 2/8/2018

2,950,000.00

FNMA Note
0.875% Due 5/21/2018

3,050,000.00

Total Agency

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

3.58
3.48
3.61
3.52
3.61
3.51
3.61
3.53
3.78
3.67
3.89
3.79
3.92
3.82
4.15
4.04
4.17
4.05
4.39
4.28
4.45
4.35
4.53
4.39

lCASH
90CASH$00

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
.j::>.
.j::>.

1'0
<D

I'

!COMMERCIAL PAPER
06538BXF5

Bank ofTokyo Mitsubishi NY Discount
CP
0.23% Due 10/15/2013

Chandler Asset Management
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued lnt.

660,000.00

05/14/2013
0.22 %

659,132.83
659,447.43

99.92
0.22%

3,675,000.00

0.23%

3,671,744.29
3,673,002.75

8,910,042.32

Various
0.27%

8,910,042.32

.~_.

___ .

>_

_

% of Port.

__

' ••

_ _ _ _ • ____ ._ ••

Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

659,447.43
0.00

0.41 %
0.00

P-1
A-1

0.38
0.38

0.23%

3,673,002.75
0.00

2.30%
0.00

P1
A-1

0.24
0.24

8,910,042.32
8,910,042.32

1.00
0.27%

8,910,042.32
2,418.99

5.59%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

0.27%

8,910,042.32
8,910,042.32

0.27%

8,910,042.32
2,418.99

5.59%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

137,328.57

Various
0.00 %

137,328.57
137,328.57

1.00
0.00 %

137,328.57
0.00

0.09 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

137,328.57

N/A

137,328.57
137,328.57

0.00%

137,328.57
0.00

0.09%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0,00

Par Value/Units

'COMMERCIAL PAPER

J

06416JZG1

Bank of Nova Scotia Discount CP
0.22% Due 12/16/2013

Total Commercial Paper
iLAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF
iMONEY MARKET FUND FI
Reich &Tang Daily Income U.S. Govt
MMKT

23380W523

Total Money Market Fund FI
! US

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
.j::>..
.j::>..

W
0

CORPORATE

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cont 8/13/13
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,665,006.50

100.04
0.20%

2,666,023.36
14,046.77

1.68 %
1,016.86

A1
A+

0.12
0.04

254687AW6

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,873,880.60
1,740,502.35

101.47
0.54%

1,745,294.32
9,890.00

1.10 %
4,791.97

A2
A

0.38
0.37

665859AKO

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

10/20/2010
1.33 %

2,058,421.00
1,894,313.81

103.12
0.46 %

1,907,644.15
21,390.63

1.21 %
13,330.34

A1
A+

0.75
0.74

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88 %

3,411,681.00
3,143,082.05

104.24
0.47%

3,205,386.15
39,308.75

2.03%
62,304.10

Ai
AA+

0.78
0.77

74005PAQ7

Praxair Note
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

850,000.00

09/24/2010
1.60 %

973,471.00
888,564.22

106.10
0.50 %

901,818.55
9,420.83

0.57%
13,254.33

A2
A

1.29
1.25

09247XAD3

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84%

1,674,920.75
1,643,560.95

103.93
0.59%

1,694,021.52
8,082.09

1.07 %
50,460.57

A1
A+

1.36
1.33

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1% Due 1/15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04%

2,641,540.25
2,567,072.69

103.65
0.58 %

2,622,355.12
3,485.78

1.65 %
55,282.43

A1
A-

1.46
1.43

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1/20/2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.34%

2,584,656.00
2,562,624.97

103.96
0.98 %

2,650,977.46
2,882.92

1.66 %
88,352.49

A2
A

1.47
1.44

459200HBO

IBM Corp Note
0.55% Due 2/6/2015

695,000.00

02/01/2012
0.72 %

691,601.45
693,282.12

100.14
0.46 %

695,947.29
1,858.16

0.44%
2,665.17

Aa3
AA-

1.52
1.50

94980VAA6

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65%

2,584,316.50
2,512,969.65

105.77
0.93 %

2,617,735.73
56,168.75

1.68 %
104,766.08

Ai
A+

1.53
1.45

084670AVO

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010
2.65 %

2,545,012.75
2,504,698.84

104.03
0.55%

2,585,135.56
37,551.11

1.64 %
80,436.72

Aa2
AA

1.53
1.48

Chandler Asset Management
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ius CORPORATE
191216AX8

Coca Cola Company Note
0.75% Due 3/13f2015

2,090,000.00

Various
0.80 %

2,086,645.55
2,088,191.84

100.39
0.51 %

2,098,046.50
6,008.76

1.32 %
9,854.66

Aa3
AA-

1.62
1.60

06406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3/15f2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,462,827.31

106.56
0.87 %

2,514,917.49
44,132.00

1.60 %
52,090.18

Ai
A

1.62
1.55

717081DA8

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3/15f2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011

2.33%

1,730,497.50
1,622,077.04

107.45
0.72%

1,665,544.75
31,327.22

1.06 %
43,467.71

A1
AA

1.62
1.54

Various
2.58 %

807,780.55
763,533.39

106.49
0.70%

788,032.67
11,503.40

0.50 %
24,499.28

A2
A

1.66
1.60

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3f30/2015

740,000.00

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10f15f2015

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010
1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,667,925.34

102.23
0.60%

2,729,631.78
12,775.21

1.72 %
61,706.44

A2
A

2.21
2.16

38259PAC6

Google Inc Note
2.125% Due 5f19/2016

1,315,000.00

11/15/2012

1,377, 186.90
1,364,808.00

103.80
0.75%

1,364,967.37
5,588.75

0.86 %
159.37

Aa2
AA

2.80
2.71

John Deere Capital Corp Note
2% Due 1f13/2017

1,215,000.00

1,263,733.65
1,253,845.22

101.25
1.63 %

1,230,153.48
1,215.00

0.77%
(23,691.74)

A2
A

3.46
3.32

Occidental Petroleum Note
1.75% Due 2/15/2017

1,575,000.00

1,612,532.25
1,608,844.41

100.37
1.64 %

1,580,846.40
12,709.38

1.00 %
(27,998.01)

Ai
A

3.55
3.39

169,853.80
169,887.91

100.96
1.54 %

171,625.37
510.00

0.11 %
1,737.46

A2
A

3.84
3.68

550,000.00
550,000.00

98.05
1.57 %

539,272.80
944.53

0.34%
(10,727.20)

Aa1
AA

4.35
4.21

1,945,790.55
1,945,069.90

98.20
1.78 %

1,905,035.38
3,346.51

1.20 %
(40,034.52)

A1
A+

4.38
4.21

1,128,960.40
1,129,024.17

97.59
1.66 %

1,102,799.77
3,884.38

0.69%
(26,224.40)

Aa2
AA

4.70
4.53

1.25 %

1,877,181.00
1,878,004.56

96.19
1.84 %

1,827,693.60
4,644.44

1.15 %
(50,310.96)

Aa1
AA+

4.76
4.60

1.93%

43,569,908.50
42,319,717.24

0.83%

42,810,906.57
342,675.37

27.05 %
491,189.33

Ai

41,730,000.00

A+

1.90
1.84

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7/31/2015

3,050,000.00

04/06f2011

1.99 %

3,019,391.07
3,035,841.43

102.84
0.32%

3,136,735.90
145.04

1.97 %
100,894.47

Aaa
AA+

2.00
1.97

912828PE4

US Treasury Note
1.25% Due 10/31/2015

3,025,000.00

Various
1.35 %

3,012,297.25
3,018,513.88

101.95
0.38%

3,084,081.28
9,555.88

1.94 %
65,567.40

Aaa
AA+

2.25
2.22

912828PJ3

US Treasury Note
1.375% Due 11f30/2015

2,925,000.00

05f16f2011

2,892,332.07
2,908,212.31

102.24
0.41 %

2,990,584.35
6,813.01

1.88 %
82,372.04

Aaa
AA+

2.33
2.30

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

2,855,000.00

1.70 %

2,893,262.08
2,875,333.69

103.85
0.45 %

2,964,963.18
155.16

1.86 %
89,629.49

Aaa
AA+

2.50
2.45

US Treasury Note
2.25% Due 3f31f2016

2,835,000.00

Various
1.34 %

2,952,569.46
2,901,528.92

104.66
0.49%

2,967,003.27
21,436.78

1.87 %
65,474.35

Aaa
AA+

2.67
2.58

24422ERL5
674599CB9
913017BU2
166764AA8

0.75 %
09/11/2012

1.05 %
03/08f2013

1.13 %

United Tech Corp Note
1.8% Due 6/1/2017

170,000.00

Chevron Corp. Callable Note Cont

550,000.00

05f24f2012

1.82 %
11f28f2012

1.10 %

11/5/17

1.104% Due 12/5/2017
458140AL4
931142DF7
037833AJ9

Intel Corp Note
1.35% Due 12f15/2017

1,940,000.00

Wal-Mart Stores Note
1.125% Due 4f11f2018

1,130,000.00

Apple Inc Note
1% Due 5f3f2018

1,900,000.00

Total US Corporate

12/12f2012

1.29 %
04/04/2013

1.14 %
05/22/2013

iUS TREASURY
912828NP1

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

.j::>.
.j::>.

W

-->.

912828PS3
912828QA1

1.63 %
05f16f2011

.,.
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Maturity
Duration

'us TREASURY
912828RU6

US Treasury Note
0.875% Due 11/30/2016

3,200,000.00

12/22/2011
0.89 %

3,198,135.71
3,198,739.53

100.37
0.76%

3,211,750.40
4,743.17

2.02%
13,010.87

Aaa
AA+

3.34
3.28

912828SC5

US Treasury Note
0.875% Due 1131/2017

1,710,000.00

06/20f2012
0.70%

1,723,298.31
1,720,094.09

100.15
0.83 %

1,712,537.64
40.66

1.07 %
(7,556.45)

Aaa
AA+

3.51
3.44

912828TG5

US Treasury Note
0.5% Due 7/31f2017

3,100,000.00

02/25/2013
0.73%

3,069,373.67
3,072,330.17

97.88
1.04%

3,034,125.00
42.12

1.90 %
(38,205.17)

Aaa
AA+

4.00
3.94

912828TS9

US Treasury Note
0.625% Due 9/30f2017

2,875,000.00

Various
0.74%

2,860,759.64
2,861,591.65

98.01
1.12 %

2,817,724.25
6,038.68

1.77 %
(43,867.40)

Aaa
AA+

4.17
4.09

912828UU2

US Treasury Note
0.75% Due 3/31/2018

2,150,000.00

07/29/2013
1.28 %

2,098,440.80
2,098,501.28

97.55
1.29 %

2,097,426.05
5,419.06

1.32 %
(1,075.23)

Aaa
AA+

4.67
4.55

27,725,000.00

1.25%

27,719,860.06
27,690,686.95

0.68%

28,016,931.32
54,389.56

17.60 %
326,244.37

Aaa
AA+

3.07
3.01

157,035,165.52

1.29%

159,590,591.07
157,755,989.42

0.86%

158,810,301.85
708,132.51

100.000/.
1,054,312.43

Aa1
AA

2.45
2.31

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO

159,518,434.36

TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..
.j::>..

W
1'0

Chandler Asset Management
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COl'JlpDANCelNlTH INVEStiVIENTPoLICy-------------Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
Category

Standard

Local Agency Bonds

No Lim itation

Complies

Treasury Issues

No Lim itation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1/P-1/F-1 minimum ratings
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity: A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maxim urn maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - L.A.I.F.
Maximum program limitation

~

Complies

Complies
Complies
Complies
Complies

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, Interest- Complies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

Maximum maturity

5 years

Complies

Weighted Average Maturity

3 years

Complies

o

1'0
W

w
w

Complies

Prohibited Securities

<
o
.j::>.
.j::>.

Comment

Page 8 of12

Holdings Report Glossary
CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.
% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.

Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.

s:

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..
.j::>..

w

.j::>..

Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.

Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>.
.j::>.

W
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
Account Name
~

isp~cia1~~II~~s
interest acct

:reservefID1d

Account
Number

226~1~00IIloneY_lJIarket fund _n~~_~()\1t!~nd
22631801
22631804
~ ~---

special tax funds
'reSer;e-fund

22631900
22631904

admin exp acct

22631905

~

-_.

~. -

.,.-~--

-- -

WF Govt Fund
. WF-Govt Fund

Stated
Rate

Pd"p~::o;:o I

Yield

._. - --

0.01%
0.01 %
0.01%

176iJ~oo __ 10:~olo'1
1.00000
0.000%
1.ooooi)""'io.763%l

-------.--.-- "-.-.-~-----------------;!

07/31/13 08/01/13
377
0.01 % 0.01%
1.00000
07j3t;i-3-08/01/13-~- . _536,00.r~0§f%~o.01";'-:Looooo_

money market fund
WF Govt Fund
mo~e)'lllarketf~n~' WFGovt Fund
WF Govt Fund
money market fund

07/31/13 08/01/13
----67/31/13.08/01/13
07/31/13 08/01/13

389,535
0.01 %
-_. 36~382-.-0:01%
8
0.01 %
3,364,461

0.01 %

o.iJ1o/. _.
0.01 %

0.004%
5.6~8·/.1

1.00000
4.075%
1.000003.~23%J
1.00000
0.000%

CFD#5

22333500
22333501

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

22333504

07j31,fi3---'08/01/13-~193:858--O:01 %-----------------_.
- -- ---

WFGovfFund
WFGovtFund
WF GovtFUnd~'-'-.~.~-.

--~----

WFGovtFund

1-:-110000-- 2.028%1
___ ____ •
~

1.00000

0.01 %
0.01%

2.71 %
0.01%

T:~0II0() .....

127
737,201

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

08/0~-0-~

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.01%
0.01%

"1.00000

2007 Rede""l" men! A '<,ntv Tax Alloc"tion Bonds Sere;, A
07/31/13
WFGovtFund
22631700
money
mkt fund
..
..
..
22631701
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
07/31/13
[pr1ncipaFun.cl~_
~~li62. ntO~~i~~tfu~d .... ·\\7~9·0vtFii~~__-==~~~~·~7j303

08/01/13
OBj01/13

u

0.010/ 0-

~."...,'J

.~--~~----

07/31/13 08/01/13
0
07131/13 ..~08j01/13"-~~543,216
08/01/13

~

money mkt fund

-------~---------~

07/31/13

;debt service fund
interest fund

Market Value

____ ,w~uw _~?@1{1~=O8/_01/13 ~044;457~01 % 07/31/13 08/01/13
0
0.01 %
07j3i/13
08/01/13
1,028,698
O.lit%

money market fund
WF Govt Fund
money marketiun.d~WF Govt Fund

~Seri~~B r~~e!y_e ... : __ mm~_~~03 u ... mone.rlll~tJundu _
Series B admin fund

Maturity
Date

Connnunit I'"cilities Disctrict87-1 IA-1

admin exp acct
22631805
money market fund
ldebtservice accr~--'-~~~31809 ..llloner.market fund

!Series B Revenue
Series A Principal

Purchase
Date

Issuer

Investment

0.000%
5.683";'0
0.001 %

j

_______

'

.~

-

. __

1,015,242
230,000 '

. "JiOOo/oj
10.622%
2.406

%J

1,245,242
~

ibondfund
reserve fund
:c~nstruction fund

2005 Le.,se Revenue Bond

18042800
18042804
18042806

WF GovtFund
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
money mktfund--WF Covt FUlld .
- --- -------

~-~

-

-

07/3i/13
------ 07/31/13
07131/13

~~~----

-

~

08/01/13
08/01/13
08/01/13

- - - --

3
2,992,777

-S

0.Q1%

~---

0.01%

-->~

1.00000

_~:~~·~o_ .. 0.01 %_1.000..t'~ .'. 0:000"10]

2,992,788
~

lbonclfuncl
construction fund

20()7Ln"bll' Le"se Ren'n""

22277600
_..
22277604

I~onds

money mkt fund
------_.
.--- -_.
money mkt fund

--

"

"

>

WFGovtFund
WFGovtFund

07/31/13
07/31/13

WF Govt Fund

_07j3lf:1~_ .. 0s;o1(t3

-- -W Govt Fund

----~----~"

----~--~W-FGovt

4
1,104,288
1,104,292

08/01/13
08/01/13

Fund

~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..
.j::>..

W

(J)

34,020
26
114,034
9,558,018

Sum .. ",r" of Bond Proceeds with Fisc"l A l'nts

i

-- ConstriictionFunds - - - - - - - - r~~'~:2-----=PiiiiCipal-8i-InteresC<\:ccounts ..
3
Debt Service Reserve Funds
c==:::4=----=--_~'rst~dfA:~c()unts_._._ .. ~~5
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts

1,104,296
..' ~=~1~~61;364-:l
6,398,089
..... ~O--J
0
C-:--=6==-.----Othe~~c:col1nt'S'===-··-~____::-::=:~·=:~:::-.--194;269'-,
Total Fiscal Agent Funds
9,558,018
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0.01%
0.01%

... _-- .

0.01%
0.01%

1.0~~00__~~0II~y;]
1.00000

11.554%

_·-"'79,988..u _woJJ1Y';--~~_O:O_l% ""1.Oooo_on~~~?o/oJ

07/31/13 08/01/13
07/31/13 . 08/0Y1:~_

Totals
~

31.312%

- Electric Utilit .

~~

irevenue fund
20350300
revenue
2m50303
reserve fund
reserve
ladmin f,..un
......
d-~---"'20""3:':5""0:;::3";:04~·--reserve

O.~_O~%J
31.312%

0.01 %
0.01%

0.01 %
0.01%

1.00000
1.00000

0.356%

o:goii"!~
1.193%
100.000%

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Nationwide
M.nl\.el Valu.e as
of Jun" 30, ZOO

lVl;lrkd Valut' •• s

of June 3(], 2UD

l'lInd

I'u ud

j

$1,199,180

jLiquid Sav ings
~~~.?nwid:!i>;~d._Q:~2'_':'&~:~ __ .____

457,908
:~i<Il1id Savings (Part Time _Emptorees!
2?0,674 ....~
Certificates of Deposit 1 year
30,085
f:ertiflCai;s-;,f[jep;;Si"tiye..rs-------:~:-------=·-21,705~1
Certificates of Deposit 5 years
[Bo~~F;md~Am_er!(~

77,845

--··-----_.--______ =--___._-:-6'6,551-'--:1

_

Growth Fund of America

[iIt-;~s~<!;~CO:~iifAmerica ===-=~--~

97,368

34~27

__J

146,611

Income Fund of America

,Brown C~~lJtc~S~:cc;; ___~-=:_:-=-=-=~ _~3,027__J
1,992

Fidelity Independence

____ ____-~~_____. ___ .. ~ ___S,3,~4,1·==:l

iFia:;~tY:"~~~jli[~c~rit~_~~-~=-=~. ~

233,923

Fidelity Magellan

tFideli_ty~~i~

~_99§83

Fidelity Conlrafund

~s_FIlII~.:._:=

______ =_~

J

.•.

260,740

o

American Century Balanced

36

49,400

j

!AmCenhUy G.rowth------~__=---·---·-:--- ~~- .-~i;I;3i1___~~
114,U16

Am Century Select
1JPMorga,t_~Td ~.q;V-arueA-___._--

___---·--=·-~----·850,5~8·~=_-::l

Vanguard Index 500
103,057
; v;U,iii:;r(ri;';tiiUtl;,-naliD~ex= ___ ---=_--=--=-~=.5~6,423'-~J
Vanguard Wellington

18,823

~aniU.ardf\'in<l~;'~II

_ ._.~~~~=-= 63,{)~s:-=]
Vanguard Total Bond lodex
212,271

~~sliin~-,,~ l\!:lltu"nnv

w

Templeto':Jor,,!gn I . _
EuroPadfiSGrowth
Stable Fund C

.

_______

Invesco Mid Cap Core Equity

25,323

Nationwide InvDes Mod Cons Fund SC

35,107

:NaiiOnwl.deR:eiTncInst S~c~-------"-~-----386~
~ati°n~id" InVDes~od;\g,gr_Funi:'-=~_=904,655
___ 5_~7,9.o..s

~

J

89,537

Nationwide Inv Des Cons
. .=~

Nationwide loter Vallnst Svc
~~a"iiO~-",ideyS S"''<:'a~p-::y-'al''',.-:I:--ns-_·_S"_C''v-c.--_-~~-

85,S4(j
297,225

Oppenheimer Global Fund A

_=:-J

69,877

Nationwide InvDes Aggr Fund
!Nationwide InvDes Mod Fd

~~

~N~onwi~eI..arFe.CaJ>Gro"'-th

47,643
62,014
-1,315

.1

_]

Nationwide Dest 2020 Inst Svc
134,394
l~~Ii~n.'Vide[l~s.!.2~25 _I~st S;c~---"-'-.~'---.-.-~--:r59~-_ .__

67,352

:~""S_E'l·J)iv~_~_.

J

fi:edi~tedKaufm..-;u;-FUnd-~-------~----·-~-j06,243-=·1

~~~.-. -~

2,437,100

V ,1111(, .15

35,110
91,901

~-:,:S_-j

.________3~3_'_1!~~

.

:N B S{)Cia.lly ~esponsive Fund
DFA US Micro Cap Port

~.~~~

;~BI:I~.G..aiii!~.mi-'~_._.-~=~-=-~=~ _=~===_~~~_-=:I
DWS High Income Fund A

______=~~~39,~8--~-J

Janus Ad visor Forty

,Drey SmCap I

:\'li1rIH_~(

of June .1£1, 21113

I'"nd

'NaliimwideDest 200 IIi';! Svc

--total Nat[onwlde-Deferretr-

4,109
5;996

1

'·1

$10,713,851

:------~---~·-~----~-~-~-~lCMA

M~lrl«('t

Fund

214,357
-152,141

International
~--.-----.-.~~..-.,..-~---

..

_.

~()ad ~:,~;-_~--.~-~==_-----=-.~~_
500 Stock Index
~EqUitrlnc()JneAsset Allocation
:Core Bondo---~~--~

--I

"L

__ '...._78~ =~
120,771

-1

--~-;343-'

____________ J

--~.--~~----~.24,458-~-j
__ ~_,_._._._
,_. _________ •• 0 •• ______ • . , _ _ 0' _ _ _ _ _ _ j

Cash Management

22,148
994,704 __

:ri;;;FMr~--~'~~-~~.~-~--

::-J

Savings Oriented
:~~ns;':;.ilive G:<'wth-~-_=:_~- ~~_~-~~-C'----~-~i;~~T~:-J

___

2..
44.;.,_20_8~~~

Traditional Growth

~~~'l:~~G!o:":tll_._

__

__~!~5,724____J

Milestone 2010

23,165

;Milest~ne2{)15 --~.~~-

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.1::>.'

.I::>.
W
-...J

Milestone 2020
:Bii;stane 2025~~--Milestone 2030

~ilest.;neZ035 _... _
Milestone 2040

~y8-

=

27,550
16,257

1~,os8
7,624

4,422

~VTii.l1ier_SI11i1llti1idC"I'Eq

... ===~'-

.

$10,713,851
4,743,306

$15,457,157

_~5'421_ _.I
87,331

VT Fidelity Diversified loternation"l

:~.:~~~~~~!.~~

iv::r: Fidelity PuritaIl

_______ ~_.____--___2.52::~3~~
...

____

____ _

_6,558

_]

702

VT Royce Value Plus

i§price_G~~~St,,~":Ad"_
VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs

___-=·~_____19,805 -~J
62,060

f~Pr~i~~~<=aI'Vall1~

~=___

VT Vantagepoint MS Ret Inc

_~1~5:s.s.1__
32,883

f'::r'l'an.ta'~~P;;b;rtftfi~~~~"t;,te_d s.ec~€~~~74;379
VT Oppenheimer Main Street

:\lTV_arita~r;,intll1id/.s_Il1_1I1~~".

.

Mutual Fund.

[To!alyeferred_CC).i.I'<!,,_sa~~I1P!ans

.

$4,436,652
11,020,505
$15,457,157

:=1

4,896

28!~~~_J
112,676

._61,~5J

iVTHarbour Mid Cap Gro",fll.i\dmitl

.... 5,381 ... ..1

---

Saving. Deposits and CD'.

--=:l

PIr.~i<:EI:I~y'~el~_--~· ~
--.i [\71:
vr Harbor lotemational Admi

J

Total Nationwide
TotallCMA
:-:r0t.;rQet;..;;d Camperu;;(i.;;Pi;;;:;;--------

~;~NfJ_Divval~t! ~---.----.--.---~6~]

~~.

____

--~~;77iC-:=1
168,056

VT Fidelity Contrafund

)VTVantagel-',,~t?verseas E<Illi~hldexFund

VT PIMCO Total Return

51,508

=--==-:=:== ______

. _-.
--_._-------------------_._-----,
VT Royce Premeir

248,074

Growth and Income

JVlolrket ViltUC' .'s
of JUlie 30,2013

Foltd

$241,724

:A~essive Oppar.

;All Equity Growth

V .1lue i:1S

of JUIl" 30, 21113

'..

~----TOtaTICMA~-

21,996
-~.~

$4,743,306
~
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MARKET REVIEW
The economy continues to grow at a slow pace driven by modest improvement in the labor
market. Nonfarm payrolls rose 162,000 in July, which was less than the consensus forecast of
175,000. Average nonfarm payroll growth over the past 3 months has been about 175,000 per
month. The unemployment rate declined to 7.4% from 7.6%. Overall, the jobs report for July was
weak, but the labor market continues to improve. Meanwhile, manufacturing trends have been
showing positive momentum over the past few months. Housing trends also remain favorable,
but there are some early signals that the recent jump in interest rates is beginning to pressure
homebuyers.
There has been increased volatility in Treasury yields over the past few months as Fed
policymakers discuss winding down quantitative easing. In July, intermediate-term rates declined
while very short- and longer-term rates increased.
The Federal Open Market Committee left policy rates unchanged at its July 30-31 meeting and did
not announce any changes to the pace of its bond purchases. The Fed continued to assure
investors that policy changes will be data dependant and that the general thresholds are an
unemployment rate of 6.5% and/or expectations of 2.5% inflation. The Fed slightly downgraded its
view of the economy by stating that "economic activity expanded at a modest pace" versus the
June statement that "economic activity expanded at a moderate pace." There was no press
conference after the release of the July FOMC statement, leaving market participants to continue
speculating about the timing of future Fed tapering. The Fed has signaled that changes to the
pace of its bond purchases are ahead, but the timing and magnitude remain uncertain and will
depend on the economy.

4.00% ,.....-,...,.--=___....,.---__--------------------==-:=-==-:-.

U.S. TREASURY YIELDS

-=......:.,
.. - : : - - -....;- ;;
.....:::.....==
.....==~:::::::~~

3.00%

.................... -,--- ----..................................

2.00%

..................................

1.00%

There has been increased volatility in Treasury yields over the past few months as Fed policymakers discuss winding down quantitative easing. In July, intermediate-term rates declined While
very short- and longer-term rates increased.

3 Month

0.04

0.03

0.01

2 Year

0.31

0.36

(0.05)

3 Year

0.59

0.65

(0.06)

5 Year

1.38

1.40

(0.02)

7 Year

2.00

1.94

0.06

10 Year

2.58

2.49

0.09

30 Year

3.64

3.50

0.14

Source: Bloomberg
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices
In June, overall CPI inflation rose to 1.8% on a year-overyear basis from 1.4% in May. The year-over-year Core CPI
(CPI less food and energy) declined slightly to 1.6% from
1.7%. The core inflation rate is trending below the Fed's
long-term goal of 2.0% and remains below the trigger rate
for policy action of 2.5%.

Retail Sales
In June, Retail Sales rose 5.7% on a year-over-year basis.
On a month-over-month basis, Retail Sales increased 0.4%
in June which was below the +0.8% consensus forecast.
Overall, recent consumer spending trends have been
healthy.

labor Markets
The July employment report was disappointing as payrolls
increased by 162,000 vs. the 175,000 consensus estimate.
The net revisions for job growth in May and June were
negative 26,000. Average nonfarm payroll growth over the
past three months has been about 175,000.
Private
payrolls increased 161,000 in July while government jobs
rose 1,000. The unemployment rate declined to 7.4% from
7.6%. Overall, the jobs report was somewhat weak.
Housing Starts
Single-family housing starts fell slightly in June to 591,000
from 596,000 in May. Meanwhile, multifamily starts
Housing permits also
dropped 26.2% in the month.
declined in June by 7.5% after falling 2.0% in May. Recent
housing data has been generally favorable, but the most
recent housing starts report was disappointing.

Credit Spreads Tightened in July

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.12

0.13

(0.01)

2-year A corporate note

0.63

0.71

(0.08)

5-year A corporate note

0.77

0.86

(0.09)

5-year Agency note

0.26

0.24

0.02
Data as of7/31/13

Source: Bloomberg

Economic Data Remains Indicative of Slow Growth

(45.0) $Bln MAY 13

(40.1) $Bln APR 13

(46.2) $Bln MAY 12

GDP

1.7% JUN 13

1.1% MAR 13

1.2% JUN 12

Unemployment Rate

7.4% JUL 13

7.6% JUN 13

8.2% JUL 12

Prime Rate

3.25% JUL 13

3.25% JUN 13

3.25% JUL 12

CRB Index

283.94 JUL 13

275.62 JUN 13

299.51 JUL 12

Oil (West Texas Int.)

$105.03 JUL 13

$96.56 JUN 13

$88.06 JUL 12

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

1.8% JUN 13

1.4% MAY 13

1.7% JUN 12

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

2.5% JUN 13

1.7% MAY 13

0.7% JUN 12

1.33 JUL 13

1.30 JUN 13

1.23 JUL 12

Trade Balance

Dollar/EURO
Source: Bloomberg

© 2013 Chandler Asset Management, Inc, An Independent Registered Investment Adviser. The information contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable,
but we do not guarantee its accuracy, Opinions and forecasts regarding industries, companies, and/or the economy are all subject to change at any time, based on market and
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Who's Next? Filling the Chair at the Fed
We have shown the Fed balance sheet several times
The term of current Fed Chair Ben Bernanke ends Janubefore in our Newsletter, but let us look at it again on
ary 31, 2014. The President has said he is likely to
make an appointment of the new Chair this fall; an apthe next page.
pointment that will have to be vetted and consented to
by Congress. There has been considerable analysis and
Fed assets jumped vertically from less than $1 billion to
almost $2.5 billion as the crisis began to unfold in 2008.
opinion in the financial and political press of late about
who will succeed Bernanke as Chairman of the Federal
After the initial leap until the present time, assets continued to climb, albeit more gradually, to the current
Reserve. Mr. Bernanke, who has led the Fed since
2006, began a welcome policy of transparency regardlevel of approximately $3.5 billion.
ing Fed thought and actions, for
which he will long be rememInflation and Unemployment
bered. Perhaps higher in the
- ( P I YOY % Change
-Unemployment Rate
ranks of current thinking about
10.0
4.50
his tenure, is that he imposed
9.0
4.00
the drastic monetary policies
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of 7.4%, while inflation has re2.0
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Like most seemingly successful strategies, QE came at a
price-the expansion of the Fed's balance sheet. The
mechanism for implementing QE was the Fed's purchase of an immense amount of US Treasury and mortgage debt. The goal was to take so much of the supply
of high quality debt out of the market that scarcity
would bring prices higher, and concomitantly bring interest rates down. The low interest rates would then
stimulate borrowing and help bring the economy back
from the brink. Furthermore, extremely low rates on
high quality fixed income debt created significant demand for higher "beta", i.e., riskier, asset classes. As
these riskier asset classes, primarily equities and foreign debt, increased in value, consumer balance sheets
(particularly IRAs and other retirement savings accounts) began to look much stronger. The net effect
was that consumers, with a cushion of savings and normalizing home prices began to feel comfortable spending again.

Most market observers believe (and hope!) that over
the next few years, the economy will continue to expand, perhaps even at an accelerated pace, and that inflation will remain contained. If the future unfolds in
that way, the main focus of the new Fed Chair is likely
to be the controlled unwinding of QE. The period of QE
unwinding is likely to be both delicate and treacherous.
The Fed's twin mandates of full employment and constrained inflation can be at odds, and thus difficult to
achieve during the expected unwinding of QE over the
next few years.
Given that critical task, who might be the best candidate to lead the Fed next?
Janet Yellen
At this point in the process, the clear leader among
market prognosticators is Janet Yellen.
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WHO'S NEXT? FILLING THE CHAIR AT THE FED
Dr. Yellen is an experienced economist and a veteran at
the Fed. She earned her PhD in economics at Yale in
1971 and taught at Harvard University before becoming an economist at the Fed. Since 1980, she has
taught macroeconomics to MBA students and done research at UC Berkeley. She served as Chair of President
Clinton's Council of Economic Advisers for two years,
and was Chair of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Fran-

$3,500,000.00
$3,000,000.00
$2,500,000.00

Fed's Balance Sheet
Assets In Millions $

(CONTINUED)

as Obama's Director of the National Economic Council.
He is somewhat more outspoken than Yellen and is
viewed as provocative, or even polarizing. His credentials for taking on the Chairmanship include his work as
an economic adviser and Treasury secretary under
President Clinton, and his close relationship with President Obama as an adviser. Currently, he seems to be
more constructive than Yellen about US near-term economic prospects. Market fears
around Summers may be
geared more to an unwinding
of QE that is too quick, thus
presenting a risk to economic
growth.

The Field
Other possible candidates include Donald Kohn, a 40-year
$1,500,000.00
veteran of the Fed; Roger Fer$1,000,000.00
guson, an Obama adviser and
Chair of the bank supervision
$500,000.00
committee of the FOMC; Christina Romer, another Obama
$0.00
economic adviser; Alan Blinder,
Dec·Q7
Dec-ll
Dec-DB
Dec·09
Dec·10
Ooc·12
former Vice-Chair of the FOMC;
Eil Other Assets
• Emergency Programs
Tim Geithner, former Treasury
IIGSE Debt
Discount Window Borrowing
• Agency Mortgage Back Security
• Treasury Bonds
Secretary and President of the
New York Fed; and, finally, Ben
cisco and a voting member of the Federal Open Market
Bernanke himself-the current Chair and father of QE
Committee (FOMC). She currently serves as a Fed Govmay be the best person to undo QE.
ernor and as Vice-Chair of the Federal Reserve System.
The next Chairman of the US Federal Reserve, whoever
Vellen has been seen as a Fed "Dove," meaning that
it may be, will face the challenge of developing moneshe is more concerned with unemployment than with
tary policies that will invigorate a US economy that is
tepid now, and maintain inflation at an acceptable levprice stability. She might be slower to reverse QE than
other candidates for the job; perhaps boosting employel, while, at the same time, unwinding the Quantitative
ment while risking higher inflation. Still, in recent years,
Easing that is one of the hallmarks of Ben Bernanke's
she has made more balanced statements and is highly
tenure as Fed Chair.
regarded within the Fed.
- Kay Chandler, CFA
lawrence Summers
President
The second major contender is lawrence Summers, former Treasury Secretary under President Obama, as well
$2,000,000.00

RISKS AND OTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
This report is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as specific investment or legal advice. The information contained herein was obtained from sources be·
lieved to be reliable as of the date of publication, but may become outdated or superseded at any time without notice. Any opinions or views expressed are based on current market condi·
tions and are subject to change. This report may contain forecasts and forward-looking statements which are inherently limited and should not be relied upon as an indicator of future results.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This report is not intended to constitute an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice regarding any securities or investment strategy
and should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment.
Fixed income investments are subject to interest, credit, and market risk. Interest rate risk; the value of fixed income investments will decline as interest rates rise. Credit risk; the possibility
that the borrower may not be able to repay interest and principal. Low rated bonds generally have to pay higher interest rates to attract investors Willing to take on greater risk. Market risk:
the bond market in general could decline due to economic conditions, especially during periods of rising interest rates.
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Street Iml;!'s {Continued}
Perris Boulevard Widening, Ironwood to
Manzanita
Advertise I Bid I Award
Consruction

Nason Street Roadway Improvements
(Cactus to Fir) and Medical Center Driveway
Traffic Sianal

--

Planning f PA & ED [Complete]
Design
ROW I Utility Relocation

II_I

Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

Ironwood Av, Day to Barclay; Phase II - Day
St Imps, SR-60 to Ironwood

0".'"" 0..,," ,up''''' D..." [Ori9l". D"'g" Comp'''' ~
ROW f Maintn'c Agnn't I SCE Update f Relinqshm't
Advertise f Bid f Award
Construction

HSIP Grant (Alessandro, Indian to Perris)
Planning I Environmental [Complete]
Design [Complete]
Advertise I Bid I Award (Including Caltrans
Processing, E76)
Construction

Moreno Townsite Storm Drain and Street
Improvements
Planning [Complete]
Design f Environmental f RCFC Permit
ROW I Easements
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction
Planning =
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ROW= _

Advt's, Bid, Award

= _
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Street Im~'s {Continued)
Pavement Management Program
RFP I Obtain Consulta nt[Complete]
Field Inspection of Streets I PMP Report
GIS I Database Updates

2013 Citywide Pavement Resurfacing
I(Alessandro, Bay, Dracaea, Cottonwood)
Design
Advertise I Bid I Award [Pending Funding]
Construction [Pending Funding]

2014 Citywide Pavement Resurfacing
(Frederick and Elsworth)
Design
NEPA I STP Grant Approval
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

~

~

~

.

Gilman Springs Road Improvements
Planning I Environmental Clearance (by County) [Complete]
Design (by County) [Complete]
Advertise I Bid I Award (by County)
Construction (by County)

Hemlock Avenue (Graham to David)
NEPA Appv'll HUD Funding Release [Complete]
Design
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

~

Delphinium Av Sidewalk Imp's • 650' W to
600' E of Perris BI
Design I DSA Review
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

East Sunnymead BI Storm Drain from Indian
St to SR-60 I Perris BI Off-Ramp

I

NEPA Clearance I HUD Approval I Funding Release
Design
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction
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FY 2012/2013 Citywide Sidewalks and Access
Ramps

~

Design
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

Alessandro Boulevard Pavement
Modifications
Design
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

~

Buildings
Remodel Fire Station No, 48 - Sunnymead
Ranch
Design
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

Civic Center Site Improvements
Planning I Conceptual Design [Complete]
Design
Phase 1 Sidewalk Construction [Complete]
Phase 2 Advertise I Bid I Award

..

Phase 2 Construction

Fire Station No, 6 Multipurpose Annex
PS&E [Complete]
Advertise I Bid I Award [Complete]
Construction

Security Fencing for FireStation No, 48 and
Fire Station No, 65
Design
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction

Corporate Yard Facility
Design (Revision)
Advertise I Bid I Award
Construction
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Admin

PWD

Guy P.

August 2013

Perris 81 Widening (Lateral 8 to Cactus Av)

PWD

PWD

LanyG.

July 2013

City Council Adoption of the FY 13/14 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)

PWD

PWD

Larry G.

June 2013

Cactus Av I Nason St Improvements

PWD

PWD

VirenS.

May 2013

EOC Family Care Center Generator

FD

PWD

Henry N.

May 2013

IStreet Improvement Program (Wilson Place)

PWD

PWD

Henry N.

April 2013

,JFK Dr I La Brlsis Wy Traffic Signal

PWD

PWD

Viren S.

April 2013

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

April 2013

IStreet Improvement Program (Kenny Drive)

PWD

PWD

Henry N.

March 2013

Sunnymead Ranch Parkway Slurry Seal

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

March 2013

IStreet Improvemllnt Progrllm (K"ntland Lane)

PWD

PWD

Henry N.

February 2013

Heaoock St arldg", OVllf Pllrris Vall"y Storm Drain Lateral A

PWD

PWD

Guy P.

January 2013

PD

PWD

Henry N

Oecem~r

PWIJ

PWD

Henry N.

November 2012

FD

PWD

Henry N.

Ootober 2012

Ilris Avenue Pavement Resurfacing (Lasselle to Via Del Lago)

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

ICity of Moreno Valley I City of Riverside Intertie

PWD

PWD

John K.

October 2012

Dracaea Av Improvements (Perris to Patricia)

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

S..ptllmber 2012

SR 60 I Nason Street Interchange

PWD

PWD

Marge L

Septem ber 2012

Indian Basin

PWD

PWD

Marge L.

September 2012

Moreno Valley Auto Mall Street Upgrades

PWD

PWD

Guy P.

September 2012

PWD

PWD

Henry N.

August 2012

PSB. Traffic Division Space Conversion

PD

PWD

Henry N.

August 2012

Fire Station #65 (Acquisition)

City Hall Rehab of 2nd Level Concrete Flooring

'~"".n

Bllmprovements at Indian St

PSB - Monitor Room SpacII C•.mv"rsion
corporate Yard $1Iy/vf

. y. . . .

...

_

Park Flrv Sbotlon

m~u

Avenue Street Improvements (Heacock to Perris)

Octo~r

2012

2012

FD

PWD

Henry N.

August 2012

'Capital Improvement Plan (FY 12/13)

PWD

PWD

Larry G.

August 2012

FY 10/11 Sidewalk Grant Project Phase II

PWD

PWD

Michael L.

July 2012

Perris 81 SIB Lane I SR60 W/B On-Ramp

PWD

PWD

Michael L.

July 2012

Heacock 5t Sidewalk Improvements (Atwood to Myers)

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

July 2012

Ironwood Avenue I Davis Street Traffic Signal

PWD

PWD

Henry N.

June 2012

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

June 2012

Indian Street BTA Grant

PWD

PWD

Michael L.

May 2012

Lasselle Street I Margaret Avenue Traffic Signal

PWD

PWD

Michael L.

May 2012

c~~gl

PWD

Viren S.

May 2012

12012 Local Street Pavement Resurfacing

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

April 2012

Heacock Street (Hemlock Avenue to Ironwood Avenue)

PWD

PWD

Larry G.

March 2012

PWD

PWD

Quang N.

October 2011

c~~gl

PWD

Larry G.

July 2011

PWD

PWD

Quang N,

July 2011

Avenue Improvements (From Perris Blvd to SSO Feet East of Perris Blvd)

Sunnymead Boulevard Revitalization

.....,

'" Place Improvements (Moreno Way to Hiawatha Lane)

IDay Street Roadway Improvements (Alessandro BOUlevard to Cottonwood Avenue)
2011 Arterial/Collector Pavement Resurfacing Project (Various Locations)

PWD: Public Works Department; CEDD: Community and Economic Development Department; NPD: Neighborhood Presl!lfvabon Division; FD: Fire Department; po: Police Department; Admin: Administration
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SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and Members of the City CounCil, Council-Elect

From:

Michele Patterson, Assistant to the City Manager

Date:

Dec~mber

Subject:

Squatters Remedies in Moreno Valley - Executive Summary

3, 2012

The City has recently received attention from Press Enterprise (PE) representatives Lora
Hines and Dan Bernstein on the topic of residential squatters in Moreno Valley. This
Executive Summary is intended to correct some misinformation.
ARE THE PRESS ENTERPRISE'S COMMENTS TRUE? Both Hines and Bernstein claim
that other cities have been pro-active against squatters but Moreno Valley hasn't. This is
NOT true. In reality, Moreno Valley established an effective program early and the Press
Enterprise even published the attached articles in 2008 and 2009 praising the program's
success. Other cities have adopted unnecessary, feel-good programs that generate a little
revenue but don't really address the squatter problem.
Unfortunately, the PE is currently confusing two separate issues: vacant bank-owned
property registration ordinances by which some cities address code compliance violations
in foreclosed properties vs. unauthorized occupancy of vacant residential units (squatting).
The Moreno Valley City Council has considered both issues and rightly recognized that:
1.

VACANT PROPERTY REGISTRATION: Existing State Law and the Municipal
Code (Chapter 6.04 - Abatement of Public Nuisances, adopted by Ordinance 772 in
2008 and found on the website at http://gcode.us/codes/morenovalleyD provide all
the authorization needed to enforce property maintenance regulations.

Vacant / foreclosed residential properties sometimes become public nuisances.
The Municipal Code defines public nuisances in detail and provides authorization for
enforcement activities. In general, public_ nuisances include:
_ _ ___ ~~ __ Q ____B.uildi091) J_p_O_Qls_lJ(md.$~Ring..thc:lUSJ]pt_mainlaine_d-,-_______ ~ ___.

. _. _____

-~~= -:~---==-.:.~-~ .~.:.=~~~.G=:~~P-rop-eities--::t~at~re:an..open.:.l.acGessibIe-I-:aftractlve-:ilu isahces~~-=':'~====·===·=-:=-.-:~ ~.---:::-:::::--=

Cities that have adopted vacant property registration ordinances require banks to
___ ___ _.. submit contact. information JQr_aUJore.GJosed Jaband_QIJ~:td._TPLOP~d:iE:!s __an9'pJ!Y_ fl _
nominal annual registration fee (in the range of $70 - $150). These ordinances do
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not address trespass I squafterlssoes bUt~pr6~'ide cities with contact information in
the event there are code enforcement violations. Instead of adopting something
similar, Moreno Valley utilizes DataQuick, RealQuest, Lane Guide, Spokeo, and the
Mortgage Electronic Registration System ("MERS" - www.mersinc.org) to gain the
same information.
Recognizing the negative impact of foreclosures to Moreno Valley neighborhoods' I
residents' quality of life, the City Council approved the creation of a Foreclosure
Strike Team in 2008. The Foreclosure Strike Team responds to complaints and
works with banks to enforce State Law and the Municipal Code's existing property
maintenance requirements. Moreno Valley, through the Code & Neighborhood
Services, Building & Safety, and City Attorney offices, has aggressively enforced
public nuisance violations using the authority granted in the Municipal Code to
rehabilitate and secure more than 2,000 bank-owned, vacant and deteriorating
homes in the past four years, all at the banks' expense. In addition, by utilizing the
fines allowed under Senate Bill 1137 (up to $1 ,OOO-per-day-per-violation), Moreno
Valley's program has not only been more successful than those of other cities
described in the recent PE articles but also generated sufficient revenue to be selfsustaining.
2.

TRESPASS I UNAUTHORIZED OCCUPANCY OF RESIDENTIAL UNITS:
Trespassers (squatters) can be removed when identified through "Trespass Letters'"
submitted in advance by the property owners to the Moreno Valley Police
Department (MVPD). If people are found occupying a property for which the owner
has submitted a Trespass Letter, the MVPD may remove them.
In addition, the Municipal Code declares that properties without utility services
(water, sewer, heat, and electricity) may not be occupied. If people are found inside
a building without utilities, the Building Official has the authority to remove them.
However, if people establish utility service, the property becomes habitable. If the
owner has not already submitted a Trespass Letter to the MVPD, the owner must
utilize the Unlawful Detainer eviction process to remove them. According to State
and Federal Fair Housing Laws, if the squatter refuses to comply, enforcement is a
civil, landlord-tenant dispute matter, handled through the courts.
Upon property owner request, Code & Neighborhood Services staff members work
with Moreno Valley Electric Utility (MVU) to prevent new utility service connections
on vacant homes. Unfortunately, Southern California Edison has so far refused to
honor hold requests, so only properties within MVU territory have been eligible for
this service.

DOES THE PRESS ENTERPRISE ACCURATELY DESCRIBE THE MAGNITUDE OF
::-:-~--~~===-=--::--=-~g8f)£I£M'? -Jt-ap-pea[sJbat-the_-P[ess£nterpIise~baR_overstate_djbemagnitude-/:u[g.e_O_Gy:::-.~=-:-:==_~-_:_. _

. -- -~--~-01th-e~squatteri-s-su-e-if" -MorenoValley. -The-Bernstein-articlequotes~a-res-;-dentwh-o-claims--'~
60 squatters have moved into properties in the Celebrations Homeowners' Association
(HOA) alone. While not insignificant, the reality is that MVPD's Problem Oriented Policing
- -.-- EpeP1~Team reports they have worked on just 28 properties-throughout the entire City during 2012.
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Publication of the PE articles came after Robin Gilbert, the president of the Celebrations
HOA expressed dissatisfaction with the City's responsiveness to his complaints. An
interdepartmental team of staff from Code & Neighborhood Services, MVPD, and the City
Attorney's offices have worked with Mr. Gilbert to remove squatters from properties in
Celebrations HOA. However, Mr. Gilbert also seeks City adoption of an ordinance that the
City Council declined in September 2012.
ARE THE MORENO VALLEY STAFF MEMBERS WHO RESPOND TO SQUATTER
ISSUES TRAINED AND COMPETENT? The Press Enterprise articles quotes Assistant
Riverside County District Attorney Rick Majchrzak, who describes the training programs his
office provides to police departments regarding squatter identification and housing scams.
The article implies that Moreno Valley isn't doing a good job because MVPD officers have
not contacted his office for training. The article fails to mention that Moreno Valley
contracts with the Riverside County Sheriff's Department or that the other cities mentioned
operate their own police departments. As a division of the Riverside County Sheriff's
Department, MVPD's POP Team officers have received extensive training on squatter
identification, housing scams, and on their authority to enforce Trespass laws. When a
property likely to house potential squatters is identified, MVPD deputies have the
knowledge and skill to perform the extra investigation and enforcement actions to respond
appropriately to the problem.
FOR A COMPREHENSIVE DISCUSSION OF VACANT PROPERTY REGISTRATION
AND TRESPASS ISSUES, please refer to the audio recording from the Moreno Valley City
Council S-tudy Session on September 18, 2012 which can be found on the City's website at
www.moreno-valley.ca.us/citycouncillagendas-sire.shtmI.Third on the agenda, the topic
discussion began at approximately 1 hour 10 minutes into the meeting.
I

In addition, the Community & Economic Development Department provided a report on the
issue in the City Manager's Update dated 11/13/12. This report can be found on the City's
website at www.moval.org/city hall/departments/city mgr-update.shtml on page 5.

- - - - ---
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Cases opened on 680 foreclosures /I MORENO
VALLEY: Banks and others face misdemeanor court
sanctions for failing to maintain the properties.
October 31, 2008

By DAN LEE THE PRESS·ENTERPRISE
{SOURCE:+}
MORENO VALLEY
City officials have created a strike team dedicated solely to citing banks and property owners for not maintaining
foreclosed homes, a process that sometimes has resulted in criminal prosecutions.
The wave of foreclosures that has swept the Inland area has hit Moreno Valley hard, leaving empty homes and
dead lawns that blight neighborhoods and lower property values.
Unattended swimming pools become breeding grounds for mosquitoes while vandals break in to steal anything
that's left in the homes.
"They're disassembling the air conditioner to get the copper wiring," city code compliance Officer Lori Miller
said.
In July, the city created a strike team of code and building inspectors, including Miller, to deal With the poorly
maintained properties, The team has opened code violation cases on about 680 foreclosed homes in Moreno
Valley.
Some banks cooperate, but city offiCials have started misdemeanor criminal prosecutions against banks
controlling 110 homes for failing to obey city nuisance abatement laws.
They also have placed liens against the properties, saying the homes are not up to code.
If convicted, the banks could be subject to a $1,000 fine per lIiolation, potentially every day the condition exists,
said Deputy City Attorney Paul Early.
Mike Novak-Smith, a local real estate agent, said he thinks that criminal prosecution is "a little extreme."

----=-

Most bankS cooperate because they understand that maintaining a house helps the sales price and avoids fines,
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"When you can pay $500 to $600 on grass seed, why would you want to pay a $3,000 fine?" Novak-SmHh asked
by phone.
But the prosecutions and liens seem to be the only way to get banks to deal wHh the homes, Early said.

-_

- .. .. ,....,.--."...-,-- ... -.. .. ...,.,....._---.---_._"Most lenders won't loan money when a lien is recorded on the property: he said by phone. "It makes it difficult
to purchase the property.·
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Many of the foreclosures are in relatively new tracts in the southern and eastern parts of Moreno Valley.
On Clydesdale Lane, city officials have opened code violation cases on more than 30 foreclosed homes, Miller
said.
Most of the mainly two-story houses were built in 2004 and are up to 3,600 square feet, she said.
In addition to dead vegetation, signs of neglect include advertising in yellow wrappers an driveways, a snail stuck
to the doorbell button, unsecured doors, campaign fliers, and even bUSiness cards for landscaping services stuck
in doors.
Gelding Way homeowner James Vega has one foreclosed house next door to his home and another across the
streeL
The house next door has dropped in price from $530,000 to $229,000 in about 18 months, the licensed real
estate appraiser said.
Real estate agents are overwhelmed, Vega said.
"They have way too many properties to deal with," he said.
City officials also are trying to deal with the foreclosure problem on other fronts.
Moreno Valley has received about $11.4 million in neighborhood foreclosure stabilization funding from the U,S,
Department of Housing and Urban Development. It's the fourth·largest amount awarded to any California city,
behind only Los Angeles, Sacramento and Stockton, according to HUD.
City Economic Development Director Barry Foster said the city plans to use the funding to create a first·time
homebuyer program for foreclosed properties; help developers buy and rehabilitate repossessed homes; and
help nonprofit hOUSing organizations repair reposs.essed apartments,
"The goal is to get the foreclosed homes back on the market as quickly as possible and occupied again," Foster
said by phone.
The City Council also allocated $15,000 earlier this year to start a program offering aSSistance and counseling to
those at risk of or already in foreclosure.
Reach Dan Lee at 951·763-3457 or dlee@PE.com

Art: PHOTOS
Caption: PAUL ALVAREZffHE PRESS-ENTERPRISE I (1)Moreno Valley has started misdemeanor criminal prosecutions against
banks controlling 110 homes for failing to obey city nuisance abatement laws. They also have placed liens against the properties,
saying the homes are not up to code. If convicted, banks could be subject to a $1,000 fine per violation per day. (2) Moreno Valley
Code Compliance Officer Lori Miller prepares a violation notice. The houses are vulnerable to vandals, who break in to steal
anything that's left. "They're disassembling the air conditioner to get the copper wiring," Miller said. (3) Abandoned possessions lie
strewn around the kitchen of an unoccupied house in Moreno Valley, Moreno Valley has opened code violation cases on about
680 foreclosed homes that the city says are not being maintained by their bank owners.
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'Attacking foreclosures'
September 20, 2009
By LAURIE LUCAS THE PRESS·ENTERPRISE
{SOURCE:+}
Lori Miller's and Patty Posey's enemies are derelict homes, dead grass, rusting fountains, neglected pools and
littered lawns that blight Moreno Valley and lower its property values.
They're code compliance officers. dedicated to citing banks and property owners for neglecting residences. Since
the city launched its foreclosure strike team in July 2008, Miller and Posey have helped open 1,420 cases.
VVhen a property is foreclosed on, ownership reverts to the lender, who is legally obligated to keep up the .
property. Most lenders cooperate and comply with citations for Violations, said AI Brady, an Official with the city's
code and enforcement services.
When warnings fail, Deputy City Attorney Paul Early pursues the lenders in Riverside County Superior Court.

As a result, Brady said, in 14 months the city has collecled $200,000 in fines and significantly reduced the
number of substandard properties.
"We're definitely pleased," Brady said. "Our aggressive policy and compliance with the city attorney's office has
established a tone for attacking foreclosures.
"Unfortunately, new ones keep coming," he said.
Budget cuts in March have exacerbated the problem, cutting the number of full-time officers from three to two.
They handle between 3,000 and 3,500 foreclosures, in addition to other code infractions.
"It's overwhelming," Posey said. "Lori and I each have over 400 foreclosure cases."
A more manageable, "normal" load would be 120 to 150 cases apiece, she said.
Thus Miller, 49, of Romoland, and Posey, 42, of Riverside, have deSignated every Wednesday as "foreclosure

day."
ON THE PROWL
------.-~-----

--- -. --'---0n-a-recent one;-they-trolled-neighborhoods-separately-in -theirwhite -Ford-Ranger- pickups;ready-to-pounce--on-'- -

------_.._ . __. _ - - - - - - - --_.--------------------- -----_._---

parched lawns and withered vegetation.
They usually select the newer tracts plagued by foreclosures in the southern and eastern parts of Moreno Valley.

But every time the team returns for follow-ups, they discover a dozen new cases have popped up.
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That was precisely the situation when they revisited Clydesdale Lane, where they've opened code violation
cases on more than 30 foreclosed homes, Miller said.
In this neighborhood of horse-themed streets, developers built most of the two-story homes between 2004 'and
2006. These large abodes that once fetched from $500,000 to $600,000 sprawl up to 3,600 square feet with
three-car garages,
"This one will get maybe $180,000," Miller said as she breezed through an unlocked house on Mare Lane that
the owners walked away from, leaving kitchen and living room curtains.
She and Posey, both dressed in jeans and sweat shirts, lingered less than three minutes at each property. The
goal is to whip through as many foreclosures as possible without sacrificing other code enforcement duties.
Sometimes they'll return for reinspections three and four times.
The duo said they've encountered only three squatters. The chief headaches are graffiti, vandalism and theft.
especially of copper wire in backyard air-conditioning units.

GOING AFTER OWNErS
The foreclosures, desolate stililifes with brown yards, are easy to spot. Vllhat's harder to find is a phone number
to contact the lender or property owner.
"It's like pulling needles out of a haystack, the whole process of whom to cite," Posey said as she copied
information from the bank foreclosure notice in the window.
Vllhen the officers find a poorly maintained properly, they record and place a lien against it, specifying that the
house is not up to code and requiring repair work within 30 days.
Most banks cooperate because swift maintenance attracts buyers and avoids fines, Brady said.
Miller and Posey revisit the cned homes to check on restored landscaping. The first two inspections are free, but
the lender is charged $181 for each subsequent visit.
If the lender ignores the violations, Early files misdemeanor criminal charges for failure to obey the city's
nuisance abatement laws.
He gives the lender two weeks to contact him. They typically ignore him.
"They almost never respond till we're in court," Early said. ''They hope to sell the property before they have to do
anything, but the liens inhibit the sale."
If convicted in misdemeanor criminal prosecutions, banks could be subject to a $1,000 fine per violation per day,
potentially every day the blight exists, according to law, But Early considers that excessive and said he has never
imposed it.

As an alternative, the court fines lenders $1,000 per count and a penalty assessment close to $3,000.
The foredosure team will be in business for awhile, spurred by people out of work and sub prime loans due to
reset soon, Brady said,
Between now and 2011, experts expect a wave of another 8 million foreclosures to hit the nation.
Reach Laurie Lucas at 951-368-9569 or lIucas@PE.com

Caption: ESTRIKE20dkfm.JPG
1252454400
The Press-Enterprise
ESTRIKE20dkfm.jpg (9/9/09, moreno valley, metro) Patty Posey, at left, and Lori Miller of Moreno Valley code enforcement inside
a foreclosed home they found open in Moreno Valley on Wednesday, September 9,2009. The code enforcement strike team-set
up less than a year ago have cited more than 11,000 violations on abandoned properties in foreclosure. (Kurt Miller, The PressEnterprise)
kurt miller
The Press-Enterprise
kurt millerfThe Press-Enterprise
Patty Posey, at left, and Lori Miller of Moreno Valley code enforcement check out the interior of a forclosed home they found
open in Moreno Valley,
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August 21,2012

Melinda Jolmston
23934 Cedar Creek Terrace
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Dear Ms. Johnston,
First of all, thank you for taking the time and effort to write your letter commending
Animal Care Technician Jolmny Dunn and one of our Animal Shelter volunteers, Erika
Saunders, for the service they provided you with the adoption of a new pet from the
Moreno Valley Animal Shelter. I am pleased that Mr. Dunn and Ms. Saunders were able
to assist you with finding the right pet as a new family member.
With respect to Mr. Dunn, I am writing him a letter personally commending him for his
professionalism and providing excellent customer service. A copy of that letter will also
be provided to his Director and Division Manager. At Mr. Dunn's discretion, a copy of
that letter will be placed in his personnel file as well.
The value of our City volunteers is highlighted by your comments regarding Erika
Saunders. Our organization appreciates the services provided by our volunteers who
willingly donate their time and talent to improve the quality of life for Moreno Valley
residents. I am also writing a letter to Ms. Saunders commending her for her valuable
service to the community.
I can assure you that as City Manager I am grateful when we receive favorable comments
about the professional services provided by our City employees and volunteers. Your
letter is certainly appreciated by the Animal Services Division, and will help to inspire
other employees and volunteers.

SinceTe~"
Henry T. Garcia
City Manager
c:

Mayor Stewart and Members of the City Council
Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Services Director
Steve Fries, Animal Services Division Manager
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Ms. Victoria Baca
23595 Judge Ward Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Translation Services at Council Meetings

Subject:

Dear Ms. Baca:
As a follow up to our meeting, City staff has been researching your request for Spanish
translation services at the Moreno Valley City Council meetings. We have determined that the
City is not legally required to provide this service, however it is still City practice to translate
public comments at the Council meetings when a request is made in advance.
You indicated that the law requires the City to provide translation services. In our research we
found no law, including the Dymally-Alatorre Bilingual Services Act, which requires a local
agency to provide translation or interpreter services. If there is a specific section of any law
with which you believe the City is in violation please let me know and I will ask the City Attorney
to review.
The City currently provides the following translation services:
•

The City's website, www.moval.org, is the best place to find information about City
services and programs. With the use of the Google Translate button located on the
web Site, the City's web pages can be translated into 65 different languages.

•

Numerous City publications are available in Spanish, including the registration
materials for our Parks and Community Services programs and the Moreno Valley
Public library'S online catalog. These are among the most popular programs provided
by the City of Moreno Valley.

•

Many of our neighborhood preservation materials are provided in both English and
Spanish. This includes affordable housing and foreclosure prevention materials.

•

We maintain a language translation service comprised of bilingual City staff ready to
assist anyone that calls the City and requests this service.

Again, the City is willing to accommodate requests for translation for residents wishing to speak
before the City Council at our meetings. This requires a request in advance in order that we can
schedule a bilingual staff member to attend the night meetings.

CITY MANAG ER'S OFFICE
MV00234459

Ms. Victoria Saca
Translation Services at Council Meetings
April 25, 2012

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me. I thank you for your community involvement,
please don't hesitate to contact me regarding any concerns you have about the City of Moreno
Valley.

Henry T. Garcia
City Manager
c:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Robert Hansen, City Attorney
Jane Halstead, City Clerk

MV00234460

Oty Council
City Hall
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April 25,2012
Supervisor Marion Ashley
County Administration Center
4080 Lemon Street, 5th Floor
Riverside, CA 92501
Subject:

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES CONTRACT

Dear Supervisor Ashley:
In February the City forwarded a letter to your office encouraging the County to
competitively bid the contract for emergency medical services. Upon further consideration
and receipt of additional information, we withdraw our request and will support the decision
of the Board of Supervisors on this issue.
Public safety remains the City's top priority, as I know it is for the County as well. Our
public safety contracts with the County continue to be an effective and efficient means of
providing excellent service to our residents.
Thank you for your continued support of the City of Moreno Valley, our residents and our
business community.

Sincerely,

~~

William H. Batey"
Mayor Pro Tem
c:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
John Hawkins, Riverside County Fire Chief
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April 19, 2012

Charles R. Hoppin, Chair
State Water Resources Control Board
1001 I Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject:

Health, Safety & Welfare Issues Related to Box Springs Mutual Water
Company

Dear Chairman Hoppin:
The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance on behalf of the Moreno Valley
residents served by the Box Springs Mutual Water Company (BSMWC).
Moreno Valley is home to a private, nonprofit water company that serves approximately
3,300 people in the area of the community known as Edgemont. Much of BSMWC's
water system is critically deteriorated. The entire water system infrastructure (pipelines,
reservoir and booster station) is desperately inadequate and needs to be replaced,
Furthermore, private development and basic publicly-funded street improvements in this
economically distressed area of our community cannot occur due to the inadequacy of
the water system.
Most recent estimates on upgrading the water system to an
adequate standard project a cost of $15 million.
In addition to infrastructure challenges, BSMWC's leadership is experiencing political
turmoil. On March 21, 2012, the BSMWC shareholders ousted the entire Board; the
former General Manager has been arrested on charges of embezzling $784,000 and
spending it on gambling and cruises; and the Press-Enterprise newspaper reported this
week that the interim board members indicate that the company currently has less than
$120,000 in the bank.
Of primary concern to me as the City Council representative to District 5, which includes
Edgemont and BSMWC's service area, is the fact that the existing system is
hydraulically incapable of meeting the City's minimum fire flow requirements. It is
capable of less than 1,000 gpm @ 20 psi for fire suppression; the required City fire flow

MV00234462

Charles R. Hoppin, Chair
State Water Resources Control Board
Health, Safety & Welfare Issues Related to Box Springs Mutual Water Company
April 19, 2012
ranges from 1,500 gpm @ 20 psi to 4,000 gpm @ 20 psi. I am gravely concerned for
the safety of our residents and our fire protection personnel in case of fire in this area.
The City of Moreno Valley has made numerous overtures to BSMWC, attempting to
assist in some way to identify funding for the necessary system upgrades and/or to help
negotiate for one of the two large, stable water districts in our area to absorb BSMWC.
Unfortunately for our residents, we have been unsuccessful in these attempts.
Considering the inadequate fire flow, the deteriorated infrastructure, and the level of
instability and dysfunction that currently exists at BSMWC, I implore the State to take
immediate action to step in and assist with this situation on behalf of the health, safety,
and welfare of our residents.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you need additional information. I thank you in
advance for your assistance.
Sincerely,

/1
<l~~)
;r Af04~
William H. Batey II
Mayor Pro T em
c:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
John Hawkins, Riverside County Fire Chief
State Senator Bill Emmerson
State Assemblyman Paul Cook
State Assemblyman Mike Morrell
State Assemblyman Brian Nestande
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April 19, 2012

Ron Chapman, MD, MPH
Director
California Department of Public Health
P.O. Box 997377, Sacramento, CA 95899-7377
Subject:

Health, Safety & Welfare Issues Related to Box Springs Mutual Water
Company

Dear Dr. Chapman:
The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance on behalf of the Moreno Valley
residents served by the Box Springs Mutual Water Company (BSMWC).
Moreno Valley is home to a private, nonprofit water company that serves approximately
3,300 people in the area of the community known as Edgemont. Much of BSMWC's
water system is critically deteriorated. The entire water system infrastructure (pipelines,
reservoir and booster station) is desperately inadequate and needs to be replaced.
Furthermore, private development and basic publicly-funded street improvements in this
economically distressed area of our community cannot occur due to the inadequacy of
the water system. Most recent estimates on upgrading the water system to an
adequate standard project a cost of $15 million.
In addition to infrastructure challenges, BSMWC's leadership is experiencing political
turmoil. On March 21, 2012, the BSMWC shareholders ousted the entire Board; the
former General Manager has been arrested on charges of embezzling $784,000 and
spending it on gambling and cruises; and the Press-Enterprise newspaper reported this
week that the interim board members indicate that the company currently has less than
$120,000 in the bank.
Of primary concern to me as the City Council representative to District 5, which includes
Edgemont and BSMWC's service area, is the fact that the existing system is
hydraulically incapable of meeting the City's minimum fire flow requirements. It is
capable of less than 1,000 gpm @ 20 psi for fire suppression; the required City fire flow

MV00234464

Dr. Ron Chapman
California Department of Public Health
Health, Safety & Welfare Issues Related to Box Springs Mutual Water Company

April 19, 2012
ranges from 1,500 gpm @ 20 psi to 4,000 gpm @ 20 psi. I am gravely concerned for
the safety of our residents and our fire protection personnel in case of fire in this area.
The City of Moreno Valley has made numerous overtures to BSMWC, attempting to
assist in some way to identify funding for the necessary system upgrades and/or to help
negotiate for one of the two large, stable water districts in our area to absorb BSMWC.
Unfortunately for our residents, we have been unsuccessful in these attempts.
Considering the inadequate fire flow, the deteriorated infrastructure, and the level of
instability and dysfunction that currently exists at BSMWC, I implore the State to take
immediate action to step in and assist with this situation on behalf of the health, safety,
and welfare of our residents.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you need additional information. I thank you in
advance for your assistance.

William H. Batey II
Mayor Pro Tem
c:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
John Hawkins, Riverside County Fire Chief
State Senator Bill Emmerson
State Assemblyman Paul Cook
State Assemblyman Mike Morrell
State Assemblyman Brian Nestande
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January 11, 2012

Mr. Paul D .. Jones II, P.E.
General Manager
Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD)
2270 Trumble Road
P.O. Box 8300
Perris, CA 92572-8300
Subject:

Shared Benefit of EMWD Facilities in Cactus Avenue/Nason Street
Improvement Project
City Project No. 12-12599520

Dear Mr. Jones:
This week, the City has begun advertising of construction bids for the Cactus AvenuelNason
Street Improvement Project, which is part of the City's Economic Development Plan. With the
economy starting to improve, the City is providing a positive economic stimulus to facilitate job
creation by upgrading the strategic business corridor of Cactus A venue from Lasselle Street to
Nason Street and Nason Street from Cactus Avenue to Iris Avenue. As noted on the attached
location map, Cactus Avenue and Nason Street are located in the City center, close to major
medical facilities, the community college, the Auto Mall, several shopping centers, and a large
number of the newer housing developments in the community.
The improvements on Cactus A venue and Nason Street are expected to cost approximately $20.5
million. In general, the improvements are anticipated to include curb, gutter, street pavement
reconstruction and widening, street lights, sidewalk, 12-inch, I8-inch, and 24-inch domestic
water, 2 I-inch, 24-inch, and 42-inch sanitary sewer, 12-inch reclaimed water and master planned
storm drain improvements, traffic signal work, and a bridge along Nason Street over flood
control channel Line F. It is always more cost effective to install all underground utilities during
the time of initial construction, however, due to a budgetary shortfall, the City does not anticipate
having sufficient funding to provide for the ultimate expansion of all the utilities/infrastructures
without some assistance from the utility companies.
The street improvements will enhance traffic flow to commercial areas and will ease commutes
for residential areas in Moreno Valley Ranch and the southerly section of the community.
Currently, Moreno Valley College, Kaiser Permanente's Community Hospital, and Riverside
County Regional Medical Center have plans to expand or have started construction of their
expansion. With the continued growth of the area, there will be a need for EMWD to update,
expand and advance its facilities. The City believes that the proposed EMWD infrastructure for

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTIVlENT
\
""""'

MV00234466

Letter to Paul D. Jones II
January 11,2012
Page 2
this project will also enhance the hydraulic efficiencies of its existing system to the current and
future customers. It is estimated that approximately $2.4 million of this project is EMWD
related costs. Postponing the construction of EMWD facilities to a future date could cost as
much as $5 million in overall construction costs due to depth of trenching, street pavement repair
cost, and loss of opportunity cost in the larger project economics of scale benefit. Therefore, the
City believes that this is an opportunity for EMWD to save the public's future cost while
strategically placing yourselves as economic development partners by funding its infrastructure
at this time. The City believes that EMWD will be able to recoup the cost of the investment as
part of the fees it will collect from the future development that this project will generate.
The bid opening for this project will occur in February 2012 and construction is anticipated to
take 14 months to complete. The City has completed the plans in accordance with EMWD
requirements and prepared the bid schedule to identify EMWD's infrastructure costs separately.
A response by January 31, 2012 to the City'S request for assistance with funding of the
EMWD's facilities would be appreciated. This date is critical for the City to be able to guarantee
the installation ofEMWD's facilities in conjunction with the roadway construction.
If you have any questions, please call Prem Kumar, Deputy Public Works Director!Assistant
City Engineer, at
Sincerely,

~

~

Henry Garcia
City Manager
HG:PKJlf

Enclosure: Location Map
c: Mayor and Members of the Moreno Valley City Council
Ahmad R. Ansari, City of Moreno Valley, Director of Public Works/City Engineer
Barry Foster, City of Moreno Valley, Community and Economic Development Director
David J. Slawson, EMWD, Board Director for Division 5
Charles Bachmann, EMWD, Assistant General Manager, Engineering
Prem Kumar, City of Moreno Valley, Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Project File
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March 13,2012

Via Certified Mail
Colonel Mary E. Aldrian
Commander, 452d Air Mobility Wing
2145 Graeber Street, Suite I 17
March Air Reserve Base, CA 92518-1667
Subject:

Cactus Avenue Eastbound 3 rd Lane Street Improvement Project
City of Moreno Valley Project Nos.: 07-41678527 and 07-41683328

Dear Colonel Aldrian:
The City of Moreno Valley (City) is seeking your help and cooperation in obtaining the necessary Right
of Way (ROW) and Right of Entry (ROE) documents from March Air Reserve Base (MARB). The City
has been trying to obtain the ROWand ROE from MARB for the Cactus Avenue Eastbound 3 rd Lane
between Interstate 215 and Heacock Street project since providing these documents to MARB Civil
Engineers Base Operating Support Unit in November 2009. ROEs from LNR Properties and March Joint
Powers Authority (MJPA), the adjacent property owners, were executed between March and May of
2010.
Specific improvements fronting MARB property were incorporated into the City's street improvement
plans at the request of MARB personnel and validated in an April 2009 letter from MARB Commander
James L. Melin (see attachment). These improvements will enhance and facilitate access for MARB
personnel at the Elsworth Street entrance, particularly for the large weekend Reservist envoys that often
back up traffic beyond the Interstate 215 ramps and onto the freeway. The proposed additional lane
widening will enhance right turn access into MARB and the intersection widening will accommodate a
future dedicated northbound right turn lane. The project will also relocate existing traffic signals and
public utilities to facilitate ADA access.
The City worked directly with Mr. Richard Eunice, the previous Base Civil Engineer, On developing the
plans beneficial to MARB. In a memorandum dated January 20, 2010 (see attachment) to the City, Mr.
Eunice provided his and MARB Space Utilization Board's concurrence that the requested ROWand ROE
documents would proceed without issue. On August 9, 20 I 0, Mr. Eunice and Mr. Paul E. Pitman, MARB
Environmental Protection Specialist, signed off on the Environmental Baseline Survey (see attachment)
with a recommendation that the easement be issued to the City. With MARB's documented support and
environmental clearance obtained, the City proceeded to finalize and approve the street improvement
plans and specifications after obtaining approvals from all other agencies and utilities. The City has
exhausted all of its available project funds and does not have the available resources to make any changes
to the plans, specifications, ROW or ROE documents at this point.
Since Mr. Eunice's departure as the Base Civil Engineer, the momentum and support ofMARB personnel
to bring this issue to a timely and successful conclusion has diminished significantly. Because the
attempts to obtain the dedicated ROWand ROE from MARB have been unsuccessful, the City has
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missed critical opportunities to secure grant funding for construction of the improvements which would
have greatly benefitted MARB as well. During these challenging economic times, federal, state, and
other funding agencies are providing grant funds to "shovel ready" projects only. Without securing the
final outstanding ROWand ROE documents from MARB, this project would not be considered "shovel
ready" and will likely remain uncompetitive in any pursuit for grant funding.
The City respectfully requests your immediate attention to this matter before March 30, 2012, resulting in
the successful dedication of the necessary ROWand ROE, which in turn will allow the City to pursue
eligible grant monies. If you require additional information, please contact Guy Pegan, Senior Engineer,
P.E., of our staff, at
or via email at guyp@moval.org.

/

Henry Garcia
City Manager
GP:kjj
Enclosure( s):

c:

Letter of Support from Commander James L. Melin, Brig. Gen. dated April 22, 2009
Letter of Support from Richard E. Eunice, Base Civil Engineer, dated January 20,
2010
Environmental Baseline Survey dated August 9,2010
Right of Way Required Documents
Right of Entry Required Documents

Colonel Pamela A. LeBlanc, Commander, 452d Mission Support Group, MARB
Pamela Hann, Base Civil Engineer, MARB
Lori Stone, Executive Director, March JPA
Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director / City Engineer, City of Moreno Valley
Prem Kumar, P.E., Deputy Public Works Director / Assistant City Engineer, City of Moreno Valley
Guy Pegan, Senior Engineer, City of Moreno Valley
File

W:\CapProj\CapProj\PROJECTS\Guy - 07-41678527 - Stage I Cactus EB 3rd Ln - 1-215 - Veteran's Way\Agency\MARB\Request for ROW Col
Aldrian 3-6-12.doc
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR FORa;

ru;s(!Rvt COMMAND

22 April 2009

MEMORANDUM FOR CITY OF MORENO VALLEY PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR/CITY
.ENGINEERIPUBLIC WORKS - eAPn AL PROJECTS (MR. CHRTS A. VOGT)
FROM: 452 AMW/CC
2 J 45 Graeber St Stc .1 ) 7
March ARB CA 92518-1667

I'

SUBJECT: City of Moreno Valley, Surface Transportation High Priority Projects Nomination
SAFETEA-LU Request·· Project! 3d Eastbound .Lane of Cactus Avenue from 1-215 to
He~ock Street

i
I
II

I. This memorandum s~l'Veg as the affirmatio.o of support from March Air Reserve Base for the Ci.ty of
Moreno Valley'S Surface Transportation High Priority Projects Nominatio.ll application for the
SAFETEA-LU funding program.
2. It is my understandillg th.at the City of Moreno Valley hs!; the opportuoity to ~pply for additional
funding and continue with design and to construct a third eastbound [ane on Cactus Avenue between the
1-215 and Heacock Street. This project wilt enhance safety and mobility at the key point of access to this
installation and improve the operational capabilities of aU of the organizations on this installation that
provide critical support to our national defense.
·3. The leadership of March Air Reserve Base supports the City of Moreno Valley's appHcation and
stands ready to be actively involved in the design and coordination necessary to achieve the maximum
benefit of this project for this .installation and community. Trecommend that thls project receive full
consideration when determining projects for the Surface Trllnsportation High Priority Nomination
SAFETEA-LU Request. In can be offurther assistance, please contact this office at (951) 655-4520,

JA

L. MELlN, Brig Gen, USAFR
mm!lllder

i
!"

I.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIl;(

~RCE

RESmRVE

COIilMlll~P

JAN ~ @2010
MEMORANDUM FOR CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
ATTN: GUY PEGAN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
PLANNING DIVISION .
114177 FREDERICK STREET
P.O. BOX 88005
.
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92552~0805
FROM: 452 Mission Support Group/Civil Engineers ..
: Base Operating Support
....
610 Meyer Drive, Bldg. 2403
March ARB CA 92518~2166
. SUBJECT; Cactt:ts Widening Project'

1.· With regards to the Cactus Widening Project, the Space Utilization Board met on 10
December 200·9 and Wlanimously approved easements and right of entry necessary to
accommodate the widening of Cactus Avenue with the caveat oOncluding a tie in for March Air ~ .
Reserve B.i<;e's right lane turning off base onto Eastbound Cactus Avenue ..
2. We look forWard to assisting you in completing this project. If you have any questions please
.
.
do not hesihite to contact Jack Porter 1L at

RICHARD E. EUNICE;P.E
Base Civil Engineer .

.RECEIVED
JAN 2 1 2010
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENf
CAPITAL }?ROJECTS DIVISION
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Ellvironmtntlli Basdinc Survey
Application for Ensement fo)' the City of Morenu Valley
MARCH Am RESERVE BASE, CAUFOHNIA

A. Purpose of Survey: To facilitate the request for easement to the city of Moreno

valley; to allow Moreno Valley to proceed with the Street improvement project for
Cactus Avenue.
B. PARCEL BOUNDARY AND SCOPE OF SURVEY: The parcel boundary is

located

n.

OIl

Cactus Ave and is

abOll!

84,005 sq. ft.

SURVEY METIIODOLOGY:
A. DOCUMENTS REVIEWED: Conducted a search through various records for
reported spills. Thefe are no reports of hazardous material spills. Reviewed publjshed
document, Environmental Baseline Survey, March ARB, CA, November 1994.
B. INSPECIlON OF PORPERTY: A site inspection was conducted by Mr. Paul E.
Pitman on August 5, 2010. Locate or obsel'le any present environmental problems;
none noted.

m.

FINDINGS:
A. Introduction & Project Description

B. Cactus Avenue is designated as a Divided Major Arterial with a reduced Cross
section. The lane will be added along the south side of Cactus Avenue, which there is
currently two eastbound lanes. The study focused on the existing and/or General Plan
build-out traffic volume requirements at the intersection of Cactus Avenue and
Elsworth Street, and the intersection of Graham Street and Heacock Street. Tilerefore
by doing this a third lane will be added tbat will supply March ARB with a right turn
lane. They will be adding culverts for tbe Cactus channel for the drainage problem
tbat March bas experienced in tbe past.

C. DESCRlPTION OF SITE ENVIRONMENTAL SETIING:
Location of nearby release of contamination: March ARB is on [he National Priorities
List (NPL), and all studies required uoder CERCLA are ongoing.

D. MEDlA ADDRESSED AT Easement for the City of Moreno Valley

L Hazardous Materials Use and Storage Area: None observed
2. Solid and Hazardous Waste Disposal: None observed

MV00234473

3. PCB Containing Eiectrica.i Equipment: None observed
4. Soil Contamination: None ohserved

5. Groundwater: Approximately 50 feet below grade
6. Asbestos: None observed
7. Other Issues: No other envirollmenlal concerns identified
E. APPLICABLE REG(JLATORY COMPLIANCE ISSUES: None

F. CONCLUSION: Based solely upon review of documents and site inspection, it is
the position of the undersigned t.hat the present condition of the property does not
pose environmental problems. ConsequcnLly, no additional environmental analysis is
deemed necessary at this time.
G. RECOMMENDATION: That the easement be issued
for Street Improvement Project for Cactus Avenue.

IV.

to

the City of Moreno Valley

EXillBITS

Richard E Eunice
Base Civil Engineer

DATE

q ~/()

DATE:

[/'1

()~(CJ~
Paul E. Pitman
Environmental Protection Specialist
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Recording requested by and when
recorded, mail to:
City Clerk
City of Moreno Valley
P.O. Box 88005
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-0805

Exempt from Recording Fee per
Govt. Code Sec. 6103
City of Moreno Valley
By:
A.P.N. _
-_
-_

(Space above this line for Recorder's use)

DOCUMENTARY TRANSFER TAX IS NONE.
Public Agency exempt.
Revenue and Taxation Code Section 11922

OFFER OF DEDICA TION
FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged,
GRANTOR(S) hereby irrevocably offer(s) to DEDICATE to the CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, a municipal
corporation, for themselves, successors or assigns a perpetual easement and right of way, subject to the
completion of improvements, for public roadway purposes, including public utility and public service facilities over,
under, upon, across, and within the real property in the City of Moreno Valley, County of Riverside, State of
California, described as follows:
All as described in the attached legal description and illustrated on the plats attached hereto and marked Exhibits
"A" and "B", respectively.
Grantor(s)
Signature(s)

-------------------------

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
)
County of
)ss.
On
before me,
, a Notary Public
in and for said State, personally appeared
, who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person( s) whose name( s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized
capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature( s) on the instrument the person( s) or the entity upon behalf of
which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the
State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.
Signature ___________~____________________
Signature of Notary Public

Place Notary Seal Above

W:lCapProjlCapProjlBOILERIReal PropertylOffer of Dedication - Righi of Way Rev. 090309.doc

Rev 09/03/09
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EXHIBIT "A"
(LEGAL DESCRIPTION)

PUBLIC STREET AN]) UTILITY EASEMENTS
THOSE PORTIONS OF: LOTS I AND 4 OF BLOCK 13; LOT I OF BLOCK 14; AND LOT 2 OF BLOCK 21 OF
THE ALESSANDRO TRACT, AS PER MAP FILED IN BOOK 6, PAGE 13 OF MAPS, RECORDS OF SAN
BERNARDINO COUNTY, IN TilE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, BEING PORTIONS OF THE LAND ACQUIRED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BY
DECREE ON AMENDED DECLARATION OF TAKING, A CERTIFIED COPY OF WHICH WAS RECORDED
2/24/1943 IN BOOK 571, PAGE 236, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID RIVERSIDE COUNTY, MORE
PARTICLULARL Y DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:

PARCEL 1
BEGINNING AT AN ANGLE POINT IN THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE MARCH AIR RESERVE BASE,
AS SAID LINE IS SHOWN ON A RECORD OF SURVEY FILED IN BOOK 121, PAGES 83-90, INCLUSIVE,
RECORDS OF SAID RIVERSIDE COUNTY, BEING THE WESTERLY TERMINUS OF THAT CERTAIN
COURSE SHOWN ON SAID RECORD OF SURVEY AS" N 89°34'06" W 1628.96''';
THENCE, ALONG SAID NORTHERL Y LINE, AS SHOWN ON SAID RECORD OF SURVEY, THE
FOLLOWING DESCRIBED COURSES:
SOUTH 00°31'35" EAST, 51.13 FEET;
NORTH 89°27'06" WEST, 599.34 FEET;
AND SOUTH 79°16'09" WEST, 467.66 FEET
TO THE INTERSECTION OF SAID LINE WITH THE SOUTHERL Y PROLONGATION OF THAT CERTAIN
COURSE IN THE EASTERLY BOUNDARY OF PARCEL 19870-1, AS GRANTED TO THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA BY DOCUMENT RECORDED OCTOBER 28, 2004 AS INSTRUMENT NO. 2004-0852536,
OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID RIVERSIDE COUNTY, SAID COURSE BEING "SOUTH 0°25'47" WEST,
140.37 FEET", AS DESCRIBED IN SAID DOCUMENT;
THENCE, ALONG SAID PROLONGATION AND SAID EASTERLY BOUNDARY, NORTH 00°25' 54" EAST,
140.44 FEET TO AN ANGLE POINT THEREIN, BEING ON THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE LAND
DESCRIBED IN SAID BOOK 571, PAGE 236 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS;
THENCE, ALONG SAID LAST MENTIONED NORTHERL Y LINE, SOUTH 89°34'06" EAST, 1057.30 FEET
TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING;

CONTAINING 1.697 ACRES (73,922 SQUARE FEET), MORE OR LESS.

PARCEL 2
COMMENCING AT AN ANGLE POINT IN THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE MARCH AIR RESERVE
BASE, AS SAID LINE IS SHOWN ON A RECORD OF SURVEY FILED IN BOOK 121, PAGES 83-90,
INCLUSIVE, RECORDS OF SAID RIVERSIDE COUNTY, BEING THE WESTERLY TERMINUS OF THAT
CERTAIN COURSE SHOWN ON SAID RECORD OF SURVEY AS" N 89°34'06" W 1628.96''';
THENCE, ALONG SAID NORTHERL Y LINE, AS SHOWN ON SAID RECORD OF SURVEY, SOUTH
89°34'06" EAST, 124.70 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING DESCRIBED HEREON;
THENCE, CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY LINE, SOUTH 89°34'06" EAST, 564.85 FEET;
THENCE, SOUTH 00°25'54" WEST, 10.00 FEET TO A LINE, PARALLEL WITH AND DISTANT
SOUTHERL Y 10.00 FEET FROM SAID NORTHERL Y LINE OF THE MARCH AIR RESERVE BASE;

Page 1 of2
Z:I06.087 .OOOCactusA velSurveylDocuments\LegalslROW-USA_Exhibit-A Desc.docx
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EXHIBIT "A"
(LEGAL DESCRIPTION)

PUBLIC STREET AND UTILITY EASEMENTS
THENCE, ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE, NORTH 89°34'06" WEST, 31.59 FEET;
THENCE, SOUTH 38°56'52" WEST, 52.40 F1~ETTO A LINE, PARALLEL WITII AND DISTANT
SOUTHERLY 51.00 FEET FROM SAID NORTHERLY LINE OF TilE MARCH AIR RESERVE BASE;
THENCE, ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE, NORTH 89°34'06" WEST, 79.21 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF
A NON-TANGENT CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY AND IIAVING A RADIUS OF 100.00 FEET, A
RADIAL LINE TO SAID CURVE BEARS NORTH 60°07'47" EAS'r;
THENCE, NORTI-IWESTERLY 32.81 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE TI-IROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF
18°48'01" TO THE BEGINNING OF A COMPOUND CURVE, CONCA VE SOUTHERLY AND 1-1 A VING A
RADIUS OF 65.00 FEET, A RADIAL LINE TO SAID CURVE BEARS NORTH 41°19'46" EAST;
THENCE, WESTERLY 46.40 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 40°53'52"
TO A POINT OF TANGENCY WITH A LINE, PARALLEL WITH AND DISTANT SOUTHERL Y 10.00 FEET
FROM SAID NORTHERLY LINE OF THE MARCH AIR RESERVE BASE;
THENCE, ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE, NORTH 89°34'06" WEST, 279.89 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF
A CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHERLY AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 310.00 FEET;
THENCE, WESTERLY 78.95 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 14°35'33"
TO SAID NORTHERL Y LINE OF THE MARCH AIR RESERVE BASE, AND THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

CONTAINING 0.231 ACRES (10,083 SQUARE FEET), MORE OR LESS.

ALSO AS SHOWN ON EXHIBIT "B", ATTACHED HERETO AND BY THIS REFERENCE MADE A PART
HEREOF.
SUBJECT TO COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, RESTRICTIONS, RESERVATIONS, EASEMENTS AND
RIGHTS-OF-WA Y OF RECORD, IF ANY.

PREPARED BY:

PROACTIVE ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF:

October 13, 2009
J.N.06.087.000

Page 2 of2
Z:\06. 087 .000CactusA ve\Survey\Documents\LegaJs\ROW-USA_ Exhibit-A Desc.docx
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BEING PORTIONS OF: LOTS 1 AND 4 OF BLOCK 1.3; LOT 1 OF BLOCK 14; AND LOT 2 OF BLOCK
21 OF THE ALESSANDRO TRACT, AS PER MAP FILED IN BOOK 6, PAGE 1.3 OF MAPS, RECORDS OF
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STA TE OF
CAUFORNIA, BEING PORTIONS OF THE LAND ACQUIRED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BY
DECREE ON AMENDED DECLARA TlON OF TAKING, A CERTIFIED COPY OF WHICH WAS RECORDED
2/24/1943 IN BOOK 571, PAGE 236, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
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PARCEL 19870-1 PER
INST. 2004-08525.36, O.R.

INDICA TES PUBUC STREET
&- unuTY EASEMENT.

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
n

EXHIBIT "B
PUBLIC STREET AND unLlTY EASEMENTS
Z: \06. 087.000cACTUSA \IE"\SUR\IE"Y\DRAWfNGS\CACTUS-ROW-USA_£X-8.DWG

DATE: 10/13/09

J.N. 06.087.000

SHEET 1 OF 2
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
EXHIBIT nBn
PUBLIC STREET AND unuTY EASEMENTS

z; \06.087.000cACTUSAYE\SURYEY\DRAwrNGS\CACTUS~ROW~USA_£X-B.DItI;

DATE: 10/13/09

J.N. 06.087.000

SHEET 2 OF 2
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OF TilE AIR FORCE
RIGHT OF ENTRY

DEJ>AI~TI\1ENT

Fonncl' March Ail' Forn' Basl" RivCI"sidl' CouIIty, California

The Secretary ofthc Air Forcc (thc "Government" or "'Air Force"), acting through the duly delegated official who has
signed this documcnt, grants to City of Moreno Valley, a municipal corporation in the State of Cali fornia (the
"Applicant") a non-exclusive, nonassignable right ("Right of Entry"), revocable at the will of the Government, for the
premises depicted and/or described in Exhibit A (the --Premises") for the period of nine (9) months, beginning at
commencement of the construction ofCaetus Avcnue Widening project and shall end aller thc completion of
construction of the improvements. The Premises will be used only for the purposes of construction plans, PRO.! ECT
NO. 07-41678527 and No. 07-41683328 which includes but not limited to: Grading; paving; relocation of signal poles,
and EMVD facilities. Exercise of this Right of Entry is subject to the following terms and conditions:

1. Applicant will use this Right of Entry without cost or expense to the Government and subject to any regulations or
directives that may be prescribed by the Government from time to time.
2. Any property of the Government damaged or destroyed by the Applicant incident to the exercise of this Right of

Entry must be promptly repaired or replaced by the Applicant to the satisfaction of the Government, or, in lieu of repair
or replacement, the Applicant must, if required by the Government, pay to the Government money in an amount
sufficient to compensate it for such damage or destruction.
3. All portions of the Premises, including any improvements, must be protected and maintained in good order and
condition at all times by and at the expense of the Applicant to the extent of its usage.
4. In consideration of the Air Force granting this Right of Entry, the Applicant agrees, to the extent allowable by

applicable law, to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Air Force, its agents, officers, servants, and
employees, from and against all liability or claims for injury, death, or damage to person or property, including
any of its contractors, subcontractors, agents, consultants, employees, volunteers, contract bidders, or any other
entity or individual, which injury or damage arises by reason of the granting of access to, or presence on, or use
of the premises. The Applicant further agrees and covenants not to sue the Government, or any of its officers,
agents, servants, or employees, in connection with any such claim or suit.
5. The liability obligations of the Applicant must be secured by a policy of liability insurance in an amount, and with
terms, reasonably satisfactory to the Govemment under the circumstances, which must be delivered to the Air Force
before entry onto the Premises and must name the Government as an additional insured without right of subrogation.
6. The Applicant must comply with all applicable Federal, State and local laws, regulations and standards, including,
without limitation, those regarding environmental protection and pollution control and abatement.
7. Any notice under this Right of Entry must be given in writing, signed by a duly authorized representative of the party
giving such notice, and appropriately delivered or transmitted to the other party.

8. Additional terms: Grantor acknowledges that the rights granted under this Right of Entry would be extended to
Applicant's agents, employees, persons under contract with said City and their employees, as well as, Public Utilities,
and EMWD to perform necessary work related to their facility, under the direction and supervision of the applicant.

March Air Reserve Base

Applicant

By ________________________

By ________________________

MV00234480
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BEING PORTIONS OF: LOT 4 OF BLOCK 7J AND U)T 1 OF BlOCK 14 OF TI-IE ALESSANDfW mACT, AS
PER MAP FILED IN BOOK 6, PAGE 13 OF MAPS, TOGETHEf? WITH A PORTION OF BLOCK 262 OF MAP
NO. 1 OF BEAR VALLEY AND ALESSANDRO DEVELOPMENT Co., AS F'ER BOOK 11, PAGE 10 OF MAPS.
BOTH RECORDS OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, IN THE CITY OF MORENO VALLEY, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE, STA TE OF CALIFORNIA. BEING PORTIONS OF THE LAND ACQUIRED BY THE UNITED STA 7ES
OF AMERICA BY DECREE ON AMENDED DECLARA TlON OF TAKING, A CERTIFIED COpy OF WHICH WAS
RECORDED 2/24/1943 IN BOOK 571, PAGE 236, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Admj¢rative Services Director/City Treasurer

Date:

June 25, 2012

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - April 2012

.tl!7
'

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended April 30, 2012. All investments comply with California Government
Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits of each type.
In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $166,633,985 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for April 2012 of 1.33%. This compares to a YTM in
March 2012 of 1.40% and a YTM in April 2011 of 1.64%. In addition, the City
maintained $27,254,703 in the State Local Agency Investment Fund Pool with a YTM of
0.37%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft, reflecting the
current efforts by the Federal Reserve to energize the economy. Staff does not
anticipate any significant increase in the near future. The Federal Reserve Board has
recently stated that they intend to keep rates low for the next two years.
The March 2012 Quarterly Investment Report was presented at a regular City Council
meeting in May 2012. Submitting this April 2012 Monthly Investment Report by internal
memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised of the City's
investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me (951-413-3024) or Brooke McKinney (951-413-3077) with any
questions.
Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - April 2012
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review - May 2012

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00234485

Attachment 2
May 2012

ARKET REVIE\N
Market Summary
Treasury rates moved lower in April as economic data was slightly weakerthan expected. Oil prices also
subsided in the month, abating some concerns about accelerating inflation. In addition, Operation
Twist (which expires at the end of June) continues to put downward pressure on longer-term interest
rates.
Though some recent domestic economic data has been weaker than expected, we continue to believe
the data is consistent with a slow growth environment. The labor market continues to improve (albeit at
a slow pace), consumer spending trends have been healthy and the manufacturing sector remains
strong. First quarter corporate earnings have also been generally better than expected. While it seems
the pace of the domestic economic recovery has recently moderated, we believe the overall trajectory
remains positive. Meanwhile, political turmoil related to the sovereign debt crisis in Europe, along with
growing concerns about slowing economic growth in China, continues to create volatility in the global
financial markets.
In April, The Federal Reserve Open Market Committee kept policy rates unchanged, with the fed funds
target rate remaining in the range of 0.0-0.25%. The FOMC statement was virtually unchanged from
March. Therewas no changetothe Fed's assurance that the fed funds rate will remain exceptionally low
through late 2014. Overall, the Fed continues to see the economy as "expanding moderately." However,
comments about the labor market were somewhat cautionary. The Fed held off announcing any
additional forms of quantitative easing, and we expect that the Fed will remain on hold for at least the
nextfew months. The next FOMC meeting is scheduled for June 19th and 20th.

TREASURY YIELDS FELL IN APRIL
Source: Bloomberg
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Treasuryyields declined in April as economic data was slightly weaker than expected.

TREASURY YIELDS

4/30712

3/31/12

CHANGE

3 Month

0.09

0.07

0.02

2 Year

0.26

0.33

(0.07)

3 Year

0.37

0.50

(0.13)

5 Year

0.81

1.04

(0.23)

7 Year

1.32

1.61

(0.29)

10 Year

1.91

2.21

(0.30)

30 Year

3.11

3.34

(0.23)

Source; Bloomberg
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices

labor Markets

In March, the CPI showed consumer prices increased 2.7% on a

The April employment report showed the economy added 115,000

year-over-year basis. The year-over-year Core CPI (CPI less food

jobs. The report was disappointing though the unemployment rate

Improvement in the

declined slightly to 8.1%. Although the unemployment rate remains

domestic economy, coupled with rising oil prices, raised investors'

elevated, current economic data suggests that the labor market is

concerns about accelerating inflation.

improving at a slow but steady pace.

Retail Sales

Housing Starts

and energy) increased at a 2.3% rate.

In March, Retail Sales rose 6.8% on a year-over-year basis.

Single-family housing starts edged down slightly in March to 462,000,

Consumer spending rebounded from the depths of the recession

compared to 463,000 in February. The housing market remains under

and recent activity has been healthy.

pressure, but seems to have stabilized following several years of sharp

Nevertheless, elevated

declines.

unemployment levels continue to restrain consumer spending to
some degree.

Credit Spreads Mixed
Spre~a fa

CREDIT SPREADS

TreaslJrtes {'Yo)

One Month
Ago (%)

Chan e
9

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.08

0.15

(0.07)

2-year AA corporate note

0.31

0.24

0.07

5-year AA corporate note

0.59

0.36

0.23

5-year Agency note

0.27

0.26

0.01

Source: Bloomberg

Data as of 4/30/12

Economic Data Slightly Weaker
ECONOMIC INDICATOR

..
<hm:ent Release

Trade Balance

Prior Release

. ®ne
. Year Ago

(46.0) $Bln FEB 12

(52.5) $Bln JAN 12

(45.4) $Bln FEB 11

GDP

2.2% MAR 12

3.0% DEC 11

0.4% MAR 11

Unemployment Rate

8.1% APR 12

8.2% MAR 12

9.0% APR 11

Prime Rate

3.25% APR 12

3.25% MAR 12

3.25% APR 11

CRB Index

305.95 APR 12

308.46 MAR 12

370.56 APR 11

Oil (West Texas Int.)

$104.87 APR 12

$103.02 MAR 12

$113.93 APR 11

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

2.7% MAR 12

2.9% FEB 12

2.7% MAR 11

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

2.8% MAR 12

3.3% FEB 12

5.6% MAR 11

1.32 APR 12

1.33 MAR 12

1.48 APR 11

Dollar / EURO
Source: Bloomberg

10 2012 Chandler Asset Management Inc. An Independent Registered Investment Adviser.
The information c;ontained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Opinions and forecasts regarding industries,
companies, and/or the economy are all subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.

CHANDLER ASSET MANAGEMENT

•

6225 Lusk Blvd

•

San Diego, CA 92121

•

800317 4747

•

Page 2

www.chandlerasset.com
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Ongoing Debate: Money Market Funds
Debate about how to strengthen money market funds
(MMFs) has raged since the Reserve Fund repriced its
securities under $1 a share, known as "breaking the
buck", in September 2008. This occurrence ignited a
run on MMFs that threatened to freeze capital
markets. Since then, regulators, investors, short-term
credit issuers, financial intermediaries and various
other concerned parties have deliberated ways to
strengthen MMFsto avoid a similar crisis in the future.

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) adopted
new rules in January 2010 to enhance MMFs' stability
and reSiliency, and to ultimately stave off future stress in
MMFs. The changes included raising credit quality,
shortening maturity, increasing liquidity and enhancing
transparencyofMMFs.
Continuing Area of Disagreement
Since the financial crisis, the SEC has grappled with
whether to permit MMFs to maintain their net asset
value (NAV) at a stable price without valuing their
holdings using current market prices. The SEC believes
stable value MMFs leave investors with a false sense of
confidence, and that eliminating
this feature would lead to more
informed investors who would be
less likely to panic the next time a
MMF is unable to maintain a stable
NAV.

By investing only in very short-term, high-quality fixed
income secu rities, M M Fs soughtto mai nta i n the va lue
oftheir shares at a stable $1 per share. The stable value
of these funds makes them
attractive to investors - individuals,
The stable value of these
businesses and governmental
entities - who want to avoid risk and
funds makes them
manage their cash investments
attractive to investors without principal variation. At the
same time, MMFs have also
individuals, businesses, Although MMFs seek to maintain
provided a cost-effective credit
price stability, there has never been
option for businesses, financial
and governmental
institutions and governmental
Fluctuations in NAV
a guarantee.
entities - who wa nt to
have always been possible, but rare.
entities in need of short-term
funding. The fact that MMFs held
MMFs typically do not value the
avoid risk and manage
approximately 40% of outstanding
securities in the fund at the current
their cash investments
commercial paper, 67% of shortmarket value when calculating the
term state and local government
NAV.
Rather, they use the
without principal
amortized cost method for valuing
debt and significant portions of
securities (securities are valued at
outstanding short-term Treasury
variation.
and federal agency securities in late
cost, plus or minus any accreted
discount or amortized premium).
2010 highlights the vital funding
1
The rationale for maintaining stable NAVs is that a
role MMFs playinthe United States economy.
portfolio of high credit quality and short maturities of
securities, limits significant volatility in the NAV.
When the Reserve Fund "broke the buck", an
Nonetheless, MMFs continue to "shadow price" their
extremely rare event, investors withdrew their funds
portfolios, whereby the amortized cost is compared to
at a dramatic pace while issuers struggled to refinance
mark-to-market values. If the difference between the
their short-term debt. With investors cashing out, the
methods is more than one half of one percent, MMFs
nation's short-term credit markets virtually froze,
must reprice shares at less than one dollar. Historically,
threatening businesses and government entities.
sponsors of MMFs have supported the funds if the value
Some argue, without urgent stabilizing actions by the
ofthe fund has fallen below $1. There is no obligation to
Federal Reserve and Treasury, the negative
do so, however, and in the case of the Reserve Fund, the
consequences to the economy and capital markets
sponsor did not have the financial resources needed to
would have been far worse.
provide such support.

(1) Money Market Fund Reform Options report by President Obama's Working Group on Financial Markets, dated October 2010.
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Ongoing Debate: Money Market Funds

(CONTINUED)

Many investors along with the mutual fund industry
are opposed to a floating net asset value. In general,
investors in MMFs are conservative and use MMFs for
cash management purposes. They also argue the
accounting and tax issues involved with purchases
and sales of shares of fluctuating value MMFs would
unreasonably burden cash managers and treasurers.
Further, many state and municipal government
investors are required by statute to use MMFs as an
investment tool for cash management because of
their stable net asset value feature. If a floating net
asset value is imposed upon MMFs, then government
entities may be forced out of these funds or incur
unneeded expenses related to legislative changes.
An alternative perspective postulates that since
MMFs are not guaranteed, changing to a floating NAV
is merely an accounting convention and would not
alter the underlying investments held by MMFs. By
reflecting the current market value, fluctuating NAV
MMFs would provide investors with more transparent
disclosure oftheir holdings.
Next Phases

The SEC has continued to evaluate various ways to
strengthen MMFs while making them less susceptible
to irrational investor behavior in times of crisis and
less of a source of systemic risk to the capital markets
and economy.
The SEC is expected to submit
proposals for public comment in the Spring of 2012.
While the final form is not yet fully known, there are
various options being considered to strengthen
MMFs.
Under one alternative, MMFs could continue to use
the stable NAV accounting convention if the MMF
builds up a capital buffer and imposes "redemption
restrictions", both intended to diminish large
redemptions. There are costs associated with each
change. A capital buffer could squeeze MMF yields.
Any negative effect on yield would be exacerbated by
the current low yield environment. The size and
scope of such a cushion is not known. A challenge to
this approach is how to establish a capital buffer that
offers meaningful protection without unnecessarily
interfering with the efficiency of the market. The

proposed redemption restrictions, a freeze on 3% to 5%
of an account's assets for 30 days after each redemption,
would bar investors from making full use of their assets,
limiting liquidity.
Under an alternative option, MMFs could simply
abandon the stable NAV accounting convention. The
change would drive home the point to investors that
money funds are not federally insured, nor is their share
price guaranteed. This explicit acknowledgement might
discourage panic if a fund's share price fell below $1. The
change could make every money fund transaction into a
taxable event, forcing investors to calculate even small
gains and losses in share prices.
Deadlock?
Opposition to additional regulation of MMFs from
various directions appears to have made it difficult for
the SEC to reach a defined course of action. If the SEC is
unable to reach an agreement, the Financial Stability
Oversight Council established by the 2010 Dodd-Frank
Act to monitor large risks to the economy may decide to
officially deSignate money funds as Ifsystemically
important." Such a move would increase pressure on the
SECto overcome disagreements to the new rules.
We believe it is likely that many MMFs would continue to
maintain their stable value, by investing in a conservative
portfolio of securities, making it less likely that the fund's
share price would fall below $1. These new rules may
lead to a stratification of money market fu nds, with those
more likely to have fluctuating net asset values offering
higher yields, while those geared toward the most
conservative investors with higher quality, shorter
maturity funds offering loweryields.
Any ofthe approaches currently being considered would
meaningfully affect MMFs. Investors in MMFs should
stay current with information from the SEC and consider
how the eventual changes will affect their liqUidity.

Sofia Anastopoulos, CFA
VP, Client Service

RISKS AND OTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
Past performance is not indicative offuture results. This report Is provided for general information purposes only and should not be construed as specific legal. tax. or financial planning advice. All opinions and views constitute
judgments or relevant Information as of the diate of writing and such information may b~com~ outdated or superseded at any time without notice. Forecasts are Inh£!rently limited and should not be relied upon as an indicator of

future results. This report is not intended to constitute an offer, ~oli~it<iti"n, recommendation or advice regarding any securities orlnvestment strategy. This information should not be re~rded by rec::ipiel"ltsas a 5ubstituterorthe

exerciseoftheirownjudgment.
Fbu;~d ihcome Investments are subjectto interest. credit, and market risk. Interest rate risk: the value affixed income investments will decline as interest rates rise. Credit risk: the possibility that the borrower may not be able to
repay interest and principaL low rated bonds generally have to pay higher interest rates [0 atrract investors willing to take on greater risk. Market risk: the bond market in general could decline due to economic conditions,

especially during periods of rising interest rates,
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Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
P.
,___ ~__~~~_._.___._____.. __~. ____._._, .....__.____.,
Aril2012

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

27,254,703
171,698,915

27,254,703
172,092,440

759,403
27,254,703 It...
166,633,985

0.70
2.20

[=:===~fota~G!_~~~:!£~ol:io__.-==-=-=-~=)99,7i3,O~;r·_··_·~~~~~q~~06,5.!~:_==~.=~_~~~§~09i' _..__r~~~_

[

3,371,795
1,574,281
7,194,452

o
o

TotilfBondProceeds

19,747
r- "--"I2;!60,2
7S 1

Deferred Compensation Funds

Matket Value as of
Mar 31, 2011

_,m'n'

Nationwide
ICMA
'Tot~rbaeiiedCompensation
[

~--~

Funds':

9,680,668
4,237,069

[

...

m.

B}jf7;737'1

~~-=~=--~.-.-,.----'

226,184,558

Total Investment Portfolio

1. I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
2. The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment advisor, Chandler Asset Management.
3. The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
4. The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
S. The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophic event.

City Treasurer

~
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o
o
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W
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2.10,
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IVlarket Value

Bond Proceeds with riscal Agents

Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts

0.37%
1.33%

City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
~,'
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Portfolio Summary
As of 4/30/2012
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ACCOUNT SUMMARY

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS

TOP ISSUERS

Average Duration

2.10

Average Coupon

2.08%

I"::,..;.,·.,;,,, :·)3i!.<~~il~\~~«1;<~~1~tWf~J I

Average Purchase YTM

1.33 %

rAccruedl~t~rest

Average Market YTM

0.71 %

tTotal Market Value

Average S&PJMoody Rating

AAlAa1

Average Final Maturity

2.20 yrs

!Income Earned
ContJWD

Average Life

2.17 yrs

fMarketValil,e:c';

Par

i

!
Book Value
i
L~~~!Va!.~.!._, __ .._1

SECTOR ALLOCATION

LAIF

200,106,546
971,618
201,078,163

233,283

230,209

199,944,204

194,648,091
196,645,545
199,713,021

202,884,602
205,313,932

Government of United States

14.6 %

Local Agency Investment Fund

13.6 %

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

9.7 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

9.1 %

Federal Home Loan Bank

8.7 %

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

8.5 %

Tennessee Valley Authority

4.0 %

Highmark US Govt Money Market F

CREDIT QUALITY (S&P)
AA -------~~

25%\

(66.9%)
20.7%

20.5%

~~~--~~te
(21.0 %)

3.1 %

71.2 %

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

Money
arket~
Fund

(13.6 %)

205,131,870
972,832
206,1 04,702

% Portfolio

Issuer

20%

FDIC
Insured
US
Commercial
Paper
(2.0%)
cashl
(0.4 %)

~

5%

IUS
TreasuIY
(14.6 %)

~~AAA
...< ;, •. ~ .'
(5.1 %)
%
0-.25 .25 -.5

.5-1

1- 2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5+

Maturity IYrs)

~

<
o
o

1'0

W

.j::>.
.j::>.

<D
......

.,.,
Chandle·tIlsset Management
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

I
CUSIP

Security Description

Par ValuelUI1.Lts

Holdings Report
As of 4/30/12
% of Port.
Gainlloss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

1,006,512.00
5,308.33

0.50 %
6,512.00

Aaa

AA+

0.29
0.29

100.22
0.16%

1,603,574.40
2,683.33

0.80 %
1,799.04

AA+

3,441,354.30
3,447,153.53

100.26
0.23 %

3,458,970.00
7,367.19

1.72 %
11,816.47

AA+

Purchase Date
BookYield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

02113/2009

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.65
0.17 %

1,610,008.00
1,601,775.36

0.75%

Market Value
Jl.ccrued lot.

IAGENCY
---~~

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 8/13/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 8/22/2012

1,600,000.00

FHLMC Note
0.625% Due 12/28/2012

3,450,000.00

880591CWO

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
6% Due 3/15/2013

3,725,000.00

Various
1.88 %

4,194,744.63
3,854,186.04

105.05
0.22%

3,913,071.53
28,558.34

1.96 %
58,885.49

AA+

31331GVD8

FFCB Note
2.2% Due 4/8/2013

1,000,000.00

05/08/2009

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.78
0.30%

1,017,842.00
1,405.56

0.51 %
17,842.00

AA+

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
4.75% Due 8/1/2013

3,750,000.00

4,097,325.00
3,878,628.46

105.56
0.30%

3,958,417.50
44,531.25

1.99 %
79,789.04

AA+

FFCB Note
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

1,964,227.90
1,966,757.96

100.93
0.32%

1,988,242.20
2,037.86

0.99 %
21,484.24

AA+

FFCB Note
2.625% Due 4/17/2014

1,000,000.00

1,055,660.00
1,030,917.42

104.43
0.36 %

1,044,282.00
1,020.83

0.52%
13,364.58

AA+

FNMA Callable Note 1X 5/1/12
2.25% Due 5/1/2014

1,000,000.00

2.25 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.00
2.24%

1,000,000.00
11,250.00

0.50 %
0.00

AA+

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/212014

4,300,000.00

06/08/2010
1.96 %

4,289,551.00
4,294,505.08

103.14
0.39%

4,435,067.30
33,814.72

2.22 %
140,562.22

AA+

3137EACD9

FHLMC Note
3% Due 7/28/2014

1,550,000.00

03/15/2010
2.41 %

1,587,771.95
1,569,371.45

105.73
0.43 %

1,638,821.20
12,012.50

0.82%
69,449.75

AA+

31331GL80

FFCB Note
3% Due 9/22/2014

4,000,000.00

0311712010
2.47 %

4,090,640.00
4,048,040.85

106.09
0.44 %

4,243,476.00
13,000.00

2.12 %
195,435.15

AA+

3136FPLV7

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/2412011
1.57% Due 9/24/2014

2,025,000.00

0912612011
0.65 %

2,080,181.25
2,069,266.28

102.73
0.42%

2,080,377.68
3,267.56

1.04 %
11,111.40

AA+

3134G3CMO

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 12/12/12
0.92% Due 1211212014

1,120,000.00

1211512011
0.83 %

1,121,008.00
1,120,626.52

100.20
0.59%

1,122,261.28
3,978.49

0.56 %
1,634.76

AA+

3133EADW5

FFCB Note
0.55% Due 8/17/2015

3,450,000.00

04/27/2012

3,444,862.95
3,444 ,867 .22

99.91
0.58 %

3,446,915.70
3,900.42

1.72 %
2,048.48

AA+

FHLB Note
1.75% Due 911112015

3,600,000.00

3,685,824.00
3,670,355.05

103.46
0.71 %

3,724,419.60
8,750.00

1.86 %
54,064.55

AA+

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12122/2015

2,000,000.00

2,007,240.00
2,005,569.23

106.87
0.45%

2,137,300.00
16,841.67

1.07 %
131,730.77

AA+

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/8/2011
2% Due 3/8/2016

1,765,000.00

1,825,645.40
1,816,495.52

104.72
0.76 %

1,848,269.17
5,196.94

0.92%
31,773.65

AA+

FNMA Note
2.25% Due 3115/2016

2,875,000.00

1.69 %

2,947,018.75
2,935,185.88

105.60
0.78%

3,035,908.00
8,265.63

1.51 %
100,722.12

AA+

FHlB Note
2.45% Due 313012016

2,150,000.00

07/0712011
1.87 %

2,206,631.00
2,196,859.12

106.49
0.76%

2,289,588.75
4,535.90

1.14 %
92,729.63

AA+

3133XT4J2
3133XYWB7
3137EACQO

880591DW9
31331KET3
31331GTJ8
3136FHMK8
31331JQA4

313370JB5
31331J6C2
3136FPDC8

.

3135GOAl7

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

31~372YS7

2.45 %

11/23/2010
0.51 %

12/22/2010

2.20 %

03/15/2010
1.90 %

03/28/2011
1.10 %

10/05/2010
1.02 %

05/01/2009

0.60%

08/04/2011
1.15 %

03/28/2011
2.27%

08/24/2011
1.22 %

07/25/2011

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.31
0.31
0.66
0.66
0.87
0.86
0.94
0.93
1.25
1.22
1.40
1.39
1.96
1.92
0.00
0.00
2.09
2.04
2.24
2.17
2.40
2.32
2.40
2.36
0.62
1.10
3.30
3.26
3.37
3.26
3.65
3.48
3.86
3.71
3.88
3.71
3.92
3.74

.j::>..
.j::>..
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As of 4/30/12
Cost Value
Mkt Price
Market Value
% of Port.
Moody
Term (yrs)
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06/14/2011

-

;-',>
;.

1.86 %

3,579,229.15
3,560,818.80

106.75
0.81 %

3,709,458.25
37,163.19

1.86 %
148,639.45

Aaa
AA+

4.08
3.85

3,350,000.00

Various
1.42 %

3,456,779.50
3,442,973.64

105.29
0.81 %

3,527,298.75
27,881.77

1.77%
84,325.11

Aaa
AA+

4.12
3.92

FNMANote
5.375% Due 7/15/2016

2,700,000.00

10/13/2011

3,206,106.90
3,148,833.83

118.78
0.83%

3,207,046.50
42,731.25

1.62 %
58,212.67

Aaa
AA+

4.21
3.80

FHLMC Note
2% Due 8125/2016

3,475,000.00

1.19 %

3,610,316.50
3,593,158.43

104.79
0.87%

3,641 ,577.60
12,741.67

1.82 %
48,419.17

Aaa
AA+

4.32
4.13

3135GOCM3

FNMANote
1.25% Due 9/28/2016

1,300,000.00

Various
1.22 %

1,301,462.70
1,301,466.26

101.19
0.97%

1,315,441.40
1,489.58

0.65%
13,975.14

Aaa
AA+

4.42
4.28

3135GDES8

FNMA Note
1.375% Due 11/15/2016

3,400,000.00

01/24/2012

3,431,885.20
3,430,158.24

102.09
0.90 %

3,471,138.20
21,556.94

1.74 %
40,979.96

Aaa
AA+

4.55
4.37

FNMA Note
1.25% Due 1/30/2017

3,425,000.00

3,449,368.88
3,448,333.34

101.22
0.99 %

3,466,843.23
10,822.05

1.73 %
18,509.89

Aaa
AA+

4.76
4.59

FHLB Note
1.05% Due 2/27/2017

1,720,000.00

1,721,582.40
1,721,527.80

101.39
0.76%

1,743,904.56
3,511.67

0.87 %
22,376.76

Aaa
AA+

4.83
4.69

FHLMC Note
1% Due 3/8/2017

3,490,000.00

3,441,314.50
3,442,572.45

99.92
1.02 %

3,487,309.21
5,138.06

1.74 %
44,736.76

Aaa

AA+

4.86
4.72

FHLB Note
1.125% Due 3/10/2017

3,435,000.00

1.05 %

3,447,228.60
3,447,187.38

101.01
0.91 %

3,469,703.81
3,005.63

1.73 %
22,516.43

AA+

4.86
4.72

1.45 %

79,294,968.46
78,487,591.14

0.64%

80,033,037.82
383,76B.33

39.99%
1,545,446.68

Aaa
AA+

3.06
2.95

S137EACT4

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 5/27/2016

3,475,000.00

313373SZ6

FHLB Note
2.125% Due 6/10/2016

31359MS61
3137EACW7

3135GOGY3
3133787M7
3137EADCO
313378WF4

Total Agency

1.29 %

09/14/2011

1.17 %

02/09/2012
1.10 %

02/27/2012
1.03 %

03/14/2012
1.29 %

77,100,000.00

04/24/2012

icA.§W.-I
90CASH$00

'.

_
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O--=--<_<~-:\~_~ --~f_~_=:<:
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--

_ ;_.
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Aaa

~

-->:<~---~

- ;--

-

-- : - - - -

<-

'-'"

759,402.61

Various
0.00%

759,402.61
759,402.61

1.00
0.00%

759,402.61
0.00

0.38%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

759,402.61

N/A

759,402.61
759,402.61

0.00 %

759,402.61
0.00

0.38 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

Bank of Nova Scolia Discount CP
0.3% Due 8/1/2012

2,800,000.00

01/30/2012

2,795,706.67
2,797,853.34

99.92
0.30 %

2,797,853.34
0.00

1.39 %
0.00

P-1
A-1+

0.25
0.25

Toyota Motor Credit Discount CP
0.38% Due 10/15/2012

1,300,000.00

0.39%

1,297,530.00
1,297,708.39

99.82
0.39 %

1,297,708.39
0.00

0.65 %
0.00

P-1
A-1+

0.46
0.46

4,100,000.00

0.33%

4,093,236.67
4,095,561.73

0.33%

4,095,561.73
0.00

2.04%
0.00

P1
A-1+

0.32
0.32

3,795,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,842,985.21
3,795,855.70

100.06
0.40 %

3,797,204.90
31,498.50

1.90 %
1,349.20

Aaa

AA+

0.04
0.04

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash

~COMMERCIAL PAPER
06416JH14
89233GKF2

Total Commercial Paper

~

<
o
o

0.30%

04/18/2012

IF[)IC INSURED US CORPORATE
91160HAC1

US Bancorp FDIC Guaranteed Note
1.8% Due 5/15/2012

1'0
(.0

.j::>.
.j::>.
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CUSIP

fFDIC INSURED

Security Description.

Par Value/Units

Holdings Report
As of 4/30/12
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

us CORPORATE

38146FAA9

Goldman Sachs FDIC Guaranteed Note
3.25% Due 6/15/2012

3,205,000.00

Various
1.26 %

3,344,909.12
3,212,697.46

100.35
0.43 %

3,216,255.96
39,350.28

1.62 %
3,558.50

Aaa
AA+

0.13
0.12

36957HAV9

GE Capital Corp FDIC Guaranteed Note
2.125% Due 12/21/2012

3,645,000.00

05/19/2010
1.27 %

3,723,710.13
3,664,552.20

101.22
0.23 %

3,689,345.07
27,970.31

1.85 %
24,792.87

Aaa
AA+

0.64
0.64

10,645,000.00

1,24%

10,911 ,604.46
10,673,105.36

0,350/.

10,702,805.93
98,819,09

5,37%
29,700.57

Aaa
AA+

0.27
0.27

27,254,702.85

Various
0.36 %

27,254,702.85
27,254,702.85

1.00
0.36 %

27,254,702.85
9,020.24

13.56 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

27,254,702.85

0.36%

27,254,702.85
27,254,702.85

0.36%

27,254,702.85
9,020.24

13.56 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

6,200,985.72

Various
0.00 %

6,200,985.72
6,200,985.72

1.00
0.00 %

6,200,985.72
0.00

3.08 %
0.00

Aaa

AM

0.00
0.00

6,200,985.72

N/A

6,200,985.72
6,200,985.72

0.00 %

6,200,985.72
0.00

3.08%
0.00

AAA

0.00
0.00

Total FDIC Insured US Corporate
ILAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF
lMONEYMARKET FUND FJ
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

Total Money Market Fund FI

Aaa

!USCORPORATE

~

<
0

931142CL5

Wal-Mart Stores Note
4.25% Due 4/15/2013

3,260,000.00

Various
1.54 %

3,491,366.25
3,342,408.46

103.78
0.30%

3,383,270.39
6,157.78

1.69 %
40,861.93

Aa2
AA

0.96
0.95

459200GR6

IBM Corp Note
2.1% Due 5/6/2013

1,225,000.00

01/27/2011
1.00 %

1,255,269.75
1,238,510.02

101.67
0.45 %

1,245,463.53
12,505.21

0.63 %
6,953.61

Aa3
A+

1.02
1.00

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cant 8/13/13
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,666,758.40

101.09
0.53 %

2,693,968.55
4,885.84

1.34 %
27,210.15

Aa3
A

1.29
1.27

254687AW6

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,873,880.60
1,809,396.26

106.33
0.58%

1,828,845.04
29,240.00

0.92%
19,448.78

A2
A

1.63
1.56

525ESC2W8

Lehman Brothers ESCROW CUSIP Defaulted
Due 216/2014

1,000,000.00

04/16/2012
0.22 %

996,000.00
180,000.00

22.25
106.02 %

222,500.00
0.24

0.11 %
42,500.00

NR
NR

1.77
1.15

24422ERA9

John Deere Capital Corp Note
1.6% Due 3/3/2014

440,000.00

02/28/2011
1.63 %

439,564.40
439,733.31

101.80
0.62%

447,912.08
1,134.22

0.22 %
8,178.77

A2
A

1.84
1.81

166751AHO

ChevronTexaco Corp Note
3.95% Due 3/3/2014

2,473,000.00

Various
1.56 %

2,644,928.56
2,578,626.97

106.27
0.53%

2,627,933.45
15,737.89

1.31 %
49,306.48

Aa1
AA

1.84
1.78

6"65859AKO

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

10/20/2010
1.33 %

2,058,421 .00
1,968,494.81

107.43
0.88 %

1,987,362.50
42,781.25

1.01 %
18,867.69

A1
A+

2.00
1.89

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88%

3,411,681.00
3,252,252.22

109.15
1.33 %

3,356,384.03
84,665.00

1.71 %
104,131.81

A1
AA+

2.04
1.89

850,000.00

09/24/2010
1.60 %

973,471.00
925,982.15

111.24
0.78%

945,532.35
20,577.08

0.48 %
19,550.20

A2
A

2.55
2.36

'.

0
1'0
W

74005PAQ7

<D
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As of 4/30/12

Purchase Date
Cost Value
Mkt Price
Market Value
% of Port.
Moody
Term (yrs)
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09247XAD3

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84%

1,674,920.75
1,656,055.63

106.91
0.82%

1,742,606.92
22,344.59

0.88 %
86,551.29

Ai
A+

2.61
2.48

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1% Due 1/15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04%

2,641,540.25
2,598,918.98

105.83
0.91 %

2,677,562.26
23,093.28

1.34 %
78,643.28

Aa3
A-

2.71
2.59

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1/20/2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.34%

2,584,656.00
2,573,369.13

105.34
1.68 %

2,686,185.30
26,470.42

1.35 %
112,816.17

Aa3
A

2.73
2.57

459200HBO

IBM Corp Note
0.55% Due 2/6/2015

695,000.00

02/01/2012
0.72%

691,601.45
691,865.02

99.51
0.73%

691,627.17
902.53

0.34%
(237.85)

Aa3
A+

2.77
2.74

94980VAA6

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65 %

2,584,316.50
2,544,122.48

107.62
1.92 %

2,663,614.80
26,778.13

1.34 %
119,492.32

Ai
A+

2.78
2.59

084670AVO

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010
2.65 %

2,545,012.75
2,520,803.26

106.49
0.83 %

2,646,194.50
17,671.11

1.32 %
125,391.24

Aa2
AA+

2.79
2.66

191216AX8

Coca Cola Company Note
0.75% Due 3/13/2015

2,090,000.00

Various
0.80 %

2,086,645.55
2,086,788.90

100.20
0.68 %

2,094,255.24
2,046.46

1.04 %
7,466.34

Aa3
A+

2.87
2.83

06406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3[15/2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,542,340.14

108.99
1.73 %

2,572,126.24
14,927.01

1.29 %
29,786.10

Ai
A

2.87
2.69

717081DA8

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3[15/2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011
2.33%

1,730,497.50
1,677,811.74

113.24
0.69%

1,755,230.85
10,595.97

0.88%
77,419.11

Ai
AA

2.87
2.69

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/30/2015

740,000.00

Various
2.58%

807,780.55
781,280.52

111.04
0.79%

821,701.92
2,947.15

0.41 %
40,421.40

A2
A

2.92
2.75

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10[15/2015

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010
1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,666,747.55

102.36
0.93%

2,733,038.70
1,928.33

1.36 %
66,291.15

A2
A

3.46
3.36

40,333,000.00

2.03%

42,471,798.91
40,742,265.95

1.50 %

41,823,315.92
367,389.49

20.98 %
1,081,049.97

Ai
A+

2.30
2.19

Total US Corporate

=

jus 'l'REASU RY

~

<
0

912828HE3

US Treasury Note
4.25% Due 9/3012012

1,775,000.00

03[1212010
1.22 %

1,909,517.67
1,796,985.68

101.70
0.17 %

1,805,230.03
6,389.52

0.90 %
8,244.35

Aaa
AA+

0.42
0.42

912828HM5

US Treasury Note
3.625% Due 12/31/2012

2,550,000.00

03/1212010
1.35%

2.708,785.88
2,587,909.74

102.29
0.20%

2,608,272.60
30,981.80

1.31 %
20,362.86

Aaa
AA+

0.67
0.66

912828JQ4

US Treasury Note
2.75% Due 10/31/2013

2,325,000.00

05/10/2010
1.65 %

2,411,188.48
2,362,219.30

103.73
0.26 %

2,411,734.13
173.74

1.20%
49,514.83

Aaa
AA+

1.50
1.48

912828NP1

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7/31/2615

4,050,000.00

04/06/2011
1.99 %

4,009,355.36
4,019,413.36

104.20
0.45%

4,219,909.65
17,718.75

2.11 %
200,496.29

Aaa
AA+

3.25
3.16

912828PE4

US Treasury Note
1.25% Due 10/31/2015

3,600,000.00

Various
1.35 %

3,584,379.25
3,587,581.41

102.59
0.50 %

3,693,092.40
122.28

1.84 %
105,510.99

Aaa
AA+

3.50
3.43

912828PJ3

US Treasury Note
1.375% Due 11/30/2015

3,590,000.00

05/16/2011
1.63 %

3,549,905.00
3,558,330.76

103.03
0.52 %

3,698,820.08
20,635.14

1.85 %
140,489.32

Aaa
AA+

3.59
3.48

912828PS3

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

3,505,000.00

05/16/2011
1.70 %

3,551,973.24
3,542,458.29

105.37
0.55%

3,693,120.36
17,525.00

1.85 %
150,662.07

Aaa
AA+

3.76
3.61

0
1'0
W
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's
Cash and Investments Report
1

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
M!<t YTM

Market Value
Accrued .Int.

% of Port.
Gain/,Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration,

Various
1.33 %

3,578,212.10
3,553,886.84

106.49
0.57%

3,658,007.07
6,546.20

1.82 %
104,120.23

Aaa
AA+

3.92
3.76

12/22/2011
0.89%

3,423,004.63
3,423,144.31

100.69
0.72%

3,448,546.88
12,527.92

1.72 %
25,402.57

AA+

4.59
4.47

28,255,000.00

1.48 %

28,726,321.61
28,431,929.69

0.47 %

29,236,733.20
112,620.35

14.60 %
804,803.51

Aaa
AA+

3.08
2.99

194,648,091.18

1.34%

199,713,021.29
196,645,545.05

0.71 %

200,106,545.78
971,617.50

100.00 %
3,461,000.73

Aa1
AA

2.18
2.10

Security Description

912828QA1

US Treasury Note
2.25% Due 3[31[2016

3,435,000.00

US Treasury Note
0.875% Due 11/30/2016

3,425,000.00

912828RU6

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO

As of 4/30/12
Purchase Date
Book Yield

CUSIP

Ius TREASURY

Holdings Report

Par Value/Units

TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

Aaa

201,078,163.28

~
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City of Moreno Valley

•

April 30, 2012

c~~~

__

__

~~_~_~c_,~~~'~~_~

~~~_~~_=~~~_~

_ _ WITH INVESTMENT POLICY
~c_=

Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
-

-

--

Category

--

Standard

Local Agency Bonds

No Limitation

Complies

Treasury Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1/P-1/F-1 minimum ratings
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maximum maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - L.A.I.F.
Maximum program limitation
Prohibited Securities

Maximum maturity

5 years

~

o

.j::>.
.j::>.
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!

I

Complies
Complies

Complies

I

Complies
Complies
Complies

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, InterestComplies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

<
o
1'0
W

Comment

Complies

,
I

,

'''"-

Holdings Report Glossary
CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.

% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.
Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.
~

25
o

1'0
W
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Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.

Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.

~
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',C.ITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

l
-

Account
N,lme
~_~.
~'~~~h~~~
_ _
•

___

~

Account
Number
~_'
~

Pur'chase
Investment..
lssu~r .
.
Date
---.-'""'=.~~._~_._''"'_'_~~=;,,_-~. _ _ ~_~...,~~=~~_. _ _ _. _. _.~_--~--,,-~...,_,--~

_ b . -___ _ _

Maturity
Date.

--'

Stated
Rate

Market Value

%ofof .
Price

Yield

-~.----~-.-------'-~-.

Portf'oli~

COl1ullunif Facilities Disch'iet S7-1 IA-l

~t~~:~~~unM

_~__.. 0¥30~3~'''O5/0~2'' ... ~i5,856~·~-o:oi!~~~·o.01%-·t:OOOO"~.'" ~:ii2"£J

~....P6~~800 ~._moneym~¥et!~;~~~.~.(}~~t..~~~~

reserve fund
22631804
money market fund
~dminexi;acct""2263i805·moneymarket~.und
debt service acct
22631809
money market fund

WF Govt Fund

04/30/12 05/01/12
1,028,981
0.01 %
64/30!i2""05/01ji2""377
0.01%
- ..--~--04/30/12
05/01/12
535,937
0.01 %

Fund

~~Govt
WF Govt Fund

--_._.-_.

~~~_~.!~~ f~~i=~::=3~63~~E.~_~~~~fmar~~tJu~~_~2~~_~~~11_d_-·_._ _~.
reserve fund

22631904
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
.. 22631905 ....... mOI1ey·mo!!.~ fun~ __ ~~~~tF~~

~dlnillexpacct"
~

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

8.462%
6:oo3Qi~"1

--'

4.407%

"o4/30i12~'" o~jo:ij]j~~~:' 193,6~~.=-· -'~:OiW =~~i-"!~,JO~~~E=_i.S93~]

04/30/12 05/01/12
._~_"·_04f..;.30/12" osjo1/ii

365,408
0.01%
8·0.oi%
2,820,235

0.01%
1.00000
3.005%
0.0~1 % . 1.00000 "'O~O~~!~J

CFD#5

~ries'B Revellue
Series B reserve

,,22333500
22333503

WI' c.5'~ Fun~~c~....£.~._..' _ ".~

moneymktfund
money mkt fund

WF GovtFund
~esBadnlinfun(i'.~ 22333~04 .. moneym~~fund~~~'-"~Govt Fu~d ..

04/30/12'05/01;12"
04/30/12 05/01/12

~'-"~'''''o473ojii''

05/01/12"

19,3360~i%
0:01% 1.000000.iS9°,f I
527,669
0.01 % 0,01%
1.00000
4.339%
-"'127" . . ·.. o~~i°t£. ·O.O!~~~i.ooo~§ "O:li01"70J
547,132

.~_~~ll:y mkt f~~_ _~ G~!..~,::~~_ ..._.______..~~30ji~~_ 05/~1/12
~Q

~

~~

~

ibondfund
!C..:
____

WF__Govt
Fund
04/30/12
05/0:t,ii2
'973,360"
~_"""_""",,~,,,~ _ _ .___ ._~'~._._~._.__ -..~___ ~,..., __ -.,
'"

~

WF Govt Fund

....

~..........

WF Govt Fund

~

.....................04/30/12
............
04/30/12
~

0:01%
05/01/12
2,992,869
%
.................. ""-""'"'' ..- ..0.01
.......
05/01/12
1,315,143
0.01%
5,281,372

~.--.-

~_.

2227760{) ___ ~~~:r.~kt l~nd
22277604
money mkt fund

~~

- ---- -

-----~~

04/30/12'~''o5101,ti2''

WF_~vt F~nd
WF Govt Fund

___

..

04/30/12

. .-

-~

__.~__ . 20350~~_..~~e.

.......... ~

....... i;iSO,692

____ 'o4/30jif'
,___
04/30/12

05/01/12

2,056,652
3,187,344

~

o

1'0
W
.j::>.

01

o
o

r
f'

".~~_~

.... "'43 .

=.

259,309
. ...........
26
324,1';1U
12,160,275

Summar' of Bond Proceeds with Fiscal A ellts

'Construction Funds

. -..

··:!.:OOOOO·......9.298,;;;1

,

Pnnd?!!~~!ii!erest. ~~i:otintS....

3,371,795
·.~~~":"1~~4~~!:.J

Debt Service Reserve Funds

.. CustodY-Accounts ... .........

7,194,452
. .. 0·'
.1

..

s---'---Arhlffa:geRebate AccOililtS·-.. --·----------..- -..---o-~
19,747 .
12,160,275
Total Fiscal Agent Funds

L __ l ___~Oth!:~~~~~~~~_..=_~ . ~_=~::...:~ .....>=._____ =~_
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0,01%

0.01%

1.00000

16.913%

o;.i.ooooo·
0.5330/~!
-----_.__. ._._._-----_.
__._--_.....1

Totals

1

O:oio/~"-O:Ol %

05/01/12...... 64,855 ·o.oi0;."0.01
05/01/12

~_~ ... ~o4/30ji2-·05{~~~~

WF Govt Fund

~

.-

.....~- --"""~~-...-......---

~~~!un'!....____.._.~035030~_.!:~_,:.:~~-=-- _______~ (}~~!!::~~
fund
reserve
Govt Fund ..
rreserve
.... ...........
... . 20350303
.................
.. WF
........................

<
o

0.01- %
1.00000
8.004% i
~ __ . ______.-..~ ....,_~ __'
0.01%
1.00000
24.612%
........
.... . ...............
0.01% 1.00000 10.815°/?J
43.431 %

Z007 Taxable Lcase Revenue Bonds - Elcctric Utilit

. __
construction fund
~~

ladmin fund

___i.o~ooo·o.ooo,;;o 1

2005 Lcase Rev"nue Bond

Ibond
fund
18042800
money mktf'und
r:.~ __ .~. __ ~_"'-"'_",,~- ___ ~ __ . . . ~~~_,..
reserve
fund
18042804
mkt ............
fund
r'- ...... ......... ' .. .. . , .....,,_.............................. money
..
t~onstructi~n fund
18042806 ... money mktf'und
~

. O.Ol~~ __~:~~!~

2
2

0.01 %
0.01%

0.01%
0.01%

. ................. _.. . .....

1.00000
1.00000

.... ......... .......

2,132% '!
0.000% 1
2.666%
100.000%

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
"

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
.·:N'a:tjoAwj4~;·{
"

'c
M.ul .. et Value

M.uket \"-..llne as

of Mar31, 2011

Fund

'~-;~, -~

<--><'..-

~lS

,\1.Hke-t V.llue' clS

of M.lr 31,2011

Fund

Fund

ofl\-1i1r31,2Ur!

L~!A~ciilni~'Xpo'1¥ifeFlili;C~'c";;~ ccc . ~::~~ii2~iJ

~~~£§i~JPartT€~¥pj';Y~!~f~_~..~._~~:::!i~L=~.~]
Certificare. ofDepo.it 3 year. . .

,,~

__

~

••

~~_._.

_--,.-._~

B.~~a!es

___

• __

~

~~

__

~O~~_~

______

~.,__

.

____

_~_<

..... 36,320
____
_____ ;

______•

_~

~

_~

__

....:.J
~':-:'"

of I?ep~si!3..1.':.~_·_·_.'_._ •. _____. _._._~!_704 _.
58,788

Bond Fund Of America

~~~,~~lo[,§~~~~__ ._.~_.:~.~,::=~~.·~,=:~~,::·=~· 83~5~~_··.·]
Investment Co. of America

30,087

...

..

. .

. . . . .46,622

~eiiiY[;,~-;pen~ence~=~~~:":~.. ~~2j~.":·~.='J
Fidelity Equity Income

~ideiiiY M~geU.an·
JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A

30,984
__ .._.~ ___ .,._•._}1iJ,17.9___]
619,827

!E~e~~i:~~~~};;';ii~==:~:..:..._.~.o.__~:T-=~ 9O;~~~~7J
Invesco Mid Cap Core Equity

22,214

~sE~~§i ··=~=.:.~·~-L:':'=""2=~··;·'·.=·>·"-·O··-c~·."]

fH~~~;~!~hl~l~~S~C~=~_==. __.."-_:_=~:=:~'14;E96;:~]

Vanguard Index 500 ..... .

88,163

Nationwide InvDes Mod Cons Fund SC

42,955

16,611

Nationwide InvDes Aggr Fund

44,914

Nationwide Inv Des Cons

87,089

.

.

...

283,133

Fidelity Contrafund

~~2:d Wind~o~IJ ···~o~=~=~==Vanguard
Total
Bond Index
-'" "--" "-'

f"-' -

~.----,--

<_0'"

l~~~~!~~_II1"'!?E..!~

---~.-~----

•• -

_.-

-

.=~"~ 54;~!_~_... _j ~~~o.!~~e Inip,.!" Mo~lcC.:""-.~ . _"::____~. ___~~L_.~_J
183,910

"._"--,. - - - " - - - . - - -

-,,-.~--~----

----

-

'"

>..

__ . . __

Templeton Foreign I

____

__".__ ~___~ __~_____~~!~_ _
a

~~~~~i~.9:o:";~=-_ .. =~ .""~_~
Stable Fund C

DWS ffigh Income Fund A

" 6 6 , 7 1 i .-. ! ~W~_~g_~~~~:~:....~=~~.=

Jan;;';-Advisor FortY'-~-~'~- -'-'--''''''-''--38,862'----

r'

j

J

Oppenheimer Global Fund A

FUlld

2,500,503

.

Nationwide De.t 2025 Inst Svc

215,005

l~.~~'i.n..wid~_';s_·i2_03_III_ns_iSi;:c:_~~~~~~·_·"_"".~:"iJ
Total Nationwide Deferred
-""$"'9""',6""8~O,668

~.

.

..

~

~road Market". ~,:,~,-_.. _~._"~__ ",~~_.'_,__ 62,126 "~
500 Stock Index

75,939

~~!.ii~!~;.ri~:=·"······==~=~~"~.='::~-=_::==:~.=~:"3ii;~o85~=~~:"_1
As.et Ailocation

.

~~~~~~~--~=.":':'~~:"~=,-:.- ==~-:.~~~-" -~~~£""'!
Cash Management

26,090

__

jPi{;SF~!==-=--==~

1,O~~_~.~,
19,512

Saving. Oriented

t~~~s~~~~_e=~~~~~~.~~=~ •. _~~~_ .. ~·~·_ ........ __~~!?91.~J
Traditional Growth

..

248,242

~~g~Ta,.ri G;~;';th:':"":"·=.... __=~=_ ~-=-"=:" '348;789 ..:.....J
Milestone 2010

~st°1!.';ioii;·
Milestone 2025

<
o

Milestone 2035

~_.

=.25~L":"::J
17,528

__

14,152

[@!~0;';2iJ4~._·"_,_~.__ .. ~_:= .:.=-_=-~_=.~~~":=:"=J

o

1'0
W
01
o
........

. . __. . . ,. _. ._.

~!est~n"~~i1.~:"=·-·- "'~~ __:=-=.-=:":.~-"'" ":ii52i~

~

.j::>.

···=__ ~=_

13,853

,~

"

-

Vantage Growth Fund

231,474

"summa:jyf,},Plin
D~-ferr~d

180,834

VT Fidelity Contrafund
!"·T_"~·

213,348

'..

~.

7--

.'

··'~·77 r'~:""":77::=,~:

90,125

i\-1~lrkeL V.lhll~ cl,s

rvhrk('( Value cl5
of IV[,,,· 31, 2Ull

I'u 11<1

0

YLAccount

lI'{~~.imw,~deries!j02Iibi~~~~~·_ _:,=,:,,::_.__·_i~A~_"~.J

72,869

___~_.:.--=-=.::....._~=5i,76:o,.=~J

!~1~ill~~!J~idSap~q::-i-~--C<~:':~·=:·~~}~~_0.~
Growth and Income

25,256

':"._=~·258,17~_.-.J !!i~on~~~~:Q~~~.~R.y'~j~~~~!.c~=: ..=~~=== 1;073' ... ~.J

[~

iVl.ukt.'t \-·,j;11u~ as
of M~r 31,2011

Cuml)e-nst.ltion PI.)11

Total Nationwide
Total lCMA

fi~¥Q~rrr~d;c:.i"'pei1sa~onPi~\;

o( ;\-1.1."31, 2'rJ1
$9,680,668
4,237,069
$13,917;737 .•• ·

.':::'7_~_l

kYIViln!ageP3~~~~as~,!~ndex.lUIl<L:.:...~71,029 .. ~!

r'VT.....Fidelity
-......Diversified
---. '---- ..International
--:-...-.-...

..

--.~.-------

~~§ZN~1::' Vali~

54,202
" " - " ' - ' ' ' ' _ ' 0 ~"" • • -

,,__

- "'-" -- .. --- ... -"

-

1,934

..'

VT Calvert Equity Portfolio

r·------·

..

:...!3,7~L_J

VT Oppenheimer Main Street

fti,~~de~ii.!,Urli;m~=~·-=-====_
'-~""---.~~---'.

5,454,,_.J
8

_. --, ---,,_._--._._-

-~-.-.-

__._,_.__

tY.~_~:~.~~~!~~

» __

~~-.

---- .. -. __ ."

.18,9~~_.._.

.J

29,563

VT Nuveen Real E.tare Sees

~.~.ii!~.~~~.~r.y"aiue _=='::===--.'::==._~.·1~~'::_]
VT Vantagepoint MS Ret Inc

[:

. . . . .........

,

.. -..........

36,046

...

. .................. --... ...

.....

.

;V.!_y~ta!l.~~~!:,,!,I~_a:!o!'"~~~1!<,l Sec~~~__...;,__~~~.,,_J
VT Vantagepoint Select Value
86
~-

.----- ---- ..-.. --- ---~

----.-.-~:.-~--~.'------

-,,----.-

~

.----- ..-., ..----.- ... --

-~

-

-~---···l

~!.:":.~1:1:..~~~!~_i.df§~.I!'~~~__..~._."._ ... __ ...__12,9~......._..J
VT PIMCO Total Return
49,126

. .___~·~~~ __~-=-~:.._=2,4iji..:=~~J

~!~co:lligh ~~!L_:

r.h........

VT Harbor Inrernational Adm;
u n ..........................

' .....

h--h ..

~--

15,847

. .' . h . . . ..... h...

,

VT Harb02.':~~£ap Gr~!!'~~_. __....:_._.~_. __..__'_h_~J

·······...... ·...... ·'TotaUCMA.··
..· ..·... .. ·........·.: .. ·····
E·
...
····~

".~'-...-.~----- -~-

---~---.-----,~--~-
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J

~~i;;~~d!=§i~ CafG;';~E=.=--=~=· "47,~~__ ~__
Nationwide Inrer Val InstSvc

leMA

[

DFA US Micro Cap Port

i!aDin~~J~~.~!!?~~ In~~~_..._"..___._.:._.~..~==2Ej;j~===J ~a.~~Wid~I~i~~~i:!~~:F1ind __.__~ __~725~~£~=]

tr!:ieiitY Pu:iim =._~_.~='::":':=-...'::=-___·_·~~;SSi._~ [~<?_<f~~~~_~~~':"" ..~,~_=-==~=--=-_==.= ·····(C....:....::J
tran;;"F~d

67,175

....=j

.,

__

Vanguard Wellington

~~~~d oi~i§.__~":"',",~~~.:.==~ =-=-'I~~L~j
Brown Cap Mgmt IncSMCo

33
~S~~9tol£i!l=~7'~:'~: -;=~:'- ~ ··.····5Z;i.~
Am Century Select
108,902
American Century Balanced

. 263,437

Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)

$4,237,069

Savings Deposits and CD's
Mutual Funds

ttoiaI_~_~~~edC~~nS.tionp~~S··· ._~.

$4,580,286
9,337,451
$13,917,737

•
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DREAMS

Financial & Administrative
Services Department

SOAR

MEMORANDUM

$.:

on

~

To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
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From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Adminis~it!vN(e Services Director/City Treasurey

Date:

April 16, 2012

;;
i

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - February 2012

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended February 29, 2012. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $165,420,407 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for February 2012 of 1.40%. This compares to a
YTM in January 2012 of 1.43% and a YTM in February 2011 of 1.57%. In addition, the
City maintained $33,849,881 in the State Local Agency Investment Fund Pool with a
YTM of 0.38%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft, reflecting the
current efforts by the Federal Reserve to energize the economy. Staff does not
anticipate any significant increase in the near future. The Federal Reserve Board has
recently stated that they intend to keep rates low for the next two years.
The March 2012 Quarterly Investment Report will be presented at a regular City Council
meeting in May 2012. Submitting this February 2012 Monthly Investment Report by
internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager are kept apprised of
the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me (951-413-3024) or Brooke McKinney (951-413-3077) with any
questions.
Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - February 2012
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review - March 2012

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager
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Treasurerts Cash and Investments Report
Fehru.uy2012

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

37,499,881
170,921,750

171,267,718

165,420,407

:~-~«'TofarGenerarP0rff0iio ---~--------209;285,49-1--.-209:693,409~_=_~2i',-3-;784,l48

Bond Proceeds with Fisc.ll Agents
Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts

.• T-oElIBond Proceed-s-_~---_J

;----~-

Deferred Compensation Funds

Nationwide
lCMA
: l'(;~~fj~ferred c:oinl'e.ns-~g(}n~Ftiild~J

o
o

225,563
.------.-10,587,Sill

Market Value as of
Dec 31, 2011

9,316,149
3,913,979

,-__ --:--~I3,23O:!2S]
233,511,348

I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City Council There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment advisor, Chandler Asset Management
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Councilor any unforeseen catastrophic event

£;e.~

Teichert~

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..

o

W

Years

3,371,762
627,470
6,363,016

Richard
City Treasurer

01

0.38%
1.40%

i'Vlarket Value

Total Investment Portfolio
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.70
2.08
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Portfolio Summary
As of 2/29/2012
<---:~~~_~-<"":::: ~~

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

,

j ~ ....~.. ~..._~._......_.._... _.._~.•.._...... ~ __...
Beg. Values
as of 1/31112

:I
I
L

Average Duration

1.94

Average Coupon

2.20%

Average Purchase YTM

1.40 %

Average Market YTM

0.62%

Average S&P/Moody Rating

AAlAa1

Average Final Maturity

2.08 yrs

I

Income Earned
ContIWD

j

2.04 yrs

~

Par
Book Value
Cost Value

I

Average life

I
i
~
~

~
SECTOR ALLOCA nON

Fund

,
j

.

Market Value
: Accrued Interest
i Total Market Value

I

I
!

f

202,547,757

203,784,148
206,940,434
209,285,491

Issuer

17.8 %

Government of United States

15.6 %

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

10.3 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

8.8 %

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

8.2 %

Federal Home Loan Bank

7.5 %

Tennessee Valley Authority

3.8 %

US Bank Corp FDIC Insured

n

IUS
Treasury
(15.6 %)

I

1.8 %
73.9%

CREDIT QUALITY (S&P)

AA

23.6%
~~'l

% Portfolio

Local Agency Investment Fund

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

---,

~

I

241,871

(57.7 %)

21.8 %

~'-

19.1 %

I

:::I
Cashi
(0.4%)

I

End Values j ~
as of 2129112
209,693,409 .
1,205,032 !.
210,898,441

241,915

205,935,162
208,213,811

J

~-~':.':~ -~:-_ ::----:--:-~·~~-~~-"'i

TOP ISSUERS

0>. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

209,113,029
1,130,182
210,243,211

-_.

,13.9%

10%

5%

~~~;~~t;;~Y ~~%)
%

o- .25

.25 - .5

.5 - 1

1 -2

2-3

3·4

4-5

5+

Maturity (Yrs)

NR
(18.3%)

(12.3 %)

~

<
o

"

o

1'0
W
.j::>.

01

Chandler Asset Management

o

.j::>.

r-----

--~

..

~-~-----.-~---------------
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Security Description

~.

0'

~

• • • • • • • ' " , • _____ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Holdings Report

:l'

As of 2/29/12
~.~.

Par Value/Units

~

__

•

~

•• __ .•. _.' _____ ,_. _ _ " _ . __ ,, __

__ • •

~_.

___

• _"" _ _

•.• ______ • ____

.~_~

• _ _ _ • __ , __

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ••

_._~_.

__

~_

•••

~

•• _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • __ • • __

~

__

_ • • • • • _______

~

~

_ _ _ _ _ ._ • •

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

02/13/2009
2.45 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.04
0.16 %

1,010,437.00
1,225.00

0.48 %
10,437.00

Aaa

AA+

0.45
0.46

!AGENCY

3133XT4J2

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 8/13/2012

1,000,000.00

3133XYWB7

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 8/22/2012

3,500,000.00

11123/2010
0.51 %

3,521,892.50
3,505,980.05

100.35
0.14 %

3,512,295.50
765.63

1.67 %
6,315.45

AA+

3137EACQO

FHLMC Note
0.625% Due 12/28/2012

3,450,000.00

12/22/2010
0.75%

3,441,354.30
3,446,433.06

100.34
0.21 %

3,461,805.90
3,773.44

1.64 %
15,372.84

AA+

880591 CWO

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
6% Due 3/15/2013

3,725,000.00

Various
1.88 %

4,194,744.63
3,878,967.01

105.72
0.50 %

3,938,226.45
103,058.34

1.92 %
59,259.44

AA+

31331GVD8

FFCB Note
2.2% Due 4/8/2013

1,000,000.00

05/08/2009
2.20 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.14
0.26%

1,021,446.00
8,738.89

0.49 %
21,446.00

AA+

880591DW9

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
4.75% Due 8/1/2013

3,750,000.00

03/15/2010
1.90 %

4,097,325.00
3,895,797.69

106.29
0.31 %

3,985,953.75
14,843.75

1.90 %
90,156.06

AA+

FFCB Note
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

03/28/2011
1.10 %

1,964,227.90
1,966,370.19

100.98
0.35 %

1,989,309.94
8,473.19

0.95 %
22,939.75

AA+

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 1/7/2014

2,450,000.00

03/1712010
2.09%

2,486,372.70
2,467,702.60

103.99
0.34%

2,547,843.20
9,187.50

1.21 %
80,140.60

AA+

FNMA Callable Note 1X 4/16/12
3% Due 4/16/2014

1,000,000.00

04/16/2009
3.00 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.32
0.57%

1,003,160.00
11,250.00

0.48 %
3,160.00

AA+

FFCB Note
2.625% Due 4/17/2014

1,000,000.00

10/05/2010
1.02 %

1,055,660.00
1,033,551.45

104.48
0.51 %

1,044,786.00
9,770.83

0.50 %
11,234.55

AA+

FFCB Callable Note Cont 4/25/12
1.62% Due 4/25/2014

3,695,000.00

04/13/2011
1.62 %

3,694,630.50
3,694,735.35

100.18
1.54 %

3,701,584.49
20,950.65

1.77 %
6,849.14

AA+

FNMA Callable Note 1X 5/1/12
2.25% Due 5/1/2014

1,000,000.00

05/0112009
2.25%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.31
0.43 %

1,003,139.00
7,500.00

0.48 %
3,139.00

AA+

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/2/2014

4,300,000.00

06/08/2010
1.96 %

4,289,551.00
4,294,065.20

103.06
0.53%

4,431,618.70
20,198.06

2.11 %
137,553.50

AA+

FHLMC Note
3% Due 7/28/2014

2,650,000.00

03/15/2010
2.41 %

2,714,577.85
2,685,588.67

106.47
0.31 %

2,821,558.35
7,287.50

1.34 %
135,969.68

AA+

FFCB Note
3% Due 9/22/2014

4,000,000.00

03/17/2010
2.47 %

4,090,640.00
4,051,393.81

106.10
0.60 %

4,244,008.00
53,000.00

2.04%
192,614.19

AA+

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3f24/2011
1.57% Due 9/24/2014

2,025,000.00

09/26/2011
0.65 %

2,080,181.25
2,072,348.75

102.54
0.57 %

2,076,513.98
13,865.06

0.99 %
4,165.23

AA+

FNMANote
2.625% Due 11/20/2014

1,450,000.00

03/12/2010
2.54%

1,455,206.95
1,453,024.96

105.53
0.58%

1,530,176.30
10,678.65

0.73 %
77,151.34

AA+

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 12112/12
0.92% Due 12/1212014

1,120,000.00

12/15/2011
0.83 %

1,121,008.00
1,120,796.38

100.16
0.72%

1,121,761.76
2,261.16

0.53 0/0
965.38

AA+

FHLB Note
1.75% Due 9/11/2015

3,600,000.00

08/04/2011
1.15 %

3,685,824.00
3,673,849.89

103.10
0.86%

3,711,556.80
29,750.00

1.77 %
37,706.91

AA+

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12/22/2015

2,000,000.00

03/28/2011
2.27%

2,007,240.00
2,005,824.66

105.05
1.00 %

2,101,058.00
9,008.33

1.00 %
95,233.34

AA+

31331 KET3
3137EABX6
3136FHGK5
31331GTJ8
31331KHFO
3136FHMK8
31331JQA4
3137EACD9
31331GL80
3136FPLV7
31398AZV7
3134G3CMO
313370JB5

~

<
0

31331J6C2

0
1'0
W

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.48
0.48
0.83
0.83
1.04
1.00
1.11
1.09
1.42
1.39
1.57
1.55
1.86
1.82
0.13
0.13
2.13
2.07
2.15
0.15
0.17
0.17
2.26
2.21
2.41
2.34
2.56
2.45
2.57
2.51
2.73
2.63
0.79
1.80
3.53
3.40
3.81
3.64

.j::>.

01

0

01

Chandler Asset Management
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Security Description

Par Value/Units

Holdings Report
As of 2/29/12

---Mkt Price

---~.--.,-..--------.~-.

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

------"""'.......

-~--,.--

-.-.--Term
---,-_.(yrs)

Mkt VTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Duration

iAGENCY
I
3136FPDC8

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/8/2011
2% Due 3/8/2016

1,765,000.00

08/24/2011
1.22 %

1,825,645.40
1,818,728.09

104.47
0.87 %

1,843,824.90
16,963.61

0.88 %
25,096.81

Aaa
M+

4.02
3.84

3135GOAL7

FNMA Note
2.25% Due 3/15/2016

2,875,000.00

07/25/2011
1.69 %

2,947,018.75
2,937,782.30

105.04
0.97 %

3,020,038.00
29,828.13

1.45 %
82,255.70

Aaa
M+

4.04
3.84

313372YS7

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 3/30/2016

2,150,000.00

07/07/2011
1.87 %

2,206,631.00
2,198,859.40

105.73
1.01 %

2,273,186.40
22,094.24

1.09 %
74,327.00

Aaa
M+

4.08
3.86

3137EACT4

FHLMC Note
2.S% Due S/27/2016

3,475,000.00

06/14/2011
1.86 %

3,579,229.15
3,564,339.27

106.70
0.89 %

3,707,946.63
22,684.03

1.77%
143,607.36

Aaa
M+

4.24
4.02

313373SZ6

FHLB Note
2.12S% Due 6/10/2016

3,350,000.00

Various
1.42 %

3,456,779.50
3,446,752.04

105.09
0.91 %

3,520,521.70
16,017.20

1.68 %
73,769.66

Aaa
M+

4.28
4.08

31359MS61

FNMA Note
5.375% Due 7/15/2016

2,700,000.00

10/13/2011
1.29 %

3,206,106.90
3,166,658.61

118.91
0.96 %

3,210,448.50
18,543.75

1.53 %
43,789.89

Aaa
M+

4.38
3.96

3137EACW7

FHLMC Note
2% Due 8/25/2016

3,47S,000.00

09/14/2011
1.19 %

3,610,316.50
3,597,728.92

104.73
0.92%

3,639,218.08
1,158.33

1.73 %
41,489.16

Aaa
M+

4.49
4.30

3135GOCM3

FNMA Note
1.25% Due 9/2812016

1,000,000.00

12/23/2011
1.26 %

999,396.00
999,418.60

101.45
0.93 %

1,014,491.00
5,312.50

0.48 %
15,072.40

Aaa
M+

4.58
4.42

3135GOES8

FNMA Note
1.375% Due 11/15/2016

3,400,000.00

01/24/2012
1.17 %

3,431,885.20
3,431,267.13

101.91
0.96 %

3,465,099.80
13,765.28

1.65 %
33,832.67

Aaa
M+

4.72
4.54

3135GOGY3

FNMA Note
1.25% Due 1/30/2017

3,425,000.00

02/09/2012
1.10 %

3,449,368.88
3,449,153.70

101.22
0.99 %

3,466,877.48
3,686.63

1.65 %
17,723.78

Aaa
M+

4.92
4.76

3133787M7

FHLB Note
1.05% Due 2/27/2017

1,720,000.00

02/27/2012
1.03 %

1,721,582.40
1,721,580.67

99.86
1.08 %

1,717,S78.24
501.67

0.81 %
(4,002.43)

Aaa
M+

5.00
4.85

78,020,000.00

1.57 %

80,334,396.26
79,578,698.45

0.70 %

81,137,469.85
496,141.35

38.71 %
1,558,771.40

Aaa
AA+

2.84
2.64

863,859.S3

12/31/2011
0.00 %

863,859.53
863,859.53

1.00
0.00%

863,859.53
0.00

0.41 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

NfA

863,859.53
863,859.53

863,859.53

863,859.53

0.00%

0.00

0.41 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

2,800,000.00

01/30/2012
0.30%

2,795,706.67
2,796,430.00

99.87
0.30%

2,796,430.00
0.00

1.33 %
0.00

P-1
A-1+

0.42
0.42

2,800,000.00

0.30%

2,795,706.67
2,796,430.00

0.30%

2,796,430.00
0.00

1.33 %
0.00

Pi
A·1+

0.42
0.42

3,310,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,371,727.28
3,314,808.89

100.31
0.21 %

3,320,403.34
23,363.08

1.59 %
5,594.45

Aaa
M+

0.17 ~
0.17

Total Agency
; CASH
90CASH$00

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash
:COMMERCIAL PAPER
06416JH14

Bank of Nova Scotia Discount CP
0.3% Due 8/112012

Total Commercial Paper

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

lFDIC INSURED US CORPORATE
06050BAG6

Bank of America Corp FDIC Guaranteed
Note
2.1 % Due 4/30/2012

.j::>..

01

0

(J)

Chandler Asset ManagemMl
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As of 2/29/12
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

~--

..

~--.-

.

---~--

.. ,.-- .. ------- •• --.-

% of Port.

. _...

-----.--~-~-.~-~

..

--.~-

••

Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

...

+

FDIC INSURED US CORPORATE
91160HAC1

US Bancorp FDIC Guaranteed Note
1.8% Due 5/15/2012

3,795,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,842,985.21
3,799,584.15

100.34
0.19 %

3,807,868.85
20,113.50

1.82 %
8,284.70

Aaa
AA+

0.21
0.21

38146FAA9

Goldman Sachs FDIC Guaranteed Note
3.25% Due 6/15/2012

3,205,000.00

Various
1.26 %

3,344,909.12
3,223,131.79

100.86
0.32%

3,232,607.87
21,989.86

1.54 %
9,476.08

Aaa
AA+

0.29
0.29

36967HAV9

GE Capital Corp FDIC Guaranteed Note
2.125% Due 12/21/2012

3,645,000.00

05/19/2010
1.27 %

3,723,710.13
3,669,649.14

101.55
0.21 %

3,701,526.66
15,060.94

1.76 %
31,877.52

Aaa
AA+

0.81
0.81

1.23 %

14,283,331.74
14,007,173.97

0.23%

14,062,406.72
80,527.38

6.71 %
55,232.75

Aaa

13,955,000.00

AA+

0.38
0.38

37,499,881.38

Various
0.38 %

37,499,881.38
37,499,881.38

1.00
0.38 %

37,499,881.38
19,487.21

17.79 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

37,499,881.38

0.38%

37,499,881.38
37,499,881.38

0.38%

37,499,881.38
19,487.21

17.79 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

747,406.94

Various
0.00%

747,406.94
747,406.94

1.00
0.00 %

747,406.94
0.00

0.35 %
0.00

Aaa

AAA

0.00
0.00

NfA

747,406.94
747,406.94

0.00 %

747,406.94
0.00

0.35%
0.00

AAA

Total FDIC Insured US Corporate
!LAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF
:MONEY MARKET FUND FI
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

Total Money Market Fund FI

747,406.94

Aaa

0.00
0.00
J.

'US CORPORATE

I

931142CL5

Wal-Mart Stores Note
4.25% Due 4/15/2013

3,260,000.00

Various
1.54 %

3,491,366.25
3,356,812.24

104.16
0.54%

3,395,609.48
52,341.11

1.63 %
38,797.24

Aa2
AA

1.13
1.09

459200GR6

IBM Corp Note
2.1% Due 5/6/2013

1,225,000.00

01127/2011
1.00 %

1,255,269.75
1,240,737.35

101.98
0.42 %

1,249,255.00
8,217.71

0.60%
8,517.65

Aa3
A+

1.18
1.17

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cont 8/13/13
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,666,992.25

101.02
0.67%

2,692,148.36
17,1.00.41

1.28 %
25,156.11

Aa3
A

1.45
1.43

2546B7AW6

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,B73,880.60
1,818,592.17

107.07
0.54%

1,841,574.77
16,340.00

0.88 %
22,982.60

A2
A

1.79
1.73

52517PR60

Lehman Brothers Holdings Note Orig
Maturity 2/6/2012
5.25% Due 2/6/2014

1,000,000.00

02/06/2007
5.32 %

996,000.00
996,000.00

27.25
0.00 %

272,500.00
0.00

0.13 %
(723,500.00)

NR
NR

-0.06
0.00

24422ERA9

John Deere Capital Corp Note
1.6% Due 3/3/2014

440,000.00

02/28/2011
1.63 %

439,564.40
439,709.07

101.86
0.67%

448,172.56
3,480.89

0.21 %
8,463.49

A2
A

2.01
1.97

166751AHO

ChevronTexaco Corp Note
3.95% Due 3/3/2014

2,473,000.00

Various
1.56 %

2,644,928.56
2,588,229.42

106.84
0.53%

2,642,054.28
48,299.06

1.28 %
53,824.86

Aa1
AA

2.01
1.92

665859AKO

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

10/20/2010
1.33 %

2,058,421.00
1,978,396.43

107.82
0.98 %

1,994,657.05
28,520.83

0.96 %
16,260.62

Ai
A+

2.17
2.06

0
1'0
W

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88%

3,411,681.00
3,266,824.17

110.37
1.12 %

3,393,935.92
54,427.50

1.64 %
127,111.75

Aa2
AA+

2.20
2.06

01
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

____

~. ~~.

I

__________," __
. _"

CUSIP

_.~.

_ _ _ .____________

Security Description

Holdings Report

._~_..,.-__...__~_.

As of 2/29/12
____. __._,.__ _ _
.
~

~_

_~~~~_._~-,-~_.....-._.,..,._~

__ ___. ___.. ___ _____" __
~

~

~~

__

.~~~~M~.A_~~_.~

...

~~._~_~~~_

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
GainlLoss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

850,000.00

09/24/2010
1.60 %

973,471.00
930,976.67

111.35
0.99%

946,510.70
13,139.58

0.46 %
15,534.03

A2
A

2.71
2.53

Par Value/Units

US CORPORATE
74005PAQ7

Praxair Note
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

09247XAD3

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84%

1,674,920.75
1,657,723.40

107.08
0.92 %

1,745,369.77
12,836.26

0.83%
87,646.37

A1
A+

2.78
2.65

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1% Due 1/15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04%

2,641,540.25
2,603,169.79

106.29
0.88 %

2,689,071.22
10,021.61

1.28 %
85,901.43

Aa3
A-

2.88
2.76

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1/20f2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.34%

2,584,656.00
2,574,803.24

106.17
1.51 %

2,707,250.86
10,745.42

1.29 %
132,447.62

Aa3
A

2.89
2.74

459200HBO

IBM Corp Note
0.55% Due 2/6/2015

695,000.00

02/01/2012
0.72%

691,601.45
691,675.87

99.51
0.72%

691,592.41
265.45

0.33 %
(83.46}

Aa3
A+

2.94
2.91

9498oVAA6

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65 %

2,584,316.50
2,548,280.74

107.57
2.08 %

2,662,454.03
7,184.37

1.27 %
114,173.29

A1
A+

2.95
2.75

084670AVO

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2111/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010
2.65%

2,545,012.75
2,522,952.87

107.09
0.76%

2,661,303.30
4,417.78

1.26 %
138,350.43

Aa2
AA+

2.95
2.83

06406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3/15/2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,552,953.45

109.40
1.77 %

2,581,747.97
53,867.01

1.25 %
28,794.52

Aa3
A

3.04
2.79

717081DA8

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3/15/2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011
2.33%

1,730,497.50
1,685,251.17

113.68
0.79 %

1,762,047.75
38,237.64

0.85%
76,796.58

A1
AA

3.04
2.79

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/30/2015

740,000.00

Various
2.58%

807,780.55
783,649.39

111.19
0.94 %

822,785.28
14,355.48

0.40 %
39,135.89

A2
A

3.08
2.86

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10/15/2015

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010
1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,666,590.34

102.18
1.01 %

2,728,075.17
16,390.83

1.30 %
61,484.83

A2
A

3.63
3.50

38,243,000.00

2.19%

40,385,153.36
39,570,320.03

0.98%

39,928,115.88
410,188.94

19,13 %
357,795.85

A1
A+

2.43
2.30

Total US Corporate
US TREASURY
912828GQ7

US Treasury Note
4.5% Due 4/30/2012

3,400,000.00

03/12/2010
1.00 %

3,649,433.27
3,419,261.26

100.72
0.18 %

3,424,571.80
51,280.22

1.65 %
5,310.54

Aaa
AA+

0.17
0.17

912828HE3

US Treasury Note
4.25% Due 9/30/2012

1,775,000.00

03/12/2010
1.22 %

1,909,517.67
1,805,808.89

102.38
0.18 %

1,817,156,25
31,535.35

0.88%
11,347.36

Aaa
AA+

0.59
0.57

912828HM5

US Treasury Note
3.625% Due 12/31/2012

2,550,000.00

03/12/2010
1.35%

2,708,785.88
2,597,387.18

102.86
0.20 %

2,622,815.25
15,490.90

1.25 %
25,428.07

Aaa
AA+

0.84
0.83

912828JQ4

US Treasury Note
2.75% Due 10/31/2013

2,325,000.00

05/10(2010
1.65%

2,411,188.48
2,366,362.32

104.08
0.29 %

2,419,906.50
21,429.60

1.16 %
53,544.18

Aaa
AA+

1.67
1.63

912828NP1

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7/31/2015

4,050,000.00

04106/2011
1.99 %

4,009,355.36
4,017,840.19

104.13
0.53 %

4,217,062.50
5,841.35

2.00%
199,222.31

Aaa
AA+

3.42
3.32

912828PE4

US Treasury Note
1.25% Due 10/3112015

3,600,000.00

Various
1.35 %

3,584,379,25
3,586,988.66

102.38
0.59%

3,685,780.80
15,082.42

1.75 %
98,792.14

Aaa
AA+

3.67
3.57

912828PJ3

US Treasury Note
1.375% Due 11130/2015

3,590,000.00

05116/2011
1.63 %

3,549,905.00
3,556,853.83

102.84
0.61 %

3,692,092.42
12,408.06

1.76 %
135,238.59

Aaa
AA+

3.75
3.65

~
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CUSIP

"_" ___
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Security Description

. _____ ..
~

_~

___

.~_~

.. _. __ ._.. __ ._,_.,_. ____ ..

Par Value/Units

Holdings Report
As of 2/29/12
. ... , __ .__ .. _.. _ .. __ ._._._._ .. ____ .__

~._._,

__

._.~

__ . ____ __ . ___ ,. __ •. •. _.•__ ___ .• _. ___
~

.~

~~

.~.

._~._._

.. ___ ___
~~

~......,..

___ .. ___ . ____

.~_~._

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued In!.

.. __ ._,,_._. ___ "____

~_.,

_____

% of Port.

~_.

____

~~.~

___ •. ____.,._____ .. __
~

~.

Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

. US TREASURY
912B28PS3

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

3,505,000.00

05/16/2011
1.70 %

3,551,973.24
3,544,126.14

105.28
0.63%

3,690,106.06
5,777.47

1.75 %
145,979.92

Aaa
AA+

3.92
3.78

912B28QA1

US Treasury Note
2.25% Due 3/31/2016

3,435,000.00

Various
1.33 %

3,57B,212.10
3,558,958.24

106.39
0.66%

3,654,517.11
32,308.70

1.75 %
95,558.87

Aaa
AA+

4.09
3.88

91282BRU6

US Treasury Note
0.875% Due 11/30/2016

3,425,000.00

12/22/2011
0.89%

3,423,004.63
3,423,076.69

100.26
0.82 %

3,433,829.65
7,533.13

1.63 %
10,752.96

Aaa
AA+

4.76
4.64

1.43 %

32,375,754.88
31,876,663.40

0.50%

32,657,838.34
198,687.20

15.58 %
781,174.94

Aaa

31,655,000.00

AA+

2.92
2.82

203,784,147.85

1.40 %

209,285,490.76
206,940,433.70

0.62 %

209,693,408.64
1,205,032.08

100.00%
2,752,974.94

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO
TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

Aa1

AA

2.05
1.94

210,898,440.72

~

<
o
o
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City of Moreno Valley
February 29, 2012
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..

--tO"MPlIAt..fcE"WITH INVESTMEI\if"p"6Lic"y

Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
Category

Standard

Local Agency Bonds

No Limitation

Comment
Complies

Treasury Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1/P-1/F-1 minimum ratings
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies
Complies

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maximum maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper
Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - L.A.I.F.
Maximum program limitation

Complies

Complies

Complies
Complies
Complies

Prohibited Securities

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, InterestComplies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

Maximum maturity

5 years

Complies

~
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Holdings Report Glossary
"""_...""''''''__

~c

"''''_'''w''''~

""'f'

¥ W

L2LJ3ZZ&

CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.

% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.
Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.
Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.
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Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Reoort

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
Account
Number

Account Name
~

Investment

Purchase
Date

Issuer

Maturity
Date

~

Stated
Market Value Rate

i

Yield

1

Price

%ofo£
Portfolio 1

COIllIllt1nit Facilities Disctl'ict 87-1 IA-l

[special til)( funds
22631800
mon~rmarket fund
WF Govt Fund'~~2j'~9ji:Z---:03f01/1~-'--~695:s4~ ~~_O.Ol°/~ . . o.Oi%·-i.O.~OOo----~'].7:foTo]
reserve fund
22631804
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
02/29/12 03/01/12
1,028,964
0.01 % 0.01 % 1.00000
9.718%
~~.
-~.
-~'-'--.
~.~- ~-.- '---~-~~~-' '-'~~-~~~----...-.----~
~~ -~~-.~ --~~--~.- ~. -.-~--:admin exp acct
22631805
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
02/29/12
03/01/12
377
0.01 %
0.01 % 1.00000
0.004%
debt service acct
'22631809
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
02/29;12
03/01/12
535,928
0.01%
0.01% 1.00000
S.062°/~
~-------'---------'--'--""-'~"'-'~'--'--~-"'-""---'''--.'--''-''~'~''---''--'-''~-'-.-.-~--'.'-----'--' ----·.. -··---.. ··~·-- .. -·"----~·-·--- ..· ... - ..~-.1
:special tax funds
.
22631900
money market fund
WF Govt Ftmd
.
02/29/12
03/01/12
267,624
0.01 %
0.01 % 1.00000
2.528% 1
reserve fund
22631904
money marketfund
WF GovtFund
02/29/12 03/01/12
365,402
0.01 % 0.01%
1.00000
3.451%
~--226}i905..·..··-money·marke·t'iunr····'WF·Gcivt·F;md------....·~----..O¥29/1i·~03;o1ji2-··--i6;244····-··-ii:oi");···ii.oio;;-·-f.ofiooo···~·oj53"7;-J

-.---...

-..

--.

-.. .

..

.... .

...

..

.

.'

1

[adiiliI\exp acct·-..

2,910,387
~

CFD#5

:Series B Revenue
22333500
ml)neYlllkt funli
Series A Principal
22333501
moneymktfund
'SeriesBre.serve . ___ "~·-·".223~3503·~~IlIoney~m,!tflUld
Series A interest
22333504
money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund
'ij2;29;i2___ ~03}o1l12-~"·"i~2,04i··· ___o~Olo/~-o.oi%~"1:()oooo"~'1-:-53Ifo7.-]
WFGovtFund
02/29/12
03/01j12
-142,706
0.01%
2.71% 1.00000
-1.348%
··~~(;'ovtFund~· ____~~~......~ 02/29lfi. .. ~0370i7i~-~·~~".s27;66o"~~o:oTol;~·~0!"l0~i.oooo~-~.98407.J
WF Govt Fund
02/29/12 03/01/12
26,627
0.01 % 0.01 % 1.00000
0.251 %
573,622

....... _

o
Wells l'al'gQ

'debt service fund

22631700

money mkt fund

""o2/29;i2~03/01/12

WF Govt Fund

--"-'''2-

O.Oio/~"-LoOOOO ..~ O.omiWl

0.01%

2
Wells l'al'gQ

2005 Le.1SC Revenuc Bond

Ibond fund

18042800

reserve fund
,......- ....................
;construction fulld

18042804
...................... - ..- -..

-~~

~

ibondfund
construction fund

money mktfund

WF Govt Fund

moneymktfund
..
....................
money mkt fund

WFGovtFund
...........................- .. WF.<;ovt ~und

-.~

lS0~2806

~

--.~--

.

0"2/2971'2'"
...-

03}01/12 ~·--59"--·"""iJ.oTo/~-""·O:Oi"/;;-1.000"00

02/29/12
03/01/12..............
2,992,820
.... ...
....
....
- .....
.....O2/29/1203/0l{l2. 1,315,143
4,308,022
-~

-~~

-~. ~

..

~-

22277600
22277604

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

'-02/29/12

WF Govt Fund
WFGovtFund

02/29/12

~~

revenue

WF Govt Fund

interest account

interest

WF Govt Fund

20350301
20350304

admin expenses

~

19.424%

... · ..(jW29ji2··.. oj7017i2-.. -64:s-5'4---~0:iii%- .... iJ.oi%

1.00000

.0.613%....1

WF Govt Fund

02/29/12

03/01/12

o

15,000
0.01 %
0.01%
1.00000
0.142%
....i59M5·..-·-"0:01 % - 0.01 % ~LOO~·2.449·Tol
".

-

SUlllmal' 'of lIond Proceeds ,,\lith Fiscal A 'ents

.j::>..

01
->.

W

3,371,762
.. ....- ....·627;470" ....1
,
3
Debt Service Reserve Funds
. . . . . "6,363,016'
:·.... ~· ..-··4-..--..-·..·- ..Custody..AccoUiifs.. ·-·..•..·..----· .. -......~ .......--- ..- ..- -.. -. 0''' ...._ ..·\
~---"- ~'

5

~-6'

..

-~--

Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
0
..0i:11erAccounfs........·-..·"···.. - .... ·..• ..-----..- _.. ,,_.._ ....-225,563"-...1
Total Fiscal Agent Funds

Page 11 of 12
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--

31,901
371,060
10,587,811

r-.. '..........-.... o2 ...."-..---PimcTpal'&·IriteIestAccounts·........ ·"..

r ..· -....

0.01%

J

1.00000

03/01/12

2,056r619
2,424,718

1 .... - - Construction Funds

1'0
W

~~--

0.01%

02/29/12

03/01/12

Totals

~

-~

368;099··......·o.{Il·To- 0.01070"-1:00000"'-3.477%

"O3}O1/1'2"--

:reser;efund'-'~''''-''203''5ii30:f'-reserve-'--''''o~ ...."WFGovtFWid-..- · - · ..---O~97i2" ..· .. o3jo:i7ii .. ·.._.
-.-.
-----.
_. -- - " ' - - " ' . ' - --.- _. ._---- - -.-------- -- -~ - -_.",

<
o

~

2007 Taxable Lease Revenue Bonds - Electric Utilit '

;revenue{u.nd .... · ........ 20350300

admin expenses

~-

0.001 °/~ ']

0.01%
0.01%
1.00000
28.267%
....- .... - -.. ...- . -.
. .- .•
........."l
0.01% 0:0~o/~1.000~~1~:421°/oJ
40.689%

10,587,811

0.01 %

-.

0.01%

1.00000

:

---;;

0.301%
3.505%
100.000%

..

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Nationwide
N1~Hkel

MiUIi.t.'t V •• lucas

Fund

of Dec 31, 20"1]

Fund

$1,146,298

iUquid Savings
Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)
ii~;iidSa~h;gs·(f.rt·Tiffi..-Eniploieesr-~·
Certificates of Deposit 3 years

--~i73,646-:--]

36,250

:CertfricatesorDeposjt5~y;;ars---~

Bond Fund Of America

516,666

------------'81;283-.--1
57,802

....- ... -....~ ... ··~··~71,378. ~.~

Gr(;;thF;;'li;iOfA;;."~k;

Investment Co. of America
InC;,m;;·F~oiAm.rica··-

26,733
.•- ._. . _..... .•• · ..··'iS6,852··,-]

Brown Cap Mgmt Inc SM Co

.

..

Fidelity Equity Income

26,769

:Fid.eiitYM;,~ell~-~~~-·~·: ...' ··-:--=·~·"-.-~~~-:;=~208,~o8"···1

JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A
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ARKET REVIE\N
Treasury rates moved higher in February, driven by recent improvement in domestic economic data.
However, the move up was modest, as the impacts of Operation Twist as well as ongoing uncertainty about
global growth, continue to keep a lid on rates. looking back overthe past three months, the Treasury yield
curve experienced a modest twist with shorter maturities rising and longer maturities falling slightly.
Domestic economic news continues to support our view that the U.S. economy is growing at a modest pace.
In February, payroll jobs grew by 227,000, better than the 204,000 boost the market was expecting. The
unemployment rate remained unchanged at 8.3%. Meanwhile the manufacturing sector continues to
expand, and consumer spending was relatively strong in spite of rising gas prices. Several banks reported
signs of growing loan demand in their recent quarterly results and consumer credit expanded. In addition,
the Federal Reserve indicated it will remain accommodative, which could be a tailwind for further domestic
economic growth. However, the European economy remains under stress and market participants
continue to be concerned about global growth trends. We believe the European Central Bank is unlikely to
be as accommodative as the Fed, since the ECB has a heightened focus on promoting fiscal austerity in
Greece and other weak European economies. And, unlike the Fed, which has a dual mandate to promote
employment and control inflation, the ECB has only one mandate, price stability. looking ahead, we
anticipate that ongoing turmoil in Europe will continue to create volatility in global financial markets over
the near- to intermediate-term.
last week, the Fed announced it would retain the policy rate range of 0.0-0.25%. The Fed provided a
generally upbeat assessment of the economy and held off announcing any new forms of quantitative
easing, despite market speculation the Fed might announce a new form of monetary stimulus. There was
no change to the Fed's assurance that the fed funds rate will remain exceptionally low through late 2014.
Recent increases in gas prices were acknowledged, but the Fed expects the impact on overall inflation will
be temporary. The Fed noted that while strains on global financial markets have eased, they continue to
pose a significant downside risk to the economic outlook.

TREASURY YIELDS ROSE IN FEBRUARY
Source: Bloomberg
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Treasury yields moved higher in February, driven by improvement in domestic economic data.

TREASURY YIELDS

2/29/12

1/31/12

CHANGE

3 Month

0.08

0.05

0.03

2 Year

0.30

0.21

0.09

3 Year

0.42

0.29

0.13

5 Year

0.87

0.71

0.16

7 Year

1.40

1.24

0.16

10 Year

1.98

1.80

0.18

30 Year

3.08

2.93

0.15

Source: Bloomberg
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices

Labor Markets

In January, the CPI showed consumer prices increased 2.9% on a

The February employment report showed the economy added 227,000

year-aver-year basis. The year-aver-year Core CPI (CPlless food

jobs, with the six-month average slightly higher than 200,000 jobs. The

and energy) increased at a 2.3% rate. Overall, price increases

unemployment rate remained unchanged at 8.3%. This report was

remained subdued. However, concerns have recently developed

better than analysts' expectations. Although the unemployment rate

about rising oil prices and the negative impact higher prices at the

remains elevated, current economic data suggests the labor market is

pump could potentially have all consumer spending.

improving at a slow but steady pace.

Retail Sales

Housing Starts

In December, Retail Sales rose 6.5% on a year-aver-year basis.

Single-family housing starts declined 1.0% in January to 508,000,

Consumer spending has rebounded from the depths of the

compared to 513,000 in December. The housing market remains under

recession and recent activity was moderate; however, high

pressure, but seems to have stabilized follOWing several years of sharp

unemployment continues to restrain consumer spending.

declines, and some housing data has recently surprised to the upside.

Credit Spreads Tighter
SRre~a to
Treasuries (%)

One MO,l1th
Ago ('10)

Chan e
9

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.19

0.26

(0.07)

2-year AA corporate note

0.23

0.32

(0.09)

5-year AA corporate note

0.48

0.57

(0.09)

5-year Agency note

0.28

0.41

(0.13)

CREDIT SPREADS

Source: Bloomberg

Data as of 2/29/12

Economic Data Modestly Improving
ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Current Release

Prior Release

One Year Ago

(48.8) $Bln DEC 11

(47.1) $Bln NOV 11

(40.5) $Bln DEC 10

GDP

3.0% DEC 11

1.8% SEP 11

2.3% DEC 10

Unemployment Rate

8.3% FEB 12

8.3% JAN 12

9.0% FEB 11

Prime Rate

3.25% FEB 12

3.25% JAN 12

3.25% FEB 11

CRB Index

312.31 JAN 12

305.30 DEC 11

341.42 JAN 11

Oil 0/Jest Texas Int.)

$107.07 FEB 12

$98.48 JAN 12

$96.97 FEB 11

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

2.9% JAN 12

3.0% DEC 11

1.6% JAN 11

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

4.1% JAN 12

4.8% DEC 11

3.6% JAN 11

1.33 FEB 12

1.31 JAN 12

1.38 FEB 11

Trade Balance

Dollar / EURO
Source: Bloomberg

<0 2012 Chandler Asset Management Inc. An Independent Registered Investment Adviser.
The information contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Opinions and forecasts regarding industries,
companies, and/or the economy are all subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.
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Corporate Credit Overview
energy and commodities prices were also a headwind
During 2011, investment grade option adjusted
to some industrial companies. Meanwhile, several oil
credit spreads (OAS) widened approximately 90 basis
and gas companies reported strong revenue growth,
points on average. During the first two months of
driven by increased volume and higher pricing, though
this year, investment grade OAS, tightened
the higher prices were a hindrance to refining margins.
approximately 50 basis points, to an average OAS of
Earnings in the technology sector were mixed with
about 200. This level is meaningfully higher than the
results for hardware companies significantly outpacing
lO-year median investment grade corporate OAS of
approximately 150. Although the lO-year data set
results from semiconductor, software, and services
includes the financial crisis, when corporate OAS
companies, on average.
rose to unusually high levels, we believe current
corporate bond valuations remain attractive.
During the fourth quarter, the financial sector faced a
We believe the overall credit cycle is favorable,
challenging environment of low interest rates, slow
driven by improving domestic economic activity.
economic growth, and new regulations. Banks with
During 4Q 2011, the U.S. GDP grew by 3.0%. This
exposure to investment banking and trading revenues
were negatively impacted in the quarter by client risk
year, the consensus GDP forecast calls for about 2.2%
reduction and
growth. We are
lower trading
positive on the
Credit OAS Spreads
2SOO ... __ .... __....- ..............._ ...................................-.. ------.. -volumes.
domestic
Meanwhile,
economy and
believe the
banks with less
international
ongoing
exposure and
recovery in
1500 ~
larger
consumer
commercial
demand will
lending activity
continue to
performed
benefit
better. Some
corporate
500;
banks did see
earnings and
I
positive growth
credit trends.
o L_.. _. .._.
i .._.. . ................... . _.. . . . . . . .......... .. .......J
in the quarter,
However, we
and credit
anticipate that
Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch
quality trends
ongoing turmoil
continued to
in Europe will
show modest improvement. Overall, earnings results
lead to continued volatility in the financial markets.
in the financial sector were mixed. Expectations were
generally
low prior to the earnings season, helping
Fourth Quarter Earnings Review
some banks post better than expected results.
Fourth quarter earnings season was generally better
Looking ahead, several banks plan to reduce expenses
than expected. On average, companies in the S&P
through layoffs. Increased regulation is another
500 reported nearly 5% quarterly earnings growth
obstacle for bank earnings. Yet, stricter capital
on a year-over-year basis. Average EPS results were
requirements and increased oversight has generally
about 3% better than expected, with 320 companies
been beneficial to credit quality. In summary, the
in the S&P 500 posting upside earnings surprises.
financial sector continues to look attractively priced
relative to the overall corporate bond market.
In the consumer sector, higher-end retailers
continued to outperform mid- and lower-tier
Earnings Outlook
retailers during the holiday season. In the food and
Few companies raised their earnings guidance for the
grocery sectors, price increases helped drive revenue
year during fourth quarter earnings season. We
growth in the fourth quarter, though earnings
expect first quarter earnings to show year-over-year
continued to be pressured by high input costs. High

I

/////////////////////
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Corporate Credit Overview

(CONTINUED)

growth on average, and to be in-line or better than
analysts' consensus views. Earnings results in the
banking sector may be more favorable, as trading
volumes seem to have improved during the first
quarter vs. 4011. Some companies may have also
benefitted in the latest quarter from recent easing in
non-energy commodities prices. Notably, over the
past few quarters, the magnitude of overall upside
earnings surprises declined, and we expect this
trend will continue in the first quarter. We anticipate
companies with significant international exposure to
remain cautious, in light of uncertainties about
global growth (Europe and China in particular).
While companies with significant business will
benefit from ongoing improvement in the U.S.
economy. We also expect in many cases, strategic
deployment of capital (via share repurchases and
acquisitions) will help drive earnings growth, as
several companies have recently used cash to buy
back shares.
Looking further ahead, global event risk,
employment trends, and oil prices are likely to have
an important impact on corporate credit throughout
the remainder of the year. These are just a few of
the key data points we will be watching closely.
Global Event Risk. The European economy
remains under stress and market participants
continue to be concerned about global growth
trends. We antiCipate ongoing turmoil in Europe will
continue to create volatility in the global financial
markets over the near- to intermediate-term.
Furthermore, exogenous shocks to the U.S.
economy, such as an unexpected escalation of the
fiscal crisis in Europe or heightened Iranian tensions,
could have a meaningful impact on the financial
markets and credit spreads.

unemployment rate over the next year and are calling
for a rate of 7.8% by the second quarter of 2013. We
expect an improving labor market will help drive slow
and steady demand and corporate earnings growth,
which will continue to support corporate credit quality.
Oil Prices. Rising oil prices could be a
hindrance to corporate earnings over the next year.
According to the Energy Information Administration's
Short-Term Energy Outlook as of March 6th, the price
of regular-grade motor gasoline is expected to average
$3.79 per gallon in 2012, compared with $3.53 cents
per gallon last year. The EIA recently raised its
forecasted price of West Texas Intermediate (WTI)
crude oil by $S per barrel to an average of about $106
per barrel in 2012, $11 per barrel higher than the
average price last year. Supply disruptions in the
Middle East and Africa contributed to a significant
increase in world crude oil prices during February.
Although we are not forecasting a significant increase
in the price of crude oil, we believe a rise in prices to
the $130-$150 per barrel range would begin to put
pressure on consumer spending levels and the overall
domestic economy.

Conclusion
Overall, we believe the outlook for corporate credit
remains favorable this year. Given our expectation for
volatility in the financial markets, we believe the
investment grade corporate bond sector provides an
attractive risk/reward profile. Though the pace of
earnings growth and corporate credit rating upgrades
has slowed, in light of ongoing economic uncertainty
and market volatility, we remain constructive on
corporate earnings and expect the overall economy will
continue to grow.
- Shelly Henbest
VB Credit Analyst

Employment. U.S. unemployment also
continues to be one of the most closely watched
economic data points. The unemployment rate is
currently 8.3%, which remains high but is down
from the recent recession peak of 10.1% during the
third quarter of 2009. According to Bloomberg data,
market participants expect a slow decline in the
RISKS AND OTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This report is provided for gene~1 information purposes only and should not be construed as specific legal, tax, or financial planning advice. All opjnion~ and views constitute
judgments or relevant information as of the date of writing and such inform3tion may become outdatf'd or superseded at anytime without notice. Forecasts are inherently limited and should not be relied upon as an indicatorof
future results. This report is not intended to constitute an offer, solicitation, recommendation oradvice regarding Clny securities or investment strategy. This information should not be regarded bv recipients as a substitute forth~

exercise of their ownjudgment.
Fixed income investments are subject to interest, credit, and market rhik.lnterest rate risk; the value of fixed income investments will decline as interest rates rise. Credit risk: the possibility that the borrower may not be able to
repay interest and principal. Low rated bonds generally have to pay higher interest rates to attract inv~'Stors willing to take On greater risk- M<'Irket risk: the bond market in general could decline due to economic conditions,
especially during periods of rising interest r<:Ites.
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CillEF'S MESSAGE
As the City's fonner Fire Chief and current Western Operations Deputy Chief
for Riverside County Fire, I am pleased to present the Moreno Valley Fire
Department's Strategic Plan 2012-2022. This plan clearly defines the mission
and goals of the Moreno Valley Fire Department while providing a guide for
continuing the excellent services that we provide to the community for the
next ten years.
The Moreno Valley Fire Department has seen an 11.1 % increase in emergency
Steve Curley
calls for service over the last five years and it is anticipated that the total calls
Fire Chief
for service for 2011 will exceed 14,000 calls. We are expecting to open our
seventh fire station, the Morrison Park Fire Station, in the Fall of 2012 to help meet the growing
needs of the community. This will also help us continue to meet one of our goals for Fire
Operations which is to arrive on scene within 5 minutes of dispatch 90% of the time. The
funding for this station was made possible through the issuance of redevelopment agency bonds.
Furthennore, I am excited to announce that in October 2011 we hired four part time Fire
Prevention Technicians for the Fire Prevention Bureau for the new Multi-Family Residential
Inspection Program. This program will enhance our ability to safe guard the community from
fire and environmental hazards by ensuring that each multi-family residential unit is inspected on
an annual basis. We are also looking forward to hiring two additional part time Fire Prevention
Technicians in 2012 to help ensure that all vacant lots in the City receive an annual hazard
abatement inspection. By hiring these six Fire Prevention Technicians, the City's Fire
Prevention Bureau will be better able to achieve one of their goals, which is to ensure all
business and commercial occupancies receive annual fire and life safety inspections. It also
provides the beginning steps to ensuring a second goal is met within the next ten years which is
to perfonn hazard abatement inspections biannually.
Additionally, our Office of Emergency Management (OEM) Program coordinates the City's
prevention, preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation efforts for all natural and manmade disasters. Most recently the City Council adopted a local hazard mitigation plan written by
the OEM Program Manager. The goals of the plan are to protect life, property and the
environment; provide public awareness; protect the continuity of government; and to improve
emergency management, preparedness, collaboration and outreach. The plan contains a profile
of the City, a detailed assessment of disasters that could occur in Moreno Valley and the
mitigation goals of the City to reduce long-tenn vulnerabilities. The plan can be found on our
City website at www.moval.org.
Finally, once the strategic plan is implemented it will be modified periodically for priority
changes, budgetary constraints, and planning refinements. This plan provides an overview of
anticipated Fire Department activities as related to the goals contained within this plan. General
economic conditions and the capability to fund projects will playa crucial role in detennining
the actual time that resources are secured and projects completed, however, I strongly feel that
the goals, and the strategies to reach those goals, are well within our reach.
1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Moreno Valley Fire Department is the primary response agency for fires, emergency
medical service, hazardous materials incidents, traffic accidents, terrorist acts, catastrophic
weather events, and technical rescues for the City of Moreno Valley. The Fire Department also
provides a full range of fire prevention services including public education, code enforcement,
plan check and inspection services for new and existing construction, and fire investigation.
Additionally, the City's Office of Emergency Management is located within the Fire Department
allowing for a well-coordinated response to both natural and man-made disasters.
Anticipating the future, in terms of building a flexible organization, is an important facet of this
strategic plan. The Fire Department must be able to react to change, resolve problems, and work
together with other departments and agencies on issues that might arise. It must assess the needs
of the community and develop resources to meet those needs. As such, any strategic plan must be
adaptable enough to accommodate the needs of the community as they arise.
This plan identifies five goals for Fire Operations, Fire Prevention, and the Office of Emergency
Management for a total of fifteen goals which are listed below. The strategies for accomplishing
these goals can be found on pages 14-22.
FIRE OPERATION GOALS

•
•
•
•
•

Goal 1: Financial Management and Accountability
Goal2: Arrive On Scene within 5 Minutes of Dispatch 90% of the Time
Goal 3: Reduce the Risk of Fire to Residents through Prevention Campaigns and
Mitigation Efforts
Goal4: Maintain a Strong Partnership with Riverside County Fire Department
GoalS: Ensure Fire Administration Staffing is Sufficient for the Needs of the
Department

FIRE PREVENTION GOALS

•
•
•
•
•

Goal1: Fiscal Sustainability
Goal2: Ensure All Business and Commercial Occupancies Receive Annual Fire and
Life Safety Inspections
Goal3: Perform Hazard Abatement Inspections Bi-Annually
Goal 4: Provide Efficient Plan Review
GoalS: Evaluate Management Structure and Career Advancement within the Bureau

OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

•
•
•

Goal1: Provide Training to Employees and Citizens
Goal2: Incorporate Federal and State Legal Mandates and Standards into City
Emergency Management Strategies
Goal3: Continually Improve Emergency Operations Center Functions and
2
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•
•

Capabilities Based on a Comprehensive Assessment
Goal4: Manage FEMA and State Disaster Recovery Projects to Ensure Timely
Completion of Required Documentation
Goal5: Maintain Effective Coordination and Partnerships with Local, Regional, and
State Agencies

This strategic plan is a living document and will be a continuous work in progress. The plan will
guide the Fire Department's development over the next ten years and will inform the public and
its Fire Department members of the goals and strategies that the Fire Department has for the
future. It will also serve as the foundation document for informing City Council as to the
direction the Fire Department is headed in order to ensure the community receives outstanding
fire protection services. The Fire Department will review this plan biennially to ensure the goals
outlined in this plan are being met.

MISSION STATEMENT AND VALUES
The mission of the Moreno Valley Fire Department is:
The Moreno Valley Fire Department serves the community with pride, integrity,
and professionalism while providing quality emergency services to protect and
preserve life and property of its citizens when exposed to fires, medical
emergencies, natural or man-made disasters, hazardous materials incidents, and
rescue emergencies in a safe, efficient and cost effective manner as a result of a
cooperative, regionalized fire and rescue delivery system with the Riverside County
Fire Department. To minimize the impact of natural or man-made disasters by
identifYing and mitigating known hazards and to enhance our response to these
disasters by providing quality training to the community on disaster preparedness,
response, and recovery.

The core values for the Moreno Valley Fire Department are:
Safety - Leadership - Integrity - Competence - Customer Service

ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY
On December 3, 1984, the City of Moreno Valley officially incorporated as a California general
law municipality. The residents of Edgemont, Sunnymead, and Moreno recognized there was a
need for managed growth as the population in Moreno Valley had more than doubled from
18,871 residents in 1970 to 49,702 in 1984 and therefore approved the measure to incorporate.
Prior to incorporation, the areas of Edgemont, Sunnymead, and Moreno were serviced by the
Riverside County Fire Department which has contracted with the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL Fire) since 1921. The initial contracts with CAL Fire
augmented the level of wild land fire protection to Riverside County and then evolved as the area
grew in population.
3
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Since its incorporation in 1984, the City of Moreno Valley has contracted for fire protection
services with the Riverside County Fire Department which contracts with CAL Fire. CAL Fire
provides full-service fire protection to many jurisdictions in California through the
administration of 145 cooperative fire protection agreements in over 30 counties, including
cities, fire districts as well as special districts and service areas.
As a full-service fire
department CAL Fire responds to wildland fires, structure fires, floods, hazardous material spills,
swift water rescues, civil disturbances, earthquakes, and medical emergencies. Local
governments, such as Riverside County, are able to utilize this diversity through their agreements
with CAL Fire.
The City's Fire Department has grown significantly since 1984, expanding from three fire
stations in 1984 to six fire stations in 2002 with a seventh fire station slated to open in the Fall of
2012. The six fire stations currently house a total of six fire engines, two aerial ladder trucks,
one brush engine, three reserve fire engines, one reserve fire truck, and two fire rescue squads.
The primary fire engines are staffed with one Fire Captain, one Fire Apparatus Engineer, and one
Firefighter II Paramedic. The two aerial ladder trucks are staffed with one Fire Captain, one Fire
Apparatus Engineer, and two Firefighter II's. Staffing for both the fire engines and trucks is
continuous, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Two Battalion Chiefs supervise 69 firefighting
personnel with a Riverside County Fire/CAL Fire Division Chief supervising the two Battalion
Chiefs. These two Battalion Chiefs also supervise a reserve firefighters program of up to 50
Reserves and a Fire Explorer Program of up to 25 Explorers.
The Riverside County Fire/CAL Fire Division Chief is also appointed as the City's Fire Chief
and oversees the City's Fire Prevention Bureau and Office of Emergency Management. The
City's Fire Prevention Bureau provides planning and engineering services to the City; conducts
fire and life safety inspections, and oversees the City's hazard abatement program. The Office of
Emergency Management program provides a wide variety of training, such as Community
Emergency Response Team training and Terrorism Awareness, to both employees and residents.
Additionally, this program is tasked with preparing the City for any emergency situation through
prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery for a variety of natural or man
made disasters that may occur in the community.

COOPERATIVE FIRE PROTECTION AGREEMENT
CAL Fire's mission, as directed and authorized by the State Legislature and statutes, is to
provide contractual emergency service to local governments throughout California when
requested. CAL Fire has provided cooperative fire protection services for over 100 years to
various jurisdictions throughout the state including contracts with more than 140 cities, special
districts, and counties. Locally CAL Fire, through Riverside County Fire, provides cooperative
fire protection services to 21 of the 28 cities in Riverside County as well as to the Rubidoux
Community Services District.
Riverside County Fire is a modem, full-service fire protection and emergency management
agency that provides comprehensive fire protection services to its contract city partners. As part
4
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of the contract with Riverside County Fire, the City receives the benefit of a cost effective
regionalized cooperative fire protection system which includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidated dispatch center for emergency medical and fire dispatch
Regionalized training program
Hazardous materials response team
Fire arson investigation
Immediate use of fire hand crews, bulldozers, and aircraft
Public information and education
Assistance from the Riverside County Fire Office of Emergency Services

Riverside County Fire is committed to quality fire protection services to its contract partners.
The County Fire Department strives to make the most effective use of limited emergency
protection resources by efficiently sharing valuable personnel and equipment as part of the
Riverside County Fire Department cooperative, integrated, regional fire protection system which
includes all the resources from the 21 contract cities and Riverside County.
Through the City's cooperative agreement with Riverside County Fire, the City's Fire Chief is
appointed by the Riverside County Fire Chief, John Hawkins. The Fire Chief acts as the City's
liaison to Riverside County Fire, relaying information from City Councilor the City Manager's
Office directly to the Riverside County Fire/CAL Fire Western Deputy Chief who in turn reports
to the Riverside County Fire Chief. Furthermore, the City's Fire Chief oversees the City's Fire
Prevention Bureau, Office of Emergency Management, and handles all Fire Department related
administrative issues.
The City of Moreno Valley is able to determine its staffing levels for various fire apparatus as
long as those levels meet the minimum safe and acceptable levels for the Riverside County Fire
Department. For example, the City could increase the daily staffing on fire engines from three
firefighters to four, however, the City is unable to decrease from three personnel to two due to
the minimum standard staffing level that has been established by the Riverside County Fire
Department. The City ultimately retains control of the budget for the Fire Department as well as
determining fire station locations. The City has worked in conjunction with the Riverside
County Fire Strategic Planning Bureau in order to determine fire station locations. A discussion
ofthe methodology for determining fire station locations is located on page 9.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY
The City of Moreno Valley encompasses 51.5 square miles and is located in the northwestern
portion of Riverside County with a population of 193,365. Moreno Valley is a mixture of
residential, commercial, industrial properties with wildland urban interface areas on the north,
east, and south sides of the City which includes Box Springs Mountain and San Timoteo Canyon
to the north, the "Badlands" to the east, and Lake Perris State Park to the south.
The elevation in Moreno Valley ranges from 1,450 feet in the south to over 2,700 feet in the
north. The slopes of the Box Spring Mountain, Reche Canyon, San Timoteo Canyon, the
5
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"Badlands", and Lake Perris State Park are covered with volatile chaparral fuels and grass
ground cover which are susceptible to fires and rapid growth. Once a fire starts, it can spread
quickly to the surrounding vegetation and threaten homes located in the wildland urban interface.
Moreno Valley has a semi-arid climate that is similar to the climate found in many
Mediterranean regions. The City experiences an average of 10 inches of rainfall a year with
minimal threats of frost in the winter months. A majority of the rainfall in Moreno Valley occurs
from December to March.
Moreno Valley can also experience strong wind conditions, known as the Santa Ana Winds,
from late October through March. These winds can be extremely strong and blow from the north
and northeast. These winds will greatly increase the intensity of any wildland fire should a fire
occur during Santa Ana Wind conditions.
Summers in Moreno Valley are generally sunny with very warm to hot days. While average
temperatures in July and August are in the mid 90's, it is not unusual to experience numerous
days of 100 degree heat prior to a slight cooling off period. Monsoonal moisture can occur
during the summer when moist air from the tropical regions of the Pacific and Gulf of Mexico
bring higher humidity to the area, causing afternoon and evening thunderstorms.

BUDGET
The City of Moreno Valley continues to reel from the impacts of the Great Recession which is
the worst economic crisis faced by this nation since the Great Depression of the 1930's. City
operations rely heavily on revenue that is generated through economic stability, activity, and
6
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growth. During this recession, Moreno Valley's General Fund revenue base has declined from a
high of $97.8 million in Fiscal Year (FY) 2007-08 to a low of $68.0 million in FY 2010-11. This
represents a reduction of $29.8 million or 30.4% in just three years.
Furthermore, the number of General Fund employees in Moreno Valley has declined from 283
employees in Fiscal Year 2007-08 to a low of 147 in FY 2011-12. Additional staffing reductions
are planned for the next two fiscal years which will result in a workforce of 138 employees by
FY 2013-14. This represents a 51.2% reduction in general fund employees over the course of
five years.
To further exasperate the financial situation in Moreno Valley, the unemployment rate has
ranged from 16.3% to a high of 17.6% over the last three years. Most recently, the
unemployment rate decreased from 16.9% in August 2011 to 16.1% in September 2011. While
the unemployment rate is improving, it is still well above the current nation unemployment
average of 9% as reported in October 2011. This means that City residents have less
discretionary income available to spend which results in less sales tax revenue for Moreno
Valley. As sales tax revenue is second only to property tax revenue for the City's General Fund,
any decrease in spending by consumers greatly affects the revenue for Moreno Valley.
Property values have also declined sharply since the beginning of the recession. Home values
peaked at an average price of $400,678 in 2006 and sharply declined to a low of $137,748, a
decrease of 65%. Property values are beginning to recover and as of the second quarter of 2011
the median home price in Moreno Valley was $266,000.
Similarly, property tax revenue for the City has declined over this period of time causing a major
decrease in general fund revenue. A portion of the property tax revenue is designated as a
structural fire tax and is utilized to help offset the cost for the City's fire protection services,
however, these services have never been fully funded by the structural fire tax revenue. In FY
2007-06 the City collected a high of $6,858,622 in structural fire tax revenue which funded
54.8% of the fire services contract cost. By FY 2009-10, the revenue had declined to a low of
$4,701,647 and only funded 36.3% of the contract costs. The City has had to cover this decline
in revenue with other general fund revenue which has impacted the availability of funds to other
City Departments.
While the City Council has tried to keep staffing levels in public safety at the same levels as FY
2007-08, the deep fiscal crisis facing Moreno Valley has forced City Council to decrease the
number of public safety employees. As part of a 3-year deficit elimination plan, police
department staffing levels are scheduled to be reduced by 12.7% by FY 2013-14 and the fire
department was scheduled for a 15.5% reduction in staffing, which included the defunding of a
truck company. However, this reduction will only be 8.2% when the Morrison Park Fire Station
opens in the Fall of 2012 as the Fire Department will minimally increase staffing by seven
firefighter personnel.
There are some signs that the economy in the Inland Empire, including Moreno Valley, is
stabilizing. According to the November 2011 Beacon Economics report the combined Riverside
and San Bernardino counties are stabilizing and can expect slow growth in employment for at
7
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least the next five years. This strategic plan is formulated with the idea that the economIC
recovery for Moreno Valley will occur over the course of five to ten years.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MORENO VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Moreno Valley Fire Chief oversees the City's Fire Operations, Fire Prevention, and the
Office of Emergency Management programs. The structure of the City of Moreno Valley Fire
Department can be seen below.
Fire Chief
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Chart 1: Moreno Valley Fire Department Organizational Chart
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The Fire Chief for the Moreno Valley Fire Department is a Division Chief within Riverside
County Fire/CAL Fire. Below is an overview of the Riverside County Fire Department
organizational chart for Western Operations.
Riverside County
Fire Chief
John Hawkins

I
Western Operations
Deputy Chief
Steve Curlev
I
I

I

I

I

Moreno Valley
Battalion 9

Southwest
Battalions 1, 2, and 13

Northwest
Battalions 4, 14, and 17

Temecula
Battalion 15

Canyon Lake

Lake Elsinore

Jurupa Valley

Eastvale
I-- ---I

Menifee

Wildomar

Norco

Rubidoux Community
Services District

Chart 2: Riverside County Fire Department Organizational Chart Western Operations

FIRE STATION LOCATION METHODOLOGY
The Moreno Valley Fire Department, through their contract with Riverside County Fire, works
with the Riverside County Fire Strategic Planning Bureau to determine fire station locations
utilizing an established fire station location methodology. The purpose of having an objective
fire station location methodology is to ensure that emergency services are delivered efficiently
and effectively throughout the City.
The guiding principles for fire station locations are found in the National Fire Protection
Association (NFP A) Fire Protection Handbook, Volume II, 20th edition. They include:
•
•

•
•
•

Consideration of the criteria established by the Insurance Services Offices, Inc. (ISO)
regarding the distribution of fire companies within a community
Consideration of the NFPA Standard 1710 which calls for an engine company to
arrive on scene within 4 minutes of travel time to fire incident and emergency
medical aid calls 90% of the time. Additionally, this standard calls" for a full first
alarm assignment within 8 minutes of travel time 90% of the time
Consideration of the proximity of travel time to other fire station protection zones for
timely inclusion in the full first alarm assignment
Consideration of rapid and safe access to multi-directional major response routes
Consideration of appropriate locations, given the land use issues in the surrounding
environment
9
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•

Consideration of utility availability, plot size, land availability, and surrounding
traffic control issues
Consideration of historical and projected call volume (response workload) in the area
under consideration using risk versus cost analysis

The process that the City of Moreno Valley utilizes when working with the Riverside County
Fire Strategic Planning Bureau for determining future fire station locations include:

1. Identifying the geographic area of concern on a regional map
2. Utilizing computer response mapping software, locate a hypothetical station at or near
the center of the geographic area of concern or near a major response route
3. Utilizing a realistic, safe response speed or appropriately varied response speeds, plot
color-coded two-minute timed distances on all street and roads emanating from the
hypothetical station spreading out from two minutes to ten minutes
4. Determine the number of responders and types of apparatus that would respond from
that station for various types of calls and compare with department standards of cover
for that type of area and its hazards
5. Evaluate the response time and resources that would be dispatched to fire and
emergency medical aid calls for services from other stations to make-up the first
alarm assignment standards of cover set by policy for that area
6. Adjust hypothetical station location, if necessary, while maintaining the station
location as close to the center of that geographical area as possible to maintain equity
of response times
7. Utilization of existing specific plan agreements that identify when a fire station will
be built based on the development of a specific area reaching a set number of
residential units or commercial/industrial square footage.

FIRE STATION LOCATIONS
The City of Moreno Valley has six fire stations with a seventh currently under construction. The
locations for all seven fire stations are listed below. A map is located on the next page that
indentifies their locations. Additionally, a second map has been included that shows the
locations where the City is in the process of acquiring land or has completed land acquisitions for
future fire station locations.
Fire Station 2
(Sunnymead)
24935 Hemlock Street

Fire Station 6
(Town gate)
22250 Eucalyptus Avenue

Fire Station 48
(Sunnymead Ranch)
10511 Village Road

Fire Station 58
(Moreno Beach)
28040 Eucalyptus Avenue

Fire Station 65
(Kennedy Park)
15111 Indian Avenue

Fire Station 91
(College Park)
16110 Laselle Street

Fire Station 99 - Fall of 2012
(Morrison Park)
13400 Morrison Street
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ANNUAL CALLS FOR SERVICE
Over the last five years the Moreno Valley Fire Department has seen an 11.1 % increase
in calls for service (Table 1). Through October of2011, the City has seen a 6% increase over the
same period of time for 2010 and it is anticipated that the total calls for service in 2011 will
exceed 14,000.

Initital Attack Workload
14,000 - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
12,000

+-----=

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000

o
• Initital Attack Workload

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

11 871

12,127

12259

1 786

13 191

Table 1: Five Year History of Initial Attack Workload

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The strategic plan for the Moreno Valley Fire Department establishes goals and objectives for
Fire Operations, Fire Prevention, and the Office of Emergency Management. The Fire Chief
directly oversees each division and these divisions have their own set of goals and objectives
outlined below.
FIRE OPERATIONS

Fire Operations is the largest division within the Moreno Valley Fire Department, consisting of
72 sworn staff and 2 non sworn staff as of December 2011. The main mission of Fire Operations
is to respond to emergency calls for service from the community and provide quality emergency
services while protecting the life and property of the citizens of Moreno Valley. Although
responding to emergencies is the primary mission of Fire Operations, there are several support
activities conducted by both the sworn and non sworn staff that are vital to the operation of the
division including:
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•
•
•
•
•

Fire company annual business/commercial fire inspections
Development and management of the Department budget
Coordinating and responding to non emergency requests for Fire Department services
from both the City Council Office as well as the public
Long range planning for the Fire Department
Applying for Assistance to Firefighters grant and other grant opportunities

Goal!: Financial Management and Accountability
Over the last several fiscal years the City of Moreno Valley has seen a reduction of $29.8 million
in General Fund revenue. As public safety is funded out of the City's General Fund, staffing
reductions have been made to both the Police Department and Fire Department by City Council.
As the economy slowly begins to recover in Moreno Valley it is critical that the Fire Department
continues to provide the best possible service to the community while maintaining a fiscally
conservative mindset.
Strategies
1. Annually review the Fire Department false alarm fee to ensure all costs are being
recovered for responses to commercial and residential fire alarm calls

14
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2.
3.

4.
5.

a. This fee has not increased since the ordinance was initially established in
1997. Currently the fee is set at $100 per residential fire false alann and $200
for a commercial fire false alann
h. Propose a fee increase in FY 2012-13 to cover actual costs utilizing the
Riverside County Fire model
Provide a five year forecast for expenditures and revenues for the Fire Department
based on the current economic climate
Be an active, cooperative partner with Riverside County Fire/CAL Fire Cost
Recovery Unit for recovering the costs associated with hazardous materials spills,
negligent fire starts, and traffic accidents with an identified negligent driver
Review and revise staffing assumptions to provide the maximum coverage for all fire
apparatus while minimizing the overall contract costs to the City
Apply for Assistance to Firefighters Grants for staffing, equipment, and fire safety
items

Goal 2: Arrive On Scene within 5 Minutes of Dispatch 90% of the Time

The Moreno Valley Fire Department strives to meet the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) 1710 guideline for fire department responses which allows firefighters one minute to
don their turnouts once an emergency call for service is received from dispatch and four minutes
of drive time. A fire department is to meet this 5 minute response standard 90% of the time (see
Figure 1 on page
16). By maintaining this standard response time, the Moreno Valley Fire Department can
minimize deaths and injuries associated with fires; minimize the direct and indirect losses due to
fires; and minimize deaths for people experiencing sudden illness, accidents, or injuries.
Response times in Moreno Valley, until January of 2008, were tracked manually by fire station
personnel and were reported to fire administration. Overall, response time statistics varied from
85% to 99% compliance with this goal depending on the time of year and the fire station. The
manual process of tracking response times was discontinued when Riverside County Fire began
a transition process in 2008 to track response times utilizing mobile data computers. This has
been part of the Public Safety Enterprise Communication Project, also known as PSEC, which
should be completed in early 2012. PSEC will enhance communication capabilities, data
transmissions, and radio interoperability for both Riverside County Fire and the Riverside
County Sheriff s Department. Infonnation on response times will once again be available to the
City when the system becomes fully operational.
Strategies
1. Review response times on a monthly basis beginning in 2012 to ensure this goal is

being met
2. Evaluate current and future fire station locations with Riverside County Strategic
Planning to ensure proper locations are selected for new fire stations so the NFP A
1710 response time standard can be met
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3. Review staffing assumptions to ensure the appropriate amount of equipment is
adequately staffed to respond to emergency calls for service, including a potential
shift to paramedic rescue squads as discussed on page 29.
4. Support Riverside County Fire's efforts as they perform system upgrades to an
emergency fire dispatch system that will allow them to dispatch and/or reroute the
closest available unit for an emergency call for service
5. Support the City's Public Works Department with traffic mitigation efforts during
peak hours of travel

Figure 1: NFPA Response Timeline Recommendations for Career Firefighters

Goal 3: Reduce the Risk of Fire to Residents through Prevention Campaigns and
Mitigation Efforts
The best method for reducing fire fatalities and property loss is through fire prevention and
public education initiatives. Public fire safety education initiatives play a major role in the
prevention of fires. Public fire safety education through educational programs for schools,
businesses, and civic associations have significantly reduced the numbers of fires in the
community and have reduced the number of deaths and injuries associated with home fires.
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Strategies

1. Coordinate with Riverside County Fire Department's Public Information Officers to:
a. Continue to provide educational programs, such as the 9-1-1 for Kids
program, to the community
b. Submit articles on fire safety, flood safety, and disaster preparedness for
inclusion in the City's monthly "e-newsletter" City Link
c. Coordinate with the City's Media and Communication Division to post press
releases from Riverside County Fire on the City's website when they contain
information pertinent to City residents
2. Coordinate with Riverside County Fire Department's Public Information Officers and
the City's Media and Communication Division to have public service announcements
air on the City's government access channel MVTV-3 and develop new program
content to address specific fire safety and disaster preparedness needs in the
community
3. Continue to support fire personnel participation in fire safety education for school age
children
4. Enhance the Moreno Valley Fire Department website with more fire safety and
disaster preparedness information
Goal4: Maintain a Strong Partnership with Riverside County Fire Department

The City of Moreno Valley has contracted with Riverside County Fire for fire protection services
since 1984. Through open dialogue with the County, the City has expanded its services since
incorporation to include municipal staffing and the addition of paramedic firefighters to all fire
engine companies. It is important that the City maintains an open relationship to ensure that the
City is receiving cost effective, quality fire protection services. The contract the City maintains
with the County allows the City to provide excellent fire protection services and advance life
support care at a cost savings to the City.
Strategies

1. Actively participate in all quarterly Contract Partners meetings with Riverside County
Fire
2. Participate in subcommittees associated with cost allocation planning for fire
protection services
3. Provide feedback on services, costs and other issues of concerns to the Riverside
County Fire Chief and his staff
4. Review cost allocation plan and quarterly billing statements for transparency
GoalS: Ensure Fire Administration Staffmg is Sufficient for the Needs of the Department

To properly oversee Fire Operations it is important to both increase and enhance staffing in Fire
Administration to ensure there is quality assurance oversight for the paramedic program as well
as sufficient administrative staff to support the Fire Chief, two Battalion Chiefs, and in the future
an Administrative Battalion Chief. The Fire Department, which consists of Fire Operations, Fire
17
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Prevention, and the Office of Emergency Management, consists of 69 firefighter personnel, three
chief officers, and nine City personnel for a total of 81 employees. The increase and
enhancement of administrative staffing is necessary in order to ensure appropriate span of
control is maintained, workloads are manageable, and job titles/descriptions are in line with the
type of work being performed.
Strategies

1. Reestablish the Administrative Battalion Chief position to oversee personnel issues,
schedule training, and provide leadership when the Fire Chief is unavailable
2. Reestablish the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Captain to directly oversee the
QAlQI of the City's paramedic program
3. Reclassify the Office Assistant position in Fire Administration to a Senior
Administrative Assistant to provide improved administrative support for the Fire
Chief, Battalion Chiefs, and EMS Captain
4. Reclassify the Management Assistant position to a Management Analyst position due
to the type of work being performed in support of the Fire Chief
5. Consider adding two Battalion Chiefs when the City begins construction on an 8th fire
station

FIRE PREVENTION
The Fire Marshal, under direction of the Fire Chief, manages the Fire Prevention Bureau. The
Fire Prevention Bureau conducts fire and life safety inspections as well as plan reviews for new
construction, existing buildings, and special events. The Bureau also oversees the City's Hazard
Abatement Program and Multi-Family Residential Inspection Program to ensure multi-housing
units receive state mandated annual inspections.
Fire Prevention is the second largest division of the Fire Department consisting of five nonsworn full time personnel and six non-sworn part time personnel. The division also has five
defunded positions due to budget constraints.
Goal 1: Fiscal Sustainability
A brief overview of the fees charged for plan review and inspection of new development,
existing construction, and hazard abatement shows that the City does not recover 100% of the
costs associated with providing the staff and materials for these programs. As state legislation
allows the City to recover all costs associated with providing these services, the Fire Department
will continue to review the costs associated with performing these services and increase fees
where appropriate.
Strategies

1. Examine cost recovery options that would lead to a cost neutral business model
2. Review fire fees to ensure appropriate cost recovery for services provided
18
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3. Establish an appropriate fee schedule for the Multi-Family Residential Inspection
Program

Goal 2: Ensure All Business and Commercial Occupancies Receive Annual Fire and Life
Safety Inspections
Both Fire Prevention and Fire Operations perfonn annual fire and life safety inspections on
business and commercial occupancies in Moreno Valley, however, not all of these occupancies
receive an annual inspection. Currently, Fire Prevention is conducting a windshield survey to
capture 100% of the businesses in Moreno Valley that are required to have annual fire and life
safety inspections, including multi-family residential complexes.

Strategies
1. Complete the windshield survey to create a database that captures every business and
commercial occupancy in the City
2. Ensure each occupancy that is required to have an annual fire and life safety
inspection is assigned to a Fire Prevention Technician, Fire Prevention Inspector, or
Fire Engine Company each year
3. Examine the use of new technology applications, such as iPad based inspection
software, in order to automate inspection process, scheduling, and data entry

Goal 3: Perform Hazard Abatement Inspections Bi-Annually
The Fire Prevention Bureau conducts a hazard abatement inspection program on all vacant
parcels of land in Moreno Valley on an annual basis. This process begins in the spring and
concludes in the early summer. Typically, due to the climate conditions that exist in Moreno
Valley, regrowth of grasses and tumbleweeds occur in early fall. Due to budget constraints, the
Fire Prevention Bureau addresses the fall hazard abatement program on a case by case basis
rather than perfonning a comprehensive, proactive city wide inspection program.

Strategies
1. Establish a Fall season hazard abatement program to address the accumulation of
tumbleweeds and regrowth of vegetation from the Spring hazard mitigation efforts

Goal4: Provide Efficient Plan Review
The Fire Prevention Bureau currently utilizes a 3rd party consultant to review all technical plans
submitted to the City. All non-technical site review plans are reviewed by the City's Fire Safety
Specialist. The Fire Prevention Bureau is examining a variety of measures to improve customer
service including decreasing the tum-around times for initial review as well as evaluating the
current fee schedule. The Fire Prevention Bureau is also investigating the utilization of electronic
plan check submittal as an avenue for improving customer service.
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Strategies
1. Examine methods for improving the Bureau's efficiency in reviewing building plans,
such as electronic plan review and web based plan submittals
2. Develop an "Over the Counter" plan review pilot program for reviewing nontechnical plans in order to reduce plan check turnaround times and decrease the cost
to the customer
Goal 5: Evaluate Management Structure and Career Advancement within the Bureau

The Fire Marshal oversees five full time staff members and six part time staff. Over the last
three years the Fire Prevention Bureau has been assigned the City's Hazard Abatement program
and has recently implemented an inspection program to ensure every multi-family residential
housing unit is inspected annually in accordance with state law. In order to improve supervision
of field staff, the Fire Prevention Bureau has identified the need to re-establish the Deputy Fire
Marshal position. Additionally, in order to promote staff from within the Bureau, the Fire
Marshal will identify training opportunities for staff to improve their qualifications for career
advancement.
Strategies
1. Identify a revenue stream to re-establish funding for the Deputy Fire Marshal position
2. Develop a level of succession to meet the needs of the Bureau
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

The Fire Department's Office of Emergency Management is responsible for minimizing the
impact of natural and man-made disasters by establishing readiness through city-wide
prevention, preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation. This includes coordinating and
conducting drills for the City's Emergency Operations Center (EOC) as well as providing a wide
variety of training to both employees including Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
training, Terrorism Awareness training, and emergency preparedness training.
As part of the Moreno Valley Fire Department, and hence the Riverside County Fire Department,
it is critical that the City's Office of Emergency Management collaborates projects, emergency
management grants, emergency management exercises, and the management of declared local
disasters with the Riverside County Fire Department Office of Emergency Services. Having an
integrated, cooperative approach for addressing regional disasters benefits the community as
resources can be allocated to areas where they are most critically needed during a major incident.
Goal 1: Provide Training to Employees and Citizens

Unfortunately, disasters take place all the time around the United States and the world. These can
be naturally occurring disasters such as hurricanes, floods, wildfires, and tornados, or they can be
man-made events such as terrorism attacks. It is very important that all City employees are
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trained in their roles and responsibilities as disaster service workers and, even more importantly,
that the citizens of Moreno Valley are trained so they are better able to provide for themselves
and their families after a major event.
Strategies
1. Continue to conduct 2 11 day Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

CERT training a minimum of four times a year
Continue to provide emergency preparedness outreach activities to the community
and utilize Riverside County Fire Office of Emergency Services as an additional
training resource
Evaluate reinstating the City's CPR and First Aid program as cost neutral, alternative
funding sources are identified
Work with the Riverside County Fire Public Information Officer and the City's
Media & Community Division to have Earthquake Preparedness videos presented on
the City's Government Access Channel, MVTV-3, as well as to place relevant
emergency preparedness information on the City's website
Define priorities, develop and implement a five year emergency management exercise
program
Utilize resources from the Riverside County Fire Office of Emergency Services to
provide National Incident Management System (NIMS) training requirements
Continue NIMS training of City employees
Coordinate and manage citizen sworn disaster servicer workers

Goal 2: Incorporate Federal and State Legal Mandates and Standards into City
Emergency Management Strategies
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act is a federal law designed
to bring an orderly and systemic means of federal disaster assistance to state and local
governments to assist them in carrying out their responsibilities to aid citizens. Congress'
intention was to encourage states and local governments to develop comprehensive disaster
preparedness plans, prepare for better intergovernmental coordination, and provide federal
assistance programs for losses due to a disaster. There are several other pieces of legislation,
such as the Emergency Services Act of 2006, that place mandates on local governments to ensure
that local areas are prepared to respond to an emergency effectively and proficiently.
Strategies
1. Utilize the NIMS Capability Assessment Tool (NIMSCAST) process in developing

NIMS compliancy
2. In coordination with the Riverside County Fire Office of Emergency Services and the
California Emergency Management Agency (Cal EMA), complete NIMS resource
typing and credentialing requirements
3. Update the City's Emergency Action Plan
4. Update the City's Local Hazard Mitigation Plan for submittal to FEMA by October
2016
21
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5. Maintain an effective Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) consistent with local needs
as well as state and national requirements
Goal 3: Continually Improve Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Functions and
Capabilities Based on a Comprehensive Assessment

In order for the City to quickly and effectively manage any disaster it is essential to continually
evaluate and improve the EOC to ensure it is in a constant state of readiness and to provide
appropriate training to City staff.
Strategies
1. Improve and test EOC Standard Operating Procedures
2. Train EOC staff on updated protocols
3. Build personnel depth in EOC functional areas
4. Maintain and test City emergency management equipment and supplies to ensure the
City remains in a constant state of readiness

Goal 4:
Manage FEMA and State Disaster Recovery Projects to Ensure Timely
Completion of Required Documentation

Large disasters such as Hurricane Katrina, the Lorna Prieta Earthquake and the Northridge
Earthquake have a major impact on local residents, the government, and the impacted areas'
economic activity and base. The City of Moreno Valley expends resources in preparing for,
responding to, and recovering from a disaster event. As an event progresses from preparatory
activities to response activities to post event recovery, it is critical that the City maintains
appropriate records to ensure that Moreno Valley can successfully recover costs associated with
the disaster from federal and state disaster assistance programs. Appropriate documentation will
also prepare the City to apply for future Hazard Mitigation Grants from the federal government.
Strategies
1. Coordinate with departments to provide accurate information for Preliminary Damage

Assessment and appropriate documentation for Project Worksheets
2. Complete close out documentation and coordinate a FEMA review of completed
projects

Goal5: Maintain Effective Coordination and Partnerships with Local, Regional, and State
Agencies

Maintaining and strengthening the City's relationships with various local, regional, and state
agencies is vital to effectively coordinating emergency responses during disasters. The ability to
interact with other jurisdictions, jointly perform emergency management exercises, and discuss
regional response scenarios is vital to ensuring that not only do the citizens of Moreno Valley
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receive assistance during a major disaster but also that the region receives assistance where it is
most critically needed. More importantly, the City's Office of Emergency Management will
need to work closely with the Riverside County Fire Office of Emergency Services to ensure
preparedness activities as well as disaster responses are more regional in concept and in
application.
Strategies

1. Participate in operational area, regional, and strategic planning activities
2. Provide feedback and participate in coordinated multi-jurisdictionallmulti-agency
exerCIses
3. Coordinate emergency response preparedness, exercises, and other activities with
Riverside County Fire Office of Emergency Services, Riverside County operational
area agencies, Cal EMA, and other local and regional stakeholders such as the school
districts, hospitals, and March Air Reserve Base

FIRE FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT MASTER PLAN
Evaluating the existing and future infrastructure requirements for the Moreno Valley Fire
Department is vital to ensuring the safety and protection of lives and property for the citizens of
Moreno Valley. Having the appropriate facilities and equipment available are critical to the
effective operation of the Moreno Valley Fire Department. As part of this strategic plan, the Fire
Department is providing a ten year master plan for fire department facilities, equipment needs,
and the importance of traffic mitigation.
FIRE FACILITIES

The Moreno Valley Fire Department participates in the City's Capital Improvement Project
(CIP) budget each fiscal year. This budget identifies the fire facilities that are to be constructed
in the next five fiscal years as well as future fire station locations and CIP needs (see Table 2 on
page 24). Due to the size of Moreno Valley and the projected population at build out it is
estimated that the City will need to plan for the construction of a total of 12-13 fire stations with
a possible 14th fire station as an in fill fire station. The exact locations for all the necessary fire
stations to provide adequate fire and medical aid responses to Moreno Valley residents and
businesses will be determined utilizing the fire station methodology on page 8. The Fire
Department has already identified the exact locations for the eighth and ninth fire stations which
are located on the map on page 11.
In addition to building new facilities in accordance with the fire station methodology illustrated
on page 8, the Fire Department needs to maintain its existing facilities as each fire station is
expected to have a 50 year life span. This requires fire station personnel to continue to maintain
these facilities at their current levels and to work with the Facilities & Maintenance Division to
ensure the appropriate preventive maintenance work is being performed on the buildings.
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The two oldest fire stations in Moreno Valley, Fire Station 48 and Fire Station 65, were built in
the mid 1980's. Fire Station 65 is slated to be relocated in the next five to ten years as the
southern area of the City continues to grow. Due to the construction of warehousing and
distribution centers in that region of Moreno Valley, the Fire Department will need to build the
Industrial Fire Station to provide adequate fire and emergency medical response coverage to that
area. In order to maintain appropriate response times and emergency response coverage in the
City, Fire Station 65 will need to be relocated northwest from its current location to
accommodate the emergency response area of the Industrial Fire Station.
Description of Project

Projected Fiscal
Year to Begin
Morrison Park Fire Station, Fire Station #99
FY 2010-11
Remodel Fire Station 48
FY 2013-14
FY 2015-16
Relocation of Fire Station 65 (Note land acquisition
occurred in FY 2011-12)
and Beyond
FY 2015-16
Redlands Boulevard Fire Station (Note land
acquisition occurred in FY 2011-12)
and Beyond
Industrial Fire Station with Training Tower (Note
FY 2015-16
land acquisition occurred in FY 2011-12)
and Beyond
Public Safety Conversion - Includes Expansion of
FY 2015-16
Fire Administration
and Beyond
Cottonwood Park Fire Station - Infill Fire Station
FY 2015-16
and Beyond
Fire Station (Future) Land Acquisition
FY 2015-16
and Beyond
FY 2015-16
Gilman Station (Future)
and Beyond
FY 2015-16
Northeast Station (Future)
and Beyond
Fire Station 6 Storage Shed
FY 2015-16
and Beyond
Total Estimated CIP Costs

Estimated Cost

$5,925,460
$4,173,000*
$7,540,000
$7,640,000
$8,350,000
$107,639,939
$6,760,000
$739,000
$6,500,000
$6,500,000
$150,000
$161,917,399

Table 2: Fire Department Capital Improvement Projects as Listed in the FY 2011-12 CIP Book
*Cost for the Fire Station 48 remodel is being reevaluated for the FY 2012-13 CIP

The current CIP proposes a major remodel/renovation of Fire Station 48 in FY 2013-2014 to
extend the life span of the current facility. This remodel would include bathroom renovations to
comply with ADA requirements; semi-privatization of sleeping quarters for privacy and
modesty; kitchen renovations; and construction of an exercise room. A funding source for this
project has yet to be identified.
FIRE APPARATUS

The Moreno Valley Fire Department currently has six fire stations staffed by six fire engines and
two aerial apparatus (also known as truck companies) that respond to emergency calls for service
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such as fires, medical emergencies, traffic accidents natural and manmade disasters, hazardous
materials incidents, and rescue emergencies. A seventh fire station is slated to open in October
of2012 and will minimally be staffed with a fire engine.
Fire engines provide the initial response to any request for emergency service. These fire
apparatus are staffed with paramedic firefighters to provide advance life support care for any
medical emergency. Additionally, when responding to a fire, their primary responsibilities
include laying water supply lines; locating, accessing, and extinguishing the fire; search and
rescue if no truck company is available; and assisting in the overhaul and salvage. Truck
companies provide search and rescue; forcible entry; a rapid intervention crew (RIC) in case of a
building collapse; ventilation of smoke and hot gases; aerial water application; staffing to
augment the engine company compliment; and provide backup response to emergency calls for
service when engine companies are committed elsewhere.
Truck company personnel are trained to a higher level than fire engine personnel due to the
nature of the calls they respond to. These incidents include swift water rescue, low angle rescue,
high rise incidents, wide rise incidents, confined space rescue, and trench rescues. Truck
companies also carry equipment not normally located on a fire engine. This equipment includes
heavy rescue equipment, confined space rescue equipment, low angle rescue equipment, auto
extrication equipment (Jaws of Life), a variety of ground ladders, smoke removal fans, and large
water delivery appliances.
On an initial report of a fire there is an automatic dispatch of three fire engines, one truck
company, and one Battalion Chief for a total of 13 personnel. When the fire is confirmed to be a
working fire, there are two additional units dispatched providing a minimum of 19 fire personnel
on scene per Riverside County Fire Department Policy which results in a total of 6 fire apparatus
and one Chief Officer committed to the incident. This leaves a total of two fire apparatus
available for dispatch in the City until Riverside County Fire is able to move up additional fire
apparatus from neighboring jurisdictions to cover the City'S vacant stations. This process could
take up to 30 minutes, and not every vacant station in the City would be covered by the County
or other local agencies.
The City participates in a cooperative, regionalized fire and rescue delivery system with the
Riverside County Fire Department through the fire services contract the City has with the
County. As part of this regionalized system, additional resources are available from the County
and surrounding jurisdictions to Moreno Valley when there is an emergency in the City that is
utilizing a majority of the City's resources. This allows some of the City's vacant fire stations to
be staffed with fire apparatus from surrounding cities or from the County. Conversely, the City
provides fire apparatus to local jurisdictions when they are experiencing either a major incident,
or a series of incidents, that has left very few, if any, fire resources available for dispatch in that
area. Through the Master Mutual Aid Agreement, the City is obligated to provide fire apparatus
to other jurisdictions to assist in handling emergency calls for service, just as those jurisdictions
are obligated to provide resources to the City.
As future fire stations are constructed to address new residential, commercial, and industrial
development the Fire Chief will need to evaluate what existing fire stations and apparatus can
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service the newly developed areas. This includes considering the ability to provide an
emergency response into the new planning area within 5 minutes of receiving a dispatch from the
Emergency Command Center and the ability to have an aerial apparatus on scene within 8
minutes of dispatch for any reported fires.
As new specific plans are submitted for the developing areas on the east end of Moreno Valley
the Fire Department will need to consider what types of occupancies will be built; square footage
of any commercial or industrial complexes, the number of new residential complexes that will be
built; development of the roads servicing the area; and population increases in that area in order
to appropriately staff any existing fire station or new fire station. This information will be
utilized to determine what type(s) of fire apparatus will need to be purchased in order to provide
adequate fire protection and emergency medical services to the new development area. The table
below shows recommended first alarm responses for fires at high-hazard, medium-hazard, and
low-hazard occupancies.
TRAFFIC MITIGATION

Traffic is, and will continue to be, an issue in the City of Moreno Valley. Traffic affects the
safety of both firefighters and citizens in the community as well as response times to emergency
calls for service and increases equipment wear. A recently published study by the United States
Fire Administration, and the Department of Homeland Security, reported that since 1984 the
percent of firefighter fatalities attributable to vehicle accidents has ranged annually from 20% to
25%. The same study discussed the importance of controlling traffic flow through an
intersection to ensure the safety of the emergency responders as this is when emergency vehicles
are most likely to be involved in an accident.
The City currently has 172 active traffic signals. Forty-two of these traffic signals have an
emergency vehicle preemption system installed on them so that when an emergency vehicle
equipped with a transponder can trigger a traffic signal to either remain green or tum a red light
to green so that an emergency vehicle can traverse a signalized intersection with the right of way.
On December 6, 2011 the City's Public Works Department began the process to retrofit 115
intersections with an emergency vehicle preemption system, known as Opticom. It is estimated
that this project will be completed in June 2012. Once the installation is complete, the Public
Works Department will then budget funding to install Opticom at the remaining 15 intersections.
At the direction of City Council, all new signalized intersections will have Opticom installed so
that the City will have 100% of its signalized intersections covered by an emergency vehicle
preemption system. This will vastly increase the safety to firefighters, the community, and
reduce response times.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL DISPATCH
Emergency medical dispatch (EMD) is a recognized structured system used to determine the
nature and severity of a medical problem, prioritize it so the appropriate level of Emergency
Medical Services is dispatched safely, and provides the caller with instructions on how to assist
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the patient until emergency medical services arrive. The system also allows dispatchers, based
on a set of protocol and answers obtained from the caller, to triage emergency calls for service
and dispatch a tiered level of emergency response. This reduces the risk to firefighters when
responding to emergencies and also keeps units available for more urgent calls for service.
Dispatchers are the primary link between the public, who are in need of emergency medical care,
and firefighters/ambulance personnel who can provide the required level of medical care.
Dispatchers who utilize emergency medical dispatch protocols can assist with the immediate
implementation of CPR, airway maintenance, hemorrhage control, emergency birthing
instructions for women in labor, c-spine precautions, treatments for heat related or cold related
emergencies, and auto injectors (Epi-pens) for allergic reactions.
Not all Public Safety Answering Points (PSAP) provide this service. In Riverside County only
the cities of Riverside and Corona provide this service. In 2012, the Riverside County Fire
Department Emergency Command Center will begin instituting several of the protocols
associated with EMD. Riverside County will then look at utilizing EMD as a way to triage calls
for service in order to dispatch the appropriate level of medical care, allowing fire apparatus to
remain ready for emergency calls that may be more serious in nature. This system may also be
used for coordinating a tiered level of response to fires.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
The goal of any strategic plan is to map out the future direction for the Fire Department. Over the
next ten years there will be items that will need to be discussed with the Riverside County Fire
Department and with City Council in order to better serve the needs of the community and the
needs of firefighting personnel. These items include:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction of a training!drill tower
Four person staffing
Paramedic squads
Dividing the City into two battalions
Riverside County Fire Department fire apparatus lease program

CONSTRUCTION OF A TRAINING/DRILL TOWER

The Ben Clark Training Center, located at 16791 Davis Avenue in Riverside, is a regional
training center for both law enforcement agencies and fire departments. The drill tower at this
location is a regional training tower serving not only the Riverside County Fire Department but
also the students at Moreno Valley College.
When utilizing the training tower, three fire apparatus are out of service in the City due to the
distance they would need to travel from the Ben Clark Training Center back to Moreno Valley to
respond to an emergency call for service. A local training tower would allow fire apparatus to
stay within the city limits of Moreno Valley for multi-company training and be available to
respond to emergencies.
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Furthermore, training could be scheduled more frequently for City personnel. Being able to drill
on a daily or weekly basis is an important component of building an effective and efficient fire
ground operation for when a fire emergency occurs. The main benefit to being able to train more
frequently for high rise emergencies is that it raises the level of safety for fire personnel.
Additionally, they are able to provide a more organized response to high hazard incidents which
can ultimately affect the outcome ofthe emergency situation.
Having a training tower located in Moreno Valley has been recognized in the City's Capital
Improvement Project (CIP) budget since 1992 when the Fire Chief at the time requested its
construction as part of the ten year CIP with construction to begin in Fiscal Year 1998-99. Due
to financial considerations, and the size of property that would need to be purchased to
accommodate a joint fire station and drill tower, the fire department has continuously deferred
this project. However, with the pending land acquisition in the south end of the City of 4.78
acres, there is now not only the appropriate land size available but also the location is ideal as it
is not near a residential development. The fire station and drill tower will be constructed shortly
after Fiscal Year 2015-16.
FOUR PERSON STAFFING

A landmark study released by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
released in 2010 confirms that the size of fire fighting crews has a substantial effect on the fire
service's ability to protect lives and property in residential fires. Conducted by a broad coalition
in the scientific, fire fighting and public safety communities, the study results found that four
person fire fighting crews were able to complete 22 essential fire fighting and rescue tasks in a
typical residential structure 30% faster than two person crews and 25% faster than three person
crews. This study was the first to quantify the effects of crew sizes and arrival times on the fire
service's lifesaving and fire fighting operations.
Additionally, the Fire Department is subject to the Federal Regulation 1910.134 issued by the
U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) which
requires two firefighters to enter a burning building together and two firefighters to be outside
the building who are able to render immediate assistance should a rescue need to be made. This
is commonly called the "two in/two out" rule. As the City staffs all fire engines with three fire
personnel and the truck companies with four fire personnel, the engine is oftentimes waiting for
the arrival of another fire apparatus in order to safely enter a burning building. The impact of not
having essential equipment on scene in a timely manner could lead to an increase in the amount
of property loss due to fires and potentially increase the loss of life should anyone be trapped
inside. There is also an inherent risk to the firefighters the longer it takes to initiate an interior
fire attack due to flashover conditions typically developing within 8 minutes of the start of a fire.
While the Fire Department desires to have four person staffing on all fire apparatus to increase
the effectiveness of fire fighting operations it is unlikely that this will occur in the next five to ten
years due to the economic situation in Moreno Valley and the cost associated with increasing
staffing from three fire personnel on a fire engine to four. Utilizing information from the City'S
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contract with Riverside County Fire for Fiscal Year 2011-12, the cost per engine company per
year would be $419,972 to add an additional firefighter or a total of$2,939,804 when accounting
for the six fire engines the City currently staffs and the seventh fire engine that will be staffed
when the Morrison Park Fire Station opens in 2012.
The City will need to consider the importance of increasing staffing to four person fire engine
crews versus the importance of opening additional fire stations as calls for service increase due
commercial and industrial buildings being constructed and population growth. With the
approximate operating costs for a three person staffed engine company at $1.1 million a year, in
theory, the City could staff two fire engines at two new fire stations with the savings from having
three person staffed engine companies versus four person staffed engine companies. The Fire
Chief is estimating the City will need to build its next two fire stations within the next eight years
given the projected population growth and increase in commercial development for Moreno
Valley.
The Fire Chief does recommend that the City, and specifically City Council, be aware of the
importance of staffing fire engines with four fire personnel versus three and consider upgrading
to four person staffing as economic conditions permit. The Fire Chief will work with the City to
determine a way to balance the need to increase staffing to four person fire engine companies
with the need to open new fire stations. One possibility for meeting the need to increase staffing
for safer fire ground operations is presented in the Paramedic Squad section below.
PARAMEDIC SQUADS

The City's six fire engines are staffed with firefighter paramedics who provide advance medical
care for medical emergencies and trauma. As calls for service continue to increase in the City of
Moreno Valley, the Fire Chief will need to consider adding additional fire emergency response
units to the existing fire stations in order to provide adequate personnel and equipment for
emergency responses. As 84.4% of the Fire Department's emergency calls for service are for
medical emergencies it is possible that the additional equipment would consist of a paramedic
squad in lieu of a fire engine or fire truck.
One advantage to a paramedic squad is that it will allow for a tiered level of response for both
medical and fire emergencies as discussed in the Emergency Medical Dispatch section of this
strategic plan. The paramedic squads will also provide additional coverage at the busier fire
stations for medical responses requiring advance life support and will provide more staffing for
fire ground operations. Finally, there is a cost savings to both purchasing and staffing a
paramedic squad. The cost for a paramedic rescue squad and its equipment is $92,907, which is
over $400,000 less than the cost of a paramedic fire engine. Additionally, a squad is staffed with
two Firefighter Paramedic personnel versus a fire engine that is staffed with one Fire Captain,
one Fire Apparatus Engineer, and one Firefighter Paramedic. The cost for two Firefighter
Paramedic personnel to cover the paramedic rescue squad seven days a week is estimated at
$625,000, which is a 52% savings in personnel costs versus a paramedic fire engine which is
approximately $1.2 million a year.
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DIVIDING THE CITY INTO Two BATTALIONS

The Moreno Valley Fire Department's Battalion Chiefs are responsible for the management of
the City's six fire stations and 69 fire fighting personnel, with one Battalion Chief on duty at all
times. With the level of emergency activity in a city as large and complex as Moreno Valley,
when the Morrison Park Fire Station opens in October 2012, the Fire Department will be at its
upper most limit for reasonable efficiency expectations for a single battalion with only two
Battalion Chiefs supervising field staff.
In order to provide appropriate supervision to field staff, accomplish administrative tasks, and
respond to emergency calls for service, the Fire Chief will need to consider splitting the City into
two battalions and adding two additional Battalion Chiefs when construction begins on an 8th
fire station as the span of control for two Battalion Chiefs will be exceeded when the fire station
opens and additional personnel are added. Battalion Chiefs ensure that fire stations are
maintained, schedule personnel for training, investigate complaints from the public, and a variety
of other administrative tasks in addition to providing operational expertise on the fire grounds.
As the number of personnel and fire stations are expanded, the Fire Department need to hire
additional Battalion Chiefs to ensure that the myriad of administrative tasks assigned to Battalion
Chiefs as well as supervision of employees can be accomplished in an efficient and effective
manner.
RIvERSIDE COUNTY FIRE APPARATUS LEASE PROGRAM

The City of Moreno Valley currently owns three of the six fire engines present in the City as well
as the two 100' aerial ladder companies and one 75' quint that is a reserve ladder truck. The cost
to purchase and equip a fire engine is estimated at $545,000 and is depreciated over 10 years. In
order to cover the replacement cost of the fire engine, the City's Finance department charges the
Fire Department an amount equal to the purchase price of the fire engine and its equipment
divided by ten each fiscal year. Currently, this would be $54,500 per year for a new fire engine.
The vehicle equipment replacement account allows the Fire Department to replace vehicles as
needed once they have reached the end of their useful life span.
Three of the City's fire engines are leased from the County of Riverside at a cost of $19,200 per
year per vehicle and includes preventive maintenance as well as the cost of both minor and major
vehicle repairs. If the City was to transfer the title of the City owned fire engines to the County,
the City would save $35,300 each year in vehicle replacement costs. Additionally, the City
would save money on the repair of City owned fire engines as the City currently budgets money
for any repair that exceeds $5,000. Should an expensive item such as a transmission or axle
break on a fire engine the City would need to pay for the cost of the repair. For any leased fire
engine the County is responsible for the maintenance of the vehicle and all vehicle repair work.
This is a major benefit to the City as the Fire Department would no longer need to budget for
expensive vehicle repairs. Furthermore, while it would be a minor savings, the City would no
longer need to insure the City owned fire engines. The total insurance cost savings to the City
would be $4,960 annually.
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Under this program, the City would still need to make the initial purchase of the fire engine, and
then transfer the title to the County. Once the title is transferred to the County it is then becomes
the responsibility of the County to allocate the appropriate funding to replace the fire engines in
the future and to budget for all vehicle repair costs. The County depreciates their vehicles over
20 years, however, when the fire engines reach a certain age, mileage, or condition it is placed
into reserve status to extend its useful life to reach the full 20 years
Vehicles that are not covered by this program include the City's two 100' aerial ladder trucks
and the 75' quint. The City will still be required to budget for any repair exceeding $5,000 on
these two vehicles as well as budget for their replacement.

SUMMARY
This strategic plan lays the foundation for the development of the Moreno Valley Fire
Department over the next ten years by identifying five goals for Fire Operations as well as five
goals each for Fire Prevention and Fire Operations. These goals are:

FIRE OPERATION GoALS
•
•
•
•
•

GoalI: Financial Management and Accountability
Goal2: Arrive On Scene within 5 Minutes of Dispatch 90% of the Time
Goal3: Reduce the Risk of Fire to Residents through Prevention Campaigns and
Mitigation Efforts
Goal4: Maintain a Strong Partnership with Riverside County Fire Department
GoalS: Ensure Fire Administration Staffing is Sufficient for the Needs ofthe
Department

FIRE PREVENTION GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

GoalI: Fiscal Sustainability
Goal2: Ensure All Business and Commercial Occupancies Receive Annual Fire and
Life Safety Inspections
Goal3: Perform Hazard Abatement Inspections Bi-Annually
Goal4: Provide Efficient Plan Review
Goal5: Evaluate Management Structure and Career Advancement within the Bureau

OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

•
•
•
•

GoalI: Provide Training to Employees and Citizens
Goal2: Incorporate Federal and State Legal Mandates and Standards into City
Emergency Management Strategies
Goal3: Continually Improve Emergency Operations Center Functions and
Capabilities Based on a Comprehensive Assessment
Goal4: Manage FEMA and State Disaster Recovery Projects to Ensure Timely
Completion of Required Documentation
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•

Goal5: Maintain Effective Coordination and Partnerships with Local, Regional, and
State Agencies

This plan also identifies five key areas that need to be considered as the City continues to grow.
These items will need to be assessed over the next decade and potentially implemented in order
to provide quality services to Moreno Valley. These areas are:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction of a training/drill tower
Four person staffing
Paramedic squads
Dividing the City into two battalions
Riverside County Fire Department fire apparatus lease program

Finally, the Moreno Valley Fire Department is a dynamic organization that must be able to react
to change, resolve problems, and work together with other departments and agencies on issues
that might arise. The intent of this plan is to serve as a guide for the Fire Department's
development over the next ten year. It also serves as the foundation document for informing
City Council as to the direction the Fire Department is headed in order to ensure the community
continues to receive outstanding fire protection services. The Fire Department will review this
plan biennially to ensure the goals outlined in this plan are being met.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
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From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community ServicesfYji

Date:

June 6,2012

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

SPECIAL EVENTS

The City of Moreno Valley's July 4th Celebration will take place on July 4. The
Independence Celebration will kick off with a parade sponsored by Waste Management
from 9:30 a.m. to noon. The parade route will begin at Alessandro Boulevard, head north
on Frederick Street,go west on TownGate Boulevard, and end at the TownGate Plaza at
approximately 12:00 noon. The parade theme this year is "United We Stand - A Moreno
Valley 4th." Organizations are invited to enter a float. Parade entry forms are currently
available at Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center.
The festivities continue at Morrison Park and Mountain View Middle School located at the
corner of Dracaea and Morrison. Gates open at 1:00 p.m. with the festival beginning at
2:00 p.m. NEW this year will be a Wine and Beer Garden. There will be food, arts and
crafts, game booths, clowns, and entertainment. There may be a minimal fee for the
various activities, such as the bouncers and game booths.
A main stage and a youth stage will guarantee enjoyment for the entire family. There will
be several entertainers this year. At 3:00 p.m. the excitement will begin on stage when
finalists compete for Moreno Valley Idol and only one will leave the stage as Moreno Valley
Idol. At 4:00 p.m. a performance by "Michael John's Tribute to Billy Joel," followed by
"BELLA DONNA - A Tribute to Stevie Nicks and Fleetwood Mac," and then "The Joshua
Tree - A Tribute to U2." As a grand finale, the event will conclude with a fireworks
extravaganza at 9:00 p.m., which will be simulcast with patriotic music by KOLA (99.9 FM).
This promises to be the best July 4th show ever!· Presale tickets for the event are available
at the Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center from June 11 to July 3. Cost is
$2 per person or $10 for a family (up to 6 people). On July 4, entry is free between 1:00
p.m. and 4:00 p.m. After 4:00 p.m. entry fee is $3 per person. Military service members
with valid identification and children under 5 are free.
We thank the following sponsors who have contributed to our Celebration: City of Moreno
Valley, KOLA 99.9, Moreno Valley Unified School District, Pepsi, Accurate Accessories,
Waste Management, and Supervisor Marion Ashley.
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The Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department announces the first annual
Free Summer Moyi,e~.!11 the Park series during the summer. Running from June 7 through
August 2, please 'join us' ron Thursday evenings for fun, family-friendly movies at the
Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center located at 14075 Frederick Street. All
movies will begin at dusk with exciting pre-show activities also scheduled. Come early with
your beach chairs and blankets to enjoy the show! Visit www.moval.org for a complete
schedule of movies. For general information regarding Free Summer Movies in the Park,
please contact the Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department at
951.413.3280.
PARK PROJECTS

1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
existing hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: ihe project was approved by City Council on April 10, 2012. Currently, the
synthetic turf is being installed .. Completion is scheduled for June 14.

2.

Conference and Recreation Center - Ballroom Patio
Project Description: Concrete will replace the turf between the concrete squares on
the Ballroom's west patio.
Status: The contract for work was awarded to NPG Inc. Work commence.d on May
30. The project will take approximately three weeks.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer-constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turf football/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus, and parking
.
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: Completion of the project is planned for spring 2013. Listed below is a
detailed status of the project.
The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources and the City.
SWPP has been submitted.
Fees for MSHCP, Parks Plan Check and Parks Inspection/testing have been paid
by the developer.
Burrowing Owl study needs to be performed.
Grading Plans: Mylars signed ..
Building Plans: Plans have been approved.
Site Improvement Plans: Plans and structurals are approved.
Project Specifications: Under Parks and Community Services review ..
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Eastern Municipal Water District: Civil engineering, Recycled Water Use and
Irrigation plans are approved.
Oepartment of Water Resources: Approval of the Encroachment Permit has been
granted.
Jurisdictional Permit #401:
Pacific Development Inc. is working with the
environmental consultant to obtain documentation, in order to proceed with the
project.
4.

Sports Field Automated Lighting Upgrade
Project Description: Upgrade lighted sports fields, utilizing an automated system
meeting current City standards. This will allow staff to utilize one program for all
lighted sports fields and save electricity.
Status: This phase of the project is completed. March Field Park Field #1 is
planned for FY 12/13.

5.

TownGate Community Center Exterior Painting
Project Description: Repaint exterior of the 7 -year old TownGate Community
Center.· This will freshen up the facility and add years to the life of the building.
Status: The work has been completed.

6.

TownGate Community Center Interior Painting
Project Description: Repaint interior of the 7-year old TownGate Community Center
entrance and banquet room. This project includes minor repairs and new paint to
freshen up the facility.
Status: The work is scheduled for the week of June 4.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Repaired playground at Patriot Park.
• Repaired main line lea~s golf course.
Repaired mail box at golf course.
Repaired and replanted parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Relamped sports field lighting at various parks.
Trimmed and/or removed trees at various park sites.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•

Weed abate Equestrian Center and Markborough property.
Aerate sports fields and fertilize (75% complete).
Reseed turf areas from tree removals at various park sites.
Top off playground fiber at Bethune, Pedrorena, Weston, and College parks.
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•

3.

Install new exterior doors on restroom buildings at John F. Kennedy
Memorial and Fairway Parks (Ridgecrest Park completed).
• Repair playground Celebration Park.
• Weed all trails and parks.
• Trim trees in Cele.bration Park.
• Mulch all flower beds in 'all CFD #1 parks.
• Put decomposed granite on a" trails.
• Work on CRC patio concrete.
• Place fiber at Patriot Park playground.
• Resurface Shadow Mountain.
• Sand and aerate greens and fertilizer greens.
• Verticut golf course.
• Aerate and fertilize parks.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas: Adri.enne Mitche"
($411), Aqueduct Bikeway ($335), Bayside ($103), Celebration ($.123), Community
($644), EI Potrero ($24), Gateway ($24), JFK ($76), Parque Amistad ($24),
Sunnymead ($217), Towngate ($132), Victoriano ($24), \:"Ieston ($82), and
Woodland ($228). The total cost for vandalism/graffiti was $2,447. Total labor hours
for vandalism/graffiti were 52 hours, approximately 6% full-time work days.

4.

Mobile Stage Unit
May 5,2012:

5.

Cinco de Mayo, Sponsored by Hispani,c Chamber of Commerce

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 369 hours during May. The total hours for court
referrals in 2012 are 1,848 which equates to approximately 231 full-time work days.

RECREATION DlVISION

1.

Recreation and Sports
May was busy for each of the three Time for Tots sites. New registration of children
ages three to five years continued to increase as summer approached. All three
sites were consistently full of children preparing for kindergarten as the 2011-2012
school year concluded. The registered participants enjoyed fun-filled, educational,
and creative-themed curriculum during the month of May. In addition to the
curriculum, special activity days were held throughout the month including Cinco de
Mayo Celebrations, Mother's Day Celebration, Sports Day, and the annual end of
the school year celebrations.
More than 100 mothers/grandmothers/aunts joined the Time for Tots' children and
staff for the annual Mother's Day Celebration on May 9. The Conference and
Recreation Center ballroom was full of music, multiple crafts, hot dogs barbequed
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by the program's fathers, raffles, and a song performance by the program's
participants.
The Time for Tots annual graduation ceremony will be held at the Conference and
Recreation Center on June 6 at 6:00 p.m. inside the Grand Valley Ballroom.
The Time for Tots staff are also'preparing for the summer sessions beginning June
18.
May was once again a busy month for recreation program and classes. Many of the
dance and marital arts classes were filled with children and adults students learning
a new art or skill. Several of these classes were also featured at the annual Spring
Contract Class Performance, which was held on May 16 at the Conference and
Recreation Center. The Grand Valley Ballroom was filled with more than 600 family
members and friends to. support more than 180 contract class participants. Twentytwo youth and adult contract classes performed for the supportive audience through
two performances.
Sunshine Social's annual prom was held on May 9 at the TownGate Community
Center. This year's theme was the '80's, and participants dressed in their favorite
1980's attire and danced the night away to the music hits of that time period. A
royal court was crowned and announced during the event.
Summer Valley Kids Camp opened on May 29 for local children from the Val Verde
Unified School District. Children enjoyed their break from school with recreational
games,movies, video games, arts and crafts, and field trips. Registration numbers
are expected to increase when students from the Moreno Valley Unified School
District join Summer Valley Kids camp on June 11.
There are more than 150 participants for the Pee Wee and Junior T-ball program.
The children will be learning the fundamentals of baseball two times a week at
Bethune Park and Shadow' Mountain Park .
. More than 300 participants are registered for the Summer Youth and Teen
Basketball League. Games will be held at the CRC on Tuesday, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Saturdays throughout the summer. Championship games will be
held on August 4.
All the adult sports programs have ended, and staff are gearing up for all to start in
late June and early July.
2.

Senior Community Center
On May3 the Center held its Cinco de Mayo BBQ, which was sponsored by Easy
Choice, with 100 seniors attending. The seniors had grilled chicken, hot dogs,
potato salad, rice, beans, chips, and salsa, provided by Jose's.
On May 9 a Mother's Day Garden Party was held 'and sponsored by Health Net,
with 56 mothers attending. The mothers were served tea and delicious desserts.
The Ballet Folklorico Orgullo Mexicano performed for the. mothers making this a
memorable occasion for all.

5
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The May Senior Birthday Party was celebrated on May 24. This event was
sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center, which provided a free
meal. Miller Jones Mortuary donated a cake and ice cream.
Upcoming events include the Father's Day BBQ on June 14 and a Texas BBQ on
July 12.
On May 6, May 12, and May 25, the seniors went on day trips to Spotlight 29
Casino, which cost $25 with $25 back in free play.
On May 7-9 there was a three day trip to Laughlin. The trip cost $70 for double
occupancy with two free buffets.
On May 23 there was a day trip to Indian Casino Valley View at a cost of $25 with
$15 back at the casino in free play.
On May 27 the seniors went on a day trip to Harrah's. The cost was $25 with $25
back at the casino in free play ..
On May 28 the seniors went on a day trip to Buffalo Bills. The cost was $30 with a
free buffet.
COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

Date
5/1/12
5/1/12
5/2/12
5/2/12
5/3/12
5/3/12
5/3/12
5/5/12
5/5/12
5/6/12
5/6/12
5/6/12
5/7/12
5/7/12
5/8/12
5/8/12

Guests
10
75
100
35
24
42
24
500
42
100
35
42
42
80
75

$2214.00
$90.00
$0
$200.00
$0
$1 293.00
$230.00
$0-

6
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5/10/12
5/12/12
5/12/12
5/13/12
5/13/12
5/14/12
5/14/12
5/15/12
5/16/12
5/16/12
5/16/12
5/17/12
5/17/12
5/17112
5/17/12
5/19/12
5/20/12
5/20/12
5/21/12
5/22/12
5/22/12
5/23/12
5/24/12
5/24/12
5/24/12
5/26/12
5/27/12
5/27/12
5/29/12
5/29/12
5/30/12
5/30/12
5/30/12
5/30/12
5/31/12
5/31/12
5/31/12
5/31/12
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Moreno Valley Community College Awards
250
Foreclosure Seminar
300
Weight Watchers
42
35
Church Services
42
Church Services
Moreno Valley Fire Academy Graduation
300
Weight Watchers
42
Weight Watchers
75
600
Contract Class Performances
30
SBDC
35
Church Services
MVEA Employee Meeting
200
Creative Solutions
100
RCOE Employee Recognition
300
Weight Watchers
42
Weight Watchers
42
35
Church Services
42
Church SerVices
42
WeiQht Watchers
Weight Watchers
75
25
' Children's Luncheon with Bill Batey
Church Services
35
Moreno Valley High School AVID Banquet
300
42
Weight Watchers
24
Arts Commission
Quinceanera
300
Church Services
35
42
Church Services
Weight Watchers
75
150
FlaQ Football Awards Banquet
150
Flag Football Awards Banquet
30
SBDC
MVEA
100
Church Services
35
42
WeiQht Watchers
m
24
July 4 Meeting
25
Motivate MV Weigh In
300
Access to the Future Dinner
Total Revenue for May 2012

$1,492.00
$5,422.00
$230.00
$140.00
$110.00
$769.00
$100.00
$75.00
$576.00
$36.00
$90.00
$0
$150.00
$996.00
$200.00
$230.00
$140.00
$110.00
$100.00
$75.00
$24.00
$190.00
$1,013.00 .
$200.00 $0
$3,054.00
$140.00
$110.00
$75.00
$0
$0
$24.00
$206.00
$90.00
$200.00
$0
$0
$831.00
$23,571.15
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Date
5/6/12
5/12/12
5/13/12
5/19/12
5/20i12
5/23/12
5/26/12 .
5/27/12
5/29/12
5/31/12

Date
5/1/12
5/5/12
5/6/12
5/6/12
5/8/12
5/9/1
5/11/12

Event

Guests
50
200
50
200
50
10
200
50
15
12
Total Revenue for Ma 2012

Event

Guests
30
140

Church Services
Quinceanera
Church Services

Church Services
Meetin
Meetin

Church Services
Quinceanera
Church Services
Adult Birthd
Church Services

Revenue
$165.00
$1,266.15
$165.00
$1,595.15
$165.00
$0
$1,701.15
$165.00
$90.00
$90.00
$5,402.45

150
60
60···

Total

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Participants
Senior Community Center Calendar

8
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May 2012 Totals

~

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY - ZONE'l
PARK RANGER STATISTICSPark

I

!

I
I

I
<
o

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

--

Parking

Visitors

Contact·

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Adrienne Mitchell

54

5760

344

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bayside

62

2836

306

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Civic Center

76

0

0

0

a
a

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

4 City Yard

62

0

0

0-

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 Community

80

9095

373

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

a

0

0

0

0

(

Violations Other

45

1086

162

0

0

0

0

0

7 Edison Easement

44

256

256

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

8 Gateway

78

4714

379

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

9 Hidden Springs Park

50

1317

195

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Hidden Springs Trail

0

0

0

0,

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

11 John F. Kennedy

85

5328

472

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

12 March Field

68

7527

398

0

0

0

0

0

0

a
a
a

0

a

0

13 North Aqueduct

46

137

137

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Patriot

36

280

280

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Poorman's Reservoir

42

280

280

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

53

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

76

6389

367

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

18 Sunnymead

69

9835

417

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4
4-

19 Towngate Memorial

76

8455

423

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

20 Valley Skate Park

87

1173

244

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

21 Westbluff

74

1886

292

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

66

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

22 STARS

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

24

0
0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1329

66354

5325

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22

22
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Citation Violations

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

o

(J)

Total

Patrols

23

~

Public

-

4

!

I

I

May 2012 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

~

o

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

0

13

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(j

0

0

2 Bethune

68

2727

326

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

3 Cactus Trail

47

113

123

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

4 Celebration

70

5761

462

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

5 City Yard

58

0

- 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

39

20

20

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

7 Cottonwood Trail

45

58

51

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 EI Potrero

66

3908

366

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

5

7

9 Equestrian Center

54

167

114

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

60

·1009

151

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 Morrison

61

4718

306

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

6

12 Parque Amistad

54

1049

146

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

59

402

93

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Pedrorena

68

1244

213·

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Rancho Verde S&T

40

18

18

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

16 Ridge Crest

64

1103

194

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Rock Ridge

40

594

97

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

18 South Aqueduct

45

50

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoriano '

64

620

149

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20 Vista Lomas

61

843

161

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Weston

59

1615

168

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

22 Woodland

60

2634

275

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Q

1182

28666

3494

0

0

7

8

0

1

0

0

22

1 Auto Mall Trail

<
o

Public

TOTALS

--

Violations Other

Citation Violations
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Senior Community Center
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All programs and activities for seniors are held at the Moreno Valley Senior Community Center. Active senior citizens
age 50 and older who do not require care or adult supervision are welcome to register. There is no membership fee.

25075 Fir Ave, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 0 Office 951-413-3430 0 Fax 951-243-1400
Monday-Friday 8am-4pm
0
Closed Saturday-Sunday
0
www,moval.org
MV00234566
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Classes
Activity

M
0

n

d
a
y

Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Tai Chi Exercise MF
Water Color
Exercise wi George MWF
Healing Arts
Zumba Exercise MF
Line Dancing MTIh

Activity

T
U
e
S

d
a
y

Spanish Conversational
Yoga
English Conversational
Creative Writing
PinochleTIh
MovieTF
Dominoes
Line Dancing MTIh

Activity

'Yd
n

e
S

d

a
y

Crochet
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Ceramics
Exercise w/George MWF
Bridge
Quilting Club WF
King of the Hill
Bingo

Activity

T
h
U

r

S

d

a
y

Oil Painting
Weight Loss Support
Spanish Conversational
PinochleTIh
English Conversational
Bunco
Canasta
Guitar Class
. Line Dancing MTIh
Book Club 1st & 3rd

Activity

F
r•
I

d
a
y

Basic Drawing
Tae 80 Exercise MWF
Chair Massage
Quilting Club WF
Exercise w/ George MWF
Tai Chi Exercise MF
Zumba Exercise
Bridge - Advanced
MovieTF

Start
8:15
8:30
9:00
9:15
10:00
12:30
1:30

Start
9:00
.9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
11:30
12:00
1:00

Start
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:15
12:00
12:00
12:30
1:00

Start
9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:30
2:00

Start
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:30
12:30
12:30
1:30

End
9:10
9:30
12:30
10:15
4:00
1:20
3:00

End
10:00
10:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00

End
12:00
9:10
11:30
10:15
3:30
3:30
2:30
3:00

End
12:30
11:30
10:00
3:00
11:30
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:00
3:00

End
11:30
9:10
2:00
12:00
10:15
11:30
1:30
3:30
3:00

~

Snecial
Events
---

Room

Date

Event/Seminar/Service

Banq N
Class 1&2
Art 1&2
Banq N
Class 1&2
BanqN
BanqN

6/4
6/4
6/11
6118
6/18
6/18
6/18
6/25

Delta Dental Care
United Healthcare
United Healthcare
SynerMed Blood Pressure Test
United Healthcare
Caremore Health
HR Benefits Consulting
Arthritis Exercise Caremore

Date

Room
Class 2
Banq N
Class 2
Class 1
Lobby E
Banq N
Library
Banq N

6/5
6/5
6/5
6/12

Room

Date

Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1&2
BanqN
Art 1
Class 1&2
Billiard
Banq NS

6/6
6/6
6/13
6/27
7/4

Room

Date

Art 1&2
Class 1&2
Banq N
Lobby E
BanqN
Art 1&2
Lobby E
Class 1&2
BanqN
Counsel

6/14
6/28

Room

Date

Art 1
Banq N
Counsel
Class 1&2
BanqN
Banq N
Banq N
Art 1
Banq N

6/1
6/8
6/8
6/15
6/22
6/22
6/29

,2

Event/Seminar/Service
Coping Grief and Loss Part Two
Better Mobility
Voting Polls at MVSCC
Arthritis Exercise Caremore

Event/SeminarlService
Miller-Jones Info Session
Sam's Club
Health Net
Easy Choice BINGO
Senior Center C LOS E D

Event/Seminar/Service
Father's Day BBQ Health Net
Senior Birthday Miller-Jones

Event/Seminar/Service
Swap Meet
Health Net Blood Pressure
Donovan Elvis Tribute
Health Net Blood Pressure
Health Net Blood Pressure
Kaiser Hospital Informational
Health Net Blood Pressure

Start

10:00
10:30
10:30
10:00
10:30
12:00
1:30
1:00

Start
9:00
1:30
9:00

Start
10:00
11 :00
9:30
12:00

Start
1:00
12:00

Start
8:00 .
9:00
11:30
9:00
9:00
12:00
9:00

,

End

12:00
12:30
12:30
12:00
12:30
1:30
3:00
2:30

End

Room

Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Counsel
Lobby
Lobby
Art 1
Art 1

. Room

12:00 TBA
3:00 Lobby
TBA
10:00 Art 1

End
2:00
1:00
11:30
3:00

End

Room
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Banq N

Room

3:00 Patio
12:30 Banq N

End
12:00
11:30
12:30
11:30
11:30
2:00
11:30

Room
TBA
Banq N
TBA
TBA
Lobby
TBA

Due to unforeseen events all are subject to change without notice.
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learn More About HR Benefits Consulting
Individual Health
Carlos Ramirez
Dental
Medicare
Health Insurance Consultant
951-961-7200
Sma" Group
cramirez@HRBCinsurance.com
HMOs
PPOs

Sam's Club
Wednesday, June 6
11 am to 1 pm
Join Sam's Club
Find out about the benefits

Inland Valley Synermed
I~ 1\ 'I' III~ II. ' S

Blood Pressure Testing

II 1\ II. II

Monday, June 18
10 am to 12 noon
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Friday, June 22
12pm.2pm
Dirk Golden - 714-476-1626

Thursday,June 14
from 1pm to 3pm

iI4 KAISER PERMANENTE@

We'll bring the hot
dogs, potato salad,
chips, and refreshments. You bring the
appetite and the fun.

Tuesday, June 5
1:30pm to 3pm
Melody McMillin

Fathers are welcome to
join us in commemorating fatherhood.

3
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1st Annual

Multi~Cultural

Fair

Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
25075 Fir Av, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 951-413-3430
Monday - Friday 8am - 4pm

Enjoy an Opportunity to
Display Cultural Exhibits

Friday, July 13
from Ipm to 3:30pm

Free to Exhibit

Traditional Dress, Ethnic Cuisine,
Exotic Music, & Regional Art
Complete Exhibitor Application available
at Front Desk or email janellek@moval.org
by Friday, June 22

California· Arizona
Storage

Centers

www.castorae.com
Joe Suazo, Manager Alessandro Self Storage
21941 Alessandro Blvd, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
951-653-0871 951-697-1163-Fax

Donovan - A Tribute to Elvis
Donovan Chavez is an Elvis tribute artist. Donovan started singing
when he was a child being inspired by the music of Elvis Presley.
At the age of 17 he performed before a live audience. He placed in
the top ten at Elvis Tribute Artist competition in Yuma, Arizona,
was titled Ultimate Elvis in Temecula, California, as well as was
voted #1 Elvis Tribute Artist in the Inland Empire in 2010 by Inland
Empire Variety Magazine.
Donovan's father encouraged him to sing by telling him "You will
get into singing when you grow up." Now, Donovan loves entertaining audiences while keeping the memory of Elvis alive.
His musical tribute will include
greats like Rubberneckin', Return
to Sender, A Little Less Conver·
sation, Blue Moon of Kentucky,
Suspicious Minds and a crowd
favorite the gospel number How
Great Thou Art.

H~~:'::re r-i-~~~th::l

Informational L_________.....________,__ ~ __ ........._. _._____ ~J
Sessions
Mondays in June 4, 11, and 18
10:30am to 12:30pm
Sylvia Fitzgerald 951-315-7164

The Moreno Valley Senior Community has booked Donovan's A
Tribute to Elvis show for a live
performance on Friday, June
I

8 from 11:30am to 12:30pm.

. Booking information for private
engagements is available at 951220-0914 or 909-519-9682.

4
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Thanks to Health Net for co-sponsoring our Mother's
Day Tea held on Wednesday, May 9. Colorful spring
flowers adorned the outdoor patio and seashore inspired
centerpieces were the topic of conversation among the
fifty-six in attendance. Delightful staff served the traditional tea along with deliciously delectable desserts.
The honored mothers of the Moreno Valley Senior Community Center were also treated. to a special performance by Ballet Folklorico Orgullo Mexicano making the
afternoon a memorable occasion for all.

Independence Day Parade - 930am - 12 neen

Starts nerth en Frederick St at Alessandre Blvd then preceeds west en Tewn Gate Blvd

Informational Session
Wednesday, June 13 from 9:30am to 10:30am

Family Fun Fest - 2 - 9pm
Gate .opens at 1pm
Merrisen Park/Meuntain View Middle
Scheol at Dracaea and Merrisen

Blood Pressure Testing
Fridays in June
from 9am to lOam

Youth Stage, Wine & Beer Garden,
MeVaIIDOL, Tribute Billy Jeel, Tribute Stevie Nicks and
Fleetweed Mac, Tribute U'2, and the Fireworks Extravaganza at 9pm

JuneS
June 15
June 22
June 29

Presale tickets at CRC June 11-July3
www.moval.org for details

5
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" Norma - Cell 951 550 9261
Office 951 485 8459
Se Habla
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Las Vegas - Laughlin· Indian Casinos

Monday

Sunday

#

...--

Machu Pichu Tours
Tuesday

Wednesday

('I)

June 2012

Thursday

Friday

N

o
o

>
~

Saturday
2

Indian Casino

$25

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Play

3

6

7

9

Indian Casino

$25

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Play

10

112

111

113

114

116

Las Vegas $55
Two Days One Night I
Saturday & Sunday
Hacienda Hotel
Two Free Buffet
17

18

19

20

21

22

23
Indian Casino

Las Vegas
Two Days One Night

$25

."

S~t~~~;y~aS;i~~Ya\

24

25

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Play

26

".:'' .); ,<;,.' >:;\

.;.,,;.;',;\ State Line· $25

Send Check to
Machu Pichu Tours
15720 Lasselle St #8
Moreno Valley, CA
92551

30

Food 4 Less on Perris and Nuevo
Moreno Valley Senior Center Perris and Fir
Riverside on Chicago and University
San Bernardino on 2nd and G Street

I;:!;}),,;;;;t'l

One Free Buffet
Eight Hour Stay

CD

For 60 years and up
$3 suggested donation
Call 951.247.1667 or Stop by
Between 8am - 10am to Reserve your Meal
Lunch is served at 11 :30am

June
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
1

*Meals containing high
sodium.
2% milk selVed with
every meal.
Meals subject to change
due to availability of food
products

Baked Fish
with Lemon Sauce
Mixed Vegetables
Red Potatoes
Fruit

4

5

6

7

8

Turkey Pattyw Gravy
Peas and Carrots
Red Potatoes
Diced Pears

Pork Chop w Gravy
Green Beans
Mashed Potatoes
Diced Peaches

Herb Chicken
Broccoli
Garden Rice
Pineapple Tidbits

Meat Loaf w Gravy
Winter Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit

*Vegetarian Lasagna
Lima Beans
Salad
Fruit Cocktail

11

12

13

14

15

Lemon Pepper
Chicken
Brussels Sprouts
Mashed Potatoes
Apricots

Spaghetti
Salad
Pineapple Tidbits

Beef Tips w Gravy
Broccoli
Egg Noodles
Emerald Pears

Chicken a lei King
Green Beans
Brown Rice
Diced Peaches

Roast Beef w Gravy
Capri Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Applesauce

18

19

20

21

22

Chicken Patty w Gravy
Apple Carrot Casserole
Whipped Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail

*Chicken Cacciatore
Italian Vegetables
Herbed Spaghetti
Tropical Fruit

Tuna Melt Sandwich
Golden Corn
Red Potatoes
Fruit

Beef Tips w Gravy
Broccoli
Egg Noodles
Pineapple Tidbits

Herb Chicken
Carrots
Garden Rice
Jell-o w Fruit

25

26

27

28

29

BBQ Pork Riblet
Parsley Carrots
Cole Slaw
Noodles
Diced Peaches

Pepper Steak
Green Beans
Mashed Potatoes
Banana

*Turkey Burger
Baked Beans
Slaw
Apricots

Grilled Chicken w
Gravy
Peas and Carrots
Whipped Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail

*Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Country Potatoes
Orange Juice
Biscuit
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Freauently Used Numbers

~--------------------~~~~~~~~~~ r~~~~~~~~~--------~------------'

Legal Assistance for 60+ . ,

Adult Protective Services
Adult Abuse

1-800-491-7123

Dept Public Social Services

Complaints

1-800-952-5210· Dept of Consumer Affairs
Complaints filed against businesses regulated by bureau
dca.ca.gov
1-800-344-8477

Fraud Scams

Dept Public Social Services

Senior Protection Education 1-800-510-2020

Inland County Legal Services
Free civil legal assistance to 60+

1-888-245-4257 Inlandlegal.org
1040 Iowa Av 109, Riv

Medicare Information
H I CAP
Appointments available
1-800-434-0222
Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program for Medicare

Office on Aging

Nutrition Services
Advocate Support for Seniors
Meeting Seniors Needs Hotline -MSNH
Help for 55+ or disabled

1-866-960-9261
www.msnhglobal.org

Family Services

951-247-1667
25075 Fir Av, M-F 8am-12pm
RSVP 8-10am, Meal served at 1130am, $3 donation

Home Bound

951-247-1667

Power Ministries 951-242-0188

Animal Control
MTWTh 10-6 Sa 10-4
Closed Friday, Sunday, and holidays

951-413-3790
14041 Elsworth St

Donation suggested
W 3-7pm ThF 12-5:30pm Food

PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead BI
For underprivileged, low income, homeless, and/or at risk

Official Area Agency on Aging

Caregiver Support
Destiny Care

1-800-353-2994

destinyhomehealth.com

Office on Aging

1-800-510-2020

www.rcaging.org

Sensible Senior Home Care

951-926-4304

sensibleseniorhomecare.com

Disabled / Veteran Services
Braille Institute

760-321-1111

www.brailleinstitute.org

Scooter Store

909-549-9443

thescooterstore.com

Hearing Aid Hotline

1-800-521-5247

www.ihsinfo.org

American Cancer Society 1-800-ACS-2345

www.cancer.org

Office on Aging Riverside County
1-800-510-2020 951-867-3800

6296 River Crest Dr St K, Riv, CA
www.rcaging.org

Adult Day Care, Aging and Disability Resource Connection Program, Care
Coordination, Caregiver Support Services, Community Elder Abuse
Education, Disease Prevention Health Guide, Health Fit After 50 Program,
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren, Health Insurance Counseling, Legal
ASSistance, Network of Care, Nutrition, Ombudsman, Personal Care
Homemaker Services, Employment SCSEP Program 55+ training, Helplink, Surplus Food Distribution, Transportation, Volunteer Services, and
911 Emergency Cellular Phone Program

Request consumer kit

VA Loma Linda Healthcare 1-800-741-8387

lomalinda. Va. gov

Police Department - Moreno Valley
22850 Calle San Juan de los Lagos

Social Security Information

HMOs
1-800-529-5586
1-800-827-2013
562 -344-3414
951-768-5398

Aetna
Health Net
MD Care
SCAN

951-733-7904
Caremore
Humana
951-288-4137
SBHIS
951-452-2905
United Healthcare 951-315-7164

25105 Fir Av

951-486-9842

Eucalyptus Towers 24169 Eucalyptus Av

951-653-2324 MWF 10-1

Perris Isle

951-924-4070 M-S 10-4

12960 Perris BI

Social Security Administration

1-800-772-1213

Storage Units - Moreno Valley
Alessandro Self Storage 21941 Alessandro BI

Joe at 951-653-0871

Supporting Senior Center Activities and Programs

Housing
Telacu Villa

951-486-6700

Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center
951-413-3430
Membership $10 year, meets 2nd Thursday month 1pm except July/Aug

Transportation
M-S 6am-1Opm and Sun 6am-8pm
$3/way - Buddy System $2.50

Shared Housing Community Connect

951-686-4402 M-F 8-5

Dial A Ride
1-800-795-7887

Section 8

5555 Arlington Av Riv

951-351-0700

Medical Transportation for RIV Co Regional Medical Center 951-486-4380

Integrated Care

Assisted living, health care

951-243-3837

Mo Van Shuttle
1-800-351-6571

M-F 7am-3pm - 60+ $1/way - $2.50
outside MV - Medical appointments - Seniors and HC

RTA

951-565-5002

Taxi

951-924-7172

Assisted Living
A Place for Mom Residential care homes
1-877-666-3239
Residential-care-homes.aplaceformom.com
PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
Emergency rental assistance, motel vouchers, a food bank, substance abuse
counseling, resource referrals, employment assistance, a computer lab, life skills
training, and financial planning services for homeless in Moreno Valley

Information and Referral Service
county of Riverside
Call 2-1-1 for information about help with food,
housing, health care, employment, and counseling
www.211us.org

For route information

TRIP Program
1-800-510-2020 Transportation Reimbursement
Incentive Project for In-Home Care support services

Volunteer Opportunities
Moreno Valley Senior Center
951-413-3430
Skilled instructors to teach active seniors 50+
Office on Aging RSVP Program
1-800-510-2020
H I CAP Riverside County
1-800-434-0222
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May 21, 2012

Mr. Adolf Kruger
11350 Lombardy Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Subject:

Complaints Related to Noise Ordinance and Police Department Responsiveness

Dear Mr. Kruger:
The following is the response from the City Manager's Office regarding the complaints and concerns you
expressed during our May 2, 2012 meeting:
Failure of the Moreno Valley Police Department to enforce the City's noise ordinance: We have
discussed this matter with a number of Moreno Valley Police Department officials and are of the opinion
that your complaints about the noise levels have been appropriately addressed by the City.
Formal complaints: You indicated in our meeting that you had approximately 24 outstanding formal
complaints filed against members of the Moreno Valley Police Department. We have followed up with
the Sheriffs' Department and confirmed that they are in fact investigating your complaints. You can
expect to receive the final outcome on all of these complaints in June.
We are not unsympathetic to the frustrations you are experiencing regarding the toxic atmosphere that
exists between you and your neighbors. However, by all accounts of everyone else we have spoken
with, you are identified as the instigator in the majority of these incidents. For example, last week
approximately 10 residents from your neighborhood attended the meeting of the City Council
specifically to complain about you.
We understand that you feel as if City officials are not taking your concerns seriously_ On the contrary,
the Police Department estimates that you have been provided more service by their staff than probably
any other resident in Moreno Valley. The Moreno Valley Police Department has the full confidence of
the City Manager's Office. That being said, should the findings of your formal complaints ultimately
warrant any disciplinary action, we are confident that the Sheriffs' Department will act accordingly.
Sincerely,

--v'vrA~~
Michelle Dawson
Assistant City Manager

c:

Mayor and Members of the City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager
City Attorney's Office

Stan Sniff, Sheriff
John Anderson, Chief Deputy
Joel Ontiveros, Police Chief

CITY MANAG ER'S OFFICE
MV00234574

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

Parks and Community Services Department
Administration

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Servicesffl" ~

Date:

May 15, 2012

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

////l

SPECIAL EVENTS

The City of Moreno Valley's July 4th Celebration will take place on July 4. The
Independence Celebration will kick off with a parade sponsored by Waste Management
from 9:30 a.m. to noon. The parade route will begin at Alessandro Boulevard, head north
on Frederick Street, go west on TownGate Boulevard, and end at the TownGate Plaza at
approximately 12:00 noon. The parade theme this year is "United We Stand - A Moreno
Valley 4th." Organizations are invited to enter a float. Parade entry forms are currently
available at Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center.
The festivities continue at Morrison Park and Mountain View Middle School located at the
corner of Dracaea and Morrison. Gates open at 1:00 p.m. with the festival beginning at
2:00 p.m. NEW this year will be a Wine and Beer Garden. There will be food, arts and
crafts, game booths, clowns, and entertainment. There may be a minimal fee for the
various activities, such as the bouncers and game booths.
A main stage and a youth stage will guarantee enjoyment for the entire family. There will
be several entertainers this year. At 3:00 p.m. the excitement will begin on stage when
finalists compete for Moreno Valley Idol and only one will leave the stage as Moreno Valley
Idol. At 4:00 p.m. a performance by "Michael John's Tribute to Billy Joel," followed by
"BELLA DONNA - A Tribute to Stevie Nicks and Fleetwood Mac," and then liThe Joshua
Tree - A Tribute to U2." As a grand finale, the event will conclude with a fireworks
extravaganza at 9:00 p.m., which will be simulcast with patriotic music by KOLA (99.9 FM).
This promises to be the best July 4th show ever! Presale tickets for the event are available
at the Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center from June 11 to July 3. Cost is
$2 per person or $10 for a family (up to 6 people). On July 4, entry is free between 1:00
p.m. and 4:00 p.m. After 4:00 p.m. entry fee is $3 per person. Military service members
with valid identification and children under 5 are free.
We thank the following sponsors who have contributed to our Celebration: City of Moreno
Valley, KOLA 99.9, Moreno Valley Unified School District, Pepsi, Accurate Accessories,
Waste Management, and Supervisor Marion Ashley.

MV00234575
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The City of Moreno Valley offers local artists the opportunity to showcase their artwork in
City facilities this summer. Through an Art Loan Policy adopted by the City Council, artists
(living or deceased) who are connected to Moreno Valley through residence, work, or birth
are ,encouraged to display their artwork in City Hall and the Council Chamber Lobby. The
City's Arts Commission considers each work of art for quality, style, the type of media the
artWork is displayed on, the nature of the artwork, diversity, and family-friendliness in order
to ,make a recommendation to the City Manager for all exhibits at City facilities.
Applications and the Art Loan Policy are available at the webpage for the City's Parks and
'. Community Services Department: http://www.moval.org/city_hall/departments/pcs/indexparks.shtml. The submittal deadline for the summer 2012 season is June 7. Selected art
pi~ces will be displayed between July 1 and September 30. For more information, please
feel free to contact Moreno Valley Parks & Community Services at 951.413.3280.
The Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department announces the first annual
Free Summer Movies in the Park series during the summer. Running from June 7 through
August 2, please join us on Thursday evenings for fun, family-friendly movies at the
Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center located at 14075 Frederick Street. All
movies will begin at dusk with exciting pre-show activities also scheduled. Come early with
your beach chairs and blankets to enjoy the show! Visit www.moval.org for a complete
schedule of movies. For general information regarding Free Summer Movies in the Park,
please contact the Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department at
951.413.3280.

PARK PROJECTS

1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
existing hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: The project was approved by City Council on April 10, 2012. A purchase
order is being processed.

2.

Conference and Recreation Center - Ballroom Patio
Project Description: Concrete will replace the turf between the concrete squares on
the Ballroom's west patio.
Status: Quotes for the work are being obtained.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer-constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turffootbali/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus, and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.

2
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Status: Completion of the project is planned for winter/spring 2013. Listed below is
a detailed status of the project.
The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources and the City. Completion of the project is planned
for spring 2013.
SWPP is in progress.
Final City fees need to be paid by Developer.
Burrowing Owl study needs to be performed.
Grading Plans: Mylars signed.
Building Plans: Plans have been approved.
Site Improvement Plans: Plans and structurals are approved.
Project Specifications: Under Parks and Community Services review.
Eastern Municipal Water District: Civil engineering, Recycled Water Use and
Irrigation plans are approved.
Department of Water Resources: Approval of the Encroachment Permit has been
granted.
Jurisdictional Permit #401:
Pacific Development Inc. is working with the
environmental consultant to obtain documentation, in order to proceed with the
project.
4.

Sports Field Automated Lighting Upgrade
Project Description: Upgrade lighted sports fields, utilizing an automated system
meeting current City standards. This will allow staff to utilize one program for all
lighted sports fields and save electricity.
Status: Materials are expected to be delivered early this month. The project is in
progress. Completion is estimated for May 2012.

5.

TownGate Community Center Exterior Painting
Project Description: Repaint exterior of the 7-year old TownGate Community
Center. This will freshen up the facility and add years to the life of the building.
Status: The work is in progress.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
•
•
•
•

2.

Replaced slide at Bethune Park playground.
Removed barbeques from TownGate Park.
Got Celebration Park water feature ready for summer.
Removed sand and aerated all greens and tees.

Projects in Progress
•
•

Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Aerate sports fields and fertilize.

3
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.

Relamp sports field lighting at various parks.
Tree trimming and removal at various park sites (80% complete).
Reseed turf areas from tree removals at various park sites.
Top off playground fiber at Bethune, Pedrorena and Weston Parks.
Install new exterior doors on restroom buildings at JFK and Ridgecrest
Parks.
Repair playgrounds at Patriot and Celebration Parks.
Weed all trails and parks.
Repair main line leaks golf course.
Repair mail box at golf course.
Trim trees in all parks.
Mulch all flower beds in all CFD #1 parks.
Put decomposed granite on all trails.
Work on CRC patio concrete.
Place fiber at Patriot Park playground.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas during April:
Adrienne Mitchell ($41), Aqueduct Bikeway ($679), Bayside ($91), Bethune ($41)
Community ($601), EI Potrero ($108), Gateway ($24), JFK ($43), Morrison ($82),
Parque Amistad ($111), Rancho Verde Trail ($82), Sunnymead ($834), Towngate
($621), Victoriano ($82), Westbluff ($24), Weston ($87), and Woodland ($230). The
total cost for vandalism/graffiti during April was $3,781. Total labor hours for
vandalism/graffiti were 82% hours, approximately 10 full-time work days.

4.

Mobile Stage Unit
April 8:

5.

Calvary Chapel of Moreno Valley Easter Service

Staff Training
April 26: Softball Fields Tips and Techniques for Professional Groundskeeping

6.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 270 hours during April. The total hours for court
referrals in 2012 are 1,479 which equates to approximately 185 full-time work days.

RECREATION DIVISION

1.

Recreation and Sports
New enrollments in the Time for Tots program is expected to increase as spring
progresses. All three sites are consistently full of children preparing for
kindergarten. The registered participants enjoyed fun-filled, educational, and
creative themed curriculum during the month of April. In addition to the curriculum,
special activity days were held throughout the month including a field trip to the fire

4
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station, Around the World Day, the annual Spring Celebration, Arbor Day, and
Lifetouch Spring/Graduation Picture days.
On April 17 the children took a walking field trip from TownGate Community Center
to Fire Station #6 at TownGate. More than 90 children and 25 parents visited the
station and had first-hand tours of the various trucks, equipment, kitchen, and
sleeping quarters of the local firefighters. We thank Fire Station #6 for being such
gracious hosts and answering the many (many) questions our children ages 3 to 5
years asked.
Staff continue to stay busy planning the end of the year Time for Tots activities.
The regular school year will come to a close on May 31. The annual graduation
ceremony will be held at the Conference and Recreation Center on June 6 at 6:00
p.m. inside the Grand Valley Ballroom
The Time for Tots staff are also currently creating curriculum for the summer
session beginning June 18.
Children's dance classes, including Dance Exploration, Ballet, Ballet/Acro, Hip-hop,
Folkloric, and Hawaiian continued to fill with children eager to prepare for the
upcoming Spring Contract Class Performance to be held on May 16 at 6:00 p.m. at
the Conference and Recreation Center's Grand Valley Ballroom. With summer
quickly approaching, recreation staff have been busy recruiting contract instructors
for a variety of new classes and programs to begin in the summer sessions. New
classes being introduced include Electric Guitar, CPR, Comic Book Creation, and
soccer camp.
Sunshine Social's annual prom is quickly approaching. This year's theme is the
'80's and will be held at the TownGate Community Center on May 9. Participants
will come dressed in their favorite 1980's attire and dance the night away to the
music hits of that time period. A royal court will be crowned and announced during
the event. It will be an exciting event too special to miss!
Spring Valley Kids Camp concluded on April 6 for children in kindergarten through
eighth grades. Local children from Moreno Valley and Val Verde Unified School
Districts enjoyed their break from school spending their days at camp playing
exciting recreational games, watching movies, playing video games, and nurturing
their creativity with arts and crafts. Registration numbers showed an increase from
last year's Spring Camp, and staff look forward to Summer Valley Kids Camp
beginning May 29.
2.

Senior Community Center
On April 4 the Center held its Spring Bonnet Parade sponsored by Health Net.
There were five contestants, who all received prizes.
The final day of free tax service by AARP was April 17.
The April Senior Birthday Party will be celebrated on April 26 at 12 p.m. This event
is sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center, which provides a free
meal and a box of candy. Miller Jones Mortuary donates a cake and ice cream.

5
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Upcoming events include Cinco de Mayo BBQ on May 3 and Mother's Day Tea on
May 9.
Trips included day trips to Spotlight 29 Casino on April 5, April 11, and April 27 for
$25, which included $25 back in free play; an overnight trip to Las Vegas on April 7 8 for $55, which included two free buffets; and a day trip to Harrah's on April 29 for
$25, which included $25 back in free play.

COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

Guests

35
42
42
75

35
42

212.00
$230.00
106.00
140.00
$110.00
5.00
.00
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4/26/12
4/28/12
4/29/12
4/29/12
4/30/12
Total Revenue for

ril 2012

50
10

50
50
200
50
15

50
Total Revenue for

12012

$165.00
$90.00
$165.00
716.15

Revenue

80
5
30
40
100

$330.00
$0
$0
$330.00
$145.00
$873.32
$623.32
$145.00
$187.50
$187.50

Total Revenue for
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Participants
Senior Community Center Calendar
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April 2012 Totals
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS

o

Parking

Total '

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Adrienne Mitchell

64

5726

301

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bayside

72

1506

240

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Civic Center

64

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 City Yard

55

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 Community

86

9699

341

0

0

4

0

0

7

0

0

0

7

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

53

903

106

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

7 Edison Easement

46

168

168

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 Gateway

72

2957

257

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 Hidden Springs Park

50

958

152

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Hidden Springs Trail

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 John F. Kennedy

83

2708

319

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12 March Field

78

2579

282

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 North Aqueduct

48

98

98

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Patriot

35

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Poorman's Reservoir

52

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

65

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

71

4778

293

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 Sunnymead

83

8562

346

0

0

4

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

19 Towngate Memorial

80

6622

351

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

20 Valley Skate Park

82

1053

186

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Westbluff

70

1654

244

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 STARS

65

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1374

49971

3684

0

0

12

0

0

11

0

0

2

13

23

1'0
W

Vandalism

Assist

I

<
o

RFS

Contact

I

~

Incident

Visitors

I

I

Public

Patrols

Park

I

I

Public

l

TOTALS

Violations Other
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w
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Citation Violations

April 2012 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

~

<
o

Public

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Total

Parking

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Auto MalJ Trail

0

41

41

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bethune

80

2285

313

0

0

1

4

0

2

0

0

1

7

3 Cactus Trail

55

130

120

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

7

8

4 Celebration

74

4980

419

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

5 City Yard

73

15

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

41

50

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

42

18

18

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 EI Potrero

75

6332

403

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

33

33

9 Equestrian Center

60

179

121

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

70

962

180

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 Morrison

71

5551

393

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

12 Parque Amistad

57

815

149

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

66

205

107

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Pedrorena

81

785

185

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Rancho Verde S&T

37

42

42

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Ridge Crest

70

1066

170

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

17 Rock Ridge

43

344

85

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 South Aqueduct

54

92

66

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoriano

76

610

133

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

20 Vista Lomas

63

1007

172

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Weston

63

880

155

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

22 Woodland

63

1576

225

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

23

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1314

27965

3552

0

0

10

8

0

8

0

0

48

64

TOTALS
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MORENO VALLEY SENIOR COMMUNITY CENTER
PARTICIPANTS FOR FISCAL 2011/2012
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All programs and activities for seniors are held at the Moreno Valley Senior Community Center. Active senior citizens
age 50 and older who do not require care or adult supervision are welcome to register. There is no membership fee.

25075 Fir Ave, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 0 Office 951-413-3430 0 Fax 951-243-1400
Monday-Friday 8 am - 4 pm 0
Closed Saturday-Sunday
0
www.moval,org
MV00234586

M

Classes
Activity

M
0

n
d

a

y

Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Tai Chi Exercise MF
Water Color
Exercise wI George MWF
Healing Arts
Zumba Exercise MF
Line Dancing MTTh

Activity

T
U

e
S

d

a

y

Spanish Conversational
Yoga
English Conversational
Creative Writing
PinochleTTh
MovieTF
Dominoes
Line Dancing MTTh
Grief Support Group

Activity

V
d
n

e
S

d

Crochet
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Ceramics
Exercise wlGeorge MWF
Bridge
Quilting Club WF
King of the Hill
Bingo

Start
8:15
8:30
9:00
9:15
10:00
12:30
1:30

Start
9:00
9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
11:30
12:00
1:00
1:00

Start
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:15
12:00
12:00
12:30
1:00

End
9:10
9:30
12:30
10:15
4:00
1:20
3:00

End
10:00
10:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

End
12:00
9:10
11:30
10:15
3:30
3:30.
2:30
3:00

a~v
Date

Room

5/21
5/21
5/28

Banq N
Class 1&2
Art 1&2
BanqN
Class 1&2
BanqN
BanqN

Date

Room

511
5115
5/29

Class 2
BanqN
Class 2
Class 1
Lobby E
BanqN
Library
BanqN
Counsel

Date

Room

5/2
5/9
5/16
5/23
5/30

Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1&2
BanqN
Art 1
Class 1&2
Billiard
Banq NS

~

Activity

T
h

U

rS

d

a

Y

Oil Painting
Weight Loss Support
Spanish Conversational
Pinochle TTh
English Conversational
Bunco
Canasta
Guitar Class
Line Dancing MTTh
Good Life Services
Book Club 1st & 3rd

Activity

F
r•
I

d

a
y

Basic Drawing
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Chair Massage
Quilting Club WF
Exercise wI George MWF
Tai Chi Exercise MF
Zumba Exercise
Bridge - Advanced
MovieTF

Start
9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:30
12:00
2:00

Start
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:30
12:30
12;30
1:30

End
12:30
11:30
10:00
3:00
11:30
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:00
12:45
3:00

End
11:30
9:10
2:00
12:00
10:15
11:30
1:30
3:30
3:00

Date

Room

5/3
5/10
5/24

Art 1&2
Class 1&2
Banq N
Lobby E
Banq N
Art 1&2
Lobby E
Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1
Counsel

Room

Date

Art 1
Banq N
Counsel
Class 1&2
Banq N
Banq N
Banq N
Art 1
Banq N

5111
6/1

2

Snecial Events
~

Event/Seminar/Service
Blood Pressure SynerMed
HR Benefits Counseling
Senior Center C LOS E D

Event/Seminar/Service
Better Life Mobility
Delta Dental Care
Coping Grief and Loss Part One

Event/Seminar/Service
Miller-Jones Info
Mother's Day Tea
Health Net Info Session
PEARLS Program
Bingo by Easy Choice

Event/Seminar/Service
Cinco de Mayo BBQ
Mother's Day Dance MSNH
Senior Birthday Lunch

Event/Seminar/Service
Senior Focus Residential Care
Swap Meet

Start
10:00
1:30

Start
1:30
10:00
9:00

Start
10:00
1:00
9:30
11:30
1:00

Start
1:00
4:00
12:00

Start
10:00
8:00

End

,

Room

11:00 Counsel
3:00 Art 1

End

Room

3:00 Lobby
12:00 Lobby
12:00 TBA

End
2:00
3:00
10:30
1:30
3:00

End

Room
Lobby
TBD
L&CR
Lobby
BanqN

Room

3:00 Patio
6:00 Banq N
12:30 Banq NS

End

Room

11:00 Lobby
1:00 Banq NS

Due to unforeseen events all are subject to change without notice.

MV00234587

Better Life Mobility offers to help make the
process of selecting, buying, and servicing
your mobility van, lift, wheelchair, and any
other durable medical equipment as simple
as possible. Life without limitation.

Cinco de Mayo BBQ
at the Senior Center
from 1-3pm
Thursday, May 3

Melody McMillin, Mobility Consultant
mmcmillin@betterlifemobility.com
9516863152

In the United States, Cinco
de Mayo has taken on a
significance beyond that
in Mexico. The date is perhaps best recognized in
11BilOUUOElNING MEXlt.l~n

United

Tuesday, May 1 from 1:30pm to 3pm

Sta~:: as a date ;~~@~~~t~.~.I~@'

to celebrate the
and

culture.~

,.n
::V'"

..... ~

.

r.

experiences of Americans
J
of Mexican
r
ancestry.
Food and
fun
for all seniors.

Carlos Ramirez
Health Insurance Consultant

951-961-7200
cramirez@HRBCinsurance.com

Monday, May 21 from 1:30pm to 3pm

3
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Memorial Day
Fonnerly known as Decoration Day, it originated after the
American Civil War to commemorate the fallen Union
soldiers of the Civil War. Southern ladies organizations
and southern schoolchildren had decorated Confederate
...--_ _ _--::;;;;::------. graves in Richmond and other cities during the Civil War, but each
region had its own date. Most dates
were in May. By the 20th century
Memorial Day had been extended
to honor all Americans who have
died in all wars. Memorial Day is a
day of remembering the men and
women who died while serving in
'-----------'
the United States Armed Forces.

Wednesday, May 9
from 1 to 3pm
Information Session
Wednesday, May 16

Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
will be CLOSED Monday, May 28

E-Books at Moreno Valley Public Library

Moreno Valley

Doors opened July I. I8SB to the Moreno Valley Public library. Today. the
library announces that electronic books. better known as e-books. are
now available to library cardholders through the library's website. Cardholders will be able to check out e-books for up to two weeks through the
Axis 380 service. E-books include color picture books for children. and
fiction and non-fiction titles for all ages. Browse by subject. by book reviews. or consider the recommended reading titles. Thanks to the generous support from the Moreno Valley Friends of the library.

Public Library

This service makes getting to the library possible even from home.
Enjoy your e-reading!
';Z_'~: ~ ;~~
.i:::
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25480 Alessandro Blvd
Monday through Thursday
from gam - 8pm
Saturday from 9am - 6pm
http://library.booksite.com/7 252
951-413-3880

S~a.p

Riverside
City

I\IIeet

Friday, June 1

College

from 8am - 12pm

~

~".:.)o",i

Sign-ups begin Thesday, May 1
Vending five dollars per table

Coping with Grief and Loss
Tuesdays, May 29 and June 5
from 9am to 12pm

Mark Your Calendar Section
Part Two - Coping with Griefand Loss

This two-part class provides caregivers with an in-depth look at the
issues of grief and grieving, both
for the children in their homes who
have often experienced multiple
losses in their lives, and for them~
selves.

Tuesday, june 5
Father~ Day Bar-B-Que

by HealthNet

Tuesday,june 12
Father~ Day Breakfast by MSNH

Thursday,juhe 14

Easy Choice BINGO
Wednesday, june 27

4
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Testing

Mother's Day
Dance

nd Valley SynerMed
Monday, May 21
from 10 am to 12 pm

Thursday, May 10 from
4pm to 6pm
Banquet Hall
Meeting Seniors Need
1-866-960-9261

Senior Focus
Residential, Assisted Living, Alzheimer's
and Dementia Care, and Hospice Care
Margaret Lamar, RN, BSN
951-684-1400
margarlam@aol.com
Friday, May 11
from 10am to 11am
The PEARLS Program (Program to Encourage Active, ReThe PEARLS Program's in-home delivery method overco.mes
warding Lives) is a highly effective method designed to relimitations in ambulation or transportation that are common in
duce depressive symptoms and improve quality of life in older the populations it serves. By providing "house calls" for deadults and in all-age adults with epilepsy. During six to eight pression, PEARLS counselors can ensure more regular conin-home sessions that focus on brief be- ~
tact with their clients than would often be
havioral techniques the PE~R~~ Pro- . \
possible in outp~tient settings. '!'his feagram counselors empower Individuals to
. ."".: ·..,.. ,'::':'_.,w-""_,.,,,_' " , ' .... ture of PEARLS IS based on eVidence
take action and to make lasting changes
The PEARLS Program is a highly
that home-based treatment can reduce
so that they can lead more active and
effective method designed to reduce
depression among socially isolated, older
rewarding lives. As part of the Riverside
depressive symptoms and improve
or chronically ill adults.
County Department of Mental Health the
quality of life in older adults and in
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----I PEARLS Program counselors can meet
program is offered at no-cost.
with individuals and help identify and
THE PROGRAM
solve problems that are linked to making one feel the way
• Focuses on teaching each client the skills necessary to
they do. Additionally, they will help you find ways to become
move to action and make lasting life changes
physically and socially active.
• Is delivered in the client's home
Angie Elizondo and Sheila Smith are Behavioral Health Spe• Is designed to be delivered in the community, primarily
cialists for the PEARLS Program. They will be at our center
through existing service-provision programs
on Wednesday, May 23 from 11 :30am to 1:30pm.
• Takes a team-based approach, involving PEARLS counTheir office is located at Tyler Village
selors, supervising psychiatrists and medical providers
• Aims to improve quality of life as well as reduce depres- Wellness and Recovery Clinic for Mature
Adults at 10182 Indiana Av, Riverside,
sive symptoms and Is well-suited for individuals with
CA 92503, 951-509-2400.
chronic illness

t.,in PEA R L S

5
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Machu Pichu Tours

, Norma· Cell 951 5509261
Office 951 4858459
Se Habla Espanol
Sunday

Las Vegas-Laughlin-Indian Casinos

Monday

.

May 2012

21 and Over Only
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Wednesday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday
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Laughlin Overnight Three Days Two Nights COLORADO BELLE I
One Free Buffet
First Stop HACIENDA One Free Buffet

Indian Casino $25

.BlII,;"

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Play

--it

I

-.

..

14

15

16

•

112

"

I Indian Casino $25

'7

$70 per double occupancy

13

I

I

17

18

I

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Play

19

Mother's Day

CD
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22

21

20

23
Indian Casino $25

24

25
Indian Casino
$25

Valley View
$15 Back in Free Play

Spotlig ht 29
$25 Back in Free Play

1 28

27
Indian Casino $ 25
~
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0
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w
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Harrah's
$25 Back in Free Play

1

129

Memorial Day

Buffalo Bill's
Free Buffet

I$30 per person

Send Check to

Pick Up Locations

Machu Pichu Tours

Food 4 Less on Perris and Nuevo
Moreno Valley Senior Center Perris and Fir
Riverside on Chicago and University

15720 Lasselle 5t #8
Moreno Valley, CA
92551

San Bernardino on 2nd and G Street

For 60 years and up
$3 suggested donation
Call 951.247.1667 the day Before
Between 8am - 10am to Reserve your Meal
Lunch is served at 11 :30am
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1
Pepper Steak
Carrot Coins
Noodles
Apricots

Thursday

2
Turkey Patty w Gravy
Mixed Vegetables
Boiled Potatoes
Pineapple Tidbits

Friday

3

4

Grilled Chicken
Broccoli
Mashed Potatoes
Orange

Beef Fajitas
ZuCchini
Beans
Tropical Fruit

7

8

9

10

11

Chicken Patty w
Country Gravy
Carrots n Cauliflower
Rice
Apricots

Beef Tips
Brussels Sprouts
Mashed Potatoes
Rosy Pears

*Meatballs w Gravy
Spinach
Pasta
Salad
Diced Peaches

Pork Chop w Gravy
Peas n Carrots
Red Potatoes
Applesauce

Cranberry Orange
Chicken
Capri Vegetables
Brown Rice
Rosy Pears
Chocolate Tart

14

15

16

Pepper Steak
Broccoli
Rice Pilaf
Diced Peaches

*Chicken Alfredo
Carrots
Noodles
Jell-o w Pears

Pot Roast w Gravy
Spinach
Pasta
Orange

17
Chicken Taco Salad
Carrots
Beans
Tropical Fruit

21

22

23

24

25

Citrus Chicken
Broccoli
Pasta
Diced Peaches

BBQ Pork Riblet
Carrots
Red Potatoes
Tropical Fruit

Tuna Casserole
Broccoli
Banana

Grilled Chicken w
Gravy
Yams
Peas
Jell-o w Fruit

Beef Stew
Green Beans
Salad
Diced Peaches

28

29

30

31

Salisbury Steak w
Gravy
Green Beans w Red
Peppers
Apricots

Beef Fajitas
Zucchini
Beans
Orange

*Hot Turkey
Sandwich
Carrot Coins
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail

*Meals containing high
sodium.
2% milk served with
every meal.
Meals subject to
change due to availability of food products.

Center
CLOSED

18
*Vegetarian Lasagna
Peas
Salad
Pineapple Tidbits

7
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Legal Assistance for 60+

Adult Protective Services
1-800-491-7123

Adult Abuse
. Complaints

Dept Public Social Services

1-800-952-5210 Dept of Consumer Affairs
Complaints tiled against businesses regulated by bureau
dca,ca.gov
1-800-344-8477

Fraud Scams

Dept Public Social Services

Senior Protection Education 1-800-510-2020

Inland County Legal Services
Free civil legal assistance to 60+

License· Driver's, ID Card, Vehicle Registration
CA Dept Motor Vehicles

1-866-960-9261
www.msnhglobal.org

Animal Control
951-413-3790
14041 Elsworth St

Nutrition Services
Family Services

951-247-1667
25075 Fir Av, M-F 8am-12pm
RSVP 8-1Oam, Meal served at 1130am, $3 donation

Home Bound

951-247-1667

Power Ministries 951-242-0188

Caregiver Support
Destiny Care

1-800-353-2994

destinyhomehealth.com

Office on Aging

1-800-510-2020

www.rcaging.org

Sensible Senior Home Care

951-926-4304

sensibleseniorhomecare.com

Disabled / Veteran Services
Braille Institute

760-321-1111

www.brailleinstitute.org

Scooter Store

909-549-9443

thescooterstore.com

Hearing Aid Hotline

1-800-521-5247

www.ihsinfo.org
Request consumer kit

American Cancer Society 1-800-ACS-2345

www.cancer.org

VA Lorna Linda Healthcare 1-800-741-8387

lomalinda.va.gov

1-800-529-5586
1-800-827-2013
562-344-3414
951-768-5398

Caremore
Humana
SBHIS
United Healthcare

951-733-7904
951-288-4137
951-452-2905
951-378-7590

25105 Fir Av

951-486-9842

Eucalyptus Towers 24169 Eucalyptus Av

951-653-2324 MWF 10-1

Perris Isle

951-924-4070 M-S 10-4

12960 Perris BI

W 3-7pm ThF 12-5:30pm Food

PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead BI
For underprivileged, low income, homeless, and/or at risk

Official Area Agency on Aging
Office on Aging Riverside County
1-800-510-2020 951-867-3800

6296 River Crest Dr St K, Riv, CA
www.rcaging.org

Adult Day Care, Aging and Disability Resource Connection Program, Care
Coordination, Caregiver Support Services, Community Elder Abuse
Education, Disease Prevention Health Guide, Health Fit After 50 Program,
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren, Health Insurance Counseling, Legal
Assistance, Network of Care, Nutrition, Ombudsman, Personal Care
Homemaker Services, Employment SCSEP Program 55+ training, Helplink, Surplus Food Distribution, Transportation, Volunteer Services, and
911 Emergency Cellular Phone Program

22850 Calle San Juan de los Lagos

951-486-6700

Social Security Information
Social Security Administration

1-800-772-1213

Supporting Senior Center Activities and Programs

Housing
Telacu Villa

Donation suggested

Police Department - Moreno Valley

HMOs
Aetna
Health Net
MD Care
SCAN

www.dmv.ca.gov

H I CAP
Appointments available
1-800-434-0222
Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program for Medicare

Advocate Support for Seniors

MTWTh 10-6 Sa 10-4
Closed Friday, Sunday, and holidays

1-800-777-0133

Medicare Information

Office on Aging

Meeting Seniors Needs Hotline -MSNH
Help for 55+ or disabled

-

1-888-245-4257 Inlandlegal.org
1040 Iowa Av 109, Riv

Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center Inc 951-413-3430
Membership $10 year, meets 2nd Thursday month 1pm except July/Aug

Transportation
M-S 6am-1Opm and Sun 6am-8pm
$3/way - Buddy System $2.50

Shared Housing Community Connect

951-686-4402 M-F 8-5

Dial A Ride
1-800-795-7887

Section 8

951-351-0700

Medical Transportation for Riv Co Regional Medical Center 951-486-4380

951-243-3837

Mo Van Shuttle
1-800-351-6571

M-F 7am-3pm - 60+ $1/way - $2.50
outside MV - Medical appointments - Seniors and HC

RT A

951-565-5002

Taxi

951-924·7172

5555 Arlington Av Riv

Assisted Living
Integrated Care

Assisted living, health care

A Place for Mom Resisdential care homes
1-877-666-3239
Residential-care-homes.aplacetormom.com
PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
Emergency rental assistance, motel vouchers, a food bank, substance abuse
counseling, resource reterrals, employment assistance, a computer lab, life skills
training, and financial planning services for homeless in Moreno Valley

Information and Referral Service
County of Riverside
Call 2-1-1 for information about help with food,
housing, health care, employment, and counseling
www.211us.org

For route information

TRIP Program
1-800-510-2020 Transportation Reimbursement
Incentive Project for In-Home Care support services

Volunteer Opportunities
Moreno Valley Senior Center
951-413-3430
Skilled instructors to teach active seniors 50+
Office on Aging RSVP Program
1-800-510-2020
H I CAP Riverside County
1-800-434-0222

MV00234593
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
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Parks and Community Services Department
Administration
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Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager
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Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community servicesCO'{
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Date:

April 9, 2012

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

SPECIAL EVENTS

The City of Moreno Valley's July 4th Celebration will take place on July 4. The
Independence Celebration will kick off with a parade sponsored by Waste Management
from 9:30 a.m. to noon. The parade route will begin at Alessandro Boulevard, head north
on Frederick Street, go west on TownGate Boulevard, and end at the TownGate Plaza at
approximately 12:00 noon. The parade theme this year is "United We Stand - A Moreno
Valley 4h." Organizations are invited to enter a float. Parade entry forms are currently
available at Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center.
The festivities continue at Morrison Park and Mountain View Middle School located at the
corner of Dracaea and Morrison. Gates open at 1:00 p.m. with the festival beginning at
2:00 p.m. NEW this year will be a Wine and Beer Garden. There will be food, arts and
crafts, game booths, clowns, and entertainment. There may be a minimal fee for the
various activities, such as the bouncers and game booths.
A main stage and a youth stage will guarantee enjoyment for the entire family. There will
be several entertainers this year. At 3:00 p.m. the excitement will begin on stage when
finalists compete for Moreno Valley Idol and only one will leave the stage as Moreno Valley
Idol. At 4:00 p.m. a performance by "Michael John's Tribute to Billy Joel," followed by
"BELLA DONNA - A Tribute to Stevie Nicks and Fleetwood Mac," and then "The Joshua
Tree - A Tribute to U2." As a grand finale, the event will conclude with a fireworks
extravaganza at 9:00 p.m., which will be simulcast with patriotic music by KOLA (99.9 FM).
This promises to be the best July 4th show ever! Presale tickets for the event are available
at the Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center from June 11 to July 3. Cost is
$2 per person or $10 for a family (up to 6 people). On July 4, entry is free between 1:00
p.m. and 4:00 p.m. After 4:00 p.m. entry fee is $3 per person. Military service members
with valid identification and children under 5 are free.
We thank the following sponsors who have contributed to our Celebration: City of Moreno
Valley, KOLA 99.9, Moreno Valley Unified School District, Pepsi, Accurate Accessories,
Waste Management, Supervisor Marion Ashley.
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Moreno Valley's first annual Wine and Art Show is scheduled to take place at the
TownGate Community Center on May 11 from 7 pm to 10 pm. The Moreno Valley Arts
Commission and the Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department invite
artists to exhibit their original artwork at the event. Participation is open to all artists to
showcase their works of original concept, design and execution in painting, drawing,
collage, graphics, photography and mixed media.
Applications are available at
www.~oval.org. The application deadline is April 22. Contacts for more information: Carlos
. :..G~stilJp, Arts Commissioner, mypainting@castilloportraits.com or 909.894.8191. Parks
or
" ~:nd Community Services at recreation@moval.org or
.,.., C" n
,..... ..
"'-,
.). .... "n,
.~ ~fme ~9reno Valley Arts Co~missio~ is spon~oring a Communi~y Arts F?rum from 10:00
) ::!a:m. to 12:00 noon on Apnl 21. ThiS event IS free to the public and Will be held at the
~= :-iMoreiYb Valley Senior Citizens' Center located at 25075 Fir Avenue. This Forum is open to
. - anyofi who has an interest in developing a vibrant arts community in Moreno Valley. "We
are especially trying to reach out to artists, writers, dancers, singers, musicians, as well as
any performing groups currently active in the city," noted CommissionerVan Hala. "We are
hoping to form a working liaison with as many arts groups as possible, in order to promote
and support their activities. One of our goals is to have all arts events listed on a
community calendar that would be easily accessible on the city website."
Another topic on the agenda will be the formation of an arts-oriented 501 (c)(3) non-profit
organization that will support community art projects, such as the opening of an arts gallery
in the TownGate Mall, and eventually help raise funds for a much-needed performing arts
center in the city. Along with these activities, the Arts Commission hopes to establish an
arts guild of volunteers who are willing to donate their time and talents to help revitalize the
arts in Moreno Valley.
The City of Moreno Valley offers local artists the opportunity to showcase their artwork in
City facilities this summer. Through an Art Loan Policy adopted by the City Council, artists
(living or deceased) who are connected to Moreno Valley through residence, work, or birth
are encouraged to display their artwork in City Hall and the Council Chamber Lobby. The
City's Arts Commission considers each work of art for quality, style, the type of media the
artwork is displayed on, the nature of the artwork, diversity, and family-friendliness in order
to make a recommendation to the City Manager for all exhibits at City facilities.
Applications and the Art Loan Policy are available at the webpage for the City's Parks and
Community Services Department: http://www.moval.org/city_hall/departments/pcs/indexparks.shtml. The submittal deadline for the summer 2012 season is June 7. Selected art
pieces will be displayed between July 1 and September 30. For more information, please
feel free to contact Moreno Valley Parks & Community Services at
The Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department announces the first annual
Free Summer Movies in the Park series during the summer. Running from June 7 through
August 2, please join us on Thursday evenings for fun, family-friendly movies at the
Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center located at 14075 Frederick Street. All
movies will begin at dusk with exciting pre-show activities also scheduled. Come early with
your beach chairs and blankets to enjoy the show! Visit www.moval.org for a complete
schedule of movies. For general information regarding Free Summer Movies in the Park,
please contact the Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services Department at

2
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'The M'oreno Valley Wind Symphony will present their annual spring concert on April 19 at
the Conference and Recreation Center. The concert will begin at 7:00 p.m. The concert
series is sponsored by the City of Moreno Valley and open to the public with no admittance
fee required.
PARK PROJECTS

1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
existing hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: The project's report is scheduled for City Council review on April 10, 2012.

2.

Celebration Park Splash Pad Surfacing
Project Description: The splash pad will be coated with a slip resistant clear sealer,
prior to its opening for the summer season.
Status: The project has been completed.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer-constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turf football/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus, and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: Completion of the project is planned for winter/spring 2013. Listed below
is a detailed status of the project.
The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources and the City. Completion of the project is planned
for spring 2013.
SWPP is in progress
Final City Fees need to be paid by Developer
Burrowing Owl study needs to be performed
Grading Plans: Mylars signed
Building Plans: Plans have been approved
Site Improvement Plans: Plans and structurals are approved
Project Specifications: Under Parks and Community Services review
Eastern Municipal Water District: Civil engineering, Recycled Water Use
and Irrigation plans are approved.
Department of Water Resources: Informal approval of the Encroachment
Permit has been granted. Waiting for the issuance of the signed permit.
Jurisdictional Permit #401: Pacific Development Inc. is working with the
environmental consultant to obtain documentation, in order to proceed with
the project.
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4.

Sports Field Automated Lighting Upgrade
Project Description: Upgrade lighted sports fields, utilizing an automated system
meeting current City standards. This will allow staff to utilize one program for all
lighted sports fields and save electricity.
Status: Materials are expected to be delivered early this month. The project's
completion is estimated for summer 2012.

5.

TownGate Community Center Exterior Painting
Project Description: Repaint exterior of the 7-year old TownGate Community
Center. This will freshen up the facility and add years to the life of the building.
Status: A purchase order has been issued. The work will be completed by June 30.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
•
.•
•
•

2.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Repaired drain pipe at Cottonwood Golf Course.
Sprayed all trails for weeds.
Sprayed all parks for weeds.
Sprayed herbicides for annual weed control at all park sites.

Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Aerate sports fields.
Relamp sports field lighting at various parks.
Tree trimming and removal at various park sites (80% complete).
Reseed turf areas from tree removals at various park sites.
Replace slide at Bethune Park playground.
Top off playground fiber at Bethune, Pedrorena and Weston Parks.
Remove barbeques from TownGate Park.
Get Celebration Park water feature ready for summer.
Repair playgrounds at Patriot and Celebration Parks.
Weed all trails and parks.
Remove sand and aerate all greens and tees.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported in March at the following areas: Aqueduct
Bikeway ($486), Bayside ($106), Celebration ($41), Community ($1 ,924), EI Portero
($159), Fairway ($25), JFK ($230), Ridgecrest ($47), Shadow Mountain ($24),
Sunnymead ($226), TownGate ($268), Victoriano ($60), Weston ($47), and
Woodland ($299). The total cost for vandalism/graffiti in March was $3,942. Total
labor hours for vandalism/graffiti were 82.5 hours, approximately 10 full-time work
days.

4
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4.

Mobile Stage Unit
March 31,2012: City of Perris, Relay for Life

5.

Training
March 15,2012: Tree Trimming Safety
March 30, 2012: Preventing Trip and Slip Injuries

6.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 288 hours during March 2012. The total hours
for court referrals in 2012 are 1,209 which equates to approximately 151 full-time
work days.

RECREATION DIVISION

1.

Recreation and Sports
March was full of excitement for the Time for Tots Program with each of the three
sites full of children ages three to five years. In addition to the creative educational
curriculum preparing the children for kindergarten, children celebrated special
activity days in March by learning about one of our favorite children's authors on Dr.
Seuss Day, visiting with officers from the Moreno Valley Police Department and
Roberto Ramos (one of the city's youth martial arts instructors) on Safety Day,
learning about the color green on St. Patrick's Day, learning about the change of
seasons on the first day of spring, and learning about the origin of pizza on Pizza
Mania Day.
March also saw a continued increase in new registrations for many youth classes
including Dance Exploration, Hip-hop, Ballet, Ballet/Acro, Tae Kwon Do, Kinder
Karate, and Kung Fu. Staff have also continued to be busy recruiting new contract
class instructors for additional classes to be offered during the summer.
The Spring Contract Class Performance is scheduled for May 16 at the Conference
and Recreation Center for participating classes.
Spring Valley Kids Camp began on March 26 with steady enrollment for children in
kindergarten through eighth grades. Local children spent their spring breaks
enjoying exciting recreational games, watching movies, playing video games, and
nurturing their creativity with seasonal arts and crafts. Spring Valley Kids Camp
concluded on April 6.
The annual youth Spring Activities began on March 31 with the annual Easter Egg
Hunt and Bunny Brunch. The free Easter Egg Hunt was held for children ages 2 to
12 years'at 9:00 a.m. at Sunnymead Park. More than 600 children attended the
event and searched for 13,000 candy and prize filled eggs. Event sponsors included
Sketchers, Waste Management, Wal-Mart, Food 4 Less, Costco, Castle Park,
Stator Bros., 66er's Baseball, Fiesta Village, Splash Kingdom at Pharaoh's, Cal
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Skate, Shakey's, Fantastic Sam's, and Target.
In addition the Parks and Community Services Department, in conjunction with
Animal Control Services, held the Adopt a Pet in the Park event during the Easter
Egg Hunt, which was very successful. A total of 35 pets found new homes, 27 from
the adoption event and 8 from the Animal Shelter. Only 4 pets were brought back
from the park, and Animal Services is hopeful that they will soon be adopted or sent
to one of our many animal rescue organizations. This is another great example of
how well the departments in the City work cooperatively together for the good of the
organization while continuing to provide quality services to the residents.
Also held on March 31 was the annual Bunny Brunch held at the Senior Community
Center. There were approximately 125 children ages 3 to 12 years enjoying an
exciting morning of crafts, music, games, face painting, a bouncer, raffles, a special
visit from the Easter Bunny, and a filling breakfast prepared by the Moreno Valley
Optimist Club consisting of pancakes, eggs, sausage, and juice. Staff would like to
thank the local chapter of the Moreno Valley Morning Optimist Club for their
continual support.
The Parks and Community Services Department held its championships games for
winter youth basketball league on March 3. The winners of that event included: "C"
Division Celtics; "B" Division Knicks; and "A" Division Lakers. These teams, along
with the "A" Division Bulls, then competed in the SCMAF Inland Valley's Youth
Basketball Tournament held in surrounding cities on March 17 and 18. The "C"
Division Celtics won the championship in their division, and the "A" Division Bulls
finished in the runner-up position in their division. The "C" Division Celtics then
advanced to the SCMAF Southern California Tournament of Champions event,
where they placed second and finished the year with a 23-1 record.
Pee Wee/Junior Soccer completed another successful season with approximately
120 participants in the program. The Pee Wee/Junior Flag Football program will
begin on April 10-11 with youth ages 3-7 competing.
2.

Senior Community Center
On March 15 the Center held its annual St. Patrick's Day Carnival sponsored by
Health Net. There were about 65 seniors participating in the event which included a
movie, opportunity prizes and a dance performance by the Line Dancing Class.
The March Senior Birthday Party was celebrated on March 26. This event was
sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center, which provided a free
meal and a box of candy. Miller Jones Mortuary donated a cake and ice cream.
Upcoming events include the Spring Bonnet Parade on April 4; Crazy Clothes Bingo
on April 11, Senior Prom on April 20; and Cinco de Mayo barbeque on May 3.
Senior trips included the following:
Trips to Spotlight Casino on March 3, March 11, and March 25, The cost was $25
with $25 back at the casino in free play.
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An overnight trip to Colorado Belle March 4-6. The cost was $65 and included two
free buffets.
A trip to Buffalo Bills Casino with a stop by the Paris Casino on March 24. The cost
was $25 and included one free buffet.
3.

Grant Program
"A Child's Place" program finished the annual William Batey Reading Contest. A
total of 4,506 points were achieved. The sites enjoyed a special guest reader Dr.
Judy White, MVUSD Superintendent. The winner of the contest was Armada
Elementary School, and these winners will be attending a special movie field trip to
Harkins Theatre on April 30.
Spring break was full of different activities that kept the children busy during the two
weeks off. The children enjoyed walking field trips to Bethune Park, listened to
Native Americans' guest speakers, and enjoyed learning to make Marionettes
Puppets on strings. All sites are preparing for our annual self review that will begin
in May.

COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

Church Services
Church Services
Wei ht Watchers
Wei ht Watchers
Basketball Awards
Wells Fa 0

10
100
35
42
42

75
300
100
35
100

1
1

4
42
42
35
42

82
12
35
100
10

7
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Business
Church Services
Arts Commission
DPSS

$30
$90.00
$0
$866.00
$0
$200.00
$230.00
140.00

3/27/12
3/27/12
3/28/12
3/28/12
3/29/12

Total Revenue for March 2012

$230.00
$100.00
$11 874.65
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3/20/
3/22/1
3/24/12
3/24/12
3/25/12
3/25/12
3/28/12
3/3 /12

Homeowners' r\0.,Vv,
Church Services
Fashion Show
Meetin
Church Services
Church Services

20
20
200
10
50
50
20

I Revenue

2012

$2
$90.
$150.00
$165.00
$0
$0

.30

Total Reven
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

I

I
I
~

<
o
o

1'0
W

.j::>..
(J)

o

.j::>..

I Patrols

Public

Public

Incident

RFS

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Violations Other

Citation Violations]

1 Adrienne Mitchell

52

3959

269

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bayside

76

1769

242

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Civic Center

79

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

4 City Yard

64

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 Community

82

7627

340

0

a

a

2

0

2

0

a

2

6

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

58

472

94

a

0

0

0

a

a

0

0

4

4

7 Edison Easement

57

236

236

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

8 Gateway

72

1833

221

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 Hidden Springs Park

55

588

142

0

0

0

0

a
a

0

0

0

0

0

10 Hidden Springs Trail

4

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

11 John F. Kennedy

80

3957

309

0

a

0

0

0

2

2

74

4948

353

0

0

a
a

0

12 March Field

a
a

0

0

0

0

a

0

13 North Aqueduct

60

146

146

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Patriot

50

0

a

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Poorman's Reservoir

58

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

62

130

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

78

6186

312

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 Sunnymead

90

8278

363

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Towngate Memorial

82

6821

376

0

a

a

22

0

2

0

0

6

30

20 Valley Skate Park

88

1061

207

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Westbluff

66

859

153

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 STARS

54

250

20

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23 Markborough

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

a

0

0

0

1445

49120

3799

0

0

2

24

0

4

0

0

16

44

TOTALS

NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

!

I

March 2012 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

<
o

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

0

54

54

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

a

0

2 Bethune

66

1089

147

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

3 Cactus Trail

48

118

99

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 Celebration

56

1351

151

0

2

1

0

0

1

2

57

0

a

0

a

a

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

47

32

32

a
a

a
a

0

5 City Yard

a
a
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

45

41

35

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 EI Potrero

65

1707

217

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

9 Equestrian Center

54

111

89

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

55

771

104

a
a
a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

11 Morrison

59

4923

284

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

7

12 Parque Amistad

61

733

128

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

57

316

84

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Pedrorena

69

542

132

a

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Rancho Verde S&T

43

53

53

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Ridge Crest

57

917

118

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

17 Rock Ridge

50

482

104

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 South Aqueduct

52

50

50

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoriano

68

490

101

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20 Vista Lomas

65

1067

154

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Weston

60

1231

148

0

0

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

22 Woodland

61

2242

203

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

23 Library

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0_

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

1197

18320

2487

0

0

12

0

0

8

a
a

0

13

21
--

TOTALS
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1 Auto Mall Trail

~
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All programs and activities for seniors are held at the Moreno Valley Senior Community Center. Active senior citizens
age 50 and older who do not require care or adult supervision are welcome to register. There is no membership fee.

25075 Fir Ave, Moreno Valley, CA 92555 0 Office 951·413·3430 0 Fax 951·243·1400
Monday· Friday Sam· 4pm Closed Saturday· Sunday
MV00234607
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Classes
Activity

M
0

n
d
a
y

Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Tai Chi Exercise MF
WaterColor
Exercise wI George MWF
Healing Arts
Zumba Exercise MF
Line Dancing MTTh

Activity

T
U
e
S

d
a
y

Spanish Conversational
Computer Class 4/3-4/24
Yoga
English Conversational
Creative Writing
Pinochle TTh
MovieTF
Dominoes
Line Dancing MTTh
Grief Support Group
Jewelry Making 2114-4/3

Activity

~

Crochet
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Ceramics
Exercise wlGeorge MWF
Bridge
Quilting Club WF
King of the Hill
Bingo

Activity

T
h
U

r

S

d
a
y

Oil Painting
Weight Loss Support
Spanish Conversational
Pinochle TTh
English Conversational
Bunco
Canasta
Guitar Class
Line Dancing MTTh
Good Life Services
Book Club 1st & 3rd

Activity

F
r•
I

d
a
y

Basic Drawing
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Chair Massage
Quilting Club WF
Exercise wI George MWF
Tai Chi Exercise MF
Zumba Exercise
Bridge - Advanced
Movie TF

Start
8:15
8:30
9:00
9:15
10:00
12:30
1:30

Start
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
11 :30
12:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

Start
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:15
12:00
12:00
12:30
1:00

Start
9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:30
12:00
2:00

Start
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:30
12:30
12:30
1:30

End
9:10
9:30
12:30
10:15
4:00
1:20
3:00

End
10:00
11:00
10:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
4:00

End
12:00
9:10
11 :30
10:15
3:30
3:30
2:30
3:00

End
12:30
11 :30
10:00
3:00
11:30
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:00
12:45
3:00

End
11:30
9:10
2:00
12:00
10:15
11:30
1:30
3:30
3:00

Snecial Events
.IL

Room

Date

Event/Seminar/Service

Banq N
Class 1&2
Art 1&2
Banq N
Class 1&2
BanqN
Banq N

412
419
4/16
4/16
4/16
4123
4123
4123
4/30

United Healthcare Information
United Healthcare Information
United Healthcare Information
Kaiser Permanente Information
One-More-Day AARP Tax Service
Blood Pressure Test SynerMed
United Healthcare Information
HR Benefit Consulting
United Healthcare Information

Room

Date

Event/Seminar/Service

Class 2
Art 2
Banq N
Class 2
Class 1
Lobby E
Banq N
Library
Banq N
Counsel
Art 1&2

413
4/3
4/10
4/17
4/24

Room

Date

Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1&2
Banq N
Art 1
Class 1&2
Billiard
Banq NS

414
414
4111
4/18
4125

Room

Date

Art 1&2
Class 1&2
Banq N
Lobby E
Banq N
Art 1&2
Lobby E
Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1
Counsel

415
4112
4119
4119
4/19
4/26
4/26
513

Room

Date

Art 1
Banq N
Counsel
Class 1&2
Banq N
Banq N
Banq N
Art 1
Banq N

416
4113
4120
4127

2

Fall Prevention Seminar
Better Life Mobility
Vineyards Menifee Information
Last Day AARP Tax Service
Healthy Nutrition on Budget

Event/Seminar/Service
Miller Jones Info Session
Spring Bonnet Health Net
Crazy Clothes Bingo
SCAN Health Plan Information
BINGO by Senior Health Plans

Event/Seminar/Service
CareMore Massage
Senior Health Plans
Senior Health Plans
Bankruptcy Seminar
CareMore Massage
Senior Health Plans
Birthday Seniors Miller-Jones
Cinco de Mayo BBQ

Event/Seminar/Service
Easy Choice Info Session
Orthopedic Bracing Seminar
MSNH Senior Prom
Short of Breath? Seminar

Start
10:30
10:30
10:30
12:00
12:00
10:00
10:30
1:30
10:30

Start
10:30
1:30
10:45
12:00
9:00

Start
10:00
12:00
1:00
12:00
1:00

Start
12:00
9:00
9:00
12:00
12:00
9:00
12:00
1:00

Start
10:30
12:00
4:00
12:00

End
12:30
12:30
12:30
2:00
3:00
11:30
12:30
3:00
12:30

End
11:30
3:00
11:30
3:00
12:00

End
2:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
3:00

End
2:00
12:00
12:00
1:00
2:00
12:00
12:30
3:00

End
12:00
1:00
8:00
1:00

~

Room
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Banq S
Counsel
Lobby
Art 1
Lobby

Room
Banq N
Lobby
Banq S
TBD
TBD

Room
Lobby
Banq NS
Banq NS
Art 2
Banq NS

Room
Counsel
Lobby
Lobby
Banq N
Counsel
Lobby
Banq N
Patio

Room
Art 2
Banq S
Banq NS
TBD

Due to unforeseen events all are subject to change without notice.
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J&J Medical Supply

1-888-291-9830
Featuring osteo-arthritis bracing
to help patients with
their pain from arthri~ tis. All bracing from
back to thumb braces
. . ~""... -along with a mobility
line of power wheelchairs, scooters,
and walkers.

KAlSER P;ERMANENTE@
Dirk L. Golden 800-921-2900
Medicare and State Programs
Dirk.LGolden@kp.org
Monday, April 16 from 12 to 2pm
Information Session

I/util(j cfe,l(iol".r Ifeul.r I/ottire,

Friday, April 13 from 12 to 1pm

Senior Lifestyle Advocates

tEl §f?:,QI

Senior Prom
Friday, April 20 from 4 to 8pm

Enhance your Medi-cal benefits
with SCAN
Senior Care Action Network
Crazy Clothes Bingo

Wednesday, April, 18 from 12 - 1pm
Darrell Evans, SCAN Representative
951-768-5398

Wednesday, April 11
from 1pm to 3pm
Wear your crazy clothes and get one card
free with the purchase of one card

Spring Bonnet Celebration
Wednesday, April 4
from 12 to Ipm

BBQ for Cinco de Mayo

Prize will be awarded to
BEST BONNET

from 1-3pm; Thursday; May 3

c:::1'

In t~lJ~~ Stafes, Cinco de Mayo has taken on
.. .... ~-.-.
that in Mexico. The date is
in the United States as a
d.i7N'.",,"'''' the culture and experiences of
of Mexican ancestry.

H eailrt:lh N e toe

Volu nteer Instructors Needed
You COLild Make a Difference in.Your Community

If you have a unique talent or special interest and would enjoy
the opportunity to teach active seniors the Moreno Valley
Senior Community Centerwould welcome YOll as a volunteer
instructor.

and fun for all.

Call us at 951-413-3430
3
MV00234609
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Blood Pressure Screening
Monday, April 23,
2012 from 10 to

!Jnbt.cuJ.uctUm, fu tfre ~~ oj y.o-g:a,
indtuling 6JtUdIting, ~,
nwdi.t.atUut, and p~l.uJt.ej . !l)~j
~..

11:30 am
Not sure what your blood pressure is? Attend Inland Valley
SynerMed's Blood Pressure
Screening. There is no fee.

efajj ~

fiJd etJ.eJtlf

!J~cI.ay

twm 9:15

am fu 10:30 am..
Guitar Class at Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
Ever thought about learning to play the guitar? Learn the fundamentals of guitar with instructor
Frank L. Garcia. Beginners may start with You are My Sunshine and work toward playing the
classic La Malaguefi8. Frank has been teaching with us since 2008. He started playing guitar
when he was four years old and has been playing for 52 years now. Frank says "I still enjoy
it." He started with six students and now teaches 15. He encourages seniors to join the
class because guitar playing "relaxes the mind." Classes are free. Students must provide
their own guitar and a desire to have fun while learning.

Class meets Thursdays from 1 - 3:30pm

Riverside
City
College

"

, "",1'

Healthy Nutrition on a Budget
Tuesday, April 24
from 9am to 12pm

Upcoming Events

This class explores healthy nutrition
- purchasing and preparing appropriate, cost-effective foods on a
budget for foster families. The class
also helps caregivers assist youth
who are about to emancipate understand how to buy and prepare meals
on a budget.

Cinco de Mayo BBO
Thursday, May 3 from 1 to 3pm
Mother's Day Tea
Wednesday, May 9 from 1 to 3pm
Mother's Day Dinner
Thursday, May 10 from 4 to 6pm
Senior Commlmity Center CLOSED
Monday, May 28

4
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Exercise Tips for Senior Citizens
No matter your age or your current physical condition, you can benefit from exercise. Reaping the rewards of exercise doesn't
require strenuous workouts. It's about adding more movement and activity to your life. There are many easy ways to get your
body moving and improve your health. The following is presented as general information only.
your exercise program little by little. Get a combination
of cardiovascular exercise and weight bearing exercise so
Walking is good for overall health. Walking is a perfect
your muscle groups and cardiovascular system both get
way to start exercising. It requires no special equipment,
a workout. Stop exercising and call your doctor if you
aside from a pair of comfortable shoes,
....--------------. experience dizziness or chest pain when you
and can be done anywhere. You can walk
work out. You are never too old to start exalone or with friends. You should walk acercising but if it has been a long time since
cording to your ability.
you have, start out slowly so you can build
,'"
your endurance and stamina.
Strength Training
i

Walking

,
~'>-

.,

Regular exercise by building strength and
Exercise & Physical Fitness Room
"
j
stamina, prevents loss of bone mass and
"
Enjoy your exercise program in our Exercise
improves balance, actually reducing the
& Physical Fitness Room. The room features
risk of falling. Exercise and strength traintwo treadmills, two exercise bikes, a weighting helps you look and feel younger and
strength training gym, and a thigh exercise
stay active longer. Research shows that a
unit. Enjoy your favorite television show
sedentary lifestyle is unhealthy for the eldwhile you workout.
erly. You can do exercises with weights or
an exercise band. Start with one pound
~-....JThanks to Friends of Moreno Valley Senior
free weights and work your way up. Don't try to life more Center for donating the funds to purchase our second
weight than you can comfortably handle.
SportsArt Fitness treadmill. Friends of Moreno Valley
Senior Center raise funds for equipment, programs and
Get Medical Clearance First
special activities needed. General meetings are held the
Consult your doctor before starting any exercise pro2nd Thursday of every month (except July and August) at
gram. Exercise is good for you but your doctor
Ipm.
may have special instructions for you to follow. Always
warm up to protect your muscles. Start slow. Build up

Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program
Most People Call it HICAP
HICAP is a state health insurance assistance program. The program helps Medicare beneficiaries identify and
understand Medicare programs and plans. Through one-on-one personalized counseling, education, and outreach, HICAP provides free and objective information about Medicare, managed care (HMOs), long-term care
insurance and other related health insurance issues. Trained volunteer counselors offer
objective information to help seniors and other Medicare beneficiaries make good health care decisions.
When problems arise, HICAP counselors can help resolve them. All services are free of charge.
Appointments available. Call 1·800·434·0222 for more information or visit
their website at www.inlandagency.org/hicap
5
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?Norma • Cell 951 550 9261
Office 951 485 8459

Machu Pichu Tours

...--

Las Vegas-Laughlin-Indian Casinos

('I)
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21 and Over 0
2

1

Tuesday

Monday

Sunday

Wednesday
4

3

Thursday
5

N

o
o

>
~

Saturday

Friday
16

7

Las Vegas for $55 .
Indian Casino $25
First stop HACIENDA
One Free Buffet
2nd stop New York NY

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Plav

8

10

9

11

12

Las Vegas

.

Spotlight 29

~. ~,~
(~ •• e./e

...

• ,\ "!.
r
1/
• ,..

$25 Bac!< in Free Plav

BUFFALO BILL'S
Two Free Buffets

~~-')~':~~~ \".,~

Vf;..!ti\..~\:~

16

15

14

13

Indian Casino $25

117

118

19

20

21

1(0

Indian Casino $25

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Plav

I

~~
124

22

125

126

127
Indian Casino $25

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Plav

29

30

Indian Casino $25

Harrah's
$25 Back in Free Play

Pick Up Locations
Food 4 Less on Perris and Nuevo
Moreno Valley Senior Center Perris and Fir
Riverside on Chicago and University
San Bernardino on 2nd and G Street

Send Check to
Machu Pichu Tours
15720 Lasselle St #8
Moreno Valley, CA
92551

28
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Family Services Senior Nutrition Program Menu
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Call 951.247.1667 or Stop by
Between 8am - 10am to Reserve your Meal
Lunch is served at 11 :30am

Tuesday

Monday

For 60 years and up
$3 suggested donation

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

3

4

5

6

Herb Chicken
Broccoli
Brown Rice
Banana

Spaghetti w Meat
Sauce
Zucchini
Salad
Apricots

*Chicken Casserole
Capri Vegetables
Pineapple Tidbits
Frosted Cake

Grilled Chicken
Sandwich
Hard Boiled Egg
Soup
Jell·o w Fruit

9

10

11

12

13

Turkey Patty
Peas and Carrots
Boiled Red Potatoes
Diced Peaches

Au Gratin Taco Bake
Capri Vegetables
Orange

Pork Chop w Gravy
Broccoli
Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail

Fish
Golden Corn
Salad
Apple

Citrus Chicken
Carrot Coins
Rice Pilaf
Diced Pears

2
Salisbury Steak
Brussels Sprouts
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail

16

17

18

19

20

Meat Loaf
Broccoli n Cauliflower
Red Potatoes
Applesauce

Tuna Salad Sandwich
Soup
Carrot Sticks
Jell·o w Fruit

*Pan Fried Chicken
Potato Salad
Baked Beans
Mandarin Oranges

Pepper Steak
Green Bean
Noodles
Diced Peaches

*Vegetarian Lasagna
Italian Vegetables
Salad
Apricots

23

24

25

26

27

BBQ Pork Riblet
Carrots n Cauliflower
Rice Pilaf
Fruit Cocktail

Salisbury Steak
Spinach
Pasta
Orange Juice

Chicken Fajitas
Zucchini
Spanish Rice
Pinto Beans
Tropical Fruit

Tuna Fish Sandwich
Soup
Jell·o w Fruit

Spaghetti w Meat
Sauce
Broccoli
Orange

30

•

*Meat Loaf w Gravy
Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Banana

•
•

*Meals containing
high sodium.
2% milk served
with every meal.
Meals subject to
change due to
availability of food
products.

7
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Legal Assistance for 60+'"

Adult Protective Services
Adult Abuse

1-800-491-7123

Complaints

1-800-952-5210 Dept of Consumer Affairs
Complaints filed against businesses regulated by bureau
dca.ca.gov
1-800-344-8477

Fraud Scams

Senior Protection Education

Dept Public Social Services

Dept Public Social Services

1-800-510-2020

Inland County Legal Services
Free civil legal assistance to 60+

CA Dept Motor Vehicles

1-800-777-0133

Medicare Information

1-866-960-9261
www.msnhglobal.org

Animal Control
951-413-3790
14041 Elsworth St

Nutrition Services
Family Services

951-247-1667
25075 Fir Av, M-F 8am-12pm
RSVP 8-10am, Meal served at 1130am, $3 donation

Home Bound

951-247-1667

Power Ministries 951-242-0188

Caregiver Support
Destiny Care

1-800-353-2994

destinyhomehealth.com

Office on Aging

1-800-510-2020

www.rcaging.org

Sensible Senior Home Care

951-926-4304

sensibleseniorhomecare.com

Disabled / Veteran Services
Braille Institute

760-321-1111

www.brailleinstitute.org

Scooter Store

909-549-9443

thescooterstore.com

Hearing Aid Hotline

1-800-521-5247

www.ihsinfo.org
Request consumer kit

American Cancer Society 1-800-ACS-2345

www.cancer.org

VA Loma Linda Healthcare 1-800-741-8387

lomalinda. va.gov

1-800-529-5586
1-800-827-2013
562-344-3414
951-768-5398

Caremore
Humana
SBHIS
United Healthcare

951-733-7904
951-288-4137
951-452-2905
951-378-7590

25105 Fir Av

Eucalyptus Towers 24169 Eucalyptus Av
12960 Perris BI

Perris Isle

Shared Housing Community Connect
5555 Arlington Av Riv

Section 8

951-486-9842

Assisted living, health care

A Place for Mom Resisdential care homes
Residential-care-homes .aplaceformom .com

PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead BI
For underprivileged, low income, homeless, and/or at risk

Official Area Agency on Aging
Office on Aging Riverside County
1-800-510-2020 951-867-3800

6296 River Crest Dr St K, Riv, CA
www.rcaging.org

Adult Day Care, Aging and Disability Resource Connection Program, Care
Coordination, Caregiver Support Services, Community Elder Abuse
Education, Disease Prevention Health Guide, Health Fit After 50 Program,
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren, Health Insurance Counseling, Legal
Assistance, Network of Care, Nutrition, Ombudsman, Personal Care
Homemaker Services, Employment SCSEP Program 55+ training,
Helplink, Surplus Food Distribution, Transportation, Volunteer Services,
and 911 Emergency Cellular Phone Program

22850 Calle San Juan de los Lagos

951-486-6700

Social Security Information
Social Security Administration

1-800-772-1213

Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center Inc 951-413-3430
Membership $10 year, meets 2nd Thursday month 1pm except July/Aug

951-653-2324 MWF 10-1

Transportation

951-924-4070 M-S 10-4
951-686-4402 M-F 8-5

Dial A Ride
1-800-795-7887

951-351-0700

Medical Transportation for Riv Co Regional Medical Center 951486-4380

951-243-3837

Mo Van Shuttle
1-800-351-6571

M-F 7am-3pm - 60+ $1/way - $2.50
outside MV - Medical appOintments - Seniors and HC

RT A

951-565-5002

Taxi

951-924-7172

Assisted Living
Integrated Care

W 3-7pm ThF 12-5:30pm Food

Supporting Senior Center Activities and Programs

Housing
Telacu Villa

Donation suggested

Police Department - Moreno Valley

HMOs
Aetna
Health Net
MD Care
SCAN

www.dmv.ca.gov

H I CAP
Appointments available
1-800-434-0222
Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program for Medicare

Advocate Support for Seniors

MTWTh 10-6 Sa 10-4
Closed Friday, Sunday, and holidays

1-888-245-4257 Inlandlegal.org
1040 Iowa Av 109, Riv

License- Driver's, ID Card, Vehicle Registration

Office on Aging

Meeting Seniors Needs Hotline -MSNH
Help for 55+ or disabled

•

1-877-666-3239

951-242-7001
PW Enhancement Center
Emergency rental assistance, motel vouchers, a food bank, substance abuse
counseling, resource referrals, employment assistance, a computer lab, life skills
training, and financial planning services for homeless in Moreno Valley

Information and Referral Service
County of Riverside
Call 2-1-1 for information about help with fOOd,
housing, health care, employment, and counseling
www.211us.org

M-S 6am-1Opm and Sun 6am-8pm
$3/way - Buddy System $2.50

For route information

TRIP Program
1-800-510-2020 Transportation Reimbursement
Incentive Project for In-Home Care support services

Volunteer Opportunities
Moreno Valley Senior Center
951-413-3430
Skilled instructors to teach active seniors 50+
Office on Aging RSVP Program
1-800-510-2020
H I CAP Riverside County
1-800-434-0222
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager.

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community services/i#1

Date:

February 6, 2012

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

II //j

PARK PROJECTS
1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
eXisting hockey rink. The hockey rink has. not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: The agreement for construction is in the process of being signed by the
contractor. The project is planned for completion in summer 2012.

2.

Celebration Park Splash Pad Surfacing
Project Description: The splash pad will be coated with a slip resistant clear sealer,
prior to its opening for the summer season.
Status: The project is scheduled for April 2012.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer-constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turf football/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus, and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: Completion of the project is planned for winter/spring 2013. Listed below
is a detailed status of the project.
The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources and the City. Completion of the project is planned
for fall/winter 2012/2013.

MV00234615
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4.

"
Grading Plans: Mylars signed .
.Building Plans: Plans have been approved.
. Site Improvement Plans: Plans completed and will be submitted upon
revisJQns to structural details .
. Project Specifications: Architect finalizing for City review.
Eastern Municipal Water District: Civil engineering, Recycled Water Use
and Irrigation plans are approved.
Department of Water Resources: Informal approval of the Encroachment
Permit has been granted. Waiting on the issuance of the signed permit.
Jurisdictional Permit #401: Pacific Development Inc. is working with the
Army Corp. of Engineers to resolve potential issues.

Hound Town Dog Park at the Moreno Valley Equestrian Center
Project Description: Improvements to the City's dog park.
Status: A parking stall was added for Americans with Disabilities requirement.

5.

Sports Field Automated Lighting Upgrade
Project Description: Upgrade lighted sports fields, utilizing an automated system
meeting current City standards. This will allow staff to utilize one program for all
lighted sports fields and save electricity.
Status: It is expected to have a purchase order issued to Musco Lighting within the
month. The project's completion is estimated for summer 2012.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Aerated Celebration, Vista Lomas, Shadow Mountain and Towngate II Parks.
Fertilized Celebration, Vista Lomas, Shadow Mountain and Towngate II
Parks.
Trimmed palms at various park sites.
Trimmed trees in contract areas.
Installed monument sign at Ridgecrest Park.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Install drainage V-ditch at Gateway Park.
Remove and repair the infield turf transitions at Morrison Park ball fields.
Aerate sports fields.
Fertilize parks.
Trim Rockridge and Patriot Parks.
Trim palm trees at CRC.
Repair drain pipe at Cottonwood Golf Course.
Check all parking lot lights and timers.
Check Specturf Training and Playground Inspection Training.
2
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3.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas in January:
Adrienne Mitchell ($161), Aqueduct Bikeway ($542), Bayside ($114), Bethune ($66),
Community ($471), EI Portero ($115), Gateway ($41), JFK ($300), Morrison ($234),
Patriot Park ($62), Pedrorena ($138), Rockridge ($71), Shadow Mountain ($24),
Sunnymead ($1,729), Towngate ($707), Victoriano ($222), Westbluff ($103),
Weston ($216), and Woodland ($333). The total cost for vandalism/graffiti was
$5,649. Total labor hours for vandalism/graffiti were 123 hours, approximately 15
full-time work days.

4.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 360 hours during January. The total hours for
court referrals in 2012 are 360 which equates to approximately 45 full-time work
days.

RECREATION DIVISION

1.

Recreation and Sports
The Time for Tots program returned from their winter break on January 2 with
several of the classes filled to capacity. In addition to creative curriculum, children
celebrated special activity days by dressing originally on Mix-Match Day, learning
about pilots on Amelia Earhart Day, enjoying Disney Day, and learning about
different cultures on International Day.
January saw an increase in new registrations for many youth and adult contract
classes including Belly Dancing, Drawing for Kids, Kung-fu, and Traditional
Karatedo. Many of the young dance classes, such as Dance Exploration, also had
new participants.
Winter Valley Kids Camp, held at the March Field Park Community Center, came to
a close on January 6. This year's camp saw an increase in registration compared to
years past. Attending kindergarten through eighth graders spent their vacations
from school enjoying newly added video games, foosball table, and electronic
basketball. They also created creative holiday and seasonal crafts, played festive
fun-filled games and activities, and much more.
Valley Kids Camp will be open for two weeks beginning March 26 for local children
in kindergarten through eighth grades.
Recreation staff are planning and preparing for the spring events scheduled during
the month of April. The annual Easter Egg Hunt, Bunny Brunch, Hop Down the
Craft Trail, and Spring Easter Chef's Workshop will all be held for local children.
More information to come!
The Pee Wee and Junior Soccer League for ages 3 to 7 has 100 participants
registered. The league is held Monday through Thursday at Community Park
soccer fields beginning February 6 and lasting six weeks.

3
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Youth Winter Basketball League is at its midway point and going well.
The City will be holding an All Star competition. Children will be participating in this
multiple all star event including a creative lay-up contest, 3-point shooting contest,
and 2-ball competition.
The adult softball winter league has concluded. Registration is underway for the
spring season.
2.

Senior Community Center
On January 5, the Center held its first ever New Year's dance. The seniors did lots
of dancing, with the live OJ. The event was sponsored by Meeting Seniors Needs.
About 80 seniors were in attendance.
The January Senior Birthday Party was celebrated on January 26. This event was
sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center, which provided a free
meal and a box of candy. Miller Jones Mortuary donated the cake and ice cream.
On January 7 there was a trip to Spotlight 29 Casino for $25 with $25 back in free
play.
On January 16 there was a trip to Soboba Casino for $20 with $20 back in free
play.
On January 21 there was a trip to Harrah's Casino for $25 with $25 back in free
play.
On January 28-29 there was a trip to Las Vegas with an overnight stay at Hacienda
Casino for $55 per person and two free buffets
Tax assistance for seniors will begin on February 1 and continue until April 17,
Monday through Friday, 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m. All taxes will be done at no charge
to those with low to moderate income by AARP.

COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

ers
Church Services
Church Services
RCOE

42
42
75
35
42
42
35
42
200

$623.00

4
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1/9/12
Weight Watchers
42
$100.00
Weight Watchers
75
$75.00
1/10/12
Homeowners' Association
$90.00
1/10/12
6
45
1/11/12
$30.00
Business Roundtable
1/11/12
21
Wells Fargo
$100.00
1/11/12
Church Services
$90.00
35
Weight Watchers
1/12/12
42
$200.00
Parks and Recreation Commission
$0
1/12/12
24
1/13/12
Church Event
500
$3,528.00
1/14/12
Weight Watchers
$230.00
42
National Legal Services
1/14/12
10
$100.00
1/15/12
Church Services
35
$140.00
1/15/12
Church Services
42
$110.00
1/16/12
Weight Watchers
$100.00
42
1/17/12
Weight Watchers
$75.00
82
1/18/12
SBDC
30
$36.00
1/18/12
MVEA
100
$206.00
1/18/12
Church Services
35
$90.00
1/18/12
City Public Forum
250
$225.00
1/19/12
Weight Watchers
$200.00
42
1/21/12
Church Event
300
$1,599.00
1/21/12
Weight Watchers
$230.00
42
1/22/12
Church Services
35
$140.00
1/22/12
Church Services
$110.00
42
1/23/12
Weight Watchers
42
$100.00
1/24/12
Weight Watchers
82
$75.00
1/24/12
Homeowners' Association
$90.00
6
1/25/12
SBDC
$24.00
30
1/25/12
Church Services
$90.00
35
1/25/12
City Basketball Photos
300
$0
1/26112
Weight Watchers
42
$200.00
1/26/12
Arts Commission
24
$0
1/28/12
Weight Watchers
42
$230.00
1/28/12
National Legal Services
10
$100.00
1/29/12
Church SerVices
35
$140.00
1/29/12
Church Services
$110.00
42
1/30/12
Weight Watchers
42
$100.00
1/31/12
Weight Watchers
82
$75.00
Total Revenue for January 2012
$10,956.00

5
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Date
1/1/12
1/5/12
1/7/12
1/8/12
1/8/12
1/12/12
1/15/12
1/15/12
1/18/12
1/19/12
1/22/12
1/22/12
1/26/12
1/28/12
1/28/12
1/29/12
1/29/12

Event
Guests
Church Services
50
20
Church Services
Wedding Reception
200
Church Services
50
Church Services
50
20
Church Services
50
Church Services
59
Church Services
10
Meeting
20
Church Services
50
Church Services
50
Church Services
Church Services
20
Cancellation
Meeting
10
50
Church Services
50
Church Services
Total Revenue for January 2012

Date
1/1/12
1/3/12
1/8/12
1/10/12
1/13/12
1/15/12
1/17/12
1/22/12
1/23/12

Church Services
Church Services
Church Services
Church Se
R hts of
Church Services
Church Services
Church Services

Revenue
$150.00
$35.00
$1,191.15
$150.00
$165.00
$35.00
$150.00
$165.00
$0
$35.00
$150.00
$165.00
$35.00
$300.00
$90.00
$150.00
$165.00
$3,131.15

'50
20
30
20
100

Church Services
Church Services
Total Revenue for Janua

2012

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS

,

.j::>..
(J)

1'0
-->.

Vandalism

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

Citation

!
Violatid"~sl

Parking

Total

Violations Other

2394

273

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2 Bayside

69

639

195

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Civic Center

84

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 City Yard

76

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 Community

88

6810

369

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

I
I
I

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

50

554

62

0

0

0

0

0

0

o.

0

0

0

7 Edison Easement

52

74

74

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 Gateway

92

1597

261

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

9 Hidden Springs Park

50

40

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

II

10 Hidden Springs Trail

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

a

a

0

0

0

I

11 John F. Kennedy

94

3456

377

a

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

I
I

12 March Field

84

251

161

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 North Aqueduct

52

32

32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Patriot

30

0

0

0

0

a
a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Poorman's Reservoir

46

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

61

240

20

0

0

0

a

0

a
a

0

0

a

0

17 Shadow Mountain

86

3101

258

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 18 Sunnymead

90

6309

373

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

I

19 Towngate Memorial

90

4204

341

0

. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

I

20 Valley Skate Park

96

549

137

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Westbluff

78

267

185

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 STARS

84

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23 Library

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

1508

30517

3144

0

0

2

2

0

6

0

0

6

14

I
I
I

o

RFS

38

I.
I
I
I

1'0
W

Incident

1 Adrienne Mitchell

!

~

Public

I
I
I

<
o

Park

Public

.

I
I

TOTALS

rOTES/EXPLANATIONS:
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January 2012 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Park

<
o
o
t3

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bethune

48

489

66

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Cactus Trail

34

134

65

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 Celebration

46

503

93

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

5 City Yard

47

47

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

28

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

23

3

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 EI Potrero

49

509

110

0

0

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

9 Equestrian Center

46

4

4

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

46

375

49

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 Morrison

47

824

67

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

12 Parque Amistad

39

359

87

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

49

199

72

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Pedrorena

48

403

81

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

15 Rancho Verde S&T

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Ridge Crest

47

224

68

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

17 Rock Ridge

28

79

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 South Aqueduct

33

35

35

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoriano

48

166

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20 Vista Lomas

47

341

68

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Weston

47

118

6.2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

22 Woodland

48

1072

177

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23 Library

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o•

887

5884

1192

0

0

9

0

0

7

1

0

2

10

1 Auto Mall Trail

~

Public

24 Markborough
TOTALS

Violations Other

Citation Violations

NOTES/EXPLANATIONS,
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MORENO VALLEY SENIOR COMMUNITY CENTER
PARTICIPANTS FOR FISCAL 2011/2012
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25075 Fir Ave, Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Office 951-314-3430 Fax 951-243-1400
Monday - Friday 8am - 4pm .... Closed Saturday - Sunday
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Classes
Activity

M
0
n
d
a
y

Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Tai Chi MF
Water Color
Exercise wI George MWF
Healing Arts
Zumba Exercise MF
Line Dancing MTTh

Activity

T
U
e
S

d
a
y

Spanish Conversational
Computer Class 1/17·217
Yoga
English Conversational
Creative Writing
Pinochle TTh
Movie
Dominoes
Line Dancing MTTh
Jewelry Making 2114·4/3

Activity

'Yd
n
e
S
d
a
y

Crochet
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Ceramics
Exercise wlGeorge MWF
Bridge
Quilting Club
King of the Hill
Bingo
Grief Support

Activity

T
h
U

r

S

d
a
y

Oil Painting
Weight Loss Support
Spanish Conversational
Pinochle TTh
English Conversational
Bunco
Canasta
Guitar Class
Line Dancing MTTh
Managing Life Better
Book Club 1st & 3rd

Activity

F
r•
I

d
a
y

Basic Drawing
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Chair Massage
Quilting Club
Exercise wI George MWF
Tai Chi MF
Zumba Exercise MF
Bridge - Advanced
Movie

Start
8:30
8:30
9:00
9:15
10:00
12:30
1:30

Start
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
11:30
12:00
1:00
1:00

Start
8:00
8:10
9:00
9:15
12:00
12:00
12:30
1:00
2:30

Start
9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:30
12:00
2:00

Start
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:30
12:30
12:30
1:30

End
9:30
9:30
12:30
10:15
4:00
1:30
3:00

End
10:00
11:00
10:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
4:00

End
12:00
9:10
11 :30
10:15
3:30
3:30
2:30
3:00
4:00

End
12:30
11 :30
10:00
3:00
11 :30
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:00
12:45
3:00

End
11:30
9:30
2:00
12:00
10:15
11 :30
1:30
3:30
3:00

Room

Date

Banq N
Class 1
Art 1&2
Banq N
Class 1&2
Banq N
Banq N

2/6
2/13
2/13
2/20
2/27
2/27

Room

Date

Class 2
Art 1&2
Banq N
Class 2
Class 1
Lobby E
Banq N
Library
Banq N
Class 1&2

2/7
2/14
2/14
2114
2/21
2/21
2121
2128

Room

Date

Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1&2
Banq N
Art 1
Class 1&2
Billiard
Banq NS
Counsel

2/1
2/1
2/1
2/8
2115
2/22
2/22
2/29

Room

Date

Art 1&2
Class 1&2
Banq N
Lobby E
Banq N
Art 1&2
Lobby E
Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1
Counsel

2/2
2/9
2/9
2/16
2/16
2/23
2/23

Room

Date
2/3
2/3
2/10
2/17
2117
2/24
2/24
2/24

Art 1
Banq N
Counsel
Class 1&2
Banq N
Banq N
Banq N
Class 2
Banq N

2

Snecial Bvents

Ev~nt/Seminar/S~ice

Tax Preparation
Sam's Club Membership
Tax Preparation
Center is C LOS E D
Blood Pressure SynerMed
Tax Preparation

Event/Seminar/Service
Tax Preparation
Celebrate Black History
Tax Preparation
Valentine's Dance HealthNet
Medical Testing SynerMed
Ice Cream Social by CareMore
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation

Event/Seminar/Service
Trips and Tour Seminar
Tax Preparation
Signup· Mar 2 Swap Meet
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation
Health Net Health Planning
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation

Event/Seminar/Service
Tax Preparation
Chair Massage CareMore
Tax Preparation
CareMore Health Plan
Tax Preparation
Senior Birthday
Tax Preparation

Event/Seminar/Service
Tax Preparation
Super Bowl Pizza Party
Tax Preparation
RTA Freedom to Go Tour
Tax Preparation
RTA Freedom to Go Tour
Medical Testing SynerMed
Tax Preparation

Start

End

v

Room

12:00
11 :00
12:00

3:00 Banq S
1:00 Lobby
3:00 Banq S

10:00
12:00

11 :30 Counsel
3:00 Banq S

Start
12:00
10:00
12:00
1:00
9:00
12:00
12:00
12:00

Start
10:30
12:00
8:30
12:00
12:00
9:00
12:00
12:00

Start
12:00
11:00
12:00
11 :00
12:00
11:30
12:00

Start
12:00
1:00
12:00
8:30
12:00
8:30
9:00
12:00

End

Room

3:00 Banq S
3:00
3:00
10:30
12:30
3:00
3:00

End
11:00
3:00
3:30
3:00
3:00
10:00
3:00
3:00

End
3:00
12:00
3:00
12:00
3:00
12:00
3:00

End
3:00
3:00
3:00
11:30
3:00
11 :30
10:30
3:00

Banq S
Banq NS
Art 1
Banq N
Banq S
Banq S

Room
Banq N
Banq S
Office
Banq S
Art 2
L/CR
Art 2
Banq S

Room
BanqS
Banq N
Art 2
Lobby
Banq S
Banq N
BanqS

Room
BanqS
Banq N
BanqS
Art 2
Banq S
Art 2
Art 2
BanqS

Due to unforeseen events all are subject to change without notice.
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Chair Massage
by Thomas Newell, LMT
Certified Massage Therapist

Celebrate Black History

Trained in the sports department involving track and
field teams at UCR Riverside. Uses reflexology techniques
to stimulate major organs than can improve overall well ness.

-

Sponsored by Meeting Seniors Need Hotline
1 866 960 9261 - www.msnhglobal.org

Fridays, 9am to zpm

Tuesday, February 14 at loam

Counsel Room - Donations Accepted

The freedom to excel at
. anything and be judged by the
content of our character

Boosts energy, alertness, and productivity

II

Increases circulation

I
I

I!

Reduces muscle tension
and pain

I-

Relaxes and rejuvenates

I-

Relieves emotional
stress

i

I

~l
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Tri,es and Tour Seminar
'
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Join Sam's Club on
Monday, February 13
from 118m to 1.pm

SalUS
C L U B'

Manage Your Life Better
Presented by Good Lite Services
Roy Geter, Facilitator

~L

4?_::::lt:i

1. Make better choices for your marriage
and family

Presented by Ken Retus

Collette Vacations

2. Choose your life insurance

Don't miss it

3. Manage yoW' debt

Wednesday, February 1
from 10:30am to 11:00am

4. Manage your health
5. Learn how to take time out
6. A chance for employment

Thursdays 12:00-12:
Art Room 1

Chair Massage - Thursday,
Feb 9 at 11am-1pm
Serving seniors as a Health
Plan the friends at CareMore
will be at our Lobby Thursday,
Feb 16 at 11am-1pm

..........
~~

Ice Cream Social by CareMore
Tuesday, Feb 21 at 12-1pm
3
MV00234626
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AARP fIRS Income Tax Preparation for 2011
Hi)ARP /IRS trained tax aides offer free tax help to low-to moderate income people
who cannot prepare their own tax returns. Certified volunteers receive training to
help prepare basic tax returns in communities across the country.

U

"

-
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~
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,
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1 8009069887

Beginning Wednesday, February 1, 2012 through Tuesday, April 17, 2012
Service begins at 12pm and ends by 3pm
Sign up at front office at 11 :30am due to limited space available
Bring last year's tax returns, w-2s, 1099s, Social Security statements, information relating to income or
earnings, rent or mortgage payments, property taxes, job related expenses, lRAs, retirement plans, social
security number(s), and any other related documents and information.
We cannot help with complicated business returns, business or rental with depreciation, cancellation of debt
(1099A or 1099C), nor extensive or complicated capital gains (stocks).

Tuesday, February 14 from 1- 3pm
Punch and goodies
Introducing (fL tIie ~ic with DJ Annando

Friday, February 3
1-3pm
Pizza and Hot Wings
Fun Football Games

Sponsored by

t:.P Hearth Nee

Senior Birthday Celebrati
Thursday, February 23 at 12pm
Register at Front Office

Winning Touchdown
for
Meeting Seniors
Needs Hotline

Appreciation to
MILLER-JONES Mortuary MV

for providing birthday cake

Center is CLOSED

Mark Your Calendar Section

Monday, February 20th

~:::55~ In observance of Presidents Day

Swap Meet
Friday, March 2 from 8:00am - 1:OOpm

~

Washington's birthday is the
official name designated to what
many of us know as Presidents Day. During the month
of February the birthday of two of our greatest
presidents takes place. Both George Washington
who was born on February 22nd and Abraham Lincoln
born on February 12th.

Mature Driving 55+
March 8 and 9 from 8:30am - 12:30pm

St Patrick's Day Celebration.
Thursday, March 15 from 1:00 - 3:00pm

4
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Feature Your Written Works
in our Creative Writing Class

What
When
Where
Who

I
I

:
. s-" ~··~'''CiP 'e' ~ <if' e"

Creative Writing for Older Adults
Tuesdays 10:00am to 11 :30am
Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
Seniors Eager to put their Thoughts onto the Page

I
I
I
I
I
I

. . t:r-if''If§"Pfl!P9.¥e-.
eJ;-~~.*,*'I!r"\1!'.~

I
I

This class for 50+ adults teaches students how to create and shape autobiographies, fiction and non fiction writing into
readable and printable form. With only three students at its onset this class has attracted those who desire to
put their thoughts onto the page and now boasts eleven students and is growing. Come write with us.

I
I
I
I
I

--------------------------------------------------------_.
Tuesday, February 21 from 9:00am -10:30am
Medical Screenings
Friday, February 24 at 9:00am -10:30am
Medical Screenings
Monday, February 27 at 10:00am -11 :30am
Blood Pressure Testing
Sponsored by SynerMed
Inland Valleys

Freedom to Go

Jewelry-Making Class Comes Back

Riverside Transit Agency

to Senior Community Center

www.RiversideTransit.com
951 5655002

Beginning Tuesday, February 14 through April 3
from 1pm to 4pm Classroom 1&2 for Eight Weeks

Instructor Laura Souder
Discover how to create your own iewelry. All
levels and beginners welcome. Expand your
creative talent and develop and retain fine motor
skills in a socially interactive environment. Learn
the basics of bead stringing, wire wrapping, and
more in a fun social atmosphere.

It's time to take advantage of free travel
provided by RTA. You'll learn the basic tools of
how to find the bus, how to get on board,
how to pay your fare, signal for stops, and use
your transportation system to your
knowledge and ability. Plus, you'll get a free
bus pass as part of the training.

Students will supply their own craft materials.

Wednesday, Feb 22 from 9am to 10am
Se habla espanol

Lobby and Counsel Room

Friday, Feb 17 and Friday, Feb 24
8:30am - 1:30pm
Art Room II

o
.

Join Pier Salas, Territory Manager
HNCA Medicare Programs

Health Nee

9512491588

5
MV00234628

Machu Pichu Tours

(J)

, Las Vegas-Laugh lin-Indian Casinos
Sunday

Monday

5 Happy Anniversary

6 Happy Birthday

Felix & Norma
Ana & Fred

Felix ....

Norma - Cell 951 550 9261
Office 951 4858459
Se habla espanol

February 2012

21 and Over Only

Tuesday

7

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

N

o
o

>
~

Saturday

1

2

3

4

8

9

10

11

16

117

18

1: :;1;hl~

1

1

I

Stop - Hacien as hour stay free buffet H
2nd Stop- Colorado Belle Hotel - 2 nig
Two buffets ota. - $65 pIp double occupa
20

21

122

123

124

te Line

/iii}
Buffalo Bill's
8 Hour Stay
One Free Buffet
Pick Up Locations

-.;t

('I)

.L

ughlin Ove night 3 Oa

19

N
<D

Send Check to

Food 4 Less on Perris and Nuevo
Machu Pichu Tours
Moreno Valley Senior Center Perris and Fir 15720 Lasselle St #6
Moreno Valley, CA
Riverside on Chicago and University
92551
San Bernardino on 2nd and G Street

29

(0

Family Services Senior Nutrition Program Menu
Call 951.247.1667 or Stop by
Between 8am - 10am to Reserve your Meal
Lunch is served at 11 :30am

February
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1

• * Meals containing

2

high sodium
2% milk served with
every meal. Meals
subject to change
due to availability of
food products.

•

'7

Chicken Patty w Gravy
Carrots n Cauliflower
Garden Rice
Apricots

8

Beef Tips
w Mushroom Gravy
Brussels Sprouts
Rosy Pears
Wheat Bread

14 ;'

"J"~-~'"

15

Cranberry Orange
Chicken
,Capri Vegetables
Brown Rice
Cookie
Wheat Bread

Pepper Steak
'Broccoli
Rice Pilaf
Diced Peaches

21

20

Green Salad
Spinach
Wheat Noodles
Diced Peaches

Garlic Mashed Potatoes

"

Pot Roast w Gravy
Spinach
Wheat Pasta
Orange

22
.r''''-

CLOSED
for Presiden.!~

D~y

/

"·,.sBQ,,Pork Riblet
'oJ
Carrots
Red Potatoes
Tropical Fruit
Wheat Bread

28

27
King
Broccoli
Rice
Diced Pears
Biscuit

Tuna Casserole
Broccoli
Banana

1

'. ',-

Beef Fajitas
Zucchini
Pinto Beans
Orange
Tortilla

10
Salisbury Steak
wGravy
Mixed Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail
Wheat Bread

Pork Chop w Gravy
Peas n Carrots
Red Potatoes
Applesauce
Wheat Bread

16

17

Chicken Taco Salad
Pinto Beans
Carrots
Tropical Fruit
Tortilla

* Vegetarian Lasagna

23

24
Grilled Chicken
wGravy
Yams
Peas
Jell·o w Fruit
Wheat Bread

Green Salad
Pineapple Tidbits
Wheat Bread

Beef Stew
Green Beans
Brown Rice
Salad
Diced Peaches
Wheat Bread

i

29

Chicken~J~

3

9

* Meat Balls w Gravy

Friday

Grilled Chicken~ "~. Turkey Patty w Gravy
Mixed Vegetables
Broccoli
Boiled Potatoes
Mashed Potatoes
Pineapple
Tidbits
Orange
Wheat Bread
Wheat Bread

Beef Fajitas
Zucchini
Pinto Beans
Tropical Fruit
Tortilla

6

13

Thursday

* Hot Turkey Sandwich
Lima Beans
Cornbread Dressing
Salad
Fruit Cocktail
Wheat Bread

7
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Legal Assistance for 60+..

Adult Protective Services
Adult Abuse

1-800-491-7123

Dept Public Social Services

Complaints

1-800-952-5210 Dept of Consumer Affairs
Complaints filed against businesses regulated by bureau
dca.ca.gov
1-800-344-8477

Fraud Scams

Dept Public Social Services

Senior Protection Education 1-800-510-2020

Inland County Legal Services
Free civil legal assistance to 60+

Meeting Seniors Needs Hotline -MSNH
Help for 55+ or disabled

1-866-960-9261
www.msnhglobal.org

CA Dept Motor Vehicles

1-800-777-0133

951-413-3790
14041 Elsworth St

MTWTh 10-6 Sa 10-4
Closed Friday, Sunday, and holidays

www.dmv.ca.gov

Nutrition Services
Family Services

951-247-1667
25075 Fir Av, M-F 8am-12pm
RSVP 8-lOam, Meal served at 1130am, $3 donation

Home Bound

951-247-1667

Power Ministries 951-242-0188

Animal Control

1-888-245-4257 Inlandlegal.org
1040 Iowa Av 109, Riv

License· Driver's, 10 Card, Vehicle Registration

Office on Aging

Advocate Support for Seniors

_

Donation suggested
W 3-7pm Th-Fri 12-5:30pm Food

PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead BI
For underprivileged, low income, homeless, and/or at risk

Medicare Information
Caregiver Support
Destiny Care

1-800-353-2994

destinyhomehealth .com

Office on Aging

1-800-510-2020

www.rcaging.org

Sensible Senior Home Care

951-926-4304

sensibleseniorhomecare.com

Disabled I Veteran Services
Braille Institute

760-321-1111

www.brailleinstitute.org

Scooter Store

909-549-9443

thescooterstore.com

Hearing Aid Hotline

1-800-521-5247

www.ihsinfo.org
Request consumer kit

American Cancer Society 1-800-ACS-2345

www.cancer.org

VA Lorna Linda Healthcare 1-800-741-8387

lomalinda.va.gov

HICAP
Appointments available
1-800-434-0222
Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program for Medicare

Official Area Agency on Aging
Office on Aging Riverside County
1-800-510-2020 951-867-3800

Adult Day Care, Aging and Disability Resource Connection Program, Care
Coordination, Caregiver Support Services, Community Elder Abuse
Education, Disease Prevention Health Guide, Health Fit After 50 Program,
Grandparents RaiSing Grandchildren, Health Insurance Counseling, Legal
Assistance, Network of Care, Nutrition, Ombudsman, Personal Care
Homemaker Services, Employment SCSEP Program 55+ training,
Helplink, Surplus Food Distribution, Transportation, Volunteer Services,
and 911 Emergency Cellular Phone Program

Police Department - Moreno Valley

HMOs
1-800-529-5586
1-800-827-2013
562-344-3414
951·768-5398

Aetna
Healthnet
MD Care
SCAN

Caremore
Humana
SBHIS
United Healthcare

951· 733-7904
951·288-4137
951·452-2905
951-378-7590

22850 Calle San Juan de los Lagos

25105 Fir Av

Social Security Administration

1-800-772-1213

Supporting Senior Center Activities and Programs
951-486-9842

Eucalyptus Towers 24169 Eucalyptus Av

951-653-2324 MWF 10-1

Perris Isle

951-924-4070 M-S 10-4

12960 Perris BI

951-486-6700

Social Security Information

Housing
Telacu Villa

6296 River Crest Dr St K, Riv, CA
rcaging@rcaging.org

Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center Inc 951-413-3430
Membership $10 year, meets 2nd Thursday month 1pm except July/Aug

Transportation

Shared Housing Community Connect

951·686-4402 M-F 8-5

Dial A Ride
1-800-795-7887

Section 8

951-351-0700

Medical Transportation for Riv Co Regional Medical Center 951-486-4380

951-243-3837

Mo Van Shuttle
1-800-351-6571

M-F 7am-3pm - 60+ $1/way - $2.50
outside MV - Medical appointments - Seniors and HC

1-877-666-3239

RT A

951-565-5002

Taxi

951-924-7172

5555 Arlington Av Riv

Assisted Living
Integrated Care

Assisted living, health care

A Place for Mom Residential care homes
Residential-care-homes.aplaceformom.com

PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
Emergency rental assistance, motel vouchers, a food bank, substance abuse
counseling, resource referrals, employment assistance, a computer lab, life skills
training, and financial planning services for homeless in Moreno Valley

M-S 6am-10pm and Sun 6am-8pm
$3/way - Buddy System $2.50

For route information

TRIP Program
1-800-510-2020 Transportation Reimbursement
Incentive Project for In-Home Care support services

Volunteer Opportunities
Information and Referral Service
County of Riverside
employment, and counseling

Call 2-1-1 for help with food, housing, health care,
www.211us.org

Moreno Valley Senior Center
951-413-3430
Welcome skilled instructors to teach seniors 50+. Apply at center.
Office on Aging RSVP Program
1-800-510-2020

MV00234631
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CITY COUNCIL
:f40REHO VALLEY
RECEIVED
Financial & Administrative
12 FEB '6 ~~r\ti&1; Department

MEMORANDUM
~
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To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative Service

Date:,

February 14, 2012

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - January 2012

~

irector/City Treasurer

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended January 31, 2012. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $164,854,671 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for January 2012 of 1.43%. This compares to a YTM
in December 2011 of 1.57% and a YTM in January 2011 of 1.57%. In addition, the City
maintained $33,849,881 in the. State Local Agency Investment Fund Pool with a YTM of
0.38%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft, reflecting the
current efforts by the Federal Reserve to energize the economy. Staff does not
anticipate any significant increase in the near future. The Federal Reserve Board has
recently stated that they intend to keep rates low for the next two years.
The December 2011 Quarterly Investment Report will be presented at a regular City
Council meeting on February 28, 2012. Submitting this January 2012 Monthly
Investment Report by internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager
are kept apprised of the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me
questions.

or Brooke McKinney

with any

Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - January 2012
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review - February 2012

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00234632
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

It

Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
January 2012

State of California LAIF Pool
Investments

33,849,881
170,520,725

33,905,801
171,419,943

TotilCenerafPortfolIo······"·· '. 208;2f3;8n~-'

33,849,881
164,854,671 .

.... 2(j9~i68,949'-- '--202,547;757'

0.70
2.04
Years

0.38%
1.43%

1.93
Years

l\
Bond Proceeds with Fiscal Agents
Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts
:'-~-"~".

'TotaISondProceeds'--'--

Deferred Compensation Funds

Market Value
3,371,744
1,615,871
5,829,668

o
o
6,715
r-'~'

. i6;823}j9't~!

Market Value as of
Dec 31, 2011

o

Nationwide
ICMA

3,913,979

•''fotarDeferredCompensatlonFunds" I

-'-3,913,979-1

Total Investment Portfolio

223,906,926

1. I hereby certify that the investments are in compliance with the investment policy adopted by the City CounciL There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
2. The market values for the specific investments in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's investment advisor, Chandler Asset Management.
3. The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
4. The market values for investments held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
S. The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophic event.

City Treasurer
~

<
o
o
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W
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

Portfolio Summary
As of 1/31/2012
"-~<---"~

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS

~~,~

---.-

_.

-

<~.-~~,.~

~.~-~~~~~.

% Portfolio

Issuer

End Values
as of 1/31112

1.43 %

Market Value
Accrued Interest

193,699,366
1,122,201

209,113,029
1,130,182

Average Market YTM

0.58 %

Total Market Value

194,821,567

210,243,211

Average S&P/Moody Rating

AAfAa1

244,240

241,915

Average Final Maturity

2.08 yrs

Income Earned
ContIWD
Par

187,711,375

202,547,757

Book Value
Cost Value

191,295,276
193,483,799

205,935,162
208,213,811

Bank Cash Account

1.8 %

1.93

Average Coupon

2.27%

Average Purchase YTM

Average Life

2.04yrs

SECTOR ALLOCATION

US

Corporate
(20.0%)

Cash
(1.6 %)

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

10.0 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

8.9%

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

8.3%

Federal Home Loan Bank

7.2 %

Tennessee Valley Authority

3.9 %
71.9 %

i---------,

1

10%

II

j

o._~.(

,i

I
US

Treasury
(15.7 %)

o - .25

.25 - .5

.5 -1

1·2

1(0.9 %)

!II'
III

.

5%

%

BBB

17.5%

1 14.7 %

12.3 %

r

(67.4%)

21.2 %

20%

US

,

15.7 %

AA

15%

FDIC
Insured

I

16.1 %

Government of United States

CREDIT QUALITY (S&P)

25%,
21.9%

Commercial ;;---+;. o.
Paper I
(1.3 %)

Local Agency Investment Fund

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

Money

._-,

TOP ISSUERS

8eg. Values
as of 12131/11

Average Duration

~

2-3

3-4

f
~0i~_
~'~~'7
U~'
~{~;If

. . ..•...•

4-5

5+

Maturity (Yrs)

NR

/

\1

Itt:

%)

1//~2.3 %)

,

(18.1 %)

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>.

"

~~#:::::=====~~~Chandler Asset Management

r----·-------·-·-------
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Security Description
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Holdings Report
As of 1/31/12
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Par Value/Units

-. -..

----.~,--..

-.-

"

..

-~~--.----.-.-"

.. --

~--

..."'-,--.

-.--.-~-
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Gost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

02/10/2009
2.25 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.05
0.09 %

1,000,540.00
10,687.50

0.48 %
540.00

Aaa

AA+

0.03
0.03

02/13/2009
2.45 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.22
0.16 %

1,012,191.00
11,433.33

0.49 %
12,191.00

AA+

11/23/2010
0.51 %

3,521,892.50
3,506,976.73

100.39
0.17 %

3,513,744.50
13,526.04

1.68 %
6,767.77

AA+

12/22/2010
0.75 %

3,441,354.30
3,446,090.54

100.41
0.17 %

3,464,241.60
1,976.56

1.65 %
18,151.06

Aaa

0.91

AA+

1\ 0.91

Various
1.88 %

4,194,744.63
3,890,748.13

106.48
0.22 %

3,966,204.93
84,433.34

1.93 %
75,456.80

Aaa

AA+

1.12
1.08

05/08/2009
2.20 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.29
0.26 %

1,022,918.00
6,905.56

0.49 %
22,918.00

AA+

03/15/2010
1.90 %

4,097,325.00
3,903,960.11

106.59
0.34%

3,996,948.75
89,062.50

1.94 %
92,988.64

AA+

03/28/2011
1.10 %

1,964,227.90
1,966,185.84

101.07
0.33 %

1,991,021.87
6,864.36

0.95 %
24,836.03

AA+

03/17/2010
2.09 %

2,486,372.70
2,468,460.91

104.05
0.40 %

2,549,185.80
4,083.33

1.21 %
80,724.89

AA+

04/16/2009
3.00%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.51
0.53 %

1,005,139.00
8,750.00

0.48 %
5,139.00

AA+

10/05/2010
1.02 %

1,055,660.00
1,034,803.69

104.96
0.37 %

1,049,587.00
7,583.33

0.50%
14,783.31

AA+

04/13/2011
1.62 %

3,694,630.50
3,694,725.57

100.30
1.48 %

3,705,900.25
15,962.40

1.77 %
11,174.68

AA+

05/01/2009
2.25%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.46
0.42 %

1,004,552.00
5,625.00

0.48 %
4,552.00

AA+

06/08/2010
1.96 %

4,289,551.00
4,293,856.07

103.52
0.38%

4,451,497.60
13,389.72

2.12 %
157,641.53

AA+

03/15/2010
2.41 %

2,714,577.85
2,686,762.81

106.04
0.56 %

2,809,938.10
662.50

1.34 %
123,175.29

AA+

03/17/2010
2.47 %

4,090,640.00
4,052,987.85

106.72
0.44 %

4,268,660.00
43,000.00

2.05 %
215,672.15

AA+

09/26/2011
0.65%

2,080,181.25
2,073,814.18

102.68
0.55 %

2,079,328.73
11,215.69

0.99 %
5,514.55

AA+

03/12/2010
2.54 %

4,114,723.10
4,108,802.88

105.83
0.53 %

4,339,054.60
21,226.04

2.07%
230,251.72

AA+

12/15/2011
0.83 %

1,121,008.00
1,120,877.13

100.25
0.63 %

1,122,747.36
1,402.49

0.53 %
1,870.23

AA+

08/04/2011
1.15 %

3,685,824.00
3,675,511.37

103.59
0.74%

3,729,168.00
24,500.00

1.79 %
53,656.63

AA+

AGENCY
3133XT2T2

FHLB Note
2.25% Due 2/10/2012

1,000,000.00

3133XT4J2

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 8/13/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 8/22/2012

3,500,000.00

FHLMC Note
0.625% Due 12/28/2012

3,450,000.00

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
6% Due 3/15/2013

3,725,000.00

FFCB Note
2.2% Due 4/8/2013

1,000,000.00

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
4.75% Due 8/1/2013

3,750,000.00

FFCB Note
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 1/7/2014

2,450,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 4/16/12
3% Due 4/16/2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
2.625% Due 4/17/2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Callable Note Cont 4/25/12
1.62% Due 4/25/2014

3,695,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 5/1/12
2.25% Due 5/1/2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/2/2014

4,300,000.00

FHLMC Note
3% Due 7/28/2014

2,650,000.00

FFCB Note
3% Due 9/22/2014

4,000,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/24/2011
1.57% Due 9/24/2014

2,025,000.00

FNMA Note
2.625% Due 11/20/2014

4,100,000.00

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 12/12/12
0.92% Due 12/12/2014

1,120,000.00

FHLB Note
1.75% Due 9/1112015

3,600,000.00

3133XYWB7
3137EACQO
880591 CWO
31331GVD8
880591DW9
31331KET3
3137EABX6
3136FHGK5
31331GT J8
31331KHFO
3136FHMK8
31331JQA4
3137EACD9
31331GL80
3136FPLV7
31398AZV7

~

<
0

0
1'0
W

3134G3CMO
313370JB5

Aaa
Aaa

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.53
0.53
0.56
0.56

1.19
1.17
1.50
1.43
1.65
1.63
1.94
1.89
0.21
0.21
2.21
2.15
2.23
0.23
0.25
0.25
2.34
2.29
2.49
2.41
2.64
2.53
2.65
2.58
2.81
2.70
0.87
1.58
3.61
3.48

.j::>,.
(J)

W
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

03/28/2011

2,007,240.00
2,005,946.10

105.82
0.83 %

2,116,322.00
5,091.67

1.01 %
110,375.90

Aaa
AA+

3.89
3.72

1,825,645.40
1,819,789.48

104.81
0.81 %

1,849,914.15
14,021.94

0.89 %
30,124.67

Aaa
AA+

4.10
3.92

2,947,018.75
2,939,016.67

105.40
0.91 %

3,030,247.13
24,437.50

1.45 %
91,230.46

Aaa
AA+

4.12
3.92

2,206,631.00
2,199,810.36

106.47
0.87%

2,289,040.50
17,704.65

1.10 %
89,230.14

Aaa
AA+

4.16
3.95

06/14/2011

3,579,229.15

1.86 %

3,566,012.94

107.13
0.82 %

3,722,930.83
15,444.44

1.78 %
156,917.89

Aaa
AA+

4.32
4.10

Various
1.42 %

3,456,779.50
3,448,548.34

104.87

0.98 %

3,513,185.20
10,084.90

1.68 %
64,636.86

Aaa
AA+

4.36
4.16

10/13/2011

3,206,106.90

3,175,132.69

119.51
0.90 %

3,226,640040

1.29 %

6,450.00

1.54 %
51,507.71

Aaa
AA+

4.46
4.04

09/14/2011

3,610,316.50
3,599,901.77

104.62
0.96 %

3,635,607.55
30,116.67

1.74 %
35,705.78

Aaa
AA+

4.57
4.34

999,396.00
999,408.52

101.13
1.00 %

1,011,305.00
4,270.83

0048 %
11,896.48

Aaa
AA+

4.50

3,431,885.20
3,431,794.31

102.14
0.92 %

3,472,794.00
9,869.44

1.66 %

1.17 %

40,999.69

Aaa
AA+

4.79
4.62

76,525,000.00

1.65 %

78,822,961.13
78,109,924.99

0.62%

79,950,555.85
519,781.73

38.27 %
1,840,630.86

Aaa
AA+

2.74
2.54

3,843,204.65

Various
0.00 %

3,843,204.65

1.00
0.00 %

3,843,204.65
0.00

1.83 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

NfA

3,843,204.65
3,843,204.65

0.00%

3,843,204.65
0.00

1.83 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

Par Value/Units

'AGENCY
31331J6C2
3136FPDC8
3135GOAL7
313372YS7
3137EACT4
313373SZ6
31359MS61
3137EACW7
3135GOCM3
3135GOES8

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12/22/2015

2,000,000.00

FNMA Callable Note IX 318/2011
2% Due 3/8/2016

1,765,000.00

FNMA Note
2.25% Due 3115/2016

2,875,000.00

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 3130/2016

2,150,000.00

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 5/2712016

3,475,000.00

FHLB Note
2.125% Due 611012016

3,350,000.00

FNMA Note
5.375% Due 7115/2016

2,700,000.00

FHLMC Note
2% Due 8/25/2016

3,475,000.00

FNMANote
1.25% Due 9/28/2016

1,000,000.00

FNMANote
1.375% Due 11115/2016

3,400,000.00

Total Agency

2.27 %
08/24/2011

1.22 %
07125/2011

1.69 %
07/07/2011

1.87%

1.19 %
12/23/2011

1.26 %
01/2412012

4.66

:CASH
!

90CASH$00

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash

3,843,204.65

3,843,204.65

E
COMMERCIAL PAPER
Bank of Nova Scotia Discount CP
0.3% Due 8/1/2012

06416JH14

Total Commercial Paper

2,800,000.00

2,800,000.00

0.30%

2,795,706.67
2,795,753.34

99.85
0.30%

2,795,753.34
0.00

1.33 %
0.00

P-1
A-l+

0.50
0.50

0.30%

2,795,706.67
2,795,753.34

0.30 %

2,795,753.34
0.00

1.33 %
0.00

P1
A-1+

0.50
0.50

01/30/2012

,

iFDIC INSURED US CORPORATE

!

i

~

06050BAG6

3,310,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,371,727.28
3,317,133.19

100.49
0.15 %

3,326,113.08
17,570.58

1.59 %
8,979.89

Aaa
AA+

0.25
0.25

0
1'0
W

Bank of America Corp FDIC Guaranteed
Note
2.1 % Due 4/30/2012

91160HACI

US Bancorp FDIC Guaranteed Note
1.8% Due 5/15/2012

3,795,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,842,985.21
3,801,356.69

100.49
0.12 %

3,813,447.50
14,421.00

1.82 %
12,090.81

Aaa
AA+

0.29
0.29

<
0

.j::>,.
(J)

i

.-

W

(J)
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

CUSIP

•. " __ .•... ___

~

Holdings Report
As of 1/31/12

_ _ _ _ ,,_.____

Security Description

_ •.

Par Value/Units

,~

,_." .•• _.,

,~

__

',_~_.

__ .

~

_____ , ___ 0_'_'

Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued lnt.

4·_~

% of Port.

__

._~,

_ _ ,. __ . ____

~_.

___

~.

___

~

____

.~._"._.

__ ._._

Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

FDIC INSURED US CORPORATE
38146FAA9

Goldman Sachs FDIC Guaranteed Note
3.25% Due 6/15/2012

3,205,000.00

Various
1.26 %

3,344,909.12
3,228,092.38

101.16
0.13 %

3,242,210.05
13,309.65

1.55 %
14,117.67

Aaa
AA+

0.37
0.37

36967HAV9

GE Capital Corp FDIC Guaranteed Note
2.125% Due 12/21/2012

3,645,000.00

05/19/2010
1.27 %

3,723,710.13
3,672,072.27

101.76
0.14 %

3,709,243.13
8,606.25

1.77 %
37,170.86

Aaa
AA+

0.89
0.88

13,955,000.00

1.23 %

14,283,331.74
14,018,654.53

0.13 %

14,091,013.76
53,907.48

6.73%
72,359.23

Aaa
AA+

0.46
0.45

33,849,881.38

Various
0.37 %

33,849,881.38
33,849,881.38

1.00
0.37 %

33,849,881.38
8,056.12

16.10 %
0.00

NR
NR

33,849,881.38

0.37 %

33,849,881.38
33,849,881.38

0.37%

33,849,881.38
8,056.12

16.10 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

171,670.78

Various
0.00 %

171,670.78
171,670.78

1.00
0.00 %

171,670.78
0.00

0.08%
0.00

Aaa

AAA

0.00
0.00

N/A

171,670.78
171,670.78

0.00%

171,670.78
0.00

0.08%
0.00

Aaa
AAA

0.00
0.00

Total FDIC Insured US Corporate
:LAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF

"

0.00
0.00

MONEY MARKET FUND FI
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

Total Money Market Fund FI

171,670.78

,!

US CORPORATE

)

52517PR60

Lehman Brothers Holdings Note
5.25% Due 2/6/2012

1,000,000.00

02/06/2007
5.34 %

996,000.00
996,000.00

27.13
0.00%

271,250.00
0.00

0.13 %
(724,750.00)

NR
NR

0.02
0.00

931142CL5

Wal-Mart Stores Note
4.25% Due 4/15/2013

3,260,000.00

Various
1.54 %

3,491,366.25
3,363,659.93

104.59
0.43 %

3,409,722.03
40,795.29

1.64 %
46,062.10

Aa2
AA

1.21
1.17

459200GR6

IBM Corp Note
2.1 % Due 5/6/2013

1,725,000.00

01127/2011
1.00 %

1,767,624.75
1,748,651.85

101.98
0.53 %

1,759,155.00
8,553.13

0.84%
10,503.15

Aa3
A+

1.26
1.25

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cont 8/13/13
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,667,103.42

100.81
0.84%

2,686,519.88
14,046.77

1.28 %
19,416.46

Aa3
A

1.53
1.51

254687AW6

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,873,880.60
1,822,963.99

107.39
0.53 %

1,847,025.44
9,890.00

0.88%
24,061.45

A2
A

1.87
1.81

24422ERA9

John Deere Capital Corp Note
1.6% Due 3/3/2014

440,000.00

02/28/2011
1.63 %

439,564.40
439,697.54

101.86
0.70 %

448,184.44
2,894.22

0.21 %
8,486.90

A2
A

2.09
2.04

166751AHO

ChevronTexaco Corp Note
3.95% Due 3/3/2014

2,473,000.00

Various
1.56 %

2,644,928.56
2,592,794.52

106.99
0.58%

2,645,909.69
40,158.77

1.28 %
53,115.17

Aa1
AA

2.09
1.99

665859AKO

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

10/20/2010
1.33 %

2,058,421.00
1,983,103.75

108.12
0.97 %

2,000,212.60
21,390.63

0.96 %
17,108.85

A1
A+

2.25
2.13

~

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88 %

3,411,681.00
3,273,751.81

110.60
1.18 %

3,400,989.98
39,308.75

1.64 %
127,238.17

Aa2
AA+

2.28
2.14

0
1'0
W

428236AV5

Hewlett Packard Company Note
4.75% Due 6/2/2014

1,700,000.00

01/27/2011
1.74 %

1,865,393.00
1,815,409.37

106.89
1.73 %

1,817,181.00
13,234.03

0.87 %
1,771.63

A3
BBB+

2.34
2.21

<
0

.j::>.
(J)

W
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Security Description
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Holdings Report
As of 1/31112
_______

Par Value/Units

~J~

___

~~~-o~_~~"'_~

-........,,_~~

Purchase Date
Book Yield

_____

~-_.

_.

.-_ _

.....---.~

Gost Value
Book Value

__

.~------'-'""~

__

~_._,...,.".,~=~~,.....-..-

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

__ ..
~_

-"~

Market Value
Accrued Int.

___

~~

.•

"'_.,~._

_"_._~~.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

____

._~

__
. ___
. _._ ......

Moody
S&P

~

__

~~~

______ o_ .•

..,~

Term (yrs)
Duration

.-.~------

l

, US CORPORATE
850,000.00

09/24/2010
1.60 %

973,471.00
933,351.11

112.08
0.86 %

952,697.85
9,420.83

0.46 %
19,346.74

A2
A

2.79
2.61

Blackrock I rlC Note
3.5% Due 12/10[2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84 %

1,674,920.75
1,658,516.27

107.46
0.85 %

1,751,650.16
8,082.09

0.84 %
93,133.89

A1
A+

2.86
2.73

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1% Due 1[15/2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04 %

2,641,540.25
2,605,190.66

106.85
0.75%

2,703,292.36
3,485.78

1.29 %
98,101.70

Aa3
A-

2.96
2.84

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1[20/2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.34 %

2,584,656.00
2,575,485.04

105.32
1.85 %

2,685,586.06
2,882.92

1.28 %
110,101.02

Aa3
A

2.97
2.81

9498oVAA6

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65 %

2,584,316.50
2,550,257.61

106.80
2.40 %

2,643,421.28
56,168.75

1.28 %
93,163.67

A1
A+

3.03
2.77

o8467oAVo

Berkshire Hathaway Note.
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010
2.65 %

2,545,012.75
2,523,974.81

106.88
0.89 %

2,655,948.12
37,551.11

1.28 %
131,973.31

Aa2
AA+

3.03
2.86

o6406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3[15/2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,557,999.11

109.61
1.77 %

2,586,696.88
44,132.00

1.25 %
28,697.77

Aa3
A

3.12
2.87

717081 DA8

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3[15/2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011
2.33 %

1,730,497.50
1,688,787.94

113.98
0.81 %

1,766,745.80
31,327.22

0.86 %
77,957.86

A1
AA

3.12
2.87

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/30/2015

740,000.00

Various
2.58 %

807,780.55
784,775.58

111.41
0.96 %

824,457.68
11,503.40

0.40 %
39,682.10

A2
A

3.16
2.94

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10/15/2015

2,670,000.00

10/22/2010
1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,666,515.60

101.72
1.15 %

2,715,990.75
12,775.21

1.30 %
49,475.15

A2
A

3.71
3.58

39,748,000.00

2.18%

42,071,299.91
41,247,989.91

1.07 %

41,572,637.00
407,600.90

19.97 %
324,647.09

Ai
A+

2.47
2.34

74oo5PAQ7

Praxair Note
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

o9247XAD3

Total US Corporate

i US TREASURY

~

<
0

0
1'0
W
.j::>.
(J)

w

ex>

912828GQ7

US Treasury Note
4.S% Due 4/30/2012

3,400,000.00

03/12/2010
1.00 %

3,649,433.27
3,428,570.86

101.08
0.14 %

3,436,655.40
39,090.66

1.65 %
8,084.54

Aaa
AA+

0.25
0.25

912828HE3

US Treasury Note
4.25% Due 9/30/2012

1,775,000.00

03/12/2010
1.22 %

1,909,517.67
1,810,003.52

102.73
0.13 %

1,823,466.38
25,558.06

0.88%
13,462.86

Aaa
AA+

0.67
0.65

912828HM5

US Treasury Note
3.625% Due 12/31/2012

2,550,000.00

03/12/2010
1.35 %

2,708,78S.88
2,601,892.84

f 03.17
0.15 %

2,630,883.45
8,126.37

1.26 %
28,990.61

Aaa
AA+

,,0.92
0.91

912828JQ4

US Treasury Note
2.75% Due 10/31/2013

2,325,000.00

05/10/2010
1.65%

2,411,188.48
2,368,331.95

104.41
0.22 %

2,427,537.15
16,335.68

1.16 %
59,20S.20

Aaa
AA+

1.75
1.71

912828NP1

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7/31/2015

4,050,000.00

04/0612011
1.99 %

4,009,355.36
4,017,092.28

104.75
0.38 %

4,242,375.00
194.71

2.02 %
225,282.72

Aaa
AA.+

3.50
3.41

912828PE4

US Treasury Note
1.25% Due 10131/2015

3,600,000.00

Various
1.35 %

3,584,379.25
3,586,706.86

103.01
0.44 %

3,708,280.80
11,497.25

1.77 %
121,573.94

Aaa
AA+

3.75
3.66

912828PJ3

US Treasury Note
1.375% Due 11/30/2015

3,590,000.00

05/1612011
1.63 %

3,549,905.00
3,556,151.68

103.49
0.45 %

3,715,369.98
8,496.82

1.77 %
159,218.30

Aaa
AA+

3.83
3.73

912828PS3

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

3,505,000.00

OSI1612011
1.70 %

3,551,973.24
3,544,919.05

105.98
0.49 %

3,714,479.83
192.58

1.77 %
169,560.78

Aaa
AA+

4.00
3.86

...
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Security Description

Par Value/Units
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Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

•US TREASURY
912828QA1

US Treasury Note
2.25% Due 3/31/2016

3,435,000.00

Various
1.33 %

3,578,212.10
3,561,369.23

107.16
0.51 %

3,680,815.47
26,184.84

1.76 %
119,446.24

Aaa
AA+

4.17
3.97

912828RU6

US Treasury Note
0.875% Due 11/30/2016

3,425,000.00

12/22/2011

0.89 %

3,423,004.63
3,423,044.54

100.98
0.67 %

3,458,448.55
5,158.56

1.65 %
35,404.01

Aaa
AA+

4.84
4.72

31,655,000.00

1.43 %

32,375,754.88
31,898,082.81

0.38%

32,838,312.01
140,835.53

15.69 %
940,229.20

Aaa
AA+

3.00
2.91

1.43 %

208,213,811.14
205,935,162.39

0.58 %

209,113,028.77
1,130,181.76

100.00 %
3,177,866.38

Aa1
AA

~.2.05

202,547,756.81

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO
TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

1.93

210,243,210.53

~
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Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.

Standard

Category

Local Agency Bonds

No Limitation

Complies

Treasury Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1/P-1/F-1 minimum ratinQs
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies *

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAflAaaf, minimum
ratinQ
5 years maximum maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; AA-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - LAI.F.
Maximum program limitation

~

<
o

Complies
Complies

Complies
Complies
Complies
Complies

Prohibited Securities

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, InterestComplies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

~~mum matu~i~y'

5 years

______

Complies_ __

'f

_~

* Hewlett Packard (HPQ) was downgraded by Standard and Poor's (S&P) to "BBB+" from "A" on 11-30-11. S&P also lowered the short
term rating to "A-2" from "A-i", Moody's current rating for HPQ is "A2" (long term) and "P-l" (short term). Chandler will continue to
monitor and evaluate the current credit status of HPQ going forward,

o
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W
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CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
~.

Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretion/amortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +/- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.

% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.
Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.
~
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Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.

Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
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S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration

measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
, Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS
j

Account Name

Account
Number

Purchase
Date

Issuer

Investment

C01l1munit Facilities Disctrict 87-1 IA-1
22631800
money market fund
WF Govt Fund

~

special tax funds

~

-

--

-

~

-

tax

22631904

money market fund

Yield

--

WF Govt Fund

.----- .. "'2263i90if'--moiley"market fun(C--WFGo~t Fund

..

01/31/12
, ...
01/31/12
01/31/12

02/01/12
0Z/01/12
0Z/01/12

01/31/12

02/01/12

% of of
Portfolio]

Price

1.00000 ~·-T68IO!~-t,

0,01 %
0.01 % 1,00000
9.506%
,,-- -'.-..._-,-,-----". ----,.'- '. ..
0.01%
0.01% _ 1.00000 ._ 0.003%!
0.01%
0.01%
1.00000
4.951%
-o1l3:i7i2--o2,To1ji2~-'io5;i33- -o~oi°70----o:oioi;; ---1:00000-- '--O:9'7207~l
'

debt service acct
22631809
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
;special
fundS-~--2263i9(1()··---moneymMket fund'- WI; Govt Fund
reserve fund

I

Stated
Market Value Rate

--(lViI/ii-'-ojJO:i/1f"--"-"isl,93r--O:Ol%-----o.oi jj/~

-----

reserve fund
22631804
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
';dmin e;q;·;crt----·-~-0'~-2263180S-·---··~oneymarket £und-~-WF Go~tFuri-d-

:acimlnexpa~ct-

Maturity
Date

1,028,955
---377
535,924

,.".--.-~.~--,----.-,-.--~.-~"

o1;3jjfz'--ojjoljii'--

365,399
8

'.--"---~-~-,

0.01 %
0.01 %
0.01%0.01 oio

1.00000
3.376%
1.00000" '-o.()06%-]

2,217,827
~

Series B Revenue
Series A Principal

CFD#5
22333500
22333501

:Series·lrreServe~--·---22333503

Series A interest

22333504

money mkt fund
money mkt fund

01;31ji:C'o2jo1,tii'

WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund

01/31/12
0Z/01/12
..
,---•.
01/31/12_0Z/01/12

"'- money"~tfmtd-~----WF Go~tFurid'
money mkt fund

~--

WF Govt Fund

01(31/12

~--,<.,.-~-.~~

0.01 % ·0.01%--ci.00000~-(j:058%-1
6,304
300
0.01%
2.71% 1.00000
0.003% "'
"'_."'--".""". , . " - - - - , , ... 527,655
0.01%
0.01% 1.00000
4.875%J
.--~.-

~

02/01/12

0.01 %

0.01 %

1.00000

-.--.~.~-..,

0.001 %

534,386

o
~

debt service fund

22631700

money mkt fund

fii;3ijii- --ii2jihjii"···· {,O19,642 '0.01%

WFGovtFund

OXil %-'1:.00000

.. " ...._., ..."-,

,

9.420%

1

1,019,642
~

ibond fund

2005 Lease Revenue Bond
18042800
money mkt fund

-OViij12 ._":'\i2joJjir'··--- --48"----'" '''O:OlO/~ - .. o.oiOJo·~"ioooiJo·..'--O:OOO%]

WF Govt Fund

reserve fund
18042804
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
'constn.tction flind --·----iiio42806---mon~y--mktf~nd~-'~WF Go;tF~;;d .

01/31/12

02(01(12

2,992,795

'0lj31/i~2~o1/01/1:f~-

0.01%

i3iS';i43-·-o.iii%

0.01%

. '"

LOOOOO

4,307,986
~

;bond fund

2007 Taxable Lease Revenue Bonds - Electric Utilit
22277600
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund

iJij31/ii-~o2j01/i2

construction fund
22277604
money mkt fund
WF Govt Fund
'costotiSsuance----·"22277606 ----moneymktfund-----Wi1'Co;t'Pund-

27.650%

o.oi%-- --iooooo --'i2:i560i~
39.800%

----368))97·---- -O~Or%·--o.oi 0,10 ---iOOOO(l----3~4~]

01/31/12 02/01/12
2,056,601
0.01 %
-01;31,712-02/01/12·---------0·--·-·· il.oio7~

0.01%

1.00000

19.000%

·--o:oio70·----i.ooooO'-'·O'OOO%~]

2,424,698
~~

)revenue fund

20350300

revenue

WFGovtFund

reserve fund

20350303

reserve

WFGovtFund

-·o1731712~~~··o2jo17ii"- ..~-'60~130·~· --o.iJl:O;~·-·~ o.6io7o--iooooo '---0.556%]
01/31/12

Totals

02/01/12

259,303
319,459
10,823,998

Summar of Bond Proceeds with Fiscal A 'ents
3,371,744
1
Construction Funas
---2
. . "·--Priildpars.: hiteresf'AccDurits'--'''1;615;87r-l
5,829,668 '
3
Debt Service Reserve FUnds
"-""" .,-, '0""'"
:------------4'---'-Tiisfody-Accoui1i:s--------- ""
5
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts'
o
.. ......"..",," '''- -6,715'-'-""
:---"'------'--6"-· ""'--""",, -Otfi-er'Accouiils" ...----..- ..
~

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
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Total Fiscal Agent Funds
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10,823,998

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

2.396%
2.951 %
100.000%

~

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

DEFERRED COMPENSATION FUNDS
Nationwide
MJrl,e( V,lue as
of Dcc en, 21n I

Fund
Liquid Savings

$1,146,298

Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)

516,666

'Liq~id·S;;';i,,"is(p;:.t Ti~~E;;;ploye~~i'~-' .... ··.... • ..

Certificates of Deposit 3 years
:Ce~tiii~~tes;;fDepoSii5 yeru:s .
llond Fund Of America

.

.......

GrowihF~dofA"ffi~;:fc':'

~.--.-----

...

Investment Co, of America
'fnc~';;-~F';:;;d-oi ;Gne-':ic~'

'Am C~n~UIb:'a

Vanguard Wellington

15,457

Nationwide lnvDes Aggr Fund

:V~;":dwkds';r II.

48,284

;N;.tlo~iwid;I;;';D;sMod

.. · ..'56;479-' . ·'

213,422

Nationwide lnv Des Cons
iN';;ii;;;wld;-r.:;":ge C~p Growth

_..,-

i74,722"~-'1

rN;ti;m":';i<ie US s;nc~p Val I~;S~-':-

·.... -950··

YLAccount
N;ii-;;;~id~D~;t2020 Inst Svc

'--i1r209~~~"]

",----~-

Vanguard Totaillond lndex
:Washj;;gi:~n Mui..:;.Tfu~····
Templeton Foreign I

'EuroPaclfic GrOwth
Stable Fund C

-

PBHG'G~~;;thP;;;;d '

2,337,534
-~.,,-~---~.--.--~.--

.Mile;!;;;;~-2030·~

Milestone 2035

o

,

(.0

.

.j::>..
(J)
.j::>..
.j::>..

24,903

vT Fid~lftYPuritan

13,051

:Milestone 2015
Milestone 2025

1'0

15,711

39,569

VT Oppenheimer Main Street

258,015

Milestone 2040
Vantage Growth Fund

----~----~-.;~~~

:VTTRPrk~"S;"all Cap V~lue

77
10,188

3,066

VT PIMCO Total Return

47,772

NTPIMC6iiigh Yfeld.
VT Harbor International Admi
'VT iI;;b-';';;;M:ld Cap G;o~th A.:ci;";J;;'

53,278

11,382
16,660
2,748

200,624

"

108,331

_\l"I' VaIlt~1"F'°irlt S"le~.t.Vallle~ .... ~ ....
'VT Vantagepoint Mid/Sm Index

12,927

"

Total ICMA-~ .~ ...

$3,913,979

Page 12 of 12
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---,~~----
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'j

VT Vantagepoint lV!S Ret lnc
35,547
[Vi' V;;;;tageI'dini'I-nii~ti~~P~~tect;-dS;~itie~-- --'--80,i78~- ~.~

15,503
---~~~--~-~~-,

3,913,979

VT Nuveen Real Estate Sees

'VT Allianz NFJ Div Value

28(1,682

312,275

$9,316,149
..

,VT TR Price Growth Stock Adv

62,069

Equity fu~;;~e

Traditional Growth

-~

8,838,451
$13,230,128

500 Stock lndex

.Long-Term Growth
Milestone 2010

~-

VT Calvert Equity Portfolio

48,194

18,623

... ..

$4,391,677

,':':. Fid:,lity Diversified Inte,:~~~o~~~ ..

150,081

-,~"~

Mutual Funds
,Total D~fe;'~'dC~mpe;;ation Plans

54,654

~~~_~~-_~~_c

.~.

~-~"'

Markel V"lue as
of Dec 3'1, 2011

Savings Deposits and CD's

llroad Market

~

-"

~.~....,

-~-~-,~~

4,838
7

61,908

-_..... __

Total Nationwide
Total]CMA

-~~,....,,~=~

$9,316,149

1,681

'VT Vantagepoint Overseas Equity Index Fund

26,090

j

j

76,710

$13,230,128

187,377

1,(l83,863

Deferred COlllpellstatioJl I'IJIl

-

,Total Deferred Compensation Plans

Growth and Income

Savings Oriented

<
o

3,732
30,933
154,841

'C;;-~-e;;,-;;.ti~-;C;;;;'ih-·

~

VT Royce Premeir

NT R~nier S~ailfMid Cap Eq
VT Fidelity Contrafund

___ .. __ _

~

Total Nationwide Deferred'

Mm"ket V41~ue {15
of Dec 31, 20'11

Fund

99,851

Plus Fund

25,473

Nationwide Dest 2025 lnst Svc
;Nationwide Des! 2030 Insi Svc

184,141

All Equity Growth

.<:~~~~~\lell1:11~.~~_.~

85,002

. . -4O,875~---""1

Summary bYPlan

M.uket Value as
of Dcc 3'1, 20Tl

'-'~-7,(665~'

37,528

426,017-" ..,-]

I'd ,,-- .

Nationwide Inter Val Inst Svc

leMA
$153,479
154,606

"657;680---~"1

rN-;'ii;:)nwldeinvi);s Mod Aggr Fund

. ··. "-46,379-~---..

()ppenheimer Global Fund A

79,325

,,--._._-

66,888

DWS High Income Fund A
:DWS·Sb:;;.t;g'i~V';,i,;:e" '

··----·;;,7;77'0

Asset Allocation
'C~~';B~;;d"

44,607

Nationwide Inv Des Mod Cons Fund SC

78,384
386,603

26,733
186,852

243,449

Aggressive Oppor.
lnternational

19,805

14,462-' --"1

Vanguard Index 500
~vMti':';:'din;tit;;'iion:~ I;;d~~"-

'Fi<F~iy~~i!an:" --~---~ ---·------·--·--·--~--~78,2i8···

Fund

475,810""]

Inveseo Mid Cap Core Equity
fN~iionwide Ret Inc Inst Svc .

"71;:378- .-

157,747

J~~sAdvis~r Forty

110,109

'81,283

Fidelity Equity lncome
26,769
-- ....~ -~.--- - ..,,-, _..·--------208,708

Tanusi;;;:,d----·~-~------·

18,367

DFA US Micro Cap Port
:Pederated Kaufmann Fund

49;359

:FidelitYM~g~ii:;;'

Fidelity Contrafund

,N B Socially Responsive Fund

92,958

----1;481

JP Morgan Mid Cap Value A

5
30

Am Century Select

80,525

llrown Cap Mgmt lnc SM Co
FideiiiYin_;i';p';nd~;;~- ---

[\1,1 rkt~l V aJ 11{" as
of Dec 31, 2011

American Century Balanced

AmCenttlry G-;'o~ui--~ .'-~--

I

Fund

,Drey SmCap I

36,250

'273;6'46

··-l

57,802

~-

rVhnk(,(- Valla· as
of Dec 31, 2011

Fund

..- - - - -

February 2012

MARKET REVIEW
Market Summary
Treasury rates in the belly of the yield curve moved lower in January, while shorter rates and the long
end moved modestly higher. Domestic economic indicators continued to improve during the month,
but not enough to push interest rates significantly higher. Uncertainty about global growth continues
to affect the financial markets keeping demand for dollar based assets firm. Operation Twist, which
doesn't expire until June, is also keepinga lid on rates.
U.S. economic data over the last several weeks has been indicative of a slow-to-modest growth
environment. The manufacturing sector continues to show strength and the labor market is
improving. In January, payroll jobs grew by 243,000, much better than the 135,000 boost that the
market was expecting. The unemployment rate dropped to 8.3% in January from 8.5% in December.
After the employment report, comments from Federal Reserve Chairman Bernanke remained dovish;
foreshadowing the Federal Reserve does not intend to alter its accommodative stance. Though recent
economic indicators have improved, we remain cautious about the global economy, particularly in
light of the ongoing turmoil in Europe and concerns about decelerating growth in China. A severe
contraction in the European economy caused by its debt crisis could impair the U.S. economic
recovery. Furthermore, though the overall domestic economy seems to be strengthening, the
housing sector remains sluggish and consumer spending continues to be uneven.
In January, the Fed announced that it would retain the policy rate range of 0.0-0.25%. Notably, the Fed
stated that it now expects the fed funds rate to remain exceptionally low through late 2014, versus its
previous statement that rates would remain exceptionally low through mid-2013; otherwise, the
statement was virtually unchanged from December. The Fed continues to believe thatthe economy is
expanding moderately despite a slowing in global growth.

TREASURY YIELDS MOSTLY LOWER IN JANUARY
5.00%

U.S. TREASURY YlrulS
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4.00%
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Treasury yields moved modestly lower in January, with the exception of the long end of
the curve which moved slightly higher.

TREASURY YIELDS

1/31/12

12/31/11

CHANGE

3 Month

(0.0l)

(0.01)

(0.0l)

2 Year

0.21

0.24

(0.03)

3 Year

0.29

0.35

(0.06)

5 Year

0.71

0.83

(0.12)

7 Year

1.24

1.34

(0.10)

10 Year

1.80

1.87

(0.07)

30 Year

2.93

2.89

0.04
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices

Labor Markets

In December, the CPI showed that consumer prices increased

The January employment report showed that the economy added

3.0% on a year-over-year basis. The year-aver-year Core CPI (CPI

243,000 jobs with the six-month average at 167,000 jobs.

The

less food and energy) increased at a 2.2% rate. Overall, price

unemployment rate fell from 8.5% to 8.3%. This report was better than

increases remained subdued, and the Federal Reserve has

analysts' expectations with many markets participants forecasting

recently noted that some cost pressures have eased.

continued positive labor market momentum into early 2012. Although
the unemployment rate remains elevated, current economic data

Retail Sales

suggests the labor markets maybe entering a period of slow sustained

In December, Retail Sales rose 6.5% on a year-over-year basis.

growth.

Consumer spending has rebounded from the depths of the
recession and recent activity has been moderate; however, high

Housing Starts

unemployment continues to restrain consumer spending.

Single-family housing starts rose 4.4% in December to 470,000,
compared to 450,000 in November. The housing market remains under
pressure, but seems to have stabilized following several years of sharp
declines, and some housing data has recently surprised tothe upside.

Credit Spreads Tighter
Spre~d to
Treasuries 1%)

One MO,nth
Ago I~o)

Chan e
g

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.26

0.46

(0.20)

2-year AA corporate note

0.32

0.49

(0.17)

5-year AA corporate note

0.57

0.69

(0.12)

5-year Agency note

0.41

0.48

(0.07)

CREDIT SPREADS

Source: Bloomberg

Data os of 1/31/2012

Economic Data Modestly Improving
ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Current Release

Prior Release

One Year Ago

(47.8) $Bln NOV 11

(43.3) $Bln OCT 11

(38.8) $Bln NOV 10

GDP

2.8% DEC 11

1.8% SEP 11

2.3% DEC 10

Unemployment Rate

8.3%JAN 12

8.5% DEC 11

9.1 % JAN 11

Prime Rate

3.25%JAN 12

3.25% DEC 11

3.25% JAN 11

CRB Index

31 2.3 1 JAN 12

305.30 DEC 11

341.42 JAN 1 1

Oil (West Texas Int.)

$98.48 JAN 12

$98.83 DEC 11

$92.19 JAN 11

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

3.0% DEC 11

3.4% NOV 11

1.5% DEC 10

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

4.8% DEC 11

5.7% NOV 11

3.8% DEC 10

Dollar / EURO

1.31 JAN 12

1.30 DEC 11

1.37 JAN 11

Trade Balance

Source: Bloomberg

© 2012 Chandler Asset Management, Inc, An Independent Registered Investment Adviser.
The information contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accura~. Opinions and forecasts regarding industries,
companies, and/or the economy are all subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.
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January FOMC-Meeting Introduces New Communication
Strategy and Communicates Subtle Shift
At the January 24-25 meeting, the Federal Reserve
put into practice a new approach to communicate
with the public. The new strategy features
meaningful changes in the way the FOMe publicizes
its opinions about the future state of the economy
and its intentions about policy actions.
The FOMe has a dual mandate:
fostering maximum employment
and ensuring price stability. The
way the FOMe communicates its
policy goals and actions plays an
important role in enhancing
monetary policy and reduces
economic and financial uncertainty.
The January changes are the most
recent in the FOMe's evolution to
greater transparency in the interest
of making financial markets less
volatile and more reflective of
relevant information for monetary
policy.
Specifically, the new approach will
provide information in three areas:
• FOMe members' projections of
the appropriate level of the
target federal funds rate in the
fourth quarter of 2012, the next
few calendar years, and over
the "longer run./I

• A narrative describing factors underlying the
assessments and qualitative information about
participants' expectations for the Fed's balance
sheet
The forecasts do not identify participants
individually.

The January
changes are the
most recent in the
FOMe's evolution to
greater transparency
in the interest of
making financial
ma rkets less volati Ie
and more reflective
of relevant
information for
monetary policy.

It is worth noting, the FOMe does not forecast the
Federal Funds rate since it actually sets the Fed
Funds target. The forecasts for inflation, GDP and
unemployment are dependent upon the interest rate
it sets. Each committee participant is instructed to
assume the path consistent with the committee's
longer-run objectives and then provide forecasts of
GDP, inflation, and unemployment.
• FOMe members' projections of the timing of the
first increase in the target rate.

While there are benefits to greater
transparency and accountability that
the enhanced communication
fosters, arguments may be made
that providing such information
might increase market volatility
especially during times when
forecasting is more challenging than
today.
What the Fed Actually Said

Market expectations have been that
the Federal Reserve would maintain
its target Federal Funds (Fed Funds)l
rate at current low levels through
mid 2013. Significantly, the Fed
pushed back the date for any likely
increase in this interest rate by at
least a year and a half, until late
2014. The Fed stated that rates at
such levels continue to be needed to
help boost an improving but still
sluggish economy.

Beyond the adjusted outlook for interest rates,
Wednesday's statement closely tracked the Fed's
previous comments about economic conditions.
The Federal Reserve reduced its outlook for
economic growth for 2012 but expressed a slightly
more optimistic view about the unemployment rate.
It expects the economy to grow between 2.2 percent
and 2.7 percent this year, a decrease from the
November forecast of between 2.5 percent and 2.9
percent. It expects unemployment to fall as low as
8.2 percent this year, an improvement over the
earlier forecast of 8.5 percent.

, The Federal Funds rate is the interest rate at which depository institutions actively trade balances held at the Federal Reserve, called federal
funds. with each other, usually on an overnight basis. Institutions with surplus balances in their accounts lend those balances to institutions in
need of larger balances. The federal funds target rate is an administered rate, determined by a meeting of the members of the Federal Open
Market Committee.
Page 3
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January FOMC Meeting Introduces New Communication
In implementing the new communication strategy,
the Fed provided a rate forecast and a forecast of
the timing, along with the expectations of the 17
2
individual Fed policymakers. The distribution charts
clarify the consensus and range of forecasts
amongst the participants. Some Fed participants
forecast record-low interest rates beyond late 2014
while others see increases sooner. While the
consensus is to hold rates low and the Fed stated
there will be "exceptionally low rates through at
least 2014" reviewing dispersion of the forecasts in
the charts suggests that this does not necessarily
mean 0.00-0.25%. The Fed could
raise rates slightly before the end of
2014 and the rate would still be
"exceptionally low." Individual
forecasts of the movement of the
Federal Funds rate were revealed,
with six participants anticipating
interest rate hikes in 2012 or 2013,
in contrast to the broader
expectation for low rates through
2014.
Market Reaction
Market reaction to the new
communication approach was
subdued, with some concern about
policy error, increased risk of
inflation and its consequent effects
on fixed income securities. In the
future, the dispersion of the
participants' Fed Funds rate and
timing forecasts may heighten
market volatility.

(CONTINUED)~

rates and easing borrowing costs. In driving down
interest rates, the Fed seeks to encourage people
and businesses to borrow and spend, bringing down
unemployment. While not announcing further bond
buying, the Fed did hold out the possibility of doing
so later. It said it was prepared to adjust its "holdings
as appropriate to promote a stronger economic
recovery in the context of price stability."
Concluding Thoughts
The recent action to detail the interest rate
projections of each of the 17 members who
participate in policy meetings,
without identifying them by name,
advances the Federal Reserve
towards more open
communication. While market
response to the inaugural
implementation of this approach
was muted, it will be interesting to
gauge the market's response in the
future.

Market reaction to
the new
communication
approach was
subdued, with some
concern about policy
error, increased risk
of inflation and its
consequent effects on
fixed income
securities.

- Sofia Anastopoulos
Vp, Client Service

Continuing Operation Twist
The Fed sees the economy growing at a modest
pace. It held off on any further bond-buying
programs to try to increase growth at this point.
During 2011, the Fed implemented a program of
buying government bonds and mortgage-backed
securities with the goal of driving down long-term
'Currently there are 17 participants: Five are Federal Reserve Board Governors and twelve are Federal Reserve Bank PreSidents. There are two Federal Reserve Board
Governor positions that are unfilled. Only five of the 12 regional Federal Reserve Bank Presidents get to vote at meetings, on a rotating basis, meaning seven people get
express their views but not decide.
RISKS AND OTHER IMPORTANTCONSIDERATIONS
Thi5 report is provided for general information purposes on IV ;and should not be construed as specific legal, tax, or financial planning advic@.Allopinionsandviewsconstitutejudgments or relevant information as of the date of

writing and such information may become outdated or superseded at any time without notice. This report. is not intended to ron~titute an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice regarding any securities or investment
strategy. This information should not be regarded bV recipients as a substitute forthe exercise ofrh@irownjudgment.
Fixed income investments are subject to interest, credit, and market risk, Interest rate risk: the value affixed income investments will decline as interest rates rise. Credit risk: the possibility that the borrower may hot be 3ble to
repay interest and principal. Low Idted bonds generally have [0 pay higher interest rates to attrcu:t investors willing to take on greater risk. Market risk: the bond market in general could d@cline due to economic conditions,
especially during p~riods of rising interest rates,
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RECEIVED

12 fEB -7 PH 4: t~nancial ~ Administrative
WHERE

DREAMS

Services Department

SOAR

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry Garcia, City Manager

From:

Rick Teichert, Financial & Administrative 'Srices Director/City Treasurer

Date:

January 25,2012

Subject:

Monthly Investment Report - November 2011

!l7

Attached is the Monthly Investment Report (Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report)
for the month ended November 30, 2011. All investments comply with California
Government Code Section 53601 as to the types of investments allowed and the limits
of each type. In addition, all investments comply with the City's annually adopted
Investment Policy.
The investments managed by Chandler Asset Management totaled $174,990,567 and
achieved a Yield to Maturity (YTM) for November 2011 of 1.56%. This compares to a
YTM in October 2011 of 1.56% and a YTM in November 2010 of 1.69%. In addition, the
City maintained $20,338,953 in the State Local Agency Investment Fund Pool with a
YTM of OAO%.
Rates of return on fixed income investments continue to remain soft, reflecting the
current efforts by the Federal Reserve to energize the economy. Staff does not
anticipate any significant increase in the near future. The Federal Reserve Board has
recently stated that they intend to keep rates low for the next two years. ,.
The December 2011 Quarterly Investment Report will be presented at a regular City
Council meeting on February 28, 2012. Submitting this November 2011 Monthly
Investment Report by internal memorandum ensures that the Council and City Manager
are kept apprised of the City's investments between the regular quarterly reports.
Please contact me
questions.

or Brook McKinney

with any

Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Treasurers Cash and Investments Report - November 2011
Attachment 2 - Chandler Asset Management Bond Review - December 2011

c: Brooke McKinney, Treasury Operations Division Manager

MV00234649
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
November 2011

State of California LAIF Pool
Inveshnents

: ~ -"-" ---. TotafGene"ran'ortfolio"" ------- ""---"196:380;85~r_ ~ -

Bond Proceeds with Fiscal Agents

1,051,334
20,338,953
174,946,960

20.338,953
174,990.567

--"-196~337;241 ~~

-iO;644;Socf l
]\llolrket V,llue as of

Sept 30, 2011

8,977,493
3,663,332

""'-- 12'640;825;

Total Investment Portfolio

219,622,581

I hereby certify that the invesbnents are in compliance with the invesbnent policy adopted by the City Council. There are no items of non-compliance for this period.
The market values for the specific invesbnents in the General Portfolio are provided by the City's invesbnent advisor, Chandler Asset Management.
The market value for LAIF is provided by the State Treasurer.
The market values for invesbnents held by fiscal agents and the deferred compensation plans are provided by each respective trustee or fiscal agent.
The City has the ability to meet its budgeted expenditures for the next six months pending any future action by City Council or any unforeseen catastrophic event.

£;f!.~

Richard Teichert
City Treasurer
~
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0.40%
1.56%

374,800

Nationwide
ICMA

.j::>.
(J)

0.65
2.21

3,371,698
596,188
6,301,823

r'----"----" -fOtiliBoo,f Pr,(i'ceeds""

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

20,338,953
169,055,116

rVlillket Value

Construction Funds
Principal & Interest Accounts
Debt Service Reserve Funds
Custody Accounts
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
Other Accounts

Deferred Compensation Funds

I,

~

n ..... .-..... ..., .... £ .. ".

2.01
Years
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Portfolio Summary

City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

As of 11/30/2011

~

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS

Average Duration

2.01

Average Coupon

2.51 %

Average Purchase YTM

1.56 %

Average Market YTM

0.84 %

r----------.

:-.-;;ii~;~~~;. ~··-~s~~~~i~~;rl

! Market Value
' ! Accrued Interest
!Total Market Value

201,051,804
1,182,396

196,337,247
1,141,337

202,234,200

197,478,585

I

258,285

Average S&P/Moody Rating

AAlAa1

j Income Earned

Average Final Maturity

2.21 yrs

l~:~tlWD

194,590,683

lBOOk Value
f~~(Y!lt~. ___

198,592,680
200,768,281

2.14 yrs

Average Ufe

...._.

253,375
190,445,403
194,197,408
196,380,854

Issuer

15.1 %

Local Agency Investment Fund

10.3 %

Federal Farm Credit Bank

9.5%

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp

9.2 %

Federal National Mortgage Assoc

8.9%

Federal Home Loan Bank

8.7%

Tennessee Valley Authority

4.1 %

Highmark US Govt Money Market F

2.7%

68.4%
CREDIT QUALITY

AA

25%
22.3%

us

% Portfolio

Government of United States

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION

SECTOR ALLOCATION
Money
Market
FundFI

TOP ISSUERS

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

-,

(72.3%)

20%
17.2% 17.4%

Ius
Treasury
(15.1 %)

Agency _ _~
(40.4 %)

0-.25 .25·.5

.5·1

1 ·2

2 -3

3 -4

4·5

5"

Maturity (Yrs)

A
(13.1 % ) - - -

~

<
o

r

o
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W
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's
Cash and Investments Report
I
CUSIP

Security Description

Par Value/Units

Holdings Report
As of 11/30/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

01/23/2009
2.10 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.28
0.19 %

1,002,814.00
7,466.67

0.51 %
2,814.00

Aaa

AA+

02/10/2009
2.25 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.41
0.15 %

1,004,080.00
6,937.50

0.51 %
4,080.00

AA+

02/13/2009
2.45 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

101.54
0.25%

1,015,415.00
7,350.00

0.52%
15,415.00

AA+

11/23/2010
0.51 %

3,521,892.50
3,509,107.55

100.45
0.25 %

3,515,900.50
8,421.88

1.78 %
6,792.95

AA+

12/22/2010
0.73%

995,834.00
997,932.48

100.26
0.22 %

1,002,554.00
430.56

0.51 %
4,621.52

AA+

12/22/2010
0.75%

3,441,354.30
3,445,358.25

100.40
0.25%

3,463,803.45
9,164.06

1.76 %
18,445.20

AA+

Various
1.88 %

4,194,744.63
3,915,935.34

107.28
0.35%

3,996,031.00
47,183.34

2.05%
80,095.66

AA+

05/08/2009
2.20%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

102.53
0.33%

1,025,261.00
3,238.89

0.52 %
25,261.00

AA+

03/15/2010
1.90 %

4,097,325.00
3,921,410.80

107.04
0.51 %

4,014,127.50
59,375.00

2.06 %
92,716.70

AA+

03/28/2011
1.10 %

1,964,227.90
1,965,791.71

101.04
0.40 %

1,990,580.59
3,646.69

1.01 %
24,788.88

AA+

03/1712010
2.09%

2,486,372.70
2,470,082.12

104.25
0.47 %

2,554,159.30
24,500.00

1.31 %
84,077.18

AA+

04/16/2009
3.00 %

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.93
0.53 %

1,009,293.00
3,750.00

0.51 %
9,293.00

AA+

10/05/2010
1.02 %

1,055,660.00
1,037,480.90

104.91
0.55 %

1,049,099.00
3,208.33

0.53%
11,618.10

AA+

04/13/2011
1.62 %

3,694,630.50
3,694,704.67

100.47
1.42 %

3,712,288.91
5,985.90

1.88 %
17,584.24

AA+

05/01/2009
2.25%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.76
0.43 %

1,007,613.00
1,875.00

0.51 %
7,613.00

AA+

06/08/2010
1.96 %

4,289,551.00
4,293,408.98

103.27
0.58 %

4,440,670.20
40,623.06

2.27%
147,261.22

AA+

07/09/2009
2.50%

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

100.24
0.32%

1,002,360.00
9,861.11

0.51 %
2,360.00

AA+

03/15/2010
2.41 %

2,714,577.85
2,689,273.05

106.27
0.62%

2,816,125.85
27,162.50

1.44 %
126,852.80

AA+

03/17/2010
2.47 %

4,090,640.00
4,056,395.78

106.48
0.67 %

4,259,148.00
23,000.00

2.17%
202,752.22

AA+

09/26/2011
0.65%

2,080,181.25
2,076,947.18

102.60
0.64%

2,077,650.00
5,916.94

1.06 %
702.82

AA+

lAGEl~cy'
<:"

i

3133XT2T2
3133XT4J2
3133XYWB7
31398A4T6
3137EACQO
880591 CWO
31331GVD8
880591DW9
31331KET3
3137EABX6
3136FHGK5
31331GTJ8
31331KHFO
3136FHMK8
31331JQA4
3133XTXW1
3137EACD9
31331GL80

~

<
0

0
1'0
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3136FPLV7

FHLB Note
2.1 % Due 1/23/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
2.25% Due 2/10/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 8/13/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLB Note
0.875% Due 8/22/2012

3,500,000.00

FNMANote
0.5% Due 10/30/2012

1,000,000.00

FHLMC Note
0.625% Due 12/28/2012

3,450,000.00

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
6% Due 3/15/2013

3,725,000.00

FFCB Note
2.2% Due 4/8/2013

1,000,000.00

Tennessee Valley Authority Note
4.75% Due 8/1/2013

3,750,000.00

FFCB Note
0.98% Due 9/23/2013

1,970,000.00

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 1/7/2014

2,450,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 4/16/12
3% Due 4/16/2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
2.625% Due 4/17/2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Callable Note Cant 4/25/12
1.62% Due 4/25/2014

3,695,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 5/1/12
2.25% Due 5/1/2014

1,000,000.00

FFCB Note
1.9% Due 6/2/2014

4,300,000.00

FHLB Callable Nole 1X 1/9/12
2.5% Due 7/9/2014

1,000,000.00

FHLMC Note
3% Due 7/28/2014

2,650,000.00

FFCB Note
3% Due 9/22/2014

4,000,000.00

FNMA Callable Note 1X 3/24/2011
1.57% Due 9/24/2014

2,025,000.00

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa

0.15
0.15
0.20
0.19
0.70
0.70
0.73
0.72
0.92
0.91
1.08
1.07
1.29
1.25
1.36
1.34
1.67
1.60
1.82
1.80
2.11
2.04
0.38
0.38
2.38
2.31
2.40
0.48
0.42
0.42
2.51
2.43
0.11
0.11
2.66
2.55
2.81
2.70
2.82
2.75

.j::>.
(J)
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report
Security Description

Par ValuelUnits

Holdings Report
As of 11/30/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
GainlLoss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

IAGENCY
31398AZV7

FNMA Note
2.625% Due 11120/2014

4,100,000.00

0311212010
2.54%

4,114,723.10
4,109,336.39

105.85
0.64%

4,339,800.80
3,288.54

2.20 %
230,464.41

Aaa
AA+

2.98
2.87

3134G2EF5

FHLMC Callable Note 1X 1/26112
2.1 % Due 1/26/2015

2,065,000.00

04/04/2011
2.09 %

2,065,206.50
2,065,042.05

100.23
0.64%

2,069,660.71
15,057.29

1.06 %
4,618.66

Aaa
AA+

0.16
0.16

313370JB5

FHLB Note
1.75% Due 9/11/2015

3,600,000.00

08104/2011
1.15 %

3,685,824.00
3,679,063.50

103.03
0.93%

3,708,993.60
14,000.00

1.89 %
29,930.10

Aaa
AA+

3.78
3.65

31331J6C2

FFCB Note
2.35% Due 12/22/2015

2,000,000.00

03128/2011
2.27%

2,007,240.00
2,006,205.71

105.00
1.09 %

2,100,024.00
20,758.33

1.07 %
93,818.29

Aaa
AA+

4.06
3.84

3136FPDC8

FNMA Callable Note 1X 31812011
2% Due 31812016

1,765,000.00

08124/2011
1.22 %

1,825,645.40
1,822,058.65

103.72
1.11 %

1,830,698.60
8,138.61

0.93%
8,639.95

Aaa
AA+

4.27
4.08

3135GOAL7

FNMA Note
2.25% Due 3115(2016

2,875,000.00

07(25(2011
1.69 %

2,947,018.75
2,941,655.65

104.33
1.21 %

2,999,384.00
13,656.25

1.53 %
57,728.35

Aaa
AA+

4.29
4.08

313372YS7

FHLB Note
2.45% Due 3(30(2016

2,150,000.00

07f07f2011
1.87 %

2,206,631.00
2,201,843.43

105.46
1.15 %

2,267,469.55
8,925.49

1.15 %
65,626.12

Aaa
AA+

4.33
4.10

3137EACT4

FHLMC Note
2.5% Due 5(27/2016

3,4 75,000.00

06(14(2011
1.86 %

3,579,229.15
3,569,591.13

105.43
1.25 %

3,663,678.60
965.28

1.86 %
94,087.47

Aaa
AA+

4.49
4.26

313373SZ6

FHLB Note
2.125% Due 6(10/2016

3,350,000.00

Various
1.42 %

3,456,779.50
3,452,388.69

104.21
1.17 %

3,490,901.00
39,746.36

1.79 %
38,512.31

Aaa
AA+

4.53
4.27

31359MS61

FNMA Note
5.375% Due 7(15/2016

2,700,000.00

10(13(2011
1.29 %

3,206,106.90
3,193,249.68

118.72
1.20 %

3,205,542.60
54,825.00

1.65 %
12,292.92

Aaa
AA+

4.63
4.11

3137EACW7

FHLMC Note
2% Due 8/25(2016

3,475,000.00

09(14(2011
1.19 %

3,610,316.50
3,604,547.19

103.11
1.32 %

3,583,239.30
18,533.33

1.82 %
(21 ,307.89)

Aaa
AA+

4.74
4.49

76,070,000.00

1.70 %

78,331,712.43
77,718,810.88

0.75%

79,218,367.06
496,991.91

40.37 %
1,499,556.18

Aaa
AA+

2.65
2.44

1,051,333.70

09/30/2011
0.00%

1,051,333.70
1,051,333.70

1.00
0.00%

1,051,333.70
0.00

0.53%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

1,051,333.70

N/A

1,051,333.70
1,051,333.70

0.00%

1,051,333.70
0.00

0.53%
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

Total Agency
ICASH
90CASH$00

Cash Custodial Cash Account

Total Cash

IFDl91NSURED US CORPORATE

~

<
0

949744AA4

Wells Fargo & Company FDIC
Guaranteed Note
3% Due 12(9(2011

3,050,000.00

03(12/2010
0.95%

3,157,094.65
3,051,355.63

100.03
1.67 %

3,050,994.30
43,716.67

1.57 %
(361.33)

Aaa
AA+

0.02
0.02

06050BAG6

Bank of America Corp FDIC Guaranteed
Note
2.1% Due 4/30(2012

3,310,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,371,727.28
3,322,102.39

100.86
0.03%

3,338,509.04
5,985.58

1.69 %
16,406.65

Aaa
AA+

0.42
0.42

91160HAC1

US Bancorp FDIC Guaranteed Note
1.8% Due 5/15/2012

3,795,000.00

Various
1.20 %

3,842,985.21
3,805,146.25

100.80
0.06%

3,825,325.85
3,036.00

1.94 %
20,179.60

Aaa
AA+

0.46
0.46 t

0
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

CUSIP

Security Description

Par Value/Units

Holdings Report
As of 11/30/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration
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38146FAA9

Goldman Sachs FDIC Guaranteed Note
3.25% Due 6/15f2012

3,205,000.00

Various
1.26 %

3,344,909.12
3,238,697.76

101.68
0.15%

3,258,844.00
48,030.48

1.67 %
20,146.24

Aaa
AA+

0.54
0.53

36967HAV9

GE Capital Corp FDIC Guaranteed Note
2.125% Due 12f2112012

3,645,000.00

05f19/201O
1.27 %

3,723,710.13
3,677,252.77

102.12
0.12 %

3,722,284.94
34,425.00

1.90 %
45,032.17

Aaa
AA+

1.06
1.04

17,005,000.00

1.18 %

17,440,426.39
17,094,554.80

0.37%

17,195,958.13
135,193.73

8.78%
101,403.33

Aaa
AA+

0.52
0.51

20,338,952.75

Various
0.38 %

20,338,952.75
20,338,952.75

1.00
0.38%

20,338,952.75
13,259.49

10.31 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

20,338,952.75

0.38 %

20,338,952.75
20,338,952.75

0.38%

20,338,952.75
13,259.49

10.31 %
0.00

NR
NR

0.00
0.00

5,257,116.71

Various
0.00 %

5,257,116.71
5,257,116.71

1.00
0.00%

5,257,116.71
0.00

2.66%
0.00

Aaa
AAA

0.00
0.00

5,257,116.71

NfA

5,257,116.71
5,257,116.71

0.00%

5,257,116.71
0.00

2.66%
0.00

Aaa
AAA

0.00
0.00

Total FDIC Insured US Corporate
ILAIF
90LAIF$00

Local Agency Investment Fund State
Pool

Total LAIF
!MONEY MARKET FUND FI
431114701

Highmark Govt Money Market Fund

Total Money Market Fund FI

iUS CORPORATE
I

52517PR60

Lehman Brothers Holdings Note
5.25% Due 2/6/2012

1,000,000.00

02/06/2007
5.34%

996,000.00
996,000.00

25.75
0.00%

257,500.00
0.00

0.13 %
(738,500.00)

NR
NR

0.19
0.00

931142CL5

Wal-Mart Stores Note
4.25% Due 4/15/2013

3,260,000.00

Various
1.54 %

3,491,366.25
3,378,299.83

105.02
0.58%

3,423,596.59
17,703.61

1.74 %
45,296.76

Aa2
AA

1.38
1.34

459200GR6

IBM Corp Note
2.1 % Due 5/612013

1,725,000.00

01/27/2011
1.00 %

1,767,624.75
1,751,839.71

102.11
0.62%

1,761,414.75
2,515.63

0.89%
9,575.04

Aa3
A+

1.43
1.41

91159HGYO

US Bancorp Callable Note Cant 8/13/13
1.375% Due 9/13/2013

2,665,000.00

Various
1.32 %

2,668,966.65
2,667,341.10

100.65
0.99%

2,682,311.84
7,939.48

1.36 %
14,970.74

Aa3
A+

1.70
1.68

254687AW6

Walt Disney Corp Note
4.5% Due 12/15/2013

1,720,000.00

Various
1.23 %

1,873,880.60
1,832,310.64

107.95
0.58%

1,856,666.05
35,690.00

0.96 %
24,355.41

A2
A

2.04
1.93

24422ERA9

John Deere Capital Corp Nole
1.6% Due 3/3/2014

440,000.00

02/28/2011
1.63 %

439,564.40
439,672.90

101.58
0.89%

446,944.52
1,720.89

0.23 %
7,271.62

A2
A

2.26
2.21

166751AHO

Chevron Texaco Corp Note
3.95% Due 3/3/2014

2,473,000.00

Various
1.56 %

2,644,928.56
2,602,554.39

107.14
0.76%

2,649,468.33
23,878.19

1.35 %
46,913.94

Aa1
AA

2.26
2.16

665859AKO

Northern Trust Company Note
4.625% Due 5/1/2014

1,850,000.00

10/20/2010
1.33 %

2,058,421.00
1,993,167.70

107.67
1.39 %

1,991,907.95
7,130.21

1.01 %
(1,259.75)

Ai
AA-

2.42
2.30

~

36962G4C5

General Electric Capital Corp Note
5.9% Due 5/13/2014

3,075,000.00

Various
2.88 %

3,411,681.00
3,288,562.65

109.24
2.02%

3,359,185.35
9,071.25

1.71 %
70,622.70

Aa2
AA+

2.45
2.30

o

61747YCFO

Morgan Stanley Note
6% Due 5/13/2014

2,370,000.00

Various
3.99 %

2,534,751.20
2,477,424.12

99.43
6.25%

2,356,460.19
7,110.00

1.20 %
(120,963.93)

A2
A-

2.45
2.24

<
o
1'0
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's
Cash and Investments Report
1
CUSIP

Security Description

Holdings Report
As of 11/30/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/Loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

1,700,000.00

01/27/2011
1.74 %

1,865,393.00
1,823,807.70

107.21
1.79 %

1,822,605.70
40,150.69

0.94%
(1,202.00)

A2
BBB+

2.51
2.32

850,000.00

09/24/2010
1.60 %'

973,471.00
938,427.51

111.53
1.27 %

948,036.45
1,983.33

0.48 %
9,608.94

A2
A

2.96
2.77

Par Value/Units

i1US CORPORATE
c

428236AV5

Hewlett Packard Company Note
4.75% Due 6/2/2014

74005PAQ7

Praxair Nole
5.25% Due 11/15/2014

09247XAD3

Blackrock Inc Note
3.5% Due 12/10/2014

1,630,000.00

Various
2.84%

1,674,920.75
1,660,211.39

106.79
1.21 %

1,740,743.84
27,098.76

0.90%
80,532.45

A1
A+

3.03
2.84

713448BM9

Pepsico Inc. Note
3.1% Due 1/15f2015

2,530,000.00

Various
2.04%

2,641,540.25
2,609,511.17

105.87
1.18 %

2,678,414.86
29,629.11

1.37 %
68,903.69

Aa3
A-

3.13
2.96

46625HHP8

JP Morgan Chase Note
3.7% Due 1/20/2015

2,550,000.00

Various
3.34%

2,584,656.00
2,576,942.67

102.03
3.02 %

2,601,731.86
34,332.92

1.33 %
24,789.19

Aa3
A

3.14
2.91

94980VAA6

Wells Fargo Bank Note
4.75% Due 2/9/2015

2,475,000.00

Various
3.65%

2,584,316.50
2,554,484.03

105.37
2.97 %

2,608,018.88
36,575.00

1.34 %
53,534.85

A1
A+

3.20
2.92

084670AVO

Berkshire Hathaway Note
3.2% Due 2/11/2015

2,485,000.00

06/09/2010
2.65%

2,545,012.75
2,526,159.65

105.16
1.54 %

2,613,109.21
24,297.78

1.34 %
86,949.56

Aa2
AA+

3.20
3.02

06406JHB4

Bank of New York Mellon Note
4.95% Due 3/15/2015

2,360,000.00

Various
2.11 %

2,645,950.90
2,568,786.41

107.81
2.46 %

2,544,346.69
24,662.00

1.30 %
(24,439.72)

Aa3
A

3.29
3.02

717081DA8

Pfizer Inc. Note
5.35% Due 3/15/2015

1,550,000.00

02/18/2011
2.33%

1,730,497.50
1,696,349.32

113.04
1.29 %

1,752,157.20
17,506.39

0.90 %
55,807.88

A1
AA

3.29
3.03

74005PAR5

Praxair Note
4.625% Due 3/30/2015

740,000.00

Various
2.58%

807,780.55
787,183.29

110.24
1.47 %

815,759.72
5,799.23

0.42 %
28,576.43

A2
A

3.33
3.10

278642AB9

Ebay Inc Note
1.625% Due 10/15/2015

2,670, ODD. 00

10/22/2010
1.66 %

2,665,327.50
2,666,355.81

99.71
1.70 %

2,662,131.51
5,543.96

1.35 %
(4,224.30)

A2
A

3.88
3.73

42,118,000.00

2.28%

44,606,051.11
43,835,391.99

1.77 %

43,572,511.49
360,338.43

22.25 %
(262,880.50)

Ai
A+

2.63
2.47

Total US Corporate
IUS TREASURY
912828GQ7

US Treasury Note
4.5% Due 4/30/2012

3,775,000.00

03/12/2010
1.00 %

4,051,944.29
3,828,820.58

101.84
0.09%

3,844,452.45
14,467.38

1.95 %
15,631.87

Aaa
AA+

0.42
0.42

912828HE3

US Treasury Note
4.25% Due 9/30/2012

1,775,000.00

03/12/2010
1.22 %

1,909,517.67
1,818,971.37

103.41
0.15 %

1,835,600.28
12,779.03

0.94%
16,628.91

Aaa
AA+

0.84
0.82

912828HM5

US Treasury Note
3.625% Due 12/31/2012

2,550,000.00

03/12/2010
1.35 %

2,708,785.88
2,611,525.64

103.73
0.18 %

2,645,227.20
38,683.08

1.36 %
33,701.56

Aaa
AA+

1.09
1.06

912828JQ4

US Treasury Note
2.75% Due 10/31/2013

2,325,000.00

05/1012010
1.65 %

2,411,188.48
2,372,542.90

104.74
0.27%

2,435,165.48
5,445.23

1.24 %
62,622.58

Aaa
AA+

1.92
1.88

912828NP1

US Treasury Note
1.75% Due 7/31/2015

4,050,000.00

04/06/2011
1.99 %

4,009,355.36
4,015,493.32

104.25
0.58 %

4,222,125.00
23,689.20

2.15 %
206,631.68

Aaa
AA+

3.67
3.54

912828PE4

US Treasury Note
1.25% Due 10/31/2015

3,600,000.00

Various
1.35%

3,584,379.25
3,586,104.40

102.30
0.65%

3,682,969.20
3,832.42

1.87 %
96,864.80

Aaa
AA+

3.92
3.82

912828PJ3

US Treasury Note
1.375% Due 11/30/2015

3,590,000.00

05/16/2011
1.63 %

3,549,905.00
3,554,650.54

102.80
0.66 %

3,690,688.73
134.87

1.87 %
136,038.19

Aaa
AA+

4.00
3.89 ~

~

<
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City of Moreno Valley
Treasurer's
Cash and Investments Report
I
CUSIP

Security Description

Par Value/Units

[ US-TR~ASl!RY

Holdings Report
As of 11/30/11
Purchase Date
Book Yield
<.

~""

.!

:.:

Cost Value
Book Value

Mkt Price
Mkt YTM

Market Value
Accrued Int.

% of Port.
Gain/loss

Moody
S&P

Term (yrs)
Duration

~?X;

,

,~

US Treasury Note
2% Due 1/31/2016

3,505,000.00

05/16/2011
1.70 %

3,551,973.24
3,546,614.24

105.29
0.71 %

3,690,382.96
23,430.16

1.88 %
143,768.72

Aaa
AA+

4.17
3.99

912828QA1

US Treasury Note
2.25% Due 3/31/2016

3,435,000.00

Various
1.33 %

3,578,212.10
3,566,523.76

106.45
0.74%

3,656,396.06
13,092.42

1.86 %
89,872.30

Aaa
AA+

4.34
4.13

28,605,000.00

1.49 %

29,355,261.27
28,901,246.75

0.48 %

29,703,007.36
135,553.79

15.11 %
801,760.61

Aaa
AA+

2.91
2.82

190,445,403.16

1.56%

196,380,854.36
194,197,407.58

0.84%

196,337,247.20
1,141,337.35

100.00 %
2,139,839.62

Aa1
AA

2.14
2.01

Total US Treasury

TOTAL PORTFOLIO
TOTAL MARKET VALUE PLUS ACCRUED

197,478,584.55

~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..
(J)
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(J)
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City of Moreno Valley
November 30, 2011

COMPLIANCE WITH INVESTMENT POLICY
Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with State law and with the City's
investment policy.
Standard

Category

Local Agency Bonds

Complies

Treasury Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Agency Issues

No Limitation

Complies

Banker's Acceptances

40% maximum; <180 days maturity

Complies

Complies

Repurchase Agreements

25% maximum; <270 days maturity;
A-1fP-1fF-1 minimum ratings
30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity
No limitation; 1-year maximum maturity

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

20% maximum; <92 days maturity

Complies

Medium Term Notes

Complies *

Collateralized Certificates of Deposits

30% maximum; 5 years maximum
maturity; A-rated or better
20% maximum; AAAf/Aaaf, minimum
rating
5 years maximum maturity

Time Deposits

5 years maximum maturity

Complies

Commercial Paper
Negotiable Certificates of Deposit

Money Market Mutual Funds

Mortgage Pass-throughs, CMOs and Asset 20% maximum; M-rated issue; A-rated
Backed Securities
issuer
Local Agency Investment Fund - L.A.I.F.
Maximum program limitation
Prohibited Securities

Maximum maturity

~

5 years

o

01
-...J

Complies

Complies
Complies
Complies
Complies

Complies

* Hewlett Packard (HPQ) was downgraded by Standard and Poor's (S&P) to "BBB+" from "A" on 11-30-11. S&P also lowered the short
term rating to "A-2" from "A-I". Moody's current rating for HPQ is "A2" (long term) and "P_I" (short term). Chandler will continue to
monitor and evaluate the current credit status of HPQgoing forward.

1'0
W

Page 8 of12

I
I

Complies

Inverse floaters; Ranges notes, Interest- Complies
only strips from mortgaged backed
securities; Zero interest accrual securities

<
o
.j::>..
(J)

Comment

No Li mitation

I
I
I

i

Holdings Report Glossary
CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) - A unique identification number assigned to all securities.
Security Description - The issuer name, coupon (periodic interest payment rate) and maturity.
Par Value/Units - The face value or number of units held in the portfolio.
Purchase Date - The settlement date on which the security was purchased.
Book Yield - The YTM that equates the current amortized value of the security to its periodic future cash flows.
Cost Value - The value at which the securities were purchased, excluding purchased interest.
Book Value - The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet.
accretionla mortization.

To calculate, take the cost of an asset +1- net

Mkt Price - The current fair value market price.
Mkt YTM - The internal rate of return that equates the periodic future cash flows (interest payments and redemption value) to the market
price, assuming that all cash flows are invested at the YTM rate.
Market Value - The current fair value of an investment as determined by transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Accrued Int. - The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last interest payment up to, but not including, the settlement date.
% of Port. - The % of the portfolio that the security represents based on market value, including accrued interest.

Gain/Loss - The unrealized gain or loss on the security, compared to either cost or amortized value, as of the date of the report.

s:

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>..
(J)

01

ex>

Moody - The Moody's rating for the security.

Holdings Report Glossary (continued)
S&P - The Standard and Poor's rating for the security.
Term (yrs) - The time, in years, until maturity.
Duration - The weighted average time to maturity of a bond where the weights are the present values of future cash flows. Duration
measures the price sensitivity of a bond to changes in interest rates.

~
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o
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CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments R . •

1/

t

I

BOND PROCEEDS WITH FISCAL AGENTS

l;~i~~'~i~~~~';c"ln,~.~~~.
~

!spedart.ixfunds
. '22631800
I... . . - - . -..
......- - - . - . ·
reserve fund
22631804
~

-~

~._c. ~_~,

c ..••....•..

Communit, LlCilitil'S Disctrict 87·1 IA-1

_ _ ..

_Pu';:~~::'~ty .,Mk".Vol... s:.~~ •. Y,.l~'rire_::;o~o1

mone:fmarkeHurid
u'WFGcivfFund"
. 11/30/11
. ' ... _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _..._ .. __ . .__ ._ _ _ _
money market fund
WF Govt Fund
11/30/11

17,/01/11
1,022,298
0.01%
0.01% 1.00000
9.604%J
.. ___ ..... _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _._ ... _ . _..... _____ .. ____

~~._

~

12/01/11

1,028,932

0.01 %

0.01 %

1.00000

9.666%

!~.~~~'T!<:ct ....... ___ ._~~.~1!~~__ .~~~e)'~~}(.e!!~~__· _ ~~_'?~t!\lII.~ ......... __ .. _._ .. ...21/3I1(1.2..._.!7{~¥J:!..... . ___~!L ___~.~~o~~ . .E~!: o,t~ __!.~OoO _ . ..tJ-~
debt service acct

22631809

money market fund

Is1'.e~~I!ax.:.~Il~.s__...~~~~~.OO_ ... _Rl~~Ylllil~~~tfun.~..
reserve fund

22631904

l~~In~~xp.!cc~

...._ .... ~~63.19~~ .....

WF Govt Fund

11/30/11

17,/01/11

535,912

.._. __11/~0t'1! ... !~~~.1 .. _ .... ~~~230..
11/30/11 12/01/11
365,391

money marketfund

WF Govt Fund
WF Govt Fund

1II-"Ile:),lIIlltk~t!un.d

WF Govt Fun!i. ............... .... . . .ly~~!: ..... 17/01/11

0.01%

0.01%

1.00000

5.035%

0.01 % ...~:~!~/~_!.000~0..
0.01 %
0.01%
1.00000

~:9~~o,to J
3.433%

8.0.~1~.... ~:~.!'?...!.:~~0~.0.....~:~~.o,to]
3,058,148

~

CI'fJ#5

lSedesBRevenue
Series A Principal

·22333500
22333501

moneymktfund
money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund.
WF Govt Fund

L. _ .. _ .. ____ ......_ •. _ .. _ _ _ _ _ . _ ..._...._ _ ... __ ..................... _.......... _ .. _................... _

17,/0l,fir--·6,303.. ·0.tii%~ .. ·U(i.oi% .. .......
'T.oiiooo--O:059%]
_ _ . _ .__ .._.....
17,/01/11
300
0.01 %
2.71 % 1.00000
0.003 %

. 11/30/11
11/30/11

..~ .. ".,, __ ............... ___ ........... __.... _ . ._ ........ _ ...........__..._

l~e.r!es !l_r~~erve__ ~..___ ~33503_ _m~l1~~ ~!!~~ .. ___~~~?~t~~~..___ .. . _.~._...._!1{~~~_.~.~y~1{!!._. .. 5~?~~~ .. ___~~ ~.. ~~.01 % ._ 1.00_0~~.4~~!!.,]
Series A interest

22333504

money mktfund

WF GovtFund

11/30/11

12/01/11

127
534,374

0.01 %

0.01%

1.00000

0.001 %

o
~

2007 Redcvelo ment /I. 'cncv Tax Al\lKation Bonds Sercis A

Idebt service fund
~

22.6~1?~~__ .~~.o..l1~X.In.kt_full<i_.

WF Govt Fund

-

__

~

11/30/11

•__

.~

_ _ _ _ _ .~~_

•

17,/01/11

__ 0 - ___

•

__ •

2
2

__ • _ _ _ _ _

O.OI% __~:~~O~o __ j.:~~~.~~. - O:O.<J~o~oJ

2005 Lease Rc\ enul' Bond

l~(ll1<i~~ct.. ___ ...... 18O'~~~0~..~..~?llex_~!f~d~!.C;.(lv.t Fund ....~..__ ... _ _=f17:J.0Ei~...~}7{0Y.1~.~........~ __ ~~_~~~~"I0.:=_'O~01°/"-_!.:!'~O~~_~.O':OO~"I~J
reserve fund

18042804

money mkt fund

WF Govt Fund

11/30/11

12/01/11

2,992,728

lcon~hu~tio~111n~d.. _~__ ~!l42806.......Ill~n~~~!~'!... ___~.~.'?~vLs.UI\<i~__ . _.. _~ __ .!l,I~~!. ...!.'I'0~~.

0.01 %

1,315,143' .. 0~!.'}'..
4,307,889

0.01 %

1.00000

28.115%

_~~~~"- .. 1.0~".'l_ .. 1~}~o,to]
40.471 %

2007 Taxable Lease Revenue Bonds - Electric Utilit '

~

1~.(lIl<!.f1l1l~ ___ . _

.. ~~~~O_ .. _ ..IlI~IleIIl1~t.f:u:Il_<i .......~~ ~~~~~UI1<i.
22277604
money mkt fund
WF GovtFund
WF Govt Fund-!~(lst.(lfiss~ance .~2~~O~_ .moner_ll1~tftlii."<i.

... . . . ..... __

construction fund

~1,I~.0,t1~

17,/01/11

3

11/30/11
11/30/11

12/01/11
17,/01/11

2,056,555
368,086
2,424,644

0.01 % ... O':<J!.'}'.. _!:O~OO~
0.01 %
0.01%
1.00000
0.01 %

__. .'l:~~O."!~
19.320%

0.01."t'0 _.!:OOOO_0..~:45~oIoJ

~~

!revenue
fund
__ .. _,. ___ ._
____
reserve fund
l~_~.

.~~.

20350300
20350303

H _ _ _ ~. _ • • • __ > ••• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •• _ _

revenue
reserve

11/30/11.!2/~l,f:11..._.. 60!~~-.. __ll!~~_~.:"!Y-"-- 1.000!!~ _~:56~o~

WFGovt Fund

§.<i1l1~.~~..~11~e.~_--=~~~~~.0~ ... admin.e.'Pe.l1se.s .

. WF Govt Fund

11/30/11

12/01/11

WF Govt Fund

..1!{~/11_

.!:2/0yn

Totals

IlI's.
~

<
o
o

1'0
W
.j::>.
(J)
(J)

o

1

259,297

Somma]' 'of Bond Proceeds with Fi5cal A"cnts

....

Construction Funds

3,371,698

z:::=:::-_-=-:-~l'r~~i~.I~~!ii!e!est=A:cc(lffii!s_ .... =====~==5~~~1~B~
3
Debt Service Reserve Funds
6,301,823
[~-=-4=
C:iiSfod)TA.C'c0tiiits.. .... ..
_..__ .._~=O·~
5
Arbitrage Rebate Accounts
0
...----6 ........... __ Ol:lier ACC~~S._... ..... ... .............. _ ................ _...
374;800--,
Total Fiscal Agent Funds
10,644,509

L....

m

.......
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0.01 %

0.01 %

1.00000

2.436%

260:0!0""-__.'!:0j!o .~1:0~OO~~~!~O(jO!.]
319,452
3.001 %
100.000%
~",u44,509

CITY OF MORENO V ALLEY
Treasurer's Cash and Investments Report

of Sept 30, 1011

iLlquid S~ving. ..
51,086'776
Nationwide Fixed (Part Time Employee)
525,354
i§"U!~sa;-bigs'(Part Time Em!,I.;y~e.) -~-~"~.-~--..-.- 287,372-=~]
Certificates of Deposit 3 years
36,179

iC::"rtific!~•. of j)epositSX~!'!

: ..

Bond Fund Of America
@WwthF~d of AItterica

78,65~
56,225

... _. ==~:4~8---.'l

lnvestment Co, of America

~~co~e Fun<i()l~:[I,er;.Ca:-~-"- - - - - - Brown Cap Mgmt lnc SM Co

,",2=30-,7~574,......_-,

." ",,_. ~~0~6!." '" ]
72,495

.:\-'l.nket V.lhre ,15

.:v'lclrkef \ .tlne .1S

:\t'lc1l'k('( \JlllC .15

F lIIal

Fund

of Sept 30, 2011

: DrerSlllC~1' I .
American Century Balanced
i,\U\Century(;ro>;.th __ --::·=--~~-·-::-.-.
Am Century Select
!AmCenturrUltra·---... -·~-=---:-~··
Vanguard Index 500

--

Fund

5
28
,'l4E17. ~J

79,366

0 ..... _ ]
70,255

'VattiUai:dins.ti~tionallndex

_345~9

... ]

Vanguard Wellington

14,295

~~~d.~.!ndsorII__

...... ~,83~ .....
=,388

Vanguard Total Bond lndex

"l
".1

of Sept 30. 2011

16,542
iN B Sociallrllesp~nsiv. Fund
DFA US Micro Cap Port
98,717
[F.d~late~I< ..uf~a~.Fund ---~.~~-.-.-.-_~=--...}32,653~
Invesco Mid Cap Core Equity
18,833
Ret Iru:l:Mt·Svc_~,?~~
Nationwide InvDes Mod Cons Fund SC
46,314
jNationWldelnvDes M'od
F u n d . .6ll4,~?5
]
Nationwide InvDes Aggr Fund
31,727
LNat!onwideInvDes Mod Fd ___________ . ..
3lI~,~5~~=_"]
Nationwide Inv Des Cons
83,016
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MARKET REVIEW
Market Summary
Treasury yields in the long end of the curve moved lower iri November as concerns about sovereign
debt issues in the euro zone escalated. Operation Twist continues to have a large influence on prices
for longer-term Treasury securities as well.
Domestic economic data has continued to improve and fears of another U.S. recession have declined.
In November, payroll jobs advanced 120,000 and the unemployment rate unexpectedly fell to 8.6%
from 9.0%. Consumer Confidence has recently improved and the early read on holiday spending has
been solid, with retailers posting record Black Friday weekend sales this year. In our view, domestic
economic data remains indicative of a slow growth environment, but has nonetheless surprised
modestly to the upside. However, the sovereign debt crisis in Europe continues to largely overshadow
any positive or negative domestic economic news.
Monetary policy in the United States remains very accommodative with the Fed Funds rate on hold at
0.00-0.25% until mid-2013, and with Operation Twist pressuring long end rates lower. The European
Central Bank (ECB) has been far less accommodative than the Federal Reserve throughout 2011, but
has recently stepped up its involvement in the market. On December 8, the ECB announced a cut in
their benchmark rate of 25 basis points to 1.00%, a cut in the reserve requirement for commercial
banks, a loosening of collateral requirements for ECB loans, and, perhaps most noteworthy, two new
operations to offer term loans to European banks of up to 36 months. Although these actions are
Significant they are still short of market expectations for some form of quantitative easing from the
ECB. We expect markets to remain'volatile through year end and the treasury markets to remain well
supported.

A TWIST IN THE YIELD CURVE
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The longer-end of the yield curve declined in November, while shorter-term rates
remained stable.

TREASURY YIELDS

1 1/30/1 1

10/31/11

CHANGE

3 Month

0.00

(0.01)

0.01

2 Year

0.25

0.26

(0.01)

3 Year

0.39

0.42

(0.031

5 Year

0.95

1.01

(0_061

7 Year

1.52

1.61

(0.09)

10 Year

2.07

2.17

(0.101

30 Year

3.06

3.20

(0.14)
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Economic Roundup
Consumer Prices

Labor Markets

In October, the CPI showed that consumer prices increased 3.5%
on a year-over-year basis. The year-over-year Core CPI (CPlless

The November employment report showed that the economy added
120,000 jobs and the previous two month's totals were revised higher

food and energy) increased at a 2.1% rate. Overall, price increases

by 72,000. The unemployment rate fell to 8.6% from 9.0%. Market

remained subdued, and the Federal Reserve has recently noted

participants were expecting the unemployment rate to remain

that some cost pressures have eased.

unchanged at 9.0%. Although the report was an improvement, the
greater than expected decline in the unemployment rate was largely

Retail Sales

due to a decline in the participation rate. Overall, unemployment

In October, Retail Sales rose 7.2% on a year-over-year basis.

remains elevated, but trends suggest that the labor market is slowly
improving.

Consumer spending has rebounded from the depths of the
recession and recent activity has been moderate; however, high

Housing Starts

unemployment continues to restrain consumer spending.

Single-family housing starts rose 3.9% in Octoberto 430,000, compared
to 414,000 in September. The housing market remains weak, but seems
to have stabilized following several years of sharp declines.

Credit Spreads Wider
Spre~d to
Treasuries (%)

One Month
Ago (%)

Chan e
g

3-month top-rated commercial paper

0.54

0.44

0.10

2-year AA corporate note

0.65

0.44

0.21

5-year AA corporate note

0.77

0.53

0.24

5-year Agency note

0.46

0.42

0.04

CREDIT SPREADS

S?urce: Bloomberg

Data as of 11/30/2011

Economic Data Modestly Improving
ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Current Release

Prior Release

One Year Ago

(43.1) $Bln SEP 11

(44.9) $Bln AUG 11

(44.0) $Bln SEP 10

2.0% SEP 11

1.3% JUN 11

2.5% SEP 10

8.6% NOV 11

9.0% OCT 11

9.8% NOV 10

Prime Rate

3.25% NOV 11

3.25% OCT 11

3.25% NOV 10

CRB Index

313.82 NOV 11

31 9.84 OCT 1 1

301.41 NOV 10

$100.36 NOV 11

$93.19 OCT 1 1

$84.11 NOV 10

Consumer Price Index (y/o/y)

3.5% OCT 11

3.9% SEP 11

1.2% OCT 10

Producer Price Index (y/o/y)

5.9% OCT 11

6.9% SEP 11

4.3% OCT 10

Dollar / EURO

1.35 NOV 11

1.39 OCT 11

1.30 NOV 10

Trade Balance
GDP
Unemployment Rate

Oil (West Texas Int.)

Source: Bloomberg
© 2011 Chandl., Assel Monogement, Inc, An Independent Registered Investment Advis.r.
The information contained herein was obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Opinions and forecasts regarding industries,

companies, and/or the economy are all
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to change at any timet bosed on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community Services

Date:

March 7, 2012

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update
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SPECIAL EVENT

Moreno Valley's Independence Day Celebration
It's BACK! "The City of Moreno Valley's July 4th Celebration" will take place on July 4,
2012. The Independence Celebration will kick off with a parade Sponsored by Waste
Management from 9:30 a.m. to noon. The parade route will begin at Alessandro
Boulevard, head north on Frederick Street, go west on TownGate Boulevard and end at the
TownGate Plaza at approximately 12:00 noon. The parade theme this year is "United We
Stand- A Moreno Val/ey 4h." Organizations are invited to enter a float. Parade entry forms
are currently available at Moreno Valley Conference and Recreation Center.
Get ready to really celebrate! The festivities continue at Morrison Park and Mountain View
Middle School located at the corner of Dracaea and Morrison. Gates open at 1:00 pm with
the festival beginning at 2:00 p.m., NEW this year will be a Wine and Beer Garden. There
will be food, arts and crafts, game booths, clowns and entertainment. An entry may be
charged to get into the festival, and there may be a minimal fee for the various activities,
such as the bouncers and game booths.
'
As the day progresses, get ready for excellent entertainment. A main stage and a youth
stage will guarantee enjoyment for the entire family. There will be several entertainers this
year. At 3:00 p.m., the excitement will begin on stage when finalists compete for Moreno
Valley Idol and only one will leave the stage as Moreno Valley Idol. At 4:00 pm a
performance by "Michael John's Tribute to Billy Joel," followed by "BELLA DONNA - A
Tribute to Stevie Nicks and Fleetwood Mac," and then "The Joshua Tree - A Tribute to
U2." As a grand finale, the event will conclude with a fireworks extravaganza at 9:00 p.m.,
which will be simulcast with patriotic music by KOLA (99.9 FM). This promises to be the
best July 4th show ever! Presale tickets for the event are available at the Moreno Valley
Conference and Recreation Center from June 11 to July 3. Cost is:$2 per person or $10
for a family (up to 6 people). On July 4, entry is free between 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 pm. After
4:00 p.m., entry fee is $3 per person. Military service members with valid identification and
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children uride,r 5 .are free.
We thank'the following sponsors who have contributed to our Celebration: City of Moreno
Valley" ;'KOLA~ .99'.9, :"Moreno Valley Unified School District, Pepsi, Accurate
Accessories, Waste Management, Supervisor Marion Ashley.
For more information contact the Moreno Valley Parks and Community Services office
at 413.3280.

PARK PROJECTS

1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
existing hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: This project goes to the City Council on March 13, 2012 for approval.

2.

Celebration Park Splash Pad SurfaCing
Project Description: The splash pad will be coated with a slip resistant clear sealer,
prior to its opening for the summer season.
Status: The project is scheduled for April 2012.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer-constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turf football/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus, and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: Completion of the project is planned for winter/spring 2013. Listed below
is a detailed status of the project.
The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources and the City. Completion ofthe project is planned
for fall/winter 2012/2013.
Grading Plans: Mylars signed.
Building Plans: Plans have been approved.
Site Improvement Plans: Plans and Structural's are approved.
Project Specifications: Under Parks and Community Services review.
Eastern Municipal Water District: Civil engineering, Recycled Water Use
and Irrigation plans are approved.
Department of Water Resources: Informal approval of the Encroachment
Permit has been granted. Waiting for the issuance of the signed permit.
Jurisdictional Permit #401: Pacific Development Inc. is working with the
2
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environmental consultant to obtain documentation, in order to proceed with
the project.
4.

Sports Field Automated Lighting Upgrade
Project Description: Upgrade lighted sports fields, utilizing an automated system
meeting current City standards. This will allow staff to utilize one program for all
lighted sports fields and save electricity.
Status: It is expected to have a purchase order issued to Musco Lighting within the
mont,h. The project's completion is estimated for summer 2012.

PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
• Trimmed Rockridge and Patriot Parks.
• Checked all parking lot lights and timers.
• Trimmed palm trees at CRC.
• Removed and repaired the infield turf transitions at Morrison Park ball fields.
• Fertilized parks.

2.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Install drainage V-ditch at Gateway Park.
Aerate sports fields.
Relamp sports field lighting at various parks.
Spray herbicides for annual weed control at all park sites.
Tree trimming and removal at various park sites.
Remove barbeques from TownGate Park.
Repair drain pipe at Cottonwood Golf Course (75% complete).
Spray all trails for weeds.
Spray all parks for weeds

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas in February:
Adrienne Mitchell ($80), Aqueduct Bikeway ($397), Bayside ($49), Bethune ($61),
Celebration ($100), Community ($667), EI Portero ($161), JFK ($239), Morrison
($88), Parque Amistad ($99), Pedrorena ($57), Rancho Verde Trail ($285),
Ridgecrest ($30), Sunnymead ($268), TownGate ($440), Victoriano ($25), Westbluff
($24), and Woodland ($132). The total cost for vandalism/graffiti was $3,202. Total
labor hours for vandalism/graffiti were 67 hours, approximately 8 full-time work days.

4.

Training
February 29,2012: Tractor Safety Begins with You
February 29,2012: Chain Saw Safety

3
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5.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 561 hours during February. The total hours
for court referrals in 2012 are 921 which equates to approximately 115 full-time
work days.

RECREATION DIVISION

1.

Recreation and Sports
The Time for Tots program was busy during the month of February with an
increasing number of registrations for classes. In addition to the expanded creative
curriculum, children celebrated special activity days by learning about our favorite
underground weather reporter on Groundhog Day, dressing originally on Super
Hero Day, enjoying Valentine's Day, learning about the movie's favorite snack on
Popcorn Mania Day, and learning about the most famous of leapers, the frog, on
Leap Day.
February saw an increase in new registrations for many youth classes including
Dance Exploration, Hip-hop, Ballet, BalIet/Arco, Drawing for Kids, Kung-fu, and
Folkloric Dance. Staff have also been busy recruiting new contract class instructors.
More information regarding additional summer classes coming soon.
Valley Kids Camp staff were busy in February preparing fun-filled activities for
Spring Camp for local Moreno Valley and Val Verde Unified School Districts during
their scheduled spring breaks to be held March 26 through April 6. While the
kindergarten through eighth graders enjoy their break from school, they will spend
their days at camp playing exciting recreational games, watching movies, playing
video games, and nurturing their creativity with arts and crafts.
Recreation staff have been busy planning and preparing for the spring events
scheduled during the months of March and April. The annual spring activities will
begin on March 31 with the free Easter Egg Hunt for community children ages 2 to
12 years to be held at 9:00 a.m. at Sunnymead Park. More than 500 children are
expected to attend the event and search for thousands of candy and prize filled
eggs.
During this event, Parks and Community Services Department, in conjunction with
the Moreno Valley Animal Shelter, will host a "Spring Pet in the Park Adoption Day."
This paw-friendly event will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at Sunnymead
Park. The adoption fee will be $50 for each pet adopted. The fee includes the first
round of puppy vaccinations, microchip, 1-year altered dog license, spay/neuter
surgery, and a pet bed and blanket. Come visit with various local animals currently
available for adoption. The new pet addition to your family may be there.
Also scheduled on March 31 is the annual Bunny Brunch to be held at the Senior
Community Center. The two-hour brunch will begin at 10:00 a.m. for children ages
3 to 12 years. For a resident fee of $6, children will enjoy a morning of crafts, a
specially-prepared brunch, and a visit from the Easter Bunny. The Morning Optimist
Club of Moreno Valley is donating their time to assist staff in preparing the breakfast
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for this fun-filled spring event.
The Spring Easter Chef's Workshop will be held on April 3 at the TownGate
Community Center from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. For the resident fee of $8, children
ages 5 to 12 years will be able to make yummy holiday goodies to take home and
enjoy.
The spring activities will conclude on April 5 with the Hop Down the Craft Trail at the
TownGate Community Center for children ages 5 through 12 years. The event will
be held from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. for an $8 resident fee. Children will make fun
and exciting spring crafts.
The Youth Basketball League had their championship games on March 3. The
winning teams from the championship games will represent the City of Moreno
Valley in the Inland Valley's Tournament of Champions to be held on March 17 and
March 18 in local Inland Empire cities.
The Adult Softball League was on break during the winter months, and competition
will begin again in early March. Teams will compete in five different divisions on
three different nights of the week.
The Pee Wee/Junior Soccer program is underway and has been a huge success.
There are more than 220 participants in the age range of 3 to 7 years in the
program. This is the fourth year of a completely revamped Pee Wee/Junior yearround sports schedule. Other upcoming sports include a basketball clinic, T-ball,
flag football, and a basketball league.
The Women's Adult Soccer League will be ending their season on March 18.
Registration for the following season will start soon with play beginning shortly
thereafter. Participants will play Sunday evenings throughout the year at
Community Park.
2.

Senior Community Center
On February 1 AARP began to provide free tax help Monday through Friday, 12:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. This assistance will be provided through April 17.
On February 3 the Super Bowl Pizza Party was held. There were approximately 80
seniors participating.
On February 14 the Center held its Black History Celebration, which was sponsored
by Meeting Senior Needs. There was dancing, popcorn, and a Black History
slideshow presentation. About 50 seniors attended the celebration.
Also on February 14 was the annual Valentines Day Dance, which was sponsored
by Health Net. A OJ provided the seniors with music, and cupcakes, punch, and gift
boxes filled with candy were provided to each senior in attendance. There were 80
people that attended.
The February Senior Birthday Party was celebrated on February 23 at 12:00 p.m.
This event was sponsored by the Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center, which
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provided a free meal and box of candy. Miller Jones Mortuary donated the cake
and ice cream.
Trips scheduled in February included a trip to Spotlight 29 Casino on February, 5; a
3-day trip to Laughlin at the Colorado Belle on February 12-14; and a trip to Buffalo
Bills on February 25.
3.

Grant Program
"A Child's Place" after school program is seeking volunteers to read to the children
at the program sites to promote The William Batey Annual Reading Program. The
reading program began on February 14 and concludes on March 23. Readers will
be needed between the hours of 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and it only takes about 15 minutes of time. The sites have plenty of books on hand
but readers are welcome to bring in their own books to read if they wish.
Readers should contact Georgina Lundberg, Parks and Community Services, at
(951) 413-3286 to schedule a date and time or to ask any questions.
Sites:
Armada Elementary School: 25201 John F. Kennedy, Room 26
Creekside Elementary School: 13563 Heacock Street, Room 30
Rainbow Ridge Elementary School: 15950 Indian Street, Portable P-1
Sunnymead Elementary School: 24050 Dracaea Avenue, Portable P-3

COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS

75
30
100
35
100
42
550
300
42
35
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2/14/1
2/15/12
2/15/12
2/16/12
2/16/12
2/18/12
2/19/1
2/19/1
2/21/1

Total

7
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Event

30

Revenue·
15
$330.00
$145.00
$701.15
$330.00
145.00

Public Health
Total Revenue for Februa
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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CITY ,OF MORENO V ALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS

II

Total

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Adrienne Mitchell

45

2329

267

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bayside

71

1328

200

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Civic Center

68

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 City Yard

64

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 Community

92

6458

285

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

58

600

52

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Edison Easement

50

90

90

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I,

8 Gateway

80

2052

206

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

9 Hidden Springs Park

55

87

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Hidden Springs Trail

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 John F. Kennedy

86

3838

336

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12 March Field

72

1181

194

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 North Aqueduct

56

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Patriot

26

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Poorman's Reservoir

51

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

60

440

32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

84

2232

200

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 Sunnymead

87

4929

301

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Towngate Memorial

81

3944

284

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

20 Valley Skate Park

80

666

159

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Westbluff

78

808

164

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 STARS

68

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

24

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1428

30995

2820

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

10

11

~

I
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February 2012 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
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o

1'0
W

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Auto Mall Trail

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bethune

53

866

112

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Cactus Trail

41

106

96

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 Celebration

55

831

113

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

5 City Yard

51

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

30

26

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 EI Potrero

52

831

151

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 Equestrian Center

47

111

48

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

55

576

72

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 Morrison

53

2598

142

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

12 Parque Amistad

43

690

107

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

54

265

73

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Pedrorena

56

598

108

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Rancho Verde S&T

37

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Ridge Crest

55

401

81

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

17 Rock Ridge

30

319

55

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 South Aqueduct

39

25

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoriano

55

471

78

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

20 Vista Lomas

58

830

95

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Weston

49

573

78

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 Woodland

50

1724

163

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

23

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a
a

0

0

0

1001

11851

1626

0

0

5
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0

0
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CIasses
"- S,tart
I .
8'30
Tae Bo Exercise MWF-: "~":.
Tai Chi Exercise
t., .; ... , .'. ' 8:30
9:00
Water Color
c... . "::\ _ r
Exercise wI GeorgeMWF ", ',- 9:15
10:00
Healing Arts
12:30
Zumba Exercise MF
1:30
Line Dancing MTTh

Activity .; ~ "

~

M
0
n
d
a
y

'

y

Activity

W
d
n
e
S

d
a
y

Crochet
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Ceramics
Exercise wlGeorge MWF
Bridge
Quilting Club
King of the Hill
Bingo

Activity

T
h
U

r
S
d
a
y

Oil Painting
Weight Loss Support
Spanish Conversational
Pinochle TTh
English Conversational
Bunco
Canasta
Guitar Class
Line Dancing MTTh
Managing Life Better
Book Club 1st & 3rd

Activity

F

r•

1

d
a
y

,

_i

r

Spanish Conversational
Yoga
English Conversational
Creative Writing
Pinochle TTh
MovieTF
Dominoes
Line Dancing MTTh
Grief Support Group
Jewelry Making 2/14-4/3

Basic Drawing
Tae Bo Exercise MWF
Chair Massage
Quilting Club
Exercise wI George MWF
Tai Chi Exercise
Zumba Exercise
Bridge - Advanced
Movie TF

Room

Date

Event/Seminar/Service

Banq N
Class 1
Art 1&2
Banq N
Class 1&2
Banq N
Banq N

3/5
3/5
3/12
3/12
3/19
3/19
3/26
3/26

United Health Fitness Demo
Tax Preparation
United Healthcare
Tax Preparation
United Healthcare
Office on Aging Info Session
Blood Pressure Tests SynerMed
United Healthcare

Room

Date

Event/Seminar/Service

Class 2
Banq N
Class 2
Class 1
Lobby E
Banq N
Library
Banq N
Counsel
Class 1&2

3/6
3/6
3/13
3/13
3/20
3/20
3/27

Room

Date

Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1&2
Banq N
Art 1
Class 1&2
Billiard
Banq NS

317
3/14
3/14
3/14
3/21
3/28

Room

Date

Art 1&2
Class 1&2
Banq N
Lobby E
Banq N
Art 1&2
Lobby E
Class 1&2
Banq N
Art 1
Counsel

3/1
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/15
3/15
3/15
3/22
3/22
3/22
3/29
3/29

Room

Date

Art 1
Banq N
Counsel
Class 1&2
Banq N
Banq N
Banq N
Class 2
Banq N

3/2
3/2
3/9
3/9
3/16
3/23
3130

L

:- -"I; .~'":' ( . •

Activity

T
U
e
S
d
a

End

, :

•
IE yen.t s
sIDeCla
...

~,

Start
9:00
9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
11:30
12:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

Start
8:00
8:10
9:00
9:15
12:00
12:00
12:30
1:00

Start
9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:30
12:00
2:00

Start
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:30
12:30
12:30
1:30

...

"

,
~

9:30
9:30
12:30
10:15
4:00
1:30
3:00

End
10:00
10:30
11 :30
11:30
3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
4:00

End
12:00
9:10
11:30
10:15
3:30
3:30
2:30
3:00

End
12:30
11 :30
10:00
3:00
11 :30
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:00
12:45
3:00

End
11 :30
9:30
2:00
12:00
10:15
11 :30
1:30
3:30
3:00

2

RCC Positive Discipline Series
Tax Preparation
RCC Positive Discipline Series
Tax Preparation
RCC Positive Discipline Series
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation

Event/Seminar/Service
Tax Preparation
Health Net
CareMore Health
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation

Event/Seminar/Service
Tax Preparation
Mature Driving 55+
MSNH
CareMore Chair Massage
Tax Preparation
MSNH Cookies 'n Punch
Tax Preparation
St Patrick's Party Health Net
MSNH
Birthday Cake Miller Jones
Tax Preparation
MSNH
Tax Preparation

Event/Seminar/Service
Swap Meet
Tax Preparation
Mature Driving 55+
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation
Tax Preparation

Start

10:30
12:00
10:30
12:00
10:30
12:00
10:00
10:30

Start
9:00
12:00
9:00
12:00
9:00
12:00
12:00

Start
12:00
9:30
11 :00
12:00
12:00
12:00

Start
12:00
8:30
1030
11 :00
12:00
10:30
12:00
1:00
10:30
12:00
12:00
10:30
12:00

Start
8:00
12:00
8:30
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00

End

11 :30
3:00
12:15
3:00
12:15
3:00
10:30
12:15

End
12:00
3:00
12:00
3:00
12:00
3:00
3:00

End
3:00
10:30
12:00
3:00
10:30
3:00

End
3:00
12:30
11:30
1:00
3:00
11:30
3:00
3:00
11 :30
12:30
3:00
11:30
3:00

End
1:00
3:00
12:30
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

Rool11'

TBA
Banq S
Lobby
Banq S
Lobby
Lobby
Counsel
Lobby

Room
TBA
Banq S
TBA
Banq S
TBA
Banq S
Banq S

Room
Banq S
Lobby
Lobby
Banq S
Lobby
Banq S

Room
BanqS
TBA
Lobby
Counsel
BanqS
Lobby
Banq S
Banq N
Lobby
Banq N
BanqS
Lobby
Banq S

Room
Center
BanqS
TBA
Banq S
BanqS
Banq S
BanqS

Due to unforeseen events all are subject to change without notice.
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Blood Pressure Testing
SynerMed Inland Valley
Health screenings are very
important to preventive medical
care. They allow doctors to find an '
illness and treat it much earlier
than they could otherwise.

Monday, March 26
from 10 to 10:30am
Mature Driver Improvement
Riverside Community College
Young @ Heart Program
Moreno Valley Senior Community Center

St Patrick's Day
Celebration

This two-day course is designed to update the driving
skills of students age 55 and older. Curriculum is
provided by the state of California DMV. Students will
pay $1 fee to the instructor in class for the DMV
Certificate of Completion.

Thursday, March 15
from 1-3pm
Cookies will be served

Health Plan Information by Pier Salas
Wednesday, March 14 from 9:30 to 10:30am
909.890.4145 or 951.249.1588

Thursday and Friday
March 8 and 9 from 8:30am to 12:30pm
Complete registration form available
at Front Office

Spring Bonnet Celebration
Wednesday, April 4 from 12 to 1pm
Drawings for gifts

#eettirj &'If/Ol",r !Veea'lIottire
Senior Lifestyle Advocates
Call them at 866-960-9261
ww.msnhglobal.org
Thursdays 10:30am

March 8
March 15
March 22
March 29

3
MV00234677

Zumba with Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
This class is part of our fitness-class group designed to promote healthy life styles for 50+ active adults.
Are you ready to party yourself into shape? That's exactly what the Zumba®class is all about. It's an effective, exhilarating,
easy-to-follow, Latin dance that involves dance and aerobic elements. Zumba incorporates hip-hop, soca, samba, salsa, meringue, mambo, martial arts, and some Bollywood, and belly dance moves.
Class meets Mondays and Fridays from 12:30 to 1:30pm
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Nows the perfect
to ask about your Medicare
options. Get the facts you need.
Call Esmeralda or visit her at the Moreno Valley
Senior Community Center on Mondays in March
from 10:30am - 12:15pm.

Positive Discipline Series

March 5 - Fitness Demonstration
March 12, 19, and 26 -Information Sessions

Tuesdays, 9am to 12pm
March 6, 13, and 20

Esmeralda Benitez -951.378.7590-benitez1 029@verizon.net

This series of classes introduces caregivers to
the theories of Positive Discipline, then moves
on to discuss academic issues, the importance
of routines and structure, and finally explores
behavior issues.

Mark Your Calendar Section
Spring Bonnet Celebration
Wednesday, April 4 by Health Net - Drawings, gifts
Crazy Gothes Bingo
Wednesday, April 11 from I-3pm

For registration information call 951.222.8198

Spring Cleaning in the 1940's
by Dottie Cox ofthe Creative Writing Class

In many homes each year in the spring, there came "refresh
and renew." I especially remember the 1940's as a preteen
and teen. Even WWII didn't stop spring-cleaning.
Since my mother worked in a factory full-time, the yearly
chore was accomplished in a few weekends. My father was
designated "heavy furniture, rug and carpet mover." The large
rugs were hung over the clothesline to be beaten by a wire
beater that in my vague memory closely resembled a tennis
racquet.
We usually started with the living room. The walls were
cleaned or painted as needed. Next, the Hoors, and woodwork
were scrubbed (usually by me as I got older). No mops were
allowed. I had to do it on my hands and knees. The room was
about 16 feet square. After the Hoors were thoroughly dry, we
tackled the windows with vinegar and water and crumpled
newspaper until they sparkled.
I think the part I hated most was dealing with the curtains. My
mother used to take me with her to shop for curtains. It was
probably the more boring time in my life during my teens. To
this day, I have great difficulty making myself deal with curtains and drapes. In our spring-cleaning, we took the curtains

down, washed them, and put them out in the sun on an adjustable wooden-framed contraption that my mother called a
"curtain-stretcher." It was a tedious job securing the curtains
to tiny nail-like prongs all along the frame - but at least we
didn't have to iron them.
The furniture was cleaned and polished and returned to the
living room. We then moved on to the dining room, bedrooms,
and bathrooms, going through the same process.
In the kitchen the cupboards were thoroughly washed. The
stove was taken apart and de-greased. The refrigerator was
emptied out and scrubbed with baking soda and water. The
Hoar was scrubbed with Spic & Span, which took the dirt off
the floor and the skin off my hands.
Just about the last thing done was my only favorite part choosing the new oil cloth for the kitchen table. I was allowed
to choose the color and pattern. It gave the kitchen a whole
new look.
After we put the house back together. It smelled fresh and
clean and could have easily passed a white-glove inspection.
We celebrated all our hard work, now finished, by going out
for a Sunday drive and to a nice restaurant for dinner, appreciating the fact that we wouldn't have to face spring cleaning for
another year. Creative Writing meets Tuesdays 10-11:30am

4
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Riverside County Office on Aging

The Riverside County Office on Aging was
designated on June 18, 1974, by the Board of Supervisors, as a County Department on Aging for Planning
and Service Area. It serves as the official Area
Agency on Aging throughout Riverside County, California.

Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy
Legal Assistance
Network of Care
Nutrition Program
Ombudsman Services
Personal Care / Homemaker Services
Senior Employment Program
Senior Helplink
Surplus Food Distribution
Transportation
Volunteer Services and Opportunities
911 Senior Emergency Cellular Phone Program

Riverside County Office on Aging, under the Federal
Older Americans Act and Older Californians Act, is
charged to provide leadership in developing a system
of care services for older persons and adults with disabilities in Riverside County. The Office on Aging
provides customer-centered services based on the vision, purpose, core value, and its promise statement
"Bridging the
Generations for
the Future... A
Compass for
Quality Aging."

Senior Community Service Employment Program

The Senior Community Service Employment Program
(SCSEP) is a community service and work
based training proFunds are used
gram for older workto provide core
L..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....... ers. Authorized by the
services to the
county in the
Older Americans Act,
form of planning and needs assessments, Advocacy,
the program provides subsidized, service-based training for low-income persons 55 or older who are unemCoordination, Education and Outreach, Information,
ployed and have poor employment prospects. Eligible
Program Development, and Service Delivery.
program participants must be at least 55, unemployed,
The Office on Aging leadership team has a variety of
and have a family income of no more than 125% of
liaisons with government, professional and commuthe federal poverty level.
nity organizations and networks. The goals of these
SCSEP provides both community services and workleadership initiatives are: to influence public policy
based
training. Participants work an average of 20
and service funding, to remain informed on emerging
trends, needs and available resources, to effect change hours a week, and are paid minimum wage. They are
in service delivery systems, and to promote education placed in a wide variety of community service activities at non-profit and public facilities, including dayon the impact of aging and longevity.
care centers, senior centers, schools and hospitals. It is
Service Delivery includes these home and communityintended that community service training serves as a
based services:
bridge to unsuhsidized employment opportunities.
A representative from the Office on Aging will be at
our center on Monday, March 19 from 12 to 3pm.

Alzheimer's Day Care Resource Center
Care Coordination
Care Giving
Community Education
Adult Day Care
Community Elder Abuse Education
Disease Prevention
Fit After 50
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren

1-800-510-2020
951-867-3800
TTY 951-697-4699
Email - rcaging@rcaging.org
Website - www.rcaging.org
5
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IVlacnu I"'ICnU Iours
Las Vegas-Laughlin-Indian Casinos
Sunday

Nlarch 2012
Tuesday

Monday

o

Norma· Cell 951 550 9261
Office 951 4858459
-- .. _--- -- _.-_ .
Thursday

Wednesday

Friday
2

1

co

<D

-.;t

('I)

N

o
o

>
~

Saturday
3

liii.:

Indian Casino

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in

4

5

.~ughlin

T

6

7

8

9

10

15

16

17

~ree

Play

Ove ~night 3 Da' ~s & 2 Nighi ~s

1st Stop - Ha ~ienda Casino I ree buffet
2nd Stop - •~olorado Belle· 2 nights
o buffets free tc ~al - $65 pIp d p.uble occupanc V
11

IiiiJ

12

13

14

CD

Indian Casino

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Play

19

18

20

21

23

22

24

S1 -ate Line
Buffalo BiII.sliii..
8 Hour Stay
One Free Buffet

25

IiiiJ

Indian Casino

Spotlight 29
$25 Back in Free Play
-

----

--

26

Pick Up Locations
Food 4 Less on Perris and Nuevo
Moreno Valley Senior Center Perris and Fi
Riverside on Chicago and University
San Bernardino on 2nd and G Street

30

29

Send Check to
Machu Pichu Tours
15720 Lasselle St #8
Moreno Valley, CA
92551

31

i

For 60 years and up
$3 suggested donation
Call 951.247.1667 or Stop by
Between 8am - 10am to Reserve your Meal
Lunch Is served at 11 :30am

March
•
•

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday
* Meals containing
high sodium
2% milk served with
every meal. Meals
subject to change
due to availability of
food products.

1

2

Salisbury Steak w
Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Apricots
Whole Wheat Bread

Fish
Mixed Vegetables
Red Potatoes
Fresh Fruit
Whole Wheat Bread

5

6

7

8

9

Turkey Patty
Peas and Carrots
Whipped Potatoes
Dice Pears
Whole Wheat Bread

Pork Chop w Gravy
Green Beans
Mashed Potatoes
Diced Peaches
Wheat Bread

Herb Parmesan
Chicken
Broccoli
Garden Rice
Pineapple Tidbits
Whole Wheat Bread

*Meat Loaf w Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Vegetables
Fresh Fruit
Whole Wheat Bread

Fish Sandwich
Carrot Salad
Broccoli Salad
Fruit Cocktail

12

13

14

15

16

Lemon Pepper Chicken
Brussels Sprouts
Mashed Potatoes
Apricots
Whole Wheat Bread

Spaghetti w
Meatballs
Green Salad
Pineapple Tidbits
Bread Stick

*Beef Tips w Gravy
Broccoli
Rice
Emerald Pears
Whole Wheat Bread

*Corned Beef
n Cabbage
Carrots
Red Potatoes
Jell·o
Corn Bread

Fish
Mixed Vegetables
Rice Pilaf
Orange
Whole Wheat Bread

19

20

21

22

23

Chicken Patty w Gravy
Apple Carrot Casserole
Whipped Potatoes
Fruit Cocktail
Whole Wheat Bread

Chicken Cacciatore
Italian Vegetables
Herbed Spaghetti
Tropical Fruit
Whole Wheat Bread

Roast Beef w Gravy
Broccoli
Mashed Potatoes
Banana
Whole Wheat Bread

Sausage scrambled
wEggs
Country Potatoes
Orange Juice
Fruit
Biscuit

Tuna Salad
Hard Boiled Egg
Cottage Cheese
Apricots
Crackers

26

27

28

29

30

BBQ Pork Riblet
Parsley Carrots
Cole Slaw
Noodles
Diced Peaches

Pepper Steak
Green Beans
Mashed Potatoes
Fresh Fruit
Whole Wheat Bread

Chicken Taco Salad
Mixed Vegetables
Pinto Beans
Tropical Fruit

Herb Chicken
Broccoli
Garden Rice
Fruit Medley
Whole Wheat Bread

Vegetarian Lasagna
Italian Vegetables
Salad
Jell·o w Fruit
Bread Stick

7
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F'requently Used Numbers
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Adult Protective Services

Legal Assistance for 60+

Adult Abuse

1·800·491·7123

Complaints

1·800·952·5210 Dept of Consumer Affairs
Complaints filed against businesses regulated by bureau
dca.ca.gov

Fraud Scams

Dept Public Social Services

1-800-344-8477

Dept Public Social Services

Senior Protection Education 1-800-510-2020

Inland County Legal Services
Free civil legal assistance to 60+

License- Driver's, 10 Card, Vehicle Registration
CA Dept Motor Vehicles

Office on Aging

Advocate Support for Seniors
Meeting Seniors Needs Hotline -MSNH
Help for 55+ or disabled

1-866-960-9261
www.msnhglobal.org

1-800-777-0133

MTWTh 10-6 Sa 10-4
Closed Friday, Sunday, and holidays

951-413-3790
14041 Elsworth St

www.dmv.ca.gov

Nutrition Services
Family Services

951-247-1667
25075 Fir Av, M-F 8am-12pm
RSVP 8-lOam, Meal served at 1130am, $3 donation

Home Bound

951-247-1667

Power Ministries 951-242-0188

Animal Control

1-888-245-4257 Inlandlegal.org
1040 Iowa Av 109, Riv

Donation suggested
W 3-7pm ThF 12-5:30pm Food

PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead BI
For underprivileged, low income, homeless, and/or at risk

Medicare Information
Caregiver Support
Destiny Care

1-800-353-2994

destinyhomehealth .com

Office on Aging

1-800-510-2020

www.rcaging.org

Sensible Senior Home Care

951-926-4304

sensibleseniorhomecare.com

Disabled I Veteran Services
Braille Institute

760-321-1111

www.brailleinstitute.org

Scooter Store

909-549·9443

thescooterstore.com

Hearing Aid Hotline

1-800-521-5247

American Cancer Society 1-800-ACS-2345

www.ihsinfo.org
Request consumer kit
www.cancer.org

VA Lorna Linda Healthcare 1-800-741-8387

lomalinda. va.gov

H I CAP
Appointments available
1-800-434-0222
Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program for Medicare

Official Area Agency on Aging
Office on Aging Riverside County
1-800-510-2020 951-867-3800

Adult Day Care, Aging and Disability Resource Connection Program, Care
Coordination, Caregiver Support Services, Community Elder Abuse
Education, Disease Prevention Health Guide, Health Fit After 50 Program,
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren, Health Insurance Counseling, Legal
Assistance, Network of Care, Nutrition, Ombudsman, Personal Care
Homemaker Services, Employment SCSEP Program 55+ training,
Helplink, Surplus Food Distribution, Transportation, Volunteer Services,
and 911 Emergency Cellular Phone Program

Police Department - Moreno Valley

HMOs
Aetna
Health Net
MD Care
SCAN

1-800-529-5586
1-800-827-2013
562-344-3414
951-768-5398

Caremore
Humana
SBHIS
United Healthcare

951-733-7904
951-288-4137
951-452-2905
951-378-7590

25105 Fir Av

951-486-9842

Eucalyptus Towers 24169 Eucalyptus Av

951-653-2324 MWF 10-1

Perris Isle

951-924-4070 M-S 10-4

12960 Perris BI

Shared Housing Community Connect
5555 Arlington Av Riv

Section 8

Assisted living, health care

951-486-6700

Social Security Information
Social Security Administration

1-800-772-1213

Friends of Moreno Valley Senior Center Inc 951-413-3430
Membership $10 year, meets 2nd Thursday month 1pm except July/Aug

Transportation

951-686-4402 M-F 8-5

Dial A Ride
1-800-795-7887

951·351-0700

Medical Transportation for Riv Co Regional Medical Center 951486-4380

951-243-3837

Mo Van Shuttle
1-800-351-6571

M-F 7am-3pm - 60+ $1/way - $2.50
outside MV - Medical appointments - Seniors and HC

RTA

951-565-5002

Taxi

951-924-7172

Assisted Living
Integrated Care

22850 Calle San Juan de los Lagos

Supporting Senior Center Activities and Programs

Housing
Telacu Villa

6296 River Crest Dr St K, Riv, CA
www.rcaging.org

A Place for Mom Resisdential care homes
1-877-666-3239
Residential-care-homes.aplaceformom.com
PW Enhancement Center
951-242-7001
Emergency rental assistance, motel vouchers, a food bank, substance abuse
counseling, resource referrals, employment assistance, a computer lab, life skills
training, and financial planning services for homeless in Moreno Valley

Information and Referral Service
County of Riverside
Call 2-1-1 for information about help with food,
housing, health care, employment, and counseling
www.211us.ora

M-S 6am-lOpm and Sun 6am-8pm
$3/way - Buddy System $2.50

For route information

TRIP Program
1-800-510-2020 Transportation Reimbursement
Incentive Project for In-Home Care support services
Volunteer Opportunities
Moreno Valley Senior Center
951-413-3430
Skilled instructors to teach active seniors 50+
Office on Aging RSVP Program
1-800-510-2020
HICAP Riverside County
1-800-434-0222
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Administrati01! JAN' 2 PH
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor and City Council
Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

From:

Mike McCarty, Director of Parks and Community

Date:

January 9,2012

Subject:

Parks and Community Services Monthly Update

Servicesf0~f,(1

PARK PROJECTS

1.

March Field Park Soccer Arena
Project Description: Installation of synthetic turf on the concrete surface of the
existing hockey rink. The hockey rink has not been utilized for years. Converting
the hockey rink to arena soccer will provide the City another lighted soccer field as
well as added revenue from the concession.
Status: Staff is working on details so a contract can be submitted for review. The
project is planned for completion by June 2012.

2.

Replacement Play Equipment at Ridgecrest, Gateway and Sunnymead Parks
Project Description: The playground equipment at these sites is outdated, not
meeting current safety codes. The project will bring the play equipment up to
current standards for safety and ADA.
Status: The project is completed.

3.

Lasselle Sports Park
Project Description: This developer constructed (no cost to the City) project is 12%
acres. Amenities are to include: restroom and concession, three turf football/soccer
fields with natural turf, security lighting, picnic facilities, play apparatus and parking
for approximately 200 vehicles.
Status: The developer is in the process of obtaining required permitting from the
Department of Water Resources and the City. Completion of the project is planned
for fall/winter 2012/2013.

MV00234683
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4.

"

.1

~

I

' :~~.Ihvo~~~.at Cottonwood Equestrian Station
:": --. , ~ ~ : ' ~ -: ~7

P;~j~c(De~cription: An application by T-Mobile for a 50' monopine cell tower has

02

te!cEH~e~

a!c.ond'itional use permit.

Status: The Department is waiting for a signed Telecommunications License
Agreement, bonds and insurance to be submitted from the applicant. Once
received and approved, T-Mobile will be able to commence construction.
PARKS MAINTENANCE DIVISION

1.

Projects Completed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Projects in Progress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Repaired east parking lot at Morrison Park.
Planted trees at Sunnymead Park.
Cleaned storage area at golf course.
Trimmed shrubs at all parks.
Replaced oak tree at CRC.
Repaired gate at Celebration Park.
Repaired drain on north side of golf course building.
Winterized the water feature at Celebration Park.
Verticut greens.
Sanded and aerated greens.

Repair and replant parking lot planter at Bethune Park.
Trim palms at various park sites.
Trim trees in contract areas (75% complete).
Install drainage V-ditch at Gateway Park.
Install monument sign at Ridgecrest Park.
Remove and repair the infield turf transitions at Morrison Park ball fields.
Aerate Celebration, Vista Lomas, Shadow Mountain and Towngate II Parks.
Trim Rockridge and Patriot Parks.
Remove barbeques from T owngate Park.
Fertilize Celebration, Vista Lomas, Shadow Mountain and Towngate II Parks.

Vandalism/Graffiti Damage
Vandalism and graffiti have been reported at the following areas during December:
Aqueduct Bikeway ($730), Bayside ($189), Bethune ($130), Celebration ($100),
Community ($753), EI Portero ($270), Gateway ($24), JFK ($247), Moreno Valley
Equestrian Center ($12,459), Morrison ($49), Patriot Park ($47), Pedrorena ($26),
Rancho Verde Trail ($335), Ridgecrest ($25), Rockridge ($129), Shadow Mountain
($24), Sunnymead ($380), Towngate ($927), Victoriano ($188), Westbluff ($148),
Weston ($120), and Woodland ($222). The total cost for vandalism/graffiti was
$17,522. Total labor hours for vandalism/graffiti were 168% hours, approximately
19 full-time work days.

2
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4.

Park Volunteers
Court referrals performed a total of 306 hours during December. The total hours for
court referrals in 2011 are 9,263, which equates to approximately 1,157 full-time
work days.

RECREATION DIVISION

1.

Recreation
The Time for Tots program was full of activity for the month of December. In
addition to the winter-themed educational curriculum, December also featured
special activity days such as Snow Day, Bring Your Favorite Book Day, Ginger
Bread Day, and Polar Express and Pajama Day. The fun-filled experiences
concluded on the last day of the 2011 session held on December 22.
December also featured special seasonal activities including the Time for Tots
Winter Celebration held at the Conference and Recreation Center on December 7
and caroling with the children from A Child's Place program on December 13.
Winter Valley Kids Camp opened at the March Field Park Community Center
December 19 and saw an increase in registration compared to years past. Children
in grades kindergarten through eighth are spending their vacation from school
creating holiday and seasonal crafts, playing festive fun-filled games and activities,
and much more. Winter camp is available through January 6.

2.

Senior Community Center
On December 1 Health Net sponsored the annual tree trimming party.
On December 1 the holiday barbeque was sponsored by United Health Care. Hot
links, chicken, hamburgers, chips, and drinks were provided.
On December 2 a Swap Meet was held in the Senior Center north parking lot There
were about 30 vendors in attendance with approximately 200 visitors attending.
On December 13 the Chaparral Elementary stUdents came by and sang holiday
songs for the seniors' entertainment.
On December 16, the Center held its holiday party. There were 85 seniors in
attendance enjoying games, food, and prizes.
On December 22 local student piano players played holiday music during the lunch
period.

3
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COMMUNITY CENTER RENTALS
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Date
12/1/11
12/1/11
12/3/11
12/3/11
12/4/11
12/4/11
12/5/11
12/5/11
12/6/11
12/6/11
12/7/11
12/7/11
12/7/11
12/8/11
12/8/11
12/9/11
12/10/11
12/10/11
12/10/11
12/11/11
12/11/11
12/11/11
12/12/11

12/12/11
12/13/11
12/14/11
12/14/11
12/14/11
12/15/11
12/15/11
12/15/11
12/16/11
12/17/11
12/17/11
12/18/11
12/18/11
12/18/11
12/19/11
12/19/11
12/20/11
12/21/11
12/21/11
12/21/11
12/22/11

Event
Moreno Valley College Award Ceremony
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Moreno Valley Hispanic Chamber
Church Services
Church Services
MVCEA Luncheon
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Kansas Resources Center
Wells Fargo
Time for Tots Celebration
Church Services
Weight Watchers
Moreno Valley Wind Symphony
Creative Solutions
Breakfast with Santa
Weight Watchers
Integrated Care Communities
Church Services
Church Services
Operation Christmas Cheer
Moreno Valley College Fire Academy
Graduation
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
MVEA
Contract Class Performance
Church Services
FASD Luncheon
Weight Watchers
Westech College Graduation
FSA Appreciation Dinner
Weight VVatchers
Wedding Reception
Church Services
Church Services
Bill's Special Kids Holiday Party
Granite Construction Holiday Party
Weight Watchers
Weight Watchers
Wells Fargo
Brandon's Diner Holiday Party
Church Services
Weight Watchers

Guests
250
42
42
100
42
35
200
42
82
200
20
500
35
42
400
300
160
42
250
42
35
248
300
42
82
100
500
35
45
42
476
600

42
350
42
35
250
21
42
82
0
378
35
42

Revenue
$1,323.00
$200.00
$230.00
$1,724.00
$110.00
$140.00
$475.00
$100.00
$75.00
$1,039.00
$100.00
$0
$90.00
$200.00
$360.00
$1,372.00
$0
$230.00
$2,598.00
$110.00
$140.00
$535.00
$769.00
$100.00
$75.00
$206.00
$0
$90.00
$73.00
$200.00
$993.14
$3,152.00
$230.00
$3,990.15
$110.00
$140.00
$1,312.00
$170.00
$100.00
$75.00
$100.00
$2,129.00
$90.00
$200.00

4
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~~!~%;ri;~~4C*f$;mp~r;~2!~j~~?~:~~~'[(ferijzri¢~,;';4'l1a;'Re#~ialiQhfCeot~:~~;'j,r~~I~:,'~"";",,'.:
12/22/11
12/24/11
12/25/11
12/26/11
12/26/11
12/27/11
12/28/11
12/29/11
12/31/11
12/31/11

Serta Mattress Holiday Party
300
Weight Watchers
42
Weight Watchers
42
42
Church Services
Weight Watchers
42
Weight Watchers
82
Church Services
35
Weight Watchers
42
Weight Watchers
42
National Legal Study
10
Total Revenue for December 2011

i~f\·iZ)~;:,~·f~~I~!lj;~':~:ff.'J:/f;;~:·~fl1.~~g,m~~:r,~;~~~f~1?$'

Date
12/1/11
12/3/11
12/4/11
12/4/11
12/7/11
12/8/11
12/10/11
12/11/11
12/11/11
12/11/11
12/13/11
12/15/11
12/17/11
12/17/11
12/18/11
12/18/11
12/22/11
12/29/11

~U~J!Y®lifQ~t~'t~~,,;",'
Event
Guests
Church Services
20
Wedding Reception
200
Church Services
50
Church Services
50
Meeting
15
Church Services
20
Cancellation
0
Church Services
50
Church Services
50
Rental
50
Support Group
15
Church Services
20
Support Group
10
Party
100
Church Services
50
Church Services
50
Church Services
20
Church Services
20
Total Revenue for December 2011

.

$862.00
$230.00
$110.00
$140.00
$100.00
$75.00
$90.00
$200.00
$230.00
$100.00
$27,592.29

;. ,ii"i7;V: ,.i5£·;:S~.7~;};' ';;.

Revenue
$35.00
$1,576.00
$150.00
$165.00
$0
$35.00
$300.00
$150.00
$165.00
$250.00
$90.00
$35.00
$90.00
$775.00
$150.00
$165.00
$35.00
$35.00
$3,901.15
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Date
12/2/11
12/3/11
12/4/11
12/6/11
12/7/11
12/7/11
12/8/11
12/9/11
12/10/11
12/11/11
12/13/11
12/15/11
12/16/11
12/17/11
12/18/11
12/18/11
12/20/11
12/25/11
12/27/11

;,.;.,~.;~;p!.:;",~,~qt¥ro:tl:~~j{

···;)~:~tiWr),(;~t~~~,qro:munitY<Q.e,~t~t?;. :4,i'r:;!>::?~ij~~;;jf;:t.~li~1;'!;'Hf;,'·'
Revenue
Event
Guests
$305.00
MVUSD School Event
50
$1,150.00
Dinner
125
$330.00
Church Services
60
$145.00
Church Services
30
$338.32
Memorial Service
60
$25.00
Event Rehearsal
15
$335.00
Riverside County Mental Health Party
100
m
15 Birthday Party
$668.32
100
Sweet 16 Party
$1,046.15
150
$330.00
Church Services
60
Craft Workshop
$0
20
$0
Chef Workshop
20
$100.00
Public Works Meeting
45
$1,016.15
Wedding and Reception
140
Church Services
$330.00
60
$681.15
Wedding Reception
125
$145.00
Church Services
30
$330.00
Church Services
60
$145.00
Church Services
30
$7,420.09
Total Revenue for December 2011

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Park Ranger Statistics
Senior Community Center Demographic Report
Senior Community Center Calendar
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CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 1
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
Curfew

Alcohol

Report

1 Adrienne Mitchell

42

350

108

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bayside

57

176

118

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Civic Center

64

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 City Yard

59

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 Community

76

4446

307

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

6 Cottonwood Golf Ctr.

41

236

96

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Edison Easement

43

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 Gateway

68

415

177

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 Hidden Springs Park

41

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Hidden Springs Trail

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 John F. Kennedy

76

1070

235

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12 March Field

60

345

114

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 North Aqueduct

45

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Patriot

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Poorman's Reservoir

36

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Senior Center

48

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Shadow Mountain

72

174

110

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 Sunnymead

72

2571

269

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 Towngate Memorial

70

2833

274

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I!

20 Valley Skate Park

76

176

86

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

I

21 Westbluft

68

166

144

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 STARS

52

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23 Markborough

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24 PO Briefing

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1204

12959

2039

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

I

I
I
,!

<D

Total

Report

I

ex>

Parking

Reports

I

.j::>..
(J)

Vandalism

Assist

!

o

RFS

Contact

I

1'0
W

Incident

Visitors

I

<
o

Public

Patrols

Park

~

Public

-

TOTALS
NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

Violations Other

Citation Violations

Decem ber 2011 Totals

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY - ZONE 2
PARK RANGER STATISTICS
--

Park

<
o
o
~
CN

Public

Incident

RFS

Vandalism

Parking

Total

Patrols

Visitors

Contact

Assist

Reports

Report

Curfew

Alcohol

Report

Violations

Other

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Bethune

47

331

77

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Cactus Trail

35

25

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 Celebration

51

325

84

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5 City Yard

49

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Cold Creek Trail

34

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7 Cottonwood Trail

32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 EI Potrero

46

332

91

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

9 Equestrian Center

51

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10 Fairway

51

83

32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11 Morrison

49

258

58

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12 Parque Amistad

42

159

39

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13 Patriot Park

45

74

49

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14 Pedrorena

48

299

70

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Rancho Verde S&T

26

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16 Ridge Crest

51

55

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17 Rock Ridge

34

51

33

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

35

30

30

0

0

0

a
a

0

18 South Aqueduct

a
a
a

0

0

0

0

0

19 Victoriano

51

67

41

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20 Vista Lomas

50

239

67

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21 Weston

50

243

72

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22 Woodland

52

545

114

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23 Library

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0_

936

3126

929

0

0

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

1 Auto Mall Trail

~

Public

TOTALS

Citation Violations

NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

~

m
~
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MORENO VALLEY SENIOR COMMUNITY CENTER
PARTICIPANTS FOR FISCAL 2011/2012
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Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
25075 Fir Ave., Moreno Valley, CA.

2012
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FOR RESERVATIONS
Mon-Fri 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
Lunch is served at 11:30 am

Family Services Senior Nutrition Program Menu
2

Sandwicb'~~Y,;

'Hard Boiled Egt,~
Vegetable Soup

. i"U.""~'~
-

Potatoes
I
Diced Pe.ac.lles
'I
Wbeat
Bread.
)
;.....;..1

i ,

...

Pork Cbop j dravy
Broccoli'"
Bo.~led Potatoes
FruiCCoc~taii

Au Gratin T~co
Capri Vegetables
Orange
Wbeat Bread

WbeatBr~ad

~

Pepper'Steak
,earrot Coins
Noodles
Diced 'Peaches
Wbeat Bread

16~

19 Bread Chicken
Potato Salad
Baked Beans

Cottage' h"p'l'i..:".'"''''';"',,.
Jell-O w/fniit ..,,
Wheat Bread·:·'':_

.

~~.

!""

23
Ric~.Pilaf

Fruit Salad
rlWh,ealBread
/~r;'

.

Chicken Fajitas
Zuccbini wIRed
Peppers
Spanish Rice
Pinto Beans
Tropical Fruit

26' TunaSandwich
'ToiTIata~so!lp

. ~ardJ~oile~Eggs
Jell~O w/P-ears

Wh~~tBre~a
'.

Ji!iiIi.
\I'~~;'

27 Spaghetti wi

Meatballs
Broccoli
Orange
Bread Stick

.$::~r.

L...

30

. -1-c>

**

SODIUM

Banana.~

Wheat Bread.,

-

~

~.

;~~~

subject to

i"""""'."""

eal. M __ .....
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January

.~ Activities

Events

ACTIVITY

TIME ROOM

Tae Bo Exercise
Tai Chi
Watercolor
Exercise
Healing Arts
Movie
Zumba Exercise M&F
Line Dancing

8:10
8:30
9:00
9:15
10:00
10:30
12:30
1:30

ACTIVITY

TIME ROOM

Spanish
Yoga
Pinochle
Creative Writing
English
Movie
Dominoes
Crafts
Line Dancing

9:00
9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
1:00
1:00

ACTIVITY

TIME ROOM

DATE

8:00
8:10
9:00
9:15
12:00
12:00
1:00
12:30
2:30

1/11
1/18

~

Crochet
TaeBo
Ceramics
Exercise
Quilting
Bridge
Bingo
King of the Hill
Grief Support

DAY

ACTIVITY

TIME ROOM

DATE ACTIVITY

Oil Painting
Weight Loss
Spanish
Pinochle
English
Good Life Services
Bunco
Canasta
Line Dancing
Guitar Class
*Book Club

9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
12:00
1:00
1:00
1:30
1:00
2:00

1/5
1/26

DAY

ACTIVITY

TIME ROOM

~~
~~

Basic Drawing
TaeBo
Chair Massage
Quilting
Exercise
Tai Chi
Zumba
Movie
Bridge

8:00
8:10
9:00
9:00
9:15
10:30
12:30
1:00
1:00

DAY

~~

~()~

*meets every
other week

DAY

~~

,\~~Cd

DAY

~

~~

~~

~~

Banq. N
Class 1
Artl&2
Banq. N
Class 1 & 2
Banq. N
Banq. N
Banq. N

Class 2
Banq.N
Banq. N
Class I
Class 2
Banq. N
Art 1 & 2
Class 2
Banq.N

Class 1-2
Banq. N
Art 1-2
Banq. N
Class 1-2
Art 2
Banq. N
Billiards
COUll.Rm

Art 1-2
Class 1-2
Banq. N
R.Lobby
Banq. N
Art 1
Art 1-2
R.Lobby
Banq. N
Class 1-2
Library

Art 1
Banq. N
Counsel R
Class 1-2
Banq. N
Banq. N
Banq. N
Banq. N
Art 1

DATE ACTIVITY
1/16

CLOSED FOR MLK DAY

DATE ACTIVITY
1/17

DATE
1/6
1/13
1/13
1/20
1/20
1/27

TIME ROOM

1&1 Medical Arthritis Pain

ACTIVITY
Caremore Health Insurance
Health Net

New Years Dance MSNH
Senior Birthday

ACTIVITY
MSNH
MSNH
Citizens Choice Health Plan
MSNH Dance and Pizza
Caremore Chair Massage
Citizens Choice Health Plan

TIME ROOM
12:30 Banq.N

TIME

ROOM

11:00 Lobby
9:30 COUll. RID

TIME ROOM
1:00 Banq.
12:00 Banq.N

TIME
10:00
10:00
1:00
10:00
10:00
1:00

ROOM
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Banq.N
Lobby

MV00234694
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Need Help With
Your New Year's Resolution?
GET FIT AND
HAVE FUN
WITH THE
WII

LINE DANCING
For all levels.
Monday @ 1:30
Tuesday @ 1:00
~~"'--':~~., Thursday@1:30

i

Comic Relief
I-Iow

o.bovt .:It......

.!',,,, "" -l-he.

Sc.,,\oe, S""'~""":"''l ?

:r ,....,e........

Every
Monday
. Wednesday
& Friday
@8:10AM

/1

WEIGHT LOSS
.EXERCISE W /
GEORGE

SUPPORT GROUP
Meets every Thursday
.
@9:00am
,~ ,:;=,~-,.·==c.i-:=..' ~i:\ In Class Room I & II

Every Monday, Wednesday
& Friday

9:15 am In the Banquet Hall
Wear comfortable clothing.

. Please speak to instructor for more information.
15 MlHUrES or CMOIO.IS ~lIlUTE5 OF WEIGHts,
"NO AN HOUR ~ TALKING MY51::t~ INTO IT.

~==============.-=-~==-~ ~------------------------...

Good Life Services
The Effects of Managing
your Life
Thursdays from 12:00 -12:45prn
Art Room 1

TrwU me.
Tt"9ht-fitjeal1.f anc{
/ooIe-fit Ikin are Ol1e
bac{ combil1Qtion.

YO(iA
EVERY
TUESDAY
9:15 AM
Exercise mat
is Provided.
MV00234695

I!els start the year right with a
New Year's Dance
Thursday, January 5th
From 1:00 - 4:00pm
Banquet Hall

SENIOR
BIRTHDAY
PARTY!
Thursday,
Jan. 26, 12:00pm
Register at the front office

J&J Medical
Will be providing the following
information
*Arthritis pain and relief.
*Sanitizing Wheelchairs and Walkers
Tuesday
Jan. 17
12-12:30p
Banq.N
Greetings from the Creative Writing class at Moreno Valley Senior Center. Do you have vivid memories, wit and
wisdom you 'd like to share with family andfriends? Comejoin the class and share those memories. Below is a personal essay written by
a member of the class that we would like to share with you. Our class meets every Tuesday from 10:00 am to 11:30 am.
Anna Christian, Facilitator

TEN WACKY NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS for 2012
1. I promise to change my socks everyday.
2. I promise to eat vegetables at least three times a week.
3. I will learn to tap dance while singing "Rocked the Cradle of the Deep" and juggling six
champagne glasses at the same time.
4. I will learn a useful second language like Latvian.
5. I will tum up my hearing aid, clean my glasses, and dance the Charleston.
6. I will remember to flip pancakes, eggs and Pop's burgers.
7. I will not remind my spouse twenty times to tum down the TV and/or radio.
8. I will leave my Christmas decorations up until Easter.
9. I will care for friends and neighbors and be thankful to be alive despite how hard it is.
10. I will not hide my lima beans under my plate at the Senior Center.
WISHING EVERYONE A HEALTHY, HAPPY NEW YEAR
-Anonymous
MV00234696

&FRE UENTLY USED NUMBERS
Moreno Valley Senior Community Center
Dial-A-Ride

MoVan

Trip
RTA
MED TRANS.

TRANSPORT ATION
$3.00 each way
1-800-795-7887
Use the "Buddy System" and pay $2.50
Mon-Sat 6 am-I 0 pm
Sun 6 am-8pm
$1.00 each way
1-800-351-6571
$2.50 outside of Moreno Valley
Medical appts. For seniors over 60
and adult handicapped.
Mon-Fri 7 am- 3 pm
1-800-510-2020
Mileage reimbursement
951-565-5002
Route Infonnation
1-866-909-4881/951.486.4380

~D=MV==========I=-8=0=0=-7=77=-=01=3=3======~~__~
SENIOR PROTECTION PROGRAMS
Elder abuse education
1-800-510-2020
Auto Repair Rip-off
951-413-3430
Department of
1-800-952-5210
Consumer Affairs TDD916-322-1700
Scams on door-to-door sales, prizes and gifts
Adult protective services
Abuse
1-800-491-7123
Fraud
1-800-476-7506
Paralegal
Legal assistance
Ombudsman

1-888-245-4257
t-th 8 am-9am
1-800-510-2020
1-800-510-2020

FOOD AND NUTRITION PROGRAM
951-247-1667
Mon-Fri 9:00am 12:00pm
$3.00 suggested donation. Nutrition Program funded
by Family Services. www.familyservicerivca.org
951-247-1667
A small donation is requested but not required.

Nutrition Program

HomeBound

Food Ministry
Power Ministries
P.W Enhancement Ctr.

211

When you know the service
but not the business.

Wed. (3pm-7pm) Thur. & Fri. (l2:00pm-5:30pm)
951-242.0188 (DIANE)
MUST RSVP
Food and clothing
951-242-7001
24490 Sunnymead Blvd
For underprivileged, homeless, and/or at risk.

EMPLOYMENT FOR SENIORS
1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
55 and older, training, full/ part time
1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
Provide same day tTansportation for
seniors

SERS
Trips

VOLUNTEER
RSVP Program

D1SABLE/ VET
SERVICES
BRAILLE INSTITUTE
760-321-1111
SCOOTER STORE
909-549-9443
HEARING AIDS
1-800-521-5247
CANCER RESOURCES
1-800-ACS-2345

VETERANS HOSPITAl

Sensible Srs Homecare
P.W Enhancement Ctr

M.V Senior Center

951-656-7756

Telacu
Eucalyptus Towers
Perris Isle
ASSISTED LIVING
Integrated Care
A Place for Mom
HOME CARE
Care Coordination

Section 8
P.W Enhancement Ctr.
SHARED HOUSING

HOUSING
951-486-9842

25105 Fir Ave
Directly behind senior center.
951-653-2324
24169 Eucalyptus Avenue
On Eucalyptus between Indian and Heacock
951-924-4070
12960 Perris Blvd
Comer of Perris and Eucalyptus
951-243-3837
1-877-666-3239 Residential Care resources
residential-care-homes.aplaceformom.com
1-800-510-2020
Offers a viable alternative to institutional
alternatives and provide seniors, persons with
disabilities, and family caregivers the
opportunity options for care in the home.
951-351-0700
5555 Arlington Ave.
Applications available at front office
951-242-7001
Rental assistance, motel vouchers for homeless
951-686-4402

CAREGIVER SUPPORT AND SERVICES
Office on Aging
1-800-510-2020
Sensible Senior Homecare 951-926-4304
Destiny Care Providers
800-353-2994
Provides services of nonmedical in-home needs

951-413-3430

SOCIAL SECURTY
HEALTH AND FITNESS

Disease prevention
1-800-510-2020
Fit after 50
1-800-510-2020

POLICE
NON-EMERGENCY

~1·l~1~100

1-800-510-2020 (Office on Aging)
55 and older, throughout Eastern Riv.
County as well as individuals of all
ages within the Office on Aging
951-926-4304
Employment + Caregiver Support
951-242-7001
Office, computer, website, food
stockers, publications and more
951-413-3430
Always seeking fluently skilled
instructors to teach a class during
center hours. Photography, languages,
scrap booking, wood carving, etc.
1-800-772-1213
HEALTHCARE
1-800-6334227
Medicare info
HICAP
1-800-434-0222
951-241-8723
Helps find the right
HMO
for you
Social Services
951-697-5810
HMO'S
Health Net
1-800-827-2013
United Healthcare
951-378-7590
SCAN Health Plan
951-768-5398
1-800-529-5586
Aetna
Caremore
951-733-7904
951-4522905
SBHIS
288-4137
Humana
562-344-3414
MDCare

SENIOR LIFESTYLE ADVOCATES
MEETING SENIORS NEEDS HOTLINE - MSNH
Hands on support to walk you through document preparations or applying for Medicaid/ medical.

866-960-9261

8
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2012 Incoming Correspondence
Stewart, Richard
Police Dept.
,I
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Moreno Valley Police Department
Problem Oriented Policing Division
22850 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos
Moreno Valley CA 92553

Dear Sir or Madam,
The Moreno Valley Police Department will be hosting its 19th annual Holiday Cheer
Program on Friday, December 21, 2012, in the Grand Valley Ballroom at the Moreno
Valley Recreation Center located at 14075 Frederick Street in the City of Moreno Valley.
This outreach program is intended to brighten the lives of children and adults in our
community, during the holiday seasou;as well as.Joster·go04},vill betweeJJ, lIl~mbers of
the community and the Moreno Valley Police Department. This program has met with
great success over the years due to the ·financial support of businesses and people within
our community.
During the 2011 Holiday Cheer Program, the generous support on the part of Moreno
Valley business, local residents, and civic leaders enabled 49 families, including 149
children and 75 adults to attend a catered holiday party complete with food, gifts, live
entertainment, games, and other festivities. Each family also received a turkey dinner,
.
conipletewith all of the holiday trimmings, courtesy of local grocers.

In order for the Moreno Valley Police Department to continue a tradition of helping those
who are less fortunate and brighten the holiday spirits of Moreno Valley youth and
adults, we are asking for your financial support and generosity, which is paramount to the
success of this program.
Without the support of local businesses, residents, and civic leaders, this program would
not he a success. Please contact the Moreno Valley Police Department's Problem

Oriented POlicing Team at
the above listed address.

to make a donation or you can send it to

Thank you in advance for your consideration and generosity in supporting the Moreno
Valley Police Department with its 2012 Holiday Cheer Program.

.

Sincer~y~ ~
chiefCf'ohn Anderson . Moreno Valley Police Department
TAX ID#33-0076484

i
I

i
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2012 Incoming Correspondence
Stewart, Richard
Public Works

l
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14177

FREl)ERICK STREET

P. O. BOX 88005
MORENO VALLEY.

WWW.MORENO-VALLEY.CA.US

CA 92552-0805

June 11,2012
Harriet Gordon
11898 Kilgore Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Subject: Crosswalk at the intersection ofIronwood Avenue and Hubbard Strcet
Dear Mrs. Gordon:
The Traffic Safety Commission meeting scheduled for June 6, 2012, was cancelled. As you
requested, this letter shall serve as confirmation of the meeting cancellation. The next regular
scheduled Traffic Safety Commission meeting will be on August 1, 2012, at 6:00 P.M. Attached
please find a copy of the Traffic Investigation Report regarding your item.
Although your agenda item will not be heard by the Traffic Safety Commission until the next
meeting date, we would like to invite you to meet at the intersection of Ironwood Avenue and
Hubbard Street to further discuss your request. We will invite Councilmember Jesse Molina and
the Public Works Director to be present at the meeting. Please contact my office at your earliest
convenience to schedule a meeting date and time that will fit your schedule.
Thank you and we hope to hear from you soon. If you have any questions or concerns, or need
additional information, please contact Edward 1. luit, Senior Engineering Technician at
or myself at
Sincerely,

'-

Eric Lewis, P .E., T.E.
City Traffic Engineer
C:

File
City Council
Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer

PUBLlC WORKS DEPARTMENT

MV00234701
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MORENO

~

VALLEY

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY
TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION

TRAFFIC INVESTIGATION REPORT

DATE:

REQUESTED BY:

June 6,2012

Harriet Gordon
11898 Kilgore Street, 92557

LOCATION:
Ironwood Avenue and Hubbard Street

N

REQUEST:
The installation of a crosswalk at the intersection of Ironwood Avenue and Hubbard
Street.
BACKGROUND:
Ironwood Avenue is an east/west 54 feet wide minor arterial, and has two travel lanes,
and is divided by a continuous left-turn lane. Currently, the north side of Ironwood
Avenue is being improved from Indian Street to Perris Boulevard. The improvements
include street widening, the installation of sidewalk, and the installation of curb and
gutter. When completed, Ironwood Avenue will be 64 feet wide and will have 4-travel

MV00234702

TSC 2012-007
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lanes and will be divided by a continuous left turn lane. There is a stop sign installed on
Hubbard Street at the subject intersection to control traffic entering onto Ironwood
Avenue.
Hubbard Street is a residential collector and forms a ''1'' intersection with Ironwood
Avenue. The ADT on Ironwood Avenue is approximately 10,500 vehicles per day. The
ADT on Hubbard Street is 1,300 vehicles per day. The 85th percentile speed on
Ironwood Avenue is approximately 43 MPH with a posted speed limit of 40 MPH.
Mrs. Gordon resides on Kilgore Street which is just west of Hubbard Street. She utilizes
the RTA bus as her primary mode of transportation to get to and from her residence.
Because of the location of the existing bus stop, Mrs. Gordon has to cross at the
intersection of Ironwood Avenue and Hubbard Street to get to Kilgore Street.
A request was submitted by Mrs. Gordon to have a crosswalk installed at the
intersection of Ironwood Avenue and Hubbard Street to assist her and other pedestrians
crossing Ironwood Avenue.
DISCUSSION:
Crosswalk
The Transportation Engineering Division has evaluated the subject intersection to
determine if a crosswalk is applicable based on guidelines established by the CA
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA MUTCD) and information produced by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
Crosswalks can be either "marked" or "unmarked." The California Vehicle Code defines
a "crosswalk" as the portion of a roadway at an intersection, which is an extension of
the curb and property lines of the intersecting street, or is any other portion of a
roadway which is marked as a pedestrian crossing location by painted lines.
A "marked crosswalk" is any crosswalk which is delineated by white or yellow painted
markings placed on the pavement. All other crosswalk locations are therefore
"unmarked."
Pedestrians can cross at unmarked crosswalks unless prohibited by
appropriate signage.
Crosswalk markings are used to provide guidance for pedestrians who are crossing
roadways by defining and delineating paths on approaches to and within signalized
intersections, and on approaches to other intersections where traffic stops.
Compliance to yield to pedestrian right-of-way is higher at traffic controlled locations
such as traffic signals and stops signs because pedestrian activity is generally
expected.
The installation of a marked crosswalk should not be performed indiscriminately.
Crosswalk markings should not be used at all intersections. If used extensively, many

MV00234703

TSC 2012-007
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marked crosswalks would be underused and motorists would tend to be desensitized to
their presence. This could lead to problems at heavily used crosswalks and detract from
potential safety value at these locations. Crosswalks should be used, in general, only at
locations where pedestrian activity is significant. This will ensure that motorists come to
associate crosswalks and pedestrian activity.
Furthermore, research has shown that there are several disadvantages to installing
marked crosswalks at uncontrolled multi-lane, high speed arterial intersections.
1. It may generate a "multi-threat" condition where one vehicle yields to the
pedestrian and another vehicle does not due to a lack of visibility.
2. It may cause the pedestrian to think that the driver can and will stop in all cases,
even when it is impossible to do so.
3, It may cause a greater number of rear-end and associated collisions due to

pedestrians not waiting for gaps in traffic.
4. It may cause a general disrespect for all pedestrian regulations and traffic
controls where crossings are very infrequent.
Also, wider, multi-lane streets are difficult for many pedestrians to cross, particularly if
there is an insufficient number of adequate gaps in traffic due to heavy traffic volume
and high vehicle speed.
Relocation of Existing Bus Stop
A review of the area and information received from the Riverside Transit Agency (RTA)
suggests that there is a minimal amount of pedestrians crossing at the subject location.
According to ridership data, on average there are approximately 1-2 boarding's per day
for this particular bus stop.
Channelizing pedestrians to established locations such as traffic signals is preferred.
By doing so, pedestrians are provided with a traffic control device to assist them across
locations where motorist are expected to yield. The proximity to traffic controlled
intersections provides convenience and increased safety to transit patrons, minimizes
mid-block pedestrian crossings, and reduces walking distance to transfer locations.
Alternatives are available to the public if traditional bus services can not be utilized.
"Dial-A-Ride" is a curb-to-curb advanced reservation transportation service for seniors
and persons with disabilities. "Dial-A-Ride vehicles travel to areas within three-quarters
of a mile of an RTA local fixed route. Service is provided during the same hours of
operation as local fixed-route bus service in that area.
Currently, there is a Capital Improvement Project (CIP) to construct missing sidewalk on
the north side of Ironwood Avenue. These improvements will provide a complete

MV00234704
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walking path for pedestrians to travel to and from the bus stops to connect to adjacent
neighborhoods and arterials.
A proposal has been submitted to RTA to relocate the existing bus stop on the south
side of Ironwood Avenue at Hubbard Street to the intersection of Ironwood Avenue and
Indian Street. It has been noted by staff that our recommendation may inconvenience
the public by increasing their walking distance, however, it was estimated that the
relocation would only increase pedestrian walking trip time by approximately 5 minutes
or by an additional 500 feet.
Lastly, by grouping several transit riders at one location, the bus stop may qualify for
upgraded amenities to include benches, shelters, smart stop technology, and lighting.
RECOMMENDATION:
Based upon all the above, staff's recommends:
1. Not to install a crosswalk at the intersection of Ironwood Avenue and Hubbard
Street at this time.
2. To request RTA to relocate the existing bus stop located on the south side of
Ironwood Avenue at Hubbard Street to the far side of Ironwood Avenue and
Indian Street.

Approved b :

L
Edward I. Init
Senior Engineering Technician

Eric Le IS, P.E., T.E.
City Traffic Engineer

+W;\TrafficEng\TSAC REPORTS\2012\2012-007.CrosswaIKRequeslonlronwoodAvenueandHubbard.doc
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Honorable Mayor and Members of City Council
(Via: Henry 1. Garcia, City Manager)

From:

Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer

Date:

May 10, 2012

Subject:

SR-60/Nason Overcrossing Bridge Improvements

As an update on the subject project and assessment of the anticipated bidding
schedule, we have examined remaining items, including Caltrans and RCTC
review and approval process. The following is a summary of required milestones
and target dates so that the project can be advertised for construction bids.
A.

BID DOCUMENTS

1. Caltrans Approval of Plans:
Several comments have been submitted to Caltrans or exceptions requested,
and are under review. Upon resolution of affected sheets and specifications,
Caltrans is anticipated to approve by May 28,2012.
2. Caltrans Environmental Certification:
Typically requires 4 weeks after plan approval (#1 above); however, Caltrans
Environmental has already signed off the plans, so is only expected to take a
maximum of 2 weeks. Staff is working to expedite and further shorten.
Expected complete by June 26, 2012.
3. Caltrans Local Assistance Process and RCTC Coordination in Order to Use
$4.1 million in Federal Funds:
Forms are currently being processed by the local District.
Caltrans
Headquarters review and FHWA allocation of funds is also required. Staff is
working daily with Caltrans to advance the approval. RCTC staff is also
working closely with City staff and Caltrans to ensure the Regional
Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) documents are in conformance
with funding. Within the local District, this milestone proceeds concurrently
with #1 and #2 above. Prior to sending to Caltrans Headquarters, #1 and #2
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To:

Honorable Mayor and Members of City Council
(Via: Henry T. Garcia, City Manager)
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Ahmad R. Ansari, P.E., Public Works Director/City Engineer

~

Date:

May 2, 2012

N

Subject:

SR-60/Moreno Beach Improvements (Phase I)

From:

r;:;m~
("')00

co

~

C

fTl'
-<

As an update on the subject project and assessment of the anticipated bidding schedule,
we have examined all remaining items, including Caltrans and utilities review and
approval process. The following is a summary of required milestones and target dates
before the project can be advertised for construction bids.
1 - Caltrans RIW Certification:
Southern California Edison is anticipated to record last easement deed by May 17, 2012, so that
Caltrans can approve RIW certification by June 1, 2012.
2 - EMWD approval of waterline plans:
This item is anticipated to be completed by May 24,2012.
3 - Caltrans approval of plans:
Comments are received yesterday, May 1, 2012. Upon corrections and resubmittal, Caltrans is
antiCipated to approve by June 15, 2012.
4 - Caltrans Environmental Certification:
This is anticipated to occur from June 15, 2012 to July 13, 2012. The process requires four
weeks after plan approval. Staff is working to expedite and shorten this process.
5 - Caltrans Encroachment Permit:
Typically occurs five business days following #4 above. Anticipated date is July 23, 2012.

Realistically and based on the above schedule, staff anticipates to bid the project by
July 26, 2012. If we are successful in expediting as noted in Item #4 above, an earlier
date of July 12, 2012 or hopefully latter part of June may be conceivable. If we
experience unexpected delays particularly from utility agencies due to emergencies or
work load, the target date for bidding may be August 9, 2012. As always, staff is doing
what they can to expedite this high priority project.
Please feel free to contact me at Ext. 3105 with any questions.

MV00234707
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mayor Stewart and City Council Members

From:

Henry T. Garcia, City Manager

Date:

April 9, 2012

Subject:

Capital Projects Division Active Project Status Schedule

Attached please find a copy of the Capital Projects Division Active Project Status
Schedule for your review.

c: Michelle Dawson
Michele Patterson

MV00234708
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CAPITAL PROJECTS DIVISION ACTIVE PROJECT STATUS SCHEDULE
By: Public Works 1 Capital Projects Division

PROJECT

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May Jun

Jul

Aug

Sap

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

'12

'12

'12

'12,

'12

'12

'12

'12

'12

'13

'13

'13

'13

'13

'13

'13

'13

'13

'13

'13

'14

'14

'13

Heacock Street Bridge

Mar

I

'14
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Planning I PA & ED [Complete)
Design (CompleteL
• R0X" [Co~p,let~~) ,.'

~dve~iseJ ,Bid' fAwa'rd [Complete)
; Constructio,n; ,',

: Auto ~allStreet Improvements
: P!apningrp'A &ED [Complete)
I

•
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WWW.MORENO-VALLEY.CA.US

14] 77 FREDERICK STREET

MORENO

P. O. ()OX 88005
VALLEY. CA 92552-0805

February 21,2012

Warren D. Williams.
General Manager - Chief Engineer
Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District
1995 Market Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Subject:

Shared Benefit of Flood Control Facilities in Cactus AvenuelNason Street
Improvement Project
City Project No. 12-12599520

Dear Mr. Williams:
On February 15,2012, the City opened bids for the construction of Cactus AvenuelNason Street
Improvement Project, which is part of the City's Economic Development Plan. The City is
providing a positive economic stimulus to facilitate job creation by upgrading the strategic . . . : .... ,.':
business corridor of Cactus A venue from Lasselle StreeLto 'Nason Street and Nason Street from
Cactus Avenue to Iris Avenue. Cactus Avenue anq,NaspriStreet are located in theCity·cen1:e~,. :'~.' ,
close. to major medical facilities, the commuwtY,.:~qiIege, the Auto'l\.1alli,§eyer~,sh()pping,:· . ,. . .•.
centers, and a large number of the newer housmgf4#y~~opments in t~i~pIIJll1~i:tY.. }'h~'s,~e¢t,.,
improvements will enhance traffic flow to c6Jijme~qlM areas 'W4:VVil.r'e~$~<99fullH~tes'tor
residential areas in Moreno Valley Ranch arl~;~i,~he' southerlys~tlo6\Qf:tl1e' :'cb~Wiit)<
Currently, Moreno Valley College, Kaiser Pernl~ente' s Comm1in.itY:ij~~pit~k:~(fRiv~#i4e ........ '
,".

"',

~:;a:~o~~giOnal

Medical Center have plans to expand

o~,ha~e,}t~~~:"f,~.ns~~t~~~f:~:'~~eir.,:, :.,<,:
, ..... :.: :.. ~

", ,: .~:~;, :;'~"

..

-',',

.. ,

-

.

",'

i\\'<
:'.~' ",'",

The improvements on Cactus Avenue and Nason Street are:j!}Icpecte<i
In general, the improvements include curb,
widening, Master Planned Storm Drain Lines I, J .......,......-,J.
traffic signal work, and a bridge along Nason Street
'. .
.
.'
always more cost effective to install all underground utilities during the time of ...... .
construction, however, due to a budgetary shortfall, the City does not have sufficient funding to
provide for the ultimate expansion of all the utilities/infrastructures without some assistance from
the utility companies and the District. To date, EMWD is readily cooperating to fund their water
and recycled water facilities and the District has graciously participated by absorbing half of the
District costs during the Design Phase of Line I, J and J-9.
mill~on.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
,i· ,

~

.

'.' . .

":'i.;;; I:"

:', .. ;; =:",
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Letter to Warren D. Williams
February 21,2012
Page 2

. [
I

.1

!

Based on the apparent low bid for the project, the City currently has a funding shortfall of
approximately $705,000 to construct Master Planned Storm Drain Line J-9, compared to total
construction cost of $950,000 that includes construction engineering. Furthermore, against the
available $6,000,000 funding pursuant to the CitylDistrict pass-through agreement to construct
Line I and J, the total cost based on the low bid .adds up to $7,750,000. Fortunately, the City has
funding to cover this Line I !Uld J deficit of $ 1,750,000.The City is funding the Line I and J
funding shortfall through other available project funding sources due to savings realized in road
improvements portion of the project..
Therefore, the City requests the District to consider absorbing all the construction phase related
District costs for Line I, J and J-9 estimated at $140,000 and contribute an additional $565,000 to
assist the City to overcome the Line J-9 funding shortfall of $705,000. With your assistance, a
substantial network. of significant flood control improvements would be completed for this very
strategic City business center that is poised for job creation and economic development.
A response by February 23, 2012 to the City's request for assistance with funding of the
District's facilities would be appreciated. This date is critical for the City to be able to guarantee
the installation of the flood control facilities in conjunction with the roadway construction as part
of the construction contract award.
If you have any questions, please call Prem Kumar, Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant
City Engineer, at
Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
City Manager
HG:PKllf
Enclosure: Project Location Map
c: Mayor and Members of the Moreno Valley City Council
Ivan Chand, Finance Director, Flood Control District
Mark Wills, Chief of Planning Division, Flood Control District
Marion Ashley, District 5 Supervisor, County of Riverside
Ahmad R. Ansari, City of Moreno Valley, Director of Public Works/City Engineer
.Barry Foster, City of Moreno Valley, Community and Economic Development Director
Prem Kumar, City of Moreno Valley, Deputy Public Works Director/Assistant City Engineer
Project File
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Degree

I First Name I

Lt. Colonel
Mark
Colonel
Albert
Lt. Colonel
Norman
I Bob
The Honorable
The Honorable
IJohn
Brigadier General I James l.
The Honorable IMary
Eric
13 r
General
The Honorable
Bill
The Honorable
Brian
Colonel
Robert
The Honorable
Paul
Chief
John R.
The Honorable
WiliiamH.
The Honorable
Bonnie
Mr.
Robert G.
Chief
John
Chief
Steve
The Honorable
Richard A.
The Honorable
Jesse L.
Robin N.
The Honorable
Daryl
The Honorable
Ronald O.
The Honorable
Mr.
Rod
Mr.
Jeffrey
Ms.
Jacqueline
Ms.
Victoria
Ms.
Tracey
Mr.
Jesus
Mr.
Rick
Ms.
Linda
Mr.
Terrance
Mr.
Jack
Ms.
Rowena
Commander
Steve
Dr.
Irving
Dr.
Monte
The Honorable
Marion
The Honorable
Bob
The Honorable
Jeffrey
The Honorable
John
The Honorable
RQY
Sheriff
Stan
The Honorable
Arnold
The Honorable
Barbara
The Honorable
Dianne
Chancellor
Timothy
Ms.
Stacey
Ms.
Marla
Mr.
Fredy R.
Mr.
Wraymond
~
Ms.
Shelly
o
Dr.
Carroll
o
Mr.
1'0
Gary

j\lAejef

<
W

.j::>..

-...J

1'0
<D

Mr.lMs.

I

Last Name

I

Job Title

Department

Commander
144th FW/Detachment-1
Commander
163d RW
Commander
304th Sustainment Brigade
I Dutton
I State Senator
131 st District
I Benoit
I State Senator
137th District
I Melin
I Commander
1452 ARW
IBono Mack
IHouse of Representativ~45th Congressional District
Crabtree
Commander
4th Air Force
Assembl~member
Emmerson
State Assembly
63rd District
Assemblymem!)er INestande
I State Assembly
164th District
I Crowley
ICommander
1358th CABDE
Colonel
I State Assembly
165th District
Assemblymember ICook
Chief
I Hawkins
I Fire Chief
IC.D.F.I Riverside County Fire Departm
IBat~1I
ICouncil Member
ICity of Moreno Valley
Council Member
MClYQf Pro TE!m
IFlickinger
ICoun-clllllLelllber
ICity of Moreno Valley
Mr.
IGutierrez
ICity Manager
ICity of Moreno Valley
IAnderson
IChief of Police
ICity of Moreno Valley
Chief
ICurl~
IFire Chief
ICity of Moreno Valley
Chief
I Stewart
IMayor
ICity of Moreno Valley
Mayor
IMolina
ICouncil Member
ICity of Moreno Valley
Council Member
I Hastil![s
ICouncil Member
ICity of Moreno Valley
Council Member
M~
IBusch
IMayor
ICity of Perris
I Loveridge
I Mayor _
I l l i of Riverside
Mayor
Mr.
I Pacheco
I District Attorney
ICounty of Riverside District Attorn~s ~
Mr.
IWhite
IExecutive Director
I Defense Media Center
IAshe
IClerk
IM.v.U.S.D. School Board
Ms.
Ms.
IBaca
IMember
IM.v.U.S.D. School Board
Ms.
IVackar
I President
IM.v.U.S.D. School Board
Mr.
IHolguin
I Vice-President
IM.v.U.S.D. School Board
IS~e
IMember
IM.V.U.S.D. School Board
Mr.
IWright
IPresidenUCEO
IMoreno Valley Black Chamber of Comr
Ms.
I Davis
I Chairman
I Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
'Mr.
ISchimer
I President
IMoreno Valley Hispanic Chamber of Cc
Mr.
Ms.
Ilagrosa
I Superintendent
IMoreno Valley Unified School District
I Hartzel
ICommander
INavy Operational Support Center
Commander
Dr.
I Hendrick
linterim Chancellor
I Riverside Community College
Dr.
I Perez
I President
I Riverside Community College, Moreno
IAshley
I Supervisor, 5th District I Riverside County Board of Supervisors
Supervisor
I Buster
ISupervisor'n1st District I Riverside County Board of Supervisors
Supervisor
I Stone
I Supervisor, 3rd District I Riverside County Board of Supervisors
Supervisor
Supervisor
ITavagilone
I Supervisor, 2nd District I Riverside County Board of Supervisors
Supervisor __ IWilson ___ ISupervisor, 4th District IRiverside County Board of Supervisors
Sheriff
I Sniff
I Riverside CountySheriff's Department
I Schwarzenegged Governor
I State of California
Governor
Senator
I Boxer
I Senator
I U.S. Senate
U.S. Senate
Feinstein
Senator
Senator
University of California, Riverside
Chancellor
C bal:ieettor" vn II , White
V.V.U.S.D. School Board
Ms.
Clerk
Guzman
V.v.U.S.D. School Board
Ms.
Vice-President
Kirkland
V.V.U.S.D. School Board
Deleon, J.D.
Member
~. (t\>(
V.V.U.S.D. School Board
Mr.
Sawyerr
President
V.V.U.S.D. School Board
Yarbrough
Ms.
Member
I,!
Val Verde Unified School District
Superintendent
Brown
Dr.
Moreno Vall~ Chamber of Commerce
Mr.
Citizen of the Year
Baugh

Address

Lt. Colonel
Colonel
Lt. Colonel
I Senator
Senator
Brigadier General
Congresswoman
Bri adier General

Redacted

City
March ARB
March ARB
, Riverside
, Rancho Cucamon
~ Moreno Valley
, March ARB
, Hemet
~ March ARB
~ Rancho Cucamon
, Riverside
" Riverside
~ Yucaipa
, Perris
, Moreno Valley
~ Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
: Moreno Valley
~ Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
~ Perris
, Riverside
, Riverside
: Riverside
~ Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
: Moreno Valley
~ Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
~ Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
, Moreno Valley
: March ARB
, Riverside
,Moreno Valley
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Sacramento
San Bernardino
San Diego
Riverside
Perris
Perris
Perris
Perris
Perris
" Perris
. Moreno Valley

IStat.~i _ Zip
CA
92518-1713
CA
92518-1627
CA
92518
CA
91730
CA
92553
CA
92518
CA
92544
CA
92518
CA
91730
CA
92507
CA
92518
CA
92399
CA
92370
CA
92552-0805
CA
92552-0805
CA
92552-0805
CA
92552-0805
CA
92552-0805
CA
92552-0805
CA
92552-0805
CA
92552-0805
CA
92570
CA
92501
CA
92501
CA
92501
CA
92553
CA
92553
CA
92553
CA
92553
CA
92553
CA
92556
CA
92553
CA
92556
CA
92553
CA
92518-2604
CA
92506
CA
92551
CA
92502-1359
CA
92502-1527
Vice= 92502-1486
CA
92502-1646
CA
92502-1647
CA
92505
CA
95814
CA
92401
CA
92101
CA
92521
CA
92571
CA
92571
CA
92571
CA
92571
CA
92571
CA
92571
CA
92553
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OFFICE OF

THE DISTRlCT ATTORNEY
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
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PAUL E. ZELLERBACH
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY

MEMORANDUM
March 16,2012
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FROM:

Paul Zellerbach, District Attorney

SUBJECT: Applicability of Government Code section 1222 Criminal Sanctions to
Violations of Brown Act Closed Sessions
The Ralph M. Brown Act requires the "legislative bodies" of "local agencies" to
hold their meetings open to the public unless expressly excepted by the Act or
impliedly excepted by another provision of law pertaining to confidential
communications. The Act contains numerous provisions authorizing the holding
of closed sessions. The public policy reasons for authorizing closed sessions for
public body deliberations are almost as numerous as the individual exemptions
contained in the Act itself.
Not only does the Act authorize closed sessions, it specifies that the minute book
containing "a record of topics discussed and decisions made at" a closed session
"is not a public record ... and shall be kept confidential" and "available only to
members of the legislative body or ... to a court .... " If the recording of a closed
session discussion must be kept in confidence, it follows that oral communications
of such information may not be made to the public.
Sanctions that may be imposed upon a person who discloses confidential
information include barring the person from future closed sessions, obtaining an
injunction against the person's public disclosures, or filing an accusation against
the person for "willful or corrupt misconduct in office."
In addition, Government Code section 1222 provides as follows:
"Every willful omission to perform any duty enjoined by law upon any public
officer, or person holding any public trust or employment, where no special
3960 ORANGE STREET. RIVERSIDE. CA 92501

MV00234993

•
provision is made for the punishment of such delinquency, is punishable as a
misdemeanor."
In the case of Alder v. City Council (1960) 184 Cal. App. 2d 763, 774-775, the
court specifically held that the misdemeanor sanction set forth in Government
Code section 1222 applies to violations of the Brown Act. Therefore, public
officials who violate provisions of the Brown Act will be subject to criminal
prosecution, which may include up to six months in county jail and a fine of up to
$1,000.00.

MV00234994

CITY OF MORENO VALLEY

Community Development Department
Planning Division

MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert Hansen, City Attorney

From:

Chris Ormsby, AICP, Senior Planner

Date:

July 13, 2010

Subject:

Environmental Determination Regarding Amendment of City Council Action on June
22 Regarding Applicant's Covenant to Hold as one Parcel subject to certain
Conditions (City Council Agenda July 13,2010, Item G.6)

The proposed action bY' City Council is not a "project" as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section
15378. There would be no direct physical change in the environment, or a reasonably
foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment that would result from the proposed
action.
The site has already been disturbed and graded under authorized grading permit
consistent with the approved conditions of approval. The activity of allowing a limited purpose
building permit for foundation, slab, and pouring of wall panels would not result in a physical
change to the environment that was not already contemplated by the approval of the "project".
All applicable conditions of approval, including excepted conditions, would be required to be
complied with prior to the issuance of the general building permit.
The "project" as defined in the CEQA Guidelines is the construction of Highland Fairview's
Corporate Park. The first phase of the project consists of the construction of a single building
permit containing approximately 1,820,000 sq. ft. which will be used as a logistics facility. The
impacts of the entire project, including Phase 1, were carefully analyzed in an EIR certified by
the Council as having been prepared in full compliance with CEQA on February 10,2009. The
EIR identified a number of potential mitigation measures which were made conditions of the
project's approval.
The only effect of the City Council's approval of issuing the limited purpose building permit is
to allow the construction for Phase 1 to begin a month earlier than would otherwise be the case.
It is merely an approval of one stage of the previously analyzed project, it is not itself a new
project. There is no change in the project, as analyzed in the EIR, and all of the conditions
imposed at the time the project was approved in 2009 and as amended in 2010 are still in place
and must be satisfied before construction of the building can be completed.
When an EIR has been certified, additional CEQA review is very limited. It is required only if
certain conditions exist. They are:

MV00235093

Memo to Robert Hansen, City Attorney
July 13, 2010
Page 2

1.

There are substantial changes in the project which will require major changes in
the EIR because there are new significant environmental impacts or a substantial
increase in the severity of previously identified signific?llt impacts.

This condition does not apply because there is no change in the project (only the timing
of the start of construction is involved), no new environmental impacts of any kind and
no new increase in any environmental impact. The covenant to have the 11 existing lots
held as a single parcel has no environmental impact at all because it is consistent with
what will happen when Parcel Map 35629 is approved and recorded and the 11 existing
lots are merged into the new Parcel 1.
2.
There are substantial, changes in the circumstances under which the project is
undertaken which will require major changes in the ErR because there are new significant
environmental impacts or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified
significant environmental impacts.
This condition does not apply because there is no change in the circumstances under
which the project is being undertaken (no change in air quality, traffic or any other
environmental issue which affects the project), no new environmental impacts of any
kind and no new increase in any previously identified environmental impact.
3.
There is new information of substantial importance which was not, and could not
have been, known at the time the EIR was certified which would bring into question the
analysis and the mitigation measures set forth in the EIR.
This condition does not apply because no such information has been identified by
anyone.
Based on these facts, planning staff recommends the following environmental determination:
This activity is not a "project" under CEQA Guidelines Section 15378, and none of the~
conditions described in Section 15162 of the CEQA Guidelines have occurred that would
warrant a subsequent EIR or an addendum to the EIR. Further, staff finds that the absence of any
change in the project, the absence of any change in the circumstances under which the project is
being undertaken, the absence of any new information which would bring into question the
adequacy of the EIR, the fact that all of the project impacts were analyzed in the EIR and the fact
that all mitigation measures must be satisfied prior to the building'S completion means that there
is no need for further environmental review.

MV00235094

Page 1 of 1

Cindy Miller
From:

Cathy Parada

Sent:

Tuesday, June 22,20109:05 AM

To:

City Council

Cc:

Bill Bopf

Subject:

FW: HF Covenant

Attachments: Proposed Motion for HF Covenant.doc
This e-mail is sent to you on behalf of William l. Sopf, I nterim City Manager:
Mayor and Members of the City Council,
Staff could not recommend the issuance of anymore than a Foundation Only Permit, and even that has
risks as the City Attorney advises. The attached resolution provides as much protection as possible if
council wishes to assume the risk.

CONFIDENTIAL
THIS E-MAil, ITS CONTENTS, AND ANY ATTACHMENT(S) ARE CONFIDENTIAL, ATTORNEYCLIENT AND ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT PRIVILEGED, AND ARE INTENDED ONLY FOR THE
PERSON, ENTITY, OR ADDRESSEE NAMED ABOVE. UNAUTHORIZED USE, DISCLOSURE,
DISSEMINATION, FORWARDING, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPYING OF THIS E-MAil, OR THE
ATTACHMENT(S), OR BOTH, IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED AND MAY BE UNLAWFUL..
DO NOT FILE WITH PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE RECORDS.

_ _ _--'... Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 3832
(20090206) _ _ __
The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com
~_ _ _

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 3832
(20090206) _ _ __

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com
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Proposed Motion:

Approve and accept Highland Fairview's Covenant to Hold as One Parcel subject to the
following conditions:
1. The covenant is amended to state that it is for the issuance of a limited
purpose building permit for commencement of construction of the foundation
and slab only, which permit shall automatically expire on October 20,2010, if
the final parcel map is not recorded prior to that date;
2. That Highland Fairview agree in writing in the covenant or other recordable
agreement to the following terms and conditions prior to issuance of the
limited purpose building permit:
a.

The parcels which are the subject matter of the covenant be owned by
the same entity,

b.

Separate foundation and slab only building plans be submitted and
approved,

c.

Compliance with all conditions of approval for the issuance of a
building permit except recording of the final map,

d.

Compliance with all requirements for recording the final map except
for actual final map approval and recordation, and Public Improvement
Agreements and security for same for any public improvements not
occurring in the public right-of-way or on public property,

e.

All Public Improvement Agreements for improvements that will be
undertaken in the public right-of-way or on public property pursuant to
the limited purpose building permit have been executed and the
required security has been posted,

f.

The final lot configuration be shown on the map that
processed,

g.

The covenant to hold property as one parcel be recorded,

h.

The holders of all easements across which construction will occur have
either abandoned or given written permission for construction across
their easements,

1.

Execution of an encroachment and removal agreement,

J.

The City is only issuing a limited purpose building permit for
foundation and slab construction only,

IS

being
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k.

The final parcel map shall be recorded before 12:01 a.m. on October
21,2010,

1.

The limited purpose building permit shall automatically expire at
12:01 a.m. on October 21, 2010, if the final parcel map has not been
recorded,

m.

All construction pursuant to the limited purpose building permit shall
cease at 12:01 a.m. on October 21,2010 if the final parcel map has not
been recorded,

n.

It will be solely responsible for removal of any improvements and
restoration of the site to its pre-construction condition if ordered by
any court,

o.

Prior to execution of the agreement it will provide adequate security
for removal of any improvements and restoration of the site to its preconstruction condition if ordered by any court,

p.

It and its partners waive any and all recourse against the City which
may arise out of this action,

q.

Neither the agreement, nor the time for recordation of the final parcel
map will be extended beyond October 20,2010,

r.

It will defend and indemnify the City for all judgments, costs and legal
fees which may be incurred as a result of said agreement or the
issuance of a limited purpose building permit for the foundation and
slab only, and

s.

Any other terms and conditions the City Manager and City Attorney
deem necessary to implement the agreement and the purposes of this
action.
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